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BIBLICAL ANTIQUITIES, BIOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHY,
AND NATURAL HISTORY.

GENNESARET, SEA OF

GENNES'ARET, SEA OF (Aifivr, Tevur]-

craper, Luke v. 1; liSwp rei>ur](Tdp, 1 Mace. xi.

67), called in the O. T. " the Sea of Chinnereth,"

or " Cinneroth," Num. xxxiv. 11; Josh. xii. 3),

from a town of that name which stood on or near

its shore (Josh. xix. 35). In the later Hebrew

we always find the Greek form "1p3"^3, which may

possibly be a corruption of n"123, though some

derive the word from Gannah, "a garden," and

Sharon, the name of a plain between Tabor and

this lake {Oiiom. s. v. ^apdv; Keland, pp. 193,

259). Josephus calls it Vevvr\(TaplTiv \Iixvt)v (Ant.

xviii. 2, § 1); and this seems to nave been its com-
mon name at the commencement of our era (Strab.

xvi. p. 755; Plin. v. 16; Ptol. v. 15). At its

northwestern angle was a beautiful and fertile plain

called " Gennesaret " {y?}v revvriaapeT, Matt. xiv.

34), from which the name of the lake was taken

(Joseph. B. J. iii. 10, § 7). The lake is also called

in the N. T. QaXaaffa Tf)$ Va\i\alas, from the

province of Galilee which bordered on its western

side (Matt. iv. 18; iNIai-k vii. 31; John vi. 1); and

©oAao-ca t";? Ti0epid5os, from the celebrated city

(John vi. 1, [xxi. 1]). Eusebius calls it Ai/xvr)

Tifiepias (Oiiom. s. v. Sapcoi/; see also Cyr. in Jes.

i. 5). It is a curious fact that all the numerous
names given to this lake were taken from places on

its western side. Its modern name is Bahr Tuba-

riyeh (jUyAJo w^]

In Josh. xi. 2 " the plains south of Chinneroth "

are mentioned. It is the sea and not the city that

is here referred to (comp. Deut. iii. 17 ; Josh. xii.

3); and " the plains " are those along the banks of

the Jordan. Most of our rx)rd"s public life was
spent in the environs of the Sea of Gennesaret.

On its shores stood ("apernaum, "his own city"

(Matt. iv. 13); on its shore he called his first dis-

ciples from their occupation as fishermen (Luke v.

1-11); and near its shores he spake many of his

parables, and performed many of his miracles.

This region was then the most densely peopled in

all Palestine. No less than nine cities stood on the

very shores of the lake; while numerous large vil-

lages dotted the plains and hill sides around (Por-

ter, Handbook., p. 424).

The Sea of (iennesaret is of an oval shape, about
thirteen geographical miles loni;-, and six broad.

57
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Josephus gives the length at 140 stadia, and the

breadth forty {B. J. iii. 10, § 7); and Pliny says

it measured xvi. m. p. by vi. {H. N. xiv.). Both
these are so near the truth that they could scarcely

have been mere estimates. The river Jordan enters

it at its northern end, and passes out at its southern

end. In fact the bed of the lake is just a lower

section of the great Jordan valley. Its most re-

markable feature is its deep depression, being no

less than 700 feet below the level of the ocean

(Robinson, Bibl. Res. i. 613). Like almost all

lakes of volcanic origin it occupies the bottom of a

great basin, the sides of which shelve down with a

uniform slope from the surrounding plateaus. On
the east the banks are nearly 2000 feet high, des-

titute of verdure and of foliage, deeply furrowed by
ravines, but quite flat along the summit; forming

in fact the supporting wall of the table-land of

Bashan. On the north there is a gradual descent

from this tableland to the valley of the Jordan;

and then a gradual rise again to a plateau of nearly

equal elevation skirting the mountains of Upper
Galilee. The western banks are le5S regular, yet

they present the same general features— plateaus

of different altitudes breaking down abruptly to

the shore. The scenery has neither grandeur nor

beauty. It wants features, and it wants variety.

It is bleak and monotonous, especially so when the

sky is cloudless and the sun high. The golden

tints and purple shadows of evening help it, but it

looks best during a thunder-storm, such as the

writer has often witnessed in early spring. The
cliffs and rocks along the shores are mostly a hard

porous basalt, and the whole basin has a scathed

volcanic look. The frequent earthquakes prove

that the elements of destruction are still at work
beneath the surface. There is a copious warm
fountain near the site of Tiberias, and it is said

that at the time of the great earthquake of 1837

both the quanti'y and temperature of the water

were much increased.

The great depression makes the climate of the

shores almost tropical. This is very sensibly felt

by the traveller in going down from the plains of

(ilalilee. In summer the heat is intense, and even

in e.arly spring the air has something of an Egyp-

tian balminess. Snow very rarely falls, and though

it often whitens the neighboring mountains, it

never lies here. The vegetation is almost of a

tropical character. The thorny lote-tree grows

(897)



898 GENNEUS
among the liasalt rocks

;
palms flourish hixuriantly,

and indigo is cultivated in the fields (comp. Joseph.

B. J. iii. 10, § C).

The water of the lake is sweet, cool, and trans-

parent; and as the beach is everywhere pebbly it

has a beautiful sparkling look. This fact is some-

what strange when we consider that it is exposed to

the powerful rays of the sun, that many warm and

brackish springs flow into it, and that it is supplied

by the Jordan, which rushes into its northern end,

a turbid, ruddy torrent. The lake aliounds in fish

now as in ancient times. Some are of the same

species as those got in the Nile, such as tlie Siluru?,

tlie Miit/il, and another called by Hasselquist Spci-

rvs Gdliheiia (Rcisc, pp. 181, 412 f
. ; comp. Joseph.

B. J. iii. 10, § 7). The fishery, like the soil of

the surrounding country, is sadly neglected. One
little crazy boat is tiie sole representative of the

fleets that covered the lake in N. T. times, and

even with it there is no deep-water fishing. Two
modes are now emjiloyed to catch the fish. One is

a hand-net, with which a man, usually naked

(John xxi. 7), stalks along the shore, and watching

his opportunity, throws it round the game with a

jerk. The other mode is still more curious. Bread-

crumbs are mixed up with bi-chloride of mercury,

and sown over the water; the fish swallow the

poison and die. The dead bodies float, are picked

up, and taken to the market of Tiberias ! (Porter,

Handbook, p. 4.j2.)

A "mournful and solitary silence " now reigns

along the shores of the Sea of Gennesaret, which

were in former ages studded with great cities, and

resounded with the din of an active and industrious

people. Seven out of the nine cities above refeiTed

to are now uninhabited ruins ; one, Jlagdala, is oc-

cupied by half a dozen mud hovels; and Tiberias

alone retains a wi-etched remnant of its former

prosperity. J. L. P.

GENNE'US (revvaTos, Alex. Fevveos- Gen-

nceiis), father of ApoUonius, who was one of several

generals ((rrpaTriyoi) comn)anding towns in Pales-

tine, who molested the Jews while Lysias was gov-

ernor for Antiochus Eupator (2 5Iacc. xii. 2).

Luther understands the word as an adjective {yev-

yaTos= well-born), and has " des edlen ApoUo-

nius."

GENTILES. I. Old Testament. — The He-

brew ''"IB in sing, ^a people, nation, body pohtic;

in which sense it is applied to the .Jewish nation

amongst others. In the plural it acquires an ethno-

graphic, and also an invidious meaning, and is ren-

dered in A. V. by Gentiles and Heathen.

C^IB, the nations, the surrounding nations, /b;--

eif/iwrs, as opposed to Israel (Neh. v. 8). In Gen.
X. b it occurs in its most indefinite senses the fiir-

distant inhabitants of the AVestern Isles, without

the slightest accessory notion of heathenism, or

l.arb.arism. In Lev., Dent., Ps., the term is ap-

plied to the various heathen nations with which
Israel came into contact; its meaning grows wider

in proportion to the wider circle of the national ex-

perience, and more or less invidious according to

the success or defeat of the national arms. In the

prophets it attains at once its most comprehensive

and its most hostile view; hostile in presence of

victorious rivals, comprehensive with reference to

the triumphs of a spiritual future.

Xotwithstanding the disagreeable connotiition of

the term, the Jews were able to use it, even in the

GEON
plural, in a purely technical, geographical sense. So

Gen. X. 5 (see above); Gen. xiv. 1; Josh. xii. 2-3;

Is. ix. 1. In .losh. xii. 2-3, "the king of the na-

tions of Gilgal," A. v.; better with Gesenius "the
king of the Gentiles at Gilgal," where probably, as

afterwards in Galilee, foreigners, Gentiles, were set-

tled among the Jews.

For " Gahlee of the Gentiles," comp. Matt. iv.

15 with Is. ix. 1, where A. V. " Galilee of the

nations." In Heb. D'^ISH V^vS, the " circle of

the Gentiles; " ffar' f^oxw, ''^/'^'^i ha-Galeel;

whence the name Galilee applied to a district which

was largely peopled by the Gentiles, especially the

Phoenicians.

The Gentiles in Gen. xiv. 1 may either be the

inhabitants of the same territory, or, as suggested

by Gesenius, "nations of the West" generally.

II. New Testament. — 1. The Greek iQvos in

sing, means a people or nation (Matt. xxiv. 7 ; Act.s

ii. 5, itc), and even the Jewish people (Luke vii.

5, xxiii. 2, &c.; comp. "'^S, supr.). It is only in

the pi. that it is used for the Heb. n^13, heathen,

Gentiles (comp. iQuos, heathen, ethnic): in jNIatt.

xxi. 43 idv€L alludes to, but does not directly stand

for, " the Gentiles." As equivalent to Gentiles it

is found in the Epistles of St. Paul, but not always

in an invidious sense (e. y. Rom. xi. 1.3 ; Eph. iii.

1,6).

2. "EWriv, John vii. 35, -^ ^laffiropa tSiv 'E\-

Arivoov, "the Jews dispersed among the Gentiles,"

Rom. iii. 9, 'lovSaiovs Kal "EWrtvas, Jews and

Gentiles.

The A. V. is not consistent in its treatment of

this word ; sometimes rendering it by Greek (Acts

xiv. 1, xrii. 4; Rom. i. 16, x. 12), sometimes by
Gentile (Rom. ii. 9, 10. iii. 9; 1 Cor. x. 32), in-

serting Greek in the margin. The places where

"EAAtjj/ is equivalent to Greek simply (as Acts xvi.

1, 3) are much fewer than those where it is equiva-

lent to Gentile. The former may probably be

reduced to Acts xvi. 1, 3; Acts xviii. 17; Rom. i.

14. The latter use of the word seems to have

arisen from the almost universal adoption of the

Greek language. Even in 2 ilacc. iv. 13 'EKAtivkt-

fi6s appears as synonymous with a.k\o(pv\i(Ttj.6s

(comp. vi. 9); and in Is. ix. 12 the LXX. renders

D^Pltp ^-B by "EWr^vas ; and so the Greek Fathers

defended the Christian faith Trphs "EWrivas, and

Kad' 'EX\r)vaiu. [Ghekk; Hkathkn.]
T. E. B.

GENU'BATH (n33!l [theft, Ges.] : Vavv
fidO: Gemibath), the son of Hadad, an Edomite
of the royal family, by an Egyptian princess, the

sister of Tahpenes, the queen of the Ph.araoh who
governed Egypt in the latter part of the reign of

David (1 K. xi. 20; comp. 16). Genubath was
born in the palace of Pharaoh, and weaned by the

queen herself; after which he became a member
of the royal establishment, on the same footing as

one of the sons of Pharaoh. The fragment of

Edomite chronicle in which this is contained is

very remarkable, and may tie compared with that

in Gen. xxxvi. Genubath is not again mentioned

or alluded to.

GE'ON (TTjaJr: Gehon), i. e. Gmox, one of

the four rivers of Ivlen ; introduced, with the Jordan,

and probably the Nile, into a figure in the praise



GERA
of wisdom, Eccliis. xxiv. 27. This is merely tlie

Greek form of the Hebrew name, the same which

is used bj the LXX. in Gen. ii. 13.

GE'RA (^5"12 [grain^ little loelr/ht, Ges.]

:

Tijpa; [in 1 Chr. viii. 5, Kom. Vat. Tepd'- CVerrf]),

one of the '»aons," l. e. descendants, of Benjamin,

enumerated in Gen. xlvi. 21, as already living at

the time of .Jacob's migration into I'-gypt. He
was son of Hela (1 Chr. viii. 3). [Bki-a.] The

text of this last passage is very corrupt; and the

different Geras there named seem to reduce them-

selves into one— the same as the son of Bela.

Gera, who is named .Uidg. iii. 15 as the ancestor

of Ehud, and in 2 Sam. xvi. 5 as the ancestor

of Shimei who cursed Uavid [Becuku], is prob-

ably also the same person. Gera is not men-
tioned in the list of Benjamite fitmilies in Num.
xxvi. 38—10; of which a very obvious explanation

is that at tliat time he was not the liead of a sep-

arate family, but was included among the Belaites;

it being a matter of necessity that some of Bela's

sons should be so included, otherwise there could

be no family of Belaites at aU. Dr. Kalisch has

some long and rather perplexed observations on the

discrepancies in the lists in Gen. xlvi. and Num.
xxvi., and specially as I'egards the sons of Benjamin.

But the truth is that the two lists agree very well

as far as Benjamin is concerned. For the only dis-

crepance that remains, when the absence of Becher

and Gera from the list in Num. is thus explained,

is that for the two names "^HM and ti7S~) (Ehi

and Rosh) in Gen., we have the one name DT^HS

(Ahiram) in Num. If this last were written DH~),

as it might be, the two texts would be almost

identical, especially if written in the Samaritan
character, in which the sliin closely resembles the

7nem. That Ahiram is right we are quite sure,

from the family of the Ahiramites, and from the

non-mention elsewhere of Kosh, which in fact is

not a proper name. [Rush.] The conclusion

therefore seems certain that ti?S"lVnS in Gen.

is a mere clerical error, and that there is perfect

agreement between the two lists. This view is

strengthened by the further fact that in the word
which follows Kosh, namely, ^luppim, the initial

m is an error for ah. It should be Shuppim, as in

Num. xxvi. 39; 1 Chr. vii. 12. The final m of

Ahirnm,' und the initial sh of Sliuppim, have thus

been transposed. To the remarks made under
Beciikh should be added that the great destruction

of the Benjamites recorded in .Judg. xx. may ac-

count for the introduction of so many new names
in the later Benjamite lists of 1 Chr. vii. and viii.,

of which several seem to be women's names.

A. C. H.

GERAH. [Measures.]

GE'RAR ("i;p3 {circle, district, Fiirst; abode,

reddtnce, Sim., Ges.]: Tepapd [or Tipapa; in 2

GERAR, VALLEY OF 899

« The well where Isaac and Abimelech covenanted
U distinguished by the l.XX. from the Beer-sheba
where Abraham did so. the former being called <ftpeap

opKov, the latter (Jjpf'ap 6pKi(Tf/.oO.

b The stopping wells is a device still resorted to by
the Bedouins, to m;ike a country -untenable by a neigh-
bor of whom tliey wish to be rid.

•^ * In his P/ujs. GfOi;r. (p. 123) Robinson says
merely that this valley was doubtless " some portion or

Chr., reSuip- Gevftra;] Joseph. Ant. i. 12, § 11

a very ancient city south of Gaza. It occurs chiefl)

in Genesis (x. 19, xx. 1, xxvi. 1, G, [17, 20, 26])

also incidentally in 2 Chr. xiv. 13, 14. In GenesL

the people are spoken of as Philistines; but their

habits appear, in that early stage, more pastora.

than they suljsequently were. Yet they are even

then warlike, since Abimelech was "a captain of the

host," who appears from his fixed title, " Fhichol,"

like that of the king, " Abimelech," to be a per-

manent officer (comp. Gen. xxi. 32, xxvi. 26, and

Ps. xxxiv., title). The local description, xx. 1,

"between Kadesh and Shur," is probably meant

to indicate the limits within which tliese pastoral

Philistines, whose chief seat was then Gerar, rajiged,

although it would by no means follow that their ter-

ritory embraced all the interval lietween those cities.

It must have trenched on the ''south" or "south

country " of later Palestine. From a comparison

of xxi. 32 with xxvi. 23, 26," Beer-sheba would

seem to be just on the verge of this territory, and

perhaps to be its limit towards the N. E. For its

.southern boundary, though \ery uncertain, none is

more probable than the wadies el-Aruh (" River

of Egypt " [torrent, V^H^]) and el-Ain; south

of which the neighboring " wilderness of Paran "

(xx. 15, xxi. 22, 31) may be probably reckoned to

begin. Isaac wius most probalsly born in Gerar.

The great crops which he subsequently raised attest

the fertility of the soil, which, lying in the maritime

plain, still contains some of the best ground in

Palestine (xxvi. 12). It is possible that the wells

mentioned by Robinson (i. 190) may represent

those digged by Abraham and reopened by Isaac

(xxvi. 18-22).* Williams (IIolij City, i. 46) .speaks

of a Joorf el-Geriir as now existing, three hours

S. S. E. of Gaza, and this may probably indicate

the northern limit of the territory, if not the site

of the town ; but the range of that territory need

not be so far narrowed as to make the Wmly
Rnhaibeh an impossible site, as Roliinson thinks it

(see his map at end of vol. i. and i. 197), for

Rehoboth. There is also a Wady el-Jeriir laid

down S. of the wadies alioxe-named, and running

into one of them ; but this is too far south (Robin-

son, i. 189, note) to be accepted as a possible site.

The valley of Gerar may be almost any important

wady within the limits indicated ; but if the above-

mentioned situation for the wells be not rejected, it

would tend to designate the Wady el- Ain. Robin-

son (ii. 44) appears to prefer the Wiuly es-SherV ah,

running to the sea south of Gaza.<^ Eusebius (de

Sit. (f Nom. Loc. fie/), s. v. ) makes Gerar 25 miles

S. from Eleutheropolis, which would be about the

latitude of Beer-sheba; but see .Terome, Lib. Quwst.

Heb. Gen. xxii. 3. Bered (xvi. 14) may perhaps

have lain in this territory. In 1 Chr. iv. 39, the

LXX. read Gerar, tU t7]v repapa, for Gedor; a

substitution which is not without some claims to

support. [BicKKD; Bkkii-siieba; Gedoi:.]

H. H.

* GERAR, VALLEY OF. [Gekar.]

branch of these valleys south and southeast of Gaza."

Van de A'elde (ii. 183) heard of " a site called Um el-

Gerar, about 3 hours from Gaza, and about the same
distance from the sea," though without any ruins to

indicate its antiquity. Thomson says {Laml and Book,

ii. 348) that Gerar has not yet been discovered, bu
can hardly fail to be brouglit to light, "just as soon ai

it is safe to travel in that region." H
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GER'ASA (Tepaaa, Ptol. ; r^pocro-a, Not.

Eccles. : Arab. Jerash, (jii*j^). This name does

not occur in the O. T., nor in tlie Received Text of

the N. T. But it is now generally admitted that in

Matt. viii. 28 "Gerasenes" supersedes "Gadarenes."

Gerasa was a celebrated cit}' on the eastern borders

of Peroea (Joseph. B. ./. iii. 3, § 3), placed by some

in the province of Coelesyria and region of Decapolis

(Steph. s. v.), by others in Arabia (Epiph. adv.

Ilcer. ; Origen. in Johan.). These various state-

ments do not arise from any doubts as to the

locality of the city, but from the ill-defined bound-

aries of the provinces mentioned. In the Roman
age no city of Palestine was better known than

Gerasa. It is situated amid the mountains of

Gilead, 20 miles east of the Jordan, and 2-5 north of

Philadelphia, the ancient Rabbath-Ammon. Several

MSS. read Tepacn]va>v instead of Tepyf<r7)vSi>v, in

Matt. viii. 28; but the city of Gerasa lay too far

from the Sea of Tiberias to admit the possibility

of the miracles having been wrought in its vicinity.

If the reading Tepaa-quwv be the true one, the

X&jpa, "district," must then have been very large,

including Gadara and its environs; and Matthew

thus uses a broader appellation, where JIark and

Luke use a more specific one. This is not improb-

able; as Jerome {ml Obnd.) states that Gilead was

in his day called Gerasa; and Origen affirms that

Tepaa-riviav was the ancient reading
( 0pp. iv. p.

140). [Gadara.]
It is not known when or by whom Gerasa was

founded. It is first mentioned by Josephus as

having been captured by Alexander Janna^us {circ.

B. c. 8.5; Joseph. B. J. i. 4, § 8). It was one of

the cities the Jews burned in revenge for the mas-

sacre of their countrymen at Coesarea, at the com-
mencement of their last war with the Romans ; and
it had scarcely recovered from this calamity when
the I'.mperor Vespasian despatched Annius, his

general, to capture it. Annius, having carried the

city at the first assault, put to the sword one

thousand of the youth who had not effected their

escape, enslaved their families, and plundered their

dwellings (Joseph. B. J. iv. 9, § 1). It appears

to have been nearly a century subsequent to this

period that (Jerasa attained its greatest prosperity,

and was adorned with those monuments which give

it a place among the proudest cities of Syria. His-

tory tells us nothing of this, but the fragments of

inscriptions found among its ruined palaces and
temples, show that it is indebted for its architec-

tural splendor to the age and genius of the Anto-
nhies (A. I). 138-80). It subsequently became the

seat of a bishopric. There is no evidence that the

city was ever occupied by the Saracens. There are

no traces of their architecture— no mosques, no in-

scriptions, no reconstruction of old edifices, such as

are found in most other great cities in Syria. All
here is Roman, or at least ante-Islamic ; every
structure remains as the hand of the destroyer or
the eartluiuake shock left it — ruinous and de-
serted.

Tlie ruins of Gerasa are by far the most beauti-
ful and extensive east of tiie Jordan. They are
situated on both sides of a sliallow valley that runs
from north t<j soutii through a high undulating
plain, and falls into the Ziirka (the ancient Jabbok)
at the distance of about 5 miles. A little rivulet,

thickly fringed with oleander, winds through the
valley, giving life and beauty to the deserted city.

The first view of the ruins is very striking; and
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such as have enjoyed it will not soon forget tha

impression made upon the mind. The long colon-

nade running through the centre of the city, ter-

minating at one end in the graceful circle of the

forum ; the groups of columns clustered here and
there round the crumbling waDs of the temples;

the heavy masses of masonry that distinguish the

positions of the great theatres ; and the vast field

of shapeless ruins rising gradually from the green

banks of the rivulet to the battlemented heights on
each side— all combine in forming a picture such

as is rarely equaled. The form of the city is an
irregular square, each side measuring nearly a mile.

It was surrounded by a strong wall, a large portion

of which, with its flanking towers at intervals, is

in a good state of preservation. Three gateways
are still nearly perfect; and within the city upwards
of two hundred and iliirty columns remain on their

pedestals. (Full descriptions of Gerasa are given

in the Handbookfor Syr. and Pal. ; Burckhardt's

Travels in Syria ; Buckingham's Arab Tribes

;

Ritter's Pal. und Syr.) J. L. P.

GERGESE'NES, Matt. viii. 28. [Gadara.]

GER'GESITES, THE {ol repyfcraToi '•

Vulg. omits), Jud. v. 16. [Gikgashites.]

GER'-IZIM (always D^-nr"in, kar-Geriz-

zim, the mountain of the Gerizzites, from ''•^"13,

G'rizzi, dwellers in a shorn (i. e. desert) land, from

T'nS, (jdraz, to cut off; possibly the tribe subdued

by David, 1 Sam. xxvii. 8: TapiQv, [Vat. Alex.

-^eiv, exc. Alex. Deut. xi. 2!), Taypnv:^ Garizim),

a mountain designated by Moses, in conjimction

with Moinit Ebal, to be the scene of a great solem-

nity upon the entrance of the children of Israel

into the promised land. High places had a pecu-

liar charm attached to them in these days of ex-

ternal observance. The law was delivered from

Sinai : the blessings and curses affixed to the per-

formance or neglect of it were directed to be pro-

nounced upon Gerizim and Ebal. Six of the

tribes — Simeon, Levi (bxit Joseph being rejire-

sented by two tribes, Levi's actual place probably

was as assigned below), Judah, Issachar, Joseph, and
Benjamin were to take their stand upon the former

to bless; and six, namely — Reuben, Gad, Asher,

Zebulun, Dan, and Naphtali— upon the latter to

curse (Deut. xxvii. 12-13). Apparently, the Ark
halted mid-way between the two mountains, en-

conqiassed by the priests and Levites, thus divided

by it into two bands, with Joshua for their cory-

phaeus. He read the blessings and cursings succes-

sively (Josh. viii. 33, 34), to be re-echoed by the

Levites on either side of him, and responded to by

the tribes in their double array with a loud Amen
(Deut. xxvii. 14). Curiously enough, only the

formula for the curses is given {ibid. ver. 14-2G);

and it was upon Ebal, and not Gerizim, where the

altar of whole imwrought stone was to be built,

and where the huge plastered stones, with the words

of the law (Josh. viii. 32; Joseph. Ant. iv. 8, § 44,

limits them to tlje blessings and curses just pro-

nounced) written upon them, were to be set up
(Deut. xxvii. 4-G) — a significant omen ibr a peo-

ple entering joyously upon their new inheritance,

and yet the song of Moses abounds with forebod-

ings still more sinister and plain-spoken (Deut.

xxxii. .'"i, 6, and 1.5-28).

The next question is. Has Closes defined the lo-
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calities of Ebal and Gerizim? Standing on the

eastern side of tlie Jordan, in the hind of Moab
(Deut. i. 5), he asks: "Are they not on the other

side Jordan, by tlie way where the sun goeth down

(i. e. at some distance to the W.), i>i the land of

the Canaanites, which dwell in the champaign over

against Gilgal (t. e. whose territory — not these

mountains— commenced over against Gilgal— see

Patrick on Deut. xi. 30), beside the plains of JNIo-

reh?" . . . These closing words would seem to

mark their site with unusual precision : for in Gen.

xii. 6 "the plain (LXX. 'oak') of JNIoreh " is ex-

pressly connected with " the place of Sichem or She-

cheni ' (N. T. "Sychem" or "Sychar," which last

form is thought to convey a reproach. Keland,

Dissert, on Gerizim, in Ugol. Tliesaitr. p. dccxxv.,

in Josephus the form is " Sicima"), and accordingly

Judg. ix. 7, Jotham is made to address his cele-

brated parable to the men of Shecheni from " the

top of Mount (Jerizim." The " hill of Moreh,"

mentioned in the history of Gideon his father, may
have been a mountain overhanging the same plain,

but certainly could not have been further south

(comp. c. vi. 33, and vii. 1). Was it therefore

prejudice, or neglect of the true import of these

passages, that made I'^usebius and Epiphanius,

both natives of Palestine, concur in placing Ebal

and Gerizim near Jericho, the former charging the

Samaritans witli gra\e error for affirming them to

be near NeapolisV (lieland. Dissert., as aliove, p.

dccxx.). Of one thing we may be assured, namely,

that their Scriptural site must have been, in the

fourth ceiitury, lost to all but the Samaritans;

otherwise these two fathers would have spoken

very ditterently. It is true that they consider the

Samaritan hypothesis irreconcilable with Ueut. xi.

30, whicli it has already been shown not to be. A
more formidable objection would have been that

Joshua could not have marched from Ai to She-

cheni, through a hostile country, to perform the

above solemnity, and retraced his steps so soon

afterwards to Gilgal, as to have been found there

by the Gilieonites (Josh. ix. 6; comp. viii. 30-3-5).

Yet the distance between Ai and Shechem is not

so long (under two dajs" journey). Neither can

the interval implied in the context of the former

passage have been so short, as even to warrant the

modern supposition that the latter passage has been

misplaced. The remaiuiiig objection, namely, "the

wide interval between the two mountains at She-

chem " (Stanley, S. cf P. p. 238, note), is still more

easily disposed of, if we consider the blessings and

curses to have been pronounced by the Levites,

standing in the midst of the valley— thus abridg-

ing the distance by one half— and not by the six

tribes on either hill, who only responded. How
indeed could 61)0,000 men and upvN-ards, besides

women and children (comp. Num. ii. 32 with Judg.

XX. 2 and 17), have been accommodated in a smaller

space '? Besides in those days of assemblies " sub

dio," the sense of hearing must have been neces-

sarily more acute, just as, before the aids of writing

and printing, memories were nuich more retentive.

We may conclude, therefore, that there is no room
for doubting the Scriptural position of Elial and

Gerizim to have been — where they are now placed

— in the territory of the tribe of Ephraim ; the

latter of them overhanging the city of Sliechem or

Sicima, as Josephus, following the Scriptural nar-

rative, asserts. Even Kusebius, in another work of

his (Prep. J'Jvanc/. ix. 22), quotes some lines from

Theodotus, in which the true position of Ebal and
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Gerizim is described with great force and accuracy

and St. Jerome, while following Eusebius in th

Onomasticon, in his ordinary correspoiideiice doa
not hesitate to connect Sichem or Neapolis, the

well of Jacob, and JMount Gerizim (i'-p- cviii. c.

13, ed. Migne). Procopius of Gaza does nothing

more than follow Eusebius, and that clumsily

(Pteland, Fakest. lib. ii. c. 13, p. 503); but his

more accurate namesake of Ca>sarea expressly as-

serts that Gerizim rose o\er Neapolis (De ^Edif.

v. 7) — that Ebal was not a peak of Gerizim (v.

Quaresm. Eluckl. T. S. lib. vii. Per. i. c. 8), but

a distinct mountain to the N. of it, and separated

from it by the valley in which Shechem stood, we

are not called upon liere to prove; nor again, that

Ebal was entirely barren, which it can scarce be

called now; while Gerizim was the sa)iie proverb

for verdure and gushing rills formerly, that it is

now, at leiist where it descends towards Nnbh'is.

It is a far more important question whether Geri-

zim was the mountain on which Abraham was

directed to offer his son Isaac (Gen. xxii. 2 ff.).

First, then, let it be observed that it is not the

mountain, but the district which is there called

Moriah (of the same root with Moreh : see Corn,

a Lapid. on Gen. xii. 6), and that antvcedently to

the occurrence which took place " ui)on one of the

mountains " in its vicinity— a consideration which

of itself would naturally point to the locality,

filready known to Abraham, as the plain or plains

of Moreh, " the land of vision," " the high land ;

"

and therefore consistently " the land of adoration,'

or "religious worship," as it is variously explained.

That all these interpretations are incomparably

more applicable to the natural features of Gerizim

and its neighborhood, than to the hillock (in com-

parison) upon which Solomon I luilt his temple,

none can for a moment doubt who have seen both.

Jerusalem unquestionably stands upon high ground :

but owing to the hills "round aliout" it cannot

be seen on any side from any great distance; nor,

for the same reason, could it ever have been a land

of vision, or extensive views. Even from Mount

Olivet, which must always have towered over the

small eminences at its base to the S. W., the view

cannot be named in the same breath with that from

Gerizim, which is one of the finest in Palestine,

commanding, as it does, from an elevation of nearly

2,.500 feet (Arrowsmith, Geo(/nipli. Dirt, of tlic II.

S. p. 145), "the Mediterranean Sea on the W.,

the snowy heights of Hermoii on the N., on the E.

the wall of the trans-Jordanic mountains, broken

by the deep cleft of the Jabliok " (Stanley, ^\ </• P.

p. 235), and the lovely and tortuous expanse of

plain (the MukJiiui) stretched as a carpet of many
colors beneath its feet." Neither is the appearance,

which it would " present to a traxeller ad\ancing

up the Philistine plain " {iljid. p. 252) — the direc-

tion from which Abraham came— to be overlooked.

It is by no means necessary, as Mr. Porter thinks

{Ilamibooh of S. (/• P. i." 339), that he should

have stiirttd from Beer-shelia (see (Jen. xxi. 34—
"the whole land being before him," c. xx. 15).

Then, " on the morning of the third day, he would

arrive in the plain of Sharon, exactly where the

massive height of Gerizim is visible afar oft'" (iliid

p. 251), and from thence, with the mount always

a * From the top of Gerizim the traveller enjoys " a

prospect unique in the Holy Lnnd." See it well de

scribed in Tristram's Ldnd of Israel, p. 151, 1st ed.

H.
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m view, he would proceed to the exact "place

which God had told him of" in all solemnity — for

again, it is not necessary that he should liave ar-

rived on the actual spot durins; the third day. All

that is said in the narrative, is that, from the time

that it hove in si<;ht, he and Isaac parted from the

young men, and went on together alone. The

Samaritans, therefore, through whom the tradition

of the true site of Gerizim has been preserved, are

probably not wrong when they point out still — as

they have done from time immemorial — Gerizim

as the hill upon which Abraham's " faith was made

perfect; " and it is ol)Scrvable that no such spot is

attempted to be shown on the rival hill of Jerusa-

lem, as distinct from Calvary. Diff<?rent reasons

in all probability caused these two localities to be

so named: the first, not a mountain, but a land,

district, or plain (for it is not intended to be as-

serted that Gerizim itself ever bore the name of

Moriah; though a certain spot upon it was ever

afterwards to Abraham personally " Jehovah-

jireh "), called Moreh, or Moriah, from the nol)le

vision of nature, and therefore of natural religion,

that met the eye ; the second, a small hill deriving

its name from a special revelation or vision, as the

express words of Scripture say, which took place

" by the threshing floor of Araunah the Jebusite
"

(2 Chr. iii. 1; comp. 2 Sam. xxiv. IG). If it be

thought strange that a place once called by the

" Father of the faithful " .Jehovah-jireh, should

have been merged by Jloses, and ever afterwards,

in a general name so different from it in sense and

origin as Gerizim ; it would be still more strange,

that, if Jlount Moriah of the book of Chronicles

and Jehovah-jireh were one and tlie same [ilace, no

sort of allusion sliould have been made by the in-

spired historian to the prime event which had

caused it to be so called. True it is that Jose] bus,

in more than one place, asserts that where Abra-

ham offered, there the temple was afterwards built

{Ant. i. 1-3, § 2, and vii. 1-3, § 9). Yet the same
Josephus makes God bid Abraham go to the moun-
tain— not the land — of Jloriah; having omitted

all mention of the plains of JMoreh in his account

of the preceding narrative. Besides, in more than

one place he shows that he bore no love to the Sa-
maritans {ibi'l. xi. 8, § G, and xii. 5, § 5). St.

Jerome follows Josephus ( Qiia'nl. in Gen. xxii. 5,

ed. Migne), but witli his uncertainty about the site

of Gerizim, what else could he have done? Besides

it appears from the Oiiomnsticon (s. v.) that he
considered the hill of Moreh (Judg. vii. 1) to be
the same witli Jloriah. And who that is aware of

the extravagance of the Kabbinical traditions re-

sjiecting Mount Moriah can attach weight to any
one of them V {Cun*us, De Eepitbl. Ihb. lib. ii.

12). Finally, the ( 'hristian tradition, which makes
the site of Abraham's sacrifice to liave been on
Calvary, will derive countenance from neither Jose-
phus nor St. Jerome, unless tlie sites of the Tem-
ple and of the Crucifixion are admitted to have
been the same.

Another tradition of the Samaritans is far less

trustworthy; namely, that Mount Gerizim was the
spot where Melchisedech met Abraham — though
there certaiidy was a Salem or Shaleni in that
neighborhood ((ien. xxxiii. 18; Staidey, ,8. (f P.
p. 247 ff.). The first altar erected in "the land of
Abraham, and the first apjiearance of Jehovah to
him in it, was in the plain of Moreh near Sicliem
(Gen. xii. 6); but the mountain overhanging that
lity (assuming our view to be correct) had not vet
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been hallowed to him for the rest of his life by that

decisive trial of his faith, wiiich was made therj

subsequently. He can hardly therefore be supposed

to have deviated fiom his road so far, which lay

through the plain of the Jordan : nor again is it

likely that he would have found the king of Sodom
so far away from his own territory (Gen. xiv. 17

ft'.). Lastly, the altar which Jacob built was
not on Gerizim, as the Samaritans contend,

though proliably about its base, at the head of the

jilain between it and ICbal, " in the parcel of a

field "' which that patriarch purchased from the

children of Hanior, and where he spread his tent

(Gen. xxxiii. 18-20). Here was likewi.se his well

(John iv. G); and the tomb of his son Joseph
(Josh. xxiv. .32), .loth of which are still shown;
the former surmounted by the remains of a vaulted

chamber, and with the ruins of a church hard by
(llobinson, Bibl. lits. ii. 283) the latter, with "a
fruitful vine" trailing over its white-washed in-

closure, and before it two dwarf pillars, hollowed

out at the top to receive lamps, which are hghted
every Friday or Molianniiedan sabbath. There is,

however, another ^Mohammedan monument claiming

to le the said tomb (Stanley, S. cj' P. p. 241, note).

The tradition (Kobinson, ii. 283, note) that the

twelve patriarchs were liuried there likewise (it

should have made them eleven without Joseph, or

thirteen, including bis two sons), proliably depends

upon Acts \ii. IG, where, unless we are to suppose

confusion in the narrati\e, avT6s should be read

for 'A^pad/x, which may well have been suggested

to the copyist from its recurrence, v. 17; while

avrSs, from having already occurred, v. 15, might
have been thought suspicious.

We now enter upon the second phase in the his-

tory of Gerizim. According to Josephus, a marriage

contracted between Manasseh, brother of Jaddus,

the then high-priest, and the daughter of Sanballat

the CuthiEan (comp. 2 K. xvii. 24), having created

a great stir amongst the Jews, who had been

strictly forbidden to contract alien marriages (l'2zr.

ix. 2; Nell. xiii. 23) — Saidiallat, in order to rec-

oncile his son-in-law to this unpopular affinity, ob-

tained lea\e from Alexander the Great to build a

temple upon Mount Gerizim, and to inaugurate a

rival priesthood and altar there to those of Jerusa-

lem (Alii. xi. 8, §§ 2-4, and for the harmonizing

of the names and dates, i'rideaux, Couinct. i. 396

ff., M'Caid's ed.). "Samaria thenceforth," says

Prideaux, "became the common refuge and asylum

of the refractory Jews" {ibid.; see also Joseph.

Ant. xi. 8, § 7), and for a time, at least, their

temple seems to ha\e been called by the name of a

(ireek deity {Ant. xii. 5, § 5). Hence one of the

first acts of Hyreanus. when the death of Antiochus

Sidetes had set his hands free, was to seize Shechem,

and destroy the temjile upon Gerizim, after it had

stood there 200 years {Ant. xiii. 9, § 1). But the

destruction of their temple by no means crushed

tlie rancor of the Samaritans. The road from

Galilee to Judaa lay then, as now, tlirough Sa-

maria, .skirting the foot of Gerizim (.John iv. 4).

Here was a constant occasion for reKgious contro-

versy and for outrage. " How is it that Thou, be-

ing a Jew, askest to drink of me, wliich am a woman
of Samaria?" said the female to our Lord at the

well of Jacob, where l)oth parties would always be

sure to meet. " Clur fathers worshipjied in this

mountain, and ye say that in Jerusalem is the place

where men ought to worship? "
. . . Subsequently

we read of the depredations committed on that road
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upon a party of Galilaans {Ant. xx. 6, § 1). The
liberal attitude, first of the Saviour, and then of

his disciples (Acts viii. 1-i), was thrown away upon

all those who would not abandon their creed. And
Gerizini continued to be the focus of outbreaks

through successive centuries. One, under Pilate,

while it led to their se\ere cliastisement, procured

the disgrace of that ill-starred magistrate, who had

crucified " Jesus, the king of the Jews," with im-

punity (Anl. xviii. 4, § 1). Another hostile gath-

ering on the same spot caused a slaughter of 10,tiOO

of them under A'espasian. It is remarkable that,

in this instance, want of water is said to have made
them easy victims ; so that the deliciously cold and

jmre spring on the summit of Gerizini must have

failed before so great a multitude (B. J. iii. 7, §

32). At length their aggressions were directed

against the t,'hristians inhabiting Neapolis— now
powerful, and under a bishop— in the reign of

Zeno. Terebinthus at once carried the liews of

this outrage to Byzantium: the Samaritans were

forcibly ejected from Gerizini, which was handed

over to the Christians, and adorned with a church

in honor of the Virgin; to some extent fortified,

and even guarded. This not proving sufficient to

repel the foe, Justinian built a second wall round

the church, which his historian says defied all at-

tacks (I'rocop. Be yEdif. v. 7). It is probably the

ruins of these buildings which meet the eye of the

modern traveller {Ilandh. of S. cj- P. ii. S.'JO).

Previously to this time, the Samaritans had been a

numerous and important sect— sufficiently so, in-

deed, to be carefully distinguished from the Jews
and Caelicolists in the Theodosian code. This last

outrage led to their comparative disappearance from

history. Travellers of the 12th, 14th, and 17th

centuries take notice of their existence, but extreme

paucity {Ettrly Trncels, by Wright, pp. 81, 181,

and 4^2), and their number now, as in tho^e days,

is said to be below 200 (Kobiuson, Bibl. Hes. ii.

282, 2d ed.). We are confined by our subject to

Gerizim, and therefore can only touch upon the

Samaritans, or their city Neapolis, so far as their

history connects directly with that of the mountain.

And yet we may observe that as it was undoulit-

edly this mountain of which our Lord had said,

"Woman, l)elieve me, the hour cometh, when ye

shall neither in this mountain, nor yet at Jerusa-

lem {i. e. exclusively), worship the Father" (John

iv. 21)— so likewise it is a singular historical fact,

that the Samaritans have continued on this self-

same mountain century after century, with the

briefest interruptions, to worship according to their

ancient custom ever since to the present day.

While the Jews— expelled from Jerusalem, and
therefore no longer able to oflfer up bloody sacrifices

according to the law of Moses— have been obliged

to adai)t their ceremonial to the circumstances of

their destiny: here the Paschal Lamb has been

offered up in all ages of the Christian era by a

small but united nationality (the spot is accurately

marked out by Dr. Robinson, Bibl. lies. ii. 277)."

Their copy of the Law, probalily the work of j\la-

nasseh, and known to the fiithers of the 2d and 3d

centuries (Prideaux, Connect, i. 600; and Roliin-

son, ii. 2!)7-301), was, in the 17th, vindicated

from oblivion by Scaliger, Usher, Morinus, and
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" * The reader will find under Passover (Amer. ed.)

a particular account of the manner in which the Sa-

maritans celebrate that great festival on Gerizim. On
jterizim and the modern Samaritans interesting infor-

others; and no traveller now visits Palestine with

out making a sight of it one of his prime objects

(jerizim is hkewise still to tlie Samaritans what

.Jerusalem is to the Jews, and Mecca to the Mo-
hammedans. Their prostrations are directed to-

wards it wherever they are ; its holiest spot in their

estimation being the traditional site of the taber-

nacle, near that on which they believe Abraham to

have offered his son. Both these spots are on the

summit ; and near them is still to be seen a mound
of ashes, similar to the larger and more celebrated

one N. of Jerusalem ; coUected, it is said, from the

sacrifices of each successive age (Dr. Robinson,

Bibl. Ees. ii. 202 and 2i)9, evidently did not see

this on Gerizim). Into their more legendary tra-

ditions respecting Gerizim, and the story of their

alleged worship of a dove, — due to the Jews, their

enemies (Reland, Diss. ap. Uijolin. Thesnur. vii.

pp. dccxxix.-xxxiii.),— it is needless to enter.

E. S. Ff.

* The theory that Gerizim is '' the mountain on

which Abraham was directed to offer his son Isaac,"

advocated by Dean Stanley (S. if P. p. 248) and

controverted by Dr. Thomson (Lnml ami Book, ii.

212), is brought forward by the writer of the above,

on grounds which appear to us whoUy unsubstan-

tial

(1.) The assumed identity of JMoreh and Moriah

cannot be admitted. There is a radical difference

in their roots (Robin.son's Gesen. Ileb. Lex. s. w.),

which is conceded by Stanley; and the reasoning

about " the plains of ^loreh, the land of vision,"

"called Moreli, or JMoriah, from the noble vision

of nature," etc., is irrelevant. Murphy {Comm.
in loc), justly observes: " As the two names occur

in the same document, and differ in form, they nat-

urally denote different things."

(2.) The distance of Gerizim from Beer-sheba

is fatal to this hypothesis. The suggestion that

Abraham need not have ^'started from Beer-sheba,"

is gratuitous— the narrative fairly conveying the

impression that he started from his residence, which

was then at that place. [BiCKrv-siiEUA.] From
this point Jerusalem is three days, and Gerizim two

days still further, north. The journey could not

have been comjileted, with a loaded ass, " on the

third day; "and the route by which this ^^Titer,

following Stanley, sends the party to Gerizim, is

an unknown and improbalile route.

(3.) The suggestion of Mr. Ffoulkes above, and

of Mr. Grove [^NIokiah], that the patriarch only

came in sight of the mountain on the third day,

and had an indefinite time for the rest of the jour-

ney, and the similar suggestion of Dr. Stanley,

that after coming in sii;ht of the mountain he had
" half a day " for reaching it, are inadmissible.

Acknowledging " that from the time it hove in

sight, he and Isaac parted from the young men and

went on together alone," these writers all overlook

the fact that from this point the wood for the burnt-

offering was laid upon Isaac. Thus far the needed

materials had been carried by the servants and the

ass. That the young man could l)ear the burden

for a short distance alone, does not warrant the

supposition that he could have borne it for a daj' s

journey, or a half-day's— in which case it would

seem that the donkey and servants might have

mation will be found in Mills's Three Months^ Residence

at Nablus, Lond. 18(34 ; and in Jlr. Grove's paper On
tlie Modern Samaritans iu Vacation Tourists for 18(31

U
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been left at home. The company halted, appar-

ently, not very far from the s^wt of the intended

sacrifice.

(4. ) The commanding position of Gerizim, with

the wide prospect from its summit, is not a necessary,

nor probable, element in the decision of the ques-

tion. It was to the land of Moriah that the patri-

arch was directed, some one of the eminences of

which, apparently not yet named, the Lord was to

designate as his destination. In favor of Gerizim

as an elevated site, Stanley lays stress upon the

phrase, ^^ lifted tq) his eyes," forgetting that this

identical phrase had been applied (Gen. xiii. 10)

to Lot's survey of the plain of the Jordan below

him.

(5.) The Samaritan tradition is unreliable.

From the time that a rival temple to that on Mo-

riah was erected on Gerizim, the Samaritans felt a

natural desire to invest the spot with some of the

sanctities of the earlier Jewish history. Their

substitution of Moreh for Moriah (Gen. xxii. 2) in

their version, is of the same character with this

claim. Had this been the traditionary site of the

scene in question, Josephus would hardly have

ventured to advance the claim for Jerusalem ; and

though sharing the prejudices of his countrymen,

his general fairness as a historian forbids the in-

timation that he was capable of robbing this com-

munity of a cherished site, and transferring it to

another. Moreover, the improbable theory that

Gerizim, and not Jerusalem, was the scene of the

meeting Detween Abraham and Melchisedec, which,

though held by Prof. Stanley, Jlr. Ffoulkes is com-

pelled to reject, has the same authority of Samar-
itan tradition.

The objections to the Moriah of Jerusalem as

the site ui question, need not be considered here.

The theory which claims that locality for this sac-

rificial scene, has its difficulties, which will be ex-

amined in their place. [.Mohiah, Amer. ed.]

AVhether that theory be accepted or rejected, the

claims of Gerizim appear to us too slightly sup-

ported to entitle them to any weight in the discus-

sion. S. W.
GER'IZITES, 1 Sam. xxvii. 8. [Gekzites.]

GERRHE'NIANS, THE (ecos r&v Veppt)-

vSiV-, Alex. Tiuvr)(i(>iV- nd (ierreiws), named in 2

]\Iacc. xiii. 24 only, as one limit of the district

committed by Antiochus Eupator to the govern-

ment of Judas iMaccabteus, the other limit being

Ptolemais (.\ccho). To judge by the similar ex-

pression in defining the extent of Simon's govern-

ment in 1 Mace. xi. 59, the specification has refer-

ence to the sea^coast of Palestine, and, from the

nature of the case, the Gerrhenians, wherever they

were, must have been south of Ptolemais. Grotius

seems to have been the first to suggest that the

town Gerrhon or Gerrha was intended, which lay

between Pelusium and Khinocolura
(
Wady el~

Arish). But it has been pointed out by Ewald
(Geschichte, iv. 365, note) that the coast as ftir

north as the latter place was at that time in pos-

session of Egypt, and he thereon conjectures that
the inhabitants of the ancient city of Gkkak, S.

E. of Gaza, the residence of Abraham and Isaac,

are meant. In support of this Grinun {Kurzr/.
Ilandb. atl loc.) mentions that at least one MS.
reads repaprjvccv, which would without difficulty

be corrupted to T(p'p7]vS>v.

It seems to have been overlooked that the Syriac
rersiou (early, and entitled to much respect) has

GERSHON

Gozor C)-^. )• By this may be intended eithei

(ft) the ancient Gezei:, which was near the sea,

somewhere about Joppa; or (6) Gaza, which appears

sometimes to take that form in these books. In

the former case the government of Judas would
contain hah", in tlie latter the whole, of the coast

of Palestine. The latter is most probably correct,

as otherwise the imjx)rtant district of Idumaea,

with the great fortress of I3ethsur.\, would have

been left unprovided for. G.

GER'SHOM (in the earlier books DCC'nS,

in Chr. generally D1li^"12). 1. {Tripaa.fjL\ in

Judg. Tripa-cev, [Vat. M. Vripcron, Vat. H.] and
Alex. rTjpffwfx; Joseph, rripaos'- Gersam, Ger-

som.) The first-born son of Moses and Zipporah

(Ex. ii. 22; xviii. 3). The name is explained in these

passages as if dW "12
( Ger sham) = a stranger

there, in allusion to Moses' being a foreigner in

Midian— " For he said, I have been a stranger

(Ger) in a foreign land." This signification is

adopted by Josephus (Aid. ii. 13, § 1), and also

by the LXX. in the form of the name which they

give— rTjptra/x; but according to Gesenius (Thes.

p. 306 b), its true meaning, taking it as a Hebrew

word, is "expulsion," from a root 27^2, being only

another form of Gershon (see also Fiirst, Handwh. ).

The circumcision of Gershom is probal)ly related

in Ex. iv. 25. He does not appear again in the

history in his own person, but he was the founder

of a family of which more than one of the mem-
bers are mentioned later, {a.) One of these was a

i'eraarkal)le person— "Jonathan the son of Ger-

shom," the "young man the Levite," whom we
first encounter on his way from Bethlehem-Judah
to Micah's house at Jlount Ephraim (Judg. xvii.

7), and who subsequently became the first priest to

the irregular worship of the tribe of Dan (xviii.

30). The change of the name " iMoses " in this

passage, as it originally stood in the Heljrew text,

to "Manasseh," as it now stands both in the text

and the A. V., is explained under ^Iaxasseh.

(6.) But at least one of the other branches of the

family preserved its allegiance to Jehovah, lor when
the courses of the Levites were settled liy king Da-
vid, the " sons of jNIoses the man of God " received

honorable prominence, and Shehuel chief of the

sons of Gershom was appointed ruler (~T^33) of

the treasures. (1 Chr. xxiii. 15-17; xxvi. 24-28.)

2. The fonn under which the name Gichshon
— the eldest son of Levi— is given in several pas-

sages of Chronicles, namely, 1 Chr. vi. IG, 17, 20,

43, 62, 71; xv. 7. The Hebrew is almost alter-

nately Db'~l2, and ahE7"l2 ; the LXX. adhere to

their ordinary rendering of Gershon; [Kom.] Vat.

Tf^ffuiv, Alex, rrjpa-cov, [exc. vi. 43, Vat. TeeScraiu,

and XV. 7, Alex. Brjpcrcov, Vat. FA. Tripffafx'-]

Vulg. Gerson and Gersom.

3. (32712 : TripcTiiv, [Vat.] Alex, rripa-oo/x :

Gersom), the representative of the priestly family

of Phinehas, among those who accompanied Ezra

from Babylon (I'.zr. viii. 2). In Esdras the name
is Gekson. G.

GER'SHON ("J1ti^"?2 : in Gen- Tvpo-wv, in

other books uniformly reSawi/ ; and so also Alex.

with three exceptions; Joseph. Ant. ii. 7, § 4,

TT]p(r6fjiris' [Gerson]), the eldest of the three sona
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of Levi, born before the descent of Jacobs' family 1 Chr.,] TripauV. [Gersanitce, Gerson,fdii Getsonor

into Egypt (Gen. xlvi. 11 ; Ex. vi. 16). But though GersoM] ),
the family descended from GKKsnoN oi

the eldest born, the families of Gershon were out- Gehsiiom, the son of Levi (Num. iii. 21, 23, 24

stripped in fame by their younger brethren of Ko- iv. 24, 27, xxvi. 57 ; Josh. xxi. 33 ; 1 Chr. xxiii.

hath, from whom sprang Moses and the priestly 7; 2 Chr. xxix. 12).

line of Aaron.« Gershon's sons were Libni and

Shimi (Ex. vi. 17; Num. iii. 18, 21; 1 Chr. vi.

17), and their families were duly recognized in the

reicn of David, when the permanent arrangements

for the service of Jehovah were made (1 Chr. xxiii.

7-11). At this time Gershon w;is represented by

the famous Asaph "the seer," whose genealogy is

given in 1 Chr. vi. 39-43, and also in part, 20, 21.

The family is mentioned once again as taking part

in the reforms of king Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxix. 12,

where it should be observed that the sons of Asaph

are reckoned as distinct from the Gershonites). At

the census in the wilderness of Sinai the whole

number of the males of the Bene-Gerslion was

7,500 (Num. iii. 22), midway between the Kohath-

ices and the Merarites. At the same date the

efficient men were 2,630 (iv. 40). On the occasion

of the second census the numbers of the Levites

are given only in gross (Num. xxvi. 62). The

sons of Gershon had charge of the fabrics of the

Tabernacle — the coverings, curtains, hangings,

and cords (Num. iii. 25, 26; iv. 25, 26); for the

transport of these they had two covered wagons

and four oxen (vii. 3, 7). In the encampment their

station was behind C^'^HS) the Tabernacle, on the

west side (Num. iii. 23). When on the march they

went with the Merarites in the rear of the first

body of three tribes, — Judah, Issaohar, Zebu-

lun, — with Reuben behind them. In the appor-

tionment of the Levitical cities, thirteen fell to the

lot of the Gershonites. Tliese were in the northern

tribes — two in Manasseh beyond Jordan ; four in

Issachar; four in Asher; and three in Naphtali.

All of these are said to have possessed "suburbs,"

and two were cities of refuge (.Tosh. xxi. 27-33 ; 1

Chr. vi. 62, 71-76). It is not easy to see what

special duties fell to the lot of the Gershonites in

the service of the Tabernacle after its erection at

Jerusalem, or in the Temple. The sons of Jedu-

thun " prophesied with a harp," and the sons of

Heman " hl'ted up the horn," but for the sons of

Asaph no instrument is mentioned (1 Chr. xxv.

1-5). They were appohited to "prophesy" (that

is, probably, to utter, or sing, inspired words,

Mj13), perhaps after the special prompting of Da-

vid himself (xxv. 2). Others of the Gershonites,

sons of Laadan, had charge of the " treasures of

the house of God, and over the treasures of the

holy things" (xxvi. 20-22), among which precious

stones are specially named (xxix. 8).

In Chronicles the name is, with two exceptions

(1 Chr. vi. 1 ; xxiii. 6 ),
given in the slightly differ-

ent form of Gershom. [Geiishom, 2.] See also

Gershonitks. 6

GERSHONITES, THE ("^3tt7~iarT, i. e.

the Gershunnite: 6 FeSaaiv, 6 reSa-oovl [Vat. -vei] ;

viol reScrco^i [Vat. -vei] ; Alex, [in Josh, and 1

TiikGershonitk" [rrjp(ra>ri, TeSaccvr, Vat.

r-rtpawuei, r-npcrofiuei; Alex, ryipawvet, Triparcoi/i:

Gersoniii, Gersuiiitts], as applied to individuals,

occurs in 1 Chr. xxvi. 21 (Laadan), xxix. 8 (Jehiel).

GER'SON {V-npawV-, [Vat. corrupt:] Ger-

somus), 1 Esdr. viii. 2L). [Gkksiiom, 3.

J

GER'ZITES, THE ("'Tl?'!',
or ^•"t"}^^^

(Ges. Tlies. p. 301)— the (iirzite, or the Gerizzite:

Vat. omits, Alex, rov re^paiof- Gi-i'zl and Gezn

[?J, but in his Qutesf. Ihbr. Jerome has Gttri:

Syr. and Arab. Goilola), a tribe who with the

Geshurites and the Arnalekites occupied the land

between the south of Palestine* and Egypt in the

time of Saul (1 Sam. xxvii. 8). They were rich in

Bedouin treasures— " sheep, oxen, asses, camels,

and apparel" (ver. 9; comp. xv. 3; 1 Chr. v. 21).

The name is not found in the text of the A. V.

but only in the margin. This arises from its having

been corrected by the Masorets (Kcrl) into Giz-

KiTES, which form [or rather Gezuites] our tn\ns-

lators have adopted in the text. The change is

supported by the Targum, and by the Alex. MS.
of the LXX. as above. There is not, however, any

apparent reason for relinquishing the older form of

the name, the interest of which lies in its con-

nection with that of Mount Gerizim. In the name

of that ancient mountain we have the only remain-

ing trace of the presence of this old tribe of Be-

douins in central Palestine. They appear to have

occupied it at a very early period, and to have

relinquislied it in company with the Amalekites,

who also left their name attached to a momitain

in the same locality (Judg. xii. 15), when they

abandoned that rich district for the less fertile but

freer South. Other tribes, as the Avvim and the

Zemarites, also left traces of their presence in the

names of towns of the central district (see pp. 201 a,

277, note b).

The connection between the Gerizites and Mount
Gerizim appears to have been fu'st suggested by

Gesenius. [Fiirst accepts the Siime view.J It has

been since adopted by Stanley {S. </ P. p. 237,

note). Gesenius interprets the name as " dwellers

in the dry, barren country." G.

GE'SEM, THE LAND OF (yri rfcrfix-

term Jesse), the Greek form of the Hebrew name
Goshen (Jud. i. 9).

GE'SHAM O^^ i. e. Geshan [Jiltliy, Ges.]

:

2,(t3ydp, Alex, rrjfxrco/i.: Gesim), one of the sons

of Jahdai, in the genealogy of Judah and family

of Caleb (1 Chr. ii. 47). Nothing further con-

cerning him has been yet traced. The name, as it

stands in our present Bibles, is a corruption of the

A. V. of 1611, which has, accurately, Geshan.
Burrington, usually very careful, has Geshur (Table

xi. 1, 280), but without giving any authority.

o See an instance of this in 1 Chr. vi. 2-15, where
ehe line of Kohath is given, to the exclusion of the

other two families.

b The LXX. has rendered the passage referred to

as follows : — koI ISoit 17 yrj KaTutK^'iro anh avr^KOVTiov

il iirb reKa iJ-ifi ov p (Alex. Te\aii.<Tovp) TeTeixi<^n«''<«"'

KoX ews yijs At-yurrrov. The word Gelamsour may be

a corruption of the Hebrew meolnm . . Sluirali (A. V.

"of old . . to Shur"), or it may contain a mention

of the name Telem or Telaim, a place in the extreme

south of Judah (Josh. xv. 24), which bore a prominent

part in a former attack on the Amalekites (1 Sam. xv,

4). In the latter case T h.as been read for T. (Se«

Lengerke ; Flirsfs Handwb. &c.)
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* GE'SHAN (1 Chr. ii. 47), the correct form

of a name for which Gksham has been improperly

substituted iu modern editions of the A. V.

A.

GE'SHEM, and GASH'MU (Ctt??., ^JlStp?

[corporealili/^^p'rmiiess, Fiirst] : T-qadfj.' [Gosem,]

Gosxem), an Arabian, mentioned in Neh. ii. 19,

and vi. 1, 2, C, who, with " Sanballat the Horonite,

and 'I'obiah, the servant, the Ammonite," opposed

Xehcmiah in the repairing of Jerusalem. Geshem,

we may conclude, was an inhabitant of Arabia

Petraa, or of the Arabian Desert, and probably the

chief of a tribe which, like most of the tribes on

the eastern frontier of I'alestine, was, in the time

of the Captivity and the subsequent period, allied

with the Persians or with any peoples threiitening

the Jewish nation. Geshem, like Sanballat and

Tobiah, seems to have been one of the " governors

beyond the river,'" t« whom Nehemiah came, and

whose mission "grieved them exceedingly, that

there was come a man to seek the welfare of the

children of Israel " (Neh. ii. 10) ; for the wandering

inhabitants of the frontier doubtless availed them-

selves largely, in their predatory excursions, of the

distracted state of Palestine, and dreaded the re-

establishment of the kingdom ; and the Arabians,

Ammonites, and Ashdodites, are recorded as having

" conspired to fight against Jerusalem, and to

hinder " the repairing. The endeavors of these con-

federates and their failure are recorded iu cliapters

ii., iv., and vi. The Arabic name corresponding to

Geshem caimot easily be identified. Jiisira (or

Gasim, *,*<wLs») is one of very remote antiquity

;

and Jashum is the name of an historical

tribe of A'abia Proper ; the latter may more prob-

ably be compared with it. E. S. P.

GE'SHUR ("l^tr? and nn^C'?. a bridge:

[reStroup, exc. 2 Sam. iii. -3, Ticraip, Vat. recreip;

1 Chr. ii. 23, Alex. Teffaovp, iii- 2, Teaovp- Ges-

siir :] Arab. ^m/J^, Jessur), a little principality

in the northeastern corner of Cashan, adjoining

the province of Argob (Deut. iii. 14), and the king-

dom of Aram (Syria in the A. V.; 2 Sam. xv. 8;

comp. 1 (Jlir. ii. 23). It was w'ithin the boundary
of the allotted territory of Jlanasseh, but its inhab-

itants were never expelled (Josh. xiii. 13; comp.

1 Chr. ii. 23). King David married "the daughter

of Taluiai, king of Geshur" (2 Sam. iii. 3); and
her son Al)salom sought refuge among his maternal

relatives after the murder of his brother. The wild

acts of Absalom's life may have been to some extent

the results of maternal training ; they were at least

characteristic of the stock from which he sprung.

He remained iti " (Jeshur of Aram " until he was
taken back to Jerusalem by Joab (2 Sam. xiii. 37,

XV. 8). It is highly probable that Geshur was a

section of the wild and rugged region, now called

el-LeJ(ili, among whose rocky fastnesses the Gesh-
urites might dwell in secm-ity while the whole sur-

rounding plains were occupied by the Israelites.

On the north the Lcjiili borders on the territory

of Damascus, the ancient Aram; and in Scripture

the name is so intimately connected with Bashan
and Artiob, that one is led to suppose it formed
part of them (Deut. iii. 13, 14; 1 Chr. ii. 23; Josh.
liii. 12, 13). [AuGOB.] J. L. P.

GETHSEMANE
.
* Tlie bridge over the Jordan above the sea of

Galilee no doubt stands where one must have stooc.

in ancient times. [Bridge, Amer. ed.] It may
be, says Kobinson (P/njs. Geoi/r. p. 15.5), " that

the adjacent district on the east of the Jordan took

the name of Geshur ("l^tTS), as if ' Bridge-land '

;

at any rate Geshur and the Geshurites were in this

vicinity." H.

GESH'URI and GESH'URITES C'l'ltt??

:

[in Deut., Tapyatri, Vat. Alex, -aef, Comp. Teo-

aovpi; in Josh., Ales. Teaovpi; xii. 5, repyeai,

Vat. -ffef, xiii. 2, 11, 13, Teo-ipi, Vat. Feo-eipet;

1 Sam., Teffipi, Vat. -o-ei-; Alex, reffepst: Ges-

««/•«.] 1. The inhabitants of Geshur, which see

(Deut. iii. 14; Jos. xii. 5, xiii. 11).

2. An ancient trilje which dwelt in the desert

between A'abia and Philistia (Josh. xiii. 2; 1 Sam.
xxvii. 8); they are mentioned in connection with

the Gezrites and Amalekites. [Gezek, p. 909.]

J. L. P.

GE'THER ("105 : Tarep ; [Alex. Tadep:]

Get/ier), the third, in order, of the sons of Aram
(Gen. X. 23). No satisfactory trace of the people

sprung from this stock has been found. The theories

of Bochart and others, which rest on improbable

etymologies, are without support; while the sug-

gestions of Carians (Hieron.), Bactrians (Joseph.

Ant.), and &jLof«.^ (Saad.), are not better

founded. (See Bochart, Phaley, ii. 10, and Winer,

s. v.). Kalisch proposes Gesiiuk; but he does not

adduce any argument in its favor, except the sim-

ilarity of sound, and the permutation of Aramajan

and Hebrew letters.

The Arabs write the name vjLc (Ghdthir);

and, in the mythical history of their countrj', it is

said that the probably aboriginal tribes of Thamood,
Tasur, Jadces, and 'Ad (the last, in the second

generation, through 'Ood), were descended from

Ghiithir (Caussin [de Perceval], Kssii, i. 8, 9, 23;

Abul-Fida, Hisi. Anieisl. IG). These traditions

are in the highest degree untrustworthy; and, as

we have stated in Ahahia, the tribes referred to

were, almost demonstrably, not of Semitic origin.

See Akabia, Aram, and Nabath.e.^ns.
E. S. P.

GETHSEM'ANE (nS, (jaU,, a " wine-

press," and ^^^'r shemen, "oil;" riBffr^fxafei

[so Tisch. ; Lachm. Treg. -j/e?], or more generally

reBa-Ti/xafri), a small " farm," as the Ireneh would

say, " «/?i bitn mix champs'" (xccpiov = "[/ei;

priedium ; or as the Vulgate, rilld ; A. V. " place
;

"

Matt. xxvi. 36; JIark xiv. 32), situated across the

brook Kedron (John xviii. 1), probably at the foot

of Mount Olivet (Luke xxii. 3!»), to the N. W.,

and about ^ or J of a mile English from the walls

of Jerusalem. There was a "garden," or rather

orchard («^7roy), attached to it, to which the olive,

fitC, and pomegranate doubtless invited resort by

their " hospil.able shade." And we know from the

Evangelists SS. Ltike (xxii. 39) and John (xviii. 2)

that our Lord ofttimes resorted thither with his

disciples. " It was on the road to Bethany," says

Mr. Greswell {[laym. Diss, xiii.), "and the family

of Lazarus might have possessions there;" but, if

so, it should have been rather on the S. E. side of

the mountain where Bethany lies : part of which, it
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may be remarked, being the property of the village

still, as it may well have been then, is even now
called Bethany (el-Azarbjeh )hy the natives." Hence

the expressions in S. Luke xxiv. 50 and Acts i. 12

are quite consistent. According to Josephus, the

suburbs of Jerusalem abounded with gardens and

pleasure-grounds (TrapaS eiVois, B. J. vi. 1, § 1

;

comp. V. 3, § 2): now, with the exception of those

belonging to the Greek and Latin convents, hardly

the vestige of a garden is to be seen. There is

indeed a favorite paddock or close, half-a-mile or

more to the north, on the same side of the con-

tinuation of the valley of the Kedron, the property

of a wealthy Turk, where the Mohammedan ladies

pass the day with their families, their bright flowing

costume forming a picturesque contrast to the stiff

sombre foliage of the olive-grove beneath wliich

they cluster. But Gethsemane has not come down

to us as a scene of mirth; its inexhaustilile associa-

tions are the offspring of a single event — the

Agony of the Son of God on the evening preceding

His I'assion. Here emphatically, as Isaiah had
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foretold, and as the name imports, were fulfilled

those dark words, " I have trodden tlie wine-j^ress

alone" (Ixiii. 3; comp. Kev. xiv. 20, "the wine-

press . . . withuut ll/e city"). -'The period of

the year," proceeds JMr. Greswell, " was the Vernal

Equinox: the day of the month about two days

before the full of the moon —in which case the

moon would not be now very far past her meridian

;

and the night wotdd be enhglitened until a lafe

hour towards the morning " — the day of the week

Thursday, or rather, according to the Jews, Friday

— for the sun had set. The time, accordiig to

JNIr. Greswell, would be the last watch of tlie night,

between our 11 and 12 o'clock. Any recapitulation

of the circumstances of that ineffable event would

be unnecessary ; any comments upon it unseason

able. A modern garden, in which are eight ven-

eraljle olive-trees, and a grotto to the north, de-

tached from it, and in closer connection with the

Church of the Sepulchre of the Virgin — in fact

with the road to the sunmiit of the mountain run-

ning between them, as it did also in the days of

7?-

01(1 Olive-Trees in Gethsemane, from S. E.

the Crusaders (Sanuti Secret. Fiilel. Cruc. lil). iii.

p. xiv. c. 0)— liotli securely inclosed, and under

lock and key, are pointed out as niakinir up the

true Gethsemane. These may, or may not, be the

spots which Eusebius, St. Jerome (Liber de Situ

et Numinibiw, s. v.), and Adamnanus mention as

such ; but from the 4th century downwards some
such localities are spoken of as known, frequented,

and even built upon. Every generation dwells most

upon what accords most with its instincts and pre-

dilections. Accordingly the pilgrims of antiquity

say nothing about those time-honored olive-trees.

a * El-Aznrlyek is tlie Arabic name, derived from

Inzarus. Bethany is current only among foreigners,

or those of foreign origin. In this instance the native I

whose age the jjoetic minds of a Lamartine or a

Stanley shrink from criticising — they were doulit-

less not so imposing in the 6th century; still, had

they been noticed, they would have afforded undy-

ing witness to the locality— while, on the other

hand, few modern travellers would inquire for, and

adore, with Antoninus, the three precise spots

where our Lord is said to liave fallen upon His

face. Against the contemporary antiquity of the

olive trees, it has been urged that Titus cut down

all the trees round about Jerusalem; and certainly

this is no more than Josephus states in express

language adopts the more distinctive Christian appella-

tion. H.
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temis (see particularly B. J. vi. 1, § 1, a passage

which must have escaped jNIr. Williams, Holy Citij,

vol. ii. p. 437, 2d ed., who only ciies v. 3, § 2, and

\i. 8, § 1). Besides, the lUth legicn, arriving from

Jericho, were ix)stcd about the Mount of Olives

(v. 2, § 3; and comp. vi. 2, § 8), and, in the course

of the siege, a wall was carried along the valley of

the Kedron to the fountain of Siloam (v. 10, § 2).

The probability, therefore, would seem to be, that

they were planted by Christian hands to mark the

six)t: imless, like the sacred olive of the Acrop-

olis (Biihr ad Herod, viii. 55), they may have

reproduced themselves. JNIaundrell {Karly Trnvils

in Pid. by Wright, p. 471) and Quaresmius {Elucid.

T. S. lib. iv. per. v. ch. 7 ) appe<ar to have been the

first to notice them, not more than three centuries

ago; the i'ormer arguing against, and the latter in

favor of, their reputed antiquity ; but nobody read-

ing their accounts would imagine that there were

then no more than eight, the locality of Gethsemane

being supposed the same. Parallel claims, to be

sure, are not wanting in the cedars of Lebanon,

which are still visited with so much enthusiasm : in

the terebinth, or oak of Mamre, which was standing

in the days of Constantine the Great, and even

worshipjjed (Vales, ad Euseb. Vit. Const, iii. 53),

and the fig-tree {Ficzut elastka) near Nerbudda in

India, which native historians assert to be 2,500

years old (Patterson's .Journal of a Tour in l-^uypt,

<fc., p. 202, note). Still more appositely there were

olive-trees near Linternum 250 years old, according

to Pliny, in his time, which are recorded to have

survived to the middle of the tenth century
(
Nouveau,

Diet. d'Hht. Nat Paris, 1846, vol. sxi?.. p. 61).

E. S. Ff.

* Gethsemane, which means "olive-press" (see

above) is found according to the narrative in the

profjcr place; for Olivet, as the name imports, was
fomous for its olive-trees, still sufficiently numerous
there to justify its being so called, thougli Uttle cul-

tiv.ation of any sort appears now on that mount.
The place is called also "a garden" (KrjTros), but

we are not by any means to transfer to that term
our ideas of its meaning. It is to be remembered,
as Stanley remarks {S. <§• P. p. 187, 1st ed.), that
" Eastern gardens are not flower-gardens nor private

gardens, but the orch.ards, vineyards, and fig-enclos-

ures" near the towns. The low wall, covered with
whit« stucco, which incloses the reputed Gethsemane,
is comparatively modern. A series of rude pictures

(utterly out of place there, where the memory and
the heart are the only prompters required ) are hung
up along the face of the wall, representing different

scenes in the history of Christ's passion, such as
the scourging, the mockery of the soldiers, the
sinking bene.ath the cross, and the like. The eight
olive-trees here, though still verdant and productive,
are so decayed as to require to be propjied up with
heaps of stones against their trunks in order to

prevent their being blown down by the wind. Trees
of this class .are proverbially long-lived. Schubert,
the celebrated naturalist, decides that those in

Gethsemane are old enough to have flourished amid
a race of conteraiwraries that ijerished long cen-
turies ago {licL^t in dn.^i Monjtnlund, ii. 521)."
Stanley also si)eaks of them " as the most venerable
of tlieir race on the fiiceof the earth ... the most
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affecting of the sacred memorials in or about Jeru-

.salem." {S. ./ P. p. 450, ]st ed.)

There are two or three indications in the Gospel

history which may guide us as to the general situ-

ation of this ever memorable spot to which the

Saviour repaired on the night of his betrayal. It

is quite certain that Gethsemane was on the western

slope of Olivet, and near the base of that mountain
where it sinks down into the valley of the Kedron.

AMien it is said that " Jesus went forth with his

disciples beyond the brook Kedron, where was a

garden" (John xviii. 1), it is implied that he did

not go far up the ilount of Olives, but reached the

place which he had in view soon after crossing the

l)ed of that stream. The garden, it wiU be observed,

is named in that passage with reference to the

brook, and not the mountain. This result agrees

also with the presumption from the Saviour's

abrupt summons to his disciples recorded in Matt,

x.xvi. 46 : " Arise, let us be going ; see, he is at

hand that doth betray me." The best explanation

of this language is that his watchful eye, at that

moment, caught sight of Judas and his accomplices,

as they issued from one of the eastern gates, or

turned round the northern or southern corner of

the walls, in order to descend into the valley. The
night, with the moon then near its full, and about

the beginning of April, must have lieen clear, or

if exceptionally dark, the torches (John xviii. 13)

would have left no doubt as to the olject of such

a movement at that unseasonable hour. It may
be added that in this neighborhood also are still to

be seen caverns and deserted tombs into which his

pursuers may have thought that he would endeavor

to escape and conceal himself, and so came preparwl

with lights to follow him into these lurking-places.

The present inclosure known as (iethsemane

fiUfiUs all these conditions; and so also, it may be

claimed, would any other spot similarly situated

across the brook, and along the western declivity in

front of .Jerusalem. Tischendorf {Riiit in den
Oiitnt, i. 312) finds the traditionary locality " in per-

fect harmony with all that we learn from the Evange-
lists." Thomson (Land and Bt.u/.\ ii. 284) thinks

it should lie sought " rather in a secluded vale sev-

eral hundred yards to the northeast of the present

Gethsemane." IJobinson alleges no positive reasons

against the common identification. " The authen-

ticity of the sacred garden," says Williams (Huly

City, ii. 437 ),
" I choose rather to believe than to

defend." But such difierences of opinion as these

involve an essential agreement. The original garden

may ha\e been more or less extensive than the

present site, or have stood a few hundred rods

further to the north or the south ; but far, certainly,

from that spot it need not lie supposed to have

been. We may sit down there, and read the nar-

rative of wfeat the Saviour endured lor our re-

demption, and feel assured that we are )iear the

place where he prayed, " Saying, Father, not my
will, but thine be done;" and where, "being in

an agony, he sweat as it were great drops of blood,

falling down to the ground." It is altogether prob-

able that the disciples in going liack to Jerusalem

from Bethany after having seen the Lord taken up
into heaven passed Gethsemane on the way. A\'hat

new thoughts must have arisen in their minds,

a * An argument for the great age of these trees time of the Saracenic conquest of .Jerusalem, A. D. 636.
has been drawn from the fiict that a meiHno (an old

l

Since that period the Sultan receives half of the fruita
Turkish coin) is the governmental tax paid on each I of every tree as his tribute. (See Raumer, r-.Uastina,
>ne of this group, which was the tax ou trees at the i p. 309. 4te Aufl.) H.
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what deeper insight into the mystery of the agony

must have flashed upon them, as they looked once

more upon that scene of the sufferings and humil-

iation of the crucified and ascended One. H.

GEU'EL (^W^W3, Sam. bS12 [GocFg ex-

altation, Ges.]: VovSi-fiK; [Vat. Toi/SitjA;] duel),

son of Machi: ruler of the tribe of Gad, and its

representative among the spies sent from tlie wil-

derness of Paran to explore the Promised Land

(Num. xiii. 15).

GE'ZER ("l.fS, in pause ~!?| [steep place,

precipice, Fiirst, Ges.] : TaCep, Te^ep [Alex. 1 K.

ix. 15, 16], Td(apa, [rafrjpa; Josh. x. 33. Vat.

Ta^T/s; 1 Chr. xiv. 16, FA. ra(apav-] Gazer,

[Gezer, Gazera]), an ancient city of Canaan, whose

king, Horara, or Elam, coming to the assistance of

Lachish, was killed with all his people by Joshua

(Josh. X. 33; xii. 12). The town, however, is not

said to have been destroyed ; it formed one of the

landmarks on the south boundary of Ephraini,"

between the lower Beth-horon and the Mediterra-

nean (xvi. 3), the western limit of the tribe (1 Chr.

vii. 28). It was allotted with its suburbs to the

Kohathite Levites (.Josh. xxi. 21; 1 Chr. vi. 67);

but the original inhabitants were not dispossessed

(Judg. i. 29 )
; and even down to the reign of Solo-

mon the Canaanites, or (according to the LXX.
addition to Josh. xvi. 10) the Canaanites and Per-

izzites, were still dwelling there, and paying tribute

to Israel (1 K. ix. 16). At this time it must in fact

have been independent of Israelite rule, for Pharaoh

had burnt it to the ground and killed its inhabi-

tants, and then presented the site to his daughter,

Solomon's queen. But it was immediately rebuilt

by the king; and though not heard of again till

after the Captivity, yet it played a somewhat prom-

inent part in the later struggles of the nation.

[Gazeka.]
Ewald (Gesch. iii. 280; coinp. ii. 427) takes

Gezer and Geshur to be the same, and sees in the

destruction of the former by Pharaoh, and the

simultaneous expedition of Solomon to Hamath-
zobah in the neighborhood of the latter, indications

of a revolt of the Canaanites, of whom the Geshiu'-

ites formed the most powerful renmant, and whose

attempt .against the new monarch was thus frus-

trated. But this can hardly be supported.

In one place Gob is given as identical with Gezer

(1 Chr. XX. 4, comp. 2 Sam. xxi. 18). The exact

site of Gezer has not been discovered ; but its gen-

eral position is not difficult to infer. It must have

been between the lower Beth-horon and the sea

(.Tosh. xvi. 3; 1 K. ix. 17); therefore on the great

maritime plain which lies beneath the hills of which

BeiVur et-tahtn is the last outpost, and forms the

regular coast road of communication with Egypt

(1 K. ix. 16). It is therefore appropriately named
as the last point to which David's pursuit of the

Philistines extended (2 Sam. v. 25; 1 Chr. xiv.

16 *) ; and as the scene of at least one sharp en-
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a If Lachish be where Van de Velde and Porter

would place it, at Um Likis, near Gaza, at least 40

miles from the southern boundary of Ephr.iim, there

13 some ground for suspecting the existence of two
Gezers, and tliis is confirmed by the order in which it

is mentioned in the list of Josh. xii. with Hebron,
Eglon, and Debir. There is not, however, any means
of determining this

'' In these two places the word, being at the end

rf a period, has, according to Uebrew custom, its first

counter (1 Chr. xx. 4), this plain being their own
peculiar territory (comp. Jos. Ant. viii. 6, § 1, To-

(apd, T^v rrjs TlaKaiaTiuctiv X'^P"-^ virdpxovaav) <

and as commanding the communication between

Eg^'pt and the new capital, Jerusalem, it was an

important point for Solomon to fortify. By Euse-

bius it is mentioned as four miles north of Nicopo-

lis (Amwds); a position exactly occupied by the

important town Jimzii, the ancient Gimzo, and

corresponding well with the requirements of Joshua.

But this hardly agrees with the indications of the

1st book of Maccabees, which s[ieak of it as between

Emmaus {Amwds) and Azotus and Jamnia; and

again as on the confines of Azotus. In the neigh-

borhood of the latter there is more than one site

bearing the name Yasiir ; but whether this Arabic

name can be derived from the Hebrew Gezer, and

also whether so important a town as Gazara was in

the time of the Maccabees can be represented by

such insignificant villages as these, are questions to

be determined by future investigation. If it can,

then perhaps the strongest claims for identity with

Gezer are put forward by a village called Ynsui; 4

or 5 miles east of Joppa, on the road to Eamleh

and Lydd.

From the occasional occurrence of the form Ga-

zer, and from the LXX. version being almost uni-

formly Gazera or Gazer, Ewald infers that this was

really the original name. G.

GEZ'RTTES, THE C^ITS.Lf, accur. the Giz-

rite : [Vat. omits; Alex.] rov re^patov- Gezri),

The word which the Jewish critics have substituted

in the margin of the Bible for the ancient reading,

"the Gerizzite" (1 Sam. x.xvii. 8), and which has

thus become incorporated in the text of the A. V.

If it mean anything— at least that we know — it

must signify the dwellers in Gezer. But Gezer
was not less than 50 miles distant from the " south

of Judah, the south of the Jerahmeelites, and the

south of the Kenites," the scene of David's in-

road ; a fact which stands greatly in the way of our

receiving the change. [Gehzites, the.]

GI'AH {TVl [imter-fall, Fiirst ;
fountain,

Ges.]: Tai'; [Comp. Tie':] vallis), a place named
only in 2 Sam. ii. 24, to designate the position of

the hill Ammah — " which faces Giah by the way
of the wilderness of Gibeon." No trace of the

situation of either has yet been found. By the

LXX. the name is read as if S^'S, i. e. a ravuie or

glen ; a view also taken in the Vulgate.

GIANTS. The frequent allusion to giants in

Scripture, and the numerous theoiies and disputes

which have arisen in consequence, render it neces-

sary to give a brief view of some of the main opin-

ions and curious inferences to which the mention

of them leads.

1. They are first spoken of in Gen. vi. 4, under

the name Nephilim (Q*'^"^?? • I.'XX. yiyavres',

Aquil. eirnri-rrTOVTes; Symm. ^laTof- Vulg. ,(•////"«-

vowel lengthened, and stands in the text as Gazer,

and in these two places only the name is so transferred

to the A. V. But, to be consistent, the same change

should have been made in several other passages,

where it occurs in the Hebrew: e. s- .Uidg. i. 29;

Josh. xvi. 3, 10 ; 1 K. ix. 15, &c. It would seem bet-

ter to render [represent] tlie Hebrew name always by

the same English one, when th(3 difference ari.ses from

nothing but au emphatic accent.
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us : Onk. S*"132 : Luther, Tyvannen). The word

is derived either fi-oiu "^^t' ^"^ ^tt (= " 'i'^'''

velous"), or, as is generally believed, from '?2,

either in the sense to throw down, or to fall

(= fallen angels, Jarchi, cf. Is. xiv. 12; I>uke x.

18); or meaning "7]pwes irnimits"' (Geseii.), or

colUipsi (by euphemism, Boettcher, (/e Jnfiris, p.

92); but certainly not "because men fell from ter-

ror of them " (as K. Kimchi). That the word

means ''giant''' is clear from Num. xiii. 32, 33,

and is continued by ^^23, the Chaldee name for

" the aery giant " Orion (.Job. ix. 9, xxxviii. 31; is.

xiii. 10; Targ.), unless this name arise from the

obliquity of the constellation {Gen. of Earth,

p. 35).

But we now come to the remarkable conjectures

about the origin of these Nepldlim in (Jen. vi. 1-4.

(An immense amount has been written on this pas-

sage. See Kurtz, Die Klitn Jer Siilint Gottes, &c.,

Beriin, 18.57; Ewald, ./((//r6. 1854, p. 120; Govett's

Isaiah Unfuljilkd ; Falier's Many Jfansions, in

the Journal of Sac. Lit., Oct. 1858, &c.) We
are told that "there were Nephilini in the earth,"

and that "afterwards (koI fier (kui/o, LXX.) the

" sons of God " mingling with the beautiful " daugh-
ters of men" produced a race of violent and inso-

lent Gihhoriin (D"^'123l). This latter word is also

rendered by the LXX. yiyavris, but we shall see

hereafter that the meaning is more genei-a!. It is

clear howe\er that no statement is made that the

NephOini themselves sprang from this unhallowed

union. Who then were they ? Taking the usual

derivation (vDS), and explaining it to mean
"fallen spirits," the Nephilim seem to be identical

with the " sons of God; " but the \erse before us

militates against this notion as much as against

that which makes the Nephilim the same as the

Gibborim, namely, the offspring of wicked mar-
riages. This latter supposition can only be ac-

cepted if we admit either (1) that there were two
kinds of Nephilim, — those who existed before the

unequal intercourse, and those produced by it

(Heidegger, Hist Patr. xi.), or (2) by following

the ^'ulgate rendering, posttpiam enim inrressi

sunt, etc. But the connuon rendering seems to be
correct, nor is there much probability in Alien

Ezra's explanation, that 75"^*Til!^ ("after that")

means vlUT^il ")nS {L e. "after the deluge "),

and is an allusion to the Anakinis.

The gencalotiy of the Nei>hilim then, or at any
rate of the earliest NeplriUin, is not recorded in

Scri[)ture, and the name itself is so mysterious
that we are lost in conjecture respecting them.

2. The sons of the marriages mentioned in Gen.

vi. 1-4, are called Giblmrim (''"122, from "132,

to he strung), a general name meaning powerful
(u^piffTal Kal Travrh^ uTTipoirrai KaAoD, .Joseph.

"^"i'
' ^\ f

^
' '^^^ ^a.'i^i^ rhv vovv iK^L^acravTa

Tov Koyl^faOat k.t.A., I'hilo de Gigant., p. 270;
conip. 'Is. iii. 2, xlix. 24; Ez. xxxii. 21). They
were not necessarily giants in our sense of the word
(Theodoret, Cliw.sl. 48). Yet, as was natural, these
powerful chiefs were almost universally represented
as men of extraordinary stature. The LXX. ren-
der the word yiyavns, and call Ximrod a yiyas
Kwriylis (1 Chr. i. 10); Augustine c;Uls them 8ia-
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turosi (dp Civ. Dei, xv. 4) ; Chrysostom rjpae,

eii/jiriKets, fheodoret iTa/j.ixeye9€ts (comp. Bar. iii.

26, evfieyeOfis, i'Tiara/j.^poi iroAeyUor)-

But crho were the parents of these giants; who

are " the sons of (iod " ("'illbsn ''32) ? The

opinions are various: (1.) Men of jtoicer (viol Sv-

vaffrevSuToov, Symm., Hieron. Qucest. Heb. ad loc.

;

S*?-l?n^3?, Onk.; n^2abtt7''33, Samar.;

so too Selden, Vorst, &c.), (cDmp. Ps. ii. 7, Ixxxii.

6, Ixxxix. 27: Jlic. v. 5, Ac). The expression will

then exactly resemljle Homer's Aioyeveh ^acriArjes,

and the Chinese Tidn-tseii, " son of heaven," as a

title of the Emperor (Gesen. s. v. ^3). But why
should the union of the high-born and low-born

produce offspring unusual for their size and
strength? (2.) Men with great gifts, "in the

image of God" (Bitter, Scliumann); (3.) Cainites

arrogantly assuming the title (i'aulus); or (4.) the

pious Sethites (comp. Gen. iv. 26; Maimon. Mor.
Neboch. i. 14; Suid. s. vv. :S,iiO and /xtaiya/iias;

Cedren. Hist. Comp. p. 10; Aug. de Civ. Dei, xv.

23 ; Chrysost. Horn. 22, in Gen. ; Theod. in Gen.

QucEst. 47; Cyril, c. Jul. ix., <fec.). A host of

modern commentators catch at this explanation,

but Gen. iv. 26 has probably no connection with

the sulject. (jther texts quoted in favor of the

view are Deut. xiv. 1, 2; Ps. Ixxiii. 15; Prov. xiv.

26; Hos.'i. 10; Kom. viii. 14, &c. Still the mere
antithesis in the verse, as well as other considera-

tions, tend strongly against this gloss, which indeed

is built on a foregone conclusion. Compare how-
ever the Indian notion of the two races of men
Suras and Asuras (children of the sun and of the

moon, Nork, Bram. und Jiabb. p. 204 ft'.), and the

Persian l)elief in the marriage of Djemshid with

the sister of a dei\ whence sprang black and im-

pious men (Kalisch, Gen. p. 175). (5.) Worship-

pers of false gods (iraTdes riiv Oeuv, Aqu.) making

^2? = " servants " (comp. Deut. xiv. 1 ; Prov. xiv.

26; Ex. xxxii. 1; Deut. iv. 28, Ac). This view is

ably supported in Genesis of Kartli and Man, p.

39 f. (0.) Devils, such as the liicubi and Snc-

cubi. Such was the belief of the Cabbalists (Ya-

lesius, de S. Plulosoph. cap. 8). That these beings

can have intercourse with women St. Augustine

declares it would be folly to doidit, and it was the

universal belief in the East. i\Iohammed makes
one of the ancestors of Balkis Queen of Sheba a

demon, and Damir says he had heard a Moham-
medan doctor openly boast of having married in

succession four demon wives (Bochart, Hieroz. i.

p. 747). Indeed the belief still exists (Lane's Mod.
Egypt, i. ch. x. ad in.) (7.) Closely allied to this

is the oldest opinion, that they were angels (077?-

Koi TOV ©eoO, LXX., for such was the old reading,

not 11(01, Aug. de Civ. Dei, xv. 23; so too .Joseph.

Ant. i. 3, § 1; Phil, de Gig. ii. 358; Clem. Alex.

Strom, iii. 7, § 09 ; Sulp. Sever. Hist. Script, in

Orthod. 1. i. &c. ; comp. .lob i. G, ii. 1 ; Ps. xxix.

1, .lol) iv. 18). The rare expression " sons of God "

certainly means angels in Job xxxviii. 7, i. C, ii. 1,

and that such is the meaning in Gen. vi. 4 also,

was the most prevalent opinion both in the Jewish

and early Christian Church.

It w'as probably this very ancient view which

pwe rise to the spurious book of Enoch, and the

notion quoted from it by St. Jude (fi), and alluded

to by St. Peter (2 Pet. ii. 4; conq). 1 Cor. xi. 10,

Tert. de llrg. Vel. 7). According to this hook
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sertain angels, sent by God to guard the earth

Ci.yp'fiyopot, (pvAaKes), were perverted by the

beauty of women, " went after strange flesh,"

taught sorcery, finery (lumiiia laplllorum, circulos

ex' aure,- Tert., etc.), and being banislied from

heaven liad sons 3,000 cubits high, thus originating

a celestial and terrestrial race of demons— " Unde

modo vagi subvertunt corpora nuilta " (Commodi-

ani Itislruct. lU.^ Callus Diemonuin) i. e. they are

still the source of epilepsy, etc. Various names

were given at a later time to these monsters. Their

chief was Leuixas, and of their number were JNIach-

sa«l, Aza, Shemchozai, and (the wickedest of them)

a goat-like demon Azael (comp. Azazel. Lev. xvi.

8, and for the very curious questions connected

with this name, see Bochart, Hieroz. i. p. 652 ff.

;

Rab. Eliezer, cap. 22 ; Dereshith Bob. ad Gen. vi. 2

;

Sennert, de Gif/nntlljus, iii.).

Against tliis notion (which Hiivernick calls " the

silliest whim of the Alexandrian Gnostics and Cab-

alistic Kabbis") Heidegger {Hist. Patr. 1. c.)

quotes Matt. xxii. 30; Luke xxiv. 39, and similar

testimonies. Philastrius {Adi\ Hieres. cap. 108)

characterizes it as a lieresy, and Chrysostom {Horn.

22) even calls it rh fiKa.(T<pt]fia iKe'iuo. Yet Jude

is explicit, and the question is not so much what

can be, as what loas believed. The fathers almost

unanimously accepted these fables, and TertuUian

argues warmly (partly on expedient grounds
!
) for

the genuineness of the book of Enoch. The an-

gels were called 'Eypvyopoi, a word used by Aquil.

and Symra. to render the Chaldee T'l? (Dan. iv.

13 ff.: Vulg. Mgll: LXX. dp; Lex. Cyrilli, &y-

yeKoi ^ aypviri/oi; Faliric. Cod. Pseiidepif/r. V. T.

p. 180), and therefore used, as in the Zend-Avesta,

of good guardian angels, and applied especially to

archangels in the Syriac liturgies (cf. "I*".""') Is.

xxi. 11), but more often of evil angels (Castelli

Lex. Syr. p. 649; Scalig. ad Euseb. Cliron. p. 403;

Gesen. s. v. "T*^). The story of the Egregori is

given at length in Tert. de Cult. Fern. i. 2, ii. 10

;

Commodianus, Instruct, iii. ; Lactant. Biv. Inst. ii.

14; Testiim. Patriarch. \_Ruben,'] c. v., etc. Every

one will remember the allusions to the same inter-

pretation in JMilton, Par. Reg. ii. 179—
" Before the Flood, thou with thy lusty crew.

False-titled sons of God. roaming the earth,

Cast wanton eyes on the daughters of men.
And coupled with them, and begat a race.''

The use made of the legend in some modern poems

cannot sufficiently be reprobated.

We need hardly say how closely allied this is to

the Greek legends which connected the 'aypta cpvXa

yiyavTcov with the gods (Horn. Od. vii. 205: Fau-

san. viii. 2'.)), and made Sai/xoves sons of the gods

(Plat. Apolorj. ri/j-ideoi; Cratyl. § 32). Indeed the

whole heathen tradition resemljles the one before

us (Cumberland's Snnchuniatlio, p. 24; Hom. Od.

xi. 306 ff.; Hes. Theo;/. 18o, 0pp. et D. 144;

Plat. Rej). ii. § 17, p. 604 E; de Ley;/, iii. § 16,

p. 805 A; Ov. Metain. i. 151; Luc. iv. 593 ;'lAician,

de Dea Syr., &c.; cf. Grot, de Ver. i. 6); and the

Greek translators of the Hiljle make the reseml)lance

still more close by introducing such words as 6eu-

udxot, yrjyevels, and even Tiraues, to which last

Tosephus (/. c.) expressly compares the giants of

Genesis (LXX. Prov. ii. 18; Ps. xlviii. 2 [xlix. 2];

2 Sam. v. 18; Judith xvi. 7). The fate too of

these demon-chiefs is identical with that of heathen
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story (Job xxvi. 5; Ecclus. xvi. 7; Bar. iii 20-28;

Wisd. xiv. 6; 3 Mace. ii. 4; 1 Pet. iii. 19).

These legends may therefore be regarded as dis

tortious of the Biblical narrative, handed down bj

tradition, and eml)ellished by the fancy and imagi-

nation of eastern nations. The belief of the Jews

in later times is remarkably illustrated by the story

of Asmodeus in the book of Toiut. It is deeply

instructive to observe how wide and marked a con-

trast there is between the incidental allusion of the

sacred narrative (Gen. vi. 4), and the minute friv-

olities or prurient tollies which degrade tlie heathen

mythology, and repeatedly appear in tlie groundless

imaginings of the Kabbinic interpreters. If there

were fallen angels whose lawless desires gave birth

to a monstrous progeny, both they and their intol-

erable offspring were destroyed by the deluge, which

was the retribution on their wickedness, and they

have no existence in the baptized and renovated

earth.

Before passing to the other giant-races we may
observe that all nations have had a dim fancy that

the aljorigines who preceded them, and the earliest

men generally, were of innnense stature. Berosus

says that the ten antediluvian kings of (.^haldea

were giants, and we find in all monkish historians

a similar statement aliout the earliest possessors of

Britain (comp. Hom. Od. x. 119; Aug. r/c Cio. Dei,

XV. 9; Plin. vii. 16; VaiT. ap. Aid. Cell. iii. 10;

Jer. on ]Matt. xxvii.). The great size decreased

gradually after the deluge (2 Esdr. v. 52-55). That

we are dwarfs compared to our ancestors was a

common belief among the Latin and (ireek poets

(II. V. 302 ff.; Lucret. ii. 1151; Virg. ^En. xii.

900; Juv. XV. 69), although it is now a matter of

absolute certainty from the remains of antiquity,

reaching bacic to the very earliest times, that in old

days men were no taller than ourselves. On the

origin of the mistaken supposition there are curious

passages in Natalis Comes {Mylliulot/. vi. 21), and

Macrobius (Saturn, i. 20).

The next race of giants which we find mentioned

in Scripture is—
3. The IiKi'H.xm, a name which frequently oc-

curs, and in some remarkable passages. The earli-

est mention of them is the record of their defeat

by Chedorlaomer and some allied kings at Ashte-

roth Karnaim (Gen. xiv. 5). They are again

mentioned (Gen. xv. 20), their dispersion recorded

(Ueut. ii. 10, 20), and Og the giant king of Bashan

said to be "the only remnant of them " (Dent. iii.

11; Jos. xii. 4, xiii. 12, xvii. 15). Extirpated, how-

ever, from the east of Palestine, they long found a

home in the west, and in connection ^ith the Phil-

istines, under whose protection the small, remnant

of them may have lived, they still employed their

arms against the Hebrews (2 Sam. xxi. 18 ff. ; 1

Chr. XX. 4). In the latter passage there seems

however to be some confusion between the Hephaim
and the sons of a particular giant of (Jath, named
Kapha. Such a name may have been conjectured

as that of a founder of the race, like the names

Ion, Dorus, Teut, etc. (Boettcher, de Inferis, p. 96,

n. ; Rapha occurs also as a proper name, 1 (^br. vii.

25, viii. 2, 37). It is probable that they had pos-

sessed districts west of the Jordan in early times,

since the " Valley of Rephaim " (koiXcis TuivTiTa.-

voov, 2 Sam. v. 18; 1 Chr. xi. 15; Is. xvii. 5; k.

Toiv yiyavToov, Joseph. Ant. vii. 4, § 1), a rich

valley S. W. of Jerusalem, derived its name from

them.

That they were not Canaan ites is clear from
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there being no allusion to them in Gen. x. 15-19.

They were probably one of those aboriginal people

to whose existence the traditions of many nations

testify, and of whose genealogy the Bible gives us

no information. The few names recorded have,

as Ewald remarks, a Semitic aspect {Gtscliicli. des

Vol/cirs Jsr. i. 311), but from the hatred existing

between them and both the Canaanites and He-

brews, some suppose them to be Japhethites, " who

comprised especially the inhabitants of the coasts

and islands" (Kalisch on Gen. p. 351).

Q^NQ"1 is rendered by the Greek versions very

Tariously {'Pacpaeifx, yiyavTi^, yriyevus, deoixd-

Xoi, TiTtirts, and larpoi, Vulg. medici ; LXX.
Ps. Ixxxvii. 10; Is. xxvi. 14, where it is confused

with Q^Hpl
5

cf. Gen. 1. 2, and sometimes viKpoi,

Te6v7]K6Te's, especially in the later versions). In

A. V. the words used for it are " Rephaim,"

"giants," and "the dead." That it has the latter

meaning in many passages is certain (Ps. Ixxxviii.

10; Prov. ii. 18, ix. 18, xxi. 16; Is. xxvi. 19, 14).

[Dead, The, Amer. ed.] The question arises,

how are these meanings to be reconciled ? Gese-

nius gives no derivation for the national name, and

derives "1 = mwtui, from S2'^, scimmt, and the

proper name Rapha from an Arabic root signifying

" tall," thus seeming to sever all connection between

the meanings of the word, which is surely most

unlikely. !Masius, Simonis, &e., suppose the second

meaning to come from the fact that both spectres

and giants strike terror (accepting the derivation

from nD~1, rcmidt, "unstrung with fear," R.

Bechai on L)eut. ii. ) ; Vitringa and Hiller from the

notion of leni/th involved in stretching out a corpse,

or from the fancy that spirits appear in more than

human size (Hiller, Syntaym. Hermen. p. 205;

Virg. yEn. ii. 772, &c.). J. D. Miehaelis (ad

Lowlli s. Foes. p. 406) endeavored to prove that the

Rephaim, &c., were Troglodytes, and that hence

they came to be identified with the dead. Passing

over other conjectures, Boettcher sees in SS"1 and

HQT a double root, and thinks that the giants

were called D'*S2"1 (Innyuefacti) by an euphe-

mism ; and that the dead were so called by a title

which will thus exactly parallel the Greek Ka/^c^i/res,

KiKfX7]K6Tis (comp. Buttuiann, Lexil. ii. 237 fF. ).

His arguments are too elaborate to quote, but see

Boettcher, pp. 94-100. An attentive consideration

seems to leave little room for doubt that the dead
were called Keplmim (as Gesenius also hints) from
some notion of Sheol being the residence of the

fallen sjiirits or buried giants. The passages which
seem most strongly to prove this are Prov. xxi. 16
(where obviously something more than mere physi-

cal death is meant, since that is the common lot of

all); Is. xxvi. 14, 19, which are difficult to explain
without some such supposition; Is. xiv. 9, where

the word "'l^WV (oi &p^avr€s rris yvs, LXX.)
if taken in its literal meaning of goats, may mean
evil spirits represented in that form (cf. Lev. xvii.

7); and especially ,Iob xxvi. 5, 6. "Behold the
gyantes (A. V. 'dead things') grown under the
waters " (Douay version), where there seems to be
clear allusion to some subaqueous prison of rebel-

lious spirits like that in which (according to the
Hindoo legend) Vishnu tlie water-god confines a
race of giants (cf. irvXdoxos, as a title of Neptune,
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Hes. Theog. 732; Nork, Bram. und Rabb. p. 31^

if.). [Og; Goliath.]
Branches of this great unknown people weres

called Emim, Anakim, and Zuzim.

* In Prov. xxi. 16, it is said of the man who
wanders from the ways of wisdom, that "he shall

remain in the congregation of the dead " (properly,

of the shades, that is, disembodied spirits; see art.

Dead). The meaning is,— that shall be the end
of his wanderings; there he shall find his abode,

though not the one he seeks. But, as is said in

the preceding paragraph, " something nuire than
physical death is meant, since that is the lot of all."

This is well illustrated in Ps. xlix. 14, 15, 19. Of
the wicked it is there said: "Like sheep they are

laid in the grave;" hke brute beasts, having no
hope beyond it. " But God," says the righteous,

" will redeem my soul from the power of the grave "

(certainly, not from subjection to physical death,

for no one could make so absurd a claim ) ; while

of the wicked it is said (v. 19), "they shall never

see light."

In Is. xxvi. 14, it is aflSrmed of the t}Tannical

oppressoi-s, whom God had cut off, that they " shall

live no more," "shall not rise again," to continue

their work of devastation and oppression on the

earth; while in ver. 19 is expressed the confident

hope of God's people, on behalf of its own slain.

Job xxvi. 5 should be translated thus :
—

The shades tremble.

Beneath the waters and their Inhabitants.

It is here affiniied, that God's dominion, with

the dread it inspires, extends even to the abodes of

departed spirits, beneath the earth, and lower than

the ocean depths, which are no barrier to the ex-

ercise of his power.

We need not, therefore, resort to fabulous leg-

ends, for the explanation of these passages.

T. J. C.

4. Emim (D'*?3"*W : LXX. 'OjUyU'", 'li^naloi),

smitten by Chedorlaomer at Shaveh Kiriathaim

(Gen. xiv. 5), and occupying the country after-

wards held by the jMoabites (Deut. ii. 10), who

gave them the name D"'^''^?, " ten-ors." The

word rendered "tall" may perhaps be merely

"haughty" (iffx^ovres)- [Emim.]

5. Anakim (D"^p35). The imbecile terror of

the spies exaggerated their proportions into some-

thing superhuman (Num. xiii. 28, 33), and their

name l^ecame proverbial (Deut. ii. 10, ix. 2).

[Anakim.]

6. Zuzim (C'WT), whose principal town was

Ham (Gen. xiv. 5), and who lived between the

Amon and the .Jabbok, being a northern tribe of

Rephaim. The Ammonites, who defeated them,

called them C^Tttt (Deut. ii. ' 20 AT. which is,

however, probably an early gloss).

We; have now examined the main names applied

to giant-races in the Bible, but except in the case

of the two first (NephiUm and Gibborim) there is

no necessity to suppose that there was anything

very remarkable in the size of these nations, be-

yond the general fact of their being finely propor-

tioned. ^Nothing can be built on the exaggeration

of the spies (Num. xiii. 33), and Og, Goliath,

Ishbi-benob, etc. (see under the names themselves),

are obviously mentioned as exceptional cases. The
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Jews however (misled by supposed relics) thought

otherwise (Joseph. Ant. v. 2, § 3).

No one has yet proved by experience the possi-

bility of giant races, materially exceeding in size

the average height of man. There is no great va-

riation in the ordinary standard. The most stunted

tribes of Esquimaux are at least four feet high, and

the tallest races of America (e.
ff.

the Guayaquilists

and people of Paraguay) do not exceed six feet

and a half. It was long thought that the Patago-

nians were men of enormous stature, and the asser-

tions of the old voyagers on the point were positive.

For instance Pigafetta (
Voi/ii(/e Round the World,

Pinkerton, xi. 314) mentions an individual Pata-

gonian so tall, that they " hardly reached to his

waist." Similar exaggerations are found in the

Voyages of Byron, VVallis, Carteret, Cook, and

Forster; but it is now a matter of certainty from

the recent visits to Patagonia (by Winter, Capt.

Snow, and others), that there is nothing at all

extraordinary in their size.

The general belief (until very recent times) in

the existence of fabulously enormous men, arose

from fancied giant-graves (see Ue la VaUe's Travels

in Persia, ii. 89), and above all from the discovery

of huge bones, which were taken for those of men,

in days when comparative anatomy was unknown.

Even the ancient Je\vs were thus misled (Joseph.

Ant. V. 2, § 3). Augustin appeals triumphantly

to this argument, and mentions a molar tooth which

he had seen at Utica a hundred times larger than

ordinary teeth (De Civ. Del, xv. 9). No doubt it

once belonged to an elephant. Vives, in his com-

mentary on the place, mentions a tooth as big as a

fist, which was shown at St. Christopher's. In fact

this source of delusion has only very recently been

dispelled (Sennert, Be Giyant. passim; Martin's

West. Islands, in Pinkerton, ii. 691). Most bones,

which have been exhilnted, have turned out to be-

long to whales or elephants, as was the case with

the vertebra of a supposed giant, examined by Sir

Hans Sloane in Oxfordshire.

On the other hand, isolated instances of mon-

strosity are sufficiently attested to prove that beings

like Goliath and his kinsmen may have existed.

Columella {E. R. iii. 8, § 2) mentions Navius Pol-

lio as one, and Pliny says that in the time of

Claudius Cfesar there was an Arab named Gab-

baras nearly ten feet high, and that even he was

not so tall a.s Pusio and Secundilla in the reign of

Augustus, whose bodies were preserved (vii. IG).

Josephus tells us that, among other hostages, Arta-

banus sent to Tiberius a certain Eleazar, a Jew,

surnamed '• the Giant," seven cubits in height {Ant.

xviii. 4, § 5). Nor are well-authenticated instances

wanting in modem times. O'Brien, whose skele-

ton is preserved in the Museum of the College of

Surgeons, must have been 8 feet high, but his un-

natural height made him weakly. On the other

hand the blacksmith Parsons, in Charles II.'s reign,

was 7 feet 2 inches high, and also remarkable for

his strength (Fuller's Woi-tliies, Staffordshu-e).

For information on the various subjects touched

upon in this article, besides minor authorities quoted

in it, see Grot, de Verhnt. i. 16; "^ork. Brain,

undkabh. p. 210 adfin. ; Ewald, Gesch. i. 305-312;

Winer, s. v. Rlesen, etc. ; Gesen. s. v. D^SDT ;

Rosenmiiller, Kalisch, et Comment, ad hen cif.

;

Rosenm. Altertliunisk. ii. ; Boettcher, de Inferis, p.

95 f. ; Heidegger, Hist. Pair. xi. ; Hiivernick's

Intn^d. to Pentat. p. 345 f.; Home's Introd. i.

58
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148; Faber's Bnmpt. Lect. iii. 7; Maitland's -£>«-

vin ; Orig. of Pagan Idol. i. 217, in Maitland's

False Worship, 1-67; Pritchard's Nat. Hist, of
Man, V. 489 f.

; Hamilton On the Pentat. pp. 189-

201; Papers on the Kephaim by Jliss F. Curbaux,

Journ. of Sacr. Lit. 1851. There are also mono-

graphs by Cassanion, Sangutelli, and Sennert; we

have only met with the latter (Dissert. Hist. Phil,

de Gigantibus, Vittemb. 1663 ) ; it is interesting and

learned, but exti'aordinarily credulous. F. W. F.

GIB'BAR ("123 [hero, or high, gigantic]

:

rafiep; [Vat. Ta;3ep:] Gebbar). Bene-Gibbar, to

the number of ninet3'-five, returned with Zerubba-

bel from Babylon (Ezr. ii. 20). In the parallel list

of Neh. vii. the name is given as Gibeon.

GIB'BETHON ("|"'in23 [eminence, hill: in

Josh.,] Bey^edoy, TedeSdv, Alex, ra^adwv, Tafie-

0011/; [in 1 K., TajBadwi/, Vat. 1 K. xv. 27, Fa-

/Saojf: Gebbethon,] Gabathon), a town allotted to

the tribe of Dan (Josh. xix. 44), and afterwards

given with its "suburbs" to the Kohathite Ixvites

(xxi. 23). Being, like most of the towns of Dan,

either in or close to tlie Philistines' country, it was

no doubt soon taken possession of by them ; at any

rate they held it in the early days of the monarchy

of Israel, when king Nadab "and all Israel," and

after him Omri, besieged it (1 K. xv. 27; xvi. 17).

What were the special advantages of situation or

otherwise which rendered it so desiraljle as a pos-

session for Israel are not apparent. In the Oiw-

masticon (Gabathon) it is quoted as a small village

(ttoAixi'T) ) called Gabe, in the 17th mile from Caes-

area. This would place it nearly due west of Sa-

maria, and aliout the same distance therefrom.

No name at all resembling it has, however, been

discovered in that direction.

GIB'EA (S3752 [hill-inhabitant, Fiirst; hill,

Gesen.]: Vai^aW Alex. Tai/Saa: Gabna). Sheva

"the father of ilacbenah," and "father of Gibea,''

is mentioned with other names unmistakably those

of places and not persons, among the descendants

of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 49, comp. 42). [Fathek.]

This would seem to point out Gibea (which in some

Hebrew MSS. is Gibeah; see Burrington, i. 216)

as the city Gibeah in Judah. The mention of

^Madmannah (49, comp. Josh. xv. 31), as well as of

Ziph (42) and jMaon (45), seems to carry us to a

locality considerably south of Hebron. [Gikeah,

1.] On the other hand Madmannah recalls Mad-
meiiah, a town named in connection with Gibeah

of Benjamin (Is. x. 31), and therefore lying some-

where north of Jerusalem.

GIB'EAH (n^yna, derived^ a,ccording to Ge-

senius (Thes. pp. 259, 260), ffom a root, 3?53,

signifying to be round or humped ; comp. the Latin

gibbus, English gibbous ; the Arabic (J^::^,
jebel,

a mountain, and the German gijfel). A word em-

ployed in the Bible to denote a " hill " — that is,

an eminence of less considerable height and extent

than a "mountain," the term for which is "tn,

har. For the distinction between the two terms,

see Ps. cxlviii. 9; Prov. viii. 25; Is. ii. 2, xl. 4, Ac.

In the historical' hooks gibeah is connnonly applied

to the bald rounded hills of central Palestine, es-

pecially in the neighborhood of .lerusalom (Staailey,

App. § 25). Like most words of this kind it gave

its name to. several towii&and places in Patestine—
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•which would doubtless be generally on or near a

hill. 'I'liey are—
1. Giii'KAH (ro/3oa': Gabaa), a city in the

mountain-district of Judah, named with Maon and

the southern Carmel (Josh. xv. 57; and comp. 1

Chr. ii. 49, &c.). In the Onomasikon a village

named Gabatha is mentioned as containing the

monument of Habakkuk the prophet, and lying

twelve miles from Eleutheropolis. The direction,

however, is not stated. Possibly it was identical

with Keilah, which is given as eastward from Eleu-

theropolis (liusebius says seventeen, Jerome eight

miles) on the road to Hebron, and is also mentioned

as containing the monument of Habakkuk. But

neither of these can be the place intended in Joshua,

since that would appear to have been to the S. E.

of Hebron, near where Carmel and JIaon are still

existing. For the same reason this Gibeah cannot

be that discovered by Robinson as JvbcCh in the

Wady Musurr, not far west of Bethlehem, and ten

miles north of Heliron (Rob. ii. 0, 10). Its site is

therefore yet to seek.

2. Gib'e.vtii (ni?52 : ra/SaaJfl; Alex. Ta^aad-

Gabaath). This is enumerated among the last

group of the towns of Benjamin, next to Jerusalem

(Josh, xviii. 28). It is generally taken to be the

place which afterwards became so notorious as

" Gibeah-of-Benjamin " or "of-Saul." But this,

as we shall presently see, was five or six miles north

of Jerusalem, close to Gibeon and Ramah, with

which, in that case, it would have been mentioned

in ver. 25. The name being in the " construct

state,"— Gibeath and not Gibeah,— may it not be-

long to the following name, Kirjath («. e. Kirjath-

jearim, as some MSS. actually read), and denote the

hill adjoining that town (see below, No. 3)? The
obvious olijection to this proposal is the statement

of the numlier of this group of townis as fourteen,

but this is not a serious objection, as in these cata-

logues discrepancies not unfrequently occur between

the numbers of the towns, and that stated as the

sum of the enumeration (comp. Josh. xv. 32, 36

;

xix. 6, &c.). In this very list there is reason to

believe that Zelah and ha-Eleph are not separate

names, but one. The lists of Joshua, though in

the main coeval with the division of the country,

must have been often added to and altered before

they became finally fixed as we now possess them,"

and the sanctity conferred on the " hill of Kirjath "

by the temporary sojourn of the Ark there in the

time of Saul would have secured its insertion

among the lists of the towns of the tribe.

3. (n^i^L^ • eV Tip 3oi""? '
[-A^lex. ec ^ovvai :]

in Gab/iit), the place in which the Ark remained

from the time of its return by the Philistines till

its removal by David (2 Sam. vi. 3, 4; comp. 1

« For instance, Beth-marcaboth, "house of char-

iots," and Ilazar-susah, " village of horses " (Josh.

xix. 5), would seem to date from the time of Solomon,
when the traffic in these articles began with Egypt.

^ rrn^JJD, a. v. " meadows of Gibeah," taking the

word [aftur the Targum and R. Kinichi] as Madreh, an
open field (Stanley, App. § 19) ; the LXX. [Rom. Vat.]

transfers the Hebrew word litei'ally, Mapaaya^e
; [6

MSS. read Maapd ^o^aa or rrjs T. ; but Comp. Aid.,

with Alex, and about 15 other MSS., aTro Sv<Tiiiav

TTQ! Ta^aa ;] the Syriac hag ' ', N,V> = cave. The

Hebrew word for cave, Mearah, differs from that

adopted in the A V. only in the vowel-poiuts
; and
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Sam. vii. 1, 2). The name has the definite art-

icle, and in 1 Sam. vii. 1 [as here in the margin of

the A. v.] it is translated "the hill." (See No.
2 above.)

4. Gib'eah-of-Bkn'jajiix. ITiis town does

not appear in the lists of the cities of Benjamin
in Josh, xviii. (1.) We first encounter it in the

tragical story of the Invite and his concubine, when
it brought all but extermination ou the tribe (Judg.

xix., XX.). It was then a "city " ("1^37) with the

usual open street (3T!~)) or square (Judg. xix. 15,

17, 20), and containing 700 "chosen men" (xx.

15), probably the same whose skill as slingers is

preserved in tlie next verse. Thanks to the pre-

cision of the narrative, we can gather some general

knowledge of the position of Gibeah. The Levite

and his party left Bethlehem in the "afternoon"
— when the day was coming near the time at

which the tents would be pitched for evening. It

was probably between two and three o'clock. At
the ordinary speed of eastern travellers they would
come "over against Jebus" in two hours, say by
five o'clock, and the same length of time would

take them an equal distance, or about four miles, to

the north of the city on the Nablus road, in the

direction of JNIount ICphraim (xix. 13, comp. 1).

Ramah and Gibeah both lay in sight of tlie road,

Gibeah apparently the nearest; and when the sud-

den sunset of that climate, unaccompanied by more
than a very brief twilight, made further progress

impossible, tliey "turned aside" from the beaten

track to tlie town where one of the party was to

meet a dreadful death (Judg. xix. 9-15). Later

indications of the story seem to show that a little

north of the town the main track divided into two
— one, the present Nablus road, leading np to

Bethel, the " house of God," and the other taking

to Gibeah-in-the-field (xx. 31), possibly the present

Jtba. Below the city, probably,—about the base

of the hill which gave its name to the town,— was

the "cave'' of Gibeah," in which the liers in wait

concealed themselves until the signal was given <^

(xx. 33).

During this narrative the name is given simply

as "Gibeah," with a few exceptions; at its intro-

duction it is called " Gibeah which belongeth to

Benjamin " (xix. 14, and so in xx. 4). In xx. 10

we have the expression " Gibeah of Benjamin," but

here the Hebrew is not Gibeah, but Geba— 5755'

The same form of tlie word is found in xx. 33,

where the meadows, or cave, " of Gibeah," should

be "of Geba."

In many of the above particulars Gibeah agrees

very closely with Tulvll tl-Fi'd ["hill of beans"],

a conspicuous eminence just four miles north of

there seems a certain consistency in an ambush con-

cealing themselves in a cave, which in an open field

would be impossible.

* Bertheau (Back <ler Rlchter it. Rut, p. 224) objects

to the moaning " cave " that the liers-in-wait are said

(ver. 29) to have been«et "roimil nhoiit Gibeah." He
understands the last part of ver. 33 to mean that the

men of Israel came forth from their ambush we^en
tier EntblUssinig i-on Geba', " on account of the com-
plete exposure of Geba" by the withdrawal of tlie

Benjamites (vv. 31, 32). Buxtorf, Tremellius and
others give nearly the same interpretation, rendering

the last clause of the verse " post denudationem
GibefB." A.

c Josephus, Ant. v. 2, § 11.
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Jerusalem to the right of the road. Two miles

beyond it and full in view is ei--Iiam, in all prob

ability the ancient Kamah, and between the two

the main road divides, one branch going off to the

right to the village of Jeba, while the other con-

tinues its course upwards to BeitUi, tlie modern

representative of Bethel. (See No. 5 below.)

(2.) We next meet with Gibeah of Benjamin

during the Philistine wars of Saul and Jonathan

(1 Sam. xiii., xiv.). It now bears its full title.

The position of matters seems to have been this

:

The Philistines were in possession of the village of

Geba, the present .Jeba on the south side of the

Wady Suweinit. In their front, across the wady,

which is here about a mile wide, and divided by

several swells lower than the side eminences, was

Saul in the town of Michmash, the modern Mukh-
mas, and holding also " iMount Bethel," that is,

the heights on the north of the great wady— Deir

Diwc'in, Biirka, Tell el-l/aj'ir, as far as Btitm itself.

South of the Pliilistine camp, and about three

miles in its rear, was Jonathan, in Gibeah-of-Ben-

jamin, with a thousand chosen warriors (xiii. 2).

The first step was taken by Jon.athan, who drove

out the Philistines from Geba, by a feat of arms
which at once procured him an inmiense reputation.

But in the meantime it increased the difficulties of

Israel, for the Philistines (hearing of their reverse)

gathered in prodigious strength, and advancing

with an enormous armament, pushed Saul's little

force before them out of Bethel and Jlichmash, and
down the eastern passes, to Gilgal, near Jericho in

the Jordan valley (xiii. 4, 7). They then estab-

lished themsehes at Michmash, formerly the head-

quarters of Saul, and from thence sent out their

bands of plunderers, north, west, and east (vv. 17,

18). But nothing could dislodge Jonathan from

his main stronghold in the south. As far as we
can disentangle the complexities of the story, he

soon relinquislied Geba, and consolidated his little

force in (iiljeah, where he was joined by his father,

with Samuel the prophet, and Ahiah the priest,

who, perhaps remembering the former fate of the

Ark, had brought down the sacred Ephod « from

Shiloh. These three had made their way up from

Gilgal, with a force sorely diminished by desertion

to the Philistine camp (xiv. 21), and flight (xiii. 7)
— a mere remnant (/caToA.6i/u/xa) of the people fol-

lowing in the rear of the little band (LXX.). Then
occurred tlie feat of the hero and his armor-bearer.

In the stillness and darkness of the night they de-

scended the hill of Gibeah, crossed the intervening

country to the steep terraced slope of Jeba, and
threading the mazes of the ravine below, climbed

the opposite hill, and discovered themselves to the

garrison of the Philistines just as the day was
breaking. *>

No one had been aware of their departure, but
it was not long unknown. Saul's watchmen at

Tuleil el-Fill were straining their eyes to catch a

glimi)|e in the early morning of the position of the

foe; and as the first rays of the rising sim on their

right broke over the mountains of Gilead, and gUt-
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« 1 Sam. xiv. 3. In ver. 18 the ark is said to have
been at Gibeah ; but tliis is in direct contradiction to

the statement of vii. 1, compared with 2 Sam. vi. 3, 4,

and 1 Chr. xiii. 3; and also to those of the LXX. and
Josephas at tJiis place. The Hebrew words for ark and

ephod— ^T^M and "TICS— are very similar, and
may have been mistaken for one anotlier (Ewald,
Geich. iii. 46, note ; Stanley, p. 205).

tered on the rocky summit of iNIichmash, their prac-

ticed eyes quickly discovered the umisual stir in

the camp; they could see "the multitude melting

away, and beating down one another." Through
the clear air, too, came, even to that distance, the

unmistakable sounds of the conflict. The muster-

roll was hastily called to discover the absentees.

The oracle of God was consulted, but so rapidly did

the tumult increase that Saul's impatience would
not permit the rites to be completed, and soon he

and Ahiah (xiv. .36 ) were rushing down from Gibeah
at the head of their hungry warriors, joined at

every step by some of the wretched Hebrews from

their hiding places in the clefts and holes of the

Benjamite hills, eager for revenge, and for the re-

covery of the '' sheep, and oxen, and calves " (xiv.

32), equally with the arms, of which they had been

lately plundered. So quickly did the news run

through the district that— if we may accept the

statements of tlie LXX. — by the time Saul reached

the Philistine camp his following amounted to

10,000 men. On e\ery one of the heights of the

country (ffafiaid) the people rose against the hated

invaders, and before the day was out there was not

a city, even of IMount Ephraim, to which the

struggle had not spread. [.Ionatham.]

(3.) As "Gibeah of Benjamin " this place is re-

ferred to in 2 Sam. xxiii. 29 [LXX. Ta^aiQ' Vulg.

Gabaafh] (comp. 1 Chr. xi. 31 [^ouuSs' Onbaath]),

and as " Gibeah "it is mentioned by Hosea (v. 8,

ix. 9, x. 9 [LXX. 01 fiovvoi, 6 ^ovvos]), but it

does not again appear in the history. It is, however,

almost without doubt identical with—
5. Gib'eaii-of-Saul (b^lStt? H?'?? : the

LXX. do not recognize this name except in 2 Sam.
xxi. 0, where they have Ta^awv 2aoi';A, and Is. x.

30, n-6\is "XaovK [Vulg. (labnalh Saulis], else-

where simply ra/3aa or [Alex.] Ta^aadd)- This is

not mentioned as Saul's city till after his anointing

(1 Sam. X. 20), when he is said to have gone
"home" (Hebr. "to his house," as in xv. 34) to

Gibeah, "to which," adds Josephus (Ant. vi. 4, §

6), " he belonged." In the subsequent narrative

the town bears its full name (xi. 4), and the king

is Uving there, still following the a\ocations of a

simple farmer, when his relations <^ of Jabesh-Gilead

beseech his help in their danger. His Ammonite
expedition is followed by the first Philistine war,

and by various other conflicts, amongst others an

expedition against Amalek in the extieme south of

Palestine. But he returns, as before, " to his

house" at Gibeah-of-Saul (1 Sam. xv. 34). Again
we encounter it, when the seven sons of the king

were hung there as a sacrifice to turn away the

anger of Jehovah (2 Sam. xxi. 6''). The name of

Saul has not been found in connection with any
place of modern Palestine, but it existed as late as

the days of Josephus, and an allusion of his has

fortunately given the clew to the identification of

the town with the spot which now bears the name
of Tuleil el-Ful. Josephus {B. .T. v. 2, § 1), de-

scribing Titus's march from Csesarea to Jerusalem,

6 We owe this touch to Josephus : vno(\>aivovcrqi

ijir) rns Tjuxepas (Ant. vi. 6, § 2).

c This is a fair inference from the fact that the

wives of 400 out of the (500 Benjamites who escaped

the massacre at Gibeah came fronj Jabeeli-GUead

(Judg. xxi. 12).

'' The word in this verse rendered " hill " is not

gibeah but har, i. e. " mountain,"' a singular change,

and not quite intelligible.
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o'ives his route as though Samaria to Gophna,

thence a day's march to a valley " called by the

Jews the Valley of Thorns, near a certain village

called Gabathsaoule, distant from Jerusalem about

thirty stadia," i. e. just the distance of Tukil el-

Ful. Here he was joined by a part of his army

from Emmaus (Nicopolis), who would naturally

come up the road by Beth-horon and Gibeon, the

same which still foils into the northern road close

to Tukil el-Fi'd. In both these respects therefore

the agreement is complete, and (jibeah of Benjamin

must be taken as identical with Gibeah of Saul.

The discovery is due to Dr. Kobinson (i. 577-7il),

though it was partly suggested by a writer in Stud,

uml Kritihen.

This identification of Gibeah, as also that of

Geba with Jeba, is fully supported by Is. x. 28-32,

where we have a specification of the route of Sen-

nacherib from the north through the villages of

the Benjamite district to Jerusalem. Commencing
with Ai, to the east of the present Beitin, the route

proceeds by Muklimas, across the "passages" of

the Wady Suweinit to Jeba on the opposite side;

and then by er-Ram and Tule'd el-Ful, villages

actually on the present road, to the heights north

of Jerusalem, from which the city is visible. Gallini,

Madmenah, and Gebim, none of which have been

yet identified, nuist have been, like Anathoth

(Anata), villages on one side or the other of the

direct line of march. The only break in the chain

is Jligron, which is here placed between Ai and

Michmash, while in 1 Sam. xiv. 2 it appears to

have been five or six miles south, at Gibeah. One
explanation that presents itself is, that in that

uneven and rocky district the name " Migron,"

"precipice," would very probably, like "Gibeah,"

be borne by more than one town.

In 1 Sam. xxii. 6, xxiii. 19, xxvi. 1, " Gibeah "

[LXX. ^ow6s' Vulg. Gabaa] doubtless stands for

G. of Saul.

6. Gib'eaii-in-the Field (nib?2 HV?? :

ro/3aa eV aypai; [Alex. r. ef to aypW.] Gabaa),

named only in Judg. xx. 31, as the place to which

one of the "highways" (mvpjp) led from

Gibeah-of-Benjamin,— " of which one goeth up to

Bethel, and one to Gibeah-in-the-field." Sddeh,

the word here rendered " field," is applied specially

to cultivated sround, " as distinguished from town,

desert, or garden" (Stanley, App. § 15). Cultiva-

tion was so general throughout this district, that

the term aflTords no clew to the situation of the

place. It is, however, remarkable that the north

road from Jerusalem, shortly after passing Tule'd

eUFul, separates into two branches, one runnin:

on to Beithi (Bethel), and the other diverging to

the right to Jeba (Geba). The attack on Gibeah

came from the north (comp. xx. 18, 19, and 2G, in

which "the house of God" is really Bethel), and

therefore the di\ergeiice of the roads was north of

the town. In the case of Gibeah-of-Benjamin we

have seen that the two forms "Geba" and
" Gibeah " appear to be convertible, the former for

the latter. If the identification now proposed for

Gibeah-in-the-field be correct, the case is here re-

versed, and " Gibeah " is put for " Geba."

The " meadows of Gaba " (^33 : A. V. Gibeah

;

Judg. XX. 33) have no connection with the "field,"

the Hel)rew words being entirely different. . As

stated aliove, the word rendered " meadows " is

Brobably accurately " cave." [Gkiia,
J).

877 ".]
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7. There are se\eral other names compounded

of Gibeah, which are given in a translated fonii in

the A. v., probably from their appearing not to

belong to towns. These are :
—

(1.) The "hill of the foreskins" (Josh. v. 3),

between the Jordan and Jericho; it derives its

name from the circumcision which took place there,

and seems afterwards to have received the name of

GiLGAL.

(2.) [ra/3aa(0 ieveis (Vat. *ej-); Alex. Aid.

ValiaaQ *. : Gabaath Pliinees.] The " hill of

Phinehas" in Mount Ephraim (Josh. xxiv. 33).

This may be the Jibia on the left of the Nabliis

road, half-way bet^veen ISethel and Shiloh ; or the

Jeba north of Nabltis (Kob. ii. 2G5 note, 312).

Both would be "in ISIount Ephraim," but there is

nothing in the text to fix the position of the place,

while there is no lack of the name among the vil-

lages of Central Palestine.

(3.) The "hill of MoHEH" (.Judg. vii. 1).

(4.) The "hill of God" — Giljeath-ha-Elohim

(1 Sam. X. 5); one of the places in the route of

Saul, which is so difficult to trace. In verses 10

and 13, it is appai'ently called " the hill," and " the

high place."

(5.) [Vulg. 1 Sam. xxvi. 3, Gabaa Hachila.']

The " hill of Hachilah " (1 Sam. xxiii. 19, xxvi.

1, [3]).

(6.) The "hill of Ammah" (2 Sam. ii. 24).

(7.) The "hill Gakeb " (.Jer. xxxi. 39).

GIB'EATH, Josh, xviii. 28. [Gibeah, 2.]

GIB'EATHITE, THE (\"l^53n : s

ra;Sa9iT7js; [Vat. FA. TelScodetTris: Alex. Ta^aSi-

rrjs'] Gttbaatkites), i.e. the native of Gibeah (1

Chr. xii. 3) ; in this case Shemaah, or "the
Sheniaah," father of two Benjamites, " Saul's

brethren," who joined David.

GIB'EON (l'"137?3, i. e. behmying to a hill

:

Ta&awv, [Vat. 1 K". ix. 2, Va^awQ, Jer. xli. 12,

Ta/Sao! ;] Joseph. Ta^adi : Gabaon), one of the

four" cities of the IIivites, the inhabitants of

which made a league with Joshua (ix. 3-15), and

thus escaped the fate of Jericho and Ai (comp. xi.

19). It appears, as might be inferred from its

taking the initiative in this matter, to have been

the largest of the four— " a great city, like one of

the royal cities " — larger than Ai (x. 2). Its men

too were all practiced warriors (
Gibbmim, D'^'^23).

Gibeon lay within the territory of Benjamin (xviii.

25), and with its "suburbs" was allotted to the

priests (xxi. 17), of whom it became afterwards a

principal station. Occasional notices of its existence

occur in the historical books, which ar'e examined

more at length below : and after the Captivity we

find the " men of Gibeon " returning with Zerub-

babel (Neh. vii. 25 : in the list of Ezra the name

is altered to Gibbar), and assisting Neheniiah in

the repair of the wall of .lerusalem (iii. 7). In the

post-biblical times it was the scene of a victory by

the Jews over the Koman troops under Cestius

Gallus, which ofters in many respects a close parallel

to that of Joshua over the Canaanites (Jos. B. J.

ii. 19, § 7; Stanley, S. .J-
P. p. 212).

The situation of Gibeon has fortunately been

recovered with as great certainty as .any ancient

site in Palestine. The traveller who pursues the

northern camel-road from Jerusalem, turning off to

n So Josh. ix. 17. .losephus {Ant. v. 1, § 16) oinit*

Beerotli
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the left at TuUil el-Ful (Gibeah) on that branch

of it which leads westward to Jaffa, finds himself,

after crossing one or two stony and barren ridges,

in a distri<;t of a more open character, The hills

are rounder and more isolated than those through

which he has been passing, and rise in well-defined

mamelons from broad undulating valleys of tolerable

extent and fertile soil. This is the central plateau

of the country, the " land of Benjamin; " and these

round liiUs are the Gibeahs, Gebas, Gibeons, and

Eamahs, whose names occur so frequently in the

records of this district. Retaining its ancient name
ahuost intact, el-.lih stands on the nortliernmost

of a couple of these mamelons. just at the place

where the road to the sea parts into two branches,

the one by the lower level of the Wady Suleiman,

the other by the heights of the i5eth-horons, to

Gimzo, Lydda, and Joppa. The road passes at a

short distance to the north of the base of the hill
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of el-Jib. The strata of the hills in this t.istrict

lie nuich more horizontall}' than those further south.

With the hills of Gibeon this is peculiarly the case,

and it imparts a remarkable precision to their ap-

pearance, especially when \iewed from a height such

as the neighboring eminence of Neby Samicil. The
natural terraces are carried round the hill like con-

tour lines ; they are all dotted thick with olives and
vines, and the ancient-looking houses are scattered

over the flatfish summit of the mound. On the

east side of the hill is a copious spring which issues

in a cave excavated in the limestone rock, so as to

form a large reservoir. In the trees further down
are the remains of a pool or tank of consideral)le

size, probably, says Dr. Robinson, 1-20 feet by 100,

i. e. of rather smaller dimensions than the lower

pool at Hebron. This is doubtless the " pool of

Gibeon" at which A!)ner and Joab met together

with the troops of Ish-bosheth and David, and where

Gibeou and Nebi Samwil, from N. W.

that sharp conflict took place which ended in the

death of Asahel, and led at a later period to the

treacherous nuu-der of Abner himself. Here or at

the spring were the " great waters (or the many

waters, D^3"^ C'^^) of Gibeon," « at which

Johanan the son of Kareah found the traitor Ish-

mael (Jer. xli. 12). Round this water also, accord-

ing to the notice of .Tosephus (eVi tivi tttj^t? rijy

7r6\eci}s ouK airaidev, Ant. v. 1, § 17), the five kings

of tlie Amorites were encamped when Joshua burst

upon them from (iilgal. The " wilderness of

Gibeon" (2 Sam. ii. 24— the Midbar, i. e. rather

the waste pasture-grounds— must have been to the

east, beyond the circle or suliurli of cultivated fields,

and towards the neighboring swells, which bear the

o Both here and in 1 K. iii. 4, .losephus substitutoa

Hebron for Gibeon {Ant. x. 9, § 5, viil. 2, § 1).

names of .Fe'lh-eh and Bh- Neballith. Such is the

situation of (libeon, fulfilling in position every re-

quirement of the notices of the Hilile, Josephus,

Eusebius, and .lerome. Its distance from Jerusalem

by the main road is as nearly as possible 6i miles;

but there is a more direct road reducing it to 5

miles.

The name of Gibeon is most familiar to ns in

connection with the artifice by which its inhabitants

obtained their safety at the hands of Joshua, and

with the memorable liattle which ultimately resulted

therefrom. This transaction is elsewhere examined,

and therefore requires no further reference here.

[Joshua ; Bkth-hohon.]
We next hear of it at the encounter between

the men of David and of Ish-bosheth under their

respective leaders Joab and Abner (2 Sam. ii. 12-

17). The meeting has all the air of having been
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pemeditated by both parties, unless we suppose

that Joab had heard of the intention of the Ben-
janiites to revisit from the distant Jlalianaim their

native villages, and had seized the opportunity to

try his strength with Abner. The details of this

disastrous encounter are elsewhere given. [Joak.]

The place where the struggle began received a name
from the circumstance, and seems to have been

long afterwards known as the '' field of the strong

men." [IIelkath-hazzukim.]

We again meet with Gibeon in connection with

Joab; this time as the scene of the cruel and re-

volting death of Amasa by his hand (2 Sam. xx.

5-10). Joab was in pursuit of the rebellious Sheba
the son of Bichri, and his being so far out of the

direct north road as Gibeon may be accounted for

by su|)posing that he was making a search for this

Bciijainite among the towns of his tribe. The two
rix als met at " the great stone « which is in Gibeon "

— some old landmark now no longer recognizable,

at least not recognized — and then Joab repeated

the treachery by which he had murdered Abner,

but with circumstances of a still more revolting

character. [Joak; Ai;ms, p. 151).]

It is remarkable that the retribution for this

crowning act of perfidy should have overtaken Joab
close to the very spot on which it had been com-
mitted. For it was to the tabernacle at Gibeon

(1 K. ii. 28, 29; comp. 1 Chr. xvi. 39) that Joab
fled for sanctuary when his death was pronounced

by Solomon, and it was while clinging to the horns

of the brazen altar there that he received his death-

blow from Benaiah the son of Jehoiada (1 K. ii.

28, 30, 34; and LXX. 29).

Familiar as these events in connection with the

history of Gilieon are to us, its reputation in Israel

was due to a very different circumstance — the fact

that the tabernacle of the congregation and the

brazen altar of burnt-offering were for some time

located on the "high place" attached to or near

the town. We are not informed whether this

"high place" had any fame for sanctity before the

tal)ernacle came there; but if not, it would ha\e
probably been erected elsewhere. We only hear of

it in connection with the tabernacle, nor is there

any indication of its situation in regard to the town.

Professor Stanley has suggested that it was the

remarkable hill of Nvby Samiril, the most prominent
and individual eminence in that part of the country,

and to which the special appellation of " the great

high-place" (1 K. iii. 4; nV-nan n'a'z'n)

would perfectly apply. And certainly, if "great"
is to be understood as referring to height or size,

there is no other hill which can so justly claim the

distinction (Sinai and Pal. p. 21G). But the word
has not always that meaning, and may equally

Imply eminence in other respects, e.
ff.

superior

sanctity to the numerous other high places —
Bethel, Kam.oli, Mizpeh, Gilieah— which suiTounded
it on every side. The main objection to this identi-

« The Hebrew preposition (Q57^ almost implies

that they were on or touching the stone.

'' The various stations of the Tabernacle and the
Ark, from their entry on the Promised Land to their

final deposition in the Temple at .Jerusalem, will be
examined under Tabernacle. Meantime, with refer-

ence to the above, it may be said that though not ex-

pressly stated to have been at Nob, it may be con-
clusively inferred from the mention of the " shew
bread ' (1 Siim. xxi 6). The " ephod " (9) and the
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fication is the distance of N'elnj Sarmdl from Gibeoc
— more than a mile— and the absence of any
closer connection therewith than with any other of

the neighl)orLng places. The most natural position

for the high place of Gibeon is the twin mount
immediately south of el-Jib— so close as to be all

but a part of the town, and yet quite separate and
distinct. The testimony of Epiphanius, by which
BLr. Stanley suj)ports his conjecture, namely, that

the "Mount of Gabaon " was the highest round
Jerusalem (Adv. Ilm-eses, i. 394), should be received

with caution, standing as it does quite alone, and
belonging to an age which, though early, was
marked by ignorance, and by the most improbable

conclusions.

To this high place, wherever situated, the " taber-

nacle of the congreoation " — the sacred tent which
had accompanied the children of Israel through the

whole of their wanderings — had been transferred

from its last station at Nob.* The exact date of

the transfer is left in uncertainty. It was either

before or at the time when David brought up the

ark from Kirjath-jearim, to the new tent which he
had pitched for it on Mount Zion, that the original

tent was spread for the last time at Gibeon. The
expression in 2 Chr. i. 5, " the brazen altar he put

before the tabernacle of Jehovah," at first sight

appears to refer to David. But the text of the

passage is disputed, and the authorities are divided

between C£i7= "he put," and Dtt7= " was there."

Whether king David transferred the tabernacle to

Gibeon or not, he certainly appointed the staff of

priests to offer the daily sacrifices there on the

brazen altar of iMoses, and to fulfill the other re-

quirements of the law (1 Chr. xvi. 40), with no
less a person at their head than Zadok the priest

(39), assisted by the famous nmsicians Heman and
Jeduthun (41).

One of the earliest acts of Solomon's reign— it

nuist have been while the remembrance of the

execution of Joab was still fresh — was to visit

Gibeon. The ceremonial was truly magnificent:

he went up with all the congregation, the great

officers of the state — the captains of hundreds and
thousands, the judges, the governors, and the chief

of the fathers— and the sacrifice consisted of a

thousand burnt-oflferings '' (1 K. iii. 4). And this

glimpse of Gibeon in all the splendor of its greatest

prosperity— the smoke of the thousand animals

rising from the veneral)le altar on the commanding
height of "the great high place" — the clang of

"trumpets and cymbals and musical instruments

of God " (1 Chr. xvi. 42) resounding through the

valleys far and near— is \irtually the last we have

of it. In a few years the temple at Jerusalem was
completed, and then the tabernacle was once more
taken down and removed. Again " all the men
of Israel assembled themselves " to king Solomon,
with the "elders of Israel," and the priests and
the Levites brought up both the tabernacle and the

expression '. before Jehovah "'
(6) prove nothing either

w.ay. Josephus throws no light on it.

c It would be very satisfiictory to believe, with
Thomson (Lanrt anil Bonk, ii. 547), that the pi-esent

Waily Suleiman, i. e. " Solomon's valley," which com-
mences on the west side of Gibeon, and leads down tc

the Plain of Sharon, derived its name from this visit.

But the modern names of places in Palestine often

spring from very modern persons or circumstances,

and, without confirmation or investigation, this can
not be received.
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ark, and " all the holy vessels that were in the

tabernacle " (I K. viii. 3; Joseph. Ant. viii. 4, § 1),

and placed the venerable relics in their new home,

there to remain until the plunder of the city by

Nebuchadnezzar. The introduction of the name
of Gibeon in 1 Chr. ix. 35, which seems so abrupt,

is probably due to the fact that the preceding verses

of the chapter contain, as they appear to do, a list

of the staff attached to the '• Tabernacle of the

congregation" which was erected there; or if these

persons should prove to be the attendants on the

"new tent" which David had pitched for the ark

on its arrival m the city of David, the transition

to the place where the old tent was still standing

is both natural and easy. G.

GIBEONITES, THE (D"'2i753n : o,'

raj8aa!j'?T«i [Vat. -i/ei-] : Gnhnonihe), the people

of Gibeon, and perhaps also of the three cities asso-

ciated with Gibeon (.Josh. ix. 17 )— Hivites ; and
who, on the discovery of the stratagem by which
they had obtained the protection of the Israelites,

were condemned to be perpetual bondmen, hewers

of wood and drawers of water for the congregation,

and for the house of God and altar of Jehovah

(Josh. ix. 23, 27). Saul appears to have broken

this covenant, and in a fit of enthusiasm or patriot-

ism to have killed some and devised a general mas-
sacre of the rest (2 Sam. xxi. 1, 2, 5J. This was
expiated many years after by giving up seven men
of Saul's descendants to the (libeonites, who hung
them or crucified them " before Jeliovah " — as a

kind of sacrifice— in Gibeah, Saul's own town

(4, 6, 9).« At this time, or at any rate at the

time of the composition of the narrative, the Gib-
eonites were so identified with Israel, that the his-

torian is obliged to insert a note explaining their

origin and their non-Israelite extraction (xxi. 2).

The actual name " Gibeon ites " appears only m
this passage of 2 Sam. [Netiiixim.]

Individual Gibeonites named are (1) Ismaiah,
one of the Benjamites who joined David in his dif-

ficulties (1 Chr. xii. 4); (2) Melatiah, one of

those who assisted Nehemiah in repairing the wall

of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 7); (3) Hananiah, the son

of Azur, a false prophet from Gibeon, who opposed

Jeremiah, and shortly afterwards died (Jer. xxviii.

1, 10, 13, 17). G.

GIB'LITES, THE C^b^SH, i. e. singular,

the Giblite: TaAiae •f-uAirmeiV; Alex. Fa^Ai [*. :]

confinia). The "land of the Giblite" is men-
tioned in connection witli Lebanon in the enumera-
tion of the portions of the Promised Land remain-

ing to be conquered by Joshua (.losh. xiii. 5). The
ancient versions, as will be seen above, give no help,

but there is no reason to doubt that the allusion is

to the inhabitants of the city Gi;bai>, which was
on the sea-coast at the foot of the northern slopes

of Lebanon. The one name is a regular derivative

from the other (see Gesenius, Thes. p. 2-58 b). We
nave here a confirmation of the identity of the

Aphek mentioned in this passage with AJ'hn, which
was overlooked by the writer when examining the

latter name [Ai'Hek, 2 J ; and tlie whole passage

is instructive, as showing how very far the limits

of the country designed for the Israelites exceeded

those which they actually occupied.
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a * Dean Stanley describes the artifice of the abo-

riginal Gibeonites, and the acts of revenge of their de-

(oendants against the family of Saul, with his wonted

The Giblites are again named (though not in

the A. V. [except in the margin]) in 1 K. v. 18

(C^??"!? • [Rom. Vat. omit;] Alex, oi Bi^Xioi
Giblii) as assisting Solomon's builders and Hiram's
builders to prepare the trees and the stones for

building the Temple. That they were clever artifi-

cers is evident from this passage (and comp. Ez.
xxvii. 9); but why our translators should have so
far improved on this as to render the word by
" stone-squarers " [so the Bishops' Bible; the
Genevan version has " masons "] is not obvious.

Possibly they followed the Targum, which has a
word of similar import in this place. G.

GIDDAL'TI C^rib^l [/ lime praised].

roSoWadi; [Vat. roSok\adet, roSo^aSei;] Alex.

redoWadi, r^SSeXBi-- Gedildthi, Gtddthi]), one
of the sons of Heman, the king's seer, and there-

fore a Kohathite Levite (1 Chr. xxv. 4; comp. vi.

33): his office was with thirteen of his brothers to

sound the horn in the service of the tabernacle

(5, 7). He had also charge of the 22d division or

course (29).

GID'DEL (^1^3 [very great, girjantlc] : TeS-

StjA, [raSijA; in Ezr., Vat. KeSeS; in Neh., Alex.

2a57jA:] Gaddel, [Geddd]). 1. Children of Giddel

(Beiu'-Giddel) were among the Nethinim who re-

turned from the Captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii.

47; Neh. vii. 49). In the parallel lists of 1 Esdras

the name is corrupted to Cathua.

2. [reSrjA, raSa7i\; Vat. TeSr/a, FoStjA (so FA.
in Neh.); Alex. TeSStjA, TaSSrjA: Geddd, .fcddel.]

Bene-Giddel were also among the "servanis of

Solomon" who returned to Judita in the same
caravan (Ezr. ii. 50; Neh. vii. 58). In 1 Esdras
this is given as Isdael.

GID'EON (l'"r2?12, from Vii, a sucker, or

better= n A eioe?', i. e. a brave warrior; comp. Is.

X. 33; TeSedap- Gedeon), a Manassite, youngest
son of Joash of the Abiezrites, an undistinguished

fiimily, who lived at Ophrah, a town probably on
this side Jordan (Judg. vi. 15), although its exact

position is unknown. He was the fifth recorded

Judge of Israel, and for many reasons the greatest

of them all. When we first hear of him he was
grown up and had sons (Judg. vi. 11, viii. 20), and
from the apostrophe of the angel (vi. 12) we may
conclude that he had already distinguished himself

in war against the roving bands of nomadic robbers

who had oppressed Israel for seven years, and whose
countless multitudes (compared to locusts from
their terrible devastations, vi. 5) anmially destroyed

all the produce of (Janaan, except such as could be

concealed in mountain-fastnesses (\i. 2). It was
probably during this disastrous period that the

emigration of Elimelech took place (Ruth i. 1, 2;

Jahn's fh'/jr. Coiiini. § xxi.). Some have identified

the angel who appeared to Gideon {(pafTaafxa

vfaviaKov ixop<pfi, Jos. Ant. v. G) with the prophet

mentioned in vi. 8, which will remind the reader

of the legends about JMalachi in Origen and other

commentators. I'aulus {Kxeff. Conserv. ii. 100 fF.)

endeavors to give the naiTative a subjecti\'e coloring,

but rationalism is of little value in accounts like

this. When the angel appeared, Gideon was thrash-

ing wheat with a flail (e/coTrre, LXX.) in the wine-

vividness and skill (Histori/ of the Jeicis/i C/iweh, l.

264, and ii. 8t>). See also Rizpah. Q.
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press, to conceal it from the predatory tyrants.

Alter a natural hesitation be accepted the commis-

sion of a deliverer, and learned the true character of

his visitant from a miraculous sign (vi. 12-23);

and being reassured from the fear which first seized

him (lix. XX. 19; Judg. xiii. 22), built the altar

.lehovah-shalom, which existed when the book of

Judges was written (vi. 24). In a dream the same

night he was ordei'ed to throw down the altar of

Baal and cut down the Asherah (A. V. "grove")

upon it [A.SHEKAii], with th&wood of which he

was to ofter in sacrifice his father's " second bullock

of seven years old," an expression in which some

see an allusion to the seven years of servitude (vi.

26, 1). Perhaps that particular bullock is specified

because it had been reserved by his father to sacri-

fice to Baal (liosenmliller, ScJiol. ad loc), for Joash

seems to have been a priest of that worship. Ber-

theau can hardly be right in supposing that Gideon

was to ofler tico bullocks {Riclit. p. 115). At any

rate the minute touch is valuable as an indication

of truth in the story (see Ewald, Gesch. ii. 4'J8,

and note). Gideon, assisted by ten faithful servants,

obeyed the vision, and next morning ran the risk

of being stoned : but .Joash appeased the popular

indignation by using the conmion argument that

Baal was capable of defending his own majesty

(comp. 1 K. xviii. 27). This circumstance gave

to Gideon the surname of 727S'P'! ("Let Baal

plead," vi. .32; LXX. 'lepo/SaaA), a standing in-

stance of national irony, expressive of Baal's impo-

tence. Winer thinks that this irony was increased

by the fact that 727^"!"^ was a surname of the

Phoenician Hercules (comp. Movers, Phiiniz. i. 434).

We have similar cases of contempt in tlie names
Sychar, Baal-zebul, etc. (Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr.

ad Matt. xii. 24). In consequence of this name
some have identified (Jideon with a certain priest

'lepofjifiaKos, mentioned in Eusebius (Pvcep. Evnnf/.

i. 10) as having given much accurate information

to Sanehoniatho the Berytian (Bochart, Plialef/, p.

776; Huetius, /)(-»*. Priinr/. p. 84, &c.), but this

opinion cannot be maintained (Ewald, Gtsch. ii.

494; Gesen. s. r.). We also find the name in the

form Jerubbesheth (2 Sam. xi. 21 ; comp. Esh-baal,

1 Chr. viii. 33 with Ish-bosheth 2 Sam. ii. ff.).

Ewald (p. 495, 7i.) brings forward several arguments

against the supposed origin of the name.

2. After this begins the second act of Gideon's

life. " Clothed " by the Spirit of God (Judg. vi.

34 ; comp. 1 Chr. xii. 18 ; Luke xxiv. 49 ), he blew

a trumpet; and, joined by "Zebulun, Naphtali, and

even the reluctant Asher " (which tribes were

chiefly endangered by the ISIidianites), and possibly

also by some of the original inhabitants, who would

suffer from these predatory "sons of the East" no

less than the Israelites themselves, he encamped on

the slopes of Gilboa, from which he overlooked the

plains of Esdraelon covered by the tents of ilidian

(Stanley, i>'. cj' P. p. 243). Strengthened by a

double sign from God (to which Ewald gives a

strange figurative meaning, Gesch. ii. 500), he re-
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duced his army of 32,000 by the usual procLimafcioi

(Deut. XX. 8; comp. 1 jNIacc. iii. 50). The expres-

sion "let him depart from ilount Gilead " is per-

plexing ; Dathe would render it " to Mount Gilead "

- on the other side of Jordan ; and Clericus reads

2r272, Gilboa; but Ewald is probably right iii

regarding the name as a sort of war-cry and gen-
eral designation of the iManassites. (See, too,

Gesen. T/ies. p. 804, n.) By a second test at " the

spring of trembling" (now probably ^Ain Jalud.,

on which see Stanley, S. (f P. p. 342), he again

reduced the number of his followers to 300 (Judg.

vii. 5 f.), whom Josephus explains to have been the

most cowardly in the army {Ant. v. 6, § 3). Finally,

being encouraged by words fortuitously overheard

(what the later Jews termed the Bath Kol; comp.
1 Sam. xiv. 9, 10; Lightfoot, Hur. Iltbr. ad Matt.
iii. 14) in the relation of a significant dream, he
framed his plans, which were admirably adapted to

strike a panic teiTor into the huge and undisciplined

nomad host (Judg. viii. 15-18). We know from
history that large and irregular oriental armies are

especially lialile to sudden outbursts of uncontrol-

lable terror, and when the stillness and darkness of

the night were suddenly disturbed in three differ-

ent directions by the flash of torches and by the

reverberating echoes which the tnimpets and the

shouting woke among the hills, we cannot be as-

tonished at the complete rout into which the enemy
were thrown. It must be remembered, too, that

the sound o'f 300 trumpets would make them sup-

pose that a corresponding number of companies

were attacking them." Por specimens of similar

stratagems see Liv. xxii. 10 ; Polyeen. titrateg. ii.

37; Frontin. ii. 4; SaU. Jug. 99; Niebuhr, Descr.

de PArable, p. 304; Joilrn. As 1841, ii. 516
(quoted by Ewald, liosenmiiller, and ^Mner). The
custom of dividing an army into three seems to

have been common (1 Sam. xi. 11; Gen. xiv. 15),

and Gifleon's war-cry is not unlike that adopted by
Cyrus (Xenoph. t'yr. iii. 28). He adds his own
name to the war-cry,'' as suited both to inspire con-

fidence in his followers and strike terror in the

enemy. His stratagem was eminently successful,

and the Jlidianites, breaking into their wild peculiar

cries, fled headlong " down the descent to the Jor-

dan," to the " house of the Acacia" (lieth-shittah)

and the "meadow of the dance" (Abel-meholah),

but were intercepted by the Ephraimites (to whom
notice had been sent, vii. 24) at the fords of Beth-

barah, where, after a second fight, the princes Oreb

and Zeeb ("the Kaven " and "the Wolf") were

detected and slain— the former at a rock, and the

latter concealed in a wine-press, to which their names
were afterwards wiven. Meanwhile the "higher

sheykhs Zebah and Zalnnmna had already escaped,"

and Gideon (after pacifying— by a soft answer,

which became proverliial— the haughty tribe of

Ephraim, viii. 1-3) pursued them into eastern 3Ia-

nasseh, and, bursting upon them in their fancied

security among the tents of their Bedouin country-

men (see Kakkor), won his third victory, and

avenged on the Midianitish emirs the massacre of

a It is curious to find " lamps and pitchers " in

use for a similar purpose at this very day in the

streets of Cairo. The Znbit or Agha of the police

carries with him at night " a torch which burns, soon

after it is lighted, without a flame, excepting when it is

waved through the air, when it suddenly blazes forth

:

It therefore answers the same purpose as our dark

lar.teni. The burning end is sometimes concealed in a

small pot or jar. or covered with something else, when
not required to give light " (Lane's Mod. Egypt, i. ch.

iv.).

ft * The war-cry was properly, " For Jehovah and
for Gideon " The A. V. inserts " the sword," but that

has no warrant, and restricts too much the idea.

3
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his kingly brethren wliom they had slain at laljor '

(viii. 18 f.). In these three battles only 15,000 out

of 120,000 Micliauites escaped alive. It is indeed

stated inJudg. viii. 10, that 120,000 IMidianites

had ahteady fallen; but here as elsewhere, it may
merely be intended that such was the original num-
ber of the routed host. During his triumphal re-

turn Gideon took signal and appropriate vengeance

on the coward and apostate towns of Succoth and

Peniel. The memory of this splendid deliverance

took deep root in the national traditions (1 Sam.

xii. 11; Vs. Ixxxiii. 11; Is. ix. 4, x. 2(j; Heb. xi. 32).

3. After this there was a peace of 40 years, and

we see Gideon in peaceful possession of his well-

earned, honors, and .surrounded by the dignity of

a numerous household (viii. 29-31). It is not im-

probable that, like Saul, he had owed a part of his

popularity to his princely appearance (Judg. viii. 18).

In this third stage of his life occur alike his most

noble and his most questionable acts, namely, the

refusal of the monarchy on theocratic grounds, and

the irregular consecration of a jeweled ephod, funned

out of the rich spoils of Jlidian, which proved to

the Israelites a temptation to idolatry, although it

was doubtless intended for use in the worship of

Jehovah. Gesenius and others (T/ies. p. 135;

Bertheau, p. 133 f. ) foUow the I'eshito in making

the word Ephod here mean an idol, chiefly on ac-

count of the vast amount of gold (1,700 shekels)

aud other rich material appropriated to it. But it

is simpler to understand it as a significant symbol

of an unauthorized worship.

Respecting the chronology of this period little

certainty can be oljtained. Making full allovvajice

for the use of round numbers, and even admitting

the improbalile assertion of some of the Kabbis that

the period of oppression is counted in the years of

rest (ride lioseimiiiller. On Jiuh/. iii. 11), insuper-

able difficulties remain. If, however, as has been

suggested by Lord A. Hervey, several of thg judge-

ships really synchronize instead of being successive,

much of the confusion vanishes. For instance, he

supposes (from a comparison of Judg. iii., viii., and

xii.) that there was a combined movement imder

three great chiefs, Ehud, Gideon, and Jephthah, liy

which the Israelites emancipated themselves from

the dominion of the Moabites, Ammonites, and

Midianites (who for some years had occupied their

land), and enjoyed a long term of peace through

all their coasts. " If," he says, " we string together

the different accounts of the difl'erent parts of

Israel which are given us in that miscellaneous col-

lection of ancient records called the book of Judges,

and treat them as connected and successive history,

we shall fall into as great a chronographical error

as if we treated in the same manner the histories

of Mercia, Kent, Essex, Wessex, and Northiuiiber-

land, before England became one kingdom" (6'e-

necdog. oj' our Lord, p. 238). It is new well known
that a similar source of error has long existed in

the chronology of Egypt. F. W. F.

GIDEO'NI C^S^Jia, or once "^S'l^yTS [apros-

trator, tvnrrior]: TaSewvi; [Vat. reS'eaivfi, Ta-

ieaivei, etc.:] Gedeonis [gen.]). Abidan, son of

Gideoni, was the chief man of the tribe of Benja-

min at the time of the census in the wilderness of

Sinai (Num. i. 11; ii. 22; vii. 60, 65; x. 24).

GITDOM (D3J"T3 [a cutting down, desolating]

:

TebaV, Alex. FaAaoS; [Comp. Aid. raSadp.]), a

place named only in Judg. xx. 45, as the limit to
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wfiicn the pursuit of Benjamin extended after the

final battle of Gibeah. It would appear to hav

been situated between Gibeah
(
Tuleil d-Ful) and

the cliff Kinnnon (probably Rummon, about three

miles E. of Bethel) ; but no trace of the name, nor

yet of that of Menucah, if indeed that was a place

(Judg. xx. 43 ; A. V. " with ease " — but see mar-

gin), has yet been met with. [Mknucaii, Amer.
ed.] The reading of the Alex. LXX., " Gilead,"

can hardly be taken as well founded. In the Vul-

gate the word does not seem to be represented.

G.

GIER-EAGLE (017"^, riichdm; T\12Vn,

rdchdmd/i : kvkvos, Trop<t>vpia>v- porphyrio), an

unclean bird mentioned in Lev. xi. 18 and Deut.

xiv. 17. There is no reason to doubt tliat the

rdchdm of the Hebrew Scriptures is identical in

reality as in name with the racharn \j^^\) of the

Arabs, namely, the Egyptian vulture {iVeophrmi

percnopierus); see Gesner, De Avib. p. 176; Bo-

chart, Ilieroz. iii. 50; Hasselquist, Trav. p. 195,

and Russell's Natural Hist, of Aleppo, ii. 195, 2d

ed. The LXX. in Lev. /. c. renders the Hebrew
term by " swan " {kvkvos), while in Deut. /. c. the

"purple water-hen" {Porphyrio hyacinthinus) is

given as its representative. There is too much dis-

crepancy in the LXX. translations of the various

birds mentioned in the Levitical law to allow us to

attach much weight to its authority. The Hebrew

term etymologically signifies " a liird which is very

(iffectionate to its young," which is perfectly true

of the Egyptian vulture, but not more so than of

other birds. The Arabian writers relate many
fables of the Rarham, some of which the reader

may see in the Hierozoicon of Bochart (iii. p. 56).

The Egyptian vulture, according to Bruce, is called

by the Europeans m Egvpt " I'hxiaoh's Hen." It

Egyptian Vulture.

is generally distributed throucchout Effypt, and Mr
Tristram says it is common in I'alestine, and breeds

in great numbers in the valley of the Cedron {/bis,

i. 23). Though a liird of decidedly unprepossessing

appearance and of disgusting habits, the ICgyptians,

like all other Orientals, wisely protect so efficient a

scavenger, which rids them of jintrefying carcases

that would otherwise breed a pestilence in their

towns. Near Cairo, says Shaw (
7'rav. p. 388,

folio), there are several flocks of the Ach Bobba,

"white father," — a name given it by the Turks,
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partly out of the re\-ereiice they have for it, partly

from the color of its plumage, — " which, like the

ravens about our metropoUs, feed upon the carrion

and nastiness that is thrown without the city."

Young birds are of a brown color with a few white

feathers ; adult specimens are white, except the pri-

mary and a portion of the secondary wing-feathers,

which are black. Naturalists have referred this

mlture to the TripKv6irTipos or openv(\apyos of

Aristotle {I/isl. An'uii. ix. 22, § 2, ed. Schneid.).

W. H.

* There are two bu-ds known as iv^) among

the Arabs in Egypt. The first is the vulture known
as Neophron percnopierus. It is found extensively

in all parts of Egypt, and is common in Palestine

and Syria. The adult has the front of the head

and the upper part of the throat and cere naked,

and of a bright lemon yellow. The plumage is a

dirty white, with the exception of tlie quill-feathers,

which are a grayish lilack. The appearance of this

bird soaring (in circles) over and around the towns

in Egypt, with its bright yellow beak and neck and

crop, and white body, and dark wing-feathers, is

exceedingly beautiful.

The second is the Pdecanus onocroUdus, found

in large numbers in Egypt, and about Lake Huleh

in Palestine. This is probably the bird intended by

Dm in Lev. xi. 18 and Deut. xiv. 17, while the bird
T T '

there translated "pelican" should be "cormorant."

This seems altogether more natural when we consider

the context, and that it is grouped with the large

water-fowl. The word ^/^'j translated "cor-

morant " in Lev. xi. 17 and Deut. xiv. 17 more

properly suits the Diver {Cohjmbus), of which there

is a large species in Egypt. G. E. P.

GIFT, llie giving and receiving of presents

has in all ages been not only a more frequent, but

also a more formal and significant proceeding in

the East than among ourselves. It enters largely

into the ordinary transactions of life : no negotiation,

alliance, or contract of any kind can be entered into

between states or sovereigns without a pre\ious

interchange of presents: none of the important

events of private life, betrothal, marriage, comuig

of age, birth, take place without presents: even a

visit, if of a formal nature, must be prefaced by a

present. ^\e. caimot adduce a more remarkable

proof of the important part which presents play in

the social life of the East, than the fact that the

Hebrew language possesses no less than fifteen dif-

ferent expressions for the one idea. Many of these

expressions have specific meanings: for instance,

minchah (nn2tt) applies to a present from an in-

ferior to a superior, as from subjects to a king

(Judg. iii. 15; 1 K. x. 25; 2 Chr. xvii. 5); masetit

(nStTD) expresses the converse idea of a present

from a superior to an inferior, as from a king to his

subjects (Esth. ii. 18); hence it is used of a poition

of food sent by the master of the house to his in-

ferior guests (Gen. xliii. 34; 2 Sam. xi. 8); nisseth

(nWB?3) has very much the same sense (2 Sam.

xix. 42); beracah (rT5"13), literally a " blessing,"

is used where the present is one of a complimentary

nature, either accompanied with good wishes, or

given as a token of afli?ction ((ien. xxxiii. 11 ; .Judg.

. 15; 1 Sam. xxv. 27, xxx. 20; 2 K. v. 15); and
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again, shochad (^^^7) is a gift for the purpose of

escaping punishment, presented either to a juJge

(Ex. xxiii. 8; Deut. x. 17), or to a conqueror

(2 K. xvi. 8). Other terms, as matian (]JT1^),

were used more generally. The extent to which

the custom prevailed admits of some explanation

from the peculiar usages of the East; it is clear

that the term "gift" is frequently used where we
should substitute " tribute," or " fee." The tribute

of subject states was paid not in a fixed sura of

money, but in kind, each nation presenting its

particular product— a custom which is frequently

illustrated in the sculptures of Assyria and Egypt

;

hence the ninnerous instances in which the present

was no voluntary act, but an exaction (Judg. iii.

15-18 ; 2 Sam. viii. 2, G ; 1 K. iv. 21 ; 2 K. xvii.

3; 2 Chr. xvii. 11, xxvi. 8); and hence the expres-

sion " to bring presents " =to own submission (Ps.

Ixviii. 2!), Ixxvi. 11; Is. xviii. 7). Again, the pres-

ent taken to a propliet was viewed very much in

the hght of a consulting "fee," and conveyed no

idea of bribery (1 Sam. ix. 7, comp. xii. 3; 2 K.
V. 5, viii. 9 ) : it was only when false prophets and

corrupt judges arose that the present was prosti-

tuted, and became, instead of a mincliah (as in the

instances quoted), a shochad, or bribe (Is. i 23, v.

23; Ez. xxii. 12; Mic. iii. 11). But even allowing

for these eases, which are hardly "gifts" in our

sense of the term, there is still a large excess re-

maining in the practice of the East: friends brought

presents to friends on any joyful occasion (Esth. ix.

19, 22), those who asked for information or advice

to those who gave it (2 K. viii. 8), the needy to the

wealthy from whom aiiy assistance was expected

(Gen. xUii. 11; 2 K. xv. 19, xvi. 8), rulers to their

favorites (Gen. xiv. 22; 2 Sam. xi. 8), especially to

their officers (Esth. ii. 18; Joseph. Ant. xii. 2, §

15), or to the people generally on festive occasions

(2 Sam. vi. 19 ) ; on the occasion of a marriage, the

bridegroom not only paid the parents for his bride

(A. V. "dowry"), but also gave the bride certain

presents (Gen. xxxiv. 12; comp. Gen. xxiv. 22),

while the father of the bride gave her a present on

sendiiiy her away, as is expressed in the term shil-

luchim {W^rhW) (1 K. ix. 16); and again, the

portions of the sons of concubines were paid in the

form of presents (Gen. xxv. 6).

The nature of the presents was as various as

were the occasions : food (1 Sam. ix. 7, xvi. 20, xxv.

11), sheep and cattle ((!en. xxxii. 13-15; Judg. xv.

8), gold (2 Sam. xviii. 11; Job xlii. 11; Matt. ii.

11), jewels ((Jen. xxiv. 53), furniture, and vessels

for eating and drinking (2 Sam. xvii. 28), delica-

cies, such as spices, honey, etc. (Gen. xxiv. 53;

1 K. x. 25, xiv. 3), and robes (1 K. x. 25; 2 K.

V. 22), particularly in the case of persons inducted

into high office (Esth. vi. 8; Dan. v. 16; comp.

Herod, iii. 20). The mode of presentation was

with as much parade as possible; the presents were

conveyed by the hands of servants (Judg. iii. 18),

or still better on the backs of beasts of burden

(2 K. viii. 9), even when such a mode of convey-

ance was imnecessary. The refusal of a present

was regarded as a high indignity, and this con-

stituted the aggravated insult noticed in Matt.

xxii. 11, the marriage robe having been oflFered

and refused (Yrenc\ Pnrables). No less an in-

sult was it, not to bring a present when the posi-

tion of the parties demanded it (1 Sam. x. 27).

W. L. B.
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GmON (prr^a [stream]-. Tiuv; Alex. T-n-

oov'- Gehon). 1. The second river of Paradise (Gen.

ii. 13). Tlie name does not again occur in the

Hebrew text of the O. T.; but in the LXX. it

iTviov] is used in Jer. ii. 18, as an equivalent for

the word Shichor or Sihor, i. e. the Nile, and in

Ecclus. xsiv. 27 (A. V. "Geon"). All that can

be said upon it will be found under Eden, p. 658 f.

2. Cl'ina, and in Chron. t\n^^ : [in 1 K.,]

7) Tidp, [Vat. Teiiav, Alex, o rtcov; in 2 Chr. xxxii.

30,] Tetoiv, [V^at. 2fLuy, Alex, ricav, in 2 Chr.

xxxiii. 14, Kara v6rov, Comp. rod Vndv.] Giltuii.)

A place near Jerusalem, memorable as the scene of

the anointing and proclamation of Solomon as king

(1 K. i. 33, 38, 4.5). From the terms of this pas-

sage, it is evident it was at a lower level than the

city— " bring him down (DrTTHn) upon (7^)

Gihon " — " they are come up (^7^2) from

thence." With this agrees a later mention (2

Chr. xxxiii. 14), where it is called " Gihon-in-the-

valley," the word rendered valley being nachal

(7n3). In this latter place Gihon is named to

designate the direction of the wall built by Manas-

seh — " outside the city of David, from the west

of Gihon-in-the-valley to the entrance of the Fish-

gate." It is not stated in any of the above pas-

sages that (}ihon was a spring; but the only re-

maining place in which it is mentioned suggests

this belief, or at least that it had given its name to

some water— " Hezekiah also stopped the upper

source or issue (M^ltt, from K^"^, to rush forth

;

incorrectly "watercourse" in A. V.) of the waters

of Gihon" (2 Chr. xxxii. 30). If the place to

which Solomon was brought down on the king's

mule was Gihon-in-the-valley— and from the terms

above noticed it seems probable that it was— then

the "upper source " would be some distance away,
' and at a higher level.

The locality of Gihon will be investigated under

Jerusalem; but in the mean time the following

facts may be noticed in regard to the occurrences

of the word. (1.) Its low level; as above stated.

(2.) The e.xpression "Gihon-in-the-valley;" where

it will be observed that wtcliiil {" torrent " or

" wady ") is the word always employed for the val-

ley of the Kedron, east of Jerusalem— the so-

called Valley of Jehoshaphat; ge ("ravine" or

"glen") being as constantly employed for the Val-

ley of Hinnom, south and west of the town. In

this connection the mention of Ophel (2 Chr. xxxiii.

14) with Gihon should not be disregarded. In

agreement with this is the fact that (3) the Tar-

gum of Jonathan, and the Syriac and Arabic Ver-

sions, have SltUoliii, i. e. Siloam (.Vrab. ^Iwj-Shi-

loha) for Gihon in 1 K. i. In Chronicles they

agree with the Hebrew text in having Gihon. If

Siloam be Gihon, then (4) " from the west of Gihon

to the Fish-gate " — which we know from St. Jerome

to have been near the present "Jaffa-gate," would

answer to the course of a wall inclosing " the city

of David " (2 Chr. xxxiii. 14); and (5) the omis-

sion of Gihon from the very detailed catalogue of

Neh. iv. is explained. G.
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a * Thia name arose from a misapprehension of Ps.

Ixxxix. 13 (12), as if Harmon and Tabor, being there

spoken of together, must have bean near each other.

This Jebel eil-Ohltij is not mentioned in the Bible, un-

GIL'ALAI [3 syl.] ("'bba [perh. weujhty,

2)owtrJ'id, Fiirst] : [iiom.] reAoJA,; [Vat. Alex.

FA.i omit: Gulalai]), one of the party of priests'

sons who played on David's instruments at the con-

secration of the wall of Jerusalem, in the company

at whose head was Ezra (Neh. xii. 36).

GILBO'A (^37?) bubbling /buntnin, fi'om

ba and P^S : re\$ove: [^Vlex. 2 Sara. i. G,

re/SoueO Gdboe), a mountain range on the eastern

side of the plain of Esdraelon, rising over the city

of Jezreel (comp. 1 Sam. xxviii. 4 with xxix. 1).

It is only mentioned in Scripture in connection with

one event in Isra«litish history, the defeat and death

of Saul and Jonathan by the Philistines (1 Sara.

xxxi. 1; 2 Sara. i. 6, xxi. 12; 1 Chr. x. 1, 8).

'The latter had encamped at Shunem, on the north-

ern side of the valley of .Jezreel; the former took

up a position round the fountain of Jezreel, on the

southern side of the valley, at the base of Gilltoa.

The result is well known. Saul and Jonathan,

with the flower of their array, fell upon the moun-
tain. ^Vhea the tidings were carried to David, he

broke out into this pathetic strain :
" Ye mountains

of Gilboa, let there be no rain upon you, neither

dew, nor field of offering" (2 Sam. i. 21). Of the

identity of Gilboa with the ridge which stretches

eastward, from the ruins of Jezreel, no doubt can

be entertained. .Vt the northern base, half a mile

from the ruins, is a large fountain, called in Scrip-

ture both the " Well of Harod " (Judg. vii. 1), and
" The fountain of Jezreel" (1 Sam. xxix. 1), and

it was probably from it the name Gilboa was de-

rived. Eusebius places Gilboa at the distance of

six miles from Scythopolis, and says there is still a

village upon the mountain called Gelbus (Ononji..

s. V. re;3oi/e'). The village is now called Jelboii

(Robinson, ii. 316), and its position answers to the

description of Eusebius: it is situated on the top

of the mountain. The range of Gilboa extends in

length some ten miles from W. to E. The sides

are bleak, white, and barren ; they look, in fact, as

if the pathetic exclamation of David had proved

prophetic. The greatest height is not more than

500 or 600 feet above the plain. Their modern

local name is JtbeL Fukuah, and the highest point

is crowned by a village and wely called Wezav

(Porter, Ildivlbouh, p. 353). J. L. P.

* The mention of Gillioa, in David's touching

elegy on Saul and Jonathan, has given an imperish-

al)Ie name to that mountain. The account of the

battle which was so disastrous to the Hel)rew king,

designates not merely the general scene of the ac-

tion, but various places connected with the move-

ments of the armies, and introduced in such a way

as to be in some measure strategetically related to

each other. It is worthy of notice, as a corrobora-

tion of the Scripture narrative, that all these places,

except possibly one of them, are still found to exist

under their ancient names, and to occupy precisely

the situation with reference to each other which the

requirements of the history imply. We have the

name of the ridge (iilboa, on which the battle was

fought, transmitted to us in that of .felbihi, applied

to a village on the southern slope of this ridge,

known to travellers as Little Hermon," but among

less it be the Hill of Moreh (Judg. vii. 1). Jerome, in

the 4th century, is the first who speaks of it as Hor-

mon. (See Hob. Fh'/s. Geogr. p. 27.) U
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the natives as Jehel ed-Di'iliy. The ridge rises out

of the plain of Esdraeloii, and, running eastward,

sinks down into the valley of the Jordan. The

Israelites at first pitched their tents at Jezreel, the

present Zer'iii on the western declivity of Gilboa,

and near a fountain (1 Sam. xxix. 1), undoubtedly

the present 'Ain Jdb'id, exactly in the right position,

and forming naturally one inducement .for selecting

that spot. The "high places" on which Saul and

Jonathan were slain would be the still higher sum-

mits of the ridge up which their forces were driven

as the tide of battle turned against tliem in the

progress of the fight. The I'hilistines encamped

at first at Shunem (1 Sam. xxviii. 4), now called

Soldm, on the more northern, but parallel, ridge

opposite to Jezreel, where they could overlook and

watch the enemy, and at the same time were pro-

tected against any surprise by the still higher

ground behind them. On the other hand, the

camp of the Philistines was visible, distant only

eight or ten miles, from the camp of Israel. Hence

when " Saul saw the host of the Philistines, he was

afraid, and his heart greatly trembled." The Philis-

tines, in their proper home, dwelt in the country

south of Judah, and having in all probability

marched north along the coast as ftir as Cannel,

had then turned across the plain of Esdraelon, and

had thus reached this well-chosen camiiing-ground

at Shunem." The Philistines are next mentioned

as rallying tlieir forces at Aphek (1 Sam. xxix. 1).

No place of this name has yet been discovered in

that neighborhood. Some suppose that it was only

another name for Shunem ; but it is more likely to

Ije the name of a ditferent place, situated nearer

Jezreel, perhaps the one from which the Philistines

made their direct attack on tlie Israelites. Further,

we read that the conquerors, after the battle, carried

the bodies of Saul and his .sons to Beth-shean, and

hung them up on the walls of that city. Beth-

shean was a stronghold of the Philistines which the

Israelites had never wrested from them. That

place, evidently, reappears in the present Beisan,

which is on the eastern slope of the Gilboa range,

visible in fact from Jezreel, and still remarkable for

its strength of position as well as the remains of

ancient fortifications.

The strange episode of Saul's nocturnal visit to

the witch of Endor illustrates this same feature of

the narrative. It is evident that Saul was absent

on that errand but a few hours, and the place must

have been near his encampment. This Endor, as

no one can doubt, must be the present Jviidor, with

its dreary caverns (Thomson's Land ami Book; ii.

IGl), a fitting abode of such a necromancer, on

the north side of JJi'ihy, at the west end of which

was Shunem. Hence Saul, leaving his camp at

Jezreel, could steal his way under cover of the night

across the intervening valley, and over the moderate

summit which he would have to ascend, and then,

after consulting the woman with " a familiar spirit
"

at Endor, could return to his forces without his

departure Ijeing known to any except those in the

secret. All these places, so interwoven in the net-

work of the story, and clearly identified after the

lapse of so many centuries, lie almost within sight

of each other. A person may start from any one

of them and make the circuit of them all in a few

hours. The date assigned to this battle is is. c.

a * Possibly the Philistines, instead of taking the

maritime route, may have crossi.-d the Jordan and

inarched north on that side of the river. H.
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1055, later but a little than the traditionary age of

the siege of Troy. It is seldom that a record of

remote events can be subjected to so severe a scru-

tiny as this.

For otlier sketches which reproduce more or less

fully the occurrences of this battle, the reader may
see Van de Velde ( Trattls in Syr. c/ F(d. ii. 368

ff.); Stanley (.S. cj- P. p. 339 f., Amer. ed.); Rob-

inson (BiL Bus. iii. 173 ff., Isted.); and Porter

{/Iiindljook, ii. 355 ft'.). Some of the writers differ

as to whether the final encounter took place at Jez-

reel or higher up the mountain. Stanley has drawn

out the personal incidents in a striking manner
{./eirisli t'inucli, ii. 30 ff.). I'or geographical in-

formation respecting this group of places, see espe-

cially Iiob. Plii/g. Gto(/r. pp. 20-28, and liitter's

Gtogr. of Paksllne, Gage's transl., ii. 321-336.

H.

GIL'EAD ("f^^? [see below]: TaAadS: Go-

laad), a mountainous region east of the Jordan;

bounded on the north by Bashan, on the east by

the Arabian plateau, and on the south by Moab
and Amnion (Gen. xxxi. 21; iJeut. iii. 12-17). It

is sometimes called "Mount Gilead " (Gen. xxxi

25, ^277^^ "in), sometimes "the land of Gil-

ead " (Num. xxxii. 1, T^^S V^^) ! ^"d some

times simply "Gilead" (Ps. Ix. 7; Gen. xxxvii

25); but a comparison of the several passages shows

that they all mean the same thing. There is no

evidence, in fact, tliat any particular mountain was

meant l)y Mount Gilead more than by Mount Leb-

anon (Judg. iii. 3)— they both comprehend the

whole range, and the range of Gilead embraced the

whole province. The name Gilead, as is usual iu

Palestine, describes the physical aspect of the coun-

try. It signifies " a hard, rocky region ;
" and it

may be regarded as standing in contrast to Bashan,

the other great trans-Jordan ic province, which is,

as the name implies, a " level, fertile tract."

The statements in Gen. xxxi. 48 are not opposed

to this etymology. The old name of the district

was ~T377? (Gilead), but by a slight change in the

pronunciation, the radical letters l)eing retained,

the meaning was made beautifully a|)plicable to the

" heap of stones " Jacob and Laban had built up —

" and Laban said, this heaj) ( V3) is a uifness (IV)

between me and thee this day. Therefore was the

name of it called Gal-eed" {IV f^, the heap oj

witness). Those acquainted with the modern

Arabs and their literature will see how intensely

such a play upon the word would be api>reciated

by them. It does not appear that the interview

between Jacob and his father-in-law took place on

any particular mountain peak. Jacob, having

passed the Euphrates, " set his face toward Mount

(iilead; " he struck across the desert by the great

fountain at Palm}Ta; then traversed the eastern

part of the plain of Damascus, and the plateau of

Bashan, and entered Gilead from the northeast.

" In the Mount Gilead Laban overtook him " —
apparently soon aiter he entered the district; foi

when they separated again, Jacob went on his waj

and arrived at Mahanaim, which must have been

considerably north of the river Jabbok (Gen. xxxii.

1, 2, 22).

The extent of Gilead we can ascertain with tol-

erable exactness from incidental notices in the Holy

Scriptures. The Jordan was its western border (1
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Sam. xiii. 7; 2 K. x. 33). A comparison of a

number of passages shows that the river Hieromax,

the modern Shmat tl-AfaiuUmr, separated it from

Bashan on the north. "Half Gilead " is said to

have beeil possessed by Sihon king of the Amorites,

and the other half by Og king of Bashan ; and the

river Jabbok was the division between the two

kingdoms (Deut. iii. 12; Josh. xii. 1-5). The

half of Gilead possessed by Og must, therefore,

have been north of the Jabbok. It is also stated

that the territory of the tribe of Gad extended along

the Jordan valley to the Sea of Galilee (.losh. xiii.

27); and yet ''all Bashan" was given to Manasseh

(ver. 30). We, therefore, conclude that tlie deep

glen of the Hieromax, which runs eastward, on the

parallel of the south end of the Sea of Galilee, was

the dividing line between Bashan and (iilead.

North of that glen stretches out a flat, fertile pla-

teau, such as the name Bashan {"^WS,, like the

Arabic iJijii, signifies "soft and level soil")

would suggest; while on the south we have the

rough and rugged, yet picturesque hill country, for

which Gilead is the fit name. (See Porter in Jour-

nal of Sac. Lit. vi. 281 ft'.) On the east the

mountain range melts away gradually into the high

plateau of xVrabia. The boundary of Gilead is here

not so clearly defined, but it may be regarded as

running along the foot of the range. The south-

ern boundary is less certain. The tribe of Reuben

occupied the country as far south as the river Ar-

non, which was the border of Moab (Deut. ii. 3(5,

iii. 12). It seems, however, that the southern sec-

tion of their territory was not included in Gilead.

In Josh. xiii. 9-11 it is intimated that the "plain

of Medeba " ("the Mishor " it is called), north of

the Arnon, is not in Gilead ; and when speaking

of the cities of refuge, Moses describes Bezer, which

was given out of the tribe of Reuben, as being

" in the wilderness, in the jdaiii country (i. e. in

the country of the Mishor;' nW^lpll V"^^)>
while Ramoth is said to be in Gilead (Deut. iv.

43). This southern plateau was also called " the

land of Jazer " (Num. xxxii. 1; 2 Sam. xxiv. 5;

compare also Josh. xiii. lG-25). The valley of

Heshbon may therefore, in all probability, be the

southern boundary of Gilead. Gilead thus extended

from the parallel of the south end of the Sea of

Galilee to that of the north end of the Dead Sea—
about 60 miles ; and its average breadth scarcely

exceeded 20.

While such were the proper limits of Gilead,

the name is used in a wider sense in two or three

parts of Scripture. Moses, for example, is said to

have seen, from the top of Pisgah, " all the land of

Gilead unto Dan " (Deut. xxxiv. 1); and in Judg.

XX. 1, and .losh. xxii. 9, the name seems to com-
prehend the whole territory of the Israelites beyond
the Jordan. A little attention shows that this is

only a vague way of speaking, in common use

everywhere. We, for instance, often .say " Eng-
land " when we mean " England and Wales." The
section of Gilead lying between the Jalibok and the

Hieromax is now called Jt;bel A/'liin ; while that to

the south of the Jabbok constitutes the modern
province of Belt i. One of the most conspicuous
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a * Mr. Tristram regards the peak called Jebel Os/ia,

aa the ancient Mount Gilead, said by the people of the
eountry to contaiu the tomb of Ilosea. For a descrip-

peaks in the mountain range still retains the an-

cient name, being called Jehel JWad, " Mount
(jiilead." « It is about 7 miles soutii of the Jabbok,

and commands a magnificent view over the whole

Jordan valley, and the mountains of Judah and
Ephraini. It is probably the site of Ramath-Miz-
peh of Josh. xiii. 2G ; and the " Mizpeh of Gilead,"

from which Jephthah " passed over unto the chil-

dren of .\mmon " (Judg. xi. 29). The spot is

admiraljly adapted for a gathering place in time of

invasion, or aggressive war. The neighboring vil-

lage of es-SaU occupies the site of the old " city

of refuge " in Gad, Ramoth-Gilead. [R.vmoth-

GlLEAI).]

We have alre;idy alluded to a special descriptive

term, which may almost be regarded as a proper

name, used to denote the great plateau which bor-

ders Gilead on the south and east. The refuge-

city Bezer is said to be " in the country of the

Mishor'' (Deut. iv. 43); and Jeremiah (xlviii. 21)

says, "judgment is come upon the country of the

.\hshar" (see also Josh. xiii. 9, 16, 17, 21, xx. 8).

Mishor (~lltZ7''Z3 and "ib""^??) signifies a " level

plain," or "table-land;" and no word could be

more applicable. This is one among many exam-
ples of the minute accuracy of Bible topography.

The mountains of Gilead have a real elevation

of from two to three thousand feet; but their ap-

parent elevation on the western side is much greater,

owing to the depression of the .Jordan valley, which

averages about 1,000 feet. Their outline is singu-

larly uniform, resembling a massive wall running

along the horizon. From the distant east they

seem very low, for on that side they meet the

plateau of Arabia, 2,000 ft. or more in height.

Though the range appears bleak from the distance,

yet on ascending it we find the scenery rich, pictur-

esque, and in places even grand. The summit is

broad, almost like table-land " tossed into wild con-

fusion of undulating downs" (Stanley, S. cf P. p.

320). It is ever^-where covered with luxuriant

herbage. In the extreme north and south there

are no trees; but as we advance toward the centre

they soon begin to appear, at first singly, then in

groups, and at length, on each side of the Jabbok,

in fine forests chiefly of prickly oak and terebinth.

The rich pasture land of (jilead presents a striking

contrast to the nakedness of western Palestine.

Except among the hills of Galilee, and along the

heights of Carmel, there is nothing to be compared

with it as " a place for cattle" (Num. xxxii. 1).

Gilead anciently abounded in spices and aromatic

gums which were exported to Egypt (Gen. xxxvii.

25; Jer. viii. 22, xlvi. 11).

The first notice we have of Gilead is in con-

nection with the history of Jacob (Gen. xxxi. 21

fF. ) ; but it is possibly this same region which is

referred to under the name Ham, and was inhabited

by the giant Zuzims. The kings of the East who
came to punish the rebellious " cities of the plain,"

first attacked the Rephaims in Ashteroth Karnaim,

i. e. in the country now called Ilauran ; then they

advanced southwards against the " Zuzims in

Ham ;
" and next against the Emims in Shaveh-

Kiriathaim, which was subsequently possessed bv

the Moabites (Gen. xiv. 5; I>eut. ii. 9-19). [See

Emijis; EEPii.\m.] We hear nothing more of

tion of the magnificent view from that summit, see

Land of Israel, p. 556, 1st ed. II.
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Gilead till the invasion of tlie country by the

Israelites. One half of it was then in the hands

of Sihon king of the Aniorites, who had a short

time previously driven out the Moabites. Og, king

of Bashan, had the other section north of the Jab-

bok. The Israelites defeated the former at Jahaz,

and the latter at Edrei, and took possession of Gilead

and Bashan (Num. xxi. 23 ff. ). The rich pasture

land of Gilead, with its shady forests, and copious

streams, attracted the attention of Keuben and Gad,

who " had a very great multitude of cattle," and

was allotted to them. The luture history and habits

of the trilies that occupied (jileiwl were greatly

affected by the character of the country. Kich in

flocks and lierds, and now the lords of a fitting

region, they retained, almost unchanged, the nomad
pastoral habits of their patriarchal ancestors. Like

all Bedawin they lived in a constant state of war-

fare, just as .Jacob had predicted of Gad — "a troop

shall plantJer him; but he shall pltimier at the

last" (Gen. xlix. lit). The sons of Ishmacl were

subdued and plundered in the time of Saul (1 Chr.

V. 9 ff.); and the children of Amnion in the days

of -Jephthah and David (.Judg. xi. 32 ft".; 2 Sam.

X. 12 ff.). Their wandering tent life, and their

almost inaccessible country, made them in ancient

times what the Bedawy tribes are now— the pro-

tectors of the refugee and the outlaw. In Gilead

the sons of Saul found a home whde they vainly

attempted to reestablish the authority of their

house (2 Sam. ii. 8 ff.). Here, too, David found

a sanctuary during the unnatural rebellion of a

beloved son; and the surrounding tribes, with a

characteristic hospitality, carried presents of the

best they jjossessed to the fixllen monarch (2 Sam.

xvii. 22 ff). Elijah the Tishbite was a (lileadite

(1 K. xvii. 1); and in his simple garb, wild aspect,

abrupt address, wonderfully active habits, and

movements so rapid as to evade the search of his

watchful and bitter foes, we see all the character-

istics of the genuine Bedawy, ennobled by a high

prophetic mission. [Gad.]

Gilead was a frontier land, exposed to the first

attacks of the Syrian and Assyrian invaders, and

to the unceasing raids of the desert tribes — " Be-

cause Jlachir tlie first-born of Manasseh was a man
of war, therefore he had Bashan and Gilead " (.Tosh.

x\'n. 1). Under the wild and wayward Jephthah,

IMizpeh of Gilead became the gathering place of the

trans-.Iordanic tribes (.ludg. xi. 29); and in subse-

quent times tlie neighboring stronghold of Kamoth-
Gilead appears to have been considered the key of

Palestine on the east (1 K. xxii. 3, 4, 6 ; 2 K. viii.

28, ix. 1).

The name Galaad (raXadS) occurs several times

in tlie history of the JMaccabees (1 Mace. v. 9 ff.);

and also in Joseplius, but generally with the Greek

termination — FaKaa^^ris or TaXaS-nfri {Ant. xiii.

14, § i: 11. ./. i. 4, § i). Under the Roman
dominion the country became more settled and

civilized; and the great cities of Gadara, Bella, and

(Jerasa, with Philadelphia on its southeastern border,

speedily rose to opulence and splendor. In one of

these (Pella) the Ghristians of .Jerusalem found a

sanctuary when the armies of Titus gathered round

the devoted city (Euseb. //. J'J. iii. 5). Under
Mohammedan rule the country has again lapsed

into semi-barbarism. Some scattered villages amid

a * Probably a patronymic = ^T^ /5, a Gileadite,

as Jephthah is called both when first and last men-
tioned (Judg. xi. 1, and xii. 7). The pei-soiial name
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the fastnesses of Jc-bd AJb'in, and a few fierce wan*

dering tribes, constitute the whole population of

Gilead. They are nominally subject to the Porte

but their allegiance sits lightly upon them.

For the scenery, products, antiquities, and history

of Gilead, the following works m,ay be consulted.

Burckhardt's 7Vfii\ in Si/r. ; Buckingham's Ariib

Trihvs ; Irby and Mangles, Trnvth ; Porter's

Hamlbuok, and Fire Years in Damascus ; Stanley's

Sin. and Pal. ; Hitter's Pal. and Syria.

2. Possibly the name of a mountain west of the

Jordan, near Jezreel (Judg. vii. 3). We are in-

clined, however, to agree with the suggestion of

Clericus and others, that the true reading in this

place should be ^Sv^j Gilbon, instead of "T^vll.

Gideon was encamped at the " spring of Harod,"
which is at the liase of Blount Gilboa. A copyist

would easily make the mistake, and ignorance of

geography would prevent it from being afterwards

detected. For other explanations, see Ewald, Gesch.

ii. 500; Schwarz, p. 104, nvie ; Gesen. Thes. p.

804, note.

* As regards (jlilead (2), Bertheau also {Buch der

Ricliter, p. 120), would substitute Gilboa for that

name in Judg. vii. '). Keil and Delitzsch hesitate

between that view and the conclusion that there

may have been a single mountain or a range so

called near Jezreel, just as in Josh. xv. 10, we
read of a ' IMount Seir in the territory of Judah
otherwise unknown (

Com. on Joshua, Judi/es, and
Ruth, p. 341). Dr. Wordsworth has the following

note on this perplexed question : " Probably the

western half-tribe of Manasseli expressed its con-

nection with the eastern half-tribe by calling one

of its mountains liy the same name, Jlount Gilead,

as the famous mountain bearing that name in the

eastern division of their tribe (Gen. xxxi. 21-25,

xxxvii. 25; Num. xxxii. 1, 40, &c.). May we not

see ' a return of the complinient ' (if the expres-

sion may be used) in another name which has

perplexed the commentators, namely, the Wood of

Ephraini on the eastern side of Jordan (2 Sam.
xviii. 0) V Ephraim was on the west of Jordan, and

yet the Wood of Ephraim was on the east. Perhaps

that half-tribe of Manasseh, which was in the east,

marked its connection witli Ephraim, its brother

tribe, by calling a wood in its own neighborhood

by that name." (See his Holy Bible v-ith Notes,

ii. pt. i. p. 111.) Cassel (Richter, p. 71) thinks

that Gilead here may denote in ett'eet character

ratlier than locality: the Mount of Gilead^ the

community of the warlike iNIanassites (Josh. xvii.

1), now so fitly represented l)y Gideon, sprung from

that tribe (Judg. vi. 15). The cowardly deserve no

place in the home of such heroes, and should sep-

arate themselves from them. H.
3. The name of a son of Machir, grandson of

Manasseh (Num. xxvi. 2!), 30).

4. The father of Jeplithah (Judg. xi. 1, 2). It

is difficult to understand (conip. ver. 7, 8) whether

this (jilead was an individual or a personification

of the community."
* 5. One of the posterity of Gad, through whom

the genealogy of the Gadites in Bashan is traced

(1 Chr. v. 14). H.

GIL'EADITES, THE {ivb^ Judg. xii.

of the father beinjr unknown, that of his country

stands in place of it. See Cassel, Richter u. Riit/i in

Lange's Bibelweric, p. 102. U
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t, 5, "^l^bari: Judg. xii. 4, 5, ra\aa5; Num.

xxvi. 29, TaAaaSi [Vat. -5ei] ; Judg. x. a, b

TaXadS; [-'udg. xi. 1, 40, xii. 7; 2 Sam. xvii. 27,

six. 31; 1 K. ii. 7; Ezr. ii. 61; Neh. vii. 63,] 6

TaKaaSiTri? [Vat. -Sec. exc. Judg. xi. 40, Vat.

roA.oo5] ; Alex, o FaXaaSiTis, o TaAaaSeiTTjj,

[and Judg. xii. 5, aySpes TaAactS:] GulaadiUe,

Galaadites, viri Galiad). A braiicli of tlie tribe of

Maiiasseh, descended from Gilead. Tliere appears to

have been an old standing feud between them and

the Epliraimit«s, who taunted them with being

deserters. See Judg. xii. 4, which may be ren-

dered, " And the men of Cjilead smote Ephraim,

because they said. Runagates of Ephraim are ye

(Gilead is between Ephraim and Manasseh); " the

last clause being added parenthetically. In 2 K.

XV. 25 for " of the (iileadites " the LXX. have avh

rwv rerpaKoaiwv [Vulg. dejiliis Galaiiditarum].

GIL'GAL (always with the article but once,

^SySn, [the circuit, the rolling, see below]

:

TaKyaXa. (plural); [in Deut. xi. 30, To\y6\\ Josh.

xiv. 6, llom. Vat. TaAyaA:] GaUjala [sing, and

plur.]). By this name were called at least two

places in ancient Palestine.

1. The site of the first camp of the Israelites on

the west of the Jordan, the pl;\ce at which they

passed the first night after crossing the river, and

where the twelve stones were set up which had

been taken from the bed of the stream (Josh. iv. 19,

20, comp. 3); where also they kept their first pass-

over in the land of Canaan (v. 10). It was iu the

" end of the east of Jericho " ( '^ IT^T^ HtJpS :

A. V. '< in the east border of Jericho "), apparently

on a hillock or rising ground (v. 3, comp. 9) in the

Arboth-Jericho (A. V. "the plains"), that is, the

hot depressed district of the Ghor which lay be-

tween the town and the Jordan (v. 10). Here the

Israelites who had been born on the march through

the wilderness were circumcised ; an occurrence

from which the sacred historian derives the name:
" ' This day I have rolled away {(jnlUolhi) the re-

proach of Egypt from oft" you.' Therefore the name
of the place is called Gilgal« to this day." By
Josephus {Ant. V. 1, § 11) it is said to signify

"freedom" (eKevdepiov)- The camp thus estab-

lished at Gilgal remained there during the early

part of the conquest (ix. 6, x. 6, 7, 9, 15, 43); and

we may probably infer from one narrative that

Joshua retired thither at the conclusion of his

labors (xiv. 6, comp. 15).

We again encounter Gilgal in the time of Saul,

when it seems to have exchanged its military asso-

ciations for those of sanctity. True, Saul, when
driven from the highlands by the Philistines, col-

lected his feeble force at the site of the old camp

(1 Sam. xiii. 4, 7); but this is the only occurrence

at all connecting it with war. It was now one of

the "holy cities" {ol T]ylacrfjievoi)— if we accept

the addition of the LXX. — to which Samuel reg-

ularly resorted, where he administered justice (l

Sam. vii. 16), and where burnt-ofterings and peace-

offerings were accustomed to be offered " before

Jehovah" (x. 8, xi. 15, xiii. 8, 9-12, xv. 21); and

on one occasion a sacrifice of a more terrible de-

« This derivation of the name cannot apply in the

case ot the other Gilgals mentioned below. May it

not be the adaptation to Hebrew of a name previously

existing in the former language of the coun try ?

6 Such is the real force of the Hebrew text (xix. 40).
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scription than either (xv. 33). The air of th«

narrative all through leads to the conclusion that

at the time of these occurrences it was the chief

sanctuary of the central portion of the nation (see

X. 8, xi. 14, XV. 12, 21). But there is no sign of

its being a town ; no mention of building, or of its

being allotted to the pi-iests or Ijcvites, as was the

case with other sacred towns. Bethel, Shechem, etc.

We again have a glimpse of it, some sixty years

later, in the history of David's return to Jerusalem

(2 Sam. xix.). The men of Judah came down to

Gilgal to meet the king to conduct him over Jordan,

as if it was close to tlie ri\er (xix. 15), and David

arrived there immediately on crossing the stream,

after his parting witli Barzillai the Gileadite.

How the remarkable sanctity of Gilgal became

appropriated to a false worship we are not told, but

certainly, as far as the obscure allusions of Hosea

and Amos can be understood (provided that they

refer to this Gilgal), it was so appropriated by the

kingdom of Israel in the middle period of its

existence (Hos. iv. 15, ix. 15, xii. 11; Amos iv.

4, V. 5).

Beyond the general statements above quoted, the

sacred text contains no indications of the position

of Gilgal. Neither in the Apocrypha nor the N. T.

is it mentioned. Later authorities are more precise,

but unfortunately discordant among themselves.

By Josephus (Ant. v. 1, § 4) the encampment is

given as fifty stadia, rather under six miles, from

the river, and ten from Jericho. In the time of

Jerome the site of the camp and the twelve

memorial stones were still distinguishable, if we
are to take literally the expression of the £pit.

Pauke (§ 12). The distance from Jericho was

then two miles. The spot was left uncultivated,

but regarded with great veneration by the residents

;

" locus desertus . . . ab illius regionis mortalibus

miro cultu habitus" (Onom. Galgala). When
Arculf was there at the end of the seventh century

the place was shown at five miles from Jericho. A
large church covered the site, in which the twelve

stones were ranged. The church and stones were

seen by Willibald, thirty years later, but he gives

the distance as five miles from the Jordan, which

again he states correctly as seven from Jericho.

The stones are mentioned also by Thietmar,'^ A. d.

1217, and lastly by Ludolf de Suchem a century

later. No modern traveller has succeeded in elicit-

ing the name, or in discovering a probable site. In

Van de Velde's map (1858) a spot named Moharftr,

a little S. E. of er-Eiha, is marked as possible; but

no explanation is aflforded either in bis Syria, or

his Memoir.
2. But this was certainly a distinct place from

the Gilgal which is connected with the last scent

in the life of Elijah, and with one of Elisha't

miracles. The chief reason for believing this is the

impossibility of making it fit into the notice of

Elijah's translation. He and Elisha are said to

" go down " ('n~'.'!) from Gilgal to Bethel (2 K
ii. 1), in opposition to the repeated expressions oi

the narratives in Joshua and 1 Samuel, in which

the way from Gilgal to the neighborhood of Bethe'

is always spoken of as an ascent, the focc being

tliat the former is nearly 1,200 feet below the latter

Thus there must have been a second Gilgal at a

c According to this pilgrim, it was to these that

John the Biiptist pointed when he said that God was
" able of these stones to raise up children unto

Abraham " (Thietmar, Peregr. 31).
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higher level than Bethel, and it was probably that

at which Elisha worked the miracle of heaUng on
the poisonous pottage (2 K. iv. 38). Perhaps the

expression of 2 K. ii. 1, coupled with the " came
again " of iv. 38, may indicate that Elisha resided

there. The mention of Baal-shalisha (iv. 42} gives

a clew to its situation, when taken with the notice

of Eusebius ( Oiwm. Bethsarisa) that that place was
fifteen miles from Diospolis (Lydda) towards the

north. In that very position stand now the ruins

bearing the name of Jiljilieli, i. e. (iilgal. (See

Van de Velde's maj}, and Rob. iii. 139.)

3. The " KING OF THE NATIONS OF GlI.GAL,"

or rather perhaps the " king of Goim-at-Gilgal "

(b|^3^ D'^.h2-T|l?P : [0aa-t\ebs Fft rfjj TaXi-

Kalas; Alex. ;8. T'jieifj. rrjs VeKyea (conip. Aid.

ra\y€K)'- rvx (jeniiuin G<di/al]), is mentioned in

the catalogue of the chiefs overthrown by Joshua
(.Josh. xii. 23). The name occurs next to Dok in

an enumeration apparently proceeding southwards,

and therefore the position of the Jiljilich just named
is not wholly inappropriate, though it must be con-

fessed its distance from Dor— more than twenty-

five miles — is considerable : still it is nearer than

any other place of the nan.e yet known. Eusebius

and Jerome ( Ononi. Gelgel) speak of a " Galgulis "

six miles N. of Antipatris. This is slightly more
suitable, but has not been identified, ^\'hat these

Goini were has been discussed under Heathen.
By that word (Judg. iv. 2) or "nations" (Gen.

xiv. 1) the name is usually rendered in the A. V.

as in the well-known phrase, " Galilee of the

nations" (Is. ix. 1; comp. Matt. iv. 15). Possibly

they were a trilje of the early inhal>itants of the

country, wlio, like the Gerizites, tlie Avim, the

Zemarites, and others, have left only this faint

casual trace of their existence there.

A place of the same name has also been discovered

nearer the centre of the country, to the left of the

main north road, four miles from Shiloh (Seilun),

and rather more tlian the same distance from Bethel

{Bei/hi). This suits the requirements of the story

of Elijali and Elisha even better than the former,

being more in the neighborhood of the established

holy places of the country, and, as more central,

and therefore less liable to attack from the wan-
derers in the maritime plain, more suited for the

residence for the sons of the prophets. In position

it appears to be not less tlian 500 or 000 feet above

Bethel (Van de Velde, Memoir, p. 179). It may
be the Beth-Gilgal of Neh. xii. 29; while the Jil-

jilitfh north of Lydd may be that of Josh. xii. 23.

Another Gilgal, under the slightly different form of

Kilki/icli, hes about two miles E. of Kefr Saba.

4. [raA7a\; Vat. tu AyaS: Gnlgala.'] A
Gilgal is spoken of in Josh. xv. 7, in describing the

north border of Judah. In the parallel list (Josh,

xviii. 17) it is given as Geliloth, and under that

word an attempt is made to show that Gilgal, i. e.

the Gilgal near Jericho, is probably correct. G.

GI'LOH (n 72 [_exi!e. Ges. ; or, castle, mount,

Dietr.] : rrjAoJ/u, Alex. TtjAcoj'; [Vat. om. ; Comp.
riAci;] in Sam. rooKa, [Comp. TeAoJ: 6'«7o] ), a town

in the moimtainous part of Judah, named in the

first group, with Debir and Eshtemoh (Josh. xv. 51).

Its only interest to us lies in the fact of its having

been the native place of the famous Ahithophel (2

Sam. XV. 12), where he was residing when Absalom
sent for him to Hebron, and whither he returned

to destroy himself after his counsel had been set

GIRDLE
aside for that of Hushai (xvii. 23). The site hat
not yet been met with.

GIXONITE, THE C'bb'^3n and "'bbSH :

QeKwyi [Vat. -yet], TeKoovirris [Vat. -j/et-], Alex.

rtAwi'atos, [reiAcoj/iTTjs: O'ihnites]), i. e. the na-
tive of Giloh (as Shilonite, from Shiloh): applied

only to Ahithophel the famous counsellor (2 Sam.
XV. 12; xxiii. 34).

GIM'ZO ("I^PS \j)lace of sycamores]: ^
ra/i(,a»; Alex, ro/iai^ai': [6^«'«so]), a town which
with its dependent villages (Hebrew "daughters")
was taken possession of by the Phihstines in the

reign of Ahaz (2 Chr. xxviii. 18). The name—
which occurs nowhere but here— is mentioned with
Timnath, Socho, and other towns in the northwest

part of Judah, or in Dan. It still remains attached

to a large viUage between two and three miles S. W.
of Lydda, south of the road between Jerusalem and
Jaffa, just where the hills of the highland finally

break down uito tlie maritime plain. Jhnzu is a
tolerably large village, on an eminence, well sur-

rounded with trees, and standing just beyond the

point where the two main roads from Jerusalem

(that by the Beth-horons, and that by Wady Su-
leiman), which parted at Gibeon, again join and
run on as one to Jaffa. It is remarkable for noth-

ing but some extensive com magazines underground,

unless it be also for the silence maintained regard-

ing it by all travellers up to Dr. liobinson (ii. 249).

G.

GIN, a trap for birds or beasts : it consisted of

a net (HD), and a stick to act as a springe (li^plXi) ?

the latter word is translated " gin " in the A. V.
Am. iii. 5, and the former in Is. viii. 14, the term
" snare " being in each case used for the other part

of the trap. In Job xl. 24 (marginal translation)

the second of these terms is applied to the ring run

through the nostrils of an animal. W. L. B.

GI'NATH (HD"*! [protection, Fiirst; or,

fjfi rden, Gesen.']: Twvdd: Gineth), isither oi Tmsi,
who after the death of Zimri disputed the throne

of Israel with Oniri (1 K. xvi. 21, 22).

GIN'NETHO Chinas [ffardtner], i. e. Gin-

nethoi: [liom. Vat. Alex, omit; FA.*^ revvridovi;

Comp. rtyaduiv-] Genthun), one of the "chief"

("^ITST^ heads) of the priests and Levites who
returned to Judcea with Zerubbabel (Neh. xii. 4).

He is doubtless the same person as

GIN'NETHON ("|""in3a [as above] : Tavva-

edv, Tavadwd ;
[in x. 6, Vat. Tvaroe, Alex. Faav-

vadooy, FA. Avarccd; in xii. 16, Vat. Alex. FA.l

omit:] Gentium), a priest who sealed the covenant

with Nehemiah (Neh. x. G). He was head of a

family, and one of his descendants is mentioned in

the list of priests and Levites at a later period (xii.

16). He is probably the same person as the pre-

ceding.

GIRDLE, an essential article of dress in the

East, and worn both by men and women. The

corresponding Hebrew words are: (1.) "l^^H or

'^"''1217) which is the general term for a girdle of

any kind, whether worn by soldiers, as 1 Sam.
xviii. 4, 2 Sam. xx. 8, 1 K. ii. 5, 2 K. iii. 21; or

by women, Is. iii. 24. (2.) "^^f^?, especially used

of the girdles worn by men ; whether by prophets,
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2 K. i. 8, Jer. xiii. 1; soldiers, Is. v. 27; Ez. xxiii.

15; or kings in their military capacity, Job xii. 18.

(3.) r\l'Q or n'^TD, used of the girdle worn by

men alone, -Job xii'. 21, Ps. cix. 19, Is. xxiii. 10.

(4.) tD3I2SI, the girdle worn by the priests and state

officers. In addition to these, V^i'^ilS, Is. iii.

24, is a costly girdle worn by women. The Vul-

gate renders it fascia pecioralis. It would thus

seem to correspond with the Latin sirojjhium, a

belt worn by women about the breast. In the

LXX. however, it is translated
x^'''""' fJ.e(Toir6p-

(pvpos, " a tunic shot with purple," and Gesenius

[77ies.] has ''buntes Feyerkkid" (comp. Schroe-

der, de Vtst. Mul. pp. 137, 138, 404). The

D^"l^t£>P mentioned in Is. iii. 20, Jer. ii. 32, were

probably girdles, although both Kimchi and Jarchi

consider them as fillets for the hair. In the latter

passage the Vulgate has again fascia pectoralis,

and the LXX. (TT7i9oS€a/j.is, an appropriate bridal

ornament.

The common girdle was made of leather (2 K.

i. 8 ; Matt. iii. 4), like that worn by the Bedouins of

the present day, whom Curzon describes as " armed

with a long crooked knife, and a |)istol or two stuck

in a red leathern girdle" (Manast. of the Levant,

p. 7). In the time of Chardin the nobles of jMin-

grelia wore girdles of leather, four fingers broad,

and embossed with silver. A finer girdle was made
of linen (Jer. xiii. 1; Ez. xvi. 10), embroidered

with silk, and sometimes with gold and silver thread

(Dan. X. 5; Rev. i. 13, xv. 6), and frequently

studded with gold and precious stones or pearls

(Le Bruyn, Voy. iv. 170; comp. Virg. Alii. ix.

359)." Morier {Secorul Journey, p. 150), describ-

ing the dress of the Armenian women, says, " they

wear a silver girdle which rests on the hips, and is

generally curiously wrought." The manufacture

of these girdles formed part of the employment of

women (Prov. xxxi. 24).

The girdle was fastened by a clasp of gold or

silver, or tied in a knot so that the ends hung
down in front, as in the figures on the ruins of

Persepolis. It was worn by men about the loins,

hence the expressions C^DHQ "l^^W, Is. xi. 5

;

D'^Sbn "IITS, Is. V. 27. The girdle of women
was generally looser than that of the men, and was
worn about the hips, except when they were act-

ively engaged (Prov. xxxi. 17). Curzon (p. 58),

describing the dress of the Egyptian women, says,

" not round the waist, but round the hips a large

and heavy Cashmere shawl is worn over the yelek,

and the whole gracefulness of an Egyptian dress

consists in the way in which this is put on." The
military girdle was worn about the waist, the

sword or dagger was suspended from it (Judg. iii.

16; 2 Sam. xx. 8; Ps. xlv. 3). In the Nineveh
sculptures the soldiers are represented with broad
girdles, to which the sword is attached, and through
which even two or three daggers in a sheath are

passed. Q. Curtius (iii. 3) says of Darius, "zona
aurea muliebriter cinctus acinacera suspenderat, cui

ex gemma erat vagina." Hence girding up the loins

denotes preparation for battle or for active exertion.

In times of mourning, girdles of sackcloth were
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a * In contrast with such girdles, John's was " a
leathern girdle " (Matt. iii. 4), in conformity with the

simple habits which characterized the stern reformer.

H.

worn as marks of humiliation and sorrow (Is. iii.

24; xxii. 12).

In consequence of the costly materials of which

girdles were made, they were frequently given as

presents (1 Sam. xviii. 4; 2 Sam. xviii. 11), as is

still the custom in Persia (cf Jlorier, p. 93).

Villages were given to the queens of Persia to

supply them with girdles (Xenoph. Aniib. i. 4, § 9

;

Plat. Ale. i. p. 123).

They were used as pockets, as among the Arabs

still (Niebuhr, Descr. p. 56), and as purses, one

end of the girdle being folded back for the purpose

(Matt. x. 9; Mark vi. 8). Hence "zonam per-

dere," " to lose one's purse " (Hor. Episl. ii. 2, 40;

comp. Juv. xiv. 297). Inkhorns were also carried

in the girdle (Ez. ix. 2).

The tOSSS, or girdle worn by the priests about

the close-fitting tunic (Ex. xxviii. 39; xxxix. 29),

is described by Josephus (Ant. iii. 7, § 2) as made

of finen so fine of texture as to look like the slough

of a snake, and embroidered with flowers of scarlet,

purple, blue, and fine linen. It was about four

fingers' broad, and was wrapped several times

round the priest's body, the ends hanging down to

the feet. When engaged in sacrifice, the priest

threw the ends over his left shoulder. According

to Maimonides (de Vas. Sanct. c. 8), the girdle

worn both by the high-priest and the common
priests was of white linen embroidered with wool;

but that worn by the high-priest on the day of

Atonement was entirely of white linen. The length

of it was thirty-two cubits, and the breadth about

three fingers. It was worn just below the arm-

pits to avoid perspiration (comp. J"^z. xliv. 18).

Jerome (Ayj. ad Fahiolam, de Vest. Sac.) follows

Josephus. With regard to the manner in which

the girdle was embroidered, the "needlework"

(D)7"1 nt£75!^, Ex. xxviii. 39) is distinguished in

the Mishna from the "cunning-work" (ntt?5?^

2E7n, Ex. xxvi. 31) as being worked by the needle

with figures on one side only, whereas the latter

was woven work with figures on both sides (
Cod,

.Joma, c. 8). So also jNIaimonides (de Vas. Sanct.

viii. 15). But Jarchi on Ex. xxvi. 31, 36, explains

the difference as consisting in this, that in the

former case the figures on the two sides ai'e the

same, whereas in the latter they are different.

[Embkoidekek.]

In all passages, except Is. xxii. 21, ^2?^ is

used of the girdle of the priests only, but in that

instance it appears to have been worn by Shebna,

the treasurer, as part of the insignia of his office;

unless it be supposed that he was of priestly rank,

and wore it in his priestly capacity. He is called

" high-priest " in the Chronicon Paschale, p. 115 ",

and in the Jewish tradition quoted by Jarchi in loc.

The " curious girdle " (Iltj?n, Ex. xxviii. 8) was

made of the same materials and colors as the

ephod, that is of " gold, blue, and purple, and scar-

let, and fine twined linen." Josephus describes it

as sewn to the breastplate. After passing once

round it was tied in front upon the seam, the ends

hanging down (Ant. iii. 7, § 5). According to

Maimonides it was of woven work.

"Girdle" is used figuratively in Ps. cix. 19;

Is. xi. 5; cf. 1 Sam. ii. 4; Ps. xxx. 11, Ixv. 12;

Eph. vi. 14. W. A. W.

GIR'GASHITES, THE (*tt?|"12n, i. e. ac-
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cording to the Hebrew usage, singular — " the Gir-

gashite; " in which form, however, it occurs in the

A. V. but twice, 1 Chr. i. 14, and Gen. x. 16: in

the latter the (iiKGASiTE; elsewhere uniformly
plural, as above: d Fepyeffalos, and so also Jo-

sephus: Gergesaus [but Deut. vii. 1, Geryezceiis]),

one of the nations who were in possession of (Janaan

before the entrance thither of the chUdren of Israel.

The name occurs in the following passages : Gen.
X. 16, XV. 21; Deut. vii. 1 (and xx. 17 in Samar-
itan and LXX.); Josh. iii. 10, xxiv. 11; 1 Chr. i.

14; Neh. ix. 8. In the first of these "the Gir-

gasite" is given .is the fifth son of Canaan; in

the other places the tribe is merely mentioned, and
that but occasionally, in the formula expressing the

doomed country; and it may truly be said in the

words of Josephus {Ant. i. 6, § 2) that we possess

the name and nothing more; not even the more
definite notices of position, or the slight glimpses

of character, general or individual, with which we
are favored in the case of the Amorites, Jebusites,

and some others of these ancient nations. The
expression in Josh. xxiv. 11 would seem to indicate

that the district of the Girgashites was on the west

of Jordan; nor is this invalidated by the mention
of "Gergesenes" in Jlatt. viii. 28 irepyea-rivciv

in Rec. Text, and in a few j\ISS. mentioned by
Epiphanius and Origen, repyeaaicov), as on the

east side of the Sea of Galilee, since that name is

now generally recognized as Vepacrivwvi— " Gera-
senes,"— and therefore as having no connection

with the Girgashites. G.

GIR'GASITE, THE (Gen. x. 16). See the

foregoing.

* GIS'CHALA [ri'(rxa\a: Rabb. ribfl tt?i:i,

Gusli Chalab: Arab. iCi^*, el-Jish), a village

in GalUee on a hill about two hours northwest

from Siifed. It was fortified by order of Josephus,

and was the last fortress in Galilee to sun-ender to

the Roman arms (Joseph. B. J. ii. 20, § 6 ; iv. 2,

§§ 1-5). It has been identified by Dr. Robinson

as the modern el-JisIt, which was destroyed by an

earthquake m 1837 (Bi/jl. Res. iii. 368 fF., 1st ed.).

It must have been one of the towns in the circuit

of Christ's labors, and well known to his Galilean

disciples. There was a tradition that the parents

of Paul emigrated from this place to Tarsus. [See

Ahlab.] S. W.

GISTA (SQa72 [hearkeninff] : [FA.3] recr-

tpd; [Comp. Tifftpds; Rom. Vat. Alex. FA.i

omit:] Gasjjha), one of the overseers of the Ne-
thinini, in '-the Ophel," after the return from

Captivity (Xeh. xi. 21). By the LXX. the name
appears to have been taken as a place.

GIT'TAH-HE'PHER, Josh. xix. 13.

[Gath-Hki'iiek.]

GITTA'IM (D"li!il3, i. e. iivo wine-jiresses

:

[in 2 Sam.,] re0ai>, [Vat. Teeai,] Alex. VeeQeiix;

[in Neh. xi. 33, Rom. Vat. Alex. FA.' omit; FA.»

TeQdifi'^ Gtth(tun), a place incidentally mentioned

in 2 Sam. iv. 3, where the meaning appears to be that

the inhabitants of Beeroth, which was allotted to

Benjamin, had been compelled to fly from that place,

and had taken refuge at Gittaim. Beeroth was

one of the towns of the Gibeonites (Josh. ix. 17);

and the cause of the flight of its people may have

been (though this is liut conjecture) Saul's persecu-

tion of the Gibeonites alluded to in 2 Sam. xxi. 2.

Gittaim is again mentioned [Neh. xi. 33] in the
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list of places inhabited by the Benjamites after

their return from the Captivity, with Ramah, Ne-
ballat, Lod, and other known towns of Benjamin
to the N. W. of Jerusalem. The two may be the
same; though, if the persecution of the Berothites

proceeded from Benjamin, as we must infer it did,

they would hardly choose as a refuge a place within
the limits of that tribe, (jittaim is the dual form
of the word Gath, which suggests the Philistine

plain as its locality. But there is no evidence for

or against this.

Gittaim occurs in the LXX. version of 1 Sam.
xiv. 33— " out of Getthaim roll me a great stone."
But this is not supported by any other of the
ancient versions, which unanimously adhere to the
Hebr. text, and probably proceeds from a mistake

or corruption of the Hebrew word QiniD? ' A. V.
" ye have transgressed." It further occurs in the
LXX. in Gen. xxxvi. 3-5 and 1 Chr. i. 46, as the

representative of Avith, a change not so intelligible

as the other, and equally unsupported by the other
old versions. G.

GIT'TITES (D'^rn?, patron, from n2

:

[Teda^oi, Alex. TeBQaioi- Gethcei]), i\\e 600 men
who followed David from Gath, under Ittai the

Gittite C'/^an, 2 Sam. xv. 18, 19), and who prob-

ably acted as a kind of body-guard. Obed-edom the

Levite, in whose house the Ark was for a time

placed (2 Sam. vi. 10), and who afterwards served

in Jerusalem (1 Chr. xvi. 38), is called " the

Gittite" (TiSn). We can scarcely thuik, how-

ever, that he was so named from the royal city of

the PhiUstines. May he not have been from the

town of Gittaim in Benjamin (2 Sam. iv. 3; Neh.

xi. 33), or from Gath-rimmon, a town of Dan.

allotted to the Kohathite Levites (Josh. xxi. 24),

of whom Obed-edom seems to have been one (1

Chr. xxvi. 4)? J. L. P.

GIT'TITH (nTl3) [see infra], a musical

instrument, by some supposed to have been used

by the people of Gath, and thence to have been

introduced by David into Palestine; and by others

(who identify il^FlS with iHS, a wine-press, or

trough, in which the grapes were trodden with the

feet) to have been employed at the festivities of the

vintage. The Chaldee paraphrase of n"^J^2rT v27,

occasionally found in the heading of Psalms, is,

" On the instrument STIS^D (Cinora), which was

brought from Gath." Rashi, whilst he admits

Gittith to be a musical instrument, in the manu-
facture of wliich the artisans of Gath excelled,

quotes a Talmudic authority which would assign

to the word a different meaning. " Our sages,"

says he, " have remarked ' On the nations ivho are.

in future to be trodden down like a wine-press.''
"

(Comp. Is. Ixiii. 3.) But neither of the Psalms,

viii., Ixxxi., or Ixxxiv., which have Gittith for a

heading, contains any thing that may be connected

with such an idea. The interpretation of the LXX.
inrep rS>v Ky\vo)v, "for the wine-presses," is con-

demned by Aben-Ezra and other eminent Jewish

scholars. Fiirst {Concordance) descril^es Gittith

as a hollow instrument, from j~in3, to deepen

(synonymous with b'^bn). D. W. M.

GrZONITE, THE C'3""^t3n : 6 r:C««"'T7jj,
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[Vat. corrupt;] Alex, o Foiivi/i'- Gezonites). "The
sons of Hashem the Gizonite " are named amongst

the warriors of David's guard (1 Chr. xi. 34). lu

the parallel list of 2 Sam. xxiii. the word is entirely

omitted; an"d the conclusion of Ivennicott, who
examines the passage at length, is that the name
should be Goumi [see Guni], a proper name, and

not an appellative (Dissert, pp. 199-203). [No
place corresponding to the name is known.]

* GIZ'RITES. [Gerzites.]

GLASS (rr^p^DT : va\os-- vUrum). The word

occurs only in Job xxviii. 17, where in the A. V.

it is rendered "crystal." It comes from Tf?^ ('<'

be pure), and according to the best authorities

means a kind of glass which in ancient days was

held in high esteem (J. D. Michaelis, Hist. Vitri

apvd Hebr. ; and Hamberger, Hist. Vitri ex aiv-

tiquitate eruta, quoted by Gesen. s. v.). Sym-
raachus renders it KpvaraWos, but that is rather

intended by li?"*!!!! (Job xxviii. 18, A. V. "pearls,"

LXX. yi^is, a word which also means "ice;" cf.

Plin. //. N. xxxvii. 2), and TTy}, (Ez. i. 22). It

seems then that Job xxviii. 17 contains the only

allusion to glass found in the O. T., and even this

reference is disputed. Besides Symmachus, others

also render it diavyri KpiiffraWov (Schleusner,

Thesnur. s. v. va.\os), and it is argued that the

word va\os frequently means crystal. Thus the

Schol. on Aristoph. Niib. 764, defines vaXos (when
it occurs in old writers) as dia(pa.vT)s \idos ioiKuis

vdK(p, and Hesychius gives as its equivalent \idos

rifxios. In Herodotus (iii. 24) it is clear that ueAoy
must mean crystal, for he says, r] Se atpi ttoAAt/

Koj eSepyos opvacreTai, and Achilles Tatius speaks

of crystal as va\os opapvjfjitvrf (ii. 3; Baehr, On
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Herod, ii. 44; Heeren, Ideen, ii. 1, 335). Others

consider jT'D^D? to be amber, or electrum, or

alabaster (Bochart, Hieroz. ii. vi. 872).

In spite of this absence of specific allusion to

glass in the sacred writings, the Hebrews must

have been aware of the invention. There has been

a violent modern prejudice against the belief that

glass was early known to, or extensively used by,

the ancients, but both facts are now certain. From

paintings representing the process of glassblowing

which have been discovered m paintings at Beni-

Hassan, and in tombs at other places, we know

that the invention is at least as remote as the age

of Osirtasen the first (perhaps a contemporary of

Joseph), 3,-500 years ago. A bead as old as 1500

B. c. was found by Captain Hervey at Thebes,

" the specific gravity of which, 25° 30', is precisely

the same as that of the crown glass now made in

England." Fragments too of wine-vases as old as

the Exodus have been discovered in Egypt. Glass

beads known to be ancient have been found in

Africa, and also (it is said) in Cornwall and Ireland,

which are in all probability the relics of an old

Phoenician trade (Wilkinson, ui Rutdinson's Herod.

ii. 50, i. 475; Anc. Eijypt. iii. 88-112). The art

was also known to the ancient Assyrians (Layard,

Nineveh, ii. 42), and a glass bottle was found in

the N. W. palace of Nimroud, which has on it the

name of Sargon, and is therefore probably older

than B. c. 702 (id. Nin. and Bid), p. 197, 503).

This is the earliest known specimen of transparent

glass.

The disbeUef in the antiquity of glass (in spite

of the distinct statements of early writers) is dif-

ficult to account for, because the invention must

almost naturally arise in making bricks or pottery,

during which processes there must be at least a

Egyptian Glass Blowers. (Wilkinson.)

superficial vitrification. There is little doubt that

the honor of the discovery belongs to the Egyptians.

PUny gives no date for his celebrated story of the

discovery of glass from the solitary accident of some
Phoenician sailors using blocks of natron to support

their saucepans when they were unable to find

stones for the purpose (//. N. xxxvi. 05). But this

account is less likely than the supposition that

vitreous matter first attracted ol)servation from the

custom of lighting fires on the sand, "in a country

producing natron or subcarbonate of soda " (Raw-

linson's Herod, ii. 82). It has been pointed out

that Pliny's story may have originated in the tact

that the sand of the Syrian river Belus," at the

mouth of which the incident is supposed to ha\e

occurred, " was . esteemed peculiarly suitable for

glass-making, and exported in great quantities to

the workshops of Sidon and Alexandria, long the

« * This Belus is the modern Nahr Na^ni\n which

flows into the Mediternanean just south of ^Ahkn, the

0. T. Accho and the N. T. Ptolemais. II
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most famous in the ancient world " {Diet, of Ant.

art. Vitrum, where everything requisite to the

illustration of the classical allusions to glass may
be found). Some find a remarkable reference to

this little river (respecting which see I'lin. //. N.

V. 17, xxxvi. 65 ; Joseph. B. J. ii. 10, § 2 ; Tac.

Hist. V. 7) in the blessing to the tribe of Zebulun,

" they shall suck of the abundance of the seas, and

of treasures hid in the sand" (Deut. xxxiii. 19).

Both the name Belus (Keland, quoted in Diet, oj

Geogr. s. v. and the Hebrew word /"IH, "sand"

(Calmet, s. v.) have been suggested as derivations

for the Greek va\os, which is however, in all prob-

ability, from an Egyptian root.

Glass was not only known to the ancients, but

used by them (as Wmckelmann thinks) far more

extensively than in modern times. PUny even tells

us that it was employed in wainscoting (vitrece

camerse, //. N. xxxvi. 6i; Stat. Syio. i. v. 42).

The Egyptians knew the art of cutting, grinding,

and engraving it, and they could even inlay it with

gold or enamel, and " permeate opaque glass with

designs of various colors." Besides this they could

color it with such brilliancy as to be able to imitate

precious stones in a manner which often defied

detection (Plin. H. N. xxxvii. 20, 33, 75). This

is probably the explanation of the incredibly large

gems which we find mentioned in ancient authors;

e. (j. Larcher considers that the emerald column

alluded to by Herodotus (ii. 44) was "du verre

colord dont I'interieur etait eclaire par des lampes."

Strabo was told by an Alexandrian glass-maker

that this success was partly due to a rare and val-

uable earth found in Egypt (Beckmann, History of
Inventions, "Colored Glass," i. 195 f. Eng. Transl.,

also iii. 208 f., iv. 54). Yet the perfectly clear and

transparent glass was considered the most valuable

(PUn. xxxvi. 26).

Some suppose that the proper name mSl.tt^Xp

D^^ {burnings by the loaters) contains an allusion

to Sidonian glass-factories (Meier on Jos. xi. 8, xiii.

6), but it is much more probable that it was so

called from the burning of Jabin's chariots at that

place (Lord A. Ilervey, On the Genealogies, p. 228),

or from hot springs.

In the N. T. glass is alluded to as an emblem
of brightness (Kev iv. 6, xv. 2, xxi. 18). The
three other places where the word occurs in the

A. V. (1 Cor. xiii. 12; 2 Cor. iii. 18; Jam. i. 23),

as also the word "glasses" (Is. iii. 23), are con-

sidered under Mirrors. For, strange to say,

although the ancients were aware of the reflective

power of glass, and although the Sidonians used it

for mirrors (Plin. //. N. xxxvi. 66), yet for some

unexplained reason mirrors of glass must have

proved unsuccessful, since even under the empire

they were universally made of metal, whicli is at

once less perfect, more expensive, and more difficult

to preserve {Diet, of Ant. art. Speculum).

¥. W. F.

GLEANING (Hlbbi? as appUed to produce

generally, tOjO./! rather to corn). The remarks

under Corner on the definite character of the

rights of the poor, or rather of poor relations and

dependants, to a share of tlie crop, are especially

exemplified in the instance of Ruth gleaning in the

field of Boaz. Poor young women, recognized as

being " his maidens," were gleaning his field, and

GOAD
on her claim upon him by near affinity being made
known, she was bidden to join them and not go to

any other field ; but for this, the reapers it seems

would have driven her away (Ituth ii. 6, 8, 9). The
gleaning of iruit trees, as well as of cornfields, was
reserved for the poor. Hence the proverb of Gideon,

Judg. viii. 2. Maimonides indeed lays down the

principle
(
Constitutiones de donis pauperum, cap.

ii. 1), that whatever crop or growth is fit for food,

is kept, and gathered all at once, and carried into

store, is liable to that law. See for further remarks,

Jlaimon. Constitutiones de donis paupei'um, cuip. iv.

H. H.

GLEDE, the old name for the common kite

{Milvus ater), occurs only in Deut. xiv. 13 (HSn)

among the unclean birds of prey, and if HST be

the correct reading, we must suppose the name to

have been taken from the bird's acuteness of vision

;

but as in the parallel passage in Lev. xi. 14 we

find nS"^, vuhur, it is probable that we should

read HH"^ in Deut. also. The LXX. have yinp in

both places. W. D.

GNAT {Kcivcoip), mentioned only in the prover-

bial expression used by our Saviour in Matt, xxiii.

24, " Ye blind guides, which strain at a gnat and
swallowa camel." " Strain at, in the A. V., seems

to be a typographical error, since the translations

before the A. V. had "strain out," the Greek word

5iv\i(a> signifying to strain 'through (a sieve, etc.),

to filter (see Trench, On the Auth. Fcrs., 1st ed.

p. 131) [2d ed. p. 172]. The Greek k^vw^^i is the

generic word for gnat. W. D.

GOAD. The equivalent terms in the Hebrew

are (1) "T^btt (Judg. iii. 31), and (2) ]3~I";T

(1 Sam. xiii. 21; Eccl. xii. 11). The explanation

given by Jahn {Archceol. i. 4, § 59) is that the

former represents the pole, and the latter the iron

spike with which it was shod for the purpose of

goading. With regard to the latter, however, it

may refer to anything pointed, and the tenor of

Eccl. xii. requires rather the sense of a peg or nail,

anything in short which can he fastened ; while in

1 Sam. xiii. the point of the ])loiighshare is more

probably intended. The former does probably refer

to the goad, the long handle of which might be

used as a formidable weapon (comp. Hom. //. vi.

135), though even this was otherwise understood

by the LXX. as a ploughshare (eV toS ofioTp<i7ro5i):

it should also be noted that the etymological force

of the word is that of guiding (from "T^^, to teach)

rather than goading (Saalschiitz, Archdol. i. 105).

There are undoubted references to the use of the

goad in driving oxen in Ecclus. xxxviii. 25, and

Acts xxvi. 14. The instrument, as still used in the

countries of southern Europe and western Asia,

consists of a rod about eight feet long, brought to

a sharp point and sometimes cased with iron at the

head (Harmer's Observations, iii. 348). The ex-

pression "to kick against the goads" (Acts ix. 5;

A. V. " the pricks "), was proverbially used by the

Greeks for unavailing resistance to superior power

(comp. ^sch. Agam. 1633, From. 323; Eurip.

Bacch. 791). W. L. B.

* The use of the goad in driving animals, which

is still common in the East, is implied in 2 K. iv.

24, where it explains a slight obscurity in the verse,

as given in the A. V. Mounted on her donkey—
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the fovorite mode of traveUing with oriental ladies—

the Shiuiammite, intent on the utmost dispatch,

dii-dcts her servant, running by her side, to urge

the animal with the goad to its full speed.

The long ox-goad, used in the field, with an iron

point at one end, and an iron paddle at the other

to clean the plough in the furrovts, often was, and

still is, a massive implement. In the hands of a

strong and vahant man, like Shamgar, as repre-

sented in Judg. iii. 31, it would be a destructive

weapon. (See Hackett's IlluUi: of Sciipture, p.

155.) S. W.

GOAT. 1. Of the Hebrew words which are

translated goat and she-f/oit in A. V., the most

common is TP = Syr. )|L^, Arab. yLc, Pboen.

^^a- The Indo-Germanic languages have a similar

word in Sanskr. at/'a ^= goat, ay'd = she-goat.

Germ, c/eis or (/ems, Greek ai'l, aiy6s- The deri-

vation from TT27, to be, strong, points to he-goat as

the original meaning, but it is also specially used

for she-goat, as in Gen. xv. 9, xxxi. 38, xxxii. 14;

Num. XV. 27. In Judg. vi. 19 D'^-JV "^1^ '* ^"^'i"

dered kid, and in Deut. xiv. 4 W^-IV HW is

rendered the goat, but properly signifies flock of

goats. D^*T3? is used elliptically for goats' hair in

Ex. xxvi. 7, xxxvi. 14, &c.. Num. xxxi. 20, and in

1 Sam. xix. 13.

2. D^7^'^ are wild or mountain goats, and are

rendered reiki goats in the three passages of Scrip-

ture in which the word occurs, namely, 1 Sam.

xxiv. 2, Job xxxix. 1, and Ps. civ. 18. The word

is from a root ^37^, to ascend or climb, and is the

Heb. name of the ibex, which abounds in the moun-

tainous parts of the ancient territory of Moab. In

Job xxxix. 1, the LXX. have Tyay€\a.<pu)v TreVpay.

3. ^|"?H is rendered the mid goat in Deut. xiv.

5, and occurs only in this passage. It is a con-

tracted form of mp3S, according to Lee, who

renders it gazelle, but it is more properly the tra-

gdaphus or goat-deer (Shaw. Suppl. p. 7G).

4. ^Wy, a he-goat, as Gesenius thinks, of four

months old— strong and vigorous. It occurs only

in the plural, and is rendered by A. V. indifferently

goats and he-gorits (see Ps. 1. 9 and 13). In Jer.

1. 8 it signifies he-goats, leaders of the flock, and

hence its metaphorical use in Is. xiv. 9 for chief

ones if the earth, and in Zech. x. 3, where goats

= principal men, chiefs. It is derived from the

root ir^V, to set, to place, to prepare.

5. T^S^ occurs in 2 Chr. xxix. 21, and in Dan.

viii. 5, 8 — it is followed by D^'T^n, and signifies

a he-gont of the goats. Gesenius derives it from

'^5^1 ^*' leap. It is a word found only in the later

books of the 0. T. In Ezr. vi. 17 we find the

.Chald. form of the word, T^D^.

0. "I'^^ty is translated goat, and signifies prop-

erly a he-goat, being derived from ~l?ti?, to stand

3n end, to brittle. It occurs frequently in Leviticus

•nd Numbers (nS'^nn "I^VW), and is the goat
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of the sin-oflfering. Lev. ix. 3, 15, x. 16. The won'

is used as an adjective with ~1"^S^ in Dan. viii. 21,

"— and the goat, the rough one, is the king of

Javan."

7. W^i^ is from a root tt^'^ri, to strike. It is

rendered he-goat in Gen. xxx. 35, xxxii. 15, Prov.

XXX. 31, and 2 Chr. xvii. 11. It does not occur

elsewhere.

8. ^TSTS!, scape-goat in Lev. xvi. 8, 10, 26.

On this word see Atonement, D.vy of, p. 197.

In the N. T. the words rendered goats in Matt.

XXV. 32, 33, are tpi(pos and ipi(pioi'^=3' young

goat, or kid; and in Heb. ix. 12, 13, 19, and x. 4,

Tpdyos = he-goat. Goaf-skins, in Heb. xi. 37, are

in the Greek, eV alyeiots Sep/xaaiV, and in Judg.

ii. 17 alyai is rendered goats. W. D.

There appear to be two or three varieties of the

common goat {Hircus cegagrus) at present bred in

Palestine and Syria, but whether they are identical

with those which were reared by the ancient He-

brews it is not possible to say. The most marked

varieties are the Syrian goat (
Capra Mambrica,

Linn.), with long thick pendent ears, which are

often, says Russell {Nat. Hist, of Aleppo, ii. 150,

2d ed. ), a foot long, and the Angora goat (
C<tpra

Angorensis, Linn.), with fine long hair. The Syr-

ian goat is mentioned by Aristotle {Hist. An. ix.

27, § 3). There is also a variety that diflTers but

little from British specimens. Goats have from the

earliest ages been considered important animals in

rural economy, both on account of the milk they

afford, and the excellency of the flesh of the young

animals. The goat is figured on the Egyptian

monuments (see Wilkinson's Anc. Egjipt. i- 223).

Col. Ham. Smith (Grifiith's An. King. iv. 308)

describes three Egyptian breeds: one with long

hair, depressed horns, ears small and pendent;

another witli horns very spiral, and ears longer

than the head ; and a third, which occurs in Upper

Egypt, without horns.

Goats were offered as sacrifices (Lev. iii. 12, ix. 15

;

Ex. xii. 5, etc.); their milk was used as food (Prov.

xxvii. 27); their flesh was eaten (Deut. xiv. 4; Gen.

xxvii. 9); their hair was used for the curtains of

the tabernacle (Ex. xxvi. 7, xxxvi. 14). and for

stufling bolsters (1 Sam. xix. 13); their skins were

sometimes used as clothing (Heb. xi. 37).

The passage in Cant. iv. 1, which compares the

hair of the beloved to " a flock of goats that eat of

Mount Gilead," probably alludes to the fine hair

of the Angora breed. Some have very plausibly

supposed that the prophet Amos (iii. 12), when he

speaks of a shepherd " taking out of the mouth of

the lion two legs or a ^nece of an ear,'' alludes to

the long pendulous ears of the Syrian breed (see

Harmer's Ohser. iv. 1G2). In Prov. xxx. 31, a he-

goat is mentioned as one of the " four things which

are comely in going; " in allusion, probalily, to the

stately march of the leader of the flock, wliich was

always associated in the minds of the Helirews

with the notion of dignity. Hence the metaphor

in Is. xiv. 9, " all the chief ones (margin, ' great

goats') of the earth." So the .\lcxandrine ver-

sion of the LXX. understands the allusion, koI

Tpdyos riyovfifvos anro\iov.^

As to the ye'elim (D"' vl?''. : rpay^XaipoL, e\a-

n Comp. Theocritus, //. viii. 49, 'fi rpdye, Tor Aev-

Kav alyav ayep ; and Virg. Ed. vii. 7, " Vir gregis ipse

caper."
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(fiuL-- ibices: "wild ^oats," A. V.), it is not at all

improbable, as the Vulg. interprets the word, that

gome species of ibex is denoted, perhaps the Crqji-a

Siiiaitica (Ehrenb.), the Beden or Jaela of Egypt

and Arabia. This ibex was noticed at Sinai by

Ehrenberg and Ilemprich (Sym. Phys. t. 18), and

by Burckhardt {Trav. p. 526), who (p. 405) thus

Long-eared Syrian goat.

speaks of these animals : " In all the valleys south

of the Modjeb, and particularly in those of !Modjeb

and El Ahsa, large herds of mountain goats, called

by the Arabs Bedtn
( (.jtXj ): :ire met with. This

is the ^teinbock" or bouquetin of the Swiss and

Tyrol Alps. They pasture in flocks of forty and

fifty together. (Jreat numbers of them are killed

by the [leople of Kerek and Tafyle, who hold their

flesh in high estimation. They sell the large knotty

horns to the Hebrew merchants, who carry them to

Jerusalem, where they are worked into handles for

knives and daggers The Arabs told me
that it is difficult to get a shot at them, and that

the hunters hide themselves among the reeds on

the banks of streams where the animals resort in

the evening to drink. They also asserted that,

when pursued, they will throw themselves from a

height of fifty feet and more upon their heads with-

out receiving any injury." Hasselquist (T^/'Of. p.

190) speaks of rock goats ( Copra cervicnpra, Linn.)

which he saw hunted with falcons near Nazareth.

But the C. cevvicaiira of Linnaeus is an antelope

(Antilope cemcap7-a, Pall.).

There is considerable difficulty attending the

identification of the aHv (""p. ^), which the LXX.
render Ijy TpayeAacpos, and the Vulg. trru/elnphiis.

The word, which occurs only in Deut. xiv. 5 as one

of the animals that might be eaten, is rendered

" wild goat " by the A. V. Some have referred

the (ikko to the aliu of the Persians, i. e. the Cii-

preoluspygnrgus, or the " tailless roe " (Shaw, Zoiil.

ii. 287), of Centml Asia. If we could satisfactorily

establish the identity of the Persian word with the

Hebrew, the animal in question might represent

GOB
the ahM of the Pentateuch, which might formerly

have inhabited the Lebanon, though it is not found

in Palestine now. Perhaps the paseng
(
Cop. aga-

griis, Cuv. ) which some have taken to be the parent

stock of the common goat, and which at present

inhabits the mountains of Persia and Caucasus,

may have in Biblical times been found in Palestine

and may be the ol-h'i of Scripture. But we allow

this is mere conjecture. W. H.

a The Capra Sinaitica is not identical with the

Swiss ibex or steinbock ( C. Ibex), though it is a closely

Ulied species.

Goat of Mount Sinai.

GOAT, SCAPE. [Atonement, Day of.]

GO'ATH (ni^a [see infra] : the LXX. seem

to have had a different text, and read f| fKX(KTa>v

XiQwv- Goatlio), a place apparently in the neigh-

borhood of Jerusalem, and named, in connection

with the hill Gareb, only in Jer. xxxi. 39. The
name (which is accurately Goah, as abo^•e, the th

being added to connect the Hebrew particle of mo-

tion,—Goathah) is derived by Gesenius from m?3,
" to low," as a cow. In accordance with this is the

rendering of the Targum, which has for Goah,

Sb?5 ri?'^"72 = the heifer's pool The Syriac,

on the other hand, has j^OOj-^^ leromto, "to

the eminence," perhaps reading ri>^'5 (Fiirst,

Handwb. p. 269 b)fi Owing to the presence of

the letter Ain in Goath, the resemblance between

it and Golgotha does not exist in the original to

the same degree as in Enghsh. [Goi.gotha.]

G.

GOB (23, and 3^3, perhaps= a 7«7 or ditch;

Tie, 'PS/j., Alex, [in ver. 19] FoyS; [Conip. NoiyS:]

Gob), a place mentioned only in 2 Sam. xxi. 18, 19,

as the scene of two encounters between David's

warriors and the Philistines. In the parallel ac-

count—of the first of these only^ in 1 C'hr. xx.

4, the name is given as Gezek, and this, as well as

the omission of any locality for the second event,

is supported by Josephus {Ant. vii. 12, § 2). On
the other hand the LXX. and Syriac have Gath
in the first case, a name which in Hebrew much
resembles Gob ; and this appears to be borne out

b * Fiirst makes the Syriac = Felshiigel, rock-hill (not

as above). H.
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by the account of a third and subsequent fight,

which all agree happened at Gath (2 Sam. xxi. 20

;

i Chr. XX. 6), and which, from the terms of the

narrative, seems to have occurred at the same place

as the others. The suggestion of Nob— which

Davidson {llebr. Taxi) reports as in many MSS.

and which is also found in copies of the LXX. —
is not admissible on account of the situation of

that place. G.

GOBLET ("13S: Kpar-i)p-- crater; joined with

~irTp to express roundness. Cant. vii. 2; Gesen.

Thes. pp. 22, 39 ; in plur. Ex. xxiv. 6, A. V. " ba-

sons;" Is. xxii. 24, LXX. Mterally ayaviiiQ- crate-

rce: A. V. "cups"), a circular vessel for wine or

other liquid. [Basin.] H. W. P.

* GODLINESS, MYSTERY OF. [Bap-

tism, vii. 4, p. 239.]

* GOD SPEED is the translation of xa-ipeiv

in 2 John 10, 11, the Greek form of salutation. It

has been transferred from the Anglo-Saxon god-

SjMdif/, but with a different meaning there, namely,

"good-speed." H.

GOG. 1. (313: Tovy; [Comp. Aid. T<iy-]

Gof).). A Reubenite (1 Chr. v. 4); according to

the Hebrew text son of Shemaiah. The LXX.
have a different text throughout the passage.

2. [MAG0C4.]

3. In the Samarit. Codex and LXX. of Num.
xxiv. 7, Gog is substituted for Agag.

GO'LAN (^^13 [« circle, region, Dietr.

Fiirst ; migration, Ges.] : Tav\d>v, [in 1 Chr. vi.

71, TcaKaV, Alex, also in Josh. TtaXav- Gaulon,

sxc.Deut. GoZrtB]),acityof Bashan ("It^SS lVl3,

Deut. iv. 43) allotted out of the half tribe of Bla-

nasseh to the Levites (Josh. xxi. 27), and one of

the three cities of refuge east of the Jordan (xx. 8).

We find no further notice of it in Scripture; and

though Eusebius and Jerome say it was still an im-

portant place in their time
(
Oiiom. s. v. ; Reland,

p. 815), its very site is now unknown. Some have

supposed that the village of Nawa, on the eastern

border of Jaiddn, around which are extensive ruins

(see Handbook for Syr. and Pal.), is identical

with the ancient Golan ; but for this there is not a

shadow of evidence ; and Nawa besides is much too

far to the eastward.

The city of Golan is several times referred to by

Josephus [rauKai'r], B. ./. i. 4, § 4, and 8); he,

however, more frequently speaks of the province

which took its name from it, Gaidanitis {TavKavl-

Tis). When the kingdom of Israel was overthrown

by the Assyrians, and the dominion of the Jews in

Bashan ceased, it appears that the aboriginal tribes,

before kept in subjection, but never annihilated,

rose agaui to some power, and rent the country

into provinces. Two of these provinces at least

were of ancient origin [Trachoxitis and Hau-
ean], and had been distinct principalities previous

to the time when Og or his predecessors united

them under one sceptre. Before the Babylonish

captivity Bashan appears in Jewish history as one

kingdom ; but subsequent to that period it is spo-

ken of as divided into four provinces — Gaulanitis,

Trachonitis, Auranitis, and Batanea (Joseph. Anl.

iv. 5, § 3, and 7, § 4, i. G, § 4, xvi. 9, § 1; B. J.

i. 20, § 4, iii. 3, § 1, iv. 1, § 1). It seems that

when the city of Golan rose to power it became the

head of a large province, the extent of which is
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pretty accurately given by Josephus, especially when
his statements are compared with the modern di-

visions of Bashan. It lay east of Galilee, and north

of Gadarrtis (Gadara, Joseph. B. J. iii. 3, § 1).

Gamala, an important town on the eastern bank
of the Sea of Galilee, now called EUlIusn (see

Handbook for Syr. and Pal.), and the province

attached to it, were included in Gaulanitis {B. J.

iv. 1, § 1). But the boundary of the provinces of

Gadara and Gamala must evidently have been the

river Hieromax, which may therefore be regarded

as the south border of (Jaulanitis. The Jordan

from the Sea of Galilee to its fountains at Dan and

Caesarea-Philippi, formed the western boundary

{B. J. iii. 3, § 5). It is important to observe that

the boundaries of the modern province of Jauldn

(,.»J'«,^ is the Arabic form of the Hebrew

1713, from which is derived the Greek TavKavl-

ris) correspond so far with those of Gaulanitis;

we may, therefore, safely assume that their north-

ern and eastern boundaries are also identical. Jau-

lan is bounded on the north by Jedi'ir (the ancient

Iluriea), and on the east by Hauran [Hauran].
The principal cities of Gaulanitis were Golan, Hip-

pos, Gamala, Julias or Bethsaida (JIark viii. 22),

Seleucia, and Sogane (Joseph. B. J. iii. 3, § 1, and

5, iv. 1, § 1). The site of Bethsaida is at a small

tell on the left bank of the Jordan [Bethsaida] ;

the ruins of KuVat el-Husn mark the place of Ga-

mala; but nothing definite is known of the others.

The greater part of Gaulanitis is a flat and fertile

table-land, well-watered, and clothed with luxuriant

grass. It is probably to this region the name

Mishor ("ib'^'a) is given in 1 K. xx. 23, 25 —
" the plain " in which the Syrians were overthrown

by the Israelites, near Apliek, which perhaps stood

upon the site of the modern Ftk (Stanley, App.

§ G; Handbook for S. and P. p. 425). The

western side of Gaulanitis, along the Sea of Gali-

lee, is steep, rugged, and bare. It is upwards of

2,500 feet in height, and when seen from the city

of Tiberias resembles a mountain range, though in

reality it is only the supporting wall of the plateau.

It was this remarkable feature which led the ancient

geographers to suppose that the mountain range of

Gilead was joined to Lebanon (lieland, p. 342).

Further north, along the bank of the upper Jordan,

the plateau breaks down in a series of terraces,

which, though somewhat rocky, are covered with

rich soil, and clothed in spring with the most lux-

uriant herbage, spangled with multitudes of liright

and beautiful flowers. A range of low, round-

topped, picturesque hills, extends southwards for

nearly 20 miles from the base of Hermon along

the western edge of the plateau. These are in

places covered with noble forests of prickly oak and

terebinth. Gaulanitis was once densely populated,

but it is now almost completely deserted. The

writer has a list of the towns and villages which it

once contained; and in it are the names of 127

places, all of which, with the exception of about

eleven, are now uninhabited. Only a few patches

of its soil are cultivated ; and the very best of its

jiasture is lost — the tender grass of early spring.

The flocks of the Turkmans and el-Fudhl Arabs—
the only ti'ibes that remain permanently in this

region— are not able to consume it: and the

Wnazeh, those " children of the East " who spread

over the land like locusts, and " wliose camels are

without number " (Judg. vii. 12), only arrive about
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the beginning of May. At that season the whole

country is covered with them— their black tents

pitched in circles near the fountains; their cattle

thickly dotting the vast plain ; and their fierce cav-

aliers roaming far and wide, " their hand against

every man, and every man's hand agauist them."

For fuller accounts of the scenery, antiquities,

and history of Gaulanitis, see Porter's Hnndbovk

for Syr. and Pal. pp. 295, 42-1, 461, 531 ; Five

Years in Damascus, ii. 250 ; Journal of Sac. Lit.

vi. 282 ; Burckhardt's Trav. in Syr. p. 277.

J. L. P.

GOLD, the most valuable of metals, from its

color, lustre, weight, ductility, and other useful

properties (I'hn. H. N. xxxiii. 19). Hence it is

used as an emblem of purity (Job xxiii. 10) and

nobility (Lam. iv. 1). There are six Hebrew words

used to denote it, and four of them occur in Job

xxviii. 15, 10, 17. These are;

1. Snt, the common name, connected with
T t' '

^n^ (to be yellow), as f/eld, from gel, yellow.

Various epithets are applied to it: as, "fine" (2

Chr. iii. 5), " refined " (1 Chr. xxviii. 18), " pure "

(Ex. XXV. 11). In opposition to these, •' beaten " gold

(tD^ntt? T) is probably ?«ia;«(/ gold; LXX. eAaros;

used of Solomon's shields (1 K. x. 16).

2. n^^D (KeifjLTiKiov) treasured, i. e. fine gold

(1 K. vi. 20, vii. 49, &c.). Many names of precious

substances in Hebrew come from roots signifying

conceahiient, as pXStpp (Gen. xliii. 23, A. V.

" treiisure ").

3. t5, pure or native gold (.Job xxviii. 17 ; Cant.

V. 15; probably from »^?3, to separate). Rosen-

miiUer (Alterthumsk. iv. p. 49) makes it come from

a Syriac root meaning solid or massy ; but TlHtO

(2 Chr. ix. 17) corresponds to T5^?3 (1 K. x. 18).

The LXX. render it by a.i0os rl/j-tos, XP'^C'OJ'

anvpov (Is. xiii. 12 ; Theodot. &Ke<pQou ; comp.
Thuc. ii. 13; Plin. xxxiii. 19, obrussa). In Ps.

cxix. 127, the LXX. render it TOTrd(wv (A. V.
"fine gold"); but Schleusner happily conjectures

rh iraCiov, the Hebrew word being adopted to avoid

the repetition of ^pvcros (Thes. s. v. T6ira^; Hesych.

s. V. wa.(ioy).

4. D^2, gold earth, or a mass of raw ore (Job

xxii. 24, airupov, A. V. "gold as dust").

The poetical names for gold are

:

1. Dri3 (also implying something concealed);

LXX. ^pvffiov; and in Is. xiii. 12, \ieos iroXv-

t6At)s. In Job xxxvii. 22, it is rendered in A. V.
"fair weather;" LXX. ve^rj xP^'^°'^y°'^'''^°"
(Comp. Zech. iv. 12.)

2. ^'^"^n,= f?M^ out (Prov. viii. 10), a gen-

eral name, which has become special, Ps. Ixviii.

13, where it cannot mean gems, as some suppose

(Bochart, Ilieroz. torn. ii. p. 9). Michaelis con-

nects the word chdriitz with the Greek ^pvaos-

Gold was known from the very earliest times

(Gen. ii. 11). Pliny attributes the discovery of

it (at Mount Pangoeus), and the art of working it,

to Cadmus (//. N. vii. 57); and his statement is

adopted by Clemens Alexandrinus (Strom, i. 363,

e.l. Pott.). It was at first chiefly used for onia-

meuts, etc. (Gen. xxiv. 22); and although Abraham

GOLGOTHA
is said to have been " very rich in cattle, in silver

and in gold " (Gen. xiii. 2), yet no mention of it,

as used in pwchases, is made till after his return

from Egypt. Coined money was not known to the

ancients (e.
ff.

Hom. //. vii. 473) till a compara-
tively late period ; and on the Egyptian tombs gold

is represented as being weighed in rings for com-
mercial purposes. (Comp. Gen. xliii. 21.) No coins

are found in the ruins of Egypt or AssjTia (Layard's

Nin. ii. 418). " Even so late as the time of David
gold was not used as a standard of value, but was
considered merely as a very precious article of com-
merce, and was weighed like other articles " (Jahn,

.4;-c/(. Bibl. § 115, 1 Chr. xxi. 25).

Gold was extremely abimdant in ancient times

(1 Chr. xxii. 14; 2 Chr. i. 15, ix. 9; Nah. ii. 9;

Dan. iii. 1); but this did not depreciate its value,

because of the enormous quantities consumed by
the wealthy in furniture, etc. (1 K. vi. 22, x. pas-

sim; Cant. iii. 9, 10; Esth. i. 6; Jer. x. 9; comp.
Hom. Od. xix. 55; Herod, ix. 82). Probably too

the art of gilding was known extensively, being

applied even to the battlements of a city (Herod,

i. 98, and other authorities quoted by Layard, ii.

264).

The chief countries mentioned as producing gold

are Arabia, Sheba, and Ophir (1 K. ix. 28, x. 1

;

Job xxviii. 10 : in Job xxii. 24, the word Ophir is

used for gold). Gold is not found in Arabia now
(Niebuhr's Travels, p. 141), but it used to be

(.Irtemidor. ap. Strab. xvi. 3, 18, where he speaks

of an Arabian river ^riy/xa xpv<^ov KaTa<pepciiy).

Diodorus also says that it was found there native

(ixTTvpov) in good-sized nuggets (jSoiAapia)- Some
suppose that Ophir was an Aral)ian port to which

gold was brought (comp. 2 Chr. ii. 7, ix. 10).

Other gold-bearing countries were Uphaz (Jer. x.

0; Dan. x. 5) and Parvaim (2 Chr. iii. 6).

iletallurgic processes are mentioned in Ps. kvi.

10, Prov. xvii. 3, xxvii. 21 ; and in Is. slvi. 6, the

trade of goldsmith (cf. .Judg. xvii. 4, '^"1.^) is

alluded to in connection with the overlaying of

idols with gold-leaf (Kosenmiiller's Minerals of
Script. pYi.iG-bl). [Handici!Aft.] F. W. F.

* GOLDSMITH. [Handicraft.]

GOL'GOTHA (roXyoea [a sMq : Golgotha),

the Hebrew name of the spot at which our Lord

was crucified (Matt, xxvii. 33; Mark xv. 22; John
xix. 17). By these three Evangelists it is inter-

preted to mean the "place of a skull." St. Luke,

in accordance with his practice in other cases (com-

pare Gabbatha, Gethsemane, etc.), omits the He-
brew term and gives only its Greek equivalent,

Kpavlov- The word Cah ary, which in Luke xxiii.

33 is retained in the \. \ . from the ^'ulgate, as

the renderuig of Kpaviov, obscures the statemer;t

of St. Luke, whose words are really as follows:

" the place which is called ' a skull '
" — not, as in

the other Gospels, Kpaviov, "of a skull;" thus

employing the Greek term exactly as they do the

Hebrew one. [Calvary, Amer. ed.]. This He-
brew, or rather Chaldee, term, was doubtless

Sn/ilvS, Gulgolta, in pure Hebrew n7272,
applied to the skull on account of its round globu-

lar form, that beuig the idea at the root of the

word.

Two explanations of the name are given : (1) that

it was a spot where executions ordinarily took place,

and therefore abounded in skulls; but according to

the Jewish law these must have been buried, and
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therefore were no more likely to confer a name on

the spot than any other part of the skeleton. In

this case too the Greek should be tSttos Kpavlwv,

"of skulls," instead of Kpaviov, "of a skull,"

still less "a skull" as in the Hebrew, and in the

Greek of St. Luke. Or (2) it may come from the

look or form of the spot itself, bald, round, and

skull-like, and therefore a mound or hillock, in

accordance with the common phrase— for whicli

there is no direct authority— " Mount Calvary."

\\'hichever of these is the correct explanation —
and there is apparently no means of deciding with

certainty— Golgotha seems to have been a known

spot. This is to be gathered from the way in which

it is mentioned in the Gospels, each except St.

Matthew" having the defhiite article— "the place

Golgotha " — " the place which is called a skuU "

— " the place (A. V. omits the article) called of,

or after, a skull." It was "outside the gate,"

€|ctf T))s TTi/ATjr (Heb. xiii. 12) but close to the city,

i-yyvs rris tt6K€ws (John xix. 20); apparently near

a thoroughfare on which there were passers-i)y.

This road or path led out of the " country " *

(,a.yp6s)- It was probably the ordinary sjwt for

executions. Why should it have been otherwise?

To those at least who carried the sentence into

effect, Christ was but an ordinary criminal; and

there is not a word to indicate that the soldiers in

"leading Him away" went to any other than the

usual place for what nuist have been a common
operation. Howerer, in the place (eV t63 T6ir<f)

itself— at the very spot— was a garden or orchard

(/cfjTos)-

These are all the indications of the nature and

situation of Golgotha which present themselves in

the N. T. Its locality in regard to Jerusalem is

fully examined in the description of the city.

[Jerusalem.]
A tradition at one time prevailed that Adam was

buried on Golgotha, that from his skull it derived

its name, and that at the Crucifixion the drops of

Christ's blood fell on the skull and raised Adam to

life, wherel)y the ancient prophecy quoted by St.

Paul in Eph. v. 14 received its fulfiUment— "Awake,

thou Adam that steepest," — so ihe old versions

appear to have run— " and arise from the dead,

for Christ shall touch thee " (eVfi^autret for eVj-

<pav(Tn)- See Jerome, Conim. on Matt, xxvii. 33,

and the quotation in Eeland, Pal. p. 800; also

Ssewulf, in Early Travels, p. 39. The skull com-
monly introduced in early pictures of the Crucifixion

refers to this.

A connection has been supposed to exist between

GoATH and Golgotha, but at the iiest this is mere

conjecture, and there is not in the original the

same simdarity between the two names— T^V2

, and Sn72lvll— which exists in their English or

Latin garb, and which probably occasioned the

suggestion. G.

GOLI'ATH (n^bs [sjjlendor, brilliant, Dietr.

;

but see below]: roAidO'- Goliath), a famous giant

of Gath, who " morning and evening for forty days "

defied the armies of Israel (1 Sam. xvii.). Tie was

possibly descended from the old Rephaiin, of whom
\ scattered remnant took refuge with the Philis-

tines after their dispersion by the Ammonites (Deut.

ii. 20, 21; 2 Sam. xxi. 22). Some trace of this

condition may be preserved in the giant's name, if
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Matthew too has the article iu Codex B.

it be comiected with Hv^S, an exile. Simonis,

however, derives it from an Arabic word meaning

"stout" (Gesen. Tlies. s. v.). His height was

"six cubits and a span," which, taking the cubit

at 21 inches, would make him lOi feet high. But
the LXX. and Josephus read ''four cubits and a

span" (1 Sam. xvii. 4; Joseph. Ant. vi. 9, § 1).

This will make him about the same size as the

royal champion slain by Antimenidas, brother of

Alcfeus (aTroAeiTToi'Ta fxiav fx6vov Tax^^v hnh

irefiirwi/, ap. Strab. xiii. p. 617, with Midler's

emendation). Even on this computation Goliath

would he, as Josephus calls him, a,v7}p ira/jL/xeyedecr-

TUTOS — a truly enormous man.

The circumstances of the Combat are in all

respects Homeric; free from any of the puerile

legends which oriental imagination subsequently

introduced into it — as for instance that the stones

used by David called out to him from the brook,

" By our means you shall slay the giant," etc.

(Hettinger, Hisl. Orient, i. 3, p. Ill ft".; D'Her
belot, s. V. Gialnt). The fancies of the Rabbis are

yet more extraordinary. After the victory David

cut off Goliath's head (1 Sam. xvii. 51; comp
Herod, iv. 6 ; Xenoph. Anab. v. 4, § 17 : Niebuhr

mentions a similar custom among the Arabs, Descr.

M'iner, s. v.), which he brought to Jerusalem

(probably after his accession to the throne, Ewald,

Gesch. iii. 94), while he hung the armor in his

tent.

The scene of this famous combat was the Valley

of the Terebinth, between Shochoh and Azekah,

probably among the western passes of Benjamin,

although a confused modern tradition has given the

name of ''Ain Jalud (spring of Goliath) to the

spring of Harod, or "trembling" (Stanley, p. 342;

Judg. vii. 1). [Elah, valley of.]

In 2 Sam. xxi. 19, we find that another Goliath

of Gath, of whom it is also said that " the staff of

his spear was like a weaver's beam," was slain by

Elhanan, also a Bethlehemite. St. Jerome ( Qucest.

Hebr. ad loc.) makes the unlikely conjecture that

Elhanan was another name of David. The A. V.

here interpolates the words "the brother of," from

1 Chr. XX. 5, where this giant is called " Lahmi."

This will be found fully examined under El-

hanan.
In the title of the Psalm added to the Psalter in

the LXX. we find rw AauiS irphs rhv ro\idS; and

although the allusions are vague, it is perhaps pos-

sible that this P.salni may have been wTitten after

the victory. This Psalm is given at length under

David, p. 554 b. It is strange that we find no

more definite allusions to this combat in Hebrew

poetry ; but it is the opinion of some that the song

now attributed to Hannah (1 Sam. ii. 1-10) was

originally written really in commemoration of

David's triumph on this occasion (Thenius, die

Biicher Sam. p. 8; comp. Bertholdt, Einl. iii.

915; Ewald, Poet. Biicher des A. B. i. 111).

By the Mohammedans Saul and Goliath are

called Taluth and (Jaluth (Jalut in Koran), perhaps

for the sake of the homoioteleuton, of which they

are so fond (Hettinger, flist. Orient, i. 3, p. 28).

Abulfeda mentions a Canaanite king of the name
Jalut (Uist. Anteislam. p. 176, in Winer .s. r.); and,

according to Ahmed al-Fassi, Gialout was a dynastic

name of the old giant-chiefs (D'Herbelot, 8. v.

Falasthin). [Giants.] F. W. F.

b But the Vulgate has de villa.
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GO'MER ("1^3 [com2}leieness]: Ta/xep; [in

Ezek., To/jL^p-] Gomer). 1. The eldest son of

Japheth, and the father of Ashkenaz, Riphath, and

Togarmah (Gen. x. 2, 3; [1 Chr. i. 5, 6]). His

name is subsequently noticed but once (Ez. xxxviii.

6) as an ally or subject of the Scythian king Gog.

He is generally recognized as the progenitor of the

early Cimmerians, of the later Cimbri and the other

branches of the Celtic family, and of the modern

Gael and Cymry, the latter presening with very

slight deviation the original name. The Cimme-

rians, when first known to us, occupied the Tauric

Chersonese, where they left traces of their presence

in the ancient names, Cimmerian Bosphorus, Cim-

merian Isthmus, JNIount Cimmerium, the district

Cimmeria, and particularly the Cimmerian walls

(Her. iv. 12, 45, 100: ^sch. Prom. Vinct. 729), and

in the modern name Crimea. They forsook this

abode under the pressure of the Scythian tribes,

and during the early part of the 7th century b. c.

they poured over the western part of Asia Minor,

committing immense devastation, and defying for

more than half a century the power of the Lydian

kings. They were finally expelled by Alyattes, with

the exception of a few, who settled at Sinope and

Antandrus. It was about the same period that

Ezekiel noticed them, as acting in conjunction with

Armenia (Togarmah) and Magog (Scythia). The

connection between Gomer and Armenia is sup-

ported by the tradition, preserved by JMoses of

Chorene (i. 11), that Gamir was the ancestor of

the Haichian kings of the latter country. After

the expulsion of the Cimmerians from Asia Minor

their name disappears m its original form; but

there can be little reasonable doubt that both the

name and the people are to be recognized in the

Cimbri, whose abodes were fixed during the lioman

Empire in the north and west of Europe, partic-

ularly in the Cimbric Chersonese {Denmark)^ on

the coast between the Elhe and Rhine, and in Bel-

gium, whence they had crossed to Britain, and

occupied at one period the whole of the British isles,

but were ultimately dri\en back to the western and

northern districts, which their descendants still

occupy in tvvo great divisions, the Gael in Ireland

and Scotland, the Cymry in Wales. The latter

name preserves a greater similarity to the original

Gomer than either of the classical forms, the con-

sonants being identical. The link to connect Cymry
with Cimbri is furnished by the forms Cambria

and Cumher-\9X\&. The whole Celtic race may
therefore be regarded as descended from Gomer,

and thus the opinion of Josephus {Ant. i. 6, § 1),

that the Galatians were sprung from him, may be

reconciled with the view propounded. Various

other conjectures have been hazarded on the sub-

ject: Bochart (Phalea, iii. 81) identifies the name

on etymological grounds with Phrygia ; Wahl
(Asien, i. 274) proposes Cappadocia; and Kalisch

(Comm. on Gen.) seeks to identify it with the

Chomari, a nation in Bactriana, noticed by Ptolemy

(vi. 11, § G).

2. [rS/jL^p.] The daughter of Diblaim, and

concubine of Hosea (i. .3). The name is significant

of a maiden, rijje for marriage, and connects well

GOMORRAH
with the name Diblaibi, which is also derived

from the subject of fruit. W. L. B.

GOMOR'RAH (H^bP, Gh'morah, prob-

ably stibviersion, from "''2"'', an unused root; in

Arabic -. t
f- ghamara, is to "overwhelm with

water": r6fj.opl)a- Gomorrha), one of the five

"cities of the plain," or "vale of Siddim," that

under their respective kings joined battle there

with Chedorlaomer (Gen. xiv. 2-8) and his allies,

by whom they were discomfited till Abram came to

the rescue. Four out of the five were afterwards

destroyed by the Lord with fire from heaven (Gen.

xix. 2.3-29). One of them only, Zoar or Bela,

which was its original name, was spared at the

request of Lot, in order that he might take refuge

there. Of these Gomorrah seems to have been

only second to Sodom in importance, as well as in

the wickedness that led to their overthrow. What
that atrocity was may be gathered from Gen. xix.

4-8. Their miserable fiite is held up as a warning

to the children of Israel (Deut. xxix. 23); as a

precedent for the destruction of Babylon (Is. xiii.

19, and Jer. 1. 40), of Edom (Jer. xlix. 18), of

jMoab (Zeph. ii. 9), and even of Israel (Am. iv.

11). By St. Peter in the N. T., and by St. Jude

(2 Pet. ii. 6; Jude, vv. 4-7), it is made "an en-

sample unto those that after should live ungodly,"

or "deny Christ." Similarly their wickedness

rings as a proverb throughout the prophecies {e. g.

Deut. xxxii. 32; Is. i. 9, 10; -Jer. xxiii. 14). Je-

rusalem herself is there unequivocally called Sodom,

and her people Gomorrah, for their enornuties; just

in the same way that the corruptions of the Church

of Rome have caused her to be called Babylon. On
the other hand, according to the N. T., there is a

sin which exceeds even that of Sodom and Gomor-

rah, that, namely, of which Tyre and Sidon, Ca-

pernaum, Chorazin, and Bethsaida were guilty, when

they "repented not," in spite of "the mighty

works" which they had witnessed (Matt. x. 15);

and St. Mark has ranged under the same category

all those who would not receive the preaching of

the Apostles (vi. 11).

To turn to their geographical position, one pas-

sage of Scripture seems expressly to assert that the

vale of Siddim had become the "salt," or dead,

sea" (Gen. xiv. 3), called elsewhere too the "sea

of the plain" (Josh. xii. 3); the expression, how-

ever, occurs antecedently to their overthrow.« Jo-

sephus {Ant. i. 9) says that the lake Asphaltites or

Dead Sea, was formed out of what used to be the

valley where Sodom stood; but elsewhere he de-

clares that the territory of Sodom was not sul)-

merged in the lake (B. .J. iv. 8, § 4), but still

existed parched and liurnt up, as is the appearance

of that region still ; and certainl) nothing in Scrip-

ture would lead to the idea that they were destroyed

by submersion— though they may have been sub-

merged afterwards when destroyed — for their de-

struction is expressly attributed to the brimstone

and fire rained upoit them from heaven (Gen. xix.

24 ; see also Deut. xxix. 23, and Zeph. ii. 9 ; also

St. Peter and St. Jude before cited). And St.

Jerome in the Onomasticon says of Sodom, " civitag

a * This view, we think, is incorrect. We have no

reason to regard the record (Gen. xiv. 3), at least in

the form In which we have it, as older than the date

of the destruction of the cities. The next remark

also in regard to Josephus must be an inadvertence.

Josephus does not affirm that Sodom was in the vale

of Siddim. He says that it lay near it ; and his two

testimonies, quoted in the article above, are entirely

consistent. S. TV.
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impiorum divino igne consumpta juxta mare mor-

tuuni," and so of the rest {ibid. a. v.). The whole

subject ig ably handled by Cellarius (ap. Uyol.

Thes'iur. vii. pp. dccxxxix.-lxxviii.), though it is

not always necessary to agree with his conclusions.

Among modern travellers, Dr. Robinson shows that

the Jordan could not have ever flowed into the gulf

of 'Abtbrih ; on the contrary that the rivers of the

desert themselves flow northwards into the Dead

Sea. [Akabah.] And this, added to the con-

figuration and deep depression of the valley, serves

ill his opinion to prove that there must have been

always a lake there, into which the Jordan flowed

;

though he admits it to have been of far less extent

than it now is, and even the whole southern part

of it to have been added subsequently to the over-

throw of the four cities, which stood, according to

him, at the original south end of it, Zoar probably

being situated in the mouth of Wwly Kenik^ as it

opens upon the isthmus of the peninsula. In the

same plain, he remarks, were slime pits, or wells of

bitumen (Gen. xiv. 10; "salt-pits" also, Zeph. ii.

9); while the enlargement of the lake he considers

to have been caused by some convulsion or catas-

trophe of nature connected with the miraculous

destruction of the cities— volcanic agency, that of

earthquakes and the like {Bibl. Res. ii. 187-192,

2d ed.). He might have adduced the great earth-

quake at Lisbon as a case in point. The great

difterence of level between the bottoms of the

northern and southern ends of the lake, the former

1,300, the latter only 13 feet below the surface, sin-

gularly confirms the above view (Stanley, S. if P.

p. 287, 2d ed.). Pilgrims of Palestine formerly

saw, or fancied that they saw, ruins of towns at the

bottom of the sea, not for from the shore (see

Maundrell, Early Travels, p. 454). M. de Saulcy

was the first to point out ruins along the shores

(the BedJom-el-Mezon-kel ; and more particularly

api«pos to our present subject, Guuinran on the

N. W.). Both perhaps are right. Gomorrah (as

its very name implies) may have been more or less

submerged with the other three, subsequently to

their destruction by fire ; while the ruins of Zoar,

inasmuch as it did not share their fate, would be

found, if found at all, upon the shore. (See gen-

erally Jlr. Isaac's Dead ISea.) [SoDosr, Amer. ed.]

E. S. Ff.

GOMOE'RHA, the manner in which the

name Gomokkah is written in the A. V. of the

Apocryphal books and the New Testament, follow-

ing the Greek form of the word, TS/xoppa (2 Esdr.

ii. 8 ; Matt. x. 15 ; Mark vi. 11 ; Rom. ix. 29 ; Jude

7; 2 Pet. ii. G).

* GOODMAN OF THE HOUSE (oIko-

SeffTrtJTrjs), employed in the A. V. of the master

of the house (Matt. xx. 11), and simply equivalent

to that expression, without any reference to moral

character. This was a common usage when the A.

V. was made. The Greek term being the same,

there was no good reason for saying " goodman of

the house" in that verse, and "house holder", at

the beginning of the parable (ver. 1). See Trench,

Authorized Version, p. 96 (1859). H.

GOPHER WOOD. , Only once in Gen. vi.

14. The Hebrew "^D-^ "^r???? trees of Gopher, does

not occur in the cognate dialects. The A. V. has

made no attempt at translation : the LXX. (|u\a

Tfrpa/yuva) and Vulgate {ligna kevirjata), elicited

by metathesis of "1 and ^j ("i^j— ?|-i:i)^ the for-
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mer having reference to square blocks, cut by the

axe, the latter to planks smoothed by the plane,

have not found much favor with modern commen-
tators.

The conjectures of cedar (Aben Ezra, Ouk..

Jonath. and Rabbins generaWy), wood most 2^roper

to Jloat (Kinichi), the Greek KedpsAdr-q (Jun.

TrenieU. ; Buxt.), pine (Avenar. ; Munst.), tur-

pentine (Castalio), are little better than gratuitous.

The rendering cedar has been defended by I'elletier,

who refers to the great abundance of this tree in

Asia, and the durability of its timber.

The Mohammedan equivalent is sfig, by which

Herbelot understands the Indian plane-tree. Two
principal conjectures, however, have been proposed

:

(1.) By Is. Vossius {Diss, de LXX. Interp. c. 12)

that '^5?3=:'^23,?"e«i'i; whence 1 "^^17, meaning

any trees of the resinous kind, such as pine, fir,

e^. (2.) By Fuller {Miscell. Sac. iv. 5), Bochart

{Phalei/, i. 4), Celsius {Uierobot. pt. i. p. 328),

Hasse {Entdeckungen, pt. ii. p. 78), that Gopher is

cypress, in favor of which opinion (adopted by
Gesen. Lex.) they adduce the similarity in sound

of gojjher and cypress {KVT:ap= yo(pep)\ the suit-

ability of the cypress for ship-building; and the

fact that this tree abounded in Babylonia, and more
particularly in Adiabene, where it supplied Alex-

ander with timber for a whole fleet (Arrian. vii. p.

161, ed. Steph.).

A tradition is mentioned in Eutychius {Annals,

p. 34) to the effect that the Ark was made of the

wood Sadj, by which is probably meant not the

ebony, but the Juniperus Sahina, a species of cy-

press (Bochart and Cels. ; Rosenm. Sc/iol. ad Gen.

vi. 14, and AUertkumsk. vol. iv. pt. 1). T. E. B.

GOR'GIAS {ropyias; [Alex. 1 Mace. iii. 38,

2 Mace. xii. 35, 37, topyeias; 1 Mace. iv. 5, Kop-
yias] ), a general in the service of Antiochus Epi-

phanes (1 Mace. iii. 38, avi]p Swarhs tu>v (pi\oov

Tov /SacTfAecos; cf. 2 Mace. viii. 9), who was ap-

pointed by his regent Lysias to a command in the

expedition against Juda;a b. c. 106, in which he

was defeated liy Judas Maccabaeus with great loss

(1 Mace. iv. 1 fl'.). At a later time (is. c. 164) he

held a garrison in Jamnia, and defeated the forces

of Joseph and Azarias, who attacked him contrary

to the orders of Judas (1 Mace. v. 56 ff". ; Joseph.

Ant. xii. 8, § 6; 2 Mace. xii. 32). The account

of Gorgias in 2 Mace, is very obscure. He is

represented there as acting in a military capacity

(2 jMacc. X. 14, ffrpaTriyhs rSiv riiTiav (?),

hardly of Coele-Syria, as Grimm {I. c.) takes it),

apparently in concert with the Idunia3ans; and

afterwards he is described, according to the present

text as, "governor of Idumsea " (2 Mace. xii. 32),

though it is possible (Grotius, Grimm, I. c.) that

the reading is an error for "governor of Jamnia"
(Joseph. Ant. xii. 8, § 6, o ttis 'lafj.veias arparr)-

•yos). The hostility of the Jews towards him is

described in strong terms (2 Mace. xii. 35, rhv

KardpaTOv, A. V. "that cursed man "); and while

his success is only noticed in passing, lii-j defeat

and flight are given in detail, though confusedly

(2 Mace. xii. 34-38 ; cf. Joseph. /. c).

The name itself was borne by one of Alexander's

generals, and occurs at later times among the east-

ern Greeks. B. F. W.

GORTY'NA {TopTvvai [rSprwa in 1 Mace]

,

in classical ^mters, T6pTvvci or roprvv- [Gortijna]),

a city of Crete, and in ancient times its most im-
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portant city, next to Cnossus. The only direct

Biblical interest of Gortyna is in the fact that it

appears from 1 ]\Iacc. xv. 23 to have contained

Jewish residents. [Ckkte.] The circumstance

alluded to in this passage took place in the reign

of Ptolemy Physcon; and it is possible that the

Jews had increased in Crete during the reign of

his predecessor I'tolemy Philometor, who received

many of them into Egypt, and who also rebuilt

some parts of Gortyna (Strab. x. p. 478). This

city was nearly half-way between the eastern and
western extremities of the island ; and it is worth

while to notice that it was near Fair Havens; so

that St. Paul may possibly have preached the gos-

pel there, when on his voyage to Home (Acts xxvii.

8, 9). Gortyna seems to have been the capital of

the island under the Romans. For the remains on
the old site and in the neighborhood, see the Mu-
seum of Classical Antiquities, ii. 277-280.

J. S. H.

,

GO'SHEN C|t»2: Teaefx; [Gen. xlvi. 29,

'Hpucov Tr6\is', for ver. 28 see below:] Gessen), a

word of uncertain etymology, the name of a part

of Egypt where the Israelites dwelt for the whole

period of their sojourn in that country. It is

usually called the "land of Goshen," 1W^ VT?^;

but also Goshen simply. It appears to have borne

another name, "the land of Rameses," V?W
DpP27"n (Gen. xlvii. 11), unless this be the name
of a district of (ioshen. The first mention of Go-
shen is in Joseph's message to his father: "Thou
shalt dwell in the land of Goshen, and thou shalt

be near unto me " (Gen. xlv. 10). This shows that

the territory was near the usual royal residence or

the residence of Joseph's Pharaoh. The dynasty

to which we assign this king, the fifteenth [Egypt;
JosKPn], appears to have resided part of the year

at Memphis, and part of the year, at harvest-time,

at Avaris on the Bubastita or Pelusiac branch of the

Nile : this, Manetho tells us, was the custom of the

first king (.Joseph, c. Apion. i. 14). In the account

of the arrival of Jacob it is said of the patriarch

:

" He sent Judah before him unto Joseph, to direct

his face unto Goshen ; and they came into the land

of Goshen. And Joseph made ready his chariot,

and went up to meet Israel his father, to Goshen "

(Gen. xln. 28, 29). This land was therefore be-

tween Joseph's residence at the time and the frontier

of Palestine, and apparently the extreme province

towards that frontier. The advice that Joseph

gave his brethren as to their conduct to Pharaoh

further characterizes the territory: " When Pharaoh

shaE call you, and shall say. What [is] your occu-

pation ? Then ye shall say. Thy servants have been

herdsmen of cattle (n2[7P "^^5^) from our youth

even until now, l)oth we [and] also our fathers:

that ye may dwell in the land of Goshen ; for every

shepherd ("JWU n^n) [is] an abomination unto

the Egyptians " (xlvi. 33, 34). It is remarkable

that in Coptic tyJOC signifies both " a shepherd "

and " disgrace " and the like (Kosellini, Monumenti
St07\ci, i. 177). This passage shows that Goshen
was scarcely regarded as a part of Egypt Proper,

and was not peopled by Egyptians -— ciiaracteristics

that would positively indicate a frontier province.

But it is not to be inferred that Goshen had no

Egyptian inhabitants at this period : at the time

cf the ten plagues such are distinctly mentioned.

GOSHEN
That there was, moreover, a foreign population be
sides the Israelites, seems evident from the account
of the calamity of Ephraim's house [Bkkiau],

and the mention of the 3"^ 3~]3? who went out at

the Exodus (Ex. xii. 38), notices referring to the
earlier and the later period of the sojourn. The
name Goshen itself appears to be Hebrew, or Semitic
— although we do not venture with Jerome to de-

rive it from Ctl'2— for it also occurs as the name
of a district and of a town in the south of Pales-

tine (infra, 2), where we could scarcely expect an
appellation of Egyptian origin unless given after

the Exodus, which in this case does not seem likely.

It is also noticeable that some of the names of

places in Goshen or its neighborhood, as certainly

Migdol and Baal-zephon, are Semitic [Baal-zk-
phon], the only j)ositive exceptions being the cities

Pithom and Kameses, built during the oppression.

The next mention of Goshen confirms the previous

inference that its position was between Canaan and
the Delta (Gen. xlvii. 1). The nature of the

country is indicated more clearly than in the pas-

sage last quoted in the answer of Pharaoh to the

request of Joseph's brethren, and in the account of

their settling: "And Pharaoh spake unto Joseph,

saying, Thy father and thy brethren are come unto
thee: the land of Egyjjt [is] before thee; in the

best of the land make thy father and brethren to

dwell: in the land of Goshen let them dwell: and
if tliou knowest [any] men of activity among them,
then make them rulers over my cattle. . . . And
Joseph placed his father and his brethren, and gave

them a possession in the land of F^gypt, in the best

of the land, in the land of Eameses, as Pharaoh
had commanded" (Gen. xlvii. 5, 0, 11). Goshen
was thus a pastoral country where some of Pha-
raoh's cattle were kept. The expression " in the

best of the land," ^^i^K^ ^^"^^5 (eV t?? /8fA-

Ti'tTTTj yfj,
in ojifimo loco), must, we think, be rel-

ative, the best of the land for a pastoral people

(although we do not accept Jlichaehs' reading

S J o -

" pastures " by comparison with i»_}«Js«jO, Suppl.

p. 1072; see Gesen. Thes. s. v. 2tO*'Kl), for in the

matter of fertility the richest parts of Egypt are

those nearest to the Nile, a position which, as will

be seen, we cannot assign to Goshen. The suf-

ficiency of this tract for the Israelites, their pros-

perity there, and their virtual separation, as is

evident from the account of the plagues, from the

great body of the Egyptians, must also be borne in

mind. The clearest indications of the exact position

of Goshen are those afforded by the narrative of

the Exodus. The Israelites set out from the town

of Kameses in the land of Goshen, made two days"

journey to " the edge of the wilderness," and in one

day more reached the Red Sea. At the starting-

point two routes lay belbre them, " the waj' of the

land of the Philistines . . . that [was] near," and

"the way of the wilderness of the Red Sea" (Ex.

xiii. 17, 18). From these indications we infer that

the land of Goshen must have in part been near

the eastern side of the ancient Delta, Rameses ly-

ing within the valley now called the Wc'idi-t-Turiwy-

liit, about thirty miles in a direct course from the

ancient western shore of the Arabian Gulf [E.v-

or)U.s, the].

The results of the foregoing exaunnation of

Biblical evidence are that the land of Goshen laj
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between the eastern part of the ancient Delta and

the western border of Palestine, that it was scarcely

a part of Egypt Proper, was inhabited by other

foreigners besides the Israelites, and was in its

geographical names rather Semitic than Egyptian

;

that it was a pasture-land, especially suited to a

shepherd-people, and sufficient for the Israelites,

who tliere prospered, and were separate from the

main body of the Egyptians ; and lastly, that one

of its towns lay near the western extremity of the

Wddi-t- Tumeyldt. These indications, except only

that of sufficiency, to be afterwards considered, seem

to us decisively to indicate the Wckli-t- Tumeyldt,

the valley along which anciently llowed the canal

of the Ked Sea. Other identifications seem to us

to be utterly untenable. If with Lepsius we place

Goshen below Heliopolis, near Bubastis and Bil-

beys, the distance from the Ked Sea of three days'

journey of the Israelites, and the separate character

of the country, are violently set aside. If we con-

sider it the same as the Bucolia, we have either the

same difficulty as to the distance, or we must imagine

a route almost wholly through the wilderness, in-

stead of only for the last third or less of its distance.

Having thus concluded that the land of Goshen

appears to have corresponded to the Wddi-t- Tumey-
ldt. we have to consider whether the extent of this

tract would be sufficient for the sustenance of the

Israehtes. The superficial extent of the Wddi-t-

Tumeyldt, if we include the whole cultivable part

of the natural valley, which may somewhat exceed

that of the tract bearing this appellation, is prob-

ably under 60 square geographical miles. If we
suppose the entire Israelite population at the time

of the Exodus to have been 1,800,000, and the

whole population, including Egyptians and foreign-

ers other than the Israelites, about 2,000,000, this

would give no less than between 30,000 and -10,000

inhabitants to the square mile, which would be

half as dense as the ordinary population of an

eastern city. It must be remembered, however,

that we need not suppose the Israelites to have

been limited to the valley for pasture, but like the

Arabs to have led their flocks into fertile tracts of

the deserts around, and that we have taken for our

estimate an extreme sum, that of the people at the

Exodus. For the greater part of the sojourn their

numbers must have been far lower, and before the

Exodus they seem to have been partly spread about

the territory of the oppressor, although collected at

Rameses at the time of their departure. One very

large place, like the Shepherd-stronghold of Avaris,

which Manetho relates to have had at the first a
garrison of 240,000 men, would also greatly dimin-

ish the disproportion of population to superficies.

The very small superficial extent of Egypt in rela-

tion to the population necessary to the construction

of the vast monuments, and the maintenance of the

great armies of the Pharaohs, requires a different

proportion to that of other countries— a condition

fully explained by the extraordinary fertihty of the

soil. Even now, when the population is almost at

the lowest point it has reached in history, when vil-

lages have replaced towns, and hamlets villages, it is

still denser than that of our rich and thickly-pop-

ulated Yorkshire. We do not think, therefore, that

the small superficies presents any serious difficulty.

Thus far we have reasoned alone on the evidence

of the Hebrew text. The LXX. version, however,

presents some curious evidence which must not be

f/assed by unnoticed. The testimony of this ver-

sion in any Egyptian matter is not to be disre-
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garded, although in this particular case too much
stress should not be laid on it, since the tradition

of Goshen and its inhabitants must have become
very faint among the Egyptians at the time when
the Pentateuch was translated, and we have no
warrant for attributing to the translator or trans-

lators any more than a general and popular knowl-

edge of Egyptian matters. In Gen. xlv. 10, for

"|K.''2 the LXX. has reae/j. 'Apa^ias- The ex-

planatory word may be understood either as mean-
ing that Goshen lay in the region of Lower Egypt
to the east of the Delta, or else as indicating that

the Arabian Nome was partly or wholly the same.

In the latter case it must be remembered that the

Nonies very anciently were far more extensive than
under the Ptolemies. On either supposition the

passage is favorable to our identification. In Gen.

xlvi. 28, instead of )W^ n^"nSI, the LXX. has

Kad' 'Hpdwv it6Kiv, iv yrj 'Pa^eercrj; (or els yrju

'Pafifaaii), seemingly identifying Kanieses with

Heroopolis. It is scarcely possible to fix the site

of the latter town, but there is no doubt that it

lay in the valley not far from the ancient head of

the Aral)ian Gulf. Its position is too near the gulf

for the Kameses of Scripture, and it was probably

chosen merely because at tlie time when the trans-

lation was made it was the chief place of the terri-

tory where the Israelites had been. It must be

noted, however, that in Ex. i. 11, the LXX., fol-

lowed by the Coptic, reads, instead of " Pithom
and Raamses," t^v re Ueidcv, kuI 'Pa/xeacrri, Ka\

"nf, ri effTLV 'HAiouTroAiy. Eusebius identifies

Rameses with Avaris, the Shepherd-stronghold on
the Pelusiac branch of the Nile (ap. Cramer,
Anecd. Paris, ii. p. 174). The evidence of the

LXX. version therefore lends a general support to

the theory we have advocated. [See Exouus,
THE.] R. S. P.

2. (^U?2: Tocr6fj.- [Gosen; Josh. x. 41, in

Vulg. ed.'l590,] Gesse7i, [ed. 159-3,] Cozen) the

" land" or the "country (both y~!i^) of Goshen,"

is twice named as a district in Southern Palestine

(.losh. X. 41, xi. 16). From the first of these it

would seem to have lain between Gaza and Gibeon,

and therefore to be some part of the maritime plain

of Judah ; but in the latter passage, that plain—
the Shefelah, is expressly specified in addition to

Goshen (here with the article). In this place too

the situation of Goshen — if the order of the state-

ment be any indication— would seem to be between

the "south" and the Shefelah (A. V. "valley").

If Goshen was any portion of this rich plain, is it

not possible that its fertility may have suggested

the name to the Israelites ? but this is not more
than mere conjecture. On the other hand the

name may be far older, and may retain a trace of

early intercourse between Egypt and the south of

the promised land. For such intercourse comp. 1

Chr. vii. 21.

3. [rocro/i : 6'osew.] A town of the same name
is once mentioned in company with Del)ir, Socoh,

and others, as in the mountains of Judah (.Josh.

XV. 51). There is nothing to connect this place

with the district last spoken of. It has not yet

been identified. G.

GOSPELS. The name Gospel (from god and

spell, Ang. Sax. good message or news, which is »

translation of the Greek evayye\tov) is applied to

the four inspired histories of the life and teaching
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of Christ contained in the New Testament, of which

separate accounts will be given in their place.

[Matthew; Mark; Luke; John.] It may be

fairly said that the geiniineness of these four nar-

ratives rests upon better evidence than that of any

other ancient writings. They were all composed

during the latter half of the first century : those

of St. Matthew and St. INIark some years before

the destruction of Jerusalem; that of St. Luke

probably about A. D. 64; and that of St. John

towards the close of the century. Before the end

of the second century, there is abundant evidence

that tlie four Gospels, as one collection, were gen-

erally used and accepted. Irenoeus, who sutlered

martyrdom about A. u. 202, the disciple of Poly-

carp and Papias, who, from havmg been in Asia,

in Gaul, and in Home, had ample means of know-

ing the belief of various churches, says that the

authority of the four Gospels was so far confirmed

that even the heretics of his time could not reject

them, but were obhged to attempt to prove their

tenets out of one or other of them ( L'onti: Ilcer. iii.

11, § 7). TertuUian, in a work written about A. d.

208, mentions the four Gospels, two of them as the

work of Apostles, and two as that of the disciples

of Apostles (fipostolici) ; and rests tlieir authority

on their apostolic origin (Adv. Marcion. lib. iv. c.

2). Origen, who was born about A. D. 185, and

died A. D. 253, describes the Gospels in a charac-

a * Theophilus does not use the term " Evangelists,"'

but speaks of " the Prophets " of the Old Testament

and " the Gospels " as alike divinely inspired (Ad

Autol. lib. iii. c. 12, p. 218, ed. Otto), and expressly

names John as among those " moved by the Spirit,"

quoting John i. 1 (ibid. ii. 22, p. 120). After citing a

passage from the Uook of Proverbs on the duty of

chastity, lie says, " But the Kvangelic voice teaches

purity yet more imperatively," quoting Matt. v. 28, 32

(ibiiL iii. 13). Further on, he introduces a quotation

from Matthew with the expression, " The Gospel says "

(ibid. iii. 14).

Among the writers who bear testimony to the gen-

eral reception of the Gospels by Christians before the

close of the second century, Clement might well have

been mentioned, who succeeded Pantrenus as president

of the celebrated Catechetical School at Alexandria

about A. D. 190. and was one of the most learned men
of his age. His citations from all the Gospels as

authoritative are not only most abundant, but he ex-

pressly speaks of " the four Gospels which have been

handed down to us," in contrast with an obscure

apocryphal book, " The Gospel according to the Egyp-

tians," used by certain heretics (Strom, iii. 13, 0pp.

p. 553, ed. Potter). A.
b * The Muratorian fragment expressly designates

the Gospels of Luke and John as the " third " and
" fourth " in order ; and the imperfect sentence with

which it begins applies to Mark. A note of time in

the document itself appears to indicate that it was

composed not far from A. D. 170, perhaps earlier ; but

the question of the date is not wholly free from diffi-

culty. Ilecent critical editions and di.scussions of this

interesting relic of Christian antiquity may be found

in Credner's Gesrh. des Neiitest. Knnon, heraiiss;. von
Volkmar (Berl. 1860), pp. 141-170, 341-364 ; Hilgen-

feld'S Der Kanoii n. die Kntih des N. T. (Halle, 1863),

pp. 39^3 ; and Westcott's Hist, of the Cnnon of the

N. T., 2d ed. (Lond. 1866), pp. 184-193, 466^80.
The statements that follow in the text in regard to

early citations from the Gospels require some modifica-

tion. The earliest formal quotation from any of the

Gospels appears to be found in the epistle ascribed to

Barnabas (see Barnabas), where the saying " Many are

sailed, but few chosen ' is introduced by ws yiypairra:,

"as it is written " (Barnab. c. 4 ; Matt. xxii. 14). With
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teristic strain of metaphor as " the [four] elementa

of the Church's faitli, of which the whole world,

reconciled to God in Christ, is composed " (In

Johan. [tom. i. § 6]). Elsewhere, in connnenting

on the opening words of St. Luke, he draws a line

between the inspired Gospels and such productions

as "the Gospel according to the Egyptians," " the

Gospel of the Twelve," and the like (Homil. in

Luc, 0pp. iii. 932 f.). Although Theophilus, who
became sixth (seventh V ) bishop of Antioch about

A. i>. 108, speaks only of "the Evangelists," with-

out adding their names (Ad Autol. iii. pp. 124, 125),

we n)ight fairly conclude with Gie.seler that he

refers to the collection of four, already known in

his time." But from Jerome we know that The-

ophilus arranged the records of the four E\ angelists

into one work (Epist. ad Alyas. iv. p. 197). Tatian,

who died about A. D. 170 (?), compiled a Dhtt^s-

suron, or Harmony of the Gospels. The Muratorian

fragment (Muratori, Antiq. It. iii. p. 854; Eouth,

B.d. Sacr. vol. iv. [vol. i. ed. alt.] ), which, even if

it be not by Caius and of the second century, is at

least a very old monument of the Roman Church,

describes the Gospels of Luke and John ; but time

and carelessness seem to have destroyed the sen-

tences relating to ]Matthew and Mark.'' Another
source of evidence is open to us, in the citations

from the Gospels found in the earliest writers. Bar-

nabas, Clemens liomanus, and Pol3cai-p, C|uote pas-

this exception, there is no express reference to any
written Gospel in the remains of the so-called Apostol-

ical Fathers. Clement of Rome (Epist. cc. 13, 46) and
Polycarp (Epist. cc. 2, 7), using the expression, "The
Lord said," or its equivalent, quote sayings of Christ

in a form agreeing in essential meaning, but not ver-

bally, with passages in Matthew and Luke : except

that in Polycarp two short sentences, " Judge not,

that ye be not judged," and " The spirit indeed is

willing, but the tlesh is weak," are given precisely as

we have them in Matthew. The epistles attributed

to Ignatius have a cousideiuble number of expressions

which appear to imply an acquaintance witli words of

Christ preserved by Matthew and John ; but they con-

tain no formal quotation of the Gospels ; and the un-
certainty respecting both the authorship and the text

of these epistles is such as to make it unsafe to rest

any argument on them. In regard to the Apostolical

Fathers in general, it is obvious that the words of

Jesus and the facts in his history which they have
recorded may have been derived by them from oral

tradition. Their writings serve to confirm the truth

of the Gospels, but cannot be appealed to as affording

direct proof of their genuineness.

When we come to Justin Slartyr, however, we stand

on firmer ground. He, indeed, does not name the

Evangelists ; and it cannot be said that " many of his

quotations are found verbatim in the Oospel of John."
His quotations, however, from the " Memoirs of the

Apostles," or " Memoirs composed by the Apostles,

which are called Gospels " (Apol. i. c. 66), or as he de-

scribes them in one place more particularly, " Memoirs
composed by Apostles of Christ and their companions "

(Dial. c. Tri/pli. c. 103), are such as to leave no reason-

ahle doubt of his use of the first three Gospels ; and
his use of the fourth Gospel, though contested by most

of the critics of the Tiibingen school, is now conceded

even by Hilgenfeld (Zeitschr. f. tviss. Theol. 1865, p.

336). The subject of Justin Martyr's quotations is dis-

cussed in a masterly manner by Mr. Norton in his

Genuineness of the Gospels, i. 200-239, and with fuller

detail by Semisch, Die aposlol. Denktviirdiskeiten des

M&rtyrers Justinus(iia.vah. 1848), and Westcott (History

of the Canon of the N. T., 2d ed.. pp. 83-145). It

must not be forgotten that the " Jlemoirs of the

Apostles " used by Justin Martyr were sacTel books.
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sages from them, but not with verbal exactness.

The testimony of Justin Martyr (born about a. d.

99, martyred a. d. 105) is much fuller; many of

his quotations are found verbatim in the Gospels of

St. Matthew, St. Luke, and St. John, and possibly

of St. Mark also, whose words it is more difficult to

separate. The quotations from St. Matthew are

the most numerous. In historical references, the

mode of quotation is more free, and the narrative

occasionally unites those of Matthew and Luke : in

a very few cases he alludes to matters not mentioned

in the canonical Gospels. Besides these, St. Mat-

thew appears to be quoted by the author of the

Epistle to Diognetus, by Hegesippus, Irenreus, Ta-

tian, Athenagoras, and Theophilus. Eiisebius re-

cords that Pantoenus found in India ( ? the south

of Arabia ? ) Christians who used the Gospel of St.

Matthew. All this shows that long before the end

of the second century the Gospel of St. Matthew

was in general use. From the fact that St. Mark's

Gospel has few places peculiar to it, it is more

difficult to identify citations not expressly assigned

to him ; but Justin Martyr and Athenagoras appear

to quote his Gospel, and Irenoeus does so by name.

St. Luke is quoted by Justin, Irenseus, Tatian,

Athenagoras, and Theophilus ; and St. John by all

of these, with the addition of Ignatius, the Epistle

to Diognetus, and Polycrates. From these we may
conclude that before the end of the second century

the Gospel collection was well known and in general

use. There is yet another line of evidence. The
heretical sects, as well as the Fathers of the Church,

knew the Gospels; and as there was the greatest

hostility between them, if the Gospels had become
known in the Church after the dissension arose,

the heretics would never have accepted them as

genuine from such a quarter. But the Gnostics

and Marcionites arose early in the second century

;

and therefore it is probable that the Gospels were

then accepted, and thus they are traced back almost

to the times of the Apostles (Olshausen). Upon a

review of all the witnesses, from the Apostolic

Fathers down to the Canon of the Laodicean Council
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read in the churches on the Lord's day, in connection
with the Prophets of the Old Testament (Justin, Apol.

i. c. 67). The supposition that in the interval of 25
or 30 years between the time of Justin and Irenasus

these books disappeared, aud a wholly different set was
silently substituted in tlieir place thi-oughout the
Christian world, is utterly incredible. The " Memoirs "'

therefore of which Justin speaks must have been our
present Gospels.

The importance of the subject will justify the inser-

tion of the following remarks of Mr. Norton on the

peculiar nature of the evidence for the genuineness of

the Gospels. lie observes :

" The mode of reasoning by which we may estabUsh
the genuineness of the Gospels has been regarded as

much more analogous than it is to that by which we
prove historically the genuineness of other ancient

books ; that is to say, through the mention of their

titles and authors, and quotations from and notices of

them, in individual, unconnected writers. This mode
of reasoning is, in its nature, satisfiictory ; aud would
be so in its application to the Gospels, if the question
of their genuineness did not involve the most moment-
ous of all questions in the history of our race, —
whether Christianity be a special manifestation of God"s
love toward man, or only the most remarkable devel-

opment of those tendencies to fanaticism which exist

In human nature. Reasoning in the manner supposed.
we find their genuineness unequivocally asserted by
Irenaeus

;
we may satisfy ourselves that they were

received as genuine by Justin Martyr ; we find the

in 304, and that of the third Council of Carthage

in 397, in both of which the four Gospels are num-
bered in the Canon of Scripture, there can liardly

be room for any candid person to doubt that from
the first the four Gospels were recognized as genuine

and as inspired ; that a sharp line of distinction waa
drawn between them and the so-called apocryphal

Gospels, of which the number was very great; that,

from the citations of passages, the Gospels bearing

these four names were the same as those which we
possess in our Bibles under the same names; that

unbelievers, like Celsus, did not deny the genuine-

ness of the Gospels, even when rejecting their con-

tents ; and, lastly, that heretics thought it necessary

to plead some kind of sanction out of the Gospels

for their doctrines : nor could they venture on the

easier path of an entire rejection, because the

Gospels were everywhere known to be genuine. As
a matter of literary history, nothing can be better

established than the genuineness of the Gospels;

and if in these latest times they have been assailed,

it is plain that theological doubts have been con-

cerned in the attack. The authority of the books has

been denied from a wish to set aside their contents.

Out of a mass of authorities the following may be

selected: Norton, Onihe Genuineness of the Gospels,

2 vols. London, 18-17, 2d ed. [3 vols. Cambridge
and Boston, 1846-48] ; Kirchhofer, Quellensamm-

lunfi ziir Gescliichte iks iV. T. Canons, Ziirich,

1844; De Wette, Lehrbuch der hist.-krit. Kinlei-

tunr/, etc., 5th ed., Berlin, 1852 [translated by F.

Frothingham, Boston, 1858 ; Gtli ed. of the original,

by Messner and Liinemann, Berl. 1860] ; Hug's
Einleitung, etc., Fosdick's [American] translation,

with Stuart's Notes [Andover, 1836] ; Olshausen,

Blblischer Commentar, Introduction, and his

Echtlieit der vier canon. Evangelien, 1823; Jer.

Jones, Jfethod of setilin(j the Canonical Authority

of the iV. T., Oxford, 1798, 2 vols.; F. C Baur,

Krit. Untersuchungen iiber die kanon. Evangelien,

Tiibingen, 1847; Reuss, Geschichte der heiligen

Schriftm N. T. [4th ed., Braunschweig, 1864]

;

Dean Alford's Greek Testament, Prolegomena, vol.

Gospels of Matthew and Mark mentioned in the be-

ginning of the second century by Papias j^^id to the

genuineness of St. Luke's Gospel we have his own
attestation in the Acts of the Apostles. Confining

ourselves to this narrow mode of proof, we arrive at

what in a common case would be a satisfactory con-

clusion. But when we endeavor to strengthen this

evidence by appealing to the writings ascribed to

Apostolical Fathers, we in fact weaken its force. At
the very extremity of the chain of evidence, where it

ought to be strongest, we are attaching defective links

which will bear no weight.

But the direct historical evidence for the genuine-

ness of the Gospels ... is of a very different kind
from what we have just been considering. It consists

in the indisputable fact, that throughout a community
of millions of individuals, scattered over Europe, Asia,

and Africa, the Gospels were regarded with the highest

reverence, as the works of those to whom they are

ascribed, at so early a period that there could be no
difficulty in determining whether they were geuuine

or not, and when every intelligent Christian mu.st have

been deeply interested to ascertain the truth. And
this fact does not merely involve the testimony of t!ie

great body of Christians to the genuineness of tlie

Gospels ; it is itself a phenomenon admitting of nn

explanation, except that the four Gospels liai] all been

handed down as genuine from the Apostolic age, and

had every where accompanied our religion as it spread

through the world." {Genuinentxs of the Gospels,

vol. i. Additional Notes, p. cclxix. f.; A.
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i. ; Rev. B. F. Westcott's Histm-y of N. T. Canon,

London, 1859 [2d ed. 1866] ; Gieseler, Histm-isch-

kritischer Vvrsuch iiber die Kmiehung, cj-c, dei-

schriftUchen Evam/dien, Leipzig, 1818. [For

other works on the subject, see the addition to this

article.]

On comparing these four books one with another,

a peculiar difficulty claims attention, which has had

much to do with the controversy as to their geiuiine-

ness. In the fourtli (iospel the narrative coincides

with that of the other three in a few passages only.

Putting aside the account of the Passion, there are

only three facts which John relates in common with

the other Evangelists. Two of these are, the feed-

ing of the five thousand, and the storm on the Sea

of GaHlee (ch. vi.), which appear to be introduced

in connection with the discourse that arose out of

the miracle, related by John alone. The third is

the anointing of His feet by Mary; and it is worthy

of notice that the narrative of John recalls some-

thing of each of the other three : the actions of the

woman are drawn from Luke, the ointment and its

value are described in Mark, and the admonition

to Judas apijears in Matthew ; and John combines

in his narrative all these particulars. Whilst the

three present the life of Jesus in Galilee, John fol-

lows him into Judai-a ; nor should we know, but for

him, that our Lord had journeyed to Jerusalem at

the prescribed feasts. Gnly one discourse of our

Lord that was delivered in Galilee, that in the 6th

chapter, is recorded by John. The disciple whom
Jesus loved had it put into his mind to write a

Gospel which should more expressly than the others

set forth Jesus as the Incarnate Word of God : if

he also had in view the beginnings of the errors of

Cerinthus and others before him at the time, as

Irenajus and .lerome assert, the polemical purpose

is quite subordinate to the dogmatic. He does not

war against a temporary error, but preaches for all

time that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, in

order that believing we may have life through His

name. Now many of the facts omitted by St. John

and recorded by the rest are such as would have

contributed most directly to this great design ; why

then ar^^hey omitted ? The received explanation

is the ffty satisfactory one, namely, that John,

WTiting last, at the close of the first centur}', had

seen the other Gospels, and purposely abstained

from writing anew what they had sufficiently re-

corded. [John.]

In the other three Gospels there is a great amount

of agreement. If we suppose the history that they

contain to be divided into sections, in 42 of these

all the three narratives coincide, 12 more are given

by JNIatthew and IMark only, 5 by Mark and Luke

only, and 14 by Matthew and Luke. To these

must be added .5 peculiar to Matthew, 2 to Mark,

and 9 to Luke; and the enumeration is complete.

But this applies only to general coincidence as to

the facts narrated: the amount of verbal coinci-

dence, that is, tlie passages either verbally the same,

or coinciding in the use of many of the same words,

is much smaller. " By far the larger portion,"

says Professor Andrews Norton (
Gemcineness, i. p.

240, 2d ed. [Addit. Notes, p. evil, f, Amer. ed.]),

" of this verbal agreement is found in the recital

of the words of others, and particularly of the words

of Jesus. Thus, in Matthew's Gospel, the passages

verbally coincident with one or both of the other

two Gospels amount to less than a sixth part of its

contents; and of this about seven eighths occur in

the recital of the words of others, and only about
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one eighth in what, by way of distinction, I may
call mere narrative, in which the Evangelist, speak-

ing in his own person, was unrestrained in the

choice of his expressions. In Mark, the proportion

of coincident passages to the whole contents of the

Gospel is about one sixth, of which not one fifth

occurs in the narrative. Luke has still less agree-

ment of expression with the other Evangelists.

The passages in which it is found amount only to

about a tenth part of his Gospel; and but an in-

considerable portion of it appears in the narrative

— less than a twentieth part. These proportions

should be ftn'ther compared with those which the

narrative part of each Gospel bears to that in which

the words of others are professedly repeated. Mat-

thew's narrative occupies about one fourth of his

Gospel ; Jlark's about one half, and Luke's about one

third. It may easily be computed, therefore, that

the proportion of verbal coincidence found in the nar-

rative part of each Gospel, compared with what ex-

ists in the other part, is about in the following

ratios ; in ^Matthew as one to somewhat more than

two. in Mark as one to four, and in Luke as one to

ten."

Without going minutely into the examination

of examples, which would be desirable if space per-

mitted, the leading facts connected with the sub-

ject may be thus summed up: The verbal and

material agreement of the three first Evangelists is

such as does not occur in any other authors who
have written independently of one another. The
verbal agreement is greater where the spoken words

of others are cited than where facts are recorded

;

and greatest in quotations of the words of our Lord.

But in some leading events, as in the call of the

four first disciples, that of Matthew, and the Trans-

figuration, the agreement even in expression is

remarkable: there are also narratives where there

is no verbal harmony in the outset, but only in the

crisis or emphatic part of the story (Matt. viii. 3=
Mark i. 41 = Luke v. 13, and Matt. xiv. 19, 20=
Mark vi. 41-43 := Luke ix. 16, 17). The narratives

of our Lord's early life, as given by St. Matthew

and St. Luke, have little in common ; while St.

Mark does not include that part of the history in

his plan. The agreement in the narrative portions

of the Gospels begins with the Baptism of John,

and reaches its highest point in the account of the

Passion of our Lord and the facts that preceded it

;

so that a direct ratio might almost be said to exist

between the amount of agreement and the nearness

of the facts related to the Passion. After this

event, in the account of His burial and resurrection,

the coincidences are few. The language of all three

is Greek, with Hebrew idioms: the Hebraisms are

most abundant in St. Mark, and fewest in St. Luke.

In quotations from the Old Testament, the Evange-

lists, or two of them, sometimes exhibit a verb.al

agreement, although they diflfer from the Hebrew

and from the Septuagint version (Matt. iii. 3 =
Mark i. 3= Luke iii. 4. Matt. iv. 10= Luke iv.

8. Matt, xi, 10= Mark i. 2= Luke vii. 27, &c.).

Except as to 24 verses, the Gospel of Mark con-

tains no principal facts which are not found in

Matthew and Luke ; but he often supplies details

omitted by them, and these are often such as would

belong to the graphic account of an eye-witness.

There are no cases in which Matthew and Luke

exactly harmonize, where Mark does not also coin-

cide with them. In several places the words of

Mark have something in common with each of the

other narratives, so as to form a connecting link
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between them, where their words slightly difter.

The examples of verbal agreement between IMark

and Luke are not so long or so numerous as those

between Matthew and Luke, and ]\Iatthew and

Mark; but as to the arrangement of events JIark

and Luke frequentl}- coincide, where Matthew differs

from them. These are the leading particulars; but

they are very far from giving a complete notion of

a phenomenon that is well worthy of that attention

and reverent study of the sacred text by which

alone it can be fully and fairly apprehended.

These facts exhibit the three Gospels as three

distinct records of the life and works of the Re-

deemer, but with a greater amount of agreement

than three wholly independent accounts could be

expected to exhibit. The agreement would be no

difficulty, without the differences; it would only

mark the one divine source from which they are

all derived — the Holy Spirit, who spake by the

prophets. The difference of form and style, with-

out the agreement, would offer no difficulty, since

there may be a substantial harmony between ac-

counts that differ greatly in mode of expression,

and the very difference might be a guarantee of

independence. The harmony and the variety, the

agreement and the differences, form together the

problem with which Biblical critics have occupied

themselves for a century and a half.

The attempts at a solution are so many, that

they can be more easily classified than enumerated.

The first and most obvious suggestion would be,

that the narrators made use of each other's work.

Accordingly Grotius, Mill, Wetstein, Griesbach, and

many others, have endeavored to ascertain which

Gospel is to be regarded as the first; which is

copied from the first; and which is the last, and

copied frtun the other two. It is remarkable that

enc'i of the six possible combinations has found

advocates; and this of itself proves the uncertainty

of the theory (Bp. Marsh's Miclidelis, iii. p. 172;

De Wette, f/imdbiich, § 22 ff.) When we are told

by men of research that the Gospel of St. Mark is

plainly founded upon the other two, as Griesbach,

Biisching, and others assure us; and again, that

the Gospel of St. Jlark is certainly the primitive

Gospel, on which the other two are founded, as by

VViUce, Bruno Baiter, and others, both sides relying

mainly on facts that lie within the compass of the

text, we are not disposed to expect much fruit from

the discussion. But the theory in its crude form

is in itself most improbable; and the wonder is

that so much time and leaniing have been devoted

to it. It assumes that an Evangelist has taken up
the work of his predecessor, and without substantial

alteration ha,s made a few changes in form, a few

additions and retrenchments, and has then allowed

the whole to go forth under his name. Whatever
order of the three is adopted to favor the hj^othesis,

the omission by the second or third, of matter in-

serted by the first^ offers a great difficulty ; since it

would indicate a tacit opinion that these passages

are either less useful or of less authority than the

rest. The nature of the alterations is not such as

we should expect to find in an age little given to

Uterary composition, and in writings so simple and
unlearned as these are admitted to be. The re-

placement of a word by a synonym, neither more
nor less apt, the omission of a saying in one place

and insertion of it in another, the occasional trans-

position of events ; these are not in conformity with

the habits of a time in which composition was little

studied, and only practiced as a necessity. Besides,

60
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such deviations, which in writers wholly independ-
ent of each other are only the guarantee of their

independence, cannot appear in those who copy
from each other, without showing a certain willful-

ness— an intention to contradict and alter— that

seems quite irreconcilable with any view of inspira-

tion. These general objections will be found to

take a still more cogent shape against any particular

form of this hypothesis : whether it is attempted to

show that the Gospel of St. Mark, as the shortest,

is also the earliest and primitive Gospel, or tliat

this very Gospel bears evident signs of being the

latest, a compilation from the other two; or that

the order in the canon of Scripture is also the

chronological order — and all these views have

found defenders at no distant date— the theory

that each Evangelist only copied from his predeces-

sor offers the same general features, a plausible

argument from a few facts, which is met by in-

superable difficulties as soon as the remaining facts

are taken in (Gieseler, pp. 35, 36; Bp. Marsh's

Jfichaelis, vol. iii., part ii. p. 171 if.).

The supposition of a common original from

which the three Gospels were drawn, each with

more or less modification, would naturally occur

to those who rejected the notion that the Evange-
lists had copied from each other. A passage of

Epiphanius has been often quoted in support of

this (Hceres. li. G), but the e| avrrjs t^s tttjytjt

no doubt refers to the inspiring Spirit from which

all three drew their authority, and not to any
earthly copy, written or oral, of His divine mes-

sage. The best notion of that class of specula-

tions which would establish a written document as

the common original of the three Gospels, will be

gained perhaps from Bishop Marsh's (Michdel/s,

vol. iii. part ii.) account of Eichhorn's hypothesis,

and of his own additions to it. It appeared to

Eichhorn that the portions which are connnon to

all the three Gospels were contained in a certain

common document, from which they all drew.

Niemeyer had already assumed that copies of such

a document had got into circulation, and had been

altered and annotated by different hands. Now
Eichhorn tries to show, from an exact comparison

of passages, that " the sections, whether gfcat or

small, which are common to St. jMatthew and St.

Mark, but not to St. Luke, and at the same time

occupy places in the Gospels of St. Matthew and
St. Mark which correspond to each other, were ad-

ditions made in the copies used by St. ^Matthew

and St. JIark, but not in the copy used by St.

Luke; and, in like manner, that the sections found

in the coiTesponding places of the Gospels of St.

Mark and St. Luke, but not contained in the Gos-

pel of St. Matthew, were additions made in the

copies used by St. Mark and St. Luke" (p. 192).

Thus Eichhorn considers himself entitled to assume
that he can reconstruct the original document, and

also that there must have been four other docu-

ments to account for the phenomena of the text.

Thus he makes —
1. The original document.

2. An altered copy which St. Matthew used.

3. An altered copy which St. Luke used.

4. A third copy, made from the two preceding,

used by St. Marli.

5. A fourth altered copy, used by St. Matthew

and St. Luke in common.
As there is no external evidence worth consider-

ing that this original or any of its mnnerous copies

ever existed, the value of this elaborate hy[)Othesis
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must depend upon its furnishing the only explana-

tion, and that a sufficient one, of the facts of the

text. Bishop Marsh, however, finds it necessary,

in order to complete the account of the text, to

raise the number of documents to eight, still with-

out producing any external evidence for the exist-

ence of any of them; and this, on one side, de-

prives Eichhorn's theory of the merit of complete-

ness, and, on the other, presents a much broader

surface to the obvious objections. He assumes the

existence of

—

1. A Hebrew original.

2. A Greek translation.

3. A transcript of No. 1, with alterations and

additions.

4. Another, with another set of alterations and

additions.

5. Another, combining both the preceding, used

by St. Mark, who also used No. 2.

6. Another, with the alterations and additions

of No. 3, and with further additions, used by St.

Matthew.

7. Another, with those of No. 4 and further ad-

ditions, used by St. Luke, who also used No. 2.

8. A wholly distinct Hebrew document, in which

our Lord's precepts, parables, and discourses were

recorded, but not in chronological order ; used both

by St. Matthew and St. Luke.

To this it is added, that " as the Gospels of St.

Mark and St. Luke contain Greek translations of

Hebrew materials, which were incorporated into

St. Matthew's Hebrew Gospel, the person who trans-

lated St. JNLatthew's Hebrew Gospel into Greek fre-

quently derived assistance from the Gospel of St.

Mark, where he had matter in connection with

St. Matthew: and in those places, but in those

places only, where St. Mark had no matter in con-

nection with St. Matthew, he had frequently re-

course to St. Luke's Gospel" (p. 361). One is

hardly surprised after this to learn that Eichhorn

soon after put forth a revised hypothesis (Enleitung

in das N. T. 1804), in which a supposed Greek

translation of a supposed Aramaic original took a

conspicuous part ; nor that Hug was able to point

out that even the most liberal assumption of written

documents had not provided for one case, that of

the verbal agreement of St. Mark and St. Luke, to

the exclusion of St. JIatthew; and which, though

it is of rare occurrence, would require, on Eich-

horn's theory, an additional Greek version.

It will be allowed that this elaborate hypothesis,

whether in the form given it by INIarsh or by Eich-

horn, possesses almost every fault that can he

charged against an argument of that kind. Eor

every new class of facts a new document must be

assumed to have existed ; and Hug's objection does

not really weaken the theory, since the new class

of coincidences he mentions only requires a new
version of the "original Gospel,"' which can be

supplied on demand. A theory so prolific in as-

sumptions may still stand, if it can be proved that

no other solution is possible; but since this cannot

ibe shown, even as against the modified theory of

iGratz {Neiier Versuch, etc., 1812), then we are

reminded of the schoolman's caution, entin iron

sunt multtpUcmida pnetei- necessitaiem. To assume

for every new class of facts the existence of another

complete edition and recension of the original work

is quite gratuitous ; the documents might have been

as easily supposed to be fragmentary memorials,

wrought in by the Evangelists into the web of the

original Gospel ; or the coincidences might be, as
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interpolated by portions of another. Then the

"original Gospel" is supposed to have been of

such authority as to be circulated everywhere : yet

so defective, as to require annotation from any
hand ; so Uttle reverenced, that no hand spared it.

If all the Evangelists agreed to draw from such a
work, it must have been widely if not uni\ersally

accepted in the Church ; and yet there is no record

of its existence. The force of this dilemma has

been felt by the supporters of the theory: if the

work was of high authority, it would have been

preserved, or at least mentioned; if of lower au-

thority, it could not have become the basis of three

canonical Gospels : and various attempts have been

made to escape from it. Bertholdt tries to find

traces of its existence in the titles of works other

than our present Gospels, which were current in

the earliest ages; but Gieseler has so diminished

the force of bis arguments, that only one of them
need here be mentioned. Bertholdt ingeniously

argues that a Gospel used by St. Paul, and trans-

mitted to the Christians in Pontus, was the basis

of Marcion"s Gospel ; and assumes that it was also

the "original Gospel:" so that in the Gospel of

Marcion there would be a transcript, though cor-

rupted, of this primitive document. But there is

no proof at all that St. Paul used any written

Gospel; and as to that of Marcion, if the work of

Hahn bad not settled the question, the researches

of such wTiters as Volckmar, Zeller, Kitsehl, and
Hilgenfeld, are held to have proved that the old

opinion of Tertullian and Epiphanius is also the

true one, and that the so-called Gospel of jNlarcion

was not an independent work, but an abridged ver-

sion of St. Luke's Gospel, altered by the heretic to

suit his peculiar tenets. (See Bertholdt, iii. 1208-

1223; Gieseler, p. 57; Weisse, Evanyelknfrage,

p. 73. ) AVe must conclude then that the work has

perished without record. Not only has this fate

befallen the Aramaic or Hebrew original, but the

translation and the five or six recensions. But it

may well be asked whether the state of letters in

Palestine at this time was such as to make this

constant editing, translating, annotating, and en-

riching of a history a natural and proliable process.

With the independence of the Jews their literature

bad declined; from the time of Ezra and Nebe-

miah, if a writer here and there arose, bis works

became known, if at all, in Greek translations

through the Alexandrine Jews. That the period

of which we are speaking was for the Jews one of

very little literary activity, is generally admitted;

and if this applies to all classes of the people, it

would be true of the bumble and uneducated class

from which the first converts came (Acts iv. 13;

James ii. 5). Even the second law (Seurepticreix),

which grew up after the Captivity, and in which

the knowledge of the learned class consisted, was

banded down by oral tradition, without being re-

duced to writing. The theory of Eichhorn is only

probable amidst a people given to literary habits,

and in a class of that people where education was

good and bterary activity bkely to prevail: the

conditions here are the very reverse (see Gieseler's

able argument, p. 59 ff.). These are only a few

of the objections which may be raised, on critical

and historical grounds, against the theory of Eich-

horn and Marsh.

But it must not be forgotten that this question

reaches beyond history and criticism, and has a

deep theological interest. We are oflTered here an
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original Gospel composed by some imknown per-

son; probably not an apostle, as Eichhorn admits,

in his endeavor to account for the loss of the book.

This was tr^anslated by one equally unknown ; and

the various persons into whose hands the two docu-

ments came, all equally unknown, exercised freely

the power of altering and extending the materials

thus provided. Out of such unattested materials

the three Evangelists composed their Gospels. So

far as they allowed their materials to Ijind and

guide them, so far their worth as independent wit-

nesses is lessened. But, according to Eiclihorn,

they all felt bound to admit the whale of the origi-

nal document, so that it is possible to recover it

from them by a simple process. As to all the pas-

sages, then, in which this document is employed,

it is not the Evangelist, but an anonymous prede-

cessor to whom we are listening— not Mattliew the

Apostle, and Mark the companion of apostles, and

Luke the beloved of the Apostle Paul, are affording

us the strength of their testimony, but one witness

whose name no one lias thought fit to record. If,

indeed, all three Evangelists confined themselves to

this document, this of itself would be a guarantee

of its fidelity and of the respect iu which it was

held ; but no one seems to have taken it in hand

that did not think himself entitled to amend it.

Surely serious people would have a right to ask, if

the critical^ objections were less decisive, with what

view of inspiration such a hypothesis could be rec-

onciled. The internal evidence of the truth of'

the Gospel, in the harmonious and self-consistent

representation of the Person of Jesus, and iu the

promises and precepts which meet the innermost

needs of a heart stricken with the consciousness of

sin, would still remain to us. Put the wholesome

confidence with which we now rely on the Gospels

as pure, true, and genuine histories of the life of

Jesus, composed by four independent witnesses in-

.spired for that work, would be taken away. Even
the testimony of the writers of the second century

to the universal acceptance of these books would be

invalidated, from their silence and ignorance about

the strange circumstances which are supposed to

have affected their composition.

Bibliography.— The English student will find

in Bp. Marsh's Translation of Michaelis's Intvod.

to N. T. iii. 2, 180-3, an account of Eichhorn's

earlier theory and of his own. Veysie's Examina-
tion of Mr. Marsh's Hi/pothesis, 1808, has sug-

gested many of the objections. In Bp. Thirlwall's

Translation of Schkkrinncher on St. Luke, 182.5,

Introduction, is an account of the whole question.

Other principal works are, an essay of Eichhorn, in

the 5th vol. Allgemeine Bibliothek der biblischen

Literatur, 1794; the Essay of Bp. JIarsh, just

quoted; Eichhorn, Einleitung in das N. T. 1804;
Gratz, Neuer Versuch die Enstelmng der drey
ersten Emng. zu erkliiren, 1812; Bertholdt, Ilis-

ior. kritische Etnleitunr/ in sdmintliche kanon. und
apok. Schriften des A. uiul N. T., 1812-1819;
and the work of Gieseler, quoted above. See also

De Wette, Lehrbuch, and Westcott, Introduction,

already quoted ; also Weisse, Evangelienfrafje,

1856. [For a fuller account of the literature of

the subject, see addition to the present article.]

There is another supposition to account for these

facts, of which perhaps Gieseler has been the most
acute expositor. It is probable that none of the

Gospels was written until many years after the day
of Pentecost, on which the Holy Spirit descended
on the assembled disciples. From that day com-
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menced at Jerusalem the work of preaching tht

Gospel and converting the world. So sedulous

were the Apostles in this work that they divested

themselves of the labor of ministering to the poor,

in order that they might give themselves " contin-

ually to prayer and to the ministry of the word "

(Acts vi.). Prayer and preaching were the business

of their lives. Now their preaching must have
been, from the nature of the case, in great part

historical ; it must have been based upon an account

of the life and acts of Jesus of Niizareth. Tliey

had been the eye-witnesses of a wondrous life, of

acts and sufferings that had an influence o^er all

the world : many of their hearers had never heard

of Jesus, many others had received false accounts of

one whom it suited the Jewish rulers to stigmatize

as an impostor. The ministry of our Lord went
on principally in Galilee; the first preaching was
addressed to people in Judnsa. There was no writ-

ten record to which the hearers might be referred

for historical details, and therefore the preachers

must furnish not only inferences from the life of

our Lord, but the facts of the life itself. The
preaching, then, must have been of such a kind as

to be to the hearers what the reading of lessons

from the Gospels is to us. So far as the records of

apostolic preaching in the Acts of the Apostles go,

they confirm this view. Peter at Csesarea, and
Paul at Antioch, preach alike the facts of the Re-
deemer's life and death. There is no improbability

in supposing that in the course of twenty or thirty

years' assiduous teaching, without a written Gos-

pel, the matter of the apostolic preaching should

have taken a settled form. Not only might the

Apostles think it well that their own accounts

should agree, as in substance so in form; but the

teachers whom they sent forth, or left behind in

the churches they visited, would have to be pre-

pared for their mission ; and, so long as there was
no written Gospel to put into their hands, it might

be desirable that the oral instruction should be as

far as possible one and the same to all. It is by
no means certain that the interval between the

mission of the Comforter and his work of directing

the writing of the first Gospel was so long as is

here supposed: the date of the Hebrew St. Mat-
thew may be earlier. [Matthew.] But the ar-

gument remains the^same: the preaching of the

Apostles would probably begin to take one settled

form, if at all, during the first years of their min-
istry. If it were allowed us to ask why God in

his providence saw fit to defer the gift of a -svi-itten

Gospel to his people, the answer would be, that for

the first few years the powerful working of the

Holy Spirit in the living members of the church

supplied the place of those records, which, as soon

as the brightness of his presence began to be at all

withdrawn, became mdispensable in order to pre-

vent the corruption of the Gospel history by false

teachers. He was promised as one who should

" teach them aU things, and bring all things to

their remembrance, whatsover " the Lord had " said

unto them " (John xiv. 26). And more than once

his aid is spoken of as needful, even for the proc-

lamation of the fivcts that relate to Christ (Acts i.

8; 1 Pet. i. 12); and he is described as a witness

with the Apostles, rather than through them, of

the things which they had seen during the course

of a ministry which they had shared (John xv. 26,

27; Acts V. 32. Compare Acts xv. 28). The per-

sonal authority of the Apostles as eye-witnesses of

what they preached is not set aside by this divini
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aid : again and again they describe themselves as

"witnesses " to facts (Acts ii. 32, iii. 15, x. 39, &c.)

;

and when a vacancy occurs in their number througli

the foil of Judas, it is almost assumed as a thing

of course that his successor shall be chosen from

those "which had companied with them all the

time that the Lord Jesus went in and out among

them " (Acts i. 21). The teachings of the Holy

Spirit consisted, not in whispering to them facts

which they had not witnessed, but rather in re-

viving the fading remembrance, and throwing out

into their true importance events and sayings that

had been esteemed too lightly at the time they

took place. But the Apostles could not have

sijoken of the Spirit as they did (Acts v. 32, xv.

28) unless he were known to be working in and

with tliem and directing them, and manifesting

that this was the case by unmistakable signs.

Here is the answer, both to the question why was

it not the first care of the Apostles to prepare a

written Gospel, and also to the scruples of those

who fear that the supposition of an oral Gospel

would give a precedent for those views of tradition

which have been the bane of the Christian church

as they were of the Jewish. The guidance of the

Holy Spirit supplied for a time such aid as made

a written Gospel unnecessary ; but the Apostles saw

the dangers and errors which a traditional Gospel

would be exposed to in the course of time; and,

whilst they were still preaching the oral Gospel in

the strength of the Holy Ghost, they were admon-

ished by the same divine Person to prepare those

written records which were hereafter to be the daily

spiritual food of all the church of Christ." Nor

is there anything unnatural in the supposition that

the Apostles intentionally uttered their witness in

the same ordei;, and even, for the most part, in the

same form of words. They would thus approach

most nearly to the condition in which the church

was to be wlien written books were to be the means

of edification. They quote the scriptures of the

Old Testament frequently in their discourses ; and

as their Jewish education had accustomed them to

the use <if the words of the Bible as well as the'

matter, they would do no violence to their prejudices

in assimilating the new records to the old, and in

reducing tboui to a "_/<»« of sound words." They

were all .lews of Palestine, of humble origin, all

alike chosen, we may suppose, ibr the loving zeal

with which they would observe the works of their

Master and afterwards propagate his name ; so that

the tendency to variance, arising from peculiarities

of education, taste, and character, would be re-

duced to its lowest in such a body. The language

of their first preaching was the Syro-Chaldaic,

which was a poor and scanty language ; and though

Greek was now widely spread, and was the language

even of several places in Palestine (Josephus, Ant.

xvii. 11, § 4; JJ. J. iii. 9, § 1), though it prevailed

in Antiocli, whence the first missions to Greeks and

Hellenists, or .lews who spoke Greek, proceeded

(Acts xi. 20, xiii. 1-3), the Greek tongue, as used

by Jews, partook of the poverty of the speech which
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it replaced ; as, indeed, it is impossible to borrow

a whole language without borrowing the habits of

thought upon which it has built itself. Whilst

modern taste aims at a variety of expression, and
abhors a repetition of the same phrases as monoto-

nous, the simpUcity of the men, and their lan-

guage, and their education, and the state of liter-

ature, would all lead us to expect that the Apostles

would have no such feeling. As to this, we have

more than mere conjecture to rely on. Occasional

repetitions occur in the Gospels (Luke vii. 19, 20;

xix. 31, 34), such as a writer in a more copious

and cultivated language would perhaps have sought

to avoid. In the Acts, the conversion of St. Paul

is three times related (Acts ix., xxii., xxvi.), once

by the writer and twice Ijy St. Paul himself; and

the two first harmonize exactly, except as to a few

expressions, and as to one more important circum-

stance (ix. 7= xxii. 9),— which, however, admits

of an explanation,— whilst the third deviates some-

what more in expression, and has one passage pe-

culiar to itself. The vision of Cornelius is also

three times related (Acts x. 3-6, 30-32; xi. 13,

14), where the words of the angel in the two first

are almost precisely alike, and the rest very similar,

whilst the other is an abridged account of the same

facts. The vision of Peter is twice related (Acts

X. 10-16; xi. 5-10), and, except in one or two

expressicuis, the agreement is verbally exact. These

places from the Acts, which, both as to their re-

semblance and their difference, may be compared

to the narratives of the J^vangelists, show the same

tendency to a common form of narrative which,

according to the present view, may have influenced

the preaching of the Apostles. It is supposed,

then, that the preaching of the Apostles, and the

teaching whereby they prepared others to preach,

as they did, would tend to assume a common form,

more or less fixed ; and that the portions of the

three Gospels which harmonize most exactly owe

their agreement not to the fact that they were

copied from each other, although it is impossible

to say that the later writer made no use of the

earlier one, nor to the existence of any original

document now lost to us, but to the fact that the

apostolic preaching had already clothed itself in a

settled or usual form of words, to which the writers

inclined to conform without feeling bound to do so

;

and the differences which occur, often in the closest

proximity to the harmonies, arise from the feeling

of independence with which each wrote what he

had seen and heard, or, in the case of Mark and

Luke, what apostolic witnesses had told him. The

harmonies, as we have seen, begin with the baptism

of John ; that is, with the consecration of the Lord

to his messianic office; and with this event prob-

ably the ordinary preacliing of the Apostles would

begin, for its purport was that Jesus is the Messiah,

and that as Messiah he suffered, died, and rose

again. They are very frequent as we approach the

period of the Passion, because the sufferings of the

I^ord would be much in the mouth of every one

who preached the Gospel, and all would become

familiar with the words in which the Apostles de-

« The oiiening words of St. Luke's Gospel, " Foras-

much as many liave taken in hand to set forth in order

a declaration of those things which are most surely

believed among us, even as tliey delivered them unto

us, which from the beginning were eye-witnesses and

ministers of the word," appear to mean that many
persons who heard the preaching of the Apostles wrote

down what they heard in order to preserve it in a

permanent form. The word " many " cannot refer

to St. Matthew and St. Mark only ; and if the passage

implies an intention to supersede the writings alluded

to, then these two Evangelists cannot be included

under them. Partial and incomplete reports of the

preaching of the Apostles, written with a g( ed aim,

but without authority, are intended ; and, if we may
argue from St. Luke's sphere of observation, tney were

probably composed by Greek converts.
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scribed it. But as regards the Resurrection, which

differed from the Passion in tliat it was a fact whicli

the enemies of Christianity felt bound to dispute

(Matt, xxviii. 15), it is possible that the divergence

arose from the intention of each Evangelist to con-

tribute something towards the weight of evidence

for this central truth. Accordingly, all the four,

even St. Mark (xvi. 14), who oftener throws a new

light upon old ground than opens out new, men-

tion distinct acts and appearances of the Lord to

establish that he was risen indeed. The verbal

agreement is greater where the words of others are

recorded, and greatest of all where they are those

of Jesus, because here the apostolic preaching

would be especially exact; and where the historical

« fact is the utterance of certain words, the duty of

the historian is narrowed to a bare record of them.

(See the works of Gieseler, Norton, Westcott,

Weisse, and others already quoted.)

That this opinion would explain many of the

facts connected with the text is certain. Whether,

besides conforming to the words and arrangement

of the apostolic preaching, the Evangelists did in

any cases make use of each other's work or not, it

would require a more careful investigation of de-

tails to discuss than space permits. Every reader

would probably find on examination some places

which could best be explained on this supposition.

Nor does this involve a sacrifice of the independ-

ence of the narrator. If each of the three drew

the substance of his narrative from the one com-

mon strain of preaching that everywhere prevailed,

to have departed entirely in a written account from

the common form of words to which Christian

sars were beginning to be familiar, would not have

been independence but willfulness. To follow here

and there the words and arrangement of another

written Gospel already current would not compro-

mise the writer's independent position. If the

principal part of the narrative was the voice of the

whole church, a few portions might be conformed

to another writer without altering the character of

the testimony. In the separate articles on the Gos-

pels it will be shown that, however close may be

the agreement of the Evangelists, the independent

position of each appears from the contents of his

'book, and has been recognized by writers of all

ages. It will appear that St. Matthew describes

the kingdom of Messiah, as founded in the Old

Testament and fulfilled in Jesus of Nazareth ; that

St. Mark, with so little of narrative peculiar to

himself, brings out by many minute circumstances

a more vivid delineation of our Lord's completely

human life; that St. Luke puts forward the work

of Redemption as a universal benefit, and shows

.Jesus not only as the Messiah of the chosen people

but as the Saviour of the world ; that St. John,

writing last of all, passed over most of what his

predecessoi's had related, in order to set forth more

fully all that he had heard from the Master who
loved him, of his relation to the Father, and of

the relation of the Holy Spirit to both. The inde-

pendence of the writers is thus established ; and if

they seem to have here and there used each other's

account, which it is perhaps impossible to prove or

disprove, such cases will not compromise that claim

which alone gives value to a plurality of witnesses.

How does this last theory bear upon our belief

in the inspiration of the Gospels ? This momentous
question admits of a satisfiictory reply. Our blessed

Lord, on five different occasions, promised to the

Apostles the divine guidance, to teach and enlighten
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them in their dangers (Matt. x. 19; Luke iii. 11,

12; Mark xiii. 11; and John xiv., xv., xvi.). H
bade them take no thought about defending them

selves before judges; he promised them the Spirit

of Truth to guide them into all truth, to teach

them all things, and bring all things to their re-

membrance. That this promise was fully realized

to them the history of the Acts sufficiently shows.

But if the divine assistance was given them in their

discourses and preaching, it would be rendered

equally when they were about to put down in

writing the same gospel which they preached : and,

as this would be their greatest time of need, th«

aid would be granted then most surely. So that,

as to St. Matthew and St. John, we may say that

their Gospels are inspired because the writers of

them were inspired, according to their Master's

promise; for it is impossible to suppose that He
who put words into their mouths when they stood

before a human tribunal, with no greater fear than

that of death before them, would withhold his

light and truth when the want of theni would mis-

lead the whole Church of Christ and turn the light

that was in it into darkness. The case of the other

two Evangelists is somewhat different. It has

always been held that they were under the guid-

ance of Apostles in what they wrote— St. Mark
under that of St. Peter, and St. Luke under that

of St. Paul. We are not expressly told, indeed, that

these Evangelists themselves were persons to whom
Christ's promises of supernatural guidance had been

extended, but it certainly was not confined to the

twelve to whom it was originally made, as the case

of St. Paul himself proves, who was admitted to all

the privileges of an apostle, though, as it were,

" born out of due time; " and as St. Mark and St.

Luke were the companions of apostles— shared

their dangers, confronted hostile tribunals, had to

teach and preach— there is reason to think that

they equally enjoyed what they equally needed. In

Acts XV. 28, the Holy Ghost is sjioken of as the

connnon guide and light of all the brethren, not of

apostles only; nay, to speak it reverently, as one

of themselves. So that the Gospels of St. Mark
and St. Luke appear to have been admitted into

the canon of Scripture as written by inspired men
in free and close communication with inspired

apostles. But supposing that the portion of the

three first Gospels which is common to all has been

derived from the preaching of the Apostles in gen-

eral, then it is drawn directly from a source which

we know from our Lord himself to have been in-

spired. It comes to us from those Apostles into

whose mouths Christ promised to put the words of

his Holy Spirit. It is not from an anonymous

writing, as Eichhorn thinks— it is not that the

three witnesses are really one, as Story and others

have suggested in the theory of copying — but that

the daily preaching of all apostles and teachers has

found three independent transcribers in the three

Evangelists. Now the inspiration of an historical

writing will consist in its truth, and in its selection

of events. Everything narrated must be substan-

tially and exactly true, and the comparison of the

Gospels one with another offers us nothing that

does not answer to this test. There are differences

of arrangement of events ; here some details of a

narrative or a discourse are supplied which are

wanting there; and if the writer had ]irofessed to

follow a strict chronological order, or had i)retended

that his record vv:u3 not only true but complete,

then one uiversion of order, or one omissiou of a
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syllable, would convict him of inaccuracy. But if

it is plain— if it is all but avowed— that minute

chronological data are not part of the writer's pur-

pose— if it is also plain that nothing but a selection

of the facts is intended, or, indeed, possible (John

xxi. 25)— then the proper test to apply is, whether

each gives us a picture of the life and ministry of

Jesus of Nazareth that is self-consistent and con-

sistent with the others, such as would be suitable

to the use of those who were to believe on His

Name— for this is their evident intention. About
the answer there should be no doubt. We have

seen that each (iospel has its own features, and that

the divine element has controlled the human, but

not destroyed it. But the picture which they con-

spire to draw is one full of harmony. The Saviour

they all describe is the same loving, tender guide

of his disciples, sympathizing with them in the

sorrows and temptations of earthly life, yet ever

ready to enlighten that life by rays of truth out of

the infinite world where the Father sits upon his

throne. It^ has been said that St. Matthew por-

trays rather the human side, and St. John the

divine ; but this holds good only in a limited sense.

It is in St. John that we read that "Jesus wept; "

and there is nothing, even in the last discourse of

Jesus, as reported by St. John, that opens a deeper

view of his divine nature than the words in St.

Matthew (xi. 2.5--30) beginning, " I thank thee,

Father, Lord of heaven and earth, liecause thou

hast hid these things from the wise and prudent

and hast revealed them unto babes." All reveal

the same divine and human Teacher; four copies

of the same portrait, perhaps with a difference of

expression, yet still the same, are drawn here, and

it is a portrait the like of which no one had ever

delineated before, or, indeed, could have done, ex-

cept from having looked on it with observant eyes,

and from having had the mind opened by the Holy

Spirit to comprehend features of such unspeakable

radiance. Not only does this highest " harmony
of the Gospels " manifest itself to every pious reader

of the Bible, but the lower harmony— the agree-

ment of fact and word in all that relates to the

ministry of the Lord, in all that would contribute

to a true view of his spotless character— exists

also, and cannot be denied. For example, all tell

us ahke that Jesus was transfigured on the mount

;

that the shekinah of divine glory shone upon his

face ; that Moses the lawgiver and Ehjah the prophet

talked with him; and that the voice from heaven

bare witness to him. Is it any imputation upon

the truth of the histories that St. Matthew alone

tells us that the witnesses fell prostrate to the

earth, and that Jesus raised them ? or that St.

Luke alone tells us that for a part of the time they

were heavy with sleep ? Again, one Evangelist, in

describing our Lord's temptation, follows the order

of the occurrences, another arranges according to

the degrees of temptation, and the third, passing

over all particulars, merely mentions that our Lord
was tempted. Is there anything here to shake our

faith in the writers as credible historians V Do we
treat other histories in this exacting spirit ? Is not

the very independcTice of treatment the pledge to

us that we have really three witnesses to the fact

that Jesus was tempted like as we are? for if the

Evangelists were copyists, nothing would have been

more easy than to remove such an obvious ditference

as this. The histories are true according to any

test that should be applied to a history; and the

events that they select— though we could not pre-
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sume to say that they were more important than

what are omitted, except from the fact of the omis-

sion— are at least such as to have given the whole

Christian Church a clear conception of the Re-
deemer's life, so that none has ever complained of

insuiBcient means of knowing him.

There is a perverted form of the theory we are

considering which pretends that the facts of the

Redeemer's life remained in the state of an oral

tradition tiU the latter part of the second century,

and that the four Gospels were not written till that

time. The difference is not of degree but of kind

between the opinion that the Gospels were written

during the lifetime of the Apostles, who were eye-

witnesses, and the notion that for nearly a century

after the oldest of them had passed to his rest the '

events were only preserved in the changeable and
insecure form of an oral account. But for the latter

opinion there is not one spark of historical evidence.

Heretics of the second century who would gladly

have rejected and exposed a new gospel that made
against them never hint that the Gospels are spuri-

ous ; and orthodox writers ascribe without contra^

diction the authorship of the books to those whose

names they bear. The theory was invented to

accord with the assumption that miracles are im-

possible, but upon no evidence whatever; and the

"argument when exposed runs in this vicious circle:

" There are no miracles, therefore the accounts of

them must have grown up in the course of a century

from popular exaggeration, and as the accounts are

not contemporaneous it is not proved that there are

miracles!" That the Jewish mind in its lowest

decay should have invented the character of Jesus

of Nazareth, and the sublime system of morality

contained in his teaching— that four writers should

have fixed the popular impression in four plain,

simple, unadorned narratives, without any outl)ursts

of national prejudice, or any attempt to give a

political tone to the events they wrote of— would

be in itself a miracle harder to believe than that

Lazarus came out at the Lord's call from his four-

days' tomb.

It will be an appropriate conclusion to this im-

perfect sketch to give a conspectus of the harmony
of the Gospels, by which the several theories may
be examined in their bearintc on the gospel accounts

in detail. Let it be remembered, however, that a

complete harmony, including the chronological ar-

rangement and the exact succession of all events,

was not intended by the sacred writers to be con-

structed ; indeed the data for it are pointedly with-

held. Here most of the places wliere there is some

special ditticulty, and where there has been a ques-

tion whether the events are parallel or distinct, are

marked by figures in different type. The sections

might in many cases have been subdivided but for

the limits of space, but the reader can supply this

defect for himself as cases arise. (The priiicijial

works employed in constructing it are, Griesbach,

Synopsis Evangeliorum, 1776; De Wette and

Liicke, Syn. Evaiuj., [1818,] 1842; Ridiger, Syn.

Evany., 1829; Clausen, Qiuituor Evanj. Tahuhs

Synopticce, 1829; Greswell's Harmmy [Haniiimia

Evnnijelica, ed. 5ta, Oxon. 18.56] and Dissertati(ms

[2d ed., 4 vols, in 5, Oxford, 1837], a most im-

portant work; the Rev. I. Williams On the Gospels
,

Theile's Greek Testament ; and Tischendorfs Syn.

Evanf). 18.54 [2d ed. 1864] ; besides the well-known

works of Lightfoot, Macknight, Newcome, and

Robinson.) [For other works of this class, see

addition to the present article.] W. T.
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TABLE OF THE HARMONY OF THE FOUR GOSPELS.

N. B. — In the following Table, where all the references under a given section are printed in heavy type, a

under " Two Genealogies," it is to be understood that some special difficulty besets the harmony
Where one or more references under a given section are in light, and one or more in heavy type, it is tc

be understood that the former are given as in their proper place, and that it is more or less doubtful

whether the latter are to be considered as parallel narratives or not.

Tempi

" The Word "

Preface, to Theophilus ....
Annunciation of the Baptist's birth

Annunciation of the birtli of Jesus

Mary visits Elizabeth

Birth of John the Baptist .

Birth of Jesus Christ .

Two Genealogies ....
The watching Shepherds .

The Circumcision

Presentation in the Temple
The wise men from the East

Flight to Egypt ....
Disputing with the Doctors

Ministry of John the Baptist

Baptism of Jesus Christ

The Temptation ....
Andrew and another see Jesus

Simon, now Cephas .

Philip and Natlianael .

The water made wine .

Passover (1st) and cleansing the

Nicodemus
Christ and John baptizing .

The woman of Samaria

John the Baptist in prison

Return to Galilee

The synagogue at Nazareth

The nobleman's son .

Capernaum. Four Apostles called

Demoniac healed there .

Simon's wife's mother healed

Circuit round Galilee . .

Healing a leper ....
Christ stills the storm . .

Demoniacs in land of (jadarenes .

Jairus's daughter. Woman healed

Blind men, and demoniac

HeaUng the paralytic .

Matthew the publican .

" Thy disciples fost not "

Journey to Jerusalem to 2d Passover

Pool of Bethesda. Power of Christ

Plucking ears of corn on Sabbath
The withered hand. Jliracles

The Twelve Apostles . .

The Sermon on the Mount
The centurion's servant . .

The widow's son at Nain .

Messengers from .lohn .

Woe to the cities of (ialilee

Call to the meek and suffering

Anointing the feet of Jesus

Second circuit round Galilee

Parable of the Sower . .

" Candle under a Bushel
" the Sower . . .

" the Wheat and Tares
" Grain of Mustard-seed
" Leaven .

Oa teaching by parables

St. Matthew. St. Mark

i. 18-25

i. 1-17

ii. 1-12

u. 13-23

iii. 1-12

iii. 13-17

iv. 1-11

iv. 12; xiv. 3

iv. 12

iv. 18-22

viii. 14—17

iv. 2-3-25

viii. 1-4

viii. 18-27

viii. 28-34

ix. 18-2G

ix. 27-34

ix. 1-8

ix. 9-13

ix. 14-17

xii. 1-8

xii. 9-21

X. 2-4

V. 1-vii. 29
viii. 5-13

xi. 2-19

xi. 20-24

xi. 25-30

xiii. 1-23

xiii. 24-30

xiii. 31, 32

xiii. 33

xiii. 34, 35

i. 1-8

i. 9-11

i. 12, 13

i. 14; vi

i. 14, 15

17

i. 16-20

i. 21-28

i. 29-34

i. 35-39

i. 40-45

iv. 35-41

v. 1-20

v. 21-43

ii. 1-12
'

ii. 13-17

ii. 18-22

ii. 23-28

iii. 1-12

iii. 13-19

iv. 1-20

iv. 21-25

iv. 26-29

iv. 30-32

iv. 33, 34

St. Luke.

i. 1-4

i. 5-25

i. 26-38

i. 39-56

i. 57-80

ii. 1-7

iii. 23-38
ii. 8-20

ii. 21

ii. 22-38

ii. 39

ii. 40-52

iii. 1-18

iii. 21, 22

iv. 1-13

iii. 19, 20

iv. 14, 15

iv. 16-30

V. 1-11

iv. 31-37

iv. 38-41

iv. 42-44

V. 12-16

viii. 22-25

viii. 26-39

viii. 40-56

V. 17-26

V. 27-32

V. 33-39

vi. 1-5

vi. 6-11

vi. 12-16

vi. 17-49

vii. 1-10

vii. 11-17

vii. 18-35

vii. 36-50

viii. 1-3

viii. 4-15

viii. 16-18

xiii. IS, 19

xiii. 20, 21

St. John.

i. 1-14

i. 15-31

i. 32-34

i. 35-40

i. 41, 42

i. 4.3-51

ii. 1-11

ii. 12-22

ii. 23-iii. 21

iii. 22-36

iv. 1-42

iii. 24
iv. 43-45

iv. 46-54

1

2-47

iv. 46-54
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Wheat and tares explained

The treasure, the pearl, the net

His mother and His brethren .

Reception at Nazareth .

Third circuit round Galilee

Sending forth of the Twelve .

Herod's opinion of Jesus .

Death of John the Baptist

Approach of Passover (3d)

Feeding of the five thousand .

Walking on the sea ....
Miracles in Gennesaret .

The bread of life

The washen hands ....
The Syroplicenician woman
Miracles of healing ....
Feeding of the four thousand .

The sign from heaven .

The leaven of the Pharisees .

Blind man healed ....
Peter's profession of faith .

The Passion foretold

The Transfiguration ....
Elijah

The lunatic healed

The Passion again foretold .

Fish caught for the tribute . .

The little child

One castuig out devils ....
Offenses

The lost sheep ......
Forgiveness of injuries ....
Bhiding and loosing ....
F'orgiveness. Parable ....
" Salted with fire "

Journey to Jerusalem ....
Fire from heaven

Answers to disciples

The Seventy disciples ....
Discussions at Feast of Tabernacles

Woman taken in adultery . .

Dispute with the Pharisees . .

The man born blind ....
The good Shepherd

The -return of the Seventy . . .

The good Samaritan ....
Mary and Martha
The Lord's Prayer

Prayer effectual

" Through Beelzebub "
.

The unclean spirit returning .

The sign of Jonah

The light of the body ....
The Pharisees

What to fear

" Master, speak to my brother

'

Covetousness

Watchfulness

Galileans that perished . . .

Woman healed on Sabbath
The grain of mustard-seed » .

The leaven

Towards Jerusalem ....
" Are there few that be saved ?

'

Warning against Herod
" Jerusalem, Jerusalem "

,

St. Matthew. St. Mark

xiii. 36-43

xiii. 44-52

xii. 46-50
xiii. 53-58

ix. 35-38; )

xi. 1 )

X.

xiv. 1, 2

xiv. 3-12

xiv. 13-21

xiv. 22-33

xiv. 34-36

XV. 1-20

XV. 21-28

XV. 29-31

XV. 32-39

xvi. 1-4

xvi. 5-12

xvi. 13-19

xvi. 20-28

xvii. 1-9

xvii. 10-13

xvii. 14-21

xvii. 22, 23

xvii. 24-27

xviii. 1-5

xviii. 6-9

xviii. 10-14

xviii. 15-17

xviii. 18-20

xviii. 21-35

viii. 19-22

vi. 9-13

vii. 7-11

xii. 22-37
xii. 43-45
xii. 38-42
( V. 15 ; vi

1 22, 23
xxiii.

X. 26-33

vi. 25-33

xiii. 31, 32
xiii. 33

xxiii. 37-39

iii. 31-35
vi. 1-6

vi. 6

vi. 7-13

vi. 14-16

vi. 17-29

vi. 30-44

vi. 45-52

vi. 53-56

vii. 1-23

vii. 24-30

vii. 31-37

viu. 1-9

viii. 10-13

viii. 14-21

viii. 22-26

viii. 27-29

viii. 30-ix.

ix. 2-10

is. 11-13

ix. 14-29

ix. 30-32

ix. 33-37

ix. 38-41

ix. 42-48

ix. 49, 50

iii. 20-30

iv. 30-32

viii. 19-21

is. 1-6

ix. 7-9

ix. 10-17

ix. 18-20

ix. 21-27

ix. 28-36

ix. 37-42

ix. 43-45

ix. 46-48

ix. 49, 50

xvii. 2
XV. 4-7

ix. 51

ix. 52-56

ix. 57-62

X. 1-16

X. 17-24

X. 25-37

X. 38-42

xi. 1-4

xi. 5-13

xi. 14-23

xi. 24-28

xi. 29-32

xi. 33-36

xi. 37-54

xii. 1-12

xii. 13-15

xii. 16-31

xii. 32-59

xiu. 1-9

xiii. 10-17

xiii. 18, 19

xiii. 20, 21

xiii. 22

xiii. 23-30

xiii. 31-33

xiii. 34, 35

vi. 4

vi. 1-15

vi. 16-21

vi. 22-65

vi. 66-71

vii. 1-10

vii. 11-53

viii. 1-11

viii. 12-59

ix. 1-41

X. 1-21
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Dropsy healed on Sabbath-day . . .

Choosing the chief rooms
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* The tlieory which bears the name of Strauss

could hardly have originated anywhere but in Ger-

many, nor is it easy for an Anglo-Saxon mind to

conceive of its being seriously propounded and act-

ually lielieved. Tt is far from being clearly defined

and self-consistent in the author's own statement;

and his Life of Jesus, while a work of great learn-

ing in detail, is singularly deficient in comprehen-

siveness and unity.

The theory, in brief, is this. Jesus was the son

of Joseph and Mary. In his childhood he man-

ifested unusual intelligence and promise, as com-

pared with his external advantages, and was the

object of admiration in the humlile femily circle in

which his lot was cast. He early became a dis-

ciple of John the Baptist; and, from strong sym-

pathy with his enthusiastic expectation of the

speedy advent of the ^Messiah (an expectation

vividly entertained by all loyal Jews of that

day), he conceived the idea of assuming that

character himself, and personated it so successfully

as to become his own dupe, and thus to pass un-

consciously from imposture to self-delusion. He
made proselytes, chose disciples, uttered discourses

which impressed themselves profoundly upon the

popular mind, and drew upon himself the hostility

of the chief men of the nation, especially of the

Pharisees. They procured his execution as a

traitor; but his disciples, believing that the Mes-

siah could not die, maintained that he must have

risen alive from the sepulchre, and, as he had not

been seen among men after his crucifixion, that he

had ascended to heaven. This simple life-story

became the basis of a series of myths— narratives

not intentionaUy false or consciously invented, but

some of them the growth of popular credulity,

others, symbolical forms in which his disciples

sought to embody the doctrines and precepts which

had been the staple of his discourses. His mirac-

ulous birth was imajrined and believed, because it

W. T.

seemed impossible that the Messiah should have

been born like other men. Supernatural works

were ascribed to him, because the Hebrew legends

had ascribed such works to the ancient prophets,

and it could not be that he who was greater than

they, and of whom they were thought to have writ-

ten glowing predictions, should not have performed

more numerous and more marvellous miracles than

any of them. His appearances after his resurrec-

tion were inferred, defined as to time and place, and

incorporated into the faith of his disciples, because

it was inconceivable that he should have returned

to life without being seen. These myths had their

origin chiefly outside of the circle of the Apostles and

the persons most closely intimate with Jesus, and

were probably due in great part to the constructive

imagination of dwellers in portions of Galilee where

he had tarried but a little while, or of admirers

who had been his companions but for a brief jjeriod.

The mythical element, once introduced into his

history, had a rapid growth for some thirty, forty,

or fifty years after his death, and new incidents in

accordance with the Messianic ideal were constantly

added to the multiform oral Gospel propagated and

transmitted by his disciples. Within that period,

various persons, none of them apostles or intimate

friends of .Jesus, compiled such narratives as had

come to their ears; and of these naiTatives there

have come down to us our four Gospels, toijether

with other fragmentary stories of equal authority,

which bear the popular designation of the Apocry-

phal Gospels.

Such was the complexion of Strauss's mythical

theory, as developed in his Life of Jesus," published

in 1835-36, repeatedly republished, and suflRciently

well known in this country by a cheap reprint of a

moderately good English translation. In his new

work, issued in 1864, The Life of Jesus, fm^ the

a Das Leben Jesu, kritisch bearbeitet.
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German People,'^ he departs from his former posi-

tion so far as to chars^e the propagandists and liis-

torians of Christianity with willful and conscious

falsifications, and to maintain with the critics of

the Tiibingen school that the four Gospels were

written, in great part, to sanction and promote the

dogmatic beliefs of their respective authors, and

that they thus represent so many divergent theolog-

ical tendencies. In assuming this ground, Strauss

enlarges the definition of the term myth, which no

longer denotes merely the fabulous outgrowth or em-

bodiment of an idea without fraudulent intent, but

includes such wanton falsehoods as are designed to

express, promulgate, or sanction theological dogmas.

We have said that Strauss admits an historical

basis for the mythical structure reared by the Evan-

gelists. How is this basis to be determined ? How
are we to distinguish between facts and myths V

(1.) The usual order of nature cannot in any in-

stance, way, or measure, have been interrupted.

Therefore every supernatural incident must be

accounted as mythical. (2.) Jesus having been

regarded as the Messiah, it was inevitable that rep-

resentations should have been made of him in

accordance with the Messianic notions of his time

and people, and with the predictions deemed Mes-

sianic in the writings of the Hebrew prophets.

Consequently, all such representations, though in- I

volving nothing supernatural, such as his descent

from David and his flight into Egypt, are at least

suspicious, and may be safely set down as myths.

(3. ) His admirers would have been likely to attril)-

ute to him sayings and deeds corresponding with

those recorded of various distinguished persons in

Jewish history. Therefore, every portion of the

narrative which bears any resemblance or analogy

to any incident related in the Old Testament, is

mythical. But (4), on the other hand, Jesus was

a Hebrew, confined within the narrow circle of

Jewish ideas, and not under any training or influ-

ence which could have enlarged that circle. Con-

sequently every alleged utterance of his, and every

idea of his mission and character, that is broader

and higher than the narrowest Judaism, is also

mythical. Thus we have an historical personage,

of whom the critic denies at once everything na-

tional and everything extra-national. By parity of

reasoning, we might, in the biography of Washing-
ton, cast suspicion on everything that he is alleged

to have said or done as a loyal American, because

he was one, and his biographer would of course

ascribe to him the attributes of an American ; and
on everything that he is alleged to have said or

done from the impulse of a larger humanity, be-

cause, being an American, it was impossible that

he should have been anything more— a style of

criticism which, with reference to any but a sacred

personage, the world would regard as simply idiotic.

But this is not all. {h.) Thougli among secular

historians, even of well-known periods and events,

there are discrepancies in minor details, and these

are held to be confirmations of the main facts, as

evincing the mutual independence of the writers

considered as separate authorities, for some unex-

plained and to us inscrutable reason, this law does

not apply to the Gospels. In them, every discrep-

ancy, however minute, casts just suspicion on an
alleged fact or a recorded discourse or conversation.

This suspicion is extended even to the omission or

the varied narration of very slight particulars, with-
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out making any allowance for the different points of

view which several independent witnesses must of

necessity occupy, or for the different portions of a

prolonged transaction or discourse which would

reach their eyes or ears, according as they were

nearer or more remote, earlier or later on the

ground, more or less absorbed in what was passing.

All, therefore, in which the Evangelists vary from

one another, is mythical. But while their variance

always indicates a myth (G), their very close agree-

ment demands the same construction ; for wherever

the several narrators coincide circumstantially and

verbally, their coincidence indicates some common
legendary source. Thus mutually inconsistent and

contradictory are the several tests employed by

Strauss to separate myth from fact. Practically,

were Strauss's Life of Jesus lost to the world, one

might reconstruct it, by classing as a myth, under

one or more of the heads that we have specified,

every fact in the history of Jesus, and every deed or

utterance of his, which indicates either the divinity

of his mission, his unparalleled wisdom, or the

transcendent loveliness, purity, and excellence of

his character.

Yet, while Jesus is represented as in part self-

deluded, and in part an impostor, and his biography

as in all its distinctive features utterly fictitious,

strange to say, Strauss recognizes this biography as

symbolical of the spiritual history of mankind.

What is false of the individual Jesus is true of the

race. Humanity is " God manifest in the flesh,"

the child of the visible mother. Nature, and the

invisible father, Spirit. It works miracles; for it

subdues Nature in and around itself by the power

of the Spirit. It is sinless; for pollution cleaves

to the individual, but does not affect the race or

its history. It dies, rises, and ascends to heaven;

for the suppression of its personal and earthly life

— in other words, the annihilation of individual

men by death — is a reunion with the All-Father,

Spirit. Faith in this metaphysical farrago is jus-

tifying and sanctifying Christian faith. Thus a

history, which is the joint product of imposture

and credulity, by a strange chance, (for providence

there is none, ) has become a symbolical representa-

tion of true spiritual philosophy.

We will now ofler some of the leading consider-

ations, which are fairly urged against the mythical

theory.

1. This theory assumes that miracles are impos-

sible. But why are they impossilile, if there be a

God? The power which established the order of

nature includes the power to suspend or modify it, as

the greater includes the less. If that order was es-

tablished with a moral and spiritual purpose, for the

benefit of reasoning, accountable, immortal beings,

and if that same purpose may be served by the sus-

pension of proximate causes at any one epoch of

human history, then we may expect to find authentic

vestiges of such an epoch. AH that is needed in

order to make miracles credible is the discovery of

an adequate purpose, a justifying end. Such a

purpose, such an end, is the de\elopment of the

highest forms of goodness in human conduct and

character ; and whether miracles— real or imagined

— have borne an essential part in such development,

is an historical question which we are competent to

answer. Suppose that we write do^vn the names

of all the men who have left a reputation for pre-

eminent excellence, — Orientals, (ireeks, Romans,

ancient, modern, the lights of dark ages, the cho-

sen representatives of every philosophical school, the
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finishefl product of the highest civilization of every

type, reformers, philanthropists, those who have

adorned the loftiest stations, those who ha\e made
lowly stations illustrious. Let us then separate

the names into two columns, writing the Christians

in one column, all the rest in the other. We shall

find that we have made a horizontal division,—
that the least in the Christian column is greater

than the greatest out of it. From Paul, Peter,

and -lohn; from Fenelon, Xavier, Boyle, Doddridge,

Martyn, Heber, Judson, Channing, men whose

genius and culture conspired with their piety to

make them greatly good, down to the unlettered

Bedford tinker, John Pounds the cobbler, the I'airy-

man's daughter, with just education enough to read

her Bible and to know the will of her Lord, we
find traits of character, which in part are not

shared in any degree, in part are but remotely ap-

proached, by the best men out of the Christian pale.

Now when we look into the forming elements and

processes of these Christian characters, we shall

find that the miracles of the New Testament hold

a foremost place, and we shall find it impossible

even to conceive of their formation under the myth-

ical theory. It is absurd to think of Paul as com-

passing sea and land, laying bare his back to the

scourge, reaching aft«r the crown of martyrdom,

to defend a mythical resurrection and ascension of

humanity; of Jlartyn or .Judson as forsaking all

the joys of civilized life, and encountering hardships

worse than death, to preach Straussianism ; of the

Gospel according to Strauss as taking the place of

Matthew's or John's Gospel in the hands of the

tinker or the dairy-maid, developing the saintly

spirit, heralding the triumphant deaths, of which

we have such frequent record in the aimals of the

poor. These holy men and women have been guided

and sustained in virtue by the authority of a di-

vinely commissioned Lawgiver, whose words they

have received because he had been proclaimed and

attested as the Son of God by power from on high.

They have had a working faith in immortality,—
such a faith as no reasoning, or analogy, or instinct

has ever given,— because they have stood in thought

by the bier at the gates of Nain and by the tomb
of Bethany ; because they have seen the light that

streams from the broken sepulchre of the crucified,

and heard the voice of the resurrection-angel.

Now if the development of the highest style of

human character is a purpose worthy of God, and

if in point of fact a belief in miracles has borne

an essential part in the development of such char-

acters, then are miracles not only possible, but an-

tecedently probable and intrinsically credible. And
this is an argument which cannot lie impeached till

Straussianism has furnished at least a few finished

characters, which we can place by the side of those

that have been formed by faith in a miraculously

empowered and endowed Teacher and Saviour.

Miracle, lying as it does clearly within the scope

of omnipotence, needs only adequate testimony to

substantiate it. Human testimony is indeed ap-

pealed to in proof of the unbroken order of nature

;

but, so far as it goes, it proves the opposite. We
can trace back no line of testimony which does not

reach a miraculous epoch. Nay, if there be any

one element of human nature which is univer-

sal, with exceptions as rare as idiocy or insanity, it

is the appetency for miracle. So strong is this,

that at the present day none are so ready to receive

the drivellings of hyper-electrified women as utter-

ances from departed spirits, and to accept the ab-
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surdities of the newest form of necromancy, as

those who set aside the miracles of the New Testa-

ment and cast contempt on the risen Saviour.

Such being the instinctive craving of human nature

for that which is above nature, it is intrinsically

probable that God has met this craving by authentic

voices from the spirit- realm, by authentic glimpses

from behind the veil of sense, by authentic forth-

reachings of the omnipotent arm from beneath the

mantle of proximate causes.

2. Strauss is self-refuted on his own ground.

He maintains the uniformity of the law of causation

in all time, equally in the material and the intel-

lectual universe, so that no intellectual phenomenon
can make its appearance, except from causes and
under conditions adapted to bring it into being.

Myths, therefore, cannot originate, except from

causes and under conditions favorable to their birth

and growth. Now, if we examine the undoubted

myths connected with the history and religion of

the ancient nations, we shall find that they had
their origin prior to the era of written literature

;

that their evident nucleus is to be sought in his-

torical personages and events of a very early date;

that they grew into fantastic forms and vast pro-

portions by their transmission from tongue to

tongue, whether in story or in song; that their

various versions are the result of oral tradition

through different channels, as in the separate states

of Greece, and among the aboriginal tribes and pre-

historical colonists of Italy; and that they receivea

no essential additions or modifications after the

age at which authentic history begins. Thus the

latest of the gods, demigods and wonder-working

heroes of Grecian fable— such of them as ever lived

— lived seven centuries before Herodotus, and not

less than four centuries before Hesiod and Homer;
the various accounts we have of them appear to

have been extant in the earliest period of Greek

Uterature; and we have no proof of the origin of

any extended fable or of the existence of any per-

sonage who became mythical, after that period.

The case is similar with the distinctively Eoman
myths and the mythical portions of Roman history.

They are all very considerably anterior to the earliest

written history and literature of Rome. The
mythical and the historical periods of all nations

are entirely distinct, the one from the other. Now
the Christian era falls far within the historical

period. Single prodigies are indeed related in the

history of that age, a,s they are from time to time

in modern and even recent history; but the leading

incidents of individual lives and the successive

stages of public and national afl^airs in that age are

detailed with the same literalness with which the

history of the seventeenth or eighteenth century is

wTitten. Yet, had the conditions for the growth

of myths existed, there were not wanting, then,

personages, whose vast abilities, strange vicissitudes

of fortune, and extended fame would have made
them mythical. It is hardly possible that there

could have been a fuller supply of the material for

myths in the life of Hercules, or of Cadmus, or of

]\Iedea, than in that of Julius Cfpsar, or of Marcus
Antonius, or of Cleopatra. Nor can it be main-

tained that in this respect Judtea was at an earher

and more primitive stage of culture than Rome or

Egypt. Josephus, the Jewish historian, was bom
about the time of the death of Jesus Christ, and

wrote very nearly at the period assigned by Strauss

for the composition of the earliest of our Gospels.

In addition to what we believe to have been the
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miracles of the Old Testament, he records many
undoubted myths of the early Hebrew ages; but

his history of his ovpii times, with now and tlien

a touch of . the marvellous, has no more of the

mythical element or tendency than we find in the

narratives of the same epoch by Roman historians.

In fine, there was nothing in that age more than

in this, which could give rise or currency to a

mythical history.

3. Myths are vague, dateless, incoherent, dreamy,

poetical ; while the Gospels are eminently prosaic,

circumstantial, abounding in careful descriptions

of persons, and designations of places and times.

The genealogies given in Jlatthew and Luke are

represented by Strauss as mythical; but nothing

could be more tlioroughly opposed to our idea of a

myth, and to the character of the acknowledged

myths of antiquity, than such catalogues of names.

We believe both these genealogies to be authentic

;

for Matthew alone professes to give the natural and

actual ancestry of Joseph, while Luke expressly

says that he is giving the legal genealogy of Jesus,

(as he was legally recbmed being the literal ren-

dering of the words employed by the Evangelist, ojs

euo/xi^eroi) and it is well known that the legal

genealogy of a Jew might diverge very widely from

the line of his actual parentage. But even were we

to admit the alleged inconsistency of the two, they

both bear incontestable marks of having been copied

from existing documents, and not imagined or in-

vented. All through the Gospels we find, in close

connection with the miracles of Christ, details of

common Jewish life, often so minute and trivial,

that they would have been wholly beneath the aim

of ambitious fiction or tumid fancy, and could have

found a place in the narrative only because they

actually occurred. The miracles are not in a setting

of their own kind, as they would have been in a

fictitious narrative. They are imbedded in a sin-

gularly natural and lifelike, humble and unpretend-

ing history. Tlie style of the Evangelists is not

that of men who either wondered themselves, or

expected others to wonder, at what they related;

but it is the unambitious style of men who ex-

pected to be believed, and who were perfectly

familiar with the marvellous events they described.

Had they related these events from rumor, from a

heated imagination, or with a disposition to deceive,

they must have \vritten in an inflated style, with a

profusion of epitliets, with frequent appeals to the

sentiment of tlie marvellous, not unmixed with the

show of argument to con\4Rce the incredulous.

When we find on the current of the Gospel history

not a ripple of swollen diction, not a quickening of

the rhetorical pulse, not a deviation from the quiet,

jirosaic, circumstantial flow of narrative, in describ-

ing such events as tlie walking upon the sea, the

raising of Lazarus, the ascension of Jesus Christ to

heaven, we can account for this unparalleled literary

phenomenon only by supposing that the writers

had become so conversant with miracle, either in

their own experience or through their intimacy with

eye-witnesses, that events aside from the ordinary

course of nature had ceased to be contemplated with

amazement.
4. Another conclusive argument against the

mythical theory is derived from the suflTerings and
the martyrdoms of the primitive ('hristians. Strauss

admits that the earliest of our Gosjjels assumed its

present form within thirty or forty years after the

death of Jesus. At that time there were still living

great multitudes, who must have been contemporary
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ascertaining the truth with regard to his personal

history. Mere fable, which involved no serious

consequences to those who received it, might have

passed unquestioned, and might have been devoured

by weak men and superstitious women witli easy

credulity. But men are not wont to stake their

reputation, their property, their lives, on stories

which they have the means of testing, without look-

ing carefully into the evidence of their truth. Now
no fact in history is more certain than that, within

forty years from the death of Christ, large numliers

of persons, many of them natives of Judjea, suffered

the se\erest persecution, and incurred painful and

ignominious death by fire, by crucifixion, and by
exposure to wild beasts, in consequence of their

professed belief in the divine mission, the miracu-

lous endowments, and the resurrection of Jesus.

Many of these persons wei'e men of intelligence and

cultivation. They must have known how far the

alleged facts of the life of Jesus were confirmed by
eye-witnesses, and how far and on what grounds

they were called in question. They lived at a time

when they could have tried the witnesses, and they

must have been more or less than hinnan if they

threw away their lives for mere exaggerations or

fables. The genuineness of several of Paul's epistles

is admitted l)y Strauss, and neither he nor any one

else doubts the fact of Paul's protracted sacrifices

and sufierings, and his ultimate martyrdom as a

Christian believer. Paul's epistles show him to

have been a man of eminent power and culture, — in

the opinion of many, the greatest man that God
ever made ; in the judgment of all, far aI)ove medioc-

rity. Born a Jew, educated in Jenlsalem, familiar

with the alleged scenes and witnesses of the miracles

of Jesus, at first a persecutor of the infiint church,

he could have become a believer and a champion

of the Christian faith only on strong evidence, and

with a full knowledge of the grounds for unbelief

and doubt ; and we have his own statement of what

he believed, and especially of his undoubting belief

in the crowning miracle of the resurrection of Jesus.

We know of no man whose testimony as to the

state of the argument as it stood in the very life-

time of the coevals of Jesus could be worth so much
as his ; and it is inconceivable that he, of all men,

should have suffered or died in attestation of what

he supiwsed or suspected to be myths. But we
must multiply his testimony by hundreds, nay, by

thousands, in order to represent the full amount
and weight of the testimony of martyrdom. Now
while we have not the slightest doubt that our

Gospels were written, three of them at least at an

earlier date than Strauss assigns to the first, and

all of them by the men whose names they bear, we

should deem them, if possible, more surely authen-

ticated as to their contents, did we suppose them
anonymous works of a later date ; for in that case

they would embody narratives already sealed by the

martyr-blood of a cloud of witnesses, and tiuis would

be not the mere story of their authors, but the

story of the collective church.

5. The character of the primitive (Christians is

an impregnable argument for the truth of the

Gospel-history, as opposed to the mythi(!al theory.

There is no doubt whatever that from tlie lifetime

of Jesus commenced the moral regeneration of

humanity. Virtues which had hardly a name be-

fore, sprang into being. Vices whicli hail been

eml)almed in song and cherished in the heart of the

highest civilization of the Roman empire, were cou-
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demned and denounced. A loftier ethical standard

— a standard which has not yet heen improved

upon — was held forth by the earliest Christian

writers, and recognized in all the Christian com-
munities. There were among the early Christians

types of cliaracfer, which have never been surpassed,

hardly equalled since. Strauss maintains that there

are no uncaused effects, — no effects which have not

causes fully commensurate with themselves. A
Jewish youth, half-enthusiast, half-impostor, must
have been immeasurably inferior to those great

philosophers and moralists of classic antiquity, who
hardly made an impression on the depravity of

their own and succeeding times. Such a youth

must have had very vague notions of morality, and
have been a very poor example of it He might

have foimded a sect of fanatics, but not a body of

singularly pure, true and holy men. There is a

glaring inadequacy,— nay, an entire and irrecon-

cilable discrepancy between the cause and theelfect.

We can account for the moral reformation that

followed the ministry of Jesus, only l)y supposing

him endowed with a higher and calmer wisdom,

with a keener sense of trutli and right, with a more
commanding influence over the human heart and
conscience, than has ever belonged to any other

being that the world has seen. Outwardly he was

a humbly born, illiterate Jew, in a degenerate age,

of a corrupt national stock ; and there is no way
of accounting for his superiority over all other

teachers of truth and duty, unless we believe that

he held by the gift of God a preeminence, of which

his alleged sway over nature and victory over death

were but the natural and fitting expression.

6. Strauss bases his theory on the assumption

that our Gospels were not written by the men whose
names they bear, but were the productions of

authors now unknown, at later and uncertain

periods; and he admits tliat the mytliical fabric

which he supposes the Gospels to be could not have

had its origin under the hands, or with the sanction,

of apostles or their companions. But the genuine-

ness of no ancient, we might almost say, of no
modern work, rests on stronger evidence than does

the authorship of our Gospels by the men whose
names they b.ear. In the earlier ages their com-
position by their now reputed authors was never

denied or called in question,— not even by the

heretics who on dogmatical grounds rejected some
of them, and would have found it convenient to

reject all, — not even by Jewish and Gentile op-

jwsers of Christianity, who argued vehemently and
bitterly against their contents without impugning
their genuineness. Justin Martyr, who wrote about

the middle of the second century, speaks repeatedly

of Memoirs of the Apostles called Gospels, and in

his frequent recapitulation of what he professes to

have drawn from this .source there are numerous
coincidences with our Gospels, not only in the facts

narrated, but in words and in passages of consid-

erable length. From his extant works we could

almost reproduce the gospel history. He was a

man of singularly inquisitive mind, of philosophical

training, of large and varied erudition ; and it is

impossilile that he should not have knowii whether

these books were received without question, or

whether they rested under the suspicion of spurious

authorship. IrensEus, who wrote a little later, gives

a detailed description of our four Gospels, naming
heir respective authors, and stating the order in

w.hich and the circumstances under which they were

composed ; and he writes, not only in his own
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name, but in that of the whole church, saying tha

these books were not and had not been called in

question by any. These are but specimens of verj

numerous authorities that might be cited. About
the same time, Celsus wrote against Christianity,

and he drew so largely from our Gospels as the

authorized narratives of the life of Christ, that a

connected history of that life might almost be made
from the extant passages quoted from his writings

by his Christian opponents.

In the middle and the latter half of the second

century, there were large bodies of Christians in

every part of the civilized world, and the copies of

the Gospels must have been numbered by many
thousands. Their universal reception as the works

of the men whose names they now bear can be

accounted for only by their genuineness. Suppose

that they were spurious, yet written and circulated

in the lifetime of the Apostles,— it is impossible that

they should not have openly denied their author-

ship, and that this denial should not have left

traces of itself in the days of Justin IMartyr and

Irenoeus. Suppose that they were first put in cir-

culation under the names they now bear, after the

death of the Apostles, — it is inconceivable that

there should not have been men shrewd enough to

ask why they had not appeared while their authors

were living, and their late appearance would have

given rise to doubts and questions which would not

ha\e been quieted for several generations. Sujiposo

that they were first issued and circulated anony-

mously,— there must have been a time when the

names of IMatthew, Mark, Luke, and John were

first attached to them, and it is impossil>le that

the attaching of the names of well-known men as

authors to books which had been anonymous should

not have been attended by grave doubt.

The statement of Luke in the Introduction of

his Gospel, and the very nature of the case rendei

it certain that numerous other accounts, more or

less authentic, of the life of Christ were early

written, and some such accounts, commonly called

the Apocryphal Gospels, are still extant. But we
have ample evidence that no such writings were

ever received as of authority, read in the churches,

or sanctioned by the office-bearers and leading men
in the Christian communities; and most ot them
disajipeared at an early date. Now it is impossible

to account for the discrediting and suppression of

these writings, unless the Church was in the pos-

session of authoritative records. If our Gospels

had no higher autflHty than belonged to those

narratives, all the accounts of the life of Jesus

would have been received and transmitted with

equal credit. But if there were four narratives

written by eye-witnesses and their accredited com-
panions, while all the rest were written by persons

of inferior means of information and of inferior

authority, then maywe account, as we can in no
other way, for the admitted fact that these four

Gospels crowded all others out of the Church, and
drove them into discredit, almost into oblivion.

We have then abundant reason to believe, and
no reason to doubt, that our present four Gospels

were written by the men whose names they bear;

and if this be proved, by the confession of Strauss

himself the mythical theory is untenable.

A. r. p.
* Literaiure. The preceding article would be

incomplete without some further notice of the lit

erature of the subject, whicli it will be convenient

to distribute under several heads.
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1. Critical history of the Gospels ; their oriyin,

mutual relation, and credibility. In addition to

the works referred to above (pp. 943, 947), the fol-

lowing maj lie mentioned: Tholuck, Die Glaub-

wUrdiyktit der ecamj. Geschichte, 2^ Aufl., Ilamb.

1838; Ullniann, Nistorisch oder Mythisch i Hamb.
1838 ; Furness, Jesus and his Biographers, Pliilad.

1838, an enlargement of his Remarks on the Four

Gospels ; Gfriirer, Bie heilige Saye, 2 Abth., and

Das Heili<jthuni u. d. Wahrheit, Stuttg. 1838; C.

H. Weisse, Die evang. Geschichte, krit. u. philos.

hearbeitet, 2 Bde. Leipz. 1838; \Ni\ke, Der Ur-

evangelist, oder exeg. krit. Untersuchung lib. d.

Verwandtschaftsverhdltniss tier drei ersten Kvan-

gelien, Dresd. 1838; Hennell, Inquiry concerning

'the Origin of Christianity (1st ed. 1838), 2d ed.

Lond. 1841; Bruno Bauer, Kritik der evang. Gesch.

der Synoptiker, 3 Bde. Berl. 1841-42; and Kritik

der Evangellen u. Gesch. ihres Ursprungs, 4 Bde.

Berl. 1850-52; Ebrard, Wissenschaftliche Kritik

d. evang. Geschichte (1st ed. 1841), 2e unigearb.

Aufl. Erlangen, 1850, English translation, con-

densed, Edin. 1863; W. H. Mill, On the atte7npted

Application of Pantheistic Principles to the

Theory ami Hisiaric Criticism of the Gospels,

Cambr. (Eng.) 1840-44; Isaac WUliams, Thoughts

on the Study of the Gospels, Lond. 1842; F. J.

Schwarz, Neue Untersuchungen uber d. Verwandt-

schafts- Verhciltniss der synopt. Evangelien, Tiib.

1844; (Anon.) Die Evangelien, iiir Geist, ihre

Verfasser mid ihr Verhdltniss zu einander, Leipz.

1845; J. R. Beard, Voices of the Church in 7-eply

to Strauss, Lond. 1845; C. L. W. Griram, Die

Glaubwiirdigkeit der evang. Geschichte, Jena, 1845,

in opposition to Strauss and Bauer ; Thiersch, Ver-

sucli zur lierstellung d. histor. Standpunkts far d.

Kritik d. neutest. Schriften, Erlangen, 1845, comp.

Baur, Der Kritiker u. der Fanaliker, u. s. w.

Stuttg. 1846, and Thiersch, Einige Worte ilb. d.

Aechtheit d. neutest. Schriften, 1846; Schwegler,

D'ls nachaposlolische Zeitaller, 2 Bde. Till). 1840

;

Bleak, Beitrdge zur Evangelien-Kritik, Berl. 1840,

valuable; Davidson, Introd. to the New Test. vol.

i. Lond. 1848; Ewald, Ursprung und wesen der

Evangelien, in his Jahrb. d. Bibl. loissenschaft,

1848-1854, namely, i. 113-154; ii. 180-224; iii.

140-183; V. 178-207; vi. 32-72; comp. also ix.

49-87, X. 83-114, xii. 212-224; also his Die drei

ersten Evangelien iibersezt u. erkldrt, (iott. 1850;

Hilgenfeld, Krit. Untersuchungen iiber die Evan-
gelien .Justin''s, u. s. w. Halle, 1850 ; Dns Markus-
Evangelium, Leipz. 1850; ms. in Theol. Jahrb.

1852, pp. 102-132, 259-293; Die Evangelien nnch

Hirer Entsteliung u. gesch. Bedeutung, Leipz. 1854;

arts, in Theol. Jahrb. 1857, pp. 381-440, 498-

532, and in his Zcilschr. f. iviss. Theol. 1859, 1861,

and 1862-67, passim; Baur, Kritische Unter-

suchungen Ub. d. kanon. Evangelien, Tiib. 1847,

already noticed ; Das 3farkusevangelium, Tiib.

1851; arts, in Theol. Jahrb. 1853, pp. 54-93;

1854, pp. 196-287, and Zeitsckr. f. wiss. Theol.

1859 ; for a summary of results, see his Das Chris-

tenihum der drei ersten Jahrhunderte, 2^ Ausg.,

Tub. 1860; Ritschl, Ueber den gegenwdrtigen

Stand der Krilik der si/nopt. Evangelien, in Theol.

Jahrb. 1851, pp. 480-538; C. E. Stowe, The Four
Gospeh, and the Hegelian Assaults upon them, in

the Bibl. Sacra for July 1851 and Jan. 1852, re-

printed in Journ. of Sac. Lit. Oct. 1865 and Jan.

1866; Da Costa, The Four Witnesses (trans, from

the Dutch), Lond. 1851, reprinted New York, 1855;

T. K. Birks, Hoi-ai Evangelicce, or the Internal
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Evidence of tlie Gospel History, Lond. 1852; C.

K. Kostlin, Der Urspj'ung u. d. Komposition d.

synopt. Evangelien, Stuttg. 1853; James Smith

of Jordanhill, Diss, on the Origin and Connectior

of the Gospels, Edin. 1853; F. X. I'atritius (Cath.),

De Evangeliis, Friburgi, 1853; G. F. Simmons,

The Gospels, etc. in the (Boston) Christian Exam-
iner, May, 1853; J. H. JMorison, Genuineness of
the Gospels, ibid. Jan. 1854; 0. F. Ranke, De
Libris histor. Novi Test., Berol. 1855; Norton,

Internal Evidences of tlie Gemdneness of the Gos-

pels, including " Remarks on Strauss's Life of

Jesus," Boston, 1855 (posthumous),— an abridged

edition of his admirable work on the external Ev-

idences of the Genuineness of the Gospels (see p.

943), has just been published, Boston, 1867; C.

H. Weisse, Die Evangelienfrage in ihrem gegen-

wdrtigen Stadium, I^ipz. 1856 ; Reuss, arts, in

the Strasbourg Revue de Thiol, vols. x. xi. xv.,

and Nouvelle Revue de Thiol. 1858, ii. 15-72,

comp. his Gesch. d. heiligen Schriften N. 7".,

3e Ausg. 1860, § 179 ff. ; Volkmar, Die Religion

Jesu, etc. Leipz. 1857; J. T. Tobler, Die Evan-

gelienfrage, Zurich, 1858, comp. Hilgenfeld's

Zeitsckr. f. tciss. Theol. 1859 and 1860; Soberer,

Notes sur les evangiles synoptiques, 6 articles in

the Nouvelle Rev. de Thiol. (Strasbourg), 1859

and 1860, vols, iii., iv., and v.; I. Nichols, Hours

tvith the Evangelists, 2 vols. Boston, 1859-64;

Westcott, Introd. to the Study of the Gospels,

Cambr. 1860, 3d ed. 1867, Amer. reprint, Boston,

1862, 12mo; Furness, Origin of the Gospels, in

Christ. Exam, for Jan. 1861, comp. his Veil partly

lifted (1864), pp. 227-301; Weiss, Zur Entsteh-

unqsgeschichte der synopt. Evangelien, in the

Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1861, pp. 29-100, 646-713,

comp. his arts. Die Redestiicke des apostol. Mat-

thdus, in Jahrb. f Deutsche Thexil. 1864, ix. 49-

140, and Die Erzdhlungssfiicke d. apost. Mattlidus,

ibid. 1805, x. 319-376 ; C. Wittichen, Bemerkungen

iiber die Tendenz und den Lehrgehalt der synopt.

Reden Jesu, in the Jahrb.f Deutsche Theol. 1862,

vii. 314-372, and Ueber den histor. Charakter der

synojH. Evangelien, ibid. 1866, xi. 427-482 ; Bleek,

Einl. in das N. T, Berl. 1862, 2d ed. 1866 ; Iloltz-

mann. Die synojyt. Evangelien, ihr Ursprmijg u.

gesch. Charakter, Leipz. 1803 ; Eichthal, Les Evan-

giles, 2 tom. Paris, 1863 ; G. A. Freytag, Die Sym-
phonie der Evangelien, Neu-Ruppin, 1863 ; Alex.

Roberts, Discussions on the Gospels, 2d ed., Edin.

1864; G. P. Fisher, The Mythical T/ieory of
Strauss, in the New Englander for April, 1864,

excellent; Origin of the First Three Gospels, ihiA.

Oct. 1864; Genuineness of the Fourth Gospel, in

Bibl. Sacra, April, 1864 ; all reprinted, with addi-

tions, in his Essays on the Supernatural Origin of
Christianity, New York, 1866 ; Weizsiicker, Unter-

suchungen iiber die evang. Geschichte, ihre Quel-

len, ti. den Gang ihrer Entwickelung, Gotha, 1864,

comp. Weiss's review in Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1866,

pp. 129-176 ; M. Nicolas, Eludes crit. sur la Bible

— Nouveau Testament, Paris, 1864 ; the Abb6
Meignan, Les Evangiles et la aitique au XIX'
siiicle, Paris, 1864; N. C. Burt, Hours among the

Gospels, Fh\]a,d. 1865, 12mo; Tischendorf, Wann
tvurden unsere Evangelien verfasst ? Leipz. 1865,

4th ed., greatly eniarged, 1860, Eng. trans, by

W. L. Gage, Boston, 1868 (Amer. Tract. Soc);

Hilgenfeld, Constantin Tischendorf als Defensor

fidei, in his Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol. 1865, pp.

329-343 ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung unserer Evan-

gelien nach den Urkunden, ZUrich, 1866 (Tisch-
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endorf has replied to Hili^enfeld and Volkmar in

bis 4tli edition); J. H. Scholten, De oudsle G'e-

iuigeidssen, etc., Leiden, 1866, trans, by Mancliot,

Die altesien Zeugnisse betrejf'end die Schriften des

N. T. historisch untersucht, Bremen, 1867, in op-

position to Tischendorf ; Hofstede de Groot, Basil-

ides ah erster Zeuye f. Alter u. Autoritiit neutest.

Schriften, u. s. w. Leipz. 1808 [1867], against

Scholten; J. I. Mombert, The Origin of the Gos-

pels, in the Bibl. Sacra for .July and Oct. 1866,

with particular reference to Strauss's New Life

of Jesus ; L. A. Sabatier, Essai sur Us sources

de la vie de Jesus, Paris, 1866; A. RevUle, La
question des emngiles dtvnnt la critique moderne,

in Hev. des Deux Mondes, 1 mai and 1 juin,

1866; H. U. Maijboom, • 6'est'/(/e(/e;H"s en Critiek

der Marcus-Hyijothese, Amst. 1866; Klostermann,

Das Marcus-Evanyelium nach seinem Quellen-

werthef. d. evang. Geschichte, GiJtt. 1867: C. A.

Row, The Historical Character of the Gospels

tested by an Examination of their Contents, in the

Journ. of Sacred Lit. for July and Oct. 1865,

Jan. Apr. and July, 1866, and Jan. 1867,— an

original and valuable series of articles, which ought

to be pubUshed separately. Holtzmann, Der gegen-

wdrtige Stand der Evangelienfrage, in Bunsen's

Bibelicerk, Bd. viii. (1866), pp. 2.3-77, gives a good

survey of the literature. For other reviews of

the literature, see Hilgenfeld's Der Kanon u. die

Kritik des N. T. (Halle, 1863), and Uhlhorn's

article. Die kirchenhistorischen Arbeiten des Jahr-

zeheiits ron 1851-1860, in the Zeitschrift f. hist.

Theol. for 1806, see esp. pp. 6-19.

2. Harmonies of the Gospels, and their Chro-

nology. In addition to the works named above (p.

950), the following deserve mention here: Lach-

mann, De Ordine Narrationum in Evangeliis

Synopticis, in the Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1835, pp.

570-590, comp. his Nov. Test. torn. ii. (1850), pp.

xiii.-xxv. ; Gelpke, Ueber die Anordn. d. Erzdh-
lungen in den synopf. Evangelien. Sendschreiben

an K. Lachmann, Bern, 1839; Lant Carpenter,

Apostolical Harmony of the Gospels, 2d ed., Lond.

1838; J. G. Sommer, Synoptische Tafeln [11] /.
d. Kritik u. Exegese der drei ersten Evangelien,

Bonn, 1812; Wieseler, Chronol. Synapse der vier

Evangelien, Hamb. 1843, Eug. trans. Lond. 1864,

comp. his art. Zeitrechnung, neutestamentUche, in

Herzog's ReaUEncykl. xxi. 543 ff. ; S. F. Jarvis,

Chronol. Introd. to the Hist, of the Church, con-

taining an Original Harmony of the Fottr Gospels,

Lond. 1844, and New York, 1845, comp. J. L.

Kingsley in the New Englander for April, 1847,

and July, 1848 ; H. B. Ilackett, Synoptical Study

of the Gospels, in Bibl. Sacra for Feb. 1840; J.

C. G. L. Ivraffl, Chronol. u. Harm. d. vier Evan-
gelien, Erlang. 1848; Anger, Synopsis Evangg.
Matt. J\Iarci Lucoe, cum Locis quce supersunt par-

allelis Litterarum et Traditionum Irencvo antiqui-

orum. Lips. 1852, valuable; James Strong, New
Harmony and Exposition of the Gospels, with

Chronol. and Topog. Dissertations, finely illus-

trated. New York, 1852, large Bvo; Harmony of
the Gospels, in the Greek of the Received Text,

by the same, New York, 1854, 12mo; Stroud,

Neiv Greek Harm, of the Four Gospels, compi-is-

ing a Synopsis and a Diaiessaron, Lond. 1853, 4to

;

Mimpriss, Treasury Harmony and Practical Ex
position of the Four Evangelists, Lond. 1855, 4to

;

Lichtcnstein, Lebensgeschichte d. Henm Jesu
Chrhtiin chronologischer Uebersicht, Erlang. 1856;

(E. E. Hale) Logical Order of the Gospel Narra-
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lives, in the Christ. Examiner for Sept. 1858, ana
System and Order of Christ's Ministry, ibid. Jan.

1864; M. H. Schulze, Evangelientafd als eine

iibersichtl. Darstellung d. synopt. Ew. in ihrem

Verivandtschaftsverhultnis zu einander, u. s. w.

Leipz. 1861; Chavannes, Determination de quel-

ques dates de thist. evangelique, in the Strasbourg

Rev. de Tlicol. 1863, pp. 209-248 ; Bunsen's Bibelr-

werk, Bd. viii. (1866), pp. 115-322, comp. Bd. ix.

{Leben Jesu) ; Sevin, Die drei ersten Evangelien

synoptisch zusammengestellt, Wiesbaden, 1866,

Greek after the Codex Sinaiticus, with the varia-

tions of the Rec. Text; Enii, Evangelien- Uebei-

sicht: s&mmtliche vier kanon. Evv., auf 7 Blattern

. . . wdrilich nach der offiziellen Uebersetzung d.

Ziircherischen J^amleskirche bearbeitet, u. s. w.

Zurich, 1867. A Harmony of the Gospels in Greek

(Tischendorf 's text), with various readings, notes,

tables, etc., by the Rev. Frederic Garduier, is now
in press (New York, 1868).

3. Commentaries. Passing by older works, we
may notice Campbell, Fo^lr Gospels translated, with

Notes, reprinted Andover, 1837, 2 vols. 8vo, val-

uable for the Preliminary Dissertations; Kuinoel

(Kiihniil), Comm. in Libr. N. T. historicos, 4 vols.

Lips. (Matt., 4th ed. 1837 ; Mark and Luke, 4th

ed. 1843; John, 3d ed. 1825), often unsound in

philology, but still useful; Paulus, Exeg. Handb.
lib. die drei ersten Evv., 3 Theile, Heidelb. 1830-33

;

Baumgarten-Crusius, Exeg. Schriften zuni N. T.

Bd. i. in 2 Th. (Matt., Mark, Luke), Jena, 1844-45,

posthumous ; his Theol. Auslegung d. Johan.

Schriften (1844-45) is more important; Olshausen,

Bibl. Comm. Bde. i. and ii. Abth. 1, 2, 4^ Aufl.

rev. von Ebrard, Kiinigsb. 1853-62, Eng. trans,

revised by A. C. Kendrick, New York, 1856-57

;

Meyer, Krit. exeg. Komm. iib. das N. T. Abth.

i., ii. Giitt. (Matt., 5th ed. 1864; Mark and Luke,

5th ed. 1867; John, 4th ed. 3862); De Wette,

Kurzgef. exeg. Handb. zum. N. T. Bd. i. Th. i.-

iii. Leipz. (Matt., 4th ed. by Messner, 1857 ; Luke
and Mark, 3d ed. 1846 ; John, 5th ed. by Briickner,

1863); Stier, Die Reden des Herrn Jesu, 2^ Aufl.,

7 Theile, Barmen, 1851-55, Eng. trans. 8 vols.

Edin. 1855-61 ; John Brown, Discourses and Say-

ings of our Lord Jesus Christ, 3 vols. Edin. 1850,

reprinted in 2 vols. New York, 1864; Ewald, Die

drei ersten Ew. iibers. u. erklart, Gott. 1850, and
Die Johan. Schriften iibers. u. erklart, Gott. 1861-

62; Norton, New Translation of the Gospels, icith

Notes, 2 vols. Boston, 1855, posthumous; Joel

Jones (Judge), NoteS'.on Scripture, Philad. 1861;

Bleek, Synopt. Erklurung der drei ersten Evange-
lien, 2 Bde. Leipz. 1862; Bunsen's Bibelicerk, Bd.

iv. Th. i. (1862), ed. by Holtzmann, translation

with brief notes; and the Greek Testaments of

Bloomfield (9th ed. 1855), Alford (5th ed. 1863),

Webster and Wilkinson (1855), and Wordsworth
(4th ed. 1866). Of Lange's great Bibclwerk,

" critical, theological, and homiletical," the vols,

on Matthew, Mark, and Luke have been translated

and published in this country, with valuable addi-

tions, under the general editorship of Dr. Schaff

(New York, 1865-66); the volume on John is in

press. Nast's Commentary (Matt, and Mark, Cin-

cinnati, 1804) is on a similar plan. This volume

has a valuable General Introduction to the Gospels,

treating of their genuineness, authenticity, harmony,

etc., which has also been issued separately. Since

the pulilication of the Rev. Albert I3arnes's Notes

on the Gospels, 2 vols. New York, 1832, 17th ed.,

revised, 1847 (when 32,000 copies had already
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been sold), numerous popular commentaries have

'

appeared in this country, representing more or less

the theological views of different religious denom-

inations, as by H. J. Ripley (Baptist), 2 vols. Boston,

1837-38; Jos. Longking (Methodist), 4 vols. IGmo,

New York, 1841-44 ; A. A. Livermore (Uni-

tarian), 2 vols. Boston, 1841-42; L. R. Paige

(Universalist), 2 vols. Boston, 1844-45; M. W.
Jacobus, 3 vols. New York, 1848-56 ; C. H. Hall

(Episcopalian), 2 vols. New York, 1857 ; J. J. Owen,

3 vols. New Y'ork, 1857-60; D. D. Whedon (Meth-

odist), 2 vols New Y'ork, 1860-66; and I. P.

Warren, Nno Test, with Notes, vol. i. Boston, 1867

(Amer. Tr. Soc). Of works illustrating portions of

the Gospels, Abp. Trench's Notes on the PanMes
(1841, 9th ed. 1864), Notes on the Miracles (1846,

7th ed. 1860), and Studies in the Gospels (1867),

of all of which we have American editions, deserve

particular mention. Wichelhaus has WTitten an

elaborate commentary on the history of the Passion

Week {AusfiihrL Komm. zu d. Gesch. des Leidens

Jesu Christi, Halle, 1855). Of the works named
above, the most valuable in a critical and pliilo-

logical point of view are those of Meyer, De Wette,

and Bleek. For treatises on the separate Gospels,

see their respective names ; see also the article

Jesus Chkist. A.

GOTHOLI'AS. Josias, son of Gotholias (Fo-

OoXiov'- Got/ioli(e), was one of the sons of Elani

who returned from Babylon with Esdras (1 Esdr.

viii. 33). The name is the same as Athaliah,
with the common substitution of the Greek G for

the Hebrew guttural Ain (comp. Gomorrah, Gaza,

etc.). This passage compared with 2 K. xi. 1, &c.

shows that Athaliah was both a male and female

name.

GOTHO'NIEL {ToBovi-ii\, i. e. Othniel
;

[Sin.i Todovlov, gen. :J
Gothoniel), father of Cha-

bris, who was one of tlie governors (dp^ovres) of

the city of Bethulia (Jud. vi. 15).

GOURD. I. "iViTl"^' ''"^y *" '^""- '^- ^~^^ =

KoXoKvvdr}' hedera. A difference of opinion has

long existed as to the plant which is intended by
this word. The argument is as old as Jerome,

whose rendering hedera was impugned by Augus-
tine as a heresy ! In reality Jerome'« rendering

was not intended to be critical, but rather as a kind

of pis aller necessitated by the want of a proper

Latin word to express the original. Besides he was
unwilling to leave it in merely Latinized Hebrew
(kikayon), wliich might have occasioned misappre-

hensions. Augustine, following the LXX. and Syr.

Versions, was in favor of the rendering ffourd,

which was adopted by Luther, the A. V., etc. In

Jerome's description of the plant called in Syr.

kai-o, and Punic el-kei'oa, Celsius recognizes the

Hicinus Pnlina Christi, or Castor-oil plant {Hiero-

bot. ii. 273 ff.; Bochart, Hieroz. ii. 293, 623).

The Ricinus was seen by Niebuhr (Bescript. of
Arab. p. 148) at Basra, where it was distinguished

by the name el-keroa ; by Rauwolf (Trav. p. 52)

it was noticed in great abundance near Tripoli,

where the Arabs called it el-kerua ; while both
Hasselquist and Robinson observed very large speci-

mens of it in the neighborhood of Jericho (" Ri-

cinus in altitudinem arboris insignis," Hasselq. p.

555; see also Rob. i. 553).

Niebuhr observes that the Jews and Christians

at Mosul (Nineveh) maintained that the tree which
sheltered Jonah was not " el-keroa," but " el-kerra,"
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a sort of gourd, '.."his revival of the August, ren-

dering has been defended by J. E. Faber (Notes on

Ilarmer's Observations, etc. i. 145). And it must
be confessed that the evidently miraculous charac-

ter of the narrative in Jon. deprives the Palmn
Christi of any special claim to identification on the

ground of its rapid growth and decay, as described

by Niebuhr. Much more important, however, is

it to observe the tree-like character of this plant,

rendering it more suitable for the purpose which it

is stated to have fulfilled ; also the authority of the

Palestine Jews who were contemporaries of Jerome,

as compared with that of the BIosul Jews corn ersed

with by Niebuhr. But most decisive of all seems

the derivation of the Hebrew word from the Egyp-

tian kiki (Herod, ii. 94 ; comp. Biihr, ad loc. ; and

Jablonsky, Opusc. pt. i. p. 110) established by Cel-

sius, witli whose arguments Michaelis declares him-

self entirely satisfied (J. D. Mich. Suppl.); and

confirmed by the Talmudical P^H 'J^f'"') kik-oil,

prepared from the seeds of the Ricinus (Buxt. Lex.

Ch(dd. Talmud, col. 2029), and Dioscorides, iv.

164, where Kp6Taiv {= Palma Christi) is described

under the name of kiki, and the oU made from its

seeds is called k'ikivov iKaiov-

XL ri'"127|7Q, and '^Vt??- (!•) I" 2 Iv, iv.

39 ; a fruit used as food, disagreeable to the taste,

and sujjposed to be poisonous. (2.) In 1 K. vi.

18, vii. 24, as an architectural ornament, where A.

V. " knops." In Hebrew the plant is described aa

rrit^ (22 : &nire\ov iu T<jJ aypi^: viteni silves-

treni ; whence in A. V. " wild vine " [2 K. iv. 39].

The fruit is called in Hebrew as above; toAvkt)

aypia, LXX.= a^pia /coAokui'07j, Suid.: colocyit-

thides agri; "wild gourds," A. V.

The inconsistency of all these rendering.s is man-
ifest ; but the fact is that the Hebrew name of tiie

plant may denote any shrub which grows in ten-

drils, such as the colocynth, or the cucumber.

Rosenmiiller and Gesenius pronounce in favor of

the wlM cucumber, Cucumis agrestis or asiitinus

(Cels. Hierobot. i. 393 ff.). This opinion is con-

firmed by the derivation from 37|79, to burst. The

wild cucumber bursts at the touch of tlie finger,

and scatters its seeds, which the colocynth does n(;t

(Rosenm. Alterthumsk. iv. pt. 1, Ac).

T. E. B.

There can, we think, be no reasonable doubt that

the kikayon which aflfbrded shade to the prophet

Jonali before Nineveh is the Ricinus communis, or

castor-oil plant, which, formerly a native of Asia,

is now naturalized in America, Africa, and the south

of Europe. This plant, which varies considerably

in size, being in India a tree, but in England sel-

dom attaining a greater height than three or four

feet, receives its generic name from the resemblance

its fruit was anciently supposed to bear to the

acariis ("tick") of that name. See Dioscorides

(iv. 161, ed. Sprengel) and Pliny (//. N. xv. 7).

The leaves are large and palmate, with serrated

lobes, and would form an excellent shelter for the

sun-stricken prophet. The seeds contain tiie oil so

well known under the name of "castor-oil," which

has for ages been in high repute as a medicine.

With regard to the " wild gourds " (m27i^2,

pakkuoth) of 2 K. iv. 39, which one of "tlie sons

of the prophets " gathered ignorantly, supposing

them to be good for food, there can be no doiiht.
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Castor-oU plant,

that it is a species of the gourd tribe (Cuciir-

bitncece), which contain some plants of a ver}' bitter

and dangerous character. The leaves and tendrils

of this family of plants bear some resemblance to

those of the vine. Hence the expression, " wild

vine;"" and as several kinds of Cuciirbitacem,

such as melons, pumpkins, etc., are favorite articles

of refreshing food amongst the Orientals, we can

easily understand the cause of the mistake.

The plants which have been by different writers

identified with the pakkii/jth are the following : the

colocynth, or coloquintida {Citi'ullus colucyntlns)

\

the Cucuinis ])rophetnrum, or globe cucumber
;

and the EcbiiUum (Mumordica) eldteriiim ; all of

which have claims to denote the plant in question.

The etymology of the word from VJlB, " to spUt

or burst open," has been thought to favor the iden-

tification of the plant with the Ecbalium dateriumfi

or "squirting cucumber," so called from the elas-

ticity with which the fruit, when ripe, opens and
scatters the seeds when touched. This is the

&yptos cIkvos of Dioscorides (iv. 152) and Theo-
phrastus (vii. (j, § 4, &c.), and the Cucumis syl-

ventris of Pliny (//. N. xx. 2). Celsius (Hierob.

i. .39.3), Rosenmiiller {Bibl. Bot. p. 128), AViner

(EM. Realw. i. 52.5), and Gesenius (Tlies. p. 1122),

are in favor of this explanation, and, it must be

confessed, not without some reason. The old ver-

sions, however, understand the colocynth, the fruit

of which is about the size of an orange. The
di-astic medicine in such general use is a prepara-

tion from this plant. Michaelis (Suppl. Lex. Beb.

p. 344) and Oedmann ( Venn. Samm. iv. 88) adopt

this explanation ; and since, according to Kitto

(Pict. Bibl. 1. c), the dry gourds of the colocynth,

when crushed, burst with a crashing noise, there is

much rea.son for being satisfied with an explanation

which has authority, etymology, and general suit-

ableness in its favor. All the above-named plants

are found in the East. W. H.

a " One went out into the field to gather potherbs

Cn*"IS), and found a wild vine " (nitt^ ]D.2).

Colocynth.

* There is a Letter relating to Jonah's Gourd in

the Bibl. Sacra, xii. o96 ff., from the late Rev. H.
Ij^bdell, M. D., missionary at ^fosAl in Mesopotamia.

He says that " the ^Mohammedans, Christians, and

.Jews all agree in referring the plant to the ker^a,

a kind of pumpkin peculiar to the East. The
leaves are large, and the rapidity of the growth of

the plant is astonishing. Its fruit is, for the most

part, eaten in a fresh state, and is somewhat like

the squash. It has no more than a generic resem-

blance to the gourd of the United States, though I

suppose that both are species of the cucurbita. It

is grown in great abundance on the alluvial banks

of the Tigris, and on the plain between the river

and ruins of Nineveh, which is about a mile wide."

He gives reasons for supposing that the LXX. ko-

XokvvQt) was really meant to designate that plant.

Dr. Pusey (Jonah, p. 259) follows those who adopt

our marginal rendering as correct, namely, palmcrut

or the castor-oil plant as described above. He re-

marks concerning this plant (which must be true,

perhaps, of any plant with which the kikdijon was
identical) that whUe the rapidity of its growth was
supernatural, it was a growth in conformity with

the natural character of the product. H.

GOVERNOR. In the A. V. this one Eng-
lish word is the representative of no less than ten

Hebrew and four [five] Greek words. To discrim-

inate between them is the object of the following

article.

1. ^-^vM, allu2)h, the chief of a tribe or famUy,

nl?^> «'fM (Judg. \\. 15; Is. Ix. 22; Mic. v. 2),

and equivalent to the "prince of a thousand" of

Ex. xviii. 21, or the " head of a thousand " of Num.
i. 16. It is the term applied to the "dukes" of

Edom (Gen. xxxiv.). The LXX. have retained the

etymological significance of the word in rendering

it by x'Aiapxos i" Zech. ix. 7; xii. 5, 6 (comp.

ri?''bt?i, from Wbtr). The usage in other pas-

sages seems to imply a more intimate relationship

than that which would exist between a chieftain

6 From ex^oAAw.
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and his fellow-clansmen, and to express the closest

friendship. Alluph is then "a guide, director,

counsellor" (Ps. Iv. 13; I'rov. ii. 17; Jer. iii. 4),

the object of confidence or trust (Mic. v. 2).

2. p|?^n, chokek (Judg. v. 9), and 3. p^?^^?P,

irCclwke'k (Judg. v. 14), denote a ruler in his ca-

pacity of lawgiver and dispenser of justice (Gen.

5dix. 10; Prov. viii. 15; comp. Judg. v. 14, with

Is. X. 1).

4. btt7I2, moslicl, a ruler considered especially as

having power over the property and persons of his

subjects; whether his authority were absolute, as in

Josh. xii. 2, of Sihon, and in Ps. cv. 20, of Pharaoh;

or delegated, as in the case of Abraham's steward

(Gen. xxiv. 2), and Joseph as second to Pharaoh

(Gen. xlv. 8, 26; Ps. cv. 21). The "governors of

the people " in 2 Chr. xxiii. 20 appear to have been

the king's body-guard (cf. 2 K. xi. 19).

5. ^^33, ndgid, is connected etymologically with

122 and 133, and denotes a prominent personage,

whatever his capacity. It is applied to a king as

the military and civil chief of his people (2 Sam.

V. 2, vi. 21; 1 Chr. xxix. 22), to the general of an

army (2 Chr. xxxii. 21), and to the head of a tribe

(2 Chr. xix. 11). The heir-apparent to the crown

was thus designated (2 Chr. xi. 22), as holding a

prominent position among the king's sons. The

term is also used of persons who fulfilled certain

oflices in the temple, and is applied equally to the

high-priest (2 Chr. xxxi. 10, 13), as to inferior

priests (2 Chr. xxxv. 8) to whose charge were com-

mitted the treasures and the dedicated things (1

Chr. xxvi. 24), and to Levites appointed for special

service (2 Chr. xxxi. 12). It denotes an officer of

high rank in the palace, the lord high chamberlain

(2 Chr. xxviii. 7), who is also described as "over

the household " (1 K. iv. 6), or " over the house "

(1 K. xviii. 3). Such was the office held by Shebna,

the scribe, or secretary of state (Is. xxii. 15), and

in which he was succeeded by Eliakim (2 K. xviii.

18). It is perhaps the equivalent of oiKoi/iijUor,

Rom. xvi. 23, and of Upoffrdrrii, 1 Esdr. vii. 2

(cf. 1 Esdr. i. 8).

6. N'^it''3, 7idsL The prevailing idea in this

word is that of elevation. It is applied to the

chief of the tribe (Gen. xvii. 20; Num. ii. 3, Ac),

to the heads of sections of a tribe (Num. iii. 32,

vii. 2), and to a powerful sheykh (Gen. xxiii. 6).

It appears to be synonymous with alluph in 2 Chr.

i. 2, n*'Stt73 = n""l3W "'ttJHT (cf. 2 Chr. V. 2).
' . • : T •• T ^

In general it denotes a man of elevated rank. In

later times the title was given to the president of

the great Sanhedrim (Selden, De Synedriis, ii. 6,

§ 1).

7. Tin^,pechdh, is probably a word of Assyrian

origin. It is applied in 1 K. x. ]5 to the petty

chieftains who were tributary to Solomon (2 Chr.

is. 14); to the military commander of the Syrians

(1 K. XX. 24), the Assyrians (2 K. xriii. 24), the

Chaldaeans (Jer. U. 23), and the Medes (.Jer. Ii. 28).

Under the Persian viceroys, during the Babylonian

Captivity, the laud of the Hebrews appears to have

Deen portioned out among "governors" (mnS,
pachoth) inferior in rank to the satraps (Ezr. viii

36), like the other provinces which were under the

dominion of the Persian king (Neh. ii. 7, 9). It

|8 impossible to determine the precise limits of their
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authority, or the functions which they had tc per-

form. They formed a part of the Babylonian sys-

tem of government, and are expressly distinguished

from the D"'33P, s'ganim (Jer. Ii. 23, 28), to

whom, as well as to the satraps, they seem to have

been inferior (Dan. iii. 2, 3, 27); as also from the

D'*"nCi7, sdrim (Esth. iii. 12, viii. 9), who, on the

other hand, had a subordinate jurisdiction. Shesh-

bazzar, the "prince" (S'^tt73, Ezr. i. 8) of Judah,

was appointed by Cyrus "governor" of Jerusalem

(Ezr. v. 14), or "governor of the Jews," as he is

elsewhere designated (Ezr. vi. 7), an office to which

Nehemiah afterwards succeeded (Neh. v. 14) under

the title of Tirshatha (Ezr. ii. 63; Neh. viii. 9).

Zerubbabel, the representative of the royal family

of Judah, is also called the "governor" of Judah

(Hag. i. 1), but whether in consequence of his

position in the tribe or from his official rank is not

quite clear. Tatnai, the "governor" beyond the

river, is spoken of by Josephus {Ant. xi. 4, § 4)

under the name of Sisines, as etrapxos of Syria

and Phcenicia (cf. 1 Esd. vi. 3); the same term

being employed to denote the Roman proconsul or

propraetor as well as the procurator (Jos. Ant. xx.

8, § 1). It appears from Ezr. vi. 8 that these

governors were intrusted with the collection of the

king's taxes; and from Neh. v. 18, xii. 26, that

they were supported by a contribution levied upon

the people, which was technically termed " the

bread of the governor " (comp. Ezr. iv. 14). They
were probably assisted in discharging their official

duties by a council (Ezr. iv. 7, vi. 6). In the

Peshito version of Neh. iii. 11, Pahath Moab is not

taken as a proper name, but is rendered " chief of

Moab; " and a similar translation is given in other

passages where the words occur, as in Ezr. ii. 6,

Neh. vii. 11, x. 14. The "governor" beyond the

river had a judgment-seat at Jerusalem, from which

probably he administered justice when makmg a

progress through his province (Neh. iii. 7).

8. T^i75) pdkid, denotes simply a person ap-

pointed to any office. It is used of the officers pro-

posed to be appointed by Joseph (Gen. xii. 34); of

Zebul, Abimelech's lieutenant (Judg. ix. 28); of

an officer of the high-priest (2 Chr. xxiv. 11), in-

ferior to the ndffid (2 Chr. xxxi. 12, 13), or pdkid

nag'id (.Jer. xx. 1) ; and of a priest or Levite of high

rank (Neh. xi. 14, 22). The same term is applied

to the eunuch who was over the men of war (2 K.

XXV. 19; Jer. Iii. 25), and to an officer appointed

for especial service (Esth. ii. 3). In the passage

of Jer. XX. above quoted it probably denotes the

captain of the temple guard mentioned in Acts iv.

1, v. 24, and by Josephus {B. J. vi. 5, § 3).

9. I3"^yC7, shallit, a man of authority. Applied

to Joseph as Pharaoh's prime minister (Gen. xlii.

6); to Arioch, the captain of the guard, to the king

of Babylon (Dan. ii. 15), and to Daniel as third in

rank under Belshazzar (Dan. v. 29).

10. "ICi^, sar, a chief, in any capacity. The

term is used equally of the general of an army (Gen.

xxi. 22), or the commander of a division (1 K. xvi.

9, xi. 24), as of the governor of Pharaoh's prison

(Gen. xxxix. 21), and the chief of his butlers and

bakers (Gen. xl. 2), or herdsmen (Gen. xlvii. 6).

The chief officer of a city, in his civic capacity, was

thus designated (1 K. xxii. 26; 2 K. xxiii. 8).

The same dignitary is elsewhere described as " over
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the cif.y" (Neh. xi. 9). In Judg. ix. 30 sar is

synonymous with pdkkl in ver. 28, and with both

pdkid and nagkl in 1 Chr. xxiv. 5. ^!?^

n^D'^^S^T, s&re hamnidinoth, " the princes of

provinces " (1 K. xx. 14), appear to have held a

somewhat similar position to the "governors"

under the Persian kings.

11. 'EOfdpxris, 2 Cor. xi. 32— an officer of rank

under Aretas, the iVrabian king of Damascus. It

is not easy to determine the capacity in which he

acted. The term is applied in 1 Mace. xiv. 47, xv.

1 to Simon the high-priest, who was made general

and tthnarch of the Jews, as a vassal of Demetrius.

From this the office would appear to be distinct

from a military command. The jurisdiction of

Archelaus, called by Josephus {B. J. ii. 6, § 3) an

ethnarchy, extended over Idumaea, Samaria, and

all Judaea, the half of his father's kingdom, which

he held as the emperor's vassal. But, on the other

hand, Strabo (xvii. 13), in enumerating the officers

who formed part of the machinery of the Koman
government in Egypt, mentions ethnarchs appar-

ently as inferior both to the military commanders
3,nd to the nomarchs, or governors of districts.

Again, the prefect of the colony of Jews in Alex-

andria (called by Philo yevapxtl^t ''*• *" Flc-cc.

§ 10) is designated by this title in the edict of

Claudius given by Josephus {Ant. xix. 5, § 2).

According to Strabo (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 7, § 2) he

exercised the prerogatives of ;in ordinary independent

ruler. It has therefore been conjectured that the

ethnarch of Damascus was merely the governor of

the resident Jews, and this conjecture receives some
support from the parallel narrative in Acts ix. 24,

where the Jews alone are said to have taken part

in the conspiracy against the Apostle. l)Ut it does

not seem probable that an officer of such hmited

jurisdiction would be styled " the ethnarch of

Aretas the king; " and as the term is clearly capa-

ble of a wide range of meaning, it was most likely

intended to denote one who held the city and dis-

trict of Damascus as the king's vassal or repre-

sentative.

12. 'Hyefjidv, the procuratoi' of Judasa under the

Romans (Matt, xxvii. 2, etc.). The verb is em-
ployed (Luke ii. 2) to denote the nature of the

jurisdiction of Quirmus over the imperial province

of Syria.

13. OiKov6fi.o^ (Gal. iv. 2), a steward; apparently

intrusted with the management of a minor's prop-

erty.

14. 'ApxtTpiK\ivos, John ii. 9, " the governcrr

of the feast." It has been conjectured, l)ut with-

out much show of probability, that this officer cor-

responded to the ffv/xTToffiapxos of the Greeks,

whose duties are described by I^lutarch (Sympos.

Qzicesl. 4), and to the arbiter bibtndi of the Romans.
Lightfoot supposes him to have been a kind of

chaplain, who pronounced the blessings upon the

wine that was drunk during the seven days of the

marriage feast. Again, some have taken him to

be equivalent to the Tpa-K(^oTroi.6s, who is defined

by Pollux {Onom. vi. 1) as one who had the charge

of all the servants at a feast, the carvers, cup-

bearers, cooks, etc. But there is nothing in the

narrative of the marriage feast at Cana which would

lead to the supposition that the apxiTpiKXivos held

« * On the contrary, Fiirst maintains {Handiv. s. v.)

ihat a region and a river bore this name (the latter the

Kiset-Osen, Bitter's Erdk. viii. 590, 615). The district
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the rank of a servant. He appears rather to have

been on intimate terms with the bridegroom, and
to have presided at the banquet in his stead. The
duties of the master of a feast are given at full

length in Ecclus. xxxv. (xxxii.).

In the Apocryphal books, in addition to the com-
mon words, &PXOV, SeffTrSTTjs, (TTpaTT)y6s, which
are rendered " governor," we find eVicrTctT'rjs (1

Esdr. i. 8; Jud. ii. 14), which closely corresponds

to T^i72 • firapxos used of Zerubbabel and Tatnai

(1 Esdr. vi. 3, 29, vii. 1), and irpoffraTris, applied

to Sheshbazzar (1 Esdr. ii. 12), both of which rep-

resent nn3 : UpoaTa.Tr\s (1 Esdr. vii. 2) and

irpoaraTTts tov iepov (2 Mace. iii. 4), " the gov-

ernor of the temple " = 1^33 (cf. 2 Chr. xxxv. 8)

;

and (TaTpdirris (1 Esdr. iii. 2, 21), "a satrap," not

always used in its strict sense, but as the equivalent

of <TTpaT-ny6s (Jud. v. 2, vii. 8).

W. A. W.
* 15. 'O fudupcci/, the governor (f/M%e«s, Vulg.),

Jas. iii.4, where the pilot or helmsman is meant.

Both Kv^epvi)rr\s (Acts xxvii. 11 and Rev. xviii.

17) and the Latin ywiernato?-, whence our "gov-
ernor " is derived, denote the man at the helm of

the vessel. H.

GO'ZAN (]T"lil [perh. qtiarry, Ges.
;

pass,

ford, Fiirst]: Tca^dv; [Vat. 2 K. xvii. 6, Tai(ap,

and 1 Chr., Xce^ap'-] Guzan, [in Is., Goeam]) seems

in the A. V. of 1 Chr. v. 26 to be the name of a

river; but in Kings (2 K. xvii. 6, and xviii. 11) it

is evidently applied not to a river but a country."

Where Kings and Chronicles differ, the authority

of the latter is weak; and the name Gozan will

therefore be taken in the present article for the

name of a tract of country.

Gozan was the tract to which the IsraeUtes were

carried away captive by Pul, Tiglath-Pileser, and
Shalmaneser, or possibly Sargon. It has been

variously placed ; but it is probably identical with

the Gauzanitis of Ptolemy (Geograph. v. 18), and

may be regarded as represented by the Mygdonia of

other writers (Strab., Polyb., etc.). It was the tract

watered by the Habor {'A06p^as, or Xa^wpas),
the modern Khnbour, the great Mesopotamian
affluent of the Euphrates. Sir. Layard describes

this region as one of remarkable fertihty (Nineveh

and Babylon, pp. 269-313). According to the

LXX. Halah and Habor were both rivers of Gozan
(2 K. xvii. 6); but this is a mistranslation of the

Hebrew text, and it is corrected in the following

chapter, where we have the term " river " used in

the singular of the Habor only. Halah seems to

have been a region adjoining Gozan. [Halah.]
With respect to the term Mygdonia, which became
the recognized name of the region in classic times,

and which Strabo (xvi. 1, § 27) and Plutarch

(Lundl. c. 32) absurdly connect with the !Mace-

donian Mygdones, it may be observed that it is

merely Gozan, with the participial or adjectival Q
prefixed. The Greek writers always represent the

Semitic z by their own d. Thus Gaza became
Caf/ytis, Achzib became Ecf/ippa, the river Zah
became the ZHaba, and M'gosan became Mygrfon.

The conjunction of Gozan with Haran or Harran
in Isaiah (xxxvii. 12) is in entire agreement with

was on the river, and a ford there (see above) may hav*
given name to both. 11.
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the position here assigned to the former. As Gozan

was the district on the Khabour, so Haran was

that upon the Bilik, the next affluent of the

Euphrates. [See Chakran.] The AssjTian kings,

having conquered the one, would naturally go on

to the other. G. K.

GRA'BA {'Aypa&a ;
[so Aid. ; Vat.] Alex,

[and 10 other MSS.J 'Ayya^a- Armacha), 1 Esdr.

V. 29. [Hagaba.] As is the case with many
names in the A. V. of the Apocryphal books, it is

not obvious whence our translators got the form

they have here employed — without the initial A,

which even the corrupt Vulgate retains.

* GRAFT (Rom. xi. 17 ff.). [See Olive.]

GRAPE. [Vine.]

GRASS. 1. This is the ordinary rendering of

the Heb. word "T^^H, which signifies properly an

inclosed spot, from the root "^^H, to inclose; but

this root also has the second meaning to flourish,

and hence the noun frequently signifies "fodder,"

"food of cattle." In this sense it occurs in 1 K.

xviii. 5; Job xl. 15; Ps. civ. 14; Is. xv. 6, &c.

As the herbage rapidly fades under the parching

heat of the sun of Palestine, it has afforded to the

sacred writers an image of the fleeting nature of

human fortunes (Job viii. 12; Ps. xxxvii. 2), and

also of the brevity of human life (Is. xl. 6, 7 ; Ps.

xc. 5). The LXX. render "T'^n by fioravr] and

Tr6a, but most frequently by xt^pTos, a word which

in Greek has passed through the very same modifi-

cations of meaning as its Hebrew representative:

xipTos^^grnmen, "fodder," is properly a cvurt

or inclosed space for cattle to feed in (Horn. //. xi.

774), and then any feeding-place whether inclosed

or not (EXir. Iph. T. 1.34, )(6pToi «u5ei/5poi).

Gesenius questions whether T^^JH, y^ipTos, and

the Sansk. Aa/tV= " green " may not be traceable

to the same root.

2. In Jer. 1. 11, A. V. renders SUH nb?l?2
as the heifer at (/rass, and the LXX. is jSo'idta ev

fioTOLUT)- It should be " as the heifer treading out

corn" (comp. Hos. x. 11). SC?"^ conies from

ir^"^, conterere, triiurare, and has been con-

founded with Stt?'^, qramen, from root NCZ71,
V ; . T T '

to germinate. I his is the word rendered (jrass

in Gen. i. 11, 12, where it is distinguished from

3Ci?3^, the latter signifying herbs suitable for

human food, while the former is herbage for cattle.

Gesenius says it is used chiefly concerning grass,

which has no seed (at least none obvious to general

observers), and the smaller weeds which spring up
spontaneously from the soil. The LXX. render it

by X^^^i ^ w^'^ ^^ by x^pTOs, ^OTauf], and ttSo..

3. In Num. xxii. 4, where mention is made of

the ox licking up the grass of the field, the Heb.

word is p^.'l, which elsewhere is rendered f/reen,

when followed by i^K?"!! or "^^V, as in Gen. i.

30, and Ps. xxxvii. 2. It answers to the German

das Griine, and comes from the root P"'^, to
' -T'

flourish like grass.

4. 3B7]^ is used in Deut., in the Psalms, and

n the Prophets, and, as distinguished from SE^"|T,
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signifies herbs for human food (Gen. i. 30; Ps. ci\.

14), but also fodder for cattle (Deut. xi. 15; Jer.

xiv. 6). It is the grass of the field (Gen. ii. 5'

Ex. ix. 22) and of the mountain (Is. xiii. 15

Prov. xxvii. 25).

In the N. T. wherever the word grass occurs it

is the representative of the Greek x^Ptos-"
W. D.

* GRASS ON THE HOUSE-TOP. [AnA-
THOTH, Amer. ed.]

GRASSHOPPER. [Locust.]

* GRATE. [Altar.]

GRAVE. [Burial.]

GREAVES {'nn'$'a). This word occurs in

the A. V. only in 1 Sam. xvii. 6, in the description

of the equipment of Goliath — " he had greaves of

brass upon his legs." Its ordinary meaning is a

piece of defensive armor which reached from the

foot to the knee, and thus protected the shin of the

wearer. This was the case with the Kvq/xis of the

Greeks, which derived its name from its covering

the KV7)firi, i- e- the part of the leg above-named.

But the Mitzchah of the above passage can hardly

have been armor of this nature. Whatever the

armor was, it was not worn on the legs, but on the

feet C^V^I) of Goliath. It appears to be derived

from a root signifying brightness, as of a star (see

Gesenius and Fiirst). The word is not in either

the dual or plural number* but is singular. It

would therefore appear to have been more a kind

of shoe or boot than a "greave;" though in our

ignorance of the details of the arms of the He-

brews and the Philistines we cannot conjecture

more closely as to its nature. At the same time it

nmst be allowed that aU the old versions, including

Josephus, give it the meaning of a piece of armor

for the leg— some even for the thigh. G.

GREECE, GREEKS, GRECIANS. The
histories of Greece and Palestine are as little con-

nected as those of any other two nations exercising

the same influence on the destinies of mankind

could well be.

The Homeric Epos in its widest range does not

include the Hebrews, while on the other hand the

Mosaic idea of the Western world seems to have

been sufficiently indefinite. It is possil)]e that

Moses may have derived some geographical outlines

from the Egyptians ; but he does not use tliem in

Gen. X. 2-5, where he mentions the descendants of

Javan as peopUng the isles of the Gentiles. This

is merely the vaguest possible indication of a geo-

graphical locality ; and yet it is not improbable that

his Egyptian teachers were almost equally in the

dark as to the position of a country whicli had not

at that time arrived at a unity sufficiently imposing

to arrest the attention of its neighbors. The

amount and precision of the information possessed

by Moses must be measured by the nature of the

relation which we can conceive as existing in his

time between Greece and Egypt. Now it appears

from Herodotus that prior to the Trojan war the

current of tradition, sacred and mythological, set

from Egypt towards Greece; and the first quasi-

historical event whicl* awakened the curiosity, and

stimulated the imagination of the Egyptian priests,

n * In Matt. xiii. 20 and Mark iv. 28 xopTos Is ren.

dered " blade," and in 1 Cor. iii. 12 " hay." Th«

other translation occurs 12 times. H.
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was the story of Paris and Helen (Horod. ii. 43,

51, 52, and 112). At the time of the Exodus,

therefore, it is not hkely that Greece had entered

into any definite relation whatever with EgJlit.

Withdrawn from the sea-coast, and only gradually

fighting their way to it during the period of the

Judges, the Hebrews can have had no opportunity

of forming connections with the Greeks. From the

time of Moses to that of Joel, we have no notice

of the Greeks in the Hebrew writuigs, except that

which was contained in the word Ja^'AN (Gen. x.

2); and it does not seem probable that during this

period the word had any peculiar significance for a

Jew, except in so far as it was associated with the

idea of islanders. When, indeed, they came into

contact with the lonians of Asia Minor, and recog-

nized them as the long-lost islanders of the western

migration, it was natural that they should mark

the similarity of sound between ]1'' =IT* and

lones, and the application of that name to the

Asiatic Greeks would tend to satisfy in some meas-

ure a longing to realize the Mosaic ethnography.

Accordingly the 0. T. word which is Grecia, in

A. V. Greece, Greeks, etc., is in Hebrew TV, Ja-

van (Joel iii. 6; Dan. viii. 21): the Hebrew, how-
ever, is sometimes retained (Is. Ixvi. 19 ; Ez. xxvii.

13). In Gen. x. 2, the LXX. have koI 'idvav

Kol 'EAi(ra, with which liosenmuller compares

Herod, i. 56-58, and professes to discover the two
elements of the Greek Vace. From ^Iwvav he gets

the Ionian or Pelasgian, from 'EAttra (for which he

supposes the Heb. original HtC^yS), the Hellenic

element. This is excessively fanciful, and the de-

gree of accuracy which it implies upon an ethno-

logical question cannot possibly be attributed to

Moses, and is by no means necessarily involved in

the fact of his divine inspiration.

The Greeks and Hebrews met for the first time

in the slave-market. The medium of conmiunica-

tion seems to have been the Tyrian slave-merchant.

About B. C.-800 Joel speaks of the Tyrians as sell-

ing the children of Judah to the Grecians (Joel iii.

6); and in liz. xxvii. 13 the Greeks are mentioned

as bartering their brazen vessels for slaves. On the

other hand, Bochart says that the Greek slaves

were highly valued throughout the East {Geuijr.

Sac. pt. i. lib. iii. c. 3, p. 175); and it is probable

that the Tyrians took advantage of the calamities

which befell either nation to sell them as slaves to

the other. Abundant opportunities would be af-

forded by the attacks of the Lydiau monarchy on
the one people, and the Syrian on the other ; and
it is certain that Tyre would let slip no occasion of

replenishing her slave-market.

Prophetical notice of Greece occurs in Dan. viii.

21, etc., where the history of Alexander and his

successors is rapidly sketched. Zechariah (ix. 13)

foretells the triumphs of the Maccabees against the

GriEco-Syrian empire, while Isaiah looks forward

to the conversion of the Greeks, amongst other

Gentiles, through the instrumentality of Jewish

missionaries (Ixvi. 19). For the connection between

the Jews and the quasi-Greek kingdoms which

sprang out of the divided empire of Alexander,

reference should be made to ojher articles.

The presence of Alexander himself at Jerusalem,

and his respectful demeanor, are described by Jose-

phus {Ant. xi. 8, § 3); and some Jews are even

said to have joined him in his expedition against

Persia (Hecat. ap. Joseph, c. Apion. ii. 4), as the
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Samaritans had already done in the siege of Tyit
(Joseph. Ant. xi. 8, §§ 4-6). In 1 Mace. xii. 5-23

(about B. c. 180), and Joseph. Ant. xii. 4, § 10,

we have an account of an embassy and letter sent

by the Lacedaemonians to the Jews. [AiSEUS;

Onias.] The most remarkable feature in the

transaction is the claim which the Lacedaemonians
prefer to kindred with the Jews, and which Areus
professes to establish by reference to a book. It is

by no means unlikely that two declining nations,

the one crouching beneath a Roman, the other be-

neath a Graeco-Syrian invader, should draw together

in face of the common calamity. This may have
been the case, or we may with Jahn {Heb. Comm.
ix. 91, note) regard the affair as a piece of pompous
trifling or idle curiosity, at a period when " all na-

tions were curious to ascertain tlieir origin, and
their relationship to other nations."

The notices of the Jewish people which occur in

Greek writers have been collected by Josephus (c.

Apion. i. 22). The chief are Pythagoras, Herod-
otus, Choerilus, Aristotle, Theophrastus, and Hec-
atseus. The main drift of the argument of Jose-

phus is to show that the Greek authors derived

their materials from Jewish sources, or with more
or less distinctness referred to Jewish history. For
Pythagoras, he cites Hermippus's life; for Aristotle,

Clearchus ; but it should be remembered that the

Neo-Platonism of these authorities makes them
comparatively worthless; that Hermippus in par-

ticular belongs to that Alexandrian school which
made it its business to fuse the Hebrew traditions

with the philosophy of Greece, and propitiated the

genius of Orientalism by denying the merit of orig-

inality to the great and independent thinkers of

the West. This style of thought was further de-

veloped by lamblichus ; and a very good specimen

of it may be seen in Le Clerc's notes on Grotius,

de Verit. It has been ably and vehemently assailed

by Eitter, //«/,. Phil. b. i. c. 3.

Herodotus mentions the Syrians of' Palestine as

confessing that they derived the rite of circumcision

from the Egyptians (ii. 104). Bahr, however, does

not think it likely that Herodotus visited the inte-

rior of Palestine, though he was acquainted with

the sea-coast. (On the other hand see Dahlmann,

pp. 55, 56, Engl, transl.) It is almost impossible

to suppose that Herodotus could have visited Jeru-

salem without giving us some more detailed account

of it than the merely incidental notices in ii. 159
and iii. 5, not to mention that the site of KdSvris
is still a disputed question.

The victory of Pharoah-Necho over Josiah at

Megiddo is recorded by Herodotus (comp. Herod,
ii. 159 with 2 K. xxiii."29 ft'., 2 Chr. xxxv. 20 ff.).

It is singular that Josephus should have omitted
these references, and cited Herodotus only as men-
tioning the rite of circumcision.

The work of Theophrastus cited is not extant;

he enumerates amongst other oaths that of Curban.

Choerilus is supposed by Josephus to describe

the Jews in a by no means flattering portrait of a
people who accompanied Xerxes in his expedition

against Greece. The chief points of identiiicatiou

are, their speaking the Phoenician language, and
dwelling i)i the Sofijmean mountains, near a broad
lake, which according to Josephus was the Dead
Sea.

The Ilecatseus of Josephus is Hecatajus of Ab-
dera, a contemporary of Alexander the Great, and
Ptolemy son of Lagus. The authenticity of the

History of the Jews attributed to him by Jose-
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phus has been called in question by Origen and

others.

After the complete subjugation of the Greeks by

the Romans, and the absorption into the Koman
empire of the kingdoms which were formed out of

the dominions of Alexander, the political connection

between the Greeks and Jews as two independent

nations no longer existed.

The name of the country, Greece, occurs once in

N. T., Acts XX. 2, "EAAos^ Greece, i. e. Greece

Proper, as opposed to Macedonia." In the A. V.

of 0. T. the word Greek is not found ; either Ja-

van is retained, or, as in Joel iii. (>, the word is

rendered by Grecian. In Maccabees Greeks and
Grecians seem to be used indifferently (comp. 1

Mace. i. 10, vi. 2; also 2 Mace. iv. 10, Greekish).

In N. T., on the other hand, a distinction is ob-

served, "EAAt)!/ being rendered Greek, and 'EAAtjj/-

i<ni\s Gvecian. The difference of the English

terminations, however, is not sufficient to convey

the difference of meanings. "EAAtji/ in N. T. is

either a Greek by race, as in Acts xvi. 1-3, xviii.

17, Rom. i. 14; or more frequently a Gentile, as

opposed to a Jew (Hom. ii. 9, 10, etc.); so fem.

"E.K\t]vis, Mark vii. 26, Acts xvii. 12. 'EAArj^io--

T'^s (properly " one who speaks Greek " ) is a foreign

Jew; opposed, therefore, not to '\ov'5alos, but to

'Ei3pa(ox, a home-Jew, one who dwelt in Palestine.

So Schleusner, etc. : according to Sahnasius, how-
ever, the Hellenists were Greek proselytes, who had
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become Christians; so Wolf, Parkliurst, etc., argu-

ing from Acts xi. 20, where 'EAArjrio-Toi are con-

trasted with 'lov'Sa'iOL in 19. The question resolve

itself partly into a textual one, Griesbach having

adopted the reading "EAATjz/as, and so also Lach-
mann.'' T. E. B.

* GREEK LANGUAGE. [Hellenist;
Language of the New Testament.]

* GREETING. [Salutation.]

GREYHOUND, the translation in the text

of the A. V. (Prov. xxx. 31) of the • Hebrew

words D')3n^ "^"^.^ll (zarzir nwthnay'un), i. e.

" one girt about the loins." See margin, where it

is conjectured that the "horse" is the animal de-

noted by this expression. The Alexandrine version

of the LXX. has the following curious interpreta-

tion, dAe'/CTOjp e/UTrepiTroTwi' eV driXeiats euvj/uxox,

i. e. " a cock as it proudlystruts amongst the hens."

Somewhat similar is the Vulgate, " gallus succinc-

tus lumbos." Various are the opinions as to what

animal " comely in going " is here intended. Some
think "a leopard," others " an eagle," or "a man
girt with armor," or " a zebra," etc. Gesenius

( Tlies. p. 435), Schultens
(
Comment, ad Prov. 1. c),

Bochart (Hieroz. ii. G84), Rosenmiiller (Scliol. ad
Prov. 1. c, and Not. ad Boch. 1. c). Fuller {Mis-

cell. Sac. V. 12), are in favor of a " war-horse girt

with trappings " being the thing signified. But,

Sacred symbolic Tree of the Assyrians. From Lord Aberdeen's Black Stone.

(Fergusson's Nineveh and Persepolis, p. 298.)

later, Maurer (
Comment, Gram, in Vet. Test. 1. c.

)

decides unhesitatingly in favor of a " wrestler,"

when girt aljout the loins for a contest. He refers

to Buxtorf {Lex. Chald. Talm. p. 692) to show that

zarzir is used in the Talmud to express " a wrestler,"

and thus concludes :
" Sed ne opus quidem est hoc

loco quanquam minime contemnendo, quum accinc-

tum esse in neminem magis cadat quam in lucta-

torem, ita ut haic significatio certa sit per se."

There is certainly great probability that Maurer is

correct. The grace and activity of the practiced

athlete agrees weU with the notion conveyed by the

expression, "comely in going; " and the suitable-

ness of the Hebrew words, zarzir mothnayhn, is

obvious to every reader. W. H.

* GRINDERS, Eccl. xii. 3. [Almond.J
GRINDING. [Mill.]

GROVE. A word used in the A. V., with two
exceptions, to translate the mysterious Hebrew term

Asherah (n"T.W"S). This term is examined under

its own head (p. 173), where it is observed that

almost all modern interpreters agree that an idol

or image of some kind must be intended, and not
a grove, as our translators render, following the

version of the LXX. {aXaos) and of the Vulgate
{lucus). This is evident from many passages, and
especially from 2 K. xxiii. 6, where we find that

Josiah " brought out the Asherah " (translated by
our version " the grove ") " from the house of the

ternal grounds. It is a question of mixed evidence.

Without this reading it is impossible to see how the

" * 'EAAas stands there for the stricter 'Axata (see

Acts xviii. 12. and xix. 21). Wetstein has shown {Nov.
Test. ii. 590) that Luke was justified in that use of the

i

sphere of tlie preacher in ver. 19 differs from that of

term. H. j
tliose in ver. 20- It would have been nothing new at

b * Also, Tischendorf, De Wette, Meyer, and others, ' this time to ijre.ich to the Greek-speaking Jews ; see,

adopt 'EAArji/as, partly on external, and partly on in- e. g., Acts ii. 9, and ix. 20. H.
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Lord" (comp. also Judg. iii. 7; 1 K. xiv. 23, xviii.

19). In many passages the " groves " are grouped

with molten and graven images in a manner that

leaves no doubt that some idol was intended (2

Chr. sxxiii. 19, xxxiv. 3, 4; Is. xvii. 8). There

has been much dispute as to what the Asherah was

;

but in addition to the news set forth under Ash-

erah, we must not omit to notice a probable con-

nection between this symbol or image— whatever

it was — and the sacred symbolic tree, the repre-

sentation of which occurs so frequently on Assyrian

sculptures, and is shown in the preceding woodcut.

The coimection is ingeniously maintained by Mr.

Fergusson in his Nineveh ami Fersepolis restored

(pp. 299-304), to which the reader is referred.

2. The two exceptions noticed above are Gen. xxi.

33 and 1 Sam. xxii. G (margin), where "grove " is

employed to render the word vtt^S, Esliel, which

in the text of the latter passage, and in 1 Sam.

xxxi. 13, is translated " tree " Professor Stanley

{S. cj- P. § 77; also p. 21, note) would have Eshol

to be a tamarisk ; but this is controverted by Bonar

{Lanrl of Prom. ), on the ground of the thin and

shadeless nature of that tree. It is now, however,

generally recognized (amongst others, see Gesen.

Thes. p. 50 6; Stanley, S. cf P. App. § 76, 3,

p. 142 note, 220 note, and passim), that the word

£lon, P^W, which is uniformly rendered by the

A. V. " plain," signifies a grove or plantation.

Such were the Elon of Mamre (Gen. xiii. 18, xiv.

13, xviii. 1); of Moreh (Gen. xii. 6; Deut. xi. 30);

of Zaanaim (Judg. iv. 11), orZaanannim (.Josh. xix.

33); of the pillar (Judg. ix. 6); of Meonenim
(Judg. ix. 37); and of Tabor (1 Sam. x. 3). In

all these cases the LXX. have Spvs or /3aAai/os;

the Vulgate — which the A. V. probably followed

— vallis or convallis, in the last three, however,

queixus.

In the reUgions of the ancient heathen world

groves play a prominent part. In old times altars

only were erected to the gods. It was thought

wrong to shut up the gods within walls, and hence,

as Pliny expressly tells us, trees were the first tem-

ples (//. V. xii. 2: Tac. Germ. 9; Lucian, de Sac-

rific. 10; see Carpzov, ^/J/J. Crit. p. 332), and from

the earliest times groves are mentioned in connec-

tion with religious worship (Gen. xii. 6, 7, xiii. 18;

Deut. xi. 30; A. V. "plain;" see above). Their

high antiquity, refreshing shade, solemn silence,

and awe-inspiring solitude, as well as the striking

illustration they afford of natural life, marked them

out as the fit localities, or even the actual olijects of

worship (" Lucos et in iis silentia ipsa adoramus,"

Plin. xii. 1; " Secretum luci . . . et admiratio

umbrai fidem tibi numinis facit," Sen. Kp. xii.;

"Quo posses viso dicere Numen habet," Ov. Fast.

iii. 295; "Sacra nemus accubet umbra," Yirg.

Geor;!. iii. 334; Ov. Met. viii. 743; Ez. vi. 13; Is.

Ivii. 5; Hos. iv. 13). This last passage hints at

another and darker reason why groves were oppor-

tune for the degraded services of idolatry; their

shadow hid the atrocities and obscenities of hea-

then worship. The groves were generally found

coimected with temples, and often had the ri2;ht of

affording an asylum (Tac. Germ. 9, 40; Herod, ii.

1.38; Virg. ^n. i. 441, ii. 512; Sil Ital. i. 81).

Some have supposed that even the Jewish Temple

had a repavos planted with palm and cedar (Ps. xcii.

12, 13) and olive (Ps. Iii. 8) as the mosque which

stands on its site now has. This is more than
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doubtful ; but we know that a celebrated oak stooc

by the sanctuary at Shechem (Josh. xxiv. 20 ; Judg
ix. 6 ; Stanley, S. <f P. p. 142). We find repeated

mention of groves consecrated with deep supersti-

tion to particular gods (Liv. vii. 25, xxiv. 3, xxxv.

51; Tac. Ann. ii. 12, 51, etc., iv. 73, etc.). For

this reason they were stringently forbidden to the

Jews (Ex. xxxiv. 13; Jer. xvii. 2; Ez. xx. 28), and
Maimonides even says that it is forbidden to sit

under the shade of any green tree where an idol

statue was (Fabric. Bibl. Antiq. p. 290). Yet we
find abundant indications that the Hebrews felt

the influence of groves on the mmd (" the spirit in

the woods," Wordsworth), and therefore selected

them for solemn purposes, such as great national

meetings (Judg. ix. 6, 37) and the burial of the

dead (Gen. xxxv. 8; 1 Sam. xxxi. 13). Those
connected with patriarchal liistory were peculiarly

liable to superstitious reverence (Am. y'. 5, viii. 14),

and we find that the gi'oves of Mamre were long a

place of worship (Sozomen, H. E. ii. 4; Euseb.

Vit. Constant. 81; Reland, Pakest. p. 714). There

are in Scripture many memorable trees ; e.
ff.

AUon-
bachuth (Gen. xxxv. 8), the tamarisk (but se«

above) in Gibeah (1 Sam. xxii. 6), the terebinth

in Shechem (Josh. xxiv. 26, under which the law

was set up), the palm-tree of Deborah (Judg. iv. 5),

the terebinth of enchantments (Judg. ix. .37), the

terebinth of wanderers (Judg. iv. 11) and others

(1 Sam. xiv. 2, x. 3, sometimes "plain " in A. V.,

Yulg. "convallis ").

This observation of particular trees was among
tlie heathen extended to a regular worship of them.
" IVee-worship may be traced from the interior of

Africa, not only into Egypt and Arabia, but also

onward uninterruptedly into Palestine and Syria,

AssjTia, Persia, India, Thibet, Siam, the Philip-

pine Islands, China, Japan, and Siljeria; also west-

ward into Asia Minor, Greece, Italy, and other

countries ; and in most of the countries here named
it obtains in tlie present da}', combined as it has

been in other parts with various forms of idolatry
"

{Gen. of Earth ami Man, p. 139). "The worship

of trees even goes back among the Iraunians to the

rules of Horn, called in the Zend-Avesta the pro-

mulgator of the old law. We know from Herodo-

tus the delight which Xerxes took in the great

plane-tree in Lydia, on which he bestowed golden

ornaments, and appointed for it a sentinel in the

person of one of the ' immortal ten thousand.'

The early veneration of trees was associated, by the

moist and refreshing canopy of foliage, with that of

sacred fountains. In similar connection with the

early worship of Nature were among the Hellenic

nations the fame of the great palm-tree of Delos,

and of an aged platanus in Arcadia. Tlie Bud-
dhists of Ceylon venerate the colossal Indian fig-tree

of Amirah-depura. ... As single trees thus be-

came objects of veneration from the beauty of their

form, so did also groups of trees, under the name
of ' groves of gods.' Pausanias (i. 21, § 9) is full

of the praise of a grove belonging to the temple of

Apollo at Gr^niion in yEolis; and the grove of

C'olone is celebrated in the renowned chorus of

.Sophocles" (Humboldt, Cosmos, ii. 96, Eng. ed.).

The custom of adorning trees " with jewels and
mantles " was very ancient and universal (Herod,

vii. 31; ^lian, V. H. ii. 14; Theocr. Id. xviii.;

Ov. Met. viii. 723, 745; Arnob. adv. Gentes, i. 39),

and even still exists in the East.

The oracular trees of antiquity are well known
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{11. xvi. 233; Od. v. 237; Soph. Trach. 754; Virg.

Georg. ii. 16; Sil. Ital. iii. 11). Each god had

some sacred tree (Virg. £cL vii. 01 ff.). The Etru-

rians are said to have worshipped a palm [a holm-

tree, ilex, Plin. //. N. xvi. 44, al. 87], and the

Celts an oak (Max. Tyr. Dissert, viii. 8, in Godwyn's
Afos. and Aav. ii. 4). On the Druidic veneration

of oak-groves, see Pliny, H. N. xvi. 44 [al. 95] ; Tac.

Ann. xiv. 30. In the same way, according to the mis-

sionary Oldendorp, the Negroes " have sacred groves,

the abodes of a deity, which no Negro ventures to

enter except the priests " (Prichard, Nat. Hist, of
Man, pp. 52.5-530, 3d ed.; Park's Travels, p. 05).

So too the ancient Egyptians (Rawlinson's Herod.

ii. 298). Long after the introduction of Christianity

it was found necessary to forbid all abuse of trees

and groves to the purposes of superstition (Harduin,

Act. Condi, i. 988; see Orelli, ad Tac. Germ. 9).

F. W. F.

GUARD. The Hebrew terms commonly used

had reference to tiie special duties which the body-

guard of a monarch had to perform.

(1.) Tabbdch (nS^) originally signified a

" cook," and as butchering fell to the lot of the

cook in Eastern countries, it gained the secondary

sense of " executioner," and is applied to the body-

guard of the kings of Egypt (Gen. xxxvii. 36 ), and
Babylon (2 K. xxv. 8 ; Jer. xxxix. 9, xl. 1 ; Dan.

ii. 14). [Executioner.]

(2.) Ralz (^~l) properly means a "runner,"

and is the ordinary term employed for the attend-

ants of the Jewish kings, whose office it was to run

before the chariot (2 Sam. xv. 1; 1 K. i. 5), like

the cursores of the Roman Emperors (Senec. Kp.

87, 120). That the Jewish "runners " sujieradded

the ordinary duties of a miUtary guard, appears

from several passages (1 Sam. xxii. 17 ; 2 K. x. 25,

xi. 6; 2 Chr. xii. 10). It was their office also to

carry despatches (2 Chr. xxx. 6). They had a

guard-room set apart for their use in the king's

palace, in <vhich their arms were kept ready for use

(1 K. xiv. 28; 2 Chr. xii. 11). [Footmax\.]

(3.) The terms mishmereih {nr)J2W12) and

mishmar ("1!2127X3) express properly the act of
watching, but are occasionally transferred to the

persons who kept watch (Neh. iv. 9, 22, vii. 3, xii.

9; Job vii. 12). The A. V. is probably correct in

substituting mishmarto i^PTytlWll) for the pres-

ent reading in 2 Sam. xxiii. 23, Benaiah being

appointed "captain of the guard," as Josephus
{Ant. vii. 14, § 4) relates, and not privy councillor:

the same error has crept into the text in 1 Sam.
xxii. 14, where the words " which goeth at thy liid-

ding" may originally have been "captain of the

body-guard." For the duties of the captain of the

guard, see Captain, [and Captain of the
GuAjD, Amer. ed.] W. L. B.

GUDGO'DAH (with the art. n-jnan:
Ta5yaS: Gadgad), Deut. x. 7. [HoK Hag'id-
GAD.]

GUEST. [Hospitality.]

* GUEST-CHAMBER. [House.]

* GUILTY. The phrase "guilty of death "

(A. V.) Num. XXXV. 31; Tob. vi. 12; Matt. xxvi.

66 ; Mark xiv. 64, contrary to the present idiom of

our language, signifies " deserving the peiidty of

death," being perhaps an imitation of the Latin

GUR, THE GOING UP TO 9OS
reus mortis. " He is guilty " in Matt, xxiii. 1.

(A. v.), is the translation of the same Greek worci

{o^eiXei) which in ver. IG is rendered "he is a

debtor." A better translation in both cases would
be, " he is bound," i. e. by his oath. A.

GUL'LOTH (^^\>i. [spring, burnings], i-Au-

nil of n v2), a Hebrew term of unfrequent occur-

rence in the Bible, and used only in two passages—
and those identical relations of the same occurrence
— to denote a natural object, namely, the springs

added by the great Caleb to the south land in tlie

neighborhood of Debir, which formed the dowry of
his daughter Achsah (Josh. xv. 19; Judg. i. 15).

The springs were " upper " and " lower " — possi-

bly one at the top and the other the bottom of a
ravine or glen; and they may have derived their

unusual name from their appearance being diffiirent

to [from] that of the ordinary springs of the coun-

try. The root ( v7a) has the force of rolling or

tumbling over, and perhaps this may imply that

they weUed up in that round or mushroom form
which is not uncommon here, though apparently

most rare in Palestine. Tlie rendering of the Vat.
LXX. is smgular. In .Josh, it has rr/i' Bordavis
[so Pvom.; Vat. BodOavei^], and tV rovaiBXav,
the latter doubtless a mere corruption of the He-
brew. The xVlex. MS., as usual, is faithful to the
Hebrew text [reading rcoXaO]. In Judges both
have AvrpoKTis. An attempt has been lately made
by Dr. Rosen to identify these springs with the
'Aiii Nun/cur near Hebron (see Zeitschrift der D.
M. G. 1857)," but the identification can hardly be
received without fuller confirmation (Stanley, S. cj-

P. App. § 54). [Dehik.]
'

G.

GU'NI ("^3^2 [sorrowfid, afflicted, Dietr.]:

roc/t [Vat. -vei], 6 Favvi [Vat. -uei] ; Alex, ruuvi-
Giini). 1. A son of Naphtali ((iien. xlvi. 24; 1
Chr. vii. 13), the founder of the family of the Gu-
nites (Num. xxvi. 48). Like several others of the
early Israelite names, Guni is a patronymic —
"Gunite;" as if already a fjimily at the time of

its first mention (comp. Arodi, Hushim, etc.).

2. [Vovvi.] A descendant of Gad; father of

Abdiel, a chief man in his tribe (1 Chr. v. 15).

GU'NITES, THE ("^3^271 [the Gunite] : 6

Fauvi; [Vat. -j/ei; Alex, o Foovi/i:] Gunitm), the
"family" which sprang from Guni, son of N.aph-

tali (Num. xxvi. 48). There is not in the Hebrew
any difference between the two names, of the indi-

vidual and the family.

GUR, THE GOING UP TO (")-'12"nbya

= tlte ascent or steep of Gur, or the lion's irlielp,

Ges. T/ies. p. 275: eV t^ aua^aiveiv rat; [Comp.

iu r-p a.val3a.ff€t rovp'-] ascenstts Gnver), an ascent

or rising ground, at which Ahaziah received his

death-blow while flyuig from Jehu after the slaugh-

ter of Joram (2 K. ix. 27). It is described as at

(S) Ibleam, and on the way between Jezreel and

Beth-hag-gan (A. V. "the garden-house"). As
the latter is identified with tolerable probability

with the present .Tenln, we may conclude that the

ascent of Gur was some place more than usually

steep on the difficult road which leads from the

plain of Esdraelon to .lenin. By Josephus it is

« * Dr. Robinson thinlcs that 'Ain Nun/cur maj
liave some relation to these springs {Phi/s. Geogr. p
249). H.
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mentioned (Ant. ix. 6, § 4) merely as "a certain

ascent " (ei/ tij/i irpofffiaff^i)- Neither it nor

Ibleam have lieen yet recovered.

For the details of the occurrence see Jehu. For

other ascents see Adummiji, Akuabbim, Ziz.

G.

GUR-BA'AL (b:^S""1^3 {abode of Baal] :

ireTpa- Gurbaal), a place or district in which dwelt

Arabians, as recorded in 2 C'hr. xxvi. 7. It ap-

pears from the context to have been in the coinitry

lying between Palestine and the Arabian peninsula

;

but this, althouo;h probable, and although the LXX.
reading is in favor of the conjecture, cannot be

proved, no site having been assigned to it. The

Arab geographers mention a place called Baal, on

the Syrian road, north of El-Medeeneh {Mardsul,

s. V. (3.*j). The Targum, as Winer (s. v.) re-

marks, reads "n^S I^^H'^l "^Wa-|37 — " Arabs

living in Gerar " — suggesting THS instead of

1^2 i but there is no further evidence to strengthen

this supposition. [See also Gehaii.] The inge-

nious conjectures of Bochart {Pli(i/eg, ii. 22) re-

specting the JMehunim, who are mentioned together

with the " Arabians that dwelt in (iur-Baal," may
be considered in reference to the Jlehunim, although

they are far-fetched. [MEHU^'I>r.] E. S. P.

* GUTTER. This word occurs in the difficult

passage 2 Sam. v. C-8, translated in the A. V. as

follows: " (6.) And the king and his men went to

Jerusalem unto the .lebusitcs, the inhabitants of

the land ; which spake unto David, saying. Except

thou take a*'ay the blind and the lame, thou shalt

not come in hither ; thinking, David caimot come

in hither. (7.) Nevertheless, David took the strong-

hold of Zion; the same is the city of David. (8.)

And David said on that day. Whosoever getteth

up to the gutter, and smiteth the Jebusites, and

the lame, and the blind, that are hated of David's

soul, lie shrill be chief and captain. Wherefore

they said. The blind and the lame shall not come
into the house."

So long ago as 1546, Sebastian Mlinster (Hebrew

Bible, fol. ed., in loc.) said of this passage, "Est

locus ille valde obscurus." The lapse of more than

300 years has not much mended the matter, and

the passage is still " valde obscurvs." Our limits

here forbid a full discussion of the points at issue."

But without attempting to examine every gram-
matical difficulty, we may reach a better translation

than the above, by attending to the following

points: — (1.) The two clauses, " except thou take

away the blind and the lame," and " thou shalt

not come in hither," are improperly transposed in

the above version : and this transposition puts the

next following clause out of its proper connection,

a * See, for the later criticism of the pas.sage, Mau-
rer. Com. gram. crit. vol. i. p. 180; Thenius, 'lie Bii-

cher Samuels erkl'drt (Exeget. llandbuch) 2te Aufl. 18G4 :

Bertheau, die Biicher der Chronik erkiart (in the same
work) 1854 ; Bottcher, in the Zeitschrift der D. Morg.

GesellsckaJ) , 1857, pp. 540^2, and Neiie exeget. Icrit.

JEhrenlese, Ite Abth., 1863, p. 161 ; Keil, die Biicher

Samuels, 18(34. T. J. C.

b * There is no necessity for a change of pointing

(tTT'DTI). The Infin. form is the more emphatic

expression (Ges. iff*. Gram. §131,4). T. J. C.

c * In the A. V. the after-clause is supplied in the

words, "he shall be chief and captain," italicized to

GUTTER
and makes it meaningless. (2.) The words ren-

dered " except thou take away the blind and the

lame," should be translated, " but the blind and

the lame wiU turn thee away." * (3.) The apodosis,

or after-clause, corresponding to the expression,

" any one that smites " {= if any one smites), is

not expressed in the Hebrew. This is a favorite

Hebrew idiom, where for any reason it is felt to be

unnecessary to complete the construction. See,

e. </., Ex. xxxii. 32, in the A. V. Here, the object

was two -fold: first, to state what David proposed

to his warriors as the means of capturing the strong-

hold; and secondly, to account for the proverbial

saying that' arose from this occurrence. Neither

of these objects required the completion of the sen-

tence, which would readily be understood to be the

offer of a reward for the service. A dash should

therefore be put (as in the A. V. Ex. xxxii. 32)

after the word ".soul" (omitting the words in ital-

ics), to indicate that the sentence is incomplete.''

(4.) In \tr. 8 there is also, as in ver. G, an im-

proper transposition of two clauses, " whosoever

getteth up to the gutter," "and smiteth the Jebu-

sites." (5.) In ver. 8, instead of "the Jebusites

(plural with the def. art.), we should translate,

" a Jebusite." (6.) The word translated " gutter,"

"1^3^, is here properly a wfi^er-cw^rse. It is de-

rived from a verb which apparently expresses the

sound oi rushing water. It occurs in only one

other passage, Ps. xlii. 8, and is there applied to a

mountain torrent, or a cataract (A. V. " water-

spouts"). (7.) The words, "the blind and the

lame," may be taken in the same construction as

" a Jebusite " {even the blind and the Inme); or,

as the sentence is manifestly left mifini.shed, they

may be regarded as a part of the incomplete con-

struction, having no grammatical relation to the

preceding words.

Thus without resorting to the violent method of

conjectural emendation of the text, which jMaurer,

Thenius, Bottcher, and others, think necessary, or

to a change of punctuation and an unauthorized

sense of the word "TIS^, proposed by Ewald and

adopted by Keil, we obtain the following gram-

matically correct rendering

:

" (6. ) And the king and his men went to Jeru-

salem, to the Jebusite inhabiting the land. And
he spake to David, saying. Thou shalt not come in

hither; but the blind and the lame will turn thee

away, saying, David shall not come in hither.

(7.) And David took the stronghold of Zion: that

is, the city of David. (8.) And David said on that

day. Any one that smites a Jebusite, and gets to

the water-course, and the lame and the blind hated

of David's soul . Therefore they say. Blind

and lame shall not come into the house." ''
.

The Jebusites, confident in the strength of their

show that they are not in the Hebrew text. To the

common reader, with nothing but tlie transliinou to

guide him, they seem to be " clutched out of the air,''

as the Germans express it. But a reference to 1 Chr.

xi. 6 shows that these words, though they have no

right here, are not a pure invention of the translator.

The reader of the Hebrew text, if those words arc ne-

cessary to make sense of the passage, was in the same
predicament as the English reader of the A. V. would

be without them. T. J. C.

'' * The above tran.slation is nearly word for word

the same as that of De Wette ; which is so close to the

Hebrew that any literal rendering must bo almost ver-

bally coincident with it. T. J. C.
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position, which had successfully resisted repeated

attempts to capture it, sneeringly said to Uavid,

"the blind and the lame will turn thee away;"

Aeeding only to say, " David shall not come in

hither." «

David took this stronghold (ver. 7); and how
this was effected is intimated in ver. 8. If the

water-course could be reached, by which water was

supplied to the besieged, the reduction of the strong-

hold nmst soon follow. On the import of the last

clause in ver. 8, compare the suggestion in the ar-

ticle Jerusalem, II., fourth paragraph, foot-note.

A review of the principal interpretations of Jew-

ish and Christian scholars would be interesting and

instructive; but there is not space for it here.

T. J. C.

H.

HAAHASH'TARI (nritpnS^n, with the

article,= Me Ahashtante [perh. courier, messenger,

Fiirst]: rhv 'Aa(T6r}p; [Vat. Acrripau;] Alex. Aff-

dripa' Ahastlitiri), a man, or a family, immediately

descended from Ashur, "flither of Tekoa" by his

second wife Naarah (1 Chr. iv. 6). The name does

not appear again, nor is there any trace of a place

of similar name.

HABA'IAH [3 syl.] (n»5q, inNeh. H^^n
[but JISS. and editions vary in both places; icliom

Jehovah protects] : Aa^ela, 'E/3ia ; Alex. OUaia,

[E/3ei'a; in Neh., Vat. E/Beia, FA. A0eia:] Hi'bld,

Habia). Bene-Chabaijah were among the sons of

the priests who returned from Babylon with Zerub-

babel, but whose genealogy being imperfect, were

not allowed to serve (Ezr. ii. Gl; Neh. vii. 03).

It is not clear from the passage whether they were

among the descendants of Barzillai the Gileadite.

In the lists of 1 Esdras the name is given as

Obdia [marg. Hobaiah].

HABAK'KUK or HAB'AKKUK
(p-lp^n [embracing, as a token of love, Ges.,

Fiirst] : Jerome, Prol. in Hab., renders it by the

Greek irepiA7j;|/(s; 'AfilSaKUv/j.'- Habacuc). Other

Greek forms of the name are 'A/S^awou/x, which

Suidas erroneously renders TraxTjp iyipcreais,

'A^aKov/M (Georg. Cedrenus), 'Afj.0aKovK, and

'A^/3o/cou/c (Dorotheus, Doctr. 2). The Latin

forms are Ambacum, Ambaciic, and Abactic.

1. Of the facts of the prophet's life we have no

certain information, and with regard to the period

of his prophecy there is great division of opinion.

The Rabbinical tradition that Habakkuk was the

son of the Shunammite woman whom Elisha re-

stored to life is repeated by Abarbanel in his com-
mentary, and has no other foundation than a fanci-

ful etymology of the prophet's name, based on the

expression in 2 K. iv. 16. Equally unfounded is

the tradition that he was the sentinel set by Isaiah

to watch for the destruction of Babylon (comp. Is.

xxi. IG with Hab. ii. 1). In the title of the history

of Bel and the Dragon, as found in the LXX.
version in Origen's Tetrapla, the author is called

« * Recent excavations on the southern slope of

Mount Zion show that this vaunting of the Jebusites

was not without some foundation. " From the posi-

'.iou and appearance of this escarpment [one discovered

chere] it must have formed part of tlie defenses of

the old city, the wall i-unniug along the crest ; . . .

Ihe atejw which lead down the valley of Hinnom could
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" Habakkuk, the son of Joshua, of the tribe of Levi.'

Some have supposed this apocryphal writer to be

identical with the prophet (Jerome, Prooim. in

Dan.). The psalm in ch. 3 and its title are thought

to lavor the opinion that Habakkuk was a Levite

(Delitzsch, Habakuk, p. iii.). Pseudo-Epiphanius

(vol. ii. p. 2-40, de Vitis Prophetarum) and Doro-

theus {Chron. Pasch. p. 150) say that he was of

Brid(oK7]p or Br?0iTouxap {Bethiicat, Isid. Hispal.

c. 47), of the tribe of Simeon. This may have

been the same as Bethzacharias, where Judas ilac-

cabseus was defeated by Antiochus Eupator (1 Mace,

vi. 32, 33). The same authors relate that when
Jerusalem was sacked by Nebuchadnezzar, Habak-

kuk fled to Ostracine, and remained there till after

the Chaldaeans had left the city, when he returned

to his own country and died at his farm two years

before the return from Babylon, b. c. 538. It was

during his residence in Judsea that he is said to

have carried food to Daniel in the den of lions at

Babylon. This legend is given in the history of

Bel and the Dragon, and is repeated by Eusebius,

Bar-Hebraeus, and Eutychius. It is quoted from

Joseph ben Gorion {B. J. xi. 3) by Abarbanel

{Comm. on Ilab.), and seriously refuted by him on

chronological grounds. The scene of the event was

shown to mediaeval travellers on the road from

Jerusalem to Bethlehem {Early Travels in Pales-

tine, p. 29). Habakkuk is said to have been buried

at Keilah in the tribe of Judah, eight miles E.

of Eleutheropolis (Eusebius, Onomaslicon). Kab-

binical tradition places his tomb at Chukkok, of the

tribe of Naphtali, now called Jakuk. In the days

of Zelienus, l)ishop of Eleutheropolis, according to

Nicephorus (//. E. xii. 48) and Sozonien (//. E.

vii. 28 ), the remains of the prophets HabakTvuk and

Jlicah were discovered at Keilah.

2. The Rabbinical traditions agree in placing

Habakkuk with Joel and Nahum in the reign of

Manasseh (cf. Seder Olam Rabba and Zula, and

TseiiiHch D.irid). This date is adopted by Kimchi

and Abarbanel among the Rabbis, and by Witsius,

Kalinsky, and Jahn among modern writers. The
general corruption and lawlessness which prevailed

in the reign of Manasseh are supposed to be referred

to in Hab. i. 2-4. Both Kahnsky and Jahn con-

jecture that Habakkuk may have been one of the

prophets mentioned in 2 K. xxi. 10. Syncellus

{Chronographia, pp. 214, 230, 240) makes him
contemporary with Ezekiel, and extends the period

of his prophecy from the time of Manasseh to that

of Daniel and Joshua the son of Josedech. The
Chronicon Paschale places him later, first mention-

ing him in the beginning of the reign of Josiah

(Olymp. 32), as contemporary with Zephaniah and

Nahum: and again in the beginning of the reign

of CjTus (Olymp. 42), as contemporary with Daniel

and Ezekiel in Persia, with Haggai and Zechariah

in Judaja, and with Baruch m Egypt. Davidson

{Home's Intr. ii. 968), following Keil, decides in

favor of the early part of the reign of Josiah.

C'almet, Jaeger, Ewald, De Wette, Rosenmiiller,

Knobel, JMaurer, Hitzig, and Meier agree in assign-

ing the commencement of Habakkuk's prophecy to

be defended by a couple of men against any force, be-

fore the invention of fire-arms. The escarpmout was

probably carried down to the valley iu a succes.sion of

terraces ; the large amount of rubbish, howevcir, will

not allow anything to be seen clearly." (See Onlnanu
Survey of Jerusalem, p. 61, Lond. I860.) H.
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the reign of Jehoiakim, though they are divided as

to the exact period to which it is to be referred.

Knobel {Der Prophetism. d. Ilcbr.) and Meier

{Gesch. d. poet. nnt. Liter, d. Hebr.) are in favor

of the commencement of the Chaldaean era, after

the battle of Carchemish (n. c. 606), when Judsea

was first threatened by the victors. But the ques-

tion of the date of Ilabakkuk's prophecy has been

discussed in the most e.xhaustive manner by

Delitzsch {Der Propliet ILiOakuk, Einl. § 3), and

though his arguments are rather ingenious than

convincing, they are well deserving of consideration

as based upon internal evidence. . The conclusion

at which he arrives is that Habakkuk delivered his

prophecy about the 12th or 13th year of -losiah

(p.. c. 630 or 021)), for reasons of which the follow-

ing is a summary. In Hab. i. 5 the expression

"in your days" shows that the fulfillment of the

prophecy would take place in the lifetime of those

to whom it was addressed. The same phrase in

Jer. xvi. 9 emliraces a period of at most twenty

years, while in Ez. xii. 25 it denotes atiout six

years, and therefore, reckoning backwards from the

Chaldiean invasion, the date above assigned would

involve no violation of probability, though the

argument does not amount to a proof. From the

similarity of Hab. ii. 20 and Zeph. i. 7, Delitzsch

infers that the latter is an imitation, the former

being the original. He supports this conclusion

by many collateral arguments. Now Zephaniah,

according to the superscription of his prophecy,

lived in the time of Josiah, and from iii. 5 must

have prophesied after the worship of Jehovah was

restored, that is, after the twelfth year of that

king's reign. It is probable that he wrote about

B. c. 624. Between this period therefore and the

12th year of Josiah (b. c. 630) Delitzsch places

Habakkuk. But Jeremiah began to prophesy in

the 13th year of Josiah, and many passages are

borrowed by him from Habakkuk (of. Hab. ii. 13

with Jer. Ii. 58, &c.). The latter therefore must

have written about 630 or 629 b. c. This view

receives some confirmation from the position of his

prophecy in the O. T. Canon.

3. Instead of looking upon the prophecy as an

organic whole, Rosenmiiller divided it into three

parts corresponding to the chapters, and assigned

the first chapter to the reign of Jehoiakim, the

second to that of Jehoiachin, and the third to that

of Zedekiah, when Jerusalem was besieged for the

third time by Nebuchadnezzar. Kalinsky ( Vatic.

Chabac. et Nali.) makes four divisions, and refers

the prophecy not to Nebuchadnezzar, but to Esar-

haddon. But in such an arbitrary arrangement

the true character of the composition as a perfectly

developed poem is entirely lost sight of. The

prophet connnences by announcing his office and

important mission (i. 1). He bewails the corruption

and social disorganization by which he is sur-

rounded, and cries to Jehovah for help (i. 2-4).

Next follows the reply of the Deity, threatening

swift vengeance (i. 5-11). The prophet, trans-

ferring himself to the near future foreshadowed in

the divine threatenings, sees the rapacity and boast-

ful impiety of the Chaldiean hosts, but, confident

that God has only employed them as the instru-

ments of correction, assumes (ii. 1) an attitude of

hopeful expectancy, and waits to see the issue.

He receives the divine command to write in an

enduring form the vision of God's retributive

justice, as revealed to his prophetic eye (ii. 2, 3).

The doom of the Chaldoeaus is first foretold in gen-
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eral terms (ii. 4-6), and the announcement is fol

lowed by a series of denunciations pronounced upon

them by the nations who had suffered from their

oppression (ii. 6-20). The sti'ophical arrangement

of these "woes" is a remarkable feature of the

prophecy. They are distributed in strophes of three

verses each, characterized by a certaiiii regularity

of structure. The first four commence with a

"Woe!" and close with a verse beginning with

"^3 (for). The first verse of each of these contains

the character of the sin, the second the development

of the woe, while the third is confirmatory of the

woe denounced. The fifth strophe differs from the

others in form in having a verse introductory to

the woe. The prominent vices of the Chq.lda;ans'

character, as delineated in i. 5-11, are made the

subjects of separate denunciations: their insatiable

aml)ition (ii. 6-8), their covetousness (ii. 9-11),

cruelty (ii. 12-14), drunkenness (ii. 15-17), and

idolatry (ii. 18-20). The whole concludes with

the magnificent psalm in chap, ill., " Habakkuk's

Pindaric ode " (Ewald), a composition unrivaled

for boldness of conception, sublimity of thought,

and majesty of diction. This constitutes, in De-

litzsch's opinion, " the second grand division of the

entire prophecy, as the subjective reflex of the two

subdivisions of the first, and the lyrical recapitula-

tion of the whole." It is the echo of the feelings

aroused in the prophet's mind by the divine answers

to his appeals ; fear in anticipation of the threatened

judgments, and thankfulness and joy at the prom-

ised retribution. But, though intimately connected

with the former part of the prophecy, it is in itself

a perfect whole, as is sufficiently evident from its

lyrical character, and the musical arrangement by

which it was adapted for use in the temple service.

In other parts of the A. V. the name is given as

Habbacuc, and Abacuc. W. A. W.
* Among the few separate commentaries on this

prophet we \m\e Der Prophet Ilnbnkuk, nus</elefft,

by Franz Delitzsch (Leipz. 1843). This author

gives a list in that volume (p. xxiv. f.) of other

single works of an earlier date, with critical notices

of their value. Of these he commends especially

that of G. F. L. Biiumlein, Comm. de Hnb. Vatic.

(1840). For a list of the still older writers, see

Keil's L&lirb. der liist.-krit. Einl. in dfis A. T. p.

302 (2te Aufl.). The commentaries on the INIinor

Prophets, or the Prophets generally, contain of

course Habakkuk: F. Hitzig, Die zwolf kl. Prophe-

ten. pp. 253-277 (1838, 3e Aufl. 1863); Ewald, Die

Propheten des A. B. i. 373-389 (1840); Maurer,

Comm. Grnm. Hist. Ciil. in Proph. Minores, ii.

528 fF. ; Umbreit, PmU. Comm. ub. d. Proph. Bd.

iv. Th. i. (1845); Keil and Dehtzsch, Bibl. Comm.
iib. d. 12 kl. Pnph. (1866); Henderson, jMinor

Prophets (1845, Amer. ed. 1860); G. R. Noyes,

New Trans, of the Ileb. Prophets, 3d ed. (1866),

vol. i. ; Henry Gowles, Minor Prophets, uilh Notes

Critical, Exjdanatory, and Practical (New York,.

1866).

For the personal history of the prophet, see

especially Delitzsch's De Habacuci Prophette Vita

atipie JEtate (2d ed. 1844), and Umbreit's Ilaba-

kuk in Herzog's Real-Encyk. v. 435-438. The
latter represents him as " a great prophet among
the minor prophets, and one of the greatest among
the great prophets." De Wette says of his style and

genius: " While in his sphere of prophetic repre-

sentation he may be compared with the best of the

prophets, a Joel, Amos, Nahum, Isaiah, in the lyric
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passage (ch. iii.) he surpasses every thing which

the poetry of the Hebrews has to show in this

species of composition. He exhiljits the greatest

streiigtli and fuUness, an imagmation capable of the

loftiest flights, without ever sacrificing beauty and

clearness. His rhythm is at the same time per-

fectly free, and yet measured. His diction is fresh

and pure." (See his Einl. in das A. Test., p. 338,

5te Ausg.) Lowth awards to him the highest sub-

limity (Lect. xxviii. in his Poetry of the He-

brews). "The anthem" at the close of the book,

says Isaac Taylor, " unequaled in majesty and

splendor of language and imagery, gives expression

in terms the most affecting to an intense spiritual

feeling; and, on this ground, it so fully embodies

these religious sentiments as to satisfy Christian

piety, even of the loftiest order." (See his Spirit

of the Hebrew Poets, p. 2-55, Anier. ed.) The
doctrine impersonated in the prophet's experience

is that the soul, though stripped of all outward pos-

sessions and cut off from every human resource, may
still be happy in God alone as the object of its

confidence and the bestower of the ample spiritual

consolations which that trust secures. (Conip. 2

Cor. iv. 8 ff.) H.

HABAZINI'AH (H^^-^nq [perh. light of

Jehovah, Ges. : collection byJah, Fiirst] : Xaffaa-iv,

[Vat. FA. -ffeiv-] Habsania), apparently the head

of one of the families of the Kkchabites: his

descendant .Jaazaniah was the chief man among
them in the time of Jeremiah (Jer. xxxv. 3).

HAB'BACUC CAfiHaKovix: Hnbucuc), the

form in which the name of the prophet H.\bakkuk
is given in the Apocrypha (Bel, 33-39).

HABERGEON, a coat of mail covering the

neck and breast. The Hebrew terms are M^nirl,

n"'~lU7, and 7V"1127. The first, tachdra, occurs

only in Ex. xxviii. 32, xxxix. 23, and is noticed

incidentally to illustrate the mode of making the

aperture for the head in the sacerdotal meil. It was

probably similar to the linen corslet {\ivodwp7]^),

worn by the Egyptians (Her. ii. 182, iii. 47), and

the Greeks (11. ii. 529, 830). The second, shiryah,

occurs only in Job xli. 26, and is regarded as

another form of shirydn (^^niy), a " breastplate
"

(Is. lix. 17); this sense has been questioned, as the

context requires offensive rather than defensive

armor ; but the objection may be met by the sup-

position of an extended sense being given to the

verb, according to the grammatical usage known
as zeiKjmn. The third, shiryon, occurs as an

article of defensive armor in 1 Sam. xvii. 5, 2 Chr.

xxvi. 14, and Neh. iv. 16. W. L. B.

HA'BOR (Tl^n [perh. nch in vegetation,

Dietr. ; but see Fiirst] : 'A;8a>p, Xa&dp ;
[Vat. 2

K. xviii. 11, AjSicop:] Habor), the "river of

Gozan " (2 K. xvii. 6, and xviii. 11 [also 1 Chr.

V. 26]) has been already distinguished from the

Chebar or Chobar of Ezekiel. [Chebar.] It is

identified beyond all reasonable doubt with the

famous affluent of the Euphrates, which is called

AboiThas ('AjSc^p^ar) by Strabo (xvi. 1, § 27) and

Procopius (Bell. Pers. ii. 5); Aburas ('AySoypoy)

by Isidore of Charax (p. 4), Abora ('A;3aipo) by

^osimus (iii. 12), and Chaboras (Xa/Stipas), by

a For the "wood" the LXX. have iv t^ tatv^,

reading li^^H for ti7"in. And so too Josephus.
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Pliny and Ptolemy (v. 18). The stream in ques-

tion still bears the name of the Khabour. It ttowa

from several sources in the mountain-chain, which

in about the 37th parallel closes in the valley of the

Tigris upon the south — the ^lons Masius of Strabo

and Ptolemy, at present the KhareJ Dayh. The

chief source is said to be " a little to the west of

Mardin" (I.ayard, Nin. awl Bab. p. 309, note);

but the upper course of the river is still very im-

perfectly known. The main stream was seen by

Mr. J^ayard flowing from the northwest as he stood

on the conical hill of Koukab (about lat. 36° 20',

long. 41°); and here it was joined by an important

tributary, the Jerujer, which flowed down to it

from Nisibis. Both streams were here fordable,

but the river formed by their union had to be

crossed by a raft. It flowed in a tortuous course

through rich meads covered with flowers, having

a general direction about S. S. W. to its junction

with the Euphrates at Karkesia, the ancient Cir-

cesium. The country on both sides of the river

was covered with mounds, the remains of cities

belonging to the Assyrian period.

The Khabour occurs under that name in an

Assyrian inscription of the ninth century before

our era. G. R.

HACHALI'AH (H^^PD [«•/">'« Jehovah

afflicts, Ges. 6te Aufl.] : XeKKia, 'AxaA.ia : [Vat.

XeKKeia, Axe^ta; Alex. AxaAia; FA. AxaXio,

AY€\ia:] Hechlia, Hahelia), the father of Nehe-

miah (Neh. i. 1; x. 1).

HACHILAH, THE HILL {nV^li

Tiy'^^Tl'n \liill of darkness, Ges., or of barren^

ness, Fiirst] : 6 ^owhs rod (and 6 [but Alex, rov]

)

'ExeA.a; [hi 1 Sam. xxvi. 1, Vat. Xe\/xad, Alex.

AxiAa:] coliis, and Gabaa, Hachila), a hill appar-

ently situated in a wood « in the wilderness or waste

land ("ISip) in the neighborhood of Ziph ; in the

fastnesses, or passes, of which David and his six

hundred followers were lurking when the Ziphites

informed Saul of his whereabouts (1 Sam. xxiii.

19; comp. 14, 1.5, 18). The special topographical

note is added, that it was "on the right (xxiii. 19,

A. V. 'south ') of the Jeshimon," or, according to

what may be a second account of the same tran-

saction (xxvi. 1-3), "facing the Jeshimon" (737

''S^S, A. V. "before"), that is, the waste barren

district. As Saul approached, David drew down
from the hill into the lower ground (xxvi. 3), still

probably remaining concealed by the wood which

then covered the country. Saul advanced to the

hill, and bivouacked there by the side of the road

(Tf"[^|T, A. V. "way"), which appears to have run

over the hill or close below it. It was during this

nocturnal halt that the romantic adventure of the

spear and cruse of water took place. In xxiii. 14

and xxvi. 13 this hill would seem (though this is

not quite clear) to be dignified by the title of " the

mountain " ("inn : in the latter, the A. V. has

"hill," and in both the article is missed); but, on

the other hand, the same eminence appears to be

again designated as " the cliflf" (xxiii. 25, 577Sn ;

A. V. "a rock") from* which David descended

6 The Hebrew exactly answers to our expression

"descended the cliff" : the "into " in the text of tlif
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into the middar of Maon. Places bearing the

names of Zipli and Maon are stjll found in the

south of Judah— in all probability the identical

sites of those ancient towns. They are sufficiently

close to each other for the district between them to

bear indiscriminately the name of both. But the

wood has vanished, and no trace of the name Hachi-

lah has yet been discovered, nor has the groimd been

examined with the view to see if the minute indi-

cations of the story can be recognized. By Euse-

bius and Jerome (
Otwmasticon) Echtla is named

as a village then standing; but the situation—
seven miles from Eleutheropohs, i. e. on the N. W.
of Hebron— would be too far from Ziph and Maon

;

and as Keland has pointed out, they probably con-

founded it with Keilah (comp. Onom. " Ceeilah "
;

and Reland, p. 74.5). G.

HACHMONI, SON OF, and THE
HACH'MONITE (1 Chr. xxvii. 32; xi. 11),

both renderings— the former the correct one— of

the same Hebrew words '^31^?n"]3= soM of a

Hacmoniie: vlhs 'AxafJ^dv, 'Axa/j-i; [Vat. Axa-
/lavei, AxafJ-^i'i ^iw- iii 1 tJhr. xi., Axa.fJ.a.vi'i;]

Alex. Axa/u-aui' Hnchamoni). Two of the Bene-

Hacnioni [sons of H.] are named in these passages,

Jehikl in the former, and Jashoiseam in the lat-

ter. Hachmon or Hachmoni was no doubt the

founder of a fiimily to which these men belonged

:

the actual father of Jashobeam was Zabdiel (1 Chr.

sxvii. 2), and he is also said to have belonged to

the Korhites (1 Chr. xii. 6), possibly the Levites

descended from Korah. But the name Hachmon
nowhere appears in the genealogies of the Levites.

In 2 Sam. xxiii. 8 the name is altered to the Tach-

cemonite. [Tachmomte.] See Kennicott, Diss.

pp. 72, 82, who calls attention to the fact that

names given in Chronicles with Ben are in Sam-
uel given without the Ben, but with the definite

article. G.

HA'DAD (T^n [sharjmess, Gesen., power-

ful, Fiirst]: 'A5a5, ["ASep,] Xov^aV- Iladad).

This name occurs frequently in the history of the

Syrian and Edomite dynasties. It was originally

the indigenous appellation of the sun among the

Syrians (Macrob. SaiurnaL i. 2-3; Plin. xxxvii. 11),

and was thence transferred to the king, as the

highest of earthly authorities, in the forms Hadad,
Ben-hadad (" worshipper of Hadad"), and Hadad-
ezer ("assisted by Hadad," Gesen. Thes. p. 218).

The title appears to have been an official one, like

Pharaoh ; and perhaps it is so used by Nicolaus Da-
mascenus, as quoted by Josephus (Aiit. vii. 5, § 2),

in reference to the Syrian king who aided Hadad-
ezer (2 Sam. viii. 5). Josephus appears to have
used the name iii the same sense, where he substi-

tutes it for Benhadad (Ant. ix. 8, § 7, compared
with 2 K. xiii. 24). The name appears occasionally

in the altered form Hadar (Gen. xxv. 15, xxxvi. 39,

compared with 1 Chr. i. 30, 50).

1- [TIQ: XovSdv, Alex. Xo55a5: Hadad.]

The first of the name « was a son of Ishmael (Gen.

xxv. 15 [Hadah, 1]; 1 Chr. i. 30). His descend-
ants probably occupied the western coast of the
Persian Gulf, where the names Atlmi (Ptol. vi. 7,

§ 15), Atiene, and Chalcni (Plin. vi. 32) bear af-

finity to the original name.

A. V. is derived from the LXX. eis and the Vulgate
act. See Jerome's explanation, "ad petram, id est, ad
tutissimum locum," in his Quasi. Hebr. ad loc.

HADAD-RIMMON

2. (Tin [^flfe, one who throws himself against

the enemy, Dieti'. : 'ASaS : Adad]

.

) The second

was a king of Edom, who gained an important

victory over the Midianites on the field of Moab
(Gen. xxxvi. 35; 1 Chr. i. 46): the position of his

territory is marked by his capital, Avith. [Avith.]

3. {"^'JU I'ASdh: Adad].) The third was also

a king of Edom, with Pau for his capital (1 Chr.

i. 50). [Pau.] He was the last of the khigs:

the change to the dukedom is pointedly connected

with his death in 1 Chr. i. 51. [Hauae, 2.]

4- ("T^D ["ASep: Adad].) The last of the

name was a member of the royal house of Edom
(1 K. xi. 14 ff'.), probably the grandson of the one

last noticed. (In ver. 17 it is given in the muti-

lated form of "T^Sl.) In his childhood he escaped

the massacre under Joab, in which his father ap-

pears to have perished, and fled with a band of

followers into Egypt. Some difficulty arises in the

account of his flight, from the words, " they arose

out of Midian " (ver. 18). Thenius (Comni. in

loc.) surmises that the reading has been corrupted

from ]"127D to T^TP) and that the place intended

is Maon, i. e. the residence for the time being of the

royal family. Other exjjanations are that Midian

was the territory of some of the Midianitish tribes

in the peninsula of Sinai, or that it is the name
of a town, the MoSiava of Ptol. vi. 7, § 2: some
of the JISS. of the LXX. supply the words rfjs

Tr6\eais before MaSidfi. Pharaoh, the predecessor

of Solomon's father-in-law, treated him kindly, and
gave him his sister-in-law in marriage. After Da-
vid's death Hadad resolved to attempt the recovery

of his dominion : Pharaoh in vain discouraged

him, and upon this he left Egypt and returned to

his own country (see the addition to ver. 22 in the

LXX. ; the omission of the clause in the Hebrew
probably arose from an error of the transcriber).

It does not appear from the text as it now stands,

how Hadad became subsequently to this an " ad-

versary unto Solomon " (ver. 14), still less how he

gained the sovereignty over Syria (ver. 25). The
LXX., however, refers the whole of ver. 25 to him,

and substitutes for D~lSl (Syria), 'ESiifi (Edom).

This reduces the whole to a consistent and intel-

ligible narrative. Hadad, according to this account,

succeeded in his attempt, and carried on a border

warfare on the Israelites from his own territory.

Josephus (Ant. viii. 7, § 6) retains the reading

Syria, and represents Hadad as having failed in

his attempt on Iduma?a, and then having joined

Kezon, from whom he received a portion of Syria.

If the present text is correct, the concluding words

of ver. 25 must be referred to Pezon, and be con-

sidered as a repetition in an amplified form of the

concluding words of the pre\ious verse.

W. L. B.

HADADE'ZER ("1.'f?''l"!L| : 6 'ASpaa^dp,

in both MSS.; [in 1 K.,' Rbm.'ASaSe'^fp; Vat.

AfpaSpa^ap ; Alex. ASaSf^ep : Adarezer] ), 2 Sara,

viii. 3-12 ; 1 K. xi. 23. [Hadarezer.]

HA'DAD-RIM'MON (1"l^"1 11:7 [see

infra] : Koxerhs powvos • Adadremmon) is, accord-

a * The initial letter is different from that of the

names which follow. The proper distinction would be

Chadad and Iladad. H.
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ing to the ordinary interpretation of Zech. xii. 11,

a place in the valley of Megiddo, named after two

Syrian idols, where a national lamentation was held

for the death' of king Josiah in the last of the four

great battles (see Stanley, S. if P. ix.) which have

made the plain of Esdraelon famous in Hebrew
history (see 2 K. xxiii. 29; 2 Chr. xxxv. 23; Jo-

seph. Ant. x. 5, § 1). The LXX. translate the

word "pomegranate;" and the Greek commenta-

tors, using that version, see here no reference to

Josiah. Jonathan, the t'haldee interpreter, fol-

lowed by Jarchi, understands it to be the name of

the son of king Tabrimon who was opposed to

Ahab at Kaiuoth-Gilead. But it has been taken

for the place at which Josiah died by most inter-

preters since Jerome, who states {Comin. in Zuch.)

that it was the name of a city which was called in

his time Maximianopolis, and was not far from

Jezreel. Van de Velde (i. 355) thinks that he has

identified the very site, and that the more ancient

name still lingers on the spot. There is a treatise

by Wichmanshausen, De planctu Ilathdr. in the

Nov. T/ies. Theol.-phil. i. 101. W. T. B.

HA'DAR ("lin [perh. chamber']: Xo^Mv-
Hadar), a sou of Ishmael (Gen. xxv. 15); written

in 1 Chr. i. 30 Hadad (7in : \ovha.v; [Alex.

Xo55o5 :] Hadad) ; but Gesenius supposes the for-

mer to be the true reading of the name. It has

not been identified, in a satisfactory way, with the

appellation of any tribe or place in Arabia, or on

the Syrian frontier; but names identical with, or

very closely resembling it, are not uncommon in

those parts, and may contam traces of the Ish-

maelite tribe sprung from Hadar. The mountain
Haddd, belonging to Teyiiid [Tejia] on the bor-

ders of the Syrian desert, north of El-Medeeneh, is

perhaps the most likely to be correctly identified

with the ancient dwellings of this tribe; it stands

among a group of names of the sons of Ishmael,

containing Dumah (Doornail), Kedar {Keyddr),

and Tema
(
Teymd). E. S. P.

2. (~11l7 [perh. oi-nnmenf, honor], with a dif-

ferent aspirate to [from] the preceding: 'ApdS vihs

BapdS, Alex. Apad: Adar). One of the kings of

Edom, successor of Baal-hanan ben-Achbor (Gen.
xxxvi. 39), and, if we may so understand the state-

ment of ver. 31, about contemporary with Saul.

The name of his city, and the name and genealogy
of his wife, are given. In the parallel list in 1

Chr. i. [50] he appears as Hadad. We know
from another source (1 K. xi. 14, &c.) that Hadad
was one of the names of the royal family of Edom.
Indeed, it occurs in this very list (Gen. xxxvi. 35).

But perhaps this fact is in favor of the form Hadar
being correct in the present case : its isolation is

probably a proof that it is a different name from
the others, howe\'er similar.

HADARE'ZER (lT^"lin [ivhose help is

Hadad, Ges.] : 'ASpaa(a.p; Alex. ASpaCap, [and
so genr. Aid. FA. ; Comp. genr. ASaSe^fp:] Adar-
eser), son of Kehob (2 Sam. viii. 3); the. king of

the Aramite state of Zobah, who, while on his way
to "establish his dominion " at the Euphrates, was
overtaken by David, defeated with gi-eat loss both
of chariots, horses, and men (1 Chr. xviii. 3, 4),

and driven with the remnant of his force to the

other side of the river (xix. 16). The golden

weapons captured on this occasion (tDvtt'', A. V.
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"shields of gold"), a thousand in number, were
taken by David to Jerusalem (xviii. 7), and ded-

icated to Jehovah. The foreign arms were pre-

served in the Temple, and were long known as king

David's (2 Chr. xxiii. 9; Cant. iv. 4). [Arms;
Shelet, p. 1G2.]

Not daunted by this defeat, Hadarezer seized an
early opportunity of attempting to revenge himself;

and after the first repulse of the Ammonites and
their Syrian allies by Joab, he sent his army to

the assistance of his kindred the people of jNlaachah,

Kehob, and Ishtob (1 Chr. xix. 10; 2 Sam. x. 15,

comp. 8). The army was a large one, as is evident

from the numbers of the slain ; and it was espe-

cially strong in horse-soldiers (1 Chr. xix. 18).

Under the command of Shophach, or Shobach, the

captain of the host (S2!Jn "Itt?) they crossed

the Euphrates, joined the other Syrians, and en-

camped at a place called Helaji. The moment
was a critical one, and David himself came from Je-

rusalem to take the command of the Israehte army.
As on the former occasion, the rout was complete

:

seven hundred chariots were captured, seven thou-

sand charioteers and forty thousand horse-soldiers

killed, the petty sovereigns who had before been
subject to Hadarezer submitted themselves to Da-
vid, and the great Syrian confederacy was, for the

time, at an end.

But one of Hadarezer's more immediate retain-

ers, Rkzon ben-Eliadah, made his escape from the

army, and gathering round him some fugitives Uke
himself, formed them into one of those marauding

ravaging "bands" (^•'^2) which found a con-

genial refuge in the thinly peopled districts between
the Jordan and the Euphrates (2 K. v. 2 ; 1 Chr.

V. 18-22). Jlaking their way to Damascus, they
possessed themseh-es of the city. Kezon became
king, and at once began to avenge the loss of his

countrymen by the course of " mischief" to Israel

which he pursued down to the end of Solomon's
reign, and which is summed up in the emphatic
words " he was an adversary (a ' Satan ') to Israel

"

. . . "he abhorred Israel" (1 K. xi. 23-25).

In the narrative of David's Syrian campaign in

2 Sam. viii. 3-12 this name is gi\en as Hadad-ezer,
and also in 1 K. xi. 23. But in 2 Sam. x., and in

all its other occurrences in the Hebrew text as well

as in the LXX. (both MSS.), and in Josephus, the

form Hadarezer is maintained. G.

HAD'ASHAH (nt27iq [neiv, Ges.] : A5-
affdu, Alex. ASao-a: Hadassa), one of the towns
of Judah, in the Shefelah or maritime low-country,
named between Zenan and Migdal-gad, in the sec-

ond group (Josh. XV. 37 only). By Eusebius it is

spoken of as lying near " Taphna," i. e. Gophua.
But if by this Eusebius intends the well-known
Gophna, there must be some error, as Gophna was
several miles north of Jerusalem, near the direct

north road to Nabli'is. Xo satisfactory reason pre-

sents itself why Hadashah should not be the Ai>AtiA
of the Maccabajan history. Hitherto it has eludetl

discovery in modern times. G.

* HADES. [Dead, The ; Deep, The ;

Hell.]

HADAS'SAH (nDin [myrtle] : LXX.
omit: Eilissa), a name, [irubably the earlier name,

of Esther (Esth. ii. 7). Gesenius {Thes. p. 36G)

suggests that it is identical witli "Aroaaa, the

name of the daughter of Cyrus.
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HADATTAH (Hjl^iq [netv] : LXX.
omit: nova). According to the A. V., one of the

towns of Judah in the extreme south— " Hazor,

Hadiittah, and Kerioth, and Hezron," etc. (Josh.

XV. 25); but the Masoret accents of the Hebrew
connect the word with that preceding it, as if it

were Hazor-chadattah, i. e. New Hazor, in distinc-

tion from the place of the same name in ver. 23.

This reading is expressly sanctioned by Eusebius

and Jerome, who speak {Oiiom. •' Asor") of "New
Hazor " as lying in their day to the east of and

near Ascalon. (See also Keland, p. 708.) But

Ascalon, as Kobinson has pointed out (ii. 34, note),

is in the Shefthth, and not in the South, and would,

if named in Joshua at all, be included in the second

division of the list, beginning at ver. 33, instead of

where it is, not far from Kedesb. G.

* Mr. Tristram (Lnnd of Israel, p. 310, 2d ed.)

speaks of some ruins in the south of Judah, on a

" brow southeast of Wady Zuweirah, which the

Arabs said was called Iladadah."' He thinks it

possible that the Hadattah of Joshua (xv. 25) may
have been there. H.

HA'DID (T'^rn, sharp, possibly from its sit-

uation on some craggy eminence, Ges. Tlies. 446:

'A5i5 [':' by comb, with preceding name, in Ezr.,

AoSaSi, Vat. AoSapooO, Alex. AvSSoov Ao5a5i5: in

Neh. vii., AoSaSiS, Vat. FA. AoSaSia; in Neh. xi.,

LXX. omit:] Hadid), a place named, with Lod

(Lydda) and Ono, only in the later books of the

history (Ezr. ii. 33; Xeh. vii. 37, xi. 34), but yet

so as to imply its earlier existence. In the time

of Eusebius (Otiom. "Adithaim") a town called

Aditha, or Adatha, existed to the east of Diospolis

(Lydda). This was probalily Hadid. The Adida
of the Jlaccabsean history cannot be the same place,

as it is distinctly specified as in the maritime or

Philistine plahi further south— " Adida in Sephe-

la " (1 Mace. xii. 38) — with which agrees the de-

scription of Josephus {Ant. xiii. 6, § 5). About
three miles east of Liu/d stands a village called el-

Haditheh, marked in Van de Velde's map. This

is described by the old Jewish traveller ha-Parchi

as being " on the summit of a round hill," and
identified by him, no doubt correctly, with Hadid.

See Zunz, in Asher's Beiy. of Tudtla, ii. 439.

G.

HADTliAI [2 syl.] C^^in [restinfj or keejnng

holiday] : 'E\Sdt; [Vat. Xoa5;] Alex. ASSi'- Adali),

a man of Ephraim ; father of Amasa, who was one

of the chiefs of the tribe in the reign of Pekah
(2 Chr. xxviii. 12).

HADO'RAM (nn'nn [possibly fre-ivor-

sMppers : see Fiirst] : 'OSop^o ;
[Alex. lapaS,

Ke^ovpau; Conip. 'OSop^ayu, '^^(»pa^i.^] Adiiram,

[_Adoram]), the fifth son of Joktan (Gen. x. 27;

1 Chr. i. 21). His settlements, unlike those of

many of Joktan's sons, have not been identified.

Bochart supposed that the Adramitse represented

his descendants; but afterwards believed, as latei"

critics have also, that this people was the same as

the Chatramotitte, or people of Hadramawt (Pha-

leg, ii. c. 17). [Hazarmaveth.] Fresnel cites

a * De Wette's translation of these verses (Die

Heilige Schrift, 1858), is more literal, and certainly

more intelligible : (1) " Utterance of the word of Je-

hovah against the land Hadrach, and upon Damascus
it comes down (for Jehovah has an eye upon men,

and all the tribes of Israel); (2) and also against

HADRACH
an Arab author who identifies Hadoram with Jur-
/mm (4"'e Lettre, Jmirn. Asiatique, iii^ serie, vi.

220); but this is highly improbable; nor is the

suggestion of Iladlioora, by Caussin (Essai, i. 30),

more likely : the latter being one of the aboriginal

tribes of Arabia, such as 'A'd, Thamood, etc.

[Arabia.] E. S. P.

2. (D"T^in: 'ASovpdfi; [Vat. l5ovpaa/x; FA.

ISovpa/x:] Alex. Aovpajx- Adoram), son of Ton or

Toi king of Hamath ; his father's ambassador to

congratulate David on his victory over Hadarezer
king of Zobah (1 Chr. xviii. 10), and the bearer of

valuable presents in the form of articles of antique

manufacture (Joseph.), in gold, silver, and brass.

In the parallel narrative of 2 Sam. viii. the name
is given as Joram ; but this being a contraction of

Jehoram, which contains the name of Jehovah, is

pecuUarly an Israelite appellation, and we may
therefore conclude that Hadoram is the genuine

form of the name. By Josephus {Ant. vii. 5, § 4)

it is given as 'ASupa/xos.

3. (D^'irj: S'ASuvipdtJi; [Vat. -,/6,-;] Alex.

ASwpa/j,: Aduram.) The form assumed in Chron-
icles by the name of the intendant of taxes under
David, Solomon, and Rehoboam, who lost his life

in the revolt at Shechem after the coronation of the

last-named prince (2 Chr. x. 18). He was sent by
Kehoboam to appease the tumult, possibly as being

one of the old and moderate party ; but the choice

of the chief officer of the taxes was not a happy

one. His interference was iueflectual, and he him-

self fell a victim : " all Israel stoned him with stones

that he died." In Kings the name is given in the

longer form of Adonikam, but in Samuel (2 Sam.
XX. 24) as Adoram. By Josephus, in both the

first and last case, he is called 'A5^pa/jios.

HA'DRACH ("TT'^in [see infra] : SeSptix'

[Alex. 2e5pa/c; Aid. with 13 MSS. 'ASpax'-] ^i'^'d-

racli), a country of Syria, mentioned once only, by
the prophet Zechariah, in the following words:
" The burden of the word of Jehovah in the land

of Hadrach, and Damascus [shall be] the rest

thereof: when the eyes of man, as of all the tribes

of Israel, sliall be toward Jehovah. And Hamath
also shall border thereby; Tyrus and Zidon, though

it be very wise " (ix. 1, 2).« The position of the

district, with its borders, is here generally stated,

although it does not appear, as is commonly as-

sumed, that it was on the east of Damascus; but

the name itself seems to • have wholly disappeared

;

and the ingenuity of critics has been exercised on

it without attaining any trustworthy results. It

still remains unknown. It is true that R. Jose of

Damascus identifies it with the site of an important

city east of Damascus; and Joseph Abassi makes

mention of a place called Hadrak ( w \ tXs* ) ;

but, with Gesenius, we may well distrust these

writers. The vague statement of Cyril Alex, seems

to be founded on no particular facts beyond those

contained in the prophecy of Zechariah. Besides

these identifications we can point to none that pos-

sesses the smallest claim to acceptance. Those of

Movers {Ph6niz.),*> Bleek, and others are purely

Hamath which borders thereon, Tyre and Sidon ; for

it is very wise " (comp. Ez. xxviii. 3 ff.). H.
6 * Movers does not propose any local identification

(if that be meant here), but supposes Adark, an Assyr-

ian war-god {Phoniz. i. 478), to be intended. For

Bleek's theory, see above H.
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hypothetical, and the same must be s<iid of the

theory of Alphens [Van Alphen], in his monograph

De terra Hadrach et Damasco (Traj. Eh. 1723,

referred to by Winer, s. v.). A sohition of tlie

difficulties surrounding the name may perhaps be

found by supposing that it is derived from Hadar.
E. S. P.

* Another conjecture may be mentioned, namely,

that Hadrach is the name of some Syrian king

otherwise unknown. It was not uncommon for

heathen kings to bear the names of their gods.

Gesenius (Thesaiir. i. 4-19) favors this opinion after

Bleek. (See T/teoL Stud. u. Kril. 1852, p. 268.)

Vaihinger argues for it, and attempts to show that

the king in question may have been the one who
reigned between Benhadad III. and Rezin, about the

time of Uzziah and Jeroboam II. (See Herz. liaal-

Encijk. V. 44.5. ) The data are insufficient for so defi-

nite a conclusion. Hengstenberg adopts the Jewish

symbolic explanation, namely, that Hadrach (de-

rived from in and 7JT := slronfj-wenk) denotes

the Persian kingdom as destined, according to pro-

phetic announcement, notwithstanding its power,

to be utterly overthrown. Winer {Bibl. Realw.

i. 454) speaks of this as not improbably correct.

Hengstenberg discusses the question at length un-

der the head of "The Land of Hadrach," in his

Ckristohffy of the 0. T., iii. 371 ff. (trans. Edinb.

1858). H.

HA'GAB i'^yn [locust]: 'Aya^: Hagab).

Bene-Hagab [sons of Hagab] were among the Ne-
thinim who returned from Babylon with Zerubba-

bel (Ezr. ii. 46). In the parallel list in Nehemiah,
this and the name preceding it are omitted. In

the Apocryphal Esdras [v. 30] it is given as

Agaba.

HAG'ABA (Sn^n: 'Aya^i--, [Alex. A77a-

/3a:] Haijaba). Bene-Hagaba were among the

Nethinim who came back from captivity with

Zerubbabel (Neh. vii. 48). The name is slightly

different in form from —
HAG'ABAH (H^^n {locusf] : "Ayafid :

Hagaba), under which it is found in the parallel

list of Ezr. ii. 45. In Esdras it is given as Graba.

HA'GAR n^n [flighty. "Ayap: Agar), an

Egyptian woman, the handmaid, or slave, of Sarah

(Gen. xvi. 1), whom the latter gave as a concubine

to Abraham, after he had dwelt ten years in the

land of Canaan and had no children by Sarah (xvi.

2 and 3). That she was a bondwoman is stated

both in the O. T. and in the N. T. (in the latter

as part of her typical character); and the condition

of a slave was one essential of her position as a

legal concubine. It is recorded that " when she

saw that she had conceived, her mistress was des-

pised in her eyes " (4), and Sarah, with the anger,

we may suppose, of a free woman, rather than of a

wife, reproached Abraham for the results of her

own act :
" My wrong be upon thee : I have given

my maid into thy bosom; and when she saw that

she had conceived, I was despised in her eyes: Je-

hovah judge between me and thee." Abraham's
answer seems to have been forced from him by his

love for the wife of many years, who liesides was his

half-sister; and with the apparent want of purpose
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o It seems to be unnecessary to assume (as Kalisch
does. Comment, on Genesis) that we have here another
proof of Abraham's faith. This explanation of the

62

that he before displayed in Egypt, and afterwards

at the court of Abimelech « (in contrast to his firm

courage and constancy when directed by God), he
said, " Behold, thy maid is in thy hand; do to her

as it pleaseth thee." Tiiis permission was neces-

sary in an eastern household, but it is worthy of

remark that it is now very rarely given ; nor can

we think, from the unchangeableness of eastern cus-

toms, and the strongly-marked national character

of those peoples, that it was usual anciently to

allow a wife to deal hardly with a slave in Hagar's

position. Yet the truth and individuality of the

vivid narrative is enforced by this apparent depart-

ure from usage: "And when Sarai dealt hardly

with her, she fled from her face,'' turning her ste])s

towards her native laud through the great wilder-

ness traversed by the Egyptian road. By the foun-

tain in the way to Shur, the angel of the Lord
found her, charged her to return and submit herself

under the hands of her mistress, and delivered the

remarkable prophecy respecting her unborn child,

recorded in ver. 10-12. [Ishmael.] " And she

called the name of the Lord that spake unto her,

Thou God art a God of vision ; for she said. Have
I then seen [i. e. lived] after vision [of God] ?

Wherefore the well was called Beer-lahai-koi "

(13, 14). On her return, Hagar gave birth to

Ishmael, and Abraham was then eighty-six years

old.

Mention is not again made of Hagar in the his-

tory of Abraham until the feast at the weaning of

Isaac, when " Sarah saw the son of Hagar the

Egyptian, which she had borne unto Abraham,
mocking " ; and in exact sequence with the first

flight of Hagar, we now read of her expulsion.

" Wherefore she said unto Abraham, Cast out this

bondwoman and her son; for the son of this Iwnd-

woman shall not be heir with my son, [even] with

Isaac" (xxi. 9, 10). Abraham, in his grief, and
imwillingness thus to act, was comforted by God,

with the assurance that in Isaac should his seed be

called, and that a nation should also be raised of

the bondwoman's son. In his trustful obedience,

we read, in the pathetic narrative, " Abraham rose

up early in the morning, and took bread, and a

bottle of water, and gave [it] unto Hagar, putting

[it] on her shoulder, and the child, and sent her

away, and she departed and wandered in the wil-

derness of Beersheba. And the water was spent

in the bottle, and she cast the child under one of

the shrubs. And she went, and sat her down over

against [him] a good way off', as it were a bow-
shot ; for she said. Let me not see the death of the

child. And she sat over against [him], and lifted

up her voice and wept. And God heard the voice

of the lad, and the angel of God ealleil to Ilagar

out of heaven, and said unto her, What aileth thee,

Hagar ? Fear not, for God hath heard the voice of

the lad where he [is]. Arise, lift up the lad, and
hold him in thine hand, for I will make him a great

nation. And God opened her eyes, and she saw a

well of water, and she went and filled the bottle [skin]

with water, and gave the lad to drink " (xxi. 14 -

19). The verisimilitude, oriental exactness, and

simple beauty of this story are internal evidences

attesting its truth apart from all other evidence;

and even Winer says (in alluding to the sul)terfuge

of skepticism that Hagar^ flight— would lead to

event is not required, nor does the narrative appear to

warrant it, unless Abraham regarded Hagtir's son a*

the heir of the promise : comp. Gen. xvii. 18.
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the assumption of its being a myth), " Das Ereig-

niss ist so einfach und den orientahschen Sitten so

angemessen, das wir hier gewiss eine rein Jiistor-

ische Sage vor uns haben " {RealwOrt. s. v.

" Hagar ").

The name of Hagar occurs elsewhere only when
she takes a wife to Ishmael (xxi. 21), and in the

genealogy (xxv. 12). St. Paul refers to her as the

type of the old covenant, likening her to Mount
Sinai, the Mount of the Law (Gal. iv. 22 tf.).

In Mohammedan tradition Hagar ( wj^Lsfi

Hajir, or H;igir) is represented as the wife of Abra-
ham, as might be expected when we remember that

Ishmael is the head of the Arab nation, and the

reputed ancestor of Mohammed. In the same
manner she is said to have dwelt and been buried

at Mekkeh, and the well Zemzem in the sacred in-

closure of the temple of Mekkeh is pointed out by
the Muslims as the well which was miraculously

formed for Islmiael in the wilderness. E. S. P.

* The truthfulness to nature which is so mani-

fest in the incidents related of Hagar and Ishmael

(as suggested above), bears strong testimony to the

fidelity of the narrative. See especially Gen. xvi.

6; xxi. 10, 11, and 14 flf. Dean Stanley very prop-

erly calls attention to this trait of the patriarchal

history as illustrated in this instance, as well as

others. (Jewisli Church, i. 40 ff.) See also, on

this characteristic of these early records, Blunt's

Veracity of the Books of Afoses. Hess brings out

impressively this feature of the Bible in his Ge-

schichte der Patriarchen (2 Bde. Tiibing. 1785). It

appears from Gal. iv. 24, where Paul speaks of the

dissensions in Al)raham's family, that the jealousy

between Hagar's son and the heir of promise pro-

ceeded much further than the 0. T. relates. IJii-

etschi has a brief article on "Hagar" in Herzog's

RtoLKncijk. v. 469 f. Mr. AVilliams {Holy City,

i. 46.3-468) inserts an extended account of the sup-

posed discovery by Mr. Rowlands of Beer-lahai-roi,

the well in the desert, at which, after her expulsion

from the house of Abraham, the angel of the Lord

appeared to Hagar (Gen. xvi. 7 ff.). It is said to

be about 5 hours from Kadesh, on the way from

Beer-sheba to Ey;ypt, and is called Moiluhhi (more

correctly Muweilih, says Riietschi), the name being

regarded as the same, except in the first sj liable the

change of Beer. " well," for Mui, " water." Near
it is also found an elaborate excavation in the rocks

which the Arabs call Beif-ffnqnr, i. e. "house
of Hagar." Keil and Delitzsch (in (ien. xvi. 14)

incline to adopt this identification. Knobel (Gen-

esi.% p. 147) is less decided. Dr. Robinson's note

(Bibl. Res., 2d cd. i. 18.9) throws some discredit on

the accuracy of this report.

Hagar occurs in Gal. iv. 25 (T. R. & A. V.),

not as a personal name {T]''Ayap), but as a word

or local name {Th''Ayap) aiiplied to Mount Sinai

in Arabia. The Arabic y^, pronounced very

much like this name, means a " stone," and may
have been in use in the neighborhood of Sinai as

one of its local designations. (See IMeyer on Gal.

iv. 25). There is no testimony that the mount
was so called out of this passage; but as Ewald

remarks respecting this point {Nnchtrag in his

Sendschreiben des Apostels, p. id'-i ft"), Paul is so

much the less to be charged with an error here,

inasmuch as he himself had travelled in that part

HAGARENES
of Arabia, and as an apostle, had remained there a

long time." (See Gal. i. 17 f.) Some conjecture

that this name was transferred to the mountain from
an Arabian town so called, where, according to one
account, Hagar is said to have been buried. But,

on the other hand, it is not certain that rh ''Ayap
really belongs to the Greek text, though the weight

of critical opinion alBrms it (see Meyer, in loc).

The questions both as to the origin of the name
and the genuineness of the reading are carefully

examined in Lightfoot's CommeiHary on Galatians

(pp. 178, 189 ft'. 2d ed.), though perhaps he lui-

derstates the testimony for t^ ""Ayap. H.

HAGARENES, HA'GARITES (D''1?n,

D M'^"]5n : 'Ayaprivoi, 'Ayapaioi, [etc.:] Aga-
reni, Agarei), a people dwelling to the east of Pal-

estine, with whom the tribe of Reuben made war
in the time of Saul, and " who fell by their hand,
and they dwelt in their tents throughout all the

east [land] of Gilead " (1 Chr. v. 10); and again,

in ver. 18-20, the sons of Reuben, and the Gadites,

and half the tribe of Manasseh " made war with
the Hagarites, with Jetur, and Nephish, and No-
dab, and they were helped against them, and the

Hagarites were dehvered into their hand, and all

that were with them." The spoil here recorded to

have been taken shows the wealth and importance
of these tribes; and the conquest, at least of the

territory occupied by them, was complete, for the

Israelites " dwelt in their steads until the Captivity "

(ver. 22). The same people, as confederate against

Israel, are mentioned in Ps. Ixxxiii. : " The tab-

ernacles of Edom and the Ishmaelites; of Moab
and the Hagarenes; Gebal, Amnion, and Amalek;
the Philistines with the inhabitants of Tyre ; Assur
also is joined with them; they have holpen the

children of Lot" (ver. 0-8).

Who these people were is a question that cannot
re.adily be decided, though it is generally believed

that they were named after Hagar. Their geo-

graphical position, as inferred from the above pas-

sages, was in the " east country," where dwelt the

descendants of Ishmael; the occurrence of the

names of two of his sons, Jetur and Nephish (1

Chr. V. 19), as before quoted, with that of Nodab,
whom Gesenius supposes to be another son (though
he is not found in the genealogical lists, and must
remain doubtful [Nodab] ), seems to indicate that

these Hagarenes were named after Hagar; but in

the passage in Ps. Ixxxiii., the Ishmaelites are ap-

parently distinguished from the Hagarenes (cf. Bar.

iii. 23). May they have been thus called after a
town or district named after Hagar, and not only

because they vrere her descendants ? It is needless

to follow the suggestion of some writers, that Hagar
may have been the mother of other children after

her separation from Abraham (as the Bible and
tradition are silent on the question), and it is in

itself highly improbable.

It is also uncertain whether the important town
and district of Herjer (the inhabitants of which
^vere probably the same as the Agrsei of Strabo, xvi.

p. 707, Dionys. Perieg. 950, Plin. vi. 32, and Ptol.

V. 19, 2) represent the ancient name and a dwell-

ing of the Hagarenes ; but it is reasonable to sup-

/ ' - -
pose that they do. Hejer, or Hejei-a, ( w^V«J6,

indeclinable, according to Yakoot, Mushtarak, s. v.

;

S ^ ^

but also, according to Kdmoos, y^<S^, as Gesen.
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and Winer write it), is the capital town, and also

a subdivision of the province of northeastern

Arabia called EUBahveyn, or, as some writers say,

the name of the province itself {Mushtarak and

Mardsid^ s. v.), on the borders of the Persian Gulf.

It is a low and fertile country, frequented for its

abundant water and pasturage by the wandering

tribes of the neighboring deserts and of the high

land of Nejd. For the Agrsei, see the Dictwnarij

of' Geography. There is another Hejer, a place

near Ei-Medeeneh.

The district of Hajar
( v^)) on the borders

of Desert Arabia, north of El-Medeeneh, has been

thought to possess a trace, in its name, of the Ha-
garenes. It is, at least, less likely than Hejer to

do so, both from situation and etymology. The
tract, however, is curious from the caves tliat it is

reported to contain, in which, say the Arabs, dwelt

the old tribe of Thamood.
Two Hagarites are mentioned in the 0. T. : see

MiBHAR and Jaziz. E. S. P.

HA'GERITE, THE {"'''^;:f^T\ : 6 'Ayaphns;
[Vat. Tapeirris-] Agareus). Jaziz the Hagerite,

i. e. the descendant of Hagar, had the charge of

David's sheep (^W^, A. V. " flocks; " 1 Chr. xxvii.

31). The word appears in the other forms of Ha-
garites and Hagarekes.

HAG'GAI [2 syl.] (^an [festive] : 'AyyaTos;

[Sin. A77eos in Hag., except hiscription, and so

Alex, in the inscr. of Ps. cxlv.-cxlviii. :] Aggicus),

the tenth in order of the minor prophets, and first

of those who prophesied after the Captivity. With
regard to his tribe and parentage both history and
tradition are alike silent. Some, indeed, taking

in its literal sense the expression nlH^ T[S y^
(jiialac y'hovdh) in i. 13, have imagined that he

was an angel in human shape (Jerome, Comm. in

loc). In the absence of any direct evidence on
the point, it is more than probable that he was one

of the exiles who returned with Zerubbabel and
Joshua; and Ewald {Die Proph. d. Alt. £.) is

even tempted to infer from ii. 3 that he may have

been one of the few survivors who had seen the first

temple in its splendor. The rebuilding of the

temple, which was commenced in the reign of Cyrus
(b. c. 535), was suspended during the reigns of

his successors, Cambyses and Pseudo-Smerdis, in

consequence of the determined hostility of the Sa-

maritans. On the accession of Darius Hystaspis

(b. c. 521), the prophets Haggai and Zechariah

urged the renewal of the undertaking, and obtained

the permission and assistance of the king (Ezr. v.

1, vi. 14; Joseph. Ant. xi. 4). Animated by the

high courage {inagni spiritus, Jerome) of these de-

voted men, the people prosecuted the work with

vigor, and the temple was completed and dedicated in

the sixth year of Darius (b. c. 516). According to

tradition, Haggai was born in Babylon, was a young
man when he came to Jerusalem, and was buried

with honor near the sepulchres of the priests (Isidor.

Hispal. 0. 49; Pseudo-Dorotheus, in Chron. Pasch.

151 d). It has lience been conjectured that he was
•>f priestly rank. Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi,

according to the Jewish writers, were the men who
were with Daniel when he saw the vision related

in Dan. x. 7 ; and were after the Captivity mem-
bers of the Great Synagogue, which consisted of

120 elders ( Cozn, iii. 65). The Seder Olam Zuta
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places their death in the 52d year of the Medes
and Persians; while the extravagance of another

tradition makes Haggai survive till the entry of

Alexander the Great into Jerusalem, and even till

the time of our Saviour (Carpzov, hitrod.). In

the Roman Martyrology Hosea and Haggai are

joined in the catalogue of saints {Acta Sanctor.

4 Julii). The question of Haggai's probable con-

nection with the authorship of the book of Ezra

will be found fully discussed in the article under
that head, pp. 805, 806.

The names of Haggai and Zechariah are asso-

ciated in the LXX. in the titles of Ps. 137, 145-

148; in the Vulgate in those of Ps. Ill, 145; and
in the Peshito Syriac in those of Ps. 125, 126, 145,

146, 147, 148. It may be that tradition assigned

to these prophets the arrangement of the above-

mentioned psalms for use in the temple service, just

as Ps. kiv. is in the Vulgate attributed to Jere-

miah and Ezekiel, and the name of the former is

inscribed at the head of Ps. cxxxvi. in the LXX.
According to Pseudo Epiphanius {de Vitis Proph.),

Haggai was the first who chanted the Hallelujah

in the second temple: "wherefore," he adds, "we
say ' Hallelujah, which is the hymn of Haggai and
Zechariah.' " Haggai is mentioned in the Apoc-
rypha as Aggeus, in 1 Esdr. vi. 1, vii. 3 ; 2 Esdr.

i. 40 ; and is alluded to in Ecclus. xlix. 11 (cf. Hag.
ii. 23) and Heb. xii. 26 (Hag. ii. 6).

The style of his writing is generally tame and
prosaic, though at times it rises to the dignity of

severe invective, when the prophet rebukes his

countrymen for their selfish indolence and neglect

of God's house. But the brevity of the prophecies

is so great, and the poverty of expression which
characterizes them so striking, as to give rise to a

conjecture, not without reason, that in their present

form they are but the outline or summary of the

original discourses. They were delivered in the

second year of Darius Hystaspis (b. c. 520), at

intervals from the 1st day of the 6th month to the

24th day of the 9th month in the same year.

In his first message to the people the prophet

denounced the listlessness of the .Jews, who dwelt

in their "panelled houses," while the temple of

the Lord was roofless and desolate. The displeas-

ure of God was manifest in the failure of all their

eftbrts for their own gratification. The heavens

were "stayed from dew," and the earth was
" stayed from her fruit." They had neglected that

which should have been their first care, and reaped

the due wages of their selfishness (i. 4-11). The
words of the prophet sank deep into the hearts of

the people and their leaders. They acknowledged

the voice of God speaking by his servant, and
obeyed the command. Their obedience was re-

warded with the assurance of God's presence (i.

13), and twenty- four days after the building was
resumed. A month had scarcely elapsed when the

work seems to have slackened, and the enthusiasm

of the people abated. The prophet, ever ready to

rekindle tlieir zeal, encouraged the flagging spirits

of the chiefs with the renewed assurance of God's

presence, and the fresh promise that, stately and

magnificent as was the temple of their wisest king,

the glory of the latter house should be greater than

the glory of the former (ii. 3-9). Yet tlie people

were still inactive, and two months afterwards we
find him again censuring their sluggishness, which

rendered worthless all tlieir ceremonial ol)servances.

But the rebuke was accompanied by a repetition

of the promise (ii. 10-19). On the same day, the
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four-and-twentieth of the ninth month, the prophet

delivered his last prophecy, addressed to Zerubbabel,

prince of Judah, the representative of the royal

family of David, and as such the Uneal ancestor of

the Messiah. This closing prediction foreshadows

the establishment of the Messianic kingdom upon

the overthrow of the thrones of the nations (ii.

20-23). W. A. W.
* For the later exegetical works on the prophets

which include Haggai, see under Habakkuk.
Keil gives a list of the older commentaries or mon-

ographs in his Lehrb. der hist. hit. Einl. in d.

A. T. p. 308 (2te Aufl.). Oehler treats of the

prophet's personal history in Herzog's Real^Encijk.

v. 471 f. Bleek {Kinl. in das A. Test. p. 549)

agrees with those (Ewald, Hiivernick, Keil) who
think that Haggai lived long enough to see both

the first and the second temples. On the Mes-

sianic passage of this prophet (ii. G-9), the reader

may consult, in addition to the commentators,

Hengstenberg, Clirisiology of ilie 0. T. iii. 243-

271 (Keith's trans.); Hasse, Geschichte des Alien

Bundes, p. 203 ff. ; Smith, J. P., Scripture Tes-

linumy to the Messiah, i. 283 ff. (5th ed. Lond.

1859); and Tholuck, Die Propheten u. Hire Weis-

sayungen (2ter Abdruck), p. 156, a few words only.

H.

HAG'GERI C'1?'?, i- «• Hagri, a Hagarite

:

'Ayapi; [Vat. FA. -pei;] Alex. Arapat': Agarai).

" MiBHAK son of Haggeri " was one of the mighty

men of David's guard, according to the catalogue

of 1 Chr. xi. 38. The parallel passage— 2 Sam.

xxiii. 3G— has " Bani the Gadite " (*'"T3n). This

Kennicott decides to have been the original, from

which Haggeri has been corrupted {Dissert, p.

214). The Targum has Bar Geda (Wl? 12).

HAG'GI ('an [festive]: 'Ayyii, Alex. A7-

yeis; [in Num., 'A771, Vat. -yet:] Haggi, Aggi),

second son of Gad (Gen. xlvi. 16; Num. xxvi. 15),

founder of the Haggites (^SHn). It will be ob-

served that the name, though given as that of an

individual, is really a patronymic, precisely the same

as of the family.

HAGGl'AH {T^^%r\ [festival of Jehovah]

:

'Ayyia; [Vat. A/ua:] Haggia), a Levite, one of

the descendants of Merari (1 Chr. vi. 30).

HAG'GITES, THE 02Pin : 6 'Ayyi ;

[Vat. -761 :] Agitai), the family sprung from

Haggi, second son of Gad (Num. xxvi. 15).

HAG'GITH (ri'^Sn, a dancer: 'Ayyid;

Alex. ^fvyiO, AyiO, [AyttB,] A77€i0; [Vat. 4>e7-

yfid, A77ei0;] Joseph. 'Ayyidr)'- Haggith, Ag-
gith), one of David's wives, of whom nothing is

told us excei)t that she was the mother of Adonijah,

who is commonly designated as " the son of Hag-
gith " (2 Sam. iii. 4; 1 K. i. 5, 11, ii. 13; 1 Chr.

iii. 2). He was, like Absalom, renowned for his

handsome presence. In the first and last of the

above passages Haggith is fourth in order of men-
tion among the wives, Adonijah being also fourth

among the sons. His birth happened at Hebron

(2 Sam. iii. 2, 5) shortly after that of Absalom (1

K. i. 6 ; where it will be observed that the words

"his mother" are inserted by the translators).

G.

HA'GIA ('A7J0 ['A7ia, Bos, Holmes & Par-

sons] : Aggia), 1 Esdr. v. 34. [Hattil.]

HAIR

HA'I O'Sn [the stone-heap, or ruins] : 'A7-

yai: Hai). The form in which the well-known
place Ai appears in the A. V. on its first intro-

duction (Gen. xii. 8; xiii. 3). It arises from the

translators having in these places, and these oiUy,

recognized the definite article with which Ai is

invariably and emphatically accompanied in the

Hebrew. [More probably it comes from the Vul-
gate. — A.]. In the Samaritan Version of the
above two passages, the name is given in the first

Ainah, and in the second Cephrah, as if Cephi-
kah. G.

*HAIL. [Plagues, The Ten; Snow.]

HAIR. The Hebrews were fully alive to the

importance of the hair as an element of personal

beauty, whether as seen in the " curled locks, black

as a raven," lof youth (Cant. v. 11), or in the

"crown of glory" that encircled the head of old

age (Prov. xvi. 31). The customs of ancient na-

tions in regard to the hair varied considerably : the

Egyptians allowed the women to wear it long, but
kept the heads of men closely shaved from early

childhood (Her. ii. 36, iii. 12; Wilkinson's Ancient

Egyptians, ii. 327, 328). The Greeks admired

Grecian manner of wearing the hair. (Hope's Cos-

tumes.)

long hair, whether in men or women, as is evi-

denced in the expression KapyiKOfiScovres 'Axawl,
and in the representations of their divinities, es-

pecially Bacchus and Apollo, whose long locks were

a symljol of perpetual youth. The Assyrians also

wore it long (Her. i. 195), the flowing curls being

gathered together in a heavy cluster on the back,

as represented in the sculptures of Nineveh. The
Hebrews, on the other hand, while they encouraged

the growth of hair, observed the natural dis-

tinction between the sexes by allowing the women
to wear it long (Luke vii. 38 ; John xi. 2 ; 1 Cor.

xi. 6 ff.), while the men restrained theirs by fre-

quent clippings to a moderate length. This differ-

ence between the Hebrews and the surrounding

nations, especially the Egyptians, arose no doubt

partly from natural taste, but partly also from legal

enactments. Clipping the hair in a certain manner

and offering the locks, was in early times connected

with religious worship. Many of the Arabians

practiced a peculiar tonsure in honor of their God
Orotal (Her. iii. 8, KiipovTai irfpiTp6xc^f<a, ""t-

pi^vpovvTfs rovs KpoTOLipovs), and hence the He-

brews were forbidden to " round the corners (nWS,

lit. the extremity) of their heads" (Lev. xix. 27),

meaning the locks along the forehead and temples,

and behind the ears. This tonsure is described in

the LXX. by a peculiar expression ffiffSr] (^the
classical ffKafioy), probably derived from the He-

brew n*'^"'^ (comp. Bochart, Can. i. 6, p. 379).

That the practice of the Arabians was well known
to the Hebrews, appears from the expression

nSp "''5^^2i7, rounded as to the locks, by which
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they are described (Jer. ix. 26; xxv. 23; xlis. 32;

jee marginal translation of the A. V.)- The pro-

hibition against cutting off the hair on the death

of a relative' (Dent. xiv. H was piubably grounded

on a similar reason. In addition to these regula-

tions, the Hebrews dreaded baldness, as it was fre-

quently the result of leprosy (Lev. xiii. 40 ff. ), and

hence formed one of the disqualifications for the

priesthood (Lev. xxi. 20, LXX.). [B.vldness.]

The rule imposed upon the priests, and probably

followed by the rest of the community, was that

the hair should be jiolkd (QDS, Ez. xhv. 20),

neither being shaved, nor allowed to grow too long

(Lev. xxi. 5; Ez. I. c. ). What was the precise

length usually worn, we have no means of ascer-

taining; but from various expressions, such as

tt?Wl 5?~1?3, lit. to let loose the head or the hair

(= solvere crines, Virg. yEn. iii. 65, xi. 35; demis-

sos lugentis move capUlos, Ov. Ep. x. 137) by un-

binding the head-band and letting it go disheveled

(Lev. X. 6, A. V. ^^ uncover your heads"), which

was done in mourning (cf. Ez. xxiv. 17); and

again ]TS H v3, to -uncover the ear, previous to

making any communication of importance (1 Sam.

XX. 2, 12, xxii. 8, A. V., margin), as though the

hair fell over the ear, we may conclude that men
wore their hair somewhat longer than is usual with

us. The word ^"^Q, used as = hair (Num. vi. 5

;

Ez. xliv. 20), is especially indicative of its free,

growth (cf. Knobel, Comm. in Lev. xxi. 10). Long
hair was admired in the case of young men ; it is

especially noticed in the description of Absaloni's

person (2 Sam. xiv. 26), the inconceivable weight

of whose hair, as given in the text (200 shekels),

has led to a variety of explanations (comp. Har-

mer's Obsei-vations, iv. 321), the more probable

being that the numeral 3 (20) has been turned into

"1 (200): Josephus (Ant. vii. 8, § 5) adds, that it

was cut every eighth day. The hair was also worn
long by the body-guard of Solomon, according to the

same authority (Ant. viii. 7, § 3, /uriKla-Tas KaOet-

ixevoi xairay)- The care requisite to keep the hair

in order in such cases must ha\e been very great,

and hence the practice of wearing long hair was
uiuisual, and only resorted to as an act of religious

observance, in which case it was a " sign of humil-

iation and self-denial, and of a certain religious

slovenliness" (Lightfoot, Exercit. on 1 Cor. xi. 14),

and was practiced by the Nazarites (Num. vi. 5;

Judg. xiii. 5, xvi. 17; 1 Sam. i. 11), and occa-

sionally by others in token of special mercies (Acts

xviii. 18); it was not unusual among the Egyptians

when on a journey (Diod. i. 18). [NAZAKrrE.]
In times of affliction the hair was altogether cut off

(Is. iii. 17, 24, xv. 2, xxii. 12; Jer. vii. 29, xlviii.

37; Am. viii. 10; Joseph. B. J. ii. 15, § 1), the

practice of the Helirews lieing in this respect the

reverse of that of the Egyptians, who let their hair

grow long in time of mourning (Herod, ii. 30),

shaving their heads when the term was over (Gen.

xli. 14); but resembling that of the Greeks, as fre-

quently noticed by classical writers (e. </. Soph. Aj.

1174; Eurip. Electr. 143, 241). Tearing the hair

(Ezr. ix. 3) and letting it go disheveled, as already

noticed, were similar tokens of grief. [iMoukning.]
The practice of the modern Arabs in regard to the

length of their hair varies
;
generally the men allow

!t to grow its natural length, the tresses hanging
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down to the breast and sometimes to the waist, af-

fording substantial protection to the head and neck

against the violence of the sun's rays (Burckhardt's

Notes, 1. 49; Wellsted's Travels, i. 33, 53, 73).

The modern Egyptians retain the practices of their

ancestors, shaving the heads of the men, but suffer-

ing the women's hair to grow long (Lane's Mod.

Egypt, i. 52, 71). Wigs were connnonly used by

the latter people (Wilkinson, ii. 324), but not by

the Hebrews: Josephus {Vit. § 11) notices an in-

stance of false hair (jrepidfr)) kS/xti) being used for

the purpose of disguise. Whether the ample ring-

lets of the Assyrian monarchs, as represented in

the sculptures of Nineveh, were real or artificial, is

doubtful (Layard's Nineveh, ii. 328). Among the

jMedes the wig was wors by the upper classes (Xen.

Oyrop. 1. 3, § 2).

Egyptian Wigs. (Wilkinson.)

The usual and favorite color of the hair was black

(Cant. v. 11), as is indicated in the comparisons to

a "flock of goats" and the "tents of Kedar"

(Cant. iv. 1, i. 5): a similar hue is probably in-

tended by the purple of Cant. vii. 5, the term being

broadly used (as the Greek Tropcpvpeos in a similar

apphcation= ^e'Aay, Anacr. 28). A fictitious hue

was occasionally obtained by sprinkling gold-dust

on the hair (Joseph. Ant. viii. 7, § 3). It does

not appear that dyes were ordinarily used; the

"Carmel" of Cant. vii. 5 has been understood

as=v'^p13 (A. V. "crimson," margin) with-

out good reason, though the similarity of the words

may have suggested the subsequent reference to

purple. Herod is said to have dyed his gray hair

for the purpose of concealing his age (Ant. xvi. 8,

§ 1), but the practice may have been borrowed from

the Greeks or Romans, among whom it was com-

mon (Aristoph. Eccles. 736; Martial, Ep. iii. 43;

Kropert. ii. 18, 24, 26): from Matt. v. 30, we may
infer that it was not usual among the Hebrews.

The approach of age was marked by a sprinkling

(p^T, Hos. vii. 9 ; comp. a similar use of spargere,

Propert. iii. 4, 24) of gray hairs, which soon over-

spread the whole head (Gen. xUi. 38, xliv. 29 ; 1

K. ii. 0, 9; Prov. xvi. 31, xx. 29). The reference

to the almond in Eccl. xii. 5, has been explained

of the white blossoms of that tree, as emblematic

of old age: it may be observed, however, that the

color of the flower is jnuh rather than white, and

that the verb in that passage, according to high

authorities (Gesen. and Hitzig), does not bear the

sense of blossoming at all. Pure white hair was

deemed characteristic of the Divine Majesty (Dan.

vii. 9; Rev. i. 14).

The chief beauty of the hair consisted in curls,

whether of a natural or artificial chai-acter. The

Hebrew terms are highly expressive: to omit the

word nS!?,— rendered "locks" in Cant. iv. 1,

3, vi. 7, and Is. xlvii. 2, but more probably mean-

ing a veil, — we have D'^bi^^'O (Cant. v. 11),
y^

properly pendulous flexible boughs (according to
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the LXX., eAarai, the shoots of the palm-tiee;

which suppUed an image of the coma pendula

;

n^''^ (Ez. viii. 3), a similar image borrowed from

the cm-ve of a blossom: p^V (Cant. iv. 9), a lock

falling over the shoulders like a chain of ear-pendants

{in uno crine colli tui, Vnlg., which is better than

theA. v., " with one chain of thy neck"); D^ICH"!

(Cant. vii. 5, A. V. "galleries"), properly the

channels by which water was brought to the flocks,

which supplied an image either of the coma Jiuens,

or of the regularity in which the locks were ar-

ranged; riv'^ (Cant. vii. 5), again an expression

for coma pendula, bon-owed from the threads hang-

ing down from an unfinished woof; and lastly

"nXrpri TV^^y2 (is. lU. 24, a. v. " weU set

hair "), properly /ifai^ec^jyo)-^, i. e. gracefully curved

locks. With regard to the mode of dressing the

hair, we have no very precise information ; the

terms used are of a general character, as of Jezebel

(2 K. ix. 30), 313"'rn, i. e. she adm-ned her head;

of Judith (x. 3), SieVale, i. e. arranged (the A. V.

has " braided," and the Vulg. discviminaiit, here

used in a technical sense in the reference to the

discriminule or hair-pin); of Herod (Joseph. Ant.

xiv. 9, § 4), KiKOfffjLrifji.evos rfj avvQean rr)s Ko/xris,

and of those who adopted feminine fashions (B. J.

iv. 9, § 10), KSfias (Tvv0eTi^6fx€voi. The terms

used in the N. T. {K\4yfx.ouTiP, 1 Tim. ii. 9;

dfiirXoKris rpixoov, 1 Pet. iii. -'!) are also of a gen-

eral character; Schleusner (Le.c. s. v.) understands

them of curling rather than plaiting. The arrange-

ment of Samson's hair into seven locks, or more

properly frrrtic/s (mSTTl^, from ^7^^) to inter-

Egyptian Wigs. (Wilkinson.)

change: treipai, LXX.; Judg. xvi. 13, 19), in-

roWes the practice of plaiting, which was also
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familiar to the Egyptians (Wilkinson, ii. 335) and
Greeks (Hom. 11. xiv. 176). The locks were prob-

ably kept in their place by a fillet, as in EgypI
(Wilkinson, /. c).

Ornaments were worked into the hair, as prac-

ticed by the modern Egyptians, who " add to each

braid three black silk cords with little ornaments

of gold " (Lane, i. 71): the LXX. understands the

term D"'P"'IJtt7 (Is. iii. 18, A. V. "cauls"), as

applying to such ornaments {iuTT\6Kia)\ Schroeder

(c/e Vest. Mul. Heb. cap. 2) approves of this, and
conjectures that they were sim-shrped, i. e. circular,

as distinct from the " round tires like the moon,"
i. e. the crescent-shaped ornaments used for neck-

luces. The Arabian women attach small bells to

the tresses of their hair (Niebuhr, Voyage, i. 133).

Other terms, sometimes understood as applying

to the hair, are of doubtful signification, c. g.

n>^^~in (Is. iii. 22: (tcus : " crisping-pms " ),

more probably purses, as in 2 K. v. 23; Q"'"1ti?|?

(Is. iii. 20, "head-bands"), hndal girdles, accord-

ing to Schroeder and other authorities; D"'~1S2

(Is. iii. 20, discviminalia, Vulg. i. e. pins used for

keeping the hair parted; cf. Jerome in Rvjin. iii.

cap. ult.), more probably im-batis. Combs and
hair-pins are mentioned in the Talmud ; the Egyp-
tian combs were made of wood and double, one side

having large, and the other small teeth (Wilkinson,

ii. 343); from the ornamental devices worked on
them we may inier that they were worn in the hair.

With regard to other ornaments worn :>bout the

head, see Head-deess. The Hebrews, like other

nations of antiquity, anointed the hair profusely

with ointments, which were generally compounded
of various aromatic ingredients (Ruth iii. 3; 2 Sam.
xiv. 2; Ps. xxiii. 5, xiv. 7, xcii. 10; Eccl. ix. 8;

Is. iii. 24); more especially on occasion of festivities

or hospitality (Matt. vi. 17, xxvi. 7; Luke vii. 46;
cf. Joseph. Ant. xix. 4, § 1, -x^piaajxtvos fivpois

T^v Ki<pa\i}v, d)s anh avvovarias)- It is perhaps

in reference to the glossy appearance so imparted

to it that the hair is described as purple (Cant.

vii. 5).

It appears to have been the custom of the Jews
in our Saviour's time to swear by the hair (Matt.

V. 36), much as the Egyptian women still swear by
the side-lock, and the men by their beards (Lane,

i. 52, 71, notes).

Hair was employed by the Hebrews as an image

of what was least valuable in man's person (1 Sam.
xiv. 45; 2 Sam. xiv. 11; 1 K. i. 52; Matt. x. 30;

Luke xii. 7, xxi. 18; Acts xxvii. 34); as well as

of what was innumerable (Ps. xl. 12, Ixix. 4) ; or

particularly /??if. (Judg. xx. 16). In Is. vii. 20, it

represents the various productions of the field, trees,

crops, etc. ; like upos KeKOfj.r]fj.fvoi/ liAr) of (/allini.

Dinn. 41, or the huimis comnns of Stat. T/ieb. v.

502. Hair "as the hair of women " (Ilev. ix. 8),

means long and undressed hair, which in later

times was regarded as an image of barbaric rude-

ness (Hengstenberg, Comm. in loc).

W. L. B.

HAK'KATAN (l^pH [the small or young]:

'Ak/cOTcij' ;
[Vat. AKaraV-'] Eccetan). Johanan,

son of llakkataii, was the chief of the Bene-Azgad
[sons of A.] who returned from Babylon with Ezra

(Ezr. viii. 12). The name is probably Katan, with

the definite article prefixed. In the Apocryphal

Esdras it is Acatan.
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HAK'KOZ (VVn [the thorn] : 6 Kds;

[Comp.] Ales. ^Akkc&s Accos), a priest, the chief

of the sevehth course in the service of the sanctuarj-,

as appointed by David (1 Chr. xxiv. 10). In Ezr.

ii. 61 the name occurs again as that of a family of

priests; though here the prefix is taken by our

translators — and no doubt correctly — as the

definite article, and the name appears as Koz.
The same thing also occurs in Neh. iii. 4, 21. In

Esdras Accoz.

HAKU'PHA (NQ^pn [bent, crooked, Ges.

;

incitement, Fiirst] : 'AKovcpd, 'Ax'<*a i
[Vat.

ArpeiKU, Ax^icpa'^ FA. in 'tieh., AKft(pa:] Bacu-
pha). Bene-Chakupha [sons of C] were among
the famiUes of Nethinini who returned from Baby-
lon with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 51; Neh. vii. 53).

In Esdras (1 Esdr. v. 31) the name is given as

ACIPHA.

HA'LAH {rhn/- 'A\ae,Xaax; [Alex. AA-
\ae, A\ae, Xa\a'-] Hala, \_Lahela\) is probably a

different place from the Calah of Gen. x. 11. [See

Calah.] It may with some confidence be identi-

fied with the Chalcitis (XaA/ciTij) of Ptolemy (v.

18). which he places between Anthemusia (cf. Strab.

xvi. 1, § 27) and Gauzanitis." The name is thought

to remain in the modern Gla, a large mound on
the upper Khahour, above its junction with the

Jerujer (Layard, Nin. and Bab. p. 312, note; 2

K. [xvii. 6,] xviii. 11; 1 Chr. v. 26). G. K.

HA'LAK, THE MOUNT (with the article,

p^nrr ~inn= </ie) smooth mountain: upos rov

XeAxa; [Vat. in Josh, xi., AAere;] Alex. AAa/c,
or AAo/c: pars montis), a mountain twice, and
twice only, named as the southern limit of .Joshua's

conquests— " the Mount Halak which goeth up to

Seir" (Josh. xi. 17, xii. 7), but which has not yet
been identified — has not apparently been sought
for— by travellers. Keil suggests tlie line of chalk
clifTs which cross the valley of the G/tor at about 6
miles south of the Dead Sea, and form at once the
southern limit of the Ghor and the northern limit

of the Arabah. [Akabah, p. 135 a.] And this
* suggestion would be plausible enough, if there were

any example of the word har, "mountain," being
applied to such a vertical cliff as this, which rather

answers to what we suppose was intended by the
term Sela. The word which is at the root of the
name (supposing it to be Hebrew), and which has
the force of smoothness or baldness, has ramified

into other terms, as Helkah, an even plot of ground,
like those of Jacob (Gen. xxxiii. 19) or Naboth (2

K. ix. 25), or that which gave its name to Ilelkath

hat-tzurim, the " field of the stronc " (Stanley,

App. § 20). G.

*HALE (Luke xii. 58; Acts viii. 3) is the
original form of "haul," sometimes still used in

formal discourse. In both the above passages it

-neans to drag men by force before magistrates.

That is the import also of the Greek terms (/cara-

crvpT) and o'upcoj'). H.

HAL'HUL (Vin^n [full of hollows,

Fiirst]: AiAouct; [Vat. *AAoua;] Alex. A\ov\:
Halhul), a town of Judah in the mountain district,

one of the group containing Beth-zur and Gedor

a * Fiirst says {Hebr. Lex. s. v.) that the Talmud
anderstands the place to be Holivan, a five days'
journey from Bagdad. II.
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(Josh. XV. 58). Jerome, in the Onomasticon (under
FUul), reports the existence of a hamlet (villula)

named " Alula," near Hebron.'' The name stQl

remains unaltered, attached to a conspicuous hiU
a mile to the left of the road from Jerusalem to

Hebron, between 3 and -1 miles from the latter.

Opposite it, on the other side of the road, is Beit-

sur, the modern representative of Beth-zur, and a

little further to the north is Jedur, the ancient

Gedor. [Beth-zur.] The site is marked by the

ruins of walls and foundations, amongst which
stands a dilapidated mosk bearing the name of

Neby Yunus — the prophet Jonah (Rob. i. 216).

In a Jewish tr.adition quoted by Hottinger
( Cippi

Ilebraici, p. 32) it is said to be the burial-place of

Gad, David's seer. See also the citations of Zunz
in Asher's Benj. of Tudela (ii. 437, note). G.

HA'LI C^YT! [necklace] : 'AAs'c/); Alex. OoAef-

Chali), a town on the boundary of Asher, named
between Helkath and Beten (Josh. xix. 25). Noth-
hig is known of its situation. Schwarz (p. 191)

compares the name with Chelmon, the equivalent

in the Latin of Cyamon in the Greek of Jud.

vii. 3. G.

HALICARNAS'SUS {AKiKipvacraos) in

Caria, a city of great renown, as being the birth-

place of Herodotus and of the later historian Diony-
sius, and as embellished by the iNIausoleum erected

by Artemisia, but of no Biblical interest except as

the residence of a Jewish population in the periods

between the Old and New Testament histories. In
1 BlaA;. XV. 23, this city is specified as containing

such a population. The decree in Joseph. Ant. xiv.

10, § 23, where the Romans direct that the Jews,

of Halicarnassus shall be allowed ras Trpoaevxai
TToiitcrQai irphs rfj Qakaffffrj Kara rh Trdrptov idos,

is interesting when compared with Acts xvi. 13.

This city was celebrated for its harbor and for the

strength of its fortifications ; but it never recovered

the damage which it suffered after Alexander's

siege. A plan of the site is given in Ross, Rtisen

atif den Griech. Inseln. (See vol. iv. p. 30.) The
sculptures of the Mausoleum are tlie subject of a
paper by Mr. Newton in the Classical Museum,
and many of them are now in the British Museum.
The modern name of the place is Budrx'im.

J. S. H.
* See particularly on Halicarnassus the impor-

tant work of Mr. Newton, History of Discoveries at

Halicarnassus, Cnidus, and Branchidce, 2 vols,

text and 1 vol. plates, London, 1862-63. A.

HALLELU'JAH. [Alleluia.]

HALL (avAT) : atrium), used of the court of

the high-priest's house (Luke xxii. 55). AuArj is

in A. V. Matt. xxvi. 69, Mark xiv. 66, John xviii.

15, "palace;" Vulg. atrium; irpoavAioi/, JNIark

xiv. 68, "porch;" Vulg. ante atrium. In Matt,

xxvii. 27 and Mark xv. 16, aiiK-f) is syn. with

Kpandipiov, which in John xviii. 28 is in A. V.
"judgment-hall." AvK-l} is the equivalent for

"l^n, an inclosed or fortified space (Ges. p. 512),

in many places in O. T. where Vulg. and A. V.

have respectively villa or dculus, "village," or

atrium, " court," chiefly of the tabernacle or temple.

The hall or court of a house or palace would prob-

ably be an inclosed but uncovered space, impluvium,

b It is not unworthy of notice tliat, though so far

from Jerusalem. .Jerome speaks of it as "in the dia

trict of iEUa."
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on a lower level than the apartments of the lowest

floor which looked into it. The irpoavKiov was the

vestibule leading to it, called also, Matt. xxvi. 71,

Kv\d>v- [CouKT, Anier. ed. ; House.]
H. W. P.

HALLO'HESH (tt'n'lbn \tlie whisperer,

enchanter']: 'AAuris; Alex. A5co: Alohes), one o{

the " chief of the people " who sealed the covenant

with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 24). The name is Lochesh,

with the definite article prefixed. That it is the

name of a family, and not of an indi\idual, appears

probable from another passage in which it is given

in the A. V. as

HALO'HESH (ITn'lVrT [as above] : 'AA-

\wris; [Vat. FA. HAeia:] Alohes). ShaJlum, son

of Hal-lochesh, was "ruler of tlie half "[wrt of

Jerusalem" at the time of the repair of the wall

by Nehemiah (Neh. iii. 12). According to the

Hebrew spelling, the name is identical with Hai^
LOHESH. [The A. V. ed. 1611, following the

Genevan version, spells the name falsely HaUoesh.

-A.]

HAM (Cn [swarthy]: xd/j.-- Cham). 1. The

name of one of the three sons of Noah, apparently

the second in age. It is probably derived from

C^n, "to be warm," and signifies "warm" or

" hot." This meaning seems to be confirmed by

that of tlie Egyptian word Kem (Egypt), wliich

we belie\e to be the Egyptian equivalent of Ham,
and which, as an adjective, signifies "black," 'prob-

ably implying warmth as well as blackness.

[Egypt.] If the Hebrew and Egyptian words be

the same. Ham must mean the swarthy or sun-

burnt, like Aldio\p, which has been derived from

the Coptic name of Ethiopia, gOCM^j but

which we should be inclined to trace to OOCXJ ,
" a

boundary," unless the Sahidic GutWCy may be

derived from Keesh (Cush). It is observable tiiat

the names of Noah and his sons appear to lia\e

had prophetic significations. This is stated in tlie

case of Noah (Gen. v. 29), and implied in that of

Japheth (ix. 27), and it can scarcely be doubted

that the same must be concluded as to Shem.
Ham may therefore have been so named as pro-

genitor of the sunburnt Egyptians and Cushites.

Of the history of Ham nothing is related except

his irreverence to his father, and the curse which

that patriarch pronounced— the fulfillment of which

is evident in the history of the Hamites.

The sons of Ham are stated to have been " Cush
and Mizraim and Phut and Canaan" (Gen. x. 6;

comp. 1 C'hr. i. 8). It is remarkable that a dual

form (JMizraim) should occur in the fii'st generation,

indicating a country, and not a person or a tribe,

and we are therefore inchned to suppose that the

gentile noun in the plural D'^"!'^^, differing alone

in the pointing from D^T'* Pj originally stood

here, which would be quite consistent with the

plural forms of the names of the Mizraite tribes

wliich follow, and analogous to the singular forms

of the names of the Canaanite tribes, except the

Sidonians, who are mentioned not as a nation, but

under the name of their forefather Sidon.

The name of Ham alone, of the three sons of

Xoali, if our identification be correct, is known to

iiave been given to a country. ICgypt is recognized

HAM
as the " land of Ham " in the Bible (Ps. Ixxviii.

51, cv. 23, cvi. 22), and this, though it does not

prove the identity of the Egyptian name with that

of the patriarch, certainly favors it, and estabUshes

the historical fact that Egypt, settled by the de-

scendants of Ham, was peculiarly his territory.

The name Mizraim we believe to confirm this. The
restriction of Ham to Egypt, unhke the case, if we
may reason mferentially, of his brethren, may be

accounted for by the very early civihzation of this

part of the Haniite territory, while much of the

rest was comparatively barbarous. Egypt may also

have been the first settlement of the Hamites
whence colonies went forth, as we know to have

been the case with the Philistines. [Caphtor.]
The settlements of the descendants of Cush have

occasioned the greatest difficulty to critics. The
main question upon which everything turns is

whether there was an eastern and a western Cush,

like the eastern and western Ethiopians of the

Greeks. This has been usually decided on the

Biblical evidence as to the land of Cush and the

Cushites, without reference to that as to the several

names designating in Gen.'x. his progeny, or, ex-

cept in Nimrod's case, the territories held by it, or

both. By a more inductive method we have been

led to the conclusion that settlements of Cush ex-

tended from Babylonia along the shores of the

Indian O^ean to Ethiopia above Egypt, and to the

supposition that there was an eastern as well as a
western Cush : historically the latter inference must
be correct; geographically it may be less certain

of the postdiluvian world. The ancient Egyptians

applied the name Keesh, or Kesh, which is

obviously the same as Cush, to Ethiopia above

Egypt. The sons of Cush are stated to have been

Seba, Havilah, Sabtah, Raamah, and Sabtechah: it

is added that the sons of Raamah were Sheba and
Dedan, and that " Cush begat Ninirod." Certain

of these names recur in the lists of the descendants

of Joktan and of Abraham by Keturah, a circum-

stance which must be explained, in most cases, as

historical evidence tends to show, by the settlement

of Cushites, Joktanites, and Abrahamites in the

same regions. [Arabia.] Seba is generally identi-

fied with Meroe, and there seems to be little doulit

that at the time of Solomon the chief kingdom of

Ethiopia above Egypt was that of Seba. [Seba.]

The postdiluvian Havilah seems to be restricted to

Arabia. [Havilah.] Sabtah and Sabtechah are

probably Arabian names : this is certainly the case

with Raiiinah, Sheba, and Dedan, which are rec-

ognized on the Persian Gulf. [Sabtah; Sab-
techah; Raamah; Sheba; Dedan.] Nimrod
is a descendant of Cush, but it is not certain that

he is a son, and his is the only name which is

positively personal and not territorial in the list of

the descendants of Cush. The account of his first

kingdom in Babylonia, and of the extension of his

rule into Assyria, and the foundation of Nineveh—
for this we take to be the meaning of Gen. x. 11,

12— indicates a spread of Haniite colonists along

the Euphrates and Tigris northwards. [Cush.]

If, as we suppose, Jlizraim in the hsts of Gen. x.

and 1 Chr. i. stand for iNIizrim, we should take the

singular Mazor to be the name of the progenitoi

of the Egyptian tribes. It is remarkable that Mazor
apix-ars to be identical in signification with Ham,
so that it may be but another name of the patri-

arch. [Egyi>t.] In this case the niention of Miz-

raim (or Mizrini) would be geographical, and not

indicative of a Mazor, son of Ham.
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The Mizraitei, like the descendants of Ham,
occupy a territory wider than that bearing the name
of Mizi-aim. We may, liowever, suppose that Miz-

raim included all the first settlements, and that in

remote times other tribes besides the Philistines

migrated, or extended their territories. This we

may infer to have been the case with the Lehabim

(Lubim) or Libyans, for Maiietho speaks of them

as in the remotest period of Egyptian history sub-

ject to the Pharaohs. He tells us that under the

first king of the Third Dynasty, of Jlemphites,

Necheroplies, or Necherochis, " the Libyans re-

volted from the Egyptians, but, on account of a

wonderful increase of the moon, submitted through

fear"« (Cory's Anc. Fray. 2d ed. pp. 100, 101).

It is unlikely that at this very early time the

Memphite kingdom ruled far, if at all, beyond the

western boundary of Egypt.

The Ludim appear to have been beyond Egypt

to the west, so probably the Anamira, and certainly

the Lehabim. [Ludim ; Anamiji ; Lehabim.]
The Naphtuhira seem to have been just beyond the

western border. [Naphtuiiiji.] The Pathrusim

and Caphtorim were in Egypt, and probably the

Casluhim also. [Pathkos; Caphtor; Caslu-
HiM.] The Philistim are the only Mizraite tribe

that we know to have passed into Asia : their first

establishment was in Egypt, for they came out of

Caphtor. [Caphtor.]
Phut has been always placed in Africa. In the

Bible, Phut occurs as an ally or supporter of Egyp-
tian Thebes, mentioned with Cush and Lubim
(Nah. iii. U), with Cush and Ludim (the Mizraite

Ludim'?), as supplying part of the army of Pha-

raoh-Necho (Jer. xlvi. 9), as involved in the calam-

ities of Egypt together with Cush, Lud, and Chub
[Chub] (Ez. xxx. 5), as furnishing, with Persia,

Lud, and other lands or tribes, mercenaries for the

service of Tyre (xxvii. 10), and with Persia and
Cush as supplying part of the army of Gog (xxxviii.

5). There can therefore be little doubt that Phut
is to be placed in Africa, where we find, in the

Egyptian inscriptions, a great nomadic people cor-

responding to it. [Phut.]

Kespecting the geographical position of the

Canaanites there is no dispute, although all the

names are not identified. The Hamathites alone

of those identified were settled in early times wholly

beyond the land of Canaan. Perhaps there was a

primeval extension of the Canaanite tribes after

their first establishment in the land called after

their ancestor, for before the specification of its

limits as those of their settlements it is stated

" afterward were the families of the Canaanites

spread abroad " (Gen. x. 18, 10). One of their

most important extensions was to the northeast,

where was a great branch of the Hittite nation in

the valley of the Orontes, constantly mentioned in

the wars of the Pharaohs [Egypt], and in those

of the kings of Assyria. Two passages which have

occasioned much controversy may be here noticed.

In the account of "Abraham's entrance into Pales-

tine it is said, " And the Canaanite [was] then in

the land" (xii. 6); and as to a somewhat later

time, that of the separation of Abraham and Lot,

we read that " the Canaanite and the Perizzite

dwelled then in the land " (xiii. 7). These pas-

sages have been supposed either to be late glosses.
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a It has been supposed that some or all of the
Qotices of events in Manetho"s lists were inserted by
'opyists. This cannot, we think, have been the case

or io indicate that the Pentateuch was wTitten at a
late period. A comparison of all the passages re-

ferring to the primitive history of Palestine and
Iduniiea shows that there was an earlier population

expelled by the Hamite and Abraham ite settlers.

This population was important in the time of the

war of Chedorlaomer ; but at the Exodus, more
than four hundred years afterwards, there was but

a remnant of it. It is most natural therefore to

infer that the two passages under consideration

mean that tlie Canaanite settlers were already in

the land, not that they were still there.

Philologers are not agreed as to a Hamitic class

of languages. Recently Bunsen has applied the

term " Hamitism," or as he writes it Chamitism,

to the Egyptian language, or rather family. He
places it at the head of the " Semitic stock," to

which he considers it as but partially belonging,

and thus describes it:— "Chamitism, or ante-his-

torical Semitism : the Chamitic deposit in Egypt

;

its daughter, the Demotic Egyptian ; and its end

the Coptic " {Outlines, vol. i. p. 1S3). Sir H. Raw-
linson has appUed the term Cushite to the primitive

language of Babylonia, and the same term has been

used for the ancient language of the southern coast

of Arabia. This terminology depends, in every in-

stance, upon the race of the nation speaking the

language, and not upon any theory of a Hamitic

class. There is evidence which, at the first view,

woulil incline us to consider that the term Semitic,

as applied to the Syro-Arabic class, should be

changed to Hamitic ; but on a more careful exami-

nation it becomes evident that any absolute classi-

fication of languages into groups corresponding to

the tln-ee great Noachian families is not tenable.

The Biblical evidence seems, at first sight, in favor

of Hebrew being classed as a Hamitic rather than

a Semitic form of speech. It is called in the Bible

" the language of Canaan," ^2??? ^'^?'?^ (Is- xix.

18), although those speaking it are elsewliere said

to speak iT^'TJin';, Judaice (2 K. xviii. 2G, 28;

Is. xxxvi. 11, 1-3; Neh. xiii. 24). But the one

term, as Gesenius remarks {Gram. Introd.), indi-

cates the country where the language was spoken,

the other as evidently indicates a people by whom
it was spoken : thus the question of its l)eing a

Hamitic or Semitic language is not touched; for

the circumstance that it was the language of Ca-
naan is agreeable with its being either indigenous

(and therefore either Canaanite or Kephaite), or

adopted (and therefore perhaps Semitic). The
names of Canaanite persons and places, as (iese-

nius has observed {I. c), conclusively show that the

Canaanites spoke what we call Hebrew. lilsewhere

we might find evidence of the use of a so-called

Semitic language by nations either partly or wholly

of Hamite origin. This evidence would favor the

theory that Hebrew was Hamitic ; but on the other

hand we should be unable to dissociate Semitic

languages from Semitic peoples. The Egyptian

language would also offer great difficulties, iniless i1

were held to be but partly of Hamitic origin, since

it is mainly of an entirely different class to [from]

the Semitic. It is mainly Nigritian, but it also

contains Semitic elements. We are of opinion that

the groundwork is Nigritian, and that tlie Semitic

part is a layer added to a complete Nigritian lan-

with most of those notices that occur in the older

dynasties.
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guage. The two elements are mixed, but not fused.

This opinion those Semitic scholars who have

studied tlie suliject share with us. Some Iranian

scholars hold that the two elements are mixed, and

that the ancient Egyptian represents the transition

from Turanian to Semitic. The only solution of

the difficulty seems to be, that what we call Semitic

is early Noachian.

An inquiry into the history of the Hamite na-

tions presents considerable difficulties, since it can-

not be determined in the cases of the most impor-

tant of those commonly held to be Hamite that

they were purely of that stock. It is certain that

the three most illustrious Hamite nations — the

Cushites, the Phoenicians, and the Egyptians—
were greatly mixed with foreign peoples. In Baby-

lonia the Hamite element seems to have been ab-

sorbed by the Shemite, but not in the earliest times.

There are some common characteristics, however,

which appear to connect the diflerent branches of

the Hamite family, and to distinguish them from

the children of Japheth and Shem. Their archi-

tecture has a solid grandeur that we look for in

vain elsewhere. Egypt, Babylonia, and Southern

Arabia alike afford proofs of this, and the few re-

maining nioimments of the Phoenicians are of the

same class. ^Vhat is very important as indicating

the purely Hamite character of the monuments to

which we refer is that the earliest in Egypt are the

most characteristic, while the earlier in Baliylonia

do not yield in this respect to the later. The na-

tional mind seems in all these cases to have been

[represented ui ?] these material fomis. The early

history of each of the chief Hamite nations shows

great power of organizing an extensive kingdom, of

acquiring material greatness, and checking the in-

roads of neighboring nomadic peoples. The Philis-

tines afford a remarkable instance of these quahties.

In every case, however, the more energetic sons of

Shem or Japheth have at last fallen upon the rich

Hamite territories and despoiled them. Egypt,

favored by a position fenced round with nearly im-

passable barriers— on the north an almost haven-

less coast, on the east and west sterile deserts, held

its freedom far longer than the rest; yet even in

the days of Solomon the throne was filled by for-

eigners, who, if Hamites, were Shemite enough in

their belief to revolutionize the religion of the coun-

try. In Babylonia the Jledes had already captured

Nimrod's city more than 2000 years before the

Christian era. The Hamites of Southern Arabia

were so early overthrown by the Joktanites that

the scanty remains of their history are alone known
to us through tradition. Yet the story of the mag-

nificence of the ancient kings of Yemen is so per-

fectly in accordance with all we know of the Ham-
ites that it is almost enough of itself to prove what

other evidence has so well established. The liistory

of the Canaanites is similar; and if that of the

Phoenicians be an exception, it must be recollected

that they became a merchant class, as Ezekiel's

famous description of Tyre shows (chap, xxvii). In

speaking of Hamite characteristics we do not in-

tend it to be inferred that they were necessarily

altogether of Hamite origin, and not at least partly

borrowed. R. S. P.

2. (Cn [rnultitude, 2)e02)le, Fiirst], Gen. xiv. .5;

Sam. Cn, Cham). According to the IMasoretic

text, Chedorlaomer and his allies smote the Zuzim

|] a place called Ham. If, as seems lilcely, the

HAMATH
Zuzim be the sime as the Zamzummim, Ham
must be placed in what was afterwards the Ammo-
nite territory. Hence it has been conjectured by
Tuch, that Ham is but another fonu of the name
of the chief stronghold of the chUdren of Ammon,
Kabbah, now Am-misxi. The LXX. and Vulg.,

however, throw some doubt upon the Masoretic

leading: the former has, as tt? rendering of

Tois; and the latter, et Zuzim cum eis, which

shows that they read CHS : but the iMas. ren-

dering seems the more likely, as each clause men-
tions a nation, and its capital or stronghold; al-

though it must be allowed that if the Zuzim had

gone to the assistance of the Eephaim, a deviation

would have been necessary. The Samaritan Version

has HD'^ V, LtshaJi, perhaps intending the Lasha
of Gen. X. 19, which by some is identified with
Calhrhoe on the N. E. quarter of the Dead Sea.

The Targums of Onkelos and Pseudojon. have

SnTpn, Hernia. Schwarz (217) suggests Humei-

math (in Van de Velde's map Ilumeitat), one mile

above Jiabba, the ancient Ai--Moab, on the Roman
road. [Zuzi.MS.]

3. In the account of a migration of the Simeon-
ites to the valley of Gedor, and their destroying the

pastoral inhabitants, the latter, or possibly their

predecessors, are said to have been " of Ham ''

(Cn"]D : iK ruiv vliav Xd/x'- de stlrjye Cham, 1

Chr. iv. 40). This may indicate that a Hamite
tribe was settled here, or, more precisely, that there

was an Egyptian settlement. The connection of

Egypt with this part of Palestine will be noticed

under Zei:au. Ham may, however, here be in no
way connected with the patriarch or with Egypt.

HA'MAN (]^n {ctUbrated (Pers.), or =
Mercury (Sansk.), Fiirst] : Aixdv- Aman), the chief

minister or vizier of king Ahasuerus (Esth. iii. 1).

After the failure of his attempt to cut off all the

Jews in the Persian empire, he was hanged on the

gallows which he had erected for Jlordecai. Most
probably he is the same Aman who is mentioned

as the oppressor of Achiacharus (Tob. xiv. 10).

The Targum and .Josephus {Ant. xi. 6, § 5) inter-

pret the description of him — the Agagite — as

signifying that he was of Ainalekitish descent ; but

he is called a Macedonian by the LXX. in Esth.

ix. 24 (cf. iii. 1), and a Persian by Sulpicius Seve-

rus. Prideaux (Connexion, anno 453) computes

the sum which he offered to pay into the royal

treasury at more than ^2,000,000 sterling. Mod-
ern Jews are said to be in the habit of designating

any Christian enemy by his name (Eisenmenger,

Ent. Juil. i. 721). [See addition under Esther,
Book of.] ^Y. T. B.

HA'MATH (i"1^n
I fortress, citadel] :

'HyuaS, 'H/xde, Ai/xdO: Emath) appears to have

been the principal city of Upper Syria from the

time of the Exodus to that of the prophet Amos.
It was situated in the valley of the Orontes, about

half-way between its source near Baalbek, and the

bend which it makes at Jisr-hadid. It thus natu-

rally commanded the whole of the Orontes valley,

from the low screen of hills which forms the water-

shed between the Orontes and the Litany — the

"entrance of Hamath," as it is called in Scripture

(Num. xxxiv. 8; Josh. xiii. 5, Ac.)— to the defile
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)f Daphne below ^Viitioch; and this tract appears followmg reasons: (1.) The northern boundary of
to have formed the kingdom of Hamatli, during the Israelites was certainly north of Riblah, for the
the time of its independence. east border descends from Hazar-enan to Shephara,

The Hamathites were a Hamitic race, and are and from Shepham to Riblah. Riblah is still

included among the descendants of Canaan (Gen. known by its ancient name, and is found south of

X. 18). There is no reason to suppose with Mr.
|

Hums Lake about six or eight hours. The " en-

Kenrick {P/iasnicia, p. 60), that they were ever in trance " must therefore lie north of this town. (2.)

any sense Phoenicians. We must regard them as
|

It must lie east of Mount Ilor. Now, if Mount
Hor be, as it probably is, the range of Lebanon,
the question is readily solved by a reference to the

physical geography of the region. The ranges of

Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon terminate opposite

Hums Lake by bold and decided declivities. There
is then a rolling country for a distance of about

ten miles north of the Lebanon chain, after which
rises the lower range of the Nusairiyeh mountains.

A wider space of plain intervenes between Anti-

Lebanon and the low hills which lie eastward of

Hamath. The city of Hums lies at the intersec-

tion of the arms of the cross thus formed, and
toward each of the cardinal points of the compass
there is an " entering in " between the hills.

Thus northward the pass leads to Ilamath ; west-

ward to Kuliit d-flusn and the Mediterranean;

eastward to the great plain of the Syrian desert:

and southward toward Baal-gad in Coele-Syria.

This will appear at a glance from the accompany-
ing plan of the country, in which it will be seen

^^eNvWi.7,,

closely akin to the Hittites on whom they bordered,

and with whom they were generally in alliance.

Nothing appears of the power of Hamath, beyond

the geographical notices which show it to be a well-

known place (Num. xiii. 21, xxxiv. 8; Josh. xiii.

5; (fee), until the time of David, when we hear

that Toi, kuig of Hamath, had " had wars " with

Hadadezer, king of Zobah, and on the defeat of

the latter by David, sent his son to congratulate

the Jewish monarch (2 Sam. viii. 10), and (appa-

rently) to put Hamath under his protection. Ha-
math seems clearly to have been included in the

dominions of Solomon (1 K. iv. 21—t) ; and its king

was no doubt one of those many princes over whom
that monarch ruled, who " brought presents and

served Solomon all the days of his life." The
" store-cities," which Solomon " built in Hamath "

(2 Chr. viii. 4), were perhaps staples for trade, the

importance of the Orontes valley as a hue of traffic

being always great. On the death of Solomon and
the separation of the two kingdoms, Hamath
seems to have regained its independence. In

the Assyrian inscriptions of the time of Ahab
(b. c. 900) it appears as a separate power, in

alliance with the Syrians of Damascus, the

Hittites, and the Phoenicians. About three-

quarters of a century later Jeroboam the sec-

ond "recovered Hamath" (2 K. xiv. 28); he

seems to have dismantled the place, whence

the prophet Amos, who wrote in his reign

(Am. i. 1), couples "Hamath the great"

with Gath, as an instance of desolation {ib. vi.

2). Soon afterwards the Assyrians took it (2

K. xviii. 34, xix. 13, &c.), and from this time

it ceased to be a place of much importance.

Autiochus Epiphanes appears to have changed

its name to Epiphaneia, an appellation under

which it was known to the Greeks and Romans
from his time to that of St. Jerome ( Com-
ment. in Ezeh. xlvii. 16), and possibly later.

The natives, however, called it Hamath, even

in St. Jerome's time; and its present name,

Ilamnli, is but very slightly altered from the

ancient form.

Burckhardt visited Htunnh in 1812. He
describes it as situated on both sides of the

Orontes, partly on the declivity of a hill,

partly in the plain, and as divided into foui

quarters— Hadlier, El DJisr, El Akyat, and

£1 Medliie, the last being the quarter of the

Christians. The population, according to

him, was at that time 30,000. The town
possessed few antiquities, and was chiefly re-

markable for its huge water-wheels, whereby
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ 2^^^ g^o,,.;

the gardens and the houses in the upper town
were supplied from the Orontes. The neighboring that the plain of Hums opens to the four points of

territory he calls " the granary of Northern Syria"
\
the compass. I'^specially to one journeying from

( Trarels in Syria, pp. 146-147. See also Pococke, the south or the west would this locality be appro-

Traceh in the East, vol. i. ; Irby and Mangles,
i

priately described as an entrduce. (o.) It is im-

Travels, p. 244; and Stanley, S. <|- P. pp. 400, probable that the lands of Hamath ever extended

407). G. R.
I

as far south as the height of land between the

* The "entrance of Hamath " is not, as stated, , Leontes and the Orontes, or in fact into the south-

it the water-shed between the Litanii and the ' em division of Coele-Syria at all. Hums would

Orontes, which would place it too far south, for the have been its natural limit from the sea, to one

the '' entrance to Hamath.
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journeying along the coast from Tripoli to La-
iakia. Lebanon and the Nusairiyeh range are seen

in profile, with the gap between them. A similar

view is presented from the remaining cardinal

points. G. E. P.

HAMMER

HA'MATHITE, THE C^O^nn : d 'A/^a-

0i: Amathceus, Hmnathceus), one of the families

descended from Canaan, named last in the list

(Gen. X. 18 ; 1 Chr. i. 16). The place of their set-

tlement was doubtless Hamath.

Nusairiyeh Mts.

Entrance to Hamath from the W.

HA'MATH-ZO'BAH (ni^ri-ni^ri :

Bat(Tw0ti; [Alex. At/nad 2a)y3a:] Emath-Stiba) k
said to Iiave been attacked and conquered by Sol-

omon (2 Chr. viii. 3). It has been conjectured to

be tlie same as Hamath, here regarded as included

in Arani-Zobah— a geographical expression which
has usually a narrower meaning. But the name
Hamath-Zubah would seem rather suited to an-

other Hamath which was distinguished from the

"Great Hamath," by the suffix "Zobah." Com-
pare llamoi\\-Gilead, which is thus distinguished

from Eamah in Benjamin. G. E.

* HAMFTAL, 2 K. xxiii. 31, is the reading

of the A. V. ed. IGll for Hamutal. A.

HAM'MATH {TM^H [warm spring] : 'n/ia0-

aSuKeO— the last two syllables a corruption of the

name following; [Alex. Afidd ;
[Aid. ' A/j.iJ.d9 ]

Umath), one of the fortified cities in the territory

allotted to Naphtali (Josh. xix. 35). It is not

possible from this list to determine its position,

but the notices of the Talmudists, collected by

Lightfoot iu his C/wrof/rapkical Century, and

Chor. Decad, leave no doubt that it was near Ti-

berias, one mile distant— in fact that it had its

name, Chammath, "hot baths," because it con-

tained those of Tiberias. In accordance with this

are the slight notices of Josephus, who mentions it

under the name of Emmaus as a " village not far

{Kii/ji-n . . . ovK &Troiefi^) from Tiberias" (Ant.

xviii. 2, § 3), and as wliere Vespasian had en-

camped " before (Trp6) Tiberias " (B. J. iv. 1, § 3).

Remains of the wall of this encampment were rec-

ognized by Irby and Mangles (p. 89 b). In both

cases Josephus names the hot springs or baths, add-

ing in the latter, that such Ls the interpretation of

the name 'A/x/LLaovs, and that the waters are me-

dicinal. The Ilamnuhn, at present three" in

number, still send up their hot and sulphureous

waters, at a spot ratlier more than a mile south of

the modern town, at the extremity of the ruins of

the ancient city (Rob. ii. 383, 384 ; Van de Velde,

ii. 399).

It is difficult, however, to reconcile with this

position other observations of the Talmudists,

i^uoted on the same place, by Liglitfoot, to the

effect that Chammath was called also the " weUs

of Gadara," from its proximity to that place, and

also that half the t(jwn was on the east side of the

Jordan and half on the west, with a bridge between

them— the fact being that the ancient Tiberias

was at least i miles, and the Hamniam 2^, from
the present embouchure of the Jordan. The same
difficulty besets the account of Parchi (in Zunz's
Appendix to Benjamin of Tudela, ii. 403). He
places the wells entirely on the east of Jordan.

In the list of Levitical cities given out of Naph-
tali (Josh. xxi. 32), the name of this place seems

to be given as HajMMOTH-doe, and in 1 Chr. vi.

76 it is further altered to Hamjion. G.

HAMMEDA'THA (SHlTSn : 'A/xaSdOos;

[Alex. Ava/naBaSos, AfJ-aOados ] Amadatlnis),

father of the infamous Hamaji, and commonly des-

ignated as "the Agagite" (Esth. iii. 1, 10; viii.

5; ix. 24), though also without that title (ix. 10).

By Gesenius (Lex. 1855, p. 539) the name is taken

to be Medatha, preceded by the definite article.

For other explanations, see I'iirst, Ilundiub. [Zend,

= (jiven by JIavmo, an Ized], and Simonis, Ono-

masticon, p. 586. The latter derives it from a Per-

sian word meaning " double." For the termination

compare Akidatiia.

HAMME'LECH (Tj^??!!! [the ling]: tov

fiaaiKiws- Anielech), rendered in the A. V. as

a proper name (Jer. xxxvi. 26; xxxviii. 6); but

there is no apparent reason for supposing it to be

anything but the ordinary Hebrew word for " the

king," i. e. in the first case Jehoiakim, and in the

latter Zedekiah. If this is so, it enables us to con-

nect with the royal family of Judah two persons,

Jerachmeel and Malciah, who do not appear in the

A. V. as members thereof. G.

HAMMER. The Hebrew language has sev-

eral names for this indispensable tool. (1.) Paithh

(CyiSQ, connected etymologically with TraToca-co,

to strike), which was used by the gold-beater (Is.

xli. 7, A. V. "carpenter") to overlay with silver

and "smooth" the surface of the image; as well

as by the quarry-man (Jer. xxiii. 29). (2.) Miik-

kdbdh (n3pp [and il^I^P])? properly a tool for

hollowing, hence a stone-cutter's mallet (1 K. vi.

7), and generally any workman's hammer (.Judg.

iv. 21; Is. xliv. 12; Jer. x. 4). (3.) Hcdmuth

{ry^u^Ty), used only in Judg. v. 26, and then

with the addition of the word "workmen's" by
way of explanation. (4.) A kind of hammer,

named mappelz (V?^); Jer. Ii. 20 (A. V. "battle-

axe"), or mephitz (Y"'2Si), Prov. xxv. 18 (A. V.

a * Mr. Porter (Handb. for Syr. If Pal. ii. 422) and three others a few paces further south (see also

speaks of four springs : one under the old bath-house, i Rob. BM. Res. iii. 259). H.
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"maul"), was used as a weapon of war. "Ham-
mer " is used figuratively for any overwhelming

power, whether worldly (Jer. 1. 23), or spiritual

(Jer. xxiii. 29 [comp. Heb. iv. 12]). W. L. B.

* From nilp^ conies Maccabseus or Maccabee

[Maccabees, the]. The hammer used by Jael

(Judg. V. 26) was not of iron, but a wooden mal-

let, such as the Arabs use now for driving down

their tent-pins. (See Thomson's Laml and Buok;

ii. 149.) In the Hebrew, it is spoken of as '^ the

hanmier," as being the one kept for that purpose.

The nail driven through Sisera's temples was also

one of the wooden tent-pins. This particularity

points to a scene drawn from actual life. It is said

in 1 K. vi. 7 that no sound of hammer, or axe, or

any iron tool, was heard in building the Temple,

because it " was built of stone made ready " at the

quarry. The immense cavern under Jerusalem,

where undoubtedly most of the building material

of the ancient city was obtained, furnishes inci-

dental confirmation of this statement. " The heaps

of chippings which lie about show that the stone

was dressed on the sjM. . . . There are no other

quarries of any great size near the city, and in the

reign of Solomon this quarry, in its whole extent,

was without the limits of the city" (Barclay's City

of the Great King, p. 468, 1st ed. (1865)). See

also the account of this subterranean gallery in the

Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, pp. 63, 64. H.

HAMMOLE'KETH (n'^^'^^^T], with the

article = ?/ie Queen:
ri yia\ex^6-- Reijina), a

woman introduced in the genealogies of IManasseh

as daughter of Machir and sister of Gilead (1 Chr.

vii. 17, 18), and as having among her children

Abi-ezer, from whose family sprang the great

judge Gideon. The Targum translates the name

by npvP "^=-w/iO reigned. The Jewish tra-

dition, as preserved by Kimchi in his commentary

on the passage, is that " she used to reign over a

portion of the laiid which belonged to Gilead,"

and that for that reason her lineage has been pre-

served.

HAM'MON it'ti^Tl [hot or sunny] : ['Eyue-

fiaciv;] Alex. Ajxaiv'- Hamon). 1. A city in

Asher (Josh. xix. 28), apparently not far from Zi-

don-rabbah, or " Great Zidon." Dr. Schultz sug-

gested its identification with the modern village of

Hanml, near the coast, about 10 miles below Tyre

(Rob. iii. 66), but this is doubtful both in etymology

and position.

2. [Xa,u£o9; Alex. Xa/xcov.] A city allotted

out of the tribe of Naphtali to the Levites (1 Chr.

vi. 76), and answering to the somewhat similar

names Hammath and Hammoth-dok in Joshua.

G.

HAM'MOTH-DOR' ("IS"^ ilbn [warm

springs, abode] : 'Nefj./j.dd ; Alex. EfiadSoup ' Am-
moth Dor), a city of Naphtali, allotted with its

suburbs to the Gershonite Levites, and for a city

of refuge (Josh. xxi. 32). Unless there were two

places of the same or very similar name in Naph-
tali, this is identical with Hammath. Why the

sufSx Dor is added it is hard to tell, unless the word

refers in some way to the situation of the place on

the coast, in which fact only had it (as far as we
Know) any resemblance to Dok, on the shore of the

Mediterranean. In 1 Chr. vi. 76 the name is con-

tracted to Hammon. G.
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HAMO'NAH (naiZSn [tumult, noise of a

multitude]: XloXvav^pioV- Amonn), the name of

a city mentioned in a highly obscure passage of

Ezekiel (xxxix. 16); apparently that of the place

in or near which the multitudes of Gog should be

Inu-ied after their great slaughter by God, and which

is to derive its name— "multitude"— from that

circumstance. G.

HA'MON-GOG', THE VALLEY OF
(213 T^^n S'^3 ^ rnwne of Gog's multitude:

Tal rh TroAvdudpiov rod Tdiy- vallis multitudinis

Gog), the name to be bestowed on a ravine or glen,

previously known as " the ravine of the passengers

on the east of the soa," after the burial there of

"Gog and all his multitude" (Ez. xxxix. 11, 15).

HA'MOR ("lltin, i. e. in Hebrew a large he-

ass, the figure employed by Jacob for Issachar:

'Zfi/xcifi- Hemor), a Hivite (or according to the

Alex. LXX. a Horite), who at the time of the en-

trance of Jacob on Palestine was prince (N({si) of

the land and city of Shechem, and father of the

impetuous young man of the latter name whose ill

treatment of Dinah brought destruction on himself,

his father, and the whole of their city (Gen. xxxiii.

19; xxxiv. 2, 4, 6, 8, 13, 18, 20, 24, 26). Hamor
would seem to have been a person of great influ-

ence, because, though alive at the time, the men of

his tribe are called after him Bene-Hamnr, and he

himself, in records narrating events long subsequent

to this, is styled Hamor-Abi-Shecem (Josh. xxiv.

32; " Judg. ix. 28; Acts vii. 16). In the second

of these passages his name is used as a signal of

revolt, when the remnant of the ancient Hivites

attempted to rise against Abimelech son of Gideon.

[Shkchem.] For the title Abi-Shecem, "father

of Shechem," compare "father of Bethlehem,"

"father of Tekoah," and others in the early lists

of 1 Chr. ii., iv. In Acts vii. IG the name is given

in the Greek form of Ejimor, and Abraham is

said to have bought his sepulchre from the " sons

of Emmor."

HAMU'EL (bS^an [see infra], i. e. Ham-

muel: 'A/xovrtK'- Amuel), a man of Simeon; son

of Mishma, of the family of Shaul (1 Chr. iv. 26),

from whom, if we follow the records of this pas-

sage, it would seem the whole tribe of Simeon

located in Palestine were derived. In many He-

brew MSS. the name is given as Chammuel.
* The latter form exchanges the soft guttural for

the hard. It signifies "heat " and hence "anger

of God" (Gesen.), or "God is a sun" (Fiirst).

H.

HATMUL (b!1!2n [intied, spared:] : Sam.

7S1K)n : •l6;U0U'/)A, 'lajuow; [.Alex, in Num.,

lajuouTjA; Comp. 'AfiovK, XafiovK:] Hanml), the

younger son of Pharez, Judah's son by Tamar

(Gen. xlvi. 12; 1 Chr. ii. 5). Hanml was head of

the family of the Hamulites (Num. xxvi. 21), but

none of the genealogy of his descendants is pre-

served in the lists of 1 Chronicles, though those of

the descendants of Zerah are fully given.

HA'MULITES, THE ("^b^ann [see

above]: 'la^owf, Alex. Iojitour/A.t; [Comp. 'AjUou-

a The LXX. have here read the word without its

initial guttural, and rendered it Tropa tuv 'Anoppauav

,

"from the Amorites."
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\ii] Hamulitoi}, the family (nnGtTXi) of the

preceding (Num. xxvi. 21).

HAMU'TAL (b^-inn = perh. kin to the

deiv: 'Afj.ird\; [Vat. Afiiirai, MtTur; Alex. A^t-

ToA., -rad;] ill Jer. 'AyueiTctaA [Alex. -yui-] : Aiiii-

tal), daughter of Jeremiah of Libnali; one of the

wives of king Josiah, and mother of the unfor-

tunate princes Jehoahaz (2 K. xxiii. 31), and Mat-
taniah or Zedekiah (2 K. xxiv. 18; Jer. Hi. 1).

In the two last passages the name is given in the

original text as V^'^^H, Chamital, a reading

which the LXX. follow throughout.

* Curiously enough, in the first passage, but

in neither of the two last, the A. V. ed. 1(511 reads

Ham/tal. A.

HANAM'EEL {properly Hanamel, in 3

3yl-] (^^P?n [perh. bS33n whom God has

fjiven, Gesen.]: 'Ai/a^ueijA : Hanametl), son of

ShaUum, and cousin of Jeremiah. When Judsa
was occupied by the Chaldaeans, Jerusalem be-

leaguered, and Jeremiah in prison, the prophet

bought a field of Hanameel in token of his assur-

ance that a time was to come when land should be

once more a secure possession (Jer. xxxii. 7, 8, 9,

12; and conip. 41:). The suburban fields belong-

ing to the tribe of Levi could not be sold (Lev.

XXV. 34); but possibly Hanameel may have inher-

ited property from his mother. Compare the case

of Barnabas, who also was a Levite ; and the note

of Grotius on Acts iv. 37. Henderson (on Jer.

xxxii. 7) supposes that a portion of the Levitical

sstates might be sold within the tribe.

W. T. B.

HA'NAN (^"^T^ [ffradovs, merciful]: 'Avdv-

Hanan). 1. One of the chief jieople of the tribe

3f Benjamin (1 Chr. viii. 23).

2. The last of the six sons of Azel, a descend-

ant of Saul (1 Chr. viii. 38; ix. 44).

3. [FA. Kvuav.] " Son of Maachah," i. e.

possibly a Syrian of Aram-JIaachah, one of the

heroes of David's guard, according to the extended

list of 1 Chr. xi. 43.

4. [FA. Tavav.] Bene-Chanan [sons of C]
were among the Nethinim who returned from Bab-
ylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 4G; Neh. vii. 49).

In the parallel list, 1 Esdr. v. 30, the name is given

as Anan.
6. (LXX. omits [Rom. and Alex, in Neh. x. 10

read hvav, but Vat. and FA.i omit].) One of the

Ixvites who assisted F^ra in his public exposition

of the law (Neh. viii. 7). Tlie same person is

probably mentioned in x. 10 as sealing the cov-

enant, since several of the same names occur in

both passages.

6. [Vat. omits.] One of the " heads " of the

"people," that is of the laymen, who also sealed

the covenant (x. 22).

7. (AiVcti'; \y\. Aiva.Y) Another of the chief

laymen on the same occasion (x. 26).

8. [FA. Aacar.] Son of Zaccur, son of Mat-
taniah, whom Nehemiah made one of the store-

keepers of the provisions collected as tithes (Neh.

xiii. 13). He was probably a layman, in which

case the four storekeepers represented the four chief

classes of the people— priests, scribes, Levites. and

laymen.

9. Son of Igdaliahu " the man of God " (Jer.

XXXV. 4). The sons of Hanan had a chamber in

HANANIAH
the Temple. The Vat. LXX. gives the name twice
— ^Iwvav viov ^Avaviov [FA. Avvav vwv Av-
vaviov]-

HANAN'EEL [properly Hananel, in 3 syl.j

THE TOWER OF (bw^Q b^^tt : Ttipyos

^AvafiiT]\ : turris Hananeel), a tower which formed
part of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 1, xii. 39).

From tliese two passages, particularly from the

former, it might almost be inferred that Hananeel
was but another name for the Tower of ISIeah

(nS^n =: the hundred) : at any rate they were

close together, and stood between the sheep-gate

and the fish-gate. This tower is further mentioned
in Jer. xxxi. 38, where the reference appears to 1)6

to an extensive lireach in the wall, reaching from
that spot to the " gate of the corner " (comp. Neh.
iii. 24, 32), and which the prophet is announcing
shall be " rebuilt to Jehovah " and " not be thrown
down any more for ever." The remaining passage

in which it is named (Zech. xiv. 10) also connects

this tower with the "comer gate," which lay on
the other side of the sheep-gate. This verse is ren-

dered by Ewald with a different punctuation to

[from] the A. V. — "from the gate of Benjamin,

on to the place of the first (or early) gate, on to

the corner-gate and Tower Hananeel, on to the

king's wine-presses." [Jekusalem.]

HANA'NI C^^yn [gracious]: [Rom. Avav,

Auavtas: Alex.] Avavi'- Hanani). 1. One of the

sons of Heman, David's Seer, who were separated

for song in the house of the Lord, and head of the

18th course of the service (1 Chr. xxv. 4, 25).

2. \^AvavL\ Vat. -vei, once -yuei; Alex. 1 K.
xvi. 7, Avavia-] A Seer who rebuked (b. c. 941)

Asa, king of Judah, for his want of faith in God,
which he had showed by buying off the hostility

of Benhadad I. king of Syria (2 Chr. xvi. 7). For
this he was imprisoned by Asa (10). He (or another

Hanani) was the father of Jehu the Seer, who testi-

fied against Baa.sha (1 K. xvi. 1, 7), and Jehosh-

aphat (2 Chr. xix. 2, xx. 34).

3. l^Avavl: Vat. FA. -va: A\&x. Avavia-] One
of the priests who in the time of Ezra were con-

nected with strange wives (lizr. x. 20). In Esdras

the name is Ananias.
4. [^Avavi, Avavia; FA. in i. 2, Aj'oj'-] A

brother of Nehemiah, who returned b. c. 446 from
Jerusalem to Susa (Neh. i. 2) ; and was afterwards

made governor of Jerusalem under Nehemiah
(vii. 2.)

5- l^Avav'i'i Vat. Alex. FAl omit.] A priest

mentioned in Neh. xii. 36. W. T. B.

HANANFAH (n'^33n and ^n"'33n Uchmn

Jehovah has given]: 'Avavia; ['Avavias :] Ana-
nias, [Hanania,] and Hananias. In New Test.

'Avavias- Ananias).

1. One of the 14 sons of Heman the singer, and
chief of the sixteenth out of the 24 courses or wards
into which the 288 musicians of the Levites were

divided by king David. The sons of Heman wero

especially employed to blow the horns (1 Chr. xxv.

4, 5, 23).

2. One of the chief captains of the army of king

Uzziah (2 Chr. xxvi. 11).

3. Father of Zedekiah, one of the princes in the

reign of Jehoiakim king of Judah (.ler. xxxvi. 12).

4. Son of Azur, a Benjaniite of Gibeon and a

false prophet in the reign of Zedekiah king of .Jndah.

In the 4th ^ear of his reign, v.. c. 59.3, Haiianiah
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withstood Jeremiah the prophet, and pubUcly

prophesied in the temple that within two years

Jeconiali and all his fellow-captives, with the vessels

of the Lord's- house which Nebuchadnezzar had

taken away to Babylon, should be brought back to

Jerusalem (Jer. xxviii.): an iiid!cation that treach-

erous negotiations were already secretly opened with

Pharaoh-Hophra (who had just succeeded I'sam-

mis on the Egyptian throne ")i i^iid that strong

hopes were entertained of the destruction of the

Babylonian power by him. The preceding chapter

(xxvii. 3) shows further that a league was already

in progress between Judah and the neighboring

nations of Edom, Amnion, Moab, Tyre, and Zidon,

for the jjurpose of organizing resistance to Nebu-
chadnezzar, in combination no doubt with the pro-

jected movements of Pharaoh-Hophra. Hananiah
corroborated his prophecy by taking from off the

neck of Jeremiah the yoke which he wore by Di-

vine command (Jer. xxvii., in token of the subjec-

tion of Judsa and the neighboring countries to the

Baliylonian empire), and breaking it, adding, "Thus
saith Jehovah, Even so will I break the yoke of

Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon from the neck of

all nations within the space of two full years." But
Jeremiah was bid to go and tell Hananiah that for

the wooden yokes which he had broken he should

make yokes of iron, so firm was the dominion of

Babylon destined to be for seventy years. The
prophet Jeremiah added this rebuke and prediction

of Hananiah's death, the fulfillment of which closes

the history of this false prophet. " Hear now,

Hananiah ; Jehovah hath not sent thee ; but thou

makest this people to trust in a lie. Therefore thus

saith Jehovah, Behold I will cast thee from off the

face of the earth : this year thou shalt die, because

thou hast taught rebellion against Jehovah. So
Hananiah the prophet died the same year, in the

seventh month" (.Jer. xxviii.). The aljove history

of Hananiah is of great interest, as throwing much
light upon the Jewish politics of that eventful time,

divided as parties were into the partizans of Baby-

lon on one hand, and Egypt on the other. It also

exhibits the machinery of false prophecies, by which

the irreligious party sought to promote their own
policy, in a very distinct form. At the same time

too that it explains in general the sort of political

calculation on which such false prophecies were

hazarded, it supplies an important clew in partic-

ular by which to judge of the date of Pharaoh-
Hophra's (or Apries') accession to the Egyptian
throne, and the commencement of his ineffectual

effort to restore the power of Egypt (which had
been prostrate since Necho's overthrow, Jer. xlvi.

2) upon the ruins of the Babylonian empire. The
leaning to Egypt, indicated by Hananiah's prophecy
as having begun in the fom-th of Zedekiah, had in

the sixth of his reign issued in open defection from
Nebuchadnezzar, and in the guilt of perjury, which
cost Zedekiah his crown and his life, as we learn

from Ez. xvii. 12-20; the date being fixed by a

comparison of Ez. viii. 1 with xx. 1. The tem-
porary success of the intrigue which is described

in Jer. xxxvii. was speedily followed by the return

of the Chaldajans and the destruction of the city,

according to the prediction of Jeremiah. This his-

tory of Hananiah also illustrates the manner in

which the false prophets hindered the mission, and
obstructed the beneficent effects of the ministry, of

« Pharaoh-Hophra succeeded Psammis, b. c. 595. are fixed by that of the conquest of Egypt by Cam-
The dates of the Egyptian reigns from Psammeticbus ' byses.

the true prophets, and affords a remarkable example
of the way in which they prophesied smooth things,

and said peace when there was no peace (comp. 1

K. xxii. 11, 24, 25).

5. Grandfather of Irijah, the captain of the ward
at the gate of Benjamin who arrested Jeremiah on
a charge of deserting to the Chaldseans (Jer. xxxvii.

13).

6. Head of a Benjamite house (1 Chr. viii. 21).

7. The Hebrew name of Shadrach. [Siiad-
RACH.] He was of the house of David, according

to Jewish tradition (Dan. i. 3, 6, 7, 11, 19; ii. 17).

[Ananias.]
8. Son of Zerubbabel, 1 Chr. iii. 19, from whom

Christ derived his descent. He is the same person

who is by St. Luke called ^Iccawas, Joanna, and
who, when Khesa is discarded, appears there also

as Zerubbabel's son [Genealogy of Cukist.]
The identity of the two names Hananiah and
Joanna is apparent immediately we compare them

in Hebrew. 71^320 (Hananiah) is compounded

of ^Dn and the Divine name, which always takes

the form H^, or '^H^, at the end of compounded

names (as in Jerem-iah, Shephet-iah, Nehem-iah,

Azar-iah, etc.). It meant yratios'e dedit Doininus.

Joanna (T^HV) is compounded of the Divine

name, which at the beginnuig of compound names

takes the form 1'^, or 171^^ (as in Jeho-shua, Jeho-

shaphat, Jo-zadak, etc.), and the same word, ]3n,

and means Dominus gratiose dedit. Examples of a

similar transposition of the elements of a compound
name in speaking of the same individual, are

rr^S^D"^, Jecon-iah, and T^!D"^^n'', Jeho-iachm,
t: ;

'

^

'
• • T ;

'

^ '

of the same king of .Judah: Ahaz-iah and Jeho-

ahaz of the same son of Jehoram ; Eli-am, and
.Vmmi-el, of the father of Bath-sheba ; and El-asah

for Asah-el, and Ishma-el, for Eli-shama, in some
MSS. of Ezr. X. 15 and 2 K. xxv. 25. This iden-

tification is of great importance, as bringing St.

Luke's genealogy into harmony with the Old Testa-

ment. Nothing more is known of Hananiah.
9. The two names Hananiah and Jehohanan

stand side by side, P>zr. x. 28, as sons of Bebai, who
returned with Ezra from Babylon.

10. A priest, one of the "apothecaries " (which

see) or makers of the sacred ointments and incense

(Ex. XXX. 22-38, 1 Chr. ix. 3f)), who built a portion

of the wall of Jerusalem in the days of Nehemiah
(Neh. iii. 8). He may be the same as is mentioned
in ver. 30 as having repaired another portion. If

so, he was son of Shelemiah
;
perhaps the same as

is mentioned xii. 41.

11. Head of the priestly course of Jeremiah in

the days of Joiakim the high-priest, Neh. xii. 12.

12. Pvuler of the palace (nn"'2rT "W) at

Jerusalem under Nehemiah. He is descriljed as

" a faithful man, and one who feared (iod above

many." His office seems to have been one of

authority and trust, and perhaps the same as that

of Eliakim, who was " over the house " in the reign

of Hezekiah. [Eliaktm.] The arrangements for

guarding the gates of Jerusalem were intrusted to

him with Hanani, the Tirshatha's brother. Priilcaux

thinks that the appointment of Hanani and Hananiah
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indicates that at this time Neheniiah returneil to

Persia, but wathout sufficient ground. Neheniiah

seems to have been continuously at Jerusalem for

some time after the completion of the wall (vii. 5,

65, viii. 9, x. 1). If, too, the term (H^'^Sn

means, as Gesenius supposes, and as the use of it

ill Neh. ii. 8 makes not improbable, not the palace,

but the fortress of the Temple, called by Josephus

jScr'pif— there is still less reason to imagine Nehe-

miah's absence. In this case Hananiah would be

a priest, perhaps of the same family as the preced-

ing. The rendering moreover of Neh. vii. 2, 3,

should probably be, " And I enjoined (or gave

orders to) Hanani . . and Hananiah the captains

of the fortress .... conccrniiifi Jerusalem, and

said. Let not the gates," etc There is no authority

for rendering P'3 by "over" — "He gave such

an one charge oivr Jerusalem." The passages

quoted by Gesenius are not one of them to the

point.

13. An Israelite, Neh. x. 23 (Hebr. 24). [Ana-
nias.]

14. Other Hananiahs will be found under Ana-
nias, the Greek form of the name. A. C. H.

HANDICRAFT {rixvn, ipyaaria : ms,

artificium, Acts xviii. 3, xis. 2.5; Kev. xviii. 22).

Although the extent cannot be ascertained to which

tliose arts were carried on whose invention is as-

cribed to Tubal-Cain, it is probable that this was

proportionate to the nomadic or settled habits of

the antediluvian races. Among nomad races, as

the Bedouin Arabs, or the tribes of Northern and

Central Asia and of America, the wants of life, as

well as the arts which supply them, are few ; and

it is only among the city-dwellers that both of

them are multiplied and make progress. This sub-

ject cannot, of course, be followed out here ; in the

present article brief notices can only be given of

such handicraft trades as are mentioned in Scrip-

ture.

1. The preparation of iron for use either in war,

in agriculture, or for domestic purposes, was doubt-

less one of the earliest applications of labor; and,

together with iron, working in brass, or rather cop-

per alloyed with tin, bronze (nttTI?, Gesen. p.

875), is mentioned in the same passage as practiced

in antediluvian times (Gen. iv. 22). The use of

this last is usually considered as an art of higher

antiquity even than that of iron (Hesiod. Works
aiul Days, 150; Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. ii. p. 152,

abridg.), and there can be no doubt that metal,

whether iron or bronze, must have been largely

used, either in material or iii tools, for the con-

struction of the Ark (Gen. vi. 14, 10). Whether

the weapons for war or chase used by the early

warriors of Syria and Assyria, or the arrow-heads

of the archer Ishmael were of bronze or iron, cannot

be ascertained ; but we know that iron was used

for warlike purposes by the Assyrians (Layard,

Nin. and Bab. p. 194), and on the other hand that

stone-tipped arrows, as was the case also in Mexico,

were used in the earlier times by the Egyptians as

well as the Persians and Greeks, and that stone or

flint knives continued to be used by them, and by

the inhabitants of the desert, and also liy the Jews,

for religious purposes after the introduction of iron

into general use (Wilkinson, Anc. Ey. i. 353, 354,

ii. 163; Prescott, Mexico, i. 118; Ex. iv. 25;

Josh. v. 2; 1st Egypt, room, Brit. Mus. case 36,

37). In the construction of the Tabernacle, copper,
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but no iron, appears to have been used, though the

use of iron was at the same period well known to

the Jews, both from their own use of it and from
their Egyptian education, whilst the Canaanite

inhabitants of Palestine and Syria were in full pos-

session of its use 'both for warlike and domestic

purposes (Ex. xx. 25, xxv. 3, xxvii. 19; Num.
XXXV. 16 ; Deut. iii. 11, iv. 20, viii. 9 ; Josh. viii.

31, xvii. 16, 18). After the establishment of the

Jews in Canaan, the occupation of a smith (tt"^n)

became recognized as a distinct employment (1

Sam. xiii. 19). The designer of a higher order

appears to have been called speciaEy —t^'P (Ges.

p. 531; Ex. XXXV. 30, 35; 2 Chr. xxvi. 15;
Saalschiitz, Arch. Hebr. c. 14, § 16). The smith's

work and its results are often mentioned in Scrip-

ture (2 Sam. xii. 31; IK. vi. 7; 2 Chr. xxvi. 14;

Is. xliv. 12, liv. 16). Among the captives taken

to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar were 1000 " crafts-

men " and smiths, who were probably of the

superior kind (2 K. xxiv. 16; Jer. xxix. 2).

The worker in gold and silver (^'^'^2 : apyvpo-

KOTTos, xoij/ei/Tiijs : argentarius, aurifex) must
have found employment both among the Hebrews
and the neighboring nations in \ery early times,

as appears from the ornaments sent by Abraham
to liebekah (Gen. xxiv. 22, 53, xxxv. 4, xxxviii. 18;

Deut. vii. 25). But whatever skill the Hebrews
possessed, it is quite clear that they must have

learned much from Egypt and its "iron-furnaces,"

both in metal work and in the arts of setting and
polishing precious stones; arts which were turned

to account both in the construction of the Taber-

nacle and the making of the priests' ornaments,

and also in the casting of the golden calf as well

as its destruction by Moses, probably, as suggested

by Goguet, by a method which he had Icwnt in

Egypt (Gen. xU. 42; Ex. iii. 22, xii. 35, xxxi. 4,

5, xxxii. 2, 4, 20, 24, xxxvii. 17, 24, xxxviii. 4, 8,

24, 25, xxxix. 6, 39; Neh. iii. 8; Is. xhv. 12).

Various processes of the goldsmiths' work (No.

1) are illustrated by Egyptian monuments (Wilkin-

son, Anc. Egypt, ii. 136, 152, 162).

After the conquest frequent notices are found

both of moulded and wrought metal, including

soldering, which last had long been known in

Egypt; but the Phoenicians appear to have pos-

sessed greater skill than the Jews in these arts, at

least in Solomon's time (Judg. viii. 24, 27, xvii.

4; 1 K. vii. 13, 45, 46; Is. xii. 7; Wisd. xv. 4;

Egyptian Blow-pipe, and small fire-place with cheeks

to confine and reflect the heat. (Wilkinson.)

Ecclus. xxxviii. 28 ; Bar. vi. 50, 55, 57 [or Epist.

of Jer. vi. 50, 55, 57] ; Wilkinson, ii. 162). [Zabe-

phath.] Even in the desert, mention is made

of beating gold into plates, cutting it into wire, and
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also of setting precious stones in gold (Ex. xxxix.

3, 6, &c.; Beckmann, Hist, of Inv. ii. 414; Ges.

p. 1229). . ,

Among the tools of the smith are mentioned—

tongs {Wn\h^, \aj3i's, fm-ceps, Ges. p. 761,
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Is. vi. 6), hammer (ti^'^ISB, o-^upei, malleus, Ges.

p. 1101), anvil (D^S, Ges. p. 1118), bellows

(n2D, <pv<rriTr)p, sufflatorium, Ges. p. 896 ; Is.

xli. T; Jer. vi. 29; Ecclus. xxxviil. 28; Wilkinson,

ii. 316).

In N. T. Alexander " the coppersmith " {b xoA.-

neis) of Ephesus is mentioned, where also was

carried on that trade in "silver shrines" {vaoi

ipyvpot), which was represented by Demetrius the

63

silversmith {apyvpoKStros) as being in danger from

the spread of Christianity (Acts six. 24, 28; 2

Tim. iv. 14). [See also Smitk.]

2. The work of the carpenter (D"'V5? ^"I"7»

T€»CTO)f, arttfex Ugnarhu) is often mentioned in
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Scripture (c. g. Gen. vi. 14 ; Ex. xxxvii. ; Is. xliv.

13). In the palace built by David for himself the

workmen employed were chiefly Phoenicians sent

bj Hiram (2 Sam. v. 11; 1 Chr. xiv. 1), as most

Tools ol in Jiirti "1 <

figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 Chisels and dnlls

5. Part of drill.

6. Nut of wood belonging to dri

probably were those, or at least the principal of

those who were employed by Solomon in his works

(1 K. V. 6). But in the repairs of the Temple,

executed under Joash king of Judah, and also in
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the rebuilding under Zerubbabel, no mention is

made of foreign workmen, though in the latter

case the timber is expressly said to have been

brought by sea to Joppa by Zidonians (2 K. xii.

11; 2 Chr. xxiv. 12; Ezra iii. 7).

That the Jewish carpenters must
ha\e been able to carve with

some skill is evident from Is. xli.

7. xliv. 13, in which last passage

some of the implements used in

the trade are mentioned : the

rule (1T???'5 fifTpov, rwi-ma,

possibly a chalk pencil, Ges. p.

1337), measuring-line (1p, Ges.

p. 1201), compass (H^fintt,

Trapa.ypa<pis, circimis, Ges.

p. 450), plane, or smoothing

instrument (n^^!?!?^, K6\\a,

1-uncina, Ges. pp. 1228, 1338),

axe ("|T~I3, Ges. p. 302, or

D'T^H, Ges. p. 1236, d|iV7?,

securis).

The process of the work, and
the tools used by Egyptian car-

penters, and also coopers and
wheelwrights, are displayed in

Egyptian monuments and relics

;

the former, including dovetailing,

veneering, drilling, glueing, var-

nishing, and inlaying, may be

seen in Wilkinson, Anc. Eijypi.

ii. 111-119. Of the latter many
specimens, including saws, hatch-

ets, knives, awls, nails, a hone,

and a drill, also turned objects

in bone, exist in the British

Museum, 1st Eg3'ptian room,

case 42-43, Nos. 6046-6188.

See also Wilkinson, ii. p. 113,

fig. 395.

In N. T. the occupation of a

. carpenter (re/CTcov) is mentioned

in connection with Joseph the

husband of the Virgin Mary, and ascribed to our

Lord himself by way of reproach (Mark vi. 3;

Matt. xiii. 55 ; and Just. Mart. Dial. c. Tryph. c.

Titti (Wilkinson

Fig 9 Horn ot oil

10. Mallet.

11. l!:isket of nail-.

12. Basket which held th

Veneering and the use of glue. (Wilkinson.)

o a piece of dark wood applied to one of ordinary quality, b. c, adze, fixed into a block of wood of the same color as
'

b. e, a ruler ; and/, a square, similar to those used by our carpenters, g, a box. Fig. 2 is grinding something

i, glue-pot on the fire, j, a piece of glue. Fig. 3 applying the glue with a brush, p.

3. The masons (D'^"n"t?., wall-builders, Ges. p.

269) employed by David and Solomon, at least the

chirf of them, were Phoenicians, as is implied also

in the word D"^/^?' ^^^ °^ Gebal, Jebail, Byb-

lus (Ges. p. i.-'S; 1 K. v. 18; Ez. xxvii. 9;

Burckhardt, ^'^'''', p. 179). Among their imple-
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ments are mentioned the saw (miJ^,

plumb-line (T[3S, Ges. p. 125), the measuring

reed C^.^i^) /caAoyuos, cnlamus, Ges.

TTpiayi/) the
""epresented on Egyptian monuments (Wilkinson,

f^ ' Anc. Egypt, ii. .313, 314), or preserved in the Brit-

Some of these, and also the chisel and

ish Museum (1st Egyptian room, Nos. 6111, 6038)

-.^.^..s ^^^ l^vge stones used in Solomon's Temple are
p. l'--l).

j

said ijy Josephus to have been fitted together exactly
mallet, are

,
without either mortar or cramps, but the fouuda-

Uon stones to have been fastened with lead (Joseph.
Ant. viii. 3, § 2; xv. 11, § 3). For ordinary build-

ing, mortar, T*W (Ges. p. 1328) was used;

sometimes, perhaps, bitumen, as was the case at

Babylon (Gen. xi. 3). The lime, cla-y, and stsaiw,

of which mortar is generally composed in the East,

requires to be very carefully mixed and united so

as to resist wet (Lane, Mod. Kijijpt. i. 27; Shaw,
Trav. -p. 206). The wall "daubed with uutem-
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Carpenters. (Wilkinson.)

r, drills a hole in the seat of a chair, 5. t t, legs of chair, m m, a

V, a square, w, man planing or polishing the leg of a chair.

Masons. (Wilkinson.)

Part 1. levelling, and Part 2 squaring a Stone.
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pered mortar" of Ezekiel (xiii

10) was perhaps a sort of cob-

wall of mud or clay without

lime (bpri, Ges. p. 151G),

which would give way under

heavy rain. The use of white-

wash on tombs is remarked by

our Lord (Matt, xxiii. 27. See

also ]\lishna, Mnaser Sheni, v.

1). Houses infected with leprosy

were required by the Law to be

re-plastered (Lev. xiv. 40-45).

4. Akin to the craft of the

carpenter is that of ship and

boat-building, which must have

been exercised to some extent

for the fishing-vessels on the

lake of Geunesaret (Matt. viii.

2.3, ix. 1; John xxi. 3, 8).

Solomon built, at Ezion-Geber,

ships for his foreign trade, which

were manned by Phoenician

crews, an experiment which Je-

hoshaphat endeavored in vain to

renew (1 K. ix. 26, 27, xxii. 48;

2 Chr. XX. 36, 37).

5. The perfumes used in the

religious services, and in later

times in the fimeral rites of

nionarchs, imply knowledge and
practice in the art of the

'' apothecaries " (D'^np'^,

fj.vpe\pol, pif/mentarii), who ap-

pear to have firmed a guild or

association (Ex. xxx. 2.5, 35;

Neh. iii. 8; 2 Qir. xvi. 14;

Eccles. vii. 1, x. 1; Kcclus.

xxxviii. 8).

6. The arts of spinning and

weaving both wool and linen

were carried on in early times,

as they are still usually among
the Bedouins, by women. The
women spun and wove goat's

hair and flax for the Tabernacle,

as in later times their skill was

employed in like manner for

idolatrous purposes. One of the

excellences attributed to the good

house-wife is her skill and in-

dustry in these arts (Ex. xxxv.

25, 26; Lev. xix. 19; Deut.

xxii. 11; 2 K. xxiii. 7; Ez. xvi.

16; Prov. xxxi. 13, 24; Burck-

hardt. Notes on Bed. i. 65;

comp. Horn. Jl. 1. 123; Od. i.

356, ii. 104). The loom, with

its beam ("T13tt,

lidat&rium,

Ges. p. ?

iratro'aA.os,

14; Ges. p.

An Egyptian loom. (Wilkinson.)

4 Is a shuttle, not thrown, iiut put in with the hand. It had a
book at each end.

IxiaavTiov,

1 Sam. xvii. 7
;

383), pin, 'in^,
clams, Judg. >^'i.

643), and shuttle

(ni^S, Spofievs, Job vii. 6;

Ges. p. 146) was, perhaps, in-

troduced later, but as early as

David's time (1 Sam. xvii. 7),

and worked by men, as was the

case in Egypt, contrary to (he

practice of other nations. This

trade also appears to haA'e been
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practiced hereditarily (1 Clir. iv. 21 ; Herod, ii. 35

;

Soph. (Ed. Col. 339).

Together with weaving we read also of em-
broidery, in which gold and silver threads were

interwoven with the body of the stuff, sometimes

in figure patterns, or with precious stones set in the

needlework (Ex. xxvi. 1, xxviii. 4, xxxix. 6-13).

7. Besides these arts, those of dyeing and of

dressing clotli were practiced in Palestine, and
those also of tatming and dressing leather (.Josh,

ii. 15-18; 2 K. i. 8; Matt. iii. -4; Acts ix. 43;
Mishn. Meffill. iii. 2). Shoe-makers, barbers, and
tailors are mentioned in the Mishna {Pesach. iv.

6): the barber (2^3, Kovpevs, Ges. p. 283), or

his occupation, by Ezekiel (v. 1; Lev. xiv. 8; Num.
vi. 5; Josephus, Ant. xvi. 11, § 5; B. J. i. 27,

§ 5; Mishn. Shubh. i. 2), and the tailor (i. 3),

plasterers, ghiziers, and glass vessels, painters, and
goldworkers are mentioned in Mishn. [Chel. viii.

9, xxix. 3, 4, XXX. 1).

Tent-makers {aKijvowoLoi) are noticed in the Acts
(xviii. 3 ), and frequent allusion is made to the trade

of the potters.

8. Bakers (S^'pS, Ges. p. 136) are noticed in

Scripture as carrying on their trade (.Jer. xxxvii.

21; Hos. vii. 4; Mishn. Chd. xv. 2); and the well-

known valley Tyropoeon probably derived its name
from the occupation of the cheese-makers, its in-

habitants (.Joseph. B. J. V. 4, 1). Butchers, not

Jewish, are spoken of 1 Cor. x. 25.

Trade in all its branches was much developed

after the Captivity ; and for a father to teach his

son a trade was reckoned not only honorable but

indispensable (Mishn. Pirke Ab. ii. 2; Kiddush.

iv. 14). Some trades, however, were regarded as

less honorable (Jahn, Bibl. Arch. § 84).

Some, if not all trades, had special localities, as

was the case formerly in European, and is now in

Eastern cities (.Jer. xxxvii. 21; 1 Cor. x. 25; Jo-

seph. B. J. V. 4, § 1, and 8, § 1; Mishn. Becor.

V. 1; Russell, Aleppo, i. 20 ; Chardin, Voyat/es,

vii. 274, 304; Lane, Jfod. Er/ijp. ii. 145).

One feature, distinguishing Jewish from other

workhien, deserves peculiar notice, namely, that

they were not slaves, nor were their trades neces-

sarily hereditary, as was and is so often the case

among other, especially heathen nations (Jahn, Blbl.

Antiq. c. v. § 81-84; Saalschiitz, ffebr. Arch. c.

14; Winer, s. v. Handwerke). [Mu.sical In-

struments; Pottery; Glass; Leather.]
H. W. P.

HANDKERCHIEF, NAPKIN, APRON.
The two former of these terms, as used in the A. V.
= <70vSdpiov, the latter = cn^i/ciVSio^: they are

classed together, inasmuch as tliey refer to objects

of a very similar character. Both words are of

Latin origin : ffouSapiov= swlarmm from sudo,

"to sweat;" the Lutlieran translation preserves

the reference to its etymology in its rendering,

schwehstuch ; aifxtiiivQiov= stfiiiicinctltim, i. e. " a
half girdle." Neither is much used by classical

viTiters; the sudnritim is referred to as used for

wiping the face (" candido frontem sudario tergeret,"

Quintil. vi. 3), or hands ("sudario manus tergens,

quod in coUo hal)el)at," Petron. infni<jin. Triujur.

c. 67); and also as worn over the face for the pur-

pose of concealment (Sueton. in Neroti. c. 48); the

word was introduced by the Romans into Palestine,

where it was adopted by the Jews, in the form

M'lTlD aa= nn^tpD, in Ruth iii. 15. The
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siuhrium is noticed in the N. T. a-s a wi-apper to
fold up money (Luke xix. 20) — as a cloth bound
about the head of a corpse (John xi. 44, xx. 7),
bemg probably brought from the crown of the head
under the chin— and lastly as an article of dress

that could be easily removed (Acts xix. 12), proba-
ably a handkerchief worn on the head Uke the kejfich

of the Bedouins. The semlcinctium is noticed by
Martial xiv. Epigr. 153, and by Petron. in Satyr.

c. 94. The distinction between the cinctus and the

semicinctiuni consisted in its width (Isidor. Oritj.

xix. 33): with regard to the character of the o-iyui-

Kivdiov, the only inference from the passage in

which it occurs (Acts xix. 12) is that it was easily

removed from the person, and probably was worn
ne.xt to the skin. According to Suidas the distinc-

tion between the sudnrium and the seinicinctium

was very small, for he explains the latter by the

former, (TifjuKivdiov 'paKi6\iov v) crou^apiov, the

(pa.Ki6\iov being a species of head-dress: Hesychius
likewise explains aifiiKii/diov liy (paKi6\iou. Ac-
cording to the scholiast {in Cad. Sttpli.), as quoted
by Schleusner {Lex. s. v. aouSdpiov), the distinc-

tion between the two terms is that the sudarium
was worn on the head, and the semicinctium used
as a handkerchief. The difference was probably

not in the shape, but in the use of the article; we
may conceive them to have been bands of linen of

greater or less size, which might be adapted to

many purposes, hke the article now called lungi

among the Arabs, which is applied sometimes as a
girdle, at other times as a turban (Wellsted, Trav-
els, i. 321). W. L. B.

* HAND-MAID. [Concubine; Slave.]

* HAND-MILL. [IVIill.]

* HAND-STAVE. [Staff.]

HA'NES (03n : Hanes), a place in Egypt

only mentioned in Is. xxx. 4: "For his princes

were at Zoan, and his messengers came to Hanes."
The LXX. has "On €»crlv iv To^/et apx'?7<'i ayyi-
\oi Kovr)poi, evidently following an entirely differ-

ent reading. Hanes has been supposed by Vit-

ringa, MichaeUs, RosenmiiUer, and Gesenius, to be

the same as Heracleopolis Magna in the Heptano-

mis, Copt. e^Jiec, ^Jiec, ^hhc.
This identification depends wholly upon the simi-

larity of the two names : a cousiLJeration of the

sense of the passage in which Hanes occurs shows
its great improbability. The prophecy is a reproof

of the Jews for trusting ui Eg)pt ; and according

to the Masoretic text, mention is made of an em-
bassy, perhaps from Hoshea, or else from Ahaz, or

possibly Hezekiah, to a Pharaoh. As the king
whose assistance is asked is called Pharaoh, he is

probably not an Ethiopian of the XXVth dynasty,

for the kings of that line are mentioned by name—
So, Tirhakah— but a sovereign of the XXIHd dy-

nasty, which, according to Manetho, was of Tanite

kings. It is supposed that the last king of the

latter dynasty, Manetho' s Zet, is the Sethos of

Herodotus, the king in whose time Sennacherib's

army perished, and who appears to have lieen men-
tioned under the title of Pharaoh by Rabshakeh
(Is. xxxvi. 6; 2 K. xviii. 21), though it is just

possible that Tirhakah may have been intended

If the reference be to an embassy to Zet, Zoan was
probably his capital, and in any ca-se tlien the most
important city of the eastern part of JAiwtr Egypt.

Hanes was most prpbal)ly in its ueighborb )od ; and
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we are disposed to thiiik that the Chald. Paraphr.

is right in identifying it with DFTS^nri, or

DnSSnri, once written, if the Kethibh be cor-

rect, in the form OpSHFI, Daphnte, a fortified

to\vn on the eastern frontier. [Tahpanhes.]

Gesenius remarks, as a kind of apology for the

identification of Hanes with Heracleopolis Jlagna,

that the latter was formerly a royal city. It is true

that in Manetho's list the IXth and Xth dynasties

are said to have been of Heracleopolite kiilgs ; but

it has been lately suggested, on strong grounds, by

Sir Gardner WUkiuson, that this is a mistake in

the case of the IXth dynasty for Hermonthites

{Herod, ed. Eawlinson, vol. ii. p. 348). If this

supposition be correct as to the IXth dynasty, it

must also be so as to the Xth ; but the circum-

stance whether Heracleopolis was a royal city or

not, a thousand years before Isaiah's time, is obvi-

ously of no consequence here. R. S. P.

* HANGING. [PUNISHMKNT.]

HANGING; HANGINGS. These terms

represent both different words in the original, and

ditFerent articles in the furniture of the Temple.

(1.) The "hanging" (TJO^ : eTriaTracrpovi ten-

torium) was a curtain or '• covering " (as the word

radicaUy means) to close an entrance ; one was placed

before the door of the Tabernacle (Ex. xxvi. 36,

37, xxxix. 38); it was made of variegated stuff

wrought with needlework, and was hung on five

pillars of acacia wood ; another was placed before

the entrance of the court (Ex. xxvii. 16, xxxviii.

18 ; Num. iv. 26 ) ; the term is also applied to the

vail that concealed the Holy of Holies, in the full

expression " vail of tlie covering " (Ex. xxxv. 12,

xxxix. 34, xl. 21; Num. iv. 5). [Curtains, 2.]

(2.) The "hangings "(D"^!^?!?: iVria: tentmia)

were used for covering the walls of the court of the

Tabernacle, just as tapestry was in modern times

(Ex. xxvii. 9, xxxv. 17, xxxviii. 9 ; Num. iii. 26, iv.

26). The rendering in the LXX. implies that they

were made of the same substance as the sails of a

ship, i. e. (as explained by Rashi) " meshy, not

woven: " this opuiion is, however, incorrect, as the

material of which they were constinicted was " fine

twined linen." The hangings were carried only

five cubits high, or half the height of the walls of

the court (Ex. xxvii. 18; comp. xxvi. 16). [Tab-

ernacle.]

In 2 K. xxiii. 7, the term bottim, CFlSl,

strictly "houses," A. V. "hangings," is probably

intended to describe tents used as portable sanctu-

aries. W. L. B.

HAN'IEL (bS'^an, i. e. Channiel [ffrace of

dod] : 'Avrfih [Vat. -j/et-] : Haniel), one of the

sons of UUa, a chief prince, and a choice hero in

the tribe of Asher (1 Chr. vii. 39 ). [Hanniel.]

HAN'NAH (nan, grace, or jyrayer: "Awa'

Anna), one of the wives of Elkanah, and mother

of Samuel (1 Sam. i. ii.); a prophetess of consid-

erable repute, though her cLaim to that title is based

upon one production only, namely, the hymn of

•.hanksgiving for the birth of her son. This hymn
.^ in the highest order of prophetic poetry ; its re-

semblance to that of the Virgin ^lary (comp. 1

Sam. ii. 1-10 with Luke i. 46—5.5; see also Ps.

cxiii.; has been noticed by the commentators; and
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it is specially remarkable as containing the first

designation of the Messiah under that name. In

the Targum it has been subjected to a process of

magniloquent dilution, for which it would be diffi-

cult to find a paraUel even in the pompous vagaries

of that paraphrase (Eichhorn, Einl. ii. p. 68)

[Samuel.] T. E. B.

HAN'NATHON (friSn [graceful, or gra-

c'wudy disposed] : 'A/mwO ; Alex. T.vvadccd '• Hana-
tlioii), one of the cities of Zebulun, a point appa-

rently on the northern boundary (Josh. six. 14)

It has not yet been identified. G.

HAN'NIEL (^i:?''2n: 'Ai/i7j\: Hanniel),

son of Ephod; as prince (Nasi) of jNIanasseh he

assisted in the division of the Promised Land
(Num. xxxiv. 23). The name is the same as

Haniel.

HA'NOCH (Tlbn [see on Enoch] : 'Eyd>x-

Henoch). 1. The third in order of the children

of Midian, and therefore descended from Abraham
by Keturah (Gen. xxv. 4). In the parallel list of

1 Chr. i. 33, the name is given in the A. V. as

Henoch.

2. (TJ^Sn : 'Evux' Henoch), eldest son of

Reuben (Gen. slvi. 9; Ex. vi. 14; Num. xxvi. 5;

1 Chr. v. 3), and founder of the family of

HA'NOOHITES, THE C^^inn : Srjfio?

Tov 'Evcox • y"""^"'' Henochiiarum), Num. xxvi.

5.

* The Hebrew of Hanoch is the same as that of

Enoch, and belongs to two other persons [Enoch].
There is no good reason for this twofold orthogra-

phy. H.

HA'NUN ("j^3n [gracious]: 'Avvdv, ['Avdv,

etc. :] Hanon). 1. Son of Nahash (2 Sam. x. 1,

2; 1 Chr. xix. 1, 2), king of Ammon about b. c.

1037, who dishonored the ambassadors of David

(2 Sam. x. 4), and involved the Ammonites in a

disastrous war (2 Sam. xii. 31; 1 Chr. xix. 6).

W. T. B.

2. ['Aj'oi^i': JIanun.] A man who, with the

people of Zanoah, repaired the ravine-gate in the

wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 13).

3. ['Avd/j.; Vat. FA. Auovfi; Comp. 'AvwV-
Hanun.] A man specified as " the 6th son of

Zalaph," who also assisted in the repair of the

wall, apparently on the east side (Neh. iii. 30).

* HAPHARA'IM, so A. V. ed. 1611, and

other early editions, also the Bishops' Bible; in

many later editions, less con'ectly,

HAPHRA'IM (D^"]5n, t. e. Chapharaim

:

'Ayiv, [Vat. Ayeiu;] -Alex. Atpepaeifx: Haphara-

Im), a city of Issachar, mentioned next to Shunem
(Josh. xix. 19). The name possibly signifies "two
pits." In the Onomasticon ("Aphraim") it is

spoken as still known under the name of Affarea

(Eus. 'A(/)poiV)» "'"J "^ standing six miles north

of Legio. About that distance northeast of Lejjun,

and two miles west of Solam (the ancient Shunem),

stands the village of eZ-'4/"^e/i (aJj-ftJUi), which

may be the representative of Chapharaim, the gut-

tural Ain having taken the place of the Hebrew
Chcth.

^

G.

HA'RA (W^n [mountain-land, Ges.]: Ara),

which appears only in 1 Chr. v. 26, and even there
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is omitted by the LXX., is either a place utterly

unknown, or it must be regarded as identical with

Haran or Charran (l'^'?^' '''^^ Mesopotamian city

to which Abraham came from Ur. The names in

Chronicles often vary from those elsewhere used in

Scripture, being later forms ; and Hara would

nearly correspond to Carrliw, which we know from

Strabo and Ptolemy to have been the appellation

by which Haran was known to the Greeks. We
may assume then the author of Chronicles to mean,

that a portion of the Israelites carried off by Ful

and Tiglath-Pileser were settled in Ilarran on the

Belik, while the greater numlier were conveyed to

the Chabour. (Compare 1 Chr. v. 26 with 2 K.

xvii. 6, xviii. 11, and xix. 12; and see articles on

Charean and Habor.) G. R.

HAR'ADAH (H'T'jnn, with the article

[the tremhliiKj}: XapaSdO: ^rrtf/rt), a desert sta-

tion of the Israelites, Num. xxxiii. 24, 25; its

position is uncertain. H. H.

HA'RAN. 1. (T^i^ [« strong one, Fiirst:

prob. montnnus, mountaineer, Gesen.] : 'Appdv ;

Jos. 'ApdvTjs- Aran). The third son of Terah,

and therefore youngest brother of Abrani (Gen.

xi. 26). Three children are ascribed to him —
Lot (27, 31), and two daughters, namely, Jlilcah,

who married her uncle Nahor (29), and Iscah (29),

of whom we merely possess her name, though by

some (e. g. Josephus) she is held to be identical

with Sarah. Haran was born in Ur of the Chal-

dees, and he died there while his father was still

li\ing (28). His sepulcln-e was still shown there

when Josephus wrote his history {Ant. i. 6, § 5).

The ancient Jewish tradition is that Haran was

burnt in the furnace of Ninn-od for his wavering

conduct during the fiery trial of Abraham. (See

the Targum Ps. Jonathan; Jerome's Qtiast. in Ge-

nesim, and the notes thereto in the edit, of Jligne.

)

This tradition seems to have originated in a trans-

lation of the word Ur, which in Hebrew signifies

" fire." It will be observed that although this

name and that of the country appear the same in

the A. v., there is in the original a certain difier-

ence between them; the latter commencing with

the harsh guttural Cheth.

2. (Adu; Alex. Apav- Aran.) A Gershonite

Levite in the time of David, one of the family of

Shimei (1 Chr. xxiii. 9). G.

HA'RAN ("J^n, i. e. Charan: 'Apa^t; [Vat.]

Alex. Appav- Haran), a son of the great Caleb by

his concubine Ephah (1 Chr. ii. 46). He himself

had a son named Gazez.

HA'RAN (T^n [scorched, arid, Gesen.; a

noble, freeman, Fiirst]: Xoppcti/; Strab., Ptol.

Kdppai: Haran), is the name of the place whither

Abraham migrated with his family from Ur of the

Chaldees, and where the descendants of his brother

Nahor established themselves. Haran is therefore

called " the city of Nahor" (comp. Gen. xxiv. 10

with xxvii. 4-3). It is said to be in Mesopotamia
(Gen. xxiv. 10), or more definitely, in Padan-Arara

(xxv. 20), which is the "cultivated district at the

foot of the hills" (Stanley's /S. tj'- P., p. 129 note),

a name well applying to the beautiful stretch of

covmtry which lies below Blount Masius between

the Khabour and the Euphrates. [Padan-ara.'M.]

Here, about midway in this district, is a town still

jailed Harrdii, which really seems never to have

its appellation, and beyond any reasonable
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doubt is the Haran or Charran of Scripture

(Bochart's Phaleg, i. 14; Ewald's Gcschichte, i.

384). It is remarkable that the people of Harrdn
retained to a late time the Chaldsean language and
the worship of Chaldjean deities (Asseman. Bibl.

Or. i. 327 ; Chwolsohn's Ssabier und der Ssabis-

)mcs, ii. 39). Harrdn lies upon the Belilk (ancient

Bilichus), a small affluent of the Euphrates, which

tails into it nearly in long. 39°. It was famous

among the Romans for being near the scene of the

defeat of Crassus (Plin. //. N. v. 24). About the

time of the Christian era it appears to have been

included in the kingdom of Edessa (Mos. Chor. ii.

32), which was ruled by Agbarus. Afterwards it

passed with that kingdom under the dominion of

the Romans, and appears as a Roman city in the

wars of Caracalla (Mos. Chor. ii. 72) and Julian

(Jo. Malal. p. 329). It is now a small village in-

habited by a few families of Arabs.

In the A. V. of the New Test, the name follows

the Greek form, and is given as Charran (Acts

vu. 2, 4. G. R.

* A controversy has recently sprung up respecting

the situation of the patriarchal Haran which re-

quires notice here. Within a few years a little

village known as Hdran-el-Awamdd has been dis-

covered, about four hours east of Damascus, on the

borders of the lake into which the Barada (Abana)

flows. Dr. Beke (
Origines BibUcai, Lond. 1834)

had thrown out the idea that the Scripture Hai'an

was not, as generally supposed, in Mesopotamia, but

must have been near Damascus. He now main-

tains that this Haran, so unexpectedly lirought to

light between " Abana and Pharpar, ri^ ers of Da-

mascus," must be the identical Haran (or Charran)

of the Bible in Aram-naharaim, i. e. Aram of the

two rivers. In 1861 Dr. Beke made a journey to

Palestine, with special reference to this question.

The argument on which he mainly reUes is the

fact that Laban, in hLs pursuit of Jacob, appears to

have travelled from Haran to Gilead on the east

of the Jordan in 7 days (Gen. xxxi. 23), whereas

the actual distance of Haran from Gile;id is about

300 geographical miles, and would make in that

country an ordinary journey of 15 or 20 days. An
Arab tribe on its ordinary migrations moves from

12 to 15 miles a day, and a caravan from 20 to 23

miles a day. On the other hand, it is not a little

remarkable that Dr. Beke himself went over the

ground, step by step, between Hdrdn-el-Awamad
and Gilead, and found the time to be five days,

hence very nearly the time that Laban was on the

way before he overtook Jacob in Gilead.

It must be owned that this rapidity of Laban's

pursuit of Jacob from Haran is not a slight diffi-

culty. For its removal we can only resort to cer-

tain suppositions in the case, which of course we
are at liberty to make if the Scripture text does not

exclude them, and if they are justified by the known
customs of the country and the age.

First, we may assume that Laban, taking with

him only some of his sons or other near kinsmen

("his brotiiers," see Gen. xxxi. 23), was unin

cumbered with baggage or women and children,

and hence moved with all the despatch of which

eastern travelling admits. One party was fleeing

and the other pursuing. The ch:ise was a close

one, as all the language indicates. Jacob com-

plains that Laban had "followed hotly" after him.

The swift dromedaries would be brought into

requisition if the ordinary camels were not swift

enough. The speed of these animals is such, saya
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Sir Henry Eawlinson (who has seen &c much of the

East), that they " consume but 8 days in crossing

the desert from Damascus to Baghdad, a distance

of nearly 500 miles." He thinks it unquestionable

that Laban could have " traversed the entire dis-

tance from Haran to Gilead in 7 days" {Athemeum,

April 19, 18G2). For examples of the capacity of

such camels for making long and rapid journeys,

see the Penny Cyclopcedia, vi. 191.

Secondly, the expression (which is entirely correct

for the Hebrew) that Laban"s journey before com-

ing up with Jacob was a "seven dajs' journey,"

is indefinite, and may include 8 or 9 days as well

as 7. " Seven," as Gesenius states, " is a round

number, and stands in tlie Hebrew for any number
less than 10." A week's time, in this wider sense,

would bring the distance still more easily within

an expeditious traveller's reach.

But whatever may be thought of the possibility

of Laban's making such a journey in such time,

the difficulty in the case of Jacob would seem to be

still greater; since, accompanied as he was with

flocks and herds and women and children, he must

have travelled much more slowly. To this it

may be replied that the narrative does not restrict

us to the three days which passed before Laban

became aware of Jacob's departure added to the

seven days which passed before he overtook Jacob

in Gilead. It is very possible that Laban, on hear-

ing so suddenly that Jacob had fled, was not in a

situation to follow at once, but had preparations to

make which would consume three or four days

more; so as in reahty to give Jacob the advantage

of five or six days before he fuially started in pur-

suit. It is altogether proliable too that the wary

Jacob adopted measures before setting out which

would greatly accelerate his flight. (See Gen. xxxi.

20.) Mr. Porter, who is so familiar with Eastern

life, has drawn out this suggestion in a form that

appears not unreasonable. Jacob could quietly

move his flocks down to the banks of the Euphrates

and send them across the river, without exciting

suspicion ; since then, as now, the flocks of the great

proprietors roamed over a wide region (Gen. xxxi.

1-3). In like manner before starting himself he

could have sent his wives and children across the

river, and hurried them forward with all the des-

patch which at this day characterizes an Arab tribe

fleeing before an enemy (vers. 17, 18). All this

might take place before Laban was aware of Jacob's

purpose; and they were then at least 3 days' dis-

tant from each other (vers. 19-22). The inter-

vening region between the Euphrates and Gilead,

a distance of 2.50 miles, is a vast plain, with only

one ridge of hills ; and thus Jacob " could march
forward straight as an arrow." If, as supposed,

his flocks and family were already in advance, he

could travel for the first two or three days at a very

rapid pace. " Now, I maintain " (says this writer),

" that any of the tribes of the desert would at this

moment, under similar circumstances, accomplish

the distance in 10 days, which is the shortest pe-

riod we can, according to the Scripture account,

assign to the journey (vers. 22, 23). We must not

judge of the capabilities of Arab women and chil-

dren, flocks and herds, according to our Western

ideas and experience." (See Athenceum, May 24,

1862.)

Dr. Beke's other incidental confirmations of his

'heory are less important. It is urged that unless

Abraliam was living near Damascus, he could not

nave had a servant in his household who was called
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" Eliezer of Damascus " (Gen. xv. 2). The
answer to this is that the servant himself may pos-

sibly have been born there and have wandered to

the further East before Abraham's migration ; or

more probably, may have sprung from a family that

belonged originally to Damascus. Mr. Porter says
" I knew well in Damascus two men, one called

Ibrahim el-IIaleby, ' Abraham of Aleppo ' ; and the

other Elias el-Akkawy, ' Elias of Akka,' neither of

whom had ever been in the town whose name he

bore. Their ancestors had come from those towns

:

and that is all such expressions usually signify in

the East." {Atltcnwiiiti, December 7, 1861.)

The coincidence of the name proves nothing as

to the identification in question. The name (if it

be Araliic) means 'arid,' 'scorched,' and refers no
doubt to the Syrian Ilanm as being on the im-
mediate confines of the desert. The afiix Awamad,
"columns," comes from five Ionic pillars, forty feet

high, which appear among the nuid-houses of the

\illage. (See Porter's Hmidb. of Syr. and Pal.

ii. 497.)

Again, the inference from Acts vii. 2, that Ste-

phen opposes Charran to Jlesopotamia in such a

way as to iniply that Charran lay outside the latter,

is unnecessary, to say the least; for he may mean
equally as well that Abraham was called twice in

JNIesopotamia, i. e. not only in the part of that prov-

ince where Chari'an was known to be, but still ear-

lier in the more northern part of it known as " the

land of the Chaldees," the original home and seat

of the Abrahamic race. Not only so, but the latter

must be Stephen's meaning, unless he difiered from

the Jews of his time, since both Philo (de Abr. ii.

pp. 11, 14, ed. Mang.) and Josephus (Ant. i. 7, § 1)

relate that Abraham was called thus twice in the

land of his nativity and kindred, and in this view

they follow the manifest implication of the 0. T.,

as we see from Gen. xv. 7 and Neh. ix. 7 (comp.

Gen. xii. 1-4).

Dr. Beke found " flocks of sheep, and maidens

drawing water," at Hdran-d-Awamad, and felt that

he saw the Scripture scene of Jacob's arrival, and

of the presence of Kachel with " her father's sheep

which she kept," reiinacted before his eyes. But
that is an occurrence so common in eastern villages

at the present day, especially along the skirts of the

desert, that it can hardly be said to distinguisii one

place from another.

But the reasons for the traditional opinion en-

tirely outweigh those against it. (1.) The city of

Nahor or Haran (Gen. xxiv. 10) is certainly in

Aram-naharaim, ?'. e. "Syria of the two rivers"

(in the A. V. "Mesopotamia"). This expression

occurs also in Deut. xxiii. 4 and Judg. iii. 8, and

implies a historic notoriety which answers perfectly

to the Tigris and Euphrates, but not to rivers of

such limited local importance as the Abana and

Pharpar, streams of Damascus. (2.) Aram-Dara-

mesek (tlie "Syria Damascena" of Pliny) is the

appellation of Southern Syria (see 2 Sam. viii. 6

and Is. vii. 8), and is a different region from Aram-
naharaim where Haran was. (3.) Jacob in going

to Haran went to "the land of the people of the

East" (Gen. xxix. 1), which is not appropriate to

so near a region as tliat of Damascus, and one

almost north of Palestine, but is so to that beyond

the Euphrates. In accordance with this, Balaam,

who came from Aram-naharaim, speaks of himself

as having been brought " out of the mountains of

the East" (Deut. x.xiii. .5: Num. xxiii. 7). (4.)

The river vrhich Jacob ci-ossed in his flight ftom
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Laban is termed insn, i. e. '• the river," as the

Euphrates is so often termed by way of eminence

(Gen. xxxi. 21; Ex. xxiii. 3.3; Josh. xxiv. 2, 3, ifcc).

(5.) Tlie ancient versions (the Targums, the Syriac

and the Arabic Pentateuch) actually insert I'>u-

phrates in Gen. xxxi. 21, and thus show how familiar

the authors were with the peculiar Hebrew mode

of designating that river. (G.) The places associ-

ated witli Haran, as Gozan, Kezeph, Eden (2 Kings

xix. 12; Is. xxxvi. 12), and Canneh (Ez. xxvii. 23),

point to the region of the Euphrates as the seat of

this entire group of cities. (7.) Incidental allusions

(as in Gen. xxiv. 4-8; xxviii. 20, 21) show that

Haran was very far distant from Canaan, whereas

Damascus is upon its verj' border. So, too, Josephus

{Ant. i. 10, § 1) not only places Ilaran in Mesopo-

tamia, but (referring to Abraham's sending Eliezer

to procure a wife for Isaac) sets forth its great dis-

tance from Canaan, as making the journey thither

formidable and tedious in the highest degree. (8.)

The living traditions connect Abraham's life in

Haran with IMesopotaniia and not with Damascus.

Ainsworth, who visited Haran, says that the people

there preserve the memory of the patriarch's history

;

they tell where he encamped, wliere he crossed the

Euphrates, and how he and his herds found a

resting-place at Heroea, now Ak'ppo {Restnrc/us

in Assyria, etc., p. 152 f.). H.

HA'RARITE, THE (''"1"^l!l^> perhaps=
the niouiitaincer, Gen. T/ies. p. 31)2: de Arari, or

Ornri, Arariles), the designation of three men
connected with David's guard.

1. (6 'Apovxa'^os- ['k Arari.]) " Agkk, a

Hararite " (there is no article here in the Hebrew),

father of Shammah, the third of the three chiefs

of the heroes (2 ,Sam. xxiii. 11). In the parallel

passage, 1 Chr. xi., the name of this warrior is

entirely omitted.

2. ('ApcoSirrjs; [Vat. Alex. -Sei-: de Orori.])

" SiiAMMAH the Hararite" is named as one of the

thirty in 2 Sam. xxiii. 33. In 1 Chr. xi. 34

[Apapi; Vat.i Apaxeii 2. m. Apapei- Arurih's\

the name is altered to Shage. Kennicott's con-

clusion, from a minute investigation, is that the

passage should stand in both, " .Jonathan son of

Shammah the Hararite " — Shammah being iden-

tical with Shimei, David's brother.

3. (2apaoiipiT7)s, 6 'Apapi [Vat. -pet-, -pei'

Aroriles. Ararites.]) " Shahau (2 Sam. xxiii.

33) or Sacar (1 Chr. xi. 3-5) the Hararite " was

the father of Ahiam, another memlier of the guard.

Kennicott inclines to take Sacar as the correct

name.

HARBO'NA (S3S2~!n [prob. Pers. ass-

drirer, Ges.] : ©appa, Alex. Oape^ooa ;
[Comp. Xap-

^(tiva,:] H'lrboiiii), tlie third of the seven chauil)er-

lains, or eunuchs, who served king Ahasuerus (Esth.

i. 10), and who suggested Ilaman's being hung on

his own gallows (vii. t) ). In the latter passage the

name is

HARBO'NAH (H^Sn^n [see above] :

Bouyaddv ;
[F.V.i Bovyada : Comp. XapjStoi/a:]

Hnrbuivi). [Written thus in Esth. vii. 9, but the

same name as the foregoing. — H.]

HARE (n23~lM, ariwbcth: Sacrinrovs- lepus)

jccurs only in Lev. xi. 6 and Deut. xiv. 7, amongst

uhe animals disallowed as food by the INIosaic law

There is no doubt at all that arnubcth denotes a

"hare;" and iu all probability the species Z/e/;i«
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Sinaiticus, which Ehrenlierg and Hemprich (Symb,
Pliys.) mention as occurring in the valleys of

Arabia Petraja and Mount Sinai, and L. Hyriacus,

which the same authors state is found in the Leb-

anon, are those which were best known to the

ancient Hebrews ; though there are other kinds of

LeporidcB, as the L. ^Eyyptius and the L. u-Ethiojn-

ciis, if a distinct species from L. Sinaiticus, which
are found in the Bible lands. The hare is at this

day called arncb (\_/J\l) by the Arabs in Pales-

tine and Syria (see Russell's Nat. Hist, of Aleppo,

ii. 154, 2d ed.). The SacvTrovi, i- e. " rough foot,"

Hire of Mount Sinai

is identical with Aaycos, and is the term which

Aristotle generally applies to the hare: indeed, he

only uses the lattei' word once in his History of'

Animals (viii. 27, § 4). We are of opinion, as we
have elsewhere stated [Cokey], that the rabbit

(L. ciiniculus) was unknown to the ancient He-

brews, at any rate in its wild state; nor does it

appear to be at present known in Syria or Palestine

as a native. It is doubtful whether Aristotle was

acquainted with the rabbit, as he never alludes to

any burrowing Aa7to$ or Saavwovs; but, on the

other hand, see the passage in vi. 28, § 3, where

the young of the Saa-virous are said to be " born

Hare of Mount Lebanon.

blind," which will apply to the rabbit alone. Pliny

(N. H. viii. 55), expressly notices rabbits (ciiiiiculi),

which occur in such numbers in the IJak'aric Islands

as to destroy the harvests. He also notices the
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practice of ferreting these animals, and thus driving

them out of their burrows. In confirmation of

Pliny's remarks, we may observe that there is a

Bmall island of the Balearic group called Conpjera,

t. e. in Spanish a " rabbit-warren," which at this

day is abundantly stocked with these animals. The
hare was erroneously thought by the ancient Jews

to have chewed the cud, who were no doubt misled,

as in the case of the shaplidn {Hyrax)^ by the habit

these animals have of moving the jaw about.

" Hares are so plentiful in the environs of Aleppo,"

says Dr. Russell (p. 158 ),
" that it was no uncom-

mon thing to see the gentlemen who went out a

sporting twice a week return with four or five brace

hung in triumph at the girths of the servants'

horses." The Turks and the natives, he adds, do

not eat the hare ; but the Arabs, who have a peculiar

mode of dressing it, are fond of its flesh. Hares

are hunted in Syria with greyhound and falcon.

W. H.

HAR'EL (with the def. art. bM"inn : rh

apir]\- Arid). In the margin of F.z. xUii. 15 the

word rendered " altar " in the text is given " Harel,

i. e. the mountain of God." The LXX., Vulg.,

and Arab, evidently regarded it as the same with

"Ariel" in the same verse. Our translators fol-

lowed the Tai^;um of Jonathan in translating it

"altar." Junius explains it of the iffxdpa or

hearth of the altar of burnt offering, covered Ijy the

network on which the sacrifices were placed over

the burning wood. This explanation Gesenius

adopts, and brings forward as a parallel the Arab.

5»', u-eh, "a hearth or fireplace," akin to the

Heb. 'n^lN, ur, " light, flame." Fiirst {Handw.

s. V.) derives it from an uniised root S^n, ham,
" to glow, burn," with the termination -el; but the

only authority for the root is its presumed existence

in the word Ilm-el. Ewald {Die Propheien cles A.

B. ii. .373) identifies Harel and Ariel, and refers

them both to a root JT^S, ardh, akin to ~1^S, ur.
T t' '

W. A. W.

HA'REPH C^T^'n iP^uckimj off]: 'Apif^;

[Vat. A/>6iju;] Alex. Apei; [Comp. 'Apvcp'-] //"-

riph), a name oecun-ing in the genealogies of Judah,

as a son of Caleb, and as " father of Beth-gader "

(1 Chr. ii. 51, only). In the lists of Ezr. ii. and

Neh. vii. the similar name Hariph is found; but

nothing appears to establish a connection between

the two.

HA'RETH, THE FOREST OF O?'!

ry^Tl : iv irdXet" in both MSS.— reading "1*^27

for 13?*^— 2apiK; [Vat. SapeiK;] Alex. 'Apiafl:

[Comp. Xap-^fl:] in snltum Harei), in which David

took refuge, after, at the instigation of the prophet

G:ui, he had quitted the " hold " or fastness of the

cave of AduUam— if indeed it was Adullam and

not Mizpeh of Moalj, which is not quite clear (1

Sam. xxii. 5). Nothing appears in the narrative

by which the position of this forest, which has long

since disappeared, can be ascertained, except the

very general remark that it was in the " land of

Judah," i. e. according to Josephus, the inlieritance

proper of that tribe, ttjv K\f]povx'^ciu Trjs (pv\rjs,

HARIPH
as opposed to the " desert," ttjj/ (prifiiav, in which

he had before been lurking (Ant. vi. 12, § 4). We
might take it to be the "wood" in the "wilder-

ness of Zipli " in which he was subsequently hidden

(xxiii. 15, 19), but that the Hebrew term is different

(cliuresh instead of yaar). In the Onomnsticon,

" Arith " is said to have then existed west of

Jerusalem.

HARHA'IAH [3 syl.] (n;;q"in [Jehovah

is angry] : 'Apa^ias ;
[Vat. Alex. FA. omit:]

Araia). Uzziel son of Charhaiah, of the goldsmiths,

assisted in the repair of the wall of Jerusalem

under Nehemiah (Neh. iii. 8). [Some MSS. read

'^'^D'^D= Jehovah is a jjrotection, Fiirst.]

HAR'HAS (Onin: 'Apds; [Vat. Apaas:]

Arans), an ancestor of ShaUum the husband of

Huldah, the prophetess in the time of Josiah (2

K. xxii. 14). In the parallel passage in Chronicles

the name is given as Haskaii.

HAR'HUR (~l=in")n [root "THH, io burn,

shine: hence ilistinclion, Fiirst: but Ges., injiam-

mntivn] : 'Apovp, [in Neh., Vat. FA. Apov/j.'-] Har-
hur). Bene-Charchur were among the Xethinim
who returned from Babjlon with Zerubbabel (Ezr.

ii. 51; Neh. vii. 53). In the Apocryphal Esdras

the name has become AssuR, Pharaciji.

HA'RIM (D"!n IJlnt-nosecT]). 1. {Xapi0;

[Comp.] Alex. yi.aprifj.: Harim), a priest who had

charge of the third division in the house of God
(1 Chr. xxiv. 8).

2. ('Hpe'/i, ['Hpct/u; in Neh. x. 5, 'Ipo^u, Vat.

Eipoyti;] Alex. 'Hpa'yu: [Harim, Harem, Arem.])

Bene-Harim, probably descendants of the above, to

the number of 1017, came up from Baljylon with

Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 39 ; Neh. vii. 42). [Cakjie.]

The name, probably as representing the family, is

mentioned amongst those who sealed the covenant

with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 5); and amongst the

priests who had to put away their foreign wives

were five of the sons of Harim (Ezr. x. 21). In the

parallel to this latter passage in Esdras the name
is given A^'^'As.

3. ('Ape; [Vat. Alex. FAi omit: //oram.]) It

further occurs in a list of the families of priests

"who went up with Zerubbabel and Jeslma," and

of those who were tlieir descendants in the next

generation— in the days of Joiakim the son of

Jeshua (Neh. xii. 15). In the former list (xii. 3)

the name is changed to Rehusi (E2~in to Cm)
by a not uufrequent transposition of letters.

[Rehum.]

4. ['HpayLi, exc. Ezr. ii. 32, Rom. 'HAoju; Neh.

X. 27, Aid. Alex. 'Peovfi'- Harim, Herem, Harem,
Haran.] Another family of Bene-Harini [sons of

H.], three hundred and twenty in number, came

from the Captivity in the same caravan (ICzr. ii.

32: Neh. vii. 35). These were laymen, and seem

to have taken their name from a place, at least the

contiguous names in the list are certainly those of

places. These also appear among those who had

married foreign wives (Ezr. x. 31), as well as those

who sealed the covenant (Neh. x. 27). [Eanes.]

HA'RIPH (^"'"1'^ [(tutiimnal rain, Ges. ; but

Fiirst, one early-born, stronrj] : 'Api<p; [Vat. Ape<;]

a The game l-eading is found in .Toseplius {Ant. vi. alone in which the reading of Josephus departs from

l3, 5 4). This ia one of three instances in this chapter 1 the Hebrew text, and agrees with the LXX.



HARLOT
Aleat Apej/i, [Ap*</); FA. Ap6i<^, Ape*:] Hareph),

a hujdred and twelve of the Bene-Chariph [sons

of C] returned from the Captivity with Zerubbabel

(Neh. vii. 24).' The name occurs again among the

"heads of the people" who sealed the covenant

(x. 19 [20 in Hebr.]). In the lists of Ezra and

Esdras, Hariph appears as Jokaii « and Azeph-
URITH respectively. An almost identical name,

Hareph L^'^'^? '^ plucking ojf"\, appears in the

lists of Judah [1 Chr. ii. 51] as the father of Beth-

gader [comp. Haruphite].

HARLOT (n^'lT, often with H^^N, n^"1?3,

nii7|7i7)' That this condition of persons existed

in the earliest states of society is clear from Gen.

xxxviii. 15. So Kahab (Josh. ii. 1), who is said

by the Chaldee paraph, (ad loc), to have been an

innkeeper/J but if there were such persons, consider-

ing what we know of Canaanitish morals (Lev.

xviii. 27), we may conclude that they would, if

women, have been of this class. The law forbids

(xix. 29) the father's compelling his daughter to

sin, but does not mention it as a voluntary mode
of life on her part without his complicity. It could

indeed hardly be so. The isolated act which is the

subject of Deut. xxii. 28, 29, is not to the purpose.

Male relatives '^ were probably allowed a practically

unlimited discretion in punishing lamily dishonor

incurred by their women's unchastity (Gen. xxxviii.

24). The provision of Lev. xxi. 9, regarding the

priest's daughter, may have arisen from the fact of

his home being less guarded owing to his absence

when ministering, as well as from the scandal to

sanctity so involved. Perhaps such abominations

might, if not thus severely marked, lead the way
to the excesses of Gentile ritualistic fornication, to

vhich indeed, when so near the sanctuary, they

might be viewed as approximating (Michaelis, Laws

J' Moses, art. 208). Yet it seems to be assumed
that the harlot class would exist, and the prohibi-

tion of Deut. xxiii. 18, forbidding ofterings from
the wages of such sin, is perhaps due to the con-

tagion of heathen example, in whose worship prac-

tices abounded which the Israelites were taught to

abhor. The term nC7'T|7 (meaning properly "con-

secrated") points to one description of persons,

and n*~l33 ("strange woman") to another, of

whom this class mostly consisted. The first term
refers to the impure worship of the Syrian <i Astarte
(Num. XXV. 1 ; comp. Herod, i. 199 ; Justin, xviii.

5; Strabo, viii. p. 378, xii. p. 559 ; Val. Max. ii. 6,

15; August, de Civ. Dei, iv. 4), whose votaries, as

•.dolatry progressed, would be recruited from the

daughters of Israel; hence the common mention
of both these sins in the Prophets, the one indeed
being a metaphor of the other (Is. i. 21, Ivii. 8;
Jer. ii. 20; comp. Ex. xxxiv. 15, 16; Jer. iii. 1, 2,

6; Ez. xvi. xxiii.; Hos. i. 2, ii. 4, 5, iv. 11, 13, 14,

15, V. 3). The latter class would grow up with
the growth of great cities and of foreign intercourse,

" * Jorah (rm'', ^?-si or early rain) is simply =
Hariph, if the latter means (see above) the early rain
Which begins to fall in Palestine about the middle of
October. H.

6 DeyUng, Observ. Sacr. U. 476, SiT^pl^lD, i. e.

navSoKevTpCa.
c Philo {Lib. de spec. Legib. 6, 7) contends that

whoredom was punished under the Mosaic law with
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and hardly could enter into the view of the Mosaic
institutes. As regards the i'ashions involved in the

practice, similar outward marks seem to have at-

tended its earliest forms to those which we trace in

the classical writers, e. [/. a distinctive dress and a

seat by the way-side (Gen. xxxviii. 14; comp. Ez.

xvi. IG, 25 ; Bar. vi. 43 [or Epist. of Jer. 43] ;
e

Petron. Arb. Sat. xvi.; Juv. vi. 118 foil.; Dougtsei

Analect. Sacr. Exc. xxiv.). Public singing in the

streets occurs also (Is. xxiii. 16; Ecclus. ix. 4).

Those who thus publislied their infamy were of the

worst repute, others had houses of resort, and both

classes seem to have been known among the Jews
(Prov. vii. 8-12, xxiii. 28; Ecclus. ix. 7, 8); the

two women, 1 K. iii. 16, lived as Greek hetjerte

sometimes did, in a house together {f>ic(. Gr. and
Rom. Ant. s. v. Hettera). The baneful fescination

ascribed to them in Prov. vii. 21-23 may be com-

pared with what Chardin says of similar effects

among the young nobility of Persia (Voyai/es en

Perse, i. 163, ed. 1711), as also may Luke xv. 30,

for the sums lavished on them (ih. 162). In earlier

times the price of a kid is mentioned ((ien. xxxviii.),

and great wealth doubtless sometimes accrued to

them (Ez. xvi. 33, 39, xxiii. 26). But lust, as dis-

tinct from gain, appeai-s as the inducement in Prov.

vii. 14, 15 (see Dougtaii Anal. Sacr. ad loc. ), where

the victim is further allured by a promi.setl sacri-

ficial banquet (comp. Ter. Eim. iii. 3). The " har-

lots " are classed with "publicans," as those who
lay under the ban of society in the N. T. (Matt,

xxi. 32). No doubt they multiplied with the in-

crease of polygamy, and consequently lowered the

estimate of marriage. The corrupt practices im-
ported by Gentile converts into the Church occasion

most of the other passages in which allusions to the

suljject there occur, 1 Cor. v. 1, 9, 11 ; 2 Cor. xii.

21; 1 Thess. iv. 3; 1 Tim. i. 10. The decree,

Acts XV. 29, has occasioned doubts as to the mean-
ing of iropveia tliere, chiefly from its context, whidi

may be seen discussed at length in Deyling's Observ.

Sacr. ii. 470, foil. ; Schoettgen, ffor. Hebr. i. 468

;

Spencer and Hammond, nd loc. The simplest

sense however seems the most probable. The chil-

dren of such persons were held in contempt, and
could not exercise privileges nor inherit (John viii.

41; Deut. xxiii. 2; Judg. xi. 1, 2). On the gen-

eral subject Miehaelis's Laics of Moses, bk. v. art.

268 ; Selden, de Ux. Heb. i. IQ, iii. 12, and de .Jm\

Natur. v. 4, together with Schoettgen, and the

authorities there quoted, may be consulted.

The words ^^n^ niS-Vni, A. V. "and they

washed his armor" (1 K. xxii. 38) should lie "and
the harlots washed," which is not only the natural

rendering, but in accordance with the LXX. and
JosC'phus. H. H.

HARNE'PHER (l^Dnn [etym. uncer-

tain]: 'Apvacpdp; [Vat. corrupt:] Ilarnapher),

one of the sons of Zophah, of the tribe of Asher

(1 Chr. vii. 36).

HA'ROD, THE WELL OF (aceur. the

stoning ; but this is, by Selden {de Vx. Heb. iii. 18),

shown to be unfounded.
(' So at Corinth were 1000 iepoSovXoi dedicated to

Aphrodite and the gross sins of her worship, and sim-

ilarly at Comana, in Armenia (Strsibo, U. c).

^ ASrat at yuraiKe? ck tij? o&ov tov9 waptovTai

fvrapTrafovo-i (Theophr. Char, xxviii.). So Catullus

(Carm. xxxvii. 16) speaks conver.«ely of stmitarii

masclii.
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spriny of Charod [i. e. of trembling']^ '^"'Q T^.'-

Trr\yh 'Apa5, Alex, ttji/ yvv laep : fons qui vaca-

tur Harad), a spring by wV) which Gideon and

his great army encamped on the morning of the day

which ended in the rout of the Midianites (Judg.

vii. 1), and where the trial of the people by their

mode of drinking apparently took place. The word,

sUghtly altered, recurs in the proclamation to the

host: " Who.soever is fearful and trembUng ('T'^'!^'

chared) let him return" (ver. 3): but it is impos-

sible to decide whether the name Charod was, as Prof.

Stanley proposes, l)estowed on account of the trem-

bUng, or whether the mention of the trembling was

suggested \>y the previously existi^jg name of the

fountain : either would suit the paronomastic vein

in which these ancient records so delight. The

word charvd (A. V. "was afraid") recurs in the

description of another event which took place in

this neighborhood, [wssiUy at this very spot

—

Saul's last encounter with the Philistines— when

he " was afraid, and Ins heart trembled greatly,"

at the sight of their fierce hosts (1 Sam. xxviii. 5).

The 'AiiiJalild, with which Prof. Stanley would

identify Harod (S. c/- P.) is very suitable to the

circumstances, as being at present the largest spring

in the neighborhood, and as forming a pool of con-

siderable size, at which great numbers might drink

(Rob. ii. 323). But if at that time so copious,

would it not have been seized by the Midianites

before Gideon's arrival? However, if the Mm* Ja-

lud be not this spring, we are very much in the

dark, since the "hill of Moreh," the only land-

mark afforded us (vii. 1), has not been recognized.

The only hill of iloreh of which we have any certain

knowledge was by Sliechem, 25 miles to the south.

If 'Aiii JalM be Harod, then Jebel Duhy must be

Moreh.

It is quite ix)ssible that the name JalM is a

corruption of Harod. In that case it is a good

example of the maimer in which local names ac-

quire a new meaning in passing from one language

to another. Haro<l itself probably underwent a

similar process after the arrival of the Hebrews in

Canaan, and the paronomastic turn given to Gid-

eon's sijeech, as above, may be an indication of the

change. G.

HA'RODITE, THE (^'I'^D'^ [patronym.,

see below] : 6 'PouSoTos ; Alex, o ApovSaios, [o

ApuSaios-] de Harodl), the designation of two of

the thirty-seven warriors of David's guard, Shaji-

»IAH and Elika (2 Sam. xxiii. 2.5), doubtless de-

rived from a place named Harod, either that just

spoken of or some other. In the parallel passage

of Chronicles by a change of letter the name ap-

pears as Hakokite.

HARO'EH (nSnn, l e. ha-Roeh = the

seer: 'Apad [Vat. corrupt]), a name occurring in

the genealogical lists of .Judah as one of the sons

of "Shobai, father of Kirjath-jearim " (1 Chr. ii.

52). The Vulg. translates this and the following

words, "qui videbat dimidium requietionum." A
somewhat similar name— Reaiah— is given in

iv. 2 as the son of Sliobal, but there is nothing to

9stabhsh the identity of the two.

. HA'RORITE, THE (""IIIDn [see Ha-

eodite]: 6 'Apccpij [Vat. FA. o A5t;] Alex.

©o5j: Arorites), the title given to Shammoth,

one of the warriors of David's guard (1 Chr. xi. 27).

HAROSHETH
We have here an example of the minute discrep-

ancies which exist between these two parallel lists.

In this case it appears to have arisen from an ex-

change of 1, D, for "1, R, and that at a very early

date, since the LXX. is in agreement with the

present Hebrew text. But there are other differ-

ences, for which see Shammah.

HARO'SHETH (HK^ID, Charoshetk

[u-ofkinr/ in wood-, stone, etc., Ges. ; or city of
crafts, of artifcial uwk, Fiirst] : ^ApiffdiQ ;

[Vat.

Apei(7£o0; Alex. AaapuxB, in ver. 10, ^pvfxov^
Haruscth), or rather " Harosheth of the Gentiles,"

as it was called (prol)ably for the same reason that

Gahlee was afterwards), from the mixed races that

inhabited it, a city in the north of the land of Ca-

naan, sup])osed to have stood on the west coast of

the lake Merom {el-Hideh), from which the Jordan

issues forth in one unbroken stream, and in the

jwrtion of the tribe of Na]:ihtali. It was the res-

idence of Sisera, captain of .Tabin, king of Canaan
(.Judg. iv. 2), whose capital, Hazor, one of the

fenced cities assigned to the children of Naphtali

(.Josh. xix. 3G), lay to the northwest of it; and it

was the point to which the victorious Israelites

under Barak piu'sued the discomfited host and
chariots of the second potentate of that name
(Judg. iv. 16). Probably from intermarriage with

the conquered Canaanites, the name of Sisera be-

came afterwards a family name (Ezr. ii. 53).

Neither is it irrelevant to allude to this coincidence

in connection with the moral effects of this deci-

sive victory ; for Hazor, once " the head of all those

kingdoms " (Josh. xi. 6, 10), had been taken and
burnt by Joshua; its king, Jabin I., put to the

sword ; and the whole confederation of the Canaan-

ites of the north broken and slaughtered in the

celebrated battle of the waters of JNIerom (Josh. xi.

5-14)— the first time that " chariots and horses "

appear in array against the invading host, and are

so summarily disposed of, according to Divine

command, under Joshua ; but which subsequently

the children of Joseph feared to face in the valley

of Jezreel (Josh. xvii. 16-18); and which Judah
actually failed before in the Philistine plain (Judg.

i. 19). Herein was the great difficulty of subdu-

ing plains, similar to that of the Jordan, beside

which Harosheth stood. It was not till the Israel-

ites had asked for and obtained a king, that they

began " to multiply chariots and horses " to them-

selves, contrary to the express words of the law

(Deut. xvii. 16), as it were to fight the enemy with

his own weapons. (The first instance occurs 2

Sam. viii. 4, comp. 1 Chr. xviii. 4; next in the

histories of Absalom, 2 Sam. xv. 1, and of Adoni-

jah, 1 K. i. 5 ; while the climax was reached under

Solomon, 1 K. iv. 26.) And then it was that

their decadence set in ! They were strong in

faith when they hamstrung the horses and burned

the chariots with fire of the kings of Hazor, of

Madon, of Shimron, and of Achshaph (Josh. xi. 1).

And yet so rapidly did they decline when their

illustrious leader was no more, that the city of

Hiizor had risen from its ruins; and in contrast to

the kings of Mesopotamia and of Moab (Judg. iii.),

who were both of them foreign potentates, another

Jaliin, the territory of whose ancestors had been

assigned to the tribe of Naphtali, claimed the dis-

tinction of lieing the first to revolt against and

shake off the dominion of Israel in his newly

acquired inheritance. But the victory won by
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Deborah and Barak was well worthy of the song of

triumph which it inspired (Jiulg. v.), and of the

proverhial celebrity which ever afterwards attached

to it (Ps. Ixxxiii. 9, 10). The whole territory was
gradually won back, to be held permanently, as it

would seem (Judg. iv. 24); at all events we hear

nothing more of Hazor, Harosheth, or the Canaan-

ites of the north, in the succeeding wars.

The site of Harosheth does not appear to have

been identified by any modern traveUer.

E. S. Ff.

* Dr. Thomson {Land and Book, ii. U'i) sup-

poses Haroslieth to be the high Tell called Ilaro-

t/tieh, near the base of Carmel, where the Kishon

flows along toward the sea. "I have no doubt,"

he says, "of this identification." A castle there

would guard the pass along the Kishon into the

plain of Esdraelon, and the ruins still found on this

"enormous double mound " show that a strong for-

tress must have stood here in former times. A village

of the same name occurs higher up on the other

side of the river, and hence somewhat nearer the

scene of the Deborah-Barak battle. This writer says

that Barotliieh is the Arabic form of the Hebrew
Harosheth, and (according to his view of the di-

rection of the flight) Hes directly in the way of the

retreat of Sisera's forces. It is about eight miles

from Megiddo, and in the neighborhood of Accho
{'Akka), and hence exiictly in the region where the

Gentile " nations," to which Harosheth belonged,

still dwelt and were powerful; for we learn from

Judg. i. 31 that the Hebrews had been unable to

drive them out from that part of the country.

En-dor is mentioned (Ps. Ixxxiii. 10) as a place

of slaughter on this occasion. Hence, Stanley, in

his graphic sketch {Jewish Church, i. 35!)), repre-

sents the Canaanites as escaping in the opposite

direction, through the eastern branch of the plain,

and thence onward to Harosheth, supposed by him
to be among the northern hills of Galilee. En-dor

was not for from Tabor (the modern village is dis-

tinctly visii>le from its top), and in that passage of

the Psalmist it may be named as a vague designa-

tion of the battle-field, while possibly those who
"perished at En-dor" were some of the fugitives

driven in that direction, about whose destruction

there was something remarkable, as known by some
tradition not otherwise preserved. H.

HARP ("1^33, Kinnor), in Greek Ktvvvpa.

or Kivvpa, from the Hebrew word, the sound of

which corresponds with the thing signified, like the

German knurren, "to produce a shrill tone"
(Liddell and Scott). Gesenius inclines to the

opinion that ~1"133 is derived from "133, " an

unused onomatopoetic root, which means to give

forth a tremulous and stridulous sound, like that

of a string when touched." The kinnor was the

national instrument of the Hebrews, and was well

known throughout Asia. There can be little doubt
that it was the earliest instrument with which man
was acquainted, as the writer of the Pentateuch

its invention, together with that of the

SS'^^y, Uffctb, incorrectly translated " organ " in

the A. v., to the antediluvian period (Gen. iv. 21).

Dr. Kalisch {flist. and Grit. Com. on the Old Test.)

considers Kinnor to stand for the whole class of

stringed instruments {Neginoth), as U<jah, says

he, "is the type of all wind instruments." Writers
who connect the Kivvpa with Kivvp6s (wailing),

KtyvpofjLUi (I lament), conjecture that this instru-
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ment was only employed by the Greeks on occa-
sions of sorrow and distress. If this were the case
with the Greeks it was far diflerent with the He-
brews, amongst whom the kinnor served as an ac-

companiment to songs of cheerfulness and mirth
as well Hs of praise and thanksgiving to the Su-
preme Being (Gen. xxxi. 27 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 23 ; 2
Chr XX. 28; Ps. xxxiii. 2), and was very rarely

Egyptian harp. (Champollion.)

used, if ever, in times of private or national afflic-

tion. The Jewish bard finds no employment for

the kinnor during the Babylonian Captivity, but
describes it as put aside or suspended on the wil-

lows (Ps. cxxxvii. 2) ; and in like manner Job's

harp " is changed into mourning " (xxx. 31), whilst

the hand of grief pressed heavily upon him. The
passage "my bowels shall sound like a harp for

Assyrian harps. (Nineveh marbles.)

Jloab " (Is. xvi. 11) has impressed some Bililical

critics with the idea that the kinnor had a lugu-

brious sound; but this is an error, since "11333

ion'' refers to the vibration of the chords and

not to the sound of the instrument (Gesen. and
Hitzig, in Comment.).

Touching the shape of the kinnoi- a great differ-

ence of opinion prevails. The author of Shiltt

Haggihborim describes it as resembling the modem
harp; Pfeifter gives it the form of a guitar; and

St. Jerome declares it to have resembled m sha[ie
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the Greek letter delta; and this last view is sup-

ported by Hieronynius, quoted by Joel Brill in the

preface to Mendelssohn's Psalms. Joseplius re-

cords {Antiq. vii. 12, § 3) that the klnnor had ten

strings, and that it was played on with the plec-

trum; others assign to it twenty-four, and in the

Shilte Ilrifff/iOboiim it is said to have had forty-

seven. Josephus's statement, however, ought not

to be received as conclusive, as it is in open contra-

diction to what is set forth in the 1st book of

Samuel (xvi. 23, xviii. 10), that David played on

the kiniwr with his hand. As it is reasonable to

suppose that there was a smaller and a larger kin-

nor, inasnuich as it was sometimes played by the

Israelites whilst walkmg (1 Sam. x. 5), the opinion

of Munk— " on jouait peut-etre des deux manieres,

suivant les dimensions de I'instrument" — is well

Egyptian harps. (From the tomb at Tnebes, called

Belzoui's.)

entitled to consideration. The Talmud (Mass

Beracoth) has preserved a curious tradition to the

effect that over the bed of David, facing the north,

a A"iw«or was suspended, and that when at midnight

the north wind touched the chords they vibrated

and produced musical sounds.

The n*'3''Dtt7n 'hv T123— "harp on the

Shemiiiith " (1 Chr. xv. 21) — was so called from

its eight strings. Many learned writers, including

the author of Shilte Hagr/ibhoi'im, identify the word
" Sheminith " with the octave; but it would indeed

be rash to conclude that the ancient Hebrews un-

derstood the octave in the sense in which it is em-
ployed in modern times. [Sheminith.] The
skill of the Jews on the hinnor appears to have

reached its highest point of perfection in the age

of David, the effect of whose performances, as well

as of those by the members of the " Schools of

the Prophets," are described as truly marvelous

(comp. 1 Sam. x. 5, xvi. 23, and xix. 20).

D. W. M.

HARROW. The word so rendered 2 Sam.

xii. 31, 1 Chr. xx. 3 (V^l'^) is probably a thresh-

ing-machine, the verb rendered " to barrow

"

(Tib), Is. xxviii. 24; Job xxxix. 10; Hos. x. 11,

expresses apparently the breaking of the clods, and

is so far analogous to our harrowing, but whether

done by any such machine as we call "a harrow,"

is very doubtful. In modern Palestine, oxen are

sometimes turned in to trample the clods, and in

some parts of Asia a bush of thorns is dragged

iver the surface, but all these processes, if used,

HART
occur (not after, but) before the seed is committed
to the soil. [See Agkiculture.] H. H.

HAR'SHA (Styi.n [deaf, Ges., 6te AuH.;

see Fiirst] : 'Aptra; ['ASao-ai/; in Ezr., Vat. ApTj-

aa'^ Harsa). Bene-Charsha [sons of C] were

among the families of Nethinim who came back

from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 52; Neh.
vii. 54). In the parallel list in Esdras the name is

Charea.

HART (b*S: i\a<l>os- cervus). The hart

is reckoned among the clean animals (Deut. xii.

15, xiv. 5, XV. 22), and seems, from the passages

quoted as well as from 1 K. iv. 23, to have been

commonly killed for food. Its activity furnishes

an apt comparison in Is. xxxv. 6, though in this

respect the hind was more commonly selected by
the sacred writers. In Ps. xlii. 1 the feminine ter-

mination of the verb renders an emendation neces-

sary : we must therefore substitute the hind ; and

again in Lam. i. 6 the true reading is D^^'^S,

"rams " (as given in the LXX. and Vulg.). The
proper name Ajalon is derived from ayyal, and im-

plies that harts were numerous in the neighbor-

hood. W. L. B.

The Heb. masc. noun ayyal ( /*Sl), which is al-

ways rendered e\a<f)os by the LXX., denotes, there

can be no doubt, some species of Cervidce (deer

tribe), either the Dama vulgans, fallow-deer, or

the Cervus Barharits, the Barbary deer, the south-

ern representative of the European stag ( C. ela-

phus), which occurs in Tunis and the coast of

Barbary. We have, however, no evidence to show

that the Barbary deer ever inhabited Palestine,

though tliere is no reason why it may not have

done so in primitive times. Hasselquist (Trav.

Barbary deer,

p. 211) obsen'ed the fallow-deer on Mount Tabor.

Sir G. Wilkinson says (Anc. Egypt, p. 227, 8vo

ed.), "The stag with branching horns figured at

Beni Hassan is also unknown in the valley of the
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Nils; but it is still seen in the vicinity of the Na-
tron lakes, as aliout Tunis, though not in the des-

ert between the river and the Ked Sea." This is

doubtless the Cei-vus Barbarus.

Most of the deer tribe are careful to conceal their

calves after birth for a time. JNIay there not be

some allusion to this circumstance in Job xxxix. 1,

" Canst thou mark when the hinds do calve? " etc.

Perhaps, as the LXX. uniformly renders ayyul by

^Kcupos, we may incline to the belief that the Cer-

vus Barbai-tis is the deer denoted. The feminine

noun n^*S, ayydldh, occurs frequently in the

O. T. For the Scriptural allusions see under

Hind. W. H.

* The word ^J^ \ in Arabic is not confined to

any particular species, but is as general as our word
deer. It in fact applies as well to the mountain

goat J^^. G. E. P.

HA'RUM (D"^n [elevated, hfty]: 'lapiV;

[Vat.] Alex, lapei/x'- Arum). A name occurring

in one of the most obscure portions of the geneal-

ogies of Judah, in which Coz is said to have begot-

ten "the families of Aharhel son of Harum" (1

Chr. iv. 8).

HARU'MAPH da^^n [sUt-nosed, Ges.]

:

'Epa>/xd.(p; [Vat. Epcafxad-] Ilnromaph), father or

ancestor of Jedaiah, who assisted in the repair of

the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 10).

HARU'PHITE, THE ("*5^inrT [patro-

nym., see Han'ph] : d Xapai(plri\ ; [Vat. FA.
-<l)eiri\: Aid.] Alex. 'Apov(pl: [Hnrvpldtes]), the

designation of Shephatiahu, one of the Korhites

who repaired to David at Ziklag when he was in

distress (1 Chr. xii. 5). The JNIasorets read the

word Hariphite, and point it accordingly, "^5''~in.

HA'RUZ (V^"in {zealous, active']: 'ApoCy:

Hants), a man of Jotbah, father of Meshullemeth,

queen of Manasseh, and mother of Ajion king of

Judah (2 K. xxi. 19).

HARVEST. [Agriculture.]

HASADI'AH (nnon [whom Jehovah

loves}: 'AffaSla: ffasadia), one of a group of five

persons among the descendants of the royal line of

Judah (1 Chr. iii. 20), apparently sons of Zerub-
babel, the leader of the return from Babylon. It

has been conjectured that this latter half of the

family was born after the restoration, since some
of the names, and amongst them this one — " be-

loved of Jehovali," appear to embody the hopeful

feeling of that time. [Asadias.]

HASENU'AH (nSlt^n, ,-. «. has-Sennuah

[the haled]: 'Acriuov; [Vat. Aava;] Alex. Affa-

vuua: Asann), a Benjamite, of one of the chief

families in the tribe (1 Chr. ix. 7). The name is

'eally Senuah, with the definite article prefixed.

HASHABI'AH (n;:5tt^n, and with final «,

'''^T-?^"'n
' 'Affaff'ias, [A<ra/8ia, Atre/S/as,]

'AfffPla, [etc. :] Hasabias, [Hasabia, Hasebias,]
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i» This is one of the instances in which the word
tbtr (beyond) is used for the west side of Jordan. To

Hasebia), a name signifying "regarded of Jeho-
vah," much in request among the Levites, espe-

cially at the date of the return from Babylon.
1. A Merarite Levite, son of Amaziah, in the

line of Ethan the singer (1 Chr. vi. 4-5; Ileb. 30)
2. Another Merarite Levite (1 Chr. ix. 14).

3. Ciiashabia'hu: another Levite, the fourth

of the six sons of Jeduthun (the sixth is omitted

here, but is supplied in ver. 17), who played the

harp in the service of the house .of God under
David's order (1 Chr. xxv. 3), and had charge of

the twelfth course (19).

4. Chashabia'hu: one of the Hebronites, i. e.

descendants of Hebron the son of Kohath, one of

the chief families of the Levites (1 Chr. xxvi. 30).

He and the 1,700 men of his kindred had super-

intendence for King David over business both
sacred and secular on the west " of Jordan. Pos-
sibly this is the same person as

5. The son of Kemuel, who was "prince"

(It^) of the tribe of Levi in the time of David

(1 Chr. xxvii. 17).

6. Chashabia'hu: another Levite, one of the

"chiefs" (^"ilt^) of his tribe, who officiated for

King Josiah at his great passover-feast (2 Chr.

XXXV. 9). In the parallel account of 1 Esdras the

name appears as Assabias.
7. A Merarite Levite who accompanied Ezra

from Babylon (Ezr. viii. 19). In 1 Esdras the

name is Asebia.
8. One of the chiefs of the priests (and there-

fore of the family of Kohath) who formed part of

the same caravan (Ezr. viii. 24). In 1 Esdras the

name is Assanias.

9. " Ruler " ("^ID) of half the circuit or envi-

rons (TJ^?) of Keilah; he repaired a portion of

the wall of Jerusalem under Nehemiah (Neh. iii.

17).

10. One of the Levites who sealed the covenant
of reformation after the return from the Captivity

(Neh. X. 11). Probably this is the person named

as one of the " chiefs " ('^tt'S"l) of the Levites in

the times immediately subsequent to the return

from Babylon (xii. 24; comp. 20).

11. Another Levite, son of Bunni (Neh. xi. 15).

Notwithstanding the remarkable correspondence

between the lists in this chapter and those in 1

Chr. ix. — and in none more than in this verse

compared with 1 Chr. ix. 14 — it does not appear

that they can be identical, inasmuch as this relates

to the times after the Captivity, whUe that in Chron-
icles refers to the original establishment of the ark

at Jerusalem by David, and of the tabernacle (comp.

19, 21, and the mention of Gibeon, where the

tabernacle was at this time,, in ver. 35). But see

Nehemiah.
12. Another Levite in the same list of attend-

ants on the Temple; son of Mattaniah (Neh. xi.

22).

13. A priest of the femily of Hilkiah in the

days of Joiakim son of Jeshua, that is in the gen-

eration after the return from the Captivity (Neh.

xii. 21; comp. 1, 10, 2G).

HASHAB'NAH (n^^tt^H [see supra] :

['Eaffa^avd; Alex. Eca^ava, and so Vat. FA.,

remove the anomaly, our translators have iendei«d II

"on this side."
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exc. the wrong division of words:] Hasebnn), one

of the chief (" heads ") of the " people " («'. e. the

laymen) who sealed the covenant at the same time

with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 25).

HASHABNI'AH (n^2ntrn [ii-hom Jeho-

vah regards] : 'Acra^avia ;
[Vat. Affa^avtafi ;]

Alex. A(T0auta; [FA. Aa^eveaix-] Iltisebunia).

1. Father of Ilattush, wlio repaired part of the

wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 10).

2. [ffasebnia.J A I_*vite who was among those

who officiated at the great fast under Ezra and
Nehemiah when the covenant was sealed (Neh. ix.

5). This and several other names are omitted in

both MSS. of the LXX.

HASHBAD'ANA (n3"|T5trn [inielUfje^ice

injiidffint/, Gesen.] : 'Aera^a^fia; [Vat. FA.i

omit; Alex. AcraPaa/j,a'-] Husbadana), one of the

men (probably Levites) who stood on Ezra's left

hand while he read the law to the people in Jeru-

salem (Neh. viii. 4).

HA'SHEM (Da?n [perh. fai, rich, Ges.]

:

'A(ra/u; [Vat. FA. corrupt: Asseni]). The sons

of Hashem the Gizonite are named amongst the

members of David's guard in the catalogue of 1

Chr. (xi. 34.) In the parallel list of 2 Sam. xxiii.

we find " of the sons of Jashen, Jonathan." After

a lengthened examination, Keimicott decides that

the text of both passages originally stood " of the

sons of Hashem, Guni" {Dissa-tation, pp. 198-

203).

HASHMAN'NIM (D"*?a^'n : np^afius:

legati). This word occurs only in the Hebrew of

Ps. Ixviii. 31 : " Hashmannim (A. V. "princes")

shall come out of I'^gypt, Cush shall make her hands

to hasten to God." In order to render this word
" princes," or the like, modern Hebraists have had

recourse to extremely improbable derivations from

the Arabic. The old derivation from the civil name
of Herniopolis Magna in the Heptanomis, preserved

in the modern Arabic . ,wAJ««*-CO', "the two

Ashmoons," seems to us more reasonable. The
ancient Egypti.an name is Ha-shmen orHa-shmoon,
the aViode of eight ; the sound of the signs for eight,

however, we take alone from the Coptic, and Brugsch

reads them Sesennu {Geo;/. Inschr. i. pp. 219, 220),

but not, as we think, on conclusive grounds. The

Coptic form is CyJULOTJl 5, "the two

Shmoons," like the Arabic. If we suppose that

Hashmannim is a proper name and signifies Her-

mopolites, the mention might be explained by the

circumstance that Herniopolis Magna was the great

city of the Egyptian Hermes, Thoth, the god of

wisdom ; and the meaning might therefore be that

even the wisest Egyptians should come to the tem-

ple, as well as the distant Cushites. R. S. P.

HASHMO'NAH (nabtpn [yh«V/«/«fss]

:

26A./i&)w; Alex. AcreA.yUcoi'a: Hesmona), a station

of the Israelites, mentioned Num. xxxiii. 29, as next

before Moseroth, which, from xx. 28 and Deut. x.

6, was near Mount Hor; this tends to indicate the

locality of Hashmonah. H. II.

HA'SHUB (n^t^n, i. c. Chasshub [associate,

friend, or intelligent']: ^Affov^: Astib). The re-

-luplication of the Sh has been oxerlooked in the

A. v., and the name is identical with that else-

where correctly given as Hasshub.

HATACH
1. A son of Pahath-Moab who assi.ited in the

repair of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 23).

2. Another man who assisted in the same work,

but at another part of the wall (Neh. iii. 11).

3. [Vat. FA. AaovB.] The name is mentioned

again among the heads of the "people " (that is

the laymen) who sealed the covenant with Nehe-

miah (Neh. X. 23). It may belong to either of the

foregoing.

4. [Eom. omits; Vat. Alex. FA. Acrou/3.] A
Merarite Levite (Neh. xi. 15). In 1 Chr. ix. 14,

he appears again as Hasshub.

HASHU'BAH (n^tt^n [esteemed, or asso-

ciated]: 'Ao-oujSe; Alex. Affefia: Ilasaba), the

first of a group of five men, apparently the latter

half of the family of Zerubbabel (1 Chr. iii. 20).

For a suggestion concerning these persons, see

Hasadiah.

HA'SHUM (Dirn [rich, distinguished]:

^Aaovfj., 'Affajj. [etc.: Hasum, Ilasom, Hasem]).

1. Bene-Chashum, two hundred and twenty-three

in number, came back from Babylon with Zerub-

bal)el (Ezr. ii. 19; Neh. vii. 22). Seven men of

them had married foreign wives from whom they

had to separate (Ezr. x. 33). The chief man of

the family was among those who sealed the cove-

nant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 18). [In 1 Esdr.

ix. 33 the name is Asoji.]

2. ('Aadfi; [Vat. ¥AA omit:] Asvm.) The
name occurs amongst the priests or Le^ites who
stood on Ezra's left hand while he read the law to

the congregation (Neh. viii. 4). In 1 Esdr. ix. 44

the name is given corruptly as Lothasubus.

HASHUTHA (SCtt'q [vncovered]: 'Aa-

(f,d; [Alex. FA. AasKpa: Hasnpha]), one of the

families of Nethinim who returned from captivity

in the first caravan (Neh. vii. 46). The name is

accurately Hasupha, as in Ezr. ii. 43. [Asipha.]

HAS'RAH (nnpn [perh. splendor, Fiirst]

:

'Apds; [Vat. XeAA-r;?;] Alex. EffO-epT]: Hasra),

the form in which the name Hakhas is given in

2 Chr. xxxiv. 22 (comp. 2 K. xxii. 14).

HASSENA'AH (nS2&n [the thorn-hedge,

Fiirst]: 'Aaavd; [Vat. Acrav, FA. Aaavaa.:]

Asnaa). The Bene-has-senaah [sons of Hassenaah]

rebuilt the fish-gate in the repair of the wall of

Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 3). The name is doubtless

that of the place mentioned in Ezr. ii. 35, and Neh.

vii. 38— Senaah, with the addition of the defi-

nite article. Perhaps it has some connection with

the rock or cUfFSE>!EH (1 Sam. xiv. 4).

HAS'SHUB (3^tt?n [intelUgent, knoiiing,

Ges.] : 'Aff&JiS : Hassub), a Merarite Levite (1

Chr. ix. 14). He appears to be mentioned again

in Neh. xi. 15, in what may be a repetition of the

same genealogy; but here the A. V. have given the

name as Hashub.

HASU'PHA (S^r^liCn [uncovered, nake<r]:

'A(rov(pd ; [Vat. Affov(pe Ilasupha). Bene

Chasupha [sons of C] were among the Nethinim

who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr.

ii. 43). In Nelfemiah the name is inaccurately

given in the A. V. [as in the Genevan version]

Hashupha ; in Esdras it is Asipha.

HAT. [Head-ukess, at the end of the art.]

HA'TACH (TTCn [Pers. eunuch, Geseu.]:

'AxpaBaTos; Alex. [ver. 5,] AxpaOeos; [ver. 9,



HATHATH
with FA.i, AxdpadaLOi; Comp. 'AOaxO Athach),

one of the eunuchs (A. V. " chamberlains ") in the

court of Ahasuerus, in immediate attendance on

Estlier (Esth. iv. 5, G, 9, 10). The LXX. alter

ver. 5 to rhp ivvovxov avrris.
'^

HA'THATH (nOD [fearfuiy. 'Mdd: Ba-

that), a man in the genealogy of Judah; one of

the sons of Othniel the Kenazite, the well-knowTi

judge of Israel (1 Chr. iv. 13).

HATI'PHA (NS^'tpn [seized, captive] :

'Aroi/cpa, 'Ari^a; [in Ezr., Alex. A.Tt<pa\ in

Neh., Yat. Alex. FA. ArcK^a:] Hatipha). Bene-

Chatipha [sons of C] were among the Nethinim

who returned ft'om Babylon with Zerubbabel (Ezr.

ii. 54; Neh. vii. 5G). [Atiph.v.]

HATI'TA (ST'5''l2n [diyfiing, explai-inff]

:

'ArtTix: [in Ezr., Vat. Att;to; in Neh., Vat. FA.

AreiTO.'-] Hutita). Bene-Chatita [sons of C] were

among the " porters " or " children of the porters
"

(D"^~1V.^'?? I. e. the gate-keepers), a division of

the Levites who returned from the Captivity with

Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 42; Neh. vii. 45). In Esdras

the name is abbreviated to Teta.

HAT'TIL (b"^I2n Iwavering, or decayinrj']:

'AtiA., 'Ett^X; Alex. ArriK, [EtttiX; in Ezr.,

Vat. Areta', in Neh., Vat. FA. EyrjK:] Until).

Bene-Chattil [sons of C] were among the " chil-

dren of Solomon's slaves " who came back from

captivity with Zerubbabel (Ezr. ii. 57; Neh. vii.

59). [Hagia.]

HAT'TUSH (tl^^tan [prob. assoMed, Ges.;

contender, Fiirst] : Xuttovs, 'Attous, [etc.;] Hat-

tus). 1. A descendant of the kings of Judah,

apparently one of the " sons of Shechaniah " (1

Chr. iii. 22), in the fourth or fifth generation from

Zerubbabel. A person of the same name, expressly

specified as one of the "sons of David of the sons

of Shechaniah," accompanied Ezra on his journey

from Babylon to Jerusalem (Ezr. viii. 2), whither^

Zerubbabel himself had also come only seventy or

eighty years before (l^lzr. ii. 1, 2). Indeed, in

another statement Hattush is said to have actually

returned with Zerubbabel (Neh. xii. 2). At any
rate he took part in the sealing of the covenant

with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 4). To obviate the dis-

crepancy between these last-mentioned statements

and the interval between Hattush and Zerubbabel

in 1 Chr. iii.. Lord A. Hervey proposes to read the

genealogy in that chapter as if he were the nephew
of Zerubbabel, Shemaiah in ver. 22 being taken as

identical with Shimei in ver. 19. For these pro-

posals the reader is referred to Lord Hervey's

Genealogies, pp. 10-3, 307, 322, &c. [Lettus;
Shechaniah.]

2. ("AttovO [Vat. FA. Atov9; Alex, uvtovs;
Comp. 'Attous.] ) Son of Hashabniah ; one of those

who assisted Nehemiah in the repair of the wall of

Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 10).

HAU'RAN (^^IC [see infra]: AvpaviTis'-

Aurun: Arab. lO')}-^')' a province of Palestine

twice mentioned by Ezekiel in defining the north-

eastern border of the Promised Land (xlvii. 16, 18).

Had we no other data for determining its situation

we should conclude from his words that it lay north
• of Damascus. There can be little doubt, however,

that it is identical with the well-known Greek prov-
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ii^ce of Auranitis, and the modern Hauran. llie

name is probably derived from the word "l^H, Hiir,

>' a hole or cave; " the region still abounds in caves

which the old inhabitants excavated partly to serve

as cisterns for the collection of water, and partly

for granaries in which to secure their grain from

plunderers. Josephus frequently mentions Aui-an-

itis in connection with Traehonitis, Batanoea, and
Gaulanitis, which with it constituted the ancient

kingdom of Bashan {B. J. i. 20, § 4; ii. 17, § 4V
It formed part of that Tpax'^J'iTiSos X'^P"- refen-ed

to by Luke (iii. 1) as subject to Philip the tetrarch

(comp. Josejih. Ant. xvii. 11, § 4). It is bounded
on the west by Gaulanitis, on the north by the

wild and rocky district of Traehonitis, on the east

by the mountainous region of Batanaea, and on the

south by the great plain of JMoab (Jer. xlviii. 21).

The surface is perfectly flat and the soil is among
the richest in Syria. Not a stone is to be seen save

on the few low volcanic tells that rise up here and
there, like islands in a sea. It contains upwards
of a hundred towns and villages, most of them now
deserted, though not ruined. The buildings in

many of these are remarkable, the walls are of great

thickness, and the roofs and doors are of stone,

evidently of remote antiquity (see Porter's Five
Years in Damascus, vol. ii. [also his Giant Cities

of Bashan ; Wetzstein's Reisebenclit ilb. Hauran
n. die Trachonen (Berlin, 1801)]). Some Arab
geographers have descrit)ed the Hauran as nnich

more extensive than here stated (Bohaed. l^t. Sal.

ed. Schult. p. 70; Abulfed. Tah. Syr. s. v.); and
at the present day the name is applied by those at

a distance to the whole country east of Jaulan

;

but the inhabitants themselves define it as above.

J. L. P.

* HAVENS, FAIR. [Fair Havexs.]

HAVI'LAH (nb'»'in [circle,distr}ct.Vm-:,iy.

EinXd, Eiiei'Aa: Hevila). 1. A son of Cush (Gen.

X. 7); and —
2. A son of Joktan (x. 29). Various theories

have been advanced respecting these obscure peoples.

It appears to be most probable that both stocks

settled in the same coimtry, and there intermarried

;

thus receiving one name, and forming one race,

with a common descent. It is immaterial to the

argument to decide whether in such instances the

settlements were contemporaneous, or whetlier new
immigrants took the name of the older settlers. In

the case of Havilah, it seems that the Cushite

people of this name formed the westernmost colony

of Cush along the south of Arabia, and that the

Joktanites were an earlier colonization. It is com-
monly thought that the district of Khiiwlan

^ CI ^

((mJ'«^), in the Yemen, preserves the trace

of this ancient people ; and the similarity of name

(^ being interchangeable with H, and the ter-

mination being redundant), and the group of Jok-

tanite names in the Yemen, render the identifica-

tion probable. Niebuhr states that there are two

Khiiwlans (Descr. 270, 280), and it has hence been

argued by some that we have thus the Cushite and

the Joktanite Havilah. The second Khdirlan, how-

ever, is a town, and not a huge and well-knowii

district like the first, or more northern one; and

the hypothesis based on Niebuhr's assertion is un-

necessary, if the theory of a double settlement be
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adopted. There is also another town in the Yemen

called Hawluii (,,«jf«,^.).

The district of Khiiwlan lies between the city of

San'a and the Hijaz, i. e. in the northwestern

portion of the Yemen. It took its name, according

to the Arabs, from Khiiwlan, a descendant of Kahtan
[.Toktan] {Mardsid, s. v.), or, as some say, of

Kahlan, brother of Himyer (Caussin, Kssai^ i. ] 1.3,

and tab. ii.). This genealogy says little more than

that the name was Joktanite; and the difference

between Kalitan and Kahlan may be neglected,

both being descendants of the first Joktanite settler,

and the whole of these early traditions pointing to

a Joktanite settlement, without perhaps a distinct

preservation of Joktan's name, and certainly none
of a correct genealogy from him downwards.

KhJiwlan is a fertile territory, embracing a large

part of niyrrhiferous Arabia; mountainous; with

plenty of water ; and supporting a large population.

It is a tract of Arabia better knowii to both ancients

and moderns than the rest of the Yemen, and the

eastern and central provinces. It adjoins Nejnin

(the district and town of that name), mentioned in

the account of the expedition of ^lius Gallus, and
the scene of great persecutions of the Christians by
Dhu-Nuwas, the last of the Tubbaas before the

Abyssinian conquest of Arabia, in the year 523 of

our era (cf. Caussin. Essai, i. 121 fF.). For the

Chaulanitas, see the Dictionary of Geography.

An argument against the identity of Khiiwlan

and Havilaii has been found in the mentions of a

Havilah on the border of the Ishmaelites, " as thou

goest to Assyria" (Gen. xxv. 18); and also on that

of the Aiialekites (1 Sam. xv. 7). It is not how-
ever necessary that these passages should refer to 1

or 2 : the place named may be a town or country

called after them ; or it may have some reference

to the Havilah named in the description of the

rivers of the garden of Eden; and the LXX. render

it, following apparently the last supposition, EutAciT
in both instances, according to their spelling of the

Havilah of Gen. ii. 11.

Those who separate the Cushite and Joktanite

Havilah either place them in Niebuhr's two Khiiw-
lans (as already stated), or they place 2 on the

north of the peninsula, following the supposed
argument derived from Gen. xxv. 18, and 1 Sam.
XV. 7, and finding the name in that of the Xav\o-
Ta7oi (Eratosth. aj). Strabo, xvi. 767), between the

Nabatsei and the Agraei, and in that of the towni

of aLo«.S» on the Persian Gulf (Niebuhr, Descr.

3-t2). A Joktanite settlement so far north is how-
ever very improbable. They discover 1 in the Avalitaa

on the African coast (Ptol. iv. 7; Arrian, Peripl.

2G3. ed. Jliiller), the modern name of the shore of

the Sinus Avalatis being, says Gesenius, Zeylah =
Zuweylah = Havilah, and Saadiah having three

times in Gen. WTitten Zeylah for Havilah. But
(iesenius seems to have overlooked the true orthog-

raphy of the name of the modern country, which

is not JCOV, but ^«Aj\, with a final letter very

rarely added lo the Hebrew. E. S. P.

HAVI'LAH ([Ev/Aot; Alex. EuejAar: Hev-
Gen. ii. 11). [Eden, p. 657.]

HA'VOTH-JAaR ("I'^S^ P^T}, i. e. Chav-

voth Jair \villnges of Jair, i. e. of the enlight-

HAWK
enerl : eitavXeis and KwjjLai 'laip, @av(i6 ['lat'o,

etc. :] ricus, Havoth Jair, ricidus Jair, [etc.]
),

certain villages on the east of Jordan, in Gilead or

Bashan. The word Chavvah, which occurs in the

Bible in this connection only, is perhaps liest ex-

plained by the similar term in modem Arabic,

which denotes a small collection of huts or hovels

in a country place (see the citations in Gesenius,

Thes. 451; and Stanley, S. cf P. App. § 84).

(1.) The earliest notice of the Havoth-jair is in

Num. xxxii. 41, in the account of the settlement

of the Transjordanic country, where Jair, son of

Manasseh, is stated to have taken some villages

(A. V. " the small towns; " but there is no article

in the Hebrew) of Gilead— which was allotted to

his tribe— and to have named them after himself,

Havvoth-jair. (2.) In Deut. iii. 14 it is said that

Jair " took all the tract of Argob, unto the ))Ound-

ary of the Geshurite and the Maacathite, and called

them after his own name, Bashan-havoth-jair."

Here the villages are referred to, but there must be

a hiatus after the word " Maacathite," in which
they were mentioned, or else there is nothing to

justify the plural "them." (3.) In the records

of Manasseh in Josh. xiii. 30 and 1 Chr. ii. 23
(A. v., in both "towns of Jair"), the Havvoth-
jair are reckoned with other districts as making up

sixty " cities " (C^ni?). In 1 K. iv. 13 they are

named as part of the commissariat district of Ben-

geber, next in order to the " sixty great cities " of

Argob. There is apparently some confusion in

these different statements a.s to what the sixty cities

really consisted of, and if the interpretation of

Chavvah given above be correct, the application of

the word " city " to such transient erections is

remarkable and puzzling. Perhaps the remoteness

and inaccessibility of the Transjordanic district in

which they lay may explain the one, and our igno-

rance of the real force of the Hebrew word Ir, ren-

dered "city," the other. Or perhaps, though

retaining their ancient name, they had changed ,

their original condition, and had become more im-

portant, as has been the case in our own country

with more than one place still designated as a

"hamlet," though long since a populous town.

(4.) Xo less doubtful is the number of the Havoth-

jair. In 1 Chr. ii. 22 tliey are specified as twenty-

three, but in Judg. x. 4, as thirty. In the latter

passage, however, the allusion is to a second Jair,

by whose thirty sons they were governed, and for

whom the original number may have been increased.

The word IZ"^"]"*!?, "cities," is perhaps emplojed

here for the sake of the play which it affords with

C'l'^l^, « ass-colts." [Jair; Basha2s'-havoth-

JAIR.] G.

HAWK C^S, mis: Upa^: flcd/w^e?'), the trans-

lation of the above-named Heb. term, which occurs

in Lev. xi. 16 and Deut. xiv. 15 as one of the un-
clean birds, and in Job xxxix. 26, where it is asked,
" Doth the ni'ts fly by thy wisdom and stretch her

wings towards the south ? " The word is doubtless

generic, as appears from the expression in Deut.
and Lev. " after his kind," and includes various

species of the Falconidce, with more especial allusion

perhaps to the small diurnal birds, such as the

kestrel (Falco tinnuncidus), the hoi by {Hypo-
trio^-cMs svbbuteo), the gregarious lesser kestrel

{Tinnuncubis cencln-is), common about the ruins

in the plain districts of Palestine, all of which were
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probably known to the ancient Hebrews. With
respect to the passage in Job {I. c), whicli appears

to allude to tJie migratory habits of hawks, it . is

curious to observe that of the ten or twelve lesser

raptors of Palestine, nearly all are summer migrants.

The kestrel remains all the year, but T. cenchi-is,

Micronisiis aabar, Hyp. eleonone, and F. mehinnp-

terus, are all migrants from the south. Besides

the above-named smaller hawks, the two magnificent

species, F. Saler and F. lannriiir:. are summer
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Falco Saker.

visitors to Palestine. " On one occasion," says

Mr. Tristram, to whom we are indebted for nuich

information on the subject of the birds of Palestine,

" while riding with an Arab guide I observed a

falcon of large size rise close to us. The guide,

when I pointed it out to him, exclaimed, ' Tair
Saq'r.'' « Ta'ir^ the Arabic for ' bird,' is universally

throughout N. Africa and the East applied to those

Mcons which are capable of being trained for hunt-
ing, t. e. 'the bird,' jtar excellence." These two
species of falcons, and perhaps the hobby and
goshawk (Aslur paluinbai'ius) are employed by the

Arabs in Syria and Palestine for the purpose of

taking partridges, sand-grouse, quails, herons,

gazelles, hares, etc. Dr. Russell {Nnt. Hist, of
Aleppo, ii. p. 196, 2d ed.) has given the Arabic
names of several falcons, but it is probable that

some at least of these names apply rather to the

different sexes than to distinct species. See a very

graphic description of the sport of falconry, as pur-
sued by the Arabs of N. Africa, in the Ibis, i. p.

284; and comp. Thomson. The Land and the Book,

p. 208 (i. ••309-311, Am. ed.).

Whether falcom-y was ]iursued by the ancient

Orientals or not, is a question we have been unable

to deteriiiine decisively. No representation of such

a sport occurs on the monuments of ancient Egypt
(see Wilkinson, 4«c. Ef/. i. p. 221), neither is there

any definite allusion to falconry in the Bible. W^ith

regard, however, to the negative evidence supplied

a * The word Sag^r, ^JijiC , is the name of all the

raptores, of the falcons, hawks, and kites.

by the monuments of Egypt, we mvst be carcni'

ere we draw a conclusion; for the camel is not rej..

resented, though we have Biblical evidence to show
that this animal was used by the Egy])tians as

early as the time of Abraham ; still, as instances

of various modes of capturing fish, game, and wild

animals, are not unfrequent on the monuments, it

seems probable the art was not known to the Egyp-

tians. Nothing definite can be learnt from the

passage in 1 Sam. xxvi. 20, which speaks of " a

partridge hunted on the mountains," as this maj
allude to the method of taking these birds by
" throw-sticks," etc. [Partridge.] The hind or

hart "panting after the water-brooks " (Ps. xlii. 1)

may appear at first sight to refer to the mode at

present adopted in the East of taking gazelles, deer,

and bustards, with the united aid of falcon and

greyhound: but, as Hengstenberg (Comment, on

Ps. 1. c.) has argued, it seems pretty clear that the

exhaustion spoken of is to be understood as arising

not from pursuit, but from some prevailing drought,

as in Ps. Ixiii. 1, " Jly soul thirsteth for thee in a

dryland.'''' (See also Joel i. 20.) The poetical

version of Brady and Tate—
" As pauts the hart for cooling streams

When heated in the chase,"

has therefore somewhat prejudged the matter. For

the question as to whether falconry was known U.

the ancient Greeks, see Beckmann, Bistwy of Jn-

ventions (i. 198-20.5, Bohn's ed.). W. H.

HAY ("T'^n, chdlzir: fv tS veSiw x^i^pos,

X<ipTOS'. pt'otfi, herba), the rendering of the A. V.
in Prov. xxvii. 2.5, and Is. xv. G, of the above-nama"'

Heb. term, which occurs frequently in the 0. T.,

and denotes " grass " of any kind, from an unused

root, "to be green." [Grass.] In Num. xi. 5

this word is properly translated " leeks." [Leek.]
Harmer (Observat. i. 425, ed. 1797), quoting from

a MS. paper of Sir .J. Chardin, states that hay is

not made anywhere in the East, and that the

fenum of the Vulg. (aliis locis) and the "hay'"

of tjie A. V. are therefore errors of translation. It

is quite probable that the modern Orientals do not

make hay in our sense of the term ; but it is certain

that the ancients did mow their grass, and proljably

made use of the dry material. See Ps. xxxvii. 2,

" They shall soon be cut down (^7ffi^), and wither

as the green herb; " Ps. Ixxii. 6, "Like rain upon

the mown grass " (''5). See also Am. vii. 1, " The

king's mowings" (T^vSn "'i^S) : and Ps. cxxix.

7, where of the " grass upon the housetops " (Pon

annua?) it is said that "the mower (HlJIp)

filleth not his hand " with it, "nor he that bindeth

sheaves his bosom." We do not see, therefore,

with the author of Frat/menls in Continuation of
Calniet (No. clxxviii.), any gross impropriety in our

version of Prov. xxvii. 25, or in that of Is. w. 6.

" Certainly," says this writer, " if the tender rp-ass ''

is but just beginning to show itself, the hay, which

is grass cut and dried after it has arrived at ma-

turity, ought by no means to be associated with it,

still less ought it to be placed before it." But

where is the impropriety ? The tender t/rasi

(SW^) may refer to the springing after-grass.

b " The hay appeareth, and the tender grass shewetb

itSL'lf, and herbs of the m ^mtains are gathered."
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and the " hay " to the hay-grass. However, in the

two passages in question, where alone the A. V.
renders chatzir by " hay," the word would certainly

be better translated by "grass." We may remark
that there is an express Hebrew term for " dry
grass " or " hay," namely, chashasli," which, ap-

parently from an unused root signifying " to be

dry," b is rendered in the only two places where
the word occurs (Is. v. 24, xxxiii. 11) '*chaff" in

the Authorized Version. We do not, however,

mean to assert that the chashash of the Orientals

represents our modern English hay. Doubtless the

"
'''T grass " was not stacked, but only cut in small

quantities, and then consumed. The grass of " the

latter growth" (Am. vii. 1) (tE'^.T?), perhaps Uke

our aJhr-(/rass, denotes the mown grass as it grows
afresh after the harvest; like the Chordum fanum
of Phny (/y. N. viii. 28). W. H.

HAZ'AEL (bStn [El (God) is seeing, Fiirst,

Ges.] : A^aijA : Hazael) was a king of Damascus,
who reigned from about u. C. 886 to b. c. 840.

He appears to have been previously a person in a

high position at the court of lien-hadad, and was
sent by his master to I'Llisha, when that prophet

visited Damascus, to inquire if he woidd recover

from the malady under which he was suffering.

Elisha's answer that Ben-hadad might recover, but

would die, and his announcement to Hazael that

he would one day be king of Syria, which seems

to have been the fulfillment of the commission given

to Elijali (1 K. xix. 15) to appoint Hazael king—
led to the murder of Ben-hadad by his ambitious

servant, who forthwith mounted the throne (2 K.
viii. 7-1.5). He was soon engaged in hostilities

with Ahaziah king of Judah, and Jehoram king of

Israel, for the possession of the city of Ramoth-
Gilead {ibid. viii. 28). The Assyrian inscriptions

show that about this time a bloody and destructive

war was being waged between the Assyrians on the

one side, and the Syrians, Hittites, Hamathites,
ard Phcenicians on the other. [See Damascus.]
Ben-hadad had recently suffered several severe defeats

at the hands of the Assyrian king; and upon the

accession of Hazael the war was speedily renewed.

Hazael took up a position in the fastnesses of the

Anti-Libanus, but was there attacked by the As-
sjTians, who defeated him with great loss, killing

16,000 of his warriors, and capturing more than
1100 chariots. Three years later the Assyrians

.once more entered Syria in force; but on this

occasion Hazael submitted and helped to furnish

the invaders with supplies. After this, internal

troubles appear to have occupied the attention of

the Assyrians, who made no more expeditions into

these parts for about a century. The Syrians
rapidly recovered their losses ; and towards the close

of the reign of Jehu, Hazael led them against the

Israelites (about B. c. 860), whom he "smote in

all their coasts" (2 K. x. 32), thus accomplishing
the prophecy of Elisha {ibid. viii. 12). His main
attack fell upon the eastern provinces, where he
ravaged " all the land of Gilead, the Gadites, and

S -'

" WWr\, allied to the Arabic ^JLjum^
{ckeshish), which Freytag thus explains, " Herba,
pectil. Riecior : scil. Pabulum siccum, foenum (ut

.^jJOs) viride et recens."

6 " The Arabs of the desert always lall the dry
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the Reubenites, and the Manassites, from Aroer,

which is by the river Amon, even Gilead and

Bashan " {ibid. x. 33). After this he seems to

have held the kingdom of Israel in a species of sul>

jection {ibid. xiii. 3-7, and 22); and towards the

close of his life he even threatened the kingdom of

Judah. Having taken Gath {ibid. xii. 17 ; corap.

Am. vi. 2), he proceeded to attack Jerusalem, de-

feated the Jews in an engagement (2 Chr. xxiv. 24),

and was about to assault the city, when Joash

induced him to retire by presenting him with " all

the gold that was found in the treasures of the

house of the Lord, and in the king's house" (2 K.
xii. 18). Hazael appears to have died about the

year b. c. 840 {ibid. xiii. 24), having reigned 46

years. He left his crown to his son Ben-hadad
{ibid.). G. R.

* The true import of Hazael's answer to the

prophet on being informed of his future destiny

(2 K. viii. 13), does not appear in the A. V.:
" But what, is thy servant a dog, that he should

do this great thing? " This is the language of a

proud and self-approving spirit, spuming an unde-

served imputation : " Thy servant is not a dog
that he should do this great thing." It is ob-

vious, moreover, that in this form the terms of the

question are incongruous. If he had said. Is thy

servant a dog, that he should do so base a thing,

the question would have been consistent with it-

self. But the incongruity disappears, and the per-

tinency of the illustration is obvious, when we
render according to the Hebrew: "What is thy

servant, the dog, that he should do this great

thing?" The use of the definite article in the

Hebrew, as well as the congruity of the expression,

requires this rendering.*^ [Doc] T. J. C.

* HAZAEL, HOUSE OF (Am. i. 4),

probably some well-known edifice or palace, which

this king had built at Damascus, and which, ac-

cording to the prophet, the fire (God's instrument of

punishment) was destuied to bm-n up. Some imder-

stood by " the house " Damascus itself, and others

Hazael's family or personal descendants. But the

clause which follows— " the palaces of Ben-hadad "

— as Baur {iJer Freshet Amus, p. 217; points out,

favors the other explanation. H.

HAZA'IAH [3 syl.] (H^q : [Jelnrvah de-

cides or lieu-s]: 'O^ia; [Vat. FA. O^eia:] Hazia),

a man of Judah of the family of the Shilonites

A. V. "Shiloni"), or descendante of Shelah
(Neh. xi. 5).

HA'ZAR-ACDAR, etc. [Hazer.]

HAZARMA'VETH (n:i»~lYn : [in Gen.,]

2opjuuJ0; [Alex.'- Affapfjide; in 1 Chr., Rom. Vat.

omit, Alex. ApajiiwO-] Asarmolh ; the court of
death, Ges.), the third, in order, of the sons of

Joktan (Gen. x. 26). The name is preserved,

almost literally, in the Arabic Hadramdict

( CU yjOyjiO.^ ) and Hadrumdwt ( io«jOwxi^
),

juiceless herbage of the Sahara, which is ready made
hay while it is growing, cheshish, m contradistinction

from the fresh grass of better soils."— [H. B. Tristram.]
c * Gesenius (

Thes. p. 685) :
" Quis enim sum servus

tuus canis, ut tantam rem perficiam ? " Keil (Eiicher

der Kiinige): "Was ist deinKnecht. der Hund [d. h.

ein so verachtlicher Kerl . . .) dass er so grossi

Dinge thun soUte?" Thenius {BUcher der Kiinige):

" Dein Knecht, der Hund I
" T. J. C.
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Mid the appellation of a province and an ancient

people of Southern Arabia. This identification of

the settlement of Hazarinaveth is accepted by Bib-

lical scholars as not admitting of dispute. It

rests not only on the occurrence of the name, but

is supported by the proved fact that Jolitan settled

in the Yemen, along the south coast of Arabia, by

the physical characteristics of the inhabitants of

this region, and by the identification of the names

of several others of the sons of Joktan. The

province of Hadramiiwt is situate east of the

modern Yemen (anciently, as shown in Akahia,

the limits of the latter province embraced almost

the whole of the south of the peninsula), extend-

ing to the districts of Shihr and Mahreh. Its cap-

ital is Shibam, a very ancient city, of which the

native writers give curious accounts, and its chief

ports are JNIirbat, Zafari [Sephak], and Kisheem,

from whence a great trade was carried on in an-

cient times with India and Africa. Hadramiiwt

itself is generally cultivated, in contrast to the con-

tiguous sandy deserts (called El-Ahkaf, where lived

the gigantic race of 'A'd ), is partly mountainous,

with watered valleys, and is still celebrated for its

frankincense (El-Idreesee, ed. Joniard, i. p. 54;

Niebuhr, Descr. p. 245), exporting also gum-arabic,

myrrh, dragon's blood, and aloes, the latter, how-

ever, being chiefly from Socotra, which is under

the rule of the sheykh of Kesheem (Niebuhr, I. c.

et seq.). The early kings of Hadramiiwt were

Joktanites, distinct from tlie descendants of Yaa-

rub, the progenitor of the Joktanite Aral)S gener-

ally ; and it is hence to be inferred that they were

separately descended from Hazarmaveth. They

maintained their independence against the power-

ful Idngs of Himyer, until the latter were subdued

at the Abyssinian invasion (Ibn-Khaldoon, aj).

Caussin, Essai, i. 135 fF.). The Greeks and

Romans call the people of Hadramiiwt. variously,

Chatramotitae, Chatrammitoe, etc. ; and there is

little doubt that they were the same as the Adra-

mitse, etc. (the latter not applying to the descend-

ants of Hauokam, as some have suggested); while

the native appellation of an inhabitant, Hadramee,

conies very near Adramitae in sound. The mod-
ern people, although mixed with other races, are

strongly characterized by fierce, fanatical, and rest-

less dispositions. They are enterprising merchants,

well known for their trading and travelling pro-

pensities. E. S. P.

HAZ'AZON-TA'MAR, 2 Chr. xx. 2. [Ha-
zezon-Tamar.]

HAZEL (Wb). The Hebrew t«rm Utz occurs

only in Gen. xxx. 37, where it is coupled with the

" poplar " and " chestnut," as one of the trees from

which Jacob cut the rods, which he afterwards

peeled. Authorities are divided between the hazel

and the almond-tree, as representing the luz ; in

favor of the former we have Kimchi, Rashi, Lu-

ther, and otliers; while the Vulgate, Saadias, and

Gesenius adopt the latter view. The rendering in

the LXX., Kapvov-, is equally applicable to either.

We think the latter most probably correct, both

because the Arabic word luz is undoubtedly the

"almond-tree," and because there is another word

in the Hebrew language, eijoz (f^IlS), which is
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applicable to the hazel. The strongest argument

on tlie other side arises from the circumstance of

another word, shdkSd ("THtt''), having reference to

the almond ; it is supposed, however, that the lat-

ter applies to the Jruit exclusively, and the word

under discussion to the tree: Rosenmiiller identi-

fies the shaked with the cultivated, and liiz with

the wild almond-tree. For a description of the

almond-tree, see the article on that subject. The

Hebrew term appears as a proper name in Luz, the

old appellation of Bethel. W. L. B.

HAZELELPO'NI ("'3'l3^b^':n : 'Eo-tjA^^-

iSaSj/; Alex. E(rrj\A€A(|)co;' : Asalelphuni), ilia aiaiaT

of the sons of Etam in the genealogies of Judah

(1 Chr. iv. 3). The name has the definite article

prefixed, and is accurately " the Tzelelponite," as

of a family rather than an individual.

* That the name is genealogical rather tlian in-

dividual appears also from the appended ^~ (see

Ges. Lelircjeb. der Ihbi: Sprache, p. 514). It is

variously explained : protection of the jjresence

(Fiirst); or, shade coming upon me (Ges.). Ewald

makes the name still more expressive: Give shade

thou who seest vie, i. e. God (Lehrbuch, p. 502).

This gives a diflijrent force to the ending. H.

HA'ZER (~'e'7>
»'• «• Chatzer, from ~"'jr',

to surround or inclose), a word which is of not un-

frequent occurrence in the Bible in the sense of a

" court " or quadrangle to a palace" or other build-

ing, but which topographically seems generally em-

ployed for the " villages " of people in a roving and

unsettled life, the semi-permanent collections of

dwellings which are described by travellers among
the modern Arabs to consist of rough stone walls

covered with the tent cloths, and thus holding a

middle position between the tent of the wanderer

— so transitory as to furnish an image of the sud-

den termination of life (Is. xxxviii. 12) — and the

settled, permanent, to\Tn.

As a proper name it appears in the A. V. —
1. In the plural, Hazekim, and Hazehoth,

for which see below.

2. In the slightly different form of Hazor.
3. In composition with other words, giving a

special designation to the particular " village" in-

tended. When thus in union with another word

the name is Hazar (Chatzar). The following are

the places so named, and it should not be over-

looked that they are all in the wilderness itself, or

else quite on the confines of civilized country :
—

1. Ha'zak-ad'dar ("T^S "Ifn : f-n-avKis

'ApdS, 2dpaSa: Alex. A55apa: ViUn nomine Adar,

Addar), a place named as one of the landmarks on

the southern boundary of the land promised to

Israel between Kadesh-barnea and Azmon (Num.

xxxiv. 4). In the specification of the south boun-

dary of the country actually possessed (.Josh. xv.

3), the name appears in the shorter form of Addar

(A. V. Ada]{), and an additional place is named

on each side of it. The site of Hazar-addar does

not appear to have been encountered in modern

times.

The LXX. reading might lead to the belief that

Hazar-addar was identical with Arad, a Can;uin-

« In 2 K. XX. 4, the Masorets (Keri) have substi-

wted "iSn (A. V. "court ') for the "T'^?!! of the

original text. Tlie same change shouUl piobably be

made in .Icr. xli. 7. [See Ishjuel, C]
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ite city which lay in this direction, but the pres-

ence of the Ain in the latter name forbids such an
inference.

2. Ha'zak-e'nan (13"'^ "l^n [in Ezek.

xlvii. 17, pD'^lJ '^'^r\'\ = village of springs:

'Apcrevdii', [oi/A-jj rod Alvdv, av. r. Al\dfj.; Vat. in

Num., Ap<76;'06i;u;] Alex. Aaepvaiv, avXT] rov
Aivav : Villa Emm, Atrium Enon, [A. Enan] ),

the place at which the northern boundary of the

land promised to the children of Israel was to ter-

minate (Num. xxxiv. 9), and the eastern boundary
conunence (10). It is again mentioned in Eze-

kiel's prophecy (xlvii. 17, xlviii. 1) of what the ul-

timate extent of the land will be. These bounda-
ries are traced by Mr. Porter, who would identify

Hazar-enan with ATMrj/e/WM= " the two cities," a

village more than sixty miles E. N. E. of Damas-
cus, the chief ground for the identification appa-

rently being the presence at Kunjeieiii of " large

fountains," the only ones in that "vast region," a

circumstance with which the name of Hazarenau
well agrees (Porter, Damascus, i. 252, ii. 358).

The great distance from Damascus and the body
of Palestine is the main impediment to the recep-

tion of this identification.

3. Ha'zar-gad'dah (rr^S "^?n [vUlageof

Gaddith or fortune : Rom. Sepi, Vat. 2ep6j|U;]

Alex. A(Tepya5^a'- Aser-Gadda), one of the towns
in the southern district of Judah (Josh. xv. 27),

named between Moladah and Heshmon. No trace

of the situation of this place appears in the Ono-
masticon, or in any of the modern travellers. In
Van de Velde's map a site named Jurrahh marked
as close to Molada (el-Milh), but it is perhaps too

much to assume that Gaddah has taken this form
by the change so frequent in the East of D to R.

4. Ha'zar-hat-ti'cox (]"*l3"*rin '^'^Tl [the

middle village]: Ab\rj rov '^avvdy; [Alex, cor-

rupt:] Domus Tichon), a place named in Ezekiel's

prophecy of the ultimate boundaries of the land (Ez.

xlvii. 16), and specified as being on the boundary

(7^32 vM) of Ilauran. It is not yet knowi.

5. Ha'zak-SHu'al I^'S'W Tin= fox-vil-

lage: XoAao-ecoAa, 'ApffoiKa, 'EcrepcrovdX; Alex.

AaapaovXa, [SfpcouAo, etc. :] I/ase/'siud, Hasar-
suhal), a town in the soutliern district of Judah,
lying between Hazar-gaddah and Beer-sheba (Josh.

XV. 28, xix. 3; 1 Chr. iv. 28). It is mentioned in

the same connection after the return from the Cap-
tivity (Neh. xi. 27). The site has not yet been
conclusively recoverecj; but in Van de Velde's map
(1858) a site, Saweh, is marked at about the right

spot, which may be a corruption of the original

name. This district has been only very sliglitly

explored ; when it is so we may look for most in-

teresting information.

6. Ha'zar-su'sah (HD^lD T2T}= horse-vil-

lage: '^apaovffiv [Vat. -aeLv]; Ahx. Aaepaovai/j.'
[Hasei-susa]), one of the "cities" allotted to

Simeon in the extreme south of the territory of

-Tudah (Josli. xix. 5). Neither it nor its com-
panion Beth-makcaboth, the " house of char-

iots," are named in the list of tlie towns of Judah
in chap, xv., but tliey are included in those of

« The translators of the A. V. have curiously re-

versed the two variations of the name. In Genesis,
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Simeon in 1 Chr. iv. 31, with the express state^

ment that they existed before and up to the time
of David. This appears to invaUdate Professor

Stanley's suggestion {S. if P. p. 160) that they
were the depots for the trade with Egypt in char-
iots and horses, which commenced in the reign of

Solomon. Still, it is difficult to know to what
else to ascribe the names of places situated, as

these were, in the Bedouin country, where a chariot

must have been unluiown, and where even horses

seem carefully excluded from the possessions of the

inhabitants — "camels, sheep, oxen, and asses"

(1 Sam. xxvii. 9). In truth the difficulty arises

only on the assumption that the names are He-
brew, and that they are to be interpreted accord-

ingly. It would cease if we could believe them to

be in the former language of the country, adopted
by the Hebrews, and so altered as to bear a mean-
ing in Hebrew. This is exactly the process which
the Hebrew names have in their turn undergone
from the Arabs, and is in fact one wliich is well

known to have occurred in all languages, though
not yet recognized in tlie particular case of the

early local names of Palestine.

7. Ha'zar-su'siji (D'^p^lD ~l!^n, village of

fm-ses: '}ifA.L(Tov(T€W(rlv, a.s if '^VH [Vat. H/ij-

trus ecus Opa/n; Alex. Hfxiav E&xn^:] Hasarsu-
sim), the form under which the preceding name
appears' in the list of the towns of Simeon in 1

Chr. iv. 31. G.

HAZE'RIM. The Avuis, or more accu-

rately the Avvim, a tribe commemorated in a frag-

ment of very ancient history, as the early inhabi-

tants of the southwestern portion of Palestine, are

therein said to have lived " in the villages (A. V.

" Hazerim," D'^n^R? ['A(T7}5(id; Alex. Acrj-

p(o6: Haserini\), as far as Gaza" (Deut. ii. 23),

before their expulsion by the Caphtorim. The
word is the plural of Hazer, noticed above, and
as far as we can now appreciate the significance of

the term, it implies that the Avvim were a wan-
dering tribe who had retained in their new localit}'

the transitory form of encampment of their origina.

desert-life. G.

HAZE'ROTH (ri'"n!?n [stations, camping

grounds]: 'Acr-qpud', [in Deut., AvK<iiv' Hase-
roth ;] Num. xi. 35, xii. 16, xxxiii. 17, Deut. i. 1),

a station of the Israelites in the desert, mentioned

next to Kibroth-Hattaavah, and perhaps recogniz-

able in the Arabic |wO„^, Iludhera (Robinson,

i. 151 ; Stanley, S. cj- P. pp. 81, 82), which lies about

eighteen hours' distance from Sinai on the road to

the Akabah. The word appears to mean the sort

of uninclosed villages in which the Bedouins are

found to congregate. [Hazer.] H. H.

HAZ'EZON-TA'MAR, and HAZ'AZON-
TA'MAR (1»ri l^^^n," but in Chron.

n ^^"!^n [prob. tvet place of palms, palm-

marsh, Dietr. ; ?'0«is ofpalms, palm-foi'esf,¥urst\:

'AaaaovOaij.dp, or
''Aaaffav @a/j,dp; [Alex. Aaa-

aav 0., Avacrav ©• ; Vat. in 2 Chr., Acrajx @a-
fxapa:] Asasonthamar), the name under which, at

a very early period of the history of Palestine, and

where the Hebrew is Ilazazon, tliey have Hazezon, and
the opposite in Chrouicles
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in a document believed by many to be the oldest

of all these early records, we first hear of the place

which afterwards became En-gedi. The Amor-

ites were dwelling at Ilazazon-Taniar when the four

kings made their incursion, and fought tlieir suc-

cessful battle with the five (Gen, xiv. 7). The

name occurs only once again — in the records of

the reign of Hezekiah (2 Chr. xx. 2)— wlien he is

warned of the approach of the horde of Ammon-
ites, Moabites, Mehunim, and men of Jlount Seir,

whom he afterwards so completely destroyed, and

who were no doubt pursuing thus far exactly the

same route as the Assyrians had done a thousand

years before them. Here the explanation, " which

is Kn-gedi," is added. The existence of the ear-

lier appellation, after En-gedi had been so long in

use, is a remarkable instance of the tenacity of

these old oriental names, of which more modern

instances are frequent. See Accho, Bethsaid.v,

etc.

Hazazon-tamar is interpreted in Hebrew to mean
the "pruning or felling of the palm" (Gesen.

Thes. p. 512). Jerome {Qiicest. in Gen.) renders

it u)-hs palmarum. This interpretation of tlie name
is borne out by the ancient reputation of the palms

of En-gedi (Ecclus. xxiv. 1-1, and the citations from

PUny, given under that name). The Samaritan

Version has '^^^ 2^T75 = the Valley of Cadi,

possibly a corruption of En-gedi. Tlie Targums
have En-gedi.

Perhaps this was the "city of palm-trees " (/;•

hat-ienunim) out of which the Kenites, the tribe

of JNIoses' father-in-law, went up into tlie wilder-

ness of Judah, after the conquest of the country

(Judg. i. IG). If this were so, the allusion of

Balaam to the Kenite (Num. xxiv. 21) is at once

explained. Standing as he was on one of the lofty

points of the highlands opposite Jericho, the west-

ern shore of the Dead Sea as far as En-gedi would

be before him, and the cliff, in the clefts of which

the Kenites had fixed their secure "nest," would

be a prominent object in tlie view. This has been

already alluded to by Professor Stanley {S. (f P.,

p. 225, n. 4).

" "

G.

HA'ZIEL (bwnn [El's (God's) beholdimj-]

:

"leirJA.; [Vat. Ei€ir7\:] Alex. AC^V^- Hoskl), a

Levite in the time of king David, of the family of

Shimei or Shimi, the younger branch of the Ger-

shonites (1 Chr. xxiii. 9).

HA'ZO ("iTn [look, visibiUty,Yms,i]: 'Kiav-

Azau), a son of Nahor, by Milcah his wife (Gen.

xxii. 22): perhaps, says Gesenius, for mtn, "a

vision." The name is unknown, and the settle-

ments of the descendants of Hazo cannot be ascer-

tained. The only clew is to be found in the iden-

tification of Chesed, and the other sons of Nahor;

and hence he must, in all likelihood, be placed in

Ur of the Chaldees, or the adjacent countries.

IJunsen {Bidelwerk, i. pt. 2, p. 49) suggests Cha-

zene by the Euphrates, in Mesopotamia, or the

Chazene in Assyria (Strabo, xvi. p. 73G).

E. S. P.

HA'ZOR ("^l^n [inclosm'e, castle] : 'Aadp

;

[Alex, in 1 K. ix. 15, Acep:] Asor, [Hasor]).

1. A fortified city, whicli on the occupation of the

country was allotted to NaphtaU (Josh. xix. 36).

Its position was apparently between Kamah and
Kedesh {ibid. xii. 19). on the high ground over-

ooking the Lake of Merom {virepKeirai rris Ss/ue-
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Xcav'iTtSos Kinvi)s, Joseph. Ant. v. 5, § 1). There ia

no reason for supposing it a different place from

that of wliich Jabin was king (Josh. xi. 1), both

when Joshua gained his signal victory over the

northern confederation, and when Deborah and

Barak routed his general Sisera (Judg. iv. 2, 17;

1 Sam. xii. 9). It was the prhicipal city of the

whole of the North Palestine, "the head of all

those kingdoms " (Josh. xi. 10, and see Onomasti-

con, Asov). Like the other strong places of that

part, it stood on an eminence (7^^, Josh. xi. 13,

A. V^. "strength"), but the district around must

have been on the whole flat, and suitable for the

manceuvres of the " very many " chariots and

horses wliich formed part of the forces of the king

of Hazor and his confederates (Josh. xi. 4, 6, 9;

Judg. iv. 3). Hazor was the only one of those

northern cities which was burnt by Joshua; doubt-

less it was too strong and important to leave stand-

ing in his rear. Whether it was rebuilt by the

men of Naphtali, or by the second Jabin (Judg.

iv.), we are not told, but Solomon did not overlook

so important a post, and the fortification of Hazor,

jMegiddo, and Gezer, the points of defense for the

entrance from Syria and Assyria, the plain of

Esdraelon, and the great maritime lowland respec-

tively, was one of the chief pretexts for his levy of

taxes (1 K. ix. 15). Later still it is mentioned in

the list of the towns and districts whose inhabi-

tants were carried off to Assyria by Tiglath-Pileser

(2 K. XV. 29; Joseph. Ant. ix. 11, § 1). We en-

counter it once more in 1 ]Macc. xi. G7, where Jon-

athan, after encamping for the night at the " water

of Genesar," advances to the "plain of Asor"

(Joseph. Ant. xiii. 5, § 7 ; the Greek text of the

JIaccabees has prefixed an n from the preceding

word TreSiof; A. V. Nasor) to meet Demetrius,

who was in possession of Kadesh (xi. 63; Joseph,

as above). [Nasor.]

Several places bearing names probably derived

from ancient Hazors have been discovered in this

district. A list will be found in Rob. iii. 36G, note

(and compare also Van de Velde, Syr. and Pid. ii.

178; Porter, Damascus,\. 304). But none of these

answer to the requirements of this Hazor. The

nearest is the site suggested by Dr. Kobinson,

namely. Tell Khuraibeh, " the ruins," which,

though without any direct evidence of name or

tradition in its favor, is so suitable, in its situa-

tion on a rocky eminence, and in its proximity

both to Kedesh and the Lake Hideh, that we may
accept it until a better is discovered (Rob. iii. 364,

365).

* The ruins of a large city of very ancient date

have recently been found about two miles southeast

of Kedes (Kedesh, 3), on an isolated hill called

Tell Harah. The walls of the citadel and a por-

tion of the city walls are distinctly traceable,

(^"aptain Wilson, of the Palestine Exploring Expe-

dition, inclines to reg.ard this place as the site of

the Bil)le Hazor (Josh. .xix. 36), instead of Tell

KImraiheh. {See.Iourn. of Sncr. Literature, April,

18GG, p. 245.) It is not s.aid that the ancient name,

or any similar one, still adheres to the locality.

Thomson proposes Hazere or llazery as the site of

this Hazor, northwest of the Hideh (Merom), and

in the centre of the mountainous region which over-

hangs that lake: the ruins are very extensive as

well as ancient, and a living tradition .among the

.\rabs supjK rts this claim (see Land and Book, i.

439). ILl>inson objects to this identification that it
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is too remote from the IMleh, and is within the limits

of Asher, and not in those of Naphtali (Josh. xix.

32, 36). For Hitter's view that this Hazor is a Ha-

zury on the rocky slopes above Banias (Caisarea

Philippi), first heard of by Burekhardt in that

quarter, see his Gcocjr. of Palestine, Gage's trans.,

ii. 221-225. Robuison states that the few remains

on a knoll there which bears this name are wholly

imimportant, and indicate nothing more than a

Mezra'dh, or goat village {Later Res. iii. 402). It

is not surprising that a name which signifies

" stronghold," or " fortification," should belong

to various places, both ancient and modern. H.
2. ('AcropiajpvaiV, including the following name

:

Alex, omits : Asor. ) One of the " cities " of .Judah

in the extreme south, named next in order to Ke-

desh (.Tosh xv. 23). It is mentioned nowhere else,

nor has it yet been identified (see Rob. ii. 34, 7iote).

The Vatican LXX. unites Hazor with the name
following it, Ithnan; which causes Reland to main-

tain that they form but one (Pal. pp. 144, 708 )

;

but the LXX. text of this list is so coiTupt, that it

seems impossible to argue from it. In the Alex.

MS. Hazor is entirely omitted, while Ithnan again

is joined to Ziph.

3. (LXX. omits; [Cod. Sareav. Acraip ttjc koj-

ynv, Comp. AtWcbp tV Kaiv^V-] Asor nova.)

Hazor-IIadattah, = " new Hazor," possibly contra-

distinguished from that just mentioned; another

of the southern towns of Judah (Josh. xv. 25).

The words are improperly separated in the A. V.

4. {'Acrepdu, avrrj 'Ao-cop; Alex. [Aa-epw/x,

avTT]] Aa-wpafia/j.: Hesron, luec est Asor.) " Hez-

ron which is Hazor" (.Josh. xv. 2.5); but whether

it be intended that it is the same Hazor as either

of those named before, or that the name was orig-

inally Hazor, and had been changed to Hezron, we

cannot now decide.

5. ([Vat. Alex. FA.i omit ; Comp. FA.«]

'Affwp: Asor.) A place in which the Benjamites

resided after their return from the Captivity (Neh.

xi. 33). From the places mentioned with it, as

Anathoth, Nob, Ramah, etc., it would seem to have

lain north of Jerusalem, and at no great distance

therefrom. But it has not yet been discovered.

The aljove conditions are not against its being the

same place with Baal-Hazoh, though there is no

positive evidence beyond the name in favor of such

an identification.

The word appears in combination — with Baal

in Baal-Hazok, with Ain in En-Hazor. G.

*6. (j, av\7): Asor.) In Jer. xlix. 28-33, Ha-

zor appears to denote a region of Arabia under the

government of several sheiks (see ver. 38, " king-

doms of Hazor"), whose desolation is predicted by

the prophet in connection with that of Kedar.
The inhaliitants are described (ver. 31) ;is a nation

dwelling " without gates or bars," i. e. not in cities,

but in unwalled villages, D^"n^n (comp. Ezek.

xxxviii. 11, and see Hazer, HAZEisnt), from

which circumstance some would derive the name
(see Hitzig on Jer. xlix. 28; Winer, Realw., art.

Hazor, 4; and the Rev. J. L. Porter, art. Hazor,

t, in I\itto's Cyd. of B'lbl. Lit., 3d ed.). A.

* HEAD-BANDS (Is. iii. 20), probably an

incorrect translation ; see Girdle. H.

HEAD-DRESS. The Hebrews do not ap-

pear to have regarded a covering for the head as

an essential article of dress. The earliest notice

we have of such a thing is in connection with the

HEAD-DRESS
sacerdotal vestments, and in this case it is described

as an ornamental appendage " for glory and for

beauty" (Ex. xxviii. 40). I'he absence of anj

allusion to a head-dress in passages where we should

expect to meet with it, as in the trial of jealousy

(Num. v. 18), and the regulations regarding the

leper (Lev. xiii. 4.5), in both of which the "uncov-
ering of the head " refers undouljtedly to the hair,

leads to the inference that it was not ordinarily

worn in the Mosaic age; and this is confirmed by
the practice, frequently alluded to, of covering the

head with the mantle. Even in after times it seems

to have been reserved especially for purposes of

ornament : thus the tzamph (^''D^) is noticed

as being worn by nobles (Job xxix. 14), ladies (Is.

iii. 23), and kings (Is. kii. 3), while the peir

(nS3) was an article of holiday dress (Is. Ixi. 3

A. V. " beauty; " Ez. xxiv. 17, 23), and was worn

at vveddmgs (Is. Ixi. 10): the use of the fiirpa was

restricted to similar occasions (Jud. xvi. 8; Bar. v.

2). The former of these terms undoubtedly de-

scribes a kind of turban : its primary sense C^^^*,

"to roll around") expresses the folds of linen

icound round, the head, and its form probably re-

sembled that of the high-priest's mitznepheth (a

word derived from the same root, and identical in

meaning, for in Zech. iii. 5, tzamph = mitznepheth),

as described by Josephus (Ant. iii. 7, § 3). The
renderings of the term in the A. V., " hood " (Is.

iii. 23), "diadem" (.Job xxix. 14; Is. Ixii. 3).

" mitre " (Zech. iii. 5), do not convey the right idea

of its meaning. The other term, peer, primarily

means an orna7nent, and is so rendered in the A. V.

(Is. ki. 10; see also ver. 3, "beauty"), and is

specifically applied to the head-dress from its orna-

mental character. It is uncertain what the term

properly describes : the modern turlian consists of

two parts, the kaook, a stiff, round cap occasionally

rising to a considerable height, and the shosh, a

long piece of muslin wound about it (Russell. Alcp-

]X>, i. 104): Josephus' account of the high-priest's

Modem Syrian and Egyptian Head-drepses.

head-dress implies a similar construction; for he

says that it was made of thick bands of linen dou-

liled round many times, and sewn together: the

whole covered by a piece of fine linen to conceal

the seams. Saalschiitz {Archceol. i. 27, note) sug-
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gests that the tzaniph and the peer represent the

shasli and the ktwok, the latter rising high above

the other, and so the most prominent and striking

feature. In favor of this explanation it may be

remarked that the peer is more particularly con-

nected with the migb'uih, the high cap of the or-

dinary priests, in Ezr. xxxix. 28, while the tzumph,

as we have seen, resembled the high-priesfs mitre,

in which the cap was concealed by the linen folds.

The objection, however, to this explanation is that

the etymological force of peer is not brought out

:

may not that term have applied to the jewels and

other ornaments with which the turban is frequently

decorate<l (Kussell, i. lOG ), some of which are rep-

resented in the accompanying illustration bor-

rowed from Lane's Mod. Kijiipl. Append. A. " The

term used for putting on either the Izuiiiph or the

Modern Egyptian Head-dresses. (Lane.)

peer is K''5n, "to bind round" (Ex. xxix. 9;

Lev. viii. 13): hence the words in Ez. xvi. 10, "I
girded thee about with fine linen," are to be un-

derstood of the turban ; and by the use of the same
term Jonah (ii. 5) represents the weeds wrapped as

a turban round his head. The turban as now worn
in the I'.ast varies very much in shape ; the most
prevalent forms are shown in Russell's Aleppo, i.

102.

If the tzamph and the ^jee/' were reserved for

holiday attire, it remains for us to inquire whether

any and what covering was ordinarily worn over

the head. It appears that frequently the robes

supplied the place of a head-dress, being so amjile

that they might be thrown o\er the head at pleas-

ure: the radid and the tsdiph at all events were

so used [Dress], and the veil served a similar pur-

pose. [Veil.] The ordinary head-dress of the

Bedouin consists of the kejfiyeh, a square handker-

chief, generally of red and yellow cotton, or cotton

and silk, folded so that three of the corners hang
down o\er the back and shoulders, leaving the face

exposed, and bomid round the head by a cord

(Burckhardt, Notes, i. 48). It is not improbable

that a similar covering was used by the Hebrews
on certain occasions: the "kerchief" in Ez. xiii.

18, has been so understood by some writers (Har-

mer. Observations, ii. 39.3), though the word more
orobably refers to a species of veil ; and the fftfii-

kIvOiov (Acts xix. 12, A. V. "apron"), as ex-
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plained by Suidas (rh rrjy Ke(/)aA<)s (pSp-qfia), WJK
applicable to the purposes of a head-dress. [Hand-
KEKCiiiKF.] Neither of these cases, however, sup-

plies positive evidence on the point, and the general

absence of allusions leads to the inference that the

he<ad was usually uncovered, as is still the case in

many parts of Arabia (Wellsted, Trnrels, i. 73).

The introduction of the Greek hat {irfTaaos) by
Jason, as an article of dress adapted to the t/iimnii-

sium, was regarded as a national dishonor (2 Mace,

iv. 12): in shape and material the petasits very

much resembled the common felt hats of this coun-

try {Btct. of Ant. art. Pi/uis).

Bedouin Head-dress : the Keffiyeh.

The Assyrian head-dress is described in Ez. xxiii.

1.5 under the terms D^V^Dlp "^n^~'P, " exceed-

ing in dyed attire;" it is doubtful, however,

whether tebulim describes the colored material of

the head-dress {tiara a coloribus quibus tinctce

sint); another sense has been assigned to it more

appro)5riate to the description of a turban {J'asciis

obvolcit, Ges. Thes. p. 542). The term s'riiclie

["^n^'np] expresses the flowing character of the

Eastern head-dress, as it flills down over the back

(Layard, Nineveh, ii. 308). The word rendered

" hats " in Dan. iii. 21 (M72"n3) properly applies

to a cloak. W. L. B.

HEARTH. 1. nS: iax'i-pa: arulu (Ges.

69), a pot or brazier for containing fire. 2. "Ip.'^XS

in. and mpl^ f.: Kaicrrpa, Kavais'- inceiidinia

(Ges. p. G20). 3. "1*3, or "IVS (Zech. xii. 0).

^ixK6s'- caminus ; in dual, ^'^"'3 (Lev. xi. 35):

Xi>Tp6iro5€S' chytropodes ; A. V. " ranges for pots"

((ies. p. 672).

One way of baking, much practiced in the East,

is to place the dough on an iron plate, either laid

on, or supported on legs aliove the vessel sunk in

the ground, which forms the oven. This plate oi

"hearth" is in Arabic ..w^LlO, tajen ; a word

which has probably passed into Greek in Triyavov.

The cakes baked "on the hearth" (Gen. x\iii. 6

iyKpv(pias, snbdnericios panes) were probably

baked in the existinn; Bedouin manner, on hot

stones co\ered with ashes. The " hearth " of king

Jehoiakim's winter palace, Jer. xxxvi. 23, was pos-

sibly a pan or brazier of charcoal. (Burckhardt

Notes on Bed. i. 58; P. della Valle, Viaf/r/i, i. 437;

Harnier, 06s. i. p. 477, and note; Kauwolti; Travels

ap. Ray, ii. 163; Shaw, Travels, p. 231; Niebuhf;
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Descr. de l'Arable, p. 45; Schleusner, Lex. Vet.

Test. T-nyavov; Ges. s. v. H^", p. 997.) [Fikk.]

H. W. P.

HEATH (~iy"l"l?, 'aru'er, and 1^11?,
Uir'dr : « ^ aypiofivp'tKr], ovos aypios myrlca).

The prophet Jeremiah compares the man " who
niaketli flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth

from the Lord," to the '«/•'«; in the desert (xvii.

6). Again, in the judgment of Bloab (xlviii. (J).

to her inhabitants it is said, " Flee, save your lives,

and he like the h'iruer in the wilderness," where

the margin has "a naked tree." There seems no

reason to doubt Celsius' conclusion {Hierob. ii. 195),

that the 'ac'ar is identical with the "arUir (y£.y£.)

of Arabic writers, which is some species of junijier.

Kobinson (Bib. lies. ii. 125, 6) states that when
he was in the pass of Nemela he observed juniper

trees (Arab. 'wrVu-) on the porphyry rocks above.

The berries, he adds, liave the appearance and taste

of the common juniper, except that there is more

of the aroma of the pine. " These trees were ten

or fifteen feet in height, and hung upon the rocks

even to the summits of the cliffs and needles."

This appears to be the Junipevus Sabiiia, or savin,

with small scale-like leaves, which are pressed close

to the stem, and wliich is described as being a

gloomy-looking bush inhaliiting the most sterile

soil (see KnijUsli Cijcl. jV. /list. iii. 311); a charac-

ter which is obviously well suited to the naked or

dvstiluie tree spoken of by the projjhet. Rosen-

mi'.Uer's explanation of the Hebrew word, which is

also adopted by JIaurer, " qui destitutus versatur "

(Scliol. ad ,Jer. xvii. 6), is very unsatisfactory.

Not to mention the lameness of the comparison, it

is evidently contradicted by the antithesis in ver. 8

:

Cursed is he that trusteth in man ... he shall

be hke the juniper that grows on the bare rocks of

the desert: Blessed is the man that trusteth in

the Lord ... he shall be as a tree planted by the

waters. The contrast between the shrub of the

arid desert and the tree growing by the waters is

very striking ; but ItosenmiiUer's interpretation ap-

pears to us to spoil the whole. Even more unsatis-

factory is Blichaelis (Supp. Lex. Heb. p. 1971),

who thinks "guinea hens" {Numida mdeagrls)
are intended! Gesenius ( r/fes. p. 1073, 4) under-

stands these two Heb. terms to denote " parietinoe,

eedificia eversa" (ruins); but it is more in accord-

ance with the Scriptural passages to suppose that

some tree is intended, which explanation, moreover,

has the sanction of the LXX. and Vulgate, and
of the modern use of a kindred Arabic word.

W. H.

HEATHEN. The Hebrew words "^'"12, n';""l2,

fji'ri, f/i'ii/im, together with their Greek equivalents

eOvo^, edvr), have been somewhat arbitrarily ren-

dered ''nations," "gentiles," and "heathen" in

the A. V. It will be interesting to trace the man-
ner in which a term, primarily and essentially gen-

eral in its signification, acquired that more restricted

sense which was afterwards attached to it. Its

development is parallel with that of the Hebrew
people, and its meaning at any period may be taken

as significant of their relative position with regard

to the surrounding nations.

o From the root Til?. " to be naked,'' in allusion
- T '

to the bare nature of the rocks on which the Jimiperus
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1. While as yet the Jewish nation had no politi

cal existence, goyim denoted generally the nations

of the world, especially including the immediate
descendants of Abraham (Gen. xviii. 18; comp.
Gal. iii. 10). The latter, as they grew in numbers
and importance, were distinguished in a most
marked manner from the nations by whom they

were surrounded, and were provided with a code of

laws and a religious ritual, which made the dis-

tinction still more peculiar. I'hey were essentially

a separate people (Lev. xx. 23); separate in habits,

morals, and religion, and bound to luaintain their

separate character by denunciations of the most
terrible judgments (Lev. xxvi. 14-38; Deut. xxviii.).

On their march through the desert they encountered

the iilost obstinate resistance from Amalek, " chief

of the (/dyim " (Num. xxiv. 20), in whose sight the

deliverance from Egypt was achieved (Lev. xxvi.

45). During the conquest of Canaan and the sub-

sequent wars of extermination, which the Israelites

for several generations carried on against their

enemies, the seven nations of the (?anaanites,

Amorites, Hittites, Hivites, Jebusites, Perizzites,

and Girgashites (Ex. xxxiv. 24), together with the

remnants of them who were left to prove Israel

(Josh, xxiii. 13; Judg. iii. 1; Ps. Ixxviii. 55), and
teach them war (Judg. iii. 2), received the especial

appellation of ijoyim. With these the Israelites

were forbidden to associate (Josh, xxiii. 7); inter-

marriac^es were prohibited (Josh, xxiii. 12; 1 K.
xi. 2); and as a warning against disobedience the

fate of the nations of Canaan was kept constantly

before their eyes (Lev. xviii. 24, 25; Deut. xviii.

12). They are ever associated with the worship

of false gods, and the foul practices of idolaters

(Ijev. xviii. xx.), and these constituted their chief

distinctions, as yvyim, from the worshippers of the

one God, the people of Jehovah (Num. xv. 41

;

Deut. xxviii. 10). This distinction was maintained

in its full force during the early times of the mon-
archy (2 Sam. vii. 23; 1 K. xi. 4-8, xiv. 24; Ps.

cvi. 35). It was from among the ;/i'iyii», the de-

graded tribes who submitted to their arms, that

the Israelites were permitted to purchase their

bond servants (Lev. xxv. 44, 45), and this special

enactment seems to have had the effect of giving

to a national tradition the force and sanction of a

law (comp. Gen. xxxi. 15). In later times this

regulation was strictly adhered to. To the words

of Eccl. ii. 7 " I bought men-servants and maid-

servants," the Targum adds, " of the children of

Ham, and the rest of the foreign nations.''

And not only were the Israehtes forbidden to

intermarry with these goyim, but the latter were

virtually excluded from the possibility of becoming

naturalized. x\n Ammonite or Jloabite was shut

out from the congregation of Jehovah even to the

tenth generation (Deut. xxiii. 3), while an Edon)ite

or Egyptian was admitted in the third (vers. 7, 8).

The necessity of maintaining a separation so broadly

marked is ever more and more manifest as we
foUow tlie Israelites through their history, and ob-

serve their constantly recurring tendency to idolatry.

Offense and punishment followed each other with

all the regularity of cause and effect (Judg. ii. 12,

iii. 6-8, &c.).

2. But, even in early Jewish times, the term

f/vyim received by anticipation a significance of

Sahina often grow.s. Comp. Ps. cii. 17, rivS^

~17n37rT ' the prayer of the destitute " (or ill clad).
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wider range than the national experience (Lev. xxvi.

33, 38; Deut. xxx. 1), and as the latter was grad-

ually developed during the prosperous times of the

monarchy, the 'ji'iyim were the surrounding nations

generally, with whom the Israelites were brought

into contact by the extension of their commerce,

and whose idolatrous practices they readily adopted

(Ez. xxiii. 30; Am. v. 2G). Later still, it is ap-

plied to the Babylonians who took Jerusalem (Neh.

V. 8; I's. Ixxix. 1, G, 10), to the destroyers of JNIoab

(Is. xvi. 8), and to the several nations among
whom the Jews were scattered during the Captivity

(i's. cvi. 47; Jer. xlvi. 28; Lam. i. 3, &c.), the

practice of idolatry still being their characteristic

distinction (Is. xxxvi. 18; Jer. x. 2, 3, xiv. 22).

This signification it retained after tlie return from

Babylon, thougii it was used in a more lindted

sense as denoting the mixed race of colonists who
settled in Palestine during the Captivity (Neh. v.

17), and who are described as fearing Jehovali,

while serving their own gods (2 K. xvii. 29-33;

I'::zr. vi. 21).

Tracing the synonymous term idvi) through the

Apocryphal writings, we find that it is appHed to

the nations around Palestine (1 IMacc. i. 11), in-

cluding the Syrians and Philistines of the army of

Gorgias (1 Jiacc. iii. 41, iv. 7, 11, 14), as well as

the people of Ptolemais, Tyre, and Sidon (1 JIacc.

v. 9, 10, 15). They were image-worshippers (1

Mace. iii. 48; Wisd. xv. 15), whose customs and
fashions the Jews seem still to have had an uncon-
querable propensity to imitate, but on whom they

were bound by national tradition to take vengeance

(1 Mace. ii. G8; 1 I'^sdr. viii. 85). Following the

customs of the f/'ijini at this period denoted the

neglect or concealment of circumcision (1 Mace. i.

15), disregard of sacrifices, profanation of the Sab-
bath, eating of swine's flesh and meat offered to

idols (2 Mace. vi. G-9, 18, xv. 1, 2), and adoption

of the Greek national games (2 Mace. iv. 12, 14).

In all points Judaism and heathenism are strongly

contrasted. The "barbarous multitude" in 2

Mace. ii. 21 are opposed to those who played the

man for Judaism, and the distinction now becomes
an ecclesiastical one (comp. Matt, xviii. 17). In

2 Esdr. iii. 33, 34, the "gentes" are defined as

those "qui habitant in seculo" (comp. Matt. vi.

32; Luke xii. 30).

As the Greek influence became more extensively

felt in Asia Minor, and the Greek language was
generally used, Hellenism and heathenism became
convertible terms, and a Greek was synonymous
with a foreigner of any nation. This is singularly

evident in the Syriac of 2 Mace. v. 9, 10, 13 ; cf.

John vii. 35 ; 1 Cor. x. 32 ; 2 Mace. xi. 2.

In the N. T. again we find various shades of

meaning attached to edvr). In its narrowest sense

it is opposed to " those of the circumcision " (Acts

X. 45; cf. Esth. xiv. 15, where a\\6rf>ios^^ airepi-

TfiTiTos), and is contrasted with Israel, the people

of Jehovah (Luke ii. 32), thus representing the

Hebrew D^IS at one stage of its history. But, like

ffoyim, it also denotes the people of the earth gen-

erally (Acts xvii. 2G; Gal. iii. 14). In Matt. vi. 7

iOviKos is applied to an idolater.

But, in addition to its significance as an ethno-
graphical term, f/'yi'm had a moral sense which
must not be overlooked. In Ps. ix. 5, 15, 17 (comp.

Ez. vii. 21) the word stands in parallelism with

!7tt7^, 1-dshd, the wicked, as distinguished by his
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moral obliquity (see Hupfeld on Ps. i. 1); and in
ver. 17 the people thus designated are described as

"foigetters of God," that know not Jehovah (Jer.

X. 25). Again in Ps. lix. 5 it is to some extent

commensurate in meaning with ^."IW "^[l^S; boy'de

dveii, " iniquitous transgressors; " and in these pas-

sages, as well as in Ps. x. IG, it has a deeper sig-

nificance than that of a merely national distinction,

although the latter idea is never entirely lost sicht

of.

In later Jewish literature a technical definition

of the word is laid down which is certainly not of

universal application. Elias Levita (quoted by
lusenmenger, Entdecktes Judtiitimm, i. G05) ex-

plains the sing, goi as denoting one who is not of

Israehtish birth. This can only have reference to

its after signification ; in the 0. T. the singular is

never used of an individual, but is a collective term,

applied equally to the Israelites (Josh. iii. 17) as to

the nations of Canaan (Lev. xx. 23), and denotes

simply a body politic. Another distinction, equally

unsupported, is made between D^12, ffoyim, and

D^?2S, uinmiin, the former being defined as the

nations who had served Israel, while the latter were
those who had not {.Tnl/ait Chnddsh, fol. 20, no.

20; Eisenmenger, i. GG7). Abarbanel on Joel iii.

2 applies the former to both Christians and Turks,

or Ishmaelites, while in Sepher Jucluis'm (fol. 148,
col. 2) the Christians alone are distinguished by
this appellation. Eisenmenger gives some curious

examples of the disabilities under which a (jiri

labored. One who kept sabbaths was judged de-

serving of death (ii. 20G ), and the study of the law
was prohibited to him under the same penalty;

but on the latter point the doctors are at issue (ii.

209). \V. A. W.

HEAVEN. There are four Hebrew words
thus rendered in the 0. T., which we may briefly

notice. 1. ^"'f^^ {arepioifia' ji>'>namentum ; Luth.

Veste), a solid expanse, from ^i^"^, " to beat out; "

a word used primarily of the hammering out of

metal (Ex. xxxix. 3, Num. xvi. 38). The fuller

expression is D'^^ti^rT l?"^r?1 (Gen- i- I'i f-)-

That Moses understood it to mean a solid expanse

is clear from his representing it as the barrier l)e-

tween the upper and lower waters (Gen. i. G f.),

i. e. as separating the reservoir of the celestial ocean

(Ps. civ. 3, xxix. 3) from the waters of the earth,

or those on which the earth was supposed to float

(Ps. cxxxvi. 6). Through its open lattices (mSpS
Gen. vii. 11; 2 K. vii. 2, 19; comp. K6(TKtvov,

Aristoph. Nub. 373) or doors (Q"|riT'"7, Ps. Ixxviii.

23) the dew and snow and hail are poured upon

the earth (Job xxxviii. 22, 37, where we have tiie

curious expression "bottles of heaven," " utres

coeli"). This firm vault, which Job descrilies aa

being "strong as a molten looking-glass " (x.vxvii.

18), is transparent, like pellucid sapphire, and

splendid as crystal (Dan. xii. 3; Ex. xxiv. 10; Ez.

i. 22; Kev. iv. G), over which rests tlie thr()]ie of

God (Is. Ixvi. 1; Ez. i. 2G), and which is opened

for the descent of angels, or for prophetic visions

(Gen. xxviii. 17; Ez. i. 1; Acts vii. 56, x. 11). In

it, like gems or golden lamps, the stars are fixed to

give light to the earth, and regulate the seasons

(Gen. i. 14-19); and the whole nuignificeut, im-
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measurable structure (Jer. xxxi. 37) is supported

by the mountains as its pillars, or strong founda-

tions (Ps. xviii. 7; 2 Sam. xxii. 8; Job xxvi. 11).

Similarly the Greeks believed in an ovpavhs

iro\vxa!^Kos (Horn. Jl. v. 50-t), or (Ti57]f)ios (Horn.

Od. XV. 328), or aSd/xaa-ros (Orith. Hijinm. ad
Ccelum), which the philosophers called arepefiviov,

or KpvffraWoeiSfs (Emped. aj). Plut. de Plnl.

Plac. ii. 11 ; Artemid. op. Sen Nat. Qiuest. vii.

13: quoted by Gesenius, s. r.) It is clear that

very~niany of the above notions were mere meta-

phors resulting from the simple primitive concep-

tion, and that later writers among the Hebrews

had arrived at more scientific views, although of

course they retained much of the old phraseology,

and are fluctuating and undecided in their terms.

Elsewhere, for instance, the heavens are likened to

a curtain (Ps. civ. 2; Is. xl. 22). In A. V.

"heaven " and "heavens" are used to render not

only TTP, but also Q^^fc', m"ia, and

ff^l^nii?, for which reason we have thrown to-

gether under the former word the chief features

ascribed by the Jewish writers to this [jortion of

the universe. [Fih.mamp;mt, Amer. ed.J

2. n^ritt? is derived from H^S''''', "to be

high." This is the word used in the expression

" the heaven and the earth," or " the upper and

lower regions" (Gen. i. 1), which was a periphra-

sis to supply the want of a single word for the

Cosmos (Ueut. xxxii. 1; Is. i. 2; Ps. cxlviii. 13).

" Heaven of hea\ens " is their expression of in-

finity (Neh. ix. G; Ecclus. xvi. 18).

3. QTHXi, used for heaven in Ps. xviii. 16; Jer.

XXV. 30; Is. xxiv. 18. Properly speaking it means
a mountain, as in Ps. cii. I'J, I^z. xvii. 23. It

must not, however, be supposed for a moment that

the Hebrews had any notion of a " Mountain of

Meeting," hke Alburds/i, the northern hill of Baliy-

lonish mythology (Is. xiv. 13), or the Greek Olyin-

pus, or the Hindoo Maru, the Chinese Kuenluii, or

the Arabian Caf (see Kalisch, Gen. p. 2-1, and
the authorities there quoted), since such a fancy is

incompatible with the pure monotheism of the Old
Testament.

4. D^fpnti?, " expanses," with reference to the

extent of heaven, as the last two words were de-

rived from its height; hence this word is often

used together with C^^ttJ, as in Deut. xxxiii. 20;

Job XXXV. 5. In the A. V. it ia sometimes ren-

dered ckmds, for which the fuller term is ''^l?

D'^l^niZ? (Ps. xviii. 12). The word pTlW
means first "to pound," and then " to wear out."

So that, according to some, "clouds" (from the

notion of dust) is the original meaning of the word.

Gesenius, however, rejects this opinioa ( Thes. s. v.).

In the N. T. we frequently have the word oiipa-

ici, which some consider to be a Hebraism, or a

plural of excellence (Schleusner, Lex. Nor. Test.,

s. v.). St. Paul's expression eoir rpirov ovpavov

(2 Cor. xii. 2) has led to much conjecture. Gro-
tius said that the Jews divided the heaven into

three parts, namely, (1.) Nubiferum, the air or at-

mosphere, where clouds gather. (2.) Astriferum, the

firmament, in which the sun, moon, and stars are

fixed. (3.) Empyreum, or Angeliferum, the upper

heaven, the abode of God and his angels, i. e. 1.

HEBER

bctt? nb*)^ (or rv"i) ; 2. '^^^n''r^ obiy

(or Wl^W); and 3. "JVbl^H Obl^ (or

" heaven of heavens," D'^JSti^ ^'^W). This cu-

riously explicit statement is entirely unsupported
by Kabbinic authority, but it is hardly fair of

JMeyer to call it a Jiction, for it may be supposed
to rest on some vague Biblical evidence (cf. Dan.
iv. 12, "the fowls of the heaven; " Gen. xxii. 17.

"the stars of the heaven;" Ps. ii. 4, "he that

sitteth in the heavens," etc.). The Rabbis spoke
of two heavens (cf. Deut. x. 14, " the heaven and
the heaven of heavens "), or seven (Itttoi ovpavovs
ovs Tivis apid/xovcri Kar iirava^acnv, Clem.
Alex. Strom, iv. 7, p. G3G). " Resch Lakisch dixit

septem esse coelos, quorum nomina sunt, 1. velum;
2. expansum; 3. nubes; 4. habitaculum; 5. hab-
itatio; 6. sedes fixa; 7. Araboth," or sometimes
" the treasury." At the sin of Adam, God as-

cended into the first; at the sin of Cain into the

second; during the generation of Enoch into the

third, etc. ; afterwards God descended downwards
into the sixth at the time of Abraham, into the

fifth during the life of Isaac, and so on down to

the time of Jloses, when He redescended into the
first (see many passages quoted by Wetstein, ad 2
Cor. xii. 2). Of all these definitions and deduc-
tions we may remark simply with Origen, tTrra 5e
oiipai'ovs't) o\(i)s Kepiaipiafj.fi'ov a.pid/x6v avrwv at

cpipSjXivai iv TOLS iKKArjffiais too Qfov ovk
airayyeXKovcri ypa<pai (c. Cels. vi. c. 21, p. 289)

[/. e. " of seven heavens, or any definite number
of heavens, the Scriptures received in the churches
of God do not inform us "].

If nothing has here been said on the secondary

senses attached to the word " heaven," the omis-
sion is intentional. The oliject of this Dictionary

is not practical, but exegetical ; not theological, but
critical and explanatory. A treatise on the nature

and conditions of future beatitude would here be
wholly out of place. We niay, however, remark
that as heaven was used metaphorically to signify

the abode of Jehovah, it is constantly employed in

the N. T. to signify the abode of the spirits of the

just. (See for example Matt. v. 12, vi. 20; Luke
X. 20, xii. 33; 2 Cor. v. 1; Col. i. 5.)

F. W. F.

* HEAVE-OFFERING. [Sacrifice.]

HE'BER. The Heb. "I^V and n^n are

more forcibly distinguished than the English Eber
and Heber. In its use, however, of this merely

aspirate distinction the A. V. of the 0. T. is con-

sistent : Eber always^ ~'5??i and Heber "I^D-
In Luke iii. 35. Heber^ Eber, 'E/Sf'p; the distinc-

tion so carefuUy observed in the O. T. having been

neglected by the translators of the N. T.

The LXX. has a similar distinction, though not

consistently carried out. It exprjsses "^5?? by

"Ej3ep (Gen. x. 21),''E;3ep (1 Chr. i. 25), 'Efipai-

oux (Num. xxiv. 24); while "15n is variously

given as Xo&6p, Xa^ip, 'A^dp, or 'A/3e'p. In

these words, however, we can clearly perceive two
distinct groups of equivalents, suggested by the

effort to express two radically different forms. The
transition from Xo^Sp through Xa^ep to 'A)8e'p is

sufficiently obvious.

The ^^ulg. expresses both indifferently by Heber,

except in Judg. iv. 11 fF., where Haber is probably
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suggested by the LXX. Xa^ip; and Num. xxiv.

2-1, Hebrceos, evidently after the LXX. 'Efipaiovs.

Excluding Luke iii. 35, where Heber = Eber, we

have in the O. T. six of the name.

1. Grandson of the Patriarch Asher (Gen. xlvi.

17; 1 Chr. vii. 31; Num. xxvi. 45).

2. Of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 18).

3. ['afi-nS; Alex. Ico;8rj5; Comp. 'EBep: He-

ber.] A Gadite (1 Chr. v. 13).

4. A Benjamite (1 Chr. viii. 17).

5. I'nfi-fiS; Vat. n^SSij; Aid. 'A^ep: Heber.]

Another Benjamite (1 Chr. viii. 22).

6. Heber, the Kenite, the husband of Jael

(Judg. iv. 11-17, V. 2-1). It is a question how he

could be a Kenite, and yet trace his descent from

llobab, or Jethro, who was priest of Midian. The
solution is probably to be sought in the nomadic

habits of the tribe, as shown in the case of Heber

himself, of the family to which he belonged (Judg.

i. 16), and of the Kenites generally (in 1 Sam. xv.

6, they appear among the Amalekites). It should

be observed that .Jethro is never called a Midian-

ite, but expressly a Kenite (.Judg. i. 10); that the

expression '' priest of Midian," may merely serve

to indicate the country in which Jethro resided

;

lastly, that there would seem to have been two

successive migrations of the Kenites into Palestine,

one under the sanction of the tribe of Judah at

the time of the original occupation, and attributed

to Jethro's descendants generally (Judg. i. 16);

the other a special, nomadic expedition of Heber's

family, which led them to Kedesh in Naphtali, at

that time the debatable ground between the north-

ern tribes, and Jabin, King of Canaan. We are

not to infer that this was the final settlement of

Heber: a tent seems to have been his sole habita-

tion when his wife smote Sisera (Judg. iv. 21).

7. ("E/Sep: Hi-'ber.) The form in which the

name of the patriarch Eber is given in the ge-

nealogy. Luke iii. 35. T. E. B.

HE'BERITES, THE ("^"l^On : d Xo^epi

[Yat. -pet] : HeberitcK). Descendants of Heber,

a brancn of the tribe of Asher (Num. xxvi. 45).

W. A. W.
* HEBREW LANGUAGE. See Shemitic

Languages, §§ 6-13.

HE'BREW, HE'BREWS. This word first

occurs as applied to Abraham (Gen. xiv. 13): it

was afterwards given as a name to his descendants.

Eour derivations have been proposed :
—

I. Patronymic from Abram.

II. Appellative from "13^.

III. Appellative from "^S?"

IV. Patronymic from Eber.

I. From Abram, AbrcBi, and by euphony He-
braii (August., Ambrose). Displaying, as it does,

the utmost ignorance of the language, this deriva-

tion was never extensively adopted, and was even

retracted by Augustine {Retract. 16). The eu-

phony alleged by Ambrose is quite imperceptible,

and there is no parallel in the Ijit. mendie= me-
didie.

H. '^"^5?' froni "123?= " crossed over," ap-

plied by the Canaanites to Abraham upon his

crossing the Euphrates (Gen. xiv. 13, where LXX.
TrepoTijs = transitov). This derivation is open to

he strong objection that Hebrew nouns ending in

^ are either patronymics, or gentilic nouns (Bux-
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torf, Leusden). This is a technical objectioi

which, though fatal to the irepdrrjs, or appellative

derivation as traced back to the Verb, does not

apply to the same as referred to the noun "^327.

The analogy of Galli, Angli, Hispani derived from

Gallia, Anglia, Hispania (Leusd.), is a complete

blunder in ethnography ; and at any mte it would

confirm rather than destroy the derivation from the

noun.

III. This latter comes next in review, and is es-

sentially the same with II. ; since both rest upon

the hypothesis that Abraham and his posterity

were called Hebrews in order to express a distinc-

tion between the races E. and VV^. of the Euphrates.

The question of fact is not essential whether Abra-

ham was the first person to whom the word was

applied, his posterity as such inheriting the name

;

or whether his posterity equally with himself were

by the Canaanites regarded as men from " the other

side " of the river. The real question at issue is

whether the Hebrews were so called from a pro-

genitor Eber (which is the fourth and last deriva-

tion), or from a country which had been the

cradle of their race, and from which they had

emigrated westward into Palestine ; in short,

whether the word Hebrew is a patronymic, or a

gentile noun.

IV. The latter opinion in one or other of its

phases indicated above is that suggested by the

LXX., and maintained by Jerome, Theodor., Ori-

gen, Chrysost., Arias Montanus, K. Bechai, Paul

Burg., Minister, Grotius, Scaliger, Selden, Kosenm.,

Gesen., Eichhorn; the former is supported by Jo-

seph., Suidas, Bochart, Vatablus, Drusius, Vossius,

Buxtorf, Ilottinger, Leusden, Whiston, Bauer. As

regards the derivation from ^5?? the noun (or

according to others the prep.), Leusden himself,

the great supporter of the Buxtorfian theory, indi-

cates the obvious analogy of Transmarini, Tran-

sylvani, Transalpini, words which from the de-

scription of a fixed and local relation attained in

process of time to the independence and mobility

of a gentile name. So natural indeed is it to

suppose that Eber (trans, on the other side) was

the term used by a Canaanite to denote the coun-

try E. of the EujJhrates, and Hebrew the name
which he applied to the inhabitants of that coun-

try, that Leusden is driven to stake the entire

issue as between derivations III. and IV. upon a

challenge to produce any passage of the 0. T. in

which ~I52? = "inan ~15^. if we accept Ro-

senm. Schol. on Num. xxiv. 24, according to which

Eljer by parallelism with Asshur= Trans-Euphiu-

tian, this challenge is met. But if not, the fa-

cility of the abbreviation is sufficient to create a

presumption in its favor ; while the derivation with

which it is associated harmonizes more perfectljx

than any other with the later usage of the word

Hebrew, and is confirmed by negative arguments

of the strongest kind. In fact it seems almost

impossible for the defenders of the patronymic

I^ber theory to get over the difficulty arising from

the circumstance that no special prominence is in

the genealogy assigned to Eber, such as might en-

title him to the position of head or founder of the

race. From the genealogical scheme in Gen. xi.

10-26, it does not appear that the Jews thought

of Eber as a source primary, or even secondary, of

the national descent. The genealogy neither starts

from him, nor in its uniform sequence does it real
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upon him with any emphasis. There is nothing to

distinguish Eber above Arphaxad, Peleg, or Serng.

Lilie them he is but a Mnk in tlie chain by which

Shcni is connected Avith Abraham. Indeed the

tendency of the Israehtish retrospect is to stop at

Jacob. It is with Jacob that their history as a

nation begins: beyond Jacob they held their an-

cestry in common with the Edomites; be3ond Isaac

they were in danger of being confounded with tlie

Ishmaehtes. The predominant figure of tlie em-
jihatically Hebrew Abraham might tempt them

beyond those points of affinity with other racgs, so

distasteful, so anti-national ; but it is almost incon-

ceivable that they would voluntarily originate, and

jierpetuate an appellation of themselves which

landed them on a platform of ancestry where they

met the whole population of Arabia (Gen. x. 25,

30).

As might have been expected, an attempt has

been made to show that the position which Eber

occupies in the genealogy is one of no ordinary

kind, and that the Hebrews stood in a relation to

him which was held by none other of his descend-

ants, and might therefore be called par excellence

'• the children of Eber."

There is, however, only one passage in which it

is possible to imagine any peculiar resting-point as

connected with the name of Eber. In Gen. x. 21

Shem is called " the father of all the children of

Eber." But the passage is apparently not so much
genealogical as ethnographical; and in this view it

seems evident that the words are intended to con-

trast Shem with Ham and Japheth, and especially

with the former. Now Babel is plainly fixed as

the extreme E. limit of the posterity of Ham (ver.

10), from whose land Ximrod went out into As-
syria (ver. 11, margin of A. V.): in the next

place, Egypt (ver. 13) is mentioned as the W. limit

of the same great race; and these two extremes

having been ascertained, the historian proceeds

(ver. 1.5-19) to fill up his ethnographic sketch

with the intermediate tribes of the Canaanites.

In short, in ver. G-20, we have indications of three

geographical points which distinguish the posterity

of Ham, namely, Eg>i)t, Palestine, and Babylon.

At the last-mentioned city, at the river Euphrates,

their proper occupanc}', unaffected by the excep-

tional movement of Asshur, terminated, and at the

same point that of the descendants of Shem began.

Accordingly, the sharpest contrast that could be

devised is obtained by generally classing these lat-

ter nations as those beyond the river Euphrates;

and the words " father of all the children of Eber,"

i. e. father of the nations to the east of the Eu-
phrates, find an intelligible place in the context.

But a more tangible ground for the specialty

implied in the derivation of Hebrew from Eber is

sought in the supposititious fact that Eber was the

only descendant of Noah who preserved the one

primeval language ; and it is maintained that this

language transmitted by Eber to the Hebrews, and

to them alone of all his descendants, constitutes a pe-

culiar and special relation (Theodor., Voss., Leusd.).

It is obvious to remark that this theory rests

upon three entirely gratuitous assumptions : first,

that the primeval language has been preserved

;

next, that Eber alone preserved it; lastly, that

having so preserved it, he communicated it to his

son Peleg, but not to his son Joktan.

The first assumption is utterly at variance with

the most certain results of ethnology: the two

others are grossly improbable. The Hebrew of the
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0. T. was not the language of Abraham when he
first entered Palestine: whether he inherited his

language from Eber or not, decidedly the language
which he did speak must have been Chaldee (comp.

Gen. xxxi. 47), and not Hebrew (Eichhoni). This
supposed primeval language was in fact the lan-

guage of the Canaanites, assumed by Abraham as

more or less akin to that in which he had been
brought up, and could not possibly have been
transmitted to him by Eber.

The appellative (irepaTTjs) derivation is strongly

confirmed by the historical use of the word Hebrew.

A patronymic would naturally be in use only among
the people themselves, while the appellati\e which
had been originally applied to them as strangers in

a strange land would probably continue to desig-

nate them in their relations to neighboring tribes,

and would be their current name among tbreign

nations. This is precisely the case with the terms

Israehte and Hebrew respectively. The former

was used by the Jews of themselves among them-
selves, the latter was the name by which they were
known to foreigners. It is used either when for-

eigners are introduced as speaking (Gen. xxxix. 14,

17, xli. 12; Ex. i. 16, ii. 6: 1 Sam. iv. 6, 9, xiii.

19, xiv. 11, xxix. 3), or where they are opposed to

foreign nations (Gen. xliii. 32; Ex. i. 15, ii. 11;

Ueut. XV. 12; 1 Sam. xiii. 3, 7). So in Greek
and IJoman writers we find the name Hebrews, or,

in later times, Jews (Pausan. v. 5, § 2, y\. 24, § 6;
Plut. Sympos. iv. 0, 1 ; Tac. Hist. v. 1 ; Joseph.

passim). In N. T. we find the same contrast be-

tween Hebrews and foreigners (Acts vi. 1; Phil,

iii. 5) ; the Hebrew language is distinguished from

all others (Luke xxiii. 38; John v. 2, xix. 13;

Acts xxi. 40, xxvi. 14; Rev. ix. 11); while in 2

Cor. xi. 22, the word is used as only second to Is-

raelite in the expression of national peculiarity.

Gesenius has successfully controverted the opin-

ion that the term Israelite was a sacred name, and
Hebrew the common appellation.

Briefly, we suppose that Hebreto was originally a

Cis-Euphratian word applied to Trans-Euphratian

immigrants; it was accepted by these immigrants

in their external relations ; and after the general

substitution of the word Jeir, it still found a place

in that marked and special feature of national con-

tradistinction, the language (Joseph. Ani. i. 6, §4;
Suidas, s. r. 'EySpaToi; Euseb. cle Prcej). Evang.

ii. 4; Ambrose, Comment, in Phil. iii. 5; August.

Qiuest. ill Gen. 24; Consens. Evang. 14; comp.

Retract. 16; Grot. Annot. ad Gen. xiv. 13; Voss.

Etym. s. V. supra; Bochart, Plialeg, ii. 14; Buxt.

Diss, de Ling. Heb. Conserv. 31; Hottinger, Thes.

i. 1, 2; Leusden, Phil. Heb. Diss. 21, 1; Bauer,

Entwurf, etc., § xi. ; Rosenm. Schol. ad Gen. x.

21, xiv. 13, and Num. xxiv. 24 ; Eichhoni, Einleit.

i. p. 60; Gesen. Lex., and Gesch. d. Heb. Spr. 11,

12). T. E. B.

HE'BREWESS (Pnnr : 'Eflpaio: He-

brwa). A Hebrew woman (Jer. xxxiv. 9).

W. A. W.
HEBREWS, EPISTLE TO THE. The

principal questions which have been raised, and the

opinions which are current respecting this epistla

may be considered under the following heads:

I. Its canonical authority.

II. Its author.

III. To whom was it addressed ?

IV. "Where and when was it ^vritten ?

V. In what langua<re was it WTitten ?
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VI. Condition of the Hebrews, and scope of the

epistle.

VII. Literature connected with it.

I. The most important question that can be en-

tertained in connection with this epistle touches

its canonical " authority.

The universal t'hiu-ch. by allowing it a place

among the Holy Scriptures, acknowledges that there

is nothing in its contents inconsistent with the rest

of the Bible. But the peculiar position which is

assigned to it among the epistles shows a trace of

doubts as to its authorship or canonical authority,

two iwints which were bleuded together in prind-

tive times. Has it then a just claim to be received

bv us as a portion of that Bible which contains the

riile of our faith and the rule of our practice, laid

down by Christ and his Apostles? Was it re-

garded as such by the Primitive Church, to whose

clearly-expressed judgment in this matter all later

generations of Christians agree to defer?

Of course, if we possessed a declaration by an

inspired apostle that this epistle is canonical, all

discussion would be superfluous. But the inter-

pretation (by F. Spanheim and later writers) of

2 Pet. iii. 1.5 as a distinct reference to .St. Paul's

Epistle to the Hebrews seems scarcely tenable.

For, if the ' you " whom St. Peter addresses be

all Christians (see 2 Pet. i. 2), the reference must

not be limited to the I-Ipistle to the Hebrews : or if

it include only (see 2 Pet. iii. 1) the .Jews named
in 1 Pet. i. 1, there may be special reference to the

Galatians (vi. 7-9) and Ephesians (ii. 3-5), but

not to the Hebrews.

Was it then received and transmitted as canon-

ical by the immediate successors of the Apostles ?

The most important witness among these, Clement

(.\. D. 70 or 9.3), refers to this epistle in the same

way as, and more frequently than, to any other

canonical book. It seems to have been " wholly

transfused,'" says ilr. Westcott {On the Cnnon, p.

32), into Clement's mind. Little stress can be laid

ujx)n the few possible allusions to it in Barnabas,

Hermas, Polycarp, and Ignatius. But among the

extant authorities of orthodox Christianity during

the fjst century after the epistle was written, there

is not one dissentient voice, whilst it is received as

a The Rev. J. Jones, in his Method of settling the

Canonical Authority of the y. T.. indicates the way in

which an inquiry into this subject should be con-

ducted : and Dr. X. Lardner's Credibility of the Gos-

pel History is a storehouse of ancient authorities.

But both these great works are nearly superseded for

ordinary purposes by the invaluable compendium of

the Rev. B. F. Westcott, On the Canon of the Xew
Tes'ament. to which the first part of this article is

greatly indebted. [There is a 2d edition of this work,

Lond.1866.]
6 Lardner's remark, that it was not the method of

Justin to use allusions so often as other authors have

done, m-iy supply us with something like a middle

point between the conflicting declarations of two liv-

ing writers, both entitled to be heard with attention.

The index of Otto's edition of Justin contains moi-e

than 50 references by Justin to the epistles of St.

Paul; while Prof. Jowett (On the Thessalonians , etc.,

1st ed. i. 345) puts forth in England the statement

bat Justin was unacquainted with St. Paul and his

ivritings.

* This statement is modified in the 2d edition of

Prof Jowetfs work (Lond. 1859). He there says (i.

444) that ' Justin refers to the Twelve in several pas-

gages, but nowhere in his genuine writings mentions

St. Paul. And when speaking of the books read in

canonical by Clement writing from Rome; by Jus-

tin MartiT,'' familiar with the traditions of Italy

and Asia; by his contemporaries, Pinytus (?) the

Cretan bishop, and the predecessors of Clement and
Cirigen at Alexandria : and by the compilers of the

Peshito version of the Xew Testament. Among
the ^v^iters of this period who make no reference to

it, there is not one whose subject necessarily leads

us to expect him to refer to it. Two heretical

teachers, BasUides at Alexandria and ilarcion at

Rome, are recorded as disthictly rejecting the

epistle.

But at the close of that period, in the North

African church, where first the Gospel found utter-

ance in the Latin tontrue, orthodox Christianity

tirst doubted the canonical authority of the Epistle

to the Hetirews. The Gospel, spreading from .Je-

rusalem along the northern and southern shores of

the ^lediterranean, does not appear to have borne

friut in North Africa until after the destruction of

-Jerusalem had curtailed intercourse with Palestine

And it came thither not on the lips of an inspired

apostle, but shorn of much of that oral tradition in

which, with many other facts, was embodied the

ground of the eastern belief in the canonical au-

thority and authorship of this anonvmous epistle.

To the old Latin version of the .Scriptures, which

was completed probably about a. d. 170. this epis-

tle seems to have been added as a composition of

I Baniabas. and as destitute of canonical authority.

!
The opinion or tradition thus embodied in that age

1 and country cannot be traced further back. Aliout

!
that time the Roman Church also began to speak

Latin: and even its latest (ireek writers gave up,

we know not why, the full taith of the E.xstem

Church in the canonical authority of this epistle.

I
During the nest two centuries the extant fat'hers

I

of the Roman and North African churches regard

the epistle as a book of no canonical authority.

TertuUian, if he quotes it. disclaims its authority

and speaks of it as a good kind of apocryphal liook

written by Barnabas. (Jyprian leaves it out of the

number of St. Paul's epistles, and, even in his

books of Scripture Testimonies against the .Jews,

never makes the slightest reference to it. Irenajus,

1 who came in his youth to Gaul, defending in his

I

the Christian assemblies, he names only the Gospels

and the Prophets. (J/'o/. i. 67.) ... On the

other hand, it is true that in numerous quotations

: from the Old Testament. Justin appears to follow St.

;
Paul.'" The statement that '' the index of Otto's edi-

tion of Justin contains more than 50 references by
Justin to the epistles of St Paul"' is not correct, if

his index to Justin's un/fispuKd works is intended, the

number being only .39 i exclusive of 6 to the Epistle to

t the Hebrews), and 10 of these being to quotations

I
from or allusions to the Old Testament common to

I Justin and St. Paul. In most of the remainder, the

I

correspondence in language between Justin and the

;
epistles of St. Paul is not close. Still the evidence

that Justin was acquainted with the writings of the

great Apostle to the Gentiles appears to he satisfac-

torj'. See particularly on this point the articles of

Otto in Illgen's ZHtschr. f. d. hist. Them.. 1^2. Heft

2, pp. 41-64. and 1843, Heft 1, pp. 34-43. In such

works as the two Apologies and the Dialogue with

Trypho, quotations from St. Paul were not to lie ex-

pected. That Justin w.is acquainted with the Epistle

to the Hebrews is also probable, but that he regarded

it as ''• canonical -' can hardly be proved or disproved.

See the careful and judicious remarks of Mr. Wes«

cott, Canon of the Neio Test., 2d ed., p. 146 ff.
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great work the Divinitj' of Christ, never quotes,

scarcely refers to the Epistle to the Hebrews. Tlie

Muratorian Fragment on the Canon leaves it out

of the list of St. Paul's epistles. So did Caius

itud Hippolytus, who wrote at Rome in Greek ; and

so did Victorinus of Pannonia. But in the fourth

century its authority began to revive; it was re-

ceived by Hilary of Poitiers, Lucifer and Faustinus

of Cagliari, Fabius and Victorinus of Eome, Am-
brose of Milan, and Philaster ( V ) and Gaudentius

of Brescia. At the end of the fourth century,

Jerome, the most learned and critical of the Latin

. Fathers, reviewed the conflicting opinions as to the

authority of this epistle. He considered that the

prevailing, though not universal view of the Latin

churches, was of less weight than the view, not

only of ancient writers, liut alsp of all the Greek

and all the Eastern churches, where the epistle

was receixed as canonical and read daily; and he

pronounced a decided opinion in favor of its au-

thority. The great contemporary light of North

Africa, St. Augustine, held a similar opinion. And
after the declaration of these two eminent men, the

Latin churches united with the East in receiving

the epistle. The 3d (_^ouucil of Carthage, A. D.

397, and a decretal of Pope Innocent, A. d. 416,

gave a final confirmation to their decision.

Such was the course and the end of the only

considerable opposition which has been made to the

canonical authority of the E[)istle to the Hebrews.

Its origin has not been ascertained. Some critics

have conjectured that the Jlontanist or the Nova-

tian controversy instigated, and that the Arian

controversy dissipated, so much opposition as pro-

ceeded from orthodox Christians. The references

to St. Paul in the Clementine Homilies have led

other critics to the startling theory that orthodox

Christians at Rome, in the middle of the second

century, commonly regarded and described St.

Paul as an enemy of the Faith;— a theory which,

if it were established, would be a much stranger

fact than the rejection of the least accredited of

the epistles which bear the Apostle's name. But
perhaps it is more probable that that jealous care,

with which the Church everywhere, in the second

century, had learned to scrutinize all books claim-

ing canonical authority, misled, in this instance,

the churches of North Africa and Eome. For to

them this epistle was an anonymous writing, un-

like an epistle in its opening, unlike a treatise in

its end, differing in its style from every apostolic

epistle, abounding in arguments and appealing to

sentiments which were always foreign to the Gen-
tile, and growing less familiar to the .Jewish mind.

So they went a step beyond the church of Alexan-

dria, which, while doubting the authorship of this

epistle, always acknowledged its authority. The
church of .Jerusalem, as the original receiver of

the epistle, was the depository of that oral testi-

mony on which both its authorship and canonical

authority rested, and was the fountain-head of in-

formation which satisfied the Eastern and Greek

churches. But the church of Jerusalem was early

hidden in exile and obscurity. And Palestine,

after the destruction of Jerusalem, became unknown
Tround to that class of " dwellers in Libya about

Cyrene, and strangers of Rome," who once main-

tained close religious intercourse with it. All these

« The Vatican Codex (B), a. d. 350, bears traces of

an earlier assignment of the fifth place to the Ep. to

the Hebrews. [See Bible, p. 305 i, Amer. ed.]

considerations may help to account for the fact that

the Latin churches hesitated to receive an epistle,

the credentials of which, from peculiar circum-

stances, were originally imperfect, and had become
inaccessible to them when their version of Scrip-

ture was in process of formation, until religious

intercourse betweeen East and \\'est again grew

frequent and intimate in the fourth century.

But such doubts were confined to the Latin

churches from the middle of the second to the

close of the fourth century. All the rest of ortho-

dox Christendom from the beginning was agreed

upon the canonical authority of this epistle. No
Greek or Syriac writer ever expressed a doubt. It

was acknowledged iir various public documents;

received by the framers of the Apostolical Consti-

tutions (about A. ]). 2.50, Bevcndija); quoted in

the epistle of the Synod of Antioch, A. u. 209

;

appealed to by the debaters in the first Council of

Nice; included in that catalogue of canonical books

which was added (perhaps afterwards) to the canons

of the Council of Laodicea, A. I). 305; and sanc-

tioned by the Quinisextine Council at Constanti-

nople, A. D. 692.

Cardinal Cajetan, the opponent of Luther, was

the first to disturb the tradition of a thousand

years, and to deny the authority of this epistle.

Erasmus, Calvin, and Beza questioned only its au-

thorship. The bolder spirit of Luther, unable to

perceive ' its agreement with St. Paul's doctrine,

pronounced it to be the work of some disciple of

the Apostle, who had built not only gold, silver, and

precious stones, but also wood, hay, and stubble

upon his master's foundation. And whereas the

Greek Church in the fourth century gave it some-

times the tenth « place, or at other times, as it now

does, and as the Syrian, lioman, and English

churches do, the fourteenth place among the epis-

tles of St. Paul, Luther, when he printed his ver-

sion of the Bible, separated this book from St.

Paul's epistles, and placed it with the epistles of

St. James and St. Jude, next before the Revela-

tion ; indicating by this change of order his opin-

ion that the four relegated books are of less im-

portance and less authority '' than the rest of the

New Testament. His opinion found some promo-

'

ters ; but it has not been adopted in any confession

of the Lutheran Church.

The canonical authority of the Epistle to the

Hebrews is then secure, so far as it, can be estab-

lished by the tradition of Christian churches. The

doubts which affected it were admitted in remote

places, or in the failure of knowledge, or under the

pressure of times of intellectual excitement; and

they have disappeared before full information and

calm judgment.

II. Who was the author of the Epistle?— This

question is of less practical importance than the

last; for many books are received as canonical,

whilst little or nothing is known of their writers.

In this epistle the superscription, the ordinary

source of information, is wanting. Its omission

has been accounted for, since the days of Clement

of Alexandria {apud Euseb. H. E. vi. 14) and

Chrysostom, by supposing that St. Paul withheld

his name, lest the sight of it should repel any Jew-

ish Christians who might still regard him rather

as an enemy of the law (Acts xxi. 21) than as a

benefactor to their nation (Acts xxiv. 17). And

6 See Bleeli, i. pp. 247 and 447.
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Pantaenus, or some other predecessor of Clement,

adds that St. Paul would not write to the Jews as

an Apostle because he regarded the Lord hiniself

as their Apostle (see the remarkable expression,

Heb. iii. 1, twice quoted by Justin Martyr, Apol.

i. 12, 63).

It was the custom of the earliest fathers to quote

passages of Scripture without naming the writer

or the book which supplied them. But there is no

reason to doubt that at first, everywhere, except in

North Africa, St. I^aul was regarded as the author.

" Among the Greek fathers," says ( jlshauseu ( Ojnts-

cuh, p. 95), no one is named either in Egypt, or

in Syria, Palestine, Asia, or Greece, who is opposed

to the opinion that this epistle proceeds fn^m St.

Paul." The Alexandrian ftithers, whether guided

by tradition or by critical discernment, are the ear-

liest to note the discrepancy of style between this

epistle and the other thirteen. And they received

it in the same sense that the speech in Acts xxii.

1-21 is received as St. Paul's. Clement ascribed

to St. Luke the translation of the epistle into

Greek from a Hebrew original of St. Paul. Ori-

gen, embracing the opinion of those who, he says,

preceded hiui, believed that the thoughts were St.

Paul's, the language and composition St. Luke's

or Clement's of Rome. Tertulliaii, knowing noth-

ing of any connection of St. Paul with the epis-

tle, names Barnabas as the reputed author accord-

ing to the North African tradition, which in the

time of Augustine had taken the less definite shape

of a denial by some that the epistle was St. Paul's,

and in the time of Isidore of Seville appears as a

Latin opinion (founded on the dissonance of style)

that it was written by Barnabas or Clement. At
IJome Clement was silent as to the author of this

as of the other epistles which he quotes ; and the

writers who follow him, down to the middle of the
fourth centui-y, only touch on the point to deny
that the epistle is St. Paul's.

The view of the Alexandrian fathers, a middle
point between the Eastern and Western traditions,

won its way in the Church. It was adopted as the

most proljable opinion by Eusebius; « and its grad-

ual reception may have led to the silent transfer,

which was made about his time, of this epistle

from the tenth place in the Greek Canon to the

fourteenth, at the end of St. Paul's epistles, and
before those of other Apostles. This place it held

everywhere till the time of Luther; as if to indi-

cate the deliberate and final acquiescence of the

universal church in the opinion that it is one of

the works of St. Paul, but not in the same full

sense '' as the other ten [nine] epistles, addressed to

particular churches, are his.

In the last three centuries every word and phrase

in the epistle has been scrutinized witlrthe most
exact care for historical and grammatical evidence

as to the authorship. The conclusions of individ-

ual inquirers are very diverse; l)ut the result has
not been any considerable disturbance of the an
cient tradition.^ No new kind of difficulty has

been discovered: no hypothesis open to fewer ob-

jections than the tradition has been devised. The
laborious work of the Kev. C. Forster

(
Tlie Ajx)s-

toUcal Authoritij vf the A'pislle to the Hebrews),
which is a storehouse of grammatical evidence, ad-

vocates the ojjinion that St. Paul was the author

of the language, as well as the thoughts of the

epistle. Professor Stuart, in the Introduction to

his CommenUiry on the Epistle to the Hebrews.

discusses the internal evidence at great length, and
agrees in opinion with Sir. Forster.'' Dr. C.

Wordsworth, On the Canon of the Scriptures,

a Professor Blunt, On the Right Use of the Early
Fathera, pp. 439-444. gives a compfete view of the evi-

dence of Oiement, Origen, and Eusebius as to the

authorship of the epistfe.

b In this sense may be fairly understood the indi-

rect declaration tliat this epistle is St. Paul's, which
the Church of England puts into the mouth of her
ministers in the Offices for the Visitation of the Sick

and the Solemnization of Matrimony.
c Bis'nop Pearson (De successione prionim Romas

episcoporum, ch. viii. § 8) says that the way in which
Timothy is mentioned (xiii. 23) seems to him a suffi-

cient proof that St. Paul was the author of this epistle.

For another view of this passage see Bleek, i. 273.
(I * It has been asserted by some German critics, as

Scliulz and Seyff.irth, that an unusually large propor-

tion of ttTra^ Aeyoiotera, or peculiar words, is fouud in

the Epistle to the Hebrews as compared with other
epistles of Paul. This is denied by Prof. Stuart, who
institutes an elaborate comparison between this epistle

and the First Epistle to the Corinthians in reference to

this point. (See his Comtn. on Hebreivs, 2d cd., p.

217 ff., 223 ff.) As the result of this examination, he
finds in 1 Cor. 230 words which occur nowhere else

in the writings of Paul ; while in the Epistle to the
Hebrews, according to the reckoning of Seyfiiirth,

there are only 118 words of this class. Taking into

account the comparative length of the two epistles,

the number of peculiar words in the Epistle to the He-
brews .as compared with that in 1 Cor. is, according to

Prof. Stuart, in the proportion of 1 to 1,1. Hence he
argues, that "if the number of Una.^ Aeyofiera in our
epistle proves that it was not from the hand of Paul,

it must be more abundantly evident that Paul cannot
have been the author of the First Epistle to the Cor-
inthians."

The facts in the case, however, are very different

65

from what Prof. Stuart supposes. In the first place,

20 of his aTTof Aeyd/iieva in 1st Corinthians are found
in the Epistle to the Hebrews, which, to make the
comparison tolerably fair, should be assumed as Pau-
line ; 5 others are found only in quotations ; and 13
more do not properly belong in the list, while 25 should
be added to it. Correcting these errors, we find the

number of peculiar words in 1 Cor. to be about 217.

On the other hand, the number of a;raj Keyo^eva in

the Epistle to the Hebrews, not reckoning, of course,

those in quotations from the Old Testament, instead

of being only 118, as Prof. Stuart assumes, is about
300. (The pi'ecise numbers vary a little according to

the text of the Greek Testament adopted as the basis

of comparison.) Leaving out of account quotations

from the Old Testament, the number of lines in the

1st Epistle to the Corinthians, in Knapp's edition of

the Greek Testament, is 922
;

in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, 640. We have then the proportion — 640:
922 : : 300 : 432 ; showing that if the number of pecu-

liar words was as great in 1 Corinthians in proportion

to its length as in the Epistlo to the Hebrews, we
should find there 432 instead of about 217. In other

words, the number of cijraf Aeyo/aeva in Hebrews
exceeds that in 1 Corinthians in nearly the propor-

tion of 2 to 1. No judicious critic would rest an ar-

gument in such a case on the mere number of pecu-

liar words ; but if this matter is to be discussed at .all,

it is desirable that the facts should be correctly pre-

sented. There is much that is erroneous or fallacious

in Professor Stuart's other remarks on the internal evi-

dence. The work of Mr. Forster in relation to this

subject (mentioned above), displays the same intellect-

ual characteristics as his treatise on the Himyaritic

Inscriptions, his One Primei-al Lntigua^e,a,ud his New
Plea for the Aidhenticity of the Text of the Three Heaa-

enly Witnesses {\ John v. 7), recently published A.
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Lect. ix., leans to the same conclusion. Dr. S.

Davidson, in his Jntroduction to the New Testa-

ment, gives a very careful and minute summary of

the arguments of all the principal modern critics

who reason upon the internal evidence, and con-

cludes, in substantial agreement with tlie Alexan-

drian tradition, that St. Paul was the author of the

epistle, and that, as regards its phraseology and style,

St. Luke cooperated with him m making it what it

now appears. The tendency of opinion in Ger-

many has been to ascribe the epistle to some other

author than St. Paul. Luther's conjecture, that

ApoUos was the author, has been widely adopted

by Le Clerc, Bleek, De Wette, Tholuck, Bunsen,

and others." [Apollos, Amer. ed.] Barnabas

has been named by Wieseler, Thiersch, and others,''

Luke by Grotius, SUas by others. Neander attri-

butes it to some apostolic man of the Pauline

school, whose training and metliod of stating doc-

trinal trufli differed from St. Paul's. The distin-

guished name of H. Ewald has been given recently

to the hypothesis (partly anticipated by Wetstein),

that it was written neither by St. Paul, nor to the

Hebrews, but by some Jewish teacher residing at

Jerusalem to a church in some important Italian

town, which is supposed to have sent a deputation

to Palestine. JMost of these guesses are quite des-

titute of historical evidence, and require the sup-

port of imaginary facts to place them on a seeming

equality with the traditionary account. They can-

not be said to rise out of the region of possibility

into that of probability; but they are such as any

man of leisure and learning might multiply till

they include every name in the limited list that we
possess of St. Paul's contemporaries.

The tradition of the Alexandrian fiithers is not

without some diflBculties. It is truly said that the

style of reasoning is different from that which St.

Paul uses in his acknowledged epistles. But it

may be replied, — Is the adoption of a different

style of reasoning inconsistent with the versatility

of that mind which could express itself in writings

so diverse as the Pastoral Epistles and the preced-

ing nine ? or in speeches so diverse as those which
are severally addressed to pagans at Athens and
lycaonia, to Jews at Pisidian Antioch, to Christian

elders at Aliletus? Is not such diversity just what
might be expected from the man who in Syrian

Antioch resisted circumcision and St. Peter, but in

Jerusalem kept the Nazarite vow, and made con-

cessions to Ilelirew Christians; who professed to

become "aU things to all men" (1 Cor. ix. 22);

whose education qualified him to express his

tluughts in the idiom of either Syria or Greece,

and to vindicate to Christianity whatever of eter-

pal truth was known in the world, whether it had
become current in Alexandrian philosophy, or in

Rabbinical tradition ?

If it be asked to what extent, and by whom was
St. Paul assisted in the composition of this epistle.

a Among these must now be placed Dean Alford,

who in the fourth volume of his Greek Testament (pub-

lished since the above article was in type), discusses

the question with great care and candor, and concludes

that the epistle was written by Apollos to the Romans,
»bout A. D. 69, from Ephesus.

6 Among these are some, who, unlike Origen, deny
that Barnabas is the author of the epistle which bears

his name. If it be granted that we have no specimen

of his style, the hypothesis which connects him with

the Epistle to the Hebrews becomes less improbable.

Many circumstances show that he possessed some qual-

the reply must be in the words of Origen, " Who
wrote [?'. e. as in Kom. xvi. 22, wrote from the au-

thor's dictation'"] this ei)istle, only God knows."
The style is not quite like that of Clement of

Rome. Both style and sentiment are quite unlike

those of the author of the Epistle of Barnabas.

Of the three apostolic men named by African

fathers, St. Luke is the most likely to have shared in

the composition of this epistle. The similarity in

phraseology which exists between the acknowledged

writings of St. Luke-and this epistle; his constant

companionship with St. Paul, and his habit of lis-

tening to and recording the Apostle's arguments,

form a strong presumption in his favor.

But if St. Luke were joint-author with St. Paul,

what share in the composition is to be assigned to

him 'i This question has been asked by those who
regard joint-authorship as an impossibility, and
ascribe the epistle to some other writer than St.

Paul. Perhaps it is not easy, certainly it is not

necessary, to find an answer which would ssitisfy or

silence persons who pursue an historical inquiry

into the region of conjecture. Who shall define

the exact responsibility of Timothy or Silvanus, or

Sosthenes in those seven epistles which St. Paul
inscribes with some of their names conjointly with

his own? To what extent does St. Mark's lan-

guage clothe the inspired recollections of St. Peter,

which, according to ancient tradition, are recorded

in the second Gospel ? Or, to take the acknowl-

edged writings of St. Luke himself, ^what is the

share of the " eye-witnesses and ministei's of the

word " (Luke i. 2), or what is the share of St. Paul

himself in that Gospel, which some persons, not

without countenance from tradition, conjecture that

St. Luke wrote under his master's eye, in the prison

at Csesarea ; or who shall assign to the follower and
the master their portions respectively in those seven

characteristic speeches at Antioch, Lystra, Athens,

^Miletus, Jerusalem, and Csesarea? If St. Luke
wrote down St. Paul's Gospel, and condensed his

missionary speeches, may he not have taken after-

wards a more important share in the composition

of this epistle ?

III. To w/iom locis the Epistle sent ?— This ques-

tion was agitated as early as the time of Chrysos-

tom, who replies— to the Jews in Jerusalem and
Palestine. The ancient tradition preserved by
Clement of Alexandria, that it was originally writ-

ten in Helirew by St. Paul, points to the same
quarter. The unfaltering tenacity with which the

Eastern Church from the beginning maintained the

authority of this epistle leads to the inference that

it was sent thither with sufficient credentials in the

first instance. Like the First Epistle of St. John
it has no inscription embodied in its text, and yet

it differs from a treatise by containing several direct

personal appeals, and from a homily, by closing

with messages and salutations. Its present title,

which, though ancient, cannot be proved to have

ifications for writing such an epistle ; such as his Le-

vitical descent, his priestly education, his reputation

at Jerusalem, his acquaiutauce with Gentile churchea,

his company with St. Paul, the tradition of TertuUian,

etc.

c Llinemann, followed by Dean Alford, argues that

Origen must have meant here, as he confessedly does

a few lines further on, to indicate an author, not a

scribe, by 6 ypai/'as ; but he acknowledges that Olshau-

sen, Stenglein, and Delitzsch, do not allow the neces-

sity
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been inscribed by the WTiter of the epistle, might

have been given to it, in accordance witli the use

of the term Hebrews in the N. T., if it had been

addressed either to Jews who Hved at Jerusalem,

and spoke Aramaic (Acts vi. 1), or to the descend-

ants of Abraham generally (2 Cor. xi. 22; Phil,

iii. 5).

But the argument of the epistle is such as could

be used with most effect to a church consisting

exclusively of Jews by birth, personally fiimiliar

with," and attached to, the Temple-service. And
such a connnunity (as Bleek. Nebraer, i. 31, argues)

could be found only in Jerusalem and its neighbor-

hood. And if the church at Jerusalem retained its

former distinction of including a great company of

priests (Acts vi. 7)— a class professionally familiar

with the songs of the Temple, accustomed to dis-

cuss the interpretation of Scripture, and acquainted

with the prevailing Alexandrian philosophy — such

a church would be peculiarly fit to appreciate this

epistle. For it takes from the Book of Psalms the

remarkable proportion of sixteen out of thirty-two

quotations from the 0. T., which it contains. It

relies so much on deductions from Scripture that

this circumstance has been pointed out as incon-

sistent witli the tone of independent apostolic au-

thority, which characterizes the undoubted epistles

of St. Paul. And so frequent is the use of Alex-

andrian philosophy and exegesis that it has sug-

gested to some critics Apollos as the writer, to

others the Alexandrian church as the primary re-

cipient of the epistle.'' If certain members of the

church at Jerusalem possessed goods (lleb. x. 34:),

and the means of ministering to distress (vi. 10),

this fact is not irreconcilable, as has been sup-

posed, with the deep poverty of other inhabitants

of Jerusalem (Rom. xv. 26, &c.); but it agrees

exactly with the condition of that church thirty

years previously (Acts ii. 45, and iv. 34), and with

the historical estimate of the material prosperity

of the Jews at this time (Merivale, History of the

Romans under the Empire, vi. 531, ch. lix.). If

St. Paul quotes to Hebrews the LXX. without cor-

recting it where it differs from the Hebrew, this

agrees with his practice in other epistles, and with

the fact that, as elsewhere so in Jerusalem, Hebrew
was a dead language, acquired only with much pains

by the learned. The Scriptures were popularly

known in Aramaic or Greek : quotations were made
from memory, and verified by memory. Probably

Prof. Jowett is correct in his inference (1st edit. i.

301), that St. Paul did not famiUnrUj know the

Hebrew original, while he possessed a minute knowl-

edge of the LXX.
Ebrard limits the primary circle of readers even

to a section of the church at Jerusalem. Consid-

ering such passages as v. 12, vi. 10, x. 32, as prob-

ably inapplicable to the whole of that church, he

conjectures that St. Paul wrote to some neophytes

whose conversion, though not mentioned in the

Acts, may have been partly due to the Apostle's

a For an explanation of the alleged ignorance of the

author of Heb. ix. as to the furniture of the Temple,

see EbrarJ's Cormnentari/ on the passage, or Professor

Stii-art's Excxrsiis, xvi. and xvil.

b The influence of the Alexandrian school did not

begin with Philo, and was not confined to Alexandria.

[Alexandria-] The means and the evidence of its

progress may be traced in the writings of the son of

Sirach (Maurice's Moral and Mftaphi/siral Philosophy,

i. § 8, p. 234), the author of the Book of Wisdom
(Ewald, Geschichte, iv. 548), Aristobulus, Ezekiel, Philo,

influence in the time of his last recorded sojourn in

Jerusalem (Acts xxi. 22).

Some critics have maintained that this epistle

was addressed directly to Jewisli believers every-

where ; others have restricted it to those who dwelt

in Asia and Greece. Almost every city in which

St. Paul labored has been selected by some critic

as the place to which it was originally sent. Not
only Rome and Cfesarea, where St. Paul was long

imprisoned, but, amid the profound silence of its

early Fathers, Alexandria also, which he never saw,

have each found their advocates. And one con-

jecture connects this epistle specially with the

(ientile Christians of Ephesus. These guesses agree

in being entirely unsupported by historical evidence

;

and each of them has some special plausibility com-
bined with difficulties peculiar to itself.

IV. Where and when was it written 1— Eastern

traditions of tlie fourth century, in connection with

the opinion that St. Paul is the writer, name Italy

and Rome, or Athens, as the place from whence
the epistle was written. Either place would agree

with, perhaps was suggested by, the mention of

Timothy in the last chapter. An inference in favor

of Rome may be drawn from the Apostle's long

captivity there in company with Timothy and Luke.

Cajsarea is open to a similar inference; and it has

been conjecturaUy named as the place of the com-

position of the Epp. to the Colossians, Ephesians,

and Philippians: but it is not supported by any

tradition. From the expression " they of (awj)

Italy," xiii. 24, it has been inferred that tlie writer

could not have been in Italy; but Winer {Gram-
matik, § G6, 6), denies that the preposition neces-

sarily has that force.

The epistle was evidently written before the

destruction of Jerusalem in A. d. 70. The whole

argument, and specially the passages viii. 4 and ft'.,

ix. 6 and ff'. (where the present tenses of the Greek
are unaccountably changed into past in the English

version), and xiii. 10 and ff". imply that the Temple
was standing, and that its usual course of Divine

service was carried on without interruption. A
Christian reader, keenly watching in the doomed «

city for the fulfillment of his Lord's prediction,

would at once understand the ominous references

to " that which beareth thorns and briers, and is

rejected, and is nigh unto cursing, whose end is to

be bmned;" "that which decayeth and waxeth

old, and is ready to vanish away; " and the coming
of the expected " Day," and the removing of those

things that are shaken, vi. 8, viii. 13, x. 25, 37, xii.

27. But these forebodings .seem less distinct and

circumstantial than they might have been if uttered

immeiliately before the catastrophe. The references

to former teachers xiii. 7, and earlier instruction v.

12, and x. 32, might suit any time after the first

years of the church; but it would be interesting to

comiect the first reference with the martyrdom ''

of St. James at the Passover A. D. 62. IModern

criticism has not destroyed, though it has weakened,

and Theodotus (Ewald, iv. 297) ; in the phra.seology

of St. John (Prof. Jowett, On the Tlifsmlonians, etc

lat edit. i. 408), and the arguments of St. Paul ((*"'

p. 3G1) ; in the establishment of an .Vlexaudrian syn

agogue at Jerusalem (Acts vi. 9), and the existence of

schools of scriptural interpretation there (Ewald, Ge-

schichte, v. 63, and vi. 231).

c See Josephus, B. J. vi. 5, § 3.

d See Josephus, Ant. xx. 9, § 1 ; Euseb. H. E. U
23

; and Rocogn. Clement. 1. 70, up. Coteler. i. 509.
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the connection of this epistle with St. Paul's

Konian captivity (a. d. 61-G3) by substituting the

reading to?s Seafxiois, " the prisoners," for tojj

Sea/j.o'i? fiov (A. V. "me in my bonds)," x. 34;

by proposing to interpret airoX^Kvfxfvov, xiii. 23, as

"sent away," rather than "set at liberty;" and

bv urging that the condition of the writer, as por-

trayed in xiii. 18, 19, 23, is not necessarily that

of a prisoner, and that there may possibly be no

allusion to it in xiii. 3. On the whole, the date

which best agrees with the traditionary account of

the authorship and destination of the epistle is

A. D. G3, about the end of St. I'aul's imprisonment

at Rome, or a year after Albinns succeeded Festus

as procurator.

V. In ichat Imujiinge was it m-iiten 1— Like

St. Jlatthew's Gospel, the Epistle to the Hebrews

has afforded ground for much unimportant contro-

versy respecting the language in which it was

originally written. The earliest statement is that

of Clement of Alexandria (preserved in Euseb. //.

E. vi. 14), fo the effect that it was written by St.

Paul in Hebrew, and translated by St. Luke into

Greek; and hence, as Clement observes, arises the

identity of the style of the epistle and that of the

Acts. This statement is repeated, after a long

interval, by Eusebius, Theodoret, Jerome, and sev-

eral later fathers: but it is not noticed by the

majority. Nothing is said to lead us to regard it

as a tradition, rather than a conjecture suggested

by the style of the epistle. No person is said to

have used or seen a Hebrew original. The Aramaic

copy, included in the Peshito, has never been re-

garded otherwise than as a translation. Among
the few modern supporters of an Aramaic original

the most distinguished are Joseph Hallet, an Eng-
lish writer in 1727 (whose able essay is most easily

accessible in a Latin translation in Wolfs Vurai

PhiMogicK, iv. 806-837), and J. D. Michaelis,

Erklar. des Briefes cm die Htbicier. Bleek (i.

6-23), argues in support of a Greek original, on

the grounds of (1) the purity and easy flow of the

Greek; (2) the use of Greek words which could

not be adequately expressed in Hebrew without

long periphrase
; (3) the use of paronomasia —

under which head he disallows the inference against

an Aramaic original which has been drawni from

the double sense given to SiadriKr], ix. 15; and

(4) the use of the Septuagint in quotations and
references which do not correspond with the He-
brew text.

VL Condition of the Hebrews, and scope oj' the

Epistle. — The numerous Christian churches scat-

tered throughout Judsea (Acts ix. 31; Gal. i. 22)

were continually exposed to persecution from the

Jews (1 Thess. ii. 14), which would become more
searching and extensive as churches multiplied, and
as the growing turbulence of the nation ripened

into the insurrection of a. d. 66. Personal violence,

spoliation of property, exclusion from the synagogue,

and domestic strife were the universal forms of per-

secution. But in Jerusalem there was one addi-

tional weapon in the hands of the predominant

oppressors of the Christians. Their magnificent

national Temple, hallowed to every Jew by ancient

historical and by gentler personal recollections, with

its irresistible attractions, its soothing strains, and

mysterious ceremonies, might be shut against the

a See the ingenious, but perhaps overstrained, in-

terpretation of Ileb. xi. in Thiersch's Commentatio
Historica de Epistola ad Hebrceos.

Hebrew Christian. And even if, amid the fierce

factions and frequent oscillations of autliority in

Jerusalem, this afHiction were not often laid upon
him, yet there was a secret burden which every

Hebrew Christian bore within him— the knowledge
that the end of all the beauty and awfulness of

Zion was rapidly approaching. Paralyzed, perhaps,

by this consciousness, and enfeebled by their attach-

ment to a lower form of Christianity, they became
stationary in knowledge, weak in faith, void of

energy, and even in danger of apostasy from Christ.

For, as afflictions multiplied round them, and made
them feel more keenly their dependence on God,
and their need of near and frequent and associated

approach to Him, they seemed, in consequence of

their Christianity, to be receding from the God of

their fathers, and losing that means of communion
with Flim which they used to enjoy. Angels, Jloses,

and the High-priest— their intercessors in heaven,

in the grave, and on earth — became of less im-
portance in the creed of the Jewish Christian ; their

glory waned as he grew in Christian experience.

Already he felt that the Lord's day was superseding

the Sabbath, the New Covenant the Old. What
could take the place of the Temple, and that which
was behind the veil, and the Levitical sacrifices,

and the Holy City, when they should cease to exist '?

What compensation could Christianity offer him
for the loss which was pressing " the Hebrew
Christian more and more.

James, the bishop of Jerusalem, had just left his

place vacant by a martyr's death. Neither to

Cephas at Babylon, nor to John at Ephesus, the

third pillar of the Apostolic Church, was it given

to understand all the greatness of his want, and to

speak to him the word in season. But there came
to him from Rome the voice of one who had lieen

the foremost in sounding the depth and lireadth of

that love of (Jhrist which was all but incompre-

hensible to the Jew, one who feeling more than any
other Apostle the weight of the care of all the

churches, yet clung to his own people with a love

ever ready to break out in impassioned words, and
unsought and ill-requited deeds of kindness. He
whom Jerusalem had sent away in chains to Rome
again lifted up his voice in the hallowed city among
his coimtrymen ; but with words and arguments

suited to their capacity, with a strange, borrowed

accent, and a tone in which reigned no apostolic

authority, and a face veiled in very love from way-

ward children who might refuse to hear divine and

saving truth, when it fell from the lips of Paul.

He meets the Hebrew Christians on their own
ground. His answer is— " Your new faith gives

you Christ, and, in Christ, all you seek, all your

fathers sought. In Christ the Son of God you

have an all-sufficient Mediator, nearer than angels

to the Father, eminent above jNIoses as a lieiiefactor,

more sympathizing and more prevailing tlian the

high-priest as an intercessor: His sabbath awaits

you in heaven; to His covenant the old was in-

tended to be subservient; His atonement is the

eternal reality '' of which sacrifices are liut the

passing shadow; His city heavenly, not made with

hands. Having Him, believe in Him with all your

heart, with a faith in the unseen future, strong as

that of the saints of old, patient under present, and

prepared for coming woe, full of energy, and hope,

and hohness, and love."

Such was the teaching of the Epistle to the He-

b See Bishop Butler's Analogy, ii. 5, § 6.
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brews. We do not possess the means of tracing

out step by step its effect upon them ; but we know
that the result at which it aimed was achieved.

The church at Jerusalem did not apostatize. It

migrated to Pella (Eusebius, //. K- iii. 5); and

there, no longer dwindled under the cold shadow

of overhanging Judaism, it followed the Hebrew

Christians of the Dispei-sion in gradually entering

on the possession of the fuU hberty which the law

of Christ allows to all.

And this great epistle remains to after times, a

keystone binding together that succession of inspired

men which spans o\er the ages between j\Ioses and

St. John. It teaches the Christian student the sub-

stantial identity of the revelation of God, whether

given through the Prophets, or through the Son;

for it shows that God's purposes are unchangeable,

however diversely in different ages they have been

" reflected in broken and fitful rays, glancing back

from the troubled waters of the human soul." It

is a source of inexhaustible comfort to every Chris-

tian sufferer in inward perplexity, or amid " re-

proaches and afflictions." It is a pattern to every

Christian teacher of the method in which larger

views should be imparted, gently, re\erently, and

seasonably, to feeble spirits prone to cling to ancient

forms, and to rest in accustomed feelings.

VII. Literature connected imth the Kpistle. —
In addition to the books already referred to, four

commentaries may be selected as the best repre-

sentatives of distinct lines of thought; — those of

Chrysostom, Calvin, Estius, and Bleek. Liineniann

(18.55 [3d ed. 1867]), and Delitzsch (1858) have

recently added valuable commentaries to those

already in existence.

The conmientaries accessible to the English

reader are those of Professor Stuart (of Andover,

U. S. [2d ed., 18:33, abridged by Prof. R. D. C.

Robbins, Andover, 1860] ), and of Ebrard, trans-

lated by the Rev. J. Pulton [in vol. vi. of CUshausen's

Bibl. Comm., Amer. ed.]. Dr. Owen's Exercitn-

tiuns on the Hebrews are not chiefly valuable as an

attempt at exegesis. The Paraphrase and Notes

of Peirce [2d ed. Lond. 1734] are praised by Dr.

Doddridge. Among the well-known collections of

English notes on the Greek text or English version

of the N. T., those of Hammond, Fell, Whitby,
Macknight, Wordsworth, and Alford may be par-

ticularly mentioned. In Prof. Stanley's Sermons
and Essays on the Apostolical Ar/e there is a

thoughtful and eloquent sermon on this epistle;

and it is the sulyect of three '\\^'irburtonian Lec-

tures, by the Rev. F. D. Maurice [Lond. 1846].

A tolerably complete list of commentaries on

this epistle may be found in Bleek, vol. ii. pp. 10-

16, and a comprehensive but shorter list at the end

of Ebrard's Commentary. W. T. B.

* The opinion that the Epistle to the Hebrews
was not written by Paul has found favor with many
besides those whose names have been mentioned.

Among these are UUmann (Stiul. u. Krit. 1828, p.

388 ft'.), Schott {Isaf/o>/e, 1830, §§ 79-87). Schleier-

niacher (L'inl. ins N. T. p. 439), Lechler {Das Apost.

Zeitttlt. p. 159 f.), AA'ieseler (Chron. d. Apost.

Zeitnlt. p. 504 f.), and in a separate treatise {Un-
tersuchung iiber den IIebraerbrief\ Kiel, 1861),

Twesten (Bor/malik; 4te Aufl., i. 95, and in Piper's

Evanijel. Kalendtr for 1856, p. 43 f.), Kcistlin (in

Baur and Zeller's Theol. Jahrb. 1854, p. 425 f.),

Credner (Gesch. dcs Neutest. Kanon, edited by
Volkmar, p. 161), Schraid (Bibl. Theol. des JV. f.

§ 72), Reuss {Gesch. des N. T. 4te Ausg.), Weiss

(Stud. u. Krit. 1859, p. 142), Schneckenburger

{Beitriige, and in the Stud. u. Krit. 1859, p. 283 f.),

Hase {Kirchenyesch. 7te Aufl. § 39, p. 686 of th"

Amer. trans.), Lange {Das Apost. Zeitalter, L

185 f.), Ritschl {Stall, u. Krit. 1866, p. 89),

Liineniann {Handb. p. 1 f., 3te Aufl. 1867, 13th

pt. of Meyer's Komni. iib. d. N. T.), \'on Gerlach

{Das N. T. etc., Einl. p. xx.\iv. ), Messner {Die

Lehre-der Aposlel, p. 293 ft".), Riehni {Lehrbet/r.

des Hebrder-Br., neue Ausg. 1867), Moll (in

Lange's Bidelwerk), Holtzmann (in Bunsen's Bibel-

tcerk; viii. 512 fF. ), the Roman Catholics Feihnoser

{Einl. ins N. T. p. 359), Lutterbeck {Neutest.

Lehrbegr. ii. 245), Maier {Comm. iib. d. Brief an

die Hebrder, 1861), and among wiiters in English,

Norton (in the Christian Exam. 1827 to 1829),

Palfrey {Relation between Jiulaism and Christianity.^

pp. 311-331), Tregelles (in Home's Introduction.,

10th ed., iv. 585), Schaft' {Apostolic Church, p. 641

f.), Conybeare and Howson, Life and Epp. of St.

Paul, new ed. chap, xxviii.), Westcott {Canon of
N. T. 2d ed. p. 314), and others. Injustice to this

opinion, the chief arguments urged in its support

may be more particularly stated. Tho.se furnished

by the epistle itself may be classified according to

their general nature as formal, doctrinal, jjersonal

:

I. To the first class belong, (1.) The absence of a
salutation, and in general the treatise-like charac-

ter of the epistle. The explanation of Panta?nus (
'?)

is inadequate, for Paul might have sent a salutation

without styling himself "aj».stle" (cf. Epp. to

Phil. Thess. Philem.); the supposition of Clement

of Alexandria attributes to the Apostle a procedure

which, even if quite worthy of him, was hardly

practicable, certainly hazardous, and plainly at

variance with the indications that the author was

known to his readers (cf. xiii. 18, 19, 22 f.); the

assumption that Paul in this epistle abandoned his

ordinary manner of composition for some unknown
reason, admits the facts, but adopts what, in view

of the thirteen extant specimens of his epistolary

ftyle, is the less probable explanation of them. (2.)

The peculiarities relative to the eniphiynunt if the

0. T. Paid quotes the 0. T. freely, in the epistle

it is quoted with punctilious accuracy; Paul very

often gives evidence of having the Hebrew in mind,

the epistle almost (if not quite.) unilbrmly repro-

duces the LXX. version, and that, too, in a Ibrm of

the text (Cod. Alex.) differing generally from the

LXX. text employed by the Apostle (Cod. \'at.);

Paul commonly introduces his quotations as " Scrip-

ture," often gives the name of the human author,

but in the epistle the quotations, with but a single

exception (ii. 6), are attributed more or less directly

to God. (3.) The characteristics of expression.

(a.) The epistle is destitute of many of Paul's

favorite expressions— expressions which, lieing of a

general nature and pertinent in any epistle, betray

the Apostle's habits of thought. For instance, the

phrase h Xpurrw, which occurs 78 times in the

acknowledged epistles of Paul (being found in all

except the short Epistle to Titus), does not occur

in the Epistle to the Hebrews, although this eiiistle,

quotations excluded, is rather more than one

seventh as long as the aggregate length of the

other thirteen; the phrase 6 Kvpios 'ItjctoOs Xpt(rT6s

(variously modified as respects arrangement and

pronouns), which occm-s in every one of Paul's

epistles, and more than 80 times in all, is not to

be found in the Epistle to the Hebrews; the word

€vayy4Ktov, though used 60 times by Paul, and

in all his epistles except that to Titus, is not me'.
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with in this epistle; the term TraT-np, apphed to

God 36 times by Paul (exclusive of C instances in

which God is called the Father of Christ), and

occurring in every one of his epistles, is so used

but once in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and then

by way of antithesis (Heb. xii. 9). (b.) It sub-

stitutes certain synonymous words and constructions

in place of those usual with Paul: ex. gr. fjna--

Ba-jroSocria for the simple /xiffOos employed by Paul

;

/jLiToxov eJuai, etc., instead of Paul's koivoivov

etc. •, the intransitive use of KaOi^w in the phrase

KadlCoo eV Se^id rod fleoO, where Paul uses the verb

transitively; the expression SiairafTos, eis Th Tcav-

Te\4s, els rh SiriveKes instead of Paul's iravTOTe.

(c.) It exhibits noticeable peculiarities of expres-

sion: the phra.se els rb SiriviKes belongs to this

class also ; other specimens are the use of ocrov . . .

Kara, roaovro or outoi, rocrovrcii . . . oVoi, or

3(7ai alone, and of Trapd and vwep in expressing

comparison; conneeti\es, like idvTrep (three times),

bOev (six times), which are never used by Paul,

(d.) And in general its language and style dift'er

from Paul's — its language, in being less He-
braistic, more literary, more idiomatic in construc-

tion; its style, in being less impa.ssioned, more
regular, more rhythmical and euplionious. These

differences have been generally conceded from the

first, and by such judges as Clement of Alexandria

and Origen, to whom Greek was vernacular. They
are not satisfactorily accounted for by supposing a

considerable interval of time to ha\e elapsed be-

tween the composition of the other epistles and
this— for so far as we are acquainted with the

Apostle's history we can find no room for such an

interval, and his style as exhibited in the other

epistles shows no tendency towards the required

transformation; nor by assuming that Paul elabo-

rated his style because writing to Jews— for the

Jews were not accustomed to finished Greek, and
he who ' to the Jews became as a Jew ' did not

trouble himself to polish his style on occasions

when such labor might have been appreciated (cf.

2 Cor. xi. 6); nor by attributing the Mterary

elegance of the epistle to its amanuensis— for the

other epistles were dictated to different persons,

yet exhibit evident marks of a common author.

II. The doctrinal indications at variance with the

theory of its PauHne authorship do not amount to

a confhct in any particular with the presentations of

truth made by the Apostle ; nor are its divergencies

from the Pauline type of doctrine so marked as

those of James and John. Still, it has peculiarities

which are distinctive : Paul delights to present the

Gospel as justification before God though faith in

the (.'rucified One ; in the Epistle to the Hebrews, on
the other hand, it is represented as consunmiated

Judaism. In accordance with this fundamental

difference, the epistle defines and illustrates faith

in a generic sense, as trust in God's assurances and
as antithetic to sight; whereas with Paul faith is

specific— a siimer's trust in Christ— and antithetic

(generally) to works: it sets forth the eternal high-

priesthood of the Messiah, while Paul dwells upon
Christ's triumphant resurrection : in it the seed of

Abraham are beheving Jews, while Paul everywhere

makes Gentiles joint-heirs with Jews of the grace

of life: it is conspicuous, too, among the N. T.

writings for its spiritualizing, at times half-mystical,

mode of interpreting the O. T. Further, these

different presentations of the Christian doctrine are

in general made to rest, upon different grounds:

Paul speaks as the messenger of God, often referring.

indeed, to the O. T., but still oftener quietly assnm>
ing plenary authority to declare truth not revealed

to holy men of old ; but the writer to the Hebrews
rests his teaching upon Biblical statements almost
exclusively.

III. Among the matters personal which seem to

conflict with the opinion that the epistle is Paul's,

are enumerated, (1.) The circumstance that it is

addressed to Jewish readers: if Paul wrote it, he
departed, in doing so, from his ordinary province

of labor (cf. Gal. ii. 9; Kom. xv. 20). (2.) The
omission of any justification of his apostolic course

relative to Judaism; and, assuming the epistle to

have been destined for believers at Jerusalem, his

use of language implying affectionate intimacy with
them (xiii. 19, etc.; cf. Acts xxi. 17 f.). (3.) The
cool, historic style in which reference is made to

the early persecutions and martyrdoms of the church

at Jerusalem (xiii. 7, xii. 4). In these Paul had
been a prominent actor; and such passages as 1

Cor. XV. 9; 1 Tim. i. 12 f., show how Jte was ac-

customed to allude to them, even in writing to

third parties. (4.) The intimation (ii. 3) that the

writer, like his readers, received the Gospel indirectly,

through those who had been the personal disciples

of Christ. Paul, on the contrary, uniformly insists

that he did not receive the Gospel through any
human channel, but liy direct revelation ; and he ac-

cordingly claims coequality with the other Apostles

(Gal. i.'l, 11, 12, 15, 16; ii. G; 1 Cor. ix. 1; xi.

23; Eph. iii. 2, 3; 2 Cor. xi. 5). The reply, that

the writer here uses the plural communicatively and,

strictly speaking, does not mean to include himself,

is unsatisfactory. For he does not quietly drop a

distinction out of sight; he expressly designates

three separate classes, namely, "the Lord," "them
that heard," and "we," and, in the face of this

exphcit distinction, includes himself ui the third

class— this he does, although his argument would

have been strengthened had he been able (like Paul)

to appeal to a direct revelation from heaven.

These internal arguments are not offset by the

evidence from tradition. Eespecting that evidence,

statements like Olshausen's give an impression not

altogether correct. For, not to mention that Euse-

bius, although often citing the epistle as Paul's,

elsewhere admits (as Origen had virtually done
before him, Euseb. //. -t'. vi. 25) that its apostolic

origin was not wholly unquestioned by the oriental

churches (//. £. iii. 3), and in another passage

(//. is. vi. 13) even classes it himself among the

aniikf/omena, it is noticeable that the Alexandrian

testimony from the very first gives evidence that

the epistle was felt to possess characteristics at

variance with PauMne authorship. The statement

of Clement that the epistle was translated from the

Hebrew, is now almost unanimously regarded as

incorrect ; how then can we be assured of the truth

of the accompanying assertion— or rather, the other

half of the same statement— that it was written

by Paul'? Further, in the conflict of testimony

between the F2ast and the NA'est, it is not altogether

clear that the probabilities favor the I'2ast. Half a
century before we find the epistle mentioned in the

East, and hardly thirty years after it was written, it

was known and prized at Pome by a man anciently

believed to have been a fellow-laborer with the

Apostle. It seems hardly possible that, had Paul

been its author, Clement should have been ignorant

of the fact; or that, the fact once known, knowl-

edge of it should have died out while the epistle

itself survived. And yet in all parts of the West—
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in Gaul, Italy, Africa — the epistle was regarded

as un-Pauline.

The theory that Paul was mediately or indirectly

the author, has been adopted by Hug {Einl. ii.

422 f.), Ebrard (in Olshausen's Com. on N. T., vi.

620, Kendrick's ed.), Guericke {Uesammiijesch. des

N. T. p. 419 f.), Davidson (Introduction to the

N. T. iii, 256 f.), Delitzsch (in Kudelbach and

Guericke's Zeilschr. for 1849, trans, in the Evani/el.

Rev. Mercersburg, Oct. 1850, p. 184 ft'., and in

his Com. p. 707), Bloomfield {Gr. I'est., 9th ed.,

ii. 574 fF.), Roberts (Discugsions on the Gospels, pt.

i. chap, vi.), and others, who thuik Luke to have

given the epistle its present form ; by Thiersch (in

the Progr. named above, and in Die Kirclie im

Apost. Zeit-dt. p. 197 f.), Conybeare (as above), and

others, who make Barnabas chiefly responsible for

its style; by Olshausen (Ojnisc. p. 118 ft".), who
supposes that sundry presbyters were concerned in

its origin; and by many who regard the Apostle's

assistant as unknown. Now respecting the theory

of mediate authorship it may be remarked : If Paul

dictated the epistle, and Luke or some other scribe

merely penned it, Paul remains its sole author;

this was his usual mode of composing; this mode
of composition does not occasion any perceptible

diversity in his style; hence, this form of the

hypothesis is useless as an explanation of the

epistle's peculiarities. Again, if the epistle is

assumed to be the joint production of Paul and some
friend or friends, the assumption is unnatural, with-

out evidence, without unequivocal analogy in the

origin of any other inspired epistle, and insufticient

to remove the difficulties in the case. Once mote,

if we suppose the ideas to be in the main Paul's,

but their present form to be due to some one else,

then Paul, not having participated actively in the

work of composmg the epistle, cannot according to

the ordinary use of language be called its author.

Whatever be the capacity in which Paul associates

Timothy, Silvaiuis, and Sosthenes with himseU' in

the salutation prefixed to some of his epistles,— and

it is noteworthy that he does not on this account

hesitate to continue in the 1st pers. suig. (see Phil.

i. 3), or to use the 3d pers. of his associate at the

very next mention of him (ii. 19), — the assumption

of some similar associate in composing the Epistle

to the Hebrews, even if it had historic warrant,

would not answer the purpose designed. For the

style of the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians, in which

Sosthenes is conjoined with Paul, bears the Apostle's

impress as unmistakably as does the style of the

2d Epistle to the Corinthians, where Timothy writes

in the salutation. And in both, the individuality

of the Apostle is as sharply defined as it is in the

Epistle to the Romans. (The philological evidence

thought by Delitzsch to show Luke's hand in the

composition, has been collected and examined by

Liinemann, as above, § 1.)

The opinion that Paul was the proper and sole

author (besides tlie modern advocates of it already

named), has been defended by Gelpke ( Vindiciie,

etc.), a writer in the Spirit of the Pilgrims for

1828 and 1829 (in reply to Prof. -Norton), Gurney
(in the Bibl. Repos. for" 1832, p. 409 ft"., extracted

from Biblical Notes and Dissertations, Lond. 1830),

Stier {Der Brief an die llebrcier, ii. p. 422), Lewin

{Life and Ej>p. of St. Paid, ii. 832-899), writers

in the Journal of Sacred Lit. for 1860, pp. J 02 fF.,

193 ff., Ilofmann {Scliriftbeweis, ii. 2, 2te Aufl.,

p. 378, cf. p. 105), Robbins (in the Bibl. Sacra for

1861, p. 409 fi'.), cf. Tobler (in Hilgenfeld's Zeilschr.
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for 1864, p. 353 ff.); Wordsworth (Gr. Test, ii

(1.) 361 ff.) ; Stowe (
Origin and Hist, of the Boohi

of the Bible, 1867, p. 379 ff.), Pond (in the Cmg.
Revieto for Jan. 1868, p. 29 ft'.);— see a review of

the evidence in favor of, and against, the Pauline

authorship, in the Bibl. Sacra for Oct. 1867.

The opinion that the epistle was destined orig-

inally for Alexandrian readers (in opposition to

which see Liinem. Ilandb. Einl. § 2), has been

adopted by Kclstlin (as above, p. 388 ft'.), Wieseler

(as above, and in the Stud. u. Krit. for 1867, p.

665 ft'.), Conybeare and Howson (as above), Bunsen
[Hipjwl. and his Age, ii. 140, Germ. ed. i. 365),

Hilgenfeld (Zeitschr.f. wiss. TheoL, 1858, p. 103),.

Ritschl (as above), and seems to be favored by
Muratori's Fragment (see Westcott, Canon of the

N. T. 2d ed. p. 480, cf. p. 190). Rome as its

destination has been advocated fully by Holtzmann
in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift for 1807, pp. 1-35.

The date of the epistle is fixed by Ebrard at

A. u. 62; by Lardner, Davidson, Schaff, Lindsay,

and others at 63; by Lange (in Herzog's Real-

Encyk. xi. 245) towards 64 ; by Stuart, Tholuck, and
others about 64 ; by Wieseler in the year 64 " be-

tween spring and July " ; by Riehm, Hilgenfeld (as •

above) 64-66 ; De Wette, Liinemann, and others 65-

67; Ewald '• summer of 66"; Bunsen 67; Cony-
beare and Howson, Bleek {Einl. ins N. T. p. 533)
68-9; Alford 68-70.

The doctrine of the epistle has been specially

discussed by Neander {Planting, etc. bk. vi. chap,

ii. Robinson's ed. p. 487 f.), Kcistlin {Johati. Lehr-
begr. p. 387 ff.), Reuss {Histoire de la Theologie

Clirctienne, torn, ii.), Messner (as above), most
fully by Riehm (as above); its Christology by JMolI

(ill a series of programs, 1854 tf.), A. Sarrus {.Jesus

Christ d'apriis I'auteur de I'Ep. aux Hebr., Strasb.

1861), and Beyschlag
(
Christologie des N. T., 1866,

p. 176 ff. ). The Melchisedec priesthood is treated of

by Auberlen {Stud. u. Krit. for 1857, p. 453 ff.).

Its mode of employing the 0. T. has been con-

sidered by De Wette ( Tiieol. Zeitschr. by Schleierm.,

De Wette and Liicke, 3te Heft, p. 1 ft'.), Tholuck
{Bellage i. to his Com., also published separately

with the title Das alte Test, im N. T., 5te Aufl.

1861), and Fairbairn (Typology of Script, hk. ii.

Append. B, vi., Amer. ed. vol. i. p. 362 ft. ).«

To the recent connnentatoi's already named may
be added : Turner (revised and corrected edition

N. Y. 1855), Sampson (edited by Dabney from the

author's MS. notes, N. Y. 1856), A. S. Patterson

(Edin. 1856), the Translation with Notes published

by the American Bible Union (N. Y. 1857, 4to), R.

E. Pattison (Bost. 1859), Stuart (edited and revised

by Prof. Robbins, 4th ed. Andover. 1860), Moll (in

Lange's Bibelwerl; 1861), Blaier (Rom. Cath.

1861), Reuss (in French, 1862), Brown (edited by
D. Smith, D. D., 2 vols. Edin. and Lond. 1862),

Lindsay (2 vols. Phil., title-page edition, 1867),

The E'pistle to the Hebrews, compared, with the

0. T., 5th ed., N. Y. title-page edition, 1867 (of a

devotional cast), Longking (N. Y. 1867), Ripley

(in press, Boston, Jan. 1868).

J. H. T.

HE'BRON ("j'll^n \_nnim, allianre]: Xe-

l3p(Ji)v; [Rom. in 1 Chr. xv. 9, Xsj8pto/i0 Hebron).

1. The third son of Kohath, who was the second

son of Levi ; the younger brother of Ann-am, f;ithei

« * See also Norton, ia the Chrislian Examiner^

182S, V. 37-70. A.
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of Moses and Aaron (Ex. vi. 18; Num. iii. 19; 1

Chr. vi. 2, 18, xxiii. 12). The immediate children

of Hebron are not mentioned by name (comp. Ex.

vi. 21, 22), but he was the founder of a " family "

{Mislipiicli((li) of Hebronites (Num. iii. 27, xsvi.

58; 1 Chr. xxvi. 2;j, 30, 31) or Bone-Hebron (1

(^hr. XV. 9, xxiii. 19), who are often mentioned in

the enumerations of the Levites in the passages

above cited. Jkuiak was the head of the family

in the time of David (-1 Chr. xxiii. 19, xxvi. 31,

xxiv. 23 : in the last of these passages the name of

Hebron does not now exist in the Hebrew, but has

been su)iiilied in the A. V. from the other lists).

In the last year of David's reign we find them

settled at .lazer in Gilead (a place not elsewhere

named as a Levitical city), " mighty men of valor
"

( V^n "^33). 2,700 in number, who were superin-

tendents fir the king over the two and a half tribes

in regard to all matters sacred and secular (1 Chr.

xxvi. 31, 32). At the same time 1700 of the family

under Hashabiah held the same office on the west"

of .Jordan (ver. 30).

2. This name appears in the genealogical lists

,
of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 42, 43), where

IMareshah is said to have been the '• father of

Hebron," who again had four sons, one of whom
was Tappuach. The three names just mentioned

are those of places, as are also many others in the

subsequent branches of this genealogy — Zipli,

Slaon, lietli-zur, etc. But it is impossible at present

to say whether these names are intended to be

those of the places themselves or of persons who

founded them. G

HE'BRON C|"'^~'?D [see supra]-. Xe^pcifi

and Xe^pcov- [Hebron; 1 Mace. v. G5, Chebron
:]

Arab. Jk^ivAiii-' = ^Ae friend), a city of Judah

(Josh. XV. 54) ; situated among the mountains

(Josh. XX. 7), 20 Konian miles south of Jerusalem,

and the same distance north of Beer-sheba (
Ononi.

s. V. 'ApKco)- Hebron is one of the most ancient

cities in the world still existing; and in this re-

spect it is the rival of Damascus. It was built,

says a sacred writer, " seven vears before Zoan in

Egypt " (Num. xiii. 22). But when was Zoan

built? It is well we can prove the high antiquity

of Hebron independently of Egypfs mystic annals.

It was a well-known town when Abraham entered

Canaan 3780 years ago (Gen. xiii. 18). Its original

name was Kirjath-Arba (^^S^IS'n^^l^ : LXX.,

Ktpia.6-ap&0K(re(pfp, Judg. i. 10), "the city of

Arba;" so called from Arba, the father of Anak,

and progenitor of the giant Anakini (Josh. xxi. 11,

XV. 13, 14). It was sometimes called !Mamre,

doubtless from Abraham's friend and aUy, JIamre

the Amorite (Gen. xxiii. 19, xxxv. 27); but the

" oak of JMainre," where the Patriarch so often

pitched his tent, apjjcars to have been not in, but

near Hebron. [ilAMHE.] The chief interest of this

city arises from its having been the scene of some

of the most remarkable events in the lives of the

HEBRON
patriarchs. Sarah died at Hebron ; and Abraham
then bought from Ephron the Hittite the field and

cave of Machpelah, to serve as a family tomb (Gen.

xxiii. 2-20). The cave is still there; and the mas-

sive walls of the Ilaram or mosque, within which it

lies, form the most remarkable object in the whole

city. [M.vciii'ELAH.] '' Abraham is called by
Mohammedans el-KlndU, " the Friend," i e. of

God, and this is the modern name of Hebron.

When the Israelites entered Palestine Hebron was

taken by Joshua from the descendants of Anak,

and given to Caleb (Josh. x. 36, xiv. 6-15, xv. 13,

14). It was assigned to the Levites, and made " a

city of refuge" (Josh. xxi. 11-13). Here David

first established the seat of his govenmient, and

dwelt during the seven years and a half he reigned

over .ludah (2 Sam. v. 5). Hebron was rebuilt

after the Captivity; but it soon fell into the hands

of the Edomites, from whom it was rescued by

Judas Maccabfeus (Neh. xi. 25; 1 Mace. v. 65;

Joseph. Ant. xii. 8, § 6). A short time before the

capture of Jerusalem Heljron was burned by an

officer of Vespasian (Joseph. B. J. iv. 9, § 9).

About the beginning of the 12th century it was

captured by the Crusaders. It sul)sequently lay for

a time in ruins (Albert Aq. vii. 15; Sa;wulf in

Jutrly Travels in P(d., p. 45); but in A. 1). 1167

it was made the seat of- a Latin bishopric (Will.

Tyr. XX, 3). In 1187 it reverted to the Muslenis,

and has ever since remained in their hands.

Hebron now contains about 5000 inhabitants,

of whom some 50 families are Jews. It is pictur-

esquely situated in a narrow valley, surrounded by

rocky hills, lliis, in all probability, is that " valley

of Eshcol," whence the Jewish spies got the great

bunch of grapes (Num. xiii. 23). Its sides are still

clothed with luxuriant vineyards, and its grapes are

considered the finest in Southern Palestine. Groves

of gray olives, and some other fruit-trees, give

variety to the scene. The valley nms from north

to south ; and the main quarter of the town, sur-

mounted by the lofty walls of the venerable ffarom,

lies partly on the eastern slope ((ien. xxxvii. 14;

comp. xxiii. 19). [Eshcol.] The houses are all

of stone, solidly built, flat-roofed, each having one

or two small cupolas. The town has no walls, but

the main streets opening on the principal roads

liave gates. In the bottom of the valley south of

the town is a large tank, 130 ft. square, by 50 deep

;

the sides are solidly built with hewn stones. At
the northern end of the prineipnl quarter is another,

measuring 85 ft. long, by 55 broad. Both are of

high antiquity; and one of them, probably the

former, is that over which David hanged the mur-
derers of Ish-bosheth (2 Sam. iv. 12). About a mile

from the town, up the valley, is one of the largest

oak-trees in Palestine. It stands quite alone in the

midst of the vineyards. It is 23 ft. in girth, and

its branches cover a space 90 ft. in diameter. This,

say some, is the very tree beneath which Abraham
pitched his tent; but, however this may be, it still

bears the name of the patriarch. (Porter's Hand-
book, p. 67 if.; Rob. ii. 73 ff.) J. L. P.

a The expression here is literally " were superin-

tendents of Israel beyond ("13VD) Jordan for the

west (nD"127^) in all the bu.siness,"' etc " Be-

yond Jordan " generally means '' on the east," but

here, induced probably by the word following, " west-

ward," our translators have rendered it " on this side "

(comp. Deut. i. 1, 5, Josh. ix. 1, &c.). May not the

meaning be that Hashabiah and his brethren were

settled on the western side of the Tran.«jordanlc

country ?

b * The visit of the Prince of Wales to Hebron was
made after this article on Hebron was written. The
results of the attempt on that occasion to explore the

celebrated Mosque there, will be stated under Mach-

pelah (Amer. ed.). H.
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2. (]'~1?^, and I'T^^V : 'E\0ci;', Alex. Ay- '

^«'^°''' =»'"' »« apparently in tlie neighborhood of

I ;
' '

I ^ ,.,. ,, >
'^ ,

|2idon. By Eusebius and Jerome it is merely nien-
oay: Achran. later editions Ahran). One of the

|

tioned {Ommnst. Achran), and no one hTmo^emowns m the territory of V.her (lo^h M^ 28) on '

t..,.e. iL d..co,ercHi .t,L ItJl be obseS
the boundary of the tribe It is named next to tint tl

"c ouxerNeci

1 iiK 111 the ori.'iinl i, [uitt difttient from

that of Heliron, the \vell-kno\Tn city of Judah (No.
1), although in the A. Y. they are the same, our
translators having represented the uin by H, instead
of by G, or by the vowel only, as is "their usual
custom. But, in addition, it is not certain whether
the name should not rather be Ebdon or Abdon

(]n32?), since that form is found in many MSS.

(Davidson, Hebr. Text; Ges. Thes.. p. 980), and
since an Abdon is named amongst the Levitical
cities of Asher in other lists, which otherivise would
be unmentioned here. On the other liand. the old
versions (excepting only the Vat. LXX., which is

obviously corrupt) unanimously retain the R»
[Abpon.] g.
* Kirjath .\rba does not appear to have been tha
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original name of Hebron; but simply the name
immediately prior to the Israelitish occupancy. For

we are told that it was so called from Arba, the

father of Anak (Josh. xv. 13, 14) ; and the children

of Anak were the occupants ichen Caleb took it, as

we learn from the same passage. But in Abraham's

time there was a different occupant, Jlamre the

ally of Abraham (Gen. .xiv. 1-3, 24): and the place

was then called by his name (Gen. xxiii. 19, xxxv.

27). This appellation, then, preceded that of Kir-

jath Arba. Ikit as the place was a very ancient

one (Num. xiii. 22), and as Mamre was Abraham's

contemporary, it had some name older than either

of these two. What was that previous name?
The first mention of the place (Gen. xiii. 18) would

obviously indicate Hebron as the previous and

original name — subsequently displaced (in part at

least) by Mamre, afterwards by Arba, but restored

to its ancient and time-honored rights when Arba's

descendants, the Anakini, were driven out by the

descendants of Abraham. S. C. B.

HE'BRONITES, THE Oill^D = o Xe-

^pcov, 6 Xe^potivi [Vat. -j/ei] : Htbroni, IJel/ronihe).

A family of Kohathite Levites, descendants of He-

bron the son of Kohath (Num. iii. 27, xxvi. 58;

1 Chr. xxvi. 2.j). In the reign of David the chief

of the family west of the Jordan was Hashahiah

;

while on the east in the land of Gilead were Jerijah

and his brethren, " men of valor," over the Reuben-

ites, the Gadites, and the half-tribe of IManasseh

(1 Chr. xxvi. 30, 31, 32). W. A. W.

HEDGE (")13, nil "?^|5 n^^Da,

HD^ti^P : (j)payfj.6s)- The first three words thus

rendered in tiie A. V., as well as their Greek equiv-

alent, denote simply that which surrounds or in-

closes, whether it be a stone wall 0^3, r/eder,

Prov. xxiv. 31; Ez. xiii. 10), or a fence of other

materials. "1^3, gdder, and m^S, g'derail, are

used of the hedge of a vineyard (Num. xxii. 24;

Ps. Ixxxix. 40; 1 Chr. iv. 23), and the latter is

employed to describe the wide walls of stone, or

fences of thorn, which served as a shelter for sheep

in winter and summer (Num. xxxii. IG). The
stone walls which surround the sheepfolds of modern

Palestme are frequently crowned with sharp thorns

(Thomson, Land and Bode, i. 299), a custom at

least as ancient as the time of Homer (
0(/. xiv. 10),

when a kind of prickly pear (ax^pSos) was used

for that purpose, as well as for the fences of corn-

fields at a later period (Arist. Eccl. 355). In order

to protect the vineyards from the ravages of wild

beasts (Ps. Ixxx. 12) it was customary to surround

them with a wall of loose stones or mud (Matt. xxi.

33; Mark xii. 1), which was a favorite haunt of

serpents (Eccl. x. 8), and a retreat for locusts from

the cold (Nah. iii. 17). Such walls are described

by Maundrell as surrounding the gardens of 1 )amaF-

cus. " They are built of great pieces of earth, made

in the fashion of brick and hardened in the sun.

In their dimensions they are each two yards long

and somewhat more than one broad, and half a

yard thick. Two rows of these, placed one upon

another, make a cheap, expeditious, and, in this

dry country, a durable wall " (Early Trav. in Pal.

p. 487). A w.all or fence of this kind is clearly

distinguished in Is. v. 5 from the tangled hedge,

n:D^ba, m'sucah (nr5Jir)?2, mc. vll. 4), which
T :

' T :

was planted as an additional safeguard to the vine-

HEIR
yard (cf. Ecclus. xxviii. 24), and was composed of

the thorny shrubs with which Palestine abounds.

The prickly pear, a species of cactus, so frequently

employed for this purpose in the East at present, is

believed to be of comparatively modern introduction.

The aptness of the comparison of a tangled hedge

of thorn to the difficulties which a slothful man
conjures up as an excuse for bis inactivity, will be

at once recognized (Prov. xv. 19; cf. Hos. ii. 6).

The narrow paths between the hedges of the vine-

yards and gardens, " with a fence on this side and
a fence on that side" (Num. xxii. 24), are distin-

guished from the " highways," or more frequented

tracks, in Luke xiv. 23. W. A. W.

HE'GAI [2 syl.] ("^^n [Persian name, Ges.]

:

Tat- Egnis), one of the eunuchs (A. V. "cham-
berlains " of the court of Ahasuerus, who had spe-

cial charge of the women of the harem (Esth. ii.

8, 15). According to the Hebrew text he was a

distinct person from the " keeper of the concubines "

— Shaashgaz (14), but the LXX. have the same
name iii 14 as in 8, while in 15 they omit it alto-

gether. In verse 3 the name is given under the

different form of

—

HE'GE (S!in : Egeus), probably a Persian

name. Aja signifies eunuch in Sanskrit, in accord-

ance with which the LXX. have tS ehuovx'f-
Hegias, 'Hyias, is mentioned by Ctesias as one of

the people about Xerxes, Gesenius, Tins. Addenda,

p. 83 b.

HEIFER (nbj^, n~S: UixaKis: vacca).

The Hebrew language has no expression that ex-

actly corresponds to our heifer; for both eylah and
jjarali are applied to cows that have calved (1 Sam.
vi. 7-12; Job xxi. 10; Is. vii. 21): indeed eglah

means a young animal of any species, the full ex-

pression being eglah bakar, " heifer of kine

"

(Deut. xxi. 3; 1 Sam. xvi. 2; Is. vii. 21). The
heifer or young cow was not commonly used for

ploughing, Imt only for treading out the corn (Hos.

X. 11; but see Judg. xiv. 18)," when it ran about

without any headstall (Deut. xxv. 4) ; hence the

expression an "unbroken heifer" (Hos. iv. 16;

A. V. " backsliding "), to which Israel is compared.

A similar sense has been attached to the expression

"calf of three years old," i.e., misiibdutd, in Is.

XV. 5, Jer- xlviii. 34 ; but it is much more pi-obably

to be taken as a proper name, Kglaih Shelisldyah,

such names being not unconmion. The sense of

"dissolute" is conveyed undoubtedly in Am. iv. 1.

The comparison of Egypt to a "fair heifer" (.Jer.

xlvi. 20) may be an allusion to the well-known form

under which Apis was worshipped (to which we
may also refer the words in ver. 15, as understood

in the LXX., " Why is the bullock, fiSaxos ex-

X^ktSs, swept away? "), the " destruction " threat-

ened being the bite of the gad-fly, to which the

word kerefz would fitly apply. " To plough with

another man's heifer" (Judg. xiv. 18) implies that

an advantage has been gained by unfoir means.

The proper names Eglah. En-eglaim, and Parah,

are derived from the Hebrew terms at tiie head of

this article. W. L. B.

HEIR. The Hebrew institutions relative to

inheritance were of a vex-y simple character. Under
the p.atriarchal system the property was divided

n * Ploughing with lieifers, as implied in that pas>

sage, is sometimes practiced in Palestine at present.

(See 1/liistr. of Scripture, p. 163.) II
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among the sons of the legitimate wives (Gen. xxi.

10, xxiv. 36, XXV. 5), a larger portion being assigned

to one, generally the eldest, on whom devolved the

duty of maintaining the females of the family.

[Birthright.] The sons of concubines were

portioned off with presents (Gen. xxv. 6): occa-

sionally they were placed on a par with the lei^itt-

mate sons (Gen. xlix. 1 ff. ), but this may have been

restricted to cases where the children had been

adopted by the legitimate wife (Gen. xxx. 3). At
a later period the exclusion of the sons of concu-

bines was rigidly enforced (Judg. xi. 1 ff.). Daugh-
ters had no share in the patrimony (Gen. xxxi. 14r),

but received a marriage portion, consisting of a

maid-servant (Gen. xxis. 24, 29), or some other

property. As a matter of special favor they some-

times took part with the sons (.Job xlii. 15). The
Mosaic law regulated the succession to real prop-

erty thus : it was to be divided among the sons,

the eldest receiving a double portion (Deut. xxi.

17), the others equal shares: if there were no sons,

it went to the daughters (Num. xxvii. 8), on the

condition that they did not marry out of their own
tribe (Num. xxxvi. 6 ff. ; Tob. vi. 12, vii. 13),

otherwise the patrimony was forfeited (Joseph. Ant.

iv. 7, § 5). If there were no daughters, it went to

the brother of the deceased ; if no brother, to the

paternal uncle; and, failing these, to the next of

kin (Num. xxvii. 9-11). In the case of a widow
being left without children, the nearest of kin on

her husband's side had the right of marrying her,

and in the event of his refusal the next of kin

(Ruth iii. 12, 13): with him rested the obligation

of redeeming the property of the widow (Ruth iv.

1 fF.), if it had been either sold or mortgaged: this

obligation was termed HvSSn tOQlCQ (" thes T ••. : - " : '.

right of inheritance'"), and was exercised in other

cases besides that of marriage (Jer. xxxii. 7 ff.).

If none stepped forward to marry the widow, the

inheritance remained with her until her death, and

then reverted to the next of kin. The object of

these regulations evidently was to prevent the alien-

ation of the land, and to retain it in the same
family: the Mosaic law enforced, in short, a strict

entail. Even the assignment of the double por-

tion, whicli under the patriarchal regime had been

at the disjjosal of the fother (Gen. xlviii. 22), was

by the Mosaic law limited to the eldest son (Deut.

xxi. 15-17). The case of Achsah, to whom Caleb

presented a field (Josh. xv. 18, 19; Judg. i. 15), is

an exception : but perhaps even in that instance

the land rex'erted to Caleb's descendants either at

the death of Achsah or in the year of Jubilee. The
land being thus so strictly tied up, the notion of

heirsli)p,a,sw& understand it, was hardly known to

the Jews: succession was a matter of right, and
not of favor— a state of things which is embodied

in the Hebrew lanjjuage itself, for the word W^^
(A. V. " to inherit ") implies possession, and very

a * It has been suggested that in Gal. iv. 2 Paul

may have referred to a peculiar testamentary law

among the Galati.ans (see Gains, Institiitiones, i. § 55)

conferring on the father a right to determine the time

of the sou's majority, instead of its being fixed by

statute. In that case we should have an instance of

the facility with which Paul could avail himself of his

knowledge of minute local regulations in the lands

which he visited. (See Baumg.-Crusius, Comm. iWer

den Brief an die Gnlater, p. 91.) But that passage in

Gains, when more closely examined, proves not to be
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often forcible possession (Deut. ii. 12 ; Judg. i. 29

xi. 24), and a simOar idea lies at the root of the

words n*TnS and H^HD, generally translatec

"inheritance." Testamentary dispositions were of

course superfluous: the nearest approach to the

idea is the blessing, which in early times conveyed

temporal as well as spiritual benefits (Gen. xxvii.

19, 37; Josh. xv. 19). The references to wills in

St. Paul's writings are borrowed from the usages

of Greece and Rome (Heb. ix. 17), whence the

custom was introduced into Judoea:" several wills

are noticed by Josephus in connection with the

Herods {Ant. xiii. 16, § 1, xvii. 3, § 2; B.J. ii. 2

§3).
With regard to personnl property, it may I^e pre-

sumed that the owner had some authority over it,

at all events during his lifetime. The admission

of a slave to a portion of the inheritance with the

sons (Frov. xvii. 2) probably applies only to the

personalty. A presentation of half the pereonalty

formed the marriage portion of Toliit's wife (Tob.

viii. 21). A distribution of goods during the father's

life-time is imphed in Luke xv. 11-13: a distinc-

tion may be noted between oixria, a general term

applicable to personalty, and KXripovofxia, the landed

property, which could only be divided after the

father's death (Luke xii. 13).

There is a strikiijg resemblance between the He-
brew and .\thenian customs of heirship, particularly

as regards heiresses (eViKATjpoi)) who were, in both

nations, bound to marry their nearest relation : the

property did not vest in the husband even for his

lifetime, but devolved upon the son of the heiress

as soon as he was of age, who also bore the name,

not of his father, but of his maternal grandfiither.

The oliject in both countries was the same, namely,

to preserve the name and property of every family

{Die/., of Ant. art. 'EttIkAvros)- W. L. B.

HEXAH (nWbtl [rust]: 'Aa.5a; Alex.

A\aa: Halna), one of the two wives of Ashur,

father of Tekoa (1 Chr. iv. 5). Her three children

are enumerated in ver. 7. In the LXX. the pas-

sage is very nuich confused, the sons being ascribed

to different wives from what they are in the Hebrew
text.

HE'LAM (Dv^n [])eTh. jmcer of the peojile,

Ges.] : A(Aa/x: Helam), a place east of the Jor-

dan, but west of the Euphrates (" the river "), at

which the .Syrians were collected by Hadarezer, and

at which David met and defeated them (2 Sam. x.

16, 17). In the latter verse the name appears as

Chelamah (n^SH^n), but the final syllable is

proliably only the particle of motion. This longer

form, Xa\afxa.K, the present text '' of the LXX.
inserts in ver. 16 as if the name of the river [lint

Alex, and Comp. omit it] ; while in the two other

places it has Ai\ci/j., corresponding to the Helirew

text. By Josephus (AnI. vii. 6, § 3) the name is

decisive as to the existence of such a righ t; among the

Galatians (see Lightfoot's St. PauVs Ejiistle to the Ga-

latiaiis, p. 164, 2d ed.). The Ai)ostle. in arguing his

point (Gal. iv. 2), may have fi-amed a case of tliis na-

ture for the sake of illustration, or have hail in mind

a certain discretionary power which tlie Roman laws

granted to the fithir. H.

b This is probably a late addition, since in the LXX.

text as it stool iu OrigMi's H .rajila, XaXafxaK waa

omitted after Trora/xoO (s.'c JJahrdt, al inc.).
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given as XaXa/id, and as being that of the king of

the Syrians beyonil Eiiplirates — irpos XaXa/xav
Thv 7UV irepav Kucppdrov ^vpaiv ^acriKfa.

In the Vulgate no name is inserted after Jluvi.um

;

but in ver. IG, for "came to Helam," we find ad-

duxit exercitum eorum, readhig D7^n, "their

army." This too is the rendering of the old trans-

lator Aquila— fV Suvdjiiei avruv— of whose ver-

sion ver. 16 has survived. In 17 the Vulgate

agrees with the A. V.
Many conjectures have been made as to the lo-

cality of neltim ; l)ut to none of them does any
certainty attach. The most feasible perhaps is that

it is identical with Alamatha, a town named by
Ptolemy, and located by him on the west of the

Euphrates near Nicephorium. G.

HEL'BAH (nS^ri [faq-. XffiSd; [Alex.

Sx^Sia;' (ace); Comp. 'EA;8a:] ffelb(t), a town
of Asher, probably on the plain of Pha?nicia, not

far from Sidon (Judg. i. 31). J. L. P.

HEL'BON (V^abn [fat, i. e. fruitful]:

Xf\0u>i'; [Alex. Xefipiev]), a place only mentioned
once in Scripture. Ezekiel, in describing the wealth

and commerce of Tyre, says, " Damascus was thy

merchant in the wine of Helbon [xxvii. 18]." The
Vulgate translates these words in vino piiu/ui ; and
some other ancient versions also make the word
descriptive of the quality of the wine. There can

be no doubt, however, that Helbon is a proper name.
Strabo speaks of tlie wine of Chalybon {olvov e'/c

Supi'as rhv XaXv&Joviov) from Syria as among the

luxuries in which the kings of Persia indulged

(xv. p. 735); and Athenseus assigns it to Damas-
cus (i. 22). Geographers have hitherto represented

Helbon as identical with the city of Aleppo, called

JIaleh
( >__;l.^^ ) by the Arabs ; but there are

strong reasons against this. The whole force and
beauty of the description in Ezekiel consists in this,

that in the great market of Tyre every kingdom
and city found ample demand for its own staple

products. Why, therefore, should the Damascenes
supply wine of Aleppo, conveying it a long and
difficult journey overland ? If strange merchants

had engaged in this trade, we should naturally ex-

pect them to l)e some niai'itime people who could

carry it cheaply along the coast from the port of

Aleppo.

A few years ago the writer directed attention to

a village and district within a few miles of Damas-
cus, still bearing the ancient name Ihlbon (the

Arabic ^..a-^s.. corresfxinds exactly to the He-

brew ^IS/H), and still celebrated as producing

the finest grapes in the country. (See Journal of
Sac. Lit July 18.53, p. 2G0; Five Years in fJn-

niasciis, ii. 330 ff.). There cannot be a doubt that

this village, and not Aleppo, is the Helbon of Eze-
kiel and Strabo. Tlie village is situated in a wild

glen, high up in Antilebanon. The remains of

some lai-ge and l)€autiful structures are strewn

around it. The bottom and sides of the glen are

covered with terraced vineyards; and the whole
surrounding country is rich in vines and fig-trees

{Haiulb. fur Syr. and Pal., pp. 495-6).

J. L. P.

* The discovery of this Helbon is one of the re-

sults of missionary labor in that part of the East.

HELEM
Mr. Porter, who writes the article above, was for-

merly connected with the mission at Damascus.
Dr. Robinson accepts the proposed identification

as unquestionably correct. The name alone is

not decisive, for Ilakb (Aleppo) may answer to

Helbon ; but Aleppo " produces no wine of any
reputation; nor is Damascus the natural chan-
nel of commerce between Aleppo and Tyre" (Later
Res. iii. 472). Fairbairn {EzeUel ami the Book
of his Prophecy, p. 301, 2d ed.) follows the old

opinion. Kiietsclii {Uerzog\ Beal.-Encyk. v. G98)
makes Ezekiel's Helbon and this one near Damas-
cus the same, but thinks Ptolemy's Chalybon (see

above) too far north to be identical with them.

H.

HELCHFAH {Xe\Kla?; [Vat. -,c€i-.J Eel-
cias), 1 Esdr. viii. 1. [Hilkiah.]

HELCHT'AS (ffelcias) the same person a.s

the preceding, 2 Esdr. i. 1. [Hilkiah.]

HEL'DAI [2 syl.] ('^"^bin [worM/y, tran-

sient] : XoASi'a; [Vat. XoASeia';] Alex. XoASoi':
Holdai). 1. The twelfth captain of the monthly
courses for the temple service (1 Chr. xxvii. 15).

lie is specified as " the Netophathite," and as a
descendant of Othniel.

2. An Israelite who seems to have returned from
the Captivity; for whom, with others, Zechariah
was coiiimanded to make certain crowns as memo-
rials (Zech. vi. 10). In ver. 14 the name appears

to be changed to Helem. The LXX. translate

irapa, tSiv apxdvTCov.

HE'LEB (Sbn [milk]: Vat. omits; Alex.

AAa<^; [Comp. 'EAa/3:] Ilded), son of Baanah,
the Netophathite, one of the heroes of king Da-
vid's guard (2 Sam. xxiii. 29). In the parallel list

the name is given as—
HE'LED ("rbn: xea6d\ [FA.XoaoS;] Alex.

EAa5 : Heled), 1 Chr. xi. 30 [where he is mentioned
as one of "the valiant men" of David's army].

HE'LEK {Jy?r\ \j)art, portion]: X(\ey,
Alex. XeAe«:; [in Josh., KeAe'C) Alex. *eAc«::]

llelec), one of the descendants of IManasseh, the

second son of Gilead (Num. xxvi. 30), and founder

of the family of the Helekites. The Bene-

Chelek [sons of C] are mentioned in Josh. xvii. 2

as of much importance in their tribe. The name
has not however survived, at least it has not yet

been met with.

HE'LEKITES, THE OiP^On, i. e. the

CheUdte: 6 XeXeyi [Vat. -7€t],' Alex. XeAf/ci:

familia Helecitarum), the family descended from

the foregoing (Num. xxvi. 30).

HE'LEM (Dl?n [liammer or blouf] : [Rom.

'Ravn^xdix; Vat. BaAaa/^; Alex.] EAa/i: Htlem).

A man named among the descendants of Asher, in

a passage evidently much disordered (1 Chr. vii.

35). If it be intended that he was the brother of

Shamer, then he may be identical with Hotham, in

ver. 32, the name having been altered in copying

;

but this is mere conjecture. Burrington (i. 26-5)

quotes two Hebrew ftlSS., in which the name is

written Obn, Cheles.

2. [LXX. Tols viTOfjifvovaL.] A man men-
tioned only in Zech. vi. 14. Apparently the same

who is given as Heluai in ver. 10 (Ewald, Proph-

eten, ii. 536, note).
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HE'LEPH (^^n {exchange, instead of]:

VlooXdfj.; Alex. MeAecfi— both include the prep-

osition prefixed: IJeleph), the place from which the

boundary of the tribe of Naphtali started (Josh.

six. 33), but where situated, or on which quarter,

cannot be ascertained from the text. Van de Velde

(Memoir, p. 320) proposes to identify it with Beit-

iij\ an ancient site, nearly due east of the Ras

Ahyad, and west of Kades, on the edge of a very

marked ravine, which probably formed part of the

boundary between Naphtali and Asher (Van de

Velde, Syria, i. 233; and see his map, 1858). G.

HE'LEZ (V^n [perh. loins, thigh, Gesen.]:

5eAAT/s — the initial 2, is probably from the end

of the preceding word, [XeA\r)s; 1 Chr. xxvii. 10

Vat. Xeo-A^y;] Alex. EW-qs, XeAAijs: Ueles, Bel-

les). 1. One of "the thirty" of David's guard

(2 Sam. xxiii. 2G; 1 Chr. xi. 27: in the latter,

^^n), an Ephraimite, and captain of the seventh

monthly course (1 Chr. xxvii. 10). In both these

passages of Chronicles he is called "the Pelonite,"

of which Kennicott decides that "the I'altite " of

Samuel is a corruption {Dissertation, etc., pp. 183-

181). [Paltitk.]

2. [XeAATjs-' Helles.] A man of Judah, son

of Azariah (1 Chr. ii. 39); a descendant of Jerah-

nieel, of the great family of Hezron.

HE'LI ('HAi, 'HAe(: Heli), the father of Jo-

sepli, the husband of the Virgin JIary (Luke iii.

23 )
; maintained by Lord A. Hervey, the latest in-

vestigator of the genealogy of Christ, to have been

the real brother of Jacob the father of the Virgin

herself. (Hervey, Genenlogies, pp. 130, 138.) The
name, as we possess it, is the same as that employed

by the LXX. in the 0. T. to render the Hebrew

"^/^j Eli the high-priest.

2. Tlie third of three names inserted between

AcpiiTOB and Ajiaria.s in the genealogy of Ezra,

in 2 Esdr. i. 2 (compare Ezr. vii. 2, 3).

HELI'AS, 2 Esdr. vii. 39. [Elijah.]

HELIODO'RUS ('HAi(i5copos [gift of the

swi]), the treasurer (6 eVl twv irpaytxdTWv) of

Seleucus Philopator, who was commissioned by the

king, at the instigation of Apollonius [Apol-

LONius] to carry away the private treasures depos-

ited in the Temple at Jerusalem. According to

the narrative in 2 Mace. iii. 9 fF., he was stayed

from the execution of his design by a " great ap-

parition " iitrKpaveia), in consequence of which he

fell down "compassed with great darkness," and
5peechles3. He was afterwards restored at the in-

tercession of the high-priest Onias, and bore wit-

ness to the king of the inviolable majesty of the

Temple (2 Mace. iii. ). The full details of the nar-

rative are not supported by any other evidence.

Josephus, who was unacquainted with 2 JMacc,

takes no notice of it ; and the author of the so-

called iv. Mace, attributes the attempt to plunder

the Temple to Apollonius, and difters in his account

of the miraculous interposition, though he distinctly

recognizes it (de Mace. 4 ohpav6dev e((>nnroi irpov-

<(>a.vri<Tav ayyeXoi . . . Kara-maoiv 56 T)fiiQav))s

6 'AiroWcavios . . .)• Heliodorus afterwards

murdered Seleucus, and made an unsuccessful

attempt to seize the Syrian crown B. c. 175 (App.

Syr. p. 45). Cf. Wernsdorf, De fde Lib. Mncc.

§ liv. Raphael's grand picture of "Heliodorus"
will be known to most by copies and engravings, if

not by the original. B. F. W.
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HEL'KAI [2 syl.] Oi^H [ivhose portion i$

Jehovah]: 'EA/caf; [Vat. Alex. FA.iomit:] Held),

a priest of the family of Mcraioth (or jNIeremoth,

see ver. 3), who was living in the days of Joiakim

the high-priest, i. e. in the generation following the

return from Babylon under Jeshua and Zerubbabel

(Neh. xii. 15; comp. 10, 12).

HEL'KATH (nf^^O [feld]: 'EleAe/cefl,

[XeAKor;] Alex. XeXKaO, [©eXKad:] Halcath,

and Ih'lcdth ), the town named as the starting-point

for the boundary of the tribe of Asher (Josh. xix.

25), and allotted with its "suburbs" to the Ger-

shonite Levites (xxi. 31). The enumeration of the

boundary seems to proceed from south to north

;

but nothing absolutely certain can lie said thereon,

nor has any traveller recovered the site of Helkath.

Eusebius and Jerome report the name much cor-

rupted (Onom. Ethce), but evidently knew nothing

of the place. Schwarz (p. 191) suggests the village

Yerka, which lies about 8 miles east of Akkn (see

Van de Velde's map); but this requires further

examination.

In the list of Levitical cities in 1 Chr. vi. Hu-
KOic is substituted for Helkath. G.

HEL'KATH HAZ'ZURIM ir\p^JJ

D"^"n^n [feld of the shai-p edges, Keil; but see

infra]: fiepls tcov 67ri;3ouAcoj'— perhaps reading

2'^"]^ ; Aquila, KATJpoy tup (TTepiwv : Ager

robustorum), a smooth piece of ground, apparently

close to the pool of Gibeon, where the combat took

place between the two parties of Joab's men and

Abner's men, which ended in the death of the

whole of the combatants, and brought on a general

battle (2 Sam. ii. 16). [Gibeun; Joab.] Va-

rious interpretations are given of the name. In

addition to those given above, Gesenius (Thes. p.

485 a) renders it "the field of swords." The
margin of the A. V. has " the field of strong men,"

agreeing with Aquila and the Vulgate; Ewald
(Gesch. iii. 147), " das Feld der Tiickisclien." G.

* The field received its name from the bloody

duel fought there, as expressly said (2 Sam. ii. 16).

The Scripture words put before us the horrible scene

:

" And they caught every one his fellow Ijy the head

and thrust his sword in his fellow's side; so they

fell down together: wherefore that place was called

Helkath-hazzurim." The name may be^" field

of the rocks," i. e. of the strong men, firm as rocks

(see Wordsworth, in he). H.

HELKI'AS (XeAKi'as; [Vat. XeA/cems :]

Vulg. omits). A fourth variation of the name of

Hilkiah the high-priest, 1 Esdr. i. 8. [Hilklvh.]

HELL. This is the word generally and unfor-

tunately used by our translators to render the He-

brew S/(eo/ (VlStt', or Vsti? : "AiStjs, and once

davaros, 2 Sam.' xxii. 6: Infen or Inferna, or

sometimes Mors). We say unfortunately, because

— although, as St. Augustine truly asserts, Shcol,

with its equivalents Inferi and Hades, are never

used in a good sense (De Gen. ad Lit. xii. 33), yet

— the English word Hell is mixed up with num-

berless associations entirely foreign to the minds of

the ancient Hebrews. It would' perhaps have been

better to retain the Hebrew word Sheol, or else

render it always by "the grave" or "the pit."

Ewald accepts Luther's word Hiille ; even Unter-

welt, which is suggested by De Wette, involves con-

ceptions too human for the purj^se.
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Passing over the derivations suggested by older

writers, it is now generally agreed that the word

comes fi-om the root vS{i7, " to make hollow

"

(comp. Germ. HoUe, "heU," with Hcilile, "a hol-

low "), and therefore means the vast hollow subter-

ranean resting-place which is the common receptacle

of the dead (Ges. Thes. p. 13i8; Buttcher, f/e In-

feris, c. iv. p. 137 fl'. ; Ewald, ad Ps. p. 42). It

is deep (.Job xi. 8) and dark (Job x. 21, 22), in the

centre of the earth (Num. xvi. 30; Deut. xxxii. 22),

having within it depths on depths (Prov. ix. 18),

and fastened with gates (Is. xxxviii. 10) and bars

(Job xvii. 16). Some have fancied (as Jahn, Arch.

Bibl. § 203, Eng. ed.) that the Jews, like the

Greeks, believed in infernal rivers: thus Clemens

Alex, defines Gehenna as " a river of fire " {Fragm.

38), and expressly compares it to the fiery rivers of

Tartarus (Strom, v. 14, 92); and TertuUian says

that it was supposed to resemble Pyriphlegethon

{Apolog. cap. xlvii.). The notion, however, is not

found in Scripture, for Ps. xviii. 5 is a mere met-

aphor. In this cavernous realm are the souls of

dead men, the Rephaim and iU-spirits (Ps. Ixxxvi.

13, Ixxxix. 48; Prov. xxiii. 14; Ez. xxxi. 17, xxxii.

21). It is all-devouring (Prov. i. 12, xxx. 16), in-

satiable (Is. V. 14), and remorseless (Cant. viii. G).

The shadows, not of men only, but even of trees

and kingdoms, are placed in Sheol (Is. xiv. 9-20;

Ez. xxxi. 14-18, xxxii. passun).

It is clear that in many passages of the 0. T.

Sheol can only mean " the grave," and is so ren-

dered in the A. V. (see, for example. Gen. xxxvii.

35, xlii. 38; 1 Sam. ii. 6; Job xiv. 13). In other

pa.ssages, however, it seems to involve a notion of

punishment, and is therefore rendered in the A. V.

by the word " Hell." But in many cases this

translation misleads the reader. It is obvious, for

instance, that Job xi. 8; Ps. cxxxix. 8; Am. ix.

2 (where "hell" is used as the antithesis of

•'heaven"), merely illustrate the Jewish notions

of the locality of Sheol in the bowels of the earth.

Even Ps. ix. 17, Prov. xv. 24, v. .5, ix. 18, seem to

refer rather to the danger of terrible and precipitate

death than m a place of infernal anguish. An
attentive examination of all the passages in which

the vrord occurs will show that the Hebrew notions

respecting Sheol were of a vague description. The
rewards and punishments of the Mosaic law were

temporal, and it was oidy gradually and slowly that

God revealed to his chosen people a knowledge of

future rewards and punishments. Generally speak-

ing, the Hebrews regarded the grave as the final

end of all sentient and intelUgent existence, " the

land where all things are forgotten " (Ps. Ixxxviii.

10-12; Is. xxxviii'. 9-20; Ps. vi. 5; Eccl. ix. 10;

Ecclus. xvii. 27, 28). Even the righteous Hezekiah

trembled lest, " when his eyes closed upon the cheru-

bim and the mercy-seat," he should no longer " see

the Lord, even the Lord in the land of the living."

In the N. T. the word Hades (like Sheol) some-

times means merely "the grave" (Kev. xx. 13;

Acts ii. 31; 1 Cor. xv. 55), or in general "the

unseen world." It is in this sense that tlie creeds

say of our Lord KaTrtKQev iv aS-p or els aSov, de-

scendit ad inferos, or inferna, meaning " the state

of the dead in general, without any restriction of

happiness or misery" (Beveridge on Art. iii.), a

doctrine certainly, though only virtually, expressed

in Scripture (Eph. iv. 9; Acts ii. 25-31). Sim-

ilarly Josephus uses Hades as the name of the place

whence the soul of Samuel was evoked {Ant. vi. 14,

HELL
§ 2). Elsewhere in the N. T. Hades is used of a

place of torment (Luke xvi. 23 ; 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Matt,

xi. 23, &c.). Consequently it has been the prev-

alent, almost the universal, notion that Hades is

an intermediate state between death and resurrec-

tion, divided into two parts, one the abode of the

blessed and the other of the lost. This was the

belief of the Jews after the exile, who gave to the

places the names of Paradise and Gehenna (Joseph.

Ant. xviii. 1, § 3; cf. Otho,' Lex. Rubb. s. vv.), of

the Fathers generally (Tert. de Animd, c. Iv. ; Je-

rome in Eccl. iii. ; Just. Mart. Dial. c. Tryph.

§ 105, &c. ; see Pearson on Creed, Art. v.), and of

many moderns (Trench on the Parables, p. 467

;

Alford on Lule xvi. 23). In holding this view,

main rehance is placed on the parable of Dives and

Lazarus; but it is impossible to ground the proof

of an important theological doctrine on a passage

which confessedly abounds in Jewish metaphors.

" Theologia parabolica non est demonstrativa " is a

rule too valuable to be forgotten ; and if we are to

turn rhetoric into logic, and build a dogma on

every metaphor, our belief will be of a vague and
contradictory character. "Abraham's bosom,"

says Dean Trench, " is not heaven, though it will

issue in heaven, so neither is Hades hell, though to

issue in it, when death and Hades shall be cast into

the lake of fire which is the proper hell. It is the

place of painful restraint (cpuAaK-fi, 1 Pet. iii. 19;

a^vacros, Luke viii. 31), where the souls of the

wicked are reserved to the judgment of the great

day." But respecting the condition of the dead

whether before or after the resurrection we know
very little indeed; nor shall we know anything

certain until the awful curtains of mortality are

drawn aside. Dogmatism on this topic appears to

be peculiarly misplaced. [See Paradise.]

The word most frequently used in the N. T. for

the place of future punishment is Gehenna (jf-

evva), or Gehenna of fire (fj y. rod Trvp6s), and

this word we must notice only so far as our purpose

requires; for further information see Gehenna
and HiNNOJi. The valley of Hinnom, for which

Gehemia is the Greek representative, once pleasant

with the waters of Siloa (" irrigua et nemorosa,

lalenaque deliciis," Hieron. ad Jer. wi. 19, 31;

jNIatt. V. 22), and which afterwards regained its old

appearance (" hodieqiie hortorum praebens delicias,"

id.), was with its horrible associations of Moloch-

worship (Jer. vii. 31, xix. 2-6; 2 K. xxiii. 10) so

abhorrent to Jewish feeling that they adopted the

word as a symbol of disgust and torment. The

feeling was kept up by the pollution which the val-

ley underwent at the hands of Josiah, after which

it was made the common sink of all the filth and

corruption in the city, ghastly fires being kept

burning (according to R. Kimchi) to preserve it

from absolute putrefaction (see authorities quoted

in Otho, Lex. Rabb. s. v. Hinnom, etc.). The

fire and the worm were fit emblems of anguish,

and as such had seized hold of the Jewish imag-

ination (Is. Ixvi. 24; Jud. xvi. 17; Ecclus. vii. 17);

hence the application of the word Gehenna and its

accessories in Matt. v. 22, 29, 30; Luke xii. 5.

A part of the valley of Hinnom was named

Tophet (2 K. xxiii. 10 ; for its history and deriva^

tion see Tophet), a word used for what is defiled

and abominable (.Jer. vii. 31, 32, idx. 0-13). It

was applied by the Rabbis to a place of future tor-

ment (Targ. on Is. xxx. 33; Talm. Erubin, f. 19,

1; Bottcher, pp. 80, 85), but does not occur in the

N. T. In the vivid picture of Isaiah (xxx. 33),
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which is full of fine irony against the enemy, the

name is applied to purposes of threatening (with a

probable allusiort to the recent acts of Hezekiali, see

Rosenmiiller, ad loc). Besides the authorities

quoted, see Bochart {Pludeg, p. 528), Ewald (Proph.

ii. 55), Selden (de Diis Syris, p. 17-2 fF.), Wilson

{Lands of the Bible, i. 499), etc.

The subject of the punishment of the wicked,

and of Hell as a place of torment, belongs to a

Theoloo-ical rather than a Biblical Dictionary.

V. W. F.

* Some of the positions in the previous article

cannot be viewed as well established. That " gen-

erally speaking, the Hebrews regarded the grave

a-s the final end of all sentient and intelligent

existence " is a statement opposed to the results

of the best scholarship. Against it stand such

considerations as these: a four hundred years'

residence of the Israelites among a people proved

to have held the doctrine of a future life ; the He-

brew doctrine of the nature of the soul ; the trans-

lation of Enoch and Elijah ; the prevalent \iews of

necromancy, or conjuring by the spirits of the dead,

(a practice prohibited by law, and yet resorted to

by a monarch of Israel); the constant assertion

that the dead were gathered to their fathers, though

buried far away ; the explicit and deliberate utter-

ances of many passages, e. g., the IGth, 17th, 49th,

72d Psalms, Eccles. xii. 13, 14, Daniel xii. 2, 3;

and the known fact that the doctrine of immortality

existed among the .Jews (excepting the small sect

of Sadducees) at the time of Christ. The utterances

about the silence and inactivity of the grave must

therefore be understood from the present point of

view, and as having reference to the activities of

this life.

The statements of Gesenius and very many others

about the gates and bars of Hades simply convert

rhetoric into logic, and might with equal propriety

invest the Kingdom of Heaven with " keys." The

theory so prevalent, that Hades was the common
province of departed spirits, divided, however, into

two compartments. Paradise and Gehenna, seems to

have been founded more upon the classical writers

and the Rabbins — to whom it appeals so largely

—

than upon the Bible. It is undoubtedly true, that

under the older economy the whole subject was

much less distinct than under the new, and the

Hades of the N. T. expresses more than the Sheol

of the 0. T. (See Fairbairn, Hermeneut. Manual,

p. 290 fF.) Shtol was, no doubt, the unseen world,

the state of the dead generally. So in modern
times we often intentionally limit our views, and

speak of the other world, the invisible world, the

undiscovered country, the grave, the spirit land,

etc. But vagueness of designation is not to be con-

founded with community of lot or identity of abode

or condition.

Sheol, the unknovvn region into which the dying

disappeared, was naturally and always invested with

gloom to a smful race. But the vague terra was

capable of becoming more or less definite according

to the writer's thought. Most commonly it was

simply the grave, as we use the phrase; sometimes

the state of death in general; sometimes a dismal

place opposed to heaven, e. g., Job xi. 8, Ps.

cxxxix. 8, Am. ix. 2; sometimes a place of extreme

suffering, Ps. Lxxxvi. 13, ix. 17, Prov. xxiii. 14. (See

B'M. Sacra, xiii. 155 ft'.) No passage of the 0.

T., vie believe, implies that the spirits of the good

and bad were there brought together. The often

cited passage (Is. xiv. 9) implies the contrary,
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showing us only the heathen kings meeting another

king in mockery.

To translate this Hebrew term, the LXX
adopted the nearest Greek word, Hades, which by

derivation signifies the invisible world. But the

Greek word could not carry Greek notions into

Hebrew theology.

When Christ and his Apostles came, they nat-

urally laid hold of this Greek word already intro-

duced into rehgious use. But, of course, they em-

ployed it from their own stand-point. And as it

was the purpose of their mission to make more

distinct the doctrine of retribution, and as under

their teachings death became still more terrible to

the natural man, so throughout the N. T. Hades

seems invariably viewed as the enemy of man, and

from its alliance with sin and its doom, as hostile

to Christ and his church. In many mstances it is

with strict propriety translated "hell." Even in

Acts ii. 27, 31, quoted from the 0. T., Hades is

the abode of the wicked dead. In Luke xvi. 23 it

certainly is the place of torment. In Matt. xvi. 18

it is the abode and centre of those powers that were

arrayed against Christ and his church. In Luke

X. 15, Matt. xi. 15, it is the opposite of heaven.

The word occurs, according to the Received Text,

in 1 Cor. xv. 55 ; but the reading is not supported

by the older MSS. The only remaining instances

are the four that occur in Rev. i. 18, vi. 8, xx. 13,

14, where, though in three of these cases personified,

it is still viewed as a terror to man and a foe to

Christ and his kingdom, over which at length he

has gained the victory. While therefore Gehenna

is the term which most distinctly designates the

place of future punishment, Hades also repeatedly

is nearly its equivalent; and, notwithstanding the

greater vagueness of the terms, it remains true, as

xVugustui asserts, that neither Hades nor Sheol are

ever used in a good sense, or (we may add ) in any

other than a sense that carries the notion of teiTor.

S. C. B.

* For a full discussion of the terms and passages

of the Old Testament relating to this subject, con-

sult Bottcher, De InJ'eris Rebusque post Mortem
futuris ex Hebrceorum et Grcecorum Opinionibus,

Dresd. 1846, and for a view of the literature per-

taining to it, see the bibliographical Appendix to

Alger's Critical Hist, of the Doctrine of a Future

Life (4th ed. New York, 180G), Nos. "l7.34-1863.

See also the art. of Oehler, Unsterblichheit, Lehre

des A. Test., in Herzog's Reid-Encyk. xxi. 409-

428; and Hiivernick's Vorlesungen iiber die The-

ologie des A. T., pp. 105-111. A.

HELLENIST {'EWrivia-TVS GrcscUs ; cf.

'E\\7iviff/x6s, 2 Mace, iv 13). In one of the

earliest notices of the first Christian Church at

Jerusalem (Acts vi. 1), two distinct parties are

recognized among its members, " Hebrews " and
" Hellenists " (Grecians), who appear to stand to-

wards one another in some degree in a relation of

jealous rivalry. So again, when St. Paul first visited

Jerusalem after his conversion, he " spake and dis-

puted with the Hellenists" (Acts ix. 29), as if

expecting to find more sympathy among them than

with the rulers of the Jews. The term Hellenist

occurs once again in the N. T. according to the

common text, in the account of the foundation of

the church at Aiitioch (Acts xi. 20)," but there

the context, as well as the form of the sentence

a * Ou that passage see the note under Greece,

Greeks (Amer. ed.). H-
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(koI wph? Tovs 'E., though the koI is doubtful),

seems to require the other reading " Greeks "'

("EAAr/ces), which is supported bj' great external

evidence, as the true antithesis to " Jews

"

C'louSaiois, not 'E.Spai'oix, v. 19).

The name, according to its derivation, whether

the original verb ('EWr^vl^w) be taken, according

to the common analogy of similar forms (MrjSi'^o),

'Atti/ciXco, i>t\nnriCai), in the general sense of

adopting the spirit and character of Greeks, or, in

the more limited sense of using the Greek language

(Xen. Aniib. vii. 3, § 25), marks a class distin-

guished by peculiar habits, and not by descent.

Thus the Hellenists as a liody included not only

the proselytes of Greek (or foreign) parentage (oi

aifi6fjLeyot"E\\7]ues, Acts xvii. 4 (?); oi a-f^Sfj.evoi

irpoffTjAvTOi, Acts xiii. 43; ol ae^S/xeyoi, Acts

xvii. 17), but also those .Jews who, by settling in

foreign countries, had adopted the prevalent form

of the current Greek civilization, and with it the

use of the connnon Greek dialect, to the exclusion

of the Aramaic, which was the national representa-

tive of the ancient Hebi'ew. Hellenism was thus

a type of life, and not an indication of origin.

Hellenists miglit be Greeks, but when the latter

term is used ("EWnves, John xii. 20), the point

of raee and not of creed is that which is foremost

in the mind of the writer.

The general influence of the Greek conquests in

the East, the rise and spre.ad of the Jewish f>is-

perslon, and tlie essential antagonism of Jew and

Greek, have been noticed in other articles [Alex-
ander THE Gheat; Alexandria; Dispersion;

Antiochus IV. Epiphanes], and it remains only

to characterize briefly the elements which the Hel-

lenists contributed to the language of the N. T.,

and the immediate effects which they produced

upon the Apostohc teaching:—
1. The flexibility of the Greek language gained

for it in ancient time a general currency similar to

that which French enjoys in modern Europe; but

with this important difference, that Greek was not

only the language of educated men, but also the

language of the masses in the great centres of com-

merce. The colonies of Alexander and his succes-

sors originally established what has been called the

Macedonian dialect throughout tlie East; but even

in this the prevailing power of Attic literature

made itself distinctly felt. Peculiar words and

forms adopted at Alexandria were undoulitedly of

Macedonian origin, but the later Attic may be

justly regarded as the real basis of Oriental Greek.

This first type was, however, soon modified, at least

in common use, by contact with other languages.

The vocabulary was enriched by the addition of

foreign words, and the syntax was modified by new
constructions. In this way a variety of local dialects

must have arisen, the specific characters of which

were determined in the first instance by the con-

ditions under which they were formed, and which

afterwards passed away witli the circumstances

which had produced them. But one of these dialects

has been preserved after the ruin of the people

among whom it arose, by lieing consecrated to the

noblest service which language has yet fulfilled. In

other cases the dialects perished together with the

communities who used them in the common inter-

course of life, but in that of the Jews the Alexan-

drine version of the O. T., acting in this respect

like the great vernacular versions of England and

Germany, gave a definiteness and fixity to the

popular language which could not have been gained

HELLENIST
without the existence of some recognized standaid.

The style of the LXX. itself is, indeed, different in

diflerent parts, but the same general character runs

through the whole, and the variations which it

presents are not greater than those which exist in

the different books of the N. T.

The functions which this Jewish-Greek had to

discharge were of the widest application, and the

language itself combined the most opposite features.

It was essentially a fusion of Eastern and Western
thought. For disregarding peculiarities of inflexion

and novel words, the characteristic of the Hellenistic

dialect is the combination of a Hebrew spirit with

a Greek body, of a Hebrew form with Greek words.

The conception belongs to one race, and the expres-

sion to another. Nor is it too nuich to say that

this comljination was one of the most important

preparations for the reception of Christianity, and
one of the most important aids for the adequate

expression of its teaching. On the one hand, by
the spread of the Hellenistic Greek, the deep, the-

ocratic aspect of the world and life, which distin-

guishes Jewish thought, was placed before men at

large; and on the other, the subtle truths, which

philosophy had gained from the analysis of mind
and action, and enshrined in words, were transferred

to the ser^ice of revelation. In tlie fullness of time,

when the great message came, a language was pre-

pared to convey it; and thus tlie very dialect of the

N. T.- forms a great lesson in the true philosophy

of history and becomes in itself a monument of the

providential government of mankind.

This view of the Hellenistic dialect will at once

remove one of the commonest miscoriteptions relat-

ing to it. For it will follow that its deviations

from the ordinary laws of classic (ireek are them-

selves bound by some common law, and that irreg-

ularities of construction and altered usages of words

are to be traced to their first source, and inter-

preted strictly according to the original conception

out of which they sprang. A popular, and even a

corrupt, dialect is not less precise, or, in other

words, is not less human than a polished one,

though its interpretation may often be more diffi-

cult from the want of materials for analysis. But
in tlie case of the N. T., the Ijooks themselves

furnish an ample store for the critic, and the Sep-

tuagint, when compared with the Hebrew text,

provides him with the history of the language which

he has to study.

2. The adoption of a strange language was essen-

tially characteristic of the true nature of Hellenism.

The jjurely outward elements of the national life

were laid aside with a facility of which history offers

few examples, while the inner character of the people

remained unchanged. In every respect the thought,

so to speak, was clothed in a new dress. Hellenism

was, as it were, a fresh incorporation of Judaism

according to altered laws of life and worship. But

as the Hebrew spirit made itself distinctly visible

in tlie new dialect, so it remained imdestroyed by

the new conditions which regulated its action.

While the Hellenistic Jews followed their natural

instinct for trade, which w.as originally curbed by

the ^Mosaic Law, and gained a deeper insight into

foreign character, and with this a truer sympathy,

or at least a wider tolerance towards foreign opin-

ions, they found means at the same time to extend

the knowledge of the principles of their divine faith,

and to gain respect and attention even from those

who did not openly embrace their religion. Hel-

lenism accomplished for the outer world what the
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Return [Cyrus] accomplished for the Palestinian

Jews : it was the necessary step between a religion

of form and a religion of spirit : it witnessed against

Judaism as final and universal, and it witnessed

for it, as the foundation of a spiritual religion which

should be bound by no local restrictions. Under
the influence of this wider instruction a Greek body

grew up around the Synagogue, not admitted into

the Jewish Church, and yet holding a recognized

position with regard to it, which was able to appre-

hend the Apostolic teaching, and ready to receive

it. The Hellenists themselves were at once mis-

sionaries to the heathen, and prophets to their own
countrymen. Their lives were an abiding protest

against ijolytheism and pantheism, and they re-

tained with unshaken zeal the sum of their ancient

creed, when the preacher had popularly occupied

the place of the priest, and a service of prayer and
praise and exhortation had succeeded in daily life

to the elaborate ritual of the Temple. Yet this new
development of Judaism was obtained without the

sacrifice of national ties. The connection of the

Hellenists with the ieniple wa.s not broken, except

in the case of some of the Egyptian Jews. [The
Dispersion.] Unity coexisted with dispersion;

and the organization of a catliolic church was
foreshadowed, not only in the widening breadth of

doctrine, but even externally in the scattered com-
munities which looked to Jerusalem as their com-
mon centre.

In another aspect Hellenism served as the prep-

aration for a catholic creed. As it furnished tlie

language of Christianity, it supplied ;dso that

literary instinct which counteracted the traditional

reserve of the Palestinian Jews. The writings of

the N. T., and all the writings of the Apostolic age,

with the exception of the original Gospel of St.

Matthew, were, as far as we know, (ireek; and
Greek seems to ha\'e remained the sole vehicle of

Christian literaturt, and the principal medium of

Christian worship, till the Church of North Alrica

rose into importance in the time of TeituUian.

The Canon of the Christian Scriptures, the early

Creeds, and the Liturgies, are the memorials of this

Hellenistic predominance in the Church, and the

types of its working; and if in later times the Greek
spirit descended to the investigation of painful subtle-

ties, it may be questioned whether the fullness

of Christian truth could have been developed with-

out the power of Greek thought tempered by He-
brew discipline.

The general relations of Hellenism to Judaism
are well treated in the histories of Ewald and Jost

;

but the Hellenistic language is as yet, critically

speaking, almost unexplored. Winer's (Jrammar
(Graiiim. d. N. T. Sprac/ddinms, Gte Aufl. 1855
[7e Aufl. by Liinemann, 1867]) has done great

service in establishing tlie idea of law in N. T.
language, which was obliterated by earlier inter-

preters, but even \\'iner does not investigate the

origin of the peculiarities of the Hellenistic dialect.

The idioms of the N. T. cannot be discussed apart
from those of the LXX.; and no explanation can
be considered perfect which does not take into

account the origin of the corresponding Hebrew
idioms. For this work even the materials are as

yet deficient. The text of the LXX. is still in a
most unsatisfoctory condition; and while Bruder's

Concordance leaves nothing to be desired for the

vocabulary of the N. T., Trommius's Concordance
to tlie LXX., however useful, is quite untrustworthy
for critical purposes. [See Language of the

66
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New Testament, Amer. ed. ; also New Testa-
ment, IV.] B. F. W.

HELMET. [Arms, p. 101.]

HE'LON (yvH [strmi/j, 2}oweiful] : Xdi\(iv:

ITclmi), father of Eliab, who was the chief man of

the tribe of Zebulun, when the census was taken in

the wilderness of Sinai (Num. i. 9, ii. 7, vii. 24,

•29, X. 16).

* HELPS. This is the term used in the

authorized English Version, and in the Ilheims

N. T. for aj'TiA'^i|/€is, 1 Cor. xii. 28. The Vulgate

translates, cpiivlatiunes ; Wyclifte, helpynijh (help-

ings); Tyndale, Cranmer, and the Geneva Bible,

helpers; Luther, Heifer. The noun occurs only

once in the N. T., but the verb avTiXafx^dvofjiaL,

i. e. to take in turn, to lay hold of, to help, also to

take jmrt in, occurs three times, Luke i. 54 ('• hath

holpen his servant Israel "), Acts xx. o5 ("to sup-

port the weak "), 1 Tim. vi. 2 {ol rrjs euepyeaias

avTiKafj.&ai'dfj.^voi, "partakers of the benefit").

With the classics avTiKri\pis signifies « takiiuj in

turn, seizure ; receipt ; perception, but with the

later writers and in the O. T. Apocrypha (2 j\Iacc.

viii. 19 ; 3 Mace. v. 50 ; Ecclus. xi. 12 ; li. 7 ; 1

Esdr. viii. 27 al.) also aid, support. This must be

the meaning of the word in 1 Cor. xii., and it is so

understood by nearly all the commentators from

Chrysostom (avrex^ffOat rdv kaQ^vobv) down to

De Wette, Meyer, Alford, Wordsworth, and Kling

(in Lange's Bibtbcerk). It corresponds with the

meaning of the verb in Luke i. 54 and Acts xx. 35,

and suits the connection. Paul enumerates the

a,vri\i]i\iiis among the charismata, and puts them
between the miraculous powers {Bwa.fji.iis and

Xapifffnara lafxdruv) which were not confined to

any [)articular otiice, and the gifts of government

and administration (Kv^epvriafii) which belonged

especially to the presbyter-bishops, and in the

highest degree to the Apostles as the (jubernatores

ecclesice. 'AvTi\r]}peis doubtless comprehends th*

various duties of the deacons and deavonrsscs of

the x\postles' church, especially the care of the poor

and the sick, ^^'e may take it, however, in a more
comprehensive sense for Christian charity and ])h\-

lanthropy. The plural indicates the diversity of

the gift in its practical operation and application;

comp. StaKoviai, 1 Cor. xii. 5. These helps or

helpings are represented here as a gift of the Spirit.

The duty is based on the possession of the gill, iiut

the gilt is not confined to the deacons or any class

of church officers. It is found also among the laity,

especially the female portion, in all ages and all

branches of Christendom. But from time to time

God raises up heroes of Christian oharity and angels

of mercy whom He endows, in an extraordinary

measure, with the charisma of din-i\7)\l/is, SiaKoi'ia,

and aydirr] for the benefit of sufiering huuiaiiity.

1'. S.

* HELPS, Acts xxvii. 17 (^o-heaai). See

Ships, Unde rfjirding.

HEM OF GARMENT (n^**^* : Kpaaw^-

Bov'. Jlmbri.a). The importance which the later

Jews, especially the Pharisees (Matt, xxiii. 5),

attached to the hem or fringe of tlieir garments

was founded upon the regulation in Num. xv. .'J8,

39, which attached a symbolical meaning to it.

^\'e must not, however, conclude tliat the fringe

owed its origin to that passage: it was in the first

instance the ordinary mode of finishing the robe,

the ends of the threads composing the woof being
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left in order to prevent the cloth from unraveling,

just as in the Egyptian calasiris (Her. ii. 81;

Wilkinson's Ancient Eyyptians, ii. 90), and in the

Assyrian robes as represented in the bas-reliefs of

Nineveh, the blue ribbon being added to strengthen

the border. The Hebrew word txith is expressive

of this fretted edge : the Greek KpaffrreSa (tlie

etymology of which is uncertain, being variously

traced to KpocrcrSs, &Kpos TreSov, and /cprjiris) ap-

plies to the edge of a river or mountain (Xen. Hist.

Gr. iii. 2, § 16, iv. 6, § 8), and is explained by

Hesychius as to ^v rtS &Kpu tov i/naTlov KfK\oicr-

fiei/a pd/x/xara Koi rh &Kpov aurov. The beged

or outer robe was a simple quadrangular piece of

cloth, and generally so worn that two of the corners

hung down in front ; these corners were ornamented

with a " ribbon of blue," or rather dark viulet, the

ribbon itself being, as we may conclude from the

word used, V^iHQ, as narrow as a thread or piece

of string. The Jews attached great sanctity to this

fringe (Matt. ix. 20, xiv. 3(J ; Luke viii. 44), and
the Pharisees made it more prominent than it was
originally designed to be, enlarging both the fringe

and the ribbon to an undue width (i\latt. xxiii. b).

Directions were given as to the number of threads

of which it ought to be composed, and other par-

ticulars, to aach of which a symbolical meaning
was attached (Carpzov, Apparat. p. 198). It was
appended in later times to the talith more especially,

as being the robe usually worn at devotions : whence
the proverbial saying quoted by Lightfoot {Exercit.

on Matt. V. 40), " He that takes care of his fringes

deserves a good coat." W. L. B.

HE'MAM (QSi'^rT [exterminating, or rag-

ing']. Aljxdv' Ileman). Hori {i. e. Horite) and

Hemam were sons (A. V. " children," but the

word is Bene) of I^tan, the eldest son of Seir (Gen.

xxxvi. 22). In the list in 1 Chr. i. the name ap-

pears as HojiAJi, which is probably the coiTect

form.

HE'MAN ("I^'^n [true, reliable'] : [Alfiovdv,

Alvdv, Alex.] Ai/nay, [HixaV- Eman, Heman]).
1. Son of Zerah, 1 Chr. ii. 6; 1 K. iv. 31. See

following ai'ticle.

2. [Ai/j.dv; Vat. 1 Chr. xxv. 6, Ai/j-avei, 2 Chr.

xxix. 14, O-vcufiav; Alex. Ps. Ixxxviii. 1, Aida/j.'

Hemam, Ileman, Eman.] Son of Joel, and grand-

Bon of Samuel the prophet, a Kohathite. He is

called "the singer" (~l"11tt7prT), rather, the mn-

sician, 1 Chr. vi. 33, and wa.s the first of the three

chief Levites to whom was committed the vocal and
instrumental music of the temple-service in the

reign of David, as we read 1 Chr. xv. 16-22, Asaph
and Ethan, or rather, according to xxv. 1, 3, Jedu-

thun," being his colleagues. [Jeduthux.] The
genealogy of Heman is given in 1 Chr. vi. 33-38

(A. v.), but the generations between Assir, the

son of Korah, and Samuel are somewhat confused,

owing to two collateral lines having got mixed. A
rectification of this genealogy will be found at p.

214 of the Genealogies of our Lord, where it is

shown that Heman i.s 14tli in descent from Levi.

A further account of Heman is given 1 Chr. xxv.,

where he is called (ver. 5) "the king's seer in the

matters of God," the word HTn, " seer," which

HEMAN
in 2 Chr. xxxv. 15 is appUed to Jeduthun, and in

xxix. 20 to Asaph, being probably used in the same

sense as is W2l3, " prophesied," of Asaph and Jedu-

thun in xxv. 1-3. "We there learn that Heman
had fourteen sons, and three daughters [Hana-
KiAH I.], of which the sons all assisted in the

music under their father, and each of whom was
head of one of the twenty-four wards of Levites,

who " were instructed in the songs of the Lord,"

or rather, in sacred music. Whether or no this

Heman is the person to whom the 88th Psalm is

ascribed is doubtful. The chief reason for suppos-

ing him to be the same is, that as other Psalms are

ascribed to Asaph and Jeduthun, so it is likely that

this one should be to Heman the sintjer. But on

the other hand he is there called ' the Ezrahite; "

and the 89th Psalm is ascribed to " Ethan the

Ezrahite." * But since Heman and Ethan are

described in 1 Chr. ii. 6, as " sons of Zerah," it is

in the highest degree probable that Ezrahite means
"of the family of Zerah," and consequently that

Heman of the 88th Psalm is different Irom Heman
the singer, the Kohathite. In 1 K. iv. 31 again

(Heb. v. 11), we have mention, as of the wisest of

mankind, of Ethan the Ezrahite, Heman, Chalcol,

and Darda, the sons of Mahol, a list corresponding

with the names of the sons of Zerah, in 1 Chr. ii.

6. The inference from which is that there was a

Heman, different from Heman the singer, of the

family of Zerah the son of Judah, and that he is

distinguished from Heman the singer, the Levite,

by being called the Ezrahite. As regards the age

when Heman the Ezrahite Uved, the only thing

that can be asserted is that he lived before Solomon,

who was said to be " wiser than Heman," and after

Zerah the son of Judah. His being called " son

of Zerah " in 1 Chr. ii. 6 indicates nothing as to

the precise age when he and his brother lived.

They are probably mentioned in this abridged

genealogy, only as having been* illustrious persons

of their fiimily. Nor is anything knowai of JNIahol

their father. It is of course uncertdn whether the

tradition which ascribed the 88th Psalm to Heman's
authorship is trustworthy. Nor is there anything

in the Psahn itself which clearly marks the time

of its composition. The 89th Psalm, ascribed to

Ethan, seems to be subsequent to tiie overthrow of

the kingdom of Judah, unless possibly the calami-

ties described in the latter part of the Psalm may
be understood of David's flight at Absalom's rebel-

lion, m which case ver. 41 woidd allude to Shimei

the son of Gera.

If Heman the Kohathite, or his father, had mar-

ried an heiress of the house of Zerah, as the sons of

Hakkoz did of the house of Barzillai, and was so

reckoned in the genfealogy of Zerah, then all the

notices of Heman might point to the same person,

and the musical skill of David's chief musician,

and the wisdom of David's seer, and the genius of

the author of the 88th Psalm, concurring in the

same individual, would make him fit to be joined

with those other worthies whose wisdom was only

exceeded by that of Solomon. But it is impossible

to assert that this was the case.

Rosenm. Froleg. in Psalm, p. xvii. ; J. Olshau-

sen, on Psalms, Einleit. p. 22 {Kurzgef. Exeg.

Eandb.). A. C. H.

" in^H and ^iniT^ are probably only clerical

variations. See also 2 Chr. xxix. 13, 14.

b St. Augustine's copy read, with the LXX., Israel-

ite, for Ezrahite, in the titles to the 88th and 89th

Psalms. Uin explanation of the title of Ps. Ixxxviii.

is a curious specimen of spiritualizing interpretation.
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HE'MATH (n?2n [fortress, citadel]: At-

ude; [Va,t.] Alex. E/Iae': £math). Another form

— not warranted by the Hebrew— of the well-

known name Hamath (Am. vi. 1-4).

HE'MATH {n^n, i. e. Hammath \lieat,

wai'vi ttpruiy]: Ai/jtaO; [Vat. Meari/xa-] Vulg.

translates de calore), a person, or a place, named

in the genealogical lists of Judah, as the origin of

the Kenites, and the " father " of the house of

Rechab (1 Chr. ii. 55).

HEM'DAN (]"^Pn [jileasMit one, Fiirst] :

'AmoSo: Amdam or Ilanulam, some copies Ham-
dan), the eldest son of Dishon, son of Anah the

Horite (Gen. xxxvi. 26). In the parallel list of

1 Chr. (i. 41) the name is changed to Ilainran

(]ipn), which in the A. V. is given as Amraji,

probably following the Vulgate Hamram, in the

earUest MSS. Amaran.
The name Heradan is by Knobel (Genesis, p.

256) compared with those of Humeidy and Ham-
ady, two of the five famihes of the tribe of Oinvan

or Amran, who are located to the E. and S. E. of

Akaba. Also with the Bene-IIamyde, who are

found a short distance S. of Kerek (S. E. corner

of the Dead Sea); and from thence to el-Busairelt,

probably the ancient Bozeah, on the road to

Petra. (See Burckhardt, Syria, etc., pp. 695,

407.)

HEM'LOCK. [Gall.]

HEN (^n [favor, grace] : Hem). According

to the rendering of the passage (Zech. vi. 14)

adopted in the A. V. Hen (or accurately Chen) is

the name of a son of Zephaniah, and apparently

the same who is called Josiah in ver. 10. But by

the LXX. (^apis), Ewald (Gunsl), and other in-

terpreters, the words are taken to mean " for the

favor of the son of Zephaniah."

HEN. The hen is nowhere noticed in the Bible

except in the passages (Matt, xxiii. 37 ; Luke xiii.

34) where our Saviour touchingly compares His

anxiety to save Jerusaleni to the tender care of a

hen '• gathering her chickens under her wings."

The word employed is upvts, which is used in the

same specific sense in classical Greek (Aristoph.

Av. 102, Vesp. 811). That a bird, so intimately

connected with the household, and so common in

Palestine, as we know from Rabbinical sources,

should receive such slight notice, is certainly sin-

gular; it is almost equally singular that it is no-

where represented in the paintings of ancient Egypt

(Wilkinson, i. 234).« W. L. B.

HE'NA (273n [depression, low land, Fiirst]

:

'Ara; [in 2 K. xix.. Vat. Aves, Alex. Awa; in Is.,

by confusion with next word, Rom. '\vayovya.va,

Vat. Sin. Avayovyava'^ Ana) seems to have been

one of the chief cities of a monarchical state which

the Assyrian kings had reduced shortly before the

time of Sennacherib (2 K. [xviii. 34,] xix. 13 ; Is.

xxxvii. 13). Its connection with Sepharvaim, or

Sippara, would lead us to place it in Babylonia, or

at any rate on the Euphrates. Here, at no great

distance from Sippara (now Mosaib), is an ancient

town called Ana or Anah, which seems to have been
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in former times a place of considerable importance.

It is mentioned by Abulfeda, by William of Tyre,

and others (see Asseman. Bibl. Or. vol. iii. pt. ii.

p. 560, and p. 717). The conjecture by some (see

Wuier's lieahodrterbuch, s. v.) that this may be

Hena, is probable, and deserves acceptance. A
further conjecture identifies Ana with a town called

Anat {r\ is merely the feminine termination),

which is mentioned in the Assyrian inscriptions as

situated on an isLand in the Euphrates (Fox Tal-

bot's Assyrian Texts, 21; La,ya.rd's Nineveh and

Babylon, 355) at some distance below its junction

with the Chabour ; and which appears as Anatho

{'AvaQ<ii) in Isidore of Charax {Mans. Farlh. p. 4).

The modern Anat is on the right bank of the

stream, while the name also attaches to some ruins

a little lower down upon the left bank ; but between

them is " a string of islands " (Chesney's l-hipliraies

Expedition, i. 53), on one or more of which the an-

cient city may have been situated. G. R.

HEN'ADAD ("T^^n [faror of Hadad,

Fiirst, Ges.] : 'HyaSaS, [etc. :] Henadad, £na-
dad), the head of a family of Levites who took a

prominent part in the rebuilding of the Temple

under Jeshua (Ezr. iii. 9). Bavai and Binnui

(Neh. iii. 18, 24), who assisted in the repair of the

wall of the city, probably belonged to the same

femily. The latter also represented his family at

the signing of the covenant (Neh. x. 9).

HE'NOCH CTT*"l3n: 'Eviix- Henoch). 1.

The form in which the well-known name En«')CH is

given in the A. V. of 1 Chr. i. 3. The Hebrew

word is the same both here and in Genesis, namely,

Chanoc. Perhaps in the present case our transla-

tors followed the Vulgate.

2. So they appear also to have done in 1 Chr.

i. 33 with a name which in Gen. xxv. 4 is more

accurately given as Hanoch.

HE'PHER ("iSn [aivell]: '0(p4p-- Hepher).

1. A descendant of Manasseh. The youngest of

the sons of Gilead (Num. xxvi. 32), and head of

the family of the Hephekites. Hepher was

fiither of Zelophehad (xxvi. 33, xxvii. 1 ;
[.Josh,

xvii. 2, 3]), whose (daughters first raised the ques-

tion of the right of a woman having no brother,

to hold the property of her father.

2. CUcpaK- Hepher.) The second .son of Naa-

rah, one of the two wives of Ashur, the " father of

Tekoa" (1 Chr. iv. 6), in the genealogy of .hulah.

3. [Rom. Vat. Alex. VA. corrupted by false di-

vision of the words ; Comp. ^Acpdp; Aid. 'Ai^ep-]

The Mecherathite, one of the heroes of David's

guard, according to the list of 1 Chr. xi. 30. In

the catalogue of 2 Samuel this name does not

exist (see xxiii. 34) ; and the conclusion of Kenni-

cott, after a full investigation of the passages, is

that the names in Samuel are the originals, and

that Hepher is a mere corruption of them.

HE'PHER ("l^n [a trell]: 'Ocpep; [Vat.

in 1 K. corrupt; Comp. 'E<^ep] Opher), a, place

in ancient Canaan, which, though not mentioned in

the history of the conquest, occurs in the list of

conquered "kings (Josh. xii. 17). It was on the west

of Jordan (comp. 7). So was also the " land of

a * The common barn-door fowl are met with every-

where in Syria at the present day. The peasants rely

on them, and the eggs from them, as one of their chief

means of subsistence (Thomson, Land and Book, ii.

552). The eggs of the hen are no doubt meant in tha

Saviour's illustration (Luke xi. 12), which implies also

that they were very abundant. H.
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Hepher" (P! V'D^j teiTci Epher),yih\ch is named

with Socoh as one of Solomon's commissariat dis-

tricts (1 K. iv. 10). To judge from this catalogue

it lay towards the south of central Palestine, at

any rate below Dor : so that there cannot be any

connection between it and Gath-hei'hek, which

was in Zebulun near Sepphoris.

HE'PHERITES, THE 0~)?nn [patro-

nym., see above], i. e. the Hepherite: 6 '0<ptpi

[Vat. -p€i-] • fumilia Heplieritarum), the family

of Hepher the son of Gileiul (Num. xxvi. 32).

HEPH'ZIBAH (na-"'^?r!' : OfAvf^a ifi6v'

voluntas mm in en). 1. A name signifying My
delight in her, which is to be borne by the restored

Jerusalem (Is. Ixii. 4). The succeeding sentence

contains a play on the word— " for Jehovah de-

lighteth (V?'^! chaphetz) in thee."

2. ('A;|/(;8a; [Vat.i O^^ei/Sa:] Alex. O(p(n0a\

Joseph. 'Ax'iSo: Ilnphsi/jn). It was actually the

name of the queen of King Hezekiah, and the

mother of Manasseh ('2 K. xxi. 1). In the par-

allel account (2 Chr. xxxiii. 1) her name is omitted.

No clue is given us to the character of this queen.

But if she was an adherent of Jehovah— and this

the wife of Hezekiah could not fail to be— it is

not impossible that the words of Is. Ixii. 4 may
contain a complimentary allusion to her.

HERALD i^P"l3 [from the Pers., crier,

caller, Dietr.]). The only notice of this officer in

the 0. T. occurs in Dan. iii. 4 ; the term there

used is connected etymologically with the Greek

KTjpvffffu and Kpd^w, and with our "cry." There

is an evident allusion to the office of the herald in

the expressions Kripvacrctj, K-fipv^, and K'fjpvy/j.a,

which are frequent in the N. T., and which are but

inadequately lendered by " preach," etc. The

term "herald" might be substituted in 1 Tim. ii.

7; 2 Tim. i. 11; 2 Pet. ii. 5. W. L. B.

HER'CULES {'HpaKKris [Neva's (/lory]}, the

name commonly applied by the western nations to

the tutelary deity of Tyre, whose national title was

Melkarta (mp btt, i. e. H-^i) "1^72, the king

of the city = TToXiovxos , MiX'iKapos, Phil. Bybl.

ap. Euseb. Pnep. Ev. i. 10). The identification

was based upon a similarity of the legends and at-

tributes referred to the two deities, but Herodotus

(ii. 44) recognized their distinctness, and dwells on

the extreme antiquity of the Tyrian rite (Herod.

/. c. ; cf. Strabo, xvi. p. 757 ; Arr. Alex. ii. If! ; Jo-

seph. Ant. viii. 5, § 3; c. Apion. 1. 18). The wor-

ship of Melkart was spread throushout the Tyrian

colonies, and was especially established at Carthage

(cf. Hawifcrr?')) where it was celebrated even with

human siicrifices (Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 4 (5); cf.

Jer. xix. 5). Mention is made of public embassies

sent from the colonies to the mother state to honor

the national God (Arr. Alex. ii. 24; Q. Curt. iv.

2; Polyb. xxxi. 20), and this fact places in a clearer

HERD
light the offense of Jason in sending envoys {ficof

povs) to his festival (2 Mace. iv. 19 ff.).

There can be little doubt but that Melkart is the

proper name of the Baal— the Prince (7372n)
— mentioned in the later history of the 0. T. The
worship of "Baal" was introduced from Tyre (1

K. xvi. 31; cf. 2 K. xi. 18) after the earlier Ca-

naanitish idolatry had been put down (1 Sam. vii.

4; cf. 1 K. xi. 5-8), and Melkart (Hercules) and

Astarte appear in the same close relation (Joseph.

Ant. 1. c.) as Baal and Astarte. The objections

which are urged against the identification appear

to have little weight ; but the supposed connections

between Jlelkart and other gods (Moloch, etc.)

which have been suggested (Paul}-, Meal-Kncycl.

s. v. Melcarth) appear less likely (cf. Gesenius, I.

c. ; Movers, Fhonizler, i. 176 ff., hSb ff.). [B.val.]

The direct derivation of the word Hercules from

Phoenician roots, either as 7ID"in, circuitor, the

traveller, in reference to the course of the sun, with

whom he was identified, or to the journeys of the

hero, or again as 73~lS CApxa^fvs, Etym. M.),

the strong conquers, has little probability.

B. F. W.

HERD, HERDSMAN. The herd was

greatly regarded both in the patriarchal and Mo-
saic period. Its nudtiplying was considered as a

blessing, and its decrease as a curse ((ien. xiii. 2;

Deut. vii. 14, xxviii. 4; Ps. evil. 38, cxliv. 14; Jer.

Ii. 23 ). The ox was the most precious stock next

to horse and mule, and (since those were rare) the

thing of greatest value which was conmionly pos-

sessed (1 K. xviii. 5). Hence we see the force of

Saul's threat (1 Sam. xi. 7). The herd yielded the

most esteemed sacrifice (Num. vii. 3; Ps. Ixix. 31;

Is Ixvi. 3); also flesh-meat and milk, chiefly con-

verted, probably, into butter and cheese (Deut.

xxsii. 14; 2 Sam. xvii. 29), which such milk yields

more copiously than that of small cattle ^ (Arist.

Hist. Aniin. iii. 20). The full-grown ox is hardly

ever slaughtered in Syria; but, both for sacrificial

and convivial purposes, the young animal was pre-

ferred (Ex. xxix. 1)^— perhaps three years might

be the age up to which it was so regarded (Gen. xv.

9)— and is spoken of as a special dainty (Gen.

xviii. 8; Am. vi. 4; Luke xv. 23). The case of

Gideon's sacrifice was one of exigency (Judg. vi.

25) and exceptional. So that of the people (1 Sam.

xiv. 32) was an act of wanton excess. The agri-

cultural and general usefulness of the ox, in plough-

ing, threshing [Agkicultukk], and as a beast of

burden (1 Chr. xii. 40; Is. xlvi. 1), made such a

slaughtering seem wasteful; nor, owing to diffi-

culties of grazing, fattening, etc., is beef the prod-

uct of an eastern climate. The animal was broken

to service probably in his third year (Is. xv. 5; Jer.

xlviii. 34; comp. PUn. //. N. viii. 70, ed. Par.).

In the moist season, when grass abounded in the

waste lands, especially in the "south" region,

OS This identification is distinctly made in a Maltese

inscription quoted by Gesenius (Ersch und Gruber's

Encyklop. a. v. Bel., and Thesaurus, s. v. 7373),

where 1^ 73?2 JTIp VJ3 answers to "HpaKAet ap-

t> These were common, and are frequently alluded

to. The expression "IpSlTI'^Dtt'', 2 Sam. xvii. 29

means cheese of cows' milk ; HS^H, Arab. Lj,^,
Gen. xviii. 8, Is. vii. 15, 2 Sam. xvii. 29, Job xx. 17,

Judg. v. 25, Prov. xxx. 33, is properly rendered " butr

ter" (which Gesenius, s. r., is mistaken in declaring

to be " hardly known to the Orientiils, except as a

medicine "). The word n3"*i2. Job x. 10, is the same
' T •

:

'

as the Arab .yjk^, applied by the Bedouins to their

.goats'-milk cheese. [Butter; Cheese.]
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Egyptian farm-yard. (Wilkinson.)

herds grazed there; e. g. in Carmel on the W. side

of the Dead Sea (1 Sam. xxv. 2; 2 Chr. xxvi. 10).

Dothan also, Mishor. and Sharon (Gen. xxxvii. 17

;

eomp. Robinson, iii. 122; Stanley, S.
(.f

P- PP-

247, 260, 484, 485; 1 Chr. xxvii. 29; Is. Ixv. 10)

were favorite pastures. For such purposes Uzziah

built towers in the wilderness (2 Chr. xxvi. 10).

Not only grass," but foliage, is acceptable to the

ox, and the hills and woods of Bashan and Gilead

afforded bolh abundantly; on such upland (Ps. 1.

10; Ixv. 12) pastures cattle might graze, as also,

of course, by river sides, when driven by the

heat from the regions of the "wilderness." Es-

pecially was the eastern table-land (Ez. xxxix. 18

;

Num. xxxii. 4) "a place for cattle," and the pas-

toral tribes of Reuben, Gad, and half Jlanasseh

who settled there, retained something of the no-

madic character and handed down some image of

the patriarchal life (Stanley, -S. # P. pp. 324-5).

Herdsmen, etc., in Egypt were a low, perhaps the

lowest, caste; hence as Joseph's kindred, through

his position, were brought into contact with the

highest castes, they are described as " an abomina-

tion;" but of the abundance of cattle in Kgy[it,

and of the care there bestowed on them, tliere is

no doubt (Gen. xlvii. C, 17; Ex. ix. 4, 20). Brands

were used to distinguish tlie owner's herds (Wil-

kinson, iii. 8, 195; iv. 12.5-131). So the plague

of hail was sent to smite especially the cattle (I's.

Ixxviii. 48), the first-born of which also were smitten

(Ex. xii. 29). The Israelites dep;irting stipulated for

(Ex. X. 26) and took " much cattle " with them (xii.

38). [WiLUEKNESs OF Wanderlsg.] Cattle

A deformed oxherd, so represented to mark contempt,

formed thus one of the traditions of the Israelitish

nation in its greatest period, and became almost a

part of that greatness. They are the object of

a In Num. xxii. 4, the word p"|l**, in A. V. " grass,"

really includes all vegetation. Comp. Ex. x. 15, Is.

xxxvii. 27 ; Cato, <le R. R. c. 30 ; Varro, de R. R. i.

15, and ii. 5. T'^H, Job viii. 12, xl. 15, seems used

In a signification equally wide. [Grass.]
b Habbis differ ou the question whether the owner

3f the animal was under this enactment liable or not

providential care and legislative ordinance (Ex. xx.

10, xxi. 28,* xxxiv. 19 ; Lev. xix. 19, xxv. 7 ; Deut.

xi. 15, xxii. 1, 4, 10, xxv. 4; Ps. civ. 14; Is. xxx.

23; Jon. iv. 11), and even the Levites, though not

holding land, were allowed cattle (Num. xxxv. 2,

3). When pasture failed, a mixture of various

grains (called, Job vi. 5, 7"'7?) rendered "fodder"

in the A. V., and, Is. xxx.' 24, « provender ;" <=

comp. the Roman y«?"raf/o and ocynium, Plin. xviii.

10 and 42) was used, as also ]5/n, "chopped

straw" (Gen. xxiv. 25; Is. xi. 7, Ixv. 25), which

was torn in pieces by the threshing-machine and

used probably for feeding in stalls. These last

formed an important adjunct to cattle-keeping, be-

ing indispensable for shelter at certain seasons (Ex.

ix. 6, 19). The herd, after its harvest-duty was

done, which probably caused it to be in high con-

dition, was specially worth caring for; at the same

time most open pastures would have failed because

of the heat. It was then probably stalled, and

would continue so until vegetation returned. Hence

the failure of "the herd" from "the stalls" is

mentioned as a feature of scarcity (Hab. iii. 17).

"Calves of the stall" (Jlal. iv. 2; Prov. xv. 17)

are the objects of watchful care. The Reubenites,

etc., bestowed their cattle "in cities" when they

passed the Jordan to share the toils of conquest

(Deut. iii. 19), i. e. probal)ly in some pastures

closely adjoining, like the " suburbs " appointed for

tlie cattle of the Levites (Num. xxxv. 2, 3 ; Josh.

xxi. 2). Cattle were ordinarily allowed as a prey

in war to the captor (Deut. xx. 14; Josh. viii.

2), and the case of Amalek is ex-

ceptional, proltably to mark the

extreme curse to wliich tliat people

was devoted (Ex. xvii. 14; 1 Sam.

XV. 3). The occupation of herds-

man was honorable in early times

(Gen. xlvii. 6; 1 Sam. xi. 5; 1 Chr.

xxvii. 29, xxviii. 1). Saul himself

assumed it in the interval of his

cares as king; also Doeg was cer-

tainly high in his confidence (1 Sam.

xxi. 7). Pharaoh made some of

Joseph's brethren "rulers over his

cattle." David's herd-masters were

among his chief officers of state. In

Solomon's time the relative import-

ance of the pursuit declined as commeice grew, but

it was still extensive (Eccl. ii. 7; 1 K. iv. 23). It

must have greatly suffered from the mroads of the

(Wilkinson.)

liable. See de Re Ricst. Veteru?n Hebrrroniin, c. ii.

;

Ugolini, xxix.

c The word seems to be derived from V^3, to mix.
- T

The passage in Isaiah probably means that in the

abundant yield of the crops the cattle should eat of

the best, such as was usually consumed by man.
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enemies to which the country under the later kings

of Judah and Israel was exposed. Uzziah, however,

(2 Chr. xxvi. 10), and Hezekiah (xxxii. 28, 29),

resuming command of the open country, revived it.

Josiah also seems to have been rich in herds (xxxv.

7-9). The prophet Amos at first followed this

occupation (Am. i. 1, vii. 14). A goad was used

(Judg. iii. 31; 1 Sam. xiii. 21, T^^P, "!?"7"ij),

being, as mostly, a staff armed with a spike. For

the word Herd as applied to swine, see Swine;

and on the general sulyect, Ugolini, xxix., de R. R.

vett. Hebr. c. ii., which will be found nearly ex-

haustive of it. H. H.

HE'RES (Is. xix. 18; A. V. "destruction " or

" the sun "). See Ik-ha-hekes.

HE'RESH {^"T)^ artificer: 'Ap^s; [Vat.

PapairjA;] Alex. Apes: carpentarivs), a Levite;

one of the staff attached to the tabernacle (1 Chr.

ix. 15).

HER'MAS {'Epfias, from 'Ep/xTjs, the " Greek

god of gain," or Mercury), the name of a person

to whom St. Paul sends greeting in his Epistle to

the Romans (xvi. 14), and consequently then resi-

dent in Rome, and a Christian : and yet the origin

of the name, like that of the other four mentioned

in the same verse, is Greek. However, in those

days, even a Jew, like St. Paul himself, might ac-

quire Roman citizenship. Irenseus, Tertullian, and

Origen, agree in attributing to him the work called

the Shepherd: which, from the name of Clement

occuning in it, is supposed to have been written in

the pontificate of Clement I. ; while others affirm

it to have been the work of a namesake in the fol-

lowing age, and brother to Pius I. ; others again

have argued against its genuineness. (Cave, Hist.

Lit. s. v. ; Bull, Defens. Fid. Nic. i. 2, 3-6 ; Din-

dorf, Prcef. ml Ilermce Past.) From internal

evidence, its author, whoever he was, appears to

have been a maiTied man and father of a family

:

a deep mystic, but without ecclesiastical rank.

Further, the work in question is supposed to have

been originally written in Greek— in which lan-

guage it is frequently cited l)y the Greek Fathers—
though it now only exists entire in a Latin version."

It was never received into the canon ; but yet was

generally cited with respect only second to that

which was paid to the authoritative books of the

N. T., and was held to be in some sense inspired

(Caillau's Patres, tom. i. p. 17). It may be styled

the Pilgrim'' s Progress of ante-Nicene times ; and

is divided into three parts: the first containing

fom- visions, the second twelve moral and spiritual

precepts, and the third ten similitudes, each in-

tended to shadow forth some verity (Caillau, ibid.).

Every man, according to this writer, is attended by

a good and bad angel, who are continually attempt-

ing to aftect his course through life; a doctrine

which forcibly recalls the fable of Prodicus respects

ing the choice of Hercules (Xenoph. Mem. ii. 1).

The Hernias of the Epistle to the Romans is

celebrated as a saint in the Roman calendar on

May 9 (Butler's Lives of the Saints, May 9).

E. S. Ff.

« * Nearly the whole of the Greek text of the S/iep-

herd has now been recovered from a manuscript found

at Mount Athos by Constantine Siuionides, and a con-

eiderable portion of the work is preserved in the Codex

Shiaitictts published by Tischendorf in 1862. The 1 Canonem receptum, Lips. 1866.

Greek text was first published by Anger and Dindorf 1

HERMON
HER'MES ('Epyufjs), the name of a man men-

tioned in the same epistle with the preceding (Rom.
xvi. 14). "According to the Greeks," says Calmet
(Diet. 8. v.), " he was one of the Seventy disciples,

and afterwards Bishop of Dahnatia." His festival

occurs in their calendar upon April 8 (Neale, East-
ern Church, ii. 774). E. S. Ff.

* HER'MES, Acts xiv. 12. [Mekcuky.]

HERMOG'ENES ('Epfioyevris) [born of
Hermes'], a person mentioned by St. Paul in the

latest of all his epistles (2 Tim. i. 15; see Alford's

Proleg. c. vii. § 35), when "all in Asia" (i. e.

those whom he had left there) " had turned away
from him," and among their number " Phygellus

and Hermogenes." It does not appear whether
they had merely forsaken his cause, now that he
was in bonds, through fear, like those of whom St.

Cyprian treats in his celebrated work Be Lnpsis;
or whether, like Hymenaeus and Pliiletus (ibid. ch.

ii. 18), they had embraced false doctrine. It is

just possible that there may be a contrast intended

between tliese two sets of deserters. According to

the legendary history, bearing the name of Abdias
(Fabricii Cod. Ajxcrijph. N. T. p. 517), Hemiog-
enes hfid been a magician, and was, with Philetus,

converted by St. James the Great, who destroyed

the charm of his spells. Neither the Hermogenes,
who suffered in the reign of Domitian (Hofmann,
Lex. Univ. s. v.; Alford on 2 Tim. i. 15), nor the

Hermogenes against whom Tertullian wrote— still

less the martyrs of the Greek calendar (Neale,

Eastern Church, ii. p. 770, January 24, and p.

781, September 1)— are to be confounded with the

person now under notice, of whom nothing more
is known. E. S. Ff.

HER'MON (I'lnin [prmninent, lofty']:

'Aep/xiov: [Hermori]), a mountain on the north-

eastern border of Palestine (Deut. iii. 8; Josh. xii.

1), over against Lebanon (Josh. xi. 17), adjoining

the plateau of Bashan (1 Chr. v. 23). Its situa-

tion being thus clearly defined in Scripture, there

can be no doubt as to its identity. It stands at

the southern end, and is the culminating point of

the Anti-Libanus range ; it towers high above the

ancient border-city of Dan and the fountains of the

Jordan, and is the most conspicuous and beautiful

mountain in Palestine or Syria. The name Her-
mon was doubtless suggested by its appearance—
" a lofty prominent peak," visible from afar

(1"lX3"in has the same meaning as the Arabic

I*
y"^

) i
just as L^ebanon was suggested by the

white character of its limestone strata. Other

names were also given to Hermon, each in Use
manner descriptive of some striking feature. The

Sidonians called it Sinon (p'^'ltt'', from mtt7,

"to glitter"), and the Amorites Senir ("1"^3£i?,

from 13ti? " to clatter "), both signifying " breast-

plate," and suggested by its rounded glittering top,

when the sun's rays were reflected by the snow that

covers it (Deut. iii. 9; Cant. iv. 8; Ez. xxvii. 5).

at Leipsic in 1856, better by Tischendorf in Dressel's

Patres Apostolici, Lip.s. 1857 (2d ed. with the readings

of the Cod. Si7i. 1863) ; but the best edition is that of

Ililgenfeld, Fasc. iii. of his Novimi Ttstamentum extra
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It was ako named Sion, •» the elevated " CjW'lZ?),

towering over all its compeers (Deut. iv. 48). So

now, at the present day, it is called Jebel esh-Sheikh

(;^OuiwJI Jo^^ ),
" the chief mountain " — a

name it well deserves ; and Jebel eth-Thelj

(^.JjJl Joes*-), "snowy mountain," which

every man who sees it will say is peculiarly appro-

priate. When the whole country is parched with

the summer-sun, white lines of snow streak the

head of Hermon. This mountain was the great

landmark of the Israelites. It was associated with

their northern border almost as intimately as the

sea was with the western (see D"' in Ex. xxvii.
^ T

12, A. V. " west; " Josh. viii. 9). They conquered

all the land east of the Jordan, " from the river

Arnon unto Mount Hermon " (Deut. iii. 8, iv. 48;

Josh. xi. 17). Baal-gad, the border-city before

Dan became historic, is described as " under Mount
Hermon" (Josh. xiii. 5, xi. 17); and when the

half-tribe of Manasseh conquered their whole al-

lotted territory, they are said to have " increased

from Bashan unto Baal-hermon and Senir, and

unto Mount Hermon " (1 Chr. v. 23). In one

passage Hermon would almost seem to be used to

signify " north," as the word "sea" (D^) is for

"west" — "the north and the south Thou hast

created them; Tabor and Hermon shall rejoice in

thy name" (Ps. Ixxxix. 12). The reason of this

is obvious. From whatever part of Palestine the

Israelite turned his eyes northward, Hermon was

there, terminating the view. From the plain along

the coast, from the mountains of Samaria, from

the Jordan valley, from the heights of Moab and

GUead, from the plateau of Bashan, that pale-blue,

snow-capped cone forms the one feature on the

northern horizon. The " dew of Hermon " is once

referred to in a passage which has long been con-

sidered a geographical puzzle— " As the dew of

Hermon, the dew that descended on the mountains

of Zion" (Ps. cxxxiii. 3). Zion ("|"1'*^) is prob-

ably used here for Sicm (^S^tt7), one of the old

names of Hermon (Deut. iv. 48). « The snow on

the summit of tliis mountain condenses the vapors

that float during the summer in the higher regions

of the atmosphere, causing light clouds to hover

around it, and abundant dew to descend on it,

while the whole country elsewhere is parched, and

the whole heaven elsewhere cloudless.

Hermon has three summits, situated like the

angles of a triangle, and about a quarter of a mile

from each other. They do not differ much in ele-

vation. This may account for the expression in

Ps. xlii. 7 (6), " I will remember thee from the land

of the Jordan and the Jlennons (D'^JIQ'in) —
perhaps also for the three appellations in 1 ('hr. v.

23. On one of the summits are curious and inter-

esting ruins. Bound a rock which forms the crest

of the peak are the foundations of a rude circular

wall, composed of massive stones; and within the

circle is a large heap of hewn stones, surrounding
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the remains of a small and very ancient temple.

This is evidently one of those " high places," which

the old inhabitants of Palestine, and the Jews fre-

quently in imitation of them, set up " upon every

high mountain and upon every hill " (Deut. xii. 2;

2 K. xvii. 10, 11). In two passages of Scripture

this mountain is called Baal-hermon (73?

2

"jhann, Judg. iii. 3; 1 Chr. v. 23); and the

only reason that can be assigned for it is that Baal

was there worshipped. Jerome says of it, " dici-

turque in vertice ejus insigne templttm, quod ab

ethnicis cultui habetur e regione Paneadis et Li-

bani " — reference must here be made to the build-

ing whose ruins are still seen {Ononi. s. v. Hermon).

It is remarkable that Hermon was anciently en-

compassed by a circle of temples, all faciny the

summit. Can it be that this mountain was the

great sanctuary of Baal, and that it was to the

old Syrians what Jerusalem was to the Jews, and

what Mekkah is to the Muslems? (See llandb.

for Syr. and Pal. 454, 457 ; Keland, Pal. p. 323

ff.)

The height of Hermon has never been measured,

though it has been often estimated. It is unques-

tionably the second mountain in Syria, ranking

next to the summit of Lebanon near the Cedars,

and only a few hundred feet lower than it. It

may safely be estimated at 10,000 feet. It rises

up an obtuse truncated cone, from 2000 to 3000

feet above the ridges that radiate from it— thus

having a more commanding asfiect than any other

mountain in Syria. The cone is entirely naked.

A coating of disintegrated limestone covers the

surface, rendering it smooth and bleak. The snow

never disappears from its summit. In spring and

early summer the top is entirely covered. As sum-

mer advances the snow gradually melts from the

tops of the ridges, but remains in long glittering

streaks in the ravines that radiate from the centre,

looking in the distance like the white locks that

scantily cover the head of old age. (See Five

Years in Damascus, vol. i.)

A tradition, originating apparently about the

time of Jerome (Heland, p. 326), gave the name
Hermon to the range of Jebel exl^Duhy near Tabor,

the better to explain Ps. Ixxxix. 12. The name
still continues in the monasteries of Palestine, and

has thus crept into books of travel. [(iiLBOA,

note.'] J. L. P.

* But few of the travellers in Syria have gone to

the top of Hermon, and the view from it has not

been often described. We are indebted to Mr.

Tristram for the following sketch {Laml of Israel,

p. G14, 2d ed.): —
" We were at last on Hermon, whose snowy head

had been a sort of pole-star for the last six months.

We had looked at him from Sidon, from Tyre,

from Carmel, from Gerizim, from the hills aliout

Jerusalem, from the Dead Sea, from Gilead, and

from Nebo; and now we were looking down on

them all, as they stood out from the emljossed map
that lay spread at our feet. The only drawback was

a light fleecy cloud which stretched from Carmel's

top all along the Lebanon, till it rested upon Jebel

Suniiin, close to Ba;il-bec. But it lifted sufliciently

a * It is against this equivalence that the consonants

are different (see above) and that the meanings are dif-

ferent {Infli/ : siiinii/, hri<;ht). Besides, to make the dew
5f Hermon fall upon itself renders what follows irrel-

evant ; for we can refer the blessing and the spiritual

life spoken of only to Zion, the sac -fd mount. See

under Uermon, the Dew of. H.
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to give us a peep of the Mediterranean in three

places, and amongst them of Tyre. Tliere was a

haze, too, over the Ghor, so th:it we could only

Bee as fiir as Jebel Ajlun and Gilead ; but Lakes

Huleh and Gennesaret, sunk in the depths beneath

us, and reflecting the sunlight, were magnificent.

We could scarcely realize that at one glance we
were taking in the whole of the land through which,

for more than six months, we had been incessantly

wandering. Not less striking were the views to

the north and east, with the head waters of the

Awaj (Pharpar) rising beneath us, and the Barada
(Abana), in the for distance, both rivers marking

the courses of their fertilizing streams by the deep

green lines of verdure, till the eye rested on the

brightness of Damascus, and then turned up the

wide opening of Ccele-Syria, until shut in by Leb-

anon.

" A ruined temple of Baal, constructed of squared

stones arranged nearly in a circle, crowns the high-

est of the three peaks of Hermon, all very close

together. We spent a great part of the day on

the summit, but were before long painfully affected

by the rarity of the atmosphere. The sun had

sunk behind Lebanon before we descended to our

tents, but long after we had lost him he continued

to paint and gild Hermon with a beautiful ming-

ling of Alpine and desert hues."

Mr. Porter, author of Five Yems in Darnciscus,

ascended Hermon in 1852. For an extended ac-

count of the incidents and results of the exploration,

see Bill. Sacra, xi. 41-56. See the notices, also,

in Mr. Porter's Handbook, ii. 453 ff. Thomson
(Land and Book, ii. 438) speaks of his surprise at

finding that from the shores of the Dead Sea he

had a distinct view of " Mount Hermon towering

to the sky far, far up the Ghor to the north." It

was a new eviflence, he adds, that Moses also could

have seen Hermon (Deut. xxxiv. 1 ff.) from the

mountains of Moab [Nkiso, Amer. ed.].

Sirion or Shirion, the Sidonian name of Hermon,
signifies a "breast-plate," or "coat of mail; " and

if (as assumed above), it be derived from n~1f*

"to glitter," « it refers, naturally, not to any sup-

posed resemblance of figure or shape, but to the

shining appearance of that piece of armor. Her-

mon answers remarkably to that description. As
seen at a distance through the transparent atmos-

phere, with the snow on its summit and stretching

in long lines down its declivities, it glows and

sparkles under the rays of the sun as if robed in a

vesture of silver.

It is altogether probable that the Saviour's trans-

figuration took place on some one of the heights

of Hermon. The Evangelists relate the occurrence

in connection with the Saviour's visit to Ca^sarea

Philippi, which was in that neighborhood. Hence

also the healing of the lunatic boy (Luke ix. 37

)

took place at the foot of Hermon. Dean Alford

assumes (Greek Test. i. 168) that Jesus had been

journeying southward from Caesarea Philippi dur-

ing the six or eight days which immediately

preceded the transfiguration, and hence infers that

the high mountain which he ascended must be

sought near Capernaum.- But that is not the more

obvious view. Neither of the Evangelists says that

a * So Gesenius in Holfinann'g ed. 1847 ;
but accord-

ing to Dietrich and Fiirst, from rT^y, to tveave to-

%elher, fasten, as in making a shield. H.
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Jesus was journeying southward during these days;

but, on the contrary, having stated just before that

Jesus came into "the parts" (Matt. xvi. 13) or
" the villages " (Mark viii. 27) of Csesarea Philippi,

they leave us to understand that he preached dur-

ing the time mentioned, in that region, and then

came to the mountain there on which he was trans-

figured. [Tabor.] H.

* HERMON, DEW OF. The dew on this

mountain is proverbially excellent and abundant
(see Ps. cxxxiii. 3). " More copious dew," says Tris-

tram {Land of Israel, p. 008 f. 2d ed. ),
" we never

experienced than that on Hermon. Everything

was drenched with it, and the tents were small pro-

tection. The under sides of our macintosh sheets

were in water, our guns were rusted, dew-drops

were hanging everywhere The hot air in

the daytime comes streaming up the Ghor from the

Huleh, while Hermon arrests all the moisture, and
deposits it congealed at nights." As Mr. Porter

states, " one of its hills is appropriately called Tell

Abu Nedy, i. e. ' Father of the Dew,' for the clouds

seem to cling with peculiar fondness round its

wooded top and the little Wely of Sheikh Abu
Nedy, which crowns it " {Handbook, ii. 463).

Van de Velde {Syr. and Pal. i. 126) testifies to

this peculiarity of Hermon.
It has perplexed conmientators not a little to ex-

plain how the Psalmist (cxxxiii. 3) could speak of

the dew of Hermon in the north of Palestine as

falling on Zion in Jerusalem. The A. V. does not

show the difficulty; for the words "and the dew "

being interpolated between the clauses, the dew of

Hermon appears there as locally diflerent from that

which descended on Mount Zion. But the He-
brew sentence will not bear that construction (see

Hupfeld, Die Psalmen, iv. 320). Nor, where the

places are so far apart from each other, can we think

of the dew as carried in the atmosphere from one

place to the other. Hupfeld (iv. 322) suggests that

perhaps "as the dew of Hermon " may be a for-

mula of blessing (comp. the curse on Gillioa, 2 Sam.

i. 21), and as applied here may represent Zion as

realizing the idea of that blessing, both spiritual

and natural, in the highest degree. Bittcher

{Aehrenlese zum A. T., p. 58) assumes an appel-

lative sense of ^^DIH, t. e. dew (not of any par-

ticular mountain of that name), but of lofty heights

generally, which would include Zion. Hengsten-

berg's explanation is not essentially different from

this {Die Psalmen, iv. 83), except that with him
the generalized idea would be = Hermou-dew, in-

stead of^ Dew of Hermons. H.

HER'MONITES, THE (D"'3'lt2"iri : 'Ep-

uciivietix'- Hermoniim) [in the A. V.]. Properly

the " Hermons," with reference to the three [or

two?] summits of Mount Hermon (Ps. xlii. 6 [7]).

[Hkkjion, p. 1047.] W. A. W.

*HER'MONS (according to the Hebrew),

Ps. xlii. 7 (fl). Only one mountain is known in

the Bible as Hermon; the plural name refers, no

doulit, to the different summits for which this was

noted. [IIkumon.] See also Eob. Phys. Ueogr.

p. 347. H.

HER'OD {'Hpdi^ns, i- e. Hero'des). The
Hf.kodian Family. The history of the Hero-

dian family presents one side of the last develop-

ment of the Jewish nation. The evils vv'hich had

existed in the hierarchy which grew up after the

Return, found an unexpected embodiment in the
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tyranny of a foreign usurper. Religion was adopted

as a policy; and the Hellenizing designs of Aiiti-

ochus Epiphanes were carried out, at least in their

spirit, by men who professed to observe the Law.

Side by side with the spiritual "kingdom of God,"

proclaimed by .John the Baptist, and founded by

the Lord, a kingdom of the world was estabhshed,

which in its external splendor recalled tlie tradi-

tional magnificence of Solomon. Tlie simultaneous

realization of the two principles, national and spir-

itual, which had long variously influenced the .Jews,

in the establishment of a dynasty and a church, is

a fact pregnant with instruction. In the fullness

of time a descendant of lisau established a false

counterpart of the promised glories of Messiah.

Various accounts are given of the ancestry of the

Herods; but neglecting the exaggerated statements

of friends and enemies," it seems certain that they

were of Idumoean descent (.Jos. Ant. xiv. 1, 3), a

fact which is indicated by the forms of some of the

names which were retained in the family (Ewald,

Geschlchte, iv. 477, note). But though aliens by

race, the Herod(fe were .Jews in faith. The Idu-

msEans had been conquered and brought over to

Judaism by John Hyrcanus (b. c. lyO, Jos. Ant.

xiii. 9, § 1); and from the time of their conversion

they remained constant to their new religion, look-

ing upon Jerusalem as their mother city and claim-

ing for themselves the name of Jews (Joseph. Ant.

XX. 7, § 7; 5. J. i. 10, § 4, iv. 4, § 4).

The general policy of the whole Ilerodian family,

though modified by the personal characteristics of

the successive rulers, was the same. It centred in

the endeavor to found a great and independent

kingdom, in which the power of Judaism should

subserve to the consolidation of a state. The pro-

tection of Home was in the first instance a neces-

sity, but the designs of Herod I. and Agrippa I.

point to an independent eastern empire as their

end, and not to a mere subject monarchy. Such a

consummation of the .lewish hopes seems to have

found some measure of acceptance at first [He-
KODiANs] ; and by a natural reaction the temporal

dominion of the Herods opened the way to the

destruction of the Jewish nationality. The religion

which was degraded into the instrument of unscru-

pulous ambition lost its power to quicken a united

people. The high-priests were appointed and de-

posed by Herod I. and his successors with such a

reckless disregard for the character of their office

(Jost, Gesch. d. Judentliums, i. 322, 325, 421),

that the office itself was deprived of its sacred dig-

nity (comp. Acts xxiii. 2 flf.; .Jost, 430, &c.). The
nation was divided, and amidst the conflict of sects

a universal faith arose, which more than fulfilled

the nobler hopes that found no satisfaction in the

treacherous grandeur of a court.

The family relations of tlie Herods are singularly

complicated from the frequent recurrence of the

same names, and the several accounts of Josephus

are not consistent in every detail. The following

table, however, seems to offer a satisfactory sum-
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« The .Jewish partisans of Herod (Nicolaus Damas-
cenus, ap. Jos. Ant. xiv. 1, 3) souglit to raise tiim to

the dignity of a descent from one of the noble fami-

lies which returned from Babylon ; and, on the other

hand, early Christian writers represented his origin as

utterly mean and servile. Africanus lias preserved a
iradition (Routh, ReV. Sacr. ii. p. 235), on the autliority

iif " the natural kinsmen of tlie Saviour," which makes
Antipater, the father of Herod, the son of one Herod,

mary of his statements. The members of the

Herodian family who are mentioned in the N. T.
are distinguished by capitals.

Josephus is the one great authority for tlie his-

tory of the Herodian family. The scanty notices

which occur in Hebrew and classic winters throw

very little additional light upon the events which
he narrates. Of modern writers Ew;ild has treated

the whole subject with the widest and clearest view.

Jost in his several works has added to the records

of Josephus gleanings from later Jewish writers.

Where the original sources are so accessible, mono-
graphs are of little use. The following are quoted

liy Winer: Noldii Hist. Idumoid . . . Franeq.

1600; E. Spanhemii Stemmn . . . llerodis J/.,

which are reprinted in Havercamp's Josephus (ii.

331 ff.; 402 ff).

I. Hek(id the Great ('HpcuSrjs) was the sec-

ond son of Antipater, who was appointed procurator

of Judasa by Julius Csesar, b. c. 47, and (Jypros,

an Arabian of noble descent (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 7,

§ 3). At the time of his father's elevation, though

only fifteen years old, he received the government

of (ialilee (Joseph. Ant. xiv. !), § 2), and shortly

afterwards that of Coele-Syria. When Antony
came to Syria, b. c. 41, he appointed Uerod and
his elder brother Phasael tetrarchs of Judsea (Jo-

seph. Ant. xiv. 13, § 1). Herod was farced to

abandon .Judsea next year by an invasion of the

Parthians, who supported the claims of Antigonus,

the representative of the Asmontean dynasty, and
fled to Rome (b. c. 40). At Rome he was well

received by Antony and Octavian, and was ap-

pointed by the senate king of Judtea to the exclu-

sion of the Hasmonsean line (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 14,

§ 4; App. Bell. C. 39). In the course of a few-

years, by the help of the Romans, he took .lerusalem

(li. c. 37), and completely established his authority

throughout his dominions. An expedition which
he was forced to make against Araliia saved him
from taking an active part in tlie civil war, though

he was devoted to the cause of Antony. After the

battle of Actiuni he visited Octavian at Rhodes,

and his noble bearing won for him the favor of the

conqueror, who confirmed him in the p'lssession of

the kingdom* u. c. 31, and in the next yeai in-

creased it by the addition of several important

cities (Joseph. Ant. xv. 10, § 1 ft"), and afterwards

gave him the province of Trachonitis and the dis-

trict of Raneas (.Joseph. Ant. 1. c). The remainder

of the reign of Herod was undisturbed liy external

troul)les, but his domestic life was embittered by

an almost uninterrupted series of injuries and cruel

acts of vengeance. Hyrcanus, the grandfather of

his wife Mariamne, was put to death shortly before

his visit to Augustus. Mariamne herself, to whom
he was passionately devoted, was next sacrifieetl to

[lis jealousy. One execution followed another, till

at last, in b. c. 6, he was persuaded to put to death

the two sons of JMariamne, Alexander and Aristo-

l)ulus, in whom the chief hope of the people lay.

Two years afterwards he condemned to death An-

a slave attached to the service of a temple of Apollo at

Ascalon, who was taken prisoner by Idumaean robbers,

and kept by them, as his father could not p:iy his ran-

som. The locality (cf. Philo, Le^. ml Oiinm, § 30)

no less than the office, was calculated to fix a heavy

reproach upon the name (cf. Routh, ntJ lor.). This

story is repeated with great inaccuracy by Epiphaniim

{HfKr. XX.).
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tipater, his eldest son", who had been their most

active accuser, and the order for his execution was

among the last acts of Herod's life, for he died

himself five days after the death of his son, b. c.

4, in the same year which marks the true date of

the Nativity. [Jesus Christ.]

These terrible acts of bloodshed which Herod

perpetrated in his own fomily were accompanied by

others among his subjects equally terrible, from the

numbers who fell victims to them. The infirmities

of his later years exasperated him to yet greater

cruelty; and, according to the well-known story,

he ordered the nobles whom he had called to him
in his last moments to be executed immediately

after his decease, that so at least his death might

be attended by universal mourning (Joseph. Ant.

xvii. 7, § 5). It was at the time of this fatal ill-

ness that he nuist have caused the slaughter of the

infants at Bethlehem (Matt. ii. 16-18), and from

the comparative insignificance of the murder of a

few young children in an unimportant village when
contrasted with the deeds which he carried out or

designed, it is not surprising that Josephus has

passed it over in silence. The number of children

in Bethlehem and "all the borders thereof" (eV

TTaffiv Tols opiois) may be estimated at about ten

or twelve ; " and the language of the Evangelist

leaves in complete uncertainty the method in which

the deed was effected {airocmlAas auf7\fv)- The
scene of open and undisguised violence which has

been consecrated by Christian art is wholly at va-

riance with what may be supposed to have been the

historic reality. At a later time the murder of the

children seems to have been connected with the

death of Antipater. Thus, according to the anec-

dote preserved by Macrobius (c. A. d. 410), "Au-
gustus, cum audisset inter pueros quos in Syria

Herodes, Kex Judajorum, intra bimntum (Matt. ii.

16; ib. Vulg. a biinatu et iiifra) jussit interfici,

filium quoque ejus occisum, ait: Melius est Herodis

porcuni esse quani filium" (Macrob. Sat. ii. 4)

But Josephus has preserved two very remarkable

references to a massacre which Herod caused to be

made sliortly before his death, which may throw

an additional light upon the history. In this it is

said that Herod did not spare " those who seemed

most dear to him " {Ant. xvi. 11, § 7), but "slew

all those of his own family who sided with tlie

Pharisees (o ^apifroios)" in refusing to take the

oath of allegiance to the Roman emperor, while

they looked forward to a change in the royal line

(Joseph. Ant. xvii. 2, § 6 ; cf. Lardner, Credibility,

etc., i. 278 fF., 332 f., 349 f.). How far this event

may have l)een directly connected with the murder
at Betlilehem it is impossible to say, from the ob-

scurity of the details, but its occasion and charac-

ter throw a great light upon St. JMatthew's nar-

rative.

In dealing with the religious feelings or preju-

dic&s of the Jews, Herod showed as great contempt

for public opinion as in the execution of his per-

sonal vengeance. He signalized his elevation to

the throne by offerings to the Capitoline Jupiter

(Jost, Gesch. d. Judenlhums, i. 318), and sur-

rounded liis person by foreign mercenaries, some of

whom liad been formerly in the service of Cleopatra

(Jos. Ant. XV. 7, § 3; xvii. 1, § 1; 8, § 3). His

coins and those of his successors bore only Greek

a The language of St. Matthew offers an instructive

contrast to that of Justin M. (Dial. c. Tri/pk. 78)

:

b'HpuiSrfi . . . IT a. V TO.'; aTrAws tovs TraiSasTOus
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legends ; and he introduced heathen games within

the walls of Jenisalem (Jos. Ant. xv. 8, § 1). He
displayed ostentatiously his favor towards foreigners

(Jos. Ant. xvi. 5, § 3), and oppressed the old Jew-
ish aristocracy (Jos. Ant. xv. 1, § 1). The later

Jewish traditions describe him as successively the

servant of the Hasmonseans and the IJomans, and
relate that one Rabbin only survived the persecu-

tion which he directed against them, purchasing

his life by the loss of sight (Jost, i. 319, &c.).

While Herod alienated in this manner the affec-

tions of the Jews by his cruelty and disregard for

the Law, he adorned Jerusalem with many splendid

monuments of his taste and magnificence. The
Temple, which he rebuilt with scrupulous care, so

that it might seem to be a restoration of tlie old

one rather than a new building (Jos. Ant. xv. § 11),

was the greatest of these works. The restoration

was begun b. c. 20, and the Temple itself was com-
pleted in a year and a half (Jos. Ant. xv. 11, § 6).

The suiTounding buildings occupied eight years

more (Jos. Ant. xv. 11, § 5). But fresh additions

were constantly made in succeeding years, so that

at the time of the Lord's visit to Jerusalem at the

beginning of His ministry, it was said that the

Temple was " built {wKoSo/x7}dri) in forty and six

years " (John ii. 20), a phrase which expresses the

whole period from the commencement of Herod's

work to the completion of the latest addition then

made, for the final completion of the whole build-

ing is placed by Josephus {Ant. xx. 8, § 7, JjStj 5e

t6t€ Kcd rh lephv irereXiffTo) in the time of

Herod Agrippa II. (c. A. d. 50).

Yet even this splendid work was not likely to

mislead the Jews as to the real spirit of the king.

While he rebuilt the Temple at Jerusalem, he re-

built also the Temple at Samaria (.los. Ant. xv. 8,

§ 5), and made provision in his new city Csesarea

for the celebration of heathen worship (Jos. Ant.

XV. 9, § 5); and it has been supposed (.lost, Gesch.

d. .Judenth. i. 323) that the rebuilding of the Temple
furnished him with the opportunity of destroying

the authentic collection of genealogies which was

of the highest importance to the priestly families.

Herod, as appears from his public designs, affected

the dignity of a second Solomon, but he joined the

license of that monarch to his magnificence; and
it was said that the monument which he raised over

the royal tombs was due to the fear which seized

him after a sacrilegious attempt to rob them of

secret treasures (Jos. Ant. xvi. 7, § 1).

It is, perhaps, difficult to see in the character

of Herod any of the true elements of greatness.

Some have even supposed that the title— the great

— is a mistranslation for the elder (M^'^, Jost, i.

319, note; 6 fj.eyas, Ewald, Gesch. iv. 473, &c.);

and yet on the other hand he seems to have pos-

sessed the good qualities of our own Henry VIII.

with his vices. He maintained peace at home
during a long reign by the vigor and timely gen-

erosity of his administration. Abroad he conciliated

the good-will of the Romans under circumstances of

mmsual dilficulty. His ostentatious display and

even his arbitrary tyranny was calculated to inspire

Orientals with awe. Bold and yet prudent, o[)prcss-

ive and yet profuse, he had many of the character-

istics which make a popular hero; and the title

ev BrjSAeefi cKe'Aeutrei' avaipeOrivat,. Cf. Orig. e. Cela,

i. p. 47, etl. Spenc. o 5e "IlpuiSrjs avelKe nivra rd ir

BTjeAeem /cai xois opi'ots avTijs TraiSi'a . . .
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which may have been first given in admiration of

successful despotism now serves to bring out iji

clearer contrast the terrible price at which the suc-

cess was purchased.

Copper Coin of Herod the Great.

Obv. HPWAOY. Bunch of grapes. Rev. E0NAPXO.
Macedonian helmet : in the field caduceus.

II. Hkkod Ani'ipas ('AvTiTFOTpoy, 'AvTiira^)

was the son of Herod the Great by Malthace, a

Samaritan (Jos. Ant. xvii. 1, § 3). His father had

origuially destined him as his successor in the king-

dom (cf. Matt. ii. 22; Arciielau.s), but by the

List change of his will appointed him " tetrarch of

Galilee and Persea" (Jos. AiU. xvii. 8, § 1, 'Hp. &

rerpdpxvSt Matt. xiv. 1; Luke iii. 19, ix. 7; Acts

xiii. 1; cf. Luke iii. 1, TerpapxavvTOS rris FaXi-

\aias "Up.)-, which brought him a yearly revenue

of 200 talents (Jos. Aiit. xvii. 1-3, § 4; cf Luke viii.

3, XovCa iiTnp6irov 'Up.)- He first married

a daughter of Aretas, " king of Arabia I'etrsea,"

but after some time (Jos. Ant. xviii. 5, § 1) he

made overtures of marriage to Herodias, the wife

of his hall-brother Herod-Philip, which she received

favorably. Aretas, indignant at the insult offered

to his daughter, foimd a pretext for invading the

teiTitory of Herod, a)id defeated him with great

loss (Jos. I. c). This defeat, according to the famous

passage in Jo.sephus {Ant. xviii. 5, § 2), was attrib-

uted by many to the murder of John the Baptist,

which had been committed by Antipas shortly

before, under the hifluence of Herodias (Matt. xiv.

4 ft".; Mark vi. 17 ft".; Luke iii. 19). At a later

time the ambition of Herodias proved the cause

of her husband's ruin. She urged him to go to

Rome to gain the title of king (cf. Mark vi. 14, 6

fi aff lA e V s 'Up. by 'courtesy), which had been

granted to his nephew Agripjia; but he was opposed

at the court of Caligula by the emissaries of Agrippa

{HKiioD A<;Kiri'A], and condemned to perpetual

banishment at Lugdunum, A. d. 39 (Jos. Ant. xviii.

7, § 2), whence he appears to have retired after-

wards to Spain (
B. J. ii. 9, § 6 ; but see note on

p. 796). Herodias voluntarily shared his punish-

ment, and he died in exile. [Heuodias.]
Pilate took occasion from our Lord's residence

in tialilee to send Him for examination (Luke xxiii.

6 ft". )to Hei'od Antipas, who came up to Jerusalem

to celebrate the Passover (ef. Jos. Ant. xviii. 6, § 3),

and thus heal the feud which had existed between

tlie tetrarch and himself (Luke xxiii. 12; cf. Luke
xiii. 1, irepl twv TaXi\oAiiiv, u>v ro aifxa nlXaros

ifjn^(v fjLiTa. TWV QvffLwv avTcov)-"- fhe share

which Antip;;; tlms took in the Passion is specially

noticed in the Acts (iv. 27) in connection with Ps.

ii. 1, 2. His character, as it appears in the Gospels,
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answers to the general tenor of his fife. He was un- •

scrupulous (Luke iii. 19, nep\ iravroiv Siv i-iroir)<r€V

iTovr]pa)v)i tyrannical (Luke xiii. 31), and weak
(]\latt. xiv. 9). Yet his cruelty was marked by
cunning (Luke xiii. 32, rfj a\d>ireKi rainri), and
followed by remorse (Mark vi. 14). In contrast

with Pilate he presents the type of an Eastern

despot, capricious, sensual, and superstitious. This

last element of superstition is both natural and
clearly marked. For a time " he heard John
gladly " (Mark vi. 20), and was anxious to see

Jesus (Luke ix. 9, xxiii. 8), in the expectation, as it

is said, of witnessing some miracle wrought by Him
(Luke xiii. 31, xxiii. 8).

The city of Tibehias, which Antipas founded

and named in honor of the emperor, was the most
conspicuous monument of his long reign ; but, like

the rest of the Herodian family, he showed his

passion for building cities in several places, restor-

ing Sepphoris, near Tabor, which had been de-

stroyed in the wars after the death of Herod the

Great (Jos. Ant. xvii. 12, § 9; xviii. 2, § 1) and
Betharamphtha (Beth-haram) in Persea, which he

named Julias, " from the wife of the emperor

"

(Jos. Ant. xviii. 2, 1; Hieron. Euseb. C/iron. a. d.

29, Livias).

III. Ahchelaus i'Apxf^aos [ruler of the

pc(rj}le'\) was, like Herod Antipas, the son of Herod
the Great and Malthace. He was brought up with

his brcither at liome (Joseph. A7it. xvii. 1, § 3),

and in consequence of the accusations of his eldest

brother Antipater, the son of Doris, he was ex-

cluded by his father's will from any share in his

dominions. Afterwards, however, by a second

change, the "kingdom" was left to him, which

had been designed for his brother Antipas (Joseph.

Ant. xvii. 8, § 1). and it was this unexpected

arrangement which led to the retreat of Joseph to

(jalilee (Matt. ii. 22). Archelaus did not enter on

his power without strong opposition and bloodshed

(Joseph. Ant. xvii. 9); but Augustus confirmed the

will of Herod in its essential provisions, and gave

Archelaus the govermnent of " Idumaa, Judtea,

and Samaria, with the cities of Ca-sarea, Sebaste,

Joppa, and Jerusalem " (Joseph. Ant. xvii. 13, § 5),

which produced a revenue of 400 (Joseph. £. J. ii.

6, § 3) or 600 talents (Ant. xvii. 13, 5). For the

time he received the title of Ethnarch, with the

promise of that of king, if he proved worthy of it

(Joseph. /. c). His conduct justified the fears

which his character inspired. After violating the

IMosaic law by the marriage with Glaphyra, his

brother's widow (Joseph. Aiit. xvii. 13, § 1), he

roused his subjects by his tyranny and cruelty to

appeal to Rome for redress.* Augustus at once

summoned him to his presence, and after his cause

was heard he was banished to Vienne in Gaul
(a. d. 7), where probably he died (Joseph. /. c.

;

cf Strab. xvi. p. 765; Dio Cass. Iv. 27); though

in the time of Jerome, his tomb was shown near

Bethlehem
(
Onoinasticon).

IV. Hkkod Philip I. Wmttttos, Mark vi. 17)

was the son of Herod the Great, and Mariamne the

a * Pilate's sending Jesus to Herod seems to have

been an expedient merely to dispose of the case, if pos-

sibly lie might do so, in that way. Herod, conciliated

by an apparent act of courtesy, may then have made
advance.* on his part to the procurator, which led to

the re.<tor.ition of a better understanding between

them. That it was their common eimiity to Christ

whioh made Herod and Pilate friends on this occasion

(as is often said) does not agree with the manifest

anxiety of Pilate to relea.ee .lesus. H.
ft * Of this character of Archelaus Matthew's state-

ment (ii. 22) furnishes a significant intimation. On
returning from Egypt .7o.«eph evidently meant to go
directly to Bethlehem ; but hearing tliat Archelaus had
succeeded Herod rather than some other one of his

sons, he avoided that place and proceeded to Galilee.

H.
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daughter of a high-priest Simon (Joseph. Ant. xviii.

6, 4), and must be carefully distinguished from the

tetrarch Philip. "[Herod Philip II.] He married

Herodias, the sister of Agrippa I., by whom he had

a daughter Salome. Herodias, however, left him,

and made an intanions marriage with his half-

brother Herod Antipas (Matt. xiv. 3; Mark vi. 17;

Luke iii. 10). He is called oidy Herod by Josephus,

but the repetition of the name Philip is fully justi-

fied by the frequent recurrence of names in the

Herodian family (e.
ff.

.\ntipater). The two Philips

were confounded by Jerome {ad Matt. 1. c); and

the confusion was the more easy, because the son

of Marianme was excluded from all share in his

father's possessions (ttjs Sia07J/c?jy e|r)\6ii|/ej') i"

consequence of his mother's treachery (Joseph. B.

J. i. 30, § 7), and lived afterwards in a private

station.

V. Herod Philip II. (^ixiwrros) was the son

of Herod the Great and Cleopatra {'UpoffoKv/juTis)-

Like his half-brothers « Antipas and Archelaus, he

was brought up at Rome (Joseph. Ant. xvii. 1, § 3),

and on the death of his father advocated the claims

of Archelaus before Augustus (Joseph. B. J. ii. 6,

§ 1). He received as his own government " Bataufea,

Trachonitis, Auranitis (Gaulonitis), and some parts

about Jamnia " (Joseph. B. J. ii. 6, § 3), with

the title of tetrarch (Luke iii. 1, ^tKitrnov . . .

TeTpapxovVTOS rrjs ^Iroupaias Kal TpaxoiviTiSo^

X«pas). His rule was distinguished by justice and

moderation (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 4, § 6), and he ap-

pears to have devoted himself entirely to the duties

of his office without sharing in the intrigues which

disgraced his family (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 5, 6). He
built a new city on the site of Paneas, near the

sources of the Jordan, which he called Coesarea

(Kaiaapeia t] ^iKiinrov, Matt. xvi. 13; Mark viii.

27), and raised Bethsaida (in lower Gaulonitis) to

the rank of a city under the title of Julias (.loseph.

A7it. ii. 9, § 1; xviii. 2, § 1), and died there A. d.

34 (xviii. 5, § 6). He married Salome, the daugh-

ter of I'hilip (1.) and Herodias {Ant. xviii. G, § 4),

but as he left no children at his death his dominions

were added to the Koman province of Syria (xviii.

5, § 0).

VI. Hekud Agrippa I. ('HpaSSTjs, Acts
;

'AypiTTiras, Joseph.) was the son of Aristobulus

and Berenice, and grandson of Herod the Great.

He was brought up at Rome with Claudius and

Drusus, and after a life of various vicissitudes

(Joseph. Ant. xviii. 7), was thrown into prison by

Tiberius for an unguarded speech, where he re-

mained till the accession of Caius (Caligula) A. d.

37. The new emperor gave him the governments

formerly held by the tetrarchs Philip and Lysanias,

and bestowed on him the ensigns of royalty and

other marks of favor (Acts xii. 1, 'Hp. 6 ^acriAeus)-

The jealousy of Herod Antipas and his wife Herodias

was excited by these distinctions, and they sailed

to Home in the hope of supplanting Agrippa in the

emperor's favor. Agrippa was aware of their de-

sign, and anticipated it by a countei'-ch.arge against

Antipas of treasonous correspondence with the

Parthians. Antipas failed to answer the accusation,

a Jos. Ant. xvii. 8, § 1, Josephus calls Philip

Xpxe^dov aS€\<j>oi yf^atos ; but elsewhere he states

their distinct descent.

I) Jost (
Ge.wJi. (1. Juilcntkinvs, i. 420) quotes a legend

that Agrippa burst into tears on reading in a public

service Deut x'ii. 15 ; whereupon the people cried

out, " Be not distressed, Agrippa, thou art our brother,"
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and was banished to Gaul (A. D. 39), and his

dominions were added to those already held by

Agrippa (.loseph. Ant. xviii. 7, § 2). Afterwards

Agrippa rendered important services to Claudius

(Joseph. B. .1. ii. 11, §§ 2, 3), and received from

him in return (a. d. 41) the government of Judaea

and Samaria; so that his entire dominions equaled

in extent the kingdom of Herod the Great. Unlike

his predecessors, Agrippa was a strict obsener of

the Law (Joseph. Ant. xix. 7, § 3), and he sought

with success the favor of the Jews.* It is probable

that it was with this view^ he put to death .James

the son of Zebedee, and further imprisoned Peter

(Acts xii. 1 ft'.) But his sudden death, which fol-

lowed immediately afterwards, interrupted his am-

bitious projects.

In the fourth year of his reign over the whole

of Judoea (a. d. 44) Agrippa attended some games

at Csesarea, held in honor of the emperor. \V'hen

he appeared in the theatre (Joseph. Ant. xix. 8, § 2,

Sevrepa ruiv OeonpiO)!/ Tifxepa; Acts xii. 21, raKfij

Tj/xepa) in "a robe of silver stuff (i^ apyvpou

TTSTroiriixevriv waffav, Joseph. ; iadrjTa ^acriKiKriv,

Acts xii. 21) which shone in the mornuig liglit,

his flatterers saluted him as a god ; and suddenly

he was seized with terrible pains, and being carried

from the theatre to the palace died after five days

agony {^<p' rijx^pas irivTf rc^ rrjs yacTTphs aAy-f)-

/xari. SiepyacrdeU rhv ^iov KaT€ffTpi\p€u, Joseph.

Ant. xix. 8; yev6/x€i'os ffKwXrtKO&puTOs e'le^"^!*'')

Acts xii. 23; cf. 2 Mace. ix. 5-9).

By a singular and instructive confusion Euse-

bius (//. E. ii. 10; cf. Heinichen, Exc. 2, ad loo.)

converts the owl, which, according to Josephus, ap-

peared to Herod as a messenger of evil {JxyyiKos
KUKoov) into " the angel " of the Acts, who was the

unseen minister of the Divine Will (Acts xii. 23,

iirdra^iv aurhv HyyeXos Kvpiovi cf. 2 K. xix. 35,

LXX.).
Various conjectures have been made as to the

occasion of the festival at which the event took

place. Josephus (1. c.) says that it was in " behalf

of the emperor's safety," and it has been supposed

that it might be in connection with his return from

Britain; but this is at least very uncertain (cf.

Wieseler, Cliron. d. Ajiost. Zeit. p. 131 ff.). Jose-

phus mentions also the concourse " of the chief men
throughout the province " who were present on the

occasion ; and though he does not notice the em-

bassy of the Tyrians and .\grippa's speech, yet his

narrative is perfectly consistent with both facts.

VII. Herod Agrippa II. CAyplmra^, N. T.

Joseph.) was the son of Herod Agrippa I. and Cy-

pros, a grand-niece of Herod the tJreat. At the

time of the death of his father, A. d. 44, he was at

Rome, and his youth (he was 17 years old) pre-

vented Claudius from carrying out his fii-st inten-

tion of appointing him his father's successor (.Jo-

seph. Ant. xix. 9, §§ 1, 2). Not long afterwards,

however, the emperor gave him (c. ,\. n. 50) the

kingdom of Chalcis, which had belonged to his

uncle (who died a. d. 48; Joseph. Ant. xx. 4, § 2;

B. J. ii. 12, § 1); and then transferred him (a. d.

52) to the tetrarchies formerly held by Philip and

in virtue, that is, of his half-descent from the Haa-

moufeans.
c Jost (p. 421, &c.), who objects that these acts ars

inconsistent with the known humanity of .\grippa,

entirely neglects the ruason suggested by St. Luka

(Acts xii. 3).
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Lysanias (Joseph. Ant. xx. 6, § 1; B. J. ii. 12, §

8), with the title of king (Acts xxv. 13, 'Ayliliciras

6 ^a(Tt\€vs, xxvi. 2, 7, &c.)-

Nero afterwards increased the dominions of

Agrippa by the addition of several cities (Ant. xx.

6, § -1) ; and lie displayed the lavish magnificence

which marked his family by costly buildings at

Jerusalem and Berytus, in both cases domg violence

to the feelings of the Jews (Ant. xs. 7, § 11; 8,

§ i). The relation in which he stood to his sister

Berenice (Acts xxv. 13) was the cause of grave sus-

picion (Joseph. Ant. xx. 6, § 3), which was noticed

by Juvenal (Sat. vi. 155 ff.). In the last Roman

war Agrippa took part with the Romans, and after

the fall of Jerusalem retired with Berenice to Rome,

where he died in the third year of Trajan (a. d.

100), being the last prince of the house of Herod

(Phot. Cod. 33).

Copper Coin of Herod Agrippa n. with Titus.

Obv. : AYTOKPTITOC KAICAPCEBA. Head lau-

reate to the right. Rev. : ETO KS BA ArPinHA
(year 26). Victory advancing to the right : in the

field a star.

The appearance of St. Paul before Agrippa (a.

D. 60) offers several characteristic traits. Agrippa

seems to have been intimate with Festus (Joseph.

Ant. XX. 7, § 11); and it was natural that the Ro-

man governor should avail himseU' of his judgment

on a question of what seemed to be Jewish law

(Acts XXV. 18 ff., 2G; cf. Joseph. Ant. xx. 8, § 7).

llie " pomp " (iroW^ (pavraaia) with which the

king came into the audience chamber (Acts xxv.

23) was accordant with his general bearing; and

the cold irony with which he met the impassioned

words of the Apostle (Act« xxvi. 27, 28) suits the

temper of one who was contented to take part in

the destruction of his nation. B. F. W.
VIII. Berenice. [Berenice.]

IX. Dkusilla. [Drusilla.]

HERO'DIANS ('Hpt^Stauoi: [Eerodlani]).

In the account which is given by St. INIatthew

(xxii. 15 ff.) and St. Mark (xii. 13 ff.) of the last

efforts made by different sections of the Jews

to obtain from our Lord himself the materials for

his accusation, a party under the name of Hero-

dians is represented as acting in concert with the

Pharisees" (Matt. xxii. 16; JNIark xii. 13). St.

a Origen (Comm. in Matt. torn. xvii. § 26) regards

this combination of the Herodians and Pharisees as a

combinatiou of antagonistic parties, the one favorable

to the Iloniau government (eiKO! yap on ev rw Xaw t6t€

oi fici' StSaaKoi/re^ TeAeii' TOv <p6pov KaiVapi eKoAoOi'TO

'HpioSiavoX VTTO Tcof fxrj ^eXdi'Tioi' toCto yCve(T0ai. . . . ),

and the other opposed to it ; but this view, which is

only conjectural (ei/cos), does not offer a complete solu-

tion of the various relations of the Herodians to the

other parties of the times. Jerome, following Origen,

limits the meaning of the term yet more: " Cum He-

rodianis, id est, militibus Ilerodis, seu quos illudentes

Pharisaei, quia Romanis tributa solvebant, Herodianos

vocabant et non divino cultui deditos " (Hieron. Comm.
in Matt. xxii. 15).
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Mark mentions the combination of the two parties

for a similar object at an earher period (Mark iii.

6), and in another place (viii. 15; cf. Luke xii. 1)

he preserves a saying of our Lord, in which " the

leaven of Herod '

' is placed in close connection with
" the leaven of the Pharisees " ). In the Gospel of

St. Luke, on the other hand, the Herodians are not

brought forward at all by name.

These very scanty notices of the Evangehsts as to

the position of the Herodians are not compensated

by other testimonies
;
yet it is not difficult to fix

their characteristics by a reference to the condition

of Jewish feeUng in the Apostolic age. There

were probably many who saw in the power of the

Herodian family the pledge of the preservation of

their national existence in the face of Roman am-
bition. In proportion as they regarded the inde-

pendent nationaUty of the Jewish people as the first

condition of the fulfillment of its future destiny,

they would be willing to acquiesce in the dominion

of men who were themselves of foreign descent

[Herod], and not rigid in the observance of the

5losaic ritual. Two distinct classes might thus

unite in supporting what was a domestic tyranny

as contrasted vfith absolute dependence on Rome —
those who saw in the Herods a protection against

direct heathen rule, which was the one object of

their fear (cf. Juchas. f. 19, ap. Lightfoot, Harm.
Ev. p. 470, ed. Leusd. " Herodes etiam senem Hil-

lel magno in honore habuit; namque hi homines

regem ilium esse non aegre ferebant"), and those

who were inclined to look with satisfaction upon

such a compromise between the ancient faith and

heathen civilization, as Herod the Great and his

successors had endeavored to realize, as the true

and highest consummation of Jewish hopes.* On
the one side the Herodians— partisans of Herod in

the widest sense of the term— were thus brought

into union with the Pharisees, on the other, with

the Sadducees. Yet there is no reason to suppose

that they endeavored to form any very systematic

harmony of the conflicting doctrines of the two

sects, but rather the conflicting doctrines themselves

were thrown into the background by what appeared

to be a paramount political necessity. Such coali-

tions have been frequent in every age; and the

rarity of the allusions to the Herodians, as a marked

body, seems to show that this, Uke similar coalitions,

had no enduring influence as the foundation of

party. The feelings which led to the coalition re-

mained, but they were incapable of animating the

common action of a united body for any length of

time. B. r. W.
* On the occasion mentioned in Matt. xxii. 16

and JNIark xii. 13, the Herodians appear as supporters

of the claim of the Roman emperors to receive

tribute-money from the Jews. This fact agrees

6 In this way the Herodians were said to regard

Herod (,\ntipas) as " the Messiah "
: 'HpioSiarol kot

cKeiVov; Tous XP°*'°^5 ^aav ot TOi' 'HpwSrji' XpioTOv eii'ai

\4yovTe';,ml<TTopelTo.i O'ict- Ant. ap. Cram. Cat. in

Marc. p. 400). Philastrius (H<^r. xxviii.) applies the

same belief to Herod Agrippa ;
Epiphanius (Har. six.)

to Herod the Great. Jerome in one place (ad Matt.

xxii. 15) calls the idea " a ridiculous notion of some

l.atia writers, which rests on no authority {rpioci niis-

qiiam legimus);" and again (Dial. c. Lucifer, xxiii.)

mentions it iu a general summary of heretical notions

without hesitation. The belief was, in fact, one of

general sentiment, and not of distmct and pronounced

confession.
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lest with the view that they were essentially a po-

litical and not a reUgious party, and hence in this

respect stood at the very opposite pole from the

Pharisees, for the latter denied the Roman right of

government and resisted all foreign innovations. It

is remarkable that we fuid two such hostile parties

acting together in any instance. And especially in

regard to that earlier combination (ilark iii. G), it

does not appear from the narrative how a coalition

of the Pharisees with the Herodiaiis was to enable

them to accomplish the death of Jesus. We can

only conjecture how this may have been. The in-

fluence of Christ among the people in GalUee at that

period was very great, and therefore any open act

of violence on the part of his enemies was out of

the question. iSIeans more covert must be employed.

The Herodians, as the partisans of Herod, had in-

fluence with that ruler; and the Pharisees, in-

triguing with them and fixing upon some pohtical

accusation, may have hoped to secure Herod's inter-

position in arresting and putting to death the object

of their mahce. It is not without significance that'

the overture for this alliance came from the Phari-

sees and not from the Herodians (/^era rwv 'Hpui-

Siaywy <rvfx.^ovKwv iiroiovv, Mark iii. 6). H.

HBRO'DIAS ('HpccSiay, a female patronymic

from 'H/;aS5r)s; on patronymics and gentilic names

in las, see Matthias, Greek Gr. § 101 and 103), the

name of a woman of notoriety in the N. T., daugh-

ter of Aristobulus, one of the sons of IMariamne

and Herod the Great, and consequently sister of

Agrippa I.

She first married Herod, surnamed Philip, an-

other of the sons of Mariamne and the first Herod

(.Joseph. Aiit. xviii. 5, § 4; comp. B. J. i. 29, § 4),

and therefore her full uncle; then she eloped from

him, during his lifetime {Ant. ibid.), to marry

Herod Antipas, her step-uncle, who had been long

married to, and was still living with, the daughter

of iEneas or Aretas— his assumed name— king

of Arabia {ibid. xvii. 9, § 4). Thus she left her

husband, who was still alive, to connect herself with

a man whose wife was still alive. Her paramour

was indeed less of a blood relation than her original

husband; but being Ukewise the half-brother of

that husband, he was already connected with her

by affinity— so close that there was only one case

contemplated in the Law of iloses whore it could

be set aside, namely, when the married brother had

died childless (Lev. xviii. 16, and xx. 21, and for

the exception Deut. xxv. 5 fF. ). Now Herodias had

already had one child— Salome— by Philip {Ant.

xviii. 5, § 4), and, as he was stiU alive, might have

had more. Well, therefore, may she be charged by

Josephus with the intention of confounding her

country's institutions {ibid, xviii. 5, § 4); and well

may St. .John the Baptist have remonstrated against

the enormity of such a connection with the tetrarch,

whose conscience would certainly seem to have been

a less hardened one (Matt. xiv. 9 says he " was
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a This town is probably Lugdumim CouTenarum,
a town of Gaul, situated on the right bank of the

Garonne, at the foot of the Pyrenees, now St. Bertrand

de Commin^es (Murray, Handb. of France, p. 314):

Eusebius, H. E. i. 11, says Vieiine, confounding An-
tipas with Archelaus ; Burton on Matt. xir. 3, Alford,

and moderns in general, Lyons. In .Josephus {B. J.

li. 9, § 6), Antipas is s.aid to have died in Spain — ap-

parently from the context, the land of his exile. A
town on the frontiers, therefore, Uke the above, would
satisfy both passages.

sorry;" Mark vi. 20 that he "feared" St. John;
and "heard him gladly ").

The consequences both of the crime, and of the

reproof which it incurred, are well known. Aretas

made war upon Herod for the injury done to his

daughter, and routed him with the loss of his whole
army (Ant. xviii. 5, § 1). The head of St. John
the Baptist was granted to the request of Herodias

(Matt. xiv. 8-11; Mark vi. 24-28). According to

Josephus the execution took place in a fortress

called JMachifirus, on the frontier between the do-

minions of Aretas and Herod, according to Pliny

(v. 15), looking down upon the Dead Sea from the

south (comp. Robinson, i. 570, note). And it was
to the iniquity of this act, rather than to the im-

morality of that ilUcit connection that, the historian

says, some of the Jews attributed the defeat of

Herod. In the closing scene of her career, indeed,

Herodias exhibited considerable magnanimity; as

slie preferred going with Antipas to Lugdunum,"
and there sharing his exile and reverses, till death

ended them, to the remaining with her brother

Agrippa I., and partaking of his elevation (AiU.

xviii. 7, § 2).
,

There are few episodes in the whole range of the

N. T. more suggestive to the commentator than

this one scene in the life of Herodias.

1. It exhibits one of the most rematkable of the

undesigned coincidences between the N. T. and
Josephus ; that there are some discrepancies in the

two accounts, only enhances their value. Jlore

than this, it has led the historian into a brief di-

gression upon the Mfe, death, and character of the

Baptist, which speaks volumes in favor of the

genuineness of that stiU more celebrated passage,

in which he speaks of ".Jesus," that "wise man,
if man he may be called " {Ant. xviii. 3, § 3; comp.

XX. 9, § 1, unhesitatingly quoted as genuine by
Euseb. H. E. i. 11).6

2. It has been warmly debated whether it was
the adultery, or the incestuous connection, that

drew down the reproof of the Baptist. It has

been already shown that, either way, the offense

merited condemnation upon more grounds than

one.

3. The birthday feast is another midesigned

coincidence between Scripture and profane history.

The Jews abhon-ed keepuig birthdays as a pagan

custom (Bland on Matt. xiv. 6). On the other

hand, it was usual with the Egyptians (Gen. xl.

20; comp. Joseph. A7it. xii. 4, § 7), with the Per-

sians (Herod, i. 133), with the Greeks, e\en in the

case of the dead, whence the Christian custom of

keeping anniversaries of the martyrs (Biihr, ad
Herod, iv. 26), and with the Romans (Pers. Sat.

ii. 1-3). Now the Herods may be said to have

gone beyond Rome in the observance of all that

was Roman. Herod the Great kept the day of his

accession; Antipas— as we read here— and xVgrippa

I., as Josephus tells us {Ant. xix. 7, § 1), their

b * Tholuck has made admirable use of the argu-

ment from this source in his Glaiihtviirdigkeit der

Ei-ang. Geschic/ite, pp. 354-.357. *It is shown that the

personal names, the places, dates, and customs, Jewish

and Roman, mentioned or implied in the account of

Herodias and of the beheading of John, are fully con-

firmed by contemporary writers. On tlie question

whether Josephus and the evangelists disagree in re-

gard to the place where John was imprisoned, see

TiBEaiAS. H.
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birthday, with such magnificence, that the " birth-

days of Herod " (Herodis dies) had passed into a

proverb when Persius wrote {Sat. v. 180).

4. And yet dancing, on these festive occasions,

was common to both Jew and Gentile; and was

practiced in the same way— youths and virgins,

singly, or separated into two bands, but never in-

termingled, danced to do honor, to their deity, tlieir

hero, or to the day of their solemnity. Miriam
(Ex. XV. 20), the daughter of Jephthah (.Judges xi.

34), and David (2 Sam. vi. 14), are familiar instances

in Holy Writ; the '• Carmen Sfeculare " of Horace,

to quote no more, points to the same custom

amongst Greeks and Romans. It is plainly owing

to the elevation of woman in the social scale, that

dancing in pairs (still unknown to the East) has

come into feshion.

.5. The rash oath of Herod, hke that of Jeph-

thah in the O. T., has afforded ample discussion to

casuists. It is now ruled that all such oaths, where

there is no reservation, expressed or implied, in

favor of the laws of God or man, are illicit and
without force. And so Solomon had long since

decided (1 K. ii. 20-24; see Sanderson, De Juram.
Oblly. PrceUct. iii. 16). E. S. Ff.

HERO'DION ('HptoSiW: //evWiora), a rela-

tive of St. I'aul [Thv avyjivr) fxov- cognatus), to

whom he sends liis salutation amongst the Chris-

tians of the Koman Church (Itom. xvi. 11). Noth-

ing appears to be certainly known of him. By
Hippolytus, however, he is said to have been bishop

of Tarsus; and by Fseudo-Dorotheus, of I'atrae

(Winer, sub vuc).

HERON (nD3Sl). The Hebrew anaphah ap-

pears as the name of an unclean bird in Lev. xi. 19,

Dent. xiv. 18. From the addition of the words

"after her kind," we may infer that it was a gen-

eric name for a well-known class of birds, and hence

it is the more remarkable that the name does not

occur elsewhere in the Bible. It is quite imcer-

tain what bird is intended; the only point on which

any two commentators seem to agree is, that it is

not the heron, for many suppose the preceding

word, translated in the A. V. " stork," to apply in

reality to the heron. The LXX. translates it ^a-
pd^pios, which may be regarded as applicable to all

birds frequenting swampy ground (eV xopaSpats),
but more particularly to the plover. This explana-

tion loses what little weight it might otherwise

have had, from the probability that it originated in

a false reading, namely, aynphah, which the trans-

lators coimected with (iffciph, "a bank." The Tal-

mudists evidently were at a loss, for they describe

it indefinitely as a "high-flying bird of prey"
{Chulhi, 63 a). The only ground on which an

opinion can be formed, is the etymology of the

word; it is connected by Gesenius {Tlies. p. 127)

with the root amiph, "to snort in anger," and is

therefore applicable to some irritable bird, perhaps

the goose. The parrot, swallow, and a kind of

eagle have been suggested without any real reason.

W. L. B.

HE'SED ("15?n [Jdndness, /nvory. 'EaSi;

Alex. EcrS'- BetJiesed), the son of Hesed, or Ben-

Chesed, was commissary for Solomon in the district

of " the Arubboth, Socoh, and all the land of

Hepher " (1 K. iv. 10).

HESH'BON. (l'"12trn [prudence, under-

statuHnff]: 'Effe^dv; [Rom. Vat. in Josh. xxi. 39,

'E<ry3ci)j' :] Ilestbon), the capital city of Sihon king

HESHMON
of the Amorites (Num. xxi. 26). It stood on the

western border of the high plain {Mishor, Josh,

xiii. 17), and on the boundary-line between the

tribes of Reuljen and Gad. The ruins of Hesbdn,

20 miles east of the Jordan, on the parallel of the

northern end of the Dead Sea, mark the site, as

they bear the name, of the ancient Heshbon. 'The

city is chiefly celebrated from its connection with

Sihon, who was the first to give battle to the invad-

ing Israelites. He marched against them to Jahaz,

which must have been situated a short distance

south of Heshbon, and was there completely over-

thrown (Deut. ii. 32 ft'.). Heshbon was rebuilt by
the tribe of Reuben (Num. xxxii. 37), but was as-

signed to the Levites in connection with the tribe

of Gad (Josh. xxi. 39). After the Captivity it fell

into the hands of the Moabites, to whom it had
originally belonged (Num. xxi. 26), and hence it

is mentioned in the prophetic denunciations against

JMoab (Is. XV. 4; Jer. xlviii. 2, 34, 45). In the

fourth century it was still a place of some note

( Onom. s. V. J'.'sebon), but it has now been for many
centuries wholly desolate.

The ruins of Heshbon stand on a low hill rising

out of the great undulating plateau. They are

more than a mile in circuit ; but not a building

remains entire. Towards the western part is a sin-

gular structure, whose crumbling ruins exhiliit the

workmanship of successive ages—the massive stones

of the Jewish period, the sculptured cornice of the

Roman era, and the light Saracenic arch, all grouped

together. There are many cisterns among the

ruins; and towards the south, a few yards from the

base of the hill, is a large ancient resen'oir, which

calls to mind the passage in Cant. vii. 4, " Thine

eyes are like the fish-pools of Heshbon by the gate

of Bath-rabbim." (See Burckhardt, Trrn: in ISyr.,

p. 36-5; Irby and Mangles, p. 472.) [BATii-jt.AH-

uiM.] J. L. B.

* For a description of the ruins of J/esbai), see

Tristram's L^md (if' Israel, p. 544, 2d ed. Among
other monuments of the old city, he speaks of " the

foundations of a forum, or public building of the

Roman period, aixanged exactly like the forum at

Pompeii. . . . Some portions of the walls are

standing— a few tiers of worn stones; and the

space is thickly strewn with piles of Doric shafts,

capitals of columns, broken entabhatures, and large

stor.es with the broad bevelled edge. In one edifice,

of which a large portion remains, near the foot of

the hill, Jewish stones, Roman arches, Doric pillars,

and Saracenic arches, are all strangely mingled. . . .

The old wells were so numerous that we had to ride

with great care to avoid them." Instead of "fish-

pools " said (A. V.) to have been at Heshbon (Cant,

vii. 4), we should read "pools" or "tanks"

(mD"^2) : and, as we see above, the remains of

water-works of this description are still al)uiidant

there. Of all the marks of antiquity tlie Arabs

consider noiie more decisive than the ruins of

cisterns or reservoirs (Wetzstein"s Jieisibei iclit

iiber llnuran, etc., p. 86). H.

HESH'MON ("I^^^'r? [tliririny, fruitful-

ntss']: LXX. omits, both JISS.
;

[Conip. Aid.

'Afrf/icii/:] Ifassemon), a place named, with others,

as lying between Moladah and Beer-sheba (.losh. xv,

27), and therefore in the extreme south of Judah.

Nothing further is known of it; but may it not

l)e another form of the name Azmon, given in

Num. xxxiv. 4 as one of the landmarks of the

southern boundary of Judah ? G.
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HES'RON (V"1^n [enclosed, as by a wall] :

'Affpcav; Alex. A(Tpci)fj.: Hesron). Hezron, the

son of lieubeu (Num. xxvi. 6, [21]). Our trans-

lators foUoweJ the Vulg. in adopting this form of

the name. [In many modern editions of the A.

V. however, it is spelt Hebron. A.] W. A. W.

HES'RONITES, THE O^hl^nn : 6

'Affptm/i; [Vat.] Alex, o Affpuivei- J/csroiiitce).

Descendants of Hesron, or Hezron, the son of Ueu-

ben (Num. xxvi. 6). [In many modern editions

of the A. V. the Mord is spelt HeiTonites. — A.]

W. A. W.

HETH {i^Tl, i. e. Cheth [term-, (jianl]:

Xer- Ilcth), the forefather of the nation of the
HiTTiTKs. In the genealogical tables of Gen. x.

and 1 Chr. i., Heth is stated as a son of Canaan,

younger than Zidon the firstborn, but preceding

the Jebusite, the Amorite, and the other Canaanite

families. Heth and Zidon alone are named as

persons; all the rest figure as tribes (Gen. x. 1.5;

1 Chr. i. Vi] LXX. rhv XeTTawV- [Vulg. Heth-

cBum ;] and so .Josephus, Ant. i. (i, § 2).

The llittites were therefore a Hamite race,

neither of the " country " nor the " kindred " of

Abraham and Isaac (Gen. xxiv. -3, 4; xxviii. 1, 2).

In the earliest historical mention of the nation —
the beautiful narrative of Abraham's purchase of

the cave of ilaeiipelah— they are styled, not Hit
tites, but Bene-Cheth (A. V. " sons, and children

of Heth," Gen. xxiii. 3, 5, 7, 10, 16, 18, 20; xxv.

10; xlix. 32). Once we hear of "daughters of

Heth " (xxvii. 46), the "daughters of the land; "

at that early period still called, after their less im-

mediate progenitor, " daughters of Canaan " (xxviii.

1, 8, compared with xxvii. 46, and xxvi. 34, 35).

In the Egyptian monuments the name Chat is

said to stand for Palestine (Bunsen, jE<jyplen,

quoted by Ewald, Gesch. i. 317, note). G.

HETH'LOlSr (T^r^n "Jl"!"!!. </'e lony of
Jfethlon [i". e. of the larkinij-pl ice or strnng-

holl] : [LXX. translate the name: Heth'iloii]), the

name of a place on the northern border of the

" promised l.uid." It is mentioned only twice in

Scripture (Ez. xlvii. 15, xlviii. 1). In all prob-

ability the " way of Hethlon " is the pass at the

northern end of Lebanon, from the sea-coast of the

Mediterranean to the great plain of Haniath, and
is thus identical with " the entrance of Hamath "

in Num. xxxiv. 8, &c. (See Fice Years in Da-
mascus, ii. 356.) J. L. P.

HEZ'EKI {"'Tl^r}, i. e. Hizki, a short form of

Hizkiah, s^'c/i/y//; o/' ./e//0(,Y(A =; Hezekiah : 'A(oki';

[Vat. A^biKrer.] Ilezeci],' a. ma,n in the genealogies

of Benjamin, one of the Bene-Elpaal [sons of E.],

a descendant of Shaaraim (1 Chr. viii. 17).

HEZEKFAH (n^i^tn, generaUy ^in^*!???!,

Hizkiya'hu, and also with initial
'^ — 'irT'PTn^ :

•^
.

T • : . :

LXX. and Joseph. 'E^6»cias: Ezechins ;^^ strength

of Jehiwah, corap. Germ. Golthitrd, Ges.), twelfth

king of Judah, son of the apostate Aliaz and Abi
(or Abijah), ascended the throne at the age of 25
B. c. 726. Since, however, Ahaz died at the age

of 36, some prefer to make Hezekiah only 20 years

old at his accession (reading 3 for HD), as other-

wise he must have been born when Ahaz was a boy
of 11 years old. This, indeed, is not impossible

(Hieroii. Ep. ad Vitalem, 132, quoted by Bochart,

67
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Geogr. Sacr. p. 920; see Keil on 2 K. xviii. 1;
Knobel, Jes. 22, &c.); but, if any change be de-

sirable, it is better to suppose that Altaz was 25
and not 20 years old at his accession (LXX. Syr

Arab. 2 Chr. xxviii. 1), reading HID for D in 2

K. xvi. 2.

Hezekiah was one of the three most perfect kings

of Judah (2 K. xviii. 5; Ecclus. xlix. 4). His

first act was to purge, and repair, and reopen with

splendid sacrifices and perfect ceremonial, the Tem-
ple which had been despoiled and neglected during

the careless and idolatrous reign of his father.

This consecration was accompanied by a revi\al of

the theocratic spirit, so strict as not even to spare

" the high places," which, although tolerated by

many well-intentioned kings, had naturally been

profaned by the worship of images and Asherahs

(2 K. xviii. 4). On the extreme importance and

probable consequences of this measure, see High
Places. A still more decisive act was the de-

struction of a brazen serpent, said to have been

the one used by Moses in the miraculous healing

of the Israelites (Num. xxi. !J), which had been

removed to Jerusalem, and had become, " down to

those days," an object of adoration, partly in con-

sequence of its venerable character as a I'elic, and

partly perhaps from some dim tendencies to the

ophiolatry common in ancient times (Ewald, Gesch.

hi. 622). To break up a figure so curious and so

highly honored showed a strong mind, as well as a

clear-sighted zeal, and Hezekiah briefly justified his

procedure by calling the image ^I^iTni], "a bra-

zen thing," possibly with a contemptuous play on

the word tt^HD, "a serpent." How necessary this

was in such times may be inferred from the fact

that "the brazen serpent" is, or was, reverenced

in the Church of St. Ambrose at ^lilan (Prideaux,

Connect, i. 19, Oxf. ed.).f When the kingdom of

Israel had fallen, Hezekiah extended his pious en-

deavors to Ephraim and Manasseh, and by inviting

the scattered inhabitants to a peculiar Passover

kindled their indignation also against the idolatrous

practices which still continued among them. This

Passover was, from the necessities of the case, cel-

ebi'ated at an unusual, though not illegal (Num.
ix. 10, 11) time, and by an excess of Levitical zeal,

it was continued for the unprecedented period of

fourteen days. For these latter facts the Chronicler

(2 Chr. xxix., xxx., xxxi.) is our sole authority, and

he characteristically narrates them at great length.

It would appear at first sight that this Passover

was celebrated immediately after the purification of'

the I'emple (see Prideaux, L c), Init careful con-

sideration makes it almost certain that it could not

have taken place before the sixth year of Hezekiah's-

reign, when the fall of Samaria had stricken re-

morseful terror into the heart of Israel (2 Chr.

xxxi. 1, xxx. 6, 9, and Keil on 2 K. xviii. 3).

By a rare and happy providence the most pious

of kings was confirmed in his faithfulness, and

seconded in his endeavors by the powerful assi.st-

ance of the noldest and most eloquent of propliets.

The influence of Isaiah was, however, not gained

without a struggle with the " scornful " renmant

of the former royal counsellors (Is. xxviii. 14 ), who

in all probability recommended to the king such

« " Un serpent de bronze qui selou une croyaiice

populaire serait celui que leva Moi'se, et qui (Joii siffla

d la fin du monJe." (Itin. de fllalie, p. 117.)
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alliances and compromises as would be in unison

rather with the dictates of political expediency, than

with that sole unhesitating trust in the arm of

Jehovah which the prophets inculcated. The lead-

ing man of this cabinet was Shebna, who, from the

omission of his father's name, and the expression in

Is. xxii. 10 (see Blunt, Uiides. Cvinddtnces)^ was

probably a foreigner, perhaps a Syrian (Hitzig).

At the instance of Isaiah, he seems to have been

subsequently degraded from the high post of pre-

fect of the palace (which office was given to Elia-

kim, Is. xxji. 21), to the inferior, though still

honorable, station of state-secretary (~12D, 2 K.

xviii. 18); the further punishment of exile with

which Isaiah had threatened him (xxii. 18) being

possibly forgiven on his amendment, of which we

have some traces in Is. xxxvii. 2 ff. (Ewald, Gesck.

iii. 617).

At the head of a repentant and united people,

Hezekiah ventured to assume the aggressive against

the Philistines, and in a series of victories not only

rewon the cities which his father had lost (2 Chr.

xxviii. 18), but even dispossessed them of their own

cities except Gaza (2 K. xviii. 8) and Gath (.Joseph.

Ant. ix. 13, § 3). It was perhaps to the purposes

of this war that he applied the money which would

otherwise have been used to pay the tribute exacted

by Shalmanezer, according to the agreement of

Ahaz with his predecessor, Tiglath Pileser. When,
after the capture of Samaria, the king of Assyria

applied for this impost, Hezekiah refused it, and in

open rebellion omitted to send even the usual pres-

ents (2 K. xviii. 7), a line of conduct to which he

was doubtless encouraged by the splendid exhorta-

tion of his prophetic guide.

Instant war was averted by the heroic and long-

continued resistance of the Tyrians under their king

Eluloeus (Joseph. Ant. ix. 14), against a siege,

which was abandoned only in the fifth year (Grote,

Greece, iii. 359, 4th ed.), when it was found to be

impracticable. This nmst have been a critical and

intensely anxious period for Jerusalem,' and Heze-

kiah used every available means to strengthen his

position, and render his capital impregnable (2 K.

XX. 20; 2 Chr. xxxii. 3-5, 30; Is. xxii. 8-11, xxxiii.

18; and to these events Ewald also refers Ps. xlviii.

13). But while all Judsea trembled with anticipa-

tion of Assyrian invasion, and while Shebna and

other* were relying "in the shadow of Egypt,"

Jsaiah's brave heart did not fail, and he even de-

.nounced the vvTath of God against the proud and

sinful merchant-city (Is. xxiii.), which now seemed

to he the main bulwark of Juda;a against immediate

attack.

It was probably during the siege of Samaria that

Shalmanezer died, and was succeeded by Sargon,

who, jealous of Egyptian influence in Judsea, sent an

army under a Tartan or general (Is. xx. 1), which

penetrated Egypt (Nah. iii. 8-10) and destroyed

No-Amon; although it is clear from Ilezekiah's

rebellion (2 K. xviii. 7) that it can have produced

but little jjernianent impression. Sargon, in the

tenth year of his reign (which Ls the fourteenth

year. of the reign of Hezekiah), made an expedition

,to Palestine; but his annals make no mention of

any conquests ft'om Hezekiah on this occasion, and

he seems to have occupied himself in the siege of

Ashdod (Is. XX. 1), and in the inspection of mines

(Rosenmiiller, Bibl. Geotp: ix.). This must there-

fore be tlie expedition alluded to in 2 K. xviii. 13;

Is. xxx\i. 1 ; an expedition which is merely alluded
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to, as it led to no result. But if 1 ne Scripture nar-

rative is to be reconciled with the records of Assyr-

ian history it seems necessary to make a transposi-

tion in the text of Isaiah (and therefore of the book
of Kings). That some such expedient must be

resorted to, if the Assyrian history is trustworthy,

is maintained by Dr. Hincks in a paper On the

rectification of Chronoloyy, ickich the ntuiy-dis-

covered Apis-steles render necessary. " The text,"

he says, " as it originally stood, was probably to

this efl'ect: 2 K. xviii. 13. Now in the fourteenth

year of king Hezekiah the kiny of Assyria cmme
up [alluding to the attack mentioned in Sargon's

Annals'\ ; xx. 1-19. In those days was king Heze-
kiah sick unto death, etc., xviii. 13. And Sen-

nacherib, king of Assyria, came up against all the

fenced cities of Judah, and took them, etc., xviii.

13, xix. 37 " (Dr. Hincks, in Journ. of iiacr. Lit.

Oct. 1858). Perhaps some later transcriber, unaware
of the earlier and unimportant invasion, confused

the allusion to Sargon in 2 K. xviii. 13 with the

detailed story of Sennacherib's attack (2 K. xviii.

14 to xix. 37), and, considering that the account

of Hezekiah's illness broke the continuity of the

narrative, removed it to the end.

According to this scheme, Hezekiah's dangerous

illness (2 K. xx. ; Is. xxxviii. ; 2 Chr. xxxii. 24)

nearly synchronized with Sargon's futile invasion,

in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah's reign, eleven

years before iyeniiacherHj's invasion. That it must
have preceded the attack of Sennacherib is nearly

obvious from the promise in 2 K. xx. 6, as well as

from modern discoveries (Layard, Nin. and Bab. i.

145); and such is the view adopted by the Eabbis

(Seder Olam, cap. xxiii.), Ussher, and by most com-
mentators, except Yitringa and Gesenius (Keil, ad
loc. ; Prideaux, i. 22). There seems to be no
ground whatever for the vague conjecture so con-

fidently advanced (Winer, s. v. Hiskias ; Jahn,

Hebr. Common. § xli.) that the king's illness was
the same plague which had destroyed the Assyrian

army. The word ]TJti7 is not elsewhere appUed

to the plague, but to carbuncles and inflammatory

ulcers (Ex. ix. 9; Job ii. 7, Ac). Hezekiah, whose
kingdom was in a dangerous crisis, who had at that

time no heir (for Manasseh was not born till long

afterwards, 2 K. xxi. 1), and who regarded death

as the end of existence (Is. xxxviii.), "turned his

face to the wall and wept sore" at the threatened

approach of dissolution. God had compassion on

his anguish, and heard his prayer. Isaiah had
hardly left the palace when he was ordered to

promise the king immediate recovery, and a fresh

lease of life, ratifying the promise by a sign, and
curing the boil by a plaster of figs, which were often

used medicinally in similar cases (Ges. Thes. 1.

311; Celsius, Hieroboi. ii. 377; Bartholinus, Be
Morbis Biblicis, x. 47). What was the exact nature

of the disease we cannot say ; according to ileade

it was fever terminating in abscess. For some

account of the retrogression of the shadow on the

simdial of Ahaz, see Dial. On this remarkable

passage we nmst be content to refer the reader to

Carpzov, App. Grit. p. 351 ff. ; AViner, s. v. Biskias

and Vhren ; Kawlinson, Ilerod. ii. 332 ff. ; the

elaborate notes of Keil on 2 K. xx. ; Eosenmiiller

and Gesenius on Is. xxxviii., and especially Ewald,

Gesch. iii. G38.

Various ambassadors came with letters and gifts

to congratulate Hezekiah on his recovery (2 Chr.

xxxii. 23), and among them an embassy from Mere-
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dach-Baladan (or Berodach, 2 K. xx. 12; (t Bc(\-

aSaj, Joseph. I. c. ), the viceroy of Babylon, the

Mardokempados of Ptolemy's canon. The osten-

sible object of this mission was to compliment Heze-

kiah on his convalescence (2 K. xx. 12; Is. xxxix.

1), and " to inqaire of the wonder that was done

in the land " (2 Chr. xxxii. 31), a rumor of which

could not fail to interest a people devoted to astrol-

ogy. But its real purpose was to discover how far

an alliance between the two powers was possible or

desirable, for iM.ardokempados, no less than Heze-

kiah, was in apprehension of the Assyrians. In

fact Sargon expelled him from the throne of Baliy-

lon in the following year (the 16th of Hezekiah),

although after a time he seems to have returned

and reestablished himself for six months, at the end

of which he was murdered by Belibos (Ur. Hincks,

I. c. ; Kosenmiiller, Riiil. Geogr. ch. viii. ; Layard,

Nin. and Bab. i. 111). Community of interest

made Hezekiah receive the o\'ertures of Babylon

with unconcealed gratification; and, perhaps, to

enhance the opinion of his own importance as an

ally, he displayed to the messengers the princely

treasures which he and his predecessors had ac-

cumulated. The mention of such rich stores is an

additional argument for supposing these events to

have happened before Sennacherib's invasion (see 2

K. xviii. 11-10), although they are related after

them in the Scripture historians. If ostentation

were his motive it received a terrible rebuke, and

he was informed by Isaiah that from the then tot-

tering and sul)ordinate province of Babylon, and

not from the mighty Assyria, would come the ruin

and captivity of Judah (Is. xxxix. 5). This prophecy

and the one of Micah (Mic. iv. 10) are the earliest

definition of the locality of that hostile power, where

the clouds of exile so long threatened (Lev. xxvi.

3-3; Deut. iv. 27, xxx. 3) were beginning to gather.

It is an impressive and fearful circumstance that

the moment of exultation was chosen as the oppor-

tunity for warning, and that the prophecies of the

Assyrian deliverance Tire set side by side with those

of the Babylonish Captivity (Davidson On Pvophecij,

p. 2.56). The weak friend was to accomplish that

which was impossible to the powerful foe. But,

although pride was the sin thus vehemently checked

by the prophet, Isaiah was certainly not blind to

the political motives (.Joseph. Jnt. x. 2, § 2), which

made Hezekiah so complaisant to the Babylonian

ambassadors. Into those motives he had inquired

in vain, for the king met thai, portion of his ques-

tion ("What said these men"?") by emphatic

silence. Hezekiah's meek answer to the stern de-

nunciation of future woe has been most unjustly

censured as " a false resignation which combines

selfishness with silliness" (Newman, //ei/'. Mun.

p. 271). On the contrary it merely implies a con-

viction that God's decree could not be otherwise

than just and right, and a natural thankfulness for

even a temporary suspension of its inevitable ful-

fillment.

Sargon was succeeded (b. c. 702) by his son

Sennacherib, whose two invasions occupy the greater

part of the Scripture records concerning the reign

of Hezekiah. The first of these took place in the

third year of Sennacherib (b. c. 700), and occupies

only three verses (2 K. xviii. 1-3-16), though the

route of the advancing Assyrians may be traced in

Is. X. 5, xi. The rumor of the invasion redoubled

Hezekiah's exertions, and he prepared for a siege

by providing offensive and defensive armor, stopping

up the wells, and diverting the watercourses, con-
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ducting the water of Gihon into the city by a sub-

terranean canal (Ecclus. xlviii. 17. For a similar

precaution taken by the Mohammedans, see Will.

Tyr. viii. 7, Keil). But the main hope of the

political faction was the alliance with Egypt, and
they seem to have sought it by presents and private

entreaties (Is. xxx. 6), especially with a view to

obtaining chariots and cavalry (Is. xxxi. 1-3), which

was the weakest arm of the Jewish service, as we
see from the derision which it excited (2 Iv. xviii.

23). Such overtures kindled Isaiah's indignation,

and Shebna may have lost his high office by recom-

mending them. The prophet clearly saw that Egypt
was too weak and faithless to be serviceable, and

the applications to Pharaoh (who is compared by

Kabshakeh to one of the weak reeds of his own
river), implied a want of trust in the help of God.

But Isaiah did iwt disapprove of the spontaneously

proffered assistance of the tall and warlike Ethio-

pians (Is. xviii. 2, 7, ace. to Ewald's trans.); be-

cause he may have regarded it as a providential

aid.

The account given of this first in^•asion in the

Annnh of Sennacherib is that he attacked Heze-

kiah, because the Ekronites had sent tlieir king

Padiya (or " Haddiya " Ace. to Col. Kawhnson) as

a prisoner to Jerusalem (cf. 2 K. xviii. 8); that he

took forty-six cities ("all the fenced cities" in 2

K. xviii. 13 is apparently a general expression, ef.

xix. 8) and 200,000 prisoners; that he besieged

.lerusalem with mounds (cf. 2 K. xix. 32); and

although Hezekiah promised to pay 800 talents of

silver (of, which perhaps 300 only were ever paid)

and 30 of gold (2 K. xviii. 14; but see Layard,

Nin. and Bab. p. 145), yet not content with this

he mulcted him of a part of his dominions, and

gave them to the kings of Ekron, Ashdod, and Gaza

(Kawlinsbn, Herod, i. 475 ff ). So important was

this expedition that' Demetrius, the Jewish his-

torian, even attributes to Sennacherib the Great

Captivity (Clem. Alex. Strom, p. 146, ed. Sylb.).

In almost every particular this account agrees with

the notice in Scripture, and we may see a reason

for so great a sacrifice on the part of Hezekiah in

the glimpse which Isaiah gives us of his capital city

driven by desperation into licentious and impious

mirth (xxii. 12-14). This campaign must at least

have had the one good result of proving the worth-

lessuess of the Egyptian alliance: for at a place

called Altagil (the Eltekon of Josh. xv. 59?) Sen-

nacherib inflicted an overwhelming defeat on the

combined forces of Egypt and Ethiopia, which had

come to the assistance of Ekron. But Isaiah re-

garded the purchased treaty as a cowardly defection,

and the sight of his fellow-citizens gazing peacefully

from the house-tops on the bright array of the car-

borne and quivered x\ssyrians, filled him with in-

dignation and despair (Is. xxii. 1-7, if the latest

explanations of this chapter be correct).

Hezekiah's bribe (or fine) brouglit a temporary

release, for the Assyrians marched into Egypt,

where, if Herodotus (ii. 141) and .losephus (Ant.

X. 1-3) are to be trusted, they adv.anced without

resistance to Pelusium, owing to the hatred of the

warrior-caste ag.ainst Sethos the king-priest of

Pthah, who had, in his priestly predilections, inter-

fered with their prerogatives. In spite of this

advantage, Sennacherib was forced to ru»-.e the

siege of Pelusium, by the atlvance of I'irhakah or

Tarakos, the ally of Setlios and Hezekiah, who

afterwards united the crowns of Egypt and Etiiiopia.

This magnificent Ethiopian hero, who had extended
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his fionquests to the pillars of Hercules (Strab. xv.

472), was indeed a formidable antagonist. His

deeds are recorded in a temple at Jledineet Haboo,

but the jealousy of the jSIemphites (Wilkinson, Anc.

Egypt, i. 141) concealed his assistance, and attrib-

uted the deliverance of Sethos to the miraculous

interposition of an army of mice (Herod, ii. 141).

This story may have had its source, however, not

in jealousy, but in the use of a mouse as the em-

blem of destruction (Horapoll. Bierot/l. i. 50; l!a\v-

lin.son, Herod, ad loc), and of some sort of disease

or plague (? 1 Sam. vi. 18; Jahn, Arch. Bill. §

185). The legend doubtless gained ground from

the extraordinary circumstances which afterwiU'ds

ruined the army of Sennacherib. We say ofter-

wards, because, however much the details of the

two occurrences may have been confused, we can-

not agree with the majority of writers (Prideaux,

Bochart, Michaelis, Jahn, Keil, Newman, etc.) in

identifying the flight of Sennacherib from Pelusium

with tlie e\ent described in 2 K. xix. We prefer

to follow Josephus in making them allude to dis-

tinct events.

Returning from his futile expedition (ixTrpaKTOS

aviX'^PVcr^i Joseph. Ant. x. 1, § 4), Sennacherib

'dealt treacherously" with Hezekiah (Is. xxxiii. 1)

by attacking the stronghold of Lachish. This was

the commencement of that second invasion, respect-

ing which we have such full details in 2 K. xviii.

17 ff. ; 2 Chr. xxxii. 9 ft". ; Is. xxxvi. That there

were two invasions (contrary to the opinion of

Layard, Bosaiiquet, Vance Smith, etc.) is clearly

proved by the details of the first given in the

Assyrian annals (see Kawlinson, Ihrod. i. p. 477).

Although the annals of Sennacherib on the great

cylinder in the P)rit. Museum reach to the end of

his ei(jhth year, and this second in>^asion belongs

to his fifth year (is. c. 698, the twenty-eighth year

of Hezekiah), yet no allusion to it has been found.

So shameful a disaster was naturally concealed by

national vanity. From Lachish he sent against

Jerusalem an army under two officers and his cup-

bearer the orator Eabshakeh, with a blasphemous

and insulting summons to surrender, deriding Heze-

kiah's hopes of Egyptian succor, and apparently

endeavoring to inspire the people with distrust of

his rehgious innovations (2 K. xviii. 22, 25, 30).

The reiteration and peculiarity of the latter argu-

ment, together with Kabshakeh's fluent mastery of

Hebrew (which he used to tempt the people from

their allegiance by a glowing promise, v. ai, 32),

give countenance to the supposition that he was an

apostate Jew. Hezekiah's ministers were thrown

into anguish and dismay; but the undaunted Isaiah

hurled back threatening for threatening with un-

rivaled eloquence and force. He even prophesied

that the fires of Tophet were already burning in

expectancy of the Assyrian corpses which were

destined to feed their flame. Meanwhile Sen-

nacherib, having taken Lachish (an event possibly

depicted on a series of slabs at Mosul, Layard, N.

and B. 148-152), was besieging Libnah, when,

a * Stanley's note may be cited here: "By what

special means this great destruction was effected, with

how large or small a remnant Sennacherib returned,

is not told. It might be a pestilential blast (Is. xxxvii.

7; Joseph. Ani. x. 1, § 5), according to the analogy

by which a pestilence is usually described in Scripture

tinder the image of a destroying angel (Ps. Ixxviii. 49
;

2 Sam. xxiv. 16) ; and the numbers are not greater

than are rei < rded as perishing within very short

perirxU— 150,000 Carthaginians in Sicily, 500,000 in
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alarmed by a " rumor " of Tirhakah's advance (to

avenge the defeat at Altagfi?), he was forced to

relinquish once more his immediate designs, and
content himself with a defiant letter to Hezekiah.

Whether on this occasion he encountered and de-

feated the Ethiopians (as Prideaux precariously

infers from Is. xx. Connect, i. p. 26), or not, we
cannot tell. The next event of the campaign, about
which we are informed, is that the Jewish king
with simple piety prayed to God with Sennacherib's

letter outspread before him (cf. 1 Jlacc. iii. 48),

and received a prophecy of immediate deliverance.

Accordingly " that night the Angel of the Lord
went out and smote in the camp of the Assyrians

185,000 men."
There is no doubt that some secondary cause was

employed in the accomplishment of this event.

We are certainly " not to suppose," as Dr. Johnson
observed, '• that the angel went about with a sword
in his hand stabbing them one by one, but that

some powerful natural agent was employed." The
liabylonish Talnuid and some of the Targums at-

tribute it to storms of lightning (Yitringa, A'ogel,

etc.); Prideaux, Heine {de causa Strrif/. As^yr.),

and Faberto the Simoon ; II. Jose, Ussher, Preiss {de

causa clad. Assyr.), etc., etc., to a nocturnal attack

by "I'irhakah ; Paulus to a poisoning of the w aters

;

and finally Josephus, followed by an immense ma-
jority of ancient and modern commentators, includ-

ing even Keil, to the Pestilence. This would be a

cause not only adequate (Justin, xix. 11; Diodor.

xix. p. 434 : see the other instances quoted by I!o-

senmiiller, Winer, Keil, Jahn, etc.), but most prob-

alile in itself from the crowded and ten'ified state

of the camp. There is therefore no necessity to

adopt the ingenious conjectures by which 1 )< der-

lein, Koppe, and Wessler endeavor to get rid of the

large number 185,000."

After this reverse Sennacherib fled precipitately

to Nineveh, where he revenged himself on as njany

Jews as were in his power (Tob. i. 18), and after

many years (not filty-five days, as Tobit says, i.

21), was murdered Ijy two of his sons as he drank
himself drunk in tlie house of Nisroch (AssaracV)

his god. He certainly lived till is. c. C80, for his

22d year is mentioned on a clay tablet (liawlinson,

I. c); he must therefore have survived Hezekiah
by some seventeen years. It is probable that sev-

eral of the Psalms (e. y. xlvi.-xlviii., Ixxvi.) allude

to his discomfiture.

Hezekiah only lived to enjoy for about one year

more his well-earned peace and glory. He slept

with his fathers alter a reign of twenty-nine jears,

in the 56th year of his age (li. C. 697), and was
Ijuried with great honor and universal mourning
" in the chiefest of the sepulchres (or ' the road

leading up to the sepulchres,' (v ava^daa Td<pci!v,

LXX., because, as Thenius conjectures, the actual

sepulchres were full) of the sons of David " (2 < 'hr.

xxxii. 33). He had found time ibr many works of

peace in the noble and almost blameless course of

his troubled life, and to his pious labors we are in-

seven months at Cairo (Gesenius, ad Inc.). It might
be accompanied by a storm. So Vitriuga understood
it, and this would best suit the words iu Is. xxx. 29"
{History of the Jewish Church, ii. 530). A mutilated

account of this wonder was current among the Egyp-
tians. They ascribed it, as a matter of course, to

their own divinities, but unquestiouably had in view

the same occurrence (see Rawliuson, Herod, ii. 141).

H.
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iebted for at least one portion of the present canon

(Prov. XXV. 1; Ecclus. xlviii. 17 ft'.)- He can have

10 finer panegyric than the words of tlie son of

Sirach, " even the Ivin<i;s of Judah fiiiled, for they

forsook the law of the Most Hi2;h ; all except Da-

vid, and Ezekifis, and Judas failed.'"

Besides the many authors and commentators who
have written on this period of Jewish history (on

which much light ha.s been recently tlirowii by

Mr. Layard, Sir G. Wilkinson, Sir. H. Kawlinson,

Dr. Hincks, and other scholars who have studied

the Nineveh remains), see for continuous lives of

Hezekiah, Josephus (Ant. ix. 13-x. 2), I'rideaux

{Connect, i. 1(5—30), Jahn {Hebr. Comm. § xli.),

Winer (s. v. IlisLias), and Ewald (Gesch. iii. 614-

644, 2d ed.). F. W. F.

* Dean Stanley devotes a long lecture {lHsU»-ij

of the Jewish Church, ii. 505-540) to the character

of Hezekiah, and the events with which he was

connectel. " The reign of Hezekiah is the cul-

minating point of interest in the history of the

kings of Judah." Yet the interest of his personal

history is mainly that which arises from the con-

templation of his example as one of faith and piety,

and of the wonderful deliverances vouchsafed to the

nation for his sake, though both these and his ear-

liest efforts for the reformation of tlie people served

only to delay, but not to avert the hastening ruin

of the commonwealth. The sketch drawn l)y Mr.

Stanley of Hezekiah's repairing to the temple with

the defiant letter of Sennacherib, to spread it before

Jehovah and to implore his help, brings out the

monarch's character at that most critical juncture

in its best light. The Assyrian conqueror had sent

from Lachish, demanding the submission of Heze-

kiah and the surrender of Jerusalem into the hands

of his general. On hearing this summons, Eli-

akim, Shebna, and Joah, Hezekiah's three highest

officers, " tore their garments in horror, and ap-

peared in tliat state before the king. He, too, gave

way to the same uncontrolled burst of grief. He
and they l)oth dressed themselves in sackcloth, and

the king took refuge in the Temple. The minis-

ters went to seek comfort from Isaiah. The in-

sulting embassy returned to Sennacherib. The
army was moved from Lachish and lay in front of

the fortress of Libnah. A letter couched in terms

like those already used by his envoys, was sent

direct from the king of Assyria to the king of Ju-

dah. What would be their fate if they were taken,

they might know from the fate of Lachisli, whicli

we still see on the sculptured monuments, where

the inhabitants are lying before the king, stripped

in order to be flayed alive. Hezekiali took the

letter, and penetrating, as it would seem, into the

Most Holy Place, laid it before the Divine Presence

enthroned above the cherubs, and called upon him
whose name it insulted, to look down and see with

his own eyes the outrage that was oft'ered to hiui.

From that dark recess no direct answer was vouch-

safed. The answer came through tlie moutli of

Isaiah. From the first moment that Seiinacheril)'s

army had appeared, he had held the same language

of unbroken hope and confidence, clothed in every

variety of imagery. ... It was a day of awful

suspense. In proportion to the strength of Isaiali's

confidence and of Hezekiah's devotion, would have

been the ruin of tlie Jewish church and faith, if

they had been disappointed of their hope. It was

a day of suspense also for the two great armies

whicli were drawing near to their encounter on the

jonfines of Palestuie. Like Anianus in the siege
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of Orleans, Hezekiah must have looked southward
and westward with ever keener and keener eager-

ness. For already there was a rumor that Tirha-

kah, the king of Egypt, was on his way to the rescue.

Already Sennacherib had heard the rumor, and it

was this which precipitated his endeavor to in-

timidate Jerusalem into submission. The evening

closed in on what seemed to be the devoted city.

The morning dawned, and with the morning came
the tidings from the camp at Libnah, that they

were delivered. ' It came to pass that night (2

K. xix. 35) that the Angel of Jehovah went forth,

and smote in the camp of the Assyrians a hundred

and fourscore and five thousand.' . . . The As-

syrian king at once returned, and, according to the

Jewish tradition, wreaked his vengeance on the

Israelite exiles whom he found in Mesopotamia.

He was the last of the great Assyrian conquerors.

No Assyrian host again ever crossed the Jordan.

Within a few years from that time . . . the As-
sjTian power suddenly vanished from the earth."

It was in all probabihty at the time of Sen-

nacherib's first invasion of Palestine that Hezekiah

purchased his exemption from subjection to the

Assyrian yoke by the payment of a fine. If the

Assyrian inscriptions are rightly interpreted, they

furnish an important confirmation of tlie IJiblical

account of this expedition, and of its results as re-

gards Hezekiah and the Jews. Tlie boastful record

on one of the cylinders is said to read as follows:

"
' And because Hezekiah, king of .hidah,' says

Sennacherib, ' would not submit to my yoke, I came
up against him, and by force of arms and by the

might of my power, I iook fort ij-iii.r of his strong

fenced cities ; and of the smaller towns which were

scattered about, I took and plundered a countless

number. And from these places I captured and car-

ried off as spoil two hundred thousand one hundred
and fifty people, old and young, male and female,

together with horses and mares, asses and camels,

oxen and sheep, a countless multitude. And Heze-

kiah himself I shut up in Jerusalem, his capital citv,

like a bird in a cage, building towers round the city

to hem him in, and raising banks of earth against

tlie gates, so as to prevent escape. . . . Then upon
this Hezekiah there fell the fear of the power of

my arms, and he sent out to me the chiefs and the

elders of Jerusalem with 30 talents of gold and 800

talents of silver, and divers treasures, a rich and
immense booty. (See 2 K. xviii. 13-16.) . . .

All these things were brought to me at Nine\eh,

the seat of my government, Hezekiah having sent

them by way of tribute, and as a token of his sub-

mission to my power.' " (See Uawlinson's B:imp-

loH Lectures for 1859, p. 310 f., Amer. ed.) Dean
Jlilman also calls attention to this coincidence

{History of the Jews, i. 427, Amer. ed.).

The chronological order of some of the events

in Hezekiah's life is not easily adjusted. The
events are related in different books (Kings, Chron-

icles, Micah, Isaiah), and not with many notations

of time. M. von Niebuhr treats of some of the

questions relating to tlie synchronism of Hezekiah's

history with that of the Babylonians and I'^gyj)-

tians {Gcschichte Assures u. Babel's, pp. 71, 76,

88, 100 f., 179). For valuable articles on Heze-

kiah, see Winer's Bibl. Renlw. i. 490-499: Iler-

zo<fs Real-Encyk. VI. 151-157; and Zeller's Bibl.

IVorterb. i. 612-615, 2te Aufl. For information

on related subjects, the reader is referred in this

Dictionary to Dial; Is.vi.vh; Sakgon; Skn
naciierib; Lachish; and Mic.vh. H.
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2. ['E^'eKi'a.] Son of Neariah, one of the de-

scendants of the royal family of Judah (1 Chr. iii. 23).

3. [Ezecias; ed. 1590, -ckias.] The same

name, though rendered in the A. V. Hizkiah, is

fomid in Zeph. i. 1.

4. Atek-of-Hezekiah. [Ater.] F. W. F.

HE'ZION Cl'VIIJ [siffht, vision]: 'A^iV;

[Vat. finely',] Alex. A(ar}\: Hezion), a king of

Aram (Syria) father of Tabrimon, and grandfather

of Benhadad I. He and his father are mentioned

only in 1 K. xv. 18, and their names are omitted

by Josephus. In the absence of aU information,

the natural suggestion is tliat he is identical with

Rezon, the contemporary of Solomon, in 1 K. xi.

23; the two names being very similar in Hebrew,

and still more so in other versions (compare Arab,

and Peshito on the latter passage) ; and indeed this

conclusion has been adopted by some translators

and conmientators (Junius, Kihler, Dathe, Ewakl).

Against it are {a), that the number of generations

of the Syrian kings would then be one less than

those of the contemporary kings of Judah. But
then the reign of Abijam was only three years, and

in fact Jeroboam outlived both Behoboam and his

son. (6. ) The statement of Nicolaus of Damascus
(Joseph. Ant. vii. 5, § 2), that from the time of

David for ten generations the kings of Syria were

one dynasty, each king taking the name of Hadad,
" as did the Ptolemies in Egypt." But this would

exclude, not only Hezion and Tabrimon, but Rezon,

unless we may interpret the last sentence to mean
that the official title of Hadad was held in addition

to the ordinary name of the king. [Rezon ; Tab-
HIMON.] G.

HE'ZIR ("T'Tn {swiney. XtiCiv, [Vat. Xtt

(iLv\] Alex. le^eip; [Comp. XriC^ip' Ilezir]). 1.

A priest in the time of David, leader of the 17th

monthly course in the service (1 Chr. xxiv. 15).

2. ['hC'P ; Vat. Alex. FA. H^eip : Ilnzir.]

One of the heads of the people (laymen) who sealed

the solemn covenant with Nehemiah (Nell. x. 20).

HEZ'RAI [2 syl.] C'^f C? [=l'-lVO, Hez-

ron, which see], according to the Keri of the Ma-

sorets, but the original reading of the text, Ctiib,

has n^n^Hezro: 'Aa-apdi; [Alex. Affapai-]

Hesrai), a native of Carniel, perhaps of the south-

ern one, and in that case possibly once a slave or

adherent of Nabal; one of the 30 heroes of David's

guard (2 Sara, xxiii. 35). In the parallel list the

name appears as—
HEZ'RO 0"l^n [see infra]: 'Ho-epe'; Alex.

Affapai; [Aid. 'Airpah Comp. 'Etrpi:] Besrv), in

1 Chr. xi. 37. Kennicott, however {Dissertation,

pp. 207, 208), decides, on the almost unanimous

authority of tlie ancient versions, that Hetzrai is

the original form of the name.

HEZ'RON (V^Vn [Olooming, Fiirst; but

walled, as a garden, Grcs.] : 'A<Tpd>v ;
[Alex, in

Num., Aapoi/j.:] Ilesron). 1. A son of Reuben

(Gen. xlvi. 9; Ex. vi. 14), who founded the family

of the Hezronites (Num. xxvi. 6).

2. A son of niarez, and one of the direct an-

cestors of David ((ien. xlvi. 12; Ruth iv. 18); in

LXX. 'Effpcif (once var. lect. Grab. 'Acrpdv), and

'Eapw/J., which is followed in IMatt. i. 3. [Vat. in

Ruth, Effpcov, in 1 Chr. ii. 9, 18, 21, 25, Efffpcov:

ii. 5, iv. 1, Apaaiv' Vulg. Hesron, in Ruth Fsron.]

T. E. B.

HIEL

HEZ'RONITES, THE ("'pVnn : & 'A«r-

pcovi [Vat. -j/ei] : Hesronitce). A branch of the

tribe of Judah, descendants of Hezron, the son of

Pharez (Num. xxvi. 21). [In the A. V. ed. 1611,

the word is spelt Hesronites. — A.] W. A. VV.

HID'DAI [2 syl.] <C''^T] [vmjhtxj chief]:

Alex. AeSai; [Comp. 'hSoi'; Aid. Oupi';] Vat.

omits: IJeddai), one of the thirty-seven heroes of

David's guard (2 Sam. xxiii. 30), described as "of
the torrents of Gaa.sh." In the parallel list of 1

Chr. (xi. 32) the name is given as Hueai. Ken-
nicott {Dissert, p. 194) decides in favor of "Hurai"
on grounds for which the reader must be referred

to his work.

HIDDE'KEL (b^.'^n [sharp, swift, Dietr.

in Ges. 6te Aufl.] : Tiypis\ [in Dan. (Theodot.),]

Tiypts 'ESSe/ceA [Alex. Ex/Se/ceA.] : Tyytis, Ti-

gris), one of the rivers of Eden, the river which

"goeth eastward to Assyria" (Gen. ii. 14), and

which Daniel calls " the Great river '' (Dan. x. 4),

seems to have been rightly identified by the LXX.
with the Tigris. It is difficult to account for the

initial H, unless it be for "^H, "lively," which is

used of running water in Gen. xxvi. 19. Dekel

(vp.ir) is clearly an equivalent of Digla or Diglath,

a name borne by the Tigris in all ages. The form

Diijhith' occurs in the Targums of Onkelos and Jon-

athan, in Josephus {Ant. i. 1), in the Armenian

Eusebius {Chron. Can. pars i. c. 2), in Zonaras

{Ann. i. 2), and in the Armenian version of the

Scriptures. It is hardened to Diylit (Diglitp) by
Pliny (//. TV", vi. 27). The name now in use among
the inhabitants of Mesopotamia is Dijleh.

It has generally been supjjosed that Dii/la is a

mere Semitic corruption of Tif/ra, and that this

latter is the true name of the stream. Strabo (xi.

14, § 8), Pliny {loc. cit.) and other writers tell us

that the river received its designation from its

rapidity, the word Tigris (
Tit/ra) meaning in the

Medo-Persic language "an arrow." This seems

probal)le enough; but it must be observed that the

two forms are found side by side in the Babylonian

transcript of the Behistun inscription, and that the

ordinary name of the stream in the inscrijjtions of

Assyria is Tii/t/ar. jMoreover, if we allow the

Dekel of Hiddekel, to mean the Tigris, it would

seem probable that this was the more ancient of

the two apiiellations. Perhaps, therefore, it is best

to suppose that there was in early Babylonian a

root dtk, equivalent in meaning, and no doubt con-

nected in origin, with the Aryan tig or tij, and

that from these two roots were formed independ-

ently the two names, Dekel, Dikhi, or Digla, and

Tigf/ar, Tigrn, or Tigris. The stream was known
by either name indifferently; but on the whole the

Aryan appellation predominated in ancient times,

and was that most commonly used even by Semitic

races. The Arabians, however, when they conquered

Mesopotamia, revived the true Semitic title, and

this {Dijleh) continues to be the name by which

the river is known to the natives down to the pres-

ent day. The course of the river is described under

TiGHis. G. R.

HI'EL (^S*'?7, perhaps for bS'Tl^' [God

lives, Ges.]: 'Ax"lA ;
[Vat. A-xeiriW Comp

Xi'^A.:] Hiel), a native of Bethel, who rebuilt Jer

iclio in the reign of Ahab (1 K. xvi. 34); and in

whom was. fulfilled the curse pronounced by Joshua
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(Josh. vi. 26). Strabo speaks of this cursing of a

destroyed city as an ancient custom, and instances

the curses imprecated by Agamemnon and Croesus

(Grot. Amiot ad Josh. vi. -20'); JMasius compares

the cursing of Carthage by the Komans (Pol. Syn.).

The term Bethelite (^bSH i'T'S) here only is ren-

dered family of cursing (Pet. Mart.), and also

home ov place of cursing (Arab., Syr., and Chald.

versions), qu. HvS n"^2l ; but there seems no rea-

son for questioning the accuracy of the LXX. 6

BaiBrjAirris, which is approved by most commen-

tators, and sanctioned by Ges. (Lex. s. v.). The

rebuilding of Jericho was an intrusion upon the

kingdom of Jehoshaphat, unless with Pet. jNIart.

we suppose that Jericho had aheady been detached

from it by the kings of Israel. T. E. B.

HIERAP'OLIS {'UpdTToKis [sacred city]).

This place is mentioned only once in Scripture, and

that incidentally, namely, in Col. iv. 1-3, where its

church is associated with those of Coloss.e and

Laodicea. Such association is just what we
should expect; for the three towns were all in the

basin of the Mieander, and within a few miles of

one another. It is probable that Hierapolis was

one of the " inlustres Asice iirbes " (Tac. Ann. xiv.

27) which, with Laodicea, were simultaneously des-

olated by an earthquake about the time when Chris-

tianity was estabhshed in this district. There is

little doubt that the church of Hierapolis was

founded at the same time with that of Colossoe,

and that its characteristics in the apostolic period

were the same. Its modern name is Pambouk-
Kalessi. The most remarkable feature of the

neighborhood consists of the hot calcareous springs,

which have deposited the vast and singular incrus-

tations noticed by travellers. See, for instance.

Chandler, Trav. in Asia Minor (1817), i. 264-272;

Hamilton, Res. in Asia Minor (1842), i. 507-.522.

The situation of Hierapolis is extremely beautiful

;

and its ruins are eonsideralile, the theatre and gym-
nasium being the most conspicuous. J. S. H.

* Arundel passed within sight of Hierapolis,

which he describes as hin'h up on the mountain

side, on a terrace extending several miles (Discov-

eries in Asia A[inoi-, ii. 200). Kichter ( Wallfnhr-

ten, p. 53.3 ff.) states that Hierapolis and T>aodicea

(mentioned together, Col. iv. 13) lie within view

of each other on opposite sides of the Lycus. For

notices by still other travellers, see Pococke's De-

scription of the Kast, etc., ii. pt. ii. 75; Fellows's

Asia Minor, p. 283 ff. : and Schubert's Riise in

das Morgenlaiul, p. 283. The various observations

are brought concisely together in Lewin's .sketch

{Life and Epistles 'of St. Paul, i. 204 f.). Ep-

aphras may ha\e founded the church at Hierapolis

;

and at all events, that city was one of the . places

where he manifested that zeal for the truth ac-

credited to him by the Apostle (Col. iv. 13).

The celebrated Stoic philosopher, Epictetus, was a

native of Hierapolis, and nearly contemporary with

Paul and Epaphras. H.

HIER'EEL ('Iefle^\: Jeelech), 1 Esdr. ix.

21. [Jehikl.]

HIER'EMOTH ('Upeij.d,e : Erimoth). 1.

1 Esdr. is. 27. [Jekejioth.]

2. [.Terimoth.] 1 Esdr. ix. 30. [Ka:motii.]

HIERIE'LUS CleCpnlAos, /. e. lezrielos;

[Vat. leCopi/cAos; Aid. 'Igpir/Aos:] .Tezrelus), 1

Esdr. ix. 27. This answers to Jeiiiel in the list
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of Ezr. X. ; but whence our translators obtained

their form of the name does not appear.

* Our translators evidently derived this form of

the name from the Aldine edition of the LXX.,
which they have so often followed in the Apoc-

rypha. A.

HIER'MAS {'Upij.ds\ [Vat. lepjuaO Pemias),

1 Esdr. ix. 26. [Ramiah.]

HIERON'YMUS {'Upaivvf^os [sacred-

named] : Hieronymus), a Syrian general in the

time of Antiochus V. Eupator (2 JIacc. xii. 2).

The name was made distinguished among the

Asiatic Greeks by Hieronymus of Cardia, the his-

torian of Alexander's successors. B. F. W.

* HIERU'SALEM is used in the A. V. ed.

1611, and other early editions, for Jerusalem.

HIGGAI'ON [3 syl.] (IVin : <j55^), a word

which occurs three times in the book of Psalms

(ix. 17 [16],xix. 15 [14],xcii. 4 [3]). Mendelssohn

translates it meditation, thought, idea. Knapp
(Die Psalmen) identifies it, in Ps. ix. 17, with the

Arabic '^1T\ and S2in, " to mock," and hence

his rendering "What a shout of laughter! " (be-

cause the wicked are entrapped in their own snares)

;

but in Ps. xcii. 4, he translates it by " Lieder

"

(songs). R. David Kimchi likewise assigns two

separate meanings to the word ; on Ps. ix. 17 he

says, '' This aid is for us (a subject of) meditation

and thankfulness," whilst in his commentary on

the passage Ps. xcii. 4, he gives to the same word

the signification of melody, " this is the melody of

the hymn when it is recited (played) on the harp."

" We will meditate on this forever" (Rashi, Comm.
on Ps. ix. 17). In Ps. ix. 17, Aben Ezra's Com-
ment, on " Higgaion Selah " is, " this will I record

in truth:" on Ps. xcii. 4 he sajs, "Higgaion

means the melody of the hymn, or it is the name
of a musical instrument." According to Fiirst,

^V!in is derived from n2in, "to whisper:" (a)

it refers to the vibration of the harp, or to the

opening of an interlude, an opinion supported by
the LXX., Symmachus, and Aquilas: {b) it refers

to silent meditation : this is agreeable to the use of

the word in the Talmud and in the Rabbinical

writings; hence ^ViH for logic {Concord. Hebr.

atque Chald.).

It should seem, then, that Higgaion has two

meanings, one of a general character implying

thought, refection, from T\yn (comp. "JV2m

^dh, Ps. ix. 17, and CVH ^D "'^27 D2V2m,
Lam. iii. 62), and another in Ps. ix. 17 and Ps.

xcii. 4, of a technical nature, bearing on the im-

port of musical sounds or signs well known in the

age of David, but the precise meaning of which

cannot at this distance of time be determined.

D. W. M.

HIGH PLACES (n'lKlS : in the historical

books, TCt uij/rjAa, ra uij/r); in the Prophets, ^oifiol;

in the Pentateuch, crTrjKai, Lev. xxvi. 30, &c.;

and once ei'ScoAa, Ez. xvi. 16: e.z'cel.^a, fana).

I'rom the earliest times it was the custom among
all nations to enet altars and places of woi-sbip on

lofty and cons"cuous spots. We find that the

Trojans sacrificed to Zeus on I\Iount Ida {II. x.

171), and we are repeatedly told that such v.'as the

custom of the Persians, Greeks Germans, etc.,
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because they fancied that the hill-tops were nearer

heaven, and therefore the most favorable places for

prayer and incense (Herod, i. 131; Xen. Cyrop.

viii. 7 ; Mem. iii. 8, § 10 ; Strab. xv. p. 732 ; Luc.

de Sacrif. i. 4 ; Creuzer, Symb. i. 159 ; Winer, s. v.

Berggotter). To this general custom we find con-

stant allusion in the Bible (Is. Ixv. 7; Jar. iii. 6;

Ez. vi. 13, xviii. 6; Hos. iv. 13), and it is espe-

cially attributed to the Moabites (Is. xv. 2, xvi.

12; Jer. xlviii. 3.5). I'>en Abraham built an altar

to the Lord on a mountain near Bethel (Gen. xii. 7,

8; cf. xxii. 2-4, xxxi. 54) which shows that the

practice was then as innocent as it was natural; and

although it afterwards became mingled with idol-

atrous observances (Num. xxiii. 3), it was in itself

far less likely to be abused than the consecration

of groves (Hos. iv. 13). The external religion of

the patriarchs was in some outward observances

different from that subsequently established by the

Mosaic law, and therefore they should not be con-

demned for actions which afterwards became sinful

only because they were forbidden (Heidegger, Hist.

Patr. II. iii. § 53). [Bamah.]
It is, however, quite obvious that if every grove

and eminence had been suffered to become a place

for legitimate worship, especially in a country where

they had already been defiled with the sins of

polytheism, the utmost danger would have resulted

to the pure worship of the one true God (Htiver-

nick, Einl. i. p. 592). It would infallibly have led

to the adoption of nature-goddesses, and " gods of

the hills " (1 K. xx. 23). It was therefore implic-

itly forbidden by the law^of Moses (Dent. xii. 11-

14), which also gave the strictest injunction to

destroy these monuments of Canaanitish idolatry

(Lev. xxvi. 30; Num. xxxiii. 52; Deut. xxxiii. 29,

ubi LXX. rpixfl^os), without stating any general

reason for this conunand, beyond the fact that they

had been connected with such associations. It

seems, however, to be assumed that every Israelite

would perfectly understand why groves and high

places were prohibited, and therefore they are only

condemned by virtue of the injunction to use but

one altar for the purposes of sacrifice (Lev. xvii. 3,

4; Deut. xii. passim, xvi. 21; John iv. 20).

The command was a prospective one, and was

not to come into force until such time as the tribes

were settled in the promised land, and " had rest

from all their enemies round about." Thus we
find that both Gideon and Mauoah built altars on

high places by Divine command (Judg. vi. 25, 26,

xiii. 16-23), and it is quite clear from the tone of

the book of .ludges that the law on the subject

was either totally forgotten or practically obsolete.

Nor could the unsettled state of the country have

been pleaded as an excuse, since it seems to have

been most fully understood, even during the life of

Joshua, that burnt-ofterings could be legally offered

on one altar only (.Tosh. xxii. 29). It is more sur-

prising to find this law absolutely ignored at a

much later period, when there was no intelligible

reason for its violation— as by Samuel at Mizpeh

(1 Sam. vii. 10) and at Bethlehem (xvi. 5); by

Saul at Gilgal (xiii. 9) and at Ajalon (? xiv. 35);

by David (1 Chr. xxi. 26); by Elijah on Mount
Carmel (1 K. xviii. 30); and by other prophets

(1 Sam. X. 5). To sujipose that in all these cases

the rule was superseded by a Divine intimation

appears to us an unwarrantatflP expedient, the

more so as the actors in the transactions do not

appear to be aware of anything extraordinary in

their conduc*. The Rabbis have invented elaborate

HIGH PLACES
methods to account for the anomaly: thus they

say that high places were allowed until the build-

ing of the Tabernacle; that they were then illegal

until the arrival at Gilgal, and then during the

period while the Tabernacle was at Shiloh ; that

they were once more permitted whilst it was at

Nob and Gideon (cf. 2 Chr. i. 3), until the build-

ing of the Temple at Jerusalem rendered them
finally unlawful (R. Sol. Jarchi, Abarbanel, etc.,

quoted in Carpzov, Aj^p- Crit. p. 333 ff. ; Reland,

Anf. HeOr. i. 8 ff.). Others content themselves

with saying that until Solomon's time all Palestine

was considered holy ground, or that there existed

a recognized exemption in favor of high places for

private and spontaneous, though not for the stated

and public sacrifices.

Such explanations are sufficiently unsatisfactory;

but it is at any rate certain that, whether from the

obvious temptations to the disobedience, or from
the example of other nations, or from ignorance of

any definite law against it, the worship in high

places was organized and all but universal through-

out Judaea, not only during (1 K. iii. 2-4), but

even after the time of Solomon. The convenience

of them was obvious, because, as local centres of

religious worship, they obviated the unpleasant and
dangerous necessity of visiting Jerusalem for the

celebration of the yearly feasts (2 K. xxiii. 9).

The tendency was ingrained in the national mind;
and although it was severely reprehended by the

later historians, we have no proof that it was known
to be sinful during the earlier periods of the mon-
archy, except of course w^here it was directly con-

nected with idolatrous abominations (1 K. xi. 7;

2 K. xxiii. 13). In fact the high places seem to

have supplied the need of synagogues (Ps. Ixxiv. 8),

and to have obviated the extreme self-denial in-

volved in having but one legalized locality for the

highest forms of worship. Thus we find that

Rehoboam established a definite worship at the

high places, with its own peculiar and separated

priesthood (2 Chr. xi. 15; 2 K. xxiii. 9), the mem-
bers of which were still considered to be priests of

Jehovah (although in 2 K. xxiii. 5 they are called

by the opprobrious term 0^*1^3). It was there-

fore no wonder that Jeroboam found it so easy to

seduce the people into his synibolic worship at tiie

high places of Dan and Bethel, at each of which he

built a chapel for his golden calves. Such chapels

were of course frequently added to the mere altars

on the hills, as appears from the expressions in 1 K.

xi. 7; 2 K. xvii. 9, &c. Indeed, the word rT^ttS
7 7 7 .,.

became so common that it was used for any idol-

atrous shrine even in a valk-y (Jer. vii. 31), or in

the streets of cities (2 K. xvii. 9; Ez. xvi. 31).

These chapels were probably not structures of stone,

but mere tabernacles hung with colored tapestry

(Ez. xvi. IG; ifi^dKiafia, Aqu. Theod.; Jer. ad
loc; e'lSooXou panrov, LXX.), like the cricr^vr] iepd

of the Carthaginians (Diod. Sic. xx. 65; ("reuzer,

Symbol. V. 176, quoted by Ges. Thes. i. 188), and

Uke those mentioned in 2 K. xxiii. 7 ; Am. v. 26.

Many of the pious kings of Judah were either

too weak or too ill informed to repress the worship

of Jehovah at these local sanctuaries, while they of

course endeavored to prevent it from being contam-

inated with polytheism. It is therefore appended

as a matter of blame or a (perhaps venial) drawback

to the character of some of the most pious princes,

that they tolerated this disobedience to the provis-
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Ion of Deuterdnomy and Leviticus. On the other

hand it is mentioned as an aggravation of the sin-

fulness of othei' kings that they built or raised high

places (2 Chr. xxi. 11, xxviii. 25), which are gen-

erally said to have been dedicated to idolatrous

purposes. It is almost inconceivable that so direct

a violation of the theocratic princii)Ie as the per-

mitted existence of false worship should have been

tolerated by kings of even ordinary piety, much
less by the highest sacerdotal authorities (2 K. xii.

3). When tiierefore we find the recurring phrase,

"only the liigh places were not taken away; as yet

the people did sacrifice and burn incense on the

higli places " (2 K. xiv. 4, xv. 4, 35; 2 Chr. xv.

17, (fee), we are forced to limit it (as above) to

places dedicated to Jehovah only. The subject,

however, is made more difficult by a double discrep-

ancy, for the assertion, that Asa " took away the

high places" (2 Chr. xiv. 3), is opposite to what is

stated in the first book of Kings (xv. 14), and a

similar discrepancy is found in the case of .leliosh-

aphat (2 Chr. xvii. 6, xx. 33). Moreover in both

instances the chronicler is apparently at issue with

iiimse/.f (xiv. 3, xv. 17, xvii. 6, xx. 33). It is in-

credible that this should have been the result of

carelessness or oversight, and we nnist therefore

suppose, either that the earlier notices expressed

the will and endeavor of these monarchs to remove

the high places, and that the later ones recorded

their failjtre in tlie attempt (Ewald, Gesch. iii. 4G8;

Keil, Apulog. Versucli, p. 290; Winer, s. vv. Assa,

Josnph(it) ; or that the statements refer respectively

to Uamoth, dedicated to Jehovah and to idols

(Michaelis, Schulz, Bertheau on 2 Chr. xvii. C, &c.).

" Those devoted to false gods were removed, those

misdevoted to the true God were suffered to remain.

The kings opposed impiety, but winked at error"

(Bishop Hall).

At last Hezekiah set himself in good earnest to

the suppression of this prevalent corruption (2 K.
xviii. 4, 22), both in Judah and Israel (2 Chr.

xxxi. 1 ), although, so rapid was the growth of the

evil, that even his sweeping reformation required to

be finally consummated Viy Josiah (2 K. xxiii.),

and that too in Jerusalem and its immediate neigh-

borhood (2 Chr. xxxiv. 3). The measure must
ha\e caused a very violent shock to the religious

prejudices of a large number of people, and we
have a curious and almost unnoticed trace of this

resentment in the fact that Kabshakeh a[)peals to

the discontented faction, and represents Hezekiah

as a dangerous innovator who had provoked (Jod's

anger by his arbitrary impiety (2 K. xviii. 22; 2

Chr. xxxii. 12). After the time of Josiah we find

no further mention of these Jeliovistic high places.

V. W. F.

HIGH-PRIEST (inbn, with the definite

article, i. e. tlie Prieitf ; and in tlie books subse-

quent to the Pentateuch with the frequent addition

^^2^ and It Win). Lev. xxi. 10 seems to ex-

hibit the epithet 7"TJ (as iwlffKOTros and SidKoyos

in the N. T.) in a transition state, not yet wholly
technical; and the same may be said of Num.
xxxv. 25, where the explanation at the end of the

verse, "which was anointed witli the holy oil,"

seems to show that the epithet 7"T3 was not yet

quite established as distinctive of the cliief priest

(of. ver. 28). In all other passages of the Penta-
teuch it is simply "the priest," Ex. xxix. 30, 44;
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Lev. xvi. 32: or yet more frequently "Aaron," or
"Aaron the jiriest," as Num. iii. 0, iv. 33; Lev. i.

7, &c. So too " Eleazar the priest," Num. xxvii.

22, xxxi. 2G, 29, 31, &c. In the LXX. 6 apxif-

pevs, or iepevs, where the Heb. has only ^n3.
V^ulg. sacerdos ni'ig>m,<, or primus pontifex, prin-

ceps s tcerdotum.

In treating of the office of high-priest among
the Israelites it will be convenient to consider it—
I. Legally. II. Theologically. III. Historically.

I. The le<i(d view of the high-priest's office com-
prises all that the law of Moses ordained respecting

it. The first distinct separation of Aaron to the

office of the priesthood, which previously belonged

to the firstborn, was that recorded Ex. xxviii. A
partial anticipation of this call occurred at the

gathering of the manna (ch. xvi.), when Moses bid

Aaron take a pot of maima, and lay it up before

the Lord : which implied that the ark of the Testi-

mony would thereafter lie under Aaron's charge,

though it was not at that time in existence. The
taking up of Nadab and Abihu with their father

Aaron to the Mount, where they beheld the glory

of the God of Israel, seems also to have been

intended as a preparatory intimation of Aaron's

hereditary priesthood. See also xxvii. 21. But
it was not till the completion of the directions for

making the tabernacle and its furniture that the

distinct order was given to Moses, " Take thou

unto thee Aaron thy brother, and his sons with

him, from among the children of Israel, that he

may minister unto me in the priest's office, even

Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, Eleazar and Ithamar,

Aaron's sons" (Ex. xxviii. 1). And after the order

for the priestly garments to be made " for Aaron
and his sons," it is added, "and the priest's office

shall be theirs for a perpetual statute; and thou

shalt consecrate Aaron and his sons," and " I will

sanctify both Aaron and his sons to minister to me
in the priest's office," xxix. 9, 44.

We find from the very first the following charac-

teristic attributes of Aaron and the high-priests \m
successors, as distinguished from the other priests.

(1.) Aaron alone was anointed. "He poured

of the anointing oil upon Aaron's liead, and anointed

him to sanctify him'' (Lev. viii. 12); whence one

of tlie distinctive epithets of the high-priest was

n^tt'^n ]n3n, "tlie anointed priest" (Lev.

iv. 3, 5, IG, xxi. 10; see Num. xxxv. 25). This
a])pears also from Ex. xxix. 29, 30, where it is

ordered that the one of the sons of Aaron who suc-

ceeds him in the priest's office shall wear the holy

garments that were Aaron's for seven days, to be

anointed, therein, anil to be consecrated in them.

Hence Euseliius {Hid. Kccles. i. 6; Deni. Evitng.

viii.) understands the Anointed (.\. V. " Messiah,"

or, as the LXX. read,
xp'^'^f^"-)

'" Dun. ix. 2(), the

(inohiting of the Jewish high-priests: "It means
nothing else than the succession of high-priests,

whom the Scripture connnonly calls ;^pio'roi<y,

anointed;" and so too Tertullian and Theodoret

(liosenm. nd I. c. ). The anointing of the sons of

Aaron, i. e., the common priests, seems to have

been confined to sprinkling their garments with the

anointing oil (Ex. xxix. 21, xxviii. 41, &c.), tliough

according to Kalisch on Ex. xxix. 8, and Ligbffoot,

following the Rabbinical interpretation, tlie differ-

ence consists in the abimdant pouring of oil (PV^)

on the head of the high-priest, from whence it was

drawn with the finger into two streams, in the
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shape of a Greek X, while the priests were merely

marked with the finger dipped in oil on the fore-

head (ntt'iQ). But this is probably a late inven-

tion of the Rabbins. The anointing of the high-

priest is alluded to in Ps. cxxxiii. 2 : " It is like

the precious ointment upon the head, that ran down
ujwn the beard, even Aaron's beard, that went

down to the skirts of his garments." The com-

position of this anointing oil, consisting of myrrh,

cinnamon, calamus, cassia, and olive oil, is pre-

scribed Ex. XXX. 22-25, and its use for any other

purpose but that of anointing the priests, the

tabernacle, and the vessels, was strictly prohibited

on pain of being " cut off from his people." The

manufacture of it was intrusted to certain priests,

called apothecaries (Neh. iii. 8). But this oil is

said to have been wanting inider the second Temple

(Prideaux, i. 151; Selden, cap. ix.).

Iligh-priest.

(2.) The high-priest had a peculiar dress, which,

as we have seen, passed to his successor at his

death. This dress consisted of eight parts, as the

Rabbins constantly note, the breaf/plale, the epfioci

with its curious girdle, the ro/ie of the ephod, the

miti'e, the brdhlereil cnnl or diaper tunic, and the

yirdU', the materials being gold, l)lue, red, crimson,

and fine (white) linen (Ex. xxviii.). To the above
are added, in ver. 42, the breeches or drmrers (Lev.

xvi. 4) of linen; and to make up the number 8,

some reckon the high-priest's mitre, or the plate

(y*^) separately from the bomiet; while others

reckon the curious girdle of the ephod separately

from the ephod."

Of these 8 articles of attire, 4, namely, the coat

or tunic, the girdle, the breeches, and the bonnet or

« In I^ev. viii. 7-12 there is a complete account of

the putting on of tliese garments by Aaron, and tlie

whole ceremony of his consecration and that of his

Bons. It there appears di.stinctly that, besides the

girdle common to all the priests, the high-priest also

wore the curious girdle of the ephod.

& Josephus, however, whom Biihr follows, calls the
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turban, n5725?p, instead of the mitre, HS^^p *

belonged to the common priests.

It is well known how, in the Assyrian sculptures,

the king is in like manner distuiguished by the

shape of his head-dress ; and how in Persia none
but the king wore the cidaris or erect tiara.c

Taking the articles of the high-priest's dress in the

orclpr in which they are enumerated above, we have
((t) the breastplate, or, as it is further named (Ex.

xxviii. 15, 2!), 30), the breastplate of judgment,

aplTQ ^trn, Xoyfiov tSiv Kplffewv (or rr\s

Kpiaews) in the LXX., and only in ver. 4, nepiff-

TTjdiov. It was, like the inner curtains of the

tabernacle, the ^ail, and the ephod, of " cunning

work," SttTI nti^VD, " opus plumarium," and
" arte plumaria," Vulg. [See E.mbroiderkr.]
The breastplate was originally 2 spans long, and 1

span broad, but when doubled it was square, the

shape in which it was worn. It was fastened at the

top by rings and chains of wreathen gold to the

two onyx stones on the shoulders, and beneath with

two other rings and a lace of blue to two corre-

sponding rings in the ephod, to keep it fixed in its

place, aljove the curious girdle. But the most
remarkalile and most important parts of this breast-

plate, were the 12 precious stones, set in 4 rows, 3

in a row, thus corresponding to the 12 tribes, and
divided in the same manner as their caijips were;

each stone having the name of one of the children

of Israel engraved upon it. Whether the order

followed the aijes of the sons of Israel, or, as seems

most probable, the order of the encaniijiuent, may
be doubted; but unless any appropriate distinct

symbolism of the different tribes be found in the

names of the precious stones, the question can

scarcely be decided. According to the LXX. and
-Josephus, and in accordance with the language of

Scripture, it was these stones which constituted the

Urim and Thummim, nor does the notion advo-

cated by Gesenius after Spencer and others, that

these names designated two little images jilaced

between the folds of the breastplate, seem to rest

on any sufKcient ground, in spite of the Egyptian
analogy '' brought to bear upon it. Josei)hus's

ojjinion, on the other hand, improved upon l>y the

liabbins, as to the manner in which the stones gave

out the oracular answer, by preternatural illumina-

tion, appears equally destitute of probability. It

seems to be far simplest and most in agreement

with the different accounts of inquiries made by
L'rini and Thummim (1 Sam. xiv. 3, 18, 19, xxiii.

2, 4, 9, 11, 12, xxviii. 0; Judg. xx. 28; 2 Sam.
V. 23, &c.) to suppose that the answer was given

simply by the Word of the Lord to the hish-priest

(comp. .John xi. 51 ), when he had inquired of the

Lord clothed with the ephod and breastplate. Such
a view agrees with the true iwtion of the breast-

plate, of which it was not the leading characteristic

to be oracular (as the term Xoy^lov supposes, and
as is by many thought to be intimated by the de-

scriptive addition " of judgment," i. e.. as they

bonnets of the priests by the name of i~l53ytt. See

below.

c Biihr compares also the apices of the llamen
Dialis.

<l For an account of the image of Thmei worn by
the Egyptian judge and priest, see Kalisch's note OD
Ex. xxviii. ; Hengstenberg's Egi/pt nnd the Boohs o'

Moses; Wilkinson's Egyptians, ii. 27, &c.
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anderstand it, " decision "), but only an incidental I will lay thy stones with fair colors, and lav thy
privilege connected with its fundamental nieaninj;. foundations with sapphires, and I will make thy

windows of agates, and tliy gates of carbuncles, and
all thy borders of pleasant stones," ver. 11, 1:>;

comp. also ver. 14 and 17 (Heb.)- It is obvious to

add how entirely this view accords with the bless-

ing of Levi in Dent, xxxiii. 8, where Levi is called

God's holy one, and God's Thunimim and Urini
are said to be given to him, because he came out
of the trial so clear in his integrity. (See also Bar.
V. 2.)

What that meaning was we learn from Ex. xxviii. 30,

where we read " Aaron shall bear the judgment of the

children of Israel upon his heart before the Lord

continually." Now tOStp^ is the judicial sen-

tence by which any one is either justified or con-

demned. In prophetic vision, as in actual oriental

life, the sentence of justification was often expressed

by the nature of the robe worn. " He hath clothed

me with the garments of salvation, He hath covered

me with the robe of righteousness, as a bridegroom

decketh himself with ornaments, and as a bride

adorneth herself with her jewels " (Is. Ixi. 10), is a

good illustration of this ; cf. bcii. 3. In like man-
ner, in Kev. iii. 5, vii. 9, xix. 14, &c., the white

linen robe expresses the righteousness or justifica-

tion of saints. Something of the same notion

may be seen in Esth. vi. 8, 9, and on the contrary

ver. 12.

The addition of precious stones and costly orna-

ments expresses glory beyond simple justification.

Thus in Is. Ixii. 3, " Thou shalt be a crown of glory

in the liand of the Lord, and a royal diadem in the

hand of thy (iod." Exactly the same symbolism
of glory is assigned to the precious stones in the

description of the New Jerusalem (liev. xxi. 11,

19-21), a passage which ties together with singular

force the arrangement of the tribes in their camps,
and that of the precious stones in the breastplate.

But, moreover, the high-priest being a representa-

tive personage, the fortunes of the whole people

would most properly be indicated in his person. A
striking instance of this, in connection too with

symbolical dress, is to be found in Zech. iii. " Now
Joshua (the high-priest, ver. 1) was clothed with

filthy garments and stood before the angel. And
he answered and spake unto those that stood before

him, saying. Take away the filthy garments from
him. And unto him he said, Uehold, I have caused
thine iniquity to pass from thee, and I will clothe

thee with change of raiment. And I said. Let

them set a fair mitre (^'^3!:?) upon his head. So

they set a foir mitre upon his head, and clothed

him with garments." Here the priest's garments,

C^I^S, and the mitre, expressly typify the restored

righteousness of the nation. Hence it seems to be
sufficiently ol)vious that the breastjjlate of righteous-
ness or judgment, resplendent with the same pre-
cious stones which symbolize the glory of the New
Jerusalem, and on which were engraved the names
of the 12 tribes, worn by the high-priest, who was
then said to bear the judgment of the chiklren of
Israel upon his heart, was intended to express by
symbols the acceptance of Israel grounded upon the
sacrificial functions of the high-priest. The sense
of the symbol is thus nearly identical with such
passages as Num. xxiii. 21, and the meaning of the
Urim and Thummim is explained by such expres-

sions as Tjn'lW Sri-'^S n_1N '^a'lp, "Arise,

shine; for thy light is come" (Is. Ix. 1). Thum-
mim expresses alike complete prosijerity and com-
plete innocence, and so falls in exactly with tlie

double notifJn of light (Is. Ix. 1, and 1x11. 1, 2).

The privilege of receiving an answer from God
bears the same relation to the general state of Israel

symbolized by the priests dress, that the promise
in Is. Uv. 13, " AU thy children shall be taught of

the Lord," does to the preceding description, "I

(b.) The Ephod (T^S). This consisted of two
parts, of which one covered the back, and the other
the front, i. e., the breast and ujjper part of the
body, like the eVco/xis of the Greeks (see Die/, (f
Antiquities, art. Tuiiicn, p. 1172). These were
clasped together on the shoulder with two large
onyx stones, each having engraved on it (i of the
names of the tribes of Israel. It was further united
by a " curious ginlle " of gold, blue, purple, scarlet,

and fine twined linen round the waist. Upon it

was placed the breastplate of judgment, which in

fact was a part of the ephod, and included in the
term in such passages as 1 Sam. ii. 28, xiv. 3,
xxiii. 9, and was fastened to it just aliove the curi-

ous girdle of the ephod. Linen ephods were also

worn by other priests (1 Sam. xxii. 18), by Sanuiel,
who was only a Levite (1 Sam. ii. 18), and by
David when bringuig up the ark (2 Sam. vi. 14).
The expression for wearing an epliod is ^^i/inlvd

with a linen ephod." The ephod was also fre-

quently used in the idolatrous worsliip of the
Israehtes. See Judg. viii. 27, xvii. 5, &c. [ICpiiod

;

Girdle.]

(c.) The Kobe of the ephod (b'^r^). This was

of inferior material to the ephod itself, l)eing all of
blue (Ex. xxviii. 31), which implied its being only

of " woven work " (^l^^ i^??'^^) xxxix. 22). It

was worn inmiediately under the ephod, and was
longer than it, though not so long as the broidered

coat or tunic C^Stpi^ n^DS), according to

some statements (Biihr, Winer, Kalisch, etc.). The

Greek rendering, however, of v''27p, iroBriprts, and

Josephus's description of it {B. ./. v. 5, § 7) seem
to outweigh the reasons given by Biihr for thinkino'

the robe only came down to the knees, and to make
it improbable that the tunic should have been seen
l)elow the robe. It seems likely therefore that the
sleeves of the tunic, of wliite diaper linen, were the
only parts of it which were visible, in the case of
the high-priest, when he wore the lilue rolie o\er it.

For the blue robe had no sleeves, but only slits in

the sides for the arms to come through. It had a
hole for the head to pass through, with a border
round it of woven work, to prevent its being rent.

The .skirt of this robe had a remarkahle trinnning
of pomegranates in blue, red, and crimson, with a
liell of gold between each pomegranate alternately.

The bells were to give a sound when tlie high-priest

went hi and came out of the Holy Place. Wosejduis

in tlie Antiquities gives no exjilaiiation of tlie use

of the bells, but merely speaks of the studied lieauty

of their appearance. In his Jewisli Way, however,

he tells us that the bells signified thuuflcr, and the

pomegranates lightning. For I'liilo's very curious

observations see Lightibot's \\'orks, ix. p. 2-").

Neither does the son of Sirach very distinctly

explain it (I'^cclus. xh'.), who in his description of
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the high-priest's attire seems chiefly impressed with

its beauty and ma<]fiiificeiice, and says of this trim-

ming, " He compassed him witli pomegranates and

with many golden bells round about, that as he

went there minlit be a sound, and a noise made
that might lie lieai'd in the teni[ik', for a memorial

to the children of his people." Perhaps, however,

he means to intimate that the use of the bells was

to give notice to the people outside, when the high-

priest went in and came out of the sanctuary, as

VVhiston, Vatablus, and many others have sup-

posed.

(f/.) Tlie fom'th article peculiar to the higli-])riest

is the mitre or upper turban, with its gold jilate,

engraved with Holixkss to iiik L(»itD, fastened

to it by a ribbon of blue. Josephus applies the

term DDpV^ (ixa(Ti'ae/M<p6-l,s) to the turbans of

the common priests as well, but says that in addi-

tion to this, and sewn on to the top of it, the high-

priest had another turban of lihte; that beside this

he had outside the turban a triple crown of gold,

consisting, that is, of 3 rims one aiio\e the other,

and terminating at top in a kind of conical calyx,

like the inverted calyx of the herb hyoscyanms.

Josephus doulitless gives a true account of the high-

priest's turban as worn in his day. It may be

fairly conjectured that the crown was appended

when the Asmoneans united the temporal monarchy

with the priesthood, and that this was continued,

though in a modified shape," after the sovereignty

was taken from them. Josephus also describes the

ireraKov, the lamina or gold plate, which he says

covered the forehead of the hisli-liriest. In Ant.

vii. 3, § 8, he says that the identical gold plate

made in the days of Jloses existed in his time ; and

VVhiston adds in a note that it was still preserved

in the time of Origeii, and that the inscription on

it was engraved in Samaritan characters {Ant. iii.

3, § 6). It is certain that li. EUezer, who flourished

in Hadrian's reign, saw it at Home. It was doubt-

less placed, with other spoils of the Temple, in

the 'I'eniple of Peace, which was burnt down in the

reign of Commodus. These spoils, however, are

expiessly mentioned as part of Alaric's plunder

when he took Home. They were can-ied by Gen-

seric into Africa, and brought by Belisarius to By-

zantium, where they adorned his trimnph. On the

warning of a Jew the emperor ordered them back

to Jerusalem, but what became of them is not

known (lieland, de l^lj/oliis Tcnqdi).

(c.) The broidered coat, \^2r J^ n^P!?, was

a tunic or long shirt of linen with a tessellated or

diajier pattern, like the setting of a stone. The

girdle, t^SSlf, also of linen, was wound round the

body se\eral times from the breast downwards, and

the ends hung down to the ankles. The breeches

or drawers, CD3p7p, of linen, covered the loins

and thighs; and the bonnet or m7?3p was a

turban of linen, partially covering the head, but not

in the form of a cone like that of the high-priest

when tlie mitre was added ta it. 'I'hese four last

Were common to all priests. Josephus speaks of

the robes (eVStVara) of the chief priests, and the

tunics and girdles of the priests, as forming part

of the spoil of the Temple, {B. J. vi. 8, § 3). Aaron,

« Josephus {A. J. XX. 10) s<\vs that I'ompey would

not allow Iljreanus to wear the diadem, when he

restored him to the hijih priesthood.
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and at his death Eleazar (Num. xx. 26, 28), and
their successors in the high-priesthood, were sol-

emnly inaugurated into their office by being clad

in these eight articles of dress on seven successive

days. From the time of the second Temple, when
the sacred oil (said to have been hid by Josiah, and
lost) was wanting, this putting on of the garments

was deemed the official investiture of the office.

Hence the robes, which had used to be kept in one

of the chambers of the Temple, and were by Hyr-
canus deposited in the Baris, which he built on
purpose, were kept by Herod in the same tower,

which he called Antonia, so that they might be at

his absolute disposal. The Eomans did the same
till the government of ^'itelIius in the reign of

Tiberius, when the custody of the robes was restored

to the Jews {Ant. xv. 11, § 4; xviii. 4, § 3).

(3.) Aaron had peculiar functions. To him alone

it appertained, and he alone was permitted, to enter

the Holy of Holies, which he did once a year, on
the great day of atonement, when he sprinkled the

blood of the sin-offering on the mercy-seat, and
burnt incense within the vail (Lev. xvi.). He is

said by the Talnuidists, with whom agree Lightfoot,

Selden, Grotius, Winer, Biihr, and many others,

not to have worn his full pontifical robes on this

occasion, but to have been clad entirely in white

Hnen (Lev. xvi. 4, 32). It is singular, however,

that on the other hand Josephus says that the

great fast day was the chief, if not the only day in

the year, when the high-priest wore all his robes

{B. J. v. 5, § 7), and in spite of the alleged im-

propriety of his wearing his splendid apparel on a

day of humiliation, it seems far more probable that

on the one occasion when he performed functions

peculiar to the high-priest, he should have worn

his full dress. Josephus too could not have been

mistaken as to the fact, which he repeats {cunt. Ap.

lib. ii. § 7), where he says the high-priests alone

might enter into the Holy of Holies, " propria

stola circumamicti." For although Selden,'* who
strenuously supports the Babbinical statement that

the high-priest only wore the 4 linen garments

when he entered the Holy of Holies, endea\ors to

make Josephus say the sauje thing, it is impossible

to twist his words into this meaning. It is true

on the other hand, that Lev. xvi. distinctly pre-

scribes that Aaron should wear the 4 pi'iestly gar-

ments of linen when he entered into the Holy of

Holies, and put them off immediately he came out,

and leave them in the Temple; no one being pres-

ent in the Temple while Aaron made the atonement

(ver. 17). luther therefore in the time of Josephus

this law was not kept in practice, or else we must
reconcile the apparent contradiction by supposing

that in consequence of the great jealousy with

which the high-priest's robes were kept by the civil

power at this time, the custom had arisen for him
to wear them, not even always on the 3 great festi-

vals {Ant. xviii. 4, § 3), but only on the great day

of expiation. Clad in this gorgeous attire he would

enter the Temple in presence of all the people, and

alter having performed in secret, as the law requires,

the rites of expiation in the linen dress, he would

resume his pontifical rolies and .so appear again in

public. Thus his wearing the rolies would easily

come to be identified chiefly with the day of atone-

ment ; and this is perhaps the most probable ex-

6 Seidell himself remarks (cap. vii. in Jin.) that

Josephus and others always describe the pontifical

robes by the name of 1-17; o-toAtjs apxiepanxiis.
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planation. In other respects the high-priest per-

formed the functions of a priest, but only on new

moons and other great feasts, and on such solemn

occasions as the dedication of the Temple under

Solomon, under Zerubbabel, etc. [Atonement,
DAY OF.]

(4.) The high-priest had a peculiar place in the

law of the manslayer, and his taking sanctuary in

the cities of refuge. The manslayer might not

leave the city of refuge during the lifetime of the

existing high-priest who was anointed with the

holy oil (Num. xxxv. 25, 28). It was also forbid-

den to the high-priest to follow a funeral, or rend

his clothes for the dead, according to the precedent

in Lev. x. 6.

The other respects in which the high-priest ex-

ercised superior functions to the other priests arose

rather from his position and opportunities, than

were distinctly attached to his office, and they con-

sequently varied with the personal character and

abilities of the high-priest. Such were reforms in

religion, restorations of the Temple and its service,

the preservation of the Temple from intrusion or

profanation, taking the lead in ecclesiastical or civil

affairs, judguig the people, presiding in the San-

hedrim (which, however, he is said by Lightfoot

rarely to have done), and other similar transactions,

in which we find the high-priest sometimes prom-

inent, sometimes not even mentioned. (See the

historical part of this article.) Even that portion

of power which most naturally and usually fell to

his share, the rule of the Temple, and the govern-

ment of the priests and Levites who ministered

there, did not invariably fall to the share of the

high-priest. For the title " Ruler of the House

of God," D'^n'^SnTT'Il T*32, which usually

denotes the high-priest, is sometimes given to those

who were not high-priests, as e. (j. to Pashur the

son of Immer in Jer. xx. 1 ; comp. 1 Chr. xii. 27.

The Kabbins speak very frequently of one second

in dignity to the high-priest, whom they call the

sarjnn^ and who often acted in the liigh-priesfs

room." He is the same who in the O. T. is called

" the second priest " (2 K. xxiii. 4, xxv. 18). They

say that Closes was snfjnn to Aaron. Thus too it

is explained of Annas and Caiaphas (Luke iii. 2),

that Annas was snyan. Ananias is also thought

by some to have been saynn, acting for the high-

priest (Acts xxiii. 2). In like manner they say

Zadok and Abiathar were high-priest and sagun in

the time of David. The sugan is also very fre-

quently called memvmicli, or prefect of the Temple,

and upon him chiefly lay the care and charge of

the Temple services (Lightfoot, pifssim). If the

high-priest was incapacitated from officiating by
any accidental uncleanness, the snyan or vice high-

priest took his place. Thus, e. </., the Jerusalem

Talmud tells a story of Simon son of Kaniith, that

" on the eve of the day of expiation, he went out

to speak with the king, and some spittle fell upon
his garments and defiled him: therefore -ludah his

brother went in on the day of expiation, and served

in his stead ; and so their mother Kamith saw two

of her sons high-priests in one day. She had seven

sons, and they all served in the high-priesthood
"

(Lightfoot, ix. 35). It does not appear by whose

authority the high-priests were appointed to their

a There is a controversy as to whether the deputy
high-priest wa3 the same as the sagan. Lightfoot

thinks not.
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office before there were kings of Israel. But as we
find it invariably done by the civil power in later

times, it is proliable that, in the times preceding

the monarchy, it was by the elders, or Sanhedrim.

The installation and anointing of the high-priest or

clothing him with the eight garments, which was

the formal investiture, is ascribed by Maimonides
to the Sanhedrim at all times (Lightfoot, ix. 22).

It shoidd be added, that the usual age for enter-

ing upon the functions of the priesthood, according

to 2 Chr. xxxi. 17, is considered to have been 20

years, though a priest or high-priest was not actually

incapacitated if he had attained to puberty, as ap-

pears by the example of Aristobulus, who was high •

priest at 17. Onias, the son of Simon the Just,

could not be high-priest, because he was but a child

at his father's death. Again, according to Lev.

xxi., no one that had a blemish could officiate at

the altar. Moses enumerates 11 blemishes, which

the Talmud expands into 1-12. Josephus relates

how Antigonus mutilated Hyrcanus's ears, to inca-

pacitate him for being restored to the high-priest-

hood. Illegitimate birth was also a bar to the

high-priesthood, and the subtlety of Jewish dis-

tinctions extended this illegitimacy to being born

of a mother who had been taken captive by heathen

conquerors (Joseph, c. Ajnon. i. § 7). Thus Eleazar

said to .John Hyrcanus (though, Josephus says,

falsely) that if he was a just man, he ought to

resign the pontificate, because his mother had been

a captive, and he was therefore incapacitated. Lev.

xxi. 13, 14, was taken as the ground of this and

similar disqualifications. For a full account of this

branch of the subject the reader is referred to

Selden's learned treatises De Succesdonibiis, etc.,

and -De Success, in Pontif. Ebrcenr. ; and to Pri-

deaux, ii. 306. It was the universal opinion of the

Jews that the deposition of a high-priest, which

became so common, was unlawful. .Josephus (Ant.

XV. 3) says that Antiochus Epiphanes was the first

who did so, when he deposed Jesus or Jason; Aris-

tobulus, who deposed his brother Hyrcanus, the

second: and Herod, who took away the high-priest-

hood from Ananelus to give it to Aristobulus, the

third. See the story of Jonathan son of Ananus,
Ant. xix. 6, § 4.

II. T/ieoloyicnl/y. The theological view of the

high-priesthood does not fall within the scope of

this I )ii'tionary. It must suffice therefore to indi-

cate that such a view would embrace the considera-

tion of the office, dress, functions, and ministrations

of the high-priest, considered as typical of the

priesthood of our Lord Jesus Christ, and as setting

forth under shadows the truths which are openly

taught under the Gospel. This has been done to

a great extent in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and
is occasionally done in other parts of Scripture, as,

e. y., Rev. i. 13, where the noSripris, and the girdle

about the paps, are distinctly the robe, and the

curious girdle of the ephod, characteristic of the

high-priest. It would also embrace all the u.oral

and spiritual teaching supposed to be intended by

such symbols. Philo {(/e vita i)fosis), Origen

(Ilomil. in Levit.), Eusebius (Demonst. Kvang.

lib. iii.); Epiphanius {cont. Melchized. iv. &c.),

Gregory Nazianzen
(
Ontt. i., and Eliie Cretens.

Comment, p. 195), Augustine {Quasi, in A'xod.)

may be cited among many others of the ancients

who have more or less thus tre.ated the subject. Of
moderns, Piihr (Symboli/c des Mosnischen Cultus),

Fairbairn [Typohyy of ScnpL), Kalisch (Com^

ment. on Exoil.) have entered fully into this sub-
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ject, both from the Jewish and Christian point of

view. [See end of the article.]

III. To pass to the historical view of the suliject.

The history of the high-priests eml)races a period

of about 1370 years, according to the opinion of

the present writer, and a succession of about 80

higli-priests, beginning svith Aaron, and ending

with Pliannias. " The number of all the high-

priests (says Josephus, Ant. xx. 10) from Aaron
. . . until Phanas . . . was 83," where he gives

a comprehensive account of them. They naturally

aiTange themselves into three groups: (a) those

before David; {(>) those from David to the Cap-

tivity; (c) those from the return from the Baby-

lonish Captivity till the cessation of the office at

the destruction of .Jerusalem. The two former

have come down to us in the canonical books of

Scripture, and s» have a few of the earliest and

the latest of the latter; but for by far the larger

portion of the latter group we have only the au-

thority of Josephus, the Talmud, and some other

profane writers.

(ffl.) The high-priests of the first group who are

distinctly made known to us as such, are: (1) Aaron

;

(2) Eleazar: (3) Phinehas; (4) Eli; (5) Ahitub

(1 Chr. ix. 11; Neh. xi. 11: 1 Sam. xiv. 3); (C)

Ahiah; (7) Ahimelech. Phinehas the son of Eli,

and father of Ahitub, died before his father, and so

was not high-priest. Of the above the three first

succeeded in regular order, Nadab and Abihu,

Aaron's eldest sons, having died in the wilderness

(Lev. X.). But Eli, the 4th, was of the line of

Ithamar. What was the exact interval between

the death of Phinehas and the accession of Eli,

what led to the transference of the chief priesthood

from the line of I'Lleazar to that of Ithamar, and

whether any, or which, of the descendants of Elea-

zar between Phinehas and Zadok (seven in numlier,

namely, Abishua, Bukki, Uzzi, Zerahiah, Meraioth,

Amariah, Ahitub), were high-priests, we have no

means of determining from Scripture. Judg. xx.

28, lea\es Phinehas, the son of Eleazar, priest at

Shiloh, and 1 Sam. i. 3, 9, finds EH high-priest

there, with two grown-up sons piiests under him.

The only clew is to be found in the genealogies, by

which it appears that Phinehas was 6th in succes-

sion from Levi, while Eli, supposing him to be the

same generation as Samuel's grandfather, would be

10th. If, however, Phinehas lived, as is probable,

to a gr€at old age, and Eli, as his age admits, be

placed about half a generation backward, a very

small interval will remain. Josephus asserts (Anf.

riii. 1, § 3) that the father of Bukki— whom he

calls Joseph, and {Ant v. 11, § 5) Abiezer, /. e.,

Abishua— was the last high-priest of Phuiehas's

line, liefore Zadok. This is prolialily a true tradi-

tion, though Josephus, with characteristic levity,

does not adhere to it in the above passage of his

5th liook, where he makes Bukki and TJzzi to have

been both high-priests, and I^li to have succeeded

Uzzi ; or in bk. xx. 10, where he reckons the high-

priests l)efore Zadok and Solomon to have been 13

(a reckoning which includes apparently all Elea-

zar's descendants down to Ahitub), and adds Eli

and his son Phinehas, and Abiathar, whom he calls

Eli's grandson. If Abishua died, leaving a son or

grandson under age, Eli, as head of the line of Ith-

amar, might have Ijecome high-priest as a matter of

course, or he might have been appointed by the

ciders. His having judged Israel 40 years (1 Sam.
iv. 18) marks him as a man of ability. If Ahiah
and Ahimelech are not variations of the name of
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the same person, they must have been brothers,

since both were sons of Ahitub. The high-priests

then before David's reign may be set down as eir/ht

in number, of whom se^'e7i are said in Scripture to

have l)een high-priests, and one by Josephus alone.

The bearing of this on the chronology of the times

from the Exodus to David, tallying- as it does with

the number of the ancestors of David, is too im-

portant to be passed over in silence. It must also

be noted that the tabernacle of God, during the

high-priesthood of Aaron's successors of this first

group, was pitched at Shiloh in the tribe of Eph-
raim, a fact which marks the strong influence which

the temporal power already had in ecclesiastical

affairs, since Epbraim was Joshua's tribe, as .Judah

was David's (Josh. xxiv. 30, 33; Judg. xx. 27, 28,

xxi. 21 ; 1 Sam. i. 3, 9, 24, iv. 3, 4, xiv. 3, &c.

;

Ps. Ixxviii. 60). This strong influence and inter-

ference of the secular power is manifest throughout

the subsequent history. This first period was also

marked by the calamity which befell the high-priests

as the guardians of the ark, in its capture by the

Philistines. This probably suspended all inquiries

by Urim and Thummim, which were made before

the ark (1 Chr. xiii. 3; conip Judg. xx. 27; 1

Sam. vii. 2, xiv. 18), and must have greatly dimin-

ished the influence of the high-priests, on whom
the largest share of the humiliation expressed in

the name Ichabod would naturally fall. The rise

of Samuel as a prophet at this very time, and his

paramount influence and importance in the state,

to the entire eclipsing of Ahiah the priest, coin-

cides remarkably with the absence of the ark, and
the means of inquiring by Urim and Thunmiim.

(b.) Passing to the second group, we begin with

the unexplained circumstance of there being two

priests in the reign of David, apparently of nearly

equal authority, namely, Zadok and Abiathar (1

Chr. XV. 11; 2 Sam. viii. 17). Indeed, it is only

from the deposition of Abiathar, and the placing of

Zadok in his room, by Solomon (1 K. ii. 3.5), that

we learn certainly that Abiathar was the high-

priest, and Zadok the second. Zadok was son of

Ahitulj, of the line of Eleazar (1 Chr. vi. 8), and

the first mention of him is in 1 Chr. xii. 28, as

"a young man, mighty in valor," who joined Da-
vid in Hebron after Saul's death, with 22 captains

of his father's house. It is therefore not unlikely

that after the death of Ahimelech and the secession

of Abiathar to David, Saul may have made Zadok
priest, as far as it was possible for him to do so

in the alisence of the ark and the high-priest's robes,

and that David may have avoided the difliculty of

deciding between the claims of his faithful friend

Abiathar, and his new and important ally Zadok
(who perhaps was the means of attaching to Da-
vid's cause the 4000 Levites and the 3700 priests

who came under Jehoiada their captain, vv. 26, 27),

by appointing them to a joint priesthood : the first

place, with the Ephod, and L'rim and Thummim,
remaining with Abiathar, who was in actual pos-

session of them. Certain it is that from this time

Zadok and Abiathar are constantly named together,

and singularly Zadok always first, both in the book

of Samuel and that of Kings. We can, however,

trace very clearly up to a certain point the division

of the priestly offices and dignities between them,

coinciding, as it did, with the divided state of the

Levitical worship in David's time. Eor we learn

from 1 Chr. xvi. 1-7, 37, compared with 39, 40,

and yet more distinctly from 2 (.'hr. i. 3, 4, 5, that

the tabernacle and the brazen altar made by Moses
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knd Bezaleel in the wilderness were at this time at

Gibeon, while the ark was at Jerusalem, in the

separate tent njade for it by David. [Giueon, p.

693.] Now Zadok tlie priest and his brethren the

priests were left " before the tabernacle at Gibeon "

to offer burnt-offerings unto the Lord morning and

evening, and to do according to all that is ^vritten

in thelaw of the Lord (1 Chr. xvi. 39, 40). It is

therefore obvious to conclude that Abiatliar had

special charge of the ark and the services connected

witli it, which agrees exactly with the possession

of the epliod by Abiathar, and his previous position

with David before he became king of Israel, as well

as with what we are told 1 Chr. xxvii. 34, that

Jehoiada and Abiathar were the king's counsellors

next to Ahithophel. Residence at Jerusalem with

the ark, and the privilege of inquiring of the Lord

before the ark, both well suit his office of counsel-

lor. Abiathar, however, forfeited his place by

taking part with Adonijali against Solomon, and
Zadok was made high-priest in his place. The
pontificate was thus again consolidated and trans-

ferred permanently from the line of Ithamar to

that of Eleazar. This is the only instance recorded

of the deposition of a high-priest (which became
common in later times, especially under Herod and

the Romans) during this second period. It was
the fulfillment of the prophetic denunciations of

the sin of Eli's sons (1 Sam. ii., iii.).

The first considerable difficulty that meets us in

the historical survey of the high-priests of the

second group is to ascertain who was high-priest

at the dedication of Solomon's Temple— Josephus

(AiU. x. 8, § G) asserts that Zadok was, and the

Seder Olnin makes him the high-priest in the

reign of Solomon. But first it is very improbable

that Zadok, who must have been very old at Sol-

omon's accession (being David's contemporary),

should have lived to the 11th year of his reign

;

and next, 1 K. iv. 2 distinctly asserts that Azariah

the son of Zadok was priest under Solomon, and

1 Chr. vi. 10 tells us of Azariah," " he it is that

executed the ijriest's office in the Temple that Sol-

omon built in Jerusalem," obviously meaning at its

first completion. We can hardlj' therefore be wrong
in saying that Azariah the son of Ahimaaz was the

first high-priest of Solomon's Temple. The non-

mention of him in the account of the dedication

of the Temple, even where one would most have

expected it (as 1 K. viii. 3, 6, 10, 11, 62; 2 Chr. v.

7, 11, &c.), and the prominence given to Solomon
— the civil power— are certainly remarkable.

Compare also 2 Chr. viii. 14, 15. The probable

inference is that Azariah had no great personal

qualities or energy. -- In constructing the list of the

succession of priests of this group, our method
must be to compare the genealogical list in 1 Chr.

vi. 8-15 (A. V.) with the notices of high-priests

in the sacred history, and with the list given by
Josephus, who, it must be remembered, had access

to the lists preserved in the archives at Jerusalem

:

testing the whole by the application of the ordinary

rules of genealogical succession. Now as regards

the genealogy, it is seen at once that there is some-

thing defective ; for whereas from David to Jeconiah

there are 20 kmgs, from Zadok to Jehozadak there

ai-e but 13 priests. Moreover the passage in ques-
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a It appears from 1 Chr. vi. 9 that Azariah was
grandson to Zadok, being the son of Ahimaaz. The
notice in ver. 10 seems to belong to him, and not to

the son of Johanan.

tion is not a list of high-priests, but the pedigree

of Jehozadak. Then again, while the pedigree in

its six first generations from Zadok, inclusive, ex-

actly suits the history— for it makes Amariah the

sixth priest, while the history (2 Chr. xLx. 11) tells

us he lived in Jehoshaphat's reign, who was the

sixth king from David, inclusive; and while the

same pedigree in its five last generations also suits

the history— inasmuch as it places Ililkiah the son

of Shallum fourth from the end, and the history

tells us he lived in the reign of Josiah, the fourth

king from the end— yet is there a great gap in the

middle. For between Amariah, the high-priest in

Jehoshaphat's reign, and Shallum the father of

Hilkiah, the high-priest in Josiah's reign— an in-

terval of about 240 years— there are but two

names, Ahitub and Zadok, and those liable to the

utmost suspicion from their reproducing the same

sequence which occurs in the earlier part of the

same genealogy— Amariah, Ahitub, and Zadok.

Besides which they are not mentioned by Josephus.

This part, therefore, of the pedigree is useless for

our purpose. But the historical books supply us

with four or five names for this interval, namely,

Jehoiada in the reigns of Athaliah and Joash, and

probably still earlier ; Zechariah his son ; Azariah

in the reign of Uzziah ; LTi-ijah in the reign of

Ahaz; and Azariah in the reign of Hezekiah. If,

however, in the genealogy of 1 Chr. vi. Azariah and

Hilkiah have been accidentally transposed, as is not

imlikely, then the Azariah who was high-priest in

Hezekiah's reign will be the Azariah of 1 Chr. vi. 13,

14. Putting the additional historical names at

four, and deducting the two suspicious names from

the genealogy, we have 15 high-priests indicated in

Scripture as contemporary with the 20 kings, with

room, however, for one or two more in the history.

I'urning to Josephus, we find his list of 17 high-

priests (whom he reckons as 18 {Ant. xx. 10), as do

also the Rabbins) in places exceedingly corrupt, a

corruption sometimes caused by the end of one

name sticking on to the beginning of the following

(as in Axioramus), sometimes apparently by sub-

stituting the name of the contemporary king or

prophet for that of the high-priest, as Joel and

Jotham. Perhaps, however, Sudeas, who corre-

sponds to Zedekiah in the reign of Amaziah in the

Heder Olam, and Odeas, who corresponds to Hosh-

aiah in the reign of Manasseh, according to the

same Jewish chronicle, may really represent high-

priests whose names have not been preserved in

Scripture. This would bring up the number to

17, or, if we retain Azariah as the father of Seraiah,

to 18, which agrees with the 20 kings.

Reviewing the high-priests of this second group,

the following are some of the most remarkable in-

cidents: — (1) The transfer of the seat of worship

from Shiloh in the tribe of Ephraim to .Jerusalem

in the tribe of Judah, effected by David,'' and con-

solidated by the building of the magnificent Temple

of Solomon. (2.) The organization of tlie temple

service imder the high-priests, and the division of

the priests and Levites into courses, who resided at

the Temple during their term of service— all which

necessarily put great power into the hands of an

able high-priest. (3.) The revolt of the ten tribes

6 * Its transfer by David was not imniediato, for the

ark, after its capture by the Philistines at tlie time of

Eli's death, was kept at several other places before its

ultimate removal to Jerusalem. [Shiloh ;
Taberna-

cle, History.] H*
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from the dynasty of David and from the worship at

Jerusalem, and the setting up of a schisniatical

priesthood at Dan and Beer-slieba (1 K. xii. 31;

2 Chr. xiii. 9, &c.)- (-t-) The overthrow of the

usurpation of Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab, by

Jehoiada the higli-priest, whose near relationship

to king Joash, added to his zeal against the idol-

atries of the house of Ahab, stimulated him to

head the revolution with the force of priests and

Levites at his command. (5.) The boldness and

success with which the high-priest Azariah with-

stood the encroachments of the king Uzziah upon

the office and functions of the priesthood. (G.)

The repair of the temple by Jehoiada, in the reign

of Joash, the restoration of the temple services by

Azariali in the reign of Hezekiah, and the discovery

of the book of the law, and the religious reforma-

tion by Hilkiah in the reign of Josiah. [HiL-

KiAH.] (7.) In all these great religious move-

ments, however, excepting the one headed by

Jehoiada, it is remarkable how the civil power

took the lead. It was David who arranged all the

temple service, Solomon who directed the building

and dedication of the temple, the high-priest being

not so much as named; Jehoshaphat who sent the

priests about to teach the people, and assigned to

the high-priest Amariah his share in the work;

Hezekiah who headed the reformation, and urged

on Azariah and the priests and Levites; Josiah

who encouraged the priests in the service of the

house of the I>ord. On the other hand we read of

no opposition to the idolatries of ilanasseh by the

high-priest, and we know how shamefully subser-

vient Urijah the high-priest was to king Ahaz,

actually building an altar according to the pattern

of one at Damascus, to displace the brazen altar,

and joining the king in his profane worship before

it (2 K. xvi. 10-10). The preponderance of the

civil over the ecclesiastical power, as an historical

fact, in the kingdom of Judah, although kept within

bounds by the hereditary succession of the high-

priests, seems to be proved from these circum-

stances.

The priests of this series ended with Seraiah,

who was taken prisoner by Nelnizar-adan, and slain

at Riblah by Nebuchadnezzar, together with Zeph-

aniah the second priest or sriynn, after the burn-

ing of the temple and the phnider of all the sacred

vessels (2 K. xxv. 18). His son Jehozadak or Jose-

dech was at the same time carried away captive

(1 Chr. vi. 15).

The time occupied by these (say) eighteen high-

priests who ministered at Jerusalem, was about 454

years, which gives an average of something more

than twenty-five years to each high-priest. It is

remarkable that not a single instance is recorded

after the time of David of an inquiry by Urim and

Thummini as a means of inquiring of the Lord.

The ministry of the prophets seems to have super-

seded that of the high-priests (see e. g. 2 Chr. xv.,

xviii., XX. 14, 15; 2 K. xix. 1, 2, xxii. 12-14; .Jer.

xxi. 1, 2). Some think that Urim and Thunimim
ceased with the theocracy; others with the division

of Israel into two kingdoms. Nehemiah seems to

have expected the restoration of it (Neh. vii. 65),

and so perhaps did Judas Maccabaeus, 1 Mace. iv.

46; comp. xiv. 41, while Josephus affirms that it

had been exercised for the last time 200 years be-

fore he wrote, namely, by John Hyrcanus (Whis-

ton. Note on Ant. iii. 8, and Prid. Connect, i. 150,

151). It seems therefore scarcely true to reckon

Urim and Thummim as one of the marks of God's
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presence with Solomon's Temple, which was wanting
to the second Temple (Prid. i. 138, 144 ffi). This

early cessation of answers by Urim and Thummim,
though the high-priest's office and the wearing of

the breastplate continued in force durmg so many
centuries, seems to confirm the notion that such

answers were not the fundamental, but only the

accessory uses of the breastjilate of judgment.
(c) An interval of about fifty-two years elapsed

between the high-priests of the second and third

;roup, during which there was neither temple, nor

altar, nor ark, nor priest. Jehozadak, or Josedech,

as it is written in Haggai (i. 1, 14, (fee), who should

have succeeded Seraiah, lived and died a captive at

Babylon. The pontifical office revived in his sou

Jeshua, of whom such frequent mention is made in

Ezra and Nehemiah, Haggai, and Zechariah, 1

Esdr. and Ecclus. ; and he therefore stands at the

head of this third and last series, honorably dis-

tinguished for his zealous coiiperation with Zerub-

babel in rebuilding the Tem[.le, and restoring the

dilapidated conunonwealth of Israel. His success-

ors, as far as the O. T. guides us, were Joiakim,

Eliashib, Joiada, Johanan (or Jonathan), and Jad-

dua. Of these we find Eliashib hindering rather

than seconding the zeal of the devout Tirshatha

Nehemiah for the observance of God's law in Israel

(Neh. xiii. 4, 7) ; and Johanan, Josephus tells us,

murdered his own brother Jesus or .Joshua in the

Tem])le. which led to its further profanation by Ba-

goses, the general of Artaxerxes Mnemon's army
{Ant. xi. 7). Jaddua was high-priest in the time

of Alexander the Great. Concerning him Josephus

relates the story that he went out to meet Alexan-

der at Sapha (probably the ancient llizpeh) at the

head of a procession of priests; and that when
Alexander saw the multitude clothed in white, and

the priests in their linen garments, and the high-

priest in blue and gold, with the mitre on his head,

and the gold plate, on which was the name of God,

he stepped forward alone and adored the Name,
and hastened to embrace the high-priest {Ant. xi.

8, § 5). Josephus adds among other things that

the king entered .Jerusalem with the high-priest,

and went up to the Temple to worship and offer

sacrifice; that he was shoi\Ti the prophecies of

Daniel concerning himself, and at the high-priest's

intercession granted the Jews liberty to live accord-

ing to their own laws, and freedom from triliute ou

the Sabbatical years. The story, however, has not

obtained credit. It was the brother of'this Jaddua,

Manasseh, who, according to the same authority,

was at the request of Sanballat made the first high-

priest of the Samaritan temple by Alexander the

Great.

Jaddua was succeeded by Onias I., his son, and

he again by Simon the Just, the last of the men
of the great synagogue, as the .lews speak, and to

whom is usually ascribed the completion of the

Canon of the 0. T. (Prideaux, Conn. i. 545). Of
him Jesus, the son of Sirach, speaks in terms of

most glowing eulogy in Ecclus. i., and ascriliing to

him the repair and fortification of the Temple, with

other works. The passage (1-21) contains an in-

teresting account of the ministrations of the high-

priest. Upon Simon's death, his son Onias being

under age, Eleazar, Simon's l)rother, succeeded him.

The hiojh-priesthood of Eleazar is memorable as

being that under which the LXX. version of the

Scriptures was made at Alexandria for Ptolemy

Philadelphus, according to the account of .losephus

taken from Aristeas {Ant. xii. 2). This translation
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of the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek, valuable as

it was with reference to the wider interests of re-

ligion, and marked as was the Providence which

gave it to the world at this time as a preparation

for the approaching advent of Christ, yet viewed in

its relation to Judaism and the high-priesthood,

was a sign, and perhaps a helping cause of their

decay. It marked a growing tendency to Hellenize,

utterly inconsistent with the spirit of the iMosaic

economy. Accordingly in the high-priesthood of

Eleazar's rival nephews, Jesus and Onias, we find

their very names changed into the Greek ones of

Jason and Menelaus, and with the introduction of

this new feature of rival high-priests we find one

of them, Menelaus, strengthening himself and seek-

ing support from the Syro-Greek knigs against the

Jewish party, by offering to forsake their national

laws and customs, and to adopt those of the Greeks.

The building of a gymnasium at Jerusalem for the

use of these apostate Jews, and their endeavor to

conceal their circumcision when stripped for the

games (1 Mace. i. 14, 15; 2 ilacc. iv. 12-15; Jos.

Ant. xii. 5, § 1), show the length to which this

spirit was carried. The acceptance of the spurious

priesthood of the temple of Onion from I'tolemy

Philometor by Onias (the son of Onias the high-

priest), who would have been the legitimate high-

priest on the death of Jlenelaus, his uncle, is another

striking indication of the same degeneracy. I?y

this flight of Onias into Egypt the succession of

high-priests in the family of Jozadak ceased; for

although the Syro-Greek kings had introduced

much uncertainty into the succession, by deposing

at their will obnoxious persons, and appointing

whom they pleased, yet the dignity had never gone

out of the one family. Alcimus, whose Helirew

name was Jakim (1 Chr. xxiv. 12), or perhaps

Jachin (1 Chr. ix. 10, xxiv. 17), or, according to

Euffinus (ap. Selden), Joachim, and who was made
high-priest by Antiochus Eupator on Menelaus

being put to death by him, was the first who was

of a different family. One, says Josepluis, that

" was indeed of the stock of Aaron, but not of this

family"' of Jozadak.

What, however, for a time saved the Jewish in-

stitutions, infused a new life and consistency into

the priesthood and the national religion, and ena-

bled them to fulfill their destined course till the

advent of Christ, was the cruel and impolitic perse-

cution of Antiochus Epiphanes. This thoroughly

aroused the piety and national spirit of the Jews,

and drew together in defense of their temple and
country all who feared (jod and were attached to

their national institutions. The result was that

after the high-priesthood had been brought to the

lowest degradation by the apostasy and crimes of

the last Onias or Menelaus, and after a vacancy of

seven years had followed the brief pontificate of

Alcimus, his no less infamous successor, a new and
glorious succession of high-priests arose in the

Asmonean family, who united the dignity of civil

rulers, and for a time of independent sovereigns,

to that of the high-priesthood. Josephus, who is

followed by Lightfoot, Selden, and others, calls

Judas Maccabseus " higli-priest of the nation of

Judah " {Ant. xii. 10, § G), but, according to the

far better authority of 1 Mace. x. 20, it was not

till after the death of Judas Maccabaeus that Alci-
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a Josephus tells us of one Ananus and his five sons

who all filled the office of high-priest in turn. One
of these, Auaaus the younger, was deposed by king

mus hunself died, and that Alexander, king of

Syria, made Jonathan, the brother of Judas, high-

priest. Josephus himself too calls Jonathan " the

first of the sons of Asamonseus, who was high-

priest " {Mia, § 1). It is possil)le, however, that

Judas may have been elected by the people to the

office of high-priest, though never confirmed in it

by the Syrian kings. The Asmonean family were

priests of the course of Joiarib, the first of the

twenty-four courses (1 Chr. xxiv. 7), and whose
return from captivity is recorded 1 Chr. ix. 10

Nell. xi. 10. They were probably of the house of

I'-leazar, though this cannot be affirmed with cer-

tainty; and Josephus tells us that he himself was
related to them, one of his ancestors Jiaving mar-
ried a daughter of Jonathan, the first high-i)riest

of the house. This Asmonean dynasty lasted from

15. c. 153 till the femily was damaged by intestine

divisions, and then destroyed by Herod the Great.

Aristobulus, the last high-priest of his line, lirother

of Mariamne, was murdered by ordei- of Herod, his

brother-in-law, b. c. 35. The independence of

Judaea, under the priest-kings of this race, had
lasted till Tompey took Jerusalem, and sent king

Aristobulus II. (who had also taken the high-

priesthood from his brother Hyrcanus) a prisoner

to Home. Pompey restored Hyrcanus to the high-

priesthood, hut forbad him to wear the diadem.

Everything Jewish was now, however, hastening

to decay. Herod made men of low birth high-

l)riests, deposed them at his will, and named others

in their room. In this he was followed by Arche-

laus, and by the Romans when they took the gov-

ernment of Judasa into their own hands ; so that

there were no fewer than twenty-eight high-priests

from the reign of Herod to the destruction of the

Temple by Titus, a period of 107 years." The N.
T. introduces us to some of these later, and oft-

changing high-priests, namely, Annas and Caiaphas
— the former, high-priest at the commencement
of John Baptist's ministry, with (!aiaphas as sec-

ond priest; and the latter high-priest himself at

our Lord's crucifixion— and Ananias, thought ta

be the same as Ananus who was murdered by the

Zealots just before the siege of Jerusalem, before

whom St. Paul was tried, as we read Acts xxiii.,

and of whom he said " God shall smite thee, thou
whited wall." Theophilus, the son of Ananus, was
the high-priest from whom Saul received letters to

the synagogue at Damascus (Acts ix. 1, 14, Kui-
noel). Both he and Ananias seem certainly to

have presided in the Sanhedrim, and that officially,

nor is Lightfoot's explanation (viii. 4.50, and 484)

of the mention of the high-priest, though Gama-
liel and his son Simeon were respectively presidents

of the Sanhedrim, at all probable or satisfactory

(see Acts v. 17, &c.). The last high-priest was
appointed by lot by the Zealots from the course of

priests called by Josephus Eniachim (probably a

corrupt reading for Jachim). He is thus described

by the Jewish historian. " His name was Phan-
nias: he was the son of Samuel of the village of

Aphtha, a man not only not of the number of the

chief priests, but who, such a mere rustic was he,

scarcely knew what the high-priesthood meant.

Yet did they dmg him reluctant from the comitry,

and setting him forth in a borrowed character as

on the stage, they put the sacred vestments on him,

Agrippa for the part he took in causing " James the

brother of Jesus who was called Christ " to be stoned

(Ant. XX. 9, § 1).
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and instructed him how to act on the occasion.

This shocking impiety, which to them was a sub-

ject of merriment and sport, drew tears from the

other priests, who beheld from a distance their law

turned into ridicule, and sjroaned over the subver-

sion of the sacred honors" {B. J. iv. 3, § 8).

Thus ignominiously ended the series of high-priests

which had stretched in a scarcely broken hne,

through nearly fourteen, or, according to the com-

mon chronology, sixteen centuries. The Egyptian,

Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, Grecian, and Roman
empires, which the Jewish high-priests had seen in

turn overshadowing the world, had each, except

the last, one by one withered away and died — and

now the last successor of Aaron was stripped of his

sacerdotal robes, and the temple which he served

laid level with the ground to rise no more. But

this did uot happen till the true High-priest and

King of Israel, the Minister of the sanctuary and

of the true Tabernacle which the Lord pitched, and

not man, had offered His one sacrifice, once for all,

and had taken His place at the right hand of the

Majesty in the heavens, bearing on His breast the

judgment of His redeemed people, and continuing

a Priest fore\er, in the Sanctuary which shall

never be taken down !

The subjoined table shows the succession of high-

priests, as far as it can be ascertained, and of the

contemporary civO rulers.

CmX BULER. mOH-PRIESr.

Moses Aaron.

Joshua Eleaiair.

Othniel Phinehas.

Abishua Abishua.

Eli Eli.

Samuel Ahitub.

Saul Ahijah.

David Zadok and Abiathar.

Solomon Azariah.

Abijah Johanan.

Asa Azariah.

Jehoshaphat .... Amariah.

Jehoram Jehoiada.

Ahaziah '<

Jehoash Do. and Zechariah.

Amaziah ?

Uzziah Azariah.

Jotham ?

Ahaz Urijah.

Hezekiah Azariah.

Manasseh Shallum.

Amon a

Josiah Hilkiah.

Jehoiakim Azariah ?

Zedekiah Seraiah.

Evil-Merodach .... Jehozadak.

Zerubbabel (Cyrus and Jeshua.

Darius).

Mordecai ? (Xerxes) . . Joiakim.

Ezra and Nehemiah (Ar- Eliashib.

taxerxes).

Darius Nothus .... Joiada.

Artaxerxes Mnemon . . Johanan
Alexander the Great . . Jaddua.

Onias I. (Ptolemy Soter, Onias I.

Antigonus).

Ptolemy Soter .... Simon the Just.

Ptolemy Philadelphus . Eleazar.

li Manasseh.

Onias 11.

Simon 11.

Onias HI.

Ptolemy Euergetes . .

Ptolemy Philopator . .

Ptolemy Epiphanes and
Antiochus.

Antiochus Epiphanes . .

CIVIL RULER.

Demetrius

Alexander Balas

Simon (Asmonean) . .

John Hyrcanus (Asm.) .

King Aristobulus (Asm.)

King Alexander Jannseus

(Asmonean).

Queen Alexandra (Asm.)

King Aristobulus II. (As-

monean).

Pompey the Great and
Hyrcanus, or rather,

towards the end of his

pontificate. An tipater.

Pacorus the Parthian .

Herod, K. of Judaea . .

HIGH-PRIEST.

Jacimus, or Alcimus.

Jonathan, brother of

Judas Maccabseus (As-

monean).

Simon (Asmonean).

John Hyrcanus (Do.).

Aristobulus (Do.).

Alexander Jannseus (Do.).

Hyrcanus 11. (Do.).

Aristobulus II. (Do.).

Hyrcanus n. (Do.).

Herod the Great

Archelaus, K. of Judaea

Cyrenius, governor of

Syria, second time.

Valerius Gratus, procura-

tor of Judaea.

Vitellius, governor of

Syria

Herod Agrippa

(Joshua, or) Jason.

Onias, or Menelaus.

Antigonus (Do.).

Ananelus.

Aristobulus (last of As-

moneaus) murdered by
Herod.

Ananelus restored.

Jesus, son of Phabes.

Simon, son of Boethus,

father-in-law to Herod.

Matthias, son of Theo-

philus.

Jgazarus, son of Simon
[rather, Boethus, Jo-

seph. Ant. xviii. 1, § 1].

Eleazar.

Jesus, son of Sie.

Joazarus (second time).

Ananus.

Ishmael, son of Phabi.

Eleazar, son of Ananus.
Simon, son of Kamith.
Caiaphas, called also Jo-

seph.

Jonathan , son of Ananus.

Theophilus, brother of

Jonathan.

Simon Cantheras.

Matthias, brother of Jon-
athan, son of Ananus.

Eliona;us, son of Can-
theras.

Joseph, son of Camei.

Ananias, son of Nebedseus

Jonathan.

Ishmael, son of Phabi.

Joseph, son of Simon.

Ananus, son of Ananus,
or Ananias.

Jesus, sou of Damnaeus.]

Jesus, son of Gamaliel.

Matthias, son of Theo-

philus.

Phannlas, son of Samuel

The latter part of the above hst is taken partly

from Lightfoot, vol. ix. p. 26 fF. — also in part from

Josephus directly, and in part from \Miiston's note

on Ant. XX. 8, § 5. A. 0. H.

* The sulyect of the preceding article and that

of Priests are so related to each other, that writers

have usually discussed them under the same head.

For a list of some of the writers who have treated

of the topics more or less in connection with each

other, see under Priests. H.

* HIGHWAY. [Hedges; Way.]

HI'LEN Cj^"^!! [peril, fortress, Fiirst]: ri

Herod, king of Chalcis

["

Appointed by the people

Do. (Whiston on jB. J. iv.

3, § 6).

Chosen by lot . .
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SeXca; Alex. NrjAcoi/: " Hehn), the name of a city

of Judah allotted with its " suburbs " to the priests

(1 Chr. vi. 58); and wliich in the corresponding

lists of Joshua is called Hoi.on. G.

HILKI'AH (=in»i7bn and H^pbrj, the

Lord \_Jehovah] is m>/ portion : XeAKtas \
[i'l 2 K.

xviii. 18, Alex. Xa\Kias\ 26, 37, Vat. Alex. -k(i-:]

Helcias). 1. Hilki.v'hu, father of Eliakim (2 K.

xviii. [18, 26,] 37; Is. xxii. 20, xxxvi. [3,] 22).

[ELIAKI^r.]

2. [Vat. genr. XehKeiasX in Ezr. vii. 1, Vat.

EA./C6<as, Alex. XeA/ceias; in Neh. xi. 11, Rom.

'EA.xi'a, Vat. FA. EA/c6io-] High-priest in the

reign of Josiah (2 K. xxii. 4 fF. ; 2 Chr. xxxiv. 9 fF.

;

1 Esdr. i. 8). According to the genealogy in 1

Chr. vi. 13 (A. V.) he was son of Shallum, and
from Ezr. vii. 1, apparently the ancestor of Ezra
the scribe. His high-priesthood was rendered par-

ticularly illustrious by the great reformation effected

under it by king Josiah, by the solenm Passover

kept at Jerusalem in the 18th year of that king's

reign, and above aU by the discovery which he

made of the book of the law of ^Moses in the Temple.

With regard to the latter, Kennicott {[[eh. Text,

ii. 299) is of opinion that it was the original

autograph copy of Uie Pentateuch written by
Moses which Hilkiah found. He argues from the

peculiar form of expression in 2 Chr. xxxiv. 14,

nma T? nin^ rn^n npp, "the book of

the law of Jehovah by the hand of JNIoses; " whereas

in the fourteen other places in the O. T. where the

law of Moses or the book of JNIoses are mentioned,

it is either "the book of Moses," or "the law of

Moses," or " the book of the law of Jloses." But
the argument is fir from conclusive, because the

phrase in question may quite as properly signify

" the book of the law of the Lord given through
Moses." Compare the expression eV x^'P^ /j-ea'tTOv

(Gal. iii. 19), and T1W12 T2 (Ex. ix. 3.5, xxxv.

29 ; Neh. x. 29 ; 2 Chr.' xxxv. 6
;'

Jer. 1.1). Though,
however, the copy cannot be proved to have been

Moses' autograph from the words in question, it

seems probable that it was, from the place where it

was found, namely, in the Temple; and, from its

not having been discovered l)efore, l)ut being only

brought to light on the occasion of the repairs

which were necessary, and from the discoverer being

the high-priest himself, it seems natural to conclude

that the particular part of the Temple where it was
found was one not usually frequented, or ever by
any but the high-priest. Such a place exactly was
the one where we know the original copy of the

law was deposited by connnand of Jloses, namely,

by the side of the ark of the covenant within the

vail, as we learn from Deut. xxxi. 9, 20. A difficult

and interesting question arises. What was the book
found by Hilkiah ? Was it the whole Pentateuch,

as Le Clerc, Keil, Ewald, etc., suppose, or the three

middle books, as Bertheau, or the book of Deuter-
onomy alone, as De Wette, Gesenius, Koseimiiiller,

etc. ? Our means of answering this question seem
to be limited, (1) to an examination of the terms
in which the depositing the book of the law by the

ark was originally enjoined; (2) to an examination
of the contents of the book discovered by Hilkiah,

as far as they transpire; (3) to any indications

« In the LXX. this name appears in ver. 59, having
thanged places with Jattir.
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which may be gathered from the contemporary

wi'itings of Jeremiah, or from any other portions

of Scripture. As regards the first, a comparison

of Deut. i. 5 with xxxi. 9; the consideration how
exactly suited Deuteronomy is for the purpose of a

public recital, as commanded Deut. xxxi. 10-13,

whereas the recital of the whole Pentateuch is

scarcely eoiiceivalile; and perhaps even the smaller

bulk of a copy of Deuteronomy compared with that

of the whole law, considered with reference to its

place by the ark, point strongly to the conclusion

that " the book of the law " ordered to be put " in

the side of the ark of the covenant " was the book
of Deuteronomy alone, whether or no exactly in its

present form is a further question. As regards the

second, the 28th and 29th chapters of Deut. seem
to be those especially referred to in 2 K. xxii. 13,

10, 17, and 2 K. xxiii. 2, 3 seem to point directly

to Deut. xxix. 1, in the mention of the covenant,

and ver. 3 of the former to Deut. xxx. 2, in the

expression intfi all their heart and nil their soul.

The words in 2 Chr. xxxv. 3, " The Levites that

taught all Israel," seem also to refer to Deut. xxxiii.

10. All the actions of Josiah which followed the

reading of the book found, the destruction of all

idolatrous symbols, the putting away of wizards and
workers with familiar spirits, and the keeping of the

Passover, were such as would follow from hearing

the 16th, 18th, and other chapters of Deuteronomy,
while there is not one that points to any precept

contained in the other books, and not in Deuter-

onomy. If there is any exception to this statement

it is to be found in the description of the Passover

in ch. xxxv. The phrases " on the fourteenth day
of the first month," in ver. 1; "Sanctify your-

selves, and prepare your brethren, that they may
do according to the word of the Lord by the hand
of Moses," ver. 0; "The priests sprinkled the

blood," ver. 11; and perhaps the allusion in ver.

12, may be thought to point to Lev. xxiii. 5, or

Num. ix. 3; to Lev. xxii. and Num. viii. 20-22;
to Lev. i. 5; iii. 2, &c. ; and to Lev. iii. 3-5, &c.

respectively. But the allusions are not marked, and
it must be remembered that the Levitical institu-

tions existed in practice, and that the other books

of Itloses were certainly extant, though they were
not kept by the side of the ark. As regards the

third, it is well known how fuU the writings of

Jeremiah are of direct references and of points of

resemblance to the book of Deuteronomy. Now
this is at once accounted for on the supposition of

the law thus found by Hilkiah being that book,

which would thus naturally be an object of special

curiosity and study to the prophet, and as naturally

influence his own writings. Moreover, in an un-
dated prophecy of Jeremiah's (ch. xi.''), which
seems to have been occasioned by the finding of this

covenant— for he introduces the mention of " the

words of this covenant " quite abruptly— he quotes

word for word from Deut. xxvii. 20, answering
Ajiex himself, as the people are there directed to

do, with reference to the cur.se for disobedience (see

ver. 3, 5); a very strong confirmation of the pre-

ceding arguments which tend to prove that Deuter-

onomy was the book found by Hilkiah. But again :

in Josh. viii. we have the account of the first execu-

tion by Joshua and the Israelites of that which

Moses had commanded relative to writing the law

fc Hitzig, on Jer. xi., also supposes the expressions

in this chapter to have been occasioned by the finding

of the book of the law.
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upon stones to be set upon Mount Ebal; and it is

added in ver. 34, " and afterwards he read all the

words of the law, the lilessings and cursings, accord-

ing to all that is written in the book of the law."

In ver. 32 he had said " he wrote tiiere upon the

Btones a copy of the law of Moses." Now not only

is it inipossilile to imagine that the whole Penta-

teuch was transcribed on these stones, but all the

references which transpire are to the liook of Deu-

teronomy. The altar of whole stones untouched by

iron tool, the peace-offerings, the blessings and the

cursings, as well as the act itself of writing the law

on stones and setting them on Jlount Ebal, and

placing half the tribes on Mount Ebal, and the

other half on Mount Gerizim, all belong to Deuter-

onomy. And therefore when it is added in ver.

35, " There was not a word of all that Closes com-

manded which Joshua read not before all the con-

gregation of Israel," we seem constrained to accept

the words with the limitation to the book of Deu-

teronomy, as that which alone was ordered by Moses

to 1)6 thus publicly read. And this increases the

probability tbat here too the expression is limited

to the same book.

The only discordant evidence is that of the book

of Neheniiah. In the 8th chapter of that book,

and ix. 3, we have the public reading by Ezra of

" the book of the law of Moses " to the whole con-

gregation at the feast of Tabernacles, in evident

obedience to Deut. xxxi. 10-13. Eut it is quite

certain, from Neh. viii. 14-17, that on the second

day they read out of Leviticus, because the directions

about dwelling in liooths are found there only, in

ch. xxiii. Moreover in the prayer of the Eevites

which follows Neb. ix. 5, and which is apparently

based upon the pre\ ious reading of the law, reference

is freely made to all the books of Moses, and indeed

to the later books also. It is, however, perhaps not

an improbable inference that, Ezra having lately

completed his edition of the Holy Scriptures, more

was read on this occasion than was strictly enjoined

by Deut. xxxi., and that therefore this transaction

does not really weaken the foregoing evidence.

But no little surprise has been expressed by

critics at the previous non-acquaintance with this

book on the part of Hilkiah, Josiah, and the people

generally, which their manner of receiving it plainly

evidences ; and some have argued from hence that

" the law of Moses " is not of older date than the

reign of Josiah; in fact that Josiah and Hilkiah

invented it, and pretended to have found a copy in

the Temple in order to give sanction to the refor-

mation which they had in hand. The following

remarks are intended to point out the true inferences

to be drawn from the narrative of this remarkable

discovery in the books of Kin^s and (,'hronieles.

The direction in Deut. xxxi. 10-13 for the public

reading of the law at the feast of Tabernacles on

each seventh year, or year of release, to the whole

congregation, as the means of perpetuating the

knowledge of the law, sufficiently shows that at that

time a multiplication of copies and a multitude of

readers was not contemplated. The same thing

seems to be implie<l also in the direction given in

Deut. xvii. 18, 19, concerning the cojiy of the law

to be made, for the special use of the Inng, distinct

from that in the keeping of the priests and Levites.

And this paucity of copies and of readers is just

what one would have expected in an age when the

art of reading and writing was confined to the pro-

fessional scribes, and the very few others who, like

Moses, had learnt the art in Egjpt (Acts vii. 22).
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The troublous times of the Judges were obvionaly

more likely to obliterate than to promote the study

of letters. And whatever occasional revival of sacred

learning may have taken place under such kings as

David, Solomon, Jehoshaphat, Uzziah, Jotham, and
Ilezekiah, yet on the other hand such reigns aa

that of Athaliah, the last years of Joash, tbat of

Aliaz, and above all the long reign of Manasseh,

with their idolatries and national calamities, must
have been most unfavorable to the study of " the

sacred letters." On the whole, in the days of Josiah

irrehgion and ignoTance had overflowed all the

dykes erected to stay their progress. In spite of

such occasional acts as the public reading of the

law to the people, enjoined by Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.

xvii. 9), and such insulated evidences of the king's

reading the law, as commanded by Moses, as the

action recorded of Amaziah affords (2 K. xiv. 6)—
where by the way the reference is still to the book

of Deuteronomy— and the yet more marked ac-

quaintance with the law attributed to Hezekiah

(2 K. xviii. 5, 6) [Gexkalogt], everything in

Josiali's reign indicates a very low state of knowl-

edge. There were indeed still professional scribes

among the Levites (2 Chr. xxxiv. 13), and Shaphan
was the king's scribe. But judging from the nar-

rative, 2 K. xxii. 8, 10; a»('hr. xxxiv., it seems

probable that neither Hilkiah nor Josiah could

read. The same may perhaps be said of Jeremiah,

who was always attended by Banich the scribe, who
wrote down the words of .Jeremiah from his mouth
(Jer. xxxvi. 2, 4, 6, 8, 18, 28, 32. xlv., &c.). How
then can we wonder that under such circumstances

the knowledge of the law had fallen into desuetude?

or fail to see in the incident of the startling dis-

covery of the copy of it Ijy Hilkiah one of those

many instances of simple truthfulness which im-

press on the Scripture narrative such an unmis-

takable stamp of authenticity, when it is read in

the same guileness spirit in which it is written ?

In fact, the ignorance of the law of JMoses which

this history reveals is in most striking harmony
with the prevalent idolatry disclosed by the previous

history of Judsea, especially since its connection

with the house of Ahab, as well as with the low

state of education which is apparent from so many
incidental notices.

The story of Hilkiah's discovery throws no light

whatever upon the mode in which other portions

of the Scriptures were preserved, and therefore this

is not the place to consider it. But Thenius truly

observes that the expression in 2 K. xxii. 8 clearly

implies that the existence of the law of Moses was

a thing well known to the Jews. It is interesting

to notice the concurrence of the king with the high-

priest in the restoration of the Temple, as well as

the analogy of the circumstances with what took

place in the reign of Joash, when Jehoiada was

high-priest, as related 2 Chr. xxiv. (Bertheau, ad

loc. ; Prideaux, Conntct. i. 43, 315; Lewis, Ovig.

Htb. bk. viii. ch. 8, &c.) [Chelcias.]

A. C. H.
3. HiLKi'AH (LXX. [Rom. Vat.] omit; [Alex.

XeXKias; Comp. Aid. XeXKias or -a:] Helcias), a

Merarite Levite, son of Amzi, one of the ancestors

of Ethan (1 Chr. vi. 45; Heb. 30).

4. [Vat. omits; Alex. XeAKeiM.] Hilkia'hu;
another Merarite Levite, second son of Hosah;

among the doorkeepers of the tabernacle in the time

of king David (1 Chr. xxvi. 11).

5. [In Neh. viii. 4, XcA/cia, Vat. EA/ceia, Alex.

Xe\Keia; in xii. 7, Pom. Vat. Alex. FA.' omit;
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90 iL xii. 21, exc. Rom. 'EA/cfaj Hilki'ah; one

of those who stood on the right hand of Ezra when

he read the law to the people. Doubtless a Levite,

and probably a priest (Neh. viii. 4). He may be

identical with the Hilkiah who came up in the

expedition with Jeshua and Zerubbabel (xii. 7), and

whose descendant Ha-shabiah is connnemorated as

living in the days of Joiakini (xii. 21).

6. Hilkia'hu; a priest, of Anathoth, father of

the prophet Jeuemiah (Jer. i. 1).

7. Hilki'ah, father of Gemariah, who was one

of Zedekiah's envoys to Babylon (Jer. xxix. 3).

HIL'LEL (^!?n b'^ch in praise, Fiirst]

:

'EAAtjA.; Alex. SeAATj/t; Joseph. "EAAijAos: IHel),

a native of Pirathon in Mount Ephraim, father of

Abdon, one of the judges of Israel (Judg. xii. 13,

15).

HILLS. The structure and characteristics of

the hills of Palestine will lie most conveniently

noticed in the general description of the features

of the country. [Palestine.] But it may not

be unprofitable to call attention here to the various

Hebrew terms for which the word "hill" has been

employed in the Auth. Version.

1. Gibeah, 711722, from a root akin to 332,
' T : •' -t'

which seems to have the force of curvature or

humpishness. A word involving this idea is pecul-

iarly applicable to the rounded hills of Palestine,

and from it are derived, as has been jwinted out

under Gibeah, the names of several places situated

on hills. Our translators have been consistent in

rendering (/ibenh by "hill; " in four passages only

qualifying it as " little bill," doubtless for the more
complete antithesis to "mountain" (Ps. Ixv. 12,

Ixxii. 3, cxiv. 4, 6).

2. But they have also employed the same Eng-

lish word for the very different term har, "IH,

which has a much more extended sense than gibeah,

meaning a whole district rather than an individual

eminence, and to which our word "mountain"
answers with toleralile accuracy. This exchange is

always undesirable, but it sometimes occurs so as

to confuse the meaning of a passage where it is

desirable that the topography should be unmistak-

able. For instance, in Ex. xxiv. 4, the "hill" is

the same which is elsewhere in the same chapter

(12, 13, 18, &c.) and book, consistently and accu-

rately rendered "mount" and "mountain." In

Num. xiv. 44, 45, the "hill" is the "mountain"
of ver. 40, as also in Deut. i. 41, 43, compared with

24, 44. In Josh. xv. 1), the allusion is to the ]\Iount

of Olives, correctly called " mountain " in the pre-

ceding verse; and so also in 2 Sam. xvi. 13. The
country of the "hills," in Deut. i. 7; Josh. ix. 1,

X. 40, xi. IG, is the elevated district of Judah, Ben-

jamin, and Epliraim, which is correctly called " the

mountain" in the earliest descriptions of Palestine

(Num. xiii. 29), and in many subsequent passages.

The " holy hiU " (Ps. iii. 4), the " hill of Jehovah "

(xxiv. 3), the "hill of God " (Ixviii. 15), are noth-

ing else than " Mount Zion." In 2 K. i. 9 and
iv. 27, the use of the word "hill" obscures the

Uusion to Carmel, which in other passages of the

'ife of the prophet {e. (j. 1 K. xviii. 19; 2 K. iv.

25) has the term " mount " correctly attached to

it. Other places in the Wstorical books in which
the same substitution weakens the force of the nar-

rative, are as follows: Gen. vii. 19; Deut. viii. 7;

Josh. xMi. 6, xviii. 13, 14; Judg. xvi. 3; 1 Sam.
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xxiii. 14; xxv. 20; xxvi. 13; 2 Sam. xiii. 34; IK.
XX. 23, 28, xxii. 17, &c.

3. On one occasion the word Ma'nleh, P/^^,
is rendered " hill," namely, 1 Sam. ix. 11, where it

would be better to employ "ascent" or some sim-

ilar term.

4. In the N. T. the word " hill " is employed to

render the Greek word ^ovv6s\ but on one occa-

sion it is used for ipos, elsewhere "mountain," so

as t<i obscure the connection between the two parts

of the same narrative. The "hill" from which

Jesus was coming down in Luke ix. 37, is the same
as "the mountain" into which He had gone for

His transfiguration the day before (conjp. ver. 28).

In Matt. v. 14, and Luke iv. 29, opor is also ren-

dered " hill," but not with the inconvenience just

noticed. In Luke i. 39 [and 65] the " hill country "

(^ opetv^) is the same " mountahi of Judah"
[sing.= collective] to which frequent reference is

made in the 0. T. G.

HIN. [Measures.]

HIND (n^*M : e\a^os' ceJTJMs), the female

of the common stag or cei-vus elaphus. It is fre-

quently noticed in the poetical parts of Scripture

as emblematic of activity (Gen. xlix. 21; 2 Sam.
xxii. 34; Ps. xviii. 33; Hab. iii. 19), gentleness

(Prov. V. 19), feminine modesty (Cant. ii. 7, iii. 5),

earnest longing (Ps. xiii. 1), and maternal affection

(Jer. xiv. 5). Its shjiiess and remoteness from the

haunts of men are also noticed (Job xxxix. 1), and
its timidity, causing it to cast its young at the

sound of thunder (Ps. xxix. 9). The conclusion

which some have drawn from the passage last

quoted that the hind produces her young with great

difficulty, is not in reality deducible from the words,

and is expressly contradicted by Job xxxix. 3. The

LXX. reads nv"^S in Gen. xlix. 21, rendering it

crreAexoy avet/xevov, "a luxuriant terebinth:"

IjOwtli has proposed a similar change in Ps. xxix.,

but in neither case can the emendation be accepted

:

Naphtali verified the comparison of himself to a
"graceful or tall hind" by the events recorded in

Judg. iv. 6-9, v. 18. The inscription of Ps. xxii.,

" the hind of the morning," probably refers to a
tune of that name. [Aijeleth-Siiahak.]

W. L. B.

HINGE. 1. T^^S, ffTp6(piy^, canh, with the

notion of turning (Ges. p. 1165). 2. riB, Qvpco/xa,

cnrdo, with the notion of insertion ((Jes. p. 1090).

Both ancient Egyptian and modern Oriental doors

were and are hung by means of pivots turning in

sockets both on the upper and lower sides. In

Syria, and especially the Hauran, there are many
ancient doors consisting of stone slabs with pivots

carved out of the same piece, inserted in sockets

above and below, and fixed during the building of

the house. The allusion in Prov. xxvi. 14 is tlnis

clearly explained. The hinges mentioned in 1 K.

vii. 50 were probably of the Egyptian kind, attached

to the upper and lower sides of the door (Bucking-

ham, Arnb Tribes, p. 177; Porter, Dnmnsriig, ii.

22, 192; Jlaundrell, Early Travels, pp. 447, 448

(Bohn); Shaw, Travels, p. 210; I^rd Lindsay,

Letters, p. 292; Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. abridgm. i.

15). II. W. P.

HINNOM, VALLEY [more strictly Ra-
vine] OF, otherwise called " the valley of the

son" or "children [sons] of Hinnom " (Q3n"^2,
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or n"^S""^2, or n""'22"''3, variously ren-

dered by LXX. (pdpay^ 'EwSfi [Vat. Ovo/x, Josh.

XV. 8], or vlov 'Evvo/x [2 K. xxiii. 10, Jer. vii. 29,

30, xxxii. 35], or raievva, Josh, xviii. 16 [also

vawr] 'S.ovvdfj. (Alex, vairr; viov Evvofx), and rat

Ofvo/x (Alex, for Taievva)] ; iv ye Bevevvo/j.

[Alex. fV yr] Beevvo/x], 2 Chr. xxviii. 3, xxxiii.

6; rh woAvdvdpiov viwu rwv riKVcav avraiv, Jer.

xix. 2, {TToKviv^piov vlov 'Ei/vw/n (Vat. Alex. FA.

Eyi/ofx), ver.] 6),« a deep and narrow ravine, with

steep, rocky sides to the S. and W. of Jerusalem,

separating Jlount Zion to the N. from the " Hill

of ICvil Counsel," and the sloping rocky plateau of

the " plain of Eephaim " to the S., taking its

name, according to Professor Stanley, from " some

ancient hero, the son of Hinnom " having encamped

in it (Stanley, S. if P. p. 172). The earliest

mention of the Valley of Hinnom in the sacred

writings is Josh. xv. 8, xviii. 16, where the bound-

ary line between the tribes of Judah and Benjamin

is described with minute topographical accuracy,

as passing along the bed of the ravine. On the

southern brow, overlooking the valley at its eastern

extremity, Solomon erected high places for Molech

(1 K. xi. 7), whose horrid rites were revived from

time to time in the same vicinity by the later

idolatrous kings. Ahaz and IManasseh made their

children " pass through the fire " in this valley

(2 K. xvi. 3; 2 Chr. xxviii. 3, xxxiii. 6), and the

fiendish custom of infant sacrifice to the fire-gods

seems to have been kept up in Tophet, at its S. E.

extremity for a considerable period (Jer. vii. 31

;

2 K. xxiii. 10). [Tophet.] To put an end to

these abominations the place was polluted by

Josiah, who rendered it ceremonially unclean by

spreading over it human bones, and other corrup-

tions (2 K. xxiii. 10, 13, 14; 2 Chr. xxxiv. 4, 5),

from which time it appears to have become the

common cesspool of the city, into which its sewage

was conducted, to be carried off by the waters of

the Kidron, as well as a laystall, where all its solid

filth was collected. Most commentators follow

Buxtorf, Lightfoot, and others, in asserting that

perpetual fires were here kept up for the consump-

tion of bodies of criminals, carcases of animals, and

whatever else was combustible; but the Rabbinical

authorities usually brought forward in support of

this idea appear insufficient, and Ilobinson declares

(i. 274) that "there is no evidence of any other

fires than those of Molech having been kept up in

this valley," referring to Eosenmiiller, BlbUich.

Geogr. H. i. 156, 164. For the more ordinary

view, see Hengstenburg, Christol. ii. 454, iv. 41;

Keil on Khujs ii. 147, Clark's edit.; and cf. Is.

XXX. 33, Ixvi. 24.

From its ceremonial defilement, and from the

detested and abominable fire of Molech, if not from

the supposed everburning funeral piles, the later

Jews applied the name of this valley Ge Hinnom,

Gehenna, to denote the place of eternal torment,

and some of the liabbins here fixed the " door of

bell;" a sense in which it is used by our Lord.

[Gehknna.] It is called, Jer. ii. 23, " the val-

ley," /car' e^oxv", ^''^^ perhaps " the valley of

dead bodies," xxxi. 40, and "the valley of vision,"

Is. xxii. 1, 5 (Stanley, Syr. and Pal. pp. 172, 482).

HINNOM, VALLEY OF
The name by which it is now known is (in igno-

rance of the meaning of the initial syllable) Wady
Jehennmn, or Wady er Rubeb (Williams, Holy

City, i. 56, suppl.), though in Mohammedan tra-

ditions the name Gehenna is applied to the Valley

of Kedron (Ibn Batutah, 12, 4; Stanley, «< sup.).

The valley commences in a broad sloping basin

to the W. of the city, S. of the Jaffa road (extend-

ing nearly to the brow of the great Wady, on the

W.), in the centre of which, 700 yards from the

Jafta gate, is the large reservoir, supposed tc be

the " upper pool," or " Gihon " [Gihon] (Is. vii.

3, xxxvi. 2; 2 Chr. xxxii. 30), now known as Bir-

ket-el-Mamilla. After running about three quar-

ters of a mile E. by S. the valley takes a sudden

hend to the S. opposite the Jaffa gate, but in less

than another three quarters of a mile it encounters

a rocky hill-side which forces it again in an eastern

direction, sweeping round the precipitous S. W.
corner of Mount Zion almost at a right angle. In

this part of its course the valley is from 50 to 100

yards broad, the bottom everywhere covered with

small stones, and cultivated. At 290 yards from

the Jaffa gate it is crossed by an aqueduct on nine

very low arches, conveying water from the " pools

of Solomon" to the Temple Mount, a short dis-

tance below which is the " lower pool " (Is. xxii.

9), Birket-es-Sultan. From this point the ravine

narrows and deepens, and descends with great ra-

pidity between broken cliffs, rising in successive

terraces, honeycombed with innumerable sepulchral

recesses, forming the northern face of the " HiU of

Evil Counsel," to the S., and the steep, shelving,

but not precipitous southern slopes of Mount Zion,

which rise to about the height of 150 feet, to the

N. The bed of the valley is planted with olives

and other fruit trees, and when practicable is cul-

tivated. About 400 yards from the S. W. angle

of Mount Zion the valley contracts still more, be-

comes quite nan'ow and stony, and descends with

much greater rapidity towards the " valley of Je-

hoshaphat," or "of the brook Kidron," before

joining which it opens out again, forming an ob-

long plot, the site of Tophet, devoted to gardens

irrigated by the waters of Siloam. Towards the

eastern extremity of the valley is the traditional

site of "Aceldama," authenticated by a bed of

white clay still worked by potters (Williams, Iloly

City, ii. 495),* opposite to which, where the cliff is

thirty or forty feet high, the tree on which Judas

hanged himself was placed during the Frankisb

kingdom (Barclay, City of Great King, p. 208).

Not far from Aceldama is a conspicuously situated

tomb with a Doric pediment, sometimes known as

the " whited sepulchre," near which a large sepul-

chral recess with a Doric portal hewn in the native

rock is known as the "Latihulum apostolorum,"

where the Twelve are said to have concealed them-

selves during the time between the Crucifixion and

the Resurrection. The tomlis continue quite down

to the corner of the mountain, where it bends off

to the S. along the valley of Jehoshaphat. None

of the sepulchral recesses in the vicinity of Jeru-

salem are so well preserved ; most of them are very

old [see infra"\ — small gloomy caves, with narrow,

rock-hewn doorways.

Robinson places " the valley gate," [which had

a * Some of the variations of the Vatican MS. are

not noticed here, being mere corruptions. A.

6 * The clay used in the pottery at Jerusalem near

the church of St. Anne is said to be obtained from El-

Jib (Gibeon). See Ordnance Survey of Jerusalem, p.

59 (1865). Compare the note under Aceldama, p.

19, and the text to which the note relates. The tes-

timony at present indicates different opinions. H.
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its name from tliis ravine], Neh. ii. 13, 15; 2 Chr.

xxvi. 9, at the N. W. corner of Mount Zion in the

upper part of this valley (Robinson, i. 220, 239,

274, 320, 353; WiOiams, Jluly City, i. suppl. 50,

ii. 495; IWclay, City of Great Kinc/, 205, 208).

[But see Jkkusalkm.] E. V.
* The group of tombs in the Valley of Hinnom

and on the southern hill-side above the ravine are

somewhat fully described in the Ordnance Survey

of Jerusalem, pp. 67, G8 (1805). They are re-

garded " as having been made or modified at a later

period than those on the north side of the city."

Many of them have an inscription or scattered let-

ters, but nothing that can be well deciphered.

Closer inspection shows some of these to be much
more elaborate than has been generally supposed.

"Close to the building of Aceldama the rock is

perforated by seven ' locuU,' through one of which

a chamber containing several more ' loculi ' is

reached ; and one of these again, on the right-hand

side, gives access to a second chamber with ' lo-

culi;' from that there is an opening to a third,

and thence down a flight of steps to a fourth and

last one, all the chambers having ' loculi
;

' most

of them are filled with rubbish, and many have the

appearance of leading to other chamberj." Sketches

were taken of some of the appurtenances of these

tombs, which accompany the text of the work re-

ferred to. Tobler states the results of a special

examination of these rock sepulchres in Hinnom
{Brilte Wanderuny, p. 348 ff.).

A \ery noticeable feature of this ravine is the

precipitous wall of rocks which overhangs the gorge

in its deepest part, on the left, as one goes west-

ward and nearly opposite to Aceldama on the height

above. The rocky ledges here are almost perpen-

dicular, and are found to be at diflerent points

forty, thirty-six, thirty-three, thirty, and twenty

feet high. A few trees still grow along the margin

of the overhanging brow, and trees here must an-

ciently have been still more numerous when the

land was better cultivated. Aside from this pecu-

liarity of the valley, regarded as one of its aspects,

it has some additional interest from its having been

connected by some with the death of Judas. It

has been thought that he may have hung himself

on the limb of a tree near the edge of one of these

precipices, and that the rope or limb breaking, he

fell to the bottom and was dashed to pieces. I'his

latter result would have been the more certain, in

the event of his having so fallen, on account of the

sharp edges projecting from the sides of the clifT,

as well as the rocky ground below. Dr. Kobinson

{Harnumy if the Greek Gospels, § 151) supposes

that some such relation as this may have existed

between the traitor's "bursting asunder" and the

suicide, though he does not assign the occurrence

to any particular place. Tholuck {MS. Notes) is

one of those who think of Hinnom as the scene of

the event. See on this point the Life of our Lord,

by Andrews, p. 510 fF. (1807). We cannot indeed

rely very much on such minute specifications, be-

cause so little being related, so little is really known

respecting the manner of Judas's death. [.Judas.]

It may not be useless to correct more distinctly
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a somewhat prevalent idea that the Valley of Hin-

nom lies wholly on the south of .Jerusalem. This

name belongs also to the valley on the west of the

city, though the latter is often caUed from the res-

ervoirs there the Valley of Gihon. They are both

parts of one and the same valley, which sweeps

around the city on two sides. As a topographical

description, the reader will find Robinson's concise

account of this locaUty {Phys. Geo<jr., pp. 97-100)

very distinct and accurate. H.

HIPPOPOT'AMUS. There is hardly a

doubt that the Hebrew behemoth (mDn?) de-

scribes the hippopotamus: the word itself bears

the strongest resemblance to the Coptic name pe-

henwut, "the water-ox," and at the same time

expresses in its Hebrew form, as the plural of

nKina, the idea of a very large beast. Though

now no' longer found in the lower Nile, it was for-

merly common there (Wilkinson, i. 239). The

association of it with the crocodile in the passage

in which it is described (.Job. xl. 15 fF. ), and most

of the particulars in that passage are more appro-

priate to the hippopotamus than to any other ani-

mal. Behemoth "eateth grass as an ox" (Job xl.

15) —a circumstance which is noticed as peculiar

in an animal of aquatic habits ; this is strictly true

of the hippopotamus, which leaves the water by

night, and feeds on vegetables and green crops.

Its strength is enormous, vv. 10, 18, and the notice

of the power of the muscles of the belly, " his

force is in the navel of his belly," appears to be

strictly correct. The tail, however, is short, and

it must be conceded that the first part of ver. 17,

"he moveth his tail like a cedar," seems not alto-

gether applicable." His mode of attack is with

his mouth, which is armed with a formid.able array

of teejh, projecting incisors, and enormous curved

canines; thus "his creator offers him a sword,"

for so the words in ver. 19 may be rendered. But

the use of his sword is mainly for pacific purposes,

the beasts of the field playing" about him as he

feeds ; the hippopotamus being a remarkably inof-

fensive animal. His retreat is among the lotuses

(tzeelim; A. V. "shady trees") which abounded

about the Nile, and amid the reeds of the river.

Thoroughly at home in the water, " if the river ris-

eth, he doth not take to flight; and he cares not

if a Jordan (here an appellative for a "stream")

press on his mouth." Ordinary means of capture

were ineffectual agahist the great strength of this

animal. "Will any take him before his eyes'?"

(/. e. openly, and without cunning), " will any bore

his nose with a gin?" as was usual with large

fish. The method of killing it in Egypt was with

a spear, the animal being in the first ir.stance

secured by a lasso, and repeatedly struck until it

became exhausted (Wilkinson, i. 240); the very

same method is pursued by the natives of South

Africa at the present day (Livingstone, p. 73; in-

stances of its great strength are noticed by the

same writer, pp. 231, 232, 497). W. L. B.

HI'RAH (n")"*?! [nobility, noble birth'] :

a * That depends on the explanation. 0r. Conant

remarks ou the passage : " X^^•c a cedar; namely, as

1 cedar is bent, which is not easily done. The allusion

IS to the strength and stiffness of the tail, the small-

est and wealiest of all the members of the animal's

body " {Book of Job, with a Revised Version, p. 156).

See also Hirzel's Hiob ericldrt, p. 240. There are sev-

eral expressions in this celebrated description of the

water-ox of the Nile which the present philology rep-

resents somewhat differently from the A. V. See the

versions of Ewald, De Wette, Umbreit, Couant, Noyes,

and others. H
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Elpdsi Hiram), an Adullamite, the friend (^"]^)

of Judah (Gen. xxxviii. 1, 12; and see 20). For
"friend" the LXX. and Vulg. have "sheplierd,"

probably reading ^H!^"!.

HI'RAM or HU'RAM (D"J"'n, or D^^in

[noble born= "IH Ges.] : [Rom. Xtpd/n, exc. 2

Sam. V. 11, 1 Chr. xiv. 1, Xftpdfj.; Vat. Alex.

Xetpafj.- Hirani] on the different forms of the name
see HuKAJi). 1. The King of T3re who sent

workmen and materials to Jerusalem, first (2 Sam.
V. 11, 1 Chr. xiv. 1) to build a palace for David

whom he ever loved (1 K. v. 1), and again (1 K.

V. 10, vii. 13, 2 Chr. ii. 14, 16) to build the Tem-
ple for Solomon, with whom he had a treaty of

peace and commerce (1 K. v. 11, 12). The con-

tempt with which he received Solomon's present

of Cabul (1 K. ix. 12) does not appear to have

caused any breach between the two kings. He ad-

mitted Solomon's ships, issuing from Joppa, to a

share in the profitable trade of the Mediterranean

(1 K. x. 22); and Jewish sailors, under the guid-

ance of Tyrians, were taught to bring the gold of

India (1 K. ix. 20) to Solomon's two harbors on

the Eed Sea (see Ewald, Gesch. Isr. iii. 345-

347).

Eupolemon (op. Euseb. Prcep. Evang. ix. 30)

states that David, after a war with Hiram, reduced

him to the condition of a tributary prince. Dius,

the Phoenician historian, and Menander of Ephesus

{ap. Joseph, c. Ap. i. 17, 18) assign to Hiram a

prosperous reign of 34 years; and relate that his

father was Al>ibal, his son and successor Baleazar;

that he rebuilt various idol-temples, and dedicated

some splendid offerings; that he was successful in

war; that he enlarged and fortified his city; that

he and Solomon had a contest with riddles or dark

sayings (compare Samson and his friends, Judg.

xiv. 12), in which Solomon, after winning a large

sum of money from the king of Tyre, was even-

tually outwitted by Abdemon, one of his subjects.

The intercourse of these great and kindred-minded

kings was much celebrated by local historians.

Josephus {Ant. viii. 2, § 8) states that the corre-

spondence between them with respect to the build-

ing of the Temple was preserved among the Tyrian

archives in his days. With the letters in 1 K. v.

and 2 Chr. ii. may be compared not only his copies

of the letters, but also the still less authentic let-

ters between Solomon and Hiram, and between

Solomon and Vaphres (Aj)ries?), which are pre-

served by Eupolemon {ap. Euseb. Prap. Kvang.

ix. 30), and mentioned by Alexander Polyhistor

{ap. Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 21, p. 332). Some
Phoenician historians {ap. Tatian. cont. Grcec. § 37)

relate that Hiram, besides supplying timber for the

Temple, gave his daughter in marriage to Solomon.

Jewisli writers in less ancient times cannot over-

look Hiram's uncircumcision in his services towards

the building of the Temple. Their, legends relate

{ap. Eisenm. Knt..Jud. i. 868) that because he was

a God-fearing man and built the Temple he was

received alive into Paradise ; but that, after he had

been there a thousand years, h^ sinned by pride,

and was thrust down into hell.

2. [XipdixX Vat. Alex. Xnpajx- Hiram.'] Hiram
was the name of a man of mixed race (1 K. vii.

13, 40, [45]), the principal architect and engineer

sent by king Hirani to Solomon ; also called Hu-

ram in the Chronicles. On the title of 2W =

HITTITES, THE
master, or father, given to him in 2 Chr. ii. 13
iv. 16, see Huram, No. 3. W. T. B.

* At the distance of 1^ hours on the hill-side

east of Tyre, is a remarkable tomb known as Kabr
Hairdn, i. e. Tomb of Hiram. " It stands aU
alone, apart alike from human habitation and an-

cient ruin — a solitary, venerable relic of remote

antiquity. In fact it is one of the most singular

monuments in the land. It is an immense sarcoph-

agus of limestone hewn out of a single block—
12 feet long, 8 wide, and 6 high; covered by a lid

slightly pyramidal, and 5 feet in thickness ; — the

whole resting on a massive pedestal, about 10 feet

high, composed of three layers of large hewn

j

stones, the upper layer projecting a few inches. The
monument is perfect, though weather-beaten. The
only entrance to it is an aperture broken through

the eastern end. A tradition, now received by all

classes and sects in the surrounding country, makes
this the tomb of Hiram, Solomon's friend and
ally ; and the tradition may have come down un-
broken from the days of Tyre's grandeur. We
have at least no just ground for rejecting it."

(Porter, Ilawlbook, ii. 395.)

The people there also connect Hiram's name
with a copious fountain over which a massive stone

structure has been raised, which the traveller passes

on the south shortly before coming to the site of

Tyre (see Tristram's Land of Israel, p. 55, 2d ed.).

Such traditions, whether they cleave rightfully or

not to these particular places, have their interest.

They come down to us through Phoenician chan-

nels, and indirectly authenticate the history of

Hiram as recorded by the Hebrew writers. H.

HIRCA'NUS {'rpKav6s [Ihjrcan'mn, from

'TpKavia, a province on the Caspian Sea] : Ilirca-

nns), '-a son of Tobias," who had a large treasure

placed for security in the treasury of the Tem])le at

the time of the visit of Heliodorus (c. 187 is. c.

;

2 Mace. iii. 11). Josephus also .mentions " chil-

dren of Tobias" {Ant. xii. 5, § 1, ira75fs Ta>0'tov),

who, howevei', belonged to the faction of jNIenelaus,

and notices especially a son of one of them (Joseph)

who was named Hyrcanus {Ant. xii. 4, § 2 if.).

Rut there is no sufficient reason for identifying the

Hyrcanus of 2 !Macc. with this grandsuii of Tobias

either by supposing that the ellipse (toC Toi/Siou)

is to be so filled up (Grotius, Cahnet), or that the

sons of Joseph were popularly named after their

grandfather (Ewald, Gesch. iv. 30'J), which could

scarcely have been the case in consequence of the

great eminence of their father.

The name appears to be simply a local appella-

tive, and became illustrious afterwards in the Mac-
cabean dynasty, though the circumstances which

led to its adoption are unknown (yet comp. Joseph.

Ant. xiii. 8, § 4). [Maccabees.] B. F. W.
* HIS is used throughout the A. V. instead of

its, which does not occur in the original edition of

1011, though it has been introduced in one place

in later editions. [It.] This use sometimes occa-

sions ambiguity, as in Matt. vi. 33, " Seek je first

the kingdom of (lod, and his righteousness," where

Eastwood and Wright {Bible Word-Bovk, p. 252)

erroneously refer the " his " to " kingdom " instead

of to " God," the Greek being t^j/ SiKaioavvriv

avTov, not oyrijs- " His righteousness " here

means " the righteousness which He requires."

A.

HIT'TITES, THE, the nation descended

from Cheth (A. V. "Heth"), the second son of



HITTITES, THE
Canaan. (1.) With five exceptions, noticed be-

low, the word is "'•Hnn = the Chittite [6 Xer-

Toios, ol XiTTOioL- Ile/hce.us, Hetltwi ; in Ezr. ix.

1, 6 Edi, Vat. E0€i, Alex. E06i], in the singular

number, according to the common Hebrew idiom.

It is occasionally rendered in the A. V. in the sin-

gular number, " the Hittite " (Ex. xxiii. 28, xxxiii.

2, xxxiv. 11; Josh. ix. 1, xi. 3), but elsewhere

plural (Gen. xv. 20; Ex. iii. 8, 17, xiii. .5, xxiii.

23; Num. xiii. 29; Deut. ,vii. 1, xx. 17; .Josh. iii.

10, xii. 8, xxiv. 11; Judg. ui. 5; 1 K. ix. 20; 2

Chr. viii. 7; Ezr. ix. 1; Neh. ix. 8; 1 Esdr. viii.

69, X^TTaiot). (2.) The plural form of the word

is D'^rinn = the CJiittim, or Bitti/es [Xerriv

(Vat. -retv, Alex. XexTiei/i), Xsttuj' (Vat. -eiv),

ot XerraToi ' Httthim, Hethcel] (.Josh. i. 4 ; Judg.

i. 26; 1 K. X. 29; 2 K. vii. 6; 2 Chr. i. 17).

(3.) "A Hittite [woman] " is H^rin [XeTxaia:

Cethceii] (Ez. xvi. 3, 4.5). In 1 K. xi. 1, the same
word is rendered " Hittites."

1. Our first introduction to the Hittites is in the

time of Abraham, when he bought from the Bene-

Cheth, " Children of Heth " — such was then their

title — the field and the cave of Machpelah, be-

longing to Ephron the Hittite. Tliey were then

settled at the town which was afterwards, under its

new name of Hebron, to become one of the most

famous cities of Palestine, then bearing the name
of Kirjath-arba, and perhaps also of JIamre (Gen.

xxiii. 19, XXV. 9). The propensities of the tribe

appear at that time to have been rather commer-
cial " than military. The " money current with

the niercliant," and the process of weighing it,

were familiar to them ; the peaceful assembly " in

the gate of the city " was tbeir manner of receiv-

ing the stranger who was desirous of having a

"possession" "secured" to him among them.

The dignity and courtesy of their demeanor also

come out strongly in this narrative. .\s Ewald

well says, Abraham chose his allies in warlare from

the Amorites, but he goes to the Hittites for his

grave. But the tribe was evidently as yet but

small, not important enough to be noticed beside

" the Canaanite and the Perizzite " who shared the

bulk of the land between them (Gen. xii. 6, xiii.

7). In the southern part of the country they re-

mained for a considerable period after this, possibly

extending as far as Gerar and Beer-sheba, a good

deal below Hebron (xxvi. 17, xxviii. 10). From
their fomilies Esau married his two first wives;

and her fear lest Jacob should take the same course

is the motive given by Rebekah for sending Jacob

away to Haran. It was the same feeling that

had urged Abram to send to Mesopotamia for a

wife for Isaac. The descendant of Shem could not

wed with Hamites — " with the daughters of the

Canaanites among whom I dwell . . . wherein I

am a stranger," but "go to my country and thy

kindred" is his fother's command, "to the house

of thy mother's father, and take thee a wife from

thence " (Gen. xxviii. 2, xxiv. 4).

2. Throughout the book of Exodus the name of

the Hittites occurs only in the usual formula for

the occupants of the Promised Land. Changes
occur in the mode of stating this formula [Canaan,
p. 354 a], but the Hittites are never omitted (see
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a « Canaanite '" has in many places the force of
<' merchant " or " trafficker." See among others the

examples m vol. i. p. 351 6

Ex. xxiii. 28). In the report of the spies, however,

we have again a real historical notice of them

:

" the Hittite, the Jebusite, and the Amorite dwell

hi the mountain" (Num. xiii. 29). Whatever
temporary circumstances may have attracted them
so far to the south as Beer-sheba, a people having

the quiet commercial tastes of Ephron the Hittite

and his companions can have had no call for the

roving, skirmishing life of the country bordering

on the desert; and thus, during the sojourn of

Israel in Egypt, they had withdrawn tliemselves

from those districts, retiring before ,\malek (Num.
xiii. 29) to the more secure mountain country in

the centre of the land. Perhaps the words of

Ezekiel (xvi. 3, 45) may imply that they helped to

found the city of Jebus.

From this time, however, their quiet habits

vanish, and they take their part against the invader,

in equal alliance with the other Canaanite tribes

(Josh. ix. 1, xi. 3, (tc).

3. Henceforward the notices of the Hittites are

very few and faint. A\'e meet with two individuals,

both attached to the person of David. (1. ) " Ahim-
elech the Hittite," who was with him in the hill

of Hachilah, and with Abishai accompanied him by
night to the tent of Saul (1 Sam. xxvi. 6). He is

nowhere else mentioned, and was possibly killed in

one of David's expeditions, before the list in 2 Sam.
xxiii. was drawn up. (2. ) " Uriah the Hittite,"

one of " the thirty " of David's body-guaixl (2 Sam.
xxiii. 39; 1 Chr. xi. 41), the deep tragefly of whose

wrongs forms the one blot in the life of his master.

In both these persons, though warriors by profes-

sion, we can perhaps detect traces of thase qualities

which we ha\ e noticed as characteristic of the tribe.

In the case of the first, it was Abishai, the practi-

cal, unscrupulous "son of Zeruiah," who pressed

David to allow him to kill the sleeping king:

Ahimelech is clear from that stain. In the case

of Uriah, the absence from suspicion and the gen-

erous self-denial which he displayed are too well

known to need more than a reference (2 Sam. xi.

11, 12).

4. The Egyptian annals tell us of a very power-

ful confederacy of Hittites in the valley of the

Orontes, with whom Sether I., or Sethos, waged
war about b. c. 1340, and whose capital, Ketesh,

situate near Emesa, he conquered. [Egypt, p.

511.]

5. In the Assyrian inscriptions, as lately deci-

phered, there are frequent references to a nation

of Khatii, who '• formed a great confedenicy ruled

by a number of petty chiefs," whose territory also

lay in the Aalley of the C)rontes, and who were

sometimes assisted l)y the people of the sea-coast,

probably the Phcenicians (Kawlinson's JJefaihliis,

i. 403). " Twelve kings of the Southern Khatti

are mentioned in several places." If the identifi-

cation of these people with the Hittites should

prove to be correct, it agrees with the name Clint,

as noticed under Heth, and affords a clew to the

meaning of some passages which are otherwise

puzzling. These are (ii) Josh. i. 4, where the ex-

pression "all the land of the Hittites" appears to

me.an all the land of Canaan, or at least the northern

part thereof, (h) Judg. i. 26. Here nearl/ the

same expression recurs. [Luz.] (c) 1 K. x. 29;

2 Chr. i. 17: "All the kings of tbo Hittites and

kings of Aram " (probably identical with the ;' kings

on this side Euphrates," 1 K. iv. 24) are mentioned

as purchasing chariots and horses from Egypt, for

the possession of which they were so notorious, that
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(d) it would seem to have become at a later date

almost proverbial in allusion to an alarm of an
attack by chariots (2 K. vii. 6).

6. Nothing is said of the religion or worship of

the Hittites. Even in the enumeration of Solomon's
idolatrous worship of the gods of his wives— among
whom were Hittite women (1 K. xi. 1)— no Hittite

deity is alluded to. (See 1 K. xi. 5, 7; 2 K. xxiii.

13.)

7. The names of the individual Hittites men-
tioned in the Bible are as follow. They are all

susceptible of interpretation as Hebrew words, which

would lead to the belief either that the Hittites

sjx)ke a dialect of the Aramaic or Hebrew language,

or that the words were Hebraized in their trans-

ference to the Bible records.

Adah (woman). Gen. xxxvi. 2.

Ahimelech, 1 Sam. xxvi. 6.

Bashemath, accur. Bas'math (woman); pos-

sibly a second name of Adah, Gen. xxvi. 34:.

Beeri (ftither of -Judith, below). Gen. xxvi. 34.

Elon (father of Basmath), Gen. xxvi. 3-4.

Ephkon, Gen. xxiii. 10, 13, 14, &c.

Judith (woman), Geu. xxvi. 34.

Ueiah, 2 Sam. xi. 3, &c., xxiii. 39, &c.

ZoHAR (father of Ephron), Gen. xxiii. 8.

In addition to the above, Sibbechai, who in the

Hebrew text is always denominated a Hushathite,

is by Josephus {Ant. vii. 12, § 2) styled a Hittite.

G.

HI'VITES, THE OTTH [perh. the villager,

Ges.], i. e. /he Chirdte: 6 Evaios; [in Josh. ix. 7,

Xopf>a7os, and so Alex, in Gen. xxxiv. 2:] Hevaeus).

The name is, in the original, uniformly found in

the singidar number. It never has, like that of the

Hittites, a plural, nor does it appear in any other

form. Perhaps we may assume from this that it

originated in some ijeculiarity of locality or circum-

stance, as in the case of the Amorites — " moun-
taineers; " and not in a progenitor, as did that of

the Ammonites, who are also styled Bene-Ammon
— children of Amnion— or the Hittites, Bene-
Cheth — children of Heth. The name is explained

by Ewald (Gesrh. i. 318) as Binnenliinder, that is,

" Midlanders ;
" by Gesenius

(
Thes. 451) as jniyain,

"villagers." In the following passages the name
is given in the A. V. in the singular— the
Hivite: — Gen. x. 17; Ex. xxiii. 28, xxxiii. 2,

xxxiv. 11; Josh. ix. 1, xi. 3; 1 Chr. i. 1.5; also

Gen. xxxiv. 2, xxxvi. 2. In all the rest it is

plural.

1. In the genealogical tables of Genesis, " the

Hivite" is named as one of the descendants— the

sixth in order— of Canaan, the son of Ham (Gen.

X. 17; 1 Chr. i. 15). In the first enumeration of

the nations who, at the time of the call of Abraham,
occupied the promised land (Gen. xv. 19-21), the

Hivites are omitted fiom the Hebrew text (though

in the Samaritan and LXX. their name is inserted).

This has led to the conjecture, amongst others, that

they are identical with the Kadmonites, whose
r.ame is found there and there only (Reland, Pal.

140; Bochart, I'hal. iv. 3G; Can. i. 19). But are

not the Kadnionites rather, as their name implies,

the representati\es of the Bene-kedem, or " childien

of the East " ? The name constantly occurs in the

formula by whicii the country is designated in the

earlier books (Ex. iii. 8, 17, xiii. 5, xxiii. 23, 28,

xxxiii. 2, xxxiv. 11 ; Dent. vii. 1, xx. 17 ; Josh. iii.

10, ix. 1, xii. 8, xxiv. 11), and also in the later

ones (1 K. ix. 20; 2 Chr. viii. 7; but comp. Ezr.
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ix. 1, and Neh. ix. 8). It is, however, absent in

the report of the spies (Num. xiii. 29), a document
which fixes the localities occupied by the Canaanite

nations at that time. Perhaps this is owing to

the then insignificance of the Hivites, or perhaps

to the fact that they were indifierent to the special

locality of their settlements.

2. We first encounter the actual people of the

Hivites at the time of Jacob's return to Canaan.
Shechem was then (according to the current He-
brew text) in their possession, Hamor the Hivite

being the " prince (S'^tt^S) of the land " (Gen.

xxxiv. 2). They were at this time, to judge of

them by their rulers, a warm and impetuous

people, credulous, and easily deceived by the crafty

and cruel sons of Jacob. The narrative further

exhibits them as peaceful and commercial, given t«

"trade" (10, 21), and to the acquiring of "pos-
sessions " of cattle and other " wealth " (10, 23, 28,

29). Like the Hittites they held their assemblies

or conferences in the gate of their city (20). We
may also see a testimony to their peaceful habits

in the absence of any attempt at revenge on Jacob

for the massacre of the Shechemites. Perhaps a

similar indication is furnished by the name of the

god of the Shechemites some generations after this

— Baal-berith — Baal of the league, or the alliance

(Judg. viii. 33, ix. 4,40); by the way in which

the Shechemites were beaten by Abimelech (40);

and by the unmilitary character, both of the weapon
which caused Abimelech's death and of the person

who discharged it (ix. 53).

The Alex. MS., and several other MSS. of the

LXX., in the above narrative (Gen. xxxiv. 2) sub-

stitute " Horite " for " Hivite." The change is

remarkable from the usually close adherence of the

Alex. Codex to the Hebrew text, but it is not cor-

roborated by any other of the ancient versions, nor

is it recommended by other considerations. No
instances occur of Horites in this part of Palestine,

while we know, from a later narrative, that there

was an important colony of Hivites on the highland

of Benjamin at Gibeon, etc., no very great distance

from Shechem. On the other hand, in Gen. xxxvi.

2, where Aholibamah, one of Esau's wives, is said to

have been the daughter of [Anah] the daughter of

Zibeon the Hivite, all considerations are in favor of

reading "Horite" for "Hivite." In this case we
fortunately possess a detailed genealogy of the fam-

ily, l)y comparison of which little doubt is left of

the propriety of the change (comp. verses 20, 24,

25, 30, with 2), although no ancient version has

suggested it here.

3. We next meet with the Hivites during the

conquest of Canaan (Josh. ix. 7, xi. 19). Their

character is now in some respects materially altered.

They are still evidently averse to fighting, but they

have acquired — possibly by long experience in

traffic — an amount of craft which they did not

before possess, and which enables them to turn the

tables on the Israelites in a highly successful man-
ner (Josh. ix. 3-27). The colony of Hivites," who
made Joshua and the heads of the tribes their

dupes on this occasion, had four cities— Gibeon,

Chephirah, Beeroth, and Kirjath-jearim— situated,

if our present knowledge is accurate, at considerable

distances asunder. It is not certain whether the

three last were destroyed by Joshua or not (xi. 19)

;

o Here again the LXX. (both MSS.) have Horites

for Hivites ; but we cannot accept the change without

further consideration.
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Gibeon certainly was spared. In ver. 11 the Gib-

eonites speak of the " elders " of their city, a word

which does not necessarily point to any special

form of government, as is assumed by Winer
(Heviiei-), who uses the ambiguous expression that

they "lived under a republican constitution " {in

repMicanischer Verfussung) ! See also Ewald

{Gesch. i. 318, 319).

4. The main body of the Hivites, however, were

at this time living on the northern confines of

western Palestine— " under Hermon, in the land

of Mizpeh " (Josh. xi. 3)— " in Mount Lebanon,

from Mount Baal-Hermon to the entering in of

Hamath " (Judg. iii. 3). Somewhere in this neigh-

borhood they were settled when Joab and the cap-

tains of the host, in their tour of numbering, came

to " all the cities of the Hivites" near Tyre (2

Sam. xxiv. 7). In the Jerusalem Targum on Gen.

X. 17, they are called Tripohtans ("*WbhS"^"1tp),

a name which points to the same general northern

locality.

5. In speaking of the Avim, or Avvites, a sug-

gestion has been made by the writer that they may
have been identical with the Hivites. This is ap-

parently corroborated by the fact that, according to

the notice in Deut. ii., the Avites seem to have been

dispersed before the Hivites appear on the scene of

the sacred history. G.

HIZKI'AH (n^pTn [strength of Jehovah]:

'E^€/ciay: Ezecias), an ancestor of Zephaniah the

prophet (Zeph. i. Ij.

HIZKI'JAH (n»r?Tn [as above]: 'ECe/ci'o:

Hezecla), according to the punctuation of tlie A.

V. a man who sealed the covenant of reformation

with Ezra and Nehemiah (Neh. x. 17). But there

is no doubt that the name should be taken with

that preceding it, as " Ater-Hizkijah," a name
given in the lists of those who returned from Baby-

lon with Zerubbabel. It appears also extremely

likely that the two names following these in x. 17,

18 (Azzur, Hodijah) are only corrupt repetitions

of them.

This and the preceding name are identical, and
are the same with that given in the A. V. as

Hezekiah.

HO'BAB (2nn [love, beloved]: 6 '0/3a3,

Alex. n/8a/8 ; in Judg. 'Ico/3a/8 : Hobab). This

name is found in two places only (Num. x. 2!J;

Judg. iv. 11), and it seems doubtful whether it

denotes the father-in-law of Moses, or his son.

(1.) In favor of the latter are {n.) the express state-

ment that Hobab was " the son of Raguel " (Num.
X. 29); Kaguel or Keuel— the Hebrew word in

both cases is the .same— being identified with

Jethro, not only in Ex. ii. 18 (conip. iii. 1, &c.),

but also by Josephus, who constantly gives him
that name. (6.) I'he fact that Jethro had some
time previously left the Israelite camp to return to

his own country (Ex. xviii. 27). The words "the
father-in-law of Moses " in Num. x. 29, though in

most of the ancient versions connected with Hobab,
wUl in the original read either way, so that no
argument can be founded on them. (2.) In favor

of Hobab 's identity with Jethro are (((.) the words
of Judg. iv. 11; but it should be remembered that

fliis is (ostensibly) of later date than the other, and
altogether a more casual statement, {b.) Josephus
in speaking of Kaguel remarks once {Ant. ii. 12, § 1)

that he "had lothor, i. e. Jethro) for a surname"
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(toCto yap ?jv iTriK\rifi.a rijJ 'Pa-yotJr/A). From
the absence of the article here, it is inferred by
Winston and others that Josephus intends that he

had more than one surname, but this seems hardly

safe.

Tlie Mohammedan traditions are certainly in favor

of the identity of Hobab witli .Jetliro. He is known
in the Koran and elsewhere, and in the East at the

present day, by the name of Sho'eib ( v^vAJtAw jj

doubtless a corruption of Hobab. According to

those traditions he was tlie prophet of God to the

idolaters of Medyen (Midian), who not believing

his message were destroyed (Lane's Koran, 179-

181); he was blind {ib. 180 note); the rod of Moses

was his gift, it had once been tlie rod of Adam,
and was of the myrtle of Paradise, etc. {/b. 190;

Weil's Bibl. Legends, 107-109). The name of

Sho'eib stUl remains attached to one of the wadies

on the east side of the Jordan, opposite Jericho,

through which, according to the tradition of the

locality (Seetzen, lieisen, 1854, ii. 319, 376), the

children of Israel descended to the Jordan. [Beth-
NisiK.vn.] According to this tradition, therefore,

he accompanied the people as far as the Promised

Land, though whatever weight that may possess is,

when the statement of Ex. xviii. 27 is taken into

account, against his identity with Jethro. Other

places bearing his name and those of his two

daughters are shown at Sinai and on the Gulf of

Akaba (Stanley, S. tf P. p. 33).

But whether Hobab was the father-in-law of

Moses or not, the notice of him in Num. x. 29-32,

though brief, is fuU of point and interest. "While

Jethro is preserved to us as the wise and practiced

administrator, Hobab appeai-s as the experienced

Bedouin sheikh, to whom Moses looked for the

material safety of his cumbrous caravan in the new
and difficult ground before them. The tracks and

passes of that " waste howling wilderness " were

aU familiar to him, and his practiced sight would

be to them "instead of eyes" in discerning the

distant clumps of verdure which betokened the wells

or springs for the daily encampment, and in giving

timely warning of the approach of Amalekites or

other spoilers of the desert. [Jethho.] G.

HO'BAH [or HO'BA, A. V. ed. 1611]

(nmn [concealed, Ges. ; lurking-hole, Fiirst]

:

Xo^a- Hoba), the place to which Abraham pursued

the kings who had pillaged Sodom (Gen. xiv. 15).

It was situated " to the north of Damascus

"

(ptt?^"! / ^S^t27^). Josephus mentions a tra-

dition concerning Abraham which he takes from
"Nicolaus of Damascus:— "Abraham reigned at

Damascus, being a foreigner . . . and his name is

still famous in the country; and there is shown a

village called from him The IlabtVilion of Abra-
liain'" {Ant. i. 7, § 2). It is remarkable that in

tlie village of Burzeh, three miles north of Damas-
cus, there is a icehj held in Jiigh ^eneration by the

Mohammedans, and called after the name of the

patriarch, Masjad Ibirihim, " the prayer-place of

Abraham." The tradition attached to it is that

here Ai)raham oftered thanks to God after the total

discomfiture of the eastern kings. Behind the ively

is a cleft in the rock^ in whicli another tradition

represents the patriarch as taking refuge on one

occasion from the giant Ninirod. It is n'murkabla

that the word //(/i'/; signifies " a lu<liiiii'-l)lace."

The Jews of Damascus atfirm that tlie village of
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Jobm; not far from Biirzeh, is the Hobah of Scrip-

ture. Tliey have a syiiaj^ogue there dedicated to

Elijah, to which they make frequent pilgrimages

(see p. 720 b, note; also Handb.for Syr. and Pal.

pp. 491, 492). J. L. P.

HOD (Tin [splendor, oi-nament] : 'Xia; [Vat.]

Alex. X15 : Hod), one of the sons of Zophah, among

the descendants of Asher (1 Chr. vii. 37).

HODA'IAH [3 syl.] (Chetib, ^nV.YlH,

altered in the Ke7-i to •in^lt!'*''^? »'• «• Hoda-

via'hu [splendor of Jeliova'li] : 'OSoXia ; Alex.

nSovia: Oduiit), son of Elioiinai, one of the last

memliers of the royal line of Judah; mentioned 1

Chr. iii. 24.

HODAVI'AH (n^n'in [as above] : 'ClSovia:

Odoia). 1. A man of Manasseh, one of the heads

of the half-tribe on the east of Jordan (1 Chr. v.

24).

2. [Vat. OSyia: Oduia.] A man of Benjamin,

son of Has-senuah (1 Chr. ix. 7 ).

3. [Vat. 2o5ouia: Odarin.] A I^evite, who

geems to have given his name to an important

family in the tribe— the Bene Hodaviah (Ezr. ii.

40). In Nehemiah the name appears as Hodevah.
Lord A. Hervey ha.s called attention to the fact

that this name is closely connected with Judah

(Genenluffies, p. 119). This being the case, we

probably find this HodavLah mentioned agaui in

iii. 9.

HO'DESH (ttnn [neiu moon, or time of the

new nmm'] : 'A5a ;
[Comp. x6^is •"] Hodes), a

woman named in the genealogies of Benjamin (1

Chr. viii. 9) as the wife of a certain Shaharaim,

and mother of seven children. Shaharaim had two

wives besides Hodesh, or ^Mssibly Hodesh was a

second name of one of those women (ver. 8 ). The

LXX. by reading Baara, BaaSa, and Hodesh, 'A5a,

seem to wish to establish such a connection.

HOD'EVAH (nn^n, Keri n''l'\r{ [perh.

bri)/htness, ornament of Jeliorah']: OuSouia: [Vat.

0ouSouia:] Alex. Ou5out5: Oduln), Bene-Hodevah I

[sons of H.], a Le\-ite family, returned from Cap-

tivity with Zerubbabel (Xeh. vii. 43). In the

parallel lists it is given as Hodaviah (No. .3) and

SUDIAS.

HODI'AH (n*"T'"in [splendor of Jehovah]:

ri'lSovia; Alex. louSaia; [Comp. 'nSi'a:] Odaia),

one of the two wives of Ezra, a man of Judah, and

motlier to the founders of Keilah and Eshtemoa

(1 Chr. iv. 19). She is doulitless the same person

as Jehudijah (in verse 18, that is " the Jewess "),

in fact, except the article, which is disregarded in

the A. v., the two names are identical [conip.

Hodaviah, No. 3]. Hodiah is exactly the same

name as HoDUAir, under which form it is ^iven

more than once in the A. V.

HODI'JAH (nn'in [as above] : 'CiUvta:

Odin, Odiiia). This is in the original precisely the

same name as the preceding, though spelt diflferently.

in the A. V. It occurs—
1. A Levite in the time of Ezra and Nehemiah

(Neh. viii. 7: and probably also ix. 5; x. 10). The
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name with others is omitted in the two first of

these passages in the LXX.
2. ['ClSovfx.; Alex. nSova'- Odaia.'] Another

Levite at the same time (Neh. x. 13).

3. ['nSoui'a; Vat. Alex. FA. OSovia'- Odaia.]

A layman ; one of the " heads " of the people at

the same time (Neh. x. 18).

HOG'LAH (nb^n [partridge] : 'EyAc^;

Alex. Aj7Aa, AiyXa^: Hegla), the third of the

five daughters of Zelophehad, in whose favor the

law of inheritance was altered so that a daughter

could inherit her father's estate when he left no

sons (Num. xxvi. 33, xxvii. 1, xxxvi. 11, Josh.

xvii. 3).

The name also occurs in Beth-hoglah, which

see.

HO'HAM (nnin [whom Jehovah incites,

des.]; 'EAo/x; Alex. AiXafj.;"' Oham), king of

Heliron at the time of the conquest of Canaan

(Josh. X. 3) ; one of the five kings who were pursued

by Joshua down the pass of Beth-horon, and who
were at last captured in the cave at IMakkedah and

there put to death. As king of Hebron he is

frequently referred to in Josh, x., but his name
occurs in the above passage only.

HOLM-TREE {irpivos- Hex) occurs only in

the ajwcryphal story of Susanna (ver. 58). The
passage contains a characteristic play on the names

of the two trees mentioned by the elders in their

evidence. That on tlie mastich (crxivov . . .

ayye\oi uKiaei an) has been noticed under that

head [Mastich-tkee, note^. That on the holm-

tree (Trpivov) is " the angel of God waiteth with the

sword to cut thee in two " (jVo npicrai (re). For the

historical significance of these puns see Susanna.
The -Kplvos of Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, iii. 7, §

3, and 10, § 1, and elsewhere) and Dioscorides (1.

144) denotes, there can be no doubt, the Quercus

coccifera, the Q.pseudu-coccifera. which is perhaps

not specifically distinct from the first-mentioned

oak. The ilex of the Roman writers was applied

both to the holm-oak (
Quercus ilex) and to the

Q. coccifera or kermes oak. See Phny {H. N.
xvi. G).

For the oaks of Palestine, see a paper by Dr.

Hooker in the Transactions of the Linnman Society,

vol. xxiii. pt. ii. pp. 381-387. [Oak.] W. H.

I

HOLOFER'NES, or, more correctly, Olo-
FERNEs('OAo(f)€pi'r]s: [Hvlofernes]),^ was, accord-

ing to the book of Judith, a general of Nebuchad-

nezzar, king of the Assyrians (Judg. ii. 4), who was

slain by the Jewish heroine Judith during the siege

of Bethulia. [Judith.] The name occurs twice in

Cappadocian history, as borne by the brother of

Ariarathes I. (c. B. c. 350), and afterwards by a

pretender to the Cappadocian throne, who was at

first supported and afterwards imprisoned by Deme-
trius Soter (c. B. c. 158). Tlie termination (Tis-

aaphernes, etc.) points to a Persian origin, but the

meaning of the word is uncertain. B. F. AV.

HO'LON iX^'n [abode, halting-place, Sim.] :

XaXov Kol Xavvd, Alex. XtAovcov; ri FfWd, Alex.

n.\wv: Oliin, Holon). 1. A town in the mountahis

of Judah; one of the first group, of which Debir

was apparently the most considerable. It is named
between Goshen and Giloh (Josh. xv. 51), and

« Id each MS. the same equivalent as the above has

been given for Hoham.

ft * In the A. V. ed. 1611 the name is generally

printed " Olofemes," though " Holofernes " also oc-

curs. A.
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iras allotted with its " suburbs " to the priests

(xxi. 15). Ill the list of priest's cities of 1 Chr.

vi. the name appears as Hilen. In the Onomas-
ticon (" Helon " and " Olou ") it is mentioned, but

not so as to imply its then existence. Nor has the

name been since recognized by travellers.

2. (P^n [as above]: XfXwy- Helon), a city

of Moab (Jer. xlviii. 21, only). It was one of the

towns of the Mislior, the level downs (A. V. " plain

country") east of Jordan, and is named with

Jahazah, Dibon, and other known places; but no

identification of it has yet taken place, nor does it

appear in the parallel Usts of Num. xxxii. and

Josh. xiii. G.

HO'MAM (D^nn [extermination, Ges.] :

hljiav- Hoinnn), the form under which in 1 Chr.

i. 39 an Edomite name appears, which in Gen.

xxxvi. is given Hemasi. Homam is assumed by

Gesenius to be the original form (Thes. p. 38.5 a).

By Knobel {Genesis, p. 2-54), the name is compared

with that of Homaima Ix.^^^'-^V a town now

ruined, though once important, half-way between

Petra and Ailath, on the ancient road at the back

of the mountain. See Laborde, Journey, p. 207,

Atneime ; also the Arabic authorities mentioned by
Knobel. G.

HOMER. [Measures.]

* HONEST. [Honesty.]

* HONESTY, for a-e/jLvST-n^ (A. V.), 1 Tim.
ii. 2, is more restricted in its idea than the Greek
word (rffiuSTris- The latter designates generally

dignity of character, including of course probity,

but also other qualities allied to self-control and
decorum. The same word is rendered "gravity,"

1 Tim. iii. 4, and Tit. ii. 7. It may be added that

"honest" (which in the N. T. usually represents

Ka\6s, once (re/uLvia) is often to be taken as equiv-

alent to "good " or "reputable." Like the Latin

honestus, it describes what is honorable, becoming,

or morally l)eautiful in character and conduct.
" Honestly " is used in the A. V. in a similar man-
ner as the rendering of eua-xv/J-^vcos and Ka\d>s
(Rom. xiii. 13; 1 Thess. iv. 12; lleb. xiii. 18).

H.

HONEY. We have already noticed [Food]
the extensive use of honey as an article of ordinary

food among the Hebrews : we shall therefore in the

present article restrict ourselves to a description of

the different articles which passed under the Hebrew

name of d'bask {WD.'^). In the first place it ap-

plies to the product of the bee, to which we ex-

clusively apply the name of honey. All travellers

agree in describing Palestine as a land " flowincf

with honey " (Lx. iii. 8), bees being abundant even

in the remote parts of the wilderness, where they

deposit their honey in the crevices of the rocks or

in hollow trees. In some parts of northern Arabia
the hills are so well stocked with bees, tliat no
sooner are hives placed than they are occupied

(VVellsted's Trnvek, ii. 123). The Hebrews had
special expressions to describe the exuding of the

honey from the comb, such as nopheth (HC^),

"dropping" (Cant. iv. 11; Prov. v. 3, xxiv. 13),

izuph (^^!J), "overflowing" (Ps. xix. 10; Prov.

xvi. 24), and ycCar (T!?^) or ya'drah (mi?^) (1

Sam. xiv. 27; Cant. v. 1) — expressions which
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answer to the mel aceiuni of Pliny (xi. 15): the
second of these terms approaches nearest to the
sense of "honey coot6," inasmuch as it is connected
with nophtth in Ps. xix. 10, "the droppings of the

comb." (2.) In the second place, the term d'bash

applies to a decoction of the juice of the grape,

which is still called dibs, and which forms an article

of commerce in the East; it was this, and not
ordinary bee-honey, which Jacob sent to Joseph
(Gen. xliii. 11), and which the Tyrians purchased
from Palestine (Ez. xxvii. 17). The mode of pre-

paring it is described by Pliny (xiv. 11): the must
was either boiled down to a half (in which case it

was called defrutuni), or to a third (when it was
called siracum. or sapa, the aifiaios oJvos, and

e^ri/xa of the Greeks): it was mixed either with

wine or milk (Virg. Gevrt/. i. 290; Ov. Fast. iv.

780) : it is still a favorite article of nutriment
among the Syrians, and has the appearance of

coarse honey (Kussell, Aleppo, i. 82). (3.) A third

kind has been described by some writers as " vege-

table " honey, by which is meant the exudations

of certain trees and shrubs, such as the Tuinarix

mnnnifera, found in the peninsula of Sinai, or the

stunted oaks of Luristan and Mesopotamia. The
honey which Jonathan ate in the wood (1 Sam.
xiv. 2.5), and the "wild honey" which supported

St. John (Jlatt. iii. 4), have been referred to this

species. AV^e do not agree to this view : the honey
in the wood was in such abundance that Jonathan
took it up on the end of a stick ; but the vegetable

honey is found only in small globules, whicli must
be carefully collected and strained before being used

(Wellsted, ii. 50). The use of the term ydUir in

that passage is decisive against this kind of honey.

The jueAi aypiov of Matthew need not mean any-
thing else than the honey of the wild bees, which
we have already stated to be common in Palestine,

and which Josephus (B. J. iv. 8, § 3) specifies

among the natural productions of the plain of

Jericho : the expression is certainly applied by
Diodorus Siculus (xix. 94) to honey exuded from
trees; but it may also be applied like the Latin

met sileestre (PUn. xi. 16) to a particular kind of

bee-honey. (4.) A fourth kind is described by
.Josephus (I. c), as being manufactured from the

juice of the date.

The prohibition against the use of honey in meat
offerings (Lev. ii. 11) appears to have been grounded
on the fermentation produced by it, honey soon

turning sour, and even forming vinegar (Plin. xxi.

48). This fact is embodied in the Talmudical
word ld(lbish^= "to ferment," derived from d'bash.

Other explanations have l)een offered, as that bees

were unclean (Philo de Sacrif. c. 6, App. ii. 255),

or that the honey was the artificial dibs (Bahr,

Symhol. ii. 323). W. L. B.

* HONEY-COMB. [Honey.]

* HOOD. Is. iii. 23. [Head-dress.]

HOOK, HOOKS. Various kinds of hooks

are noticed in the Bible, of which the following are

the most important.

1. Fishing-hooks (HS^, "T'D, Am. iv. 2 ;

nSn, ,Iob xli. 2; Is. xix. 8; Hab. i. 15). The

two first of these Hebrew terms mean primarily

thorns, and secondarily Jishinf/-hook's, from the

similarity in shape, or perhaps from thorns having

been originally used for the jnirpose ; in both cases

the LXX. and Vulg. are mistaken in their render-

ings, giving '6n\oii and conlis for the first, \e$j)-
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Tas and ollis for the second ; the third term refers

GO the contraction of the mouth by the hools.

2 n^n (A. V. "thorn"), properly a rinr/

(ipeWioy, circulus) placed through the mouth of

a large fish and attached by a cord (^l£j?M) to a

stake for the purpose of keeping it alive in the

water (Job xli. 2); the word meaning the cord is

rendered "hook" in the A. V. and= (rxo'»'os.

3. nn and Hin, generally rendered "hook"

m the A. V. after the LXX. 'ayKiarpov, but prop-

erly a ring {circulus), such as in our country is

placed through the nose of a bull, and similarly

used in the east for leading about lions (Ez. xix. 4,

where the A. V. has " with chains "), camels, and

other animals. A similar method was adopted for

leading prisoners, as in the case of IManasseh who

was led with rings (2 Chr. xxxiii. 11; A. V. "in

the thorns"). An illustration of this practice is

found in a bas-relief discovered at Khorsabad (Lay-

ard, ii. 376). The expression is used several times

in this sense (2 K. xix. 28; Is. xxxvii. 29; Ez.

xxix. 4, xxxviii. 4). The term ti?i7.*'D is used in

a similar sense in Job xl. 24 (A. V. " bore his nose

with a gin," margin).

Hook. (Laj-arcl's Ninereh.)

4. D^ll, a term exclusively used in reference to

the Tabernacle, rendered "hooks" in the A. V.

The LXX. varies in its rendering, sometimes giv-

ing Kf(pa\is, i- c. the cnpilnl of the pillars, some-

times Kp'iKos and ayKvKy] ; the expenditure of gold,

as given in Ex. xxxviii. 28, has led to this doubt;

they were, however, most probably hoo/:s (Ex. xxvi.

32, 37, xxvii. 10 ff., xxxviii. 10 ft'.); the word seems

to have given name to the letter 1 in the Hebrew

alphabet, possibly from a similarity of the form in

which the latter appears in the Greek Bicjamma,

to that of a hook.

5. m^T^, a vine-dresser's pruning-hook (Is.

ii. 4, xviii. .5; Mic. iv. 3; Joel iii. 10).

C. ^/T^ ''*''":1 n37tH (Kpedypa), a flesh-hook

for getting up the joints of meat out of the boiling

pot (Ex. xxvii. 3; 1 Sam. ii. 13-14).

7. D";i?Dp (Ez. xl. 43), a term of very doubt-

ful meaning, probably meaning "hooks " (as in the

A. v.), used for the purpose of hanging up ani-

mals to flay them (paxiUi bij'urci, Ges. Thes. p.

1470): other meanings given are— ledges (labia,

Vulg.), or eaves, as though the word were C^nDtt? •

pens for keeping the animals previous to tlieir being

slaughtered ; hearth-stones, as in the margin of the

A. V. ; and lastly, gutters to receive and carry off"

the blood from the slaughtered animals.

W. L. B.

HOPH'NI 035n, a fghter [« purjilist,

boxer, Ges. ; owe strony, powerful, Fiirst] : 'Oc^j/t

HOR, MOUKT
[Vat. -j/et; Alex, in 1 Sam. ii. 34, Y.<pvii, iv. 4,

11, 17, 0(|)ve(: Ophni]) and Phinehas (DnS'^Q,

*ji'€e's [Vat. 4>eji/6es] ), the two sons of Eli, who
fulfilled their hereditary sacerdotal duties at Shiloh.

Their brutal rapacity and lust, which seemed to

acquire fresh violence with their father's increasing

years (1 Sam. ii. 22, 12-17), filled the people with

disgust and indignation, and provoked the curse

which was denounced against their father's house

first by an unknown prophet (vv. 27-36), and then

by Samuel (1 Sam. iii. 11-14). They were both

cut off in one day in the flower of their age, and
the ark which they had accompanied to battle

against the Philistines was lost on the same occa-

sion (1 Sam. iv. 10, 11). The predicted ruin and
ejectment of EU's house were fulfilled in the reign

of Solomon. [Eli; Zadok.] The unbridled

licentiousness of these young priests gives us a ter-

rilile glimpse uito the fallen condition of the chosen

people (Ewald, Gesch. ii. .538-638).« The Scrip-

ture calls them "sons of Belial " (1 Sam. ii. 12);

and to this our great poet alludes in the words—
' To him no temple stood

a * Dean Stanley finds a lessoa also for other and
later times in that " great and instructive wicked-

oees " which the names of Phinehas and Hophni recall

Or altar smoked
;
yet who more oft than he

In temples and at altars, when the print

Turns atheist, as did Kli's sons, who filled

With lust and violence the house of God ?
"

Par. Lost, i. 492. F. W. P.

HOR, MOUNT ("inn ~lh, == Hw the

mountain, remarkable as the only case in which

tlie name conies first). 1. {"rip rh opos- Mons
Ilor), the mountain in which Aaron died (Num.
XX. 25, 27). The word Hor is regarded by the

lexicographers as an archaic form of liar, the usual

Hebrew term for " mountain " (Gesenius, Thes.

p. 391 b ; Fiirst, Handwb. ad voc., etc.), so that the

meaning of the name is simply " the mountain of

mountains," as the LXX. have it in another case

(see below. No. 2) rh opos r'i) opoj:. Vulg. mons
altissinnis; and Jerome {Ep. ad Fabiohtin) " non

in monte simpliciter sed in montis monte."

The few facts given us in the Bible regarding

jNIount Hor are soon told. It was " on the lioundary

line" (Num. xx. 23) or "at the e(Jge " (xxxiii. 37)

of the land of Edom. It was the next halting-

place of the people after Kadesh (xx. 22, xxxiii.

37), and they quitted it for Zalmonah (xxxiii. 41)

in the road to the Red Sea (xxi. 4). It was during

the encampment at Kadesh that Aaron was gath-

ered to his fathers. At the command of Jehovah,

he, his brother, and his son ascended the moun-
tain, in the presence of the people, " in the eyes

of all the congregation." The garments, and with

the garments the oflice, of high-priest were taken

from Aaron and put upon Eleazar, and Aaron died

there in the top of the mountain. In the circum-

stances of the ascent of the height to die, and in

the marked exclusion from the Promised Land, the

end of the one brother resemliled the end of the

other; but in the presence of the two suivivors,

and of the gazing crowd below, there is a striking

diflference between this event and the sohtary death

of Moses.

Mount Hor " is one of the very few spots con-

nected with the wanderings of the Israelites which

admit of no reasonable doubt " (Stanley, Syr. and

Pal. p. 86). It is almost unnecessary to state that

to us. See his remarks. History of the Jewish, Chmck,

i. 418. B
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it is situated on the eastern side of the great valley

of the Arabah, the highest and most conspicuous

of the whole range of the sandstone mountains of

Edom, having close beneath it on its eastern side—
though strange to say the two are not visible to

each other— the mysterious city of Petra. The
tradition has existed from the earliest date. Jose-

phus does not mention the name of Hor (Ant. iv.

4, § 7), but he describes the death of Aaron as

taking place " on a very high mountain which sur-

rounded the metropolis of the Arabs," which latter

" was formerly called Arke, but now Petra." In

the Onomasiicon of Eusebius and Jerome it is Or
vions— "a mountain in which Aaron died, close

to the city of Petra." When it was visited by the

Crusaders (see the quotations in Rob. 521), the

sanctuary was already on its top, and there is little

doubt that it was then what it is now— the Jebel

Nebi-IIarun, " the mountain of the Prophet
Aaron."
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[
Of the geological formation of Mount Hor we

have no very trustworthy accounts. The general

structure of the range of Edom, of which it forms

the most prominent feature, is new red sandstone,

displaying itself to an enormous thickness. Above
that is the Jura limestone, and higher still the

cretaceous beds, which latter in JNIount Seir are

reported to be 3,.500 feet in thickness (Wilson,

Lands, i. 194). Through these deposited strata

longitudinal dykes of red granite and porphjTy

have forced their waj', running nearly north and

south, and so completely silicifying the neighboring

sandstone as often to give it the look of a primitive

rock. To these combinations are due the extraor-

dinary colors for which Petra is so famous. Mount
Hor itself is said to be entirely sandstone, in very

horizontal strata (Wilson, i. 290). Its height,

accordmg to the latest measurements, is 4,800 feet

(Eng.) above the Jlediterranean, that is to say

about 1,700 feet above the town of Petra, 4,000

View of the suniniit of Mount Hor. (From Laborde.)

above the level of the Arabah, and more than 6,000

above the Dead Sea (Roth, in Petermann's MiU
theil. 1858, i. 3). The mountain is marked, far

and near, by its double top, which rises like a huge

castellated building from a lower base and is sur-

mounted by the circular dome of the tomb of

Aaron, a distinct white spot on the dark red sur-

face of the mountain (Stanley, 86 ; Laborde, 143

;

Stephens, Jiicidents). This lower base is the " plain

of Aaron," beyond which Burckhardt was, after all

his toils, prevented from ascending. " Out of this

plain, culminating in its two summits, springs the

red sandstone mass, from its base upwards rocky

and naked, not a bush or a tree to relieve the rug-

ged and broken corners of the sandstone blocks

which compose it. On ascending this mass a little

plain is found to he between the two peaks, marked

by a white cy|)ress, and not unlike the celebrated

plain of the cypress under the summit of Jebel

Miisa, traditionally believed to be the scene of

Elijah's vision. The southernmost of the two, on

approaching, takes a conical form. Tlie northern-

most is truncated, and crowned by the chapel of

Aaron's tomb." The chapel or mosk is a small

square building, measuring inside about 28 feet by

33 (WUson, 295), with its door in the S. W. angle.

It is built of rude stones, in part broken columns,

all of sandstone, but fragments of granite and
niarl)le lie about. Steps lead to the ilat roof of

the chapel, from which rises a white dome as usual

over a saint's tomb. The interior of the chapel

consists of two chambers, one below the other.

The upper one has four large pillars and a stone

chest, or tombstone, like one of the ordinary slabs

in churchyards, but larger and higher, and rather

bigger at the top than the bottom. At its head is

a high round stone, on which sacrifices are made,

and which retained, when Stephens saw it, the

marks of the smoke and blood of recent offerings.

" On the slab are Arabic inscriptions, and it is

covered with shawls chiefly red. One of the pil-

lars is hung with votive offerings of beads, etc.,

and two ostrich eggs are suspended over the chest.

Steps in the N. W. angle lead down to the lower

chamber, which is partly in the rock, but plastered.

It is perfectly dark. At the end, apparently under

the stone chest above, is a recess guarded by a gra^

ting. Within this is a rude protuberance, whether

of stone or plaster was not ascertainable, resting on

wood, and covered by a ragged pall. This lower

recess is no doubt the tomb, and possibly ancient.

What is above is only the artificial monument and
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certainly modern." « In one of the walls of the

upper chamber is a " round polished black stone,"

one of those mysterious stones of which the pro-

totype is the Kaaba at Mecca, and which, like that,

would appear to he the object of great devotion

(Martineau, 419, 420).

The impression received on the spot is that

Aaron's death took place in the small basin be-

tween the two peaks, and that the people were

stationed either on the plain at the base of the

peaks, or at that part of the Wadij Ahii-Kusheybth

from which the top is commanded. Josephus says

that the ground was sloping downwards {Karavres

iiv rh x'^P'-oV, Ant. iv. 4, § 7). But this may be

the mere general expression of a man who had
never been on the spot. The greater part of the

above information has been kindly communicated
to the writer by Professor Stanley.

The chief interest of Mount Hor will always con-

sist in the prospect from its summit— the last view

of Aaron— " that view which was to him what
Pisgah was to his brother." It is described at

length by Irby (134), Wilson (i. 292-9), Martineau

(420), and is well summed up hy Stanley in the

following words: " We saw all the main points on

which his eye must have rested. He looked over

the valley of the Arabali countersected by its hun-
dred watercourses, and beyond, over the wliite

mountains of the wUderness they had so long trav-

ersed ; and at the northern edge of it there must
have been visiljle the heights through which the

Israelites had vainly attempted to force their way
into the Promised Land. This was the western

view. Close around him on the east were the

rugged mountains of Edom. and far along the

horizon the wide downs of Mount Seir, through

which the passage had been denied by the wild

tribes of Esau who hunted over their long slopes."

On the north lay the mysterious Dead Sea gleam-

ing from the depths of its profound basin (Stej)hens,

Incidents). " A dreary moment, and a dreary

scene— such it must have seemed to the aged

priest. . . . Tlie peculiarity of the view is the com-
bination of wide extension with the scarcity of

marked features. Petra is shut out by intervening

rocks. But the survey of the Desert on one side,

and the mountains of Edom on the other, is com-
plete; and of these last the great feature is the

mass of red bald-headed sandstone rocks, intersected

not by valleys but by deep seams " (.S. <f P. p. 87).

Though Petra itself is entirely shut out, one out-

lying building— if it may be called a building—
is visible, that which goes by the name of the Z>eM',

or Convent. Professor Stanley has thrown out a

suggestion on the connection between the two which
is well wortli further investigation.

Owing to the natural ditticulties of the locaUty

and the caprices of the Arabs, ]\Iount Hor and
Petra are more difficult of access than any other

places which Europeans usually attempt to visit.

The records of these attempts— not all of them
successes —• will be found in the works of Burck-
hardt, Irby and JIangles, Stephens, Wilson, Robin-

son, Martineau, and Stanley. They are sufficient

to invest the place with a secondary interest, hardly

inferior to that which attaches to it as the halting-

place of the children of Israel, and the burial-piace

of Aaron.

n If Burckhardfs informants were correct (Syria,

p. 431), there is a considerable difference between what
the tomb was even when he sacrificed his kid on the

HORAM
2. (tJ) opos rh upos- mons altisslmus.) A monn-

tain, entirely distinct from the preceding, named,

in Num. xxxiv. 7, 8, only, as one of the marks of

the northern boundary of the land which the chil-

dren of Israel were about to conquer. The identi-

fication of this mountain has always been one of

the puzzles of Sacred Geography. The Mediter-

ranean was the western boundary. The northern

boundary started from the sea; the first point in it

was Mount Hor, and the second the entrance of

Hamath. Since Sidon was subsequently allotted

to the most northern tribe— Asher— and was, as

far as we know, the most northern town so allotted,

it would seem probable that the northern boundary

would commence at about that point; that is,

opposite to where the great range of Lebanon breaks

down to the sea. The next landmark, the entrance

to Hamath, seems to have been determined by Mr.
Porter as the pass at Kulnt el-Husn, close to Hums,
the ancient Hamath— at the other end of the

range of Lebanon. [Haiiatit, Amer. ed ] Surely
" Mount Hor " then can be- nothing else than the

great chain of Lebanon itself. Looking at the mas-

sive character and enormous height of the range, it

is very difficult to suppose that any individual peak

or mountain is intended and not the whole mass,

which takes nearly a straight course between the

two, points just named, and includes below it the

great plain of the Buka'a and the whole of Pales-

tine properly so called.

The Targum Pseudojon. renders ]Mount Hor by
Umanos, proliably intending Amana. The latter

is also the reading of the Talmud (
Gi/ti?i 8, quoted

by Fiirst, sub rocc), in which it is connected with

the Amana named in Cant. iv. 8. But the situation

of this Amana is nowhere indicated by them. It

caimot have any connection with the Amana or

Abana river which flowed through Damascus, as

that is quite away from the position required in

the passage. By the Jewish geographers Schwarz

(24, 25) and Parchi (Benj. of Tudela, 413, &c.),

for various traditional and linguistic reasons, a

mountain is fixed upon very far to the north, be-

tween Tripoli and Hamath, in fact, though they do

not say so, very near the JMons Amanus of the

classical geographers. But this is some 200 miles

north of Sidon, and 150 above Hamath, and is

surely an unwarranted extension of the limits of

the Holy Land. The great range of Lebanon is so

clearly the natural northern boundary of the coun-

try, that there seems no reason to douljt that the

whole range is intended l)y the term Hor. G.
* Dr. Kobinson (Pliys. Geor/r. p. 345) would limit

this Hor either to " the northern end of Lebanon

Proper or a Hor connected with it." Porter also

(Giant Cities of Bnshun, etc., p. -TIG) fixes on the

northern peak of Lebanon as the point of departure

in tracing the northern boundary, which jieak he

represents as sufficiently conspicuous to be thus

singled out. The entire Lebanon range, stretching

so far from north to south, would certainly be very

indefinite if assigned as the starting-point for run-

ning the line in that direction. In other respects

this description of the Land of Promise (Num.
xxxiv. 3-12) may be said to be remarkably specific

in the designation of places. H.

HO'RAM (D^h {elevated, (/ren{\: 'EAci/i;

plain below, and when Irby and Mangles visited it,

six years after.
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[Vat.] Alex. AiAa/x; [Aid. 'npct^: TToram), kins;

of Gezek at the time of the conquest of tho south-

western part of Palestine (.Josh. x. 33). He came

to the assistance of Lachish, but was slaughtered

by Joshua with all liis peojile. Whether the Gezer

which he governed was that commonly mentioned,

or another place further south, is not determinable.

HO'REB [3nn, dnj: Xaip^0; Alex, in

Deut. i. 19, Sox^ofl: floreb], Ex. iii. 1, xvii. G,

xxxiii. 6; Deut. i. 2, G, li), iv. 10, 1.5, v. 2, ix. 8,

xviii. IG, xxix. 1; 1 K. viii. 9, xix. 8; 2 Chr. v. 10;

Ps. cvi. 19; Mai. iv'. 4; Ecclus. xlviii. 7. [Sinai.]

HO'REM (D!!?n [consecrated, Ges.: foriress,

Fiirst] : Meya\aapi/u. [Vat. -eifi], Alex. Mayoa-
\i-qwpafx, lioth Ijy inclusion of the preceding name

:

Homii), one of the fortified places in the territory

of Naphtali; named with Iron and Jligdal-el (.Tosh.

xix. 38). Van de Velde (i. 178-9; Memoir, 322)

suggests Hurah as the site of Horem. It is an

ancient site in the centre of the country, half-way

between the Rns en-Ni'ikhura and the Lake ^lerom,

on a Tell at the southern end of the W'uhj el-Ain,

one of the natural features of the country. It is

also in favor of this identification that llurah is

near Yitri'in, probalily the representative of the

ancient Irox, named with Horem. G.

HOR HAGID'GAD (llian "iH [moun-

tain of tlie cleft, Kiirst] : opos ra57a5: Mons Gad-

ffad—both reading "IPT for "IPI), the name of a

desert station where the Israelites encamped (Num.
xxxiii. 32), probably the same as Gudgodah (Deut.

X. 7). In both passages it stands in sequence with

three others, Moserah or iVIoseroth, (Beeroth) Bene-

Jaakan, and .Jotl)ath or Jotliathah ; but the order

is not strictly preserved. Hengstenberg
( Genuine-

ness of the Pentateuch, ii. 356) has sousht to ac-

count for this by supposing that they were in Deut.

X. 7 going the opposite way to that in Num. xxxiii.

32. For the consideration of this see Wilderness

OF Wandering. Gcdged (Arab. cV'^^lV^
)

means a hard and level tract. We have also Gucl-

> c >

r/ud (Arab. cX^lX^^ ). which has among other

meanings that of a well abounding in water. The
plural of either of these might closely ajiproxiniate

in sound to Gud;igid. It is observable that on the

west side of the Arabah Robinson (vol. i., map) has

a Wddi/ Ghudihjhidh, which may bear the same
meaning; but as that meaning might be perhaps

applied to a great number of localities, it would be

dangerous to infer identity. The junction of this

wady with the Arabah would not, however, be un-
suitable for a station between Mount Hor, near

which Moserah lay (conq). Num. xx. 28, Deut. x.

6), and Ezion-Geber. Robinson also mentions a

shrub growing in the Arabah itself, which he calls

L«£L£., Ghuclhdh (ii. 121 comp. 119), which may
also possibly suggest a derivation for the name.

H. H.

HO'RI. 1. ('"in, but in Chron. ''~lhn

[inhabitant of caves, tror/lodi/le, Ges., Fiirst]

:

Xoppol, Alex. Xoppei, in Chron. Xoppi [Vat. -et]

Hori), a Ilorite, as his name betokens; son of

Lotan the son of Seir, and lirother to Hemam or

Homam (Gen. xxxvi. 22; 1 Chr. i. 39). No trace

69
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of the name appears to have been met with in

modern times.

2. (Xoppl ; Alex. Xoppei ' Horrceorum.) In

Gen. xxxvi. 30, the name has in the original the

definite article prefixed

—

*''in^=the Horite ;

and is in fact precisely the same word with that

which in the preceding verse, and also in 21, is

rendered in the A. V. " the Horites."

3. (^"l"in : « -Xovpi in both MSS. [rather, Rom.,

Alex. ; Vat. 'S.ovpet ] Huri.) A man of Simeon

;

father of Shaphat, who represented that tribe

among the spies sent up into Canaan by Moses
(Num. xiii. 5).

HO'RITES and HO'RIMS {^^V. Gen. xiv.

6, and D'^"]"n, Deut. ii. 12: Xop^aToi: Corrcei

[Horroii, Horrhmi ; also HO'RITE in the sing.,

(jen. xxxvi. 20, Xoppalos' Ho/'rceus]), the aborig-

inal inhabitants of Mount Seir ((ien. xiv. (>), and

probably allied to the Emims and liephaims. Fhe

name Ilorite v^J^, a troglodyte, from ^^H, " a

hole" or " cave ") appears to have been derived

from their habits as "cave-dwellers." Their ex-

cavated dwellings are still found in hundreds in the

sandstone cliffs and mountains of Edom, and espe-

cially in Petra. [Ed():\i and Edomites.] It may,

perhaps, be to the Horites -Job refers in xxx. 6, 7.

They are only three times mentioned in Scripture:

first, when they were smitten by the kings of the

East (Gen. xiv. 6); then when their genealogy is

given in Gen. xxxvi. 20-30 and 1 Chr. i. 38-42;

and lastly when they were exterminated by the

Edomites (Deut. ii. 12, 22). It appears proljable

that they were not Canaanites, but an earlier race,

who inhabited JMount Seir before the posterity of

Canaan took possession of Palestine (Ewald, Ges-

chichte, vol. i. 304, 305). J. L. P.

HOR'MAH (na~in [devotement to destruc-

tion, anathema : Rom. Vat. Alex, commonly 'Epfxa

or 'Ep/j.d, but Num. xxi. 3 and Judg. i. 17, 'Avdd-

efxa, 1 Sam. xxx. 30, 'Upt/xovO (Vat. -pet-) ; Rom.
Vat. Num. xiv. 45, 'Ep/jidv, Josh. xii. 14, 'Ep/xdO;^

Alex. .Josh. XV. 30, EpfiaX'- Ho-rma, Hernia, Ilarmn,

Arama (al. Harama)] ; its earlier name Zephath,

HQt^, is found Judg. i. 17) was the chief tovra

of a "king" of a Canaanitish tribe on the south

of Palestine, reduced by Joshua (.J.osh. xii. 14), and
became a city of the territory of Judah (.Tosh. xv.

30; 1 Sam. xxx. 30), but apparently belonged to

Simeon, whose territory is reckoned as parcel of thp

former (Josh. xix. 4; comp. Judg i. 17; 1 Chr «

30). The seeming inconsistency l)etween Num. xxi.

3 and Judg. i. 17 may be relieved by supposing

tliat the vow made at the former period was ful-

filled at the latter, and the name (the root of which,

C^in, constantly occurs in tllB sense of to demote

to destruction, or utterly to destroy) given by antici-

pation. Robinson (ii. 181) identifies the pass Jis-

Sufn, sLb-Oj', with Zephath, in respect both

of the name, which is sufficiently similar, and of

the situation, which is a probable one, namely, the

gap in the mountain tiarrier, which, running about

S. W. and N. V.., completes the plateau of Southern

Palestine, and rises above the less elevated step—

a For this 2, representing H, comp. Hilen, HnjfiL,

Hos.^.
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the level of the desert et- Tih— interposed between

it and the Ghor [Wilderness of Wander-
ing.] H. H.

HORN. I. Literal. (Josh. vi. 4, 5; comp.

Ex. xix. 13 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 1, 13 ; 1 K. i. 39 ; Job

xlii. 14). — Two purposes are mentioned in the

Scriptures to wliich the horn seems to have been

applied. Trumpets were probably at first merely

horns perforated at the tip, such as are still used

upon mountain-farms for calling home the laborers

at meal-time. If the A. V. of Josh. vi. 4, 5 (" rams'

horns," Vll^^H ^1^|7.) were correct, this would

settle the question: but the fact seems to be that

VS^"^ has nothing to do with i-am, and that "|!^|7.)

/«;?•«, serves to indicate an instrument which orig-

inally was made of horn, though afterwards, no

doubt, constructed of different materials (comp.

Varr. L. L. v. 24, 33, " conuia quod ea qu;e nunc

sunt ex iere tunc fiebant bubulo e cornu ").

[Cornet.] The horns which were thus made into

trumpets were probably those of oxen rather than

of rams : the latter would scarcely produce a note

sufficiently imposing to suggest its association with

the fall of Jericho.

The word hum is also applied to a flask, or vessel

made of horn, containing oil (1 Sam. xvi. 1, 13;

1 K. i. 39), or used as a kind of toilet-bottle, filled

with the preparation of antimony with which women
tinged their eye-lashes (Keren-happuch=77«(«/-

horn, name of one of Job's daughters. Job xlii. 14).

So in English, drinking-horn (commonly called a

horn). In the same way the Greek Kipas some-

times signifies bugle, trumpet (Xen. An. ii. 2, § 4),

and sometimes drinking-horn (vii. 2, § 23). In

like manner the Latin cornu means irztmpei, and

also oil-cniet (Hor. Sat. ii. 2, Gl), and funnel

(Virg. Geory. iii. 509).

II. jNIetaphoricvl. — 1. From similarity of
form.— To this use belongs the application of the

word horn to a trumpet of metal, as already men-

tioned. Horns of ivory, that is, elephants' teeth,

are mentioned in Ez. xxvii. 15; either raetaphori-

•cally from similarity of form; or, as seems more

proliable, from a vulgar error. The Itorns of the.

altar (I'^x. xxvii. 2) are not supposed to have been

made of horn, but to have been metaUic projec-

tions from the four corners (ycoviaL Keparo^tS^^s,

Joseph. B. J. v._5, § G). [Altar, p. 74 i.] The
jyeak or summit of a hill was called a horn (Is. v.

1, where hill = horn in Heb. ; comp. Kepas, Xen.

All. v. G, § 7, and cornu, Stat. Theb. v. 532 ; Arab.

Kiirun Ilatlin \_fforns of [latlin], Robinson, Bibl.

ill-, ii. 370; j3erni. Schrec/chorn, Wetterhorn,

Aurhorn; Celt, cairn). In Hab. iii. 4 ("he had

horns coming out of his hand") the context im-

plies rays of light."-

The denominati»e ]"^n := to emit rays, is used

of Moses' face (Ex. xxxiv. 29, 30, 35); so all the

versions except Aquila and the Vulgate, which

have the translations KepardSris ffv, conitila erat.

This curious idea has not only been perpetuated by

paintings, coins, and statues (Zornius, Bihlintli.

Antiq. i. 121), but has at least passed muster with
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Grotius (Annot. ad loc), who cites Aben-Ezra'a

identification of Moses with the horned Mnevis of

Egypt, and suggests that the phenomenon was in-

tended to remind the Israelites of the golden calf!

Spencer (Lcf/. Hebr. iii. Diss. i. 4) tries a recon-

ciliation of renderings upon the ground that cornua

= radii lucis ; but Spanheim {Diss. vii. 1), not

content with stigmatizing the efforts of art in this

direction as " prsepostera industria," distinctly at-

tributes to Jerome a belief in the veritalile horns of

Moses. Bishop Taylor, in all good faith, though

of course rhetorically, compares the " sun's golden

horns " to those of the Hebrew Lawgiver.

2. From similarity of position and use.— Two
principal applications of this metaphor will be found
— strength and honor. Of strength the horn of

the unicorn [Unicorn] was the most frequent

representative'' (Deut. xxxiii. 17, &c.), but not

always; comp. 1 K. xxii. 11, where probably horns

Hair of South Africans ornamented with buffalo-homs.

(Livingstone, Travels, pp. 450, 451.)

of iron, worn defiantly and symbolically on the

head, are intended. Expressive of the same idea,

or perhaps merely a decoration, is the oriental mil-

itary ornament mentioned by Taylor (Odmefs
Frag, cxiv.), and the conical cap observed by Dr.

Livingstone among the natives of S. Africa, and
not improbably suggested by the horn of the rhi-

noceros, so abundant in that country (see Living-

o * So Dr. Noj'es translates, Rays atrpam forllifrom
his hand, and remarks, "May not this denote that

lightnings were in his hands? See Job xxxvi. 32,

He rfvereUi his hands with lif^htning. Also xxxvii. 3,

n, 15.' A.

Heads of modem Asiatics ornamented with horns.

stone's Travels, pp. 365, 450, 557 ; comp. Taylor,

I. c). Among the Druses upon INIount Lebanon

the married women wear silver horns on their

heads. The spiral coils of gold wire projecting on

either side from the female head-dress of some of

the Dutch provinces are evidently an ornanient

borrowed from the same original idea.

In the sense of honor, the word hoi-n stands for

6 * lu this sense David speaks of God (Ps. xviii. 2)

as ' the hoin of his salvation," ?'. e. his mighty, effec-

tual deliverer (comp. Am. vi. 13). Hence ^^e see the im-

port of this same figure and language (xepa? atorqptai

i/Hii') as applied by Zacharias to the Saviour (Luke i

69). H.
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'Jieabslrnct {my horn. Job xvi. 15; nil the horns

of Israel, Lam. ii. 3), and so for the supreme au-

thority (comp. the story of Cippus, Ovid, AJet. xv.

565; and the horn of the Indian Sachem men-

tioned in Clarkson's IJ/e of Pmii). It also stands

for concrete, whence it comes to mean kiny, king-

dom (Uan. viii. 3, &c.; Zech. i. 18; comp. Tar-

quin's dream in Accius, ap. Cic. Die. i. 2-2); hence

on coins Alexander and the Seleucidifi wear horns

(see drawings on p. 61), and the former is called in

Arab, two horned (Kor. xviii. 85 ff.), not without

reference to Dan. viii.

Out of either or both of these two last meta-

phors sprang the idea of representing gods with

horns. Spanheim has discovered such figures on

the Roman denarius, and on numerous Egyptian

coins of the reigns of Trajan, Hadrian, and the

Antonines {Diss. v. p. 353). The Bacchus ravpo-

Kfpus, or conmtus, is mentioned by Euripides

(BaccJi. 100), and among other pagan absurdities

Arnobius enumerates " Dii cornuti " (c. Gent. vi.).

In like manner river- gods are represented with horns

(" tauriformis Aufidus," Hor. Od. iv. 11. 25; tou-

p6fJLop(pov 'u/j./xa Kr)(/)i(roO, Eur. Ion. 1261). For

various opinions on the ground-thought of this

metaphor, see Notes and Queries, i. 119, 45G.

Manx legends speak of a tarroo-ushtey, i. e. loater-

brdl (see Cregeen's Manx Diet.). (See Bochart,

Hieroz. ii. 288; and, for an admirable compen-

dium, with references, Zornius, BiblioOieca Antiqua-

ria, ii. lOG If.). T. E. B.

HORNET (n^")^ : ff,pr)Kla: crabro). That

the Hebrew word tzir'dh describes the hornet, may
be taken for granted on the almost unanimous au-

thority of the ancient versions. Not only were

bees exceedingly numerous in Palestine, but from

the name Zoreah (Josh. xv. 33) we may infer that

hornets in particular infested some parts of the

country : the frequent notices of the animal in the

Talmudicrtl writers (Lewysohn, Zool. § 405) lead to

the same conclusion. In Scripture the hornet is

referred to only as the means which Jehovah em-

ployed for the extirpation of the Canaanites (Ex.

xxi'ii. 28; Deut. vii. 20; Josh. xxiv. 12; Wisd.

xii. 8). Some commentators regard the word as

used in its literal sense, and adduce authenticated

instances, where armies have been seriously mo-
lested by hornets (vElian, xi. 28, xvii. 35 ; Amniian.

Marcellin. xxiv. 8). But the following arguments

seem to decide in favor of a metaphorical sense:

(1) that the word "hornet" in Ex. xxiii. 28 is

parallel to '-fear" in ver. 27; (2) that similar ex-

pressions are undoubtedly used metaphorically, e. g.

" to chase as the bees do "' (Deut. i. 41; Ps. cxviii.

12); (3) that a similar transfer from the literal to

the metaphorical sense may be instanced in the

classical astrus, originally a "gad-fly," afterwards

terror and madness; and lastly (4), that no his-

torical notice of such intervention as hornets occur

in the Bible. We may therefore regard it as ex-

pressing underu vivid image the consternation with

which Jehovah would inspire the enemies of the

Israelites, as declared in Deut. ii. 25, Josh. ii. 11.

W. L. B.

HORONA'IM (n^3"~in = tioo caverns: [in

Is.,] 'PLpoivieifj., Alex. Adwviei/j,; [in Jer.,] 'npco-

vaifjL, ['Optovat/x, etc. :] Oronaim), a town of Moab
\»anied with Zoar and Lidiith (Is. xv. 5; Jer.

dviii. 3, 5, 34), but to the position of which no

ilew is afforded either by the notices of the Bible
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or by mention in other works. It seems to have

Ijeen on an eminence, and approached (like Beth-

horon) by a road which is styled the " way

"

(Tf")^5 Is. XV. 5), or the "descent" (Tllti, Jer.

xlviii. 5). From the occurrence of a similar ex-

pression in reference to Luhith, we might imagine

that these two places were sanctuaries, on the high

places to which the eastern worship of those days

was so addicted. If we accept the name as He-
brew, we may believe the dual form of it to arise,

either from the presence of two caverns in the

neighborhood, or from there having been two towns,

possibly an upper and a lower, as in the case of

the two Beth-horons, coimected by the ascending

road.

From Horonaim possibly came Sanballat the

Horonite. G.

HOR'ONITE, THE ("^phn [patr. from

'J1~)n]= o 'Apwj/t; [Vat. FA. -vei, exc. xiii. 28,

where Rom. 6 Oupai/iTrjs, Vat. Alex. FA. omit:]

Iloroniles), the designation of Sanballat, who was

one of the principal opponents of Nehemiah's

works of restoration (Neh. ii. 10, 19; xiii. 28).

It is derived by Gesenius {Thes. 459) from Horo-

naim the Moabite town, but by Fiirst {Hnndwb.)

from Horon, i. e. [Upper-] Beth-horon. Which
of these is the more accurate is quite uncertain.

The former certainly accords well with the Am-
monite and Arabian who were Sanballat's com-

rades; the latter is perhaps more etymologically

correct. G.

HORSE. The most striking feature in the

Biblical notices of the horse is the exclusive appli-

cation of it to warlike operations ; in no instance is

that useful animal employed for the purposes of

ordinary locomotion or agriculture, if we except Is.

xxviii. 28, where we learn that horses (A. V. " horse-

men "•) were employed in threshing, not however

in that case put in the gears, but simply driven

about wildly over the strewed grain. This remark

will be found to be borne out by the "historical pas-

sages hereafter quoted ; but it is equally striking

in the poetical parts of Scripture. The animated

description of the horse in Job xxxix. 19-25, ap-

plies solely to the war-horse; the mane streaming

m the breeze (A. V. "thunder") which "clothes

his neck; " his lofty bounds " as a grasshopper; "

his hoofs "digging in the valley" with excite-

ment; his terrible snorting.— are brought before

us, and his ardor for the strife —
He swalloweth the ground with fierceness and rage

;

Neither believeth he that it is the sound of the trum-

pet.

He saith among the trumpets Ha, ha !

And he smelleth the battle afar off, the thunder of the

captahis, and the shouting.

So again the bride advances with her charms to an

immediate conquest " as a company of horses in

Pharaoh's chariots" (Cant. i. 9); and when the

prophet Zechariah wishes to convey the idea of

perfect peace, he represents the horse, no more

mixing in the fray as before (ix. 10), but bearing

on his bell (which was intended to strike terror

into the foe) the peaceable inscription • Holiness

unto the Lord " (xiv. 20). Lastly, the character-

istic of the horse is not so much his speed or his

utihty, but his strength (Ps. xxxiii. 17, cxlvii. 10),

as shown in the special appUcation of the term
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aJMr {"1^3S), i. e. strong, as an equivalent for a

horse (Jer. viii. 16, xlvii. 3, 1. 11).

The terms under which the horse is described in

the Hebrew language are usually sus and 2}(i-''('sh

(D-ID, E?"nQ). The origin of these terras is not

satisfactorily made out; Pott {Eiym. Forsch. i.

60) connects them respectively with Susa and
Pares, or Persia, as the countries whence the horse

was derived ; and it is worthy of remark that siis

was also employed in Egypt for a mnre, showing

that it was a foreign term there, if not also in Pal-

estine. There is a marked distinction between the

sus and the parash ; the fonner were horses for

driving in the war chariot, of a heavy build, the

latter were for riding, and particularly for cavah-y.

This distinction is not obsened in the A. Y. from

the circumstance that pdriish also signifies horse-

man ; the correct sense is essential in the following

passages — 1 K. iv. 26, "forty thousand chariot-

horses and twelve thousand C((tY(^;-j/-horses; " Ez.

xxvii. 14, "driving-horses and riding-horses;"

Joel ii. 4, "as riding-horses, so shall they run;"
and Is. xxi. 7, " a train of horses in couples." In

addition to these terms we have recesh (27D^, of

undoubted Hebrew origin) to describe a swift horse,

used for the royal post (P'sth. viii. 10, 14) and sim-

ilar purposes (1 K. iv. 28; A. V. "dromedary"
as also in Esth.), or for a rapid journey (Mic. i.

1.3); rammdc (TfS^), used once for a miii-e (Esth.

viii. 10); and susdh (HD^D) in Cant. i. 9, where

it is regarded in the A. V. as a collective term,

"company of hoises;" it rather means, according

to the received punctuation, "my mare," but still

better, by a slight alteration in the punctuation,

" mares."

The Hebrews in the patriarchal age, as a pastoral

race, did not stand in need of the services of the

horse, and for a long period after their settlement

in Canaan they dispensed with it, partly in conse-

quence of the hilly nature of the country, which

only admitted of the use of chariots in certain lo-

calities ('ludg. i. 19), and partly in consequence of

the prohibition in Deut. xvii. 16, which would be

held to apply at all periods. Accordingly they

hamstnmg the horses of the Canaanites (.Josh. xi.

6. 9). David first established a force of cavalry

and chariots after the defeat of Hadadezer (2 Sam.

viii. 4), when he reserved a hundred chari6ts, and,

as we may infer, all the horses : for the rendering

"houghed all the chariot-Z/wses," is manifestly in-

correct. Shortly after this Absalom was possessed

of some (2 Sam. xv. 1 ). But the great supply of

horses was subsequently effected by Solomon tlirougli

his connection with Egypt; he is reported to have

had " 40,000 stalls of horses for his chariots, and

12,000 cavalry horses" (1 K. iv. 26), and it is

worthy of notice that these forces are mentioned

parenthetically to account for the great security of

life and property noticed in tiie preceding verse.

There is probably an error in the former of these

numbers: for the number of chariots is given in

1 K. X. 26; 2 Clir. i. 14, as 1,400, and consequently

if we allow three horses for each chariot, two in

use and one as a reserve, as was usual in some

countries (Xen. Cyrop. vi. 1, § 2V), the nnmVier

required would be 4,200, or, in round nimibers,

4,000, which is probably the correct reading. Solo-

mon also established a very active trade in horses,

ffhich were brought by dealers out of Egypt and
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resold at a profit to the Hittites, who lived betirean

Palestine and the Euphrates. The passage in which
this commerce is described (1 K. x. 28, 29), is un-

fortunately obscure; the tenor of ver. 28 seems to

be that there was a regularly estabUshed traflnc,

the Egyptians bringing the horses to a mart in the

south of Palestine and handing them over to the

Hebrew dealere at a fixed tariff. The price of a
horse was fixed at 150 shekels of silver, and that

of a chariot at 600 ; in the latter we must include

the horses (for an Egyptian war-chariot was of no
great value) and conceive, as before, that three

horses accompanied each chariot, leaving the value

of the chariot itself at 150 shekels. In addition to

this source of supply, Solomon received horses by
way of tribute (1 K. x. 25). The force was main-

tained by the succeeding kings, and frequent notices

occur both of riding horses and chariots (2 K. ix.

21, 3-3, xi. 10), and particularly of war-chariots (1

K. xxii. 4; 2 K. iii. 7; Is. ii. 7). The force seems

to have failed in the time of Hezekiah (2 K. xviii.

23) in Judah, as it had previously in Israel under

Jehoahaz (2 K. xiii. 7). The number of horses

belonging to the .Tews on their return from Baby-
lon is stated at 736 (Xeh. vii. 68).

In the countries adjacent to Palestine, the use

of the horse was much more frequent. It was in-

troduced into Egypt probably by the Hyksos, as it

is not represented on the moniunents before the

18th dynasty (Wilkinson, i. 386, ubrkhjvi.). At
the period of the Exodus horses were abvmdant

there (Gen. xlvii. 17, 1. 9 ; Ex. ix. 3, xiv. 9, 23

;

Deut. xvii. 16), and subsequently, as we have

already seen, they were able to supply the nations

of M'estern Asia. The Jewish kings sought the

assistance of the Egyptians against the Assyrians

in this respect (Is. xxxi. 1, xxxvi. 8; Ez. xvii. 15).

The Canaanites were possessed of them (Deut. xx.

1; Josh. xi. 4; Judg. iv. 3, v. 22, 28), and like-

wise the Syrians (2 Sam. viii. 4; 1 K. xx. 1; 2 K.
vi. 14, vii. 7, 10) — notices which are confinned by
the pictorial representations on Egyptian monu-
ments (Wilkinson, i. 393, 397, 401), and by the

Assyrian inscriptions relating to Syrian expeditions.

But the cavalry of the Assyrians themselves and
other eastern nations was regarded as most fonuid-

able; the horses themselves were highly bred, as the

Assyrian sculptures still testify, and fully merited

the praise bestowed on them by Ilabakkuk (i. 8),

" swifter than leopards, and more fierce than the

evening wolves;" their riders "clothed in blue,

captains and rulers, all of them desirable young
men " (Ez. xxiii. 6), armed with "the bright sword

and glittering spear" (Nah. iii. 3), made a deep

impression on the Jews, who, plainly clad, went on

foot; as also did their regular array as they pro-

ceeded in couples, contrasting with the disorderly

troops of asses and camels which followed with the

baggage (Is. xxi. 7, receb in this passage signifying

rather a train than a single chariot). The number
employed by the eastern potentates was very great,

Holofernes possessing not less than 12,000 (Jud. ii.

15). At a later period we have frequent notices

of the cavalry of the Groeco-Syrian monarchs (1

Mace. i. 17, iii. 39, &c.).

With regard to the trappings and management

of the horse, we have little information ; the bridle

{restn) was placed over the horse's nose (Is. xxx.

28), and a bit or curb (metJie;/) is also noticed (2

K. xix. 28; Ps. xxxii. 9: Prov. xxvi. 3; Is. xxxvii.

29; in the A. V. it is incorrectly given "bridle,"

with the exception of Ps. xxxii.). The harness of
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the Assyrian horses was profusely decoi-ated, the

bits being gilt (1 Esdr. iii. G), and the bridles

adorned with tassels; on the neck was a collar

terminating in a bell, as descriljed by Zechariah

(xiv. 20). Saddles were not used until a late period;

only one is represented on the Assyrian sculptures

(Layard, ii. 357). The horses were not shod, and

therefore hoofs as hard "as Hint" (Is. v. 28) were

regarded as a great merit. The chariot-horses were

covered with embroidered trappings — the " pre-

cious clothes" manufactured at Dedan (Kz. xxvii.

20): these were fostened by straps and buckles, and

to this perhaps reference is made in Prov. xxx. 31,

in the term znrzir, ".one girded' about the loins"

(A. V. "greyhound"). Thus adorned, Mordecai

rode in state through the streets of Shushan (Esth.

vi. 9). White horses were more particularly ap-

propriate to such occasions, as being significant of

victory (Rev. vi. 2, xix. U, 14). Horses and

chariots were used also in idolatrous processions,

as noticed in regard to the sun (2 K. xxiii. 11).

W. L. B.

Trappings of Assyrian horse'. (Layard.)

* HORSE-GATE. [Jerusalem.]

HORSELEECH (nf^^bV., 'alukah : /35e'A-

Ka- simgidsMja) occurs once only, namely, Prov.

xxx. 15, ""The horseleech hath two daughters, cry-

ing. Give, give." Tliere is little if any doubt that

'dliikah denotes some species of leech, or rather is

the generic term for any bloodsucking annelid, such

as Hirudo (the medicinal leech), Hiemupis (the

horseleech), Limmills, Trochetia, and Aidnstuma,

if all these genera are found in the marshes and
pools of the Bible-lands. Schultens ( Comment, in.

Prov. 1. c.) and Bochart (Hkroz. iii. 785) have

endeavored to show that 'dlukah is to be understood

to signify " fate," or " impending misfortune of

any kind" (J'lilum unlcuique impemlens); they

refer the Hebrew term to the Arabic \diik, j'es

a/jpensa, affixa homini. The " two daughters "

are explained by Bochart to signify Hades (7'IStt.')

and the grave, which are never satisfied. This ex-

planation is certainly very ingenious, but where is

the necessity to appeal to it, when the important

old versions are opposed to any such interpretation ?

The bloodsucking leeches, such as Hirudo and
Hcemopis, were without a doubt known to the

ancient Hebrews, and as the leech has lieen for

ages the enil)lem of rapacity and cruelty, there is

no reason to doubt that this annelid is denoted by
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Wukdh. The Arabs to this day denominate the

Limmitis Nilotica, Udak. As to the expression

" two daughters," which has been by some writers

absurdly explained to allude to " the double tongue "

of a leech — this animal having no tongue at all—
there can be no doubt that it is fiv;urative, and is

intendetl, in the language of oriental hyiierbole, to

denote its bloodthirsty propensity, evidenced by the

tenacity w'th which a leech keeps its hold on the

skin (if /liriulo), or mucous menibi-ane (if Iheinopis).

("omp. Horace, Ep. ad Pis. 476; Cicero, Ep. ad

Attirum, I. 16; Plautus, Epid. act iv. sc. 4. The

etymology of the Hebrew word, from an unused

root which signifies " to adhere," is eminently suited

to a "leech." Gesen'nis (Tlies. p. 1038) reminds

us tliat the Arabic 'alilk is explained in Canuis by

yliid, "a female monster like a vampire, which

sucked human blood." The passage in question,

however, has simply reference to a " leech." The
valuable use of the leech {Hirudo) in medicine,

though undoubtedly known to Pliny and the later

Itoman WTiters, was in all probability unknown to

the ancient Orientals ; still they were doubtless

acquainted with the fact that leeches of the above

named geinis would attach themselves to the skin

of persons going barefoot in ponds ; and they also

probably were cognizant of the propensity horse-

leeches {Ihnmopis) have of entering the mouth and

nostrils of cattle, as they drink from the waters

frequented by tliese pests, which are conunon enough

in Palestine and Syria. W. H.

HO'SAH {T\dn [place of refuye, jn-o-

tectio7i]: [Rom. 'laa-'icp, Vat. -(rei<p;] Alex. Sovaa;
[Aid. 2,coaa\ Comp. 'Clffa-] I/nsa), a city of Asher

(Josh. xix. 2U), the next landmark on the boundary

to Tyre. G.

HO'SAH (nOh [as above] : 'Oo-a ; [Vat.

Oa-ffa, lofl-o-a;] Alex, narje and Clffa- Ilosa), a

man who was chosen by David to be one of the

first doorkeepers (A. V. " porters ") to the ark after

its arrival in Jerusalem (1 Chr. xvi. 38). He was
a Merarite Invite (xxvi. 10), witli "sons and
bretliren " thirteen, of wliom four were certainly

sons (10, 11); and his charge was especially the
" gate Shallecheth," and the causeway, or raised

road which ascended (10, ilVirrT nbp!p).

HOSAN'NA (iiaavydi Heb. S3 Vig'^H,

" Save, we pray; " aSxrov Stj, as Theophylact cor-

rectly interprets it), the cry of the multitudes as

they thronged in our Lord's triumphal procession

into Jerusalem (Matt. xxi. 0, 15; Mar. xi. 9, 10;

John xii. 13). The Psalm from which it was taken,

the 118th, was one with which they were familiar

from being accustomed to recite the 25th and 2Gth

verses at the Feast of Tabernacles. On that occa-

sion the Great Ilallel, consisting of Psalms cxiii.-

cxviii., was chanted by one of the priests, and at

certain intervals the multitudes joined in the

responses, waving their branches of willow and
palm, and shouting as they waved them. Hallelujah,

or Hosanna, or " Lord, I beseecli thee, send now
prosperity" (Ps. cxviii. 25). This was done at the

recitation of the first and last vei'ses of Ps. cxviii.

;

but, according to the school of Hillel, at the words

"Save now, we beseech thee" (ver. 25). The
school of Shammai, on the contrary, say it was at

the words "Send now prosperity" cf the same

verse. Rabban Gamaliel and R. .Joshua were ob-

served by R. Akiba to wave their branches only at
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the words " Save now, we beseech thee " (Mishna,

Succah, iii. 9). On each of the seven days during

which the feast lasted the people thronged in the

court of the Temple, and went in procession about

the altar, settinc; their bouglis bending towards it;

the trumpets sounding as they shouted Hosanna.

But on the seventh day they marched seven times

round the altar, shouting meanwhile the gieat

Hosanna to the sound of the trumpets of the Levites

(I>ightfoot, Temple Service, xvi. 2). The very

children who could wave the palm branches were

expected to take part in the solemnity (INIishna,

Succah, iii. 15; Matt. xxi. 15). From the custom

of waving the boughs of myrtle and willow during

the service the name Hosanna was ultimately trans-

ferred to the boughs themselves, so that according

to Ehas Levita {Tliisbl, s. v.), "the bundles of the

willows of the brook which they carry at the Feast

of Tabernacles are called Hosannas." The term is

frequently appUed by Jewish writers to denote the

Feast of Tabernacles, the seventh day of the feast

being distinguished as the great Hosanna (Bnxtorf,

Lex. Tnlm. s. v. 3727''). It was not uncommon

for the Jews in later times to employ the observances

of this feast, which was preeminently a feast of

gladness, to express their feelings on other occasions

of rejoicing (1 Mace. xiii. 51; 2 Mace. x. 6,7), and

it is not, therefore, matter of surprise that they

should have done so under the circumstances

recordetl in the Gospels. W. A. W.

HOSE'A (Vty'in [help, deliverance, Ges. ; or,

Godis help, Fiirst] : 'flfrrjf, LXX. ; 'narff, N. T.

[in Tisch. ed. 7, but 'Cicrrie, Elz., Lachm.] : Osee),

son of Beeri, and first of the Minor Prophets as

they appear in the A. V. The name is precisely

the same as Hoshka, which is more nearly equiv-

alent to the Hebrew.

Time.— This question must be settled, as far as

it can be settled, partly by reference to the title,

partly by an inquiry into tlie contents of the book.

(a. ) As regards the title, an attempt has been made
to put it out of court by representing it as a later

addition ((Jalmet, Kosenmiiller, Jahn). But it can

easily be shown that this is unnecessary; and Eich-

horn, suspicious as he ordinarily is of titles, lets

that of Hosea pass without question. It has been

most unreasonably infen-ed from this title that it

intends to describe the prophetic life of Hosea as

extending over the entire reigns of the monarchs
whom it mentions as his contenqjoraries. Starting

with this hypothesis, it is easy to show that these

reigns, including as they do upwards of a century,

are an impossible period for the duration of a

prophet's ministry. But the title does not neces-

sarily imply any such absurdity; and interjireted

in tlie light of the prophecy itself it admits of an
obvious and satisfactory limitation. For the ber/in-

niju/ of Hosea's ministry the title gives us the reign

of L'zziah, king of Judah, but limits this vague

definition by reference to Jeroboam II., king of

Israel. The title therefore gives us Uzziah, and
more definitely gives us Uzziah as contemporary

with Jeroboam ; it therefore yields a date not later

than ){. c. 783. The question then arises how
nuich further back it is possible to place the first

public appearance of Hosea. To this question the

title gives no answer ; for it seems evident that the

only reason for mentioning Jeroboam at all may
have been to indicate a certain portion of the reign

)f Uzziah. (b.) Accordingly it is necessary to refer
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to the contents of the prophecy ; and in doing thig

Eichhom has clearly shown that we cannot allow

Hosea much ground in the reign of Jeroboam
(823-783). The book contains descriptions which
are utterly inapplicable to the condition of the king-
dom of Israel during this reign (2 K. xiv. 25 fF.).

The pictures of social and political life which Hosea
draws so forcibly are rather applicable to the inter-

regnum which followed the death of Jeroboam
(782-772), and to the reign of the succeeding kings.

The calhng in of Egypt and Assyria to the aid of

rival factions (x. 3, xiii. 10) has nothing to do with
the strong and able government of Jeroboam. Nor
is it conceivable that a prophet who had hved long
under Jeroboam should have omitted the mention
of that monarch's conquests in his enumeration of

Jehovah's kindnesses to Israel (ii. 8). It seems
then almost certain that very few at least of his

prophecies were written until after the death of

Jeroboam (783).

So much for the beginning; as regards the end
of his career the title leaves us in still greater doubt.

It merely assures us that he did not prophesy be-

yond the reign of Hezekiah. But here again the

contents of the book help us to reduce the vague-

ness of this indication. In the sixth year of Heze-
kiah the prophecy of Hosea M'as fulfilled, and it is

very improbable that he should have permitted this

triumphant proof of his Divine mission to pass

unnoticed. He could not therefore have lived long

into the reign of Hezekiah; and as it does not

seem necessary to allow more than a year of each

reign to justify his being represented as a contem-
porary on the one hand of Jerolioam, on the other

of Hezekiah, we may suppose that the life, or rather

the prophetic career of Hosea, extended from 784
to 725, a period of fifty-nine years.

The Hebrew reckoning of ninety years (Corn, a
Lap.) was probably limited by the fulfillment of the

prophecy in the sixth of Hezekiah, and by the date

of the accession of Uzziah, as apparently indicated

by the title: 809-720, or 719 = 90 years.

Place. — There seems to be a genera! impression

among commentators that the prophecies contained

in this collection were delivered in the kingdom of

Israel, for whose warning they were principally

intended. Eichhom does not attempt to decide

this question (iv. 284). He thinks it possible that

they may have lieen primarily communicated to

Judah. as an indirect appeal to the conscience of

that kingdom; but he evidently leans toward the

opposite supposition that having been first pub-
lislied in Israel they were collected, and a copy sent

into Judah. The title is at least an evidence that

at a very early period these prophecies were sup-

posed to concern lioth Israel and Judah, and, unless

we allow them to have been transmitted from the

one to the other, it is difticult to account for their

presence in our canon. As a proof of their northern

origin Eichhom professes to discover a Samaritan-

ism in the use of 'T^ »s masc. suff. of the second

person.

Tribe avd Parentar/e.— Tribe quite unknown
The Pseudo-Epiphanius, it is uncertain upon what
ground, assigns Hosea to the trilie of Issachar.

His father, Beeri, has by some writers been con-

founded with Beerah, of the tribe of I'euben (1

Chr. V. 6): this is an anachronism. The Jewish

fancy that all prophets whose birth-place is not

specified are to be referred to Jerusalem (It. David,

Vatab.) is probably nothing more than a fancj
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(G!om. a Lap.)- Of his father Beeri we know
dbsolutely nothing. Allegorical interpretations of

the name, marvelous for their frivolous ingenuity,

have been adduced to prove that he was a prophet

(Jerome nd Zepli. init. ; Basil ad Js. i.); but they

ai'e as little trustworthy as the Jewish dogma,

which decides that, when the father of a prophet is

mentioned by name, the individual so specified was

himself a prophet.

Order in the Prophetic senes.— Slost ancient

and mediaeval interpretators make Hosea the first

of the prophets ; their great argument being an old

rendering of i. 2, according to which " the begin-

ning of the word by Hosea " implies that the

streams of prophetic inspiration began with him,

as distinct from the other prophets. JModern com-

mentators have rejected this interpretation, and

substituted the obvious meaning that the particular

prophecy which follows was the first connnunicated

by God to Hosea. The consensus for some time

seems to have been for the third place. Wall
(
Crit.

Not. 0. T.) gives Jonah, Joel, Hosea ; Home's
Table gives Jonah, Amos, Hosea; Gesenius writes

Joel, Amos, Hosea. The order adopted in the

Hebrew and the Versions is of little consequence.

In short, there is great difficulty in arranging

these prophets: as far as titles go, Amos is Hosea's

only rival; but 2 K. xiv. 25 goes far to show that

they must both yield to Jonah. It is perhaps more
important to know that Hosea must have been

more or less contemporary with Isaiah, Amos,
Jonah, Joel, and Nahum.

Division of the Book. — It is easy to recognize

two great divisions, which accordingly have been

generally adopted : (1.) chap. i. toiii.; (2.) iv. to

end.

The subdivision of these several parts is a work

of greater difficulty : that of Eichhorn will be found

to be based upon a highly subtle, though by no

means precarious criticism.

(1.) According to him the first division should

be subdivided into three separate poems, each

originating in a distinct aim, and each after its

own fashion attempting to express the idolatry of

Israel by imagery borrowed from the matrimonial

relation. The first, and therefore the least elaborate

of these is contained in chap, iii., the second in i.

2-11, the third in i. 2-9, and ii. 1-23. These three

are progressively elaborate developments of the same
reiterated idea. Chap. i. 2-!J is common to the

second and tliird poems, but not repeated with each

severally (iv. 273 ff.). (2.) Attempts have been

made by Wells, Eichhorn, etc., to subdivide the

second part of the book. These divisions are made
either according to reigns of contemporary kings,

or according to the subject-matter of the poem.

The former course has been adopted by Wells, who
gets Jive, the latter by I'^ichhorii, who gets sixteen

poems out of this part of the book.

These prophecies— so scattered, so unconnected

that Bishop Lowfli has compared them with the

leaves of the Sil>yl— were probably collected by
Hosea himself towards the end of his career.

Hosen's mnrrvtye with Gomer.— This passage

(i. 2 foil.) is tlje vexntn quwstio of the [took. Of
course it has its literal and its allegorical interpre-

ters. For the literal view we have the majority of

the fathers, and of the ancient and medifeval com-
mentators. There is some little doubt about .Jerome,

who speaks of a fujiinitixe <md typiad interpreta-

tion ; but he e\idently means the word iijiiictd in

Its proper sense as applied to a factual reality fig-
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uratively representative of something else (Com. a
Lap.) At the period of the Eeformation the

allegorical interpreters could only boast the Chaldee

Paraphrase, some few Eabbins, and the Hermeneutic

school of Origen. Soon afterwards the theory ob-

tained a vigorous supporter in Junius, and more
recently has been adopted by the bulk of modern

conmientators. Both views are embarrassed by

serious inconveniences, though it would seem that

those which beset the literal theory are the more

formidable. One question which sprang out of the

literal view was whether the connection Ijetween

Hosea and Gomer was marriage, or fornicati<jn.

Another question which followed immediately upon

the preceding was " an Deus possit dispensare ut

fornicatio sit licita." This latter question was

nmch discussed by the schoolmen, and by the

Thomists it was avowed in the affirmative. But,

notwithstanding the difficulties besetting the literal

interpretation. Bishops Horsley and Lowth have

declared in its favor. Eichhorn sees all the weight

on the side of the literal interpretation, and shows

that m.arrying a harlot is not necessarily implied by

Q^3^DT ntt7M, which may very well iniply a wife

who after marriage becomes an adulteress, though

chaste before. In favor of the literal theory, he

also observes the imfitness of a wife unchaste before

marriage to be a type of Israel.

References in N. T. — JMatt. ix. 13, xii. 7, Hos.

vi. G ; Luke xxiii. 30, Rev. vi. 16, Hos. x. 8 ; Matt,

ii. 15, Hos. xi. 1; Rom. ix. 25, 20, 1 Pet. ii. 10,

Hos. i. 10, ii. 23; 1 Cor. xv. 4, Hos. vi. 2 [?];
Heb. xiii. 15, Hos. xiv. 2.

Style. — " Commaticus," Jerome. " Osea quanto

profundius loquitur, tanto operosius penetratur,"

August. Obscm-e brevity seems to be the charac-

teristic quality of Hosea; and all commentators

agree that " of all the prophets he is, in point of

language, the most oliscure and hard to be under-

stood " (Henderson, Minor Prophets, p. 2). Eich-

horn is of opinion that he has never been adequately

translated, and in fact could not be translated into

any European language. He compares him to a

bee flying from flower to flower, to a painter revel-

ing in strong and glaring colors, to a tree that

wants pruning. Horsley detects another important

specialty in pointing out the excessively local and
individual tone of these prophecies, which above all

others he declares to be intensely Jewish.

Hosea's obscurity has been variously accounted

for. Lowth attributes it to the fact that the extant

poems are but a sparse collection of compositions

scattered over a great number of years (Prcel. xxi.)

Horsley (Pref.) makes this obscurity individual

and peculiar ; and certainly the heart of the prophet

seems to have been so full and fiery that it might
well burst through all restraints of diction (Eich-

horn). T. E. B.
* That Hosea exercised the prophetic office in

Israel, and in all probability was born there and

not in Judah, is the general view of scholars at

present. The almost exclusive reference of his mes-

sages to that kingdom is a sufficient ground for

this opinion: for the prophets very seldom alter the

separation of the ten tribes left their own part of

the country for another, as appears the more

strongly from the exceptional character which the

mission, for example, of Elijah and Amos to both

kingdoms is represented as having in their respec-

ti\e histories. But though we are to rely on this

as the main argument, we may concede something
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to other considerations. Hosea shows, undeniably,

a special familiarity with localities in the territory

of Ephraini, as Gilead, jNlizpah, Tabor, Gibeahj

Gilgal, Beth-Aven, 8amaria, and others (see iv. 15,

V. 18, vi. 8, X. 5, 7, xii. 11, &c.)- His diction also

partakes of the roughness, and here and there of

the Aramaean coloring, of the north-Palestine

writers. For a list of words or forms of words

more or less peculiar to Hosea see Keil's Einltituny

in das A. T. p. 270. Hiivernick has shown that

the grounds for ascribing to him a south-Palestine

extraction are wholly untenable {Handb. der Kinl.

in diis A. Test. ii. 277 ff.). It may excite surprise,

it is true, that Hosea mentions in the title of his

book (the genuineness of which there is no reason

for doubting) four kings of Judah, and only one

of Israel. It is a possible explanation of this that

the prophet after the termination of his more public

ministry may have withdrawn from Ephraim to

Judah, and there collected and published his

writings (see Bleek, Einl. in'das A. Test. p. 52-3).

Dr. Pusey finds a deeper reason for this preiiminence

given to the Judaean dynasty. " The kingdom of

Judah was the kingdom of the theocracy, the line

of David to which the promises of God were made.

As Elisha .... turned away from Jehoram (2

K. iii. 13, 14) saying ' Get thee to the prophets

of thy father and to the prophets of thy mother,'

and owned Jehoshaphat king of Judah only, so in

the title of his prophecy Hosea at once expresses

that the kingdom of Judah was legitimate " {Hosea,

p. 7). The book at all events was soon known
among the people of Judah ; for the kingdom of

Israel did not continue long after the time of Hosea,

and Jeremiah certainly had a knowledge of Hosea,

as is evident from various expressions and illus-

trations common to him and that prophet. (On
this latter point see especially Kueper, Jeremias

Libr. Sacr. Jnieiyres atque \lndex, pp. 67-71).

No portion of this difficult writer has occasioned

so much discussion as that relating to Hosea's

marriage with Gomer, " a wife of whoredoms"' and

the names of the children Jezreel and Lo-ruhamah,

the fruit of that marriage (i. 2 ffi). From the

earliest period some have maintained the literal

and others the figurative interpretation of this nar-

rative. For a history of the different opinions, the

student may consult Marck's Diatribe de Uxave
Fmmicalionum qua exponitur fere integrum cap.

1. Hosea (Leyden, 1696), and reprinted in his

Comm. in XII. Propheias Minores (Tiibing. 1734).

It is difficult to see how the ti-ansaction can be

defended on grounds of morality, if it be understood

as an outward one. It has been said that when
" Scripture relates that a thing was done, and that

with the names of persons," we must conclude that

it is " to be taken as literally true." The princi[)le

thus stated is not a correct one : for in the paralile

acts are related and names often applied to the

actors, and yet the literal sense is not the true one.

The question in reality is not whether we are to

accept the prophet's meaning in this instance, but

what the meaning is which the prophet intended

to convey, and which he would have us accept as

the intended meaning. Further, aside from this

question of the morality or immorality of the pro-

ceeding, it is impossilile to see in it any adaptation

to the prophet's object above that of the parabolic

representation of a case assumed for the purpose

of illustration. The circumstances, if they occiured

in a literal sense, must extend over a series of years

;

they could have been known to the people only by
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the 'prophet's own rehearsal of them, and hence

could have had the force only of his own personal

testimony and explanation of their import. Heng-
stenberg

(
Christvlogy, i. 177, Edinburgh, 1854)

has stated very forcibly the manifold difficulties,

exegetical and moral, which lie against our suppos-

ing that Hosea was instructed to form a marriage

so disreputable and repulsive, and at variance with

explicit promulgations of the jNIosaic code {e. a.

Lev. xxi. 7). At the same time this writer, while

he denies that the mamage, the wife's adultery,

and the birth of the " children of whoredoms " (ii.

4) took place outwardly and literally, maintains

that they took place inwardly and actually as a sort

of vision ; thus serving to impress the facts more
strongly on the mind and enabling him to describe

them with greater efl!'ect. He is very earnest to

make something of the diff'erence between this view

and that of a symboMc or parabolic use of marriage

as a type both in the sacredness of its relations and
the criminality of its violations of the covenant

between Jehovah and his people ; but the line of

distinction is not a very palpable one. To regard

the acts as mentaUy performed in a sense difterent

from that of their being objects of thought simply,

would he going altogether too far. The idea of the

ingenious writer may be that the vision, which is

mhjectire as distinguished from an outward occur-

rence, is at the same time objective to the prophet

as that which he inwardly beholds. Prof, t'owles

offers two or three suggestions to relieve this diffi-

cult question of some of its embarrassment (ac-

cording to the literal theory) in his Minor Prophets,

pp. 3, 4, 413-415.

Dr. Pusey assigns 70 years to the period of

Hosea's ministry. He draws a fearful picture of the

corruption of the times in which the prophet lived,

derived partly from Hosea's own declarations, and

pai-tly from those of his contemporary, Amos. " The
course of iniquity had been run. The stream had
become darker and darker in its downward flow. . . .

Every connnandment of God was broken, and that,

habitually. AU was falsehood, adultery, lilood-

shedding; deceit to God produced faithlessness to

man ; excess and luxury were sui)plied liy secret or

open robbery, oppression, false dealing, perversion

of justice, grinding of the poor. Blood was shed

like water, until one stream met another, and over-

spread the land with one defiling deluge. Adultery

was consecrated as an act of religion. Those who
were first in rank were first in excess. People and

king vied in debauchery, and the sottish king joined

and encouraged the free-thinkers and blasphemers

of his court. The idolatrous priest loved and shared

in the sins of the people; nay, they seem to have

set themselves to intercept those on either side of

Jordan, who would go to worship at Jerusalem,

laying wait to murder them. t'oiTuption had

spread throughout the whole land ; even the places

once sacred through God's revelations or other

mercies to their forefathers. Bethel, Gilgal, Gilead,

ISIizpah, Shecheni, were especial scenes of corruption

or of sin. Every holy memory was effaced by

present corruption. Could things be worse ? There

wa5 one aggravation more. liemonstrance was use-

less; the knowledge of God was willfully rejected;

the people hated rebuke; the more they were called,

the more they refused: they forbade their prophets

to prophesy; and their false prophets hated God
greatly. All attempts to heal all this disease oiJy

showed its incurableness " (Hosea, p. 3).

The same writer traces the obscurity which many
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lave found in Hosea, to the " solemn pathos " for

which he is distinguished. The expression of St.

Jerome lias often been repeated ; " Hosea is concise,

ind speaketh, as it were, in detached sayings."

The words of upbraiding, of judgment, of woe,

burst out, as it were, one by one, slowly, heavily,

condensed, abrupt, from the prophet's heavy and
shrinking soul, .as God commanded and constrained

him, and put His words, like fire, in the prophet's

mouth. An image ofHim who said, ' (J Jerusalem,

Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets and

stonest them wliich are sent unto thee, how often

would I have gathered thy children together, even

as a hen gathers her chickens under her wings, and

ye would not,' he delivers his message, as though

each sentence biu'st with a groan from his soul,

and he had anew to take breath, before he uttered

each renewed woe. Each verse forms a whole for

itself, like one heavy toll in a funeral knell. The
prophet has not been careful about order and sym-
metry, so that each sentence went home to the soul.

And yet the unity of the prophecy is so evident

in the main, that we cannot doubt that it is not

broken, even when the connection is not apparent

on the surface. The great difficulty consequently

in Hosea is to ascertain that connection in places

where it evidently e.xists, yet where the Prophet

has not explained it. The easiest and simplest

sentences are sometimes, in this respect, the most
difficult."

Literature.— Some of the helps have been inci-

dentally noticed in the addition which precedes. See

under Ajios and HabaivKUIv for the more im-
portant general works which include Hosea. Of
the separate works on this prophet the following

may be mentioned : Pocock, the celebrated orien-

talist and traveller, Comment, on Hosea, 1085

;

Manger, Comment, in Hoseam, 1782, perhaps un-

equaled for the tact and discrimination with

which he unfolds the spirit and religious teachings

of the prophet; Kuinoel, Ilosem Uracula Hebr. et

Lat. Annolalione iUiistracit, 1792; Bishop Horsley,

Hosea, translated from the Hebrew, witli Notes
expiiinatory and critical, 2d ed., Lond. 1804:; J. C.

Stuck. Hoseas Projiheta : Inlriiductiuiiem pnemisit

,

vertit, commentatus est, 1828, who regards the

symbolic acts in chaps, i. and iii. as real events or

facts; Simson, Der Prophet Hosea erkldrt u.

iibersetzt, with a copious history of the interpreta-

tion, 1851; Drake, Notes on Hosea, Cambr. (Eng.),

1853; and August Wiinsche, Der Prophet Hosea
iWersetzt n. erkldrt, 1868 (erste Hidfte, as far as

chap. vii. 6, pp. i.-xxxii. and 1-288), in which he
has made special use of the Targums, and of the

Jewish interpreters Rashi, Aben Ezra, and David
Kimchi. Dr. Piisey's Commentary on this prophet

(in pt. i. of his Minor Prophets) deserves to be

characterized as learned, devout, and practical. It

contains passages of great beauty and suggestive-

ness. In his pages Hosea still lives, and his teach-

ings are for our times as well as for his own. All

that is Jewish is not found in Judaism, nor all

that is heathenish found in heathendom.

Liibkert {Syinbolische flandluny Hosea's in the

Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1835, pp. 647-656) main-
tains the parabolic view of the Gomer-marriage
question. Umbreit's article Hosea (Herzog's Real-
Knryk. vi. 267-275) is to some extent exegetical as

well as biographical. Stanley's interesting sketch

portrays Hosea as ''the Jeremiah of Israel " and
" the only individual character that stands out

amidst the darkness of . . . nearly the whole of
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the last century of the northern kingdom " {Jewish

Church, ii. 409 f.).

The Christology of Hosea is not without diffi-

culties. One passage only, namely, that foretelling

the conversion of the heathen (ii. 23 and comp. i.

10) is cited in the N. T. as explicitly Messianic

(Hom. ix. 25; 1 Pet. ii. 10). But it is a false

principle of interpretation that only those portions

of the O. T. refer to Christ which are expressly

recognized as having that character in the New
Testament. The N. T. writers represent the Re-
deemer as the great suliject of the ancient economy

;

and if only those types and predictions relate to

him whicli are cited and applied in that manner,
it is difficult to see how the Hebrew Scriptures can

justly have ascribed to them such a character of

predominant reference to the Christian economy.
In regard to such Gospel prophecies in Hosea, the

reader may consult (in addition to the Com-
mentaries) Hengstenberg's Christology of the 0.

T. i. 158-285 (Eclinb. ed.) ; Hofmann's Weis-
sayuny u. Erjullimg, i. 206 f. ; Tholuck's Die
Propheten u. ihre Weissagungen, pp. 193, 197,

206 ; and Stahelin's Die Messianischen Weissor-

guiigen des A. T. p. 35 ff.

All these writers do not recognize the same pas-

sages as significant, nor the same as significant ia

the same degree. H.

* HOSEN (plural oi hose) Dan. iii. 21 (A. V.),

is the translation of a Chaldee word which signifies

tunics [DitEss, p. 624 rt]. Hosen formerly denoted

any covering for the legs, short trowsers or trunk-

hose as well as stockings. See examples of this

usage in Eastwood and Wright's Bible Word-Book,

p. 2bl.
"

H.

HOSHA'IAH [3 syl.] (Hl^Vt^'in {whom

Jehovah saved] : Osaias). 1. ('no-ai'a.) A man who
assisted in the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem

after it had been rebuilt by Nehemiah (Neh. xii.

32). He led the princes C'^ti?) of Judah in the

procession, but whether himself one of them we are

not told.

2. (Maacraios; [Alex. Macrams; FA.^ Kvvavias,

Macreas.] The fether of a certain Jezaniah, or

Azariah, who was a man of note after the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. xlii. 1,

xliii. 2).

HOSH'AMA (27at»in [whom Jehovah

hears]: 'CiffapLaQ -,
[Vat. -fxaiO \] Alex, looaafxti;

[Comp. '0.(Taixa..] Soma), one of the sons of Je-

coniah, or Jehoiachin, the last king of Judah but
one (1 Chr. iii. 18). It is worthy of notice that,

in the narrative of the capture of Jeconiah by
Nebuchadnezzar, though the mother and the wives

of the king are mentioned, nothing is said about

his sons (2 K. xxiv. 12, 15). In agreement with

this is the denunciation of him as a childless man
in Jer. xxii. 30. There is good reason for suspect-

ing some confusion in the present state of the

genealogy of the royal family in 1 Chr. iii. ; and
these fiicts woidd seem to confirm it.

HOSHE'A (PttJ'in [help, or God is help:

see Fiirst] : 'Xlo-rje': Osee), the nineteenth, last, and
best king of Israel. He succeeded Pekah, whom
he slew in a successful conspiracy, thereby fidfiUing

a prophecy of Isai.ih (Is. vii. 16). Although
Josephus calls Hosliea a friend of Pekah ((f>i\ov

rivhs iTTL^ov\^v(Ta.UTos aliTcS, Ant. ix. 13, § 1),

we have no ground for calling this " a treacherous
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murder " (Prideaux, i. 16). It took place B. c.

737, " in the 20th year of Jotham " (2 K. xv. 30),

i. e. " ia the 20th year after Jotham became sole

king," for he only reigned 16 years (2 K. xv. 3.3).

But there must have been au interregnum of at

least eight years before Hoshea came to the throne,

which was not till b. c. 729, in the 12th year of

Ahaz (2 K. xvii. 1 : we cannot, with t'lericus [I^

Clerc], read 4th for 12th in this verse, because of

2 K. xviii. 9). This is the simplest way of recon-

ciling the apparent discrepancy between the pas-

sages, and has been adopted by Ussher, Des Vig-

noles, Tiele, etc. (Winer, s. v. Noseas). The other

methods suggested by HitEig, Lightfoot, etc., ai-e

mostly untenable (Keil on 2 K. xv. 30).

It is expressly stated (2 K. xvii. 2) that Hoshea

wa.s not so sinful as his predecessors. According

to the i;abl)is this superiority consisted in his re-

moving from the frontier cities the guards placed

there by his predecessors to prevent their subjects

from worshipping at .Jerusalem [Scdc-r Olnm Rubba.

cap. 22, quoted by Prideaux, i. 16), and in his not

hindering the Israelites from accepting the invita-

tion of Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxx. 10), nor checking

their zeal against idolatry (ib. xxxi. 1). This en-

comium, however, is founded on the imtenable sup-

position that Hezekiah's passover preceded the fall

of Samaria [IIkzekiah], and we must be content

with the general fiict that Hoshea showed a more

theocratic spirit than the former kings of Israel.

The compulsory cessation of the calf-worship may
have removed his greatest temptation, for Tiglath-

Pileser had carried off the golden calf from Dan
some years before {Std. 01. Rub. 22), and that at

Bethel was taken away by Shalmaneser in his first

invasion (2 K. xvii. 3; Hos. x. 14; Prideaux, /. c).

But, whatever may have been his excellences, he

still " did evil in the sight of the Lord," and it

was too late to avert retribution by any improve-

ments.

In the third year of his reign (b. c. 726) Shal-

maneser, impelled probably by mere thirst of con-

quest, came against him, cruelly stormed the strong

caves of Beth-arl)el (Hos. x. 14), and made Israel

tributary (2 K. xvii. 3) for three years. At the

end of this period, encouraged perhaps by the revolt

of Hezekiah, Hoshea entered into a secret alliance

with So, king of Egypt (who was either the Seuex"^
of jNIanetho, and son of Sa/SoKoJs, Herod, ii. 137

;

Keil, Vitringa, Gesenius, etc. ; .Tahn, Hvbr. Com.

§ xl. ; or else Sabaco himself, Wilkinson, Anc. Kg.

i. 1.39; Ewald, Gesch. iii. 010), to throw oft' the

Assyrian yoke. The alliance did him no good ; it

was revealed to the court of Nineveh by the Assyr-

ian party in Ephraim, and Hoshea was immediately

seized as a rebellious vassal, shut up in prison, and

apparently treated with the utmost indignity (Jlic.

V. 1). If this happened before the siege (2 K.
xvii. 4), we must account for it either by supposing

that Hoshea, hoping to dissemble and gain time,

had gone to Shalmaneser to account for his con-

duct, or that he had been defeated and taken pris-

oner in some unrecorded battle. That he disap-

peared very suddenly, like " foam upon the water,"

we may infer from Hos. xiii. 11, x. 7. The siege

of Samaria lasted three years; for that " sjlorious

and beautiful" city was strongly situated like "a
crown of pride" amona; her hills (Is. xxviii. 1-.5).

Durincj the course of the siege Shalmaneser must

have died, for it is certain that Samaria was taken

by his successor Sargon, who thus laconically de-

(cribes the event in his annals: " Samaria I looked
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at, I captured; 27,280 men (families?) who dwelt

iji it I carried away. I constructed fifty chariots

in their country ... I ap))ointed a governor over

them, and continued upon them the tribute of the

former people" (Botta, 145, 11, quoted by Dr.

Hincks, Journ. of Sacr. Lit. Oct. 1858; Layard,

Nin. ami Bab. i. 148). This was probably b. c.

721 or 720. For the future history of the unhappy
Ephraimites, the places to which they were trans-

planted by the policy of their conqueror and his

oflicer, " the great and noble Asnapper " (Ezr. iv.

10), and the nations by which they were superseded,

see SaiMAEIA. Of the subsequent fortunes of

Hoshea we know nothing. He came to the throne

too late, and governed a kingdom torn to pieces by
foreign invasion and intestine broils. Sovereign

after sovereign had fallen by the dagger of the

assassin; and we see from the dai'k and terrible

delineations of the contemporary prophets [Hosea,
Mic.VH, Lsaiah], that murder and idolatry, drunk-

enness and lust, had eaten like " an incurable

wound" (Mic. i. 9) into the inmost heart of the

national morahty. Ephraim was dogged to its ruin

by the apostate policy of the renegade who had

asserted its independence (2 K. xvii. ; .Joseph. Ant.

ix. 14; Prideaux, i. 15 ff. ; Keil, On Kings, ii. 50 S.,

Engl, ed.; Jahn, Hebr. Com. § xl.; Ewald, Gesch.

iii. 007-613; Kosenmiiller, Bibl. Geogr. chap, ix.,

Engl, transl. ; Kawlinson, Herod, i. 149).

F. W. F.

HOSHE'A iVW^'n=help [see above]). The

name is precisely the same as that of the prophet

known to us as Hosea. 1. The son of Nun, i. e.

Joshua (Deut. xxxii. 44; and also in Num. xiii. 8,

though there the A. V. has Oshea). It was prob-

ably his original name, to which the Divine name
of Jah was afterwards added— Jehoshua, Joshua—
" Jehovah's help." The LXX. in this passage

miss the distinction, and have 'Iryrrous : Vulg.

Josue.

2. Cncrj: Osee.) Son of Azaziali (1 Chr. xxvii.

20); like his great namesake, a man of Ephraim,

ruler (nngid) of his tribe in the time of king

David.

3. {'Ca-Tif; [Vat. FA. n<rr)9a:] Osee.) One
of the heads of the " people " — i. e. the laymen—
who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x.

23).

HOSPITALITY. The rites of hospitality are

to be distinguished from the customs prevaiUng in

the entertainment of guests [Food; Meals], and

from the laws and practices relating to charity,

almsgiving, etc. ; and they are thus separately

treated, as far as possible, in this article.

Hospitality was regarded by most nations of the

ancient world as one of the chief virtues, and

especially by peoples of the Semitic stock ; but that

it was not characteristic of the latter alone is amply

shown by the usages of the Greeks, and even the

Romans. Kace undoubtedly influences its exercise,

and it must also be ascribed in no small degree to

the social state of a nation. Thus the desert tribes

ha\e always placed the virtue higher in their esteem

than the townsfolk of the same descent as them-

selves; and in our own day, though an Arab towns-

man is hospitable, he entertains different notions on

the subject from the Arab of the desert (the Bed-

awee). The former has fewer opportunities of

showing his hospitality; and when he does so, he

does it not as much with the feeling of dischar2^ng

an obligatory act as a social and civilized duty.
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With the advance of civilization the calls of hos-

pitality become less and less urgent. The dweller

in the \vilderness, however, finds the entertamment

of wayfarers to be a part of his daily life, and that

to refuse it is to deny a common humanity. Viewed

in this light, the notions of the Greeks and the

Romans must be appreciated as the recognition of

the virtue where its necessity was not of the urgent

character that it possesses in the more primitive

lands of the East. The ancient Egyptians resembled

the Greeks ; but, with a greater exclusiveness, they

limited their entertainments to their own country-

men, being constrained by the national and priestly

abhorrence and dread of foreigners. This exclusion

throws some obscurity on their practices in the dis-

charge of hospitahty; but otherwise their customs

in the entertainment of guests resembled those well

known to classical scholars— customs probably de-

rived in a great measure from Egypt.

WhUe hospitality is acknowledged to have been

a wide-spread virtue in ancient times, we must con-

cede that it flourished chiefly among the race of

Shem. The 0. T. abounds with illustrations of the

divine command to use hospitality, and of the

strong national belief in its importance; so too

the writings of the X. T. ; and though the Eastern

Jews of modern times dare not entertain a stranger

lest he be an enemy, and the long oppression they

have endured has begotten that greed of gain that

has made their name a proverb, the ancient hospi-

tality stiU lives in their hearts. The desert, how-
ever, is yet free; it is as of old a howling wilder-

ness; and hospitality is as necessary and as freely

given ;is in patriarchal times. Among the Arabs
we find the best illustrations of the old Bible nar-

ratives, and among them see traits that might
beseem their ancestor Abraham.

The laws respecting strangers (Lev. xix. 3-3, 34)

and the poor ([>ev. xxv. 1-t ff. ; Deut. xv. 7), and
concerning redemption (Lev. xxv. 23 ff".), etc.. are

ftumed in accordance with the spirit of hospitality;

and the strength of the national feeUng regarding

it is shown in the incidental mentions of its prac-

tice. In the I>aw, compassion to strangers is con-

stantly enforced by the words, " for ye were stran-

gers in the land of Eg.\-pt " (as Lev. xix. 3-1). And
before the Law, Abraham's entertainment of the

angels (Gen. xviii. 1 ff". ), and Lot's (xix. 1), are in

exact agreement with its precepts and with modem
usage. So Moses was received by Jethro, the priest

of Midian. who reproached his daughters, though
he beheved him to be an Eg3-ptian, sayifig, " And
where is he? why is it [that] ye have left the

man"? call him, that he may eat bread" (Ex. ii.

20). The story of .Joseph's hospitahty to his

brethren, although he knew them to be such, ap-

pears to lie narrated as an ordinary occurrence: and
in like manner Pharaoh received .Jacol) with a lib-

erality not merely dictated by his relationship to

the savior of Eg\-pt. Like Abraham, " Manoah
said unto the angel of tiie Lord, I pray thee let us

detain thee until we shall have made ready a kid

for thee" (Judg. xiii. 1.5); and hke Lot, the old

man of Gibeah sheltered the Levite when he saw
him, " a wayfaring man in the street of the city

:

and the old man said, AVhither goest thou ? and
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a * We see here why the iuhospitaUty of the Sa-
maritans excited such fierce indignation in the two
disciples, James and Jolin (Luke ix. 52 ff.). Jesus
gent them at the close of the day into one of the Sa-

loaritan villages to procure a night's lodging for him

;

whence comest tJiou ? . . Peaee be with thee

;

howsoever [let] aU thy wants [he] upon me; only

lodge not in the street. So he brought him into

his house, and gave provender unto the asses; and
thev washed their feet, and did eat and drink

"

(Judg. xLs. 17, 20, 21).

Lu the X. T. hospitality is yet more markedly
enjoined ; and in the more civilized state of society

which then prevailed, its exercise became more a
social virtue than a necessity of ixitriarcbal life."

The good Samaritan stands for all ages as an ex-

ample of Christian hospitahty, embodying the com-
mand to love one's neighbor as himself; and our

Lord's charge to the disciples strengthened that

command: "He that receiveth you receiveth me,
and he that receiveth me receiveth him that sent

me. . . . And whosoever shall give to drink unto

one of these little ones a cup of cold water [only],

in the name of a disciple, verily I say unto you, he

shall in nowise lose his reward" (Matt. x. 42).

The neglect of Christ is symbolized by inhospit;dity

to our neighbors, in the words, '• I was a stranger

and ye took me not in " (Matt. xxv. 43). The
Apostles urged the church to " follow after hospi

tahty," using the forcible words ttju cpiKo^eviav

SiwKovres (Hom. xii. 13; cf 1 Tim. v. 10); to

remember Abraham's example, " Be not forgetful to

entertain strangers, for thereby some have enter-

tained angels unawares" (Heb. xiii. 2); to "use
hospitahty one to another without grudging" (1

Pet. iv. 9); while a bishop must be a "lover of

hospitahty " (Tit. i. 8, cf. 1 Tim. iii. 2). The
practice of the early Christians was in accord with

these precepts. They had all things in common,
and their hospitality was a characteristic of their

belief.

If such has been the usage of Bibhcal times, it

is in the next place important to remark how hos-

pitality was shown. In the patriarchal ages we
may take Abraham's example as the most fitthig,

as we have of it the fullest account ; and by the

light of Arab custom we may see, without obscu-

rity, his hasting to the tent door to meet his guests,

with the words, '• !My lord, it now I have found

favor in thy sight, pass not away, I pray thee, from

thy servant : let a little water, I pray you, be fetched,

and wash your feet, and rest yourselves under the

tree, and I will fetch a morsel of bread, and com-
fort ye your h&arts." " And," to continue the

narrative in the riirorous language of the A. V.,

" Abraham hastened into the tent unto .Sarah, and
said, ilake ready quickly three measures of fine

rueal, knead [it], and make cakes upon the hearth.

And Abraham ran unto the herd, and fetched a

cah tender and good, :uid gave [it] unto a young
man, and he hasted to dress it. And he took but-

ter and milk, and the calf which he had dressed,

and set [it] before them; and he stood by them
under the tree, and they did eat." A traveller in

the eastern desert may see, through the vista of

ages, this far-oft' example in its living traces. Jlr.

Lane's remarks on this narrative and the general

subject of this article are too apposite to lie omitted

:

he says, " Hospitahty is a virtue for wliich the na-

tives of the East in general are hiEchly and de-

servedly admired; and the people of Egypt are

V

but the people refused to receive him, because he was

journeying to Jerusalem. This act was not an in-

civility merely, or an inhumanity : it was an outrage

against one of the most sacred of the recognized laws

of oriental society. H
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well entitled to commendation on this account. A

[

word which signifies literally ' a person on a jour-
[

ney ' (niusafir) is the term most commonly em-
ployed in this country in the sense of a visitor or

guest. There are very few persons here who would
think of sitting down to a meal, if there was a

stranger in the house, without inviting him to par-

take of it, unless the latter were a menial, in which

case he would i)e invited to eat with the servants.

It would be considered a shameful violation of good

manners if a Muslim al)stained from ordering the

tahle to lie prej)ared at the usual time because a

\'isitor happened to be present. Persons of the

middle classes in this country [Eg.yptji if living in

a retired situation, sometimes take their supper

before the dour of their house, and invite every

passenger of resjsectaiile appearance to eat with

them." This is very commonly done among the

lower orders. In cities and large towns claims on
hospitality are unfrequent, as there are many we-

kdlelis or kh;uis, where strangers may obtain lodg-

ing ; and food is very easily procured : but in the

villages travellers are often lodged and entertained

by the Sheykh or some other inhabitant; and if

the guest be a person of the middle or higher

classes, or, even not very poor, he gives a present to

the host's servants, or to the host himself. In the

desert, however, a present is seldom received from

a guest. Hy a Sunneh law a traveller may claim

entertainment, of any jjerson able to afford it to

him, for three days. The account of Abraham's
entertaining the three angels, related in the Bible,

presents a ])erfect picture of the manner in which a

modern IJedawee sheykh receives travellers arriving

at his encampment. He immediately orders his

wife or women to make bread, slaughters a sheep

or some other animal, and dresses it in haste, and

bringing milk and any other provisions that he may
have ready at hand, with the bread and the meat
which he has dressed, sets them before his guests.

If these be persons of high rank, he stands by
them while they eat, as Abraham did in the case

above alluded to. Jlost Hedawees will suffer al-

most any injury to themselves or their families

rather than allow their guests to be ill-treated while

under their protection. There are Arabs who even

regard the chastity of their wives as not too pre-

cious to be sacrificed for the gratification of their

guests (see Burckhardt's jVotes on the Bedouins,

etc., 8vo ed. i. 179, 180): and at an encampment
of the Bishareen, I ascertained that there are many
persons in this great tribe (which inhaliits a large

portion of tlie desert between the Nile and the lied

Sea) who offer their mniiarried daughters (cf. Gen.

xix. 8; .ludg. xix. 24) to their guests, merely from

motives of hospitality, and not for hire" (Mod.
£(/yj>t- eh. xiii.). Mr. Lane adds that there used

to he a very ninnerous class of persons, called Tu-
feylees, who lived by spunging, presuming on the

well-known hospitality of their countrymen, and
going from house to house where entertainments

were being given. The Arabs along the Syrian

a " It is BaiJ to have been a custom of some of the

Bamiekees (the family so renowned for tlieir gene-

rosity) to keep open house during the hours of meals,

and to allow no one who ajiplied at such times for ad-

niission 4o be repulsed " (Lane's Tlioiismid and One
Nii:lils, ch. V. note 97).

b The time of entertainment, according to the pre-

cept of Mohannned, is three days, and lie permitted a

guest to take this right by force ; although one day

ftnd one night is the period of the host's being " kind "
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frontier usually pitch the sheykh' s tent towards the

west, that is, towards the inhabited country, to in-

vite passengers and lodge them on their way (Burck-

hardt's Notes on the Bedouins, etc., 8vo ed. i. 3-3)

:

it is held to be disgraceful to encamp in a place out

of the way of travellers; and it is a custom of the

Bedawees to light fires in their encampments to

attract travellers, and to keep dogs who, besides

watching against robbers, may in the night-time

guide wayfarers to their tents. Hence a hospitable

man is proverbially called " one whose dogs bark

loudly." l> Approaching an encampment, the trav-

eller often sees several horsemen coming towards

him, and striving who shall be first to claim him
as a guest. The favorite national game of the

Arabs before El-Islam illustrates their hospitality.

It was called " Meysir," and was played with arrows,

some notched and others without marks. A young
camel was bought and killed, and divided into 24
portions ; those who drew marked arrows had shares

in proportion to the number of notches ; those who
drew blanks paid the cost of the camel among them.

Neither party, however, ate of the flesh of the

camel, which was always given to the poor, and
" this they did out of pride and ostentation," says

Sale, " it being reckoned a shame for a man to

stand out, and not venture his money on such an
occasion." Sale, however, is hardly philosophical

in this remark, which concerns only the abuse of a

practice originally arising from a national virtue:

but Mohammed forbade the game, with all other

games of chance, on the plea that it gave rise to

quarrels, etc. (Sale's Preliminary Discourse, p. 96,

ed. 1836, and Kur-dn, ch. ii. and v.).

The oriental respect for the covenant of bread

and salt, or salt alone, certairdy sprang from the

high regard in which hospitality was held. Even
accidentally to taste another's salt imposes this

obligation ; and to so great an extent is the feeling

carried that a thief has been known to give up his

booty in obedience to it. Thus El-Leys Es-SaflTiir,

when a robber, left his booty in the passage of the

royal treasury of Sijistan ; accidentally he stumbled

over, and, in the dark, tasted a lump of rock-salt:

his respect for his covenant gained his pardon, and
he became the founder of a royal dynasty (Lane's

Tliousnnd and One Nifjhts, ch. xv. note 21). The
Arab peculiarity was carried into Spain by the so-

called Moors.

For the customs of the Greeks and Romans in

the entertainment of guests, and the exercise of

hospitality generally, the reader is referred to the

iJictiinidry of Antiquities, art. Ilosjniium. They
are incidentally illustrated by passages in the N. T.,

liut it is difficult to distinguish between those so

derived, and the native oriental customs which,

as we have said, are very similar. To one of the

customs of classical antiquity a reference is sup-

posed to exist in Bev. ii. 17: "To him that over-

cometh will I give to eat of the hidden maima, and

will give him a white stone, and in the stone a

to him {Mis/ilcat el-Musabeeh, ii. 329, cited in Lane's

Thousand and One Nights, Intr. note 13). Burck
hardt {Notes on the Bedouins, etc., i. 178, 179, cited

in the same note) says that a stranger without friends

in a camfi alights at the first tent, where the women,
in the absence of the owner, provide for his refresh-

ment. After the lapse of three days and four hours,

he must, if he would avoid censure, either a.ssist in

household duties, or claim hospitality at another

tent.
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new name written, which no man knoweth, saving

he that receiveth [it]." E. S. P.

* HOST (Luke x. 35). [Hospitality; Inn.]

* HOSTAGE. The practice of giving and

receiving persons, to be retained as security for the

observance of jniblic treaties or engagements, is

indicated in 2 Kings xiv. 14, and 2 Chr. xxv. 24.

It is said there tliat Joash after his victory over Am-

aziah took with liira hostnfjes (m^^V.'^U "*?.?)

upon liis return to his own kingdom. D. S. T.

HO'THAM (Dnin [si[;net-nnff]: Xcogcij';

Alex. [Aid.] XaiOdix'- Ilot/iain), a man of A.sher;

son of Heber, of the family of Beriah (1 Chr. vii.

32).

HO'THAN (nnin, ;. e. Hotham: Xccddfi;

[Vat.] Alex. Xcj9aV, [FA. Kcoeav:] Ilothum), a

man of Aroer, father of Shama and .Jehiel, two of

the heroes of David's guard (1 Chr. xi. 44). The
Bul)stitution of Hothan for Hotham is an error

which has been retained from the edition of 1011

[following the Bishops' Bible] till now. (Comp.

the rendering of the LXX. both of this and the

preceding name.)

HO'THIR ("l\nin [fullness] : 'ndr,pi;

Vat. ne-npei, H^ei;] Alex, laiedipi, [Udipi-]

Othir), the 13th son of Heman " the king's

seer" (1 Chr. xxv. 4), and therefore a Kohathite

Levite. He had the charge of the twenty-first

course of the musicians in the service of the tab-

ernacle (xxv. 28).

* Some tliink that this name and the names of

four of Heniau's other sons (Giddalti, Romamti-
ezer, Mallothi, llothir, Maha/ioth) formed a verse

of some ancient prophetic saying. They follow

each other in the list, 1 Chr. xxv. 4 (except the

omission of Joshbekashah), so as to make this

couplet :
—

I have magnified and exalted help
;

1 have declared in abundance Tisions.

Fiirst says {Ihbr. u. Chakl. Worterb. i. 244),

that the rhythm of the words favors this view.

Ewald refei's to this case as a remarkable illustra-

tion of the use of significant or symbolic personal

names among the Hebrews {Lehrbuch cler Ihbr.

Spriiclie, p. 502, 5'^ Ausg.). [Names, Amer. ed.]

It should be said that according to this theory ezer

belongs to both the preceding verbs, and makes of

them two compound names, instead of one, as in

the A. V. H.

* HOUGH (Josh. xi. 6, 9; 2 Sam. viii. 4) is

an obsolete word from the Anglo-.Saxon Iwli, and
means to hamstring, i. e. to cut the back sinews,

and thus disable animals. H.

HOUR (n^rr, Snytt?, Chald.). Thlsword

is first found in Dan. iii. G, iv. 19, 33, v. 5; and
it occurs several times in the Apocrypha (.Jud. xiv.

8, 2 Esdr. ix. 44). It seems to be a vague expres-

sion for a short period, and the frequent phrase

"in the same hour" means "immediately":

uence we find ni^fS, substituted in the Targum

for ^3"^?) "in fi moment" (Num. xvi. 21, &c.).

"flpa is frequently used in the same way by the

N. T. writers (Matt. viii. 13; Luke xii. 39, Ac).
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It occurs in the LXX. as a rendering for various

words meaning time, just as it does in Greek wri-

ters long before it acquired the specific meaning of

our word "hour." Saah is still used in Arabic

both for an hour and a moment.
The ancient Hebrews were probably unacquainted

with the division of the natural day into 24 parts.

The general distinctions of " morning, evening, and
noonday " (Ps. Iv. 17), were sufficient for them at

first, as they were for the early Greeks (Horn. J I.

xxi. Ill) ; afterwards the Greeks adopted five

marked periods of the day (Jul. Pollux, Oiiom. i.

68; Dio Chrysost. Orat. ii. de Glor.), and the

Hebrews parcelled out the period between sunrise

and sunset into a series of minute divisions distin-

guished by the sun's course [Day], as is .still done
t)y the Arabs, who have stated forms of prayers for

each period (Lane's Jlod. Eg. i. ch. 3).

The early Jews appear to have divided the day
into four parts (Neh. ix. 3), and the night into

three watches (Judg. vii. 19) [Day; "Watches],
and even in the N. T. we find a trace of this di-

vision in Matt. xx. 1-5. There is however no
proof of the assertion, sometimes made, that Spa
in the (4ospels may occasionally mean a space of

three hours.

The Greeks adopted the division of the day into

12 hours from the Babylonians (Herod, ii. 109;

comp. Rawlinson, Herod, ii. p. 334). At what
period the Jews became first acquainted with this

way of reckoning time is unknown, but it is gen-
erally supposed that they too learnt it from the

Babylonians during the Captivity (Waehner, Ant.

flebr. § v. i. 8, 9). They ?««»/ have had .some such
di\ision at a much earlier period, as has been in-

ferred from the fact that Ahaz erected a sun-dial

in Jerusalem, the use of which h;td probably been

learnt from Babylon. There is however the great-

est imcertainty as to the meaning of the word

n"l73?Q (A. V. "degrees," Is. xxxviii. 8).

[Di.vl.J It is strange tiiat the Jews were not
acquainted with this method of reckoning even
earlier, for, although a purely conventional one, it

is naturally suggested by the months in a year.

Sir G. Wilkinson thinks that it arose from a less

obvious cause (Rawlinson, Herod, ii. 334). In
whatever way originated, it was known to the

Egyptians at a very early period. They had 12
hours of the day and of the night (called Nau =
hour), e.ach of which had its own genius, drawn
with a star on its head. The word is said by Lep-
sius to be found as far back as the 5th dynasty
(Rawlhison, Herod, ii. 135).

There are two kinds of hours, namely, (1.) the

astronomical or equinoctial hour, i. e. the 24th part

of a civil day, which although " known to astrono-

mers, was not used in the affairs of common life

till towards the end of the 4th century of the Chris-

tian era" {Diet, of Ant. s. v. Hwa): and (2.) the

natural hour (M'hich the Rabbis called nV3X2T,

KaipiKai or tempirrnks), i. e. the 12th part of the

natural day, or of the time between sum-ise and
sunset. These are the hours meant in the N. T.,

Josephus, and the Kabbis (John xi. 9, &c. ; Jos.

Ant. xiv. 4, § 3), and it must be rememliered that

they perpetually vary in length, so as to be very

different at different times of the year. Besides

this, an hour of the day would always mean a dif-

ferent, length of time from an hour of tlie night,

except at the equinox. From the consequent im-
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certainty of the temi there arose the proverbial

expression "not all hours are equal" (IJ. Joshua
r(/>. Carpzov, App. Crit. p. 345). At the equinoxes

the third hour would correspond to 9 o'clock ; the

sixth would always be at noon. To find the exact

time meant at other seasons of the year we must
know when the sun rises in Palestine, and reduce

the hours to our reckoning accordingly. [Day.]
(Winer, s. v. Tar/, Wiren; Jahn, Arch. Bihl.

§ 101.) What horologic contrivances tlie Jews

possessed in the time of our Lord is uncertain ; but

we may safely suppose that they had gnomons,

dials, and clepsydrae, all of which had long been

known to the Persians and other nations with whom
they had come in contact. Of course the two first

were inaccurate and uncertain indications, but the

water-clock by uigenious modifications, accoi-ding

to the season of the year, became a very tolerable

assistance in mai'king time. Mention is also made

of a curious invention called 7127117 Tni?, by

which a figure was constructed so as to drop a stone

into a brazen basin every hour, the sound of which

was heard for a great distance and announced the

time (Otho, Lex. Rab. s. v. Hora).

For the purposes of prayer the old division of

the day into 4 portions was continued in the Tem-
ple service, as we see from Acts ii. 15, iii. 1, x. 9.

The Jews supposed that the .3d hour had been con-

secrated by Abraham, the Gth by Isaac, and the

9th by Jacob (Kimchi ; .Schoettgen, Hor. Hehr.

on Acts iii. 1). It is probable that the canonical

hours observed by the Romanists (of which there

are 8 in the 24) are derived from these Temple
hours (Godwyn, Moses and Aar. iii. 9).

The Eabbis pretend that the hours were divided

into 1080 D'^pbn (minutes), and 56,848 D"'273~l

(seconds), which numbers were chosen because they

are so easily divisiljle (Gem. Hier. Beracot/i, 2, 4,

m Keland Atit. Ikbi: iv. 1, § 19). F. W. F.

* Besides the various points mentioned above

as forming the beginning of the day, from which

the hours were reckoned, Pliny testifies {H. N. ii.

79) that among the Romans the official, religious,

and civil day was reckoned from midnight to mid-
night. His words are : " Ipsum diem ahi aliter

observavere . . . vulgus omne a luce ad tenebras :

sacerdotes Eomani, et qui diem diffiniere civilem,

item jEgyptii, et Hipparchus, a media nocte in

niediam." To the same purpose also Aulus Gel-

lius {Noct. Ail. iii. 2): " Populum autem Roma-
num ita, uti Vairo dixit, dies singulos adnumerare
a media nocte ad mediam proximam multis argu-

mentis ostenditur." He then gives Varro's proofs.

If the passages in St. John's Gospel relating to

the hour of the day be all examined, it will appear

probable that he adopted this official Roman reck-

oning, — of course, numbering the hours from

midday as well as from midnight, so as not to

exceed the numlier twelve. In i. 40 the visit of the

disciples to Jesus will thus have occurred about 10

A. SI. instead of at 4 p. m. as often supposed, and
this seems more agreeable to the statement " they

abode with him that day." In iv. C the same
mode of reckoning brings Jesus, " wearied with

his journey," to tlie well of Samaria at six in the

evening, a time when the woman would naturally

come to draw water, instead of at noon. So in iv.

52 this computation makes "the seventh hour"
when the fever left the nobleman's son, seven instead

»f one p. M., which agrees better with the circum-
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stances and the probable distance between Cuia
and Capernaum.

The only remaining passage is xix. 14, the re-

lation of which to JIark xv. 25 has been so much
questioned. Here, too, this method of reckoning

removes the seeming discrepancy, while the whole
course of the narrative in all the Evangelists shows
that the time indicated by St. John as that when
Pilate sat upon his judgment-seat, could not have
been later than between six and seven in the morn-
ing — "about the sixth hour." After this, the

events which followed— the further ineffectual op-

position and final yielding of Pilate to the will of

the Jews, the leading of Jesus out to Golgotha
after taking off his mock royal array, etc., the prep-

aration for the crucifixion, and the crucifixion it-

self, must have consumed the two hours or more
until our nine o'clock, called liy St. Mark, accord-

ing to Jewish usage, •' the third hour." For a list

of the older writers who adopt this view, see Wol-
fius, Curw Pliil. on John xix. 14. Olshausen (who
seems to prefer for himself a conjectural emenda-
tion of the text) yet well observes, " With this

hypothesis admirably accords the fact that John
wrote for the people of Asia Minor" — a remark
which appUes to all the passages above cited from
his Gospel. F. G.

HOUSE (n*;? : oT/cos: domus; Chald. n^2l,

to pass the night, Ges. Thes. 191 b), a dwelling

in general, whetlier literally, as house, tent, palace,

citadel, tomb; derivatively, as tabernacle, temple,

heaven; or metaphorically, as family. Although
in oriental language, every tent (see Ges. p. 32)
may be regarded as a house (Harmer, Ol/s. i. 194),

yet the distinction between the permanent dwelling-

house and the tent must have taken rise from the

moment of the division of mankind into dwellers

in tents and builders of cities, i. e. of permanent
habitations (Gen. iv. 17, 20; Is. xxxviii. 12). The
Helirews did not become dwellers in cities tiU the

sojourn in Egypt and after the conquest of Canaan
(Gen. xlvii. 3; Ex. xii. 7; Heb. vi. 9), while the

Canaanites as well as the Assyriajis were from an
earlier period builders and inhal)itants of cities,

and it was into the houses and cities built by the

former that the Hebrews entered to take possession

after the conquest (Gen. x. 11, 19, xix. 1, xxiii. 10,

xxxiv. 20; }iJum. xi. 27; Dent. vi. 10, 11). The
private dwellings of the Assyrians and Babylonians

have altogether perished, but the solid material of

the houses of Syria, east of the Jordan, may per-

haps have preserved entire specimens of the ancient

dwellings, even of the original inhabitants of that

region (Porter, Damascus, ii. 195, 196; C. C. Gra^
ham in Camb. Essays, 1859, p. 160, &c. ; comp.
Buckingham, Arab. Tribes, p. 171, 172).

In inferring the plan and aiTangement of ancient

Jewish or Oriental houses, as alluded to in Scrip-

ture, from existing dwellings in Syria, Egypt, and
the East in general, allowance must be made for

the difference in climate between I'-gypt, Persia,

and Palestine, a cause from which would proceed

differences in certain cases of material and construc-

tion, as well as of domestic arrangement.

1. The houses of the rural poor in Egypt, as

well as in most parts of Syria, Arabia, and Persia,

are for the most part mere huts of mud, or sun-

burnt bricks. In some parts of Palestine and
Arabia stone is used, and in certain districts caves

in the rock are used as dwellings (Amos v. 11;

Bartlett, Walks, p. 117; Cavks). The houses
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are usually of one story only, namely, the ground

floor, and sometimes contain only one apartment.

Sometimes a small court for the cattle is attached

;

and in some cases the cattle are housed in the same
building, or the people live on a raised platform,

and the cattle round them on the ground (1 Sam.

xxviii. 24; Irby and Mangles, p. 70; JoUifte, Let-

ters, i. 43; Buckingham, Arab Tribes, p. 170;

Burckhardt, Trcwds, ii. 119). In Lower Egypt
the oxen occupy the width of the chamber farthest

from the entrance; it is built of brick or mud,

about four feet high, and the top is often used as

a sleeping place in winter. The windows are small

apertures high up in the walls, sometimes grated

with wood (Burckhardt, Travels, i. 241, ii. 101,

119, 301, 329; Lane, iVud. Eg. i. 44). The roofs

are commonly but not always flat, and are usually

formed of a plaster of mud and straw laid upon

boughs or rafters ; and upon the flat roofs, tents or

" booths " of boughs or rushes are often raised to

be used as sleepLng-places in summer (Irby and
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A Nestorian house, with stages upon the roof for

sleeping. (Layard, Nineveh, i. 177.)

Mangles, 71; Niebuhr, Descr. pp. 49, 53; Layard,

Nin. and Bab. p. 112; Nineveh, i. 17G ; Burckhardt,

Syria, p. 280; Travels, i. 190; Van Egmont, ii. 32;

Malan, Magdala and Bethany, p. 15). To this de-

scription the houses of ancient Egypt and also of

Ass)Tia, as represented in the monuments, in great

measure correspond (Layard, Monuments of Nine-

veh, pt. ii. pi. 49, 50; bas-relief in Brit. Mus.
Assyrian room. No. 49 ; first Egypt, room, case

17; Wilkinson, Anc. Eg.

i. 13; Marthieau, East.

Life, i. 19, 97). In the

towns the houses of tlie

inferior kind do not differ

much from the above

description, Isut they are

sometimes of more than

one story, and tlie roof-tem

races are more carefully

constructed. In Palestine

they are often of stone

(Joilifte, i. 2G).

2. The difference be-

tween the poorest houses

and those of the class next

above them is greater than between these and the

houses of the first rank. The prevailing plan of

eastern houses of this class presents, as was tho

case in ancient Egypt, a front of wall, whose blank

and mean appearance is usually relieved only by
the door and a few latticed and projecting windows

( Views in Syria, ii. 25). Within this is a court

or courts with apartments opening into them.

Some of the finest houses in the East are to be

found at Damascus, where in some of tliem are

seven such courts. When there are only two, the

innermost is the hareem, in which the women and
children live, and which is jealously secluded from
the entrance of any man but the master of the

house (Burckhardt, Travels, i. 188; Van I'^gmont,

ii. 240, 253; Shaw, p. 207; Porter, Damascus, i.

34, 37, 60 ; Chardin, Voyages, vi. 6 ; Lane, Mod.
Eg. i. 179, 207). Over the door is a projecting

window with a lattice more or less elaborately

wrought, which, except in times of public celebra-

Entrance to house in Cairo.

Egyptians.
)

(Lane, Modem

tions, is usually closed (2 K. ix. 30 ; Shaw, Trav-

els, p. 207; Lane, Mod. Eg. i. 27). The doorway
or door bears an inscription from the Kunin, as

the ancient Egyptian houses liad inscriptions over

their doors, and as tlie Israelites were directed to

write sentences from the Law over their gates.

[(jAtk.] The entrance is usually guarded within

from sight Ijy a wall or some arrangement of the

passages. In the passage is a stone seat for the

porter and other servants (Lane, Mod. Eg. i. 32;

Shaw, Travels, p. 207 ; Cliardin, Voyages, iv. 111).

Beyond this passage is an open court like the

Roman intphirium, often paved with marble. Into

this the principal apartments look, and are either

open to it in front, or are entered from it by doors.

An awning is sometimes drawn over the court, and
the floor strewed with carpets on festive occasions

(Shaw, p. 208). On the ground floor there is

generally an apartment for male visitors, called

mandarah, having a portion of the floor sunk he-

low the rest, called dnrhVah. This is often paved

with marl)le or colored tiles, and has in tlie centre

a fountain. The rest of the floor is a raised plat-

form called leewdn. with a mattress and cushions

at the iiack on each of the tln-ee sides. This seat

or sofa is called deewdn. Every person on entrance
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takes off his shoes on the dui'ka'ah before stepping

on the leeivan (Ex. iii. 5; Josh. v. 15; Luke vii.

38). The ceilings over the leewdn and duikd'ah

are often richly paneled and ornamented (Jer. xxii.

14). [Ckiling.] The stairs to the upper apart-

ments are in Syria usually in a comer of the court

(Robinson, iii. 302). When there is no upper

story the lower rooms are usually loftier. In Per-

sia they are open from top to bottom, and only

divided from the court by a low partition (Wilkin-

son, Anc Eg i 10 ; Chardin, iv 119 ; Burckhardt,

Traiels, i. 18, 19 , Views %n Syiia, i. 56).

Inner court of house m Can-o, with Mak'ad.
(Lane, Modern Egyptians.)

Around part, if not the whole, of the court is a

verandah, often nine or ten feet deep, over which,

when there is more than one floor, runs a second

gallery of like depth with a balustrade (Shaw, p.

208). Bearing in mind that the reception room is
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raised above the level of the court (Chardin, ir.

118: Views in Synn, i. 56), we may, in explaining

the circumstances of the miracle of the paralytic

(Mark ii. 3; Luke v. 18), suppose, (1.) that our

Lord was standing under the verandah, and the

people in front in the court. The bearers of the

sick man ascended the stairs to the roof of the

house, and taking oft' a portion of the boarded cov-

ering of the verandah, or removing the awning
over the imjdtirium, rh jxiffov, in the former case

let down the bed tlirmujii the verandah roof, or in

the latter, down by way of the roof, 5io tccv Kepd-

fMoov, and deposited it before the Saviour (Shaw,

p. 212).« (2.) Another explanation presents itself

in considering the room where the company were

assembled as the iirefiwov, and the roof opened for

the bed to be the true roof of the house (Trench,

Miracles, p. 199; Lane, A[od. Ey. i. 39). (3.)

And one still more simi)Ie is found in regarding

the house as one of tlie rude dwellings now to be

seen near the Sea of Galilee, a mere room " 10 or

12 feet high and as many or more square," with

no ojiening except the door. The roof, used as a

sleeping-place, is reached by a ladder from the out-

side, and the bearers of the paralytic, unable to

approach the door, would thus have ascended the

roof, and having uncovered it (e'lopi^lai/Tes), let

him down into the room where our Lord was
(Mnlan, I c.).b

The stairs to the upper apartments or to tha

Court cl house at \nticth

Kd'ah of house in Cairo. (I.;iiie.)

roof are often shaded by vines or creeping ^ilantg^

and the courts, especially the inner ones, planted

with trees. The court has often a well or tank in

it (l*s. cxxviii. 3; 2 Sam. xvii. 18; Uussell, AUj)j)o,

a * See a full statement of this latter view in Nor-

ton's Genuineness of the Gospels, 2d eU., i. p. cxii. IT.

(Addit. Notes), or in his Trans, cf the Gospels, with
Notes, ii. 218 t., 249 f.

"

A.
h * Another view may be st.ated. Those who brought

the paralytic, finding it impossible to veach the Saviour

In the room where he was teaching (see especially

Mark ii. 2), may have hastened at once to the court of

an adjacent house. Taking advantage there of the

stairs leading up thence to the roof of that ne.xt house,

they could have crossed to the roof (si'i)anited from

the other, if at all, by only a low parapet) which was
over the room into which they let down the bed be-

fore Jesus, through the tiles, broken up for that pur-

pose. Stairs on the out.sidc of hou.«es are almost un-

known in Palestine at present, and would only expose

the Inmates to violence and pillage. The healing of

the paralytic took place at Capernaum (Slark ii. 1),

where the houses might be expected to be thus con-

tiguous to each other. Thomson Informs us {Land
nn<l Book, ii. C IT.) how the ordinary Arab houses ar»

constructed in the Kast. U.
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i. 24, 32; Wilkinson, i. 6, 8; Lane, Mod. Eg. i.

32; Views in Syrin^ i. 56).

Besides the mandarah, there is sometimes a sec-

ond room, either on the ground or the upper floor,

called kd'ah, fitted with deewdns, and at the cor-

ners of these rooms portions taken off and inclosed

form retiring rooms (Lane, i. 39; Russell, i. 31,

33).

When there is no second floor, but more than

one court, the women's apartments, hareem, hat-em,
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or harain
{^.f^

and
rf

., secluded, or ])ro-

lubited, with which maj- he compared the Hebrew

Armnn ]'lX3"lS (Stanley, S. cf P. App. § 82), are

usually in the second court; otherwise they form a

separate building within the general inclosure, or

are al.iove on the first floor (Lane, J/orf. 7^'//. i. 1"!),

2:)7; Views in Syria, i. .50). The entrance to the

harem is crossed by no one but the master of the

house and the domestics belonging to the female

establishment. Though this remark would not

apply in the same degree to Jewish habits, the pri-

vacy of the women's apartments may possibly be

indicated by the " inner chamber " ("TlTn : rafj.i-

elov- cubicidum) resorted to as a hiding-place (1

K. XX. 30, xxii. 2.5; see Judg. xv. 1). Solomon,

in his marriaLTo with a firci.mcr. introduced also

Interior of house (harem) in Damascus.

foreign usage in this respect, which was carried

further in subsequent times (1 K. vii. 8; 2 K. xxiv.

15). [Womb;n.] The harem of the Persian

monarch (D^ti73 r\^'^ '. oyvvaiKiiv' doiinn'.fem-

i/i rrum) is noticed in the book of Esther (ii. 3).

When there is an upper story, the /cd'ah forms

tlie most important apartment, and thus probably

answers to the vwepyov, which was often the

" truest-chamber " (Luke xxii. 12 [avdyatov] ; Acts

i. 13, ix. 37, XX. 8; Burckhardt, Trav. i. 1.54)."

'J'he windows of the upper rooms often project one

or two feet, and form a kiosk or latticed chamlier,

the ceilings of which are elaborately ornamented

(Lane, i. 27; Russell, i. 102; Burckhardt, Trav.

i. I'JO). [Window.] Such may have been the

" chamber on the wall " (71*^5 • inrepcSov' canac-

1 * " At Ramleli,^' say.s Dr. Robinson (Bihl. Rts. ii.

229, 2d ed.), we were " conducted to an ' upper room.'

a large airy hall, forming a sort of third story, upon
the flat roof of the house." The prophets chamber
at Shunem, 2 K. iv. 10 ("on the wall,"' .\. V., but
probably = wall-chamber, ;'. e. one surromided with a

wall, duly linished), was no doubt the modern ^alliyeh

70

ulum ; Ges. p. 1030) made, or rather set apart for

Elisha, by the Shunammite woman (2 K. iv. 10,

11). So also the "summer parlor"' of Eglon

(.Judg. iii. 20, 23, but see Wilkinson, i. 11), the

"loft" of the widow of Zarephath (1 K. xvii. 19).

The "lattice" (n33tt? : Siktvutoi/- cancelli)

through which Ahaziah fell, perhaps belonged to

an upper chamber of this kind (2 K. i. 2), as also

the " third loft " (TpicrTeyov) from which Eutj'-

chus fell (Acts xx. 9; comp. Jer. xxii. 13). There

are usually no special bedrooms in eastern houses,

and thus the room in which Ish-bosheth was mur-
dered was probalily an ordinary room with a

deewtln, on which he was sleeping during the heat

of the day (2 Sam. iv. 5, 6; Lane, i. 41).

Sometimes the deetcdn is raised sufficiently to

allow of cellars underneath for stores of all kinds

{ranieM, Matt. xxiv. 26 ; Russell, i. 32).

The outer doors

are closed with a

wooden lock, but in

some cases the
apartments are di-

vided from each
other by curtains

only (Lane, i. 42:

Chardin, iv. 12-;

Russell, i. 21).

There are no
chimneys, but fire

is made when re-

quired with char-

coal in a chafing-

dish; or a fire of

wood might be kin-

dled in the open

court of the house

(Luke xxii. 55 ; Rus-

sell, i. 21: Lane, i.

4 1 ; Chardin, iv.

,12 0). [Coal,

I

Amer. ed.]

Besides the man-
darah, some houses

in Cairo have an
apartment called

milk' ad, open in

front to the court,

with two or more nouse in a street at Cairo.

, !,„„ 1 ., (From Roberts.)
arclies, and a rail- ^

ing : and a pillar to support the wall above (Lane,

i. 38). It was in a chamber of this kind, probably

one of the largest size to be found in a i)alace, that

our Lord was lieing arraigned before the high-priest,

at the time when the denial of Him by St. Peter

took place. He "turned and looked " on Peter as

be stood by the fire in the court (Luke xxii. 56,

61: John xviii. 25), whilst He himself was in thf

" hall of Judgment," the mak'ad. Such was the

"porch of judgment" built by Solomon (1 K. vii.

7), which finds a parallel in the golden alcove of

Mohammed Uzbek (Ibn Batuta, Trav. 70, ed.

Lee).
'

(the Hebrew word is the same). "It is the most de-

sirable part of the establishment, is best fitted up, and
is still given to guests who are to be treated nith

honor" (Thomson, Land and Book, i. 235). This is

the name also of Elijah's room (" loft," A. V.) at .Sa-

repta (1 K. xvii. 19). H.
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Before quitting the interior of the house we may 1

observe that, on the deeicdn, the corner is the place
|

of honor, which is never quitted by the master of

the house in receiving strangers (Russell, i. 27;

Malan, Tyre and Sukm, p. '38).« The roofs of

eastern houses are, as has been said, mostly flat,

though there are sometimes domes over some of the

rooms. The flat portions are plastered with a com-

position of mortar, tar, ashes, and sand, which in

time becomes very hard, but when not laid on at

the proper season is apt to crack in winter, and the

rain is thus admitted. In order to prevent this,

every roof is provided with a roller, which is set

at work after rain. In many cases the terrace

roof is little better than earth rolled hard. On ill-

compacted roofs grass is often found springing into

a short-lived existence (Prov. xix. 13, xxvii. 15;

Ps. cxxix. 6, 7; Is. xxxvii. 27; Shaw, p. 210;

I^ne, i. 27; Eobinson, iii. 39, 44, GO).

In np point do oriental domestic haliits differ

more from European than in the use of the roof.

Its flat surface is made useful for various house-

hold purposes, as drying corn, hanging up linen,

and preparing figs and raisins (Shaw, p. 211;

Burckhardt, Trav. i. 191). The roofs are used as

places of recreation in the evening, and often as

sleeping-places at night (2 Sam. xi. 2, xvi. 22; Dan.

iv. 29 ; 1 Sam. ix. 25, 26

;

'' Job xxvii. 18 ; Prov.

xxi. 9; Shaw, p. 211; Russell, i. 35; Chardin, iv.

116; Layard, Nineveh, i. 177). They were also

used as places for devotion, and even idolatrous

worship (Jer. xxxii. 29, xix. 13; 2 K. xxiii. 12;

Zeph. i. 5; Acts x. 9). At the time of the Feast

of Tabernacles booths were erected by the Jews on

the tops of their houses, as in the present day huts

of boughs are sometimes erected on the housetops

as sleeping-places, or places of retirement from the

heat in summer time (Neh. viii. 16 ; Burckhardt,

Syria, p. 280). As among the Jews the seclusion

of women was not carried to the extent of Moham-
medan usage, it is probable that the housetop was

made, as it is among Christian inhabitants, more a

place of public meeting Iwth for men and women,

than is the case among iNIohammedans, who care-

fully seclude their roofs from inspection by parti-

tions (Burckhardt, Trav. i. 191 ; comp. Wilkinson,

i. 23). The Ciiristians at Aleppo, in Kussell's time,

lived contiguous, and made their housetops a means

of mutual communication to avoid passing through

the streets in time of plague (Russell, i. 35). In

the same manner the housetop might be made a

means of escape by the stairs [i. e. from the roof

into the court] by which it was reached without

entering any of tlie apartments of the house (Matt.

xxiv. 17, X. 27; Luke xii. 3).

Both Jews and heathens were in the habit of

wailing publicly on the housetops (Is. xv. 3, xxii.

1; Jer. xlviii. 38). Protection of the roof by par-

apets was enjoined by the Law (Deut. xxii. 8). The

parapets thus constructed, of which the types may
be seen in ancient Egyptian houses, were sometimes

of open work, and it is to a fall through, or over

one of these that the injury by which Ahaziah suf-

'fered is sometimes ascribed (Shaw, p. 211). To

pass over roofs for plundering purposes, as well as
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for safety, would be no difficult matter (Joel ii. 9).

In ancient Egyptian and also in Assyrian houses a

sort of raised story was sometimes built above the

roof, and in the former an open chamber, roofed or

covered with awning, was sometimes erected on the

housetop (Wilkinson, i. 9 ; Layard, J/on. of Nin.

ii. pi. 49, 50).

There are usually no fire-places, except in the

kitchen, the furniture of which consists of a sort

of raised platform of brick with receptacles in

it for fire, answering to the "boiling places"

(m vIi?5P t^aryeipiia'- culirue) of Ezekiel (xlvi.

23; Laiie, i". 41; Ges. p. 249).

Special apartments were devoted in larger houses

to winter and summer uses (Jer. xxxvi. 22; Am.
iii. 15; Chardin, iv. 119).

The ivory house of Ahab was probably a palace

largely ornamented with inlaid ivory. [Palace.]

The circumstance of Samson's pulUng down the

house by means of the pillars, may be exi)lained

by the fact of the company being assembled on
tiers of balconies above each other, supported by
central pillars on the basement; when these were

pulled down the whole of the upper floors would

fall also (Judg. xvi. 26; Shaw, p. 211).

Houses for jewels and armor were built and fur-

nished under the kings (2 K. xx. 13). The draught-

house (niS~inp : KOTTpdv- latnnce.) was doubt-

less a -public latrine, such as exists in modem
eastern cities (2 K. x. 27; Russell, i. 34).

Leprosy in the house was probably a' nitrous

efflorescence on the walls, which was injurious to

the salubrity of the house, and whose removal was

therefore strictly enjoined by the Law (Lev. xiv.

34, 55; Kitto, Phys. Georjr. of Pal. p. 112;

Winer, s. v. Hduser).

The word n")2 is prefixed to words constituting

a local name, as Bethany, Beth-horon, etc. In

modern names it is represented by Beit, as Beit-

lahm. H. W. P.

* HOUSEHOLD, CESAR'S. [Cesar's
Household.]

* HOUSEHOLDER. [Goodman.]

* HOUSE OF GOD. This expression oc-

curs in Judg. XX. 18 (A. V.), where no doubt iT^Sl

7M, instead of being translated, should be retained

as a proper name, i. e. Bethel ; so also, ver. 26 and

xxi. 2. Bethel on the confines of Judah and Benja-

min is the place there meant. The Ark of the

Covenant having been brought to Bethel from Shi-

loh just at that time, for the purpose (it may be)

of more convenient access, the other tribes went up

thither to "ask counsel" of Jehovah in regard to

the war on which they were alwut to enter against

the Benjamites. The Ark of the Covenant is found

asjain not long after this in its proper sanctuary at

Shiloh (1 Sam. i. 3). That in Judg. xx. 18 Bethel

denotes the place where the Ark then was, and not

the Ark itself as called "the house of God," is

evident from Judg. xx. 27, where the narrative dis-

tinguishes the two from each other, and recognizes

a * Hence in Am. iii. 12 " the corner of a bed

(the "divan " being meant there) is represented as the

place occupied by the proud nobles of Samaria, from

which only a miserable remnant of them would be

able to escape in the day of calamity. H.
t> * The A. V. (1 Sam. ix. 25) states merely that

Samuel and Saul had a conversation or private inter-

view ' on the roof" But it appears fironi the Hebrew

(ver. 26) that Saul, at least, slept there during the fol-

lowing night; for early the next morning Samuel

called to him on the roof to arise and i-esimie hia

journey H.
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Jie presence of the Ark at Bethel as the result of

ft special emergency. H.

HUK'KOK (pf^n [incision, rock-excavation,

Dietr.; diich, Fiirst] : 'laKavd^ Alex. Ikvk'- Huc-

Mca), a place on the boundary of NaphtaU (Josh.

xix. 34), named next to Aznoth-Tabor. It is men-
tioned by Eusebius and Jerome ( Onomast. "Icoc"),

but in such a manner a-s to show that they knew
nothing of it but from the Text. By hap-Pai-chi

in 1320, and in our own times by Wolcott and

by Robinson, Hukkok has been recovered in Yah'ik,

a village in the mountains of Naphtali, west of the

upper end of the Sea of Galilee, about 7 miles

S. S. \V. of Safed, and at the head of Wady-el-

Amiid. An ancient Jewish tradition locates here

the tomb of Habakkuk (Zunz, in B. Tudela, ii.

421; Schwarz, p. 182; Robinson, iii. 81, 8-2).

G.

HU'KOK {pf^'\tl [perh. .established, or en-

graved]: rj 'Area/c; [Vat. Ikuk;] Alex. la/care;

[Comp. Aid. 'iKWK'-] Ilucac), a name which in 1

Chr. vi. 75 is substituted for Helkath in the par-

allel list of the Gershonite cities in Asher, in Josh.

xxi.

HUL (v^n [circle, region, Fiirst] : "'Oi/X; [in

1 Chr., Rom. Vat. omit, Alex. Oi/S: Hid]), the

second son of Aram, and grandson of Shem (Gen.

X. 23). The geographical position of the people

whom he represents is not well decided. Josephus

{Ant. i. 6, § 4) and Jerome fix it in Armenia;

Schultbess {Parad. p. 262) on etymological grounds

(as though the name= 7"irT, sand) proposes the

southern part of Mesopotamia; von Bohlen (/n-

trod. to Gen. ii. 249) places it in the neighborhood

of Chaldrea. The strongest evidence is in favor

of the district about tlie roots of Ixbanon, where

the names Ard-el-tlideh, a district to the north of

Lake Merom; OvXaOa, a town noticed by Josephus

(Ant. XV. 10, § 3), between Galilee and Trachonitis;

Golan, and its modern form Djaidan, bear some

affinity to the original name of IIul, or, as it should

rather be written, Clad. W. L. B.

HUL'DAH (rr^bn [weasel, Fiirst] : "OA.-

Saf: [Holda,] Okla), a prophetess, whose husband

Shallum was keeper of the wardrobe in the time

of king Josiah, and who dwelt in the suburb (Ros-

enmiiller, ad Zeph. i. 10) of Jerusalem. While
Jeremiah was still at Anathoth, a young man un-

known to fame, Huldah was the most distinguished

person for prophetic gifts in Jerusalem ; and it was

to her that Josiah had recourse when Hilkiah found

a book of the Law, to procure an authoritative

opinion on it (2 K. xxii. 14; 2 Chr. xxxiv. 22).

W. T. B.

HUM'TAH (n^pn [jilacc of lizards, Ge^.;

fortress, Fiirst]: Ei/^ua; Alex. Xafifxara: Alh-

matha), a city of Judah, one of those in the moun-
tain-district, the next to Heljron (Josh. xv. 54).

It was not known to Eusebius and Jerome (see

Onomasiicon, " Ammatha"), nor has it since been

identified. There is some resemblance between the

name and that of Kimath (Ki^iiafl), one of tlie

places added in the Vat. LXX. to the list in the

Hebrew text of 1 Sam. xxx. 27-31. G.

HUNTING. The objects for which hunting

S practiced, indicate the various conditions of so-

ciety and the progress of civilization. Hunting,

as a matter of necessity, whether for the extermi-
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nation of dangerous beasts, or for procuring suste-

nance, betokens a rude and semi-civihzed state;

as an amusement, it betokens an advanced state.

In the former, personal prowess and physical

strength are the qualities which elevate a man
above his fellows and fit him for dominion, and

hence one of the greatest heroes of antiquity is de-

scribed as a " mighty hunter before the Lord "

(Gen. X. 9), while Ishmael, the progenitor of a wild

race, was famed as an archer (Gen. xxi. 20), and

Esau, holding a similar position, was " a cunning

hunter, a man of the field" (Gen. xxv. 27). The
latter state may be exemplified, not indeed from

Scripture itself, but from contemporary records.

Among the accomplishments of Herod, his skill in

the chase is particularly noticed ; he kept a regular

stud and a huntsman (Joseph. Ant. xvi. 10, § 3),

followed up the sport in a wild country (Ant. xv.

7, § 7) which abounded with stags, wild asses, and
bears, and is said to have killed as many as forty

head in a day (B. J. i. 21, § 13). The wealthy in

Egypt and Assyria followed the sports of the field

with great zest; they had their preserves for the

express purpose of preserving and hunting game
(Wilkinson's Anc. Egypt, i. 215; Xen. Cyrop. i.

4, §§ 5, 14), and drew from hunting scenes subjects

for decorating the walls of their buildings, and even

the robes they wore on state occasions.

The Hebrews, as a pastoral and agricultural

people, were not given to the sports of the field;

the density of the population, the earnestness of

their character, and the tendency of their ritual

regulations, particularly those affecting food, all

combined to discourage the practice of hunting;

and perhaps the examples of Ishmael and Esau were

recorded with the same object. There was no lack

of game in Palestine; on their entrance into the

land, the wild beasts were so numerous as to be

dangerous (Ex. xxiii. 29); the utter destruction of

them was guarded against by the provisions of the

Mosaic law (Ex. xxiii. 11; Lev. xxv. 7). Some of

the fiercer animals survived to a late period, as

lions (Judg. xiv. 5; 1 Sam. xvii. 34; 2 Sam. xxiii.

20; ] K. xiii. 24, xx. 3G), and bears (1 Sam. xvii.

34; 2 K. ii. 24); jackals (Judg. xv. 4) and foxes

(Cant. ii. 15) were also numerous; haft, roebuck,

and fallow deer (Deut. xii. 15; IK. iv. 23) formed

a regular source of sustenance, and were possibly

preserved in inclosures. The manner of catching

these animals was either by digging a pitfall

(nnip), which was the usual manner with the

larger animals, as the lion (2 Sam. xxiii. 20; I2z.

xix. 4, 8); or secondly by a trap (H^), which was

set under ground (Job xviii. 10), in the run of

the animal (Prov. xxii. 5), and caught it by the

leg (Job xviii. 9); or lastly by the use of the net,

of which there were various kinds, as for (he

gazelle (?) (Is. Ii. 20, A. V. "wild bull"), and

other animals of that class. [Net.] The method
in which the net was applied is familiar to us from

the descriptions in Virgil (^n. iv. 121, 151 ff.,

X. 707 ff. ) ; it was placed across a ravine or narrow

valley, frequented by the animals for the sake of

water, and the game was driven in by the hunters

and then dispatched either with bow and arrf w, or

spears (comp. Wilkinson, i. 214). The game se-

lected was generally such as was adapted for food

(Prov. xii. 27), and care was taken to pour out the

blood of these as well as of tame animals (Lev. xvii.

13).
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Birds formed an article of food among the He-

brews (Lev. xvii. 13), and niiicli skill was exercised

in catching them. The following were the most

approved methods. (1.) The trap (HS), which

consisted of two parts, a net, strained over a frame,

and a stick to support it, but so placed that it

should give way at the slightest touch ; the stick

or springe was termed ti^p."1?2 (Am. iii. 5, "gin; "

Ps. Ixix. 22, "trap"); this was the most usual

method (Job xviii. 9; Eccl. is. 12; Prov. vii. 23).

(2.) The snare (D''12!2, from DttlS, toh-aid; Job

xviii. 9, A. V. "robber"), consisting of a cord

(vSH) Job xviii. 10; comp. Ps. xviii. 5, cxvi. 3,

cxl. 5J, so set as to catch the bird by the leg. (3.)

Tiie net, which proliably resembled those used in

Egypt, consisting of two sides or frames, over which

network was strained, and so arranged that they

could be closed by means of a cord : the Hebrew

names are various. [Net.] (4.) The decoy, to

which reference is made in Jer. v. 20, 27— a cage

of a peculiar constniction (3^73)— was filled

with birds, which acted as decoys; the door of the

cage was kept open by a piece of stick acting as a

springe (nTltt'''^), and closed suddenly with a

chip (whence perhaps the term c'liib) on the en-

trance of a bird. The partridge appears to have

been used as a decoy (Ecclus. xi. 30).

W. L. B.

HU'PHAM (D5?in [;wo/ert«r, Fiirst; coasl-

inhiibitnni, Ges.] : LXX. omit in both MSS.

;

[Comp. 'Ocfidfx-] Iliij)h(im), a son of Benjamin,

founder of the family {Mishpricluih) of the Hu-
piiAMiTES (Num. xxvi. 3!)). In the lists of Gen.

xlvi. and 1 Chr. vii. the name is given as Hui'PUi,

which see.

HU'PHAMITES, THE C^Sp^nn : om.

in LXX.; [(.'omp. 6 "Ot^a/Ui':] Ihiphamitce). De-

scendants of IIuPHAM of the tribe of Benjamin

(Num. xxvi. 39). W. A. \Y.

HUP'PAH (nSn [covering, veilin;/]: S

'On-</)a; [Vat. Oxxo'P'P"''^ Comp.] Alex. 'Ocpcpd'

Hoppha), a priest in the time of David, to whom
was committed the charge of the 13th of the 24

courses in the service of the house of God (1 Chr.

xxiv. 13).

HUP'PIM (D^Q 7 [protection, screen, Fiirst,

Ges.]: Gen. xlvi. 21; 1 Chr. viL 12; in Gen.,

omitted in LXX. [Kom. Vat.], but Cod. Alex, has

OiptfiiV, in 1 Chr. vii. 12, "Aircpiv, [Vat. A7r(/)eii/,]

and in Cod. Alex. A<peiij.; [ver. 15, Vat. AfKp^iv,

Alex. A(p(f>eii';] the former is the correct form, if,

as we read in Num. xxvi. 39, the name was Hu-
pham: Ophiin, [Hnpham, l/npplnni]), head of a

Benjamite fiimily. Accordiivj; to the text of the

LXX. in Gen., a son of Bela [Bela; Becher]
;

but 1 Chr. vii. 12 tells us that he was son of Ir, or

Iri (ver. 7), who was one of the five sons of Bela.

According to Num. xxvi., the Huphamites were

one of the original families of the trilie of Benja

min. The sister of Huppim married into the trilie

of Manasseh (1 Chr. vii. 15). A. C. H.

HUR ("H-in [li ale, hence ?i prison']: Htir). 1.

("flp; Joseph, ^iipos.) A man who is mentioned

*ith Moses and Aaron on the occasion of the battle

*ith Amalek at Kephidim (Ex. xvii. 10), when with

HIIR

Aaron he stayed up the hands of Moses (12). He
is mentioned again in xxiv. 14, as being, with Aaron,
left in charge of the people by Moses during his

ascent of Sinai. It would appear from this that he
must have been a person connected with the family

of Moses and of some weight in the camp. The
latter would follow from the former. The Jewish

tradition, as preserved by Josephus (Ant. iii. 2, § 4),

is that he was the husband of Miriam, and (iii. 6,

§ 1) that he was identical with —
2. ("'ilp.) The grandfather of Bezaleel, the

chief artificer of the tabernacle— " son of Uri, son

of Hur— of the tribe of Judah " (Ex. xxxi. 2, xxxv.

30, xxxviii. 22), the full genealogy being given on
each occasion (see also 2 Chr. i. 5). In the lists

of the descendants of Judah in 1 Chr. the pedigree

is more fully preserved. Hur there appears as one

of the great family of Pharez. He was the son of

Caleb ben-Hezron, by a second wile, Ephrath (ii.

19, 20; comp. 5, also iv. 1), the first fniit of the

marriage (ii. 50, iv. 4), and the father, besides Uri
(ver. 20), of three sons, who founded the towns of

Kiijath-jearim, Beth-lehem, and Beth-gader (51).

Hur's connection with Beth-lehem would seem to

have been of a closer nature than with the others

of these places, for he himself is emphatically called

" Abi-Bethlehem " — the "father of Bethlehem"
(iv. 4)." Certainly Beth-lehem enjoyed, down to a

very late period, a traditional reputation for the

arts which distinguished his illustrious grandson.

Jesse, the father of David, is said to have been a

weaver of the vails of the sanctuary (Tan;. Jonathan,

2 Sam. xxi. 19), and the dyers were still lingering

there when Benjamin of Tudela visited Bethlehem

in the 13th century.

In the Targum on 1 Chr. ii. 19 and iv. 4,

Ephrath is taken as identical with Miriam: but

this would be to contradict the more trastworthy

tradition given above from Josephus.

In his comments on 1 Chr. iv. 1 (
Qucest. Uehr.

in ParaJip.). Jerome overlooks the fact that the

five persons there named as " sons " of Judah are

really members of successive generations; and he

attempts, as his manner is, to show that each of

them is identical with one of the immediate sons

of the patriarch. Hur he makes to be another

name for Onan.

3. {Ovp; Joseph. Ovpr]s.) The fourth of the

five "kings" 057^: LXX. and Joseph. Ant.

iv. 7, § 1, fia(Ti\eh) of Midian, who were slain with

Balaam after the " matter of Peor " (Num. xxxi. 8).

In a later mention of them (Josh. xiii. 21) they

are called "princes" ("'N'^tt'Il) of Midian and

"dukes" C'D^pS. not the word commonly ren-

dered " duke," but probably with the force of

dependence, see Keil ad loc. : LXX. ivapa) of Sihon

king of the Amorites, who was killed at the same

time with them. No further light can be obtained

as to Hur.

4. (2oup; [Vat. Alex. FA. omit.]) Father of

Bephaiah, who was ruler of half of the environs

(TJ^?' A. V. " part ") of Jerusalem, and assisted

Nehemiah in the repair of the wall (Neh. iii. 9).

5. The " son of Hur "— Ben-Chur— was com-

missariat officer for Solomon in Mount Ephraim

(1 K. iv. 8). The LXX. (both MSS. [rather, Eom.
and Alex.] ) give the word Ben both in its original

and its translated form {Beev— Alex. Bev— v'ibs

"Clp [Vat. Bai&jp for B. vl. "flp; Comp. Aid
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Bfvip]), a not infrequent custom with them.

Josephus (Ant. viii. 2, § 3) has Ovpvs as the name

of the officer himself. The Vult:;. {Benhiir) follows

the Hebrew, and is in turn followed in the margin

of the A. V. It is remarkable that the same form

is observed in giving the names of no less than five

out of the twelve officers in this list. G.

HU'RAI [2 syl.] {'^yH \_free, noble, Flirst:

or= "'"l^n, Unen-wecwer, Ges.] : Ovpi; [Vat. FA.

Ovpfi-] ffurai), one of David's guard— Hurai of

the torrents of (jaa.sh— according to the list of 1

Chr. xi. 32. In the parallel catalogue of 2 Sam.

xxiii. the R is changed to D, as is frequently the

case, and the name stands as Hiddai. Kennicott

has examined the discrepancy, and, influenced by

the readings of some of the MSS. of the LXX.,

decides in favor of Hurai as the genuine name

(Dissert, p. 194).

HU'RAM ("H'^n [noble-boni] : Oupd/x ;

[Vat. nf|U;] Alex. Icoi^: ffuram). 1. A Benjamite

;

son of Bela, the first-born of the patriarch (1 Chr.

viii. 5).

2. The form in which the name of the king of

Tyre in alliance with David and Solomon— and

elsewhere given as Hikam — appears in Chronicles.

(a.) At the time of David's establishment at Jeru-

salem (1 Chr. xiv. 1). In the A. V. the name is

Hiram, in accordance with the Cetib or original

Hebrew text (QT*n) ; but in the marginal cor-

rection of the Masorets (Keri) it is altered to

Huram (DTIH), the form which is maintained

in all its other occmTcnces in these books. The
LXX. Xiipd/x [FA. Xipafx], Vulg. Hiram, and

Targum, all agree with tiie Cetib. (b.) At the

accession of Solomon (2 Chr. ii. 3, 11, 12, viii. 2,

18, ix. 10, 21 : in each of these cases also the

LXX. have Xtpd/i, [Vat. and] Alex. Xeipa/x, Vulg.

Hiram).
3. The same change occurs in Chronicles in the

name of Hiram the artificer, which is given as

Huram in the following places: 2 Chr. ii. 13, iv.

11, 16. In the first and last of these a singular

title is given him— the word Ab, ''father" —
" Huram my father," « and " Huram his fether."

No doubt this denotes the respect and esteem in

which he was held, according to the similar custom

of the people of the East at the present day.'' There

also the LXX. [Rom. Xipdfi., Vat. and Alex.

Xeipa/j.] and Vulgate follow the form Hiram.

HU'RI C*"^^n [linen-weave?-'] : [Ovpi, Vat.

Ovpei-] Htiri), a Gadite; father of Abihail, a chief

man in that tribe (1 Chr. v. 14).

HUSBAND. [Markiage.]

HU'SHAH (nW^n [Itaste]: 'a<rdv; [Comp.

Oiiad'f Aid. 'Clad-] Hosa), a name which occurs

in the genealogies of the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. iv.

4)— " Ezer, fother of Hushah." It may well be

the name of a place, like Etam, Gedor, Beth-lehem,

»nd others, in the preceding and succeeding verses

;
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but we have no means of ascertaining the fact,

since it occurs nowhere else. For a patronymic

possibly derived from this name see Hushathite.

HU'SHAI [2 syl.] C^W^Tl [quick, rapid]:

Xova-i [Vat. -0-61, and so often Alex.], LXX. and

.Joseph.: Chmni], an Archite, i. e. possibly an

inhabitant of a place called Erec (2 Sam. xv. 32 fF.,

xvi. 10 ft".). He is called the "friend" of David

(2 Sam. XV. 37 ; in 1 Chr. xxvii. 33, the word is

rendered "companion;" comp. Joseph. Ant. vii. 9,

§ 2 : the LXX. has a strange confusion of Archite

and apx'fTarpos= chief friend). To him David

confided the delicate and dangerous part of a pre-

tended adherence to the cause of Absalom. His

advice was preferred to that of Ahithophel, and

speedily brought to pass the ruin which it medi-

tated.

We are doubtless correct in assuming that the

Hushai, whose son Baana was one of Solomon's

commissariat officers (1 K. iv. 16), was the iamous

counsellor of his father. Hushai himself was prob-

ably no longer living; at any rate his office was

filled by another (comp. ver. 5). [.\hcihtk.]

T. E. B.

HU'SHAM (DK?n, in Chron. CC?-in [hast-

in</, sicift] : 'Affcifi, [in" 1 Chr.,] 'AaSfx, [and so

Alex, in Gen. :] Hiisam), one of the kings of Edom,

before the institution of monarchy in Israel (Gen.

xxxvi. 34, 35; 1 Chr. i. 4.5, 46). He is described

as " Husham of the land of the Temanite; " and

he succeeded Jobab, who is taken by the LXX. in

their addition to the Book of Job as identical with

that patriarch.

HU'SHATHITE, THE (^Itrnn, and

twice in Chron. "^H-^nn [pair, from Htl'^n,

see above]: 6 'Aa-TaTooQi, OvaaOi, ^ouffaO'h [etc.:]

rie Hiisnti, Hus'itliites), the designation of two of

the heroes of David's guard. 1. SnuucciiAi (2

Sam. xxi. 18; 1 Chr. xi. 29, xx. 4, xxvii. 11). In

the last of these passages he is said to have be-

longed to the Zarhites, that is (probably) the

descendants of Zerah of the tribe of .Tudah. So

far this is in accordance with a connection between

this and Hl'SHAIi, a name, apparently of a place,

in the genealogies of Judah. Josephus, however

(Ant. vii. 12, § 2), mentions Sibbechai as a Hit-

tite.

2. ['Avoi91tt)s; Vat. -del-; Alex. AaoiBeiTTis-

de Hiisnti.] ^Mebunnai (2 Sam. xxiii. 27). There

seems no doubt that this name is a mere corruption

of SlHBECHAI.

HU'SHIM (D'^trn [the hasting, Fiirst;

hastes (pi.) Ges.] : 'AffSfi'- Husim). 1. In Gen. xlvi.

23, " the children [sons] (^33) of Dan " are said

to have been Hushim. Tlve name is plural, as if

of a tribe rather than an individual, which perhaps

is sufficient to account for the use of the plural '' in

"children." In the list of Num. xxvi. the name
is changed to Shuham.
Hushim figures prominently in the Jewish tradi-

a The A. V. of 2 Chr. ii. 13 renders the words " of

Huram my father's," meaning the late king ; but this

is unnecessary, and the Hebrew will well bear the

rendering given above.

b Analogous to this, though not exactly similar, is

Joseph's expression (Gen. xlv. 8), " God hath made me
a father unto I'haraoh." Compare also 1 Mace. xi.

32 ; where note the use of the two terms " cousin "

((rvyyeuri?, ver. 31) .and " father " (32). Somewhat

analogous, too, is the use of terms of relationship —
" brother," " cousin " — in legal and official docu-

ments of our own and other countries.

c Gen. xxxvi. 25, adduced by Knobel ad loc. ns a

parallel case to this, is hardly so, since a daughter of

Anah is given as well as his son, and the word Bene

covers both.
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tions of the recognition of Joseph, and of Jacob's

burial at Heliron. See the quotations from the

Midrash in Weil's Bib. Legends, p. 88 note, and

the Targum Pseudojon. on Gen. 1. 13. In the

latter he is the executioner of Esau.

2. D!£^n {I. e. Chusshini: 'Aa<i>ix\ Alex. A(70j3:

Hasim), a member of the genealogy of Benjamin

(1 Chr. vii. 12); and here again apparently (as the

text now stands) the plural nature of the name is

recognized, and Hushim is stated to be " the sons

{Baie) of Aher." (See Eertheau in Exeg. Handb.

ad loc.)

3. (''tt7-in, and W^VOU : 'ricnV; [Vat. Soxn;/,

Ciatfiev,] Alex, aai/j. Husiiii, but in ver. 11

Melt usi III, by inclusion of the Hebrew particle.)

The name occurs again in the genealogy of Benja-

min, but there as that of one of the two wives of

Shaharaim (1 Chr. viii. 8), and the mother of two

of his sons (11). In this case the plural significance

of the name is not alluded to.

HUSKS. The word Kepdna, which our trans-

Ceratonia siligzia.

lators have rendered by the general term " husks
''

(Luke XV. 16), describes really the fruit of a partic-

ular kind of tree, namely, the carob or Ceratonin

siliqua of botanists. This tree is very commonly

met with in Syria and Egypt; it produces pods,

shaped like a horn (whence the Greek name), vary-

ing in length from to 10 inches, and about a

finger's breadth, or rather more. These pods, con-

taining a thick pithy substance, very sweet to the

taste, were eaten ; and afforded food not only for

cattij (Mishn. Shnbb. 24. § 2), and paiticularly

pigs (Colum. E. R. vii. 9), but also for the poorer

classes of the population (Hor. Ep. ii. 1, 12-3 ; Juv.

M. 58). The same uses of it prevail in the present

day ; as the tree readily sheds its fruit, it forms a

convenient mode of feeding pigs. The tree is also

HUZZAB
named St. John's Bread, from a tradition that the

Baptist lived upon its fruit in the wilderness.

W. L. B.
* The carob-tree is very common also in the

Greek islands, and its fruit is still in great request

there as a nutritious article for fattening swine.

It may be seen exposed for sale in the markets at

Smyrna and Athens. The writer has seen it as

far north as Trieste, on the Gulf of Venice. The
pod, though considerably larger, resembles very

much that of our common locust-tree. It contains

a sweetish pulp when tender, but soon becomes dry

and hard, with small seeds, which rattle in the pod

when shaken. It emits a slight odor when first

gathered, not a little offensive to those imaccus-

tomed to it.

The occasional use of this product for food (see

above) is not at variance with the parable. It is

not said there that the prodigal resorted to food

eaten only by swine ; but that in his wretchedness,

having no friend to give him anything better, he

was glad to share (eTrefliv^e/ yefjilffai) " the husks "

which the swine were eating, which he was sent

into the fields to watch. Yet the expression

here {koI ouBih iSiSov avrai) some under-

stand differently, namely, that no one gave

the prodigal even so nuich as any of the

husks, and if he obtained them, it was mth-
out permission and by stealth. This is

Meyer's view (Lvkns, p. 4.50, 4te Aufl.),and

it appears to be that of Luther. The Greek

does not require this interpretation; for the

clause cited above (added in the Hebraistic

way by koI ^= ort) niay assign a reason why
(there being no other alternative) the prodigal

must eat the husks to save himself from

starvation. The ellipsis of tI after Si5w/j.i is

very common (Matt. xix. 21, xxv. 8; Mark
vi. 3"

; Luke vi. 30, &c. ). In the other case

we supply KfpaTia as the object. H.

HUZ (V^27 [perh., fvuitjul in trees,

Dietr.], i. e. Uz, in which form the name is

uniformly given elsewhere in the A. V. : Oi!^,

Alex. fi|: litis), the eldest son of Nahor and

Milcah (Gen. xxii. 21). [Buz; Uz.]

HUZ'ZAB (^^n [Assyrian, Fiirst: see

infra^: ^ virSffTacns ' miles caplivns), ac-

cording to the general opinion of the Jews

(Buxtorf s Lexicon ad voc. 22^), was the

queen of Nineveh at the time when Nahuui
delivered his prophecy. This view appears

to be followed in our version (Nah. ii. 7),

and it has been recently defended by iMvald.

Most modern expositors, however, incline to

the belief that Huzzob here is not a proper name at

all, but the Ilophal of the verb' 3^3 (see Buxtorf,

as above; Gesenius, Lex. p. 903), and this is allowed

as possible by the alternative rendering in the mar-

gin of our English Bible — " that which was es-

tabhshed." Still there are difficulties in the way of

such an understanding of the passage, and it is not

improbable that after all Huzzab may really be a

proper name. That a Ninevite queen otherwise

unknown should suddenly be mentioned, is indeed

exceedingly unlikely; for we cannot grant to Ewald

that " the Ninevite queens were well nigh as power-

ful as the kings." But there is no reason why the

word should not be a geographic term — an equiv-

alent or representative of Assyria, which the prophet
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intends to threaten with captivity. Huzzab may
mean " the Zab country." or the fertUe tract east

of the Tigris, watered by the upper and lower Zab

rivers {Zab Ala and Zab Asfal), the A-diab-m^

of the geographers. This province— the most val-

uable part of Assyria— might well stand for Assyria

itself, with which it is identified by Pliny (H. N. v.

12) and Ammianus (xxiii. 6). The name Zab. as

applied to the rivers, is certainly very ancient, being

found in the great inscription of Tiglath-Pileser I.,

which belongs to the middle of the twelfth century

B. c. G. K.

HY.iEN'A. Authorities are at variance as to

whether the term izdbu'a (5^2^) in Jer. xii. 9

means a " hysena," as the LXX. has it, or a

" speckled bird," as in the A. V. The etymolog-

ical force of the word is equally adapted to either,

the hy«na being streaked. The only other instance

in which it occurs is as a proper name, Zeboim

(1 Sam. xiii. 18, " the valley of hyaenas," Aquila;

Neh. xi. 31). The Taljiudical writers describe the

hyaena by no less than four names, of which tzdbtVa

is one (Lewysohn, Zool. § 119). The opinions of

Bochart (flieruz. ii. 1G3) and Gesenius {Tlies. p.

1149) are in favor of the same view; nor could any

room for doubt remain, were it not for the word ait

{l^'^V
', A. V. "bird") connected with it, which

in all other passages refers to a bird. The hysena

was common in ancient as in modern Egypt, and

is constantly depicted on monuments (Wilkinson,

i. 213, 22.5): it must therefore have been well

known to the .Jews, if indeed not equally common
in Palestine." The sense of the passage in .Jeremiah

implies a fierce strong beast, not far below the lion

in the parallel passage (v. 8); the hya;na fully

answers to this description. Though cowardly in

his nature, he is very savage when once he attacks,

and the strength of his jaws is such that he can

crunch the thigh-bone of an ox (Livingstone's

Travels, p. 600). [Zeboim.] W. L. B.

* The etymological affinity of the Arabic ftJyO

ought to decide that the animal intended is the

hyiena. This animal is common in I^alestine and

Syria. G. E. P.

HYDASTES ('TSc^o-tttjs : [J«cZ«sore]), a river

noticed in Jud. i. 6, in connection with the

Euphrates and Tigris. It is uncertain what river

is referred to: the well-known Hydaspes of India

(the Jelum of the Pan/'d) is too remote to accord

with the other localities noticed in the context.

We may perhaps identify it with the Choaspes of

Susiana. W. L. B.

HYMEN^'US [A. V. Hymene'us] ('Tfie-

vaios), the name of a person occurring twice in the

correspondence between St. Paul and Timothy ; the

first time classed with Alexander, and with him
" delivered to Satan, that they might learn not to

blaspheme" (1 Tim. i. 20); and the second time

classed with Philetus, and with him charged witli

having " erred concerning the truth, saying that

the resuiTection is past already," and thereby

" overthrown the faith of some " (2 Tim. ii. 17,

18). These latter expressions, coupled with " the

shipwreck of faith " attributed to llymeuffius in
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re Prof. Stanley records (S. ^ P. p. 162, note) that

the only wild animal he saw in Palestine was a hjsena.

the context of the former passage (ver. 19), surely

warrant our understanding both passages of the

same person, notwithstanding the interval between

the dates of the two letters. When the first was

written he had already made one proselyte; before

tte second was penned he had seduced another;

and if so, the only points further to be considered

are, the error attributed to him, and the sentence

imposed upon him.

I. The error attributed to him was one that had

been in part appropriated from others, and has

frequently been revived since with additions. What
initiation was to the Pythagoreans, wisdom to the

Stoics, science to the followers of Plato, contempla-

tion to the Peripatetics, that "knowledge" (ypw-

(Tis) was to the Gnostics. As there were likewise

in the Greek schools those who looked forward to a

complete restoration of all things (airoKaToiffTacns,

V. Heyne ad Vir<j. Ed. iv. 5, comp. yEn. vi. 745);

so there was "a regeneration" (Tit. iii. 5; Matt.

xix. 28), " a new creation " (2 Cor. v. 17, see Alford

nd be.'; Rev. xxi. 1), " a kingdom of heaven and

of Messiah or Christ " (Matt. xiii. ; Rev. vii.) — and

herein popular belief among the Jews coincided —
unequivocally propounded in the N. T. ; but here

with this remarkable difference, namely, that in a

great measure, it was present as well as future—
the same thing in germ that was to be had in per-

fection eventually. " The kingdom of God is within

you," said our Lord (Luke xvii. 21). " He that is

spiritual judgeth all things," said St. Paul (1 Cor.

ii. 15). " He that is born of God cannot sin," said

St. John (1 Ep. iii. 9). There are likewise two

deaths and two resurrections spoken of in the X.

T. ; the first of each sort, that of the soul to and

from sin (John iii. 3-8), " the hour which now is
"

(ibid. V. 24, 25, on which see Aug. De Civ. Dei,

XX. 6); the second, that of the body to and from

corruption (1 Cor. xv. 36-44; also .John v. 28, 29),

which last is prospective. Now as the doctrine of

the resurrection of the body was found to involve

immense difficulties even in those early days (Acts

xvii. 32; 1 Cor. xv. 35; how keenly they were

pressed may be seen in St. Aug. fJe Civ. Dei, xxii.

12 ff. ) ; while, on the other hand, there was so great

a predisposition in the then current philosophy

(not even extinct now) to magnify the excellence

of the soul al)0ve that of its earthly tabernacle, it

was at once the easier and more attractive course

to insist upon and argue from the force of those

passages of Holy Scripture which enlarge upon the

glories of the spiritual life that now is, under Christ,

and to pass over or explain away allegorically all

that refers to a future state in connection with the

resurrection of the body. In this manner we may
derive the first errors of the Gnostics, of whom
Hymenfeus was one of the earliest. They were on

the spread when St. John wrote; and his grand-

disciple, St. Irensus, compiled a voluminous work

ag.ainst them (Adv. Ha>r.). A good account of their

full development is given by Gieseler, E. H., per. i.

div. i. § 44 ff.

II; As regards the sentence passed upon him —
it has been asserted by some writers of eminence

(see Corn, ii Lapide ad 1 Cor. v. 5), that the

" delivering to Satan " is a mere synonym for

ecclesiastical excommunication. Such can hardly

be the case. The Apostles possessed many extra-

ordinary prerogatives, which none ha^c since arro-

gated. I'^ven the title which they bore has been

set apart to them ever since. The shaking oflT the

dust of their feet against a city that would not
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receive them (St. Matt. x. 14), even though the

same ii'ijunction was afterwards given to the Seventy

(St. Luke X. 11), and which St. Paul found it

necessary to act upon twice in the course of his

ministry (Acts xiii. 51, and xviii. 6), has never

been a practice since witli Cliristian ministers.

" Anathema," says Bingham, " is a word that

occurs frequently in the ancient canons" (AnHq.

xvi. 2, 16), but the form " Anathema Maranatha "

is one that none have ever ventured upon since St.

Paid (1 Cor. xvi. 22). As the Apostles healed all

manner of bodily infirmities, so they seem to have

possessed and exercised the same power in inflicting

them— a power far too perilous to be continued

when the manifold exigencies of the Apostolical age

had passed away. Ananias and Sapphira both fell

down dead at the reljuke of St. Peter (Acts v. 5

and 10); two words from the same lips, " Tabitha,

arise," sufficed to raise Dorcas from the dead {ibid.

ix. 40). St. Paul's first act in entering upon his

ministry was to strike Elymas the sorcerer with

blindness, his own sight havuig been restored to

him through the medium of a disciple {il/id. ix. 17,

and xiii. 11); while soon afterwards we read of his

healing the cripple of Lystra {ibid. xiv. 8). Even

apart from actual intervention by the Apostles,

bodily visitations are spoken of in the case of those

who approached the Lord's Supper unworthil)',

when as yet no discipline had been established

:

" For this cause many are weak and sickly among
you, and a good number {'iKavoi, in the former

case it is ttoWoI) sleep " (1 Cor. xi. 30).

On the other hand Satan was held to be the

instrument or executioner of all these visitations.

Such is tlie character assigned to him in the book

of Job (i. 6-12, ii. 1-7). Similar agencies are

described 1 K. xxii. 19-22, and 1 Chr. xxi. 1. In

Ps. Ixxviii. 49, such are the causes to which the

plagues of Egypt are assigned. Even our Lord

submitted to be assailed by him more than once

(Matt. iv. 1-10: Luke iv. 1-3 says, "departed from

Him for a season ") ; and " a messenger of Satan

was sent to buffet" the very Apostle whose act of

delivering another to the same power is now under

discussion. At the same time large powers over

the world of spirits were authoritatively conveyed

by our Lord to his immediate followers (to the

Twelve, Luke ix. 1 ; to the Seventy, as the results

showed, ibid. x. 17-20).

It only remains to notice five particulars con-

nected with its exercise, which the Apostle supplies

himself. (1.) That it was no mere prayer, Imt a

solemn authoritative sentence, pronounced in the

name and power of Jesus Christ (1 Cor. v. 3-5)

(2.) That it was never exercised upon any without

the Church : " them that are without God judgeth "

{ibid. v. 13), he says in express terms. (3.) That it

was " for the destruction of the flesh," i. e. some

bodily visitation. (4.) That it was for the improve-

ment of the offender; that "his spirit might be

saved in the day of the Lord Jesus " {ibid. v. 5);

and that "hemij;ht learn not to blaspheme" while

upon earth (1 Tim. i. 20). (5.) That the Apostle

could in a given case empower others to pass such

sentence in his alisence (1 Cor. v. 3, 4).

Thus, while the "delivering to Satan" may
resemble ecclesiastical excommunication in some

respects, it has its own cliaracteristics likewise,

which sliow plainly that one is not to be confounded

or placed on the same level with the other. Nor

again does St. Paul himself deliver to Satan all

those in whose company he bids his converts " not
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even to eat" (1 Cor. v. 11). See an able redew
of the whole subject by Bingham, Antiq. vi. 2, 15

E. S. Ff.

HYMN. This word is not used in the English

version of the 0. T., and only twice in the N. T.

(Eph. v. 19; Col. iii. 16); though in the original

of the latter the derivative verb " occurs in three

places (Matt. xxvi. 30; comp. Mark xiv. 26; Acts
xvi. 25; Heb. ii. 12). The LXX., however, employ
it freely in translating the Heb. names for almost

every kind of poetical composition (Schleusn. Lex.

vfjivos)- In fact the word does not seem to have

had for the LXX. any very special meaning; and
they called the Heb. book of TehilUm the book of

psalms, not of hymns. Accordingly the word ^wrj/nj

had for the later Jews a definite meaning, while

the word hymn was more or less vague in its appli-

cation, and capable of being used as occasion should

arise. If a new poetical form or idea should be

produced, the name of hymn, not being embar-

rassed by a previous determination, was ready to

associate itself with the fr^h thought of another

literature. And this seems to have been actually

the case.

Among Christians the H3Tnn has always been

something difltrent from the Psalm ; a different

conception in thought, a different type in composi-

tion. There is some dispute about the hymn simg

by our Lord and his Apostles on the occasion of

the Last Supper; but even supposing it to have

been the IJulkl, or Paschal Hymn, consisting of

Pss. cxiii.-cxviii., it is obvious that the word hymn
is in this case applied not to an individual psalm,

but to a luunber of psalms chanted successively,

and altogether forming a kind of devotional exercise

which is not unaptly called a hymn. The prayer

in Acts iv. 24-30 is not a hymn, unless we allow

non-metrical as well as metrical hymns. It may
have been a hymn as it was originally altered ; but

we can only judge by the Greek translation, and

this is without metre, and therefore not properly a

hymn. In the jail at Philippi, Paul and Silas

"sang hynms " (A. V. "praises") unto God, and

so loud was their song that their fellow-prisoners

heard them. This must have lieen what we mean
by singing, and not merely recitation. It was in

fact a veritable singing of hymns. And it is

remarkable that the noun hywn is only used in

reference to the services of the Greeks, and in the

same passages is clearly distinguished from the

psalm (Eph. v. 19, Col. iii. 16), "psalms, and

hymns, and spiritual songs."

It is probable that no Greek version of the

Psalms, even supposing it to be accommodated to

the Greek metres, would take root in the affections

of the (ientile converts. It was not only a question

of metre, it was a question of tune ; and (ireek

tunes required Greek hymns. So it was in Syria.

Richer in tunes than Greece, for (ireece had but

eight, while Syria had 275 (Benedict. Pre/, vol. v.

Op. hph. -S//r. ), the Syrian hymnographers revelled

in the varied luxury of their native music; and the

result was that splendid development of the Hymn,
as moulded by the genius of Bardesanes, Harmonius,

and Ephrem Syrus. In Greece the eight tunes

which seem to have satisfied the exigencies of

church-music were probably accommodated to fixed

metres, each metre being Avedded to a particular

" * Hymn occurs also in Matt. xxvi. 30, and Mark
xiv. 26, where " when they had sung an hymn

"

(A. V.) stands for vju.i'^o-ai'Tes. H
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ttma; an arrangement to which we can observe a

tendency in the Directions about tunes mid measures

it the end of our English metrical version of the

Psalms. This is also the case in the German

hymnology, where certain ancient tunes are recog-

nized as models for the metres of later compositions,

and their names are always prefixed to the hymns

in common use.

It is worth while inquiring what profane models

the Greek hymnographers chose to work after. In

the old religion of Greece the word hiimn had

already acquired a sacred and liturgical meaning,

which could not fail to suggest its application to

the productions of the Christian muse. So much
for the name. Tlie special forms of the Greek

hymn were various. The Homeric and Orphic

hymns were written in the epic style, and in hex-

ameter verse. Their metre was not adapted for

singing ; and therefore, though they may have been

recited, it is not likely that they were smig at tiie

celebration of the mysteries. We turn to the Pin-

daric hymns, and here we find a sufficient variety

of metre, and a definite relation to music. These

hymns were sung to the accompaniment of the

lyre; and it is very likely that they engaged the

attention of the early hymn-writers. The dithyramb,

with its development into the dramatic chorus, was

sufficiently connected with musical traditions to

make its form a fitting vehicle for Christian poetry

;

and there certainly is a dithyrambic savor about

the earUest known Christian hynm, as it appears

in Clem. Alex. pp. 312, -313, ed. Potter.

The first impulse of Christian devotion was to

run into the moulds ordinarily used by the wor-

shippers of the old religion. This was more than

an impulse, it was a necessity, and a twofold neces-

sity. The new spirit was strong ; but it had two

linntations : the difficulty of conceiving a new
musico-poetical literature; and the quality so pecu-

liar to devotional music, of lingering in the heart

after the head has been convinced and the belief

changed. Tlie old tunes would be a real necessity

to the new life; and the exile from his ancient

faith would delight to hear on the foreign soil of a

new religion tlie familiar melodies of home. Dean
Trench has indeed labored to show that the reverse

was the case, and that the early Christian shrank

with horror from the sweet, but polluted, enchant-

ments of his unbelieving state. We can only as-

sent to this in so far as we allow it to be the second

phase in the history of hymns. When old tradi-

tions died away, and the Christian acquired not

only a new belief, but a new social humanity, it

was possible, and it was desirable too, to lireak for-

ever the attenuated thread that boinid him to the

ancient world. And so it was broken; and the

trochaic and iambic metres, unassociated as they

were with heathen worship, thousjh largely associa-

ted with the heathen drama, obtained an ascendant

in the Christian church. In 1 Cor. xiv. 2fi allu-

sion is made to improvised hymns, which being

the outburst of a passionate emotion would proba-

bly assume the dithyrambic form. Hut attempts

jiave been made to detect fragments of ancient

hyratis conformed to more obvious metres in ICph.

V. 14; .Jam. i. 17; Rev. i. 8 tt'., xv. 3. These pre-

tended fragments, howe\-er, may with much greater

likelihood be referretl to the svving of a prose com-
positiin unconsciously culminating into metre. It

was in the Latin church that the trociiaic and iam-

"dIc metres became most deeply rooted, and acquired

lie greatest depth of tone and grace of finish.
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As an exponent of Christian feeling they soon su-

perseded the accentual hexameters; they were used

nmemonically against the heathen and the heretics

by Commodianus and Augustine. The introduc-

tion of hymns into the Latin church is commonly
referred to Ambrose. But it is impossible to con-

ceive that the West should have been so far behind

the East; similar necessities must have produced

similar results ; and it is more likely that the tra-

dition is due to the very marked prominence of

Ambrose as the greatest of aU the Latin hymnog-
raphers.

The trochaic and iambic metres, thus impressed

into the service of the church, have continued to

hold their groiuid, and are in fact the 7's, S. M.,

C. M., and L. M. of our modem hymns; many of

which are translations, or at any rate imitations,

of Latin originals. These metres were peculiarly

adapted to tlie grave and sombre spirit of Latin

Christianity. Less ecstatic than the varied chorus

of the Greek church, they did not sour upon the

pinion of a lofty praise, so much as they drooped

and sank into the depths of a great sorrow. They
were subjective rather than objective; they appealed

to the heart more than to the understanding ; and

if they contained less theology, they were fuller of

a rich and Christian humanity. (Daniel's The-

saurus Hymmdoyicus, Halis et Lipsite'J 1841-1855;

Lateinische Ilijmnen, etc., by F. G. Mone; Gesanye

Chrisilicher Vorzeit, by C. Fortlage, Hei'lin, 1844;

Sacred Latin Poetry, by R. C. Trench; Ephrem
SSyrus, by Dr. Burgess; Hahn's Bardesanes

;

[Lamson's Church of the First Three Ceninrie&,

p. 343 ffi, 2d ed.]

)

T. E. B.

HYSSOP (21TS, ezob: {((rcra>7ros)- Perhaps

no plant mentioned in the Scriptures has given rise

to greater differences of opinion than this. The
question of the identification of the ez('ib of the

Hebrews with any plant known to modern botan-

ists was thought by Casaubon " adeo difficilis ad
explicandum, ut videatur Esias expectandus, qui

certi aliquid nos doceat." Had the botanical

works of Solomon survived they miifht have thrown

some light upon it. The chief difficulty arises from

the fact that in the LXX. the Greek iiffaunros is

the uniform rendering of the Hebrew I'zi'ib, and that

this rendering is endorsed by the Apostle in the

Epistle to the Hebrews (ix. 19, 21), when speaking

of the ceremonial observances of the Levitical law.

Whetiier, therefore, the LXX. made use of the

(ireelc D'crtrcoTros as the Mord most nearly resembling

the Heljrew in sound, as Stanley sutigests (H. if' P.

21, note), or as the true representative of the plant

indicated by the latter, is a point which, in all

probability, will never be decided. Botanists differ

widely even with regard to the identification of the

vaawKos of Dioscorides. The name has been given

to the Satureia Grceca and the iS. Juliana, to

neither of which it is appropriate, and the hyssop

of Italy and South France is not met with in

(Jreece, Syria, or Egypt. Daubeny {Led. on Rom.

Husbandry, p. 313), following Sibthorpe, identifies

the mountain-hyssop with the Tliymbra spicata,

but this conjecture is disapproved of by Kiihn

{Comm. in Diosc. iii. 27), who in the same passage

gives it as his opinion that the Hebrews used the

Orif/anum yEr/yptiacum in Egypt, the 0. Syria-

cun m Palestine, and that the hyssop of Diosco-

rides was the 0. Smyrmmtm. Tlie Greek botanist

describes two kinds of hyssop, opeiv-f} and Kr^rrfur^,

and gives KtaaKen as the Egyptian etjuivalent.
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The Talmud ists make the same distinction be-

tween the wild liyssop and the garden-plant used

for food.

The ezt'tb was used to sprinkle the doorposts of

the Israelites in Egypt with the blood of the pas-

chal lamb (Ex. xii. 22); it was employed in the

purification of lepers and leprous houses (Lev. xiv.

4, 51), and in the sacrifice of the red heifer (Num.
xix. 6 ). In consequence of its detergent qualities,

or from its being associated with the purificatory

services, the Psalmist makes use of the expression,

" purge me with izdb " (Ps. li. 7). It is described

<n 1 K. iv. 33 as growing on or near walls. In

John xix. 29 the phrase vaawirw irepidei'Tfs corre-

sponds to TrepiOeh Ka\dfj.<ii in Matt, xxvii. 48 and

Mark xv. 3G. If therefore Ka\a.fxui be the equiva-

lent of vffawwcf, the latter must be a plant capa-

ble of producing a stick three or four feet in length.

Five kinds of hyssop are mentioned in the Tal-

mud. One is called 31TW simply, without any

epithet: the others are distinguished as Greek,

Roman, wild hyssop, and hyssop of Cochali (Mishna,

Negnim, xiv. G). Of these the four last-mentioned

were profane, that is, not to be employed in puri-

fications (Mishna, Parah, xi. 7). Maimonides {de

Vacca Rufa^ iii. 2) says that the hyssop mentioned

in the law is tliat which was used as a condiment.

According to Porphyry {De Abslin. iv. 7), the

Egyptian priests on certain occasions ate their

bread mixed with hyssop; and the zfiatar, or wild

marjoram, witli which it has been identified, is often

an ingredient in a mixture called duJckah, whicli is

to this day used as food by the poorer classes in

Egypt (Lane, Mod. Ky. i. 200). It is not improb-

able, therefore, that this may have been the hyssop

of Maimonides, who wrote in Egypt; more espe-

cially as R. D. Kimchi {Lex. s. v.), who reckons

seven different kinds, gives as the equivalent the

Arabic yXjU^, ziiWitai; origanum, or niaijoram,

and the German Dosten or Wohlf/emuih (Rosenm.

Ilandb.). With this agrees the Tanchum Hieros.

MS. quoted by Gesenius. So in the Judseo-Span-

ish version, Ex. xii. 22 is translated " y tomarc'des

manojo de nrignno." But Dioscorides makes a

distinction between origanum and hyssop when he

describes the leaf of a species of the former as

resembling the latter (cf. PUn. xx. G7), though it

is evident that he, as well as the Talmudists, re-

garded tlieni as belonging to the same family. In

the Syriac of 1 K. iv. 33 hyssop is rendered by

\
o>r\x liifo, " houseleek," although in other

passages it is represented by )b20), zii/u, which

the Arabic translation follows in Ps. li. 7 and Heb.

ix. 19, while in the Pentateuch it has znalin- for the

same. Patrick (on 1 K. iv. 33) was of opinion

that ezob is the same witli the Ethiopic aziib^ which

represents tlie hyssop of Ps. li. 7, as well as v/Si/dcr-

fjiov, or mint, in Matt, xxiii. 23.

Bochart decides in favor of marjoram or some
plant like it {fliernz. i. b. 2, c. 50), and to this

conclusion, it must be admitted, all ancient tradi-

tion points. The monks on Jebel Musa give the

name of hyssop to a fragrant plant called ja'dch,

which grows in great quantities on that mountain

^Robinson, BibL Jies. i. 157). Celsius {Hierobot.

i. 423), after enumerating eighteen different plants,

thyme, soutliernwood, rosemary, French lavender,

wall rue, and the maidenhair fern among others,

ffhich havt been se\erally identified with the hys-
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sop of Scripture, concludes that we have no alter-

native but to accept the Hyssopiis qfficia(dis^ '< nisi

velimus apostolum corrigere qui rh Ilia's liaam-

TTov reddit Heb. ix. 19." He avoids the difficulty

in John xix. 29 by supposing that a sponge filled

with vinegar was wrapped round a bimch of hyssop,

and that the two were then fastened to the end of

a stick. Dr. Kitto conceived that he had found

the pecuharities of the Hebrew ezob in the Phyto-

lacca decandra, a native of Anjerica. Tremellius

and Ben Zeb render it by " moss." It has been

reserved for the ingenuity of a German to trace a

connection lietween ^sop, the Greek fabulist, and
the ezob of 1 K. iv. 33 (Hitzig, Die Spriiche Salo-

nio's, Einl. § 2).

An elaborate and interesting paper by the late

Dr. J. Forbes Royle, On the Hyssop of Scripture,

in the Journ. of the Roy. As. Soc. viii. 193-212,

goes far to throw light upon this difficult question.

Dr. R., after a careful investigation of the subject,

arrived at the conclusion that the hyssop is no
other than the caper-plant, or cappuris spinosa of

Linnajus. The Arabic name of this plant, osuf
liy which it is sometimes, though not commonly,
described, bears considerable resemblance to the

Hebrew. It is found in Lower Egypt (Forskal,

Flor. Eg.-Arab. ; Plin. xiii. 44). Burckhardt

{Trav. ill Syr., p. 536) mentions the aszef as a

tree of frequent occurrence in the valleys of the

peninsula of Sinai, " the bright green creeper which

climbs out of the fissures of the rocks" (Stanley,

S.
(.f

P. p. 21, &c.), and produces a fruit of the

size of a walnut, called by the Arabs Felfel Jibbel,

or mountain-pepper (Shaw, Spec. Phytogr. Afr.

p. 39). Dr. It. thought this to be undoubtedly a

species of capparis, and probably the caper-plant.

The capparis spinosa was found by M. Bove {Rel.

d^un Voy. Botan. en Eg., etc.) in the desert of Sinai,

at Gaza, and at Jerusalem. Lynch saw it in a

ravine near the convent of Mar Salia {Exped., p.

388). It is thus met with in all the localities

where the ezob is mentioned in the Bible. AVith

regard to its habitat, it grows in dry and rocky

places, and on walls: " quippe quum capparis quo-

que seratur siccii maxime " (Plin. xix. 48). De
CandoUe describes it as found " in muris et rupes-

tribus." The caper-plant was believed to be pos-

sessed of detergent qualities. According to Pliny

(xx. 59) the root was applied to the cure of a dis-

ease similar to the leprosy. Lamarck {Enc. Botan.

art. Capiriev) says, " les capriers . . . sont regard^s

comme . . . antiscorbutiques." Finally, the caper-

plant is capable of producing a stick three or foui

feet in length. Pliny (xiii. 44) describes it in

Egypt as " firmioris ligni frutex," and to tliia prop-

erty Dr. Royle attaches great importance, identify-

ing as he does the uaa-JnTo} of John xix. 29 with

tlie Ka\d.fj.'o of Mattliew and Mark. He thus con-

cludes : " A combination of circumstances, and

some of them apparently too improbable to be uni-

ted in one plant, I cannot believe to be accidental,

and have therefore considered myself entitled to

infer, what I hope I have succeeded in proving to

the satisfaction of others, that the caper-plant is

the hj-ssop of Scripture." Whether his conclusion

is sound or not, his investigations are well worthy

of attention ; but it must be acknowledged that,

setting aside the passage in John xix., which may
possibly admit of another solution, there seems no

reason for supposing that tlie properties of the ezob

of the Hebrews may not be found in some one of
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the plants with which the tradition of centuries

has identified it. Tliat it may have been possessed

of some detergent qualities which led to its signifi-

cant employment in the purificatory service is pos-

sible; but it does not appear from the narrative in

Leviticus that its use was such as to call into action

any medicinal properties by which it might have

been .characterized. In the present state of the

evidence, therefore, there does not seem sufficient

reason for departing from the old interpretation,

which identified the Greek Scrcranros with tlie He-

brew nhT«. w. A. w.

* I. I design to give reasons, conclusive in my
mind, against the supposition that the Cuppmis

spinosa is the hyssop. (1.) It is a thorny plant

highly unsuitable to the use intended ; i. e. the be-

ing formed into a sort of wisp or brush, or bunch,

suitable for sprinkling. Its branches are straggling

and quite iiicapalile of assuming the required form,

and its harsh thorns would make it impossible to

hold it ill the hand. Can it be supposed that it

was stripped of these to prepare it for use ? (2.)

It has no affinity with the Li«v which is one of

the Labiatm, and which

from its etymological

identity with 21TS is

entitled to be considered

the plant referred to in

the Scriptures.

II. I desire to present

the evidence which satis-

fies my mind that the

Origanum mm-u is the

plant intended.

(1.) The definition of

Li.V in Arabic is "a

plant growing on a slen-

der square stem "
.
(a

characteristic of the Ln-
b'uike) "with a leaf Uke

the slender /aJl-O."

This definition makes it

certain that the Arabic

Zupha is very near the

Oriyimum mrivv, for the

latter is one of the nume-
rous species included by
the Arabs under the in-

definite term
^^ ^.X^v? :

in fact, it is the most
common of them all.

(2.) It grows on the

walls of all the terraces

throughout Palestine

and Syria.

(3.) It is free from
thorns, and its slender

stem, free from spread-

hig branches, and ending

in a cluster of heads,

having a highly aromatic

odor, exactly fits it to Origanum mam. (G. E.

be made into a bunch Post fecit.)

a * The fact that many stalks grow up from one
root eminently fits this species for the purpose in-
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for purposes of sprinkling. No plant growing in

the East is so well fitted for the purpose. These

considerations have long persuaded me that this is

the plant intended."

Its leaves are commonly eaten in Syria with bread,

and as a seasoning, as we use summer savory, which

it resembles in taste. Its effects on sheep and

goats are very salutary. G. E. P.

1.

IB'HAR ("in^'^, [whom GodcJwoses]: '£^edp,

'E^adp, Badp; [Vat. Baap in 1 Chr. ;] Alex. U-
^ap, le/Saap." Syr. .lucubar: Jebahar, Jebanr),

one of the sons of David, mentioned in the lists

next after Solomon and before Elishua (2 Sam. v.

15; 1 Chr. iii. 6, xiv. 5). Ibhar was born in Je-

rusalem, and from the second of these passages it

appears that he was the sou of a wife and not of a

concubine. He never comes forward in the history

in person, nor are there any traditions concerning

him. For the genealogy of David's family see

David.

IB'LEAM (D^7?"l [conqueroi' or devourer

of the 2)eople] : [in dosh., Kom. Vat. Alex, omit,

Comp. 'Ia/3Aaau; in Judg.,] 'l6/3\aa^, Alex. Ba-
\aafj.; [in 2 K., Vat. EKl3\aafx, Kom. Alex, 'lefi-

Xadfi'] Jeblaam), a city of Manasseh, with villages

or towns (Hebrew " daughters " ) dependent on it

(Judg. i. 27). Though belonging to Manasseh, it

appears not to have lain within the limits allotted

to that tribe, but to have been situated in the ter-

ritory of either Issachar or Asher (Josh. xvii. 11).

It is not said which of the two, though there is no
doubt from other indications that it was the former.

The ascent of GuR, the spot at which Ahaziah re-

ceived his death wound from the soldiers of Jehu,

was "at (2) Ibleam " (2 K. ix. 27), somewhere

near the present .len'in, probably to the north of it,

about where the village Jtlaina now stands.

In the list of cities given out of ilanasseh to

the Kohathite Levites (1 Chr. vi. 70), Bileasi is

mentioned, answering to Gathrimmon in the list

of Josh. xxi. Bileam is probably a mere alteration

of Ibleam (comp. the form gi\en in the Alex. LXX.
above), though this is not certain. G.

IBNE'IAH [3 syl.] (H^^n") [.Jehovah builds] :

'Uixvad; [Vat. Bavuan', Comp. Aid.] Alex. 'lejS-

pad'- Jobimia), son of Jeroham, a Benjamito, who
was a chief man in the tribe apparently at the

time of the first settlement in Jerusalem (1 Chr.

ix. 8).

IBNI'JAH (n^D?": [as above]: 'Ufxiai

,

[Vat. Bavaia:] Alex, le^avaaf- Jebania), a Ben-

jamite (1 Chr. ix. 8).

IB'RlC^l^ir [fhbreuq: 'A/3ai; Alex. n^5<;

[Comp. 'A;3a/)i:] Ihbri), a JMerarite Levite of the

family of Jaaziah (1 Chr. xxiv. 27), in the time of

king David, concerned in the service of the liouse

of Jehovah.

The word is precisely the same as that elsewhere

rendered in the A. V. "Hebrew," which see.

tended. The hand could easily gather in a single

grasp the requisite bundle or bunch all re?.lv for u-so

iJ E P
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IB'ZAN Civ'^^ [sicift, fleet, Dietr.; sphrv-

did, beautiful, Fiirst] : 'Aflotffcrdv; [Vat. h^ai-

aav\] Alex. Eo-e/Scoi/; Joseph. '^ii^avT)s- Ahesiui),

a native of Bethlehem, who judged Israel for seven

years after Jephthah (Judg. xii. 8, 10). He had

30 sons and 30 daughters, and took home 30 wives

for his sons, and sent out his daughters to as many
busliands abroad. He was buried at Bethlehem.

From the non-addition of "Ephratah," or " Judah,"

after Bethlehem, and from Ibzan having been suc-

ceeded by a Zebulonite, it seems pretty certain that

the Bethlehem here meant is that in the tribe of

Zebulmi (Josh. six. 15 : see Joseph. Ant. v. 7, §

73). There is not a shadow of probability in the

notion which has been broached as to the identity of

Ibzan with Boaz (T372). The history of his large

family is singularly at \ariance with the impression

of Boaz given us in the book of Ruth.

A. C. H.

ICH'ABOD (l""a3"'^S, from "^S, "where?"

equivalent to the negative, and ^^^^, "glory,"

ICONIUM
Ges. Thes. p. 79, inylorious : [in 1 Sam. vr. 8,]

Ovai^apxaSdd, [Alex. OvaixafiooS, Comp, Exa-
/3aJ5; in 1 Sam. xiv. 3, ^luxafivS], which seems

to derive from ^^S, "woe," ova'i, 1 Sam. iv. 8,

Ges. p. 39: Ichnbod), the son of Phinehas, and
grandson of Eli. In giving birth to him his

mother died of grief at tlie news of the sudden
deaths of her husband and father-in-law. His
brother's name was Ahiah or Ahimelech (1 Sam.
iv. 21. xiv. 3). H. \V. P.

ICO'NIUM ('\k6vwv), the modern Konieli, is

situated in the western part of an extensive plain,

on the central table-land of Asia Jlinor, and not

far to the north of the chain of Taurus. This

level district was anciently called Lycaonia. Xen-
ophon {Anab. i. 2, 19) reckons Iconiuni as the

most easterly town of Pukygia; bu^ aU other

writers speak of it as being in Lycaonia, of which
it was practically the capital. It was on the great

line of communication between Ephesus and the

western coast of the peninsula on one side, and
Tarsus, Antioch, and the Euphrates on the other.

We see this indicated by the narrative of Xenophon

Iconium (Konieh). (Laborde, Voyage en Orient.)

(I. c.) and the letters of Cicero (ad Fam. iii. 8, v.

20, XV. 4). When the Roman provincial system

was matured, some of the most important roads in-

tersected one another at this jwint, as may be seen

from the map in Leake's Asin Minor. These cir-

cuuistaiices should be borne in mind, when we trace

St. Paul's journeys through the district. Iconium

was a well-chosen place for missionary operations.

The Apostle's first visit was on his first circuit, in

company with Barnabas; and on this occasion he

approached it from Antioch in Pisidia, which lay

to the west. From that city he had been driven

by the persecution of the Jews (Acts xiii. 50, 51).

There were Jews in Iconium also ; and St. Paul's

first efforts here, according to his custom, were

made in the synagogue (xiv. 1). The results were

considerable both among the Hebrew and Gentile

population of the place {ibid.). We should notice

that the working of miracles in Iconium is emphat-

ically mentioned (xiv. 3). The intrigues of the

Jews again drove him away; he was in danger of

being stoned, and he withdrew to Lystka and

Dp;ki$I':, in the eastern and wilder part of Lycaonia

(xiv. 6). Thither also the enmity of the Jews of

Antioch and Iconium pursued him ; and at Lystra

he was actually stoned and left for dead (xiv. 19).

After an interval, however, he returned over the

old ground, revisiting Iconium and encouraging the

church which he had founded there (xiv. 21, 22).

These sufferings and difficulties are alluded to in

2 Tim. iii. 11; and this brings us to the consider-

ation of his next visit to this neighborhood, which

was the occasion of his first practically associating

himself with Timothy. Paul hit the Syrian An-
tioch, in company with Silas (Acts xv. 40), on his

second missionary circuit; and travelling through

CiLici.v (xv. 41), and up through the passes of

Taurus into Lycaonia, approached Iconium from

the east, by Derbe and Lystra (xvi. 1,2). Though
apparently a native of Lystra, Timothy was evi-

dently well known to tlie Christians of Iconium

(xvi. 2); and it is not improbable that his circum-

cision (xvi. 3) and ordination (1 Tim. . 18, iv. 14,

vi. 12; 2 Tim. i. 6) took place there. On leaving

Iconium St. Paul and his party trai died to the

N. W. ; and the place is not mentioned again in

the sacred narrative: though there is little doubt

that it was visited by the Apostle again in the early
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part of his third circuit (Acts xviii. 23). From its

position it could not fail to be an important centre

of Christian influence in the early ages of the

church. The curious apocryphal legend of St.

Thecla, of which Iconiuni is the scene, must not

be entirely passed by. The " Acta Pauli et Thecloe "

are given in full by Grabe {Spicil. vol. i.), and by

Jones (On the Cunon, vol. ii. pp. 353-411). It is

natural here to notice one geographical mistake in

that document, namely, that Lystra is placed on

the west instead of the east. In the declining

period of the Roman empire, Iconium was made a

coloiuit. In the middle ages it became a place of

great consequence, as the capital of the Seljukian

sultans. Hence the remains of Saracenic archi-

tecture, which are conspicuous here, and which are

described by many travellers. Konith is still a

town of considerable size. J. S. H.
* The origin of the name is obscure. Some find

it allied to eiKiiv or eUSytov (=" place of images ")

while others derive it from a Semitic root (see

Pauly's Real-Encykl. iv. 51). It was situated on

one of the largest plains in Asia Minor, and, like

Damascus, formed an oasis in the desert. '• The
rills that flowed from mountain ranges on the west

of the city irrigated, for a little distance, the low

grounds which stretched away towards the east,

and gardens and orchards were seen in luxuriance,

but soon the water, the source of vegetation, was

exhausted, and then commenced the dry barren

plain of Lycaonia." (See Lewin's Life and EpUtUs

of St. Paul., i. 158.) The eyes of Paul and Bar-

nabas must have rested for hours on the city both

before reaching it from Antioch and after leaving

it for Lystra. " We travelled," says Ainsworth,
" three hours along the plain of Koniyeh, always

in sight of the city, before we Keached it " ( Travels

in Asia Aliiiur, ii. 65). Leake says, " We saw
the city with its mosques and ancient walls still at

the distance of 12 or 14 miles from us" {Trave/s

in Asii Minor, p. 45).

Luke's statement that Paul found there " a great

multitude both of .Jews and Greeks " (Acts xiv. 1),

accords with the extent and variety of the ruins

still found on the spot. It accords also with the

geographical position of the place so well situated

for trade and intercourse with other regions. The
Greeks and Jews were the commercial factors of

that period, as they are so largely at the present

time; and hence the narrative mentions them as

very numerous precisely here. The bulk of the

population belonged to a different stock. Tlie pos-

session of a common language gave the missionaries

access at once to the Greek-speaking foreigners.

The Apostle's narrow escape from being stoned

at Iconium (Acts xiv. 5) recalls to us a passage ui

one of the epistles. Paul was actually stoned at

Lystra (Acts xiv. I'J), soon after his departure from

Iconium, and referring to that instance when he

wrote to the Corintliians, he says (2 Cor. xi. 25):

"0/icewas I stoned." Hence, says Vuley ('force

Paidime), " had this meditated assault at Iconium

been completed, had the history related that a stone

was thrown, as it relates that preparations were

made both by Jews and Gentiles to stone Paul and
his companions, or even had the account of this

transaction stopped, without going on to inform us

that Paul and his companions were ' aware of the

danger and fled,' a contradiction between the his-

tory and the epistles would have ensued. Truth is

necessarily consistent; but it is scarcely pi)ssil)le

iihat independent accounts, not having truth to
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guide them, should thus advance to the very brink

of contradiction without falling into it." H.

ID'ALAH (n7W7^ [^memorial stone of El

(God), Fiirst] : '\ipix<!> [Vat. -pei-] ; Alex. laS-

TjAa: Jeditla and Jerala), one of the cities of the

tribe of /ebulun, named between Shimron and

Bethlehem (Josh. six. 15). Schwarz (p. 172),

without quoting his authority, but probably from

one of the Talmudical books, gives the name as

'• Yidalah or Chirii," and would identify it with

the village " KeUah al-Chirt5, 6 miles S. W. of

Semunii." Semuniyeh is known and marked on

many of the maps, rather less than 3 miles S. of

Beit-lihni ; but the other place mentioned by

Schwarz has evaded obser\atii)ii. It is not named
in the Onomasticon. G.

ID'BASH (tt^a^"; [stout, corpulent]: 'u^-

5aj; [\'at. lafias; Comp. 'leSe/Sa's;] Alex, lya^rjs'-

Jedc'bos), one of the three sons of Abi-Ktam—
"the father of Etam " — among the families of

Judah (1 Chr. iv. 3). The Tzelelponite is named
as his sister. This list is probably a topographical

one, a majority of the names being those of places.

ID'DO 1. (S'^^: SaSSoS; [Vat. corrupt;]

Alex. 2a5co/c: Addo.) The father of Abinadab,

one of Solomon's monthly purveyors (1 K. iv. 14).

2. ("T^V '• 'A55i; [Vat. ASei; Comp. Aid. 'AS-

Si^:] Addo.) A descendant of Gershom, son of

Levi (1 Chr. vi. 21). In the reversed genealogy

(ver. 41) the name is altered to Udaiah, and we
there discover that he was one of the forefathers

of Asaph the seer.

3- OT [fmorite]: 'la.'ba'i; [Vat. laSSai;]

Alex. laSSai': Jaddo.) Son of Zechariah, ruler

{nagid) of the tribe of Manasseh e:i.st of Jordan in

the time of Uavid (1 Chr. x.xvii. 21).

4. ("'"^P'^, i. e. Ye'doi [born on a festival,

Fiirst] ; but in the correction of the Keri 'ni?'',

Ye'do: 'loiijA., 'AS5c5 [Vat. ASco] : Addo.) A seer

(n^n) whose "visions" (niTn) against Jero

boam incidentally contained some of the acts of

Solomon (2 Chr. ix. 29). He also appears to have
written a chronicle or story (Midrnsh, Ges. p. 357)
relating to the life and reign of Abijah (2 Chr. xiii.

22), and also a book "concerning genealogies," in

which the acts of Rehoboam were recorded (xii.

15). These books are lost, but they may have
formed part of the foundation of the existing book.<>

of Chronicles (Bertheau, On Chron. Introd. § 3).

The mention of his having prophesied against Jero-

boam probably led to his identification in the an-

cient Je^vish traditions (Jerome, Qucest. Iltb. in

2 Chr. xii. 15, Jaddo; Joseph. Anl. viii. 3, § 5,

'ladtiv) with the "Man of God" out of Judah,
who denounced the altar of that king (1 K. xiil. 1).

He is also identified with Oded (see Jerome on 2

Chr. XV. 1).

5. (i^MV ; in Zech. [i. 7,] 'M'2 : 'A55<i; [in

Ezr., Vat. ASo); in Neh., Vat. Alex. FA. omit,

and so Rom. in xii. 4:] AdJo.) The grandfather of

the prophet Zechariah (Zech. i. 1, 7), although in

other places Zechariah is called " the son of Iddo "

(Ezr. V. 1, vi. 14). Iddo returned from Babylon

with Zerubbabel and Jeshua (Neh. xii. 4), and in

the next generation— the "days of Joiakini " sou

of Jeshua (vv. 10, 12)— his house was represented
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by Zechariah (ver. 14). In 1 Esdr. vi. 1 the name
is Aduo.

6. (T^M : [LXX. omit, exc. Comp. once 'A5-

Sae/:] Eddo.) The chief of those who assembled

at Casiphia, at the time of the second caravan from

Babylon, in the reign of Artaxerxes Longimaniis

B. c. 458. He was one of the Nethinim, of whom
220 responded to the appeal of Ezra to assist in

the return to .Judfea (Ezr. viii. 17; comp. 20). In

the Apocr. Esdras the name is Saddeus and Dad-
DEUS. G.

IDOL, IMAGE. As no less than twenty-one

different Hebrew words have been rendered in the

A. V. either by idol or image, and that by no

means uniformly, it will be of some advantage to

attempt to discriminate between them, and assign,

as nearly as the two languages will allow, the Eng-
lish equivalents for each. But, before proceeding

to the discussion of those words which in them-

selves indicate the objects of false worship, it will

be necessary to notice a class of abstract terms,

which, with a deep moral significance, express the

degradation associated with it, and stand out as a

protest of the language against the enormities of

idolatry. Such are—
1. )).S, dven, rendered elsewhere " nought,"

"vanity," "iniquity," "wickedness," "sorrow."

etc., and once only "idol" (Is. Ixvi. 3). The pri-

mary idea of the root seems to be emptiness, nothing-

ness, as of breath or vapor ; and, by a natural tran-

sition, in a moral sense, vrickedness in its active

form of mischief, and then, as the result, sorrow

and trouble. Hence dven denotes a vain, false,

wicked thing, and expresses at once the essential

nature of idols, and the consequences of their wor-

ship. The character of the word may be learnt

from its associates. It stands in pai'allelism with

Dps, ephes (Is. xh. 29), which, after undergoing

various modifications, comes at length to signify

" nothing ;
" with VSU, hebel, " breath " or " va-

por," itself applied as a term of contempt to the

objects of idolatrous reverence (Deut. xxxii. 21; 1

K. xvi. 1-3; Ps. xxxi. 6; Jer. viii. 19, x. 8); with

Witt?, }:/((it', "nothingness," "vanity;" and with

"Ip.tt?, shekel; " flilsehood " (Zech. x. 2) : all indi-

cating the utter worthlessness of the idols to whom
homage was paid, and the false and delusive nature

of their worship. It is employed in an abstract

sense to denote idolatry in general in 1 Sam. xv.

2.3. There is much significance in the change of

name from Beth-el to Beth-aven, the great centre

of idolatry in Israel (Hos. iv. 15).

2. v'^yS, elil, is thought by some to have a

sense akin to that of "1|7.tJ7, sAeA-e;-, "falsehood,"

with which it stands in parallelism in Job xiii. 4,

and would therefore much resemble aven^ as ap-

plied to an idol. Dehtzsch (on Hab. ii. 18) derives

it from the negative particle 7W, «Z, " die Nich-

Ugen." But according to Fiirst {Handw. s. v.) it

is a diminutive of ^N, " god," the additional syl-

lable indicating the greatest contempt. In this

case the signification above mentioned is a sub-

sidiary one. The same authority asserts that the

word denotes a small image of the god, which was

consulted as an oracle among the Egyptians and

Phcenicians (Is. xix. 3; Jer. xiv. 14). It is cer-

IDOL
tainly used of the idols of Noph or Memphis (Ez.

XXX. 13). In strong contrast with Jehovali it ap-

pears in Ps. xcvi. 5, xcvii. 7 : the contrast probably
being heightened by the resemblance between eli-

lim and elohim. A somewhat similar play upon

words is observable in Hab. ii. 18, D''7''7.ISt

D'^JSvS, elilim illenihn ("dumb idols," A. V.).

3. nJi'^S, email, "horror" or "terror," and

hence an object of horror or terror (Jer. 1. 38), in

reference either to the hideousness of the idols or

to the gross character of their worship. In this

respect it is closely connected with—
4. n!J7?a, mijjhlefseth, a "fright," "horror,"

applied to the idol of Alaachah, probably of wood,

which Asa cut down and burned (1 K. xv. 13 ; 2

Chr. XV. 16), and which was unquestionably the

Phallus, the symbol of the productive power of

nature (Movers, Pliwn. i. 571 ; Selden, de Dis Syr.

ii. 5), and the nature-goddess Ashera. Allusion is

supposed to be made to this in Jer. x. 5, and Epist.

of Jer. 70 [hi the Apocr3-pha]. In 2 Chr. xv. 16

the Vulg. render " simulacrum Priapi " (cf. Hor.,
" furum aviumque msixima formido "). The LXX.
had a different reading, which it is not easy to

determine. They translate in 1 K. xv. 13 the same
word both by avfoSos (with which corresponds the

Syr. J*l-^, 'ido. "a festival," reading perhaps

n^!^5) 'dtsereth, as in 2 K. x. 20; Jer. ix. 2) and

KUTaSvcreis, whUe in Chronicles it is f'iSuAov.

Possibly in 1 K. xv. 13 they may ha\e read

rrnb^jp, m'UuMthdh, for nri!jbDCl, miph-

laUtd/i, as the Vulg. speciim, of which " simulacrum
turpissinuun " is a correction. \Mth this must be
noticed, though not actually rendered, " image " or
" idol."

5. nt2^2, boshefh, "shame," or "shameful

thing" (A. V. Jer. xi. 13; Hos. ix. 10), applied to

Baal or Baal-Peor, as characterizing the obscenity

of his worship. With el'd is found in close con-

nection—
6. D"^ /^vS, (jilh'dhn, also a term of contempt,

but of uncertain origin (Ez. xxx. 13). The Eab-
binical authorities, referring to such passages as

Ez. iv. 12, Zeph. i. 17, have favored the interpre-

tation given in the margin of the A. V. to Deut.

xxix. 17, "dungy gods" (Vulg. "sordes," " sordes

idolorum," 1 K. xv. 12). Jahn connects it with

VyS) gdlal, " to roll," and applies it to the stocks

of trees of which idols were made, and in mockery
called f/illi'dim, "rolling things" (a volvendo, he

says, though it is difficult to see the point of his

remark). Gesenius, repudiating the derivation from

the Arab. (J<^, jalla, " to be great, illustrious,"

gives his preference to the rendering " stones, stone

gods," thus deriving it from v2, r/nl, " a heap of

stones; " and in this he is followed by Fiirst, who
translates f/ilhU by the Gern). " Steinhaufe." The
expression is applied, principally in Ezekiel, to false

gods and their symbols (Deut. xxix. 17; Ez. viii.

10, &c.). It stands side by side with other con-

temptuous terms in Ez. xvi. 36, xx. 8; as for

example YU^i shekcts, " filth," " abomination ''

(Ez. nil. 10), and —
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7. The cognate V^f7'^) shikkuts, "filth," "im-

purity," especially applied, like shekels, to that

which produced ceremonial uncleanness (Ez. xxxvii.

23; Nah. iii. 6), such as food offered in sacrifice to

idols (Zech. ix. 7; comp. Acts xv. 20, 29). As

referring to the idols themselves, it primarily denotes

the obscene rites with which their worship was

associated, and hence, by metonymy, is applied both

to the objects of worship and also to their worship-

pers, who partook of the impurity, and thus '* be-

came loathsome like their love," the foul Baal-Peor

(Hos. ix. 10).

We now come to the consideration of those

words which more directly apply to the images or

idols, as the outward symbols of the deity who vyas

. worshipped through them. These may be classified

according as they indicate that the images were

made in imitation of external objects, and to repre-

sent some idea, or attribute; or as they denote the

workmanship by which they were fashioned. To

the fiast class belong —
8. V^D, semel, or vSiD, semel, with which

Gesenius compares as cognate 7tt7Q, mdshdl, and

v!J, tselem, the Lat. similis and Greek bjxakSs,

signifies a "likeness," "semblance." The Targ.

in Deut. iv. 16 gives W^I^J, tsiira, " figure.

the equivalent ; while in Ez. viii. 3, 5, it is rendered

by Dv!J, tsHam, "image." In the latter passages

the Syriac has )^^aQ, koimto, "a statue"

(the (rT-f)\7i of the LXX.), which more properly

corresponds to matstsebdh (see No. 15 below); and

in Deut. cCQJ-^, genes, "kind" (=-yfcVos).

The passage in 2 Chr. xxxiii. 7 is rendered " images

of four faces," the latter words representing the

one under consideration." In 2 Chr. xxxiii. 15 it

appears as " carved images," following the LXX. rh

'yXvTrr6v- On the whole the Greek ilKiiv of Deut.

iv. 16, 2 Chr. xxxiii. 7, and the " simuhicrum " of

the Vulgate (2 Chr. xxxiii. 15) most nearly resem-

ble the Hebrew semd.

9. Q'"!?^, tselem (Ch. id. and D^^, tselam) is

by all lexicographers, ancient and modern, con-

nected with 7^, tsel, " a shadow." It is the

" image " of God in which man was created (Gen.

1. 27; cf. Wlsd. ii. 23), distinguished from H^IO"^,

demidli, or "likeness," as the "image" from the

"idea" which it represents (Schmidt, de Imag.

Dei in Horn. p. 84), though it would be rash to

insist upon this distinction. In the N. T. e'lKdiv

appears to represent the latter (Col. iii. 10; cf.

LXX. of Gen. v. 1), as ofioicofia the former of the

two words (Rom. i. 23, viii. 29; Phil. ii. 7), but

in Heb. x. 1 et/caSj/ is opposed to aKia as the sub-

stance to the unsubstantial form, of which it is the

perfect representative. The LXX. render dcmiith

by dfxoia}(Tis, OfMo'iai/xa, ^Ikwv, oixotos, and tselem

most frequently by eiKaJc, though dfioiwua, dScoKou,

and rvTTos also occur. But whatever abstract term

may best define the meaning of tselem, it is un-

questionably used to denote the visible forms of

external objects, and is applied to figures of gold
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and silver (1 Sam. vi. 5; Num. xxxiii. 52; Dan.

iii. 1), such as the golden image of Nebuchadnez-

zar, as well as to those painted upon walls (Ez.

xxiii. 14). " Image " perhaps most nearly repre-

sents it in all passages. Applied to the human
countenance (Dan. iii. 19) it signifies the " expres-

sion," and corresponds to the iS4a of Matt, xxviii.

3, though demuth agrees rather with the Platonic

usage of the latter word.

10. nS^^n, temunah, rendered "image" in
T :

' ' °

Job iv. 16; elsewhere " similitude" (Deut. iv. 12),

"likeness" (Deut. v. 8): "form," or "shape"
would be better. In Deut. iv. 16 it is in parallelism

with n^25^, tabnitli, literally "build;" hence

"plan," or "model" (2 K. xvi. 10; cf. Ex. xx.

4; Num. xii. 8).

11. 2!J37, 'dlsclb, 12. 2!557, 'etseb (.Jer. xxii.
T T ' ' V V ' ^

28), or 13. 2^37, "otseb (Is. xlviii. 5), "a figure,"

all derived from a root 2?^, 'Htsab, " to work,"

or " fashion " (akin to S^H, chdtsab, and the

like), are terms applied to idols as expressing that

their origin was due to the labor of man. The

verb in its derived senses indicates the sorrow and

trouble consequent upon severe labor, but the latter

as
I

seems to be the radical idea. If the notion of

sorrow were most prominent the words as appUed

to idols might be compared with dveii above. Is.

Iviii. 3 is rendered in the Peshito Syriac " idols"

(A. V. "labors"), but the reading was evidently

different. In Ps. cxxxix. 24, 3^^ '^T?'?!) derec'-

otseb, is "idolatry."

14. T*^, tslr, once only applied to an idol (Is.

xlv. 16; LXX. vriffoi, as if ""*«, iy?jhn). The

word usually denotes " a pang," but in this instance

is probably connected with the roots 1^^, tsiir,

and "1?"', ydtsar, and signifies " a shape," or

" mould," and hence an " idol."

15. n355H, matstsebdh, anything set up, a

" statue " (= 2**^?, n'ts'ib, .Jer. xliii. 13), applied

to a memorial stone like those erected by Jacob on

four several occasions (Gen. xxviii. 18, xxxi. 45,

XXXV. 14, 15) to commemorate a crisis in his hfe,

or to mark the grave of Rachel. Such were the

stones set up by Joshua (Josh. iv. 9) after the pas-

sage of the .Jordan, and at Shechem (xxiv. 26), and

by Samuel when victorious over the Philistines (1

Sam. vii. 12). When solemnly dedicated they were

anointed with oil, and libations were poured upon

them. The word is applied to denote the obeUsks

which stood at the entrance to the temple of the

Sun at lleliopolis (Jer. xliii. 13), two of which were

a hundred cubits high and eight broad, each of a

single stone (Her. ii. 111). It is also used of the

statues of Baal (2 K. iii. 2), whether of stone (2 K.

X. 27) or wood {id. 26), which stood in the inner-

most recess of the temple at Samaria. ^Movers

{Phceni i. 674) conjectures that the latter were

statues or columns distinct from that of Baal, which

was of stone and conical (673), like the "meta"
of Paphos (Tac. H. ii. 3), and probably therefore

n There are many passages in the Syr. of Chronicles

which it is impossible to reconcile with the received

Hebrew text ; and the translation of these books is on

the whole inferior in accuracy to that of the rest of

the 0. X
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belonging to other deities who were his irdpeZpoi

or avfx^wfjLOi. The Phoenicians consecrated and

anointed stones like that at Bethel, which were

called, as some think, from this circumstance

Bcefylia. Many such are said to have been seen on

the Lebanon, near Helioijolis, dedicated to various

gods, and many prodigies are related of them

(Damascius in Photius, quoted by Bochart, Canaan,

ii. 2). The same autliority describes them as

aerolites, of a whitish and sometimes purple color,

spherical in shape, and about a span in diameter.

The Palladium of Troy, the black stone in the

Kaaba at Mecca, said to have been brought from

heaven by the angel Galiriel, and the stone at

Ephesus "which fell down from Jupiter" (Acts

xix. 35), are examples of the belief, anciently so

common, that the gods sent down their images

upon earth. In the older worship of Greece stones,

according to Pausanias (vii. 22, § 4), occupied the

place of images. Those at niaroe, about thirty in

numlier, and quadrangular in shape, near the statue

of Hermes, received divine honors from the Pha-

rians, and each had the name of some god con-

ferred upon it. The stone in the temple of Jupiter

Amnion {umbiUco maxime similk), enriched with

emeralds and gems (Curt. iv. 7, § 31); that at

Delphi, which Saturn was said to have swallowed

(Paus. Phoc. 24, § G); the black stone of pyramidal

shape in the temple of Juggernaut, and the holy

stone at Pessinus in Galatia, sacred to Cybele, show

how widely spread and almost universal were these

ancient objects of worship. Closely connected with

these "statues" of Baal, whether in the form of

oheHsks or otherwise, were —
16. C^^Sn, chammdmm, rendered in the mar-

gin of most passages " sun-images." The word has

given rise to much discussion. In the Vulgate it

is translated thrice simulacra, thrice ckhihra, and

once fann. The LXX. give re/^fV?; twice, el'ScoAa

twice, ^v\iva x^^po''^olr]Ta, ^SeXvy/xara, and to.

v\l/7]\d. With one exception (2 Chr. xxxiv. 4,

which is evidently corrupt) the Syriac has vaguely

either "fears," i. e. objects of fear, or "idols." The

Targum in all passages translates it by S^DpD'^Sn,

chdnisn'saijijd, "houses for star-worship " (Fiirst

a }

compares the Arab. (u*Ai»., Chwmas, the planet

Mercury or Venus), a rendering which Rosenmiiller

supports. Gesenius preferred to consider these

chdmsn'snyyd as " veils " or "shrines surrounded

or shrouded \\ith hangings " (Ez. xvi. 16 ; Targ.

on Is. iii. 19), and scouted the interpretation of

Buxtorf— "statuic solares " — as a mere guess,

though he somewhat paradoxically assented to

PosenmiiUer's opinion that they were " shrines

dedicated to the worship of the stars." Kimchi,

inder the root ^X2n, mentions a conjecture that

they were trees like the Asherim, but {s. v. D^H)
elsewhere expresses his own belief that the Nun is

epenthetic, and that they were so called " because

the sun-worshippers made them." Aben Ezra (on

Lev. xxvi. 30) says they were "houses made for

worshipping the sun," which Bochart approves

{Canaan, ii. 17), and Jarchi, that they were a kind

of idol placed on the roofs of houses. Vossius (de

Idol. ii. 353), as Scaliger before him, connects the

word with Amanus, or Onianus, the sacred fire,

the symbol of the Persian sun-god, and renders it
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jjyrcea (cf. Selden, ii. 8). Adelung {Mithrid. i.

159, quoted by Gesen. on Is. xvii. 8) suggested the

same, and compared it with the Sanskrit homo.

But to such interpretations the passage in 2 Chr.

xxxiv. 4, is inimical (Vitringa on Is. xvii. 8).

Gesenius' own opinion appears to have fluctuated

considerably. In his notes on Isaiah (/. c.) he prefers

the general rendering "columns" to the more
definite one of "sun-columns," and is inchned to

look to a Persian origin for the derivation of the

woiy. But in his Thesaurus he mentions the

occurrence of Chamman as a s}iionym of Baal in

the Phoenician and Palmyrene inscriptions in the

sense of " Dominus Solaris," and its after applica-

tion to the statues or columns erected for his

worship. Spencer {de Leyg. Hebr. ii. 25), and
after him INIichaelis {Suppl. ad Lex. Heir. s. v.),'

maintained that it signified statues or lofty columns,

like the pyramids or obelisks of Egypt. Movers
{Phcen. i. 441) concludes with good reason that

the sun-god Baal and the idol "Chamman" are

not essentially different. In his discussion of Cliain-

mdiuin, he says, " These images of the fire-god were

placed on foreign or non-Israelitish altars, in con-

junction with the symbols of the nature-goddess

Asherah, as avu^aiixoi (2 Chr. xiv. 3, 5, xxxiv. 4,

7; Is. xvii. 9, xxvii. 9), as was otherwise usual with

Baal and Asherah." They are mentioned with the

Asherim, and the latter are coupled with the statues

of Baal (1 K. xiv. 23; 2 K. xxiii. 14). The cham-
mdnhn and statues are used promiscuously (cf 2 K.
xxiii. 14, and 2 Chr. xxxiv. 4; 2 Chr. xiv. 3 and 5),

but are never spoken of together. Such are the

steps by which he arrives at his conclusion. He is

supported by the Palmyrene inscription at Oxford,

alluded to above, which has been thus rendered:

" This t-olumn (SD^H, Chammdmm), and this

altar, the sons of IMalchu, etc. have erected and
dedicated to the Sun." The Veneto-Greek Version

leaves the word untranslated in the strange form

aKcifiavres- Irom the expressions in Ez. vi. 4, 6,

and Lev. xxvi. 30, it may be inferred that these

columns, which perhaps represented a rising flame

of fire and stood upon the altar of Baal (2 Chr.

xxxiv. 4), were of wood or stone.

17. r\^'3WJ^, mnscith, occurs in Lev. xxvi. 1;

Num. xxxiii. 52; Ez. viii. 12: "device" most
nearly suits all passages (cf. Ps. Lxxiii. 7; Prov.

xviii. 11, XXV. 11). This word has been the fruit-

ful cause of as much dispute as the preceding.

The general opinion appears to be that 12 ^5S,

eben mascith, signifies a stone with figures graven

upon it. Ben Zeb explains it as " a stone with

figures or hieroglyphics carved upon it," and so

Michaelis; and it is maintained by ]Mo\ers {Phcen.

i. 105) that the bietyUa, or columns with painted

figures, the " lapides effigiati " of Minucius I'elix

(c. 3), are these "stones of device," and that the

characters engraven on them are the Uph, aroixfla,

or characters sacred to the several deities. The

invention of these characters, which is ascrilied to

Taaut, he conjectures originated with the Seres.

Gesenius explains it as a stone with the image of

an idol, Baal or Astarte, and refers to his J/on.

Phcen. 21-24 for others of similar character.

Rashi (on Lev. xxxi. 1) derives it from the root

"^SCi?, to cover, " because they cover the floor with

a pavement of stones." The Targum and Syr.,

Lev. xxvi. 1, give "stone of devotion," and the
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former in Num. xxxiii. 52, has "house of their

devotion," where the Syr. only renders " tlieir ob-

jects of devotion." For the former the LXX.
have \ldos (TKoirSs, and for the latter ras ffKonias

aiiTav, connecting the word with the root HDtt?,

" to look," a circumstance which has induced Saal-

schiitz {i]ros. Kec/it, pp. .382-.y85) to conjecture that

eben mascWi was originallj a smooth elevated stone

employed for the purpose of obtaining from it a

freer prospect, and of offering prayer in prostration

upon it to the deities of heaven. Hence, generally,

he concludes it signifies a stone of prayer or devo-

tion, and the "chambers of imagery" of Ez. viii.

7, are "chambers of devotion." The renderings

of the last-mentioned passage in the LXX. and

Targum, are curious as pointing to a various read-

ing inSpXP, or more probably 133tr^.

18. Q^D"iri, teraphbn. [Teuai'HIM.]

The terms which follow have regard to the mate-

rial and workmanship of the idol rather than to its

character as an object of worship.

19. bp5, jiesel, and 20. D'^b'^DS, pesilim,

usually translated in the A. V. " graven or carved

images." In two passages the latter is ambigu-

ously rendered "quarries" (Judg. iii. 19, 20) fol-

lowing the Targum, but there seems no reason for

departing from the ordinary signification. In the

majority of instances the LXX. have yXvinSv,
once yAvij.fj.a. The verb is employed to denote

the finishing which the stone received at the hands

of the masons, after it had been rough-hewn from

the quarries (Ex. xxxiv. 4; 1 K. v. 18). It is

probably a later usage which has applied jiesel" to

a figure cast in metal, as in Is. xl. 19, xliv. 10.

These "sculptured " images were apparently of wood,

iron, or stone, covered with gold or silver (Deut.

vii. 25; Is. xxx. 22; Hab. ii. 19), the more costly

being of solid metal (Is. xl. 19). They could be

burnt (Deut. vii. 5; Is. xlv. 20; 2 Chr. xxxiv. 4),

cut down (l)eut. xii. 3) and pounded (2 Chr. xxxiv.

7), or broken in pieces (Is. xxi. 9). In making
them, the skill of the wise iron-smith (Deut. xxvii.

15; Is. xl. 20) or carpenter, and of the goldsmith,

was employed (.ludg. xvii. .3, 4; Is. xli. 7), the

former supplying the rough mass of iron beaten

into shape on his anvil (Is. xliv. 12), while the lat-

ter overlaid it with plates of gold and silver, prob-

ably from Tarshish (.Ter. x. 9), and decor.ated it

with silver chaiTis. The image thus formed re-

ceived the further adornment of embroidered robes

(IjZ. xvi. 18), to which possibly allusion may be

made in Is. iii. 19. Brass and clay were among
the materials employed for the same purpose (Dan.

ii. 33, v. 23).'' A description of the three great

images of Babylon on the top of the temple of

Belus will be found in Biod. Sic. ii. 9 (comp. Lay-

ard, Mill. ii. 433). The several stages of the pro-

cess by which the metal or wood became the " gra-

ven image" are so vividly described in Is. xliv. 10-

20, that it is only necessary to refer to that passage,

and we are at once introduced to the mysteries of

idol manufacture, which, as at Ephesus, " brought

no small gain unto the craftsmen."

21. "TTp3, nesec, or TfPID, nesec, and 22.
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a More probably still pesel denotes by anticipation

the molten image in a later stage after it had been
trimmed into shape by ttie caster.

71

n5p!D, massecdh, are evidently synonymous (Is.

xli. 29, xlviii. 5; Jer. x. 14) in later Hebrew, and
denote a "molten" image. Massecdh is frequently

used in distinction from pesel or 2)esUim (Deut.

xxvii. 15; ,Judg. xvii. 3, &c.). The golden calf

which Aaron made was fashioned with " the gra-

ver " (tD"]n, cheret), but it is not quite clear for

what purpose the graver was used (Ex. xxxii. 4).

The cliertt (cf Gr. ^apaTTui) appears to have been

a sharp-pointed instrument, used like the stylus for

a writing implement (Is. viii. 1). Whether then

.\aron, by the help of the cheret, gave to the

niolt€n mass the shape of a calf, or whether he

made use of the graver for the purpose of carving

hierogl3phics upon it, has been thought doubtful.

The Syr. has ).£a25Q..j^, tiipso (tvitos), "the

mould," for cheret. But the expression "^^''l,

vayydtsdr, decides that it was by the cheret, in

whatever manner emplo3-ed, that the shape of a

calf was given to the metal.

In N. T. e'lKwv is the "image " or head of the

emperor on the coinage (Matt. xxii. 20).

Among the earliest objects of \\'orship, regarded

as symbols of deity, were, as has been said above,

the meteoric stones which the ancients believed to

have been the images of the gods sent down from

heaven. From these they transferred their regard

to rough unhewn blocks, to stone columns or pil-

lars of wood, in which the divinity worshipped was

supposed to dwell, and which were consecrated, like

the sacred stone at Delphi, by being anointed with

oil, and crowned with wool on solemn days (Pans.

Phuc. 24, § 6). Tavernier (quoted by Rosenmiiller,

Ah. cf N. Morgenlnnd, i. § 89) mentions a black

stone in the pagoda of Benares which was daily

anointed with perfumed oil, and such are the

" Lingams " in daily use in the Siva worship of

Bengal (cf. Arnobius, i. 39: Min. Fel. c. 3). Such
customs are remarkable illustrations of the solemn

consecration by .Jacob of the stone at Bethel, as

showing the religious reverence with wl^ch these

memorials were regarded. And not only were sin-

gle stones thus honored, but heaps of stone were,

in later times at least, considered as sacred to

Hermes (Hom. Od. xvi. 471 ; cf. Vulg. Prov. xxvi.

8, " sicut qui mittit lapidem in acervum Jler-

curii"), and to these each passing traveller con-

tributed his offering (Creuzer, Symh. i. 24). The
heap of stones which Laban erected to commemo-
rate the solemn compact between himself and .Jacob,

and on which he invoked the gods of his fathers,

is an instance of the intermediate stage in which

such heaps were associated \vith religious obser-

vances before they became objects of worship. Ja-

cob, for his part, dedicated a single stone as his

memorial, and called .Jeho\ah to witness, thus hold-

ing himself aloof from the rites employed by Laban,

which may have partaken of his ancestral idolatry.

[.Jko.\1!-S.\h.\dutha.]

Of the forms assumed by the idolatrous images

we have not many traces in the Bible. Dagon,

the fish-god of the Philistines, was a human figure

terminating in a fish [Dagon] ; and that the

Syrian deities were represented in later times in a

symbolical human shape we know for certainty.

& Images of glazed pottery have been found in

Egypt (Wilkinson, Anc. Eg. iii. 90; comp. AVisd. xv

8).
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The Hebrews imitated their neighbors in this re-

spect as in others (Is. xliv. 13; Wisd. xiii. 13),

and from various alhisions we may infer that idols

in human forms were not imconinion amouK them,

though they were more anciently symliolized by

animals (Wisd. xiii. 14), as by the calves of Aaron

and Jeroboam, and the brazen serpent which was

afterwards appUed to idolatrous us^s (2 K. xviii.

4; Rom. i. 23). When the image came from

the hands of the maker it was decorated richly with

silver and gold, and sometimes crowned (Epist.

Jer. 9 [or I3ar. vi. 9]); clad in robes of blue and

purple (.Jer. x. 9), like the draped images of Pallas

and Hera (Miiller, Handb. d. Arch. d. Kunsl, § G9),

and fastened in the niche a])propriated to it by

means of chains and nails (Wisd. xiii. 15), in order

that the influence of the deity which it repret^ented

might be secured to the spot. So the Epliesians,

when liesieged by Croesus, connected the wall of

their city by means of a rope to the temple of

Aphrodite, with the view of ensuring the aid of

the goddess (Her. i. 2G); and for a similar oliject

the Tyrians chained the stone image of Apollo to

the aitar of Hercules (Curt. iv. 3, § 15). Some
images were painted red (Wisd. xiii. 14), like those

of Dionysus and the Bacchantes of Hermes, and

the god Pan (Pans. ii. 2, § 5; Jliiller, //niidb. d.

Arch. d. Kunst, § 09). This color was formerly

considered sacred. Pliny relates, on the authority

of Verrins, that it was customary on festival days

to color with red-lead the face of the image of

Jupiter, and the bodies of those who celebrated a

triumph (xxxiii. 36). The figures of Priapus, the

god of gardens, were decorated in the same man-

ner (''ruber custos " TibuU. i. 1, 18). Among
the objects of worship enumerated by Arnobius (i.

39) ai'c bones of elephants, pictures, and garlands

suspended on trees, the "rami coronati " of Apu-
leius (dii May. c. 56).

When the process of adorning the image was

completed, it was placed in a temple or shrine ap-

pointed for it (otKia, Epist. Jer. 12, 19 [or Bar. vi.

12, 19] ; oXK7]fia, Wisd. xiii. 15 ; efScoAeiOJ', 1 Cor.

Tiii. 10;*see Stanley's note on the latter passage).

In \Visd. xiii. 15, olKrifj.a is thought to be used

contemptuously, as m Tibull. i. 10, 19, 20— " cum
paupere cultu Stabat in exhjua ligneus ade deus "

(Fritzsche and Grimm, Handb.), but the passage

quoted is by no means a good illustration. From
these temples the idols were sometimes carried in

procession (Epist. Jer. 4, 2G [or Bar. vi. 4, 26])

on festival days. Their priests were maintained

from the idol treasury, and feasted upon the meats

which were appointed for the idols' use (Bel and

the Dragon, 3, 13). These sacrificial feasts formed

an im]i()rtant part of the idolatrous ritual [Idol-

atry], and were a great stiunbling-block to the

early Christian converts. They were to the hea-

then, as Prof. Stanley has well observed, what the

observance of circumcision and the Slosaic ritual

were to the -Jewish converts, and it wa.s for this

reason that St. Paul esjiecially directed his atten-

tion to the subject, and laid down the rules of con-

duct contained in his first letter to the Corinthians

(viii.-x.). W. A. W.

IDOLATRY (D'^tl'^ri, fraphim, " tera-

phim," once only, 1 Sam. xv. 23: etScoAoAarpeia),

strictly speaking, denotes the worship of deity in a

visible form, whether the images to which homage
is paid are symbolical representations of the true

God, or of the fake divinities which have been
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made the olijects of worship in his stead. With
its origin and progress the present article is not

concerned. The former is lost amidst the dark

mists of antiquity, and the latter is rather the sub-

ject of speculation than of history. But under

what aspect it is presented to us in the Scriptures,

how it affected the Mosaic legislation, and what
influence it had on the history of the Israelites,

are questions which may be more properly dis-

cussed, with some hope of arriving at a satisfactory

conclusion. Whether, therefore, the deification of

the powers of nature, and the representation of

them under tangible forms, preceded the worship

of departed heroes, who were regarded as the em-
bodiment of some virtue which distinguished their

lives, is not in this respect of much importance.

Some Jewish writers, indeed, grounding their the-

ory on a forced interpretation of Gen. iv. 26, assign

to Enos, the son of Seth, the unenviable notoriety

of having been the first to pay divine honors to the

host of heaven, and to lead others into the like

error (Maimon. de Idol. i. 1). R. Solomon Jarchi,

on the other hand, while admitting the same verse

to contain the fii'st account of the origin of idola-

try, understands it as implying the deification of

men and plants. Arabic tradition, according to

Sir W. Jones, connects th.e people of Yemen with

the same apostasy. The third in descent from

Joktan, and therefore a contemporary of Nahor,

took the surname of Abdii Shmiis, or " servant of

the sun," whom he and his family worshipped,

while other tribes honored the planets and fixed

stars (Hales, Chronol. ii. 59, 4to ed.). Kimrod,
again, to whom is ascribed the introduction of

Zabianism, was after his death transferred to the

constellation Orion, and on the slender foundation

of the expression " Ur of the Chaldees " (Gen. xi.

31) is built the fabulous history of Abraham and

Nimrod, narrated in the legends of the Jews and

Mussulmans (Jellinek, Bet ha-Midrash, i. 23;

Weil, Bibl. Le(j. pp. 47-74; Hyde, Rd. Pers. c.

2).

I. But, descending from the regions of fiction to

sober historic narrative, the first undoubted allusion

to idolatry or idolatrous customs in the Bilile is in

the account of Rachel's stealing her father's tera-

pliini (Gen. xxxi. 19), a relic of the worship of

other gods, whom the ancestors of the Israelites

served " on the other side of the river, in old time "

(.Josh. xxiv. 2). By these household deities Laban

was guided, and these he consulted as oracles (obs.

^WtrnS Gen. XXX. 27, A. V. "learned by expe-

rience"), though without entirely losing sight of

the God of Abraham and the God of Nahor, to

whom he appealed when occasion oflTered (Gen. xxxi.

53), while he was ready, in the presence of Jacob,

to acknowledge the benefits conferred upon him by
Jehovah (Gen. xxx. 27). Such, indeed, was the

character of most of the idolatrous worship of the

Israelites. Like the Cuthean colonists in Samaria,

who " feared Jehovah and served their own gods
"'

(2 K. xvii. 33), they blended in a strange manner
a theoretical belief in the true God with the external

reverence which, in difterent stages of their history,

they were led to pay to the idols of the nations by

whom they were surrounded. For this species of

false worship they seem, at all times, to have had

an incredible propension. On their journey from

Shechem to Bethel, the family of .Jacob put away
from among them " the gods of the Joreigner :

"

not the teraphim of Laban, but the gods of the
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Catiaanites through whose land they passed, and

the amulets and charms which were worn as the

appendages of their worship (Gen. xxxv. 2, 4). And
this marked feature of tlie Hebrew character is

traceable througliout the entire history of the people.

During their long residence in Egypt, the country

of symbolism, they defiled themselves with tlie idols

of the land, and it was long before the taint was

removed (Josh. xxiv. 14; Ez. xx. 7). To these gods

Moses, as the herald of Jehovah, flung down the

gauntlet of defiance (Kurtz, Gesch. d. Alt. B. ii.

86), and the plagues of Egypt smote their symbols

(Num. xxxiii. 4J. Yet, with the memory of their

deliverance fresh in their minds, their leader absent,

the Israelities clamored for some visible shape in

wliicli they might worsliip tlie God who had brought

them up out of Egypt (Ex. xxxii.). Aaron lent

himself to the popular cry, and chose as tlie symljol

of deity one with which they had long been fixmiliar

— the calf— embodiment of Api.s, and emblem of

the productive power of nature. But, with a weak-

ness of character to which his greater brother was
a stranger, he compromised with his better im-

pulses by proclaiming a solemn feast to Jehovah

(Ex. xxxii. 5). How much of the true God was
retognized by the people in this brutish symbol it

is impossible to conceive; the festival was charac-

terized by aU the shameless licentiousness with

which idolatrous worship was associated (ver. 25),

and which seems to have constituted its chief at-

traction. But on this occasion, as on all otiiers,

the transgression was visited by swift vengeance,

and three thousand of the offenders were slain.

For a while the erection of the tabernacle, and the

establishment of the worship which accompanied it,

satisfied that craving for an outward sign which

the Israelites constantly exhibited; and for the

remainder of tlieir march through the desert, with

the dwelling-place of Jehovah in their midst, they

did not again degenerate into open apostasy. But
it was only so long as their contact with the nations

was of a hostile character that this seeming ortho-

doxy was maintained. The charms of the daughters

of Moab, as Balaam's bad genius foresaw, were

potent for evil : the Israelites were " yoked to Baal-

Peor" in the trammels of his fair worshippers, and
the character of their devotions is not oijscurely

hinted at (Num. xxv.). Tlie great and terrible

retribution wliich followed left so deep an impress

upon the liearts of the people that, after the con-

quest of the promised land, they looked witli an
eye of terror upon any indications of defection from
the worship of Jehovah, and denounced as idolatrous

a memorial so slight as the altar of the Keubenites

at the passage of Jordan (.losh. xxii. IG).

During the lives of Joshua and the elders who
outlived him, they kept true to their allegiance ; but

the generation following, who knew not Jehovah,

nor the works he had done for Israel, swerved from

the plain path of their fathers, and were caught in

the toils of the foreigner (Judg. ii.). From this

time forth their history becomes little more than a

chronicle of the inevitable sequence of offense and
punishment. " They provoked Jehovah to anger

. . . and the anger of Jehovah was hot against

Israel, and he delivered them into the hands of

eipoilers that spoiled them " (Judg. ii. 12, 14). The
narratives of the book of Judges, contemporaneous

or successive, tell of the fierce struggle maintained

against their hated foes, and how women forgot

their tenderness and forsook their retirement to

<ing the song of victory over the oppressor. By
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turns each conquering nation strove to establish

the worship of its national god. During the rule

of Midian, Joash the father of Gideon had an altar

to Baal, and an Asherah (Judg. vi. 25), though he

proved but a lukewarm worshipper (ver. 31). Even
Gideon himself gave occasion to idolatrous worship

;

yet the ephod which he made from the spoils of the

Midianites was perhaps but a votive offering to the

true God (Judg. viii. 27). It is not improbable

that the gold 'ornaments of which it was composed

were in some way connected with idolatry (cf. Is.

iii. 18-24), and that from their having been worn

as amulets, some superstitious virtue was conceived

to cling to them even in their new form. But
though ui Gideon's lifetime no overt act of idolatry

was practised, he was no sooner dead than the

Israelites again returned to the service of the

Baalim, and, as if in solemn mockery of the cove-

nant made with Jehovah, chose from among them
Baal Berith, '• Baal of the Covenant " (cf. Zei/y

op/ciof), as the object of their special adoration

(Judg. viii. 3-3). Of this god we know only that

his temple, probably of wood (Judg. ix. 49), was a

stronghold in time of need, and tliat his treasury

was filled with the silver of the worshippers (ix. 4).

Nor were the calamities of foreign oppression con-

fined to tlie laud of Canaan. The tribes on the

east of Jordan went astray after the idols of the

land, and were delivered into the hands of the chil-

dren of Amnion (Judg. x. 8). But they put away
from among them " the gods of the foreigner," and
with the baseborn Jephthah for their leader gained

a signal victory over their oppressors. The exploits

of Samson against the Philistines, though achieved

within a narrower space and with less important

results than those of his predecessors, fill a brilliant

page in his country's history. But the tale of his

marvelous deeds is prefaced by that ever-recurring

phrase, so mournfully familiar, '• the children of

Israel did evil again in the eyes of Jehovah, and
Jehovah gave them into the hand of the Philis-

tines." Thus far idolatry is a national sin. The
episode of Micali, in Judg. xvii. xviii., sheds a lurid

light on the secret practices of individuals, who
without formally renouncing Jehovah, though ceas-

ing to recognize him as the theocratic King (xvii.

C), linked with his worship the symbols of ancient

idolatry. The house of God, or sanctuary, wliich

Jlicah made in imitation of thati at Shiloli, was
decorated with an ephod and teraphim dedicated to

(iod, and with a graven and molten image conse-

crated to some inferior deities (Selden, de D'ts Sijris,

Synt. i. 2). It is a significant fact, showing how
deeply rooted in the people was the tendency to

idolatry, that a Levite, who, of all others, should

have been most sedulous to maintain Jehovah's

worship in its purity, was found to assume the

office of priest to the images of Micah; and that

this Levite, priest afterwards to the idols of Dan,
was no other than Jonathan, the son of (lershom,

the son of Moses. Tradition says that these idols

were destroyed when the Philistines defeated the

army of Israel and took from them the ark of the

covenant of Jehovah (1 Sam. iv.). The Danites

are supposed to have carried them into the field, as

the other tribes bore the ark, and the Philistines

the images of their gods, when they went forth to

battle (2 Sam. v. 21; I^wis, Orif/. Hcbi: v. 9).

But the Seder 01am Rabba (c. 24) interprets "the

captivity of the land" (Judg. wiii. 30), of the

captivity of Manasseh; and Benjamin of Tudela

mistook the remains of later Gentile worship for
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traces of the altar or statue which Micah had dedi-

cated, and which was worshipped by the tribe of

Dan (Selden, de Din Syr. Synt. i. c. 2; Stanley,

S. if P. p. 3U8). Ill later times the practice of secret

idolatry was carried to greater lengths. Images

were set up on the com-flooi-s, in the wine-vats,

and behind the doors of private houses (Is. Ivii. 8;

Hos. ix. 1, 2); and to check this tendency the

statute in Deut. xxvii. 15 was originally promul-

gated.

Under Samuel's administration a fast was held,

and purificatory rites performed, to mark the public

renunciation of idolatry (1 Sam. vii. 3-6). But in

the reign of Solomon all this was forgotten. Each

of his many foreign wives brought with her the

gods of her own nation; and the gods of Ammon,
Moab, and Zidon, were openly worshipped. Three

of the summits of Olivet were crowned with the

high-places of Ashtoreth, Chemosh, and Molech

(1 K. xi. 7; 2 K. xxiii. 13), and the fourth, in

memory of his great apostasy, was branded with

the opprobrious title of the " .Mount of Corruption."

Rehoboam, the son of an Ammonite mother, per-

petuated the worst features of Solomon's idolatry

(1 K. xiv. 22-24) ; and in his reign was made the

great schism in the national religion : when .Jero-

boam, fresh from his recollections of the Apis

worship of Egypt, erected golden calves at Bethel

and at Dan, and by this crafty state-policy severed

for ever the kingdoms of Judah and Israel (1 K.

xii. 20-33). To their use were temples consecrated,

'and the service in their honor was studiously copied

from the Mosaic ritual. High-priest himself, Jero-

boam ordained priests from the lowest ranks (2 (.'hr.

xi. 15); incense and sacrifices were offered, and a

solemn festival appointed, closely resembling the

feast of tabernacles (1 K. xii. 32, 33; cf. Am. iv.

4, 5). [.Jeroboam.] The worship of the calves,

"the sin of Israel" (Hos. x. 8), which was appar-

ently associated with the goat-worship of JMendes

(2 Chr. xi. 15; Herod, ii. 4G) or of the ancient

Zabii (Lewis, Oiig. Habr. v. 3), and the Asherini

(1 K. xiv. 15; A. V. "groves"), ultimately spread

to the kingdom of Judah, and centred in Beer-sheba

(Am. V. 5, vii. 9). At what precise period it was

introduced into the latter kingdom is not certain.

The (Jhronicles tell us how Abijah taunted Jero-

boam with his apostasy, while the less partial nar-

rative in 1 Kings represents his own conduct as far

from exemplary (1 K. xv. 3). Asa's sweeping

reform spared not even the idol of his grandmother

Maachah, and, with the exception of the high-

places, he removed all relics of idolatrous worship

(1 K. XV. 12-14), with its accompanying impurities.

His reformation was completed by Jehoshaphat

(2 Chr. xvii. 6).

The successors of Jeroboam followed in his steps,

till Ahab, who married a Zidonian princess, at her

instigation (1 K. xxi. 25) i)uilt a temple and altar

to Baal, and revived all the abominations of the

Amorites (1 K. xxi. 26). For this he attained the

bad preeminence of having done " more to provoke

Jehovah, the (iod of Israel, to anger than all the

kings of Israel that were before him " (1 K. xvi.

33). (Compared with the worship of Baal, the
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worship of the calves was a venial offense, probably

liecause it was morally less detestable and also les8

anti-national (1 K. xii. 28; 2 K. x. 28-31). [Eli-

jah, vol. i. p. 703 i.J Henceforth Baal-worship

became so completely identified with the northern

kingdom that it is described as walking in the way
or statutes of the kings of Israel (2 K. xvi. 3, xvii. 8),

as distinguished from the sin of Jeroboam, which

ceased not till the Captivity (2 K. xvii. 23), and the

corruption of the ancient inhabitants of the land.

The idolatrous priests became a numerous and im-

portant caste (1 K. xviii. 19). living under the pat-

ronage of royalty, and fed at the royal table. The
extirpation of Baal's priests by Eljjah, and of his fol-

lowers by Jehu (2 K. x.), in wliich the royal family

of Judah shared (2 Chr. xxii. 7), was a de-ath-blow

to this form of idolatry in Israel, though other

systems still remained (2 K. xiii. 6). But while

Israel thus sinned and was punished, Judah was

more morally guilty (Ez. xvi. 51). The alliance

of .lehoshaphat with the family of Ahab transferred

to the southern kingdom, during the reigns of his

son and grandson, all tlie appurtenances of Baal-

worship (2 K. viii. 18, 27). In less than ten years

after the death of that king, in wliose praise it is

recorded that he " sought not the Baalim," nor

walked " after the deed of Israel " (2 Chr. xvii. 3,

4), a temple had been built for the idol, statues and

altars erected, and priests appointed to minister in

his senice (2 K. xi. 18). .lehoiada's vigorous

measures checked the evil for a time, but his reform

was incomplete, and the high-places still remained,

as in the days of Asa, a nucleus for any ft-esh sys-

tem of idolatry (2 K. xii. 3). Much of this might

be due to the infiuence of the king's mother, Ziljiah

of Beer-sheba, a place intimately connected with the

idolatrous defection of Judah (Am. viii. 14). After

the deatli of Jehoiada, the princes prevailed upon

Joash to restore at least some portion of his fatlier's

idolatry (2 Chr. xxiv. 18). Tiie conquest of the

Edomites by Aniaziah introduced the worship of

their gods, which had disappeared since the days

of Solomon (2 Chr. xxv. 14, 20). After this period

even the kings who did not lend themselves to the

encouragement of false worship had to contend with

the corruption which still lingered in the hearts of

the people (2 K. xv. 35; 2 Chr. xxvii. 2). Hitherto

the temple had been kept pure. The statues of

Baal and the other gods were worshipped in their

own shrines, but Ahaz, who " sacrificed unto the

gods of Damascus, which smote him" (2 Chr.

xxviii. 23), and built altars to them at every corner

of Jerusalem, and high-pkces in every city of Judah,

replaced the brazen altar of burnt-offering by one

made after the model of " llie altar" of Damascus,

and desecrated it to his own uses (2 K. xvi. 10-

15)."

The conquest of the ten tribes by Shalmaneser

was for them the last scene of the drama of abom-

inations which had been enacted uninterruptedly

for upwards of 250 years. In the northern king-

dom no reformer arose to vary the long line of

royal apostates ; whatever was efl^ectcd in the way

of reformation, was done by the hands of the people

(2 Chr. xxxi. 1). But even in their captivity they

a The Syr. supports the rendering of 1pl!l7 in v.

15. wliich the A. V. has adopted — " to enquire by "
:

but Keil translates the clause, " it will be for me to

jonsiior," i. f. what shall be done with the altar, in

order to support his theory that this altar erected by

Ahaz wa.<< not directly intended to profane the temple

by idolatrous worship. But it is clear that something

of an idolatrous nature had been introduced into the

temple, and was afterwards removed by Hezekiah (2

Chr. xxix. 5 ; cf. Ezr. vi. 21, ix. 11). It is possible

that this might have reference to the brazen serpent.
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helped to perpetuate the corruption. The colonists,

whom the Assyrian conquerors placed in their

stead in the cities of Samaria, brouf^ht with them

their own gods, and were taught at Itethel by a

priest of the captive nation "the manner of the

God of the land," the lessons thus learnt resulting

in a strange admixture of the calf-worship of Jero-

boam with the homage paid to tiieir national deities

(2 K. xvii. 24-41). Their descendants were in

consequence regarded with suspicion by the elders

who returned from the Captivity with Ezra, and

their offers of assistance rejected (E/r. iv. 3).

The first act of Hezekiah on ascending the

throne was the restoration and purification of the

Temple, which had been dismantled and closed dur-

ing the latter part of his father's life (2 Chr. xxviii.

24; xxix. 3). The multitudes who Hocked to Je-

rusalem to celebrate the passover, so long in abey-

ance, removed the idolatrous altars of burnt-offering

and incense erected by Ahaz (2 Chr. xxx. 14).

The iconoclastic spirit was not confined to Judah

and Benjamin, but spread throughout Ephraim and

Manasseh (2 Chr. xxxi. 1), and to all external ap-

pearance idolatry was extirpated. But the reform

extended little below the surfoce (Is. xxix. 13).

Among the leaders of the people there were many
in high position who conformed to the necessities

of the time (Is. xxviii. 14), and under Manasseh's

patronage the false worship, which had been merely

driven into obscurity, broker out with tenfold vir-

ulence. Idolatry of every form, and with all the

accessories of enchantments, divination, and witch-

craft, was again rife; no place was too sacred, no

associations too hallowed, to be spared the contam-

ination. If the conduct of Ahaz in erecting an

altar in the temple court is open to a charitable con-

struction, Manasseh's was of no doubtful character.

The two courts of the temple were profaned by

altars dedicated to the host of heaven, and the

image of the Asherah polluted the holy place (2

K. xxi. 7; 2 Chr. xxxiii. 7, 15; cf. Jer. xxxii. 34).

Even in his late repentance he did not entirely de-

Btroy all traces of his former wrong. The people,

easily swayed, still burned incense on the high

places; but Jehovah was the ostensilile object of

their worship. The king's son sacrificed to his

father's idols, but was not associated with him in

his repentance, and in his short reign of two years,

restored all the altars of the Baalim, and the im-

ages of the Asherah. With the death of .Tosiah

ended the last effort to revive among the people a

purer ritual, if not a purer faith. The lamp of

David, which had long shed but a struggling ray,

flickered for a while and then went out in tlie dark-

ness of Bal)ylonian captivity.

But foreign exile was jxiwerless to eradicate the

deep inbred tendency to idolatry. One of the first

difficulties with which Ezra had to contend, and

which brought him well nigh to despair, was the

haste with which his countrymen took tliem foreign

wives of the people of the land, and tbllowed them

in all their abominations (Ezr. ix.). The priests

and rulers, to whom he looked for assistance in his

great enterprise, were among the first to fall away

(Ezr. ix. 2, X. 18; Neh. vi. i7, 18, xiii. 23). Eveii

during the Captivity the devotees of false worship

plied their craft as prophets and diviners (.ler. xxix.

8; Ez. xiii.), and the Jews who fled to Egypt car-

ried with them recollections of the material pros-

perity which attended their idolatrous sacrifices in

Judah, and to tlie neglect of which they attributed

their exiled condition (Jer. xliv. 17, 18). The con-
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quests of Alexander in Asia caused Greek influence

to be extensively felt, and Greek idolatry to be first

tolerated, and then practiced, by the Jews (1 Mace,

i. 43-50, 54). The attempt of'Antiochus lo es-

tablish this form of worship was vigorously resisted

by Mattathias (1 Mace. ii. 23-26), who was joined

in his reliellion by the Assidaeans (ver. 42), and

destroyed the altars at which the king commanded
them to sacrifice (1 Mace. ii. 25, 45). The erection

of synagogues has been assigned as a reason for the

comparative purity of the Jewish worship after the

Captivity (Prideaux, Connect, i. 374), while an-

other cause has been discovered in the hatred for

images acquired by the Jews in their intercourse

with the Persians.

It has been a question much debated whether

the Israelites were ever so far given up to idolatry

as to lose all knowledge of the true God. It would

be hard to assert this of any nation, and still more

difficult to prove. That there always remained

among them a faithful few, who in the face of

every danger adhered to the worship of Jehovah,

may readily be believed, for even at a time when
Baal worship was most prevalent there were found

seven thousand in Israel who had not bowed before

his image (1 K. xxix. 18). But there is still room

for grave suspicion that among the masses of the

people, though the idea of a supreme Being— of

whom the images they worshipped were but the

distorted representatives— was not entirely lost, it

was so obscured as to be but dimly apprehended.

And not only were the ignorant multitude thus led

astray, but the priests, scribes, and prophets be-

came leaders of the apostasy (Jer. ii. 8). Warbur-

ton, indeed, maintained that tiiey never formally

renounced Jehovah, and that their defection con-

sisted " in joining foreign worship and idolatrous

ceremonies to the ritual of the true God " {Div.

Leg. bk. v. § 3). But one passage in their history,

though confessedly obscure, seems to jwint to a

time when, under the rule of the judges, " Israel

for many days had no true God, and no teaching

priest, and no law" (2 Chr. xv. 3). The correl-

ative argument of Cudworth, who contends from

the teaching of the Hebrew doctors and rabbis " that

the pagan nations, anciently, at least the intelligent

amongst them, acknowledged one supreme God of

the whole world ; and that all other gods were but

creatures and inferior ministers," is controverted

by Mosheim {JnielL Syst. i. 4, § 30, and notes).

There can be no doubt that much of the idolatry

of the Hebrews consisted in worshipping the true

God under an image, such as the calves at Bethel

and Dan (Joseph. Ant. viii. 8, § 5: Sa/xd\iis ettco-

1/vfj.ous rtf derS), and in associating his worship with

idolatrous rites (Jer. xli. 5), and places consecrated

to idols (2 K. xviii. 22). Erom the peculiarity of

their position they were never distinguished as the

inventors of a new pantheon, nor did they adopt

any one system of idolatry so exclusively as ever to

become identified with it." But tliey no sooner

came in contact with other nations than they readily

adapted themselves to their practices, the old sjiirit

of antagonism died rapidly away, and intermarriage

was one step to idolatry.

II. The old religion of the Semitic races con-

sisted, in the opinion of Jlovers (Phiin. i. c. 5), in

the deification of the powers and laws of nature;

these powers being considered either as distinct and

« As the Moabites wrth the worship of Chemogh

(Num. xxi. 29).
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independent, or as manifestations of one supreme

and all-ruling being. In most instances the two

ideas were co-existent. The deity, following human
analogy, was conceived as male and female: the

one representing the active, the other the passive

principle of nature; the fonner the soiu'ce of spir-

itual, the latter of physical life. The transference

of the attributes of the one to the other resulted

either in their mystical conjunction in the her-

maphrodite, as the Persian ]\Iithi-a and Phoenician

Baal, or the two combined to form a third, which

symbolized the essential unity of both." With
these two supreme beings all other deities are iden-

tical ; so that in different nations the same nature-

worship appears under different forms, representing

the various aspects under which the idea of the

power of nature is presented. The sun and moon
were early selected as outward symbols of this all-

pervading power, and the worship of the heavenly

bodies was not only the most ancient but the most

pre\alent system of idolatry. Taking its rise, accord-

ing to a probable hypothesis, in the plains of Chal-

daea, it spread through Egypt, Greece, Scythia, and

even Mexico and ( 'eylon. It was regarded as an of-

fense amenable to the civil authorities in the days of

Job (x.x.\i. 26-28), and one of the statutes of the

Mosaic law was directed against its observance

(Deut. iv. 19; xvii. 3); the former referring to the

star-worship of Arabia, the latter to the concrete

form in which it apjjeared among the Syrians and

Phcenicians. It is probable that the Israelites learnt

their first lessons in sun-worship from the Egyp-

tians, in whose religious system that luminary, as

Osiris, held a prominent place. The city of On
(Beth-shemesh or Heliopolis) took its name from

his temple (Jer. xliii. 13), and the wife of Joseph

was the daughter of his priest (Gen. xli. 45). The
Phoenicians worshipped him under the title of

" Lord of heaven," C^^K? 7^3, Baal-shamnyim

i'BefXffd/j.riu, ace. to Sanchoniatho in Philo Byb-
lius), and Adon, the Greek Adonis, and the Tham-
nuiz of Ezekiel (viii. 14). [Tn.v:\niuz.] As
IMolech or MUcom, the sun was worshipped by the

Ammonites, and as Chemosh by the Moabites.

The Hadad of the Syrians is the same deity, whose

name is traceable in Benhadad, Hadadezer, and

Iladad or Adad, the Edomite. The Assyrian Bel

or Belus, is another form of Baal. According to

Philo {(h Vit. Cont. § 3) the Essenes were wont

to pray to the sun at morning and evening (Joseph.

J5. ./. ii. 8, § 5). By the later kings of Judah,

sacred horses and chariots were dedicated to the

sun-god, as by the Persians (2 K. xxiii. 11 ; Bo-

chart, Jiieroz. pt. 1, bk. ii. c. xi.; Selden, de Dh
Syr.i\.9))\ to march in procession and greet his

rising (R. Sol. Jarchi on 2 K. xxiii. 11). The
MassagetiE offered horses in sacrifice to him (Strabo,

xi. p. 513), on the principle enunciated by Macro-

bius {Snl. vii. 7), "like rejoiceth in like" ("simili-

bus simiUa gaudent; " cf. Her. i. 216), and the

custom was common to many nations.

The moon, worshipped by the Phcenicians under

the name of Astarte (Lucian, de. Den Sijra, c. 4),

« This will oxplaiu the occurrence of the name of

Baal witli the masculine and feminine articles in the

LXX. ; cf. Hos. xi. 2; Jer. xix. 5; Rom. xi. 4. Phi-

lochorus, quoted by JIacrobius {Sat. iii. 8), saj'S that

men and women sacrified to A'enus or the Moon, with

the garments of the sexes interchanged, because she

was regarded both as masculine and feminine (see Sel-

den, lie Dis Syr. ii. 2). Hence Lunus and Lima.
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or Baaltis, the passive power of nature, as Baal WM
the active (Movers, i. 149), and known to the He-
brews as Ashtaroth or Ashtoreth, the tutelary god-
dess of the Zidonians, appears early among the

objects of Israelitish idolatry. But this Syro-Phoe-

nician worship of the sun and moon was of a grosser

character than the pure star-worship of the 3Iagi,

which Movers distinguishes as Upper, Asiatic or

Assyro-Persian, and was equally removed from the

Chaldcean astrology and Zabianism of later times.

The fonner of these systems tolerated no images or

altars, and the contemplation of the heavenly bodies

from elevated spots constituted the greater part of

its ritual.

But, though we have no positive historical ac-

coimt of star-worship before the Assyrian period,

we may infer that it was early practiced in a con-

crete form among the Israelites from the allusions

in Amos v. 26, and Acts vii. 42, 43. Even in the

desert they are said to have been given up to wor-

ship the host of heaven, while Chiun and l.'emphan,

or IJephan, have on various grounds been identified

with the planet Saturn. It was to counteract

idolatry of this nature that the stringent law of

Deut. xvii. 3 was enacted, and with the view of

withdrawing the Israelites from undue contempla-

tion of the material universe, Jehovah, the God of

Israel, is cmistantly placed before them as Jehovah
Zebaoth, Jehovah of Hosts, the king of heaven

(Dan. iv.' 35, 37), to whom the heaven and heaven

of heavens belong (Deut. x. 14). However this

may be. Movers {Phon. i. 65, 66) contends that

the later star-worship, introduced by Ahaz and fol-

lowed by Manasseh, was purer and more spiritual

in its nature than the Israelite-Phoenician worship

of the heavenly bodies under symbolical forms as

Baal and Asherah : and that it was not idolatry in

the same sense that the latter was, but of a simply

contemplative character. He is supported, to some
extent, by the fact that we find })0 mention of any
images of the sun or moon or the host of hea^en,

but merely of vessels devoted to their service (2 K.
xxiii. 4). But there is no reason to believe that

the divine honors paid to the 'M^ucen of Heaven "

(or as others render, "the frame" or "structure of

the heavens")'' were equally dissociated from image

worship. Mr. Layard (Nin. ii. 451) discovered a

bas-relief at Nimrond, which represented four idols

carried in procession by Assyrian warriors. One
of these figures he identifies with Hera the Assyr-

ian Astai'te, represented with a star on her head

(Am. V. 26), and with the "queen of heaven,"

who appears on the rock-tablets of Pterium " stand-

iug erect on a lion, and crowned with a tower, or

mural coronet," as in the Syrian temple of Hie-

rapolis {Id. p. 456; Lucian, (It Dea Syra, 31, 32).

But, in his remarks upon a figiu-e which resembles

the Ehea of Diodorus, Mr. Layard adds, " the rep-

resentation in a human form of the celestial bodies,

themselves originally but a type, was a corruption

which appears to have crejit at a later period into

the mythology of As.syria ; for, in the more ancient

bas-reliefs, figures with caps surmounted by stare

do not occur, and the sun, moon, and planets stand

alone" (Id. pp. 457,458).

fc Jer. vii. 18 ; xliv. 19. In the former passage some

MSS. have H^sbxi for HUbD, a reading sup

ported by the LXX., rfj <npa.ria, as well as by the

Syr. . Ai^ > C\ o>
,
pttlc/iOn, its equivalent. But in the

latter they both agree in the rendering " queen."
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The allusions in Job xxxviii. 31, 32, are too ob-

icure to allow any inference to be drawn as to the

mysterious influences which were held by the old

astrologers to be exercised by the stars over human
destiny, nor is there sufficient evidence to connect

them with anytliini; more recondite than the astro

nomical Icnowledge of tlie period. The same may
be said of the poetical figure in Deborali's chant

of triumph, " the stars from their highways warred

with Sisera " (Judg. v. 20). In the later times of

the monarchy, Mazzaloth, the planets, or tlie zodi-

acal signs, received, next to the sun and moon,

their share of popular adoration (2 K. xxiii. 5);

and the history of idolatry among the Hebrews

shows at all times an intimate connection between

the deification of the heavenly bodies, and tlie

superstition which watched the clouds for signs,

and used divination and enchantments. It was

but a step from such culture of the sidereal powers

to the worship of Gad and Meni, Babylonian divin-

ities, symbols of Venus or the moon, as the goddess

of luck or fortune. Under the latter aspect, the

moon was reverenced by the Egyptians (Macrob.

Sat. i. 19); and the name Baal Gad is possibly an
example of the manner in wliich the worship of

the planet Jupiter as the bringer of luck was
grafted on the old feith of the Phoenicians. Tlie

false gods of the colonists of Samaria were probably

connected with eastern astrology: Adrammelech,
Movers regards as the sun-fire— the Solar Mars,

and Anammelech the Solar Saturn {Plwn. i. 410,

411). The Vulgate rendering of Prov. xxvi. 8,

" sicut qui mittit lapidem in acervum Mercuiii"
follows the Midrash on the passage quoted by Jar-

chi, and requires merely a passing notice (see

Selden, de Dis Syris, ii. 15; Maim, de Idol. iii.

2; Buxtorf, Lex. Tidm. s. v. D''blp~ia),

Beast-worship, as exemplified in the calves of

Jerol)oain and the dark hints which seem to point

to the goat of Meiules, has already been alluded

to. There is no actual proof that the Israelites

ever joined in the service of Dagon," the fish-god

of the Philistines, though Ahaziah sent stealthily

to Baal-zebub, the fly-god of Ekron (2 K. i.), and

in later times tlie brazen serpent became the object

of idolatrous homage (2 K. xviii. 4). But whether

the latter was regarded with superstitious reverence

as a memorial of their early history, or whether

incense was offered to it a.s a symbol of some power

of nature, cannot now be exactly determined. The
threatening in Lev. xxvi. 30, •' I will put your car-

casses upon the carcasses of your idols," may fairly

be considered as directed against the tendency to

regard animals, as in Egypt, as the symbols of

deity. Tradition says that Nergal, the god of the

men of Cuth, the idol of fire, according to Leusden

{Pldl. Ihbr. Mixt. Diss. 43), was worsliipped under

the form of a cock; Asliima as a he-goat, the em-
blem of generative power ; Nibhaz as a dog ; Adram-
melech as a mule or peacock; and Anammelech as

a horse or pheasant.

a Some have expliuned the allusion in Zeph. i. 9,

as referring to a practice connectrd \\\t\\ the worsliip

of Dagon ; conip. 1 Sam. v. 5. The Syrians, on the

autliority of Xenopliou {Aiiab. i. 4, § 9), paid divine

honors to fiah.

b Jerome {Onomast. s. v. Dn/s) mentions an oak
near Hebron which existed in his infam-y, and was the

traditional tree beneath which Abra'.iam dwelt. It

was regarded with groat reverence, and was made an
sbject of worship by the heathen. Modern Palestine
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Of pure hero-worship among the Semitic races

we find no trace. jMoses indeed seems to have en-

tertained some dim apprehension that his country-
men might, after his death, pay him more honors
than were due to man ; and the anticipation of

this led him to review his own conduct in terms of

strong reprobation (Dent. iv. 21, 22). The ex-

pression in Ps. cvi. 28, " the sacrifices of the dead,"

is in all probability metaphorical, and Wisd. xiv.

15 refers to a later practice due to Greek influence.

The rabbinical commentators discover in Gen.
xlviii. IG, an allusion to the worshipping of angels

(Col. ii. 18), while they defend their ancestors from
the charge of regai'ding them in any other light

than mediators, or intercessors with God (Lewis,

Oriff. Htbr. v. 3). It is needless to add that their

inference and apology are equally groundless. With
like probability has been advanced the theory of

the demon-worship of the Hebrews, the only foun-

dation for it being two liiglily poetical passages

(Deut. xxxii. 17; Ps. cvi. 37). It is possible that

the Persian dualism is hinted at in Is. xlv. 7.

But if the forms of the false gods were manifold,

the places devoted to their worsliip were almost
equally numerous. The singular reverence with

which trees have in all ages been honored is not
without example in the history of the Hebrews.
The terebinth at Mamre, beneath which Abraham
built an altar (Gen. xii. 7, xiii. 18), and the me-
morial grove planted by him at Beer-sbeba (Gen.

xxi. 33), were intimately connected with patriarchal

worship, though in after-ages his descendants were
forbidden to do that which he did with impunity,

in order to avoid the contamination of idolatry.*

As a symptom of their rapidly degenerating spirit,

the oak of Shechem, which stood in the sanctuary

of Jehovah (Josh. xxiv. 26), and beneath which
Joshua set up the stone of witness, perhaps appears

in Judges (ix. 37), as " the oak (not 'plain,' as in

A. V.) of soothsayers" or "augurs."'^ Bloun-

tains and high places were chosen spots for oftering

sacrifice and incense to idols (1 K. xi. 7, xiv. 23);
and the retirement of gardens and the thick shade

of woods offered great attractions to their worship-

pers (2 K. xvi. 4; Is. i. 29; Hos. iv. 13). It was
the ridge of Carmel which Elijah selected as the

scene of his contest with tlie priests of Baal, fight-

ing with them the battle of Jehovah, as it were, on
their own ground. [Cakjiel.] Carmel was re-

garded by the Poman historians as a sacred moun-
tain of the Jews (Tac. //. ii. 78; Suet. Vesp. 7).

The host of heaven was worshipped on the house-

top (2 K. xxiii. 12; Jer. xix. 13, xxxii. 29; Zeph.

i. 5). In describing the sun-worship of the Naba-
toei, Strabo (xvi. p. 784) mentions two character-

istics which strikingly illustrate the worship of

Baal. They built their altars on the roof's of

houses, and offered on them incense and libations

daily. On the wall of his city, in the sight of the

besieging armies of Israel and Edom, the king of

Moab offered his eldest son as a burnt-oftering.

abounds with sacred trees. They are found " all over

the laud covered with bits of rags from tlie garments

of passing villagers, hung up as acknowledgments or

as deprecatory signals and charms : and we find beau-

tiful clumps of oak-trees sacred to a kind of beings

called Jacob's daughters" (Thomson, LmuJ mid Eaok,

ii. 151). [See Grove.]
c Unless, indeed, this be a relic of the ancient

Canaanitish worship ; an older name associated witli

idolatry, which the conquering Hebrews were com-

manded and endeavored to obliterate (Beat. xii. 3i
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The Persians, who worshipped the sun under the I

name of Mithra (Strabo, xv. p. 732), sacrificed on
an elevated spot, but built no altars or images.

The priests of the false worship are sometimes

designated Chemarim, a word of Syriac origin, to

which different meanings have been assigned. It

is applied to the non-Levitical priests who burnt

incense on the high-places (2 K. xxiii. 5) as well

as to the priests of the calves (Hos. x. 5); and the

corresponding word is used in the Pesliito (Judg.

xviii. 30) of Jonathan and his descendants, priests

to the tribe of Dan, and in Targ. Onkelos (Gen.

xlvii. 22) of the priests of Egypt. The Rabbis,

followed by Gesenius, have derived it from a root

signifying " to be black," and without any authority

assert that the name was given to idolatrous priests

from the black vestments which they wore. But

white was the distinctive color in the priestly gar-

ments of all nations from India to Gaul, and black

was only worn when they sacrificed to the subter-

ranean gods (Biihr, Symb. ii. 87, &c.). That a

special dress was adopted by the Baal-worshippers,

as well as by the false prophets (Zech. xiii. 4), is

evident from 2 K. x. 22 (where the rendering

should be "the apparel"): the vestments were

kept in an apartment of the idol temple, under

the charge probably of one of the inferior priests.

Micah's Levite was provided with appropriate robes

(.Judg. xvii. 10). The "foreign apparel," men-
tioned in Zeph. i. 8, refers doubtless to a similar

dress, adopted by the Israelites in defiance of the

sumptuary law in Num. xv. 37-40.

In addition to the priests there were other per-

sons intimately connected with idolatrous rites, and

the impurities from which they were inseparable.

Both men and women consecrated themselves to

the service of idols: the former as D''ti'"''lp, l-ede-

sMm, for which there is reason to l)elie\e the A. V.

(Deut. xxiii. 17, &c.) h:is not given too harsh an

equivalent; the latter as mCl'Ti?. l-edcshoih. who

wove shrines for Astarte (2 K. xxiii. 7), and re-

sembled the eraipai of Corinth, of whom Strabo

(viii. p. 378) says there were more than a thousand

attached to the temple of Aphrodite. Egyptian

prostitutes consecrated themselves to Isis (Juv. vi.

489, ix. 22-24). The same class of women existed

among the Phoenicians, Armenians, Lydians, and

Babylonians (Her. i. 93, l'J9; Strabo, xi. p. 532;

Epist. of Jerem. v(!r. 43). 'Ihey are distinguished

from the public prostitutes (Hos. iv. 14) and asso-

ciated with the performances of sacred rites, just

as in Strabo (xii. p. .5.59) we find the two classes

coexisting at Comana, the Corinth of Pontus,

much frequented by pilgrims to the shrine of x\ph-

rodite." The wealth thus obtained flowed into the

treasury of the idol tem])le, and against such a

practice the injunction in Ueut. xxiii. 18 is directed.

Dr. Maitland, anxious to defend the moral charac-

ter of .Jewish women, has with much ingenuity

attempted to show that a meaning foreign to their

true sense has been attached to the words above

mentioned; and that, though closely associated

with idolatrous services, they do not indicate such

foul corruption (I-^ssny on False Worsliip). But

if, as Movers, with great appearance of probability,

has coiyectured {Phiiii. i. 679), the class of persons

« An illustration, though not an example, of this

is found in the modern history of Europe. At a pe-

riod of great profligacy and corruption of morals,

licentiousness was carried to such an excess in Stras-
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alluded to was composed of foreigners, the Jewish

women in this respect need no such advocacy.

That such customs existed among foreign nations

there is abundant evidence to prove (Lucian, de

Syra Den, c. 5); and from the juxtaposition of

prostitution and the idolatrous rites against which
the laws in Lev. xix. are aimed, it is probable that

next to its immoraUty, one main reason why it was
visited with such stringency was its connection

with idolatry (comp. 1 Cor. vi. 9).

But besides these accessories there were the or-

dinary rites of worship which idolatrous systems

had in common witli the religion of the Hebrews.

Offering burnt sacrifices to the idol gods (2 K. y.

17), burning incense in their honor (1 K. xi. 8),

and bowing down in worship before their images

(1 K. xix. 18) were the chief parts of their ritual;

and from their very analogy with tlie ceremonies

of true worship were more seductive than the

grosser forms. Nothing can be stronger or more
positive than the language in which these cere-

monies were denounced by Hebrew law. Every

detail of idol-worship was made the sulject of »
separate enactment, and many of the laws, which in

themselves seem trivial and almost absurd, receive

from this point of view their true significance. We
are told by Maimonides (Mui: Nel/. c. 12) that the

prohibitions against sowing a field with mingled

seed, and wearing garments of mixed material, were

directed against the practices of idolaters, who
attributed a kind of magical influence to the mix-'

ture (Lev. xix. 19 ; Spencer, de Le;/. Ilelir. ii. 18). •

Such too were the precepts which forbade that the

garments of the sexes should be interchanged (Deut.

xxii. 5; Maimon. de Jdvl. xii. 9). According to

Macrobius (Sat. iii. 8) other Asiatics when they

sacrificed to their Venus changed the dress of the

sexes. The priests of Cybele appeared in women's
clothes, and used to mutilate themselves (Creuzer,

Symb. ii. 34, 42): the same custom was observed

" by the Ithvphalli in the rites of Bacchus, and by

the Athenians in their Ascoplioria" (Young, Jdol.

Cur. in Rel. i. 105; cf. Lucian, de Den fyrn, c.

15). To preserve the Israelites from contamination,

they were prohibited for three years after their con-

quest of Canaan from eating of the fruit-trees of

the land, whose cultivation had been attended with

magical rites (Lev. xix. 23). They were forliidden

to " round the corner of the head." and to " mar
the corner of the beard" (Lev. xix. 27), as the

Arabians did in honor of their gods (Her. iii. 8, iv.

175). Hence, the phrase HSp '^l|!l!;'(7, ketsvtse

phecih, (literally) " shorn of the corner." is especially

applied to idolaters (Jer. ix. 20, xxv. 23). Spencer

{de Ley. Hebr. ii. 9, § 2) explains the law forbid-

ding the ofltring of honey (Lev. ii. 11) as intended

to oppose an idolatrous practice. Strabo descrities

the Magi as offering in all their sacrifices libations

of oil mingled with honey and milk (xv. p. 733).

OfTerings in which honey was an ingredient were

made to the inferior deities and the dead (Horn.

Od. X. 519; Porph. de Antr. Nyviph. c. 17). So

also the practice of eating the flesh of sacrifices

" over the blood " (Lev. xix. 26; Ez. xxxiii. 25, 26)

was, according to INIaimonides, common among the

Zabii. Spencer gives a double reason for the pro-

burg that the public prostitutes received the appella-

tion of the swallows of the cathedral (Miller, PliU. of

Hist, ii 441).
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hibition : that it was a rite of divination, and

divination of the worst kind, a species of necro-

mancy by which they attempted to raise the spirits

of the dead (conip. Hor. Sat. i. 8). There are

supposed to be alhisions to the practice of necro-

mancy in Is. Ixv. 4, or at any rate to superstitious

rites in connection with the dead. The grafting

of one tree upon another was forbidden, because

among idolaters the process was accompanied by

gross obscenity (Maim. Mor. Ntb. c. 12). Cutting

tlie flesh fur the dead (I^v. xix. 28; 1 K. xviii. 28),

and making a baldness between the eyes (Dent,

xiv. 1) were associated with idolatrous rites: the

latter being a custom among the Syrians (Sir G.

Wilkinson in Kawlinson's Herod, ii. p. 158, note).

The thrice repeated and much-vexed passage, " Thou

shalt not seethe a kid in his mother's milk" (Ex.

X!ciii. 19, xxxiv. 20; Deut. xiv. 21), interpreted by

some as a precept of humanity, is explained by

Cudworth in a very different manner. He quotes

from a Karaite commentary which he had seen in

MS. : " It w;is a custom of the ancient heathens,

when they had gathered in all tlieir fruit, to take

a kid and boil it in the dam's milk, and then in a

magical way go about and besprinkle with it all

the trees and fields and gardens and orchards;

thinking by this means they should make them

fructify, and bring forth again more abundantly the

following year" {On the Lord's Supper, c. 2)."

The law wiiich regulated clean and luiclean meats

(Lev. XX. 23-2(5) may be considered both as a san-

itary regulation, and also as having a tendency to

separate the Israelites from the surrounding idol-

atrous nations. It was with the same oVyect, in the

opinion of Michnelis, that while in the wilderness

they were prohibited from killing any animal for

food without first offering it to Jehovah (Laws of
Moses, trans. Smith, art. 20-3). The mouse, one

of the unclean animals of Leviticus (xi. 2!)), was

sacrificed liy the ancient Magi (Is. Ixvi. 17; Movers,

Phijii. i. 219). It may ha\e been some such reason

as that assigned by Lewis {Oriy. Hehr. v. 1), that

the dog was the symbol of an Egyptian deity, whicli

gave rise to the prohibition in Deut. xxiii. 18.

ilovers says the dog was offered in sacrifice to

Moloch (i. iOi), as swine to the moon and Dionysus

by the Egyptians, who afterwards ate of the flesh

(Her. iii. 47; Is. Ixv. 4). Eating of the things

offered was a necessary appendage to the sacrifice

(comp. Ex. xviii. 12, xxxii. G, xxxiv. 1.5; Num. xxv.

2, itc). Among the Persians the victim was eaten

by the worshippers, and the soul alone left for the

god (Strabo, xv. 7-32). " Hence it is that the

idolatry of the .lews in worshipping other gods is

so often described synecdochically under the notion

of feasting. Is. Ivii. 7, ' Upon a high and lofty

mountain thou hast set thy bed, and thither wentest

thou up to offer sacrifice;' for in those ancient

times they were not wont to sit at feasts, Init lie

down on beds or couches. Ez. xxiii. 41 ; Amos ii.

8, ' They laid themselves down upon clothes laid

to pledge by every altar,' i. e. laid themselves down
to eat of the sacrifice that was oftered on the altar:

comp. Ez. xviii. 11" ((,'udworth, ut supra, c. 1;

cf. 1 Cor. viii. 10). The Israelites were forbidden

"to print any mark upon them" (Lev. xix. 28),

because it was a custom of idolaters to brand upon

their flesh some symbol of the deity they worshipped,
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« Dr. Thomson mentions a favorite tli.^li among the

Arabs called leha immh, to which he conceives allusion

1b made {Land and Book, i. 1.35).

as the ivy-leaf of Bacchus (3 Mace. ii. 29). Accord-

ing to Lucian {de Den Syra, 59), all the Assyrians

wore marks of this kind on their necks and wrists

(comp. Is. xliv. 5; Gal. vi. 17; Kev. xiv. 1,11).

Many other practices of false worship are alluded

to, and made the subjects of rigorous prohibition,

but none are more frequently or more severely de-

nounced than those which jjeculiarly distinguished

the worship of Molech. It has been attempted to

deny that the worship of this idol was polluted by
the foul stain of human sacrifice, but the allusions

are too plain and too pointed to admit of reasonable

doul(t (Deut. xii. 31; 2 K. iii. 27; .Jer. vii. 31; Ps.

cvi. 37; Ez. xxiii. 39). Nor was this practice con-

fined to the rites of Molech ; it extended to those

of I}aal (.ler. xix. 5), and the king of Moab (2 K.
iii. 27) offered his son as a burnt-offering to his

god Chemosh. The Phcenicians, we are told by
Porphyry (de Abstin. ii. c. 50), on occasions of great

national calamity sacrifical to Kronos one of their

dearest friends. Some allusion to this custom may
be seen in Micah vi. 7. Kissing the images of the

gods (1 K. xix. 18; Hos. xiii. 2), hanging votive

offerings in their temples (1 Sam. xxxi. 10), and
carrying them to battle (2 Sam. v. 21), as the Jews
of MaccabiBUs' army did with the things conse-

crated to the idols of the Jamnites (2 Mace. xii.

40), are usages connected with idolatry which are

casually mentioned, though not made the objects

of express legislation. Hut soothsjiying, interpre-

tation of dreams, necromancy, witchcraft, magic,

and other forms of divination, are alike forbidden

(Deut. xviii. 9; 2 K. i. 2; Is. kv. 4; Ez. xxi. 21).

The history of other nations— and indeed the too

common practice of the lower class of the popula-

tion of SjTia at the present day— shows us that

such a statute as that against bestiality (Lev. xviii.

23) was not unnecessary (cf. Her. ii. 46; Kom. i.

20). Purificatory rites in connection with idol-

worship, and eating of forbidden food, were visited

with severe retribution (Is. Ixvi. 17). It is evident,

from the context of Ez. viii. 17, that the votaries

of the sun, who worshipped with their faces to the

east (v. 10), and "put tlie branch to their no.se,"

did so in observance of some idolatrous rite. Movers
{Plwn. i. 60), unhesitatingly affirms that the

allusion is to the branch Barsom, the holy branch

of the Magi (vStrabo, xv. p. 733), while Hiivernick

(Cojiim. zu Ezecli. p. 117), with equal confidence,

denies that the passage supports such an inference,

and renders, having in view the lament of the

women for Thammuz, " sie entsenden den Trauer-

gesang zu ihren Zorn." The waving of a myi'tle

branch, says Maimonides [de Idol. vi. 2), accom-

panied the repetition of a magical formula in incan

tations. An illustration of the usage of boughs in

worship will be found in the Greek i/f erTjpio (^Esch.

Euni. 43; Suppl. 192; Schol. on Aristoph. Plut.

383 ; Porphyr. de Ant. Nymph, c. 33). For detailed

accounts of idolatrous ceremonies, reference nuist

be made to the articles u]ion the several idols.

III. It remains now briefly to consider the light

in which idolatry was regarded in the Mosiac code,

and the penalties with which it was \isited. If one

main object of the Hebrew polity was to teacli the

unity of God, the extermination of i<lolatry w.as but

a subordinate end. Jehovah, the God of the Israel-

ites, was the civil head of the State. He was the

theocratic king of the people, who had delivered

them from bondage, and to wiiom they had taken a

willing oath of allegiance. They had entered into a

solemn league and covenant with him as tlieir choseit
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king (comp. 1 Sam. viii. 7), by whom obedience

was requited with temporal blessings, and rebellion

with tenijjoral punishment. This original contract

of the Hebrew government, as it has been termed,

is contained in Ex. xi.x. 3-8, xx. 2-5 ; Deut. xxix.

10-xxx. : the blessings promised to obedience are

enumerated in Deut. xxviii. 1-14, and the wither-

ing curses on disobedience in verses 15-68. That

this covenant was faithfully observed it needs but

slight acquaintance with Hebrew history to perceive.

Often broken and often renewed on the part of the

people (.Judg. x. 10; 2 Chr. xv. 12, 13; Neh. ix.

38), it was kept with imwavering constancy on the

part of Jehovah. To their kings he stood in the

relation, so to speak, of a feudal superior : they were

his representatives upon eartli, and with them, as

with the iieople before, his covenant was made

(1 K. iii. 14, xi. 11). Idolatry, tlierefore, to an

Israelite, was a state offence (1 Sam. xv. 23),« a

political crime of the gravest character, high treason

airainst tlie majesty of his king. It was a trans-

gression of tlie covenant (Deut. xvii. 2), " the evil
"

preeminently in the ej-es of Jehovah (1 K. xxi. 25,

opp. to "'^'*n, "</(e right," 2 Chr. xxvii. 2).

But it was much more than all this. While the

idolatry of foreign nations is stigmatized merely as

an abomination in the sight of Ciod, which called

for his vengeance, the sin of the Israelites is re-

garded as of more glaring enormity, and greater

moral guilt. In the figurative language of the

prophets, the relation between Jehovah and his

people is represented as a marriage bond (Is. liv. 5

;

Jer. iii. 14), and the worship of false gods with all

its accompaniments (Lev. xx. 56) becomes then the

greatest of social wrongs (Hos. ii.; Jer. iii. etc.).

This is lieautifully brought out in Hos. ii. 16, where

the heathen name Baali, my master, which the

apostate Israel has been accustomed to apply to her

foreign possessor, is contrasted with Ishi, my man,

my husband, the native word which she is to use

when restored to her rightful husband, Jehovah.

]\Iuch of the significance of this figure was unques-

tionably due to the impurities of idolaters, with

whom such corruption was of no merely spiritual

character (Ex. xxxiv. 10; Num. xxv. 1, 2, Ac),

but manifested itself in the grossest and most

revolting forms (Rom. i. 20-32).

Regarded in a moral aspect, false gods are called

"stumbling blocks" (Ez. xiv. 3), "lies" (Am. ii.

4; Kom. i. 25), "horrors" or "frights" (1 K. xv.

13; Jer. 1. 38), "abominations" (Deut. xxix. 17,

xxxii. 16; 1 K. xi. 5; 2 K. xxiii. 13), "guilt"

(abstract for concrete. Am. viii. 14, nSiK.''S,

nshmdli, comp. 2 Chr. xxix. 18, perhaps with a

play on Asliliiw, 2 K. xvii. 30), and with a pro-

found sense of the degradation consequent upon

their worship, they are characterized by the prophets,

whose mission it was to warn the i>eople against

them (Jer. xliv. 4), as "shame" (Jer. xi. 13; Hos.

ix. 10). As considered with reference to Jehovah,

they are " other ijods " (.Josh. xxiv. 2, 16), " strange

gods " (Deut. xxxii. 16), " new gods " (Judg. v. 8),

"devils,— not God " (Deut. xxxii. 17; 1 Cor. x.
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20, 21) ; and, as denoting their foreign origin,

gods of the foreigner" (Josh. xxiv. 14, 15).*

Their powerlessness is indicated by describing them

as "gods that cannot save" (Is. xlv. 20), "that

made not the heavens" (Jer. x. H), "nothing"

(Is. xli. 24; 1 Cor. viii. 4), "wind and emptiness"

(Is. xli. 29), "vanities of the heathen" (Jer. xiv.

22; Acts xiv. 15); and yet, while their deity is

denied, their personal existence seems to have been

acknowledged (Kurtz, Gesch, d. A. B. ii. 86, &c.),

though not in the same manner m which the pre-

tentions of local deities were reciprocally recognized

by the heathen (1 K. xx. 23, 28; 2 K. xvii. 26).

Other terms of contempt are employed with refer-

B to idols, Q^V^^S, elUim (Lev. xix. 4), and

D'^b^v'2, (jUlidim (Deut. xxix. 17), to which dif-

ferent meanings have been assigned, and many
which indicate ceremonial imcleanness. [Idol, p.

1118 6.]

Idolatry, therefore, being from one point of view

a political offense, could be punished without in-

fringement of civil rights. No penalties were at-

tached to mere opinions. Tor aught we know,

theological speculation may have been as rife among
the Hebrews as in modern times, though such was

not the tendency of the Semitic mind. It was not,

however, such speculations, heterodox though they

might be, but overt acts of idolatry, which were

made the subjects of legislation (Michaehs, Lmos
of Moses, arts. 245, 246). The first and second

commandments are directed against idolatry of

every form. Individuals and communities were

equally amenable to the rigorous code. The indi-

vidual offender was devoted to destruction (Ex. xxii.

20) ; his nearest relatives were not only bound to

denounce him and deliver him up to punishment

(Deut. xiii. 2-10), but their hands were to strike

the first blow when, on the evidence of two wit-

nesses at least, he was stoned (Deut. xvii. 2-5).

To attempt to seduce others to false worship was a

crime of equal enormity (Deut. xiii. 6-10). An
idolatrous nation shared a shnilar fate. No facts

are more strongly insisted on in the O. T. than that

the extermination of the Canaanites was the pun-

ishment of their idolatry (Ex. xxxiv. 15, 16 ; Deut.

vii., xii. 29-31, xx. 17), and that the calamities of

the Israelites were due to the same cause (Jer. ii.

17). A city guilty of idolatry was looked upon as

a cancer of the state; it was considered to be in

rebellion, and treated according to the laws of war.

Its inhabitants and all their cattle were put to

death. No spoil was taken, but everything it con-

tained was burnt with itself; nor was it allowed to be

rebuilt (Deut. xiii. 13-18; Josh. vi. 26). Saul lost

his kingdom, Achan his life, and Hiel his liunil}',

for transgressing this law (1 Sam. xv. ; Josh. vii.

;

1 K. xvi. 34). The silver and gold with which

the idols were covered were accursed (Deut. vii. 25,

26). And not only were the Israelites forbidden

to serve the gods of Canaan (Ex. xxiii. 24), but

even to mention their names, that is, to call upon

them in prayer or any form of worship (Ex. xxiii.

a The point of this verse is lost in the A. V. : it

should be " for the sin of witchcraft (is) rebellion ; and

idolatry (lit vanity) and teraphim (are) stubbornness.'"

The Israelites, contrary to command, had spared of

the spoil of the idolatrous Amalekites to offer to Je-

hovah, and thus associated his worship with that of

idols.

6 In the A. V. the terms 'H?, zar, " strange," and

"133 or ^"^33, nlcar or nacri, "foreign," are not

uniformly distinguished, and the point of a passage is

frequently lost by the intercliange of one with tlio

other, or by rendering both by the same word. So PS

Ixxxi. 9 should be, " There shall not be in thee a

strange god, nor shalt thou worship a foreign god."
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13; Josh, xxiii. 7). On taking possession of the

land they were to obliterate all traces of the exist-

ing idolatry; statues, altars, pillars, idol-teinples,

every person and everything connected with it,

were to be swept away (Ex. xxiii. '2-t, 32, xxxiv.

13; Deut. vii. 5, 25, xii. 1-3, xx. 17), and the

name and worship of the idols blotted out. Such

were the precautions taken by the franier of the

Mosaic code to preserve the worship of Jehovah,

the true God, in its purity. Of the manner in

which his descendants have "put a fence " about

"the law" with reference to idolatry, many in-

stances will be found in JNIairaonides (f/e JdvL).

They were prohibited from using vessels, scarlet

garments, bracelets, or rings, marked with the sign

of the sun, moon, or dragon (vii. 10); trees planted

or stones erected for idol-worship were forl)idden

(viii. 5, 10); and, to guard against the possibihty

of contamination, if the image of an idol were

found among other images intended for ornament,

they were all to be cast into the Dead Sea (vii.

11).

IV". Much indirect evidence on this subject might

be supplied by an investigation of proper names.

Mr. Layard has remarked, " According to a custom

existing from time immemorial in the East, the

name of the Supreme Deity was introduced into

the names of men. This custom prevailed front

the banks of the Tigris to the Phoenician colonies

beyond the Pillars of Hercules; and we recognize

in the Sardanapalus of the Assyrians, and the Han-
nibal of the Carthaginians, the identity of the relig-

ious system of the two nations, as widely distinct

in the time of their existence as in their geograph-

ical position " (Niii. ii. 150). The hint which he

has given can be but briefly followed out here.

Traces of the sun-worship of the ancient Canaanites

remain in the nomenclature of their country. Beth-

shemesh, " house of the sun," En-shemesh, " spring

of the sun," and Ir-shemesh, "city of the sun,"

whether they be the original Canaanitish names,

or their Hebrew renderings, attest the reverence

paid to the source of light and heat, the symbol

of the fertilizing power of nature. Samson, tlie

Hebrew national hero, took his name from the

same luminary, and was born in a mountain-village

above the modern \im Shems (En-shemesh : Thom-
son, Land and Book, ii. 3G1). The name of Baal,

the sun-god, is one of the most common occurrence

in compound words, and is often associated with

places consecrated to his worship, and of which
perhaps he was the tutelary deity. Bamoth-baal,

"the high-places of Baal;" Baal-hermon, Beth-

Baal-meon, Baal-gad, liaal-hamon, in which com-
pound the names of the sun-god of Phoenicia and
Egypt are associated, Baal-Tamar, and many others,

are instances of this." Nor was the practice con-

fined to the names of places: proper names are

found with tiie same element. Esh-baal, Ish-baal,

etc., are examples. The Amorites, whom Joshua
did not drive out, dwelt on Mount Heres, in Aija-

lon, "the mountain of the sun" [Timnath-
HEHEs]. Here and there we find traces of the

attempt made by the Hebrews, on their conquest

of the country, to extirpate idolatry. Thus Baalah

or Kirjath-baal, "the town of Baal," became Kir-
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a That temples in Syria, dedicated to the several

divinities, did transfer their names to the places where
the}' stood, is evident from the testimony of Lucian,

an Assyrian himself. His derivation of Iliera from
the temple of the Assyrian Hera shows that he was

jath-jearim, "the town of forests" (Josh. xv. 60).

rhe Moon, Astarte or Asbtaroth, gave her name to

a city of Bashan (.losh. xiii. 12, 31), and it is not
improbable that the name Jericho may have been

derived from being associated with the worship of

this goddess. [Jericho.] Neljo, whether it be
the name under which the Chaldteans worshipped

the Moon or the planet Mercury, enters into many
compounds: Nebu-zaradan, Samgar-nebo, and the

like. Bel is found in Belshazzar, Belteshazzar, and
others. Were Baladan of Semitic origin, it would
probalily be derived from Baal-Adon, or Adonis,

the Phoenician deity to whose worship Jer. xxii. 18
seems to refer : Init it has more properly been traced

to an Indo-Germanic root. Hadad, Hadadezer,

Benhadad, are derived from the tutelar deity of

the Syrians, and in Nergalsharezer we recognize

the god of the Cnshites. Chemosh, the fire-god

of Moab, appears in Carchemish, anS Peor in Beth-

peor. ]\Ialcom, a name which occurs but once, and
then of a iMoabite by birtli, may have been con-

nected with Molech and Milcom, the abomination

of the Ammonites. A glimpse of star-worship

may be seen in the name of the city Chesil, the

Semitic Orion, and the month Chisleu, without

recognizing in Rahab " the glittering fragments of

the sea-snake trailing across the northern sky." It

would perhaps be going too far to trace in En-gedi,
" spring of the kid," any co)mection with the goat-

worship of Mendes, or any relics of the wars of the

giants in Kapha and Rephaim. Fiirst, indeed, rec-

ognizes in Gedi, Venus or Astarte, the goddess of

fortune, and identical with Gad [Handw. s. v.).

But there are fragments of ancient idolatry in other

names in which it is not so palpable. Ish-bosheth

is identical with Esh-baal, and Jerubbesheth with

Jerul)baal, and Mephibosheth and Meribbaal are

but two names for one person (cf. Jer. xi. 13). The
worship of the Syrian Rimmon appears in the

names Hadad-rimmon, and Talirimmon ; and if, as

some suppose, it be derived from ^1^"^, Rimmon,

"a pomegranate-tree," we may connect it with the

towns of the same name in Judah and Benjamin,

with iMi-Rimnion and the prevailing tree-worship.

It is impossil)le to pursue this investigation to any
length : the hints which have been thrown out may
prove suggestive. W. A. W.
IDU'EL ('iSouTjAos: Eccelon), 1 Esdr. viii.

13. [Ariel, 1.]

IDUME'A [or IDUMJE'A] (Dll^ less

frequently D~TJf^, ?•«/]: •^ 'ISovjxaia- Iditmwa,

Kdom.), Is. xxxiv. 5, 6; Ez. xxxv. 15, xxxx^l. 5; 1

Mace. iv. 15, 29, 61, v. 3, vi. 31; 2 Mace. xii. 32 .

Mark iii. 8. [Edom.]

IDUME'ANS [or IDUM^'ANS] (oi

'ISou/j.a7ot: Idunuei), 2 Mace. x. 15, 16. [Edom-
ITES.]

I'GAL (^Si"' [whom God redeems or aventies]).

1. ClAaaA.; Alex. I^aA: lyal-) Son of Joseph,

of the tribe of Issachar, chosen by Moses to repre-

sent that tribe among the spies who went up Irona

Kadesh to search the Promised Land (Num. xiii.

7).

familiar with the circumstance (de Dea Syr. c. 1).

Baisampsa ( = Beth-shemesh), a town of Arabia, de-

rived its name from the sun-worship (Vossius, de

T/ieol. Gent. ii. c. 8), like ICir Ueres (Jer. xlviiL 81)

of Moab,
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2. [raa\: Ifftinl.] One of the heroes of Da-

vid's guard, son of Nathan of Zobah (2 Sam. xxiii.

36, TaoA). Ill the jMrallel list of 1 Chr. the name
is given as "Joel the brother of Nathan" (xi. 38,

'l<ii7}\). Kennicott, after a minute examination of

the passage both in the original and in the ancient

versions, decides in favor of the latter as most like

the genuine text (Dissertation, pp. 212-214).

This name is really identical with Igkal.

IGDALI'AH (^^;^??^ i. e. TgdaliaTiu [Je-

liin-dh is fjrent^ Fiirst ; viliwn JeJiovah makes t/reat,

Ges.]: roSoK'tas; [FA. omits:] Jeffecklias), a

prophet or holy man— " the man of God " — named
once only (.Jer. xxxv. 4), as the father of Hanan,

in the cliamter of whose sons, the liene-Hanan, in

the house of Jehovah, Jeremiah had that remark-

able interview with the Rechabites which is recorded

in that chapter.

IG'EAL (bM2"; [see Igal]: 'lor^A.: Jegaal),

a son of Shemaiah ; a descendant of the royal house

of rJudah (1 Chr. iii. 22). According to the pres-

ent state of the text of this difficult genealogy, he

is fourth in descent from Zerubbabel; but, accord-

ing to Ix)rd A. Hervey"s plausible alteration, he is

the son of Shimei, brother to Zerubbabel, and

therefore but one generation distant from the latter

{Gen(fidi)ijy of our Lm-d, pp. 107-309). The
name is identical with Igal [2 Sam. xxiii. 36]

;

and, as in that case, the LXX. give it as Joel.

I'lM (D''*37 \_ruins, stone-heaps]). 1. (rat:

liifiibarini). The partial or contracted form of the

name I.jE-AuAiim, one of the later stations of the

Israelites on their journey to Palestine (Num.
xxxiii. 4.5). In the Samaritan version lim is ren-

dered by Cephrani, " villages; " and in the Targum

Pseudojon. by Gizzeh, n-T3, possibly pointing to

sheep-shearing in the locality. But in no way do

we gain any clew to the situation of the place.

2. {BaKoiK; Alex. Ai/ei/x: /«'")i a town in the

extreme south of Judah, namwl in the same group

with ISeer-slieba, Hormah, etc. (Josh. xv. 29). The

Peshito Syriac version has Elin, ^^^. No

trace of the name has yet been discovered in this

direction. G.

IJ'R-AB'ARIM (n"'~133:n '^*^, with the

definite article, lye ha-.\bariin — tlic heaps, or

mills, of t]ie further retjions : Jerome ad Fabiolam,

aceiTdS Uipiiluiii transeuntium : 'fi)(a\yuL [Vat.

Xa\y\et, ,\lex. AxeAyoi], and Tal- Jeahariin,

and lii-iih(iriiii), one of the later halting places of

the children of Israel as they wore approaching

Palestine (Num. xxi. 11; xxxiii. 44). It was next

beyond Oboth, and the station beyond it again was
the ^^'ady Zared — the torrent of the willows—
probably one of the streams which run into the

S. E. antile of the Dead Sea. I'etween Ije-aliarim

and Dilion-gad, which succeeds it in Num. xxxiii.,

the Zarod and the Arnon have to be inserted from

the parallel accounts of xxi. and Deut. ii., Dilion-

gad and Alnion-Dililathaim, which lay above the

Anion, liaving in their turn escaped from the two

last named naiTati\es. Ije-abarim was on the

boundary— the S. \L boundary— of the territory

of Moab; not on the
i
asture-downs of the Mishor,

Hie modern Bella, but in the midhar, the waste

imcultivated "wilderness" on its skirts (xxi. 11).

Mpab they were expres.sly forbidden to molest

ILLYRICUM
(Deut. ii. 9-12); but we may perhaps be allowed

to conclude from the terms of ver. 13, " now rise

up " (-Ittp), that they had remained on his frontier

in Ije-Abarim for some length of time. No iden-

tification of its situation has been attempted, nor

has the name been found lingering in the locality,

which, howe\er, has yet to be explored. If there

is any connection between the Ije-Abarim and the

Har-Abarim, the mountain-range opposite Jericho,

then Abarim is doubtless a general appellation for

the whole of the highland east of the Dead Sea.

[Ahakim.]

The rendering given by the LXX. is remarkable.

ro( is no doubt a version of lye— the Ain being

converted into G: but whence does the 'Ax<^A.

come? Can it be the vestige of a nuchal— "tor-

rent" or "wady" — once attached to the name?
The Targum Pseudojon. has Jleshre Megiztha—
the plain of shearing— which is equally puzzling.

In Num. xxxiii. 45 it is given in the shorter

form of IiJi. G.

FJON CjVVj ''"*"• 'A^J' and 'Aiwv; [in 1

K., Alex. NatV; in 2 Chr., Vat. Iw:] Ahion,

[Aioii] ), a town in the north of Palestine, belong-

ing to the tribe of Naphtali. It was taken and
plundered by the captains of Benhadad, along with

Dan and other store-cities of Naphtali (1 K. xv.

20; 2 Chr. xvi. 4). It was plundered a second

time by Tiglath-pileser (2 K. xv. 29). We find

no further mention of it in history. At the base

of the mountains of Naphtali, a few miles N. W.
of the site of Dan, is a fertile and beautiful little

plain called Meij 'Ayun (.,t^£. _,w/e; the

Arabic word .«./,£, though different in meaning,

is radically identical with the Heb. 7*^*2?); and

near its noithern end is a large mound called Tell

Dibbin. The writer visited it some years ago, and
found tLere the traces of a strong and ancient city.

This, in all probability, is the site of the long-lost

Ijon (liobinson's Bibl. Res., iii. 375). J. L. P.

IK'KESH (C'ivr [j^erverse, perverted]:

"laKa, 'EkkU, 'Ekktjs ; Alex. EKKas, [Ekktjs ;

Vat. FA. in 1 Chr., EkttjsO Acces), the father

of Ira the Tekoite, one of the heroes of David's

guard (2 Sam. xxiii. 26; 1 Chr. xi. 28, xxvii. 9).

I'LAI [2 syl.] C^^""^ [most high, exalted]:

'HA.t; [Vat. FA. HAeiO Uai), an Ahohite, one of

the heroes of David's guard (1 Chr. xi. 29). In

the list of 2 Sam. xxiii. the name is given ZaI/-

mox. Kennicott {Dissertation, pp. 187-9) exam-

ines the variations at length, and decides in favor

of Ilai as the original name.

ILLYR'ICUM i'JWvpiKM, an extensive dis-

trict lying along the eastern coast of the Adriatic

from the boundary of Italy on the north to FLpirus

on the south, and contiguous to Jloesia and ]SIace-

donia on the east: it was di\ided by the river Drilo

info two portions. Illyris Barbara, the northern,

and Illyris Gra?ca, the southern. Within these

limits was included Dalniatia, which appears to

have lieen used indifferently with Illyricum for a

portion, and ultimately for the whole of the dis-

trict. St. Paul records that he preached the Gos-

pel "round about unto Illyricum " (Koni. xv. 19):

he probably uses the term in its most extensive

sense, and the part visited (if indeed he crossed
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the boundary at all) would have been about Dyr-

racbium. \V. L. B.

* In Rom. XV. 19 Paul speaks of his having

preached the gospel " from .Jerusalem and round

about unto Illyricum." We ha\e no account in

the Acts of the Apostles of any journey to that

province. It is a question of interest whether we

can insert this journey in the history so as to bring

the Acts and the Epistles into 'accordance with

each other on this point. Illyricum lay on the

Adriatic, west of Macedonia. Paul now was in

Macedonia only three times during his ministry.

He could not have gone to Illyricum when he was

there first; for the course of his journey at that

time is minutely traced in the Acts from his land-

ing at Neapolis to his leaving Corinth on his return

by sea to Palestine. In going south on that occa-

sion he moved along the eastern side of the penin-

sula, and was kept at a distance from Illyricum

(Acts xvi. 12 ff.). Nor, again, could it have been

when he passed through ^Iacedonia on his return

thither from Greece at the time of his last journey

to Jerusalem (Acts xx. 1 ff.); for the excursion to

Illyricum must have preceded this return. He
had then written the Epistle to the Romans, in

which he speaks of having already been to Illyr-

icum; and that epistle he wrote at Corinth just

before his departure thence for Macedonia (see

Rom. xvi. i. 23, and comp. 1 Cor. i. 14). His

only other visit to Macedonia was the intermediate

one when he came to that region from Troas on

the way to southern Greece (Acts xx. 1, 2). No
mention is made of Illyricum at that time, but in

describing the circuit of the Apostle's labors here,

Luke employs the comprehensive expression, ''those

parts" {ra fieprj eKelvu)- We may assume, there-

fore, that one of the " parts," or regions, was Illyr-

icum, which was adjacent to Macedonia; and so

much the more, because the chronology of this por-

tion of Paul's life allows us to assign the ample

time of three or four months to just these labors

in Northern Greece before he proceeded to Achaia

or Corinth. Thus the epistle and the history, so

incomplete and obscure apart from each other, form

a perfect whole when hrought together, and that

by a combination of circumstances, of which the

two writers could have had no thought when they

penned their different accounts. Lardner pro-

nounces this geographical and historical coinci-

dence sufficiently important to authenticate the

entire narrative of Paul's travels as related in the

Acts of the Apostles. H.

IMAGE. [Idol.]

* IMAGERY, CHAMBERS OF, or

chambers of images (ICzek. viii. 12). The Hebrew

is in'^Sipp '':?in2 l»^W, and of this a literal

translation would be :
" Each one in the chamber

or apartment of his imagery." Many of the com-
mentators transfer the suffix pronoun to the first

noun, and render: " Each one in his apartment of

images" (see Roseinniiller, Maurer, and others).

But the pronoun may perhaps be added to tlie last

noun to show that ditterent persons had different

objects of worship. The whole passage (vv. 7-12

inclusive) represents a scene of idolatrous worship

which was disclosed to the prophet as through a

secret door of entrance (vv. 7, 8). On the walls

of the apartment were portrayed " every form of

creeping thing and abominable beasts, and all the

idols of the house of Israel" (ver. 10); and seventy
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men of the elders of the house of Israel (according

to the number of the Sanhedrim ), with their presi-

dent (Jaazaniah) stood before these pictures, each

with his censer in his hand, and offered incense

(ver. 11). That this idol worship was introduced

from Egypt is plain from the kind of objects por-

trayed, as indicated in ver. 10; whilst in subsequent

verses idolatrous practices which had crept in from

Phoenicia (ver. 14) and Persia (ver. 16), are brought

to view. A similar chamber of imagery is referred

to in Ez. xxiii. 14: " Where slie saw men portrayed

upon the wall, the images of the Chaldseans por-

trayed with vermilion," etc. Representations found

among the ruins of Nineveh, as well as in Egypt,

furnish good illustrations of the practices here

referred to. R. D. C. R.

IM'LA C^'^^P'] LfilM, full ; or fidfdler] :

'UixfiKd; [Vat. Ufj.^Kaas, Ufx^Kaa;] Alex, le/x-

Aa: Jemla), father or progenitor of Micaiah, the

prophet of Jehovah, who was consulted by Ahab
and Jehoshaphat before their fatal expedition to

Ramoth-gilead (2 Chr. xviii. 7, 8). The form—
IM'LAH (nb^": 'u^^Aad; [Vat. le^utaj,

l6;Uia;] Alex. le/j.aa- Jemla) is employed in the

parallel narrative (1 K. xxii. 8, 9).

IMMAN'UEL (bW^aaS' {with us God], or

in two words in many MSS. and editions ^3^5?

vM : ''^nfxa.vovi)\- Emmanuel), the symbolical

name given by the prophet Isaiah to the child who
was announced to Ahaz and the people of Judah,

as the sign which (jod would give of their deliver-

ance from their enemies (Is. vii. 14). It is applied

by the Apostle Matthew to the Messiah, born of

the Virgin (Matt. i. 23). By the LXX. in one

passage (Is. vii. 14), and in both passages by the

Vulg., Syr., and Targ., it is rendered as a proper

name; but in Is. viii. 8 the LXX. translate it lit-

erally ^60' y^iJLoov 6 6e6s. The verses in question

have been the battle-field of critics for centuries,

and in their discussions there has been no lack of

the odium theologicum. As early as the times of

Justin Martyr the Christian interpretation was

attacked by the .Jews, and the position which they

occupied has of late years been assumed by many
continental theologians. Before proceeding to a,

discussion, or rather to a classification of the nu-

merous theories of which this subject has been the

fruitful source, the circumstances inider which the

prophecy was delivered claim especial consideration.

In the early part of the reign of Ahaz the king-

dom of Judah was threatened with annihilation by
the combined armies of Syria and Israel. A hun-

dred anil twenty thousand of the choice warriors

of Judah, all "sons of might," had fallen in, one

day's battle. The Edomites and Philistines had

thrown off the yoke (2 Chr. xxviii.). Jerusalem

was menaced with a siege; the hearts of the king

and of the people " shook, as the trees of a forest

shake before the wind " (Is. vii. 2). The king had

gone to " the conduit of the upper pool," probably

to take measures for preventing the supply of water

from being cut off or falling into the enemy's hand,

when the prophet met him with the message of

consolation. Not oidy were the designs of the hos-

tile armies to fail, but within sixty-five years the

kingdom of Israel would be overthro^vn. In con-

firmation of his words, the prophet bids Ahaz ask

a sign of Jehovah, which the king, with pret«!nded
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humility, refused to do. After administering a

severe rebuke to Ahaz for his obstinacy, Isaiah an-

nounces the sign which Jehovah himself would

give unasked: "behold! the virgin (Hpv?'?)

hValmdJi)" is with child and beareth a son, and

she shall call his name ImmaimeL"

The interpreters of this passage are naturally

divided into three classes, each of which admits ot

subdivisions, as the differences in detail are numer-

ous. The first class consists of those who refer the

fulfiUment of the prophecy to an historical event,

which followed immediately upon its delivery. 1 lie

majority of Christian writers, till within the last

fifty years, form a second class, and apply the

prophecy exclusively to the Jlessiah, while a third

class, almost equally numerous, agree in considering

both these explanations true, and hold that the

prophecy had an immediate and literal fulfillment,

but was completely accomplished m the miraculous

conception and birth of Christ. Among the first

are numbered the Jewish writers of all ages, with-

out exception. Jerome refutes, on chronological

grounds, a theory which was current in his day

amongst the Jews, that the prophecy had reference

to Hezekiah, the son of Ahaz, who from a compar-

ison of 2 K. xvi. 2 with xviii. 2, must have been

nine years old at the time it was delivered. The

force of his argument is somewhat weakened by

the evident obscurity of the numbers in the pas-

sages ill question, from wliich we must infer that

Ahaz was eleven years old at the time of Hezekiah's

birth. By the Jews in the middle ages this ex-

planation was abandoned as untenable, and in con-

sequence some, as Jarclii and Alien Ezra, refer the

prophecy to a son of Isaiah himself, and others to

a son of Ahaz by another wife, as Kimchi and

Abarbanel. In this case, the \tlmdh is explained

as the wife or betrothed wife of the prophet, or as

a later wife of Ahaz. Kelle (Gesen. Comvi. iiber

den Jesaia) degrades her to the third rank of ladies

in the harem (comp. Cant. vi. 8). Hitzig {(lev

Fro/ih. Jesaia) rejects Gesenius' application of

'aimdh to a second wife of the prophet, and inter-

prets it of the prophetess mentioned in viii. 3.

Hendewerk (des Proph. Jesaia Weissacj.) follows

Gesenius. In either case, the prophet is made to

fulfill his own prophecy. Isenbiehl, a pupil of

JNIiehaelis, defended the historical sense with con-

siderable learning, and suflfered unworthy persecu-

tion for expressing his opinions. The Udmdh in

his view was some Hebrew girl who was present at

the colloquy between Isaiah and Ahaz, and to

whom tlie prophet pointed as he spoke. This opin-

ion was held by Uauer, (."ube, and Eosenmliller

(1st ed.). SlichaeUs, luchhorn, Paulus, and Am-

mon, give her a merely ideal existence; while

Umbreit allows her to be among the bystanders,

but explains the pregnancy and birth as imaginary

only. Interpreters of the second class, who refer

the prophecy solely to the Messiah, of course un-

derstand by the \dmuh the Virgin Mary. Among

these, Vitringa {Obs. Sacr. v. c. 1) vigorously op-

poses those, who, like Grotius, Pellicanus, and

Tirinus, conceded to the Jews that the reference to

Christ Jesus was not direct and immediate, but by
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way of typical allusion. For, he maintains, a

young maiTied woman of the time of Aliaz and

isaiah could not be a type of the Virgin, nor

could her issue by her husband be a figure of the

child to be born of the Virgin by the operation of

the Holy Ghost. Against this hypothesis of a

solely Messianic reference, it is objected that the

birth of the Messiah could not be a sign of deliv-

erance to the peflple of Judah in the time of Ahaz.

In reply to this, Theodoret advances the opinion

that the birth of the Messiah involved the conser-

vation of the family of Jesse, and therefore by im-

plication of the Jewish state. Cocceius argues on

tlie same side, that the sign of the Messiah's birth

would intimate that in the interval the kingdom

and state of the Jews could not be alienated fron»

God, and besides it confirms ver. 8, indic.iting that

before the birth of Christ Judfea should not be

subject to Syria, as it was when Archelaus was

removed and it was reduced to the form of a Ko-

man province. Of all these explanations Vitringa

disapproves, and states his own conclusion, which

is also that of Calvm and Piscator, to be the fol-

lowing: In vv. 14-16, the prophet gives a sign

to the pious in Israel of their deliverance from the

impendhig danger, and in ver. 17, &c., announces

tlie evils which the Assyrians, not the Syrians,

should inflict upon Ahaz and such of his people as

resembled him. As surely as Messiah would be

born of the Virghi, so surely would God deliver the

Jews from the threatened evil. The principle of

interpretation here made use of is founded by Cal-

vin on the custom of the prophets, who confirmed

special promises by the assurance that God would

send a redeemer. But tliis explanation involves

another difficulty, besides that which arises from

the distance of the event predicted. Beibre the

child shall arrive at years of discretion tlie prophet

announces the desolation of the land whose kings

tlireatened Ahaz. By this Vitringa understands

that no more time would elapse before the former

event was accomplished than would intervene be-

tween the birth and youth of Immanuel, an argu-

ment too far-fetched to have much weight. Heng-

stenberg {Christoloijy, ii. 44-66, Eng. trans.) sup-

ports to the full the jMessianic interpretation, and

closely connects vii. 14 with ix. 6. He admits

frankly that the older explanation of vv. 15, 16,

has exposed itself to the charge of being arbitrary,

and confidently propounds his own method of re-

moving- the stumblinK-l'lock. "In ver. 14 the

prophet had seen the birth of the Messiah as pres-

ent. Holding fast this idea and expaivding it, the

prophet makes him who has been born accompany

the people through all the stages of its existence.

We have here an ideal antidpatim oj the real in-

carnation What the prophet means and

intends to say here is, that, in the space oj about a

twelvemonth,' the overthrow of the hostde hiujdoms

wmiM already have taken place. As the repre-

sentative of the contemporaries, he brings forward

the wonderful child who, as it were, lonned the

soul of the popular life In the subsequent

prophecy, the same wonderful child, grown up into

a warlike hero, brings the deliverance from Asshur,

and the world's power represented by it." The

o •'Alnmh denotes a girl of marriageable age. but

not married, and therefore a virgin by implication.

It is never even used, as nb^in?, bemiah, which

more directly expresses virginity, of^
f^^^,"f^ °^J^f^

trothcd wife (Joel i 8)

applied to Rebekah (Gen. xxiv. 16, 43), as apparently

convertible terms ; and in addition to the evidence from

the ccnate languages, Arabic and Syriac, we hiive the

testimony of Jerome (on Is. vii. 14) that in Puma

'x/ma/t'a'nd betkiddh are both
|
alma denoted a virgin.
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learned professor thus admits the double sense in

the case of Asshur, but denies its application to

Immanuel. It would be hard to say whether text

or commentary be the more obscure.

In view of the difficulties which attend these

explanations of the prophecy, the third class of

interpreters above alluded to have recourse to a

theory which combines the two preceding, namely,

the hypothesis of the double sense. They suppose

that the immediate reference of the prophet was to

some contemporary occurrence, but that his words

received their true and full accomplishment in the

birth of the Messiah. Jerome (
Comm. in Esaiam,

vii. 14) mentions an interpretation of some Juda-

izers that Immanuel was the sou of Isaiah, born

of the prophetess, as a type of the Saviour, and

that his name indicates the calling of the nations

after the Word became flesh and dwelt among us.

Something of the same kind is proposed by Dathe

;

in his opinion " the miracle, while it immediately

respected the times of the prophet, was a type of

the birth of Christ of the Virgin Mary." Dr. I'ye

Smith conjectured that it had an immediate refer-

ence to Hezekiah, " the virgin " being the queen

of Ahaz; but, like some other prophetic testimo-

nies, had another and a designed reference to some

remoter circumstance, which when it occurred

would be the real fulfillment, answering every fea-

ture and filling up the entire extent of the original

delineation {Scrip. Test, to the Messiah, i. 357, 3d

ed. ). A serious objection to the application of the

prophecy to Hezekiah has already been mentioned.

Kennicott separates ver. 16 from the three preced-

ing, applying the latter to Christ, the former to

the son of Isaiah {Sermon on Is. vii. 13-16).

Such in brief are some of the principal opinions

which have been held on this important question.

From the manner in which the quotation occurs

in Matt. i. 23, there can be no doubt that the

Evangelist did not use it by way of acconmiodation,

but as having in view its actual accomplishment.

Whatever may have been his opinion as to any

contemporary or inmiediate reference it might con-

tain, this was completely obscure^l by the fuU

conviction that burst upon him when he realized

its completion in the Messiah. What may have

been the light in which the promise was regarded

by the prophet's contemporaries we are not in a

position to judge; the hypothesis of the double

sense satisfies most of the requirements of the prob-

lem, and as it does less violence to the text than

the others which have been proposed, and is at the

same time supported by the analogy of the Apos-

tle's qiiotations from the O. T. (Matt. ii. 15, 18,

23; iv. 15), we accept it as approximating most
nearly to the true solution. W. A. W.

IM'MER ("l^W [perh. talkative, Dietr. Ges.

;

prominent, high, Fiirst] : 'E/jL/j.r]p; [in 1 Chr. ix. 12,

Vat. E/iTjp; Neh. xi. 13, Vat. Alex. FA. omit:]

Emvier), apparently the founder of an important

family of priests, although the name does not occur

in any genealogy which allows us to discover his

descent from Aaron (1 Chr. ix. 12; Neh. xi. 13).

This family had charge of, and gave its name to,

the sixteenth course of the service (1 Chr. xxiv. 14).

From them came Pashur, chief governor of the

Temple in Jeremiah's time, and his persecutor (Jer.

XX. 1). They returned from Baljylon with Zerub-

babel and Jeshua (Ezr. ii. 37; Neh. vii. 40). Zadok
ben-Iminer repaired his own house (Neh. iii. 29),

and two other priests of the family put away their
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foreign wives (Ezr. x. 20). But it is remarkable
that the name is omitted from the list of those who
sealed the covenant with Nehemiah, and also of

those Avho came uj) with Zerubbabel and Jeshua,

and who are stated to ha\e had descendants sur-

viving in the next generation— the days of Joiakim
(see Neh. xii. 1, 10, 12-21). [Emjiek.] Difierent

from the foregoing must be—
2. {'Efj.fj.-np, 'le/xiip; [in Ezr., Vat. Efi-np; in

Neh., Alex. Ufifirip:] Emer, [Emmev']), apparently

the name of a place in Babylonia from which cer-

tain persons returned to Jerusalem with the first

caravan, who could not satisfactorily prove their

genealogy (Ezr. ii. 59 ; Neh. vii. 61). In 1 Esdras
the nauie is given as 'AaKap.

IM'NA C^^P^, \lwldlnrj bach-] : 'if^aud :

Jemna), a descendant of Asher, son of Helem, and
one of the " chief jirinces " of the tribe (1 Chr. vii.

35; comp. 40).

IM'NAH (n^a'^ \luck, success]: 'Ufjvd;

[Vat. Iviva'] Jemna). 1. The first-born of Asher
(1 Chr. vii. 30). In the Pentateuch the name
(identical with the present) is given in the A. V.
as JlJINAH.

2. [Vat. Aiyiiaj'.] Kore ben-Imnah, the Levite,

assisted in the reforms of Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxxi.

14).

* IMPLEAD (A. V. Acts xix. 38) is a tech-

nical term (like Luke's eyKaAeiTaxrav), signifying

" to accuse," or " prosecute " by a due course of law.

The proper word occurs in the proper place. It is

the city-councilor who speaks in that passage (see

in foe), pointing out to the Ephesians the lawful

remedy for their grievances as opposed to one un-
lawful. H.

* IMPORTABLE occurs in the Prayer of

iManasses : = importahilis in the Vulg. i. e. insup-

portable, unendurable, said of the divine threaten-

ing. The word is now obsolete in that sense.

H.

* IMPOTENT (from impotens) signifies

" strengthless," "sick," "infirm." It is the ren-

dering of acrOevcov in John v. 3, and in Acts iv. 9

;

but of aSvvaTO? in Acts xiv. 8. H.

* IMPRISONMENT. [Punishme>-ts.]

IM'RAH (nnpi [obstinacy, Ges.]: 'Ifjpdv,

[Vat. corrupt ;] Alex. Ufipa.: Jamra), a, descendant
of Asher, of the family of Zophah (1 Chr. vii. 36),
and named as one of the chiefs of the tribe.

IM'RI 0"1PS [eloque?it]). 1. CAfj0pai-fj.;

[Vat.] Alex, omit: Omrui, but it seems to have
changed places with the preceding name.) A man
of Judah of the great family of Pharez (1 Chr.
ix. 4).

2. ('A^uapi'; [Vat. FA. A^apei; Alex. Miapc]
Amri), father or progenitor of Zaccue, who as-

sisted Nehemiah in the rebuilding of the wall of

Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 2).

* INCANTATIONS. [Magic]

INCENSE, nn'irSf? {ketm-ah), Deut. xxxui.

10; n^'ltJp {ketoreth), Ex. xxv. 6, xxx. 1, &c.;

na'lib {lebmah). Is. xliii. 23, Ix. 6, <fcc. The
incense employed in the sei-vice of the tabernacle

was distinguished as D'^SDH n^I2(7 {kelortth

hassammhn), Ex. xxv. 6, from being compounded
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of the perfumes stacte, onycha, galbanum, and pure

frankincense. All incense which was not made

of these ingredients was called H'^T iT^ltip

(ketordh sdrdh), Ex. xxx. 9, and was forbidden to

be offered. According to Eashi on Ex. xxx. 34, the

above-mentioned perfumes were mixed in equal pro-

portions, seventy manehs being taken of each. They

were compounded by the skill of the apothecary, to

whose use, according to rabbinical tradition, was

devoted a portion of the temple, called, from the

name of the family whose especial duty it was to

prepare the incense, "the house of Abtines." So

in the large temples of India " is retained a man
whose chief business it is to distil sweet waters

from flowers, and to extract oil from wood, flowers,

and other substances" (Roberts, Orient. 7/fos. p.

82). The priest or Levite to whose care the incense

was intnisted, was one of the fifteen C^DIZStt

(memunni'ii)^ or prefects of the temple. Constant

watch was kept in the house of Abtines that the

incense might always be in readiness (Buxtorf,

Lex. Talm. s. v. D2'^!2nW).

In addition to the four ingredients already men-

tioned .Jarchi enumerates se\eii others, thus making

eleven, which the Jewish doctors affirm were com-

municated to Moses on Mount Sinai. Josephus

(S. J. 17. 5, § 5) mentions thirteen. The propor-

tions of the additional spices are given by INIai-

monides {Cele hninmihddsh, ii. 2, § 3) as follows.

Of myrrh, cassia, spikenard, and saffron, sixteen

manehs each. Of costus twelve manehs. cinnamon

nine manehs, sweet bark three manehs. The weight

of the whole confection was 368 manehs. To these

was added the fourth part of a cab of salt of Sodom,

with amber of Jordan, and an herb called " the

smoke-raiser" ClWV 11737^, madleh dshdn),

known only to the cunning in such matters, to

whom the secret descended by tradition. In the

ordinary daily service one maneh was used, half in

the morning and half in the evening. Allowing

then one maneh of incense for each day of the solar

year, the three manehs which remained were again

pounded, and used by the high-priest on the day

of atonement (Lev. xvi. 12). A store of it was

constantly kept in the temple (Jos. B. J. vi. 8,

§3).
The incense possessed the threefold characteristic

of being salted (not tempered as in A. V.), pure

and holy. Salt was the symbol of incorruptness,

and nothing, says Maimonides, was offered without

it, except the wine of the drink-offerings, the blood,

and the wood (cf. Lev. ii. 13). The expression

"122 ^2 {bad behnd), Ex. xxx. 34, is interpreted

by the Chaldee " weight by weight," that is, an

equal weight of each (cf. Jarchi, in loc); and this

rendering is adopted by our version. Others how-

ever, and among them Aben Ezra and Maimonides,

consider it as signifying that each of the spices wa.s

separately prepared, and that all were afterwards

mixed. The incense thus compounded was specially

set apart for the service of the sanctuary : its dese-

cration was punished with death (Ex. xxx. 37, 38);

as in some part of India, according to Michaelis

(Mosaisch. liechf, art. 249), it was considered high

treason for any person to make use of the best sort

of C(d(rmbah, wlaich was for the service of the king

alone.

Aaron, as high-priest, was originally appointed

to offer incense, but in the daiiy service of the
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second temple the office devolved upon the inferior

priests, from among whom one was chosen by lot

(Mishna, Yoma, ii. 4; Luke i. 9), each morning
and evening (Abarbanel on Lev. x. 1). A peculiar

blessing was supposed to be attached to this service,

and in order that all might share in it, the lot was
cast among those who were " new to the incense,"

if any remained (Mishna, Yonia, 1. c. ; Bartenora on

Ttiiiiid, v. 2). Uzziah was punished for his pre-

sumption in attempting to infringe the prerogatives

of the descendants of Aaron, who were consecritted

to burn incense (2 Chr. xxvi. 16-21: Jos. Ant. ix.

10, 4). The officiating priest appointed another,

whose office it was to take the fire from the brazen

altar. According to Maimonides ( Tmhl. Unuis. ii.

8, iii. 5) this fire was taken from the second pile,

which was over against the S. E. corner of the altar

of burnt-offering, and was of fig-tree wood. A silver

shovel (nnn^, macbtdh) was first filled with the

live coals, and afterwards emptied into a golden

one, smaller than the former, so that some of the

coals were spilled (ISIishna, Tamid, v. 5, Yoma, iv.

4; cf. Rev. viii. 5). Another priest cleared the golden

altar from the cinders which had been left at the

previous offering of incense (Mishna, Tamid, iii. 6,

9, vi. 1).

The times of offering incense were specified in

the instructions first given to Moses (Ex. xxx. 7, 8).

The morning incense was offered when the lamps

were trimmed in the holy place, and before the

sacrifice, when the watchman set for the pui-pose

announced the break of day (Mishna, Yoma, iii.

1, 5). When the lamps were lighted "between the

evenings," after the evening sacrifice and before

the drink-offerings were offered, incense was again

burnt on the golden altar, which " belonged to the

oracle" (1 K. vi. 22), and stood before the veil

which separated the holy place from the Holy of

Holies, the throne of God (Rev. viii. 4; Philo, de

Anim. idon. § 3).

"When the priest entered the holy place with the

incense, all the people were removed from the

temple, and from lietween the porch and the altar

(Maimon. Tmid. Umus. iii. 3; cf. Luke i. 10).

The incense was then brought from the house of

Abtines in a large vessel of gold called ?12 (caph),

in which was a phial ("7''^2, bazic, properly " a

salcer") containing the incense (Mishna, Tamid,

v. 4). The assistant priests who attended to the

lamps, the clearing of the golden altar from the

cinders, and the fetching fire from the altar of

burnt-offering, performed their offices singly, bowed

towards the ark of the covenant, and left tRe holy

place before the priest, whose lot it was to offer

incense, entered. Profound silence was observed

among the congregation who were praying without

(cf. Rev. viii. 1), and at a signal from the prefect

the priest cast the incense on the fire (Mishna,

Tamid, vi. 3), and bowing reverently towards the

Holy of Holies retired slowly backwards, not pro-

longing his prayer that he might not alarm the

congregation, or cause them to fear th^it he had

been struck dead for offering unworthily (Lev. xvi.

13; Luke i. 21: Mishna, Yoma, v. 1). When he

came out he pronounced the blessing in Num. v!

24-26, the "magrephah " sounded, and the Invites

burst forth into song, accompanied by the full swell

of the temple music, the sound of which, say th3

Rabbins, could be heard as far as Jericho (^lislma,

Tamid, iii. 8). It is possible that this may be
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alluded to in Rev. viii. 5. The priest then emptied

the censer in a clean place, and hung it on one of

the horns of the altar of burnt-offering.

On the day of atonement the service was dif-

ferent. The high-priest, after sacrificing the bullock

as a sin-offering for himself and his family, took

incense in his left hand and a golden shovel filled

with live coals from the west side of the brazen

altar (Jarchi on Lev. xvi. 12) in his right, and

went into the Holy of Holies. He then placed the

shovel upon the ark between the two bars. In the

second temple, where there was no ark, a stone was

substituted. Then sprinkling the incense upon the

coals, he stayed till the house was filled with smoke,

and walking slowly backwards came without the

veil, where he prayed for a short time (Maimonides,

Yoni hakkippur, quoted by Ainsworth (rn Lev.

xvi.; Outram de Sncrijiciis, i. 8, § 11).

The offering of incense has formed a part of the

religious ceremonies of most ancient nations. The
Egyptians burnt resin in honor of the sun at its

rising, myrrh when in its meridian, and a mixture

called Kuphi at its setting (Wilkinson, Anc. Kg.

V. .315). Plutarch {de Is. et Os. c. 52, 80) describes

Kuphi as a mixture of sixteen ingredients. " In

the temple of Siva incense is offered to the Lingam
six times in twent3'-four hours" (Rolierts, Orient,

lllus. p. 468 ). It was an element in the idolatrous

worship of the Israelites (Jer. xi. 12, 17, xlviii. 35

;

2 Chr. xxxiv. 25).

With regard to the symbolical meaning of in-

cense, opinions have been many and widely differ-

ing. While Maimonides regarded it merely as a

perfume designed to counteract the effluvia arising

from the beasts which were slaughtered for the

daily sacrifice, other interpreters have allowed their

imaginations to run riot, and vied 'with the wildest

speculations of the JNIidrashim. Philo (
Qids rev.

div. hcer. sit, § 41, p. 501) conceives the stacte and
onycha to be symbolical of water and earth

; gal-

banum and frankincense of air and fire. Josephus,

following the traditions of his time, believed that

the ingredients of the incense were chosen from the

products of the sea, the inhabited and the unin-

habited parts of the earth, to indicate that all

things are of God and for God {B. J. v. 5, § 5). As
the temple or tabernacle was the palace of Jehovah,

the theocratic king of Israel, and the ark of the

covenant his throne, so the incense, in the opinion

of some, corresponded to the perfumes in which the

luxurious monarchs of the East delighted. It may
mean all this, but it must mean much more.

Grotius, on Ex. xxx. 1, says the mystical significa-

tion is " sursum habenda corda." Cornelius a

Lapide, on Ex. xxx. 34, considers it as an apt

emblem of propitiation, and finds a symbolical

meaning in the several ingredients. Fairbairn

( Typolociy of Scripture, ii. 320), with many others,

looks upon prayer as the reality of which incense

is the symbol, founding his conclusion upon Ps.

cxli. 2; Rev. v. 8, viii. 3, 4. Biihr {Symt>. d. Mos.

Cult. vol. i., vi. § 4) opposes this view of the sub-

ject, on the ground that the chief thing in offering

incense, is not the producing of the smoke, which

presses like prayer towards heaven, but the spread-

ing of the fragrance. His own exposition may be

summed up as follows. Prayer, among all oriental

nations, signifies calling upon the name of God.

The oldest prayers consisted in the mere enumera-

tion of the several titles of God. The Scripture

places incense in close relationship to prayer, so

that offering incense is synonymous with worship.
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Hence incense itself is a symbol of the name of

God. The ingredients of the incense correspond

severally to the perfections of God, though it is

im])ossible to decide to which of the four names of

God each belongs. Perhaps stacte corresponds to

'i^y^) (Jehovah), onycha to QTT'7S (Elohim),

galbanum to ^H (chai), and frankincense to 2?"^)"?

(kddosh). Such is Biihr's exposition of the sym-
bolism of incense, rather ingenious than logical.

Looking upon incense, in coimection with the other

ceremonial observances of the Mosaic ritual, it

would rather seem to be symbolical, not of prayer

itself, but of that which makes prayer acceptable,

the intercession of Christ. In Rev. viii. 3, 4, the

incense is spoken of as something distinct from,

though offered with, the prayers of all the saints

(cf. Luke i. 10); and in Rev. v. 8 it is the golden

vials, and not the odors or incense, which are said

to be the prayers of saints. Ps. cxli. 2, at first

sight, appears to militate against this conclusion

;

but if it be argued from this passage that incense

is an emblem of prayer, it must also be allowed

that the evening sacrifice has the same symbolical

meaning. W. A. W.

IN'DIA (^"^n, i.e. Iloddu: ^ 'I;/5i/cij: India)

The name of India does not occur in the Bible be-

fore the book of Esther, where it is noticed as the

limit of the territories of Ahasuerus in the east, as

Ethiopia was in the west (i. 1; viii. 9): the names
are similarly connected by Herodotus (vii. 9). The
Hebrew form "Iloddu''^ is an abbreviation of

Flonadu, which is identical with the indigenous

names of the river Indus, "Hindu," or " Sindhu,"

and again with the ancient name of the country as

it appears in the Vendidad, " Hapta Hendu." The
native form " Sindus " is noticed by Pliny (vi. 23)

The India of the book of Esther is not the penin-

sula of Hindostan, but the country surrounding the

Indus— the Punjab, and perhaps Sciiu/e— the

India which Herodotus describes (iii. 98) as form-

ing part of the Persian empire under Darius, and
the India which at a later period was conquered by
Alexander the Great. The name occurs in the

inscriptions of Persepolis and Nakhsh-i-Rustam,
but not in those of Behistiin (Rawlinson, Herod, ii.

485). In 1 Mace. viii. 8, India is reckoned among
the countries which Eumenes, king of Pergamus,
received out of the former possessions of Antiochus

the Great. It is clear that India proper cannot be

understood, inasmuch as this never belonged either

to Antiochus or Eumenes. At the same time none
of the explanations offered by commentators are

satisfactory: the Eneti of Paphlagonia have been

suggested, but these people had disappeared long

before (Strab. xii. 534): the India of Xenophon
{Cyrop. i. 5, § 3, iii. 2, § 25), which may have been

above the Carian stream named Indus (Plin. v. 29,

proliably the Calbis), is more likely; but the emen-
dation " Mysia and Ionia" for Mcdi.d and India,

offers the best solution of the difficulty. [loxiA.]

A more authentic notice of the' country occui-s in

1 Mace. vi. 37, where Indians .are noticed as the

drivers of the war-elephants introduced into the

army of the Syrian king. (See also 1 Esdr. iii. 2

;

Esth. xiii. 1 ; xvi. 1.)

But though the name of India occurs so seldom,

the i)eople and productions of that country nnist

have been tolerably well known to the Jews. There

is undoubted evidence that an active trade wtis

carried on between India and Western Asia: the
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TjTians established their depots on the shores of

the Persian Gulf, and procured " horns of ivory and

ebony," "broidered work and rich apparel" (Ez.

xxvii. 15, 24), by a route which crossed the Arabian

desert by land, and then followed the coasts of the

Indian ocean by sea. The trade opened by Solomon

with Ophir through the Ked Sea chiefly consisted

of Indian articles, and some of the names even of

the articles, idijummhn, "sandal wood," Icopliim,

'•apes," tliucciim, "peacocks," are of Indian origin

(Humboldt, Kvsmos, ii. 133); to which we may
add the Hebrew name of the "topaz," pit'Iah,

derived from the Sanscrit /«^e. There is a strong

probability that productions of yet greater utility

were furnished by India through Syria to the shores

of Europe, and that the (ireeks derived both the

term Karrffirepos (comp. tlie Sanscrit kristira)^ and

the article it represents, " tin," from the coasts of

India. The connection thus established with India

led to the opinion that the Indians were included

under the ethnological title of Cush (Gen. x. 6),

and hence the Syrian, Chakh'ean, and Arabic ver-

sions frequently render that term by India or In-

dians, as in 2 Chr. xxi. 16; Is. xi. 11, xviii. 1;

Jer. xiii. 23; Zeph. iii. 10. For the connection

which some have sought to establish between India

and Paradise, see Eden. [See on this word

Roediger's Addit. ad Ges. Thes. p. 83. — II.]

W. L. B.

* INFIDEL, known to our Bible phraseology

only in 2 for. vi. 1.5, and 1 Tim. v. 8. Instead of

this iwsitive term the privative " unbeliever

"

(oiricTTos) is more correct, a distinction elsewhere

observed in the rendering. The A. V. misses also

the alliteration in the former of the above passages.

H.

INHERITANCE. [Hi:ir.]

INK, INKHORN. [Writing.]

INN (^17M, malm: KaroKvixa, iravdoKilov)-

The Hebrew word thus rendered literally signifies

" a lodging-place for the night." " Inns, in our

sense of the term, were, as they still are, unknown

hi the East, where hospitality is religiously practiced.

The khans, or caravanserais, are the representatives

of European inns, and these were established but

gradually. It is doubtful whether there is any

allusion to them in the Old Testament. The
halting-place of a caravan was selected originally

on account of its proximity to water or pasture, by

which the travellers pitched their tents and passed

the night. Such was undoubtedly the " inn " at

which occurred the incident in the life of Moses,

narrated in Ex. iv. 24. It was jirobalily one of the

halting- places of the Ishmaelitish merchants who
traded to Egypt with their camel-loads of spices.

JMoses was on his journey from the land of Jlidian,

and the merchants in Gen. xxxvii. are called indis-

criminately Ishmaelites and Midianites. At one

of these stations, too, the first which they reached

after leaving the city, and no doubt within a short

distance from it, Joseph's brethren discovered that

their money had been replaced in their wallets

(Gen. xlii. 27).

Increased commercial intercourse, and in later

INN
times religious enthusiasm for pilgrimages * gave
rise to the establishment of more permanent accom-
modation for travellers. On the more frequented

routes, remote from towns (Jer. ix. 2), caravanserais

were in course of time erected, often at the expense

of the wealthy. The following description of one
of those on the road from Baghdad to Babylon will

suffice for all : " It is a large and substantial

square building, in the distance resembling a for-

tress, being surrounded with a lofty wall, and
flanked by round towers to defend the inmates in

case of attack. Passing through a strong gateway,

the guest enters a large court, the sides of which
are divided into numerous arched compartments,

open in front, for the accommodation of separate

parties and for the reception of goods. In the

centre is a spacious raised platform, used for sleep-

ing upon at night, or for the devotions of the faith-

ful during the day. Between the outer wall and

the compartments are wide vaulted arcades, ex-

tending round the entire building, where the lieasts

of burden are placed. Upon the roof of the arcades

is an excellent terrace, and over the gateway an

elevated tower containing two rooms— one of which

is open at the sides, permitting the occupants to

enjoy every breath of air that passes across the

heated plain. The terrace is tolerably clean ; but

the court and stabling below are ankle- deep in

chopped straw and filth " (Loftus, Cliah/rra, p. 13).

The great khans established by the Persian kings

and great men, at intenals of about six miles on
the roads from Baghdad to the sacretl places, are

provided with stables for the horses of the pilgrims.

" Withhi these stai)les, on both sides, are other

cells for travellers " (Layard, Nin. and Bab. p. 478,

note). The "stall" or "manger," mentioned in

Luke ii. 7, was probably in a stable of this kind.

Such khans are sometimes situated near running

streams, or have a supply of water of some kind,

but the traveller must carry all his provisions with

him (Ouseley, Trav. in Perda, i. 2f)l, note). At
Damascus the khans are, many of them, sulistantial

buildings ; the small rooms which surround the

court, as well as those above them which are entered

from a galler)', are used by the merchants of the

city for depositing their goods (Porter's Damascus,

i. 33). The icehdehs of modem Egypt are of a

similar description (Lane, Mod. Ey. ii. 10).

"The house of paths" (Prov. viii. 2, eV olKt^

SiJSoij', Vers. Vcn.), where Wisdom took her stand,

is imderstood by some to refer appropriately to a

khan built where many ways met and frequented

by many travellers. A similar meaning has been

attached to DHpS i^^"^?? gervth Cimham, " the

hostel of Chimham " (Jer. xli. 17), beside Bethle-

hem, liuilt l]y the liberality of the son of Barzillai

for the benefit of those who were going down to

Egypt (Stanley, S. f
/"., p. 163; App. § 110). The

Targum says, "which I 'avid gave to Chimham,
son of Barcill.ii the Gileadite " (comp. 2 Sam. xix.

37, 38). With regard to this passage, the ancient

versions are strangely at variance. The LXX. had

evidently another reading with 2 and 3 transposed,

which they left untranslated ya^T}paxaiMia, Alex.

a In the language of the A. V. " to lodge " has the

force of lemaining for the night. The word ^^^ is

rendered in 1 K. xix. 9 " lodge ;
" in Gen. xix. 2

" tarry all night ;
" comp. also Jer. xiv. 8, &c.

b The erection of hospitals in the middle ages was

due to the same cause. Paula, the friend of .Terome,

built several on the road to Bethlehem ; and the Scotch

and Irish residents in France erected hospitals for th»

use of pilgrims of their own nation, on their way tl

Rome (Beckmann, Hist, of Inv ii. 457). Hence hos

pitaf, hostel, and finally hotel.
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ynfirtpudxafj^aaij,- Tlie Vulgate, if intended to be

literal, must have read PD2 ^^"13, peref/ri?i-

antes in Chnnaam. The Arabic, following the Alex-

andrian MS., read it iv yrj Br]pa>dxa/ii.a.a.iJ., " in

the land of Berothchauiaam." The Sjriac has

|y»)L::i, bedre, "in the threshing-floors," as if

in'l2"1!l2, lerjornvth. Josepluis had a reading

different from all, nill??, begidroth, " in the

folds of" Chimhani; for he says the fugitives went

" to a certain place called JNIandra " (MovSpa

Kiyon^vov, Ant. x. 9, § 5), and in this he was

followed by Aquila and the Hexaplar Syriac.

The iravSoKf'iou (Luke x. 34) probably differed

from the KaTd\vfxa (Luke ii. 7) in having a " host "
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or "innkeeper" (iraySoKeus, Luke x. 35), who
supplied some few of the necessary provisions, and

attended to the wants of travellers left to his charge.

The word has been ado])ted in the later Hebrew,

and appears in the Jlishna ( I'ebamulli, xvi. 7)

under the form p^3^S, jmndak, and the host is

''p^3")5, jmndaki. The Jews were forbidden to

put up their beasts at establishments of this kind

kept by idolaters {Aboda Zara, ii. 1). It appears

that houses of entertainment were sometimes, as

in Egypt (Her. ii. 35), kept by woaien, whose

character was such that their evidence was regarded

with suspicion. In the Mishna ( Yebamolh, xvi. 7)

a tale is told of a company of Levites who were

travelling to Zoar, the City of Palms, when one of

Eastern inn or caravanserai.

them fell ill on the road and was left by his com-

rades at an inn, under the charge of the hostess

(rr^pl^lS, pundekilh= rrai/SoKevTpia)- On their

return to inquire for their friend, the hostess told

them he was dead and burled, Init they refused to

believe her till she produced his staff, wallet, and

roll of the law. In Josh. ii. 1, H^IT, z6iid/i, the

term applied to Rahab, is rendered in the Targum

of Jonathan !^?^''p^3"l3, jmnde/dthc't, " a woman

who keeps an inn." So in Judg. xi. 1, of the

mother of Jephthah; of Delilah (Judg. xvi. 1) and

the two women who appealed to Solomon (1 K. iii.

IG). The words, in the opinion of Kimchi on Josh.

ii. 1, ajjpear to have been synonymous.

In some parts of modern Syria a nearer approach

has been made to the European system. The people

of es-Scdt, according to Uurckhardt, support four

taverns (Menzelov Afcdhaft) at tlie public expense.

At these the traveller is furnished with everything

he may require, so long as he chooses to remain,

provided his stay is not unreasonably protracted.

The expenses are paid by a tax on the heads of

families, and a kind of landlord superintends the

establishment {Trao. in, Si/ria, p. 3G).

W. A. W.
* The statement ascribed above to Burckhardt

is not strictly correct. In modern Syria, in all

villages not provided with a khan, tliere is a house,

usually the dwelling of the shnlch, which is called

the nwnzmd, which is the place of entertainment

of all strangers who are not visiting at the houses

of friends. One of the villagers is officially desig-

nated as the hhoicCxl or caterer, and his business is

to direct strangers to the mcnzoid, to supply them
with provisions and fodder if required, to keep off

the intrusive \isits of children and idlers, and to

provide a place of safety for the animals at night.

It is not customary for the village to furnish these

supplies gratis, but the traveller pays for them at

usual rates, the caterer being the referee in case of

a dispute between the buyer and seller. The caterer

receives a compensation for his services proportioned

to the generosity of the traveller. G. E. P.

INSTANT, INSTANTLY. A word em-
ployed by our tranislators in the N. T. with the

force of urgency or earnestness, to render five dis-

tinct Greek words. We still say " at the instance

of," but as that sense is no longer attached to

" instant "— though it is still to the verb " insist,"

and to other compounds of the same root, such as

"persist," "constant" — it has been thought ad-

visable to notice its occurrences. They afford an
interesting example, if an additional one be needed,

of the flose connection which there is between the

Authorized Version and the Vulgate; the Vulgate

having, as will be seen, suggested the word in three

out of its five occurrences.

1. tTTTOvSaioiis— " they besought Him instantly "

(Luke vii. 4). This word is elsewhere commonly
rendered " earnestly," which is very suitable here.

2. iireKftVTO, from iiriKeifxat, to lie ui»n :
—

" they were instant with loud voices" (Vulg. in-

stnbfinl), Luke xxiii. 23. This might be rendered

"they were pressing" (as in ver. 1).

3. eV iKTeve'ia, " instantly serving (Jod " (.Actj

xxvi. 7). The metaphor at the root of tliis word

is that of stretching— on the stretch. I'",lsewher«

in the A. V. it is represented by " fervently."

4. irpoeicapTepovvTfs, " continuing instant

'

(Rom. xii. 12), ^'ulg. insirmtes. Here the iuljectiv
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is hardly necessary, the word being elsewhere ren-

dered by " continuing "— or to preserve the rhythm

of so familiar a sentence— "continuing stedfast"

(as Acts ii. 42).

6. 'ETrio-Tjjfli, from fcpia-rdpai, to stand by or

upon— "be instant in season, out of season" (2

Tim. iv. 2), Vulg. imta. Four verses further on

it is rendered, " is at hand." The sense is " stand

ready," " be alert " for whatever may happen. Of
the five words this is the only one which contains

the same metaphor as " instant."

In Luke ii. 38, " that instant " is literally " that

same hour," — avTrj rfj oipa. 6-

* INWARD is used in the expression " my
inward friends," for "familiar," "confidential"

(A. V.) Job xix. 19 ("'"TID "^Htt, lit. men of my

intimacy). The patriarch complains that those

with whom he had been most familiar, to whom
he had made known his most secret thoughts, had

turned against him and abhorred him. H.

* INTEREST. [Loan; Usury.]

* INTERPRETER. [Phophet; Magic]

lO'NIA ([Semitic ]^1^, Javan, which see:]

'Iwvia)- The substitution of this word for ^ 'l;/-

5(/cTJ in 1 Mace. viii. 8 (A. V. "India") is a con-

jecture of Grotius, without any authority of MSS.
It nuist be acknowledi^ed, however, that the change

removes a great difficulty, especially if, as the same

commentator suggests, Mutri'o [Mysia] be substi-

tuted for MrjSei'a or MTjSi'a in the same context."

The passage refers to the cession of territory which

the liomans forced Antiochus the Great to make

;

and it is evident that India and Jledia are nothing

to the j)urpose, whereas Ionia and Mjsia were

among the districts ch Taurum, which were given

up to Eumenes.

As to the term Ionia, the name was given in

early times to that part of the western coast of

Asia Minor which lay between ^Eolis on the north

and r)oris on the south. These were properly eth-

nological terms, and had reference to the tribes of

Greek settlers along this shore. Ionia, with its

islands, was celebrated for its twelve, afterwards

thirteen cities; five of which, Ephesus, Smyrna,

Miletus, Chios, and Samos, are conspicuous in the

N. T. In Roman times Ionia ceased to have any

political significance, being absorbed in the province

of Asia. The term, however, was still occasionally

used, as in Joseph. Ant. xvi. 2, § 3, from which

passage we learn that the Jews were numerous in

.this district. This whole chapter in Josephus is

very interesting, as a geographical illustration of

.that part of the coast. [Jaa'An.] J. S. H.

IPHEDE'IAH [4 syl.] (H^"??'^ [irhom Je-

hovah /fees]: ''i€(paSias; [Vat. I6(^€p€ia;] Alex.

le(paSia: Jephdaia), a descendant of Benjamin,

one of the Bene-Shashak (1 Chr. viii. 2.5) ; s]5ecially

named as a chief of the tribe, and as residing in

Jerusalem (comp. ver. 28).

IR (~l'^27 [city, town] : "np, as if "11^ ; Alex.

npa'i [Vat. om. ; Comp. *'lp:] Hir), 1 Chr. vii.

12. [IHI.]

I'RA (S"T'37 [vUjilant, Dietr. ; or %catcher] :

a * For a copious note on this textual question, see

Fritzsche"s Hanilb. zu den Apoknjplien, iii. 124. Un-
less the text be coirupt, it is impossible to acquit the

writer of Maccabees of gross inaccuracy. Drusius and

IRAM
Ira). 1. Cipcts, [Vat.] Alex. Eipas.) "The
Jairite," named in the catalogue of David's great

officers (2 Sam. xx. 26) as "priest to David"

(]n *
: A. V. "achief ruler "). The Peshito ver-

sion for "Jairite" has "from Jathir," /. e. prob-

ably Jattir, where David had found friends during
his troubles with Saul. [Jairite.] If this can
be maintained, and it certainly has an air of prob-

abihty, then this Ira is identical with—
2. {"Ipas, 'Ipa; [Vat. Eipas, \pa(\ Alex. Eipas,

[Ipaj]) "Ira the Ithrite " C^"in)'n ; A. V. omits

the article), that is, the Jattirite, one of the heroes

of David's guard (2 Sam. .xxiii. 38; 1 Chr. xi. 40).

[Ithrite; Jattir; Jether.]
3. ("ipos, 'flpci; [Vat. Eipas, Xlpai;] Alex.

ripai\ [in 1 Chr. xxvii., 'OSoui'as, Alex. Eipa,
Comp. 'ipS:] Him.) Another member of David's

guard, a Tekoite, son of Ikkesh (2 Sam. xxiii. 26

;

1 Chr. xi. 28). Ira was leader of the sixth monthly
course of 24,000, as appointed by David (1 Chr
xxvii. 9).

I'RAD (TT.'^V VMU rapid, Dietr.] : TaiSdS

in both MSS. ; .Joseph. 'lape'Srjs-' Syr. Idar: /rafZ),

son of Enoch; grandson of Cain, and father of

Mehujael (Gen. iv. 18).

I'RAM {'On'^'S \iuatc\ful, Dietr.]: Zacpooiv,

[Alex. Za(pu}€i, Hpafi; Vat. in Chr., Za<pcoeiv:]

Hiram; "belonging to a city," Ges.), a leader

(n^lVS: LXX. riyeixiiv: "phylarch," A. V
"duke") of the Edomites (Gen. xxxvi. 43; 1 Chr.

i. 54), i. e. the chief of a family or tribe. He oc-

curs in the list of " the names of the dukes [that

came] of Esau, according to their famihes, after

their places, by their names " (Gen. xxxvi. 40-43);
but none of these names is found in the genealogy

of Esau's immediate descendants; the latter being

separated from them by the enumeration of the

sons of Seir and the kings of Edom, both in Gen.
and Chr. They were certainly descendants of

Esau, but in what generation is not known ; ev-

idently not in a remote one. The sacred records

are generally confined to the history of the chosen

race, and the reason of the exclusion of tlie Edomite
genealogy be3ond the second generation is thus

explicable. In remarking on this gap in the ge-

nealogy, we must add that tliere ai)pears to be no
safe ground for supposing a chronological sequence

of sons and grandsons of Esau, sons of Seir, kings

of Edom, and lastly descendants of Esau again,

ruling over the Edomites. These were probably

in part, or wholly, contemporaneous; and ^^vS,
we think, should be regarded as signifying a chief

of a tribe, etc. (as rendered above), rather than a

king. The Jewish assertion that these terms sig-

nified the same rank, except that the former was

uncrowned and the latter crowned, may be safely

neglected.

The names of which Iram is one are " according

to their families, after their places (or ' towns,'

DnSpp), by their names" (ver. 40); and again

(ver. 43), " These [be] the dukes of Edom, ac-

cording to their habitations in the land of their

possession." These words imply that tribes and

others had suggested the change of names before Gro-

tius. It has been thought possible also that the errol

may have crept into the Greek in the process of trans-

lation from the Aramaean. H.
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places were called after their leaders and founders,

and tend to confirm the preceding remarks on the

descendants of Esau being chiefs of tribes, and

probably more or less contemporaneous with each

other, and with tlie Ivings and Horites named to-

gether with them in the same records. It has been

suggested that the names we are considering are

those of the tribes and places founded by Esau's

immediate descendants, mentioned earlier in the

record ; but no proof has been adduced in support

of this theory.

The time of the final destruction of the Horites

is uncertain. By analogy with the conquest of

Canaan (cf. Deut. ii. 12, 22; we may perhaps infer

that it was not immediate on Esau's settlement.

No identification of Irani has been found.

E. S. P.

IR-HA-HE'RES, in A. V. The City of

destkuctiox (D"inn "T'S?, var. D~]rin "1**^
:

[iriKis ao-eSeK-, FA.l tt. oo-eSrjAtoii; Conip. ir.

axeph]- Cicitas Soils), the name or an appellation

of a city in Egypt, mentioned only in Is. xi.x. 18.

The reading D^n is that of most MSS. the Syr.

Aq. and Theod., the other reading, D'^^H, is sup-

ported by the LXX., but only in form, by Symm.
who has Tr6Ais 7]\iov, and the Vulg. Gesenius

(Thes. pp. 391 «, 522) prefers the latter reading.

There are various explanations : we shall first talie

those that treat it as a proper name, then those

that suppose it to he an appellation used by the

prophet to denote the future of the city.

1. D~)nn '^^'S, city of ike sun, a translation

of the Egyptian sacred name of Heliopolis, gener-

ally called in the Bible On, the Hebrew Ibrm of

its civil name An [On], and once Beih-sheinesli,

"the house of the sun" (Jer. xliii. 13), a more

literal translation than this supposed one of the

sacred name [Beth-shemesii].

2- Dinn -i"'2?, or Dnnn "T^i?, the city

Heres, a transcription in the second word of the

Egyptian sacred name of Heliopolis, Ha-ka, " tlie

abode (lit. 'house') of the sun." This explana-

tion would necessitate the omission of the article.

The LXX. favor it.

3. D'^rj'J "^^"Vi '^ "^^ destroyed, lit. " a city

of destruction;" in A. V. "the city of destruc-

tion," meaning that one of the five cities men-
tioned should be destroyed, according to Isaiah's

idiom.

4. D^nrr T^^, « city iivesentd, meaning

that one of the five cities mentioned should be pre-

served. Gesenius, who proposes this construction,

if the second word be not part of the name of the

place, compares the Arabic ^wy^, " he guarded,

kept, preserved," etc. It may be remarked that

the word Hkhes or Hkes in ancient Egyptian,

probably signifies " a guardian." This reTulering

of Gesenius is, however, nierely conjectural, and

seems to have been favored by him on account of

its directly contradicting the rendering last no-

ticed.

The first of these explanations is hisrhly improb-

able, for we find elsewliere both tlie sacred and the

civil names of Heliopolis, so that a tliird name,

merely a variety of tlie Hebrew rendering of the
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sacred name, is very unlikely. The name Beth-

sJiemesh is, moreover, a more literal translation in

its first word of the Egyptian name than this sup-

posed one. It may be remarked, however, as to

the second word, that one of the towns in Palestine

called Beth-shemesh, a town of the Levites on the

borders of Judah and Dan, was not far from a

Mount Heres, D"nn""in (Judg. i. 35), so that the

two names as applied to the sun as an object of

worship might probably be interchangealile. The
second explanation, which we believe has not been

hitherto put forth, is liable to the same objection

as the preceding one, besides that it necessitates the

exclusion of the article. The fourth explanation

would not have been noticed had it not been sup-

ported by the name of Gesenius. I'he common
reading and old rendering remains, whicli certainly

present no critical difficulties. A very careful ex-

amination of the xixth chap, of Isaiah, and of the

xviiith and xxth, which are connected with it, has

inclined us to prefer it. Egypt and Ethiopia were

then either under a joint rule or under an I^thiopian

sovereign. We can, therefore, understand tlie con-

nection of the three subjects comprised in the three

cliapters. Chap, xviii. is a prophecy against the

Ethiopians, xix. is the Burden of Egypt, and xx.,

delivered in the year of the capture of Ashdod by

Tartan, the general of Sargon, predicts the leading

captive of the Egyptians and Ethiopians, probably

the garrison of that great stronghold, as a warning

to the Israelites who trusted in them for aid. Chap,

xviii. ends witli an indication of the time to which

it refers, speaking of the Ethiopians— as we un-

derstand the passage— as sending "a present"
" to the place of the name of the Lord of hosts,

the mount Zion " (ver. 7). If this is to be taken

in a proper and not a tropical sense, it would refer

to the conversion of Etliiopians by the preaching

of tlie Law while the Temple yet stood. That such

had lieen the case before the gospel was preached

is evident from the instance of the eunuch of

Queen Candace, whom Philip met on his return

homeward from worshipping at Jerusalem, and con-

verted to Christianity (Acts viii. 26-39). The
Burden of Egypt seems to point to the times of

the Persian and Greek dominions over tliat country.

Tlie civil war agrees with the trouliles of the Do-

dec.archy, then we read of a time of bitter oppres-

sion by "a cruel lord and [or ' even '] a fierce

king," probably pointing to the Persian conquests

and rule, and specially to Cambyses, or Cambyses

and Ochus, and then of the drying of tlie sea (the

IJed Sea, conip. xi. 15) and tlie river and canals,

of the destruction of the water-plants, and of the

misery of the fishers and workers in linen. The
princes and counsellors are to lose their wisdom and

tlie people to be filled witli fear, all which calamities

seem fo have begun in the desolation of the Persian

rule. It is not easy to understand what follows as

to tlie dread of the land of .Judah which the Egyp-

tians should feel, immediately preceding the men-

tion of the subject of the article: "In that day

shall five cities in the land of Egypt speak the lan-

guage of Canaan, and swear to the Lord of hosts;

one sliall be called Ir-ha-heres. In that day shall

there be an altar to the Lord in the midst of the

land of Egypt, and a pillar at the border thereof

to the Lord. And it shall be for a sign and for a

witness unto the Lord of hosts in the land of

Egypt; for they shall cry unto tlie Lord because

of the oppressors, and he shall send them a savior,
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and a great one, and he shall deliver them " (xix.

18-20). The partial or entire conversion of Egypt

is prophesied in the next two \erses (21, 22). The

time of the Greek dominion, following the Persian

rule, may be here pointed to. There was then a

great influx of Jewish settlers, and as we know of

a Jewish town. Onion, and a great Jewish popula-

tion at Alexandria, we may suppose that there were

other large settlements. These would " speak the

language of Canaan," at first literally, afterwards

in their retaining the religion and customs of their

fathers. The altar would well correspond to the

temple built by Onias ; the pilhir, to the synagogue

of Alexandria, the latter on the northern and west-

ern borders of Egypt. In this case Alexander

would be the deliverer. We do not know, how-

ever, that at this period there was any recognition of

the true God on the part of the Egyptians. If the

prophecy is to be understood in a proper sense, we

can however see no other time to which it applies,

and must suppose that Ir-ha-heres was one of the

cities partly or wholly inhabited by the Jews in

Egypt: of these Onion was the most important,

and to it the rendering, " One shall be called a city

of destruction," would apply, since it was destroyed

by Titus, while Alexandria, and perhaps the other

cities, yet stand. If the prophecy is to be taken

tropically, the best reading and rendering can only

be determined by verbal criticism. K. S. P.

I'RI (Oiipia; Alex. Ovpf, [Vat. Oupeia; Aid.

(with preceding word) Maf>fj.w6iovpi'] Jorus), 1

Esdr. viii. 62. This name answers to Uriah in

Ezra (viii. 33). But whence did our translators

get their form?

I'RI or IR ('^"^'^V
o"" '^'V? [culorer of Jehovah,

Dietr. ; Jehovah is icatcher, Fiirst] : Oupi [Vat.

et] andTip; [Alex. ver. 12, Clpa, Vat. omits:]
' ai and I'7c), a Benjamite, son of Bela, accord-

ing to 1 Chr. vii. 7, 12. The name does not oc-

cur in any of the other genealogies of the tribe.

[HupiiAM.] A. C. H.

IRI'JAH (n"'*S"!'; [whom Jehovah sees, or

Jehovah sees]: Sapoui'a; [Alex. FA. 2apoi»(os:]

Jerias), son of Shelemiah, '' a captain of the ward "

(iTll^S V^S)) who met Jeremiah in the gate of

Jerusalem called the " gate of Benjamin," accused

him of being aliout to desert to the Chaldseans, and

led him back to the princes (Jer. xxxvii. 13, 1-1).

IR-NA'HASH (irn^T'l? = serpent-ciiy

:

k6Kls Noas; [Comp. 'Hpvaas'^ Urhs Naas), a

name which, like many other names of places, oc-

curs in the genealogical lists of Judali (1 Chr. iv.

12). Tehinnah Abi Ir-nahash — " father of Ir-

nahash " — was one of the sons of I'^shton, all of

them being descendants of Chelub (ver. 11). But
it seems impossible to connect this special genealogy

with the general genealogies of Judah, and it has

the air of being a fragment of the records of some

other family, related, of course, or it would not be

here, but not the same. ]\Iay not " Shuah, the

brother of Chelub" (ver. 11), be Shuah the Ca-

naanite, by whose daughter Judah had his three

eldest sons (Gen. xxxviii. 2, &c,), and these verses

be a fragment of Canaanite record preser\ed

amongst those of the great Israelite fainily, who
then became so closely related to the Cana.anites?

True, the two Shuahs are written differently in

Hebrew — VyW and nmti7, but, considering
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the early date of the one passage and the comipt

and incomplete state of the other, this is perhaps

not irreconcilable.

No trace of the name of Ir-nahash attached to

any site has been discovered. Jerome's interpre-

tation ( Qu. Hebr. ad loc. )— whether his own or

a tradition he does not say— is, that Ir-nahash is

Bethlehem, Nahash being another name for Jesse.

[Nahash.]

I'RON (I'lSn^ Lf<^arfid, perh. God-fearing'] :

Kepoie'; Alex, lapioov, [Comp. ''Updiv; Aid. 'Epojv:]

Jeron), one of the cities of Naphtali, named be-

tween En-hazor and Migdal-el (Josh. xix. 38);

hitherto unknown, though possibly YarHn. G.

IRON (bna, iarse/: Ch. SbnS, ^arz'Za .•

criSripos), mentioned with brass as the earliest of

known metals (Gen. iv. 22). As it is rarely found

in its native state, but generally in combination

with oxygen, the knowledge of the art of forging

iron, which is attributed to Tubal Cain, argues an

acquaintance with the difficulties which attend the

smelting of this metal. Iron melts at a tempera-

ture of about 3000° Fahrenheit, and to produce

this heat large furnaces supplied by a strong blast

of air are necessary. But, however difficult it may
be to imagine a knowledge of such appliances at

so early a period, it is perfectly certain that the use

of iron is of extreme antiquity, and that therefore

some means of overcoming the obstacles in ques-

tion nnist have been discovered. What the process

may have been is left entirely to conjecture; a

method is employed by the natives of India, ex-

tremely simple and of great antiquity, which though

rude is very effective, and suggests the possibility

of similar knowledge in an early stage of civiliza-

tion (Ure, Diet. Arts and Sciences, art. Steel).

The smelting furnaces of .^thalia, described by
Diodorus (v. 13), correspond roughly with the mod-
ern bloomeries, remains of which still exist in this

country (Napier, Metallurgy of the Bible, p. 140).

JIalleable iron was in common use, but it is doubt-

ful whether the ancients were acquainted with cast-

iron. The allusions in the Bible supply the fol-

lowing facts.

The natural wealth of the soil of Canaan is indi-

cated by describing it as "a land whose stones are

iron" (Dent. viii. 9). By this Winer {Realic. art.

Eisen) iniderstands the basalt which predominates

in the Hauran, is the material of which Og's bed-

stead (Deut. iii. 11) was made, and contains a large

percentage of iron. It is more ])rol)able that the

expression is a poetical figure. Pliny (xxxvi. 11),

who is quoted as an autliority, says indeed that

basalt is " ferrei colons atque duriti*," but does

not hint that iron was ever extracted from it. The
liook of Job contains passages which indicate that

iron was a metal well known. Of the manner of

procuring it, we learn that " iron is taken from

dust" (xxviii. 2). It does not follow from Job

xix. 24, that it was used for a writing implement,

thouith such may have been the case, any more

than tliat adamant was employed for the same pur-

pose (.ler. xvii. 1), or that shoes were shod with

iron and brass (Deut. xxxiii. 25). Indeed, iron so

frequently occurs in poetic figures, that it is difB-

cult to discriminate between its literal and meta-

phorical sense. In such passages as the following,

in wliich a " yolce of iron " (Deut. xxviii. 48) de-

notes hard service; a " rod of iron " (Ps. ii. 9), a

stern government; a ^'pillar of iron" (Jer. i. 18),
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a strong support ; and ''threshing instruments of

iron " (Am. i. 3), the means of cruel oppression;

the hardness and heaviness (Ecchis. xxii. 15) of

iron are so clearly the prominent ideas, that though

it may have been used for the instruments in ques-

tion, such usage is not of necessity indicated.

The ^'furnace of iron" (Deut. iv. 20; IK. viii.

51) is a figure which vividly expresses hard bond-

age, as represented by the severe labor which at-

tended the operation of smelting. Iron was used

for chisels (Deut. xxvii. 5), or something of the

kindi for axes (Deut. xix. 5; 2 K. vi. 5, 6; Is. x.

34; Hom. //. iv. 485); for harrows and saws (2

Sam. xii. 31; 1 Chr. xx. 3); for nails (1 Ohr.

xxii. 3), and the fa,stenings of the Temple; for

weapons of war (1 Sam. xvii. 7; Job xx. 24), and

for war-chariots (.Josh. xvii. 16, 18 ; Judg. i. IS),

iv. 3, 13). The latter wei-e plated or studded with

it. Its usage in defensive armor is implied in 2

Sam. xxiii. 7 (cf. Kev. ix. 9), and as a safeguard

in peace it apjDears in fetters (Ps. cv. 18), prison-

gates (Acts xii. 10), and bars of gates or doors

(Ps. cvii. 16; Is. xlv. 2), as well as for surgical

purposes (1 Tim. iv. 2). Sheet-iron was used for

cooking utensils (Ez. iv. 3; cf. Lev. vii. 9),« and

bars of hammered iron are mentioned in Job xl.

18, though here the LXX. perversely render (ri5rj-

pos x^'''^^t
"cast-iron." That it was plentiful in

the time of David appears from 1 Chr. xxii. 3. It

was used by Solomon, according to Josephus, to

clan.p the large rocks with which he built up the

Temple mount {Ant. xv. 11, § 3); and by Heze-

kiah's workmen to hew out the conduits of Gihon

(Ecclus. xlviii. 17). Images were fastened in their

niches in later times by iron brackets or clamps

(Wisd. xiii. 15). Agricultural implements were

early made of the same material. In the treaty

made by Porseiia was inserted a condition like that

imposed on the Hebrews by the Philistines, that

no iron should be used except for agricultural pur-

poses (Plin. xxxiv. 39).

The market of Tyre was supplied with bright or

polished iron by the merchants of Dan and Javan

(Ez. xxvii. 19). Some, as the LXX. and Vulg.,

render this " wrought iron :
" so De Wette "ge-

schmiedetes Eisen." f* The Targum has " bars of

iron," which would correspond with the strictune

of Pliny (xxxiv. 41). But Kimchi {Lex. s. v.)

expounds Hllt^y, 'dshoth, as " pure and polished
"

(=: Span, acero, steel), in which he is supported by
R. Sol. Parchon, and by Beu Zeb, who gives

"gliinzend" as the equivalent (comp. the Ho-
meric aWai' fftS-npos, 11- vii. 473). If the Javan
alluded to were Greece, and not, as Bochart {Plia-

ley, ii. 21) seems to think, some place in Arabia,

there might be reference to the iron mines of Mace-
donia, spoken of in the decree of yEmilius Paulus
(Liv. xlv. 29); but Bocliart urges, as a very strong

argument in support of his theory, that, at tlie time

of Ezekiel's prophecy, the Tyrians did not depend
upon Greece for a supply of cassia and cinnamon,
which are associated with iron in the merchandise
of Dan and Javan, but that rather the contrary

was the case. Pliny (xxxiv. 41) awards the palm
to the iron of Serica, that of Parthia being next

in excellence. The Chalybes of the Pontus were

a The passage of Ezekiel is illustrated by the screens

behind which the archers stand in the representations

3^ a siege on the Nimroud sculptures.
b * This is the generally accepted meaning of
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celebrated as workers in iron in very ancient timea

(/Esch. Prom. 733). Tliey were identified by
Strabo with the Chaldaei of his day (xii. 549), and
the mines which they worked were in the moun-
tains skirting the sea-coast. The produce of their

labor is supposed to be alluded to in Jer. xv. 12, as

being of superior quality. Iron mines are still

in existence on the same coast, and the ore is found
" in small nodular masses in a dark yellow clay

which overlies a limestone rock " (Smith's Geog.

Diet. art. Chiilybes).

It was for a long time supposed that the Egyp-
tians were ignorant of the use of iron, and that

the allusions in the Pentateuch were anachronisms,

as no traces of it have been found in their monu-

ments; but in the sepu'chres at Thebes butchers

are represented as sharpening their knives on a

round bar of metal attached to their aprons, which

from its blue color is presumed to be steel. The
steel weapons on the tomb of Kameses HI. are also

painted blue; those of bronze being red (Wilkin-

son, Anc. K(j. iii. 247). One iron mine only has

been discovered in Egypt, which was worked by
the ancients. It is at Hammami, between the Nile

and the Red Sea; the iron found by ]\Ir. Burton
was in the form of specular and red ore {hi. iii.

246). That no articles of iron should have been

found is easily accounted for by the fact that it is

easily destroyed by exposure to the air and moist-

ure. According to Pliny (xxxiv. 43) it was pre-

served by a coating of. white lead, gypsum, and
liquid pitch. Bitumen was probably employed for

the same purpose (xxxv. 52). The Egyptians ob-

tained their iron almost exclusively from Assyria

Proper in the form of bricks or pigs (Layard, Nin.

ii. 415). Specimens of Assyrian iron-work over-

laid with lironze were discovered Ijy Mr. Layard,

and are now in the British Museum {Nin. and
Bub. p. 191). Iron weapons of various kinds were

found at Nimroud, but fell to pieces on exposure

to tlie air. Some portions of shields and arrow-

heads {Id. 194, 596) were rescued, and are now in

England. A pick of the same metal {Id. 194) was
also found, as well as part of a saw (195), and the

head of an axe (367), and remains of scale-armor

and helmets hilaid with copper (A''/w. i. 340). It

was used by the Etruscans for offensive weapons,

as bronze for defensive armor. The Assyrians had
daggers and arrow-heads of copper mixed with iron,

and hardened with an alloy of tin (Layard, Nin.

ii. 418). So in the days of Homer war-clubs were

shod with iron (7/. vii. 141); arrows were tipped

with it (//. iv. 123); it was used for the axles of

chariots {II. v. 723), for fetters {Od. i. 204), for

axes and bills (//. iv. 485 ; Od. xxi. 3, 81).

Adrastus {11. vi. 48) and Ulysses {Od. xxi. 10)

reckoned it among their treasures, the iron weap-

ons being kept in a cliest in the treasury with the

gold and brass (C*;/. .x:d. 61). Iii Od. i. 184, Mentes
tells Telemachus that he is travelling from Tajihos

to Taniese to procure brass in exchange for iron,

wliieh Eustathius says was not obtained from the

mines of the island, liut was the produce of pii-at-

ical excursions (Milliii. Minerul. Hom. p. 115, 2d
ed.). Pliny (xxxiv. 4^) mentions iron as used

symbolically for a statue of Hercules at Thebes

(cf. Dan. ii. 33, v. 4), and goblets of iron as among

nit!?^ (Tuch, Havernick, Hitzig, FUrst, Gefenius,

6:c Aufi.). See addition, at the end of the article.
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the offerings in the temple of Mars the Avenger, at

Rome. Alyattes the Lydian dedicated to the Ora-

cle at Delphi a small goblet of iron, the workman-

ship of Glaucus of Chios, to whom the discovery of

the art of soldering this metal is attributed (Her.

i. 25). The goblet is described by Pausanias (x.

16). From the fact that such offerings were made

to the temples, and that Achilles gave as a prize

of contest a rudely-shaped mass of the same metal

(11. xxiii. 826), it has been argued that in early

times iron was so little known as to be greatly

esteemed for its rarity. That this was not the

case in the time of Lycurgus is evident, and Ho-

mer attaches to it no epithet which would denote

its preciousness (Millin, p. 106). There is reason

to suppose that the discovery of brass preceded

that of iron (Lucr. v. 1292), though little weight

can be attached to the line of Hesiod often quoted

as decisive on this point {Op. et Dies, 150). The
Dactyli Idoei of Crete were supposed by the an-

cients to have the merit of being the tirst to dis-

cover the properties of iron (Phn. vii-. 57; Diod.

Sic. V. 64), as the Cyclops were said to have

invented the iron-smith's forge (Plin. vii. 57).

According to the Arundelian marbles, iron was

known b. c. 1370, while Larcher ( ChrmioL d Ilerod.

p. 570) assigns a still earlier date, b. c. 15-37.

Enough has been said to prove that the allusions

to iron in the Pentateuch and other parts of the

0. T. are not anachronisms.

There is considerable doubt whether the ancients

were acquainted with cast-iron. The rendering

given by the LXX. of Job xl. 18, as quoted above,

seems to imply that some method nearly like that

of casting was known, and is supported by a pas-

sage in Diodorus (v. 13). The inhabitants of

jEthalia traded with pig-iron in masses like large

sponges to DicEearchia and other marts, where it

was bought by the smiths and fashioned into vari-

ous moulded forms {wXafffxara iravTodaira.).

In Ecclus. xxxviii. 28, we have a picture of the

interior of an iron-smith's (Is. xliv. 12) workshop:

the smith, parched with the smoke and heat of the

furnace, sitting beside his anvil and contemplating

the unwrought iron, his ears deafened with the

din of the heavy hammer, his eyes fixed on his

model, and never sleeping till he has accomplished

his task. [Steel.] W. A. W.
* Iron of a superior quality is mined and worked

at the present day near the village of Duma in

Mount Lebanon. It is especially valuable for shoe-

ing beasts of burden, and is greatly sought for

through Northern Syria. It is probable that the

merchants of Dan, who had possessions in the ex-

treme north of Palestine in the neighborhood of

Csesarea Philippi, derived from this source the

" bright iron," which is probably to be translated

" wrought iron," Ezr. xxvii. 19.

This view conmiends itself the more if we suppose

Java to be in Arabia, as the mention of the two

places together makes it probalile that they had at

least a common entrepot for their wares. This

would be possible at the junction of the roads of

Coelesyria from the north, with those from Gilead

on the east in the ])Ossessions of Dan, and would

explain the circumstance that to Tyre Dan was a

source of supply of iron from Mount Lebanon, and

of cassia and calamus from Araliia.

Still further, the geographical ]Msition of this

entrepot corresponds with the language of the con-

text. In ver. 18 the prophet speaks of Damascus

;

in ver. 19, of Dan with its trade with Javan; in
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ver. 20, of the caravans from Dedan, which would
come in toward Tyre to the southward of Dan:
finally, ver. 21, of those from Aral)ia, which would
come from a stiU more southerly direction.

G. E. P.

IR'PEEL (^HS")"; [whom God heals, or God

repaint, builds]: Ka(pdv; [Aid.] Alex. 'lfp^ai]\:

Jarephel), one of the cities of Benjamin (Josh,

xviii. 27), occun'ing in the list between Eekem and
Taralah. No trace has yet been discovered of its

situation. It will be observed that the Ir h\ this

name is radically different from that in the names
Ir-nahash, Ir-shemesh, etc. Taken as a Hebrew
name it is Irpe-El= " restored by God." G.

IR-SHE'MESH (d'QW "T^^ = city of the

sun: ir6\eis :S,a/j.fxavs; Alex. ttoAis 'S.a/xes- Her-
semes, id est, Civitas Solis), a city of the Danites

(Josh. xix. 41), probably identical with Beth-
SHKJIESH, and, if not identical, at least connected

with Mount Heres (Judg. i. 35), the "mount
of the sun." Beth-shemesh is probably the later

form of the name. In other cases Beth appears to

have been substituted for other older terms [see

Baal-jieon, etc.], such as Ir or Ar, which is un-

questionably a very ancient word. G.

FRU (•1~l"'37 [leaich, Yiirsf]: "Up, Alex, npa;
[Comp. 'ipouO Hii'), the eldest son of the great

Caleb son of Jephunneh (1 Chr. iv. 15). It is by
some supposed that this name should be Ir, the

vowel at the end being merely the conjimction
" and," properly belonging to the following name.

* It is true, T more frequently connects the

nouns in such an enumeration ; but that reason for

changing Iru to Ir is not decisive. The copula may
also be omitted between them (see 1 Chr. iv. 20,

24, &c.). H.

I'SAAC {Vr\'^\ or pr\b'^, laughter \mocker,

laughter, Fiirst] : 'luaa/c: \^Isaac]), the son whom
Sarah, in accordance with the Divine promise, bore

to Abraham in the hundredth jear of his age, at

Gerar. In his infancy he became the object of

Ishmael's jealousy ; and in his youth (when twenty-

five years old, according to Joseph. Ant. i. 13, § 2)

the victim, in intention, of Abraham's great sacri-

ficial act of faith. When forty years old he married

Rebekah his cousin, by whom, when he was sixty,

he had two sons, Esau and Jacob. In his seventy-

fifth year he and his brother Ishniael bin-ied their

father Abraliam in the cave of JNIachpelah. Prom
his abode by the well Lahai-roi, in the South

Country — a Ijarren tract, comprising a few pas-

tures and wells, between the hills of Jnda;a and the

Arabian desert, touching at its western end Phil-

istia, and on the north Hebron — Isaac was driven

by a famine to Gerar. Here Jehovah appeared to

him and bade him dwell there and not go over into

Egypt, and renewed to him the promises made to

Abraham. Here he sulijected him.self, like Aliraham

in the same place and under like circumstances

(Gen. XX. 2), to a rebuke from Abimelech the

Philistine king for an equivocation. Here he ac-

quired great wealth by his floclcs ; but was repeat-

edly dispossessed by the Philistines of the wells

which he sunk at convenient stations. At Beer-

slieba Jehovah a])peared to him by night and

lilessed him, and he built an altar there: there, too,

like Abraham, he received a visit from the Philis-

tine king Abimelech, with whom he made a cov-

enant of peace. After the deceit by which Jacob
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acquired his father's blessing, Isaac sent his son to

geek a wife in Padanaram ; and all that we know
of him during tlie last forty-three years of his life

is that he saw that son, with a large and prosper-

ous family, return to him at Hebron (xxxv. 27)

l.efore he died there at the age of 180 years.

He was buried by his two sons in the cave of

Machpelah.

In the N. T. reference is made to the offering

of Isaac (Heb. xi. 17; and James ii. 21) and to his

blessing his sons (Heb. xi. 20). As the child of

the promise, and as the progenitor of the children

of the promise, he is contrasted with Ishmael (Koni.

ix. 7, 10; Gal. iv. 28; Heb. xi. 18). In our Lord's

remarkable argument with the Sadducees, his his-

tory is carried beyond the point at which it is left

in the 0. T., into and beyond the grave. Isaac,

of whom it was said (Gen. xxxv. 29) that he was

gathered to his people, is represented as still living

to God (Luke xx. 38. &c.); and by the same Divine

authority he is proclaimed as an acknowledged heir

of future glory (Matt. viii. 11, &c.).

II. Such are the facts which the Bible supplies

of the longest-lived of the three Patriarchs, the

least migratory, the least prolific, and the least

favored with extraordinary divine revelations. A
few events iu this quiet Hfe have occasioned dis-

cussion.

(a.) The signification of Isaac's name is thrice

alluded to (Gen. xvii. 17, xviii. 12, xxi. 6). Josephus

(Ant. i. 12, § 2) refers to the second of those pas-

sages for the origin of the name ; .Jerome (
Qtuest.

Heb. in Gen.) vehemently confines it to the first;

Ewald (Gesch. i. 42.5), without assigning reasons,

gives it as his opinion that all three passages have

been added by different writers to the original

record.

(b.) It has been asked what are the persecutions

sustained by Isaac from Ishmael to which St. Paul

refers (Gal. iv. 29)? If, as is generally supposed,

he refers to Gen. xxi. 9, then the word pH^'p.

Trai^ouTa, may be translated mockinff, as in the

A. v., or insidtinff, as in xxxix. 14, and in that

case the trial of Isaac was by means of " cruel

mockings " {ifj^naiyfjiSiv), in the language of the

Epistle to the Hebrews (xi. 36). Or the word may
include the signification pruning idolatrous worship,

as in Ex. xxxii. 6, or ^fii/Iitint/, as in 2 Sam. ii. 14.

These three significations are given by Jarclii, who
relates a Jewish tradition (quoted more briefly by

Wetstein on Gal. iv. 2i)) of Isaac suffering personal

violence from Ishmael, a tradition which, as Mr.

Ellicott thinks, was adopted by St. Paul. [Hagak,
Amer. ed.] The English reader who is content

with our own version, or the scholar who may
prefer either of the other renderings of Jarchi, will

be at no loss to connect Gal. iv. 29 with Gen. xxi. 9.

But Origen {in Gen. I/oin. vii. § 3 ), and Augustine
(Sermo iii.), and apparently Professor .Jowett (on

Gal. iv. 29), not observing that the gloss of the

LXX. and the Latin versions ''playing with he,

son Isaac" forms no part of the sinqjle statement

in Genesis, and that the words pH^P, irai^ovTa,

are not to be confined to the meaning "playing,"

seem to doul)t (as Mr. Ellicott does on other

grounds), whether the passage in Genesis bears the

construction apparently put upon it by St. Paul.

On the other hand, lioseimiiiller (Schol. in Gen-

xxi. 9) even goes so far as to characterize iSicoKe—
"persecuted " — as a very excellent interpretation
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of pn^tt. (See Drusius on Gen. xxi. 9 in Crit.

Sacr., and Estius on Gal. iv. 29.)

(c.) The offering up of Isaac by Abraham has

been viewed in various lights. It is the subject of

five dissertations by Frischmuth in the Thes. Theol.

Philol. p. 197 (attached to Crit. Sacri). By Bishop

Warburton {Div. Leg. b. vi. § 5) the whole tran-

saction was regarded as " merely an information by

action (compare Jer. xxvii. 2; Ez. xii. 3; Hos. i. 2),

instead of words, of the great sacrifice of Christ for

the redenqjtion of mankuid, given at the earnest

request of Abraham, who longed impatiently to see

Christ's day." This view is adopted by Dean
Graves {On the Pentateuch, pt. iii. § 4), and has

become popular. But it is pronounced to be un-

satisfactory by Davison {Primitive Sacrijice, pt.

iv. § 2), who, pleading for the progressive com-

munication of the knowledge of the Christian atone-

ment, protests against the assumption of a con-

temporary disclosure of the import of the sacrifice

to Abraham, and points out that no expiation or

atonement was joined with this emblematic oblation,

which consequently symbolized only the act, not

the power or virtue of the Christian sacrifice. Jlr.

Maurice {Patriarchs and Lawgivers, iv.) draws

attention to the offering of Isaac as the last and

culminating point (compare Ewald, Gesch. i. 430-4)

in the divine education of Abraham, that which

taught him the meaning and ground of self-sacri-

fice. The same line of thought is followed up in a

very instructive and striking sermon on the sacrifice

of Abraham in Doctrine of Sacrifice, iii. 3J-48.

Some German writers have spoken of the whole

transaction as a dream (Eichhorn), or a myth (De

W^ette), and treat other events in Isaac's life as

slips of the pen of a Jewish transcriber. Even the

merit of novelty cannot be claimed for such views,

which appear to have been in some measure fore-

stalled in the time of Augustine {Sermo ii. de Ten-

tatione Abrahee). They are, of course, irreconcilable

with the declaration of St. James, that it was a

work by which Abraham was justified. Eusebius

{Pro'p. Evang. iv. IG, and i. 10) has preserved a

singular and inaccurate version of the offering of

Isaac iu an extract from the ancient Phoenician

historian Sanchoniathon ; but it is absurd to sup-

pose that the widely-spread (see Ewald, Aiterthiimer,

p. 79, and Thomson's Bainjiton Lectures, 1853, p.

38) heathen practice of sacrificing human beings

received any encouragement from a sacrifice which

Abraham was forbidden to acconqilish (see Water-

land, Works, iv. 203). Some writers have found

for this transaction a kind of parallel— it amounts

to no more — in the classical legends of Iphigenia

and Phrixus. The story of Iphigenia, which in-

spired the devout Athenian dramatist with sublime

notions of the import of sacrifice and suffering

(jEsch. Agam. 147 ff.), supplied the Roman infidel

only with a keen taunt against religion (Lucret. i.

103), just as the great trial which perfected the

faith of Abraham and moulded the character of

Isaac, draws from the Ilomanized Jew of the first

century a rhetorical exhibition of his own unac-

quaintance with the meaning of sacrifice (see Joseph.

Ant. i. 13, § 3).

{d.) No passage of his life has produced more

reproach to Isaac's character than that which is

recorded in Gen. xxvi. 6-11. Abraham's conduct

while in Egypt (xii.) and in Gerar (xx.), wliere he

concealed the closer connection between himself and

his wife, was imitated by Isaac in Gerar. On tUa
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one band, this has been regarded by avowed ad-

versaries of Christianity as involvif g the guilt of

" lying and endeavoring to betray the wife's chas-

tity," and even by Christians, undoubtedly zealous

for truth and right, as tlie conduct of " a very poor

paltry earthworm, displaying cowardice, selfishness,

readiness to put his wife in a terrible hazard for

his own sake." But, on the other hand, with

more reverence, more kindness, and quite as much
probability, \\^aterland, who is no indiscriminate

apologist for the errors of good men, after a minute

examination of the circumstances, concludes that

the patriarch did " right to evade the difficulty so

long as it could lawfully be evaded, and to await

and see whether Divine Providence might not, some

way or other, interpose before the last extremity.

The event answered. God did interpose." (Sa-ij)-

ture Vindicated, in Works, iv. 188, 190.)

(e. ) Isaac's tacit acquiescence in the conduct of

his sons has lieen brought into discussion. Perhaps

Fairliairn (Ti/polvyy, i. 334) seems scarcely justified

by facts in his conclusion that the later days of

Isaac did not fulfill tlie promise of his earlier; that,

instead of reaching to high attainments in faith, he

fell into general feebleness and decay, moral and

bodily, and made account only of the natural ele-

ment in judging of his sons. The inexact transla-

tion (to modem ears) of T^V? P''^y taken in hunt-

ing, by " venison " (Gen. xxv. 28), may have con-

tributed to form, in the minds of English readers,

a low opinion of Isaac. Nor can that opinion be

supiwrtcd by a reference to xxvii. 4; for Isaac's

desire at such a time for savory meat may have

sprung eitlier from a dangerous sickness under

which he was latoring (Blunt, Undesigned Coin-

cidences, pt. i. ch. vi.), or from the same kind of

impiilse preceding inspiration as prompted Elisha

(2 K. iii. 1.5) to demand the soothing influence of

music liefbre he spoke the word of the Lord. For

sadness and grief are enumerated in the Gemara
among the impediments to the exercise of the gift

of prophecy (Smith's Select Discourses, vi. 245).

The reader who bears in mind the peculiarities of

Isaac's character, will 'scarcely infer from those

passages any fresh accession of mental or moral

feebleness.

III. Isaac, the gentle and dutiful son, the faith-

ful and constant husband, became the fivther of a

house in which order did not reign. If there were

any very prominent points in his character they

were not brought out by the circumstances in which

he was placed. He appears less as a man of action

than as a man of suffering, from which he is gen-

erally delivered without any direct effort of his own.

Thus he suffers as the object of Ishmael's mocking,

of tlie intended sacrifice on Moriah, of the rapacity

of the Philistines, and of Jacol)'s stratagem. But

the tliougbt of his sufferings is effaced by the ever-

present tokens of God's favor; and he suffers with

the calnniess and dignity of a conscious heir of

heavenly promises, without uttering any complaint,

and gCTierally without committing any action by

which he would forfeit resjject. Free from violent

passions, he was a man of constant, deep, and tender

affections. Thus he mourned for his mother till

her place was filled by his wife. His sons were

nurtured at home till a late period of their li\es

;

and neither his grief for Esau's marriatte, nor the

anxiety in which he was involved in consequence

of .Jacob's deceit, estranged either of them from his

aiiectionate care. His life of solitary blamelessness
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must have been sustained by strong habitual piety

such as showed itself at the time of Kebekah's bar-

renness (xxv. 21), in his special intercourse with

God at Gerar and Beer-sheba (xxvi. 2, 23), in the

solemnity with which he Ijestows his blessing and

refuses to change it. His life, judged by a worldly

standard, might seem inactive, ignoble, and unfruit-

ful; but the " guileless years, prayers, gracious acts,

and daily thank-offerings of pastoral life " are not

to be so esteemed, although they make no show in

history. Isaac's character may not have exercised

any commanding influence upon either his own or

succeeding generations ; but it was sufficiently

marked and consistent to win respect and envy from

his contemporaries. By his posterity his name is

always joined in equal honor with those of Abraham
and Jacob; and so it was even used as part of the

formula which Egyptian magicians in the time of

Origen ( Contra Celsum, i. 22) employed as effica-

cious to bind the demons whom they adjured (comp.

Gen. xxxi. 42, 53).

If Abraham's enterprising, unsettled life fore-

shadowed the early history of his descendants; if

Jacob was a type of the careful, commercial, un-

warlike character of their later days, Isaac may
represent the middle period, in which they Uved

apart from nations, and enjoyed possession of the

fertile land of promise.

IV. The typical view of Isaac is barely referred

to in the . N. T. ; but it is drawn out with minute

particularity by Philo and those interpreters of

Scripture who were influenced by Alexandrian phi-

losophy. Thus in Philo, Isaac = laughter= the

most exquisite enjoyment= the soother and cheerer

of peace-loving souls, is foreshadowed in the facts

that his father had attained 100 years (the perfect

number) when he was born, and that he is spe-

cially designated as given to his parents by God.

His birth from the mistress of Abraham's house-

hold symbolizes happiness proceeding from pre-

dommant wisdom. His attachment to one wife

(i;ebekah= perseverance) is contrasted with Abra-

ham's multiplied connections and with Jacob's toil-

won wives, as showing the superiority of Isaac's

heaven-born, self-sufficing wisdom, to the accumu-

lated knowledge of Abraham and the painful expe-

rience of Jacob. In the intended sacrifice of Isaac

Philo sees only a sign that laughter = rejoicing is

the prerogative of God, and is a fit offering to Him,
and that He gives back to obedient man as much
happiness as is good for him. Clement of Pome
(ch. 31), with charactei'istic soberness, merely re-

fers to Isaac as an example <jf faith in God. In

Tertullian he is a pattern of monogamy and a type

of Christ bearing the cross. But Clement of Alex-

andria finds an allegorical meaning in the incidents

which connect Abimelech with Isaac and Pebekali

(Gen. xxvi. 8) as well as in the offering of Isaac.

In this latter view he is followed by Origen, and

by Augustine, and by Christian expositors gener-

ally. The most minute particulars of that tran-

saction are invested with a spiritual meaning by

such writers as liabanus Maurus, in Gen. § iii.

Abraham is made a type of the First Person in the

blessed Trinity, Isaac of the Second ; the two ser-

vants dismissed are the Jewish sects who did not

attain to a perception of Christ in his humiliation;

the ass bearing the wood is the Jewish nation, to

whom were committed the oracles of God which

they failed to understand; the three days are the

Patriarchal, Mosaic, and Christian dispensations;

the ram is Christ on the cross; the thicket thej
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who placed him there. Modem English writers

hold firmly the typical significance of the transac-

tion, without extending it into such detail (see

Pearson on the Creed, i. 243, 251, ed. 1843 ; Fair-

bairn's Typoloffy, i. 332). A recent writer (A.

Jukes, Types of Genesis), who has shown much
ingenuity in attaching a spiritual meaning to the

characters and incidents in the book of Genesis,

regards Isaac as representing the spirit of sonship,

in a series in which Adam represents human na-

ture, Cain the carnal mind, Abel the spiritual,

Noah regeneration, Abraham the spirit of faith,

Jacob the spirit of service, Joseph suffering or

glory. With this series may be compared the

view of Kwald {Gesch. i. 387-400), in which the

whole patriarchal family is a prefigurative group,

comprising twelve members with seven distinct

modes of relation: (1.) Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob

are three fathers, respectively personifying active

power, quiet enjoyment, success after struggles, dis-

tinguished from the rest as Agamemnon, Acliilles,

and Ulysses among the heroes of the Iliad, or as

the Trojan Anchises, yEneas, and Ascanius, and

mutually related as Romulus, Renuis, and Numa;
(2.) Sarah, with Hagar, as mother and mistress

of the household; (3.) Isaac as child; (4.) Isaac

with Rebekah as the type of wedlock (comp. Al-

ierthiimer, p. 233); (.5.) Leah and Rachel the

plurality of coequal wives; (6.) Deljorah as nurse

(compare Anna and Caieta, ^£n. iv. G54, and \ii.

1); (7.) Kliezer as steward, whose office is com-
pared to that of the messenger of the Olympic

deities.

V. .Jewish legends represent Isaac as an angel

made before the world, and descending to earth in

human form (Origen, in Joann. ii. § 25); as one

of the three men in whom human sinfulness has

no place, as one of tlie six over whom the angel

of death has no power (Eisenmenger, Ant. Jml. i.

343, 804). He is said to have been instructed in

divine knowledge by Sheni (.larchi, on Gen. xxv. ).

The ordinance of evening prayer is ascribed to him
(Gen. xxiv. 63), as that of morning prayer to

Abraham (xix. 27), and night prayer to Jacob

(xxviii. 11) (Kisenmenger, Knt. Jad. i. 483).

Tlie Arabian traditions included in tiie Koran

represent Isaac as a model of religion, a righteous

person inspired with grace to do good works, oli-

serve prayer, and give alms (ch. 21), endowed with

the divine gifts of prophecy, children, and wealth

(ch. 19). The promise of Isaac and the ofl!ering

of Isaac are also mentioned (ch. 11, 38). Faith

in a future resurrection is ascribed to Abraham;
but it is connected, not as in Heb. xi. 19 with tlie

offering of Isaac, but with a fictitious miracle (ch.

2). W. T. B.

* A few additional words should be said on some

of the points introduced or suggested in the fore-

going article.

It is well to notice in regard to the origin of

Isaac's name, that while it was given by divine

command ((ien. xvii. 19), the reason for giving it

is not explicitly stated. The historian employs tlie

word on which the name is founded just before

(ver. 17), in speaking of Abraham's joy on being

assured tiiat the child of promise was atiout to lie

born after so long a delay; and again, shortly after

that (xviii. 12), in speaking of Sarah's incredulity

as to the possibility of her becoming a mother at

so advanced an age. We may infer, therefore,

that the name was designed to eniliody and com-
memorate these incidents in the family-history. It
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represents, indeed, \ery different states of mind;
but no violence is done thereby to the Hebrew
word, which readily admits of the twofold coml)i.

nation. No doubt Sarah refers once more to the

signification of the name, on the occasion of for-

mally giving it to the child at the time of circum-

cision (Gen. xxi. 3 ft'.); but in that instance her

object was simply to recognize in the better sense

of the name a symbol and pledge of joy both to

herself and to the multitude of others who should

be blessed in the promised seed. Such reasons for

the name are certainly not inconsistent with each

other, and, still less, are they so inconsistent as to

discredit the narrative as one made up from con-

tradictory sources. For some good remarks on the

significance of " birth-names," the reader may con-

sult Wilkinson's Persomd Nanus oj' the Bible, pp.
2.56-312 (Lond. 1865).

It will be noticed above that some of the opin-

ions respecting the typical cliaracter of Abraham's
offering up of Isaac extend the analogy to numer-
ous and very minute correspondences. It is of

some importance here to distinguish between such

opinions of interpretei"s and tlie explicit teaching

of Scripture on this sulijeet ; so as not to make the

sacred writers answerable for views or principles of

exegesis in the allegorizing of the O. T. history,

which in the hands of some expositors have leil to

veiy fanciful conclusions. It seems unreasonable

to deny altogether a symbolic significance to this

sacrificial act and its concomitants, both on account

of its suitableness in itself considered to shadow
forth Christian ideas and relations, and also on

account of some hints given by Paul which point

in that direction. The most extended reference to

Isaac in the N. T. is that in Gal. iv. 21-31. Yet
the intimations there in regard to his typical char-

acter, leave it questionable whether the Apostle

meant to recognize the general facts of his history

as in a strict sense prophetic of the N. T. dispen-

sation, or simply to use the facts for the purpose

of illustration. The points of comparison which
the Apostle draws out in that passage are the fol-

lowing: As Ishmael was borTi in accordance with

the laws of nature, so the Jews are a mere natural

seed; but Christians who obtain justification in

conformity with the promise made to Abraham,
are the true promised seed, even as Isaac was.

Further, as in the history of Al)raham's famil3',

Ishmael persecuted Isaac, the child of promise, so

it should not be accounted strange that under the

Gospel, the natural seed, that is, the .lews, should

persecute the spiritual seed, that is. Christians.

And finally, as Isaac was acknowledged as the true

heir, but Ishmael was set aside, so must it be as

to the difference wliich exists iietween Jews and

believers. The ffirmer, or, in other words, those

who dei)end on their own merit for oiitainiiig the

favor of God, will be rejected, while those who seek

it by faith shall obtain the heavenly inlieritance.

It may be remarked that this parallelism (whether

illustrative only or typical) enables the Apostle

skilfully to recapitulate the jirominent doctrines of

the whole epistle, and tinis to leave them so asso-

ciated in the minds of the Galatians with a famil-

iar and strildng portion of sacred "history, tii.it the

teachings of the epistle could never be easily forgot-

ten.

No mention is made in Genesis of Tshmael's per-

secuting Isaac; but Isliniael's mocking at the feasl

of weaning (Cien. xxi. 8, 9) reveals the spirit ou<

of which an active hostility would be expected te
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grow in due time. In all probability Paul refers

to such effects of that spirit, well known to the

Jews of his time, from traditionary sources. For

other examples of traditions thus recognized as

true, see under Abiathar (Araer. ed.,. Beer

{Leberi Abraham's, pp. 49, 170) shows that the

Jews found in Ishmael's " mocking" a significant

hitimation of the alienation and strife which marked

the subsequent relations of the two brothers to each

other.

Of the precise age of Isaac at the time of the

great trial of Abraham's faith, we obtain no knowl-

edge from the Bilile. That he was no longer a

child, but was at least approaching his manhood,

is evident from the fact that the wood was laid on

him, as the father and the son went up the moun-

tain. He is called at that time a lad in the A. V.

(Gen. xxii. 5), but the same Hebrew term Ol??)

is applied also to the servants who accompanied

Abraham on this journey. When Josephus speaks

of him as then twenty-five years old {Ant. i. 1-3,

§ 2), it is a conjecture only, without any proof

from .Scripture or elsewhere to warrant so precise a

statement. The full consent of Isaac to the wishes

and design of Abraham must be taken for granted,

as otherwise a resistance could have been made by

the stronger to the weaker, rendering it difficult to

bind the victim to the altar. It is evident from

Heb. xi. I'J, that the pious Hebrews regarded this

trial of Abraham's character as illustrating not so

much a blind submission to the will of God, what-

ever this might seem to require, as an unwavering

faith in the power and willingness of God to bring

back the son to life if the flither's hand must slay

him. The question of the place of sacrifice is dis-

cussed under Mohiafi (Amer. ed.). The view

maintained there, that it was some mount near

Jerusalem, in all probability the temple-mount itself

(2 Chr. iii. 1), is also that of Baumgarten (Pcnta-

teucli,i. 227): Knobel {Die Genesis erkldrt, p. 174);

Ewald {Gesck. i. 476, conip. iii. 313 f., 3e Aufl.);

Hengstenlierg {Anlhentii des Pent. ii. 19-5 ff.);

Winer {Realw. ii. 108); Delitzsch {Genesis, p. 406

fF., and Edinb. transl. p. 249); Kurtz {Geschichte

des A. Bundis, i. 213 f.), and others.

It has been made an objection to the accuracy

of the liiblical history of the patriarchs that so

many similar events and so many identical names

of persons and places occur in the account of the

different men. But it is not to be forgotten that

the dissimilarity in what is related of them is incom-

parably greater than the agreement. Their personal

characteristics are unlike, bearing unmistakable

marks of originality and individuality. Isaac

never goes beyond the lioundary of Palestine,

though Aliraham and Jacob roamed from one

extreme part of the East to another. The do-

mestic e\ents also of their respective families were

as diverse as the \icissitudes of human condition

could well permit, Abimelech's lawless seizure of

the wives of the two strangers (Gen. xx. 2 fF., and

xxri. G ff.
)
proves only that the same passions be-

long to men in successive generations, and prompt

to the same acts in the presence of the same temp-

tations. That, leading as they all did a nomadic

life, they should occasionally visit the same places,

was natural and inevitable. Abraham and Isaac

appear at different times at Gerar and Beer-sheba,

but the fertility of these places, or the opportunity

for obtaining water, accounts for that coincidence.

The recurrence of the same personal names, e. </.,
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Abimelech and Phichol, in the intercourse of Abra-

ham and Isaac with the Philistines, has its perfect

analogy in the present customs of the East. It is

generally allowed that Abijielech (which see),

hke Pharaoh in Egypt, and Csesar among the Ro-

mans, was a royal title, and not the name of a

single individual. But Phichol also, says Thom-
son {Land and Book, ii. 352), "may have been a

name of office, as mud'ir or nnisMr now is in this

country. If one of these ofiicers is spoken of, his

name is rarely mentioned. I, indeed, never knew

any but the official title of these Turkish officers."

It is alleged as a difficulty that Beer-sheba is repre-

sented as receiving its name from Abraham, and

then again from Isaac, in ratification, in both in-

stances, of a similar covenant between them and

the native chiefs or sheiks of the region. But we
have here an example merely of the reaffirmation

of a name (as in other instances, e. g. Bethel)
under new circumstances such as made the name
doubly significant, or revived it after having fallen

partially into disuse. Beer-sheba, being well known
when Genesis was written, the name occurs pro-

leptically in xxi. 14. But it was first so called

when Abraham established there a treaty of peace

with Abimelech respecting the well in dispute be-

tween them (Gen. xxi. 31). A similar difficulty

arose between Isaac and the Abimelech who suc-

ceeded the other; and that being settled by a like

treaty sealed with sacrifices and oaths, Isaac re-

imposed the appropriate name in token of the same

happy issue of the strife. It was this restoration

of the name, it would seem, that made it perma-

nent through all time (Gen. xxvi. 33).

For an outline of the events in Isaac's life, and

a discussion of some of the historical and exeget-

ical questions which the narrative presents, the

reader may see Kurtz's Geschichte des A. Bundes,

i. 218-239. This writer regards " the ground-type

of Isaac's character as a certain elasticity of en-

durance which does not resist evil, does not con-

tend against it, but overcomes it by patience and

concession (see Gen. xxvi. 17-22); and, in this

respect, Isaac is truly great and worthy of admira-

tion. That this greatness of men is usually un-

recognized and abused, detracts nothing froin its

worth; and that in Isaac also it was mixed and

marred by a degree of weakness and want of self

connnand " shows that Innnan virtue has its una-

voidable limitations. Hess has sketched the patri-

arch's' life with mingled praise and censure in his

Geschichte der Patriarchen, ii. 3-G4. Taihinger

has a brief article on Isaac in Herzog's Heal-En-

cyk. vii. 81-83; and also Wunderlich, in Zeller's

Bibl. Worterb. i. 730 flf. The portraiture of Isaac's

life, as this latter writer remarks, does not indeed

impress us as that of an extraordinary personality;

liut, on the other hand, we are to remember that

the design of Scripture here is, not to present men
to us, even the elect ones, as they should be, but as

they are. A spirit of humility and honesty must

stamp itself on biography so written. It is not to

be forgotten that what we know of the faults of

good men in the Bible, rests, in great part, on con-

fessions which they themselves have made, and not

on the accusation of others. Bishop Hall's reflec-

tions on " Isaac's offering " (
Contemplatiojis, iv.

bk. ii. ) are characteristic and interesting. H.

* ISAAC, twice used (Am. vii. 9, 16, where

the form is pHJi?^) as a poetic synonym for Is

rael, i. e, the ten tribes. Hence " the high-places
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of Isaac " (ver. 9) are the sanctuaries of idol wor-

ship to which the Israehtes resorted in their apostasy

from Jeliovah. The LXX. go further, and find a

sarcasm in the use and the import of the name

(,fia>fj.ol Tov y4\ooTos, " altars of laughter," but the

laughter to become a mockery in the day of God's

visitation). This hidden meaning is far-fetched.

Pusey {Amos, p. 211) regards it with favor. H.

ISAI'AH [3 syl.] (^H^^'tt?':, i. e. Yeshayahu

{Jehovah's help or salvutioii\, always in ITeb. Text;

but in Rabbinical superscriptions of the Heb. Bible

n"'!S7ti7"' : 'Hcrai'as: Isaias). The Hebrew name',

our shortened form of which occurs of other per-

sons [see Jesaiah, Jeshaiaii], signifies Salcation

of John (a shortened form oi Jehovah). Reference

is plainly made by the prophet himself (Is. viii. 18 ), to

the significance of his own name as well as of those

of his two sons. His father Anioz (\^lttS, 'AyudSs)

must not be confounded, as was done by Clemens
Alexandrinus and some other of the Fathers

through their ignorance of Hebrew, with the

prophet Amos (D1Q27, in LXX. also 'A/^&Js), who

flourished in the reign of Jeroboam II. Nothing
whatever is known of Amoz. He is said by some
of the Rabbins to have been also a prophet, and
brother of king Amaziah — the latter apparently

a mere guess founded on the affinity of the two

names. Ivimchi (a. d. 1230) says in his commen-'
tary on Is. i. 1, " We know not his race, nor of

what tribe he was."'

I. The first verse of the book runs thus : " The
vision of Isaiali the son of Amoz, which he saw
concerning Judah and Jerusalem in the days of

Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of

Judah." A few remarks on this verse will open

the way to the solution of several inquiries relative

to the prophet and his writings.

1. This verse is not the preface to the first chapter

only, nor to any small portion of the book, as is

clear from the enumeration of the four kings. It

plainly prefaces at least the first part of the book

(chs. i.-xxxix.), which leaves ofl:' in Hezekiah's

reign; and as there appears no reason for limiting

its reference even to the first part, the obvious con-

struction would take it as applying to the whole

book (comp. Hos. i. 1; I\Iic. i. 1). The word vision

Heb. is a collective noun, as in 2 Chr. xxxii. 32 ; the

^'iTH is never found in the plural. As this is the

natural and obvious bearing of the verse, .

2. We are authorized to infer, that no part of

the risioyi, the Iruits of which are recorded in this

book, belongs to the reign of JManasseh. Hypoth-
eses, therefore, which lengthen Isaiah's prophetic

ministration into the reign of Manasseh, appear to

lack historical foundation. A rabbinical tradition,

it is true, apparently confirmed by the Sieirpiadr]-

ffau of Heb. xi. 37, wliich Can be referred to no
other known fact, reports the prophet to have been

sawn asunder" in the trunk of a tree by order of

Manasseh; but the hostility of the party opposed
to the service of Jehovah, which gained the ascend-

ency at the accession of that prince, had been suf-

ficiently excited by the prophet during the reign of

his predecessor to prompt them to the murder,
without our lengthening the period of his prophe-
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sying beyond the limits which this verge assigns.

For indeed—
3. Isaiah must have been an old man at the close

of Hezekiah's reign. The ordinary chronology give?

758 15. c. for the date of Jotham's accession, and
G!J8 for that of Hezekiah's death. This gives us a

period of GO years. And since his ministry com-

menced before Uzziah's death (liow long we know
not), supposing him to have been no more than 20

years old when he began to prophesy, he would

have been 80 or 90 at Manasseh's accession.

4. The circle of liearers upon whom his ministry

was immediately designed to operate is determined

to be " Judah and Jerusalem." True, we have in

the book prophecies relating to the kingdom of

Israel— as also to J\Ioab, Babylon, and other hea-

then states ; but neither in the one case nor the

other was the prophesying designed for the benefit

of these foreign states, or meant to be communi-
cated to them, but only for Judah, now becoming

the sole home of Hebrew blessings and hopes.

I'^very other interest in the prophet's inspired view

moves round Judah, and is connected with her.

.5. It is the most natural and obvious supposi-

tion that the " visions " are in tlie main placed in

the collection according to their chronological

order; and this supposition it would be arbitrary

to set aside without more solid reasons than the

mere impulses of subjective fancy. We grant that

this presumption might be overruled, if good cause

were shown ; but till it is shown, we have no war-

rant for rejecting the principle that the present

arrangement is in the main founded upon chrono-

logical propriety, only departed from in cases where

(as is very natural to suppose) similarity of char-

acter occasioned the grouping together of visions

which were not uttered at the same time.

6. If then we compare tlie contents of the book
with the description here given of it, we recognize

prophesyings whicli are certainly to l)e assigned to

the reigns of Uzziah, Ahaz, and Hezekiah ; but we
cannot so certainly find any belonging to the reign

of Jotham. The form of the expression in vi. 1,

" the year that king Uzziah died," fixes the time

of that vision to the close of Uzziah's reign, and
not to the commencement of Jotham's. What
precedes ch. vi. may be referred to some preceding

part of Uzziah's reign: except perhaps the first

chapter; this may be regarded as a general sum-
mary of advice founded upon the whole of what
follows,— a kind of general preface ; corresponding

at the commencement of the book to the paraenesis

of the nine chapters at its close. Ch. vii. brings

us at once from "the year that king Uzziah died"
to " the days of Ahaz." We have then nothing

left for Jotham's reign, unless we suppose that

some of the group of "burdens" in xiii.-xxiii.

belong to it, oi- some of the perliaps miscellaneous

utterances in xxviii.-xxxv. It may be that proph-

esyings then spoken were not recorded, because,

ap])lying to a state of things similar to what ob-

tained in the latter part of Uzziah, they were them-

selves of a similar strain with chs. ii.-v.

7. We naturally ask, Who was the compiler of

the book ? The obvious answer is, that it was

Isaiah himself aided by a scribe; comp. the very

interesting glimpse afforded us by Jer. xxxvi. 1-5,

of the relation between, the utterance of proijliecies

and their writins;. Isaiah we know was otherwise

a The traditional spot of the martyrdom is a very Siloam on the slopes of Ophel, below the S. E. wall

old mulberry-tree which stands neai the Pool of
| of Jerusalem.
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an author; for in 2 Chr. xxvi. 22 we read: "Now
tne rest of tlie acts of Uzziah first and last did

Isaiah the son of Anioz the prophet write"; and

though tliat liistorical work 1ms perished, the fact

remains to show that Isaiah's mind was not alien

from the cares of written composition (conip. also

2 Chr. xxxii. 32; and observe the lirst person used

in viii. 1-5). The organic structure of the whole

book also, which we hope to make apparent, favors

the same belief. On the whole, that Isaiah was

himself the compiler, claims to be accepted as the

true view. The principal objection deserving of

notice is that founded upon xxxvii. 38. It has

been alleged (Hitzig, in loc.) that Sennacherib's

murder took place b. c. fJ96, two years after Man-
asseh's accession ; others, however, question this

(comp. Iliivernick's Junlciluni/): at all events the

passage is quite reconcilable with the belief of Isaiah's

being the eoni[)iler, if we suppose him to have lived

two or three years after IManasseh's accession, even

without our having recourse to the expedient of

attributing the verse in question and the one before

it to a later hand. The name given in xxxvi. 11,

13, to the Hebrew spoken in Jerusalem, " the Jews'

language," ^"^^^^'], is no evidence of a later age:

it is perfectly conceivable that while the written

language remained the same in l)oth kingdoms, as

is evidenced by the prophetical books, the spuken

dialect (comp. Judg. xii. 0) of the kingdom of

Judah may have diverged so far from that of the

(now perished) kingdom of Israel as to have I'e-

ceived a distinct designation ; and its name would

naturally, like that of the kingdom itself, be drawn
from the tribe which formed the chief constituent

of the population. As we are seeking for objective

evidence, we may neglect those wild hypotheses

which some have indulged in, respecting an original

work and its subsequent modifications; for since

they originate in the denial of divine inspiration

conjoined with reliance on a merely subjective ap-

preciation of the several writings, such hypotheses

must Ije assigned to the region of fancy rather

than of historic investigation.

8. In this introductory verse we have yet to

notice the description which it gives of Isaiah's

prophesyings : they are "the vision which he saw."

When we hear of visions we are apt to think of a

mental condition in which the mind is withdrawn

altoiiether from the perception of olyects actually

present, and contemplates, instead of these, another

set of objects which appear at the moment sensibly

present— a sort of dream without sleep. Such a

vision was that of St. Peter at Joppa. Such again

we recognize in Is. vi. — the only instance of this

kind of pure vision in the book; in Jeremiah, Eze-

kiel, and Zechariah, they abound. But Isaiah's

mental state in his prophesying appears ordinarily

to have been different from this. Outward objects

really present were not withdrawn from his percep-

tion, but appear to have blended to his view, at

times, with the spiritual which was really present,

though not recognizable except to the eye of faitli

(e. f/., the presence of Jehovah); at times, with the

future, whether sensilde or spiritual, which seemed

to the prophet as if actually present. In this view,

his prophesyings are not to be regarded as utter-

ances, in the delivery of which the Holy Ghost em-
ployed the intellectual and physical organs of the

prophet as mere instruments wielded by itself, but

as vision, i. e., the description by the prophet him-

self under divine direction (2 Tim. iii. 10 ) of that
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which at the time he seemed to himself to tee. If

this view be just, it follows that in the descriptions

which the prophet gives of that which appeared to

be before him, we cannot be at once sure, whether

he is describing what was actually objectively pres-

ent, or whether the objects delineated as present

belonged to the future. I'or example; at first sight

the description given of the condition of Judah in

i. 5-9, portraying an invasion, might be understood

of what was actually present, and so might lead us

either to supplement the history of 2 K. with a

hypothetical invasion, or put forward the time of

the prophesying to Ahaz or Hezekiah. But recol-

lecting that it is vision, we see that it may be taken

as simply predictive and threatening, and therefore

as still spoken in Uzziah's reign. Similarly iii. 8,

v. 13, X. 28-32, are all predictive. So in the sec-

ond part is Ixiv. 11. Further, it would be only in

accordance with this method of prophetic sight if

we found the prophet describing some future time

as if present, and from that standing-point an-

nouncing some more distant future, sometimes as

future, and sometimes, again, as present. And in

fact it is thus that Isaiah represents the coming
fortunes of God's people in the second part of his

prophecy. Comp. xlii. 13-17, xlix. 18, xlv. 1-4,

liii. 3-10, 11, .12, Ixiii. 1-0, as illustrations of the

manner in which the relations of past, present, and
future time are in vision blended together.

It has- been remarked a1io\e as characteristic of

Isaiah's ordinary prophetic vision, that the actually

present is not lost to view. In fact this was essen-

tial to his proper function. His first and immediate

concern was with his contemimraries, as the re-

prover of sin. and to build up the piety of lielievers.

Even when his vision the most contemplates the

future, he yet does not lose his reference to the

present, but (as we shall see even in the second

part) he makes his prophesyings tell by exhortation

and reproof upon the state of things actually around

him. From all this it results, that we often find

it difficult to discriminate his predictions from his

rebukes of present disorders. His contemporai'ies,

however, would be under no such difficulty. The
idolatrous and ungodly Hebrew would promjjtly

recognize his own description; the pious would be

confirmed and cheered.

II. In order to realize the relation of Isaiah's

prophetic ministry to his own contemporaries, we
need to take account both of the foreign relations

of Judah at the time, and internally of its social

and religious aspects. Our materials are scanty,

and are to be collected partly out of 2 K. and 2

Chr., and partly out of the remaining writinirs of

contemporary prophets, Joel (probably), Obadiah,

and Micah, in .Judah; and Hosea, Amos, and Jonah,

in Israel. Of these the most assistance is obtained

from Micah.

1. Under Uzziah the political position of Judah

had greatly recovered from the blows sufi'ered under

Amaziah; the fortifications of Jerusalem itself were

restored; castles were built in the country; new
arrangements in the army and equipments of de-

fensive artillery were estalilished ; and considerable

successes in war gained against the rhilistines, the

Arabians, and the Annnonites. [Uzziah.] This

prosperity continued during the reign of .lotham.

except that, towards the close of this latter reign,

troubles threatened from the alliance of Israel and

Syria. [Jothahi.] The consequence of this jjros-

perity was an influx of wealth, and this with the

increased means of military strength withdrew meii>
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confidence ft'om Jehovah, and led them to trust in

worldly resources. Moreover great disorders existed

in the internal administration, all of which, whether

moral or religious, were, by the very nature of the

commonwealth, as theocratic, alike amenable to

prophetic rebuke. It was the A'ery business of Isaiah

and other prophets to raise their voices as public

reformers, as well as to fulfill the work which be-

longs to religious teachers in edifying God's true

servants and calling the irreligious to repentance.

Accordingly our prophet steps forward into public

view with the divine message, dressed after the

manner of prophets in general — girded in coarse

and black, or at least dark colored, hair-cloth (conip.

Is. XX. 2, 1. 3; 2 K. i. 8; Zech. xiii. 4) — emblem-

atically indicating by this attire of mourning th.at

Jehovah spoke to his people in grief and resent-

ment. [Sackcloth.] From his house, which

appears to have been in Jerusalem (comp. vii. 3,

xxxvii. 5), he goes forth to places of general con-

course, chiefly no doubt, as Christ and his Apostles

afterwards did, to the colonnades and courts of the

Temple, and proclaims in the audience of the people

" the word of Jehovah."

2. And what is the tenor of his message in the

time of Uzziah and Jothani ? This we read in chs

i.-v. Chap. i. is very general in its contents. In

perusing it we may fancy that we hear the very

voice of the Seer as he stands (perhaps) in the

Court of the Israelites denouncing to nobles and

people, then assembling for divine worship, the

whole estimate of their character formed by Jehovah,

and his approaching chastisements. " They are a

sinful nation; they have provoked the Holy One
of Israel to anger. Flourishing as their worldly

condition now appears, the man whose eyes are

opened sees another scene liefore him (1-9)— the

land laid waste, and Zion left as a cottage in a vine-

yard — (a picture realized in tlie Syro-Ephraimitish

war, and more especially in tlie .\ss3Tian invasion

— the great event round which the whole of the

first part of the book revolves). ^len of Sodom
and Gomorrah that they are, let them hearken

!

they may go on if they will with their ritual worship,

' trampling ' Jehovah's courts ; nevertheless. He
loathes them: the stain of iimocent blood is on

tb^vr hands ; the weak are oppressed ; there is briliery

ana corruption in the administration of justice.

Let them reform; if they will not, Jehovah will

burn out their sins in the smelting fire of his judg-

ment. Zion shall be purified, and thus saved,

whilst the sinners and recreants from Jehovah in

her shall perish in their much-loved idolatries."

This discourse suitably heads the book; it sounds

the key-note of the whole ; fires of judgment destroy-

ing, but purifying a remnant— such was the burden

all along of Isaiah's prophesyings.

()f the other pul)lic utterances belonging to this

period, chs. ii.-iv. are by almost all critics consid-

ered to be one prophesying— the leading thought

of which is that the present prosperity of Judah
should be destroyed for her sins, to make ronm for
the real f/lary of pkty nivl virtue ; while ch. v.

forms a distinct discourse, whose main purport is

that Israel, God's vineyard, shall be brought to

desolation. The idolatry denounced in these chap-

ters is to be taken as that of private individuals,

for both Uzziah and Jothani served Jehovah. They
are prefaced by the vision of tlie exaltation of the

mountain on which Jehovah dwells aliove all other

mountains, to become the source of light and moral

transformation to all mankind (ii. 2-4).
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Here wt are met by the fact that this same

vision is found in very nearly the same words in

jNIicah iv. 1-3. The two prophets were contem-

porary, and one may very well have heard the other,

and adopted his words. Compare a nearly sim-

ilar phenomenon in 1 Pet. v. 5-9, compared with

Jam. iv. 6-10; for Peter and James had no doubt

often heard each other's public teaching at Jerusa-

lem. Which was the prior speaker of the words

we cannot in either case determine. In many cases

writers of Scripture adopt the words of former

inspired ?o/-)Ve?'s ; why not speakers also ? In this

instance, Isaiah or Micah may without improb-

ability be imagined as standing by whilst the other

announced Jehovah's word, and himself, still under

divine inspiration, afterwards repeating the same

word. As among the prophets in the Christian

Church some were directed to remain in silence,

and "judge" whilst others spoke; so we may be-

lieve that occasions frequently occurred in which

the prophesying of one sable-dressed prophet was

listened to, and ratified by other prophets, one or

more, standing by, who might add their testimony:

" This is the word of Jehovah" (comp. 1 K. xxii.

11, 12).

.Vfter thus refreshing pious souls with delineating

future (Messianic) glories, Isaiah is recalled by the

sad present. Far distant is (Jod's people as yet

from the high calling of being the teacher of the

world. " All is now wrong. Heathenism is flood-

ing the land with charmers and diviners, with silver

and gold, with horses and chariots, and with idols !

.Jehovah, forgive them not ! lehovah's day of

judgment is coming, when all human glory shall

disappear before his glory, and in consternation

Hebrew idolaters shall hurl their images into any

corner. Lo, .lehovah-Zebaoth will take away every

stay of order and well-being in the state, leaving

only the refuse of society to rule (if indeed they

will) the desolated city. Look at them only! Thej

are as shameless as Sodom ! O my people, thy

leaders lead thee astray, thy princes oppress : what

mean ye that ye grind the faces of my poorV saith

.Fehovah. Look again at their ladies, with their

jewels and their head-gear, and their fine dresses

and their trinkets ! Jehovah will take all of it away,

leaving to them only shame and sackcloth. Yes,

Zion shall lose both sons and daughters (so man^

are they who offend!), and bereaved of all shall sit

on tlie bare ground. Yet out of these judgments

shall issue purity and peace. He, the Branch of

.lehovah's appointing (iv. 2), shall appear in glory

and the redeemed springing out of tlie earth shall

shine with accordant splendor in what is left of

Israel. All in Zion shall then be holy, and the

])illar of fire by night, and the overshadowing

cloud by day, shall as of yore cheer and protect—
what is precious must needs be protected ! Swee^L

shall be the security and refreshment of those

days."

Again the prophet is seen in the public con-

course. At first he invites attention by reciting r

parable (of the vineyard) in calm and composed

accents (ch. v.). But as he interprets the parable

his note changes, and a sixfold "woe" is poured

forth with terrible invective. It is levelled against

the covetous aniassers of land, breaking down those

landmarks which fenced the small hereditary free-

holders whose perpetuity formed an essential ele-

ment in the original constitution of the Hebrew

commonwealth Tcomp. 1 K. xxi. 3); against luxu-

rious revellers; against bold sinners who defied
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God's works of judgment, with which the prophets

threatened them (comp. the similar association of

revelling with hardened unbelief in Israel, Am. v.

18, w. 3-6); against those who confounded moral

distinctions ; against self-conceited skeptics ; and

against profligate perverters of judicial justice. In

fury of wrath Jehovah stretches forth his hand.

Here there is an awful vagueness in the images of

terror which the prophet accumulates, till at length

out of the cloud and mist of wrath we hear Jehovah

hiss for the stern and irresistible warriors (the

Assyrians), who from the end of the earth should

crowd forward to spoil, — after which all distinct-

ness of description again fades away in vague

images of sorrow and despair.

What effect (we may ask) would such denuncia-

tions produce upon the mass of Hebrew hearers?

It was not from Isaiah only that the same persons

heard them. Opjiression, denounced by him (iii. 14,

15, v. 7-10), was denounced also by Micah (ii. 1, 2)

;

maladministration of justice (Is. i. 23, v. 23) is

noted also by IMicah (iii. 1-3, 9-11, vii. 3); the

combination of idolatry, diviners, and horses found

in Is. ii. 6-8, 1.5, is paralleled in Mic. v. 10-15.

This concurrence of prophetical testimony would

not be without weight with those who had still

some feith in Jehovah. But the worldly-minded,

however silent when flagrant immorality was cen-

sured, might find what they would count plausible

ground for demurring, when the prophet put the

multiplication of gold, sUver, horses, and cliariots,

in the same category with idols, or when with un-

sparing satire he particularized articles of female

adornment as objects of Jehovah's wrath. But
God's law through Moses had given similar injunc-

tions (Deut. xvii. 16, 17); and indeed in general

there is not a single page of the prophetic books

in which the Pentateuch is not again and again

referred to. The Hebrew commonwealth was not

designed to be a commercial state, but a system

of small hereditary land- owners under a theocracy.

IMaterial progress and ever heightening embellish-

ment, whether in the court or in society in general,

with the men or with the women, removed it further

and further from its original constitution, and from

Jehovah its God. Something resembling Spartan

plainness belonged essentially to the idea of the

Hebrew state.

3. In the year of Uzziah's death an ecstatic

vision fell upon Isaiah, which, in compiling his

prophecies long after, he was careful to record, both

for other reasons, and also because he had then

become aware of the failure of his ministry in ref-

erence to the bulk of his contemporaries, and of the

desolation, yet not without hope, which awaited his

people. We see in the case of St. Peter at Joppa

(Acts X. 9-16) that such a state of ecslasis, though

unquestionably of divine origin, yet in its form

adapts itself to the previous condition, whether cor-

poreal or psychological, of the patient. Isaiah at

this period (as we must infer from the placing of

the narrative) had been already for some time en-

gaged in his ministry; and we may venture to

surmise he lamented his little success. Seeing what

he saw around him, and foreseeing what he foresaw,

could he do otherwise than feel deeply how little

he was able to effect for the welfare of his beloved

country? In this vision he saw Jehovah, in the

Second Person of the Godhead (.John xii. 41 ; comp.

Mai. iii. 1), enthroned aloft in his own earthly

tabernacle, attended by seraphim, whose praise filled

the sanctuary as it were with the smoke of incense.
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As John at Patmos, so Isaiah was overwhelmed
with awe : he felt his own sinfulness and that of all

with whom he was connected, and cried "woe"
upon himself as if brought before Jehovah to receive

the reward of his deeds. But, as at Patmos, the

Son of Man laid his hand upon John saying, " Fear

not!" so, in obedience evidently to the will of

Jehovah, a seraph with a hot stone taken from the

altar touched his lips, the principal organ of good

and evil in man, and thereby removing his sinful-

ness, qualified him to join the seraphim in what-

ever service he might be called to. And now the

condescending invitation of the Great King is

heard: "Whom shall I send? Who will go for

us?" "Here am I! send me." Had he not

borne Jehovah's commission before ? No doubt he

had; yet now, \nth the intenser sense of the reality

of divine things which that hour brought him, he

felt as if he had not. What heaven-taught minister

does not understand this? And what was to be

the nature of his work ? " ilake the understand-

ing of this people (not "my people ") torpid; dull

their ears ; close up their eyes ; the more they hear

thy word, the more hardened they shall become;

they must not, they shall not, receive the message

so as to repent." A heart-crushing commission for

one who loved his people as Isaiah did ! The moan
of grief at length finds utterance: "Lord, how
long?" "Till the land be desolate— saving a

small remnant, utterly desolate— a remnant of a

holy seed, which will be a stock to sprout forth, but

again and again to be cut back and burnt, and yet

still to survive."

This vision in the main was another mode of

representing what, both in previous and in subse-

quent prophesyings, is so continually denounced—
the almost utter destruction of the Hebrew people,

with yet a purified remnant. But while this pre-

diction was its principal purport, we are sure that

the inspired editor of his prophesyings so many
years after, beheld in it also the sketch of the fruits

of his ministry, which at the time when the revela-

tion was made to him must have had no small

effect upon his own private feelings. He goes afresh

about his work, despairingly as to the main result

for the present, yet with seraph-like zeal, ardent

and heaven-purged, and not without hope too, for

the time to come. Tlie " holy seed " was to be

the " stock." It was to be his business to form

that holy seed.

It is a touching trait, illustrating the prophet's

own feelings, that when he next appears before us,

some years later, he has a son named Shearjashub,

" Eemnant-shall-return." The name was evidently

given with significance; and the fact discovers alike

the sorrow which ate his heart, and the hope in

which he found solace.

4. Some years elapse between chs. vi. and vii.,

and the political scenery has greatly altered. The

Assyrian power of Nineveh now threatens the He-

brew nation ; Tiglath-pileser has already spoiled

Pekah of some of the fairest parts of his dominions
— of the country east of Jordan and the vale of the

Sea of Galilee, removing the inhabitants probably

to people the wide and as yet uninhabited space

inclosed by the walls of Nineveh (b. c. 746). After

the Assyrian army was withdrawn, the Syrian king-

dom of Damascus rises into notice; its monarch,

Rezin, combines with the now weakened king of

Israel, and probably with other small states around,

to consolidate (it has been conjectured) a power

which shall confront Asshur. Ahaz keeps aloof,
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and becomes the object of attack to the allies ; he

has been already twice defeated (2 Chr. xxviii. 5,

6); and now the allies are threatening him with a

combined invasion (741). The news that " Aram

is encamped in Eiihraim " (Is. vii. 2) fills both king

and people with consternation, and the king is gone

forth from the city to take measures, as it would

seem, to prevent the upper reservoir of water from

falling into the hands of tlie enemy. Under .Je-

hovah's direction Isaiah goes forth to meet the

king, surrounded no doubt by a considerable com-

pany of his officers and of spectators." The prophet

is directed to take with him tlie child whose name,

Shearjashub, was so full of mystical promise, to

add greater emphasis to his message. " Fear not,"

he tells the king, " Damascus is the head of Syria,

and of Syria only; and L'ezin head of Damascus,

and not of .Terusalem ; and within G.5 years Ephraim

shall be broken, to be no more a kingdom : so far

shall Ephraim be from annexing .Judah! Samaria

again is head only of Ephraim, and Remaliah's son

only of Samaria. If 3e will be established, believe

this!"
" Dost thou hesitate ? Ask what sign thou wilt

to assure thee that thus it shall be." The young

king is already resolved not to let himself into the

line of policy which Isaiah is urging upon him : he

is bent upon an alliance with Assyria. To ask a

sign might prove embarrassing ; for, if it should be

given ? Ahaz therefore, with a half-mocking

show of reverence, declines to " tempt .lehovah."

" house of David, are ye not satisfied with trying

the patience of an honest and wisely advising

propliet, that you will put this contempt also upon

the God who speaks through me ? Jehovah him-

self, irrespective of your deservings, gives you a

guarantee that the commonwealth of Israel is not

yet to perish. Behold, the Vii'fjin is with child,

and is bearing a son, and thou, mother (comp.

Gen. xvi. 11), shalt call his name Imnianuel. I seem

to see that Child already liorn ! Behold Him there

!

Cream and honey, abundance of the best food, shall

he eat, when, ten or twenty years hence, he comes

to the age of discretion ; the devastating inroad of

Syria and Israel shall be jiast then ; for before that,

the land of the two kings thou boldest so formidable

shall be desolate. But" — here the threat which

mingles with the promise in Sl/enr/'ushub appears

— " upon thy people and upon thy f imily, not only

in thy lifetime, but afterwards, .Jehovah will bring

an enemy more terrible than .Jacob has ever Jiuown,

Asshur— Asshur, whom thou wouldest fain hire

to help (v. 20), Init who shall prove a razor that

will shave but too clean ; he shall so desolate the

land that its inhabitants shall be sparse and few."

a The reader will observe the particular specification

of the place, indicating the authenticity of the nar-

rative. (Comp. Blunt's Undesigned Coincidences, pt

iii. no. i.)

6 That the birth of the Messiah is here pointed to

cannot be doubted ; indeed even Ewald sees this. But
the exact interpretation of vv. 1.5, 16, is hard to de
terraine. That given above is in the main Ilengsten

berg's (Christologi/. vol. ii.). The great difficulty which
attiiches to it is that the prophet represents Christ as

already appearing, reckoning from his birth at the

then present time, forward to the desolation of Syria

and Israel within a few years. This difficulty is, how.

ever, alleviated by the consideration that the prophet

states the future as exhibited to him in " vision," and
in such prophetic vision the distances between events

in point of time are often uuperceived by the seer, who
73
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Again Isaiah predicts the Assyrian invasion ; comp.

ch. xxxvi.''

5. As the Assyrian empire began more and more

to threaten the Hebrew commonwealth with utter

overthrow, it is now that the prediction of the

Messiah, the Restorer of Israel, becomes more

positive and clear. jMicah (v. 2) points to Bethle-

hem as tlie birthplace, and (v. :i) speaks of "her

that travaileth " as an object to prophetic vision

seeming almost present. Would not Micah and

Isaiah confer with each other in these dark days

of prevailing unbelief, upon the cheering hope which

the Spirit of Christ that was in them suggested to

their minds? (comp. Mai. iii. 10).

The king was bent upon an alliance with Assyria.

This Isaiah stedfastly opposes (comp. x. 20). In a

theocracy the messenger of .Jehovah would frequently

appear as a political adviser. " Neither fear Aram
and Israel, for they will soon perish ; nor trust in

Asshur, for she will be thy direst oppressor." Such

is Isaiah's strain. And by divine direction he em-

ploys various expedients to make his testimony the

more impressive. He procured a large tablet (viii.

1), and with witnesses (for the purpose of attesting

the fact, and displaying its especial significance) he

wrote thereon in large characters suited for a public

notice the words « Hastemhooty Speedspoil;
which taUet was no doubt to be hung up for public

view, in the entrance (we may suppose) to the

Temple (comp. "priest," ver. 2). And further:

bis wife— who, by the way, appenrs to have been

herself possessed ofprophetic gifts, for " prophetess"

alwa\s has this meaning and nowhere indicates a

prophet's wife merely—just at this time .apparently

gave birth to a son. Jehovah bids the prophet give

him the name Ilasienbooty Speedspoil, adding, what

Isaiah was to avow on all occasions, that before the

child should be able to talk, the wealth of Damascus
and the booty of Samaria should be canned away
before the king of Ass3Tia.

The people of Judah was spUt into political fac-

tions. The court was for Assyria, and indeed;

formed an alliance with Tiglath-pileser ; but a pop-

ular party was for the Syro-Ephraimitic connectioa

formed to resist Assyria— partly actuated by tlieir

fears of a confederacy from which they had already

severely suffered, and partly perhaps influencetl by
sympathies of kindred race, drawing them to Israel,

and e^en to Aram, in opposition to the more foreign

Assyria. " Fear none l)ut Jehovah only ! fear Him,
trust Him; He will be your safety." Sueh is the

puqwrt of the discourse viii. 5-ix. 7 ; in which,

however, he augurs coming distress through the

rejection of his counsels, but refreshes himself with

the thought of the bhth of the Great Deliverer.''

perhaps might sometimes in his own private interpre-

tation of the vision (comp. 1 Pet. i. 10) have miscon-

ceived the relations of time in regai-d to events. The
very clearness with which the future event was ex-

hibited to him might deceive him in judging of its

nearness. In the N. T. we have a somewhat similar

phenomenon in the estimate formed by the Apostles

and others of the relation of time between Christ's

coming to judge Jerusalem and his second coming at

the end of the world.
e A. V. Maher-shalal-hash-baz ; by Luther rendered

Raiihehald, Eilebeule.

(I With reference to Tiglath-pileser's having recently

removed the population of Galilee, the prophet specifies

that " as the former time brought humiliation In the

direction of Zebulun and Naphtali," located on the

western shore of the Sea of Galilee, " so the latter time
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The inspired advice was not accepted. Unbelief

not discerning the power and faithfulness of Jehovah

would argue that isolation was ruin, and accord-

ingly involved Judah in alliances which soon brought

her to almost utter destruction.

6. A prophecy was delivered at this time against

the kingdom of Israel (is. 8-x. 4), consisting of

four strophes, each ending with the terrible refrain

:

" for all this, his anger is not turned away, but

his hand is stretched out still." It announces that

all expedients for recovering the power which Israel

had lately lost were nugatory ; they had forsaken

Jehovah, and therefore God-forsaken (x. 4) they

should perish. As Isaiah's message was only to

Judah, we may infer that the object of this utter-

ance was to check the disposition shown liy many
in Judah to connect Judah with the policy of the

sister kingdom.

7. The utterance recorded in x. 5-xii. 6, one of

the most highly wrought passages in the whole

book, was probably one single outpouring of inspi-

ration. It stands wholly disconnected with the pre-

ceding in the circumstances which it presupposes

;

and to what period to assign it, is not easy to

determine." To allay the dread of Assyria which
now prevailed, Isaiah was in God's mercy to his

people inspired to declare, that though heavy judg-

ments would consume the bulk of tlie nation, yet

Shearjashub! the renmant should return (x. 20-22;

conip. vii. 3), and that the Assyrian should be

overthrown in the very hour of apparently certain

success by agency whose precise nature is left in

awful mystery (x. 33, 34). From the destruction

of Judah's enemies thus representatively foreshad-

owed, he then takes wing to predict the happy and
peaceful reign of the " Twig which was to come
forth from the stump of Jesse," when the united

commonwealth of Judah and Ephraim should be

restored in glory, and Jah Jehovah should be

should bring these regions honor." A mysterious
oracle then .' But made clear to us by the event (Matt,

iv. 16).

« Since the great object of this discourse is to allay

Judah's fear of the Assyrian (x. 24), it can hardly be-

long to the very early part of the reign (742 to 727) of

Ahaz ; for then the more immediate fear was the Syro-

Ephraimite alliance. According to the principle of

chronological arrangement which we suppose to have
been followed by Isaiah in his compilation, it would
be before the death of Ahaz (comp. xiv. 28). Ahaz
had " hired " the help of Tiglath-pileser by a large

present (2 K. xvi.), and the Assyrian had come and
fulfilled (738) the prediction of Isaiah (viii. 4) by cap-

turing and spoiling Damascus. But already, in the

time of Ahaz, Assyria began to occasion uneasiness to

Judah (2 Chr. xxviii. 20). Shalmaneser succeeded

Tiglath-pileser not later than 728, and might not care

much for his predecessor's engagements — if, indeed,

Tiglath-pileser himself felt bound by them. At any
rate, so encroaching a power, bent on conquest, must
needs be formidable to the feeble kingdom of Judah,
Syria being now conquered and Isniel powerless.

Critics, who do not take sufficient account of the man-
ner in which future events are representt'd in the pre-

dictions of inspiration as already taking place, have

been led to unsettle the chronology by observing that

Samaria is described by the boasting As.'yrian as being

already as Damascus, and that the invading army is

already near Jeru-salem. But the conquest of Samaria

was already announced at the beginning of the reign

of Ahaz (viii. 4) as equally certain with that of Damas-
cus ; and the imagery of x. 28-^ is probably that in

which the imagination of one familiar with the passes

of the country would obvioa<!ly portray an invader's
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celebrated as the proved strength of his people.

Here again is set forth a great deliverance, possibly

the foreshadovring of xxxvii.

8. The next eleven chapters, xiii.-xxiii., contain

chiefly a collection of utterances, each of which is

styled a " burden." * As they are detached pieces,

it is possible they have been grouped together with-

out strict observance of their chronological order.

(a.) The first (xiii. 1-xiv. 27) is against Babylon;

placed first, either because it was first in point of

utterance, or because Babylon in prophetic vision,

particularly when Isaiah compiled his book, headed
in importance all the earthly powers opposed to

God's people, and therefore was to be first struck

down by the shaft of prophecy. As yet, not Baby-
lon but Nineveh was the imperial city; but Isaiah

possessed not a mere foreboding drawn from poUti-

cal sagacity, but an assured knowledge, that Baby-
lon would be the seat of dominion and a leading

antagonist to the tlieocratic people. Not only did

he tell Hezekiah a few years later, when Nineveh
was still the seat of empire, that his sons should be

earned captive " to Babylon," but in this " burden "

he also foretells both tlie towering ambition and
glory of that city, and its final overthrow.^ The
ode of triumph (xiv. 3-23) in this burden is among
the most poetical passages in all literature. It is

remarkable that the overthrow of Baliylon is in w.
24, 25, associated with the blow inflicted upon the

Ninevite empire in the destruction of Sennacherib's

army (for here again this great miracle of divine

judgment looms out into the prophet's view), which
very disaster, however, probably helped on the rise

of Babylon at the cost of its northern rival. The
explanation seems to be that Babylon was regarded

as merely another phase of Asshur's sovereignty

(comp. 2 K. xxiii. 29), so that the overthrow of

Sennacherib's army was a harbinger of that more
complete destruction of the power of Asshur which

approach. The destruction of Sennacherib's'army is

the centre object of the first part of the book ; and the

action of predictive prophecy, and of miracle in rela-

tion to it, cannot be gainsaid without setting aside the

authenticity of the narrative altogether.

6 This remarkable word, StS'Xi, " lifting up," is

variously understood, some taking it to refer to evils

to be borne by the parties threatened, others as a lift-

ing up of the voice in a solemn utterance. A hundred
years later the term had been so misused by false

prophets, that Jeremiah (xxiii. 33-40) seems to forbid

its use. See 1 Chr. xv. 22, where in text and margin
of A. V. it is rendered " song," " carriage," and
" lifting up."

c Compare our remarks in p. 1160. Even if this

were conceded to be the production of a later prophet

than Isaiah (which there is no just cause whatever for

believing), the problem which it pre.sents to skepticism

would remain as hard as ever ; for whence should its

author learn that the ultimate condition of Babylon

would be such as is here delineated? (xiii. 19-22). In

no time of Hebrew literature was there reason to an-

ticipate this of Babylon in particular more than of

other cities. In vain does skepticism quote xvii. 1 ;*

nothing is said there of the vltimate condition of

Damascus ; and it is obvious enough that any such

blow as that (e. «•.) inflicted by Tiglath-pileser would
make Damascus for a while appear to be " no city "

compared with what it had been, and would convert

many of its streets into desolation. How different the

language used of Babylon 1 And how wonderfully

verified by time I We have the parallel language and
verification in reference to Idumaea (xxxiv.).
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this burden announces. This prophecy is a note

of preparation for the second part of tlie book ; for

the picture which it draws of Babylon, as having

Jacob in captivity, and being compelled to relin-

quish her prey (xiv. 1-3), is in brief the same as is

more fully delineated in xlvii. ; while the conclud-

ing verses about Sennacherib's army (24-27) stand

in somewhat the same relation to the rest of the

" burden," as the full history in xsxvi., xxxvii.

stands to xl.-xlviii.

{!}.) The short and pregnant " burden" against

Philistia (xiv. 29-32) in the year that Ahaz died,

was occasioned by the revolt of the Philistines from

Judah and their successful inroad, recorded 2 Chr.

xxviii. 18. " If Judah's rule was a serpent, that

of AssjTia would prove a basilisk— a flying dragon

;

let their gates howl at the smoke which announced

the invadmg army ! Meanwhile Zion would repose

safe under the protection of her king :
" — language

plainly predictive, as the compiler in giving the

date evidently felt ; comp. xxxvii.

(c.) The " burden of Moab" (xv., xvi.) is remark-

able for the elegiac strain in which the prophet

bewails the disasters of Moab, and for the dramatic

character of xvi. 1-6, in which 3-5 is the petition

of the Moabites to Judah, and ver. G Judah's

answer." For Moab's relation to Israel see jNIoab.

{d.) Chapters xvii., xviii. This prophecy is

headed " the burden of Damascus; " and yet after

ver. 3 the attention is withdrawn from Damascus

and turned to Israel, and then to Ethiopia. Israel

appears as closely associated with Damascus, and

indeed dependent upon her, and as having adopted

her religious rites, " strange slips," ver. 10 (comp.

2 K. xvi. 10, of Ahaz), which shall not profit her.

This brings us to the time of the Syro-Ephraimitic

alliance ; at all events Ephraim has not yet ceased

to exist. Chap. xvii. 12-14, as well as xviii. 1-7,

point again to the event of xxxvii. But why this

here? The solution seems to be that, though

Assyria would be the ruin both of Aram and of

Israel, and though it would even threaten Judah

("us," ver. 14), it should not then conquer .Judah

(comp. turn of xiv. 31, 32). And with this last

thought ch. xviii. is inseparalily connected ; for it

is a call of congratulation to Ethiopia (" woe " in

ver. 1 of A. V. should be "ho! " as Iv. 1; also in

ver. 2 omit " saying "), whose deputies, predictively

imagined as having come to Palestine to learn the

progress of the Assyrian invasion (comp. xxxvii. 9),

are sent back by the prophet charged with the glad

news of Asshur's overthrow described in vv. 4-6.

In ver. 7 we have the conversion of Ethiopia; for

" the people tall, and shorn " is itself " the present "

to be brought unto Jehovah. (Comp. Acts viii.

26-40, and the present condition of Ethiopia.

)

These repeated predictions of Zion's deliverance

from Asshur, in conjunction with Asshur's triumph

over Zion's enemies, entered deeply into the essence

of the prophet's public ministry; the great aim of

which was to fix the dependence of his countrymen

entirely upon Jehovah.

« A good deal of this burden is an enlargement of

Num. xxi. 27-30, from the imitation of which the

coloring of its style in part arises. It in turn reap-

pears in an enlarged edition in .(er. xlviii. The two
concluding verses (Is. xvi. 13, 14), which furnish no
real ground for doubting whether Isaiah wrote the

whole of it, recount that of old time the purport of

this denunciation has been decreed (namely, in Num.
xxi. and xxiv. 17), but that within three years it
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(c.) In the " burden of Egypt " (xis. "the prophet

seems to be pursuing the same object. Both Israel

(2 K. xvii. 4) and Judah ([s. xxxi.) were naturally

disposed to look towards Egypt for succor against

Assyria. Probably it was to counteract this ten-

dency that the prophet is here directed to prophesy

the utter helplessness of Egypt under God's judg-

ments: she should be given over to Asshur (the

"cruel lord " and "fierce king" of ver. 4, not

P.sammetichus), and should also suffer the most

dreadful calamities through civil dissensions and

through drought, — unless this drought is a figure

founded upon the peculiar usefulness of the Nile,

and the veneration with which it was regarded

(1-15). But the result should be that numerous

cities of Egypt should own Jehovah for their God,

and be joined in brotherhood with his worshippers

in Israel and in Asshur ; — a reference to Messianic

times.*

{f.) In the midst of these " burdens " stands a

passage which presents Isaiah in a new aspect, an

aspect in which he appears in this instance only.

It was not uncommon both in the (). T. and in the

New (comp. Acts xxi. 11) for a prophet to add to

his spoken word an action symbolizing its import.

Sargon, known here only, was king of Assyria,

probably between Shalmaneser and Sennacherib.

His armies were now in the south of Palestine be-

sieging Ashdod. It has been plausibly conjectured

that Tirhakah, king of Meroe, and Sethos, the king

of Egypt, were now in alliance. The more em-
phatically to enforce the warning already conveyed

in the " burden of Eg}'pt " — not to look thither-

ward for help— Isaiah was commanded to appear

in the streets and temple of Jerusalem stripped of

his sackcloth mantle, and wearing his vest only,

with his feet also bare. " Thus shall Egyptians

and Ethiopians walk, captives before the king of

Assyria." For three years was he directed (from

time to time, we may suppose) thus to show him-

self in public view,— to make the lesson the more
impressive by constant repetition.

((/.) In " the burden of the desert of the sea,"

a poetical designation of Babylonia (xxi. 1-10),

the images in which the fall of Babylon is indicated

are sketched with ^Eschylean rapidity, and certainly

not less than yEschylean awfulness and grandeur.

As before (xiii. 17), the Medes are the captors. It

is to comfort .Judah sighing under the " treacherous

spoiling " (v. 2) and continual " threshing " (v. 10)

of Asshur — Ninevite and Babylonian — that the

Spirit of God moves the prophet to this utterance.^

(/(.) "The burden of Dumah," — in whicli the

watchman can see nothing but night, let them ask

him as often as they will— and " of Arabia " (xxi.

11-17), relate apparently to some AssyTian inva-

sion.

(«'.) In "the burden of the valley of vision''''

(xxii. 1-14), it is doubtless Jerusalem that is thus

designated, and not without sadness, as having been

so long the home of prophetic vision to so little

result. The scene presented is that of Jerusalem

should bes;in to be fulfilled. It was not completely

fulfilled even in Jeremiah's time.

b Comp. the close of the " burden of Tyre." The
"city of destruction" (xix. 18) is supposed by many
to be Beth-shemesh of Jer. xliii. 13, specified becan««

hitherto an especial seat of idolatry. Onias's misuse

of this prediction is well known. [See Ir-ua-heres.
c In vv. 3 and 4 the poet dramatically represents

the feelings of the Babylonians.
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during an invasion ; in tlie hostile army are named

Elam and Kir, nations wliicli no doubt contributed

troops both to the Ninevite and to the Babylonian

armies. The latter is probably here contemplated."

The homiletic purpose of this prediction in reference

to Isaiah's contemporaries, was to inculcate a pious

and humble dependence upon Jehovah in place of

any mere fleshly confidence.

(k.) The passage xxii. 1.5-25 is singvdar in Isaiah

as a prophesyhig against an individual. Comp. the

word of Amos (vii.) against Amaziah, and of Jere-

miah (xx.) against Pashur. Shebna was probably

as ungodly as they. One of the king's highest

functionaries, he seems to have been leader of a

party opposed to Jehovah (v. 2-5, " the burden that

is upon it "). Himself a sti-anger in Jerusalem—
perhaps an alien, as Ewakl conjectures from the

uii-Hebrevv form of his name— he may have been

introduced by Hezekiah's predecessor Ahaz; he

made great partide of his rank (ver. 18; comp. 2

Sam. XV. 1), and presumed upon his elevation so

far as to hew out a tomb high up in the cliflfs

(probably on the western or southwestern side of

Jerusalem, where so many were excavated), as an

ostentatious display of his greatness (comp. 2 Chr.

xxxii. 33, marijin). We may believe him to have

been engaged with this business outside the walls

when Isaiah came to him with his message. Shebna

fancies his power securely rooted ; but Jeho\ah will

roll him up as a ball and toss him away into a far

distant land,

—

dUfjntce that he is to his master !

his stately robes of office, with his broad magnificent

girdle, shall in\est another, Eliakim. Ch. xxxvi.

3, seems to indicate a decline of his power, as it

also shows Eliakim's promotion to Shebna's former

post. Perhaps he was disgraced and exiled by

Hezekiah, after the event of xxxvii., when the sin-

ners in Zion were overawed and great ascendency

for a while secured to the party which was true to

Jehovah. If his fall was the consequence of the

Assyrian overthrow, we can better understand both

the denunciation against the individual and the

position it occupies in the record.

(l.) The last •' burden " is against Tyre (xxiii.).

The oidy cause specified by Isaiah for the judgment

upon Tyre is her pride (ver. 9 ; comp. Ez. xxviii.

2, G); and we can understand how the Tyrians,

proud of their material progress and its outward

displays, may have looked with contempt upon the

plainer habits of the theocratic people. But this

was not the only ground. The contagion of her

idolatry reached Jerusalem (1 K. xi. 5, 33; 2 K.

xi. 18, xxiii. 13). Otherwise also she was an in-

jurious neighbor (Ps. Ixxxiii. 7; Joel, iii. 6; Am.
i. 9). It therefore behoved Jehovah, both as aven-
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ging his own worship, and as the guardian and
avenger of his peculiar people, to punish TjTe.

Shalmaneser appears to have been foiled in his

five years' siege; Nebuchadnezzar was more suc-

cessful, capturing at least the mainland part of the

city'; and to this latter circumstance ver. 13 refers.**

In vv. 15-17 it seems to be intimated that when
the pressure of Asshur should be removed (by the

JNIedo-Persian conquest), Tyre should revive. Her
utter destruction is not predicted by Isaiah as it

afterwards was liy Ezekiel. Ver. 18 probably

points to Messianic times: comp. Mark vii. 26;

Acts xxi. 3 ; Euseb. //. £. x. 4.

9. The next four chapters, xxiv.-xxvii., form one

prophecy essentially connected with the preceding

ten "burdens" (xiii.-xxiii.), of which it is in effect

a general summary ; it presents previous denunci-

ations in one general denunciation which includes

the theocratic people itself, and therewith also the

promise of blessings, esi»cially IMessianic blessings,

for the remnant. It no longer particularizes (Moab,

XXV. 10, represents all enemies of God's people, as

Edom does in Ixiii. 1 ), but speaks of judgments

upon lands, cities, and oppressors in general terms,

the reference of which is to be gathered from what

goes before.<^

The elegy of xxiv. is intemipted at ver. 13 by a

glimpse at the happy remnant (ver. 15, ^fires prob-

ably means east), but is resumed at ver. 16. till at

ver. 21 tlie dark night passes away altogether to

usher in an inexpressibly glorious day.''

In xxv., after commemorating the destruction of

all oppressors (" city " ver. 2, contemplates Baby-

lon as type of all), the prophet gives us in vv. 6-9

a most glowing description of Messianic blessings,

which connects itself with the X. T. by numberless

links, indicating the oneness of the prophetic Spirit

("the Spirit of Christ," 1 Pet. i. 11), with that

which dwells in the later revelation.<=

In xxvi., vv. 12-18 describe the new, happy state

of God's people as God's work wholly (comp. 13,

"by thee only"); all their efforts were fruitless

till God graciously interposed. The new condition

of Israel is figuratively a resurrection (comp. Eze-

kiel's vision of dry bones, Ez. xxxvii.), a fruit of

omnipotent agency; as indeed the glorified state

of the Church hereafter will be literally a resur-

rection.

In xxvii. 1, " Leviathan the fleeing serpent, and

Leviathan the twisting serpent, and the dragon in

the sea," are perhaps Nineveh and Babylon — two

phases of the same Asshur— and Egypt (comp.

ver. 13); all, however, symbolizing advei-se powers

of evil. The reader will oliserve that in this period

of his ministry, Isaiah already contemplates the

a That it is not Sennacherib's invasion, we infer

from the unrelieved description of godlessness and

reclilessness (vv. 11, 12), and the threatened punisli-

ment unto death (ver. 14), whereas Hezekiah's piety

was conspicuous, and saved the city. (Comp. 2 Chr.

xxxvi. 12, 16.) Moreover, the famine in 2 K. xxv. 3

throws light on Is. xxii. 2. That vv. 9-11 agree

with 2 Chr. xxxii. 3-5 proves nothing : the same

measures would be taken in any invasion (comp. Is.

vii. 3). The former part of ver. 2 and vv. 12, 13,

describe the state of things preceding the imagined

present.

b " Behold the land of the Chaldseans ; this people,"'

i. e. the Chaldseans, " was not : Asshur founded it for

the inhal'itants of the wilderness," assigning a loca-

tion to the Chaldfieans, heretofore nomadic. Job i. 17

;

' they," the Chaldfeans, " set up their watch-towers
;

they demolished her (Tyre's) palaces : He made her

a ruin." In the face of all external evidence, we can-

not accept Ewald's ingenious conjecture of D'^3275?

for Dn.tpS.
c Thus' comp. xxir. 13-15, xxvii. 9, with xvii 5-8

;

also xxv. 2 with xiii. 19 ; also xxv. 3-12 with xviii.

7, xxiii. 18 ; and xxv. 5 with xviii. 4-6.

'' In ver. 21, " Jehovah shall visit the host ot the

height " — stars, symbolic of rulers, as Mark xiii. 25.

The "ancients " of ver. 23 represent the Church, like

the elders in Rev. iv. 4.

e In ver. 7 " tlie face," i. e. " the surface of the

covering," is the veil itself as lying upon the earth,

' of the covering." In ver. 11 we have the fruitless

endeavors of Moab to escape out of the flood of God's

wrath.
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future deliverance of his people as a restoration

from captivity, especially from Assyria, vv. 12, 13

(comp. xi. 11, IG ), as he does in the second part

;

— Babylon being a second phase of Asshur.

10. Chs. xxviii.-xxxv. The former part of this

section seems to be of a fragmentary character,

being, as Hengstenberg with much probability con-

jectures, the substance of discourses not fidly com-

municated, and spoken at different times. The

latter part hangs more closely together, and may
with considerable certainty be assigned to the time

of Sennacherib's invasion. At such a season the

spirit of prophecy would be especially awake.

Ch. xxviii. 1-6 is clearly predictive; it therefore

preceded Shahnaneser's invasion, when Samaria,

"the crown of pride" surmounting its beautiful

hill, was destroyed. But the men of Judah also, ver.

7 (comp. ver. 14), are threatened. And liere we

have a picture given us of the way in which Jeho-

vah's word was received by Isaiah's contemporaries.

Priest and prophet were drunk with a spirit of

infatuation,— " they erred in vision, they stumViled

in judgment," and therefore only scotled at his

ministrations."

In the lips of these false prophets, prophesying,

in proportion to its falsehood, would be exaggerated

in the wildness aud incoherency of the style. Hence
the scoffing prophets and priests made it a matter

of reproach against Isaiah that his style was so

plain and simple— as if he were dealing with little

children, ver. 9. And in mockery they accumulate

monosyllables as imitating his style (tsav la-tsav,

tsav la-tsav, kav la-kav, kav la-kav, zeeir sham,
zeeir sham, ver. 10). "Twist my words" (is

Isaiah's reply) "into a mocking jabber if ye will;

God shall in turn speak to you by the jal)ber of

foreign invaders! " (comp. Deut. xxviii. 41*). They
trusted that they had made a " vision " — a com-
pact with death and hell (vv. 15, 18, " agree-

uient," Hebr. vision), and that through the meas-

ures which they, seer and priest together, had

adopted, no invasion should hurt them. But the

stone which Jehovah lays in Zion (God's own
prophets) alone secures those who trust in it; j/e

shall perish (16-22). Ver. 16 is applied in the

N. T. to Christ; he is now the prophet who saves

those who believe in him. This glimpse into He-
brew life explains to us in part the cause of the

failure of the prophetic ministry. The travesty of

" the word of Jehovah " preoccupied men's minds,

or at least confused them ; while further the con-

flicting voices of different prophets, the false and
the true, would furnish them, as in all ages it does

to the worldly and the skeptical, a ground for entire

disbelief

" Cannot ye wise meti apply to the conduct of

your affairs in relation to God that shrewdness and
wisdom, which the fiirmer dis[)Iays in dealing with

his various businesses, and which God has given

ilike to him and to you'? " (23-29).

« "The priest and the prophet." There is no rea-

son to understand these as connected with idolatry.

Tliere were always (it would seem) a numerous party

who assumed the hair-wove mantle of the prophet
(" wearing a hairy garment to deceive ") ; and these

sable-clad men perhaps even swarmed in the streets

of Jerusalem. [Elijah, p. 703, note e.] The priests,

on the other hand, were the aristoenicy of Judah,
and, under the king, to a gi-eat extent ruled its policy.

Like tiie coalition of" strategus and onitor at Atliens,

BO priest and prophet played into c.vch other's hands
at Jerusalem. Whatever public policy the priests
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Ch. xxix. Jerusalem was to be visited with

extreme danger and terror, and then sudden de-

liverance, vv. 1-8. (.Sennacherib's inv.asion again!;

But the threatening and [)romise seemed very enig-

matical; prophets, and riders, and scholars, could

make nothing of the riddle (9-12). Alas! the

people themsehes will only he.arken to the prophets

and priests speaking out of their own heart; even

their so-called piety to Jehovah is regulated, not

by his true organs, but by pretended ones, ver. 13

(comp. the condition of the Jews in relation to their

rabbins and to ('hrist, Matt. xv. 8, 9); but all

their vaunted policj' shall be confounded ; the wild

wood shall become a fruitful field, and the fruitful

field a wild wood ;— the humble pupils of Jehovah
and these .self-wise leaders shall interchange their

places of dishonor and prosperity, vv. 1-3-24.

One instance of the false leading of these proph-

ets and priests (xxx. 1) in opposition to the true

prophets (vv. 10, 11) was the policy of courting

the help of Kgypt against Assyria. Against this,

Isaiah is commanded to protest, which he does both

in .XXX. 1-17, and in xxx. 1-3, pointing out at the

same time the fruitlessness of all measures of hu-
man policy and the necessity of trusting in Jehovah
alone for deliverance. In xxx. 18-33, and xxxi.

4-9, there is added to each address the prediction

of the Assyrian's overthrow and its consequences,

xxx. 19-24, in terms which, when read in the light

of the event, seem very clear, but which no doubt

appeared to the worldly and skeptical at the time

mere frenzy.

As the time approaches, the spirit of prophecy

becomes more and more glowing; that marvelous

deliverance from Asshur, wherein God's " Name "

(xxx. 27) so gloriously came near, opens even

clearer glimpses into the time when God should

indeed come and reign, in the Anointed One, and
when virtue and righteousness should everywhere

prevail (xxxii. 1-8, i5--20); then the mighty Jeho-

vah should be a king dwelling amongst his people

(xxxiii. 17, 22); he should himself be a sea of

glory and defense encircling them, in which all

hostile galleys should perish. At that glorious

display of Jehovah's nearness (namely, that afforded

in the Assyrian's overthrow), they who had re-

jected Jehovah in his servants and prophets, the

sinners in Zion, should be filled with dismay, dread-

ing lest his teiTible judgment should alight upon
themselves also (xxxiii. 14). With these glorious

predictions are blended also descriptions of the

grief and despair which should precede that hour,

xx.xii. 9-14 ('?)* and xxxiii. 7-9, and the earnest

prayer then to be offered by the pious (xxxiii. 2).

In ch. xxxiv. the prediction must certainly be

taken with a particidar reference to Idumaea (this is

shown by the challenge in \er. 16, to compare the

fulfillment with the prophecy); we are however led,

both by the placing of the prophecy and by Ixiii. 2,

to take it in a general sense as well as typical.-

advised, they would be seconded therein by prophets;

"in the name of Jehovah." Isaiah's contemporary
shows us in what an unprincipled manner the iii-oph-

ets abused their function for their own advantage (.Mic.

iii. 5-7, 11): "The prophets prophesied falsely, and
the priests bare rule by their me;ius " (Jer. v. 31).

Hence prophets and priests are so often named to-

gether (comp. xxix. 9, 10).

f> In ver. 10, read " some days over a year shall

ye be troubled."

c The reference to "the book of .fehovah," ver. 16

as containing this prediction, deserves notice. As th«
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As xxxiv. has a general sense, so xxxv. indicates

in general terms the deliverance of Israel as if out

of captivity, rejoicing in their secure and happy

march through the wilderness. It may be doubted

whether the description is meant to apply to any

deliverance out of temporal captivity, closely as the

imagery approaches that of the second part. It

rather seems to picture the march of the spiritual

Israel to her eternal Zion (Heb. xii. 22).

11. xxxvii.-xxxix.— At length the season so

often, though no doubt obscurely foretold, arrived.

The Assyrian was near with forces apparently irre-

sistible. In the universal consternation which en-

sued, all the hope of the state centred upon Isaiah

;

the highest functionaries of the state,— Shebna

too, — wait upon him in the name of their sove-

reign, confessing that they were now in the very

extremity of danger (xxxvii. 3), and entreating his

prayers ; — a signal token this, of the approved

fidelity of the prophet in the ministry which he

had so long exercised. The short answer which

Jehovah gave through him was, that the Assyrian

king should hear intelligence which would send

him back to his own land, there to perish. The

event shows that the intelligence pointed to was

that of the destruction of his army. Accordingly

Hezekiah communicated to Sennacherib, now at

Libnah, his refusal to submit, expressing his assur-

ance of being protected by Jehovah (comp. ver. 10).

This drew from the Assyrian king a letter of defi-

ance against Jehovah himself, as being no more

able to defend Jerusalem, than other tutelary gods

had been to defend the countries which he had

conquered. On Hezekiah spreading this letter

before Jehovah in the Temple for him to read and

answer (ver. 17), Isaiah was commissioned to send

a fuller reply to the pious king (21-35), the mani-

fest object of which was the more completely to

signalize, especially to God's own people them-

selves, the meaning of the coming event." How
the deU\erance was to be effected, Isaiah was not

commissioned to tell ; but the very next night (2

K. xix. 3.5) brought the appalling fulfillment. A
divine interposition so marvelous, so evidently

miraculous, was in its magnificence worthy of

being the kernel of Isaiah's whole book ; it is in-

deed that without which the whole book falls to

pieces, but with which it forms a well-organized

whole (comp. Ps. Ixxvi., xlvi., xlviii.).
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Chs. xxsviii., xxxix. chronologically precede tho

two previous ones; * but there seems to be a two-

fold purpose in this arrangement: one ethical, to

illustrate God's discipline exercised over his most

favored servants, and the other literary, to intro-

duce by the prediction of the Babylonian Captivity

the second part of the book. As the two preceding

chapters look back upon the prediction of the first

part, and therefore stand even before xxxviii., so

xxxix. looks forward to the subsequent prophesy-

ings, and is therefore placed immediately before

them.c

12. The last 27 chapters form a prophecy, whose

coherence of structure and unity of authorship are

generally admitted even by those who deny that it

was written by Isaiah. The point of time and

situation from which the prophet here speaks, is

for the most part that of the Captivity in Babylon

(comp., e. f/., Lxiv. 10, 11). But this is adopted on

a principle already noted as characterizing "vision,"

namely, that the prophet sees the future as if

present. That the present with the prophet in this

section was imagined and not real, is indicated by

the specification of sins which are rebuked ; as

neglect of sacrifices (xliii. 22-24), unacceptable

sacrifices (Ixvi. 3), various idolatries (Ivii. 3-10)

Ixv. 3, 4); sins belonging to a period before the

exile, and not to the exile itself.'' But that this

imagined time and place should be maintained

through so long a composition, is unquestionably a

remarkable phenomenon. It is. however, explained

by the fact, that the prophet in these later prophesy-

ings is a writer rather than a public speaker, writing

for the edification of God's people in those future

days of the approach of which Isaiah was aware.

For the punishment of exile had been of old de-

nounced in case of disobedience even by Moses

himself (Lev. xxvi. 31-35), and thus contemplated

by Solomon (1 K. viii. 48-50); moreover, Isaiah

had himself often realized and predicted it, with

reference repeatedly to Babylon in particular (xxxix.

6, 7, xxvii. 12, 13, xxi. 2, 10, xiv. 2, 3, xi. 11, 12,

vi. 11, 12); which was also done by Micah (iv. 10,

vii. 12, 13). Apart therefore from the immediate

suggestion of an inspiring aflSatus, it was a thought

already fixed in Isaiah's mind by a chain of fore-

going revelations, that the Hebrews would be de-

ported to Babylon, and that too within a genera-

tion or two. We dwell upon this, because it must

prophet's spoken word was " the word of Jehovah,"

so his written word is here called " the book of Jeho-

vah." It shows Isaiah's estimate of his prophetical

writings. So xxx. 8 points to an enduring record in

which he was to deposit his testimony concerning

Egypt. (In xxx. 9, for "That this is," etc., read

" Because this is," etc.)

« How like Isaiah's style the whole passage is !

xxxvii. 26 refers to the numerous predictions of As-

shur's conquests and overthrow found in preceding

parts of the book (comp. xliv. 8; xlvi. 9-11, &c ).

Comp. ver. 27 with xli. 2. " Sign" in ver 30, as in

vii. 14-lfi ;
— There must be a remnant ; therefore ye

shall now be delivered. For further explanation,

Ewald refers to the law in Lev. xxv. 5, 11 : " Your

condition this year will be like that of a Sabbath year
;

next year (the land being even then not quite cleared

of invaders) like that of the jubilee year : as at the

jubilee the Hebrew commonwealth starts afresh, re-

stored to its proper condition, so now reformation,

the fruit of affliction, shall introduce better days "

(ver. 31).

6 For Hezekiah's sickness was 15 years before his

death, whereas the destruction of Sennacherib's army

(so chronologers detennine) occurred 12 or 13 years

before the same date.

c Since xxxviii. 9-20 is not in 2 K., and on the

other hand in 2 K. are found many touches not found

in Is. (e. g. 2 K. xviii. 14-16 ; xx. 4, 5, 9, &c.), critics

are generally agreed that neither account was drawn

fi-om the other, but both of them from the record

mentioned in 2 Chr. xxxii. 32 as " the vision of Isaiah

the prophet, the son of Amoz, (found) in (not, as in

A. v., ' ami in ') the book of the kings of Judah and

Israel " ; which record Lsaiah adopted with modifica-

tions into the compilation of his prophecies.

d As it is for the benefit of God's own people that

Isaiah writes, and not to affect heathen nations to

whom he had no commission, the arguing against

idolatry, of which we have so much in this part, is to

be ascribed to idolatrous tendencies among the He-

brews themselves, which ceased at the Captivity ; for

the deportation probably (Hengst. ) affected chiefly the

best disposed of the nation, especially the priests, of

whom there appears to have been a disproportionate

number both among those who were exiled and those

who returned.
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be acknowledged, and we have already made the

remark, that " vision " even in its most heightened

form still adapted itself more or less to the previous

mental condition of the seer. We can under-

stand, therefore, how Isaiah might be led to write

prophesyiiigs, such as should serve as his minis-

terial bequest to his people when the hour of their

captivity should have fallen upon them.

This same fact, namely, that the prophet is here,

in the undisturbed retirement of his chamber, giv-

ing us a written prophecy, and not recording, as in

the early part of the book, spoken discourses, goes

far to explain the greater profusion of words, and

the clearer, more flowing, and more complete ex-

position of thoughts, which (jenerallij characterize

this second part ; whereas the first part frequently

exhibits great abruptness, and a close compression

and terseness of diction, at times almost enigmati-

cal— as an indignant man might speak among
gainsayers from whom little was to be hoped. This

difference of style, so far as it exists (for it has been

greatly exaggerated ), may be further ascribed to the

difference of purpose ; for here Isaiah generally ap-

pears as the tender and compassionate comforter

of the pious and aflliicted ; whereas before he appears

rather as accuser and denouncer. There exists after

aU sufficient similarity of diction to indicate Isaiah's

hand (see Keil's Ein/eitunc/, § 72, note 7).

This second part falls into three sections, each,

as it happens, consisting of nine chapters ; the two

first end with the refrain, " There is no peace,

saith Jehovah (or " my God "'), to the wicked; "

and the third with the same thought amplified.

(1.) The first section (xl.-xlviii.) has for its main
topic the comforting assurance of the deliverance

from Babylon by Koresh (Cyrus) who is even named
twice (xli. 2, 3, 25, xliv. 28, xlv. 1-4, 13, xlvi. 11,

xlviii. 1-t, 15)." This section abounds with argu-

ments against idolatry, founded mainly (not wholly,

see the noble passage xliv. 9-20) upon the gift of

prediction possessed by Jehovah's prophets, espe-

cially as shown by their predicting Cyrus, and even

naming him (xli. 2G, xhv. 8, 24-26, xlv. 4, 19, 21,

xlvi. 8-11, xlviii. 3-8, 15). Idols and heathen

diviners are taunted with not being able to predict

(xli. 1-7, 21-24, xliii. 8-13, xlv. 20-21, xlvii. 10-

13). This power of foretelling the future, as shown
in this instance, is insisted upon as the test of

divinity.* It is of importance to observe, in refer-

ence to the prophet's standing-point in this second

part, that in speaking both of the Captivity in

Babylon and of the deliverance out of it, there is

(excepting Cyrus's name) no specification of partic-

ular circumstances, such as we might expect to find

if the writer had written at the end of the exile

;
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« The point has been argued for, and the evidence

seems satisfactory (Hiivernick, Heugst.), that Koresh.

a woi'd meaning Sun, was commonly in the East, and
particularly in Persia, a title of princes, and that it

was assumed by Cyrus, whose original name was
Agradates, on his ascending the throne. It stands,

however, in history as his own proper name. This

instance of particularizing in prophec.v is paralleled by
the specification of Josiah's name (1 K. xiii. 2) some
350 years before his time.

6 It is difficult to acquit the passages above cited

of impudent and indeed suicidal mendacity, if they

were not written before Cyrus appeared on the political

scene.

c For the discussion and refutation of all expositions

which understand by " the servant of Jehovah " here

or In the second section, the Jewish people, or the

the delineation is of a general kind, borrowed fre-

quently from the history of Moses and Joshua. Let

it be observed, in particular, that the language

respecting the wll(ler7iess (e. y. xli. 17-20), through

which the redeemed were to pass, is unmistakably

ideal and symbolical.

It is characteristic of sacred prophecy in general,

that the "vision " of a great deliverance leads the

seer to glance at the great dehverance to come
through Jesus Christ. This association of ideas is

found in several passages in the first part of Isaiah,

in which the destruction of the Assyrian army
suggests the thought of Christ (e. o. x. 24-xi. 16,

xxxi. 8-xxxii. 2). This principle of association

prevails in the second part taken as a whole; but

in the first section, taken apart, it appears as yet

imperfectly. However, xlii. 1-7 is a clear prediction

of the jNIessiah, and that too as viewed in part in

contrast with Cyrus; for tlie "servant'" of Jeliovah

is meek and gentle (ver. 2, 3), and will establish

the true religion in the earth (ver. 4). Neverthe-

less, since the propliet regards the two deliverances

as referal)le to the same type of thought (conip. Ixi.

1-3), so the aimouncement of one (xl. 3-5) is held

by all the four Evangelists, and by John Baptist

himself, as predictive of the announcement of the

other.^'

(2.) The second section (xlix.-lvii.) is distin-

guished from the first by several features. The
person of Cyrus as well as his name, and the speci-

fication of Babylon (named in the first section four

times) and of its gods, and of the Chaldasans (named
before five times), disappear altogether. Return

from exile is indeed repeatedly spoken of and at

length (xlix. 9-26, li. 9-lii. 12, Iv. 12, 13, Ivii. 14);

but in such general terms as admit of being applied

to the spiritual and Messianic, as well as to the

literal restoration. And that the Messianic restora-

tion (whether a spiritual restoration or not) is prin-

cipally intended, is clear from the connection of the

restoration promised in xlix. 9-25 with the Messiah

portrayed in xlix. 1-8 ; '' from the description of

the suflfering Christ (in 1. 5, 6) in the midst of the

promise of deliverance (1. 1-11); from tlie same
description in lii. 1.3-liii. 12, between the passages

li. l-]ii. 12, and liv. 1-17; and from the exhibition

of Christ in Iv. 4 (connected in ver. 3 M'ith the

Jlessianic promise given to David), forming the

foundation on which is raised the promise of Iv.

3-13. Comp. also the interpretation of liv. 13 given

by Christ himself in John vi. 45, and that of Ixi.

1-3 in Luke iv. 18. In fact the place of tlyrus in

the first section is in this second section held by
his greater Antitype.<^

(3.) In the third section (Iviii.-lxvi.) as Cyrus

pious among them, or the prophetical order, or some
other object than the Messiah, comp. Hengstenberg's

Christolo^y, vol. ii.

d In this passage Christ is called " Israel," as the

concentration and consummation of the covenant-

people — as lie in whom its idea is to be realized.

<-' That Jesus of Nazareth is the object which in

" vision " the prophet saw in 1. 6, and in lii. 13, liii.

12 (connecting lii. 13 with liii. 12 as one passage), will

hardly be questioned amongst ourselves, except by
those whose minds are prepossessed by the notion that

predictive revelation is inconceivable. Meanwhile all

will acknowledge the truth of Ewald's remark : " In

the Servant of Jahve, who so vividly hovers before his

view, the prophet discerns a new clear light shed

abroad over all possible situations of that time ; in

him he finds the balm of consolation, the cheer of
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nowhere appears, so neither does " Jehovah's ser-

vant " occur so frequently to view as in the second.

The only delineation of the latter is in Ixi. 1-3

and in Ixiii. 1-G, 9. He no longer appears as suf-

fering, but only as saving and avenging Zion.«

The section is mainly occupied with various practi-

cal exhortations founded upon the views of the

future already set forth. In the second the parse-

nesis is almost all consoling, taking in Iv. 1-7 the

form of advice; only in lii. and towards the close

in Ivi. 9-lvii. 14 is the language accusing and
minatory. In this third section, on the other hand,

the prophesying is very much in this last-named

strain (cf. Iviii. 1-7, lix. 1-8, Ixv. 1-16, Ixvi. 1-6,

15-17, 24); taking the form of national self-bewail-

ment in hx. 9-15 and Ixiii. 15-lxiv. 12. Still,

interspersed in this admonition, accusation, and
threatening, there are gleams, and even bright

tracts, of more cheering matter; besides the con-

ditional promises as arguments for well-doing in

Iviii. 8-14 and Ixvi. 1, 2, we have the long passage

of general and unconditional promise in lix. 20-

bdii. 6, and the shorter ones Ixv. 17-25, Ixvi. 7-14,

18-23 ; and in some of these passages the future of

Zion is depicted with brighter coloring than almost

anywhere before in the whole book. But on the

whole the predominant feature of this section is

exhortation with the view, as it should seem, of

qualifying men to receive the promised blessings.

There was to be " no peace for the wicked," but
only for those who turned from ungodliness in

Jacob; and therefore the prophet in such various

forms of exhortations urges the topic of repentance,

— promising, advising, leading to confession (Ixiv.

6-12; conip. Hos. xiv. 2, 3), warning, threatening.

In reference to the sins especially selected for rebuke,

we fuid specified idolatry Ixv. 3, 4, 11, Ixvi. 17 (as

in the second section Ivii. 3-10), bloodshedding,

and injustice (lix. 1-15), selfishness (Ixv. 5), and
merely outward and ceremonial religiousness (Ixvi.

1-3). If it were not for the place given to idolatry,

we might suppose with Dr. Henderson that the

spirit of (iod is already by prophetic anticipation

rebuking the Judaism of the time of Jesus Christ,

— so accurately in many places are its features de-

lineated as denounced in the N. T. But the speci-

fication of idolatry leads us to seek for the imme-
diate objects of this parrenesis in the prophet's own
time, Avlien mdeed the Pharisaism^ displayed in the

N. T. already existed, being in fact in all ages the

natural product of an unconverted, unspiritual heart

combining with the observance of a positive religion,

and in all ages (comp. e. g. Ps. 1.) antagonistic to

true ]Mety.

While we can clearly discern certain dominant
thoughts and aims in each of these three sections,

we must not, however, expect to find them pursued
with the regularity which we look for in a modern
sermon ; such treatment is wholly alien from the

spirit of prophecy, which always more or less is in

the strict sense of the word desultory. Accordingly
we find in these, as in the earlier portions of the

book, the transitions sudden, and the exhortation

every now and then varied by dramatic interlocu-

everlasting hope, the weapon wherewith to combat and
shame down those who understand not the time, the

means of impressive exhortation. And if in this long
piece (xl.-lxvi.) a multitude of very diverse weighty
thoughts emerge into view, yet this is the dominant
thought which binds everything together " {Fro2j/icten,

B. p. 407).
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tion, by description, by odes of thanksgiving, by
prayers.

HI. Numberless attacks have been made by
German critics upon the integrity of the whole
book, difTerent critics pronouncing difl^erent portions

of the fii-st part spurious, and many concurring to

reject the second part altogether. A few observa-

tions, particularly on this latter point, appear there-

fore to be necessary.

1. The first writer who ever breathed a suspicion

that Isaiah was not the author of the last twenty-

seven chapters was Koppe, in remarks upon ch. 1.,

in his German translation of Lowth's Isaiah, pub-
lished in the years 1779-1781. This was presently

after followed up by Duderlein, especially in his

Latin translation and commentary in 1789 ; by
Eichhorn, who in a later period most fully developed

his views on this point in his Bebrdischen Pro-
pheten, 1816-1819; and the most fully and effect-

ively by Justi. The majority of the German critics

have given in their adhesion to these views: as

Paulus (1793), Bertholdt (1812), De Wette (1817),

Gesenius (1820, 1821), Hitzig (1833), Knobel

(1838), Umbreit and Ewald (1841). Defenders of

the integrity of the book have not, however, been
wanting — particularly Jahn in his Einlntung

(1802); Moller in his De Aiitlientid Oracnlorum
Jesaia (Copenhagen, 1825); Kleinert in his Ech-
iheit des Jesaias (1829) ; Hengstenberg in his

Chrisloloyy, vol. ii. ; Hiivernick, Kinkilung, B. iii.

(1849); Stier in his Jesaias nichi Pseiulo-Jesaias

(1850); and Keil, Einleitung (1853), in which last

the reader will find a most satisfactory compendium
of the controversy and of the grounds for the gen-

erally received view.

2. The catalogue of authors who gainsay Isaiah's

authorship of this second part is, in point of num-
bers, of critical ability, and of profound Hebrew
scholarship, sufficiently imposing. Nevertheless

when we come to inquire into their grounds of ob-

jection, we soon cease to attach nnich value to this

formidable array of authorities. The circumstance

mainly urged by them is the unquestionable fact

that the author has to a considerable view taken

his standing-point at the close of the Babylonish

Captivity as if that were his present, and from

thence looks forward into the subsequent future.

Now is it possiWe (they ask) that in such a manner
and to such a degree a Seer should step out of his

own time, and plant his foot so firmly in a later

time? We must grant (they urge) that he might
gaze upon a future not very distant, as if present,

and represent it accordingly ; but in the case before

us infallible insight and prescience nnist be predi-

cated of him ; for this idea of an Isaiah who knows
even Cyrus's name was not realized for two cen-

turies later, and a chance hit is here out of the

question. " This, however, is inconceivable. A
prophefs prescience must be limited to the notion

of foreboding (Ahmmg), and to the deductions I'rom

patent facts taken in combination with real or sup-

posed truths. Prophets were bounded like other

men by the horizon of their own age; they bor-

rowed the object of their soothsaying fi-om their

« Restoration from captivity is spoken of in Iviii.

12, Ixi. 4^7, Ixii. 4, 5, 10
;
but for the most part in

such general terms as anight easily be understood as

referring to spiritual restoration only ; but since the

literal restoration pre-required repentance, this exhor-

tation may be taken with a reference to literal restora

tion as well.
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present ; and excited by the relations of their pres-

ent they spoke to their contemporaries of what

afiected other people's minds or their own, occupy-

ing themselves only with that future whose rewards

or punishments were likely to reach their contem-

poraries. For exegesis the position is impregnable,

that the prophetic writings are to be interpreted

in each case out of the relations belonging to the

time of the prophet; and from this follows as a

corollary the critical Canon : that that time, those

time-relations, out of which a prophetic writer is

explained, are his time, his time-relations ; — to that

time he must be referred as the date of his own
existence" (Hitzig, p. 463-468).

3. This is the main argument. Other groimds

which are alleged are confessedly " secondary and

external," and are really of no great weight. The

most important of these is founded upon the differ-

ence in the complexion of style which has already

been noticed ; this point will come into view again

presently. A number of particulars of diction said

to be non-Isaianic have been accumulated ; but the

reasoning founded upon them has been satisfactorily

met by opposing evidence of a similar kind (see

Keil, Kinldiung^ § 72). It is not, however, on

such considerations that the chief stress is laid by

the impugners of the Isaianic authorship of this

portion of Scripture : the great ground of objection

is, as already stated, the incompatibility of those

phenomena of prediction which are noted in the

writings in question, with the subjective theories

of inspiration (or rather non-inspiration) which the

reader has just had submitted to him. The incom-

patil)ility is confessed. But where is the solution

of the difficulty to be sought? Are those theories

so certainly true that all evidence must give way
to them? This is not the place for combating

them : but, for our own part, we are so firmly con-

vinced that the theory is utterly discredited by the

facts exhibited to us in the Bible throughout, that

we are content to lack in this case the countenance

of its upholders. Their judgment in the critical

question before us is determined, not by their

scholarship, but avowedly by the prepossessions of

their unbelief.

4. For our present purpose it must suffice briefly

to indicate the following reasons as establishing the
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o * In the critical discussions respecting tlie proph-

ecies ascribed to Isaiah, the language which has some-

times been used has led to a misapprehension of the

real question at issue. Such terms as " spurious,"
" Pseudo-Isaiah," have been very naturally understood

as implying that the portions so designated are re-

garded as uiiworthy of a place among the '.vritings of

the Hebrew Prophets, or even as the work of fraud.

But this has not been generally, if ever, intended by
those who have used such expressions. The question

is essentially one of authorship and date ; it does not

necessarily affect the value, the inspiration, or the

canonicity of the portions of Scripture under consider-

ation. Take, for example, the last 27 chajjiers of

Isaiah. Whoever was the author of that wonderful com-
position, it shiues by its own light ; and its splemlor

's not lessened by the supposition that the name of

the writer, like that of the Book of Job, must remain
unknown. If he were not the Isaiah who wrote the

earlier prophecies which have been collected in the

same volume, we have two great prophets instead of

one. His lofty strains of exhortation, warning, and
consolation do not lose their power when we consider

them specially adapted to tlie condition of his imme-
diate contemporaries, rather than designed for the

edification of the people 150 years or more after the

integrity of the whole book, and as vindicating the

authenticity of the second part :
—

{a. ) Externally.— The unanimous testimony of

Jewish and Christian tradition— Ecclus. xlviii. 24,

2.5, which manifestly (in the words TrapeKd\eff(

Toi/y wevdovvras 4v Ztwu and u7re'5ei|e — rk
inr6Kpv(pa Kplv ^ Tzapayiviadai aura) refers to

this second part. The use apparently made of the

second part by .Jeremiah (x. 1-16, v. 2-5, xxv. 31,

1., li.), Ezekiel (xxiii. 40, 41), and Zephaniah (ii. 15,

iii. 10). The decree of Cyrus in Kzr. i. 2-4, which
plainly is founded upon Is. xliv. 28, xlv. 1, 13, ac-

crediting Josephus's statement (An/, xi. 1, § 2) that

the Jews showed Cyrus Isaiah's predictions of him.
The inspired testimony of the N. T., which often

(Matt. iii. 3 and the parallel passages; Luke iv.

17; Acts viii. 28; Rom. x. 16, 20) quotes with

specification of Isaiah's name prophecies found in

the second part.

(6. ) Interniilly.— The unity of design and con-

struction which, as we have seen, connects these

last twenty-seven chapters with the precetiing parts

of the book. — The oneness of diction which per-

vades the whole book.— The peculiar elevation and
grandeur of style, which, as is universally acknowl-

edged, distinguishes the whole contents of the

second part as much as of the first, and which

assigns their composition to the golden age of He-
brew literature.— The absence of any other name
than Isaiah's claiming the authorship. At the time

to which the composition is assigned, a Zeehariah

or a Malachi could gain a separate name and book

;

how was it that an author of such transcendent

gifts, as " the Great Unnamed " who wrote xl.-lxvi.,

could gain none ? — The claims which the writer

makes to the foreknowledge of the deliverance by
Cyrus, which claims, on the opposing view, must
be regarded as a fraudulent personation of an earlier

writer. — Lastly, the predictions which it contains

of the character, sufferings, death, and glorifica-

tion of ,/esus Christ: a believer in Christ cannot

fail to regard those predictions as affixing to this

second part the broad seal of Divine Inspiration

;

whereby the chief ground of objection against its

having been written by Isaiah is at once anni-

hilated.«

IV. It remains to make a few observations on

death of the author. Those who feel compelled fi-om

internal evidence to ascribe the latter part of Isaiah

to a writer who flourished in the time of tlie Captivity,

do not on that account value the work the less, but
regard this view of it as investing it with new interest.

Thus Dr. Noyes calls the author " the greatest of all

the Jewish prophets " (New Trans, of the Hebrew
Projihels, ith ed., \. p. xli.) ; Dean Stanley speaks of

these chapters as " the most deeply inspired, the most
truly Evangelical, of any portion of the Prophetical

writings, whatever be their date, and whoever their

author" (Hist, of the Jewish Church, ii. 637); and
Dean Milman remarks : " It is well known that the

later chapters of Isaiah are attributed, by the common
consent of most of the profoundly' learned writers

of Germany ... to a different writer, whom tlioy

call the great nameless Prophet, or the second Isaiah,

who wrote during the exile. I must acknowledge
that these chapters, in my judgment, read with in-

finitely greater force, sublimity, and reality under

this view. If thoy lose, and I hardly feel that they

do lose, in what is commonly called prophetic, they

rise far mere in historical, interest. . . . As to what

are usually called the Messianic predictions . . . they

have the same force and meaning, wlieth'jr uttered bj

one or two prophets, at one or two different perioda'-
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Isaiah's style ; though in truth the abundance of the

materials which offer themselves makes it a difficult

matter to give anything like a just and definite

view of the subject, without trespassing unduly

upon the limits necessarily prescribed to us. On
this point we cannot do better than introduce some
of the remarks with which Ewald prefaces his

translation of such parts of the book as he is dis-

posed to acknowledge as Isaiah's (Pi'Ctpheten, i.

166-179):—
" In Isaiah we see prophetic authorship reaching

its culminating point. Everything conspired to

raise him to an elevation to which no prophet

either before or after could <is writer attain. Among
the other prophets, each of the more important

ones is distinguished by some one particular excel-

lence, and some one peculiar talent: in Isaiah, all

kinds of talent and all beauties of prophetic dis-

course meet together so as mutually to temper and

qualify each other ; it is not so much any single

feature that distinguishes him as the symmetry and
perfection of the whole.

" We cannot fail to assume, as the first condition

of Isaiah's peculiar historical greatness, a native

power and a vivacity'of spirit, which even among
prophets is seldom to be met with. It is but rarely

that we see combined in one and the same spirit

the three several characteristics of— first, the most
profound prophetic excitement and the purest senti-

ment; next, the most indefatigable and successful

practical activity amidst all perplexities and changes

of outward life; and, thirdly, that faciUty and beauty

in representing thought which is the prerogative

of the genuine poet: but this threefold combination

we find realized in Isaiah as in no other prophet;

and from the traces which we can perceive of the

unceasing joint-working of these three powers we
must draw our conclusions as to the original great-

ness of his genius. — Both .as prophet and as author

Isaiah stands upon that calm, sunny height, which

in each several branch of ancient literature one

eminently favored spirit at the right time takes

possession of; which seems as it were to have been

waiting for liiiu ; and which, when he has come
and mounted the ascent, seems to keep and guard

him to the last as its own right man. In the senti-

ments which he expresses, in the topics of his dis-

courses, and in the manner of expression, Isaiah

uniformly reveals himself as the Kingly Prophet.
•' In reference to the last named jxiint, it cannot

be said that his manner of representing thought is

(Hist.'of the Jens, i. 462, note, new Amer. ed.). David-

son, in his IntroJuction to the Old Testament (iii. 59),

after a fult discussion of the autliorship, concludes as

follows : " Among all the prophetic writings, the first

place in many respects is due to those of the younger
Isaiah. . . . None has announced in such strains as

his the downfall of all earthly powers ; or [so] unfolded

to the view of the afflicted the transcendent glory of

Jehovah's salvation which should arise upon the rem-

nant of Israel, forsaken and persecuted. None ha.s

penetrated so far into the essence of the new dispen.sa-

tion. . . . There is majesty in his sentiments, beauty

and force in his language, propriety and elegance in

his imagery." Delitzsch, one of the most orthodox

and conservative of the modern German theologians,

in his elaborate article on Isniah in Fairbairu's I»i-

pertat Bible Diclionary, maiutiiins that all the proph-

ecies in the book which bears the name of Isaiah are

correctly ascribed to him ; but also remarks that, on
the contrary supposition, " the prophetic discourses

ch. sl.-lxvi. would not necessarily lose anything of
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elaborate and artificial : it rather shows a lofty sim-

plicity and an unconcern about external attractive-

ness, abandoning itself freely to the leading and
requirement of each several thought ; but neverthe-

less it always rolls along in a full stream which
overpowers all resistance, and never fails at the
right place to accomplish at every turn its object

without toil or eflbrt.

" The progress and development of the discourse

is always majestic, achieving much with few words,

which though short are yet clear and transparent;

an overflowing, swelling fuUness of thought, which
might readily lose itself in the vast and indefinite,

but which always at the right time with tight rein

collects and tempers its exuberance; to the bottom
exhausting the thought and completing the utter-

ance, and yet never too diffuse. This severe self-

control is the most admirably seen in those shorter

utterances, which, by briefly sketched images and
thoughts, give us the vague apprehension of some-
thing infinite, whilst nevertheless they stand before

us complete in themselves and clearly delineated

;

e. g., viii. 6-ix. 6, xiv. 29-32, xviii. 1-7, xxi. 11, 12;
while in the long piece, xxviii.-xxxii., if the com-
position here and there for a moment languishes,

it is only to lift itself up again afresh with all the

greater might. In this rich and thickly crowded
fullness of thought and word, it is but seldom that

the simile which is employed appears apart, to set

forth and complete itself (xxxi. 4, 5); in general,

it crowds into the delineation of the object which it

is meant to illustrate and is swallowed up in it,—
aye, and frequently simile after simile; and yet the

many threads of the discourse which for a moment
appeared ravelled together soon disentangle them-
selves into perfect clearness ;

— a characteristic

which belongs to this prophet alone, a freedom of

language which with no one else so easily succeeds.

" The versification in like manner is always full,

and yet strongly marked : while however this

prophet is little concerned about anxiously weigh-

ing out to each verse its proper number of words

;

not unfrequently he repeats the same word in two
members (xxxi. 8, xxxii. 17, xi. 5, xix. 13), as if,

with so much power and beauty in the matter
within, he did not so much require a painstaking

finish in the outside. The structure of the strophe

is always easy and beautifully roimded.
" Still the main point lies here,— that we can-

not in the case of Isaiah, as in that of other proph-

ets, specify any particular peculiarity, or any favorite

their predictive character and of their incomparable

value. Their anonymous author might pass hence-

forward, also, as the greatest evangelist of the Old

Testament. Wo have no doctrinal reasons which would
forbid us to distinguish in the book of Isaiah proph-

ecies of Isaiah himself, and prophecies of anonymous
prophets annexed to the.'e." (Fairbairn, i. 805, 806.)

He had before spoken of the composite character of

the historical books of the Old Testament, and of the

book of Proverbs, " where, under the name of Solomon,

the gnomic pearls of different times and of .several

authors are arranged beside one another, just as in

the Psalter the poets of many centuries are collected

under the banner of David, the father of lyric poetry."

So Prof. Stuart observes, " It is of little or no theolog-

ical or doctrinal importance which way this question

is decided" {Crit. Hist, of the Old Trst. Canoti, p.

109). On this subject see also the excellent remarks of

Stanley, in his Note " On the Authorship of the Books

of the Old Testament," appended to vol. ii. of hig

History of the Jewish Chw. ~h. A.
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color as attaching to his general style. He is not

the especially lyrical prophet, or the especially ele-

giacal prophet, or the esjjecially oratorical ami
hortatory prophet, as we should describe a Joel, a

Hosea, a Micah, with whom there is a greater

pi'evalence of some piarticular color ; but, just as

the subject requires, he has readily at command
every several kind of style and every several change

of delineation ; ami it is precisely this that, in point

of language, establishes his greatness, as well as in

general forms one of his most towering points of
excellence. His only fundamental peculiarity is

the lofty, majestic calmness of his style, proceeding

out of the perfect command which he feels lie pos-

sesses over his subject-matter. This calmness,

however, no way demands that the strain shall

not, when occasion requires, be more vehemently

excited and assail the hearer with mightier blows;

but e\en the extreniest excitement, which does here

and there intervene, is in the main bridled still by

the same spirit of calmness, and, not overstepping

the limits which that spirit assigns, it soon with

lofty self-control returns back to its wonted tone

of equability (ii. 10-iii. 1, xxviii. 11-2-'], xxix. 9-

14). Neither does this calmness in discourse re-

quire that the subject shall always be treated only

in a plain, level way, without any variation of form

;

rather, Isaiah shows himself master in just that

variety of manner which suits the relation in which

his hearers stand to the matter now in hand. If

he wishes to bring home to their minds a distant

truth which they like not to hear, and to judge

them by a sentence pronounced by their own
mouth, he retreats back into a popular statement

of a case drawn from ordinary life (vv. 1-6, xxviii.

23-29). If he will draw the attention of the over-

wise to some new truth, or to some future prospect,

he surprises them by a brief oracle clothed in an

enigmatical dress, leaving it to their penetration to

discover its solution (vii. 14-16, xxix. 1-8). When
the unhappy temper of people's minds which notli-

ing can amend leads to loud lamentation, his speech

becomes for a while the strain of elegy and lament

(i. 21-23, xxii. 4, 5). Do the frivolous leaders of

the people mock ?— he outdoes them at their own
weapons, and crushes them under the fearful ear-

nest of divine mockery (xxviii. 10-13). Even a

single ironic.^l word in passing will drop from the

lofty prophet (xvii. 3, glory). Thus his discourse

varies into every complexion : it is tender and stern,

didactic and threatening, nwurning and again ex-

ulting in divine joy, mocking and earnest; but ever

at the right time it returns back to its original

elevation and repose, and never loses the clear

ground-color of its divine seriousness."

In this delineation of Isaiah's style, Ewald con-

templates exclusi\ely the Isaiah of i.-xxxix., in

which part of the iiook itself, liowever, there are

several passages of which he will not allow Isaiah

to be the author. These are the following: xii.,

xiii. 2-xiv. 23, xxi. 1-10, xxiv.-xxvii., xxxiv., xxxv.

In reference to all these passages, with the excep-

tion of the first, tlie ground of olijection is obvious

upon a moment's observation of the contents; on
rationalistic views of prophecy, none of them can

be ascribed to Isaiah. For the proof of their gen-

uineness it is sufficient to refer to Drechsler's

Prophet Jescija, or to Keil's Einkitung. ^V'e

cannot, however, help noticing the estimate which

the honesty of Ewald's sesthetical judgment forms

of the style of nearly all these passages. He pro-

nounces the magnificent denunciation of Babylon,
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xiii. 2-xiv. 23, to be refei-able to the same author

as the prediction of Babylon's overthrow in xxi. 1-

10, and both as alike remarkable for " the poetical

facility of the words, images, and sentiments,'

particularizing xiv. 5-20 especially as " an ode of

high poetical finish," which in the last strophe

(vv. 20-23) rises to ''prophetical sublimity." In

xxiv.-xxvii. he finds parts, particularly the " beau-

'tiful utterances" in xxv. 6-8, xxvii. 9, 12, 13,

which he considers as plainly borrowed from oracles

which are now lost; while lastly, in xxxiv., xxxv.

(which in his 20th lecture on Hebrew poetry Bishop

Lowth selects for particular comment on account

of its peculiar poetical merit), he traces much that

" reechoes words of the genuine Isaiah."

If we refer to that part of Ewald's Propheten

which treats of xl.-lxvi., which he ascribes to " the

Great Unnamed," the terms in which he speaks of

its style of composition do not fall far short of those

which he has employed respecting the former part.

" Creative as this prophet is in his views and
thoughts, he is not less peculiar and new in his

language, which at times is highly inspired, and
carries away the reader with a wonderful power.—
Although, after the general manner of the later

prophets, the discourse is apt to be too difiuse in

delineation
;

yet, on the other side, it often moves
confusedly and heavily, owing to the over-gushing

fullness of fresh thoughts continually streaming in.

But whenever it rises to a higher strain, as e. g.,

xl., xiii. 1-4, it then attains to such a pure lumin-

ous sublimity, and carries the hearer away with

such a wonderful charm of diction, that one might
be ready to fancy he was listening to another

prophet altogether, if other grounds did not convince

us that it is one and the same prophet speaking,

only in different moods of feeling. In no prophet

does the mood in the composition ofparticular pas-

sages so mucli vary, as throughout the three several

sections into which this part if the book is dii-iJed,

while under vehement excitement the prophet pur-

sues the most diverse objects. It is his business at

different times, to comfort, to exhort, to shame, to

chasten; to show, as out of heaven, the heavenly

image of the Servant of the Lord, and, in contrast,

to scourge the folly and base groveling of image-

worship; to teach what conduct the times require,

and to rebuke those who linger behind the occa-

sion, and then also to draw them along by his own
example — his prayers, confessions, and thanks-

givings, thus smoothing for them the approach to

the exalted object of the New Time. Thus the

complexion of ,the style, although hardly anywhere

passing into the representation of visions properly so

called, varies in a constant interchange ; and rightly

to recognize these changes is the great prolilem for

the interpretation" (Propheten, vol. ii. 407-409).

For obvious reasons we have preferred citing the

sesthetical judgments of so accomplished a critic

as Ewald, to attempting any original criticism of

our own ; and this all the more willingly, because

the inference to be drawn from the above cited pas-

sages (the reader will please especially to mark the

sentences which we have put into italics) is clear,

that in point of style, after taking account of the

considerations already stated by us, we can find no

difficulty in recognizing in the second part the

presence of the same plastic genius as we discover

in the first. Ami, alt(ii,'ether, the esthetic criti-

cism of all the diffcront parts of the Iwok l)rings

us to the conclusion substantiated by the evidence

previously accumulated; namely, that the whole
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of the book originated in one mind, and that mind
one of the most sublime and variously gifted in-

struments wiiich the Spirit of God has ever em-
ployed to pour forth its voice upon the world.

V. The following are the most important works

on Isaiah: Vitringa's Commenlarius in Librwii

Prophediirum Isaice, 2 vols. fol. 1714, a vast mine

of materials ; Rosenmiiller's Sc/wlla, 1818-1820

[•3d ed., 1829-34], or his somewhat briefer HchoUa
in Coni/ieiii/ium i-tdacta, 1831, which, though ra-

tionalistic, is [are] sober, and valuable in particular

for the full use which he makes of Jerome and the

Jewish expositors ; Gesenius's Philoloyisch-kiiti-

seher tmrl /lisUmscher Commenim; 1821 [and

Ueiersetzung, 2e Aufl., 1829] ; Hitzig's Prophet

Jesnjn iihersetzt uml auxf/ele(jt, 1833, and Knobel.

1843 [3d ed. 1861], in the Kurzijefnszies ExKjd-
ischcs Ilaiidbuch zum Alt. Tesidin., which are all

three decidedly skeptical, but for lexical and his-

torical materials are of very great value; Ewald's

Pnp/u'ten des Allen Bundes [1840-41, 2e Ausg.
18G7-fi8], which, though likewise skeptical, is ab-

solutely indisj)ensable for a.just appreciation of the

poetry ; the second volume of Hengstenberg's Christ-

olotjy, translated in Clark's Foreign 'J'heological

Library, 1856 ; iJrechsler's Prophet Jesnjn iiher-

eetzt und eildart, now in course of publication

[completed after the author's death Ijy F. Delitzsch

and A. Hahn, 3 Theile, 1845-57], and Kud. Stier's

Jesni'is incht Pseudo-Jesaias, 1850-51, which is a

commentary on tlie last 27 chapters. The two
chief iMiglish works are Bishop Lowth's Isaiah, a

new transl'ition, vith Notes, Critical, Philological,

and Kxplimatory, 1778 [13th ed., 1842], (whose

incessant correction of the Hebrew text is con-

stantly to be mistrusted), and Dr. Ebenezer Hen-
derson's Translation and Commentary, 2d ed.,

1857. E. H. S.

* The strong internal evidence of the common
origin of tlie various writings attributed to Isaiah

is of a cumulative character, and (especially as re-

quiring often for its just presentation the aid of

ex^esis) can only be adequately exhibited at con-

sideral'le length. A few of the more prominent
points of the argument, in addition to those above

given, may be here alluded to.

It is a consideration of no little weight, that

many of the representations which are most strik-

ingly characteristic of the second part are but fur-

ther developments of thoughts that are more or

less clearly suggested in the first. Thus the Cap-
tivity and the restoration, so largely and variously

dwelt upon in the disputed portions, are distinctly

predicted in ch. vi. 11-13, as well as intimated in

other passages of which Isaiah is unhesitatingly

admitted to be the author. E\en the \iew pre-

sented of the Servant of Jehovah, which is perhaps

the most distinctive feature of the second part, and
which, combining as it does elements at first sight

wholly irreconcilable with one another," has always

been the stumbling-block of expositors, is, when

a * For an exposition of the phrase Servant nf Je-

liovali, which meets perhaps better than any other tlie

demantls of the various connections in which this

phrase occurs, the i-eader is referred to the commen-
tary of Dr. J A. Alexander on ch. xlii. D. S. T.

6 * Chap. xiii. and xiv. 1-23 are among the sections

most confidently referred to the later period of the

(Captivity. But if anything in the results of criticism

can be regarded as established, it is that Is. xiv. 9-19

13 the original from which are derived some of the most

lemarkable images and expressions in Bz. xxxi. 14-18
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rightly regarded, but a further unfolding of the

conception which Gesenius, Ewald, and Knobel find

in ch. xi. of the organic relation subsisting between
the (ideal) Messiah and his people— the same con-

ception, substantially, which Ewald, Hitzig, and
Knobel find in viii. 8 and ix. 6, and which Ewald
recognizes even in vii. 14.

In xhv. 28-xlv. ] 3 we find the thought expanded
and appUed to Cyrus which occurs in another form
with a diflPerent application in x. 5-7. Compare
here also xlvi. 11, liv. 16. The elements of the

representation of the new heaven and the new earth

in Ixv. 17-25 are found in xi. 6-9 and elsewhere.

The magnificent representations, ch. Ix. and else-

where, of the glory of Jehovah being made the

light and the defense of his people, have their germ
in iv. 5.

In like manner the predictions in xliii. 6, xlix.

22, and Ixvi. 20 are foreshadowed in xiv. 1,2.'' (^'om-

pare also xiv. 9-1 1 with xix. 25, and xxix. 23 ; xliv.

9-20 with ii. 8; ixiii. 17 with vi. 10.

One of the most prominent characteristics of

style, binding together the various portions of the

book, is the frequent occurrence of the expression,

The Holy One of Israel. This designation of Je-

hovah is found out of Isaiah but six times; 2 K. xix.

22; Ps. Ixxi. 22, l.xxviii. 41, Ixxxix. 18; Jer. 1. 29,

11. 5. In -the first of these passages it is put into

the mouth of Isaiah himself. In the passages of

Jeremiah, the whole intermediate context exhibits

an expansion of the thoughts of Isaiah, sometimes

presented even in his own language, yet in such a

manner as to suggest that Jeremiah was not (as

Hengstenberg affirms) imitating, but only writing

with the impression full upon his mind of the ut-

terances of his great predecessor. It deserves to

be noticed that by such critics as Ewald, J. 01s-

hausen, and Hitzig, the Psalms where the expres-

sion occurs are all assigned to a period later than
the time of Isaiah. According to this view the

expression must in all probability have originated

with Isaiah.

Another remarkable peculiarity observable in the

different portions of Isaiah is the frequent use of

the formula to be named in the sense of to be.

Such coincidences as these cannot have lieen acci-

dental. Gesenius, with whom De Wette sulistan-

tially agrees, attempting to account for them, con-

jectures that there may have been an imitation of

the earlier writer by the later, or, as he supposes

with more probability, an attempt by a later hand

to liring the various portions of the l)ook into

mutual conformity. But the former supposition,

if consistently carried out and applied to all cases

of marked resemblance occurring in these writings,

must lead to results which no one capable of recog-

nizing the impress of indejjendent thouirht can pos-

sibly admit. The latter supposition is simply ab-

surd. No ]iroper parallel to such a procediu'e can

be found in the history of ancient literature. Ge-

senius refers indeed to the traces of a confm-ming

and xxxii. 18-32. That there is a connection between

these passages can hardly be denied. Nor is there any
room to question that the great conception embodiei/

in Isaiah xiv. is an original conception. We need not

affirm that in the later prophet there is any conscious

imitation. But in the many and varied repetitions of

Ezekiel we hear beyond all reasonable doubt the rever-

berations of that majestic strain in which Isaiah has

described the descent of the king of Babylon to the

region of the dead. D. S. T.
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nand in the punctuation of SIH and '^272 iu the

Pentateuch. But it is not necessary to point out

how wide is the diftereiice between the correction

of what was supposed to be an error in a single

letter, and the radical changes which upon the sup-

position in question must have been made by the

"conforming hand " in such passages as liv. 5, Ixii.

2, 4.

To say nothing of the difficulty there is in im-

agining an adequate motive for such a procedure,

the procedure itself implies a habit of critical ob-

servation which was wholly foreign to the spirit of

the times. And those who can suppose a Jewish

rcddcteur, living two or three centuries before

Christ, to have tlius placed himself by anticipation

at tlie stand-point of modern criticism, ought to

find no difficulty in conceiving that a prophet writ-

ing in the time of Hezekiah should take his position

amidst the scenes of the Captivity, and should an-

nounce the name of the deliverer."

While there are confessedly marked peculiarities,

both of thought and diction, exhibited in the later

portions of the prophecies attributed to Isaiah, and

to some extent in the other portions also of which

the genuineness has been called in question, the

uncertain nature of the argument they furnish is

sufficiently shown by a comparison of the widely

different conclusions which different critics of the

same school have formed in view of them. A very

striking comparison of this kind is presented by

Alexander in his Commentary, vol. i. pp. xxvii.,

xxviii.

The array of linguistic evidence in proof of a

diversity of authorship, which has gradually grown
within the last century into the formidable propor-

tions in which it meets us in the pages of Knobel
und others, rests very largely upon an assumption

which none of these critics have the hardihood dis-

tinctly to vindicate, namely, that within the nar-

row compass of the Hebrew literature that has

come down to us from any given ])eriod, we have

the means for arriving at an accurate estimate of

all the resources which the language at that time

possessed. When we have eliminated from the list

of words and phrases relied upon to prove a later

date than the time of Isaiah, everything the value

of which to the argument must stand or fall with

this assumption, there remains absolutely nothing

which may not be reasonably referred to the reign
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a * As a further exliibition of the correspondences
in thought, illustration, and expressiou which occur
in the different portions of the book, the reader is re-

ferred to the following p.assages, which are but a part

of what might be adduced : i. 3, v. 13, xxix. 24, xxx.

20, liv. 13; i. 11 fif., xxix. 13, Iviii. 2 ff. ; i. 22, 25,
xlviii. 10; vi. 13, Ixv. 8, 9; ix. 19, xlvii. 14; ix. 20,

xix. 2, xlix. 26; x. 20, xlviii. 1, 2; xxiv. 23, xxx. 26,

Ix. 19, 20; xxix. 5, xli. 16; xxix. 18, xxxv. 5, xlii. 7,

18, 19 ; xxx. 22, Ixiv. 6 (see Ges. Lex. under rT^l?,
T • '

Fiirst under TO) ; xxx. 27, 30, Ixiv. 1, 2, Ixvi. 6, 14,

15, 16 ; xx.xii. 15, xxxv. 1, Iv. 13. D. S. T.
t> * Isaiah certainly began his public work as early,

at least, as the last year of Uzziah, and continued it

at Ie.ast tiU the 14th of Uezekiah. This gives him a

miuimum period of 47 years. In all probability his

ministry lasttd several years longer. D. S. T.
c * That the prophet throughout his later writings

had more or less reference continually to the circum-
Btances of his own time, is abundantly manifest, and de-

serves to be particularly noticed here. Those who deny
the genuineness of these productions, while they admit

of Hezekiah. Indeed, considering all the circum-

stances of the times, it might justly have been ex-

pected that the traces of foreign influence upon
the language would be far luore conspicuous in a

writing of this date than they actually are in the

controverted portions.

It is to be remembered that the nnnistry of the

prophet must have extended through a period, at

the lowest cnlcidation, of nearly fifty years;'' a

period signalized, especially during the reigns of

Aliaz and Hezekiah, by constant and growing in-

tercourse with foreign nations, thus involving

continually new influences for the corruption of

public morals and new dangers to the state, and
making it incumbent upon him who had been di-

vinely constituted at once the political adviser of

the nation and its religious guide, to be habitually

and intimately conversant among the people, so as to

descry upon the instant every additional step taken

in their downward course and the first approaches

of each new peril from abroad, and to be able to

meet each successive phase of their necessities with

forms of instruction, admonition, and warning, not

only in their general purport, but in their very style

and diction, acconmiodated to conditions hitherto

unknown, and that were still perpetually changing.

Now when we take all this into the account, and
then imagine to ourselves the prophet, toward the

close of this long period, entering upon what was
in some respects a novel kind of labor, and writing

out, with a special view <-' to the benefit of a remote

posterity, the suggestions of that mysterious The-
opneustia to which his lips had been for so many
years the channel of communication with his con-

temporaries, far from finding any difficulty in the

diversities of style perceptible in the difterent por-

tions of his prophecy, we shall only see fresh occa-

sion to admire that native strength and grandeur

of intellect, which have still left upon productions

so widely remote from each other in the time and
circumstances of their composition, so plain an im-

press of one and the same overmastering individual-

ity. Probably there is not one of all the languages

of the globe, whether living or dead, possessing any
considerable literature, which does not exhibit in-

stances of greater change in the style of an author,

writing at different periods of his life, than appears

upon a comparison of the later prophecies of Isaiah

with the earlier. U. S. T.

(see Bertholdt, Ehil. pp. 1384, 1385) that Isaiah and
other prophets often transfer themselves in spirit iutc

future times, laj' great stress upon the alleged fact that

the writer here deals exclusivrli/ with a period which
in the age of Isaiah was yet future. But in addition

to the considerations in relation to this point pre-

sented in the preceding article, p. 1158 6, the passage

Ivii. 11 may be adduced as plainly implying that at

the time the prophet wrote, Jehovah had as yet for-

borne to punish his rebellious people, and that his for-

bearance had only been abused. The last clause of

the first verse is also most naturally explained as con-

taining an intimation of coming judgment. Still fur-

ther, the only Explanation of ver. 9 which satisfies all

the demands of the passage makes it to refer to the

attempts of the people, in the age preceding the Cap-

tivity, to strengthen themselves by foreign alliances,

and these attempts are spoken of as being made by
the contemporaries of the prophet. It is also strongly

implied in Ivi. 5, 7, and still more strongly iu Ixvi. 3,

6, 20 (last clause), that the Temple was yet standing.

D. S. T.
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* Additional Literature.— Cahen's Bible (He-

brew), torn. ix. Paris, 1838, containing a French

translation and notes, also a translation of the

Preface of Abarbauel to his commentary on Isaiah,

and of his commentary on ch. xxxiv., with a fiiU

critical notice by IMunk of the Arabic version by

iSaadias Gaon, and of a Persian MS. version in the

Royal Libr. at Paris; Hendewerk, Des Pro^jli.

Jesnja Weissaguntjen, cliron. geordnet, iibers. u.

erklurt, 2 Bde. Kcinigsb. 1838-43; J. Heinemann,

Der Froph. Jesaias, Berl. 1810, original text,

conim. of Rashi, Chaldee paraphrase, German
translation (in the Hebrew character), notes, and

Masora; F. Beck, Die cyro-jesajanischen Weissa-

gungen (Is. xl.-lxvi.) hit. u. exeget. bearheitet,

Leipz. 1811; Unibreit, Prakt. Comm. iib. d. Propli.

d. Allen Biindes, Bd. i., Jesaja, 2e Aufl. Hamb.
181G; E. Meier, Ber Proph. Jesaja erkldrt,

le Halfte, Pforzh. 1850; Bunsen's Bibekcerk, Theil

ii. le Hiilfte, Leipz. 1860, translation, with popular

notes; G. K. ]\Iayer (Rom. Cath.), Die Messian-

ischen Prophezieen d. Jesaias, Wien, 1860, new
title-ed. 1803; J. Steeg, Bsa'ie xl.-lxvi., in the

Nomelle Rev. de Theol. (Strasb.) 1862, x. 121-

180, translation, with brief introduction and notes;

F. Delitzsch, Bibl. Comm. iib. d. Proph. Jesaia,

Leipz. 1860 (Theil iii. Bd. i. of Keil and Delitzsch's

Bibl. Comm. iib. d. A. T.), Kng. trans, in 2 vols.

Edinb. 1807 (Clark's Foreign Theol. Libr.); S. D.

Luzzatto, the eminent Italian Hebraist, // profeta

Jsaia tradofta . . . coi commenti ebraici, 2 torn.

Padova, 1865-67. In this country we have Albert

Barnes, The Book of Isaiah with a New Trans,

and Notes, 3 vols. Boston, 1810, 8vo, abridged ed.

New York, 1848, in 2 vols. 12mo; J. A. Alexan-

der, The Earlier Prophecies of Isaiah, New York,

1840 ; Later Prophecies, ibid. 1847 ; both re-

printed in Glasgow under the editorship of Dr.

Eadie, 1848; new edition with the title. The

Prophecies of Isaiah translated ami explained, 2

vols. New Y'ork, 1865, 8vo; abridged ed., ibid. 1851,

2 vols. 12mo. This may be regarded as tlie most

valuable commentary on the book in English. See

also Dr. Noyes's New Translation of the Hebreio

Prophets, with Notes, vol. i., 3d ed., Boston, 1867.

Dr. Cowles promises a volume on Isaiah in contin-

uation of his lal)ors on the Hebrew Prophets. A
translation of ch. xiii., xiv., with explanatory notes,

by Prof. B. B. Edwards, may be found in the Bibl.

Sacra for 1849, vi. 765-785. Gesenius's Com-
mentary on Is. XV., xvi. is translated in the Bibl.

Repos. for Jan. 1830, and on Is. xvii. 12-14, xviii.

1-7, ibid. July, 1836.

For summaries of the results of recent investi-

gation respecting the book, one may consult par-

ticularly Bleek's Einl. in das A. T. (1800), pp.

448-400 ; Keil's Einl. in das A. T., pp. 205-248,

and Davidson's Introd. to the 0. T. (1803), iii.

2-86. Umbreit's art. Jesaja in Herzog's Rcal-

Encykl. vi. 507-521 is valuable as a critique and a

biography. The elaborate art. on Isaiah in Kitto's

Cycl. of Bibl. Lit. is by Hengstenberg, and that

in Fairbairn's Imperial Bible Diet. i. 801-814, by

Delitzsch. See also on the critical questions con-

nected with the book, besides the various Introduc-

tions and Commentaries, A. F. Kleinert, Ueber d.

Echtheit scimmtl. in d. Buch Jesaia enthaltenen

Weissagungen, Theil i. Berl. 1829, called by Heng-

stenberg "the standard work on the subject"; C.

P. Caspari, Beitrdge zur Einl. in das Buch Jesaia,

Berl. 1848, apologetic; Riietschi, Plan u. Gang
wn Is. 40-66, in the Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1854,
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pp. 261-296; Ensfelder, Chronol. des proph.

d' Esaie, in the Strasb. Rev. de Theol. 1863, pp.
10-42; and F. Hosse, Die Weissagungen der

Proph. Jesaia, Berl. 1865 (a pamphlet), defending

the unity of authorship.

On the " Servant of God " in Is. xl.-lxvi., be-

sides the works already referred to, and general

treatises like Hengstenberg's Christologie, Stiihelin's

Die messianischen Weissagungen des A. T. (1847),

and Hiivernick's Vorlesungen iib. d. Theol. d. A.

T. (2e Aufl. 1863), one may consult Umbreit, Der
Knecht Goites, Beitrag zur Christologie des A. T.,

Hamb. 1840; Bleek, Erkldrung von Jesaja 52,

13—53, 12, in the Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1801, pp.
177-218 ; P. Kleinert, Ueber das Subject der

Weissagung Jes. 52, 13— 53, 12, ibid. 1862, pp.
699-752, and V. F. Oehler, Der Knecht Jehovah's

im Deutercjesajah, 2 Thle. Stuttg. 1865; comp.

G. F. Oehler, art. Messias in Herzog's Real-

Encykl. ix. 420 f. The Introduction to vol. i. of

Dr. Noyes's New Trans, oj' the Hebreio Prophets,

3d ed. (1867), contains a discussion of the sub-

ject of Jewish prophecy in general and of the

Messianic prophecies in particular. Hengsten-

berg's remarks on the genuineness of Is. xl.-lxvi.

and his interpretation of Is. Iii. 12-liii. are trans-

lated from the first edition of his Christology of

the 0. T. in the Bibl. Repos. for Oct. 1831 and
April 1832.

Stanley's description of Isaiah (Jewish Church,

ii. 494-504) presents him to us as one of the

grandest figures on the page of history. A few

sentences may be quoted, showing the uni\ersality

of Isaiah's ideas and sympathies and the reach

of his prophetic vision. "First of the prophets,

he and those who followed him seized with unre-

served confidence the mighty thought, that not in

the chosen people, so much as in the nations outside

of it, was to be found the ultimate well-being of

man, the surest favor of God. Truly might the

Apostle say that Isaiah was " very bold," — " bold

beyond " (a.iroTo\/j.d, Rom. x. 20) all that had

gone before him— in enlarging the boimdaries of

the church ; bold with that boldness, and large with

that largeness of view which, so far from weaken-

ing the hold on things divine, strengthens it to a

degree unknown in less comprehensive minds. For

to him also, with a distinctness which makes all

other anticipations look pale in comparison, a dis-

tinctness which grew with his advancing years, was

revealed the coming of a Son of David, who should

restore the royal house of Judah and gather the

nations under its sceptre. . . . Lineament after

lineament of that Divine Ruler was gradually drawn
by Isaiah or his scholars, until at last a Figure

stands forth, so marvelously combined of power

and gentleness and suft'ering as to present in the

united proportions of his descriptions the moral fea-

tures of an historical Person, such as has been, by
universal confession, known once, and once only,

in the subsequent annals of the world."

H. and A.

IS'CAH (nSD'' [one who looks about, or^jeej's] :

'lecrxa- Jcschu), daughter of Haran the brother

of Abram, and sister of Milcah and of Lot (Gen.

xi. 29). In the Jewish traditions as preserved by

Josephus {Ant. i. 6, § 5), Jerome ( Qimst. in Gen-

esim), and the Targum Pseudo-jonathan — not to

mention later writers — she is identified with

Sarai.

ISOAR'IOT. [Judas Iscaeiot.]



ISDAEL

ISDAEL ('lo-SarjA.: Gaddahel), 1 Esdr. v. 33.

[GiDDEL, 2.]

ISH'BAH (naip'; [praismgy. 6 'Ua-fid;

[Vat. Mo/jeS;] Alex, lecra^a'- lesba), a man in

the line of Judah, commemorated as the " father

of Eshtemoa" (1 Chr. iv. 17); but from whom he

was immediately descended is, in the very confused

state of this part of the genealogy, not to be ascer-

tained. The most feasible conjecture is that he

was one of the sons of Mered by his Egyptian wife

BiTHiAH. (See Bertheau, Chronik, ad loc.)

ISH'BAK (paPI [leaving behiml, Ges.]

:

'U<T$wK, ^o0dK; [Alex, in Chr., Uo-^ok-] Jesboc),

a son of Abraham and Keturah (Gen. xxv. 2; 1

Chr. i. 32), and the progenitor of a tribe of north-

ern Arabia. The settlements of this people are

very obscure, and we can only suggest as possible

that they may be recovered in the name of the

valley called Sabak, or, it is said, Sibiik ( , •Lu«),

in the Dahna (frLvJOtXit and Luojut),

(Mardsid, s. v.). The Heb. root p2ti? corre-

sponds to the Arabic f ^Aaa/ in etymology and

signification: therefore identifications with names

derived from the root \iXjLMJ are improbable.

There are many places of the latter derivation, as

Shebek (^iL-Ci), Shibak ( JLyi), and Esh-

Shobak ( vio aMCviJ I ) : the last having been sup-

posed (as by Bunsen, Bibelwerk, i. pt. ii. 53) to

preserve a trace of Ishbak. It is a fortress in

Arabia Petrsea ; and is near the well-known fortress

of the Crusader's times called El-Karak.

The Dahnii, in which is situate Sabak, is a fer-

tile and extensive tract, belonging to the Benee-

Temeeni, in Nejd, or the highland, of Arabia, on

the northeast of it, and the borders of the great

desert, reiiching from the rugged tract ("hazn")
of Yensoo'ah to the sands of Yebreen. It contains

much pasturage, with comparatively few wells, and
is greatly frequented by the Arabs when the veg-

etation is plentiful (Mushiarak and Mardsid, s. v.).

There is, however, another Dahna, nearer to the

Euphrates (ib. ), and some confusion may exist re-

garding the true position of Sabak; but either

Dahna is suitable for the settlements of Ishbak.

The first-mentioned Dahna lies in a favorable por-

tion of the widely-stretching country known to

have been peopled by the Keturahites. They
extended from the borders of Palestine even to the

Persian Gulf, and traces of their settlements must
be looked for all along the edge of the Arabian

peninsula, where the desert merges into the culti-

vable land, or (itself a rocky undulating plateau)

rises to the wild, mountainous country of Nqd.
Ishbak seems from his name to have preceded or

gone before his brethren : the place suggested for

his dwelling is far away towards the Persian Gulf,

and penetrates also into the peninsula. On these,

as well as mere etymological grounds, the identifi-

cation is sufficiently probable, and every way better

than that which connects the patriarch with Esh-

Shobak, etc. E. S. P.

ISH-BOSHETH 1167

isH'Bi-BE'NOB (23? ^^p^ Keri, ''ap';

[dweUing in rest\: 'Iecr/3i; [Alex. lecr^i iv No0:]
Jesbi-benob), son of Kapha, one of the race of

Philistine giants, who attacked David in battle,

but was slain by Abishai (2 Sam. xxi. 16, 17).

H. W. P.

ISH-BO'SHETH 01^3 t^'^S [see infra]

:

'le^oa-6e; [in 2 Sam. ii., Alex. Ufioa-dai or Eie)3.,

Comp. 'Itr/Sdo-efl; in 2 Sam. iii., iv.. Vat. Meij.<pL-

^oaOei, Alex. Meficpi^oaOar-] hboseth), the young-

est of Saul's four sons, and his legitimate successor.

His name appears (1 Chr. viii. 33, ix. 39) to have

been origuially Esh-baal, 73?3"ti7M, the man

of Baal. Whether this indicates that Baal was
used as equivalent to Jehovah, or that the reverence

for Baal still lingered in Israelitish families, is un-

certain; but it can hardly be doubted that the

name (Ish-bosheth, " the man of shame. ") by which

he is commonly known, must have been substituted

for the original word, with a view of removing the

scandalous sound of Baal from the name of an
Israelitish king, and superseding it by the con-

temptuous word (Bosheth — " shame ") which was
sometimes used as its equivalent in later times

(Jer. iii. 24, xi. 13; Hos. ix. 10). A similar pro-

cess appears in the alteration of Jerubbaal (Judg.

viii. 3.5) into Jerubbesheth (2 Sam. xi. 21); Meri-

baal (2 Sam. iv. 4) into Mephi-bosheth (1 Chr.

viii. 34, ix. 40). The three last cases all occur in

Saul's family. He was 35 years of age at the time

of the battle of Gilboa, in which his father and
three oldest brothers perished ; and therefore, ac-

cording to the law of Oriental, though not of

European succession, ascended the throne, as the

oldest of the royal family, rather than Mephi-
bosheth, son of his elder brother Jonathan, who
was a child of five years old. He was immediately

taken under the care of Abner, his powerful kins-

man, who brought him to the ancient sanctuary

of Slahanaim on the east of the .Jordan, beyond
the reach of the victorious Philistines (2 Sam. ii.

8). There was a momentary doubt even in those

remote tribes whether they should not close with

the offer of David to be their king (2 Sam. ii. 7,

iii. 17 ). But this was overruled in favor of Ish-

bosheth by Abner (2 Sam. iii. 17), who then for

five years slowly but effectually restored the domin-
ion of the house of Saul over the Transjordanic

territory, the plain of Esdraelon, the central moun-
tains of Ephraim, the frontier tribe of Benjamin,
and eventually "over all Israel" (except the tribe

of Judah, 2 Sam. ii. 9). Ish-bosheth was then
" 40 years old when he began to reign over Israel,

and reigned two years" (2 Sam. ii. 10). This

form of expression is used only for the accession

of a fully recognized sovereign (comp. in the case

of David, 2 Sam. ii. 4, and v. 4).

During these two years he reigned at Mahanaim,
though only in name. The wars and negotiations

with David were entirely carried on by Abner (2

Sam. ii. 12, iii. 6, 12). At length Ish-bosheth

accused Abner (whether rightly or WTongly does

not appear) of an attempt on his father's concu-

bine, Hizpah; which, according to oriental usage,

amounted to treason (2 Sam. iii. 7 ; comp. 1 K.
ii. 13; 2 Sam. xvi. 21, xx. 3). Abner resented

this suspicion in a burst of passion, which vented

itself in a solemn vow to transfer the kingdom from

the house of Saul to the house of David. Ish-
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bosheth was too much cowed to answer; and when,

shortly afterwards, through Abner's negotiation,

David demanded the restoration of his former wife,

Michal, lie at once tore his sister from her reluctant

husband, and committed her to Abner's charge

(2 Sam. iii. 14, 15).

The death of Abner deprived the house of Saul

of their last remaining support. When Ish-bosheth

heard of it, " his hands were feeble and all the

Israehtes were troubled" (2 Sam. iv. 1).

In this extremity of weakness he fell a victim,

probably, to a revenge for a crime of his father.

The guard of Ish-bosheth, as of Saul, was taken

from their own royal tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr. xii.

29). But amongst the sons of Benjamin were

reckoned the descendants of the old Canaanitish

inhabitants of Beeroth, one of the cities in league

with Gibeon (2 Sam. iv. 2, 3). Two of those Bee-

rothites, Baana and Rechab, in remembrance, it

has been conjectured, of Saul's slaughter of their

kinsmen the Gibeonites, determined to take advan-

tage of the lielplessness of the royal house to de-

stroy the only representative that was left, except-

ing the child Mephi-bosheth (2 Sam. iv. 4). They

were " chiefs of the marauding troops " which used

from time to time to attack the territory of Judah

(comp. 2 Sam. iv. 2, iii. 22, where the same word

TIlS is used; Yu\g. prlncipes latronum). [Ben-

jamin, vol. i. p. 278 a; Gittaim, vol. ii. p. 930.]

They knew the habits of the king and court, and

acted accordingly. In the stillness of an eastern

noon they entered the palace, as if to carry off the

wheat which was piled up near the entrance. The

female slave, who, as usual in eastern houses, kept

the door, and was herself sifting the wheat, had,

in the heat of the day, fallen asleep at her task

(2 Sam. iv. 5, G, in LXX. and Vulg.). They stole

in, and passed into the royal bedchamber, where

Ish-bosheth was asleep on his couch. They stabbed

him in the stomach, cut off his head, made their

escape, all that afternoon, all that night, down the

valley of the Jordan (Arabah, A. V. "plain;" 2

Sam. iv. 7), and presented the head to David as a

welcome present. They met with a stern recep-

tion. David rebuked them for the cold-blooded

murder of an innocent man, and ordered them to

be executed ; their hands and feet were cut off, and

their bodies suspended o\er [prob. by or near] the

tank at Hebron. The head of Ish-bosheth '» was

carefully Iniried in the sepulchre of his great kins-

man Abner, at the same place (2 Sam. iv. 9-12 ).*

A. P. S.

I'SHI 03?tt7"] \_saving, salutary]: Jesl). 1.

('lo-e^iTjA,; Alex. leo-ei.) A man of the descend-

ants of Judah, son of xYppaim (1 Chr. ii. 31); one

of the great house of Hezron, and therefore a near

connection, of the family of Jesse (comp. 9-13).

The only son here attributed to Ishi is Sheshan.

2. (2et; [Vat. 2e€i;] Alex. Es; [Comp. 'Uai.])

In a subsequent genealogy of Judah we find another

Ishi, with a son Zoheth (1 Chr. iv. 20). There does

not appear to be any connection between the two.

3. Cleai; [Vat. Ua-dfi/;] Alex. U(rei.) Four

men of the Bene-Ishi [sons of I.], of the tribe of

Simeon, are named in 1 Chr. iv. 42 as having

ISHMAEL
headed an expedition of 500 of their brethren,

who took Mount Seir from the Amalekites, and

made it their own abode.

4. (5ei; [Vat. 2eei;] Alex. leerei.) One of

the heads of the tribe of Manasseh on the east of

Jordan (1 Chr. v. 24).

I'SHI ("^tt?''S : 6 aviip ixov- Vir mens). This

word has no connection whatever with the forego-

ing. It occurs in Hos. ii. 16, and signifies " my
man," " my husband." It is the Israelite terra,

in opposition to Baali [Amer. ed.] the Canaanite

term, with the same meaning, though with a sig-

nificance of its own. See pp. 207-8, 210 «, where

the difference between the two appellations is no-

ticed more at length.

ISHFAH (n*a?^, *. e. Isshiyah [wlwm Je-

hovah lends, perh. with the idea of children as a

trust]: 'lecria; [Vat. corrupt: Jcsla]), the fifth

of the five sons of Izrahiah ; one of the heads of

the tribe of Issachar in the time of David (1 Chr.

vii. 3).

The name is identical with that elsewhere given

as IsHiJAH, Isshiah, Jesiah.

ISHFJAH {n>lW) [as above]: 'leo-i'a; [Vat.

FA. UaiTeia\] Alex, lecrcna'- /os«e), a lay Israelite

of the Bene-IIarim [sons of H.], who had married a

foreign wife, and was compelled to relinquish her

(Ezr. X..31). In Esdras the name is Askas.

This name appears in the A. V. under the vari-

ous forms of Ishiah, Isshiah, Jesiah.

ISH'MA (Sarp"^ [waste, desert, Ges.] : 'Ie«7-

lj.a.v\ [Vat. Pay/^o;] Alex. leo-^ua: Jesetna), a

name in the genealogy of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 3).

The passage is very obscure, and in tlie case of

many of the names it is difficult to know whether

they are of persons or places. Ishma and his com-

panions appear to be closely connected with Beth-

lehem (see ver. 4).

ISH'MAEL (bwr»E7^, ?f'//om God hears:

'IcruariX: Jsmael), the son of Abraham by Hagar,

his concubine, the Egyptian ; born when Abraham
was fourscore and six years old (Gen. xvi. 15, 16).

Ishmael was the firSt-born of his father; in ch. sv.

we read that he was then childless, and there is no

apparent interval for the birth of any other child

;

nor does the teaching of the narrative, besides the

precise enumeration of the sons of Abraham as the

father of the faithful, admit of the supposition.

The saying of Sarah, also, when she gave him

Hagar, supports the inference that until then he

was without children. When he " added and took

a wife " (A. V. " Then again Abraham took a wife,"

XXV. 1), Keturah, is uncertain, but it is not likely

to have lieen until after the birth of Isaac, and

perhaps the death of Sarah. The conception of

Ishmael occasioned the flight of Hagar [Maoau];

and it was during her wandering in the wilderness

that the angel of the Lord appeared to her, com-

manding her to return to her mistress, and giving

her the promise, " I will nndtiply thy seed exceed-

ingly, that it shall not be numljered for multitude; "

and, '• Behold, thou [art] with child, and shalt bear

a son, and shalt call his name Ishmael, because the

a In Dryden's Absalom and AJiithophel, " foolish

Ishboshetli" is ingeniously taken to repfesent Richard

Cromwell.
b * Tlie Jews at Hebron claim that they know the

sxact place of this sepulchre. They are accustomed

to offer prayers there on every new moon-day (Sepp,

Jerusalem u. das heilige Land, i. 499). The custom

shows a trace of the old superstition in regard to the

observance of such days (Is. i. 13, 14 ; Col. ii. 16, &c.l.

U.
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Lord hath heard thy affliction. And he will be a

wild man ; his hand [will be] against every man,

and every man's hand against him ; and he shall

dwell in the presence of all his brethren" (xvi.

10-12).

Ishmael was born in Abraham's house, when he

dwelt in the plain of ^Nlamre; and on the institu-

tion of the covenant of circumcision, was circum-

cised, he being then thirteen years old (xvii. 25).

With the institution of the covenant, God renewed

his promise respecting Ishmael. In answer to

Abraham's entreaty, when he cried, " that Ish-

ni;iel might live before thee! " God assured him of

the birth of Isaac, and said, " As for Ishmael, I

have heard thee: behold, I have blessed him, and

will make him fruitful, and will multiply him ex-

ceedingly ; twelve [irinces " shall he beget, and I will

make him a great nation " (xvii. 18, 20). Before

this time, Abraham seems to have regarded his

first-born child as the heir of the promise, his

belief in which was counted unto him for right-

eousness (xv. 6); and although that faith shone

yet more brightly after his passing weakness when
Isaac was first promised, his love for Ishmael is

recorded in the narrative of Sarah's expulsion of

the latter : " And the thing was very grievous in

Abraham's sight because of his son" (xxi. 11).

Ishmael does not again appear in the narrative

until the weaning of Isaac. The latter was born

when Abraham was a hundred years old (xxi. 5),

and as the weaning, according to eastern usage,

probably took place when the child was between

two and three years old, Ishmael himself must have

been then between fifteen and sixteen years old.

The age of the latter at tiie period of his circum-

cision, and at that of his expulsion (which we have

now reached), has given occasion for some literary

speculation. A careful consideration of the jxas-

sages referring to it fails, however, to show any

discrepancy between them. In Gen. xvii. 2-5, it is

stated that he was thirteen j'ears old when he was

circumcised ; and in xxi. 14 (probably two or three

years later), " Abraham . . . took bread, and a

bottle of water, and gave [it] unto Hagar, putting

[it] on her shoulder, and the child, and sent her

away." * Here it is at least unnecessary to assume
that the child was put on her shoulder, the con-

struction of the Hebrew (mistranslated by the
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a The Heb. rendered " prince " in this case, is

S"^ti73, which signifies both a " prince " and the

" leader," or " captain " of a tribe, or even of a family

(Gesen.). It here seems to mean the leader of a tribe,

and Ishmael's twelve sons are enumerated in Gen.

XXV. 16 "according to their nations," more correctly

"peoples," niTSM.
b * The ambiguity lies in the A. V., rather than

the original. According to the Hebrew coustruction

(thoiigli a little peculiar), the expression " putting on

her shoulder " should be taken as parentlietie, and
that of " the child " he made the object of the fn-st

of the verbs which precede. H.
c * This allusion to " the shrubs " of the desert

brings out a picturesque trait of the narrative. The

word so rendered (H^tZ?) is still used in Arabic, un-

changed. It is used, however, with some latitude,

being a general designation for the shrubby or bushy

plants. These shrubby plants, which are of various

" bushes." The kind, however, most in use, and more

74

LXX., with whom seems to rest the origin of the

question) not requiring it; and the sense of the

passage renders it highly improbable: Hagar cer-

tainly carried the bottle on her shoulder, and per-

haps the bread : she could hardly have also thus

carried a child. Again, these passages are quite

reconcilable with ver. 20 of the last quoted chapter,

where Ishmael is termed ^^SH, A. V. "lad"

(comp., for use of this word. Gen. xxxiv. 19,

xxxvii. 2, xli. 12).

At the " great feast " made in celebration of the

weaning, " Sarah saw the son of Hagar the Egyp-
tian, which she had l)orne unto Abraham, mocking,"

and lu'ged Abraham to cast out him and his mother.

The patriarch, comforted by God's renewed promise

that of Ishmael he would make a nation, sent them
both away, and they departed and wandered in the

wilderness of Beer-sheba. Here the water being

spent in the bottle, Hagar cast her son under one

of the desert shrubs,'^ and went away a little dis-

tance, " for she said, Let me not see the death of

the child," and wept. " And God heard the voice

of the lad, and the angel of the Lord called to

Hagar out of heaven," renewed the promise al-

ready thrice given, " I will make him a great

nation," and "opened her eyes and she saw a well

of water." Thus miraculously saved from perish-

ing by thirst, " God w.as with the lad ; and he grew,

and dwelt in the wilderness ; and became an arclier."

It is doubtful whether the wanderers halted l)y the

well, or at once continued their way to the " wilder-

ness of Paran," where, we are told in the next

verse to that just quoted, he dwelt, and where " his

mother took him a wife out of the land of Egypt"
(Gen. xxi. 9-21). This wife of Ishmael is not

elsewhere mentioned; she was, we must infer, an

Egyptian; and this second infusion of Hamitic

blood into the progenitors of the Arab nation,

Ishmael's sons, is a fact that has been generally

overlooked. No record is made of any otlier wife

of Ishmael, and failing such record, the Egyptian

was the mother of his twelve sons, and daughter.

This daughter, however, is called the " sister of

Nebajoth " (Gen. xxviii. 9), and this limitation of

the parentage of the brother and sister certainly

seems to point to a different mother for Islimael's

other sons.''

than any other specifically designated, is the Spnrtitcni

jitnceion. This is a tall shrub, growing to the height

of eight or ten feet, of a close ramification, but mak-
ing a light shade, owing to the small size .and lance-

olate shape of its leaves, lis flowers are yellow, and
its seeds edible. It grows in stony places, usually

where there is little moisture, and is widely diffused.

We should expect to find it, of cour.se, in a " wilder-

ness " like that of Beer-sheba. But whether we un-

derstand by rT'CJ? this particular plant, whose light

and insufficient shade would prove the only mitigation

of the heat of the sun, or, in general, a bush or shrub,

the allusion to it in Gen. xxi. 15 is locally exact, and
explains why the mother sought such a shelter for the

child. It might also be understood of Genista mono-
speriim, the Ritem of the Arabs, which fui-nishcd a
shade to the prophet Elijah (1 K. xix. 4, 5), and is

spoken of in Ps. cxx. 4, and Job xxx. 4. This sjiecies

is said to abound in the desert of Sinai, and is kin-

dred to the

t y^, being, in fact, mentioned with it

in .Tob xxx. 4. G. E. P.

'' According to Rabbinical traditior, Ishmael put

away his wife and took a second ; and the Arabs,
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Of the later life of Ishniael we know little. He

was present with Isaac at the burial of Abraham

;

and Esau contracted an alliance with him when he

" took unto the wives which he had Mahalath [or

Bashemath or Basmath, Gen. xxxvi. .3] the

daughter of Ishmael Abraham's son, the sister of

Nebajoth, to be his wife; " and this did Esau be-

cause the daughters of Canaan pleased not Isaac

and Rebekah, and Jacob in obedience to their wishes

had gone to Laban to obtain of his daughters a

wife (xxviii. 6-9). The death of Ishmael is re-

corded ill a previous chapter, after the enumeration

of his sons, as having taken place at the age of a

hundred and thirty-seven jears ; and, it is added,

" he died in the presence of all his brethren " «

(xxv. 17, 18). The alliance with Esau occurred

before this event (although it is mentioned in a

previous passage), for he " went . . . unto Ish-

mael; " but it cannot have been long before, if the

chronological data be correctly preserved.*

It remains for us to consider, (1), the place of

Ishmael's dwelling ; and, (2), the names of his

children, with their settlements, and the nation

sprung from them.

1. Erom the narrative of his expulsion, we learn

that Ishmael first went into the wilderness of Beer-

sheba, and thence, but at what interval of time is

uncertain, removed to that of Paran. His con-

tinuance in these or the neighboring places seems

to be proved by his having been present at the

burial of Abraham ; for it must be remembered that

in the East, sepulture follows death after a few

hours' space; and by Esau's marrying his daughter

at a time when he (Esau) dwelt at Beer-sheba: the

tenor of the narrative of Ijoth tliese events favoring

the inference that Ishmael did not settle far from

the neighborhood of Abraham and Isaac. There

are, howe\er, other passages which must be taken

into account. It is prophesied of him, that "he
shall dwell in the presence of all his brethren,"

and thus too he " died in the presence of all his

brethren" (xxv. 18).'' The meaning of these

passages is confessedly obscure; but it seems only

to signify that he dwelt near them. He was the

first Abrahamic settler in the east country. In

ch. xxv. 6 it is said, '' But unto the sons of the

concubines, which Abraham had, Abraham gave

gifts, and sent them away from Isaac his son,

while he yet lived, eastward, unto the east

country." The "east country" perhaps was re-

stricted in early times to the wildernesses of Beer-

shelia and Paran, and it afterwards seems to have

included those districts (though neither supposition

necessarily follows fi'om the alMve passage); or,

Ishmael removed to that east country, northwards,

without being distant from his father and his

brethren ; each case being agreeable with Gen.

xxv. 6. The appellation of the " east country "

became afterwards applied to the whole desert ex-

probably borrowing from the above, assert that he

twice married ; the first wife being an Anialekite, by

whom he had no Issue ; and the second, a Joktanite,

of the tribe of Jurhum {Mir-it ez-Zeinfm, MS., quot-

ing a tradition of Mohammad Ibn-Is-hak).

« * The meaning is different in the Hebrew. The

verb there is v23, and means not " died " but
- t'

"settled" or "dwelt" ( = ^3^^ Gen. xvi. 12). The

statement is really made not of Ishmael, but of his

descendants. Ishmaers death is mentioned in ver. 17,

but not in ver. 18. H.
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tending from the frontier of Palestine east to the

Euphrates, and south probably to the borders of

Egypt and the Arabian peninsula. This question

is discussed in art. Bene-Kedem ; and it is inter-

woven, though obscurely, with the next subject,

that of the names and settlements of the sons of

Ishmael. See also Keturah, etc. ; for the
" brethren " of Ishmael, in whose presence he dwelt

and died, included the sons of Keturah.c

2. The sons of Ishmael were, Nebajoth (expressly

stated to be his first-born), Kedar, Adbeel, Mibsam,
Mishma, Dumah, Massa, Hadar, Tema, Jetur,

Naphish, Kedemah (Gen. xxv. 13-1.5); and he had

a daughter named Mahalath (xxviii. 9), elsewhere

written Bashemath (or Basmath, Gen. xxxvi. 3),

the sister of Nebajoth, before mentioned. The sons

are enumerated with the particular statement that

" these are their names, by their towns, and by their

castles; twelve princes according to their nations"

or " peoples " (xxv. IG). In seeking to identify Ish-

mael's sons, this passage requires close attention

:

it bears the interpretation of their being fathers of

tribes, having towns and castles called after them;

and identifications of the latter become therefore

more than usually satisfactory. " They dwelt from

Havilah unto Shur, that is before Egypt, as thou

goest unto Assyria " (xxv. 18), and it is certain,

in accordance with this statement of their limits

[see Havilah, Shuh], that they stretched in very

early tijnes across the desert to the Persian Gulf,

peopled the north and west of the Arabian penin-

sula, and eventually formed the chief element of the

Arab nation. Their language, which is generally

acknowledged to have been the Arabic commonly
so called, has been adopted with insignificant ex-

ceptions throughout Arabia. It has been said that

the Bible requires the whole of that nation to be

sprung from Ishmael, and the fact of a large ad-

mixture of Joktanite and even Cushite peoples in

the south and southeast has been regarded as a

suggestion of skepticism. Yet not only does the

Bible contain no warrant for the assumption that

all Arabs are Ishmaelites; but the characteristics

of the Ishmaelites, strongly marked in all the more
northern tribes of Arabia, and exactly fulfilling the

prophecy " he will be a wild man ; his hand [wiU

be] against every man, and every man's hand against

him," become weaker in the south, and can scarcely

be predicated of all the peoples of Joktanite and
other descent. The true Ishmaelites, however, and
even tribes of very mixed race, are thoroughly

"wild men," living by warlike forays and plunder;

dreaded by their neighbors; dwelling in tents, with

hardly any household chattels, but rich in flocks

and herds, migratory, and recognizing no law but

the authority of the chiefs of their tribes. Even
the religion of Mohammad is held in light esteem

by many of the more remote tribes, among whom
the ancient usages of their people obtain in almost

^ Abraham at the birth of Ishmael was 86 years old,

and at Isaac's about 100. Isaac took Rebekah to wife

when he was 40 years old, when Ishmael would be
iibout 54. Esau was bom when his father was 60

;

and Esau was more than 40 when ho married Ish-

mael's daughter. Therefore Ishmael was then at least

114(54-1-20-1-40 = 114), le.aving 23 years before his

death for Esau's coming to him.

•^ * Ishmael is not named in the N. T., but is directly

referred to in the allegory, Gal. iv. 25 £f. See addition

under Isaac. H.
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theu old simplicity, besides idolatrous practices

altogether repugnant to Mohammadanism as they

are to the faith of the patriarchs ;
practices which

may be ascribed to the influence of the Canaanites,

of JMoab, Amnion, and Edom, with whom, by inter-

marriages, commerce, and war, the tribes of Ishmael

must have had long and intimate relations.

The term Ishmaelite C^ySl^PP^) occurs on

three occasions. Gen. xxxvii. 25, 27, 28, xxxix. 1

;

Judg. viii. 24; Ps. Ixxxiii. 6. From the context

of the first two instances, it seems to have been a

general name for the Abrahatuic peoples of the east

country, the Bene-Kedem ; but the second admits

also of a closer meaning. In the third instance the

name is applied in its strict sense to the Ishmaelites.

It is also applied to .Jether, the father of Amasa, by

David's sister Abigail (1 Chr. ii. 17). [Ithra;

Jether.]

The notions of the Arabs respecting Ishmael
'' o

( (J-i^.T'tiw' ) are partly derived from the Bible,

- s=

partly from the Jewish Rabbins, and partly fi'om

native traditions. The origin of many of these

traditions is obscure, but a great number may be

ascribed to the fact of Blohammad's having for

political reasons claimed Ishmael for his ancestor,

and striven to make out an impossible pedigree;

while both he and his followers have, as a conse-

quence of accepting this assumed descent, sought

to exalt that ancestor. Another reason ni*y be

safely found in Ishmael's acknowledged headship

of the naturalized Arabs, and this cause existed

from the very period of his settlement. [Arabia.]

Yet the rivalry of the Joktanite kingdom of south-

em Arabia, and its intercourse with classical and

mediiBval Europe, the wandering and unsettled

habits of the Ishmaelites, their having no literature,

and, as far as we know, only a meagre oral tradition,

all contributed, till the importance it acquired with

the promulgation of El-Isliim, to render our knowl •

edge of the Ishmaelitic portion of the people of

Arabia, before IMohammad, lamentably defective.

That they maintained, and still maintain, a patri-

archal and primitive form of life is known to us.

Their religion, at least in the period immediately

preceding Mohammad, was in central Arabia chiefly

the grossest fetishism, probably learnt from aborig-

inal inhabitants of the land ; southwards it diverged

to the cosmic worship of the Joktanite Himyerites

(though these were far from being exempt from

fetishism), and northwards (so at least in ancient

times) to an approach to that true faith which

Ishmael carried with him, and his descendants thus

gradually lost. This last point is curiously illus-

trated by the numbers who, in Arabia, became

either Jews (Caraites) or Christians (though of a

very corrupt form of Christianity), and by the move-

ment in search of the foith of the patriarchs which

had been put forward, not long before the birth of

Mohammad, by men not satisfied with Judaism or

the corrupt form of Christianity, with which alone

they were acquainted. This movement first aroused

Mohammad, and was afterwards the main cause of

his success.

The .A.rabs believe that Ishmael was the first

born of Abraham, and the majority of their doctors

(but the point is in dispute) assert that this son,

and not Isaac, was oflfered by Abraham in sacrifice."

The scene of this sacrifice is Mount 'Arafat, near
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Mekkeh, the last holy place visited by pilgrims, it

being necessary to the completion of pilgrimage to

be pi'esent at a sermon delivered there on the 9th

of the Mohammedan month Zu-1-Hejjeh, in com-
memoration of the offering, and to sacrifice a victin,

on the following evening after sunset, in the valley

of Mine. The sacrifice List mentioned is observed

throughout the Muslim world, and the day on which

it is made is called " The Great Festival" (Mr.

Lane's Mod. Eijypt. ch. iii.). Ishmael, say the

Arabs, dwelt with his mother at Mekkeh, and Ijoth

are buried in the place called the " Hejr," on the

northwest (termed by the Arabs the north) side

of the Kaabeh, and inclosed by a curved wall called

the " Hateem." Ishmael was visited at Jlekkeh

by Abraham, and they together rebuilt the temple,

which had been destroyed by a flood. At Mekkeh,

Ishmael married a daughter of Mudad or El-JIudad,

chief of the Joktanite tribe Jurhum [Aljiodad;
Arabia], and had thirteen children {Mir-dl-ez-

Zemdn, MS.), thus agreeing with the Biblical num-
ber, including the daughter.

Mohammad's descent from Islnnael is totally

lost, for an unknown number of generations to

Adnan, of the twenty-first generation before the

prophet: from him downwards the latter's descent

is, if we may believe the genealogists, fairly proved.

But we have evidence far more trustworthy than

that of the genealogists; for while most of the

natives of Arabia are unable to trace up their pedi-

yrecs, it is scarcely possible to find one who is

ignorant of his race., seeing that his very life often

depends upon it. The law of blood-revange neces-

sitates his knowing the names of his ancestors for

four generations, but no more ; and this law extend-

ing from time immemorial has made any confusion

of race almost impossible. This law, it should be

remembered, is not a law of Mohammad, but an

old pagan law that he endeavored to suppress, but

could not. In casting doubt on the prophet's pedi-

gree, we must add that tliis cannot affect the proofs

of the chief element of the Arab nation being Ish-

maelite (and so too the tribe of Kureysh of whom
was Mohammad). Although partly mixed with

Joktanites, they are more mixed with Keturahites,

etc. ; the characteristics of the Joktanites, as before

remarked, are widely different from those of the

Ishmaelites ; and whatever theories may be adduced

to the contrary, we believe that the Arabs, from

physical characteristics, language, the concurrence

of native traditions {before Mohammadanism made
them untrustworthy), and the testimony of the

Bible, are mainly and essentially Ishmaelite. [Is-

mael, 1.] E. S. P.

2. One of the sons of Azel, a descendant of Saul

through Merib-baal, or Mephi-bosheth (1 Chr. viii.

38, ix. 44). See the genealogy, under Saul.

3. [Vat. omits : Ismahel.] A man of Judah,

whose son or descendant Zebadiah was ruler

(T^33) of the house of Judah in the time of Je-

hoshaphat (2 Chr. xix. 11).

4. [Vat. M. IcrpariX- Ismahel.] Another man
of Judah, son of Jehohanan; one of the " captains

(^11Ci7) of hundreds " who assisted Jehoiada in

restoring Joash to the throne (2 C'hr. xxiii. 1).

5. [Vat. 2a/iaT)\; FA. Sa/uaiTjA..] A priest,

of the Bene-Pashur [sons of P.], who was forced

a With this and some otlier exceptions, the Mus-

lims have adopted the chief facts of the history of Ish

mael recorded in the Bible.
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bv Ezra to relinquish his foreign wife (Ezr. x. 22).

[isMAEL, 2.]

6. [Vat.i in 2 K. xxv. 25, MavarjA: Jsmnhel]

The son of Nethaniah ; a perfect marvel of craft

and villainy, whose treachery forms one of the chief

episodes of the history of the period immediately

succeeding the first fall of Jerusalem. His exploits

are related in Jer. xl. 7-xli. 15, with a short sum-

mary in 2 K. xxv. 23-25, and they read almost

like a page from the annals of the late Indian

mutiny.

His full description is " Ishmael, the son of

Nethaniah, the son of Elishama, of the seed royal " «

of .Judah (.Jer. xli. 1; 2 K. xxv. 25). Whether hy

this is intended that he was actually a son of Zede-

kiah, or one of the later kings, or, more generally,

that he had royal blood in his veins— perhaps a

descendant of Elishajia, the son of David (2 Sam.

V. 16)— we cannot tell. During the siege of the

city he had, like many others of his countrymen

(Jer. xl. 11 ), fled across the Jordan, where he found

a refuge at tlie court of Baalis, the then king of the

Bene-Ammon (Jos. AnI. x. 'J, § 2). Ammonite

women were sometimes found in the harems of the

kings of Jerusalem (1 K. xi. 1), and Ishmael may

have been thus related to the Ammonite court on

his mother's side. At any rate he was instigated

by Baalis to the designs which he accomplished but

too successfully (Jer. xl. 14 ; Ant. x. 9, § 3). geveral

bodies of Jews appear to have been lying under

arms in the plains on the S. E. of the Jordan,''

during the last days of Jerusalem, watching the

progress of^ftairs in Western Palestine, commanded

by " princes " " {'^'^W), the chief of whom were

Ishmael, and two brothers, Johanaii and Jonathan,

sons of Kareah. Immediately after the departure

of the Chaldffian army these men moved across the

Jordan to pay their respects to GiiDAHAH, whom
the king of Babylon had left as superintendent

(T^pD) of the province. Gedaliah had taken up

his residence at Mizpah, a few miles north of

Jerusalem, on the main road, where Jeremiah the

prophet resided with him (xl. 6). The house would

appear to have been isolated from the rest of the

town, ^^'e can discern a high inclosed court-yard

and a deep well within its precincts. The well was

certainly (Jer. xli. 9; comp. 1 K. xv. 22), and the

a nD'i^f^Tl 3?~1T. Jerome (Qii. Hebr. on 2

Chron. xxviii. 7) interprets this expression as meaning
" of the seed of Molech." lie gives the same meaning

to the words " the King's son " apphed to Maasciah

in tlie above passage. The question is an interesting

one, and has been recently revived by Geiger ( Ursdirift,

etc. p. 307), who extends it to other passages and per-

sons. [Molech.] Jerome (as above) furtiier .^lys—
perhaps on the strength of a tradition — that Ishmael

was the son of an Egyptian slave, Gera : as a reason

why the ' seed royal " should bear the meaning he

gives it. This the writer has not hitherto succeeded

in elucidating.

b So perhaps, taking it with the express statement

of xl. 11, we may interpret the words " the forces

which were in the field " (Jer. xl. 7, 13), where the

term rendered " the field " (HTt^S) is one used to

denote the pasture grounds of Moab— the modern
Belka — oftener than any other district. See Gen.

xxxvi. 35 ; Num. xxi. 20 ; Kuth i. 1, and passim ;

1 Chr. viii. 8 ; and Stanley's S. ^ P. App. § 15. The
persistent use of the word in the semi-Moabite book

if Kuth is alone enough to fix its meaning.

ISHMAEL
whole residence was probably, a relic of the inilitar»

works of Asa king of Judah.

Ishmael made no secret of his intention to kill

the superintendent, and usurp his position. Of
this Gedaliah was warned in express terms by Jo-

hanan and his companions; and Johanan, in a

secret interview, foreseeing how irreparable a mis-

fortune Gedaliah's death would be at this juncture

(xl. 15), offered to remove the danger by killing

Ishmael. Tliis, however, Gedaliah, a man evi-

dently of a high and unsuspecting nature, would

not hear of (xl. 16, and see the amplification in

Joseph. Ant. x. 9, § 3). They all accordingly took

leave. Thirty days after {A7>i. x. 9, § 4), in the

seventh month (xli. 1), on the third day of the

month — so says the tradition— Ishmael again

appeared at Mizpah, this time accompanied by ten

men, who were, according to the Heljrew text,

"princes of the king" (TJV^n "'S*^), though

this is omitted by the LXX. and by Josephus.

Gedaliah entertained them at a feast (xli. 1). Ac-
cording to the statement of .Josephus this was a

very lavish entertainment, and Gedaliah became

much intoxicated. It must have been a private

one, for before its close Ishmael and his followers

had murdered Gedaliah and all his attendants with

such secrecy that no alarm was given outside the

room. The same night he kUled all Gedaliah's

establishment, including some (.'haldsean soldiers

who were there. Jeremiah appears fortunately to

have been alisent, and, incredible as it seems, so

well had Ishmael taken his precautions that for two

days the massacre remained perfectly unknown to

the people of the town. On the second day Ishmael

perceived from his elevated position a large party

coming southward along the main road from She-

chem and Samaria. He went out to meet them.

They pro\ed to be eighty devotees, who with rent

clothes, and with shaven beards, mutilated bodies,

and other marks of heathen devotion, and weeping '^

as they went, were bringing incense and offerings to

the ruins of the Temple. At his invitation they

turned aside to the residence of the superintendent.

And here Ishrnael put into practice the same strat-

agem, which on a larger scale was em]i]oyed by

^Mehemet Ali in the massacre of the JIamelukes

at Cairo in 1806. As the unsuspecting pilgrims

passed into the court-yard ^ he closed the entrances

c It is a pity that some different word is not em-

ployed to render this Hebrew term from that used in

xli. 1 to translate one totally distinct.

fJ This is the I.XX. version of the matter— auroc

£TTOpevovTO KOI iKKoLiov. The stJitcment of the Hebrew

Text and A. V. that Ishmael wept is unintelligible.

e The Hebrew has T^^H— " the city " (A. V. ver.

7). This has been read by Josephus "I^H— " court-

yard." The alteration can-ies its genuineness in its

face. The same change has been made by the Ma-
sorets (Keri) in 2 K. xx. 4.

* It is safer to follow the text, with Hitzig, tJmbreit,

De Wette, and others. It is to be noted that in the

Hebrew TJ^FI'vS precedes "l^^H, »• « they came

" into the midst of the city," .«o that they were com-

pletely in Ishmael's power before the massacre took

place. It was natural to mention that circumstance,

but there is no obvious reason for speaking thus pre-

cisely of " t/ie miilst of the court-yard." That specifi-

cation also seems to require the article before the

genitive. The " pit " (or " cistern," the word is "113)
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oebiud them, and there he and his band butchered

the whole number : ten only escaped by the offer

of heavy ransom for their lives. The seventy

corpses were then thrown into the well, which, as

at Cawnpore, was within the precincts of the

Iiouse, and which was completely filled with the

bodies. It was the same thing that had been done

by Jehu— a man in some respects a prototype of

Ishmael— with the bodies of the forty-two relatives

of A|iaziah (2 K. x. 14). This done he descended

to the town, surprised and carried off the daughters

of king Zedekiah, who had been sent there by

Nebuchadnezzar for safety, with their eunuchs and

their ChaldiBan guard (xli. 10, 10), and all the

people of the town, and made off witli his prisoners

to the country of the Ammonites. Which road he

took is not quite clear; the Hebrew text and LXX.
say by Gibeon, that is north; but Josephus, by

Hebron, round the southern end of the Dead Sea.

The news of the massacre had by this time got

abroad, and Ishmael was quickly pursued by Jo-

hanan and his companions. Whether north or

south, they soon tracked him and his unwieldy booty,

and found them reposing by some copious waters

(CST I2^?5)" He was attacked, two of his bra-

voes slain, the whole of the prey recovered, and
Ishmael himself, with the remaining eight of his

people, escaped to the Ammonites, and thencefor-

ward passes into the obscurity from which it would
have been well if he had never emerged.

Johanan's foreboding was fulfilled. The result

of this tragedy was an immediate panic. The small

remnants of the Jewish conmionwealth— the cap-

tains of the forces, the king's daughters, the two
prophets Jeremiah and Baruch, and all the men,
women, and children— at once took flight into

Egypt (.Jer. xli. 17; xliii. 5-7); and all hopes of

a settlement were for the time at an end. The re-

membrance of the calamity was perpetuated by a

fast— the fast of the seventh month (Zech. vii. 5

;

viii. 19), which is to this day strictly kept by the

Jews on the third of Tishri. (See Reland, Antiq.

iv. 10; Kimchi on Zech. vii. 5.) The part taken

by Baalis in this transaction apparently brought

upon his nation the denunciations both of Jeremiah

(xlix. 1-6), and the more distant Ezekiel (xxv. 1-7),

but we have no record how these predictions were

accompHshed. G.

ISH'MAELITE. [Ishmael, p. 1171.]

ISHMA'IAH [3 syl.J (^n^^ttl??'^., i. e.

Ishmaya'hu [Jehovah heai-s] : 2a/uatay: Jesmmas),
son of Obadiah : the ruler of the tribe of Zebulun
in the time of king David (1 Chr. xxvii. 19).

ISH'MEELITE and ISH'MEELITES
Obsyprp"; and D'ibKlJntt?'] respectively: ['la-

/uaijXiTTjy (Vat. -Aft-), 'l(rixai]\iTa.i'- /siwihelilhes,

Ismaelike] ), the form — in agreement with the

vowels of the Helirew— in which the descendants

of Ishmael are given in a few places in the A. V.

;

the former in 1 Chr. ii. 17; the latter in Gen.
xxxvii. 25, 27, 28, xxxix. 1.

ISH'MERAI [3 syl.] C^'^^ptt?"; \_whoni Jeho-

vah keeps]: 'laajxapi; [Vat. 2a^apei;] Alex. leo--

afiapt- Jesama/i),a, Benjamite; one of the family
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into which the bodies were thrown may have been in

a court-yard or elsewhere. In eastern towns there are

reservoirs for public use as well a.s private. II.

of Elpaal. and named as a chief man in the tribe

(1 Chr. vii. 18).

ISH'OD (I'lntp'^S, t. e. Ish-hod Iman oj re-

lunvii]: 'I(rou5; [V^at. I(ro5eK;J Alex. 2oii5: fi-

riiiii decorum), one of the tribe of Manasseh on

the east of Jordan, son of Hammoleketh, i. e. the

(^ueen, and, from his near connection with Gilead,

evidently an important person (1 Chr. vii. 18).

ISH'PAN O^W^. [perh. bakl, Ges.; one

s<)-o«(/, Fiirst] : ^Uacfdv, [Vat. lo-cjiai/;] Alex. Eo-
(pav Jespham), a Benjaniite, one of the family of

Shashak; named as a chief man in his tribe (1

Chr. viii. 22).

ISH'TOB (nit:i"ttj"^« [see i«/'-'(] : 'IcrrdJ^;

[Vat. Eio-Toi^;] Joseph. "lo-TtDjSos : htob), appar-

ently one of the small kingdoms or states which
formed part of the general country of Aram, named
with Zobah, Kehob, and JMaacah (2 Sam. x. 6, 8).

In the parallel account of 1 Chr. xix. Ishtob is omit-

ted. By Josephus {Ant. vii. 6, § 1 ) the name is given

as that of a king. But though in the ancient ver-

sions the name is given as one word, it is probable

that the real signification is "the men of Ton," a
district mentioned also in connection with Ammoii
in the records of Jephthah, and again perhaps,

under the shape of Tobie or Tubieni, in the his-

tory of the Maccabees. G.

ISH'UAH {T^^'0\ [even, level, Ges.; resting,

peaceful, Dietr.] : 'leo-iroya. Max. leatrai- Jesua),

the second son of Asher (Gen. xlvi. 17). In the

genealogies of Asher in 1 Chr. vii. 30 the name,
though identical in the original, is in the A. V.
given as Isuah. In the lists. of Num. xxvi.,

however, Ishuah is entirely omitted.

* The word is properly Ishvah, and was probably

intended by the translators of the A. V. to be so

read, u being used in the edition of 1611 for v.

A.

ISH'UAI [3 syl.] C'W''^, i. e. Ishvi [see

above]: 'lerom'; Alex. \icrovL'- Jessui), the third

son of Asher (1 Chr. vii. 30), founder of a family

bearing his name (Num. xxvi. 44; A. V. "Je-
suites "). His descendants, however, are not men-
tioned in the genealogy in Chronicles. His name
is elsewhere given in the A. V. as Isui, Jesui, and
(another person) Ishui.

ISH'UI 01^71, i. e. Ishvi [peaceful, quiet,

Dietr.]: 'leacnov; [Vat. IfcrcriovK;] Alex. Icrouei;

.loseph. 'lecovs- Jessui), the second son of Saul

by his wife Ahinoara (1 Sam. xiv. 49, comp. 50):

his place in the family was between Jonathan and
Melehishua. In the list of Saul's genealogy in 1
Chr. viii. and ix., however, the name of Ishui is

entirely omitted; and in the sad narrative of the

battle of Gillioa his place is occupied by Abinadab
(1 Sam. xxxi. 2). We can only conclude that he

died young.

The same name is elsewhere given in the A. V.
as Isui, and Ishuai. [In all these names u may
have been intended by the translators of the A. V.
to be re.ad as v. See Ishuah.— A.] G.

ISLE C^M : vrjaos)- The radical sense of the

Hebrew word seems to be " habitable places," as

opposed to water, and in this sense it occurs in Is.

xlii. 15. Hence it means secondarily any maritime
district, whether belonging to a continent or to an
island: thus it is used of the shore of the Medi-
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terranean (Is. xx. 6, xxiii. 2, 6), and of the coasts

of Elishali (Ez. xxvii. 7), i. e. of Greece and Asia

Minor. In this sen.se it is more particularly re-

stricted to the shores of the Mediterranean, some-

times in the fuller expression "islands of the sea"

(Is. xi. 11), or "isles of the Gentiles" (Gen. x. 5;

comp. Zeph. ii. 11), and sometimes simply, as

"isles" (Fs. Ixxii. 10; Ez. xxvi. 1.5, 18, xxvii. 3,

35, xxxix. 6; Dan. xi. 18): an exception to this,

however, occurs in FjZ. xxvii. 15, where the shores

of the Persian gulf are intended. Occasionally the

word is specifically used of#n island, as of Caphtor

or Crete (Jer. xlvii. 4), and Chittim or Cyprus (Ez.

xxvii. 6; Jer. ii. 10), or of islands as opposed to

the mainland (Esth. x. 1).* But more generally it

is applied to any region separated from Palestine

by water, as fully described in Jer. xxv. 22, " the

isles which are beyond the sea," which were hence

regarded as the most remote regions of the earth

(Is. xxiv. 15, xlii. 10, lix. 18: compare the ex-

pression in Is. Ixvi. 19, "the isles afar off"), and

also as large and numerous (Is. xl. 15; Ps. xcvii.

1 ) : the word is more particularly used by the

prophets. (See J. I). Michaelis, Sjncileyium, i.

131-142.) W. L. B.

ISMACHI'AH (^n^5^P";, i. e. Ismac-

ya'hu [ichom Jehovah supports] : 6 '^afi.ax'ia [Vat.

"X^'"3 Jesmacldas), a Levite who was one of the

overseers (D^"T^p2) of offerings, during the revival

under king Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxxi. 13).

IS'MAEL. 1. {'\<Tnai)\- Ismael), Jud. ii.

23. Another form for the name Ishmael, son of

Abraham.
2. ('I(r^o7)Xos : Hismaenis), 1 Esdr. ix. 22.

[Ishmael, 5.]

ISMAI'AH [3 syl.] (n^patp"; [Jehm-ah

heai-s]: 'S.afj.ai'as Samaias), a Gibeonite, one of

the chiefs of those warriors who relinquished the

cause of Saul, the head of their tribe, and joined

themselves to David, when he was at Ziklag (1

Chr. xii. 4). He is described as "a hero {Gibber)

among the thirty and over the thirty "— i. e. Da-

vid's body-guard: but his name does not appear in

the lists of the guard in 2 Sam. xxiii. and 1 Chr.

xi. Possibly he was killed in some encounter be-

fore David readied the throne.

IS'PAH (nSPI, i. e. Ishpah [perh. bald,

Ges.]: 'Ufftpa; Alex. ^a(pax- Jespha), a Benja-

raite, of the family of Beriah; one of the heads

of his tribe (1 Chr. viii. IG).

IS'RAEL (bsnip'; [see infra]: 'lo-paVjA).

1. The name given (Gen. xxxii. 28) to Jacob after

his wrestling with the Angel (Hos. xii. 4) at Peniel.

In the time of .lerome ( Qiiwst. Hebr. in Gen. 0pp.

iii. 357) the signification of the name was com-

monly believed to be "the man (or the mind) see-

ing God." But he prefers another interpretation,

and paraphrases the verse after this manner :
" Thy

name shall not be called Jacob, Snpphmter, but

Israel, Prince with Gar]. For as I am a Prince, so

thou who hast been able to wrestle with Me shalt

be called a I'rince. But if with l\Ie who am God

(or an Angel) thou hast been able to contend, how

much more [shalt thou be able to contend] with

men, i. e. with Esau, whom thou oughtest not to

dread ? " The A. V., apparently following Jerome,

translates n''"}tt?, " as a prince thou hast power; "

but Rosenmiiller and Gesenius give it the simpler
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meaning, " thou hast contended." Gesenius inter-

prets Israel "soldier of God."

2. It became the national name of the twelve

tribes collectively. They are so called in Ex. iii.

16 and afterwards.

3. It is used in a narrower sense, excluding

Judah, in 1 Sam. xi. 8. It is so used in the famous

cry of the rebels against David (2 Sam. xx. 1), and

against his grandson (1 K. xii. 16). Thenceforth

it was assumed and accepted as the name of the

Northern Kingdom, in which the tribes of Judah,

Benjamin, Levi, Dan, and Simeon had no share.

4. After the Babylonian Captivity, the returned

exiles, although they were mainly of the kingdom

of Judah, resumed the name Israel as the designa-

tion of their nation; but as individuals they are

almost always described as Jews in the Apocrypha

and N. T. Instances occur in the Books of Chron-

icles of the application of the name Israel to Judah

(e. (/. 2 Chr. xi. 3, xii. 6); and in Esther of the

name Jews to the whole people. The name Israel

is also used to denote laymen, as distinguished from

priests, levites, and other ministers (Ezr. vi. 16,

ix. 1, X. 25; Neb. xi. 3, &c.). W. T. B.

ISRAEL, KINGDOM OF. 1. The prophet

Ahijah of Shiloh, who was commissioned in the

latter days of Solomon to announce the division of

the kingdom, left one tribe (Judah) to the house

of David, and assigned ten to Jeroboam (1 K. xi.

35, 31). These were probably Joseph (=Ephraim
and Manasseh), Issachar, Zebulun, Asher, Naphtali,

Benjamin, Dan, Simeon, Gad, and Keuben; Levi

being intentionally omitted. Eventually, the greater

part of Benjamin, and probably the whole of Simeon

and Dan, were included as if by common consent

in the kingdom of Judah. With respect to the

conquests of David, Moab appears to have been

attached to the kingdom of Israel (2 K. iii. 4) ; so

much of Syria as remained subject to Solomon (see

1 K. xi. 24) would probably be claimed by his suc-

cessor in the northern kingdom ; and Amnion,

though connected with Eehoboam as his mother's

native land (2 Chr. xii. 13), and though afterwards

tributary to Judah (2 Chr. xxvii. 5), was at one

time allied (2 Chr. xx. 1), we know not how
closely, or how early, with Moab. The sea-coast

between Accho and Japho remained in the posses-

sion of Israel.

2. The population of the kingdom is not ex-

pressly stated, and in drawing any inference from

the nuuiliers of fighting-men, we must bear in mind
that the numbers in the Hebrew text of the O. T.

are strongly suspected to have been subjected to

extensive, perhaps systematic, corruption. Forty

years before the disruption, the census taken by

direction of David gave 800,000 according to 2 Sam.

xxiv. 9, or 1,100,000" according to 1 Chr. xxi. 5,

as the number of fighting-men in Israel. Jeroboam,

15. c. 957, brought into the field an army of 800,-

000 men (2 Chr. xiii 3). The small number of the

army of Jehoahaz (2 K. xiii. 7) is to be attributed

to his compact with Hazael; for in the next reign

Israel could s])are a mercenary host ten times as

numerous for the wars of Amaziah (2 Chr. xxv. 6).

Ewald is scarcely correct in his remark that we

know not what time of life is reckoned as the mili-

tary age {Gesch. Jsr. iii. 185); for it is defined in

a Ep. Patrick proposes to reconcile these two num-
bers, by adding to the former 288,0^10 on account of

David's standing legions.
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Num. i. 3, and again 2 Chr. xxv. 5, as " twenty

yeai-s old and above." If in b. c. 957 tliere were

actually under arms 800,000 men of that age in

Israel, the whole population may perhaps ha\e

amounted to at least three millions and a half."

Later observers have echoed the disappointment

with whicli Jerome from his cell at Bethlehem con-

templated the small extent of this celebrated country

{Ep. 129, ad Dardaii. § 4). I'he area of Palestine,

as it is laid down in Kiepert's Bibel-Allas (ed.

Lionnet, 18.59), is calculated at 13,620 English

square miles. Deducting from this 810 miles for

the strip of coast S. of Japho, belonging to the

Philistines, we get 12,810 miles as the area of the

land occupied by the 12 tribes at the death of

Solomon: the area of the two kingdoms being—
Israel, 9, .375, Judah, 3,4.35. Hence it apjiears that

the whole area of Palestine was nearly equal to that

of the kingdom of Holland (13,610 square miles) ; or

rather more than that of the six northern counties

of England (13,136 square miles). The kingdom

of Judah was rather less than Northumberland,

Durham, and Westmoreland (3,683 square miles,

with 752,852 population in 1851); the kingdom
of Israel was very nearly as large as Yorkshire,

Lancashire, and Cumberland (9,453 square miles,

with 4,023,713 population in 1851).

3. Shechem was the first capital of the new
kingdom (1 K. xii. 25), venerable for its traditions,

and beautiful in its situation. Subsequently Tirzah,

whose loveliness had fixed the wandering gaze of

Solomon (Cant. vi. 4), became the royal residence,

if not the capital, of Jeroboam (1 K. xiv. 17) and

of his successors (xv. 33, xvi. 8, 17, 23). Samaria,

uniting in itself the qualities of beauty and fertility,

and a commanding position, was chosen by Omri
(1 K. xvi. 24), and remained the capital of the

kingdom until it had given the last proof of its

strength by sustaining for three years the onset of

the hosts of Assyria. .Jezreel was probably only a

royal residence of some of the Israelitish kings. It

may have been in awe of the ancient holiness of

Shiloh, that Jeroboam forbore to pollute tiie secluded

site of the Tabernacle with the golden calves. He
chose for the religious capitals of his kingdom Dan,
the old home of northern schism, and Bethel,'' a

Benjaniite city not far from Shiloh, and marked out

by history and situation as the rival of Jerusalem.

4. The disaffection of Ephraim and the northern

tribes. Laving grown in secret under the prosperous

but burdensome reign of Solomon, broke out at the

critical moment of that great monarch's death. It

was just then that Ephraim, the centre of the

movement, found in .Jeroboam an instrument pre-

pared to give expression to the rivalry of centuries,

with sutRcient ability and application to raise him
to high station, with the stain of treason on his

name, and with the bitter recollections of an exile

in his mind. Judah and .Toseph were rivals from the

time that they occupied the two prominent places,

and received the amplest promises in the blessing

of the dying patriarch (Gen. xlix. 8, 22). When
the twelve tribes issued from Egypt, only Judah
and Joseph could muster each above 70,000 war-

riors. In the desert and in the conquest, Caleb and

a " Mr. Rickman noticed that in 1821 and in 1831
the number of males under 20 years of age, and the

number of males of 20 years of age and upwards, were
nearly equal

;
and this proportion has been since re-

garded as invariable ; or, it has been assumed, that

tbe males of the age of 20 and upwards are equal in
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Joshua, the representatives of the two tribes, stand

out side by side eminent among the leaders of the

people. The blessing of Moses (Deut. xxxiii. 13;

and the divine selection of Joshua inaugurated the

greater prominence of Joseph for the next three

centuries. Othniel, the successor of Joshua, was
from Judah ; the last, Samuel, was born among the

Ephraiinites. Within that period Ephraim sup-

plied at Shiloh (Judg. xxi. 19) a resting-place for

the ark, the centre of divine worship; and a ren-

dezvous, or capital at Shechem (Josh. xxiv. 1

;

Judg. ix. 2) for the whole people. Ephraim arro-

gantly claimed (Judg. viii. 1, xii. 1) the exclusive

right of taking the lead against invaders. Koyal

authority was offered to one dweller in Ephraim .

(viii. 22), and actually exercised for three years by

another (ix. 22). After a silent, perhaps sullen,

acquiescence in the transfer of Samuel's authority

with additional dignity to a Benjaniite, they resisted

for seven years (2 Sam. ii. 9-11) its passing into

the hands of the popular Jewish leader, and yielded

reluctantly to the conviction that the sceptre which

seemed almost within their grasp was reserved at

la.st for Judah. Even in David's reign their jealousy

did not always slumber (2 Sam. xix. 43) ; and
though Solomon's alliance and intercourse with

Tyre must have tended to increase the loyalty of

the northern tribes, they took the first opportunity

to emancipate themselves from the rule of his son.

Doui)tless the length of Solomon's reign, and the

clouds that gathered round the close of it (1 K.
xi. 14-25), and possibly his increasing despotism

(Ewald, Gesch. Jsr. iii. 395), tended to diminish

the general popularity of the house of David ; and

the idolatry of the king alienated the affection of

religious Israelites. But none of these was the

immediate cause of the disruption. No aspiration

after greater liberty, political privileges, or aggran-

dizement at the expense of other powers, no spirit

of commercial enterprise, no breaking forth of pent-

up energy seems to have instigated the movement.

Ephraim proudly longed for independence, without

considering whether or at what cost he could main-

tain it. Shechem was built as a capital, and Tirzah

as a residence, for an Ephraimite king, by the

people who murmured under the burden imposed

upon them by the royal state of Solomon. Ephraim
felt no patriotic pride in a national splendor of

which Judah was the centre. The dwelling-place

of (iod when fixed in Jerusalem ceased to be so

honorable to him as of old. It was ancient jealousy

rather than recent provocation, the opportune death

of Solomon rather than unwillingness to incur

taxation, the opportune return of a persecuted

Ephraimite rather than any commanding genius

for rule which .Jeroboam possessed, that finally

broke up the brotherhood of the children of Jacob.

It was an outburst of human feeling so soon as

that divine influence whicli restrained the spirit of

disunion was withdrawn in consequence of the

idolatry of Solomon, so soon as that stern prophetic

voice which had called Saul to the throne under a

protest, and David to the throne in repentance, was

heard in anger summoning Jeroboam to divide the

kingdom.

number to a fourth part of the whole population."—
Census of Great Britain, 1851, Population Tables, II.

Ages, etc., p. vi.

b On these seven places see Stanley's S. If P , chaps

iv. v. and xi.
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5. Disruption where tliere can be no expansion,

or dismeiubernient without growth, is fatal to a

state If England and America have prospered

since 1783 it is because each found space for in-

crease, and had vital energy to fill it. If the sep-

aration of east and west was but a step in the

decline of the Roman empire, it was so because

each portion was hemmed in by obstacles which it

wanted vigor to surmount. The sources of life and
strength begin to dry up ; the state shrinks within

itself, withers, and falls before some blast which

once it might have braved.

The kingdom of Israel developed no new power.

It was but a portion of David's kingdom deprived

of many elements of strength. Its frontier was as

open and as widely extended as before; but it wanted

a capital for the seat of organized power. Its ter-

ritory was as fertile and as tempting to the spoiler,

but its people were less united and patriotic. A
corrupt religion poisoned the source of national life.

When less reverence attended on a new and un-

consecrated king, and less respect was felt for an
aristocracy reduced by the retirement of the Levites,

the army which David found hard to control rose

up unchecked in the exercise of its willful strength

;

and thus eight houses, each ushered in by a revolu-

tion, occupied the throne in quick succession. Tyre
ceased to be an ally when the alliance was no longer

profitable to the merchant-city. Moab and Amnion
yielded tribute only while under compulsion. A
powerful neighbor, Damascus, sat armed at the

gate of Israel; and, beyond Damascus, might be

discerned the rising strength of the first great

monarchy of the world.

These causes tended to increase the misfortunes,

and to accelerate the early end of the kingdom of

Israel. It lasted 2.54 years, from u. c. 975 to b. c.

721, about two thirds of the duration of its more
compact neighbor Judah.

But it may be doubted whether the division into

two kingdoms greatly shortened tlie independent

existence of the Hebrew race, or interfered with the

purposes which, it is thought, may be traced in

the establishment of David's monarchy. If among
those purposes were the preservation of the true

religion in the world, and the preparation of an
agency adapted for the diftusiou of Christianity in

due season, then it must be observed— first, that

as a bulwark providentially raised against the cor-

rupting influence of idolatrous Tyre and Damascus,
Israel kept back that contagion from Judah, and
partly exhausted it before its arrival in the south

;

next, that the purity of divine worship was not

impaired by the excision of those tribes which were
remote from the influence of the Temple, and by
the concentration of priests and religious Israelites

within the southern kingdom; and lastly, that to the

worshippers at .Jerusalem the early decline and fall

of Israel was a solemn and impressive spectacle of

judghient— the working out of the great problem
of God's toleration of idolatry. This prepared the

heart of .Judah for the revivals under Hezekiah and
Josiah, softened them into repentance during the

Captivity, and strengthened them for their absolute

renunciation of idolatry, when after seventy years

they returned to Palestine, to teach the world that

there is a spiritual bond more efiicacious than the

occupancy of a certain soil for keeping up national

existence, and to become the chamiel through which
Gtod's greatest gift was conveyed to mankind.
[Captivity.]

6. The detailed history of the kingdom of Israel
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will be found under the names of its nineteen

kings. [See also Ephkaiji.] A summary view
may be taken in four periods :

—
(rt.) B. c. 97.5-929. Jeroboam had not suffi-

cient force of character in himself to make a last-

ing impression on his people. A king, but not a

founder of a dynasty, he aimed at nothing beyond
securing his present elevation. Without any am-
bition to share in the commerce of Tyre, or to

compete with the growing power of Damascus, or

even to complete the humiliation of the helpless

monarch whom he had deprived of half a kingdom,
Jeroboam acted entirely on a defensive policy. He
attempted to give his subjects a centre which they

wanted for their political allegiance, in Shechem or

in Tirzah. He sought to change merely so much
of their ritual as was inconsistent with his authority

over them. But as soon as the golden calves were

set up, the priests and Levites and many reUgious

Israelites (2 Chr. xi. 16) left their country, and
the disastrous emigration was not effectually checked

even by the attempt of Baasha to build a fortress

(2 Chr. xvi. 6) at Ramah. A new priesthood was

introduced (1 K. xii. 31) absolutely dependent on
the king (Am. vii. 13), not forming as under the

Mosaic law a landed aristocracy, not respected by
the people, and unable either to withstand the op-

pression or to strengthen the weakness of a king.

A priesthood created, and a ritual devised for secu-

lar purposes, had no hold whatever on the conscience

of the people. To meet their spiritual cra\ings a

succession of prophets was raised up, great in their

poverty, their purity, their austerity, their self-

dependence, their moral influence, but imperfectly

organized ; — a rod to correct and check the civil

government, not, as they might have been under

happier circumstances, a staff to support it. The
army soon learned its power to dictate to the iso-

lated monarch and disunited people. Baasha in

the midst of the army at Gibbethon slew the son

and successor of Jeroboam ; Zimri, a captain of

chariots, slew the son and successor of Baasha;

Omri, the captain of the host, was chosen to pun-

ish Zimri; and after a civil war of four jears he

prevailed over Tilini, the choice of half the people.

(b.) B. c. 929-884. For forty-five years Israel

was governed by the house of Omri. That saga-

cious king pitched on the strong hill of Samaria as

the site of his capital. Damascus, which in the

days of Baasha had proved itself more than a match

for Israel, now again assumed a threatening atti-

tude. Edom and Moab showed a tendency to in-

dependence, or even aggression. Hence the princes

of Omri's house cultivated an alliance with the

contemporary kings of Judah, which was cemented

by the marriage of Jehoram and Athaliah, and

marked by the community of names among the

royal children. Ahab's Tyrian alliance strength-

ened him with the counsels of the masculine mind
of Jezeliel, but brought him no further support.

The entire rejection of the God of Abraham, under

the disguise of abandoning Jerolioam's unlawful

symbolism, and adopting Baal as the god of a lux-

urious court and subservient populace, led to a reac-

tion in the nation, to the moral triumph of the

prophets in the person of Elijah, and to the extinc-

tion of the house of Ahab in obedience to the bid-

ding of Elisha.

(c.) B. c. 884-772. Unparalleled triumphs, but

deeper humiliation, awaited the kingdom of Israel

under the dynasty of Jehu. The worship of Faal

was abolished by one blow; but, so long as the
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kingdom lasted, the people never rose superior to

the debasing form of religion established by Jero-

boam. Hazael, the successor of the two Beiiha-

dads, the ablest king of Damascus, reduced Jeho-

ahaz to the condition of a vassal, and triumphed

for a time over both the disunited Hebrew king-

doms. Almost tlie fii'st sign of the restoration of

their strength was a war between them; and Jeho-

ash, the grandson of Jehu, entered Jerusalem as

the conqueror of Amaziah. Jehoash also turned

the tide of war against the Syrians ; and Jeroboam

II., the most powerful of all the kings of Israel,

captured Damascus, and recovered the whole an-

cient frontier from Hamath to the Dead Sea. In

the midst of his long and seemingly glorious reign

the prophets Hosea and Amos uttered their warn-

ings more clearly than any of their predecessors.

The short-lived greatness expired with the last king

of Jehu"s line.

(d.) B. c. 772-721. Military violence, it would

seem, broke off the hereditary succession after the

obscure and probably convulsed reign of Zachariah.

An unsuccessful usurper, Shallum, is followed by

the cruel Menahem, who, being unable to make
head against the first attack of Assyria under Pul,

became the agent of that monarch for the oppres-

sive taxation of his subjects. Yet his power at

home was sufficient to insure for his son and suc-
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cessor Pekahiah a ten years' reign, cut short by a

bold usurper, Pekah. Abandoning the northern

and transjordanic regions to the encroacliing power

of Assyria under Tiglath-pileser, he was very near

subjugating Judah, with the help of Damascus,

now the coequal ally of Israel. But Assyria inter-

posing summarily put an end to the independence

of Damascus, and perhaps was the indirect cause

of the assassination of the baffled Pekah. The
irresolute Hoshea, the next and last usurper, be-

came tributary to his invader, Shalmaneser, betrayed

the Assyrian to the rival monarchy of Egypt, and

was punished by the loss of his liberty, and by the

capture, after a three years' siege, of his strong

capital, Samaria. Some gleanings of the ten tribes

yet remained in the land after so many years of

religious decline, moral debasement, national degra-

dation, anarch}', bloodshed, and deportation. Even
these were gathered up by the conqueror and car-

ried to Assyria, never again, as a distinct people,

to occupy their portion of that goodly and pleasant

land which their forefathers won under Joshua from

the heathen.

7. The following table shows at one view the

chronology of the kings of Israel and Judah.

Columns 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10 are taken from the

Bible. Columns 4, 5, 6 are the computations of

eminent modern chronolosists : column 4 being the

Year of
preceding
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scheme adopted in the margin of the English Ver-

sion, which is founded on the calculations of Arch-

bishop Ussher: column 5 being the computation

of Clinton {Fasti IleUenid, iii. App. § 5); and

coluuui 6 being the computation ' of Winer {Rml-

worierbucJi).

The numerous dates given in the Bible as the

limits of the duration of the king's reigns act as a

continued cheelv on each other. The apparent dis-

crepancies between them have been unduly exag-

gerated by some writers. To meet such difficulties

various hypotheses have been put forward ;— that

an uiterregnum occurred; that two kings (father

and son) reigned conjointly; that certain reigns

wei-e dated not from their real commencement, but

from some arbitrary period in that Jewish year in

which they connnenced ; that the Hebrew copyists

have transcribed the numbers incorrectly, either by

accident or design ; tliat the origuial writers have

made mistakes in their reckoning. All these are

mere suppositions, and even the most probable of

them must not be insisted on as if it were a histor-

ical fact. But in truth most of the discrepancies

may be accounted for by the simple fact that the

Hebrew annalists reckon in round numbers, never

specifying the months in addition to the years of

the duration of a king's reign. Consequently some

of these writers seem to set down a fragment of a

year as an entire jear, and others omit such frag-

ments altogether. Hence in computing the date

of the commencement of each reign, without attrib-

uting any error to the writer or transcribers, it is

necessary to allow for a possible mistake amounting

to something less than two years in our interpreta-

tion of the indefinite phraseology of the Hebrew
writers. But there are a few statements in the

Hebrew text which cannot thus be reconciled.

(a.) There are in the Second Book of Kings

three statements as to the beginning of the reign

of Jehoram king of Israel, which in the view of

some wTiters involve a great error, and not a mere

numerical one. His accession is dated (1) in the

second year of Jehoram king of Judah (2 K. i.

17); (2) in tlie fifth year before Jehoram king of

Judah (2 K. viii. 16); (3) in the eighteenth year

of Jehoshaphat (2 K. iii. 1). But these state-

ments may be reconciled by the fact that Jehoram

king of Judah had two accessions which are re-

corded in Scripture, and by the probable supposi-

tion of Archbishop Ussher that he had a third

and earlier accession winch is not recorded. These

three accessions are, (1) when Jehoshaphat left his

kingdom to go to the battle of Ramoth-GHead, in

his 17th year; (2) when Jehoshaphat (2 K. viii.

16 ) either retired from the administration of affairs,

or made his son joint king, in his 23d year; (3)

when .Tehosliaphat died, in his 25th year. So that,

if the sui>position of Ussher be allowed, the acces-

sion of .iehoram king of Israel in Jehoshaphat's

18th year synchronized with (1) the second year

of the first accession, and (2) the fifth year before

the second accession of Jehoram king of Judah.

(b.) The date of the begirming of Uzziah's reign

(2 K. XV. 1) in the 27th year of Jeroboam II. can-

not l)e reconciled with the statement that Uzziah's

father, Amaziali, whose whole reign was 29 years

only, came to the throne in the second year of

Joash (2 K. xiv. 1), and so reigned 14 years eon

temporaneously with Joash and 27 with Jerolioam.

Ussher and others suggest a reconciliation of these

statements by the su]>position tliat Jeroboam's

reign had two commencements, the first not men-
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tioned in Scripture, on his association with his

father Joash, b. c. 837. But Keil, after Capellus

and Grotius, supposes that T3 is an error of the

Hebrew copyists for ItO, and that instead of 27th

of Jeroboam we ought to read 15th.

(c.) The statements that Jeroboam II. reigned

41 years (2 K. xiv. 23) after the 15th j'ear of

Amaziah, who reigned 29 years, and that Jero-

boam's son Zachariah came to the throne in the

38th year of Uzziah (2 K. xv. 8), cannot be recon-

ciled without supposing that there was an inter-

regnum of 11 years between Jeroboam and his son

Zachariah. And almost aU chronologists accept

this as a fact, although it is not mentioned in the

Bible. Some chronologists, who regard an inter-

regnum as intrinsically improbable after the pros-

perous reign of Jeroboam, prefer the supposition

that tli£ number 41 in 2 K. xiv. 23 ought to be

changed to 51, and that the number 27 in xv. 1

should be changed to 14, and that a few other cor-

responding alterations should be made.

((/.) In order to bring down the date of Pekah's

nmrder to the date of Hoshea's accession, some
chronologists propose to read 29 years for 20, in

2 K. XV. 27. Others prefer to let the dates stand

as at present in the text, and suppose that an in-

ten'egnum, not expressly mentioned in the Bible,

occurred between those two usurpers. The words

of Isaiah' (ix. 20, 21) seem to indicate a time of

anarchy in Israel.

The Chronology of the Kings has been minutely

investigated by Abp. Ussher, Chronoluyia Sacra,

Pars Posterior, Be Annis Regum, W^orks, xii.

95-144; by Lightfoot, Order of the Texts of the

0. T., Works, i. 77-130; by Hales, Nno Analysis

(f Chronolofjy, ii. 372-447; by Clinton, I. c. ; and

by H. Browne, Ordo Saclorwn. [See also D.

Wolff, Versiich, die Widerspriiche in den Jahr-

reihen der Konir/e Juda's u. Isr. u. andere Dif-

ferenzen in d. bibl. Chronol. ausznyleichen, in the

'Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1858, pp. 625-688, and the

references under Chronology, Amer. ed. — A.]

W. T. B.

IS'RAELITE C'^W-lt^"; : 'leCporjAi'Tijj

;

[Vat. \a-par]Kinr)s ; Aid. 'I(rpor)\iTrjs ;] Alex.

I(7^a7]A.€iT7)s: de Jesraeli). In 2 Sam. xvii. 25,

Ithra, the father of Amasa, is called " an Israelite,"

or more correctly "the Israelite," while in 1' Chr.

ii. 17 he appears as " Jether the Ishmaelite." The

latter is undoulitedly the true reading, for iniless

Ithra had been a foreigner there would ha^e been

no need to express his nationahty. The LXX. and

Vulg. appear to have read "^ vSl^lT'', " Jezreelite."

*W. A. W.
* " Israehte " also occurs in the A. V. as the

rendering of bS'jb''^ d'^S, " man of Israel,"

Num. XXV. 14; and of 'lo-paTjAiTTjs or 'lo-parjAeiTTji

(Tisch. Treg.), John i. 47, Horn. xi. 1. " Israelites"

is the translation of ^'i^'^iD^ used collectively, in

Ex. ix. 7 ; Lev. xxiii. 42 ; Josh. iii. 17, xiii. 6

;

Judg. XX. 21; 1 Sam. ii. 14, xiii. 20, xiv. 21, xxv.

1, xxix. 1; 2 Sam. iv. 1; 2 K. iii. 24, vii. 13; 1

Chron. ix. 2;— of 'IcparJA, Bar. iii. 4; 1 Mace. i.

43, 53, 58, iii. 46, vi. 18;— of vloX 'lapari^, Jud.

vi. 14; 1 Mace. vii. 23;— and of ' I crfjariXlTai oi

-AeTrai, Kom. ix. 4; 2 Cor. xi. 22, A.

* ISRAELI'TISH (rT^bsitt?"; : 'lapavKt-
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Tis; Vat. -A.ej-; Alex, once le(pari\tTts- Tsraelitis).

The designation of a certain woman (I^ev. xxiv. 10,

11) wliose son was stoned for blasplieniy. A.

IS'SACHAR (I3^7a?\ [see infra,-], i. e.

Isascar— such is the invariable spelling of the

name in the Hebrew, the Samaritan Codex and
Version, the Targuras of Oiikelos and Pseudo-

jonathan, but the Masorets have pointed it so as

to supersede the second S, "13tt7l!?^, Issa [s] car:

'IfTfTcixap; Kcc. Text of N. T. 'Icrarrxap, but Cod.

C, 'Icraxap [Cod. A, and Sin. lff(raxap]i Joseph.

^laffaxapis' hsachnr). the ninth son of Jacob and

the fifth of Leah ; the firstborn to Leah after the

interval which occurred in the births of her children

(Gen. XXX. 17; comp. xxix. 35). As is the case

with each of the sons the name is recorded as be-

stowed on account of a circumstance connected with

the birth. But, as may be also noticed in more
than one of the others, two explanations seem to

be combined in tlie narrative, which even then is

not in exact accordance with the requirements of

the name. " God hath given me my hire ("13ti7,

sacar) . . . and slie called his name Issachar," is

the record; but in verse 18 that " hire " is for the

surrender of her maid to her husband — while in

ver. 14-17 it is for the discovery and bestowal of

the mandrakes. Besides, as indicated above, the

name in its original form— Isascar— rebels against

this interpretation, an interpretation which, to be

consistent, requires the form sul)sequently imposed

on the word Is-sachar." The allusion is not again

brought forward as it is with Dan, Aslier, etc., in

the blessings of Jacob and Moses. In the former

only it is perhaps allowable to discern a faint echo

of the sound of " Issachar " in the word shicmo —
"shoulder" (Gen. xlix. 1.5).

Of Issachar the individual we know nothing. In

Genesis he is not mentioned after his birth, and

the few verses in Chronicles devoted to the tribe

contain merely a brief list of its chief men and

heroes in the reign of David (1 Chr. vii. 1-5).

At the descent into Egypt four sons are ascribed

to him, who fouvided tlie four chief families of the

tribe (Gen. xlvi. 13; Num. xxvi. 23, 25: 1 Chr.

vii. 1). Issachar's place during the journey to

Canaan was on the east of the Tabernacle with his

brotliers Judah and Zebulun (Num. ii. 5), tlie

group moving foremost in the march (x. 15), and
having a common standard, which, according to the

Rabbinical tradition, was of the tliree colors of

sardine, topaz, and carbuncle, inscribed with the

names of the three tribes, and bearing the figure

of a lion's whelp (see Targum Pseudojon. on Num.
ii. 3). At this time the captain of the tribe was
Nethaneel ben-Zuar (Num. i. 8, ii. 5, vii. 18, x. 15).

He was succeeded by Igal ben-Joseph, who went as

representative of his trilae among the spies (xiii. 7),

and he again by Paltiel ben-Azzan, who assisted

Joshua in apportioning tlie land of Canaan (xxxiv.

26). Issachar was one of the six tribes who were

to stand on Mount Gerizim during the ceremony

of blessing and cursing (Deut. xxvii. 12). He was
still in company with .hidah, Zebulun being opposite

on Ebal. The number of the fighting men of
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a The words occur again almost identically in 2 Chr.

XV. 7, and Jer. xxxi. 16 : "1Dti7 W"^ = " there is a
T T

reward for," A. V. >< shall be rewarded."

An expansion of the stovy of the mandrakes, with

Issachar when taken iu the census at Sinai wa«
54:, -100. During tlie journey they seem to have

steadily increased, and after the mortaUty at Peor

they amounted to 64,300, being inferior to none
but Judah and Dan— to the latter by 100 souls

only. The numbers given in 1 Chr. vii. 2, 4, 5,

probalily the census of Joab, amount in all to

145,000.

The Promised Land once reached, the connection

between Issachar and Judah seems to have closed,

to be renewed only on two brief occasions,' wliich

will be noticed in their turn. The intimate rela-

tion witli Zebulun was however maintained. The
two brother-tribes had their portions close together,

and more than once they are mentioned in com-
pany. The allotment of Issacliar lay altove that of

Manasseh. The specification of its boundaries and
contents is contained in Josh. xix. 17-23. But to

the towns there named must be added Daberath,

given in the catalogue of Levitical cities (xxi. 28

:

Jarmuth here is probably the Remeth of xix. 21),

and five others— Beth-sliean, Ibleam, En-dor, Taa-

nach, and Megiddo. These last, though the prop-

erty of Manasseh, remained within the limits of

Issachar (Josh. xvii. 11; Judg. i. 27), and they

assist us materially in determining his boundary.

In the words of Josephus {Ant. v. 1, § 22), "it

extended in length from Carmel to the Jordan, in

breadth to Mount Tabor." In fact it exactly con-

sisted of the plain of Esdraelon or Jezreel. The
south boundary we can trace by En-gannim, the

modern Jenin, on the heights which form the

southern inclosure to the Plain; and then, further

westward, by Taanach and Megiddo, the authentic

fragments of which still stand on the same heiglits

as they trend away to the hump of Carmel. On
the north the territory also ceased with the plain,

which is there bounded by Tabor, the outpost of the

hills of Zebulun. East of Tabor the hill-country

continued so as to screen the tribe from the Sea of

Galilee, but a continuous tract of level on the S. E.

led to Beth-shean and tlie upper part of the Jordan
valley. West of Tabor, again,- a little to the south,

is Cliesulloth, the modern Jksal, close to the tra-

ditional " Jlount of Precipitation; " and over this

the boundary probably ran in a slanting course till

it joined Mount Carmel, where the Kishon (Josh,

xix. 20) worked its way below the eastern bluff of

that mountain— and thus completed the triangle

at its western apex. Nazareth lies among the hills,

a few [about twoj miles north of the so-called

Mount of Precipitation, and therefore escaped being

in Issachar. Almost exactly in tlie centre of this

plain stood .Tezreel, on a low swell, attended on the

one hand by the eminence of Mount Gilboa, on
the other by that now called ed-DiiIiy, or " little

Hermon," the latter having Shunem, Nain, and
En-dor on its slopes, names wliich recall some of the

most interesting and important events in the his-

tory of Israel.

This territory was, as it still is, among the richest

land in Palestine. Westward was the famous plain

which derived its name, the " seed-plot of (Sod " —
such is the signification of Jezreel— from its fer-

tility, and the very weeds of which at this day

curious details, will be found in the Testnmentum
Isar/iar, Fabricius, Cor/. Psewlepi^r. i. 620-623. They
were ultimately deposited "in the house of the Lord,'*

whatever that expression may mean.
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testify to its enormous powers of production (Stan-

ley, -S. ^ A p. 348). [Esdraelon: Jezreel.]

On the north is Tabor, which even under the burn-

ing: sun of that climate is said to retain the glades

and dells of an English wood {ibid. p. .350). On the

east, behind .lezreel, is the opening which conducts

ia tiie plain of the Jordan — to that Beth-shean

which was proverbially among the Rabbis the gate

of I'aradise for its fruitfulness, It is this aspect of

the territory of Issachar which appears to be alluded

to in the. Blessing of Jacob. The image of the

'•strong-boned he-ass" (QT?2 "l^H) — the large

animal used for burdens and field work, not the

lighter and swifter she-ass for riding— " couching

down Ijetween the two hedge-rows," « chewing the

cud of stolid ease and quiet— is very applicable,

not only to the tendencies and habits, but to the

very size and air of a rural agrarian people, while

the sequel of the verse is no less suggestive of the

certain result of such tendencies when unrelieved

by any higher aspirations: "He saw that rest

wa-s good and the land pleasant, and he bowed his

back to bear, and became a slave'' to tribute" —
the tribute imposed on him by the various maraud-

ing tribes who were attracted to his territory by

the richness of the crops. The Blessing of JVIoses

completes the picture. He is not only " in t«nts
"

— in nomad or semi-nomad life — but " rejoicing
"

in theni, and it is perhaps not straining a point to

obser\e that he hxs by this time begun to lose his

individuality. He and Zebulun are mentioned

together as having part possession in the holy

mountain of Tabor, which was on the frontier line

of each (l)eut. x.xxiii. 18, 1!)). We pass from this

to the time of Deborah: the chief struggle in the

great victory over Sisera took place on the territory

of Issachar, " by Taanach at the waters of Megiddo "

(Judg. v. 19); but .the allusion to the tribe in the

song of triumph is of the most cursory nature, not

consistent with its havuig taken any prominent

part in the action.

One among the Judges of Israel was from Issa-

char— Toi.A (Judg. X. 1)— but beyond the lengtli

of his sway we have only the fact recorded that he

resided out of the limits of his own tribe— at

Shamir in Mount Ephraim. By Josephus he is

omitted entirely (see Ant. v. 7, § 6). The census

of the trilie taken in the reign of David has already

been alluded to. It is contained in 1 Chr. vii. 1-5,

and an expression occurs in it which testifies to the

nomadic tendencies above noticed. Out of the

whole innuber of the tribe no less than 36,000 were

marauding mercenary troops— " bands" (Q^']^^2)

— a term a]>plied to no other trilse in this enumer-

ation, thou<:ii elsewhere to Gad, and uniformly to

the irregular bodies of the Bedouin nations round

Israel.'' This was probably at the close of David's

reign. Thirty years before, when two hundred of

the head men of the tribe had gone to Hebron to

" The word here rendered " hedge-rows " is one

which only occurs in Judg. v. 16. The sense there is

evidently similar to that in this passage. But as to

what that sense is all the authorities difler. .See

Gesenius, Ben Zev, etc. The rendering given seems

to be nearer the rea'l force th&n any.

'' 1237 Dtt/' ^y ^^^ li^Oi. rendered ir^p

vfwpyos. Comp. their similar rendering of JT^Ill?

(A. V. "servants," and " husbandry ") in Gen. xxVi.

ISSACHAR
assist in making David king over the entire realm,

different qualifications are noted in them— they

" had understanding of the times to know what
Israel ought to do . . . and all their brethren were

at their commandment." To what this " under-

standing of the times " was we have no clew. By
the later Jewish interpreters it is explained as skill

in ascertaining the periods of the sun and moon,
the intercalation of months, and dates of solemn

feasts, and the interpretation of the signs of the

heavens (Targum, ad loc. ; Jerome, Qucest. Hebr.).

Josephus {Ant. vii. 2, § 2) gives it as " knowing
the things that were to happen ;

" and he adds that

the armed men who came with these leaders were

20,000. One of the wise men of Issachar, accord-

ing to an old Jewish tradition preserved by Jerome

( QiuBst. Hebr. on 2 Chr. xvii. 16 ), was Amasiah
son of Zichri, who with 200,000 men oflTered him-

self to Jehovah in the service of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr.

x\ii. 16) : but this is very questionatjle, as the

movement appears to have been confined to Judah
and Benjamin. The ruler of the tribe at this time

was Oniri, of the great family of Michael (1 Chr.

xxvii. 18; comp. vii. 3). May he not have been

the forefather of the king of Israel of the same
name— the founder of the " house of Omri " and
of the " house of Ahab," the builder of Samaria,

possibly on the same hill of Shamir on which the

Issacharite judge. Tola, had formerly held his court?

But whether this was so or not, at any rate one

dynasty of the Israelite kings was Issacharite.

B.VASiiA, the son of Ahijah, of the house of Issa-

char, a member of the army with which Nadab and
all Israel were besieging Gibbethoii, apparently not

of any standing in the tribe (comp. 1 K. xvi. 2),

slew the king, and himself mounted the throne

(1 K XV. 27, &c.). He was evidently a fierce and

warlike man (xv. 29 ; 2 Chr. xvi. 1 ), and an idolater

like Jeroboam. The Issacharite dynasty lasted

during the 24 years of his reign and the 2 of his

son Elah. At the end of that time it was wrested

from him by the same means that his father had
acquired it, and Zimri, the new king, commenced
bis reign by a massacre of the whole kindred and
connections of Baasha— he left him " not even so

much as a dog" (xvi. 11).

One more notice of Issachar remains to be added

to the meagre information already collected. It is

fortunately a favorable one. There may be no truth

in the tradition just quoted that the trilie was in

any way connected wi^li the reforms of Jehosha-

phat, but we are fortunately certain that, distant

as Jezreel was from Jerusalem, they took part in

the passover with which Hezekiah sanctified the

opening of his reign. On that memorable occasion

a multitude of the people from the northern tribes,

and amongst them from Issachar, although so long

estranged from the worship of Jehovah as to have

forgotten how to make the necessary purifications,

yet by the enlightened wisdom of Hezekiah weixi

c The word " bands," which is conimonly employed

in the A. V. to render Geclut/'nrt, as above, is unfor-

tunately u.sed in 1 Chr. xii. 23 for a very different

term, by which tlie orderly assembly of the fighting

men of the tribes is denoted when they visited Ilebron

to make David king. This term is "'li^ST = " heads."

We may almost suspect a mere misprint, especially as

the Vulgate has jmncipes. [The marginal rendering

showf 'hat it is not a misprint.]
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allowed to keep the feast; and they did keep it

Beven days with great gladness— with such tu-

multuous joy as had not been known since the time

of Solomon, when tb.e whole land was one. Nor
did they separate till the occasion had been sig-

nalized by an immense destruction of idolatrous

altars and symbols, "in Judah and Benjamin, in

Ephraim and Manasseh," up to the very confines

of Issachar's own land— and then '• all the children

of Israel returned every man to his possession into

their own cities" (2 Chr. xxxi. 1). It is a satis-

factory farewell to take of the tribe. Within five

years from this date Shalmaneser king of Assyria

had in^•aded the north of Palestine, and after three

years' siege had taken Samaria, and with the rest

of Israel had carried Issachar away to his distant

dominions. There we must be content to leave

them until, with the rest of their brethren of all

the tribes of the children of Israel (Dan only ex-

cepted), the twelve thousand of the tribe of Issa-

char shall be sealed in their foreheads (Rev. vii.

7).

2. ("IStrb"; : 'lo-a-a'xap: [Issachar.]) A
Korhite Levite, one of the doorkeepers (A. V.
"porters") of the house of Jehovah, seventh son

of Obed-edom (1 Chr. xxvi. 5). G.

ISSHI'AH (n*:^"; [who?n Jehovah leads]).

1. (Vat. omits; Alex, lecrias: Jesias.) A de-

scendant of Moses by his younger son Eliezer; the

head of the numerous family of Rehabiah, in the

time of David (1 Chr. xxiv. 21; comp. xxiii. 17,

xxvi. 25). His name is elsewhere given as Jesha-
lAH. [ISHIAII.]

2 Clo-i'a; Alex. Affia- Jesia.) A Levite of the

house of Kohath and family of Uzziel ; named in

the list of the tribe in the time of David (1 Chr.

xxiv. 25).

* ISSUE OF BLOOD. [Blood, Issue
OF.]

ISSUE, RUNNING. The texts Lev. xv. 2,

3, xxii. 4, Num. v. 2 (and 2 Sam. iii. 29, where the

malady « is invoked as a curse), are probably to be

interpreted of gonorrhoea. In Lev. xv. 3 a distinc-

tion is introduced, which merely means that the

cessation of the actual tlux does not constitute cer-

emonial cleanness, but that the patient must bide

the legal time, 7 days (ver. 13), and perform the

prescribed purifications and sacrifice (ver. 1-1). See,

how'ever,'Surenhusius"s preface to the treatise Zubim
of the Mishna, where another interpretation is given.

As regards the specific varieties of this malady, it

is generally asserted that its most severe form {<jon.

viruteiUa) is modern, having first appeared in the

15th century. Chardin ( Vvijnges vn Pei'se, ii. 200)
states that he ol)served that this disorder was prev-

alent in Persia, but that its effects were far less

severe than in western climates. If this be true,

it would go some way to explain the alleged absence

of the (/07i. riruL from ancient nosology, which
found its field of observation in the East, Greece,

etc. ; and to confirni the supposition that the milder

form only was the subject of jNIosaic legislation.

But, beyond this, it is probable that diseases may
appear, run their course, and disap[)ear, and, for

want of an accurate observation of their symptoms,
leave no trace behind them. The "bed," "seat,"

ITALIAN BAND llSl

« The expressions are, "ntt?3tt 2T, or 2^ alone,
T . • l' T

also l^hTTlM h~lC72l ")~1
; and those of the LXX.,

etc. (I^v. XV. 5, 6, lie), are not to be supposed

regarded by that law as contagious, but the de

filement extended to them merely to give greatei

prominence to the ceremonial strictness with which

the case was ruled. In the woman's "issue"
(ver. 19) the ordinary menstruation seems alone

intended, supposed prolonged (ver. 25) to a morbid

extent. The Scriptural handling of the subject

not dealing, as in the case of leprosy, in symptoms,

it seems gratuitous to detail them here : those who
desire such knowledge will find them in any com-
pendium of therapeutics. The references are Jo-

seph. B. J. V. 5, § 6, vi. 9, § 3; Mishna, Celiin, i.

3, 8 ; Maimon. ad Zabim, ii. 2 : whence we learn

tliat persons thus affected might not ascend the

Temple-mount, nor share in any religious celebra-

tion, nor even enter Jerusalem. See also Michaelis,

Laws of AJoses, iv. 282. H. H.

ISTALCU'RUS. In 1 Esdr. viii. 40, the

"son of Istalcurns " (6 rod ^IcrraAKovpov [Vat.

laraKakKov]) is substituted for "and Zabbud " of

the corresponding list in Ezra (viii. 14). The Kei-i

has Ziccur instead of Zablnid, and of this there is

perhaps some trace in Istalcurus.

IS'UAH (niK?";, i. e. Ishvah [peaceful,

quiet]: Sovid; [Vat. Iffova:] Alex. U(70va: Je-

siia), second son of Asher (1 Chr. vii. 30). Else-

where in the A. V. his name, though the same in

Hebrew, appears as Ishuah.

IS'UI C^W), i. e. Ishvi [as above]: Vat.

[Rom. (not in Vat.)] and Alex. 'leouA: Jessui),

third son of Asher (Gen. xlvi. 17); founder of a
family called after him, though in the A. V. ap-

pearing as THE Jesuites (Num. xxvi. 44). Else-

where the name also appears as IsiiUAi.

* IT is used for its in Lev. xxv. 5 in the A. V.
ed. 1611 (" That which groweth of it owne accord,"

etc.), as in the Genevan version, though its has
lieen substituted here in later editions. This use

of it was not uncommon in the Englisli of the six-

teenth century, and occurs 15 times in Shakespeare
in the folio edition of 1623 (see the examples in

Eastwood and Wright's Bible Word-Book, p. 273
f.). Its is not found in the original edition of the

A. v., his being everywhere used in its place, with
the single exception noted above. [His.] It was
just beginning to come into use in the time of

Shakespeare, in whose plays it occurs 10 times

(commonly spelt it's). For fuller details, see East-

wood and Wright as above. A.

* ITALIAN BAND or COHORT (o-TreTpo

'IraKiKTi), Acts x. i. This topic has been alluded

to under Army and Italy, l)ut deriiands a fuller

notice. It is no longer questioned that the Roman
cohorts were distinguished from each other as well

as the legions, not by numliers only but by names.
Five legions are known to have been called Italian,

and at least one cohort (see Vumel's Schtdpro-

(jrnmme, p. 7, 18.50). No ancient writer, it is ti-ue,

speaks of any cohort as bearing this name, stationed

at Coesarea. It certainly was not a cohort detached

from the Italicn Leyio or Prima Italica mentioned

by Tacitus (Hist. i. 59, G4; ii. 100, &c.); for tliat

legion was raised by Nero (Dio Cass. 1. 5, 24), and
hence did not exist at the time of Peter's visit to

the centurion, about A. D. 40-43. Yet Luke's ac-

puVts « ToC <r(o(xaTos, the verb yovoppviiv, or the a4j.

yoi'oppu^s, etc.
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curacy here, though not confirmed by any direct

evidence, is not left wholly unsupported. It so hap-

pens that one of Gruter's inscriptions speaks of a

" Cohors militum ItaUcorum voluntaria, quse est in

Syria" (see Akerman, Ntimisnuitic Jllustr. of
the Narrative Portims of the N. T. p. 34). There

was a class of soldiers in the Roman army who en-

listed of their own accord, and were known as

" voluntarii " in distinction from conscripts (see

Pauly's Real-Encyh. vi. 2744).

It is supposed, therefore, with good reason, that

there was such a cohort at Caesarea, at the time to

which Luke's narrative refers, and that it was called

Italian because it consisted of native Italians;

whereas the other cohorts in Palestine were levied,

for the most part, from the country itself (see Jo-

seph. Ant. xiv. 15, § 10; B. J. i. 17, § 1). Ewald

conjectures that this Italian cohort and the Augus-

tan cohort (Acts xxvii. 1) may have been the same;

but the fact that Luke employs different names is

against that supposition, and so much the more be-

cause different cohorts are known to have been in

Judsea at this time (.Joseph. Ant. xix. 9, § 2; xx.

8, § 7). It is worthy of remark, as Tholuck ob-

serves {Glaubw. derEvang. Geschichte, p. 174), that

Luke places this Italian cohort at Caesarea. That

city was the residence of the Roman procurator;

and it was important that he should have there a

body of troops on whose fidelity he could rely.

We may add that, if the soldiers who composed

this legion were Italians, no doubt Cornelius him-

self who commanded them was an Italian.

Writers on this topic refer, as the principal au-

thority, to Schwartz, Dissertatio de cohorte Italica

et AiKjusta, Altorf, 1720. For notes or remarks

more or less extended, see also Wolf's Curce Philo-

logies, ii. 1148 f; Kuinoel, Acta Apost. p. 360;

Wieseler, Chronologie des Apost. Zeitalters, p. 145

;

Biscoe, History of the Acts Confirmed, pp. 217-

224 (Oxford, 1840); and Conybeare and Howson's

Life and Letters of St. Paul, i. 143 (Amer. ed.).

H.

IT'ALY ClToAi'o: [Italia]). This word is

used in the X. T. in the usual sense of the period,

i. e. in its true geographical sense, as denoting the

whole natural peninsula between the Alps and the

Straits of IMessina. For the progress of the history

of the word, first as applied to the extreme south

of the peninsula, then as extended northwards to

the right bank of the Po, see the Did. of Geogr.

vol. ii. pp. 75, 76. From the time of the close of

the Repubhc it was employed as we employ it now.

In the N. T. it occtu-s three, or indeed, more cor-

rectly speaking, four times. In Acts x. 1, the

'Itahan cohort' at Coesarea (}) airelpa r; KaKovfuevy)

'IraKiK-fi, A. V. " Italian band "'), consisting, as it

doubtless did, of men recruited in Italy, illustrates

the mihtary relations of the imperial peninsula with

the provinces. [Army.] In Acts xviii. 2, where

we are told of the expulsion of Aquila and Priscilla

with their compatriots "from Italy," we are re-

minded of the large Jewish population which many
authorities show that it contained. Acts xxvii. 1,

wh^e the beginning of St. Paul's voyage "to

Italy" is mentioned, and the whole subsequent

narrative, illustrate the trade which subsisted be-

tween the peninsula and other parts of the Medi-

terranean. And the words in Heb. xiii. 24, " They

of Italy (oi awh ttjs 'IraXlas) salute you," what-

ever they may prove for or against this being the

region in which the letter was written (and the

matter has been strongly argued both ways), are

ITHNAN
interesting as a specimen of the progress of Chria-

tianity in the west. J. S. H.

I'THAI [2 syl.] ("'n''S [zvith Jehovah] : Aipi;

[Vat. Aip€(; FA. Ai0ei; Alex.] Udov, [Aid. 'neat;

Comp. 'Ida't'] Ethai), a Benjamite, son of Ribai

of Gibeah, one of the heroes of David's guard (1

Chr. xi. 31). In the parallel hst of 2 Sam. xxiii.

the name is given as Ittai. But Kennicott de-

cides that the form Ithai is the original {Disserta-

tion, ad loc).

ITH'AMAR ("I'^n'^S [land ofpalms] : 'ifl-

a/jLap. Ithamar), the yoimgest son of Aaron (Ex.

vi. 23). After the deaths of Nadab and Abihu
(Lev. X. 1), Eleazar and Ithamar, having been ad-

monished to show no mark of sorrow for their

brothers' loss, were appointed to succeed to their

places in the priestly office, as they had left no

children (Ex. xxviii. 1, 40, 43; Num. iii. 3, 4; 1

Chr. xxiv. 2). In the distribution of services be-

lon^ng to the Tabernacle and its transport on the

march of the Israelites, the Gershonites had charge

of the curtains and hangings, and the Merarites of

the pillars, cords, and boards, and both of these

departments were placed under the superintendence

of Ithamar (Ex. xxxviii. 21; Num. iv. 21-33).

These services were continued under the Temple
system, so far as was consistent with its stationary

character, but instead of being appropriated to

families, they were divided by lot, the first lot be-

ing taken by the family of Eleazar, whose descend-

ants were more numerous than those of Ithamar

(1 Chr. xxiv. 4, 6). The high-priesthood passed

into the family of Ithamar in the person of Eli,

but for what reason we are not informed. It re-

verted into its original line in the person of Zadok,

in consequence of Abiathar's participation in the

rebelUon of Adonijah. Thus was fulfilled the proph-

ecy delivered to Samuel against Eli (1 Sam. ii.

31-35; 1 K. ii. 26, 27, 35; Joseph. Ant. viii. 1,

§ 3).

A descendant of Ithamar, by name Daniel, is

mentioned as returning from captivity in the time

of Artaxerxes (Ezr. viii. 2). H. AV. P.

ITH'IEL (bS\"n''K IGod is loith vie]: 'E0j-

^\; [Vat. Alex. AiOiriX; FA. SeOnjA:] Etkeel).

1. A Benjamite, son of Jesaiah (Neh. xi. 7).

2. (LXX. omit; Vulg. translates, cum quo est

Deus.) One of two persons— Ithiel and Ucal—
to whom Agur ben-Jakeh delivered his discourse

(Prov. XXX. 1). [Ucal.]

ITH'MAH (nani [orphanage]: 'uea/id;

[Vat. Edofia; FA. Edifia.:] Alex, uee/ma: Jethma),

a ^loabite, one of the heroes of David's guard, ac-

cording to the enlarged list of Chronicles (1 Chr.

xi. 46).

ITH'NAN (pni [bestoiced, given]; in both

MSS. of the LXX. the name is corrupted by being

attached to that next it: 'A<ropieci'a,iv, Alex.

ldva(t(p: .Tethnam), one of the towns in the ex-

treme south of Judah (Josh. xv. 23), named with

Kedesh and Telem (comp. 1 Sam. xv. 4), and

therefore probably on the borders of the desert, if

not actually in the desert itself. No trace of its

existence has yet been discovered, nor does it ap-

pear to have been known to Jerome. The village

Idna which recalls the name, is l>etween Hebron

and Beit-Jibrin, and therefore much too far north.

G.
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ITH'KA (M'^n^ [abmidance, eminence]

:

'UOfp; [Vat. Alex.] lodop; Joseph. Ant. vii. 10,

§ 1, 'Uddpffos- Jetra), au Israelite (2 Sam. xvii.

25) or Ishmaelite (1 Chr. ii. 17, " Jether the Ish-

meelite"); the father of Amasa by Abigail, Da-
vid's sister. He was thus brother-in-law to David

and uncle to Joab, Abishai, and Asahel, the three

" sons of Zeruiah." There is no absolute means
of settling which of these— Israelite or Ishmaelite

— is correct ; but there can be little doubt that the

latter is so; the fact of the admixture of Ishmaelite

blood in David's family being a fit subject for no-

tice in the genealogies, whereas Ithra's being an

Israelite would call for no remark. [Jether.]

G.
* Keil and Delitzsch also (Books of Samuel, p.

433, Eng. transl.) read "Ishmaelite" for "Israel-

ite," 2 Sam. xvii. 25. Wordsworth (Books of
Samuel, p. Ill) suggests that if "Israelite" be

correct, Ithra may be so called because he belonged

to one of the other tribes, and not to that of Judah
into which he married. [Abigail.] As to the

question (not an easy one to answer) of his precise

relationship to David in consequence of the mar-
riage, see Nahash. H.

ITH'RAN (pn^ [as above]). 1. CWpdu,

Uepdfj.--, [Alex. Udpav; Vat. in 1 Chr., TeQpafi.-]

Jethram, Jethran), a son of Dishon, a Horite (Gen.

xxxvi. 26; 1 Chr. i. 41); and probably a phylarch

("duke," A. V.) of a tribe of the Horim, as was
his father (Gen. xxxvi. 30); for the latter was ev-

idently a son of Seir (vv. 21 and 30), and not a

son of Anah (ver. 25).

2. ('U()pd\ [Vat. ©epa; Alex. Ie0€p; Comp.
Aid. 'leflfjai/:] Jethran), a descendant of Asher, in

the genealogy contained in 1 Chr. vii. 30-40.

E. S. P.

ITH'REAM (D^"in"; [residue of the peo-

ple]: 'UBepadu, 'UOpad/j.; [Vat. in 1 Chr., Ifla-

pa/Ji.;] Alex. Eifdepaafx, Udpap. ; Joseph, red-

padfxris' Jethraam), a son of David, born to him
in Hebron, and distinctly specified as the sixth, and

as the child of " Eglah, David's wife" (2 Sam. iii.

5; 1 Chr. iii. 3). In the ancient Jewish traditions

Eglah is said to have been Michal, and to have

died in giving birth to Ithream.

ITH'RITE, THE OlH^n [patronym. from

"^0.^] '• 5 'EAjpaToj, 'ESei/aros, 'UQpl ;
[Vat.

Aifleipotoy, EflOevaioy, Yi9r\pei (FA. ISrjpeO!]

Alex. Eflpaios, TeSpiTr)?, UOipi, Wripei-- Jefh-

rites, Jetkneus), the native of a place, or descend-

ant of a man called lether (according to the He-
brew mode of forming derivatives) : the designation

of two of the members of David's guard, Ira and
Gareb (2 Sam. xxiii. 38; 1 Chr. xi. 40). The
Ithrite (A. V. " Ithrites " [AiSaAi'/x, Vat. Alex.

-XeipL : Jethrei] ) is mentioned in 1 (,'hr. ii. 53 as

among the "families of Kirjath-jearim ;
" but this

does not give us much clew to the derivation of the

term, except that it fixes it as belonging to .Judah.

The two Ithrite heroes of David's guard may have

come from Jattik, in the mountains of Judah,
one of the places which were the "haunt" of Da-
vid and his men in their freebooting wanderings,

and where he had "friends" (1 Sam. xxx. 27;

comp. 31). Ira has been supposed to be identical

with "Ira the Jairite," David's priest (2 Sam. xx.

26)— the SjTiac version reading " from Jatir " in
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that place. But nothing more than conjecture can

be arrived at on the point.

*ITS. [His; It.]

IT'TAH-KA'ZIN O^^f: nr\V : M 7r6\ip

Karaa-e/j.; Alex Kao-iju: Thacasin), one
of the landmarks of the boundary of Zebulun (.Josh.

xix. 13), named next to Gath-hepher. Like that

place (A. V. " Gittah-hepher " ) the name is prob-

ably Eth-kazin, with the Hebrew particle of mo-
tion (ah) added— i. e. "to Eth-kazin." Taken as

Hebrew the name bears the interpretation time, or

people, of a judge (Ges. Thes. p. 1083 b). It has

not been identified. G.

IT'TAI [2 syl] C^iDM \in time, opportunely

present]). 1. ('E0i, and so Josephus; [Vat. Sefl-

Sei;] Alex. E00ei : Ethai.) " Ittai the Git-
TITE," i. e. the native of Gath, a Philistine in the

army of King David. He appears only during the

revolution of Absalom. We first discern him on
the morning of David's flight, while the king was
standing under the oUve-tree below the city, watch-
ing the army and the people defile past him. [See

David, vol. i. p. 563 a.] Last in the procession

came the 600 heroes who had formed David's band
during his wanderings in Judah, and had been
with him at Gath (2 Sam. xv. 18; comp. 1 Sam.
xxiii. 13, xxvii. 2, xxx. 9, 10 ; and see Joseph. Ant.

vii. 9, § 2). Amongst these, apparently command-
ing them, was Ittai the Gittite (ver. 19). He caught
the eye of the king, who at once addressed him and
besought him as "a stranger and an exile," and as

one who had but very recently joined his service,

not to attach himself to a doubtful cause, but to

return "with his brethren" and abide with the

king « (19, 20). But Ittai is firm ; he is the king's

slave ("T^^y, A. V. "servant"), and wherever his

master goes he will go. Accordingly he is allowed

by David to proceed, and he passes over the Kedron
with the king (xv. 22, LXX.), with all his men,
and "all the little ones that were with him."

These " little ones " (r|^n"7lS, " all the chil-

dren") must have been the families of the band,

their "households" (1 Sam. xxvii. 3). They ac-

companied them during their wanderings in Judah,

often in great risk (1 Sam. xxx. 6), and they were
not likely to leave them behind in this fresh com-
mencement of their wandering life.

When the army was numbered and organized by
David at Mahanaim, Ittai again appears, now in

command of a third part of the force, and (for the

time at least) enjoying equal rank with Joab and
Abishai (2 Sara, xviii. 2, 5, 12). But here, on the

eve of the great battle, we take leave of this valiant

and faithful stranger; his conduct in the fight and
his subsequent fiite are alike unknown to us. Nor
is he mentioned in the lists of David's captains and
of tlie heroes of his body-guard (see 2 Sam. xxiii.;

1 Chr. xi. ), lists which are possibly of a date pre-

vious to Ittai's arrival in Jerusalem.

An interesting tradition is related l)y Jerome

( Qiunst., Ilebr. on 1 Chr. xx. 2). " David took

the crown oflp the head of the image of Jlilcom

(A. V. ' their king '). But by the law it was for-

bidden to any Israelite to touch either gold or

silver of an idol. Wherefore they say that Ittai

a The meaning of this is doubtful. " The king "

may be Absalom, or it may be Ittai's former king,

Achish. By the LXX. the words are omitted.
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the Gittite, who had come to David from the Phil-

istines, was the man who snatched the crown from

the head of Milcom ; for it was lawful for a Hebrew
to take it from the hand of a man, though not

from the head of the idol." The main difficulty

to the reception of this legend lies in the fact that

if Ittai was engaged in the Ammonite war, which

happened several years before Absalom's revolt, the

expression of David (2 Sam. xv. 20), " thou camest

but yesterday," loses its force. However, these

words may be merely a strong metaphor.

From the expression "thy brethren" (xv. 20)

we may infer that there were other Philistines be-

sides Ittai in the six hundred; but this is uncertain.

Ittai was not exclusively a Philistine name, nor

does " Gittite "— as in the case of Obed-edom, who
was a Lexite— necessarily imply Philistine parent-

age. Still David's words, " stranger and exile,"

seem to show that he was not an Israelite.

2. ('Effeat; [Vat. E(7-eae(; Conip. Aid. '£001
:]

Jihai.) Son of Ribai, from Gibeah of Benjamin;

one of the tliirty heroes of David's guard (2 Sam.

xxiii. 29). In the parallel list of 1 Chr. xi. the

name is given as Ithai. G.

ITURJE'A Clroupaia [from "l^ltS"), enclos-

ure, nomadic camp, Ges.]), a small province on

the northwestern border of Palestine, lying along

the base of Jlount Hermon. In Luke iii. 1 it is

stated that Philip was " tetrarch of Itur^a and the

region of Traehonitis; " and this is the only men-

tion in Scripture of the district under its Greek

name. But the country became historic long be-

fore the rule of the Herodian family or the advent

of the Greeks. Jetur (Tlt^]*) was a son of Ish-

mael, and he gave his name, like the rest of his

brethren, to the little province he colonized (Gen.

XXV. 1.3, 10). In after years, when the Israelites

had settled in Canaan, a war broke out between

the half-tribe of Manasseh and the Hagarites (or

Ishmaelites), Jetur, Nephish, and Nodab. The

latter were conquered, and tlie children of Manas-

seh " dwelt in the land, and they increased from

Bashan unto Baal-Hermon." They already pos-

sessed the whole of Bashan, including Gaulanitis

and Traehonitis ; and now they conquered and col-

onized tlie little province of Jetur, which lay between

Bashan and Mount Hermon (1 Chr. v. 19-23).

Subsequent history shows that the Ishmaelites were

neither annihilated nor entirely dispossessed, for in

the second century b. c, Aristobulus, king of the

Jews, reconquered the province, then called by its

Greek name Ituraea, and gave the inhabitants their

choice of Judaism or banishment (Joseph. Ant. xiii.

11, § 3). Wliile some submitted, many retired to

their own rocky fastnesses, and to the defiles of

Hermon adjoining. Strabo says that in his day

the mountainous regions in the kingdom of Clialcis

were inhabited partly by Iturseans, whom he de-

scribes as KaKovpyai irdvres (xvi. pp. 518, 520).

Other early writers represent them as skillful arch-

ers and daring plunderers (Cic. Phil. ii. 44; Virg.

Gear;/, ii. 448; Lucan. PIm7\ vii. 230). Itura>a.

with the adjoining provinces, fell into the hands of

a chief called Zenodorus ; but, about b. c. 20, they

were taken from him by the Roman emperor, and

given to Herod the Great (Joseph. Ant. xv. 10,

§ 1), who bequeathed them to his son Philip (Ant.

xvii. 8, § 1; Luke iii. 1; comp. Joseph. B. J. ii.

6, § 3).

The passages above referred to point cleai-ly to
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the position of Ituraea, and show, notwithstanding

the arguments of Reland and others (Keland, p.

106; Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. s. v. Iturcea), that it

was distinct from Auranitis. Pliny rightly places it

north of Bashan and near Damascus (v. 23); " and
J. de Vitry describes it as adjoining Traehonitis,

and lying along the base of Libanus between Tibe-

rias and Damascus
(
Gesta Dei, p. 1074 ; comp. pp.

lit, 1003). At the place indicated is situated the

modern province oi Jedur (\«Jl\^), which is

just the Arabic form of the Hebrew Jetur (n-ltS]*).

It is bounded on the east by Traehonitis, on the

south by Gaulanitis, on the west by Hermon, and
on the north by the plain of Damascus. It is table-

land with an undulating surface, and has little con-

ical and cup-shaped hills at intenals. The southern

section of it has a rich soil, well watered by nu-

merous springs and streams from Hermon. The
greater part of the northern section is entirely dif-

ferent. The surface of the ground is covered with

jagged rocks; in some plates heaped up in huge
piles, in others sunk into deep pits; atone place

smooth and naked, at another seamed with yawn-
ing chasms in whose rugged edges rank grass and

weeds spring up. The rock is all basalt, and the

formation similar to that of the Lejah. [Argo%.]
The molten lava seems to have issued from the

earth through innumerable pores, to have spread

over the plain, and then to have been rent and
shattered while cooling (Porter's Handbook, p. 465).

Jediir contains thirty-eight towns and villages, ten

of which are now entirely desolate, and all the rest

contain only a few families of poor peasants, living

in wretched hovels amid heaps of ruins (Porter's

namascu.% ii. 272 ff.). J. L. P.

* Yet there is some dissent from this view of

the identity of Jetur (Gen. xxv. 15) and Jedm;
and hence of the situation of Ituraea as being on

the northeastern slope of Jcbel Ifeisch, one of the

spurs of Hermon. The German traveller in the

Hauran, Dr. AVetzstein, though he regards Jetur

and Ituraea as unquestionably the same, maintains

that Jetur and .lediir, or Gedur, are not identical,

partly on account of the difference in the names
(generally considered unimportant), and partly be-

cause the Ituraeans, as described by ancient writers,

must have been a more hardy and powerful race

than the inhabitants of a few villages in a compar-

atively low region like Gedur, and poorly protected

against invasion and subjugation. He places Itu-

raea further south, on the summits and on the east-

ern declivity of the central mountains of the Ilau-

ran, now inhabited by a portion of the Druzes, one

of the most warlike tribes of the East. He holds

that the Biblical ,Tetur. though now lost, was among
these mountains, and belonged to an Ishmaelitic

tribe, as stated in Gen. xxv. 12 fF. He argues,

also, that a little district like Gedur, so near to

Damascus, would be under tlie jurisdiction of that

city, and not form i)art of an independent tctrarchy.

The farms and villages there at present are owned
by patrician families of Damascus. See this au-

thor's Reisebericht ilber Ilauran iind die Traclio-

nen, pp. 88-92. The derivation of Gedur from

Jetur, says the writer on " Ituraea," in Zeller's

Bibl. Worterb., s. v. (2'e Aufl.), has not yet been

shown. If the ancient name still remains, it cer-

o * Pliny assigns Ituraea to Coele-Syria in H. N.

V. 19, but does not refer to it in v. 23. H.
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tainly favors the finding of Ituraea in Gedt'ir, as

does also its being assigned by some of the ancient

writers to Coele-Syria. Yet Coele-Syria, it should

be said, is a vague designation, and was sometimes

used so as to embrace nearly all inner Syria from

Damascus to Arabia (see Winer's Bibl. Realm, i.

232, 3t>= Aufl.)- Dr. Robinson (Phys. Geoyr. p.

319) follows the common representation. See, to

the same effect, Kaumer's Pnliistina, p. 227, 4'^

Aufl. For a paper on " Bashan, Iturrea, and Ke-

rath," by Mr. Porter, author of the above article,

see Bibl. Sacra., xiii. 789-808. H.

I'VAH, or A'VA (mr, or SJV \destruc-

ilon, ruins, Ges.] : 'A/3a, [in Is. (with Hena),
'

Ap ayouydya. Vat. (with Hena) Ayayovyava;
Comp. 'Aouoj'; in 2 K. xviii.. Vat. omits, Alex.

Aua ; in xix.. Vat. OvSov, Alex. Avtu'] Ava),

which is mentioned in Scripture twice (2 K. xviii.

3-t, xix. 13 ; comp. Is. xxxvii. 13 ) in connection

with Hena and Sepharvaim, and once (2 K. xvii.

2-1) in connection with Babylon and Cuthah, must
be sought in Babylonia, and is probably identical

with the modern Nil, which is the "'Is of Herodotus

(i. 179). This town lay on the Euphrates, between

Sippara (Sepharvaim) and Anah (Hena), with

which it seems to have been politically united

shortly before the time of Sennacherib (2 K. xix.

13). It is probably the Ahava (NliHW) of Ezra

(viii. 15). The name is thought to have been

originally derived from that of a Babylonian god,

Iv(i, who represents the sky or JEther, and to

whom the town is supposed to have been dedicated

(Sir H. Rawlinson, in Rawlinson's Herodotus, i.

006, note). In this case Ivvali (n^l?) would seem

to be the most proper pointing. The pointing

Ara, or rather Avva (S^17), shows a corruption of

articulation, which might readily pass on to Ahava

(STnS). In the Talmud the name appears as

/Ink (S^n^) ; and hence would be formed the

Greek ''Is, and the modern Hit, where the t is

merely the feminine ending. Isidore of Charax
seems to intend the same place by his 'A€i-7roA.is

(Mans. Parih. p. 5). Some have thought that it

occurs as ht in the Egyptian Inscriptions of the

time of Thothmes HI., about b. c. 1450 (Birch, in

Olia yEf/yptiaca, p. 80).

This place has always been famous for its bitu-

men springs. It is bitumen which is brought to

Thothmes III. as tribute from fsl. From Is, ac-

cording to Herodotus, was obtained the bitumen
used as cement in the walls of Babylon (l. s. c).

Isidore calls Aeipolis " the place where are the

bitumen springs " (evda atrc^aATiTiSej Tniyai).

These springs still exist at Hit, and sufficiently

mark the identity of that place with the Herodo-
tean Is, and therefore probably with the Ivah of

Scripture. They have been noticed by most of our

Mesopotamian travellers (see, among others, Kich's

First Memoir on Bnhylon, p. 64, and Chesney's
Euphrates Expedition, i. 55). G. R.

IVORY (^tt7, shen, in all passages, except 1 K.

X. 22, and 2 Chr. ix. 21, where D'^anDtt?, shen-

habbini, is so rendered). The word shen literally

signifies the "tooth" of any animal, and hence

more especially denotes the substance of the pro-

jecting tusks of elephants. By some of the an-

cient nations these tusks were imagined to be

75
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liorns (Ez. xxvii. 15; Plin. viii. 4, xviii. 1), though
Diodorus Siculus (i. 55) correctly calls them teeth.

As they were first acquainted with elephants through

their ivory, which was an important article of com-
merce, the shape of the tusks, in all probability, led

them into this error. It is remarkable that no

word in Biblical Hebrew denotes an elephant, unless

the latter portion of the compound shtnhabbim be

supposed to have this meaning. Gesenius derives

it from the Sanscrit ibhas, "an elephant;" Keil

(on 1 K. X. 22) from the Coptic eboy ; while Sir

Henry Rawlinson mentions a word habba, which he

met with in the Assyrian inscriptions, and which

he understands to mean "the large animal," the

term being applied both to the elephant and the

camel (Journ. of As. Soc. xu. 463). It is sug-

gested in Gesenius' Thesaurus (s. v.) that the

original reading may have been Q'^ZlSn ^W,
" ivory, ebony " (cf. Ez. xxvii. 15). Hitzig {Isaiah,

p. 643), without any authority, renders the word
" nubischen Zahn." The Targum .Jonathan on ]

K. x. 22 has b''D'7 "{tt?, " elephant's tusk," while

the Peshito gives simply " elephants." In the

Targum of the Pseudo Jonathan, Gen. 1. 1 is

translated, " and Joseph placed his father upon a

bier of ^'^D^Dl£7 " {shindaphhi), which is conjec-

tured to be a valuable species of wood, but for

which Buxtorf, with great probability, suggests a.s

another reading v'^DT ]tt7, "ivory."

The Assyrians appear to have carried on a great

traffic in ivory. Their early conquests in India

had made them familiar with it, and (according to

one rendering of the passage) their artists supplied

the luxurious Tyrians with carvings in ivory from

the isles of Chittim (Ez. xxvii. 6). On the obelisk

in the British JMuseum the captives or tribute

bearers are represented as carrying tusks. Among
the merchandise of Babylon, enumerated in Rev.

xviii. 12. are included " all manner vessels of ivory."

The skilled workmen of Hiram, king of Tyre, fash-

ioned the great ivory throne of Solomon, and over-

laid it with pure gold (1 K. x. 18; 2 Chr. ix. 17).

The ivory thus employed was supplied by the car-

avans of Dedan (Is. xxi. 13; Ez. xxvii. 15), or was
brought with apes and peacocks by the navy of

Tharshish (1 K. x. 22). The Egj'ptians, at a very

early period, made use of this material in decora-

tion. The cover of a small ivory box in the Egyp-
tian collection at the louvre is " inscribed with the

prKnomen Nefer-ka-re, or Neper-cheres, adopted by
a dynasty found in the upper line of the tablet of

Abydos, and attributed by AI. Bunsen to the fifth.

... In the time of Thothmes HI. ivory was im-

ported in considerable quantities into Egypt, either

' in boats laden with ivory and ebony ' from Ethi-

opia, or else in tusks find cups from the Ruten-nu.

. . . The celebrated car at Florence has its linch-

pins tipped with ivory " (Birch, in Trans, of Roy.

Soc. of Lit. iii. 2d series). The specimens of

Egyptian ivory work, which are found in the prin-

cipal museums of Europe, are, most of them, in

the opinion of Mr. Birch, of a date anterior to the

Persian invasion, and some even as old as the 18th

dynasty.

The ivory used by the Egyptians was principally

brought from Ethiopia (Herod, iii. 114), though

their elephants were originally from Asia. The
F^thiopians, according to Diodorus Siculus (i. 55),

brought to Sesostris " ebony and gold, and tho
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teeth of elephants." Among the tribute paid by

them to the Persian kings were " twenty large tusks

of ivory" (Herod, iii. 97). In the Periplus of the

Red Sea (c. i), attributed to Arrian, Coloe (Calcn)

is said to be " the cliief mart for ivory." It was

thence caiTied down to Adouli {Zulla, or Thulla),

a port on the Hed Sea, about three days' journey

from Coloe, together with the hides of hippopotami,

tortoise-shell, apes, and slaves (Phn. vi. -S-t). The

elephants and rhinoceroses, from which it was ob-

tained, were Icilled further up the country, and few

were taken near the sea, or in the neigTiborhood of

Adouli. At Ptolemais Theron was found a little

ivory like that of AdouU {Peripl. c. 3). Ptolemy

Philadelphus made this port the depot of the ele-

phant trade (Plin. vi. 34). According to Pliny

(viii. 10), ivory was so plentiful on the borders of

Ethiopia that the natives made door-posts of it, and

even fences and stalls for their cattle. The author

of the Periplus (c. 16) mentions Rhapta as another

station of the ivory trade, but the ivory brought

down to this port is said to have been of an inferior

quality, and " for the most part found in the woods,

damaged by rain, or collected from animals drowned

by the overflow of the rivers at the equinoxes"

(Smith, Diet. Geoyr. art. Rhapta). The Egyptian

merchants traded for ivory and onyx stones to

Barygaza, the port to which was carried down the

commerce of Western India from Ozene (Peripl.

c. 49).

In the early ages of Greece ivory was frequently

employed for purposes of ornament. The trappings

of horses were studded with it (Horn. Jl. v. 584)

;

it was used for the handles of keys (
Od. xxi. 7 ),

and for the bosses of shields (Hes. Sc. Here. 141,

142). The " ivory house " of Ahab (1 K. xxii. 39)

was probably a palace, the walls of which were

panelled with ivory, like the palace of Menelaus

described hj llomev (Odys. iv. 73: ef. Eur. /ph.

Aul. 583, eAecpafToSfToi S6/j.ot. Comp. also Am.
iii. 15, and Ps. xlv. 8, unless the " ivory palaces

"

in the latter passage were perfume boxes made of

that material, as has been conjectured). Beds inlaid

or veneered with ivory were in use among the He-

brews (Am. vi. 4; cf Hom. Od. xxiii. 200), as also

among the Egyptians (Wilkinson, Ane. Egypt, iii.

169). The practice of inlaying and veneering wood
with ivory and tortoise-shell is described by Pliny

(xvi. 84). The great ivory throne of Solomon, the

work of the Tyrian craftsmen, has been already

mentioned (cf Rev. xx. 11); but it is difficult to

determine whether the " tower of ivory " of Cant,

vii. 4 is merely a figure of speech, or whether it

had its original among the things that were. By the

luxurious Phoenicians ivory was employed to orna-

ment the boxwood rowing benches (or "hatches"

according to some) of their galleys (Ez. xxvii. 6).

Many specimens of Assyrian carving in ivory have

been found in the excavations at Nimroud, and

among the rest some tablets " richly inlaid with

blue and opaque glass, lapis lazuli, etc." (Bonomi,

Nineveh and its Palaces, p. 334; cf. Cant. v. 14).

Part of an ivory staff, apparently a sceptre, and

several entire elephants' tusks were discovered by

Mr. Layard in the last stage of decay, and it was

with extreme difficulty that these interesting relics

could be restored {Nin. and Bab. p. 195).

W. A. W.

IVY (KtfyffSs- hedera), the common Hedera

helix, of which the ancient Greeks and Romans
describe two or three kinds, which appear to be

IZRAHITE, THE
only varieties. Mention of this plant is made only

in 2 Mace. vi. 7, where it is said that the Jews
were compelled, when the feast of Bacchus was
kept, to go in procession carrying ivy to this deity,

to whom it is well known this plant was sacred.

Ivy, however, though not mentioned by name, has

a peculiar interest to the Christian, as forming the

corruptible crown" (1 Cor. ix. 25) for which the

competitors at the great Isthmian games contended,

and whicli St. Paul so beautifully contrasts with

the " incorruptible crown " which shall hereafter

encircle the brows of those who run worthily the

race of this mortal hfe. In the Isthmian contests

the victor's garland was either ivy orpine.

W. H.
* The ivy (such as is described above) grows

wild also in Palestine. G. E. P.

IZ'EHAR ['Icro-aap: Jesaar']. The form in

which the name Izhar is given in the A. V. of

Num. iii. 19 only. In ver. 27 the family of the

same person is given as Izeharites. The Hebrew
word is the same as Izhar.

IZ'EHARITES, THE Oin^^H : & 'i^-

adap; Alex, o 2aap : .Jesaaritoi). A family of

Kobatliite Levites, descended from Izhar the son

of Kohath (Num. iii. 27); called also in the A. V.
" Izharites." W. A. W.

IZ'HAR (spelt Izehar in Num. iii. 19, of

A. V. ; in Heb. always "IH^'' [oil, and perh. owe

anointed with oil] : ^Icraaap and [1 Chr. vi. 38,

xxiii. 12, 18,] 'Iffaap [but here Vat. Alex, read

Iffffaap: Vat. in Ex. iii. 19, lo-o-axap] : Isaar),

son of Kohath, grandson of Levi, imcle of Aaron

and Moses, and father of Korah (Ex. vi. 18, 21;

Num. iii. 19, xvi. 1; 1 Chr. vi. 2, 18). But in

1 Chr. vi. 22 Amminadab is substituted for Jzhav,

as the son of Kohath and father of Korah, in the

hne of Samuel. This, however, must be an acci-

dental error of the scribe, as in ver. 38, where the

same genealogy is repeated, Izhar appears again in

his right place. The Cod. Alex, in ver. 32 reads

Izhar [itrcraap] in place of Amminadab, and the

Aldine and Complut. read Amminadab between

Izhar and Kore, making another generation. But

these are probably only corrections of the text.

(See Burrington's Geneahif/ies q/'the 0. T.) Izhar

was the head of the family of the Izharites or

IzEH.VRiTES (Num. iii. 27; 1 Chr. xxvi. 23, 29),

one of the four families of the Kohathites.

A. C. H.

IZ'HARITES, THE C'ln^^n : b 'laaapi,

'Iffcradp, 6 'I(rcroapi; [Vat. in 1 Chr. xxiv. 22,

xxvi. 29, Icrtrapej;] Alex, a lacraapi, Iffcrapt, o

iKaapL'. Isaan, Isaaritoi). The same as the pre-

ceding. In the reign of David, Shelomith was the

chief of the family (1 Chr. xxiv. 22), and with his

brethren had charge of the treasure dedicated for

the Temple (1 Chr. xxvi. 23, 29). W. A. AV.

IZRAHI'AH (n"^nnT"'_ [.Jehovah causes to

sprout f01-th or appear]: 'U(paia, 'E^pa'ia; [Vat.

Zapeia\] Alex. le^pia: /sc"/(w), a man of Issachar,

one of the Bene-Uzzi [sons of U.], and father of

four, or five — which, is not clear— of the princi-

pal men in the tribe (1 Chr. vii. 3).

IZ'RAHITE, THE (n^T!''!', »• e. "the

Izrach " [indic/enoiis, native, (ies., Fiirst] : 6 'Uffpat;

[Vat. Ea-pae;] Alex. U(pae\: ./wenVes), the des-

ignation of Shamhuth, the captain of the fifth
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monthly course as appointed by David (1 Clir.

xxvii. 8). In its present form the Hebrew will not

bear the interpretation put on it in the A. V. Its

real force is probably Zerahite, that is, from the

great Judaic family of Zerah — the Zarhites.

* IZ'REEL is used for Jezkeel in Josh. xix.

18 in the A. V. ed. 1611. It is the connnon form

in the Genevan version. A.

IZ'RI C*1?*rf, i. e. "the Itsrite [Jehovah

creates, Fiirst]
:

" 'Uapi; [Vat. UcrSpei;] Alex.

leffSpi : Isai'i), a Levite, leader of the fourth course

or ward in the service of the house of God (1 Chr.

XXV. 11). In ver. 3 he is called Zeri.

J.

JA'AKAN (TP^.l [one sagacious, intelUyent,

Fiirst]: 'laKifx; [Vat.] Alex. laKeifj.'- Jacaii), the

forefather of the Bene-Jaakan, round whose wells

the children of Israel encamped after they left

Mosera, and from which they went on to Hor-
Hagidgad (Deut. x. 0). Jaakan was son of Ezer,

the son of Seir the Horite (1 Chr. i. 42). The
name is here given in the A. V. as Jakan, though
without any reason for the change. In Gen. xxxvi.

27 it is in the abbreviated form of Akan. The
site of the wells has not been identified. Some
suggestions will be seen under Bene-Jaakan.

G.

JAAKO'BAH (n3p5?V 'it^KaHi; Alex.

la/caySa: Jacoba), one of the princes (D^S^tt??)

of the families of Simeon (1 Chr. iv. .36). Except-

ing the termination, the name is identical with that

of Jacob.
* Fiirst makes this name = " to Jacob," i.e.

reckoned to him. It is the unaccented paragogic

n ^ , appended to a class of proper names in the

later Hebrew. {Hebr. und Chald. Handw. s. v.)

H.

JA'ALA (W^5?^ [ivild she-goat] : 'UKrjA ;

[Alex. FA. learjX :] Jahala). Bene-Jaala [sons

of J.] were among the descendants of " Solomon's
slaves" who returned from Babylon with Zerub-

babel (Neh. vii. 58). The name also occurs as—
JA'ALAH (n^^^l) [as above]: 'lerjAa; Ales.

leAa: Jala), Ezr. ii. 56; and in Esdras as Jeeli.

JA'ALAM (nby ^ : lohom God hides, Ges.

:

'leyAS/j.. Ihelon, Ihelom), a son of Esau by his wife

AHOLiiiAsrAH (Gen. xxxvi. 5, 14, 18; cf. 1 Chr.

i. 35), and a phylarch (A. V. "duke") or head of

a tribe of Edom. - E. S. P.

JA'ANAI [3 syl.] (^3^;; : [ichom Jehovah

answers] : 'laviv ; [Vat. laveiu ;] Alex, lauai :

Janni), a chief man in the tribe of Gad (1 Chr.

V. 12). The LXX. have connected the following

name, Shaphat, to Jaanai, and rendered it as I. b

ypa/j,fjLaTfvs.

JA'ARE-OR'EGIM (n"'2^W ''ni?^ [see

Mfra] : 'Aptwpyi/x. ;
[Vat. Alex, -yeiij. :] Saltus

polymitarius), according to the present text of 2

Sam. xxi. 19, a Bethlehemite, and the father of

Elhanan who slew Goliath (the words " the brother

)f," are added in the A. V.). In the parallel pas-
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sage, 1 Chr. xx. 5, besides other differences, Jair is

found instead of Jaare, and Oregim is omitted.

Oregim is not elsewhere found as a proper name,
nor is it a common word ; and occurring as it does

without doubt at the end of the verse (A. V.

"weavers"), in a sentence exactly parallel to that

in 1 Sam. xvii. 7, it Ife not probable that it should

also occur in the middle of the same. The con-

clusion of Kennicott {Dissertation, 80) appears a

just one— that in the latter place it has been

mterpolated from the former, and that Jair or .Jaor

is the correct reading instead of Jaare. [Elhanan,
vol. i. p. 697 a.]

StiU the agreement of the ancient versions with

the present Hebrew text affords a certain corrobora-

tion to that text, and should not be overlooked.

[Jair.]

The Peshito, followed by the Arabic, substitutes

for Jaare-Oregim the name " Malaph the weaver,"

to the meaning of which we have no clew. The
Targum, on the other hand, doubtless anxious to

avoid any apparent contradiction of the narrative

in 1 Sam. xvii., substitutes David for EUianan,

Jesse for Jaare, and is led by the word Oregim to

relate or possibly to invent a statement as to Jesse's

calling— " And David son of Jesse, weaver of the

veils of the house of the sanctuary, who was of

Bethlehem, slew Goliath the Gittite." By Jerome
Jaare is translated by saltus, and Oregim hj j^oly-

mitarius (comp. Qmest. Hebr. on both passages).

In Josephus's account {Ant. vii. 12, § 2) the Israelite

champion is said to have been " Nephan the kins-

man of David " (Ne<^aws o avyyev^s uutov); the

word kinsman perhaps referring to the Jewish tra-

dition of the identity of Jair and Jesse, or simply

arising from the mention of Bethlehem.

In the received Hebrew text Jaare is written

with a small or suspended E, showing that in the

opinion of the Masorets that letter is uncertain.

JA'ASAU O^V),, but the Keri has ""WV,
i. e. Jaasai [Jehovah makes, or is maker] : and so

the Vulg. Jasi), one of the Bene-Bani who had

married a foreign wife, and had to put her away
(Ezr. X. 37). In the parallel list of 1 Esdras the

name is not recognizable. The LXX. had a different

text— Kai iiroiriffa.v= •l^?*^'

JAA'SIEL (bW'^tt???;; [ivhom God created] :

'laaiiiK; [Vat. Atreir/p;] Alex. AcitjA : Jasiel),

son of the great Abner, ruler (T'll^) or " prince "

("IK') of his tribe of Benjamin, in the time of

David (1 Chr. xxvii. 21).

JAAZANFAH (-in^^Ts;:: and n;?i^f^
[whom Jehmiah hears]). 1. Ya'azan-ya'hu

I'U^ovias; [Vat. O^ouia%:] Jezonias), one of the

" captains of the forces " who accompanied Johanan

ben-Kareah to pay his respects to Gedaliah at JMiz-

pah after the fall of Jerusalem (2 K. xxv. 23), and

who appears afterwards to have assisted in recover-

ing Ishmael's prey from his clutches (comp. Jer.

xli. 11). After that, he probably went to Egypt

with the rest (.Jer. xliii. 4, 5). He is described as

the "son of the (not 'a') Maachathite." In the

narrative of Jeremiah the name is slightly changed

to Jezaniah.
2. Ya'azan-ya'hu {'Uxovlai; Alex. U(uvtas:

Jezonias), son of Shaphan: leader of the band of

seventy of the elders of Israel, who were seen bj

Ezekiel worshipping before the idols on the wall of
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the court of the house of Jehovah (Ez. viii. 11).

It is possible that he is identical with—
3. Ya'azan-yah' CUxovlw- Jezonias), son of

Azur; one of the " princes " 0~}^^) of the people

against whom Ezekiel was directed to prophesy

(Ez. xi. 1).

4. Ya'azan-yah' CUxovias- Jezonias), a Re-

chabite, son of Jeremiah. He appears to ha\ e been

the sheikh of the tribe at the time of Jeremiah's

interview with them (Jer. xxxv. 3). [Jkhon-

adad.]

JA'AZER and JA'ZER [helper, Ges.; or

jdace hedyed about, Fiirst: see infra]. (The form

of this name is much varied both in the A. V. and

the Hebrew, though the one does not follow the

other. In Num. xxxii. it is twice given Jazer and

once Jaazer, the Hebrew being in all three cases

"'"Tl [']i * fi- Ya'ezzer. Elsewhere in Numbers

and in Josh. xiii. it is Jaazer; but in Josh, xxi., in

2 Sam. xxiv., Isaiah and Jeremiah, Jazer: the He-

brew in all these is "^T??^, Ya'ezer. In Chronicles

it is also Jazer; but here the Hebrew is in the

extended form of '^^"fyl, Ya'ezeir, a form which

the Samar. Codex also presents in Num. xxxii.

The LXX. have 'la^Tjp, but once [2 Sam. xxiv. 5]

'EAieX^P, ^^le^- EAia^Tjp — including the affixed

Heb. particle, [and in 1 Chr. vi. 81, Vat. Va^ep'i

xxvi. 31, Vat. Via^-qp, Alex. Ta^Tjp:] Vulg. Jazer,

Jaser, [Jezer]). A town on the east of Jordan,

in or near to Gilead (Num. xxxii. 1, 3; 1 Chr.

xxvi. 31). We first hear of it in possession of the

Amorites, and as taken by Israel after Heshbon,

and on their way from thence to Bashan (Num.

xxi. 32)." It was rebuilt subsequently by the chil-

dren of Gad (xxxii. 35), and was a prominent place

in their territory (Josh. xiii. 25; 2 Sam. xxiv. 5).

It was allotted to the Merarite Levites (Josh. xxi.

39; 1 Chr. vi. 81), but in the time of Uavid it

would appear to have been occupied by Hebronites,

i. e. descendants of Kohath (1 Chr. xxvi. 31). It

seems to have given its name to a district of de-

pendent or " daughter " towns (Num. xxi. 32, A. V.

"villages;" 1 ^lacc. v. 8), the "land of Jazer"

(Num. xxxii. 1). In the "burdens" proclaimed

over Moab by Isaiah and Jeremiah, Jazer is men-

tioned so as to imply that there were vineyards

there, and that the cultivatiou of the vine had ex-

tended thither from Siumah (Is. xvi. 8, 9; Jer.

xlviii. 32). In the latter passage, as the text at

present stands, mention is made of the " Sea of

Jazer" OTV^ ^'')- This may have been some

pool or lake of water, or possibly is an ancient cor-

ruption of the text, the LXX. having a different

reading

—

ttSKls 'I. (See Gesenius, Jegaia, i.

550.)

Jazer was known to Eusebius and Jerome, and

its position is laid down with minuteness in the

Onomasticon as 10 (or 8, s. toe. "A^oop) Roman
miles west of Philadelphia {Ammd7i), and 15 from

Heshbon, and as the source of a river which falls

into the Jordan. Two sites bearing the names of

Chiirbet Szdr and es-Szh; on the road westward

of Amman, were pointed out to Seetzen in 1806

(Reisen, 1854, i. 397, 398). The latter of these was

passed also by Burckhardt {Syr. 364) at 2^ hours

a In Num. xxi. 24, where the present Hebrew text

has T^ (A. V. " strong "), the LXX. have read 'la^iqp.

JABBOK
below Fu/ieis going south. The ruins appear tc

have been on the left (east) of the road, and below

them and the road is the soiu-ce of the Wut'v iizir

(yji^), or Mctjeb es-Szir (Seetzen), answering,

though certainly but imperfectly, to the irorafjibs

fxeyiffros of Eusebius. Seetzen conjectures that

the sea of Jazer may have been at the source of

this brook, considerable marshes or pools sometimes

existing at these spots. (Comp. his early sugges-

tion of the source of the IVady Serka, p. 393.)

Szir, or Seir, is shown on the map of Van de Velde

as 9 Roman miles W. of Amman, and about 12

from Heshbon. And here, until further investiga-

tion, we must be content to place Jazer. G.

JAAZI'AH (^n*T17^, i. e. YaaziyaTiu [whmn

Jehovah amsoles]: 'O^io; [Vat. Oieio:] Oziau),

apparently a third son, or a descendant, of Merari

the Levite, and the founder of an independent

house in that family (1 Chr. xxiv. 26, 27); neither

he nor his descendants are mentioned elsewhere

(comp. the lists in xxiii. 21-23; Ex. vi. 19, &c.).

The word Beno (1j3), which follows Jaaziah,

should probably be translated "his son," i. e. the

son of ilerari.

JAA'ZIEL (bsnp;; [whom God consoles]:

'OC'TjA. [Vat. FA. -(fi-] ; Alex. IijovA : Jaziel),

one of the Levites of the second order who were

appointed by David to perform the musical service

before the ark (1 Chr. xv. 18). If Aziel in ver.

20 is a contracted form of the same name— and

there is no reason to doubt it (comp. Jesharelah

and Asharelah, 1 Chr. xxv. 2, 14)— his business

was to " sound the psaltery on Alamoth."
* In the A. V. ed. 1611 the name is written

Jaziel, as in the Bishops' Bible and the Vul-

gate. A.

JA'BAL (^3^ [a stream]: 'ia>07i\; [Alex.

loipe\:] Jahel), the son of Lamech and Adah
(Gen. iv. 20) and brother of Jubal. Though de-

scended from a dweller in a city (ver. 17), he is

described as the father of such as dwell in tents

and have cattle. Bochart {Hieroz. i. ii. c. 44, near

the end) points out the difference between his mode

of life and Abel's. Jabal's was a migratory life,

and his possessions probably included other animals

besides sheep. The shepherds who were before him

may have found the land on which they dwelt suf-

ficiently productive for the constant sustenance of

their flocks in the neighborhood of their fixed

abodes. W. T. B.

JAB'BOK (p2^ [streaming forth, flowing,

Sim. Ges.]: ['Iaj3($/c; in Gen. xxxii. 22, Rom.]

'la^diX- Joboc, [Jeboc]), a stream which inter-

sects the mountain-range of Gilead (comp. Josh,

xii. 2, and 5), and falls into the Jordan about mid-

way between the sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea.

There is some difficulty in interpreting two or three

passages of Scripture in which the Jabbok is spoken

of as " the border of the children of Amnion."

The following facts may perhaps throw some light

upon them : — The Ammonites at one time pos-

sessed the whole country between the rivers Arnon

and Jabbok, from the Jordan on the west to the

wilderness on the east. They were driven out of it

by Sihon king of the Amorites ; and he was in turn

expelled by the Israelites. Yet long subsequent to

these events, the coimtry was popularly called " tha
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land of the Ammonites," and was even claimed by

iheni (Judg. xi. 12-22). For this reason the Jab-

bok is still called " the border of the children of

Amnion " in Deut. iii. 16, and Josh. xii. 2. Again,

when the Ammonites were dri\en out by Sihon

from their ancient territory, they took possession

of the eastern plain, and of a consideralile section

of the eastern defiles of (lilead, around the sources

and upper liranches of the Jabbok. Kabbath-Am-

mon, their capital city (2 Sam. xi.), stood within

the mountains of Gilead, and on the banks of a

tributary to the Jabbok. This explains the state-

ment in Num. xxi. 24 — " Israel possessed his

(Sihon's) land from Anion unto Jabbok, unto tlie

children of Amnion (11^17 ''DS"!^), for the

border of the children of Amnion was strong " —
the border among the defiles of the upper Jabliok

was strong. Tliis also illustrates Deut. ii. 37,

" Only unto the land of the children of Amnion
thou earnest not, unto every place of the torrent

Jabbok (p*2|; bnS T"b2), and unto the cities

in the mountains, and every place which the Lord

our God forbad."

It was on the south bank of the Jabbok the in-

terview took place between Jacol) and Esau (Gen.

xxxii. 22); and this river afterwards became, to-

wards its western part, the boundary between the

kingdoms of Sihon and Og (Josh. xii. 2, 5). Euse-

bius rightly places it between Gerasa and Phila-

delphia ( 0«ow. s. v.); and at the present day it

separates the province of Belka from Jebel Ajlun.

Its modern name is Wady Zurka. It rises in the

plateau east of Gilead, and receives many tributaries

from both north and south in the eastern declivities

of the mountain-range— one of tliese comes from

Gerasa, another from Kabbath-Amnion ; but all of

them are mere winter streams. The Zurka cuts

through Gilead in a deep, narrow defile. Through-

out the lower part of its course it is fringed with

thickets of cane and oleander, and the banks above

are clothed with oak-forests. Towards its mouth
the stream is perennial, and in winter often im-

passable. J. L. P.

* For other notices of the Jabbok, its history

and scenery, the reader may see Robinson's Pliys.

Geot/r. pp. 57, 156 f. ; Tristram's Land of Israel,

pp. 476, 563 (2d ed.); Stanley's S. cf P. p. 2IJ0

(Amer. ed.); Porter's Handbook of Syria, p. 310 i. ;

and Lynch's Expedition to the Dead Sea, p. 253.

The ford of Jabbok which Jacob crossed with his

family on his return from Jlesopotamia (Gen. xxxii.

13 fF.) is pointed out at Kalaat Serka, on the great

Damascus road through Gilead. A legend which

contradicts the ]3il)lical account assigns the passage

to the Jordan, nortii of the Sea of Galilee. See

Kitter's Geoijr. of Palestine, Gage's transl. ii. 228.

The depression which marks the valley of the Zerka
(Jabbok) can be seen from the heights near Bethel

(Rob. Res. u 444, 2d ed.). H.

JA'BESH (trn; \ilry, lurched] : 'la^is ;

[Vat. labels ;] Alex. A/Seis, la^eis ; Joseph.

'lajSrjcro?: Ja/jcs). 1. Father of Siialluji, the

15th king of Israel (2 K. xv. 10, 13, 14).

2. [Vat. Ia;3eis; Alex, in 1 Sam., Eia)3eis: in

1 Chr., labels-] The short form of the name
Jabksii-Gile.vd (1 Chr. x. 12 only). [The short

form also occurs in 1 Sam. xi. 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, x.xxi.

12, 13.— A.]

JA'BESH-GIL'EAD HV^} ttb;, also
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^''^^), 1 Sam. xi. 1, 9, &c., dry, from WD}, to be

dry; [1 Sam. xi. 1, 2 Sam. xxi. 12,] 'la^ix [Vat.

Alex. -Pets] TaXadS; [1 Sam. xi. 9, Ia;8is (Vat.

-jSeir); Alex. Eia/3eis ra\aaS; 1 Sam. xxxi. 11,

2 Sam. ii. 4, 5, la$is (Vat. -^eis, Alex. EioyStis)

TTJj raXaaS'iTiSos (Vat. -5ei-); 1 Chr. x. 11,

TaAaoS:] Jabes Galaud), or Jabesh in the terri-

tory of Gilead. [Gilead.] In its widest sense

Gileatl included the half tribe of Manasseh (1 Chr.

xxvii. 21) as well as the tribes of (Jad and Reuben

(Num. xxxii. 1-42) east of the Jordan — and of

the cities of Gilead, Jabesh was the chief. It is first

mentioned in connection with the cruel vengeance

taken upon its inhabitants for not coming up to

Mizpeh on the occasion of the fierce war between

the children of Israel and the tribe of Benjamin.

Every male of the city was put to the sword, and

all virgins— to the number of 400 — seized to be

given in marriage to the 600 men of Benjamin that

remained (Judg. xxi. 8-14). Nevertheless the city

survived the loss of its males ; and being attacked

subsequently by Nahash the Ammonite, gave Saul

an opportunity of displaying his prowess in its

defense, and silencing all objections made by the

children of Belial to his sovereignty (1 Sam. xi.

1-15). Neither were his exertions in behalf of this

city unrequited; for when he and his tliree sons

were slain by the PhiUstines in Mount Gilboa (1

Sam. xxxi. 8), the men of Jabesh-Gilead came by

night and took down their corpses from the walls

of Beth-shan where they had been exposed as

trophies; then burnt the bodies, and buried the

bones under a tree near the city— observing a strict

funeral fast for seven days {ibid. 13). David does

not forget to bless them for this act of piety towards

his old master, and his more than brother (2 Sam.

ii. 5); though he afterwards had their remains

translated to the ancestral sepulchre in the tribe

of Benjamin (2 Sam. xxi. 14). As to the site of

the city, it is not defined in the O. T., but Euse-

bius {Onomast. s. v.) places it beyond Jordan, 6

miles from PeUa on the mountain-road to Gerasa

;

where its name is probably preser\ed in the Wady
Yabes, which, flowing from the east, enters the

Jordan below Beth-shan or Scythopolis. Accord-

ing to Dr. Robinson {Bibl. Res. iii. 319), the ruin

ed-Deir, on the S. side of the Wady, still marks

its site. E. S. Ff.

JA'BEZ (\^2P^ \_who causes sorrow, Ges.;

possibly a hiffh 2)l('ce, Furst]: 'laySiy; [Vat. Fa-

fxeaap;] Alex. Tafirts: Jabes), apparently a place

at which the families of the scribes (Q"*"1DD)

resided, who belonged to the ftimilies of the Kenites

(1 Chr. ii. 55). It occurs among the descendants

of Salma, who was of Judah, and closely connected

with Bethlehem (ver. 51), possibly the father of

Boaz ; and also— though how is not clear— with

Joab. The Targum states some curious particulars,

which, however, do not much elucidate the diffi-

culty, and which are probably a mixture of trust-

worthy tradition and of mere invention based on

philological grounds. Recliab is there identified

with Kechabiah the son of Eliezer, Moses' younger

son (1 Chr. xxvi. 25), and Jabez witli Uthniel the

Kenezzite, who bore the name of Jaliez " because

he founded by his counsel (H^^V) a school

(K^'^a'^JTI) of disciples called Tirathifes, Shim-

eathites, and Sucatliites." See also the quotations
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from Talmud, Temurah, in Buxtx)rfs Lex. col. 966,

where a similar derivation is given.

2. \^lya^i)s; Alex, lay^-qs, Ta/Srjj.] The name
occurs again in the genealogies of Judah (1 Chr.

iv. 9, 10) in a passage of remarkable detail inserted

in a genealogy again connected witli Bethlehem

(ver. 4). Here a different force is attached to the

name. It is made to refer to the sorrow (3t?37,

otzeh) with which his motlier bore him, and also to

his prayer that evil may not grieve (^2^^) him.

.Jabez was " more honorable than his brethren,"

though who they were is not ascertainable. It is

very doubtful whether any connection exists be-

tween this genealogy and that in ii. 50-55. Several

names appear in both— Hur, Ephratah, Bethlehem,

Zareathites (in A. V. iv. 2 inaccurately " Zorath-

ites"), Joab, Caleb; and there is much similarity

between others, as Kechab and Rechah, Eshton and

EshtauUtes ; but any positive connection seems un-

demonstrable. The Targum repeats its identifica-

tion of Jabez and Othniel.

These passages in the Targums are worthy of

remark, not only because they exemplify the same

habit of playing on words and seeking for deriva-

tions which is Ibund in the above and many other

pa.ssages of the Bible, both early and late, but also

because, as often as not, the puns do not now exist

in the Kabbinical Hebrew in which these para-

phrases are written, although they appear if that

Rabbinical Hebrew is translated back into Biblical

Hebrew. There are several cases of this in the

Targum above quoted, namely, on 1 Chr. ii. 55 (see

Tirathim, Socathim, etc.), and others in the Tar-

gum on Ruth, in the additions to the genealogy at

the end of that book. One example will show what

is intended. " Obed (72117) was he who served

the Lord of the world with a perfect heart."

"Served" in Biblical Hebrew is "TUl?'^, from the

same root as Obed, but in the dialect of the Tar-

gum it is nvD7, so that the allusion (like that

in Coleridge's famous pun) exists, as it stands,

neither for the eye nor the ear. G.

JA'BIN ()^3'' [intelUfjeni, Fiirst; one lohom

God obserres, Ges,.y. 'laySis; [Vat. Alex, la^eis-

Jabin]). 1. King of Ilazor, a royal city in the

north of Palestine, near the waters of Merom, who
organized a confederacy of the northern princes

against the IsraeUtes (.losh. xi. 1-3). He assembled

an army, which the Scripture narrative merely com-

pares to the sands for multitude (ver. 4), but which

Josephus reckons at 300,000 foot, 10,000 horse, and

20,000 chariots. Joshua, encouraged by God, sur-

prised this vast army of allied forces " Ijy the waters

of Merom" (ver. 7; near Kedesh, according to

Josephus), utterly routed them, cut the hoof-sinews

of their horses, and burnt their chariots with fire

at a place which from that circumstance may have

derived its name of Misi:ephoth-^Iaim (Hervey,

On the Genealofjies, p. 228). [Miskephoth-
Maiji.] It is probable that in consequence of this

battle the confederate kings, and Jabin among
them, were reduced to vassalage, for we find im-

mediately afterwards that Jabin is safe in his capital.

But during the ensuing wars (which occupied some
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time. Josh. xi. 18), Joshua "turned back," and

perhaps on some fresh rebellion of Jabin, inflicted

on him a signal and summary vengeance, making'

Hazor an exception to the general rule of not burn-

ing the conquered cities of Canaan (xi. 1-14;

Joseph. Anl. v. 1, § 18; Ewald, Gesch. ii. 328).

2. [In Judg., 'la^iv (Vat. -fieiv); Alex, lafieiv,

la^eiu; in Ps., 'la/SeiV-] A king of Hazor, whose

General Sisera was defeated by Barak, whose army
is described in much the same terms as that of his

predecessor (Judg. iv. 3, 13), and who suffered pre-

cisely the same fate. We have already pointed out

the minute similarity of the two narratives (Josh.

xi. ; Judg. iv., v.), and an attentive comparison of

them with Josephus (who curiously omits the name
of .Jabin altogether in his mention of Joshua's

victory, although his account is full of details)

would easily supply further points of resemblance.

[Baeak; Debouah.] It is indeed by no means
impossible that in the course of 160 years Hazor
should have risen from its ashes, and even reas-

sumed its preeminence under sovereigns who still

bore the old dynastic name. But entirely inde-

pendent considerations show that the period be-

tween Joshua and Barak could not have been 150

years, and indeed tend to prove that those two

chiefs were contemporaries (Hervey, Geneal. p.

228); and we are therefore led to regard the two

accounts, of the destruction of Hazor and Jabin as

really applying to the same monarch, and the same

event. ^V'hat is to prevent us from supposing that

Jabin and his confederate kings were defeated both

by Joshua and by Barak, and that distinct accounts

of both victories were preserved ? The most casual

reader of the narrative cannot but be struck by the

remarkable resemblance between the two stories.

There is no ground whatever to throw doubts on

the Insloriail veracity of the earlier narrative, as is

done by Hasse (p. 129), Maurer (ad loc), Studer

{on Judges, p. 90), and De "Wette {Einl. p. 231),

according to Keil, on Josh. xi. 10-15; and by
Rosenmiiller (Schol. Jos. xi. 11); but when the

chronological arguments are taken into considera-

tion, we do not (in spite of the difficulties which

stiU remain) consider H.avernick successful in re-

moving the improbabilities which beset the com-
mon supposition that this Jabin lived long after

the one which Joshua defeated. At any rate we
cannot agree with Winer in denouncing any attempt

to identify them with each other as the we plus

ultra of uncritical audacity. F. W. F.

JAB'NEEL (bSD2^ [God permits or causes

to buikr]). The name of two towns in Palestine.

1. (In 0. T. Ae^vd; [Vat. Ae/iva;] Alex. la/S-

j/TjA; in Apocr. 'la^uffia: Jebneel, Jamnio.) One
of the points on the northern boundary of Judah,

not quite at the sea, though near it« (Josh. xv.

11). There is no sign, however, of its ever having

been occupied by Judah. Josephus {Ant. v. 1, §

22) attributes it to the Danites. Tlrere was a con-

stant struggle going on between that tribe and the

Philistines for the possession of all the places in

the lowland plain [Dan], and it is not surprising

that the next time we meet with Jabneel it should

be in the hands of the latter (2 Chr. xxvi. 6). Uz-

ziah dispossessed them of it, and demolished its

fortifications. Here it is in the shorter form of

a Tn Josh. xv. 46, after the words " from Ekron,"

he LXX. add 'le/u-vat, Jabneh, instead of "even unto

the sea ; " probably reading HpH^ for the present

word nS"'.
T T
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Jabjieh. In its Greek garb, Iamnia, it is fre-

quently mentioiie<l in the Maccabees (1 Mace. iv.

15, V. 58, X. 69, XV. 40), in whose time it was

again a strong place. According to Josepluis (Ant
xii. 8, § 6) Gorgias was governor of it; but the

text of the Maccabees (2 Mace. xii. -52) has Idii-

nifea. At this time there was a harbor on the

coast, to which, and the vessels lying there, Judas

set fire, and the conflagration was seen at Jerusa-

lem, a distance of about 25 miles (2 Mace. xii. 9).

The harbor is also mentioned by Pliny, who in con-

sequence speaks of the town as double— diuB Jam-
nes (see the quotations in Reland, p. 82-3). Like

Ascalon and Gaza, the harbor bore the title of

Majumas, perhaps a Coptic word, meaning the

"place on the sea" (Keland, p. 590, &c. ; Eaumer,

p. 174, 7iote, 184, note; Kenrick, Phoenicia^ pp. 27,

29). At the time of the taU of Jerusalem, Jabneh

was one of the most populous places of Judoea, and

contained a Jewish school of great fame," whose

learned doctors are often mentioned in the Talmud.
The great Sanhetlrim was also held here. In this

holy city, according to an early Jewish tradition,

was buried the great Gamaliel. His tomb was

visited by Parchi in the 14th century (Zunz, in

Asher's Benj. of TwMi, ii. 439, 440; also 98).

In the time of Eusebius, however, it had dwindled

to a small place, ttoKixvOi merely requiring casual

mention
(
Onomfislicm). In the Gth century, under

Justinian, it became the seat of a Christian bishop

(Epiphanius, ndv. /leer. lib. ii. 730). Under the

Crusaders it bore the corrupted name of Ibelin, and
gave a title to a line of Counts, one of whom, Jean
d'IbeEn, about 1250, restored to efficiency the fa-

mous code of the " Assises de Jerusalem " (Gibbon,

ch. 58 nd fin. ; also the citations in Raumer, Fa-
lastina, p. 185).

The modern village of Yebua, or more accurately

Ibna (^LLajJ, stands about two miles from the

sea, on a slight eminence just south of the Nahr
Rvbin. It is about 11 miles south of Jaffa, 7

from liamleh, and 4 from A/clr (Ekron). It prob-

ably occupies its ancient site, for some remains of

old buildings are to be seen, possibly relics of the

fortress which the Crusaders built there (Porter,

Handbook, p. 274). G.
* Riiumer {Puliislina, p. 203, 4te Autl.) regards

Jabneel and Jabneh as probably the same. Eiirst

{Handw. i. 479) denies that they are the same, re-

garding Jabneh indeed as represented by Ytbna,

but the site of Jabneel as lost. The traveller go-

ing from Esdud (Ashdod) to Yafa (.loppa) passes

near Yebna, conspicuous on a hill to the right, at

the foot of which is a well from which the water is

raised by a large wheel. The women of the vil-

lage may be seen here in picturesque groups, with

their water-skins and jars, at almost any hour. A
slab of antique marble forms the front-piece of the

watering-trough, and other similar fragments lie

scattered here and there. At a little distance fur-

ther south occur a few remains of a Komau aque-

duct. The Gamaliel whose tomb is shown at Yebna
(see above) must be understood to be Gamaliel the

younger, a grandson of the great Gamaliel who
was Paul's teacher. (See Sepp's Jerus. und das
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b * Graetz {Geschichte der Jiiilen, iv. 13) speaks of

this idea of a renowned Jewish school at Jabneh be-

fore th« fall of Jerusalem as unfounded. All its celeb-

rity, if not its existence, was subsecjuent to that event.

H.

heil. Land, ii. 501.) The origin, studies, and fame
of the Jewish school established at Jamnia or

Yebna after the destruction of Jerusalem form

an important chapter in the history of rabl)inical

and I5iblical literature. Liglitfoot furnishes an out-

line of the subject {0pp. ii. pp. 341-144, Amsterd.

168(5). The best modern account of this seminary

and its influence on the philosophy and religious

ideas of the Jews is proljably that of Dr. H.
Graetz in the opening chapter of his GescMcIite

der Juden, vol. iv. (Berlin, 1853). The reader may
see also Josfs Geschichte der Isruelilen, iii. 185 ft'.

;

and Dean Milman's History of the Jews, vol. ii.

bk. xvii. (Amer. ed.). H.
2. ('Ie<f.9a^at; Alex. la^vqK; [Comp. 'la/3-

j'tTjA:] Jebnacl.) One of the landmarks on the

boundary of Naphtali (Josh. xix. 33, only). It is

named next after Adami-Nekeb, and had appar-

ently Lakkum between it and the "outgoings'" of

the boundary at the Jordan. But little or no clew

can be got from the passage to its situation.

Doubtless it is the same place which, as 'la^uj/eta

{Vitn, § 37), and 'la^j/i'e {B. J. ii. 20, § G), is

mentioned by Josephus among the villages in Upper
Galilee, which, though strong in themselves (ttet-

pwSeis ovaas), were fortified by him in anticipation

of the arrival of the Komans. The other villages

named by him in the same connection are Meroth,

Achabare, or the rock of the Achabari, and Seph.

Schwarz (p. 181) mentions that the later name of

Jabneel was Kefr Yaniah,^ the village by the sea.

Taking this with the vague indications of Josephus,

we shouUI be disposed to look for its traces at the

N. \V. part of the Sea of Galilee, in the hill coun-

try. G.

JAB'NEH ( n3 :;^ {he lets or causes to build] :

'la/Sfrjp; [ya,t. A^eyynp;] Alex. laySeiy: Jabnia),

2 Chr. xxvi. 6. [Jabneel.]

JA'CHAN il^Vl [ajfliction or afflicted]:

'IcuaxdV' [Vat. Xifj.a-] Alex. laxaV- Jachan),

one of seven chief men of the tribe of Gad (1 Chr.

v. 13).

JA'CHIN (r?T [''« «'"'^^ establish] : in

Kings, 'laxovfi, Alex, laxovf, but in Chr. Ko-
rSpduicris in both MSS.; Josephus, 'laxiV: Jachin,

Jachiin), one of the two pillars which were set up
"in the porch " (1 K. vii. 21) or before the temple

(2 Chr. iii. 17) of Solomon. It was the "right-

hand " one of the two; by which is probably meant
the south (comp. 1 K. vii. 39). However, Ijoth the

position and the structure of these famous columns
are full of difficulties, and they will be most suit-

ably examined in describing the Temple. Inter-

preted as a Hebrew word Jachin signifies firmness

[See BoAZ 2.]

JA'CHIN iX'r'l [as above]: 'Axe^*', 'lax^iv,

'lax'i'; [in Num., Vat. Alex. laxeiv; in Gen.
and Ex.,] Alex. laxei/u: Jachin). 1. Fourth son

of Simeon (Gen. xlvi. 10; Ex. vi. 15); founder of

the family of the Jachinites (Num. xxvi. 12).

2. [In 1 Chr. ix. and Xeh., 'lax'V, Vat. Alex.

laxeiJ'; in 1 Chr. xxiv., 'Ax'M> ^ •'^*" Ax«'M, Alex,

laxeii'.] Head of the 21st course of priests in

the time of David. Some of the coiu'se returned

from Babylon (1 Chr. ix. 10, xxiv. 17; Neh. xi.

b Can the name in the Vat. LXX. (given above) bo
a corruption of this? It can hardly be corTupted

from Jamnia or Jabneel.
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10). [JoiAKiB.] Jacimus, the original name of

Alcimus (1 Mace. vii. 5, &c. ; Joseph. A7U. xii., ix.

§ 7), who was the first of his family that was high-

priest, may possibly have been in Hebrew Jachin,

though the k more properly suggests Jakim.

'AxeiM> AciiiJi (Matt. i. 14), seems also to be

the same name. A. C. H.

JA'CHINITES, THE C'3''?*n [see above]

:

'lax'i"' [Vat. -rei]; Alex, o laxfivi- f»milia Ja-

clnnitiirum), the family founded by Jachin, son

of Simeon (Num. xxvi. 12).

JACINTH {voLKivdos- hyacinthus), a precious

stone, forming one of the foundations of the walls

of the new Jerusalem (Rev. xxi. 20). It seems

to be identical with the Hebrew leskem (CtT^P,

A. V. " ligure ''
), which was employed in the forma-

tion of the high-priest's breastplate (Ex. xxviii. 19).

The jacinth or hyacinth is a red variety of zircon,

which is found in square prisms, of a white, gray,

red, reddish-brown, yellow, or pale-green color. Li-

gurite is a crystalhzed mineral of a yellowish-green

or apple-green hue, found in Liguria, and thence

deriving its name. It was reputed to possess an

attractive power similar to that of amber (Theo-

phrast. Lapp. 28), and perhaps the Greek Kiyvpiov,

which the LXX. gives, was suggested by an appar-

ent reference to this quality (as if from Ksixfiv,

"to lick"). The expression in Rev. ix. 17, -'of

jacinth," applied to the breastplate, is descriptive

simply of a liyacinthine, i. e. dark-purple color, and

has no reference to the stone. W. L. B.

JA'COB (3pl7^ = s;//j/;fa?j<e»- ; 'laKci)3: Ja-

cob), the second son of Isaac and Rebekah. He
was born with Esau, when Isaac was 59 and Abra-

ham 1.59 years old, ])robably at the well Lahai-roi.

His history is related in the latter half of the book

of Genesis. He grew up a quiet, domestic youth,

the favorite son of his mother. He bought the

birthright from his brother Esau ; and afterwards,

at his mother's instigation, acquired the blessing

intended for Esau, by practicing a well-known de-

ceit on Isaac. Hitherto the two sons shared the

wanderings of Isaac in the South Country; but

now Jacob, in his 78th year, was sent from the

family home, to avoid his brother, and to seek a

wife among his kindred in Padan-aram. As he

passed through Bethel, God appeared to him.

After the lapse of 21 years he returned from Padan-

aram with two wives, two concubines, eleven sons,

and a daughter, and large property. He escaped

from the angry pursuit of Laban, from a rencontre

with Esau, and from the vengeance of the Canaan-
ites provoked by the murder of Shechem; and in

each of those three emergencies he was aided and
strengthened by the interposition of God, and in

sign of the grace won by a night of wrestling with

God his name was changed at Jabbok into Israel

("soldier of God"). Deborah and Rachel died

before he reached Hebron; and it was at IIe1)ron,

in the 122d year of his age, that he and Esau
buried their father Isaac. Joseph, the favorite son

of Jacob, was sold into Egypt eleven years before

the death of Isaac; and Jacob had probably ex-

ceeded his 1.30th year when he went thither, being

encouraged in a divine vision as he passed for the

last time through Beer-sheba. He was presented

to Pharaoh, and dwelt for seventeen years in Kain-

sses and Goshen. After giving his solemn blessing

to Ephraini and Manasseh, and his own sons one •
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by one, and charging the ten to complete theii

reconciliation with Joseph, he died in his 147th
year. His body was embalmed, carried with grea^

care and pomp into the land of Canaan, and depos-

ited with his fathers, and his wife Leah, in the cave

of Machpelah.

The example of Jacob is quoted by the first and
the last of the minor prophets. Hosea, in the lat-

ter days of the kingdom, seeks (xii. 3, 4, 12) to

convert the descendants of Jacob from their state

of alienation from God, by recalling to their mem-
ory the repeated acts of God's favor shown to their

ancestor. And Malachi (i. 2) strengthens the de-

sponding hearts of tlie returned exiles by assuring

them that the love which < iod bestowed upon Jacob

was not withheld from them. Besides the frequent

mention of his name in conjunction with those of

the other two Patriarchs, there are distinct refer-

ences to events in the life of Jacob in four books

of the N. T. In Rom. ix. 11-13, St. Paul adduces

the histor)' of Jacob's birth to prove that tlie favor

of God is independent of the order of natural de-

scent. In Heb. xii. 16, and xi. 21, the transfer of '

the birthright and Jacob's dying benediction are

referred to. His vision at Bethel, and his posses-

sion of land at Shechem are cited in St. John i.

51, and iv. 5, 12. And St. Stephen, in his speech

(Acts ^ii. 12-10), mentions the famine which was
the means of restoring Jacob to his lost son in

Egypt, and the burial of the patriach in Shechem.
Such are the events of Jacob's life recorded in

Scripture. Some of them require additional no-

tice.

1. For the sale of his birthright to Jacol), Esau
is branded in the N. T. as a "profane person"

(Heb. xii. 16). The following sacred and impor-

tant privileges have been mentioned as connected

with primogeniture in patriarchal times, and as

constituting the object of Jacob's desire. ('(.) Su-
perior rank in the family: see Gen. xlix. 3, 4. (6.)

A double portion of the father's property; so Aben
Ezra: see Deut. xxi. 17, and Gen. xlviii. 22. (f.

)

The priestly office in the patriarchal church : see

Num. viii. 17-19. In iavor of this, see Jerome
ad Evanrj. Ep. Ixxiii. § 6 ; Jarchi in Gen. xxv.

;

Estius in IMr. xii.; Shuckford's Connexion, bk.

vii.; Blunt, Undes. Coincid. pt. i. 1, §§ 2, 3; and
against it, Vitringa, Obs. Snc, and .J. D. iNIichaelis,

Afosnisch. Jiec/ii, ii. § 64, cited by Rosenmiiller in

Gen. xxv. (d.) A conditional promise or adumbra-
tion of the heavenly inheritance: see Cartwright

in the Crit. Saci\ on Gen. xxv. (e.) The promise

of the Seed in which all nations should be blessed,

though not included in the birthright, may have

been so regarded by the patriarchs, as it was by
their descendants, Rom. ix. 8, and Shuckford, viii.

The whole subject has been treated in separate

essays by Vitringa in his Obs. ISac. pt. i. 11, § 2;

also by J. H. Hottinger, and by J. J. Schroder,

cited by Winer.

2. With regard to Jacob's acquisition of his

father's blessing, ch. xxvii., few persons will accept

the excuse offered by Augustine, Serm. iv. § 22,

23, for the deceit which he practiced— that it was

merely-a figurative action, and that his personation

of Esau was justified by his previous purchase of

Esau's birthright. It is not however necessary,

with the view of cherishing a Christian hatred of

sin, to heap opprobrious epithets upon a fallible

man whom the choice of (iod lias rendered Ven-

erable in tlie eyes of believers, ^^'aterland (iv. 208'

speaks of the conduct of Jacob in language which
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is neither wanting in reverence nor liltely to en-

courage tlie extenuation of guilt. " I do not know
whether it be justifialjle in every particular: 1 sus-

pect that it is not. There were several very good

and laudable circumstances in what Jacob and Ke-

bekah did ; but I do not take upon me to acquit

them of all blame." And Blunt {Uncles. Coinc.)

observes that none " of the patriarchs can be set

up as a model of Christian morals. They lived

under a code of laws that were not absolutely good,

perhaps not so good as tlie Levitical: for as this

was but a preparation for the more perfect law of

Christ, s) possibly was the patriarchal but a prep-

aration for the Law of Jloses."' The circumstances

whicli led to tliis unhappy transaction, and the

retribution which fell upon all parties concerned in

it, have been carefully discussed by Benson, Huhean
Lectures (1822) on Scripture BiJ/icuhies, xvi. and

xvii. See also Woodgate's Hisloricil. Sernwns, ix.

;

and Maurice, Pulriarchs and Laioi/ivers, v. On the

fulfillment of the prophecies concerning Esau and

Jacob, and on Jacob's dying blessing, see Bp. Newton,
Dissertations on tlie Prophecies, §§ iii. and iv.

3. Jacob's vision at Bethel is considered by
Miegius in a treatise, De Scald Jacobi, in the

Thesaurus novus Tiieologico-Philolofjicus, i. 195.

See also Augustine, Serm. cxxii. His stratagem

with Laban's cattle is commented on by Jerome,

Qwest, ill Gen. 0pp. iii. 352, and by Nitschmann,

He coryk) .Jacobi in Thes. nov. Theol.-Phil. i. 201.

4. Jacob's polygamy is an instance of a patri-

archal practice quite repugnant to Christian moral-

ity, but to Ije accounted for on the ground that the

time had not tlieii come for a fuU expression of the

will of God on tliis subject. The mutual rights of

husband and wife were recognized in the history

of the Creation; but instances of polygamy are

frequent among persons mentioned in the sacred

records from Lamech (Gen. iv. 19) to Herod
(Joseph. Ant. xvii. 1, § 2). In times when frequent

wars increased tlie number of captives and orphans,

and reduced nearly all service to slavery, there may
have been some reason for extending the recognition

and protection of the law to concubines or half-

wives as Bilhah and Zilpah. And in the case of

Jaeob, it is right to bear in mind that it was not

his original intention to marry both the daughters

of Laban. (See on this subject Augustine. Contra

Faustum, xxii. 47-54.)

5. Jacob's wrestling with the angel at Jabbok is

the subject of Augustine's Set-mo v. ; compare with

it De-Civilate Dei, xvi. 39.

In Jacob may be traced a combination of the

quiet patience of his fatlier with the acquisitiveness

which seems to have marked his motlier's family

;

and in Esau, as in Ishmael, the migratory and in-

dependent character of Abraham was developed into

the enterprising habits of a warlike hunter-chief.

Jacob, whose history occupies a larger space, leaves

on the reader's mind a less favorable impression

than either of the otlier patriarchs with wliom lie

is joined in equal honor in the N. T. (Matt. viii.

11). But in considering his character we must
bear in mind that we know not what limits were

set in those days to tlie knowledge of God and tlie

sanctifying influence of the Holy Spirit. A timid,

thoughtful lioy would acquire no self-reliance in a

secluded home. Tliere was little scope for the

3xercise of intelligence, wide sympathy, generosity,

frankness. Growing up a stranger to the great

joys and great sorrows of natural life— deaths, and

vedlock, and births ; ir.'ired to caution and restraint
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in the presence of a more vigorous brother ; secretly

stimulated by a belief that God designed for him
some superior blessing, Jacob was perhaps in a fail

way to become a narrow, selfish, deceitful, disap-

pointed man. But, after dwelling for more than

half a life-time in solitude, he is driven from home
by the provoked hostility of his more powerful

brother. Then in deep and bitter sorrow the out-

cast begins life afresh long after youth has passed,

and finds himself brought first of all unexpectedly

into tliat close personal communion with God which

elevates the soul, and then into that enlarged inter-

course with men which is capable of drawing out

all the better feelings of human nature. An unseen

world was opened. God revived and renewed to

him that slumbering promise over whicli he had
brooded for threescore years, since he learned it in

childhood from his mother. Angels conversed with

him. Gradually he felt more and more the watch-

ful care of an ever present spiritual Father. Face

to face he wrestled with the Representative of the

Almighty. And so, even though the moral conse-

quences of his early transgressions huni; about him,

and saddened him with a deep knowledge of all the

evil of treachery and domestic envy, and partial

judgment, and filial disobedience, yet the increasing

revelations of God enlightened the old age of the

patriarch; and at last the timid " supplanter," the

man of subtle devices, waiting for the salvation of

Jehovah, dies the " soldier of God " uttering the

messages of God to his remote posterity.

For reflections on various incidents in Jacob's

life, see Bp. Hall's Contemplations, lik. iii. Many
rabbinical legends concerning him may be found

in Eisenmenger's Enid. JvAlenthum, and in the

Jerusalem Targum. In the Koran he is often

mentioned in conjunction with the other two patri-

archs (ch. 2, and elsewhere). W. T. B.

* Some of the other writers on the subject of

this article may be mentioned: Hess, Geschichte der

Patrlarchen, ii. 67-423, the fullest of his Scripture

histories. Kurtz, (Jescliiclite des A. Biindes, i. 239-

338, valuable as a historical sketch, and for its

vindication of the narrative against objections.

Ranke, Untersuchungen iiber den Pentateuch, i.

50 fF. Ewald, Geschichte des Volk-es /.^raels, i. 489-

519 (3t« Aufl.). Drechsler, especially on Jacob's

and Esau's character. Die Kinheit und Kchtheit

der Genesis, pp. 230-237. Winer, Jiealw. i. 522 ff.

Auberlen, " Jakob " in Herzog's Real-Encyk. vi.

373-378. Wunderlich. "Jakob" in Zeller's Bibl.

Woi-terb. i. 049-650. Heim, Bibelstimden, 1845.

Kitto, Daily Biblical Illustrations, with additions

by J. L. Porter, i. 294-335 (ed: 1866). Thomson,

Land awl Book, ii. 23-29, 354 f , 398 f. Blunt,

Veracity of the Book of Moses, ch. viii. Milman,

History of the Jews, i. 75-108. Stanley, Lectures

on the History of the Jewish Church, i. 58-82

(Anier. ed.). QuaiTy, Genesis and its Authoi-ship,

pp. 482-508, 566-575 (Lond. 1866). The portions

of Genesis relating to Jacolt are fully and ably

treated here in opposition to critics of the Colenso

school. See Hakan (Amer. ed.) for supposed dif-

ficulties connected with Jacob's flight from IMeso-

potaniia.

Dean Stanley takes decided ground against those

who entertain a disparaging view of Jacob's char-

acter as compared with that of Esau. We quote

a part of his reply to th.at adverse opinion: " Tak-

ing the two from first to last, how entirely is the

judgment of Scripture and the judgnipiit of pos-

terity confirmed by the result gf tlio whole. The
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1. ere impulsive hunter vanishes awaj', light as air:

' he did eat and drink, and rose up and went his

way. Thus Esau despised his birthright.' The

substance, the strength of the chosen family, the

true inheritance of the promise of Abraham, was

interwoven with the very essence of the character

of the ' plain man, dwelling in tents,' steady, perse-

vering, moving onward with deliberate settled pur-

pose, through years of suffering and of prosperity,

of exile and return, of bereavement and recovery.

The birthright is always before him. Rachel is

won from Laban by hard services, ' and the seven

years seemed unto him but a few days for the love

lie had to her.' Isaac and Kebekah, and Rebekah's

nurse, are remembered with a feithful, filial remem-

brance; Joseph and Benjamin are long and pas-

sionately loved with a more than parental affection,

— bringing down his gray hairs for their sakes ' in

sorrow to the grave.' This is no character to be

contemned or scoffed at; if it was encompassed

with much infirmity, yet its very complexity de-

mands our reverent attention ; in it are bound up,

as his double name expresses, not one man, but

two; by toil and struggle, Jacob, the Supplanter,

is gradually transformed into Israel, the Prince of

God; the harsher and baser features are softened

and purified away ; he looks back over his long ca-

reer with the fullness of experience and humility.

' I am not worthy of the least of all the mercies and

of all the truth which thou hast shown unto thy

servant ' (Gen. xxxii. 10). Alone of the patriarchal

family, his end is recorded as invested with the so-

emnity of waining and of prophetic song, ' Gather

yourselves together, ye sons of Jacob; and hearken

unto Israel your father.' We need not fear to

acknowledge that the God of Abraham and the

God of Isaac was also the God of Jacob." {Jeicish

Church, p. 59 f.) H.

JACU'BUS ('la/fou^os; [^'at. lapo-oy^oos :]

Accuhus), 1 Esdr. ix. 48. [Akkub, 4.]

JA'DA (I^T* [knoion, skillful]: 'laSae, and at

ver. 32, AaSai, [Vat. ISovSa,'] Alex. leSSae

:

[Jmla]), son of Onam, and brother of Shammai,

in the genealogy of the sons of Jerahmeel by his

wife Atarah (1 Chr. ii. 28, 32). This genealogy

is very corrupt in the LXX., especially in the

Vatican Codex. A. C. H.

JA'DAU [2 syl.] (^!^^ but the Keri has

''"^"',
i. e. Yaddai [faroriie, friend, Fiirst] : 'loSai';

[Vat. A5io:] Jeddu), one of the Bene-Xebo who

had taken a foreign wife, and was compelled by

Ezra to relinquish her [Ezr. x. 43).

JADDU'A {'^^'^1 \_hwini\: 'laSoy, 'l5oi;a;

[in Neh. xii. 22, Vat. laSov, EA.i A8ou:] Jeddoa),

son, and successor in the high-priesthood, of Jon-

athan or Johanan. He is the last of the high-

priests mentioned in the 0. T., and probably alto-

gether the latest name in the canon (Neh. xii. 11,

22), at least if 1 Chr. iii. 22-24 is admitted to be

corrupt (see Geneal. of our Lord, pp. 101, 107).

His name marks distinctly the time when the latest

additions were made to the book of Nehemiah and

the canon of Scripture, and jMrhaps affords a clew

to the age of IMalachi the prophet. All that we

learn concerning him in Scripture is the fact of his

being the son of Jonathan, and high-priest. We
gather also pretty certainly that he was priest in

the reign of the last Persian king Darius, and that

he was still high-priest after the Persian dynasty
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was overthrown, i. e. in the reign of Alexander the

Great. For the expression " Darius the. Persian "

must have been used after the accession of the

Grecian dynasty; and had another high-priest suc-

ceeded, his name would most likely have lieen men-
tioned. Thus far then the book of Nehemiah bears

out the truth of Josephus's history, which makes

Jaddua high-priest when Alexander invaded Judsea.

But the story of his interview with Alexander

[H1GH-PKIE.ST, vol. ii. p. 1072 6] does not on that

account deserve credit, nor his account of the build-

ing of the temjjle on iMount Gerizim during Jad-

dua's pontificate, at the instigation of Sanballat,

both of which, as well as the accompanying circum-

stances, are probably derived from some apocryphal

book of Alexandrian growth, since lost, in which

chronology and history gave way to romance and

Jevi'ish vanity. Josephus seems to place the death

of Jaddua after that of Alexander {A. J. xi. 8, § 7).

Eusebius assigns 20 years to Jaddua's pontificate

{(ieneul. of our Lwd, 323 ff. ; Selden, de /S'«cc.

;

Prideaux, etc.). A. C. H.

JADDU'A {'S^'^l [as above]: 'uSSova [Vat.

FA.i omit;] Alex. leSSovK'- Jeddwi), one of the

chief of the people, i. e. of the lajmen, who sealed

the covenant with Nehemi-ah (Neh. x. 21).

JA'DON ('J1"^T [.^'"^'-9^] = Evdpwv in both

MSS. [rather, in the Roman ed.; Vat. Alex. FA.i

omit]: Jado7i), a man, who in company with the

Gibeonites and the men of Mizpah assisted to repair

the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 7). His title, " the

Meronothite" (comp. 1 Chr. xxvii. 30), and the

mention of Gibeonites, would seem to point to a

place ]\Ieronoth, and that in the neighborhood of

Gibeon ; but no such place has yet been traced.

Jadon ClaSco)/) is the name attributed by Jose-

phus {A7it. viii. 8, § 5) to the man of God from

Judah, who withstood Jeroboam at the altar at

Bethel — probably intending Iddo the seer. By
Jerome (Qu. Hebr. on 2 Chr. ix. 29) the name is

given as Juddo.

JA'EL \^'3^ \cliinber, Fiirst, and hence u-ild

[/oat]: Hex. Syr. Anael: 'la-n\; Joseph. 'IoAtj:

Juhel), the wife of Heber the Kenite. Heber was

the chief of a nomadic Arab clan, who had sep-

arated from the rest of his tribe, and had pitched

his tent under the oaks, which had in consequence

received the name of "oaks of the wanderers"

(A. V. plain of Zaanaim, Judg. iv. 11), in the

neighborhood of Kedesh-Naphthali. [Hebek;
Kenites.] The tribe of Heber had secured the

quiet enjoyment of their pastures by adopting a

neutral position in a troublous period. Their

descent from Jethro secured them the favorable

regard of the Israelites, and they were sufficiently

important to conclude a formal peace with Jabin

king of Hazor.

In the headlong rout which followed the defeat

of the Canaanites by Barak, Sisera, abandoning bis

chariot the more easily to avoid notice (comp. Hom.
//. v. 20), fled unattended, and in an opposite

direction from that taken hy his army, to the tent

of the Kenite chieftainess. " The tent of Jael

"

is e.xpressly mentioned either liecause the harem

of Heber was in a separate tent (Rosenmiiller,

Moryenl. iii. 22), or because the Kenite himself

was absent at the time. In the sacred seclusion

of this almost inviolable sanctuary, Sisera might

well have felt himself absolutely secure from the

incursions of the enemy (Calmet, Fra(jm. xxv.);
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Hid although he intended to take refuge among the

Kenites, he would not have \entured so openly to

violate all idea of oriental propriety by entering a

woman's apartments (D'Herbelot, Bibi. Orient.

s. V. " Haram"), had he not received Jael's express,

earnest, and respectful entreaty to do so. He ac-

cepted the invitation, and she flung a mantle " over

him as he lay wearily on the floor. When thirst

prevented sleep, and he asked for water, she brought

him butter-milk in her choicest vessel, thus ratify-

ing with the semblance of officious zeal the sacred

bond of eastern hospitality. Wine would ha\e

been less suitable to quench his thirst, and may
possibly have been eschewed by Heber's clan (Jer.

XXXV. 2). Butter-milk, according to the quotations

in Harmer, is still a favorite Arab beverage, and
that this is the drink intended we infer from

Judges V. 25, as well as from the direct statement

of Josephus (-yaAa Sie(peophs ijSr], Ant. v. 5, § 4),

although there is no reason to suppose with .Josephus

and the Rabbis (D. Kimchi, .Tarchi, etc.), that Jael

purposely used it because of its soporific quaUties

(Bochart, Hieroz. i. 473). But anxiety still pre-

vented Sisera from composing himself to rest, until

he had exacted a promise from his protectress that

she would faithfully jireserve the secret of his con-

cealment ; till at last, with a feeling of perfect

security, the weary and unfortunate general resigned

himself to the deep sleep of misery and fatigue.

Then it was that Jael took in her left hand one

of the great wooden'' pins (A. V. "nail") which
fastened down the cords of the tent, and in her

right hand the mallet (A. V. "a hammer") used

to drive it into the ground, and creeping up to her

sleeping and confiding guest, with one terrible blow

dashed it through Sisera's temples deep into the

earth. With one spasm of fruitless agony, with

one contortion of sudden pain, " at her feet he

bowed, he fell; where he bowed, there he fell down
dead " (Judg. v. 27). She then waited to meet
the pursuing Barak, and led him into her tent that

she might in his presence claim the glory of the

deed!

Many have supposed that by this act she ful-

filled the saying of Deliorah, that God would sell

Sisera into the hand of a woman (Judg. iv. 9

;

Joseph, v. 5, § 4); and hence they have supposed

that Jael was actuated by some divine and hidden

influence. But the Bible gives no hint of such an

inspiration, and it is at least equally probable that

Deborah merely intended to intimate the share of

the honor which would be assigned by posterity to

her own exertions. If therefore we eliminate the

still more monstrous supposition of the Rabbis that

Sisera was slain by Jael because he attempted to

offer her violence— the murder will ajipear in all

its hideous atrocity. A fugitive had asked, and
received dnkheel (or protection) at her hands, — he

was miserable, defeated, weary,— he was the ally

of her husband, — he was her invited and honored

guest,— he was in the sanctuary of the haram, —
above all, he was confiding, defenseless, and asleep;

yet she broke her pledged faith, violated her solemn

hospitality, and murdered a trustful and unpro-

tected slumberer. Surely we require the clearest

and most positive statement that Jael was insti-

gated to such a murder by divine suggestion.
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But it may be asked, "Has not the deed of

Jael been praised by an inspired authority ?

"

" Blessed above women shall Jael the wife of Heber
the Kenite be, blessed shall she be abo^•e women in

the tent " (Judg. v. 24). Without stopping to ask

when and where Deljorah claims for herself any
infallibility, or whether, in the passionate moment
of patriotic triumph, she was likely to pause in such
wild times to scrutinize the moral bearings of an
act which had been so splendid a benefit to herself

and her people, we may question whether any moral
commendation is directly intended. What Debo-
rah stated was a fact., namely, that the wives of

the nomad Arabs would undoubtedly regard Jael

as a public benefactress, and praise her as a popular

heroine.

The suggestion of Gesenius {Tlws. p. G08 b),

Hollmann, and others, that the Jael alluded to in

Judg. V. 6 is not the wife of Heber, but some un-
known Israelitish judge, appears to us extremely

unlikely, especially as the name Jael must almost
certainly be the name of a woman (Prov. v. 19, A.
V. " roe "). At the same time it must be admitted
that the phrase " in the days of Jael " is one which
we should hardly have expected. F. W. F.

* This view of Gesenius that Jael (Judg v. 6),

is the name of a judge otherwise unknown, is also

that of Fiirst, Bertheau, Wordsworth, and others.

The name is masculine, and very properly used of

a man, though such names were often borne by
women. Cassel (Richter und Bufli, p. .50) denies

that the wife of Heber can be meant in this in-

stance, since Deborah was contemporary with her,

and would hardly designate her own days as those

of Jael. But to suppose with him that Shamgar
mentioned in the other line is called Jael (= " active,"
'' chivalrous ") merely as a complimentary epithet,

seems lar-fetched. From the order of the names,
if this Jael was one of the judges, we should be led

to place his time between Shamgar and Barak, and
so have a more distinct enumeration of the long
series of years during which the land was afflicted

l)efore the deliverance achieved by Deborah and her

allies. H.

JA'GUR ("'^3"' [lodffiriff-place] : 'Aa-u>p ; Alex.

layovp. Jayur), a town of Judah, one of those

furthest to the south, on the frontier of Edom (Josh,

XV. 21). Kabzeel, one of its companions in the

list, recurs subsequently; but Jagur is not again
met with, nor has the name been encountered in

the imperfect explorations of that dreary region.

The Jagur, quoted by Schwarz (p. 99) from the

Tahnud as one of the boundaries of the territory of

Ashkelon, must have been further to the N. W.
G.

JAH (rr'^ : Kvpios' Dominits). The abbre-

viated form of "Jehovah," used only in poetry.

It occurs frequently in the Hebrew, but with a sin-

gle exception (Ps. Ixviii. 4) is rendered "Lord " in

the A. V. The identity of Jah and Jehovah is

strongly marked in two passages of Isaiali (xii. 2,

xxvi. 4), the force of which is greatly weakened by
the English rendering "the Lord." The former

of these should be translated " for my strength and
song is Jah Jehovah " (comp. Ex. xv, 2); and
the latter, " trust ye in Jehovah for ever, for in

« " Mantle " is here inaccurate ; the word is ognize what the Sem'tcak was. Probably some part
• of the regular furniture of the tent.

nZCDC^^n- with the definite article. But as the & nci<To-aAo;, LXX. ; but according to Josephus,
erm is not found elsewhere, it is no^ possible to rec- I a-i&rjpeov ?]\ov.
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Jah Jehovah is the rock of ages." " Praise ye

the Lord," or Hallelujah, should be in all cases

"praise ye Jah." In Fs. Ixxxix. 8 [9] Jah stands

in parallelism with " Jehovah the God of hosts
"

in a passaf;e which is wrongly translated in our

version. It should be " O Jehovah, God of hosts,

who like thee is strong, O Jah !
" W. A. W.

JA'HATH {r\n^__ [oneness, union] : 'Uo,

['Iee'9; Vat. Ued, Uxa- Jahatli]). 1. Son of

Libni, the son of Gershom, the son of Levi (1 Chr.

vi. 20, A. v.). He was ancestor to Asaph (ver.

43).

2. ['l€0: Leiietli.] Head of a later house in

the family of Gershom, being the eldest son of

Shimei, the son of Laadan. The house of Jahath

existed in David's time (1 Chr. xxiii. 10, 11).

A. C. H.
3. ('Ie'0; Alex, omits: [Jnliatli.]) A man in

the genealogy of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 2), son of Keaiah

ben-Shobal. His sons were Ahumai and Lahad,

the families of the Zorathites. If Keaiah and
Haroeh are identical, Jahath was a descendant of

Caleb ben-Hur. [Hakokh.]
4. (['lae; Vat.] .A.lex. Ivad.) A Levite, son of

Shelouioth, the representative of the Kohathite

family of Izhar in the reign of David (1 Chr.

xxiv. 22).

5. ['Ie'9; Vat. t?; Comp. 'Iae'0.] A Merarite

Invite in the reign of Josiah, one of the overseers

of the repairs to the Temple (2 Chr. xxxiv. 12).

JA'HAZ, also JAHA'ZA, JAHA'ZAH,
and JAH'ZAH. Under these four forms are

given in the A. V. the name of a place which in

the Hebrew appears as V^l and H'Tl^, the H
being in some cases — as Num. and Deut.— the

particle of motion, but elsewhere an integral addi-

tion to the name. It has been uniformly so taken

by the LXX., who have 'la(rad, and twice 'laaa
[once, namely, Judg. xi. 20, where Alex, reads

la-parjk]. Jahaz is found Num. xxi. 23; Deut.

ii. 32; Judg. xi. 20; Is. xv. 4; Jer. xlviii. 34. In

the two latter only is it V"^"*' without the final

n. The Samaritan Cod. has ni^rT^ : Vulg.

Jasn.

At Jahaz the decisive battle was fought between

the children of Israel and Sihon king of the Amo-
rites, which ended in the overthrow of the latter

and in the occupation by Israel of the whole pas-

toral country included between the Arnon and the

Jabbok, the Belka of the modern Arabs (Num.

xxi. 23; Deut. ii. 32; Judg. xi. 20). It was in

the allotment of Keuben (Josh. xiii. 18), though

not mentioned in the catalogue of Num. xxxii.

;

and it was given with its suburbs to the Merarite

Levites (1 Chr. vi. 78; and Josh. xxi. 36, though

here omitted in the ordinary Hebrew text).

Jahazah occurs in the denunciations of Jeremiah

and Isaiah on the inhabitants of the " plain coun-

try," i. e. the Mishor, the modern Belka (Jer. xlviii.

21, 34; Is. XV. 4); but beyond the fact th.at at this

period it was in the hands of Moab we know noth-

ing of its history.

From the terms of the narrative in Num. xxi.

and Deut. ii., we should expect that Jahaz was in

the extreme south part of the territory of Sihon,

but yet north of the river Arnon (see Deut. ii. 24,

36; and the words in 31, " l)egin to possess"), and

in exactly this position a site named Jazaza is

mentioned by Schwarz (227), though by him only.
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But this does not agree with the statements of

Eusebius (
Onom. 'lea-ffa), who says it was existing

in his day between Medeba and A?jj3ous, by which
he proliably intends Dibon, which would place

Jahaz considerably too far to the north. Like

many others relating to the places east of the Dead
Sea, this question nmst await further research.

(See Ewald, Geschichte, ii. 266, 271.) G.

JAHA'ZA {"n^r^^, i. e. Yahtzah [trodden

down, tlireshuKj-fioor'] : Baffav, Alex, lacraa'
Jass(t), Josh. xiii. 18. [Jahaz.]

JAHA'ZAH i^X'ni [as above]: in Jer.

'Pf(pds, in both MSS.; [FA.l VatpaO, Comp. 'lao-

ffa.'] Jaser, Jasn), Josh. xxi. 36 (though omitted

in the Kec. Hebrew Text, and not recognizable in

the LXX. [perhaps represented by 'la^Tjp] ), Jer.

xlviii. 21. [Jahaz.]

JAHAZFAH (n^T.l, i- e. Yach'zeyah

[whom Jeliovah beholds, Ges.] : 'la^ias; [Vat.
FA.l Aa(eta'] Jaasia), son of Tikvah, apparently

a priest; commemorated as one of the four who
originally sided with Ezra in the matter of the

foreign wives (Ezr. x. 15). In Esdras the name
becomes Ezechias.

JAHA'ZIEL (^^J^Tn^ [whom God strength-

ens]). 1. {'U(i-lj\; [Vat. FA. Ie^7?A:] Jeheziel.)

One of the heroes of Benjamin who deserted the

cause of Said and joined David when he was at

Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 4).

2. {'OCtV^ [Vat. FA.'-i OCeirjA:] Jaziel.) A
priest in the reign of David, whose office it was, in

conjunction with Benaiah, to l>low the trumpet at

the niinistrations before the ark, when David had
brought it to Jerusalem (1 Cor. xvi. 6). [High-
PlilEST.]

3. ('U(i-r]\, 'laCir)\; [Vat. O^itjA, lacrj;] Alex.

la(irj\: [.lahf(::iel.]) A Kohathite Levite, third

son of Heliron. His house is mentioned in the enu-
meration of the Levites in the time of David (1

Chr. xxiii. 19; xxiv. 23). A. C. H.

4. i'oCi'fiX; [Vat. oCeirjX; Comp. 'U^ffi\:]

Jahnziel.) Son of Zechariah, a Levite of the

Bene-Asaph, who was inspired by the Spirit of

Jehovah to animate Jehoshaphat and the army of

Judah in a moment of great danger, namely, when
they were anticipating the invasion of an enormous

horde of Moabites, Ammonites, Mehunims, and
other barbarians (2 Chr. xx. 14). Ps. Ixxxiii. is

entitled a Psalm of Asaph, and this, coupled with

the mention of Edom, IMoab, Amnion, and others,

in hostility to Israel, has led some to connect it

with the above event. [Geb.vl.] But, however

desirable, this is very uncertain.

5. {' h^i-l]\; [Vat. Alex, omit:] Ezechiel.) The
" son of Jahaziel " was the chief of the Bene-She-

caniah [sons of S.] who returned from Babylon

with Ezra, according to the present state of the

Hebrew text (Ezr. viii. 5). But according to the

LXX., and the parallel passage in 1 Esdr. (viii. 32),

a name has escaped from the text, and it should

read, " of the Bene-Zathoe (probably Zattu),

Shecaniah son of Jahaziel." In the latter place

the name appears as Jezelus.

JAH'DAI [2 syl.] ('''!T^^^ i. e. Yehdai [lohom

•Tihorah leads]: 'A55a'i'; [Vat. Irjo-ou:] Alex. lo-

5ai': .Talioddai), a man who appears to be fhnist

abruptly into the genealogy of Caleb, as the father

of six sons (1 Chr. ii. 47). Various suggestions
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regarding the name have been made: as that Ga-

zez, the name preceding, should be Jahdai ; that

Jahdai was a concubine of Caleb, etc. : but these

are mere groundless suppositions (see Burrington,

i. 216; Bertheau, ad he).

JAH'DIEL (bS'^'^n;; [whom God makes

joiiful]: 'leSirjA; [Vat. IeA.eir)\:] Jediel), one of

the heroes who were heads of the half-tril)e of

Manasseh on the east of Jordan (1 Chr. v. 2-i).

JAH'DO 0"^n! [united, together]: leSSat,

as if the name had originally been "'TH"' ; comp.

J.VASAU, Jadau; [Vat. lovpei; Comp. 'IfSSoi:]

Jtddii), a Gadite named in the genealogies of his

tribe (1 Chr. v. 14) as the son of Buz and father

of Jeshishai.

JAH'LEEL (^Wbn;: [hoping in God] :

'AxorjA; Alex. AAotjA., AAArjA: Jahelel, [Jalel]),

the third of the three sons of Zebulun ((ien. xlvi.

14; Num. xxvi. 26), founder of the family of the

Jaiii.eelites. Nothing is heard of him or of

his descendants.

JAH'LEELITES, THE ObH^H^n : 6

'AAArjA^ [Vat. -Aei] : Jalditie). A branch of the

tribe of Zebulon, descendants of Jahleel (Num.

xxvi. 26). W. A. W.

JAH'MAI [2 syl.] [""t^Tyi [whom Jehovah

gu((rdi\: 'la/xa'C; [Vat. 'EiiKav ',
Alex. le/iou:

Jemai), a man of Issachar, one of the heads of

the house of Tola (1 Chr. vii. 2).

JAH'ZAH (n!in^ [((.place stamped, thresh-

inrj-Jloirr] : 'locra; [Vat. omits:] Jassa), 1 Chr. vi.

78. [.Jauaz.]

JAH'ZEEL (bS?n^ [God apportions] :

'Ao-irjA; [Vat.i in Num., SarjA:] Jasiel), the first

of the four sons of Naphtali (Gen. xlvi. 24), founder

of the family of the Jahzeelites ("^7^^0*71,

Num. xxvi. 48). His name is once again men-

tioned (1 Chr. vii. 13) in the slightly difterent form

of Jahziel.

JAH'ZEELITES, THE O^H^H^n : s

'Ao-iTjAt'; [Vat.l 2arjAei, 2. m. AcrjjAei:] Jesidike).

A branch of the Naphtalites, descended from Jah-

zeel (Num. xxvi. 48).

JAH'ZERAH (n^Tni^ [luhom God leads

back]: 'E^ipas [or 'E^ipci; Vat. leSeias; Alex.

If^pias'-] Jfzra), a priest, of the house of Immer;
ancestor of Maasiai (read Maaziah), one of the

courses which returned (1 Chr. ix. 12). [.Jehoia-

iai{.] In the duplicate passage in Neh. xi. 13 he

is called "'^HS, Ahas.vi, and all the other names

are much varied. A. C. H.

* JAILOR. [Prison; Punishments.]

JAH'ZIEL (bS!''!2n;; [6W allots or appor-

tions]: 'latriijA; [Vat. leio-erjA:] Jasiel), the form

in which the name of the first of Naphtali's sons,

elsewhere given Jahzeel, appears in 1 Chr. vii.

13 only.

JA'IR (T^S^ [lohom Jehovah enlightens]

:

loip; [Vat. commonly laeio; Alex, laeip, -ijp,
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o This verse would seem not to refer to the original

iOtMiuest of these villages by Jair, as the A. V. repre-

3ent8, but rather to their recapture. The accurate ren-

-ip:] Jair). 1. A man who on his fiither's side

was descended from Judah, and on his mother's

from Manasseh. His father was Segub, son of

Hezron the son of Pharez, by his third wife, the

daughter of the great Machir, a man so great that

his name is sometimes used as equivalent to that

of Manasseh (1 Chr. ii. 21, 22). Thus on both

sides he was a memlier of the most powerful fomily

of each tribe. By Moses he is called the " son of

Manasseh" (Num. xxxii. 41; Deut. iii. 14), and

according to the Chronicles (1 Chr. ii. 23), he was
one of the " sons of Machir the ftither of Gilead."

This designation from his mother rather than his

father, perhaps arose from his having settled in the

tribe of Manasseh, east of Jordan. During the

conquest he performed one of the chief feats re-

corded. He took the whole of the tract of Argob
(Ueut. iii. 14 [comp. Josh. xiii. 30] ), the naturally

inaccessible Trachonitis, the modern Lejah — and

in addition possessed himself of some nomad vil-

lages in Gilead, which he called after his own
name, Havvoth-Jaik (Num. xxxii.' 41; 1 Chr.

ii. 23)." None of his descendants are mentioned

with certainty ; but it is perhaps allowable to con-

sider Ira the Jairite as one of them. Possibly

another was—
2. ['latp; Vat. losip; Alex, laup, Aeip.]

"Jair the Gileadite," who judged Israel for

two and twenty years (Judg. x. 3-5). He had

thirty sons who rode thirty asses (D'*"l"'37), and

possessed thirty " cities " (D"^"1^27) in the land of

Gilead, which, like those of their namesake, were

called Havvoth-Jair. Possibly the original twenty-

three formed part of these. Josephus {Ant. v. 7,

§ 6) gives the name of Jair as 'laei'pr;?; he declares

him to have been of the tribe of JManasseh, and his

burial place, Camon, to have been in Gilead.

[Havoth-Jair.]

3. ['loipos; Vat. FA. laeipos; Alex, larpos.]

A Benjamite, son of Kish and fother of Mordecai

(Esth. ii. 5). In the Apocrypha his name is given

as Jairus,

4. ('T'^"' [whom God awakens] : a totally dif-

erent name from the preceding ; 'loip; [Vat. laeip;]

Alex. ASeip: Saltus.) The father of Klhanan, one

of the heroes of David's army, who killed Lachml

the brother of Goliath (1 Chr. xx. 5). In the orig-

inal Hebrew text (Cethib) the name is Jaor

(mi?"^). In the parallel narrative of Samuel (2

Sam. xxi. 19) Jaare-Oregim is substituted for Jair.

The arguments for each will be found under Elha-
NAN and Jaare-Oregim.

In the N. Test., as in the Apocrypha, we en-

counter Jair under the Greek form of J.\irus.

G.

JA'IRITE, THE C^lS^rj [patronym.]: 6

'lapiy [Vat. -eiv]; Alex, o loeipet: Jairites).

Ira the Jairite was a priest (]i73, A. V. " chief

ruler") to David (2 Sam. xx. 26). If "priest"

is to be taken here in its sacerdotal sense, Ira must

have been a descendant of Aaron, in whose line

however no Jair is mentioned. But this is not

imperative [see Priest], and he may therefore

dering is said to be, "And Geshur and Aram took th«

Havvoth-Jair from them, with Kenath and her daugh

ter-towns, sixty cities " (Bertheau, Chronik, p. 16).
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have sprung from the great Jair of Manasseh, or

some lesser person of the name.

JAI'RUS [3 syl.]. 1. ('laeipoj: [Jairus]), a

ruler of a synagogue, probably in some town near

the western shore of the Sea of Galilee. He was

the father of the maiden whom Jesus restored to

life (Matt. ix. 18; Mark v. 22; Luke viii. 41). The

name is probably the Grecized form of the Hebrew

Jair.
* It has been questioned whether the daughter

of Jairus was really dead and raised to life again

by the power of Jesus, or lay only in a state of in-

sensibility. Among othei-s Olshausen {Bibl. Omm.
i. 321 ft'.) and Robinson (Lex. of the N. T., p.

362) entertain the latter view. The doubt has

arisen cliietiy from the fact that the Saviour said

of the damsel, " She is not dead, but sleepeth
"

(see Jlatt. ix. 24). The usual verb for describing

death as a sleep, it is true, is a diftiirent one {koi-

fxatii, see John xi. 11 f.); but the one which the

Saviour employed in this instance {KaOivBn) is

also used of the dead in 1 Thess. v. 10, where

" whether we wake or sleep " is equivalent to

•' whether we are alive or dead." Hence we may
attach the same figurative sense to the word as

applied in the passage before us. It was a pecu-

liarly expressive way of saying that in its relation

to Christ's power death was merely a slumber: he

had only to speak the word, and the lifeless rose at

once to consciousness and activity. But there are

positive reasons for imderstanding that Christ per-

formed a miracle on this occasion. The damsel lay

dying when the fotlier went in pursuit of Jesus (Luke

viii. 42) ; shortly after that she was reported as dead

(Mark v. 35 )
; and was bewailed at the house with

the lamentation customary on the decease of a per-

son (Mark v. 38 fF.). The idea that she was asleep

merely was regarded as absurd (Matt. ix. 24), and

Luke states expressly (viii. 55) that "her spirit

came again " to her on being commanded to arise.

The parents and the crowd " were astonished with

a great astonishment" at what they beheld or

heard related (Mark v. 42), and the Saviour per-

mitted that impression to remain with them.

One other circumstance in this account deserves

notice. Our Lord on arriving at the house of Jai-

rus found the mourners already singing the death-

dirge, and the "minstrels " {avKf}Tai, "flute-play-

ers ") performing their part in the service (Matt.

ix. 2-3). On that custom, see De Wette's Hebr.

Archdologie, § 263 (4'e Aufl.).

Mr. Lane mentions that it is chiefly at the funer-

als of the rich among the modern Egyptians that

musicians are employed as mourners. {Modern

Eriyptians, ii. 287, 297.) It is not within the

ability of every family to employ them, as they are

professional actors, and their presence involves some

expense. The same thing, as a practical result,

was true, no doubt, in ancient times." Hence

"the minstrels " very properly appear in this par-

ticular history. Jairus, the father of the damsel

whom Christ restored to life, being a ruler of the

synagogue, was a person of some rank among his

countrymen. In such a family the most decent

style of performing the last sad offices would be

observed. Further, the narrative allows of hardly

any interval between the daughter's death and the
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commencement of the wailing. This agrees with

the present oriental custom ; for when the death of

a person is expected, preparations are often made so

as to have the lament begin almost as soon as the

last breath is drawn. H.

2. ('la/pos; [Vat. leeipos.]) Esth. xi. 2. [Jair,

3.] W. T. B.

JA'KAN {'{'V^.1 \_='iT^,, inteUhjent, sarja-

vious\: 'A/faf; [Vat. 0,vav\\ Alex. \loiaKav Kai\

Ouica/j.'- Jacan), son of Ezer the Horite (1 Chr. i.

42). The name is identical with that more com-

monly expressed in the A. V. as Jaakan. And
see Akan.

JA'KEH i'i^'\}\ and in some MSS. SP'^ [see

infra'], which is followed by a MS. of the Targum
in the Cambridge LTniv. Libr., and was evidently

the reading of the Vulgate, where the whole clause

is rendered symbolically — " Verba congregantis

filii vomentis'"). The A. V. of Frov. xxx. 1, fol-

lowing the authority of the Targum and Syriac,

has represented this as the proper name of the

father of Agur, whose sayings are collected in Prov.

XXX., and such is the natural interpretation. But be-

yond this we have no clew to the existence of either

Agur or Jakeh. Of course if Agur be Solomon,

it follows that Jakeh was a name of David of some

mystical significance. But for this there is not a

shadow of support. Jarchi, punning on the two

names, explains the clause, " the words of Solomon,

who gathered understanding and vomited it," evi-

dently having before him the reading Sp^, which

he derived from STp, " to vomit." This explana-

tion, it needs scarcely be said, is equally character-

ized by elegance and truth. Others, adopting the

form np^ , and connecting it with Hnp'] (or as

Fiirst gives it,
~ Hp^), yikk'hdh, " obedience,"

apply it to Solomon in his late repentance. But

these and the like are the merest conjectures. If

Jakeh be the name of a person, as there is every

reason to believe, we know nothing more about

him; if not, there is no limit to the symbolical

meanings which may be extracted from the clause

in which it occurs, and which change with the ever-

shifting ground of the critic's point of view. That

the passage was early corrupted is clear from the

rendering of the LXX., who insert ch. xxx. 1-14

in the middle of ch. xxiv. The first clause they

translate tout f/xovs xSyovi, vie, ipo^ijOfiTi, Kcd

Se^afxtvos aiirovs fitravoei— " My son, fear my
words, and, having received them, repent: " a mean-

ing which at first sight seems hard to extract from

the Hebrew, and which has therefore been aban-

doned as hopelessly corrupt. But a slight alteration

of one or two letters and the vowel-points will, if

it do no more, at least show how the LXX. arrived

at their extraordinary translation. They must

have read Ctt,\i>^l Hfip ^32 "^^iH ^nn-^, in

which the letters of the last word are slightly trans-

posed, in order to account for /xeraj/cJei In sup-

port of this alteration see Zech. xi. 5, where

JiDtt'M'; is rendered fjnTefieXovToJ' The Targum

a * Even if the rule was stricter, circumstances

would control the practice. The poor must often with-

hold the prescribed tribute. The Talmud (
Chelliiiboth,

iv. 3) says, with reference to the death of a wife :

" Etiam pauperrimus inter Israelitas praebebit ei non

minus quam duas tibias et unam lamentatricem."

H.

ft This conjecture incidentally throws light on the

LXX. of Prov. xiv. 15, cpxerai. eis iJ-eravoCav for
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and Syriac point to different readings also, though

not where Jakeh is concerned.

Hitzig (die Sjiriiche Salomons), unable to find

any other explanation, has recourse to an alteration

of the text as violent as it is unauthorized. He

proposes to read StJ?^ f^"^!?"! ??> "the son of

her whose obedience is Massa: " which, to say the

least of it, is a very remarkable way of indicating

" the queen of Massa." But in order to arrive at

this reading he first adopts the rare word nrTi?"]

(which only occurs in the const, state in two pas-

sages. Gen. xlix. 10, and Prov. xxx. 17), to which

he attaches the unusual form of the pronominal

suffix, and ekes out his explanation by the help of

an elliptical and highly poetical construction, which

is strangely out of place in tlie bald prose heading

of the chapter. Yet to this theory Bertheau yields

a coy assent ("nicht ohne Ziigern," die Sj>r. Sal.

Elnl. p. xviii.); and thus Agur and Lemuel are

brothers, both sons of a queen of Massa, the for-

mer being the reigning monarch (Prov. xxxi. 1).

Stirp, massa, "prophecy " or "burden," is consid-

ered as a proper name and identical with the region

named Massa in Arabia, occupied by the descen-

dants of a son of Ishmael (Gen. xxv. 14; 1 Chr. i.

30), and mentioned in connection with Dumah.
This district, Hitzig conjectures, was the same
which was conquered and occupied l)y the 500 Sim-

eonites, whose predatory excursion in the reign of

Hezekiah is narrated in 1 Chr. iv. 41-43. They
are there said to have annihilated the Amalekites

in Mount Seir, and to have seized their country.

That this country was Massa, of which Ijcmuel was

king, and that Agur was a descendant of the con-

quering Simeonites, is the opinion of Hitzig, ap-

proved by Bunsen. But tlie latter, retaining the

received text, and considering Jakeh as a proper

name, takes Sffi^Sn, hammassd, as if it were

""St&^n, hanimassi'ii, a gentilic name, " the man
of Massa," supporting this by a reference to Gen.

XV. 2, where pEl??2"|T, Dammese/c, is apparently

used in the same manner (Blbelwer-lc, i., clxxviii.).

There is good reason, however, to suspect that the

word in question in the latter passage is an inter-

polation, or that the verse is in some way corrupt,

as the rendering of the Chaldee and Syriac is not

supported by the ordinary usages of Hebrew, though
it is adopted by the A. V., and by Gesenius, Kno-

'"ntt?Sb 1''2'^, which they probably read i^3''

DlfS V, Valeat quantum.
T T :

'

a * Here, as generally in the English edition of this

work. Cod. B, or the Vatican manuscript 1209, is con-
founded with the Roman edition of 1587. The Vat-
ican manuscript (B) does not contain the books of

Maccabees. A.
b The name itself will perhaps repay a few mo-

ments' consideration. As borne by the Apostles and
their contemporaries in the N. T., it was of course
Jacob, and it is somewhat remarkable that in them it

reappears for the first time since the patriarch himself.

In the unchangeable East St. James is still St. Jacob
— Mar Yakoob ; but no sooner had the name left the
shores of Palestine than it underwent a series of cu-
rious and interesting changes probably unparalleled
in any other case. To the ({reeks it became 'liKiulSos,

with the accent on the first syllable ; to the Latins,
Jacobus, doubtless similarly accented, since in Italian

It is Iicumo or Gidco77io [also Jdcopo]. In Spain it
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bel, and others. In any case the instances are not

analogous. W. A. W.

JA'KIM (a'^r?^ [whom God lifts up]: 'Ia/ci>;

[Vat.] laKei/j.'- Jociin). 1. Head of the 12th

course of priests in the reign of David (1 Chr
xxiv. 12). The Alex. LXX. gives the name Elia-

kim (EAiaKeifj.). [Jkhoiarih; Jachin.]
2. [Alex. lafceiju.] A Benjamite, one of the

Bene-Shinihi [sons of S.] (1 Chr. viii. 19).

A. C. H.

JA'LON (]"1V^ [lodging, abiding]: 'la/iwy;

[Vat. ?i.fxwi/:] Alex. la\wv: Jalmi), one of the

sons of Ezrah, a person named in the genealogies

of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 17).

JAM'BRES. [See Jannes and Jamukes.]

JAM'BRI. Shortly after the death of Judas

Blaccabseus (b. c. IGl), "the children of Jambri

"

are said to have made a predatory attack on a de-

tachment of tlie Maccabffian forces and to have suf-

fered reprisals (1 Mace. ix. 36-41). The name
does not occur elsewhere, and the variety of read-

ings is considerable: 'lafj.0pi, Cod. B; « [la/^Bpiv,]

lajx^pnv. Cod. A; [Sin. A/x^pft, lafx^pr.] ahi,

'A/xy3poi, 'A/x^pl; Syr. Ambrei. Josephus {Ant.

xiii. 1, § 2) reads ol 'A/xapaiov Tra75es, and it

seems almost certain that the true reading is 'Afipi

{-ei), a form which occurs elsewhere (1 K. xvi. 22:

Joseph. Ant. viii. 12, § 5, 'Afxaplvos ; 1 Chr. xxvii.

18, Heb. '^'^PV, Vulg. Amri; 1 Chr. ix. 4, 'A^u-

^paifx.)-

It has been conjectured (Drusius, Michaelis,

Grimm, 1 Mace. ix. 3G) that the original text was

"^"I^S "^32, " the sons of the Amorites," and that

the reference is to a family of the Amorites who
had in early times occupied the town Medelja (ver.

36) on the borders of Keuben (Num. xxi. 30, 31).

B. F. W.
JAMES ('IaK-a),8os: .hicohus),f> the name of

several persons mentioned in the N. T.

1. James THE Sox OK Zkiskdek. This is the

only one of the Apostles of whose life and death

we can write with certainty. The little that we
know of him we have on the authority of Scripture.

All else that is reported is idle legend, with the

possible exception of one tale, handed down by
Clement of Alexandria to Eusebius, and by Euse-

bius to us. With this single exception the line of

demarcation is drawn clear and sharp. There is

assrmied two forms, apparently of different origins

:

logo — in modern Spanish Diego, Portuguese, Tiago
— and Xaijme or Jnijme, pronounced Hayme, with a

strong initial guttural. In France it became Jacques ;

but another form was Jame, which appears in the

metrical life of St. Thomas a Becket by Garnier (a. d.

1170-74), quoted in Robertson's Becket, p. 139, note.

From this last the transition to our James is easy.

When it first appeared in English, or through what
channel, the writer has not been able to trace. Pos-

sibly it came from Scotland, where the name was a
favorite one. It exists in Wycliffe's Bible (1-381). In
Russia, and in Germany and the countries more im-

mediately related thereto, the name has retained its

original form, and accordingly there alone there would
seem to be no distinction between Jacob and James

;

wliich was the case even in mediasval Latin, where
Jacob and Jacobus were always discriminated. Its

modern dress, however, sits very lightly on the name
;

and we sea in "Jacobite"' and "Jacobin " how ready

it is to throw it off, and, like a true Oriental, revetil

its original form. Q.
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no fear of confounding the St. James of the New
Testament with the hero of Compostella.

Of St. James's early life we know notliing. We
first hear of him A. d. 27, when lie was called to

be our Lord's disciple ; and he disappears from view

A. D. 44, when he suffered martyrdom at the hands

of Herod Agrippa I. \\'e proceed to thread to-

gether the several pieces of information which the

inspired WTiters have given us respecting him dur-

ing these seventeen years.

I. His HisUn-y. — In the spring or summer of

the year 27, Zebedee," a fisherman, but possessed

at least of competence (Mark i. 20), was out on the

Sea of Galilee, with his two .sons, James and John,

and some boatmen, whom either he had hired for

the occasion, or who more probably were his usual

attendants. He was engaged in his customary oc-

cupation of fishing, and near him was another boat

belonging to Simon and Andrew, with whom he

and his sons were in partnership. Finding them-

selves unsuccessful, the occupants of both boats

came ashore, and began to wash their nets. At
this time the new Teacher, who had now been min-

istering about six months, and with whom Simon
and Andrew, and in all probability John, were al-

ready well acquainted (John i. 41), appeared upon

the beach. He requested leave of Simon and An-
drew to address the crowds that flocked around him
from their boat, which was lying at a convenient

distance from the shore. The discourse being com-

pleted, and the crowds dispersing, Jesus desired

Simon to put out into the deeper water, and to try

another cast for fish. Though reluctant, Simon
did as he was desired, through the awe which he

already entertained for One who, he thought, might

possibly be the promised Messiah (John i. 41, 42),

and whom even now he addressed as "Rabbi"
{eTTKrTaTa, Luke v. 5, the word used by this Evan-

gelist for 'Pa/3)30- Astonished at the success of

his draught, he beckoned to his partners in the

other boat to come and help him and his brother

in landing the fish caught. The same amazement
communicated itself to the sons of Zebedee, and

flashed conviction on the soids of all the four fish-

ermen. They had doubted and mused before ; now
they believed. At His call they left all, and became,

once and for ever, His disciples, hereafter to catch

men.
This is the call of St. James to the discipleship.

It will be seen that we have regarded the events

narrated by St. Matthew and St. Mark (Matt. iv.

18-22; Mark i. 16-20) as identical with those

related by St. Luke (Luke v. 1-11), in accordance

with the opinion of Hammond, Lightfoot, Maldo-

natus, Lardner, Trench, Wordsworth, etc. : not as

distinct from them, as supposed by Alford, Gres-

weU, etc.

For a full year we lose sight of St. James. He
is then, in the spring of 28, called to the apostle-

ship with his eleven brethren (Matt. x. 2; Mark
iii. 14; Luke vi. 1-3; Acts i. 13). In the list of

the Apostles given us by St. Mark, and in the book

of Acts, his name occurs next to that of Simon
Peter : in the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke
it comes third. It is clear that in these lists the

names are not placed at random. In all four, the

names of Peter, Andrew, James, and John are

placed first ; and it is plain that these four Apostles

« An ecclesiastical tradition, of uncertain date,

places the residence of Zebedee and the birth of St.

James at Japhia, now Yiifa, near Nazareth. Hence
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were at the head of the twelve throughout. Thus
we see that Peter, .lames, and John, alone were
admitted to the miracle of the raising of Jairus's

daughter (Mai'k v. 37; Luke viii. 51). The same
three Apostles alone were permitted to be present

at tlie Transfiguration (Matt. xvii. 1; ]Mark ix. 2;

Luke ix. 28). The same three alone were allowed

to witness the Agony (jMatt. xxvi. 37; Mark xiv.

33). And it is Peter, James, John, and Andrew
who a.sk our Lord for an explanation of his dark

sayings with regard to the end of the world and
his second coming (Mark xiii. 3). It is worthy of

notice that in all these places, with one exception

(Luke ix. 28), the name of James is put before

that of John, and that John is twice described as

"the brother of .lames" (Mark v. 37; Matt. xvii.

1). This would appear to imply that at this time

James, eitiier from age or character, took a higher

position than his tirother. On the last occasion on
which St. James is mentioned we find this position

reversed. That the prominence of these three

Apostles was founded on personal character (as out

of e\ery twelve persons there must be two or three

to take the lead), and that it was not an office held

by them " quos Dominus, ordinis servandi causa,

coeteris pra-posuit," as King James I. has said

{Pnnf'nt. Jhm. in Apvl. pro Jiir. Fid.), can

scarcely be doubted (cf. Eusebius, ii. 14).

It would seem to have been at the time of the

appointment of the twelve Apostles that the name
of Boanerges [Boanerges] was given to the sons

of Zebedee. It might, however, like Simon's name
of Peter, have been conferred before. This name
jjlainly was not bestowed upon them because they

heard the voice like thunder from the cloud (Jerome),

nor because " divina eorum prasdicatio magnum
quendam et illustrem sonitum per terrarum orbem
datura erat " (Vict. Antioch.), nor dis fxeyaXoifi}-

pvKas Kol QioKoyuTCLTOv^ (Theoph.), but it was,

like the name given to Simon, at once descriptive

and prophetic. The " Eockman " had a natural

strength, which was described by his title, and he

was to ha\e a divine strength, predicted by the

same title. In the same way the " Sons of Thunder "

had a burning and impetuous spirit, which twice

exhibits itself in its unchastened form (Luke ix. 54;

Mark x. 37), and which, when moulded by the

Spirit of God, taking different shapes, led St. James

to be the first apostolic martyr, and St. John to

become in an especial manner the Apostle of Love.

The first occasion on which this natural char-

acter manifests itself in St. James and his brother

is at the commencement of our Lord's last journey

to Jerusalem in the year 30. He was passing

through Samaria; and now courting rather than

avoiding pubUcity, he " sent messengers before his

face'" into a certain village, "to make ready for

him" (Luke ix. 52), i. e. in all probability to an-

nounce him as the Messiah. The Samaritans, with

their old jealousy strong upon them, refused to

receive him, because he was going to Jerusalem

instead of to Gerizim ; and in exasperation James

and John entreated their Master to follow the

example of Elijah, and call down fire to consume

them. The reliuke of their Lord is testified to by

all the New Testament JISS. The words of the

rebuke, " Ye know not what manner of spirit ye

are of," rest on the authority of the Codex Btzce,

that village is commonly known to the members of

the Latin Church in that district as San Giacomo.

[Japhia.]
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and a few MSS. of minor value. The rest of the

verse, " For the Son of jMan is not come to destroy

men's lives, but to save them," is an insertion

without authority of MSS. (see Alford, in loc.).'^

At the end of the same journey a similar spirit

appears again. As they went up to Jerusalem our

Lord declared to his Apostles the circumstances of

his coming Passion, and at the same time strength-

ened them by the promise that they should sit on

twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel.

These words seem to have made a great impression

upon Salome, and she may have thought her two

sons quite as fit as the sons of .Jonas to be the chief

ministers of their Lord in the mysterious kingdoin

which he was about to assume. She approached

therefore, and besought, perhaps with a special

reference in her mind to Peter and Andrew, that

her two sons might sit on the right hand and on

the left in his kingdom, i. e. according to a Jewish

form of expression '' (Joseph. Ani. vi. 11, § 9), that

they might be next to the King in honor. The

two brothers joined with her in the prayer (Mark

X. 35). The Lord passed by their petition with a

mild reproof, showing that the request had not

arisen from an evil heart, but from a spirit which

aimed too high. He told them that they should

drink His cup and be baptized with His baptism

of suffering, but turned their minds away at once

from the thought of future preeminence: in His

kingdom none of his Apostles were to be lords over

the rest. The indignation felt by the ten would

show that they regarded the petition of the two

brothei-s as an attempt at infringing on their priv-

ileges as much as on those of Peter and Andrew.

From the time of the Agony in the Garden, A. d.

30, to the time of his martyrdom, A. d. 44, we
know nothing of St. James, except that after the

ascension he persevered in prayer with the other

Apostles, and the women, and the Lord's brethren

(Acts i. 13). In the year 44 Herod Agrippa I.,

son of Aristobulus, was ruler of all the dominions

which at the death of his grandfather, Herod the

Great, had been divided between Archelaus, An-
tipas, Philip, and Lysanias. He had received from

Caligula, Trachonitis in the year 37, Galilee and
Persea in the year 40. On the accession of Clau-

dius, in the year 41, he received from him Idumsea,

Samaria, and Judrea. This sovereign was at once

a supple statesman and a stern Jew (Joseph. Ant.

xviii. 6, § 7, xix. 5-8): a king with not a few grand

and kingly qualities, at the same time eaten up
with Jewish pride — the type of a lay Pharisee.

" He was very ambitious to oblige the people with

donations," and " he was exactly careful in the

observance of the laws of his country, keeping him-

self entirely pure, and not allowing one day to pass

over his head without its appointed sacrifice " {Ant.

xix. 7, § 3). Policy and inclination would alike

lead such a monarch "to lay hands" (not "stretch

forth his hands," A. V. Acts xii. 1) "on certain

of the church ;
" and accordingly, when the pass-

over of the year 44 had brought St. James and St.

Peter to Jerusalem, he seized them both, considering

a * See note d under Elijah, vol. i. p. 707 f. A.
b The same form is common throughout the East.

See Lane's Arab. Nig/Us, vol. iii. p. 212, &c.
c The great Armenian couvent at Jerusalem on the

so-called Mount Ziou is dedicated to " St. James the

son of Zebedee." The church of the convent, or rather

a small chapel on its northeast side, occupies the tra-

ditional site of his martyrdom. This, however, can
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doubtless that if he cut off the " Son of Thunder "

and the " Rockman " the new sect would be more

tractable or more weak under the presidency of

James the Just, for whose character he probably

had a lingering and sincere respect. James was

apprehended first— his natural impetuosity of tem-

per would seem to have urged him on e\en beyond

Peter. And " Herod the king," the historian

simply tells us, " killed James the brother of John

with the sword " (Acts xii. 2). This is all that

we know for certain of his death.'' We may notice

two things respecting it— first, that James is now
described as the brother of John, whereas previously

John had been described as the brother of James,

showing that the reputation of John had increased,

and that of James diminished, by the time that

St. Luke wrote : and secondly, that he perished not

by stoning, but by the sword. The Jewish law

laid down that if seducers to strange worship were

few, they should be stoned ; if many, that they

should be beheaded, luther therefore Herod in-

tended that James's death should be the beginning

of a sanguinary persecution, or he merely followed

the Roman custom of putting to death from prefer-

ence (see Lightfoot, in loc).

The death of so prominent a champion left a

huge gap in the ranks of the infant society, which

was filled partly by St. James, the brother of our

Lord, who now steps forth into greater prominence

in Jerusalem, and partly by St. Paul, who had now
been seven years a convert, and who shortly after-

wards set out on his first apostolic journey.

II. Ch ronulugical recajiitidation.— In the spring

or summer of the year 27 James was called to be

a disciple of Christ. In the spring of 28 he was

appointed one of the Twelve Apostles, and at that

time probably received, with his brother, the title

of Boanerges. In the autumn of the same year he

was admitted to the miraculous raising of Jairus's

daughter. In the spring of the year 29 he wit-

nessed the Transfiguration. Very early in the year

30 he urged his Lord to call down fire from heaven

to consume the Samaritan village. About three

months later in the same year, just before the final

arrival in Jerusalem, he and his brother made their

ambitious request through their mother Salome.

On the night before the Crucifixion he was present

at the Agony in the Garden. On the day of the

Ascension he is mentioned as persevering with the

rest of the Apostles and disciples in prayer. Shortly

before the day of the Passover, in the year 44, he

was put to death. Thus during fourteen out of

the seventeen years that elapsed between his call

and his death we do not even catch a glimpse of

him.

III. Tradition resjiecting him. — Clement of

Alexandria, in the seventh book of the Hypotypuseis,

relates, concerning St. James's martyrdom, that

the prosecutor was so moved by witnessing his bold

confession that he declared himself a Christian on
the spot : accused and accuser were therefore hurried

off together, and on the road the latter begged St.

James to grant him forgiveness; after a moment's

hardly be the actual site (Williams, Holy City. ii. 558).

Its most interesting possession is the chair of the

Apostle, a venerable relic , the age of which is jierhaps

traceable as far back as the 4th century (Williams,

560). But as it would seem that it is believed to have

belonged to " the first Bishop of Jerusalem,-' it is

doubtful to which of the two Jameses the tradition

would attach it.
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hesitation, the Apostle kissed him, saying, " Peace

be to thee!" and they were beheaded together.

This tradition is preserved by Eusebius (//. E. ii. 6).

There is no internal evidence against it, and the

external evidence is sufficient to make it credible,

for Clement flourished as early as A. i). 195, and
he states expressly that the account was given him
by those who went before him.

For legends respecting his death and his con-

nection with Spain, see the Roman Breviary {in

Fcst. S. Jac. Ap.), in which the healing of a

paralytic and the conversion of Hermogenes are

attributed to him, and where it is asserted that he

preached the Gospel in Spain, and that his remains

were translated to Compostella. See also the fourth

book of the Apostolical History written by Abdias,

the (pseudo) first bishop of Babylon (Abdias, -Bai^-

lunioi priml Kpiscopi ab Apostolis constituti, de his-

toria Ct7-t(iminis AposioUci Libri decern, Paris,

1566); Isidore, Z)e vita et obiiu SS. utrimque Test.

No. LXXIII. (Hagenote, 1529); Pope Callixtus

II.'s Four Sermons on St. James the Apostle (Bibl.

Fair. Magn. xv. p. 32-i); JNIariana, Be adventu

Jacobi Aposioli Majoris in Hispaniam (Col. Agripp.

1609); Baronius, Martijroloyium Romanum ad.Jul.

25, p. 325 (Antwerp, 1589): Bollandus, Acta Sanc-

torum ad Jid. 25, torn. vi. pp. 1-124 (Antwerp,

1729); Estius, Comm. in Act. Ap. c. jii. ; Annut.

in difficiliora loca S. Script. (Col. Agripp. 1622);

Tillemont, Memoires pour servir a I'histoire ec-

clesiastique des six premiers siecles, torn. i. p. 899

(Brussels, 1706). As there is no shadow of foun-

dation for any of the legends here referred to we
pass them by without further notice. Even Baronius

shows himself ashamed of them ; Estius gives them
up as hopeless; and Tillemont rejects them with

as much contempt as his position would allow him
to show. Epiphanius, without giving or probably

having any authority for or against his statement,

reports that St. James died unmarried (S. Epiph.

Adv. Hcer. ii. 4, p. 491, Paris, 1622), and that,

like his namesake, he lived the Hfe of a Nazarite

(ibid. iii. 2, 13, p. 1045).

2. Jajies the Sox of Alfh.kus. Matt. x. 3;

Mark iii. 18; Luke vi. 15; Acts i. 13.

3. James the Bkother of the Lord. Matt,

xiii. 55 ; Mark vi. 3 ; Gal. i. 19.

4. James the Son of Mary, Matt, xxvii. 56;

Luke xxiv. 10. Also called the Little, Mark
XV. 40.

5. James the Brother of Jude. Jude 1.

6. James the Brother (?) of Jude. Luke
vi. 16 ; Acts i. 13.

7. James. Acts xii. 17, xv. 13, xxi. 18 ; 1 Cor.

XV. 7; Gal. ii. 9, 12.

8. James the Servant of God and of the
Lord Jesus Christ. James i. 1.

We reserve the question of the authorship of the

epistle for the present.

St. Paul identifies for us Nos. 3 and 7 (see Gal.

ii. 9 and 12 compared with i. 19).

If we may translate 'loi^Sas 'laKccfiov, Judas the

brother, rather than the son of James, we may con-

clude that 5 and 6 are identical. And that we
may so translate it, is proved, if proof were needed,

by Winer {Grammar of the Idioms of the N. T.,

translated by Agnew and Ebbeke, New York, 1850,

§§ Ixvi. and xxx.), by Hiinlein {Ilandb. dcr Einl.

in die Schriften des Neuen Test., Erlangen, 1809),

by Aniaud {Recherches critiques sur I'Epitre de

Jude, Strasboirg, 1851).

We may identify o and 6 with 3, because we
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know that James the Lord's brother had a brother

named Jude.

We may identify 4 with 3 because we know
James the son of j\Iary had a brother named Joses,

and so also had James the Lord's brother.

Thus there remain two only, James the son of

Alphseus (2.), and James the brother of the Lord
(3.). Can we, or can we not, identify them '? This

requires a longer consideration.

I. By comparing iNIatt. xxvii. 56 and Mark xv.

40, with John xix. 25, we find that the Virgin Mary
had a sister named like herself, Mary, who was the

wife of Clopas, and who had two sons, James the

Little, and Joses. It has been suggested that

"Mary the wife of Clopas" in John xix. 25 need

not be the same person as "his mother's sister"

(Kitto, Lange, Davidson), but the Greek will not

admit of this construction without the addition or

the omission of a Kai, By referring to Alatt. xiii.

55 and Mark vi. 3 we find that a James and a

Joses, with two other brethren called Jude and
Simon, and at least three {iraffai) sisters, were

living with the Virgin Mary at Nazareth. By
referring to Luke vi. 16 and Acts i. 13 we find that

there were two brethren named James and Jude

among the Apostles. It would certainly be natural

to think that we had here but one family of four

brothers and three or more sisters, the children of

Clopas and Mary, nephews and nieces of the Virgin

Mary. There are difficulties, however, in the way
of this conclusion. For, (1) the four brethren in

Matt. xiii. 55 are described as the brothers (aSeA-

</)oi) of Jesus, not as His cousins; (2) they are

found living as at their home with the Virgin

Mary, which seems unnatural if she were their

aunt, their mother being, as we know, still alive;

(3) the James of Luke vi. 15 is described as the son

not of Clopas, but of Alphffius; (4) the "brethren

of the Lord " (who are plainly James, Joses, Jude,

and Simon) appear to be excluded from the Apos-

tolic band by their declared unbelief in his SIcs-

siahship (.John vii. 3-5) and by being formally dis-

tinguished from the disciples by the Gospel-writers

(:Matt. -^ii. 48; M.ark iii. 33; John ii. 12; Acts i.

14); (5) James and .Jude are not designated as the

Lord's brethren in the lists of the Apostles; (6)

Mary is designated as mother of James and Joses,

whereas she would have been called mother of James
and Jude, had James and Jude been Apostles, and

Joses not an Apostle (Matt. xx\ii. 56).

These are the six chief objections which may be

made to the hypothesis of there being but one

family of brethren named James, Joses, Jude, and

Simon. The following answers may be given:—
Objection 1.— " They are called brethren." It

is a sound rule of criticism that words are to be

imderstood in their most simple and literal accepta-

tion; but there is a limit to this rule. When
greater difficulties are caused by adhering to the

literal meaning of a word, than by interpreting it

more liberally, it is the part of the critic to inter-

pret more liberally, rather than to cling to the

ordinary and literal meaning of a word. Now it is

clearly not necessary to understand aSe\(poi as

"brothers" in the nearest sense of brotherhood.

It need not mean more than relative (comp. LXX.
Gen. xiii. 8, xiv. 14, xx. 12, xxix. 12, xxxi. 23

;

Lev. XXV. 48; Deut. ii. 8; .Job xix. 13, xiii. 11;

Xen. Cyrop. i. 5, § 47; Isocr. Paneg. 20; Plat.

Phaid. 57, Crit. 16 ; see also Cic. ad Att. 15 ; Tac.

Ann. iii. 38 ; Quint. Curt. vi. 10, § 34 ; comp. Suicer

and Schleusner, in voc.). But perhaps the circum-
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stances of the case would lead us to translate it

brethren ? On the contrary, such a translation

appears to produce very grave difficulties. For,

first, it introduces two sets of four first-cousins,

bearing the same names of James, Joses, Jude, and

Simon, who appear upon the stage without any-

thing to show which is the son of Clopas, and which

his cousin ; and secondly, it drives us to take our

choice between three doubtful and improbable

hypotheses as to the parentage of this second set

of James, Joses, Jude, and Simon. There are three

such hypotheses : ('(.) The Eastern hypothesis,

that they were the children of Joseph by a former

wife. This notion originated in the apocryphal

Gospel of Peter (Orig. in Matt. xiii. 55, Op. torn,

iii. p. 4G2, E. ed. Delarue), and was adopted by

St. Epiphanius, St. Hilary, and St. Ambrose, and

handed on to the later Greek Church (Epiph. Hcer.

xxvii. 1, Oj}. torn. i. p. 115; Hil. in Mutt, i., St.

Ambr. Op. torn. ii. p. 2G0, Ed. Bened.). (A.) The

Helvidian hypothesis, put forward at first by

Bonosus, Helvidius, and Jovinian, and revived by

Strauss and Herder in Germany, and by Davidson

and Alford in England, that James, Joses, Jude,

Simon, and the three sisters, were children of Joseph

and Mary. This notion is opposed, whether rightly

or WTongly, to the general sentiment of the (Jhris-

tian body in all ages of the Church ; like the other

two hypotheses, it creates two sets of cousins with

the same name : it seems to be scarcely compatible

with our Lord's recommending His mother to the

care of St. John at His own death (see Jerome,

Oj). torn. ii. p. 10); for if, as has been suggested,

though with great improbability, her sons might

at that time have been unbelievers (Blom. Bisp.

Theol. p. 67, Lugd. Bat.; Neander, PIdiitint/, etc.,

iv. 1), Jesus would have known that that unljelief

was only to continue for a few days. That the

wpuTiroKos vlos of Luke ii. 7, and the eoos ou

eT€K6 of Jlatt. i. 25, imply the birth of after chil-

dren, is not now often urged (see Pearson, On the

Creed, i. 30-1, ii. 220). (c.) The Levirate hypothesis

may be passed by. It was a mere attempt made
in the eleventh century to reconcile the Greek and

Latin traditions by supposing that Joseph and

Clopas were brothers, and that Joseph raised up

seed to his dead brother (Theoph. in Malt. xiii. 55

;

Op. torn. i. p. 71, E. ed. Venet. 17t)4).

Objection 2. — " The four brothers and their

sisters are always found living and moving about

with the Virgin Mary." If they were the children

of Clopas, the Virgin IMary was their aunt. Her
own husband would appear without doubt to have

died at some time between a. d. 8 and A. d. 20.

Nor have we any reason for believing Clopas to

have been alive during our Lord's ministry. (We
need not pause here to prove that the Cleophas of

Luke xxiv. is an entirely different person and name
from Clopas.) What difficulty is there in sup-

posing that the two widowed sisters should have

lived together, the more so as one of them had but

one son, and he was often taken from her by his

ministerial duties? And would it not be most

natural that two families of first cousins thus living

together should be popularly looked upon as one

family, and spoken of as brothers and sisters instead

of cousins? It is noticeable that St. Mary is no-

where called the mother of the four brothers.

Ohjection Z. — " James the Apostle is said to be

the son of Alphseus, not of Clopas." But Alphfeus

and Clopas are the same name rendered into the

Greek language in two different but ordinary and
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recognized ways, from the Aramaic S3 /H jr

)L°^ >A/. (See Mill, Accounts of our Lord's

Brethren vindicated, etc. p. 2-36, who compares the

two forms Clovis and Aloysius; Arnaud, Recherches,

etc.).

Objection 4.— Dean Alford considers John vii.

5, compared with vi. 67-70, to decide that none of

the brothers of the Lord were of the number of the

Twelve {Proleg. to Ep. of James, Gr. Test. iv. 88,

and Comm. in loc). If this verse, as he states,

makes " the crowning difficulty " to the hypothesis

of the identity of James the son of Alphfeus, the

Apostle, with James the brother of the Lord, the

difficulties are not too formidable to be overcome.

Blany of the disciples having left Jesus, St. Peter

bursts out in the name of the Twelve with a warm
expi'ession of faith and love ; and after that— very

likely (see Greswell's Harmony) full six months

afterwards— the Evangelist states that " neither

did his brethren beUeve on Him." Does it follow

from hence that all his brethren disbelieved ? Let

us compare other passages in Scripture. St. Mat-

thew and St. Mark state that the thieves railed on

our Lord upon the Cross. Are we therefore to dis-

believe St. Luke, who says that one of the thieves

was penitent, and did not rail? (Luke xxiii. 31t, 40).

St. Luke and St. John say that the soldiers offered

vinegar. Are we to believe that all did so ? or, as

St. Matthew and St. JIark tell us, that only one

did it? (Luke xxiii. 36; John xix. 29; Mark xv.

36; Matt, xxvii. 48). St. Matthew tells us that

" his disciples " had indignation when Mary poured

the ointment on the Lord's head. Are we to sup-

pose this true of all? or of Judas Iscariot, and

perhaps some others, according to John xii. 4 and

Mark xiv. 4 ? It is not at all necessary to suppose

that St. John is here speaking of all the brethren.

If Joses, Simon, and the three sisters disbeheved,

it would be quite sufficient ground for the state-

ment of the Evangelist. The same may be said

of Matt. xii. 47, JMark iii. 32, where it is reported

to Him that his mother and his brethren, desig-

nated by St. Mark (iii. 21) as ol irap aurov, were

standing without. Nor does it necessarily follow

that the disbelief of the brethren was of such a

nature that James and Jude, Apostles though they

were, and vouched for half a year before by the

warm-tempered Peter, could have had no share in

it. It might have been similar to that feeling of

unfaithful restlessness which perhaps moved St.

John Baptist to send his disciples to make their

inquiry of the Lord (see Grotius in loc, and Lard-

ner, vi. p. 497, Lond. 1788). With regard to John,

ii. 12, Acts i. 14, we may say that " his brethren "

are no more excluded from the disciples in the first

passage, and from the Apostles in the second, by

being mentioned parallel with them, than " the

other Apostles, and the brethren of the Lord, and

Cephas " (1 Cor. ix. 5), excludes Peter from the

Apostolic band.

Objection 5. — " If the title of brethren of the

Lord had belonged to James and Jude, they would

have been designated by it in the Ust of the Apostles."

The omission of a title is so slight a ground for an

argument that we may pass this by.

Objection 6.— That INIary the wife of Clopas

shoidd be designated by the title of Mary tha

mother of James and Joses, to the exclusion of

Jude, if James and Jude were Apostles, appears tc

Dr. Davidson {Introd. to N. T., iii. 295, London,
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1851) and to Dean Alford (Prol. to Ep. of James,

6. T,, iv. 90) extremely improbable. There is no

improbability in it, if Joses was, as would seem

likely, an elder brother of Jude, and next in order

to James.

11. We have hitherto argued that the hypothesis

'vhich most naturally accounts for the facts of Holy

Scripture is that of the identity of James the Little,

the Apostle, with James the Lord's brother. We
have also argued that the six main objections to

this view are not valid, inasmuch as they may either

be altogether met, or at best throw us back on other

hypotheses which create greater difficulties than

that under consideration. We proceed to point

out some further confirmations of our original

hypothesis.

1. It would be unnatural that St. Luke, in a list

of twelve persons, in which the name of James

twice occurred, with its distinguishing patronymic,

should describe one of the last persons on his list

as brother to " James," without any further desig-

nation to distinguish him, unless he meant the

James whom he had just before named. The James
whom he had juft before named is the son, of

AlphiEus ; the person designated by his relationship

to him is Jude. We have reason therefore for re-

garding Jude as the brother of the son of Alphseus

;

on other grounds (Matt. xiii. 55; Mark vi. 3) we
have reason for regarding him as the brother of the

Lord : therefore we have reason for regarding the

son of AlphiEus as the brother of the Lord.

2. It would be unnatural that St. Luke, after

having recognized only two Jameses throughout his

Gospel and down to the twelfth chapter of the Acts

of the Apostles, and having in that chapter nar-

rated the death of one of them (James the son of

Zebedee), should go on in the same and following

chapters to speak of "James," meaning thereby

not the other James, with whom alone his readers

are acquainted, but a different James not yet men-

tioned by him. Alford's example of Philip the

Evangelist (Proleg. to the Ep. of James, p. 89) is

in no. manner of way to the point, except as a con-

trast. St. Luke introduces Philip the Evangelist,

Acts vi. 5, and after recounting the death of

Stephen his colleague, continues the history of the

same Philip.

3. James is represented throughout the Acts as

exercising great authority among, or even over,

Apostles (Acts xii. 17, xv. 13, xxi. 18); and in

St. Paul's Epistles he is placed before even Cephas

and John, and declared to be a pillar of the Church

with them (Gal. ii. 0-12). It is more likely that

an Apostle would hold such a position, than one

who had not been a believer till after the Eesur-

rection.

4. St. Paul says (Gal. i. 19), "Other of the

Apostles saw I none, save James the Lord's brother
"

(eVepoi/ Se rSiv a.TT0(Tr6\uiv ovk fldov fl p-ij 'la-

KccPou rhv aSe\(phv tov Kvpiov). This passage,

though seeming to assert distinctly that James the

Lord's brother was an Apostle, and therefore iden-

tical with the son of Alphceus, cannot be taken as

a direct statement to that effect, for it is possible

that a.iTO(n6Koiv may be used in the looser sense,

though this is not agreeable with the line of defense

which St. I'aul is here maintaining, namely, that

he had received his commission from God, and not

from the Twelve (see Thorndike, i. p. 5, Oxf. 1844).

And again, el p-i\ may qualify the whole sentence,

and Dot only the word aT:oar6\a>v (MayerhoflP, Hist,

irit. Einleil. in die Petrin. Schr. p. 52, Hamb.
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1833; Neander, Michaelis, Winer, Alford). StiL

this is not often, if ever, the case, when el fxr) fol-

lows erepov (Schneckenburger, Adnot. ad Epist.

Jac. perpet. p. 144, Stuttg. 1832: see also Winer,

Gramm. 5th ed., p. 647, and Meyer, Konim. in loo. ;)

and if St. Paul had not intended to include St.

James among the Apostles, we should rather have

expected the singular airdaroKov than the plural

Toil' airoffTdAoov (Arnaud, Recherches, etc.). The
more natural interpretation of the verse would

appear to be that which includes James among the

Twelve, identifying him with the son of Alphaeus.

But, as we have said, such a conclusion does not

necessarily follow. Compare, however, this verse

with Acts ix. 27, and the probability is increased

by several degrees. St. Luke there asserts that

Barnabas brought Paul to the Apostles, irphs robs

avoffr6\ovs. St. Paul, as we have seen, asserts

that during that visit to Jerusalem he saw Peter,

and none other of the Apostles, save James the

Lord's brother. Peter and James, then, were the

two Apostles to whom Barnabas brought Paul. Of
course, it may be said here also that aTr6(TTo\oi is

used in its lax sense ; but it appears to be a more

natural conclusion that James the Lord's brother

was one of the Twelve Apostles, being identical

with James the son of Alphseus, or James the

Little.

III. We must now turn for a short time from

Scripture ' to the early testimony of uninspired

writers. Here, as among modern writers, we find

the same three hypotheses which we have already

mentioned :
—

For the identity of James the Lord's brother

with James the Apostle, the son of Alphreus, we
find Papias of Hierapolis, a contemporary of the

Apostles « (see Eouth, Peliq. Sacr. i. 16, 43, 230,

Oxon, 1846), St. Clement of Alexandria {Hypoty-

poseis, bk. vii. apud Euseb. H. E. ii. 1), St. Chry-

sostom {in Gal. i. 19).

Parallel with this opinion there existed another

in favor of the hypothesis that James was the son

of .Joseph by a former marriage, and therefore not

identical with the son of Alphseus. This is first

found in the apocryphal Gospel of Peter (see Origen,

in Matt. xiii. 55), in the Protevangelium of James,

and the Pseudo-Apostolical Constitutions of the

third century (Thilo, Cod. Apocr. i. 228; Const.

Apost. vi. 12). It is adopted by Eusebius
(
Comm.

in Esai. xvii. 6; H. E. i. 12, ii. 1). Perhaps it is

Origen's opinion (see Comm. in Joh. ii. 12). St.

Epiphanius, St. Hilary, and St. Ambrose, we have

already mentioned as being on the same side. So

are Victorinus (Vict. Phil, in Gal. apud Mali

Script, ret. nov. Coll. [torn. iii. pars ii.] Eomse,

1828) and Gregory Nyssen {0pp. torn. ii. p. 844,

D, ed. Par. 1618), and it became the recognized

belief of the Greek Church.

Meantime the hypothesis maintaining the iden-

tity of the two was maintained ; and being warmly

defended by St. Jerome {in Matt. xii. 49), and

supported by St. Augustine {Contra Faust, xxii.

35, &c.), it became the recognized belief of the

Western Church.

The third hypothesis was unknown until it was

put forward by Bonosus in Macedonia, and by Hel-

vidius and Jovinian in Italy, as an opinion which

seemed to them conformable with Scripture. Their

followers were called Antidicomarianites. The fact

a * Here, too, the older Papias is confounded with

his later namesake. See note, vol. i. p. 329. H.
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Df their having a name given them shows that their

numbers must have been considerable; they date

from the latter part of the fourth century.

English theological writers have been divided

between the first and second of these views, with,

however, a preference on the whole for the first

hypothesis. Sue, for example, Lardner, vi. 495,

liond. 1788; Pearson, Minor Works, i. 350, Oxf.

18W, and On the Creed, i. 308, ii. 224, Oxf 1833;

Thorndike, i. 5, Oxf 1811; Home's Jntrod. to H.

S. iv. 427, Lond. 1831, &c. On the same side are

Lightfoot, Witsius, Lampe, Baumgarten, Sender,

Gabler, Eichhorn, Hug, Bertholdt, Guericke,

Schneckenburger, Meier, Steiger, Gieseler, Theile,

Lange. Taylor (0pp. torn. v. p. 20, Lond. 1819),

Wilson ( 0pp. torn. vi. p. 673, Oxf. 1859), Cave {Life

of' St. James) maintain the second hypothesis, with

Vossius, Basnage, Valesius, etc. The tliird is held

by Dr. Davidson (Infr. N. T. vol. iii.) and by Dean
Alford (Greek Test. iv. 87).«

The chief treatises on the subject are Dr. Mill's

Accounts of our Lord's bretliren vindicated, Cam-
bridge, 1843 ; Alford, as above referred to ; Lange's

Article in Ilerzog's Heal-Enci/klopcidie far protes-

iantische Tlieohxjie und Kirdie, Stuttgart, 1850;

Neander's Pfianzunc/ und Leituny ; Schnecken-

burger's AnnoUitio ad L]>ist. Jac. perjjetua, Stutt-

gart, 1832; Arnaud's Reclierches critiques sur

I'EpUre de Jude, Strasbourg, 1851; Schaff's Bas
Verhdltniss des Jacobust Bruders des Herrn und
Jacobus Alphdi, Berlin, 1842; Gabler's Be Jncobo,

Epistola eidem asrriptce Auctofi, Altorf, 1787.

Had we not identified James the son of Alphseus

with the brother of the Lord we should have hut

Uttle to write of him. When we had said that his

name appears twice in the catalogue of the Twelve

Apostles, our history of him would be complete. In

like manner the early history of the Lord's brother

would be confined to the fact that he lived and

moved from place to place witii his brothers and

sisters, and with the Virgin Mary; and, except the

appearance of the risen Lord to him, we .should

have nothing more to recount of him until after

the death of James the son of Zebedee, in the year

44, or at least, till St. Paul's first visit to Jerusalem

after his conversion, in the year 40. Of James the

Little, who would probably be distinct from each

of the above (for an argument against the identity

of the Jameses is tlie doubt of the identity of

Alphseus and Clopas), we should know nothing,

except that he had a mother named Mary, who
was the sister of the Virgin Mary and the wife of

Clopas.

James the Little, the son of Alph.eus,
THE BROTHER OF THE LoRD. — Of James' father

SSbn, rendered by St. Matthew and St. IMark

Alphceus C A\<paios), and by St. John Clopas

(KAcDTras), we know nothing, except that he mar-

ried Mary, tlie sister of the Virgin Mary, and had

by her four sons and tln-ee or more daughters.''

He appears to have died before the commencement
of our Lord's ministry, and after his death it would

seem that his wife and her sister, a widow like her-

self, and in poor circumstances, lived together in

one house, generally at Nazareth (Matt. xiii. 55),

liut sometimes also at Capernaum (John ii. 12) and

Jerusalem (Acts i. 14). It is probable that these

« The author of the article on the " Brethren of

our Lord " takes a different view from the one given

above. [Brother, vol. i. p. 329.]
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cousins, or, as they were usually called, brothers and
sisters, of the Lord were older than himself; as on

one occasion we find them, with his mother, indig-

nantly declaring that He wa.s beside himself, and

going out to " lay hold on Him " and compel Him
to moderate his zeal in preaching, at least suf-

ficiently " to eat bread" (Mark iii. 20, 21, 31).

This looks like the conduct of elders towards one

younger than themselves.

Of James individually we know nothing tiU the

spring of the year 28, wlien we find him, together

with his younger brother Jude, called to the Apos-

tolate. It has been noticed that in all the four

lists of the Apostles James holds the same place,

heading perhaps the third class, consisting of him-

self, Jude, Simon, and Iscariot; as Philip heads the

second class, consisting of himself, Bartholomew,

Thomas, and Matthew; and Simon Peter the first,

consisting of himself, Andrew, James, and John
(Alford, in Matt. x. 2). The fact of Jude being

described by reference to James ('lovSas 'laKw^ov)

shows the name and reputation which he had,

either at the time of the calling of the Apostles or

at the time when St. Luke wrote.

It is not likely (though far from impossible) that

James and Jude took part with their brothers and

sisters, and the Virgin Mary, in trying " to lay

hold on" Jesus in the autumn of tlie same year

(Mark iii. 21 ) ; and it is likely, though not certain,

that it is of the other brothers and .sisters, without

these two, that St. John says, " Neither did his

brethren beheve on Him " (John vii. 5), in the

autunm of a. d. 29.

We hear no more of James till after the Cruci-

fixion and the Resurrection. At some time in the

forty days that intervened between the Resurrection

and the Ascension the Lord appeared to him. This

is not related by the Evangelists, but it is men-
tioned by St. Paul (1 Cor. xv. 7); and there never

has been any doubt that it was to this James rather

than to the son of Zebedee that the manifestation

was vouchsafed. We may conjecture that it was
for the purpose of strengthening him for the high

position which he was soon to assume in Jerusalem,

and of giving him the instructions on " the things

pertaining to the kingdom of God " (Acts i. 3)

wliich were necessary for his guidance, that the

Lord thus showed himself to James. We cannot

fix the date of this appearance. It was probably

only a few days before the Ascension ; after which

we find James, Jude, and the rest of the Apostles,

together with the Virgin Mary, Simon, and Joses,

in Jerusalem, awaituig in faith and prayer the out-

pouring of the Pentecostal gift.

Again we lose sight of James for ten years, and
when he appears once more it is in a far higher

position than any that he has yet held. In the

year 37 occurred the conversion of Saul. Three

years after his conversion he paid his first visit to

Jerusalem, but the Christians recollected what they

had suffered at his hands, and feared to have any-

thing to do with him. Barnabas, at this time of far

higher reputation than himself, took him by the

Joachim (?) = Anna (?)

St. Mary
the Virgin.

Mary = Clopas or Alphaens.

.Iiisi's. James. Joses. Jude. Simon. Three or
more

daughter*
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Qand, and introduced him to Peter and James

(Acts ix. 27; Gal. i. 18, 19), and by their authority

lie was admitted into the society of the Christians,

and allowed to associate freely with them during

the fifteen , days of his stay. Here we find James

Dn a level with Peter, and with him' deciding on

the admission of St. Paul into fellowship with the

Church at Jerusalem; and from henceforth we

always find him equal, or in his own department

superior, to the very chiefest Apostles, Peter, John,

and Paul. For by this time he had been appointed

(at what exact date we know not) to preside over

the infant Church in its most important centre, in

a position equivalent to that of Bishop. This pre-

eminence is evident throughout the after history

of the Apostles, whether we read it in the Acts, in

the Epistles, or in ecclesiastical writers. Thus in

the year 44, when Peter is released from prison, he

desires that information of his escape may be given

to "James, and to the brethren" (Acts xii. 17).

In the year 49 he presides at the Apostolic Council,

and delivers the judgment of the Assembly, with

the expression Sth iyw Kpivo> (Acts xv. 13, 19 ; see

St. Chrys. in foe). In the same year (or perhaps

in the year 51, on his fourth visit to Jerusalem)

St. Paul recognizes James as one of the pillars of

the Church, together with Cephas and John (Gal.

ii. 9), and places his name before them both.

Shortly afterwards it is " certain who came from

James," that is, from the mother church of Jeru-

salem, designated by the name of its Bishop, who
lead Peter into tergiversation at Antioch. And in

the year 57 Paul pays a formal visit to James in

the presence of all his presbyters, after having been

previously welcomed with joy the day before by the

brethren in an unofficial manner (Acts xxi. 18).

Entirely accordant with these notices of Scripture

is the universal testimony of Christian antiquity to

the high oflice held by James in the Church of

Jerusalem. That he was formally appointed Bishop

of .Terusalem by the Lord himself, as reported by

Epiphanius [Ihen'S. Lxxviii.); Chrysostom (Horn,

xi. in 1 Cm: ««.); Projlus of (^"onstantinople (De

Trad. Div. Liiurg.); and Photius (A>. 157), is not

likely. Eusebius follows this account in a passage

of his history, but says elsewhere that he was ap-

pointed by the Apostles (//. A'- ii. 2-3). Clement

of Alexandria is the first author who speaks of his

Episcopate (Rypoti/poseis, bk. vi. ap. Euseb. //. E.

ii. 1), and he alludes to it as a thing of which the

chief Apostles, Peter, James, and John, might well

have been ambitious. The same Clement reports

that the Lord, after his resurrection, delivered the

gift of knowledge to James the Just, to John, and

Peter, who delivered it to the rest of the Apostles,

and tliey to the Seventy. This at least shows the

estimation in which James was held. But the

author to whom we are chiefly indelited for an ac-

count of the life and death of James is Hegesippus

[i. e. Joseph), a Christian of Jewish origin, who
lived in the middle of the second century. His

narrative gives us such an insight into the position

of St. James in the Church of Jerusalem that it is

best to let him' relate it in his own words:—
Tradition ruspeciing James, as r/inn by Ueqe-

sippus. — " With the Apostles James, the brother

of the Lord, succeeds to the charge of the Church—
that James, who has been called Just from the time

of the Lord to our own days, for there were many
of tlie name of James. He was holy from his

mother's womb, he drank not wine or strong drink,

Bor did he eat animal food ; a razor came not upon
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his head; he did not anoint himself with oil; he

did not use the bath. He alone might go into the

holy place ; for he wore no woollen clothes, but linen.

And alone he used to go into the Temple, and there

he was commonly found upon his knees, praying

for forgiveness for the people, so that his knees

grew dry and thin [generally translated hard] hke

a camel's, from his constantly bending them in

prayer, and entreating forgiveness for the people.

On account therefore of his exceeding righteousness

he was called ' Just,' and ' Oblias,' which means in

Greek < the bulwark of the people,' and ' righteous-

ness,' as the prophets declare of him. Some of the

seven sects then that I have mentioned inquired

of him, ' "What is the door of Jesus ? ' And he

said that this man was the Saviour, wherefore some
believed that Jesus is the Christ. Now the fore-

mftitioned sects did not believe in the Resurrection,

nor in the coming of one who shall recompense

every man according to his works: but all who
became believers believed through James. When
many therefore of the rulers believed, there was a

disturbance among the Jews, and Scribes, and

Pharisees, saying, ' There is a risk that the whole

people will expect Jesus to be the Christ.' They
came together therefore to James, and said, ' We
pray thee, stop the people, for they have gone astray

after Jesus as though he were the Christ. We pray

thee to persuade all that come to the Passover con-

cerning Jesus : for we all give heed to thee, for we
and all the people testify to thee that thou art just,

and aceeptest not Uie person of man. Persuade

the people therefore not to go astray about Jesus,

for the whole people and all of us give heed to thee.

.Stand therefore on the gable of the Temple, that

thou niayest be visible, and that thy w-ords may be

heard by all the people ; for all the tribes and even

the Gentiles are come together for the Passover.'

Therefore the forementioned Scribes and Pharisees

placed James upon the gable of the Temple, and

cried out to him, and said, ' Just one, to whom
we ought all to give heed, seeing that the people

are going astray after Jesus who was crucified, tell

us what is the door of Jesus ? ' And he answered

with a loud voice, ' Why ask ye me about Jesus

the Son of Man ? He sits in heaven on the right

hand of great power, and will come on the clouds

of heaven.' And many were convinced and gave

glory on the testimony of James, crying Hosannah
to the Son of David. Whereupon the same Scribes

and Pharisees said to each other, ' We have done

ill in bringing forward such a witness to Jesus; but

let us go up, and throw him down, that they may
be terrified, and not believe on him.' And they

cried out, saying, ' Oh ! oh ! even the Just is gone

astray.' And they fulfilled that which is written

in Isaiah, ' Let us take away the just man, for he

is displeasing to us ; therefore shall they eat of the

fruit of their deeds.' They went up therefore, and

threw down the Just one, and said to one another,

' Let us stone James the Just.' And they began

to stone him, for he was not killed by the fall: but

he turned round, and knelt down, and cried, ' I

beseech thee. Lord God Father, forgive them, for

they know not what they do.' And whilst they

were stoning him, one of the priests, of the sons

of Rechab, a son of the Rechabites to whom Jere-

miah the prophet bears testimony, cried out and

said, ' Stop ! What are you about ? The Just one

is praying for you !

' Then one of them, who was

a fuller, took the club with which he pressed the

clothes, and brought it down on the head of toe
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Just one. And so he liore his witi.ess. And they

buried him on t!ie spot bj' the Temple, and the

column still remains by the Temple. This man was

a true witness to Jews and Greeks that Je«us
is the Christ. And inmiediately Vespasian com-

menced the siege" (Euseb. ii. 23, and Kouth, Rel.

Sacr. p. 208, Oxf. 1846).

For the difficulties which occur in this extract,

reference may be made to Routh's Rdlqime Sacrce

(vol. i. p. 228), and to Canon Stanley's Apostolical

Age (p. 319, Oxf. 1847). It represents St. James
to us in his life and in his death more vividly than

any modern words could picture him. We see

him, a married man perhaps (1 Cor. ix. 5), but in

all other respects a rigid and ascetic follower after

righteousness, keeping the Nazarite rule, like Anna
the prophetess (Luke ii. 37), .serving the Lord in

the Temple " with fastings and prayers night and

day," regarded by the Jews themselves as one who
had attained to the sanctity of the priesthood,

though not of the priestly family or tribe (unless

indeed we argue from this that Clopas did belong

to the tribe of Levi, and draw thence another argu-

ment for the identity of James the son of Clopas

and James the Lord's brother), and as the very

type of what a righteous or just man ought to be.

If any rnan could have converted the Jews as a

nation to Christianity, it would have been James.

Josephus' narrative of his death is apparently

somewhat different. He says that in the interval

between the death of Festus and the coming of

Albinus, Anaiuis the high-priest assembled the

Sanhedrim, and " brought before it James the

brother of him who is called Christ, and some
others, and having charged them with breaking the

laws, dehvered them o\er to be stoned." But if

we are to reconcile this statement with that of

Hegesippus, we must suppose that they were not

actually stoned on this occasion. The historian

adds that the better part of the citizens disliked

what was done, and complained of Ananus to

Agrippa and Albinus, whereupon Albinus threat-

ened to punish him for having assembled the San-
hedrim without his consent, and Agrippa deprived

him of the high-priesthood {Ant. xx. 9). The
words " brother of him who is called Christ," are

judged by Le Clerc, Lardner, etc., to be spurious.

Epiphanius gives the same account that Hege-
sippus does in somewhat different words, having

evidently copied it for the most part from him.

He adds a few particulars which are probably mere
assertions or conclusions of his own {ficeres. xxix.

4, and Ixxviii. 13). He considers James to have
been the son of Joseph by a former wife, and calcu-

lates that he must have been 96 years old at the

time of his death ; and adds, on the authority, as

he says, of Eusebius, Clement, and others, that he
wore the irfTaXou on his forehead, in which he
probably confounds him with St. John (Polycr.

1 The monument — part excavation, part edifice —
which is now commonly known as the " Tomb of St.

James,-' is on tiie eust side of the so-called Valley of

Jehosh!»phat, and therefore at a considerable distance

from the spot ou which the Apostle was killed, which
the narrative of Hegesippus would seem to fix as some-
where under the southeast corner of the wall of the

Haram, or perhaps further down the slope nearer the

"Fountain of the Virgin." [Ex-rogel.] It cannot at

any rate be said to stand " by the Temple." The fi-a-

dition about the uionuraeut iu question is that St.

Tames took refuge there after the capture of Christ,

and remained, eating and drinking nothing, until our
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apud Euseb. //. E. v. 24. But see Cotta, De lam
2)ont. App. Joan. Jac. ei Marci, Tub. 1755).

Gregory of Tours reports that he was buried

not where he fell, but on the INIount of Olives," in

a tomb in which he had already liuried .^acharias

and Simeon {De ylor. Mart. i. 27). Eusebius

tells us that his chair was preserved down to his

time; on which see Heinichen's Excursus {Exc. xi.

ad Euseb. II. E. vii. 19, vol. iv. p. 957, ed. Burton).

AVe must add a strange Talmudic legend, which

appears to relate to James. It is found in the

Midrash Koheleth, or Commentary on Ecclesiastes,

and also in the Tract Abodah Zarah of the .leru-

salem Talmud. It is as follows: " R. Eliezer, the

son of Dama, was bitten by a serpent ; and there

came to him Jacob, a man of Caphar Secama, to

heal him by the name of Jesu the son of Pandera

;

but R. Ismael suffered him not, saying, ' That is

not allowed thee, son of Dama.' He answered,

' Suffer me, and I w'ill produce an authority against

thee th.at it is lawful
;

' but he could not produce

the authority liefore he expired. And what was

the authority ?— This : ' Which if a man do, he

shall live in them ' (Lev. xviii. 5). But it is not

said that he shall die in them." The son of Pan-
dera is the name that the Jews have always given

to our Lord, when representing him as a magician.

The same name is given in Epiphanius {Hieres.

Ixxviii.) to the grandfather of Joseph, and by John
Damascene {De Eide Orth. iv. 15) to the grand-

father of Joachim, the supposed father of the Virgin

Jlary. For the identification of James of Secama
(a place in Upper Galilee) with James the Just,

see Mill {Historic. Criticism of the Gospel, p. 318,

('amb. 1840). The passage quoted by Origen and
Eusebius from .Josephus, in which the latter speaks

of the death of .James as being one of the causes

of the destruction of Jerusalem, seems to be spuri-

ous (Orig. in Matt. xiii. 55; Euseb. //. E. ii. 23).

It is possiiile that there may be a reference to

James in Heb. xiii. 7 (see Theodoret in loc), which

would lix his death at some time previous to the

writing of that epistle. His ap])rehension by Ana-
mis was probably about the year 62 or 03 (Lardner,

Pearson, Jlill, Whitby, Le Clerc, Tillemont). There

is nothing to fix the date of his martyrdom as nar-

rated by Hegesippus, except that it must have been

shortly before the commencement of the siege of

.Terusalem. We may conjecture that he was be-

tween 70 and 80 years old.'' E. M.

JAMES, THE GENERAL EPISTLE
OF. I. Its Genuineness and Canonidty.— In the

third book of his Ecclesiastical History, Eusebius

makes his well-known division of the books, or

pretended books, of the New Testament into four

classes. Under the head of o/xoXoyoiifxeva he

l^laces the Gospels, the Acts, the Pauline Epistles,

the First Epistle of St. John, and the First Epistle

Lord appeared to him on the day of his resurrection

(See Quaresmius, etc., quoted in Tobler, Siloah, etc.,

299.) The legend of his death there seems to be first

mentioued by Maundeville (a. d. 13"20 : see Earli/ Trav.

17G). By the old travellers it is often called the
" Church of St. James."'

ft It is almost unnecessary to say that the Jacobit*

churches of the East — consisting ef the Armenians,

the Copts, and other Mono|)hysite or Eutychian bodies

— do not derive their title from St. James, but from
a later person of the same name, Jacob Baradteus,

who died Bishop of Edessa in 588.
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of St. Peter. In the class of avTiXi-ySfifva he

places the Epistle of St. James, the Second and

Third Epistles of St. John, and the Epistle of St.

Jude. Amongst the v6da he enumerates the Acts

of St. Paul, the Shepherd, the Apocalypse of St.

Peter, the Epistle of Barnabas, the Doctrine of the

Apostles, the Gospel to the Hebrews. The aiperiKo.

"onsist of the Gospels of Peter, Thomas, Matthias,

and others, the Acts of Andrew, John, and others.

The ayTi\iy6/jLeva, amongst which he places the

P]pistle of St. James, are, he says, yvwpifji.a o/xoos

TOis TToWols, whether the expression means that

they were aclvnowledged by, or merely that they

were known to, the majority (//. £'. iii. 25). Else-

where he refers the epistle to the class of v6da, for

this is the meaning of vodeveraL yueV, which was

apparently misunderstood by St. Jerome (Be Vir.

lllust.); but he bears witness that it was pubhcly

read in most churches as genuine {H. E. ii. 23),

and as such accepts it himself. This then was the

state of the question in the time of Eusebius ; the

epistle was accepted as canonical, and as the writ-

ing of James, the brother of the Lord, by the ma-
jority, but not universally. Origen bears the same

testimony as Eusebius (torn. iv. p. 300), and prob-

ably, like him, himself accepted the epistle as gen-

uine (tom. iv. p. 535, &c.). It is found in the Syriac

version, and appears to be referred to by Clement

of Rome (ad Cor. x. ), Hernias (lib. ii. Mand. xii. 5 ),

Irenseus (Adr. Uteres, [hb. iv. c] 16, § 2), and is

quoted by almost all the Fathers of the 4th cen-

tury, e. [/. Atiianasius, Cyril, Gregory Nazianzen,

Epiphanius, Chrysostom (see Davidson, Introd. to

N. T., iii. p. 338). In 397 the Council of Car-

thage accepted it as canonical, and from that time

there has been no further question of its genuine-

ness on the score of external testimony. But at

the time of the Information the question of its

authenticity was again raised, and now upon the

ground of internal evidence. Erasmus and Car-

dinal Cajetan in the Church of Rome, Cyril Lucar

in the Greek Church, Luther and the Magdeburg
Centuriators among Protestants, all objected to it.

Luther seems to have withdrawn his expression

that it was " a right strawy epistle," compared

with the Gospel of St. John and the Epistles of

St. Paul and St. Peter, after that expression had

been two years before the world. The chief objec-

tion on internal grounds is a supposed opposition

between St. Paul and St. James, on the doctrine

of Justification, concerning which we shall presently

make some remarks. At present we need only say

that it is easy to account for the non-universal re-

ception of the epistle in the Early Church, by the

fact that it was meant only for Jewish believers,

and was not likely therefore to circulate widely

among Gentile Christians, for whose spiritual neces-

sities it was primarily not adapted ; and that the

objection on internal grounds proves nothing except

against the objectors, for it really rests on a mis-

take.

II. Its Author. — The author of the epistle must

be either James the son of Zebedee, according to

the subscription of the Syriac version ; or James

the son of Alphfeus, aucording to Dr. Davidson's

view (Introd. to N. 7\, iii. 312); or James the

brother of the Lord, which is the general opinion

(see Euseb. fl. E. ii. 23; Alford, G. T. iv. p. 28);

or an unknown James (Luther). The likelihood

Df this last hypothesis falls to the ground when tlie

canonical character of the epistle is admitted.

James the son of Zebedee could not have written
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it, because the date of his death, only seven yearj

after the martyrdom of Stephen, does not give

time for the growth of a sufficient number of Jew-
ish Christians, eV rfj Siaa-n-opa. Internal evidence

(see Stanley, ^/>os<. At/e, p. 2SJ2) points unmistak-

alily to James the Just as the writer, and we have

already identified James the Just with the son of

.'Vlphaeus.

The Jewish Christians, whether residing at Jeru-

salem or living scattered among the Gentiles, and
only visiting that city from time to time, were the

especial charge of James. To them he addressed

this epistle; not to the unbelieving Jews (Lardner,

Macknight, Hug, etc.), but only to behevers in

Christ, as is undoubtedly proved by i. 1, ii. 1, ii.

7, V. 7. The rich men of v. 1 may be the unbe-

lieving Jews (Stanley, p. 299), but it does not fol-

low that the epistle was written to them. It is

usual for an orator to denounce in the second per-

son. It was written from Jerusalem, which St. James
does not seem to have ever left. The time at which
he wrote it has been fixed as late as C2, and as early

as 45. Those who see in its writer a desire to

counteract the efiects of a misconstruction of St.

Paul's doctrine of Justification by faith, in ii. 14-

20 (Wiesinger), and those who see a reference to

the inunediate destruction of Jerusalem in v. 1

(Macknight), and an allusion to the name Chris-

tians in ii. 7 (De Wette), argue in favor of the

later date/ The earlier date is advocated by'Schneck-

enburger, Neander, Thiersch, Davidson, Stanley,

and Alford ; chiefly on the ground that the epistle

could not have been wTitten by St. James after the

Council in Jerusalem, without some allusion to

what was there decided, and because the (ientile

Christian does not yet appear to be recognized.

III. lis Object. — The main object of the epistle,

is not to teach doctrine, but to improve morality.

St. James is the moral teacher of the N. T. ; not

in such sense a moral teacher as not to be at the

same time a maintainer and teacher of Christian

doctrine, but yet mainly in this epistle a moral

teacher. There are two ways of explaining this

characteristic of the epistle. Some commentators

and writers see in St. James a man who had not

realized the essential principles and peculiarities of

Christianity, but was in a transition state, half-Jew

and half-Christian. Schneckenburger thinks that

Christianity had not penetrated his spiritual life.

Neander is of much the same opinion (Pjianzung

vml Leituriff, p. 579). And the same notion may
perhaps be traced in Prof. Stanley and Dean Alford.

But tliere is another and much more natural way
of accounting for the fact. St. James was WTiting

for a special class of persons, and knew what that

class especially needed; and therefore, under the

guidance of God's Spirit, he adapted his instruc-

tions to their capacities and wants. Those for

whom he wrote were, as we ha\e said, the Jewish

Christians whether in Jerusalem or abroad. St.

James, living in the centre of Judaism, saw what

were the chief sins and vices of his countrymen

;

and, fearing that his flock might share in them, he

lifted up his voice to warn them against the con-

tagion from which they not only might, but did in

part, suffer. This was his main object; but tliere

is another closely connected with it. As Christians,

his readers were exposed to trials which they did

not bear with the patience and ftiith that would

have become them. Here then are the two objects

of the Epistle— (1.) To warn against the sins to

which as Jews they were most liable
; (2. ) To console
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Mid exhort them under the sufferings to which as

Christians they were most exposed. The warnings

and consolations are mixed together, for the writer

does not seem to have set himself down to compose

an essay or a letter of which he liad pre\iously

arranged the heads ; but, like one of the old prophets,

to ha\e poured out what was uppermost in his

thoughts, or closest to his heart, without waiting

to connect his matter, or to throw bridges across

from subject to subject. While, in the purity of

his Greek and the vigor of his thoughts, we mark

a man of education, in the abruptness of his transi-

tions and the unpolished roughness of his style we

may trace one of the family of the Davideans, who
disarmed Domitian by the simplicity of their minds

and by exhibiting their hands hard with toil

(Hegesipp. apud Emeb. iii. 20).

The Jewish vices against which he warns them

are— Formalism, which made the service {BprjaKeia

of God consist in washings and outward ceremonies

whereas he reminds them (i. 27) that it consists

rather in active love and purity (see Coleridge's

Aids to lieflectum, Aph. 23 ; note also Active Lave

= Bp. Butler's "Benevolence," and Purity =Bp.
Butler's "Temperance"); fanaticism, which under

the cloak of religious zeal was tearing Jerusalem to

pieces (i. 20); fatalism, which threw its sins on

God (i. 13); meanness, which crouched before the

rich (ii. 2); falsehood, which had made words and

oaths playthings (iii. 2-12); partizanship (iii. 14);

evil-speaking (iv. 11); boasting (iv. IG); oppres-

sion (v. 4). The great lesson which he teaches

them, as Christians, is patience— patience in trial

(i. 2); patience in good works (i. 22-2.j); patience

under provocations (iii. 17); patience under oppres-

sion (v. 7); patience under persecution (v. 10); and

the ground of their patience is, that the coming
of the Lord draweth nigh, which is to right all

wrongs (v. 8).

IV. There are two points in the epistle which

demand a somewhat more lengthened notice. These

are («) ii. 14-26, which has been represented as a

formal opposition ' to St. Paul's doctrine of justifi-

cation by faith, and (6) v. 14, 15, which is quoted

as the authority for the sacrament of extreme

unction.

(a.) Justification being an act not of man but

of God, both the phrases "justification by faith
"

and " justification by works " are inexact. Justi-

fication must either be by grace, or of reward.

Therefore our question is. Did or did not St. James
hold justification by grace? If he did, there is no
contradiction between the Apostles. Now there is

not one word in St. James to the effect that a man
can earn his justification by works; and this would

be necessary in order to prove that he held justifi-

cation of reward. Still St. Paul does use the ex-

pression "justified by faith" (Rom. v. 1), and St.

James the expression, "justified by works, not by
faith only." And here is an apparent opposition.

But, if we consider tlie meaning of the two Apostles,

we see at once that there is no contradiction either

intended or possilile. St. Paul wa? opposing the

Judaizing party, which claimed to earn acceptance

by good works, whether tlie works of the Mosaic

law, or works of piety done by theniselves. In

opposition to these, St. Paul lays down the great

truth that acceptance cannot be earned by man at

all, but is the free gift of God to the Christian

man, for the sake of the merits of Jesus Christ,

appropriated by each individual, and made his own
by the instrumentality of faith.— St. James, on the
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other hand, was opposing the old Jewish tenet that

to be a child of Abraham was all in all ; that god-

liness was not necessary, so that the belief was
correct. This presumptuous confidence had trans-

ferred itself, with perhaps double force, to the

Christianized Jews. They had said, " Lord, Lord,"

and that was enough, without doing His Father's

will. They had recognized the Messiah : what more
was wanted? They had _/'('/^A ; what more was
required of them ? It is plain that their " faith

"

was a totally different thing from the "faith " of

St. Paul. St. Paul tells us again and again that

his " faith " is a "faith that worketh by love;"

but the very characteristic of the " fiiith " which
St. James is attacking, and the very reason why he

attacked it, was that it did not work by love, but

was a bare assent of the head, not influencing the

heart, a faith such as devils can have, and tremble.

St. James tells us that '\fides inf'ormis " is not

sufficient on the part of man for justification ; St.

Paul tells us that '^fidts formula''' is sufficient:

and the reason why fides injhrmis will not justify

us is, according to St. James, because it lacks that

special quality, the addition of wiiich constitutes it

fides J'wmaia. See on thi^g^ubject Bull's //«?•-

monia AposloUca et Exnt'/^^ 'Censurce ; Taj'lor's

Sermon on " Faith ic<yrkiit^j'^-by Love," vol. viii.

p. 284, Lond. 1850; and, as a corrective of Bull's

view, Laurence's Bampton Lectures, iv., v., vi.

(6.) With respect to v. 14, 15, it is enough to

say that the ceremony of extreme unction and the

ceremony described by St. James differ both in their

subject and in their object. The suliject of extreme

unction is a sick man who is about to die ; and its

object is not his cure. The subject of the ceremony
described by St. James is a sick man who is not

about to die; and its object is his cure, together

with the spiritual benefit of absolution. St. .lames

is plainly giving directions with respect to the

manner of administering one of those extraordinary

gifts of the Spirit with which the Church was
endowed only in the Apostolic age and the age

immediately succeeding the Apostles.

The following editions, etc., of St. James' Epistle

may be mentioned as worthy of notice. The edition

of Benson and Michaelis, Hal* Magdeburgicce,

1746; Semler's Paraphrasis, Halae, 1781; Mori
Prcelectiones in Jacobi et Petri Epistolas, Lipsiso

1794; Schneckenburger's Annotatio ad Kpist. Jac
perpetual, Stuttg. 1832; Davidson's Introduction

to the Neio Test. iii. 296 fl"., Lond. 1851; Alford's

Greek Test. vol. iv. p. 274, Lond. 1859 [4th ed.,

1866].

The following spurious works have been attrib-

uted to St. James: (1.) The Proti-vanr/elium. (2.)

Hlstoria d.e Nativitate Marice. (3.) De Miraculis

Infantice Domini nostri, etc. Of these, the Pro-
teciincjelium is worth a passing notice, not for its

contents, which are a mere parody on the early

chapters of St. Luke, transferring the events which

occurred at our Lord's birth to the birth of St.

Mary his mother, but because it appears to have

been known so early in the Church. It is possible

that Justin Martyr (Dial, cum Tryph. c. 78), and
Clement of Alexandria (Strom, lib. viii.) refer to

it. Origen speaks of it (in Matt. xiii. 55); Greg-

ory Nyssen (0pp. p. 346, ed. Paris), Epiphaniua

(fleer. Ixxix.), John Damascene (Oral, i., ii, in

Nativ. .\fariai), Photius (Orat. in Nativ. Maiia),

and others allude to it. It was first pubhshed in

Latin in 1552, in (Jreek in 1.".64. The oldest MS.
of it now existing is of the 10th century. (Se«
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Thilo's Codex Apocnjphus N<m Testamenti^ tom.

i. pp. 45, 108, 15'J, 337, Lips. 1832.) F. M.
* It deserves notice that this epistle of James,

like that of Jude, but unlike that of the other

apostolic writings, never alludes to the outward

facts of the Saviour's life. Yet James speaks ex-

pressly of the Lord Jesus Christ (see i. 1, ii. 1,

V. 7, 8, 14, 15); and the faith as shown by works

on which he lays such emphasis is that which rests

on Christ as the Saviour of men. At the same

time the language of James " offers the most strik-

ing coinciilences with the language of our Lord's

discourses." Compare James i. 5, 6 with Matt. vii.

7, xxi. 22 ; i. 22 with Matt. vii. 21 ; ii. 13 with

Matt. V. 7; iii. 1 with Matt, xxiii. 8; iii. 12 with

Matt. vii. IG; and v. 12 with ^ilatt. v. 34-^37. See

Westcotfs Jninxhiction to the Stuchjofihe Gosjiels,

p. 18G (Amer. ed.).

In speaking of the sources from which the Apostle

I'aul derives his favorite metaphors. Dr. Howson

points out in this respect a striking difference be-

tween him and the Apostle James. The figures

of Paul are drawn almost exclusively from the

practical relations or iiusiness of men, as mihtary

life, architecture, aj-^"ulture, and the contests of

the gymnasium ancN^ce-course : while the figures

of James are taken frohi seme of the varied aspects

or phenomena of nature. It is remarked that there

is more imagery of tliis latter kind in the one short

epistle of James than in all Paul's epistles put

together. This trait of his style appears in his

allusions to " ' the waves of the sea driven with the

wind and tossed' (i. 6), 'the flower of the grass'

(ver. 10), 'the sun risen with a burning heat' (ver.

11), 'the fierce winds ' (iii. 4), 'the kindling of the

fire' (ver. 5), 'the beasts, birds, and serpents and

things in the sea ' (ver. 7), ' the fig, olive, and vine,'

' the salt water and fresh ' (ver. 12), ' the vapor that

ippeareth for a little time and then vanisheth

4way' (iv. 14), 'the moth-eaten garments' (v. 2),

I the rust' (ver. 3), 'the early and latter rain'

(ver. 7). 'and the earth bringing forth her fruit'

(ver. 18)." (Leclnris on the Cliaracier of St. Paul,

pp. 6, 7, Lond. 1804.)

Among the commentaries on this epistle (see

above) may be mentioned Gebser, Der BriefJacobi

tibersetzt u. erklart, in which special reference is

made to the views of the ancient Greek and Latin

interpreters (1828); Theile, Cvmm. in Epist. Jacobi

(1833); Kern, Ikr Brief Jacobi untersucht u.

erklart (1838); Cellerier, Etude et Cmnmentaire

sur VEpitre de St. Jacques (1850): Wiesinger,

Olshausen's B'M. Comm. vi. pt. i. (2te Aufl., 1854):

Huther, in IMeyer's Komm. iiber das N. T. xv.

(2te Aufl., 1803): De Wette, Exeget. Handb.vol.

iii. pt. i. (3te Aufl., by Briickner, 1865); Lange

and Oosterzee, Lange's 'Bihelwerk, xiii. (1862) and

Amer. transl. with additions by Dr. J. I. ISIombert,

pp. 1-148 (1868); Neander, Der Brief Jacob/,

prdktisch erldutert, with Luther's version corrected

by K. F. Th. Schneider, pp. 1-1G2; Webster and

Wilkinson, Greek N. Test., with notes (/rammatical

and exegetical, ii. 1-5 and 10-30 (Lond. 1861);

Eev. T. Trapp, Commentary on the N. Testament

(pp. G93-705), quaint in style but terse and sen-

tentious (Webster's ed. Lond. 1865); and Bouman,

Comm. j)er2)ettms in Jacobi Ejnstolam, Traj. ad

Rhen. 1865. For a list of some of the older works,

see Eeuss's Geschichte des N. Test. p. 131 (3te

Ausg. 1860).

Valuable articles on the epistle of James will Ite

'ound in Herzog's KeaUEnctjk. vi. 417 ft', by Lange;
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in Zeller's Bibl. Wortevb. i. 658 ff. by Zeller (the

analysis specially good); and in Kitto's Cycl. of
Bibl. Literature, by Dr. Eadie (3d ed. 18G6). For

a compendious view of the critical questions relating

to the authorship, destination, and doctrines of the

letter, see Bleek's Einleituntj in das \. Test. pp.

539-553 (1862). Eev. T. D. Maurice gives an out-

line of the apostle's thoughts in his Unity of the

New Testament, pp. 316-331. See also Stanley's

Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Afje, pp. 297-

324. The monographic literature is somewhat ex-

tensive. The theologian, George Chr. Knapp, treats

of " The Doctrine of Paul and James respecting

Faith and Works, compared with the Teaching of

our Lord," in his Scripta Varii Argumenti, i.

411-456. See a translation of the same by Prof.

W. Thompson in the Biblical RejMsitory, iii. 189-

228. Neander has an essay in his Gelegenheits-

schriften (3te Ausg. 1827) entitled Paulus und
Jacobus, in which he illustrates the " Unity of the

Evangelical Spirit in different Forms." Some ex-

tracts from this essay are appended to the above

translation. I'rof. E. P. Barrows lias written on the

"Alleged Disagreement between Paul and James"
on the subject of justification, in the BilJ. Sacra,

ix. 761-782. On this topic see also Neander's

Pflanzvng u. Leitvng. ii. 858-873 (Kobinson's

transl. p. 498 ft'.); Lechler's JJas apostol. und

nachapost. Zeitalter, pp. 252-2G3; and gchaff's

History of 'the Apostolic Church, p. 625 ff'. (N. Y.

1853). Stier has published fJer Brief des Jacobvs

in 32 Betrachtunyen ansgelegt (1845). For some

other similar works or discussion.^, see Lange's

ISlljela-erk as above (p. 24 f.), or Dr. Schaff's transl.

of Lange's Commentary (p. 33 f.) H.

JA'MIN {'C^'^ \i-ight side or harid] : 'lafxelv,

'la/aelfj., 'la/x'tv; [Vat. la/jieiv, and .so Alex. exc. in

Num.:] Janiin). 1. Second son of Simeon (Gen.

xlvi. 10; Ex. vi. J5; 1 Chr. iv. 24), founder of the

fanuly {mishjjacah) of the Jaminites (Num. xxvi.

12).

2. (['la^ic; Vat. la^ueij/;] Alex, la^eiu-) A
man of .ludah, of the great house of Hezron ; second

son of Itam the Jerahmeelite (1 Chr. ii. 27).

3. [Comp. 'la^eic] One of the Levites who

under Ezra and Nehcmiah read and expounded the

law to the people (Neh. viii. 7). By the LXX.
[Rom., Vat., Alex.] the greater part of the names

in this passage are omitted.

JA'MINITES, THE C'3'"7p*n [patronym.]:

6 'lauiri [Vat. -i/6i] : familia Jaminitarum), the

descendants of Jamin the son of Simeon (Num.

xxvi. 12).

JAM'LECH Cnb?p;i {He, i. e. God, makes

king]: 'U/xoASx' [Comp. Aid.] Alex. 'A/uoA.7)k:

Jemlech), one of the chief men (D^S'^b^, A. V.

"princes") of the tribe of Simeon (1 Chr. iv. 34),

probably in the time of Hezekiah (see ver. 41).

JAM'NIA ('la/iJ/ia, 'idfjiveta, and so Josephus;

[in 1 Mace. iv. 15, Alex, lavveia. Sin. la/iiveia-]

Jamnia), 1 Mace. iv. 15, v. 58, x. 69, xv. 40.

[Jabneel.]

JAM'NITES, THE (ol iv 'la/xveici, oi 'laju-

vItcli: Jamnitce), 2 Mace. xii. 8, 9, 40. [Jab-

neel.]

* JANGLING in 1 Tim. i. 6 (A. V.), where

" vain jangling " represents the Greek fxaTaio\oyia,

does not '^signify " wTangling," but "babbling,"
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" idle talk." This use of the word is well illustrated

by a quotation from Chaucer's Pni'son's Tale, given

in Eastwood and Wrii^dit's Bible Word-Book

:

" JaiKjelyiKj is whan a man spekith to iiioche hiforn

folk, and clappith as a mille, and taketh no keep

what he saith." A.

JAN'NA {'lavvd [Lachni. andTisch. 'lawai']),

son of Joseph, and father of Jlelchi, in the geneal-

ogy of Christ (Luke iii. '2-i). It is perhaps oidy a

variation of Joannas or John. A. C. H.

JAN'NES and JAM'BRES {'lavv^s, 'la/j.-

j3p>)$), the names of two Egyptian magicians who
opposed IMoses. St. Paul alone of the sacred writers

mentions them by name, and says no more than

that they " withstood Moses," and that their folly

in doing so became manifest (2 Tim. iii. 8, 9). It

appears from the Jewish commentators that these

names were held to be those of the magicians who
opposed Moses and Aaron, spoken of in Exodus (or

perhaps their leaders), of whom we there read that

they first imitated the wonders wrought by INIoses

and Aaron, but, afterwards failing, confessed that

the power of God was with those whom they had

withstood (chap. vii. 11, where the Targum of

Jonathan inserts these names, 22, viii. 18, 19).

With this St. Paul's words perfectly agree.

Jambres is wiitten in some codices Ma/x^pijs'-

both forms, the latter being slightly varied, are found

in the Jewish commentaries (D"13X3"*, D~lttX2) :

the former appears to be the earlier form. We
have been unable to discover an Egyptian name
resembling Jambres or Blambres. The termination

is like that of many Egyptian compounds ending

with KA "the sun;" as Men-kau-ra, Mivx^pvs
(Manetho, IVth Dyn.).

Jannes appears to be a transcription of the

Egyptian name Aan, probalily pronounced Ian. It

was the nomen of two kings: one of the Xlth
Dynasty, the father or ancestor of Sesertesen I. of

the Xllth; the other, according to our arrangement,

fourth or fifth king of the XVth Dyn., called by

Manetho 'lawajor 'lavlas (Jos.) or Sraaf (Afr.).

(See Hor<B ^Eyyptiacce, pp. 174, 175.) There is

also a king bearing the name Annu, whom we
assign to the lid Dyn. {TIoi: ^E(/. p. 101). The
signification of Aiin is doubtful : the cognate word
Aiint means a valley or plain. The earlier king

Aiin may be assigned to the twenty-first century

B. c. ; the latter one we hold to be probably the

second predecessor of Joseph's Pharaoh. This shows

that a name which may be reasonably supposed to

be the original of Jannes, was in use at or near the

period of the sojourn in Egypt. The names of the

ancient Egyptians were extremely numerous and
very fluctuating in use : generally the most prevalent

at any time were those of kings then reigning or

not long dead.

Our result as to the name of Jannes throws light

upon a curious question raised by the supposition

that St. Paul took the names of the m.agicians from

a prevalent tradition of tlie Jews. This conjecture

is as old as the time of Theodoret, who makes the

supposed tradition oral. (Ta fi&Toi tovtcov 6v6-

fxara ouk e/c Trjs deias ypacpris /xe/xdOriKev 6 de7os

aw6(TTo\oi, dAA' eK t^? aypd(pov rwv 'lovSaiaiu

SiSacTKaKias'- <(d foe). This opinion would be of

little importance were it not for the circumstance

that these names were knc.vn to the Greeks and
Romans at too early a period for us to suppose that

their information was derived from St. Paul's nien-
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tion (see Plin. //. A'', xxx. 1 ; Apnl. Apol p. 24

Bipont. : Numenius ap. Euseb. Prcep). Evan. is. 8),

It has therefore been generally supposed that St.

Paul took these names from Jewish tradition. It

seems, however, inconsistent with tlie character of

an inspired record for a baseless or incorrect current

tradition to be cited ; it is therefore satisfactory to

find there is good reason for thinking these names
to be authentic. Whether Jannes and Jambres

were mentioned in some long-lost book relating to

the early history of the Israelites, or whether there

were a veritable oral tradition respecting them, can-

not now be determined. The former is the more
probalile supposition— if, as we believe, the names
are correct — since oral tradition is rarely exact in

minute particulars.

The conjecture of Majus (Obsen\ Sncr. ii. 42

ft'., ap. Winer, Realwlirt. s. v.), tlfat Jannes and

Jambres are merely meaningless words put for lost

proper names, is scarcely worth refuting. The
words are not sufficiently similar to give a color

to the idea, and there is no known instance of the

kind in the Bible.

The Rabbins state that Jannes and Jambres were

sons of Balaam, and among various forms of their

names give Johannes and Ambrosius. There was

an apocryphal work called Jannes and Mambres,
condemned by Pope Gelasius.

The Araljs mention the names of several magi-

cians who opposed Moses; among them are none

resembhng Jannes and Jambres (D'Herlielot, art.

Muussa Ben Aniran).

There are several dissertations on this subject

(J. Grotius, Diss, de Jamie et Jamhre, Hafn. 1707

;

J. G. aiichaelis,' Id. Hal. 1747; Zentgrav, Jd.

Argent. 1669 ; Lightfoot, Sermon on Jannes and
Jambres, etc. [l^'abricius. Cod. jjseudepif/r. Vet.

Test. i. 813-825]).

There is a question of considerable interest as to

these Egyptian magicians which we cannot here

discuss: Is their temporary success attributable

to pure imposture? The passages relating to them
in the Bible would lead us to reply affirmatively, as

we have already said in speaking of ancient Egyp-
tian magic. [Egypt.] R. S. P.

JANO'AH (m3^ [rest, quiet]: ^ 'Kvidix'-.

Alex. \avo3X' J''''"oe), a place apparently in the

north of Gahlee, or the " land of Naphtali " — one

of those taken by Tiglath-Pileser in his first incur-

sion into Palestine (2 K. xv. 29). No trace of it

appears elsewhere. By Eusebius and Jerome

{Onoin. "lanon"), and even by Reland {Pal. p.

826), it is confounded with Janohah, in the centre

of the country. G.

JANO'HAH (nn'"13^, i. e. Yancchah [with

n— local, unto rest] : 'larco/ca, but in next verse

Maxc^; Alex. lavco; [Comp. 'lavouxd'-] Janoii), a

place on the boundary of Ephraim (possibly that

between it and Manasseh). It is named between

Taanath-Shiloh and Ataroth, the enumeration pro-

ceeding from west to east (Josh. xvi. 6, 7). luise-

bius {Onomasticon, "lano") gives it as twelve

miles east of Neapolis. A little less than that dis-

tance from Nabli'is, and about S. E. in direction,

two miles from Aknibeh, is the ^'illage of Yaniin,

doubtless identical with the ancient Janohah. It

seems to have lieen first visited in modern times by

Van de Velde (ii. 303, May 8, 1852; sec also Rol).

iii. 297). It is in a valley descending sharply east-

ward towards the Jordan. The modern villapfp \g
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very small, but the ancient ruins " extensive and
interesting." "I have not seen," says V., "any
of Israel's ancient cities in such a condition : entire

nouses and vralls exist, covered with immense heaps

of earth." But there are also ruins on the hill

N. E. of Yanun, called Khirbtt Y., which may be

the site of the original place (Rob. p. 297). G.

JA'NUM (D^3^, following the Keii of the

]\Iasorets, but in the original text, Cetib^ it is

''3'^, Janim {slumber'] : 'le/xaVV [Vat. -eiv] \ Alex.

Avovix- Janum). a town of Judah in the mountain
district, apparently not far from Hebron, and named
between Eshean and Beth-tappuah (.Tosh. xv. 53).

It was not known to Eusebius and Jerome (see

Onomnst. "lanun"), nor does it appear to have

been yet met wjth by any modern investigator.

G.

JA'PHETH (n^;'.: 'ic{</,e0: Japheth), one

of the three sons of Noah. From the order in

which their names invariably occur (Gen. v. .32, vi.

10) we should naturally infer that Japheth was the

youngest, but we learn from ix. 24 that Ham held

that position, and the precedence of Japheth before

this one of the three is indicated in the order of

the names in x. 2, 6. It has been generally sup-

posed from X. 21 that Japheth was the eldest; but

it should be observed that the word gadol in that

passage is better connected with " brother," as in

the Vulg. ^\fratre Jtiphet mnjore." Not only does

the usage of the Hebrew language discountenance

the other construction, but the sense of the passage

requires that the age of Shem rather than of Ja-

pheth should be there specitied. We infer therefore

that Japheth was the second son of Noah. The
origin of the name is referred by the sacred writer

to the root /w/Zfo/j (nnQ), "to extend," as pre-

dictive of the wide spread of his descendants over

the northern and western regions of the world (Gen.

ix. 27). The name has also been referred to the

root yaphnh (HS"^), "to be fair," as significant of

the light complexion of the Japhetic races (Gesenius,

Thes. p. 11.38; Knobel, Vol/cert. p. 22). From
the resemblance of the name to the mythological

lapeius, some writers have sought to establish a

connection between them. lapetus was regarded

by the Greeks as the ancestor of the human race.

The descendants of Japheth occupied the " isles of

the Gentiles" (Gen. x. .5), /. c. the coast-lands of

the Mediterranean Sea in Europe and Asia INIinor,

whence they spread northwards over the whole

continent of Europe and a considerable portion of

Asia. [Javan.] W. L. B.

JAPHFA (^"^p^ [fair, splendid]: ^ayyai;

Alex. la(j)ayaL ;
[Comp. '\a(p(pU ; Aid. 'At^ie':]

Jap/lie). The boundary of Zebulun ascended from
Daberath to Japhia, and thence passed to Gath-
hepher (Josh. xix. 12). Daberath appears to be

on the slopes of Mount Tabor, and Gath-hepher

may possibly be d-Meshhad, 2 miles N. of Naza-
reth. Six miles W. of the former, and 2 miles S.

of Nazareth, is Iw/rr," which is not unlikely to be

identical with Japhia (Rob. ii. 343—44): at least

« It should be remarked that Yafa, vjlj, is the

modern representative of both ^2^, '• f- Joppa, and

i?**C, Japhia, two names originally very distinct.

JAPHO
this is much more probable than Chaifa (Sycam!
nopoUs) in the bay of Akka — the suggestion of
Eusebius (Onomasi. "lapheth "), and "endorsed by
Reland {Pal. p. 826) — an identification which is

neither etymologically nor topographically admissi-
lile. Ycifii may also be the same with the 'lacpd
which was occupied by Josephus during his strug-

gle with the Romans — " a very large village of
Lower Galilee, fortified with walls and full of peo-
ple " (Vita, § 45; comp. 37, and B. J. ii. 20, § 6),

of whom 15,000 were killed and 2,130 taken prison-

ers by the Romans (B. J. iii. 7, § 31 ) ; though if

JeJ'at be Jotapata this can hardly oe, as the two
are more than ten miles apart, and he expressly

says that they were neighbors to each other.

A tradition, which first appears in Sir John
Maundeville, makes Yd/a the birthplace of Zebe-
dee and of the Apostles James and John, his sons.

Hence it is called by the L'atin monks of Nazareth
" San Giaconio." See Quaresniius, Elucidatio, ii.

843; and Early Trav., p. 180; Maundeville calls

it the " Castle of SaflTra." So too Von HarfF, A. D.
1498: " Safita, eyn casteel van wylcheme Alpheus
und Sebedeus geboren waren " {Pilfjerfahrt, p.

195). G.

JAPHFA (^''D^ {shining, s}}lendid]: 'U(b0a;

Alex. lat^ie: Japhia). 1. King of Lachish at the

time of the conquest of Canaan by the Israelites

(.Josh. X. .3-); one of the five "kings of the Amo-
rites " who entered into a confederacy against

Joshua, and who were defeated at Beth-horon, and
lost their lives at Makkedah. The king of Lachish

is mentioned more than once in this narrative (ver.

5, 23), Iiut his name occurs only as above.

2. ('lecpifs, 'la^ie; [Vat. in 1 Chr. Javove,

lai^ovov (so FA.);] Alex. A^ie, [la<pie:] Japhia.)

One of the sons of David, tenth of the fourteen

born to him by his wives after his establishment in

Jerusalem (2 Sam. v. 15; 1 Chr. iii. 7, xiv. 6).

In the Hebrew foiin of this name there are no va-

riations. The I'eshito has Nephia, and, in 1 Chr.

iii., Nepheg. In the list given by Josephus {Ant.

vii. 3, § 3) it is not recognizable: it may be ^Uv-

vaipriv, or it may be 'ler/ae. There do not appear

to be any traditions concerning Japhia. The gene-

alogy is given under David, vol. i. p. 560. G.

JAPH'LET (^^22 [irhom God delivers]:

'la(p\riT\ [Vat. <J>aA7Jx, la(pa\ri\:] Alex. Io(/)a-

Ar)T : Jephlat), a descendant of Asher through

Beriah, his youngest son ; named as the father of

three Bene-Japhlet (1 Chr. vii. 32, 33).

JAPH'LETI 0r3b5|:n = the Japhletite;

[patron., see above:] 'ATrraAi/x [Vat. -Aeiju.] ; Alex.

Tov \i(pa\Qi : Jephleti). The " boundary of the

Japhletite " is one of the landmarks on the south

boundary-line of Ephraim (Josh. x\i. 3), west of

Beth-horon the lower, and between it and Ataroth.

Who " the Japhletite " was who is thus perpetu-

ated we cannot ascertain. Possibly the name pre-

serves the memory of some ancient tribe who at a

remote age dwelt on these hills, just as the former

presence of other tribes in the neighborhood may
be inferred from the names of Zemaraim, Ophni

(the Ophnite), Cephar ha-Ammonai, and others.

[Benjajiin, p. 277, note b.] We can hardly sup-

pose any connection with Japhlkt of the remote

Asher. No trace of the name has yet been discov-

ered in the district. G.

JATHO OS': [beauty] : 'Utttt) : JoRpe).
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rhis word occurs in the A. V. but once, Josh. xix.

id. It is the accurate representation of the He-

brew word which on its other occurrences is ren-

dered in the better known form of Joppa (2 Chr.

ii. 16; Ezr. iii. 7; Jon. i. 3). In its modern garb

it is Yd/a (LiLj), which is also the Arabic name

of Japhia, a very different word in Hebrew.

[JorPA; JopPE.]

JA'RAH CnnV^, and in some MSS. i^^'^l

[lionei/]: 'laSd'- Java), a man among the descend-

ants of Saul; son of Micah, and great-grandson

of Meribbaal, or Mephi-bosheth (1 Chr. ix. 42,

comp. 40). In the parallel list of ch. viii. the name
is materially altered to Jehoadaii.

JA'REB (2"'' [an adversary, hostile] : 'la-

pei/jL, as if D"!?^? 'n Isoth Hos. v. 13 and x. 6 ;

"

though Theodoret gives 'iapeifi in the former pas-

sage, and ^lapeifx in the latter [and Comp. in x.

has 'Iapi/3] ; and Jerome has Jarib for the Greek

equivalent of the LXX.) is either to be explained

as the proper name of a country or person, as a

noun in apposition, or as a verb from a root 3^~1,

ritb, "to contend, plead." All these senses are

represented in the A. V. and the marginal read-

ings, and, as has been not unfrequently the case,

the least preferable has been inserted in the text.

Had Jareb been the proper name of the king of

Assyria, as it would be if this rendering were cor-

rect, the word preceding (TfV^, melee, "king")

would have required the article. R. D. Kimchi
saw this difficulty, and therefore explained Jareb

as the name of some city of Assyria, or as another

name of the country itself. The Syriac gives
9

_ q
*^i-J, yorob, as the name of a country, which is

applied by Ephrem Syrus to Egypt, reference being

made to Hoshea king of Israel, who had sent to So

the king of Egypt for assistance in his conspiracy

against Shalmanezer (2 K. xvii. 4). So also the

'Iap€i/3 or 'lopet'/i of Theodoret is Egypt. The
clause in which it occurs is supposed by many to

refer to Judah, in order to make the parallelism

complete; and with this in view Jarchi interprets

it of Ahaz, who sent to Tiglath-Pileser (2 K. xvi.

8} to aid him against the combined forces of Syria

and Israel. But there is no reason to suppose that

the two clauses do not both refer to Ephraim, and
the allusion would then be, as explained by Jerome,

to Pul, who was subsidized by Menahem (2 K. xv.

19), and Judah would be indirectly included. The
rendering of the Vulgate, "avenger" ("ad regem
M/to-enj "), which follows Symmachus, as well as

those of Aquila (Sifca^dyuefof) and Theodotion,

"judge," are justified Ijy Jerome by a reference to

Jerubbaal, the name of Gideon, which he renders

" ulciscatur se Baal." or "judicet eum Baal," "let

Baal avenge himself," or "let Baal judge him."*
The Targumist evidently looked upon it as a verb,

the apocopated future Hiphil of 3^"1, rub, and

translated the clause, " and sent to the king that

he might come to avenge them." If it be a He-
brew word, it is most probably a noun formed from

the above-mentioned root, like 3'^"]*', ydrib (Is.

xlix. 25; Ps. xxxv. 1), and is applied to the land

a As an instance of the contrary, see Ne|3pal5 for

^iimrod.
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of Assyria, or to its king, not in the sense in which

it is understood in the Targum, but as indicatin:;

their determined hostility to Israel, and their gen

erally aggressive chai'acter. Cocoeius had this id^a

before him when he translated " rex adversarius."

Michaelis {Suppl. ad Lex. Neb.), dissatisfied with

the usual explanations, looked for the true meaning

of Jareb in the Syriac root '•^•-^ , ireb, " to be

great," and for "king Jareb" substituted "the

great king," a title frequently applied to the kings

of Assyria. If it were the proper name of a place,

he says it would denote that of a castle or palace in

which the kings of Assyria resided. But of this

there can be no proof, the name has not descended

to us, and it is better to take it in a symboUcal

sense as indicating the hostile character of Assyria.

That it is rather to be applied to the country than

to the king may he inferred from its standing in

parallelism with Asshur. Such is the opinion of

Fiirst {Handw. s. v.), who illustrates the symliolical

usage by a comparison with IJahab as applied to

Egypt. At the same time he hazards a conjecture

that it may have been an old Assyrian word,

adopted into the Hebrew language, and so modified

as to express an intelligible idea, while retaining

something of its original form. Hitzig {die 12 kl.

Proph.) goes further, and finds in a mixed dialect,

akin to the Assyrian, a,\erhjarbam, which denotes

"to struggle or fight," and jarbech, the ^thiopic

for "a hero or bold warrior;" but it would be

desirable to have more evidence on the point.

Two mystical interpretations, alluded to by Je-

rome as current among commentators in iiis time,

are remarkable for the singularly opposite conclu-

sions at which they arrived ; the one referring the

word to the Devil, the other to Christ. Kivetus

(quoted by Glassius, Philol. Sacr. iv. tr. 3) was of

opinion that the title Jareb or " avenger " was as-

sumed by the powerful king of Assyria, as that of

" Defender of the Faith " by our own monarchs.

W. A. W.

JA'RED ("I^."^ [(lescent, low yround], i. e. Je-

red, as the name is given jn A. V. of Chr., but in

pause T^"*? from which the present form may have

been derived, though more probably from the Vul
gate: 'idpeS, Alex, also laper; N. T. 'idpeS and

[Lachm.] 'idped [Tisch. 'idper] ; Joseph. 'lapeSijs-

.fared), one of the antediluvian patriarchs, the

fifth from Adam ; son of Mahalaleel, and father of

Enoch (Gen. v. 15, 10, 18, 19, 20; Luke iii 37).

In the lists of Chronicles the name is given in tnc

A. V. [as] Jeeed.

JARESI'AH (n^tP!??;^ [tvhom Jehovah

nourishes]: 'lapaaia; [Vat. laaapaia:] Jersin),

a Benjamite, one of the Bene-Jeroham [sons of J.] ;

a chief man of his tribe, but of whom nothing is

recorded (1 Chr. viii. 27).

JAR'HA {^rpil [see at end of the art.J

:

'IcoXTjA: [Comp. 'Upee'; Aid. 'lepoo:] Je»-««), the

Egyptian servant of Slieshan, about the time of

Eli, to whom his master gave his daugliter and

heir in man-iage, and who thus became the founder

of a chief house of the Jerahmeelites, which con-

tinued at least to the time of king Hezekiah, and

b In another place he gives " Jarib ; dyudicans

yel ulciscens " (.tie Nom. Hebr.i
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from which sprung several iUustrious persons « such

as Zabad in tlie reign of David, and Azariah in

the reign of Joash (1 Chr. ii. 31 ff.)- [Azai:iah

5: Zaisad.] It is a matter of somewhat curious

enquiry wliat was the name of Jarha's wife. In

ver. 31 we read "the children of Sheshan, Ahlai,"

and in ver. 34, " Sheshan had no sons, but daugh-

ters." In ver. 35, Sheshan's daughter " bare him

Attai," whose grandson was Zabad ; and in eh. xi.

41, " Zabad the son of Ahlai." Hence some have

imagined tliat Jarha on his marriage with Sheshan's

daughter had the name of Ahlai (interi)reted a

" brother-to-me ") given him by Sheshan, to signify

his adoption into Israel. Others, that Ahlai and

Attai are merely clerical variations of the same

name. Others, that Ahlai was a son of Sheshan,

born after the marriage of his daughter. But the

view which the A. V. adopts, as appears by their

rendering W "^3? i" ^'^r. 31, the children of She-

shan, instead of sons, is undoubtedly the right one,''

namely, that Ahlai is the name of Sheshan's daugh-

ter. Her descendants were called after her, just

as Joab, and Abishai, and Asahel, were always

called " the sons of Zeruiah," and as Abigail stands

at the head of Amasa's pedigree, 1 Chr. ii. 17. It

may be noticed as an undesigned coincidence that

Jarha the Egyptian was living with Sheshan, a Je-

rahmeelite, and that the Jerahmeelites had their

po.ssessions on the side of Judah nearest to Egypt,

1 Sam. xxvii. 10; comp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 20, 21:

Josh. XV. 21; 1 Chr. iv. 18. [Jkkahmeel; Je-

HUDIJAH.] The etymology of Jarha's name is

quite unknown (Ges. Thes. ; Fiirst, Concord., etc.

[in his Worierb., Egyptian] ; Burrington's Ge-

neid. ; Beeston, GeneaL; Hervey's GeneaL, p. 34;

Bertheau, on 1 Chr. ii. 24, &c.). A. C. H.

JA'RIB (n''-}:^ [adhering]: 'Upifi; [Vat.

lapeiV,} A\ex.lapei$- Jiirib). 1. Named in the

list of 1 Chr. iv. 24 only, as a son of Simeon. He
occupies the same place as jAciriN in the parallel

lists of Gen. xlvi., Ex. vi., and Num. xxvi., and

the name is possibly a corruption from that (see

Burrington, i. 55).

2. ['lapi'yS; Vat. Ape^.] One of the "chief

men " (D^tpS"l, " heads " ) who accompanied Ezra

on his journey from Babylon to Jerusalem (Ezr.

viii. 16), whether Levite or layman is not clear.

In 1 Esdras the name is given as .Jokibas.

3. ['lapi'iS; Vat. Aid. 'lapei/j.; FA. loopetfx..]

A priest of the house of Jeshua the son of Jozadak,

who had married a foreign wife, and was compelled

by Ezra to put her away (Ezr. x. 18). In 1 Esdras

the name is Joribus.

4. ('lapi'jS; Alex, loapi^; [Sin. Iccapeifi:] 1

Mace. xiv. 29.) A contraction or corruption of the

name Joaiub, which occurs correctly in ch. ii. 1.

JAR'IMOTH {'lapi/xiie [Vat. -pel-]: Lari-

moth), 1 Esdr. ix. 28. [Jeremoth.]

JAR'MUTH {TVKTi^, [.heiyht, hill]). 1.

CUpifxavO, ['Up/xovO; Vat. in Josh. x. and xii.

-pel-; Alex, in .Josh. xii. 11, lepi/xou; in Neh.,

Vat. Alex. FA.i omit, FA.^ lptij.ov6: Jerimoth,

Jerimuth.]) A town in the Shefdali or low coun-

try of Judah, named with AduUam, Socoh, and

others (Josh. xv. 35). Its king, Piram, was one

« Bortlieau's remark, that none of the persons

named in this long genealogy recur elsewhere, is sin-

gularly misplaced.

JASHEN
of the five who conspired to punish Gibeon for hav-

ing made alliance with Israel (Josh. x. 3, 5), and
who were routed at Beth-horon and put to death
by Joshua at Makkedah (ver. 23). In this narra-

tive, and also in the catalogue of the " royal cities
"

destroyed by Joshua, Jarmuth is named next to

Hebron, which, however, was quite in the moun-
tains. In Neh. xi. 29 it is named as having been
the residence of some of the children of Judah
after the return from captivity. Eusebius and Je-

rome either knew two places of this name, or an
error has crept into tlie text of the Ononiasiicon ;

for under "Jarimuth" they state it to be near

Eshtaol, 4 miles from Eleutheropolis ; while under
"Jirmus" they give it as 10 miles from Eleuther-

opolis, on the road going up to Jerusalem. A site

named Yarmi'ik, with a contiguous eminence called

Tell-Ermiid, was visited by Robinson (ii. 17), and
Van de Velde (ii. 193; Memoir, p. 324). It is

alMut Ii miles from Beit-netif, which again is some
8 miles from Beit-f/ibrin, on the left of the road to

Jerusalem. Shuweikeh (the ancient Socoh) lies on
a neighboring hill. We have yet to discover the

principles on which the topographical divisions of

the ancient Hebrews were made. Was the SheJ'e-

lah — the "low country" — a district which took

its designation from the plain which formed its

major portion, but which extended over some of the

hiU-country ? In the hill-country Jarmuth is un-

doubtedly situated, though specified as in the plain.

Yarmuk has been last visited by Tobler {Zte Wan-
derung, pp. 120, 462, 463).

2. (','; "PefjifidQ; Alex. [Aid.] 'lep^cig: {Jara-

moth.]) A city of Issachar, allotted with its sub-

urbs to the Gershonite Levites (Josh. xxi. 29). In

the specification of the boundaries of Issachar, no

mention is made of Jarmuth (see Josh. xix. 17-23),

but a Remeth is mentioned there (ver. 21); and

in the duplicate list of Levitical cities (1 Chr. vi.

73) Rarioth occupies the place of Jarmuth. The
two names are modifications of the same root, and

might without difficulty be interchanged. This

Jarmuth does not appear to have been yet iden-

tified. [Ramoth.] '

G.

JARO'AH (n'l~l^ [moon] : 'iSal; Alex. ASai';

[Comp. 'lapoue':] Jnra), a chief man of the tribe

of Gad (1 Chr. v. 14).

JAS'AEL ('Iacra^A.os; [Vat.] Alex. A(to-

rjAos: ^sr(6i«s), 1 Esdr. ix. 30. [Siieal.]

JA'SHENdtt'^ [.'!/ee;?m</]: 'Acrdv; [Comi.

'lutreV:] Jassen). Bene-Jashen— "sons of Ja-

shen " — are named in the catalogue of the heroes

of David's guard in 2 Sam. xxiii. 32. In the

Hebrew, as accented by the Masorets, the words

have no necessary coimection with the names pre-

ceding or following them ; but in the A. V. they

are attached to the latter— " of the sons of Jashen,

Jonathan." The passage has every appearance of

being imperfect, and accordingly, in the parallel

list in Chronicles, it stands, " the sons of Hashem
the Gizonite" (1 Chr. xi. 34). Kennicott has

examined it at length (Dissertation, pp. 198-203),

and, on grounds which cannot here be stated, has

shown good cause for believing that a name has

escaped, and that the genuine text was, "of the

Bene-Hashem, Gouni; Jonathan ben-Shamha."

b * This design of the translators is not certain ; foi

the A. V. often renders D'^33 " children," wh«re it

•T
should he " sons." U.
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In the list given by Jerome in his Qacestiones He-

braicoi, Jashen and Jonathan are both omitted.

JA'SHER, BOOK OF ("lt£7»n IpD), or,

as the margin of the A. V. gives it, the book of the

upright, a record alluded to in two passages only

of the 0. T. (Josh. x. 13, and 2 Sam. i. 18), and

consequently the subject of much dispute. The

former passage is omitted in the LXX., while in

the latter the expression is rendered ^i^Kiov rov

euOovs- the Vulgate has liber justorum in both

instances. The i'eshito Syriac in Josh, has " the

book of i)raises or hymns,'''' reading "l^tj^n for

"m7*rT, and a similar transposition will account for

the rendering of the same version in Sam., " the

book of Ashir." The Targum interprets it "the

book of the law," and this is followed by Jarchi,

who gives, as the passage alluded to in Joshua, the

prophecy of Jacob with regard to the future great-

ness of Ephraim (Gen. xlviii. 19), which was ful-

filled when the sun stood still at Joshua's bidding.

The same Rabbi, in his commentary on Samuel,

refers to Genesis '' the book of the upright, Abra-

ham, Isaac, and Jacob," to explain the allusion to

the book of Jasher; and Jerome, while discussing

the etymology of "Israel," which he interprets as

" rectus Dei," " incidentally mentions the fact that

Genesis was called "the book of the just" (liber

Genesis appellatur eudeoiv, id est, justorum), from

its containing the histories of Abraham, Isaac, and

Israel (Comm. in Jes. xliv. 2). The Talmudists

attribute this tradition to R. Johanan. R. Eliezer

thought that by the book of Jasher was signified

the book of Deuteronomy, from the expressions in

Deut. vi. 18, xxxiii. 7, the latter being quoted in

proof of the skill of the Hebrews in archery. In

the opinion of R. Samuel ben Nachman, the book

of Judges was alluded to as the book of Jasher

{Aboda Zara, c. ii. ) ; and that it was the book of

the twelve minor prophets was held by some He-
brew writers, quoted without name by Sixtus Se-

nensis {Bibl. Snnct. lib. ii.). R. Levi ben Gershom
recognizes, though he does not follow, the tradition

given by Jarchi, while Kimchi and Abarbanel adopt

the rendering of the Targum. This diversity of

opinions proves, if it prove nothing more, that no

book was known to have survived which could lay

claim to the title of the book of Jasher.

Josephus, in relating the miracle narrated in

Joshua X., appeals for confirmation of his account

to certain documents deposited in the Temple (^1/;^

V. 1, § 17), and his words are supposed to contain

a covert allusion to the book of Jasher as the source

of his authority. But in his treatise against Apion
(lib. i. ) he says the Jews did not possess myriads

of books, discordant and contradictory, but twenty-

two only; from which Abicht concludes that the

books of Scripture were the sacred books hint«d at

in the former passage, while Masius understood l)y

the same the Amials which were written by the

prophets or by the royal scribes. Theodoret ( Qitast.

xiv. in Jesum Nave) explains the words in Josh.

X. 1-3, which he quotes as rh ^i^Kiov rh e'lpeOeu

(prob. an error for eyfie'j, as he has in Qmvst. iv.

i/i 2 Reg.), as referring to the ancient record from

ivhich the compiler of the book of Joshua derived

the materials of his history, and applies the passage

m 2 Sam. ii. 18 to prove that other documents.

« Dr. Donaldson had overlooked this passage when
h ' i.«iserted that his own analysis of the word " Israel "
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written by the prophets, were made use of in the

composition of the historical books. Jerome, or

rather the author of the Qucesdones Hebraicce,

understood by the book of Jasher the books of

Samuel themselves, inasmuch as they contained the

history of the just prophets, Samuel, Gad, and

Nathan. Another opinion, quoted by Sixtus Se-

nensis, but on no authority, that it was the book of

eternal predestination, is scarcely worth more than

the bare mention.

That the book of Jasher was one of the writings

which perished in the Captivity was held by R.

Levi ben Gershom, though he gives the traditional

explanation above mentioned. His opinion has

been adopted by Junius, Hottinger (Thes. Phil. ii.

2, § 2), and many other modern writers (Wolfii

Bibl. Heb. ii. 223). What the nature of the book

may have been can only be inferred from the two

passages in which it is mentioned and their context,

and, this being the case, there is clearly wide room

for conjecture. The theory of Masius (quoted by

Abicht) was, that in ancient times whatever was

worthy of being recorded for the instruction of pos-

terity, was written in the form of Annals by

learned men, and that among these Annals or

records was the book of Jasher, so called from the

trustworthiness and methodical arrangement of the

narrative, or because it contained tte relation of

the deeds of the people of Israel, who are elsewhere

spoken of under the symbolical name Jeshurun. Of

the later hypothesis Fiirst approves {Handw. s. v.).

Sanctius {Comm. ad 2 Reg. i.) conjectured that it

was a collection of pious hymns written by differ-

ent authors and sung on various occasions, and

that from this collection the Psalter was compiled.

That it was written in verse may reasonably be in-

ferred from the only specimens extant, whicli exhibit

unmistakable signs of metrical rhythm, but that

it took its name from this circumstance is not sup-

ported by etymology. Lowth, indeed {Prwl. pp.

30G, 307), imagined that it was a collection of na-

tional songs, so called because it probably com-

menced with T^ti?'^ TS, dz mshir, " then sang,"

etc., like the song of Moses in Ex. xv. 1; his view

of the question was that of the Syriac and Arabic

translators, and was adopted by Herder. But,

granting that the form of the book was poetical, a

difficulty still remains as to its subject. That the

book of Jasher contained the deeds of national he-

roes of all ages embalmed in verse, among which

David's lament over Saul and Jonathan had an ap-

propriate place, was the opinion of Calovius. A
fragment of a similar kind is thought to appear in

Num. xxi. 14. Gesenius conjectured that it was

an anthology of ancient songs, which acquired its

name, "the book of the just or upright," from

being written in praise of upright men. He quotes

but does not approve, the theory of Dlgen that,

like the Hamasa of the Arabs, it celebrated the

achievements of illustrious warriors, and from this

derived the title of " the book of valor." But the

idea of warlike valor is entirely foreign to the root

ychhar. Dupin contended from 2 Sam. i. 18, that

the contents of the book were of a military nature

;

but Montanus, regarding rather the etymology,

considered it a collection of political and moral pre-

cepts. Abicht, taking the lament of David as a

sample of the whole, maintained that the fragment

had hitherto escaped the notice of all commentitovi

(Joxkar, p. 23).
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quoted in the book of Joshua was part of a funeral

ode composed upon the death of that hero, and
narrating his achievements. At the same time he
lioes not conceive it necessary to suppose that one
book only is alluded to in both instances. It must
be admitted, however, that there is very shght
ground for any conclusion beyond that which af-

fects the form, and that nothing can be confidently

asserted with regard to the contents.

But, though conjecture might almost be thought
to have exhausted itself on a subject so barren of

premises, a scholar of our own day has not despaired

of being able, not only to decide what the book of

.lasher was in itself, but to reconstruct it from the

fragments which, according to his theory, he traces

throughout the several books of the 0. T. In the

preface to bis Jashai; or Fraymenta ArchetyjM
Carminuni Hebraicorum in MaswetMco Veteiis

Testamenti textu passim tessehUa, Dr. Donaldson
advances a scheme for the restoration of this ancient

record, in accordance with his own idea of its scope

and contents. Assuming that, during the tranquil

and prosperous reign of Solomon, an unwonted im-
pulse was given to Hebrew literature, and that the

worshippers of Jehovah were desirous of possessing

something on which their ftiith might rest, the

book of " Jashar," or " uprightness," he asserts,

was written, or rather compiled, to meet this want.

Its object was to show that in the beginning man
was upright, but had by carnal wisdom forsaken

the spiritual law; that the Israelites had been

chosen to preserve and transmit this law of upright-

ness ; that David had been made king for his relig-

ious integrity, leaving the kingdom to his son

Solomon, in whose reign, after the dedication of the

Temple, the prosperity of the chosen people reached

its culminating point. The compiler of the book
was probably Nathan the prophet, assisted perhaps

by Gad the seer. It was thus " the first offspring

of the prophetic schools, and ministered spiritual

food to the greater prophets." Ivejecting, therefore,

the authority of the jMasoretic text, as founded

entirely on tradition, and adhering to his own
theory of the origin and subject of the book of

Jasher, Dr. Donaldson proceeds to show that it

contains the religious marrow of Holy Scripture.

In such a case, of course, absolute proof is not to

be looked for, and it would be impossible here to

discuss what measure of probability should be

assigned to a scheme elaborated with considerable

ingeiuuty. Whatever ancient fragments in the

sacred books of the Hebrews exhibit the nature

of uprightness, celebrate the victories of the true

Israelites, predict their prosperity, or promise future

blessedness, have, according to this theory, a claim

to be considered among the relics of the book of

Jasher. Following such a principle of selection, the

fi-agments fall into seven groups. The first part,

the object of which is to show that man was created

upright (^ty^, yashar), but fell into sin by carnal

wisdom, contains two fragments, an Elohistic and a

Jehovistic, both poetical, the latter being the more
full. The first of these includes Gen. i. 27, 28, vi.

I, 2, 4, 5, viii. 21, vi. 6, 3; the other is made up
of Gen. ii. 7-9, 15-18, 25, iii. 1-19, 21, 2-3, 24.

The second part, consisting of four fragments, shows
how the descendants of Abraham, as being upright

^D^'ntU"), yeshdrun), were adopted by God, while

the neighboring nations were rejected. Fragment

(1) Gen. ix. 18-27; fragment (2) Gen. iv. 2-8,
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8-16; fragment (3) Gen. xvi.1-4, 15, 16, x\ii.

9-10, 18-26, xxi. 1-14, 20, 21 ; fragment (4) Gen.
XXV. 20-34, xxvii. 1-10, 14, 18-20, 25-40, iv. 18,

19, xxvi. 34, xxxvi. 2, iv. 23, 24, xxxvi. 8, xxviii.

9, xxvi. 35, xxvii. 46, xxviii. 1-4, 11-19, xxix. 1,

(fcc, 24,.29, XXXV. 22-20, xxxiv. 25-29, xxxv. 9-14,

15, xxxii. 31. In the third part is related under
the figure of the deluge how the Israelites escaped
from Egypt, wandered forty years in the wilderness,

and finally, in the reign of Solomon, built a temple

to Jehovah. The passages in which this is found
are Gen. vi. 5-14, vii. 6, 11, 12, viii. 6, 7, viii. 8,

12, v. 29, viii. 4; 1 K. vi., viii. 43; Deut. vi. 18;
Ps. V. 8. The three fragments of the fourth part

contain the divine laws to be observed by the up-
right people, and are found (1) Deut. v. 1-22; (2)

vi. 1-5 ; Lev. xix. 18 ; Deut. x. 12-21, xi. 1-5, 7-9

;

(3) viii. 1-3, vi. 6-18, 20-25. The blessings of the

upright and their admonitions are the subject of

the fifth part, which contains the songs of Jacob
(Gen. xlix.), Balaam (Num. xxiii., xxiv.), and Moses
(Deut. xxxii., xxxiii.). The wonderful victories and
deliverances of Israel are celebrated in the sixth

part, in the triumphal songs of Moses and Miriam
(Ex. XV. 1-19), of Joshua (Josh. x. 12-13), and of

Deborah (Judg. v. 1-20). The seventh is a col-

lection of various hymns composed in the reigns

of David and Solomon, and contains David's song
of triumph over Goliath (1 Sam. ii. 1-10); « his

lament for Saul and Jonathan (2 Sam. i. 19-27),
and for Abner (2 Sam. iii. 33, 34); his psalm of

thanksgiving (Ps. xviii., 2 Sam. xxii.) ; his triumphal
ode on the conquest of the Edomites (Ps. Ix.), and
his prophecy of Jlessiah's kingdom (2 Sam. xxiii.

1-7), together with Solomon's epithalamium (Ps.

xlv.), and the hymn sung at the dedication of the

Temple (Ps. Ixviii.).

Among the many strange results of this arrange-

ment, Shem, Ham, and Japhet are no longer the

sons of Noah, who is Israel under a figure, but of

Adam; and the circumstances of Noah's life related

in Gen. ix. 18-27 are transferred to the latter.

Cain and Abel are the sons of Shem, Abraham is

the son of Abel, and Esau becomes Lamech the son
of Methuselah.

There are also extant, under the title of " the

Book of Jasher," two Kabbinical works, one a moral
treatise, written in A. d. 1394 by K. Shabbatai
Carnmz Levita, of which a copy in MS. exists in

the Vatican Library ; the other, by R. Tham, treats

of the laws of the Jews in eighteen chapters, and
was printed in Italy in 1544, and at Gracow in

1586. An anonymous work, printed at Venice and
Prague in 1625, and said to have made its first

appearance at Naples, was believed by some Jews
to be the record alluded to in Joshua. It contains

the historical narratives of the Pentateuch, Joshua,

and Judges, with many fabulous additions. K.

Jacob translated it into German, and printed his

version at Frankfort on the Maine in 1674. It is

said in the preface to the 1st ed. to have been dis-

covered at the destruction of Jerusalem, by Sidrus,

one of the oflBcers of Titus, who, while searching a

house for the purpose of plunder, found in a secret

chamber a vessel containing the books of the Law,
the Prophets, and Hagiographa, with many others,

which a venerable man was reading. Sidrus tooi

the old man under his protection and built for him

« * The song in 1 Sam. ii. 1-10 is not David's, bus

Hannah's thanksgiving song for the birth of Samuel
U.
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a house at Seville, where the books were safely

deposited. The book in question is probably the

production of a Spanish Jew of the 13th century

(Abicht, De Libr. Ecctl, in Thes. Nov. Theol.-PhU.

i. 525-534). A clumsy forgery in Englisli, which

first appeared in 1751 under the title of " the Book

of Jasher," deserves notice solely for the unmerited

success with which it was palmed oft" upon the

public. It professed to be a translation from the

Hebrew into English by Alcuin of Britain, who

discovered it in Persia during his pilgrimage. It

wa.s reprinted at Bristol in 1827, and was again

published in 1833, in each case accompanied by a

fictitious commendatory note by Wicklifte. [On this

forgery, see Home's Introduction^ iv. 741 ft'., 10th

ed. — A.] W. A. W.

JASHO'BEAM i'O'S'DW) {the people, re-

turn] : 'lecre/SaSa, [2o/3o/ca/i, 'I(r/3oaC (^^*'-

2o/3aA.); Alex, la-^aa/j., Utr^aafx., I(r/3oaju:] Jes-

baam^ {Jesboani] ). Possibly one and the same

follower of David, bearing this name, is described

as a Hachmonite (1 Chr. xi. 11), a Korhite (1 Chr.

xii. 6), and son of Zabdiel (1 Chr. xxvii. 2). He
came to David at Ziklag. His distinguishing ex-

ploit was that he slew 300 (or 800, 2 Sam. xxiii. 8)

men at one time. He is named first among the

chief of the mighty men of David (1 Chr. xi. 11);

and he was set over the first of the twelve monthly

courses of 24,000 men who served the king (xxvii.

2). In 2 Sam. xxiii. 8, his name seems to be

erroneously transcribed, H^t^? ^^'^ (A. V.

" that sat in the seat "), instead of Dl^^tt?'^ ; and" T : T T
in the same place " Adino the Eznite" is possibly

a corruption either of 'irT'SnTlM "T^'"^37, " he

lift up his spear " (1 Chr. xi. 11), or, as Gesenius

conjectures, of ID^!!?'^ ^2^^N which he trans-

lates, " he shook itj even his spear." [Ezmte.]
W. T. B.

JA'SHUB {'Zl^W^ \lie tcho returns] : in the

Cetib of 1 Chr. vii. 1 it is S^ti?"' ; in the Samaritan

Cod. of Num. xxvi. 2ti7V : 'lacrovfi; [Vat. in 1

Chr., laffffovp'] J<(Sith). 1. The third son of

Issachar, and founder of the family of the Jashubites

(Num. xxvi. 24; 1 Chr. vii. 1). In the hst of Gen.

xlvi. the name is given (possibly in a contracted or

erroneous form, Ges. Thes. p. 583) as Job; but in

the Samaritan Codex— followed by the LXX. —
Jashub.

2. [Vat. ASamo-ouS, FA. Aaao-ouS, by union

with the preceding word.] One of the sons of Bani,

a layman in the time of Ezra, who had to put away
his foreign wife (Ezr. x. 29). In Esdras the name
13 Jasubus.

JASH'UBI-LE'HEM (DOb '•^tt?^, in

some copies '7 ''Stt?'' [see below] : koI a.TTe<TTpey\iev

avTovs, in both MSS. : et qui reversi sunt in

Lahem), a person or a place named among the

descendants of Shelah, the son of Judah by Bath-

shua the Canaanitess (1 Chr. iv. 22). The name
does not occur again. It is probably a place, and

we should infer from its connection with Maresha

and Chozeba— if Chozeba be Chezib or Achzib —
that it lay on the western side of the tribe, in or

near the SheJ'elah. The Jewish explanations of

this and the following verse are very curious. They
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may be seen in Jerome's Qiia'st. Hebr. on this

passage, and, in a slightly difterent form, in the

Targum on the Chronicles (ed. Wilkins, 2i», 30).

The mention of Moab gives the key to the whole.

Chozeba is Elimelech ; Joash and Saraph are

Mahlon and Chilion, who "had the dominion in

Moab" from marrying the two Moabite damsels:

Jashubi-Lehem is Naomi and Uuth, who returned

(Jashubi, from 12^127, "to return") to bread, or

to Beth-lehem, after the famine: and the "ancient

words " point to the book of Kuth as the source of

the whole. G.

JA'SHUBITES, THE C^ntt^^H [patro

nyni.] ; Samaritan, ''3Ii7"''^n : d ^laaov^i [Vat.

-fiei] : J'amilia Jasubitarum). The family founded

by Jashub the son of Issachar (Num. xxvi. 24).

[Jashub, 1.]

JA'SIEL (bSl'^i271?l [6W creates] : 'leo-o-j^A;

[Vat. Eo-(r€i7j\ ; FA. Eo-eiTjA. ;] Alex. Eo-trirjA.

:

Jasiel), the last named on the increased list of

David's heroes in 1 Chr. xi. 47. He is described

as the Mesobaite. Nothing more is known of

him.

JA'SON Clacrcov), a common Greek name
which was frequently adopted by Hellenizing Jews
as the equivalent of Jesus, Joshua {'irjcrovs', comp.

Joseph. Ant. xii. 5, § 1)," probably with some ref-

erence to its supposed connection with iacrBai (i- e.

the Healer). A parallel change occurs in Alcimus

(Eliakim): while Nicolaus, Dosllheus, Menelaus,

etc., were direct translations of Hebrew names.

1. Jason the son of Elkazau (cf. Ecclus. 1.

27, ^lyfffovs vlhs "Zipax 'EAea^ap, Cod. A.) was
one of the coihmissioners sent by Judas IMaccabfeus

to conclude a treaty with the liomans n. c. Ifil

(1 IMacc. viii. 17; Joseph. Ant. xii. 10, § C).

2. Jason the fatheu ok Antipatei!, who
was an envoy to Rome at a later period (1 Mace,
xii. 16, xiv. 22), is probably the same person as

No. 1.

3. Jason of Cyrene, a Jewish historian who
wrote " in five books " a history of the Jewish war
of liberation, which supplied the chief materials for

the second book of the Maccabees. [2 M.\c-
CABEE8.] His name and the place of his residence

seem to mark .Jason as a Hellenistic Jew, and it is

probable on internal grounds that his history wis
written in Greek. This narrative included the ware
under Antiochus Eupator, and he must therefove

have written after b. c. 162; Ijut nothing more is

known of him than can be gathered from 2 Mace,
ii. 19-23.

4. [In 2 Mace. iv. 13, Alex. Eiao-oji'.] • J.iSON
THE High-Priest, the second son of Simon II.,

and brother of Onias HI., who succeeded in obtain-

ing the high-priesthood from Antiochus Epiphanes

(c. 175 B. c. ) to the exclusion of his elder brother

(2 Mace. iv.'7-2G; 4 Mace. iv. 17; Joseph. Ant.

xii. 5, § 1). He labored in every way to introduce

Greek customs among the people, and that with

great success (2 Mace. iv. ; Joseph. /. c). In order

to give permanence to the changes which he de-

signed, he established a gymnasium at Jerusalem,

and even the priests neglected their sacred functions

to take part in the games (2 Mace. iv. i), 14), and at

« Jason and Jesus cccur together as Jewish namea
in the history of Aristeas (Hody, De Text. p. vii.).
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last he went so far as to send a deputation to the

Tyrian games in honor of Hercules. [Hercules.]

After three years (cir. b. c. 172) he was in turn

supplanted in the king's favor by his own emissary

Menelaus [Menelaus], who obtained the office of

iiigh-priest from Antiochus by the offer of a larger

bribe, and was forced to take refuge among the

Ammonites (2 Mace. iv. 26). On a report of the

death of Antiochus (c. 170 b. c.) he made a violent

attempt to recover his power (2 Mace. v. 5-7), but

was repulsed, and again fled to the Ammonites.

Afterwards he was compelled to retire to Egypt,

and thence to Sparta, whither he went in the hope

of receiving protection " in virtue of his being con-

nected with them by race" (2 Mace. v. 9; comp.

1 Mace. xii. 7; Frankel, Monatsschrift, 1853, p.

450), and there "perished in a strange land" (2

Jlacc. I. c. ; of. Dan. xii. 30 ff.; 1 Mace. i. 12 ff.).

B. F. W.
5. Jason the Thessalonian, who entertained

Paul and Silas, and was in consequence attacked by

the Jewish mob (Acts xvii. 5, 6, 7, 9). He is

probably the same as the .lason mentioned in IJom.

xvi. 21, as a companion of the Apostle, and one of

his kinsmen or fellow-tribesmen. Lightfoot con-

jectured that Jason and Secundus (Acts xx. 4)

were the same. W. A. W.

JASPER (nptrV Iticrnts-- j(ispis), a pre-

cious stone frequently noticed in Scripture. It

was the last of the twelve inserted in the high-

priest's breastplate (Ex. xxviii. 20, xxxix. 13), and

the first of the twelve used in the foundations of

the new Jerusalem (liev. xxi. 19): the difference in

the order seems to show that no eml)leniatical im-

portance was attached to that feature. It was the

stone employed in the superstructure {iuSSfiriais)

of the wall of the new Jerusalem (Rev. xxi. 18).

It further appears among the stones which adorned

the king of Tyre (Ez. xxviii. 13). Lastly, it is the

emblematical image of the glory of the Divine

Being (Rev. iv. 3). The characteristics of the

stone, as far as they are specified in Scripture

(Rev. xxi. 11), are that it was " most precious," and

"like crystal " {Kpv<TTa\\l(aiv) ; not exactly " clear

as crystal," as in A. V., but of a crystal hue; the

term is applied to it in this sense by Dioscorides

(v. 160 ; \ldos Idavis, 6 fiev ris icrri (TfiapaySi-

(uiv, o 5e KpvffTaWiihrjs) we may also infer from

Rev. iv. 3, that it was a stone of brilliant and trans -

parent light. The stone which we name "jasper
"

does not accord with this description: it is an

opaque species of quartz, of a red, yellow, green,

or mixed In'ownish-yellow hue, sometimes striped

and sometimes spotted, in no respect j)resenting

the characteristics of the crystal. 'J'he only feature

in the stone which at all accords with the Scriptu-

ral account is that it admits of a high poMsh, and

this appears to be indicated in the Hebrew name.

With regard to the Hebrew term, the LXX. and

Vulg. render it by the "onyx" and " beryl " re-

spectively, and represent the jasper by the term

yahalom (A. V. "emerald"). There can be no

doubt that the diamond would more adequately

answer to the description in the book of Revela-

tion, and unless that beautiful and valuable stone

is represented by the Hebrew ynshpheh and the

Greek idains, it does not appear at all in the pas-

sages quoted; for the term rendered "diamond"
in Ex. xxviii. 18 really refers to the emerald. We
are disposed to think, therefore, that though the

names yashph'ih, idatris, and jasjJtr are identical,

JATTIR

the stones may have been different, and that the
diamond is meant. [See Chalcedony.]

W. L. B.

JASU'BUS Clao-oDSos: Jamb), 1 Esdr. ix

30. [Jashub, 2.]

JA'TAL ('AT£{p, both MSS.; [rather, Rom.
Alex.; Vat. is corrupt; Aid. 'laraA:] Azer), 1

Esdr. V. 28; but whence was the form in A. V.
adopted? [From the Aldine edition, after the

Genevan version and the Bishops' Bible. A.]
[Ater, 1.]

JATH'NIEL (^W'^^n;: [whom God bestmcsy.

'Ievov7]A'- Alex. Naflam; [Comp. 'laeai'aTjA; Aid.

T<!a6averi\ :] Jothanael), a Korhite Eevite, and a
doorkeeper (A. V. " porter ") to the house of Jeho-

vah, i. e. the tabernacle ; the fourth of the family

of Meshelemiah (1 Chr. xxvi. 2).

JAT'TIR CT^n.^ in Josh. xv. 48; elsewhere

~in^ [eminent, extraordinary] : 'ItOep, AiKcifi.,

Ttedv, 'Uedp [Vat. ueOap]; Alex. UOep, Eiedep--

Jeilier), a town of Judah in the mountain district

(Josh. XV. 48), one of the group containing Socho,

Eshtemoa, etc. ; it was among the nine cities which
with their suburbs were allotted out of Judah to

the priests (xxi. 14; 1 Chr. vi. 57), and was one

of the places in the south in which David used to

haunt in .his freebooting days, and to his friends in

which, he sent gifts from the spoil of the enemies

of Jehovah (1 Sam. xxx. 27). By Eusebius and
Jerome (Onomasticon, Jether) it is spoken of as a
very large place in the middle of Daroma, near

Malatba, and 20 miles from Eleutheropolis. It is

named by hap-Parchi, the Jewish traveller; but

the passage is defective, and little can be gathered

from it (Zunz in Asher's Benj. (*/' Tudela, ii. 442)

By Robinson (i. 494-95) it is identified with ''Attir,

6 miles N. of Molada, and 10 miles S. of Hebron,

and having the probable sites of Socho, Eshtemoa,

and other southern towns within short distances.

This identification may be accepted, notwithstand-

ing the discrepancy in the distance of \Attir from

Eleutheropolis (if Beit-Jibrin be Eleutheropolis)

— which is by road nearer 30 than 20 Roman
miles. We may suspect an error in the text of the

Onomast., often very coiTupt; or Eusebius may
have confounded 'Attir with Jiitta, which does lie

exactly 20 miles from B. Jihiin. And it is by no

means absolutely proved that B. Jibrin is Eleuther-

opolis. Robinson notices that it is not usual for

the Jod with which Jattir commences to change

into the Ain of 'Attir {Bibl. Jies. i. 494, note).

The two Ithrite heroes of David's guard were

probably from Jattir, living memorials to him of

his early difficulties. G.

* Ruins still exist on the ancient site. " It is sit-

uated on a green knoll, in an amphitheatre of brown

rocky hills, studded with natural caves. . . . We
counted upwards of thirty arched crypts . . . some

larger and some shorter; but most of them without

end walls, and having perhaps been merely passages

or streets with houses over them. The arches are

round, slightly domed, or sometimes a little pointed,

built of .well-dressed stones, generally two or three

feet square. Those which had the gable ends in-

tact had square beveled doorways, at one end flat-

headed, about 6 feet high, and 3^ feet wide. The
tunnels are generally 18 or 20 feet long, though I

measured one upwards of 40 feet. Some ancient

car\'ings remain on the doorways. . . . On the
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Bide of the hill lay the under stone of a very large

oil press— an undeniable evidence of the existence

of olive-trees of old, where neither trace of tree or

shrub remains. In several places we could perceive

the ancient terracing in the hills, and there were

many wells, all run dry, and partially choked with

rubbish. The eastern face of the knoll consisted

chiefly of natural caves once used as dwellings,

enlarged, and with outside extensions of arched

cvyi)U in front. . . . The only modern building in

sight was a little Wely, or tomb of a Moslem

saint, on the crest of the hill" (Tristram, Laiid

of Israel, p. 388 f., 2d ed.). H.

JA'VAN ("JV : 'icovav; [in Is. and Ez., 'EA.-

Aas; in Dan. and Zech."EAA.r;;'ey: Orcecla, Grieci]

Jiivan). 1. A son of Japheth, and the father of

Elishah and Tarshish, Kittim and Dodanim (Gen.

X. 2, 4). The name appears in Is. Ixvi. 19, where

it is coupled with Tarshish, Pul, and Lud, and

more particularly with Tubal and the " isles afar

off," as representatives of the Gentile world: again

in Ez. xxvii. 1-3, where it is coupled witli Tubal

and Meshech, as carrying on considerable connnerce

with the Tyrians, who imported from these coun-

tries slaves and brazen ve.«sels: in Dan. viii. 21, x.

20, xi. 2, in reference to the Macedonian empire;

and lastly in Zech. ix. 1-3, in reference to the Groeco-

Syrian empire." From a comparison of these vari-

ous passages there can be no doulit that Javan was

regarded as the representative of the Greek race

:

the similarity of the name to that branch of the

Hellenic family with which the Orientals were best

acquainted, namely, the lonians, particularly in the

older form in which their name appears {'idwv), is

too close to be regarded as accidental : and the oc-

currence of the name in the cuneiform inscriptions

of the time of Sargon (about b. c. 709), in the

form of Ynvnan or Yiman, as descriptive of the

isle of Cyprus, where the Assyrians first came in

contact with the power of the Greeks, further

shows that its use was not confined to the Hebrews,

but was widely spread throughout the East. The
name was probably introduced into Asia by the

Phoenicians, to whom the lonians were naturally

better known than any other of the Hellenic races,

on account of their commercial activity and the

high prosperity of their towns on the western coast

of Asia Minor. The extension ot the name west-

ward to the general body of the Greeks, as they

became known to the Hebrews through the Phceni-

cians, was but a natural process, analogous to that

which we have already had to notice in the case of

Chittim. It can hardly be imagined that the early

Hebrews themselves had any actual acquaintance

with the Greeks: it is, however, worth mentioning

as illustrative of the communication which existed

between tlie Greeks and the East, that among the

artists who contributed to the ornamentation of

Esarhaddon's palaces the names of se\eral Greek

artists apjiear in one of the inscriptions (Rawlin-

son's fhrotl. i. 483). At a later period the He-
brews must have gained considerable knowletlge of

the Greeks through the Egyptians. Psammetichus

(b. c. 604-010) employed lonians and Carians as

mercenaries, and showed them so much favor that

the war-caste of Egypt forsook him in a body : the

Greeks were settled near Bubastis. in a part of the

country with which the Jews were familiar {Ilerod.
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ii. 154). The same policy was followed by the

succeeding monarchs, especially Amasis (571-525),

who gave the Greeks Naucratis as a cpmmercial

emporium. It is tolerably certain that any infor-

mation which the Hebrews acquired in relation to

the Greeks must have been through the indirect

means to which we have adverted: the Greeks

themselves were very slightly acquainted with the

southern coast of Syria until the invasion of Alex-

ander the Great. The earliest notices of Palestine

occur in the works of Hecatiieus (u. C. 549-.f80),

who mentions only the two towns Canytis and Car-

dytus; the next are in Herodotus, who describes

the country as Syria Palsestina, and notices inci-

dentally the towns Ascalon, Azotus, Ecbatana

(Batansea?), and Cadytis, the same as the Canytis

of Hecataeus, probably Gaza. These towns were

on the border of Egypt, with the exception of the

uncertain Ecbatana; and it is therefon highly

probable that no Greek had, down to this late pe-

riod, travelled through Palestine.

2. [Rom. Vat. Alex, omit; Comp. ^laovdv.

Aid. ^Iwvdv'- Grmcia.'] A town in the southern

part of Arabia (Yemen), whither the Phoenicians

traded (Ez. xxvii. 19): the connection with Uzal

decides in favor of this place rather than Greece,

as in the Vulg. The same place may be noticed

in Joel iii. G : the parallelism to the Sabseans in

ver. 8, and the fact that the Phcenicians bought

instead of selling slaves to the Greeks (Ex. xxvii.

13), are in favor of this view. W. L. B.

*JA'VAN, SONS OF (D'^^Vn ''a?:

vioi tS>v 'E\\7]uuiv\filii Gnecorwn), in the A. V.,

" the Grecians," and in the margin, "sons of the

Grecians," Joel iii. 6 (iv. G Hebr.). That the loni-

ans or Greeks are meant in this passage of .Joel,

and not a place or tribe in Arabia (see J.vvan, 2),

is the generally adopted view of scholars (Ilitzig,

Hiivernick, Riietschi, Delitzsch). According to

this supposition, it is true, the Sidonians and Tyr-

ians are said by Joel to sell their Jewish captives

to the Greeks, and by Ezekiel (xxvii. 13), to pur-

chase slaves, probably among them Greek slaves, from

the Greeks themselves. The one statement, how-

ever, does not exclude the other. The traffic of

the Phoenician slave-dealers, like that of modern

slave-dealers, would consist almost inevitably of

both the buying and selling of slaves. Greek

female slaves were in great request among the ori-

ental nations, especially the Persians (see Herod.

iii. 134), and Tyre and Sidon were the ports to

which they would naturally be brought in the pros-

ecution of this trade. The Greeks loved liberty

for themselves, but, especially in the ante-historic

times to which Joel belonged, were not above en-

slaving and selling those of their own race for the

sake of gain. On the other hand, it is notorious

that the Greeks at all periods were accustomed to

capture or buy men of other nations as slaves,

either for their own use, or to sell them to foreign-

ers. On the slave-traffic of the Phoenicians and

the Greeks, see the statements of Dr. Pusey, Joel,

p. 134 f.

The name of the Arabian Javan (F-z. xxvii. 19)

had no doubt the same origin as the Ionian or

Greek Javan. But what that origin was is not

certain. Some conjecture that Javan in Arabia

was originally a Greek colony which had gonf

a * The A. V. haa " Javan " in all the passages re-

ferred to except those in Daniel, where it is " Grecia,"

and Zech. ix. 13, where it is "Greece," while in Amos

ill. 6 (which also belongs here) it is " Grecians." H.
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thither by the way of Egypt at an early period,

and hence were known from the country whence

they emigrated (Tuch, Genesis, p. 210 f., and Hii-

vernick, Kzechiel, p. 469). Some thhik that Javan

(as an Indo-Germanic word, Sansk. juvan, conip.

juvenis) meant "new" or "young," and was ap-

plied to the later or new branches of this Indo-

Germanic stock in the west as distinguislied from

the old parent-stock in the remoter east. (See

Kiietschi in Herzog's Iteal-Encijk. vi. 432, and

Pott, Etijinol. Forscliungen, i. xli.) Javan in the

ethnographic table (Gen. x. 4) may be taken, if

necessary, as the name of the race, and not of its

founder, and thus, consistently both with the view

last stated, and with history, the lonians or Greeks

are said to spring from the Japheth branch of

Noah's family. All the modern researches in eth-

nography and geography, as Ritter has remarked,

tend more and more to confirm this " table of the

nations " in the 10th ch. of Genesis. H.

JAVELIN. [Arms.]

JA'ZAR (^ 'laC'^p; [so Sin.; Comp. ra^rjo;

Alex. la^Tjj/: Gazer), 1 Mace. v. 8. [.Jaazer.]

JA'ZER ['laC^ip; 2 Sam., 'EAte'C«p; ^'^'^- ^°

2 Sam. EAia{7)j; in 1 Chr., Vat. Ta^ep, Pia^Tjp

(Alex. ra(rip): Jazer, Jaser, Jezei-], Num. xxxii.

1, 3; Josh. xxi. 39; 2 Sam. xxiv. 5; 1 Chr. vi. 81,

xxvi. 31; Is. xvi. 8, 9; Jer. xlviii. 32. [Jaazer.]

JA'ZIZ (T^^T^ [shining, bnllinnt]: 'la^O ['^^t-

la^etCO A'ex. IwaCiC- Jnziz), a Ilagarite who

had charge of the " flocks," i. e. the sheep and

goats OS-!Jn), of king David (1 Chr. xxvii. 31),

which were probably pastured on the east of Jor-

dan, in the nomad country where the forefathers

of Jaziz had for ages roamed (comp. ver. 19-22).

JE'AKIM, MOUNT (Dny|'-~in: ttSki?

'lapiv, [Vat. lapeiu;] Alex, lapin- Mons Jarim),

a place named in specifying the northern boundary

of Judah (Josh. xv. 10). The boundarji ran from

Mount Seir to "the shoulder of Jlount Jearim,

which is Cesalon " — that is, Cesalon was the

landmark on the mountain. Kesln stands, 7 miles

due west of Jerusalem, " on a high point on the

north slope of the lofty ridge between Wady Ghurdh

and W. Ismail. The latter of these is the south-

western continuation of W. Beit Hanina, and the

former runs parallel to and northward of it, and

they are separated by this ridge, which is probably

Mount Jearim" (Kob. iii. 154). If Jearim be

taken as Hebrew it signifies " forests." Forests

in our sense of the word there are none : but we

have the testimony of the latest traveller that

" such thorough woods, both for loneliness and

obscurity, he had not seen since he left Germany "

(Tobler, Wanderung, 18.57, p. 178). Kirjath-

Jearim (if that be Kuriet el-Enab) is only 2h

miles off to the northward, separated by the deep

and wide hollow of Wady Ghurab. [Chesalon.]
G.

JEAT'ERAI [3 syl.] (''"I'n^^ \}"hom Je-

hovah leads']: 'Udpl [Vat. -pei] : Jethrai), a Ger-

shonite Levite, son of Zerah (1 Chr. vi. 21); appa-

rently the head of his family at the time that the

service of the Tabernacle was instituted by David

(comp. ver. 31). In the reversed genealogy of the

descendants of Gershom, Zerah's son is stated as

Ethni (^3nS, ver. 41). The two names have

JEBUS
quite similarity enough to allow of the one being

a corruption of the other, though the fact Ls not

ascertainable.

JEBERECHI'AH (^n^?':^?':,with the final

u \ichom Jehwah blesses]: Bapax'<w= Barachias),

father of a certain Zechariah, in the reign of Ahaz,
mentioned Is. viii. 2. As this form occurs nowhere
else, and both the LXX. and Vulgate have Bere-
chiah, it is probably only an accidental corruption.

Possibly a "* was in some copy by mistake attached

to the preceding ^2, so as to make it plural, and

thence was transferred to the following word, Bere-

chiah. Berechiah and Zechariah are both common
names among the priests (Zech. i. 1). These are

not the Zacharias and Barachias mentioned as

father and son, Matt, xxiii. 35, as it is certain that

Zechariah, the son of Jehoiada, in the reign of Joash,

is there meant. They may, however, be of the

same family; and if Berechiah was the father of

the house, not of the individuals, the same person

might be meant in Is. viii. 2 and Matt, xxiii.

35. It is singular that Josephus {B. J. iv. 5, § 4)

mentions another Zacharias, son of Baruch, who
was slain by the Jews in the Temple shortly before

the last siege of Jerusalem began. (See Whiston's

note, ad foe.) A. C. H.

JE'BUS (D^i^ [see infra]: 'U^ovs' Jebus),

one of the names of Jerusalem, the city of the Jeb-

usites, also called Jehusi. It occurs only twice:

first in connection with the journey of the Levite

and his unhappy concubine from Bethlehem to

Gibeah (Judg. xix. 10, 11); and secondly, in the

narrative of the capture of the place by David in 1

Chr. xi. 4, 5. In 2 Sam. v. 6-9 the name Jerusa-

lem is employed. By Gesenius
(
Thes. 189, D^2)

and Fiirst (Hamlwb. 477) Jebus is interpreted to

mean a place dry or down-trodden like a threshing-

floor; an interpretation which by Ewald (iii. 155)

and Stanley (S. tf P. p. 177) is taken to prove that

Jebus must have been the southwestern hill, the

"dry rock" of the modern Zion, and "not the

Mount Moriah, the city of Solomon, in whose centre

arose the peremiial spring." But in the great un-

certainty which attends these ancient names, this

is, to say the least, very doubtful. Jebus was the

city of the Jebusites. Either the name of the town
is derived from the name of the tribe, or the reverse.

If the former, then the interpretation just quoted

falls to the ground. If the latter, then the origin

of the name of Jebus is thrown back to the very

beginning of the Canaanite race— so far at any

rate as to make its connection with a Hebrew root

extremely uncertain. G.

* Jebus and Jerusalem need not be imderstood

as interchangeable or coextensive names in 2 Sam.
V. 6, but differing only as a part from the whole,

Uke Zion and Jerusalem in Joel ii. 32 (iii. 5, Hebr.).

For evidence that Jebus was the southwest hill,

afterward called Mount Zion or the City of David,

see Dr. Wolcott's addition to Jerusalem (Amer.

ed.). It has seemed hitherto almost incredible that

the Jebusites could have kept this acropolis for so

long a time, while the Hebrews dwelt almost under

its shadow (Judg. i. 21). Recent excavations have

thrown light on this singular fact. Jebus was a

place of extraordinary strength; for though Zion

appears at present almost on a level with some

parts of the city, it is now proved beyond a ques-
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tion that it. was originally an isolated summit, pre-

cisely as implied in tlie account of its capture by

David. It was protected not only by the deep

ravine of Hinnom on the south and west, and the

Tyropoeon on the east, liut by a valley which ran

from the Jciffii gate to the Tyropteon on the north

side of the mount. This last valley has been laid

bare, showing at different points a depth of 26 and

33 feet below the present surface, and in one in-

stance a depth of nearly 80 feet below the brow of

Zion. At one spot a fragment of the ancient

northern rampart of Zion was l)rought to light.

" It was built close against the cliff, and though

only rising to the top of the rock behind, it was

yet 39 feet high toward the ravine in front"

{Recent Researches in Jerusalem, reprinted from

the British Quarterly Review, October, 1867, in the

llieol. Eclectic, v. 393 ; and Ordnance Survey of
Jerusalem, p. 61, Lond. 1865). It is not surprising,

therefore, that the subjugation of this stronghold

should be reserved for the prowess of David, and be

recorded as one of his greatest exploits (2 Sam.

V. 6-8).

The occurrence of this name in the account of

the Levite's homeward journey (Judg. xi.\. 10 ff.)

suggests a remark or two on the local allusions

which occur in the narrative. Jebus or Jerusalem

is a short 2 hours from Bethlehem, and hence, the

party leaving the latter place somewhat late in the

afternoon (as appears more clearly from the Hebrew

than in the A. V., see Judg. xix. 9, 11), they would

be off against Jebus near the close of the day, as

stated in ver. 11. Their journey lay along the

west side of that city : and this may be a reason

why it is spoken of as Jebus rather than Jerusalem.

The servant proposed that they should remain here

over night, as the time now left was barely sufficient

to enable them to reach the next halting-place.

But the Levite objected to this, and insisted that

they should proceed further and lodge either in

Gibeah or in llamah, an association of the places

which implies that the}' were near each other and

on the route of the travellers. One of these exists

still under its ancient name Er-Rum, and the other,

such explorers as Robinson, Van de Velde, Porter,

identify with Tukil el-Fid: both of them on

heights which overlook the road, nearly opposite

each other, 2^ or 3 hours further north from Jebus.

Accordingly we read that as the Leyite and his

company drew near Gibeah "the sun went down
upon them," in precise accordance with the time

and the distance. Here occurred the horrible crime

which stands almost without a parallel in Jewish

history. Shiloh was the Levite's destination, and

on the morrow, pursuing still further this northern

road, he would come in a few hours to that seat

of the Tabernacle, or " house of the Lord," as it is

called, ver. 18. H.

JEB'USI {^^^'y!T\= theJebusite: 'U^ovcral,

le/SoDs, [so Tisch. ; irj/8oCs, Holmes, Bos; Alex.

le^uusO Jebuscius, [./c-6«.s]), the name employed

for the city of Jebus, only in the ancient document

describing the landmarks and the towns of the

allotment of Judah and Benjamin (.Tosh. xv. 8,

xviii. 16, 28). In the first and last place the ex-

planatory words, "which is Jerusalem," are added.

In the first, however, our translators have given it

as " the Jebusite."

^. parallel to this mode of designating the town

by its inhabitants is found in this very list in
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Zemaraim (xviii. 22), Avim (23), Ophni (24), and

Japhletite (xvi. 3), &c. G.

JEBUSITE, JEB'USITES, THE. Al-

though these two forms are indiscriminately em-

ployed in the A. V., yet in the original the name,

whether applied to individuals or to the nation, is

never found in the plural; always singular. The

usual form is "^D^^^n ; but in a few places —
namely, 2 Sam. v. 6, xxiv. 16, 18; 1 Chr. xxi. 18

only— it is "*P?'!n. Without the article, '^p^^^

it occurs in 2 Sam. v. 8 ; 1 (Jhr. xi. 6 ; Zech. ix. 7.

In the two first of these the force is much increased

by removing the article introduced in the A. V.,

and reading "and smiteth a Jebusite." We do

not hear of a progenitor to the tribe, but the name

which would have been his, had he existed, has

attached itself to the city in which we meet with

the Jebusites in historic times. [Jehus.] The

LXX. give the name 'leffovrralos; [in Judg. xix.

11, 'IfjSoucri, Vat. -ffnv, in Ezr. ix. 1, ^UPovffl,

Vat. Alex, -aei:] Vulg. Jebusceus.

1. According to the table in Genesis x. " the

Jebusite" is the third son of Canaan. His place

in the list is between Heth and the Amorites (Gen.

X. 16; 1 Chr. i. 14), a position which the tribe

maintained long after (Num. xiii. 29; Josh. xi. 3);

and the same connection is traceable in the words

of Ezekiel (xvi. 3, 45), who addresses Jerusalem as

the fruit of the union of an Ainorite with a Hittite.

But in the formula by which the Promised Land

is so often designated, the Jebusites are uniformly

placed last, which may have arisen from their small

number, or their quiet disposition. See Gen. xv.

21 ; Ex. iii. 8, 17, xiii. 5, xxiii. 23, xxxiii. 2, xxxiv.

11; Deut. vii. 1, xx. 17; Josh. iii. 10, ix. 1, xii.

8, xxiv. 11 ; 1 K. ix. 20 ; 2 Chr. viii. 7 ; Ezr. ix.

1; Neh. ix. 8.

2. Our first glimpse of the actual people is in

the invaluable report of the spies— " the Hittite,

and the Jebusite, and the Amorite dwell in the

mountain" (Num. xiii. 29). This w.as forty years

before the entrance into Palestine, but no change

in their habitat had been made in the interval; for

when Jabin organized his rising against Joshua he

sent amongst others " to the Amorite, the Hittite,

the Perizzite, and the Jebusite in the mountain "

(Josh. xi. 3). A mountain-tribe they were, and a

mountain-tribe they remained. "Jebus, which is

Jerusalem," lost its king in the slaughter of Beth-

horon (Josh. x. 1, 5, 26; comp. xii. 10) — was

sacked and burnt by the men of Judah (Judg.

i. 21), and its citadel finally scaled and occupied

by David (2 Sam. v. 6); but still the Jebusites

who inhabited Jerusalem, the " inhabitants of ihe

land," could not be expelled from their mountain-

seat, but continued to dwell with the children of

Judah and Benjamin to a very late date (.Josh. xv.

8, 63; Judg. i. 21, xix. 11). This obstinacy is

characteristic of mountaineers, and the few traits

we possess of the Jebusites show them as a warlike

people. Before the expedition under Jabin, Adoni-

Zedek, the king of Jerusalem, had himself headed

the attack on the Gilieonites, which ended in the

slaughter of Beth-horon, and cost him his life on

that eventful evening under the trees at iMakkedah."

That they were established in the strongest natural

a In ver. 5 the king of Jerusalem is styled one ol

the ' five kiii-s of the Amorites." Ihit the LXX
(hotj M.ii.) have tmv 'Upova-aiujv " of the Jebusites '
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fortress of the country in itself says much for their

courage and power, and when tliey lost it, it was

through bravado rather than from any cowardice

on their part. [jERUSALKjr.]

After this they emerge from the darkness but

once, in' the person of Araunah « the Jebusite,

"Araunah the king" C?T7^n (13")"^^), who

appears before us in true kingly dignity in his well-

known transaction with David (2 Sam. xxiv. 23;

1 Chr. xxi. 23). The picture presented us in these

well-known passages is a very interesting one. We
see the fallen Jebusite king and his four sons on

their threshing-floor on the bald top of Moriah,

treading out their wheat {Wl : A.V. "threshing")

by driving the oxen with the heavy sledges (D''5"1D,

A.V. " threshinii instruments") over the corn,

round the central heap. We see Araunah on the

ai)proacli of David fall on his face on the ground,

and we hear him ask, " Why is my lord the king

come to his slave?" followed by his willing sur-

render of all his property. But this reveals no

traits peculiar to the Jebusites, or characteristic of

them more than of their contemporaries in Israel,

or in the other nations of Canaan. The early

judges and kings of Israel threshed wheat in the

wine-press (Judg. vi. 11), followed the herd out of

the field (1 Sam. xi. 5), and were taken from the

sheep-cotes (2 Sam. vii. 8), and the pressing courtesy

of Araunah is closely paralleled by that of Ephron

the Hittite in his negotiation with Abraham.

We are not favored with further traits of the

Jebusites, nor with any clew to their religion or

rites.

Two names of individual Jebusites are preserved.

In Adoni-zedek the only remarkable thing is its

Hebrew form, in which it means " Lord of justice."

That of Akaunah is much more uncertain — so

much so as to lead to the lielief that we possess it

more nearly in its original shape. In the short nar-

rative of Samuel alone it is given in three forms—
"the Avamah" (ver. IG); Araneah (18); Aravnah,

or Araunah (20, 21). In Chronicles it is Arnan,

while by the LXX. it is 'Opvd, and by Josephus

'Op6vva. [Araunah; Orkan.]
In the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles the ashes

of Barnabas, after his martyrdom in Cyprus, are

said to have been buried in a cave, " where the

race of the Jebusites formerly dwelt ;
" and previ-

ously to this is mentioned the arrival in the island

of a " pious Jebusite, a kinsman of Nero " {Act.

Apost. Apocr. pp. 72, 73, ed. Tisch.). G.

JECAMI'AH (^^'?|1^ i- e. Jekamiah, as

the name is elsewhere given [lie who assembles the

peojik]: 'leK€ij.ia, [Vat.] Alex. UKevia- Jecemia),

one of a batch of seven, including Salathiel and

Bedaiah, who were introduced into the royal line,

on the failure of it in the person of Jehoiachim

(1 Chr. iii. 18). They were all apparently sons of

Neri, of the line of Nathan, since Salathiel certainly

was so (Luke iii. 27). [Genealogy of Jesus
Christ, p. 885 6.] A. C. H.

JECHOLI'AH (^n^ba'^ [Jehovah is

mu/lif>j],v;iththe final u: 'lexcAia, [Vat. XaA.€m,]

Alex. Ux^na: Joseph. 'Ax<aA.as: Jechelia), wife

a By Josephus (Ant. vii. 13, § 9) Araunah is said

to liave been one of David's chief friends (ev tois /xd-

KitTTa Aavi'Sov), and to have been expressly spared by

him when the citadel was tiiken. If there is any truth

JEDAIAH
of Amaziah king of Judah, and mother of Azariah
or Uzziah his successor (2 K. xv. 2). Both this

queen and Jehoaddan, the mother of her husband,
are specified as "of Jerusalem." In the A. V. of

Chronicles her name is given as Jecoliah.

JECHONI'AS ("lexovias- Jechonias). 1.

The Greek form of the name of king Jechoniah,
followed by our translators in the books rendered

from the Greek, namely, Esth. xi. 4; Bar. i. 3, 9;

Matt. i. 11, 12.

2. 1 Esdr. viii. 92. [Shechaniah.]
* 3. 1 Esdr. i. 9. So A. V. ed. 1611, etc., cor-

rectly. Later editions read Jeconias. The same
as Conani.vh, q. v. A.

JECOLFAH (n;;b3^ [see above]: 'UxcAi'a;

[Vat. Xoaia :] Jecheti(i)', 2 Chr. xxvi. 3. In

the original the name differs from its form in the

parallel passage in Kings, only in not having the

final u. [Jecholiah.]

JECONI'AH (n^??"!; excepting once,

^rT^33o with the final u, Jer. xxiv. 1; and once

in Cetib, n"'2*1D'^, Jer. xxvii. 20 [Jehovah estab-

lishes']: 'lexoi'iay: Jechoyiias), an altered form of

the name of Jehoiachin, last but one of the kings

of Judah, which is found in the following passages

:

1 Chr. iii. 16, 17; Jer. xxiv. 1, xxvii. 20, xxviii. 4,

xxix. 2; E-sth. ii. 6. It is still further abbreviated

to Coniah. See also Jechonias and Joacim.

JECONI'AS i'lexovlas'- Jechonias), 1 Esdr.

i. 9. [Jechonias, 3.]

JEDA'IAH [3 syl.] (n^V^"! [Jehovah

knows]: ['Ie5i'a,] 'icoSae, 'USova, 'laSid, [etc.:]

Jedei, Jadaia, [Idciin, Jodaia]). 1. Head of the

second course of priests, as they were divided in the

time of David (1 Chr. xxiv. 7). Some of them
sunived to return to Jerusalem after the Babylonish

Captivity, as appears fi'om Ezr. ii. 36, Neh. vii. 39
— " the children of Jedaiah, of the house of Jeshua,

973." The addition "of the house of Jeshua"
indicates that there were two priestly famihes of the

name of .Jedaiah, which, it appears from Neh. xii.

6, 7, 19, 21, w\as actually the case. If these sons

of Jedaiah had for their head Jeshua, the high-

priest in the time of Zerubbabel, as the Jewish

tradition says they had (Lewis's Orig. Heb. bk. ii.

ch. vii.), this may be the reason why, in 1 Chr. ix.

10, and Neh. xi. 10, the course of Jedaiah is named
before that of Joiarib, though Joiarib's was the first

course. But perhaps Jeshua was another priest

descended from Jedaiah, from whom this branch

sprung. It is certainly a corrupt reading in Neh.

xi. 10 which makes Jedaiah son of Joiarib. 1 Chr.

ix. 10 preserves the true text. In Esdras the name
is Jeddu.

2. [ol iyvoiKires avrriv: Idaia.] A priest in

the time of Jeshua the high-priest (Zech. vi. 10,

14). A. C. H.

JEDA'IAH [3 syl.] (n:;T [jmnse of Je-

hovah, Ges.]). This is a different name from the

last, though the two are identical in the A. V.

1. ('leSia; [Vat. I5ia;] Alex. E5m: Idaia.)

A man named in the genealogies of Simeon as a

forefather of Ziza, one of the chiefs of the tribe,

in this, David no doubt made his friendship during

his wanderings, when he also acquired that of Uriah

the Hittite, Ahimelech, Sibbechai, and others of his

associates who beloutjed to the old nations.
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apparently in the time of king Hezekiah (1 Chr.

iv. 37).

2. ('ItSata; [FA. leSSeia:] Jedaia.) Son of

Harumapli; a man who did his part in the rebuild-

ing of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 10).

JED'DU CisSSou: Jecklus), 1 Esdr. v. 24.

[.Jedaiah, 1.]

JEDE'US CleSaios: Jeddeits), 1 Esdr. is.. 30.

[Adaiaii, 5.]

JEDI'AEL (bsp.'^l') [Icnotcn of God] :

'l€5(rj\ ;
[Vat. ASeirjA, ApirjA. ; Alex. laSiriX,

ASiT/A, *A8i7jp:] Jttdiel, [Jadi/iel]). 1. A chief

patriarch of the tribe of Benjamin, from whom
sprung many Benjamite houses of fathers, number-

ing 17,200 mighty men of valor, in the days of

David (1 Chr. vii. G, 11). It is usually assumed

that Jediael is the same as Ashbel (Gen. xlvi. 21

;

Num. xxvi. 38; 1 Chr. viii. 1). But though this

may be so, it cannot be affirmed with certainty.

[Bechek; Bela.] Jediael might be a later de-

scendant of Benjamin not mentioned in the Penta-

teuch, but who, from the fruitfulness of his house

and the decadence of elder branches, rose to the

first rank.

2. ['loSirjA; Vat. iSeprjX : Jcidihel.] Second

son of JNIeshelemiah, a Levite, of the sons of

El)iasaph the son of Korah. One of the door-

keepers of the Temple in the time of David (1 Chr.

xxvi. 1, 2). A. C. 6.
3. ['Ie54i7\; Vat. FA. EAfleirjA.: Jedihel.] Son

of Shimri; one of the heroes of David's guard in

the enlarged catalogue of Chronicles (1 Chr. xi.

45). In the absence of further information, we
cannot decide whether or not he is the same

person as—
4. ('Pa)5iV)\; Alex. [Aid.] 'USiriX: [Jedihel]).

One of the chiefs (lit. "heads") of the thousands

of Manasseh who joined David on his march from

Aphek to Ziklag when he left the Philistine army
on the eve of Gilboa, and helped him in his revenge

on the marauding Amalekites (1 Chr. xii. 20;

comp. 1 Sam. xxix., xxx.).

JEDI'DAH (ni*'']"^, darUnff [or only one] :

'leSi'a; [Vat. leSeia;] Alex. ESiSa; [Comp. 'leS-

S/Sa:] Jdida), queen of Amon, and mother of the

good king .losiah (2 K. xxii. 1). She was a native

of Bozkath near Lachish, the daughter of a certain

Adaiah. By Josephus {Ant. x. 4, § 1) her name
is given as 'leSts.

JEDIDI'AH (n^-rn": [darling ofJehovah']:

'leSSeSi; [Vat. iSeSei;] Alex. EieSiSfa: Amabilis

Domino), the name bestowed, through Nathan the

prophet, on David's son Solomon (2 Sam. xii. 2.5).

Bath-sheba's first child had died — " Jehovah

struck it" (ver. 15). A second son was born, and

David — whether in allusion to the state of his

external affiiirs, or to his own i-estored peace of

mind — called his name ShelomGh ("Peaceful");

and Jehovah loved the child, i. e. allowed him to

live. And David sent by the hand of Nathan, to

obtain through him some oracle or token of the

Divine favor on the babe, and the babe's name was

called Jedid-Jaii. It is then added that this was

done "because of Jehovah." The clew to the

meaning of these last words, and indeed of the
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« The reason why " son of Jeduthun " is especially

attacliej to the name of Obed-EJom in this verse, is to

dLstiiiguish hira from the other Obcd-Edom the Gittite

whole circumstance, seems to reside in the fact

that " Jedid " and " David " are both derived from

the same root, or from two very closely related (see

Gesen. Tkes. 565 a— "tlT"*, idem quod 1^1 ).

To us these plays on words have little or no signifi-

cance ; but to the old Hebrews, as to the modern

Orientals, they were full of meaning. To David

himself, the "darling" of his family and his' peo-

ple, no more happy omen, no more precious seal of

his restoration to the Divine favor after his late

fall, could have been afforded, than this announce-

ment by the prophet, that the name of his child

was to combine his own name with that of Jeho-

vah— Jkdid-Jait, "darling of Jehovah."

The practice of bestowing a second name on

children, in addition to that given immediately on

birth — such second name having a religious bear-

ing, as Noor-ed-Din, Saleh-ed-Din (Saladin), etc.

— still exists in the East. G.

*JEDrTHUN. [Jeduthun.]

JEDU'THUN (1^^^^^ except in 1 Chr.

xvi. 38; Neh. xi. 17; Ps. xxxix. title; and Ixxvii.

title, where it is ^^."T^'T'^, i. e. Jedithun [;j/-aw-

ing, or he who praises] : 'ISovOdv and 'iSidovv,

or -ovij.; [Vat. ISeidoov, -Ocofi, Oov/x, etc.:] M-
thun; [1 Esdr. i. 15, 'ESSwovs, Vat. ESSeirous:

Jeddimus] ), a Levite of the family of Jlerari, who
was associated with Henian the Kohathite, and

Asaph the Gershonite, in the conduct of the musi-

cal service of the tabernacle, in the time of David;

according to what is said 1 Chr. xxiii. 6, that David

divided the Levites " into courses among the sons

of Levi, namely, Gershon, Kohath, and Merari."

The proof of his being a Merarite depends upon

his identification with Ethan in 1 Chr. xv. 17, who,

we learn from that passage as well as from the

genealogy in vi. 44 (A. V.), was a Merarite [He-

jian]. But it may be added that the very circum-

stance of Ethan being a Merarite, which Jeduthun

must have been (since the only reason of there

being three musical chiefs was to have one for each

division of the Levites), is a strong additional proof

of this identity. Another proof may be found in

the mention of Hosah (xvi. 38, 42), as a son of

Jeduthun " and a gatekeeper, compared with xxvi.

10, where we read that Hosah was of the children

of Merari. Assuming then that, as regards 1 Chr.

vi. 44, xv. 17, 19, ]n^M is a mere clerical variation

for l^n^~y^ — which a comparison of xv. 17, 19

with xvi. 41, 42, xxv. 1, 3, G, 2 Chr. xxxv. 15,

makes almost certain— we have Jeduthun's de-

scent as son of Kishi, or Kushaiah, from Mahli,

the son of Jlushi, the son of JMerari, the son of

Levi, being the fourteenth generation from Levi

inclusive. His office was generally to preside over

the music of the temple service, consisting of the

nebel, or nablium, the cinnor, or harp, and the

cymbals, together with the human voice (the trum-

pets being confined to the priests). But his pecu-

liar part, as well as that of his two colleagues

Heman and Asaph, was " to sound with cymbals

of brass," while the others played on the naljlium

and the harp. This appointment to the office was

by election of the chiefs of the Levites (D^"}!!^)

(2 Sam. vi. 10) mentioned iu the sane verse, who WM
probably a Koiiathite (Josh. xxi. 24
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at David's command, each of the three divisions

probably choosing one. The first occasion of Jedu-

thun's ministering was wlien David brought up

the ark to Jerusalem. He then toolv his place in

the procession, and played on the cymbals. But

when the division of the Levitical services took

place, owing to the tabernacle being at Gibeon and

the ark at Jerusalem, while Asaph and his brethren

were appointed to minister before the ark, it fell to

Jeduthun and Heman to be located with Zadok the

priest, to give thanks " before the tabernacle of the

Lord in the high place that was at Gibeon," still

by playing the cymbals in accompaniment to the

other musical instruments (comp. Ps. cl. 5). In

the account of Josiah's Passover in 2 Chr. xxxv.

reference is made to the singing as conducted in

accordance with the arrangements made by David,

and by Asapli, Heman, and Jeduthun tht kiny's

seer C^^^iJ^ HTh). [Heman.] Perhaps the

phrase rather means the king's adviser in matters

connected with the musical service. The sons of

Jeduthun were employed (1 Chr. xxv.) partly in

music, namely, six of them, who prophesied with

the harp— (iedaliah, head of the '2d ward, Zeri,

or Izri, of the 4th, Jeshaiah of the 8th, Shimei

of the 10th,« Hashabiah of the 12th, and Mat-

tithiah of the 14th ; and partly as gatekeepers

(A. V. '-porters") (xvi. 42), namely, (5bed-Edom

and Hosah (v. 38), which last had thirt-een sons

and brothers (xxvi. 11). The triple division of the

Levitical musicians seems to have lasted as long

as the Temple, and each to have been called after

their respective leaders. At the dedication of Sol-

omon's temple " the Levites which were the sing-

ers, all of them of Asaph, of Heman, of Jeduthun "

performed their proper part. In the reign of Heze-

kiah, again, we find the sons of Asaph, the sons of

Heman, and the sons of Jeduthun, taking their

part in purifying the Temple (2 Chr. xxix. 1-3, 14);

they are mentioned, we have seen, in Josiah's reign,

and so late as in Nehemiah's time we still find de-

scendants of .leduthun employed about the singing

(Neb. xi. 17; 1 Chr. ix. 16). His name stands at

the head of the 39th, G2d, and 77tli Psalms, indi-

cating probably that they were to be sung by his

choir. A. C. H.

* In the title of Ps. xxxix. Jeduthun no doubt

appears as the precentor or choir-master under

whose lead the psalm was to be sung. But in the

titles of Ps. Ixii. and Ixxvii. (where the preposition

is V^, and not ^, as in the other case) Jeduthun

probably denotes a body of singers named after

this chorister, and consisting in part, at least, of

his sons or descendants (see 2 Chr. xxix. 14), though

not excluding others. The A. V. does not recog-

nize this difference of the prepositions. Of all the

conjectures, that is least satisfactory, says Hupfeld,

which makes Jedutliun the name of a musical in-

strument, or of a particular melody. The ready

interchange of "^7 'I'ld ^ accounts for the two-fold

orthography of the name. H.

JEE'LI ('l€(7j\i [Vat. -\ei]; Alex. UriAf.

Cell), 1 Esdr. v. 33. [Jaalah.]

JEGAR SAHADUTHA
JEE'LUS ('l67)\oj; Alex. lerjA.: Jekelus), 1

Esdr. viii. 92. [Jehiel.]

JEE'ZER (7T??'^^ [fa(h€7;oTauthm-ofhelp]:

'Ax'e'C^P' Huzer), the form assumed in the list in

Numbers (xxvi. 30) by the name of a descendant

of IManasseh, eldest son of Gilead, and founder of

one of the chief families of the tribe. [Jeeze-

HiTES.] In parallel lists the name is given as

Abi-ezer, and the family as the Abieziutes—
the house of Gideon. Whether this change has

arisen from the accidental addition or omission of

a letter, or is an intentional variation, akin to that

in the case of Abiel and Jehiel, cannot be ascer-

tained. The LXX. perhaps read "IT^^TIS.

JEE'ZERITES, THE ("'"iT^J'^Sn [patro-

nym.]: 'Ax'effpi: [Vat. M. AxifC^'P^'-] f"milia

Hiezeritarum), the family of the foregoing (Num.
xxvi. 30).

JE'GAR SAHADU'THA(Sn^^^!t£7-la^
he(rp of testimony : fiowhs ttjs fxaprvplas [see be-

low] : tumulus testis), the Aramaean name given by

Laban the Syrian to the heap of stones which he

erected as a memorial of the compact between

Jacob and himself, while Jacob commemorated the

same by setting up a pillar (Gen. xxxi. 47), as was

his custom -on several other occasions. Galeed, a

" witness heap," which is given as the Hebrew

equivalent, does not exactly represent Jegar-saha-

dutha. The LXX. have preserved the distinction

accurately in rendering the latter by ^owhs rr/s

/xaprvpias [Alex, ^aprus], and the former by /3.

fj.apTvs [Alex, /xaprvpei]- The Vulgate, oddly

enough, has transposed the two, and translated

Galeed by " acervus testimonii," and Jegar Saha-

dutha by " tumulus testis." But in the mind of

the writer they were evidently all but identical,

and the manner in which he has adapted the name

to the circumstances narrated, and to the locahty

which was the scene of the transaction, is a curious

instance of a tendency on tiie part of the Hebrews,

of which there are many examples in the O. T.,''

so to modify an already existing Jiame that it might

convey to a Hebrew an intelligible idea, and at the

same time preserve essentially its original form.

There is every reason to believe that the name Gil-

ead is derived from a root which points to the

natural features of the region to which it is apphed,

and to which it was in all probability attached be-

fore the meeting of Jacob and Laban, or at any

rate before the time at which the historian was

writing. In fact it is so used in verses 23 and 25

of this chapter. The memorial heap erected by

Laban marked a crisis in Jacolj's life which severed

him from all further intercourse with his Syria]i

kindred, and henceforth his wanderings were mainly

confined to the land which his descendants were to

inherit. Such a crisis, so commemorated, was

thought by the historian of sufficient importance

to have left its impress upon the whole region, and

in Galeed "the witness heap " was found the orig-

inal name of the mountainous district Gilead.

A similar etymology is given for jMizpeti in the

parentlietical clause consisting of the latter part of

a Omitted in ver. 3, but necessary to make up the

6 sons.

b The double account of the origin of Beer-shelxi

(Gen. xxi. 31, xxvi. 33), the explanation of Zoar (Gen.

xix. 20, 22) and of the name of Moses (Ex. ii. 10), are

illustrations of this ; and there are many such. This

tendency is not peculiar to the Hebrews. It exists in

every language, but has not yet been recognized in the

case of Hebrew.
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w 48 and 49, which is not unhkel}' to have beeu

suggested, though it is not so stated, by the sim-

ilarity between HS^tt, milspeh, and HSSSfi,

matslscbdh, the "standing stone" or "statue"

which Jacob set up to be his memorial of the tran-

saction, as the heap of stones was Laban's. On
this pillar or standing stone he swore by Jehovah,

the " fear of his father Isaac," as Laban over liis

heap invoked the God of Abraham, and Nahor, the

God of their father Terali; each marking, by the

most solemn form of adjuration he could employ,

his own sense of the grave nature of the compact.

W. A. W.

JEHALE'LEEL (^Sbbn';' [he who praises

God]: 'AAeijA; [Vat. TefferiAa;] Alex. IaAA€A7j\:

Jaleleel). Four men of the Bene-Jehaleleiil are

introduced abruptly into the genealogies of Judah

(1 Chr. iv. 10). The name is identical with that

rendered in the A. V. Jehalelei,. Neither form

is, however, quite correct.

JEHAL'ELEL (bS^^n'^ [as above]: 'lAa-

cAtjA; [EAArj;] Alex. IoAAtjA: Jalaleel), a Mera-
rite Levite, whose son Azariah took part in the

restoration of the Temple in Hezekiah's time (2

Chr. xxix. 12).

JEHDE'IAH [3 syl.] (•in;;"rrn<;, ;. e. Yechde-

ya'hu \_ivhoin Jehovah makes joyous]). 1. ('leSi'a;

[Vat. laSeia;] Alex. laSata, ApaSeia: Jehedeia.)

The representative of the Bene-Shubael,— descend-

ants of Gershom, son of Moses — in the time of

David (1 Chr. xxiv. 20). But in xxvi. 24, a man
of the name of Shebuel or Shubael, is recorded as

the head of the house; unless in this passai^e the

family itself, and not an individual, be intended.

2. ClaSias- Jadias.) A iMeronothite who had
charge of the she-asses— the riding and breeding

stock — of David (1 Chr. xxvii. 30).

JEHEZ'EKEL (bspTri;^ [ichom God makes

strong] : 6 'E{,'e/crJA: Hezechiel), a priest to whom
was triven by David the charge of the twentieth of

the twenty-four courses in the service of the house

of Jehovah (1 Chr. xxiv. 10).

The name in the original is almost exactly sim-

ilar to EzEIvIEL.

JEHI'AH {r^\^;'. [perh. = bs*'n\ see

below, Ges.] : 'lem; Alex. leai'a: Jehias). He
and Obed-edom were "doorkeepers for the ark"

(^"I^Ci?, the word elsewhere expressed by " por-

ters") at the time of its establishment in Jerusa-

lem (1 Chr. XV. 24). The name does not recur,

but it is possible it may be exchanged for the simi-

lar Jehiel or Jeiei- in xvi. 5.

JEHI'EL (bSS'^n^ [God Ikes'] : Jahiel).

1. ('l6ii7A [Vat. FA. in xv. 20 corrupt; Vat. xvi.

5, EieiTjA.]) One of the Levites appointed by
David to assist in the service of the house of God
(1 Chr. XV. 18, 20; xvi. 5).

2. [Vat. It/A.] One of the sons of Jehosha-
phat, king of Judah, who was put to death by his

brother Jehoram shortly after his becoming king

(2 Chr. xxi. 2).

3. Cleii^A.) One of the rulers of the house of

God at the time of the reforms of Josiah (2 Chr.
XXXV. 8). [Syeuis.]

4. CleiJjA; [Vat. ItjA, BsctitjA.]) A Gershon-

ite Levite, head of the Bene-Laadan in the time of
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David (1 Chr. xxiii. 8), who had charge of the

treasures (xxix. 8). His family — Jehieli, i. c,

Jehielite, or as we should say now Jehielites— ia

mentioned, xxvi. 21.

5. (le^A, Alex. lepjrjA.) Son of Hachmoni, or

of a Hachmonite, named in the list of David's offi-

cers (1 Chr. xxvii. 32) as "with (DIJ) the king's

sons," whatever that may njean. The mention of

Ahithophel (33) seems to fix the date of this list

as before the revolt. In Jerome's Qmestiones He-
braicie on this passage, Jeliiel is said to be David's

son Chileab or Daniel; and " Achamoni," inter-

preted as Sapientissimus, is taken as an alias of

David himself.

6. (In the original text, 7Min"^, Jehuel— the

A. V. follows the alteration of the Keri: 'leiTjA;

[Vat. EurjA.]) A Levite of the BeneHeman, who
took part in the restorations of king Hezekiah (2

Chr. xxix. 14).

7. [Vat. EtTjA.J Another Levite at the same
period (2 Chr. xxxi. 13), one of the "overseers"

(D'^T'PD) of the articles offered to Jehovah. His

parentage is not mentioned.

8. CleiTjA; [Vat. leyua;] Alex. leeirjA.) Father
of Obadiah, who headed 218 men of the Bene-Joab
in the return from Babylon with Ezra (Fzr. viii. 9).

In Esdras the name is Jezelus, and tlie number
of his clan is stated at 212.

9. ("leTjA, Alex. leeiijA: Jehid.) One of the
Bene-Elam, father of Shechaniah, who encouraged
Ezra to put away the foreign wives of the people

(Ezr. x. 2). In Esdras it is Jeelus.
10. CloirjA ;

[Vat. IcujA:] Alex. AieiTjA :

Jehiel.) A member of the same fomily, who liad

himself to part with his wife (Ezr. x. 26).

[HiERIELUS.]
11. CIetjA, Alex. leirjA: Jehiel.) A priest, one

of the Bene-Harim, who also had to put away his

foreign wife (Ezr. x. 21). [Hiereel.]

JEHI'EL," a perfectly distinct name fi'om the

last, though the same in the A. V. 1. (bs"'!?"* •

so the Keri, but the Cetib has vSI^?"*, i. e. Jeuel;

'leirjA; [Vat. Eii'TjA;] Alex. IeitjA: Jehiel), a man
described as Abi-Gibeon — father of Gibeon; a
forefather of king Saul (1 Chr. ix. 3.5). In viii. 29
the name is omitted. The presence of the stubborn

letter Ain in Jehiel forbids our identifying it with
Abiel in 1 Sam. ix. 1, as some have been tempted

to do.

2. (Here the name is as given in No. 1 ; [Vat.

FA. leia.]) One of the sons of Hotham tlie Amerite;
a member of the guard of David, included in the

extended list of 1 Chr. xi. 44.

JEHIE'LI C'bS'^n"; : 'le.^A; Alex. [ver. 22,

leTjA :] Jehieli), according to the A. V. a (Jershonite

Levite of the family of Laadan. The Bene-Jehieli

had charge of the treasures of the house of Jehovah

(1 Chr. xxvi. 21, 22). In other Usts it is given

as Jehiel. The name appears to be strictly a

patronymic — Jehielite.

JEHIZKI'AH ("in^i^Tn":, {. e. Yechizki-

ya'ly^i; same name as Hezekiah [whom Jehcv/th

o Hero our translators represent Ain by H, unless

they simply follow the Vulgate. Oouip. Jehusu,
Mehunim.
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strenr/tJieiis]: E^eKias'- Ezechias), son of Shallum,

one of the heails of the tribe of p]phraini in the

time of Ahaz, who, at the instance of Oded the

jjrophet, nobly withstood tlie attempt to bring into

Samaria a large number of captives and much
booty, which the Israelite army under king Pelcah

had taken in the campaign against Judah. By the

exertions of Jehizkiahu and his fellows the captives

were clothed, fed, and tended, and returned to

Jericho en route for Judah (2 Chr. xsviii. 12; corap.

8, 13, 15).

JEHO'ADAH (n":T2;''in\ i. e. Jehoaddah
T - .

[ichom Jeliovah adurns, Ges. ; J. unveils, Fiirst]

:

'laSa ; Alex. lojiaSa: Jonda), one of the de-

scendants of Saul (1 Chr. viii. 36); great grandson

to Merib-baal, i. e. Mephi-bosheth. In the dupli-

cate genealogy (ix. 42) the name is changed to

Jaraii.

JEHOAD'DAN (l^P'ln'' ; but in Kings the

original text has '}'^717in^ : and so the LXX.
'luaSi/x, [Vat. laiaSei/jt., Aid.] Alex. 'IccaSeiv; [in

2 Chr.,] 'laiaSaey, [Vat. loirao, Alex. it^aS ei/:]

Joaddii, Joadiim). "Jehoaddan of Jerusalem"
was queen to king Joasli, and mother of Amaziah
of Judah (2 K. xiv. 2; 2 Chr. xxv. 1).

JEHO'AHAZ (TnSin^ [iciiom Jehovah

holds or 7?res«Tes] : 'Itooxa^; [Vat. in 2 K.,

Iwaxu-s ' Joachaz] ). 1. Tlie son and successor

of Jehu, reigned 17 years n. c. 8.56-840 over Israel

in Samaria. His inglorious history is given in 2

K. xiii. 1-9. Throughout his reign (ver. 22) he

was kept in suljjection by Hazael king of Damascus,
who, following up the successes which he had pre-

viously achieved against Jehu, compelled Jehoahaz

to reduce his army to 50 horsemen, 10 chariots,

and 10,000 infantry. Jehoahaz maintained the

idolatry of Jeroboam ; but in the extremity of his

humiliation he besought Jehovah; and Jehovah
gave Israel a deliverer— probably either Jehoash

(vv. 23 and 25), or .Jeroboam II. (2 K. xiv. 24, 25)

(see Keil, Commentary on Kinr/s). The prophet

Elisha survived Jehoaliaz; and Ewald (Gescli. Jsr.

iii. 557) is disposed to [ilace in his reign the incur-

sions of the SyTians mentioned in 2 K. v. 2, vi. 8,

and of the Ammonites mentioned in Amos i. 13.

2. [Vat. in 2 K., Iccaxas, and so Alex. 2 K.
xxiii. 34.] Jehoahaz, otherwise called Shallum,
the fourth (ace. to 1 Chr. iii. 15), or third, if Zede-
kiah"s age be correctly stated (2 Chr. xxxvi. 11),

son of Josiah, whom he succeeded as king of Judah.
He was chosen by the people in preference to his

elder (comp. 2 K. xxiii. 31 and 36) brother, b. c.

610, and he reigned three months in Jerusalem.

His anointing (ver. 30) was probably some ad-

ditional ceremony, or it is mentioned with peculiar

emphasis, as if to make up for his want of the

ordinary title to the throne. He is described liy

his contemporaries as an evil-doer (2 K. xxiii. 32)

and an oppressor (Hz. xix. 3), and such is his tra-

ditional character in Josephus {A7it. x. 5, § 2) ; but
his deposition seems to have been lamented by the

people (Jer. xxii. 10, and Ez. xix. 1). Pharaoh-
necho on his return from Carchemish, perliaps

resenting the election of Jehoahaz, sent to Jeru-

salem to depose him, and to fetch him to Riblah.

There he was cast into chains, and from thence he

was taken into Egypt, where he died (see Prideaux,

Connection, anno 610; Ewald, Cesch. Isr. iii. 719;

Rosen I nil Her, Schol. in Jcrein. xxii. 11).
I

JEHOHANAN
* The history of Jehoahaz appe;irs to intimate

more than it records. " Something there had been

in his character," says Stanley, "or in the popular

mode of his election, which endeared him to the

country. A lamentation, as for his father, went
up from the princes and prophets of the land for

the lion's cub, that was learning to catch his prey,

caught in the pitfall, and led off in chains — by a

destiny even sadder than death in battle. ' Wee'p
not for the dead, nor bemoan him, but weep sore

for him that goeth away' (.ler. xxii. 10). He was
the first king of Judah that died in exile." {Jewish

Church, [[. bS-2 f.) H.
3. The name given (2 Chr. xxi. 17, where, how-

ever, the LXX. have 'Oxo(ias [Vat. Oxoi'e'as, but

Comp. Aid. 'Icoax^C]) ''ui'i"g his father's lifetime

(Bertheau) to the youngest son of Jehoram king

of Judah. As king he is known by the name of

Ahaziaii, which is written Azariah in the present

Hebrew text of 2 Chr. xxii. 6, perhaps through a
transcriber's error. W. T. B.

JEHO'ASH (tt'SSn:' [fjift of Jehacahy.

'Icoas: Joas), the original uncontracted form of the

name which is more commonly found conijjressed

into JoASH. The two forms appear to be used

quite indiscriminately; sometimes both occur in

one verse {e. ij. 2 K. xiii. 10, xiv. 17).

1. The eighth king of Judah; son of Ahaziah
(2 K. xi.- 21, xii. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 18, xiv. 13).

[JOASH, 1.]

2. The twelfth king of Israel; son of Jehoahaz
(2 K. xiii. 10, 25, xiv. 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17).

[JOASH, 2.]

JEHOHA'NAN ("|3nin^= Jehovah's tjift,

answering to Theodore : 'laiavav- Johanan), a,name

much in use, both in this form and in the con-

tracted shape of Johanan, in the later periods of

Jewish history. It has come down to us as John,
and indeed is rendered by Josephus 'Iwavvrjs {Ant.

viii. 15, § 2).

1. Clojuddav; [Vat. Iwyas-] Alex. Icavav-) A
Levite, one of the doorkeepers (A. V. "jjorters")

to the house of Jehovah, ;. e. the Tal)ernacle, ac-

cording to the appointment of David (1 Chr. xxvi.

3; comp. xxv. 1). He was the sixth of the seven

sons of Meshelemiah ; a Korhite, that is descended

from Korah, the founder of that great Kohatliite

house. He is also said (ver. 1) to have been of

the Bene-Asaph; but A.saph is a contraction for

Ebiasaph, as is seen from the genealogy in ix. 19.

The well-known Asaph too was not a Kohathite

but a Gershonite.

2. ['laiavdv.] One of the principal men of

Judah, under king Jehoshaphat; he connnanded

280,000 men, apparently in and about Jerusalem

(2 Chr. xvii. 15; comp. 13 and 19). He is named

second on the list, and is entitled "l^H, "the

captain," a title also given to Adnah in the pre-

ceding verse, though tliere rendered " the chief."

He is probably the same person as —
3. Father of Ishmael, one of the " captains

('''Htl?, as before) of hundreds" — evidently resid-

ing in or near Jerusalem — whom .Fehoiada the

priest took into his confidence about the restoration

of the line of Judah (2 Chr. xxiii. 1).

4. ['Ic^avdvi FA. Iwvavav.] One of the Bene-

Bebai [sons of B.], a lay Israelite who was forced

by Ezra to put away his foreign wife (Ezr. x. 28).

In Esdras the name is Joil\nni;s.
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5. I'luavdv.] A priest (Neh. xii. 13); the rep-

resentative of the house of Amariah (comp. 2),

during the high-priesthood of Joiakim (ver. 12),

that is to say in the generation after the first return

from Captivity.

6. (Vat. LXX. omits [so Alex. FA.i; Comp.

FA.3 'looavdv]-) A priest who took part in the

musical service of thanksgiving, at the dedication

of the wall of Jerusalem by Nehemiah (Neh. xii.

42). In two other cases this name is given in the

A. V. as JOHANAJf.

JEHOI'ACHIN (r^r"^'^: = "PPoinied of

Jehiwah ; once only, Ez. i. 2, contracted to ]"'3^V :

in Kings 'loax'V' tihron. 'lexovias, Jer. and Ez.

'ItoaKeiV; [Vat.] Alex. Icoaweirj throughout [ex-

cept in Chron.]; Joseph. 'loiax'MOs: Joacldn).

Elsewhere the name is altered to Jecoxiah, and

CoNiAH. See also Jechonias, Joiakiji, and

lOACIM.

Son of Jehoiakim and Nehushta, and for three

months and ten days king of Judah, after the death

of his father, being the nineteenth king from David,

or twentieth, counting Jehoahaz. According to

2 K. xxiv. 8, Jehoiachin was eighteen years old at

his accession; but 2 Chr. xxxvi. 9, as well as 1

Esdr. i. 43, has the for more probable reading eight

years," which fixes his birth to the time of his

father's captivity, according to Matt. i. 11.

Jehoiachin came to the throne at a time when

Egypt was still prostrate in consequence of the

victory at Carchemish, and when the Jews had

been for three or four years harassed and distressed

by the inroads of the armed bands of Chaklseans,

Ammonites, and JMoabites, sent against them by

Nebuchadnezzar in consequence of Jehoiakim's re-

bellion. [Jehoiakim.] Jerusalem at this time,

therefore, was quite defenseless, and unalde to offer

any resistance to the regular army which Nebu-
chadnezzar sent to besiege it in the 8th year of his

reign, and which he seems to have joined in person

after the siege was commenced (2 K. xxiv. 10, 11 ).

In a very short time, apparently, and without any

losses from famine or fighting which would indicate

a serious resistance, Jehoiachin surrendered at dis-

cretion ; and he, and the queen-mother, and all his

servants, captains, and officers, came out and gave

themselves up to Nebuchadnezzar, who carried

them, with the harem and the eunuchs, to Babylon

(Jer. xxix. 2; Ez. xvii. 12, xix. 9). All the king's

treasures, and all the treasure of the Temple, were

seized, and the golden vessels of the Temple, which

the king of Babylon had left when he pillaged it in

the fourth of Jehoiakim, were now either cut up or

carried away to Babylon, with all the nobles, and

men of war, and skilled artizans, none but the

poorest and weakest being left behind (2 K. xxiv.

13; 2 Chr. xxxvi. 19). According to 2 K. xxiv.

14, 16, the number taken at this time into captivity

was 10,000, namely, 7,000 soldiers, 1,000 craftsmen

and smiths, and 2,000 whose calling is not specified.

But, according to .Jer. lii. 28 (a passage which is

omitted in the LXX.), the lunnber carried away
captive at this time (called the seventh of Nebuchad-
nezzar, instead of the eighth, as in 2 K. xxiv. 12)

was 3,023. Whether this difference arises from any

corruption of the numerals, or whether only a
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a Such is the text of the Vat. LXX. ; the A. V.

follows the Alex, and Vulgate in reading " eighteen.''

portion of those originally taken captive were ac-

tually carried to lialjylon, the others being left with

Zedekiah, upon his swearing allegiance to Nebuchad-
nezzar, cannot perhaps be decided. The numbers
in Jeremiah are certainly very small, only 4,600 in

all, whereas the numbers who returned from cap-

tivity, as given in Ezr. ii. and Neh. vii. were 42,300.

However, Jehoiachin was himself led away captive

to Babylon, and there he remained a prisoner,

actually in prison (N73 J*T'2), and wearing prison

garments, for thirty-six years, namely, till the death

of Nebuchadnezzar, when Evil-Merodach, succeed-

ing to the throne of Babylon, treated him with

much kindness, brought him out of prison, changed

his garments, raised him above the other sulyect or

captive kings, and made him sit at his own table.

Whether Jehoiachin outlived the two years of EvU-
Merodach's reign or not does not appear, nor have

we any particulars of his life at Babylon. The
general description of him in 2 K. xxiv. 9, " He
did evil in the sight of Jehovah, according to all

that his father had done," seems to apply to his

character at the time he was king, and but a child

;

and so does the prophecy of Jeremiah (xxii. 24-30

;

Ez. xix. 5-9). We also learn from Jer. xxviii. 4,

that four years after Jehoiachin had gone to Baby-
lon, there was a great expectation at Jerusalem of

his return, but it does not appear whether Jehoi-

achin himself shared this hope at Babylon. [Han-
ANIAH, 4.J The tenor of Jeremiah's letter to the

elders of the Captivity (xxix. ) would, however, indi-

cate that there was a party among the Captivity,

encouraged by false prophets, who were at this time

looking forward to Nebuchadnezzar's overthrow

and Jehoiachin's return; and perhaps the fearful

death of Ahab the son of Kolaiah Hb. v. 22), and
the close confinement of Jehoiachin through Nebu-
chadnezzar's reign, may have been the result of

some disposition to conspire against Nebuchadnez-
zar on the part of a portion of the Captivity. But
neither Daniel nor Ezekiel, who were Jehoiachin's

fellow-captives, make any further allusion to him,

except that Ezekiel dates his prophecies by the

year "of King Jehoiachin's captivity" (i. 2, viii.

1. xxiv. ] , (fee. ) ; the latest date being " the twenty-

seventh year" (xxix. 17, xl. 1). We also learn

from Esth. ii. 6, that Kish, the ancestor of Mor-
decai, was Jehoiachin's fellow-captive. But the

apocryphal books are more communicative. Thus
the author of the book of Baruch (i. 3) introduces

" .lechonias the son of Jehoiakim king of Judah "

into his narrative, and represents Baruch as reading

his prophecy in his ears, and in the ears of the

king's sons, and tlie nobles, and elders, and people,

at Babylon. At the hearing of Baruch's words, it

is added, they wept, and fasted, and prayed, and
sent a collection of silver to Jerusalem, to .Joiakim,

the son of Hilkiah, the son of Shallum the high-

priest, with which to purchase burnt- offerings, and

sacrifice, and incense, bidding them pray for the

prosperity of Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar his

son. The history of Susanna and the Elders also

apparently makes Jehoiachin an important person-

age; for, according to the author, the husband of

Susanna was Joiakim, a man of great wealth, and

the chief person among the captives, to whose liouse

all the people resorted for judgment, a description

The words 1^7"*^ and "122, applied to .lehoiakim in

Jer. xxii. 28, 30, imply sex rather than age, and ar«

both actually used of infants. See Ges This. s. vv
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which sui(s Jehoiachin. Africanus {Ep. ad Orig.

;

Routh, HeL Sac. ii. 113) expressly calls Susanna's

husband '• king," and sajs that the king of Babylon

had made him his royal companion (ffvvdpovos)-

lie is also mentioned 1 Esdr. v. 5, but the text seems

to be corrupt. It probably should be " Zorobabel,

the son of Salathiel, the son of Joacim," i. e. Jehoi-

achin. It does not appear certainly from Scripture,

whether Jehoiachin was married or had any chil-

dren. That Zedekiah, who in 1 Chr. iii. 16 is

called " his son," is the same as Zedekiah his uncle

Mailed "his brother," 2 Chr. xxxvi. 10), who was

his successor on the throne, seems certain. But it

is not impossible that Assir ("ID^" = captive), who

is reckoned among the " sons of Jeconiah " in 1

Chr. iii. 17, may ha\e been so really, and either

have died young or been made an eunuch (Is. xxxix.

7). This is quite in accordance with the term

"childless," '^'I'^'l^, applied to Jeconiah by Jere-

miah (xxii. 30). [Genealogy of Christ, vol.

i. p. 886 6.]

Jehoiachin was the last of .Solomon's line, and on

its failure in his person, the right to the succession

passed to the line of Nathan, whose descendant,

Shealtiel, or Salathiel, the son of Neri, was conse-

quently inscribed in the genealogy as of " the sons

of Jehoiachin." Hence his place in the genealogy

of Christ (Matt. i. 11, 12). For the variations in

the Hebrew forms of Jeconiah's name see Hanan-
lAH, 8 ; and for the confusion in Greek and Latin

writers between Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin, 'loja-

^e/yit and 'loia/cei'/u, see Genealogy of Jesus

Chkist, and Hervey's Geneahf/y, pp. 71-73.

N. B. The compiler of 1 Esdr. gives the name
of Jechonias to Jelioahaz the son of Josiah, who
reigned three months after Josiah"s death, and was

deposed and carried to Egypt by Pharaoh-Necho

(1 Esdr. i. 34: ; 2 K. xxiii. 30). He is followed in

this blunder by Epiphanius (vol. i. p. 21), who says

" Josiah begat Jechoniah, who is also called Shal-

lum. This Jechoniah begat Jechoniah who is called

Zedekiah and Joakim." It has its origin doubtless

in the confusion of the names when written in

Greek by writers ignorant of Hebrew. A. C. H.

JEHOI'ADA (37'T^in"' =lcnown ofJehmih

:

'IwSae'; Alex. loiaSae, lociaSa, looiaSae, and also

a.s Vat.; Joseph. 'IcoaSos- Joiada). In the later

books the name is contracted to Joiada.

1. Father of Ben.\iah, David's well known
warrior (2 Sam. viii. 18; IK. i. and \i. passim; 1

Chr. xviii. 17, &c.). From 1 Chr. xxvii. 5, we

learn that Benaiah's father was the chief priest, and

he is therefore doubtless identical with —
2. CicoaSas; [Vat. TcoaSos ; FA. TcoaSae; Alex.

ItoSae.]) Leader (T^^^) of the Aaronites (accu-

rately "of Aaron") i. e. the priests; who joined

David at Hebron, bringing with him 3,700 priests

(1 Chr. xii. 27).

3. According to 1 Chr. xxvii. 34, son of Benaiah,

and one of David's chief counsellors, apparently

having succeeded Ahithophel in that office. But

in all probability Benaiah the son of Jehoiada is

meant, by a confusion similar to that which has

arisen with regard to Ahimeleeh and Abiathar (1

Chr. xviii. 16; 2 Sam. viii. 17).

4. High-priest at the time of Athaliah's usurpa-

tion of the throne of Judah (p.. c. 884-878), and

during the greater portion of the 40 years' reign of

Joash. It does not appear when he first became
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high-priest, but it may have been as early as the

latter part of Jehoshaphat's reign. Anyhow, he

probably succeeded Amariah. [HiGH-ri;iEST.]

He married Jeiiosheba, or Jehoshabeath, daugh-

ter of king Jehoram, and sister of king Ahaziah

(2 Chr. xxii. 11); awA. when Athahah slew all the

seed royal of Judah after Ahaziah had been put to

death by Jehu, he and his wife stole Joash from

among the king's sons, and hid him for six years

in the Temple, and eventually replaced him on the

throne of his ancestors. [Joash; Athaliaii.]

In effecting this happy revolution, by which both

the throne of David and the worship of the true

God according to the law of Moses were rescued

from imminent danger of destruction, Jehoiada dis-

played great ability and prudence. Waitmg pa-

tiently till the tyranny of Athaliah, and, we may
presume, her foreign practices and preferences, had

produced disgust in the land, he at length, in the

7th year of her reign, entered into secret alliance

with all the chief partisans of the house of David

and of the true religion. He also collected at Je-

rusalem the I.evites from the different cities of

Judah and Israel, probably under cover of provid-

ing for the Temple services, and then concentrated

a large and concealed force in the Temple, by the

expedient of not dismissing the old courses of

priests and Levites when their successors came to

relieve them on the Sabbath. By means of the

consecrated' shields and spears which David had

taken in his wars, and which were preserved in the

treasury of the Temple (comp. 1 Chr. xviii. 7-11,

xxvi. 20-28; 1 K. xiv. 26, 27), he suppUed the

captains of hundreds with arms for their men.

Having then divided the priests and Levites into

three bands, which were posted at the principal en-

trances, and filled the courts with people fa\orable

to the cause, he produced the young king before the

whole assembly, and crowned and anointed him,

and presented to him a copy of the Law, according

to Deut. xvii. 18-20. [Hilkiah.] The excite-

ment of the moment did not make him forget the

sanctity of Ciod's house. None but the priests and

ministering Levites were permitted by him to enter

the Temple; and he gave strict orders that Atha-

liah should be carried without its precincts before

she was put to death. In the same spirit he in-

augurated tlie new reign by a solemn covenant be-

tween himself, as high-priest, and the peoi)le and

the king, to renounce the Baal-worship which had

been introduced by the house of Ahab, and to

serve Jehovah. This was followed up by the im-

mediate destruction of the altar and temple of

Baal, and the death of Mattan his priest. He then

took order for the due celebration of the Temple

service, and at the same time for the perfect rees-

tabUshnient of the monarchy; all which seems to

have been effected with great vigor and success, and

without any cruelty or violence. The young king

himself, under this wise and virtuous counsellor,

ruled his kingdom well and prosperously, and was

forward in works of piety during the lifetime of

Jehoiada. The reparation of the Temple in the

23d year of his reign, of which a full and interest-

ing accoimt is given 2 K. xii. and '2 Chr. xxiv., was

one of the most important works at this period.

At length, however, Jehoiada died, b. c. 834, and

though far advanced in years, too soon for the wel-

fare of his country, and the weak, un.stable charac-

ter of Joash. The text of 2 Chr. xxiv. 15, sup-

ported by the LXX. and Josephus, makes him 1.30

years old when he died. But supposing him to
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have lived to the 35th year of Joash (which only

leaves 5 years for all the subsequent events of the

rein;n), he would in that case have been 95 at the

time of the insurrection against Athaliah ; and 15

years before, when Jehoram, whose daughter was

his wife, was only 32 years old, he would have been

80: than which nothing can be more improbable.

There must therefore be some early corruption of

the numeral. Perhaps we ought to read D"^3^^

nttJbtZ:^ (83), instead of dw^ HS^. Even

103 (as suggested, Geneal. of our Lord, p. 304)

would leave an improbable age at the two above-

named epochs. If 83 at his death, he would have

been 33 years old at Joram's accession. For his

signal services to his God, bis king and his coun-

try, which have earned him a place among the very

foremost well-doers in Israel, he had the unique

honor of burial among the kings of Judah in the

city of David. He was probably succeeded by his

son Zechariah. In Josephus's Ust (Ant. xviii. §

6), the name of IflAEAS by an easy corruption is

transformed into *IAEA2, and in the Sedtr Olam
into Phadea.

In Matt, xxiii. 35, Zechariah the son of Jehoiada

is mentioned as the " son of Barachias," i. e. Be-

rechiah." This is omitted in Luke (xi. 51), and

has probably been inserted from a confusion between

this Zechariah and 2, the prophet, who was son of

Berechiah; or with the son of Jeberechiah (Is. viii.

2).

5. [Vulg. pro Joiade.] Second priest, or sagan,

to Seraiah the high-priest. He was deposed at the

beginning of the reign of Zedekiah, probably for

adhering to the prophet Jeremiah; when Zephan-

iah was appointed sagan in his room* (Jer. xxix.

25-29; 2 K. xxv. 18). This is a clear instance of

the title " the priest " being applied to the second

priest. The passage in Jeremiah sliows the nature

of the sagan's authority at this time, when he was

doubtless " ruler of the house of Jehovah " (T^i?

nirr^. n^S). [High-priest.] Winer(jRef//(t'.)

has quite misunderstood the passage, and makes

Jehoiada the same as the high-priest in the reign

of Joash.

6. (27'T^I"', i. e. Joiada: 'IcoiSci; [Vat. Icoema;]

Alex. loeiSa' Jojada), son of Paseach, who as-

sisted to repair the " old gate " of Jerusalem (Neh.

iii. 6). A. C. H.

JEHOFAKIM (n"^)7in'^ [Jehovah sets up

or appoints] : 'lasaKifj., or -eifJL\ Joseph. 'Itoa/fi^os:

Jorikini), 18th (or, counting Jehoahaz, 19th) king

of Judah from David inclusive — 25 years old at his

accession, and originally called Eliakisi. He was

the son of Josiah and Zebudah, daughter of Pe-

daiah of Rumah, possibly identical with Arumah
of Judg. ix. 41 (where the Vulg. has Rumah), and

in that case in the tribe of Manasseh. His

younger brother Jehoahaz, or Shallum, as he is

called (Jer. xxii. 11), was in the first instance made
king by the people of the land on the death of his
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father Josiah, probably with the intention of fol-

I lowing up Josiah's policy, which was to side with

Nebuchadnezzar against Egypt, being, as Prideaux

thinks, bound by oath to the kings of Babylon (i.

50). Pharaoh-Necho, therefore, having borne down
all resistance with his victorious army, immediately

deposed Jehoahaz, and had him brought in chains

to Kiblah, where, it seems, he was on his way to

Carchemish (2 K. xxiii. 33, 34; Jer. xxii. 10-12).

He then set Eliakim, his elder brother, upon the

throne, changed his name to Jehoiakim, and hav-

ing charged him with the task of collecting a trib-

ute of 100 talents of silver, and 1 talent of gold=
nearly 40,000^., in which he mulcted the land for

the part Josiah had taken in the war with Babylon,

he eventually returned to Egypt taking Jehoahaz

with him, who died there in captivity (2 K. xxiii.

34; Jer. xxii. 10-12 ; Ez. xix. 4).'-' Pharaoh-Necho

also himself returned no more to Jerusalem, for

after his great defeat at Carchemish in the fourth

year of Jehoiakim he lost all his Syrian possessions

(2 K. xxiv. 7; Jer. xlvi. 2), and his successor

Psammis (Herod, ii. clxi.) made no attempt to

recover them. Egypt, therefore, played no part in

Jewish politics during the seven or eight years of

Jehoiakim's reign. After the battle of Carchemish

Nebuchadnezzar came into Palestine as one of the

Egyptian tributary kingdoms, the capture of which

was the natural fruit of bis victory over Necho.

He found Jehoiakim quite defenseless. After a

short siege he entered Jerusalem, took the king

prisoner, bound him in fetters to carry him to Bab-

ylon, and took also some of the precious vessels of

the Temple and carried them to the land of Shinar

to the temple of Bel his god. It was at this time,

in the fourth, or, as Daniel reckons, in the third

year of his reign,'' that Daniel, and Hananiah,

Mishael, and Azariah, were taken captives to Bab-

ylon ; but Nebuchadnezzar seems to have changed

his purpose as regarded Jehoiakim, and to have ac-

cepted his submission, and reinstated him on the

tlirone, perhaps in remembrance of the fidelity of

his father .Josiah. What is certain is, tliat Jehoi-

akim became tributary to Nebucliadnezzar after his

invasion of Judah, and continued so for three years,

but at the end of that time broke his oath of alle-

giance and rebelled against him (2 K. xxiv. 1).

What moved or encouraged Jehoiakim to this re-

bellion it is difficult to say, unless it were the rest-

less turbulence of his own bad disposition and the

dislike of paying tribute to the king of Babylon,

which he would have rather lavished upon his own
luxury and pride (Jer. xxii. 13-17), for there is

nothing to bear out Winer's coiyecture, or Jose-

phus's assertion, that there was anything in the

attitude of Egypt at this time to account for such

a step. It seems more probable that, seeing Egypt
entirely severed from the aft'airs of Syria since the

battle of Carchemish, and the king of Babylon
wholly occupied with distant wars, he hoped to

make himself independent. But whatever was the

motive of this foolish and wicked proceeding, which

was contrary to the repeated warnings of the

prophet Jeremiah, it is certain that it brought

« * The words corresponding to " son of Barachias "

in Matt, xxiii. 35 are omitted in the Sinaitic manu-
script a prima manu, and a few other authorities.

But they are retained in the text by Tischendorf (8th

ed.), and are in all probability genuine. A.

b It is, however, possible that Jehoiada vacated the

office by death.

c It does not appear from the narrative in 2 K
xxiii. (which is the fullest) whether Necho went

straight to Egypt from Jerusalem, or whether the

calamitous campaign on the Euphrates intervened.

'' It is possible that this diversity of reckoning may
be caused by some reckoning a year for Jehoahaz'!

reign, while some omitted it.
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misery and ruin upon the king and his country.

Though Nebuchadnezzar was not able at that time

to come in person to chastise his rebellious vassal,

he sent against him numerous bands of Chaldseans,

with Syrians, Moabites, and Ammonites, who were

all now subject to Babylon (2 K. xxiv. 7), and who
cruelly harassed the whole country. It was per-

haps at this time that the great drought occurred

described in Jer. xiv. (comp. Jer. xv. 4 with 2 K.

xxiv. 2, .3). The closing years of this reign must
have been a time of extreme misery. 'J'lie Am-
monites appear to have overrun the land of Gad
(Jer. xlix. 1), and the other neighboring nations to

have taken advantage of the helplessness of Israel

to ravage their land to the utmost (Ez. xxv.).

There was no rest or safety out of the walled cities.

We are not acquainted with the details of the close

of the reign. Probably as the time approached

for Nebuchadnezzar himself to come against Judaea

the desultory attacks and invasions of his troops

became more concentrated. Either in an engage-

ment with some of these forces, or else by the hand
of his own oppressed subjects, who thought to con-

ciliate the Babylonians by the murder of their

king, Jehoiakim came to a violent end in the 11th

year of his reign. His body was cast out igno-

miniously on the ground; perhaps thrown over the

walls to convince the enemy that he was dead ; and

then, after being left exposed for some time, was

dragged away and buried " with the burial of an

ass," without pomp or lamentation, " beyond the

gates of Jerusalem" (Jer. xxii. 18, 19, xxxvi. 30).

Within three months of his death Nebuchadnezzar

arrived, and put an end to his dynasty by cairying

Jehoiachin off to Babylon. [Jehoiachin.] All

the accounts we have of Jehoiakim concur in as-

cribing to him a vicious and irrehgious character.

The writer of 2 K. xxiii. 37 tells us that " he did

that which was evil in the sight of Jehovah," a

statement which is re])eated xxiv. 9, and 2 Chr.

xxxvi. b. The latter writer uses the yet stronger

expression, "the acts of Jehoiakim, and the abom-
inations which he did" (ver. 8). But it is in the

writings of Jeremiah that we have the fullest por-

traiture of him. If, as is probable, the 19th chap-

ter of Jeremiah belongs to this reign, we have a

detail of the abominations of idolatry practiced at

Jerusalem under the king's sanction, with which

Ezekiel's vision of what was going on six years

later, within the very precincts of the Temple, ex-

actly agrees; incense offered up to "abominable

beasts;" "women weeping for Thammuz;" and
men in the iimer court of the Temple " with their

backs towards the temple of the Lord " worshipping

"the sun towards the east" (Ez. viii.). The vin-

dictive pursuit and murder of Urijah the son of

.Shemaiah, and the indignities offered to his corpse

by the king's command, in revenge for his faithful

prophesying of evil against Jerusalem and Judah,

<« The pas.'iage seems to be corrupt. The words
Toi' aSe\(f)oi' auToO Seem to be repeated from the preced-

ing Hue but one, and ZapotKiji' is a corruption of Oi/piW.

2uAAa(3u)i/ avriyayet' is a paraphrase of the Alexandrian

Codex of Jer. xxxiii. 23 (xxvi. 23, A. V.), trvveKapocrav

auTor, Kat e^rjyayov,

t> Nothing can be more improbable than an invasion

of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar at this time. All the

Syrian possessions of Egypt fell into the power of

Babylon soon after the victory at Carchemish, and the

king of Egypt retired thenceforth into his own coun-
try. His Asiatic wars .seem to have engrossed Nebu-
chadnezzar's attention for the next 7 years ; and in
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are samples of his irreligidn and tyranny conibined.

Jeremiah only narrowly escaped the same fate (Jer.

xxvi. 20-2-1). The curious notice of him in 1

Esdr. i. 38, that he put his nobles in chains, and
caught Zaraces his brother in Egypt " and brought

him up thence (to Jerusalem), also points to his

cruelty. His daring impiety in cutting up and
burning the roll containing Jeremiah's prophecy,

at the very moment when the national fast was
being celebrated, is another specimen of his charac-

ter, and drew down upon him the sentence, " He
shall have none to sit upon the throne of David "

(Jer. xxxvi.). His oppression, injustice, covetous-

ness, luxury, and tyranny, are most severely re-

buked (xxii. 13-17), and it has been frequently

observed, as indicating his thorough selfishness and
indifference to the sufferings of his people, that, at

a time when the land was so impoverished by the

heavy tributes laid upon it by Egypt and Babylon

in turn, he should have squandered large sums in

building luxurious palaces for himself (xxii. 14, 15).

Josephus's history of Jehoiakim's reign is consis-

tent neither with Scripture nor with itself. His

account of Jehoiakim's death and Jehoiachin's ac-

cession appears to be only his own inference from

the Scripture narrative. According to Josephus

(Ant. X. 6) Nebuchadnezzar came against Judsea

in the 8th year of Jehoiakim's reign, and compelled

him to pay tribute, which he did for three years,

and then revolted in the 11th year, on hearing that

the king of Babylon was gone to invade Egypt.''

He then inserts the account of Jehoiakim's burn-

ing Jeremiah's prophecy in his 5tli year, and con-

cludes by saying, that a little time afterwards the

king of Babylon made an expedition against Jehoi-

akim, who admitted Nebuchadnezzar into the city

upon certain conditions, which Nebuchadnezzar

immediately broke ; that he slew Jehoiakim and the

flower of the citizens, and sent 3,000 captives to

Babylon, and set up Jehoiachin for king, but al-

most immediately afterwards was seized with fear

lest the young king should avenge his father's death,

and so sent back his army to besiege Jerusalem;

that Jehoiachin, being a man of just and gentle dis-

position, did not like to expose the city todanger on

his own account, and therefore surrendered himself,

his mother, and kindred, to the king of Babylon's

officers on condition of the city suffering no harm

;

but that Nebuchadnezzar, in direct violation of

the conditions, took 10,832 prisoners, and made
Zedekiah king in the room of Jehoiachin, whom
he kept in custody— a statement the principal por-

tion of which seems to have no foundation what-

ever in facts. The account given above is derived

from the various statements in Scripture, and

seems to agree perfectly with the probaliilities of

Nebuchadnezzar's movements and with what the

most recent discoveries have brought to light con-

cerning him. [Nebuchadnezzar.] The reign

like manner the king of Egypt seems to have confined

himself to Ethiopian wars. The first hint we have

of Egypt aiming at recovering her lost influence in

Syria is at the accession of Pharaoh-Hophra, in the

4th of Zedekiah. [Hananiah, 4.] He made several

abortive attempts against Nebuchadnezzar in Zede-

kiah's reign, and detached the Ammonites, Moabites,

Edomites, Tyrians, and Zidonians from the Babylonish

alliance (Jer. xxvii.). In consequence, Nebuchadnez-

zar, after thoroughly subduing these nations, and

devoting 13 years to the siege of Tyre, at length in-

vaded and subdued Egypt in the 35th year of his reigp

(Ez. xxix. 17).
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of Jehoiakim extends from b. c. 609 to b. c. 598,

or as some reckon, 599.

The name of Jehoiakim appears in a contracted

form in Joiakiim, a high-priest. A. C. H.

* Hardly any single act of Jehoiakim reveals so

much of his own character and that of his times

as his burning of Jeremiah's "roll." It was the

"roll," on which Baruch, the prophet's amanuensis

and the sharer of his dungeon, had written the

warnings uttered by Jeremiah, to arouse the king

and nobles to a sense of their danger. An attempt

was made to read these warnings to the people, on

one of the public fasts. " On that day," as Stanley

describes the scene, " a wintry day in December,

Harucli appeared in the chamber of a friendly noble,

Gemariah, the son of Shaphan, which was appar-

ently over the new gateway already mentioned.

There, from the window or balcony of the chamber,

or from the platform or pillar on which the kings

had stood on solemn occasions, he recited the long

alternation of lament and invective to the vast con-

gregation assembled for the national fast. Micaiab,

the son of his host, alarmed by what he heard,

descended the Temple hill, and conununicated it to

the princes who, as usual through these disturbed

reigns, were seated in council in the palace in the

apartments of the chief secretary. One of them,

Jehudi, the descendant of a noble house, acted ap-

parently as an :;gent or spokesman of the rest, and

was sent to summon Baruch to their presence. He
sat down in the attitude of an eastern teacher (Jer.

xxxvi. 15, comp. Luke iv. 20), and as he went on

his recital struck terror into the hearts of his

hearers. They saw his danger; they charged him
and his master to conceal themselves, and deposited

the sacred scroll in the chamber where they had

heard it, whilst they announced to the fierce and
lawless king its fearful contents. A third time it

was recited

—

-this time not by Baruch, but by the

courtier Jehudi — to the king as he sat warming
himself over the charcoal brazier, with his princes

standing round him. Three or four columns ex-

hausted the royal patience. He seized a knife,

such as eastern scribes wear for the sake of erasures,

cut the parchment into strips, and threw it into

the brazier till it was burnt to ashes. Those who
had heard from their fathers of the effect produced

on Josiah by the recital of the warnings of Deuter-

onomy, might well be startled at the contrast.

None of those well-known signs of astonishment

and grief were seen ; neither king nor attendants

rent their clothes. It was an outrage long remem-
bered. Baruch, in his hiding-place, was over-

whelmed with despair (Jer. xlv. 3) at this failure

of his mission. But Jeremiah had now ceased to

waver. He bade his timid disciple take up the

pen, and record once more the terriljle messages.

The country was doomed. It was only individuals

who could be saved.

" But the Divine oracle could r.ot be destroyed in

the destruction of its outward framework. It was
the new form of the vision of the ' Bush burning,

but not consumed
' ; a sacred book, the form in

which Divine truths were now first beginning to be

known, burnt as sacred books have been burnt
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« It is, however, very singular that the names after

Shemaiah in Neh. xii. 6, iucluding JoiaribanJ Jedaiah,

have the appearance of being added on to tlie previ-

ously existing list, which ended with Shemaiah, as

Joes tliat in Neh. x. 2-8. For Joiarib's is introduced

with ihe copula " and ;
" it is quite out of its right

again and again, in the persecutions of the fourth

or of the sixteenth century, yet multiplied by that

very cause; springing from the flames to do their

work, living in the voice and life of men, even when
their outward letter seemed to be lost. ' Then took

Jeremiah another roll, and gave it to Baruch the

scribe, the son of Neriah, who wrote therehi from
the mouth of Jeremiah all the words of the book
which Jehoiakim, the king of Judah, had burned
in the fire, and there were added besides unto them
many like words ' (Jer. xxxvi. 32). In this record

of the prophet's feeling, thus emphasized by his

own repetition, is contained the germ of the ' Lib
erty of Unlicensed Printing,' the inexhaustible

vitality of the written word." {History of the

Jeivish Church, ii. 591 ff.) "H.

JEHOI'ARIB (^"^"l^^in":, 1 Chr. ix. 10,

xxiv. 7, only; elsewhere, both in Hebrew and A. V.,

the name is abbre\iated to .Toiakib [Jehovah a

defender'] : 'Iwapifj.: [Vat. loiapet/j., lapeifx;] Alex.

'loiapei/S and 'Iap€i/3: Joiarib), head of the first

of the 24 courses of priests, according to the ar-

rangement of king David (1 Chr. xxiv. 7). Some
of his descendants returned from the Baliylonish

Captivity, as we learn from 1 Chr. ix. 10, Neh. xi.

10. [Jedaiah.] Their chief in the days of

Joiakim the son of Jeshua was Mattenai (Neh. xii.

6, 19 ). They were probably of the house of Eleazar.

To the course of Jehoiarib belonged the Asmonean
family (1 Mace. ii. 1), and .Josephus, as he informs

us (Ant. xii. G, § 1, and Life, § 1). [High-
priest.] Prideaux indeed (Connection, i. 129),

following the Jewish tradition, affirms that only i

of the courses returned from Babylon, Jedaiah,

Immer, Pashur, and Harim— for which last, how-
ever, the Babylonian Talnnid has Joiarib— because

these 4 only are enumerated in Ezr. ii. 3G--39, Neh.
vii. 39-42. And he accounts for the mention of

other courses, as of Joiarib (1 Mace. ii. 1), and
Abiah (Luke i. 5), by saying that those 4 courses

were subdivided into 6 each, so as to keep up the

old number of 24, which took the names of the

original courses, though not really descended from
them. But this is probably an invention of the

Jews, to account for the mention of only these 4
families of priests in the list of Ezr. ii. and Neh.
vii. And however difficult it may be to say with

certainty why only those 4 courses are mentioned
in that particular list, we have the positive authority

of 1 Chr. ix. 10, and Neh. xi. 10, for asserting that

Joiarib did return ; and we have two other lists of

courses, one of the time of Nehemiah (Neh. x. 2-8),

the other of Zerubliabel (Neh. xii. 1-7); the former

enumerating 21, the latter 22 courses; and the

latter naming Joiarib as one of them," and adding,

at ver. 19, thd name of the chief of the course of

Joiarib in the days of Joiakim. So that there can

be no reasonable doubt that Joiarib did return.

The notion of the Jews does not receive any con-

firmation from the statement in the Latin version

of Josephus (Cant. Apion. ii. § 8), that there were

4 courses of priests, as it is a manifest corruption

of the text for 24, as Whiston and others have

shown (note to Life of Josephus, § 1). The sub-

joined table gives the three lists of courses which

order as the first course ; and, moreover, these names
are entirely omitted in the LXX. till we come to the

times of Joiakim at ver. 12-21. Still the utmost that

could be concluded from this is, that .Joi:iril) returned

later than the time of Zerubbabel.
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retunied, with the original list in David's time to

compare them by :
—

COURSES OF PRIESTS.

In David's
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ship of Baa'i, for which he perceived that the stern

zealot would be a fit coadjutor. Having intrusted

him with the secret, he (LXX.) or his attendants

(Heb. and A. V.) caused Jehonadab to proceed

with him to Samaria in the royal chariot.

So completely had the worship of Baal become

the national religion, that even Jehonadab was able

to conceal his purpose under the mask of conformity..

No doubt he acted in concert with Jehu through-

out ; but the only occasion on which he is expressly

mentioned is when (probably from his previous

knowledge of the secret worshippers of Jehovah)

he went with Jehu through the temple of Baal to

turn out any that there might happen to be in the

mass of Pagan worshippers (2 K. x. 23). [Jehu.]

This is the last we hear of him. A. P. S.

JEHON'ATHAN Cjn^'in^ [whom Jehovah

ffave= his f/ifl]: 'Iwudeav: Jonathan), the more

accurate rendering of the Hebrew name, which is

most frequently given in the A. V. as Joxathan.

It is ascribed to three persons :
—

1. Son of Uzziah ; superintendent of certain of

king David's storehouses (HTl^S : the word

rendered " treasures " earlier in the verse, and in

27, 28 "cellars "); 1 Chr. xxvii. 25.

2. One of the Levites who were sent by Jehosh-

aphat through the cities of Judah, with a book of

the Law, to teach the people (2 Chr. xvii. 8).

3. [Vat. Alex. FA.i omit.] A priest (Neh. xii.

18); the representative of the family of Shemaiah

(ver. 6), when Joiakim was high-priest, that is in

the next generation after the return from Babylon

under Zerubbabel and Jesluia.

JEHO'RAM ("J'^n^ = exalted by Jeho-

vah: 'loupdfi; Joseph. 'Icipa/xos'- Jorum). The

name is more often found in the contracted form

of JoR.Vit. 1. Son of Ahab king of Israel, who

succeeded his brother Ahaziah (who had no son)

upon the throne at Samaria, b. c. 896, and died

n. c. 884. During tlie first four j'ears of his

reicn his contemporary on the throne of Judah was

Jehoshaphat, and for the next seven years and up-

wards Joram the son of Jelioshaphat, and for the

last year, or portion of a year, Ahaziah the son of

Joram, who was killed the same day that he was

(2 K. ix. 27). The alliance between the kingdoms

of Israel and Judah, commenced by his fiither and

Jehoshaphat, was very close throughout his reign.

We first find him associated with Jehoshaphat and

the king of Edom, at that time a tributary of the

kingdom of Judah, in a war against the Aloabites.

Mesha, their king, on the death of Ahab, had re-

volted from Israel, and refused to pay the customary

tribute of 100,01)0 latnbs and 100,000 rams. Jo-

ram asked and obtained Jehoshaphat's help to

reduce him to his obedience, and accordingly the

three kings, of Israel, Judah, and Edom, marched

through tlie wilderness of Edom to attack him.

The three armies were in the utmost danger of per-

ishing for want of water. The piety of Jehosha-

phat suggested an inquiry of some prophet of Jeho-

vah, and Elisha tlie son of Shaphat, at that time

and since the latter part of Ahab's reign Elijah's

attendant (2 K. iii. 11; 1 K. xix. 19-21), was

found with the host. [Elisha 3, vol. i. p. 717.]

From him Jehorara received a severe rebuke, and

was bid to inquire of the prophets of his father and

mother, the prophets of Baal. Nevertheless for

Jehoshaphat's sake Elisha inquired of Jehovah, and

received the promise of an abundant supply of
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water, and of a great victory over the Moabites : a

promise which was immediately fulfilled. The
same water which, filling the valley, and the

trenches dug by the Israelites, supplied the whole

army and all their cattle with drink, appeared to

the JMoabites, who were advancing, like blood, when

the morning sun shone upon it. Concluding that

the allies had fallen out and slain each other, they

marched incautiously to the attack, and were put

to the rout. The allies pursued them with great

slaughter into their own land, which they utterly

ravaged and destroyed with all its cities. Kirha-

raseth alone remained, and there the king of Moab
made his last stand. An attempt to break through

the besieging army having failed, he resorted to the

desperate expedient of ottering up his eldest son,

the heir to his throne, as a burnt-offering, upon

the wall of the city, in the sight of the enemy.

Upon this the Israelites retired and returned to

their own land (2 K. iii.). It was perhaps in con-

sequcTice of Elisha's relmke, and of the above

remarkable deliverance granted to the allied armies

according to his word, that Jehoram, on his return

to Samaria, put away tlie image of Baal which

Ahab his father had made (2 K. iii. 2). For in

2 K. iv. we have an e\idence of Elisha's being on

friendly terms with Jehoram, in the otter made by

him to speak to the king in favor of the Shunam-
mite. The impression on the king's mind was

probably strengthened by the subsequent incident

of Naaman's cure, and the temporary cessation of

the inroads of the Syrians, which doubtless resulted

from it (2 K. v.). Accordingly when, a little later,

war broke out betvi'een Syria and Israel, we find

Elisha befriending Jehoram. The king was made
acquainted by the prophet with the secret counsels

of the king of Syria, and was thus enabled to de-

feat them; and on the other hand, when Elisha

had led a large band of Syrian soldiers whom God
had blinded, into the midst of Samaria, Jehoram

reverentially asked him, " My father, shall I smite

themV" and, at the prophet's bidding, not only

forbore to kill them, but made a feast for them,

and then sent thein home unhurt. This procured

another cessation from the Syrian invasions for the

Israelites (2 K. vi. 23). What happened after this

to change the relations between the king and the

prophet, we can only conjecture. But putting to-

getlier the general bad character given of Jehoram

(2 K. iii. 2, 3) with the fact of the prevalence of

Baal-worship at the end of his reign (2 K. x. 21-

28), it seems probable that when the Syrian inroads

ceased, and he felt less dependent upon the aid of

the prophet, he relapsed into idolatry, and was re-

buked by Elisha, and threatened with a return of

the calamities from which he had escaped. Refus-

ing to repent, a fresh invasion by the Syrians, and

a close siege of Samaria, actually came to pass,

according probably to the word of the prophet.

Hence, when the terrible incident arose, in conse-

quence of the famine, of a woman boiling and eat-

ing her own child, the king immediately attributed

the evil to Elisha the son of Shapiiat, and deter-

mined to take away his life. The message which

he sent by the messenger whom he cimimissioned

to cut off the prophet's head, " Behold this evil is

from .lehovah, why should I wait for .leliovah any

longer?" coupled with the fact of his having on

sackcloth at the time (2 K. vi. 30, 33), also indi-

cates that many remonstrances and warnings, simi-

lar to those given by Jeremiah to the kings of his

day, had passed between the prophet and the weak
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and unstable son of Ahab. The providential inter-

position by which both Elisha's Ufe was saved and the

city delivered, is narrated 2 K. vii., and Jehoram

appears to have returned to friendly feelings towards

Elisha (2 K. viii. 4). His life, however, was now

drawing near to its close. It was very soon after

the above events that Elisha went to Damascus,

and predicted the revolt of Hazael, and his acces-

sion to the throne of Syria in the room of Ben-

hadad; and it was during Elisha's absence, proba-

bly, that the conversation between Jehoram and

Gehazi, and the return of the Shunammite from

the land of the Philistines, recorded in 2 K. viii.,

took place. Jehoram seems to have thought the

revolution in Syria, which immediately followed

IClisha's prediction, a good opportunity to pursue

his father's favorite project of recovering Ramoth-

Gilead from the Syrians. He accordingly made

an alliance with his nephew Ahaziah, who had just

succeeded Joram on the throne of Judah, and the

two kings proceeded to occupy Ranioth-Gilead by

force. The expedition was an unfortunate one.

Jehoram was wounded in battle, and obliged to

return to Jezreel to be healed of his wounds (2 K.

viii. 29, i.x. 14, 15), leaving his army under Jehu

to hold Ramoth-Gilead against Hazael. Jehu,

however, and the army under his command, re-

volted from their allegiance to Jehoram (2 K. ix.
),

and, hastily marching to Jezreel, surprised Jeho-

ram. wounded and defenseless as he was. Jehoram,

going out to meet hini, fell pierced by an arrow

from Jehu's bow on the very plat of ground which

Ahab had wrested from Naboth the Jezreelite ; thus

fulfilling to the letter the prophecy of Elijali (1 K.

xxi. 21-29). With the life of Jehoram ended the

dynasty of Orari.

Jehorara's reign was rendered very remarkable

by the two eminent prophets who lived in it, Elijah

and Elisha. The former seems to have survived

till the sixth year of his reign ; the latter to have

begun to be conspicuous quite in the beginning of

it. For the famine which Elisha foretold to the

Shunammite" (2 K. viii. 1), and which seems to

be the same as that alluded to iv. 38, must have

begun in the sixth year of Jehoram's reign, since

it lasted seven yeais, and ended in the twelfth

yeai-. In that case his acquaintance with the Shu-

nammite must have begun not less than five or at

least four years sooner, as the child must have been

as much as three years old when it died; which

brings us back at latest to the beginning of the

second year of Jehoram's reign. Elisha's appear-

ance in the camp of the three kings (2 K. iii.)

was probably as early as the first year of Jehoram.

^Vitll reference to the very entangled chronology

of this reign, it is important to remark that there

is no evidence whatever to show that Elijah the

prophet was translated at the time of Elisha's first

prophetic ministrations. The history in 2 K., at

this part of it, having much the nature of memoirs

of Elisha, and the active ministrations of Elijah

having closed with the death of Ahaziah, it was

very natural to complete Elijah's personal history

with the narrative of his translation in ch. ii. before

beginning the series of Elisha's miracles. But it

by°no means follows that ch. ii. is really prior in
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order of time to ch. iii., or that, though the raising

from the dead of the Shunammite's son was subse-

quent, as it probably was, to Elijah's translation,

therefore all the preliminary circumstances related

in ch. iv. were so likewise. Neither again does

the expression (2 K. iii. 11 ),
" Here is Elisha,

which poured water on the hands of Elijah," ^ im-

ply that this ministration had at that time ceased,

and still less that Elijah was removed from the

earth. We learn, on the contrary, from 2 Cor.

xxi. 12, that he was still on earth in the reign of

Joram son of Jehoshaphat, who did not begin to

reign till the fifth of Jehoram (2 K. viii. 16); and

it seems highly probable that the note of time in

2 K. i. 17, " in the second year of Jehoram the

son of Jehoshaphat," which is obviously and cer-

tainly out of its place where it now is, properly

belongs to the narrative in ch. ii. With regard to

the other discordant dates at this epoch, it must

suflSce to remark that all atteni)its to recoi.cile them

are vain. That which is based upon the supposition

of Joram having been associated with his father in

the kingdom for three or seven years, is of all per-

haps the most unfortunate, as being utterly incon-

sistent with the history, annihilating his independent

reign, and after all failing to produce even a verbal

consistency. The table given below is framed on

the supposition that Jehoshaphat's reign really

lasted only 22 years, and Ahab's oidy 19, as appears

from the texts cited; that the statement that Je-

hoshaphat reigned 25 years is caused by the prob-

able circumstance of his having taken part in the

government during the three last years of Asa's

reign, when his father was incapacitated by the dis-

ease in his feet (2 Chr. xvi. 12); and that three

years were then added to Ahab's reign, to make
the whole number of the years of the kuigs of Is-

rael agree with the whole number of those of the

kings of Judah, thus unduly lengthened by an ad-

dition of three years to Jehoshaphat's reign. This

arrangement, it is believed, reconciles the greatest

number of existing texts, agrees best with history,

and especially coincides with what is the most cer-

tain of all the elements of the chronology of this

time, namely, that the twelve years' reign of Jeho-

ram son of Ahab, and the few months' reign of

Ahaziah, the successor of Joram son of Jehosha-

phat, ended simultaneously at the accession of

Jehu.

KINGS OF ISEAKL.

Ahab (r'gn'd 11) yrs.) Ist yr. =

Ahab 4thyr.=

Ahab . . last and lilth yr. =
Ah aziah (r'gn'd 2 yro.) 1 St yr.=
Ahaziah 2d yr.

and =
Jehoram (r'gn'd 12 yrs.) 1st yr,

Jehoram 5th yr.

Elijah carried up to heaven >

Jehoram 12=

KINGS OF JUDAH.

S Asa (reigned 41 yrs.) 38th,

} 1 K. xvi. 29.

< Jehoshaphat (reigned 22
i yrs.) 1st, 1 K. xxii. 41.

.le"hosha|iliat . . lUth, ib. 51.

Jehoshaphat, 17th, 1 K. xxii.

1 51.

S Jehoshaphat, 18th, 2 K. iii. 1.

1 Jehoshapliat last and 22d,
2 and [viii. 16.

( Joram (r'gn'd 8 yrs.) Ut, 2 K.
tJoram, 2d, 2 K. i. 17, ii.; 2

/ Chr. xxi. 12.

i Joram, 8th, 2 K. viii. 17, 2 K.
and [viii. 26.

' Ahaziah (reigned 1 yr.) Ist.

2. [In 2 Chr. xxi. 1, Rom. 'Itopav, but Vat.

Alex, laipa/j. as elsewhere.] Eldest son of Jehosh-

aphat, succeeded his father on the throne of Judah

a The " then " of the A. V. of 2 K. viii. 1 is a thor-

ough misrepresentation of the order of the events.

The narrative goes back seven years, merely to intro-

duce the woman's return at this time. The king's

conversation with Gehazi was doubtless caused by the

providential deliverance related in ch. vii.

b The use of the perfect tense in Hebrew often im-

plies he habit or the repetition of an action, as e. g.

Ps. i. 1, ii. 1, &c.
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at the age of 32, and reigned eight years, from b.

C. 893-92 to 885-8-1. [Jehoram, 1.] Jehosheba

his daughter was wife to the high-priest Jehoiada.

The ill effects of liis marriage with Athahali the

daughter of Ahab, and the influence of that second

Jezebel upon him, were immediately apparent. As
soon as he was fixed on the throne, he put his six

brothers to death, with many of the chief nobles

of tlie land. lie then proceeded to establish the

worsliip of Baal and otlier abominations, and to en-

force tlie practice of idolatry by persecution. A
prophetic writing from the aged prophet Elijah (2

€hr. xxi. 12), tlie last recorded act of his life, re-

proving him for his crimes and his impiety, and

foretelling the most grievous judgments upon his

person and his kingdom, failed to produce any good

effect upon him. Tliis was in the first or second

year of his reign. The remainder of it was a series

of calamities. First the Edomites, who had been

tributary to Jehoshaphat, revolted from his domin-

ion, and established their permanent independence.

It was as much as Jehoram could do by a night-

attack with all his forces, to extricate himself from

their army, which had surrounded him. Next
Libnah, one of the strongest fortified cities in Ju-

dah (2 K. xix. 8), and perhaps one of those '• fenced

cities " (2 Chr. xxi. 3) which Jehoshaphat had given

to his other sons, indignant at his cruelties, and
abhorring his apostasy, rebelled against him. Then
followed invasions of armed bands of Philistines

and of Arabians (the same who paid tribute to

Jehoshaphat, 2 Chr. xvii. 11), who burst into Ju-

daea, stormed the king's palace, jjut his wives and
all his children, except his youngest son Ahaziah,

to death (2 Chr. xxii. 1), or carried them into cap-

tivity, and plundered all his treasures. And, to

crown all, a terrible and incurable disease in his

bowels fell upon him, of which he died, after two
years of misery, unregretted; and went down to a

dishonored grave in the prime of life, without either

private or public mourning, and without even a

resting-place in the sepulchres of his fathers (2 Chr.

xxi. 19, 20). He died early in the twelfth year of

his brother-in-law Jehoram's reign over Israel.

A. C. H.

JEHOSHAB'EATH {nV:2W^ll) [peril.

swearer by Jehovalt^ i. e. his worshippei'] : 'lojo-a-

/8e60; [Vat. loio-a/See;] Alex, lua-aked'- Josabeth),

.the form in whicli the name of .Jehoshkba is

given in 2 Chr. xxii. 11. We are here informed,

what is not told us in Kings, that she was the wife

of Jehoiada the high-priest.

JEHOSH'APHAT (t^ptt^lH') [Jehovah is

jiidf/e]: 'Icxroc^ctr: Josaphat). 1. The son of

Asa and Azubah, succeeded to the throne b. c.

914, when he was 35 years old, and reigned 25
years. His history is to be found among the events

recorded in 1 K. xv. 24 ; 2 K. viii. 16, or in a con-
tinuous narrative in 2 Chr. xvii. 1-xxi. 3. He was
contemporary with Ahab, Ahaziah, and Jehoram.
At first he strengthened himself against Israel by
fortifying and garrisoning the cities of Judah and
the Ephraimite conquests of Asa. But soon after-

wards the two Hebrew kin^s, perhaps appreciating

their common danger from Damascus and the tribes

on their eastern frontier, came to an understanding.
Israel and Judah drew together for the first time
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since they parted at Shechem sixty years previ-

ously. Jehoshaphat's eldest son Jehoram married
Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel. 1

does not appear how far Jehoshaphat encouraged
that ill-starred union. The closeness of the alli-

ance between the two kings is shown by many
circumstances: Elijah's reluctance when in exile

to set foot within the territory of Judah (Blunt,

Undes. Coiiic. ii. § 19, p. 199); the identity of

names given to the children of the two royal fami-

lies; the admission of names compounded with tlie

name of Jehovah into the family of Jezebel, the

zealous worshipper of Baal ; and the extreme alac-

rity with which Jehoshaphat afterwards accompa-
nied Ahab to the field of battle.

But in his own kingdom Jehoshaphat ever

showed himself a zealous follower of the command-
ments of God : he tried, it would seem not quite

successfully, to put down the high places and the

groves in which the people of Judah burnt incense.

In his third year, apprehending perhaps the evil

example of Israelitish idolatry, and considering

that the Levites were not fulfilling satisfactorily

their function of teaching the people, Jehoshaphat
sent out a commission of certain princes, priests,

and Levites, to go through the cities of Judah,
teaching the people out of the Book of the Law.
He made separate provision for each of his sons as

they grew up, perhaps with a forel)oding of their

melancholy end (2 Chr. xxi. 4). Kiches and hon-
ors incre.ased around him. He received tribute

from the Philistines and Arabians ; and kept up a

large standing army in Jerusalem.

It was probably about the 16th year of his reign

(b. c. 898) when he went to Samaria to visit Ahab
and to become his ally in the great battle of Ra-
moth-Gilead — not very decisive in its result,

though fatal to Ahab. From thence Jehoshaphat
returned to Jerusalem in peace; and, after receiv-

ing a rebuke from the prophet Jehu, went himself

through the people " from Beer-sheba to Mount
Ephraim," reclaiming them to the law of God.
He also took measures for the better administration

of justice throughout his dominions ; on which see

Selden, Be Synedriis, ii. cap. 8, § 4. Turning his

attention to foreign commerce, he built at Ezion-

geber, with the help of Ahaziah, a navy designed

to go to Tarshish : but, in accordance with a pre-

diction of a prophet, Eliezer, it was wrecked at

Ezion-geber; and Jehoshaphat resisted Ahaziah's

proposal to renew their joint attempt.

Before the close of his reign he was engaged in

two « additional wars. He was miraculously de-

livered from a threatened attack of the people of

Amnion, INIoab, and Seir; the result of which is

thought by some critics to be celebrated in Ps. 48
and 92, and to be alluded to by the prophet Joel,

iii. 2, 12. After this, perhaps, must be dated the

war which Jehoshaphat, in conjunction with Jeho-
ram king of Israel and the king of Edoin, carried

on against the rebellious king of Moab (2 K. iii.).

After this the realm of Jehoshaphat was quiet.

In his declining years the administration of aflfairs

was placed (probably b. c. 891) in the hands of his

son Jehoram; to whom, as Usher conjectures, the

same charge had been temporarily committed dur-

ing Jehoshaphat's absence at Ranioth-gilead.

Like the prophets with whom he was brought in

a Gesenius and Professor Newman are of opinion
, opposed by Keil and Movers in Germany, and by tb«

that tlie two narratives in 2 K. iii. and 2 (Jlir. xx. re- Key. H. Browne, OrUo Scedorum, p. 235.
late to one event. Tlieir view lias been successfully

\
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contact, we cannot describe the character of this

good king without a mixture of blame. Eminently
pious, gentle, just, devoted to the spiritual and
temporal welfare of his subjects, active in mind
and body, he was wanting in firmness and consist-

ency. His character has been carefully sketched

in a sermon by the Rev. Dr. Hessey, Biographies

of the Kings of Judith, ii.

2. ['Ic<xra(^OT, -(pdd\ Alex, in 2 Sam. viii. 16,

loxro*.] Son of Ahilud, who filled the office of

recorder or annalist in the court of David (2 Sara,

viii. 16, &c.), and afterwards of Solomon (1 K. iv.

3). Such officers are Ibund not only in the courts

of the Hebrew kings, but also in those of ancient

and modern Persia, of the Eastern Homan Empire
(Gesenius), of China, etc. (Keil). An instance of

the use made of their writings is given in Esth.

vi. 1.

3. One of the priests who, in the time of David

(1 Chr. XV. 24), were appointed to blow trumpets
before the ark in its transit from the house of

Obed-Edom to Jerusalem.

4. [Rom. Vat. omit; Alex. Iwaaipar.'] Son of

Paruah ; one of the twelve purveyors of King Sol-

omon (1 K. iv. 17). His district was Issachar,

from whence, at a stated season of the year, he
collected such taxes as were paid in kind, and sent

them to the king's court.

5. {^IwcatpaT, V^at. -(^a0.] Son of Nimshi. and
father of king Jehu (2 K. ix. 2, 14). W. T. B.

JEHOSHAPHAT, VALLEY OF (ptt^

iSSK^in') [valley where Jehovah pujgesl: KoiXas

'la)(ra<pdr- Vallis Jusuphai), a valley mentioned by
the prophet Joel only, as the spot in which, after

the return of Judah and Jerusalem from captivity,

Jehovah would gather all the heathen (Joel iii. 2

;

Heb. iv. 2), and would there sit to judge them for

their misdeeds to Israel (iii. 12; Heb. v. 4). The
passage is one of great boldness, abounding in the

verbal turns in which Hebrew poetry so much de-

lights, and in particular there is a play Ijetween the

name given to the spot — Jehoshaphat, i. e. " Je-

hovah's judgment," and the "judgment " there to

be pronounced. The Hebrew prophets often refer

to the ancient glories of their nation : thus Isaiah

speaks of the " day of Midian," and of the triumphs
of David and of Joshua in "Mount Perazim," and
in the " Valley of (Jibeon;" and in like manner
Joel, in announcing the vengeance to be taken on
the strangers who were annoying his country (iii.

14), seems to have glanced back to that triumphant
day when king Jehoshaphat, the greatest king the

nation had seen since Solomon, and the greatest

champion of Jehovah, led out his people to a valley

in the wilderness of Tekoah, and was there blessed

with such a victory over the hordes of his enemies
as was without a parallel in the national records

(2 Chr. XX.).

But though such a reference to Jehoshaphat
is both natural and characteristic, it is not certain

that it is intended. The name may be only an
imaginary one conferred on a spot which existed

a This pillar is said to be called et- Tarik, " the
road " (De Saulcy, Voyage, ii. 199). From it will

spring the Bridge of As- Sirat, the crossing of which is

to test the true believers. Those who cannot stand
the t«st will drop off into the abyss of Gehenna in the

depths of the val!ey (All liey, 224, 22.5 ; Mejr ed-Din,

in Rob. i. 269 ; [Aln;er's Hist, of the Doctrine of a Fu-
ture Life, pp. 202, 203]).

nowhere but in the vision of the prophet. Such
was the view of some of the ancient translators.

Thus Theodotion renders it xtipa Kpiaews; and
so the Targnm of Jonathan — "the plain of the

division of judgment." Michaehs {Bil/el fiir Un-
gelehrten, Remarks on Joel) takes a similar view,

and considers the passage to be a prediction of the

Maccabean victories. By others, however, the

prophet has been supposed to have had the end of

the world in view. And not only this, but the

scene of " Jehovah's judgment " has been localized,

and the name has come down to us attached to

the deep ravine which separates Jerusalem from the

Mount of Olives, through which at one time the

Kedron forced its stream. At what period the

name was first applied to this spot is not known.
There is no trace of it in the Bible or in Josephus.

In both the only name used for this gorge is Kin-
RON (N. T. Ceuron). We first encounter its

new title in the middle of the 4th century in the

Onomnsticon of Eusebius and Jerome (art. Ccelas),

and in the Commentary of the latter father on
Joel. Since that time the name has been recog-

nized and adopted by travellers of all ages and all

faiths. It is used by Christians— as Arculf in

700 {Early Trav. i. 4), the author of the Citez de

Jherusfiletn, in 1187 (Rob. ii. .502), and Mauiidrell

in 1697 (Ear. Tj-nr. p. 469); and by Jews — as

Benjamin of Tudela about 1170 (Asher, i. 71; and

see Reland, --Pn/. p. 356). By the Moslems it is

still said to be called Wady Jushafat (Seetzen, ii.

23, 26), or Shafat, though the name usually given

to the valley is Wady Sitli-Maryam. Both Mos-

lems and Jews believe that the last judgment is to

take place there. To find a grave there is the

dearest wish of the latter (Briggs, Heathen and
Holy Lands, p. 290), and the former show— as

they have shown for certainly two centuries — the

place on which Mohanmied is to be seated at the Last

Judgment, a stone jutting out from the east wall

of the Haram area near the south corner, one of

the pillars « which once adorned the churches of

Helena or Justinian, and of which multitudes are

now imbedded in the rude masonry of the more
modern walls of Jerusalem. The steep sides of the

ravine, where\er a level strip afibrds the opportu-

nity, are crowded — in places almost paved — by

the sepulchres of the Moslems, or the simpler slabs

of the Jewish tombs, alike awaiting the assembly of

the Last Judgment.

So narrow and precipitous >> a glen is quite un-

suited for such an event; but this inconsistency

does not appear to have disturbed those who
framed or those who hold the tradition. It is how-

ever implied in the Hebrew terms employed in the

two cases. That by Joel is E7nek (17X35?), a word

applied to spacious valleys, such as those of Es-

draelon or Gibeon (Stanley, S. tf P. App. § 1 ).

On the other hand the ravine of the Kidron is in-

variably designated by Nachal (7n3) answering

to the modern Arabic Wady. There is no instance

in the 0. T. of these two terms being convertible,

6 St. Cyril (of Alexandria) either did not know the

spot, or has another valley in his eye
;
probably the

former. Ue describes it as not many stadia from Je-

rusalem
;
and says he is told ((|)r)<ri') that it is " bare

and apt for horses" {i^iXov kixi iTrTrrjAaToi" Comm. n,i

Joel, quoted by Reland, p. 355). Perhaps this indi-

cates that the tradition was not at that time quite

fixed.
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and this ftict alone would warrant the inference

that the tradition of the identity of the Emek of

Jehoshaphat and the Nachal Kedron, did not arise

until Hebrew had begun to become a dead lan-

guage.« The grounds on which it did arise were

probably two: (1.) The frequent mention through-

out this passage of Joel of Mount Zion, Jerusalem,

and the Temple (ii. 32; iii. 1, 6, 10, 17, 18), may
have led to the belief that the locality of the great

judgment would be in their immediate neighbor-

hood. This would be assisted by the mention of

the Mount of Olives in the somewhat similar pas-

sage in Zechariah (xiv. 3, 4).

(2.) The belief that Christ would reappear in

judgment on the JMount of Olives, from which He
had ascended. This was at one time a received

article of Christian belief, and was grounded on the

words of the Angels, " He shall so come in like

manner as ye have seen him go into heaven.'' ''

(Adrichomius, T/ieatr. Ter. Saiiche, Jerusalem,

§ 192 ; ("orn. a Lapide, on Acts i.

)

(3. ) There is the alternative that the Valley of

Jehoshaphat was really an ancient name of the

Valley of the Kedron, and that from the name, the

connection with Joel's prophecy, and the belief in

its being the scene of Jehovah's last judgment have

followed. This may be so; but then we should

expect to find some trace of the existence of the

name before the 4th century after Christ. It was

certainly used as a burying-place as early as the

reign of Josiah (2 K. xxiii. G), but no inference

can fairly be drawn from this.

But whatever originated the tradition, it has

held its ground most firmly, (a.) In the valley

itself, one of the four remarkable monuments which

exist at the foot of Olivet was at a very early date

connected with Jehoshaphat. At Arculf's visit

(about 700) the name appears to have been borne

by that now called " Absalom's tomb," but then

the "tower of Jehoshaijhat " (Ear. Trav. p. 4).

In the time of JIaundrell the " tomb of Jehoshaphat

"

was, what it still is, an excavation, with an archi-

tectural front, in the ftice of the rock behind " Ab-
salom's tomb." A tolerable view of this is given

in plate 33 of Munk's Palestine ; and a photograph

by Salzmann, with a description in the Te.He (p.

31) to the same. The name may, as already ob-

sen'ed, really point to Jehoshaphat himself, though

not to his tomb^ as he was buried like the other

kings in the city of David (2 Chr. xxi. 1). (i.)

One of the gates of the city in the east wall, open-

ing on the valley, bore the same name. This is

plain from the C'dez cle Jkerusa/em, where the

forte de losnfus is said to have been a "postern"

close to the golden gateway {Portez Oiris), and tu

the south of that gate (pars (levers mkU ; § iv.,

near the end, Kob. ii. 559 ). It was therefore at or

near the small walled- up doorway, to which M. de

Saulcy has restored the name of the Poterne de

.tosaphat, and which is but a few feet to the south

of the golden gateway. However this may be, this
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« It appears in the Targum on Cant. viii. 1.

b In Sir John Maundeville a different reason is

given for the same. " Very near this " — the place

where Chiist wept over Jerusalem— ''is the stone on
which our Lord sat when He preached ; and on that

9ame stone shall He sit on the day of doom, right as

He said himself." Bernard the Wise, in the 8th cen-

tury, spealvs of the church of St. Leon, in the valley,
* where our Lord will come to judgment " (Early

rrav. p. 28).

"postern " is evidently of later date than the waV
in which it occurs, as some of the enormous stones

of the wall have been cut through to admit it: <^ and

in so far, therefore, it is a witness to the date of the

tradition being subsequent to the time of Herod,

by whom this wall was built. It is probably the

"little gate'' leading down by steps to the valley,"

of which Arculf speaks (Early Trav.). Benjamin

of Tudela (11G3) also mentions the gate of Jehosha-

phat, but without any nearer indication of its posi-

tion than that it led to the valley and the monu-
ments (Asher, i. 71). (c.) Lastly, leading to this

gate was a street called the street of Jehoshaphat

(Citez de J. § vii., Rob. ii. 561).

The name would seem to be generally confined

by travellers to the upper part of the glen, from

about the " Tomb of the Virgin " to the southeast

corner of the wall of Jerusalem. [ToJius.]

G.
* Fiirst speaks of the present Valley of Jehosha-

phat as on the south of Jerusalem (Ilandiv, i. 497).

That must be an oversight. He thinks that the

valley was so named from a victory or victories

achieved there by Jehoshaphat over heathen ene-

mies, but that the name was not actually given to

the place till after the time of ,Joel.

The correct view, no doubt, is that the valley to

which Joel refers is not one to be sought on any

terrestrial map, of one period of Jerusalem's history

or another, but is a name formed to localize an ideal-

ized scene. It is an instance of a bold, but truth"-

ful figure, to set forth the idea that God's perse-

cuted, suffering people have always in Him an

Almighty defender, and that all opposition to his

kingdom and his servants must in the end prove

unavailing. To convey this teaching the more im-

pressively the prophet represents Jehovah as ap-

pointing a time and a place for meeting his enemies;

they are conmianded to assemble all their forces,

to concentrate, as it were, both their enmity and
their power in one single effort of resistance to his

purposes and will. They accept the challenge.

Jehovah meets them thus united, and making trial

of their strength against his omnipotence. The
conflict then follows. The irresistible One scatters

the adversaries at a single blow; he overwhelms

their hosts with confusion and ruin (iii. 2-17, A.

v., and iv. 12-17, Heb.). The prophet calls the

scene of this encounter " the Valley of Jehosha-

phat" (/. c. where " Jehovah judges " ), on account

of this display of God's power and justice, and the

pledge thus given to his people of the final issue

of all their labors and sufferings for his name's

sake. With the same import Joel interchanges

this expression in ver. 14 with " vaUey of decision,"

('^•nn), i. e. of a case decided, judgment de-

clared. H.

JEHOSH'EBA (!7nt»"in'^ [Jehovah the

oath, by whom one swears]: LXX. 'Icotra/See;

Joseph. 'loocra^eOri), daughter of Joram king of Is-

rael, and wife of Jehoiada the high-priest (2 K. xi.

2). Her name in the Chronicles is given Jeho-

c To this feet the writer can testify from recent

observation. It is evident enough in Salzmanii's pho-

tograph, though not in De Saulcy b sketch (Atlas, pi.

24).

(I Next to the above " little gate," Arculf names
the gate " Thecuitis." Can this strange name coutaiti

an allusion to Thecoa. the valley in which Jehosua^

phat's great victory was gained '.'
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BHABEATH. It thus exactly resembles the name of

the only two other wives of Jewish priests who are

known to us, namely, Elisheba (LXX. and N. T.

'E\i(Ta$eT, whence our Elisaie///), the wife of

Aaron, Ex. vi. 23, and the wife of Zechariah, Luke

i. 7. In the former case the word signifies " Jeho-

vah's oath; " in the second " God's oath."

As she is called, 2 K. xi. 2, "the daughter of

Joram, sister of Ahaziah,'' it has been conjectured

that she was the daughter, not of Athaliali, but of

Joram, by another wife; and Josephus {Ant. ix. 7,

§ 1) calls her 'OxoC'o ofxoTraTpios aSeXcpr]. Ihis

may be; but it is also possible that the omission

of Athaliah's name may have been occasioned by

the detestation in which it was Iield— in the same

way as modern commentators have, for the same

reason, eagerly embraced this hypothesis. That it

is not absolutely needed is shown by the iiict that

the worship of Jehovah was tolerated under the

reigns both of Joram and Athaliah— and that the

name of Jehovah was incorporated into both of

their names.

She is the only recorded instance of the marriage

of a princess of the royal house with a high-priest.

On this occasion it was a providential circumstance

('for she was the sister of Ahaziah," 2 Chr. xxi.

11), as inducing and probably enabling her to rescue

the infant Joash from the massacre of his brothers.

By her, he and his nurse were concealed in the pal-

ace, and afterwards in the Temple (2 K. xi. 2, 3;

2 Chr. xxii. 11), where he was brought up prob-

ably with her sons (2 Chr. xxiii. 11), who assisted

at his coronation. One of these was Zechariah,

who succeeded her husband in his office, and was

afterwards murdered (2 Chr. xxiv. 20). A. P. S.

JEHOSH'UA (VK^^in^ IJehaoah a helper] :

'Iriffous' Josue). In this form— contracted in

the Hebrew, but fuller than usual in the A. V. —
is given the name of Joshua in Num. xiii. 16, on

tlie occasion of its bestowal by Moses. The addi-

tion of the name of Jehovah probably marks the

recognition by Moses of the important part taken

in the affair of the spies by him, who till this time

had been Hoshea, "help," but was henceforward

to be Je-hoshua, "help of Jehovah" (Ewald, ii.

306). Once more only the name appears in its full

form in the A. V. — this time with a redundant

letter— as—
JEHOSH'UAH (the Hebrew is as above:

'Irjcroue, in both MSS. : Josue), in the genealogy

of Ephraim (1 Chr. vii. 27). We should be thank-

ful to the translators of the A. V. for giving the

first syllables of this great name their full form, if

only in these two cases; though why in these only

it is difficult to understand. Nor is it easier to

see whence they got the final h in the latter of the

two. [The final h is not found in the original

edition of the A. V., 1611.— A.] G.

JEHO'VAH (niiT), usuaUy with the vowel

points of '^3"TS ; but when the two occur together

the former is pointed H^n'^, that is, with the

vowels of D'Tl'blS, as in Obad. i. 1, Hab. iii. 11)

:

:he I^XX. generally render it by Kvptos, the Vul-

gate by Domiiius ; and in this respect they have

been followed by the A. V., where it is translated

"The Lord"). The true pronunciation of this

name, by which God was known to the Hebrews,

has been entirely lost, the Jews themselves scrupu-

JEHOVAH
lously avoiding every mention of it, and substitu-

ting in its stead one or other of the words with

whose proper vowel-points it may happen to be
written. This custom, which had its origin ji

reverence, and has almost degenerated into a super-

stition, was founded upon an erroneous renderhig

of Lev. xxiv. 16, from which it was infen-ed that the

mere utterance of the name constituted a capital of-

fense. In the rabbinical writings it is distinguished

by various euphemistic expressions ; as simply " the

name," or "the name of four letters" (the Greek
ietruyranimaUm)\ " the great and terrible name; "

"the peculiar name," i. e. appropriated to God
alone; "the separate name," i. e. either the name
which is separated or removed from human knowl-

edge, or, as some render, " the name which has

been interpreted or revealed " (f^^C^H Dtt7,

sMni haimnephorash). The Samaritans followed

the same custom, and in reading the Pentateuch

substituted for Jehovah (Stt^tf', shcmd) "the

name," at the same time perpetuating the practice

in their alphabetical poems and later writings

(Geiger, Urschrift, etc. p. 262). According to

Jewish tradition, it was pronounced but once a

year by the high-priest on the day of Atonement
when he entered the Holy of Holies ; but on this

point there is some doubt, Maimonides (Mw. Neb.

i. 61) asserting that the use of the word was con-

fined to the blessings of the priests, and restricted

to the sanctuary, without limiting it still further

to the high-priest alone. On the same authority

we learn that it ceased with Simeon the Just ( Yad
Chaz. c. 14, § 10), having lasted through two gen-

erations, that of the men of the Great Synagogue

and the age of Shemed, while others include the

generation of Zedekiah among those who possessed

the use of the shem hamincjihorush {Midiash on

Ps. xxxvi. 11, quoted by Buxtorf in Eeland's Decas
Exercit.). But even after the destruction of the

second temple we meet with instances of individ-

uals who were in possession of the mysterious se-

cret. A certain Bar Kamzar is mentioned in the

Mishna (Vomn, iii. § 11) who was able to write

this name of God ; but even on such evidence we
may conclude that after the siege of Jerusalem

the true pronunciation almost if not entirely dis-

appeared, the probability being that it had been

lost long before. Josephus, himself a priest, con-

fesses that on this point he was not permitted to

speak (Ant. ii. 12, § 4); and Philo states (cle Jit.

Mos. iii. 519) that for those alone whose ears and

tongue were purged by wisdom was it lawful to

hear or utter this awful name. It is evident, there-

fore, that no reference to ancient writers can be

expected to throw any light upon the question,

and any quotation of them will only render the

darkness in which it is involved more palpable.

At the same time the discussion, though barren of

actual results, may on other accounts be interesting

;

and as it is one in which great names are ranged

on both sides, it would for this reason alone be im-

pertinent to dismiss it with a cursory notice. In

the decade of -dissertations collected by Keland,

Fuller, Gataker, and Leusden do liattle for the pro-

nunciation Jehovah, agamst such formidable antag-

onists as Drusius, Amama, Cappellus, Buxtorf, and

Altingius, who, it is scarcely necessary to say, fairly

beat their opponents out of the field ; the only

argument, in fact, of any weight, which is em-

ployed by the advocates of the pronunciation of the
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word as it is written being tliat derived from the

form in which it appears in proper names, such as

Jehosliaphat, Jehorani, etc. Their antagonists make
a strong point of the fact that, as has been noticed

above, two different sets of vowels are applied to the

same consonants under certain circumstances. To
this Leusden, of all the champions on his side, but

feebly replies. The same may be said of the argu-

ment derived from the foct that the letters I2731H,

when prefixed to mH"', take, not the vowels which

they would regularly receive were the present punc-

tuation true, but those with which the}' would be

written if "'^"TM, adonai, were the reading ; and

that the letters ordinarily taking dagesh lene when

following mn"' would, according to the rules of

the Hebrew points, be written without dagesh,

whereas it is uniformly inserted. Whatever, there-

fore, be the true pronunciation of the word, there

can be Uttle doubt that it is not Jeliovuh.

In Greek writers it appears under the several

forms of 'laoj (Diod. Sic. i. 94; Irenseus, i. 4, § 1),

'lewcii (Porphyry in Eusebius, Prwp. Evan. i. 9,

§ 21), 'loou (Clem. Alex. Strom, v. p. 666), and in

a catena to the Pentateuch in a BIS. at Turin 'la

oue; both Theodoret {Qucest. 15 in Exod.) and

Epiphanius {Hcer. xx.) give 'Ia/3e', the former dis-

tinguishing it as the pronunciation of the Samari-

tans, while 'Aia represented that of the Jews. But

even if these writers were entitled to speak witli

authority, their evidence only tends to show in how
many different ways the four letters of the word

mn^ could be represented in Greek characters,

and throws no light either upon its real pronuncia-

tion or its punctuation. In like manner Jerome

(on Ps. viii.), who acknowledges tliat the Jews con-

sidered it an inefl^ible name, at the same time says

it may be read .Jalio, — of course, supposing the

passage in question to be genuine, which is open to

doubt. In the absence, therefore, of anything satis-

factory from these .sources, there is plainly left a

wide field for conjectiu-e. What has been done in

this field the following pages will show. It will be

better perhaps to ascend from the most improbable

hypotheses to those which carry with them more
show of reason, and thus prepare the way for the

considerations which will follow.

I. Von Bohlen, at once most skeptical and most
credulous, whose hasty conclusions are only paral-

leled by the rashness of his assumptions, unhesita-

tingly asserts that beyond all doubt the word Je-

hovah is not Semitic in its origin. Pinning his

faith upon the Abraxas gems, in which he finds it

in the form ./((o, he connects it with the Sanskrit

devas, devo, the Greek Aids, and Latin .Joris or

Dlovis. But, apart from the consideration tliat his

authority is at least questionable, he omits to ex-

plain the striking phenomenon that the older form

which has the d should be preserved in the younger

languages, the Greek and ancient Latin, while not

a trace of it appears in the Hebrew. It would be

desirable also that, before a philological argument
of this nature can be admitted, the relation between

he Semitic and Indo-Germanic languages should

be more clearly established. In the absence of this,

any inferences which may be drawn from apparent

resemblances (the resemblance in the present case

not being even apparent) will lead to certain error.

That the Hebrews learned the word from the
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Egyptians is a theory which has found some advo-

cates. The foundations for this theory are suffi-

ciently slight. As has been mentioned above,

Diodorus (i. 94) gives the Greek from 'laij; and

from this it has been inferred that 'locij was a deity

of the Egyptians, whereas nothing can be clearer

from the context than that the historian is speak-

ing especially of the God of the Jews. Again, in

Macrobius [Sat. i. c. 18), a line is quoted from an

oracular response of Apollo Clarius—
*I>pd^eo 701/ ndi/TUiv VTraroi' Oeov ejuju-ef' 'la(0,

which has been made use of for the same purpose.

But Jablonsky (Pant/i. ^Erj. ii. § 5) has proved

incontestably that the author of the verses from

which the above is quoted, was one of the Judaiz-

ing Gnostics, who were in the habit of making the

names 'la&j and 2e;8aco0 the subjects of mystical

speculations. The Ophites, who were Egyptians,

are known to have given the name 'laco to the

Moon (Neander, Giwst. 252), but this, as Tholuck

suggests, may have arisen from tlie fact that in

Coptic the Moon is called ioh ( Vv.rin. Scliri/'te7i, i.

385). Movers (Phon. i. 540), while defending the

genuineness of the passage of Macrobius, connects

'law, which denotes the Sun or Dionjsus, with the

root mn, so that it signifies "the life-giver."

In any case, the fact that the name 'law is found

among the Greeks and Egyptians, or among the

Orientals of Further Asia, in the 2d or .3d century,

cannot be made use of as an argument that the

Hebrews derived tlieir knowledge of the word from
any one of these nations. On the contrary, there

can be but little doubt that the process in reality

was reversed, and that in this case the Hebrews
were, not the borrowers, but the lenders. We have

indisputable evidence that it existed among then),

whatever may have been its origin, many centuries

before it is found in other records; of the contrary

we ha\e no evidence Avhatever. Of the singular

manner in which the word has been introduced

into other languages, we have a remarkable instance

in a passage quoted by M. Kemusat, from one of

the works of the Chinese philosopher Lao-tseu, who
flourished, according to Chinese chronology, about

the 6th or 7th century b. c, and held the opinions

commonly attributed to Pythagoras, Plato, and
others of the Greeks. This passage M. Eemusat
translates as follows : " Celui que vous regardez

et que vous ne voyez pas, se nonmiej; celui que
vous ecoutez et que vous n'entendez pas, se nomme
Hi ; celui que votre main cherche et qu'elle ne peut

pas saisir, se nomme Wei. Ce sont trois etres

qu'on ne peut comprendre, et qui, confondus, n'en

font qu'un." In tliese three letters J H V R^musat
thinks that he recognizes the name Jehovah of the

Hebrews, which might have been learnt by the

philosopher himself or some of his pupils in the

course of his travels ; or it might have been bi-ought

into China by some exiled .lews or Gnostics. The
Chinese interpreter of the passage maintains that

these mystical letters signiiy "the void,", so that

in his time every trace of the origin of tlie word
had in all probability been lost. And not only does

it appear, though perhaps in a questionable form,

in the hterature of the Chinese. In a letter from

the missionary Plaisant to the Vicar .Vpostolic

Boucho, dated 18th Feb. 1847, there is mention

made of a tradition which existed among a tribe in

the jungles of Hurmah, that the divine being wag

called .lovit or Kara-Jova, and that tlu peculiaritist
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Oi the Jehovah of the Old Testament were attrib-

uted to him (Reinke, BcUrdf/e, iii. G5). But all

this is very vague and more curious than convin-

cing. The inscription in front of the temple of Isis

at Sais quoted by I'lutarch (de Is. et Os. § 9), "I
am all that hath been, and that is, and that shall

be," which has been employed as an argument to

prove that the name Jehovah was known among
the Egyptians, is mentioned neither by Herodotus,

Diodorus, nor Strabo ; and Proclus, who does allude

to it, says it was in the adytum of the temple.

But, even if it be genuine, its authority is worth-

less for the purpose for which it is adduced. For,

supposing that Jehovah is the name to which such

meaning is attached, it follows rather that the

Egyptians borrowed it and learned its significance

from the Jews, unless it can be proved that both

in Egyptian and Hebrew the same combination of

letters conveyed the same idea. Without, however,

having recourse to any hypothesis of this kind, the

peculiarity of the inscription is sufficiently explained

by the place which, as is well known, Isis holds in

the Egyptian mythology as the universal mother.

The advocates of the Egyptian origin of the word

have shown no lack of ingenuity in sununoning to

their aid authorities the most unpromising. A
passage from a treatise on interpretation (irepl

ipfiT^veias, § 71), written by one Demetrius, in

which it is said that the Egyptians hymned their

gods by means of the seven vowels, has been tor-

tured to give evidence on the point. Scaliger was

in doul)t whether it referred to Serapis, c.TlIed by

Hesychius " Serapis of seven letters " (rb ewra-

ypd/xfj-aTov 'Xapdiris), or to the exclamation S^H

rrirr^, hi yehova/i, "He is Jehovah." Of the

latter there can be but little doubt. Gesuer took

the seven (ireek vowels, and arranging them in the

order lEHflOTA, found therein Jehovah. But he

was triumphantly refuted by Didynms, who main-

tained that the vowels were merely used for musical

notes, and in tliis very probable conjecture he is

supported by tlie iMilesian inscription elucidated

by Barthelemy and others. In this the invocation

of God is denoted by the seven vowels five times

repeated in different arrangements, AeTjioi/o),

Erjioutoa, Uiovccae, lovcuaeri, Ovooairii' each group

of vowels precedes a " holy " (ayie), and the whole

concludes with the following : " the city of the

Milesians and all the inhaliitants are guarded by

archangels." iVIiiller, with much probability, coti-

cludes that the seven vowels represented the seven

notes of the octave. One more argument for the

Egypti.in origin of Jehovah remains to be noticed.

It is found in the circumstance that Phaiaoh

changed the name of Eliakim to Jehoiakim (2 K.

xxiii. 3-t), which it is asserted is not in accordance

with the practice of conquerors towards the con-

quered, unless the Egyptian king imposed upon the

king of Judah the name of one of his own gods.

But the same reasoning would prove that the origin

of the word was Babylonian, for the king of Baby-

Ion changed the name of Mattaniah to Zedekiah

(2 K. xxiv. 17).

But many, abandoning as untenable the theory

of an Egyptian origin, have sought to trace the

name among the Plitenicians and (,'anaanitish tribes.

In support of this, Hartmann brings forward a

passage from a pretended fragment of Sanchoniatho

quoted by I'hilo Byblius, a writer of the age of

ijero. But it is now generally admitted that the
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so-called fragments of Sanchoniatho, the ancient

Phoenician chronicler, are most impudent forgeries

concocted by Philo Byblius himself. Besides, the

passage to which Hartmann refers is not ibund in

Philo Byblius, but is quoted from Porphyry by
Eusebius {Prcep. Evan. i. 9, § 21), and, genuine or

not, evidently alludes to the Jehovah of the Jews.

It is there stated that the most trustworthy au-

thority in matters connected with the Jews was
Sanchoniatho of Beyrout, who received his informa-

tion from Hierombalos {Jvrubbaal) the priest of

the god 'leuio. I'rom the occurrence of Jehovah
as a compound in the proper names of many who
were not Hebrews, Hamaker {Misc. Phmn. p. 174,

&c.) contends that it must have been known among
heathen people. But such knowledge, if it exi.sted,

was no more than might have been obtained by
their necessary contact with the Hebrews. The
names of 'Uriah the Hittite, of Araunali or AraDJah
the Jebusite, of 'Vohinh the Ammonite, and of the

Canaanitish town Bizjothjah, may be all explained

without having recourse to Hamaker's hypothesis.

Of as little value is his appeal to 1 K. v. 7, where
we find the name Jehovah in the mouth of Hiram.
king of Tyre. Apait from the consideration that

Hiram would necessarily be acquainted with the

name as that of the Hebrews' national god, its

occurrence is sufficiently explained liy the tenor of

Solomon's message (1 K. v. 3-5). Another point

on which Hamaker relies for support is the name
'A/SSoIos, which occurs as that of a Tyrian suffete

in JNIenander (Joseph, c. Apicm. i. 21), and which

he identifies with Obadiah (n^"T5^). But both

Fiirst and Hengstenberg represent it in Hebrew

characters by '"^'D."^, \tbdni, which even Hamaker

thinks more probable.

II. Such are the principal hypotheses which have

been constructed in order to accoimt for a non-

Hebraic origin of Jehovah. To attribute much
value to them requires a large share of faith. It

remains now to examine the theories on the opposite

side; for on this point authorities are by no means
agreed, and have frequently gone to the contrary

extreme. S. 1'. Luzzatto {Anim. in Jes. Vnt. in

RosenmiiUer's Compend. xxiv.) advances with sin-

gular naivete the extraordinary statement that

Jehovah, or rather nin'' divested of points, is

compounded of two interjections, HT, vdh, of pain,

and ^n^, ydhv, of joy, and denotes the author of

good and evil. Such an etymology, from one who is

unquestionably among the first of modern Jewish

scholars, is a remarkable phenomenon. Ewald,

referring to Gen. xix. 24, suggests as the origin of

Jehovah, the Arab, p- f tJ&, which signifies " height,

heaven ;
" a conjecture, of the honor of which no one

will desire to rob him. But most ha\e taken for

the basis of their explan.itions, and the different

methods of punctuation which they propose, the

passage in Ex. iii. 14, to wliich we nuist naturally

look for a solution of the question. \Vhen Moses

received his conuuission to be the deliverer of Israel,

the Almighty, who appeared in the Ijurning bush,

communicated to him the name which he should

give as the credentials of his mission : " And God

said unto Moses, I am that I a:m ("lt?^H n'^HM

•^."in^i ehijeh asher ehiji'li

)

; and he said. Thus
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shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, I am
hath sent me unto you."' Tliat this passage is

intended to indicate the etymology of Jehovah, as

understood by the Hebrews, no one has ventured

to doubt: it is in fact the key to the whole mystei-y.

But, though it certainly supplies the etymology,

the interpretation must be determined from other

considerations. According to this view then, H iH

must be the 3d sing. masc. fut. of the substantive

verb n^n, the older form of which was ITin,

still found in the (^'haldee Hin, and Syriac J
O^,

a fact which will be referred to hereafter in dis-

cussing the antiquity of the name. If this ety-

mology be correct, and there seems little reason to

call it in question, one step towards the true punc-

tuation and pronunciation is already gained. Many
leai-ned men, and among them Grotius, Galatinus,

Crusius, and Leusden, in an age when' such fancies

were rife, imagined that, reading the name with

the vowel points usually attached to it, they dis-

covered an indication of the eternity of God in the

fact that the name by which He revealed himself

to the Hebrews was compounded of the present

participle, and the future and preterite tenses of

the substantive verb. The idea may have been

suggested by the expression in Kev. iv. 8 (6 -^v Kal

6 &u Kol 6 ipx<iiJ-evos), and received apparent con-

firmation from the Targ. Jon. on Dent, xxxii. 39,

and Targ. Jer. on Ex. iii. 14. These passages,

however, throw no light upon the composition of

the name, and merely assert that in its significance

it embraces past, present, and future. But having

agreed to reject the present punctuation, it is use-

less to discuss any theories which may be based

upon it, had they even greater probability in their

favor than the one just mentioned. As one of the

forms in which Jehovah appears in Greek characters

is 'laa), it has been proposed by Cappellus to punc-

tuate it nin^, yahvoh, which is clearly contrary

to the analogy of H 7 verbs. Gussetius suggested

nin^, yeheveh, or n)n^_, yihveh, in the former

of which he is supported by the authority of Fiirst

;

and INIercer and Corn, a Lapide read it Hin'^,

yehveli : but on all these suppositions we should

have 'in^ for IH^ in the terminations of com-
T

pound proper names. The suffrages of others are

divided between n^n\ or Hin^, supposed to be

represented by the 'la/Se of Epiphanius above men-

tioned, and nin^ or mn^, which Fiirst holds

to be the 'levdi of Porphyry, or the 'laov of

Clemens Alexandrinus. Caspari {Micira, p. 5, &c.)

decides in favor of the former on the ground that

this form only would give rise to the contraction

^n^ in proper names, and opposes both Fiirst's

punctuation n)_n."l or H'ln."'., as well as that of

nin'^ or rrirf^, which would be contracted intoT : V T V . V

^n\ (^icsenius punctuates the word Hin^, from

which, or from H^n^, are derived the abbreviated

form "
^,

yah, used in poetry, and the form in'^=
in^=:")ri^ (so "^rr"] becomes "^n"]) which occurs

tt the commencement of compound proper names
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(Hitzig, Jesaj'a, p. 4). Delitzsch maintains that,

whichever punctuation be adopted, -the quiescent

sheva under PF is ungrammatical, and Chateph

Pathach is the proper vowel. He therefore writes

it mn^, yahavdh, to which he says the 'Ai'ci

of Theodoret corresponds; the last vowel beuig

Kametz in.stead of Segol, according to the analogy

of proper names derived from H V verbs (e. (j.

n;a">, miy, nDD% and others). In his

opinion the form ' '
is not an abbreviation, but

a concentration of the Tetragrannnaton (Comin.

iiber den Psalter, Einl.). There remains to be

noticed the suggestion of Gesenius that the form

'^I'.ni) which he adopted, might be the Hiph. fut.

of the substantive verb. Of the same opinion was

Keuss. Others again would make it Piel, and read

n^rr'^, Furst {Ilandw. s. v.) mentions some other

etymologies which affect the meaning rather than

the punctuation of the name; such, for instance, as

that it is derived from a root mn, ''to over-

throw," and signifies '' the destroyer or storm-

sender; " or that it denotes " the light or heaven,"

from a root mn= nD'^, "to be bright," or

" the life-giver," from the same root:= mn, " to

live." We have therefore to decide between n)rT_

or nin^, and accept the former, i. e. Yahdvc-h,

as the more probable punctuation, continuing at

the same time for the sake of convenience to adopt

the I'orm " Jehovah " in what follows, on account

of its familiarity to English readers.

III. The next point for consideration is of vastly

more importance: what is the meaning of Jehovah,

and what does it express of the being and nature

of God, more than or in distinction from the other

names applied to the deity in the O. T. ? That

there was some distinction in these different appel-

lations was early perceived, and various ex])lanations

were employed to account for it. Tertullian {adv.

Ilermog. c. 3) observed l^hat God was not called

Lord (Kvpws) till after the Creation, and in conse-

quence of it ; while Augustine found in it an indi-

cation of the absolute dependence of man upon God
{de Gen. ad Lit. viii. 2). Chrysostom (Horn. xiv.

in Gen.) considered the two names, lx>rd and God,

as equivalent, and the alternate use of them arbi-

trary. But all their arguments proceed upon the

supposition that the kvolos of the LXX. is the true

rendering of the original, whereas it is merely the

translation of "^^TS, ddondi, whose points it bears.

With regard to D^rj'vW, elolivn, the other chief

name by which the Deity is designated in the O. T.,

it has been held by many, and the opinion does not

even now want supporters, that in the plural lorm

of the word was shadowed forth the plurality of

persons in the godhead, and the mystery of the

Trinity was inferred therefrom. Such, according

to Peter Lombard, was the true significance of

Elohim. But Calvin, Mercer, Hrusius, and Bel-

larmine have given the weight of their authority

against an explanation so fanciful and arbitrary.

Among the Jewish writers of the i^Iiddle Ages the

question much more nearly aitiiroaclied its solution.

K. Jehuda Hallevi (12th cent.), the author of the
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book Cozri, found in the usage of Eloliiin a protest

against idolat'ers, who call each, personified power

5^' /M, elodh, and all collectively Elohim. He in-

terpreted it as the most general name of the Deity,

distinguishing Him as manifested in the exhibition

of his power, without reference to his personality

or moral qualities, or to any special relation which

He bears to man. Jehovah, on the contrary, is the

revealed and known God. ^V'hile the meaning of

the former could be evolved by reasoning, the true

significance of the latt<>r could only be apprehended
" by that prophetic vision by which a man is, as it

were, separated and withdrawn from his own kind,

and approaches to the angelic, and another spirit

enters into him." In like manner Maimonides

(Mor. Nth. i. 01, Buxt.) saw in Jehovah the name
which teaches of the substance of the Creator, and

Abarbanel ((pioted by Buxtorf, ch Norn. Dei, § 39)

distinguishes Jeho\ah, as denoting God according

to what He is in himself, from Elohim which con-

veys the idea of the impression made by his power.

In the opinion of Astruc, a Belgian physician, with

whom the documentary hypothesis originated, the

alterTiate use of the two names was arbitrary, and

determined by no essential difference. Hasse (J'Jnt-

(kckunijtn.) considered them as historical names,

and Sack {ih Usu Norn. Dei, etc.) regarded Elohim

as a vague term denoting " a certain infinite, om-
nipotent, incomprehensible existence, from which

things finite and visible have derived their origin,"

while to God, as revealing himself, the more definite

title of Jehovah was applied. Ewald, in his tract

on the composition of Genesis Cwritten when he

was nineteen), maintained that Elohim denoted the

Deity in general, and is the common or lower

name, while Jehovah was the national god of the

Israelites. But in order to carry out his theory he

was compelled in many places to alter the text, and

was afterwards induced to modify his statements,

which were opposed by Gramberg and Stiihelin.

Doubtless I'^lohim is used in many cases of the gods

of the heathen, who included in the same title the

God of the Hebrews, and denoted generally the

Deity when spoken of as a supernatural being, and

when no national feeling influenced the speaker.

It was Elohim who, in the eyes of the heathen,

delivered the Israelites from Egypt (1 Sam. iv. 8),

and the Egyptian lad adjured David by Elohim,

rather than by Jehovah, of whom he would have no

knowledge (1 Sam. xxx. 15). So Ehud announces

to the Moabitish king a message from Elohim

(Judg. iii. 20); to the Syrians the Jehovah of the

Hebrews was only their national God, one of the

Elohim (1 K. XX. 2^, 28), and in the mouth of a

heathen the name Jehovah would convey no more

intelhgible meaning than this. It is to be observed

also that when a Hebrew speaks with a heathen he

uses the more general term Elohim. Joseph, in

addressing Pharaoh (Gen. xli. 16), and David, in

appealing to the king of Moab to protect his family

(1 Sam. xxii. .3), designate the Deity by the less

specific title ; and on the other hand the same rule

is generally followed when the heathen are the

speakers, as in the case of Abimelech (Gen. xxi.

2-3), the Hittites (Gen. xxiii. 6), the Midianite

(Judg. vii. 14), and Joseph in his assumed character

as an Egyptian (Gen. xlii. 18). But, although this

distinction between Elohim, as the general appella-

tion of Deity, and Jehovah, the national God of

the Israelities, contaitis some superficial truth, the

real nature of their dift'erence must be sought for
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far deeper, and as a foundation for the argumenlj

which will be adduced recourse must again be had

to etymology.

IV. With regard to the derivation of C^bs,
eh'ilnm, the pi. of J^T^M, etymologists are divided

in their opinions ; some connecting it with 7S, el,

and the unused root 7^M, ul, " to be strong,"

— &

while others refer it to the Arabic isj], alilin, " to

"&
be astonished," and hence HJ], alaha, " to worship,

adore," Elohim thus denoting the Supreme Being
who was worthy of all worship and adoration, the

dread and awful One. But Fiirst, with much
greater probability, takes the noun in this case as

the primitive from which is derived the idea of

worship contained in the verb, and gives as the

true root n7H= V^M, " to be strong." Delitzsch

would prefer a root, n_>^:=n7S^'7-lW {Symb.

ad Ps'ilm. illiistr. p. 29). From whatever root,

however, the word may be derived, most are of

opinion that the primary idea contained in it is

that of strength, power ; so that Elohim is the

proper apjiellation of the Deity, as manifested in

his creative and universally sustaining agency, and
in the general divine guidance and government of

the world. Hengstenberg, who adheres to the

derivation above mentioned from the Arab., alil/a

and alaha, deduces from this etymology his theory

that Elohim indicates a lower, and Jehovah a

higher stage of the knowledge of (iod, on the

ground that " the feeUng of fear is the lowest which

can exist in reference to God, and merely in respect

of this feeling is God marked by this designation."

But the same inference might also be drawn on

the supposition that the idea of simple power or

strength is the most prominent in the word ; and
it is more natural that the Divine Being should be

conceived of as strong before He became the object

of fear and adoration. To this view Gesenius ac-

cedes, when he says that the notion of worshipping

and fearing is rather derived from the power of the

Deity which is expressed in his name. The ques-

tion now arises. What is the meaning to be attached

to the plural form of the word ? As has been

already mentioned, some have discovered therein

the mystery of the Trinity, while others maintain

that it points to polytheism. The Rabbis generally

explain it as the plural of majesty; Kabbi Bechai,

as signifying the lord of all powers. Abarbanel and
Kimclii consider it a title of honor, in accordance

with the Hebrew idiom, of which examples will be

found in Is. liv. 5, Job xxxv. 10, Gen. xxxix. 20,

xlii. .30. In Prov. ix. 1, the plural m^Sn,
chocmolh, " wisdoms," is tised for wisdom in the

abstract, as including all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge. Hence it is probable that the

plural form Elohim, instead of pointing to poly-

theism, is ap|)lied to God as comprehending in

himself the fullness of all power, and uniting in a

perfect degree all that which the name signifies,

and all the attriliutes which the heathen ascribe to

the several divinities of their pantheon. The sin-

gular <ZT*lvS, eloah, with few exceptions (Neh. ix.

17; 2 Chr. xxxii. 1.5), occurs only in poetry. It
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iriil be found, upon examination of the passages in

which Elohim occurs, that it is chiefly in places

where God is exhibited only in the plenitude of his

power, and where no especial reference is made to

his unity, personaHty, or holiness, or to his relation

to Israel and the theocracy. (See Ps. xvi. 1, xix.

1, 7, 8.) Hengstenberg's etymology of the word

is disputed by Delitzsch {Sijmb. ad Pss. illustr. p.

29 n.), who refers it, as has been mentioned above,

to a root indicating power or might, and sees in it

an expression not of what men think of God, but

of what He is in Himself, in so far as He has life

omnipotent in Himself, and according as He is the

beginning and end of all life. For the true ex-

planation of the name he refers to the revelation

of the mystery of the Trinity. But it is at least

extremely doubtful whether to the ancient Israelites

any idea of this nature was conveyed by Elohim

;

and in making use of the more advanced knowledge

supplied by the New Testament, there is some
danger of discovering more meaning and a more
subtle significance than was ever intended to be

expressed.

V. But while Elohim exhibits God displayed in

his power as the creator and governor of the phys-

ical universe, the name Jehovah designates his

nature as He stands in relation to man, as the only,

almighty, true, personal, holy Being, a spirit, and
"the father of spirits" (Xum. xvi. 22; comp.

John iv. 24-), who revealed himself to his people,

made a covenant with them, and became their law-

giver, and to whom all honor and worship are due.

If the etymology above given be accepted, and the

name be derived from the future tense of the sub-

stantive verb, it would denote, in accordance with

the general analogy of proper names of a similar

form, " He that is," " the Being," whose chief

attribute is eternal existence. Jehovah is repre-

sented as eternal (Gen. xxi. 33; comp. 1 Tim. vi.

10), unchangeable (Ex. iii. 14; Mai. iii. 6), the only

being (Josh. xxii. 22; Ps. 1. 1), creator and lord

of all things (Kx. xx. 11; comp. Num. xvi. 22

with .\.xvii. 10; Is. xlii. 5). It is Jehovah who
made the covenant with his people ((jen. xv. 18;

Num. X. 33, <fec.). In this connection Eloliim occurs

but once (Ps. Ixxviii. 10), and even with the article,

ha-Elohim, which expresses more personality than

Elohim alone, is found but seldom (Judg. xx. 27

;

1 Sam. iv. 4). The Israelites were enjoined to

observe the commandments of Jehovah (Lev. iv. 27,

&c.), to keep his law, and to worship Him alone.

Hence the phrase " to serve Jehovah " (Ex. x. 7,

8, &c.) is applied to denote true worship, whereas

"to serve ha-EIohim " is used but once in this

sense (Kx. iii. 12), and Elohim occurs in the same
association only when the worship of idols is spoken

of (Deut. iv. 28; Judg. iii. 0). As Jehovah, the

only true God, is the only object of true worship,

to Him belong the sabbaths and festivals, and all

the ordinances connected with the religious services

of the Israelites (Ex. x. 0, xii. 11; Lev. xxiii. 2).

His are the altars on which offerings are made to

the true God; the priests and ministers are his

(1 Sam. ii. 11, xiv. 3), and so exclusively that a

priest of Elohim is always associated with idolatrous

worship. To Jehovah alone are offerings made
(Ex. viii. 8), and if Elohim is ever used in this

oonneetion, it is always qualified by pronominal

suffixes, or some word in construction with it, so as

io indicate the true God ; in all other cases it refers

to idols (Ex. xxii. 20, xxxiv. 15). It follows nat-

urally that the Temple and Tabernacle are Jehovah's,
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and if they are attributed to Elohim, the latter ia

in some manner restricted as before. The prophets

are the prophets of Jehovah, and their announce-

ments proceed from him, seldom from Elohim.

The Israelites are the people of Jehovah (Ex. xxxvi.

20), the congregation of Jehovah (Num. xvi. 3),

as the Moabites are the people of Chemosh (Jer.

xlviii. 40). Their king is the anointed of Jehovah;

their wars are the wars of Jehovah (Ex. xiv. 25;

1 Sam. xviii. 17); their enemies are the enemies

of Jehovah (2 Sam. xii. 14); it is the hand of

Jehovah that delivers them up to their foes (Judg.

vi. 1, xiii. 1, &c.), and he it is who raises up for

them deliverers and judges, and on whom they call

in times of peril (Judg. ii. 18, iii. 9, 15; Josh.

xxiv. 7; 1 Sara. xvii. 37). In fine, Jehovah is the

theocratic king of his people (Judg. viii. 23), by

him their kings reign and achieve success against

the national enemies (1 Sam. xi. 13, xiv. 23).

Their heroes are inspired by his Spirit (Judg. iii.

10, vi. 34), and their hand steeled against their

foes (2 Sam. vii. 23); the watchword of Gideon

was " The Sword of Jehovah, and of Gideon !
" "

(.ludg. vii. 20). The day on which God executes

judgment on the wicked is the day of Jehovah (Is.

ii. 12, xxxiv. 8; comp. Rev. xvi. 14). As the

Israelites were in a remarkable manner distin-

guished as the people of Jehovah, who became their

lawgiver and supreme ruler, it is not strange that

He should be put in strong contrast with Chemosh
(Judg. xi. 24), Ashtaroth (Judg. x. 0.), and the

Baalim (Judg. iii. 7), the national deities of the

surrounding nations, and thus be preeminently dis-

tinguished as the tutelary deity of the Hebrews in

one aspect of his character. Such and no more
was He to the heathen (1 K. xx. 23); but all this

and much more to the Israelites, to whom Jehovah

was a distinct personal subsistence,— the living

God, who reveals himself to man by word and deed,

helps, guides, saves, and delivers, and is to the Old
what Christ is to the New Testament. Jehovah

was no abstract name, but thoroughly practical,

and stood in intimate connection with the religious

life of the people. While Elohim represents God
only in his most outward relation to man, and dis-

tinguishes him as recognized in his omnipotence,

Jehovah describes him according to his innermost

being. In Jehovah the moral attributes are pre-

sented as constituting the essence of his nature,

whereas in Elohim there is no reference to person-

ality or moral character. The relation of I'^lohim

to Jehovah has been variously explained. The for-

mer, in Hengstenberg's opinion, indicates a lower,

and the latter a higher, stage of consciousness of

God; Elohim becoming Jehovah by an historical

process, and to show how he became so being the

main object of the sacred history. Kurtz considers

the two names as related to each other as power

and evolution; Elohim the God of the beginning,

.Jehovah of the development; Elohim the creator,

Jehovah the mediator. Elohim is God of the be-

ginning and end, the creator and the judge; Jeho-

vah the God of the middle, of the development

which lies between the beginning and end {Die

Einheit der Gen.). That Jehovah is identical with

Elohim, and not a separate being, is indicated by

the joint use of the names Jehovah-Elohim.

VI. The antiquity of the name Jehovah among

<i * " For Jehovah and for Gideon " is the strict

translation. The A. V interpolates " the sword of."

H.
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the Hebrews has formed the subject of much dis-

cussion. That it was not known before the age

of Moses has been inferred from Ex. vi. 3; while

Von Bohlen assigns to it a much more recent date,

and contends that we have " no conclusive proof of

the worship of Jeliovah anterior to the ancient

hymns of David " {Int. to Gen. i.*150, Eng. tr.).

But, on the other hand, we should be inclined to

infer from the etymology of the word that it orig-

inated in an age long prior to that of Moses, in

whose time the root mn = HTt was aheady
T T T T ^

antiquated. From the Aramaic form in which it

appears (comp. Cliald. mn, Syr. ^OOT), Jahn

refers to the earliest times of Abraham for its date,

and to JMesopotamia or (Jr of the Chaldees for its

birthplace. Its usage in Genesis cannot be ex-

plained, as Ix ("lerc suggests, by supposing it to be

employed by anticipation, for it is introduced where

the persons to whom the history relates are speak-

ing, and not only where the narrator adopts terms

familiar to himself; and the same difficulty remains

whatever hypothesis be assumed with regard to the

original documents which formed the basis of the

history. At the same time it is distinctly stated

in Ex. vi. 3, that to the patriarchs God was not

known by the name Jehovah. If, therefore, this

passage has reference to the first revelation of Jeho-

vah simply as a name and title of God, there is

clearly a discrepancy which requires to be explained.

In renewing his promise of deliverance from Egypt,
" God spake unto Moses and said unto him, I am
Jehovah; and I appeared unto Abraham, unto

Isaac, and unto Jacob, by (the name of) God Al-

mighty {El Shdddai^ '^^y? ^^)» hut by my name

Jehovah was I not known to them." It follows

then that, if the reference were merely to the name
as a name, the passage in question would prove

equally that before this time Elohim was unknown
as an appellation of the Deity, and God would ap-

pear uniformly as El Shaddai in the patriarchal

history. But although it was held by Theodoret

(Qiicent. XV. ill Ex.) and many of the Fathers, who
have been followed by a long list of moderns, that

the name was first made known by God to Jloses,

and then introduced by him among the Israelites,

the contrary was maintained liy Cajetan, Lyranus,

Calvin, KosenmiiUer, Hengstenberg, and others,

who deny that the passage in Ex. vi. alludes to the

introduction of the name. Calvin saw at once that

the knowledge there spoken of could not refer to

the syllables and letters, but to the recognition of

God's glory and majesty. It was not the name,

but the true depth of its significance which was

unknown to and uncomprehended by the patriarchs.

They had known God as the omnipotent. El Shad-

dai (Gen. xvii. 1, xxviii. 3), the ruler of the phys-

ical imiverse, and of man as one of his creatures

:

as a God eternal, immutable, and true to his prom-

ises he was yet to be revealed. In the character

expressed by the name Jehovah he had not hitlierto

been fuUy known ; his true attributes had not been

recognized (comp. Jarchi on Ex. vi. 3) in his work-

ing and acts for Israel. Aben Ezra explained the

occurrence of the name in Genesis as simply indi-

cating the knowledge of it as a proper name, not

as a qualificative expressing the attributes and qual-

ities of God. Referring to other passages in which

thf; phrase "the name of God" occurs, it is clear

that something more is intended by it than a mere

^j>pellation, and that the proclamation of the name
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of God is a revelation of his moral attributes, and
of his true character as Jehovah (Ex. xxxiii. 19,

xxxiv. 6, 7) the God of the covenant. Maimonides
{ifor. Neb. i. 64, ed. Buxtorf ) explains the name
of God as signifying his essence and his truth, and
Olshausen (on JIatt. xviii. 20) interprets " name "

(uvofxa) as denoting " personality and essential

being, and that not a-s it is incomprehensible or

unknown, but in its manifestation." The name
of a thing represents the thing itself, so far as it

can be expressed in words. That Jehovah was not

a new name Hiiverniek concludes from Ex. iii. 14,

where " the name of God .Jehovah is evidently pre-

supposed as already in use, and is only explained,

interpreted, and applied. ... It is certainly not a

new name that is introduced ; on the contrary, the

i^^.nW ~lt2?^ n^HN (I am that I am) would be

unintelligible, if the name itself were not presup-

posed as already known. The old name of antiq-

uity, whose precious significance had been forgot-

ten and neglected by the children of Israel, here

as it were rises again to life, and is again brought
home to the consciousness of the people" {Jntrod.

to the Pent. p. Gl). The same passage supplies an
argument to prove that by " name " we are not to

understand merely letters and syllables, for Jehovah

appears at first in another form, ehyeh (H'^nS).

The correct collective view of Ex. vi. 3, Hengsten-

berg conceives to be the following— " Hitherto

that Being, who in one aspect was Jehovah, in an-

other had always been Elohim. The great crisis

now drew nigh in wliich Jehovah Elohim would te

changed into Jehovah. In prospect of this event

God solemnly announced himself as Jehovah."

Great stress has been laid, by those who deny
the antiquity of the name Jehovah, upon the fact

that proper names compounded with it occur but

seldom Ijefore the age of Samuel and David. It is

undoubtedly true that, after the revival of the true

faith among the Israelites, proper names so com-

pounded did become more frequent, but if it can be

shown that prior to the time of Jloses any such

names existed, it will be sufficient to prove that the

name Jehovah was not entirely unknown. Among
those which have been quoted for this purpose are

Jocliebed the mother of Moses, and daugliter of

Levi, and Moriah, the mountain on which Abraliam

was conmianded to offer up Isaac. Against the

former it is urged that Moses might have changed
her name to Jochebed after the name Jehovah had
been communicated by God; but this is very im-

probable, as he wiis at this time eighty years old,

and his mother in all probability dead. If this

only be admitted as a genuine instance of a name
compounded with Jehovah, it takes us at once back

into the patriarchal age, aiul proves that a word

which was employed in forming the proper name
of Jacob's grand-daughter could not have been un-

known to that patriarch himself. The name Jloriah

(n*'n^X2) is of more importance, for in one passage

in which it occurs it is accompanied by an ety-

mology intended to indicate what was then under-

stood by it (2 Chr. iii. 1). Hengstenberg regards

it as a compound of HM"!^, the Hoph. Part.

of T.^""!, and Hl^. the abbreviated form of rTin** •

T T T : 1

so t'.iat, according to this etymology, it would sig-

iiiiy "shown by Jehovah." Gesenius, adopting the

meaning of rTW"1 in Gen. xxii. 8, renders it " cho-
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Ben by Jehovah," but suggests at the same time

what he considers a more probable derivation, ac-

lor iiiig to which Jehovali does not form a part of

the compound word. But there is reason to believe

from various allusions in Gen. xxii. that the former

was regarded as the true etymology.

Having thus considered the origin, significance,

and antiquity of the name Jehovah, the reader will

be in a position to judge how much of truth there

is in the assertion of Schwind (quoted by Heinke,

Beitr. iii. 1-35, n. 10) that the terms Elo/tim, Jiho-

vah Elohim, and then Jehovah alone applied to

God, show " to the philosophic inquirer the progress

of the human mind from a plurality of gods to a

superior god, and from this to a single Almighty

Creator and ruler of the world."

The principal authorities which have been made
use of in this article are Hengstenberg, On the

Authenticity of the Pentateuch, i. 213-307, Eng.

trans. ; Reinke, Phii. histor. Abhandlung ilber den

Gottesnamen Jehova, Beitrdc/e, vol. iii. ; Tholuck,

Vermischte Schriften, th. i. 377-405; Kurtz, Die

Einheit der Genesis xliii.-liii. ; Keil, Ueber die

Gottesnamen im Peniateuche, in Rudelbach and
Guericke's Zeitschrift ; Ewald, Die Composition

der Genesis; Gesenius, Thesaurus; Bunsen, Bibel-

loerk, and Reland, Decas exercitationum philo-

logicarum de vera prommtiatione nominis Jehova,

besides those already quoted. W. A. W.

* In regard to the use of rTirT* in the 0. T.,

especially in the Pentateuch and the Psalms, con-

sidered as a mark of antiquity and authorship, the

reader is referred to the articles on tiiose books.

The article by Dr. Tholuck (see above) first pub-
lished in his Litterarischer Anzeiger (1832. Maj,
ff. ), was translated by Dr. Robinson in the Bibl. Re-
pository, iv. 89-108. It examines " the hypoth-

esis of the Egyptian and Indian origin of the name
Jehovah," and shows that it has no proper founda-

tion. It is held that "the true derivation of the

word is that which the earliest Hebrew records

present, namely, from the verb TV^ "'." Prof. E.

Ballantine discusses the significancy of the name in

the same periodical (iii. 730-74-1), under the head

of " Interpretation of Ex. vi. 2, 3." Of the eleven

difterent explanations which he reviews, he adopts

the one which supposes Jehovah " to imply simply

real existence, that which is, as distinguished from
that which is not." Hence, when it is said that God
appeared to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as El Shad-
dm (the Almighty), but was not known to them as

Jehovah, it is " a formal declaration by God him-
self of the commencement of a new dispensation of

religion and providence, the grand design of which
was to make known God as Jehovah, the only

true and living God," in opposition to idols and all

other false gods. It is not meant that the name
itself of Jehovah was unknown to the patriarchs;

but that the object of God's dealing with them was
different from that of the Mosaic dispensation,

namely, to vindicate the truth concerning Him

(expressed by Hin^), that lie alone is the living

God. Dr. Wordsworth's view of the introduction
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« * It is justly urged that a more exact translation

of the Hebrew (Ex. ti. 3) guides us more directly to

this sense than does that of the A. V. : "I appeared to

Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob in El-Shaddai " (i. e.

in my character as God Almighty) ; " and my name

of the name is very similar to this. There is not

a contrast in the passage (Ex. vi. 2, 3) betweer

the two mimes (Shaddai and Jehovah); but a com-
parison of attributes, and of the degrees of clearness

with which they were revealed. Hence the asser-

tion is not that " the name Jehovah was not known
before, but that its fuU meaning had not bt w made
known" (Holy Bible, ivith Notes, ii. 210)."

The more common view (stated in the preceding

article), restricts the idea of this fuller revelation to

God's inmiutability as the one ever faithftd to his

promises. This explanation is preferred l>y Rev.

J. Quan-y, in his able work on Genesis and its

Authorship (Lond., 1806). " The Patriarchs had

only the promises unfulfilled ; in respect to the

fulfillment of them they received not the prom-
ises." God is now about to fulfill the great promise

to give the land of Canaan to their seed, and so He
announces himself to jVIoses in the words, ' I am
Jehovah,' and tells him that while the Patriarchs had

manifestations of God in his character as El-Shad-

dai, they had no experience of him as regards this

name, which implied the continuousness and un-

changeableness of his gracious purpose toward them

(p. 290). Ebrard {IJistoris'che Theol. Zeitschrift,

1849, iv.) agrees with those who infer the later ori-

gin of the name from Ex. vi. 2, 3. He maintains

that " Jehovah " occurs in Genesis only as prolep-

tic, and on that ground denies that its use there

affords any argument against the unity of the au-

thorship of that book. Recent discussioiis have

rendered this latter branch of the subject specially

important. (For the fuller literature wliich belongs

here, see under Pentateuch, Amer. ed. ) In regard

to the representation of Pln') by Kvpios in the

Septuagint, we refer the reader to Prof. Stuart's

article on Kvpios in the Bibl. Repository, i. 730 fF.

It is shown tliat this Greek title is employed in the

great majority of instances to designate that most

sacred of all the Divine appellations. H.

JEHO'VAH-JFREH (nSI'' niH'^ :
V : • T :

Kvpios elSei/: Dominus videt), i. e. Jehovah ivih

see, or provide, the name given by Abraham to the

place on which he had been commanded to offer

Isaac, to commemorate the interposition of the

angel of Jehovah, who appeared to prevent the

sacrifice (Gen. xxii. 14) and provided another victim.

The immediate allusion is to the expression in the

8th verse, " God will look out for Himself a lamb
for a burnt offering," but it is not unlikely that

there is at the same time a covert reference to

IMoriaii, the scene of the whole occurrence Tho
play upon words is followed up in the latter clauHi!

of ver. 14, which appears in the form of a popular

proverb : " as it is said this day. In the mountain
of Jehovah, He will be seen," or "provision shall

be made." Such must be the rendering if the

received punctuation be accepted, but on this point

there is a division of opinion. The text from which
the LXX. made their translation must have been

i^^P.^ "^T^^ "'US? (" TO) tjpet Kvpios &<^e-n,

" on the mountain Jeho\ah appeared," and the

same, with the exception of nS"!^ for the last

Jehovah " ((. e. as regards my name Jehovah) " was I

not known to them."' The A. \. interpolates " the

name of" in the first part of the verse, and then, ai

it for the sake of correspondence, says, " by my name
''

in the second part. U.
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word, must have been the reading of the Vulgate

ttud Svriac. The Targum of Onkelos is obscure.

W. A. W.

JEHO'VAH-NIS SI C^D3 nin"^. : Kvptos

KaTa<bvyfi fxov'- Dominns exallatio mea), i. e. Je-

hovah my banner, the name given by Moses to the

altar which he built in commemoration of the dis-

comfiture of the Amalekites hy Joshua and his

chosen warriors at Rephidim (Ex. xvii. 15). It

was erected either upon the hill overlooking the

battle-field, upon which Moses sat with the staflf of

God in his hand, or upon the battle-field itself.

According to Aben Ezra it was on the Horeb. The

Targum of Onkelos paraphrases the verse thus:

" Moses built an altar and worshipped upon it

before Jehovah, who had wrought for him miracles

(^"'D'^D, nis'm)y Such too is Jarchi's explanation

of the name, referring to the miraculous interposi-

tion of God in the defeat of the Amalekites. The
LXX. in their translation, " the Lord my refuge,'"

evidently supposed nissi to be derived from the root

D^3, nus, " to flee," and the Vulgate traced it to

Sti73, " to lift up." The significance of the name

is probably contained in the allusion to the staff

which Moses held in his hand as a banner during

the engagement, and the raising or lowering of

which turned the fortune of battle in favor of the

Israelites or their enemies. God is thus recognized

in the memorial altar as the deliverer of his people,

who leads them to victory, and is their rallying

point in time of peril. On the figurative use of

" banner," see Ps. Ix. 4; Is. xi. 10.

W. A. W.

JEHO'VAH-SHA'LOM (nibtt? nijn": :

elp-fivri KvpLov- Domini pax), i. e. Jehovah (is)

peace, or, with the ellipsis of "'H vK, " Jehovah,

the (jod of peace." The altar erected by Gideon in

Ophrah was so called in memory of the salutation

addressed to him by the angel of .lehovah, " Peace

be imto thee" (Judg. vi. 24). Piscator, however,

following the Hebrew accentuation, which he says

requires a different translation, renders the whole

passage, without introducing the proper name,
" when Jehovah had proclaimed peace to him ;

"

but his alteration is harsh and unnecessary. The

LXX. and Vulg. appear to have inserted the words

as they stand in the present Hebrew text, and to

have read Hin^ Dl vlZ?, but they are supported

by no MS. authority. ' \V. A. W.

* JEHO'VAH - SHAM'MAH i^'^^)

nSK? : Kvpios inel: Dominus ibidem), i. e. Je-

hemah there, or lit. thither, is the marginal reading

(A. V.) of Ezek. xlviii. 35. In the text the trans-

lators have put " The Lord is there." In both

respects the A. V. has followed the Bishops' Bible.

It is the name that was to be given to the new

city which Ezekiel saw in his Vision, and has so

gorgeously described (chap, xl.-xlviii.). Compare

Kev. xxii. 3, 4. H.

* JEHO'VAH - TSID'KENU ^'^'y'\

^3)7"T^, Jehovah our righteousness : in Jer.

Kxiii. 6, Kvpios 'I&JcreSe'/c, FA. k- IciKTetKeifi; in

xxxiii. 16, Itom. Vat. Alex. FA. Aid. omit, Comp.

K-''pios SiKatoffvvri rjixiibV- Dominus justns noster)

is the marijinal reading of the A. V. in Jer. xxiii.

JEHU
6 and xxxiii. 10, where the text has " The Lord om
Righteousness." It will be seen that the LXX.

makes a proper name of ^3^7'^^ (mir rir/hteous-

ness) in the first of the above passages. The
hesitation of our translators whether they should

render or transfer the expression may have been the

greater from their supposing it to be one of the

Messianic titles. The long exegetical note in the

margin of the Bishops' Bible (Jer. xxxiii. 16) is

curious and deserves to be read. H.

JEHOZ'ABAD (l^prT^ [ivhom Jehovah

gave]: 'lai^afide; [Alex. lco^a,8a5:] Jozabad). 1.

A Korachite Levite, second son of Obed-edom, and

one of tlie porters of the south gate of the temple,

and of the storehouse there (D^'SpS n"^2) in the

time of David (1 Chr. xxvi. 4, 15, compared with

Neh. xii. 25).

2. (['IiD^'a^aS;] Joseph. 'Ox60aTos-) A Ben-

jamite, captain of 180,000 armed men, in the days

of king .Tehoshaphat (2 Chr. xvii. 18).

3. [In 2 K., 'IcoCa^eS; in 2 Chr., 'loj^a/Se'e;

Vat. Zoo(a^€S; Alex. Za^eB-] Son of Shomer or

Shimrith, a Moabitish woman, and possibly a de-

scendant of the preceding, who with another con-

spired against king Joash and .slew him in his bed

(2 K. xii. 21; 2 Chr. xxiv. 26). [Joash.] The
similarity in the names of both conspirators and

their parents is worth notice.

This name is commonly abbreviated in the He-
brew to JOZAT.AK. A. C. H.

JEHOZ'ADAK (p^^'in') [tohcm Jehovah

makes jitsi']: 'laxraSa/c; Alex. loxreSe/c: Josedec),

son of the high-priest Sekaiah (1 Chr. vi. 14, 15)

in the reign of Zedekiah. When his father was

slain at Iliblah by order of Nebuchadnezzar, in the

11th of Zedekiah" (2 K. xxv. 18, 21), Jehozadak was

led away captive to Babylon (1 Chr. vi. 15), where

he doubtless spent the remainder of his days. He
himself never attained the high-priesthood, the

Temple being burnt to the ground, and so con-

tinuing, and he himself being a captive all his life.

But he was the father of Jeshua the high-priest—
who with Zerubbabel headed the Return from Cap-

tivity— and of all his successors till the pontificate

of Alcimus (Ezr. iii. 2; Neh. xii. 26, &c.). [High-
priest.] Nothing more is known about him. It

is perhaps worth remarking that his name is com-
pounded of the same elements, and has exactly the

same meaning, as that of the contemporai-y king

Zedekiah— "God is righteous;" and that the

righteousness of God w.as signally displayed in the

simultaneous suspension of the throne of David and

the priesthood of Aaron, on account of the sins of

Judah. This remark perhaps acquires weight from

the fact of his successor Jeshua, who restored the

priesthood and rebuilt the Temple, having the same

name as Joshua, who brought the nation into the

land of promise, and Jesus, a name significative

of salvation.

In Haggai and Zechariah, though the name in

the original is exactly as above, yet our translators

have chosen to follow the Greek form, and present

it as JOSEDECH.
In Ezra and Nehemi.ah it is abbreviated, both

in Hebrew and A. V., to Joz.vdak.

A. C. H.

JE'HU. 1. (W^n'^= Jehovah is He; [in

1 K., 2 K.,] 'loD, [Vat. Eiou; in 2 Chr., 'Iijou,

Vat. lou; in Hos., 'louSa;] Alex, [commonly]
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Irjov; Joseph. 'Itjovs.) The founder of the fifth

dynasty of the kingdom of Israel. His liistory was

>ld in tlie lost " Chronicles of the Kings of Israel
"'

(2 K. X. 34). His father's name was Jehoshaphat

(2 K. ix. 2); his grandfather's (which, as liehig

better known, was sometimes affixed to his own —
2 K. ix.) was Niiushi. In his youth he had heen

one of the guards of Ahab. His first appearance

in history is when, with a comrade in arms, Hidkar,

or Bar-Dakar (Ephrem. Syr. Opp. iv. 540), he rode «

behind Ahab on the fatal journey from .Samaria to

Jezreel, and heard, and laid up in his heart, the

warning of Elijah against the murderer of Naboth

(2 K. ix. 25). But he had already, as it would

seem, been known to Elijah as a youth of promise,

and, accordingly, in the vision at Horeb he is men-

tioned as the future king of Israel, whom Elijah is

to anoint as the minister of vengeance on Israel

(I K. xix. IG, 17). This injunction, for reasons

unknown to us, Elijah never fulfilled. It was re-

served long afterwards for his successor Elisha.

Jehu meantime, in the reigns of Ahaziah and

Jehoram, had risen to importance. The same ac-

tivity and vehemence which had fitted him lor his

earlier distinctions still continued, and he was

known far and wide as a charioteer whose rapid

driving, as if of a madman* (2 K. ix. 20), could

be distinguished even from a distance. He was,

under the last-named king, captain of the host in

the siege of liamoth-Gilead. According to Ephraim

Syrus (who omits the words "•saith the Lord " in

2 K. ix. 26, and makes " I " refer to Jehu) he had,

in a dream the night before, seen the blood of

Naboth and his sons (Ephrem. Syr. Opp. iv. 540).

Whilst in the midst of the officers of the besieging

army 'a youth suddenly entered, of wild appearance

(2 K. ix. 11), and insisted on a private interview

with Jehu. They retired into a secret chamber.

The youth uncovered a vial of the sacred oil (Jos.

Ant. ix. 6, 1) which he had brought with him,

poured it over Jehu's head, and after announcing

to him the message from Elisha, that he was ap-

pointed to be king of Israel and destro3er of the

house of Aliab, rushed out of the house and disap-

peared.

Jehu's countenance, as he reentered the assembly

of officers, showed that some strange tidings had

reached him. He tried at first to evade their ques-

tions, Init then revealed the situation in which he

found himself placed by the prophetic call. In a

moment the enthusiasm of the army took fire.

They threw their garments — the large square

be(jed, similar to a wrapper or plaid— under his

feet, so as to form a rough carpet of state, placed

him on the top of the stairs,'- as on an extempore

throne, blew the royal salute on their trumpets,

and thus ordained him king. He then cut off all

communication between Ramoth-Gilead and Jez-
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o The Hebrew word is D'^Ttt^ i
usually employed

for the coupling together of oxeu. This the LXX.
understand as though the two soldiers rode in sep-

arate chariots— cTri/SePijKOTe! en-l ^euyr; (2 K. ix. 25);
Josephus (Ant. ix. 6, § 3) as though they sat in the

same chariot with the king [KaOe^ofiivov^ owia^ev tou

apuaroq toO 'Axipov).
b This is the force of the Hebrew word, which, as

in 2 K. ix. 11, the LXX. translate e'r napaWayrj.
losephus (Ant. ix. 6, § 3) says (rxoXaCrepov re /cat ^er
evrafi'a? {o5cuei'.

c The expression translated " on the top of the

stairs " is one the clew to which is lost. The word is

reel, and set off, full speed, with his ancient comrade
Bidkar, whom he liad made captain of the host in

his place, and a band of horsemen. From the

tower of Jezreel a watchman saw the cloud of dust

(n^p!i7, KoviopTov \ A. V. "company") and

announced his coming (2 K. ix. 17). The mes-
sengers that were sent out to him he detained, on
the same principle of secrecy which had guided all

his movements. It was not till he had almost

reached the city, and was identified by the watch-

man, that alarm was taken. But even then it

seems as if the two kings in Jezreel anticipated

news from the Syrian war rather than a revolution

at home. It was not till, in answer to Jehoram's

question, "Is it peace, JehuV" that Jehu's fierce

denunciation of Jezebel at once re\'ealed the danger.

Jehu seized his opportunity, and taking full aim
at Jehoram, with the bow which, as captain of the

host, was always with him, shot him through the

heart (ix. 24). The body was thrown out on
the fatal field, and whilst his soldiers pursued and
killed the king of Judah at Beth-gan (A. \. '• the

garden-house "), probably Engannim, Jehu himself

advancal to the gates of Jezreel and fulfilled the

divine warning on Jezebel as already on Jehoram.

[Jezebel.J He then entered on a work of exter-

mination hitherto unparalleled in the history of the

Jewish monarchy. All the descendants of Ahab
that remained in Jezreel, together with the officers

of the court, and hierarchy of .-Vstarte, were swept

away. His next step was to secure Samaria. Every
stage of his progress was marked with blood. At
the gates of Jezreel he found the heads of seventy

princes of the house of .\hab, ranged in two heaps,

sent to him as a propitiation by their guardians in

Samaria, whom he had defied to withstand him,

and on whom he thus threw the responsibility of

destroying their own royal charge Next, at " the

shearing-house" (or ISeth-eked) between Jezreel and
Samaria he encoimtered forty-two sons or nephews
(2 (_'hr. xxii. 8) of tlie late king of Judah, and
therefore connected by marriage with Ahab, on a
visit of compliment to their relatives, of whose fall,

seemingly, they had not heard. These also were
put to the sword at the fatal well, as, in the later

history, of Mizpah, and, in our own days, of Cawn-
pore (2 K. x. 14). [Ishmakl, G.J As he drove

on he encountered a strange figure, such as might
ha\e reminded him of the great Elijah. It was
Jehonadab, the austere Arabian sectary, the son of

Rechab. In him his keen eye discovered a ready
ally. He took him into his chariot, and they con-
cocted their schemes as they entered Samaria (x.

15, 16). [.Jp:honadab.]

Some stragglers of the house of Ahab in that

city still remained to be destroyed. But the great

stroke was yet to come ; and it was conceived and

gerem, DTI'S '• «• a bone, and the meaning appears

to be that they placed Jehu on the very stairs them

selves — if jTl72!|?3 be stairs— without any seat or

chair below him. The stairs doubtless ran round t!ie

inside of the quadrangle of the house, as they do still,

for instance, in the ruin called the house of Zacohseus

at Jericho, and Jehu sat where they joined the tiat

platform which formed the top or roof of the house.

Tlius he was conspicuous against the sky, while ths

captains were below him in the open quadrangle. The
old Versions throw little or no light on the passage :

the LXX. simply repeat the Hebrew word, inl to

yapefA. Tuii' ai'o^a0nwi'. By Josephus it is avoided.
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executed with that union of intrepid daring and
profound secrecy which marks the whole career of

Jeliu. Up to this moment there was nothinij; which

showed anything beyond a determination to exter-

minate in all its branches the personal adherents of

Ahab. He might still have been at heart, as he

[Seems up to this time to have been in name, dis-

posed to tolerate, if not to join in, the Phoenician

worship. " Ahab served Baal a little, liut Jehu

shaE ser\e him much." There was to be a new
inauguration of the worsliip of Baal. A solemn

assembly, sacred vestments, innumerable victims,

were ready. The vast temple at Samaria raised

by Ahab (1 K. xvi. 32; Jos. Ant. x. 7, § 6) was

crowded from end to end. The chief sacrifice \Mn.s

offered, as if in the excess of his zeal, by Jehu him-

self. Jehonadab joined in the deception. There

was some apprehension lest worshippers of Jehovah

might be found in the temple; such, it seems, had

been the' intermixture of the two religions. As
soon, however, as it was ascertained that all, and

none but, the idolaters were there, the signal was

given to eighty trusted guards, and a sweeping

massacre removed at one blow the whole heathen

population of the kingdom of Israel. The inner-

most sanctuary of the temple (translated in the

A. V. ."the city of the house of Baal") was

stormed, the great stone statue of Baal was de-

molished, the wooden figures of the inferior divin-

ities sitting round him were torn from their places

and burnt (Ewald, Gesdi. iii. 520), and the site of

the sanctuary itself became the public resort of the

inhabitants of the city for the basest uses. This

is the last public act recorded of Jehu. The re-

maining twenty-seven years of his long reign are

passed over in a few words, in which two points

only are material: He did not destroy the calf-

worship of Jeroboam: The trans-Jordanic tribes

suffered much from the ravages of Hazael (2 K.

X. 29-33). He was buried in state in Samaria,

and was succeeded by his son Jeiioahaz (2 K.
X. 35). His name is the first of the Israelite kings

which appears in the Assyrian monuments." It is

found on the black obelisk discovered at Nimroud
(Layard, Ninc-reh, i. 396), and now in the British

Museum, amongst the names of kings who are

bringing tribute (in this case gold and siher, and

articles manufactured in gold) to Shalmaneser I.

His name is given as "Jehu" (or "Yahua")
" the son of Khumri " (Omri). This substitution

of the name of Omri for that of his own father

may be accounted for, either by the importance

which Omri had assumed as the second founder of

the northern kingdom, or by the name of " Beth-

Khumri," only given to Samaria in these monu-
ments as " the House or Capital of Omri " (Lay-

ard, Nin. and Bab., 643; Kawlinson's Herod, i.

465), [and Ancient Manarclnes, ii. 305.]

The character of Jehu is not difficult to under-

stand, if we take it as a whole, and judge it from

a general point of view.

a * This statement respecting Jehu is to be canceled

as incorrect. It is founded on an error of Prof. Kaw-
linson in deciphering an Assyrian inscription {Ancient

Monarchies, ii. 365, note 8) which he corrects, vol. iv.

p. 576. The true reading " gives the interesting infor-

mation that among Benhadad's allies, when he was
attacked by the Assyrians in B. c. 853, was 'Ahab of

Jezreel ' It appears tliat the common danger of sub-

jection by the Assyrian arms, united in one, not only

the Hittites, Hamathites, Syrians of Damascus, Phoe-

nicians, and Egyptians, but the people of Israel also.

JEHU
He must be regarded, like many others in his-

tory, as an instrument for accomplishing great

purposes rather than as great or good in himself

In the long period during which his destiny

though known to others and perhaps to himself

lay dormant; in the suddenness of his rise tc

power; in the ruthlessness with which he carried

out his pur]30ses ; in the union of profound silence

and dissimulation with a stern, fanatic, wayward
zeal, — he has not been without his likenesses in

modem times. The Scripture narrative, although

it fixes our attention on the services which he ren-

dered to the cause of religion by the extermination

of a worthless dynasty and a degrading worship,

yet on the whole leaves the .sense that it was a

reign barren in great results. His dynasty, indeed,

was firmly seated on the throne longer than any
other royal house of Israel (2 K. x.), and under Jero-

boam II. it acquired a high name amongst the

oriental nations. But Elisha, who had raised him
to power, as far as we know, never saw him. In

other respects it was a failure; the original sin of

Jeroboam's worship continued ; and in the Prophet

Hosea there seems to lie a retribution exacted for

the bloodshed by which he had mounted the throne:
" I will avenge the blood of Jezreel upon the house

of Jehu " (Hos. i. 4), as in the similar condemna-
tion of Baasha (1 K. xvi. 2). See a striking poem
to this effect on the character of Jehu in the Lyra
ApostoUca.

2. [In 1 K., 'lou, Vat. 2iou, Alex. Strjou; 2

Chr., 'ItjoiJ, Vat. \ov, iTjtrou.] Jehu, .son of Ha-
nani: a prophet of Judah, but whose ministrations

were chiefly directed to Israel. His father was
probably the seer who attacked Asa (2 ('hr. xvi.

7). He must have begun his career as a prophet

when very young. He first denounced Baasha,

both for his imitation of the dynasty of .leroboam,

and also (a,s it would seem) for his cruelty in de-

stroying it (1 K. xvi. 1, 7), and tiien, after an

interval of thirty years, reappears to denounce

Jehoshaphat for his alliance with Ahab (2 Chr.

xix. 2, 3). He survived Jehoshaphat and wrote

his life (xx. 34). From an obscurity in the text

of 1 K. xvi. 7 the Vulgate has represented him as

killed by Baasha. But this is not required by the

words, and (except on the improbable hypothesis

of two Jehus, both sons of Hanani) is contradicted

by the later appearance of this prophet.

3. ('Irjou; [Vat. Itjo-ous:] Jeliu.) A man of

Judah of the house of Hezron (1 Chr. ii. 38).

He was the son of a certain Obed, descended from

the union of an Egyptian, Jai:ha, with the daugh-

ter of Sheshan, whose slave Jarha was (comp. 34).

4. ('iTjov; [Vat. ouTos.]) A Simeonite, son of

Josibiah (1 Chr. iv. 35). He was one of the chief

men of the tribe, apparently in the reign of Heze-

kiah (comp. 41).

5. CItjouA.) Jehu the Antothite, i. e. native

of Anathoth, was one of the chief of the heroes

of Benjamin, who forsook the cause of Saul for

Ahab, king of Samaria, seeing the importance of the

crisis, sent a contingent of 10,000 men, and 2,000

chariots to the confederate force ; a contingent which

took part in the first great battle between the armies

of Syria and Assyria. Thus the first known contact

between the Assyrians and the Israelites is advanced

from the accession of Jehu (ab. b. c. 841) to the last

year, or last year but one, of Ahab (b. c. 853), and

Ahab — not Jehu — is the first Israelite monarch of

whom we have mention in the Assyrian records.'"

. H.
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that of David when the latter was at Ziklag (1 Chr.

xii. 3). He does not reappear in any of the later

lists. A. P. S.

JEHUB'BAH (nan'^ [he ivill be hidden] :

'Io;8o; [Vat. corrupt;] Alex. 0/3a: ff((ba), a man
of Asher ; son of Shamer or Shomer, of the house

of Beriah (1 Chr. vii. 3i).

JEHU'CAL (^3^n^ [potent, Ges.] : 6 'Icco-

XaK; Alex. luaxaC'^ i^-^'^- Ic^ax^xO Ji^ch'tl), son

of Shelemiah; one of two persons sent by king

Zedekiah to Jeremiah, to entreat his prayers and

advice (Jer. xxxvii. 3). His name is also given as

JuCAL, and he appears to have been one of the

" princes of the king " (comp. xxxviii. 1, 4).

JE'HUD (in^ [prai&e]: 'hCcip; Alex. lovB:

Jud), one of the towns of the tribe of Dan (.losh.

xix. 45), named between Baalath and Bene-berak.

Neither of these two jJaces, however, has been

identified. By Eusebius and Jerome Jehud is not

named. Dr. Robinson (ii. 242) mentions that a

place called d- Yehudiyeh exists in the neighbor-

hood of Lydd, but he did not visit it. It is, how-

ever, inserted on Van de Vekle's map at 7 miles

east of Jdffu and 5 north of Lydd. This agrees

with the statement of Schwarz (141) that "Jehud
is the village Jehudie, 7^ miles S. E. of Jaffa," ex-

cept as to the direction, which is nearer E. than

S. E. G.

JEHU'DI 0"r^n^=Je)«; b 'louStV; Alex.

louSei: Judt), son of Nethaniah, a man eruployed

by the princes of Jehoiakim's court to fetch Baruch

to read Jeremiah's denunciation (Jer. xxxvi. 14),

and then by the king to fetch the volume itself and

read it to him (21, 23).

JEHUDI'JAH (nnn*n [the Jewess] :

'ASi'a; [Vat. ASeio.;] Alex. iSta'- Jiulaia). There

is really no such name in the Heb. Bible as that

which our A. V. exhibits at 1 Chr. iv. 18. If it

is a proper name at all it "is Ha-jehudijah, Uke
Ham-melech, Hak-koz, etc. ; and it seems to be

rather an appellative, " the Jewess." As far as an

opinion can be formed of so obscure and apparently

corrupt a passage, JNIered, a descendant of Caleb

the son of Jephunneh, and whose towns, Gedor,

Socho, and Eshtemoa, lay in the south of Judah,

married two wives— one a Jewess, the other an

Egyptian, a daughter of Pharaoh. The Jewess

was sister of Naham, the father of the cities of

Keilah and Eshtemoa. The descendants of JNIered

by his two wives are given in vv. 18, liJ, and per-

haps in the latter i)art of ver. 17. Hodijah in ver.

19 is doubtless a c(jrruption of Ha-jehudijah, " the

Jewess," the letters "*m having fallen out from

the end of Hti/N and the beginning of the fol-

lowing word ; and the full stop at the end of ver.

18 should be remo\ed, so as to read as a recapitu-

lation of what precedes : "These are the sons of

Bithiah, the daughter of Pharaoh, which Mered
took (for his wife), and the sons of his wife, the

Jewess, the sister of Naham (which Naham was)

the father of Keilah, whose inhabitants are Gar-
mites, and of Eshtemoa, whose inhabitants are

Maachathites ;

" the last being named possibly

from Maachah, Caleb's concubine, as the Ephra-
thites wore from Ephrata. Bertheau (Chronik)

arrives at the same general result, by proposing to

place the closing words of ver. 18 before the words

7'J
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"And she bare Miriam." etc., in ver. 17. See alsio

Vatablus.
'

A. C. H.

JE'HUSH {W^V) [collecting, briiujing to-

gether, Eiirst, Dietr.]: 'lets; [Vat. Tay\] Alex.

la'Cas'- Us), son of Eshek, a remote descendant of

Saul (1 Chr. viii. 39). The parallel genealogy in

ch. ix. stops short of this man.

Eor the representation of Ain by H, see Jehiel,

Mehunim, etc.

JEI'EL (^f?"^^^ [perh. treasure of God,

iies.]: Jehiel). 1. ('icoTjA.) A chief man among

the Keubenites, one of the house of Joel (1 Chr. v

")
2. CUi-nW Alex, once iflirjA; [Vat. FA. in xvi.

5, Et€t7j\.] ) A Merarite Levite, one of the gate-

keepers (D"*"!!?^' A. V. "porters," and "door-

keepers ") to the sacred tent, at the first establish-

ment of the Ark in Jerusalem (1 Chr. xv. 18).

His duty was also to play the harp (ver. 21), or the

psaltery and harp (xvi. 5), in the service before the

Ark.

3. CEAe'trjA, [Vat. EAearjX,] Alex. E\€rj\.)

A Gershonite Levite, one of the 13enc-Asaph [sons

of A.], forefather of Jahaziel in the time of king

Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xxi. 14).

4. (bW12?'', i. e. Jeuel, but the A. V. follows

the correction of the A'en; 'letrjA.) The Scribe

(~lpn3n) who kept the account of the numbers

of king Uzziah's irregular predatory warriors

(nn^ll, A. V. "bands," 2 Chr. xxvi. 11).

5. (Jeuel, as in the preceding; but the A. V.

again follows the Keri: 'leirjA: Jnhiel.) A Ger-

shonite Levite, one of the Bene-Elizaphan, who
assisted in the restoration of the house of Jehovah

under king Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxix. 13).

6. CleiTjA., [Vat. EiiijA.,] Alex. Iei?j\.) One

of the chiefs ('^"^tt^) of the Levites in the time of

Josiah, and an assistant in the rites at his great

Passover (2 Chr. xxxv. 9).

7. (Jeuel as above, but in Keri and A. V. Jeiel

:

'Ier)A, [Vat. Eu€(a,] Alex. EitjA.) One of the

Bene-Adonikam who formed part of the caravan of

Ezra from Babylon to Jerusalem (Ez. viii. 13). In

Esdras the name is Jeuel.

8. {'\a-h\, Alex. leeirjA.) A layman, of the

Bene Nebo, who had taken a foreign wife and had

to relinquish her (Ezr. x. 43). In Esdras it is

omitted from the Greek and A. V., though the

Vulgate has Ideltis.

JEKAB'ZEEL (bWlJni^;' [God ivho asse^n

hies, brings together]: Vat. [Alex. FA.l omit;

FA. 3 Comp.] Ka/3(rer)A: Cabseel), a fuller foi-m

of the name of K.mszeel, the most remote city

of Judah on the southern frontier. 'This- form
occurs only in the list of the places reoccupied, after

the Captivity (Neh. xi. 25). G.

JEKA'MEAM (D^Pi^'!' [who assembUs-the

people]: 'le/ce^i'as, 'leK/UOoV; "^''^^- [''I sxiv. 23,]

l6«€/xia: Jecinaam, Jecmaaii), a Levite in the time

of King David: fourth of the sons of Hebron, the

son of Kohath (1 Chr. xxiii. 19, xxiv. 23).

JEKAMI'AH (n^T?!?^ [Jehovah collects,, or

endures]: 'UxtfJ-ias [Vat. -/xec-] ; Alex. le/co^ias:

Icamias), son of Shallum, in the linfi of Ahlai,

about contemporary with kijjg Aliaz. In aiiothflT
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passage the same name, borne by a different person,

is given Jecajiiah (1 Chr. ii. 41). [Jarha.]

A. C. H.

JEKU'THIEL (bS\n^p;' [perh. ftar of

God, piety, Dictr. Ges.] : 6 XeririW Alex. UK8uri\;
[Comp. 'lepfouTiTjA:] Inithiel), a man recorded in

the genealogies of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 18) as the son

of a certain Ezrah by his .Jewish wife (A. V. Jehu-

dijah). and in his turn the fiither, or founder, of

the tomi of Zanoah. This passage in the Targum
is not without a certain interest. Jered is inter-

preted to mean Moses, and each of the names fol-

lowing are taken as titles borne by him. Jekuthiel

— '' trust in (iod " — is so applied " because in his

days the Israelites trusted in the God of heaven for

forty years in the wilderness."

In a remarkable prayer used by the Spanish and

Portuguese .lews in the concluding service of the

Sabbath, Elijah is invoked as having had " tidings

of peace delivered to him by the hand of .Jekuthiel."

This is explained to refer to some transaction in

the life of I'hineas, with whom Elijah is, in the

traditions of the .Jews, believed to be identical (see

the quotations in Modern Judaism, p. 229).

JEMl'MA (nD""»^ [dure]: 'H/xepa: Dies,

as if from Dl"*, " a day "), the eldest of the three

daughters born to .lob after the restoration of his

prosperity (.lob xlii. 1-1). Rosenmiiller compares

the name to the classical Diana ; but Gesenius iden-

tifies it with an Arabic word signifying " dove."

The Rev. C. Forster {Ilisioricrd Geot/rnplnj of Ara-

hin, ii. 67), in tracing the posterity of .Job in Arabia,

considers that the name of Jemima survives in

Jemama, the name of the central province of the

Arabian peninsula, which, according to an Arabian

tradition (see Bochart, Plirdeff, ii. § 26), was called

after Jemama, an ancient queen of the Araljians.

W. T. B.

JEM'NAAN {'Ufiuady; [Sin.i Ayu^uoi/, Sin.ca

lefivaa'-] ^ nig. omits), mentioned among the places

on the sea-coast of Palestine to which the panic of

the incursion of Holofenies extended (Jud. ii. 28).

No doubt J.VBNKEL— generally called Janmia liy

the Greek writers— is intended. The omission of

Joppa however is remarkable. G.

JEMU'EL (bs^n^ [6W is U(jht, Fiirst;

imnl;nssentiu<j, Dietr. ; but uncertain J: 'lefjiovr)X\

[Vat. in Ex., l€/iir)A:] Jamuel), the eldest son of

Simeon (Gen. xlvi. 10; Ex. vi. 15). In the lists

of Num. xxvi. and 1 Chr. iv. the name is given as

Nemuel, which Gesenius decides to be the cor-

rupted form.

JEPH'THAE ('Ie(/)9<if : Jtphte), Heb. xi. 32.

The Greek form of the name Jephthah.

JEPH'THAH (nriD";, i. e. Yiphtnh [he, i. e.

God, 2ciU (}jien, free]: 'lecpdde: Jepl/te), a judge,

about I!, c. 114.3-1137. His history is contained

in Judg. xi. 1-xii. 7. lie was a Gileadite, the son

of Gilead " and a concubine. Driven by the legiti-

mate sons from his father's inheritance, he went to

Tob, and became the head of a company of free-

booters in a debatalile land probably lielunging to

Ammon (2 Sam. x. 6). The idolatrous Israelites

in Gilead were at that time smarting under the

oppression of an Annnonitish king; and Jephthah

« * Probably a patronymic there = a native of that

jountry ; see Gilead, 4, iwte (Anier. ed). H.

JEPHTHAH
was led, as well by the unsettled character of the

age as by his own family circumstances, to adopt a

kind of life unrestrained, adventurous, and insecure

as that of a Scottish border-chieftain in the middle

ages. It was not unlike the life which David after-

wards led at Ziklag, with this exception, that Jeph-

thah had no friend among the heathen in whose

land he lived. His fame as a bold and successful

captain was carried back to his native Gilead ; and

when the time was ripe for throwing off the yoke

of Ammon, the Gileadite elders sought in vain for

any leader, who in an equal degree with the base-

born outcast could conmiand the confidence of his

countrymen. Jephthah consented to become their

captain, on the condition — solemnly ratified before

the Lord in Jlizpeh— that in the event of his

success against Annnon he should still remain as

their acknowledged head. ^Messages, urging their

respective claims to occupy the trans-Jordanic re-

gion, were exchanged lietween the Ammonitish king

and Jephthah. Then the Sjjirit of the Lord {i. e.

" force of mind for great undertakings, and bodily

strength." Tanchum: comp. Judg. iii. 10, vi. 34,

xi. 29, xiv. 6, xv. 14) came upon Jephthah. He
collected warriors throughout (jilead and Jlanasseh,

the provinces which acknowledged his authority.

And then he vowed his vow unto the Lord, " what-

soever cometh forth [i. e. first] of the doors of my
house to meet me, when I return in peace from the

children of Ammon, shall surely lie Jeho\ah's, and

I will offer it up for a burnt-offering." The Am-
monites were routed with great slaughter. Twenty
cities, from Aroer on the Anion to Minnith and to

Aljel Keramim, were taken from them. But as

the conqueror returned to jMiz]ieh there came out

to meet him a jirocession of damsels with dances

and timbrels, and among them— the first person

from his own house— his daughter and only child.

" xVlas ! my daughter, thou hast lirought me very

low," was the greeting of the heart-stricken father.

But the high-minded maiden is ready for any per-

sonal suffering in the hour of her father's triumph.

Only she asks for a respite of two months to with-

draw to her native moimtains, and in their recesses

to weep with her virgin-friends over the early dis-

appointment of her life. When that time was

ended she retumed to her father ; and " he did

unto her his vow."

But Jephthah had not long leisure, even if he

were disposed, for the indulgence of domestic grief.

The proud tribe of Ephraim challenged his right

to go to war, as he had done without their concur-

rence, against Ammon ; and they proceeded to vin-

dicate the absurd claim by invading Jephthah in

Gilead. They did but add to his triumph which

they envied. He first defeated them, then inter-

cepted the fugitives at the fords of Jordan, and there,

having insultingly identified them as Ephrainiites

by their peculiar pronunciation, he put forty-two

thousand men to the sword.

The eminent office for which Jephthah had stip-

ulated as the reward of his exertions, and the glorj'

which he had won, did not long abide with him.

He judged Israel six years and died.

It is generally conjectured that his jurisdiction

was limited to the trans-Jordanic region.

The peculiar expression, xi. 34, faithfully trans-

lated in the margin of the A. Y., has been inter-

preted as signifying that Jephthah had step-chil

dren.

That the daughter of Jephthah was really oflFered

up to God in sacrifice, slain by the hand of her
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"ather and then burned — is a horrible conclusion

;

but one which it seems impossible to avoid. This

was understood to lie the meaning of the text by

Jonathan the paraphrast, and Kashi, bj' Josephus,

Ant. V. 7, § 10, and by perhaps all the early Chris-

tian Fathers, as t)rigen, in Joannem, toni. vi. cap.

36; Chrysostom, Hoin. ad pop. Antioch. xiv. 3,

0pp. ii. U.5 : Theodoret, Qiuest. in Jml. xx.

;

Jerome, Kp. ad Jul. 118, 0pp. i. 791, &c. ; Augus-

tine, Quiest. in Jtid. viii. § 49, 0pp. iii. 1, p- 610.

For the first eleven centuries of the Christian era

this was the current, perhaps the universal opinion

of Jews and Christians. Yet none of them exten-

uates the act of Jephthah. Josephus calls it neither

lawful nor pleasing to (jod. Jewish writers say

that he ouglit to have referred it to the high-priest

;

but either he failed to do so, or the high-priest

culpably omitted to prevent the rash act. Origen

strictly confines his praise to the heroism of Jeph-

thah's daughter.

Another interpretation was suggested by Joseph

Kimchi. He supposed that, instead of being sacri-

ficed, she was shut up in a house which her fiither

built for the purpose, and that she was there visited

by tlie daughters of Israel four days in each year

so long as she lived. This interpretation lias been

adopted by many eminent men, as by Levi ben

Gersom and Bechai among the Jews, and by Drii-

sius, Grotius, Estius, de Uieu, Hishop Hall, Water-

land, Dr. Hales, and others. More names of the

same period, and of not less authority, might how-

ever be adduced on the other side. Lightfoot once

thought (KriMin, § 10) that Jephthah did not

slay his daughter; but upon more mature reflection

he came to the opposite conclusion {Ifurmony, etc.;

Judg. xi.. Works, i. 51).

Each of these two opinions is supported by argu-

ments grounded on the original text and on the

customs of the Jews. (1.) In .Tudg. xi. 31, the

word translated in the A. V. " whatsoever" knows

no distinction of gender, and may as correctly be

translated "whosoever;" and in favor of the latter

version it is urged that .Jephthah could not have

expected to be met by an ox or other animal fit for

sacrifice, coming forth from the door of his house;

and that it was obviously his intention to signalize

his thanksgiving for victory by devoting some
human being to destruction, to that end perverting

the statute, I^ev. xxvii. -28, 29 (given with another

purpose, on which see Jahn, Arclixmhyla, § 294,

or Ewald, Allerlhiinwr, 89), to the taking of a life

which was not forfeit to the law. (2.) To .J.

Kimchi's proposal to translate " aivl I will offer,"

verse 31, "<w- I will offta'," it has been replied that

this sense of the conjunction is rare, that it is not

intended in two vows couched in parallel phrase-

ology. Gen. xxviii. 21, 22, and 1 Sam. i. 11, and

that it creates two alternatives between which there

is no opposition. (3.) The word rendered in .\. V.
." to lament," or "to talk with," verse 40, is trans-

lated by later scholars, as in Judg. v. 11, "to cele-

brate." (4.) It has heen said that if Jephthah

put his daughter to death, according to verse 39,

it is unmeaning to add that she " knew no man; "

but on the other hand it is urged tliat this circum-

stance is added as setting in a stronger light the

rashness of Jephthah and the heroism of his

daughter. (5.) It has been argued that human
sacrifices were opposed to the principles of the Jew-

ish law, and therefore a .Jew could not have intended

to make a thank-offering of that sort; but it is

replied that a Gileadite born in a lawless age, living
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as a freebooter in the midst of rude and idolatrous

people who practiced such sacrifices, was not likely

to be unusually acquainted with or to pay unusual

respect to the pure and humane laws of Israel.

(G.) Lastly, it has been argued that a life of religious

celibacy is without injunction or example to favor

it in the 0. T.

Some persons, mindful of the enrollment of Jeph-

thah among the heroes of faith in Ileb. xi. 32, as

well as of the expression " the Spirit of tlie Lord

came upon him," Judg. xi. 29, have therefore

scrupled to believe that he could be guilty of such

a sin as the murder of his child. But it nmst be

remembered also that deep sins of several other

faithful men are recorded in Scripture, sometimes

witliout comment ; and as Jephthah had time after-

wards, so he may have had grace to repent of his

vow and his fulfillment of it. At least we know
that he felt remorse, which is often the foreshadow

of retriljution or the harbinger of repentance.

Doubtless theological opinions have sometimes

had the effect of leading men to prefer one view of

Jephthah's vow to the otiier. Seklen mentions that

Genebrard was told by a Jew that Kimchi's inter-

pretation was devised in order to prevent C^hristians

quoting the sacrifice of Jephthah's daughter as a

type of the sacrifice of the Son of God. And
Christians, who desire or fear an example alleged

in favor of celibate vows or of the fallibility of in-

spired men, may become partial judges of the

question.

The subject is discussed at length in Augustine,

l. c. 0pp. iii. 1, p. 010; a Treatise by L. Capellus

inserted in Crit. Sacr. on Judg. xi. ; Bp. Hall's

Contcinplitlions on 0. T., bk. x.; Selden, Be jure

naturidi ei gentium, iv. § 11; Lightfoot. Sermon
on Judg. xi. 39, in Works, ii. 1215; Pfeiflfer, De
volo JepJihe, 0pp. 591; Dr. Hales' Analysis of
Chronokxjy, ii. 288; and in Rosenmiiller's Scholia.

W. T. B.

* It may be well to remind the reader that Kim-
chi's suggestion (mentioned above) appears as a mar-

ginal reading of the A. V.: It " shall surely be

the Lord's, or I will oflTer it uj) for a burnt-oflTer-

ing." This disjunctive construction makes the

vow of Jephtliah not absolute, but conditional: it

left him at liberty to pursue one course or anotherj

according to the nature of the offering which he

might be called to make, on ascertaining who or

what shoidd come forth to meet him from his house.

But this solution does violence to the Hebrew sen-

tence. Prof Cassel, in his elaborate article on

this subject (Herzog's Real-Knvyk. vi. 400-478),

maintains that Jephthah, when he made his vow,

was not thinking of the possibility of a human
sacrifice, or of an animal sacrifice of any sort, but

emiiloyed the term " burnt-offering " in a spiritual

sense; that is, using the expressive word to denote

completeness of consecration, he meant that he would

devote -to God's special and perpetual service tlie

first person of his household whom he should meet

The event showed that among all the contingencies

he had no thought that this person would be his

own child ; but so it proved, and he fulfilled the

vow in consigning her to a life of celibacy, and thus

destroying his own last hope of posterity. The
first clause of the vow, it 'is argued, defines the

second: a literal burnt -offering cannot be meant,

but one which consists in being the Lord's. It

must be admitted that no exact parallel can be

found to justify this peculiar meaninir of the word
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(n^ll^j. This author presents the same view in

his Hichter und Ruth, pp. 106-114. Keil and
DeUtzsch discuss the question {Bibl. Commentary
on the 0. T., iv. 386-395), and decide, in hke man-
ner, against the idea of a literal sacrifice.

Wordswortli (I/oli/ Bible, ivith Notes, ii. pt. i. 128

ff.) sums up his review of the different explanations

with the remark, that the predominance of argu-

ment and authority favors the opinion " that Jeph-

thah did actually oft'er his daughter, not against her

will, but with her consent, a burnt-offering to the

Lord. . . . But we may not pause here. There is

a beautiful light shed upon the gloom of this dark

history, reflected from the youthful form of the

maiden of Gilead, Jephthah's daughter. . . . She
is not like the Iphigenia of the Greek story. She
offers her own life a wilhng sacrifice ; and in her

love fur her father's name, and in calm resolve that

all should know that she is a wiUing sacrifice, and
with tender and delicate consideration for her

father, and in order that no one may charge him
with having sitcrificed her against her own free will,

she craves respite and liberty (or two months, that

she may range freely on the mountains, apart from

the world, and prepare herself for the day of suffer-

ing, and for another life. In full foresight of death,

she comes down from her mountain liberty at the

appointed time to offer her virgin soul for the fulfill-

ment of her father's vow. Her name was held in

honor in Israel. The daughters of Israel went

yearly to lament her— or rather to celebrate her

— for four days."

Finally, let it be said, this is one of those acts

which the Scripture history simply relates, but

leaves the judgment of them to the reader. We
caimot, without Ijeing unjust to the morality of

the Bible, insist too much on this distinction. In

itself considered, it is immaterial to the correctness

or incorrectness of our interpretation of Jephthah's

vow, whether this interpretation exalts or lowers

our estimate of his character. The commendation

of his faith (Heb. xi. 32) does not extend to all his

actions. The same allowance is due to him for

frailty and aberrations that we make in behalf of

others associated with him in the same catalogue

jf examples of heroic faith. H.

JEPHUN'NE CU(j)ovvri: Jephone), Ecclus.

xlvi. 7. [Jephunneh.]

JEPHUN'NEH (njJS": [perh. for whom a

way is i)repnreil\: Jephone). 1. {'\f<povvr\.) Father

of Caleb the spy, who is usually designated as

" Caleb the son of Jephunneh.-" He appears to have

beloniied to an Edomitishi tribe called Kenezites,

from Kenaz their founder; but his father or other

ancestors are not named. [Caleb, 2; Kenaz.]
(See Num. xiii. 6, &c., xxxii. 12, &c. ; Josh. xiv.

14, &c.; IChr. iv. 15.)

2. ('le^ira in both MSS. [rather, Rom. Alex.;

Vat. \<\)Lvu\-) A descendant of Asher, eldest of

the three sons of J ether (1 Chr. vii. 38).

A. C. H.

JE'RAH (n^.") {newmoon']: [in Gen.,] 'lopax

[Alex. lapaS, Comp. 'Upax'i in 1 Chr., Rom. Yat.

Alex, omit, Aid. 'laSe'p, Comp. 'Tape:] Jare), the

fourth in order of the sons of Joktan ((ien. x. 26;

1 Chr. i. 20), and the progenitor of a tribe of

southern Arabia. He has not been satisfactorily

identified with the name of any Arabian place or

tribe, though a fortress (and probably an old town.

JERAH
like the numerous fortified places in the Yemen,
of the old Hiniyerite kingdom) named Yerakh

f^ f wj = rTn.^j) is mentioned as belonging to

the district of the Nijjad {Mardsid, s. v. Yerakh),

which is in Mahreh, at the extremity of the Yemen

(Kdmoos, in article cX^ i cf. Arabia). The

similarity of name, however, and the other indica-

tions, we are not disposed to lay much stress on.

A very different identification has been proposed

by Bochart {Phale<j, ii. 19). He translates Jerah
= " the moon" into Arabic, and finds the de-

scendants of Jerah in the Alilsei, a people dwelling

near the Red Sea (Agatharch. ap. Diod. Sic. iii.

45), on the strength of a passage in Herodotus

(iii. 8), in which he says of the Arabs, "Bacchus
they call in their language Orotal; and Urania,

Alilat." He further suggests that these Alilaei

are the Benee-Hilal of more modern times, Hilal

{\j3<S^) meaning, in Arabic, " the moon when,

being near the sun, it shows a narrow rim of light."

Gesenius does not object to this theory, which he

quotes; but says that the opinion of IMichaelis

{Spicileg. ii. 60) is more probable; the latter scholar

finding Jerah in the "coast of the moon" (cor-

rectly, " low land of the moon," w^Juf -),

or in the "mountain of the moon" (^^Jui Jut:^)

.— in each case the moon being " kamar," not

"hilal." The former is " a place between Zafari

and Esh-Shihr " (Kdmoos); the latter in the same

part, but more inland ; both being, as Gesenius re-

marks, near to Iladramiiwt, next to which, in the

order of the names, is Jerah in the record in

Genesis ; and the same argument may be adduced

in favor of our own possible identification with the

fortress of Yerakh, named at the commencement

of this article. Whatever may be said in support

of translating Jerah, as both Bochart and j\Iichaelis

have done, the former's theory involves some grave

difficulties, which must be stated.

The statement of Herodotus above quoted (cf. i.

131 , " the Arabians call Venus Alitta "
), that Alilat

signifies Urania, cannot be accepted without further

evidence than we at present possess. Alilat was

almost doulitless the same as the object of worship

called by the Arabs "FJ-Latt," and any new infor-

mation respecting the latter is therefore important.

It would require too much space in this work to

state the various opinions of the Arabs respecting

El-Liitt, its etymology, etc., as collected in the

great MS. Lexicon entitled the "Jlohkam," a work

little known in Europe; from which (articles oJ
and (tf •j) w-e give the following particulars. " El-

Latt " is [generally] said to lie originally " El-

Lath," the name of an object of worsliip. so called

by the appellation of a man who u.sed to moisten

meal of parched barley (saweek) with clarified butter

or the like, at the place thereof, ibr the pilgrims:

"El-Latt" signifying "the person who performs

that operation." The object of worship itself is

said to have been a mass of rock [upon which he

moistened the meal; and which was more properly
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jailed " the Rock of El-Latt "] : after the death of

the mail above mentioned this rock was worshipped.

But some say that " El-Latt " is originally " El-

naheh" (^iP^l^t), meaning [not "the Goddess,"

but] "the Serpent." To this we may add from

El-Beydawee (Kur-dn, liii. 19 and 20), El-Latt was

an idol of Thakeef, at Et-Taif, or of Kureysh, at

Nakhleh; and was so called from (^jJ? because

they used to go round about it : or it was called

" El-Latt," because it was the image of a man who

used to moisten meal of parched barley with clari-

fied butter, and to feed the pilgrims. — Our own

opinion is that it may be a contraction of " El-

Ilahet" ("the Serpent," or perhaps "the God-

dess"), pronounced according to the dialect of

Hirayer, with " t " instead of " h " in the case of

a pause. (See the Sihdh, MS., art. v,.>J*«.) It is

said in the Lexicon entitled the Tahdheeh (MS., art.

v,:>J), that El-Kisa-ee used to pronounce it, in the

case of a pause, "El-Lah;" and that those who
worshipped it compared its name with that of

" AUah."
Pococke has some remarks on the subject of El-

Latt, which the i-eader may consult {Spec. Hist.

Arab. p. 90); and also Sir G. Wilkinson, in his

notes to Herodotus (ed. Kawlinson, ii. 402, foot-

note, and Essay i. to bk. iii.): he seems to be

wrong, however, in saying that the Arabic " ' awel,'

'first'" [correctly, "awwal"] is "related to"

7S, or Allah, etc. ; and that Alitta and INIylitta

are Semitic names derived from " weled, walada,

'to bear children'" {h'ssay i. 537). The com-

parison of Alitta and Mylitta is also extremely

doubtful; and probably Herodotus assimilated the

former name tp the latter.

It is necessary to observe, in endeavoring to

elucidate the ancient religion of the Ishmaelite

Arabs, that fetishism was largely developed among
them ; and that their idols were generally absurdly

rude and primitive. lieyond that relic of primeval

revelation which is found in most beliefs — a recog-

nition of one imiversal and supreme God — the

practices of fetishism obtained more or less through-

out Arabia: on the north giving place to the faith

of the patriarchs ; on the south merging into the

cosmic worship of the Himyerites.

That the AliL-ei were worshippers of Alilat is an

assumption unsupported by facts; but, whatever

may be said in its favor, the people in question are

not the Benee-Hilal, who take their name from a

kinsman of Molmnnned, in the fifth generation

before him, of the well-known stock of Keys.

(Caussin, A'ssai, Tab. X A ; Abu-1-Fida, Hist.

nnteisL, ed. Fleischer, p. 194.) E. S. P.

JERAH'MEEL (bs^pqi''! {.''k/ecf <f Gid's

meraj] : 'Upa/xfijA ;
[Vat. IpojueTjA, lepe/uerjA,

-arjA., Po;U€i}A.; Alex. Ipa^ufTjA., lept/ierjA, -irjA.:]

Jeramtd). 1. First-liom son of lUv.ron, the son

of Pharez, the son of -ludah (1 ('hr. ii. 9, 2.")-27,

33, 42). His descendants are given at length in

the same chap. [Azahiah, 5; Zabad.] They
inhabited the southern border of Judah (1 Sam.
xxvii. 10, comp. 8; xxx. 29).

2. [Vat. Alex. IpOjucujA..] A Merarite Invite;
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the representative, at the time of the organization

of the Divine service by king David, of the family

of Kish, the son of MahU (1 Chr. xxiv. 29; comp.

xxiii. 21).

3. \^UpiijL(r)K, Alex. -ir^X, YA. -la-qK. Jere-

miel.'] Son of Hammelech, or, as the LXX. render

it, "the king," who was employed by Jehoiakim

to make Jeremiah and Baruch prisoners, after he

had burnt the roll of Jeremiah's prophecy (Jer.

xxxvi. 20). A. C. H.

JERAH'MEELITES, THE ObSTpHip
[patronym. from the above] : ^lifffj-eya, 6 'lepe-

lj.fr}X; [Vat. in xxx. 29, IcrparjW] Alex. lo-pajuijAei,

Upa/x-nA^L: Jermneel). The tribe descended from

the first of the foregoing persons (1 Sam. xxvii. 10).

Their cities are also named amongst those to which

David sent presents from his Amalekite booty (xxx.

29), although to Achish he had represented that

he had attacked them.

JER'ECHUS Cle'pexos [or -xoi\ Vat. Up-

eixoi^O J-^ricus), 1 Esdr. v. 22. [Jericho.]

JE'RED ("TT!'.'! [descent, going down]: 'lapeS:

Jared). 1. One of the patriarchs before the flood,

son of Mahalaleel and lather of Enoch (1 Chr. i. 2).

In Genesis the name is given as Jared.

2. [.Iiiret.] One of the descendants of Judah

signalized as the " father— i. e. the founder— of

Gedor" (1 Chr. iv. 18). He was one of the sons

of Ezrah by his wife Ha-Jehudi.jah, i. e. the Jewess.

The Jews, however, give an allegorical interpreta-

tion to the passage, and treat this and other names

therein as titles of ;Moses— Jered, because he caused

the manna to descend. Here— as noticed under

Jabez — the pun, though obvious in Biblical He-

brew, where Jarad (the root of .Jordan) means " to

descend," is concealed in the rabbinical paraphrase,

which has n"*niW, a word with the same mean-

ing, but without any relation to Jered, either for

eye or ear. G.

JER'EMAI [3 syl.] ("'Pt]^ {ilwellers on

lieiyhts]: 'Upafxl\ Alex, lepefif, [Vat. lepei^eifx,

V\. -fjLfi:] .Jermm), a layman; one of the Bene-

Hashum, who was compelled by Ezra to put away

his foreign wife (Ezr. x. 33). In the lists of Esdras

it is omitted.

JEREMI'AH (•"in'^P")'^,, as the more usual

form, or n'^^"1\ ch. xxxvi.-xx.xviii. : 'lepffiias'

Jeremias, Vulg. ; Hieremias, Hieron. et al.). The

name has been variously explained : by Jerome and

Simonis (Onomnst. p. 535), as "the exalted of the

Lord;" by Gesenius («. v.), as "appointed of the

Lord;" by Carpzov (Jntrod. ad lib. V. T. p. iii.

c. 3), followed by Hengstenberg (Christologie des

A. B. vol. i.), as " the Lord throws" — the latter

seeing in the name a prophetic reference to the

work descrilied in i. 10
;

[by Dietrich, " whom
Jehovah founds," i. e. establishes.]

I. Life.— It will be convenient to arrange what

is known as to the life and work of this prophet in

sections corresponding to its chief periods. The

materials for such an account are to lie found almost

exclusively in the book which liears his name.

Whatever interest may attach to Jewish or Chris-

tian traditions connected with his name, tbey have

no claim to be regarded as historical, and we are

left to form what picture we can of tlie man and

of his times from the narratives and proplecies

which he himself has left. Fortunately, these have
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come down to us, though in some disorder, with

unusual fulbiess ; and there is no one in the " goodly

fellowship of the prophets" of whom, in his work,

feelings, sufTerings, we have so distinct a knowledge.

He is for us the great example of the prophetic life,

the representative of the prophetic order. It is not

to be wondered at that he should have seemed to

the Christian feeling of the Early Church a type

of Him in whom that hie received its highest com-

pletion (Hieron. Conun. in Jerem. xxiii. 9; Origen.

Horn, in Jerem. i. and viii. ; Aug. de Frees. Ihi,

0. xxxvii.), or that recent writers should have iden-

tified him with the " Servant of the Lord " in the

later chapters of Isaiah (Huiisen, GoH in der Oes-

chichfe, i. i2b-ii7 ; Niigelsbach, art. "Jerem." hi

Herzog's Beal-^ncyl'lop.).

(1.) Under Josiah, u. c. 638-G08. — In the l-3th

year of the reign of Josiah, the prophet speaks of

himself as still "a child" OV3' i- 6). We can-

not rely indeed on this word as a chronological

datum. It may have been used simply as the ex-

pression of conscious weakness, and as a word of

age it extends from merest infancy (Ex. ii. 6; 1

Sam. iv. 21) to adult manhood (1 Sam. xxx. 17;

1 K. iii. 7). We may at least infer, however, as

we can trace his life in full activity for upwards of

forty years from this period, that at the commence-

ment of that reign he could not have passed out of

actual childliood. He is descrilied as " the son of

Hilkiah of the priests that were in Anathoth " (i. 1).

Were we able, with some earlier (Clem. Al. Sircmi.

i. p. 142; Jerome, 0pp. tom. iv. § 116, D.) and

some later writers (Eichhorn, Calovius, Maldonatus,

von Bohlen, Umbreit), to identify this Hilkiah with

the high-priest who bore so large a share in Josiah's

work cjf reformation, it woidd be interesting to

think of the king and the prophet, so nearly of the

same age (2 ( hr. xxxiv. 1), as growing up together

under the same training, subject to the same in-

fluences. Against this hypothesis, however, there

have been urged the facts (Carpzov, Keil, Ewald,

and others)— (1.) that the name is too common
to be a ground of identification; (2.) that the

manner in which this Hilkiah is mentioned is

inconsistent with the notion of his having been the

High-priest of Israel; (3.) that neither Jeremiah

himself, nor his opponents, allude to this parentage

;

(4.) that the priests who lived at Anathoth were

of the House of Ithamar (1 K. ii. 20 ; 1 Chr. xxiv.

3), while the high-priests from Zadok downwards

were of the line of Eleazar (Carpzov, Intvod. in lib.

V. T. .Jerem.). The occurrence of the same name

may be looked on, however, in this as in many
other instances in the 0. T., as a probable indica-

tion of aitinity or friendship; and this, together

with the coincidences— (1.) that the uncle of Jere-

miah (xxxii. 7) bears the same name as the husband

of Huldah the prophetess (2 K. xxii. 14), and (2.)

that Aliikam the son of Shaphan, the great sup-

porter of Hilkiah and Huldah in their work (2 Chr.

xxxiv. 20) was also, throughout, the great protector

of the prophet (Jer. xxvi. 2-t), may help to throw

some lif;bt on the education by which he was pre-

pared for that work to which he was taught he had

been ' sanctified from his mother's womb." The

strange Kabltinic tradition (Carpzov, I. c), that

eight of the persons most conspicuous in the relig-

ious history of this period (Jeremiah, Baruch,

Seraiah, Maaseiah, Hilkiah, Hanameel. Huldah,

Shallum) were all descended from the harlot Kaliab,

may possibly have been a distortion of the fact that
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they were connected, in some way or other, as

members of a family. If this were so, we can form

a tolerably distinct notion of the influences that

were at work on Jeremiah's youth. The lioy would

hear among the priests of his native town, not three

miles distant from Jerusalem [Anathoth], of the

idolatries and cruelties of ]Manasseh and his son

Amon. He would be trained in the traditional

precepts and ordinances of the Law. He would

become acquainted with the names and ^vritings

of older prophets, such as Jlicah and Isaiah. As
he grew up towards manhood, he would hear also

of the work which the king and his counsellors were

carrying on, and of the teaching of the woman,
who alone, or nearly so, in the midst of that relig-

ious revival, was looked upon as speaking from

direct prophetic inspiration. In all hkelihood, as

we have seen, he came into actual contact with

them. Possibly, too, to this period of his life we
may trace the commencement of that friendship

with the family of Neriah which was afterwards so

fruitful in results. The two brothers Baruch and

Seraiah both appear as the discij)les of the prophet

(xxxvi. 4, Ii. 59); both were the sons of Neriah,

the son of Maaseiah (/. c. ) ; and INIaaseiah (2 Chr.

xxxiv. 8) was governor of Jerusalem, acting with

Hilkiah and Shaphan in the religious reforms of

Josiah. As the result of all these influences we
find in him all the conspicuous features of the

devout ascetic character: intense consciousness of

his own weakness, great susceptibility to varying

emotions, a spirit easily bowed down. But there

were also, we may believe (assuming only that the

prophetic character is the de^'elopment, purified

and exalted, of the natural, not its contradiction),

the strong national feelings of an Israelite, the

desire to see his nation becoming in reality what it

had been called to be, anxious doubts whether this

were possible, for a people that had sunk so low

(cf. Maurice, Propliets and Kin(/s cf the 0. T.,

Serni. xxii.-xxiv.; Ewald, Prophelen, ii. p. 6-8).

Left to himself, he might have liome his part

among the reforming priests of Josiah's reign, free

from their formalism and hypocrisy. But " the

word of Jehovah came to him " (i. 2); and by that

divine voice the secret of his future life was re\ealed

to him, at the very time when the work of reforma-

tion was going on with fresh vigor (2 Chr. xxxiv. 3),

when he himself was beginning to ha\e the thoughts

and feelings of a man." He was to lay aside all

self-distrust, all natural fear and trembling (i. 7, 8),

and to accept his calling as a prophet of Jehovah
" set over the nations and over the kingdoms, to

root out and to pull down, and to destroy and to

throw down, to build and to plant" (i. 10). A
life-long martyrdom was set before him, a struggle

against kings and priests and people (i. 18). AVhen

was this wonderful mission de\eloped into action ?

What eflfect did it hare on the inward and outward

life of the man who received it? lor a time, it

would seem, he held aloof ir(jn) the work which was

going on throughout the nation. His name is

nowhere mentioned in the history of the memorable

eighteenth year of Josiah. Though five years had

passed since he had entered on the work of a

prophet, it is from Huldah, not from him, that the

king and his princes seek for counsel. The dis-

covery of the Book of the Law. however (we need

not now inquire whether it were the Pentateuch as

a Carpzov (I. c.) tixes twenty as the probable a^ge

of Jeremiah at the time of his call.
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a whole, or a lost portion of it, or a compilation

altogether new), could not fail to exercise an influ-

ence on a mind like Jeremiah's: his later writings

show abundant traces of it (cf. inf.)\ and tlie result

apparently was, that he could not share the hopes

which others chrrished. To tliem the reformation

seemed more tliorouijh than that accomplished by

Hezekiah. The}- might think that fasts, and sacri-

fices, and the punishment of idolaters, might avert

the penalties of which they heard in the book so

strangely found (Deut. xxvii., xxviii., xxxii.), and

might look forward to a time of prosperity and

peace, of godliness and security (vii. 4). He saw

that the reformation was but a surface one. Israel

had gone into captivity, and Judah was worse than

Israel (iii. 11). It was as hard for him as it had

been for Isaiah, to find among the princes and

people who worshipped in the Temple, one just,

truth-seeking man (v. 1, 28). His own work, as

a priest and prophet, led him to discern the false-

hood and lust of rule which were at work under

the form of zeal (v. 31). The spoken or written

prophecies of his contemporaries, Zephaniah, Hab-
akkuk, Urijah, Huldah, may have served to deepen

his convictions, that the sentence of condemnation

was already passed, and that there was no escape

from it. The strange visions which had followed

upon his call (i. 11-16) taught him that .Jehovah

would "hasten" the performance of His word;

and if the Scytliian inroads of the later years of

Josiah's reign seemed in part to correspond to the

"destruction coming from the North" (Ewald,

Prophtttn in Inc.), they could hardly be looked

upon as exhausting the words that spoke of it.

Hence, though we have hardly any mention of

special incidents in the life of Jeremiah during the

eighteen years between his call and .losiah's death,

the main features of his life come distinctly enough
before us. He had even then his experience of the

bitterness of the lot to which God had called him.
The duties of the priest, even if he continued to

discharge them, were merged in those of the new
and special office. Strange as it was for a priest

to remain unmarried, his lot was to be one of

solitude (xvi. 2)." It was not for him to enter into

the house of feasting, or even into that of mourning
(xvi. 5, 8). From time to time he ai)peared, clad

probably in the " rougli garment " of a prophet

(Zech. xiii. 4). in Anathoth and Jerusalem. He
was heard warning and protesting, " rising early

and speaking" (xxv. 3), and as the result of this

there came "reproach and derision daily" (xx. 8).

He was betrayed by his own kindred (xii. 6), perse-

cuted with murderous hate jjy his own townsmen
(xi. 21), mocked with the taunting question. Where
is the word of Jehovah? (xvii. 1.5). And there

were inner spiritual trials as well as these outward
ones. He too, like the writers of Job and I's.

Ixxiii., was haunted l>y perplexities rising out of the

disorders of the world (xii. 1, 2); on him there

came the bitter feeling, that he was " a man of

contention to the whole earth " (xv. 10) ; the doul)t

whether his whole work was not a delusion and a
lie (xx. 7) tempting him at times to fiill l)ack into

silence, until the fire again burnt within him, and
he was weary of forlie;iring (xx. 0). Whether the
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" This is clearly the natural inference from the
words, and patristic writers take the fact for granted.

In later times it has been supposed to have .some

bearing on the question of the celibacy of the clergy.

passages that have been referred to belong, all of

them, to this period or a later one, they represent

that which was inseparable from the prophet's life

at all times, and which, in a character like Jere-

miah's, was developed in its strongest form. To-
wards the close of the reign, however, he appears

to have taken some part in the great national ques
tions then at issue. The overthrow of the Assyrian
monarchy to which jNIanasseh had become tributary

led the old Egyptian party among the princes of

Judah to revive their plans, and to urge an alliance

with Pharaoh-Necho as the only means of safety.

Jeremiah, following in the footsteps of Isaiah (Is.

XXX. 1-7), warned them that it would lead only to

confusion (ii. 18, 36). The policy of Josiah was
determined, probably, by this counsel. He chose

to attach himself to the new Chakhvan kingdom,
and lost his life in the vain attempt to stop the

progress of the Egyptian king. We may think of

this as one of the first great sorrows of Jeremiah's

life. His lamentations for the king (2 Chr. xxxv.
'2i))'> may have been those of personal friendship.

They were certainly those of a man who, with
nothing before him but the prospect of confusion

and wrong, looks back upon a reign of righteous-

ness and truth (xxii. 3, 16).

(2.) Under Jehoahaz (=Shallum), b. c. 608.—
The short reign of this prince— chosen by the peo-

ple on hearing of Josiah's death, and after three

months deposed by Pliaraoh-Necho — gave little

scope for direct prophetic action. Tlie fact of his

deposition, however, shows that he had been set up
against Egypt, and therefore as representing the

policy of which Jeremiah had been the advocate;

and this may account for the tenderness and pity

with whicli he speaks of him in his Egyptian exile

(xxii. 11, 12).

(3. ) Under Jehoiakim, b. c. 607-597. — In the

weakness and disorder which characterized this

reign, the work of Jeremiah became daily more
prominent. The king had come to the throne as

the vassal of Egypt, and for a time the Egyptian
party was dominant in Jerusalem. It numbered
among its members many of the princes of Judah,
many priests and prophets, the Pashurs and the

Hananiahs. Others, however, remained faithful to

the policy of Josiah, and held that the only way of

safety lay in accepting the supremacy of the Chal-
dceans. Jeremiah apj)eared as the chief represen-

tative of this party. He had learnt to discern the

signs of the times; the evils of the nation were
not to be cured by any half-measures of reform, or

by foreign alliances. The king of Babylon was
(iod's servant (xxv. 9, xxvii. 0), doing liis work,

and was for a time to prevail over all resistance.

Hard as it was for one who sympathized so deeply

with all the suflferings of his country, this was the

conviction to which he had to bring himself. He
iiad to expose himself to the suspicion of treachery

by declaring it. Jlen claiming to be prophets had
their " word of Jehovah " to set against his (xiv.

13, xxiii. 7), and all that he could do was to com-
mit his cause to God, and wait for the result.

Some of the most striking scenes in this conflict

are lirought before us with great vividness. Soon
after the accession of Jehoiakim, on one of the sol-

and has been denied by Protestant, and reasserted by
Romish critics accordingly (cf. Carpzov, /. r.).

I> The hypothesis wliich ascribes these lamentations

to .leremiiih of Libnah, Josiah's father-in-law, is hardl;
worth refuting.
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emn feast-days ^- when the courts of the Temple
were filled with worshippers from aU the cities of

Judah — the prophet apjjeared, to utter the mes-
sage that Jerusalem should become a curse, that

the Temple should share the fate of the tabernacle

of Shiloh (xxvi. 0). Then it was that the great

struggle of his life began: priests and prophets

and people joined in the demand for his death

(xxvi. 8). The princes of Judah, among whom
were still many of the counsellors of Josiah, or

their sons, endeavored to protect him (xxvi. 16).

His friends appealed to the precedent of Micah the

Morasthite, who in the reign of Hezekiah had ut-

tered a like prophecy with impunity, and so for a

time he escaped. The fate of one who was stirred

up to prophesy in the same strain showed, however,

what he might expect from the weak and cruel

king. If Jeremiah was not at once hunted to

death, like Urijali (xxvi. 2.3), it was only because

his friend Ahikam was powerful enough to protect

him. The fourth year of Jehoiakim was yet more
memorable. The battle of Carchemish overthrew

the hopes of the Egyptian party (xlvi. 2), and the

armies of Nebuchadnezzar drove those who had no
defenced cities to take refuge in Jerusalem (xxxv.

11). As one of the consequences of this, we have
the interesting episode of the Rechabites. The
mind of the prophet, ascetic in his habits, shrink-

ing from the common forms of social life, was nat-

urally enough drawn towards the tribe which was
at once conspicuous for its abstinence from wine
and its traditional hatred of idolatry (2 K. x. 15).

The occurrence of the name of Jeremiah among
them, and their ready reception into the Temple,

may point, perhaps, to a previous intimacy with

him and his brother priests. Now they and their

mode of life had a new significance for him. They,

with their reverence for the precepts of the founder

of their tribe, were as a living protest against the

disobedience of the men of Judah to a higher law

(xxxv. 18). In this year too came another solemn

message to the king: prophecies which had been

uttered, here and there at intervals, were now to be

gathered together, written in a book, and read as a

whole in the hearing of the people. Baruch, al-

ready known as the Prophet's disciple, acted as

scribe; and in the following year, when a solemn

fast-day called the whole people together in the

Temple (xxxvi. 1-9), .Jeremiah — hindered himself,

we know not how— sent him to proclaim them.

The result was as it had been before: the princes

of Judah connived at the escape of the prophet

and his scribe (xxxvi. 19). The king vetited his

impotent rage upon the scroll which .Jeremiah had
WTitten. Jeremiah and Baruch, in their retirement,

re-wrote it with many added prophecies; among
them, probably, the special prediction that the king

should die by the sword, and be cast out unburied

and dishonored (xxii. 30). In ch. xlv., which be-

longs to this period, we have a glimpse into the

relations which existed between the master and the

scholar, and into what at that time were the

thoughts of each of them. Baruch, younger and
more eager, had expected a change for the better.

To play a prominent part in the impending crisis,

to be the hero of a national revival, to gain the

favor of the conqueror whose coming he announced
— this, or something like this, had been the vision

that had come before him, and when this passed

away he sank into despair at the seeming fruitless-

ness of his efforts. Jeremiah had passed through

that phase of trial and could sympathize with it.
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and knew how to meet it. To the mind of his

disciple, as once to his own, the future was revealed

in all its dreariness. He was not to seek " great

things " for himself in the midst of his country's

ruin : his life, and that only, was to be given him
" for a prey." As the danger drew nearer, there

was given to the Prophet a clearer insight into the

purposes of God for his people. He might have

thought before, as others did, that the chastisement

would be but for a short time, that repentance

would lead to strength, and that the yoke of the

Chaldseans might soon be shaken otF: now he learnt

that it would last for seventy jears (xxv. 12), till

he and all that generation had passed away. Nor
was it on Judah only that the king of Babylon was
to execute the judgments of Jehovah: all nations

that were within the prophet's ken were to drink

as fully as she did of " the wine-cup of His fury "

(xxv. 15-.38). In the absence of special dates for

other events in the reign of Jehoiakim, we may
bring together into one picture some of the most
striking features of this period of Jeremiah's life.

As the danger from the Chaldseans became more
threatening, the persecution against him grew hot-

ter, his own thoughts were more bitter and despond-

ing (xviii. ). The people sought his life: his voice

rose up in the prayer that God would deliver and
avenge him. Common fiicts became significant to

him of new and wonderful truths; the work of the

potter aiming at the production of a perfect form,

rejecting the vessels which did not attain to it,

became a parable of God's dealings with Israel and
with the world (xviii. 1-6 ; comp. jNIaurice, Proph.
and Kinys, 1. c). That thought he soon repro-

duced in act as well as word. Standing in the

valley of Ben-Hinnom, he broke the earthen vessel

he carried in his hands, and prophesied to the peo-

ple that the whole city should be defiled with the

dead, as that valley had been, within their memory,
by Josiah (xix. 10-13). The boldness of the speech

and act drew upon him immediate punishment.

The priest Pashur smote and put him " in the

stocks" (xx. 2); and then there came upon him,

as in all seasons of suffering, the sense of failure

and weakness. The work of God's messengers

seemed to him too terrible to be borne : he would
fain have withdrawn from it (xx. 9). He used for

himself the cry of wailing that had belonged to the

extremest agony of Job (xx. 14-18). The years

that followed brought no change for the better.

Famine and drought were added to the miseries of

the peo])le (xiv. 1), but false prophets still deceived

them with assurances of plenty; and Jeremiah was
looked on with dislike, as "a prophet of evil," and
"every one cursed" him (xv. 10). He was set,

however, "as a fenced brazen wall" (xv. 20),

and went on with his work, reproving king and
nobles and people; as for other sins, so also espe-

cially for their desecration of the Sabbath (xvii.

19-27), for their blind reverence for the Temple,

and yet lilinder trust in it, even while they were

worshipping the Queen of Heaven in the very streets

of Jerusalem (vii. 14, 18). Now too, as before, his

work extended to other nations : they were not to

exult in the downfall of Judah, Init to share it.

AU were to be swallowed up in the empire of the

Chaldaians (xlviii.-xlix.). If there had been nothing

beyond this, no hope for Israel or this world but

that of a universal monarchy resting on brute

strength, the prospect would have been altogether

overwhelming; but through this darkness there

gleamed the dawning of a glorious hope. When
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tba seventy years were over, there was to be a

restoration as wonderful as that from Egypt had

been (xxxiii. 7). In the far off future there was

the vision of a renewed Ivingdom ; of a " righteous

branch " of the house of David, " executing judg-

ment and justice,"' of Israel and Judah dwelling

safely, once more united, under " the Lord our

Righteousness" (xxiii. 5, 6).

It is doubtful how far we can deal with the

strange narrative of ch. xiii. as a fiict in Jeremiah's

life. Ewald {Projihelen des A. B., in loc.) rejects

the reading "Euphrates" altogether; I litzig, fol-

lowing Bochart, conjectures I^phratah. JMost other

modern commentators look on tlie narrative as

merely symbolic. Assuming, however (with Cal-

met and Henderson, and the consensus of patristic

expositors), that here, as in xix. 1, 10, xxvii. 2; Is.

XX. 2, the symbols, however strange they might

seem, were acts and not visions, it is open to us to

conjecture that in this visit to the land of the Chal-

dagans may have originated his acquaintance with

the princes and commanders who afterwards be-

friended him. The special commands given in his

favor by Nebuchadnezzar (xxxix. 11) seean at any

rate to imply some previous knowledge.

(4.) Under Jehoiachin (= .leconiah ), is. c. 597.

— The danger which Jeremiah had so long fore-

told, at last came near. First Jehoiakim, and after-

wards his successor, were can-ied into exile, and

with them all that constituted the worth and
strength of the nation,— princes, warriors, arti-

sans (2 K. xxiv.). Among them too were some of

the false prophets who had encouraged the people

with the hope of a speedy deliverance, and could

not yet abandon their blind confidence. Of the

work of the prophet in this short reign we have

but the fragmentary record of xxii. 24-.30. We
may infer, however, from the language of his later

prophecies, that he looked with sympathy and sor-

row on the fate of the exiles in Babylon ; and that

the fulfillment of all that he had been told to utter

made him stronger than ever in his resistance to all

schemes of independence and revolt.

(5.) Under Zedekiah, b. c. 507-580. — In this

prince (probably, as having been appointed by
Nebuchadnezzar), we do not find the same obsti-

nate resistance to the prophet's coiuisels as in Jehoi-

akim. He respects him, fears him, seeks his coun-
sel ; but he is a niei-e shadow of a king, powerless

even against his own counsellors, and in his reign,

accordingly, the sufferings of .leremiah were sharper

than they had been before. The struggle with the

false prophets went on: the more desperate the

condition of their country, the more daring were
their predictions of immediate deliverance. lie-

tween such men, living in the present, and the true

prophet, walking Ijy faith in the unseeti future of a
righteous kingdom (xxiii. 5, 6 ), there could not but
be an internecine emiiity. He saw too plaiidy

that nothing but the most worthless remnant of

the nation had lieen left in .ludah (xxiv. 5-8), and
denounced the falsehood of those who came with

lying m*sages of peace. His counsel to the exiles

(conveyed in a letter which, of all portions of tlie

0. T.. comes nearest in form and character to tlie

Epistles of the N. T.) w.as, that they should submit
to their lot, prepare for a long captivity, and wait

quietly for the ultimate restoration. In this hope

he found comfort for himself which made his slee|)

"sweet" unto him, even in the midst of all his

weariness and strife (xxxi. 26). Even at Babylon,

however, there were false prophets opposing him,
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speaking of him as a " madman" (xxix. 26), urg-

ing the priests of Jerusalem to more active perse-

cution. The trial soon followed. The king at

first seemed willing to be guided by him, and sent

to ask for his intercession (xxxvii. 3), but the ap-

parent revival of the power of Egypt under Apries

(I'haraoh-Hophra), created false hopes, and drew
him and the princes of the neighboring nations

into projects of revolt. The clearness with which

Jeremiah had foretold the ultimate o\ertln'ow of

Babylon, in a letter sent to the exiles in that city

by his disciple, Baruch"s brother Seraiah (assuming

the genuineness of 1. and li. ), made him all the more
certain that the time of that overthrow had not yet

arrived, and that it was not to come from the hand
of Egypt. He appears in the streets of the city with

bonds and yokes upon his neck (xxvii. 2), announ-

cing that they were meant for Judah and its allies.

The false prophet Hananiah — who broke the offen-

sive symbol (xxviii. 10), and predicted the destruc-

tion of the Chaldseans within two years (xxviii. 3)
— learnt that " a yoke of iron " was upon the neck

of all the nations, and died himself while it was
still pressing heavily on .ludah (xxviii. 16, 17).

The approach of an Egyptian army, however, and

the consequent departure of the Chaldieans, niatle

the position of .Jeremiah full of danger; and he

sought to effect his escape from a city in which, it

seemed, he could no longer do good, and to take

refuge in his own town of Anathoth or its neigh-

borhood (xxxvii. 12). The discovery of this plan

led, not unnaturally perhaps, to the charge of de-

sertion: it was thought that he too was " taUing

away to the Chaldseaiis," as others were doing

(xxxviii. 19), and, in spite of his denial, he was
thrown into a dungeon (xxxvii. l(i). The interpo-

sition of the king, who still respected and consulted

him, led to some mitigation of the rigor of his con-

finement (xxxvii. 21 ) ; but, as this did not hinder

him from speaking to the people, the princes of

.Judah— bent on an alliance with F^jypt, and cal-

culating on the king's being unable to resist them
(xxxviii. 5) — threw him into the prison-pit, to die

there. From this horrible fate he was again deliv-

ered, by the friendship of the Ethiopian eunuch,

Eljed-Melech, and the king's regaixl for him ; anil

was restored to the milder custody in which he had
been kept previously, where we find (xxxii. 16) he
had the companionship of Baruch. In the impo-

tence of his perplexity, Zedekiah once again secretly

consulted him (xxxviii. 14), but only to hear the

certainty of failure if he continued to resist the

authority of the Chaldfeans. The same counsel

was repeated more openly when the king sent

Pashur (not the one already mentioned ) and Zeph-

aniah — before friendly, it appears, to Jeremiah,

or at least neutral (xxix. 29) — to ask for his ad-

vice. Fruitless as it was, we may yet trace, in the

softened language of xxxir. 6, one consequence of

the king's kindness: though exile was inevitable,

he was yet to " die in peace." The return of the

Chaldaaan army filled botli king ;uid j)eopIe with

dismay (xxxii. 1); and the risk now was, that they

would pass from their presuni|)taous confidence to

the opposite extreme and sink down in despair, with

no faith in God and no hojie for the future. The
prophet was taught how to meet that danger also.

In his prison, while the ( 'lialdieans were ravaging

the country, he bought, with all iwpnsite formali-

ties, the field at Anathoth, which his kinsman

Ilanameel wished to get rid of (xxxii. 6-9). His
faith in the promises of God did not fail him.
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With a confidence in his country's future, which

has been compared (Nagelsbach, /. c.) to that of

the Roman who bought at its full value the very

ground on which the forces of Hannibal were en-

camped (Liv. xxxvi. 11), he believed not only that

" houses and fields and vineyards should again be

possessed in the land" (xxxii. 15), but that the

voice of gladness should still be heard there (xxxiii.

11), that, under "the Lord our Righteousness,"

the house of David and the priests tiie Levites

should never be without representatives (xxxiii. IS-

IS). At last the blow came. The solemn renewal

of the national covenant (xxxiv. lij), the offer of

freedom to all who had been brought into slavery,

were of no avail. The selfishness of the nobles

was stronger even than their fears, and the prophet,

who had before rebuked them for their desecration

of the Sabbath, now had to protest against their

disregard of the sabbatic year (xxxiv. 14). The
city. was taken, the temple burnt. The king and

his princes shared the fate of Jeiioiachin. The
projjhet gave utterance to his sorrow in the Laji-

KNT.VTIOXS.

(6). After the capture of Jerusalem, u. c. 586

-(?). The Chaldajan party in .ludah had now the

prospect of better things. Neljuchadnezzar could

not fail to reward those who, in the midst of hard-

ships of all kinds, had served him so faithfully.

M'e find accordingly a special charge given to

Nebuzaradan (xxxix. 11) to protect the person of

Jeremiah ; and, after being carried as far as liamah

with the crowd of captives (xl. 1 ), he was set free,

and Gedaliah, the son of his steadfast friend Ahi-

kam, made governor over the cities of Judah. The
feehng of the Chaldaeans towards him was shown
yet more strongly in the offer made him by Xebu-
zaradan (xl. 4, 5). It was left to him to decide

whether he would go to Babylon, with the pros{)ect

of living there under the patronage of the king, or

remain in his own land with Gedaliah and the

remnant over whom he ruled. Whatever may
have been his motive — sympathy with the suffer-

ings of the people, attachment to his native land,

or the desire to help his friend — the prophet chose

the latter, and the Chaldoean commander " gave

him a reward," and set him free. For a short time

there was an interval of peace (xl. 9-12), soon

broken, however, by the murder of Gedaliah by
Ishmael and his associates. We are left to con-

jecture in what way the prophet escaped from a

massacre which was apparently intended to include

all the adherents of Gedaliah. The fullness with

which the history of the massacre is narrated in

chap. xli. makes it however probalile that he was
among the prisoners whom Ishmael was carrying

off to the Ammonites, and who were released by
the arrival of Johanan. One of Jeremiah's friends

was thus cut off, but Baruch still remained with

him; and the people, under Johanan, who had
taken the command on the death of Gedahah,

turned to him for counsel. " The governor ap-

pointed by the Chaldteans had been assassinated.

Would not their vengeance fall on the whole peo-

ple? Was there any safety but in escaping to

Egypt while they could ? " They came accordingly

to Jeremiah with a foregone conclusion. A^'ith the

vision of peace and plenty in that land of fieshpots

(xlii. 14), his warnings and assurancits wei-e in vain,

and did but draw on him and Baruch the old charge

of treachery (xliii. 3). The people followed their

own counsel, and — lest the two whom they sus-

pected should betray or counteract it— took them
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also by force to Egypt. There, in the city of
Tahpanhes, we have the last clear glimpses of the

prophet's life. His words are sharper and stronger

than ever. He does not shrink, even there, from
speaking of the ( 'hald<ean king once more as the

"servant of .lehovah " (xliii. 10). He declares

that they should see the throne of the conqueror

set up in the very place which they had chosen as

the securest refuge. He utters a final protest

(xliv.) against the idolatries of which they and
their fathers had been guilty, and which they were

even then renewing. After this all is uncertain.

If we could assume that lii. '61 was written by Jer-

emiah himself, it would show that he reached an
extreme old age, but this is so doubtful that we are

left to other sources. On the one hand, there is

the Christian tradition, resting doubtless on some
earlier belief (TertuU. adv. Unust. c. 8 ; Pseudo-

Epiphan. 0pp. iii. 239; Hieron. ndv. .Juriii. ii. 37),

that the long tragedy of his life ended in actual

martyrdom, and that the Jews at Tahpanhes, irri-

tated by his rebukes, at last stoned him to death.

Most commentators on the N. T. find an allusion

to this in Heb. xi. 37. An Alexandrian tradition

reported that his bones had been brought to that

city by Alexander the Great {C/irun. Pasch. p.

15<), ed. Dindorf, quoted by Carpzov and Nagels-

bach). In the beginning of the last century trav-

ellers were told, though no one knev/ the precise

spot, that 'he had been buried at Ghizeh (Lucas,

Travels in the Levant, p. 28). On the other side,

there is the Jewish statement that, on the conquest

of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar, he, with Baruch,

made his escape to Babylon (Seder (Jlam Habba,

c. 2<i; Genebrard, Chroiwl. Heb. 1G08) or Judoea

(R. Solomon Jarchi, on .lev. xliv. 14), and died in

peace. Josephus is altogether silent as to his fate,

but states generally that the Jews who took refuge

in Egypt were finally carried to Babylon as cap-

tives {Anl. X. 9). It is not impossible, however,

that both the Jewish tradition and the silence of

Josephus originated in the desire to gloss over a

great crime, and that the offer of Nebuzaradan (xl.

4) suggested the conjecture that afterwards grew
into an assertion. As it is, the darkness and doubt

that brood over the last days of the prophet's Ufe

are more significant than either of the issues which

presented themselves to men's imaginations as the

winding-up of his career. He did not need a death

by violence to make him a true martyr. To die,

with none to record the time or manner of his

death, was the right end for one who had spoken

all along, not to win the praise of men, but because

the word of the Lord was in him as a " burning

fire" (xx. 9). JLiy we not even conjecture that

this silence was due to the prophet himself? If

we believe (cf. inf.) that Baruch, who was with

Jeremiah in Egypt, sunivefl him, and had any

share in collecting and editing his prophecies, it is

hard to account for the omission of a fact of so

much interest, except on the hypothesis that his

lips were sealed by tlie injunctions of the master

who thus taught him, by example as weU as by

precept, that he was not to seek " great things "

for himself.

Other traditions connected with the name of

Jeremiah, though they throw no. light on his his-

tory, are interesting, as showing the impression

left by his work and life on the minds of later

generations. As the Captivity dragged on, the

prophecy of the Seventy Years, which had at first

been so full of terror, came to be a ground of hope
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(Dan. ix. 2; 2 Chr. xxxvi. 21; Ezr. i. 1). On
the return from Babylon, his prophecies were col-

lected and received into the canon, as those of the

second of the Cireat Prophets of Israel. In the

arrangement followed by the Babylonian Talnuidic

writers {Bitbn Butlira, § 14 6; quoted by Lightfoot

on Matt, xxvii. 9 ), and perpetuated among some of

the mediaeval .Jewish transcribers (Wolff, Blbl.

Ilebr. ii. 1-18), he, and not Isaiah, occupies the

first place. The .Jewish saying that " the spirit of

Jeremiah dwelt afterwards in Zechariah " (Grotius

in }[<itt. xxvii. 9) indicates how greatly the mind

of the one was belie\ed to have been influenced liy

the teaching of the other. The fulfillment of his

predictions of a restored nationality led men to

think of him, not as a prophet of evil only, but as

watching over his countrymen, interceding for

them. Jlore than any other of the prophets, he

occupies the position of the patron-saint of .Judasa.

He had concealed the tabernacle and the ark, the

great treasures of the Temple, in one of the caves

of Sinai, there to remain unknown till the day of

restoration (2 Mace. ii. 1-8 ). He appears " a man
with gray hairs and exceeding glorious," "the

lover of the brethren, who prayed much for the

holy city," in the vision of Judas Maccabaeus; and

from him the hei-o receives his golden sword, as a

gift of God (2 Mace. xv. 1.3-16). His whole voca-

tion as a prophet is distinctly recognized (Ecclus.

xlix. 7). The authority of his name is claimed for

long didactic declamations against the idolatry of

Babylon (Bar. vi. [or Epist. of Jer.]). At a Later

period it was attached, as that of the representative

prophet, to quotations from other books in the same
volume (Lightfoot, /. c), or to prophecies, apocry-

phal or genuine, whose real author was forgotten

(Hieron. in Mutt, xxvii. 9; Fabricius, Cod. Pseii^

depiy. V. T. i. 110-3; Grot, in Eph. v. 14). Even

in tiie time of our Lord's ministry there prevailed

the belief (resting, in part perhaps, in this case as

in that of Elijah, on the mystery which shrouded

the time and manner of his death) that his wijrk

was not yet over. Some said of Jesus that he was
"Jeremi;is, or one of the prophets" (Matt. xvi.

14). According to many commentators he was
" the prophet " whom all the people were expecting

(John i. 21). The belief that he was the fulfill-

ment of Deut. xviii. 18 has been held by later .Jew-

ish interpreters (A1)arl)anel in Carpzov, /. c). The
traditions connected with him lingered on even in

the Christian church, and appeared in the notion

that he had never really died, but would return one

day from Paradise as one of the "two witnesses
"

of the Apocalypse (Victorinus, Onnin. in Apoc. xi.

13). Egyptian legends assumed yet wilder and
more fantastic forms. He it was who foretold to

the priests of Egypt that their idols should one

day fall to the ground in the presence of the virgin

born (Epiphan. de \'it. Proph. 0pp. ii. p. 239).

Playing the part of a St. Patrick, he had delivered

one district on the shores of the Nile from croco-

diles and asps, and even in the 4th century of the

Christiaia era the dust of that region was looked on
as a specific against their bites {ibid. ). According

to another tradition, he had returned from Egypt
to Jerusalem, and lived there for 300 years (D'Her-

belot, Biblioth. Orient, p. 499). The O. T. nar-

rative of his sufferings was dressed out with the

incidents of a Christian martyrdom (Eupolem.

Polyhist. in Fugeb. Prcep. A'vitni/. ix. 39).

II. Character and Style. — It will have been

seen from this narrative that there fell to the lot
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of Jeremiah sharper suffering than any prenoua
prophet had experienced. It was not merely that

the misery which others had seen afar oft' was act-

ually pressing on him and on his country, nor that

he had to endure a life of persecution, while they

had intervals of repose, in which they were honored

and their counsel sought. In addition to all difRc-

ences of outward circumstances, there was that of

individual character, influenced by them, reacting

on them. In every page of his prophecies we
recognize the temperament which, while it does not

lead the man who has it to shrink from doing God's

work, however painful, makes the pain of doing it

infinitely more acute, and gives to the whole char

aeter the impress of a deeper and more lasting

melancholy. He is preiiminently " the man that

hath seen afflictions" (Lam. iii. 1). There is no
sorrow like unto his sorrow (Lam. i. 12). He wit-

nesses the departure, one by one, of all his hopes of

national reformation and deliverance. He has to

appear, Cassandra-like, as a prophet of evil, dash-

ing to the ground the false hopes with which the

people are buoying them.selves up. Other prophets,

Samuel, Elisha, Isaiah, had been sent to rouse the

people to resistance. He (like Phocion in the par-

allel crisis of Athenian history) has been brought

to the conclusion, bitter as it is, that the only safety

for his countrymen lies in their accepting that

against which they are contending as the worst of

evils ; and this brings on him the charge of treach-

ery and desertion. If it were not for his trust in

the God of Israel, for his hope of a better future

to be brought out of all this chaos and darkness,

his heart would fail within him. But that vision

is clear and bright, and it gives to him, almost as

fully as to Isaiah, the character of a prophet of the

Gospel. He is not merely an Israelite looking for-

ward to a national restoration. In the midst of all

the woes which he utters against neighboring na-

tions he has hopes and promises for them also

(xlviii. 47, xlix. 6, 3!)). In that stormy sunset

of prophecy, he beholds, in spirit, the dawn of a

brighter and eternal day. He sees tliat, if there is

any hope of salvation for his peojtle, it cannot be

by a return to the old system and the old ordi •

nances, divine though they once had been (xxxi.

31). There must be a New Covenant. That word,

destined to be so full of power for all after-ages,

appears first in his prophecies. The reLitions be-

tween the people and the Lord of Israel, between

mankind and God, must rest, not on an outward

law, with its requirements of obedience, but on that

of an inward fellowship with Him, and the con-

sciousness of entire dependence. For all (his he

saw clearly there must be a pei'sonal centre. The
kingdom of God could not be manifested but

through a perfectly righteous man, ruling over men
on earth. The' prophet's hopes are not merely

vague visions of a better future. They gather

round the person of a Christ, and are essentially

Messianic.

In much of all this— in their personal character,

in their sutt'erings, in the view they took of the

great questions of their time— there is a resem-

blance, at once significant and interesting, between

the prophet of Anathoth and the poet of the Di-

vina Commedia. What Egypt and Babylon were

to the kingdom of Judah, France and the Empire
were to the Florentine republic. In each case the

struggle between the two great powers reproduced

itself in the bitterness of contending factions.

Dante, like Jeremiah, saw himself suiTounded by
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evils against which he could oiil_y bear an unavail-

ing protest. The worst agents in producing those

evils were the authorized teachers of his religion.

His hopes of better things connected themselves

with the supremacy of a power which the majority

of his countrymen looked on with repugnance.

For him, also, there was the long weariness of exile,

brightened at times by the sympathy of faithful

friends. In him, as in the prophet, we find—
united, it is true, with greater strength and stern-

ness— that intense susceptibihty to the sense of

wrong which shows itself sometimes in passionate

complaint, sometimes in bitter words of invective

and reproach. In both we find the habit of mind
which selects an image, not for its elegance or sub-

limity, but for what it means ; not shrinking even

from what seems grotesque and trivial, sometimes

veiling its meaning in allusions more or less dark

and enigmatic. Both are sustained through all

their sufferings by their strong faith in the Unseen,

by their belief in an eternal righteousness which

shall one day manifest itself and be victorious."

A yet higher parallel, however, presents itself

In a deeper sense than that of the patristic divines,

the life of the prophet was a type of that of Christ.

In both there is the same early manifestation of the

consciousness of a Divine mission (Luke ii. 49).

The persecution which drove the prophet from An-
athoth has its counterpart in that of the men of

Nazareth (Luke iv. 2!l). His protests against the

priests and prophets are the forerunners of the woes

against the Scribes and Pharisees (Matt, xxiii.).

His lamentations over the coming miseries of his

country answer to the tears that were shed over the

Holy City by the Son of JMan. His sufferings

come neai-e.st, of those of the whole army of mar-

tyrs, to those of the Teacher against whom princes

and priests and elders and people were gathered to-

gether. He saw more clearly than others that

New Covenant, with all its gifts of spiritual life and

jwwer, which was proclaimed and ratified in the

death ujxjn the cross. On the assumption that

Jeremiah, not David, was the author of the 22d

Psalm (Hitzig, i/i luc. followed in this instance by

Nagelsbach, /. c), the words uttered in the agony

of the crucifixion would point to a still deeper and

more pervading analogy.

The character of the man impressed itself with

more or less force upon the language of the wTiter.

Criticisms on the "style" of a prophet are, indeed,

for the most part, whether they take the form of

praise or blame, wanting both in reverence and dis-

cernment. We do not gain much by knowing that

to one writer he appears at once " sermone quidem

. . . quibusdam aliis prophetis rusticior " (Hieron.

Prol. in Jerem.), and yet "majestate sensuum

profundissimus " (Prooem. in c. I.); that another

compares him to Simonides (Lowth, PrcpL xxi.):

a third to Cicero (Seb. Schmidt) ; that bolder critics

find in him a great want of originaUty (Knobel,

Propliclismus); "symbolical images of an inferior

order, and symlwlical actions unskillfuUy con-

trived" (Davidson, Intrnd. io 0. T. c. xix.). Leav-

ing these judgments, however, and asking in what

a The fiict that Jer. v. 6 suggested the imagery of

the opening Canto of the Inferno is not without gig-

nificanee, as bearing on this parallelism.

!> The system of secret writing which bears this

name forms part of the Kabbala of the later Jews,

the plan adopted is that of using the letters of the

Hebrew alphabet in an inverted order, so that JH
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way the outward form of his writings answers to hia

life, we find some striking characteristics that help

us to understand both. As might be exjjected in

one who lived in the last days of the kingdom, and
had therefore the works of the earlier prophets to

look back upon, we find in him reminiscences and
reproductions of what they had written, which in-

dicate the way in which his own spirit had been

educated (comp. Is. xl. 19, 20, with x. 3-5; Ps.

cxxxv. 7, with X. 13: Ps. Ixxix. 6, with x. 25; Is.

xlii. 16, with xxxi. 9 ; Is. iv. 2, xi. 1, with xxxiii,

15; Is. XV. with xlviii.; Is. xiii. and xlvii. with 1.,

li. : see also Kiiper, Jerem. Uhrorum sac. interpres

et vindex). Traces of the influence of the newly-

discovered Book of the Law, and in particular of

Deuteronomy, appear repeatedly in his, as in other

writings of the same period (Dent, xxvii. 26, iv.

20, vii. 12, with xi. 3-5; Deut. xv. 12, with xxxiv.

14; Ex. XX. 16, with xxxii. 18; Ex. vi. 6, with

xxxii. 21). It will be noticed that the parallelisms

in these and other instances are, for the most part,

not those that rise out of direct quotation, liut such

as are natural in one whose language and modes of

thought have been fashioned by the constant study

of books which came before him with a divine au-

thority. Along with this, there is the tendency,

natural to one who speaks out of the fullness of his

heart, to reproduce himself— to repeat in nearly

the same words the great truths on which his own
heart rested, and to which he was seeking to lead

others (comp. marginal references passim, and list

in Keil, Einleit. § 74). Throughout, too, there are

the tokens of his individual temperament: a greater

prominence of the subjective, elegiac element than

in other prophets, a less sustained energy, a less

orderly and completed rhythm (De Wette, Einleit.

§ 217; Evvald, Proplieten, ii. 1-11). A careful

examination of the several parts of his prophecy

has led to the conviction that we may trace an in-

crease of these characteristics corresponding to the

accumulating trials of his life (Ewald, /. c. ;. The
earlier writings are calmer, loftier, more uniform in

tone: the later show marks of age and weariness

and .sorrow, and are more strongly imbued with the

language of individual suffering. Living at a time

when the piu-ity of the older Hebrew was giving

way under continual contact with other kindred

dialects, his language came under the influence

which was acting on all the writers of his time,

abounds in Aramaic forms, loses sight of the finer

grammatical distinctions of the earlier Hebrew, in-

cludes many words not to lie found in its vocabu-

lary (Eichhorn, Kinleit. in das A. T. iii. 121). It

is in part distincti\'e of the man as well as of the

time, that single words should have appeared full

of a strange significance (i. 11), that whole pre-

dictions should have been embodied in names
coined for the purpose (xix. 6, xx. 3), and that the

real analogies which presented themselves should

have been drawn not from the region of the great

and terrible, but from the most homely- and famil-

iar incidents (xiii. 1-11, xviii. 1-10). Still more
startling is his use of a kind of cipher (the At-
bash;* comp. Hitzig and Ewald on xxv. 26), con-

stands for S, ti7 for 2, and so on, and the word is

formed out of the first four letters which are thus in-

terchanged ( tt'SriS). In the passage referred to

(xxv. 26), the otherwise unintelligible word Sheshach

becomes, on applying this key, the equivalent of Babel.

The position of the same word in li. 41 confirms this
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sealing, except from the initiated, the meaning of

his predictions.

To associate the name of Jeremiah with any

other portion of the O. T. is to pass from the field

of history into tliat of conjecture; but the fact that

Hitzig (Coinm. iiber die Psalm.), followed in part

by Rcidiger (Ersch und Griiber, Encyd. art. Jereni.),

assigns not less than thirty psalms {sc. v., vi., xiv.,

xxii.-xli., lii.-lv., Ixix.-lxxi.) to his authorship is,

at least, so far instructive that it indicates what

were the hymns, belonging to that or to an earlier

period, with which his own spirit had most affinity,

and to which he and other lilje sufferers might

have turned as the fit expression of their feelings.

III. Arrangemctit.— The absence of any clirono-

logical order in the present structure of the collec-

tion of Jeremiah's prophecies is obvious at the first

glance; and this has led some writers (Blayney,

Pre/', to Jeremiah ) to the belief that, as the book

now stands, there is nothing Imt the wildest con-

fusion— "a preposterous jumbling together" of

prophecies of different dates. Attempts to recon-

struct the book on a chronological basis have been

made by almost all commentators on it since the

revival of criticism (Simonis, Vitringa, (,'ornelius ii

Lapide, among the earliest; cf. De W^ette, Kinleit.

§ 220); and the result of the labors of the more
recent critics has been to modify the somewhat
hasty judgment of the English divine. Whatever
points of difference there may be in the hypotheses

of Movers, Hitzig, Ewald, Bunsen, Niigelsbach, and
others, they agree in admitting traces of an order

in the midst of the seeming irregularity, and en-

deavor to account^ more or less satisfactorily, for

the apparent anomalies. The conclusion of the

three last-named is that we have the book sub-

stantially in the same state as that in which it left

the hands of the prophet, or his disciple Baruch.

Confining ourselves, for the present, to the Hebrew
order (reproduced in the A. V.) we have two great

divisions :

(1.) Ch. i.-xlv. Prophecies delivered at various

times, directed mainly to Judah, or con-

nected with Jeremiah's personal history.

(2.) Ch. xlvi. -li. Prophecies connected with

other nations.

Ch. lii., taken largely, though not entirely, from

2 K. XXV., may be taken either as a supplement to

the prophecy, or (with Grotius and Lowth) as an
introduction to the Lamentations.

Looking more closely into each of these divisions,

we have the following sections. The narrative of

xxxvi. 32 serves to explain the growth of the book
in its present shape, and accounts for some, at
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interpretation ; and all other explanations of the word
are conjectural and far-fetched. The application of

the Atbash to these passages rests historically ou the

authority of Jerome (Comm. in Jertm. in loc), who
refers to the consensus of the Jewish expositors of his

own time. There is, of course, something startling in

the appearaiSce of one or twe solitary instances of a
technical notation like this so long before it became
conspicuous as a system ; and this has led commen-
tators to attempt other explanations of the mysterious

word (comp. J. D. Michaelis, in Inc.). On the other

hand, it should be borne in mind that the age of alpha-

betic P-salms, such as Ps. cxix., was one in which we
might expect to tind the minds of men occupied with
the changes and combinations to which the letters of

the Hebrew alphabet might be subjected, and in which,

therefore, such a system of cipher-writing was likely

o suggest itself. The fact that Jeremiah himself

least, of its anomalies. Up to the 4th year of

Jehoiakini, it would appear, no prophecies had been
committed to writiiig, or, if written, they had not

been collected and preserved. Then the more mem-
orable among the messages which the word of the

Lord had from time to time brought to him were

written down at the dictation of the prophet hini-

.self. ^^'hen that roll was destroyed, a second was
written out, and other propliecies or narratives

added as they came. We may believe that this

IMS. was the groundwork of our present text; but

it is easy to understand how, in transcribing such

a document, or collection of documents, the desire

to introduce what seemed to the transcriber a better

order might lead to many modifications. As it is,

we recognize — adopting Bunsen's classification

{(joll in (ler Gescliiclite, i. 11-3), as being the most
natural, and agreeing substantially with Ewald's—
the following groups of prophecies, the sections in

each being indicated by the recurrence of the for-

nuda, " The word of the Lord came to Jeremiah,"

in fuller or abbreviated forms.

1. Ch. i.-xxi. Containing probably the substance

of the book of xxxvi. .32, and including prophecies

from the 1.3th year of Josiah to the 4th of Jehoia-

kim: i. .3, however, indicates a later revision, and
the whole of ch. i. may possibly have been added

on the prophet's retrospect of his whole work from

this its first beginning. Ch. xxi. belongs to a later

period, but has probably found its place here as

connected, by the recurrence of the name Pashur,

with ch. XX.

2. Ch. xxii.-xxv. Shorter prophecies, delivered

at different times against the kings of Judah and
the false prophets. Xxv. 13, 14 evidently marks
the conclusion of a series of prophecies; and that

which follows, xxv. 1.5-38, the germ of the fuller

predictions in xlvi.-xlix., has been placed here as a

kind of completion to the prophecy of the Seventy

Years and the subsequent fall of Babylon.

3. Ch. xxvi.-xxviii. The two great prophecies

of the fall of Jerusalem, and the history connected

with them. Ch. xxvi. belongs to the earlier, ch.

xxvii. and xxviii. to tlie later period of the prophet's

work. Jehoiakim in xxvii. 1 is evidently (comp.

ver. 3) a mistake for Zedekiah.

4. Ch. xxix.-xxxi. The message of comfort for

the exiles in Babylon.

5. Ch. xxxii.-xliv. The history of the last two
years before the capture of Jerusalem, and of Jere-

miah's work in them and in the period that fol-

lowed. Ch. XXXV. and xxxvi. are remarkable as

interrupting the chronological order, which other-

wise would have been followed here more closely

adopted a complicated alphabetic structure for his

great dirge over the fall of Jerusalem (comp. Lamen-
tations), indicates a special tendency in him to carry

to its highest point this charactei'istic of the literature

of his time. Nor is this the only instance. Hitzig

finds 'another example of the Atbash in li. 1. The

words ''Qp 3^ ((/id cor siium levavenint, Vulg.
;

" in the midst of them that rise up against me," A.

v.), for which the LXX. substitute XaASai'ous, be-

comes, on applying the above notation, the equivalent

of D^^ti)^. it should be added, however, that the

LXX. omit the entire passage in xxv. 2l3, and the

word Shcshaeh in li. 41 ; and tliat Ewald rejects it

accordingly as a later interpolation, conjecturing that

the word tii-st came into use amoug the Jews who lived

in exile at Babylon.
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than in any other part. The position of ch. xlv.,

unconnected with anytliing before or after it, may
be accounted for on the hypothesis that Baruch
desired to place on record so nienioralile a passage

in his own life, and inserted it where the direct

narrative of his master's life ended. The same
explanation ajiplies in part to ch. xxx\i., which was
evidently at one time the conclusion of one of the

divisions.

6. Ch. xlvi.-H. The prophecies against foreign

nations, ending with the great prediction against

Babylon.

7. The supplementary narrative of ch. Hi.

IV. Text. The translation of the r>XX. presents

many reniarkalile variations, not only in details

indicatuig that the translator foniid or substituted

readings differing widely from those now extant in

Hebrew codices (Keil, Einltil. § 7G), but in the

order of the several parts. Whether we suppose

him to have had a different recension of the text,

or to have endeavored to introduce an order accord-

ing to his own notions into the seeming confusion

of the Hebrew, the result is, that in no other book
of the O. T. is there so great a diversity of arrange-

ment. It is noticealile, as illustrating the classifi-

cation given above, that the two agree as far as

XXV. 1.3. From that point all is different, and the

following talile indicates the extent of the diver-

gency. It will be seen that here there was the

attempt to collect the prophecies according to their

subject-matter. The thought of a consistently

chronological arniiigenient did not present itself in

one ca.se more than the other.

LXX.
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inserted again what had been destroyed, but added

to that "many like words" (ver. 32). See also

li. 60 fF. The prophet's object in thus putting

together his revelations as made known to the

public from time to time, may not have required

him to follow any strict chronological order. The

question, therefore, whether the present Hebrew

collocation of these parts of his writings came from

his hand or that of another, does not depend on

the view taken of their chronological relation to

each other. So far as this point is concerned, the

existing order may have originated with the projjhet

himself, and not from a reviser or transcriber. The

connection of subjects rather than of time appears

to have controlled the general arrangement of the

book of Jeremiah.

It is a singular fact, that Matthew (xxvii. 9)

ascribes a passage to Jeremiah which seems to

belong to Zechariah. See, on that difficulty, the

addition to Aceldama (Anier. ed.). The pre-

dictions of Jeremiah were not only well known in

the times immediately after him, but were cele-

brated for their strict fulfillment. Keference is

made to this character of his writings in 2 (,'hron.

xxvi. 21, and Ez. i. 1. His assignment of 70 years

as the period of the duration of the Captivity was

the ground of Daniel's earnest, effectual prayer for

the end of the exile and the restoration of Israel

(Uan. ix. 2 ff.). It is noteworthy that the first

quotation from Jeremiah as we open the Gospel

-

history (Matt. ii. 17, 18) brings back to us the

voice of lamentation and sorrow to which we were

accustomed in the Old Testament.

AihUtioiml Literutuve. — The following works on

Jeremiah also deserve notice: Seb. Schraid, Cumin,

ill Libr. Frophetiarum Jereinm, 1085 (also 1097

and 170()), 2 vols. 4to; Leiste, Obss. in Vaticiii.

Jl')'€iii. nllqml locus, 17'J-t, reprinted with large

additions in Pott and Uuperti's Syllor/e Coinin.

Theol. ii. 203-24:6; Koseinniiller, Hdioliii in Vet.

Test, pars viii., 2 vols 18213-27; J. C. K. Hofmann,

Die siebenzig Jahre des .Jerein. u. d. siebeiizlg

Jahrwochen des Daniel, 1836 ; Maurer, Coinm. in

Vet. Test. i. 490-691 (1838); Heim and Hoflf'mann,

Die tier grossen Proplieteii erbanlich (lusi/elefft

aus den Schriflen der Reformntoren, 1839; J. L.

Konig, Alttestainentliche Studien, 2«s Heft {Dns

Deuteronomiuiii u. der Prophet Jeremia, gegen

von Bohlen), 1839; Hitzig, Der Prophet Jereinia

erklcirt, 1841, 2'^ Auii. ^1866 (Lief. iii. of the

Kurzgef. exeget. Hnivlb. zuin A. T.), comp. his

Proph. Backer des A. T. iibersetzt, 18-54; Ewald,

Die Prophettn des Alien Bundes, vol. ii., 1841 (a

new edition about to be published, 1868); Stiihelin,

Ueber das Priiicip das der Anordnuiig der Weis-

sagungen d. Jerein. zu Grunde liegt, in the

Zeitschr. d. deutschen morgenl. Gesellschafl, 1849,

iii. 210-230; Niigelsbach, Der Proph. .Terein. u.

Babylon, 1850; Bunsen's BUielwerk, Bd. ii. 2e

HiUfte, 1800; C. F.Graf, Der Prophet Jereinia

erkldrt, 1802; G. R. Noyes, New Translation of
the Hebrew Prophets, vol. ii., 3d ed. Boston, 18G6.

The commentary on .Jeremiah for Lange's Bibel-

werk is to be prepared by Niigelsbach.

Of the later Introductions to the Old Testament

those of Keil (pp. 248-264, 2^ Aufl.), Bleek (pp.

469-501), and Davidson (iii. 87-129) contain im-

portant sections. The art. on Jeremiah in Ersch

and Gruber's Allgem. Kiici/clo/iadie (Sect. ii. Bd.

XV.) is by Kiidiger; that in Herzog's Ileal- l-'.ncijkl.

'vi. 478-489), by Niigelsbach; and that in Zeller's

BUjI. Worterb. (i. 006 ff.), of a popular character,
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by Wunderlich. Stanley's sketch of Jeremiah

{Jewish Church, ii. 570-022) descriljes him aa in

reality the great personage of his epoch, not merely

in his religious sphere, but in the state. For his

poetical characteristics, see Lowth's I^ectures on

Hebrew Poetry, pp. 177, 178 (Stowe's ed.), Meier,

Gesch. d. poet. Nat. Lit. der Hebrder (1856), p.

395 ff., and Isaac Taylor's Spirit of Hebrew Poetry,

p. 272 (N. Y. 1802). For Milman's estimate of

liis importance and of his literary merits, see his

History of the Jews, i. 439-448 (Amer. ed.).

" His unrivaled elegies," says this eminent critic,

" combine the truth of history with the deepest

pathos of poetry." He justifies the encomium by

a translation of some of the passages, alike remark-

able for originality of thought and tenderness of

expression, in which the Hebrew patriot laments

the sad fate of Jerusalem on its being captured and

destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar. [Lamentations.]

On the general import of his prophecies the reader

may consult F. K. Hasse's Gtschichte des A.

Bundes, pp. 14.5-157 ; Kuster's Die Propheten, pp.

112-115, and Heiigstenberg's Christohgy, espe-

cially in relation to the Messianic portions, ii. 361-

473 (Edinb. 1856). •' It is to Jeremiah," says

Stanley (ii. 580), "even more than to Isaiah, that

the writers of the Apostolic age (Hebr. viii. 8, 13,

X. 10, 17) look back, when they wish to describe

the Dispensation of the Spirit. His predictions

of the Anointed King are fewer and less distinct

than those of the preceding prophets. But he is

the prophet beyond all others of ' the New Testa-

ment,' ' the New Covenant,' which first appears

in his writings. . . . And the knowledge of this

new truth shall no longer lie confined to any single

order or caste, but 'all shall know the Lord, from

the least unto the greatest' (Jer. xxxi. 33, 34)."

H.

JEREMI'AH. Seven other persons bearing

the same name as the prophet are mentioned in

the O. T.

1. \^\epifxias'- Jeremias.'\ Jeremiah of Libnah,

father of Hamutal wife of Josiah, 2 K. xxiii. 31.

2. 3. 4. [2. 'lepffxia, Alex, -/nias, FA. -fj.iriai.

Vat. Ifp/xeias; 3. 'lep^fiias, Vat. -ueia, Alex.

-fiia, FA. Upjiiia; 4. 'lepe/xla, Vat. -fx€ia, Alex.

-uias] Three warriors— two of the tribe of Gad
— in David's army, 1 Chr. xii. 4, 10, 13.

5. ['Upffxia ; Vat. Upfieia-] One of the

" mighty men of valor " of the trans^ordanic half

tribe of Manasseh, 1 Chr. v. 24.

6. ['Upefji.ia; Alex. lep^ia, exc. xii. 34, Up^pias;

Vat. lepfxia, lepefxia; FA. Ifp/ieta, lepe/xeia-^ A
priest of high rank, head of the second or third of

the 21 courses which are apparently enumerated in

Neh. X. 2-8. He is mentioned again, /. e. the

course which was called after him is, in Neh. xii. 1

;

and we are told at v. 12 that the personal name of

the head of this course in the days of Joiakim was

Hananiah. This course, or its chief, took part

in the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem (Neh.

xii. 34).

7. [Rom. Vat. 'leps^iV.] The father of Jaaza-

niah the Rechabite, .Ter. xxxv. 3.

* JEREMIAH, LAMENTATIONS OF.
[I^AMENTATIONS.]

JEREMI'AS {'Upe/xlas: [Alex, in Ecclus.,

iTjpe^ia?:] Jereinics, /fiereiiiias). 1. The Greek

form of the name of Jeremiah the prophet, used in

the A. V. of Ecclus. xlix. 6; 2 Mace. xv. 14; Matt

xvi. 14. [Jkremiaii; Jkkemy.]
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2. 1 Esdr. ix. 3i. [Jeremai.]

JER'EMOTH (nia"*"?.^ [heights] : 'lapi-

ixcid, [etc.] : Jerimoth, Jerimuth).

1- ('KpifidiQ; [Vat. lapei/xcoS; Alex. lopiyUOuO;

Comp. Aki. 'lepifidoO'- Jtriinotli.']) A Benjamite

chief, a son of the house of Eeriah of Elpaal, ac-

cording to an obscure genealogy of the age of Hez-

ekiah (1 Chr. viii. 14; comp. 12 and 18). His

family dwelt at Jerusalem, as distinguished from

the other division of the tribe, located at Gibeon

(ver. 28).

2. [;\apifxdie- Vat. Apei^uwfl.] A Merarite Le-

vite, son of Jlushi (1 Chr. xxiii. 23); elsewhere

called Jekimotii.

3. ['It/)i|U&jfl; Vat. Epeiyucoe.] SonofHeman;
head of the lyth course of musicians in the Divine

service (1 Chr. xxv. 22). In ver. 4 the name is

Jerimoth.
4. {^lapifxaiQ; Vat. lapujxoiQ; Alex. lepiyuo)©.]

One of the sons of Elaui, and—
5. i'Apfxwe; [Vat. Aixuv; FA. Apfiwy; Alex.

Comp. "lapfiwd" Jaimiiih]), one of the sons of

Zattii, who had taken strange wives; but put them

away, and offered each a ram for a trespass ofler-

ing, at the persuasion of Ezra (Ezr. x. 26, 27).

In Esdras the names are respectively Hieremoth
and Jakemoth.

6. The name which appears in the same list as

" and Ramoth " (ver. 29) — following the correc-

tion of the Ken— is in the original text (Cetib)

Jeremoth, in which form also it stands in 1 Esdr.

ix. 30, 'lepe/xtid, A. V. Hieremoth. A. C. H.

JER'EMY CUpffxlas; [Alex, in 2 Mace. ii. 7,

lepe^eiasO Jeremlns, IJu'vemias), the prophet Jer-

emiah. 1 Esdr. i. 28, 32, 47, 57, ii. 1; 2 Esdr.

ii. 18; 2 Mace. ii. 1, 5, 7; Matt. ii. 17, xxvii. 9.

[Jeremiah; Jereimias.] These abbreviated

forms were much in flivor about the time that the

A. V. was translated. J'^lsewhere we find EsAV
for Isaiah; and in the Homilies such abbreviations

as Zachary, Toby, etc., are frequent.

* JEREMY, EPISTLE OF. [Baruch,
THE &:>OIv OF, 7.]

JERI'AH i^^*^^., i. e. Yeri-ya'hu [foimckd

by Jehovah]: 'Upid.; 'E«-Sia$; [Vat. I5oy0, Ii/Sei;

Alex. lepio,] IfSias- Jtriau). a Kohathite Levite,

chief of the great house of Hebron when David

organized the service (1 Chr. xxiii. 19, xxiv. 23;

in the latter passage the name of Hebron has been

omitted both in the Hebrew and LXX.). The
same man is mentioned again, though with a slight

difference in his name, as Jerijah.

JER'IBAI [3 syl.] C*?"^"'") [perh. tvhom Je-

hovah ihfemlx]: 'lapt^i; [Vat. lapi/Set;] Alex.

lopi/Soi': Jtribtii), one of the Bene-Elnaam [sons

of E.], named among the heroes of David's guard

in the supplemental list of 1 Chr. (xi. 46).

JER'ICHO On^% J'rtcho, Num. xxii. 1;

also '^n''"!'^, J'rtcho, Josh. ii. 1, 2, 3; and

^T^"'"^^ J'lichoh, 1 K. xvi. 34; L^>t, Eriha,

jylace of fragrance, from H^"^, ruacfi, " to

breathe," n"'~in, "to smell:" older commenta-

tors. derive it from n^^, jdreach, "the moon; "

"

also from HI'I, ravach, "to be broad," as in a

wide plain; 'Uptxu>; [Vat. Upetx'", exc. Ezr.

ii. 34, Upeia; Alex. Upeixca in 1 Chr. vi. 78,

Ezr. ii. 34, and (with FA.) in Neh. iii. 2, vii. 36;

FA. in 1 Chr. xix. 5, Eiepixoj; Sin. in Eccl. xxiv.

14, 1 Mace. xvi. 11, 14, lepeix*') ^nd so Tisch. in

the N. T., exc. Heb. xi. 30 (7th ed.); Strabo and
Josephus, 'lepixovs'- [Jericho]), a city of high an-

tiquity, and, for those days, of considerable impoi-t-

ance, situated in a plain traversed by the Jordan,

and exactly over against where that river was
crossed by the IsraeUtes under Joshua (Josh. iii.

16). Such was" either its vicinity, or the extent of

its territory, that Gilgal, which formed their pri-

mary encampment, stood in its east border (iv. 19).

That it had a king is a very secondary considera-

tion, for almost every small town had one (xii. 9-

24); in fact monarchy was the only form of gov-

ernment known to those primitive times— the

government of the people of God presenting a

marked exception to prevailing usage, liut Jericho

was further inclosed by walls— a fenced city— its

walls were so considerable that at least one person

(liahab) had a house upon them (ii. 15), and its

gates were shut, as throughout the East still,

"when it was dark " (v. 5). Again, the spoil that

was found in it betokened its affluence— Ai, ^lak-

kedah, Libnah, Lachish, Eglon, Hebron, Debir,

and even Hazor, evidentl}' contained nothing worth

mentioning in comparison — besides sheep, oxen,

and asses, we hear of vessels of brass and iron.

These possibly may have been the first-fruits of

those brass foundries " in the plain of Jordan " of

which vSolomon afterwards so largely availed him-

self (2 Chr. iv. 17). Silver and gold was found in

such abundance that one man (Achan) could ap-

propriate stealthily 200 shekels (100 oz. avoird.,

see Lewis, Ileb. jiep. vi. 57) of the former, and
" a wedge of gold of 50 shekels (25 oz.) weight; "

" a goodly Babylonish garment," purloined in the

same dishonesty, may be adduced as evidence of a

then existing conmierce between Jericho and tlie

flvr East (Josh. vi. 24, vii. 21). In fact its situa-

tion alone— in so noble a plain and contiguous to

so prolific a river— would bespeak its importance

in a country where these natural advantages have

been always so highly prized, and in an age when
people depended so much more upon the indigenous

resources of nature than they are compelled to do

now. But for the curse of Joshua (vi. 26) doubt-

less Jericho might have jiroved a more formidable

counter-charm to the city of David than even

Samaria.

Jericho is first mentioned as the city to which

the two spies were sent by Joshua from Shittim

:

they were lodged in the house of Eahab the harlot

upon the wall, and departed, having first promised

to save her and all that were found in her house

from destruction (ii. 1-21 ). In the annihilation

of the city that ensued, this promise was religiously

observed. Her house was recognized by the scarlet

line bound in the window from which the spies

were let down, and she and her relatives were taken

out of it, and " lodged without the camp; " but it

is nowhere said or implied that her house escaped

the general conflagration. That she "dwelt in

« In which case it would probably be a remnant of

the old Canaanitish worship of the heavenly bodies,

which has left its trace.s in such names as Chesil,

Beth-shemesh. and others (see Idolatry, p. 1131 b),

which may have been the head-quarters of the wor-

ship indicated in the names they bear.
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Israel" for the future; that she married Salmon

son of Naasson, " prince of the children of Judah,"

and had by liim IJoaz, the husband of Kuth and

progenitor of David and of our Lord; and lastly,

that she is the first and only Gentile name tiiat

appears in the list of the faitliful of the 0. T. given

by St. Paul (Josh. vi. 25-; 1 Chr. ii. 10; jMatt. i.

5; Heb. xi. 31), all tliese facts surely indicate that

she did not continue to inhabit tlie accursed site

;

and, if so, and in absence of all direct evidence

from Scripture, how could it ever have been inferred

that her house was left standing '?

Such as it had been left by Joshua, such it was

bestowed by him upon the tribe of Benjamin (Josh,

xviii. 21), and from this time a long interval elapses

before Jericho appears again upon the scene. It is

only incidentally mentioned in the life of David in

coimection with his embassy to the Ammonite liing

(2 Sam. X. 5). And the solemn manner in which

its second foundation under Hiel the Bethelite is

recorded— upon wliom the curse of Joslma is said

to have descended in full force (1 K. xvi. -34) —
would certainly seem to imply that up to tliat time

its site had lieen uninhabited. It is true that

mention is made of "a city of palm-trees " (Judg.

i. 16, and iii. 13) in existence apparently at the

time when spoken of; and that Jericho is twice—
once 6(^('re its first overthrow, and once after its

second foundation — designated by that name (see

Deut. xxxiv. 3, and 2 Chr. xxvii. 15). But it

would be diflacult to prove the identity of the city

mentioned in the book of Judges, and as in the

territory of Judah, with Jericho. However, once

actually rebuilt, Jericho rose again slowly into con-

sequence. In its immediate vicinity the sons of

the propliets sought retirement from the world

:

Elisha "healed the spring of the waters;'" and

over and against it, beyond Jordan, Elijah "went

up by a whirlwind into heaven " (2 K. ii. 1-22).

In its plains Zedekiah fell into tlie liands of the

Chaldaeans (2 K. xxv. .5; Jer. xxxix. 5). By what

may be called a retrospective account of it, we may
infer that Kiel's restoration had not utterly failerl

;

for in the return under Zerubbabel the " cliililren

of Jericho," 345 in number, are comprised (K/,r. iii.

34; Neh. vii. 36); and it is even implied tliat they

removed tliither again, for the men of Jericho

assisted Nehemiah in rebuilding that part of the

wall of .Jerusalem that was next to the sheep-gate

(Neh. iii. 2). We now enter upon its more mod-
ern phase. The .Jericho of the days of .Josephus

was distant 150 stadia from .Jerusalem, and 50 from

tlie Jordan. It lay in a plain, overhung by a bar-

ren mountain whose roots ran northwards towards

Scythopolis, and southwards in the direction of

Sodom and the Dead Sea. These formed the

western boundaries of tlie plain. Eastwards, its

barriers were tlie mountains of Jloab, which ran

parallel to tlie former. In the midst of the plain —
the great plain as it was called— flowed the Jor-

dan, and at the top and bottom of it were two

lakes: Tiberias, proverbial for its sweetness, and

Asphaltites for its bitterness. Away from the Jor-

dan it was parched and unhealthy during summer;
but during winter, even when it snowed at Jerusa-

lem, the inhabitants here wore linen garments.

Hard by Jericho— bursting forth close to the site

of the old city, which Joshua took on his entrance

into Canaan — was a most exuberant fountain,

whose waters, before noted for their contrary pro])-

erties, had received, proceeds Josephus, through

Elisha's prayers, their then .wonderfully salutary
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and prolific efficacy. Within its range— 70 stadia

(Strabo says 100) by 20 — the fertility of the soil

was unexampled : palms of various names and
properties, some that produced honey scarce infe-

rior to that of the neighborhood — opobalsamum,
the choicest of indigenous fruits — Cyprus (Ar.

"el-henna") and myrobalanum ("Zukkum")
throve there beautifully, and thickly dotted about

in pleasure-grounds [R. J. iv. 8, § 3). Wisdom
herself did not disdain comparison with " the rose-

plants of Jericho " (Ecclus. xxiv. 14). Well might

Strabo (Geof/r. xvi. 2, § 41, ed. Midler) conclude

that its revenues were considerable. By the Ro-

mans .lericho was fir.st visited under Pompey: he

encamped there for a single night ; and subse-

quently destroyed two forts, Tlirex and Taurus,

that commanded its approaches (Strabo, ibid. § 40).

Gabinius, in his resettlement of Judiea, made it

one of the five seats of assembly (Joseph. B. J. i.

8, § 5). With Herod the Great it rose to still

greater prominence ; it had been found full of treas-

ure of all kinds, as in the time of Joshua, so by his

Itoman allies who sacked it (ibid. i. 15, § 0); and

its revenues were eagerly sought, and rented by the

wily tyrant from Cleopatra, to whom Antony had

assigned them (Ant. xv. 4, § 2). Not long after-

wards he built a fort there, which he called " Cy-
prus " in honor of his mother {ibid. xvi. 5); a

tower, which he called in honor of his brother

"Phasaelus;" and a number of new palaces —
superior in their construction to those which had

existed there previously— which he named after his

friends. He even founded a new town, higher up

the plain, which he called, like the tower, Phasaelis

(B. J. 1. 21, § 8). If he did not make Jericho his

habitual residence, he at least retired thither to die

— and to be mourned, if he could have got his

plan carried out— and it was in the amphitheatre

of Jericho that the news of his death was announced

to the assemliled soldiers and people by Salome (B.

J. i. 38, § 8). Soon afterwards the palace was

burnt, and the town plundered by one Simon, a

re\olutionary that had been slave to Herod (Aiit.

xvii. 10, § 6): but Archelaus rebuilt the former

sumptuously — founded a new town in the plain,

that bore his own name — and, most important of

all, diverted water from a village called Nea;ra, to

irrigate the plain which he had planted with palms

(Ant. xvii. 13, § 1). Thus Jericho was once more
" a city of palms " when our Lord visited it: such

as Herod the Great and Archelaus had left it, such

he saw it. As the city that had so exceptionally

contributed to his own ancestry— as the city which

had been the first to fall— amidst so much cere-

mony — before " the captain of the Lord's host,

and his servant Joshua" — we may well suppose

that his eyes surveyed it with unwonted interest.

It is supposed to ha\e been on the rocky heights

overhanging it (hence called by tradition the Quar-

entana), that he was assailed by the Tempter; and

over against it, according to tradition likewise, He
iiad been previously baptized in the .Jordan. Here

He restored sight to the blind (two certainly, per-

haps three, St. Matt. xx. 30; St. Mark x. 46:

this was in learinr/ Jericho. St. Luke says " as

He was come niyh unto Jericho," etc., xviii. 35).

Here the descendant of Kahab did not disdain the

hospitality of Zacchieus the pulJican — an office

which was likely to lie lucrative enough in so rich

a city. Finally, between Jerusalem and Jericho

was laid the scene of His story of the good Samar-

itan, which, if it is not to be regarded as a real
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occurrence throughout, at least derives interest from

the fact, that robbers have ever been the terror of

that precipitous road ; and so formidable had they

proved only just before the Christian era, that

Pompey had been induced to undertake the de-

struction of their strongholds (Strabo, as before,

xvi. 2, § iO; comp. Joseph. Ant. xx. 6, § 1 ff.).

Dagon, or Docus (1 Mace. xvi. 15; comp. ix. 50),

where rtolemy assassinated his father-in-law, Simon

the Maccabee, may have been one of these.

Posterior to the Gospels the chronicle of Jericho

may be briefly told. Vespasian found it one of

the toparchies of Judaea (B. J. iii. 3, § 5), but

deserted by its inhabitants in a great measure when

he encamped there (ibid. iv. 8, § 2). He left a

garrison on his departm-e — not necessarily the

10th legion, which is only stated to have marched

through Jericho— which was still there when Titus

advanced upon Jerusalem. Is it asked how .Jericho

was destroyed ? Evidently by Vespasian ; for .To-

sephus, rightly understood, is not so silent as Dr.

llobinoon (BiM. Res. i. 566, 2d ed.) thinks. The
city pillaged and burnt, in B. ./. iv. 9, § 1, was
clearly Jericho with its adjacent villages, and not

Gerasa, as may be seen at once by comparing the

language there with that of c. 8, § 2, and the agent

was Vespasian. Eusebius and St. Jerome ( Ono-

ninsL s. v. ) say that it was destroyed when .leru-

salem w:us besieged by the Romans. They further

add that it was afterwards rebuilt— they do not

say by whom— and still existed in their day ; nor

had the ruins of the two preceding cities been olj-

literated. Gould Hadrian possibly have planted a

colony there when he passed through Judiea and

founded ^^Elia? (Dion. Cass. Hist. Ixix. c. 11, ed.

Stiu'z. ; more at large Cliron. Paschal, p. 254, ed.

Du Presne.) The discovery which Origen made
there of a version of the 0. T. (the 5th in his

Hexapla), together with sundry MSS., Greek and

Hebrew, suggests that it could not have been

wholly without inhabitants (Euseb. E. H. vi. 16

;

S. Epiphan. Lib. de Pond, et Mensw. circa med.);

or again, as is perhaps more probable, did a Chris-

tian settlement arise there under Constantine, when
baptisms in the Jordan began to be the rage ? That
Jericho became an episcopal see about that time

under Jerusalem appears from more than one an-

cient Notitia {Giogvaph. S. a Carolo Paulo, 306,

and the Parergon appended to it; comp. William

of Tyre, Hist. lib. xxiii. ad f.). Its bishops sub-

scribed to various councils in the 4th, 5th, and fith

centuries [iliid. and Le Quien's Ofiens Christian,

iii. 654). Justinian, we are told, restored a hos-

pice there, and likewise a church dedicated to the

Virgin (Procop. De yEdif. v. 9). As early as A.

i>. 337, when the Bordeaux pilgrim (ed. Wessel-

ing) visited it. a house existed there which was

pointed out, after the manner of those days, as the

house of Kahal). This was roofless when Arculfus

saw it; and not only so, but the third city was

likewise in ruins (Adamn. de Locis S. a]i. Migne,

Patrolwj. C. Ixxxviii. 799). Had Jericho been

visited by an earthquake, as Antoniims reports (ap.

Ugol. Thesuur. vii. p. mccxiii., and note to c. 3),

and as Syria certainly was, in the 27th year of

Justinian, .\. D. 553 ? If so, we can well under-

stand the restorations .already referred to: and when
Antoninus adds that the house of Itahab had now
become a hospice and oratory, we might almost

pronounce that this was the very hospice which

had been restored by that emperor. Again, it may
be asked, did Christian .lericho receive no injury
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from the Persian Romizan, the ferocious general of

Chosroes II. .v. d. 614? (Bar-IIebraei Chrun. 99,

Lat. V. ed. Kirsch.) It would rather seem that

there were more religious edifices in the 7th than
in the 6th century round about it. According to

Arculfus one church marked the site of Gilgal;

another the spot where our Lord was supposed to

have deposited his garments previously to his bap-

tism; a third within the precincts of a vast mon-
astery dedicated to St. .John, situated upon some
rising ground overlooking the .Jordan. (See as

before.) Jericho meanwhile had disappeared as a
town to rise no more. Churches and monasteries

sprung up around it on all sides, but only to

moulder away in their turn. The anchorite caves

in the rocky flanks of the Quarentana are the most
striking memorial that remains of early or medie-
val enthusiasm. Arculfus speaks of a diminutive

race— Canaanites he calls them — that inhabited

the plain in great numbers in his day. They have

retained possession of those fairy meadow-lands
ever since, and have made their head-quarters for

some centuries round the "square tower or castle"

first mentioned by Willebrand (ap. Leon. Allat.

'2vfj.fj.tKT. p. 151) in A. D. 1211, when it was in-

habited by the Saracens, whose work it may be

supposed to have been, though it has since been

dignified by the name of the house of Zacehceus.

Their village is by Brocardus (ap. Canis. Thesaur.

iv. 16), in A. D. 1230, styled "a vile place; " by
Sir J. Maundeville, in a. d. 1322, "a little vil-

lage;" and by Henry Maundrell, in A. d. 1697,

"a poor nasty village; " in which verdict all mod-
ern travellers that have ever visited liiha must
concur. (See Early Trav. in Pal. by \A'right,

pp. 177 and 451.) They are looked upon by the

Arabs as a debased race ; and are probably nothing

more or less than veritable irypsies, who are still to

be met with in the neighljorhood of the Erank
mountain near Jerusalem, and on the heights round

the village and convent of St. John in the desert,

and are still called " Scomunicati " by the native

Christians — one of the names applied to them
when they first attracted notice in Europe in the

15th century (/. e. from feigning themselves "pen-
itents " and under censure of the Pope. See Hoy-
land's Ilistor. Survey of the Gypsies, p. 18; also

The Gypsies, a poem by A. P. Stanley.

Jericho does not seem to have been ever restored

as a town by the Crusaders; but its plains had not

ceased to be prolific, and were extensi\el3' cultivated

and laid out in vineyards and gardens by the monks
(Phocas ap. Leon. .VUat. 'S.vfifxtKr- c. 20, p. 31).

They seem to have been included in the domains of

the patriarchate of Jerusalem, and as such were

bestowed by Arnulf upon his niece as a dowry
(\Vm. of Tyre, Hist. xi. 15). Twenty-five years

afterwards we find ]\Ielisendis, wife of king Eulco,

assigning them to the convent of Bethany, which

she had founded A. d. 1137.

The site of ancient (the first) Jericho is with

reason placed by Dr. Robinson (Bibl. Jies. i. 552-

568) in the immediate neighborhood of the foun-

tain of Elislia; and that of the second (the city of

the X. T. and of Josephus) at the opening of the

Wady Kelt (Cherith), half an hour from the f'oini-

tain. These are precisely the sites that one woidd

infer from Josephus. On the other hand we are

much more inclined to refer the ruined aqueducts

round Jericho to the irrigations of Archelaus (see

aliove) than to any hypothetical " culture or prep-

aration of sugar by the Saracens." Jacob of A'itry
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says but generally, that the plains of the .Jordan

profluced canes jieldinjj sugar in abundance, —
from Lebanon to the Dead Sea,— and when he

speaks of the mode in which sm;ar was obtained

from them, he is rather descriliin<j: what was done

in Syria than anywhere near Jericho ( flis/. Hievo-

sol. c. 93). Besides, it may fairly be questioned

whether the same suojar-yielding reeds or canes

tliere spolien of are not still as plentiful as ever

they were within range of the .Jordan (see Lynch's

Nnrrntire, events of April IG. also p. 2G6-G7).

Almost every reed in these regions distils a sugary

juice, and almost every herb lireathes fragrance.

Palms have indeed disappeared (there was a solitary

one remaining not long since) from the neighbor-

hood of the " city of palms; "' yet there were groves

of them in the days of Arculfus, .and p.alm-branches

could still be cut there when Fulcherius traversed

the .Jordan, A. i). 1100 (ap. Geatn. Dei per Francos,

vol. i. part 1, p. 40'2). The liK-mullierry or "tree-

fig" of Z.acch«;us — which all modern travellers

confound with our Acer pseudojil'itimiig, or com-

mon sycamore (see Diet, d'llist. Nnt. toTn. xliii. p.

218, and Cruden's Concorrl. s. v.)— mentioned by

the Bordeaux ]iilgritn and by Antoninus, no longer

exists." The iipnliiilxninuiii has become extinct both

in Egypt— whitlier Cleopatra is said to have trans-

planted it— and in its favorite vale, Jericho. The
myrv/jnliiiiuin (^Ziikkiim of the .Oralis) alone survives,

and from its nut oil is still extr.acted. Honey may
Ve still found here and there, in the nest of the

a *Sepp aLw (Jerusniem unit das licit. Lnnrl. i. 610)

Miys that this tree has entirely disiippeared from this

region. Mr. Tristram makes a dilTereut statement.

" The tree into which tlie pubUean climbed must not

be confounded with the oriental plane common by tlie

streams of Northern Galilee, but was the svoamore

fig {Fi-iis .i)/cni>wnis). . . . We were jiratified by the

discovery that thougli scarce it is not yet extinct in

wild bee. Fig-trees, maize, and cucumbers, may
lie said to comprise all that is now cultivated in the

jilain; but wild flowers of brisihtest and most va-

ried hue bespangle the rich herliatje on all sides.

I>astly, the l)riglit yellow apples of Sodom are

still to be met with round .Jericho; thougli .Jose-

phus {B. J. iv. 84) and others (Havercamp, ad

Tertull. Apol. c. 40, and .Jacob of Vitry, as aliove)

make their locality rather the shores of the Dead
Sea: and some modern travellers assert that they

are foimd out of Palestine no less (BUd. Hcs. i.

522 ft"). In fact there are two different plants

that, correctly or incorrectly, have obtained that

name, both Iiearing In'ight yellow fruit like apjiles,

lint with no more substance than funiius-balls.

Tlie former or larger .sort seems confined in Pales-

tine to the neiLrhborhood of the Dead Sea, while

the latter or smaller sort .abounds near .Jericho.

E. S. Ff.

JE'RIEL (bS'^'l^ [founded bij God] : 'le-

p(7J\: [Vat. Pei"?jA.:] Jeriel), a man of Issachar,

one of the six heads of the house (jf Toi..v at the

time of the census in the time of David (1 Chr.

vii, 2).

JERI'JAH (nn'^ [founded hij JeJwr.d,]:

Ovplasl [Vat. Tov Aetas:] Alex. Iccpiai'- Jerin),

1 Chr. xxvi. 31. [The same man .as Jeriaii, with

a slight diflFerence in the form of the name.] The

difference consists in the omission of the final u,

the Plain of Jericlio. as we found two aged trees ia

the little ravine [near the channel of Wnt/i/ Kelt], in

illustration of the Gospel nanvitive " (Laml of Israel,

p. 220, and also p. 514. 2d eJ.) He also found a few

of these trees " among the ruins by the wayside at

ancient .Tericho " {Natunit History of i.he Bible, p. 399,

Lend. 18S7). [Zacoh.«os.1 H.
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Dot in the insertion of the j, which our translators daughter, are clearly- wrong, as it appears from ver.

'Jiould have added in the former case. 19 tliat Azubah was Caleb's wife. A. C. H.

JER'IMOTH (nia*'"!': [heu/h/s] : 'Upifjtiie,

'lapifxcie, 'Upifiove-- Jerlmuih).

1. ['lepi/ioiJe; Vat. Ap€i^a)0.] Son or descend-

ant of Bela, according to 1 Chr. vii. 7, and founder

of a Benjaniite house, which existed in the time of

David (ver. 2). He is perhaps the same as—
2. ('Api/xou0; [Vfit. AueifxovQ-^ Alex, lapi-

uovd; [I'A. apLdfiovs'] Jerimvth), who joined

David at Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 5). [Bela.]

3. (m^''~l^, i. e. Jeremoth: ['lept^qvO; Vat.

Aupe/xoifl; Alex'. UpiixooQ.']) A son of Becher (1

Chr. vii. 8), and head of another Benjamite house.

[Bechek.]
4. ['lepi/iajfl; Vat. Apei/uajg.] Son of Mushi,

the son of Merari, and head of one of the families

of the jMerarites which were counted in the census

of the Levites taken by David (1 Chr. xxiv. 30).

[See Jeremoth, 2.]

5. [^Upifxdid; Vat. \epefi.<i>Q; Alex, \epifxov6l]

Son of Heman, head of the 15th ward of musi-

cians (1 Chr. XXV. 4, 22). In the latter he is

called Jekejioth. [Heman.]
6. \^Upiix(iiQ\ Alex, -ixovd; Vat. Epet/ici)0.]

Son of Azriel, "ruler" (T'SS) of the tribe of

Naphtali in the reign of David (1 Chr. xxvii. 19).

The same persons, called rulers, are in ver. 22 called

"princes" (C"^~ltI7) of the tribes of Israel.

7. ('Iep(|udu9; [Vat. -pel-;] Alex. Ep^oufl.) Son

of king I)avid, whose daughter Mahalath was one

of the wives of Rehoboam, her cousin Abihail being

the other (2 Chr. xi. 18). As Jerimoth is not

named in the list of children by David's wives in

1 Chr. iii. or xiv. 4-7, it is fair to infer that he was

the son of a concubine, and this in fact is the Jew-

ish tradition (Jerome, Qiuesfiones, ad loc). It is

however questionable whether Kehoboam would

have married the grand-child of a concubine even

of the great David. The passage 2 Chr. xi. 18 is

not quite clear, since the word " daughter " is a

correction of the Keri: the original text had ]3,

i. e. " son."

8. ['lepifidod; Vat. -pei-.] A Levite in the

reisn of Hezekiah, one of the overseers of offerings

and dedicated things placed in the chambers of the

Temple, who were under Cononiah and Shimei the

Levites, by command of Hezekiah, and Azariah the

high-priest (2 Chr. xxxi. 13). A. C. H.

JE'RIOTH (ril27'^"l^ [curtahis]: 'Upnid;

[Vat. EAia!0: Jeriotli]), according to our A. V.

and the LXX., one of the elder Caleb's wives (1

Chr. ii. 18); but according to the Vulgate she was

his daughter by his first wife Azubah. The He-

brew text seems evidently corrupt, and will not

make sense; but the probability is that Jerioth

was a daughter of Caleb the son of Hezron. (In

this case we ought to read n2^T^ ^^ T^vlH

init'S.) The Latin version of Sautes Pagninus,

which makes Azubah and Jerioth both daughters

of Calel), and the note of Vatablus, which makes

Ishah (A. V. "wife") a proper name and a third

a According to the old Jewish tradition preserved

by Jerome {QucrM. Hebr. 2 Sam. xvi. 10), Nebat, the

Oather tf Jeroboam, was identical with Shimei of Gera,

JEROBO'AM (D^2"1^=Yarab'am: 'lepo-

^odfA.)- The name signifies " whose people is

many," and thus has nearly the same meaning
with Rehoboam, "enlargerof the people." Both
names appear for the first time in the reign of Sol-

omon, and were probai)ly suggested by the increase

of the Jewish people at that time.

1. The first king of the divided kingdom of Is-

rael. The ancient authorities for his reign and his

wars were " the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel

"

(1 K. xiv. 19), and " the visions of Iddo the seer

against Jeroboam the son of Nebat " (2 Chr. ix.

29). The extant account of his life is given in two

versions, so diflferent from each other, and yet each

so ancient, as to make it difiicult to choose between

then). The one usually followed is that contained

in the Hebrew text, and in one portion of the LXX.
The other is given in a separate account inserted

by the LXX. at 1 K. xi. 43, and xii. 24. This

last contains such evident marks of authenticity in

some of its details, and is so much more full than

the other, that it will be most conveniently taken

as the basis of the biography of this remarkable

man, as the nearest approach which, in the contra-

dictory state of the text, we can now make to the

truth.

I. He was the son of an Ephraimite of the name
of Nebat ; " his father had died whilst he was young

;

but his mother, who had been a person of loose

character (LXX.), lived in her widowhood, trusting

apparently to her son for support. Her name is

variously given as Zeruah (Heb.), or Sarira

(LXX.), and the place of their aliode on the moun-
tains of Ephraim is given either as Zekeda, or

(LXX.) as Sarira: in the latter case, indicating

that there was some connection between the wife

of Nebat and her residence.

At the time when Solomon was constructing the

fortifications of Millo underneath the citadel of

Zion, his sagacious eye discovered the strength

and activity of a young Ephraimite who was em-

ployed on the works, and he raised him to the rank

of superintendent (^p-, A. V. " ruler ") over the

taxes and labors exacted from the tribe of Ephraim

(1 K. xi. 28). This was Jeroboam. He made the

most of his position. He completed the fortifica-

tions, and was long afterwards known as the man
who had "enclosed the city of David" (1 K. xii.

24, LXX.). He then aspired to royal state. Like

Absalom before him, in like circumstances, though

now on a grander scale, in proportion to the en-

largement of the royal establishment itself, he kept

300 chariots and horses (LXX.), and at last was

perceived by Solomon to be aiming at the mon-

archy.

These ambitious designs were probably fostered

by the sight of the growing disaffection of the great

tribe over which he presided, as well as liy the

alienation of the prophetic order from the house of

Solomon. According to the version of the story

in the Hebrew text (.Jos. Ant. viii. 7, § 7), this

alienation was made evident to Jeroboam very early

in his career. He was leaving Jerusalem, and he

encountered, on one of the black-paved roads which

who was the first to insult David in his flight, and

the " first of all the house of Joseph " to congratulate

him on his return.
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ran out of the city, Ahijah, " the prophet " of the

ancient sanctuary of Shiloli. Aliijah drew him
aside from the road into the field (I.XX.), and, as

soon as they found themselves alone, the prophet,

who was dressed in a new outer garment, stripped

it off, and tore it into 12 shreds ; 10 of which he

gave to Jeroboam, with the assurance that on con-

dition of his obediep.ce to His laws, God would

establish for him a kingdom and dynasty equal to

that of David (1 K. xi. 29-40).

The attempts of Solomon to cut short Jeroboam's

designs occasioned his flight into Egypt. There

he remained during the rest of Solomon's reign —
in the court of Shishak (LXX. ), who is here first

named in the sacred narrative. On Solomon's

death, he demanded Shishak's permission to return.

The Egyptian king seems, in his reluctance, to

have offered any gift which Jeroboam chose, as a

reason for his remaining, and the consequence was

the marriage with Ano, the elder sister of the

Egyptian queen, Tahpenes (LXX. Thekemina), and

of another princess (LXX.) who had married the

Edomite chief, Hadad. A year elapsed, and a son,

Abijah (or Abijam), was born. Then Jeroboam
again requested permission to depart, which was
granted; and he returned with his wife and child

to his native place, Sarira, or Zereda, which he

fortified, and which in consequence became a centre

for his fellow tribesmen (1 K. .xi. 43, xii. 24, LXX.).
Still there was no open act of insurrection, and it

was in this period of suspense (according to the

LXX.) that a pathetic incident darkened his do-

mestic history. His infant son fell sick. The
anxious father sent his wife to inquire of God con-

cerning him. Jerusalem would ha\e been the obvi-

ous place to visit for this pin-pose. But no doubt
political reasons forljade. The ancient sanctuary

of Shiloh was nearer at hand ; and it so happened
that a prophet was now residing there, of the high-

est repute. It was Ahijah— the same who, accord-

ing to the common version of the story, had already

been in communication with Jeroboam, but who,
according to the authority we are now following,

appears for the first time on this occasion. He
was 60 years of age— but was prematurely old,

and his eyesight had already failed him. He was
living, as it would seem, in [toverty, with a boy
who waited on him, and with his own httle chil

dren. For him and for them, the wife of Jeroboam
brought such gifts as were thought likely to be

acceptable; ten loaves, and two rolls for the chil-

dren (LXX.), a bunch of raisins (LXX.), and a
jar of honey. She iiad disguised herself, to avoid

recognition; and perhaps these humble gifts were
part of the plan. But tlie blind [)rophet, at her

first approach, knew who was coming; and bade
his lx)y go out to meet her, and invite her to his

house without delay. There he warned her of the

uselessness of her gifts. There was a doom on the

house of Jeroboam, not to be averted; those who
grew up in it and died in the city would become
the prey of the hungry dogs ; they who died in the

country would be devoured by the vultures. This

child alone would die before the calamities of the

house arrived : " They shall mourn for the child,

Woe, () l.,ord, fiir in him there is found a good
word regarding the i,ord," — or according to the

other version, " all Israel shall moin-n for liim, and
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a This omission is however borne out by the Hebrew
text, 1 K. xii 20, " when all Israel lieard that J. was
tome again."

bury him; for he only of Jeroboam shall come to
the grave, because in him there is found some good
thing toward Jehovah, the God of Israel, in the
house of Jeroboam" (1 K. xiv. 1.3, LXX. xii.).

The mother returned. As she reentered the town
of Sarira (Heb. Tirzah, 1 K. xiv. 17), the child

died. The loud wail of her attendant damsels

greeted her on the threshold (LXX.). The child

was buried, as Ahijah had foretold, with all the

state of the child of a royal house. " All Israel

mourned for him" (1 K. xiv. 18). This incident,

if it really occurred at this time, seems to have been
the turning point in Jeroboam's career. It drove

him fronrhis ancestral home, and it gathered the

sympathies of the tribe of Ephraim round him. He
left Sarira and came to Shechem. The Hebrew
text describes that he was sent for. T'he LXX.
speaks of it as his own act. However that may be,

he was thus at the head of the northern tribes,

when Eehoboam, after he had been on the throne

for somewhat more than a year, came up to be

inaugurated in that ancient capital. Then (if we
may take the account already given of Ahijah's

interview as something separate from this), for the

second time, and in a like manner, the Divine

intimation of his future greatness is conveyed to

him. The prophet Shemaiah, the Enlamite (?)

(o 'ErAa^i, LXX.) addressed to him the same
icted parable, in the ten shreds of a new unwashed
[garment (LXX.). Then took place the conference

with Rehoboam (Jeroboam appearing in it, in the

Hebrew text, but not « in the LXX.), and the final

revolt; ^ which ended (expressly in the Hebrew text,

in the LXX. by implication) in the elevatic)n of

Jeroboam to the tin-one of the northern kingdom.

.Shemaiah remained on the spot and deterred Ke-
hoboam from an attack. Jeroboam entered at once

on the duties of his new situation, and fortified

Shechem as his capital on the west, and Fennel

(close by the old trans-Jordanic capital of JIaJianaim)

on the east.

II. Up to this point there had been nothing to

disturb the anticipations of the Prophetic Order
and of the mass of Israel as to the glory of Jero-

boam's future. But from this moment one fatal

error crept, not unnaturally, into his policy, which
undermined his dynasty and tarnished his name as

the first king of Israel. The political disruption

of the kingdom was complete ; but its religious

unity was as yet unimpaired. He feared tliat the

yearly pilgrimages to Jerusalem would undo all the

work which he effected, and he took the bold step

of rending it asunder. Two sanctuaries of venerable

antiquity existed already— one at tlie southern, the

other at the northern extremity of his dominions,

riiese he elevated into seats of the national worship,

which should rival the newly established Temple
at .lerusalem. As Abderrahman, caliph of Spain,

arrested the movement of his subjects to Mecca, by

the erection of the holy place of the Zecca at Cor-

dova, so Jeroboam trustetl to the erection of his

shrines at Dan and Bethel. But he was not satis-

fied without another deviation from the .^losaic idea

of the national unity. His long stay in Egypt had
familiarized him with the outward forms under

which the Divinity was there represented ; and now,

for the first time since the Exodus, was an Kiryptian

element introduced into the national worship of

ft The cry of revolt, 1 K. xii. 16, is the same as that

in 2 Sam. xx. 1.
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Palestine. A golden figure of Mnevis, the sacreil

;alf of Heliopolis, was set up at each sanctuary,

with the address, " Behold thy God (' Elohini '
—

comp. Neh. ix. 18) which brought thee up out of

the land of Egypt." The sanctuary at 1).\n, as

the most remote from .Jerusalem, was established

first (1 K. xii. 30) with priests from the distant

tribes, whom he consecrated instead of the Levites

(xii. 31, xiii. 33). The more important one, as

nearer the capital and in the heart of the kingdom,

was Betiikl. The worship and the sanctuary con-

tinued till the end of the northern kingdom. The
priests were supjilied by a peculiar form of conse-

cration— any one irom tlie non-Levitical trilies

could procure the office on sacrificing a young bul-

lock and seven rams (1 K. xiii. 33; 2 Chr. xiii. 9).

For the dedication of this he copied the precedent

of Solomon in choosing the feast of Tabernacles as

the occasion; but postponing it for a month, prob-

ably in order to meet the vintage of the most

northern parts. On the fifteenth day of this month
(the 8th), he went up in state to offer incense on

the altar which was before the calf. It was at this

solemn and critical moment that a prophet from

.ludah suddenly appeared, whom Josephus with

great proliability identifies witli Iddo the Seer (he

calls him ladon, Ant. viii. 8, § 5 ; and see Jerome,

Qu. Ilebr. on 2 Chr. x. 4), who denounced the

altar, and foretold its desecration by .Josiah, and

violent overthrow. It is not clear from the account,

whether it is intended that the overthrow took

place then, or in the earthquake described by Amos
(i. 1). Another sign is described as taking place

instantly. The king stretching out his hand to

arrest the prophet, felt it withered and paralyzed,

and only at the jirophet's prayer saw it restored,

and acknowledged his divine mission. Josej)Iuis

adds, but prolialily only in conjecture from the

sacred narrative, that the prophet wlio seduced Iddo

on his return, did so in order to prevent liis ob-

taining too nmch influence over Jeroboam, and

endeavored to explain away the miracles to the

king, by representing that the altar fell because it

was new, and that his hand was paralyzed from

the fatigue of sacrificing. A further allusion is

made to this incident in the narrative of Josephus

(Ant. viii. 15. § 4), where Zedekiah is represented

as contrasting the potency of Iddo in withering the

hand of .leroboam with the powerlessness of Micaiah

to wither the hand of Zedekiah. The visit of Ano
to Ahijah, which the common Hebrew text places

after this event, and with darker intimations in

Ahijah's warning only suitable to a later period,

has already been described

Jeroboam was at constant war with the house

of Judah, but the only act distinctly recorded is a

battle with Abijah, son of Kehoboam ; in which, in

spite of a skilllul ambush made by Jeroljoam, and

of much superior force, he was defeated, and for the

time lost three important cities. Bethel, Jeshanah,

and Ephraim." The calamity was severely felt; he

never recoxered the blow, and soon after died, in

the 22d year of his reign (2 Chr. xiii. 20), and was

buried in his ancestral sepulchre (1 K. xiv. 20).

His son Nadab, or (LXX.) Nebat (named after the

grandfather), succeeded, and in him the dynasty

was closed. The name of Jeroboam long remained

under a cloud as the king who " had caused Israel

o The Targum on Ruth iv. 20 mentions Jeroboam's

having stationed guards on the roads, whicli guards

had been slain by the people of Netophah ; but what
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to sin." At the time of the Reformation, it was
a common practice of Roman Catholic writers to

institute comparisons between his separation from
the sanctuary of Judah, and that of Henry VIII.

from the see of Rome.
2. Jkkoboaji II., the son of Joash,.the 4th of

the dynasty of Jehu. The most prosperous of the

kings of Israel. The contemporary accounts of his

reign are, (1.) in the "Chronicles of the Kings of

Israel " (2 K. xiv. 28), whicli are lost, but of which
the substance is given in 2 K. xiv. 23-29. (2.) In

the contemporary prophets Hosea and Amos, and
(perhaps) in the fragments found in Is. xv., xvi.

It had been foretold in the reign of Jehoahaz that

a great deliverer should come, to rescue Israel from

the Syrian yoke (comp. 2 K. xiii. 4, xiv. 26, 27),

and this had been expanded into a distinct predic-

tion of Jonah, that there should be a restoration of

the widest dominion of Solomon (xiv. 25). This

"savior" and "restorer" was Jeroboam. He not

only repelled the Syrian invaders, but took their

capital city Damascus (2 K. xiv. 28; Am. i. 3-5),

and recovered the whole of the ancient dominion

from Hamath to the I'ead Sea (xiv. 25; Am. vi.

14). Amnion and ]Moab were reconquered (Am.
i. 13, ii. 1-3); the trans-Jordanic tribes were re-

stored to their territory (2 K. xiii. 5; 1 Chr. v.

17-22).

But it was merely an outward restoration. The
sanctuary at Bethel was kept up in royal state

(Am. vii. 13), but drunkenness, licentiousness, and

oppression, prevailed in the country (Am. ii. 6-8,

iv.- 1, vi. 6: Hos. iv. 12-14, i. 2), and idolatry was

united with the worship of Jehovah (Hos. iv. 13,

xiii. 0).

Amos prophesied the destruction of Jeroboam

and his house by the sword (Am. vii. 'J, 17), and

Amaziah, the high priest of Bethel, complained to

the king (Am. vii. 10-13). The efJect does not

appear. Hosea (Hos. i. 1) also denounced the

crimes of the nation. The prediction of Amos was

not fulfilled as regarded the king himself. He was

buried with his ancestors in state (2 K. xiv. 29).

Ewald {Gesch. iii. 561, wo/e) supposes that Jero-

boam was the subject of Ps. xiv. A. P. S.

JERO'HAM (Cn*"l^ [one belm-ed] : Jero-

hmn). 1. ('Iepoj3oa/x, both MSS. [rather, Rom.
Alex.] at 1 Chr. vi. 27; but Alex. Upea/j. at ver.

34; [in 1 Sam., 'Iepe,a6i)A, Comp. Alex. 'Upodfi;

in 1 Chr., Vat. ISaep, Haak : Comp. 'lepodfi,

'lepd/x: Aid. 'UpefierjA-]) bather of Klkanali, the

father of Samuel, of the house of Koliath. His

father is called Elialj at 1 Chr. vi. 27, Ehel at ver.

34, and Elihu at 1 Sam. i. 1. Jeroham must have

been about the same age as Eli. A. C. H.

2. i'lpodfj., [Vat. Ipaafj.,] Alex, 'lepodfi.) A
Benjamite, and the founder of a family of Bene-

Jeroham (1 Chr. viii. 27). They were among the

leaders of that part of the tribe which lived in

.Terusalem, and which is here distinguished from

the part which inlialiited (iibeon. Probably the

same person is intended in—
3. {'Upo^odix, [Vat. Ipaa/j., Comp. Alex.

'lepodfi.]) Eather (or progenitor) of Ibneiah, one

of the leading Beiyaniites of Jerusalem (1 Chr. ix.

8 ; comp. 3 and 9 ).

4. Clpadfi, Alex, lepaafi, [Comp. Aid. 'Upodfi',

is here alluded to, or when it took place, we have at

present no clew to.



JERUBBAAL
in Neh., Rom. Alex. 'Upod/M, Vat. FA.i omit.])

A descendant of Aaron, of the house of Immer, the

leader of the sixteenth course of priests; son of

Pashur and father of Adaiah (1 Chr. ix. 12). He
appears to he mentioned asjain in Neh. xi. 12

(a record curiously and puzzlinsly parallel to that

of 1 Chr. ix., tliough with some striiiing differences),

though there he is stated to belong to the house of

Malchiah, who was leader of the fifth course (and

comp. Neh. xi. 14).

5. Clpod/jL, [Vat. FA. PaafjL, Ales. Upoafj..])

Jeroham of Gedor (~m3n 1^). some of whose

"sons" joined David when he was taking refuge

from Saul at Ziixlag (1 Chr. xii. 7). The list pur-

ports to be of Uenjamites (see ver. 2, where the

word "even" is hiterpolated, and the last five

words belong to ver. 3). But then how can the

presence of Korhites (ver. 6), the descendants of

Korah the Levite, be accounted for V

6. ('Ipa.a;8, [Vat. Aid.] Alex, 'lupdfj..) A
Danite, wliose son or descendant Azareel was head

of liis tribe in the time of David (1 Chr. xxvii. 22).

7. Clwpd/j..) Father of Azariah, one of the

" captains of hundreds " in the time of Athaliah

;

one of tliose to whom Jelioiada the priest confided

his sciieme for the restoration of Joash (2 Chr.

xxiii. 1). G.

JERUBBA'AL (^^3^;' [tdth ichom Baal

contenils]: 'If^o/SaaA! [Vat. in Judg. vi. 32, Ap-
jSaaA; vii. 1, lapBa\: viii. 20, IfapofiaaX: 1 Sam.
xii. 11, Ifpo^oufx''] -Vlex. SiKaaTTjptov tov BaaA,
Judg. vi. 32, Ipo^aaA in vii. 1 : Ji'robanl), the

surname of Gideon which he acquired in conse-

quence of destroying the altar of Baal, when his

father defended him from tlie vengeance of the Abi-

ezrites. The A. V. of Judg. vi. 32, which lias

" therefore on that day he called him Jerubbaal,"

implying that the surname was given by Joash,

should rather be, in accordance with a well-known

Hebrew idiom, " owe called him," i. e. he was
called by the men of his city. The LXX. in the

same passage have iudXicrsv avrS, "he called it,"

i. e. tlie altar mentioned in the preceding verse;

but as in all other passages they recognize Jerub-

baal as the name of Gideon, the reading should

probably be aiirSv. In Judg. viii. 35 the Vulg.

strictly follows the Heb., Jero/iaal Oedeon. The
Alex, version omits the name altogether from Judg.

ix. 57. Besides the passages quoted, it is found in

Judg. vii. 1, viii. 20, ix. 1, 5, Kj, 19, 24, 28, and
1 Sam. xii. 11. In a fragment of Porphyry, quoted

byEusebius (Prmti. Ev. i. !>, § 21), Gideon appears

as Hieromlialos ('l6po^j8aA.os), the priest of the

God 'Ifvci, or Jehovah, from whom the Phanician
chronicler, Sanclioniatlio of lii'vrout, received his

information with regard to the attairs of the Jews.

" 'Eirt n\<: a.va^a.ava'i , Keyofieirqt S' efox^s, Jos. Ant.

ix. 1, § 2.

* Otliur names borne by Jeru.salem are as follows :

1. AwEL, the ' lion of God,'' or according to another

interpretation, the " hearth of God " (Is. xxix. 1, 2, 7
;

comp. Ez. xliii. 15). For the former signification com-
pare Ps. Ixxvi. 1, 2 (.Stanley, S. ^ P. 171). 2. 'H iyCa

TToAts, " the holy city,"' Matt. iv. 5 and xxvii. 53 only.

Both these passages would seem to refer to Ziou — the

sacred portion of the place, in which the Temple was
situated. It also occurs, if tt. rj ay., Kev. xi. 2.

3. iElia Capitolina, the n.ame bestowed by the emperor
Hadrian (tEMus liadrianus) on the city sia rebuilt by

him, A. D. 135, 136. These two names of the Emperor
are inscribed on the well-known stone in the south
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It is not a little remarkable that Josephus omits

all mention both of tlie change of naino and of the

event it commemorates. [Gioeon.]

W. A. W.

JERUBBE'SHETH (nK73n': : LXX., fol-

lowed l>y the Vulgate, reads 'lepo^da^, or [Vat.

H. lepo^aafj., Vat. M. and] Cod. .Vlex. lepo^oafx),

a name of (iideon (2 Sam. xi. 21). A later gen-

eration probably abstained from pronouncing the

name (Ex. xxiii. 13) of a false god, and therefore

changed Gideon's name (Judg. vi. 32) of Jerub-

baal=" with whom Baal contends," into Jerub-

besheth := " with whom the idol contends." Comp.

similar changes (1 Chr. viii. 33, 34) of Eshbaal for

Ishbosheth, and Meribbaal for Mephibosheth.

W. T. B.

JERU'EL, THK WILDERNESS of

(bS-Ti;" ~I?"T'? [desert founded by God] : ^

ipr)fj.o% 'Upi-i)A Jeruel), the place in which Je-

hosiiaiihat was informed by Jahaziel the Levite that

be should encounter the hordes of Animon, Moab,

and the !Mehunims, who were swarming round the

south end of the Dead Sea to the attack of Jeru-

salem : " Ye shall find them at the end of the

wady, facing the wilderness of Jeruel " (2 Chr. xx.

16). The "wilderness" contained a watch-tower

(ver. 24), from which many a similar incursion had

probably been descried. It was a well-known spot,

for it has the definite article. Or the word

(nQ^Srr) may mean a commanding ridge," be-

low which the " wilderness " lay open to view.

The name has not been met with, but may yet be

found in the neighborhood of Tekoa and Berachah

(perhaps Bereikut), east of the road between Urtds

and Hebron. G.

JERU'SALEM (nbtt?^"!^ i. e. Yerfi-

shalaim; or, in the more extended form, D^^IT^")^,

in 1 Chr. iii. 5, 2 Chr. xxv. 1, xxxii. 9, Esth. ii. 6, Jer.

xxvi. 18, only ; in the Chaldee passages of Ezra and

Daniel, C^tt?!)")'^, i.e. Yerushleni: LXX. 'lepov-

aaXrifj.; N. T. apparently indifferently 'UpovaaK-fifj.

and ra 'lepoff6\vfj.a: Vulg. Cod. .Imiat. Hierusalem

and IlierosdlijiiM, but in other old copies Jervsalern,

Jerosohjtua. In the A. V. of 1011 it is " leru-

salein," in 0. T. and .Viwcr. ; but in N. T. " Hieru-

salem ").''

On the derivation and signification of the name
considerable difference exists among the authorities.

I'he liabbis state that the name Shalem was be-

stuwed on it by Shem (identical in their traditions

with Jleldiizedek), and the name .lireh by .Abra-

ham, after the deliverance of Isaac on Mount
.Moriali,'- and that the two were afterwards corn-

wall of the Aksa, one of the few Roman relics about
which there can be no di-^pute. This name is usually

employed by Eusebius (AiAi'a) and Jerome, in their

Onomnsticon. By Ptolemy it is given as Kan-tTioA'.as

(Reland, Pal. p. 402). 4. The Arabic names are el-

Khii/ls, " the holy," or Btit el-Makdis, " the holy

house," " the sanctuary." The former is that in

ordinary use at present. The latter is found in Arabic

clironicles. The name es/t-S/ienf] " the venerable,"

or " the noble," is also quoted by Schultcns in his

Index Geogr. in Vit. Snfiiil. 5. The corrupt form of

Aurushlhn is found in E<lrisi (Jaubert. i. S-tS), possibly

quoting a Christian writer.

c The question of the identity of MoRua witli

Jerusalem will be examined under that head.
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bined, lest displeasure should be felt by either of

the two Saints at the exclusive use of one (Bereslk

Rab. in Otho, Lex. Rab. s. v., also Lightfoot).

Others, quoted by Keland (p. 833), would make it

mean " fear of Salem," or " sight of peace." The

suggestion of Reland himself, adopted by Simonis

{Onom. p. 407), and Ewald {Gesch. iii. 155, note)

is nbti7 ttJ^II^, " inheritance of peace," but this

is questioned by Gesenius ( Thes. p. 628 b) and

Fiirst {Ilandwb. p. 547 6), who prefer U7W ^"1%

the " foundation of peace." « Another derivation,

proposed by the fertile Hitzig {Jesaja, p. 2), is

named by the two last great schokrs only to con-

demn it. Others again, looking to the name of the

Canaanite tribe who possessed the place at the time

of the conquest, would propose Jebus-salem (Keland,

p. 834), or even Jebus-Solomon, as the name con-

ferred on the city by that monarch when he began

his reign of tranquillity.

Another controversy relates to the termination

of the name— .Jerushakm — the Hebrew dual;

which, by Simonis and Ewald, is unhesitatingly

refen-ed to the double formation of the city, while

reasons are shown against it by Reland and Gese-

nius. It is certain that on the two occasions where

the latter portion of the name appears to be given

for the whole (Gen. xiv. 18; Ps. Ixxvi. 2) it is

Shalem. and not Shalaim ; also that the five places

where the vowel points of the INIasorets are sup-

ported by the letters of the original text are of a

late date, when the idea of the double city, and its

reflection in the name, would have become familiar

to the Jews. In this conflict of authorities the

suggestion will perhaps occur to a bystander that

the original formation of the name may have been

anterior to the entrance of the Israelites on Canaan,

and tliat Jerushalaim may be the attempt to give

an intelligible Hebrew form to the original archaic

name, just as centuries afterwards, when Hebrews

in their turn gave way to Greeks, attempts were

made to twist Jerushalaim itself into a shape which

should be intelligible to Greek ears,'' 'Upo o-oAi/yua,

"the holy Solyma" (Joseph. B. J. vi. 10), 'Uphu

S.aXofxSivos, " the " holy place of Solomon

"

(Eupolemus, in Euseb. Pr. Kv. ix. 34), or, on the

other hand, the curious fancy quoted by Josephus

{Ap. i. 34, 35) from Lysimachus— 'l^pScrvKa,

"spoilers of temples " — are perhaps not more

violent adaptations, or more wide of the real mean-

ing of " Jerusalem," than that was of the original

name of the city.

The subject of Jerusalem naturally divides itself

into three heads :
—

I. The place itself: its origin, position, and

physical characteristics.

II. The annals of the city.

III. The topography of the town; the relative
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localities of its various parts ; the sites of the

" Holy Places " ancient and modem, etc.

I. The place itself.

The arguments— if arguments they can be called

— for and against the identity of the " Salem " of

Melchizedek (Gen. xiv. 18) with Jerusalem— the

"Salem" of a late Psalmist (Ps. Ixxvi. 2)— are

almost equally balanced. In favor of it are the

unhesitating statement of Josephus {Ant. i. 10, 2;

vii. 3, 2; B. J. vi. 10 f') and Eusebiiis {Onom.

'l€povaa\i)ix), the recurrence of the name Salem

in the Psalm just quoted, where it imdoubtedly

means Jerusalem,'' and the general consent in the

identification. On the other hand is the no less

positive statement of Jerome, grounded on more

reason than he often vouchsafes for his statements/

{Kp. ad Evanyelurn, § 7), that " Salem was not

Jerusalem, as Josephus and all Christians {nusiri

umnes) believe it to be, but a town near Scythopolis,

which to this day is called Salem, where the mag-
nificent ruins of the palace of Melchizedek are still

seen, and of which mention is made in a subsequent

passage of Genesis— 'Jacob came to Salem, a city

of Shechem ' (Gen. xxxiii. 18)." Elsewhere {Onu-

;«'(A?/coM, " Salem "') Eusebius and he identify it

with Shechem itself. This question will be discussed

under the head of Sale^l Here it is sufficient to

say (1) that Jerusalem suits the circumstances of

the narrative rather better than any place further

north, or more in the heart of the country. It

would be quite as much in Abram's road from the

sources of Jordan to his home under tlie oaks of

Hebron, and it would be more suitable for the visit

of the king of Sodom. In fact we know that, in

later times at least, the usual route from Damascus

avoided the central highlands of the country and

the neighborhood of Shechem, where ,S(dim is now

shown. (See Pompey's route in Joseph. Ant. xiv.

3, § 4; 4, § 1.) (2) It is perhaps some confirma-

tion of the identity, at any rate it is a remarkable

coincidence, that the king of Jerusalem in the time

of Joshua should bear the title Adoni-zedek —
almost precisely the same as that of Melchizedek.

The question of the identity of Jerusalem with

" Cadytis, a large city of Syria," " almost as large

as Sardis," which is mentioned by Herodotus (ii.

159, iii. 5) as having been taken by Pharaoh-Necho,

need not be investigated in this place. It is inter-

esting, and, if decided in the affirmative, so far

important as confirming the Scripture narrative;

but does not in any way add to our knowledge of

the history of the city. The reader will find it

fully examined in Kawlinson's Herod, ii. 246;

Blakesley's Herod. — Excursus on bk. iii. ch. 5

(both against the identification); and in Kenrick's

Egypt, ii. 406, and DirA. of Gr. ami Rom. Geoyr.

ii. 17 (both for it).

a Such mystical interpretations as those of Origen,

TO Trvivti-a. xap'Tot ovTwi' (from TVH and Q7tI7),

or Upov eipiji/r)?, where half the name is interpreted a.s

Greek and half as Hebrew, curious as they are, cannot

be examined here. (See the catalogues preserved by

lerome.)
b Other instances of similar Greek forms given to

Hebrew names are lepixw and "lepofxaf.

c Philo carries this a step further, and, bearing in

view only the sanctity of the place, he discards the

Semitic member of the name, and calls it 'lepoTroAis.

It is exactly the complement of ttoXis loXvfxa (Pausa-

nias, viii. 16).

d In this passage he even goes so far as to say that

Melchizedek, " the first priest of God,'" built there the

first Temple, and changed the name of the city from

Solunia to Hierosoluma.

e A contraction analogous to others with which we

are familiar in our own poetry ; e. gr. Edin, or Edina,

for Edinburgh.
./' Winer is wrong in stating {Reahvb. ii. 79) that

Jerome bases this statement on a rabbinical tradition.

The tradition that he quotes, in § 5 of the same Ep.,

is as to the identity of Melchizedek with Shem.
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Nor need we do more than refer to the traditions

— it traditions they are, and not mere individual

speculations— of Tacitus {Hist. v. 2) and Plutarch

{Is. el Osir. c. 31) of the foundation of the city

by a certain Hierosolymus, a son of the Typlion

(see Winer's note, i. 645). All the certain infor-

mation to be gathered as to the early history of

Jerusalem, must be gathered from the books of the

Jewish historians alone.

It is during the conquest of the country that

Jerusalem first appears in definite form on the

scene in which it was destined to occupy so prom-

inent a position. The earliest notice is probably

that in Josh. xv. 8 and xviii. 16, 28, descriliing the

landmarks of the boundaries of Judah and Benja

min. Here it is styled ha-Jebusi, i. e. " the Jebu-

site " (A. V. Jebusi), after the name of its occu-

piers, just as is the case with other places in these

lists. [Jebusi.] Next, we find the form Jebus
(Judg. xix. 10, 11) — "Jebus, which is Jerusalem

.... the city of the Jebusites;" and lastly, in

documents which profess to be of the same age as

the foregoing— we have Jerusalem (Josh. x. 1, &c.,

xii. 10; Judg. i. 7, itc). To this we have a jjar-

aUel in Hebron, the other great city of Southern

Palestine, which bears the alternative title of Kir-

jath-Arba in these very same documents.

It is one of the obvious peculiarities of Jerusalem

— but to which Professor Stanley appears to have

been the first to call attention — that it did not

become the capital till a comparatively late date in

the career of the nation. Bethel, Shechem, He-
bron, had their beginnings in the earliest periods

of national life— but Jerusalem was not only riot

a chief city, it was not even possessed by the Israel-

ites till they had gone through one complete stage

of tlieh' life in Palestine, and the second— the

monarchy — had been fairly entered on. (See

Stanley, S. if P. p. 109.)

The explanation of this is no doubt in some

measure to be found in the fact that the seats of

the government and the religion of the nation were

originally fixed farther north — first at •Shechem

and Shiloh ; then at Gibeah, Nob, and Gibeon

;

but it is also no doubt partly due to the natural

strength of Jerusalem. The heroes of Joshua's

army who traced the boundary-line which was to

separate the possessions of Judah and Benjamin,

when, after passing the spring of En-rogel, they

went along the " ravine of the son of Hinnom,"

and looked up to the " southern shoulder of the

Jebusite" (Josh. xv. 7, 8), must have felt that to

scale heights so great and so steep would have fully

tasked even their tried prowess. We shall see, when

we glance through the annals of the city, that it

did effectually resist the tribes of Judah and Simeon

not many years later. But when, after the death

of Ishliosheth, David became king of a united and

powerful people, it was necessary for him to leave

the remote Hebron and approach nearer to the bulk

of his dominions. At the same time it was impos-

a Tliis appears from an exauiiuation of the two cor-

responcling documents, .losfi. xv. 7, 8, and xviii. 16,

17. Tlie line was drawn from En-sliemcsli — probably

'Aiii Hand, below IJetliany — to En-rogel — either

''Aiii Ai/iib, or the B'ountiiin of the Virgin ; thence it

went by the ravine of Ilinnom and the southern

shoulder of the Jebusite — the steep slope of the

modern Zion ; climbed the heights on the west of the

ravine, and stnxck off to the spiing at Nephtoah,

probably Lifla. The other view, which is made the

most of by Blunt in one of his ingenious " coinci-
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sible to desert the great tribe to which he belonged,

and over whom he had been reigning for seven

years. Out of this difficulty Jerusalem was the

natural escape, and accordingly at Jerusalem David

fixed the seat of his throne and the future sanctuary

of his nation.

The boundary between Judah and Benjamin,

the north boundary of the former and the south

of the latter, ran at the foot of the hill on which

the city stands, so that the city itself was actually

in Benjamin, while by crossing the narrow ravine

of Hinnom you set foot on the territory of Judah."

That it was not far enough to the north to com-
mand the continued allegiance of the tribe of

Ephraim, and the others which lay above him', is

ol)vious from the fact of the separation which at

last took place. It is enough for the vindication

of David in having chosen it to remember that

that separation did not take place during the reigns

of himself or his son, and was at last precipitated

by misgovernment combined \vith feeiile short-

sightedness. And if not actually in the centre

of Palestine, it was yet virtually so. " It was on
the ridge, the broadest and most strongly marked
ridge, of the back-bone of the com))licated hills

which extend through the whole country from the

Plain of Esdraelon to the Desert. Every wanderer,

every conqueror, every traveller who has trod the

central route of Palestine from N. to S..must have

passed through the table-land of .Jerusalem. It

was the water-shed between the streams, or ifither

the torrent-beds, which find their way eastward to

the Jordan, and those which pass westward to the

Mediterranean (Stanley, S. cf P. p. 176)."

This central position, as expressed in the words

of Ezekiel (ver. .5), "I have set Jerusalem in the

midst of the nations and countries round aliout

her," led in later ages to a definite belief that the

city was actually in the centre of the earth — in

the words of Jerome, "umbilicus terrae," the cen-

tral boss or navel of the world. ** (See the quota-

tions in Ueland, Pahesliwi, pp. 62 and 838; Joseph.

B. J. iii. 3, § 5; also Stanley, S. 4 P. p. IIG.)

At the same time it should not be overlooked

that, while thus central to the people of the coun-

try, it had the advantage of being remote froni the

great high road of the nations which so frequently

passed by Palestine, and therefore enjoyed a certain

immunity from disturbance. The only practicable

route for a great army, with baggage, siege-trains,

etc., moving between Egypt and Assyria was by
the low plain which bordered the sea-coast from

Tyre to Pelusium. From that plain, the central

table-land on which Jerusalem stood was apjiroached

by valleys and passes generally too intricate and

precipitous for the passage of large bodies. One
road there was less rugged than the rest— that

from Jaffa and Lydda up the pass of the Beth-

horons to Gibeon, and thence, over the hills, to the

north side of Jerusalem ; and by this route, with

few if any exceptions, armies seem to have ap-

dences " (Pt. ii. 17), and is also favored by Stanley

(.S. ^ P. p. 176), is derived from a Jewish tradition,

quoted by Lightfoot {Prnsjiect of the Temple, ch. 1),

to the effect that the altars and sanctuary were in

Benjamin, the courts of the Temple were in Judah.
6 This is prettily expressed in a rabbinical figure

quoted by Otho {Lfx. p. 266) :
" The world is like to

an eye ; the white of the eye is the ocean surround-

ing the world; the black is the world itself; the

pupil is Jerusalem, and the image in the pupil, the

Temple."
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proaclicd tlie city. But, on the other hand, we

shall find, in tracing the annals of Jerusalem, that

great forces frequently passed between Egypt and

JERUSALEM
Assyria, and uittles were fought in the plain by

large armies, nay, that sieges of the towns on the

MeTliterranoan coast were conducted, lasting for

>!Sir ,*' "
'

' % '1
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"In several respects," says Professor Stanley, "its

situation is singular among the cities of Palestine.

Its elevation is remarkalile ; occasioned not from its

being on the summit of one of the numerous hills

of Judwa, like most of the towns and villages, but

because it is on the edge of one of the highest

table-lands of the country. Hebron indeed is

higher still by some hundred feet, and from the

south, accordingly (even from Bethlehem), the ap-

proach to Jerusalem is by a slight descent. But

from any other side the ascent is perpetual ; and to

the traveller approaching the city from the E. or

^y. it must always have presented tlie ajjpearance

beyond any other capital of tlie then kn(jwn world

— we may say beyond any important city tliat has

ever existed on the earth — of a mountain city

;

breatliing, as compared with the sultry plains of

Jordan, a mountain air; entlironed, as compared

with Jericho or Damascus, Gaza or Tyre, on a

mountain fastness " (»S. if P. p. 170, 171).

'J'lie elevation of Jerusalem is a sulyect of con-

stant reference and exultation by the Jewish writers.

Their fervid poetry abounds with allusions to its

height," to the ascent thither of tlie tribes from all

parts of the country. It was the habitation of

Jehovah, from which " he looked upon all the in-

habitants of the world" (Ps. xxxiii. 14); its kings

were "higher than the kings of the earth" (Ps.

Ixxxix. 27). In the later Jewish litei-ature of nar-

rative and description, this poetry is reduced to

prose, and in tlie most exaggerated form. Jeru-

salem was so high that the tlaiiies of Jaumia'were

visible from it (2 Mace. xii. 9). From the tower

of Psephuius outside the walls, could be discerned

on tlie one hand the Mediterranean Sea, on the

ot!jer the country of Arabia (Joseph. B. J. v. 4, § 3).

Hebron could be seen from the roofs of the Temjile

(Lightfoot, Cliur. Cent. xlix.). The same thing

can be traced in Josephus's account of the environs

of the city, in which he has exaggerated what is

in truth a remarkable ravine, to a depth so enor-

mous tliat the head swam and the eyes failed in

gazing into its recesses (Ant. xv. Ill, § 5).*

In exemplification of these remarks it may be

said that the general elevation of the western ridge

of the city, which forms its highest point, is about

2,000 feet al)0ve the level of the sea. The Mount
ot (Jlives rises slightly aliove this — 2,724 feet.

Heyond the Mount- of Olives, however, the descent

is remarkable ; Jericho— 13 miles off— being no

less tiian 3,624 feet below, namely, 900 feet under

the Mediterranean. On the north. Bethel, at a

distance of 11 miles, is 419 feet below Jerusalem.

On the west Ramleh— 2-5 miles— is 2,274 feet

below. Only to the south, as already remarked,

are the heights sliglitly su)ierior, — Bethlehem,

2,704; Hebron, 3,029. A table of the heights of

the various parts of the city and environs is given

further on.

« See the passages quoted by Stanley {S. ^ P. p.

171).

h * Recent excavations at Jerusalem show that Jose-

])hns, so far from being extravagant, was almost lit-

erally exact in what he says of the height of the

ancient walls. The labors of Lieut. Warren in the

service cf the Palestine Exploration B'und (as reported

by Mr. Grove in the London Times, Nov. 11, 1867),

" have established, by actual demonstration, that the

south wall of the sacred enclosure which contained the

Temple, is buried for more than half its depth beneath

an accumulation of rubbish — probably the ruins of

the successive buildings which once covered it, and
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The situation of the city in reference to the rest

of Palestine, has been descrilied liy Dr. Robinson

in a well-known passage, which is so complete and
graphic a statement of the case, that we take the

liberty of giving it entire.

' Jerusalem lies near the summit of a broad

mountain ridge. This ridge or mountainous tract

extends, without interruption, from the plain of

Esdraelon to a line drawn between the south end

of the Dead Sea and the S. 1']. corner of the Jledi-

terranean: or more properly, perhaps, it may be

regarded as extending as far south as to Jebel

'An'iif in the desert; where it sinks down at once

to the level of the great western plateau. This

tract, which is everywhere not less than from

twenty to twenty- five geographical miles in breadth,

is in fact high uneven table-laud. It everywhere

forms the precipitous western wall of the great

valley of the Jordan and the Dead Sea; while to-

wards the west it sinks down by an offset into a

range of lower hills, wliicli lie between it and the

great plain along the coast of the JMediterranean.

The surface of this upper region is everywhere

rocky, uneven, and mountainous; and is moreover

cut up by deep valleys which run east or west on

either side towards the Jordan or the Mediterra-

nean. The line of division, or water-shed, between

the waters of these valleys, — a term whicli here

applies almost exclusively to the waters of the rainy

season, — follows for the most part tlie height of

land along the ridge: yet not so but that the heads

of the valleys, which run off in different directions,

often interlap for a consideraUe distance. Thus,

for example, a valley which descends to the Jordan

often has its bead a mile or two westward of the

commencement of other valleys which run to the

western sea.

" From the great plain of Esdraelon onwards to-

wards the south, the mountainous country rises

gradually, forming the tract anciently known as

the mountains of Ephraim and Judah ; until in the

vicinity of Hebron it attains an elevation of nearly

3,000 Paris feet aliove the level of the !Mediterra-

nean Sea. Further north, on a line drawn from

the north end of the Dead Sea towards the true

west, the ridge has an elevation of only about 2,500

Paris feet; and here, close upon the water-shed,

lies the city of Jerusalem.

" Six or seven miles N. and N. W. of the city

is spread out the open plain or basin round about

el-Jib (Gibeon), extending also towards el-Biveh

(Beeroth); the waters of which flow off .at its S. E.

part through the deep valley here called by the

Arabs Wady Beit Ilamnn ; but to which the monks
and travellers have usually given the name of the

Valley of Turpentine, or of the Terebinth, on the

mistaken supposition that it is the ancient Valley

of Elah. This great valley passes along in a S. W.
direction an hour or more west of Jerusalem; and

that, if bored to its foundation, the wall would pre-

sent an unbroken face of solid masonry of nearly 1,000

feet long, and for a large portion of the distance more
than 150 feet in height ; in otlicr words, the length of

the Crystal Palace, and the height of the transept.

The wall, as it stands, with less than half that height

emerging from the ground, has .always been regarded

as a marvel. AVhat must it have been when entirely

exposed to view ? No wonder that prophets and
psalmists have rejoiced in the ' walls ' and ' bulwarks '

of the Temple, and that Tacitus should have described

it as mnili) amis constnictum.^' See also Journal of

Sareil Literature, p. 494 (January, 1868). 11.
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finally opens out from the mountains into the

]

western plain, at the distance of six or eight hours
'

S. W. from the city, under the name of Wady ex-

Sui-dr. The traveller, on his way from Ramleh to

Jerusalem, descends into and crosses this deep val-

ley at tlie village of KiiUmicli on its western side,

an hour and a half from the latter city. On a2;ain

reaching the high ground on its eastern side, he

enters upon an open tract sloping gradually down-

wards towards the south and east; and sees before

him, at the distance of a mile and a half, the walls

and domes of the Holy City, and beyond them

the higher ridge or summit of the Mount of Olives.

" The traveller now descends gradually towards

the city along a broad swell of groimd, having at
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some distance on his left the shallow northern part

of the Valley of Jehoshapliat: and close at hand

on his right the basin which forms the beginning

of the Valley of Himiom. Upon the broad and

elevated promontory within the fork of these two

valleys, lies the Holy City. All around are higher

hills; on the east, the Mount of Olives; on the

south, the Hill of Kvil Counsel, so called, rising

directly from the Vale of Hinnom; on the west,

the ground rises gently, as above described, to the

borders of the great Wady; while on the north, a

Ijend of the ridge connected with the Mount of

Olives bounds the prospect at the distance of more

than a mile. Towards the S. W. the view is some-

what more open ; for here lies the plain of Itephaim,

iiml,

// v#(/)i^

^MiiiH'ii> r
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I'lAN OF JeIvUS.U,EM.

1. jJIbioit Zion. 2. Moriah. 3. The Temple. 4. Antonia. 5. Probable site of Golgotha.
*

6. Ophel. 7. Bezetha. 8. Ckmch of the. Hnly Sepulchre. 9, 10. The Upper and

Lower I'ools of Gihon. 11. Earogel. 12. Pool of Hezekiah. 1.3. Fountain of tlu

Virgin. U. Siloam. 15. Bethesda. 16. Mount of Olives. 17. Gethsemane.
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already described, commencing just at the southern

brink of the Valley of Hinnom, and stretching off

S. W., where it runs to the western sea. In the

N. W., too, the eye reaches up along the upper

part of the Valley of Jehoshaphat ; and from many
points can discern the mosque of Nthij SinmcU,

situated on a lofty ridge beyond the great VVady,

at the distance of two hours " (Robinson's Biht.

lies. i. 258-200).

So much for the local and political relation of

Jerusalem to the country in general. To convey an

idea of its individual position, we may say roughly,

and with reference to the accompanying Plan, that

the city occupies the southern termination of a

table-land, which is cut off from the country round

it on its west, south, and east sides, by ravines

more than usually deep and precipitous. These

ravines leave the level of the table-land, the one on

the west and the other on the northeast of the

city, and fall rapidly until they form a junction

below its southeast corner. The eastern one— the

valley of the Kedron, commonly called the Valley

of Jehoshaphat, runs nearly straight from north to

south. But the western one— the Valley of Hin-

nom — runs south for a time and then takes a

sudden bend to the east until it meets the Valley

of Jehoshaphat, after which the two rush off as one

to the Dead Sea. How sudden is their descent

may be gathered from the fact, that the level at

the point of junction— about a mile and a quarter

from the starting-point of each — is more than GOO

feet below that of the upper plateau from which

they conmienced their descent. Thus, while on the

north there is no material difference between the

general level of the country outside the walls and

that of the highest parts of the city ; on the other

three sides, so steep is the fall of the ravines, so

trench-like their character, and so close do they

keep to the promontory, at whose feet they nm, as

to leave on the beholder almost the impression of

the ditch at the foot of a fortress, rather than of

valleys formed by nature.

The promontory thus encircled is itself divided

by a longitudinal ravine running up it from south

to north, rising gradually from the south like the

external ones, till at last it arrives at the level of

the u])per plateau, and dividing the central mass

into two unequal portions. Of these two, that on

the west— the " Upper City " of the Jews, — the

Mount Zion of modern tradition — is the higher

and more massive ; that on the east — Mount
Moriah, the " Akra " or " lower city " of J'osephus,

now occupied by the great Mohammedan sanctuary

with its mosques and domes— is at once considerably

lower and smaller, so that, to a spectator from the

south, the city appears to slope sharply towards the

east." This central valley, at about half-way up
its length, threw out a subordinate on its left or

west side, which apparently quitted it at about right

angles, and made its way up to the general level of

the groimd at the present Jaffa or Bethlehem gate.

We say ai)parently, because covered as the ground

now is, it is difficult to ascertain the point exactly.

Opinions differ as to whetlier the straight valley

north and south, or its southern half, with the

branch just spoken of, was the " Tyropoeon valley
"

of Josephus. The question will be examined in
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« The character of the ravines and the eastward

slope of the site are very well and very truthfully

shown in a view in ISartlett's IVa/t.';, entitled " Mount
Zion, Jerusalem, from the Hill of Evil Counsel."

Section IH. under the head of the Topography of

the Ancient City.

One more valley must be noted. It was on the

north of Moriah, and separated it from a hill on
which, in the time of Josephus, stood a suburb or

part of the city called Bezetha, or the New-town.

Part of this depression is still preserved in the large

reservoir with two arches, usually called the Pool

of Bethesda, near the St. Stephen's gate. It also

will be more explicitly spoken of in the examination

of the ancient topography.

This rough sketch of the terrain of Jerusalem

will enable the reader to appreciate the two great

advantages of its position. On the one hand, the

ravines which entrench it on the west, south, and

east— out of which, as has been said, the rocky

slopes of the city rise almost like the walls of a

fortress out of its ditches— must have rendered it

impregnable on those quarters to the warfare of the

old world. On the other hand, its junction with

the more level ground on its north and northwest

sides afforded an opportunity of expansion, of which

we know advantage was taken, and which gave it

remarkable superiority over other cities of Palestine,

and especially of Judah, which, though secure on

their hill-tops, were unable to expand beyond them
(Stanley, S. cf P. pp. 174, 175).

The heights of the principal- points in and round

the city, above the Jlediterranean Sea, as given by

Lt. Van de Velde in the Memoir * accompanying

his Map, 1858, are as follows:—
Feet.

N. "W. corner of the city {Aos;-7<(?Krf) 2,610
Mount Zion (Ccenaculuin) . 2,537

Mount Morinh (//«rame»/i-S//ec(0 2,429
Bridge over the Kedron, near Gethsemaue .... 2,281

Pool of Siloam 2,1U
Btr-Aiiuh, at the confluence of Hinnom and Kedron . 1,006

Mount of Olives, Church of Ascension on summit . 2,r24

From these figures it will be seen that the ridge

on which the western half of the city is built is

tolerably level from nortii to south ; that the eastern

hill is more than a hundred feet lower; and that

from the latter the descent to the floor of the valley

at its feet — the Bir-Ayub— is a drop of nearly

450 feet.

The Mount of Olives overtops even the highest

part of the city by rather more than 100 feet, and

the Temple-hill by no less than 300. Its northern

and southern outliers — the Viri Galiliei, Scopus,

and Mount of Offense — bend round slightly to-

wards the city, aiid give the effect of " standing

round aliout Jerusalem." Esjiecially would this be

the case to a worshipper in the Temple. " It is

true," says Professor Stanley, " that this image is

not realized, as most persons familiar with European

scenery would wish, and expect it to be realized.

. . . Any one facing .lerusalem westward, north-

ward, or southward will always see the city itself

on an elevation higher than the hills in its imme-

diate neighborhood, its towers and walls standing

out against the sky, and not against any high back-

ground, such as that which incloses the mountain

towns and villages of our own Cumljrian or West-

moreland valleys. Nor again is the plain on which

it stands inclosed by a continuous, though distant,

circle of mountains like Athens or Iimspruck. The

mountains in the neighborhood of Jerusalem are of

unequal height, and only in two or three instances

6 A table of levels, differing somewhat from those

of Lt. Van de Velde, wiU be found in Barclay's City

of the Great King, pp. 103, 104.
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— Neby-Sanmil, er-Rnni, and Tiileil el- Fid —
rising to any considerable elevation. Still they act

as a shelter; they must be surmounted before the

traveller can see, or the invader attack, the Holy

City: and the distant line of JMoab would always

seem to rise as a wall against invaders from the

remote east." It is these mountains, expressly in-

cluding those beyond the Jordan, which are men-

tioned as ' standing round about Jerusalem ' in

another and more terrible sense, when, on the night

of the assault of Jerusalem by the Roman armies,

they ' echoed hack ' the screams of the inhabitants

of the captured city, and the victorious shouts of

the soldiers of 'I'itus. The situation of Jerusalem

was thus not unlike, on a small scale, to that of

Rome, saving the great difference that Rome was

in a well-watered plain, leading direct to the sea,

whereas Jerusalem was on a liare table-land, in the

heart of the country. But each was situated on

its own cluster of steep hills; each had room for

future expansion in the surrounding level; each,

too, had its nearer and its more remote bairiers of

protecting hills— Rome its Janiculum hard by, and

its Apeimine and Alban mountains in the distance;

Jerusalem its Olivet hard by, and, on the outposts

of its plain, jMizpeh, Gibeon, and Ramah. and the

ridge which divides it from Bethlehem" (S. if P.

pp. 174, 17.5).

* This may be the best place for stating some
of the results of ('apt. \VUson"s measurements by

levels for determining the distance of Jei'usalem

from various other places, and its altitude above

the Mediterranean and the Dead Sea. The repre-

sentations on this suliject, founded on reckoninirs by

time, are more or less inaccurate. The following

abridged table presents the observations most im-

portant for our purpose. It should be premised that

the line adopted by the engineers begins at Jaffa

(Joppa) and runs through or near by Lud ([>ydda),

Jimzu ((Jinizo), Birfikeya, Kl-Jib (Gibeon), Beif-ur

(Beth-Horon), .Jerusalem, Bethany, and then to the

neighborhood of .Tericho, where turning to the right

it crosses the jilain to the Dead Sea. Fifty-five

bench-marks, on rocks or other permanent objects,

were made along the route, which must be of great

service to future explorers. The line of the levels

appears to be the most direct one practicable be-

tween the two limits :
—
Distance in

Place. Miles and Links. Altitude.

Jaffa 0000 3.800

Yazur 3 765(5 8.5.40.5

Beit-Dejiim .... 5 5843 91.435

Lydda 11 5922 164.770

Jimzu 14 5194 411.605

Mount Scopus ... 37 6345 2.715.795

Mount Olivet ... 39 0236 2,623.790

Summit of Olivet . . 39 1721 2,662.500

Bethany 40 2409 2.281. 825

Well of the Apostles . 41 6063 1,519.615

Khan Uadhur ... 48 5296 870.590

Old Aqueduct ... 52 5174 89.715

Dead Sea 62 2965 1,292.135

a * Mr. Tristram states that Nebo, one of the sum-
mits of this Moab range, is distinctly visible from the

roof of the English Church at Jerusalem, and that

with suitable glasses the buildings of Jerusalem can

be seen from Nedo (Laiul of IsraH, p. 542, 2d ed.).

The appearance of these mountains as seen from Jeru-

salem stretching like a curtain along the eastern

horizon is very unique and impressive. Every one

Irhc has visited the holy city will recognize Stanley's de-
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' It thus appears that the highest pouit of eleva-

tion between the two seas — 2,715 feet— occurs

on Mount Scopus, just north of Jerusalem. The
height from tlie top of the cairn on Scopus is 2,724

feet. The level of the Mediterranean is crossed

3| miles beyond Khan Iladliuv ; and the figures

against the two last stations represent the de-

jiression below the level of the Mediten'anean.

The jjarty reached the Dead Sea on the 12th of

March, 1865. It is known that this sea is liable

to be, on the average, six feet lower, a few weeks

later in the season ; and hence the lowest depression

of the surface would be 1,298 feet. According to

the soundings by Lieut. Vignes of the French Navy,
the maximum (kpth of the Dead Sea is 1,148 feet,

making the depression of the bottom_ 2,440 feet

lielow the level of the Mediterranean. " The sound-

ing in the Mediterranean, midway between Malta
and Candia, by Capt. Spratt, gave a depth of 13,020

feet, or a depression of the bottom five times greater

than that of the bottom of the Dead Sea" {Ord-
nance Survey of Jerusalem, pp. 20-23, Lond.

18G5). It should be stated that a line of levels was
also carried from Jerusalem to Solomon's Pools.

The level at the .JafTa srate on the west side of the

city was found to lie 2,.528 feet below the Mediter-

ranean; near !Mar Flyas, 2,GIG; at Rachel's tomb,

2,478; at the Castle near Solomon's Pools, 2,G24|;

near the upper Pool, 2,016, and the lower Pool,

2,513f. {Survey, p. 88.) H.

lioiids. — There appear to have been but two
main approaches to the city. 1. From the Jordan

Valley by Jericho and the Mount of Olives. This

was the route counnonly taken from the north and
east of the country— as from Galilee by our Lord

(Luke xvii. 11, xviii. 35, xix. 1, 29, 45, &c. ), from

Damascus by Pompey (Joseph. Anf. xiv. 3, § 4;

4, § 1), to Mahanaim by David (2 Sam. xv., xvi.).

It was also the route from places in the central dis-

tricts of the country, as Samaria (2 ( 'hr. xxviii. 15).

The latter part of the approach, o^•er the ]\Iount

of Olives, as generally followed at the present day,

is identical with what it was, at least in one mem-
oral)le instance, in the time of Christ. .V path

there is over the crown of the hill, but the common
route still runs more to the south, round the

shoulder of the principal summit (see S. (]'• P. p. 193 ).

In the later times of Jerusalem, this road crossed

the valley of the Kedron by a bridge or viaduct on
a double series of arches, and entered the Temple

by the ?ate Susan. (See the quotations from the

Talmud in Otho, Lex. Hal). 2G5; and Barclay, pp.

102, 282.) The insecure state of the .Jordan Valley

has thrown this route very nuich into disuse, and has

diverted the traffic from the north to a road along

the central ridge of the country. 2. From the

great maritime plain of Philistia and Sharon. This

road led by the two Beth-horons up to the high

ground at (iibeon, whence it turned south, and
came to .Jerusalem liy Ramah and Gibeah, and over

the ridge north of the city. This is still the route

by which the heavy traffic is carried, though a

scription of the view as not less just than beautiful

:

" From almost every point, there is visible that long

purple wall, rising out of its unfathomable depths, to

us even more interesting th.an to the old Jebusitcs or

Israelites. They knew the tribes who lived there
;

they had once dwelt there themselves. But to the

inhabitants of modern Jerusalem, of whom compara-

tively few have ever visited the other side of the

Jordan, it is the end of the world, — and to them, U
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shorter but more precipitous road is usually taken

by travellers between Jerusalem and Jaft'a. In

tracing the annals we shall find that it was the

route by which large bodies, such as armies, always

approached the city, whether from Gaza on the

south, or from (^^fesarea and I'tolemais on the north.

3. The conununication with the mountainous dis-

tricts of the south is less distinct. Even Hebron,

after the establishment of the monarchy at Jeru-

salem, was hardly of importance enough to main-

tain any considerable amount of conununication,

and only in the wars of the JIaccabees do we hear

of any military operations in that region.

The roads out of Jerusalem were a special sub-

ject of Solomon's care. He paved them with black

gtone— probably the basalt of the trans-Jordanic

districts (.Joseph. Ant. viii. 7, § 4).

OVt/(-.s-. — The situation of the various gates of

the city is examined in Section III. It may, how-

ever, |je desirable to supply here a complete list of

those which are named in the Bible and Josephus,

with the references to their occurrences :
—

1. Gate of Ephraim. 2 Chr. xxv. 23 ; Neh. viii.

16, xii. 39. This is probably the same as the—
2. (iate of Benjamin. Jer. xx. 2, xxxvii. 13;

Zecli. xi\-. 10. If so, it was 400 cubits distant

from the—
3. Corner Gate. 2 Chr. xxv. 23, xxvi. 9 ; Jer.

xxxi. 38; Zech. xiv. 10.

4. (Jate of Joshua, governor of the city. 2 K.

xxiii. 8.

5. Gate between the two walls. 2 K. xxv. 4;

Jer. xxxix. 4.

6. Horse Gate. Neh. iii. 28; 2 Chr. xxiii. 15;

Jer. xxxi. 40.

7. liavine Gate (i. e. opening on ravine of Hin-

nom). 2 Chr. xxvi. 9; Neh. ii. 13, 15, iii. 13.

8. Fish Gate. 2 Chr. xxxiii. 14; Neh. iii. 3;

Zeph. i. 10.

9. Dung Gate. Neh. ii. 13, iii. 13.

10. Sheep Gate. Neh. iii. 1, 32, xii. 39.

11. East Gate. Neh. iii. 29.

12. Miphkad. Neh. iii. 31.

13. Fountain Gate (Siloam ?). Neh. xii. 37.

14. Water Gate. Neh. xii. 37.

15. Old Gate. Neh. xii. 39.

16. Prison Gate. Neh. xii. 39.

17. Gate Harsith (perhaps the Sun ; A. V. East

Gate). Jer. xix. 2.

18. First Gate. Zech. xiv. 10.

19. Gate Gennath (gardens). Joseph. B. J. v.

4, § 4.

20. Essenes' Gate. Joseph. B. J. 4, § 2.

To these should be added the following gates of

the Temple:

Gate Sur. 2 K. xi. 6. Called also —
Gate of Foundation. 2 Chr. xxiii. 5.

Gate of the Guard, or behind the guard. 2 K.

xi. 6, 19. Called the—
High Gate. 2 Chr. xxiii. 20, xxvii. 3 ; 2 K. xv. 35.

Gate Shallecheth. 1 Chr. xxvi. IG.

Burial-Groumh. — The main cemetery of the

city seems from an early date to have been where

it is still— on the steep slopes of the valley of the

us, these mountains almost have the effect of a distant

view of tlie sea; the hues constiintly changing, this

' or that precipitous roclc coming out clear in the morn-
ing or evening shade — there, tlie form dimly shad-

owed out by surrounding valleys of what may possibly

be Pisgah ; here the point of Kerak, the capital of

Moab and fortress of the Crusaders — and then at
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Kidron. Here it was that the fragments of the

idol abominations, destroyed by Josiah, were cast

on the "graves of the children of the people" (2

K. xxiii. 6), and the valley was always the recepta-

cle for impurities of all kinds. There Maachah's

idol was burnt by Asa (I K. xv. 13); there, accord-

ing to Josephus, Athaliah was executed ; and there

the " filthiness " accumulated in the sanctuary, by

the false-worship of Ahaz, was discharged (2 Chr.

xxix. 5, 16). But in addition to this, and although

there is only a slight allusion in the Bible to the

fact (Jer. vii. 32), many of the tombs now existing

in the face of the ravine of Hinnom, on the south

of the city, must be as old as Biblical times — and

if so, show that this was also used as a cemetery.

The monumertt of Ananus the high-priest (Joseph

B. J. V. 12, § 2) would seem to have been in this

direction.

The tombs of the kings were in the city of David,

that is. Mount Zion, which, as will be shown in the

concluding section [III.] of this article, was an

eminence on the northern part of Mount Moriah.

[See opposite view in § IV. Amer. ed ] The royal

sepulchres were probably chambers containing sep-

arate recesses for the successive kings. [Tombs.]

Of some of the kings it is recorded that, not being

thonglit worthy of a resting-place there, they were

buried in separate or private tomljs in Jlount Zion

(2 Chr. xxi. 20, xxiv. 25; 2 K. xv. 7). Ahaz was

not admitted to Zion at all, but was buried in

Jerusalem (2 Chr. xxviii. 27). Otiier spots also

were used for burial. Somewhere to the north of

the Temple, and not far from the wall, was the

monimient of king Alexander (Joseph. B. J. v. 7, §

3). Near the northwest corner of the city was the

monument of John the high-priest (.Joseph, v. 6, §

2, &c.),. and to the northea.st the " momnnent of the

Fuller " (Joseph. B. J. v. 4, § 2). On the north, too,

were the monuments of Herod (v. 3, § 2) and of

queen Helena (v. 2, § 2, 3, § 3), the former close

to the " Serpent's Pool."

Wood ; Gardens. — We ha\e very little evidence

as to the amount of wood and of cultivation that

existed in the neighliorhood of .Jerusalem. The
king's gardens of David and Solomon seem to have

been in the bottom formed by the confluence of the

Kedron and Hinnom (Neh. iii. 15; Joseph. Ant.

vii. 14, § 4, ix. 10, § 4). The Moitnt of Olives, as

its name and thosfe of various places upon it seem

to imply, was a fruitful spot. At its foot was

situated the Garden of Gethsemane. At the time

of the final siege, the space north of the wall of

Agrippa was covered with gardens, groves, and

plantations of fruit-trees, inclosed by hedges and

walls; and to level these was one of Titus's first

operations {B. J. v. 3, § 2). We know that the

gate Gennath {i. e. "of gardens") opened on this

side of the city {B. J. v. 4, § 2). The Valley of

Hinnom was in Jerome's time "a pleasant and

woody spot, full of delightful g.ardens watered from

the fountain of Siloah " (Comin. in .lev. vii. 30).

In the Talmud mention is made of a certain rose-

garden outside the city, which was of great fame,

but no clew is given to its situation (Otho, Lex.

times all wrapt in deep haze — the mountains over-

hanging the valley of the shadow of death, and all the

more striking from their contrast with the gray or

green colors of the hills and streets and walls through

which you catch the gUmpse of them." (6'. If P.

p. 1G6, .\mer. ed.) • H.
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i?a6. 266). [Garden.] The sieges of Jerusalem

were too frequent during its later history to admit

of any considerable growth of wood near it, even if

the thin soil, which covers the rocky substratum,

would allow of it. And the scarcity of earth again

necessitated tlie cutting down of all the trees that

could be found for the banks and mounds, with

which the ancient sieges were conducted. This is

expressly said in the accounts of the sieges of

I'ompey and Titus. In the latter case the country

was swept of its timber for a distance of eight or

nine miles from the city {B. J. vi. 8, § 1, &c.).

Water. — Ilow the gardens just mentioned on

the north of the city were watered it is difficult to

understand, since at present no water exists in that

direction. At the time of the siege (.Joseph. B. .J. v.

3, § 2) there wa-s a reservoir in that neighborhood

called the Serpent's Pool ; Ijut it has not been dis-

covered in modern times. The subject of the waters

is more particularly discussed in the third section,

and reasons are shown for believing that at one

time a very copious source existed somewhere north

of the town, the outflow of which was stopped—
possilily by Hezekiah, and the water led under-

ground to reservoirs in the city and below the

Temple. From these reservoirs the overflow escaped

to the so-called Fount of the Virgin, and thence to

Silciam, and possibly to the Bir-Ayub, or " Well

of Nehemiah." This source would seem to have

been, and to be still the only sprinr/ in the city—
but it was always provided with private and public

cisterns. Some of the latter still remain. Outside

the walls the two on the west side {Birket ManiUln,

and Birket es-Sultan), generally known as the

upper and lower reservoirs of (Jihon,- the small

"pool of Siloam," with the larger B. cl-Hamra

close adjoininii, and the B. Ilammum Sitii Mm-yam,
close to the St. Stephen's Gate. Inside are the so-

called Pool of Hezekiah (5. el-Bctrnk), near the

Jaffa gate, which receives the surplus water of the

Birket Mmnilln ; and the B. Israil on the opposite

side of the city, close to the St. Stephen's (iate,

commonly known as the Pool of Bethesda. These

two reservoirs are probalily the Pools of Amygdalon
and Struthius of Josephus, respectively. Dr. Bar-

clay has discovered another reservoir below the

^fekemeh in the low part of the city— the Tyro-

pceon valley— west of the Ilaram, supplied by the

aqueduct from Bethlehem and " Solomon's Pools."

It is impossible within the limits of the present

article to enter more at length into the subject of

the waters. The reader is referred to the chapters

on the subject in Barclay's City of the Great King
(x. and xviii.), and Williams's Holy City; also to

the articles Kidkon; Siloam; Pool.
Streets, Houses, etc. — Of the nature of these

in the ancient city we have only the most scattered

notices. The " I'^ast Street" (2 Chr. xxix. 4); the

"street of the city"

—

i. e. the city of David

(xxxii. 0) ; the " street facing the water gate " (Xeh.

viii. 1, 3) — or, according to the parallel account

in 1 Esdr. ix. 38, the " broad place {evpvx<>>pov)

of the Temple towards the east; " the street of the

house of God (Ezr. x. 9); the street of the gate of

Ephraini " (Neh. viii. 16); and the "open place

of the first gate towards the east " must have been

not " streets " in our sense of the word, so much
IS the open spaces found in eastern towns round

a The writer was there in September, and the

aspect above described left an ineffaceable impression

on him.
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the inside of the gates. This is evident, not ocjy
from the word used, Rediob, which has the force

of breadth or room, but also from the nature of the

occurrences related in each case. The same places

are intended in Zech. viii. 5. Streets, properly so

called {Chvizotli), there were (.Jer. v. 1, xi. 13, &c.),

but the name of only one, " the Bakers' Street

"

(.Jer. xxxvii. 21), is preserved to us. This is con-

jectured, from the names, to have been near the

Tower of Ovens (Neh. xii. 38; " furnaces " is incor-

rect). A notice of streets of this kind in the 3d
century b. c. is preserved by Aristeas (see p. 1292).

At the time of the destruction by Titus the low

part of the city was filled with narrow lanes, con-

taining the Iiazaars of the town, and when the

breach was made in the second wall it was at the

spot where the cloth, brass, and wool bazaars

abutted on the wall.

To the houses we have e\en less clew, but there

is no reason to suppose that in either houses or

streets the ancient Jerusalem differed very materially

from the modem. No doubt the ancient city did not

exhibit that air of mouldering dilapidation which
is now so prominent there — that goaty look which
gives its houses the appearance of " having been

burnt down many centuries ago" (Richardson, in

S.
(.f

P. p. 183), and which, as it is characteristic of

so many eastern towns, must be ascribed to Turkish

neglect. In another respect too, the modern city

must present a different aspect from the ancient—
the dull monotony of color which, at least during a

part of the year," pervades the slopes of the hills

and ravines outside the walls. Not only is this the

case on the west, where the city does not relieve

the view, Init also on the south. A dull, leaden,

ashy hue overspreads all. No doubt this is due,

wholly or in part, to the enormous quantities of

debiis of stone and mortar which have been shot

over the precipices after the numerous demolitions

of the city. The whole of the slopes south of the

Haram area (the ancient Ophel), and the modern
Zion, and the west side of the Valley of Jehoshaphat,

esiiecially near the St. Stephen's Gate, are covered

with these debris, lying as soft and loose as the day

they were poured over, and presenting the appear-

ance of gigantic mounds of rubbish.

In this point at least the ancient city stood in

favorable contrast with the modern, but in many
others the resemblance must have been strong. The
nature of the site compels the walls in many places

to retain their old positions, 'i'he southern part

of the summit of the Upper City and the slopes of

Ophel are now bare, where previous to the final

sieue they were covered with houses, and the North

Wall has retired very much south of where it then

stood ; but, on the other liand, the West and East,

and the western corner of the North Wall, are what

they always were. And the look of the walls and

gates, especially the Jaffa Gate, with the " Citadel

"

adjoining, and the Damascus Gate, is proliably

hardly changed from what it was. True, the min-

arets, domes, and spires, which give such a variety

to the modern town, must have been absent; but

their place was supplied by the four great towers

at the northwest part of the wall; by the upper

stories and turrets of Herod's jialace, the palace of

the Asmoneans, and the other puljlic buildings;

while the lofty fortress of Antonia, towering far

above every building within the city,* and itself

6 " Conspicuo fastigio turris Antonia " (Tac. Hist

V. 11).
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surmounted by the keep on its southeast corner,

must have formed a feature in the view not

altogether unlike (though more prominent than)

the " (Jitadel " of tlie modern town. Tlie ilat roofs

and the absence of windows, which give an eastern

city so startling an appearance to a western trav-

eller, must have existed then as now.

But the greatest resemblance must have been on

the southeast side, towards the Mount of Olives.

Though there can be no doulit (see below, Sec-

tion HI. p. 1314) that the In^'losure is now n)uch

larger than it was, yet the precinct of the //urnm

es-Shei-if, with its domes i.nd sacred buildings,

some of them clinging to the very spot formerly

occupied by the Temple, must preserve what we

may call the personal identity of this quarter of the

city, but little changed in its general features from

what it was when the Temple stood there. Nay,

more: in the substructions of the inclosure— those

massive and venerable walls, which once to see is

never to forget— is the very masonry itself, its lower

courses undisturbed, which was laid there by Herod

the Great, and by Agrippa, possibly even by still

older builders.

Environs of the City. — The various spots in the

neighborhoocl of the city will be described at length

under their own names, and to them the reader is

accordingly referred. See En-rogel; Hinnom;
Kidhon; Olives, Mount of, etc., etc.

II. The Annals of the City.

In considering the annals of the city of Jerusalem,

nothing strikes one so forcibly as the nimiber and

severity of the sieges which it underwent. We
catch our earliest glimpse of it in tl»e brief notice

of the 1st chapter of Judges, which describes how
the " children of Judah smote it with the edge of

the sword, and set the city on fire;" and almost

the latest mention of it in the New Testament is

contained in the solemn warnings in which Christ

foretold how Jerusalem should be " compassed with

armies" (Luke xxi. 20), and the al)oniination of

desolation be seen standing in the Holy Place (Matt.

xxiv. 15). In the fifteen centuries which elapsed

between those two points the city was besieged no

fewer than seventeen times ; twice it was razed to

the ground ; and on two other occasions its walls

were levelled. In this respect it stands without a

parallel in any city ancient or modern. The fact

is one of great significance. The number of the

sieges testifies to the importance of the town as a

key to the whole country, and as the depositary of

the accumulated treasures of tlie Temple, no less

forcibly than do the severity of the contests and

their protracted length to the difficulties of the

position, and the olistinate enthusiasm of the Jewish

people. At the same time the details of these

operations, scanty as they are, throw considerable

light on the difficult topography of the jjlaee ; and
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n AccorJing to Josephus, they did not attack Jeru-

salem till after tliey had taken many other towns —
Tr^et'oTa? Te Aa(36i'TC5, iiroKLOpKovv 'I.

b See this noticed and contrasted with the situation

of the villages in other parts by I'rof. Stanley {S. !f P.

161, 577, &c.).

c About half way through the period of the Judges
— i.e. cir. B.C. 1320— occurred an invasion of the

territory of the Ilittites (Khatti) by Sethee I. king of

Egypt, and the capture of the capital city, Ketesh, in

ihe land of Amar. This would not have been noticed

here, had not Ketesh been by some writers identified

with Jerusalem (Osborn, EviP'-, /'f Testimony, etc.
;

81

on the whole they are in every way so characteristic,

that it has seemed not i^nfit to use them as far as

possible as a frame-work for the following rapid

sketch of the history of the city.

The first siege appears to have taken place almost

immediately after the death of Joshua (cir. 1400

B. c). Judah and Simeon had been ordered by

the divine oracle at Shiloh or Shechem to com-
mence the task of actual possession of the portions

distributed by Joshua. As tliey travei'sed the

region south of these they encountered a large force

of Canaanites at Bezek. These they dispersed, took

prisoner Adoni-bezek, a ferocious petty chieftain,

who was the terror of the country, and swejit on

their southward road. Jerusalem was soon reached."

It was e\'idently too important, and also too near

the actual limits of Judah, to be passed by. " They
fought against it and took it, and smote it with

the edge of the sword, and set the city on fire
"

(Judg. i. 8). To this brief notice Josephus (^1??^

V. 2, § 2) makes a material addition. He tells us

that the siege lasted some time {ahv xp^''';'^'
t^'^t

the part which was taken at last, and in which the

slaughter was made, was the lower city ; but that

the upper city was so strong, " by reason of its

walls and also of the nature of the place," that they

relinquished the attempt and mo\-ed oft" to Hebron
(Ant. V. 2, § 2-3). These few vahialile words of the

old Jewish historian reveal one of those topograph-

ical peculiarities of the place — the possession of an

upper as well as a lower city — which differenced

it so remarkably from the other towns of Palestine

— which enabled it to survive so many sieges and

partial destructions, and which in the former section

we have endeavored to explain. It is not to be

wondered at that these characteristics, which must

have been impressed with peculiar force on the

mind of Josephus during the destruction of Jeru-

salem, of which he had only lately been a witness,

should have recui'red to him when writing the

account of the earlier sieges.*

As long as the upper city remained in the hands

of the Jebusites they practically had possession of

the whole— and a Jebusite city in fact it remained

for a long period after this. The Benjamites fol-

lowed the men of Judah to Jerusalem, but with no

better result — " They could not drive out the

Jebusites, but the Jebusites dwelt with the children

of Benjamin in Jerusalem unto this day" (Judg. i.

21). At the time of the sad story of the Levite

(Judg. xix.)— which the mention of Phinehas (xx.
*

28) fixes as early in the period of the Judges —
Benjamin can hardly ha\'e had even so much foot-

ing as the passage just quoted would indicate; for

the Levite refuses to enter it, not becau-;e it was

hostile, but because it was " the city of a stranger,

and not of Israel." And this lasted during the

whole period of the Judges, the reign of Saul, and

the reim of David at Hebron.<-" Owing to several

also Williams in Dirt, of Geogr. ii. 23, 24). The
grounds of the identification are (1) the apparent

afHnity of the name (which they read Chadash) with

the Greek KaSvxi?, the modern Arabic tt-Kiirls, and
the Syriac Kadallm : (2) the affinity of Amar with

Amorites
; (3) a likeness between the form and situa-

tion of the city, as shown in a rude sketch in the

Egyptian I'ecords, and that of Jerusalem. But on

closer examination these correspondences vanish.

Egyptian scholars are now agreed that Jeru.salem is

much too far south to suit the reriuircmeuts 6f th«

rest of the campaign, and that Ketesh survives in

Kedes, a name discovered by Robinson b itached to i
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circumstances— the residence of the Ark at Shiloh

— Saul's connection with Gibeah, and David's with

Zilslag and Hebron— the disunion of Benjamin

and Judah, symbolized by Saul's persecution of

David— the tide of aff'airs was drawn northwards

and southwards, and Jerusalem, with the places

adjacent, was left in possession of the Jebusites.

But as soon as a man was found to assume the rule

over all Israel both north and south, so soon was it

necessary that the seat of government should be

moved from the remote Hebron nearer to the cen-
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tre of the country, and the choice of David at oiic«

fell on the city of the Jebusites.

David advanced to the siege at the head of the

men-of-war of all the tribes who had come to He
bron " to turn the kingdom of Saul to him." They
are stated as 280,000 men, choice warriors of the

flower of Israel (1 Chr. xii. '2.3-.39). No doubt

they approached the city from the south. The
ravine of the Kedron, the valley of Hinnom, the

hills south and southeast of the town, the uplands

on the west must have swarmed with these hardy

Jerusalem.

East Comer of the South Wall, and the Mount of Oliyes from the S. W.

v.'vviors. As before, the lower city was imme-

diately taken— and as before, the citadel held out

(Joseph. Ant. vii. -3, § 1). The undaunted Jebusites,

lake and island on the Orontes between Rihteh and

Hums, and still showing traces of extensive artificial

works. Nor does the agreement between the repre-

sentation in the records and the site of Jerusalem fare

better. For the stream, which was supposed to repre-

sent the ravines of Jerusalem — the nearest point of

the resemblance — contained at Ketesh water enough

to drown several persons (Brugsch, Gru^r. Inschrift.

W. 21', &c.).

a The passage ' which forms the latter clause of 2

Sam. V. 8 is generally taken to mean that the blind

and the lame were excluded from the Temple. But

believing in the impregnability of their fortress,

mannetl the battlements "with lame and blind.""

But they little understood the temper of the king

where is the proof that this was the fact? On one
occasion at least we know that " the blind and the

lame ' came to Christ in the Temple, and he healed

them (Matt. xxi. 14). And indeed what had the Tem-
ple, which was not founded till long after this, to do

with the matter ? The explanation — which is in

accordance with the accentuation of the Masorets,

and for which the writer is indebted to the kindness

of the Rev. J. J. S. Perowne— would .seem to be that

it was a proverb used in future with regard to any
impregnable fortress — " The blind and the lame are

there ; let him enter the place if he can."' [IIjtter.'
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or of those he commanded. David's anger was

thoroughly roused b}' the insult (opyiardeis, -Toseph. ),

and he at once proclaimed to his host that the first

man who would scale the rooky side of the fortress

and kill a Jebusite should be made chief captain of

the host. A crowd of warriors {navTes, Joseph.),

rushed forward to the attempt, but Joab's superior

agility gained him tlie day,« and the citadel, the

fastness of Zion, was taken (cir. 1046 h. c). It

is the first time that that memorable name appears

in the history.

David at once proceeded to secure himself in his

new acquisition. He inclosed the whole of the

city with a wall, and connected it with the citadel.

In the latter lie took up his own quarters, and the

Zion of the Jebusites became " the city of David." ''

[Zion; Millo.] The rest of the town was left

to the more immediate care of the new captain of

the host.

The sensation caused by the fall of this impreg-

nable fortress must have been enormous. It

reached even to the distant Tyre, and before long

an'embassy arrived from Hiram, the king of Phoe-

nicia, with the characteristic offerings of artificers

and materials to erect a palace for David in his

new abode. The palace was built, and occupied

by the fresh establishment of wives and concubines

which David acquired. Two attempts were made
— the one by the Philistines alone ('2 Sam. v. 17-

21; 1 Chr. xiv. 8-12), the other by the Philistines,

with all Syria and Phoenicia (.Toseph. AiiL vii. 4,

§ 1 ; 2 Sam. v. 22-25 ) — to attack David in his new
situation, but they did ncft affect the city, and the

actions were fought in the "Valley of Giants,"

apparently north of Jerusalem, near Gibeah or

Gibeon. The arrival of the Ark, however, was an

event of great importance. The old Taliernacle of

Bezaleel and Aholiab being now pitched on the

height of Gibeon, a new tent had been spread by

David in the fortress for the reception of the Ark;

and here, " in its place," it was deposited with the

most impressive ceremonies, and Zion became at

once the great sanctuary of the nation. It now
perhaps acquired the name of Beth ha-Har, the

" house of the mount," of which we cafcli a glimpse

in the LXX. addition to 2 Sam. xv. 24. In this

tent the Ark remained, except for its short flight to

the foot of the Mount of Olives with David (xv.

*'4-2!)), luitil it was removed to its permanent rest-

ing-place in the Temple of Solomon.

In the fortress of Zion, too, was the sepulchre

of David, which became also that of most of his

successors.

The only works of ornament whicli we can as-

cribe to David are the ''royal gardens," as they

are called by Josephus, which appear to have been

formed by him in the level space southeast of the

city, formed by the confluence of the valleys of

Kedron and Hinnom, screened from the sun during

part of the day by the shoulders of the inclosing

mountains, and irrigated by the well '.It/* Ai/ii/>,

which still appears to retain the name of Joab

(Joseph. Ant. vii. 14, § 4; ix. 10, § 4).

Until the time of Solomon we hear of no addi-

tions to the city. His three great works were the

Temple, with its east wall and cloister (Joseph. B. J.

V. 5, § 1), his own Palace, and the Wall of Jeru-
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o A romantic legend is preserved in the MiiJrash

Tehiltim, on Ps. xviii. 29, of the stratagem by which
Joab succeeded in reaching the top of the wall. (See

Vt quoted in Eisenmenger. i. 476, 477.)

salem. The two former will be best described

elsewhere. [Palace; Sct-^OMON; Temple.] Of
the last there is an interesting notice in Josephus

{Ant. viii. 2, § 1; 6, § 1), from which it appears

that David's wall was a mere rampart without

towers, and only of moderate strength and height.

One of the first acts of the new king was to make
the walls larger — probably extend them round

some outlying parts of the city — and strengthen

tliem (1 K. iii. 1, with the e.fpl.anation of Josephus,

viii. 2, § 1). But on the completion of the Temple

he again turned his attention to the walls, and lioth

increased their height, and constructed very large

towers along them (ix. 15, and Joseph. Ant. viii. 6,

§ 1). Another work of his in Jerusalem was the

repair or fortification of Millo, whatever that strange

term may signify (1 K. ix. 15, 24). It was in the

works at Millo and the city of David— it is un-

certain whether the latter consisted of stopping

breaches (as in A. V. ) or filling a ditch round the

fortress (the Vulg. and others)— that Jeroboam

first came under the notice of Solomon (1 K. xi.

27). Another was a palace for his Egyptian queen
— of the situation of which all we know is that it

w.as not in the city of David (1 K. vii. 8, ix. 24,

with the addition in 2 Chr. viii. 11). But there

must have been much besides these to fill up the

measure of " all that Solomon desired to build in

Jerusalem " (2 Chr. viii. 0) — the vast Harem for

his 700 wives and 300 concubines, and their estab-

lishment —• the colleges for the priests of the \'ari-

ous religions of these women — the staljles for the

1,400 chariots and 12,000 riding horses. Outside

the city, probably on the Mount of Olives, there

remained, down to the latest times of ttie monarchy

(2 K. xxiii. 13), the fanes which he had erected for

the worship of foreign gods (1 K. xi. 7), and which

have still left their name clinging to the " Mount
of Offense."

His care of the roads leading to the city is the

subject "of a special panegyric from Josephus {Ant.

viii. 7, § 4). They were, as before observed, paved

with black stone, probably the hard basalt from the

region of Argob, on the east of Jordan, where he

had a special resident officer.

As long as Solomon lived, the visits of foreign

powers to Jerusalem were those of courtesy and

amity; but with his death this was changed. A
city, in the palaces of which all the vessels were of

piu-e gold, where spices, precious stones, rare woods,

curious animals, were accumulated in the greatest

profusion ; where silver was no more valued than

the stones of the street, and considered too mean
a material for the commonest of the royal purposes

— such a city, governed by such a faineitnt prince

as Kehoboani, was too tempting a prey for the sur-

rounding kings. He had only been on the throne

four years (cir. 970 b. c. ) before Shishak, king of

Egypt, invaded Judah with an enormous host, took

the fortified places and advanced to the capital.

Jerusalem was crowded with the chief men of the

realm who had taken refuge there (2 Chr. xii. 5),

but Rehoboam did not attempt resistance. He
opened his gates, apparently on a promise from

Shishak that he would not pillage (.Joseph. Ant.

viii. 10, § 3). However, tlie promise was not kept,

the treasures of the Temple and palace were car-

ried off; and special mention is made of the golden

ft In the N. T. " the city of David " means B«th.

lehem.
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bucklers (^5^), which were hung by Solomon in

the house of the forest of Lebanon (1 K. xiv. 25

;

a Chr. xii. 9; comp. 1 K. x. 17).«

Jerusalem was again threatened in the reij^n of

Asa (grandson of liehoboam), when Zerah the

Cushite, or king of Ethiopia (Joseph. Ant. viii.

12, § 1 ),
probably incited by the success of Shishak,

invaded the country with an enormous horde of fol-

lowers (2 Chr. xiv. 9 ). He came by the road through

the low country of Pbilistia, where his chariots

could find le\el ground. But Asa was more faith-

ful and more valiant than liehoboam had been.

He did not remain to be blockaded in Jerusalem,

but went forth and met the enemy at INIareshah,

and repulsed him with great slaughter (cir. QH)).

The consequence of this victory was a great refor-

mation extending throughout the kingdom, but

most demonstrative at Jerusalem. A vast assembly

of the men of Judah and Benjamin, of Simeon,

even of Ephraim and JNIanasseh— now " strangers "

(D''"13)— was gathered at Jemsalem. Enormous

sacrifices were offered ; a prodigious enthusiasm

seized the crowded city, and amidst the clamor of

trumpets and shouting, oaths of loyalty to Jehovah

were exchanged, and threats of instant death de-

nounced on all who should forsake His service.

The altar of Jehovah in front of the porch of the

Temple, which had fallen into decay, was rebuilt ; the

horrid idol of the queen-mother— the mysterious

Asherah, doubtless an abomination of the Syrian

worship of her grandmother — was torn down,

ground to powder, and burnt in the ravine of the

Kedron. At the same time the vessels of the

Temple, which had been plundered by Shishak,

were replaced from the spoil taken by Abijah from

Ephraim, and by Asa himself from the Cushites

(2 Chr. XV. 8-19; 1 K. xv. 12-15). This pros-

perity lasted for more than ten years, but at the

end of that interval the Temple was once more

despoiled, and the treasures so lately dedicated to

Jehovah were sent by Asa, who had himself dedi-

cated them, as bribes to Ben-hadad at Damascus,

where they probably enriched the temple of Kim-

mon (2 {'hr. xvi. 2, 3; 1 K. xv. 18). Asa was

buried in a tomb excavated by himself in the royal

sej)ulchres in the citadel.

The reign of his son Jehoshaphat, though of

great prosperity and splendor, is not remarkable

as regards the city of Jerusalem. We hear of a

"new court " to the Temple, but have no clew to

its situation or its builder (2 Chr. xx. 5). An
important addition to the government of the city

was made by Jehoshaphat in the estalJishment of

courts for the decision of causes both ecclesiastical

and civil (2 Chr. xix. 8-11).

Jehoshaphafs son Jehoram was a prince of a

different temper. He began his reign (cir. 887) by

a massacre of his brethren, and of the chief men
of the kingdom. Instigated, no doubt, by his wife

a According to Josephus he also carrii-d off the

arms which David had taken from the king of Zobah ;

but these were afterwards in the Temple, and did ser-

vice at the proclamation of king Joash. [Arms, Shelet,

p. 162.]

b The Horse Gate is mentioned again in connection

vpith Kidron by Jeremiah (xxxi. 40). Possibly the

name was perpetuated in the gate Susan {Sks = horse)

of the second Temple, the only gate on the east side

of the outer wall (Lightfoot, Prosp. of Temph, iii.).

c From the ej pression in xxiv. 25, " sons of Je-
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Athaliah, he reintroduced the profligate licentious

worship of Ashtaroth and the high places (2 Chr
xxi. 11), and built a temple for Baal (2 Chr. xxiii.

17; comp. Joseph. Ant. ix. 7, § 4). Thijugh a
man of great vigor and courage, he was overcome

by an invasion of one of those huge hordes whicn

were now almost periodical. The Philistines and
Arabians attacked Jerusalem, broke into the palace,

spoiled it of all its treasures, sacked tlie royal harem,

killed or carried off the king's wives, and all his

sons but one. This was the fourth siege. Two
years after it the king died, universally detested,

and so strong was the feeling against him that he

vas denied a resting-place in the sepulchres of the

kings, but was buried without ceremony in a pri-

vate tomb on Zion (2 Chr. xxi. 20).

The next events in Jerusalem were the massacre

of the royal children by Joram's widow Athaliah,

and the six years' reign of that queen. During
her sway the worship of Baal was prevalent and

that of Jehovah proportionately depressed. The
Temple was not only suffered to go without repair,

but was even mutilated by the sons of Athaliah,

and its treasures removed to the temple of Baal (2

Chr. xxiv. 7). But with the increasing years of

Joash, the spirit of the adherents of Jehovah re-

turned, and the confederacy of Jehoiada the priest

with the chief men of Judah resulted in the res-

toration of the true line. Tlie king was crowned

and proclaimed in the Temple. Athaliah herself

was hurried out to execution from the sacred pre-

cincts into the valley of the Kedron (Joseph. Ant.

ix. 7, § 3), between the Temple and Olivet, through

the Horse Gate.'^ The temple of Baal was demol-

ished, his altars and images destroyed, his priests

put to death, and the religion of Jehovah was once

more the national religiofi. But the restoration of

the Temple advanced but slowly, and it was not

till three-and-twenty years had elapsed, that through

the personal interference of the king the ravages

of tlie Baal worshippers were repaired (2 K. xii.

G-IG),, and the necess.ary vessels and utensils fur-

nished for the ser\ice of the Temple (2 Chr. xxiv.

14. But see 2 K. xii. 13; Joseph. Ant. iv. 8, § 2).

But this zeal for Jehovah soon expired. The solemn

ceremonial of the Ijurial of the good priest in the

royal tombs, among the kings, can hardly have been

forgotten before a general relapse into idolatry took

place, and his son Zechariah was stoned with his

family <^ in the very court of the Temple for pro-

testing.

The retribution invoked by the dying martyr

quickly followed. Before the end of the year (cir.

838), Hazael king of Syria, after possessing him-

self of Oath, marched against the much richer

prize of Jerusalem. The visit was averted by a

timely oflering of treasure from the Temjile and

the royal palace (2 K. xii. 18; 2 Chr. xxiv. 23;

Jo.seph. Ant. ix. 8, § 4), liut not before an action

had been fought, in which a large army of the Is-

raelites was routed by a very inferior tbrce of Syr-

hoiada," we are perhaps warranted in believing that

Zeehariah's brethren or his sons were put to death

with him. The LXX. and Vulg. have the word in

the singular number " son ;
" but, on the other hand,

the Syriac and Arabic, and the Targuni all agice witli

the Hebrew text, and it is specially mentioned in

Jerome's Qiicfst. Hibr. It is perhaps supported by the

special notice taken of the exception made by Amaziah

in the case of the murderers of liis father (2 K. xiv.

G ; 2 Chr xxv. 4). The case of Naboth is a parallel

[See Eluah, p. 706. uote /.]
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ians, with the loss of a great number of the prin-

sipal people and of a vast booty. Nor was this all.

These reverses so distressed the king as to bring on

a dangerous illness, in the midst of which he was

assassinated by two of his own servants, sons of

two of the foreign women who were common in

the royal harems. He was buried on Jlount Zion,

though, like .lehoram, denied a resting-place in the

royal tombs (2 Cln-. x.xiv. 25)! The predicted dan-

ger to the city was, however, only postponed.

Amaziah began his reign (u. c. 837) with a prom-

ise of good; his first act showed that, while he

knew how to avenge the murder of his father, he

could also restrain his wrath within the bounds

prescribed by the law of Jehovah. But with suc-

cess came deterioration. He returned from his

victories over the Edomites, and the massacre at

Petra, with fresh idols to add to those which already

defiled Jerusalem — the images of the children of

Seir, or of the Amalekites (Josephus), which were

erected and worshipped by the king. His next act

was a challenge to Joash the king of Israel, and

now the danger so narrowly escaped from Hazael

was actually encountered. The battle took place at

Beth-shemesh of Judah, at the opening of the

hills, about 12 miles west of Jerusalem. It ended

in a total rout. Amaziah, forsaken by his people, was

taken prisoner by Joash, who at once proceeded to

Jerusalem and threatened to put his captive to

death before the walls, if he and his army were not

admitted. The gates were thrown open, the treas-

ures of the Temple— still in the charge of the

same family to whom they had been committed by

David— and the king's private treasures, were pil-

laged, and for the first time the walls of the city

were injured. A clear breach was made in them
of 400 cubits in length " from the gate of Ephraim
to the corner gate," and through this Joash drove

in triumph, with his captive in the chariot, into

the city." This must have been on the north side,

and probably at the present nortliwest corner of

the walls. If so, it is the first recorded attempt

at that spot, afterwards the favorite point for the

attack of the upper city.

The long reign of Uzziah (2 K. xv. 1-7 ; 2 Chr.

xxvi.) brought about a material improvement in

the fortunes of Jerusalem. He was a wise and
good^ prince (Joseph, ix. 10, § 3), very warlike,

and a great builder. After some campaigns against

foreign enemies, he devoted himself to the care of

Jerusalem for the whole of his life (Joseph.). The
walls were thoroughly repaired, the portion broken

down by Joash was rebuilt and fortified with towers

at the corner gate; and other parts which had been

allowed to go to ruin— as the gate opening on the

Valley of Hinnom,'-' a spot called the "turning"
(see Neh. iii. 19, 20, 24), and others, were renewed

and fortified, and furnished for the first time with

machines, then expressly invented, for shooting
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a This is an addition by Josephus (ix. 9, § 9). If

it really happened, the cliariot must liave been sent

round by a flatter road than that which at present

would be the direct road from Aiii-Shems. Since the

time of Solomon, chariots would seem to have become
unknown in Jerusalem. At any rate we should infer,

from the notice in 2 K. xiv. 20, that the royal estab-

lishment could not at that time boast of one.
b The story of his leprosy at any rate shows his

teal for Jehovah.
c 2 Chr. xxvi. 9. The word rendered " the yalley "

U W^2l^, always employed for the valley on the west

stones and arrows against besiegers. Later in this

reign happened the great eai.ihquake, wliich, al-

though unmentioned in the historical books of the

Bible, is described by Josephus (ix. 10, § 4), and
alluded to by the Prophets as a kind of era (see

Stanley, iS. </ P. pp. 184, 125). A serious breach

was made in the 'lemple itself, and below the city

a large fragment was detached from the hill '' at

En-rogel, and, rolling down the slope, overwhelmed
the king's gardens at the junction of the valleys

of Hinnom and Kedron, and rested against the

bottom of the slope of Olivet. Alter the leprosy

of Uzziah, he left the sacred precincts, in which
the palace would therefore seem to have been sit-

uated, and resided in the hospital or lazar-house

till his death. « He was buried on Zion, with the

kings (2 K. xv. 7); not in the sepulchre itself, but

in a garden or field attached to the spot.

Jotham (cir. 756) inherited his father's sagacity,

as well as his tastes for architecture and warfare.

His works in Jerusalem were building the upper
gateway to the Temple— apparently a gate com-
municating with the palace (2 Chr. xxiii. 20)— and
also porticoes leading to the same {Ant. ix. 11, § 2).

He also built much on Ophel,— probably on the

•south of jMoriah (2 K. xv. 35; 2 Chr. x.xvii. 3),—
repaired the walls wlierever they were dilapidated,

and strengthened them by very large and strong

towers (Joseph.). Before the death of Jotham (b.

c. 740) the clouds of the Syrian invasion began to

gather. They broke on the head of Ahaz his suc-

cessor; Rezin king of Syria and Pekah king of

Israel joined their armies and invested Jerusalem

(2 K. xvi. 5). The fortifications of the two pre-

vious kings enabled the city to hold out during a

siege of great length (eVl iroXvv xp^vov, Jo.seph.).

During its progress Rezin made an expedition

against the distant town of Elath on the Ked Sea,

from which he expelled the Jews, and handed it

over to the Edomites (2 K. xvi. 6; Ant. ix. 12, §

1). [Ah.\z.] Finding on his return that the

place still held out, Rezin ravaged Judasa and re-

turned to Damascus with a nudtitude of captives,

leaving Pekah to continue the blockade.

Ahaz, thinking himself a match for the Israelite

army, opened his gates and came forth. A tre-

mendous conflict ensued, in which the three chiefs

of the government next to the king, and a himdred

and twenty thousand of the aljle warriors of the

army of Judah, are stated to haxe been killed, and
Pekah returned to Samaria with a crowd of cap-

tives, and a great quantity of spoil collected from

the Benjamite towns north of Jerusalem (.loseph.).

Ahaz himself escaped, and there is no mention, in

any of the records, of the city having been plun-

dered. The captives and the spoil were however

sent back by the people of Samaria— a fact which,

as it has no bearing on the history of the city, need

here only be referred to, because from the narrative

and south of the town, as vPT^ is for that on the

east.

<t This will be the so-called Mount of Evil Counsel,
or the hill below Moriah, according as En-rogel i?

taken to be the " Well of Joab " or the " Fount of the

Virgin."

<" n"m7DnrT TV2. The interpretation giver

above is that of Kimchi, adopted by Gcsenius, Fiirst

and Bertheau. Keil (on 2 K. xv. 5) and Hengstcnberg
however, contend for a different meaning.
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we learn that the nearest or most convenient route

from Samaria to Jerusalem at that time was not,

as now, along the plateau of the country, but by
the depths of the Jordan Valley, and through Jeri-

cho (2 K. xvi. 5; 2 Chr. xxviii. 5-15; Joseph.

Ant. ix. 12, § 2).

To oppose the confederacy which had so injured

him, Ahaz had recourse to Assyria. He appears

first to iiave sent an embassy to Tiglath-Kleser

with presents of silver and gold taken from the

treasures of the Temple and the palace (2 K. xvi.

8), which had been recruited during the last two
reigns, and with a promise of more if the king

would o\errun Syria and Israel (AnI. ix. 12, § 3).

This Tiglath-Pileser did. He marched to Damas-
cus, took the city, and killed Kezin. While there,

Ahaz visited him, probably to make his formal sub-

mission of vassalage," and gave him the further

presents. To collect these he went so far as to lay

hands on part of the permanent works of the

Temple— the original constructions of Solomon,
which none of his predecessors had been bold enough
or needy enough to touch. He cut off the richly

chased panels which ornamented the brass bases of

the cisterns, dismounted the large tank or "sea"
from the brazen bulls, and supported it on a ped-

estal of stone, and removed the " cover for the sab-

bath," and the ornamental stand on which the

kings were accustomed to sit in the Temple (2 K.
xvi. 17, 18).

Whether the application to Assyria relieved

Ahaz from one or both of his enemies, is not clear.

From one passage it would seem that Tiglath-

Pileser actually came to Jerusalem (2 Chr. xxviii.

20). At any rate the intercourse resulted in fresh

idolatries, and fresh insults to the I'emple. A new
brazen altar was made after the profane fashion of

one he had seen at Damascus, and was set up in

the centre of the court of the Temple, to occupy
the place and perform the functions of the original

altar of Solomon, now removed to a less prominent
position (see 2 K. xvi. 12-15, with the expl. of

Keil)
; the very sanctuary itself ('T'^'^n, and

^TJl""-') ^^^ polluted by idol-worship of some kind

or other (2 Chr. xxix. 5, IG). Horses dedicated to

the sun were stabled at the entrance to the court,

with their chariots (2 K. xxiii. 11). Altars for

sacrifice to the moon and stars were erected on the

flat roofs of the Temple {Ibid. 12). Such conse-

crated vessels as remained in the house of Jehovah
were taken thence, and either transferred to the

service of the idols (2 Chr. xxix. 19), or cut up and
re-manufactured ; the lamps of the sanctuary were
extinguished* (xxix. 7), and for the first time the

doors of the Temple were closed to the worshippers

(xxviii. 2-1), and their offerings seized for the idols

(Joseph. Anf. ix. 12, § .3). The famous sun-dial was
erected at this time, probably in the Temple.''

AMien Ahaz at last died, it is not wonderful that

« This follows from the words of 2 K. xviii. 7.

b In the old Jewish Calendar the 18th of Ab was
kept as a fast, to commemorate the putting out the
western light of the great candlestick by Ahaz.

c There is an n priori ijrobability that the dial would
be placed in a sacred precinct ; but may we not infer,

from comparing 2 K. xx. 4 with 9, that it was in the
" middle court," and that the sight of it there as he
passed through had suggested to Isaiah the " sign "

which was to accompany the king's recovery ?

<* Such is the express statement of 2 Chr. xxviii.
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a meaner fate was awarded him than that of even
the leprous Uzziah. He was excluded not only
from the royal sepulchres, but from the precincts

of Zion, and was buried " in the city— in Jeru-
salem." '' The very first act of Hezekiah (b. c.

724) was to restore what his father had desecrated

(2 Chr. xxix. 3; and see 36, "suddenly"). The
Levites were collected and inspirited ; the Temple
freed from its impurities both actual and cere-

monial; the accumulated abominations being dis-

charged into the Aalley of the Kedron. The full

musical service of the Temple was reorganized,

with the instruments and the hymns ordained by
David and Asaph ; and after a solemn sin-ofTering

for the late transgressions had been offered in the

presence of the king and princes, the public were
allowed to testify their acquiescence in the change
by bringing their own thank-offerings (2 Chr. xxix.

l-3(j). This was done on the 17th of the first

month of his reign. The regular time for celebrat-

ing the Passover was therefore gone by. But there

was a law (Num. ix. 10, 11) which allowed the

feast to be postponed for a month on special occa-

sions, and of this law Hezekiah took advantage, in

his anxiety to obtain from the whole of his people

a national testimony to their allegiance to Jehovah
and his laws (2 Chr. xxx. 2, 3). Accordingly at

the special invitation of the king a vast multitude,

not only from his own dominions, but from the

northern kingdom, even from the remote Asher
and Zebulun, assembled at the capital. Their first

act was to uproot and efface all traces of the idolatry

of the preceding and former reigns. High-places,

altars, the mysterious and obscene symbols of Baal

and Asherah, the venerable brazen serpent of Moses
itself, were torn down, broken to pieces, and tlie

fragments cast into the valley of the Kedron « (2

Chr. xxx. 14: 2 K. xviii. 4). This done, the feast

was kept for two weeks, and the vast concourse dis-

persed. The permanent service of the Temple was

next thoroughly organized, the subsistence of the

officiating ministers arranged, and provision made
for storing the .supplies (2 Chr. xxxi. 2-21). It

was probably at this time that the decorations of

the Temple were renewed, and the gold or other

precious plating,./ which had been removed by
former kings, reapplied to the doors and pillars

(2 K. xviii. 16).

And now approached the greatest crisis which

had yet occurred in the history of the city: the

dreaded Assyrian army was to appear tnider its

walls. Hezekiah had in some way intimated that

he did not intend to contiime as a dependent— and
the great king was now (in the 14th year of Heze-

kiah, cir. 711 B. c.) on his way to chastise him.

riie Assyrian army had been for some time in

Phoenicia and on the sea-coast of Philistia (Hawlin-

son, Herod, i. 476), and Hezekiah had therefore

had warning of his approach. The delay was taken

advantage of to prepare for the siege. As before,

27. The book of Kings repeats its regular formula.

Joscphus omits all notice of the burial.

* The record, we apprehend, does not recognize this

distinction between Zion and Jerusalem. See J IV.

Amer. ed. S. W.
e And yet it would seem, from the account of

Josiah's reforms (2 K. xxiii. 11., 12), that many of

Ahaz's intrusions survived even the zeal of Hezekiah.

f The word " gold " is supplied by our translators

:

but the word " overlaid " (TISIJ) shows that some

metallic coating is intended.
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Hezekiah made the movement a national one. A
great concourse came together. The springs round

Jerusalem were stopped — that is, their outflow was

prevented, and the water diverted underground to

the interior of the city (2 K. xx. 20; 2 Chr. xxxii.

4). This was narticularly the case with the spring

which tornied the source of the stream of the

Kedrc.n," elsewhere called the "upper springhead

of Gihon" (2 Chr. xxxii. 30; A. V. most incor-

rectly " water-course "). It was led down by a

subterraneous channel " through the hard rock"

(2 Chr. xxxii. 30; Kcclus. xlviii. 17), to the west

side of the city of David (2 K. xx. 20), that is, into

the valley which separated the Mount Moriah and

/.ion from the Upper City, and where traces of its

presence appear to this day (Barclay, 310, 538).

This done, he carefully repaired the walls of the

city, furnished them with additional towers, and

built a second wall (2 Chr. xxxii. 5; Is. xxii. 10).

Tlie water of the reservoir, called the "lower pool,"

or the " old pool," was diverted to a new tank in

the city between the two walls'* (Is. xxii. 11). Nor
was this all : as the struggle would certainly be one

for life and deatli, he strengthened the fortifications

of the citadel (2 Chr. xxxii. 5, " Millo; " Is. xxii.

!)), and prepared abundance of ammunition. He
also organized the people, and officered them,

gathered them together in the ojien place at the

gate, and inspired tlieni witli confidence in Jehovah

(xxxii. 6).

The details of the Assjrian invasion or invasions

will be found under (he separate heads of Senna-
cherib and Hezkkiaii. It is possible that Jeru-

salem was once regularly in\ested by the Assyrian

army. It is certain that the army encamped there

on another occasion, that the generals— the Tartan,

the chief Cup-bearer, and tlie chief Eunuch— held

a conversation with Hezekiah's chief officers outside

the walls, most probably at oi aliout the present

Kas7- Jdlud at the N. \V. corner of the city, while

the wall above was crowded with the anxious in-

habitants. At the time of Titus's siege the name
of "tlie Assyrian Cani|) " was still attached to a

spot north of the city, in remembrance either of this

or the subsequent visit of Nebuchadnezzar (Joseph.

B. J. V. 12, § 2). But thougl uiitaken— though
the citadel was still the ' virgin daughter of Zion "

— yet Jerusalem did not escajie unharmed. Heze-
kiah's treasures had to be emptied, and the costly

ornaments he had added to the Temple were stripped

off to make up the tribute. This, however, he had
recovered by tlie time of the subsequent visit of the

aml)assadors from Baliylon, as we see from the

account in 2 K. xx. 12; and 2 Chr. xxxii. 27-2!).

The death of this good and great king was indeed

a national calamity, and so it was considered. He
was buried in one of the cliief of the royal sepul-

chres, and a vast concourse from the country, as

well as of the citizens of Jerusalem, assembled to
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a The authority for this is the use here of the word
Nachalj which is uniformly applied to the valley east

of the city, as Ge is to that west and south. There
aro other grounds which are stated in the concluding
section of this article. Similar measures were taken
by the Moslems on the approach of the Crusaders
(AVill. of Tyre, viii. 7, quoted by Robinson, i. 346
nott).

b The reservoir between the Jaffa Gate and the

Church of the Sepulchre, now usu.ally c.nlled the Pool

of Hezekiah, cannot be either of the works alluded to

above. If an ancient construction, it is probably the

join in the waiUngs at the funeral (2 Chr. xxxii.

33).

The reign of Manasseh (b. c. G96) must have

been an eventful one in the aimals of Jerusalem,

though only meagre indications of its events are to

be found in the documents. He began by plunging

into all the idolatries of his grandfatlier— restoring

all that Hezekiah had destroyed, and desecrating

the Temple and tlie city with even more offensive

idolatries than those of Ahaz (2 Chr. xxxiii. 2-9;

2 K. xxi. 2-9). In this career of wickedness he

was stopped by an invasion of the Assyrian army,

by whom he was taken prisoner and carried to

Babylon, where he remained for some time. The
rest of his long reign was occupied in attempting

to remedy his former misdoings, and in the repair

and conservation of the city (Joseph. Ant. x. 3, § 2).

He built a fresh wall to the citadel, " from the west

side of Gihon-in-the-valley to the Fish Gate," i. e.

apparently along the east side of the central valley,

which parts the upper and lower cities from S. to N.

He also continued the works which had been begun

by Jotham at Ophel, and raised that fortress or

structure to a great height. On his death he was

buried in a private tomb in the garden attached to

his palace, called also the garden of Uzza (2 K.
xxi. 18; 2 Chr. xxxiii. 20). Here also was interred

his son Anion after his violent death, following an

uneventful but idolatrous reign of two years (2 Chr.

xxxiii. 21-25; 2 K. xxi. 19-2G).

The reign of Josiah (b. c. 639) was marked by

a more strenuous zeal for Jehovah than even that

of Hezekiah had been. He began his reign at eight

years of age, and by his 20th year (12th of his

reign— 2 Chr. xxxiv. 3) commenced a thorough

removal of the idolatrous abuses of Manasseh and
Anion, and even some of Ahaz, which must have

escaped the purgations of Hezekiah <= (2 K. xxiii.

12). As on former occasions, these abominations

were broken up small and carried down to the bed

of the Kidron— which seems to have served almost

the purpose of a common sewer, and there calcined

and dispersed. The cemetery, which still paves the

sides of that valley, had already begun to exist, and
the fragments of the broken altars and statues were

scattered on the graves that they might be effec-

tually defiled, and thus prevented from further use.

On the opposite side of the valley, somewhere on
the Mount of Olives, were the erections which
Solomon had put up for the deities of his foreign

wives. Not one of these was spared ; they were all

annihilated, and dead bones scattered over the

places where they had stood. These things occu-

pied six years, at the expiration of which, in the

first month of the 18th year of his reign (2 Chr.

XXXV. 1; 2 K. xxiii. 23), a solemn passover was
held, emphatically recorded to have been the greatest

since the time of Samuel (2 Chr. xxxv. 18). This

seems to have been the crowning ceremony of the

Almond Pool of Josephus. (For the reasons, see Wil
liams, Holy City, 35-38, 488.)

* See opposite view by Kobinson, SM. Res. i. 512 f.

;

1852, p. 243 f. S. W.
c The narrative in Kings appears to place the de-

struction of the images after the king's solemn covenant

in the Temple, i. e. after the completion of the repairs

But, on the other hand, there are the dates given in

2 Chr. x.\xiv. 8, xxxv. 1, 19, which fix the Passover

to the 14th of the 1st month of his 18th year, too

early in the year for the repair which was begun in

the same year to have preceded it.
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punncation of the Temple ; and it was at once fol-

lowed by a tborouirh renovation of the fabric (2 Chr.

xxxiv. 8; 2 K. xxii. 3). The cost was met by

ofFerhigs collected at the doors (2 K. xxii. 4), and

also throughout tlie country (Joseph. Ant. x. 4, § 1),

not only of Judab and Benjamin, but also of

Ephraim and the other northern tribes (2 Chr.

xxxiv. 9). It was during these repairs that the

book of the Law was found ; and shortly after all

the people were convened to Jerusalem to hear it

read, and to renew the national covenant with Je-

hovah." The mention of Huldah the proplietess

(2 Chi-, xxxiv. 22; 2 K. xxii. 14) introduces us to

the lower city under the name of " the Mishneh "

(n2tt?Z3rf, A. Y. "college," "school," or "second

part").'' The name also survives iu the book of

Zephaniah, a prophet of this reign (i. 10), who

seems to recognize " the Fish Gate," and "the lower

city," and " the hills," as the three main divisions

of the city.

Josiah's death took place at a distance from

Jerusalem ; but he was brought there for his burial,

and was placed in " his own sepulchre " (2 K. xxiii.

30), or " in the sepulchre of his fathers" (2 Chr.

XXXV. 24), probably that already tenanted by Manas-

seh and Anion. (See 1 lisdr. i. 31.)

Josiah's rash opposition to Pharaoh-Necho cost

him his life, his son his throne, and Jerusalem

much suffering. Before Jehoahaz (b. c. 008) had

been reigning three months, the Egyptian king

found opportunity to send to Jerusalem,^ from

Riblah where he was then encamped, a force suffi-

cient to depose and take him prisoner, to put his

brother I'^liakim on the throne, and to exact a heavy

fine from the city and country, which was paid in

advance l)y the new king, and afterwards extorted

by taxation (2 K. xxiii. 33, 35).

The fall of the city was now rapidly approaching.

During the reign of Jehoiakim— such w-as the new

name which at Necho's order Eliakim had assumed

— Jerusalem was visited by Nebuchadnezzar, with

the Babylonian army lately victorious over the

Egyptians at Carchemish. The visit was possilily

repeated once, or even twice.f' A siege there must

have been ; but of this we have no account. We
may infer how severe was the pressure on the sur-

rounding country, from the fact that the very

Bedouins were driven within the walls by " the

fear of the Chaldeans and of the Syrians" (Jer.

XXXV. 11). We may also infer that the Temple

was entered, since Nebuchadnezzar carried off some

of the vessels therefrom for his temple at Babylon

(2 Chr. xxxvi. 7 ), and that Jehoiakim was treated

with great indignity {ibid. 6). In the latter part

of this reign we discern the country harassed and
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pillag&d by marauding bands from the east of Jor-

dan (2 K. xxiv. 2).

Jehoiakim was succeeded by his son Jehoiachin

(b. c. b'JT); Hardly had his short reign begun,

before the terrible army of Babylon reappeiu'ed

before the city, again commanded by Nel)uchad-

nezzar (2 K. xxiv. 10, 11). Jehoiachin's disposi-

tion appears to have made him shrink from inflict-

ing on the city the horrors of a long siege (B. J.

vi. 2, § 1), and he therefore sun-endered in the

third month of his reign. The treasures of the

palace and Temple were pillaged, certain golden

articles of Solomon's original establishment, which

had escaped the plunder and desecrations of the

previous reigns, were cut up (2 K. xxiv. 13), and

the more desirable objects out of the Temple car-

ried off (Jer. xxvii. 19). The first deportation that

we hear of from the city now took place. The
king, his wives, and the queen mother, with their

eunuchs and whole establishment, the princes, 7,000

warriors, and 1,000 artificers — in all 10,000 souls,

were carried off to Babylon (ibid. 14-16). The
uncle of Jehoiachin was made king in his stead,

by the name of Zedekiah, under a solenm oath

("by God") of allegiance (2 Chr. xxxvi. 13; Ez.

xvii. 13, 14, 18). Had he been content to remain

quiet under the rule of Babylon, the city might

have stood many years longer; but he was not.

He appears to have been tempted with the chance

of relief 'afforded by the accession of Pharaoh

Hophra, and to have applied to him for assist-

ance (Ez. xvii. 15). Upon this Nebuchadnezzar

marched in person to Jerusalem, arriving in the

ninth year of Zedekiah, on the 10th day of the

10th months (v.. c. 588), and at once began a

regular siege, at the same time wasting the country

far and near (Jer. xxxiv. 7). The siege was con-

ducted by erecting forts on lofty mounds round the

city, from which, on the usual Assyrian plan,/ mis-

siles were discharged into the town, and the walls

and houses in them battered by rams (Jer. xxxii.

24, xxxiii. 4, Hi. 4; Ez. xxi. 22; Joseph. Ant. x.

8, § 1). The city was also surrounded with troops

(Jer. lii. 7). The siege was once abandoned, owing

to the approach of the Egyptian army (Jer. xxxvii.

5, 11), and during the interval the gates of the city

were reopened (ibid. 13). But the relief was only

temporary, and, in the 11th of Zedekiah (li. c. 580),

on the 9th day of the 4th month (Jer. Hi. 6), being

just a year and a half fi'om the first investment,

the city was taken. Nebuchadnezzar had in the

mean time retired from Jerusalem to Riblah to

watch the more important siege of Tyre, then in

the last year of its progress. The besieged seem

to have suffered severely both from hunger and dis-

ease (Jer. xxxii. 24), but chiefly from the former

a This narrative has some interesting correspon-

idences with that of Joash's coronation (2 K. xi.)

Amongst these is the singular expression, the king

stood ''on the pillar." In the present case Josephus

understands this as an official spot— iwX toO )3?)fiaT09.

b See Keil on 2 K. xxii. 14. [In regard to this ren-

dering of the A. v., see addition to College, Amer.

ed. H.]
<- This event would surely be more emphatically

related in the Bible, if Jerusalem were the Cadytis

which Necho is recorded by Herodotus to have de-

stroyed after the battle at Megiddo. The Bible records

pass over in total .silence, or notice only in a casual

way, events which occurred close to the Israelite ter-

ritory, when those events do not affect the Israelites

themselves ;
instance the 29-years' siege of Ashdod by

Psammetichus, Necho's predecessor ; the destruction

of Gezcr by a former Pharaoh (1 K. ix. 16), etc. But

when events do affect them, they are mentioned with

more or less detail. The question of Cadytis is dis-

cussed by Sir G. Wilkinson, in Kawliuson's Herodotus,

ii. 246, note ; also by Kenrick, Anc. Egypt, ii. 406.

d It seems impossible to reconcile the accounts of

this period in Kings, Chronicles, and Jeremiah, with

Josephus and the other sources, i'or one view see

Jeboiakim. For an opposite one see Eawlinson's

Htroc/ntiis, i. 509-514.

e According to Josephus (Ant. x. 7, § 4), this date

was the commencement of the final portion of the

siege. But there is nothing in the Bible records to

support this.

/ For the sieges see Layard's Nineveh ii. 366, etc.
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(2 K. XXV. 3; Jer. Hi. 6; Lam. v. 10). But they

would perhaps have held out longer had not a

breach in the wall been effected on the day named.

It was at midnight (Joseph.). The whole city was

wrapt in the pitchy darkness « characteristic of an

eastern town, and notliing was known by the .Jews

of what had happened till the generals of the army

entered the Temple (.Joseph.) and took their seats

in the middle court* (.Jer. x.xxix. 3; Joseph. Ant.

X. 8, § 2). Then the alarm was given to Zedekiah,

and, collecting his remaining warriors, they stole

out of the city by a gate at the south side, some-

where near the present Bub el-Mui//iaribeh, crossed

the Ivedron aliove the royal gardens, and made
their way over the Mount of Olives to the Jordan

Valley. At break of day information of the flight

was brought to the Clialda-ans by some deserters.

A rapid pursuit was made : Zedekiah was overtaken

near Jericho, his people were dispersed, and he

himself captured and reserved for a miseralile fate

at Riblah. Meantime the wretched inhabitants

suffered all the horrors of assault and sack: the

men were slaughtered, old and young, piince and

peasant; the women violated in INIount Zion itself

(Lam. ii. i, v. 11, 12).

On the seventh day of the following month (2

K. XXV. 8), Nebuzaradan, the commander of the

king's body-guard, who seems to have been charged

with Nebuchadnezzar's instructions as to what

should be done with the city, arrived. Two days

were passed, probably in collecting the capti\'es

and booty; and on the tenth (Jer. lii. 12) the

Temple, the royal palace, and all the more impor-

tant buildings of the city, were set on fire, and the

walls thrown down and left as heaps of disordered

rubbish on the ground (Neh. iv. 2). The spoil of

the city consisted apparently of little more than

the furniture of the Temple. A few small vessels

in gold " and silver, and some other things in brass

were carried away whole — the former under the

especial eye of Nebuzaradan himself (2 K. xxv, 15

;

comp. Jer. xxvii. 19). But the larger objects,

Solomon's huge brazen basin or sea with its twelve

bulls, the ten bases, the two magnificent pillars,

Jachin and Boaz, too heavy and too cumbrous for

transport, were broken up. The pillars were al-

most the only parts of Solomon's original construc-

tion which had not been mutilated by the sacrile-

gious hands of some Baal-worshipping monarch or

other, and there is quite a touch of pathos in the

way in which the chronicler lingers over his recol-

lections of their height, their size, and their orna-

ments— capitals, wreathen work, and pomegran-
ates, " all of brass."

The previous deportations, and the sufferings

endured in the siege, must to a great extent have

drained the place of its able-bodied people, and
thus the captives, on this occasion, were but few

and unimportant. The high-priest, and four other

officers of the Temple, the commanders of the
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fighting men, five '' people of the court, the mus-
tering officer of the army, and^ sixty selected private

persons, were reserved to be submitted to the king

at Kiblah. The daughters of Zedekiah, with their

children and establishment (Jer. xli. 10, 10 ; comp.

Ant. X. 9, § 4), and .Jeremiah the prophet (iliid. xl.

5), were placed by Nebuzaradan at Mizpeh under

the charge of Gedaliah ben-Ahikam, who had been

appointed as superintendent of the few poor laboring

people left to carry on the necessary husbandry and
vine-dressing. In addition to these were some small

bodies of men in arms, who had perhaps escaped

from the city before the blockade, or in the interval

of the siege, and who were hovering on the out-

skirts of the country watching what might turn

up (,Ier. xl. 7, 8). [Lshmael, 0.] The remain-

der of the population— numbering, with the 72

above named, 832 souls (.ler. lii. 29)— were marched

oft' to Babylon. About two months after this,

Gedaliah was murdered by Ishmael, .and then the

few people of consideration left with Jeremiah

went into Egypt. Thus the land was practically

deserted of all Init the very poorest class. Even

these were not allowed to remain in quiet. Five

years afterwards— the 23d of Nebuchadnezzar's

reign— the insatiable Nebuzarad;m, on his way to

Egypt (Joseph. Ant. x. !), § 7), again visited the

ruins, and swept off 745 more of the wretched

peasants (Jer. lii. 30).

Thus Jerusalem at last had fallen, and the Tem-
ple, set up under such fair auspices, was a heap of

blackened ruins.'' The spot, however, was none

the less sacred because the edifice was destroyed,

and it was still the resort of devotees, sometimes

from great distances, who brought their offerings

— in strange heathenish guise indeed, but still with

a true feeling — to weep and wail over the holy

place (Jer. xli. 5). It w.as still the centre of hope

to the people in captivity, and the time soon arrived

for their return to it. The decree of Cyrus author-

izing the rebuilding of the " house of Jehovah, God
of Israel, which is in Jerusalem," was issued b. c.

536. In consequence thereof a very large caravan

of Jews arrived in the country. The expedition

comprised all classes— the royal family, priests,

Levites, inferior ministers, lay people belonging to

various towns and families— and numbered 42,300./'

in all. They were well provided with treasure foi

the necessary outlay ; and— a more precious bur-

den still — they bore the vessels of the old Temple

which had been preserved at Babylon, and were

now destined again to find a home at Jerusalem

(Ezr. V. 14, vi. 5).

A short time was occupied in settling in their

former cities, but on the first day of the 7th month
(Ezr. iii. 6) a general assembly was called together

at Jerusalem in " the open place of the first gate

towards the east " (1 Esdr. v. 47); the altar was

set up, and the daily morning and evening sacri-

a The moon being but nine days old, there can
have been little or no moonlight at this hour.

b This was the regular Assyrian custom at the con-
clusion of a siege (L.ayard, Niiiefe/i, ii. 375).

c Josephus (x. 8, § 5) says the candle.stick and the

golden table of shewbread were taken now ; but these

were doubtless carried off on the previous occasion.

<' Jeremiah (lii. 25) says " .'even."

e The events of this period are kept in memory by
the Jews of the present day by v.arious commemorative
fasts, which were instituted immediately after the oc-

rurrences themselves. These are : the 10th Tebeth

(Jan. 5), the day of the investment of the city by
Nebuchadnezzar ; the 10th Ab (July 29), destruction

of the Temple by Nebuziiradan, and subsequently by

Titus ; the 3d Tisri (Sept. 19), murder of Gedaliah
;

9th Tebeth, when Ezeliiel and the other captives at

Babylon received the news of the destruction of the

Temple. The entrance of the Ohaklees into the

city is commemorated on the 17th Tammuz (July 8),

the day of the breach of the Antonia by Titus. The
modern dates here given are the days on which the

fasts are kept in the present year, 1860.

/ Josephus says 42,402.
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fioes commenced." Other festivals were re-insti-

tuted, and we liave a record of the celebration of

at least one aimiversary of the day of the first

assembly at Jerusalem (Neh. viii. 1, &c.)- Ar-

rangements were made for stone and timber for the

fabric, and in the M year after their return (b. c.

534), on the 1st day of the 2d month (1 Esdr. v.

57), the foundation of the Temple was laid amidst

the songs and music of the priests and Levites

(according to the old rites of David), the tears of

the old men and the shouts of the young. But

the work was destined to suffer material interrup-

tions. The chiefs of the people by whom Samaria

had been colonized, finding that the Jews refused

their oflTers of assistance (Ezr. iv. 2), annoyed and

hindered them in every possible way ; and by this

and some natural drawbacks — such as violent

storms of wind by which some of the work had

been blown down (Hag. i. 9), drought, and conse-

quent failure of crops, and mortality amongst both

animals and men — the work was protracted

through the rest of the reign of Cyrus, and that

of Ahasuerus, till the accession of Artaxerxes (Da-

rius I.) to the throne of Persia (p.. c. 522). The

Samaritans then sent to the court at Babylon a

formal memorial (a measure already tried without

success in the preceding reign), representing that

the inevitable consequence of the restoration of the

city would lie its revolt from the empire. This

produced its effect, and the building entirely ceased

for a time. In the mean time houses of some pre-

tension began to spring up — " ceiled houses "

(Hag. i. 4), — and the enthusiasm of the builders

of the Temple cooled (ibid. 9). But after two

years the delay became intolerable to the leaders,

and the work was recommenced at all hazards,

amidst the encouragements and rebukes of the two

prophets, Zechariah and Haggai, on the 24th day

of the 6th month of Darius' 2d year. Another

attempt at interruption was made by the Persian

governor of the district west of the Euphrates *

jEzr. v. 3), but the result was only a confirmation

by Darius of the privileges granted by his prede-

cessor (vi. 6-13), and an order to render all possi-

ble assistance. The work now went on apace, and

the Temple was finished and dedicated '^ in the Gth

year of Darius (i5. c. 516), on the 3d (or 23d, 1

Esdr. vii. 5) of Adar •— the last month, and on the

llth day of the new year the first Passover was

celebrated. The new Temple was 60 cubits less in

altitude than that of Solomon (Joseph. Ant. xv. 11,

§ 1); but its dimensions and form — of which

there are only scanty notices— will be best con-

sidered elsewhere. [Temple.] All this time the

walls of the city remained as the AssjTians had left

them (Xeh. ii. 12, &c.). A period of 58 years now
passed of which no accounts are preserved to us

;

but at the end of that time, in the year 457, Ezra

arrived from Babylon with a caravan of Priests,

Invites, Nethinims, and lay people, among the lat-

ter some members of the royal family, in all 1,777
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persons (Ezr. vii., viii.), and with valuable ofTeriiige

from the Persian king and his court, as well a3

from the Jews who still remained in Babylonia

(ibid. vii. 14, viii. 25). He left Babylon on the

1st day of the year and reached Jerusalem on the

1st of the 5th month (Kzr. vii. 9, viii. 32).

f'zra at once set himself to correct some irregu-

larities into which the community had fallen. The
chief of them was the practice of marrying the

native women of the old (/anaanite nations. The
people were assembled at three days' notice, and

harangued by Ezra — so urgent was the case— in

the midst of a pouring rain, and in very cold

weather, in the open space in front of the main
entrance to the Temple (Ezr. x. 9; 1 Esdr. ix. 6).

His exhortations were at once acce<fed to, a form

of trespass-ofl^ering was arranged, and no less than

17 priests, 10 Levites, and 86 laymen, renounced

their foreign wives, and gave up an intercourse

which had been to their fathers the cause and the

accompaniment of almost all their misfortunes.

The matter took three months to carry out, and

was conijileted on the 1st day of the new year: but

the practice was not wholly eradicated (Neh. xiii.

23), though it never was pursued as before the

Captivity.

"We now pass another period of eleven years until

the arrival of Nehemiah, about p.. C. 445. He had

been moved to come to Jerusalem by the accounts

given him of the wretchedness of the community,

and of the state of ruin in wdiich the walls of the

city continued (Neh. i. 3). Arrived there he kept

his intentifjns quiet for three days, but on the night

of the third he went out by himself, and, as far as

the ruins would allow, made the circuit of the place

(ii. 11-lG). On the following day he collected the

chief people, and proposed the immediate rebuilding

of the walls. One spirit seized them. Priests,

rulers, Levites, private persons, citizens of distant

towns,f' as well as those dwelling on the spot, all

put their hand vigorously to the work. And not-

withstanding the taunts and threats of Sanballat,

the ruler of the Samaritans, and Tobiah the Am-
monite, in consequence of which one half of the

people had to remain armed while the other half

Ijuilt, the work was completed in 52 days, on the

25th of Elul. The wall thus rebuilt was that of

the city of Jerusalem as well as the city of David

or Zion, as will be shown in the next section, where

the account of the rebuilding is examined in detail

(Section HI. p. 1322). At this time the city must

have presented a forlorn appearance ; but few houses

were built, and large spaces remained unoccupied,

or occupied but with the ruins of the Assyrian de-

structions (Neh. vii. 4). In this respect it was not

unlike much of the modern city. The solemn dedi-

cation of the wall, recorded in Neh. xii. 27-43,

probably took place at a later period, w'hen the

works had been completely finished.

Whether Ezra was here at this time is uncer-

a The feast of Tabernacles is also said to have been

celebrated at this time (iii. 4 ; Joseph. Ant. xi. 4, §

1) ; but this is in direct opposition to Neh. viii. 17,

which states that it was first celebrated when Ezra

was present (comp. 13), which he was not on the for-

mer occasion.

b n"in3 "n3^ = beyond the river, but by our

translators rendered " on this side," as if speaking

from Jerusalem. (See Ewald, iv. 110, note.)

c Psalm XXX. by its title purports to have been used

on this occasion (Ewald, Dichter, i. 210, 223). Ewald

also suggests that Ps. Ixviii. was iinally used for this

festival {Gesch. iv. 127, vote).

d Among these we find Jericho and the Jordan Val-

ley (A. V. " plain '•), Beth-zur, near Hebron, Gibeon,

Beth-horou, perhaps Samaria, and the other side of

Jordan (see iv. 12, referring to those who lived near

Sanballat and Tobiah).
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tain." [Ezra, i. 803 b.] But we meet him during

the government of Neheraiah, especially on one in-

teresting occasion — the anniversary, it would ap-

pear, of the first return of Zerubbaljers caravan—
on the 1st of the 7th month (Neh. viii. 1). He
there appears as the venerable and venerated in-

structor of the people in the forgotten law of Moses,

amongst other reforms reinstituting the feast of

Tabernacles, which we incidentally learn had not

been celebrated since the time that the Israelites

originally entered on the land (viii. 17).

Nehemiah remained in the city for twelve years

(v. 14, xiii. 6), during which time he held the office

and maintained the state of go\ernor of the province

(v. 14) from his own private resources (v. 15). He
was indefatigable in his regulation and maintenance

of the order and dignity both of the city (vii. 3, xi.

1, xiii. 15, &c.) and Temple (x. 32, 39, xii. 44);

abolished the excessive rates of usury by which the

richer citizens had grievously oppressed the poor

(v. G-12); kept up the genealogical registers, at

once so characteristic of, and important to, the

Jewish nation (vii. 5, xi., xii.); and in various

other ways showed himself an able and active gov-

ernor, and possessing a complete ascendency o\er

his fellow-citizens. At the end of this time he

returned to Babylon; but it does not appear that

his absence was more than a short one,* and he was

soon again at his post, as vigilant and energetic as

ever (xiii. 7). Of his death we have no record.

The foreign tendencies of the high-priest Eliashib

and his fomily had already given Nehemiah some
concern (xiii. 4, 28 ), and when the checks exercised

by his vigilance and good sense were removed, they

quickly led to serious disorders, unfortunately the

only occurrences which have come down to us during

the next epoch. Eliashib's son Joiada, who suc-

ceeded hini in the high-priesthood (apparently a

few years before t'lie death of Nehemiah), had two
sons, the one Jonathan (Neh. xii. 11) or Johanan
(Neh. xii. 22; Joseph. ^Ind. xi. 7, § 1), the other

Joshua (Joseph, ibid.). Joshua had made interest

with the general of the Persian army that he should

displace his brother in the priesthood : the two quar-

relled, and Joshua was killed by Johanan in the

Temple (b. c. cir. 306): a horrible occurrence, and
even aggravated by its consequences ; for the Per-

sian general made it the excuse not only to pollute

the sanctuary {pa6s) by entering it, on the ground
that he was certainly less unclean than the body
of the murdered man — but also to extort a tribute

of 50 darics on every lamb offered in the daily sacri-

fice for the next seven years (Joseph. Ant. ibid.).

Johanan in his turn had two sons. Jaddua (Neh.

xii. 11, 22) and Manasseh (Joseph. Ant. xi. 7, § 2).

Manasseh married the daughter of Sanballat the

Horonite,<^ and eventually became the first priest

of the Samaritan temple on Gerizim (Joseph. Ant.

XI. 8, §§ 2, 4). But at first he seems to have been
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a The name occurs among those who assisted iu the

dedication of the wall (.\ii. 33) ;
but so as to make us

believe that it was some inferior person of the same
name.

6 Prideaux says five years ; but his reasons are not

satisfactory, and would apply to ten as well as to five.

c According to Neh. xiii. 28, the man who married
Sanballat's daughter was " sou of Joiada ;

" but this

is in direct contradiction to the circumstantial state-

ments of Josephus, followed in the text ; and the word
" son " is often used in Hebrew for " grandson," or

even a more remole descendant (see, t. g. Carmi,
i. 391).

associated in the priesthood of Jerusalem with his

brother (.loseph. /xerexfi-y t>)s a.pxifp'^a'vvris), and
have relinquished it only on being forced to do so

on account of his connection with Sanballat. The
foreign marriages against which Ezra and Nehe-
miah had acted so energetically had again become
common among both the priests and laymen. A
movement was made by a reforming party against

the practice; but either it had obtained a firmer

hold than before, or there was nothing to replace

the personal influence of Nehemiah, for the move-
ment only resulted in a large number going over

with Manasseh to the Samaritans (Joseph. Ant. xi.

8, §§ 2, 4). During the high-priesthood of Jaddua
occurred the famous visit of Alexander the Great

to Jerusalem. Alexander had in\aded the north

of Syria, beaten Darius's army at the Granicus, and
again at Issus, and then, having besieged TjTe,

sent a letter to Jaddua inviting his allegiance, and
desiring assistance in men and provisions. The
answer of tiie high-priest was, that to Darius his

allegiance had been given, and that to Darius he
should remain faithful while he lived. Tyre was
taken in July B. c. 331 (Kenrick's P/iaeuicia, 431),

and then the ISlacedonians moved along the fiat

strip of the coast of Palestine to Gaza, which in

its turn was taken in October. The road to Egypt
being thus secured, Alexander had leisure to visit

Jerusalem, and deal in person with the people who
had ventured to oppose him. This he did appar-

ently by the same route which Isaiah (x. 28-32)

describes Sennacherib as taking. The " Sapha "

at which he was met by the high-priest nmst be

JNIizpeh— Scopus— the high ridge to the north

of the city, the Nob of Isaiah, which is crossed by
the northern road, and from which the first view—
and that a full one— of the city and Temple is

procured. The result to the Jews of the visit was
an exernption from tribute in the Sabbatical year:

a privilege which they retained for long.''

We hear nothing more of Jerusalem until it was
taken by Ptolemy Soter, about b. c. 320, during

his incursion into Syria. The account given by
Josephus {Ant. xii. 1; Apion, i. § 22), partly from

Agatharchides, and partly from some other source,

is extremely meagre, nor is it quite consistent with

itself. But we can discern one point to which more
than one parallel is found in the later history—
that the city fell into the hands of Ptolemy because

the Jews would not fight on the Sabbath. Great

hardships seem to have been experienced by the

Jews after this conquest, and a large number were

transported to Egypt and to Northern Africa.

A stormy period succeeded— that of the struggles

between Antigonus and Ptolemy for the possession

of Syria, which lasted imtil the defeat of the former

at Ipsus (b. c. 301), after which the country came
into the possession of Ptolemy. The contention

however was confined to the maritime region of

li The details of this story, and the arguments for

and against its authenticity, are given under Alex-
ander (i. 60) ; see also High-Priest (ii. 1072). It should

be observed that the part of the Temple which Alex-

ander entered, and where he sacrificed to God, was not

the vaos. into which Bagoas had forced himself after

the murder of Joshua, but the lepdi' — the court only

(Joseph. Ant. xi. 8, § 5). The Jewish tradition is that

he was induced to put ofT his shoes before treading the

sacred ground of the court, by being told that they

would slip on the polished marble {Meg. Taanith, in

Reland, Antiq. i. 8, 5).
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Palestine," and Jerusalem appears to have escaped.

Scanty as is the information we possess concerning

the city, it yet indicates a state of prosperity; the

only outward mark of dependence being an annual

tax of twenty talents of silver payable by the high-

priests. Simon the .Just, who followed his father

Onias in the high-priesthood (cir. b. c. .300), is one

of the flivorite heroes of the Jews. Under his care

the sanctuary (va6s) was repaired, and some foun-

dations of great depth added round the Temple,

possibly to gain a larsjer surfiice on the top of the

hill (Ecclus^ 1. 1, 2). The large cistern or " sea " of

the principal court of the Temple, which hitherto

would seem to have been but temporarily or roughly

constructed, was sheathed in brass* (ibid. 3); the

waUs of the city were more strongly fortified to

guard against such attaclis as those of Ptolemy

(ib. 4); and tlie Temple service was maintained

with great pomp and ceremonial (ib. 11-21). His

death was marked by evil omens of various kinds

presaging disasters'^ (Otho, Lex. Rab. " Messias ").

Simon's brother Eleazar succeeded him as high-

priest (b. c. 291), and Antigonus of Socho as

president of the Sanhedrim f' (Prideaux). The dis-

asters presaged did not immediately arrive, at least

in the grosser forms anticipated. The intercourse

with Greeks was fast eradicating the national char-

acter, but it was at any rate a peaceful intercourse

during the reigns of the Ptolemies who succeeded

Soter, namely, Philadelphus (n. c. 285), and Euer-

getes (15. c. 247). It was Philadelphus, who, ac-

cording to the story preserved by Josephus, had the

translation of the Septuagint « made, in connection

with which he sent Aristeas to Jerusalem during

the priesthood of Eleazar. He also bestowed on

the Temple very rich gifts, consisting of a table for

the shewbread, of wonderful workmanship, basins,

bowls, phials, etc., and other articles both for the

private and public use of the priests (Joseph. Ant.

xii. 2, § 5 — 10, 15). A description of Jerusalem at

this period under the name of Aristeas still sur-

vives,/ which supplies a lively picture of both Tem-

ple and city. The Temple was '• enclosed with

three walls 70 cubits high, and of proportionate

thickness. . . . The spacious courts were paved

with marble, and beneath them lay immense reser-

voirs of water, which by mechanical contrivance

was made to rush forth, and thus wash away the

blood of the sacrifices." The city occupied the

summit and the eastern slopes of the opposite hill

— the modern Zion. The main streets appear to

have run north and south; some " along the brow

. . others lower down but parallel, following the

course of the valley, with cross streets connecting

them." They were " furnished with raised pave-

ments," either due to the slope of the ground, or
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possibly adopted for the reason given by Aristeas,

namely, to enable the passengers to avoid contact

with persons or things ceremonially unclean. The
bazaars were then, as now, a prominent feature of

the city. There were to be found gold, precious

stones, and spices brought by caravans from the

East, and other articles imported from the West
by way of Joppa, Gaza, and Ptolemais, which served

as its commodious harbor. It is not impossible

that among these Phcenician importations from the

^^'est may have figured the dyes and the tin of the

remote Britain.

Eleazar was succeeded (cir. b. c. 276 ) by his

uncle Manasseh, brother to Onias I. ; and he again

(cir. 250) by Onias II. Onias was a son of the

great Simon the Just; but he inherited none of

his father's virtues, and his ill-timed avarice at

length endangered the prosperity of Jerusalem.

For, the payment of the aimual tax to the court of

Egypt having been for several years evaded, Ptol-

emy Euergetes, about 226, sent a commissioner to

Jerusalem to enforce the arrears (.loseph. Ant. xii.

4, § 1; Prideaux). Onias, now in his second

childhood (Ant. xii. 4, § 3), was easily prevailed on

by his nephew Joseph to allow him to return with

the commissioner to Alexandria, to endeavor to

aiTange the matter with the king. Joseph, a man,

evidently, of great ability,!' not only procured the

remission of the tax in question,^ but also per-

suaded Ptolemy to grant him the lucrative priv-

ilege of farming the whole revenue of Judaea, Sa-

maria, Coele-Syria, and Phoenicia— a privilege

which he retained till the province was taken from

the Ptolemies by Antiochus the Great. Hitherto

the family of the high-priest had been the most

powerful in the country; but Joseph had now
founded one able to compete with it, and the con-

tention and rivalry between the two— manifesting

itself at one time in enormous bribes to the court,

at another in fierce quarrels at home — at last led

to the interference of the chief power with the

affairs of a city, which, if wisely and quietly gov-

erned, might never have been molested.

Onias II. died about 217, and was succeeded by

Simon II. In 221 Ptolemy Philopator had suc-

ceeded Euergetes on the tin-one of Egypt. He had

only been king three years when Antiochus the

Great attempted to take Syria from him. Anti-

ochus partly succeeded, but in a battle at Paphia,

south of Gaza, fought in the year 217 (the same

as that of Hannilial at Thrasymene), he was com-

pletely routed and forced to fly to Antioch. Ptol-

emy shortly after visited Jerusalem. He offered

sacrifice in the court of the Temple, and would

have entered the sanctuary, had he not been pre-

a Diod Sic. xix. ;
Hecatasus in Joseph. Apion. i. 22.

b So tbe A. v., apparently following a diEferent text

from either LXX. or Vulgate, which state that the

reservoir was made smaller. But the passage is prob-

ably corrupt.

c One of the chief of these was that the scapegoat

was not, as formerly, dashed in pieces by his fell from

the rock, but got off alive into the desert, ivhere he

was eaten by tlie Saracens.

d Simon the Just was the last of the illustrious

men who formed " the Great Synagogue." Antigonus

was the first of the Taimim, or expounders of the

written law, whose dicta are embodied in the Mishna.

From Sadoc, one of Antigonus's scholars, is said to

have sprung the sect of the Sadducees (Prideaux, ii.

2 ; Ewald, Gesck. iv. 313). It is remarkable that Antig-

onus is the first Jew we meet with bearing a Greek

name.
e The legend of the translation by 72 interpreters

is no longer believed ; but it probably rests oa some

foundation of fact. The sculpture of the table and

bowls (lilies and vines, without any figures) seems to

have been founded on the descriptions in the Law. In

5 Mace. ii. 14, &c., it is said to have had also a map
of Egypt upon it.

/ It is to be found in the Appendix to Uavercamp's

Josephus, and in Gallandii Bibl. Vet. Pair. ii. 805. An
extract is given in article "Jerusalem" (Diet, of

Geogr. ii. 25, 26).

a The story of the stratagem by which he made

his fortune is told in Prideaux (anno 226), and in Mil

man's Hist, of the Jews (ii. 34).

'i At least we hear nothing of it afterwards.
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TOnted by the firmness of the high-priest Simon,

and also liy a supeniatur;il terror which struck him

and stretched him paralyzed on the pavement of

the court (3 Mace. ii. 22).« This repulse Ptolemy,

never fori^ave, and the Jews of Alexandria suffered

severely in conseiiuenee.

Like the rest of Palestine, Jerusalem now be-

came alternately a prey to each of the contending

parties (Joseph. AiU. xii. ;J. § 3). In 203 it was

taken by Antiochus. In 199 it was retaken by

Scopas tlie Alexandrian general, who left a garrison

in the citadel. In the Ibllowing year Antiochus

again beat the Egyptians, and then the Jews, who

had suffered most from the latter, gladly opened

their gates to his army, and assisted them in

reducing the Egyptian garrison. This service

Antiochus requited by large presents of money and

articles for sacrifice, by an order to Ptolemy to

furnish cedar and other materials for cloisters and

other additions to the Temple, and by material re-

lief from taxation. He also published a decree

affirming the sacreJness of the Temple from the

intrusion of strangers, and forbidding any infrac-

tions of the Jewish law (Joseph. Ant. xii. 3, §§ 3,

Simon was followed in 19.5 by Onias III. In

187 Antiochus the Great died, and was succeeded

by his son Seleucus Soter (Joseph. Ant. xii. 4, §

10). Jerusalem was now in much apparent pros-

perity. Onias was greatly respected, antl governed

with a firm hand ; and the decree of the late king

was so far observed, that the whole expenditure of

the sacrifices was borne by Seleucus (2 JNIacc. iii.

1-3). But the city soon began to be much dis-

turbed by the disputes between Hyrcanus, the ille-

gitimate .son of Joseph the collector, and his elder

and legitimate brothers, on the subject of the divi-

sion of the property left by their father. The high-

priest, Onias, after some hesitation, seems to have

taken the part of Hyrcanus, whose wealth — after

the suicide of Hyrcanus (about i?. c. 180)— he se-

cured in the treasury of the Temple. The office of

governor (TrpooraTrjs) of the Temple was now held

by one Simon, who is supposed to have been one of

the legitimate brothers of Hyrcanus. I3y this man
Seleucus was induced to send Heliodorus to Jeru-

salem to get possession of the treasure of Hyrcanus.

How the attempt fiiiled, and the money was for the

time preserved from pillage, may be seen in 2 JMacc.

iii. 24-30, and in the well-known picture of Kaf-

faelle Sanzio.

In 175 Seleucus Soter died, and the kingdom of

Syria came to his brother, the infamous Antiochus

Epiphanes. His first act towards Jerusalem was

to sell the office of high-priest— still filled by the

good Onias HI.— to Onias's brother Joshua (2

Mace. iv. 7; Ant. xii. 5, § 1). Greek manners had

made many a step at Jerusalem, and the new high-

priest was not likely to discouraije their further

progress. His tu'st act was to Grecize his own
name, and to l)ecome "Jason; " his next to set up

a gymnasium— that is a place where the youn,

men of the town were trained naked— to intro-

duce the Greek dress, Greek sports, and Greek

appellations. Now (1 Mace. i. 13, Ac; 2 j\lacc.
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iv. 9, 12) for the first time TV; hear of an attempt

to efface the distinguishing mark of a Jew— again

to "become uncircumcised." The priests quickly

followed tlie example of their chief (2 Mace. iv. 14),

and the Temple service was neglected. A special

deputation of the youth of Jerusalem— " Anti-

ochians " they were now called— was sent with of-

ferings from the Temple of Jehovah to the festival

of Hercules at Tyre. In 172 Jerusalem was visited

by Antiochus. He entered the city at night by

torch-light and amid the acclamations of Jason

and his party, and after a short stay returned '' (2

Mace. iv. 22). And now the treachery of Jason

was to be requited to him. His brother Onias,

who had assumed the Greek name of Menelaus, in

his turn liou^ht the high -priesthood from Anti-

ochus, and drove Jason out to the other side of the

.Jordan (2 Maec. iv. 2G). To pay the price of

the office, Menelaus had laid hands on the conse-

crated plate of the Temple. This became known,

and a riot was the consequence (2 Mace. iv. 32,

39, 40).

During the absence of Antiochus in Egypt,

Jason suddenly appeared before Jerusalem with

a thousand men, and whether by the fury of his

attack, or from his having friends in the city, he

entered the walls, drove Menelaus into the citadel,

and slaughtered the citizens without mercy. Ja-

son seems to have failed to obtain any of the val-

uables of the Temple, and shortly alter retreated

beyond Jordan, where he miserably perished (2

Mace. v. 7-10). But the news of these tumults

reaching Antiochus on his way from Egypt brought

him again to Jerusalem (n. c. 170). He appears

to have entered the city without much difficulty .(^

An indiscriminate massacre of the adherents of

Ptolemy followed, and then a general pillage of the

contents of the Temple. Under the guidance of

Menelaus, Antiochus went into the sanctuary, and
took from thence the golden altar, the candlestick,

the magnificent table of shewbread, and all the

vessels and utensils, with 1,800 talents out of the

treasury. These things occupied three days. He
then quitted for Antioch, carrying oH^', besides his

booty, a large train of captives; and leaving, as

go\ernor of the city, a Phrygian named Philip, a

man of a more savage disposition than himself (1

Mace. i. 20-24; 2 Mace. v. 11-21; Joseph. Ant.

xii. 5, § 3; S. J. i. 1, § 1). But something worse

was reserved for .lerusalem than pillage, death, and

slavery, worse than even the pollution of the pres-

ence of this monster in the holy place of Jehovah.

Nothing less than the total externdnation cf the Jews

was resohed on, and in two years (n. c. 168) an

army was sent under Apollonins to carry the resolve

into effect. He waited till the Sabbath, and then

for the second time tlie entry was made while the

people were engaged in their devotions. j^ii-

other great slaughter took place, the city was now
in its turn pillaged and burnt, and the walls de-

stroyed.

The foreign garrison took up its quarters in what

had from the earliest times been the strongest part

of the place— the ancient city of David (1 JNlacc.

i. 33, vii. 32), the famous hill of Zion, described

a The tliird book of the Maccabtcs, though so

called, ha.« no reference to the Macc-iba^an heroes, but

is taken up with the relation of this visit of Ptolemy

to Jeru.'ialem, and its consequences to the Jews.

h This visit is omitted in 1 Mace. Josephus men-
tions it, but says that it was marked by a great

slaughter of the Jewish party and by plunder {Ant.

xii. 5, § 3). This, however, does not jigrce with th«

festal character given to it in the 2 Mace., and followed

above,
c There is a great discrepancy between the accounts

of 1 Mace, 2 Mace, and Josephxis.
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as being on an eminence adjoining « the north wall

of the Temple, and so high as to overlook it (Ant.

xii. 5, § 4). This hill was now fortified with a

very strong wall with towers, and within it the^

garrison secured their boot}', cattle, and other pro-

visions, the women of their prisoners, and a certain

number of the inhabitants of the city friendly to

them.

Antiochus next issued an edict to compel heathen

worship in all his dominions, and one Athena-us

was sent to Jerusalem to enforce compliance. As
a first step, the Temple was reconsecrated to Zeus

Olympius (2 Mace. vi. 2). The worship of idols

(1 Mace. i. 47), with its loose and obscene accom-

paniments (2 jMacc. vi. 4), was introduced there—
an altar to Zeus was set up on the brazen altar of

Jehovah, pig's-flesh offered thereon, and the bi;oth

or liquor sprinkled about the Temple (Joseph. Anf.

xiii. 8, § 2). And while the Jews were compelled

not only to tolerate but to take an active part in

these foreign abominations, the observance of their

own rites and ceremonies— sacrifice, the sabliath,

circumcision— was absolutely forbidden. Many
no doubt complied (Ant. xii. 5, § 4); but many
also resisted, and the torments inflicted, and the

heroism displayed in the streets of Jeru.snlem at

this time, almost surpass belief But though a

severe, it was a wholesome discipline, and under its

rough teaching the old spirit of the people began

to revive.

The battles of the Jlaccabees were fought on the

outskirts of the country, and it was not till the

defeat of Lysias at Beth-zur that they thought it

safe to venture into the recesses of the central hills.

Then they immediately turned their steps to Jeru-

salem. On ascending the Mount IMoriah, and en-

tering the quadrangle of the Temple, a sight met
their eyes, which proved at once how complete had

been the desecration, and how short-lived the tri-

umph of the idolaters; for while the altar still stood

there with its abominable burden, the gates in

ashes, the priests' chambers in ruins, and, as they

reached the iimer court, the very sanctuary itself

open and empty— yet the place had been so long

disused that the whole precincts were full of veg-

etation, " the shrubs grew in the quadrangle like a

forest." The precincts were at once cleansed, the

polluted altar put aside, a new one constructed, and

the holy vessels of the sanctuary replaced, and on

the third anniversary of the desecration — the 25tli

of the month Chisleu, in the year r,. c. 165, the

Temple was dedicated with a feast which lasted for

eight days.** After this the outer wall of the Tem-
ple = was ver'y much strengthened (1 Mace. iv. 00),

and it was in fact converted into a fortress (comp.

a This may be inferred from many of the expres-

sions coucerniug this citadel ; but Josephus expressly

uses the word eTre'/ceiTo {A7it. xii. 9, § 3), and says it

was on an eminence in the lower city, ('. e. the eastern

hill, as contradistinguished from the western hill or

upper city.

* Th(! term Zinn is not applied to this eminence by

cither of the.«e writers, and " the city of David,'' as

used b.v.one, is synonymous with Jerusalem. For a

critical examination and clear elucidation of the tes-

timony here referred to, in its connection, by Dr. Rob-

inson, sec Bibl. Sarra, iii. 629-634. It should be noted,

moreover, as is stilted further on, that the above " em-

inence ill the lower city " was subsequently removed

by Simon " and brought to an entire level with the

plain " {Ant. xiii. 6, § 7). According to the above
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vi. 26, 61, 62), and occupied by a garrison (iv. 61)
The Acra was still held by the soldiers of Anti-

ochus. One of the first acts of Judas on entering

the Temple had been to detach a party to watch
them, and two years later (b. c. 16;J) so frequent

had their sallies and annoyances become-— purtic-

ularly an attempt on one occ^asion to confine the

worshippers within the Temple inclosure'' (1 Mace,
vi. 18)— that Judas collected his people to take it,

and began a siege with banks and engines. In the

mean time Antiochus had died (n. c. 164), and was
succeeded by his son Antiochus Eupator, a youth.

The garrison in the Acra, finding themsehes pressed

by Judas, managed to communicate with the king,

who brought an army from Antioch and attacked

Beth-zur, one of the kej--positions of the Macca-
bees. This obliged Judas to give up the siege of

the Acra, and to march southw irds against the in-

truder (1 Mace. vi. 32; Joseph. A7it. xii. 9, § 4).

Antiochus's army proved too much for his little

force, his lirother Eleazar was killed, and he was
compelled to fnll l)ack on Jerusalem and shut him-
self up in the Temple. Thither Lysias, Antiochus's

general — and later, Antiochus himself ^— followed

him (vi. 48, 51, 57, 62) and commenced an active

siege. How long it lasted we are not informed,

but the provisions of the besieged were rapidly be-

coming exhausted, ana famine had driven maiij' tc

make their escape (ver. 54), when news of an insur

rection elsewhere induced Lysias to advise Anti-

ochus to offer terms to Judas (vi. 55-58). The
terms, which were accepted by him were, liberty tc

live after their own laws, and immunity to their

persons and their fortress. On inspection, how-

ever, Antiochus found the place so strong that he

refused to keep this part of the agreement, and
before he left the walls were inilled down (vi. 62;

Ant. xii. 9, § 7). Judas apparently remained in

.lerusalem for the next twelve months. During
this time Antiochus and Lysias had been killed and
the throne seized by Demetrius (b. c. 162), and the

new king had despatched Bacchides and Alcimus,

the then high-priest,— a man of Grecian principles,

— with a large force, to Jerusalem. Judas v.'as

again within the walls of the Temple, which in the

interval he must have rebuilt. He could not be

tempted forth, but sixty of the Assideans were

treacherously nuirdered by the Syrians, who then

moved off, first to a short distance from the city,

and finally back to Antioch (1 jNIacc. vii. 1-25;

Aiit. xii. 10, §§ 1-3). Demetrius then sent an-

other army under Nieanor, but with no better

success. An action was fought at (^'aphar-salama,

an unknown place not far from the city. Judas

was victorious, and Nieanor escaped and took

theory, then, " the famous hill of Zion " vanished,

bodily, about a century and a half before Christ I

S. W.
b This feast is alluded to in ,Iohn x. 22. Chisleu

was the mid-winter month. The feast of the Dedica-

tion falls this year (1860) on the 9th Dec.

c In 1 Mace. iv. 60 it is said that they builded up
"Mount Siou ;

" but in the parallel passages, vi. 7, 26,

the word used is " sanctuary," or rather ' holy places,"

ayi'ao-fia. The meaning probably is the entire inclos-

ure. Josephus (Ant xii. 7, § 7) says " the city."

* Both writers probably refer to the whole city.

S. W.
'' SvyKAei'oi'TCS TOf 'lo-parjA. kvkXw tuv ayioiv. The

A. T. " shut up the Israelites round about the sanc-

tuary," does not here give the sense, which seems tc

be as above.
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refiige in the Acra at Jerusalem. Shortly after

Nicanor came down from the fortress and paid a

visit to the Temple, wliere he insulted the priests

(1 Mace. vii. 3.J, 34; 2 Mace. xiv. 31-o;i). He
also caused the death of Razis, one of the elders in

Jerusalem, a man greatlj' esteemed, who killed him-

self in the most horrible manner, rather than fall

into his hands (2 .Mace. xiv. 37-46). He then

procured some reinforcements, met Judas at Adasa,

probably not far from li imkh. was killed, and his

army thoroiii;hly beaten. Nicanor's head and ris^ht

arm were lirought to Jerusalem. The head was

nailed on the wall of the Acra, and the hand and

arm on a conspicuous spot facing the Temple (2

Mace. XV. 3U-3.J ), where their memory was perhaps

perpetuated in the name of the gate Nicanor, the

eastern entrance to the Great Court (Reland, Antiq.

i. 9, 4).

The death of .ludas took place in 161. After it

Bacchides and .\lcimus ai^ain established themselves

at Jerusalem in the Acra (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 1, § 3),

and in the intervals of their contests witii .lonatlian

and Simon added much to its fortifications, fur-

nished it witli provisions, and confined there the

children of the chief people of Judwa as hostages

for their good behavior (1 Mace. ix. 50-63). In

the second month (May) of 160 the high-priest

Alcimus Ijegan to make some alterations in the

Temple, apparently doing away with the inclosure

between one court and another, and in particular

demolishing some wall or building, to which pecu-

liar sanctity was attached as " the work of the

prophets" (1 Mace. ix. 54). The object of these

alterations was doubtless to lessen the distinction

between Jew and Gentile. But they had hardly

been connnenced before he was taken suddenly ill

and died.

Bacchides now returned to .Vntioch, and Jeru-

salem remained without molestation for a period

of seven years. It does not appear that the !Mac-

cabees resided there ; part of the time they were at

IMichmash, in the entangled country seven or eight

miles north of Jerusalem, and part of the time

fighting with Bacchides at Beth-basi in the Jordan

Valley near .lericho. All this time the Acra was

held by the ^Macedonian garrison {Ant. xiii. 4, §

92) and the malcontent Jews, who still held the

hostages taken from the other part of the com-
munity (1 Mace. X. C). In the year 153 .\le.xander

Balas, the real or pretended son of Antiochus

Epiphanes, having landed at I'tolemais, Demetrius

sent a communication to Jonathan with the view

of keeping him attached to his cause (1 3Iacc. x. 1,

&c. ; Ant. xiii. 2, § 1). Upon this Jonathan moved
up to Jerusalem, rescued the hostages from the

Acra, and began to repair the city. The destruc-

tions of the last few years were remedied, the walls

round Mount Zion particularly being rebuilt in the

most substantial manner, as a regular fortification

(x. 11). From this time forward Jonathan received

privileges and professions of confidence from both

sides. First, .Alexander authorized him to assume

the office of high-priest, which had not been filled

up since the death of .\lcimus (comp. Ant. xx. 10,

§ 1). This he took at the I'east of Tabernacles, in

the autumn of the year 153, and at the same time

collected soldiers and ammunition (1 Mace. x. 21).

Next, Demetrius, amongst other immunities granted

to the country, recognized .Jerusalem and its en-

virons as again " holy and free," relinquished all

right to the Acra— which was henceforward to be

subject to the high-priest (x. 31, 32), endowed the
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Temple with the revenues of >-tolemais, and also

with 15,000 shekels of silver charged in other places,

and ordered not only the payment of the same sum,
in regard to former years, iiut the release of an

annual tax of 5,000 shekels hitherto exacted from

the priests. Lastly, he authorized the re|)airs of

the holy place, and the building and fortifying of

the walls of Jerus;dem to be charged to the royal

accounts, and ga\e the privilege of sanctuary to all

persons, even mere debtors, taking refuge in the

Temple or in its precincts (1 Mace. x. 31, 32, 39-

The contentions between Alexander and Deme-
trius, in which he was actively engaued, prevented

Jonathan from taking advantage of these grants

till the year 145. He then began to invest the

Acra (xi. 20; Ant. xiii. 4, § 9), but, owing partly

to the strength of the ])lace, and partly to the con-

stant dissensions abroad, the siege made little prog-

ress during fully two years. It was obvious that

no progress could be made as long as the inmates

of the Acra could get into the city or the country,

and there buy provisions (xiii. 49), as hitherto was
the case; and, therefore, at the first opportunity,

Jonathan built a wall or bank round the base of

the citadel-hill, cutting off all communication both

with the city on the west and the country on the

east (xii. 30; comp. xiii. 49), and thus completing

the circle of investment, of which the Temple wall

formed the south and remaining side. At the

same time the wall of the Temple was repaired and
strengthened, especially on the east side, towards

the Valley of Kedron. In the mean time Jonathan
was killed at Ptolemais, and Simon succeetled him
both as chief and as high-priest (xiii. 8, 42). The
investment of the Acra proved successful, but three

years still elapsed before this enormously strong

place could be reduced, and at last the garrison

capitulated only from faiuine (xiii. 49; comp. 21).

.Simon entered it on the 23d of the 2d month b. c.

142. The fortress was then entirely demolished,

and the eminence on which it had stood lowered,

until it was reduced below the height of the Temple
hill beside it. The last operation occupied three

years {Ant. xiii. 6, § 7). The valley north of Moriah
was probably filled up at this time {B. J. v. 5, § 1).

.\ fort was then . built on the north side of the

Temple hill, apparently agiinst the wall, so as

directly to command the site of the .\cra, and here

Simon and his immediate followers resided (xiii.

52). This was the Baris— so called alter the

Hebrew word Birah— which, under the name of

.\ntonia, became subsequently so prominent a

feature of the city. Simon's other achievements,

and bis alliance with the Boinans, nmst be reserved

for another place. We hear of no further occur-

rences at Jerusalem during his life except the

placing of two brass tablets, commemorating his

exploits on Mount Zion, in the precinct of the

sanctuary (xiv. 27, 48). In 135 Simon was mur-
dered at Dok near Jericho, and then all was again

confusion in Jerusalem.

One of the first steps of his son John Hyrcanus
was to secure both the city and the Temple (Joseph.

Ant. xiii. 7, § 4). The people were favorable to him,

and repidsed Ptolemy, Simon's mmdercr, when
he attempted to enter (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 7, § 4;

B. J. i. 2, § 3). Hyrcanus was made high-priest.

Shortly after this, Antiochus Sidetes, king of Syria,

brought an army into southern Palestine, ravaged

and burnt the country, and attacked Jerusalem.

To invest the city, and cut off all chance of escape,
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it was encircled by a girdle of seven camps. The
active operations of the siege were carried on as

usual at the north, where the level ground conies

up to the walls. Here a hundred towers of attack

were erected, each of three stories, from which pro

jectiles were cast into the city, and a double ditch,

broad and deep, was excavated before them to pro-

tect them from the sudden sallies which the be-

sieged were constantly making. On one occasion

the wall of the city was undermined, its timber

foundations burnt, and thus a temporary breach

effected (5 Mace. xxi. 5). For the first and last

time we hear of a want of water inside the city,

but from this a seasonable I'ain relieved them. In

other respects the besieged seem to have been well

off. Hyrcaims however, with more prudence than

humanity, anticipating a long siege, turned out

of the city all the infirm and non-fighting people.

The l''east of Tabernacles had now arrived, and, at

the request of Ilyrcaiuis, Antiochus, with a mod-
eration which gained him the title of "the Pious,"

agreed to a truce. This led to further negotiations,

wliich ended in the siege being relinquished. Anti-

ochus wished to place a garrison in the city, but

this the late experience of the Jews forbade, and

hostages and a payment were substituted. The

money for this subsidy was obtained by Hyrcanus

from the sepulchre of David, the outer chamber of

which he is said to have opened, and to have taken

3,000 talents of the treasure wliich had been buried

with I)a\id, and had hitherto escaped undiscovered

(Ant. vii. 15, § 3; xiii. 8, § 4; ti. J. i. 2, § 5).

After Antiochus's departure Hyrcanus carefully

repaired the damage done to the walls (.5 Mace,

xxi. 18); and it may have been at this time that

he enlarged the Baris or fortress adjoining the

northwest wall of the Temple inclosure, which had

iieen founded by his father, and which he used for

his own residence and for the custody of his sacred

vestments worn as high-priest (Joseph. Anl. xviii.

4, § 3).

During the rest of his long and successful reign

John Hyrcanus resided at Jerusalem, ably admin-

istering tlie government from thence, and regularly

fulfilUng the duties of the high-priest (see 5 Mace,

xxiii. 3; Joseph. Ant. xiii. 10, § 3). The great sects

of Pharisees and Sadducees first appear in prom-

inence at this period. Hyrcanus, as a Maccabee,

had belonged to the Pharisees, but an occurrence

which happened near the end of his reign caused

him to desert them and join the Sadducees, and

even to persecute his former friends (see the story

in Joseph. Ant. xiii. 10, § 5; 5 Mace. xxv. 7-11

;

Milman, ii. 73). He died in peace and honor (Ant.

xiii. 10, § 7). There is no mention of his burial,

but it is nearly certain that the " monument of

John the high-priest," which stood near the north-

west corner of the city and is so frequently referred

to in the account of the final siege, was his tomb;

at least no other high-priest of the name of John

is mentioned. [High-pi:iest, ii. 1074.]

Hyrcanus was succeeded (b. c. 107) by his son

Aristobulus." Like his predecessors he was high-

priest; but unlike them he assumed the title as well

a The adoption of Greek names by the family of

the Maccabees, originally the great opponents of every-

thing Greek, shows how much and how unconsciously

the Jews were now departing from their ancient

standards.

b For the story of his death, and the accomplish-

ment of the prediction that he should die in Strato's
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as the power of a king (.Joseph. Ant. xiii. 11, § 1;

5 Mace, xxvii. 1). Aristobulus resided in the Baris

(Ant. xiii. 11, § 2). A passage, dark and subter-

raneous (B. .J. i. 3, § 3). led from the Baris to

the Temple; one part of this passage was called

" Strato's tower," adid here Antigonus, brother of

Aristobulus, was murdered by his order.^ Aristo-

bulus died very tragically immediately after, having

reigned but one year. His brother Alexander Jan-
UEeus (rs. c. 105), who succeeded him, was mainly

engaged in wars at a distance from Jerusalem,

returning thither however in the intervals {Ant. xiii.

12, § 3, (id fin.). About the year !)5 the animos-

ities of the Pharisees and S.adducees came to an
alarming explosion. Like his father, .Alexander

belonged to the Sadducees. The Pharisees had
never forgiven Hyrcanus for having deserted them,

and at the feast of Tabernacles, as the king was
officiating, they invited the peo]ile to pelt him with

the citrons which they carried in the feast (Joseph.

Ant. xiii. 13, § 5: comp. 10, § 5; Iteland, Avt. iv.

5, § 9). Alexander retaliated, and six thousand

persons were at that time killed by his orders. But
the dissensions lasted for six years, and no fewer

than 50,000 are said to ha\e lost their lives {Ant.

xiii. 13, § 5; 5 ftlacc. xxix. 2). These severities

made him extremely unpopular with both parties,

and led to their inviting the aid of Demetrius

KuchoeruSj king of Syria, against him. The actions

between them were fought at a distance from Jeru-

salem ; but the city did not escape a share in the

horrors of war; for when, after some fluctuations,

Alexander returned successful, he crucified publicly

800 of his opponents, and had their wives and chil-

dren butchered before their eyes, while he and his

concubines feasted in sight of the whole scene

(Ant. xiii. 14, § 2). Such an iron sway as tliis was

enough to crush all opposition, and Alexander

reigned till the year 79 without further disturbances.

He died while besieging a fortress called liagaba,

somewhere beyond Jordan. He is commemorated
as having at the time of his disputes with the

people erected a wooden screen rouud the altar and

the sanctuary {vaos). as far as the parapet of the

priests' court, to prevent access to him as he was
ministering f-' {Ant. xiii. 13, § 5). The "monument
of king Alexander " was doulitless his tomb. It

stood somewhere near, but outside, the north wall

of the Temple {B. J. v. 7, § 3), probably not far

from the situation of the tombs of the old kings

(see section HI. p. 1325). In spite of opposition

the Pharisees were now by far the most powerful

party in Jerusalem, and Alexander had therefore

before his death instructed his queen, Alexandra—
whom he left to succeed him with two sons — to

commit herself to them. She did so, and the con^

sequence was that though the feuds between the

two great parties continued at their height, yet the

government, being supported by the strongest, was

always secure. The elder of the two sons, Hyrcanus,

was made high-priest, and Aristobulus had the

command of the army. The queen lived till the

year 70. On her death, Hyrcanus attempted to

take the crown, but was opposed liy his brother, to

Tower— i. e. Ca?sarea— compare the well-known stoiy

of the death of Henry IV. in .Jerusalem, i e. the Jeru-

salem Chamber at Westminster.
< Jopephus's words are not very clear : — 5pu'if>aKTOv

Tov flpiyKoC, eis ov jaofOis i^rjv TOis lepeiixtv eiateVot.
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whom in three months he yielded its possession,

Aristobulus becoming king in the year 6U. Before

Alexandra's death she had imprisoned the family

of Aristobulus in the Baris {B. J. i. 5, § 4). There

too Hyrcanus took refuge during the negotiations

with his brother about the kingdom, and from

thence had attacked and vanquished liis opponents

who were collected in the Temple {Ant. xiv. 1, § 2).

Josephus here first speaks of it as the Acropolis,"

and as being above the Temple {vnep rod Upov)-

After the reconciliation, Aristobulus took possession

of the royal palace (ret ^<ri\eia)- This can hardly

be other than the " palace of the Asmoneans," of

which Josephus gives some notices at a subsequent

part of the history {Ant. xx. 8, § 11; B. ./. ii. 10,

§ 3). From these it appears tliat it was situated

west of the Temple, on the extreme highest point

of the upper city (the modern Zion) immediately

facing the southwest angle of the Temple inclosure,

and at the west end of the bridge which led from

the Temple to the Xystus.

The brothers soon quarreled again, when Hyr-
caruis called to his assistance Aretas, king of Da-

mascus. Before this new enemy Aristobulus fled

to Jerusalem and took refuge within the fortifica-

tions of the Temple. And now was witnessed the

strange anomaly of the high-priest in alliance with

a heathen king besieging the priests in the Temple.

Suddenly a new actor appears on the scene; the

siege is interrupted and eventually raised by the

interference of Scaurus, one of Pompey's lieuten-

ants, to whom Aristobulus paid 400 talents for the

relief. This was in the year 05. Shortly after,

Pompey himself arrived at Damascus. Both the

brothers came before him in person {Ant. xiv. 3,

§ 2), and were received with moderation and civility.

Aristobulus could not make up his mind to submit,

and after a good deal of shuffling betook himself

to .Jerusalem and prepared for resistance. Pompey
advanced by way of Jericho. As he approached

Jerusalem, Aristobulus, who found the city too

much divided for effectual resistance, met him and

offered a large sum of money and surrender. Pom-
pey sent forward Gabinius to take possession of the

place; but the bolder party among the adherents

of Aristobulus had meantime gained the ascend-

ency, and he found the gates closed. Pompey on

this threw the king into chains and advanced on

Jerusalem. Hyrcanus was in possession of the city

and received tlie invader with open arms. The
Temple on tiie other hand was held by the party

of Aristobulus, which included the priests (xiv. 4,

§ 3). They cut off the bridges and causeways

which connected the Temple with the town on the

west and north, and prepared for an obstinate de-

fense. Pompey put a garrison into the palace of

the Asmoneans, and into other positions in the

upper city, and fortified the houses adjacent to the

Temple. The north side was the most practicable,

and there he commenced his attack. But even

there the hill was intrenched by an artificial ditch

in addition to the very deep natural valley, and was

defended by lofty towers on the wall of the Temple
{Ant. xiv. 4, § 2; B. ./. i. 7, § 1).

Pompey appears to have stationed some part of

his force on the high ground west of the city

(Joseph. B. J. V. 12, § 2), but he himself commanded
in person at the north. The first efforts of his
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a He also here applies to it the term <)>f)ovpiov {Ant.

xiii. 16, § 5 ; B. J. i. 5, § 4), which he commonly uses

tor smaller fortresses.

soldiers were devoted to filling up'" the ditch * and
the valley, and to constructing the banks on which

to place the military engines, for which purpose

they cut down all the timber in the environs.

These had in the mean time been sent for from

Tyre, and as soon as the banks were sufficiently

raised the balistse were set to work to throw stones

over the wall into the crosvded courts of the Tem-
ple; and lofty towers were erected, from which to

discharge arrows and otiier missiles. But these

operations were not carried on without great diffi-

culty, for the wall of the Temple was thronged

with slingers, who most seriously interfered with

the progress of the Komans. Ponijiey, however,

remarked that on the seventh day the Jews regu-

larly desisted from fighting {Ant. xiv. 4, § 2; Strab.

xvi. p. 703), and this afforded the Komans a great

advantage, for it gave them the opportunity of

moving the engines and towers nearer the walls,

filling up the trenches, adding to the banks, and

in other ways making good the damage of the past

six days without the slightest molestation. In fact

Josephus gives it as his opinion, that but for the

opportunity thus afforded, the necessary works

never could have been completed. In the Temple
itself, however fierce the attack, the daily sacrifices

and other ceremonials, down to the niiimtest detail,

were never interrupted, and the priests pursued

their duties undeterred, even when men were struck

down near them by the stones and arrows of the

besiegers. At the end of three months the be-

siegers had approached so close to the wall that the

battering rams could be worked, and a breach was

effected in the largest of the towers, through which

the Komans entered, and after an obstinate resist

ance and loss of life, remained masters of the Tem-
ple. Many Jews were killed by their countrymen

of Hyrcanus's party who had entered with the Ko-

mans ; some in their confusion set fire to the houses

which abutted on a portion of the Temple walls,

and perished in the flames, while others threw

themselves over the precipices {B. J. i. 7, § 4).

The whole number slain is reported by Josephus at

12,000 {A?it. xiv. 4, § 4). During the assault the

priests maintained the same calm demeanor which

they had displayed during the siege, and were act-

ually slain at their duties while pouring their drink-

ofiferings and burning their incense {B. J. i. 7, § 4).

It should be observed that in the account of this

siege the Baris is not once mentioned ; the attack

was on the Temple alone, instead of on the fortress,

as in Titus's siege. The inference is tliat at this

time it was a small and unimportant adjunct to the

main fortifications of the Temple.

Pompey and many of his people explored the

recesses of the Temple, and the distress of the Jews

was greatly aggravated by their holy places being

thus exposed to intrusion and profanation {B. J.

i. 7, § 0). In the sanctuary were found the great

golden vessels— the table of shew-bread, the candle-

stick, the censers, and other articles proper to that

place. But what most astonished the intruders,

on passing beyond the sanctuary and exploring

the total darkness of the Holy of Holies, was to

find in the adytum neither image nor shrine. It

evidently caused nmch remark ("inde vulgatnm "'),

and was the one fact regarding the Temjile which

the historian thought worthy of preservation —

b The size of the ditch is given by Strabo as 60 feet

deep and 250 wide (xvi. p. 763).
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" nulla intus deum effigie; vacuain sedeni et inania

arcana" (Tacitus, Hist. v. 9). Pompey's conduct

on this occasion does him great credit. He left

the treasures thus exposed to his view— even the

spices and the money in the treasury — untouched,

ai''' his examination over, he oidered the Temple

tu be cleansed and purified from the bodies of the

slain, and the daily worship to lie resumed. Hyr-

canus was continued in his high-priesthood, but

without the title of king {Ant. xx. 10); a tribute

was laid upon the city, the walls were entirely de-

molished {KaTacnraaai . ... to. reixv irai/Ta.

Strabo, xvi. p. 7iio), and Ponipey took his depar-

ture for Home, carrying witli him Aristobulus, his

sous Alexander and Antigonus, and his two daugh-

ters. The Temple was taken in the year (i-i, in

the 3d month (Sivan), on the day of a great fast

{Ant. xiv. 4, § 3); probably that for .Jeroboam,

which was held on the 2id of that month.

During the next few years nothing occurred t^

aflect Jerusalem, the struggles which desolated the

unhappy Palestine during that time having taken

place away from its vicinity. In 56 it was made
the seat of one of the five senates or Sanhedrim, to

which under the constitution of Gabinius the civil

power of the country was for a time committed.

Two years afterwards (n. C. 5-4) the rapacious Cras-

sus visited the city on his way to Parthia, and

plundered it not only of the money which I'ompey

had spared, but of a considerable treasure accumu-

lated from the contributions of Jews throughout the

world, in all a sum of 10,000 talents, or about

2,000,000/. sterling. The pillage was aggravated

by the fact of his having first received from the

priest in charge of the treasure a most costly beam

of solid gold, on condition that everything else

should be spared {Ant. xiv. 7, § 1).

During this time Hyrcanus remained at Jerusa-

salem, acting under the advice of Antipater the

Idumean, his chief minister. The assistance which

they rendered to Mithridates, the ally of Julius

CiBsar, in the Egyptian campaign of 48—47, in-

duced Ctesar to confirm Hyrcanus in the high-

priesthood, and to restore him to tlie civil govern-

ment under the title of Ethnarch {Ant. xiv. 10).

At the same time he rewarded Antipater with the

procuratorship of Judtea IAnt. xiv. 8, § 5), and

allowed the walls of the city to be rebuilt (.l^^

xiv. 10, § 4) The year 47 is also memorable for

the first appearance of .\ntipater's son Herod in

Jerusalem, when, a youth of fifteen (or more prob-

a))ly " 'io ), lie characteristically overawed the as-

sembled Sanhedrim. In 43 Antipater was nmr-

dered in the palace of Hyrcanus by one JNIalichus,

who was very soon after himself slain by Herod

{.int. xiv. II, §§ 4, 0). The tumults and revolts

consequent on these murders kept Jerusalem in

commotion for some time {B. J. i. 12). But a

more serious danger was at hand. Antigonus, the

younger and now the only surviving son of Aristob-

ulus, suddenly appeared in the country sui)ported

by a Parthian army. Jlany of the Jews of the

district about Carmel and Joppa'' flocked to him,

and he instantly made for Jerusalem, giving out

that his only object was to pay a visit of devotion

to the Temple (5 Mace. xlix. 5). So sudden was

his approach, that he got into the city and reached

the palace in the upper market-place— the modern

Zion — without resistance. Here however he was
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met by Hyrcanus and Phasaelus (Herod's bnther)
with a strong party of soldiers. A fight ensued,

which ended in Antigonus being driven over the

bridge into the Temple, where he was constantly

harassed and annoyed by Hyrcanus and Phasaelus

from the city. Pentecost arrived, and the city,

and the suburbs between it and the Temple, were
crowded with peasants and others who had come
up to keep the feast. Herod too arrived, and with

a small party had taken charge of the palace.

Phasaelus kept the wall. Antigonus' people seem
(though the account is very obscure) to have got

out through the Jiaris into the part north of the

Temple. Here Herod and Phasaelus attacked,

dispersed, and cut them up. Pacorus, the Par-

thian general, was lying outside the walls, and at

the earnest request of Antigonus, he and 500 horse

were admitted, ostensibly to mediate. The result

was, that Phasaelus and Hyrcanus were outwitted,

and Herod overpowered, and the Parthians got

possession of the place. Antigonus was made king,

and as Hyrcanus knelt a suppliant before him, the

new king— with all the wrongs which his father

and himself had suffered full in his mind — bit off

the ears of his uncle, so as effectually to incapaci-

tate him from ever again taking the high priest-

hood. Phasaelus killed himself in prison. Herod
alone escaped {Ant. xiv. 13).

Thus did Jerusalem (u. c. 40) find itself in the

hands of the Parthians.

In three months Herod returned from Rome
king of Judaaa, and in the beginning of 39 appeared

before Jerusalem with a force of Pomans, com-
manded by Silo, and pitched his camp on the west

side of the city {B. J. i. 15, § 5). Other occur-

rences, however, called him away from the siege at

this time, and for more than two years he was
occupied elsewhere. In the mean time Antigonus

held the city, and had dismissed his Parthian allies.

In 37 Herod appeared again, now driven to fury by

the death of his favorite brother Joseph, whose dead

body Antigoims had shamefully mutilated {B. ./. i.

17, § 2). He came, as Ponipey had done, from

Jericho, and, like Ponipey, he pitched his camp and

made his attack on the north side of the Temple.

The general circumstances of the siege seem also

very much to have resembled the former, except

that there were now two walls north of the Temple,

and that the driving oi mines was a great feature

in the siege operations {B../. i. 18, § 1; Ant. xiv.

10, § 2). The Jews distinguished themselves by

the same reckless courage as before; and although

it is not exi)ressly said that the services of the

Temple were carried on with such minute regularity

as when they excited the astonishment of Ponipey,

yet we may infer it from the fact that, during the

hottest of the operations, the besieged desired a

short truce in which to bring in animals for sacri-

fice {Ant. xiv. 16, § 2). In one respect— the fac-

tions which raged among the besieged — this siege

somewhat foreshadows that of Titus.

For a short time after the commencement of the

operations Herod absented himself for his nian-iage

at Samaria witii JIariamne. On his return he was

joined by Sosius, the Eonian governor of Syria,

with a force of from 50,000 to 60,000 men, and

the siege was then resumed in earnest {Ant. xiv

16).

The first of the two walls was taken in forty

» See the reasons urged by Prideaux, ad loc. called the Woodland or the Forest country (Apvfi«t|

6 kt that time, and even as late as the Crusades. ' Joseph. Ant. xiv. 13, § 3).
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Jays, and the second in fifteen more." Then the

outer court of the Temple, and the lower city—
lying in the hollow between the 'J'emple and the

modern Zion— was taken, and the Jews were driven

into the inner parts of the Temple and to the upper

market-place, which communicated therewith by the

bridge. At this point some delay seems to have

arisen, as the sie(;e is distinctly said to have occu-

pied in all five months {B. J. i. 18, § 2; see also

Ant. xiv. IG, § 2). At last, losing patience, Herod

allowed the place to be stormed; and an indis-

criminate massacre ensued, especially in the narrow

streets of the lower city, which was only terminated

at his urgent and repeated solicitations.'' Herod

and his men entered first, and in his anxiety to

prevent any plunder and desecration of the Temple,

he himself hastened to the entrance of the sanctuary,

and there standing with a drawn sword in his hand,

threatened to cut down any of the lioman soldiers

who attempted to enter.

Through all this time the Baris had remained

impregnable: there Antigonus had taken refuge,

and thence, when the whole of the city was in the

power of the conquerors, he descended, and in an

abject manner craved his life from Sosius. It was

granted, but only to be taken from him later at the

order of Antony.

Antigonus was thus disposed of, but the Asmo-
nean party was still strong both in numbers and

influence. Herod's first care was to put it down.

The chiefs of the party, including the whole of the

Sanhedrim but two,<^ were put to death, and their

property, with that of others whose lives were spared,

was seized. The appointment of the high-priest

.was the next consideration. Hyrcanus returned

from Parthia soon after the conclusion of the siege

;

but even if his mutilation had not incapacitated

him for the office, it would have been unwise to

appoint a member of the popular family. Herod

therefore bestowed the ofiice (li. c. 36) on one

Ananel, a former adherent of his, and a Babylonian

Jew {Anl. XV. 3, § 1), a man without interest or

influence in the politics of Jerusalem (xv. 2, § 4).

Ananel was soon displaced through the machina-

tions of Alexandra, mother of Herod's wife

Mariamne, who prevailed on him to appoint her

son Aristobulus, a youth of sixteen. But the young
Asmonean was too warmly receix'ed by the people

{B. J. i. 22, § 2) for Herod to allow him to remain.

Hardly had he celebrated his first feast before he

was murdered at Jericho, and then Ananel resumed

the office {Ant. xv. 3, § 3).

The intrigues and tragedies of the next thirty

years are too complicated and too long to be treated

of here. A general sketch of the events of Herod's

life will be found under his naoie, and other oppor-

tunities will occur for noticing them. Moreover,

a great part of these occurrences have no special

connection with .lerusalem, and therefore liave no

place in a brief notice, like the present, of those

things which more immediately concern the city.

In many respects this period was a repetition of

that of the Maccabees and Antiochus Epiphanes.
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a These periods probably date from the return of

Uerod with Sosius, and the resumption of more active

hostiUties.

'' True he was one of the same race who at a former

sack of Jerusalem had cried " Down with it, down with

it even to the ground 1 " But times had altered since

then.

c These two were Ilillel and Shammai, renowned in

True, Herod was more politic, ancf'more prudent,

and also probably had more sympathy with the

Jewish character than Antiochus. But the spirit

of stern resistance to innovation and of devotion to

the law of Jehovah burnt no less fiercely in the

breasts of the people than it had done before; and

it is curious to remark how e\ery attempt on

Herod's part to introduce foreign customs was met

by outbreak, and how futile were all the benefits

which he conferred Iwtli on the tejiiporal and

ecclesiastical welfare of the people when these ob-

noxious intrusions were in question.''

In the year 34 the city was visited by Cleopatra,

who, having accompanieil Antony to the Euphrates,

was now returning to I'^gypt through her estates at

Jericho {Ant. xv. 4, § 2).

In the spring of 31, the year of the battle of

Actium, Judfea was visited by an earthquake, the

effects of which appear to have been indeed tre-

mendous: 10,000 {Ant. XV. 5, § 2) or, according

to another account {B. J. i. 19, § 3), 20,000

persons were killed by the fall of buildings, and an

inunense quantity of cattle. The panic at Jeru-

salem was very severe; but it was calmed bj' the

arguments of Herod, then departing to a camjwign

on the east of Jordan for the interests of Cleopatra.

The following year was distinguished by the

death of Hyrcanus, who, though more than 80

years old, was killed by Herod, ostensibly for a

treasonable correspondence with the Arabians, but

really to remove the last renmant of the Asmonean
race, who, in the fluctuations of the times, and in

Herod's absence from his kingdom, might have

been dangerous to him. He appears to have re-

sided at Jerusalem since his return; and his accu-

sation was brought before the Sanhedrim {Ant. xv.

6, § 1-3).

JIarianme was put to death in the year 29,

whether in Jerusalem or in the Alexandreion, in

which she had been placed with her mother when
Herod left for his interview with Octavius, is not

certain. But Alexandra was now in Jerusalem

again; and in Herod's absence, ill, at Samaria

(Sebaste), she began to plot for possession of the

Baris, and of another fortress situated in the city.

The attempt, however, cost her her life. The same
year saw the execution of Costobaras, husband of

Herod's sister Salome, and of several other persons

of distinction {Ant. xv. 7, § 8-10).

Herod now began to encourage foreign practices

and usages, probably with the view of " counter-

balancing by a strong Grecian party the turbulent

'

and exclusive spirit of the Jews." Amongst his

acts of this description was the building of a

theatre « at Jerusalem {Ant. xv. 8, § 1). Of its

situation no information is given, nor have any
indications yet been discovered. It was ornamented
with the names of the victories of Octavius, and
with trophies of arms conquered in the wars of

Herod. Quinquennial games in honor of Caesar

were instituted on the most magnificent scale, with

racing, boxing, musical contests, fights of gladiators

and wild beasts. The zealous Jews took fire at

the Jewish literature as tlie founders of the two great

rival schools of doctrine and practice.

<' The principles and results of the whole of this

later period are ably summed up in Meri vale's Romans,
iii., chap. 29.

« The amphitheatre " in the plain " mentioned in

this passage is commonly supposed to have been al.so

at Jerusalem (Barclay, City of Great Kim;, 174, and
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these innovations, but their wrath was specially

excited by the trophies round the theatre at Jeru-

salem, which they believed to contain figures of

men. Even when shown that their suspicions were

groundless, tliey remained discontented. The spirit

of the old Maccabees was still alive, and Herod only

narrowly escaped assassination, while his would-be

assassins endured torments and death with the

greatest heroism. At this time he occupied the old

palace of the Asmoneans, which crowned the eastern

face of the upper city, and stood adjoining the

Xystus at the end of the bridge which formed the

comnmnication between the south part of the Temple
and the upper city (xv. 8, § 5; comp. xx. 8, § 11,

and B. J. ii. 16, § 3). This palace was not yet so

magnificent as he afterwards made it, but it was

already most richly furnished (xv. 9, § 2). Herod
had now also completed the improvements of the

Baris— the fortress built by John Hyrcanus on the

foundations of Simon Maccaba;us— which he had
enlarged and strengthened at great expense, and
named Antonia— after his friend Mark Antony."

A description of this celebrated fortress will be

given in treating of the Temi'LE, of which, as

reconstructed by Herod, it formed an intimate part.

It stood at the west end of the north wall of the

Temple, and was inaccessible on all sides but that.

See section HI. p. 1318.

The year 25— the next after the attempt on

Herod's life in the theatre— was one of great mis-

fortunes. A long drought, followed by unproduc-

tive seasons, involved Jud;ea in famine, and its

usual consequence, a dreadful pestilence {Ant. xv.

9, § 1). Herod took a nolile and at the same time

a most politic course. He sent to Egypt for corn,

sacrificing for the purchase the costly decorations

of his palace and his silver and gold plate. He was
thus able to make regular distribution of corn and
clothing, on an enormous scale, for the present

necessities of the people, as well as to supply seed

for the next year's crop {Ant. xv. 9, § 2). The
result of this was to remove to a great degree the

animosity occasioned by his proceedings in the

previous year.

In this year or the next, Herod took another

wife, the daughter of an obscure priest of Jerusalem

named Simon. Shortly before the marriage Simon
was made high-priest in the room of Joshua, or

Jesus, the son of Phaneus, who appears to have

succeeded Ananel, and was now deposed to make
way for Herod's future father-in-law {Ant. xv. 9,

§ 3). It was prolialily on the occasion of this mar-
riage that he built a new and extensive palace*

immediately adjoining the old wall, at the north-

west corner of the upper city {B. J. v. 4, § 4). about

the spot now occupied by the Latin convent, in

which, as memorials of his connection with Caesar

and Agrippa, a larjfe apartment— superior in size

to the Sanctuary of the Temple— was named after

each (Ant. ibid.; B. J. i. 21, § 1). This palace

was very strongly fortified ; it communicated, with

the three great towers on the wall erected shortly

after, and it became the citadel, the special fortress

others) ; but this is not a necessary inference. The
word mSiov is generally used of the plain of the Jordan
near Jericho, where we know there was an amphi-
theatre {B. J. i. 33, § 8). From another passage

{B. J. i. 21, § 8) it appears there was one at Ca?sarea.

Still the neSCov at Jerusalem is mentioned in B. J. ii.

1, §3.
t The name was probably not bestowed later than
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(iSiov (ppovpiov, B. J. V. 5, § 8), of the upper city.

A road led to it from one of the gates— naturally

the northern— in the west wall of the Temple in-

closure {Ant. xv. 14, § 5). But all Herod's works

in Jerusalem were eclipsed by the rebuilding of the.

Temple in more than its former extent and mag-
nificence. He announced his intention in the year

19, probably when the people were collected in

Jerusalem at the Passover. At first it met with

some opposition from the fear that what he had
begun he would not be able to finish, and the con-

sequent risk involved in demolishing the old Temple.

This he overcame by engaging to make all the

necessary preparations before pulling down any part

of the existing buildings. Two years appear to

have been occupied in these preparations— among
which Josephus mentions the teaching of some of

the priests and Levites to work as masons and car-

penters— and then the work began (xv. 11, § 2).

Both Sanctuary and Cloisters— the latter double

in extent and far larger and loftier than before—
were built from the very foundations {B. J . i. 21,

§ 1; Ant. xv. 11, § 3). [Temple.] The holy

house itself {va6i), i- (• the Porch, Sanctuary, and
Holy of Holies— was finished in a year and a half

(xv. 11, § 6). Its completion on the anniversary

of Herod's inauguration, n. c. 16, was celebrated

ijy lavish sacrifices and a great feast. Immediately

after this, Herod made a journey to Rome to fetch

home his two sons, Alexander and Aristobulus—
with whom he returned to Jerusalem, apparently

in the spring of 15 {Ant. xvi. 1, § 2). In the

autumn of this year he was visited by his friend

Marcus Agrippa, the favorite of Augustus. Agrippa

was well received by the people of Jerusalem, whom
he propitiated by a sacrifice of a hundred oxen and

by a magnificent entertainment {Ant. xvi. 2, § 1).

Herod left again in the beginning of 14 to join

Agrippa in the Black Sea. On his return, in the

autumn or winter of the same year, he addressed

the people assembled at Jerusalem— for the Feast

of Tabernacles— and remitted them a fourth of the

annual tax (xv. 2, § 4). Another journey was fol-

lowed by a similar assembly in tlie year 11, at which

time Herod announced Antipater as his immediate

successor (xvi. 4, § 6; B. J. i. 23, § 4).

About B. C. 9 — eight years from the conmience-

ment— the court and cloisters of the Temple were

finished {Ant. xv. 11. § 5), and the bridge between

the south cloister and the upper city— demolished

by Ponipey— was doubtless now rebuilt with that

massive masonry of which some remains still sur-

vive (see the wood-cut, p. 1314). At this time

equally magnificent works were being carried on in

another part of the city, namely, in the old wall at

the northwest corner, contiguous to the palace,

where three towers of great size and magnificence

were erected on the wall, and one as an outwork at

a small distance to the north. The latter was
called Psephinus {B. J. v. 4, §§ 2, 3, 4), the three

former were Hippicus, after one of his friends—
Phasaelus, after his brother— and Mariamne, after

his queen {Ant. xvi. 5, § 2; B. J. v. 4, § 3). For

D. c. 34 or 33— the date of Herod's closest relations

with Antony : and we may therefore infer that the

alterations to the fortress had been at least 7 or 8

years in progress.

6 The old palace of the Asmoneans continued to be

known as " the royal palace," to /Sao-c'Actoi' {Ant. xz.

8, § 11).
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their positions see section III. p. 1317. Phasaelus

appears to have been erected first of the three (Aiil.

xvii. 10, § 2), though it cannot have been begun
at the time of Phasaelus' s death, as that took place

some years before Jerusalem came into Herod's

hands.

About this time occurred— if it occurred at all,

which seems more than doubtful (Prideaux, Anno
134) — Herod's unsuccessful attempt to plunder

the sepulchre of David of the remainder of the

treasures left there by Hyrcanus (.Joseph. Ant. xvi.

7, § 1).

In or about the year 7 occurred the affair of the

Golden Eagle, a parallel to that of the theatre, and,

like that, important, as showing how strongly the

Maccabeean spirit of resistance to innovations on

the Jewish law still existed, and how vain were any

concessions in the other direction in the presence

of such innovations. Herod had fixed a large

golden eagle, the symbol of the Koman empire, of

which Juda;a was now a province, over the entrance

to the Sanctuary, probably at the same time that

he inscribed the name of Agrippa on the gate {B.

./. i. 21, § 8). As a breach of the 2d command-
ment — not as a badge of dependence— this had

excited the indignation of the Jews, and especially

of two of the chief Kabbis, who instigated their

disciples to tear it down. A fiilse report of the

king's death was made the occasion of doing this

in open day, and in the presence of a large num-
ber of people. Being taken before Herod, the Kab-

bis defended their conduct and were burnt alive.

The high-priest Matthias was dejwsed, and Joazar

took his place.

This was the state of things in Jerusalem when
Herod died, in the year 4 u. c. of the common
chronology (Dionysian era), but really a few months
after the birth of Christ. [Jksus Chkist.]

The government of .ludaia, and therefore of Jeru-

salem, had by tlie will of Herod been bequeatlied

to Archelaus. He lost no time after the burial of

his father in presenting himself in the Temple,

and addressing tlie people on the affairs of the

kingdom — a display of confidence and modera-

tion, strongly in contrast to the demeanor of tiie

late king. It produced an instant ettijct on the

excited minds of the Jews, still smarting from the

failure of the affair of the eagle, and from the chas-

tisement it had brouglit upon them; and Arche-

laus was besieged with clamors for the liberation

of the numerous persons imprisoned by the late

king, and for remission of tlie taxes. As the peo-

ple collected for the evening sacrifice the matter

became more serious, and assumed the form of a

public demonstration, of lamentation for the two
martyrs, Judas and Matthias, and indignation

against the intruded high-priest. So loud and

shrill were the cries of lament that they were heard

a The determination of the locality of the legion

during this affiiir is most puzzling. On the one hand,
the position of the insurgents, who laj' completelv

round the Temple, South, East, North, and VVest, and
who are exprcsslj' said tlius to have hemmed in the

Romans on all sides (Ant. xvii. 10, § 2), and also the

expression used about the sally of the legion, namely,

that they ' leaped out " into the Temple, seem to point

inevitably to the Antonia. Ou the other hand, Sabi-

nus gave the signal for the attack from the tower

Phasaelus (Ant. ibid.). But Phasaelus was on the old

wall, close to Herod's palace, fully half a mile, as the

crow flies, from the Temple — a strange distance for a
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over the whole city. Archelaus rneanwhile tempo-
rized and promised redress when his government
should be confirmed by Rome. The Passover was
close at hand, and the city was fast filling with the

multitudes of rustics and of pilgrims (fjc Trjs vire-

popias), who crowded to the great Feast [B. J. ii.

1, § 3; Ant. xvii. 9, § 3). The.se strangers, not

being able or willing to find admittance into the

houses, pitched their tents (rovs avrSdi 4(TK7)vui-

kStus) on the open ground around the Temple
(Ant. ibid.). Meanwhile the tumult in the Temple
itself was maintained and increased daily; a nml-
titude of fanatics never left the courts, but con-

tinued there, incessantly clamoring and impre-

cating.

lx)nger delay in dealing with such a state of

things would have l)een madness; a small party of

soldiers had already been roughly handled by the

mob (B. J. ii. 1, § 3), .and Archelaus at last did

what his father would ha\e done at first. He de-

spatched the whole garrison, horse and foot, the

foot-soldiers by way of the city to clear the Temple,

the horse-soldiers by a detour round the level

ground north of the town, to surprise the pilgrims

on the eastern slopes of ]Moriah, and prevent their

rushing to the succor of the fanatics in the Temple.

The movement succeeded: 3,000 were cut up and
the whole concourse dispersed over the country.

During Archelaus' absence at Rome, Jerusalem

was in charge of Sabinus, the Roman procurator

of the province, and the tumults — ostensibly on
the occasion of some exactions of Sabinus, but

doubtless with the same real ground as before—
were renewed with worse results. At the next

feast, Pentecost, the throng of strangers was enor-

mous. They formed regular encampment.s round

the Temple, and on the western hill of the upper

city, and besieged Sabinus and his legion, who
appear to have been in the Antonia." At last the

Romans made a sally and cut their way into the

Temple. The struggle was desperate, a great many
Jews were killed, the cloisters of the outer court

burnt down, and the sacred treasury plundered of

immense sums. But no reverses could quell the

fury of the insurgents, and matters were not ap-

peased till Varus, the prefect of the province, arrived

from the north with a large force and dispersed the

strangers. On this quiet was restored.

In the year 3 B. c. Archelaus returned from

Rome ethnarch of the southern province. He im-

niediately displaced Joazar, whom his father had
made high-priest after the affair of the Eagle, and
put Joazar's brother Eleazar in his stead. This is

the only event affecting Jerusalem that is recorded

in the 10 years between the return of Archelaus and

his summary departure to trial at Rome (a. d. 6).

Judwa was now reduced to an ordinary Roman
province; the procurator of which resided, not at

Roman commander to be off from his troops ! The
only suggestion that occurs to the writer is that Pha-

saelus was the name not only of the tower on the

wall, but of the southea?t corner turret of Antonia,

which we know to have been 20 cubits higher than

the other three (B. J. v. 5, § 8). This would agree with

all the circumstiinces of the narrative, and with the

account that Sabinus was " in the highest tower of the

fortress :
" the very position occupied by Titus during

the assault on the Temple from Antonia. But this

suggestion is quite unsupported by any direct evi-

dence.
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Jerusalem, but at Caesarea on the coast (Joseph.

Ant. xviii. 3, § 1). The first appointed was Copo-

iiius. who accompanied Quiriiius to the country

immediately on the disgrace of Archelaus. Quiri-

nus (the (Jykenius of the N. T.)— now for the

second time prefect of Syria — was charged with

the unpopular measure of the enrolment or assess-

ment of the inhabifcvnts of Judiea. Notwithstand-

ing the riots which took place elsewhere, at Jeru-

salem the enrollment was allowed to proceed without

resistance, owing to the prudence of Joazar (Anl.

xviii. 1, § J ), again high-priest for a short time.

One of the first acts of the new governor had been

to take formal possession of the state vestments of

the high-priest, worn on the three Festivals and on

the Day of Atonement. Since the building of the

Baris by the Maccabees these robes had always

been kept there, a custom contimied since its re-

construction by Herod. But henceforward they

were to be put up after use in an underground stone

chamber, under the seal of the priests, and in charge

of the captain of the guard. Seven days before

use they were brought out, to be consigned again

to the chamber after the ceremony was over (Joseph.

Ant. xviii. i, § 3).

Two incidents at once most opposite in their

character, and in their significance to that age and

to ourselves, occurred during the procuratorship of

Coponius. First, in the year 8, the finding of

Christ in the Temple. Annas had been made high-

priest about a year before. The second occurrence

must have been a most distressing one to the Jews,

unless they had become inured to such things.

But of this we cannot so exactly fix the date. It

was nothing less than th-e pollution of the Temple

by some Samaritans, who secretly brought human
bones and strewed them about the cloisters during

the night of the Passover." Up to this time the

Samaritans had been admitted to the Temple ; they

were henceforth excluded.

In or about A. I). 10, Coponius was succeeded by

M. Ambivius, and he by Annius Kufus. In 14,

Augustus died, and with Tiberius came a new pro-

curator— Val. Gratus, who held office till 20, when

he was replaced by Pontius Pilate. During this

l)eriod the high-priests had been numerous,'' but it

is only -necessary here to say that when Pilate ar-

rived at his government the office was held by

Joseph Caiaplias, who had been appointed but a

few months before. The freedom from disturbance

which marks the preceding 21) jears at Jerusalem

was probably due to the absence of the Roman
troops, who were quartered at Ciesarea out of the

way of the fierce fanatics of the Temple. But

Pilate transferred the winter quarters of the army

to Jerusalem {Ant. xviii. 3, § 1), and the very first

day there was a collision. The offense was given

by the lloinan standards — the images of the em-

peror and of the eagle— which by former com-

manders had been kept out of the city. A repre-

sentation was made to Pilate; and so obstinate was

the temper of the Jews on the ])oint, that he

yielded, and the standards were withdrawn {Ant.

ibid.). He afterwards, as if to try how far he

might go, consecrated some gilt shields — not con-

taining figures, l)ut inscribed simply with the name

of the deity and of the donor— and hung them

in the palace at Jerusalem. This act again aroused

a The mode of pollution adopted by Josiah towards

the idolatrous shrines (see p. 1287).
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the resistance of the Jews ; and on appeal to Tibe-

rius they were removed (Philo, irphs rd'iov, Mangey
ii. 589).

Another riot was caused by his appropriation of

the Corban — a sacred revenue arising from the

redemption of vows— to the cost of an aqueduct

which he constructed for bringing water to the city

from a distance of 200 {AnL xviii. 3, § 2) or -iOO

{B. J. ii. 9, § 4) stadia. This aqueduct has been

supposed to be that leading from " Solomon's

Pools " at Urtas to the Temple hill (Krafft, in

Bitter. Erdkunde, Pal. 270), but the distance of

Urtas is against the identification.

A. D. 29. At the Passover of this year our Lord

made his first recorded visit to the city since his

boyhood (John ii. 13).

A. D. 33. At the Passover of this year, occurred

his crucifixion and resurrection.

In A. D. 37, Pilate having been recalled to Eome,

Jerusalem was visited by Yitellius, the prefect of

Syria, at the time of the Passover. Yitellius con-

ferred two great benefits on the city. He remitted

the duties levied on produce, and he allowed the

Jews again to have the free custody of the high-

priest's ^estments. He removed Caiaplias from the

high-priesthood, and gave it to Jonathan son of

Annas. He then departed, apparently leaving a

Roman officer (tppovpapxos) in charge of the An-
tonia {A7it. xviii. 4, § 3). Yitellius was again at

Jerusalem this year, probably in the autumn, with

Herod the tetrarch (xviii. 5, § 3); while there, he

again changed the high-priest, substituting for Jon-

athan, Theophilus his brother. The news of the

death of Tiberius and the accession of Caligula

reached Jerusalem at this time. JNIarcellus was ap-

pointed procurator by the new emperor. In the

tbllowing year Stephen was stoned. The Chris-

tians were greatly persecuted, and all, except the

Apostles, driven out of Jerusalem (Acts viii. 1, xi.

19).

In A. D. 40, Yitellius was superseded by P. Pe-

tronius, who arrived in Palestine with an order to

place in the Temple a statue of Caligula. This

order was ultimately, by the intercession of Agrippa,

countermanded, but not until it had roused the

whole people as one man {Ant. xviii. 8, §§ 2-9; and

see the admirable narrative of Jlilman, Hist, of
Jeics, bk. X.).

With the accession of Claudius in 41 came an

edict of toleration to the Jews. Agrippa arrived in

Palestine to take possession of his kingdom, and

one of his first acts was to visit the Temple, where

he offered sacrifice and dedicated the golden chain

which the late emjieror had presented him after his

release from captivity. It was hung over the Treas-

ury {Ant. xix. 0, § 1). Simon was made Ligh-

jiriest; the house-tax was remitted.

Agrippa resided very much at Jerusalem, and

added materially to its prosperity and convenience.

The cityliad lor some time been extending itself

towards the north, and a large suburb had come

into existence on the high ground north of the

Temple, and outside of the "second wall" which

inclosed the northern part of the great central val-

ley of the city. Hitherto the outer portion of this

suburb — which was called Bezetha, or "New
Town," and h.ad grown up very rapidly— was un-

protected by any formal wall, and practically lay

b Their names and succession will be found under

IIigh-Priest, p. 1074. See also Annas.
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open tx) attack." This defenseless condition at-

tracted the attention of Agrippa, wlio, lilie the first

Herod, was a great builder, and lie commenced in-

closing it in so substantial and magnificent a man-

ner as to excite the suspicions of the Prefect, at

whose instance it was stopped by Claudius {Ant.

ibid.; B. ./. ii. 11, § 6, v. 4, § 2). Subsequently

the Jews seem to have purchased permission to

complete the work (Tac. /list. v. 12; Joseph. B. ./.

V. 4, § 2, (id Jill.). This new wall, the outermost

of the three which inclosed the city on the north,

started from the old wall at the Tower Ilippisus,

near the N. \V. corner of the city. It ran north-

ward, bending by a large circuit to the east, and

at last retrirning southward along the western brink

of the Valley of Kcdron till it joined the southern

wall of the Temple. Thus it inclosed not only tlie

new suljurb, but also the district immediately north

and northeast of the Temple on the brow of the

Kedrou Valley, which up to the present date had

lain open to the country. The huge stones which

still lie— many of them undisturbed— in the east

and south walls of the Harani area, especially the

southeast corner under the " Bath and Cradle of

Jesus," are parts of this wall.''

The year 43 is memorable as that of St. Paul's

first visit to Jerusalem after his conversion. The

year 44- began with the murder of St. James by

Agrippa (Acts xii. 1), followed at the Passover by

the imprisonment and escape of St. Peter. Shortly

after, Agrippa himself died. Cuspius Padus arrived

from lionie as procurator, and Longinus as prefect

of Syria. An attempt was made liy the Homans
to regain possession of the pontifical robes ; but on

reference to the emperor the attempt was aban-

doned. In 45 connnenced a severe famine which

lasted two years (Kwald, G^scii. vi. 409, note).

To the people of Jerusalem it was alleviated by the

presence of Helena, queen of Adialiene, a convert

to the Jewish faith, who visited the city in 40 and

imported corn and dried fruit, which she distrib-

uted to the poor (Ant. xx. 2, § 5; 5, § 2). Dur-

ing her stay Helena constructed, at a distance of

three stadia from the city, a tomb, marked by three

pyramids, to which her remains, with those of her

son, were afterwards brought (Ant. xx. 4, § 3). It

was situated to the north, and formed one of the

points in the course of the new wall (Z?. ./. v. 4, §

2). At the end of this year St. Paul arrived in

Jerusalem for the second time.

A. D. 48. P'adus was succeeded by Ventidius

Cuuianus. A frightful tunuilt happened at the

Passover of this year, caused, as on former occa-

sions, by the presence of the Koman soldiers in the

Antonia and in the courts and cloisters of the Tem-
ple during the festival. Ten, or, according to an-

other account, twenty thousand, are said to have

met their deaths not by the sword, but trodden to

death in the crusli throui,'h the narrow lanes which

led from thf Temple down into the city (Ant. xx.

5, § 3 ; B. J. ii. J 2, § 1 ). Cunianus was recalled,

and Fkli.k api)ointed in his room (Anl. xx. 7,

§ 1; B. J. ii. 12, § 8), partly at the instance of

Jonathan, the then high-priest {Ant. xx. 8, § 5).

a The statements of Joscphus are not quite recon-

cilable. In one passage he says distinctly that Be-
zetlia lay quite naked (B. J. v. 4, § 2), in another that

it had some Itinil of wall (.int. xix. 7, § 2).

f> * For the view wliich claims a higher antiquity for

these walls— making tliem coeval with the remaining
substructions — see § IV., Amcr. ed. S. W.
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A set of ferocious fanatics, whom Josephus calk

Siairii, had lately begun to niake\lieir ajjpearance

in the city, whose creed it was to rob and murder
all whom they judged hostile to Jewish interests

Felix, weary of the remonstrances of Jonathan ou
his vicious life, emjjloyed some of these wretches

to assassinate him He was killed in tlie Temple,

while sacrificing. The murder was never inquired

into, and, emboldened by this, the Sicarii repeated

their horrid act, thus adding, in the eyes of the

.Jews, the awful crime of sacrilege to that of mur-
der {B. J. ii. 13, § 3; Ant. ibid.). The city, too,

was filled with impostors pretending.to inspiration,

but inspired only with hatred to all government

and order. Nor was the disorder confined to the

lower classes: the chief people of the city, the very

high-priests themsehes, robbed the threshing-floors

of the tithes common to all the priests, and led

parties of rioters to open tumult and fighting in

the streets {Ant. xx. 8, § 8). In fact, not only Je-

rusalem, but the whole country far and wide, was
in the most frightful confusion and insecurity.

At length a riot at Ca^sarea of the most serious

description caused the recall of Felix, and in the

end of 60 or the beginning of Gl, Pokcil'.s Fkstus
succeeded him as procurator. Festus was an able

and upright officer {B. J. ii. 14, § 1), and at the

same time conciliatory towards the Jews (Acts

XXV. 9). In the brief period of his administration

he kept down the roljbers with a strong hand, and
gave the province a short breathing time. His in-

terview with St. Paul (Acts xxv., xxvi.) took place,

not at Jerusalem, but atCeesarea. On one occa-

sion both Festus and Agrippa came into collision

with the Jews at Jerusalem. Agrippa— who had
Ijeen appointed king by Nero in .52 — had added

an apartment to the old Asmonean palace on the

eastern brow of the upper city, which commanded
a full view into the interior of the courts of the

Temple. This view the Jews intercepted by build-

ing a wall on the west side of the inner quad-
ranrrle.'^ But the wall not only intercepted Agrippa,

it also interfered with the view from the outer

cloisters in which the Roman guard was stationed

during the festi\als. Both Agrippa and Festus

interfered, and required it to be pulled down ; but

the Jews pleaded that once built it was a part of

the Temple, and entreated to be allowed to ap])eal

to Nero. Nero allowed their plea, but retained as

hostages the high-priest and treasurer, who had
headed the deputation. Agrippa appointed .Joseph,

called Cabi, to the vacant priesthood. In 62 (prob-

ably) Festus died, and was succeeded by All)inus;

and he again very shortly after by Annas or Ana-
nus, son of the Annas before whom our Lord was
taken. In the interval a persecution was com-
menced against the Christians at the instance of

the new high-priest, a rigid Sadducee, and St.

James and others were arraigned liefore the San-
hedrim (Joseph. Ant. xx. !), § 1). They were

"delivered to be stoned." but St. James at any
rate apj)ears not to have lieen killed till a few years

later. The act gave great offense to all, and cost

Annas his office after he had held it but three

c No T)uo in Jerusalem might buiUl so high that his

house could overlook the Temple. It was the subject

of a distinct prohibition by the Doctors. See Maimon-
ides, quoted by Otho, Le.r. H(tb. 26t). Probably this

furnished one reason lor so hostile a step to so friendly

a person as Agrippa.
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months. Jesus (Joshua), the son of Damneus,
succeeded him. Albinus began his rule by en-

deavoring to keep down the Sicarii and other dis-

turbers of tlie peace; and indeed he preserved

throughout a show of justice and vigor {Ant. xx.

11, § 1), though in secret greedy and rapacious.

But before his recall he pursued his end more
openly, and priests, people, and governors alike

seem to have been Ijent on rapine and bloodshed

:

rival high-priests headed bodies of rioters, and
stoned each other, and in the words of Josephus,

"all things grew from worse to worse" (Ant. xx.

9, § 4). I'he- evils were aggravated by two occur-

rences— first, the release bj' All)inus, before his

departure, of all the smaller criminals in the pris-

ons (Atii. XX. 9, § 5); and secondly, the sudden

discharge of an immense body of workmen, on the

completion of the repairs to the Temple (xx. 9, §

7). An endeavor was made to remedy the latter

by inducing Agrippa to rebuild the eastern cloister:

but he refused to undertake a work of such mag-
nitude, though he consented to pave the city with

marble. The repairs of a part of the sanctuary

that had fallen, and the renewal of the foundations

of some portions were defeixed for the present, but
the materials were collected and stored in one of

the courts (Z>. J. v. 1, § 5).

Bad as Albinus had been, Gessius Florus, who
succeeded him in Go, was worse. In fact, even

Tacitus admits that the endurance of the oppressed

Jews could last no longer— " duravit patientia Ju-
d«is usque ad Gessium Florum " {/Ji.<tt. v. 10). So
great was his rapacity, that whole cities and dis-

tricts were desolated, and the robbers openly allowed

to purchase immunity in plunder. At the Passover,

probably in GG, when Cestius Gallus, tlie prefect of

Syria, visited Jerusalem, , the whole assembled
people" besought him for redress; but without
effect. Florus"s next attempt was to obtain some
of the treasure from the Temple. He demanded
17 talents in the name of the emperor. The de-

mand produced a frantic disturliance, in the midst
of which he approached the city with both cavalry

and foot-soldiers. That night Florus took up his

quarters in the royal palace— that of Herod, at the

N. W. corner of the city. On the following morn-
ing he took his seat on the Bema, and the high-

priest and other principal people being brought
before him, he demanded that the leaders of the

late riot shotdd be given up. On their refusal he
ordered his soldiers to plunder the ujiper city. This

order was but too faithfully carried out; every

house was entered and pillaged, and the Jews driven

out. In their attempt to get through the narrow
streets which lay in the valley between the upper
city and the Temple, many were caught and slain,

others were brought before Florus, scourged, and
then crucified. No grade or class was exempt.

Jews who bore the Roman equestrian order were

among the victims treated with most indignity.

Queen Berenice herself (B. J. ii. 15, § 1)—
residing at that time in the Asmonean palace

in the verj' midst of the slaughter— was so af-

fected by the scene, as to intercede in person and
barefoot before I'lorus, but without avail, and in

returning she was herself nearly killed, and only

escaped by taking refuge in her palace and calling

her guards about her. The further details of this

« Josephus pays three millions in number ! Three
millions is very little under the population of London
with all its suburbs.
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dreadful tumult must be passed over.6 Florug wa«
foiled in his attempt to press through the old city

up into the Antonia— whence he would have had
nearer access to the treasures— and finding that

the Jews had broken down the north and west
cloisters where they joined the fortress, so as to cut

off the connnunication, he relinquished the attempt
and withdrew to Csesarea (B. J. ii. 15, § 6).

Cestius Gallus, the prefect, now found it neces-

sary for him to visit the city in person. He sent

one of his lieutenants to announce him, but before

he himself arrived events had become past remedy.
Agrippa had shortly before returned from Alexan-
dria, and had done much to calm the people. At
his instance they rebuilt the part of the cloisters

which had been demolished, and collected the trib-

ute in arrear, Imt the mere susrgestion from bini

that they sliould obey Florus mitil he was replaced,

produced such a storm that he was obliged to

leave the city {B. J. ii. 16, § 5; 17, § 1). The
seditious party in the Temple led by young Elea-

zar, son of Ananias, rejected the offerings of the

Roman empei-or, which since the time of Julius

Cfesar had been regularly made. This, as a direct

renunciation of allegiance, was the true beginning
of the war with Rome (B. ./. ii. 17, § 2). Such
acts were not done without resistance from the

older and wiser people. But remonstrance was
unavailing, the iimovators would listen to no repre-

sentations. The peace party, therefore, despatched

some of their number to Florus and to Agrippa,

and the latter sent 3,000 horse-soldiers to assist in

keeping order.

Hostilities at once began. The peace party,

headed by the high-priest, and fortified by Agrippa's

soldiers, threw themselves into the upper city. The
insurgents held the Temple and the lower city. In

the Antonia was a small Roman garrison. Fierce

contests lasted for seven days, each side endeavoring

to take possession of the part held by the other.

At last the insurgents, who l)ehaved with the

greatest ferocity, and were reinforced by a number
of Sicarii, were triumphant. They gained the upper

city, driving all before them— the high-priest and
other leaders into vaults and sewers, the soldiers

into Herod's palace. The Asmonean palace, the

high- priest's house, and the repository of the

Archives— in Josephus's language, " the ne»ves

of the city" (B. J. ii. 17, § G)— were set on fire.

Antonia was next attacked, and in two days they

had effected an entrance, sabred the garrison, and
burnt the fortress. The balistse and catapults

found there were preserved for future use (v. 6,

§ .3). The soldiers in Herod's palace were next

besieged; but so strong were the walls, and so stout

the resistance, that it was three weeks .before an
entrance could lie effected. The soldiers were at

last forced from the palace into the three great

towers on the adjoining wall with great loss; and
ultimately were all murdered in tiie most treacher-

ous manner. The high-priest and his lirother were

discovered hidden in the aqueduct of the palace;

they were instantly put to death. Thus the insur-

gents were now completely ma.sters of both city and
Temple. But they were not to remain so long.

After the defeat of Cestius Gallus at Bcth-horon, dis-

sensions began to arise, and it soon became known
that there was still a large moderate party; and

6 The whole tragic story is most forcibly told by
Milman (ii. 219-224).
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Cestius took advantage of tliis to advance from

Scopus on the city. He made his way throuj:;h

Bezetha, the new subuih north of the Temple," and

thioui^h the wood-market, l)urning everything as

he went (B. .1 . v. 7, § i), and at last encamped

opposite the palace at the foot of tlie second wall.

The Jews retired to the upper city and to the

Temple. For five days Cestius assaulted the wall

without success: on the sixth he resolved to make

one mori- attempt, this time at a different spot—
the north wall of the Temple, east of, and behind,

the .\ntoMia. Tiie Jews, however, fought with such

fury from the top of the cloisters, that he could

efiect nothing, and when ni<j;ht came he drew off to

his camp at Scopus. Thither the insurgents fol-

lowed him, and in three days gave him one of the

most complete defeats that a Roman army had ever

undergone. His catapults and halista; were taken

from him, and reserved by the Jews for the final

siege (v. U, § 3). This occurred on the 8th of

Marchesvan (beginning of Noveniljer), GO.

The war with Kome was now inevitable, and it

was evident that the siege of Jerusalem was only a

question of time. Ananus, the high-priest, a mod-

erate and prudent man, took the lead ; the walls

were repaired, arms and warlike instruments and

inachines of ail kinds fabricated, and other prepara-

tions made. In this attitude of expectation — with

occasional diversions, such as the expedition to

Ascalon {B. J. iii. 2, §§ 1, 2), and the skirmishes

with Simon Har-Gioras (ii. 22, § 2) — the city

i-emained while ^'esp:lsian was reducing the north

of tlie country, and till the fall of (iiscala (Oct. or

Nov. 07), when John, the son of Levi, escaped

thence to Jerusalem, to become one of the most

prominent persons in the future conflict.

From the arrival of .lohn, two years and a half

elapsed till Titus appeared before the walls of Jeru-

salem. The whole of that time was occupied in

contests between the moderate party, whose desire

was to take such a course as nnght yet preserve the

nationality of the Jews and the existence of the

city, and the Zealots or fanatics, the assertors of

national independence, who scouted the idea of

compromise, and resolved to regain their freedom

or perish. The Zealots, being utterly unscrupulous,

and resorting to massacre on the le:ist resistance,

soon triumphed, and at last reigned paramount,

with no resistance but such as sprang from their

own internal factions. For the repulsive details of

this frightful period of contention and outrage the

reader must be referred to other works.'' It will

be sufficient to say that at the beginning of 70,

when Titus made his appearance, the Zealots them-

selves were divided into two parties— that of .John

of Giscala and FJeazar, who held the Temple and

its courts and the Antonia — 8,400 men ; that of

Simon Har-Gioras, whose head-cpiarters were in the

tower I'hasaelus (v. 4, § 3), and who held the upper

city, from the present Coenaculum to the Latin

Convent, the lower city in the valley, and the dis-

trict where the old Acra had formerly stood, north
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of the Temple— 10,000 men, andN),000 Idumaeanj

{B. J. V. 0, § 1), in all, a force of between 23,000

and 2-1,000 soldiers trained in the civil encounters

of the last two years to great skill and thorough

recklessness.*^ The immbers of the other inhabi-

tants, swelled, as they were, by the strangers and

pilgrims who flocked from the country to the I'ass-

over, it is extremely difficult to decide. Tacitus,

doubtless from some 1 Ionian source, gives the whole

at 600,000. Josephus states that 1,100,00;) perished

during the siege (Z>. ./. vi. !J, § 3; comp. v. 13. § 7),

and that more than 40,001) were allowed to depart

into the country (vi. 8, § 2), in addition to an

immense mmiber" sold to the army, and who of

course form a proportion of the 1)7,00) "carried

capt>a during the whole war" (vi. 0, § 3). We
may therefore take Joseplms's computation of the

numbers at about 1,200,000. Reasons are given

in the third section of this article for believing that

even the smaller of these numbers is vei-y greatly

in excess, and that it caimot have exceeded 60,000

or 70,000 (see p. 1320).

Titus's force consisted of four legions, and some

auxiliaries— at the outside 30,000 men {B. .1. v. 1,

§ ). These were disposed on their first arrival in

three camps— the 12th and 15th legions on the

ridge of Scopus, about a mile north of the city ; the

oth a little in the rear; and the 10th on the top

of the Mount of Olives (v. 2, §§ 3, 5), to guard the

road to the Jordan \'alley, and to shell the place

(if the expression may be allowed) from that com-

manding position. The army was well furnished

with artillery and machines of the latest and most

approved invention— " cuncta expugnandis urbibus,

reperta apud veteres, aut novis ingeniis," says

Tacitus l^HUt. v. 13). The first operation was to

clear the ground between Scopus and the north

wall of the city— fell the timber, destroy the fences

of the gardens which fringed the wall, and level

the rocky protuberances. This occupied four days.

After it was done the three legions were marched

forward from Scopus, and encamped oft' the north-

west corner of the walls, stretching from the Tower

Psephinus to opposite Hippicus. The first step was

to get possession of the outer wall. The point of

attack chosen was in Simon's portion of the city,

at a low and comparatively weak place near the

monument of John Hyrcanus (v. 6, § 2), close to

the junction of the three walls, and where the upper

city came to a level with the surrounding ground.

Hound this spot the three lesiions erected banks,

from which they opened batteries, pushing up the

rams and other engines of attack to the foot of the

wall. One of the rams, more powerful than the rest,

went among the Jews by the sobriquet of Nikon,*'

" the conqueror." Three large towers, 75 feet high,

were also erected, overtopping the wall. Meantime

from their camp on the Mount of Olives the 10th

legion opened fire on the Temple and the east side

of the city. They had the heaviest balistaj, and

did great damage. Sivnon and his men did not

suffer these works to go on without molestation.

a It is remarkable that nothing is said of any

resistance to his passage through the great wall of

Agrippa, which encircled Bezetha.

b Dean Milman's History of the Jews, bks. xiv.. sv.,

xvi. ; and Merivale's Histonj of the Romans, vi. eh.

59. To both of these works the writer begs leave to

express his obligations throughout the above meagre

sketcli of " the most soul-stirring struggle of all

ancient history." Of course the materials for all

modem accounts are in Josephus only, excepting the

few touches — strong, but not always accurate — in

the 5th book of Tacitus' Histories.

c These are the numbers given hy Josephus ; but

it is probable that they are exaggerated.

<1 'O NiKioi' . . . ctTrb Toil iravra viKav {B. J. V. t,

§ 2). A curious question is raised by the occun-ence

of this and other Greek names in .Josephus ; so stilted

as to lead to the inference that Greek was familiarly

used by the .Tews indiscriminately with Hebrew. See

the catalogues of names in JS. /. v. 4, § 2.
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The catapults, both those taken from Cestius, and

those found in tlie Antonia, were set up on the

wall, and constant desi)erate sallies were made. At
last the Jews began to tire of their fruitless assaults.

They saw that the wall must fall, and, as they had

done durin<; Nebuchadnezzar's siege, they left their

posts at night, and went home. A breach was

made by the redoubtable Nikon on the 7th Arte-

misius (cir. April 15) ; and here the Romans entered,

driving the Jews before them to the second wall.

A great length of tlie wall was then broken down

;

such parts of 15ezetha as had escaped destruction

by Cestius were levelled, and a new camp was

formed, on the sjjot formerly occupied by the As-

syrians, and still known as the " Assyrian camp." «

This was a great step in advance. Titus now
lay with the second wall of the city close to him
on his right, wliile liefore him at no considerable

distance rose Antonia and the Temple, with no

obstacle in the interval to his attack. Still, how-

ever, he preferred, before advancing, to get posses-

sion of the second wall, and the neighborhood of

John's monument was again chosen. Simon was

no less reckless in assault, and no less fertile in

stratagem, than before; but notwithstanding all his

efforts, in five days a lireach was again eflected.

The district into which the Romans had now pene-

trated was the great Valley which lay between the

two main hills of the city, occupied then, as it is

still, by an intricate mass of narrow and tortuous

lanes, and containing the markets of the city— no

doubt very like the present bazaars. Titus's breach

was where the wool, cloth, and brass bazaars came
up to the wall (v. 8, § 1). This district was held

by the Jews with the greatest tenacity. Knowing,
as they did, every turn of the lanes and alleys, they

had an inuiiense advantage over the Romans, and
it was only after four days' incessant fighting, much
loss, and one thorough repulse, that the Romans
were able to make good their position. However,

at last, Simon was obliged to retreat, and then

Titus demolislied the wall. This was the second

step in the siege.

Meantime some shots had been interchanged in

the direction of the Antonia, but no serious attack

was made. I5efore beginning there in earnest, Titus

resolved to give his troops a few days' rest, and the

Jews a short opportunity for reflection. He there-

fore called in tlie lOth legion from the Jlount of

Olives, and held an inspection of the whole army
on the ground north of the Temple— full in view

of both the Temple and the upper city, every wall

and house in which were crowded with spectators

{B. J. V. 9, § 1 ). But the opportunity was thrown

away upon the Jews, and, after four days, orders

were given to recommence the attack. Hitherto

the assault had been almost entirely on the city : it

was now to be simultaneous on city and Temple.

Accordingly two pairs of large batteries were con-

structed, the one pair in front of Antonia; the other

at the old point of attack— the monument of John

Hyrcanus. The first pair was erected by the 5th

and 12th legions, and was near the pool Struthius

— probably the present Biikel Jsrail, by the St.

Stephen's Gat*; the second by the 10th and 15th,

at the pool called the Almond Pool— possibly that

now known as the Pool of Hezekiah— and near the

high-priest's monument (v. 11, § 4). These banks

seem to have been constructed of timber and fas-

ti Compare Mahaneh-Dan, " camp of Dan " (Judg.

xviii. 12).
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cines, to which the Romans must have been driven

by the scarcity of earth. They absorbed the inces-

sant lalior of seventeen days, and were completed

on the 29th Artemisius (cir. May 7). John in the

mean time had not been idle; he had employed the

seventeen days' respite in dri\'ing mines, through

the solid limestone of the hill, from within the

fortress (v. xi. § 4; vi. 1, § .3) to below the banks.

The mines were formed with timlier roofs and sup-

ports. When the banks were quite complete, and
the engines placed upon them, the timber of the

galleries was fired, the superincumlient ground gave
way, and the labor of the Romans was totally de-

stro}-ed. At the other point Simon had maintained

a resistance with aO his former intrepidity, and
more than his former success. He had now greatly

increased the number of his machines, and his

]ieople were much more expert in handling them
than before, so that he was able to impede materially

the progress of the works. And when they were

completed, and the battering rams had begim to

make a sensilde impression on the wall, he made a

furious assault on them, and succeeded in firing the

rams, seriously damaging the other engines, and
destroying the banks (v. 11, <;§ 5, G).

It now became plain to Titus that some other

measures for the reduction of the place must be

adopted. It would appear that hitherto the southern

and western parts of the city had not been invested,

and on that side a certain amount of communica-
tion was kept up with the country, which, unless

stopped, might prolong the siege indefinitely {B. J.

V. ]-2, § 1; 10, § 3; 11, § 1; 12, § 3). The num-
ber who thus escaped is stated by Josephus at more
than 500 a day (v. 11, § 1). A council of war was

therefore held, arid it was resolved to encompass

the whole place with a wall, and then recommence
the assault. The wall liegan at the Roman camp
•— a sjjot probably outside the modern north wall,

between the Damascus Gate and the N. E. corner.

From thence it went to the lower part of Ilezetha

— about St. Stephen's Gate; then across Kedron
to the JMount of Olives; thence south, by a rock

called the " Tigeon's Rock," — possilily the modem
" Tombs of the Prophets '' — to the Mount of

Offense. It then turned to the west; again dipped

into the Kedron, ascended the Jlount of Evil

Counsel, and so kept on the upper side of the ravine

to a \'illage called ISeth-Ereliinthi, whence it ran

outside of Herod's monument to its starting point

at the camp. Its entire length was 39 furlongs—
very near 5 miles; and it contained 13 stations or

guard-houses. 'The whole strength of the army was
employed on the work, and it was completed in the

short space of three days. The siege was then

vigorously pressed. The north attack was relin-

quished, anil the whole force concentrated on the

Antonia (12, § 4). Four new banks of greater size

than before were constructed, and as all the timlier

in the neighliorhood had been already cut down,

the materials had to be procuied from a distance

of eleven miles (vi. 1, § 1). Twenty-one days were

occupied in completing the banks. Their position

is not specified, but it is evident, from some of the

expressions of Josephus, that they were at a con-

siderable distance from the fortress (vi. 1, § 3). At
length on the 1st Panemus or Tamuz (cir. June 7),

the fire from the banks commenced, under co^er of

which the rams were set to work, and that night a

part of the wall fell at a spot where the foundations

had been weakened by the mines employed against

the former attacks. Still this was but au outwork,
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and between it and the fortress itself a new wall

was disco\ered, which John had taken the pre-

caution to build. At length, after two desperate

attempts, this wall and that of the inner iortress

were scaled by a bold surprise, and on the 5th "

Tanennis (June 11) the Antonia was in the hands

of the Konians (vi. 1, § 7). Another week was

occupied in breaking down the outer walls of the

fortress for the passage of the machines, and a

further delay took place in erecting new banks, on

the fresh level, for the liomljardment and battery

of the I'emple. Durmg the whole of this time—
tiie miseries of wliich are connuemorated in the

traditional name of ijouihi <.li;ehi, '• days of wretch-

edness," applied by the Jews to the period between

the 17th 'lanuiz and the 9th Ab— the most des

perate hand-to-hand encounters took place, some in

the passages from the Antonia to tlie cloisters, some

in the cloisters themselves, the Komans endeavoring

to force their way in, the Jews preventing them.

But the Romans gradually gained ground. First

the western, and then tiie whole of the northern

external cloister was burnt (27th and 28th Pan.),

and then the wall enclosing the court of Israel and

the holy house itself. In the interval, on the 17th

Panenius, the daily sacrifice had failed, owing to

the want of officiating priests ; a circumstance which

had greatly distressed the people, ajid was taken

advantage of by Titus to make a further though

fruitless invitation to surrender. At length, on the

tenth day of Lous or Ab (July 15), by the wanton

act of a soldier, contrary to the intention of Titus,

and in spite of every exertion he could make to stop

it, the sanctuary itself was fired (vi. 4, § 5-7). It

was, by one of those rare coincidences that some-

times occur, the very same mouth and day of the

month that the first temple had been burnt by

Nebueliadnezzar (vi. -t, § 8). John, and such of

his party as escaped the flames and the carnage,

made their way by the bridge on the south to the

upper city. The whole of the cloisters that had

hitherto escaped, including the magnificent triple

colonnade of Herod on the south of the Temple,

the treasury chambers, and the rooms round the

outer courts, were now all burnt and demolished.

Only the edifice of the sanctuary itself still remained.

On its solid masonry the fire had had comixiratively

little effect, and there were still hidden in its re-

cesses a few faithful priests wlio had contrived to

rescue the most valuable of the iitensils, vessels,

and spices of the sanctuary (vi. G, § 1; 8, § 3).

The Temple was at last gained; but it seemed

as if half the work remained to be done. The
upper city, higher than IMoriah, inclosed by the

original wall of Uavid and Solomon, and on all

sides precipitous except at the north, where it was

defended by the wall and towers of Herod, was still

to be taken.''' Titus first tried a parley— he stand-
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ing on the east end of the britige between the

Temple and the upper city, and John and Simon
on the west end. His terms, however, were re-

jected, and no alternative was left him but to force

on the siege. The whole of the low part of the

town— the crowded lanes of whicli we have so often

heard — was burnt, in the teeth of a frantic resist-

ance from the Zealots (vi. 7, § 1), together with

the council-house, the repository of the records

(doubtless occupied by Simon since its former de-

struction), and the palace of Helena, which were

situated in tliis quarter— the suburb of Ophel

under the south wall of the Temple, and the houses

as far as Siloam on the lower slopes of the Temple

ilount.

It took 18 days to erect the necessary works for

the siege ; the four legions were once more stationed

at the west or northwest corner where Herod's

palace abutted on the wall, and where tlie three

magnificent and impregnable towers of Hippicus,

Fhasaelus, and jMarianine rose conspicuous (vi. 8, §

1, and § 4, ad fin.). This was the main attack.

Opposite the Temple, the precipitous nature of the

slopes of the upper city rendered it unlikely that

any serious attempt would be made by the Jews,

and this part accordingly, between the bridge and

the Xystus, was left to the auxiliaries. The attack

was conmienced on the 7th of Gorpiseus (cir. Sept.'

11), and by the next day a breach was made in

the wall, and the Romans at last entered the city.

During the attack John and Simon appear to have

stationed themselves in the towers just alluded to;

and had they remained there they would probably

have been able to make terms, as the towers were

considered impregnable (vi. 8, § 4). But on the

first signs of the breach, they took flight, and,

traversing the city, descended into the Valley of

Hiimom below Siloam, and endeavored to force the

wall of circumvallation and so make their escape.

On being repulsed there, they took refuge apart in

some of the subterraneous ca\erns or sewers of the

city. John shortly after surrendered himself; but

Simon held out for several weeks, and did not make
his appearance until alter Titus had quitted the

city. They were both reserved for the Triumph
at Rome.

The city being taken, such parts as had escaped

the former conflagrations were burned, and the

whole of both city and Temple was ordered to be

demolished, excepting the west wall of the upper

city, and Herod's three great towers at the north-

west corner, which were left standing as memorials

of the massive nature of the fortifications.

Of the Jews, the aged and infirm were killed;

the children under seventeen were sold as slaves;

the rest were sent, some to the Egyptian mines,

some to the provincial amphitheatres, and some to

grace the Triumph of the Conqueror.<^ Titus then

a Josephus contradicts himself about this date,

since in vi. 2, § 1, he says that the 17th Panenius was

the " very day " that Antonia was entered. The date

given in the text agrees best >vitli the narrative. But

on the other hand the 17th is the day commemorated
in the Jewish Calendar.

t> * The reader will note that all which remained to

be taken was the western hill, protected as above de-

scribed. If the topographical theory of this article

be correct, namely, that Zion, the city of David, was

exterior to this hill, then these monarchs deprived

themselves and their royal residence not only of the

advantage of the strongest natural position, but also

of the protection of their own wall ! There is no

escape from this conclusion ; and the above statement

of ftir. Grove, wliich is strictly accurate, is a complete

refutation of Mr. Fergusson's theory. S. W.
c Tlie prisoners were collected for this final partition

in the Court of the Women. Josephus states that

during the process eleven thousand diedl It is a

good instance of the exaggeration in whicli he indulges

on these matters ; for taking the largest estimate of

the Court of the Women (Lightfoot's), it coutained

35,000 square feet, i. e. little more than 3 square

feet for each of those who died, not to speak of the

living.
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aeparted, leaving tlie tenth legion under the com-

mand of Terentius Kufus to carry out the work of

demolition. (Jf this Josephus assures us that " the

whole " was so thoroughly leveled and dug up that

no one visiting it would believe it had ever been

inhabited" (
/>'. -l- vii. 1, § 1). G.

Medal of Vespasian, commemorating tlie capture of Jerusalem

From its destruction by Titus to the present time.

— For more than fifty years after its destruction by

Titus Jerusalem disappears from history. During

the revolts of the Jews in (Jyrenaica. Egypt, Cy-

prus, and Jlesopotamia, which disturlied the latter

years of Trajan, the recovery of their city was never
]

attempted. There is indeed reason to l)elieve that

Lucuas, the head of the insurgents in Egypt, led

his followers into Palestine, where they were de-

feated by the Roman general 'i'urbo, but .Jerusalem

is not once mentioned as the scene of their opera-

tions. Of its annals during this period we know

nothing. Three towers and part of the western

wall alone remained of its strong fortifications to

protect the cohorts who occupied the conquered

city, and the soldiers' huts were long the only

buildings on its site. Hut in the reign of Hadrian

it again emerged from its obscurity, and l)ecame

the centre of an insurrection, which the best blood

of Home was shed to subdue. In despair of keep-

ing the Jews in subjection by other means, the

Emperor had formed a design to restore Jerusalem,

and thus prevent it from ever becoming a rallying

point for this turbulent race. In furtherance of

his plan he had sent thither a colony of veterans,

in numbers sufficient for the defense of a position

so strong by nature against the then known modes

of attack. To this measure Dion Cassius (Ixix.

12) attributes a renewal of the insurrection, while

Eusebius asserts that it was not carried into execu-

tion till the outbreak was quelled. Be this as it

may, the embers of revolt, long smouldering, Inirst

into a flame soon after Hadrian's departure from

the East in A. D. 132. The contemptuous indif-

ference of the Romans, or the secrecy of their own

plans, enabled the Jews to organize a wide-spread

conspiracy. Bar Cochel>a, their leader, the third,

according to Rabbinical writers, of a dynasty of the

same name, princes of the Captivity, was crowned

king at Bether by the Jews who thronged to him,

and by the populace was regarded as the ^lessiah.

His armor-bearer, R. Akiba, claimed descent from

Sisera, and hated the Romans with the fierce rancor

of his adopted nation. All the Jews in Palestine

flocked to his standard. At an early period in the

revolt they became masters of Jerusalem, and at-

" The word used by Josephus— Trepi'^oAos t^? jto-

Xews— may mean either the whole place, or the in-

closing walls, or the precinct of the Temple. The
statements of the Talmud perhaps imply that the
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tempted to rebuild the Temple. The exact (lat«

of tliis attempt is uncertain, but the fact is infeiTed

from allusions in Cbrysostom (
Or. 3 in .IndiKos),

Nicephorus (//. A', iii. 24), and George Cedrenus

(Hist. Coinp. p. 24!) ), and the collateral evidence of

a coin of the [leriod. Hadrian, alarmed at the rapid

spread of the insurrection, and

tlie ineffeotual efforts of his

troops to repress it, summoned
from Britain Julius .Severiis,

the greatest general of his time,

to take the connnand of the

army of Judaa. Two years

were spent in a fierce K"erilla

warfare before .lernsalem was

taken, after a desperate defense

in which Bar Cocheija perished.

The courage of the defenders

was shaken by the falling in of

the vaults on Mount Zion, and

the Itomans became masters

of the position (Mihnan, Hist, of Jeics, iii. 122).

But the war did not end with the capture of

the city. The Jews in great force had occupied

the fortress of Bether, and there maintained a

struggle with all the tenacity of despair against

the repeated onsets of the Romans. At length,

worn out by famine and disease, they yielded on

the 9th of the month Ab, a. d. 135, and the

grandson of Bar Cocheba was among the slain.

The slaughter was frightful. The Romans, say the

Ral)l>inical historians, waded to their horse-bridles

in blood, which flowed with the fury of a mountain

torrent. The corpses of the slain, according to the

same veracious authorities, extended for more than

thirteen miles, and remained unburied till the reign

of Antoninus. Five hundred and eighty thousand

are said to have fallen by the sword, while the

number of victims to the attendant- calamities of

war was countless. On the side of the Itomans

the loss was enormous, and so deai'ly bought w.is

their victory, that Hadrian, in his letter to the

Senate, amioiuicing the conclusion of the war, did

not adopt the usual congratulatory phrase. Bar

(Jocheba has left traces of his occupation of Jeru-

salem in coins which were struck during the first

two years of the war. Four silver coins, three of

them undoubtedly belonging to Trajan, have been

disco\ered, restamped with Samaritan characters.

But the rebel leader, amply supplied with the pre-

cious metals by the contributions of his followers,

afterwards coined his own money. The mint was
prolialily during the first two years of the war at

Jerusalem; the coins struck during that period

l)earing the inscription, " to the freedom of Jeru-

salem," or " .Jerusalem the holy." They are men-
tioned in both Tahnuds.

Hadrian's first policy, after the suppression of

the revolt, was to obliterate the existence of Jeru-

salem as a city. The ruins which Titus had left

were razed to the ground, and the plough passed

over the foundations of tlie Temple. A colony of

Roman citizens occupied the new city which rose

from the ashes of .Jerusalem, and their number was

afterwards augmented by the Emperor's veteran

legionaries. A temple to the Capitoline Jupiter

was erected on the site of the sacred edifice of the

foundations of the Temple only were dug up (see the

quotations in Schwarz, p. 335) ; and even these seom

to have been in existence in the time of Chry=osto)u

{Ad JudcBos, iii. 431).
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Jews, and amonj; the ornaments of the new city

were a theatre, two market-places (5r/^rfcr«o), a

building called rerfjai/uficpoy, and another called

K6Spa. It was divided into seven quarters, each

of which had its own warden. Mount Zion lay

without the walls (.Jerome, Mcc. iii. 12; Jtin.

Hieros. p. 5J2, ed. Wesseling). That the northern

wall inclosed the so-called sacred places, though

asserted by Ueyling, is regarded by Miinter as a

fable of a later date. A temple to Astarte, the

Phoenician Venus, on the site afterwards identified

with the sepulchre, appears on coins, with four

columns and the inscription C. A. C, Coloidn

yElia Cd/nlolina, but it is more than doubtful

whether it was erected at this time. The worship

of Serapis was introduced from Egypt. A statue

of the emperor was raised on the site of the Holy

of HoUes (Niceph. //. A', iii. 24); and it must

have been near the same spot that the Bordeaux

pilgrim saw two statues of Hadrian, not far from

the " lapis pertusus " which the Jews of his day

yearly visited and anointed with oil {Jtin. Hieros.

p. 5i)'l).

It was not, however, till the following year, A. I).

136, that Hadrian, on celebrating his V^iceimalia,

bestowed upon the new city the name of ^Elia

Capitolina, combining with his own family title

the name of Jupiter of the Capitol, the guardian

deity of the colony. Christians and pagans alone

were allowed to reside. Jews were forbidden to

enter on pain of death, and this prohibition re-

mained in force in the time of Tertullian. But the

conqueror, though stern, did not descend to wan-

ton mockery. The swine, sculptured by the em-
peror's command over the gate leading to Bethle-

hem (Euseb. Cliroii. Hadr. Ann. xx.) was not

intended as an insult to the conquered race to bar

their entrance to the city of their fathers, but was

one of the sifftm mililaria of the Koman army.

About the middle of the 4th century the Jews
were allowed to visit the neighborhood, and after-

wards, once a year, to enter the city itself, and weep
over it on the anniversary of its capture. Jerome
(on Ztph. i. 1,5) has drawn a vivid picture of the

wretched crowds of Jews who in his day assembled

at the wailing-place by the west wall of the Temple
to bemoan the loss of their ancestral greatness.

On the ninth of the month Ab might be seen the

aged and decrepit of both sexes, with tattered gar-

ments and disheveled hair, who met to weep over

the downfall of Jerusalem, and purchased permis-

sion of the soldiery to prolong their lamentations

(•' et miles mercedem postulat ut illis fiere plus

liceat ").

So completely were all traces of the ancient city

obliterated that its very name was in process of

time forgotten. It was not till after Constantine

built the Martyvion on the site of the crucifixion,

that its ancient appellation was revived. In the

7th canon of the Council of Niciea the bishop of

JEXwi. is mentioned; but Rlacarius, in subscribing

to the canons, designated himself bishop of Jeru-

salem. The name ^Elia occurs as late as Adam-
nanus (a. d. 697), and is even found in Edrisi

and Mejr ed-Din about 1495.

After the inauguration of the new colony of

/Elia the annals of the city again relapse into an
ob.scurity which is only represented in history by a

list of twenty- three Christian bishops, who filled

up the interval between the election of Marcus, the

first of the series, and ^lacarius in the reign of

f'onstantine. Already in the third century the
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Holy Places had become objects of enthusiasm, and
the pilgrimage of Alexander, a bishop in Cappa-
docia, and afterwards of Jerusalem, is matter of

history. In the following century such pilgrimages

became more connnon. 'i'he aged iMupress Helena,

mother of Constantine, visited Palestine in A. D.

;J2tJ, and, according to tradition, erected magnifi-

cent churches at Bethlehem, and on the Mount of

Olives. Her son, fired with the same zeal, swept

away the shrine of Astarte, which occupied the site

of the resurrection, and founded in its stead a

chapel or oratory. On the east of this was a large

court, the eastern si<le being formed by the Basilica,

erected on the spot where the cross was said to have

l)een found The latter of these buildings is that

known as. the Martyrian ; the former was the

church of the Annstdsis, or Resurrection: their

locality will be considered in the following section

(p. 1324, &c.). The Martyrion was completed

A. D. 335, and its dedication celebrated by a great

council of bishops, first at Tyre, and afterwards

at Jeiusalem, at which Euseljius was present. In

the reign of Julian (a. d. 362) the Jews, with the

permission and at the instigation of the emperor,

made an abortive attempt to lay the foundations

of a temple. From whatever motive, Julian had
formed the design of restoring the Jewish worship

on Mount Moriah to its ])ristine splendor, and dur-

ing his absence in the East the execution of his

project was intrusted to his favorite, Alypius of

Antioch. Materials of every kind were provided

at the emjwror's expense, and so great was the en-

thusiasm of the Jews that their women took part

in the work, and in the laps of their garments

carried off the earth which covered the ruins of

the Temple. But a sudden whirlwind and earth-

quake shattered the stones of the former founda-

tions; the workmen fled for shelter to one of the

neighboring churches (eVi rt rwv TzK-i]<Tiov UpOjv,

Greg. Naz. Or. iv. Ill), the doors of which were

closed against them by an invisible hand, and a

fire issuing from the Temple-mount raged the

whole day and consumed their tools. Numbers
perished in the flames. Some who escaped took

refuge in a portico near at hand, which fell at night

and crushed them as they slept (Theodor. //. E.

iii. 15 ; Sozoraen, v. 21 ; see also Anibros. Epist.

ad Theodosium, lib. ii. ep. 17). Whatever may
have been the coloring which this story received as

it passed through the hands of the ecclesiastical

historians, the impartial narrative of Ammianus
Marcellinus (xxiii. 1), the friend and companion in

arms of the emperor, leaves no reasonable doubt of

the truth of the main facts th.at the work was in-

terrupted by fire, which all attributed to supernat-

ural agency. In the time of Chrysostom the foun-

dations of the Temple still remained, to which the

orator could appeal {ad Judceos, iii. 431; Paris,

1636). The event was regarded as a judgment of

God upon the impious attempt of Julian to falsify

the predictions of Christ : a position which Bishop

Warburton defends with great skill in his treatise

on the subject.

During the fourth and fifth centuries Jerusalem

became the centre of attraction for pilgrims from

all regions, and its bishops contended with those

of Caesarea for the supremacy; but it was not till

after the council of Chalcedon (451-453) that it

was made an independent patriarchate. In the

theological controversies which followed the decision

of that council with regard to the two natures of

Christ, Jerusalem bore its share with other orienta]
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cljiirclies, and two of its bishops were deposed by
Moiiophysite fanatics. The synod of Jerusalem in

A. D. SyO confirmed the decree of the synod of

Constantinople against the JMonophysites.

In 52y the Emperor Justinian founded at Jeru-

salem a splendid church in honor of the A'irgin,

which has been identified by most writers with the

building known in modern times as the Mosque
el-Aksa, but of which probably no remains now
exist (see p. 1329). [Against this view .see Amer.
ed. § IV.] Procopius, the historian, ascribes to

the same emperor the erection of ten or eleven

monasteries in the neighborhood of Jerusalem and

Jericho. Eutychius adds that he built a hospital

for strangers in Jerusalem, and that the church

above mentioned was begun by the patriarch Elias,

and completed by Justinian. Later in the same
century Gregory the Great (590-004) sent the abbot

Probus to Jerusalem with a large sum of money,

and endowed a hospital for pilgrims, which Robin-

son suggests is the same as that now used by the

Muslims for the like purpose, and called by the

Arabs et-Tak'iyeh.

For nearly five centuries the city had been free

from the horrors of war. The merchants of the

Mediterrane;in sent their ships to the coasts of

Syria, and Jerusalem became a centre of trade, as

well as of devotion. Eut this rest was roughly

broken by the invading Persian army under Chos-

roes II., who swept through Syria, drove the impe-

rial troops before them, and, after the capture of

Antioch and Damascus, marched upon Jerusalem.

A multitude of Jews from Tiberias and Galilee fol-

lowed in their train. The city was invested, and

taken by assault in June, 614; thousands of the

monks and clergy were slain ; the suburbs were

burnt, churches demolished, and that of the Holy
Sepulchre injured, if not consumed, by fire. The
invading army in their retreat carried with them
the patriarch Zacharias, and the wood of the true

cross, besides multitudes of captives. During the

exile of the patriarch, his vicar Modestus, supplied

with money and workmen by the munificent John
Eleenion, patriarch of Alexandria, restored the

churches of the Resurrection and Calvary, and
also that of the Assumption. After a struggle of

fourteen years the imperial arms were again victo-

rious, and in 028 Heraclius entered Jerusalem on

foot, at the head of a triimiphal procession, bearing

the true cross on his shoulder. The restoration of

the churches is, with greater proijability, attributed

by William of Tyre to the liberality of the empe-

ror {Hist. i. 1).

The dominion of the Christians in the Holy City

was now rapidly drawing to a close. After an ob-

stinate defense of four months, in the depth of

winter, against the impetuous attacks of the Arabs,

the patriarch Sophronius surrendered to the Khalif

Omar in person A. D. 637. The valor of the be-

sieged extorted unwilling admiration from the vic-

tors, and obtained for them terms unequaled for

leniency in the history of Arab conquest. The
Khalif, after ratifying the terms of capitulation,

which secured to the Christians liberty of worship

in the churches which they had, but prohibited the

erection of more, entered the city, and was met at

the gates by the patriarch. Sophronius received

him with the uncourteous exclamation, "Verily

this is the abomination of desolation, spoken of by

Daniel the prophet, standing in the holy place!
"

and the chronicler does not forget to record the

ragged dress and " Satanic hypocrisy " of the hardy
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khalif (Cedrenus, Hist. Comp. 426). Omar then,

in company with the patriarch, visited the Church
of the Resurrection, and at the Muslim time of

prayer knelt down on the eastern steps of the

Basilica, refusing to pray within the buildings, in

order that the possession of them might be secured

to the Christians. 'J'radilion relates that he re-

quested a site whereon to erect a mosque for the

Mohammedan worship, and that the patriarch as-

signed him the spot occupied by the reputed stone

of Jacob's vision : over this he is said to have built

the mosque afterwards known by his name (Eutychii

Chron.W. 285; Ockley, Ilht. 'of Snr. pp. 20.5-214,

Bohn), and which still exists in the S. E. corner

of the Aksa. Henceforth Jerusalem became for

Muslims, as well as Christians, a sacred place, and
the Mosque of Omar shared the honors of pilgrimage

with the renowned Kaaba of JNIecca.

In the reign of Charlemagne (771-814) ambas-
sadors were sent by the Emperor of the West to

distribute alms in the Holy City, and on their

return were accompanied by envoys from the en-

lightened Khalif llarfm er-Rashid, bearing to

Charlemagne the keys of Calvary and the Holy.

Sepulchre. But these amenities were not of long

continuance. The dissensions which ensued upon
the death of the khalif spread to Jerusalem, and
churches and convents suflered in the general

anarchy. About the same period the feud between

the .Joktanite and Ishmaelite Arabs assumed an
alarming aspect. The former, after devastating the

neigliboring region, made an attempt upon Jeru-

salem, but were repulsed by the signal valor of its

garrison. In the reign. of the Khalif el-Motasem

it was held for a time by the rebel chief Taniuii

Abu-Hareb.
With the fall of the Abassides the Holy City

passed into the hands of the Fatimite conqueror

Muez, who fixed the seat of his empire at Musr el-

Kiihirah, the modern Cairo (A. d. 969). Under the

Fatimite dynasty the sufferings of the Christians in

Jerusalem reached their height, when el-Hakem,

the third of his line, ascended the throne (a. d.

996). The church of the Holy Sepulchre, which
had been twice dismantled and burnt within the

previous seventy years (Eutych. Ann. ii. 529, 530;

Cedren. Hist. Comp. p. 661), was again demolished

(Ademari Chron. a. d. 1010), and its successor

was not completed till A. i). 1048. A small chapel

(" oratoria valde modica." Will. Tyr. viii. 3) sup-

plied the place of the magnificent Basilica on Gol-

gotha.

The pilgrimages to Jerusalem in the 11th cen-

tury became a source of revenue to the Muslims,

who exacted a tax of a byzant from every visitor to

the Holy Sepulchre. Among the most remarkable

pilgrimages of this century were those of Roliert

of Normandy (1035), Lietbert of Cambray (1054),

and the (ierman bishops (1065).

In 1077 Jerusalem w'as pillaged by Afsis the

Kharisniian, commander of the army sent by Melek

Shah against the Syrian dominions of the khalif.

About the year 1084 it was bestowed by Tutush,

the brother of Melek Shah, upon Ortok, chief of a

Turkman horde under his command. From this

time till 1091 Ortok was emir of the city, and on

his death it was held as a kind of fief by his .sons

Ilghazy and Sukman. whose .severity to the Chris-

tians became the proximate cause of the Crusades.

Rudhwan, son of Tutush, made an inefTectual attack

upon Jerusalem in 1096. The city was ultimately

taken, after a siege of forty days, by Afdal, vizii
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of the khalif of Egypt, and for eleven months had

been governed by the Emir Iftikar ed-I)auleh, when,

on the 7th of June, 1099, the crusading army ap-

peared before the walls. After tlie fall of Antioch

in the preceding year the remains of their numerous

host marched along between Lebanon and the sea,

passing Byblos, IJeyroiit, and Tyre on their road,

and so through Lydda, Kamleh, and the ancient

Emmaus, to Jerusalem. Tlie crusaders, 40,000

in number, but with little more than 20,000 effective

troops, reconnoitred the city, and determined to

attack it on tlie north. Their camp extended from

the Gate of St. Stephen to that beneath the tower

of David. Gotifrey of Lorraine occupied the extreme

left (East) : next him was Count liobert of Flanders

:

Robert of Normandy held the third place; and

Tancred was posted at the N. W. corner tower, after-

wards called by his name. Raymond of Toulouse

originally encamped against the West Gate, but

afterwards withdrew half his force to the part be-

tween the city and the church of Zion. At the

tidings of their api)roach the khalif of Egypt gave

orders for the repair of the towers and walls ; the

fountains and wells for five or six miles round (Will.

Tyr. vii. 2-3), with the exception of Siloam, were

stopped, as in the days of Hezekiah, when the city

was invested by Sennacherib's host of Assyrians.

On the fifth day after then- arrival the crusaders

attacked the city and drove the Saracens from the

outworks, Init were comiielled to suspend their

operations till the arrival of the Genoese engineers.

Another month wa,s consumed in constructing

engines to attack the walls, and meanwhile tlie

besiegers suffered all the horrors of thirst in a burn-

ing sun. At length the engines were completed

and the day fixed for the assault. On the night

of the 13th of July Godfrey had changed his plan of

attack, and removed his engines to a weaker part

of the wall between the Gate of St. Stephen and
the corner tower overlooking the Valley of Jehosha-

phat on the north. At break of clay the city was
assaulted in three points at once. Tancred and
Raymond of Toulouse attacked the walls opposite

their own positions. Night only separated the com-
batants, and was spent by both armies in prepara-

tions for the morrow's contest. Next day, after

seven hours' hard fighting, the drawbridge from
Godfrey's Tower was let down. Godfrey w.as first

upon the wall, followed by the Count of Flanders

and the Duke of Normandy ; the northern gate was
thrown open, and at three o'clock on F'riday the

15th of July Jerusalem was in the hands of the

crusaders. Raymond of Toulouse entered without

opposition by the Zion Gate. The carnage was
terrible : 10,000 Muslims fell within the sacred

inclosure. Order was gradually restored, and God-
frey of Bouillon elected king (Will. Tyr. viii.).

Churches were established, and for eighty-eight

years Jerusalem remained in the hands of the

Christians. In 1187 it was retaken by Saladin
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a * Some account of Jerusalem as it now is will be
found under the head of Modern Jerusalem, appended
to the present article (Amer. ed.). This review of

the vicissitudes of the Holy City would be incomplete
without such an addition. H.

'' * This article of Air. Kergusson on the " Topography
of the City " is one of great value, aside altogether

from the correctness or incorrectness of his peculiar

views respecting the identification of Mount Zion and
the .site of the Holy Sepulchre. On these particular

points his views, though approved by some in England
and supported by no little ingenuity, are not those

after a siege of several weeks. Five vears afterwards

(1192), in anticipation of an attack l)y Richard of

England, the tbrtifications were strengthened and
new walls ,built, and the supply of water again cut

off (Barhelir. Citron, p. 421). During the winter

of 1191-2 the work was prosecuted with the utmost

vigor. Fifty skilled masons, sent by Alaeddin of

Mosul, rendered able assistance, and two thousand

(Jhristian captives were pressed into the service.

The Sultan rode round the fortifications each day
encouraging the workmen, and even brought them
stones on his horse's saddle. His sons, his Ijrother

Malek al-.4del, and the ICmirs ably seconded his

efforts, and within six months the works were

completed, solid and durable as a rook (Wilken,

KreuzziUje, iv. 457, 458). The walls and towers

were demolished by order of the Sultan ^lelek el-

Mu'adhdhem of Damascus in 1219, and in this

defenseless condition the city was ceded to the

Christians by virtue of the treaty with the Emperor
Frederick 11. An attempt to rebuild the walls in

1239 was frustrated by an assault by David of

Kerak, who dismantled the city anew. In 1243 it

again came into the hands of the Christians, and
in the following year sustained a siege by the wild

Kharisniian hordes, who slaughtered the priests and
monks who had taken refuge in the church of the

Holy Sepulchre, and after plundering the city with-

drew to Gaza. After their departure Jerusalem

again reverted to the Mohammedans, in whose

hands it still remains. The defeat of the Christians

at Gaza was followed by the occupation of the Holy
City by the forces of the Sultan of Egypt.

In 1277 Jerusalem was nominally annexed to the

kingdom of Sicily. In 1517 it passed under the

sway of the Ottoman Sultan Selim I., whose suc-

cessor Suliman built the present walls of the city

in 1542. Mohanniied Aly, the Pasha of Egypt,

took possession of it in 1832. In 1834 it was
seized and held for a time by the F'ellahin during

the insurrection, and in 1840, after the bomliard-

ment of Acre, was again restored to the Sultan.

Such in brief is a sketch of the checkered for-

tunes of the Holy. City since its destruction by
Titus." The details will be found in Gilibon's

Decline and Fall ; Prof. Robinson's Bibl. lies. i.

365-407; the Rev. G. Williams' Ilohj City, vol. i.

;

Wilken's Gesch. der Kveuzziige ; Deyling's Diss,

de yl£lice CupitoUnce otig. et historia ; and Bp.

Miinter's Hisioi-y oj'the Jewish War under Trajan
and Hadrian, translated in Robinson's Bibliotheca

Sacra, pp. 393-455. W. A. W
III. Topograph V of the City.*

There is perhaps no city in the ancient world the

topography of which ought to be so easily deter-

mined as that of Jerusalem. In the first place, the

city always was small, and is surrounded by deep

valleys, while the form of the ground within its

limits is so strongly marked that there never could

which Biblical scholars generallj' entertain. We insert

therefore (at the end of the article) a somewhat ex-

tended examination of his theory on this part of the

subject, by Dr. \Volcott, who writes with the advantage
of a personal knowledge of the localities in question.

We pursue this course, instead of setting aside or

abridging tlie article, both as an act of justice to Mr
Fergusson, who enjoys a high reputation as an
architect and archieologigt and as required also by
our pledge to the reader to omit nothing in this edition

of the Dictionary which he would find in the English

edition. U
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apparently be any great difficulty in ascertaining

its general extent, or in fixing its more prominent

features; and on the other hand we have in the

works of Josephus a more full and complete topo-

graphical description of this city than of almost

any other in the ancient world. It is certain that

he was intimately acquainted with the localities he

describes, and as his copious descriptions can he

tested by comparing them with the details of the

siege by Titus which he afterwards narrates, there

ought to be no difficulty in settling at least all the

main points. Nor would there ever have been any,

but for the circumstance that for a long period after

the destruction of the city by Titus, the place was

practically deserted by its original inhabitants, and

the continuity of tradition consequently broken in

upon ; and after this, when it again ajjpears in his-

tory, it is as a sacred city, and at a period the most

uncritical of any known in the modern history of

the world. During at least ten centuries of what

are called most properly the dark ages, it was

thought necessary to find a locality for every event

mentioned in the Sacred Scriptures which had

taken jilace within or near its walls. These were

in most instances fixed arbitrarily, there being no

constant tradition to guide the topographer, so that

the confusion which has arisen has become perplex-

ing, to a degree that can only be appreciated liy

those who have attempted to unravel the tangled

thread ; and now that long centuries of constant

tradition have added sanctity to the localities, it is

extremely difficult to shake one's self free from its

infiuence, and to investigate the subject in that

critical spirit which is necessary to eUcit the truth

so long buried in obscurity.

It is only by taking up the thread of the narra-

tive from the very beginning, and admitting nothing

which cannot be proved, either by direct testimony

or by local indications, that we can hope to clear

up the mystery; but, with the ample materials

that still exist, it only requires that this should be

done in order to arrive at a correct determination

of at least all the principal points of the topography

of this sacred city.

So little has this been done hitherto, that there

are at present before the public three distinct views

of the topography of Jerusalem, so discrepant from

one another in their most essential features, that a

disinterested person might fairly feel himself justi-

fied in assuming that there existed no real data for

the determination of the points at issue, and that

the disputed questions must forever remain in the

same unsatisfactory state as at present.

1. The first of these theories is the most obvious,

and has at all events the great merit of simplicity.

It consists in the belief that all the sacred localities

were correctly ascertained in the early ages of

Christianity; and, what is still more important,

that none have been changed during the dark ages

that follovsed, or in the numerous revolutions to

which the city has been exiwsed. Consequently,

inferring that all which the traditions of the Middle

Ages have handed down to us may be implicitly

relied upon. The advantages of this theory are so

manifest, that it is little wonder that it should be

so popular and find so many advocates.

The first person who ventured publicly to express

his dissent from this view was Korte, a German
printer, who travelled in I'alestine about the year

1728. On visiting ..lerusalem he was struck with

the apparent impossibility of reconciling the site of

the present church of the Holy Sepulchre with the
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exigencies of the Bible narrative, and or Lis return

home ])ublished a work denying the authenticity

of the so-called sacred localities. His heresies ex-

cited very little attention at the time, or for long

afterwards; but the spirit of inquiry which has

sprung up during the present century has revived

the controversy which has so long been dormant,

and many pious and earnest men, both Protestant

and Catholic, have expressed with more or less dis-

tinctness the difficulties they feel in reconciling the

assumed localities with the indications in the Bible.

The arguments in favor of the present localities

being the correct ones are well summed up by the

Rev. George Williams in his work on the Holy

City, and with the assistance of Professor ^\'illis all

has been said that can be urged in favor of their

authenticity. Nothing can exceed the ingenuity

of the various hypotheses tliat are brought forward

to explain away the admitted difficulties of the

case; but we look in vain for any new facts to

counterbalance the significance of those so often

urged on the other side, while the continued appeals

to faith and to personal arguments, do not inspire

confidence in the soimdness of the data brought

forward.

2. I'rofessor Robinson, on the other hand, in his

elaborate works on Palestine, has brought together

all the argtnnents which fronj the time of Korte

have been accumulating against the authenticity of

the mediaval sites and traditions. He has done

this with a' power of logic which would probably

have been conclusive had he been able to carry the

argument to its legitimate conclusion. His want

of knowledge of architecture and of the principles

of architectural criticism, however, prevented him
from perceiving that the present church of the Holy

Sepulchre was wholly of an age subsequent to that

of the Crusades, and without a trace of the style of

Constantine. Nor was he, from the same causes,

able to correct in a single instance the erroneous

adscriptions giveti to many other buildings in Jeru-

salem, whose dates might have afforded a clew to

the mystery. When, in consequence, he announced

as the result of his researches the melancholy con-

clusion, that the site of the Holy Sepulchre was

now, and must in all probability for ever remain a

mystery, the eflfect was, that those who were opposed

to his views clung all the more firmly to those they

before entertained, preferring a site and a sepulchre

which had been hallowed by the tradition of ages

rather than launch forth on the shoreless sea of

speculation which Dr. Robinson's negative con-

clusion opened out before them.

3. The third theory is that put forward by the

author of this article in his " Essay on the Ancient

Topography of Jerusalem." It agrees generally

with the views urged by all those from Korte to

Robinson, who doubt the authenticity of the present

site of the sepulchre ; but instead of acquiescing in

the desponding view taken by the latter, it goes on

to assert, for reasons which will be given hereafter,

that the building now known to Christians as the

INIosque of Omar, but by Jloslems called the Dome
of the Rock, is the identical church which Con-

stantine erected over the Rock which contained the

Tomb of Christ.

If this view of the topography can be maintained,

it at once sets to rest all questions that can pos-

sibly arise as to the accordance of the sacred sites

v^'ith the Bible narrative ; for there is no doubt but

that at the time of the crucifixion this locality was

outside the walls, " near the judgment-seat," and
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'» towards the country

; '

' and it agrees in every

•aspect with tlie minutest indication of the Scrip-

lures.

It confirms all that was said by Eusebius, and

all Christian and Mohammedan writers before the

time of (he Crusades, regarding the sacred localities,

and brings the Jewish, Christian, and Mohammedan
topography into order, and explains all that before

was so puzzling.

It substitutes a building which no one doubts

was built long before the time of the Crusades, for

one which as undoubtedly was erected after that

event; and one that now possesses in its centre a

mass of living rock with one cave in it exactly as

described by Eusebius, for one with only a small

tabernacle of marble, where no rock ever was seen

by human eyes; and it groups together buildings

undoubtedly of the age of ('onstantine, whose juxta-

position it is otherwise impossible to account for.

A theory offering such advantages as these ought

either to be welcomed by all Christian men, or

assailed by earnest reasoning, and not rejected

without good and solid objections being brought

against it. For it never can be unimportant even

to the best established creeds to deprive scoffers of

every opportunity for a sneer, and it is always wise

to offer to the wavering e\ery testimony which may
tend to confirm them in their faith.

The most satisfactory way of investigating the

suliject will probably be to commence at the time

of the greatest prosperity of .Jerusalem, immedi-

ately before its downfall, which also hai)pens to be

the period when we have the greatest amount of

knowledge regarding its features. If we can de-

termine what was then its extent, and fix the more

important localities at that period, there will be no

great difficulty in ascertaining the proper sites for

the e\ents which may have happened either Ijefore

or after. All that now remains of the ancient city

of course existed then ; and the descriptions of Jo-

sephus, in so far as they are to be trusted, apply to

the city as he then saw it ; so that the evidence is

at that period more complete and satisfactory thin

at any other time, and the city itself being then at

its greatest extent, it necessarily included all that

existed either before or afterwards.

It will not be necessary here to dwell upon the

much disputed point of the veracity of the his-

torian on whose testimony we must principally rel>

in this matter. It will be sufficient to remark that

every new discovery, every improved plan that has

been made, has served more and more to confiim

the testimony of .Josephus, and to give a higher

idea of the minute accuracy of his local knowledge

In no one instance has he yet been convicted of an)

material error in describing localities in plnn

Many difficulties which were thought at one time

to be insuperable have disa])peared with a more

careful investigation of the data ; and now that the

city has been carefully mapped and explored, there

seems every probability of our being able to recon-

cile all his descriptions with the appearance of the

existing localities. So much indeed is this the case

that one cannot help susjiecting that the Honian

army was provided with surveyors who could map
out the localities with very tolerable precision ; and

that, though writing at Rome, Josephus had before

him data which checked and guided him in all he

said as to horizontal dimensions. This becomes

more probable when we consider how moderate all

these are, and how consistent with existing remains.

Mid compare them with his strangely exaggerated

83
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statements whenever he speaks of lieij^Iits or de-

scribes the arrangement of Iniildings wliich had

been destroyed in the siege, and of which it may
be supposed no record or correct description then

existed. He seems to have felt himself at lilierty

to indulge his national vanity in respect to these,

but to have been cheeked when speaking of what
still existed, and could never be falsified. The con-

sequence is, that in almost all instances we may im-

plicitly rely on anything he says with regard to the

plitn of Jerusalem, and as to anytliing that existed

or could lie tested at the time he wrote, but must
receive with the greatest caution any assertion with

regard to what did not then remain, or respecting

which no accurate evidence could be adduced to

refute his statement.

In attempting to follow the description of Jo-

sephus there are two points which it is necessary

should be fixed in order to understand what fol-

lows.

The first of these is the position and dimensions

of the Temple; the second the position of the

Tower Hippicus.

Thanks to modern investigation there now seems

to be little difficulty in determining the first, with

all the accuracy requisite to our present purposes.

The position of the Tower Hippicus cannot be de-

termined with the same absolute certainty, but can

be fixed witliin such limits as to allow no reason-

able doubts as to its locality.

I. Site of the Temple. — Without any excep-

tion, all topographers are now agreed that the

Tem])le stood within the limits of the great area

now known as the Haram, though few are agreed

as to the portion of that space wliich it covered;

and at least one author places it in the centre, and

not at the southern extremity of the inclosure.

With this exception all topographers are agreed

-Reniaius of Aroh of Bridge,

of Ilaram.)

(S. W. angle

that the southwestern angle of the flarani area was

one of the angles of the ancient .Jewish Temple.

In the first place it is admitted that the Temple

was a rectangle, and this hajipens to be the only

right angle of the whole inclosure. In tiie next

place, in his description of the i;reat Stoa Basilica

of the Temple, Josephus distinctly states that it

stood on the southern wall and overhung the \alley

{Ant. XV. 1(5, § 5). Again, the discovery of tlie re-

mains of the arch of a liridge, commencing about

40 feet from the S. W. angle in the western wall,

and consequently coinciding with the centre of the
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great Stoa (as will be shown under the head Tkm-
ple), so exactly corresponds with the description

of Josephus (Ant. xiv. 4. § 2; B. J. i. 2, §§ 5, 2,

ii. 16, § 2, vi. 6, § 3, vi. 7," § 1 ) as in itself to he

sufficient to decide the question." I'he size of the

stones and the s;enem] cliaracter of the masonry at

the Jews' Wailing-place (wood-cut No. 2) in the

western wall near its southern extremity have been

considered by almost all topoj^rnphers as a proof

that the wall there formed part of the substruc-

tures of the Temple; and lastly, the discovery of

one of the old gateways which Josephus (B. J. vi.

C, § 2) mentions as leading from the Temple to Par-

bar, on this side, mentioned by Ali Bey, ii. 220, and
Dr. Barclay {Ci/y of /lie Gretit Kin;/, p. 490), be-

sides minor indications, make up such a chain of

proof as to lea\e scarcely a doubt on this point.

The extent of the Temple northwards and east-

wards from this point is a question on which there

is much less agreement than with regard to the

fixation of its southwestern angle, tliough the evi-

dence, both written and local, points inevitably to

the conclusion that Josephus was literally correct

when he said that the Temple was an exact square

of a stadium, or GOO Greek feet, on each side (Ant.

XV. 11, § 3). This assertion he repeats when de-

scribing the great Stoa Basilica, which occupied the

whole of the southern side (xv. 11, § 9); and again,

in deserilung Solomon's, or the eastern portico, he

says it was 400 cul)its, or COO feet, in extent (xx.

10, § 7); and lastly, in narrating the building of

the Temple of Solomon (viii. 3, § 9), he says he

elevated the ground to 400 cubits, meaning, as the

context explains, on each side. In fact there is no

point on which Joseijhus repeats himself so often,

and is throughout so thoroughly consistent.

There is no other written authority on this sub-

ject except the Talnuid, which asserts that the
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Temple was a square of 500 cubits each side
(.Mis/nia, v. 3-34); but the Rabbis, as if aware that

this assertion did not coincide with the localities,

immediately correct themselves by explaining that
it was the cubit of 15 inches which was meant,
which would make the side 625 feet. Their author-
ity, however, is so questionable, that it is of the
least possible consequence what they said or meant.

a * This arch is known among travellers as " Kob-
inson's Arch.'' Though Dr. Robin.'on was not the

first to recognize these projecting stones as connected
with some ancient bridge or viaduct, he was unques-
tionalily the first to identify them with the bridge so

particularly described by .loseplius. (See Bihf. li/s.,

2d ed.. i. 287 ft'., and 606 If.). It will be observed that

these stones spring out of the Haram wall on the east

side of the T\ ropoeon. One of the most remarkable of

the recent discoveries at Jerusalem is the disinterring

of the oppjsite buttress or pier of the bridge on the

western side of the valley, and of the stones of the

pavement which formed the floor of this causeway.

The following account of this discovery is drawn up
from the report of Lieut. Warren, who superintended

the excavation :
" At the depth of about 55 feet a

gallery from one of the shafts was tr.aced along an
ancient artificial cutting in the solid rock until it was
stopped by a mass of masonry, constructed of fine

beveled stones of great size, and evidently still remain-

ing in their original position. This masonry, of which
three courses remain, proved to be the lowermost portion

of the original western pier of ' Kobinson's Arch.' . . .

The remains of the pier consist of ' splendid stones '

of a peculiarly hard texture, of great magnitude and
in perfect preservation ; the lowest course, resting on

the rock, is 3 feet 6 inches high, and the next 3 feet 9

inches — the height of the large stones still visible,

above the present surface of the ground in the Ilaram

wall. The pier was rather more than 12 feet in thick-

ness east and west ; and it was constructed not as a

solid mass, but so built with the great stones (already

mentioned), that it had a hollow space in the inside,

with openings leading to this space through the ex-

Verior masonry ; and thus the whole pier may be said

to be made up of smaller ones. . . .

No. 2.— Jews' Wailing-Place.

The insiantin crucls, however, is the existing

remains, and these confirm the description of Jo-

sephus to the fullest possible extent. Proceeding

eastward along the southern wall from the south-

western angle we find the whole Haram area filled

up perfectly solid, with the exception of the great

tunnel-like enti'ance under the Mosque el-Aksa,

until, at the distance of GOO feet from the angle,

we arrive at a wall ruiming northwards at right

" East of these remarkable and most interesting

remains of this arch-pier, and on a level with the rock

surfrtce, a pavement of stone was found to extend to-

wards the Haram wall ; and here, on this pavement,

upwards of 50 feet beneath the present surface, wlien

the}' had cleared away a cavern-like sp:rce sufficiently

large for them to examine the ancient relics that were

lying before them, the explorers discovered, ranged in

two lines north and south, and huddled together just

as they fell, the actual t-oiissoirs, or wedge-shaped

arch-stones, of which when in its complete condition,

the great viaduct of Robinson's Arch had been con-

structed. Tliat viaduct had led from the Jerusalem

on the western jiortion of the rock-plateau that

formed the site of the city, over the Tyropccon Valley

— to the Temple on Zion — the eastern portion. . .

The great arch, its span 41 feet 6 inches and its width

upwards of 50 feet, which supported this causeway,

was broken down by command of Titus, when at

length the whole of Jerusalem had fallen into his

power ; and the arch-stones, hard, and their forms

still as clearly defined as when they fell, and each one
weighing at least 20 tons, may now be seen in the

excavated cavern, at the bottom of the shaft, preserved

in safety while hidden from sight through eighteen cen-

turies by the gradually accumulating covering of ruins

and earth, that at length rose 50 feet above them. . .

It would be difficult to find any relic of ancient times

more interesting than this broken ai-chway. The
Apostles must very often have passed over it, while

yet the arch remained entire ; and so also must their

Master and ours often have passed over it with them."

(8ce R/pnrt of ihi- Palestine Explorniion Fund, for

1867-68, pp. 52-58 (by Lieut. Warren), and the article

Exploration of Pnleslinr, in T/ie Quiver, p. 619, by

Rev. C. BouteU (Lond. 1868).) H.
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angles to the southern wall, and bounding the solid

space.- lieyond tliis point the Harani area is filled

up with a series of light arches supported on square

piers (shown in the annexed woodcut, N<o. 3), the

whole being of so sliglit a construction that it may
be affirmed with absohite certainty that neitlier the

Stoa Basilica, nor any of the larger buildings of

the Temple, ever stood on tlieni. The proof of this

is not difficult. Taking Josephus's account of the

great Stoa as we find it, he states tliat it consisted

of four rows of Corinthian pillars, 40 in each row.

If they extended along the whole length of tlie

present southern wall they must have been spaced

between 23 and 24 feet apart, and this, from our

knowledge of tlie works of the ancients, we may
assert to be architecturally impossible. But, i'ar

more than this, the [liers that support the vaults in

question are only aljout 3 feet 6 inches by 3 feet 3

inches square, while the pillars which it is assumed
they supported were between 5 and 6 feet in diani-
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eter (Ant. xv. 11, § 5), so that, if this were so, the

foundations must have been practically about half

the area of the columns they supported. Even
this is not all: the piers in the vaults are so irreg-

ularly spaced, some 17, some 20 or 21, and one

even 30 feet apart, that the pillars of the Stoa

must have stood in most instances on the crown or

sides of the arches, and these are so weak (as may
lie seen from the roots of the trees above having

struck through them) that they could not for one

hour have supported the weight. In fact there can

be no doubt whatever that the buildings of the

I'emple never stood on this frail prop, and also that

no more solid foundations ever existed here ; for the

bare rock is everywhere visible, and if e\er more
solidly built upon, the remains of such construc-

tions could not have disappeared. In so far, there-

fore, as the southern wall is concerned, we maj' rest

perfectly satisfied with Josephus's description that

the Temple extended east and west GOO feet.

No. 3.— Section of vaults in S. E. angle of Ilaram,

Tlie position of the northern wall is as easily

fixed. If the Temple was square it must have com-

menced at a point GOO feet from the southwest

angle, and in fact the southern wall of the platform

which now surrounds the so-called Jlosque of Omar
runs parallel to the southern wall of the inclosm-e,

at a distance of exactly 000 feet, while westward it

is contiinied in a causeway which crosses the valley

just GOO feet from the southVestern angle. It may
also be mentioned that from this point the western

wall of the Ilaram area no longer follows the same

direction, but inclines slightly to the westward, in-

dicating a difference (though perhaps not of much
value) in the purpose to which it was applied.

Moreover the south wall of what is now the plat-

form of the Itome of the liock runs eastward from

the western wall for just 600 feet; which again

gives the same dimension for the north wall of the

Temple as was found for the southern wall by the

limitation of the solid space before the commence-

ment of the vaults. All these points will be now
clear by reference to the plan on the next pngc

(wood-cut No. 4), where the dimensions are stated

in English feet, according to the best available au-

thorities, not in Greek feet, which alone are used in

the text.

The only point in Josephus's description which

leems to have misled topographers with regard to

these dimensions is his assertion that the Temple

extended from one valley to the other (Ant. xv. 11,

§ 5). If he had named the- valley or identified it

in any way with the Valley of Kedron this might

have been a diflnculty: but as it is oidy a valley it

is of less importance, especially as the manner in

which the vaults extend northwards innnediately

beyond the eastern wall of tiie Temple is sufficient

to show that such a depression once existed here as

to justify his expression. But. whatever importance

may be attached to these indefinite words, they

never can be allowed to outweigh the written dimen-

sions and the local indications, which show that the

Temple ne\er could have extended more than 600

feet from the western wall.

It has been objected to this conclusion that if

the Temple were only GOO feet square, it would be

impossible to find space within its walls for all the

courts and buildings nientio^ied by Josephus and

in the Talmud. This difliculty, however, has no

real foundation'in fact, and the mode in which the

interior may lia\e been arranged, so as to meet all

the exigencies of the case, will be explained in

treating of the Tk-MI'I-k. But in the mean while

it seems impossible to escape from the conclusion

that the square space indicated l)y shading in the

plan (wood-cut No. 4) was the exact area occupied

by the Jewish Temple as rebuilt by Herod, and as

described by Josephus. [Against this view, see §

IV. Amer. ed.]

II. lllppicus. — Of all the towers that once

adorned the city of .lerusalem only one now exists

in anything like a state of perfection. Being in the

centre of the citadel, on one of the most elevated

points of the city, it strikes the traveller's eye

whichever way he turns ; and from its prominence

now, and the importance which Josephus ascrilies

to the tower Hipiticus. it lias been somewhat hastily

assumed that the two are identical. The reasons,

however, against this assumption are too cogent tc
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allow of the identity being admitted. Josephus

gives the dimensions of the Hippicus as 25 cubits,

or 37 1 feet square, whereas the tower in the citadel

is 56 feet 6 inches by 70 feet 3 inches (Hob. Bibl.

Res. 1st ed. i. 456), and, as JosejAus never dimin-

ishes the size of anytliint; Jewish, this alone should

make us pause. Even if we are to assume that it

is one of the three ^reat towers built by Herod, as

far as its arcliitecture is concerned, it may as well

be Phasaelus or Mariamne as Hippicus. Indeed its

dimensions accord with the first named of these far

better tlian witli the last. But the great test is

the locality, and unfortunately the tower in the

citadel hardly a£;rees in this respect in one point

with the description of Josephus. In the first place

he makes it a corner tower, whereas, at the time he

wrote, the tower in the citadel must have been in a

reentering angle of the wall, as it is now. In the

next he says it was "over against Psephinus

"

{B. J. V. 4, § 3), which never could be said of this

tower. Again, in the same passage, he describes

the three towers as standing on the north side of

the wall. If this were so, the two others must have

been in his time in the centre of the city, where

Herod never would have placed them. They also

are said to have stood on a height, whereas east-

ward of the citadel the ground falls rapidly. Add
to these that the position of the army of Titus when

he sat down before Jerusalem is in itself almost

sufficient to settle the point. After despatching

the 10th Legion to the Mount of Olives he located

himself with the principal division of his army
opposite the Tower Psephinus, but his right wing
" foftified itself at the tower called Hippicus, and

was distant in like manner about two stadia from

the city" {B. J. v. 3, § 5). It is ahnost im-

possible to apply this passage to the tower in the

citadel, against which no attack ever was made or

intended. Indeed, at no period of the siege did

Titus attempt to storm the walls situated on the

heights. His attack was made from the northern

plateau, and it was there that his troops were en-

camped, and consequently it must have been

opposite the angle now occupied by the remains

called the Kasr Jalud that they were placed. From
the context it seems almost impossible that they

could have been encamped in the valley opposite

the present citadel.

These, and other objections which will be noticed

in the sequel, seem fatal to the idea of the tower in

the citadel being the one Josephus alludes to. But
at the northwestern angle of the present city there

are the remains of an ancient building of beveled

masonry and large stones, like those of the founda-

tions of the Temple (Rob. Bibl. Rex. i. 471; Schultz,

95; Krafft, 37, &c.), whose position answers so com-

pletely every point of the locality of Hippicus as

described by Josephus, as to leave no reasonable

doubt that it marks the site of this celebrated

edifice. It stood and stands " on the northern side

of the old wall " — "on a height," the very highest

point in the town— " over against Psephinus "—

« * Nothing could seem to be more palpable to an
observer, than that in the Tower of David, so called,

in the present citadel of Jerusalem, wc have the re-

mains of one of the three great Herodian towers, spared

by Titus, when the city was demolished (B. J. vi. 7,

S 1). No theory, which would make it more modern,

can explain the structure. Its lower part bears every

mark of antiquity, and its cubic solidity (an unusual

feature) accords with Josephus's description of these
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" is a corner tower," and just such a ofte as would

naturally be taken as the starting-point for the

description of the walls. Indeed, if it had hap-

pened that the Kasr Jaliul were as well preserved

a-s the tower in the citadel, or that the latter had
retained only two or three courses of its masonry,

it is more than prol)able that no one would have

doubted that the Kasr Jalud was the Hippicus;

but with that tendency which prevails to ascribe a

name to what is prominent rather than to what is

less ol>vious, these remains have been overlooked,

and difficulties have been consequently introduced

into the description of the city, which have hitherto

seemed almost insuperable."

III. W(dls.— Assuming therefore for the present

that the Kasr Jalud, as these ruins are now popu-

larly called, is the remains of the Hippicus, we have

no difficulty in determining either the direction or

the extent of the walls of Jerusalem, as described

by Josephus {B. J. v. 4, § 2), and as shown in

Plate I.

The first or old wall began on the north at the

tower called Hippicus, and, extending to the Xystus,

joined the council house, and ended at the west

cloister of the Temple. Its southern direction is

described as passing the Gate of the Essenes (prob-

ably the modern JafJii Gate), and, bending above

the fountain of Siloam, it reached Ophel, and was

joined to the eastern cloister of the Temple. The
importance of this last indication will lie apparent

in the sequel when speaking of the third wall.

The second wall began at the Gate Gennath, in

the old wall, probably near the Hippicus, and passed

round the northern quarter of the city, inclosing,

as will be shown hereafter, the great valley of the

Tyropceon, which leads up to the Damascus Gate;

and then, proceeding southward, joined the fortress

Antonia. Recent discoveries of old beveled masonry

in the immediate pi'oximity of the Damascus Gate

leave little doubt but that, so far at least, its direc-

tion was identical with that of the modern wall;

and some part at least of the northern portion of

the western wall of the Haram area is probably

built on its foundations.

The third wall was not commenced till twelve

years after the date of the Crucifixion, when it was

undertaken by king Herod Agrippa; and was in-

tended to inclose the suburbs which had grown out

on the northern sides of the city, which before this

had been left exposed (B. .1. v. 4, § 2). It began

at the Hippicus, and reached as far as the tower

Psephinus, till it came opposite the monument of

Queen Helena of Adiabene; it then passed by the

sepulchral monuments of the kings— a well-known

locality— and turning south at the monument of

the Fuller, joined the old ivall at the valley called

the Vidley of Kedron. This last is perhaps the

most important point in the description. If the

Temple had extended the whole width of the modern
Haram area, this wall must have joined its northern

cloister, or if the whole of the north side of the

Temple were covered by the tower Antonia it might

towers. (B. J. v. 4, § 3.) If it was either of them, it

must have been Hippicus, for Phasaelus and Mariamne
lay east of it, and there could not have been a fortress

west of this point. Its position relative to the site of

the Temple, and to the wall which stretched between

them, along the northern brow of Zion, harmonizes

with this view. The ruins of KuPat el-Jalitd offer no
rival claim — suggesting nothing more than a modern
bastion and an ancient wall. S. \V.
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have been said to have extended to that fortress,

but in either of these cases it is quite inipossilile

that it could have passed outside the present Haram
wall so as to meet the old wall at the southeastern

angle of the Temple, where Josephus in his de-

scription niakes the old wall end. There does not

seem to be an)' possible solution of the difficulty,

except tlie one pointed out above, that the Temple

was only COO feet square ; that the space between

the Teniiile and the Valley of Kedron was not in-

closed within the walls till Agrippa's time, and

that the present eastern wall of the Haram is the

identicid wall liuilt by that king— a solution which

not only accords with the words of Josephus but

with all the local peculiarities of the place.

It may also lie added that Josephus's description

{B. J. V. 4, § 2) of the immense stones of which

this wall was constructed, fully bears out the ap-

pearance of the great stones at the angles, and does

away with the necessity of supposing, on account

of their magnificence, that they are parts of the

substructure of the Temple proper.

After describing these walls, Josephus adds

that the whole circumference of the city was 33

stadia, or nearly four English miles, which is as

near as may be the extent indicated by the localities.

He then adds {B. J. v. 4, § 3) that the number of

towers in the old wall was 00, the middle wall 40,

and the new wall 99. Taking the distance of these

towers as 150 feet from centre to centre, which is

probably very near the truth on the average, the

first and last named walls are as nearly as may be

commensurate, but the middle wall is so nnich too

short thai either we must assume a mistake some-

where, or, what is more probable, that Josephus

enumerated the towers not only to where it ended

at the Antonia, but round the Antonia and Temple

to where it joined the old wall above Siloam. 'With

this addition the 150 feet again is perfectly con-

sistent with the facts of the case and with the

localities. Altogether it appears that the extent

and direction of the walls is not now a matter ad-

mitting of much controversy, and probably would

never have been so, but for the difficulties arising

from the position of the ('hurch of the Holy

Sepulchre, which will be alluded to hereafter."

IV. Anhinin. — Before leaving the subject of

the walls, it may be well to fix the situation of the

Turris Antontii, as far as the data at our command
will admit. It certainly was attached to the Temple

buildings, and on the northern side of them ; but

whether covering the whole space, or only a portion,

has been much disputed. After stating that the

Temple was foursquare, and a staditmi on each side,

Josephus goes on to say (B. J. v. 5, § 2), that with

Antonia it was six stadia in circumference. The
most oVjvious conclusion from this would be that

the Antonia was of the same dimensions as the

Temple, and of the form shown in the diagram

(wood-cut No. 5), where A marks the Temple, and

B Antonia, according to this theory. In other
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words, it assumes that the Antonia occupied pnu>
tically the platform on which the so-called Mosquo
of Omar now stands, and there is nothing in the

locality to contradict such an assumption (see B. J

D

c

A

No. 5. No. 6

vi. 5, § 4). On the contrary, the fact of the Sakhra

being the highest rock in the immediate neighbor-

hood would confirm all we are told of the situation

of the Jewish citadel. There are, however, certain

facts mentioned in the account of the siege which

render such a view nearly if not quite untenable.

It is said that when Titus reviewed his army on

Bezetha (5. ./. v. 9, § 1), the Jews looked on from

the north wall of the Temple. If Antonia, on higher

ground, and probably with higher walls, had inter-

vened, this could not have been possible; and the

expression must have been that they looked on

from the walls of Antonia. AVe have also a passage

(B. J. V. 7, § 3) which makes this even clearer; it

is there asserted that " John and his faction de-

fended themselves from the tower Antonia, and

from the northern cloisters of the Temple, and fought

the liomans " (from the context evidently simul-

taneously) "before the monument of king Alex-

ander." We are therefore forced to adopt the

alternative, which the words of Josephus equally

justify, that the Antonia was a tower or keep

attached to the northwestern angle of the Temple,

as shown in the plan. Indeed, the words of Jose-

phus hardly justify any other interpretation ; for he

says {B. J. v. 5, § 8) that " it was situated at the

corner of two cloisters of the court of the Temple—
of that on the west, and that on the north." I'rob-

alily it was surrounded by a wall, inclosing courts

and other appurtenances of a citadel, and with its

inclosing wall at least two stadia in circuit. It may
have been two and a half, or even three, as shown

in the diagram (wood cut No. 6), where C marks

the size and position of the Antonia on the sup-

position that its entire circumference was two stadia,

and D D the size it would attain if only three of its

sides were counted, and if Josephus did not reckon

the four stadia of the Temple as a fixed quantity,

and deducted the part covered liy the fortress from

the whole sum ; but in this instance we have no

local indication to guide us. The question has be-

come one of no very great importance, as it is quite

certain that, if the Temple was only 600 feet square,

it did not occupy the whole of the northern half of

a * Josephua (B. J. v. 4, § 4, vi. 8, § 1) represents

the old wall, with its towers, to have been carried

along the brow of an eminence, increasing their ap-

parent elevation. The course given in the preceding

map (Plate I) could never have been the line which

he describes.

This wall extended from Hippicus to the Xystus,

which w.as an open place, u.ied for popular a.ssemblies,

on the eastern brow of Zion, and connected by the

bridge with the Teaiple. {B. J. ii. 16, § 3, vi. 6, § 2,

vi. 8, § 1.) A glance at the map will "show that in

this feature the line given does not correspond with

the description.

The third wall, as above stated, joined the (south-

ward part of the) old wall at the valley called the

Valley of Kidron. It could not, then, have joined it

at the point indicated in the text and map, for this

point lies between the Kidron and the Tyropoeon valleys,

more than one third of the distance from the former.

The specification which this writer considers " the

most important point in tlie description," is claimed

by Dr. Robinson in support of the theory which he

seeks to displace. {Bibl. lien. i. 401.) S. W
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the Ilaram area, and consequently that neither was

Hie "pool of Bethesda " its northern ditch, Tier the

rock on which the go\ernor's house now stands its

rock foundation. \Vith the Temple area fixed as

above, by no hypothesis could it be made to stretch

as far as that; and the object, therefore, which

many topographers had in \iew in extending the

dimensions, must now be abandoned."

V. Hills and Valleys. — Notwithstanding the

very great degree of certainty with which the site

of the Temple, the position of the Hippicus, and

the direction of the walls may be determined, there

are still one or two points within the city, the

positions of which have not yet been fixed in so

satisfactory a manner. Topographers are still at

issue as to the true direction of the upper part of

the Tyropceon Valley, and, consequently, as to the

position of Acra, and various smaller jwints de-

pendent on the fixation of these two. Fortunately

the determination of these points has no bearing

whatever on any of the great historical questions

arising out of the topography ; and though it would

no doubt be satisfactory if they could be definitively

settled, they are among the least important points

that arise in discussing the descriptions of .Josephus.

The difficulty of determining the true course of

the upper part of the Tyropceon \alley is caused by

our inability to determine whether Josephus, in

describing the city {B. J. v. 4, § 1), limits his de-

scription to the city of Jerusalem, properly so called,

as circumscribed by the first or old wall, or whether

he includes the City of David also, and speaks of

the whole city as inclosed by the third or great

wall of Agrippa. In the first case the Tyropceon

must have been the depression leading from a spot

opposite the northwest angle of the Temple towards

the Jatra Gate ; in the second it was the great valley

leading from the same point northwards towards

the Damascus Gate.

The principal reason for adopting the first hy-

pothesis arises from the words of Josephus himself,

who describes the Tyropceon as an open space or

depression within the city, at " which the corre-

sponding rows of houses on both hills end " (B. J.

V. 4, § 1 ). This would exactly answer the position

of a valley running to the Jaffa Gate, and conse-

quently within the old walls, and would apply to

such a ravine as might easily have been obliterated

by accumulation of rubbish in after times ; but it

is not so easy to see how it can be made applicable

to such a valley as that running towards the Da-

mascus Gate, which must have had a wall on either

side, and the slope of which is so gradual, that then,

as now, the " rows of houses " inight— though it

by no means follows that they nmst— have run

across it without interruption. We cannot indeed

apply the description to this valley, unless we assume

that the houses were built close up to the old wall,

so as to leave almost no plain space in front of it,

or that the formation of the bottom of tlie valley

was originally steeper and narrower than it now is.

On the whole, tliis view presents perhaps less dif-

ficulty than the obliteration of the other valley,

which its most zealous advocates are now forced to

admit, after the most patient search; added to the

difficulty tiiat must have existed in carrying the old

wall across its gorge, which Josephus would have

hinted at had it existed.
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'« * Tho opposite view, namely, that the fortress

Antonia apparently occupied the whole northern part

of the present llaram area, is strongly presented by

The direct evidence seems so near^ balanced,

that either hypothesis might be adopted if we were

content to fix the position of the hill Acra from

that of this valley, as is usually done, instead of

from extraneous evidence, as we fortunately are able

to do with tolerable certainty in this matter.

In all the transactions mentioned in the 12th

and l.Jth books of the Antiquitks, Josephus com-
monly uses the word "hnpa as the corresponding

term to the Hebrew word Melzmlah, translated

stronghold, fortress, and tower in the books of the

Maccabees, when speaking of the fortress which ad-

joined the Temple in the nortli ; and if we might

assume that the hill Acra and the tower Acra were

one and the same place, the question might be con-

sidered as settled.

It is more than probable that this was so, for in

describing the ' upper market place," which was

called the '-citadel" by David (B. J. v. § 1),

Josephus uses the word (ppoiipioi', which he also

applies to the Acra after it was destroyed {Ant. xiii.

16, § 5), or Bopis, as the old name apparently

immediately before it was rebuilt by Herod, and by
him called the Antonia (Ant. xviii. 4, § 3).

It is also only by assuming that the Acra was

on the Temple Hill that we can understand the

position of the valley which the Asmoneans filled

up. It certainly was not the iiortiieru part of the

Tyropceon which is apparent at the present day,

nor tiie other valley to the westward, the filling up
of which would not have joined the city to the

Temple {B. J. v. 4, § 1 ). It could only have been

a transverse valley running in the direction of, and

nearly in the position of, the Via Dolorosa.

It is true that Josephus describes the citadel or

.\cra of Jerusalem {A)ii. xiii. 4, 9) as situated in

the "lower city" (eV ry Karoo ir6\fi, xii. .5, § 4,

B. .T. i. 1, § 4), which would equally apply to either

of the assumed sites, were it not that he qualifies

it by saying that it was built so high as to dominate

the Temple, and at the same time lying close to it

{Ant. xii. 9, § 3), which can only apply to a build-

ing situated on the Temple Hill. It nuist also be

observed that the whole of the Temple Hill is very

much lower than the hill on which the city itself

was located, and, consequently, that the Temple
and its adjuncts may, with great propriety, be

called the lower city, as contradistinguished from

the other half, which, from the superior elevation

of the plateau on which it stands, is truly the upper

city.

If we adopt this view, it will account for the

great leveling operations which at one time have

been carried on at the northwestern angle of the

Ilaram area, and the marks of which have been

always a puzzle to antiquaries. These are utterly

unmeaning on any hypothesis yet suggested, for so

far from contributing to the defense of any work

erected here, their effect from their position must

have been the very reverse. But if we admit that

they were the works which occupied the Jews for

three years of incessant labor {Ant. xiii. 7, § G)

after the destruction of the Acra, their appearance

is at once accounted for, and the description of

Josephus made plain.

If this view of the matter be con-ect, the word

ajxcpiKvpTos {B. J. V. 6, § 1), about which so much
controversy has been raised, must be translated

Dr. Robinson, in Bibl. Sacra, iii. 616-634. Also, in

BlU. Res., 1852, pp. 230-243. S. W.
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"sloping down on either side," a meaning which it

will be:ir equally as well as " gibbous," which is

usually affixed to it, and which only could be ap-

plied if the hill within the old wall were indicated.

On reviewing the whole question, the great pre-

ponderance of evidence seems to be in favor of the

assumption that the hill Acra and the citadel Acra

were one and the same place ; that Acra was sit-

uated on the nortliern side of the Temple, on the

same hill, and probably on the same spot, originally

occupied by David as the stronghold of Zion (2 Sam.

V. 7-9), and near where Baris and Antonia after-

wards stood : and consequently that the great

northern depression running towards the Damascus

Gate is the Tyropoeon valley, and that the Valley of

the Asmoneans was a transverse cut, separating

the hiU Bezetha from the Acra or citadel on the

Temple Hill.

If this view of the internal topography of the

city be granted, the remaining hills and valleys fall

into their places easily and as a matter of course.

The citadel, or upper market-place of Josephus, was

the modern Zion, or the city inclosed within the

old wall; Acra was the ancient Zion, or the hill on

which the Temple, the City of David, Baris, Acra,

and Antonia, stood. It lay over against the other;

and apparently between these two, in the valley,

stood the lower city, and the place called Jlillo.

Bezetha was the well-defined hill to the north of

the Temple, just beyond the valley in which the

Piscina Frobatica was situated. The fourth hill

which Josephus enumerates, but does not name,

must have been the ridge between the last-named

valley and that of the Tyropoeon, and was separated

from the Temple Hill by the Valley of the As-

moneans. The other minor localities will be pointed

out in the sequel as they occur in order."

VI. Population.— There is no point in which

the exaggeration in which Josephus occasionally

indulges is more apparent than in speaking of the

population of the city. The iidiabitants were dead

;

no record remained ; and to magnify the greatness

of the city was a compliment to the prowess of the

conquerors. Still the assertions that three millions

were collected at tlie Passover {B. J. vi. 9, § 3);

that a million of people perished in the siege; that

100,000 escaped, etc., are so childish, that it is .sur-

prising any one could ever have repeated them.

Even the more moderate calculation of Tacitus of

600,000 inhabitants, is far beyond the limits of prob-

ability."

Placing the Hippicus on the farthest northern

point possible, and consequently extending the walls

as far as either authority or local circumstances will

admit, still the area within the old walls never could

have exceeded 180 acres. Assuming, as is some-

times done, tliat the site of the present Church of

the Holy Sepulchre was outside the old walls, this

area must be reduced to 120 or 130 acres; but

taking it at the larger area, its power of accom-

modating such a multitude as Josephus describes

' may be illusti'ated by reference to a recent example.

The great Exhibition Building of 1851 covered 18

acres—just a tenth of this. On three days near

•ts closing 100,000 or 105,000 persons visited it;
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but it is not assumed that more than from 60,000

to 70,000 were under its roof at the same moment.
Any one who was in the building on these days

will recollect how impossible it was to move from

one place to another ; how frightful in fact the

crush was both in the galleries and on the floor,

and that in many places even standing room could

hardly be obtained; yet if 000,000 or 700,000 people

were in Jerusalem aiter the fall of the outer wall

(almost at the beginning of the siege), the crowd

there must have been denser than in the Crystal

Palace; eating, drinking, sleeping, or fighting, lit-

erally impossible; and considering how the site of a

town nuist be encumbered with buildings, 300,000

in Jerusalem would have been more crowded than

were the sight-seers at the Crystal Palace in its

mast crowded moments.

But fortunately we are not left to such vague

data as these. No town in the east can be pointed

out where each inhabitant has not at least 50 square

yards on an average allowed to him. In some of

the crowded cities of the west, such as parts of

London, Liverpool, Hamburg, etc., the sp;ice is

reduced to about oO yards to each inhabitant; but

this only applies to the poorest and more crowded

places, with houses many stories high, not to cities

containing palaces and public buildings. London,

on the otlier hand, a\erages 200 yards of superficial

space for every person living within its precincts.

But, on the lowest estimate, the ordinary popula-

tion of Jerusalem must have stood nearly as fol-

lows : Taking the area of the city inclosed by the

two old walls at 750,000 yards, and that inclosed by

the wall of Agrippa at 1,-500,000, we have 2,250,000

for the whole. Taking the population of the old

city at the probable number of one person to 50

yards we have 15,000, and at the extreme limit of

30 yards we should have 25,000 inhabitants for the

old city. And at 100 yards to each individual in

the new city about 15,000 more; so that the popu-

lation of Jerusalem, in its days of greatest pros-

perity, may have amounted to from 30,000 to 45,-

000 souls, but could hardly ever have reached

50,000 ; and assuming that in times of festival one

half were added to this amount, which is an extreme

estimate, there may have been 60,000 or 70,000 in

the city when Titus came up against it. As no one

would stay in a beleaguered city who had a home to

flee to, it is hardly probable that the men who came

up to fight for the defense of the city would equal

the number of women and children who would seek

refuge elsewhere; so that the probability is that

about the usual population of the city were in it at

that time.

It may also be mentioned that the army which

Titus lirought up against Jerusalem did not exceed

from 25,000 to 30,000 effective men of all arms,

which, taking the probabilities of the case, is al out

the number that would be required to attack a for-

tified town defended by from 8,000 to 10,000 men
capable of bearing arms. Had the garrison been

more numerous tlie siege would have been improb-

able, but taking the whole incidents of Josephus's

narrative, there is nothing to lead us to suppose

that the Jews ever could have mustered 10,000

a * For an answer to the speculations under this

head, sec, in part, Bill. Sacra, iii. 417-438, Rob. Bibl.

Res. 1852, pp. 207-211, and, in part, section IV.,

below. S. Vf.

f> It is instructive to compare these with the moderate

flguies of Jeremiah (Iii. 28-30) where he enumerates

the number of persons carried into captivity by Nebu-

chadnezzar in three deportations from both city and

province as only 4,600, though they seem to have swept

off every one who could go, nearly depopulating the

place.
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jombatants at any period of the siege; half that

lumber is probably nearer the truth. The main

interest this question has in a topographical point

of view, is the additional argument it affords for

placing Hippicus as far north as it has been placed

above, and generally to extend the walls to the

greatest extent justifiable, in order to acconniiodate

a population at all worthy of the greatness of the

city. It is also interesting as showing the utter

impossi!)ility of the argument of those who would

except the whole northwest corner of the present

city from the old walls, so as to accominodate the

Holy Sepulclire with a site outside the walls, in

ace n'dance with the Bible narrative.

VII. Ziim. — One of the great difficulties which

has perplexed most authors in examining tlie ancient

topograpliy of .lenisalera, is the correct fixation of

the locality of the sacred Mount of Zion. It cati-

not be disputed that from the time of Constantine

downwards to the present day, this name has been

applied to the western hill on which the city of

Jerusalem now stands, and in fact always stood.

Notwithstanding this, it seems equally certain

that up to the time of the destruction of the city

by Titus, the name was applied exclusively to the

eastern hill, or that on which the Temple stood.

Unfortunately the name Zion is not found in the

works of Josephus, so that we have not his assist-

ance, which would be invaluable in tliis case, and

there is no passage in the Bible which directly

asserts the identity of the hills Jloriah and Zion,

though many which cannot well be understood

without this assumption. The cumulative proof,

however, is such as almost perfectly to supply this

want.

P>om the passages in 2 Sam. v. 7, and 1 Chr.

xi. 5-8, it is quite clear that Zion and the city of

David were identical, for it is there said, " David

took the castle of Zion, which is the City of David."

' And David dwelt in the castle, therefore they

called it the City of David. And he built the city

round about, even from Jlillo round about, and

Joab repaired the rest of the city." This last ex-

pression would seem to separate the city of Jeru-

salem which was repaired, from that of David

which was ImUl, though it is scarcely distinct enough

to be relied upon. Besides these, perliaps the most

distinct passage is that in the 48th Psalm, verse 2,

where it is said, " Beautiful for situation, the joy

of the whole earth, is JMount Zion, on the sides of
the north, the city of the great King," which it

seems almost impossible to apply to the modern
Zion, the most southern extremity of the city.

There are also a great many passages in the Bible

where Zion is spoken of as a separate city from

Jerusalem, as for instance, " For out of Jerusalem

shall go forth a remnant, and they that escape out

of Mount Zion " (2 K. xix. 31). " Do good in thy

good pleasure unto Zion ; build thou tlie walls of

Jerusalem" (Ps. li. 18). "The Lord shall yet

comfort Zion, and shall yet choose Jerusalem

"

(Zech. i. 17). " For the people shall dwell in Zion

at Jerusalem" (Is. xxx. 19). "The Lord shall

roar out of Zion, and utter his voice from Jeru-

salem " (.Joel iii. IG; Am. i. 2). There are also

numberless passages in which Zion is spoken of as

a Holy place in such terms as are never applied to

Jerusalem, and which can only be understood as

upplied to the Holy Temple Mount. Such expres-

sions, for instance, as " I set my king on my holy

hill of Zion" (Ps. ii. 6) — " The Lord loveth the

gates of Zion more than all the dwellings of Jacob "
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(Ps. Ixxxvii. 2) — " The I^ord has ctiosen Zion "

(Ps. cxxxii. Vi)— " The city of the Lord, the Zion

of the Holy One of Isr.ael " (Is. Ix. 14)— " Arise ye,

and let us go up to Zion to the Lord " (Jer. xxxi.

fi)— " Thus saith the Lord, I am returned to Zion "

(Zech. viii. 3)— "I am the Lord thy God, dwelling

in Zion, my holy mountain" (Joel iii. 17)— "For
the Lord dwelleth in Zion" (Joel iii. 21), and

many others, which will occur to every one at all

familiar with the Scriptures, seem to us to indicate

plainly the hill of the Temple. Substitute tlie word

.Jerusalem for Zion in these passages, and we feel

at once how it grates on the ear ; for such epithets

as these are never applied to that city; on tlie con-

trary, if there is a curse uttered, or term of dis-

paragement, it is seldom applied to Zion, but always

to her unfortunate sister, Jerusalem. It is never

said, — Tlie Lord dwelleth in Jerusalem ; or, loveth

Jerusalem; or any such expression, which surely

would have occurred, had Jerusalem and Zion been

one and the same place, as they now are, and gen-

erally supposed to have been. Though these cannot

1)6 taken as absolute proof, they certainly amount
to strong presumptive evidence that Zion and the

Temple Hill were one and the same place. There

is one curious passage, liowe\er, which is scarcely

intelligible on any other hypothesis than this; it is

known that the sepulchres of David and his suc-

cessors were on Mount Zion, or in the City of David,

but the wicked king .\haz for his crimes was buried

in Jerusalem, " in the city," and " not in the

sepulchres of the kings" (2 Chr. xxviii. 27). Je-

horam (2 Chr. xxi. 20 ) narrowly escaped the same
punishment, and the distinction is so marked that

it cannot be overlooked. The modern sepulchre of

David {Nebij Daiid) is, and always must have been

in Jerusalem ; not, as the Bible expressly tells us,

in the city of David, as contradistinguished from

the city of the Jebusites.

When from the Old Testament we turn to the

Books of the Maccabees, we come to some passages

written by persons who certainly were acquainted

with the localities, which seem to fix the site of

Zion with a considerable amount of certainty; as,

for instance, " They went up into Mount Zion, and

saw the sanctuary desolate and the altar profaned,

and the shrubs growing in the courts as a forest

"

(1 Mace. iv. 37 and 60). " After this went Nicanor

up to Mount Zion, and there came out of the

sanctuary certain persons" (1 Mace. vii. 33), and
several others, which seem to leave no doubt that

at that time Zion and the Temple Hill were con-

sidered one and the same place. It may also be

added that the Rabbis with one accord place the

Temple on Mount Zion, and th.ough their authority

in matters of doctrine may be valueless, still their

traditions ought to have been sufficiently distinct

to justify their being considered as authorities on a

merely topographical point of this sort. There is

also a passage in Neheniiah (iii. 16) which will be

alluded to in the next section, and which, added to

the above, seems to leave very little doubt that in

ancient times the name of Zion was applied to the

eastern and not to the western hill of Jerusalem.

[See § IV. Amer. ed.]

VIH. Topor/vaphy of the Book of Neheminh.—
The only description oi the ancient city of Jeru-

salem which exists in the Bible, so extensive in

form as to enable us to follow it as a topographical

description, is that found in the Book of Nelieniiah,

and although it is hardly sufficiently distinct to

enable us to settle all the moot points, it contains
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siiuU valuable indications that it is well worthy of

the most attentive examination.

No 7. — Diagram of places mentioned in dedication

of waOs.

The easiest way to an-ive at any correct conclu-

sion regarding it, is to tal\e first the description of

the Dedication of the Walls in ch. xii. (31-40), and

drawing sucli a diagram as this, we easily get at

the main features of the old wall at least.

The order of procession was that the princes of

Judah went up upon the wall at some point as

nearly as possible opposite to the Temple, and one

half of them, turning to the right, went towards

the Dung Gate, " and at the Fountain Gate, which

was oj'e;- nyainst than " (or, in other words, on the

opposite or Temple side of the city), "went up by

the stairs of the City of David at the going up of

the wall, above the liouse of David, even unto the

Water Gate eastward." The Water Gate, therefore,

was one of the southern gates of the Temple, and

the stairs that led up to it are here identified with

those of the City of David, and consequently with

Zion.

The other party turned to the left, or north-

wards, and passed from l)eyond the tower of the

furnaces even "unto the broad wall," and passing

the Gate of Ephraim, the Old Gate, the Fish Gate,

the towers of Hananeel and Jleah, to the Sheep

Gate, "stood still in the Prison Gate," as the other

party had in the Water Gate. " So stood the two

companies of them that gave thanks in the house

of God."

If from this we turn to the third chapter, which

gives a description of the repairs of the wall, we
have no difficulty in identifying all the places men-

tioned in tlie first sixteen verses, with those enu-

merated in tlie 12th chapter. The repairs began

at the Sheep Gate on the north side, and in imme-

diate proximity with the Temple, and all the places

named in the dedication are again named, but in

the reverse order, till we come to the Tower of the

Furnaces, which, if not identical with the tower in

the citadel, so often mistaken for the Hippicus,

must at least have stood very near to it. Mention

is then made, but now in the direct order of the

dedication, of " the Valley Gate," the " Dung Gate,"

" the Fountain Gate; " and lastly, the " stairs that

go down from the City of Dand." Between these

last two places we find mention made of the pool

if Siloah and the king's garden, so that we ha\e

long passed the so-called sepulchre of David on the

modem Zion, and are in the inmiediate proximity
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of the Temple; most probably in the valley, be

tween the City of David and the city of Jerusalem

Wliat follows is most important (ver. Iti), "After

him repaired Nehemiah, the son of Azbuk, the

ruler of the half part of Betb-zur, unto the place

over against the sepulchres of David, and to the

pool that was made, and unto the house of the

mighty." This passage, when taken with the con-

text, seems in itself quite sufficient to set at rest

the question of the position of the City of David,

of the sepulchres of the kings, and consequently of

Zion, all which could not be mentioned after Si-

Icah if placed where modern tradition has located

them.

If the chapter ended with the IGth verse, there

would be no difficulty in determining the sites men-

tioned above, but unfortunately we have, according

to this view, retraced our steps very nearly to the

point from which we started, and have got through

only half the places enumerated. Two hypotheses

may be suggested to account for this difliculty;

the one that there was then, as in the time of

Josephus, a second wall, and that the remaining

names refer to it; the other that the first 16 verses

refer to the walls of Jerusalem, and the remaining

IG to those of the City of David. An attentive con-

sideration of the subject renders it almost certain

that the latter is the true explanation of the case.

In the enumeration of the places repaired, in the

last part. of the chapter, we have two which we

know from the description of the dedication really

lielonged to the Temple. The prison-court (iii.

25), which must have been connected with the

Prison Gate, and, as shown by the order of the ded-

ication, to have been on the north side of the Tem-
ple, is here also connected with the king's high

house ; all this clearly referring, as shown above, to

the castle of David, which originally occupied the

site of the Turris Antonia. We have on the op-

posite side the " Water Gate," mentioned in the

next verse to Ophel, and consequently as clearly

identified with the southern gate of the Temple.

We have also the Horse Gate, that by which Atha-

liah was taken out of the Temple (2 K. xi. 10; 2

Chr. xxiii. 15), which Josephus states led to the

Kedron {Ant. ix. 7, § 3), and which is here men-

tioned as connected with the priests' houses, and

probably, therefore, a part of the Temple. Men-

tion is also made of the house of Eliashib, the

high-priest, and of the eastern gate, probably that

of the Temple. In fact, no place is mentioned in

these last verses which caimot be more or less di-

rectly identified with the localities on the Temple

Hill, and not one which can be located in Jerusalem.

The whole of the City of David, however, was so

completely rebuilt and remodeled by Herod, that

there are no local indications to assist us in ascer-

taining whether the order of description of the

places mentioned after verse 16 proceeds along the

northern face, and round by Ophel, and up behind

the Temple back to the Sheep Gate; or whether,

after crossing the causeway to the armory and

prison, it does not proceed along the western face

of the Temple to Ophel in the south, and then

along the eastern face, back along the northern, to

the place from which the description started. The

latter seems the more probalile hypothesis, but the

determination of the point is not of very great con-

sequence. It is enough to know that the descrip-

tion in the first IG verses applies to Jerusalem, and

in the last 16 to Zion, or the City of David; as

this is suflttcient to explain almost all the difficult
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passages in the Old Testament which refer to the

ancient topography of the city. [See § IV., Amer.

IX. Waters of Jeru.vdcm. — The above deter-

mination e.xplains most of the difficulties in under-

standing what is said in the Bil)le with regard to the

water-sujjply of the city. Like Mecca, Jerusalem

seems to ha\e been in all ages remarkable for some

secret source of water, from which it was copiously

supplied during even the worst periods of siege

and famine, and which never appears to have failed

during any period of its history. The principal

source of this supply seems to have been situated

to the north ; either on the spot known as the

" camp of the Assyrians," or in the valley to the

northward of it. 'i'he earliest distinct mention of

these springs is in 2 Chr. xxxii. 4, 30, where Hez-

ekiah, fearing an attack from the Assyrians,

"stopped the upper water-course of Gihon, and

brought it straight down to the west side of the

City of David;" and again "he fortified the city,

and brought in water into the midst thereof, and

digged the rock with iron, and made wells for wa-

ter" (Ecclus. xlviii. 17), in other words, he brought

the waters under ground down the valley leading

from the Damascus Gate, whence they have been

traced at the present day " to a pool which he

made " between " the two walls," namely, those of

the cities of David and Jerusalem. Thanks to the

researches of Drs. Kobinson and Barclay, we know
how correct the description of Tacitus is, when he

describes the city as containing, " fons perennis

aqu« et cavati sub terra montes," etc., for great

rock-cut reservoirs have been found under the Tem-
ple area, and channels connecting them with the

fountain of the Virgin, and that again with the

pool of Siloam ; and many others may probably yet

be discovered.

It would appear that originally the overflow

from the great reservoir under the Temple area

must have been by some underground channels,

probably alongside of the great tunnel under the

IMosque el-Aksa. This may at least be inferred

from the form of the ground, as well as from the

fact of the southern gate of the Temple being called

the Water Gate. This is further confirmed by the

fact that when the Caliph Omar was searching for

the Sakrah or Holy Rock, which was then covered

with filth by the Christians (Jelal Addiii, p. 17-1),

he was impeded by the water which "ran down
the steps of the gate, so that the greater part of

the steps were under water: " a circumstance which

might very well occur if these channels were ob-

structed or destroyed by the ruins of the Temple.

Of course, if it is attempted to ajjply this tradition

to the Sakrah under the " Dome of the Itock," it

is simply absurd; as, that being the highest point

in the neighborhood, no water could lie around it:

but applying it to the real Sakrah under the Aksa,

it is not only consistent with facts, but enables us

to understand one more circumstance with regard

to the waters of Jerusalem. It will require, how-
ever, a more critical examination than even that of

Dr. Barclay before we can feel quite certain by

which channel the underground waters were co'-

lected into the great "excavated sea" (wood-cut

No. 4) under the Temple, or by what exact means
the overflow was managed.

A considerable portion of these waters was at one

time diverted to the eastward to the great reservoir

known sometimes as the pool of Bethesda, but,

from its probable proximity to the Sheep Gate, as
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and which, i'rom the curiously elaliorate character

of its hydraulic masonry, must always have been
intended as a reservoir of water, and never could
have been the ditch of a fortification. From the

wood-cut No. 8 it will be perceived that the masonry
consists first of lari;e blocks of stone, 18 or 20
inches square, marked A. The joints between
their courses have been hollowed out to the depth
of 8 inches, and l>locks 16 inches deep inserted in

them. The interstices are then filled up with
smaller stones, 8 inches deep, u. These are cov-

ered with a layer of coarse plaster and concrete (c),

and this again by a fine coating of plaster (d) half

an inch in thickness. It is impossilile to conceive

such elaborate pains being taken with a ditch of a
fortress, even if we had any reason to suppose that

a wet ditch ever formed part of the fortifications

of Jerusalem ; but its locality, covering only one
half of one side of the assumed fortress, is suf-

ficient to dispose of that idea, even if no other

reason existed against converting this carefully

formed pool into a ditch of defense.

It seems, however, that even in very ancient

times this northern supply was not deemed suffi-

cient, even with all these precautions, for the

supply of the city ; and consequently large reser-

voirs were excavated from the rock, at a place near

Etham, now known as Solomon's pools, and the

water brought from them by a long canal which

enters the city above Siloam, and, with the northern

No. 8. — Section of Masonry lining Pool of Bethesda
(From Salzmann.)

supply, seems at all times to have been sufficient

for the consumption of its limited population, aided

of course by the rain water, which was probably

always stored in cisterns all over the town. The
tank now known as the pool of liezekiah, situated

near the modern church of the Holy Sepulchre,

cannot possibly be the work referred to, as executed

by him. It is merely a rece])tacle within the walls

for the surplus rain water drained into the pool

now known as the Birke/ Mninill(t.i and as no out-

let eastwards or towards the Temple has been found,

it cannot ever have l)een of the importance ascribed

to the work of Hezekiah, even supposing the ob-

jections to the locality did not exist. These, how-
ever, cannot possibly be got over. [See § IV.,

Amer. ed.]

X. Site of TIoli) Sepulchre. — If the preceding

investigations have rendered the topography of the

ancient city at all clear, tliere ought to be no difli-

culty in determining the localities mentioned in the
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N. T. as those in which the various scenes of the

Passion and Crucifixion of our Lord tool< place.

There would in fact be none, were it not that, as

will be shown hereafter, changes were made in the

dark ages, which have confused the Christian to-

pography of the city to even a greater extent than

the change of the name of Zion from the eastern

to the western hill did that of the Jewish descrip-

tion of the place.

As the question now stands, the fixation of the

sites depends mainly on the answers that may be

given to two questions: First, did Constantine

and those who acted with him possess sufficient

information to enable them to ascertain exactly the

precise localities of the crucifixion and burial of

Christ? Secondly, is the present church of the

Holy Sepulchre that which he built, or does it

stand on the same spot 'i

To the second question a negative answer must

be given, if the first can be answered with any

reasonable degree of probability. Either the local-

ities could not have been correctly ascertained in

the time of Constantine, or it must be that at some

subsequent period they were changed. The site

of the present church is so obviously at variance

with the facts of the Bible narrative, that almost

all the best qualified investigators have assumed

that the means did not exist for ascertaining the

localities correctly when the church was built, with-

out its suggesting itself to them that subsequent

change may perhaps contain the true solution of the

difficulty. On the other hand everything seems to

tend to confirm the probability of the first question

being capable of being answered satisfactorily.

In the first place, though the city was destroyed

by Titus, and the Jews were at one time prohibited

from approaching it, it can almost certainly be

proved that there were Christians always present on

the spot, and the succession of Christian bishops

can be made out with very tolerable certainty and

completeness ; so that it is more than probable they

would retain the memory of the sacred sites in

unbroken continuity of tradition. Besides this, it

can be shcvn (Findlay, On the Site of the Holy

Sepulchre) that the Romans recorded carefully all

the principal localities in their conquered provinces,

and had maps or plans which would enable them
to ascertain any important locality with very toler-

able precision. It must also be borne in mind that

during the three centuries that elapsed between the

crucifixion and the age of Constantine, the Christ-

ians were too important a sect, even in the eyes of

the Romans, to be neglected, and their proceedings

and traditions would certainly attract the attention

of at least the Ro)nan governor of Judtea; and some
records must certainly have existed in Jerusalem,

which ought to have been sufficient to fix the local-

ities. Even if it is argued that this knowledge

might not have been sufficient to identify the exact

rock-cut sepulchre of Joseph of Arimathtea, it must
have been sufficient to determine the site of such a

place as Golgotha, and of the Prcetorium ; and as

the scenes of the Passion all lay near one another,

materials must have existed for fixing them with

at least \ery tolerable approximate certainty. As
the question now lies between two sites which are

very far apart, one being in the town, the other

on its eastern boundary, it is nearly certain that

the authorities had the knowledge sufficient to de-

termine at least which of the two was the most

probable.

The account given by Eusebius of the uncovering
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of the rock, expresses no doubt or uncertainty about

the matter. In order to insult the Christians, ac-

cording to his account ( Vitu Const, iii. 20), " impi-

ous persons had heaped earth upon it, and erected

an idol temple on the site." The earth was removed,

and he says {Tbeophania, Lee's Translation, p.

199), " it is astonishing to see even the rock stand-

ing out erect and alone on a level land, and having

only one cave in it ; lest, had there been many, the

miracle of Him who overcame death might have

been obscured;" and as if in order that there

might be no mistake as to its position, he con-

tinues, " Accordingly on the very spot that wit-

nessed our Saviour's sufferings a new Jerusalem

was constructed m:er aijninst the one so celebrated

of old, which since the foul stain of guilt brought

on it by the murder of the Lord has experienced

the last extremity of desolation. It was opposite

this city that the emperor began to rear a monu-
ment of our Saviour's victory over death with rich

and lavish magnificence" (Viln Const, iii. 3-3).

This passage ought of itself to be sufficient to set

the question at rest, for it is minutely descriptive

of the site of the building now known as the Mosque

of Omar, but wholly inapplicable to the site of the

present church, which was then, and must certainly

in the time of Titus or of Herod have been within

the walls of the city of Jerusalem, and neither

opposite to nor over against it.

The buikHngs which Constantine or his mother,

Helena, erected, will be more particularly described

elsewhere [Sepulchke] ; in the mean while it is

sufficient to say that it will be proved by what fol-

lows, that two of them now remain— the one the

Anastasis, a circular building erected over the tomb

itself; the other the " Golden Gateway," which was

the propyliea described by Eusebius as leading to

the atrium of the basilica. He says it opened " iirl

rris TrAareias ayofias," in other words, that it had

a broad market-place in front of it, as all sacred

places or jdaces of pilgrimage had, and have, in the

East. Beyond this was an atrium leading to the

basilica. This was destroyed in the end of the tenth

century by el-Hakeem, the mad Khalif of Egypt;

in the words of William of Tyre (lib. i. c. iv. ),

"usque ad solum diruta," or as it is more quaintly

expressed by Albericus(LeQuieri, Oriens Chrislinna,

p. 475), " Solo co^quare mandavit." I'ortunately,

however, even the IMoslems respected the tomb of

Christ, whom they consider one of the seven

prophets, inferior only to the I'"ounder of their own
'

religion; and they left the "Dome of the Rock"
uninjured as we now see it.

In order to prove these assertions, there are three

classes of evidence which may be appealed to, and

which must coincide, or the question must remain

still in doubt :
—

First, it is necessary that the circumstances of

the locality should accord with those of the Bible

narrative.

Secondly, the incidental notices furnished by

those travellers who visited .Jerusalem between the

time of Constantine and that of the Crusades must

be descriptive of these localities ; and,

Thirdly, the architectural evidence of the build-

ings themselves must be that of the age to which

they are assigned.

Taking the last first, it is hardly necessary to

remark how important this class of evidence has

become in all questions of this sort of late years.

Before the gradation of styles had been properly

investigated nothing could be more wild than the
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determination of the dates assigned to all the

mediaeval buildings of Europe. Now tluit the

chronometric scale has been fixed, nothing is either

so easy or so certain as to fix the date of any Imild-

ing, or any part of one, and it is admitted by all

archieoloirists that it is the most sure and con-

clusive evidence that can be adduced on the sub-

ject.

In this country the progression of style is only

generally understood as applied to mediieval build-

ings, but with sufficient knowledge it is equally

applicable to Im'ian, Mohammedan, Classical, or

Roman, in fact to all true styles, and no one wlio

is familiar with the gradation of styles that took

place between the time of Hadrian and that of

Justinian can fail to see that the Golden Gateway
and Dome of the liock are about half-way in the

series, and are in feet buildings which nnist have

been erected within the century in which Con-
stantine flourished. With regard to the (iolden

Gateway, which is practically unaltered, this is

undoubted. It is precisely of that style which is

found oidy in the buildings of the end of the third,

or beginning of the fourth century, and accords so

completely with those found at lionie, Spalati'o,

and elsewhere, as to leave no reasonable doubt on

the subject. Had it been as early as the time of

Hadrian, the bent ental^ature which covers both

the external and internal openings could not ha\e

existed, while had it been as late as the age of Jus-

tinian, its classical features would have been ex-

changed for tlje peculiar incised style of his build-

ings. It may also be remarked that, although in

the outer wall, it is a festal, not a fortified entrance,

and never could have been intended as a city gate,

but must have led to some sacred or palatial edifice.

It is difficult, indeed, to suggest what that could

have been, except the basilica described by Euse-

bius.
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No. 9. — Interior of Golden Gateway. From a Photo-

graph.

The exterior of the other building (the Anastasis)

has been repaired and co\'ered with colored tiles

and inscriptions in more modern times; but the

interior is nearly unaltered (vide Plates by Gather-

wood and Arundale, in Verfrusson's T<ij)0(/rfipliy of
Ancient Jerusalem), and even externally, wherever

this coating of tiles has peeled oti', the old lionian

round arch appears in lieu of its pointed substitute.

It must also be added that it is essentially a tomb-
building, similar in form and arrangement, as it is

In detail, to the Tomb of the Emperor Gonstantine

at Rome, or of his daughter Gonstantia, outside
the walls, and indeed more or less like all the tomb-
buildings of that age.

Though the drawings of these buildings have
been published for nioie than ten years, and photo-
graphs are now available, no competent archa;ologist

or architect has ventured to deny that these are
buildings of the age here ascribed to them; and
we have therefore the pertinent question, which still

remains unanswered. What tomb-like building did
Gonstantine or any one in his age erect at Jeru-
salem, over a mass of the living rock, rising eight

or nine feet aliove the bases of the column ;, and
extending over the whole central area of the

church, with a sacred cave in it, nidess it vvere

the church of the Holy Anastasis, described by
Eusebius '?

Supjjosing it were possible to put this evidence
aside, the most jjlausible suggestion is to appeal to

the presumed liistorical fact that it was built by
Omar, or by the Moslems at all events. There is,

however, no proof whatever of this assumption
\Vhat Omar did build is the small mosque on the

east of the Aksa, overhanging the southern wall,

and which still bears his name; and no Jloham
niedan writer of any sort, anterior to the recovery

of the city from the Ghristians by Saladin, ventures
to assert that his countrymen built the Dome of
the Rock. On the contrary, while they are most
minute in describing the building of the Aksa, they
are entirely silent about this building, and only
assume that it was theirs after they came into

permanent possession of it after the Crusades. It

may also be added that, whatever it is, it certainly

is not a mosque. The principal and essential feature

in all these buildings is the Kibleh, or niche point-

ing towards Mecca. No mosque in the whole
world, of whatever shape or form, is without this;

but in the place where it should be in this building

is found the principal entrance, so that the worship-

per enters with his back to Mecca— a sacrilen-e

which to the Mohanmiedans, if this were a mosque,
would be impossilile. Had it been called the Tomb
of Omar, this incongruity would not have been
apparent, for all the old Jloslem and Christian

tombs adopt nearly the same ordinance; but no
tradition hints that either Omar or any Moslem
simt was ever buried within its precincts.

Nor will it answer to assume, as is generally

1 ne, that it was built in the first century of the
llegira over the Sacred Rock of the Temple; for

fiom the account of the Moslem and Christian his-

toiixus of the time it is quite evident that at that

tune the site and dimensions of the Jewish Temple
( )uld be ascertained, and were known. As shown
ibove, this building certainly alway.s was outside

the limits of the Temple, so that this could not be
the oliject of its erection. The Mosque of Omui
iroperly so called, the great JMosque el-Aksa, the

mosques of the Mogrebins and of Abu liekr, are

all within the limits of the old Temple, and were

meant to be so (see wood-cut No. 4). They are

so because in all ages the Mohaunnedans held the

Jewish Temple to be a sacred spot, as certainl}' as

the Christians held it to be accursed, and all their

sacred buildings stand within its pi-ecincts. So far

as we now know there was nothing in Jerusalem

of a sacred character built by the Mohammedans
outside the four walls of the Temple anterior to the

recovery of the city l>y Saladin.

Irrefi'agable as this evidence appears to be. it

would be impossible to maintain it otherwise than
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by assuming that Constantiiie blindly adopted a

wrong locality, if the sites now assumed tc be true

were such as did not accord with the details of the

Bible narratives: fortunately, however, they agree

wilh them to the minutest detail.

To understand this it is necessary to bear in

mind that at the time of the crucifixion the third

wall, or that of Agrippa (as shown in Plate II.),

did not exist, but was commenced twelve years

afterwards: the spot where the Dome of the Koclt

therefore now stands was at that time outside the

walls, and open to the country.

It was also a place where certainly tombs did

exist. It has been shown above that the sepulchres

of Uavid and the otlier kings of Israel were in this

neighborhood. We know from Josephus (B. J. v.

7, § 3) that "John and his faction defended them-

selves from the Tower of Aiitnnia, and from the

northern cloister of the Temple, and fought the
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Romans before the monument of king Alexander; "

so that there certainly were tombs hereabouts; and

there is a passage in Jeremiah (xxxi. 38-40 «)

which apparently describes proplietically the build-

ing of the third wall and the inclosure of the

northern parts of the city from Gareb— most prob-

ably the hill on which Psephinos stood— to Goath,

which is mentioned as in immediate juxtaposition

to the Horse Gate of the Temple, out of which the

wicked queen Athaliah was taken to execution;

and the description of " the whole valley of the

dead bodies and of the ashes, and all the fields

unto the brook of Kidron, and the corner of the

horse-gate toward the east," is in itself sufficient

to prove that this locality was then, as it is now,

the great cemetery of .lerusalem ; and as the sepul-

chre was nigh at hand to the place of execution

(John xix. 42), every probability exists to prove

that this may have been the scene of the Passion.

Jerusalem. The Mosques in the Holy Place from N. Vf.

The Praitorium where Christ was judged was

most probably the Antonia, which at that time, as

before and afterwards, was the citadel of Jerusalem

and the residence of the governors, and the Xystus

and Gouncil-house were certainly, as shown above,

in this neighlwrhood. Leaving these localities the

Saviour, bearing his cross, must certainly have gone

towards the country, and might well meet Simon

or any one coming towards the city; thus every

detail of the description is satisfied, and none of-

fended by the locality now assumed.

The third class of evidence is from its nature by

no means so clear, but there is nothing whatever in

it to contradict, and a great deal that directly con-

firms the altove statements. The earliest of the

travellers who visited Jerusalem after the discovery

of the Sepulchre by Constantine is one known as

the Bordeaux pilgrim ; he seems to have visited the

place about the year 333. In his Itinerary, after

describing the palace of David, the Great Syna-

gogue, and other objects inside the city, he adds,

" inde ut eas forts vmnim de Sione euntibus ad

Portam Neopolitanam ad partem dextram deorsum

ill valle sunt parietes ubi domus fuit sive palatium

Pontii Pilati. Ibi Dominus auditus est antcquam

pateretur. A sinistra autem parte est monticulus

Golgotha, ubi Dominus crucifixus est. Inde quasi

ad lapidem missum est cripta ubi corpus ejus posi-

a " Behold the day is come, saith the Lord, that

the city shall be built to the Lord, from the tower of

Hatianeel unto the gate of the corner. And the

meafuring-line shall yet go forth over against it upon

the bill Gareb, and shall compass about to Goath.

And the whole valley of the dead bodies and of the

ashes, and all the fields unto the brook of Kidroa

unto the corner of the horse-gate toward the east,

shall be holy unto the Lord ; it shall not be plucked

up nor thrown down any more for ever."
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wura fwit, et tertia die resurrexit. Ibidem modo
jussu Constantini Imperatoris Basilica facta est,

id est Uoniinicum niiroo pulcliritudinis."' From
this it is evident tliat passing out of tlie modern

Zion Gate lie turned round the outside of tlie walls

to the left. Had he gone to the right, past the

Jaffa gate, botli the ancient and modern Golgotha

would have been on his right hand ; but passing

round the Temple area he may have had the house

of I'ilate on his right in the valle\', where some

traditions placed it. He must have had Golgotlia

and the Sepulchre on his left, as he describes them.

In so far therefore as his testimony goes, it is clear

he was not speaking of the modern Golgotha, which

is inside the city, wlnle the very expression " foris

muruni " seems to indicate what the context con-

firms, that it was a place on the verge of the city,

and on the left hand of one passing round the walls,

or in other words the place marked on the accom-

panying map.

Antoninus Jlartyr is the only other traveller

whose works ha\e come down to us, who visited

the city lel'ore the ^Mohammedan conquest ; his de-

scription is not sufhciently distinct lor much reli-

ance to he pliced on it, though all it does say is

more in accordance with the eastern than tlie west-

ern site; but he incidentally supplies one fact. He
says, " Juxta ipsum altare est crypta ubi si ponas

aurem audies flumen aquarum, et si jactas intus

pomum aut quid natare potest et vade ad fonteni

Siloam et ibi illud suscipies " (Ant. Mart Itin. p.

14). There is every reason to believe, from the

researches of I)rs. IJobinson and Barclay, that tlie

whole of the Haram area is excavated with subter-

ranean water-channels, and that therefore if you

place your ear almost anywhere you may hear the

fIov\'ing of the water; and all these waters can only

drain out towards Siloam. We also know that

under the cave in the Dome of the liock there is

a Well, called the Blr Arrwih, and that it does

communicate with the great excavated sea or cistern

iu front of the Aksa, and that its overflow is to-

wards Siloam, so that if an apple were dropped

into it, in so far as we now know, it woulil come
out there. If we presume that .Vntoninus was speak-

ing of the present sepulchre the passage is utterly

unintelligible. There is no well, and no trace has

ever been discovered of any conimuniciition with

Siloam. As far as our present knowledge goes,

this olijection is in itself fatal to the modern site.

A tliird and most important narrative has been

preserved to us by Adanmanus, an abbot of lona,

who took it down from the mouth of Arculfus, a

French bishop who visited the Holy Land in the

end of the seventh century. He not only describes,

but gives from memory a plan of the Church of

the Holy Sepulchre, but without any very precise

indication of its locality. He then describes the

Mosque el-.\ksa as a square building situated on

the site of the Temple of Solomon, and with details

that leave no doulit as to its identity ; but either

he omits all mention of the Dome of the Rock,

which certainly was then, as it is now, the most
conspicuous and most important building in .Jeru-

salem, or the inference is inevitable, that he has

already described it under the designation of the

IJhurch of the Sepulchre, which the wliole context

would lead us to infer was really the case.

Besides these, there are various passages in the

writings of the Fathers which are unintelligible if

we assume that the present church was the one

built by Constanthie. Dositheus, for instance (ii.
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1, § 7), says, that owing to the steepness of the

ground, or to the hill or valley, to the westward of

the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, it had only its

one wall on that side, "Ex^' o va^s tov ayiou rd-

(p(ju Kara fxiv t)^v Si'iaiv Sia rh ilfai >ipos fxouov

rhv Tolxov avTOV. This cannot be appli d to the

present church, inasmuch as to\\ards the west in

that locality there is space for any amount of build-

ing ; but it is literally correct as applied to the so-

called Dome of the Kock, which does stand so near

the edge of the valley between the two towns that

it would lie impossible to erect any considerable

building there.

The illuiniiiated Cross, mentioned by St. I'yiil

{F.pist. a:/ Coiid ) is unintelligible, unless we assume

the Sepulchre to have been on the side of the city

next to the Mount of Olives. But even more dis-

tinct than this is a passage in the writings of St.

Kpiphanius, writing in the 4th century, who, speak-

ing of Golgotha, says. " It does not occupy an ele-

\ated position as compared with other places sur-

rounding it. Over against it, the Mount of Olives

is higher. Again, the hill that formerly existed in

Zion, but which is now leveled, was once higher

than the sacred spr,t." As we cannot be sure to

which hill he app'.ie.s the name, Zion, no great stress

can be laid on that; but no one acquainted with

the localities would speak of the modern Golgotha

as over against the Mount of Olives. So far there-

fore, as this goes, it is in favor of the proposed

view.

The slight notices contained in other works are

hardly sutticiei it to determiiio the question oneway
or the other, but the mass of evidence adduced

above would probably never have been questioned,

were it not that from the time of the Crusades

down to the present day (which is the period dur-

ing which we are really and practically acquainted

with tlie history and topoarraphy of .lerusalem), it

is certain that the church in the Latin quarter of

the city has always been considered as containing

the Tomb of Christ, and as being the church which

Constantine erected over the sacred cave; and as

no record exists — nor indeed is it likely tluit it

should — of a transference of the site, there is a

difficulty in persuading others that it really took

l>lace. As however there is nothing to contradict,

and ever} thing to confirm, the assumption that a

transference did take place about this time, it is

not important to the argument whether or not we
are able to show exactly how it took place, though

nothing seems to be more likely or natural under

the circumstances.

Architecturally, there is literally no feature or

[and] no detail which would induce us to believe

that any part of the present church is older than the

time of the Crusades. The -only things about it

of more ancient date are the fragments of an old

classical cornice, which are worked in as string

courses with the Gothic details of the external

facade, and singularly enou'_'h this cornice is iden-

tical in style with, and certainly belongs to the age

of, the Golden Gateway anil Dome of the Kock,

and consequently can scarcely be anything else than

a fragment of the old basilica, which el-Hakeem

had destroyed in the prexious century, and the re-

mains of which must still have been scattered about

when the Crusaders arrived.

It is well known that a furious persecution of

the Christians was carried on, as above meniio.Hfit,

at the end of the 10th century. Their vxeM- bu-

silica was destroyed, their Tomb appropriated, t'uey
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were driven from (he city, and dared not approach I

t.he holy places under pain of death. As the perse-

cution relaxed, a few crept back to their old quarter
i

of the city, and there most naturally built them-
|

selves a church in which to celebrate the sacred
j

mysteries of Easter. It is not necessary to assume
j

fraud in this proceeding any more than to impute

it to those who built sepulchral churches in Italy,

Spain, or England. Thousands have prayed and

wept in these simulated sepulchres all over the

world, and how much more appiopriately at Jeru-

salem ! Being in the city, and so near the spot,

it was almost impossible but that it should event-

ually come to be assumed that instead of a simu-

lated, it was the true sejiulclire, and it would have

required more than human virtue on the part of

the priests if they had mi(lecei\ed the unsuspecting

pilgrims, whose faith and lil)erality were no doubt

quickened by the assumption. Had the Christians

never recovered the city, the difference would never

ha\e been discovered in the dark ages; but when

unexpectedly those who had knelt and prayed as

pilgrims, came back as armed men, and actually

possessed the city, it was either necessary to confess

the deception or to persevere in it ; and, as was too

often the case, the latter course was pursued, and

hence all the subsequent confusion.

Nothing, however, can be more remarkable than

the ditl'erent ways in which the Crusaders treated

the Dome of the liock and the iMosque el-Aksa.

The latter they always called the " Templum seu

palatium Solomonis," and treated it with the con-

tempt always applied by (Christians to anything

Jewish. The Mosque was turned into a stable,

the buildings into dwellings for knights, who took

the title of Knights Templars, from their residence

in the Temple. But the Dome of the Kock they

called " Templum Domini." (Jacob de Yitry, c.

G2; Soewulf, lid. de. Voyiif/e,iv. 833; Maundeville,

Vaififje, etc., lUO, 105; Mar. Sanutus, iii. xiv. !);

Brocardus, vi. 1047.) Priests and a choir were

appointed to perform service in it, and during the

whole time of the Chri-stian occupation it was held

certainly as sacred, if not more so, than the church

of the Holy Sepulchre in the town. (Will, of Tyre,

viii. 3.) Had they believed or suspected that the

rock was that on which the Jewish temple stood it

would have been treated as the Aksa was, but they

knew that the Dome of the Kock was a Christian

building, and sacred to the Saviour; though in the

uncritical spirit of the age they never seem exactly

to have known either what it was, or by whom it

was erected. [See § IV. Amer. ed.]

XI. RcbuiUHiKj of (he Temple by Julian. —
Before leaving the sulijcct, it is necessary to revert

to the attempt of Julian the Apostate to rebuild

the Temple of the Jews. It was undertaken avow-

edly as a slight to the Chi'istians, and with the idea

of establishing a counterpoise to the influence and

position they had attained by the acts of Constan-

tine. It was oonmienced about six months before

his death, and during that period the work seems

to have l)een pushed forward with extraordinary

activity under the guidance of his friend Alypius.

Not only were large sums of money collected for

the purpose, and an enormous concourse of the

Jews assembled on the spot, but an immense mass
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of materials was brought together, and the works
of the foundations at least carried vigorously on
during this period of excitement, before the miracle
occurred, which put a final stop to the undertaking.
Even if we have not historical evidence of these

fiicts, the appearance of the south wall of the Ha-
ram would lead us to expect that something of the

sort had been attempted at this period. As before

mentioned, the great tunnel-hke vault under the

^losque el-Aksa, with its four-domed vestibule, is

almost certainly part of the temple of Herod [see

Temixk], and coeval with his period, but exter-

nally to this, certain architectural decorations have

i»
'''M:

m^r^

u This fact the writer owes, with many otVier val-

uable rectifications, to the observation of his friend

Mr. U. Grove. The wood-cut, etc., is from a large

pboNjirtaf.ii \,hicti, with many others, was taken I occasions.

No. 10 — Frontispiece of Julian in south wall of

IIa,ram

.

been added (wood-cut No. 10), and that so slightly,

that daylight can be perceived between the old

walls and the subsequent decorations, except at the

points of attachment." It is not difficult to ascer-

tain, approximately at least, the age of these ad-

juncts. From their classical forms they cannot be

so late as the time of Justinian; while on the other

hand they are slightly more modern in style than

the architecture of the (iolden (Jateway, or than

any of the classical details of the Dome of the

Itock. They may therefore with ^•ery toleralile

certainty be ascribed to the age of Julian, while,

from the historical accounts, they are just such as

we would expect to find them. Aliove them an

inscription bearing the name of Hadrian has been

inserted in the wall, but turned upside down ; and

the whole of the masonry being of that interme-

diate character between that which we know to be

ancient and that which we easily recognize as the

especially for the writer on the spot, and to which

he owes much of the information detailed above,

though it has been impossible to refer to it on aU
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work of the Mohammedans, there can be little

doubt but that it belongs to this period.

Among the mcidents mentioned as occurring at

this time is one bearing rather distinctly on the

topography of the site. It is said ((iregory Nazian-

zen, ad Jiid. el Gent. 7, 1, and confirmed by Sozo-

men) that when the workmen were driven from

their works by the globes of fire that issued from

the foundations, they sought refuge in a neighbor-

ing church (eVi ri tcou TrKyjaiov UpSiv, or, as

Sozomen has it, e/s rh Up6u) — an expression

which would be unintelligible did not the buildings

of Constantine exist at that time on the spot ; for,

except these, there could not be any church or

sacred place in the neighborhood to which the ex-

pression could be applied. The principal bearing,

however, of Julian's attempt on the topography of

Jerusalem consists in the fact of its proving not

only that the site of the Jewish Temple was perfectly
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well known at this period— a. d. 362 -^^ but that
the spot was then, as always, held accursed by the
Christians, and as doomed by the denunciation of
Christ himself never to be rei-stablished ; and thig

consequently makes it as absurd to suppose that
the Aksa is a building of Justinian as that the
Dome of the Rock or the Golden Gateway— if

Christian buildings— ever stood within its pre-

cincts.

«

XII. Cliwch of Justinian.— Nearly two cen-

turies after the attempt of Julian, Justinian erected

a church at Jerusalem; of which, fortunately, we
have so full and detailed an account in the works
of Procopius (de yEdiJiciis Const.) that we can have
little difficulty in fixing its site, though no remains
(at least above ground) exist to verify our conjec-

tures. The description given by I'rocopius is so

clear, and the details he gives with regard to the

necessity of building up the substructure point 80

NORTH SOUTH-

NO. 11. — Plan of Jerusalem in the 12th century.

unmistakably to the spot near to which it must
have stood, that almost all topographers have

jumped to the conclusion that the JNlosque el-Aksa

is the identical church referred to. Apart from the

consideration already mentioned, the architecture

of that building is alone suthcient to refute any

such idea. No seven-aisled basilica was built in that

age, and least of all liy Justinian, whose favorite

plan was a dome on pendentives, which in fact, in

liis age, had become the type of an Oriental Church.

Besides, the Aksa has no apse, and, from its situa-

tion, never could have had either that or any of the

essential features of a Christian basilica. Its whole

architecture is that of the end of the 7th century,

and its ordinance is essentially that of a mosque.

It is hardly necessary to argue this point, however,

as the Aksa stands on a spot which was perfectly

known then, and ever afterwards, to be the very

centre of the site of Solomon's Temple. Not only

84

is this shown from Julian's attempt, but all the

historians. Christian and Mohammedan, who refer

to Omar's visit to Jerusalem, relate that the Sakhrah
was covered with filth and abhorred by the Chris-

tians ; and more than this, we have the direct testi-

mony of Kutychius, writing in the 9th century,

from Alexandria (Aiuiales, ii. 289), " That the

Christians had built no church within the area of

the Temple on account of tlie denunciations of the

Lord, and had left it in ruins."

Notwithstanding this there is no difficulty in

fixing on the site of this church, inasnnich as the

vaults that fill u]) the southeastern angle of the

Marani area are almost certainly of the age of Jus-

tinian (wood-cuts Nos. 3, 4), and are just such as

« * The only authentic historical fact, under this

head, is that the emperor Julian made an abortive

attempt to rebuild the Temple. S. W.
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Procopius describes; so that if it were situated at

the nortlieni extremity of tlie vaults, all the argu-

ments that apply to the Aksa equally apply to this

situation.

We have also direct testimony that a church did

exist here immediately after Justinian's time in the

following words of Ant. Martyr. : " Ant« ruinas

vero templi Solomonis aqua decurrit ad fontem

Siloam, secus porticuni Solomonis in ecclesia est

sedes in qua sedit Pilatus quando audivit Dominum "

{llin. p. 16). As the portico of Solomon was the

eastern portico of the Temple, this exactly describes

the position of the church in question.

But whether we assume the Aksa, or a church

outside the Temple, on these vaults, to have been

the Mary church of Justinian, how conies it that

Justinian chose this remote corner of the city, and
so difficult a site, for the erection of his church ?

Why did he not go to the quarter where— if the

modern theory he. correct— all the sacred localities

of the Christians were grouped together in the

middle of the city? The answer seems inevitable:

that it was because in those times the Sepulchre

and Golgotha >ijre here, and not on the sjjot to

which the Sejndchre with his Mary-church have
subsequently been transferred. It may also be

added that the feet of Justinian having built a

church in the neighborhood is in itself almost suf-

ficient to prove that in his age the site and dimen-
sions of the Jewish Temple were known, and also

that the localities immediately outside the Temple
were then considered as sacred by the Christians.

[See § IV., Amer. ed.]

XIII. Conclusion. — Having now gone through
all the principal sites of the Christian edifices, as

they stood anterior to the destruction of the churches

by el-IIakoem, the plan (No. 4) of the area of the

Haram will be easily imderstood. Both Constan-

tine's and Justinian's churches having disappeared,

of course the restoration of these is partly conjec-

tural. Nothing now remains in the Haram area

but the jMohammedan buildings situated within

the area of Solomon's Temple. Of the Christian

buildings which once existed there, there remain
only the great Anastasis of Constantine— now
known as " the Mosque of Omar " and " the Dome
of the Kock "— certainly the most interesting, as

well as one of the most beautiful Christian build-

ings in the East, and a small but equally interesting

little domical building called the Little Sakhrah at

the north end of the inclosure, and said to contain

a fragment of the rock which the angel sat upon,

and which closed the door of the sepulchre (Ali 13ey,

ii. 225). These two buildings are entire. Of Con-
stantine's church we have only the festal entrance,

known as the Golden Gateway, and of Justinian's

only the snijstructions.

It is interesting to compare this with a plan of

the city (wood-cut No. 11) made during the Cru-
sades, and copied from a manuscript of the twelfth

century, in the Library at Brussels. It gives the

traditional localities pretty much as they are now

;

with the exception of St. Stephen's Gate, which was
the name then applied to that now known as the

Damascus Gate. The gate which now bears his

name was then known as that of the Valley of

Jehoshaphat. The " Temple of Solomon," i. e. the

Mosque of el Aksa, is divided by a wide street from

that of our Lord; and the Sepulchre is represented

as only a smaller copy of its prototype within the

Haram area, but very remarkably similar in design,

to aay the least of it.
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Havnig now gone through the main outlines of

the topography of Jerusalem, in so far as the limits

of this article would admit, or as seems necessary
for the elucidation of the subject, the many details

which remain will be given under their separate
titles, as Tkmple, Tomb, Palack, etc. It only
remains, before concluding, to recapitulate here that
the great difficulties which seem hitherto to have
rendered the subject confused, and in fact inex-

plicable, were (1) the improper application of the

name of Zion to the western hill, and (2) the

assumption that the present Church of the Holy
Sepulchre was that built by Constantine.

The moment we transfer the name, Zion, from
the western to the eastern hill, and the scenes of the

Passion from the present site of the Holy Sepulchre

to the area of the Haram, all the difficulties dis-

appear: and it only requires a little patience, and
perhaps in some instances a little further investiga-

tion on the spot, for the topography of Jerusalem

to become as well, or better established, than that

of any city of the ancient world. J. F.

* IV. Topography of the City.

It will be seen from the preceding that the two
points in the topography of Jerusalem which Mr.
Fergusson regarded as demanding special elucida-

tion are the site of Mount Zion, and the site of the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre. With reference to

both, he has advanced theories which are original

— theories which not only have not been broached

before, and are unsupported by a single tradition,

but which, so far as is known, contradict the previ-

ous impressions of the Christian world. Specula-

tions so novel respecting localities so prominent in

the history of the sacred city, naturally awaken the

reader's surprise and suspicion, and demand a can-

did scrutiny.

We will examine these points separately—
I. Mount Zion.— Mr. Fergusson's theory is, that

the Mount Zion of the sacred writers is not " the

western hill on which the city of Jerusalem now
stands, and in fact always stood," but " the eastern

hill, or that on which the Temple stood."

On this point we will consider —
(1.) The testimony of the Sacred Scriptures. —

The sacred historian says, " As for the Jebusites,

the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the children of Israel

could not drive them out, but the Jebusites dwell

with the children of Judah at Jerusalem unto this

day " (Josh. xv. 63). Four hundred years later,

" David and all Israel went to Jerusalem, which is

Jebus, where the Jebusites were, the inhabitants

of the land. And the inhabitants of Jebus said to

David, Thou shalt not come hither. Nevertheless,

David took the castle of Zion, which is the City of

David. And David dwelt in the castle ; therefore

they called it. The City of David " (1 Chr. xi. 4,

5, 7 ). Here was his citadel, and here his residence

;

and hence the frequent allusions in the Bible to the

towers, bulwarks, and palaces of Zion. A few years

later, " David made him houses in the City of David,

and prepared a place for the ark of God, and

pitched for it a tent." " So they brought the ark

of God, and set it in the midst of the tent that

David had pitched for it" (1 Chr. xv. 1). Thirty

years after, " Solomon began to build the house of

the Lord at Jerusalem, in Mount Moriah " (2 Chr.

iii. 1). Seven years later, "Solomon assembled

the elders of Israel unto Jerusalem, to bring up the

ark of the covenant of the Ix)rd, out of the City of

David, which is Zion" (2 Chr. v. 2), and then fol-
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lOWS the account of their removing the ark and

depositing it in the Temple.

From this it is clear that the Jebusite strong-

hold which David stormed, and where he dwelt,

was Zion, or the (Jity of David ; that the ark of the

covenant was brought to this spot, and from it was

transferred to tlie Temple on ^Lount Moriah; and

that Mount Moriah, the site of the Temple, could

not have been identical with Zion, the City of David.

This view appears on the face of the narrative, and

there is not a passage of .Scripture which conflicts

with it, or which it renders difficult or obscure.

Mr. Fergusson says, " There are numberless pas-

sages in which Zion is spoken of as a holy place, in

such terms as are never applied to .Jerusalem, and

which can only be applied to the holy Temple

Mount." Surely, no strains could be too elevated

to be applied to the mount on which the tabernacle

was pitched, and where the ark of the covenajit

abode — the seat of the theocracy, the throne alike

of David and of David's Lord, the centre of domin-

ion and of worship. Indeed, the verse quoted,

" Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of

Zion," could only be affirmed of that western hill

which was the royal residence. The same may be

said of the verse quoted as specially difficult, on the

received theory, in its allusion to the sides of the

north, the reference here being to the lofty site of

the city ; and to one who approaches it from the

south, the precipitous brow of Zion invests the

description with a force and beauty which would

be lost by a transfer to th^ other eminence.

It is, moreover, a mistaken impression that greater

sanctity is ascribed to Zion than to Jerusalem, or

that the two names are, in this respect, carefully

distinguished. What passage in the Bible recog-

nizes greater sacredness in a locality than the plain-

tive apostrophe: "If I forget thee, Jerusalem,

let my right hand forget her cunning; if I do not

remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the roof of

my mouth; if I prefer not Jerusalem abo\'e my
chief joy"? The Song of songs sets forth the

divine beauty of the bride, or loved one, by the

simile, " comely as Jerusalem " ; and the call of the

evangelical prophet is, " Awake, put on thy strength,

Zion, put on thy beautiful garments, O Jeru-

salem, the holy city." The localities are thus con-

stantly identified, " To declare the name of the

Lord in Zion and his praise in Jerusalem." The
names are, and may be, used interchangeably, with-

out "grating on the ear"; and the extraordinary

assertion, " It is never said, The Lord dwelleth in

Jerusalem, or loveth Jerusalem, or any such expres-

sion," we meet with the inspired declarations from

the Chronicles, the Psalms, and the Prophets, " I

have chosen Jerusalem that my name might be

there"; " The God of Israel, whose habitation is

in Jerusalem " ; " Blessed be the Lord out of Zion,

who dwelleth at Jerusalem"; "Thus saith the

Lord, I am returned unto Zion, and will dwell in

the midst of Jerusalem." Our Saviour expressly

forbade the profonation of the name; and through

the force of the same sacred associations, the be-

loved disciple could find no more fitting type of

heaven itself, as he beheld it in vision— the New
Jerusalem of the saints in glory.

Mr. Fergusson remarks " that the sepulchres of

David and his successors were on Mount Zion, or

o * " The southeast slope of Zion, down which
there was, both at the tioie of Nehemiah (iii. 15) and
of Josephus (Krafft, Topographie, pp. 61, 152), a flight
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in the City of David, but the wicked king Ahaz,
for his crimes, was buried in Jerusalem, ' in thv

city,' ai/d ' not in the sepulchres of the kings.

Jehoram narrowly escaped the same |)unishment,

and the distinction is so marked, that it cannot be

overlooked." The burial of King Ahaz is thus

recorded :
" And they buried him in the city, in

Jerusalem, but they brought him not into the sep-

ulchres of the kings" (2 Chr. xxviii. 27). That
of King Jehoram is as follows : " He departed with-

out being desired, howbeit they buried him in the

City of David, but not in the sepulchres of the

kings" (2 Chr. xxi. 20). That of King Joash

(which Mr. Fergusson overlooks) is as follows :

" They buried him in the City of David, but they

buried him not in the sepulchres of the kings

"

(2 Chr. xxiv. 25). Mr. Fergusson assumes that

there is a " marked distinction " between the first

and the last two records. We assume that the

three accounts are, in substance, identical; and we
submit the point to the judgment of the reader,

merely adding, that of the three monarchs, Jehoram
was apparently the most execrated, and Josephus,

who is silent about the burial of Ahaz, describes

that of Jehoram as ignominious.

Jlr. Fergusson says, " There are a great many
passages in which Zion is spoken of as a separate

city from Jerusalem," and adduces instances in

which the Hebrew scholar will recognize simply the

parallelism of Hebrew poetry; no more proving

that Zion was a separate city from Jerusalem, than

the exclamation, " How goodly are thy tents,

Jacob, and thy tabernacles, Israel," proves that

Jacob was a separate people from Israel.

The term Zio7i came, naturally, to be employed
both by sacred and profane writers, as the repre-

sentative of the whole city, of which it formed so

prominent a part. It was thus used by the later

prophets, quoted above, as also in the Book of the

Jlaccabees, where it evidently includes the Temple
and adjacent mount.

The passage cited by Mr. Fergusson from Nehe-
miah (iii. 16) which he pronounces " important,"

is as follows: "After him repaired Nehemiah the

son of Azbuk, the ruler of the half part of Beth-zur,

unto the place over against the sepulchres of David,

and to the pool that was made, and unto the house

of the mighty." These localities, with many others

named in the chapter, can only be fixed conjectur-

ally. On the face of the passage they accord well

with the received theory respecting Mount Zion,

with which locality Dr. Barclay, after carefully ex-

amining the matter on the ground, associates them,

and represents the wall here described as miming
"along the precipitous brow of Zion " (City, etc.,

pp. 126, 155). This interpretation has just received

striking confirmation, and the verse preceding (Neh.

iii. 15) becomes a proof-text in the argument which

identifies the ancient City of David with the modern
Zion. In this verse mention is made of " the stairs

that go down from the City of David," and Mr.
Tristram reports the interesting discovery of a flight

of steps in the rock, in some excavations made by

the .Vnglican Bishop below the English Cemetery

on Mount Zion {Land of Israel).« From this,

as from the previous Scripture quotations, Mr. Fer-

gusson's theory derives no support. This dispose!

of the Biblical testimony.

of steps leading down from the ' City of David,' as well

as the southwest slope down which another flight led,'

etc (Ritter, Geog. of Pal. iv. 52).
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We will now consider—
(2.) The testimony of Josepkus.— Josephus does

not use the word Ziun ; but his paraphrase of the

Scriptural narrative accords entirely with the above:

" David took the lower city by force, but the citadel

held out still" {Ant. xiv. 4, § 2), with the other

particulars as already given. He also says, " The

city was l)uilt upon two hills, and that which con-

tains the upper city, is much higher, and accord-

ingly it was called the citadel by King David "

{Aiit. xiv. 15, § 2). In the siege by Pompey, one

party within counseling resistance and the other

submission, the former "seized upon the Temple

and cut oft" the bridge which reached from it to the

city, and prepared themselves to abide a siege, but

the others admitted Pompey's army in, and deliv-

ered up both the city and the king's palace to him "

(Ant. xiv. 4, § 2), and, having secured these, he

laid siege to the Temple, and captured its occupants.

In the siege by Herod, " 'When the outer court of

the Temple and the lower city were taken, the Jewfe

fled into the iimer court of the Temple and into the

upper city" {Ant. xiv. 16, § 2). In the siege by

Titus, after the lower city had been taken, and it

became necessary to raise an embankment against

the upper city, " the works were erected on the

west side of the city, over against the royal palace
"

{B. J. vi. 8, § 1). Describing the Temple, Josephus

says, " In the western parts of the inclosure of the

Temple were four gates, one leading over to the

royal palace: the valleV between being interrupted

to form a passage " (Ant. xv. 11, § 5). He says

that " king Agrippa built himself a very large

dining-room in the royal palace," from which he

"could observe what was done in the Temple";
which so displeased the Jews, that they " erected a

wall upon the uppermost building which belonged

to the iimer court of the Temple, to the west; which

wall, when it was built, intercepted the prospect

of the dining-room in the palace" (Ant. xx. 8,

§ 11)-

Nothing can be plainer than that the upper city

of Josephus is identical with the Zion, or City of

David, of the sacred Scriptures; that the citadel

and the royal palace were on this western hill ; that

the Temple was on the lower eastern hill, sei)a)'ated

from the western by a deep valley, which was

spanned by a bridge; and that the site of the Temple

is identical with the JMount Moriah of the Piible,

and distinct from Mount Zion. This view, which is

in harmony with the Scriptural view already given,

accords also with every other allusion in Josephus

to these localities. And the substructions of the

bridge above referred to, are the most striking

feature in the remains of the modern city. With
this, we take leave of Josephus.

(S.) Cliriatidn Jtineraries.— This brings us to

the t'hristian Itineraries, etc., and their testimony

is uniform and unbroken. Except one or two wild

speculations, no other JMouiitZion has been known,

from the days of Eusebius down, than the high

western hill of Jerusalem which now bears the

name. So late as 1852, Prof. Kobinson referred to

this as one of the few points " yet uuassailed

"

(Bihl. Jies. p. 200).

The carei'ul reader of the preceding article, in-

cluding the "Annals" of the city, will notice the

confusion which has been introduced into it l)y this

theory of its "Topography." The writers of the

historical portions (Messrs. Grove and Wright),

both eminent Biblical scholars, have passed o\er to

their fellow-contributor (Mr. Eergusson) most of
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the topographical points; but it was impossi!)le

for them to write an intelligible narrative without

contradicting him. From many sentences of the

same kind, we select three or four which exhibit

the necessary fiiilure of the attempt to harmonize

the theory with the facts of history and topog-

raphy.
" As before, the lower city was immediately taken

and, as before, the citadel held out. The undaunted
Jebusites beheved in the impregnability of therr

fortress. A crowd of warriors rushed forward, and
the citadel, the fastness of Zion, was taken. It is

the first time that that memorable name appears

in the history. David at once proceeded to secure

himself in his new acquisition. He inclosed the

whole of the city with a wall, and connected it with

the citadel. In the latter he took up his own
quarters, and the Zion of the Jebusites became the

City of David." — (pp. 1282, 1283.)

" The Temple was at last gained; but it seemed

as if half the work remained to be done. The upper

city, higher than Jloriah, inclosed by the original

wall of David and Solomon, and on all sides pre-

cipitous, except at the north, where it was defended

by the wall and towers of Herod, was still to be

taken. Titus first tried a parley, he standing on

the east end of the bridge, between the Temjile and

the upper city, and .John and Simon on the west

end." — (p. 1307.)
" Acra was situated on the northern side of the

Temple, on the same hill, and probably on the same
spot occupied by David as the stronghold of Zion."

-(p. 1^20.)

" There is no passage in the Bible which directly

asserts the identity of the hills Zion and Moriah,

though [there are] many which cannot well be

understood without this assumption. The cumula-

tive proof, however, is such as almost perfectly to

supply this want." — (p. 1321.)

The first two extracts are from the historical,

and the last two from the topographical, portion

of the article; and the reader will see that they are

in irreconcilable conflict. Before quitting the

theme, let us gather into one sentence such points

as are consistent with each other and with known
facts and probabilities.

The city or stronghold of the Jebusites was the

southern portion of the western ridge, the highest,

most inacce.ssible, and easily fortified ground in the

city; conquered by David, it became his fortified

abode; his castle or citadel was here, and remained

here; his palace was built here, and through suc-

cessive reigns and dynasties, down to the Christian

era, it continued to be the royal residence : it was
the ancient as it is the niodeni Zion, inclosed by
the old wall, the original wall; it was the upper

city, the upper market-jilace; it was here that the

ark abode until its removal to the Temple; the royal

sepulchres were here; and Jloriah was the southern

portion of the eastern ridge, and on this the Temple

was built. This statement embodies, we believe,

the truth of history, and with this we close the dis-

cussion of the site of Mount Zion.

We pass now to the other point:

II. T/ie Church of the I/o/y Sejwlchre.— Mr.
Eergusson's theory is, " that the building no\*

known to Christians as the Mosque of Omar, but

by Moslems called the Dome of the Pock, is the

identical church which Coiistantine erected over

the rock which contained the tomb of Christ."

Since the publication of the preceding article, he

has renewed the discussion of this point in a
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pamphlet," from which we shall also quote, as it

contains a more compact smnmary of his argu-

ment.

He concedes, above, the conclusiveness of the

argument l)y which Dr. Robinson has shown that

the present church does not co\ei- " the place where

the Lord lay." Tliis ha.s lieen the battle-ground

of recent writers on the topography of the city, and

the concession renders it unnecessary to adduce

here the proofs which the Professor has brought

together, and wliich may be found in Ids B'Micd

Jiismrches (in 1838, ii. U-1-80; in 1852, pp. 2.54-

203, 631-633). The " power of logic " with which

they are presented is not affected by any theory

which may be held respecting the identity of any

other spot. Tlie argument reaches " its legitimate

conclusion," alike whether the reader accepts some

other site, or wlietber he regards tlie true site as

beyond the reach of modern discovery. Tlie theory

here offered, like the one which we have examined,

is no\el and startling, and like that, is put forth

with much confidence by a writer wI)o has never

examined the localities. We submit our reasons

for rejecting it; and as we agree with Jlr. Fergus-

son that the site of the church is not the place of

our Lord's burial, our interest in the question is

purely historical.

Mr. Fergusson's theory fails to explain the pres-

ent church, a building of great intrinsic and his-

toric interest. When, and by whom were its early

foundations laid ? Who built up its original walls r*

For how many centuries has it been palmed ujion

the public as the Church of the Si'pulchre ? Has
tlie largest and most remarkable Christian sanctuary

in the East, planted in the very centre and conflu-

ence of Chi'istian devotion, come down to us with-

out a chronicle or even an intimation of its origin ?

^\'e repeat that the early liistory of sucli an edifice

could not, since the Christian era, and in the most

conspicuous spot in Christendom, have iaded into

utter oblivion, like that of some temple of the Old

World, around which the sands of the desert had
gathered for aices before Christ.

Mr. Fergusson's theory, while fiiiling to account

for the existence of the most imposing chiu'ch in

the Fast, fails also to account for the disappearance

of every vestige of another church of imperial

magnificence. This argument, like the preceding,

is collateral, and we do not off'er it as independent

proof. Church edifices in Palestine, large and
small, have been destroyed by violence, or have

crunil)led by decay. Some of them have been re-

built or repaired, and perpetuated on their present

sites, like that of the Nativity in Bethlehem, or

that of the Sepulchre in Jerusalem ; and others are

clearly traceable, if not impressive, in their ruins,

like that of the Baptist in Samaria, that of St.

George in Lydda, that of St. Anne in Eleutherop-

olis, and the ancient cathedral church in Tyre.

But what church of the largest class has had a his-

tory which corresponds with this theory '? The
emperor Justinian had a passion for church-build-

ing, and decorated his metropolis with a majestic

temple, which is still its boast. He erected another

in Jerusalem, which he designed to lie worthy of

"the City of the Great King," and of the Virgin

Mother, in whose special honor it was built, "on
which great expense and labor were bestowed to

make it one of the most splendid in the world."
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a * " Notes on the Site of the Holy Sepulchre at

Jeniialem, iu answer to the Edinburgh Rtview.''''

It does not appear to have been disturt»ed by the

subsequent convulsions of the country; writers wh-

describe the injury done to the Church of the Sep-

ulchre in the sack of the city by the Persians, and
under the Fatimite Khalifs of l^gypt, so far as we
know, are silent respecting this edifice. The Mosque
el-Aksa, which in accordance with prevalent tradi-

tion, is almost universally regarded as the original

church of Justinian, Mr. Fergusson appropriates as

the Mosque of Abd el-Melek. This leaves the

church to be provided for, and in the plan of the

Haram area, which he has introduced into the Dic-

tionary and republished in his Notes, he [ilaces the

church of Justinian, and sketches its walls, where

not the slightest trace appears of a foundation an-

cient or modern. It is purely a conjectural site,

demanded by the exigencies of his theory, accord-

ing to which the solid walls, pillars, and arches of

a church described by a contem|K)rary historian,

.and sketched by Jlr. Fergusson as four hundred

feet in length and one hundred and more in breadth,

have vanished as utterly as if they had been pul-

verized and scattered to the winds. It has disap-

peared, withal, from a quarter of the city which

was never needed nor used for other purposes,

where no dwellings could have encroached upon it,

and where no rubbish h.as accumulated. Consid-

ering the character, the location, and the dimen-

sions of this building, and the date of its erec-

tion, we hazard the assertion that no parallel to

such complete annihilation can be found in the

East.

The Mosque of Omar near it, ]\Ir. F'ergusson

claims to have been converted by the Muslim con-

querors into a mosque from a church ; we advance

the same claim for the Mosque el-Aksa; and there

were similar transformations, as is well known, of

the Church of St. Johir in Damascus, and of the

Church of St. Sophia in Constantinople, built also

by Justinian. Instead of converting to the same
use the substantial and splendid church which the

same emperor had erected here, what could have

prompted the Moslems to obliterate every memo-
rial of it ? Within the same inclosure, according

to Mr. Fergusson, the " great Anastasis of Con-
stantine," the present Mosque of Omar, built two

centuries earlier, survives in all its essential features.

" The walls of the octagon still remain untouched

in their lower parts; tlie circle of columns and piers

that divide the two aisles, with the entablatures,

discharging arches, and cornices, still remain en-

tirely unchanged and untouched; the pier arches

of the dome, the triforium belt, the clere-story, are

all parts of the unaltered construction of the age

of Constantine " (A^o^es, p. 29). The Mosque of

•Vbd el-Melek, the present el-Aksa, abides within

the same inclosure in its original strength. " Its

whole architecture is that of the end of the seventh

century "
(p. 1329.) But the church of Justinian,

standing by their side in rival glory, mysteriously

passed away from that open area— wall and col-

umn and arch and architrave— from foundation

to top-stone, smitten like the psalmist's bay-tree:

"And Id, it vanished from the ground,

Destroyed by liaiids unseen ;

Nor root, nor branch, nor leaf was found,

Wliere all that pride had been."

Mr. Fergusson's theory leaves the later history of

the church of Justinian enveloped in the same

darkness as the earlier history of the Church of

the Sepulchre.
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The rejecters of his theory recognize this ancient

house of worship in the building adjacent to the

southern wall of the Ilaram, two hundred and

eighty feet long by one hundred and ninety broad,

and which, with later appendages, both Christian

and Saracenic, answers to the description of Jus-

tinian's Mary Church, and wiiose vaulted passages

below, from which Christian \isitors had long been

excluded, were among the impressive objects which

it was our fortune to examine in Jerusalem.

What has been said of Justinian's church may
be repeated on bis theory respecting the church

which he affirms that Constantine built within the

same inclosure, whose walls he conjecturally traces

in the same way, with no more signs of a founda-

tion or site, and which has vanished in like man-
ner, except a festal entrance which he identifies

with the 2)resent Golden Gateway in the eastern

wall of the Haram area.

On the hypothesis of a transfer of site, not the

Christian world alone, but the Moslem world like-

wise, has been imposed upon, and by parties who
could not have concocted tlie fraud together. And
all this has been done subsequent to the seventh

century. So late as the close of that century, if

this theory is true, all Christians and all Moslems,

who knew anything about Jerusalem, knew that

the present Mosque of Omar was not then a mosque,

and never had been ; and that the present Church

of the Sepulchre, or one on its site, was not llit

Church of the Sepulchre. On both sides they

have since that date been misled by designing men.

All Christians, residents in Jerusalem, and visitors,

so far as is known, have from the first ascribed the

site of the present church to the emperor, and all

Moslems, residents in Jerusalem and visitors, so far

as is known, have from the first ascribed the pres-

ent mosque to the Khalif, and yet in all these cen-

turies they have alike been the dupes and victims

of a double delusion and imposition, commencing
we know not when. Can this fact be matched,

either in historic annals, or in the fabulous legends

of the Dark Ages?
An incident in the Mohammedan conquest of the

city, narrated by both Christian and Arabian writ-

ers, may properly be cited in this connection. We
quote I'roni the historic portion of the article:

" The Khalif, after ratifying the terms of capitu-

lation, which secured to the Christians liberty of

worship in the churches which they had, but pro-

hibited the erection of luore, entered the city and

was met at the gates by the patriarch. Omar
then, in company with the patriarch, visited the

Ciiurcli of the Kesurrection, and at the Muslim
time of prayer knelt down on the eastern steps of

the basilica, refusing to pray within the buildings,

in oi'der that the possession of them might be se-

cured to the Christians. Tradition relates that

he requested a site whereon to erect a mosque for

the Mohammedan worship, and that the patriarch

offered him the spot occupied by the reputed stone

of Jacob's vision." etc. (p. 1.310). Passing by the

tradition, we have the historic fact that the Khalif

declined entering the church, for the reason above

given, stated in almost the same words by another

writer: "In order that his followers might have

no pretext to claim possession of the church after

his departure, under the pretense that he had wor-

shipped in it " {Bibl. lies. ii. .37). Yet if we may
believe Mr. J'ergusson, this ])lighted faith, under-

stood alike by both parties, and on the testimony

of both scrupulously respected at the outset, was
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remonstrance on the part of Christians, we kno^^

not when, history and tradition being both as silent

respecting this transaction as in regard to the

" pious fraud " by which the homage of Christen-

dom was subsequently transferred to another

locality.

We pass now to the testimony of early visitors

and writers.

Eusebius, who was contemporary with Constan-

tine, and his biographer, represents the church

which he built over the supposed sepulchre, as

having an open court on the east, towards the

entrances, with cloisters on each side and gates in

front, "after which, in the very midst of the street

of the market (or in the middle of the broad

market-place) the beautiful propylsea (vestibule) of

the whole stnicture presented to those passing by
on the outside the wonderful view of the things

seen within"' {Vit. Const, iii. 39). Along the

street of the bazaars, east of the present church,

which would make their site identical with " the

market-place" of Eusebius, and coriespond with

the position of the propyliea, are three granite col-

umns, the apparent remains of an ancient portico,

and which can be referred to no other structure

than the church of Constantine. JMr. Feigusson

adn)its that the propylfea of the church " had a

broad market-place in front of it," and to Professor

Willis's criticism that this would be " ludicrously

impossible" where he locates the building, he re-

plies : " There is now an extensive cemetery on the

spot in front of this gateway; and where men can

bury they can buy ; where there is room for tonjbs,

there is room for stalls" {Notes, p. 50). With
reference to this locality, we quote J\Ir. Grove:
" The main cemetery of the city seems from an

early date to have been where it is still, on the

steep slopes of the Valley of the Kidron. Here it

was that the fragments of the idol abominations,

destroyed by Josiah, were cast out on the ' graves

of the children of the people' (2 K. xxiii. 6), and

the valley was always the receptacle <br impurities

of all kinds" (p. 1279). Connect with this the

fact that the spot was then, as it is now, outside

the city, and on its least populous side, and we
leave the reader to judge what element of absurdity

is lacking in Mr. Fergusson's supposition.

The testimony of Eusebius on another point, and

that of all the other writers whom Mr. Fergusson

depends upon, is thus summed up in his Notes:—
" In so far as the argument is concerned I would

be prepared, if necessary, to waive the architectural

evidence altogether, and to rest the proof of what

is advanced above on any one of the following four

points :
—

" 1. The assertion of Eusebius that the new

Jerusalem, meaning thereby the buildings of Con-

stantine, was opposite to, and over against, the old

city.

" 2. The position assigned to the Holy Places by

the Bordeaux Pilgrim.

" 3. The connection pointed out by Antoninus

between the 13ir Arroah and Siloam.

" 4. The assumed omission by Arculfus of all

mention of the Dome of the Rock, and, I may add,

the building of a Mary Church by Justinian within

the precincts of the Haram area." — (p. 55.)

We will take up in their order and fairly examine

the "four points" here named, with which Mr.

Fergusson agrees to stand or to fall.

" 1. The assertion of Eusebius that the new
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Jerusalem, meaning thereby the buildings of Con-

stantiue, was opposite to, and over against, the old

city."

The assertion referred to, he quotes as foUows :
—

" Accordingly on the very spot which witnessed

the Saviour's sufTerings a new Jerusalem was con-

structed, over against the one so celebrated of old,

which, since the foul stain of guilt brought upon

it by the murder of the Lord, had experienced the

extremity of desolation.^ It was opposite the city

that the emperor began to rear a monument to the

Saviour's victory over death, with rich and lavish

magnificence."

To this he adds the following passage from Soc-

rates :
—

" The mother of the emperor built a magnificent

house of prayer on the place of the sepulchre,

founding a new Jerusalem opposite to the old and

deserted city."

" The old city," in respect to its dwellings, was

divided into two pans, " the upper " and " the

lower." The former was on I\Iount Zion and the

latter on Mount Akra, and in the adjacent valleys.

The site of the Mosque of Omar is directly opposite

to the latter, or to the site of the Church of tlie

Holy Sepulchre, which " stands directly on the

ridge of Akra " {Bibl. Res. i. •3!)1). The site of the

Temple and that of the church lie " over against"

each other. These are the points which Euseldus

is comparing. He does not refer directly to the

ruined dwellings of either the upper or the lower

city ; he refers especially to the deserted ruins of

the Temple. By " the new Jerusalem," says Mr.

Fergusson, he means " the buildings of Constan-

tine." Exactly— he means these and nothing else.

And by " the old Jerusalem " he means the build-

ings of the Temple, neither more or less. Or rather,

while the primary meaning is on each side thus

restricted, he intends to designate by the latter the

ancient city, of which the Temple was the crown,

and by the former, the modern city, of which the

church was to be the future glory. Tlie antitliesis

is complete. The other interpretation makes tlie

comparison incongruous— the old city meaning a

collection of dwellings, and tlie new city meaiii!?g

simply a church. Dr. Staidey has justly observed:

" Whatever differences of opinion liave arisen about

the other hills of Jerusalem, there is no question

that the mount on wiiich the Mosque of Omar
stands, overhanging the valley of the Kidron, has

from the time of Solomon, if not of David, been

regarded as the most sacred ground in Jerusalem "

{S. cf P. p. 177, Amer. ed.). This is the fact

which the Christian Fathers recognize, using each

locality as, in a religious sense, the representative

of the city, when they say that the emperor Con-

stantine " founded a new .Jerusalem, opposite to

the old and deserted city," a phrase, withal, more

applicable to the eastern hill, which was burned

over, swept " clear of houses," and was still for-

saken, than to tlie western hill, which had never

been thus completely desolated, and was still in-

habited. Opposite the deserted site of the Hebrew
Temple Constantiiie reared the (Jhristian sanctuary.

This is our interpretation of Eusebius and Socrates

;

and this disposes of the first point.

" 2. The position assigned to the Holy Places by
the Bordeaux Pilgrim."

His testimony is:—
" Inde ut eas foris murum de Sione euntibus ad

Portam Neopolitanam ad partem dextram deorsum

in valle sunt parietes ubi domus fuit sive palatium
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Pontii Pilati. Ibi Dominus auditus est aiitequam

pateretur. A sinistra autem parte est monticulus

Golgotha, ubi Don^inus crucifixus est. Inde quasi

ad lapidem missum est cripta ubi corpus ejus

positum fuit, et tenia die resurrexit. Ibidem modo
jussu Constaiitini Imperatoris Basilica facta est, id

est Dominicuin niiras pulchritudinis."

There is no allusion here to a " Zion Gate" and
none then existed. {Arculf. i. 1.) Had the mod-
ern gate been there, no visitor would have passed

out of it to go to the opposite side of tlie city,

either to the right or the left, and especially not to

the left. It involves, further, the aljsurd supposi-

tion that the governor's house, where the Saviour

was arraigned, was in a valley, unprotected, outside

of the city, when in the preceding paragraph the

writer has asserted that the residence of the gov-

ernor and the probable scene of the trial was the

castle of Antonia.

The natural course of one who passed out of the

jity northward, going from Zion to the Neapolis

Gate, would have been formerly, as now, between

the Temple area and the site of the Church of the

Sepulchre, near to the latter, and the objects seen

would have been in just the relative position in

which this traveller describes them.

Mr. Fergusson assumes that the phrase " foris

murum " requires us to believe that the visitor's

course, here described, from Zion to the Neapolis

Gate (called Neapolis then, for the same reason

that it is now called Damascus), lay outside of the

wall. If so, the reference is to the inner wall along

tlie brow of Zion, the first of the "three walls"

which surrounded this part of the city. This may
be the meaning of the barbarous Latin of the old

Pilgrim, but far more probably, we think, he means
simply what we have indicated above. There never

was a road from Zion southward, and no suggestion

could be more improbable than that of plunging

from Zion into the lower Tyropoeon, outside the

city, ascending the opposite slope, and making the

long detour by the northeast corner of tlie city to

reach the gate named. The point of destination

was northward from Zion, and the Pilgrim says

that one wlio would go beyond the wall, or outside

of the city, passing from Zion to the Neapolis

Gate, would see the objects described, on the

right and left. The peculiar construction of the

sentence fiivors this rendering of " foris murum,"
and we have an authority for it, exactly in point.

•'Foris; in late Latin, with the accusative= 6e

yond. ' Constitutus si sit fluvius, qui foris agrum
non vagatur'" (Andrews's Lex. In loc). Either

of these interpretations we claim to be more natural

and probatjle than Mr. Fergusson's, for the reasons

already given ; and this disposes of the second

point.

" .3. The connection pointed out by Antoninus

between the Bir Arroah and Siloam."

This testimony is :
—

" Near the altar is a crypt, where, if you place

your ear, you will hear the flowing of water ; and

if you throw in an apple, or anything that will

swim, and go to Siloam, you will find it there."

In the preceding article, Mr. Fergusson says : " In

so far as we know." the connection exists; meaning

merely. We do not know that it does not exist. In

the Notes he says : " It is, therefore, a fact at this

hour," that the connection exi.sts. This is an un-

supported assertion. The connection has not beea

established, and the subterranean watercourses of

Jerusalem are still involved in much uncertainty
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The witness cited in support of the alleged fact

pronounces directly against its probability, and in

favor of the opposite theory. Dr. Barclay gives

his reasons for believing that the subterranean con-

duit of Hezekiah was brought down on the west

side of the valley running south from the Damascus

Gate, and says that on this hypothesis " it would

pass just by the rock Golgotha," the traditionary

site of the sepulchre, as described by Antoninus

(6%, etc., pp. 94, 300). Furthermore, in examin-

ing the fountain of Siloam, he found a subterranean

channel which supplied it, and which he traversed

for nearly a thousand feet; and on locating its

course, he was " perfectly satisfied that this sub-

terraneous canal derived its former supply of water,

not from Moriah, but from Zion " (ib. p. 523). He
also says: " If this channel was not constructed for

the purpose of conveying to Siloam the surplus

waters of Hezekiah's aqueduct, then I am unable

to suggest any purpose to which it could have been

applied" {ib. p. 309). [Siloam, Amer. ed.] So

little countenance, so palpable a contradiction,

rather, is given to the "fact" by the witness cited

to corroborate it; and this disposes of the third

point.

" 4. The assumed omission by Arculfus of all

mention of the Dome of the Kock, and, I may add,

the building of a Mary Church by Justinian within

the precincts of the Haram area."

^Ve do not see the bearing of the last-named

particular. Churches in honor of the Virgin were

erected in many localities, and it is not necessary

to account for the selection of this site, though it

were easy to conjecture a reason. It proves nothing.

The remaining specification, like the other, is an

argument drawn from silence and conjecture, and

rates no higher as proof. It runs thus: If this

building were then in existence, this visitor must

have described it; the building was in existence,

and the opposite theory assumes that he did not

allude to it; therefore, the current theory is false.

We cannot but be struck with the difterence be-

tween this position and the principle with which

Mr. Fergusson professedly started, of " admitting

nothing which cannot be pro\ed, either by direct

testimony or by local indications" (p. 1312).

There is no pretense that this argument rests on

either of these: it rests on nothing but an unac-

countable "omission." And this silence is offered

as not merely corroborative evidence, but as vital

proof. Mr. Fergusson adduces this as one of four

points, " any one " of which establishes his theory

beyond question. As if the existence of St. Paul's

in London, or of St. I'eter's in Rome, at any period,

would be absolutely disproved by the silence of a

visitor respecting either, in a professed description

of the olijfcts of interest in the city. At the best,

it could only be a natural inference; it could never

be proof positive. And here we might rest; for if

we proceed no further, JMr. Fergusson's last point

is disposed of, and his claim is prostrate.

But we join issue with him, and affirm that what
Arculfus describes as the Church of the Sepulchre,

was the building standing on the site of the present

church, and not the Mosque of Omar, or any part

of it. Neither could " the square house of prayer

erected on the site of the Temple," have been, as

he alleges, the Mosque el-Aksa. The phrase " vili

fabricati sunt opere," could never have been applied

to this structure. The innnense quadrangle, rudely

buUt with beams and planks over the remains of

ruins, as described by the bishop, would seem to be
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Khahf Omar over the rock es-Sukhrah, as Dr. Bar-

clay suggests, " which in the course of half a cen-

tury gave place to the present elegant octagonal ed-

ifice, erected by Abd el-Melek "
( City, etc., p. 336).

If the assigned date of the completion of the latter

edifice is correct, this would serve to fix more
definitely the date of Arculfus's visit, which is only

known to have been " in the latter part of the

seventh century" (Wright's Introduclimi, p. xii.,

Bohn's ed.).

In the Bishop's description of " the Church of

the Holy Sepidehre," whatever other changes may
have taken place, we have a crucial test of the iden-

tity of the building described with the church or

the mosque, in the account of the cave which was
the reputed tomb of the Saviour. For this, together

with that of Willibald, a few years later, and that

of Ssewulf, still later, we refer the reader to Bihl.

SacrOj xxiv. 137, 138.

The sepulchral cave of the church, described by
these writers, Mr. Fergusson claims to have been

the cave in the rock es-Sukhrah, beneath the dome
of the present Alosque of Omar. This rock has

been the most stationary landmark in Jerusalem,

and has probably changed as little as any other

object. For such accounts as have reached us of

the cave within it, we refer the reader to BiOl.

Sacra, xxiv. 138, 139.

It is not credible that these and the preceding

all refer to the same excavation. The n.irrative of

Arculfus can be adjusted to the present Church

of the Sepulchre and its reputed tombs, making
due allowance for the changes wrought by the de-

struction of the building. But by no practicable

change, by no possibility, can it be adjusted to the

rock es-Sukhrah and the cave beneath it; and this

disposes of the fourth point.

We have now completed our examination of Mr.

Fergusate's " four points." He offered to "rest

the prc«ftjM)f his theory "on any one"' of them;

and we^^e shown that on a fair investigation not

one of them sustains his theory in a single partic-

ular, and for the most part they pointedly refute it.

There remains an objection to this theory, as

decisive as any, which can be best appreciated by

those who have been on the ground. The site of

the so-called Mosque of Omar could not have been,

in our Saviour's day, outside of the walls. The
theory would break up the solid masonry of the

ancient substructions of the Temple area, still exist-

ing, making one portion modern and the other

ancient, leaving one without the city, and retaining

the other within it, in a way which is simply in-

credible. Whate\er may have been the bearings

and dimensions of the Temple, with its courts and

porticoes, in the inclosure above, the massive foun-

dations of the area are one work, and that a work

of high antiquity. The immense beveled stones in

the southeast corner were laid at the same time

with the stones in the southwest corner. They are

of the same magnitude, and it does not need the

eye of an architect to assure us that they are of the

same age and style of workmanship. They were

the two extremities of the ancient southern wall,

as they are of the modern, stretching, as Josephus

informs us, from valley to valley, and laid with

stones "inmiovable for all time; " and to-day they

confirm his testimony, .and contradict this theory.

" We are led irresistibly to the conclusion," said

Dr. Kobinson, on his first visit, " that the area of

the Jewish temple was identical on its western,
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eastern, and southern sides, with the present en-

closure of the Haram." " Ages upon ages have

rolled away, yet these foundations endure, and are

immovable as at the beginning " {Bl'A. /2cs. i. 4-27)

The investigations of his second visit confirmed the

conclusion of his first, — from which we see not

how any visitor who lias inspected this masonrj can

withhold his assent — that in tlie southwest corner,

in the southern part of the western wall, in the

southeast corner on iioth sides, and along the south-

ern wall, we ha\e before us '< the massive sub-

structions of t'.ie anc'.ent .lewish Temple. Such has

been the impression recei\ed liy travellers for cen-

turies, and such it M'ill probaljly continue to be so

long as tiiese remains endure" {Blbl. Res. (1852)

220).

These are our main reasons for rejecting Mr.

Fergusson's theorj' of the Topography of Jerusalem,

in its two principal points; and if these points are

untenable, almost the entire reasoning of his section

of the article falls with them. S. W.
* V. MoUKKX jKltUS.VLEJt. — Wiills ninl

Gales. — The present walls of Jerusalem are not

older than the lOtli century, though tiie materials

of which they are Imilt Ijelonged to former walls

and are much more ancient. They consist of hewn
stones of a moderate size, laid in mortar. They
are " built for the most part with a breastwork

;

that is, the exterior fiice of the wall is carried up
several feet higher than the interior part of the

wall, leaving a broad and convenient walk along

the top of tlie latter for the accommodation of the

defenders. This is protected by the parapet or

breastwork, which has battlements and loopholes.

There are also flights of steps to ascend or descend

at convenient distances on the inside " (Hob. Bi/A.

Res. i. 3.j2). The walls embrace a circuit of about

2^ miles. On the west, south, and east sides

they stand generally as near the edge of the val-

leys as the ground will allow; except that the

southern extremity of Zion and a part of iloriah

(known as Ophel) being outside of the city, the

walls there I'un across the ridge of those hills.

They vary in height from 20 to 50 feet, according

to the depth of tlie ravines below, which formed an

important part of the natural defenses of the city.

The walls on the north side, where the ground is

more open and level, are protected to .some extent

by ditches or trenches. It is a peculiarity of a

Dart of this northern wall that it consists of a mass

of natural rock, 75 feet high, with strata so exactly

corresponding with those of the opposite ledge that

the passage between them must be artificial. It

may have been a quarry for obtaining stones for

the walls of the city. Fortifications of this character,

surrounded as they are by higher positions in the

vicinity, would be utterly useless against I'Airopean

tactics. Yet, imperfect as they are in tliis respect,

these walls so notched with battlements and seeming

to rise and fall (like a waving line) with the de-

clivities of the ground, especially as they suddenly

show themselves to the traveller approaching the

city from the west, form a picturesque oriental sight

never to be forgotten.

The city has four gates at present in use, which

look towards the cardinal points. Though they

bear other names among the natives, they are known
to travellers as the Ydfa (.Toppa) Gate on the west

side, the Damascus Gate on the north side, the

Gate of St. Stephen on the east, and of Zion on the

south. The first two are so called after the [ilaces

to which the roads starting from them lead : that
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of St. Stephen from a popular belief that tL4s martyi

was put to deatli in tiiat quarter, and that of Zion

from its situation on tlie liill of this name. Near
the Damascus Gate are the remains of towers, sup-

posed by Robinson to have been the guard-houses of a
gate which stood there as early as tlie age of Herod,

rhe y<'ij(i Gate forms the main entrance, and on
that account is kept open half an hour later than

the other gates. The custom of shutting the gates

by night (see Rev. xxi. 23-25) is common in eastern

cities at the present day. Three or four smaller

gates occur in the walls, but have been closed up,

and are now seldom or never used. The most
remarkable of these is the Golden ( iate in the t lit-

em wall which overlooks the Valley of tlie Kedron.
" It is in the centre of a projection 55 feet long

and standing out 6 feet. Its portal is dout)le,

with semicircular arches profusely ornamented. The
Corinthian capitals wiiich sustain the entablature

spring like corbels from the wall, and the whole

entablature is bent round the arch. The exterior

appearance, independently of its architecture, bears

no mark of liigli antiquity .... for it bears no

resemblance to the massive stones along the lower

part of the wall on each side, and indeed the new
masonry around is sufficiently apparent " (Porter,

llaitdbook, I. 115 f.). The style of architecture,

whether the structure occupies its original place or

not, must he referred to an early Roman period.

[Wood-cut, p. 1325.] It is a saying of the Franks

that the Mohammedans have walled up this gate

iiecanse they believe that a king is to enter by it

who will take possession of the cit}' and become
Lord of the whole earth (Rol). Bibl. Rts. i. 323).

It may be stated that the largest stones in the

exterior walls, bearing incontestable marks of a

Hebrew origin, and occupying their original places,

are found near the southeast angle of the city and
in the substructions of the Castle of David so called,

not tar trom the Vafa Gate, near the centre of the

western wall of the city. Some of the alternate

courses at the former point measure from 17 to 19

feet in length by 3 or 4 feet in height. One of the

stones there is 24 feet in length by 3 feet in height

and in breadth. This part of the wall is common
lioth to the city and the Teinjile area. One of the

stones in the foundations of the Castle is 12| feet

long and 3 feet 5 inches broad ; though most of

tliem are smaller than those at the southeast angle.

The upper part of this Castle or Tower, one of the

most imposing structures at Jerusalem, is com-
paratively modern; but the lower part exhibits a

different style of workmanship and is unquestionably

ancient, though whether a remnant of Herod's

Hippie tower (as Robinson supposes) or not, is still

disputed. [Pu.KTOKiu.^r.] The Saviour's language

that " not one stone should be left on another

"

(Matt. xxiv. 2) is not contradicted by such facts.

In the first place the expression may be a proverbial

one for characterizing the overthrow as signal, the

destruction as desolating, irresistible. In the next

place this was spoken in reality not of the city and

its walls, but of " the buildings of the temple," and

in that application was fulfilled in the strictest

manner.

Are<(, Streets, etc.— The present circumference

of the city includes 209.5 acres, or one third of a

square mile. Its longest line extends from N. E.

to S. W., somewhat less than a mile in length.

[See Plate III.
J

Hut this space is not all built

upon; for the inclosure of the Haram esh-Slieri/

(Moriah or the site of the Temple) contains 35
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acres (almost one sixth of the whole), and large

spaces, especially on Mount Zion and the hill

Bezetha at the north end, are unoccupied. Just

within the Gate of St. Stephen is an open tract

where two or three Arab tents may often be seen,

spread out and occupied after the manner of the

desert. To what extent the territory of the ancient

city coincided with tlie modern city is not altogether

certain. The ancient city embraced the whole of

Zion beyond question, the southern projection of

Moriah or Ophel, and possibly a small tract on the

north, though the remains of the cisterns there are

too modern to be alleged as proof of this last addi-

tion. On the other hand, those who maintain the

genuineness of the Holy Sepulchre must leave that

section of the city out of the Jerusalem of the

Saviour's day.

" The city is intersected from north to south by

its principal street, wliich is three fifths of a mile

lung, and runs from the Damascus Gate to Zion

Gate. From this principal street, the others, with

the exception of that from the Damascus Gate to

the Tyropoeon Valley, generally run east and west,

at right angles to it; amongst these is the 'Via

Dolorosa ' along the north of the Haram, in which

is the Roman archway, called Ecce Homo. The
city is di\ided into quarters, which are occupied by

the different religious sects. The boundaries of

these quarters are defined by the intersection of the

principal street, and that which crosses it at right

angles from the Jaffa Gate to tiie Gate of the Ha-
ram, called Bab ns-Silgili;, or Gate of the Chain.

The Christians occupy the western half of the city,

the northern portion of which is called the Chris-

tian quarter, and contains the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre; the southern portion is the Armenian
quarter, having the Citadel at its northwest angle.

The Mohammedan quarter occupies the northeast

portion of the city, and includes the Ilaram esh-

Sherif. The Jewish quarter is on the south, be-

tween the Armenian quarter and the Haram."
(Ordnance Survey ofJerusulem, p. 9, Lond. 1805.)

It has been stated that the streets are not known
by any particular names. A detailed report of

inquiries on this subject (appended to the Ordnance

Survey) shows that most of them are thus known:
being distinguished by the names of persons or

families, from trades carried on in them, or from

the places to which the streets or alloys lead. The
streets are narrow, uneven, and badly paved, for

the most part with a gutter or chaimel in the

middle for beasts of burden. Some of them, those

most frequented, are darkened with mats or stone

arches for the purpose of excluding the heat. The
houses are built of limestone, many of them mere

hovels, others more substantial, but seldom with

any pretension to elegance. The low windows

guarded with iron grates give to many of them a

dreary, prison-like appearance. Some of them have

lattice windows toward the street; but generally,

these open toward the inner courts on which the

houses stand.

Popidalion.— In proportion to the extent of the

place, the population of Jerusalem is very dense.

The houses in general are closely tenanted,.and in

some quarters they are piled upon one another, so

as to extend across the streets, and make them

appear almost like subterranean passages. It is

difficult (as no proper system of registration exists)

to fix the precise number of the inhabitants. Dr.

Schultz, formerly Prussian Consul at Jerusalem,

placed it in 1845 at 17,000. The following table
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exhibits the different classes of this populatici

according to their nationalities and religious con-

fessions :
—

I. Mohammedans 5,000

II. Christians

(a) Greeks 2,000

(b) Roman Catholics . . 900

(c) Armenians . .• . 350

(rf) Copts .... 100

(e) Syrians 20

(/) Abyssinians ... 20

3,390

8,390

III. Jews
(a) Turkish subjects (SfTj/i-

ardim) .... 6,000

(b) Foreigners (Ashkenazim)

Poles, Russians, Ger-

mans, etc. . . 1,100

(c) Caraites . . 20

7,120

15,510

To the foregoing we are to add the 65 or 70

persons, European Protestants or Catholics, con-

nected with consulates or ecclesiastical establish-

ments, and the Turkish garrison of 800 or 1,000

men ; and we have then the aggregate (as stated

above) of about 17,000. The number of pilgrims,

greatest at Easter, varies from time to time; the

maximum may be 10,000. It was about 5,000 ill

184;j, and about 3,000 in 1844 (Schultz, Jerusalem,

Eine Vm-lesung, pp. 33, .34). The estimate in the

Ordnance Surrey (1805)— 10,000 — shows that

hardly any change has taken place in the popula-

tion during the last twenty years. The statement

(in this latter work) that the travellers and pilgrims

at Easter swell the sum to 30,000, seems almost

incredible, unless it be understood of some altogether

exceptional year. Tobler complains {DenkbUitler

aus Jerusalem, p. 353) that the Turkish statistics

are extremely uncertain. It is generally allowed

that the Christian inhabitants slowly increase at

the expense of the jNIohammedans.

Water Supply. — Most of the houses are fur-

nished with cisterns in which the rain-water is

collected by means of gutters during the rains from

December to March. The better houses often have

two or three such cisterns, so arranged that when
one is full the water flows into another. " As the

water which runs through the filthy streets is also

collected in some of these cisterns, it can only be

dnmk with safety after it is filtered and freed from

the numerous worms and insects which are bred

in it." Some water is obtained from Joab's Well

[En-Rogkl], whence it is brought in goat-skins on

donkeys and sold to the inhabitants. The ancient

city was supplied with an aliundance of pure water

from the three Pools of Solomon near Bethlehem.

The works constructed for this purpose, " in bold -

ness of design and skill in execution, rival even

the most approved system of modern engineers
"

{Ordnance Survey, p. 10). The Pacha of Jeru-

salem has recently repaired the conduit from Sol-

omon's Pools to Jerusalem, which is now supplied

from Ain A'tan, and "the sealed fountain " above

the upper pool.

Jews.— The Jews constitute an interesting class

of the iidiabitants. Very many of them are pil-

grims who have come to Jerusalem to fulfill a vow,

and then return to the coimtries whc.'re they were

born, or aged persons who desire to spend theii
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but days in the holy city, and be buried in the

Valley of Jehoshaphat, whicli according to their

traditions is to be the scene of the last judgment.

for the privilei^e of being buried there they are

obliged to pay a large sum ; Ijut if any one is too

poor to incur this expense, the Ijody is taken to the

slope on Mount Zion where the Tomb of David is

situated. Among them are representatives from

almost every land, though the I^panisii, Polish, and

German Jews compose the greater number. Like

their brethren in other parts of Palestine, with the

exception of a few in commercial places, they are

wretchedly poor, and live chiefly on alms contrib-

uted by their countrymen in I'^urope and America,

'i'hey devote most of their time to holy employ-

ments, as they are called. They frequent the syn-

agogues, roam over the country to visit places mem-
orable in their ancient history, and read assiduously

the Old Testament and the Talmudic and Rabbinic

writings. Tliose of them who make any pretension

to learning understand tlie Heljrew and Kabbinic,

and speak as their vernacular tongue the language

of the country where they formerly Tued, or whence
their fathers emigrated. As would be expected,

from the character of the motive whieli brings them
to the Holy Land, they are distinguished, as a class,

for their bigot-"(l attachment to -Judaism. The •lews

at Jerusalem have several synagogues which they

attend, not promiscuously, but according to their

national or geographical affinities. The particular

bond which unites tliem in this religious associ-

atioir is that of their birth or sojourn in the same
foreign land, and their speaking the same Language

(Comp. Acts vi. 9 ff. ). lor information respecting

the Jews in Palestine, the reader may see especially

Wilson's Land of the Bildt (2 vols. I>:dinb. 1847)

and Honar and M'Cheyne's Nurrttlire <;/' a .Uis-

sioa (f Inquiry to the Jews, in 183!) (2:jth thousand,

Edinb. 1852). The statements in these works re-

main sul)stantially correct for the present time.

Biiriil Places. — Modern burial places surround

the city on all sides. Thus, on our right as we go

out of St. Stephen's Gate is a Mohanuneilan cem-

etery, which covers a great part of tlie eastern slope

of Moriah, extending to near the southeast angle

of the Haram. This cemetery, from its proximity

to the sacred area, is regarded as specially sacred.

The largest cemetery of the ^lohannnedans is on
the west side of the city, near the Birket Muinilla,

or Upper Gihon, a reservoir so named still in use.

" The Jloslem Slieikhs or ' Saints ' are buried in

various parts of the city and neighborhood, especially

along the western wall of the Haram. The Moslems
are liuried witliout coffins, lieing simply wTapped in

a sheet, and are carried to tlie gi-axe in a sort of

wooden box, borne on the shoulders of six men.
The Ijody is ])receded by a n)an bearing a ])alm

branch and followed by the mourners. Prayers are

offered up in the mosque whilst the body is there,

and at the grave the Koran is recited, and the

virtues of the deceased extolled." The outside

portion of Mount Zion is occupied chiefly as a place

of burial for the Christian communities, i. e.. Cath-
olics, Greeks, Armenians, and Protestants. Xot
far from David's Tomb there is a little cemetery
which contains the rem.ains of several .Americans

who have died at Jerusalem. One of the graves is

that of tlie late Prof. Fiske of Amherst College,

whose memory is still cherished among us by so

many pupils and friends. The great Jewish cem-
etery, as already mentioned, lies along the liase and
up the sides of Olivet. The white slabs which cover
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the graves are slightly elevated and rar-ked with

Hebrew inscriptions. It should be stated that the
Caraite Jews have a separate place of burial on thi

southwest side of Hiiinom, near the intersection

of the road which crosses the valley to the tombs of

Aceldama.

Churches.— It is impossible to do more than
glance at this branch of the subject. The Church
of the Holy Sepulchre, in the northwest part of

the city, stands over the reputed place of the Sa-
\iour's tomb, mentioned in the history of the Pas-

sion. It is the most imposing edifice in Jerusalem,

after the Mosque of Omar. It was built in 181)8,

on the site of a more ancient one destroyed by fire.

Some monument of this kind has marked tlie spot

ever since the time of the Empress Helena, about
A. u. 32j, and perhaps earlier still. It does not

belong to this place to discuss the question of the

genuineness of the site. For a convenient resume
of the arguments on both sides, Stanley refers to

the Afustum (if' Classicd Antiquities, April, 1853.

Nothing decisive has more recently been brought to

light. This church is in reality not so much a single

church as a cluster of churches or chapels. The church
is entered by a door leading out of an open court on
the south, never opened except by a member of the

Moslem family. It is always open for a few hours
in the morning and again in the afternoon. The
open court is paved with limestone and worn as

smooth as glass by the feet of pilgrims. Here the

venders of souvenirs of the Holy Land from Beth-

lehem expose their wares and drive a thriving trade.

On the e:ist side are the Greek convent of Abraham,
the Armenian church of St. John, and the Coptic

church of the Angel; on the west side are three

Greek chapels, that of St. James, that of the Forty

^Martyrs, in which is a very beautiful font, and that

of St. John; at the eastern end of the south side

of the court is a Greek chapel, dedicated to the

l">gyptian Mary, and east of the entrance a flight

of steps leads to the small Latin Chapel of the .\g-

ony. The ( 'liajjel of the Holy Sepulchre is in the

centre of the liotuiida, built principally of the

limestone known as " Santa Croce marljle."' What
is shown as the Tomb of our Lord is a raised

bench, 2 feet high, 6 feet 4 inches long, covered oa
the top by a marble slab. " No rock is visible at

present," says Capt. Wilson, "but may exist below
the marble slab, as in forming the level floor of the

Kotunda a great quantity of rock must have been
cut away, and the portion containing the tomb
would naturally be left intact." The church is at

present undergoing important repairs.

Near St. Stephen's Gate is the Church of St.

Anne, built over a grotto, which looks like an
ancient cistern. The church belongs to France,

and is being almost rebuilt at great expense. It

shows the scarcity of wood that the timber required

in these repairs has to be imported at !'[/", and
then transported over the heavy roads to Jerusalem.

The Church of St. James in the Armenian con-

vent is one of the richest in jii.ding, decorations,

and pictures in tlie city. Nearly opposite the Pool

of Hezekiah is the Greek church and convent of

"the Forerunner," comparatively modern and
dressed out with gilding and paintings in the usual

Greek style." The church of the Anglo- Prussian

« * We have tjiken these brief statements (to some
extent, verbally), from the Ordnanre Survey of Jem-
salem, our best recent authority (1885). It may be in

place to say here that Col. James, the Director of the
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ej^iscopate on Mount Zion, though not large, is a

neat edifice, built of limestone, in the form of a

cross. 'J'he preaching in this church on the Sab-
bath and at other times is in German and in liiig-

lish. See an interesting sketch of the origin and
objects of this episcopate by Gilder in Herzog's

Renl-Encykl. vi. 503-505. The London Jews'

Society expends large sums of money for the benefit

of the Palestine Jews, through the agency of this

Jerusalem bishopric. On the rising ground west of

the city stands " the immense Russian pile, a new
building, which completely overshadows every other

architectural feature. It combines in some degree

the appearance and the uses of cathedral close,

public offices, barracks, and hostelry; the flag of

the Russian consulate floats over one part, while

the tall cupola of the church connnands the centre.

There are many Russian priests and monks, and
shelter is provided for the crowds of Muscovite

pilgrims " (Tristram, Land of hmel, p. 174, 2d

ed.). All recent travellers testify that the distinc-

tive oriental character of Jerusalem is rapidly fad-

ing away and a European coloring taking its place.

Sublerranenn Qu'trry. — It is ascertained that

a labyrinth of great extent and of complicated in-

tricacy exists under the present Jerusalem. It is

unquestionably very ancient, but having lieen so

recently discovered or rediscovered, belongs in that

point of view to our own times, quite as much as to

its own ])roper antiquity. Dr. Barclay has the

merit of bringing this wonderful excavation to the

knowledge of European and American travellers.

We insert an abridged account of this discovery in

the words of Ur. R. G. Harcl.ay (in the Cily of the

Great King, pp. 4(10-40-3, 1st ed.): —
" Having provided ourselves with all the requisites

for such a furtive adventure — matches, candles,

compass, tape-line, jjaper, and pencils — a little

previous to tlie time of closing the gates of the city,

we sallied out at difterent points, the better to avoid

exciting suspicion, and rendezvoused at Jeremiah's

Pool, near to which we secreted ourselves witiiin a

white enclosure sui'rounding the tomb of a departed

Aral) Sheik, until the shades of darkness enabled

us to approacli iniperceived, when we issued li-oni

our hiding-place, amid tlie screeching of owls,

screaming of hawks, howling of jackals, and the

chirping of nocturnal insects. The mouth of the

cavern being immediately below the city wall, and
the houses on Bezetha, we proceeded cautiously iji

the work of removing the dirt, mortar, and stones;

and, after undermining and picking awhile, a hole

(commenced a day or two previous by our dog) was

made, though scarcely large enough for us to worm
our way serpeiitinely through the ten foot wall.

" On scrambling through and descending the

inner side of the wall, we foimd our way apparently

obstructed by an iunnense mound of soft dirt, which

had been thrown in, the more effectually to close

up the entrance; but, after examining awhile, dis-

covered that it had settled down in some places

sufliciently to allow us to crawl over it on hand

and knee; which having accomplished, we found

survey, avows liis belief " that the traditional sites are

the true sites of Mount Zion, and the Holy Sepulchre,

and Mount Moriah and the Temple " (Pre/are. p. 16).

He says that an examination of the ground confirms

the report that Constantino '' caused the rock all round

the Sepulchre to be cut away to form a spacious iu-

closure round it. leaving the Sepulchre itself standing

in the midst " (p. 11). For the traditions, sacred lo-
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ourselves enveloped in thick darkness, that inighl

lie felt, but not penetrated by all our lights, so vasl

is the hall.

" For some time we were almost overcome with

feelings of awe and admiration (and I must say

apprehension, too, from the innnen-se impending
vaulted roof), and felt quite at a loss to decide in

which direction to wend our way. There is a con-

stant and in many places very rapid descent from
the entrance to the termination, the distance be-

tween which two points, in a nearly direct line, is

750 feet; and the cave is upwards of 3,000 feet in

circumference, supported by great numbers of rude
natural pillars. At the southern extremity there

is a very deep and precipitous pit, in which we
received a very salutary warning of caution from
the dead— a human skeleton ! supposed to be that

of a person who, not being sufficiently supplied with

lights, was precipitated headlong and broke his

neck.

" We noticed bats clinging to the ceiling in

several places, in patches varying from filty to a

hundred and fifty, hanging together, which flew

away at our too near approach, and for some time

contiinied to flit and scream roimd and about our
heads in rather disagreeable propinquity. Numerous
crosses marked on the wall indicated that, though
unknown to Christendom of the present day, the

devout Pilgrim or (.'rusader had been there; and a
few Arabic and Hebrew inscriptiims (though too

nnich effaced to be deciphered) proved that th^

place was not unknown to the Jew and Arab.

Indeed, the manner in which the beautiful white

solid limestone rock was everywhere carved by the

mason's rough chisel into regular pillars, proved

that this extensive cavern, though in part natural,

was formerly used as the grand quarry of Jeru-

salem. . . . There are many intricate meandering

passages leading to inmiense halls, as white as the

driven snow, and supported by colossal pillars of

irregular shape •— some of them placed there by the

hand of nature, to support the roof of the \arious

grottos, others evidently left by the stone quarrier

in quarrying the rock to prevent the intumbling

of the city. Such reverberations I never heard

before.

" What initold toil was represented by the vast

piles of blocks and chippings, over which we had
to clamber, in making our exploration ! A melan-

choly grandeur— at once exciting and depressing—
pervaded these vast saloons. This, wilhout doubt,

is the very magazine from which nuich of the

Temple rock was hewn— the pit from which was
taken the material for the silent growth of the

Temple. How often, too, had it probably been the

last place of retreat to the wretched inhalntants of

this guilty city in the agonizing extremities of her

various overthrows! It will probably yet form the

grave of many that are living over it! for the work
of disintegration and undermining is going on

surely, though slowly."

JMore recent ex])lorers confirm this report, and

supply other information. " The roof of rock,"

calities. and ecclesiastical establishments, as far as

relates to Jerusalem, Dr. Sepp's Jfriisaleni unci ilas

Heil. Land (1863), deserves to be consulted. From
Tobler's Denkb'attir aiis Jernsalem (1853) we learn

much respecting the religious cultus, employments,

and domestic life of the inhabitants. See also Porter's

Handbook, i. 75 ff. U.
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8a3r8 Thomson, " is about 30 feet high, even above

the huge heaps of rubbish, and is sustained by

large, shapeless columns of the original rock, left

for that purpose by the quarriers, I suppose. ... In

some places we climbed with ditticulty over large

masses of rock, which appear to have been shaken

down from the roof, and suggest to the nervous the

possibility of being ground to powder by similar

masses which hang overhead The genend

direction of these excavations is southeast, and about

parallel with the valley which descends from the

Damascus (iate. I suspect that they extend down

to the Temple area, and also that it was into tiiese

caverns that many of the Jews retired when Titus

took the Temple, as we read in Josephus. The

whole city might be stowed away in them ; and it

is my opinion that a great part of the very white

stone of the Temple must have been taken from

these subterranean quarries" {Land mid Book, ii.

491 f.).

Capt. Wilson says further : '» In places the stones

have been left half cut out, and the marks of the

chisel and pick are as fresh as if the workmen had

just left, and even the black patches made by the

smoke of the lamps remain. The tools employed

seem to have been much the same as those now in

use, and the quarrymen to have worked in gangs

of 5 or 0, each man carrying in a vertical cut 4

inches broad till he had reached the required depth.

The height of the com'se would determine the dis-

tance of the workmen from each other; in these

quarries it was found to be about 1 foot 7 inches.

When the cuts had all obtained the required depth,

the stones were got out by working in from the

end. The cuts were apparently made with a two-

handed pick, and worked down from above. . . .

[n one part of the quarry is the so-called well,

which is nothing more than the leakage from the

cisterns above, and the constant dripping has worn

away the rock into the form of a basin. . . . The

steps left by the quarrymen for getting about can

be easily traced. On the opposite side of the road

is another old quarry, worked in a similar manner,

but not to the same extent, to which the name of

Jeremiah's Grotto has been given" {Ordnance

Survey, p. d'-i b). " In many places," says Mr.

Tristram {Lind of Israel, p. 191, 2d ed.), "the

very niches remained out of which the great blocks

had been hewn which form the Temple wall, 'i'liere

lay on the ground in one corner a broken monolith,

which had evidently split in the process of removal,

and had been left where it fell. The stone here is

very soft, and must easily have been sawn, while,

like some other limestones, it hardens almost to

marble on exposure."

Antiquities in and around the City. — Some ac-

count has been given of these in previous sections

of this article. The only point on which we pro-

pose to remark here, is that of the obscurity still

resting on some of these questions connected with

the ancient topography of the city and the im-

possibility of identifying the precise scene of many
of the events of the Old and the New Testament

history. Traditions, it is true, are current among
the oriental Christians, which profess to give us

all the information on this subject that one could

desire. But, in general, such traditions are nothing

more than vague conjectures; they are incapable

of being traced back far enough to give them the

value of historical testimony, and often are con-

tradicted by facts known to us from the Bible, or

slash with other traditions maintained with equal
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confidence. Even conclusions once ai.iittcd 9i

facts into our manuals of geography and archaeology,

have been from time to time drawn into question

or disproved by the results of further study and
research.

But this state of our knowledge should not dis-

appoint or surprise the reader. It admits of a

ready and satisfactory explanation. " No ancient

city," says Uaumer, " not excepting Rome itself,

has undergone (since the time of Christ) so many
changes as Jerusalem. Not only houses, palaces

temples, have been demolished, rebuilt, and de-

stroyed anew, but entire hills on which the city

stood have been dug down, and valle3S filled up "

{Paldstin'i, p. 253, 3'e Aufi.). When, a few years

ago, the Episcopal Church was erected on Mount
Zion, it was found necessary to dig through the

accumulated rubbish to the depth of 50 feet or

more, in order to obtain a proper support for the

foundations. In some more recent excavations the

workmen struck on a church embedded 40 feet

below the present surface. Capt. W^ilson makes
some statements on this subject so instructive that

they deserve to be mentioned. " We learn from

history, and from actual exploration under ground,

that the Tyropceon Valley has been nearly filled

up, and that there is a vast accumulation of ruins

in most parts of the city. Thus, for example, it

has been found, by descending a well to the south

of the central entrance to the Ilaram, that there is

an accumulation of ruins and rubbish to the extent

of 84 feet; and that originally there was a spring

there, with steps down to it cut in tlie solid rock."

. . . The stairs cut in the rock on the northern

slope of Mount Zion " were cohered up by atjout

40 feet of rubbish." « . . . " There was not less

than 40 feet of rubbish in the branch of the Val- ,

ley of the Cheesemongers (Tyropceon) near the

citadel. . . .In fact, we know that it was part

of the settled policy of the conquerors of the city

to obliterate, as far as possible, those features upon

the strength of which the upper city and the Tem-
ple mainly depended. The natural accumulation

of rubbish for the last 3,000 years has further con-

tributed to obliterate, to a great extent, the natural

features of the ground within the city "
( Ordnance

Survey of Jerusalem, p, 7 f.). The latest excava-

tions by Lieut. Warren near " Kobinson's Arch "

have gone to a depth of 55 feet below the surface

before coming to the bottom of the valley between

Zion and Moriah
(
The Quiver, p. 619, June, 1868,

Lond.), In many places the present level of the

"Via Dolorosa" is not less than 30 or 40 feet

above its original level; disproving, by the way,

the claim set up for the antiquity of its sites. In

digging for the foundations of the house of the

Prussian Deaconesses, a subterranean street of

houses was found several feet below the street

above it. {Survey, p. 56.)

llews of Jerusalem. — The summit of Olivet

furnishes, on the whole, the best look-out in the

vicinity of Jerusalem. Yet the view of the city

from this point is too distinct to be very imposing;

for, having few edifices that will bear inspection, it

must be seen, like Damascus, at a distance and in

the mass, in order to produce the best effect. The

vaulted domes surmounting the roofs of the better

houses, and giving to them solidity and support,

serve also as ornaments, and are striking objects as

a * For an account of these stairs see vol. ii. p. 971

note a, Amer. ed. O.
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seen from this direction. Such domes are said to

be peculiar to a few towns in the south of Palestine.

The want of foliage and verdure is a very noticeable

defect. A few cypresses and dwarfish palms are the

only trees to be discovered within the city itself.

The minarets, only 8 or 10 in number, which often

display elsewhere a graceful figure, are here very

ordinary, and add little or nothing to the scene.

On the other hand, the buildings which compose

the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, arrest attention

at once, on account of their comparative size and

elegance. But more conspicuous than all is the

Mosque of Omar, which being so near at hand, on

the east side of the city, can be surveyed here with

great advantage. It stands near the centre of an

inclosure which coincides very nearly with the

court of the ancient Temple. It is built on a plat-

form, 450 feet from east to west, and 550 from

north to south, elevated about 15 feet, and paved

in part with marble. It is approached on the west

side liy three flights of stairs, on the north by two,

on the south by two, and on the east by one. The

building itself is an octagon of 67 feet on a side,

the walls of which are ornamented externally with

variegated marbles, arranged in elegant and intri-

cate patterns. The lower story of this structure is

46 feet high. From the roof of this story, at the

distance of about one half of its diameter from the

outer edge, rises a wall 70 feet higher, perforated,

towards the top, with a series of low windows.

Above this wall rises a dome of great beauty, 40

feet high, surmounted by a gilt crescent. The en-

tire altitude, therefore, including the platform, is

170 feet. The dome is covered with lead, and the

roof of the first story with tiles of glazed porcelain

The Mosque has four doors, which face the cardi-

nal points, guarded by handsome porches. The

Mohammedans regard it as their holiest satictuary

after that of Mecca. (For these and other details

see Williams's Holy Cili/, ii. 301 ff.) The ample

court which surrounds the Mosque, as seen from

Olivet, appears as a grass-plot, shaded with a few

trees, and intersected with walks."

When about half way up this mount, the trav-

eller finds himself, apparently, off against the level

of Jerusalem. In accordance with this, the F-van-

gelist represents the Saviour as being " over against

the Temple " as he sat on the Jlount of Olives, and

foretold the doom of the devoted city (^Mark xiii.

3). Ilence the disciples, as they listened to him at

that moment, had the massive " buildings of the

Temple " in full view before them across the valley

of the Kedron, to which they had just called his

attention with so much pride, and of which they

were told that soon " not one stone would be left

on another."

Visitors to Jerusalem by the way of Yafa (Joppa)

and ]Va(ly Aly, usually obtain their first sight of the

city from the northwest. Even from this side the

view is not unimpressive. The walls with their

battlements,— the entire circuit of which lies at

once beneath the eye ; — the bold form of Olivet

;

the distant hills of ]Moab in dim perspective; the

turrets of the Church of the Sepulchre; the lofty

cupola of the Mosque of Omar ; the Castle of Da-

a * The Ordnance Survey (Lend. 1865) furni.shes an

elaborate description of the Haram with its mosques

and Tarious appurtenances, founded on careful inspec-

tion (pp. 29-46). On the premises were found 20

vaults or cisterns, varying in depth from 23 to 62i

feet; some containing water, others dry. They are
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vid, so antique and massive ; — all come suddenlj

into view, and produce a startling eflTect.

Yet, as Dr. Kobinson remarks, the traveller ma)
do better to " take the camel-road from Kandeh t«

Jerusalem ; or, rather, the road lying still further

north by the way of Beth- boron. In this way he

will pass near to Lydda, Gimzo, Lower and Upper
Beth-horon, and Gibeon ; he will see Ramah and

Gibeah near at hand on his left ; and he may pause

on Scopus to gaze on the city from one of the finest

points of view " (Later lies. iii. 160). Stanley

prefers the ajiproach from the Jericho road. " No
human being could be disappointed who first saw

Jerusalem from the east. The Ijeauty consists in

this, that you thus burst at once on the two great

ravines which cut the city off from the surround-

ing table-land, and that then only you have a

complete view of the Mosque of Omar " (S. if P.

p. 167, Amer. ed.). Mr. Tristram coincides in this

impression. " Let the pilgrim endeavor to enter

from the east, the favorite approach of our Lord,

the path of his last and triumphal entry. It is a

glorious burst, as the traveller rounds the shoul-

der of Mount Olivet, and the Haram wall starts

up before him from the deep gorge of the Kedron,

with its domes and crescents sparkling in the sun-

light— a royal city. On that very spot He once

paused and gazed on the same bold cliffs supporting

a far more glorious pile, and when He beheld the

city He w?pt over it " (Land of hvael, p. 173 f.

2d ed.). 'Fhe writer was so fortunate as to have

this view of Jerusalem, and would add that no one

has seen Jerusalem who has not had this view.

H.

JERU'SHA (NKyI1~l^ [possessed or posses-

siori]: 'lepovaa.'-, [Vat. Epous;] Alex. lepouj: ^e-

rusn), daughter of Zadok, queen of Uzziah, and

mother of Jotham king of Judah (2 K. xv. 33).

In Chronicles the name is given under the altered

form of—
JERU'SHAH (ny,'n~l^ [as above]: 'le-

poi/cra; [Vat. -ffaa'] Jerusa), 2 Chr. xxvii. 1.

See the preceding article.

JESAFAH [3syl.] (n^^tW^ [Jehovah saves;

or his sah-af{o7i]: 'letri'as; [Vat. Iaa0a\ Alex.

Ifcrei'a:] Jeseias). 1. Son of Hananiah, brother

of Pelatiah, and grandson of Zerubbabel (1 Chr.

iii. 21). But according to the LXX. and the Vul-

gate, he was the son of Pelatiah. For an explana-

tion of this genealogy, and the difficulties connected

with it, see Lord A. Hervey's Genealorjies of oiir

Lord., ch. iv. § v.

2. (n'^lJtt'"^, i. e. Jeshaiah: 'Ie<ria; Alex. Ucr-

ffeia; [FA. leaata'-] Lsaia.) A Benjamite, whose

descendants were among those chosen by lot to re-

side in Jerusalem after the return from Babylon

(Neh. xi. 7).

JESHAI'AH [3 syl.]. 1. (-in^PI'"'^ [salva-

tion of Jehm-ali] : 'Jcrtas [Vat. 2aia] in 1 Chr.

XXV. 3, and 'Icoo-i'a [Vat. -a-eia] in ver. 15; in the

former the Alex. MS. has lee'ia Koi 'S.efxei, and in

the latter Icrias; [Comp. 'I<raioO the Vulg. has

now supplied by surface drainage. Some are of mod-

ern date, but in others the mouths of old conduits

can be seen. The splendid photographic views of vari-

ous sections of the Haram wall and other objects, add

greatly to the value of this publication. H.
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festias and Jesaias.) One of the sLs sons of Jed-

uthiin, set apart for the musical service of the

Temple, under the leadership of their father, the

inspired minstrel: he was the chief of the eighth

division of the singers. The Hebrew name is iden-

tical with that of the prophet Isaiah.

2. {"laiaias: [Vat.] Alex, riiratar: haias.) A
Levite in the reign of David, eldest son of Iteha-

biah, a descendant of Amram through Moses (1

Chr. xxvi. 25). He is called Isshiah in 1 Chr.

xxiv. 21, in A. V., though the Hebrew is merely

the shortened form of the name. Shebuel, one of

his ancestors, appears among the Hemanites in 1

Chr. XXV. 4, and is said in Targ. on 1 Chr. xxvi.

2-t to be the same with Jonathan the son of Ger-

shom, the priest of the idols of the Danites, who

afterwards returned to the fear of Jehovah.

3. (n^Vtt7V 'lo-aios; [Vat. loaeta;] Alex.

Htrata: Js't'ias.) The son of Athahah and chief

of the house of the Bene [sons of] Elam who re-

turned with Ezra (Ezr. viii. 7). In 1 Esdr. viii.

33 he is called Josias.

4. ('lo-oia; [Vat. no-aiosO haias.) A Mera-

rite, who returned with Ezra (Ezr. viii. 19). He
is called Osaias in 1 Esdr. viii. 48.

JESH'ANAH {'n^W) [ancient]: f, 'Ucrvvd;

[Yat. Kafa;] Alex. Ava; Joseph. •/; 'lo-ncas: Je-

sana), a town which, with its dependent villages

(Heb. and Alex. LXX. '-daughters "), was one of

the three taken from Jeroboam by Abijah (2 Chr.

xiii. 19). The other two were Bethel and Ephraim,

and Jeshanah is named between them. A place

of the same name was the scene of an encounter

between Herod and Pappus, the gener.al of Antig-

onus's army, related by Josephus with curious

details {AnI. xiv. 15, § 12), which however convey

no indication of its position. It is. not mentioned

in the Onomaslicon, unless we accept the conjecture

of Reland (Pahestina, p. Sfjl) that " Jethaba, urbs

antiqua Judoeoe," is at once a corruption and a

translation of the name Jeshana, which signifies

"old." Nor has it been identified in modern

times, save by Schwarz (p. 158), who places it at

" Al-Sanim, a village two miles W. of Bethel,"

but undiscoverable in any map which the writer

has consulted. G.

JESHARE'LAH (nb«ni»^ [uprif/ld to-

vjard God: but see Fiirst] : ''laipiriX; [Alex.] la-

per/Aa: Jsreela), head of the seventh of the 24

wards into which th^ musicians of the Levites were

divided (1 Chr. xxv. 14). [Heman; Jeduthun.]
He belonged to the house of Asaph, and had 12

of his house under him. At ver. 2 his name is

WTitten AsARELAH, with an initial S instead of ^
;

in the LXX. 'Epar)\. A. C. H.

JESHE'BEAB (2S3t2?.") [n father's seat or

abode]: 'le(r$ad\; [Alex. I(r/3aa\: Comp. 'I(rj3a-

d^:] Isbaab), head of the 14th course of priests

(L Chr. xxiv. 13). [Jeiioiarib.] A. C. H.

JE'SHER ("IttJ.") [uprir/htness] : 'lacrdp ;

[Vat. J Alex. Iwaaap: Jase)-), one of the sons of

Caleb the son of Hezron by his- wife Azubah (1

Chr. ii. 18). In two of Kennicott's JMSS. it is

written "li^"*, Jether, from the preceding verse,

and in one MS. the two names are combined. The
Peshito Syriac has Oshir, the same form in which

Jashtr is represented in 2 Sara. i. 18.
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JESH'IMON (Vl»''tt?*.rT = the waste : in

Num. T( ip7)ixoi; in [1] Sam. [xxiii.,] 6 'Uaa-ai-

fx6s; [xxiv., Kom.] 'lea-ae/xds; Alex. Eitaa-atixos-

desertiun, soUtudo, Jesimon), a name which occurs

in Num. xxi. 20 and xxiii. 28, in designating the

position of Pisgah and Peor: both described as

" facing (\33"727) the Jeshimon." Not knowing

more than tlie general locality of either Peor or

Pisgah, this gives us no clew to the situation of

Jeshimon. But it is elsewhere used in a similar

manner with reference to the position of two places

very distant from both the above — the hill of Ha-

chilah, "on the south of," or "facing, the Jeshi-

mon" (1 Sam. xxiii. 19, xxvi. 1, 3), and the wil-

derness of Maon, also south of it (xxiii. 24). Ziph

(xxiii. 15) and Maon are known at the present day.

They lie a few miles south of Hebron, so that the

district strictly north of them is the hill-country

of Judah. But a line drawn between Maon and

the probable position of Peor — on the high coun-

try opposite Jericho — passes over the dreary,

barren waste of the hills lying immediately on the

west of the Dead Sea. To this district the name,

if interpreted as a Hebrew word, would be not in-

applicable. It would also suit as to position, as it

would be full in view from an elevated point on the

highlands of Moab, and not far from north of Maon
and Ziph. On the other hand, the use of the word

ha-ArdM.h, in 1 Sam. xxiii. 24, must not be over-

looked, meaning, as that elsewhere does, the sunk

district of the Jordan and Dead Sea, the modern

Ghor. Beth^eshimoth too, which by its name
ought to have some connection with Jeshimon,

would appear to have been on the lower level, some-

where near the mouth of the Jordan. [Beth-

Jeshimoth.] Perhaps it is not safe to lay much
stress on the Hebrew sense of the name. The
passages in which it is first mentioned are indis-

putably of very early date, and it is quite possible

that it is an archaic name found and adopted by

the Israelites. G.
* Mr. Tristram (Land of Israel, p. 540, 2d ed.)

supposes Jeshimon to be used for " the barren plain

of the Ghor" about the mouth of the Jordan.

Assmiiing this, he makes it one of his proofs, that

the brow of the Belka range " over against Jeri-

cho " (Dent, xxxiv. 1), ascended by him, is the

Nebo or Pisgah of Moses. [Neuo, Amer. ed.]

The article is always prefixed in the Hebrew, with

the exception of a few poetic passages (Deut. xxxii.

10; Ps. Ixviii. 7, Ixxviii. 40, cvi. 14, cvii. 4; and Is.

xliii. 19, 20). It is really questionable whether

the word should not be taken as appellative rather

than a proper name. In the former case the par-

ticular desert meant must be inferred from the con-

text, and may be a different one at different times.

Lieut. Warren reports that after special inquiry

on the ground he was unaljle to find any trace of

the name of Beth-.Ieshimoth (see above) in the

vicinity of the mouth of the Jordan. He speaks,

however, of a ruin at the northeast of the Dead Sea

called Swaimeh, as if possibly the tost site may
have been there {Report, etc., 18()7-IJ8, p. 13). H.

JESHI'SHAI [3 syl.] {""W^W) [offspnng

of one okl]: 'Uad'C, [Vat. Iffaii] Alex. Ufftraf.

Jesid), one of the ancestors of the Gadites who

dwelt in Gilead, and whose genealogies were made

out in the days of Jotham king of Judah (1 Chr.

v. 14). In the Peshito SjTiac the latter part of

the verse is omitted.
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JESHOHA'IAH [4 syl.] (n^nitl?*) [bmved

down by Jehovah]: 'lacrouio: Isuha'ia). a chief of

one of the families of that branch of the Sinieon-

ites, which was descended from Shimei, and was

more numerous than the rest of the tribe (1 Chr.

iv. 36). He was concerned in tlie raid upon tlie

Hamites in the reign of Hezekiah.

JESH'UA [Heb. Jeshu'a] (VW^l [Jehovah

helps, or saves]: 'Itjo-ous- Jesue, [Jesiia,] und Jo-

sue), a later Hebrew contraction for Joshua, or

rather Jehoshua. [Jeiioshua.]

1. [Josue.] Joshua, the son of Nun, is called

Jeshua in one passage (Neh. viii. 17). [Joshua.]

2. [Jesua, Josue.] A priest in the reign of

David, to whom the ninth course fell by lot (1 Chr.

xxiv. 11). He is called Jeshuah in the A. V.

One branch of the house, namely, the children of

Jedaiah, returned from Babylon (Ezr. ii. 36; but

see Jkdaiah).
3. [Jesue.] One of the Levites in the reign

of Hezekiah, after the reformation of worship,

placed in trust in the cities of the priests in their

classes, to distribute to their brethren of the offer-

ings of the people (2 Chr. xxxi. 15).

4. [Josue.] Son of Jehozadak, first high-priest

of the third series, namely, of those after the Baby-
lonish Captivity, and ancestor of the fourteen high-

priests his successors down to Joshua or Jason, and

Onias or Blenelaus, inclusive. [High-piui:st.J

Jeshua, like his contemporary Zerubbabel, was

probably born in Babylon, whither his father Jelioz-

adak had been taken captive while young (1 Chr.

vi. 1.5, A. v.). He came up from Babylon in the

first of Cyrus with Zerubbabel, and took a leading

part with him in the rebuilding of the Temple, and

the restoration of the Jewish commonwealth.

Everything we read of him indicates a man of

earnest piety, patriotism, and courage. One of

less faith and resolution would never have sur-

mounted all the difficulties and opposition he had

to contend with. His first care on arriving at

Jerusalem was to rebuild the altar, and restore the

daily sacrifice, which had been suspended for some

fifty years. He then, in conjunction with Zerub-

babel, hastened to collect materials for rebuilding

the Temple, and was able to lay the foundation of

it as early as the second month of the second year

of their return to Jerusalem. The services on this

occasion were conducted by the priests in their

proper apparel, with their trumpets, and by the

sons of Asaph, the Le\ites, with their cymbals,

according to the ordinance of king David (Ezr. iii.).

However, the progress of the work was hindered

by the enmity of the Samaritans, who bribed the

counsellors of the kings of Persia so effectually to

obstruct it that the Jews were unable to proceed

with it till the second year of Darius Hystaspis —
an interval of about fourteen years. In that year,

B. c. 520, at the prophesying of Haggai and Zech-

ariah (Ezr. v. 1, vi. 14; Hagg. i. 1, 12, 14, ii. 1-9;

Zech. i.-viii.), the work was resumed by Jeshua

and Zerubbabel with redoubled vigor, and was hap-

pily completed on the third day of the month Adar
(^ March), in the sixth of Darius." The dedica-

tion of the Temple, and the celebration of the Pass-

over, in the next month, were kept with great sol-

emnity and rejoicing (Ezr. vi. 15-22), and especially

a The 7th, after the Babylonian reckoning, accord-

ing to Prideaux.

b The counectiou with Bani, Hasbabiah (or Hash-
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" twelve he-goats, according to the number of the

tribes of Israel," were offered as a sin-offering for

all Israel. Jesliua's zeal in the work is commended
by the Son of Sirach (Ecclus. xlix. 12). Besides
the great importance of Jeshua as a historical char-

acter, from the critical times in which he lived,

and the great work which he accomplished, his

name Jesus, his restoration of the Temple, his

office as high- priest, and especially the two prophe-
cies concerning him in Zech. iii. and vi. 9-15,

point him out as an eminent type of Christ.

[HiGH-PKiEST.] Nothing is known of Jeshua
later than the seventh year of Darius, with which
the narrative of Ezr. i.-vi. closes. Josephus, who
says the Temple was seven years in building, and
places the dedication of it in the ninth of Darius,

contributes no information whatever concerning
him : his history here, with the exception of the

9th sect, of b. xi. ch. iv., being merely a paraphrase

of Ezra and 1 Esdras, especially the latter. [Zer-
UBBABEi,.] Jeshua had probably conversed often

with Daniel and Ezekiel, and may or may not have
known Jehoiachin at Babylon in his youth. He
probably died at Jerusalem. It is written Jehoshua
or Joshua in Zech. iii. 1, 3, &c. ; Hagg. i. 1,

12, &c.

5. [In Ezr. ii. 40, Vat. iTjiroye; Neh. xii. 8,

Alex. iTjaov- Josue, Jesua, once.] Head of a

Levitical house, one of those which returned from
the Babylonish Captivity, and took an active part

under Zerubbabel, Ezra, and Nehemiah. The
name is used to designate either the whole family

or the successive chiefs of it (Ezr. ii. 40, iii. 9;

Neh. iii. 19, '' viii. 7, ix. 4, 5, xii. 8, &c. ). Jeshua,

and Kadmiel, with whom he is frequently associa-

ted, were both " sons of Hodaviah " (called Judah,

Ezr. iii. 9), but Jeshua's more immediate ancestor

was Azaniah (Neh. x. 9). In Neh. xii. 24 '-Jeshua

the son of Kadmiel " is a manifest corruption of

the text. The LXX. read koI viol Ka5^i7)A. It

is more likely that "jS is an accidental error for 1.

6. [.fosiie.] A branch of the family of Pahath-

Moab, one of the chief families, probably, of the

tribe of Judah (Neh. x. 14, vii. 11, &c.; Ezr. x.

30). His descendants were the most numerous of

all the families which returned with Zerubbabel.

The verse is obscure, and might be translated,

" The children of Pahath-Moab, for (i. e. repre-

senting) the children of Jeshua and Joab;" so

that Pahath-Moab would be the head of the family.

A. C. H.

JESH'UA [Heb. Jeshu'a] iV^W^_ [see above]

:

'iT/croG: Jesue), one of the towns re-inhabited by

the people of Judah after the return from captivity

(Neh. xi. 26). Being mentioned with Moladah,

Beer-sheba, etc., it was apparently in the extreme

south. It does not, however, occur in the original

lists of Judah and Simeon (Josh, xv., xix.), nor is

there any name in those lists of which this would

be probably a corruption. It is not mentioned

elsewhere. G.

JESH'UAH [Heb. Jeshu'ah] iVWyir,a-ods:

Jesua), a priest in the reign of David (1 Chr

xxiv. 11), the same as Jeshua, No. 2.

JESHU'RUN, and once by mistake in A. V

abniah), Uenadad. and the Levites (17-19), indicates

that Jeshua, the father of Ezer, is the same person as

in the other passages cited.
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JESU'RUN, Is. xliv. 2 d^ltt''; [see infra] :

6 7iyaTrr]fj.evos, once with the addition of 'Icrpa-fiX,

which the Arabic of the Lond. Polyglot adopts to

the exclusion of the former: dilectus, rectissimics),

a symbolical name for Israel in Deut. xxxii. 15,

xxxiii. 5, 2G ; Is. xliv. 2, for which various etyniol-

osjies have been suggested. Of its application to

Israel there seems to be no division of opinion.

The Targum and Peshito Syriac uniformly render

Jeshurun by "Israel." Kimchi (on Is. xliv. 2)

derives it from the root"lt?^, yashar, "to be right

or upright," because Israel was "upright among

the nations;" as D"^"1ffi'1, yeshdrim, "the up-

right" (Num. xxiii. 10; Ps. cxi. 1) is a poetical

appellation of the chosen people, who did that

which was right ("Itt'^H, hay-ydshdr) in the eyes

of Jehovah, in contradistinction from the idolatrous

heathen who did that which was preeuiinently the

evil (3?"3n, hd-r'a), and worshipped false gods.

This seems to have been the view adopted by Aquila,

Symmachus, and Theodotion — who, according to

the account of their version given by Jerome (on

Is. xliv. 2), must have had fvOvs or evdvraTOS—
and by the Vulgate in three passages. Malvenda

(quoted in Poole's Synopsis, Deut. xxxii. 15), tak-

ing the same root, appUes it ironically to Israel.

For the like reason, on the authority of the above-

mentioned Father, the book of Genesis was called

"the book of the just" {ev6euv), as relating to

the histories of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel. The

termination ^^" is either intensive, as the Vulgate

takes it, or an affectionate diminutive (" Fromm-
cheii,''' Hitzig, and Fiirst; '^ LiebUiKj,'" Hendewerk,

and Bunsen). Simonis {Lex. Hebr. s. v., and

Ar'c. Form. N'om. p. 582) connects Jeshurun with

the Arabic root yAAfcJ, yasara, which in the second

conj. signifies " to prosper," and in the 4th " to be

wealthy," and is thus cognate with the Hebrew

"ItfW, dshar, which in Paul signifies " to be
- t' ' ^

blessed." With the intensive termination Jeshu-

run would then denote Israel as supremely happy

or prosperous, and to this signification it must be

allowed the context in Deut. xxxii. 15 points.

Michaelis {Suppl. ad Lex. Heb.) considers it as a

diminutive of Israel, and would read ^^"Iti?"!, yis-

run, contracted from "j^vSntp^, yisreelun. Such

too was the opinion of Grotius and Vitringa, and

of tlie author of the Veneto-Gk. version, who ren-

ders it 'lo-paeAitricos. For this theory, though

supported l)y the weight of Gesenius' authority, it

is scarcely necessary to say there is not the smallest

foundation, either in analogy or probaliility. In

the application of the name Jeshurun to Israel, we

may discover that fondness for a play upon words

of which there are so many examples, and wliich

might be allowed to have some influence in the

selection of the appellation. But to derive the one

from the other is a faricy unworthy of a scholar.

Two other etymologies of the name may be

noticed as showing to what lengths conjecture may
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go when not regulated by any definite principles.

The first of these, which is due to Forster (quoted

by Glassius, Phil. Sacr. Ub. iv. tr. 2), connects it

with ~nE7, shor, " an ox," in consequence of the

allusion in the context of Deut. xxxii. 15 ; the other

with "^^IT, shiir, " to behold," because Israel be-

held the presence of God. W. A. W.

JESFAH (^n*t£^'], i. e. YisshiyaTiu [whom

Jehovah lends] : 'l-qaovvi [Vat. FA. -vet] ; Alex.

Uffia- Jesia). 1. A Korhite, one of the mighty

men, "helpers of the battle," who joined David's

standard at Ziklag during his flight from Saul (1

Chr. xii. 6).

2. (n*t£?V 'lo-ta; [Vat. lereia;] Alex. lecro-io.

)

The second son of Uzziel, the son of Kohath (1

Chr. xxiii. 20). He is the same as Jeshiaii, whose

representative was Zechariah (1 (Jhr. xxiv. 25); but

our translators in the present instance followed the

Vulg., as they have too often done in the case of

proper names.

JESIM'IEL (bST^'^b") [u-hom God sets up

or places] : 'l(Tfj.a^\ ;
[Vat. omits :] Ismld), a

Simeonite, descended from the prolific family of

Shimei, and a prince of his own branch of the tribe,

whom he led against the peaceful Hamites in the

reign of Hezekiah (1 Chr. iv. 36).

JES'SE C^tt?^, i. e. Ishai [perh. strong, Ges.,

or ffift, i.e. of God, Dietr.] : « 'Uffcrai, Joseph,

'letro-oios: Jsai : in the margin of 1 Chr. x. 14,

our translators have given the Vulgate form), the

father of David, and thus the immediate progenitor

of the whole line of the kings of Judah, and ulti-

mately of Christ. He is the only one of his name

who appears in the sacred records. Jesse was the

son of Obed, who again was the fruit of the union

of Boaz and the Jloabitess Kuth. Nor was Ruth's

the only foreign blood that ran in his veins ; for his

great-grandmother was no less a person than Kahab

the Canaanite, of Jericho (Matt. i. 5). Jesse's

genealogy'' is twice given in full in the Old Testa-

ment, namely, Ruth iv. 18-22, and 1 Chr. ii. 5-12.

We there see that, long before David had rendered

his family illustrious, it belonged to the greatest

house of Judah, that of Pharez, through Hezron

his eldest son. One of the links in the descent was

Nahshon (N. T. Naasson), chief man of the tribe

at the critical time of the Flvodus. In the N. T.

the genealogy is also twice given (Matt. i. 3-5;

Luke iii. .32-34).

He is commonly designated as " Jesse the Beth-

lehemite" (1 Sam. xvi. 1, 18). So he is called by

his son David, then fresh from home (xvii. 58);

but his full title is " the liphratliite of Bethlehem

Judah" (xvii. 12). The double expression and the

use of the antique word l^phrathite perliaps imply

that he was one of the oldest families in the place.

He is an "old man " when we first meet with him

(1 Sam. xvii. 12), with eight sons (xvi. 10, xvii. 12),

residing at Bethlehem (xvi. 4, 5). It would appear,

however, from the terms of xvi. 4, 5, and of Josephus

{Ant. vi. 8, § 1), that Jesse was not one of the

" elders " of the town. The few slight glimpses we

can catch of him are soon recalled. According to

« Jerome {Liber tie Nnminihus) gives the strange

interpretation of insula; libnmen.

b This genealogy is embodied in the " Jesse tree

not uufrequentlv to be found in the reredos and east |
tains 25 members of the line, cuhninating in our Lord.

85

windows of English churches. One ol the finest is at

Dorchester, Oxon. The tree springs frrm Jesse, who

is recumbent at the bottom of the window, and con-
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an ancient Jewish tradition, recorded in the Targuni

on 2 Sam. xxi. 19, he was a weaver of the vails of

the sanctuary, but as there is no contradiction,

so there is no corroboration of this in the Bible,

and it is possible that it was suggested by the

occurrence of the word ovfjim, " weavers," in con-

nection with a member of his family. [Jaare-

OuEGiJi.] Jesse's wealth seems to have consisted

of a flock of sheep aiid goats (^S!?, A.V. "sheep"),

which were under the care of David (xvi. 1 1, xvii.

34, 35). Of the produce of this iiock we find him

on two occasions sending the simple presents which

in those days the highest persons were wont to

accept— slices of milk cheese to the captain of the

division of the army in which his sons were serving

(xvii. 18), and a kid to Saul (xvi. 20); with the

accompaniment in each case of parched corn from

the fields of Boaz, loaves of the bread from which

Bethlehem took its very name, and wine from the

vineyards which still enrich the terraces of the hill

below the village.

When David's rupture with Saul had finally

driven him from the court, and he was in the cave

of Adullam, " his brethren and all his father's

house" joined him (xxii. 1). His " brother" (prob-

ably Eliab) is mentioned on a former occasion (xx.

29) as taking the lead in the family. This is no

more than we should expect from Jesse's great age.

David's anxiety at the same period to find a safe

refuge for his parents from the probable vengeance

of Saul is also quite in accordance with their help-

less condition. He took his father and his mother

into the country of Moab, and deposited them with

the king, and there they disappear from our view

in the records of Scripture. But another old Jewish

tradition (Rabboth Seder, SlT'^, 256, col. 2) states

that after David had quitted the hold, his parents

and brothers were put to death by the king of Moab,
so that there remained, besides David, but one

brother, who took refuge with Nahash, king of the

Bene-Amnion.
Who the wife of Jesse was we are not told. His

eight sons will be found displayed under David,
i. 552. The family contained in addition two
female members, Zeruiah and Abigail, but it is

uncertain whether these were Jesse's daughters, for

though they are called the sisters of his sons (1 Chr.

ii. 10 ), yet Abigail is said to have been the daugh-

ter of Nahash (2 Sam. xvii. 25). Of this two

explanations have been proposed. (1.) The Jewish
— that Nahash was another name for Jesse

(.Jerome, Q. Ihhr. on 2 Sam. xvii. 25"). (2.) Pro-

fessor Stanley's— that Jesse's wife had been formerly

wife or concubine to Nahash, possibly the king of

the Ammonites (David, i. 552).

An English reader can hardly fail to remark
how often Jesse is mentioned long after the name
of David had become famous enough to supersede

a This is given also in the Targum to Ruth iv. 22.

" And Obed begat Ishai (Jesse), whose name is Naehash,

becau.se there were not found in him iniquity and cor-

ruption, that he should be delivered into the hand of

the Angel of Death that he should take away his soul

from him ; and he lived many days until was fulfilled

before Jehovah the counsel which the Serpent gave to

Chavrah the wife of Adam, to eat of the tree, of the

firuit of which when they did eat they were able to

discern between good and evil ; and by reason of this

counsel all the inhabiters of the earth became guilty

JESUS THE SON OF SIRACH
that of his obscure and humble parent. While
David was a struggling outlaw, it was natural that

to friend and foe— to Saul, Doeg, and Nabal no
less than to the captains of Jndah and Benjamin—
he should be merely the "son of Jesse" (1 Sam.
xxii. 9, 13; conip. xxiv. 16, xxv. 10; 1 Chr. xii. 18);
but that Jesse's name should be brought forward

in records of so late a date as 1 Chr. xxix. 26, and
Ps. Ixxii. 20, long after the establishment of David's

own house, is certainly worthy of notice.* Espe-

cially is it to be observed that it is in his name—
the " shoot out of the stump of Jesse .... the

root of Jesse which should stand as an ensign to

the people " (Is. xi. 1, 10), that Isaiah announces
the most splendid of his promises, intended to rouse

and cheer the heart of the nation at the time of its

deepest despondency. G.

JES'SUE ('ItjctoCs: Alex. 'Itjo-ouj'; [Aid. 'leo--

ao\]i'-\ Ji-su), a Levite, the same as Jeshua (1 Esdr.

V. 2(3; comp. Ezr. ii. 40).

JE'SU CItjcoDs: Jesti), the same as Jeshua
the Levite, the father of Jozabad (1 Esdr. viii. 63;
see Ezr. viii. 33), also called Jessue, and Jesus.

JES'UI i^W) [even, level] : 'Uo-ov ; Alex.

lecrovi Jessui), the son of Asher, whose descendants

THE Jesuites were numbered in the plains of

Moab at the Jordan of Jericho (Num. xxvi. 44).

He is elsewhere called Isui (Gen. xlvi. 17) and
IsHUAi (1 Chr. vii. 30).

JES'UITES, THE C^ltt'^H : d 'Uffovi [Vat.

-€i] : Jessuitce). A family of the tribe of Asher
(Num. xxvi. 44).

JESU'RUN. [Jeshukun.]

JE'SUS {'lr\<Tovs ' Jesu, .Testis, Josue), the

Greek form of the name Joshua or Jeshua, a con-

traction of Jehoshua (^^IH)'), that is, "help of

Jehovah" or "Saviour" (Num. xiii. 16). [Je-

hoshua.]
1. Joshua the priest, the son of Jehozadak (1

Esdr. V. 5, 8, 24, 48, 56, 68, 70, vi. 2, ix. 19;

Ecclus. xlix. 12). Also called Jeshua. [Jeshua,
No. 4.]

2. (Jesus.) Jeshua the Levite (1 Esdr. v. 58,

ix. 48).

3. Joshua the son of Nun (2 Esdr. vii. 37;

Ecclus. xlvi. 1; 1 Mace. ii. 55; Acts vii. 45; Heb.
iv. 8). [Joshua.]

JE'SUS THE FATHER OF SIRACH.
[Jesus the Son of Sirach.]

JE'SUS THE SON OF SIRACH (irjo-oCj

vlhs ^eipax [Alex. Sipaxl • Jesus Jilius Sirach)

is described in the text of Ecclesiasticus (1. 27) as

the author of that book, which in the LXX., and

generally, except in the Western Church, is called

by his name the Wisdom of Jesus the Son of

of death, and in that iniquity only died Ishai the

righteous."

* * In the phraseology here referred to, the reader

will recognize the taste of the oriental mind, which
delights in a sort of poetic paraphrase. Hence the

frequent phrase, " Son of David,"' " Seed of David,"

etc., as applied to Christ. The son is often designated

by the father's name, as above, where the latter is

known only through such association of his name as

in the address to Barak : " Thou son of Abinoam "

(.ludg. V. 12), and the Saviour's appeal to Peter:
" Simou, sou of Jonas ' (John xxi. 15). S. W.
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Sirach, or simply the Wisdom of Simch (Ec-

CLESiASTicus, § !)• The same passai^e speaks

of him as a native of Jerusalem (Ecclus. /. c); and

the internal character of the book confirms its

Palestinian origin. The name Jesus was of fre-

quent occurrence, and was often represented by tlie

Greek Jason. In the apocryphal list of the Lxxn
commissioners sent by Kleazar to Ptolemy it occurs

twice (Arist. Hist. ap. Hody, De text. p. vii.); but

there is not the slightest ground for connecting the

author of Ecclesiasticus with either of the persons

there mentioned. The various conjectures which

have been made as to the position of the son of

Sirach from the contents of his book; as, for

instance, that he was a priest (from vii. 2!J ft'., xlv.,

xlix., 1.), or a physician (from xxxviii. 1 ff.), are

equally unfounded.

Among the later Jews the " Son of Sirach " was

celebrated under the name of Ben Sira as a writer

of proverbs, and some of those which have been

preserved offer a close resemblance to passages in

Ecclesiasticus [Ecclesiasticus, § 4, vol. i. p. 651,

note n] ; but in the course of time a later com-

pilation was substituted for the original work of

Ben Sira (Zunz, Gottesd. Vorfr. d. Jnden, p. 100

fT.), and tradition has preserved no authentic details

of his person or his life.

The chronological difficulties which have been

raised as to the date of the Son of Sirach have been

already noticed [Ecclesiasticus, § 4], and do

not call for further discussion.

According to the first prologue to the book of

Ecclesiasticus, taken from the Synopsis of the

Pseudo-Athanasius (iv. p. 377, ed. Migne), the

translator of the book bore the same name as the

author of it. If this conjecture were true, a gene-

alogy of the following form would result: 1. Sirach.

2. Jesus, son (father) of Sirach {author of the

book). 3. Sirach. 4. Jesus, son of Sirach (trans-

lator of the book). It is, however, most likely

that the last chapter, " The prayer of Jesus the

son of Sirach " gave occasion to this conjecture.

The prayer was attributed to the translator, and

then the table of succession followed necessarily

from the title attached to it. B. F. W.

JE'SUS ['Irjo-oCj], called JUSTUS W'^t],

a Christian who was with St. Paul at Rome, and

joined him in sending salutations to the Colossians.

He was one of the fellow-workers who were a com-

fort to the Apostle (Col. iv. 11). In the Acta

Sanct. JuH. iv. 67, he is commemorated as bishop

of Eleutheropolis. W. T. B.

* This Jesus or Justus cannot be identical with

the Justus at Corinth (Acts xviii. 7). The one

here mentioned was a Jewish Christian (one " of the

circumcision," Col. iv. 11), but the other a Gentile

who had been a Jewish proselyte ((re/Srf^ecos rhv

0e6v) before he embraced the Gospel. [Justus.]

H.

JE'SUS CHRIST. The name Jesus ('Irjo-oiJs)

signifies Saviour. Its origin is explained above,

and it seems to have been not an uncommon name
among the Jews. It is assigned in the New Testa-

ment (1) to our Lord Jesus Christ, who "saves

His people from their sins" (Matt. i. 21); also

(2) to Joshua the successor of Moses, who brought

the Israelites into the land of promise (Num. xxvii.

18; Acts vii. 4.5; Heb. iv. 8); and (-3) to Jesus

surnamed Justus, a converted Jew, associated with

St. Paul (Col. iv. 11).

The name of Christ (Xpiards from xp'""? ^
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anoint) signifies Anointed. Priests were anointed

amongst the Jews, as their inauguration to their

office (1 Chr. xvi. 22; Ps. cv. 15), and kings .also

(2 Mace. i. 24; Ecclus. xlvi. 19). In the New
Testament the name Christ is used as equivalent

to Messiah (Greek Mfcraias ; Hebrew n''CrM:

John i. 41), the name given to the long promised

Prophet and King whom the Jews had lieen taught

by their prophets to expect ; and therefore = 6

ipxi/J-efos (Acts xix. 4; Matt. xi. 3). The use

of this name as applied to the Lord has alw.ays a

reference to the promises of the Prophets. In Matt,

ii. 4, xi. 2, it is assumed that the Christ when He
should come would live and act in a certain way,

described by the Prophets. So Matt. xxii. 42, xxiii.

10, xxiv. 5, 23: Mark xii. 35, xiii. 21; Luke iii. 15,

XX. 41; John vii. 27, 31, 41, 42, xii. 34, in .all which

pLaces there is a reference to the Messiah as de-

lineated by the Prophets. That they had foretold

that Christ should suffer appears Luke xxiv. 26, 46.

The name of Jesus is the proper name of our Lord,

and that of Christ is added to identify Him with

the promised Messiah. Otlier names are sometimes

added to the names Jesus Christ, or Christ .Tesus

:

thus " Lord" (frequently), "a King" (added as a

kind of explanation of the word Christ, Luke xxiii.

2), " King of Israel " (^Nlark xv. 32), Son of David

(Mark xii. 35; Luke xx. 41), chosen of God (Luke

xxiii. 35).

Remarkable are such expressions as " the Christ

of God " (Luke ii. 26, ix. 20; Rev. xi. 15, xii. 10);

and the phrase ' in Christ," which occurs about

78 times in the Epistles of St. Paul, and is almost

peculiar to them. But the germ of it is to be found

in the words of our Lord Himself, " Abide in me,

and I in you. As the branch caimot bear fruit of

itself, except it abide in the vine, no more can ye,

except ye abide in me" (John xv. 4, .also 5, 6,

7, 9, 10). The idea that all Christian life is not

merely an imitation and following of the Lord, but

a living and constant union with Him, causes the

Apostle to use such expressions as " fallen asleep

in Christ" (1 Cor. xv. 18), "I knew a man in

Christ" (2 Cor. xii. 2), "I spe.ak the truth in

Christ" (1 Tim. ii. 7), and many others. (See

Schleusner's Lexicon ; Wahl's Clavis ; Fritzsche on

St.. Matthew ; De Wette's Commentary ; Schmidt's

Greek Concordance, etc.)

The Life, the Person, and the Work of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ occupy the whole of the

New Testament. Of this threefold subject the

present article includes the first part, namely, the

Life and Teaching; the Person of our Lord will be

treated under the article Son ok God; and His

Work will naturally fall under the word Saviour.

Towards the close of the reign of Ilerod the

Great, arrived that " fullness of time " which God
in His inscrutable wisdom had appointed for the

sending of His Son ; and .lesus was born at Beth-

lehem, to redeem a sinful and ruined world. Ac-

cording to the received chronology, which is in fact

that of Dionysius Exiguus in the 6th century, this

event occurred in the year of Rome 754. But

modern writers, with hardly an exception, believe

that this calculation places tiie nativity some years

too late; although tliey differ as to the amount of

error. Ilerod the Great died, according to .losephus,

in the thirty-seventh vear after he was appointed

king {Ant. 'xvii. 8, §'l: B. J. i. 33, § 8). His

elevation coincides with the consulship of (!In.

Domitius Calvinus .and C. .\sinius I'oUio, and this
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determines the date A. u. c. 714 (Joseph. Ant. xiv.

14, § 5). There is reason to think that in such

calculations Josephus reckons the years from the

month Nisan to the same month; and also that

the death of Herod took place in the beginning of

the thirty-seventh year, or just before the Passover

(Joseph. Ant. xvii. 9, § 3); if then thirty-six com-

])lete years are added they give the year of Herod's

death a. u. C. 750 (see Note on Clironology at the

end of this article). As Jesus was born during

the life of Herod, it follows from these data that

the Nativity took place some time before the month
of April 750, and if it took place only a few months

before Herod's death, then its date would be

four years earlier than the Dionysian reckoning

(Wieseler).

Three other chronological data occur in the

Gospels, but the arguments founded on them are

not conclusive. 1. The Baptism of Jesus was fol-

lowed by a Passover (John ii. 13), at which certain

Jews mention that the restoration of their Temple

had been in progress for forty-six years (ii. 20),

Jesus himself being at this time "about thirty

years of age " (Luke iii. 23). As the date of the

Temple-restoration can be ascertained, it has been

argued from these facts also that the nativity took

jilace at the beginning of A. u. c. 750. But it is

sometimes argued that the words that determine

our Lord's age are not exact enough to ser\e as the

basis for such a calculation. 2. The appearance

of the star to the wise men has been thought likely,

by the aid of astronomy, to determine the date.

But the opinion that the star in the East was a

remarkable conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in

the sign Pisces, is now rejected. Besides the dif-

ficulty of reconciling it with the sacred narrative

(Matt. ii. 9) it would throw back the birth of our

Lord to A. u. c. 747, which is too early. 3.

Zacharias was "a priest of the course of xVbia''

(Luke i. 5), and he was engaged in the duties of

bis course when the birth of John the Baptist was

foretold to him ; and it has been thought possible

to calculate, from the place which the course of

Abia held in the cycle, the precise time of the

Saviour's birth. All these data are discussed below

(p. 1381).

In treating of the Life of Jesus, a perfect record

of the events would be no more than a reproduction

of the four Gospels, and a discussion of those events

would swell to the compass of a voluminous com-
mentary. Neither of these would be appropriate

here, and in tiie present article a brief sketch oidy

of the Life can be attempted, drawn up with a view

to the two remaining articles, on the Son OF Gon
and Savioui:.

'i'he iNIan who was to redeem all men and do

for the human race what no one could do for his

brother, was not born into the world as others are.

The salutation addressed by the Angel to JIary His
mother, "Hail! Thou that art highly favored,"

was the prelude to a pew act of divine creation ; the

first Adam, that sinned, was not born but created:

the second Adam, that restored, was born indeed,

but in supernatural fashion. " The Holy Ghost

shall come upon thee, and tlie power of the Highest

shall overshadow thee; therefore also that holy

thing which shall lie born of thee shall be called

the Son of God " (Luke i. 35). 'Slnry received the

announcement of a miracle, the full ini])ort of which

she could not have understood, with the submis-

sion of one who knew that the message came from

God; and the Angel departed from her. At first.
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her betrothed husband, when he heard from her

what had taken place, doubted her, but a super-

natural communication convinced him other purity,

and he took her to be his wife. Not only was the

approaching birth of Jesus made the subject of

supernatural communications, but that of John the

Baptist the forerunner also. Thus before the birth

of either had actually taken place, a small knot of

persons had been prepared to expect the fulfillment

of the divine promises in the Holy One that should

be born of Mary (Luke i.).

The prophet Micah had foretold (v. 2) that the

future king should be born in Bethlehem of Judaea,

the place where the house of David had its origin;

but Mary dwelt in Nazareth. Augustus, however,

had ordered a general census of the Roman empire,

and although Judoea, not being a province of the

empire, would not necessarily come under such an
order, it was included, probably because the inten-

tion was already conceived of reducing it after a

time to the condition of a province (see Note on
Chronology). That such a census was made we
know from Cassiodorus

(
Var. iii. 52). That in its

application to Palestine it should be made with

reference to Jewish feelings and prejudices, being

carried out no doubt by Herod the Jewish king,

was quite natural; and so Joseph and Mary went

to Bethlehem, the city of David, to be taxed. From
the well-known and nmch-canvassed passage in St.

Luke (ii- 2) it appears that the taxing was not

completed till the time of Quirinus (Cyrenius), some
years later ; and how far it was carried now, cannot

be determined ; all that we learn is that it brought

Joseph, who was of the house of David, from his

home to Bethlehem, where the Lord was born. As
there was no room in the inn, a manger was the

cradle in which Christ the Lord was laid. But
signs were not wanting of the greatness of the event

that seemed so unimportant. Lowly shepherds

were the witnesses of the wonder that accompanied

the lowly Saviour's birth ; an angel proclaimed to

them "good tidings of great joy; " and then the

exceeding joy that was in heaven amongst the angels

about this mystery of love broke through the silence

of night with the words— "Glory to God in the

highest, and on earth peace, good will towards

men" (Luke ii. 8-20). We need not suppose that

these simple men were cherishing in their hearts

the expectation of the Messiah which others had
relinquished; they were chosen from the humble,

as were our Lord's companions afterwards, in order

to show that God " hath chosen the weak things

of the world to confound the things which are

mighty" (1 Cor. i. 26-31), and that the poor and

meek could apprehend the message of salvation to

which kings and priests could turn a deaf ear.

The subject of the Genealogy of our Lord, as

given by St. Matthew and St. Luke, is discussed

fully in another article. [See Genealogy of
Jknus Cur.iST.]

The child Jesus is circumcised in due time, is

Ijrought to the Temple, and the mother makes the

otfering for her purification. That offering wanted

its peculiar meaning in this case, which was an act

of new creation, and not a birth after the common
order of our fallen nature. P>ut the seed of the

new kingdom was to grow undiscernil)ly as yet; no

exemption was claimed by the " highly favored "

mother, and no portent intervened. She made her

humble ofTering like any other Juda\an mother, and

would h.ave gone her way unnoticed; Init here too

God suffered not His beloved Son to be without a
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witness, and Simeon and Anna, taught from God
that the object of their earnest lon(;iiigs was before

them, prophesied of His divine work: tlie one re-

joicing that his eyes had seen tlie salvation of God,

and tlie other speaking of Him " to all that looked

for redemption in Jerusalem " (Luke ii. 28-38).

Thus recognized amongst His own people, the

Saviour was not without witness amongst the

heathen. "Wise men from the East"— that is,

Persian magi of the Zend religion, in which the idea

of a Zoziosh or Redeemer was clearly known —
guided miraculously by a star or meteor created for

the purpose, came and sought out tlie Saviour to

pay him homage. We have said that in the year

747 occurred a remarkable coml)ination of the

planets Jupiter and Saturn, and this is supposed

to be the sign by which the wise men knew that

the birth of some great one had taken place. But,

as has been said, the date does not agree with this

view, and the account of the Evangelist describes a

single star moving before them and guiding their

steps. We must suppose that God saw good to

speak to the magi in their own way: they were

seeking light from the study of the stars, whence
only physical light could be found, and He guided

them to the .Source of spiritual light, to the cradle

of his Sou, l>y a star miraculously made to appear

to them, and to speak intelligiljly to them through

their preconceptions. The offerings which they

brought have tieen regarded as symbolical: the gold

was tribute to a king, the frankincense was for the

use of a priest, and the inyrrh for a body preparing

for the tomb—
" Aurea nascenti fuderunt munera regi,

Thura declare Deo, myrrham tribuere sepulto,"

says Sedulius: but iii a more general view these

were at any rate the offerings made by worshippers,

and in that light must the magi be regarded. The
events connected with the birth of our Lord are

all significant, and here some of the wisest of the

heathen kneel before tlie Redeemer as the first-fruits

of the (ientiles, and as a sign that his dominion

was to be not merely .Jewish, liut as wide as the

whole world. (See Matt. ii. 1-12: iMiinter, Der
Stern der Weheti, Copenhagen, 1827 ; the Com-
mentaries of Alford, Williams, Olshausen, and
Heubner, where the opinions as to the nature of

the star are discussed.

)

A little child made the fjreat Herod quake upon
his throne. When he knew that the magi were

come to hail their King and Lord, and did not

stop at his palace, but passed on to a humbler roof,

and when he found that they would not return to

betray this child to him, he put to death all tlie

children in Betldeliem that were under two years

old. The crime was great: but the number of the

victims, in a little place like Bethlehem, was small

enough to escape speci.il record amongst the wicked

acts of Herod from .Tosephus and other historians,

as it had no political interest. A confused indica-

tion of it, however, is found in Macrobius {Saturn.

ii. 4).

Joseph, warned by a dream, flees to Egypt with

the young child, beyond tlie reach of Herod's arm.

This flight of our Lord from his own land to the

land of darkness and idolatry — a land associated

even to a ]iroverb with all that was liostile to (iod

and his people, impresses on us the reality of his

humiliation. Herod's cup was well nigh full; and
the doom tliat soon overtook him could have arrested

flim then in his bloody attempt; but Jesus, in
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accepting humanity, accepted all its incinents. He
was saved, not by the inter\ention of God, but by
the obedience of .Joseph; and from the storms of

persecution He had to use the common means of

escape (Matt. ii. 13-2.3; Thomas li Keinpis, iii. 15,

and Commentaries). After the death of Herod, in

less than a year, Jesus returned with his parents to

their own land, and went to Nazareth, where they

abode.

Except as to one event the Evangelists are silent

upon the succeeding years of our Lord's life down
to the commencement of his ministry. When He
was twelve years old He was found in the temple,

hearing the doctors and asking them questions

(Luke ii. 40-52). We are shown this one fact that

we may know that at the time when the Jews con-

sidered childhood to be passing into youth, Jesus

was already aware of his mission, and consciously

preparing for it, although years elapsed before its

actual commencement. This fact at once confirms

and illustrates such a general expression as " Jesus

increased in wisdom and stature, and in favor with

God and man " (Luke ii. 52). His public ministry

did not begin with a sudden impulse, but was pre-

pared for by his whole life. The consciousness of

his divine nature and power grew and ripened and
strengthened until the time of his showing unto
Israel.

Thirty years had elapsed from the birth of our

Lord to the opening of his ministry. In that time
great changes had come over the chosen people.

Herod the Great had united under him almost all

the original kingdom of David; after the death of

that prince it was dismembered for ever. Archelaus
succeeded to the kingdom of Judsea, under the title

of Ethnarch; Herod Antipas became tetrarch of

(lalileeaud Persea, and Philip tetrarch of Tracho-

nitis, Gaulonitis, Batantea, and Paiieas. The Em-
peror Augustus promised Archelaus the title of

king, if he should prove worthy; but in the tenth

year of his reign (u. c. 759) he was deposed in

deference to the hostile feelings of the Jews, was
banished to Vienne in Gaul, and from that time
his dominions passed under the direct power of

Rome, being annexed to Syria, and governed by a
procurator. No king nor ethnarch held Juda;a

afterwards, if we except the three years when it was
under Agrippa I. Jlarks are not wanting of the

irritation kept up in the minds of the Jews by the

sight of a foreigner exercising acts of jiower over

the people whom David once ruled. The publicans

(porlitures) who collected tribute for the Roman
empire were everywhere detested ; and as a marked
class is likely to be a degraded one, the Jews saw
everywhere the most despised among the people

exacting from them all, and more than all (Luke
iii. 13), that the foreign tyrant required. Constant

changes were made by the same power in the office

of high priest, perhaps from a necessary policy.

Josephus sa3s that there were twenty-eight high-

priests from the time of Herod to the V>uniing of

the Temple (Ant. xx. 10). The sect of .ludas the

Gaulonite, which protested against paying tribute

to Cfesar, and against bowing the neck to an alien

yoke, expressed a conviction which all Jews shared.

The sense of oppression and wrong would tend to

shape all the hopes of a Messiah, so far as they still

existed, to the conception of a warrior who should

deliver them from a hateful political lioiidage.

It was in the fifteenth year of Tiberius the Em-
peror, reckoning from his joint rule with .Vugustus

(Jan. u. c. 705), and not from his sole rule (.Vug
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V. C. 7G7), that John the Baptist began to teach.

In this year (u. C. 779) Pontius Pilate was pro-

curator of Judaja, the worldly and time-serving

representative of a cruel and imperious master

;

Herod Antipas and Philip still held the tetrarchies

left the)n by their father. Annas and Caiaphas are

both described as holding the office of high-priest;

Annas was deposed by Valerius Gratus in this very

year, and his son-in-law Joseph, called also Caiaphas,

was appointed, after some changes, in his room

;

but .Vnnas seems to have retained after this time

(John xviii. 1.}) much of the authority of the office,

which the two administered together. John the

Baptist, of whom a full account is given below

under his own name, came to preach in the wilder-

ness. He was the last representative of the prophets

of the old covenant ; and his work was twofold —
to enforce repentance and the terrors of the old law,

and to revive the almost forgotten expectation of

the Jlessiah (Matt. iii. 1-10; Mark i. 1-8; Luke
iii. 1-18). Both these objects, which are very

apparent in his preaching, were connected equally

with the coming of Jesus, since the need of a

Saviour from sin is not felt but when sin itself is

felt to be a bondage and a terror. The career of

John seems to have been very short; and it ^las

been asked how such great influence could have

been attained in a short time (Matt. iii. 5). But
his was a powerful nature which soon took posses-

sion of those who came within its reach; and his

success becomes less surjjrising if we assume with

Wieseler that the preaching took place in a sab-

batical year (Baumgarten, Gesdiiclde Jesu, 40).

It is an old controversy whether the baptism of

John was a new institution, or an imitation of the

baptism of proselytes as practiced by the Jews.

But at all events there is no record of such a rite,

conducted in the name of and with reference to a

particular person (.\cts xix. 4), before the ministry

of John. Jesus came to Jordan with the rest to

receive this rite at John's hands; first, in order

that the sacrament by which all were hereafter to

be admitted into his kingdom might not want his

example to justify its use (Matt. iii. 15); next, that

John might have an assurance that his course as

the herald of Christ was now conijJeted by his ap-

pearance (John i. 33); and last, that some pubhc

token might be given that He was indeed the

Anointed of God (Heb. v. 5). A supposed dis-

crepancy between Matt. iii. 14 and John i. 31, 33,

disappears when we remember that from the rela-

tionship between the families of John and our Lord

(Luke i.), John must have known already some-

thing of the power, goodness, and wisdom of Jesus

:

what he did not know was, that this same Jeaus

was the very Messiah for whom he had come to

prepare the world. Our Lord received the rite of

baptism at his servant's hands, and the Father

attested Him by the voice of the Spirit, which also

was seen descending on Him in a visible shape:

" This is my l)eloved Son in whom I am well

pleased" (Matt. iii. 13-17; Mark i. 9-11; Luke
iii. 21, 22).

Immediately after this inauguration of his min-
istry Jesus was led up of the Spirit into the wilder-

ness to be tempted of the Devil (Matt. iv. 1-11;

Mark i. 12,13; Luke iv. 1-13). As the baptism

of our Lord cannot have been for Him the token

of repentance and intended reformation which it

*^as for sinful men, so does our Lord's sinlessness

affect the nature of his temptation; for it was the

txial of one who could not possibly have fallen.
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Tills makes a complete conception of the temptation

impossible for mindswherein temptation is always
associated with the possibility of sin. But whilst

we must be content with an incomplete conception,

we must avoid the wrong conceptions that are often

substituted for it. Some suppose the account be-

fore us to descrilie what takes place in a vision or

ecstasy of our Lord ; so that both the temptation

and its answer arise Irom within. Others think

that the temptation was suggested from within, but
in a state, not of sleep or ecstasy, but of complete

consciousness. (Jthers consider this narrative to

have been a jiarable of our Lord, of which He has

made Himself the suliject. All these suppositions

set aside the historical testimony of the Gospels:

the temptation as there described arose not irom
the sinless mind of the Son of God, where indeed

thoughts of evil could not have harbored, but from
Satan, the enemy of the human race. Nor can it

be supposed that this account is a mere parable,

unless we assume that Matthew and Luke have

wholly misunderstood their Master's meaning. 'J'he

story is that of a fact, hard indeed to be under-

stood, but not to be made easier by explanations

such as would invalidate the only testimony on
which it rests (Heubner's Practical L'omintntary

on Afaftliew).

The three temptations are addressed to tlie three

forms in which the disease of sin makes its appear-

ance on the soul ^ to the solace of sense, and the

love of praise, and the desire of gain (1 John ii.

16). But there is one element conmion to them
all — they are attempts to call up a willful and
wayward spirit in contrast to a patient self-denying

one.

In the first temptation the Redeemer is an
himgered, and when the Devil bids Him, if He be

the Son of God, command that the stones may be

made bread, there would seem to be no great sin

in this use of divine power to overcome the ])ressing

human want. Our Lord's answer is required to

show us where the essence of the temptation lay.

He takes the words of Moses to the children of

Israel (Deut. viii. 3), which mean, not that men
must dispense with bread and feed only on the

study of the divine word, but that our meat and
drink, our food and raiment, are all the ^vork of the

creating hand of God ; and that a sense of dtjnnd-

eiice on (lud is the duty of man. He teUs the

tempter that as the sons of Israel standing in the

wilderness were forced to humble themselves and

to wait upon the hand of God for the bread from

heaven which He gave them, so the Son of Man,
fainting in the wilderness from hunger, will be

humble and will wait upon his Father in hea\en

for the word that shall bring Him food, and will

not be hasty to deliver Himself from that dependent

state, but will wait patiently for the gilts of his

goodness. In the second temptation, it is not prob-

able that they left the wilderness, but that Satan

was allowed to suggest to our Lord's mind the

place, and the marvel that could be wrougiit there.

They stood, as has lieen susr^ested. on the lofty

porch that overhung the A'alley of Kedron, where

the steep side of the valley was added to the height

of the Temple (Joseph. Ani. xv. 11, § 5), and made
a depth that the eye could scarcely have borne to

look down upon. " Cast thyself down " — perform

in the Holy City, in a public place, a wonder that

will at once make all men confess that none but

the Son of God could perform it. A passage

from the 91st Psalm is quoted to give a cobr to
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the argument. Our Lord replies by an allusion

to another text that carries us back again to the

Israelites wandering in the wilderness: " Ye shall

not tempt the Lord your God, as ye tempted Ilini

in Massah " (Deut. vi. 10). Their conduct is more

fully described by the Psalmist as a tempting of

God : " They tempted God in their heart by asking

meat for their lust
;
yea, the}' spake against God

:

they said. Can God furnish a table in the wilder-

ness? Behold he smote the rock that the waters

gushed out, and the streams o\erfliiwed. Can lie

give bread also? Can He provide Hesh for his

people?" (Ps. Ixxviii.) Just parallel was the

temptation here. God has jjrotected Thee so far,

brought Thee up, put his seal upon Thee by man-
ifest proof's of his favor. Can lie do this also

?

Can He send the angels to buoy Thee up in Thy
descent? Can He make the air thick to sustain,

and the earth soft to receive Thee? The appro-

priate answer is, " Tliou shall not tempt the Lord

thy God." In the third temptation it is not

asserted that there is any mountain from which the

eyes of common men can see the world and its

kingdoms at once displayed ; it was with the mental

vision of One who knew all things that these king-

doms and their glory were seen. And Satan has

now begun to discover, if he knew not from the

beginning, that One is here who can become the

King over them all. He says, " All these things

will I give Thee if Thou wilt fall down and worship

me." In St. Luke the words are fuller: " All this

power will I give Thee, and the glory of them, for

that is delivered unto me, and to whomsoever I will

I give it:" but these words are the lie of the

tempter, which he uses to mislead. " Thou art

come to be great— to be a King on the earth ; liut

I am strong, and will resist Thee. Thy followers

shall be imprisoned and slain ; some of them shall

fail away through fear; others shall forsake Thy
cause, loving this present world. Cast in Thy lot

with me; let Thy kingdom be an earthly kingdom,

only the greatest of all— a kingdom such as the

Jews seek to see established on the throne of David.

Worship me by living as the children of this v\'orld

live, and so honoring me in Thy life: then all shall

be Thine." Tiie Lord knows that the tempter is

right in foretelling such trials to Him ; but though

clouds and darkness hang over the path of his min-

istry He nmst work the work of Him that sent

Him, and not another work: He must worship

God and none other. •' Get thee hence, -Satan ; for

it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God,

and Him only shalt thou serve." As regards the

order of the temptations, there are internal marks
that the account of .St. Matthew assigns them their

historical order: St. Luke transposes the t\vo last,

for which various reasons are suggested by com-
mentators (Matt. iv. 1-11; Mark 1^ 12, 13; Luke
iv. 1-13).

Deserting for a time the historical order, we
shall find that the records of this first portion of

his ministry, from the temptation to the transfig-

uration, consist mainly — (1) of miracles, which

prove his divine counnission; (2) of discourses and

parables on the doctrine of " the kingdom of

heaven;" (3) of incidents showing the behavior

of varioiis persons when brought into contact with

our Lord. The two former may require some gen-

eral remarks, the last will unfold themselves with

^he narrative.

1. The Miracles.— The power of working mir-

icles was granted to many under the Old Covenant

:
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Moses (Ex. iii. 20, vii.-xi.) delivered the.jjeople of
Israel from Egypt by means of them; and Joshua,
following in his steps, enjoyed the same power for

the completion of his work (.losh. iii. 1.3-16). Sam-
son (Jndg. XV. 19), Elijah (1 K. xvii. 10, &c.), and
Elisha (2 K. ii.-vi.) possessed the same gift. The
prophets foretold that the Messiah, of whom Moses
was the type, would show signs and wonders as he
had done. Isaiah, in descriliing his kingdom, says
— '• Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened,

and the cars of the deaf shall be unsto]jped. Then
shall the lime man leap as an hart, anil the tongue
of the dumb sing" (xxxv. 5, 0). According to

the same prophet, the Christ was called " to open
the blind eyes, to bring out the prisoners from the

prison, and them that sit in darkness out of the

prison-house" (xlii. 7). And all who looked for

the coming of the Messiah expected that the power
of miracles would be one of the tokens of his com-
mission. When .lohn the Baptist, in his prison,

hcai'd of the works of Jesus, he sent his disciples

to inquire, " Art Thou He that should come (o

eVx^^M^^'os = tlie Messiah), or do we look for an-

other? " Our Lord, in answer to this, only points

to his miracles, leaving to John the inference from
them, that no one could do such works except the

promised One. When our Lord cured a blind and
dumb demoniac, the people, struck with the mira-

cle, said, " Is not this the Son of David? " (Matt.

xii. 23). On another like occasion it was asked,
" When Christ cometh will He do more miracles

than these which this man hath done?" (John yii.

31). So that the expectation that Messiah would
work miracles existed amongst the people, and was
founded on the language of prophecy. Our Lord's

miracles are described in the New Testament by
several names: they are signs (a-riixela), wonders

(repaTa), works {epya, most frequently in St.

John), and mighty works {Svva./j.eii], according to

the point of view from which they are regarded.

They are indeed astonishing works, wrought as

signs of the might and presence of (iod ; and they

are powers or mighty works because they are such
as no power short of the divine could have effected.

But if the object had been merely to work wonders,

without any other aim than to astonish the minds
of the witnesses, the miracles of our Lord would
not have been the best means of producing the

effect, since many of them were wrought for the

good of obscure people, before witnesses chiefly of

the humble and uneducated class, and in the course

of the ordinary life of our Lord, which lay not
amongst those who made it their special business

to inquire into tlie claims of a prophet. When
requests were made for a more striking sign than
those which He had wrought, for " a sign from
heaven" (Luke xi. 16), it was refused. When
the tempter suggested that He should cast Himself
down from the pinnacle of tiie Temple before all

men, the temptation was rejected. The miracles of

our Lord were to be, not wonders merely, but signs;

and not merely signs of preternatural power, but of

tiie scope and character of his mhiistry, and of the

divine nature of his Person. This will be evident

from an examination of those which are more par-

ticularly described in the Gospels. Nearly forty

cases of this kind apjiear; but that they are only

examples taken out of a very great number, the

Evangelists frequently remind us (.John ii. 23;
Matt. viii. 16 and parall. ; iv. 23; xii. 15 and par-

all.; Luke vi. li); Matt. xi. 5; xiii. 58; ix. 35;
xiv. 14, 36 ; xv. 30 ; xix. 2 ; xxi. 14). These cases
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might be classified. There are three instances of

restoration to life, each under peculiar conditions:

the daughter of Jairus was lately dead ; the wid-

ow's son at Nain was being carried out to the

grave; and Lazarus had been four days dead, and
was returning to corruption (Matt. ix. 18; Luke
vii. 11, 12; John xi. 1, &c.). There are about six

cases of demoniac possession, each with its own
circumstances: one in the synagogue at Caper-
naum, wliere tiie unclean spirit bore witness to

Jesus as "the holy one of God " (Mark i. 24); a

second, that of tlie man who dwelt among the

tombs in the country of the Gadarenes, whose
state is so forcibly described by St. Mark (v. 2),

and wlio also bore witness to Him as " the Son of

the Most Higli God ;
" a thii-d, the case of a dumb

man (Alatt. ix. 32); a fourth, that of a youth who
was lirought to Him as He came down from the

Mount of Transfiguration (Matt. xvii. 1.5), and
whom the disciples had vainly tried to heal; a

fifth, that of another dumb man, whom the Jews
thouglit he had liealed " through Beelzebub the

prince of the devils " (Luke xi. 15); and a sixth,

that of the Syro-Fhoenician girl whose mother's

faith was so tenacious (Matt. xv. 22). There are

about seventeen recorded cases of the cure of bodily

sickness, including fever, leprosy, palsy, inveterate

weakness, the maimed limb, the issue of blood of

twelve years' standing, dropsy, blindness, deafne.ss,

and dumbness (John iv. 47; Matt. viii. 2, 14, ix.

2; .John V. 5; Matt. xii. 10, viii. 5, ix. 20, 27;

Mark viii. 22; John ix. 1; Luke xiii. 10, xvii. 11,

xviii. 35, xxii. 51). These three groups of mira-

cles all pertain to one class ; they all brought help

to the sutttiring or sorrowing, and proclaimed what
love the Man that did tliem bore towards the cliil-

dren of men. Tliere is another class, showing a

complete control over the powers of nature ; first by
acts of creative power, as when in the beginning

of his ministry He made the water wine; and when
He fed at one time five thousand, and at anotheri

four, with bread miraculously provided (John ii. 7,

vi. 10; Matt. xv. 32); secondly, by setting aside

natural laws and conditions — now in passing un-

seen through a hostile crowd (Luke iv. 30); now
in procuring miraculous draughts of fishes, when
the fisher's skill had filled (Luke v. 4; John xxi.

6); now in stilling a tempest (Matt. viii. 20); now
in walking to his disciples on the sea (Matt. xiv.

25); now in the transformation of his countenance

by a heavenly light and glory (Matt. xvii. 1); and
again in seeking and finding the shekel for the cus-

tomary tribute to the Temple in the fish's mouth
(Matt. xvii. 27). In a third class of these mira-

cles we find our Lord overawing the wills of men;
as when He twice cleared the Temple of the traders

(John ii. 13; Matt. xxi. 12); and when his look

staggered the officers that came to take Him (John

xviii. 6). And in a fourth subdivision will stand

one miracle only, where his power was used for

destruction— the case of the barren fig-tree (Matt.

xxi. 18). The destruction of the herd of swine

does not properly rank here ; it was a permitted act

of the devils which he cast out, and is no more to

be laid to the account of the Hedeemer than are all

the sicknesses and suflFerings jn the land of the

o The Saviour's miracles are —
In Rii.sing the dead.

I Of love \ In curing mental disease.

In healing the body.
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Jews which He permitted to waste and destroy,

having, as He showed by his miracles, abundant
power to prevent them. All the miracles of thia

latter class show our Lord to be one who wields the

power of God. No one can suspend the laws of

nature save Him who made them: when bread is

wonderfully multiplied, and the fickle sea becomes
a firm floor to walk on, the God of the universe is

working the change, directly or through his deputy.

Very remarkable, as a claim to divine power, is the

mode in which Jesus justified acts of healing on
the Sabbath— "My Father worketh hitherto, and
I work" (John v. 17): which means, "As God
the Father, even on the Sabbath-day, keeps all the

laws of the universe at work, making the planets

roll, and the grass gi'ow, and the animal pulses

beat, so do I my work ; I stand above the law of

the Sabbath, as He does." "

On reviewing all the recorded miracles, we see at

once that they are signs of the nature of Christ's

Person and mission. None of them are done
merely to astonish ; and hardly any of them, even

of those which prove his power more than his love,

but tend directly towards the good of men in

.some way or other. They show how active and
unwearied was his love; they also show the diver-

sity of its operation. Every degree of human
need — from Lazarus now returning to dust—
through tlie palsy that has seized on brain and
nerves, and is almost death — through the leprosy

which, appearing on the skin, was really a subtle

poison that had tainted every drop of blood in the

veins— up to the injury to the particular limb—
received succor from the powerful word of Christ;

audio wrest his buried friend from corruption and
the worm was neither more nor less difficult than

to heal a withered hand or restore to its place an
ear tiiat had l)een cut ofT. And this intimate con-

nection of the miracles with the work of Christ will

explain the fact that Jhiik was in many cases

required as a condition for their performance.

According to the common definition of a miracle,

any one would seem to be a capable witness of its

pei'formance : yet Jesus sometimes refrained from

working wonders before the unbelieving (Mark vi.

5, (i), and sometimes did the work that was asked

of him because of the faith of them that asked it

(Mark vii. 29). The miracles were intended to

attract the witnesses of them to become followers

of Jesus and members of the kingdom of hea\en.

Where faith was already so f:ir fixed on Him as to

believe that He could do miracles, there was the fit

preparation for a faith in higher and heavenly

things. If they knew that He could heal the body,

they only required teaching to enlarge their view

of him into that of a healer of the diseased spirit,

and a giver of true life to those that are dead in

trespasses and sins. On the other hand, where

men's minds were in a state of bitterness and an-

tiigonism against Him, to display miracles before

them would but increase their condemnation. " If

I had not done among them the works which none

other man did, they had not had sin ; but now
have they both seen and hated both Me and my

( In creating.

In destroying.

II. Of powerJ In setting aside the ordinary laws of

I

being.

I
In overawing the opposing wills ofmen.

In the account in the text, the miracles that took

place after the Transfiguration have been included,

for the sake of completeness.
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F&th-r" (John xv. 24). This result was inevita-

ble: in order to offer salvation to those who are to

be saved, the otter must lie heard by some of those

who will reject it. Jliracles then have two pur-

poses — the proximate and subordinate purpose of

doing a work of love to them that need it, and the

higlier purpose of revealing Christ in his own Per-

son and nature as the Son of God and Saviour of

men. Hence the rejection of the demand for a

sign from heaven — for some great celestial phe-

nomenon which all should see and none could

dispute. He refused to give sucli a sign to the

"generation " that asked it: and once He offered

them instead the flvct thit Jonah was a iijpt of

Him as to his burial and resurrection : thus refus-

ing them the kind of sign which they required.

So again, in answer to a similar demand, He said,

" Destroy tliis temple and in three days I will raise

it up " — alluding to his death and resurrection.

It is as thougli He had said, '' All tlie miracles

that I have been working are only intended to call

attention to the one great miracle of My presence

on eartli in the form of a servant. No other kind

of miracle will I work. If you wish for a greater

sign, I refer you to the great miracle about to be

wrought in Me— that of My resurrection." The
Ix)rd's words do not mean that there shall be no

sign ; He is working wonders daily : but that He
will not travel out of the plan He has proposed for

Himself. A sign in the sun and moon and stars

would prove tliat the power of God was there ; but it

would not teach men to understa)id the mission of

God Incarnate, of tlie loving and suffering friend and

brother of men. 'I'lie miracles which He wrouglit

are those liest suited to this purpose; and tliose

who had faith, though but in small measure, were

the fittest to behold them. They knew Him liut

a little; but even to think of Him as a Prophet

who was able to heal their infirmity was a germ of

faith sufKcient to make them fit hearers of his doc-

trine and spectators of His deeds. But those

gained nothing from the Divine work who, unable

to deny the evidence of their eyes and ears, took

refuge in the last argument of malice, " He casteth

out devils through Beelzebub the prince of the

devils."

What is a miracle? A miracle must be either

something done in contravention of all law, or it is

a transgression of all the laws known to us, but

not of some law which further research may dis-

cover for us, or it is a transgression of all natural

laws, whether known now or to be known hereafter,

on account of some higher law whose operation

interferes with them. Only tlie last of these def-

initions could apply to the ( christian miracles. Ciod

having chosen to govern the world by laws, having

impressed on the face of nature in characters not

to be mistaken the great truth that He rules the

universe by law and order, would not adopt in the

kingdom of grace a different plan from that which

in the kingdom of nature He has pursued. If the

seen universe requires a scheme of order, and the

spiritual world is governed without a scheme (so to

speak), by caprice, then the (Jod of Nature appears

to contradict the God of (Jrace. Spinoza has not

failed to make the most of this argument; but he

assails not the true Christian idea of a miracle, Iiut

one which he substitutes for it (
Tract. Tlu-oL

Polit. 6). Nor can the (Jhristian miracles be re-

garded as cases in which the wonder depends on

the anticipation only of some law that is not now
understood, but shall be so hereafter. In the first
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place many of them go beyond, in the aniount of

their operation, all the wildest hopes of the scientific

discoverer. In the second place, the very concep-

tion of a miracle is vitiated by such an explanation.

All distinction in kind between the man who is

somewhat in advance of his age in physical knowl-

edge, and the worker of miracles, would be taken

away; and the miracles of one age, as the steam-

engine, the telegrapii-wire, becoir.e the tools and
toys of the next. It remains then that a miracle

is to be rei;arded as the overruling of some physical

law liy some higlier law that is brought in. We
are invited in tlie Gospels to regard the miracles

not as wonders, but as the wonderful acts of Jesus

of Naz:ireth. They are identified with the work of

redemption. There are even cautions against teach-

ing them separately — against severing them from

their connection with his work. Kye-witnesses of

his miracles were strictly charged to make no report

of them to others (Matt. ix. 30; JIark v. 43, vii.

30). And yet when .lohii the Baptist sent his dis-

ciples to ascertain whether the Messiah were indeed

come or not, the answer they took liack was the

very thing which was forbidden to others — a report

of miracles. The explanation of this seeming con-

tradiction is that wherever a report of the signs and
wonders was likely to be conveyed without a right

conception of the Person of Christ and the kind

of doctrine which He taught, there He suffered not

tne report to lie carried. Now had the nurpose

been to reveal his divine nature onlv. this caution

would not have been needed, nor would faith have

been a needful preliminary for the apprehension of

miracles, nor would the temptations of Satan in

the wilderness have been the cunning snares they

were iiitende;l to he, nor would it have been neces-

sary to refuse the convincing sign from heaven to

the .Jews that asked it. But the part of bis work
to which attention was to be directed in connection

with the miracles, was the mystery of our redemp-
tion by One " who being in the form of God,
thought it not robbery to be equal with God, but

made Himself of no reputation, and took upon Him
the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness

of men : and being found in fashion as a man. He
humbled Himself, and became obedient unto death,

even the death of the Cross" (Phil. ii. 5-8). Very
few are the miracles in which divine power is exer-

cised without a manifest reference to the purpose

of assisting men. He works for the most part as

the Power of God in a state of humiliation for the

good of men. Not insignificant here are the cases

in which He condescends to use means, wholly

inadequate indeed in any other hands than his;

hut still they are a token that He has descended

into the region where means are employed, from

that in which even the spoken word can control

the subservient agents of nature. He laid his hand
upon the patient (Matt. viii. 3, 15, ix. 23, xx. 34;

Luke vii. 14; xxii. 51). He anointed the eyes of

the blind with clay (.lohn ix. (i). He put his finger

into the ear and touched the tongue of the deaf and

dumb sufferer in Decapolis (Mark vii. 3 3, 34). He
treated the blind man at Bethsaida in like fashion

(Mark viii. 23). Even where He fetl the five

thousand and the four. He did not create bread

out of nothing, which would have been as easy for

Him, but much bread out of little: and He looked

up to heaven and blessed the meat as a thankful

man would do (Matt. xiv. 1!); John vi. 11; Matt.

XV. 36). At the grave of Lazarus He lifted up his

eyes and gave thanks that the Father had heard
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Him (John xi. 41, 42), and this great miracle is

accompanied by tears and groanings, that show how
One so mighty to save has truly become a man
with human soul and sympathies. The worker of

the miracles is God become Man ; and as signs of

his Person and work are they to be measured.

Hence, when the question of the credibility of

miracles is discussed, it ought to be preceded by

the question. Is redemption liom the sin of Adam
a probable thing? Is it probable that there are

spiritual laws as well as natural, regulating the

relations between us and the father of our spirits?

Is it probable that, such laws existing, the needs

of men and the goodness of God would lead to an

expression of them, complete or partial, by means

of revelation ? If these questions are all decided

in the affirmative, then Hume's argument against

miracles is already half overthrown. " No testi-

mony," says Hume, " is sufficient to establish a

miracle, unless the testimony be of such a kind

that its falsehood would be more miraculous than

the fact which it endeavors to establish ; and even

in that case there is a mutual destruction of argu-

ments, and the superior only gives us an assurance

suitable to that demise of force which remains after

deducting the inferior" (Ess'iys, \ol. ii. p. 130).

If the Christian miracles are parts of a scheme

which bears other marks of a divine origin, they

point to the existence of a set of spiritual laws with

which Christianity is connected, and of which it is

the expression ; and then the difficulty of believing

them disappears. They are not "against nature,"

but abo\e it; they are not the few caprices of Prov-

idence breaking in upon ages of order, but they are

glimpses of the divine spiritual cosmos permitted to

be seen amidst the laws of the natural world, of

which they take precedence, just as in the physical

world one law can supersede another. And as to

the testimony for them let Paley speak : " If

twelve men, whose probity and good sense I had

long known, should seriously and circumstantially

relate to me an account of a miracle wrought before

their eyes, and in which it was impossible they

should be deceived ; if the governor of the country,

hearing a rumor of this account, should call those

men into his presence, and ofler them a short pro-

posal, either to confess the imposture or submit to

be tied up to a giljbet; if they should refuse with

one voice to acknowledge that there existed any

falsehood or imposture in the case; if this threat

were communicated to them separately, yet with

no different effect; if it was at last executed, if I

myself saw them one after another consenting to

be racked, burnt, or strangled, rather than gi\e up

the truth of their account ; . . . there exists not

a skeptic in the world who would not believe them,

or who would defend such incredulity" {Evidences,

Jnti-oduction, p. 6). In the theory of a " mutual

destruction " of arguments so that the belief in

miracles would represent exactly the balance be-

tween the evidence for and against them, Hume
contradicts the commonest religious, and indeed

worldly, ex])erience; he confounds the state of de-

liberation and examination with that of conviction.

When Thomas the Apostle, who had doubted the

great central miracle of the resurrection, was allowed

to touch the Saviour's wounded side, and in an

access of nndoubting faith exclaimed, " j\Iy Lord,

and my God!" who does not see that at that

moment all the former doubts were wiped out, and

were as though they had never been ? How could

he carry about those doubts or any recollection of
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them, to be a set-off against the comjilete convic-

tion that had succeeded them ? It is so with the

Christian hfe in every case; faith, which is "the
substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things

not seen," could not continue to weigh and balance

evidence for and against the truth ; the conviction

either rises to a perfect moral certainty, or it con-

tinues tainted and worthless as a principle of ac-

tion.

The lapse of time may somewhat alter the aspect

of the evidence for miracles, but it does not weaken
it. It is more difficult (so to speak) to cross-

examine witnesses who delivered their testimony

ages ago; but another kind of evidence has been

gathering strength in successive ages. The miracles

are all consequences and incidents of one great

miracle, the Incarnation; and if the Incarnation is

found true, the rest become highly probable. But
this very doctrine has been thoroughly proved

through all these ages. Nations have adopted it,

and they are the greatest nations of the world.

Men have lived and died in it, have given up their

lives to preach it; have found that it did not dis-

appoint them, but held true under them to the

last. The existence of Christianity itself has be-

come an evidence. It is a phenomenon easy to

understand if we grant the miracle of the Incarna-

tion, but is an effiict without an adequate cause if

that be denied.

Miracles then are offered us in the Gospels, not

as startling violations of the order of nature, but as

consequences of the revelation of Himself made by

Jesus Christ for men's salvation, and as such they

are not violations of order at all, but interferences

of the spiritual order with the natural. They are

abundantly witnessed by earnest and competent

men, who did not aim at any earthly reward for

their teaching ; and they are proofs, together with

his pure life and holy doctrine, that Jesus was the

Son of God. (See Dean Trench On the Mirticles.

an important work: [Mozley, Bainplon Lectures,

186.5; J Haumgarten, Leben Jesu; Paley's Kvi-

deni-ts; Wutlex % Aniiloiiy; Ua.se, Leben Je.tn ; with

the various Commentaries on the New 'i'estament.)

2. T/ie Farables.— In considering the herd's

teaching we turn first to the parables. In all ages

the aid of the imagination has been sought to assist

in the teaching of abstract truth, and that in various

ways: in the parable, where some story of ordinary

doings is made to convey a spiritual meaning, be-

yond what the narrative itself contains, and without

any assertion that the narrative does or does not

present an actual occurrence: in the fable, where

a story, for the most part an impossible one, of

talking beast and reasoning Ijird, is made the vehicle

of some shrewd and prudent lesson of worldly wis-

dom : in the allegory, which is a story with a moral

or spiritual meaning, in which the lesson taught is

so prominent as almost wholly to supersede the

story that clothes it, and the names and actions

are so chosen that no interpreter shall be required

for the application : and lastly, in the proverb,

which is often only a parable or a fable condensed

into a few pithy words [P.U!Ap.le] (Ernesti, Lex.

Tech. Grmciim, under irapafioAT), A6yos, aXAriyo-

p'la; Trench, On the Pdro/jk s ; Alkrd on Matt,

xiii. 1, and other Commentators; Hase, Lebe7i Jesu,

§ 67, 4th ed.; Neander, Leben Jesu, p. 568, foil.).

Nearly fifty parables are preserved in the Gospels,

and they are only selected from a larger number

(Mark iv. 33). Each Evangelist, even St. Mark,

has preserved some that are pecuUar to huuself.
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St. John never uses the word parable, but that of

proverb (Tropoi^t'a), which the other Evangehsts

nowhere employ. In reference to this mode of

teaching, our Lord tells the disciples, " Unto you

it is given to know the mysteries of the kingdom

of God ; but to others in parables, that seeing they

might not see, and hearing they might not under-

stand " (Luke viii. 10); and some have hastily con-

cluded from this that the parable— the clearest of

all modes of teaching— was employed to conceal

knowledge from those who were not susceptible of

it, and that this was its chief purjiose. But it was

chosen not for this negative object, but ibr its

positive advantages in tlie instruction of the dis-

ciples. The nature of the kingdom of heaven was

not understood even by dissiples; liard even to them
were the sayings that described it, and the he.aring

of them caused many to go back and walk no more

with Him (John vi. 6U). If there was any mode
of teaching better suited than another to the pur-

pose of preserving truths for the memory that were

not yet accepted by the heart— for keeping the

seed safe till the time should arrive for the quicken-

ing Spirit to come down and give it growtli — that

mode would be the best suiteil to the peculiar posi-

tion of the disciples. And any means of translating

an abstract thought into sensuous language has

ever been the object of poet and teacher in all

countries. He who can best employ the symbols

of the visible world for the deeper acts of thought

has been the clearest and most successful expositor.

The parable affords just such an instrument as was

required. Who could banish from his mind, when
once understood, the image of the house built on

the sand, as the symbol of the faithless soul uuable

to stand by the trutli in the day of temptation i*

To whom does not the parable of the prodigal son

bring back the thought of God's merciful kindness

towards the erring? But without such striking

images it would have been impossiljle (to use mere
human language) to make known to the disciples

in their half enlightened state the mysteries of faith

in the Son of God as a principle of life, of repent-

ance from sin, and of an assurance of peace and
welcome from the God of mercy. I'-astern teachers

have made this mode of instruction familiar; the

originality of the parables lay not in the method
of teaching by stories, but in the profound and new
truths which the stories taught so aptly. And
Jesus had another purpose in selecting this form

of instruction: He foresaw that many would reject

Him, and on them He woidd not lay a heavier

burden than they needs must bear. He did not

offer theui daily and hourly, in their plainest form,

the grand truths of sin and atonement, of judgment
and heaven and hell, and in so doing multiply

occasions of blaspheming. " Those that were witli-

out " heard the parable; but it was an aimless story

to them if they sought no moral purpose under it,

and a dark saying, passing comprehension, if they

did so seek. When the Lord gathered round Him
those that were willing to be his, and explained to

thein at length the parable and its application

(Matt. xiii. 10-18), then the light thus thrown on

it was not easy to extinguish in their memory.
And amongst those without there was no doubt a

difference; some listened with indifferent, and some
with unbelieving and resisting minds; and of Iwth

minds some remained in their aversion, more or

less active, from the Son of God unto the end, and

some were converted after He was risen. To these

we may suppose that the parables which had rested
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in their memories as vivid pictures, yet silll a dead
letter, so far as moral import is concerned, became
l)y the Holy Spirit, whose business it was to teacli

men all things and to bring all things to their

remembrance (John xiv. 2(j), a quick and powerful

light of truth, lighting up the dark places with a
brightness never again to fade from their eyes.

The parable unapplied is a dark saying ; the parable

explained is the clearest of all teaching. When
language is used in Holy Scripture which would
seem to treat the parables as means of 'concealment

rather than of instruction, it must be taken to refer

to the unexplained parable— to the cypher with-

out the key — the symbol without the interpreta-

tion.

Besides the parables, the more direct teaching of

our Lord is conveyed in many discourses, dispersed

through the Gospels ; of which three may be here

selected as examples, the Sermon on the Mount
(Matt, v.-vii.), the discourse after the feeding of

the five thousand (John vi. 22-05), and the tinal

discourse and prayer which preceded the Passion

(John xiv.-xvii.). These are selected principally

because they mark three distinct periods in the

ministry of Jesus, the opening of it, the principal

change in the tone of its teaching, and the solemn
close.

Notwithstanding the endeavor to establish that

the ISermon on the Mount of St. Matthew is dif-

ferent from the Sermon on the Plain of St. Luke,

the evidence for their being one and the same dis-

course greatly preponderates. If so, then its his-

torical position must be fixed from St. Luke; and
its earlier place in St. JMatthew's Gospel must be

owing to the Evangelist's wish to commence the

account of the ministry of Jesus with a summary
of his teaching; an intention further illustrated by
the mode in which the Evangelist has wrought in

with his report of the discourse several sayings

which St. Luke connects with the various facts

which on different occasions drew them forth (comp.

Luke xiv. 31, xi. So, xvi. 17, xii. 58, 5'J, xvi. 18,

with places in Matt. v. ; also Luke xi. 1-4, xii. 33,

31, xi. 34-30, xvi. 13, xii. 22-31, with places in

Matt. vi. ; also Luke xi. 9-13, xiii. 24, 25-27, with

places in Matt. vii.). Yet this is done without

violence to the comiection and structure of the

whole discourse. JNIatthew, to whom Jesus is e\er

present as the Messiah, the Anointed Prophet of

the chosen people, the successor of Moses, sets at

the head of his ministry the gi\ing of the Christian

law with its bearing on the Jewish. From Luke
we learn that Jesus had gone up into a mountain

to pray, that on the morning following He made
up the number of his twelve Apostles, and soleunily

appointed them, and then descending He stood

upon a level place {Kara^as yuer' auTuv io-rr} iwl

t6itov TteSipov, Luke vi. 17), not necessarily at the

bottom of the mountain, but where the multitude

couki stand round and hear; and t-'ere he taught

them in a solemn address the laws and constitution

of his new kingdom, the kingdom of Heaven. He
tells them who are meet to be citizens of that

heawnly polity, and in so doing rebukes almost

every quality on which the world sets a \aiue. The
poor in spirit, that is the lowly-minded, tiie mourn-

ers and the meek, those who hunger and tiiirst for

righteousness, the merciful, tiie pure, and tlit peace-

makers, are all " blessed," are all possessed of the

temijer which will assort well with that heaveidy

kingdom, in contrast to the proud, the confident,

the great and sur"iessful, whom the world honors.
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(St. Luke adds denunciations of woe to tlie tempers

wbicli are opposed to the Gospel, wliicli St. ]SIattlie\v

omits. ) This novel exordium startles all the hearers,

for it seems to proclaim a new world, new hopes, and

new virtues ; and our Lord then proceeds to meet the

question that rises up in their minds — " If these

dispositions and not a literal obedience to minute

precepts constitute a Christiiin, what then becomes

of the lawV " Answering this tacit objection, the

Lord bids them " think not that I am come to de-

stroy {KaToKiKTat, nholisli ) the law and the prophets,

I am not come to destroy but to fulfill " (irArtpdiaai,

complete, Matt. v. 17). He goes on to tell them

that not one point or letter of the Law was written

in vain ; that what was temporary in it does not

fall away till its pui'pose is answered, what was of

permanent obligation shall ne\er be lost. He then

shows how far more deep and searching a moral

lawgiver He is than was Moses his prototype, who
like Him spoke the mind of God. The eternal

principles which Moses wrote in broad lines, such

as a dull and unspiritual people nuist read, He
applies to deeper seated sins and to all the finer

shades of evil. Murder was denounced by the Law;

but anger and provoking speech are of the same

stock. It is not only murder, but hate, that is the

root of that [joisonous fruit which God abhors.

Hate defiles the very offering that a man makes to

God ; let him leave his gift unoffered, and get the

bate cast out, and not waste his time in an unac-

ceptable sacrifice. Hate will affect the soul fore\er,

if it goes out of the world to meet its .Judge in

that defiling garment: "agree with thine adversary

quickly, whiles thou art in the way with him "

(ver. 25). The act of adultery is deadly, and Moses

forbade it. But to permit the thought of lust to

rest in the heart, to sutt'er the desire to linger there

without combating it {^\4weiv irphs rh iTridufxri-

crat) is of the same nature, and shares the condem-

nation. The breach of an oath (I^v. xix. 12) was

forbidden by the Law; and the rabbinical writei's

had woven a distinction between oaths that were

and oaths that were not binding (Maimonides in

Lightfoot, J/oi: Jhb. ii. p. 127). .Jesus shows that

all oaths, whether they name the Creator or not,

are an appeal to Him, and all are on that account

equally binding. But the need of an oath " cometh

of evil; " the bare asseveration of a (Jhristian should

be as solenm and sacred t« him as the most binding

oath. That this in its simple literal application

would go to abolish all swearing is lieyond a ques-

tion; but tiie I^rd is sketching out a perfect Law
for a perfect kingdom ; and this is not the only

part of the sermon on the Mount which in the

present state of the world cannot be carried out

completely. Men there are on whom a word is less

binding than an oath ; and in Judicial proceedings

the highest test nmst be applied to them to elicit

the truth; therefore an oath must still form part

of a legal process, and a good man may take what

is really kept up t<j control the wicked. Jesus Him-
self did not refuse the oath administered to Him
in the Sanhedrim (Matt. xxvi. 63). And yet the

need of an oath "cometh of evil," for among men
who respect the truth it would add nothing to the

weight of their evidence. Almost the same woidd

apply to the precepts with which our Lord replaces

the much-abused law of retaliation, " An eye for

an eye, and a tooth for a tooth" (Ex. xxi. 24).

To conquer an enemy by submission where he

expected resistance is of the very essence of the

Gospel; it is an exact imitation of our Lord's own
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example, who, when He might have summoned
more than twelve legions of Angels to his aid,

allowed the Jews to revile and slay Him. And yet

it is not possible at once to wipe out from our

social arrangements the principle of retrilmtion.

The robber who takes a coat must not be encouraged

to seize the cloak also; to give to every one that

asks all that he asks would be an encouragement

to sloth and shameless importunity. But yet the

awakened conscience wiU find out a hundred ways

in which the spirit of this precept may be carried

out, even in our imperfect social state; and the

power of this loving policy will be felt by those who
attempt it. Finally, our Lord sums up this portion

of his divine law by words full of sublime wisdom.

To the cramped and confined love of the Kabbis,

" Thou shalt love thy neighbor and hate thine

enemy," He opposes this nobler rule— " Love your

enemies, liless them that curse you, do good to

them that hate you, and pray for them which

despitefully use you, and persecute you, that ye

may be the children of your Father which is in

heaven ; for He maketh his sun to rise on the evil

and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and

on the unjust. . . . Be ye therefore perfect, even a-s

your Father which is in heaven is perfect" (Matt.

V. 44, 4.5, 48). To this part of the sermon, which

St. Luke has not preserved, but which St. Matthew,

writing as it were with his face turned towards his

Jewish countrymen, could not pretermit, succeed

precepts on almsgiving, on prayer, on forgiveness,

on fiisting, on trust in God's providence, and on

tolerance ; all of them tuned to one of two notes

:

that a man's whole nature must be offered to God,

and that it is man's duty to do to others as he

would have them do to him. An earnest appeal on

the difficulty of a godly life, and the worthlessness

of mere profession, cast in the form of a parable,

concludes this wonderful discourse. The ditJerences

between the reports of the two Evangelists are

many. In the former Gospel the sermon occupies

one hundred and seven verses: in the latter, thirty.

The longer report includes the exposition of the

relation of the Gospel to the Law: it also draws

together, as we have seen, some passages which St.

Luke reports elsewhere and in another connection ;

and where the two contain the same matter, that

of Luke is somewhat more compressed. But in

taking account of this, the purpose of St. Matthew

is to be borne in mind : the morality of the Gospel

is to be fully set forth at the beginning of our

Lord's ministry, and especially in its bearing on

the Law as usually received by the Jews, for whose

use especially this Gospel was designed. And when
this discourse is compared with the later examples

to which we shall presently refer, the fact comes out

more distinctly, that we have here the Gode of the

t;hristian Lawgiver, rather than the whole (jospel;

that the standard of Christian duty is here fixed,

but the means for raising men to the le\el where

the observance of such a law is at all possilJe are

not yet pointed out. The hearers learned how
Christians would act and think, and to what degree

of moral purity they would aspire, in the state of

salvation ; but how that state was to be purchased

for them, and conveyed over to them, is not yet

pointed out.

The next example of the teaching of Jesus must

be taken from a later epoch in his ministry. It is

probaljle that the great discourse in John vi. took

place about the time of the Transfiguration, just

before which He began to reveal to the disciples the
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•tory of his sufferings (Matt. xvi. and parallels),

which was tlie special and frequent theme of his

teaching until the end. The effect of his personal

work on the disciples now becomes the prominent

subject. He had taught them that He was the

Christ, and had given them his law, wider and

deeper far than that of Moses. But the objection

to every law applies more strongly the purer .and

higher the law is; and •' how to perform that which

I will " is a question that grows more difficult to

answer as the standard of obedience is raised. It

is that question which our Lord proceeds to answer

here. The feeding of the five thousand had lately

taken place; and from this miracle He preaches yet

a greater, namely, that all spiritual life is imparted

to the disciples from Him, and that they must feed

on Him that their souls may lixe. He can feed

them with something more than manna, even with

Himself; " for the bread of God is He which cometh

down from heaven and giveth life unto the world "

(.John vi. 28-40). The .Jews murmur at this hard

doctrine, and He warns them that it is a kind of

test of those who have been with Him : " No man
can come to Me except the Father which hath sent

Me draw him." He repeats that He is the bread

of life; and they murmur yet more (vers. 41-52).

He presses it on them still more strongly: " Verily,

verily, I say unto you. Except ye eat the flesh of

the Son of Man and drink his blood, ye have no

life in you. Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my
blood hath eternal life; and I will raise him up at

the last day. For my flesh is meat indeed, and

my blood is drink indeed. He that eateth my flesh,

and drinketh my blood, dwelleth in me and I in

him. As the living Father hath sent me, and I

live by the Father, so he that eateth me, even he

shall live by me" (vv. 53-.57). After this dis-

course many of the disciples went back and walked

no more with Him. They could not conceive how
salvation could depend on a condition so strange,

nay, even so revolting. However we may blame

them for their want of confidence in their Teacher,

it is not to be imputed to them as a fault that they

found a doctrine, which in itself is difficult, and

here was clothed in dark and obscure expressions,

beyond the grasp of their understanding at that

time. For that doctrine was, that Christ had taken

our fleshly nature, to suffer in it, and to shed his

blood in it; and that those to whom the benefits

of his atoning death are imparted find it to be

their spiritual food and life, and the condition of

their resurrection to life everlasting.

Whether this passage refers, and in what degree,

to the sacrament of the l^ord's Supper, is a ques-

tion on which commentators have Ijeen much di-

vided, but two observations should in some degree

guide our interpretation : the one, that if the jyii-

mary reference of the discourse had been to the

Lord's Supper, it would have been uttered at the

institution of that rite, and not before, at a time

when the disciples could not possibly make applica-

tion of it to a sacrament of which they had never

even heard ; the other, that the form of sj)eech in

this discourse comes so near that vviiich is used in

instituting the Lord's Supper, that it is impossible

to exclude all reference to that Sacrament. The
Redeemer here alludes to his death, to the body

which shall suft'er on the Cross, and to the blood

which shall be poured out. This great sacrifice is

not oidy to be looked on, but to be believed; and

not only believed, but appropriated to the believer,

to become part of his very heart and life. Faith,
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here as elsewhere, is the means of apprehejJing it,

but when it is once laid hold of, it will be as much
a part of the believer as the food that nourishes the

liody becomes incorporated with the body. In three

passages in the other I'.vangelists, in which our

Lord about this very time prepares them for his

sutt'erings, He connects with the announcement a

warning to the disciples that all who would come
after Him must show the fruit of his death in their

lives (Matt, xvi., Mark viii., Luke ix.). And this

new principle, infused into them by the life and
death of the Kedeomer, by his taking our flesh and
then suff'ering in it (for neither of these is excluded),

is to believers the seed of eternal life. The be-

liever '-hath eternal life; and I will raise him up
at the last day" (John vi. 54). Now the words

of .Jesus in instituting the Lord's Supper come very

near to the expressions in this discourse: " This is

my body which is given for you {uirep vfiuiv) • • •

This cup is the new testament in my blood, which

is shed for you" (Luke xxii. 19, 20). Th.at the

Lord's Supper is a means of applying to us through

faith the fruits of the incarnation and the atone-

ment of ('hrist, is generally admitted ; and if so,

the discourse before us will apply to that sacrament,

not certainly to the exclusion of other means of

appropriating the saving death of Christ, but still

with great force, inasmuch as the Lord's Supper is

the most striking symbol of the application to us

of the Lord's body. Here in a bold figure the dis-

ciples are told that thej' must eat the flesh of Christ

and drink his blood ; whilst in the sacrament the

same figure becomes an act. Here the language is

meant to be general ; and there it finds its most
striking special application, but not its only one.

And the uttering of these words at an epoch that

preceded by some months the fii'st celebration of

the Lord's Supper was prol)ably intended to pre-

clude that special and limited application of it

which would narrow it down to the sacrament only,

and out of which much false and even idolatrous

teaching has grown. (Compare Commentaries of

Alford, Liicke, Meyer, Stier, Heubner, Williams,

Tholuck, and others, on this passage.) It will still

be asked how we are to account for the startling

form in whicli this most profound Gospel-truth was
put before persons to whom it was likely to prove

an offense. The answer is not difficult. Many
had companied with the Lord during the early part

of his ministry, to see his miracles, perhaps to de-

rive some fruit from them, to talk about Him, and

to repeat his sayings, who were quite unfit to go

on as his followers to the end. There was a wide

difference between the two doctrines, that Jesus was

the Christ, and that the Christ must hang upon

the tree, as to their effects on unregenerate and

worldly minds. For the latter they were not pre-

pared : though many of them could possibly accept

the former. Now this discoiu'se belongs to the

time of transition from the easier to the harder

doctrine. And we may suppose that it was meant

to silt the disciples, that the good grain might re-

main in the garner and the ch.aff" be scattered to

the wind. Hence the hard and startling form in

which it was cast; not indeed that this figure of

eating and driidiing in reference to spiritual things

was wholly unknown to .Tewish teachers, for Light-

foot, Schiittgen, and Wetstein, have shown the

contrary. But hard it doubtless was; and if the

condition of discipleship had been that they should

then and there understand what they heard, their

turning back at this time would have been inevit-
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able. But even on the twelve Jesus imposes no

such condition. He only asks them, " Will ye also

go away?" If a beloved teacher says something

which overturns the previous notions of the taught,

and shocks their prejudices, then whether they will

continue by his side to hear him explain further

what they find difficult, or desert him at once,

will depend on the amount of their confidence in

him. Many of the disciples went back and walked

no more with .Jesiis, because their conviction that

He was the Messiah had no real foundation. The
rest remained with Him for the reason so beauti-

fully expressed by Peter: ''Lord, to whom shall

we go '? Thou hast the words of eternal life. And
we believe and are sure that Thou art that Christ,

the Son of the living God" (John vi. 08, 69).

The sin of the faint-hearted followers who now
deserted llim was not that they found this diffi-

cult; but that finding it difficult they had not

confidence enough to wait for light.

The third example of our Lord's discourses

which may be selected is that which closes his

ministry— " Now is the Son of Man glorified, and
God is glorified in Him. If God be glorified in

Him, God shall also glorify Him in Himself, and
shall straightway glorify Him" (John xiii. 31, 3-2).

This great discourse, recorded onl}' by St. John,

extends from the thirteenth to the end of the seven-

teenth chapter. It hardly admits of analysis. It

announces the Saviour's departure in the fulfillment

of his mission ; it imposes the " new commandment "

on the disciples of a special love towards each other

which should be the outward token to the world of

their Christian profession ; it consoles them with

the promise of the Comforter who should be to

them instead of the Saviour; it tells them all that

He should do for them, tesiching them, reminding

them, reproving the world and guiding the disciples

into all truth. It offers them, instead of the bodily

presence of their beloved Master, free access to the

throne of his Father, and spiritual blessings such

as they had not known before. Finally, it cul-

minates in that sublime prayer (ch. xvii.) by which

the High-priest as it were consecrates Himself the

victim ; and so doing, prays for tliose who shall

hold f;vst and keep the benefits of that sacrifice,

offered for the whole world, whether his disciples

already, or to be brought to Him thereafter by the

ministry of Apostles. He wills that they shall be

with Him and behold his glory. He recognizes

the righteousness of the Father in the plan of sal-

vation, and in the result produced to the disciples;

in whom that highest and purest love wherewith

the Father loved the Son shall be present, and with

and in that love the Son Himself shall be present

with them. " With this elevated thought," says

Olshausen, "the Kedeenier concludes his prayer

for the disciples, and in them for the Church
through all ages. He has compressed into the last

moments given Him for intercourse with his own
the most sublime and glorious sentiments ever

uttered by human lips. Hardly has the sound of

the last word died away when Jesus passes with

his disciples over the brook Kedron to Gethsemane;

and the Iiitter conflict draws on. The seed of the

new world must be sown in death that thence life

may spring up."

These three discourses are examples of the Sav-

iour's teaching— of its progressive character from

the opening of his ministry to the close. The first

exhibits his practical precepts as Lawgiver of his

people ; the second, an exposition of the need of his
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sacrifice, but addressed to the world without, and
intended to try them rather than to attract ; and
the third, where Christ, the Lawgiver and tlie High-
priest, stands before God as the Son of God, and
speaks to Him of his inmost counsels, as one who
had known them from the beginning. 'J'hey will

serve as illustrations of the course of his doctrine;

whilst others will be mentioned in the narrative as

it proceeds.

77(6 !:<cene of the Lord's Ministry.— As to the

scene of the ministry of Christ, no less than as to

its duration, the three Evangelists seem at first

sight to be at variance with the fourth. Alatthew,

Mark, and Luke record only our Lord's doings in

Galilee; if we ])ut aside a few days before the Pas-

sion, we find that they never mention his visiting

Jerusalem. John, on tlie other hand, whilst he
records some acts in Galilee, devotes the chief part

of his Gospel to the transactions in Judaea. But
when the supplemental character of John's Gospel
is borne in mind there is little difficulty in explain-

ing this. The three Evangelists do not profess to

give a chronology of the ministrj', but rather a

picture of it: notes of time are not frequent in

their narrative. And as they chiefly confined them-
selves to Galilee, where the Redeemer's chief acts

were done, they might naturally omit to mention
the feasts, which being passed by our Lord at Jeru-

salem, added nothing to the materials for his Gal-

ilean ministry. John, on the other hand, writing

later, and giving an account of the Bedeemer's

life which is still less complete as a history (for

more than one half of the fourth Gospel is occupied

with the last three months of the mi)jistry, and
seven chapters out of twenty-one are filled with

the account of the few days of the I'assion), vindi-

cates his historical claim by supplying several pre-

cise notes of time: in the occurrences after the

baptism of Jesus, days and even hours are speci-

fied (i. 29, 3.5, 39, 43, ii. 1); the first miracle is

mentioned, and the time at which it was \vrought

(ii. 1-11). He mentions not only the Passovers

(ii. 13, 23; vi. 4; xiii. 1, and perhaps v. 1), but

also the feast of Tabernacles (vii. 2) and of Dedi-

cation (x. 22); and thus it is ordered that the

Evangelist who goes over the least part of the

ground of our Lord's ministry is yet the .same who
fixes for us its duration, and enables us to arrange

the facts of the rest more exactly in their historical

places. It is true that the three Ciospels record

chiefly the occurrences in Galilee: but there is evi-

dence in them that labors were wrought in Judaea.

Frequent teaching in Jerusalem is implied in the

Lord's lamentation over the lost city (Matt, xxiii.

37). The appearance in Galilee of scribes and
Pharisees and others from Jerusalem (Matt. iv. 25,

XV. 1) would be best explained on the supposition

that their eimiitj- had been excited against Him
during visits to Jerusalem. The intimacy with

the family of Lazarus (Luke. x. 38 ft".), and the

attachment of Joseph of Arimathtea to the Lord

(Matt, xxvii. 57), would imply, most probably,

frequent visits to Jerusalem. But why was Galilee

chosen as the principal scene of the ministry?

The question is not easy to answer. The prophet

would resort to the Temple of God ; the King of

the Jews would go to his own royal city; the

Teacher of the chosen people would preach in the

midst of them. But their hostility prevented it.

The Saviour, who, accepting all the infirmities of

"the form of a servant," which He had taken, fled

in his childhood to Egypt, betakes Himself to Gal-
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ilee to avoid Jewish hatred and machinations, and

lays the foundations of his church amid a people

of impure and despised race. To Jerusalem He
comes occasionally, to teach and suffer persecution,

and finally to die: " for it cannot be that a prophet

perish out of Jerusalem" (Luke xiii. 33). It was

upon the first outbreak of persecution against Him
that He left Judaea : " When Jesus had heard that

John was cast into prison. He departed into Gal-

ilee " (Matt. iv. 12 ). And that this persecution

aimed at Him also we gather from St. John
" When therefore the Lord knew how that the

Pharisees had heard that Jesus made and baptized

more disciples than .John ... He left Judiea and

departed into Galilee" (iv. 1, 3). If the light of

the Sun of Righteousness shone on the Jews hence-

forward from the far-off shores of the Galilean lake,

it was because they had refused and abhoi-red that

Duration of the Miriistri/. — It is impossible to

determine exactly from the Gospels the number of

years during which the Redeemer exercised his

ministry before the Passion ; but the doubt lies

between two and three; for the opinion, adopted

from an interpretation of Isaiah Ixi. 2 by more than

one of the ancients, that it lasted only one jear,

cannot be borne out (Euseb. iii. 24; Clem. Alex

Strom, lib. i. c. 21 ; Origen, Princ. iv. 5). The data

are to be drawn from St. John. This Evangelist

mentions six feasts, at five of which Jesus was pres-

ent; the Passover that followed his baptism (ii. 13);
" a feast of the Jews " {eoprri without the article,

V. 1), a Passover during which Jesus remained in

Galilee (vi. 4); the feast of Tabernacles to which
the Lord went up privately (vii. 2); the feast of

Dedication (x. 22); and lastly the feast of Pass-

over, at which He suffered (xii., xiii.). There are

certainly three Passovers, and it is possible that

"a feast" (v. 1) may be a fourth. Upon this

possibility the question turns. Liicke in his Com-
mentary (vol. ii. p. 1), in collecting with great

research the various opinions on this place, is un-

able to arrive at any definite conclusion upon it,

and leaves it unsolved. But if this feast is not a

Passover, then no Passover is mentioned by John
between, the first (ii. 13), and that which is spoken

of in the sixth chapter; and the time between

those two must be assumed to be a single year

only. Now, although the record of John of this

period contains but few facts, yet when all the

Evangelists are compared, the amount of labor

compressed into this single year would be too much
for its compass. The time during which Jesus

was baptizing (by his disciples) near the Jordan

was probably considerable, and lasted till John's

imprisonment (.lohn iii. 22-36, and see below).

The circuit round Galilee, mentioned in Jlatt. iv.

23-2.5, was a missionary journey through a country

of considerable population, and containing two
hundred towns ; and this would occupy some time.

But another such journey, of the most comprehen-

sive kind, is undertaken in the same year (Luke

viii. 1), in which He "went throughout every city

and village." And a third circuit of the same
kind, and equally general (Matt. ix. 3.5-38), would

close the same year. Is it at all probable that

Jesus, after spending a considerable time in Juchva,

would be able to make three circuits of (ialilee in

the remauider of the year, preaching and doing
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• « The article Is inserted in many manuscripts, in-

eluding the Siuaitic, and this reading is adopted by

wonders in the various places to which Hftxame?
This would be more likely if the journeys were
hurried and partial; but all three are spoken of as

though they were the very opposite. It is, to say the
least, easier to suppose that the " feast " (John v.

1) was a Passover, dividing the time into two, and
throwing two of these circuits into the second year

of the ministry; provided there be nothing to make
this interpretation improbable in itself. The words
are, '' After this there was a feast of the Jews; and
Jesus went up to Jerusalem." These two facts

are meant as cause and etiijct; the feast caused the

visit. If so, it was probably one of the three feasts

at which the Jews were expected to appear before

God at Jerusalem. Was it the Passover, the Pen-
tecost, or the Feast of Tabernacles V In the pre-

ceding chapter the Passover has been spoken of as

"the feast" (ver. 45); and if another feast were

meant here the name of it would have been added,

as in vii. 2, x. 22. The omission of the article is

not decisive," for it occurs in other cases where the

Passover is certainly intended (Matt, xxvii. 15;
Mark xv. 6 ) ; nor is it clear that the Passover was
called the feast, as the most eminent, although the

Feast of Tabernacles was sometimes so described.

All that the omission could prove would be that

the Evangelist did not think it needful to describe

the feast more precisely. The words in John iv.

35, " There are yet four months and then cometh
harvest," would agree with this, for the barley har-

\est began on the ItJth Nisau, and reckoning back
four months would bring this conversation to the

beginning of December, i. e. the middle of Kisleu.

If it be granted that our Lord is here merely quot-

ing a connnon form of speech (Alford), still it is

more likely that He would use one appropriate to

the time at which He was speaking. And if these

words were uttered in December, the next of the

three great feasts occurring would be the Passover.

The shortness of the interval between v. 1 and vi.

4, would afford an objection, if it were not for the

scantiness of historical details in the early part of

the ministry in St. John: from the other Evan-
gelists it appears that two great journeys might
have to be included between these verses. Upon
the whole, though there is nothing that amounts
to proof, it is probable that there were four Pass-

overs, and consequently that our Lord's ministry

lasted somewhat more than three years, the " be-

ginning of miracles " (John ii.) having been wTought
before the first Passover. On data of calculation

that have already been mentioned, the year of the

first of these Passovers was u. c. 780, and the

Baptism of our Lord took place either in the begin-

ning of that year or the end of the year iireoeding.

I'he ministry of John the Baptist began in u. c.

779. (See Commentaries on John v. 1, especially

Kuiniil and Liicke. Also Winer, Jienlwdrier/mch,

Art. Jesus Christ ; Greswell, Dissertations, vol. i.

Diss. 4, vol. ii. Diss. 22.)

After this sketch of the means, the scene, and
the duration of the Savioiu-'s ministry, the his-

torical order of the events may be followed without

interruption.

Our Ix)rd has now passed through the ordeal of

temptation, and his ministry is begun. At Beth-

abara, to which He returns, disciples begin to be

drawn towards Him; Andrew and another, prob-

ably John, the sole narrator of the fact, see .lesus,

Tischendorf in the 2d ed. of his Synopsis Evangelica

(1864). ~A.
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and hear the Baptist's testimony concerning Him.
Andrew brings Simon Peter to see Him also; and
He receives from the Lord the name of Cephas.

Then Philip and Nathanael are brought into con-

tact with our Lord. All these reappear as Apostles,

if Nathanael be, as has often been supposed, the

same as Jjartholomew ; but the time of their calling

to that office was not yet. But that their minds,
even at tliis early time, were wrought upon by the

expectation of the Messiah appears by the confes-

sion of Nathanael :
" J'hou art the Son of God

;

Thou art the King of Israel" (John i. 35-51).

The two disciples last named saw Him as He was
about to set out for Gahlee, on the third day of his

sojourn at Bethaliara. The third day « after this

interview Jesus is at Cana in Galilee, and works
his first miracle, by making the water wine (John
i. 29, 35, 43; ii. 1). All these particulars are sup-

plied from the fourth Gospel, and come in between

the 11th and 12th verses of the 4th chapter of St.

Matthew. They show that our Lord left Galilee

expressly to be baptized and to suflfer temptation,

and returned to his own country when these were
accomplished. He now betakes Himself to Caper-

naum, and after a sojourn there of " not many
days," sets out for Jerusalem to the Passo\er, which
was to be tlie beginning of his ministry in Juda;a

(John ii. 12, 13).

The cleansing of the Temple is associated by St.

John with this first Passover (ii. 12-22), and a
similar cleansing is assigned to the last Passover

by the other l">\angelists. These two cannot be

confounded without throwing discredit on the his-

torical character of one narrative or the other ; the

notes of time are too precise. But a host of inter-

preters have pointed out the ])robability that an
action symbolical of the power and authority of

Messiah should be twice performed, at the opening

of the ministry and at its close. The expulsion of

the traders was not likely to produce a permanent
effect, and at the end of three years Jesus found
the tumult and the traffic defiling the court of the

Temple as they had done when He visited it before.

Besides the difference of time, the narrative of St.

John is by no means identical with those of the

others; he mentions that Jesus made a scourge of

small cords ((ppayeWioi' e/c arxotvicov, ii- 15) as a
symbol— we need not prove that it could be no
more— of his power to punish; that here He cen-

sured them for making the Temple " a house of

merchandise," whilst at the last cleansing it was
pronounced "a den of thieves," with a distinct

reference to the two passages of Isaiah and Jeremiah
(Is. Ivi. 7; Jer. vii. 11). Writers like Strauss would
persuade us tliat " tact and good sense " would pre-

vent the Bedeemer from attempting such a violent

measure at the beginning of his ministry, before

his authority was admitted. The aptness and the

greatness of the occasion have no weight with such
critics. The usual sacrifices of the law of Jehovah,

and the usual half-shekel paid for tribute to the

Temple, the very means that were appointed by
God to remind them that they were a consecrated

people, were made an excuse for secularizing even
the Temple; and in its holy precincts all the busi-

ness of the world went on. It was a time when
" the zeal of God's house " might well supersede

the " tact " on which the German philosopher lays

stress ; and Jesus failed not in the zeal, nor did the

* a This third day may be reckoned from different

points. [Beihabara, Amer. ed.] H.
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accusing consciences of the traders fail to justify it,

for at the rebuke of one man tliey retreated from

the scene of their gains. Their hearts told them,

even though they had been long immersed in hard-

ening traffic, that the house of God could belong

to none other but God ; and when a Propiiet

claimed it for Him, conscience dejirived them of

the power to resist. Immediately after this, the

Jews asked of Him a sign or proof of his right to

exercise tiiis authority. He answered them by a

promise of a sign by which He would hereafter

confirm his mission, " Destroy this Temple and in

three days I will raise it up " (John ii. I'J), allud-

ing, as the Evangelist explains, to his resurrection.

But why is the name of the building before them
applied by our Lord so darkly to Himself V There

is doubtless a hidden reference to the Temple as a

type of the Church, which Christ by his death and
resurrection would found and raise up. He who
has cleared of liuyers and sellers the courts of a

perishable Temple made with hands, will prove

heretifler that He is the Founder of an eternal

Temple made without hands, and your destroying

act shall be the cause. The reply was indeed ob-

scure; but it was meant as a refusal of their

demand, and to the disciples afterwards it became
abundantly clear. At the time of the Passion this

saying was brought against Him, in a perverted

form— " At the last came two false witnesses, and

said. This fellow said, I am able to destroy the

temple of God, and to build it in three days"
(^latt. xxvi. Gl). They hardly knew perhaps how
utterly false a small alteration in the tale had made
it. They wanted to hold him up as one who dared

to think of the destruction of the Teniple; and to

change " destroy " into " I can destroy," might

seem no great violence to do to the truth. But
those words contained not a mere circumstance but

the very essence of the saying, " you are the de-

stroyers of the Temple; you that were polluting it

now by turning it into a market-place shall destroy

it, and also your city, by staining its stones with my
blood." Jesus came not to destroy the Temple but

to widen its foundations; not to destroy the law

but to complete it (Matt. v. 17). Two syllables

changed their testimony into a lie.

The visit of Nicodemus to Jesus took place about

this first Passover. It implies that our Lord had

done more at Jerusalem than is recorded of Him
even by John ; since we have here a Master of

Israel (.lohn iii. 10), a member of the Sanhedrim

(John vii. 50), expressing his belief in Him, although

too timid at this time to make an open profession.

The olject of the visit, though not directly stated,

is still clear: he was one of the better Pharisees,

who were expecting the kingdom of iSIessiah, and

having seen the miracles that Jesus did, be came

to inquire more fully about these signs of its ap-

proach. This indicates the connection lietween the

remark of Nicodemus and the Lord's reply: " You
recognize these miracles as signs of the kingdom

of God ; verily I say unto you, no one can truly see

and know the kingdom of God, unless he be born

again (cifccBey, from above ; see Lightfoot, Hor.

IJehr. in lac, vol. iv.). The visitor boasted the

blood of Abraham, and expected to stand high in

the new kingdom in virtue of that birthright. He
did not wish to surrender it, and set his hopes

upon some other birth (comp. Matt. iii. 9); and

there is something of willfulness in the question—
" How can a man be born when he is old? "' (ver.

4). Our Lord again insists on the necessity of the
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renewed heart, in hira who would be admitted to

the liingdom of lieaven. The new birth is real

though it is unseen, like the wind wliich blows

hither and tliither though the eye cannot watch it

save in its etfects. Even so the Spirit sways the

heart towards good, carries it away towards heaven,

brings over the soul at one time the cloud, at an-

other the sunny weather. The sound of Him is

heard in the soul, now as the eager east wind bring-

ing pain and remorse; now l)reathing over it the

soft breath of consolation. In all this He is as

powerful as the wind ; and as unseen is the mode

of his operations. For the new birth, of water and

of the Holy Ghost, without which none can come

to God, faith in the Son of God is needed (ver. 18);

and as implied in that, the renouncing of those evil

deeds that blind the eyes to the truth (vv. 19, 20).

It has been well said that this discourse contains

the whole Gospel in epitome ; there is the kingdom

of grace into which God will receive those who have

offended Him, the new truth which God the Holy

Spirit will write in all those who seek the kingdom

;

and God the Son crucified and slain that all who
would be saved may look on Him when He is lifted

up, and find health thereby. The three Persons

of the Trinity are all Ijefore us carrying out the

scheme of man's salvation. If it be asked how
Nicodenuis, so timid and half-hearted as yet, was

allowed to hear thus early in the ministry what our

Lord kept liack even from his disciples till near the

end of it, the answer must be, that, wise as it was

to keep bade from the gener.al body of the hearers

the doctrine of the Crucifixion, the Physician of

souls would treat each case with the medicine that

it most required. Nicodemus was an inquiring

spirit, ready to believe all the Gospel, but for his

Jewish prejudices and his social position. He was

one whom even the shadow of the Cross would not

estrange; and tlie Lord knew it, and laid open to

hira all the scheme of salvation. Not in vain. The
tradition, indeed, may not be tlioroughly certain,

which reports his open conversion and his baptism

by Peter and John (Phot. Biblioth. Cod. 171).

But three years after this conversation, when all

the disciples have been scattered by the death of

Jesus, he comes forward with Joseph of Arimathaja,

at no little risk, although with a kind of secrecy

still, to perform the last offices for the oNIaster to

whom his soul cleaves (John xix. 39).

After a sojourn at Jerusalem of uncertain dura-

tion, Jesus went to the Jordan with his disciples;

and they there baptized in his name. The liaptist

was now at ^Enon near Salim; and the jealousy of

his disciples against Jesus drew from John an
' avowal of his position, which is remarkable for its

humility (John iii. 27-30), " A man can receive

nothing except it be given him from heaven. Ye
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« * We have the data, on the whole, for a probable

conclusion in regard to this question. If the Saviour

passed through Siiraaria near the end of November or

the beginning of December (about 4 months liefore the

time of harvest) he must have spent the interval be-

tween the Passover and that time (John ii. 13 and iv.

35) at Jerusalem and in Judsea, /. c, about 8 months.

Of course there is some doubt whether in speaking of

the interval between .sowing and reaping as " four

uiontlis " lie employed the language of a proverb

merely, or meant that this was the actual time to

elapse before the fields around them just sown would
yieli* a harvest. Even if such a prov('rb wa,s in use

(whicu lias not been shown) his availing Himself of it

would be the more significant if the 4 mouths of the

86

yourselves bear me witness, that I said, I am not

the ('hrist, but that I have been sent l)efore Ilim.

He that hath the bride is the l)ridegrooin ; but the

friend of the bridegroom, which standeth and heareth

him, rejoiceth greatly because of tiie bridegroom's

voice: this my joy therefore is fulfilled. He nmst
increase, but I must decrease." The speaker is one

who has hitherto eiyoyed the highest honor and
])opularity, a prophet extolled by all the people.

Before the Sun of Righteousness his reflected light

is turning pale ; it shall soon be extinguished. Yet
no word of reluctance, or of attempt to cling to a

temporary and departing greatness, escapes him.
" He nuist increase, but I must decrease." It had
been the same before; when the Sanhedrim sent to

inquire about him he claimed to be no more than
" the voice of One crying in the wilderness. Make
straight the way of the Lord, as said the prophet

Esaias" (John i. 23); there was one " who coming
after me is preferred before me, whose shoe's latchet

I am not worthy to unloose" (i. 27). Strauss

thinks this height of self-renunciation beautiful, bul

impossible {Laben Jesu, ii. 1, § 46); but what divine

influence had worked in the Baptist's spirit, adorn-

ing that once rugged nature with the grace of

humility, we do not admit that Dr. Strauss is in a
position to measure.

How long this sojourn in Judaea lasted is uncer-

tain." But in order to reconcile John iv. 1 with

Matt. iv. 12, we must suppose that it was much
longer than the " twenty-six or twenty-seven" days,

to which the learned Mr. Greswell upon mere con-

jecture would limit it. From the two passages

together it would seem that John was after a short

time cast into prison (Matt.), and that Jesus, seeing

that the enmity directed against the Baptist would
now assail Him, because of the increasing success

of his ministry (John), resolved to withdraw from
its reach.

In the way to Galilee Jesus passed by the shortest

route, through Samaria. This country, peopled by
men from five districts, whom the king of Assyria

had planted there in the time of Hoshea (2 K.
xvii. 2-t, ifec), and by the residue of the ten tribes

that was left behind from the Captivity, had once

abounded in idolatry, though latterly faith in the

true God had gained ground. The Samaritans

even claimed to share with the people of Juda?a the

restoration of the Temple at Jerusalem, and were

repulsed (Ezra iv. 1-3). In the time of our Lord
they were hated by the -lews even more than if they

had been Gentiles. Their corrupt worsliip was a

shadow of the true ; tlieir temple on Gerizim was a

rival to that which adorned the hill of Zion. " He
that eats bread from the hand of a Samaritan,"

says a Jewish writer, "is as one that eats swine's

flesh." Yet even in Samaria were soiUs to be saved;

proverb happened on this occasion to coincide with

the season of the year.

It may be added that so prolonged a sojourn of the

Saviour in Judaea at this time accounts be.^t for his

having so many friends and followers in that province

who are mentioned quit* abruptly in the later parts

of the history. The Bethany family (John xi. 1 IT.),

the owner of the guest-chamber (Luke xxii. 10 ff.), the

owner of Gethsemane (which must have belonged to

some one friendly to Him), Joseph of Arimathiea(rjuke

xxiii. 50), and others (Luke xix. 33 ft.), are examples

of this discipleship, more or less intimate, the origin

of which presupposes some such sojourn in Judnea at

this early period of Christ's ministry. U.
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and Jesus would not sliake off even that dust from

his feet. He came in his journey to Sichem, which
the Jews in mockery had changed to Sychar, to

indicate that its jjeople were drunkards (Lightfoot),

^ or that they followed idols (~'i7.t?5 Reland, see Hab.

ii. 18). Wearied and athirst He sat on the side

of Jacob's well. A woman from the neighboring

town came to draw from the well, and was aston-

ished that a Jew should address her as a neighbor,

with a request for water. The conversation that

ensued might be taken for an example of the mode
in which Christ leads to Himself the souls of men.
The awakening of her attention to the privilege she

is enjoying in conmiuniiig with Him (John iv. 10-

15); the self-knowledge and self-conviction which

He arouses (vv. 15-19), and which whilst it pains

does not repel ; the complete revelation of Himself,

which she cannot but believe (vv. 19-29), are effects

that He has wrought in many another case. The
woman's lightness and security, until she finds her-

self in the presence of a Prophet, who knows all

her past sins; her readiness aftej"wards to enter on

a religious question, which perhaps had often been

revolved in her mind in a worldly and careless way,

are so natural that they are almost enough of them-

selves to establish the historical character of the

account.

In this remarkable dialogue are many things to

ponder over. The living water which Christ would

give; the announcement of a change in the worship

of Jew and Samaritan; lastly, the confession that

He who speaks is truly the Messiah, are all note-

worthy. The open avowal that He is the Messiah,

made to the daughter of an abhorred people, is

accounted for if we rememlier that this was the

first and last time when He taught personally in

Samaria, and that the woman showed a special

fitness to receive it, for she expected in the Christ

a spiritual teacher, not a temporal prince :
" When

He is come He will tell us all things" (ver. 25).

The very absence of national pride, which so beset

the Jews, preserved in her a right conception of the

Christ. Had she thought— had she said, "When
He is come He will restore the kingdom to Israel,

and set his followers in high places, on his right

and on his left," then He could not have answered,

as now, " I that speak unto thee am He." The
words would have con\eyed a falsehood to her.

The Samaritans came out to Him on the report of

the woman ; they heard Him and believed : " We
have heard Him ourselves, and know that this is

indeed the Christ, the Saviour of the world " (ver.

42). ^\'as this great grace thrown away upon them ?

Did it abide by them, or was it lost ? In the ])er-

secution that arose about Stephen, Philip " went
down to a city of Samaria (not " the city," as in

the English version), and preached Christ unto

them" (Acts viii. 5). We dare not pronounce as

certain that this city was Sychar: but the readi-

ness of the Samaritans to believe (viii. C) recalls

the candor and readiness of the men of Sychar,

and it is difficult not to connect the two events

together.

Jesus now returned to Galilee, and came to

Nazareth, his own city. In the Synagogue He
expounded to the people a passage from Isaiah

(ki. 1 ), telling them that its fulfillment was now
at hand in his person. The same truth that had

filled the Samaritans with gratitude, wrought up
to fury the men of Nazareth, who would have de-

stroyed Him if He bad not escaped out of their
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hands (Luke iv. 16-30). He came now to Caper-

naum. On his way hither, when He had reached

Cana, He healed the son of one of the courtiers of

Herod Antipas (.lohn iv. 4G-5-1-), who " himself be-

lieved, and his whole house." This was the second

Galilean miracle. At C^apernaum He wrought many
miracles for them that needed. Here two disciples

who had known Him before, namely, Simon Peter

and Andrew, were called from their fishing to be-

come " fishers of men " (Matt. iv. 19), and tlie two
sons of Zebedee received the same Summons. After

healing on the Sabbath a demoniac in the Syn-
agogue, a miracle which was witnessed by many,
and was made known everywhere. He returned the

same day to Simon's house, and heajed the mother-

in-law of Simon, who was sick of a fever. At sun-

set, the multitude, now fully aroused by what they

had heard, brought their sick to Simon's door to

get them healed. He did not refuse his succor,

and healed them all (Mark i. 29-34). He now,
after showering down on Capernaum so many cures,

turned his thoughts to the rest of Galilee, where
other " lost sheep " were scattered : " Let us go into

the next towns {Kcofji.oTr6\eis) that I may preach

there also, for tlierefore came I forth " (Mark i. 38).

The journey through Galilee, on which He now
entered, must have been a general circuit of that

country. His oliject was to call on the Galileans

to repent and believe the Gospel. This could only

be done completely by taking such a journey that

his teaching might be accessible to all in turn at

some point or other. Josephus mentions that there

were two hundred and four towns and villages in

Galilee ( Vitn, 45) : therefore such a circuit as should

in any real sense embrace the whole of Galilee would

require some months for its performance. " The
course of the present circuit," says Mr. Greswell

(Dissertations, vol. ii. 293), " we may conjecture,

was, upon the whole, as follows : First, along the

western side of the Jordan, northward, which would

disseminate the fame of Jesus in Decapolis
;

secondly, along the confines of the tetrarch}' of

Philip, westward, which would make Him known
throughout Syria; thirdly, by the coasts of Tyre
and Sidon, southward; and, lastly, along the verge

of Samaria, and the western region of the Lake of

Galilee— the nearest points to Judaea proper and
to Pera?a — until it returned to Capernaum." In

the course of this circuit, besides the works of mercy
spoken of by the Evangelists (Matt. iv. 23-25

;

Mark i. 32-34 ; Luke iv. 40-44), He had probably

called to Him more of his Apostles. P'our at least

were his companions from the beginning of it. The
rest (except perhaps .Tudas Iscariot) were Galileans,

and it is not improbable that they were found liy

their Master during this circuit. Philip of Beth-

-saida and Nathanael or Bartholomew were already

prepared to become his disciples by an earlier inter-

view. On this circuit occurred the first case of the

healing of a leper; it is selected for record by the

Evangelists, because of the incurableness of the ail-

ment. So great was the dread of this disorder—
so strict the precautions against its infection— that

even the raising of Jairus' daughter from the dead,

which probably occun-ed at Capernaum about the

end of this circuit, would hardly impress the be-

holders more profoundly.

Second Year of the Ministry.— Jesus went up
to Jerusalem to " a feast of the Jews," which we
have shown (p. 1359) to have been probably the

Passover. At the pool Bethesda ( = house of

mercy), which was near the Sheep Gate (Neh. iii 1 )
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on the northeast side of the Temple, Jesus saw

many infirm persons waiting their turn for the

healing virtues of the water. (John v. 1-18. On
the genuineness of the fourth verse, see Scholz,

N. f. ; Tischendorf, N. T. ; and Liicke, in luc. It

is wanting in three out of the four chief MSS. [and

in Sin.] ; it is singularly disturbed with variations in

the MSS. that insert it, and it abounds in words

which do not occur again in this Gospel.) Among
them was a man who had had an infirmity thirty-

eight years: Jesus made him whole liy a word, bid-

ding him take up his bed and walk. The miracle

wa-s done on the Sabbatii ; and the Jews, by which

name in St. John's Gospel we are to understand the

Jewish authorities, who acted against Jesus, re-

buked the man for carrying his bed. It was a

labor, and as such forbidden (Jer. xvii. 21). Tlie

answer of the man was too logical to be refuted

:

" He that made me whole, the same said unto me.

Take up thy bed and walk " (v. 11). If He had

not authority for the latter, whence came his power

to do the former ? Their anger was now directed

against Jesus for healing on tlie Sabbath, even for

well-doing. They sought to put Him to death. In

our Lord's justification of Himself, " My Father

worketh hitherto, and 1 work " (v. 17), there is an

unequivocal claim to the Divine nature. God the

Father never rests : if sleep could visit his eyelids

for an instant ; if his hand could droop for a

moment's rest, the universe would collapse in ruin.

He rested on the seventh day from the creation of

new beings; but from the maintenance of those

that exist He never rests. His love streams forth

on every day alike; as do the impartial beams from

the sun that he has placed in the heavens. The
Jews rightly vmderstood the saying; none but God
could utter it; none could quote God's example, as

setting Him over and above God's law, save One
who. was God Himself. They sought the more to

kill Him. He expounded to them more fully his

relation to the Father. He works with the strength

of the Father and according to his will. He can

do all that the Father does. He can raise men out

of bodily and out of spiritual death ; and He can

judge all men. John bore witness to Him; the

works that He does bear even stronger witness.

The reason that the Jews do not believe is their

want of discernment of the meaning of the Scrip-

fur^ ; and that comes from their worldliness, their

desire of honor from one another. Unbelief shall

bring condemnation ; e\en out of their Law tliey

can be condemned, since they lielieve not even

Moses, who foretold that Christ should come (John

V. 19-47).

Another discussion about the Salibath arose from

the disciples plucking the ears of corn as they went

through the fields (iMatt. xii. 1-8). The time of

this is somewhat uncertain : some would place it a

year later, just after the third Passover ((Jlausen);

but its place is much more probably here (New-
come, Robinson, etc.). The needy were permitted

by the Law (I)eut. xxiii. 2.5) to pluck the ears of

corn with their hand, even witliout waiting for the

owner's permission. The disciples must have been

living a hard and poor life to resort to such means
of sustenance. But the Pharisees woidd not allow

that it was lawful on the Sabbath-day. Jesus

reminds them that David, whose example they are

not likely to challenge, ate the sacred shewbread in

the tabernacle, which it was not lawful to eat. The
priests might partake of it, but not a stranger (Ex.

ixix. 33; Lev. xxiv. 5, 9). David, on the principle
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that mercy was better than sacrifice (Hos. vi. 6),

took it and gave to the young men that were with

him that they might not perish for hunger. In

order further to show that a literal mechanical ob-

servance of the law of the Sabbath would lead to

absurdities, Jesus reminds them that this law is

perpetually set aside on account of another : " The
priests profane the Sabbath and are blameless

"

(Matt. xii. 5). The work of sacrifice, the placing

of the shewbread, go on on the Sabbath, and laboi

even on that day may be done by priests, and may
please God. It was the root of the Pharisees' fault

that they thought sacrifice better than mercy, ritual

exactness more than love: " If ye had known what
this nieaneth, I will have mercy and not sacrifice

ye would not have condemned the guiltless. For

the Son of ^lan is Lord even of the Sabbath-day ''

(Matt. xii. 7, 8). These last words are inseparable

from the meaning of our Lord's answer. In plead-

ing the example of David, the king and prophet,

and of the priests in the Temple, the Lord tacitly

implies the greatness of his own position. He is

indeed Prophet, Priest, and King ; and had he been

none of these, the argument would have been not

merely incomplete, but misleading. It is unde-

niable that the law of the vSabbath was very strict.

Against labors as small as that of winnowing the

corn a severe penalty was set. Our Lord quotes

cases where the law is superseded or set aside, be-

cause He is One who luas power to do the same.

And the rise of a new law is implied in those words

which St. Mark alone has recorded :
" The Sabbath

was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath."

The law upon the Sabbath was made in love to

men, to preserve for them a due measure of rest,

to keep room for the worship of God. The Son
of JIan has power to readjust this law, if its work
is done, or if men are fit to receive a higher.

This may have taken place on the way from

Jerusalem after the Passover. On another Sab-

bath, probably at Caperiiaum, to which Jesus had

returned, the Pharisees gave a far more striking

proof of the way in which their hard and narrow

and unloving interpretation would turn the be-

neficence of the Law into a blighting oppression,

Our Lord entered into the sjTiagogue, and found

there a man with a withered hand — some poor

artisan, perhaps, whose handiwork was his means

of life. Jesus was .about to heal him — which

would give back life to the sufferer— which would

give joy to every beholder who had one touch of

pity in his heart. The Pharisees interfere: " Is it

lawful to he.al on the Sabbath-day"?" Their doc-

tors would have allo}^ed them to pull a sheep out

of a pit; but they will not have a man rescued

from the depth of misery. Rarely is that loving

Teacher wroth, but here his anger, mixed with

grief, showed itself: He looked round about upon

them " with anger, being grieved at the hardness

of their hearts," and answered their cavils by heal-

ing the man (Matt. xii. 9-11 ; JIark iii. 1-G ; Luke

vi. 6-11).

In placing the ordination or calling of the Twelve

Apostles just before the Sermon on the Mount, we
are under the guidance of St. Luke (vi. 13, 17).

But this more solemn separation for their work by

no means marks the time of their first ap|)roach to

Jesus. Scattered notices prove that some of them

at least were drawn gradually to the Lord, so that

it would be difficult to identify the moment when

they earned the name of disciples. In the case of

St. Peter, five degrees or stages might be traced
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(John i. 41-43; Matt iv. 19, xvi. 17-19: Luke
xxii. 31, 32; John xxi. 15-19), at each of which
he came somewhat nearer to his Master. That
which takes place here is the appointment of twelve

disciples to be a distinct body, under the name of

Apostles. They are not sent forth to preach until

later in the same year. The number twelve must
have reference to the number of the Jewish tribes

;

it is a number selected on account of its symboli-

cal meaninc;, for tlie work confided to them might

have been wrought by more or fewer. Twelve is

used with tlie same symbolical reference in many
passages of the 0. T. Twelve pillai-s to the altar

which Moses erected (Ex. xxiv. 4); twelve stones

to commemorate the passing of the ark over Jor-

dan (Josh. iv. 3); twelve precious stones in the

breastplate of the priest (Ex. xxviii. 21); twelve

oxen bearing up the molten sea in the Temple of

Solomon (1 K. vii. 2.5); twelve officers over Solo-

mon's household (1 K. iv. 7): all these are exam-

ples of the perpetual repetition of the Jewish num-
ber. Biilir (Symbolik, vol. i.) has accumulated

passages from various authors to sl)ow that twelve,

the multiple of four and three, is the type or sym-

bol of the universe; but it is enough here to say

that the use of the number in the foundation of

the Christian Church has a reference to the tril)es

of the Jewish nation. Hence the number continues

to be used after the addition of Paul and Barnalias

had made it inapplicable. Tlie Lord Himself tells

them that they " shall sit on thrones judging the

twelve tribes of Israel" (Matt. xix. 27, 28). When
He began liis ministry in Galilee, He left his own
home at Nazareth, and separated himself from his

kinsmen after the flesh, in order to devote Himself

more completely to his prophetical office; and these

Twelve were "to be with Him" (Mark), and to

be instead of family and friends. But the enmity

of the Jews separated Him also from his country-

men. Ejvery day the prospect of the Jews receiving

Him as their ^lessiah, to their own salvation, be-

came more faint; and the privileges of the favored

people passed gradually over to the new Israel, the

new Church, the new Jerusalem, of which the

Apostles were the foundation. The precise day in

which this defection was completed could not be

specified. The Sun of Kighteousness rose on the

world, and set for the Jews, through all the shades

of twilight. In the education of the Twelve for

their appointed work, we see the supersedure of the

Jena ; in the preservation of the symbolical number

we see preserved a recognition of their original

right.

In the four lists of the names of the Apostles

preserved to us (Matt, x., Mark iii., Luke vi., Acts

i.), there is a certain order pre.served, amidst varia-

tions. The two pairs of brothers, Simon and An-
drew, and the sons of Zebedee, are always named
the first; and of these Simon I'eter ever holds the

first [ilace. I'hilip and Bartholomew, Thomas and

Matthew, are always in the next rank; and of

them Philip is always the first. In the third rank

James the son of Alphaeus is the first, as .Judas

Iscariot is always the last, with Simon the Zealot

and Thaddasus between. The principle that gov-

erns this arrangen)ent cannot be determined very

positively; but as no doubt Simon I'eter stands

first because of his zeal in his Master's ser\ice, and

Judas ranks last because of his trea.son, it is nat-

ural to suppose that they are all aiTanged with

some reference at least to their zeal and fitness for

'.he apostolic office. Some of the Apostles were
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certainly poor and unlearned men ; it is pro'i.'.l le

that the rest were of the same kind. Four of them
were fishermen, not indeed the poorest of their

class; and a fifth was a "publican," one of the

poiiltores, or tax-gatherers, who collected the taxes

farmed by Romans of higher rank, Andrew, who
is mentioned with Peter, is less conspicuous in the

history than he, but he enjoyed free access to his

Master, and .seems to have been more intimate with

him than the rest (John vi. 8, xii. 22, with Mark
xiii. 3). But James and .lohn, who are sometimes
placed above him in the list, were especially distin-

guished by Jesus. They were unmarried ; and their

mother, of whose ambition we have a well-known

instance, seems to have had much influence over

them. The zeal and fire of their disposition is in-

dicated in the name of Boanerges bestowed upon
them. One seems hardly to recognize in the fierce

enthusiasts who would have called down fire from
heaven to consume the inhospitable Samaritans
(Luke ix. 52-56) the Apostle of Love and his

brother. It is probable that the Bartholomew of

the Twelve is the same as Nathanael (John i. );

and the Lebbaeus or Thaddseus the same as Judas
the brother of James. Simon the Zealot was so

called probably from his belonging to the sect of

Zealots, who, from Num. xxv. 7, 8, took it on them-
selves to punish crimes against the law. If the

name Iscariot (= man of Cariot = Kerioth ) refers

the birth of the traitor to Kerioth in Judah (Josh.

XV. 25), then it would appear that the traitor alone

was of Juda-an origin, and the eleven faithful ones

were despised Galileans.

From henceforth the education of the Twelve
Apostles will be one of the principal features of

the Lord's ministry. First He instructs them;
then He takes them with Him as companions of

his wayfaring; then He sends them forth to teach

and heal for Him. The Sermon on the Mmnt,
although it is meant for all the disciples, seems to

have a special reference to the chosen 'I'welve (Matt.

V, 11 If.), Its jirincipal features have been sketched

already ; but they will miss their full meaning if it

is forgotten that they are the first teaching which

the Apostles were called on to listen to after their

appointment.

About this time it was that ,Tohn the Bajitist,

long a prisoner with little hope of release, sent his

disciples to Jesus with the question, " Art thou He
that should come, or do we look for another':'

"

In all the Gospels there is no more touching inci-

dent. Those who maintain that it was done solely

for the sake of the disciples, and that John himself

needed no answer to support his faith, show as

little knowledge of the human mind as exactness

in exi)laining the words of the account. The great

privilege of John's life was that he was appointed

to recognize and bear witness to the Messiah (.John

i. 31). After languishing a year in a dungeon,

after learning that even yet Jesus had made no
steps towards the establishment of his kingdom of

the Jews, and th.at his following consisted of only

twelve poor Galileans, doubts began to cloud over

his spirit. Was the kingdom of ^Messiah as near as

he had thought '? Was Jesus not the Jlessiah, but

.some forerunner of that Deliverer, as he liim.self

had been? There is no unbelief; he does not sup-

pose that Jesus has deceiied ; when the doubts

arise, it is to Jesus that he submits them. But it

was not without great depression and perplexity

that he put the question, " Art thou He that should

come? " The scope of the answer given lies in its
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recalling John to the grounds of his former confi-

dence. The very miracles are being wrought that

were to be the signs of the kingdom of heaven;

and therefore that kingdom is come (Is. xxxv. 5,

xlii. 6, 7). There is more of grave encourage-

ment than of rebuke in the words, " Blessed is he

who shall not lie offended in me " (Matt. xi. 0).

Tliey bid tlie Forerunner to have a good heart, and

to hope and believe to tlie end. lie has allowed

sorrow, and the apparent triumph of wickedness,

which is a harder trial, to trouble his view of the

divine plan; let him remember that it is blessed to

attain that state of confidence which these things

cannot disturb; and let the signs which .Jesus now
exhibits suffice him to the end (Matt. xi. 1-6

;

Luke vii. 18-23).

The testimony to John which our Lord graciously

adds is intended to reinstate him in that place in

the minds of his own disciples which he had occu-

pied before this mission of douVit. John is not a

weak waverer; not a luxurious courtier, attaching

himself to the new dispensQition from worldly mo-
tives; but a prophet, and more tlian a prophet, for

the prophets spoke of Jesus afar off, Ijut Jolni stood

before the Jlessiah, and with his liand pointed Him
out. He came in the spirit and power of Elijah

(Mai. iii. 1, iv. 5), to prepare for the kingdom of

heaven. And yet, great as he was, the least of those

in the kingdom of heaven when it is completely

planted should enjoy a higher degree of religious

illumination than he (Matt. xi. 7-11; Luke vii.

24-28).

Now commences the second circuit of Galilee

(Luke viii. l-'3), to which Ijelong the parables in

Matt, xiii., the visit of our Ixird's motlier and

brethren (Luke viii. 19-21), and the account of

his reception at Nazareth (Mark vi. 1-U).

During this time the twelve have journeyed with

Huh. But now a third circuit in Galilee is re-

corded, wliich probably occurred during tlie last

three months of this year (Matt. ix. 3.5-38); and

during this circuit, after reminding them how great

is the harvest and how pressing the need of labor-

ers, He carries the training of tlie disciples one step

further by sending them forth by themselves to

teach (Matt, x., xi.). Such a mission is not to be

considered as identical in character with the mis-

sion of the Apostles after the Resurrection. It was

limited to the Jews; the Samaritans and heathen

were excluded; but tiiis arose, not from any nar-

rowness in the limits of tiie kingdom of heaven

(Malt, xxviii. ID; Mark xvi. 1.5), but from the

limited knowledge and abilities of the Apostles.

They were sent to proclaim to the Jews that " the

kingdom of heaven," which their prophets taught

them to look for, was at hand (Matt. x. 7); but

they were unfit as yet for the task of explaining to

Jews the true nature of that kingdom, and still

more to Gentiles who had received no preparation

for any such doctrine. Tlie preaching of the Apos-

tles whilst Jesus was yet on eaith was only ancil-

lary to his and a preparation of the way for Him.
It was probably of the simplest character. " As ye

go, preach, saying, The kingdom of Heaven is at

hand." Power was given them to confirm it by

signs and wonders; and tlie purpose of it was to

throw the minds of those who heard it into an in-

quiring state, so that tliey might seek and find the

Lord Himself. But whilst their instructions as to

the matter of their preaching were thus Ijrief and
«mple, the cautions, warnings, and encourage-

ments as to their own condition were far more full.
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They were to do then- work without an'xiety for

their welfare. No provision was to be made for

their journey ; in the house that first recei\ ed them
in any city they were to abide, not seeking to find

the best. Dangers would befall them, for they
were sent forth " S,s sheep in the midst of wolves "

(.Matt. x. 16); but they were not to allow this to

disturb their thouglits. The same (iod who
wrought their miracles for tiiem would protect

them; and those who confessed the name of (Jhrist

before men would be confessed by Christ before the
Father as his disciples. These precepts for the

Apostles even went somewhat beyond what their

present mission required; it does not appear that

they were at this time delivered up to councils, or

scourged in synagogues. But in traijiing their

feeble wings for their first flight the same rules and
cautions were given which would be needed even
when they soared the highest in their zeal and
devotion to their crucified Master. There is no
difficulty here, if we remember that tliis sending
forth was rather a training of the Apostles than a
means of converting tlie Galilean people.

They went fortli two and two; and our Lord
continued his own circuit (Matt. xi. 1), with what
companions does not appear. By tliis time th«

leaven of the Lord's teaching had begun powerfully

to work among the people. Herod, we read, " was
perplexed, because that it was said of some, that

John wxs risen from the dead, and of some that

I'>lijah had appeared ; and of others, that one of the

old prophets was risen again" (Luke ix. 7, 8).

The false apprehensions about the Messiah, that he

should be a temporal ruler, were so deep-rooted,

that wliilst all tlie rumors concurred in assigning

a high place to Jesus as a prophet, none went be-

yond to recognize Him as the King of Israel— the

Saviour of his people and the world.

After a journey of perhaps two months' duration

the twehe return to Jesus, and give an account of

their ministry. The third Passover was now draw-
ing near; but the Lord did not go up to it, because

his time was not come for submitting to the malice

of the Jews agahist Him; because his ministry in

tialilee was not completed ; and especially, because

He wished to continue the training of the Apostles

for their work, now one of the chief oiijects of his

ministry. He wished to commune with them pri-

vately upon their work, and, we may suppose, to

add to tlie instruction they had already received

from Him fJIark vi. 30, 31). He therefore went
with them from tlie neighborhood of Gapernaum
to a mountain on the eastern shore of the Sea of

Tiberias, near Bethsaida .lulias, not far from the

head of the sea. Great multitudes jiursued them

;

and here the I^rd, moved to compassion by the

hunger and weariness of the people, wrought for

them one of his most remarkable miracles. Out
of five barley loaves and two small fishes. He pro-

duced food for five thousand men besides women
and children. The act was one of creation, and

therefore was both an assertion and a proof of divine

power ; and the discourse which followed it, re-

corded by .John only, was an imiiortant step in the

training of the Apostles, for it liinteil to them for

the first time the unexjiected truth that the body

and blood of Christ, that is, his Passion, must be-

come the means of ni.an's salvation. Tiiis view of

the doctrine of the kingdom of heaven which they

had been preaeiiiiiLj, could not have been under-

stood; but it would ()repare those who still clave to

Jesus to expect the hard fuels that were to follow
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tliesc hard words. The discourse itself has already

been examined (p. 1350). After the miracle, but

before tlie comment on it was dehvered, the dis-

ciples crossed the sea from Bethsaida Julias to

Bethsaida of Galilee, and Jesus retired alone to a

mountain to commune with the Father. Thej' were

toiling at the oar, for the wind was contrary, when,

as the night drew towards morning, they saw Jesus

walking to them on the sea, having passed the

whole night on the mountain. They were amazed
and terrified. .He came into the ship and the wind

ceased. They worshipped Him at this new proof

of divine power— "Of a truth thou art the Son

of God" (Matt. xiv. 33). The storm had been

another trial of their ftiith (comp. Matt. viii. 23-

26), not in a present Master, as on a former occa-

sion, but in an absent one. But the words of St.

Mark intimate that even the feeding of the five

thousand had not built up their faith in Him, —
" for they considered not the miracle of the loaves

:

for their heart was hardened " (vi. 52). Peter,

however, as St. Matthew relates, with his usual

zeal wishing to show that he really possessed that

faith in Jesus, which perhaps in the height of the

storm had been somewhat forgotten, requests Jesus

to bid him come to Him upon the water. When he

made the effort, his feith began to fail, and he cried

out for succor. Christ's rebuke, " thou of little

faith, wherefore didst thou doubt? " does not imply

that he had no faith, or that it wlwl/y deserted him
now. All the failings of Peter were of the same
kind ; there was a fiiith full of zeal and eagerness,

but it was not constant. He believed that he could

walk on the waters if Jesus bade him; but the roar

of the waves appalled him, and he sank from the

same cause that made him deny his Lord after-

wards.

When they reached the shore of Gennesaret the

whole people showed their faith in Him as a Healer

of disease (Mark vi. 53-5(j); and he performed very

many miracles on them. Nothing could surpass

the eagerness with which they sought Him. Yet

on the next day the great discourse just alluded to

was uttered, and " from that time many of his dis-

ciples went back and walked no more with Him "

(John vi. GO).

Third Year of the Ministry. — Hearing perhaps

that Jesus was not coming to the feast. Scribes and

Pharisees from Jerusalem went down to see Him
at Capernaum (Matt. xv. 1). They found fault

with his disciples for breaking the tradition about

purifying, and eating with unwashen hands. It is

not necessary to suppose that they came to lie in

wait for Jesus. The objection was one which they

would naturally take. Our Lord in his answer

tries to show them how far external rule, claiming

to be religious, may lead men away from the true

spirit of tlie Gospel. " Ye say, whosoever shall say

to his father or his mother, it is a gift, by what-

soever thou mightest be profited by me; and honor

not his father or his mother, he shall be free

"

(Matt. XV. 5, 6). They admitted the obligation

of the fifth commandment, but had introduced a

means of evading it, by enabling a son to say to

his father and mother who sought his help that he

had made his property " a gift " to the Temple,

which took precedence of his obligation. "Well

might He apply to a people where such a miserable

evasion could find place, the words of Isaiah (xxix.

13) — " This people draweth nigh unto me with

their month, and honoreth me with their lips, but

their heart is far from me. But in vain they do
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worship me, teaching for doctrines the* command
ments of men."

Leaving the neighborhood of Caperoaum our
Lord now travels to the northwest of Galilee, to

the region of Tyre and Sidon. The time is not
strictly determined, but it was probably the early

summer of this year. It does not appear that He
retired into this heathen country for tiie purpose
of ministering; more probably it was a retreat from
the machinations of the .lews. A woman of the

country, of Greek education ("E.\\riv\s "Zvpotpoi-

viKurcTa, Mark), came to entreat Him to heal her

daughter, who was tormented with an evil spirit.

The Lord at first repelled her by saying that He
was not sent but to the lost sheep of the house of

Israel; but not so was her maternal love to be

baffled. She besought Him again and was again

repelled ; the bread of the children was not to be

given to dogs. Still persisting, she besought his

help even as one of the dogs so despised :
'• the

dogs eat of the crumbs that fall from the Master's

table." Faith so sincere was not to be resisted.

Her daughter was niEttle whole (Matt. xv. 21-28;

Mark vii. 24-30).

lietuming thence He passed round by the north

of the sea of Galilee to the region of Decapolis on
its eastern side (Mark vii. 31-37). In this district

He performed many miracles, and especially the

restoration of a deaf man who had an impediment
in his speech, remarkable for the seeming effort

with which He wrought it. To these succeeded

the feeding of the four thousand with the seven

loaves (Matt. xv. 32). He now crossed the Lake
to Magdala, where the Pharisees and Sadducees

asked and were refused a " sign ;
" some great won-

der WTought expressly for them to prove that He
was the Christ. He answers them as He had an-

swered a similar request before : " the sign of the

prophet Jonas " was all that they should have.

His resurrection after a death of three days should

be the great sign, and yet in another sense no sign

should be given them, for they should neither see

it nor believe it. The unnatural alliance between

Pharisee and Sadducee is worthy of remark. The
zealots of tradition, and the political partizans of

Herod (for " leaven of the Sadducees," in Matt

xvi. 6 = " leaven of Herod," Mark viii. 15) joined

together for once with a common object of hatred.

After they had departed, Jesus crossed tlie lake with

his disciples, and, combining perhaps for the use of

the disciples the remembiance of the feeding of the

four thousand with that of the conversation they

had -just heard, warned them to " beware of the

leaven of the Pharisees and of the leaden of

Herod" (Mark viii. 15). So little however were

the disciples prepared for this, that they mistook

it for a reproof for having brought oidy one loaf

with them ! They had forgotten the five thousand

and the four thousand, or tiiey would have known
that where He was, natural bread could not fail

them. It was needful to explain to them that the

leaven of the Pharisees was the doctrine of those

who had made the word of God of none effect by

traditions which, appearing to promote religion,

really overlaid and destroyed it, and the leaven of

the Sadducees was the doctrine of those who, un-

der the show of superior enlightenment, denied the

foundations of the fear of God by denying a future

state. At Betiisaida Julias, Jesus restored sight to

a Ijlind man ; and here, as in a former case, the

form and preparation which He adopted are to be

remarked. As though the human Saviour has to
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wrestle with and painfully overcome the suflferincfs

of His people, He takes him by the hand, and leads

hitn out of the town, and spits on his eyes and asks

him if he sees aught. At iii-st the sense is restored

imperfectly; and Jesus lays his hand again upon

him and the cure is complete (Mark viii. 22-26).

The ministry in Galilee is now drawing to its

close. Through the length and breadth of that

country Jesus has proclaimed the kingdom of Christ,

and has shown by mighty works that He is the

Christ that was to come. He begins to ask the

disciples what are the residts of all his lal)or.

" Whom say the people that I amV " (Luke ix. 18).

It is true that the answer shows that they took

Him for a prophet. But we are obliged to admit

that the rejection of Jesus by the Galileans had

been as complete as his preaching to them had Ijeen

universal. Here and tiiere a few may have receiv ed

the seeds that shall afterwards be quickened to their

conversion. But the great mass had heard without

earnestness the preached word, and forgotten it

without regret. " Whereunto shall I liken this

generation ?" says Christ. "It is like unto chil-

dren sitting in the market, and calling unto their

fellows, and saying, We have piped unto you, and

ye have not danced ; we have mourned unto you,

and ye have not lamented " (JIatt. xi. 10, 17).

This is a picture of a wayward people without

earnest thought. As children, from want of any

real purpose, cannot agree in their play, so the

Galileans quarrel with every form of religious teach-

ing. The message of John and that of Jesus they

did not attend to; but they could discuss the ques-

tion whether one was right in fasting and the other

in eating and drinking. He denounces woe to the

cities where He had wrought the most, to Chorazin,

Bethsaida, and Capernaum, for their strange insen-

sibility, using the strongest expressions. " Thou,

Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt

be brought down to hell ; for if the mighty works

which have been done in thee had lieen done in

Sodom, it would have remained until this day.

But I say unto you that it shall be more tolerable

for the land of Sodom in the day of judgment than

for thee" (Matt. xi. 23, 24). Such awful language

could only be used to describe a complete rejection

of the Lord. And in truth nothing was wanting

to. aggravate that rejection. The lengthened jour-

neys through the land, the miracles, far more than

are recorded in detail, had l)rought the Gospel home
to all the people. Capernaum was the focus of his

ministry. Through Chorazin and Bethsaida He had
no doubt passed with crowds behind Him, drawn
together by wonders that they had seen, and by

the hope of others to follow them. JIany thousands

had actually been benefited by the miracles; and
yet of all these there were only twelve that really

clave to Him, and one of them was Judas the

traitor. With this rejection an epoch of the his-

tory is connected. He begins to unfold now the

doctrine of his Passion more fully. First inquiring

who the people said that He was, He then put the

same question to the Apostles themselves. Simon
Peter, the ready spokesman of the rest, answers,

" Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God."
It might almost seem that such a manifest inference

from the wonders they had witnessed was too ob-

vious to deserve praise, did not the sight of a whole

•country which had witnessed the same wonders,

and despised them, prove how thoroughly callous

;he .lewish heart was. " Blessed art thou, Simon
Bar-Jona : for flesh and blood hath not revealed it
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unto thee, but my Father which is in heaven.^ And
I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and
upon this rock I will build my church ; and the

gates of hell shall not prevail against it. And I

will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of

heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth

shall be bound in heaven : and whatsoever thou

shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven

"

(Matt. xvi. 16-20). We comijare the language

applied to Capernaum for its want of faith with

that addressed to Peter and the Apostles, and we
see how wide is the gulf between those who believe

and those who do not. Jesus now in the plainest

language tells them what is to be the mode of his

departure from the world ; " how that He must go

unto Jerusalem, and suffer many things of the

elders and chief priests and scribes, and be killed,

and be raised again the third day " (Matt. xvi. 21).

Peter, who had spoken as the representative of all

the Apostles before, in confessing Jesus as the

Christ, now speaks for the rest in offering to our

I.«rd the commonplace consolations of the children

of this world to a friend beset by danger. The
danger they think will be averted : such an end can-

not befall one so great. The Lord, "when he had

turned about and looked on his disciples" (Mark),

to show that He connected Peter's words with

them all, addresses Peter as the tempter— " Get
thee behind me, Satan ; thou art an offense imto

nie." These words open up to us the fixct that

this period of the ministry was a time of special

trial and temptation to the sinless Son of God.
" I{!scape from sufferings and death ! Do not drink

the cup prepared of Thy Father; it is too bitter;

it is not deserved." Such was the whisper of the

Prince of this World at that time to our Lord;

and Peter has been unwittingly taking it into his

mouth. The doctrine of a sut^tjring Messiah, so

plainly exhibited in the prophets, had receded from

sight in the current religion of that time. The
announcement of it to the disciples was at once

new and shocking. By repelling it, even when
offered by the Lord Himself, they fell into a deeper

sin than they could have conceived. The chief

of them was called " Satan," because he was un-

consciously pleading on Satan's side (Matt. xvi. 21-

2.3).

Turning now to the whole body of those who
followed Him (Mark, Luke), He published the

Christian doctrine of self-denial. The Apo.stles had

just shown that they took the natural view of suf-

fering, that it was an evil to be shunned. They
shrank from conflict, and pain, and death, as it is

natural men should. But Jesus teaches that, in

comparison with the higher life, the life of the soul,

the life of the body is valueless. And as the re-

newed life of the Christian implies his <li/i»!/ to

his old wishes and desires, suffering, which causes

the death of earthly hopes and wishes, may be a

good. " If any man will come after Me, let him

deny himself, and take up his cross and follow Me.

For whosoever will save his life shall lose it, and

whosoever will lose his life for My sake shall find it.

For what is a man profited, if he shoulil gain the

whole world, and lose his own soulV or what shall

a man give in exchange for his soul? " (Matt. xvi.).

From this part of the history to the end we shall

not lose sight of the sufferings of the Lord. The
Cross is darkly seen at the end of our path; and

we shall ever draw nearer that mysterious imple-

ment of human salvation (Matt. xvi. 21-23; Mark
viii. 31-38; Luke ix. 22-27).
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Tlie Transfiguration, wliich toolc place just a

week after tliis conversation, is to be understood in

connection witli it. Tlie minds of tiie twelve were

greatly disturbed at wliat they had heard. The
Messiah was to perisli liy the wrath of men. The
Master whom they served was to be talten away
from them. Now, if ever, they needed support for

their perplexed spirits, and this their loving Master

failed not to give them. He tal<es with Him three

chosen disciples, Peter, John, and James, who
formed as it were a smaller circle nearer to Jesus

than that of the rest, into a high mountain apart

by themselves. There are no means of determining

the position of the mountain ; although Ctesarea

Philippi was the scene of the former conversations,
:

it does not follow that this occurred on the eastern

side of the lal\e, for tiie intervening week would

have given time enough for a long journey thence.

There is no autliority for the tradition which iden-

tifies this mountain with Mount Tabor, although it

mny be true. [Hekmox; Tabok.] The three

disciples were taken up with Him, who should after-

wards be the three witnesses of his agony in the

garden of ( iethsemane : those who saw his glory in

the holy mount would be sustained by the remem-
brance of it when they beheld his lowest humilia-

tion. The calmness and exactness of the narrative

preclude all doulit as to its historical character. It

is no myth, nor vision ; but a sober account of a

miracle. When Jesus had come up into the moun-
tain He was praying, and as He prayed, a great

change came over Him. " His face did shine as

the sun (Matt.); and His raiment became shining,

exceeding white as snow: so as no fuller on earth

can white them" (Mark). ]5eside Him appeared

Moses the great lawgiver, and Elijah, great amongst

the prophets; and they spake of his departure, as

thougli it was something recognized both Ijy Law
and prophets. 'J'he three disciples were at first

asleep with weariness; and when they woke they

saw the glorious scene. As Jloses and Elijah were

departing (Luke), I'eter, wishing to arrest them,

uttered tliose strange words, " Lord, it is good for

us to lie here, and let us make three tabernacles,

one for Thee, and one for Moses, and one for Eli-

jah." They were the words of one astonished

and somewhat afraid, yet of one who felt a strange

peace in this explicit testimony from the Father

that .lesus was Iiis. It was good for them to be

there, he felt, where no IMiarisees could set traps

for them, where neither Pilate nor Herod could

take Jesus by force. Just as he spoke a cloud came

over them, and the voice of the Heavenly leather

attested once more his Son — " This is my beloved

Son; hear Him." Tliere has been much discus-

sion on the purport of this great wonder. But
thus much seems higlily proliable. First, as it was

connected with the prayer of Jesus, to which it was

no doubt an answer, it is to be regarded as a kind

of inauguration of Him in his new office as the

Higli-priest who should make atonement for the

sins of the people with his own l)lood. The mys-

tery of his trials and temptations lies too deep for

speculation : but He received strength against hu-

man infirmity— against the prospect of sufferings

so terrible— in this his glorification. Secondly,

as tlie witnesses of this scene were the same three

disciples who were with the Master in the garden

of Gethsemane it may be assumed that the one

was intended to prejiare them for the other, and

that they were to be borne up under the spectacle

of his humiliation by the remembrance that they
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had been eye-witnesses of his majesty (2 Pet. L

16-18).

As they came down from the mountain He
charged them to keep secret what they had seen

till after the Pesurrection ; which shows that this

miracle took place for his use and for theirs, rather

than for the rest of the disciples. This led to

questions aljout the meaning of his rising again

from the dead, and in the course of it, and arising

out of it, occurred the question, " Why then {ovv,

which refers to some preceding conversation) say

the scribes that Elias must first come?" They
had been assured by what they had just seen that

the time of the kingdom of God was now come;
and tlie olijection brought by the Scribes, that be-

fore the Jlessiah Elijah must reappear, seemed hard

to reconcile with their new conviction. Our Lord

answers them that the Scribes have rightly under-

stood the prophecies that Elijah would first come
(Mai. iv. .5, 6), but have wanted the discernment

to see that this prophecy was already fulfilled.

" Elias has come already, and they knew him not,

but have done unto him whatever they listed."

.

In John tlie Baptist, who came in the s]iirit and
power of I'^lijah, were the Scriptures fulfilled (Matt,

xvii. 1-13; Mark ix. 2-13; Luke ix. 28-36).

Meantime amongst the multitude below a scene

was taking place which formed the strongest con-

trast to the glory and the peace which they had

witnessed, and which seemed to justify Peter's

remark, ''' It is good for us to be here." A poor

youth, lunatic and possessed by a devil— for here

as elsewhere the possession is superadded to some
known form of that bodily and mental evil which

came in at first with sin and Satan— was brought

to the disciples who were not with Jesus, to be

cured. They could not prevail; and when Jesus

appeared amongst them the agonized and disap-

pointed fiither appealed to Him, with a kind of

complaint of the impotence of the disciples. "

faithless and perverse generation! " said our Lord;
" how long shall I be with you ? how long shall I

suffer youV" The rebuke is not to the disciples,

but to all, the father included ; for the weakness

of faith tliat hindered the miracle was in them all.

St. Mark's account, the most completi;, describes

the paroxysm that took place in the lad vn our

Lord's ordering him to be brought; and also recoixls

the remarkable saying, which well described the

father's state, " Lord, I believe, help Thou my
unbelief! " What the disciples had lailed to do,

.lesus did at a word. He then explained to

them that their want of faith in their own power

to heal, and in his promises to bestow the power

upon tlieni, was the cause of their inability (Matt,

xvii. U-21 ; Mark ix. 14-29; Luke ix. 37-43).

Once more did Jesus foretell his sufi'erings on

their way back to Capernaum ; but " they under-

stood not that saying, and were afraid to ask Him "

(Mark ix. 30-32).

But a vague impression seems to have been pro-

duced on them that his kingdom was now very

near. It broke forth in the shape of a dispute

amongst them as to which shoidd rank the highest

in the kingdom when it should come. Taking a

little child. He told them that, in his kingdom, not

ambition, but a childlike humility, would entitle to

the highest place (Matt, xviii. i-5; Mark ix. 33-

37; Luke ix. 46-48). The humility of the Chris-

tian is so closely connected with consideration for

the souls of others, that the transition to a warn-

ing against causing offense (Matt., Mark), which
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niiiiht appear abrupt at first, is most natural.

From this Jesus passes naturally to the subject of

a tender consideration for '• the lost sheep; " thence

to the duty of forifiveness of a brother. Both of

these last points are illustrated by parables These,

and some other discourses belonging to the same

time, are to be regarded as designed to carry on

the education of the Apostles, whose views were

still crude and unfbrnud, even after all that had

been done for them (Matt, xviii.).

From the Feast of TabermicLs^ T/iird Year.—
The Feast of Taliernades was now aiiproaching.

For eighteen months the ministry of Jesus had

been confined to Galilee; and his brothers, not

hostile to Him, yet only half-convinced about his

doctrine, urged Him to go into Juda-a that his

claims might be known and confessed on a more

conspicuous field. This kind of request, iounded

in human motives, was one which our Lord would

not assent to; witness his answer to Mary at Cana
in Galilee when the first miracle was wrought. He
told them that, whilst all times were alike to them,

whilst they could always walk among the Jews

without danger, his appointed time was not come.

They set out for the feast without Ilim, and He
abode in Galilee for a few days longer (JtJni vii.

2-10). Afterwards He set out, taking the more

direct hut less frequented route by Samaria, that

his journey might be "in secret." It was in this

journey that James and John conceived the wish—
so closely parallel to facts in the Old Covenant, so

completely at variance with the spirit of the New,
that fire should be oonnnanded to come down from

hea''Ci. to consume the inhospitable Samaritans

(Luke ix. 51-G2).

St. Luke alone records, in connection with this

Journey, the sending forth of the seventy disciples.

This event is to be regarded in a diflTerent light

from that of the twelve. The se\enty had receiveil

no special education froui our Lord, and their com-
mission was of a temporary kind. The number
has reference to the (jentiles, as twelve had to the

Jews : and the scene of the work, Samaria, reminds

us that this is a movement directed towards the

stranger. It takes place six months after the send-

ing forth of the twelve; for the tiospel was to be

delivered to the Jew first and afterwards to the

Gentile. In both cases probably the preaching was
of the simplest kind — " The kingdom of God is

come nigh unto you." The instructions given were

the same in spirit; but, on comparing them, we
see that now the danger was becoming greater and
the time for labor shorter (Luke x. 1-16).

After healing the ten lepers in Samaria, He came
"about the midst of the feast" to Jerusalem.

Here the minds of the people were strongly excited

and drawn in difliiirent ways concerning him. The
Pharisees and rulers sought to take Him; some of

the people, however, believed in Him, but concealed

their opinion for fear of the rulers. To this divis-

ion of opinion we may attribute the failure of the

repeated attempts on the part of the Sanhedrim to

take One who was openly teaching in the Temple
(.John vii. 11-53; see especially vv. 30, 32, 44, 45,

46). The officers were partly afraid to seize in the

presence of the people the favorite Teacher; and
they themselves were awed and attracted by Him.
They came to seize Him, but could not lift their

hands against Him. Notwithstanding the ferment

of opinion, and the fixed hatred of those in power,

He seems to have taught daily to the end of the

feast in the Temple before the people.
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The history of the woman taken in aduHery be-

longs to this time. But it must be premised that

several J1S8. of highest authority omit this passage

and that in those which insert it the text is singu
larly disturbed (see Liicke, in loc, and Tischendorf,

(j'r. Test., ed. vii.). The remark of Augustine is

perhajjs not far from the truth, that this story

formed a genuine portion of the apostohc teaching,

but that mistaken people excluded it from their

copies of the written Gospel, thinking it might be

perverted into a license to women to sin (Ad Pvllent.

ii. ch. 7). That it was thus kept apart, without

the safeguards which (Christian vigilance exercised

over the rest of the text, and was only admitted

later, would at once account for its alisence from
the MS.S. and for the various forms assumed l)y the

text where it is given. But the history gives no
ground for such apprehensions. The law of .Moses

gave the power to stone women taken in adultery.

But .lewish morals were sunk very low, like .iewish

faith; and the punishment could not be inflicted

on a siinier by those who had sinned in the same
kind : " Etenim non est ferendus accusator is qui

quod in altero vitium reprehendit, in eo ipso depre-

henditur" (Cicero, e. I V/re;/;, iii.). 'I'luis the pun-
ishment had passed out of use. But they thought,

by pro]josing this case to our Loi'd, to induce Him
either to set the Law formally aside, in which case

they might accuse Him of profaneness ; or to sen-

tence the guilty wretch to die, and so become ob-

noxious to the charge of cruelty. From such

temptations .lesus was always alile to escape. He
threw back the decision upon them; He told them
that the man who was free from that sin might
cast the first stone at her. Conscience told them
that tills was unanswerable, and one by one they

stole away, leavfng the guilty woman alone before

One who was indeed her Judge. It has been sup-

posed that the words " Neither do I condenni thee"

convey an absolute jiardon for the sin of which she

had just lieen guilty. But they refer, as has long

since been pointed out, to the doom of stoning only.

"As they have not punished thee, neither do I;

go, and let this danger warn thee to sin no more"
(John viii. 1-11).

The conversations (John viii. 12-59) show in a
strong light the perversity of the Jews in misun-

derstanding our Lord's words. They refuse to see

any spiritual meaning in them, and drag them as

it were by force down to a low and carnal interpre-

tation. Our Lord's reuiark explains the cause of

this, " Why do ye not understand my speech [way
of speaking] '? ICven because ye camiot hear my
word" (ver. 43). His mode of expression was
strange to them, because they were neither alile nor

willing to luiderstand the real purport of his teach-

ing. To this plaee^belongs the account, given by
John alone, of the healing of one who was born

blind, and the consequences of it (John ix. 1-41, x.

1-21). The poor ]jatient was excommunicated for

refusing to undervalue the agency of Jesus in re-

storing him. He believed on Jesus; whilst the

Pharisees were only made the worse tor what they

had witnessed. Well might .lesus exclaim, " For

judgment I am come into this world, that they

which see not might see; and that they wiiich see

might be made blind" (ix. 39). The well-knovvn

paralile of the good shepherd is an answer to the

calumny of the Pharisees, that He was an impostor

and breaker of the law, " This man is not of (Jod,

because he keepeth not the Sabbath day " (ix. 16).

We now approach a ditiicult portion of the sacred
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history. The note of time given us by John im-

mediately afterwards is the Feast of the Dedication,

which was celebrated on the 25th of Kisleu, answer-

ing nearly to December. According to this Evange-

list our Lord does not appear to have returned to

Galilee between the Festst of Tabernacles and that

of Dedication, but to have passed the time ni and

near Jerusalem. Matthew and ^lark do not allude

to the Fea.st of Tabernacles. Luke appears to do

so in ix. 51; but the words there used would imply

that this was the last journey to Jerusalem. Now
in St. Luke's Gospel a large section, from ix. 51 to

xviii. 14, seems -to belong to the time preceding the

departure from Galilee; and the question is how is

this to be arranged, so that it shall harmonize with

the narrative of St. John V In most Harmonies a

return of our Lord to Galilee has been assumed, in

order to find a place for this part of Luke's (iospel.

" But the manner," says the English editor of

llobinson's llnrmony, "in which it has been ar-

ranged, after all, is exceedingly various. Some, as

Le C'lerc, Harm. Evanrj. p. 264, insert nearly the

whole during this supposed journey. Otliers, as

Lighttbot, assign to this journey only what precedes

Luke xiii. 23 ; and iufer the remahider to our Lord's

sojourn beyond Jordan, John x. 40 {Cliron. Temp.

N. T. 0pp. II. pp. 37, 39). Greswell (Dissert, xvi.

vol. ii.) maintains that the transactions in Luke ix.

51-xviii. 14, all lielong to the journey from Ephraini

(through Samaria, Galilee, and Persea) to Jeru-

salem, which he dates in the interval of four months,

between the Feast of Dedication and our Lord'ii

last Passover. Wieseler {Chron. Synops. p. 328)

makes a somewhat different arrangement, according

to which Luke ix. 51 — xiii. 21 relates to the

period from Ghrist's journey from Galilee to the

Feast of the Tabernacles, till after the Feast of

Dedication (parallel to John vii. 10— x. 42). Luke

xiii. 22 — xvii. 10 relates to the interval between

that time and our Lord's stay at Ephraim (parallel

to John xi. 1-54); and Luke xvii. 11— xviii. 14

relates to the journey from Ephraim to Jerusalem,

through Samaria, Galilee, and Peraea " (Robinson's

Harmomj, ICnglish ed. p. 92). If the table of the

Harmony of the Gospels given above is referred to

[GosPiiL.s], it will he found that this great division

of St. Luke (x. 17 — xviii. 14) is inserted entire

between John x. 21 and 22 ; not that this appeared

certainly correct, but that there are no points of

contact with the other Gospels to assist us in

breaking it up. That this division contains partly

or chiefly reminiscences of occurrences in Galilee

prior to the Feast of Tabernacles, is untenable. A
journey of some kind is implied in the course of it

(see xiii. 22), and beyond this we shall hardly ven-

ture to go. It is quite possilile, as Wieseler sup-

poses, that part of it should jjse placed before, and

part after the Feast of Dedication. Notwithstand-

ing the uncertainty, it is as the history of this

period of the Kedeemer's career that the Gospel of

St. Luke possesses its chief distinctive value for us.

Some of the most striking parables, preserved only

by this Evangelist, belong to this period. The

parables of the good Samaritan, the prodigal son,

the unjust steward, the rich man and Lazarus, and

the Pharisee and publican, all peculiar to this

Gospel, belong to the present section. The in-

structive account of iMary and iNIartha, on which

so many ha\e taken a wrong view of Slartha's con-

duct, rennnds us that there are two ways of serving

the truth, that of active exertion, and that of con-

templation. The preference is given to Mary's
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meditation, because jMartha's lal;)or belonged to

household cares, and was only indirectly religious.

The miracle of the ten lepers belongs to this portion

of the narrati^e. Besides these, scattered sayings

that occur in St. Matthew are here repeated in a

new connection. Here too belongs the return of

the seventy disciples, but we know not precisely

where they rejoined the Lord (Luke x. 17-20). They

were full of triumph, because they found even the

de\ils sul ject to them through the weight of Christ's

word. In anticipation of the victory which was

now begun, against the powers of darkness, Jesus

replies, " I beheld Satan as lightning fall from

heaven." He sought, however, to humble their

triumphant spirit, so near akin to spiritual pride;

" Notwithstanding, in this rejoice not, that the

spirits are suliject unto you; but rather rejoice,

because your names are written in heaven."

The account of the bringing of young children

to Jesus imites again the three Evangelists. Here,

as often, St. Mark gives the most minute account

of what occuiTed. After the amiouncement that

the disposition of little children was the most meet

for the kingdom of God, " He took them up in his

arms, put his hands upon them and blessed them."

Tlie childlike spirit, which in nothing depends upon

its own knowledge but seeks to ije taught, is in

contrast with the haughty pharisaism with its

boast of learning and wisdom ; and Jesus tells them

that the -former is the p.assport to his kingdom

(Matt. xix. 13-15; Mark x. 13-16; Luke xviii.

15-17).

The question of the ruler, " What shall I do to

inherit eternal life?" was one conceived wholly in

the spirit of Judaism. The man asked not how
he should l)e delivered from sin, but how his will,

already free to righteousness, might select the best

and most meritorious line of conduct. The words,

AVhy callest thou me good ? there is none good

but one, that is, God," wore meant first to draw

him down to a humbler view, of his own state; the

title good is easy to give, but hard to justify, except

when applied to the One who is all good. Je.ius

by no means repudiates the title as applied to

Himself, but only as applied on any other ground

than that of a reference to his true divine nature.

Then the Lord opened out to him all the moral

law, which in its full and complete sense no man
has observed ; but the ruler answered, perhaps sin-

cerely, that he had observed it all from his youth

up. Duties however there might be which had not

come within the range of his thoughts; and as the

demand had reference to his own special case, our

Lord gives the special advice to sell all his posses-

sions and to give to the poor. Then for the first

time did the man discover that his de\otion to God
and his yearning after the eternal life were not so

perfect as he had thouglit; and he went away sor-

rowful, unable to bear this sacrifice. And .lesus

told the disciples how hard it was for those who

had riches to enter the kingdom. Peter, ever the

most ready, now contrasts, with somewhat loo much
emphasis, the mode in which the disciples had left

all for Him, with the conduct of this rich ruler.

Our Lord, sparing him the rebuke which he might

have expected, tells them that those who have made

any sacrifice shall have it richly repaid even in this

life in the shape of a consolation and comfort, which

even persecutions cannot take away (Mark); and

shall have eternal life (JIatt. xix. 16-30; Mark x.

17-31 ; Luke xviii. 18-30). Words of warning

close the narrative, " Many that are first shall be
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last, and the last shall be fir.st," lest the disciples

should be thinking too much of the sacrifices, not

so very great, tliat they had made. And in St.

jMatthew only, the well-known jiarable of the labor-

ers in the vineyard is added to illustrate the same

lesson. Whatever else tlie parable may contain of

reference to the calling of Jews and Gentiles, the

first lesson Christ was to give was one of caution

to the Apostles against thinking too much of their

early calling and arduous labors. They would see

many, who, in comparison with themsehes, were as

the laborers called at the eleventh hour, who should

be accepted of God as well as tliey. But not merit,

not sell-sacrifice, but the ^ure love of God and liis

mere bounty, conferred salvation on eitlier of tliem

:

" Is it not lawful for me to do what I will with my
own?" (Matt. xx. 1-lG).

On the way to Jerusalem through Peroea, to the

Feast of Dedicatioti, Jesus again puts before the

minds of the twelve what they are never now to

forget, the sufltrings that await Him. They " un-

derstood none of tlie.se things" (Luke), for they

could not reconcile this foreboding of suffering with

the signs and announcements of tlie coming of his

kingdom (Matt. xx. 17-19; Mark x. 32-34; Luke
xviii. ol-S-t). In consequence of this new, though

dark, intimation of the coming of the kingdom,

Salome, with her two sons, James and John, came

to bespeak the two places of higliest honor in tlie

kingdom. Jesus tells them that they know not

what they a.sk; that the places of honor in the

kingdom shall be bestowed, not by Jesus in answer

to a chance request, but upon those for whom they

are prepared by the Fatlier. As sin ever provokes

sin, the ambition of the ten was now aroused, and

they began to be much displeased with James and

John. Jesus once more rec.nlls the principle that

the childlike disposition is that which He appro\es.

" Ye know that the princes of the Gentiles exercise

dominion over them, and they that are great exer-

cise authority upon them. JJut it shall not be .so

among you: but whosoever will be great among
you, let him be your minister; and whosoever will

be chief among you, let him be your servant: Even

as the Son of Man came not to be ministered unto

but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for

many" (Matt. xx. 20-28: ilark x. -35-45).

The healing of the two blind men at Jericho is

chieHy remarkable among the miracles from the

difficulty which has arisen in harmonizing the ac-

counts. Matthew speaks of tuv blind men, and of

the occasion as the departure from Jericho ; Mark
of one, whom he names, and of their arrival at

Jericho; and Luke agrees with him. This point

has received much discussion; but the view of

Lightfoot finds favor \fith many emhient expositors,

that there were two lilind men, and both were

healed under similar circumstances, except that

Bartimajus was on one side of the city, and was

healed by Jesus as He entered, and the other was

healed on the other side as they departed (see (Jres-

well. Diss. XX. ii. ; Wieseler, Citron. Syn. p. 332;

Matt. XX. 2U-34 ; Mark x. 4U-52 ; Luke xviii.

35-43). [B.MiTiM.EL's, Amer. ed.j

The calling of Zacchseus has more than a mere

personal interest. He was a publican, one of a class

hated and despised by the Jews. But he was one

who sought to serve God ; he gave largely to the

poor, and restored fourfold when he had injured

any man. Justice and love were the law of his

life. From such did Jesus wish to call his dis-

ciples, whether they were publicans or not. " This
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day is salvation come to this house, for that he als"

is a son of Abraham. For tlie Son of Man is come
to seek and to save that which was lost" (Luke
xix. 1-10).

We have reached now the Feast of Dedication;

but, as has been said, the exact place of the events

in St. Luke about this part of the ministry has not

been conclusively determined. After being present

at the feast, Jesus returned to Bethabara beyond
Jordan, where John had formerly liaptized, and
abode there. The place which the beginning of

his ministry had consecrated, was now to be

adorned with his presence as it drew towards its

close, and the scene of John's activity was now to

witness the presence of the Saviour whom he had
so fiiithfully proclaimed (John x. 22-42). The Lord
intended by this choice to recall to the minds of

many the good which .John had done them, and
also, it may be, to jirevent an undue exaltation of

John in the minds of some who had heard him
only. "Many," we read, "resorted to Him, and
said, John did 'no miracle, but all things that John
spake of this man were true. And many believed

on Him there" (vv. 41, 42).

How long He remained here does not appear.

It was probaljly for some weeks. The sore need of

a family in Bethany, who were what men call the

intimate friends of our Lord, called Him thence.

Lazarus was sick, and his sisters sent word of it to

.lesus, whose power they well knew. Jesus an-

swered that the sickness was not unto death, but

for the glm-y of ( Jod, and of the Son of God. This

had reference to the miracle about to be wrought;
even thougli he died, not his death but his restora-

tion to life was the purpose of the sickness. But
it was a trial to the faith of the sisters to find the

words of their friend apparently falsified. Jesus

abode for two days where He was, and then pro-

posed to the disciples to return. The rage of the

.lews against him filled the disciples with .alarm;

and Thomas, wliose mind leant always to the

desponding side, and .saw nothing in the expedition

but certain deatb to all of them, said, " Let us also

go that we may die with Him." It was not till

Lazarus had been four days in the grave that the

Saviour appeared on the scene. Tlie practical

energy of Martha, and the retiring character of

iMary, show themselves here, as once before. It was
Martha who met Him, and addressed toiliin words

of sorrowful reproach; Jesus probed her faith

deeply, and found that even in this extremity of

sorrow it would not fail her. Mary now joined

them, summoned by her sister; and she too re-

proached the Lord for the delay. Jesus does not

resist the contagion of their sorrow, and as a Man
He weeps true human tears by the side of the

grave of a friend. But with the power of God He
l)reaks the fetters of brass in which Lazarus was

held by death, and at His word the man on whom
corruption had already begun to do its work came
forth alive and whole (John xi. 1-45). It mis^lit

seem dithcult to account for the omission of tliis,

perhaps the most sii^nal of tlie miracles of Jesus,

by the three synoptical l^vangelists. No doubt it

was intentional; and the wish not to direct atten-

tion, and perhaps persecution, to Lazarus in his

lifetime may go far to .account for it. But it stands

well in the pages of John, whose privilege it h.as beer,

to announce the highest truths connected with the

divine nature of Jesus, and who is now also per-

mitted to show Him touched with sympathy for a

sorrowing family with whom he lived in intimacy.
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A miracle so puttlic, for Bethany was close to

Jerusalem, atid the family of Lazarus well known

to many people in the mother-city, could not

escape the notice of the Sanhedrim. A meeting;

of this Council was called without loss of time, and

the matter discussed, not without symptoms of

alarm, for the members believed that a popular

outbreak, with Jesus at its head, was impending,

and that it would excite the jealousy of the Romans
and lead to the taking away of their '• place and

nation." Caiaphas the high-priest gave it as his

opinion that it was expedient for them that one
|

man should die for the i)eople, and that the whole
i

nation should not perish. The Evangelist adds

that these words bore a prophetic meaning, of

which the speaker was unconscious : " This spake

he not of himself, but being high-priest that year

he prophesied that Jesus should die for that nation.''

That a bad and worldly man may prophesy the

case of IJalaam proves (Num. xxii.); and the Jews,

as Schottgeu shows, believed that prophecy might

also be unconscious. But the connection of the

gift of prophecy with the office of the high-priest

offers a difficulty. It has been said that, though

this gift is never in Scripture assigned to the high-

priest as such, yet the popular belief at this time

was that he did enjoy it. There is no proof, how-

ever, except this passage, of any such belief; and

the E^angelist would not appeal to it except it

were true, and if it were true, then the O. T.

would contain some allusion to it. The endeavors

to escape from the difficulty by changes of punctua-

tion are not to be thought of. The meaning of

the passage seems to be this : The Jews were about

to commit a crime, the real results of which they

did not know, and (!od overruled the words of one

of them to make him declare the reality of the

transaction, but unconsciously: and as Caiaphas

was the high-priest, the highest minister of God,

and therefore the most conspicuous in the sin, it

was natural to expect that he and not another

would be the channel of the prophecy. The con-

nection between his office and the prophecy was not

a necessary one; but if a prophecy was to be ut-

tered by unwilling lips, it was natural that the

high-priest, who offered for the people, should be

the person compelled to utter it. The death of

Jesus was now resolved on, and He fled to Ephraim

for a few cRiys, because his hour was not jet come

(John xi. 45-57).

We now approach the final stage of the history,

and every word and act tend towards the great act

of suffering. The hatred of tlie Pharisees, now

converted into a settled purpose of murder, the

a * This arrangement places the supper in the house

of Simon " six dsiya'' before the Passover (John xii. 1 S. ),

whereas, according to Matt. xxvi. 2 and Mark xiv. 1,

the supper appears to have taken place on the evening

before the Passover. It is no doubt correct to under-

itand John xii. 1 of our Lord's coming from Jericho

to Bethany. This apparent discrepancy between the

writers has been variously explained. The following

is perhaps the best solution of the difficulty. John,

it will be seen, is the only one of the Evangelists who

speaks of the S.^viou^'s stopping at Bethany on the

way between Jericho and Jerusalem. Hence, this feast

being the principal event which John associates with

Bethany during these last days, he not unnaturally

inserts the account of the feast immediately after

speaking of the arrival at Bethany. But having (so

to speak) discharged his mind of that recollection, he

then turns back and resumes the historical order,
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vile wickedness of Judas, and the utter fickleness of

the pe(jple are all displayed before us. Each day

is marked by its own events or instructions. Our
Lord entered into Bethany on Friday the 8th of

Nisan, the eve of the Sabbath, and remaine<^l over

the Sabbath.

Satunliiy tlie Wi of Nisan {April \st)."— As
He was at supper in the house of one Simon, sur-

named '-the leper,'' a relation of Lazarus, who was

at table with Him,'' ilary, full of gratitude for the

wonderful raising of her brother from the dead, took

a vessel containing a quantity of pure ointment of

si)ikenard and anointed the feet of Jesus, and wiped

his feet with her hair, an(^ anointed his head likewise.

She thought not of the cost of the precious oint-

ment, in an emotion of love which was willing to

part with anything she possessed to do honor to so

great a Guest, so mighty a Benefactor. Judas the

traitor, .and some of the disciples (Matt., Jlark),

who took their tone from him, began to murmur
at the waste: "It might have been sold for more
than three hundred pence, and have been gi\eii to

the poor." But Judas cared not for the poor;

already he was meditating the sale of his Master's

life, and all that he thought of was how he might

lay hands on something more, beyond the price of

blood. Jesus, however, who knew how true was

tiie love which had dictated this sacrifice, silenced

their censure. He opened out a meaning in the

action which they had not sought there : " She is

come aforehand to anoint my body to the bury-

ing."

Passion Week. Sunday the 10th of Nisan
(April '2,(1).— The question of John the Baptist

had no doulit often been repeated in the hearts of

the expectant di.sciples: "Art thou He tiiat should

come, or do we look for another':' " All his con-

versations with them of late had been filled, not

with visions of glory, but with forebodings of

approaching deatii. The world thinks them de-

ceived, and its mockery begins to exercise some

influence even over them. They need some en-

couraging sign under influences so depressing, and

this Jesus affords them in the triumphal entry into

.lernsalem. If the narrative is carefully examined,

it will be seen how remarkably the assertion of a

kingly right is combined with the most scrupulous

care not to excite the political jealousy of the

Jewish powers. When He arrives at the Mount of

Olives He commands two of his disciples to go into

the village near at hand, where they woidd find an

ass, and a colt tied with her. They were neither

to buy nor hire them, and " if any man shall say

aught unto you, ye shall say the Lord hath need of

namely, that on the next day after coming to Bethany

(xii. 12 ff.), Jesus made his public entry into Jerusa-

lem, as related by the Synoptists (Matt. xxi. 1 S.
;

.Mark xi. 1 ff. ; Luke xix. 29 S.). But the Synoptists

pass over the night sojourn at Bethany, and thus rep-

resent Christ as making apparently an uninterrupted

journey from Jericho to Jerusalem. What John
therefore states, as compared with the other Kvaugel-

ists, is that Jesus came to Bethany 6 days before the

Passover, and not that He attended the feast there 6

days before the Passover; and, further, that Jesus

went to Jerusalem on the following day after His ar-

rival at Bethany, and not, on the day after the supper.

This view, if adopted, requires some transposition in

the scheme given above. H.
h * It is said that La7.arus was one of the guests

(4s TMv avaKeiixeviov, John xii. 2), but not that he

was a relation. H.
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them, and straightway he will send them." ^Vith

these lieasts, impressed as for the service of a King,

He was to enter into Jerusalem." The disciples

spread upon the ass their ragged cloaks for Him to

sit on. And the multitudes cried aloud hefore

Him, in the words of the H8th Psalm, " Hosanna,

Save now ! blessed is He that cometh in the name
of the Lord." This Messianic psalm they applied

to Him, from a belief, sincere for the moment, that

He was the Messiah. It was a striking, and to the

Pharisees an alarming sight; but it only serves in

the end to show the feeble hearts of the Jewish

people. The same lips that cried Hosanna will

before long be crying, t'rucify Him, crucify Him

!

Meantime, however, all thoughts were carried back

to the promises of a Messiah. The very act of

riding in upon an ass revived an old prophecy of

Zechariah (ix. 9). Words of prophecy out of a

psalm sprang xmconsciously to their lips. All the

city was moved. Blind and lame came to the

Temple when He arrived there and were healed.

The august conspirators of the Saidiedrini were sore

displeased. But all these demonstrations did not

deceive the divine insight of Christ. He wept over

the city that was hailing Him as its King, and said,

" If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this

thy day, the things which belong unto thy peace

!

but now they are hid from thine eyes" (Luke).

He goes on to prophesy the destruction of the city,

just as it afterwards came to pass. After working

miracles in the Temple He returned to Bethany.

The 10th of Nisan was the day for the separation

of the paschal lamb (Ex. xii. .3). Jesus, the Lamb
of God, entered Jerusalem and the Temple on this

day, and although none but He knew that He was

the Paschal Lamb, the coincidence is not unde-

signed (Matt. xxi. 1-11, 14-17; Mark xi. 1-11;

Luke xix. 29-44; John xii. 12-19).

Mondity the Ut/i of Nisan {April 3f/).— The
next day Jesus returned to Jerusalem, again to

take advantage of the mood of the people to in-

struct them. On the way He approached one of

the many fig-trees which grew in that quarter

(Bethphage :=" house of figs"), and found that it

was full of foliage, but without fruit. He s.aid,

"No man eat fruit of thee hereafter for ever!"

and the fig-tree withered away. This was no

doubt a work of destruction, and as such was un-

like the usual tenor of His acts. But it is hard to

understand the mind of those who stumble at the

destruction of a tree, which seems to have ceased to

bear, by the word of God the Son, yet are not

offended at the famine or the pestilence wrought by
God the Father. The right of the Son must rest

on the same ground as tliat of the Father. And
this was not a wanton destruction ; it was a type

and a warning. The barren fig-tree had already

been made the subject of a parable (Luke xiii. fj),

and here it is made a visible type of the destruction

of the Jewish people. He had come to them seek-

ing fruit, and now it was time to pronounce their

doom as a nation— there should be no fruit on

them for ever (Matt. xxi. 18, 19; Mark xi. 12-14).

Proceeding now to the Temple, He cleared its court

of the crowd of traders that gathered there. He
had performed the same act at the begiiming of

his ministry, and now at the close He repeats it,

for the house of prayer was as much a den of

thieves as ever. With zeal for God's house his
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a * Sfcinlcy has a graphic passage relating to the

Saviour's entry into Jerusalem, in which he points

ministry began, with the same it ended (see p.

1300: Matt. xxi. 12, 13; Mark xi. lo-lQ-r Luke
xix. 4.5-48). In the evening He returned again to

Bethany.

Tuesday the 12th of Nisan (April 4lh).— On
this the third day of Passion Week .Jesus went into

Jerusalem as before, and visited the 'i'emple. The
Sanhedrim came to Him to call Him to account
for the clearing of the Temple. " By what au-
thority doest thou these things?" The Lord
answered their question by another, which, when
put to them in their capacity of a judge of spiritual

things, and of the pretensions of prophets and
teachers, was very hard either to answer or to pass

in silence— what was their opinion of the baptism
of .lohn ? If they replied that it was from heaven,

their own conduct towards John would accuse

them ; if of men, then the people would not listen

to them even when they denounced Jesus, because

none doubted that .lohn was a prophet. They
refused to answer, and Jesus refused in like manner
to answer them. In the parable of the Two Sons,

given by JIatthew, the Lord pronounces a strong

condemnation on them for saj'ing to God, " I go,

Sir," but not going (Matt. xxi. 23-32; Mark xi.

27-33: Luke xx. 1-8). In the paralde of the

wicked husbandmen the history of the Jews is rep-

resented, who had stoned and killed the prophets,

and were about to crown their wickedness by the

death of the Son. In the parable of the wedding
garment, the destruction of the Jews, and the in-

vitation to the Gentiles to the feast in their stead,

are vividly represented (Matt. xxi. 33-46, xxii. 1-

14; Mark xii. 1-2; Luke xx. 9-19).

Not content with their plans for his death, the

different })arties try to entangle Him in argument
and to bring Him into contempt. First come the

Pharisees and Herodians, as if to ask Him to settle

a dispute between them. " Is it lawful to give

tribute to CiKsar, or not? " The spirit of the

answer of Christ lies here: that, since they had
accepted Caesar's money, they had confessed his

rule, and were bound to render to the civil power
what they had confessed to be due to it, as they

were to render to God and to his holy temple the

offerings due to it. Next appeared the Sadducees,

who denied a future state, and put before Him a

contradiction which seemed to them to arise out of

that doctrine. Seven brethren in succession mar-
ried a wife (Deut. xxv. 5): whose wife should she

be in a future state ? The answer was easy to find.

The law in question referred obviously to the pres-

ent time: it would pass away in another state, and
so would all such earthly relations, and all jealous-

ies or disputes founded on them. Jesus now retorts

the argument on the Sadducees. Appealing to the

Pentateuch, because his hearers did not acknowl-

edge the authority of the later books of the Bible,

He recites the words, " I am the God of Abraham,
and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob," as

used to Moses, and draws from them the argument
that these men must then have been alive. Al-

though the words woidd not at first sight suggest

this inference, they really contain it; for the form

of expression implies that He still exists and they

still exist (Matt. xxii. 15-33; Mark xii. 1-3-27;

Luke XX. 20-40). Fresh questions awaited Him,
but his wisdom never fiiiled to give the appropriate

answer. And then he uttered to all the people

out the correspondences between the narrative and the

localities (S. If P. pp. 187-190, Amer. ed.). H
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that terrible denunciation of woe to the Pharisees,
with which we are familiar (Matt, xxiii. 1-39).
If we compare it with our Lord's account of his

own position in reference to the Law, in the Ser-
mon on the Mount, we see that the principles there
laid down are everywhere violated by the Pharisees.
Their almsgiving was ostentation; their distinctions

about oaths led to falsehood and profaneness ; they
were exact about the small observances and neg-
lected the weightier ones of the Law ; they adorned
the tombs of the prophets, saying that if they had
lived in the time of their fathers they would not
have slain them ; and yet they were about to fill

up the m^sure of their fethers' wickedness by
slaying the greatest of the prophets, and perse-

cuting and slaying his followers. After an indig-

nant denunciation of tlie hypocrites who, with a
show of religion, had thus contrived to stifle the
true spirit of religion and were in reality its chief

persecutors. He apostrophizes Jerusalem in words
full of compassion, yet carrying with them a sen-

tence of death: "O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou
that killest the prophets and stonest them which
are sent unto thee, how often would I have gath-

ered thy children togetlier, even as a hen gathereth
her cliickens under her wings, and ye would not

!

Behold, your house is left unto you desolate. For
I say unto you, ye shall not see me henceforth, till

ye shall say. Blessed is he that cometh in the name
of the Lord" (ALatt. xxiii.).

Another great discourse belongs to this day,

which, more than any other, presents Jesus as the

great Prophet of His people. On leaving the

Temple his disciples drew attention to the beauty
of its structure, its "goodly stones and gifts,"

their remarks probably arising from the tlireats of

destruction which had so lately been uttered by
Jesus. Their Master answered that not one stone

of the noble pile should be left upon another.

When they reached the Mount of Olives the dis-

ciples, or rather the first four (Mark), speaking for

the rest, asked Him when this destruction should

be accomplished. To understand the answer it

must be borne in mind that Jesus warned them
that He was mo^ giving them an historical .account

such as would enal>le them to anticipate the events.

" Of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not

the angels of heaven, but my Father only." Exact
data of time are to be purposely withheld from
them. Accordingly, two events, analogous in char-

acter but widely sundered by time, are so treated

in the prophecy that it is almost impossible to dis-

entangle them. The destruction of Jerusalem and
the day of judgment — the national and the uni-

versal days of account— are spoken of together or

alternately without hint of the great interval of

time that separates them. Thus it may seem tliat

a most important fact is omitted ; but the highest

work of propliecy is not to fix times and seasons,

but to disclose the divine significance of events.

What was most important to them to know was
that the destruction of Jerusalem followed upon
the probation and rejection of her people, and that

the crucifixion and that destruction were connected

as cause and effect (.Matt. xxiv. ; JLark xiii.; Luke
xxi.). The conclusion which Jesus drew from his

own avrful warning was, that they were not to at-

tempt to fix the date of his return: "Therefore be

ye also ready, for in such an hour as ye tliink not

the Son of Man cometh." The lesson of the par-

able of the Ten Virgins is the same; the Christian

soul is to be ever in a state of vigilance and prepar-
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ation (Matt. xxiv. 44, xxv. 1.3). And the parable

of the Talents, here repeated in a modified form,

teaches how precious to souls are the uses of time

(xxv. 14-30). In concluding this momentous dis-

course, our Lord puts aside the destruction of Jeru-

salem, and displays to our eyes the picture of the

final judgment. There will He Himself be present,

and will separate all the vast family of mankind
into two classes, and shall appraise the works of

each class as works done to Himself, present in the

world though invisible; and men shall see, some
with terror and some with joy, that their life here

was spent either for Him or against Him, and that

the good which lay before them to do was provided

for them by Him, and not by chance, and the re-

ward and punishment shall be apportioned to each

(Matt. xxv. 31-40).

With these weighty words ends the third day;

and whether we consider the importance of His
recorded teaching, or the amount of opposition and
of sorrow presented to His mind, it was one of the

greatest days of all His earthly ministrations. The
general reflections of John (xii. 37-50), which con-

tain a retrospect of His ministry and of the strange

reception of Him by his people, may well be read

as if they came in here.

Wednesday tite ISth of Nisnn {April bth). —
This day was passed in retirement with the Apos-
tles. Satan had put it into the mind of one of

them to betray Him ; and Judas Iscariot made a
covenant to betray Him to the chief priests for

thirty pieces of silver. The character of Judas,

and the degrees by which he reached the abyss of

guilt in which he was at last destroyed, deserve

much attention. There is no reason to doubt that

when he was chosen by Jesus he possessed, like

the rest, the capacity of being saved, and was en-

dued with gifts which might have made him an
able minister of the New Testament. But the

innate worldliness and covetousness were not

purged out from him. His practical talents made
him a kind of steward of the slender resources of

that society, and no doubt he conceived the wish

to use the same gifts on a larger field, which the

realization of "the kingdom of Heaven" would

open out before him. These practical gifts were

his ruin. Between him and the rest there could

1)6 no real harmony. His motives were worldlj',

and theirs were not. They loved the Saviour more
as they knew Him better. Judas, living under the

constant tacit rebuke of a most holy example, grew
to hate the Lord ; for nothing, perhaps, more
strongly draws out evil instincts than the enforced

contact with goodness. And when he knew that

his Master did not trust him, was not deceived by

him, his hatred grew more intense. But this did

not break out into overt act until Jesus began to

foretell his own crucifixion and death. If these

were to happen, all his hopes that he had built on

following the Lord would be dashed down. If they

should crucify the Master they would not spare the

servants; and, in place of a heavenly kingdom, he

would find contempt, persecution, and probably

death. It was high time, therefore, to treat with

the powers that seemed most likely to prevail in

the end ; and he opened a negotiation with the

high-priests in secret, in order tliat, if his Master

were to fall, he might be the instrument, and so

make friends among the triumphant persecutors.

And yet, strange contradiction, he did not wholly

cease to believe in Jesus: possibly he thought

that he would so act that he might be safe either
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way. If Jesus was the Prophet and IMighty One
that he had once tlioiight, then the attempt to take

Him mitjht force Him to pnt forth all his resources

and to assume the kini^dom to which He laid claim,

and then tlie agent in the treason, even if discov-

ered, might plead that he foresaw the result: if

He were unable to save Himself and his disciples,

then it were well for Judas to betake himself to

those who were stronger. The bribe of money,

not very considerable, could not have been the chief

motive; but as two vicious appetites could be grat-

ified instead of one, the thirty pieces of silver be-

came a part of tiie temptation. The treason was

successful, and the money paid ; but not one mo-

ment's pleasure did those silver pieces purchase

for their wretched possessor, not for a moment ditl

he reap any fruit from his detestable guilt. After

the crucifixion, the avenging belief that .lesus was

what He professed to be rushed back in full force

upon his mind. He went to those who had hired

him ; they derided his remorse. He cast away the

accursed silver pieces, defiled with the " innocent

blood " of the Son of God, and went and hanged

himself (Matt. xxvi. 14-16; Markxiv. 10-11; Luke

xxii. 1-6).

Thwsdny the Uth of Nisaii {April 6//0. — On
" the first day of unleavened bread,"' when the

Jews were wont to put away all leaven out of their

houses (Lightfoot, ffnr. Heb. on Mark xiv. 12),

the disciples asked their Master where they were to

eat the Passover. He directed Peter and John to

go into .lerusalem, and to follow a man whom they

should see bearing a pitcher of water, and to de-

mand of him, in their Master's name, the use of

the guestchamber in his house for this purpose."

All happened as .lesus had told them, and in the

evening they assembled to celebrate, for the last

time, the paschal meal. The sequence of the events

is not quite clear from a comparison of the Evan-

gelists; but the difficulty arises with St. Luke, and

there is external evidence that he is not following

the chronological order (Wieseler, Chron. Syn. p.

399). The order seems to be as follows. When
they had taken their places at table and the supper

had begun, .lesus gave them the first cup to divide

amongst themselves (Luke). It was customary to

drink at the paschal supper four cups of wine mixed

with water; and this answered to the first of them.

There now arose a contention among the disciples

which of them should be the greatest; perhaps in

connection with the places which they had taken

at this feast (lAike). After a solemn warning

against pride and ambition .Tesns performed an act

which, as one of the last of his life, must ever have

been remembered by the witnesses as a great lesson

of humility. He rose from the table, poured water

into a basin, girded himself with a towel, and pro-

ceeded to wash the disciples' feet (.John). It was

an office for slaves to jjerform, and from Him,

knowing as He did, " that the Father had given

all things into his hand, and th.at He was come

from God and went to (iod," it was an unspeakable

condescension. But his love for them was infinite,

and if there were any way to teach them the humility

which as yet they had not learned, He would not

fail to ad6pt it. Peter, with his usual readiness,

was the first to , refuse to accept such menial ser-
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* « The task of fetching water for domestic uses is

commonly performed in the East by women. The
writer recalls but two instances during a period of

nearly three months in Palestine, in which he saw

vice— " Lord, dost thou wash ray feet ? " When
he was told that this act was significant.--of the

greater act of humiliation by which Jesus saved

his disciples and united them to Himself, his scru-

ples vanished. After all had been washed, the

Saviour explained to them the meaning of what
He had done. " If I, your Lord and Master, have

washed your feet, ye also ought to wasli one

another's feet. For I have given you an example,

that ye should do as I have done to you." but

this act was only the outward symbol of far greatei

sacrifices for them than they could as yet under-

stand. It was a small matter to wash their feet;

it was a great one to come down from- the glories

of heaven to save them. Later the Apostle Paul

put this same lesson of humility into another form,

and rested it upon deeper grounds. " Let this

mind be in you which was also in Christ Jesus:

who, being in the form of God, thought it not rob-

bery to be equal with God ; but made himself of

no reputation, and took upon him the form of a

servant, and was made in the likeness of men, and

being found in fashion as a man He humbled Him-
self and became obedient unto death, e\en the

death of the cross " (Phil. ii. .5-8; Matt. xxvi. 17-

20; Markxiv. 12-17; Luke xxii. 7—30; John xiii.

1-20).

From this act of love it does not seem that even

the traitor Judas was excluded. But his treason

was thoroughly known : and now Jesus denounces

it. One of them should betray Him. They were

all sorrowful at this, and each asked "Is it I?"
and even Judas asked and received an affirmative

answer (Matt.), but probably in an undertone, for

when Jesus said " That thou doest do quickly,"

tione of the rest understood. The traitor having

gone straight to his wicked object, the end of the

Saviour's ministry seemed already at hand. " Now
is the Son of ]Man glorified, and God is glorified

in Him." He gave them the new commandment,
to love one another, as though it were a last be-

quest to them. To love was not a new thing, it

was enjoined in the old Law; but to be distin-

guished for a special Christian love and mutual

devotion was what He would have, and this was

the new clement in the comm.andment. Founded

by a great act of love, the Church was to be marked

by love (Matt. xxvi. 21-25; Mark xiv. 18-21;

Luke xxii. 21-2-3; .John xiii. 21-35).

Towards the close of the meal Jesus instituted

the sacrament of the Lord's Supjier. He took bread

and gave thanks and brake it, and gave to his dis-

ciples, saying, " This is my body which is given for

you; this do in remembrance of me." He then

took the cup, which corresponded to the l/rird cup

in the usual course of the paschal supper, and after

giving thanks. He gave it to them, saying, " This

is my blood of the new testament [covenant] which

is shed for many." It was a memorial of his pas-

sion and of this last supper that preceded it, and

in dwelling on his Passion in this sacrament, in

true faith, all believers draw nearer to the cross of

his sufferings and taste more strongly the sweetness

of his love and the efficacy of his atoning death

(Matt. xxvi. 26-21); Mark xiv. 22-25; Luke .xxii.

19, 20; 1 Cor. xi. 23-25).

The denial of Peter is now foretold, and to no

"a man bearing a pitcher of water." As the host

was to be identified by this circumstance, it seems to

be implied that the practice was unusual. H.
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one would such an announcement be more incredible

than to I'eter himself. " Lord, why cannot I follow

thee nowV I will lay down my life for thy sake."

The zeal was sincere, and as such did the Lord

regard it; but here, as elsewhere, Peter did not

count the cost. By and by, when the Holy Spirit

has come down to give them a strength not their

own, Peter and the rest of the disciples will be bold

to resist persecution, even to the death. It needs

strong love and deep insight to view such an act as

this denial with sorrow and not with indignation

(Matt. xxvi. 31-3.5; Mark xiv. 27-31; Luke xxii.

31-38; John xiii. 36-38).

That great final discourse, which .John alone

has recorded, is now delivered. Although in the

middle of it there is a mention of departure (.John

xiv. 31), this perhaps only implies that they pre-

pared to go: and then the whole discourse was

delivered in the house before they proceeded to

Gethsemane. Of the contents of this discourse,

which is the voice of the Priest in the holy of

holies, something has been said already (p. 1358;

John xiv.-xvii.).

Friday the 15ih of Nisan {April! ), incluclinrj

part of the ere of it.— "When they had sung a

hymn," " which perhaps means, when they had
sung the second part of the Hallel, or song of praise,

which consisted of Psalms cxv.-cxviii., the former

part (Psalms cxiii.-cxiv.) having been sung at an

earlier part of the supper, they went out into the

Mount of Olives. They came to a place called

Getiiseji.\ne (oil-press), and it is probable that

the place now pointed out to travellers is the real

scene of that which follows, and even that its huge

olive-trees are the legitimate successors of those

which were there when Jesus visited it. A moment
of terrible agony is approaching, of which all the

Apostles need not be spectators, for He thinks of

them, and wishes to spare them this addition to

their sorrows. So He takes only his three proved

companions, Peter, James, and .John, and passes

with them farther into the garden, leaving the rest

seated, probably near the entrance. No pen can

attempt to describe what passed that night in that

secluded spot. He tells them " my soul is exceed-

ing sorrowful, even unto death : tarry ye here and

watch with me," and then leaving even the three

He goes further, and in solitude wrestles with an

inconceivable trial. The words of JMark are still

more expressive— " He began to he sore amazed, and
to be very heavy" {iKQafx^^laOai koI a5T]fxoue7v,

xiv. 33). The former word means that he was
struck with a great dread ; not from the fear of

physical suffering, however excruciating, we may
well believe, but irom the contact with the sins of

the world, of which, in some inconceivable way, He
here felt the bitterness and the weight. He did

not merely contemplate them, but bear and feel

them. It is impossible to explain this scene in

Gethsemane in any other way. If it were merely

the fear of the terrors of death that overcame Him,
then the martyr Stephen and many another would

surpass Him in constancy. But when He says,

" Abba, Father, all things are possible unto Thee;

take away this cup from me : nevertheless not what

I will but what thou wilt" (Mark), the cup was

filled with a Air bitterer potion than death ; it was

flavored with the poison of the sins of all mankind

a * " Having sung " is more correct for vfjivria-avTes,

Matt. xxvi. 30 and Mark xiv. 26. A group of Psalms

was no doubt sung at that time. The A. V. renders
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against its God. Whilst the sinless Son is thua

carried two ways by the present horror and the

strong determination to do the Father's will, the

disciples have sunk to sleep. It was in search of

consolation that He came back to them. The dis-

ciple who had been so ready to ask " Why cannot

I follow thee now?" must hear another question,

that rebukes his former confidence— " Couldest

not thou watch one hour?" A second time He
departs and wrestles in prayer with the Father;

but although the words He utters are almost the

same (Mark says " the same "), He no longer asks

that the cup may pass away from Him -— " If this

cup may not pass away from me except I drink it,

Thy will be done" (Matt.). A second time He
returns and finds them sleeping. The same scene

is repeated yet a third time; and then all is con-

cluded. Henceforth they may sleep and take their

rest; never more shall they be asked to watch one

hour with Jesus, for his ministry in the fiesh is at

an end. " The hour is at hand, and the Son of

3Ian is betrayed into the hands of sinners " (Matt.).

The prayer of Jesus in this place has always been

regarded, and with reason, as of great weight against

the monothelite heresy. It expresses the natural

shrinking of the human will from a horror which

the divine nature has admitted into it, yet without

sin. Never does He say, "I will flee; " He says,

" If it be possible; " and leaves that to the decision

of the Father. That horror and dread arose from

the spectacle of human sin ; from the bearing the

weight and guilt of human sin as about to make
atonement for it; and from a conflict with the

powers of darkness. Thus this scene is in complete

contrast to the Transfiguration. The same com-
panions witnessed both ; but there there was peace,

and glory, and honor, for the sinless Son of God

;

here fear and conflict: there (Jod bore testimony

to Him; here Satan for the last time tempted Him.
(On the account of the Agony see Krummacher,
Der Leldmde Christvs, p. 206 ; Matt. xxvi. 36-46

;

Mark xiv. 32-42; Luke xxii. 39-46; John xviii. 1.)

Judas now appeared to complete his work. In

the doubtful light of torches, a kiss from him was

the sign to the oflicers whom they should take.

Peter, whose name is first given in John's Gospel,

drew a sword and smote a servant of the high-priest,

and cut out off his ear; but his Lord refused such

succor, and healed the wounded man. [Malchus.]
He treated the seizure as a step in the fulfillment

of the prophecies about Him, and resisted it not.

All the disciples forsook Him and fled (Matt. xxvi.

47-50 ; Mark xiv. 43-52 ; Luke xxii. 47-53 ; John
xviii. 2-12).

There is some difficulty in arranging the events

that innnediately follow, so as to embrace all the

four accounts. — The data will be found in the

Commentary of Olshausen, in Wieseler
(
Chron. Sy7i.

p. 401 ft'.), and in Greswell's Dissertations (iii.

200 ff.). On the capture of Jesus He was first

taken to the house of Annas, the father-in-law of

Caiaphas (see p. 1350) the high-priest. It has been

argued that as Annas is called, conjointly with

Caiaphas, the high-priest, he must have held some
actual office in connection with the priesthood, and

Lightfoot and otliers suppose that he was the vicar

or deputy of the high-priest, and Selden that he

was president of the Council of the Sanhedrim;

(

the same word " sang praises," Acts xvi. 25, and
" will sing praise," Ueb. ii. 12. H.
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but this is uncertain." It might appear from the

course of John's nari'ative tliat the examination of

our Lord, and the first denial of Peter, took place

in the house of Annas (John xviii. 13, 14). But

the 24th verse is retrospective— " Now Annas had

sent Him bound unto Caiaphas the high-priest"

(direVTsiAe, aorist for pluperfect, see Winer's

Gnimmrir); and probably all that occurred after

verse 14 took place not at tlie house of Ainias, but

at that of Caiaphas. It is not likely that Peter

gained admittance to two houses in which two

separate judicial examinations took place with which

he had nothing ostensibly to do, and this would be

forced on us if we assumed that John descrilied

what took place before Annas, and the other

Evangelists what took place before Caiaphas. The
house of the high-priest consisted proliably, like

other Eastern houses, of an open central court with

chambers round it. Into this court a gate admitted

them, at which a woman stood to open. Peter,

wiio had fled like the rest from the side of Jesus,

followed afar off with another disciple, probably

John, and the latter procured him admittance into

the court of the high-priest's house. As he passed

ui, the lamp of the portress threw its lii^ht on his

face, and she took note of him ; and afterwards, at

the fire which had been lighted, she ])ut the ques-

tion to him, " Art not thou also one of this man's

disciples'?" (John.) All the zeal and boldness of

Peter seems to have deserted him. This was indeed

a time of great spiritual weakness and depression,

and the power of darkness had gained an infiuence

over the Apostle's mind. He had come as in

secret; he is determhied so to remain, and he

denies his Master ! Feeling now tlie danger of his

situation, he went out into the porch, and there

some one, or, looking at all the accounts, probalily

several persons, asked him the question a second

time, and he denied more strongly. About an hour

after, when he had returned into the court, the

same question was put to him a third time, with

the same result. Then the cock crew; and Jesus,

who was within siglit, probably in some open room
communicating witli tlie court, " turned and looked

upon Peter. And Peter remembered tlie word of

the Lord, how He had said unto him. Before the

cock crow, thou shalt deny Me thrice. And Peter

went out and wept bitterly " (Luke). Let no man
who cannot fathom the utter perplexity and distress

of such a time presimie to judge the zealous dis-

ciple hardly. He trusted too much to his strength;

he did not enter into the full meaning of the words,
" Watch and pray lest ye enter into temptation."

Self-confidence betrayed him into a great sin; and
the most merciful Lord restored him after it. " Let
him that thiiiketh he standeth take heed lest he
fall" (1 Cor. X. 12; Matt. xxvi. .57, 58,69-7.5;

Mark xiv. 53, 54, 6G-72; Luke xxii. 54-62; John
xviii. 13-18, 24-27).

The first interrogatory to which our Lord was
subject (.John xviii. llJ-24) was addressed to Him
by Caiaphas (Annas?, Olshausen, Wieseler), prob-

ably before the Sanhedrim had time to assemble.

It was the questioning of an inquisitive person who
had an important criminal in his presence, rather

than a formal examination. The Lord's refusal to

answer is thus explained and justified. When the

more regular proceedings begin He is ready to
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« Mr. Greswell sees no uncertainty
; and asserts as

a fact that he was the high-priest, vicar, and vice-

president of the Sanhedrim (p. 200).
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answer. A servant of the high-priest, knowing
that he should thereby please his master, smote the
cheek of the Son of God with the palm of his hand.
But this was only the beginning of horrors. At
the dawn of day the Sanhedrim, summoned by the
high-priest in the course of the night, assembled,
and brought their band of false witnesses, whom
they must have had ready before. These gave their

testimony (see Psalm xxvii. 12), but even before

this unjust tribunal it could not stand, it was so

fuU of contradictions. At last two false witnesses

came, and their testimony was very like the truth.

They deposed that He had said, " I will destroy

this temple, that is made with hands, and within

three days I will build another made without

hands" (Mark xiv. 58). The perversion is slight

l)ut important; for Jesus did not say that He would
destroy (see John ii. 19), which was just the point

that would irritate the Jews. Even these two fell

into contradictions. The high-priest now with a
solemn adjuration asks Him whether He is the

Christ the Son of God. He answers that He is,

and foretells his return in glory and power at the

last day. This is enough for their purpose. They
pronounce Him guilty of a crime for which death

should be the punishment. It appears that the

Council was now suspended or liroken up ; for Jesus

is delivered over to the brutal violence of the people,

which could not have occurred whilst the supreme
court of the Jews was sitting. The prophets had
foretold this violence (Is. 1. 6), and also the meek-
ness with which it would be borne (Is. liii. 7). And
yet this " lamb led to the slaughter " knew that it

was He that should judge the world, including

every one of his persecutors. The Sanhedrim had
been vvithin the range of its duties in taking cog-

nizance of all who claimed to be prophets. ' If the

question put to Jesus had been merely. Art Thou
the Messiah '? this body should have gone into the

question of his ri^ht to the title, and decided upon
the evidence. But the question was really twofold,

" Art Thou the Christ, and in that name dost

Thou also call Thyself the Son of God? " There
was no blasphemy in claiming the former name,
liut there was in assuming the latter. Hence the

proceedings were cut short. They had closed their

eyes to the evidence, accessible to all, of the miracles

of Jesus, that He was indeed the Son of God, and
without these they were not likely to believe that

He could claim a title belonging to no other among
the children of men (John xviii. 19-24; Luke xxii.

63-71 ; Matt. xxvi. 59-68; Mark xiv. 55-65).

Although they had pronounced Jesus to be guilty

of death, the Sanhedrim possessed no power to

carry out such a sentence (Josephus, Ant. xx. 6).

So as.soon as it was day they took Him to Pilate,

the Roman procurator. The hall of judgment, or

prfetorium, was prol)al:ily a part of the tower of

Antonia near the Temple, where the Roman gar-

rison was. Pilate hearing that Jesus was an offender

under their law, was about to give them leave to

treat him accordingly ; and this would have made it

quite safe to execute Him. But the council, wish-

ing to shift the responsibility from themselves, from

a fear of some reaction amongst the ])eople in favor

of the Lord, such as they had seen on tlie first day
of that week, said that it was not lawful for them
to put any man to death : and having condemned
Jesus for blasphemy, they now strove to have Him
condemned by Pilate for a political crime, for calling

Himself the King of the Jews. But the Jewish

punishment was stoning ; whilst crucifixion was a
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Roman punishment, inflicted occasionally on those

who were not Roman citizens ; and thus it came
about that the Lord's saying as to the mode of his

death was fulfilled (Matt. xx. 19, with John xii.

32, 33). From the first Jesus found fivvor in the

eyes of Pilate; his answer that his kingdom was

not of this world, and therefore could not menace

the Roman rule, was accepted, and Pilate pro-

nounced that he found no fault in Him. Not so

easily wei'e the Jews to be cheated of their prey.

They heaped up accusations against Him as a dis-

turber of the public peace (Luke xxiii. 5). Pilate

was no match for their vehemence. Finding that

Jesus was a Galilean, he sent Him to Herod to be

dealt with; but Herod, after cruel mockery and

persecution, sent Him back to Pilate. Now com-

menced the fearful struggle between the Roman
procurator, a weak as well as cruel man, and the

Jews. Pilate was detested by the Jews as cruel,

treacherous, and oppressive. Other records of his

life do not represent him merely as the weakling

that he appears here. He had violated their na-

tional prejudices, and had used the knives of assas-

sins to avert the consequences. But the Jews knew
the weak point in his breastplate. He was the

merelj' worldly and professional statesman, to whom
the favor of the Emperor was life itself, and the

only evil of life a downfall from that favor. It was

their policy therefore to threaten to denounce him

to Cfesar for lack of zeal in suppressing a rebellion,

the leader of which was aiming at a crown. In his

way Pilate believed in Christ; this the greatest

crime of a stained life was that with which his own
will' had the least to do. But he did not believe,

so a? to make him risk delation to his jNIaster and

all its possible consequences. He yielded to the

stronger purpose of the Jews, and suffered Jesus to

be put to death. Not many years after, the con-

sequences which he had stained his soul to avert

came upon him. He was accused and banished,

and like Judas, the other great accomplice in this

crime of the Jews, put an end to his own life [see

Pilate]. The well-known incidents of the second

interview are soon recalled. After the examination

by Herod, and the return of Jesus, Pilate proposed

to release Him, as it was usual on the feast-day to

release a jirisoner to the Jews out of grace. Pilate

knew well that the priests and rulers would object

to this ; but it was a covert appe;il to the people,

also present, with whom Jesus had so lately been

in favor. The multitude, persuaded by the priests,

preferred another prisoner, called Barabbas. In

the mean time the wife of Pilate sent a warning to

Pilate to have nothing to do with the death of

"that just man," as she had been troubletl in a

dream on account of Him. (Jbliged, as he thpught,

to yield to the clamors of the peojile, he took

water and washed his hands before them, and

adopting the phrase of his wife, which perhaps rep-

resented the opinion of both of them formed before

this time, he said, " I am innocent of the blood of

this just person ; see ye to it." The peojile im-

precated on their own heatis .and those of their

children the blood of Him whose doom was thus

sealed.

Pilate released unto them Barabbas "that for

sedition and nuirder was cast into prison whom
they had desired " (comp. Acts iii. 14). This was

no uniinjiortant element in their crime. The choice

was oflered them between one who had broken the

laws of (iod and man, and One who had given his

whole life up to the doing good and speaking truth
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amongst them. They condemned the latter to

death, and were eager for the deliverance of the

former. " And in fact their demanding the ac-

quittal of a murderer is but the parallel to their

requiring the death of an innocent person, as St.

Ambrose observes : for it is but the very law of

iniquity, that they which hate innocence should

love crime. They rejected therefore the Prince of

Heaven, and chose a robber and a murderer, and
an insurrectionist, and they received the object of

their choice; so was it given them, for insurrections

and murders did not fail them till the last, when
their city was destroyed in the midst of murders

and insurrections, which they now demanded of

the Roman governor " (Williams on the Passion,

p. 215).

Now came the scourging, and the blows and in-

sults of the soldiers, who, uttering truth when they

thought they were only reviling, crowned Him and
addressed Him as King of the Jews. According

to John, Pilate now made one more effort for his

release. He thought that the scourging might ap-

pease their rage, he saw the frame of Jesus bowed
and withered with all that it had gone through

;

and, hoping that this moving sight might inspire

them with the same pity that he felt himself, he

brought the Saviour forth again to them, and said,

" Behold the man !
" Not even so was their violence

assuaged. He had made Himself the Son of God,

and must die. He still sought to release Jesus:

but the last argument, which had been in the minds
of both sides all along, was now openly applied to.

him : " If thou let this man go, thou art not Caesar's

friend." This saying, which had not been uttered

till the vehemence of rage overcame their decent

respect for Pilate's position, decided the question.

He delivered Jesus to be crucifietl (xMatt. xxvii.

l.i)-30; Mark xv. 6-19; Luke xxiii. 17-25; John

xviii. 39, 40, xix. 1-lG). John mentions that this

occurred about the sixth hour, whereas the cruci-

fixion, according to Mark, was accomplished at the

third hour ; but there is every reason to think, with

Greswell and Wieseler, that John reckons from

midnight, and that this took place at six in the

morning, whilst in ^lark the Jewish reckoning from

six in the morning is followed, so that the cruci-

fixion took place at nine o'clock, the intervening

time having been sjjent in preparations. [Houk,
xVmer. ed.]

Difficult, but not insuperable, chronological ques-

tions arise in connection with (a ) John xiii. 1, " be-

fore the feast of the Passover; '' (b) John xviii. 28,

" and they themselves went not into the judgment-

hall lest they should be defiled, but that they might

eat the Passover; " and (c) John xix. 14, " And it

was the preparation of the Passover, about the sixth

hour," in all of which the account of John seems

dissonant with that of the other Evangelists. These

passages are discussed in the various commentaries,

but nowhere more fully than in a paper by Dr.

Robinson {Bild. Sacra, 1845, p. 405), reproduced

in his (English) IJarmoiiy in an abridged form.

One Person alone has been calm amidst the ex-

citements of that iiinjlit of horrors. On Him is

now laid the weight of his cross, or at least of the

transverse beam of it; and, with this pressing Him
down, they proceed out of the city to Golgotha or

Calvary, a place the site of which is now uncertain.

As He began to droop, his persecutors, unwilling to

defile themselves with the accursed burden, lay hold

of Simon of Cyrene and compel him to carry the

cross after Jesus. Amongst the great multitude
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that followed, were several women, who bewailed

and lamented Him. He bade them not to weep

for Him, Imt for the widespread destruction of their

nation wliich should be the punishment for his

death (Luke). After oflFering Him wine and myrrh,

they crucified Him between two thieves. Nothing

was wantins; to his humiliation; a thief had been

preferred before Him, and two thie\es share his

punishment. The soldiers divided his garments

and cast lots for them (see Psalm xxii. 18). Pilate

set over Him in three languages the inscription

".Jesus, the King of the .Jews." The chief-priests

took exception to this that it did not denounce

Him as falsely calling Himself by that name, but

Pilate refused to alter it. The pa,ssers-by and the

Roman soldiers would not let even the minutes of

deadly agony pass in peace ; they reviled and

mocked Him. One of the two thieves underwent

a change of lieart even on the cross : he reviled at

first (.Matt.); and then, at the sight of the con-

stancy of .Jesus, repented (Luke) (Matt, xxvii.

;

Mark xv. ; Luke xxiii. ; John xix. ).

In the depths of his bodily suffering, Jesus calmly

commended to .John ( ? ), who stood near, the care

of JMary his mother. " Behold thy son ! liehold

thy mother." From the sixth hour to the ninth

there was darkness over the whole land. At the

ninth hour (-3 p. m.) Jesus uttered with a loud

voice the opening words of the 22d Psalm, all the

inspired words of which referred to the suffering

Messiah. One of those present dipped a sponge in

the common sour wine of the soldiers and put it

on a reed to moisten the sufl[(?rer's lips. Again He
cried with a loud voice, "It is finished" (.lohn),

"Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit

"

(Luke); and gave up the ghost. His words upon

the cross had all of them shown how truly He pos-

sessed his soul in patience even to the end of the

sacrifice He was making: " Father, forgive them! "

was a prayer for his enemies. " This day shalt

thou be with nie in Paradise," was a merciful ac-

ceptance of the offer of a penitent heart. " Woman,
behold thy .son," was a sign of loving consideration,

even at tlie last, for those He had always loved.

"Why hast Thou forsaken me ?" expressed the

fear and the need of <iod. " I thirst," the only

word that related to Himself, was uttered because

it was prophesied that they were to give Him
vinegar to drink. " It is finished," expresses the

completion of that work which, wlien He was twelve

years old, had been present to his mind, and never

absent since ; and •' Into Thy hands I commend
My spirit," was the last utterance of his resignation

of Himself to what was laid upon Him (Matt, xxvii.

31-56; Mark xv. 20-41; Luke xxiii. 33-49; John
xix. 17-30).

On the death of Jesus the veil which covered the

most Holy Place of the Temple, the place of the

more especial presence of Jehovah, was rent in

twain, a symlwl that we may now have " boldness

to enter into the holiest by the blood of Jesus by

a newand living w.ay which He hath consecrated

for us, through the veil, that is to say, through his

flesh " (Heb. x. 19, 20). The priesthood of Christ

superseded the priesthood of the law. There was

a great earthquake. Many wlio were dead rose

from their graves, although they returned to the

dust again after this great token of Christ's quick-

ening power had been given to many (Matt.): they

were " saints " that slept — probably those who had

most earnestly longed for the .salvation of Christ

were the first to taste the fruits of his conquest of
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death. [Saint.s, Amer. ed.] The centurionr'X\ho

kept guard, witnessing what had taken place, came
to the same conclusion as Pilate and his wife,

" Certainly this was a righteous man;" he went
beyond them, " Truly this man was the Son of

God " (Mark). Even the people who had joined

in the mocking and reviling were overcome by the

wonders of his death, and " smote their breasts

and returned" (Luke xxiii. 48). The .lews, very

zealous for the Sabbath in the midst of their mur-
derous work, begged Pilate that he would put an
end to the punishment by breaking the legs of the

criminals (Lactant. iv. 26) that they might be taken

down and buried before the Sabbath, for which

they were preparing (Deut. xxi. 23; .Joseph., B. J.

iv. .5, § 2). Those who were to execute this duty

found that .Jesus was dead and the thieves still

living; so they performed this work on the latter

only, that a bone of Him might not be broken

(Ex. xii. 46; Psalm xxxiv. 20). The death of the

Lord before the others was, no doubt, partly the

consequence of the previous mental suffering which

He had undergone, and partly because his will to

die lessened the natural resistance of the frame to

dissolution. Some seek for a " mysterious cause "

of it, something out of the course of nature; but

we must beware of such theories as would do away
with the reality of the death, as a punishment in-

flicted by the hands of men. Joseph of Arimathrea,

a member of the Council but a secret disciple of

.lesus, came to Pilate to beg the body of Jesus, that

he might bury it. Nicodenuis assisted in this work
of love, and they anointed the body and laid it in

.lo.seph's new tomb (Matt, xxvii. 50-61; Mark xv.

37-47; Luke xxiii. 40-56; .John xix. 30-42).

Saturday the IQth of Nlsan {April Sih). — Love
having done its part, hatred did its part also. The
chief priests and Pharisees, with Pilate's permis-

sion, set a watch over the tomb, " lest his disciples

come by night and steal Him away, and say unto

the people He is risen from the dead " (Jlatt. xxvii.

02-66).

Sunday tlie 17th of Nisan {April ^Jlh). — The
Sabbath ended at six on the evening of Nisan 16th.

Early the next morning the resurrection of Jesus

took place. Although He had lain in the grave for

a1)0ut thirty-six or forty hours, yet these formed

part of three days, and thus, by a mode of speaking

not unusual to the Jews (.losephus frequently

reckons years in this manner, the two extreme por-

tions of a year reckoning as two years), the time

of the dominion of death over Him is spoken of as

three days. The order of the events that follow is

somewhat difficult to harmonize; for each Evangelist

selects the facts which belong to his purpose." The
exact hour of the resurrection is not mentioned by

any of the Evangelists. But from i\lark xvi. 2 and
9 we infer that it was not long before the coming
of the women ; and from the time at which the

guards went into the city to give the alarm the

same inference arises (Matt, xxviii. It). Of the

great mystery itself, the resumption of life liy Him
who was tndy dead, we see but little. " There

was a great earthquake, for the angel of the Lord

descended from heaven, and came and rolled back

the stone from the door and sat upon it. His

countenance was like lightning, and his raiment

white as snow; and for fear of him the keepers did

« In what follows, much use has been niaile of an

excellent paper by Dr. Robinson, Bibl. Sacra, 1845,

p. 162.
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shake, and became as dead men " (Matt.)- The
women, who had stood by the cross of Jesus, had

prepared spices on the evening before, perhaps to

complete the embalming of our Lord's bod 3', already

performed in haste by Joseph and Nicodennis.

They came very early on the first day of the week

to the sepulchre. The names of the women are

differently put by the several Evangelists, but with

no real discrepancy. Matthew mentions the two

Marys ; Mark adds Salome to these two ; Luke has

the two Marys, Joanna, and others with them; and

John mentions Mary JMagdalene only. In thus

citing such names as seemed good to him, each

Evangelist was no doubt guided by some reason.

John, from the especial share which Mary JLag-

dalene took in the testimony to the fact of the

resuiTcction, mentions her only. The women dis-

cuss with one another who should roll away the

stone, that they might do their ])ious office on the

body. But when they arrive they find the stone

rolled away, and Jesus no longer in the Sepulchre.

He Iiad risen from the dead, ilary ^lagdalene at

this point goes back in haste ; and at once, believing

that the body has been removed by men, tells I'eter

and .John that the Lord has been taken away. The

other women, however, go into the Sepulchre, and

they see an angel (Matt., Mark), or two angels

(Luke), in bright apparel, who declare to them that

the Lord is risen, and will go before the disciples

into Galilee. The two angels, mentioned by St.

Luke, are probalily two separate appearances to

different members of the group; for he alone men-

tions an indefinite number of women. They now
leave the sepulchre, and go in haste to make known
the news to the Apostles. As they were going,

" Jesus met them, saying, AU hail. And they came

and held Him by the feet, and worshi]iped Him.

Then said Jesus unto them. Be not afraid
;
go tell

]My brethren that they go into Galilee, and there

shall they see Me." The eleven do not beheve the

account when they receive it. In the mean time

Peter and John came to the Sepulchre. They ran,

in their eagerness, and John arrived firet and looked

in ; I'eter afterwards came up, and it is character-

istic that the awe whicli had prevented the other

disciple from going in appears to have been unfelt

by Peter, who entered at once, and found the grave-

clothes lying, but not Him who had ^^orn them.

This fact nuist have suggested that the removal

was not the work of himian hands. They then

returned, wondering at what they had seen. Jlary

]\Iagdalene, however, remained weeping at the tomb,

and she too saw the two angels in the tomb, though

I'eter and John did not. They address her, and

she answers, still, however, without any suspicion

that the Lord is risen. As she turns away she .sees

Jesus, but in the tumult f)f her feelings does not

even recognize Him at his first address. But He
calls her l)y name, and then she Joyfully recognizes

her Master. He says, " Touch Me not, for I am not

yet ascended to IMy Father: but go to Jly brethren,

and say unto them, I ascend unto JMy Father and

your Father, and to My God and your (iod." The

meaning of the prohibition to touch Him must be

sought in the state of mind of Mary, since Thomas,

for whom it was desirable as an evidence of the

identity of Jesus, was permitted to touch Him.

Hitherto she had not realized the mystery of the

Kcsurrection. She saw the Lord, and would have

touched his hand or his garment in her joy. Our
Lord's answer means, " Death has now set a gulf

between us. Touch not, as you once might have
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done, this body, which is now glorified by its con-

quest over death, for with this body I ascend to the

Father " (so Euthymius, Theophylact, and others)."

Space has been wanting to discuss the difficulties

of arrangement that attach to this part of the nar-

rative. The remainder of the appearances present

less matter for dispute; in enumerating them the

important passage in 1 Cor. xv. must be brought

in. The third appearance of our Lord was to Peter

(Luke, Paul); the fourth to the two disciples going

to Emmaus in the evening (Mark, Luke) ; the fifth

in the same evening to the eleven as they sat at

meat (Mark, Luke, .John). All of these occurred

on the first day of the week, the very day of the

Resurrection. Exactly a week after. He appeared

to the Apostles, and gave Thomas a convincing

proof of his Kesurrection (John); this was the sixth

appearance. The seventh was in Galilee, where

seven of the Apostles were assembled, some of them
proliably about to return to their old trade of fish-

ing (John ). The eighth was to the eleven (Matt. ),

and probably to five hundred brethren assembled

with them (I^aul) on a mountain in Galilee. The
ninth was to James (Paul); and the last to the

Apostles at Jerusalem just before the Ascension

(Acts).

"Whether this be the exact enumeration, whether

a single appearance may have Vieen quoted twice,

or two distinct ones identified, it is clear that for

forty days the Lord appeared to His disciples and

to others at intervals. These disciples, according

to the common testimony of all the I'^vangelists,

were by no means enthusiastic and prejudiced ex-

pectants of the Kesurrection. They were sober-

minded men. Tliey were only too slow to appre-

hend the nature of our Lord's kingdom. Almost

to the last they shrank from the notion of his suf-

fering death; and thought that such a calamity

would lie the alisolute termination of all their

hopes. But from the time of the Ascension they

went about preacliing the truth that Jesus was

risen from the dead. Kings could not alter their

conviction on this point: the fear of death could

not hinder them from proclaiming it (see Acts ii.

2i, -32, iv. 8-1.3, iii., x., xiii.; 1 Cor. xv. 5; 1 Pet.

i. 21). Against this event no real olyection has

ever been brought, except that it is a miracle. So

far as historical testimony goes, nothing is better

established.

In giving his disciples their final commission,

the Lord said, " All ])Ower is given unto me in

heaven and earth. Go ye therefore and teach all

nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father,

and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: teaching

them to observe all things whatsoever I have com-

manded you: and lo, I am Mith you always, even

unto the end of the world " (Matt, xxviii. 18-20).

The living energy of ( 'hrist is ever jiresent with

his Church, even though He has withdrawn from

it his bodily presence. And the facts of the life

that has been before us are the substance of the

apostolic teaching now as in all ages. That God
and man were reconciled by the mission of the

liedeemer into the world, and by his self-devotion

to death (2 Cor. v. 18; Ej.h. i. 10; Col. i. 20),

that this sacrifice has procured for man the restora-

tion of the divine love (Pom. v. 8, viii. 32; 1 John

iv. 9); that we by his incarnation become the chil-

a * On the meaning of this expression " Touch Me
not," etc., see note under Mary M.^gdaleive (Amer.

ed.). H.
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dreii of God, knit to Him in bonds of love, instead

of slaves under the bondage of the law (Kom. viii.

15, 29; Gal. iv. 1); these are the common ideas

of the apostolic teaching. Brought into such a

relation to Christ and his life, we see in all its acts

and stages something that belongs to and instructs

us. His birth, his baptism, temptation, lowliness

of life and mind, his sufferings, death, burial, resur-

rection, and ascension, all enter into the apostolic

preaching, as furnishing motives, examples, and

analogies for our use. Hence every Christian

should study well this sinless life, not in human
commentaries only, still less in a bare abstract like

the present, but in the living pages of inspiration.

Even if he began the study with a lukewarm belief,

he might hope, with God's grace, that the convic-

tion would break in upon him that did upon the

Centurion at the cross — " Truly this is the Son
of God."

Chronology.— Year of the Birth of Christ.

— It is certain that our Lord was born before the

death of Herod the Great. Herod died, according

to Josephus {Ant. xvii. 8, § 1), "having reigned

thirty-four years from the time that he had pro-

cured Antigonus to be slain ; but tliirty-seveu from

the time that he had been declared king by the

Romans " (see also B. J. i. 33, § 8). His apjwini-

ment as king, according to the same writer {Ant.

xiv. 14, § 5), coincides with the 184th Olympiad,

and the consulship of C. Domitius Calvinus and

C Asinius PoUio. It appears tliat he w;is made
king by the joint influence of Antony and Octavius;

and the reconciliation of these two men took place

on the death of Fulvia in the year 714. Again,

the death of Antigonus and the siege of Jerusalem,

which form the basis of calculation for the thirty-

four years, coincide (.Joseph. Ant. xiv. 16, § 4) with

the consulship of M. Vipsanius Agrippa and L.

Caninius Gallus, that is with the year of liome

717 ; and occurred in the month Sivan {= June
or July). From these facts we are justified in

placing the death of Herod in a. u. C. 7.50. Those

who place it one year later overlook the mode in

which Josephus reckons Jewish reigns. Wieseler

shows by several passages that he reckons the year

from the month Nisan to Nisan, and that he counts

the fragment of a year at eitlier extreme as one

complete year. In this mode, thirty-four years,

from June or July 717, would apply to any date

between the first of Nisan 750, and the first of

Nisan 751. And thirty-seven years from 714
would apply likewise to any date witliin the same
termini. Wieseler finds facts confirmatory of this

in the dates of the reigns of Herod Antipas and
Archelaus (see his Chronolor/ische Si/nopue, p. 55).

Between these two dates Josephus furnislies means
for a more exact determination. Just after Herod's

death the I'assover occurred (Nisan 15th), and
upon Herod's death Archelaus caused a seven-days'

mourning to be kept for him {yint. xvii. 9, § 3,

xvii. 8, § 4); so that it would appear that Herod
died somewhat more than se\'en days Ijefore the

Passover in 750, and therefore in the first few days

af the month Nisan A. u. c. 750. Now, as Jesus

was born before the death of Herod, it follows that

:he Dionysian era, which corresponds to a. u. c.

754, is at least four years too late.

Many have thought that the star seen by the

wise men gives grounds for an exact calculation of

the time of our Lord's birth. It will be found,

however, that this is not the case. l'"()r it has first

been assumed that the star was not properly a star,
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but an astronomical conjunction of known sL.rs.

Kepler finds a conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn

in the sign Pisces in A. u. c. 747, and again in the

spring of the next year, with the planet Mars
added; and from this he would place the birth of

Jesus in 748. Ideler, on the same kind of calcu-

lation, places it in a. u. c. 747. But this process

only proves a highly improbable date, on highly

improbable evidtflce. The words of St. jNIatthew

are extremely hard to reconcile with the notion of a

conjunction of planets: it was a star that appeared,

and it gave the Magi ocular proof of its purpose

by guiding them to where the young child was.

But a new light has been thrown on the suliject by
the Hev. C. Britchard, who has made the calcula-

tions afresh. Ideler {Unndbuch d. Chronolotjit)

asserts that there were three conjunctions of Jupi-

ter and Saturn in b. c. 7, and that in the tiiird

they approached so near that, " to a person with

weak eyes, the one planet would almost seem to

come within the range of the dispersed light of the

other, so that both might appear as one star."

Dean AUbrd puts it much more strongly, that on

November 12 in that year the planets were so close

" that an ordinary eye would regard them as one

star of surpassing brightness " (Greek Test, in he).

Mr. Pritchard finds, and his calculations have been

\erified and confirmed at Greenwicli, that tliis con-

junction occurred not on November 12 but early

on December 5 ; and that even with Ideler's some-

what strange postulate of an observer witli weak
eyes, the planets could never have appeared as one

star, for they never approached each other within

double the apparent diameter of the moon {Me-
moirs R. Astr. Sac. vol. xxv.). [Star itf the
East.] Most of the clu-onologists find an element

of calculation in the order of Herod to destroy all

the children '' from two years old and under " {awh

SisTovs Kal KaToiTepo), Matt. ii. IG). But the

age within which he destroyed, would be measured

rather by the extent of his fears than by the accu-

racy of the calculation of the .Magi. Greswell has

labored to show that, from the inclusive mode of

computing years, mentioned above in this article,

the phrase of the Evangelist would apply to all

children just turned one year old, which is true;

but he assumes that it would not apply to any tliat

were older, say to those aged a year and eleven

months. Herod was a cruel man, angry, and

afraid; and it is vain to assume that he adjusted

the limit of his cruelties with the nicest accuracy.

As a basis of calculation the visit of the Magi,

though very important to us in other respects,

nmst be dismissed (but see Greswell, Dissertitions

etc.. Diss. 18th; Wieseler, Chron. Syn. p. 57 flf.,

witli all the references tliere).

The census taken by Augustus Caesar, which

led to the journey of Mary ft-om Nazareth just

l)efore the birth of the Lord, has also been looked

on as an important note of time, in reference to

the chronology of the life of Jesus. Several dif-

ficulties Iiave to be disposed of ir considering it.

(i.) It is argued that there is no record in other

histories of a census of the whole Roman empire

in the time of Augustus, (ii.) Such a census, if

held during the reign of Herod the Great, would

not have included .huhi'a, for it was not yet a Ito-

man province, (iii.) The Roman mode of taking

such a census was with reference to actual residence,

so that it would not have been requisite for .loseph

to go to Bethlehem, (iv.) The state of Mary at

the time would render such a journey less probable.
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(v.) St. Luke himself seems to say that this census

»vas not actually taken until ten years later (ii. 2).

To these objections, of which it need not he said

Strauss has made the worst, answers may be given

in detail, though scarcely in this place with the

proper completeness, (i. ) " As we know of the

kyis aciionts and their abrogation, which were

quite as important in respect to the early period

of Roman history, as the census of the empire was

in respect to a later period, not from the historical

works of Livy, Dionysius, or Polybius, but from a

legal work, the Institutes of Gaius; so we should

think it strange if the works of PauUus and Ulpian

De Censibus had come down to us perfect, and no

mention were made in them of the census of Au-
gustus ; while it would not surprise us that in the

ordinary histories of the time it should be passed

over in silence" (Buschke in Wieseler, p. 78).

" If Suetonius in his life [of Augustus] does not

mention this census, neither does Spartian in his

life of Hadrian devote a single syllable to the edic-

tum perpetuum, which, in later times, has chiefly

adorned the name of that emperor" {ibid.). Thus
it seems that the arijumentum de tacitiirnitate is

very far from conclusive. The edict possilily af-

fected only the provinces, and in them was not car-

ried out at once; and in that case it would attract

less attention at any one particular moment.
In the time of Augustus all the procurators of

the empire were brought vnider his sole control and

supervision for the first time A. u. C. 731 (Dion.

Cass. liii. 32). This movement towards central-

ization renders it not improbable that a general

census of the empire should be ordered, although

it may not have been earned into effect suddenly,

nor intended to be so. But proceedings in the

way of an estimate of the empire, if not an actual

census, are distinctly recorded to have taken place

in the time of Augustus. " Huic addenda; sunt

mensurae limitum et terminorum ex libris Augusti

et Neronis Csesarum : sed et Balbi mensoris, qui

temporibus Augusti omnium provinciarum et civi-

tatum fornids et mensuras compertas in commen-
tarios retulit et legem agrariam per universitateni

provinciarum distinxit et declaravit " (Frontinus,

in the Rei Agrar. Auct. of Goes, p. 109, quoted

by Wieseler). This is confirmed from other sources

(Wieseler, pp. 81, 82). Augustus directed, as we

learn, a " breviarium totius imperii" to be made,

in which, according to Tacitus, " Opes publicse

continebaiitur: quantum civium sociorumque in

armis, quot classes, regna, provincise, tributa aut

vectigalia et necessitates ac largitiones " (Tacit.

Ann. i. 11; Sueton. Aiif/. 28, 101; Dion. Cass,

liii. 30, Ivi. 33, given in Wieseler ; see also Kitsehl,

in Rhein. Mits. fur Pkilvl. New Series, i. 481).

All this makes a census by order of Augustus in

the highest degree probable, apart from St. Luke's

testimony. The time of our Lord's birth was most

propitious. Except some troubles in Dacia, the

Roman world was at peace, and Augustus was in

the full enjoyment of his power. But there are

persons wlio, though they would at once believe this

fact on the testimony of some inferior historian,

added to these confirmatory facts, reject it just be-

cause an Evangelist has said it. (ii. and iii.) Next

comes the objection, that, as Judsea was not yet a

Roman province, such a census would not have in-

cluded that country, and that it was not taken from

the residence of each person, but from the place

of his origin. It is very probalile that the mode
of taking the census would afford a clew to the
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his census all the tributary kingdoms, for the reyna

are mentioned in the passage in Tacitus; but this

could scarcely be enforced. Perhaps Herod, desir-

ing to gratify the emperor, and to emulate him in

his love for this kind of information, was ready to

undertake the census for Judsea, but in order that

it might appear to be his rather than the emperor's,

he took it in the Jewish manner rather than in the

Roman, in the place whence the family sprang,

rather than in that of actual residence. There

might be some hardship in this, and we might
wonder that a woman about to become a mother

should be compelled to leave her home for such a

purpose, if we were sure that it was not voluntary.

A -Jew of the house and lineage of David would

not willingly forego that position, and if it were

necessary to assert it by going to the city of David,

he would probably make some sacrifice to do so.

Thus the objection (iv.), on the ground of the state

of Mary's health, is entitled to little consideration.

It is said, indeed, that "all went to be taxed, every

one into his own city" (Luke ii. 3); but not that

the decree prescribed that they should. Nor could

there well be any means of enforcing such a regu-

lation. But the principle being adopted, that Jews

were to be taxed in the places to which their fam-

iUes belonged, St. Luke tells us by these words that

as a matter of fact it was generally followed, (v.)

The oljjection that, according to St. Luke's own
admission, the census was not taken now, but when
Quirinus was governor of Syria, remains to be dis-

posed of St. Luke makes two statements, that at

the time of our Lord's birth ("in those days")

there was a decree for a census, and that this taxing

first came about, or took effect (irpwrr] iytftTo),

when Cyrenius, or Quirinus, was governor of Syria

(Luke ii. 1, 2). And as the two statements are

quite distinct, and the very form of expression calls

special attention to some remarkable circimistance

about this census, no historical inaccuracy is jiroved,

unless the statements are shown to be contradic-

tory, or one or other of them to be untrue. That

Strauss makes such a charge without establishing

either of these grounds, is worthy of a writer so

dishonest {Leben Jtsu, i., iv. 32). Now, without

going into all the theories that have been ]jroposed

to explain this second verse, there is no doubt that

the words of St. Luke c(m be explained in a nat-

ural manner, without violence to the sense or con-

tradiction. Herod undertakes the census according

to Jewish forms; but his death the same year puts

an end to it, and no more is heard of it: but for

its influence as to the place of our Lord's birth it

would not have been recorded at all. But the

Evangelist knows that, as soon as a census {cnro-

ypa(pi]) is mentioned, persons conversant with Jew-

ish history will think at once of the census taken

after the banishment of Archelaus, or about ten

years later, which was avowedly a Roman census,

and which caused at first some resistance in conse-

quence (Joseph. A7U. xviii. 1, § 1). The second

verse therefore means— " No census was actually

completed then, and I know that the first Roman
census was that which followed the banishment of

Archelaus; but the decree went out nmch earlier,

in the time of Herod." That this is the only pos-

sible explanation of so vexed a passage cannot of

coui-se be affirmed." But it will bear this inter-

« See a summary of the older theories in Kuinoel

(in Luc. ii. 2) ; also in Meyer (in Luc. ii. 2), who gives
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pretation, and upon the whole evidence there is no

ground whatever for denying either assertion of the

Evangelist, or for considering them irreconcilable.

Many writers have confounded an obscurity with a

proved inaccuracy. The value of this census, as a

fact in the chronology of the life of Christ, depends

on the connection which is sought to be established

between it and the insurrection which broke out

under ]Matthias and Judas, the son of Sariphseus,

in the last illness of Herod (.Joseph. Ant. xv. 0, §

1). If the insurrection arose out of the census, a

point of connection between the sacred history and

that of Josephus is made out. Such a connection,

however, has not been clearly made out (see Wiese-

ler, Olshausen, and others, for the grounds on which

it is supposed to rest).

The age of .Jesus at his baptism (Luke iii. 23)

affords an element of calculation. "And Jesus

Himself began to be about (dxrei) thirty years of

age." Born in the beginning of A. u. <;. 750 (or

the end of 749), Jesus would be thirty in the be-

ghining of A. u. a 780 (a. d. 27). Greswell is

probably right in placing the baptism of our Lord

in the beginning of this year, and the first Passover

during his ministry would be that of the same
year; Wieseler places the baptism later, in the

spring or summer of the same year. ((Jn the

sense of apx^f^^^os, see the commentators.) To
this first Passover after the baptism attaches a note

of time which will confirm t he calculations already

made. " Then said the Jews, Forty and six years

was this Temple in building ((j)Ko5o/u.r)0jj), and wilt

Thou rear it up in three days?" There can be

no doubt that this refers to the rebuilding of the

Temple by Herod : it cannot mean the second

Temple, built after the Captivity, for this was fin-

ished in twenty years (n. c. 5-35 to b. C. 515).

Herod, in the eiijhleenth year of his reign (.Joseph.

Ant. XV. 11, § 11, began to reconstruct the Temple

on a larger and more splendid scale (a. u. c. 73-tl.

The work was not finished till- long after his death.

till .K. u. (;. 818. It is inferred from Josephus

{Ant. XV. 11, §§ 5, G) that it was begun in the

month Cisleu, A. u. c. 731. And if the Passover

at which this remark was made was tiiat of A. u.

C. 780, then forty-five years and some months have

elapsed, which, according to the .lewish mode of

reckoning (p. 1381), would be spoken of as "forty

and six years."

Thus the death of Herod enables us to fix a

boundary on one side to the calculations of our

Lord's birth. The building of the Temple, for

forty-six years, confirms this, and also gives a

boundary on the other. From the star of the Magi
*^othing conclusive can l)e gathered, nor from the

census of Augustus. One datum remains: the

commencement of the preaching of John the Baf>-

tist is connected with the fifteenth j'ear of tiie reign

of Tiberius Cffisar (liuke iii. 1). The rule of Ti-

berius may be calculated either from the beginning

of his sole reign, alter the death of .\ugustus, A.

tJ. C. 767, or from his joint government with Au-
gustus, i. e. from the beginning of A. u. C. 765.

In the latter case the fifteenth year would corre-
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an aceouut of tlie view, espoused by many, that Quu'-

inus was now a special c(/»iniissii)iur for this census in

Syria (liye/iiOi'euoi'TOs Ti)5 Supi'as), which the <!i'i>c>k

win not bear. But if tlie theory of tlie younger Zunipt

(see above, Cyrenius) be correct, tlien Quirinus was

twice governor of Syria, and the Evangelist would

here refer to his former rule. The difficulty is that

spond with a. u. c. 779, which goes to confirm the

rest of the calculations rehed on in this article.

An endeavor has been made to deduce the time
of the year of the birth of Jesus from the fact that

Zacharias was " a priest of the course of Abia

"

(Luke i. 5). The twenty-four courses of priests

served in the Temple according to a regular weekly
cycle, the order of which is known. The date of

tha conception of John would be about fifteen

months before the birth of our Lord, and if the

date of the latter be A. u. C. 750, then the former

would fall in A. u. C. 748. Can it be ascertained

in what part of the year 748 the course of Abia
would be on duty in the Temple? The Talmud
preserves a tradition that the Temple was destroyed

by Titus, A. d. 70, on the ninth day of the month
Ab. Josephus mentions the date as the 10th of

Ab (fi. ./. vi. 4, §§ 5, 8). Without attempting to

follow the steps by which these are reconciled, it

seems that the " course " of Jehoiarib had just

entered upon its weekly duty at the time the Tem-
ple was destroyed. Wieseler, assuming that the

day in question would be the same as the 5th of

August, A. u. C. 823, reckons back the weekly

courses to A. u. C. 748, the course of Jehoiarib

being the first of all (1 Chr. xxiv. 7). "It fol-

lows," he says, " that the ministration of the course

of Abia, 74 years 10 months and 2 days, or (reck-

oning 19 intercalary years) 27,335 days earlier (=
162 hieratic circles and 119 days earlier), fell be-

tween the 3d and 9th of October, a. u. c. 748.

Keckoning from the 10th of October, on which
Zacharias might reach his house, and allowing

nine months for the pregnancy of Elizabeth, to

which six months are to be added (loike i. 26),

we have in the whole one year and three months,

which gives the 10th of January as the date of

Christ's birth." Greswell, however, from the same
starting-point, arrives at the date April 5th ; and
when two writers so laborious can thus di(ti?r in

their conclusions, we must rather suspect the sound-

ness of their method than their accuracy in the use

of it.

Similar differences will be found amongst eminent

writers in e\ery part of the chronology of the Gos-

pels. For example, the birth of our Lord is placed

in 15. c. 1 by Pearson and Hug; b. c. 2 by Scaliger;

B. c. 3 by Baronius, Calvisius, Siiskind, and Paulus;

B. c. 4 by Lamy, Bengel, Anger, Wieseler, and

(xreswell; b. c. 5 by Usher and Petavius; n. c. 7

by Ideler and Sanclemente. And whilst the cal-

culations given above seem sufficient to determine

us, with Lamy, Usher, Petavius, Bengel, ^Viesele^,

and Greswell, to the close of b. c. 5, or early part

of B. c. 4, let it never be forgotten that there is a

distinction between these researches, which the

Holy Spirit has left obscure and doubtful, and " the

weightier matters " of the Gospel, the things which

directly pertain to man's salvation. The silence of

the inspired writers, and sometimes the obscurity

of their allusions to matters of time 'and place,

have given rise to disputation. But their words

admit of no doubt when they tell us that Christ

Jesus came into the world to save sinners, and that

Josephus (Ant. xviii. 1, § 1) mentions that Quirinus

was sent, after the banishment of Arolielaus, to talce

a census. Either Zunipt would set this authority

aside, or would hold that Quirinus, twice governor,

twice made a census ; which is scarcely an easier hy-

pothesis than some others. [See addition to CvRENloa

by Dr. Woolsey, Amer. ed. — 11.]
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wicked bands crucified and slew Him, and that we

and all men must own Him as the Lord and Re-

deemer.

Sources.— The bibliography of the subject of

the Life of Jesus has been most fully set out in

Hase, Leben Jesu, Leipsic, 1854, 4th edition. It

would be vain to attempt to rival that enormous

catalogue. The principal works employed in the

present article are the Four Gospels, and .the

best-known commentaries on them, including those

of Bengal, Wetstein, Lightfoot, De Wette, Liicke,

Olshausen, Stier, Alford, Williams, and others;

Neander, Leben Jesu (Hamburg, 1837 [5« Aufl.

1852, Eng. transl. by jM'Clintock and Blumenthal,

New York, 1848]), as against Strauss, Leben Jesu

(Tubingen, 1835), also consulted; Stackhouse's

History of the Bible ; Ewald, Geschichte des Volkes

Israel, vol. v., CItristus (Giittingen, 1857 [3e Ausg.

1867] )
; Baumgarten, Geschichte Jesu (Brunswick,

1859); Krummacher, Ber Leidtnde Christus

(Bielefeld, 1854). Upon the harmony of the Gos-

pels, see the hst of works given under Gospels:

the principal works used for the present article have

been, Wieseler, Clironologische Synopse, etc., Ham-
burg, 1843 ; Greswell's Harmony, Prolegomena,

and Dissertnlions, Oxford, v. y. ; two papers by Dr.

Robinson in the Bibl. Sacra for 1845; and' Clausen,

Tabuke Synopticw, Havnite, 1829. Special works,

such as Dean Trench on the Parables and on the

Miracles, have also been consulted ; and detached

monographs, sermons, and essays in periodicals.

For the text of the Gospels, the 7th edition of

Tischendorf 's Greek Test, has been emploved.

W. T.

* Moral Character of Jesus. — According to

the unanimous teaching of the Apostles, and the

faith of universal Christendom, Jesus was a divine-

human person, the God-Man (dedvdpanros), and

hence the Mediator between God and man and the

Saviour of the race. 'J'lie idea and aim of religion,

as iniion and comnuniion of man with God, was

fully actualized in Christ, and can be actualized in

us only in proportion as we become united to Him.

The Synoptic Gospels represent Him predominantly

as the divine man, the Gospel of John as the incar-

nate God ; the result in both is the same.

The human side of Christ is expressed by the

designation the Son of Man (6 v'ihs rov avd^xiinov

— mark the article), the divine side by the term

the Son of God (6 vlhs rod Oeov, also with the

definite article, to disthiguish Him as the eternal,

only begotten Son from ordinary vioi or reKva deov

whose adoption is derived from his absolute Son-

ship). The tenn & vlhs rod avdpwnov, which Christ

applies to himself about eighty times in the Gospels,

is probably deri\ed from Dan. vii. 13, where it sig-

nifies the Messiah, as the head of a universal and

eternal kingdom, and from the ideal representation

of man as the divine image and head of creation in

Ps. viii. In the Syriac, the Saviour's native dialect,

bar nosho, the soji of man, is man generically:

the filial part of the compoimd denotes the identity

and purity of the generic idea. This favorite des-

ignation of the (lospels places Christ, on the one

hand, on a common level with other men as par-

taking of their nature and constitution, and, on the

other, above all other men as the absolute and per-

fect man, the representative head of the race, the

second Adam (comp. lioni. v. 12 ff. ; 1 Cor. xv. 27,

Heb i. 2-8). The best and greatest of men are

bounded by their nationality. Abraham, Moses,

und Elijah were Jews, and could not command
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universal sympathies. Solon, Socrates, and Plato

were Greeks, and can only be full)- appreciated as

types of the Greek character. Christ is the king

of men, who " draws all men " to him, because he

is the universal, absolute man, elevated above the

hmitations of race and nationality and the prejudices

of any particular age. He had the purest humanity,

free from the demoniac adulteration of sin. He is

most intensely human. Never man i'elt, spake,

acted, suffered, died so humanly, and so as to ap-

peal to the sympathies and to call out the affections

of all men without distinction of race, generation,

and condition of society. It was an approach to

this idea of an universal humanity when the Jewish

philosopher Philo, a contemporary of Christ, called

the Logos, the eternal Word. 6 a\r)Bivhs afOpwiro^.

As sin and death proceeded from the first Adam
who was of the earth earthly, so righteousness and

life proceed from the second Adam who is from

heaven hea\enly.

The perfect humanity of Christ has been the

suliject of peculiar interest and earnest investigar-

tion in the present age, and a deeper insight into

it is perhaps the most substantial modern contribu-

tion to Christology, which is the very heart of the

Christian system.

(1.) The singular perfection of Christ's character

viewed as a man, according to the record of the

Gospels confirmed by the history of the church and

the experience of the believer, consists first in his

nhsolute freedom from sin both original and actual.

This must not be confounded with freedom from

temptation. Temptability and peccability (p)sse

peccare) is an essential feature in the moral con-

stitution of man, and actual temptation is necessary

as a test of virtue ; hence C'hrist as a true man was

tempted, like xVdam and all other men {Trenfipacr-

jxivov Kara iravra KaS" &fxoi6rif)ra), not only in the

wilderness but throughout his whole life (IMatt. iv.

1-11; Luke xxii. 28; Heb. iv. 15). But he never

yielded to temptation, and turned every assault of

the power of sin into a victory of virtue. He and

he alone of all men stood in no need of pardon

and redemption, of regeneration and conversion ; he

and he alone could challenge even his bitter foes

with the question (John viii. 4G): "Which of you

can convince me of sin ? " No such claim has ever

been set up by any great man. It is true, Xenophon
says of Socrates, that no one ever saw him do or

heard him say any thing impious or unholy (oySels

Trc^TTOTe 'XojKpdrovs ov5(v affe/Sey ouSe av6<nov

oijT€ wpdrrovros eiSev, ovre Afyovros f,Kovaev,

^(emo|all. i. 11). But this is the judgment not

of Socrates himself, but of a warm admirer, a judg-

ment moreover that must lie judged by the heathen

standard of morality. Christ's sinlessness rests not

only on the unanimous testimony of John the

Baptist and of his disciples (Acts iii. 14; 1 Pet. i.

19, ii. 22, iii. 18; 2 Cor. v. 21; 1 John ii. 29,

iii. 5, 7; Heb. iv. 15, vii. 26), and even his enemies

or outside observers (Matt, xxvii. 19, 24-54 ; l>uke

xxiii. 22-47; Matt, xxvii. 4), but is confirmed by

his own solenni testimony, the whole course of his

life, and the very purpose for which he appeared.

Self-deception in this case would border on mad-

ness; falsehood would overthrow the whole moral

foimdation of Christ's character. If he was a .sin-

ner, he must have been conscious of it, and shown

it in some word or deed, or confessed it in the name
of connnon honesty. To maintain a successfid show

of sinless perfection without a coiTesponding reality

through the most trying situations of hfe, would
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DC itself the greatest moral miracle, or monstrosity

rather, that can be imagined.

(2). Perfect holiness is the positive side of sin-

lessness. It consists in the beautiful harmony and

symmetry of all virtues and graces. Christ's life

was one continued act of love or self-consecration

to God and to man. " It was absolute love to God
in purest humanity." The opposite and to us ap-

parently contradictory virtues were found in him

in equal proportion. He was free from all one-

sidedness, which constitutes the weakness as well

as the strength of the most eminent men. The

moral forces were so well tempered and moderated

by each otlier that none was unduly prominent,

none carried to excess, none alloyed by the kindred

failing. Each was cliecked and completed by the

opposite grace. He combined innocence with

strength, love with earnestness, humility with dig-

nity, wisdom with courage, devotion to God with

interest in man. He is justly compared to the

lamb and the lion. His dignity was free from

pride, his self-denial free from moroseness ; his zeal

never degenerated into passion, nor his constancy

into obstinacy, nor his benevolence into weakness,

nor his tenderness into sentimentality ; he was

equally removed from the excesses of the legalist,

the pietist, the mystic, the ascetic, and the enthu-

siast. His character from tender childhood to ripe

manhood was al)solutely unique and original, moving

in unbroken communion with God, overflowing with

the purest love to man, free from every sin and

error, exhibiting in doctrine and exaniple the ideal

of virtue, seaUng the purest life with the sublimest

death, and ever acknowledged since as the perfect

model of goodness for universal imitation. All

human greatness loses on closer inspection ; but

Christ's character grows more pure, sacred, and

lovely, the better we know him. The whole range

of history and fiction furnishes no parallel to» it.

His person is the great miracle of which his works

are only the natural manifest.ations.

Such a perfect man in the midst of imiversal

imperfection and sinfulness can only l)e understood

on the ground of the godhead dwelling in Him.
Tlie perfection of his humanity is the proof of his

divinity. All otlier theories, the theory of eiithu-

siasm and self-deception, the theory of imposture,

and the theory of mythical or legendary fiction,

explain notliing, but substitute an unnatural mon-
strosity for a supernatural miracle. Only a Jesus

could have invented a .lesus. Even Kenan must
admit tliat " whatever be the surprises of the future,

Jesus will never be surpassed ; his worship will grow
young witliout ceasing; his legend ( ?) will call forth

Tiears without end ; his sufiiirinns will melt the

nol)lest hearts; all ages will proclaim that, among
the sons of men, there is none born greater than

Jesus." But this and similar admissions of modern

infidels refute their own hypothesis, and ha\e no

meaning unless we admit the truth of Clirist's

testimony concerning his unity with the Father .and

his extraordinary claims which in the nioutli of

every other man would be blasphemy or madness,

while from his lips they excite no surprise and ap-

pear as natural and easy as the rays of the shining

sun. The church of all ages and denominations

in response to these claims worships and adores,

exclaiming with Thomas: " My Lord and my (Jod !

"

This is the testimony of the soul left to its deepest

instincts and noblest aspirations, tiie soul wliich

was originally made for Christ and finds in Him
the solution of all moral problems, the satisfaction
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of all its wants, the unfailmg fountain of everl^ting
life and peace.

Personal Appearance of Jesus.— None of the

Evangelists, not even the beloved disciple and
bosom friend of Jesus has given us the least hint

of his countenance and stature. In this respect our
instincts of natural affection have been wisely over-

ruled. He who is the Saviour of all and the perfect

exemplar of humanity should not be identified with
the particular lineaments of one race or nationality.

We should cling to the Christ in the spirit and in

glory rather than to the Christ in the flesli. Never-

theless there must have been an overawing majesty

and irresistible charm even in his personal ajipear-

ance to the spiritual eye, to account for the readi-

ness with which the disciples forsaking all things

followed him in reverence and boundless devotion.

He had not the physiognomy of a sinner. He
reflected from his eye and countenance the serene

peace and celestial beauty of a sinless soul in blessed

harmony with God. In the absence of authentic

representation. Christian art in its irrepressible

desire to exhibit in visible form the fiiirest among
the children of men, was left to its own imperfect'

conception of ideal beauty. The church under
persecution in the first three centuries was rather

averse to all pictorial representations of Christ, and
associated with him in his state of humili.ation (but

not in his state of exaltation ) the idea of uncomeli-

ness; taking too hterally the prophetic description

of the sufiiering Messiah in the twenty-second l^salm

and the fifty-third chapter of Is.aiah. The victorious

church after (Jonstantine, starting from the Mes-
sianic picture in the forty-fifth Psalm and the Song
of Solomon, saw the same Lord in heavenly glory,

" fairer than the children of men " and " altogether

lovely." Yet the difterence was not so great as it is

sometimes represented. For even the ante-Nicene

fathers (especially Clement of Alexandria), besides

expressly distinguishing between the fii-st appear-

ance of Christ in lowliness and humility, and his

second appearance in glory and majesty, did not

mean to deny to the Saviour even in the days of

his flesh a higher order of spiritual beauty, " the

glory of the only begotten of the Father full of

grace and of trutli," which shone through the veil

of his hmnanity, and which at times, as on the

mount of transfiguration, anticipated his future

glory.

The first formal description of the personal ap-

pearance of Christ, which, though not authentic and
certainly not older tlian the fourth century, exerted

great influence on the pictorial repi-esenfations, is

ascribed to the heathen I'ublius l.entnlus, a suj>-

|iosed contemporary of Pilate and Proconsul of

.kuUea, in an apocryphal Latin letter to the L'oman

Senate which was first discovered in a j\IS. copy

of the writings of Anselra of Canterbury, and is as

follows :
—

" In this time appeared a man, who lives till

now, a man endowed with great powers. Men call

Him a great prophet; his own disciples term Him
the Son of (lod. His name is Jesus Christ. He
restores the dead to life, and cures the sick of all

manner of diseases. This man is of iiolile and well-

proportioned stature, with a face full of kindness

and yet firmness, so that the belioldei-s bofii love

Him and fear Him. His hair is the color of wine,

and golden at tlie root; straight, and without

lustre, but from tiie level of tlie- eai^s curling and

glossy, and di\ided down the centre after tlie fashion

of the Naisareiies. His forehead is even and smooth,
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his face without blemish, and enhanced by a tem-
pered bloom. His countenance ingenuous and kind.

Nos^ and mouth ai'e in no way faulty. His beard

is full, of the same color as his hair, and forked in

form; his eyes blue, and extremely brilliant. In

reproof and rebuke he is formidable : in exhortation

and teacliincj, gentle and amiable of tongue. None
have seen Him to laugh ; but many, on the con-

trary, to weep. His person is tall ; his hands beau-

tiful and straight. In speaking He is deliberate

and grave, and little given to loquacity. In beauty

surpassing most men." Another description is

found in the works of the Greek theologian John
of Damascus of the 8th century. It ascribes to

Christ a stately person, beautiful eyes, curly hair,

" black beard, yellow complexion and long fingers,

like his mother."

On tiie u'round of these descriptions and of the

Abgar and the Veronica legends, arose a vast num-
ber of pictures of Christ which are divided into two
classes: the Salviitor pictures, with the expression

of calm serenity and dignity, without the faintest

mark of grief, and the J'Jcce Homo pictures of tlie

suffering Saviour with the crown of thorns. But
" no figure of Chiic*-, in color, or bronze, or marltle,

can reach the ideal of perfect lieauty which came
forth into actual reality in the Son of God and Son
of Man. The highest creations of art are here but

feeble reflections of the original in heaven
; yet

prove the mighty influence which the living Christ

continually exerts even upon the imagination and
sentiment of the great painters and sculptors, and
which He will exert to the end of the world."

(Schaff's HUtory of the Church, vol. iii. p. 571.)

Literature.— I. Gentrnl works on the Life

of Christ not mentioned in the above article. —
J. J. Hess, Lebensqeschichte Jesu, 3 vols. Ziirich,

1781, 8tli ed. 1823". H. E. G. Paulus, Ihis Leben
Jesu, 2 Theile in 4 Abth. Heidelb. 1828, and C. F.

von Amnion, Die Gesch. des Lebevs Jesu, 3 vols.

Leipz. 1842-47 (rationalistic). K. Hase, Das Le-
ben Jesu, 5th ed. 18(!5 (abridged trans, from an
earlier ed. by .1. F. Clarke, Boston, 1860). J. P.

Lange, Das Leben Jesu, 3 vols. Heidelb. 1847
(English trans. 6 vols. Edinb. 18G4). J. J. van

Oosterzee, Leren van Jeziis, 3 vols. 184G-51, 2d

ed., 18()3-65. IJiggenbach, Vorlesungen iiber das

Leben Jesu, Basel, 1858. J. N. Sepp (R. Cath.),

Das Leben Jesu. 2d ed. 6 vols. Regensburg, 18G5.

J. Bucher (R. Cath.), Das Lebeii Jesu, Stuttgart,

1859. F. Scbleiermacher, Das Leben Jesu, Berlin,

1865 (a posthumous work of little value). D. F.

Strauss, Das J^eben Jesu, kritisch bearbeitet, the

large work in 2 vols. Tiibingen, 1835 sq., 4th ed.

1840, English transl., 3 vols. Lond. 1846, 2 vols.

New York, 1856 ; the smaller and more popular

work, T):is Leben Jesu fiir das Deutsche Volk, in

1 vol. Leipzig, 1864, English transl. 2 vols. Lond.

1865 (the mythical theory). Comp. also Strauss's

Der Christus des (Ihnibens wid der .Tesus der Ges-

chichie, and Die Ilidben imd die Ganzen (against

Schenkel and Hengstenberg), Berlin, 1865. The
literature against Strauss is very large: see Hase.

E. Renan, Vie de Jesus, Paris, 1863, 13e Cd., revue

et augmentt'e, 1867 (the legendary hypothesis).

Renan also called forth a whole library of liooks

and essays in reply. E. de Pressensc', Jesus Christ,

%oH temps, sa vie, son oeurre (against Kenan),

Paris, 1866. (Translated into German and Eng-
lish.) G. Uhlhdrn, Die modernen Darstelhnujen

des Lebens Jesu, Hanover, 1866, English transl..

The Modern Rejn-esentationg of the Life of Jesus,
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by C. E. Grinnell, Boston, 1868. Theod. Keim,
Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, vol. i., Ziirich, 1867.

English and American works: C. J. F^Uicott, His-

torical Lectures on the Life of our Lord Jesus

Christ, 18-59, reprinted Boston, 1862. S. J. An-
drews, The Life of our Lord upon the Earth, New
York, 1862. Of a popular character, Henry Ware,
Jr., The Life of the Savimir, Boston, 1833, re-

printed 1868 ; Z. Eddy, The Life of Christ, 1868.

In course of preparation, H. W. Beecher, Life of
Christ. See further the literature under Gospels.

II. On the Chronology of the Life of Clirist. —
K. Wieseler, Chronologische Synapse der vier h'vanr-

gelien, Hamb. 1843 (English trans. Lond. 1864);

R. Anger, Ziir Chrcmol. des Lehramtes Christi,

1848; C. H. A. Krafft, Chronologie u. Harmonic
der vier Evangelien, lu'langen, 1848; F. W. J.

Lichtenstein, Lebensgeschichte des Herrn J. C. in

chronol. [/-ebersicht, Erlangen, 1856 ; comp. his

art. Jesus Christus in Herzog's ReaLKncykl. vi.

563-596. On the year of Christ's birth see also

F. Piper, De externa Vita J. C, Chrmwhgia,
Getting. 1835; Seyffarth, Chronohgia Sacra, Leipz.

1846; G. Rcsch, Zum Geburtsjahr Jesu, in the

Jahrb. f Deutsche Theol. 1866, xi. 3-48, 332.

III. On the Moral Character and Sinlessness of'

Christ. — Abp. Newcome, Observations on our
Lord's Conduct as a Divine Jnstruciw, etc., Lond.

1782, reprinted Charlestown, 1810. F. V. Rein-

hard, Versuch iiber den Plan Jesu, 5th ed. by
Heubner, Wittenberg, 1830 (English transl. by O.

A. Taylor, N. Y. and Andover, 1831). C. UU-
mann, Die Siindlosigkeit Jesu, 7th ed., Hamburg,
1864 (English translation by R. C. L. Brown,
Edinb. 1858, from the sixth edition, which is su-

perseded by the seventh). W. E. Channing, sermon
on the Character of Christ (Matt. xvii. 5), in his

Works, Boston, 1848, vol. iv. pp. 7-29. Andrews
No»ton, Jnternal Evidences of the Genuineness of
the Gospels, Boston, 1855, pp. 54-62, 245 ft'. John
Young, The Christ of History, Lond. and New
York, 1855, new ed. 1868. AV. F. Gess, Die Lehre
von der Person Christi entwickelt avs dem Selbst-

bewnsstsein Christi und aus dem Zeugniss der Apos-

tel, Basel, 1856. Fred, de Rougemont, Christ el

ses temoins, 2 vols. Paris, 1856. Horace Bushnell,

The Character of Jesus, forbidding his possible

Classifcation uith Men, New York, 1861 (a sepa-

rate reprint of the tenth chapter of his Nature
and the Snpernatural, N. Y. 1859). J. J. van

Oosterzee, 7>(rs Bild Christi nach der Schrift, from

the Dutch, Hamb. 1864. Dan. Schenkel, Das
Charakterbild Jesu (a caricature rather), Wies-
Ijaden, 3d ed. 1864 (translated, with Introduc-

tion and Notes, by W. H. Furness, 2 vols. Boston,

1866 ; comp. F'urness's History of Jesus, Boston,

1853, and other works). Theod. Keim, Der ges-

chichlliche CIrristus, Ziirich, .3d ed. 1866. PhiL

Schaff, The Person of Christ tlie Miracle of His-

tory ; with n Reply to Strauss and Renan, and a

Collection of Testimonies of Unbelievers, Boston,

1865 (the same in German, Gotha, 1865; in

Dutch, with an Introduction by Dr. van Oosterzee,

Groningen, 1866; and in French). Ecce Homo,
London and Boston, 5th ed. 1867 (an anony-

mous sensation book of great ability, classical style,

and good tendency, but bad exegesis, on the h mian
perfection of Christ as the founder of a new king-

dom, and the kindler of enthusiasm for humanity.

Comp. among the innumerable reviews favorable

and unfavorable, those of Dorner in the Jidn-b. f.

Deutsche Theol for 1867, p. 344 ff., and Gladstone
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ume). Ecce Deus, Lond. 1867 (an anonymous coun-

terpart of £cce Homo). Deus Homo, by Tbeophi-

lus Parsons, Chicago, 1867 (Swedenborgian). C. A.

Row, The Jesus of the KvanyeUsts : or, an Exam-
ination of the Internal Evidence for our Lord's

Divine Mission, Lond. 1868.

IV. On Images of Christ. — P. E. Jablonski

(1757), De m-iyine imayinum Christi Domini, Lugd.

IBatav. 1804. W. Grimm, Die Sage vom Ursprung

der Christusbilder, Berlin, 1843. Dr. LegisGliick-

selig, Christus-Archciologie. Das Buch von Jesus

Christus und seinem umhren Ebenbilde, Prag, 1803,

4to. Mrs. Jameson and Lady Eastlake, The His-

iwy of our Lord as exemplified in Works of Art

(with illustrations), 2d ed., 2 vols., Lond. 1865.

P. S.

JE'THBR ("1>"?.^ [string, cord, and abun-

dance, residue']). 1. ('loSop: Jethro.) .lethro,

the father-in-law of Moses, is so called in Ex. iv.

18 and the margin of A. V., though in the Heb.-

Sam. text and Sam. version the reading is l~li'~l"',

as in the Syriac and Targ. Jon., one of Kennicott's

MSS., and a MS. of Targ. Onk., No. 16 in De
Rossi's collection.

2. ('ledep: Jether.) The firstborn of Gideon's

seventy sons, who were all, with the exception of

Jotham, the youngest, slain at Ophrah by Abime-
lech. At the time of his father's victorious pursuit

of the Midianites and capture of their kings he was

still a lad on his first battle-field, and feared to

draw his sword at Gideon's bidding, and avenge, as

the representative of the family, the slaughter of

his kinsmen at Tabor (Judg. viii. 20).

3. {'ueip in 1 K. ii. 5, 32; '\oe6p in 1 Chr. ii.

17; the Alex. MS. has Ie6ep in all the passages:

Jether.) The father of Amasa, captain-general of

Absalom's army. Jether is merely another form

of Ithra (2 Sam. xvii. 25), the latter being prob-

ably a corruption. He is described in 1 Chr. ii.

17 as an Ishmaelite, which again is more likely to

be correct than the " Israelite " ot the Heb. in 2

Sam. xvii., or the " Jezreelite " of the LXX. and

Vulg. in the same passage. "Ishmaelite" is said

by the author of the Qmest. Hebr. in lib. Reg. to

have been the reading of the Hebrew, but there is

no trace of it in the MSS. One MS. of Chronicles

reads " Israelite," as does the Targuni, which adds

that he was called Jether the Ishmaelite, " because

he girt his loins with the sword, to help David

with the Arabs, when Abner sought to drive away

.
David and all the race of Jesse, who were not pure

to enter the congregation of Jehovah on account

of Ruth the Moabitess." According to Jarchi,

Jether was an Israelite, dwelling in the land of

Ishmael, and thence acquired his surname, like tlie

house of ()bededom the Gittite. Jo.sephus calls

him '\(Qdpat)s {Ant. vii. 10, § 1). He married

Abigail, David's sister, probalJy during the sojourn

of the foniily of Jesse in the land of Moab, under

the protection of its king.

4. The son of Jada, a descendant of Hezron, of

the tribe of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 32). He died with-

out children, and })eing the eldest son the succes-

sion fell to his brother's family.

5. The son of Ezra, whose name occurs in a dis-

located passage in the genealogy of .Judah (1 t!hr.

Lv. 17). In the LXX. the name is repeated: "and
Jether begat Miriam," etc. By the author of the
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Ctucest. Hebr. in Par. he is said to hay^ been
Aaron, Ezra being another name for Amram.

6. {'uefip; Alex. UQep.) The chief of a fam-
ily of warriors of the line of Asher, and father of

.fephunneh (1 Chr. vii. 38). He is probably the

same as Ithran in the preceding verse. One of

Kennicott's MSS. and the Alex, had Jether in both

cases. W. A. W.

JE'THETH {r\r\'^, [;««, wm7, Sim.] : 'ue4p;

[Alex. If^ep, UdiQ; Vat. in 1 Chr. leeer:] Je-
theth), one of the phylarchs (A. V. "dukes") who
came of Es.au (Gen. xxxvi. 40; 1 Chr. i. 51),

enumerated separately from the genealogy of Esau's

children in the earlier part of the chaj)ter, " accord-

ing to their families, after their places, by their

names," and "according to their habitations in the

land of their possession " (vv. 40-43). This record

of the Edomite phylarchs may point specially to

the places and haljitations, or towns, named after,

or occupied by them ; and even otherwise, we may
look for some trace of their names, after the custom

of the wandering tribes to leave such footprints in

the changeless desert. Identifications of several in

the list have been proposed: .letheth, as far as the

writer knows, has not been yet reco\ered. He may,
however, be probably found if we adopt the likely

suggestion of Simonis, •'"^n'^= iTiri^, "a nail,"

"a tent-pin," etc. (and metaphorically "a prince,"

etc., as behig stable, firm)= Ava\i. tXJ'*» ^^JOm,

,'idSyi\with the same signification. El-Wetideh

(n. of unity of the former), is a place in Nejd, said

to be in the Dahnii (see Ismbak); there is also a

place called El-Wetid; and El-Wetidat (perliaps

pi. of the first-named ), which is the name of moun-
tains lielonging to Benee 'Abd-AUah Ibn Ghatfan

{Mardsid, s. vv.). • E. S. P.

JETH'LAH (nbn";, i. e. Jithlah [high,

elevated, Ges. ; hill-place, Eiirst] : "XiKaQa; [Vat.

2eiAa0a;] Alex. [Aid. Comp.] 'UBKa- Jethela),

one of the cities of the tribe of Dan (.Josh. xix.

42), named witli Ajalon and Thininathah. In the

Onomasticon it is mentioned, without any descrip-

tion or indication of position, as 'lefJXaf. It has

not since been met with, even by the indefatigable

Tobler in his late Wanderiny in that district. G.

JETH'RO (1'^i")^> '"• «• Jithro [preeminence,

superiority']: 'loSSp: [Jethro]), called also Jether

and Hobab; the son of Rkuki., was priest or prince

of Midian, both offices proliably being combined in

one person. Moses spent the forty years of his

exile from Egypt with him, and married his daugh-

ter Zipporah. By the advice of Jetiiro, Moses ap-

pointed deputies to judge the coniiregalion and

share the burden of government with himself (Ex.

xviii.). On account of his local knowledge he was

entreated to remain with the Israelites throughout

their journey to Canaan; liis room, however, was

su])plied by the ark of the covenant, whicli super-

naturally indicated the places for encamping (Num.
X. 31, 33). The idea conveyed by the name of

Jethro or Jether is probalily that of excellence

;

and as Hobab may mean beloved, it is quite i)ossi-

ble that both appellations were given to the same

person for similar reasons. That the custom of

having more than one name was couimon among
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the Jews we see in the case of Benjamin, Benoni;

Solomon, Jedidiah, etc.

It is said in Ex. ii. 18 that the priest of Midian

whose daughter Moses married was Keuel; after-

wards, at ch. iii. 1, he is called Jethro, as also in

ch. xviii. ; but in Num. x. 2;) " Ilobab the son of

Ra<:fuel the Midianite" is called ^Moses' father-in-

law : assuming the identity of Hobal) and Jethro,

we must suppose that "their fother Keuel," in Ex.

ii. 18, was really their grandfather, and that the

person who " said, How is it that ye are come so

soon today?" was the priest of ver. 16: whereas,

proceeding on the liypothesis that Jethro and Ho-

bab are not the same individual, it seems difficult to

determine the relationship of Keuel, Jethro, Hobab,

and iMoses. The hospitality, freehearted and un-

sought, which Jethro at once extended to the un-

known homeless wanderer, on the relation of his

daughters that he had watered their flock, is a pic-

ture of eastern manners no less true than lovely.

We may perhaps supix)se that Jethro, before his

acquaititance with Mo.ses, was not a worshipper of

the (rue (jod. Traces of this apjiear in the delay

which Hoses had suffered to take [ilace with respect

to the circumcision of his son (Ex. iv. 24-20):

indeed it is even jjossible that Zip[)orah had after-

wards been subjected to a kind of divorce (Ex.

xviii. 2, rr^n^ vli7), on account of her attachment'TV •

to an alien creed, but that growing convictions

were at work in the mind of Jethro, from the cir-

cumstance of Israel's continued prosperity, till at

last, acting upon these, he brought back his daugh-

ter, and declared that his in)pressions were con-

firmed, for ' iww he knew that the Lord was

greater than all gods, for in the thing wherein they

dealt proudly, he was above them :
" consequently

we are told that " Jethro, Moses' father-in-law,

took a burnt-offering and sacrifices for God: and

Aaron came and all the elders of Israel to eat bread

with Moses" father-in-law before God;'''' as though

to celebrate the event of his conversion. "Whether

or not the account given at Num. x. 29-32 refers

to this same event, the narrative at Ex. x\iii. 27

coincides with Ilobab's own words at Num. x. .30;

and, comparing the two, we may suppose that

Moses did not prevail upon his father-in-law to

stay witli the congregation. Calvin {in 5 I'l'- Jfosia

Comment.) understands vv. -31, 32 thus: "Thou
hast gone with us hitherto, and hast been to us

instead of eyes, and now what profit is it to thee

if, having suftered so many troulJes and difficulties,

thou dost not go on with us to inherit the promised

blessing V" .Vnd Mat. Henry imagines that Ho-

bab complied with this invitation, and that traces

of the settlement of his posterity in the land of

Canaan are apparent at Judg. i. 10 and 1 Sam. xv.

6. Some, and among them Cahin, take Jethro

and Keuel to be identical, and call Holiab the

broil/er-iii-l nc of Jloses. The present punctuation

of our Bibles does not warrant this. AMiy, at

Judg. i. 16, Closes' father-in-law- is called "'3"'f2

(Kenite, comp. Gen. xv. 19), or why, at Num. xii.

1, Zip|)orah, if it be Zipporah, is called iT^ffS,

A. V. I'.tbiopian, is not clear.

The Moliauunedan name of Jethro is Shoaib

(Koi-'in, 7, 11). There is a tale in the Midrash

that .tetliro was a counsellor of I'haraoh, who tried

to dissuade him from slaughtering the Israelitish

cliiklren, and consequently, on account of his clem-

ency, was forced to flee into IMidian, but was re-

JEW
warded by becoming the father-in-law of Moses

(see Weil's Biblical Legends, p. 93, note). [Je-

ther; Hobab.] S. L.

JE'TUR ("l^tO^ [prob. nomndic camp or ctV»

cle] : 'lerovp, 'IfTTOvp, 'Irovpaioi; [Vat. in 1 Chr.

V. 19, Tovpatav'-] Jel/iur, \Jelui; Iturwi]), Gen.

XXV. 15; 1 Chr. i. 31, v. 19. [Itur.ea.]

JEU'EL. 1. C^S-IV") [perh. treasure of
God]: "IetjA; [Vat. ne:rj\:j Jelmel.) A chief

man of Judah, one of the Bene-Zerah [sons of

Z.] ; apparently at the time of the first settlement

in Jerusalem (1 Chr. ix. 0; comp. 2).

2. (r«oii^A; Alex. UoutjA: Gebel.) One of the

Bene-Adonikam [sons of A.] who returned to Je-

rusalem with Esdras (1 Esdr. viii. 39). [Jkiel.]

For other occurrences of this name see Jeiel.

JE'USH (tt'^r"! [collecting or hasieninff]:

'Ifovs, 'leov\, 'levs, 'laois, 'Ifccs, 'Iwas' Jehus,

Jau^).

1. ['I60US, 'leovA; Alex, in Gen. xxxvi. 14,

levs'- Je/ius.] Son of Esau, by Aholibamah, the

daughter of Anah, the son of Zibeon the Hivite

(Gen. xxxvi. 5, 14, 18; 1 Chr. i. 35). It appears

from Gen. xxxvi. 20-25, that Anah is a man's name
(not a woman's, as might be thought from ver. 2),

and by comparison with ver. 2, that the Horites

were Hivites. Jeush was one of the Edoniitish

dukes (ver. .18). The Cethib has repeatedly C^^V^
Jeish.

2. ['looiyr; Alex. lewj.] Head of a Benjamite

house, which existed in David's time, son of Bil-

han, son of Jediael (1 Chr. vii. 10, 11).

3. ['loias; Alex, omits: Jatis.'] A Levite, of

the house of Shimei, of the family of the Gershon-

ites. He and his brother Beriah were reckoned

as one house in the census of the Levites taken in

the reign of David (1 Chr. xxiii. 10, 11).

4. ['Uovs; Vat. laovd; Alex, omits: Jehiis.]

Son of Kehoboam king of .ludah, by Abihail, the

daufhter of EUab, the son of Jesse (2 Chr. xi. 18,

19). A. C. H.

JETJZ (V-1^^ Icminselint/]: 'U^ovs; [Vat.

iScos:] Alex, leovs'- Jehus), head of a Benjamite

house in an obscure genealogy (1 Chr. viii. 10),

apparently son of Shaharaim and Hodesh his third

wife, and born in Moab. A. C. H.

JEW (^"l*in^ [patronym., see Judah] : 'low

5ajo? : Judmis, i. e. Juda-an; 'lovSal'^w, Esth.

viii. 17, [Gal. ii. 14; 'lovSaiKSs, 2 Mace. viii. 11,

xiii. 21; 'Iou5ai'/caJs, "as do the Jews," Gal. ii. 14;

n^'l^n'), 'lovSaiffTi, "in the Jews' language,"

2K.'xvii"i. 26, 28; 2 Chron. xxxii. 18; Neh. iii.

24; Is. xxxvi. 11, 13]). This name was properly

applied to a member of the kingdom of .ludah after

the separation of the ten tril)es. In this sense it

occurs twice in the second book of Kings, 2 K.

xvi. 6, XXV. 25, and seven times in the later chap-

ters of Jeremiah: Jer. xxxii. 12, xxxiv. 9 (in con-

nection with Hebrew), xxxviii. 19, xl. ]2, xli. 3,

xliv. 1, Iii. 28. After the Ketiu'n the word received

a larger a|iplication. Partly from the predominance

of the members of the old kingdom of .ludah among
those who returned to ralestine, partly from the

identification of Judah with the religious ideas and

hopes of the people, all the members of the new

state were called Jews (Judaans), and the name
was extended to the remnants of the race scattered
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70 A. D.) sensibly furthered in various Wi.y3 the

discipline of tlie peoi)le of God, and prepared the

way for a final revelation. An outline of tlie char-

acteristic features of the several periods is given in

other articles. Briefly it may be said that the su-

premacy of Persia was marked by the growth of

organization, order, ritual [Cyrus; Dispehsion
OF THK Jews], that of Greece by the spread of

liberty, and speculation [Alexander; Alexan-
dria; Hellenists], that of the Asmonteans by

the strengthening of independence and faith [Mac-
cabees], that of the Ilerods by the final separa^

tion of the elements of temporal and spiritual do-

minion into antagonistic systems [Herod] ; and

so at length the inheritance of six centuries, pain-

fully won in times of exhaustion and persecution

and oppression, was transferred to the treasury of

the Christian Church. B. F. W.

JEW Ol^n"!: [-lovSaws-- Judceus]), JEWS

(Dn^nl, Ch. r^^^i^"^ in Ezr. and Dan.).

Originally "man, or men of .Judah." The term

first makes its apiiearance just before the Captivity

of the ten tribes, and then is used to denote the

men of .Judah who held Elath, and were driven out

by Rezin king of Syria (2 K. xvi. 6). Elath had

been taken by Azariah or Uzziah, and made a col-

ony of Judah (2 K. xiv. 22). The men of Judah

in prison with Jeremiah (Jer. xxxii. 12) are called

"Jews " in our A. V., as are those who deserted

to the Chaldoeans (Jer. xxxviii. 19), and the frag-

ments of the tribe which were dispersed in JMoab,

Edom, and among the Ammonites (Jer. xl. 11;.

Of these latter were the confederates of Ishmael

the son of Nethaniah, who were of the blood-royal

of Judah (Jer. xli. 3). The fugitives in Egypt

(Jer. xliv. 1) belonged to the two tribes, and were

distinguished by the name of the more important;

and the same general term is applied to those who
were carried captive by Nebuchadnezzar (.ler. lii.

28, .30) as well as to the remnant which was left in

the land (2 K. xxv. 25; Neh. i. 2, ii. IG, &c.).

That the term Yehudl or " Jew " was in the latter

history used of the members of the tribes of Judah

and Benjamin without distinction is evident from

the case of IMordeeai, who, though of the tribe of

Benjamin, is called a Jew (Esth. ii. 5, &c.), while

the people of the Captivity are called " the people

of Mordecai " (Esth. iii. 6). After the Captivity

the appellation was universally given to those who

returned from Babylon. W. A. W.

JEWEL. [Precious Stones.]

JEWESS ('louSai'a: Judcea), a woman of

Hebrew birth, without distinction of tribe (Acts

xvi. 1, xxiv. 24). It is applied in the former pas-

sage to Eunice the mother of Timothy, who was

unquestionably of Hebrew origin (comp. 2 Tim. iii.

1.5), and in the latter to Drusilla, the wife of Felix

and daughter of Herod Agrippa I.

JEWISH {'IovSaiK6s-- Judnkms), of or be-

longing to .lews: an epithet .applied to the rabbin-

ical legends against wliicli the elder apostle warns

his yoMnger brother (Tit. i. 14).

JEWRY {T\'r\\ : 'Iou5a/a: Judim), the same

word elsewhere rendered -Iudah and Juu.ka. It

occurs but once in the O. T., Dan. v. 13, in which

verse the Hebrew is translated both by Judah and

« The exceptions are. Matt, xxviii. 15 (a note of the Gospel) ; Mark vii. 3 (a similar note) ; Luke vii. 3,

ivaugelist of later date than the substance of the xxiii. 51.

JEW
throughout the nations (Dan. iii. 8, 12; Ezr. iv.

12, 23, &c.\ Neh. i. 2, ii. 10, v. 1, &c.; Esth. iii.

4 ff., etc. Cf. Jos. Anl. xi. 6, § 7, fK\7)d7)(rav 5€

rh ovofia Clov5a7oi) i^ r/s rififpa? ave^riaav eK

Ba^uAaJfos airh rf/s 'lov8a (pvXrjs . . .)

Under the name of "Judseans," the people of

Israel were known to classical writers. The most

famous and interesting notice liy a heathen WTiter

is that of Tacitus (Hist. v. 2 ff.; cf. Orelli's A'x-

cursus). The trait of extreme exclusiveness with

which he specially charged them is noticed by many
other writers (Juv. Sat. xiv. 103; Diod. Sic. h'cL

34, 1; Quint. Inst. iii. 7, 21). The account of

Strabo (xvi. p. 760 ff.) is more favorable (cf. Just.

xxxvi. 2), but it was impossible that a stranger

could clearly understand the meaning of Judaism

as a discipline and preparation for a universal relig-

ion (F. C. Meier, Jmlaica, seu veterum scfipturvm

profanwum de rebus Judaicis fraymenta, Jenae,

1832).

The force of the title 'louSaToj is seen particu-

larly in the Gospel of St. John. While the other

evangelists scarcely ever use the word except in

the title " King of the Jews " (as given by Gen-

tiles ),<» St. John, standing within the boundary of

the Christian age, very rarely uses any other term

to describe the opponents of our Lord. The name,

indeed, appeared at the close of the Apostle's life to

be the true antithesis to Christianity, as describing

the limited and definite*form of a national religion

;

but at an earlier stage of the progress of the faith,

it was contrasted with (Jreek ("EAAtji/) as implying

an outward covenant with God (Kom. i. 16, ii. 9,

10; Col. iii. 11, &c.). In this sense it was of

wider application than Hebrew^ which was the

correlative of Hellenist [Hellenist], and marked

a division of language suljsisting within the entire

body, and at the same time less expressive than

Israelite, which brought out with especial clearness

the privileges and hopes of the children of Jacob

(2 Cor. xi. 22; John i. 47; 1 Mace. i. 43, 53, and
often ).

The history of .Tudaism is divided by -lost — the

most profound writer who has investigated it—

•

into two great eras, the first extending to the close

of the collections of the oral laws, 536 b. c.— 600

A. D. : the second reaching to the present time.

According to this view the first is the period of

original development, the second of formal construc-

tion ; the one furnishes the constituent elements,

the second the varied shape of the jiresent faith.

But as far as Judaism was a great stage in the Di-

vine revelation, its main interest closes with the

K destruction of .lerusalem in 70 A. D. From that

date its present living force was stayed, and its

history is a record of the human shapes in which

the Divine truths of earlier times were enshrined

and hidden. The old age {aidiv) passed away, and
the new age began when the Holy City was finally

wrested from its citizens and the worship of the

Temple closed.

Yet this shorter period from the Ileturn to the

destruction of Jerusalem was pregnant with great

changes. Four difttirent dynasties in succession

directed the energies and influenced the character

of the Jewish nation. The dominion of Persia

(536-333 H. c), of Greece (33.3-167 b. c), of the

Asmonaeans (167-63 b. c), of the Herods (40 b. c,
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Jewry: the A. V. retaining tlie latter as it stands

in Coverdale, Tyndale, and the Geneva Bible. The
variation possibly arose from a too faithful imitation

of the Vulg., which has Juda and Jtickea. Jewry
comes to us through the Norman-French, and is

of frequent occurrence in Old English. It is found
besides in 1 Esdr. i. 32, ii. 4, iv. 49, v. 7, 8, 57,

vi. 1, viii. 81, ix. 3; Bel, 33; 2 Mace. x. 24;
Luke xxiii. 5; John vii. 1. [The earlier English
versions have generally "Jewry" (Jurie) for Ju-
d£ea in the N. T. See Trench, Authorized Ver-
sio7i, p. 49, 2d ed.— H.]

JEWS' LANGUAGE, IN THE (nn^H^).
Literally "Jewishly:" for the Hebrew must be

taken adverbially, as in the LXX. ('lovSaia-ri} and
Vulgate (Judaice). The term is only used of the

language of the two southern tribes after the Cap-
tivity of the northern kingdom (2 K. xviii. 26, 28

;

2 Chr. xxxii. 18; Is. xxxvi. 11, 13), and of that

spoken by the captives who returned (Neh. xiii.

24). It therefore denotes as well the pure Hebrew
as the dialect acquired during the Captivity, which
was characterized by Aramaic forms and idioms.

Elsewhere (Is. xix. 18) in the poetical language of

Isaiah it is called " the lip of Canaan."

* JEWS' RELIGION (2 Mace. viii. 1, xiv.

38; Gal. i. 14, 15). [Judaism.]

JEZANI'AH (-in^^r [whom Jehovah hears] :

'E^orias [Vat. FA.] Alex. U^ovias in Jer. xl. 8:

f^^??!^
; 'Atopics in Jer. xlii. 1 : Jezonias), the son

of Hoshaiah, the IMaachathite, and one of the cap-

tains of the forces, who had escaped from Jerusa-

lem during the final attack of the beleaguering

army of the Chaldajans. lu the consequent pur-

suit which resulted in the capture of Zedekiah, the

army was scattered from him and dispersed through-

out the open country among the neighboring Am-
monites and Moabites, watching from thence the

progress of events. When the Babylonians had
departed, Jezaniah, with the men under his com-
mand, was one of the first who returned to Geda-
liah at Mizpah. In the events which followed the

assassination of that officer Jezaniah took a prom-
inent part. He joined Johanan in the pursuit of

Ishmael and his murderous associates, and in tlie

general consternation and distrust which ensued he

became one of the foremost advocates of the mi-

gration into Egypt, so strongly opposed by Jere-

miah. Indeed in their interview with the prophet

at the Khan of Chinham, when words ran high,

Jezaniah (there called Azariah) was apparently the

leatler in the dispute, and for once took precedence

of Johanan (Jer. xliii. 2). In 2 K. xxv. 23 he is

called Jaazaniah, in which form the name was
easily corrupted into Azariah, or Zechariah, as one
MS. of the LXX. reads it. The Syriac and Jo-

sephus follow the Hebrew. In the LXX. his fother's

name is Maaseiah.

JEZ'EBEL (bars : LXX. and N. T. 'u^a-

(3r)A; Joseph. 'U^a^Xrj- Jezabel: probably a

name, like Agnes, signifying " chaste," siiK cuitu,

a Amongst the Spanisli Jews the name of Jezebel

was given to Isabella " the Catholic," in consequence

of the detestiition in which her memory was held as

their persecutor (Ford's Handbook of Spain, 2d ed.

p. 486). Whether the came Isabella was originally

3onnected with that of Jezebel is doubtful.

b According to the reading of A. V. and the older

JEZEBEL
Gesenius in voc), wife of Ahab, king of Israel, and
mother of Athaliah, queen of Judah, and Ahaziah
and Jorani, kings of Israel « She was a Fhceni-

cian princess, daughter of " Ethbaal king of the

Zidonians " (or Ithobal king of the Syrians and
Sidonians, Menander a/md Joseph. Ant. viii. 13,

§ 2; c. Apion, i. 18). Her marriage with Ahab
was a turning point in the history of Israel. Not
jouXy was the union with a Canaanitish wife unpre-

cedented in the northern kingdom, but the charac-

.

ter of the queen gave additional force and signifi-

cance to what might else have been regarded merely

as a commercial and political measure, natural to a
king devoted, as was Ahab, to the arts of peace

and the splendor of re!ial luxury. She was a wo-
man in whom, with the reckless and licentious

habits of an oriental queen, were united the stern-

est and fiercest qualities inherent in the Phcenician

people. The royal family of Tyre was remarkable

at that time both for its religious fanaticism and
its savage temper. Her father Ethl)aal united with

his royal office the priesthood of the goddess As-
tarte. and had come to the throne by the murder
of his predecessor Phelles (Joseph, c. Ajnon, i. 18).

The next generation included within itself Sichseus,

or Matgenes, king and priest of Baal, the murderer
Pygmalion, and VAisa, or Dido, foundress of Car-
thage {ib.). Of this stock came Jezebel. In her

hands her husband liecame a mere puppet (1 K.
xxi. 25). Even after his death, through the reigns

of his sons, her influence was the evil genius of

the dynasty. Througli the marriage of her daugh-
ter Athaliah w'ith the king of Judah, it extended

even to the rival kingdom. The wild license of

her life, the magical fascination of her arts or of

her character, became a proverb in the nation (2

K. ix. 22). Long afterwards her name lived as

the byword for all that was execrable, and in the

Apocalypse it is given to a church or an individual''

in Asia Minor, combining in like manner fanaticism

and profligacy (Kev. ii. 20). If we may trust the

numbers of the text, she must have married Ahab
before his accession. He reigned 22 years; and
12 years from that time her grandson Ahaziah was
21 years of age. Her daughter Athaliah must
have been born therefore at least 37 years before.

The first eflfect of her influence was the imme-
diate establishment of the Phoenician worsliip on a

grand scale in the court of Ahab. At her table

were supported no less than 450 prophets of Baal,

and 400 of Astarte (1 K. xvi. 31, 32, xviii. 19).

The prophets of Jehovah, who up to this time had
found their chief refuge in the northern kingdom,
were attacked l)y her orders and put to the sword

(1 K. xviii. 13; 2 K. ix. 7). When at last the

people, at the instigation o/" Elijah, rose against her

ministers, and slaughtered them at the foot of

Carmel, and when Ahab was ten'ified into submis-

sion, she alone retained her presence of mind ; and
when she received in the palace of Jezreel the tid-

ings that her religion was all but destroyed (1 K.
xix. 1), her only answer was one of those fearful

vows which have made the leaders of Semitic

nations so terrible whether for go id or evil—

versions, it is rrjv ywaiKa <tov, " thy wjfe." In that

case she must be the wife of the " angel ; " and the

expression would thus confirm the interpretation

which makes " the angel '" to be the bishop or pre-

siding officer of the Church of Thyatira
; and this

woman would thus be his wife.
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sxpressed in a message to the very man who, as it

might have seemed but an hour before, had her

life in his power: "As surely a,s tJwu art Elijah

and as / am Jezebel (LXX.) so may God do to

me and more also, if by this time to-morrow I

make not thy life as the life of one of them "

(1 K. xix. 2). Elijah, who had encountered un-

daunted the king and the whole force of the

prophets of Baal, "feared" (LXX.) the wrath of

the awful queen, and fled for his life beyond the

furthest limits of Israel (1 K. xix. 3). [Elijah.]

The next instance of her power is still more

characteristic and complete. AVhen she found her

husband cast down by his disappointment at being

thwarted by Naboth, she took the matter into her

own hands, with a spirit which reminds us of

Clytemnestra or I-ady Macbeth. " Dost iliou now
govern the kingdom of Israel? (play the king,

iroifls fiaaiXia, LXX). Arise and eat bread and

let thine heart be merry, and / will give thee the

vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite " (1 K. xxi. 7).

She wrote a warrant in Ahab's name, and sealed

it with his seal. It was couched in the otticial

language of the Israelite law — a solemn fast —
witnesses— a charge of blasphemy — the author-

ized punishment of stoning. To her, and not to

Ahab, was sent the ainiounceinent that the roydi

wishes were accomplished (1 K. xxi. 14), and she

bade her husband go and take the vacant property

,

and on her accordingly fell the prophet's curse, as

well as on her husband (1 K. xxi. 23).

We hear no more of her for a long period. But
she survived Ahab by 14 3ears, and still, as queen-

mother (after the oriental custom), was a great

personage in the court of her sons, and, as such,

became the special mark for vengeance when Jehu

advanced against Jezreel to overthrow the dynasty

of Ahab. " What peace so long as the whoredoms

of thy mother Jezebel and her witchcrafts are so

many?" (2 K. ix. 22). But in that supreme

hour of her house the spirit of the aged queen rose

within her, equal to the dreadful emergencj'. She

was in the palace, which stood by the gate of the

city, overlooking the approach from the east. Be-

neath lay the open space under the city walls.

She determined to face the destroyer of her family,

whom she saw rapidly advancing in his chariot."

She painted her eyelids in the eastern fashion with

antimony, so as to give a darker border to the

eyes, and make them look larger and brighter

(Keil), possibly in order to induce Jehu, after the

manner of eastern usurpers, to take her, the widow
of his predecessor, for his wife,* but more probably

as the last act of regal splendor.<^ She tired

"("made good ") her head, and, looking down upon

him from the high latticed window in the tower

(Joseph. Ant. ix. 6, §'4), she met him by an allu-

sion to a former act of treason in the history of

her adopted country, which conveys a different ex-
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« A graphic conception of this scene occurs iu

Racine "s Alhatie, Act II. Sc. 5
f> According to the explanation of S. Eplirem Syrus

ad loc.

c * The A. v. (2 K. ix. 30) renders the Hebrew

(n^3"^27 ?I^32 DJS^ni), in tlie text, "painted her

f;ice ;
" but in the margin more strictly, " put her eyes

in painting" (or ''in paint"). The act referred to is

a familiar one among Syrian women at the present

time. " They ' paint ' or blaclien the eyelids and
brows with kjkh and prolong the application in a de-

cieasing pencil; so as to lengthen and reduce the eye

pression, according as we take one or other of the

different interpretations given to it. (1.) Was
there peace to Zimri, who slew his ' lord ' ? " as if

to remind Jehu, now in the fullness of his triumph,

how Omri, the founder of the dynasty which he

was destroying, had himself come into power as

the avenger of Zimri, who had murdered Baasha,

as he now had murdered Jehoram : or (2) a direct

address to Jehu, as a second Zimri: "Is it

peace ? " (following up the question of her son in

2 K. ix. 31). " Is it peace, O Zimri, slayer of his

lord?" (So Keil and LXX. ^ fip7]vyj Za/n^pl 6

<pov€VT7)s Tov Kupiou avTOv',) Ov (3) " Peace to

Zimri, who slew his 'lord'" — (according to Jo-

sephus. Ant. ix. 6, § 4, Ka\bs Sov\os 6 a-KOKni-

vas rhu Sea-iroTTju) — which again may be taken

either as an ironical welcome, or (according to

Ewald, iii. 166, 260) as a reminder that as Zimri

had spared the seraglio of Baasha, so she was pre-

pared to welcome Jehu. The general character of

Jezebel, and the doubt as to the details of the his-

tory of Zimri, would lead us rather to adopt the

sterner view of her speech. Jehu looked up from

his chariot — and his answer, again, is variously

given in the LXX. and in the Hebrew text. In

the former he exclaims, "Who art thou?— Come-

down to me." In the latter, " Who is on my side,

who'? " In either case the issue is the same. Two
or three eunuchs of the royal harem show their

fiices at the windows, and at his command dashed ^^

the ancient princess down from the chamber. She
fell immediately in front of the conqueror's chariot.

The blood flew from her mangled corjjse over the

palace-wall behind, and over the advancing horses

in front. The merciless destroyer passed on ; and

the last remains of life were trampled out by the

horses' hoofs. The body was left in that open

space called in modern eastern language " the

mounds," where oiM is thrown from the city-walls.

The dogs of eastern cities, which prowl around

these localities, and which the present WTiter met
on this very spot by the modern village which oc-

cupies the site of Jezi-eel, pounced upon this unex-

pected prey. Nothing was left by them but the

hard portions of the human skeleton, the skull,

the hands, and the feet. Such was the sight which

met the eyes of the messengers of Jehu, whom he

had sent from his triumphal banquet, struck with

a momentary feeling of compassion for the fall of

so much greatness. " Go, see now this cursed

woman and bury her, for she is a king's daughter.''

When he heai'd the fate of the body, he exclaimed

in wordsWhich no doubt were long rememliered as

the epitaph of the greatest and wickedest of the

queens of Israel— " This is the word of Jehovah,

which He spake by his servant Elijah the Tishbite,

saying. In the portion <^ of Jezreel shall the dogs

eat the flesh of Jezebel ; and the carcase of Jezebel

shall be as dung on the face of the earth ; so that

in appearance to what is called almond shape

The powder from which kohl is made is collected from

burning almond shells, or ft-ankincense, and is in-

tensely black. Antimony, and various ores of lead,

are also employed. The powder is applied by a small

probe of wood, ivory, or silver, called meet.'' (Thom-
son, Lan'l and Book, ii. 184.) For figures of the

instruments used iu the process, see also the work re-

ferred to. H.

<i tD!2B?, " dash," as from a precipice (Ps. cxli. 6).

(• X^r\, " smooth field."
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they shall not say, This is Jezebel " (2 K. is. 36,

37). A. P. S.

JEZE'LUS Cle^Aos; [Vat. i«0t)\oj:] Zech-
oleus). 1. The same as Jahaziel (1 Esdr. viii.

32).

2. (['le^^Aoy:] Jehelus.) Jehiel, the father

of Obadiah (1 Esdr. viii. 35).

JE'ZER (^^.^ [Jbrmation, image]: 'la-ffdap

in Gen. xlvi. 24; 'letrfp, Num. xxvi. 49, Alex.

leffpi; 'A(77Jp, 1 Chr. vii. 13, Alex. Soap, [Vat.

lacTfirip, Comp. Aid. 'leo-tr*'/):] Jesei-), the third

son of Naphtali, and father of the family of the

Jezerites, who were numbered in the plains of

Moab.

JE'ZERITES, THE ('1^**n : 6 'Ua-epi

[Vat. -pet], Alex, o lea-pi'- Jeseiitte). A family

of the tribe of Naphtali, descendants of Jezer (Num.
xxvi. 49).

JEZI'AH (n*-T'^ \u-hom Jehovah sprinJdes,

or ei-piates] : 'AQa ;
[Vat. A(eia, FA. A5eia :]

Jeziii), properly Yizziyyah, a descendant of Parosli,

and one of those among the laymen after the return

from Babylon who had married strange wives, and

at Ezra's bidding had promised to put them away
(Ezr. X. 25). In 1 Esdr. ix. 20 he is called Eddi.vs.

The Syriac of Ezra reads Jezuniah.

JE'ZIEL (^'Snr, Keri b^''^, which is the

reading of some MSS. [assevMy of God] : "IcdtjA:

FA. A^irjX; [Aid. 'laC^'irjA; Comp. 'E^'irjA:] Jnzief),

one of the skilled Benjainite archers or slingers who
joined David in his retreat at Ziklag. He was

probably the son of Azmaveth of Bahurim, one of

David's heroes (1 Chr. xii. 3). In the Syriac Jeziel

is omitted, and the sons of Azmaveth are there

Pelet and Berachah.

JEZLI'AH (nS"^br_ [Jehovah delivers

Fiirst] : 'le^Aios ;
[Vat. Zapua ;] Alex. E^Aia :

[Comp. Aid. 'le^'eAio: Jezlia]}, one of a long list

of Benjamite heads of houses, sons of Elpaal, who
dwelt at Jerusalem (1 Chr. viii. 18).

A. C. H.

JEZO'AE, ("in!J^ [shiulnff, brilliant, as a

verb]: 2aap: Isaar), the son of Ilelah, one of the

wives of Asher, the father or founder of Tekoa, and

posthumous son of Hezron (1 Chr. iv. 7). The

Keri has "IPTISI " and Zohar," which was followed

by the LXX'. and by the A. V. of 1611. [Zoak,

at the end.]

JEZRAHI'AH (n^nnt"; [Jehm-ah causes

to break forth, i. e. into life] : [Xat. Alex. FA.
omit ; FA.!*] le(pias ;

[Comp. Aid. 'U(ovp :]

Jezrdia), a Levite, the leader of the choristers at

the solemn dedication of the wall of Jerusalem

under Nehemiah (Neh. xii. 42). The singers had

built themselves villages in the environs of the city,

and the Oasis of the Jordan, and with the minstrels

they gathered themselves together at the first sum-
mons to keep the dedication with gladness.

JEZ'REEL (bS3?~;t"^ [God u-ill sow or

scatter]: 'le^parjA; [Vat. ACpariK', Alex.i l6(^-

pea-zjA, Alex.- le^pirjA:] ./f2?v//K7), according to the

received text, a descendant of the father or founder

of Etam, of the line of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 3). But

" In Jos. Ant. viii. 13, § 6, it is called 'UcrpdriKa,

l^dpov TToXt? ; in viii. 13, § 7 'I^apov ttoAis singly ;

JEZREEL
as the verse now stands, we must supply some such
word as "families;" "these (are the families of)

the father of Etam." Both the LXX. and Vulg.

read ^33, " sons," for "^2H, " father," and six

of Kennicotfs ]\ISS. have the same, while in two
of De Kossi's the readings are combined. The
Syriac is singularly different from all : " And
these are the sons of Aminodob, Achizar'el, etc.,

Neshmo, and Diliosh," the last clause of ver. 3
being entirely omitted. But, although the Syriac

text of the (Jhronicles is so corrupt as to be of little

authority in this case, there can be no doubt that

the genealogy in vv. 3, 4 is so confused as to

be attended with almost insuperable difficulties.

Tremellius and Junius regard Etam as the proper

name of a person, and Jezreel as one of his sons,

while Bertheau considers them both names of

places. The Targum on Chron. has, " And these

are the Rabbis dwelling at Etam, Jezreel," etc. In
ver. 4 Hur is referred to as the ancestor of this

branch of tlie tribe of Judah, and therefore, if the
present text be adopted, we nnist read, " and these,

namely, Abi-Etam, Jezreel," etc. But the prob-
ability is that in ver. 3 a clause has been omitted.

^y. A. w.

• JEZ'REEL (bSS^'lT'! [see above] : LXX.

'letrpaeA, ['le^paeA, 'le^parjA, 'Eapae; Alex, also

l(par)\, IcrpoTjA. le^a/SeA, etc.: Vulg. Jezrahel,

Jezniijl, .Jesrael,] Jo.seph. 'leo-paTjAa, Ant. viii.

13, § 6, 'leo-paeAa, AiiL ix. 6, § 4, 'l(dpa," Ant.

viii. 15, §§ 4, 6; 'EaSpriAw/j., or 'EaSpr]\wv, Jud.
i. 8, iv. 0: 'EtrSpaTjAa, Eusebius and Jerome, in

Onomasticon, voce .iezrael. Latinized into Sfradela.

See Bordeaux Pilgrim in Ilin. Ilierosol. p. 586).

Its modern name is Zerin, which is in fact the

same word, and which first appears in William of

Tyre (xxi. 26) as Geviii (Gerimini), and Benjamin
of Tudela as Zarzin. The history of the identifica-

tion of these names is well given in Robinson, B. R.

1st ed. iii. 163, 165, and is curious as an example

of the tenacity of a local tradition, in spite of the

carelessness of modern travellers.

The name is used in 2 Sam. ii. 9 and (?) iv. 4,

and IIos. i. 5. for the valley or plain between Gilboa

and Little Hermon ; and to this plain, in its widest

extent, the general form of the name Esdraelon

(first used in Jud. i. 8) has been applied in modern
times. It is probal)ly from the richness of the plain

that the name is derived, " God has sown," " God's

sowing." For the events connecte<l with this great

battle-field of Palestine, see Esdhaei.on.

In its more limited sense, as applied to the city,

it first appears in Josh. xix. 18, where it is men-
tioned as a city of Issachar, in the neighborhood

of (Jhesulloth and Shimem? and it had citizens

(1 K. xxi. 1-3), elders, and nobles of its own (1 K.
xxi. 8-11). But its historical importance dates

from the reign of Ahab; who chose it for his chief

residence, as Omri had chosen Samaria, and Baasha
Tirzah.

The situation of the modern village of Zerin still

remains to show the fitness of his choice. It is on

one of the gentle swells which rise out of the fertile

plain of Esdraelon ; but with two peculiarities which

mark it out from the rest. One is its strength.

On the N. E. the hill presents a steep rocky descent

of at least 100 feet (Robinson, 1st ed. iii. 102).

in viii. 15, §§ 4, 6, 'I^apa. Various readings are given

of 'Ic^apa, 'Pixdpov, 'Afapov, 'Afapa.
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The other is its central locality. It stands at the

opening of the middle branch of the three eastern

forks of the plain, and looks strai2;ht towards the

wide western le\el ; thus commanding the view

towards the Jordan on the east (2 K. ix. 17), and

visible from Carniel on the west (1 K. xviii. 40).

In the neighborhood, or within the town prob-

ably, was a temple and grove of Astarte, with an

establishment of 400 priests supported by .Jezebel

(1 K. xvi. .3.3; 2 K. x. 11). The palace of Ahab

(1 K. xxi. 1, xviii. 40), probalily containing his

"ivory house" (1 K. xxii. 3i)), was on the eastern

side of the city, forming part of the city wall (comp.

1 K. xxi. 1; 2 K. ix. 25, .30, 33). The seraglio,

in which Jezebel lived, was on the city wall, and

had a high window facing eastward (2 K. ix. 30).

Close by, if not forminir part of this seraglio (as

Josephus supposes, a-Tua-a iwl tov irvpyov, Ant.

ix. G, § 4), was a watch-tower, on which a sentinel

stood, to give notice of arrivals from the disturbed

district be3'ond the .lordan (2 K. ix. 17). This

watch-tower, well-known as " the tower in .Jezreel,"

may possibly have been the tower or " migdol " near

Which the Egyptian army was encamped in the

battle between Necho and -Tosiah {Ihtod. ii. 15!l).

An ancient square tower which stands amongst the

hovels of the modern village may be its representar-

tive. The gateway of the city on the east was also

the gateway of the palace (2 K. ix. 34). Imme-
diatelj' in front of the gateway, and under the city

wall, was an open space, such as existed before the

neighboring city of liethshan (2 Sam. xxi. 12), and

is usually found by the walls of eastern cities, under

the name of "the mounds" (see Arabian N'ujhts,

passim), whence the dogs, the sca\engers of the

I'^ast, prowled in search of oftal (2 K. ix. 2-5). Here
Jezebel met with her end (2 K. ix. 35). [Jezehel.]

A little further east, but adjoining to the royal

domain (1 K. xxi. 1), was a smooth tract of land

cleared out of the uneven valley (2 K. ix. 25),

which belonged to Naboth, a citizen of .Tezreel

(2 K. ix. 25), by an hereditary right (1 K. xxi. 3);

but the royal grounds were so near that it would

have been easily turned into a garden of herbs for

the royal use (1 K. xxi. 2). Here Elijah met
Ahab, .lehu, and Bidkar (1 K. xxi. 17); and here

Jehu met Joram and Ahaziah (2 K. ix. 21, 25).

[Elijah ; Jemu.] Whether the viiwyard of

Naboth was here or at Samaria is a doubtful ques-

tion. [Nakotii.]

Still in the same eastern direction are two
springs, one 12 minutes from the town, the other

20 minutes (Kobinson, 1st ed. iii. 167). This latter

spring " flows from under a sort of cavern in the

wall of conglomerate rock, which here forms the

base of Gilboa. The water is excellent; and issuing

from crevices in the rocks, it spreads out at once

into a fine limpid pool, 40 or 50 feet in diameter,

full of fish" (Kobinson, Bihl. lies. iii. 108). This

I)rol)ably, both from its size and situation, was
known as "the Spkixg of Jezreel" (mis-

translated A. V. "a fountain,"! Sam. xxix. 1),

where Saul was encamped before the battle of Gil-

boa; and probably the same as. the spring of

" Harod," where (iideon encamped before his night

attack on the Midianites (Judg. vii. 1, mistrans-

lated A. V. "the well"). The name of Harod,

"trembling," probably was taken from the "trem-
bling " of Gideon's army (Judg. vii. 3). It was the

scene of successive encampments of the Crusaders

and Saracens; and was called iiy the Christians

Tubania, and by the Arabs ^Ain ./ciliid, " the spring
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of Goliath " (Robinson, Bibl. Res. iii. G^ This

last name, which it still bears, is derived from a

tradition mentioned by the Bordeaux Pilg'rim, that

here David killed Goliath. The tradition maybe a

confused reminiscence of many battles fought in its

neighborhood (Ritter, Jo;y/7h, p. 410); or the word
may be a corruption of " Gilead," supjMsing that

to be the ancient name of Gilboa, and thus explain-

ing Judg. vii. 3, "depart from Mount Gilead"

(Schwarz, 334).

According to Josephus (Ant. viii. 15, §§ 4, 6),

this spi-ing, and the pool attached to it, was the

spot where Naboth and his sons were executed,

where the dogs and swine licked up their blood and

that of Ahab, and where the harlots bathed in the

Wood-stained water (LXX). But the natural in-

ference from the present text of 1 K. xxii. 38 makes
the scene of these events to be the pool of Samaria.

[See Naboth.]
With the fall of the house of Ahab the glory of

Jezreel departed. No other king is descrilied as

living there, and the name was so deeply associated

with the family of its founder, that when the Divine

retribution overtook the house of their destroyer,

the eldest child of the prophet Hosea, who was to

be a living witness . of the coming vengeance, was

called ".lezreel; " " for I will avenge the blood of

.fesreet upon the house of Jehu . . . and at that

day I will break the bow of Israel in the valley of

Jezred ; . . . and great shall be the day of .fez-

rec-r' (IIos. i. 4, 5, 11). And then out of that

day and place of humiliation the name is to go
back to its original signification as derived from

the beauty and fertility of the rich plain, and to

Ijecome a pledge of the revived beauty and richness

of Israel. " I will ' hear and answer ' the heavens,

and ' they will hear and answer ' the earth, and the

earth shall ' hear and answer ' the corn and the

wine and the oil [of that fruitful ])lain], and they

shall ' hear and answer ' .Tezretl [that is, the seed

of God], and / will sow her unto me in the earth "

(Hos. ii. 22; see Ewald ad lac, and Gesenius in

voce Jezreel). From this time the image seems to

have been continued as a prophetical expression for

the sowing the people of Israel, as it were broad-

cast; as though the whole of Palestine and the

world were to become, in a spiritual sense, one rich

plain of .Tezreel. " I will sow them among the

people, and they shall remember me in far coun-

tries " (Zech. x. 9). " Ye shall be tilled and sown,

and I will multiply men upon you" (Kz. xxxvi. 9,

10). " I wiU sow the house of Israel and the house

of Judah with the seed of men and with the seed

of beasts " (.ler. xxxi. 27). Hence the consecration

of the image of " sowing," as it appears in the

N. T., Matt. xiii. 2.

2. ['lapc^A.: Alex. letrSpaeA.; Comp. Aid. 'le^-

pf4\: JezraeL] A town in Judah, in the neigh-

borhood of the southern Carmel (.losh. xv. 5G).

Here I)avid in his wanderings took Ahinoam the

Jezreelitess for his first wife (1 Sam. xxvii. 3, x.\x.

5). A. P. S.

JEZ'REEL (b«r~|tV 'u(pa^K: Jezrahel).

The eldest son of the prophet Hosea (Hos. i. 4),

significantly so called because Jehovah said to the

prophet, " Yet a little while and I will avenge

the blood of .Tezreel upon the house of Jehjt," and
" I will break the bow of Israel in the valley of

Jezreel." W. A. W.

JEZ'REELITE ("'bs^lTV 'uCpa-n\lrns;
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Alex. lcrpar}\tTr]s, once 2 K. is.. 21 l^parjXiTrjs

Jezrahelita). An inhabitant of Jezreel (1 K. xxi.

1. 4, 6, 7, 15, 16; 2 K. ix. 21, 25).

AV. A. W.

JEZ'REELITESS (n*'bSl?"lT;' : 'l6<--

paTjXrTis; [Vat. la-pa-nheiTis, exc. 2 Sam. iii. 2,

-At-;] Alex. Ei^(DaT7AelTis, I^paT/Airis, Iffpar^AiTii-

Jezralieiilis, [Jezntheliles,] Jezriielites, Jtzrcklitis).

A woman of Jezreel (1 Sam. xxvii. 3, xxx. 5; 2

Sam. ii. 2, iii. 2; 1 Clir. iii. 1). W. A. W.

JIB'SAM (Cb?"] [pleasant, lovely] : 'If^a-

(rdf : [Vat. Baaap ;] Alex, lefiaaa/x ; [Comp.

'Ia/3(7ai':] Jebsein), one of the sons of Tola, the

son of Issachar, who were heads of their father's

house and heroes of mi<;ht in their generations

(1 Chr. vii. 2). His descendants appear to have

served in David's army, and with others of the

same clan mustered to the number of upwards of

22,000.

JID'LAPH (^^'^^ weepin/j, Ges. {melting,

Innrjuis/iing, Fiirst] : 'leXSdcp'- JerlhpJi), a, son oi

Nalior (Gen. xxii. 22), whose settlements have not

been identified, though they most probably are to

be looked for in the Euphrates country.

E. S. P.

JIM'NA (n3^"] [goodfortune, luclc] : 'lafxiv-

[Vat.] Alex, lafieiv ' Jemnri), the firstborn of

Asher, represented in the numbering on the jilains

of Moab by his descendants the .limnites (Num.
xxvi. 44). He is elsewhere called in the A. V.

JiMNAii (Gen. xlvi. 17) and I:mnah (1 Chr. vii.

30), the Hebrew in both instances being the same.

JIM'ISrAH (n3??V 'Uf^vd; Alex. U/xva'-

/rtm?!c)= Jimna= Imnah (Gen. xlvi. 17).

JIM'NITES, THE (n2tt*n [see above]:

i.e. theJimnah; Sam. and one MS. ''313'^n : o

'la/xij'i; [Vat. lafi€ivei;] Alex, o lafifivt'- Jem-
no'iffe), descendants of the preceding (Num. xxvi.

44).

JIPH'TAH (nnp^', i. e. Yiftach [he, i. e.

Jehoriili opens, frees]: \'at. omits; Alex. [Comp.

Aid.] 'lecpOd: Jephtha), one of the cities of Judah

in the maritime lowlands, or Shefelih (Josh. xv.

43). It is named in the same group with Jlareshah,

Nezil), and others. Both the last-mentioned places

have been discovered, the former to the south, the

latter to the east of Beii-.Ilhrhi, not as we should

expect on the plain, but in the mountains. Here

Jiphtah may some day be found, though it has not

yet been met with.<^ G.

JIPH THAH-EL, THE VALLEY OF
(7S"nri5'^ "*3

: Ta.i<pai]\, "Y-Kya: kol ^daffjA;

Alex. Tat leipdariA, Evyai lf(pdar]\: [ral/ls] Jeph-

tahel), a valley which served as one of the land-

marks for the boiuidary both of Zebulun (Josh. xix.

14) and Asher (27). The district was visited in

1852 by Dr. Robinson, who suggests that Jiphtah-el

Jivas identical with Jotapata, the city which so long

withstood Vespasian (Joseph. B. ./. iii. 7), and that

they survive in the modern Jefat, a village in the

mountains of Galilee, half-way between the Bay of

Acre and the Lake of Gennesareth. [Jotapata,

a * The A. V. represents the same Hebrew word by
Jephthah (which see), but without any reasou for the

variation. H.
b By Josephus {Ant. vii. 1, § 3), his name is given
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Amer. ed.] In this case the valley is the great

Wady-Ahilm, which " has its head in the hills near

.Jefat, and runs thence westward to the maritime

plain" (liobinson, iii. 107). Vande Velde concurs

in this, and identifies Zebulun (Josh. xix. 27),

which he considers to be a town, with the ruins of

Ahilin {Memoir, p. 326). It should, however, be

remarked that the Hebrew word Ge, here rendered
" valley," has commonly rather the force of a ravine

or glen, and is distinct from Nachnl, which answers

exactly to the Arabic Wudy (Stanley, S. cf- P.
App. §§ 2, 38). G.

JO'AB (SSI"' : Jelwvalifeither [or, ichose

father is Jehovah] : 'loxx/S: Joab), the eldest and
most remarkable of the three nephews of David, the

children of Zeruiah, David's sister. Their father

is imknown,'' but seems to have resided at Beth-

lehem, and to have died before his sons, as we find

mention of his sepulchre at that place (2 Sam. ii.

32). They all exhibit the activity and courage of

David's constitutional character. But they never

rise beyond this to the nobler qualities which Hft

him above the wild soldiers and chieftains of the

time. Asahel, who was cut off in his youth, and
seems to have been the darling of the family, is

only known to us from his gazelle-like agility (2

Sam. ii. 18). Abishai and Joab are alike in their

implacable revenge. Joab, however, combines with

these ruder qualities something of a more states-

man-like .character, which brings him more nearly

to a level with his youthful uncle; and unquestion-

ably gives him the second place in the whole history

of David's reign.

I. He first appears after David's accession to the

throne at Hei)ron, thus ditlering from his brother

Abishai, who was already David's companion during

his wanderings (1 Sam. xxvi. 6). He with his two
brothers went out from Hebron at the head of

David's "servants," or guards, to keep a watch on

the movements of Abner, who with a considerable

force of Benjamites had crossed the Jordan, and

come as far as Gibeon, perhaps on a pilgrimage to

the sanctuary. The two parties sate opposite each

other, on each side of the tank by that city. Abner's

challenge, to which Joab assented, led to a desperate

struggle between twelve champions from either side.

[GiBEox.] The left-handed Benjamites, and the

right-handed men of Judah — their sword-hands

thus coming together— seized each his adversary

by the head, and the whole number fell by the

mutual wounds they received.

This roused the blood of the rival tribes ; a gen-

eral encounter ensued ; Abncr and his company
were defeated, and in his flight, being hard pressed

by the swift-footed Asahel, he reluctantly killed the

xmfortunate youth. The expressions which he uses,

" "Wherefore should I smite thee to the ground ?

how then should I hold up my face to Joal) thy

brother?" (2 Sam. ii. 22), inqily that up to this

time there had been a kindly, if not a friendly, feel-

ing between the two chiefs. It was rudely extin-

guished by this deed of blood. The other soldiers

of Judah, when they came up to the dead body of

their young leader, halted, struck dumb by grief.

But his two brothers, on seeing the corpse, only

hurried on with greater fury in the pursuit. At
sunset the Benjamite force rallied round Abner,c

as Suri (Soupi) ; but this may be merely a repetition

of Sarouiah {lapovta)-

c The word describing the lialt of Abuor's band,

and rendered " troop " in the A. V. (2 Sam. ii 25), is
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and he then made an appeal to the generosity of

Joab not to push the war to extremities. Joab

reluctantly consented, drew off his troops, and re-

turned, after the loss of only nineteen men, to

Hebron. They took the corpse of Asahel with them,

and on the way halted at Bethleliem in the early

morning, or at dead of night, to inter it in their

family burial-place (2 Sam. ii. 32).

But.Foab's revenge on Abner was only postponed.

He had been on another of these [iredatory excur-

sions from Hebron, when he was informed on his

return that Abner had in his absence paid a visit

to David, and been received into flavor (2 Sam. iii.

23). He broke out into a violent remonstrance

with the king, and then, without David's knowl-

edge, immediately sent messengers after Abner, who

was overtaken by them at the well of Sirah, accord-

ing to Josephus (At)/, vii. 1, § 5), about two miles

fi'om Hebron." Al)ner, with the unsuspecting gen-

erosity of his noble nature, returned at once. Joab

and Abishai met him in the gateway of the t«wn;

Joab took him aside (2 Sam. iii. 27), as if with a

peaceful intention, and then struck him a deadly

blow " under the fifth rib." It is possible that

with the passion of vengeance for his brother may
have been mingled the fear lest Abner should sup-

plant him in the king's favor. David burst into

passionate invective and imprecations on Joab when

he heard of the act, and forced him to appear in

sackcloth and torn garments at the funeral (iii. .31).

But it was an intimation of Joab's pow^er, which

David never forgot. The awe in which he stood

of the sons of Zeruiah cast a shade over the whole

remainder of his life (iii. 39 ).

H. .There was now no rival left in the way of

Joab's advancements, and soon the opportunity

occurred for his legitimate accession to the highest

post that David could confer. At the siege of

Jehus, the king offered the office of chief of the

army, now grown into a "host," to anyone who
would lead the forlorn hope, and scale the precipice

on which the besieged fortress stood. With an

agility equal to that of David himself, or of his

brother Asahel, Joab succeeded in the attempt, and

became in consequence commander-in-chief— "cap-

tain of the host " — the same otiite that Abner had

held under Saul, the highest in the state after the

khig (1 Chr. xi. 6; 2 Sam. viii. 16). His im-

portance was immediately shown by his undertaking

the fortification of the conquered city, in conjunc-

tion with David (1 Chr. xi. 8).

In this post he was content, and served the king

with undeviating fidelity. In the wide range of

wars which David undertook, Joab was the acting

general, and he therefore may be considered as the

founder, as far as military prowess was concerned,

the JNIarlborough, the Belisarius, of the Jewish em-

pire. Abishai, his brother, still accompanied him,

as captain of the king's " mighty men " (1 Chr. xi.

20; 2 Sam. x. 10). He had a chief armor-bearer

of his own, Naharai, a Beerothite (2 Sam. xxiii.

37; 1 Chr. xi. 39), and ten attendants to carry his

equipment and baggase (2 Sam. xviii. 15). He
had the charge, formerly belonging to the king or

judge, of giving the signal l)y trumpet for advance

or retreat (2 Sam. xviii. 10). He was called by
the almost regal title of ' Lord " (2 Sam. xi. 11),
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" the prince of the king's army " (1 Chr. xxiii. 34).

His usual residence (except when campaignTiig) was

in Jerusalem— but he had a house and property,

with barley-fields adjoining, in the country (2 Sam
xiv. 30), in the "wilderness" (1 K. ii. 34), prob-

ably on the N. E. of Jerusalem (comp. 1 Sam. xiii.

18, Josh. viii. 15, 20), near an ancient sanctuary,

called from its nomadic village "Baal-hazor" (2

Sam. xiii. 23; comp. with xiv. 30), where there

were extensive sheepwalks. It is possible tliat this

"house of Joab" may have given its name to

Ataroth, Beth-Joab (1 Chr. ii. 54), to distinguish

it from Ataroth-adar. There were two Ataroth-i

in the tribe of Benjamin [see At.vkotii].

1. His great war was that against Amnion, which

he conducted in person. It was divided into three

campaigns, {a.) The first was against the allied

forces of Syria and Ammon. He attacked and

defeated the Syrians, whilst his brother Abishai

did the same for the Ammonites. The Syrians

rallied with their kindred tribes from beyond the

luiphrates, and were finally routed by David him-

seU'. [Hadarezer.] {h.) The second was against

Kdom. The decisive victory was gained by David

himself in the " valley of salt," and celebrated by a

triumphal monument (2 Sam. viii. 13). But Joab

had the chai'ge of carrying out the victory, and

remained for six months, extirpating the male pop-

ulation, whom he then buried in the tombs of Petra

(1 K. xi. 15, 16). So long was the terror of his

name preserved that only when the fugitive prince

of Edom, in the Egyptian court, heard that " David

slept with his flithers, and that Jo;(h the aqdain

of the host was dend" did he venture to return to

his own country (ib. xi. 21, 22). (c.) The third

was against the Ammonites. They were again left

to Joab (2 Sam. x. 7-19). He went against them,

at the beginning of the next year " at the time

when kings go out to battle" — to the siege of

Kabbah. The ark was sent with him, and the

whole army was encamped in booths or huts round

the beleaguered city (2 Sam. xi. 1, 11). After a

sortie of the inhabitants, which caused some loss to

the Jewish army, ,Ioab took the lower city on the

river, and, then, with true loyalty, sent to urge

David to come and take the citadel, " Kalibah,"

lest the glory of the capture should pass from the

king to his general (2 Sam. xii. 20-28).

2. The services of Joab to the king were not

confined to these military achievements. In the

entangled relations which grew up in David's do-

mestic life, he bore an important part, (a.) The
first occasion was the unhappy corres|)ondence which

passed between him and the king during the Am-
monite war respecting Uriah the Hittito, which led

to the treacherous sacrifice of Uriah in the above-

mentioned sortie (2 Sam. xi. 1-25). It shows both

the confidence reposed by David in Joab, and Joab's

too unscrupulous fidelity to David. From the pos-

session which Joab thus acquired of the terrible

secret of the royal household, has been dated, with

.some probability,'' his incre;ised power over the

mind of the king.

(6.) The next occasion on which it was displayed

was in his successful endeavor to reinstate Alisalom

in David's favor, after the murder of Amnon. It

would almost seem as if he had been guided by

an unuaual one, rT^SS (As^utir/ah), elsewhere em-

Jilojed for a bunch or knot of hyssop.

a Possibly the spring which still exists about that

distance out of Hebron on the left of the road going

northw.ard, and bears the u.ame of Ain-Sera/i. Th«
road has doubtless always followed the same track.

6 See Bluut's Coincidences, ii., xi.
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the effect produced on the king by Nathan's parable.

A similar apologue he put into the mouth of a

"wise woman of Tekoah." The exclamation of

David on perceiving the application intimates the

high opinion which he entertained of liis general,

"Is not the hand of Joab in all this?" (2 Sam.

xiv. 1-20). A like indication is found in the con-

fidence of Absalom that Joab, who had thus pro-

cured his return, could also go a step further and with horror. The blood of 'Amaiia had spirted all

JOAB
sion. The dead body was lying in a pool of blood'

by the roadside; every one halted, as they came

up, at the ghastly sight, till the attendant dragged

it out of the road, and threw a cloak over it.

Then, as if the spell was broken, they followed

Joab, now once more captain of the host (2 Sara.

XX. 5-13). He, too, when they overtook him,

presented an aspect long afterwards remembered

demand his admission to his father's presence.

Joab, who evidently thought that he had gained as

much as could be expected (2 Sam. xiv. 22), twice

refused to visit the prince, but having been en-

trapped into an interview by a stratagem of Absa-

lom, undertook the mission, and succeeded in this

also {lb. xiv. 28-33).

(c. ) The same keen sense of his master's interests

that had prompted this desire to heal the breach in

the royal family ruled the conduct of Joab no less,

when the relations of the father and son were re-

versed by the successful revolt of Absalom. His

former intimacy with the prince did not impair

his fidelity to the king. He followed him beyond

the Jordan, and in the final battle of Ephraim

assumed the responsiliility of taking the reliel

prince's dangerous life in spite of David's injunc-

tion to spare him. and when no one else had cour-

age to act so decisive a part (2 Sam. xviii. 2, 11-15).

He was well aware of the terrible effect it would

have on the king {ib. xviii. 20), and on this account

possibly dissuaded his young friend Ahimaaz from

bearing the news; but, when the tidings had been

broken, he had the spirit himself to rouse David

from the frantic grief which would have been fatal

to the royal cause (2 Sam. xix. 5-7). His stern

resolution (as he had himself anticii)ated) well-nigh

proved fatal to his own interests. The king could

not forgive it, and went so far in his unreasonable

resentment as to transfer the command of the army

from the too faithful Joab to his other nephew

Aniasa, the son of .\l)igail, who had even sided

with the insurgents (2 Sam. xix. 13). In like

manner he returned only a reproachful answer to

the vindictive loyalty of Joab's brother, Abishai

(ib. 22).

((/. ) Nothing brings out more strongly the good

and bad qualities of Joab than his conduct in this

trying crisis of his history. On the one hand, he

remained still faithful to his master. On the other

hand, as before in the ease of Abner, he was de-

termined not to lose the post he so highly valued.

Amasa was commander-in-chief, but Joab had still

his own small following of attendants; and with

him were the mighty men connnanded by his

brother Abishai (2 Sam. xx. 7, 10), and the body-

guard of the king. With these he went out in

pursuit of the remnants of the rebellion. In the

heat of pursuit, he encountered his rival Amasa,

more leisurely engaged in the same quest. At
" the great stone " in Gibeon, the cousins met.

Joab's sword was attached to his girdle; by de-

sign or accident it protruded from the sheath:

Amasa ruslied into the treacherous embrace, to

which Joab invited him, holding fast his sword by

his own right hand, whilst the unsheathed sword

in his left hand plunged into Amasa's stomach;

a single blow from that practiced arm, as in the

case of .Xbner, sufficed to do its \\ork. Joab and

his brother hurried on to discharge their commis-

sion, whilst one of his ten attendants staid by the

corpse, calling on the royal party to follow after

Joab. But the deed produced a frightful impres-

over the girdle to which the sword was attached,

and the sandals on his feet were red with the sttiina

left by the falling corpse (1 K. ii. 5).

(e.) But, at the moment, all were absorbed in

the pursuit of the rebels. Once more a proof was

given of the wide-spread confidence in Joab's judg-

ment. In the besieged town of Abel Beth-maachah,

far in the north, the same appeal «as addressed to

his sense of the evils of an endless civil war, that

had been addressed to him years before by Abner
near Gibeon. He demanded only the surrender of

the rebel chief, and on the sight of his head thrown

over the wall, withdrew the army and returned to

Jerusalem (2 Sam. xx. lG-22). [Siieba.]

(./'.) His last remonstrance with David was on

the announcement of the king's desire to number
the i)eople. " The king prevailed against Joab "

(2 Sam. xxiv. 1_4). But Joab's scruples were so

strong that he managed to avoid numliering two

of the tribes, Levi and Benjamin (1 Chr. xxi. C).

. 3. There is something mournful in the end of

Joab. At the close of his long life, his loyalty, so

long unshaken, at last wavered. " Though he

had not turned after Absalom (or, as in LXX. or

Joseph. Ant. viii. 1, § 4, 'He turned not after Sol-

omon'), he turned after Adonijah" (1 K. ii. 28).

This probably filled up the measure of the king's

long cherished resentment. We learn from Da-

vid's last song that his powerlessness over his cour-

tiers was even then present to his mind (2 Sam.

xxiii. 6, 7), and now, on his deathbed, he recalled

to Solomon's recollection the two murders of Abner

and .Amasa (1 K. ii. 5, 6), with an injunction not

to let the aged soldier escape with impunity.

The revival of the pretensions of Adonijah after

David's death was sufficient to awaken the suspi-

cions of SolomonT The king deposed the high-

jjriest Abiathar, Joab's friend and fellow-conspir-

ator— and the news of this event at once alarmed

Joab himself. He claimed the right of sanctuary

within the curtains of the sacred tent, under the

shelter of the altar at (Jibeon. He was pursued

by Benaiah, who at first hesitated to violate the

sanctuary of the refuge; but Solomon urged that

the guilt of two such murders o\v>rrode all such

protection. With his hands on the altar therefore,

the gray-headed waiTior was slaughtered by his

successor. The body was carried to his house " in

the wilderness," and there interred. He left de-

scendants, but nothing is known of them, unless

it may be inferred from the double curse of David

(2 Sam. iii. 29) and of Solomon (1 K. ii. 33) that

they seemed to dwindle away, stricken by a suc-

cession of visitations— weakness, leprosy, lameness,

murder, starvation. His name is l)y some sujiposed

(in allusion to his part in .Adonijah's coronation on

that spot) to be preserved in tlie modem appellar-

tion of En-rogel— " the well of Job " — corrupted

from ./oab. A. P. S.

2. (3SV : 'lojySa/S; Alex. la>a,8: Jonb.) Son

of Seraiah, and descendant of Kenaz (1 Chr. iv.

14). He was father, or prince, as Jarchi explains
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it, of the valley of Charashiin, or smiths, so called,

according to the tradition quoted by Jei-oine {
Qiuest.

Ilebr. in Ptintt.), because the architects of the

Temple were selected from among his sons.

3. ('lajajS; [Vat. in Ezr. ii. 6, Neh. vii. 11,

loD^ad- Joab,] Job in 1 Esdr.) The head of a

family, not of priestly or Lexitical rank, whose

descendants, with those of Jeshua, were the most

numerous of all who returned with Zerubbabel

(Ezr. ii. G, viii. !); Neh. vii. 11; 1 Esdr. viii. 35).

It is not clear whether Jeshua and Joab were two

prominent men among the children of Pahath-

Moab, the ruler or sultan (shilttun) of ]Moab, as the

Syriac renders, or whether, in the registration of

those who returned, the descendants of Jeshua and

Joab were represented by the sons of I'ahath-iloab.

The latter is more probably the true solution, and

the verse (Ezr. ii. 6; Neh. vii. 11) should then be

rendered: "the sons of Pahath-Moab, for {L e.

representing) the sons of Jeshua and Joab.'' In

this case the Joab of Ezr. viii. i) and 1 Esdr. viii.

35 was probably a distinct personage.

JO'ACHAZ CUxovias; Ales. loixa^; [Aid.

'IwaxaCO Jtclwniiis) ^Jkho\ii\z (1 Esdr. i.

34), the son of Josiah. The LXX. and Vulgate

are in this case followed by St. Matthew (i. 11), or

have been altered so as to agree with him.

JO'ACHIM ClaioiceiV; [Aid. 'luaxeifi-] J<^

akim). 1. (IJar. i. 3)= JeuoiaivIji, called also

JoACIM.
2. I'laiaKeifi'- JoaHin.] A "high-priest" (6

lepevs, at Jerusalem in the time of Haruch " the

Bon of Chelcias," i. e. Hilkiah (Bar. i. 7). The
name does not occur in the list 1 Chr. vi. 13 fF.

B. F. W.
JO'ACIM ('IcoaKi>; [Vat. Icoajcei^;] Alex.

laiKei/jL and IwaKei/j.' Joaeiin). 1. ;= Jehoiakim

(1 Esdr. i. 37, 38, 3:)). [Jeiioiakim, L]
2. (I'loaKi/jL; Vat. Alex. -Ket/j.-] JuKcliin)^^

Jehoiachin (1 Esdr. i. 43).

3. ['looaKifj.; Vat. Alex. -Keifi' Jo'icim.'] =
Joiakim, the son of Jeshua (1 Esdr. v. 5). He is

by mistake called the son of Zerubbabel, as is clear

from Neh. xii. 10, 20 ; and the passage has in con-

sequence been corrected by Junius, who renders it

" Jeschuahh filius Jehotzadaki cum .Fehojakimo filio."

Burrington {Utnenl. i. 72) proposed to omit the

words 'IojokI^ 6 tov altogether as an interpolation.

W. A. W.
4. ['IctfUKi^, Vat. Sin. Alex. -Keifj.' A'li'ic/iiin,

Joacim.] " The high-priest which was in Jerusa-

lem " (Jud. iv. 6, 14) in the time of Judith, who
welcomed the heroine after the death of Holofernes,

in company with " the ancients of the children of

Israel" (t) yepouo-'ia. rSiV vlaiv 'ItrpoTjA, xv. 8 tf.).

The name occurs with the various reading Kliakiin,

but it is impossible to identify him with any his-

torical character. No such name occurs in the

lists of high-priests in 1 Chr. vi. (Josej)!!. Anf. x.

8, § 6); and it is a mere arbitrary conjecture to

suppose tiiat Eliakim mentioned in 2 K. xviii. 18

was afterwards raised to that dignity. Still less

can be said for the identification of Joacim with

Hilkiah (2 K. xxii. 4; 'EKiaKtas, Joseph. Ant. x.

4, § 2; XeXKias, LXX.). Tlie name itself i.s ap-

propriate to the position which the high-priest

occupies in the story of Judith ("The Lord hath

Bet up"), and the person must be regax'ded as a

necessary part of the fiction.

5. ['IwaKii/x' .lo-(kiiii, but ed. 1.590 Joachim.']

The husband of Susanna (Sus. 1 if.). The name
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seems to have been chosen, as in the fornter case,

with a reference to its meaning; and it was prob*

alily for the same reason that the husband of Anna,

the mother of the Virgin, is called Joacim >.i early

legends (Protev. Jac. i., &c.}.

JOADA'NUS ClaaSai/os'- Joadeus), one of

the sons of Jeshua, the son of Jozadak (1 Esdr. ix.

1!)). His name occupies the same position as that

of Gedaliah in the corresponding list in Ezr. x. 18,

but it is uncertain how the corruption originated,

l^robably, as Burrington suggests ((itnenL i. 167),

the r was corrupte<l into I, and AI into N, a change

which in the uncial character would be very slight.

JO'AH (nSI'' [Jehovah his brotlier=:Meud]:

'loicts in Kings, 'laiax i" Isaiah; xVlex. IcaaacbaT

in 2 K. xviii. 18, 2fJ, and Icnay in ver. 37; [Vat.

and C'omp. 'loods in Is. xxxvi. 11; Sin.i iwx i" Is.

xxxvi. 3, ver. 11 omits, ver. 22, Iwax'-} Jouhe).

1. The son of Asaph, and chronicler, or keeper

of the records, to Hezekiah. He was one of the

three chief officers sent to comnuniicate with the

Assyrian general at the conduit of the upper pool

(Is. xxxvi. 3, 11, 22), and probably belonged to the

tribe of Levi.

2. ('l£oa;3; Alex. Icaax'- Jonh.) The son or

grandson of Zimniah, a Gershonite (1 Chr. vi. 21),

and apparently the same as Ethan (ver. 42), unless,

as is not improbable, in the latter list some names

are supplied which are omitted in the former, and

vice versa. For instance, in ver. 42 Shimei is

added, and in ver. 43 Libni is omitted (comp. ver.

20). If .loah and Ethan are identical, the passage

must have been early corrupted, as all ancient ver-

sions give it as it stands at present, and there are

no variations in the MSS.
3. {'Iwdd; Alex, laiaa' Joalia.) The third

son of (>bed-edom (1 Chr. xxvi. 4), a Korhite, and

one of the door-keepers appointed by David. With
the rest of his family he is characterized as a man
of excellence in strength for the service (ver. 8).

They were appointed to keep the southern gate of

the Temple, and the house of Asuppim, or " gath-

erings," which was either a storehouse or council-

chamber in the outer court (ver. 1-5).

4. CloiSaaS; [Vat. omits;] Alex. Icua; [Comp.

'Icoax'] -ffih.) A Gershonite, the .son of Zim-

mah, and father of Eden (2 Chr. xxix. 12). As
one of the representati\es of the great Levitical

family to which he belonged, he took a leading part

in the purification of the Teni[ile in the reign of

Hezekiah. In the last clause of the ver.se the LXX.
have "loiaxa, which is the reading of both JISS.

;

but there is nothing to show that the same person

is not in both instances intended, nor any MS.
authority for the various reading.

5. ('louctx; [Aid.] Alex. 'loias; [Comp. 'loid-]

.Toha.) The son of Joahaz, and keeiier of the rec-

ords, or annalist to Josiah. logether witli the chief

officers of state, Shaphan the scribe, and Maaseiah,

the governor of the city, he superintended the i-epair

of the Temple which had been neglected during the

two previous reigns (2 Chr. xxxiv. 8). Jo.sephus

calls him 'IwcIttjs, as if he read HSV. The

Syriac and Arabic omit the name altogether.

JO'AHAZ (TnSV [whom Jehmah holds,

takes as by the hand]: 'Icoaxo'C- l^'^^^- la>ax'-]

Joachaz), the father of Joah, tiie chronicler or

keeper of the records to king Josiah (2 Chr. xxxiv.

8). One of Kennicott's US. reads 'nS, i. e. Ahaz,
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and the margin of Bomberg's Bible gives THS'in'^,

i. e. Jehoahaz. In the Syr. and Arab, versions the

name is omitted.

JOA'NAN i'lcDvtii/; Alex. [Aid.] 'laiavdv-
Jonatlias)= JoHASAii 9, the son of Ehashib (1

Esdr. ix. 1).

JOAN'NA [properly Joan'nas] ('Icoaway;
[Lachm. Tisch. Treg.,] 'Iwavav'. Jvannn), son of

Khesa, according to the text of Luke iii. 27, and
one of the ancestors of Christ. But according to

the view explained in a previous article, sou of

Zerubbahel, and the same as Hananiah in 1 Chr.

iii. I'J. [GE^•EAL. of Christ; HANA^•IA}I, 8.]

A. C. H.

JOAN'NA {'Iciidvva, modern form " Joan,"

of the same origin with 'Iwavvas, the reading of

most MSS., also rendered A. V. " Joanna," St.

Luke iii. 27, and 'loiawTjs= Hebr. Jeiioiianan),

the name of a woman, occurring twice in Luke
(viii. 3, xxiv. 10), but evidently denoting the same
person. In the first passage she is expressly stated

to have been " wife of Chusa [Chuzas], steward

(eTTiTpoTros), of Herod," that is, Antipas, tetrarch

of Galilee. Professor Blunt has observed in his

Coincidences, that " we find here a reason why
Herod should say to his servmUs (Matt. xiv. 2),

' This is John the Baptist "... because his

steward's wife was a disciple of Jesus, and so there

would be irequent mention of him among the ser-

vants in Herod's court" (Alford, ad loc. ; comp.

Luke ix. 7). Professor Blunt adds the still more
interesting instance of Manaen (Acts xiii. 1), the

tetrarcb's own "foster-brother" {(T{ivTpo(pos, Blunt,

p. 203, ed. ]8.59). Another coincidence is, that

our Lord's ministry was mostly confined to Galilee,

the seat of Herod's jurisdiction. Further, if we
might suppose Herod at length to have dismissed

Chusa [Chuzas] from his service, on account of

Joanna's attachment to one already in ill odor with

the higher powers (see particularly Luke xiii. 31),

the suppression of her husband's name, now no
longer holding a distinguished office, would be very

natural in the second passage. However, Joanna
continued faithful to our Lord throughout his min-

istry; and as she was one of those whose circinii-

stances permitted them to " minister unto Him out

of their substance " during his lifetime, so she was
one of those who brought spices and ointments to

smlialm his body when dead. E. S. Ff.

JOAN'NAN {'looavvdv ; Alex. Iwaw-qs
Joannes), the eldest brother of Judas Maccabfeus

(1 Jlacc. ii. 2). He had the surname of Caddis,

and is elsewhere called John. [.Iohn, 2.]

* JOAN'NAS, Luke iii. 27. [Joanna.]

JO'ARIB Clcuapi/S; Alex, iwapsiix; [Sin.

Iciiapifx-] Joarili), chief of the first of the twenty-

four courses of priests in the reign of David, and
ancestor of the Maccabees (1 Mace. ii. 1). His
name appears also in the A. V. as Jehoiariu
(1 Chr. xxiv. 7), and Jakih (1 Mace. xiv. 29).

Josephus retains the form adopted l>y the LXX.
(^Ant. xii. 6, § 1).

JO'ASH (ii"S"l'^ [ir/iOM Jehovah (/are], the

contracted form of the name Jehoash, in which

it is frequently found : 'Icoas: Joas). 1. Son of

Ahaziah king of Judah, and the only one of his

children who escaped the nuirderous hand of Ath-
aliah. Jehoram having himself killed all his own
brethren, and all his sons, except Ahaziah, having
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been killed by the irniption of the Philistines and
Arabians, and all Ahaziab's remoter relations hav-

ing been slain by Jehu, and now all his sons being

put to death by Athaliah (2 Chr. xxi. 4, 17; xxii.

1, 8, 9, 10), the house of David was reduced to the

lowest ebb, and Joash appears to have been the only

surviving descendant of Solomon. After his father's

sister Jehoshabeath, the wife of Jehoiada, had stolen

him from among the king's sons, he was hid for 6
years in the chaniliers of the Temple. In the 7tb

year of his age and of his concealment, a successful

revolution placed him on the throne of his ances-

tors, and freed the country from the tyranny and
idolatries of Athaliah. [Jehoiada.] For at least

23 years, while Jehoiada lived, this reign was very

prosperous. Excepting that the high-places were
still resorted to for incense and sacrifice, pure re-

ligion was restored, large contributions were made
for the repair of the Temple, which was accordingly

restored; and the country seems to have been free

from foreign invasion and domestic disturbance.

But, after the death of Jehoiada, Joash, who was
evidently of weak character, fell into the hands of

bad advisers, at whose suggestion he revived the

worship of Baal and Ashtaroth. "V^'hen he was
rebuked for this by Zechariah, the son of Jehoiada,

who had probably succeeded to the high-priesthood,

with base ingratitude and daring impiety Joash

caused him to be stoned to death in the very court

of the Lord's house, " between the Temple and the

altar" (Matt, xxiii. 35). The vengeance impre-

cated by the murdered high-priest was not long

delated. That very year, Hazael king of Syria,

after a successful campaign against the PhiHstines,

came up against Jerusalem, and carried oft' a vast

booty as the price of his departure. A decisive

victory, gained by a small band of Syrians ovet a

great host of the king of Judah, had thus placed

Jerusalem at his mercy. This defeat is expressly

said to be a judgment upon Joash for having for-

saken the God of his fatliers. He had scarcely

escaped this danger, when he fell into another and

a fatal one. Two of his servants, taking advantage

of his severe illness, some think of a wound received

in battle, conspired against him, and slew him in

his bed in the fortress of IMillo, thus avenging the

innocent blood of Zechariah. He was buried in

the city of l)avid, but not in the seindehres of the

kings of Judah. Possibly the fact .of Jehoiada

being buried there had soniethiiig to do with this

exclusion. Joash's reign lasted 40 years, from 878

to 838 B. c. He was 10th king from David in-

clusive, reckoning the reign of the usurper Athaliah.

He is one of the three kings (Aha7iah. Joash,

Amaziah) omitted by St. Matthew in the genealogy

of Christ.

With regard to the different accounts of the

Syrian invasion given in 2 K. and in 2 Chr., which

have led some (as Thenius and many older com-

mentators) to imagine two distinct Syrian invasions,

and others to see a direct contradiction, or at least

a strange incompleteness in the narratives, as Winer,

the ditiiculty exists solely in the minds of the critics.

The narrative given aliove, which is also that of

Keil and E. Bertheau (Ka-nj. llimdh. z. A. T.) as

well as of Josephus, perfectly suits the two accounts,

which are merely different abridgments of the one

fuller account contained in the original chronicles

of the kingdom. Gramberg pushes the system of

incredulous criticism to such an absurd pitch, that

he speaks of the murder of Zacharias as a pure

fable (Winer, Realwortb. art. Jehoasch).
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It should be added that the propnet Elisha

flourished in Israel throughout the days of Joash

;

and there is some ground for concluding with "Winer

(agreeing with Credner, jMovers, Hitzig, Meier, and

others) that the prophet Joel also prophesied in the

former part of tliis reign. (See Movers, CIn-onik,

pp. 119-121.)

2. Son and successor of Jehoahaz on the throne

of Israel from b. c. 840 to 825, and for two full

years a contemporary sovereign with the preceding

(2 K. xiv. 1; comp. with xii. 1, xiii. 10). When
he succeeded to the crown, the kingdom was in a

deplorable state from the devastations of llazael

and Ben-hadad, kings of Syria, of whose ])ower at

this time we had also evidence in the preceding

article. In spite of the perseverance of Joash in

the worship set up by Jeroboam, God took com-

passion upon the extreme misery of Israel, and in

remembrance of his co\enant with Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob, interposed to save tliem from entire

destruction. On occasion of a friendly visit paid

by Joash to Elisha on his deathbed, where he wept

over his face, and addressed liim as " the chariot

of Israel and the horsemen thereof," the prophet

promised him deliverance from the Syrian yoke in

Aphek, the scene of Ahab's great victory over a

former Ben-hadad (1 K. xx. 26-30). He then bid

him smite upon the ground, and the king smote

thrice and then stayed. The prophet rebuked him
for staying, and limited to three his victories over

Syria. Accordingly Joash did beat Ben-hadad three

times on the field of battle, and recovered from

him the cities which Hazael had taken from Je-

hoahaz. The otlier great military event of Joash's

reign was his successful war with Amaziah king

of Judah. The grounds of tliis war are given fully

in 2 Chr. xxv. [Amaziah.
J

The hiring of 10(1,-

000 men of Israel for 100 talents of silver by

Amaziah is tlie only instance on record of such a

transaction, and implies that at that time the king-

dom of Israel was free from all fear of the Syrians.

These mercenary soldiers ha\ing been dismissed by

Amaziah, at the instigation of a prophet, without

being allowed to take part in the Edomitisli expe-

dition, returned in great wrath to tlieir own coun-

try, and sacked and plundered the cities of Judah
in revenge for the slight put u])on them, and also

to indemnify themselves for the loss of their share

of tlie plunder. It was to avenj^e this injury that

Amaziah, on liis return from his triumph over the

Edomites, declared war against .Joash, in spite of

the warning of the prophet, and the contemptuous

dissuasion of .Joash under tlie foble of the cedar

and the thistle. Tlie result was that the two

armies met at Beth-shemesh, tliat Joash was vic-

torious, put tlie army of Amaziah to the rout, took

him prisoner, brought him to Jerusalem, broke

down the wall of .lerusaleni, all along the north side

from the Gate of E|)liraim to the Corner Gate, a

distance of 400 culiits, plundered the Temple of its

gold and silver vessels, seized tlie king's treasures,

took hostages, and then returned to Samaria, where

he died, probably not very long afterwards, and

was l)uried in tlie sepulchres of the kings of Israel.

He died in the 1.5th year of Amaziah king of .ludah,

and was succeeded by his son Jeroboam II. There

is a discrepance between the Bible account of his

character and that given by Jose]iiuis. For wliereas

the former says of him, " He did that whicli was

evil in the sijfht of the Lord" (2 K. xiii. 11), the

latter says that he was a good man, and very dif-

ferent from his father, Josephus probably was
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guided by the account of Joash's friendry inter-

course with I^^lisha, which certainly indicates some
good disposition in him, although he followed the

sin of Jeroboam. A. C. H.
3. The flither of Gideon, and a wealthy man

among the Abiezrites. At the time of the Jlidian-

itish occupation of the country, he appears to have

gone so far with the tide of popular opinion in

lavor of idolatry, that he had on his own ground

an altar dedicated to Baal, and an Asherah. In

this, however, he submitted rather to the exigencies

of the time, and the influence of his family and

neighbors, and was the first to defend the daring

act of his son, and protect him from the vengeance

of the Abiezrites, by sarcasm only less severe than

that which Elijah employed against the priests of

Baal in the memorable scene on Carmel (Judg. vi.

11, 29, ;J0, 31, vii. 14, viii. 13, 29, 32). The LXX.
put the speech in vi. 31 most inappropriately into

the mouth of Gideon, but this is corrected in the

.Vlex. jMS. In the Vulg. the name is omitted in

vi. 31 and viii. 13.

4. Apparently a younger son of Ahab, who held

a subordinate jurisdiction in the lifetime of his

father, or was appointed viceroy {&p-xofTa, LXX.
of 2 Chr. xviii. 2.5) during his absence in the attack

on liamoth-Gilead (1 K. xxii. 26; 2 Chr. xviii. 25).

C)r he may have been merely a prince of the blood-

royal. But if Geiger be right in his conjecture,

that Maaseiah, "the king's son," in 2 Chr. xxviii.

7, was a prince of the Moloch worship, Joash would

be a priest of the same. There is, however, but

slender foundation for the belief (Geiger, Urschri/t,

etc., p. 307). The Vulgate calls him "the son of

Amelech," taking the article as part of the noun,

and the whole as a proper name. Thenius suggests

that he may have lieen placed with the governor

of the city for the purpose of military education.

5. [Vat. corrupt.] A descendant of Shelah the

son of Judah, but whether his son or the son of

Jokim, as Burrhigton (Genealogies, i. 179) sup-

poses, is not clear (1 Chr. iv. 22). The Vulgate

rendering of this name by Sectirus, according to its

etymology, as well as of the other names in the

same \erse, is very remarkable. The Hebrew tra-

dition, quoted by .Jerome ( Quiest. I/ebr. in Paral.)

and Jarchi (Comin. in loc), applies it to Mahlon,

the son of Elimelech, who married a Moabitess.

The expression rendered in A. V., " who had the

dominion (^7^2, badlu) in Moab," would, accord-

ing to this interpretation, signify " who married

in Jloab." The same explanation is given in the

Tari^um of R. Joseph.

6. [Rom. FA. 'Icocts; Vat. icoa; Alex. Icopas.]

A Benjaniite, son of Shemaah of (iibeah (1 Chr.

xii. 3 ). He was one of the heroes, " helpers of the

battle," who resorted to David at Ziklag, and as-

sisted hini in his excursions against the marauding
])arties to whose attacks he was exposed (ver. 21).

He was probably witli David in his pursuit of the

Amalekites (comp. 1 Chr. xii. 21, with 1 Sam. xxx.

8, where ^^^^ should be "troop" in both pas-

sages). The Peshito-Syriac, reading 1^3 for

^D3, makes him the son of Ahiezer.

7. One of the officers of David's household, to

whose charge were entrusted the store-liouses of

oil, the produce of the plantations of sycamorea

and the olive-yards of the lowlands of .ludah (1

Chr. xxvii. 28). W. A. W.
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JO'ASH (2737^' [io whom Jehovah hastens],

a different name from the preceding: ^Icods' Jons),

son of Becher, and liead of a Benjamite house,

whicli existed in the *,ime of king David (1 Chr.

vii. 8). A. C. H.

JO'ATHAM ('Icuaflayu: Joa<Aa>»)= Jotham
the son of Uzziah (Matt. i. 9).

JOAZAB'DUS Clci;Ca)35os; [Vat. Za/35oj;

Aid. 'Iaia(^a)35o5 :] Jomclus) = Jozabad the

Levite (1 Esdr. ix. 48; conip. Neh. viii. 7).

JOB (3'V [peril. =2M27^; idll return, or re-

turner, conrert]: 'Acrov/i; Alex, laa-ovcp; [Aid.

'laaov^'] Job), the third son of Issachar (Gen.

xlvi. !''>), called in another genealogy Jashub
(1 Chr. vii. 1), which is the reading of the Heb.

Sam. Codex in Genesis, as it was also in all prob-

ability of the two MSS. of the LXX., H being

frequently represented by fi.

JOB (^T'S, i. e. Iijob \one jjerseciUed, of-

filctul : see further, Fiirst, Handw. s. v. ; Ges.

Thesmtr. s. v.]: ^lw0: Job). The numerous and

difficult questions touching the integrity of this

book, its plan, object, and general character: and

the proljable age, country, and circumstances of its

author, cannot be satisfactorily discussed without

a pre\ious analysis of its contents. It consists of

five parts: the introduction, the discussion between

Job and his three friends, the speech of Elihu, the

manifestation and address of Ahiiighty God, and

the concluding chapter.

I. Analysis. — 1. The Introduction supplies all

the facts on which the argument is based. .Job, a

chieftain in the land of Uz," of inunense wealth

and high rank, " the greatest of all the men of the

East," is represented to us as a man of perfect

integrity, blameless in all the relations of life,

declared indeed by the Lord Himself to be " with-

out his like in all the earth," " a perfect, and an

upright man, one that feareth God, and escheweth

evil." The highest goodness, and the most perfect

temporal happiness are combined in his person

;

under the protection of God, surrounded by a nu-

merous family, he enjoys in advanced life'' an

almost paradisiacal state, exemplifyinir the normal

results of human obedience to the will of a right-

eous God. One question could lie raised by envy;

may not the goodness which secures such direct

and tangible rewards be a refined form of selfish-

ness ? In the world of spirits, where all the mys-

teries of existence are l)rought to light, Satan, the

accusing angel, suggests the doubt, " doth Job fear

God for nought V " and asserts boldly that if those

external blessings were withdrawn Job would cast

off his allegiance,— " he will curse thee to thy

face." The problem is thus distinctly propounded

which this book is intended to discuss and solve.

[See addition, Amer. ed.] Can goodness exist

« The situation of Uz is doubtful. Ewald (Das Biicli

Ijob, p. 20) suppo.ses it to have been the district south

of Bashan. Spanheim and Rosenmiiller (Prnll pp.

29-3.3) fi.K it iu the N. E. of the desert near the Eu-

Dhrates. See also Dr. Lee, Introrhiction to Job. p. 29.

b From ch. xlii. 1(3 it may be inferred that he was

about 70 years old at this time.

<^ 'n? Ka'i ©eoO kot' auToO xiapovvro^. DidymusAlex.

ed. Migne, col. 1125.

rf * The Hebrew words are properly rendered (ac-

cording to Gesenius and other eminent Hebraists),
< Bless God and die." It is a taunting reproach,
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irrespective of reward, can the fear of God be re-

tained by man when every inducement to selfish-

ness is taken away ? The problem is obviously of

infinite importance, and could only be answered by
inflicting upon a man, in whom, while prosperous,

malice itself coidd detect no evil, the calamities

which are the due, and were then beUeved to be
invariably the results, even in this hfe, of wicked-

ness. The accuser receives permission to make the

trial. He destroys Job's property, then his chil-

dren ; and afterwards, to leave no possible opening

for a cavil, is allowed to inflict upon him the most
terrible disease known in the East. Each of these

calamities assumes a form which produces an im-
pression that it must be a visitation from God,c

precisely such as was to be expected, supposing that

the patriarch had been a successful h)pocrite, re-

served for the day of wrath. Job's wife breaks

down entirely under the trial— in the very words
which Satan had anticipated the patriarch himself

would at last utter in his despair, she counsels him
"to curse God and die." d^ Job remains steadfast.

The destruction of his property draws not from
him a word of complaint : the death of his children

elicits the sublimest words of resignation which
ever fell from the lips of a mourner— the disease

which made him an object of loathing to man, and
seemed to designate him as a visible example of

divine wrath, is borne without a murmur; he re-

pels his wife's suggestion with the simple words,
" What ! shall we receive good at the hand of the

Lord, and shall we not receive evU?" "In all

this Job did not sin with his lips."

The question raised by Satan was thus answered.

His assaults had but issued in a coniiJete removal

of the outer forms which could mislead men's judg-

ment, and in developing the highest type of disin-

terested worth. Had the narrative then ended,

the problem could not be regarded as unsolved,

while a sublime model would have been exhibited

for men to admire and imitate.

2. Still in that case it is clear that many points

of deep interest would have been left in obscurity.

Entire as was the submission of Job, he must have

been inwardly perplexed by e\ents to which he had
no clew, which were quite unaccountable on any
hypothesis hitherto entertained, and seemed repug-

nant to the ideas of justice engraven on man's
heart. It was also most desirable that the im-
pressions made upon the generality of men by
sudden and unaccountable calamities should be

thoroughly discussed, and that a broader and firmer

basis than heretofore should be found for specula-

tions concerning the providential government of

the world. An opportunity for such discussion is

afibrded in the most natural manner by the intro-

duction of tbree men, representing the wisdom and
experience of the age, who came to condole with

Job on hearing of his misfortunes. Some time*

appears to have elapsed in the interim, during

"Ble.ss God (if you will), and die ;
" for that is all

that will come of it. This language is consistent with

her own .spirit of distrust, which could see no ground
for his unshaken confidence in God. But no reason

can be given, why she should .saj- to him, " Curse

God, and die." Did she want to be rid of him ?

T. J. C.

e Otherwi.?e it would be difficult to meet Rosen-

miiller's objection (p. 8). It seems indeed proliable,

that some months even might pass by before the news
would reach the friends, and they could arrange their

meeting.
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which the disease had made formidable progress,

and Job had thorou!i;hly realized the extent of his

misery. The meetiiiLj is described with singular

beauty. At a distance they greet him with the

wild demonstrations of sympathizing grief usual in

the East; coming near they are overpowered by

the sight of his wretchedness, and sit seven days

and seven nights without uttering a word. This

awful silence, whether Job felt it as a proof of real

sympathy, or as an indication of inward suspicion «

on their part, drew out all his anguish. In an

agony of desperation he curses the day of his birth,

and sees and hopes for no end of his misery, but

death.

With the answer to this outburst begins a series

of discussions, continued probably (as Ewald shows,

p. 55) with some intervals, during several successive

days. Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar in turn, bring

forward arguments, which are severally answered

by Job.

The results of the first discussion (from c. iii.

-xiv.) may be thus summed up. We have on the

part of Job's friends a theory of the divine govern-

ment resting upon an exact and uniform correlation

between sin and punishment (iv. G, 11, and through-

out).'' Afflictions are always penal, issuing in the

destruction of those who are radically ojiposed to

God, or who do not submit to his chastisements.

They lead of course to correction and amendment
of life when the sufferer repents, confesses his sins,

puts them away, and turns to (jod. In that case

restoration to peace, and even increased prosperity

may be expected (vv. 17-27). Still the fact of the

suffering always proves the conmiission of some
special sin, while the demeanor of the sufferer in-

dicates the true internal relation between him and

God.

These principles are applied by them to the case

of Job. They are in the first place scandalized by

the vehemence of his complaints, and when they

find that he maintains his freedom from willful, or

conscious sin, they are driven to the conclusion

that his faith is radically unsound ; his protesta-

tions appear to them almost lilasphemous, they

become convinced that he has been secretly guilty

of some unpardonaI)le sin, and their tone, at first

courteous, though warning (conip. c. iv. with c.

XV.), becomes stern, and even harsh and menacing.

It is clear that unless they are driven from their

partial and exclusive theory they nnist be led on to

an unqualified condemnation of Jol).

In tliis part of the dialogue the character of the

three friends is clearly developed. Eliphaz repre-

ssaits the true patriarchal chieftain, grave and dig-

nified, and erring only from an exclusive adherence

to tenets hitherto unquestioned, and influenced in

the first place by gemnne regard for .loli, and sym-

pathy with his affliction. Bildad, without much
originality or independence of character, rei)oses

partly on the wise saws of antiquity, partly on the

authority of his older friend. Zophar diffi?rs from

both, he seems to be a young man ; his language

is violent, and at times even coarse and offensive

(sec especially his second speech, c. xx.). He rep-

resents the prejudiced and narrow-minded bigots

of his age.

In order to do justice to the position and argu-

ments of Job, it must be borne in mind, that the

direct object of the trial was to ascertain whether

a Thus Schlottmann.

6 It Is curious that this theory was revived and
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he would deny or forsake God, find that his real

integrity is asserted by God Himself. His answers

throughout correspond with these data. He knows
with a sure inward conviction that he is not an
offender in the sense of his opponents: he is there

fore confident that whatever may be the object of

the afflictions for which he cannot account, God
knows that he is innocent. This consciousness,

whicli from the nature of things cannot be tested

by others, enaliles him to examine fearlessly their

position. He denies the assertion that punishment
follows surely on guilt, or proves its commission.

Appealing boldly to experience, he declares that in

point of foct prosperity and misfortune are not
always, or generally, commensurate ; both are often

irrespective of man's deserts, " the tabernacles tjf

robbers prosper, and they that provoke God are

secure" (c. xii. G). In the government of Provi-

dence he can see but one point clearly, namely,

tliat all events and results are absolutely in God's
hand (xii. 9-25), but as for the principles which
underlie those events he knows nothing. In iact,

he is sure that his friends are equally uninformed,

and are sophists, defending tlieir position, out of

mere prejudice, by arguments and statements false

in themselves and doubly offensive to God, being

hypocritically advanced in his defense (xiii. 1-13).

Still he doul)ts not that God is just, and although

he cannot see how or when that justice can be

manifested, he feels confident that his innocence

must be recognized. "Though He slay me, yet

I will trust in Him; He also will be my salvation"

(xiii. 14, IG). There remains then but one course

open to him, and that he takes. He turns to sup-

[ilication, implores God to give him a fair and open
trial (xiii. 18-28). Admitting his liability to such
sins as are common to man, being unclean by birth

(xiii. 20, xiv. 4), he yet protests his substantial

innocence, and in the bitter struggle with his

misery, he first meets the thought which is after-

wards developed with remarkalde distinctness. Be-

lieving that with death all hope connected with

this world ceases, he prays that he may be hidden
in the grave (xiv. 13 j, and there reserved for the

day when God will try his cause and manifest Him-
self in love (ver. 15). This prayer represents but

a dim, yet a profound and true presentiment, drawn
forth, then evidently for the first time, as the pos-

sible solution of the dark problem. As for a re-

newal of liie liere, he dreams not of it (14), nor

will he allow that the possible restoration or pros-

perity of his descendants at all meets the exigen-

cies of his case (21, 22).

In the stcunil discussion (xv.-xxi.) there is a
more resolute elaborate attempt on the part of

Job's friends to vindicate their theory of retributive

justice. This requires an entire overthrow of the

position taken by .lob. Tiiey cannot admit his

innocence. The fact that bis calamities are unp.ar-

alleled, proves to them that there must be some-

thing quite unique in his guilt. Eliphaz (c. xv.),

who, as usual, lays down tlie basis of the argmnent,

does not now hesitate to impute to Job the worst

crimes of which man could be guilty. Mis delense

is iilasphemous, and proves that lie is quite godless;

that he disregards tiie wisiloni of age and experi-

ence, denies the fundamental truths of religion (•3-

10), and by his rebellious struggles (25-27) against

God deserves every calamity whicii can befall him

systoniatized by Basilides, to the great scandal of th«

early fathers. See Clem. Al. Slrom. iv. p. 506.
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(28-30). Bildad* (xviii.) takes up this suggestion

of ungodliiiess, and after enlarging upon the inev-

itable results of all iniquity, concludes that the

special evils which had come upon Job, such as

agony of heai't, ruin of home, destruction of family,

are jieculiarly the penalties due to one who is witli-

out God. Zophar (xx.) draws the further inference

that a sinner's sufferings must needs be propor-

tioned to liLs former enjoyments (5-14), and his

losses to his former gains (15-19), and thus not

only accounts for Job's present calamities, but men-
aces hiui with still greater evils (20-29).

In answer Job recognizes the hand of God in his

afflictions (xvi. 7-16, and xix. 6-20), but rejects

the charge of ungodliness ; he has never forsaken

his Maker, and never ceased to pray. This being

a matter of inward consciousness cannot of course

be proved. He apjjeals therefore directly to earth

and heaven: " J\Iy witness is in heaven, and my
record is on high" (xvi. 19). The train of thought

thus suggested carries him much farther in the way
towards the great truth— that since in this life the

righteous certainly are not saved from e\'il, it fol-

lows that their ways are watched and their suffer-

ings recorded, with a view to a future and perfect

manifestation of the divine justice. This view be-

comes gradually brighter and more definite as the

controversy « proceeds (xvi. 18. 19, xvii. 8, 9, and

perhaps 1^3-16), and at last finds expresfion in a

strong and clear declaration of his conviction that

at the latter day (evidently that day which Job had

expressed a loni;ing to see, c. xiv. 12-14) God will

personally manifest Hini.self, and that he, Job, will

then see him, in his body,'' with his own eyes, and

notwithstanding the destruction of his skin, i. e.,

the outward man, retainins; or recovering his per-

sonal identity (xix. 25-27). There can be no

doulit that Job here virtually anticipates the final

answer to all difficulties supplied by the Christian

revelation.

On the other hand, stung by the harsh and
narrow-minded bijjotry of his opponents, Jol) draws

out (xxi.) with terrible force the undeniable fact,

that from the beginning to the end of their lives

ungodly men, avowe<l atheists (vv. 14, 15), persons,

ill fact, guilty of the \'ery crimes imputed, out of

mere conjecture, to himself, frequently enjoy great

and unliroken prosperity. From this he draws the

inference, which he states in a very unguarded

manner, and in a tone calculated to give just oflfen.se,

that an impenetrable veil hangs over the temporal

dispensations of God.

In the ///(/(/ dialoijue (xxii.-xxxi.) no real profj-

ress is made liy -lob's opponents. They wiU not

give up and cainiot defend their position. Kliphaz

(xxii. ) makes a last effort, and raises one new point

which he states with some ingenuity. The station

in which .Job was formerly placed presented tempta--

tions to certain crimes; the punishments which he

undergoes are precisely such as might be expected

« Tliis gradual and progressive development was
perhaps first brought out distinctly by Ewald.

b "''nJi?3J2, lit. " from my flesh," may mean in

the body, or out of the body. Each rendering is

equally tenable on grammatical grounds : but the

specification of the time (T*1~ir7^) ^ud the place

("1?-17"7l7) requires a personal manifestation of God,

Br>d a personal recognition on the part of Joli. Com-
plete peisonality in the mind of the ancients implies

1 living body.
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had those crimes been committed ; hence he infers

they actually were committed. The tone of this

discourse thoroughly harmonizes with the character

of Eliphaz. He could scarcely come to a different

conclusion without surrendering his fundamental

principles, and he urges with much dignity and
impressiveness the exhortations and warnings which

in his opinion were needed. Bildad has nothing

to add tint a few solemn words on the incompre-

hensible majesty of God and the nothingness of

man.c Zophar, the most violent and least rational

of the three, is put to silence, and retires from the

contest.

In his two last discourses Job does not alter hi3

position, nor, properly speaking, adduce any new
argument, but he states with incomparable force

and eloquence the chief points which he regards as

established (c. xxvi.). All creation is confounded

by the majesty and might of God; man catches but

a fiiint echo of God's word, and is baffled in the

attempt to comprehend his ways. He then (c. xxvii.)

describes even more completely than his opponents

had done f' the destruction which, as a rule, ulti-

mately falls u]X)n the hjiwcrite, and which he cer-

tainly woidd deserve if he were hypocritically to

disguise the truth concerning himself, and deny

his own integrity. He thus recognizes what was

true in his opix>nent's arguments, and corrects his

own hasty and unguarded statements. Then fol-

lows (xxviii.) the grand description of Wisdom, and

the declaration that human wisdom does not con-

sist in exploring the hidden and inscrutable ways

of God, but in the fear of the Ixird, and in turning

away from evil. The remainder of this discourse

(xxix.-xxxi.) contains a singularly beautiful de-

scription of his former life, contrasted with his

actual misery, together with a full vindication of

his character from all the charges made or insin-

uated by his opponents.

3. Thus ends the discussion, in which it is

evident both parties had partially fiiiled. Job has

lieen betrayed into \ery hazardous statements, while

his friends had been on the one hand disingenuous,

on the other bigoted, harsh, and pitiless. The
points which had been omitted, or imperfectly de-

veloped, are now taken up by a new interlocutor

(xxxii.-xxxvii.). Elihu, a young man, descended

from a collateral branch of the family of Abrahani,«

has listened in indignant silence to the arguments

of his elders (xxxii. 7), and, impelled by an inward

inspiration, he now addresses himself to both parties

in the discussion, and specially to Jol). He shows,

1. that they had accused Job upon false or insuf-

ficient grounds, and failed to convict him, or to

vindicate (Jod's justice. Job again had assumed

his entire innocence, and had arraigned that justice

(xxxiii. 9-1 1 ). These eiTors he traces to their both

overlooking one main oliject of all sufterino;. (jod

s/ieriks to man by chastisement (14,/ 19-22)—
warns him, teaches him self-knowledge and humility

c 5tr. Froude, on The Book of Job, seems not to

perceive, or to ignore, the ground on which Eliphaz

reasons.

(' See Herder's excellent remarks, quoted by Rosen-

niUller, p. 24. Mr. Froude quite overlooks the fact

tliat Job here, as elsewhere, fcikes up his opponents'

arguments, and urges all the truth which they may
involve with greater force, thus showing himselfmaster

of the po.-iition.

c A Buzite.

/ A point well drawn out by Schlottmann. p. 38.

Job had specially complained of the silence of God.
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(13, 17)— and prepares him (23) by the mediation

of' a spiritual interpreter (the angel Jehovah " of

Genesis) to implore and to obtain pardon (24),

renewal of life (25), perfect access and restoration

(26). This statement does not involve any charge

of special guilt, such as the friends had alleged and

Job had repudiated. Since the warning and suffer-

ing are preventive, as well as remedial, the visita-

tion anticipates the commission of sin ; it saves man
from pride, and other temptations of wealth and

power, and it effects the real object of all divine

interpositions, the entire submission to God's will.

Again, Elihu argues (xxxiv. 10-17) that any charge

of injustice, direct or implicit, against God involves

a contradiction in terms. God is the only source

of justice; the very idea of justice is derived i'rom

his governance of the universe, the principle of

which is love. In his absolute knowledge God sees

all secrets, and by his absolute power he controls

. all events, and that, for the one end of bringing

righteousness to light (21-30). Man has of course

no claim upon God ; wliat he receives is purely a

matter of grace (xxxv. 6-9). The occasional ap-

pearance of unanswered prayer (9), when evil seems

to get the upper hand, is owing merely to the fact

that man prays in a proud and insolent spirit (12,

13). Job may look to his heart, and he will see

if that is true of himself.

Job is silent, and Elihu proceeds (xxxvi. ) to show
that the Ahnightiness of God is not, as Job seems

to assert, associated with any contempt or neglect

of his creatures. Job, by ignoring this truth, has

been led into grave error, and terrible danger (12;

cf.' 18), but God is still drawing him, and if he

yields and follows he will yet be delivered. The
rest of the discourse brings out forcil)ly the lessons

taught by the maTiifestations of goodness, as well

as greatness in creation. Indeed, the great object

of all natural phenomena is to teach men — '• wlio

teachetli like Him? " This part differs from Job's

magnificent description of the mystery and majesty

of God's werks, inasnuich as it indicates a clearer

recognition of a loving purpose — and from the

address of the Lord which follows, by its discursixe

and argumentative tone. The last words are evi-

dently spoken while a violent storm is coming on,

in which Elihu views the signs of a Theophariy,

which cannot fail to produce an intense realiiiation

of the nothirigness of man before God.

i. From tiie preceding analysis it is obvious that

many weighty truths have been developed in the

course of the discussion— nearly every theory of the

objects and uses of suffering has been reviewed—
while a great advance has been made towards the

apprehension of doctrines hereafter to be revealed,

such as were known only to God. But the mystery

is not as yet really cleared up. The position of the

three original opponents is shown to be untenable

— the views of .Job himself to be but imperfect —
while even Elihu gives not the least intimation

that he recognizes one special olijeet of calamity.

In the case of Job, as we are expressly told, that
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" Thus A. Schultens. There can be no doubt that
" angel,'" not " messenger," is the true translation

;

nor tliat the angel, the one of a thousand, is the

niil'^ ISba of Genesis.

6 This bearing of the .statement upon the whole
argument is satisfactorily shown by Ilahn {Introduction

(0 Job, p. 4), and by Schlottmann in his commentary
on the p.issage (p. 489).

c This is the strangely exaggerated form in which

object was to try his sincerity, and to dej^nstrate
that goodness, integrity in all relations, and devout
faith in God, can exist independent of external cir-

cumstances. [See addition, Amer. ed.] This object

never occurs to the mind of any one of the inter-

locutors, nor could it be proved witliout a revelation.

On the other hand, the exact amount of censure due
to Job for the excesses into which he had been be-

trayed, and to his three opponents for their harshness

and want of candor, could only be awarded by an om-
niscient Judge. Hence the necessity for the Theoph-
any— from the midst of the storm Jehovah speaks.

In language of incomparable grandeur He re-

proves and silences the murmurs of Job. God does

not condescend, strictly speaking, to argue with

his creatures. The speculati>e questions discussed

in the colloquy are unnoticed, but the declaration

of God's absolute power is illustrated by a marve-
lously beautiful and comprehensive survey of the

glory of creation, and his all-embracing Providence

by reference to the phenomena of the animal king-

dom. He who would argue with the Lord must
understand at least the olijects for which instincts

so strange and manifold are given to the beings far

below man in gifts and powers. This declaration

suffices to bring Job to a right mind : he confesses

his inability to comprehend, and therefore to answer

his Maker (xl. 3, 4). A second address completes

the work. It proves that a charge of injustice

against (iod involves the consequence that the ac-

cuser is more competent than He to rule the uni-

verse. He should then be a!)le to control, to punish,

to reduce all creatures to order— but he cannot

even subdue the monsters of the irrational creation.

Baffled by leviathan and behemoth, how can he
hold the reins of government, how contend with

Him who made and rules them all'?*

5. Job's unreserved submission terminates the

trial. He expresses deep contrition, not of course

for sins falsely imputed to him, but for the bitter-

ness and arrogance which had characterized some
portions of his complaints. In the rebuke then

addressed to .lob's opponents the integrity of his

character is distinctly recognized, while they are

condennied for untruth, which, inasnuich as it was
not willfid, but proceeded from a real but narrow-

minded conviction of the Divine justice, is pardoned

on the intercession of .lob. The restoration of his

external prosperity, which is an inevitable result

of God's personal manifestation, symbolizes the

ultimate compensation of the righteous for all suf-

ferings undergone upon earth.

From this analysis it seems clear that certain

views concerning the general oliject of the book are

])artial or erroneous. It cannot l)e the object of

the writer to prove that there is no connection be-

tween guilt and sorrow,*" or that the old orthodox

doctrine of retribution was radically unsound. Job

himself recognizes the general truth of the doctrine,,

which is in fact confirmed l)y his ultimate ivstora

tion to happiness.'' Nor is the development of the

great doctrine of a future state the primary object.^

Mr. Froude represents the views of Ewald. Nothing

can be more contrary to the whole tenor of the book.

<1 See Kwald's remarks in his Jnhrh. 1858, p. 3.X

The notion that Job is a type of the Hebrew nation

in their sufferings, and that the book was written to

console them iu their exile, held by ('li'riius and Up.

Warburtou, is generally rejected. See llosoumiiUep,

pp. 13-16.

e Ewald's theoryf on which Schlottmann has some
excellent observations (p. 48).
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tt would not in that case have been passed over in

Job's last discourse, in tlie speech of Elibu, or in

the address of the I.ord God. In fact, critics who
hold that view admit tiiat the doctrine is rather

suggested tlian de\elope(l, and amounts to scarcely

more than a wish, a presentiment, at the most a

sulijective con^iction of a trutli first fully revealed

by Him " who iirouirht life and immortality to

light." The great object must surely !« that which

is distinctly intimated in the introduction, and

confirmed in the conclusion, to show the eflects of

calamity in its worst and most awful form upon a

truly religious spirit. Job is no Stoic, no Titan

(Ewald, p. 20 ), struggling relielliously against God

;

no Prometheus," victim of a jealous and unrelenting

Deity: he is a suffering man, acutely sensitive to

all impressions inward and outward, grieved l>y the

loss of wealth, ]X)sition, domestic happiness, the

respect of his countrymen, dependents, and fol-

lowers, tortured by a loathsome and all but unen-

durable disease, and stung to an agony of grief and

passion by the insinuations of conscious guilt and

hy[)ocrisy. Under sucli provocation, being wholly

without a clew to tlie cause of his misery, and

hopeless of restoration to hajjpiness on earth, he is

shaken to the utmost, and driven almost to des-

peration. Still in the centre of his lieing he re-

mains firm and unmov ed — with an intense con-

sciousness of his own integrity — w ithout a doulit

as to tlie power, wisdom, truth, or absolute justice

of God, and therefore awaiting with longing expec-

tation * the final judgment wliich he is assured

must come and l)ring him deliverance. The repre-

sentation of such a character, involving the dis-

comfiture of man's great enemy, and the develop-

ment of tlie manifold problems which such a

spectacle suggests to men of imperfect knowledge,

but thoughtfid and inquiring minds, is the true

object of tlie writer, who, like all great spirits of

the ancient world, dealt less with alistract proposi-

tions tlian with the oljectixe realities of existence.

Such is the impression naturally made b}- the book,

and wiiich is recognized more distinctly in propor-

tion as the reader grasps tiie tenor of the arguments,

and realizes the characters and events. [See ap-

pended remarks, Anier. ed]
II. /iit((,ri/y <if t/ie hddk It is satisfactory to

find that tlie arguments employed by those who
impugn the authenticity of considerable portions

of this book are for the most part mutually de-

structive, and that tlie most minute and searching

investigations bring out the most convincini; proofs

of tlie unity of its comjiosition, and the coherence

of its constituent parts. One point of great im-

portance is noted liy the latest and one of the most

in<renious writers (M. K. iJenan, Le Livre de Jul),

Paris, 1851) ) on this sulject. After some strong

remarks upon the inequality of the style, and ap-

pearance of interpolation, M. E. Ilenan observes

(p. xllv.): " The Hebrews, and Orientals in general,

differed widely from us in their views about com-

position. Tlieir works never have that perfectly

a Schlottmann (p. 46), who draws also a very in-

teresting comparison between Job and Viframitra, in

the R miavana (p. 12S).

b See the passages quoted by Ewald, p. 27.

c It is a very remarkable instance both of the in-

consistency of M. llenan, and of the little reliance

which ran be placed upon the judgment of critics upon
such questions, that he and Kwald are at direct issue

as to the state in which the text erf this book has been

bunded down to us. Ewuld con.'idfirs that it is pure
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defined outline to which we are accustomed, and we
sliould be careful not to assume interjiolations or

alterations (reknicltes) when we meet >vith defects

of sequence which surprise us." He then shows
tliat in parts of the work, acknowledged by all

critics to be by one hand, there are very strong in-

stances of what Europeans might regard as repeti-

tion, or suspect of interpolation :
c thus Elihu

recommences his argument four times ; while dis-

courses of Job, which have distinct portions, such

as to modern critics might seem unconnected and
even misplaced, are impressed with such a charac-

ter of sublimity and force as to leave no doubt that

they are the product of a single inspiration. To
this just and true obser\ation it must be added
that the assumed want of coherence and of logical

consistency is for the most part only apparent, and
results from a radical difference in the mode of

thinking and enunciating thought between the old

Eastern and modern European.

Four parts of the book have been most generally

attacked. Objections have lieen made to the intro-

ductory and concluding chapters (1) on account of

the style. Of course there is an ob\ious and nat-

ural difference between tlie prose of the narrative

and the highly poetical language of the colloquy.

Yet the best critics now acknowledge that the style

of these portions is quite as antique in its simple

and severe grandeur '' as that of the Pentateuch

itself (to which it bears a striking resemblance «),

or as any other part of this book, while it is as

strikingly unUke the narrative style of all the later

productions of the Heljrews. Ewald says with

perfect truth, " these prosaic words harmonize
tlioroughly with the old jioem in subject-matter

and thoughts, in coloring and in art, also in lan-

guage, so far as prose can be like poetry." It is

said again that the doctrinal views are not in har-

mony with those of Job. This is wholly unfounded.

The fundamental principles of the patriarch, as

de\eloped in the most solemn of his discourses, are

identical with tliose maintained throughout the

liook. The form of worship lielongs essentially to

the early patriarchal type ; with little of ceremonial

ritual, without a separate priesthood, thoroughly

domestic in form and spiiit. The representation

of the angels, and their appellation, " sons of God,"
peculiar to this book and to (ienesis, accord entirely

with the intimations in the earliest documents of

the Semitic race. It is moreover alleged that there

are discrepancies between the facts related in the

introduction, and statements or allusions in the

dialogue. But the apparent contradiction lietween

xix. 17 and the statement that all Jol)'s children

had perished, rests upon a misintei'pretation of the

words ""ptJS "^33, "children of my womb," i. e.

"of the womb that bare me" — " my l)rethren,"

not " my children " (cf. iii. 10): indeed the de-

struction of the patriarch's whole family is re-

peatedly assumed in the dialosrne (e. ff.
viii. 4, xxix.

5). Again, the omission of all reference to the

— that the MSS. must have been very good— the

verbal connection is accurate— and emendations un-
necessary (see p. 66). 51. Reuan asserts, " Get antique,

monument nous est parvenu, j"en suis persuadii, dans

un etat fort miserable et maculti en plusieurs en-

droits " (p. Ix.).

'' Renan : " Le grand caract&re du rtScit est une
preuve de son anciennetiS."

« For a list of coincidences see Dr. Lee's Job, p
49.
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iefeat of Satan in the last chapter is quite in ac-

sordance with the grand simplicity of the poem
(Schlottmann. pp. 39, 40). It was too obvious a

result to need special notice, and it had in fact

been accomplished by the steadfast faith of the

patriarch even before the discussions commenced.

No allusion to the agency of that spirit was to be

expected in the colloquy, since Job and his friends

are represented as wholly ignorant of the transac-

tions in heaven. At [jresent, indeed, it is generally

acknowledged « that the entire work would be un-

intelligil)le without these portions.

2. Strong objections are made to the passage

ixvii. from ver. 7 to the end of the chapter. Here

Job describes the ultimate tlite of the godless hypo-

jrite in terms which some critics hold to be in di-

rect contradiction to the whole tenor of his argu-

ments in other discourses. Dr. Kennicott, whose

opinion is adopted by Eichhorn, Froude, and others,

held that, owing to some confusion or omission in

the MS., the missing speech of Zophar has been

put into the mouth of Job. The fact of the con-

tradiction is denied by able writers, who have shown

that it rests upon a misapprehension of the patri-

arch's character and fundamental principles. He
had been provoked, under circumstances of peculiar

aggravation, into statements which at the close of

the discussion he would be anxious to guard or re-

call: he was bound, having spoken so harshly, to

recognize, what beyond doubt he never intended to

deny, the general justice of divine dispensations

even in this world. JNIoreover he intimates a belief

or presentiment of a future retribution, of which

there are no indications in any other speaker (see

ver. 8). The whole chapter is thoroughly coherent:

the first part is admitted by all to belong to Job;

nor can the rest be disjoined from it without in-

jury to the sense. Ewald says, " only a grievous

misunderstanding of the whole book could have

misled the modern critics who hold that this pas-

sage is interpolated or misplaced." Other critics

have abundantly vindicated the authenticity of tlie

passage (Hahn, Schlottmann, etc.). As for the

style, E. R«nan, a most competent authority in a

matter of taste, declares that it is one of the finest

developments of the poem. It certainly ditfers ex-

ceedingly in its breadth, loftiness, and devout spirit,

from the speeches of Zophar, for whose silence sat-

isfactory reasons have been already assigned (see

the analysis).

;3. The last two chapters of the address of the

Almighty have been rejected as interpolations by

many, of course rationalistic, writers (.Stuhlmann,

IJgrnstein, iMchhorn, I'^wald, Jleier) ; partly be-

cause of an alleged inferiority of style; partly as

not having any bearing upon the argument; hut

the connection of reasoning, involved, though, as

was to be expected, not drawn out in this discourse,

has been shown in the preceding analysis; and as
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for the style, few who have a true ear for -the re-

sonant grandeur of ancient Hebrew poetry will dis-

sent from the judgment of E. Kenan,'' whose sug-

gestion, that it may have been written by the same
author at a later date, is far from weakening the

force of his observation as to the identity of the style.

4. The speech of Elihu presents greater diffi-

culties, and has been rejected by several rationalists,

whose opinion, however, is controverted not only

by orthodox writers, but by some of the most

skeptical commentators.^' The former support their

decision chiefly on the manifest, and to a certain

extent the real, difference between this and other

parts of the book in tone of thought, in doctrinal

views, and more positively in language and general

style. Much stress also is laid upon the facts that

Elihu is not mentioned in the introduction nor at

the end, and that his speech is unanswered by Job,

and unnoticed in the final address of the Almighty.

These points were observed by very early writers,

and were accounted for in various ways. On the

one hand, Elihu w;is regarded as a specially inspired

person (Schlottmann, p. 53). In the Seder Olam
(a rabbinical system of chronology) he is reckoned

among the prophets who declared the will of God
to the Gentiles before the promulgation of the law.

S. Bar Xachman (12th century) notes his coimec-

tion with the family of Abraham as a sign that he

was the fittest person to expound the ways of God.

The Greek Fathers generally follow Chrysostoni in

attributing to him a superior intellect; while ifiany

of the best critics of the two last centuries '^' con-

sider that the true dialectic solution of the great

problems discussed in tlie book is to be found in his

discourse. On the other hand, Jerome,'^ who is

followed by Gregory,' and many ancient as well as

modern writers of the Western Church, S[)eak of

his character and arguments with singular con-

tempt. Later critics, chiefly rationalists,-'' see in

him but an enqjty babbler, introduced only to

heighten liy contrast the eft'ect of the last solemn

and dignified discourse of Job. The alternative of

rejecting his speech as an interpolation was scarcely

less olyectionable, and has been preferred liy Stuhl-

mann, Bernstein, Ewald, Kenan, and other writers

of similar opinions in our country. A candid and

searching examination, however, leads to a different

conclusion. It is proved (see Schlottmann, Einl.

p. 5.j) that there is a close internal coiuiection be-

tween this and other parts of the book ; there are

references to numerous pa.ssages in the discourses

of Job and his friends ; so covert as only to be dis-

covered by close inquiry, yet, when pointed out, so

striking and natural as to leave no room tor doubt.

Elihu supplies exactly what Job repeatedly demands
— a confutation of his opinions, not merely pro-

duced by an overwhelming display of divine power,

but by rational and human arguments, and pro-

ceeding from one, not like his otner opponents

a Ilahn, p. 13 : RoseumiiUer, p. 46 ; Eichhorn,

Ewald, Schlottmaim, lleuan, etc.

A " Le style du fragment dont nous parlons est celui

des meilleurs endroits du porfme. NuUe part la coupe
n'e.st plus vigoureu.se, le parallelisnie plus sonore

:

tout indique que ce singulier morceau est de la m me
main, mais uou pas du m^me jet, que le reste du dis-

cours de Jehovah" (p L.).

c Bertholdt, Geseuius, Scharer, Jahn, Umbreit,

Roseumiiller ; and of course by moderate or orthodox

writers, as Havernick, Hihn, Stickel, llengatenberg,

and Schlottmann. Mr. Froude ventures, nevertheless,

to assert that this speech is " now decisively pro-

nounced by Hebrew scholars not to be genuine,'" and

he disposes of the question in a short note ( Tke Book

of Job, p. 24).

'I Tlius Calvin, Thomas Aquinas, and A. Schultens,

who speaks of his speech thus :
" Elihui moderatis-

siiiia ilia quidem, sed tanien zelo Dei fiagrantissima

redargutio, qua Jobum subtiliter non miuus quam
graviter compescere aggreditur."

e The commentary on Job is not by Jerome, but

one of his disciples, and probably expresses hia

thoughts.

/ MoraXia Magna, lib. xxviii. 1, 11.

a Eichhorn, Bertholdt. Umbreit.
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bigoted or hypocritical, but upright, candid, and

truthful (comp. xxxiii. 3 with vi. 24:, 25). The
reasonings of Elihu are, moreover, sucli as are

needed for the development of the doctrines incul-

cated in the book, while they are necessarily cast

in a form which could not without irreverence be as-

signed to the Almighty/' As to the objection that

the doctrinal system of Elihu is in some points

more advanced than that of Job or his friends, it

may be answered, first, that tliere are no traces in

this discourse of certain doctrines which were un-

doubtedly known at the earliest date to which those

critics would assign the interpolation ; whereas it is

evident that if known they would have been ad-

duced as the very strongest arguments for a warn-

ing and consolation. No reader of the Psalms and

of the prophets could have fiiiled to urge such topics

as the resurrection, the future judgment, and the

personal advent of Messiah. Secondly, the doc-

trinal system of Elihu differs rather in degree than

in kind from that which has been either developed

or intimated in several passages of the work, and

consists chiefly in a specific application of the me-
diatorial theory, not unknown to Job, and in a

deeper appreciation of the love manifested in all

providential dispensations. It is quite consistent

with the plan of the writer, and with the admiral)le

skill shown in the arrangement of the whole work,

that the highest view as to the object of afilictions,

and to the source to which men should apply for

comfcrt and instruction, should be reserved for this,

which, so far as regards the human reasoners,'' is

the cidminating point of the discussion. Little can

be said for Lightfoot's theory, that the whole work

was composed by Elihu; or for E. Kenan's con-

jecture that this discourse may have been composed

by the author in his old age;<^ yet these views

imply an unconscious impression that Elihu is the

fullest exponent of the truth. It is satisfactory to

know that two '' of the most impartial and discern-

ing critics, who unite in denying this to be an

original and integral portion of the work, fully

acknowledge its intrinsic excellence and beauty.

There is no difficulty in accounting for the omis-

sion of Elihu's name in the introduction. No per-

sons are named in the book until they appear as

agents, or as otherwise concerned in the events.

Thus Job's brethren are named incidentally in one

of his speeches, and his relatives are for the first

time in the concluding chapter. Had Elihu been

mentioned at first, we should of course have ex-

])ected him to take part in the discussion, and the

impression made by his startling address would

have been lost. Job does not answer him, nor in-

deed could he deny the cogency of his arguments;

while this silence brings out a curious point of coin-

cidence with a previous declaration of the pafriarch

(vi. 24, 2.5). Again, the discourse being substan-

tially true did not need correction, and is therefore

a See Sehlottmann (I. c). Tlie reader will remem-
ber the just, though sarcastic, criticism of Pope on

Milton's irreverence and bad taste.

b Ilahn says of EUhu : "A young wise man, rep-

resenting all the intelligence of his age" (p. 5). Cf.

A. Schultens and Hengstenberg in Kitto's Cycl. of
Bibl. Lit.

c Page Ivii. This implies, at any rate, that in his

opinion there is no absolute incompatibility between

this and other parts of the book in point of style or

thought. The conjecture is a striking instance of iu-

ronsistency in a very dogmatic writer.

d Ewald and Itenau. Ewald says : " The thoughts
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left unnoticed in the final decision of the Almighty.'

Nothing indeed could be more in harmony with

the ancient traditions of the East than that a youth,

moved by a special and supernatural impulse to

speak out God's truth in the presence of his elders,

should retire into obscurity when he had done his

work. More weight is to be attached to the objec-

tion resting upon diversity of style, and dialectic

peculiarities. The most acute critics differ indeed

in their estimate of both, and are often grossly

deceived (see Sehlottmann, p. Gl), still there can

be little doubt as to the fact. It may be accounted

for either on the supposition that the author ad-

hered strictly to the form in which tradition handed
down the dialogue; in which case the speech of a

Syrian might be expected to bear traces of his dia-

lect: ' or that the Chaldaic forms and idioms, which

are far from resembling later vulgarisms or corrup-

tions of Hebrew, and occur only in highly poetic

passages of the oldest writers, are such as pecu-

liarly suit the style of the young and fiery speaker

(see Sehlottmann, lunl. p. 01). It has been ob-

served, and with apparent truth, that the discourses

of the other interlocutors have each a very distinct

and characteristic coloring, shown not only in the

general lone of thought, but in peculiarities of

expression (Ewald and Sehlottmann). The exces-

sive obscurity of the style, which is universally

admitted, may be accounted for in a similar man-
ner. A young man speaking under strong excite-

ment, embarrassed l>y the presence of his elders,

and by the peculiar responsibility of his position,

might be expected to use language obscured by
repetitions; and, though ingenious and true, yet

somewhat intricate and imperfectly developed argu-

ments ; such a.s in fact present great difficulties in

the exegesis of this portion of the book.

III. Jlisluncal Chamcter of the iry;7i'. — Three

distinct theories have been maintained at various

times— some believing the book to be strictly his-

torical ; others a religious fiction ; others a composi-

tion based upon facts. Until a comparatively late

time the prevalent opinion was, not only that the

persons and events which it describes are real, but

that the very words of the speakers were accurately

recorded. It was supposed either that Job himself

employed the latter years of his life in writing it

(A. Schultens), or that at a vei"y early age some

inspired Hebrew collected the facts and sayings,

faithfully preserved l)y oral tradition, and presented

them to his countrymen in their own tongue. By
some the authorship of the work was attributed to

Jloses ; by others it was believed (and this theory

has lately been sustained with much ingenuity 'J)

that Moses became acquainted with the documents

during his residence in Jlidian, and that he added

the introductory and concluding chapters.

The fiict of Job's existence, and the substantial

truth of the narrative, were not likely to be denied

in this speech are in themselves exceedingly pure and

true, conceived with greater depth, and presented with

more force than in the rest of the book " (p. .320).

c This seems a sufficient answer to an objection

more likely to occur to a modern European than to a

Hebrew.

/ Stickel supposes that the Aramaic forms were

intentionally introduced by the author on account of

the Syrian descent of Elihu.

g By Dr. Lee ; see his Introduction. He accounts

thus for the use of the name niH^, found, with one

exception, only in these chapters.
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by Hebrews or Christians, considering the terms

in which the patriarch is named in the 14th of Eze-

kiel and in the Epistle of St. James (ver. 11). It

seemed to early writers incompatible with any idea

of inspiration to assume that a nan-ative, certainly

not allegorical, should be a mere fiction; and irrev-

erent to suppose that the Almighty would be in-

troduced as a speaker in an imaginary colloquy.

In the East numerous traditions (I<>wald, pp. 17, 18;

see D'Herbelot, s. v. Ayonh) about the patriarch

and his family show the deep impression made by

his character and calamities : these traditions may
possibly have been derived from the book itself;

but it is at least equally probable that they had an

independent origin. We ai'e led to the same con-

clusion by the soundest principles of criticism.

Ewald says {Kinl. p. 1.5) most truly, "The inven-

tion of a history without foundation in facts— the

creation of a person, represented as having a real

historical existence, out of the mere head of the

poet— is a notion so entirely alien to the spirit of

all antiquity, that it only began to develo]) itself

gradually in the latest epoch of the literature of

any ancient people, and in its complete form belongs

only to the most modern times." In the canonical

books there is not a. trace of any such invention.

Of all people the Hebrews were the least likely to

mingle the mere creations of imagination with the

sacred records reverenced as the peculiar glory of

their race.

This principle is corroborated by special argu-

ments. It is, to say the least, highly improbable

that a Hebrew, had he invented such a character

as that of Job, should have represented him as be-

longing to a race which, though descended from

a common ancestor, was never on friendly, and

generally on hostile, terms with his own people.

Uz, the residence of Job, is in no way associated

with Israelitish history, and, apart from the patri-

arch's own history, would have no interest for a

Hebrew. The names of most persons introduced

have no meaning connected with the part attriliu-

ted to them in the narrative. The name of Job

himself is but an apparent exception. According

to most critics 21*S is derived from 3**^, infhi-

SMS fidt, and means " cruelly or hostilely treated;
"

according to others (Ewald and IJosenmiiller) of

high authority it may signify "a true penitent,"

corresponding to L^laf, so applied to Job, and

evidently with reference to his name, in the Koran
(Sur. 38, 44). In either case the name would give

bill a very partial view, and would indeed fail to

represent the central principle " of the patriarch's

heroic character. It is moreover far from improb-

able that the name previously borne by the hero

may have been changed in commemoration of the
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« A fictitious name would of course have meant
what the aucients supposed tliat Job must signify.

To 'ItujS ovofia VTrofAoioj roetrai, Kai ecTTtr, tos yei'eV^at

toOtof 7rpoe*cA^0i) , Jj KhrfBrivat. oTrep eyeVero. Didymus
Alexand. col. 1120, ed. Migne.

h Tliis is assumed by all the critics who believe the

details of the work to be a pure creation of the poet.

" He has represented the simple relations of patri-

archal life, and sustained the a.ssumed character of a

rich Arabian chieftain of a nomad tribe, with the

greatest truthfulness." (Ilahn.) Thus Ewald, Schlott-

mann, etc., p. 70.

c Both races probably dwelt near the land of Uz.

See Rosenm. Proll. pp. 30, 31.

event. Such was the case with Abraham. Jacob,

Joshua, and in all probability with many otlier his-

torical personages in the Old Testament. It is

worth noting, without laying much stress upon the

fact, that in a notice appended to the Alexandrian
version it is stated, " he boi-e previously the name
of Jobab; '' and that a tradition adopted by the

Jews and some Christian Fathers, identifies Job
with Jobab, prince of Edom, mentioned in Gen.
xxxvi. 33. Moreover a coincidence between the

name and the character or history of a real person

is not uncommon in any age. To this it is objected

that the resemblance in Greek does not exist in the

Hebrew— a strange assertion : 3VM and 331"'

are certainly not much less alike than 'lco/3 and

'loiySa^.

To this it uuist be added that there is a singular

air of reality in the whole narrative, such as must
either proceed naturally from a faithful adherence

to objective truth, or be the result of the most con-

summate art.'' The effect is produced partly by
the thorough consistency of all the characters,

especially that of Job, not merely as drawn in

broad strong outlines, but as developed under a
variety of most trying circumstances: partly also

by the minute and accurate account of incidents

which in a fiction would probaljly have been noted

by an ancient writer in a vague and general man-
ner. Thus we remark the mode in which the

supernatural trial is carried into execution by nat-

ural agencies— by Chaldasan and Sabean '^ robbers

— by whirlwinds common in and peculiar to the

desert— by fire— and lastly by the elephantiasis

(see Schlottmann, p. 15; Ewald, /. c. ; and Heng-
stenberg), the most formidable disease known in

the East. The disease was indeed one which the

Indians '' and most Orientals then probably believed

to be peculiarly indicative of divine wrath, and
would therefore be naturally selected by the writer

(see the analysis above). liut the .symptoms are

described so faithfully as to leave no doubt that

the writer must either have introduced them with

a view of giving an air of truthfulness to his work,

or have recorded what he himself witnessed, or

received from an exact tradition. The fornier sup-

position is confuted by the fact that the peculiar

symptoms are not described in any one siiiirle pas-

sage so as to attract the reader's attention, but are

made out by a critical and scientific examination

of words occurring here and there at intervals m
the complaints of the sutterer.c The most refined

art fails in producing such a result: it is rarely

attempted in the most artificial ages; was never

dreamed of by ancient writers, and nnist here be

regarded as a strong instance of the undesigned

coincidences whidi the soundest criticism regards

as the best evidence of genuineness and authen-

ticity in any work.

d Thus Origen, c. Cels. vi. 5, 2 ; Abulfeda, Hist.

Anteisl., t>.t>. f»i\^^.J'i P- 27, ed. Fleischer,

i'. e. his body was smitten with elephantiasis (the

7

|*ltX^)i and eaten by worms. The disease is de-

scribed by Ainslie, Transactions R. S., and Bruce.

See Ewald, p. 23.

e Ch. ii. 7, 3 ; vii. 5, 13 ; xvi. 8 ; xix. 17, 20 ; xxx.

18 ; and other passages. See the valuable remarks

of Ewald, p. 22.
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Forcible as these arguments may appear, many

critics have adopted the opinion either that the

whole work is a moral or religious apologue, or

that, upon a substratum of a few rudiniental facts

preserved by tradition, the genius of an original

thinker has raised this, the most remarkable mon-
ument of the Semitic mind. The first indications

of this opinion are found in the Talmud (Baba

Baihra., I-I-IO). In a discussion upon the age of

this book, while the Kabbins in general maintain

its historical character, Samuel Bar Nachman de-

clares his conviction " Job did not exist, and was

not a created man, but the work is a parable.""

Hai Gaon,'' a. d. 1000, who is followed by Jarchi,

alters this passage to " .Job existed and was created

to l)econie a parable." i'hey had evidently no crit-

ical ground for the change, but bore witness to the

prevalent tradition of the Hebrews. Maimonides

(Mureh Nevochim, iii. 22), with his characteristic

freedom of mind, considers it an open question of

little or no moment to the real value of the inspired

book. Kalbag, i. e. R. Levi Ben Gershom, treats

it as a philosophic work. A late Hebrew commen-

tator, Simcha Arieh (Schlottmann, p. 4), denies

the historical truth of the narrative, on the ground

that it is incredible the patriarchs of the chosen

race should be surjiassed in goodness by a child of

Edom. This is worth noting in corroboration of the

argument that such a fact was not likely to have

been invenled by an Israelite of any ^geS

Luther first suggested the theory which, in some

form or other, is now most generally received. In

his introduction to the first edition of his transla-

tion of the Bible, he speaks of the author as having

so treated the historical facts as to demonstrate the

truth that (iod alone is righteous— and in the

Tischreden (ed. Walch, torn. xxii. p. 2093), he says,

" I look upon the l)ook of .Job as a true history, yet

I do not Ijelieve that all took place just as it is

written, liut that an ingenious, pious, and lesirned

man brought it into its present form." This po-

sition was strongly attacked by Bellarniin, aud other

Roman theologians, and was afterwards repudiated

by most Lutherans. The fact that Spinoza, Gler-

icus [Le Clerc], Du Pin, and Father Simon, held

nearly the same opinion, the first denying, and the

others notoriously holding low views of the inspira-

tion of Scripture, had of course a tendency to bring

it into disrepute. J. D. Michaelis first revived the

old theory of Bar Nachman, not upon critical but

dogmatic grounds. In a mere history, the opinions

or doctrines enounced by ,Iob and his friends could

have no dogmatic authority ; whereas if the whole

book were a pure ins|)iration, the strongest argu-

ments could be deduced from them on behalf of the

great truths of the resurrection and a future judg-

ment, which, though implied in other early books,

are nowhere so distinctly inculcated. The arbitrary

character of such reasoning is obviotis. At present

no critic doubts that the narrative rests on facts,

although the prevalent opinion among continental

scholars is certainly that in its form and general

" bwi2 wbs S-Q3 wbi n'^n sb svw
nTl. Mns/ial has a much wider signification than

parable, or any English synonym.
b Ewaia and Dukes's Bfitrage, iii. 165.

c Theodorus of Mopsuestia stands alone in denying

the inspiration, while he admits the historical char-

acter of the book, which he asserted, in a passage

condemned at the second Council of Constantinople,

to be replete with statements derogatory to God, aud
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features, in its reasonings and representations of

character, the book is a work of creative genius.

The question, however, cannot be settled, nor

indeed thoroughly understood, without reference to

other arguments by which critics have endeavored

to determine the date at which the work was com-
pleted in its present form, and the circumstances

under which it was composed. We proceed, there-

fore, to consider—
IV. T/ie proljdble Age, Country, and Position of

the Author.— The law/uatie alone does not, as some
have asserted, supply any decisive test as to the date

of the composition. Critics of the last century gen-

erally adopted the opinion of A. Schultens (Prtef.

ad libruiii Jobi), who considered that the indications

of external influences were best accounted for on

the supposition that the book was written at a very

early period, before the different branches of the

Semitic race had completely formed their distinct

dialects. The fact that the language of this work
approaches far more nearly to the Arabic than any
other Hebrew production was remarked by .Jerome

and is recognized by the soundest critics. On the

other hand, there are undoubtedly many Aramaic
words,'' and grammatical forms, which some critics

have regarded as a strong proof that the writers

nnist have lived during, or even after the Captivity.

At present this hypothesis is universally given up
as untenable. It is proved (Ewald, Iterian, Schlott-

mann, and Kosegarten) that there is a radical dif-

ference between the Aramaisms of the later Hebrew
writings and those found in the l)ook of .Job. These

latter are, without an excejrfion, such as charac-

terize the antique and highly poetic style; they

occur in parts of the Pentateuch, in the Song of

Deborah, in the earliest Psalms, and the Song of

Solomon, all of which are now admitted even- by

the ablest rationalistic critics to be among the ear-

liest and purest productions of Hebrew literature.'^

So far as any argument can be drawn from idiom-

atic peculiarities, it may be regarded as a settled

point that the book was written long before the

exile (see some good oliservations by Hiivernick,

/. c. ) ; while there is alisolutely nothing to j'i'ove a

later date than the Pentateuch, or even those parts

of the Pentateuch which appear to belong to the

patriarchal age.

This impression is borne out by the style. All

critics have recognized its grand archaic character.

Firm, compact, sonorous as the ring of a pure

metal, severe and at times rugged, yet always dig-

nified and majestic, the language belongs altogether

to a period when thought was slow, but profound

and intensely concentrated, when the weighty and

oracular sayings of the wise were wont to be en-

graved upon rocks with a pen of iron and in char-

acters of molten lead (see xix. 24). It is truly a

lapidary style, such as was natural only in an age

when writing, though known, was rarely used, before

language had acquired clearness, fluency, and flex-

ibility, but lost much of its freshness and native

force. Much stress has been laid upon the fact

such as could only proceed from a vain and ignorant

heathen. Aben Ezra, among the Jews, maintamed the

same opinion.

<l A list is given by Lee, p. 50. See also Havemick,

Iiilroil. to O. T. p. 176, Eng. Trans.

c Kenan's good taste and candor here, as elsewhere,

neutralize his rationjilistic tendency. In the Histnire

(Jes LaiigiifS Semitir/iiea, ed. 1857, he held that the

Aramaisms indicate a very late date ; in the preface

to Job he has adopted the opinion here expressed.
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that the book bears a closer resemblance to the

Proverbs of Solomon than to any other Hebrew

work (see especially Kosenmiiller, Proll. p. 38).

This is true to a remarkable extent with regard to

the thoughts, words, and forms of expression, while

the metre, which is somewhat peculiar and strongly

marked," is almost identical. Hence it has been

inferred that the composition belongs to the Solo-

monian era, or to the period between Solomon and

Hezekiah, by whose orders, as we are expressly in-

formed, a great part of the book of Proverbs was

compiled. But the argument loses much of its

force when we consider that Solomon did not merely

invent the proverbs, Ijut collected the most ancient

and curious sayings of olden times, not only of the

Hebrews, but probably of other nations with whom
he had extensive intercourse, and in whose philos-

ophy he is supposed, not without good reason, to

have taken deep interest, even to the detriment of

his religious principles (see Uenan's Job, p. xxiii. )

;

while those proverbs which he invented himself

would as a matter of course be cast in the same

metrical form and take an archaic character.

Again, there can be little doubt that the passages

in which the resemblance is most complete and

striking, were taken from one book by the author

of the other, and adapted, according to a Hebrew

custom common among the prophets, to the special

purposes of his work. On comparing these pas-

sages, it seems impossil)le to deny that they be-

longed in the first instance to the book of .lob,''

where they are in thorough harmony with the

tenor of the argument, and have all the character-

istics of the author's genius. Taking the resem-

blance as a fact, we are entitled to conclude that

we have in Job a comjiosition not later than the

most ancient proverbs, and certainly of much earlier

date than the entire book.

The extent to which the influence of this book

is perceptible in the later literature of the Hebrews

is a sulyect of great interest and importance; but

it has not yet been thoroughly investigated. Hii-

vernick has a few good renr.irks in his general /n-

trodudion to the Old Testament, § 3t). Dr. Lee

{Iiitrod. section vii.) has led the way to a more

complete and searching inquiry by a close examina-

tion of five chapters, in which he produces a vast

numlier of parallel passages from the Pentateuch

(which he holds to be contemporary with the Intro-

duction, and of a later date tlian the rest of the

book), from Ruth, Sanuiel, the Psalms, Proverbs,

Ecclesiastes, Isaiah, .Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Hosea, Joel,

Amos, Micah, and Nahum, all of which are probaV)ly,

and some of them demonstrably, copied from Job.

a Each verse, with very few exceptions, consists of

two parallel members, and each member of three

words : when that number is exceeded, it is owing to

the particles or subordinate words, which are almost

always so combined as to leave only three tones in

each member (Schlottmaun, p. G8).

'' See Rosenmiiller, Prnlt. p. 40. Even Renan, who
believes that Job was written aftrr the time of Solo-

mon, holds that the description of Wisdom (ch. xxviii
)

is the orii>inat source of the idea which we find in

Proverbs (chs. viii-, ix.).

c See some excellent remarks by Renau. p. xxxvii.

<1 The Makamat of H.iriri, and the life of Tiniour

by Arabshah, in Arabic, the works of I^ycopliron in

Greek, are good examples. Somewhat of this char-

acter may perhaps be found in the last chapters of

Ecclesiastes, while it is conspicuous in the apocryphal

books of Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus, and Baruch. In-
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Considerable weight must also be attaoJied to

the fivct that Job is far more remarkable for obscu-

rity than any Hebrew writing.<^' There is an ol)-

scurity which results from confusion of thought,

from carelessness and inaccuracy, or from studied

involutions and artiflcial combination of metaphors

indicating a late age.'' But when it is owing to

obsolete words, intense concentration of thought

and language, and incidental allusions to long-for-

gotten traditions, it is an all but infallible proof of

primeval antiquity. Such are precisely the diffi-

culties in this book. The enormous mass of notes

which a reader must wade through, before he can

feel himself competent to decide upon the most

prol)able interpretation of a single chapter,'^ proves

that tills book stands apart from all other produc-

tions of the Hebrews, belongs to a difttjrent epoch,

and, in accordance with the surest canons of crit-

icism, to an earlier age.

We arrive at the same conclusion from consider-

ing the institutions, manners, and historical facts

described or alluded to in this book. It must be

borne in mind that no ancient writer ever succeeded

in reproducing the manners of a past age;/ to use

the words of M. Kenan, " antiquity had not an

idea of what we call local coloring." The attempt

was never made by any Hebrew; and the age of

any writer can be positively determined when we
know the date of the institutions and customs which

he describes. Again it is to the last degree improb-

al)le (being without a precedenfi or parallel) that an

ancient authors should intentionally and success-

fully avoid all reference to historical occurrences,

and to changes in religious forms or doctrines of a

date posterior to that of the events whicli he nar-

rates. These points are now generally recognized,

but they have rarely been applied with consistency

and candor by commentators on this book.

In the first place it is distinctly admitted that

from the beginning to the end no reference what-

ever is made to the Mosaic law, or to any of the

peculiar institutions of Israel, '' or to the great car-

dinal events of the national history after the Ex-

odus. It cannot be proved ' that such reference

was unlikely to occur in coimection with the argu-

ment. The sanctions and penalties of the Law, if

known, could scarcely have been passed over by the

opponents of Job, while the deliverance of Israel

and the overthrow of the Egyptians supplied ex-

actly the examples which they required in order to

silence the complaints and answer the arguments

of Job. The force of this argument is not affected

by the answer that other books written long after

the establishment of the Mosaic ritu.al contain few

stances in our own literature will occur to every

reader.

e The airaf Keyuixeva, and passages of which the

interpretation is wholly a matter of conjecture, far

surpass those of any portion of the 0. T.

/ This is true of the Greek dramatists, and of the

greatest original writers of our own, and indeed of

every country before the 18th century.

H In fact, scarcely one work of fiction exists in

which a searching criticism does not detect anachron-

isms or inconsistencies.

ft See Renan, p. xvi. It should be noted that even

the word min, so common in every other book,

especially in those of tlie post-Davidic age, occurs only

once in Job (xxii. 22), and then not in the special of

technical signification of a received code.

i See, on the other side, Pareau ap. Rosemu.
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or no allusions to those institutions or events. The
statement is inaccurate. In each of the books spe-

cified « tliere are abundant traces of the Law. It

was not to be expected that a complete view of the

Levitieal rites, or of historical facts U]iconnected

with the subject-matter of those works, could be

derived from them; but they abound in allusions

to customs and notions peculiar to the Hebrews
trained under the Law, to the services of the Tab-

ernacle or Temple, and they aU recognize most dis-

tinctly the existence of a sacerdotal system, whereas

our author ignores, and therefore, as we may rea-

sonably conclude, was unacquainted with any forms

of religious service, save those of the patriarchal age.

Ewald, whose judgment in this case will not be

questioned,'' asserts very positively that in all the

description^ of manners and customs, domestic,

social, and political, and even in the indirect allu-

sions and illustrations, the genuine coloring of the

age of Job, that is of the period between Abraham
and jMoses, is very faithfully observed ; that all his-

torical examples and allusions are taken exclusively

from patriarchal times, and that there is a com-

plete and successful avoidance of direct reference to

later occurrences,'^ which in his opinion may have

been known to the writer. All critics concur in

extolling the fresh, antique simplicity of manners

described in this book, the geimine air of the wild,

free, vigorous life of the desert, the stamp of hoar

antiquity, and the thorough consistency in the

development of characters, equally remarkable for

originality and force. There is ^n absolute con-

trast between the manners, thoughts, and feelings,

and those which characterized the Israelites during

the monarcbical period ; while whatever difference

exists between the customs of the older patriarchs

as described in Genesis and those of .lob's family

and associates, is accounted for by the progress of

events in the intervening period. The chieftain

lives in considerable splendor and dignity; menial

offices, such as commonly devolved u])on the elder

patriarchs and their children, are now performed

by servants, between whom and the family the dis-

tinction appears to be more strongly marked. Job

visits the city frequently, and is there received with

high respect as a prince, judge, and distinguished

waiTior (xxix. 7-9). There are allusions to courts

of judicature, written indictments,'' and regular

forms of procedure (xiii. 20, and xxxi. 28). Men
had begun to observe and reason upon the phe-

nomena of nature, and astronomical observations

were connected with curious speculations upon

primeval traditions. We read (xx. lo, xxiii. 10,

xxvii. 16, 17, xxviii. 1-21) of mining operations,

great buildings, ruined sepulchres, perhaps even of

sculptured figures of the dead,'' and there are

o M. Renan says: "On s'etonnait de ne trouver

dans le livre de .Job aucune trace des prescriptions

uiosaiques. Mais on n"en trouve pas davantage dans

le livre des Proverbes, dans rhistoire des .luges et des

premiers Rois, et en general dans les ecrivains ante-

ricurs a la derniere epoquc du royaume de Juda."

It must be remembered tliat this writer denies the

authenticity of the Pentateuch.
b EiiUeitung, p. 57. M. Renan, Hahn, Schlott-

mann, and other critics, agree fully mth this opinion.

c The entire disappearance of the.bushmeu (.lob

xxxi 4-7) belongs to a very early age. Ewald supposes

them to have been descendants of the Horites ; and
Schlottmann (p. 15) observes, truly, that the writer

must have known them from his own observation.

This throws us of course back to the Mosaic age.
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throughout copious allusions to the natural pro-

ductions and the arts of Egypt. Great revolutions

had occurred within the time of the writer; nations

once independent had been overthrown, and whole

races reduced to a state of misery and degradation.

All this might be expected, even supposing the

work to have been written before or near the date

of the Exodus. The communications with Egypt
were frequent, and indeed uninterrupted during the

patriarchal age, and in that country each one of

the customs upon which most reliance is placed as

indicating a later, date is now proved to have been

common long before the age of INIoses (see Lepsius,

Schlottmann, p. 107). Moreover, there is sufhcient

reason to believe that under favorable circumstances

a descendant of Abraham, who was himself a war-

rior, and accustomed to meet princes on terms of

equality, would at a very early age acquire the

habits, position, and knowledge which we admire in

Job. He was the head of a great family, success-

ful in war, prosperous in peace, supplied abundantly

with the necessaries of hfe, and enjoying many of

its luxuries ; he lived near the great cities on the

ICuphrates/ and Tigris, and on the route of the

caravans which at the remotest periods exchanged
the productions of Egypt and the far East, and had
therefore abundant opportunities of procuring in-

formation from those merchants, supposing that he

did not himself visit a country so full of interest to

a thoughtful mind.

Such a progress in civilization may or may not

be admitted by historical critics to be probable

within the limits of time thus indicated, but no
positive historical fact or allusion can be produced

I'rom the book to prove that it could not have been

written before the time of Moses. The single ob-

jection (Kenan, p. 40) which presents any difficulty

is the mention of the t'haldseans in the introductory

chapter. It is certain that they appear first in

Hebrew history about the year B. c. 770. But the

name of Chesed, the ancestor of the race, is found

in the genealogical table in Genesis (xxii. 22), a

fact quite sufficient to prove the early existence of

the people as a separate tribe. It is highly prob-

able th.at an ancient race bearing that name in

Curdistan (see Xenoph. Cyr. iii. 1, § 34; Anab.

iv. 3, § 4, v. 5, § 17) was the original source of the

nation, who were there trained in predatory habits,

and accustomed, long before their appearance in

history, to make excursions into the neighboring

deserts ; 'J a view quite in harmony with the part

assigned to them in this book.

The arguments which have induced the generality

of modern critics to .assign a Later date to this book,

notwithstanding their concurrence in most of the

points and principles which we have just considered,

d Known in Egypt at any early period (Diod. Sic. i.

p. 75).

e Ch. xxi. 32. The interpretation is very doubtful.

/ The remarkable treatise by Chwolsohn, Utber die

Ueberreste der Bnbi/loniscJien Litirntur in Arubischcn

Uehersetztinsen, proves an advance in mental culti-

vation in those regions at a far earlier age, more
than sufficient to answer every objection of this na-

ture.

a This is no'w generally admitted. See M. Renan,
Histoire Generate des I-anguts Scviitiqiies, ed. 1858,

p. 56. He says truly that thej' were " redoutes dans

tout I'Orient pour leurs brigandages " (p. 65). See

also Chwolsohn, Die Ssabin, vol. i. p. 312. Ur of the

Chaldaeans was undoubtedly so named because it was

founded or occupied by that people.
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may be reduced to two heads, which we will now
examine separately: —

1. We are told that the doctrinal system is con-

siderably in advance of the Mosaic ; in fact that it

is the result of a recoil from tlie stern, narrow dog-

matism of the Pentateuch, Here of course there

can be no coniniou ground between those who
admit, and those who secretly or openly deny the

authenticity and inspiration of the Mosaic writings.

Still even rationalistic criticism cannot show, whac

it so confidently assumes, that there is a demon-
strable difference in any essential point between the

principles recognized in Genesis and those of our

author. The absence of all recognition of the

peculiar views and institutions first introduced or

develoijed in the Law has been already shown to be

an evidence of an earlier date— all that is really

proved is that the elementary truths of primeval

revelation are represented, and their consequences

developed under a great variety of striking and
original forms— a fact sufficiently accounted for by
the highly thoughtful character of the book, and
the' undoubted genius of the writer (comp. Job x.

9; Gen. iii. 19; Isa. xxvii. 3; Gen. ii. 7, vii. 22;

Job xxii. 15, 16, with the account of the deluge).

In Genesis and in this work we have the same
theology; the attributes of the Godhead are iden-

tical. Man is represented in all his strength and
in all his weakness, glorious in capacities, but infirm

and impure in his actual condition, with a soul and
spirit allied to the eternal, but with a physical con-

stitution framed from the dust to which it )nust

return. The writer of .Tob knows just so much of

the fall of Adam and the early events of man's his-

tory, including the deluge (xxii. l.'i, IfJ), as was
likely to Ije preser\ed by tradition in all the families

descended from Shem. And with reference to those

points in which a real progress was made by the

Israelites after the time of Jloses, the position from

which this writer starts is precisely that of the law-

giver. One great problem of tlie book is the recon-

ciliation of unmerited suffering with the love and
justice of God. In the prophets and psalms the

subject is repeatedly discussed, and receives, if not

a complete, yet a substantially satisfactory settle-

ment in connection with the great doctrines of

Messiah's kingdom, priesthood, sufferings, and sec-

ond advent, involving the resurrection and a future

judgment. In the book of Job, as it has been
shown, there is no indication that the question had
previously been raised. The answers given to it

are evidently elicited by the discussions. Even in

the discourse of Elihu, in which the nearest ap-

proach to the full development of the true theory

of providential dispensations is admitted to be found,

and which indeed for that very reason has been

suspected of interpolation, there is no sign that the

writer knew those characteristics of Messiah which
from the time of David were continually present to

the mind of tlie Israelites.

Again it is said that the representation of angels,

and still more specially of Satan, belongs to a later

epoch. Some have even asserted that the notion

must have been derived from Persian or Assyrian
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« To the epoch of the Aohasmenidas.
f> See Renan, p. xxxix. This was previously pointed

out by Herder.
c Dr. Lee (fiitrodnrtion to Job, p. 13) observes that

although Satan is not named in Genesis, yet the char-

acter which that name implies is clearly intimated

Id the words, "I wHl put enmity (HS'^M) between

mythology. That hypothesis is now geife^ally re-

jected— on the one hand it would fix a fiir later

date « for the composition than any critic of the
least authority would now assign to the book ; on
the other it is pro\ed ^ that Satan bears no resem-
blance to Ahriman; he acts only by permission
from God, and differs from the angels not in essence
but in chai-acter. It is true that Satan is not
named in the Pentateuch, but there is an exact
correspondence between the characteristics of the
malignant and envious accuser in this book and
those of the enemy of man and God, whicli are

developed in the history of the Fall.'-' The appella-

tion of " sons of God " is peculiar to this book and
that of Genesis.

It is also to be remarked that no charge of idol-

atry is brought against Job by his opponents when
enumerating all the crimes which tliey can imagine
to account for his calamities. The only allusion

to the subject (xxxi. 2(3) refers to the earliest form
of false religion known in tlie East.'' To an Israelite,

living after the introduction of heathen rites, such
a charge was the very first which would have sug-
gested itself, nor can any one satisfactory reason be
assigned for the omission.

2. Nearly all modern critics, even those who
admit the inspiration of the author, agree in the
opinion that the composition of the whole work, the

highly systematic development of the plot, and the
philosophic tone of thought indicate a considerable

progress in mental cultivation far beyond what can,

with any show of probability, be supposed to have
existed liefore the age of Solomon. We are told

indeed that such topics as are here introduced occu-

pied men's minds for the first time when schools

of philosopliy were formed under tlie influence of

that prince. Such assertions are easily made, and
resting on no tangible grounds, they are not easily

disproved. It should, however, be remarked that

the persons introduced in this book lielong to a
country celeljrated for wisdom in the earliest times

;

insomuch that the writer who speaks of those

schools considers that the jieculiarities of the Sol-

omonian writings were derived from intercourse

with its inhabitants (Renan, pp. xxiii.-xxv.). The
book of Job differs from those writings chiefly in

its greater earnestness, vehemence of feeling, vivacity

of imagination, and free independent inquiry into

the principles of divine government ; characteristics

as it would seem of a primitive race, acquainted

only with the patriarchal form of religion, rather

than of a scholastic age. There is indeed nothing
in the composition incompatible with the Mosaic
age, admitting (what all rationalistic critics who
assign a later date to this book deny) the authen-

ticity and integrity of the Pentateuch.

We should attach more weight to the argument
derived from the admirable arrangement of the

entire book (Schlottmann, p. 108), did we not

remember how completely the same course of

reasoning misled the acutest critics in the case of

the Homeric poems. There is a kind of artifice in

style and arrangement of a subject wliieh is at once

recognized as an infallilile indication of a highly

thee and him." The couneetion between this word
and the name of Job is perhaps more than an acci-

dental coincidence.

<' The worship of the moon was introduced into

Mesopotamia, probably in the earliest a,i;e. by the

Aryans. See Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier, i. p. 313.
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'"iltivated or declining literature. This, however,

t/ifters essentially from the harmonious and majestic

simplicity of form, and the natural development of

a great thought which characterize the first grand

productions of genius in every nation, and produce

so powerful an impression of reality as well as of

grandeur in every unprejudiced reader of the book

of Job.

These considerations lead of course to the con-

clusion that the book must have been written before

the promulgation of the Law, by one speaking the

Hebrew language, and thoroughly conversant with

the traditions preserved in the family of Abraham.

Whether the writer had access to original docu-

ments" or not is mere matter of conjecture; but it

can scarcely be doubted that he adhered very closely

to the accounts, whether oral or written, which he

received.

It would be a waste of time to consider the ar-

guments of those who hold that the writer lived

near the time of the Captivity — that view is now
all I lut universally repudiated: but one hypothesis

which has l)een lately brought forward (by Stickel,

who is followed by Schlottmann), and supported

by ver}' ingenious arguments, deserves a more spe-

cial notice. It meets some of the objections which

have been here adduced to the prevalent opinion of

modem critics, who maintain that the writer must

have lived at a period when the Hebrew language

and literature had attained their full developn)eiit

;

wliile it accounts in a satisfactory manner for some

of the most striking peculiarities of the book. That

sui)position is, that .Job may have been written after

the settlement of the Israelites by a dweller in the

south of .Judsea, in a district immediately bordering

upon the Idumean desert. The inhabitants of that

district were to a consideralile extent isolated from

the rest of the nation: their attendance at the fes-

tivals and ordinances of the Tabernacle and of the

Temple before the time of the later kings was pi'ob-

ably rare and irregular, if it were not altogether

interrupted during a long period. In that case it

would be natural that the author, while recognizing

and enforcing the fundamental principles of religion,

should be sparing in allusions to the sanctions or

ol)servances of the Law. A resident in that district

would have peculiar opportunities of collecting the

varied and extensive inftirination which was pos-

sessed by the author of .Job. It was not far from

the country of Eliphaz; and it is probable that the

intercourse with all the races to which the persons

named in the book belonged was frequent during

the early years of Israelitish history. The caravans

of Tenia and Sheba (.Job vi. 1'.)) crossed there in

a route much frequented by merchants, and the

communications with Egypt were of course regular

and uninterrupted. A man of wealth, station, and

cultivated mind, such as we cannot dovsbt the au-

thor must have Jieen, would either learn from con-

versation with merchants the peculiarities to which

he so frequently alludes, or, as is highly prol)able,

he would avail himself of the opportunity thus

afforded of visiting that country, of all the most

interesting to an ancient. The local coloring, so

strikingly characteristic of this book, and so evi-

dently natural, is just what might be expected from

« The most skeptical critics admit that the Israel-

ites had written documents in the age of Moses. See

E. Kenan, Hisloire dex LaiisfUfS Scmitigues, p. 116.

ft E. g. nSna for 227nD, vl. S; PpDlli for
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such a writer: the families in Southern Palestine,

even at a later age, lived very much after the man-
ner of the patriarchs; and illustrations derived

from the free, wild', vigorous hfe of the desert, and

the customs of pastoral tribes, would spontaneously

suggest themselves to his mind. The people appear

also to have been noted for freshness and originality

of mind — qualities seen in the woman of Tekoah,

or still more remarkably in Amos, the poor and
unlearned herdman, also of Tekoah. It has also

been remarked that Amos seems to have known
and imitated the book of .Job (comp. Am. iv. 13,

V. 8, ix. 6, with Job ix. 8, 9, xxxviii. 31, xii. 15;

Schlottmann, p. 109): a circumstance scarcely to

be explained, considering the position and imper-

fect education of that prophet, excepting on the

supposition that for some reason or other this book

was peculiarly popular in that district. Some
weight may also be attached to the obsenation

(Stickel, p. 276; Schlottmann, p. Ill) that the

dialectic peculiarities of Southern Palestine, espe-

cially the softening of the aspirates and exchanges

of the sibilants, resemble the few divergences * from

pure Hebrew which are noted in the book of Job.

The controversy about the authorship cannot

ever be finally settled. From the introduction it

may certainly be inferred that the writer lived many
years after the death of Job. From the strongest

internal evidence it is also clear that he must either

have composed the work before the Law was pro-

mulgated,' or under most peculiar circumstances

which exempted him from its influence. The for-

mer of these two suppositions has nothing against

it excepting the arguments, which have lieen shown

to be far from conclusive, derived from language,

composition, and indications of a high state of

mental cultivation and general civilization. It has

every other ar£;ument in its favor, while it is free

from the great, and surely insuperable, difficulty

that a devout Isi'aelite, deeply interested in all re-

ligious speculations, should ignore the doctrines

and institutions which were the peculiar glory of

his nation : a supposition which, in addition to its

intrinsic improbability, is scarcely consistent with

any sound view of the inspiration of holy writ.

A complete li.st and fair estimate of all the pre-

ceding commentators on Job is given by Kosen-

miiller {Kknclnis Interpp. Jobi, 1824). The best

rabbinical commentators are— Jarchi, in the 12th

century; Aben Ezra, a good Arabic as well as He-
brew scholar, f A. I). 1168; Levi Ken Gershoni,

commonly known as Ralbag, | 1370; and Nach-
manides in the l.jth century. Saadia, the well-

known translator of the Pentateuch, has written a

paraphrase of .Toll, and Tanchum a good commen-
tary, both in Araliic (Ewald, Vurrech, p. xi.). The
early Fathers contributed little to the explanation

of the text; but some good remarks on the general

argument are found in ('hrysostom, Didymus Alex-

andriiius, and other Greek Fathers quoted in the

Catena" of Nicetas, edited liy Junius, London, fol.,

1G37 — a work chiefly valuable with reference to

the Alexandrian version. Ephrem Syrus has scholia,

chiefly doctrinal and practical, vol. ii., Koniae, 1740.

The translation in the Latin Vulgate by .lerome is

of great value; but the commentary ascribed to

fl~ltZ7a, Ti. 10 ; Da? "13 for DD12, V. 11 ; ^HW^

for J^nf^, vu. 16.
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him consists merely of excerpts from the work of

Pliilip, one of Jerome's disciples (see Tillemoiit,

Mem. Ecc. xii. tiljl): it is of little or no use for

the interpretation. The great work of Gregory iNI.

is practical, spiritual, or mystical, but has little

connection with the literal meaning, whicli the au-

thor does not profess to explain. Among the long

list of able and learned liomanists who ha\'e lelt

commentaries on the book, few had any knowledge

of the Hebrew language: from Caietan, Zuniga,

little can be learned; but A. Schultens speaks very

highly of I'ineda, whose commentary has passetl

through many editions. Kosenniuller says the

German translation of Job by T. A. Dere^er is one

of the best in that language. The early Protes-

tants, Bucer, Oecolampadius, and Calvin, contrib-

uted somewhat to the better understanding of the

text; but by far the best commentary of that age

is that prepared l)y C. Bertram, a disciple of Mer-
cer, after the death of his master, from his MS.
notes. This work is well worth consulting. Mercer

was a sound Hebrew scholar of lieuchlin's school,

and a man of acute discernment and excellent judg-

ment. Tlie great work of Albert Schultens on Job
(a. d. 1737 ) far surpasses all preceding and con-

temporary expositions, nor has the writer as yet

been surpassed in knowledge of the Hebrew and
cognate languages. He was the first who brought

all the resources of Aiabic literature to bear upon
the interpretation of Job. The fliult of his book

is difFuseness, especially in the statement of opin-

ions long since rejected, and uninteresting to the

student. The Ijest works of the present century

are those of Rosenmiiller, 3 vols. 182-i; and H.
Ewald, whose translation and commentary are re-

markable for accurate learning and originality of

genius, but also for contempt of all who believe in

the inspiration of Scripture. The Vorrede is most
painful in tone. The commentaries of Umlireit,

Vaihinger, Lange, Stickel, Hahn, Hirzel, L)e \\'ette,

Knobel, and Vatke are generally characterized by
diligence and ingenuity: but have for the most

part a strong rationalistic tendency, especially the

three last. The most useful analysis is to be found

in the introduction to K. Schlottmann's transla-

tion, Berlin, 18.51; but his commentary is deficient

in philological research. M. Kenan has lately given

an excellent translation in French (Z,e Lirre ile

Job, Paris, 18.51)), with an introduction, which,

notwithstanding its thoroughly skei)tical character,

shows a genial appreciation of some characteristic

excellences of this book. In England we have a

great number of translations, commentaries, etc.,

o£ various merit: among which the highest rank

must be assigned to the work of Dr. Lee, es[)e-

cially valuable for its copious illustrations from
oriental sources. F. C. C.

* The personal character of .Tob, and his senti-

ments and conduct under his afflictions, are to be

learned from the statements respecting them in tlie

introductory and concluding chapters. These are

to be taken as the complete exposition of his char-

acter and conduct. The whole is summed up in

his memorable words (ch. i. 21), "The Lord gave,

and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the

name of the Ix)rd."

The poetical portion, intervening between the

introductory and concluding chapters, is the in-

spired writer's own discussion of the topics therein

eonsidered, u!ider the names of Job and his friends.

His immediate object, in this instructive discussion,

b to exhibit, in strongest contrast, the antagonistic
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views suggested by observation of the niwal gov-

ernment of God, in order to deduce from them the

only practical lessons which that observation can
teach, or is capable of comprehending. Hence he

gives to these conflicting views the freest scope and
the most impassioned expression, so as to exhibit

their antagonisms in the strongest light. To im-
pute to Job, personally, sentiments which the writer

himself desired to express through one of the par-

ties in the discussion, would be no less absurd, than

it would be to regard the sublime [xietry of this

book as the verbatim report of an actual debate.

But what is the oliject of the book, and what
are the lessons which it teaches ? To say (as

aljove, p. 1400, col. 1) that the problem is, "Can
goodness exist irrespective of reward," is to ignore

the greater part of the discussion ; for it takes a

for wider range than this. It is justly said (on p.

1403, col. 2) that the object of the calamities in-

flicted on Job was "to try his sincerity;" Imt

this throws no light on the olject of the book and
its discussions, to which the sutterings of Job only

furnished the occasion.

Nor can it be said (as on p. 1404, col. 1) that

the object is, " to show the effects of calamity,

in its worst and most awful form, upon a truly

religious spirit." If this were the object, it was
already attained in the record of Job's conduct

given in the two introductory chapters. It is seen

in his tender and faithful expostulation with his

erring wife (ch. ii. 10), "shall we receive good at

the hand of God, and shall we not receive evil'?"

It is expressed in his grateful and submissive recog-

nition of Ciod's hand, in what he gives and what

he withholds (ch. i. 21), " The Lord gave, and the

Lord hath taken awa}'; blessed be the name of the

Lord." Here is seen "the effect of calamity on a

truly religious spirit; " and in all ages of the church

it has been justly regarded as the highest and fullest

attainment of the religious life. (Compare James
V. 11.) This, moreover, is the historical record of

Jol)'s calamities, and of their effect on him. The
poetical discussion, which follows, is of quite an-

other character, and has a very different object.

The discussion, on the part of the human dispu-

tants, covers all which observation can attain, re-

specting the moral government of God, aiid (includ-

ing the discourses of Elihu) the uses of adversity.

But all fails to solve the great problem of the

divine government, in view of the apparently in-

discriminate distribution of happiness and misery

to the good and evil among men. jNIany facts of

human life are correctly stated, as all experience

proves, and nmch also that is false; many princi-

ples are avowed, that are true and just and salu-

tary, as well as many that are false and injurious.

The whole discussion is instructive, iis exhibiting

the various aspects under which the divine govern-

ment may be viewed ; and especially as showing

tlie conflicts which may agitate the breast even of

the good man, in view of the strange and unex-

plained distribution of good and evil in this life.

It is no solution of the problem, that this life is

fragmentary; that all will be rightly adjusted in

another state of existence. For if it will be just

to make the distinction there between right and

wrong, why is it not made here ? «

« * A very interesting and instructive discussion of

tills problem in one of it« aspeots, as it presented it

self to the mind of an iutelligeut and retiectiug hea

then, is given in Plutarch's treatise " On the Delay of
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By a skillful manoeuvre, another disputant is now

introduced. An important, though a subordinate,

view of the suliject still remained, which could not

be considered in connection with the topics of the

preceding discussion. To have presented it in tlie

person of one equal or superior in age to those who
had already spoken, would have given to him the

appearance of an umpire, and to his views an im-

portance not at all deserved; for they do not pene-

trate to the heart of the subject, and only offer cer-

tain practical suggestions, which might occur to a

superficial observer, but are worthy to be taken into

account. In the final arbitrament, they are passed

over in silence, as something aside from the main
issue. It is to a young man, therefore, that this

part is fitly assigned ; and with admirable skill he

is made to speak in character, both in the views

ascribed to him, and in the manner of expressing

them.

According to this speaker, the divine judgments
are corrective in their design ; the chastisement of

a wise and tender parent, seeking to reclaim a way-

ward child. Such chastisement is an index, there-

fore, of the moral state of its subject. It must be

graduated, consequently, to the necessities of the

case, and its severity is an exact measure of the

moral desert of the recipient. The view neces-

sarily assumes, that a great sufferer must have

been a great sinner; and con.sequeiitly that Job,

contrary to the whole tenor of his outward life, and

to the express testimony of the Searcher of the

heart, must have been secretly as eminent in sin as

he was now in suffering.

Human wisdom is thus shown to be utterly at

fault, in its ettbrts to comprehend the mystery of

God's government on earth. Is there, then, no

help'? Is there no rest for the human spirit, no

stable ground of trust and confiding submission,

where it may find secure repose V

The sacred writer now breaks off the discussion,

which has reached no satisfactory result, by the

sudden manifestation of the Deity in the terrors of

the storm. As the office had been assigned to Job
of refuting the false assumptions of the three friends,

and of boldly questioning the rectitude of the di-

vine government, the answer of God is addressed

dii'ectly to him. This answer demands special

attention, as the key to the design and instructions

of the 1 lOok. That it is so, is clear ; for why should

the Deity be introduced at all, except as the su-

preme Arbiter, to whom the final decision is

assigned ? The introduction of the Almighty,

the supreme Judge of all, for any less purpose,

would have been a gross violation of every rule of

propriety in composition, and one with which the

author of a work so perfect in design and execu-

tion should not be charged."

These sublime discourses are justly regarded as

the most fitting reply, on the part of the Su|)reme

Ruler and Judge, to the presumptuous charges

against his moral government. I hey do not con-

descend to vindicate his ways, or attempt to make
them intelligible to finite comprehension. But they

furnish overwhelming proofs, from the vast system

the Deity in punishing the wicked ;
" the Greek text,

with notes, by Profs. Hackett and Tyler, 1867.

T. J. C.

a * It is one of the strange incongruities of Heng-

Btenberg's theory of the design and teachings of the

book, that tbe Almighty is made to appear, simply for

\he purpose of indorsing the opinions of the youthful
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of Nature and Providence, of infinite power, wis-

dom, and goodness; and in these the grounds for

the firm belief, that He governs aright the worlds

which he has made, and that for those who confide

in him it is safe to trust him.

From this brief analysis, the subject of the book

appears to be, The Mystery of God's Prov-
idential Government over Men. In the

treatment of it, the sacred writer shows first, the

difficulties which it presents to the finite mind,

and the conflicting views and false conclusions of

the human spirit, in its attempts to reconcile them

;

and secondly, the true position of man, in refer-

ence to the Eternal and Infinite.

The important lessons of the book are expressed

in the following propositions:''—
1. The apparently arbitrary distribution of the

good and evil of this life is not the result of chance

or caprice. God, the Creator and Judge of all,

presides over and controls the affairs of earth. His
providential care extends to all bis creatures. He
has the power to restrain or chastise wrong, and
avenge suffering innocence; and this power he uses,

when and how he will.

2. The government of the world belongs, of

right, to Him who created it; whose infinite justice

can do no wrong: whose perfect wisdom and love

devise only what is best ; whose omniscience can-

not err in the choice of means ; who is infinite in

power, and does all his pleasure.

3. To know this is enough for man; and more
than this he cannot know. God can impart to

him no more; since omniscience alone can com-
prehend the pur[)oses and plans of the Infinite.

4. Man's true position is implicit trust in the

infinitely Wise, Just, and Good, and submission

to his will. Here alone the finite comes into har-

mony with the Infinite, and finds true peace; for

if it refuses to trust, until it can comprehend, it

must be in eternal discord with God and with

itself.

Such are the grand and imposing teachings of

this book. They have never been set aside or

superseded. The ages have not advanced a step

beyond them ; nor is the obligation or the neces-

sity less now than then, of this implicit trust of

the finite in the Infinite.*^

Many objections have been raised against the

genuineness of the discourses of Elihu (chs. xxxii.-

xxxvii.). 'J'hey are of little weight, however, ex-

cept those drawn from certain peculiarities of lan-

guage, namely, in rcords, in Jwms ami siijnijica-

ticms of words, and in cons/ructions and phrases.

A careful examination shows that these alleged

peculiarities are less numerous than has been sup-

posed. But few of them are really characteristic

of Elihu's manner; and these may justly be re-

garded as intentional on the part of the author,

who distinguishes each of the speakers by peculiar

modes of thought and expression. The writer has

given {Book of Job, Part First, Introduction, pp.

viii.-x.) a list of all these alleged peculiarities, with

the reasons for their use in the connection in which

Elihu, having himself nothing to say that has any
bearing ou the subject of the discussion. T. J. C.

ft * From the writer's work on the JBook of Job,

Part Second, § 4 of the Introduction. T. J. C.

c * The theories of Ewald and Hengstenberg, on

the design and teachings of this book, are fully con-

sidered in the wrifer's work on the Book of Job, Part

First, § 2 of the Introduction. T. J.' 0.
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:hey are found ; showing that they furnish no

2vidence against the genuineness of these dis-

courses.
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JO'BAB. 1. (23V [howling, and then place

o{= desert]: [in Gen.,] 'lcu)3a/3; [in 1 Chr., Rom.
Vat. omit, Alex. Cipafx.: C'omp. Aid. 'Icoa'^:] Jo-

bab.) The lasc in order of the sons of Joktan

(Gen. X. 29; 1 Chr. i. 23). His name has not

been discovered among the Arab names of places

in Southern Arabia, where he ought to be found

with the other sons of Joktan. But Ptolemy men-
tions the 'lai^aplrai near the Sachalitoe; and Bo-
chart {Phaleg, ii. 21), followed by Salmasius and
Gesenius, suggests the reading 'Iw^a^irat, by the

common interchange of p and /3. The identifica-

tion is perhaps correct, but it has not been con-

nected with an Arab name of a tribe or place ; and

Bochart's conjecture of its being i. q. Arab. l
,
_< La-3

"a desert," etc., from ^^a.J, though regarded as

probable by Gesenius and Michaelis, seems to be

unworthy of acceptance. Kalisch ( Com. on Gen.)

says that it is, " according to the etymology, a dis-

trict in Arabia Deserta," in apparent ignorance

of the famous desert near Hadramiiwt, called the

Ahkaf, of proverbial terror; and the more exten-

sive waste on the northeast of the former, called

the "deserted quarter," Er-Ruba el-Khalee, which

is impassable in the summer, and fitter to be called

desert Arabia than the country named deserta by
the Greeks.

2. [.\lex. in Gen. xxxvi. 33, Ia))3aS; Vat. in 1

Chr., Icoa^a/S.] One of the "kings" of Edom
(Gen. xxxvi. 33, 34; 1 Chr. i. 44, 45), enumerated
after the genealogy of Esau, and Seir, and before

the phylarchs descended from Esau. [Erxm.]
He was " son of Zerah of Bozrah," and successor

of Bela, the first king on the list. It is this .lobab

whom the LXX., quoting the Syriac, identify with

Job, his father being Zerah son of Esau, and his

mother, Boadppa. E. S. P.

3. I'lai^d^.] King of Madon; one of the

northern chieftains who attempted to oppose

Joshua's conquest, and were routed by him at

Meron (Josh. xi. 1, only).

4- ClccAajS; [Vat. Comp. Aid.] Alex. 'loi/ScJ/S-)

Head of a Benjamite house (1 Chr. viii. 9).

[Jkuz.] a. C. H.

JOCH'EBED (15?'"T' [wlwse glory is Jeho-

vaJi]: 'Icoxa/SeS; [.Mex. in Num., luxa&ed'-]
Jochabed ), the wife and at tlie same time tlie aunt

of Amrani, and the mother of Moses and .\arou

(Ex. vi. 20). In order to avoid the apparent ille-

gality of the marriage between .-Vmrani and his

aunt, the LXX. and V^ulg. render the word dodah
" cousin " instead of " aunt." But this is unne-

cessary: the example of .Vbniham himself ((ien.

XX. 12) proves that in the pre-Mosaic age a gi'eater

latitude was permitted in regard to marriage than

in a later age. Moreover it is expressly stated else-

where (Ex. ii. 1; Num. xxvi. 59), that Jochebed
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was the daughter of Ixvi, and consequently sister

of Kohath, Amram's father. W. L. B.

JO'DA CloiSa; [Vat. lovSa: Vulg. omits] )
=

Judah the Levite, in a piissage which is difficult to

unravel (1 Esdr. v. 58; see Ezr. iii. 9). Some
words are probably omitted. The name elsewhere

appears in the A. V. in the forms Hodaviah (Ezr.

ii. 40), Hodevah (Neh. vii. 43), Hodijah (Neh. x.

10), and Sudias (1 Esdr. v. 26).

JO'ED ("^3?T^ [Jehovah is witness]: 'IcaciS:

Joed), a Benjamite, the son of Pedaiah (Neh. xi.

7). Two of Kennicott's MSS. read "ITW, i. e.

Joezer, and two /HV, i. e. Joel, confounding Joed

with Joel the son of Pedaiah, the Manassite. The

Syriac must have had 3?"T'1''.

JO'EL ( VSV [Jehovah is God; or whose God

is Jehovah, Gas.]: 'laii^A: Joel, and Johel). 1.

Eldest son of Samuel the prophet (1 Sam. viii. 2;

1 Chr. vi. 3-3, xv. 17), and father of Heman the

singer. He and his brotlier Abiah were made
judges in Beer-sheba when their father was old,

and no longer able to go his accui5tomed circuit.

But they disgraced both their office and their

parentage by the corrupt way in which they took

bribes and perverted judgment. Their grievous

misconduct gave occasion to the change of the con-

stitution of Israel to a monarchy. It is in the case

of Joel that the singular corruption of the text of

1 Chr. vi. 13 (28 A. V.) has taken place. Joel's

name has dropped out; and Vashni, which means
" and the second," and is descriptive of Abijah,

has l)een taken for a proper name.

2. [Johel.] In 1 Chr. vi. 36, A. V., Joel seems

to be merely a corruption of Shaul at ver. 24.

A. C. H.

3. One of the twelve minor prophets; the son

of Petlniel, or, according to the LXX., Bethuel.

Beyond this fact all is conjecture as to the personal

history of Joel. Pseudo-Epiphanius (ii. 245) re-

cords a tradition tliat he was of the tribe of lieuben,

born and buried at Beth-horon, between Jerusalem

and CcBsarea. It is most likely that he lived in

Judaea, for his commission was to Judah, as that

of Hosea had been to the ten trilies (St. Jerome,

Comment, in Joel). He exhorts the priests, and

makes frequent mention of Jndah and Jerusalem.

It has been made a question whether he were a

priest himself (Winer, iieaAt'.), but there do not

seem to lie sufficient grounds for determining it in

the affirmative, tliough some recent writers (e.
ff.

Maurice, Prophets and Ktiii/s, p. 179) have taken

this view. Many different opinions have been ex-

pressed about the date of Joel's prophecy. Oedner
has placed it in the reign of Joash. Bertholdt of

Hezekiah, Kimchi, Jahn, etc. of Manasseh, and

Calmet of .Toslah. The LXX. place Joel after

Amos and Micah. But there seems no adequate

reason for departing from the Hebrew order. The

majority of critics and commentators (Abarbanel,

Vitringa, Ilengstenberg, Winer, etc.) fix upon the

reign of Uzziah, thus making Joel nearly contem-

porary with Hosea and Amos. The principal

reasons for this conclusion, besides the order of the

books, are the special and exclusive mention of tlie

Egyptians and Edomites as enemies of Judah, no

allusion being made to the Assyrians or Baby-

lonians, who arose at a later period. Nothing, savs . —.-.>s»r

Hengsteulerg, has yet been found to overthrow this I
of the prophecy, we should render n~.'^
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conclusion, and it is confirmed on other grounds,

especially—
The nature, style, and contents of the prophecy.

— We find, what we should expect on the supposi-

tion of Joel lieing the first prophet to Judah, only

a grand outline of the whole terrible scene, which

was to be depicted more and more in detail by sub-

sequent prophets (Browne, Ordo Seed. p. 691).

The scojje, therefore, is not any particular invasion,

but the whole day of the Lord. " This book of

Joel is a type of the early Jewish prophetical dis-

course, and may explain to us what distant events

in the history of the land would expand it, and

bring fresh discoveries within the sphere of the

inspired man's vision" (Maurice, Prophets and
Khu/s, p. 179).

The proximate event to which the prophecy re-

lated was a public calamity, then impending on
Judaea, of a twofold character: want of water, and
a plague of locusts, continuing for several years.

The prophet exhorts the people to turn to God with

penitence, fasting, and prayer, and tiien (he says)

the plague shall cease, and the rain de.scend in its

season, and the land yield her accustomed fruit.

Nay, the time will be a most joyful one; for (iod,

by the outpouring of his spirit, will impart to his

worshippers increased knowledge of Himself, and

after the excision of the enemies of his people, will

extend throfigli them the blessings of true religion

to heatiien lands. Tliis is the simple argument of

the book'; only that it is beautified and enriched

with variety of ornament and pictorial description.

The style of the original is perspicuous (except

towards the end) and elegant, surpassing that of

all other prophets, except Isaiah and Habakkuk, in

sublimity.

Browne (Ordo Seed. p. 692) regards the con-

tents of the prophecy as embracing two visions, but

it is better to consider it as one connected repre-

sentation (Hengst., Winer). For its interpretation

we must observe not isolated facts of history, but

the idea. The swarm of locusts was the medium
through which this idea, " the ruin upon the

apostate cliurch." was represented to the inward

contemplation of tlie prophet. But, in one im-

)roken connection, the idea goes on to penitence,

return, blessing, outpouring of the Spirit, judg-

ments on the enemies of the Church (1 Pet. iv. 17),

final estaljlishment of God's kingdom. All prior

destructions, judgments, and victories are like the

smaller circles; the final consummation of all things,

to which the prophecy reaches, being the outmost

one of all.

The locusts of ch. ii. were regarded by many
interpreters of the last century (Lowth, Sliaw, etc.)

as figurative, and introduced by way of comparison

to a hostile army of men from tlie north country.

This view is now generally abandoned. Locusts

are spoken of in Deut. xxviii. 38 as instruments of

Divine vengeance; and the same seems implied in

.loel ii. 11, 25. IManrice (Prophets and Kini/s, p.

180) strongly maintains the literal interpretation.

And yet the plaijue contained a parable in it, which

it was the propliet's mission to imfold. llie four

kinds or swarms of locusts (i. 4) liave been sup-

posed to indicate four Assyrian invasions (Titcomb,

Bible Studies), or four crises to the chosen people

of (Jod, the Babylonian, Syro-Macedonian, Roman,

and Antichristian (Browne). In accordance with

tlie literal (and certainly the primary) interpretation
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as in our A. V., " the former rain," with Rosenm.

and the lexicographers, rather tlian " a (or tlie)

teacher of righteousness " witli marg. of A. V.,

Hengst., and others. The allusion to the Messiah,

which Ilengst. finds in this word, or to the ideal

teacher (Deut. xviii. 18), of whom Messiah was the

chief, scarcely accords with the immediate context.

The "IP'^TinS of ch. iii. 1 in the Hebrew,

"afterwards" ch. ii. 28 of the A. V., raises us to

a higher level of vision, and brings into view Mes-

sianic times and scenes. Here, says Steudel, we

have a Messianic prophecy altogether. If this pre-

diction has ever yet been fulfilled, we must certainly

refer the event to Acts ii. The best commentators

are agreed upon this. AVe must not, however,

interpret it thus to the exclusion of all reference to

preparatory events under the earlier dispensation,

and still less to the exclusion of later Messianic

times. Acts ii. virtually contained the whole sub-

sequent development. The outpouring of the Spirit

on the day of Pentecost was the awapxv^ while the

full accomplishment and the final reality are yet to

come. But here both are blended in one, and the

whole passage has therefore a double aspect. The

passage is well quoted by St. Peter from the first

prophet to the Jewish kingdom. x\.nd his quoting

it shows that the Messianic reference was the pre-

vailing one in his day; though Acts ii. 39 proves

that he extended his reference to the end of the

dispensation. The expression "all flesh" (ii. 17)

is explained by the following clauses, by which no

principle of distribution is meant, but only that all

classes, without respect of persons, will be the sub-

jects of the Spirit's influences. All distinction of

races, too, will be done away (cf. Joel ii. 32, with

Rom. X. 12, 13).

Lastly, the accompanying portents and judg-

ments upon the enemies of God find their various

solutions, according to the interpreters, in the re-

peated deportations of the Jews by neighboring

merchants, and sale to the Macedonians (1 Mace.

iii. 41, and Ez. xxvii. 13), followed by the sweeping

away of the neighboring nations (Maurice) ; in the

events accompanying the crucifixion, in the fall of

Jerusalem, in the breaking up of all human polities.

But here again the idea includes all manifestations

of judgment, ending with the last. The whole is

shadowed forth in dim outline; and while some
crises are past, others are yet to come (comp. iii.

13-21 with St. Matt, xxiv., and Rev. xix.).

Among the connnentators on the book of Joel,

enumerated by IJosenmiiller, Scholia in \'et. TcsL,

pa»t 7, vol. i., may be specially mentioned Leusden's

Joel Jixplicdtns, Ultraj. 1G57; Ur. Kdw. Pocock's

Comnwntan/ on the Prophecy of Joel, Oxford,

1691; and A Piirnphrase and Ciiticnl Coimmnt.irij

on the Prophecij of Joel, by Samuel (Jhandler,

London, 173.5. See also Die Propinttn (/cs itllen

Bumles eriddrt, von Pleim'ich I'^wald, Stuttg.art,

1840 [Bd. i. 2e Ausg. 1867]; Pmkthcher Com-
mentnr iiber die Kleinen Propheten, von Dr. Um-
breit, Hamburg, 1844; and Book of the Tinlre

Minor Prophets, by Dr. E. Henderson, Lonflon,

1845 [Amer. ed. 18G1)]. H. B.

* The principal commentators on Joel as one

of the minor prophets (not mentioned above), are
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a * The locusts, says the eminent naturalist, Mr.

Tristram, "always come with the wind from the coun-

try of their origin ; and this, as all observers attest,

S with a south or southeast wind into Palestine, with

Hitzig, Maurer, Keil, Noyes, and Cowles. JFbr the

titles of their works, see HAii.\KKUK (Amer. ed.).

To the other .separate writers on this book m;iy be

added Fr. A. Ilolzhausen (1829), K. A. Credner

(1831), E. Meier (1841), and E. B. Pusey (18G1)

in pts. ii. and iii. of his Minor Prophets (not yet

completed). Credner's Der Prophet Joel iiberselzt,

etc., (pp. 316) is " a rich store-house of philological

and historical illustration," but is deficient in

method and a skillful use of the abundant material.

The natural history of the locusts supplies much of

the injagery of the book. Dr. Pusey, by his singular

industry in the collection of illustrative facts, ad-

vances our knowledge on this subject far beyond all

previous interpreters. For useful information here,

see also Thomson's lyind mid Book, ii. 102-108.

The Introductions to the O. T. (Hiivernick, S(^holz,

De Wette, Welte-Herbst, Keil, Bleek, Davidson)

treat, more or less fully, of the person and prophecies

of our author. Auberlen has written on " Joel " ui

Herzog's Refd-Kncyk. vi. 719-721. Stanley de-

scribes this prophet as '• the connecting link between

the older prophets who are known to us only through

their actions and sayings, and the later who are

known chiefly through their writings . . . With a
glance that reached forward to the most distant

ages ... he foretold as the chielest of blessings,

that the day was at hand when the prophetic spirit

should no longer be confined to this (ir that cl.ass,

but should be poured out on all lunnanity, on male

and female, on old and young, even on the slaves

and humblest inhabitants of Jerusalem " {Jewish

Church, ii. 490).

Dr. Pusey adopts the figurative interpretation

of the scourge of locusts. Though so many of the

recent connnentators, as remarked above, discard

this view, it must be confessed that some of the

arguments adduced lor it are not e.'isily set aside.

Among these is the fact that in ii. 17 the [irophet

says, " Give not thy heritage to reproach that the

heathen should rule over them." The connection

here is obscure, unless we sup])Ose that, having

hitherto employed an iillegory, the writer at this

point relinquishes the figure and passes over to its

real import, namely, the devastation of the country

by a heathen army. Again, in ii. 20, the enemy
who is to inflict the threatened calamity is called

" the northern " or northman ("northern army,"

A. V.) ("^SID^rr), i. c. one who is to come from

the nortli, which is not true of literal locusts; for

they are not accustomed to invade Palestine from
that quarter," nor could they be dispersed l)y any
natural process in precisely opposite directions as

there represented. A finger-sign appears also in

i. 6 : the locusts just spoken of are here " a heathen

people " (^"13), who have come upon the land and

inflicted on it the misery of which the ])rophet

goes on to portray so fearful a picture. It is said

th.at the preterites (i. ff".) show tliat the locusts

as literally understood have aecomi)l sbeil or at least

liegim the work of devastation, and therefore can-

not prefigure another and future calamity. Put on

the other hand, it is possible that these ])retentes

so called maybe rhetorical merely not historical:

the act ni.ay be represented as past, in order to athrm

with greater emphasis the certainty of the occurrence

a west wind into Persia, and witii an east wind into

Ksypt. Similarly the Assyrian hordes would come
from their country " {Natural History of ttie Bible,

Loml. 18G7). H.
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in due time. It agrees with tliis view that in i. 15

"the clay " of Jehovah is spoken of as not yet ar-

rived; and " the day " is certainly identical with the

visitation of the locusts with which the lifeok opens.

The last five verses (28-o2) of ch. ii. (A. Y.)

form a distinct chapter in the Hebrew Bible. In

this division the A. V. follows the LXX. It may
be remarked that the transition at this point arises

from the relation of sulijects, not of time. The pros-

perity of the ancient people of God if they repented

and turned to Him, leads the prophet to speak of

the still richer blessings which then awaited those

who should believe on Christ under the new and

last economy (Acts ii. 16 fF.). On this Messianic

passage see especially Hengstenberg's Christoloyy,

iii. 125-141 (Keith's tr., 1839).

The style of .Joel places him, in the judgment

of the best critics, among the most classical of the

Hebrew writers. His language is copious and pol-

ished ; his parallelism regular and well balanced

;

his imagery bold and picturesque. His description

of the warlike locusts— their march, onset and

victory, as they spread themselves with irresistilile

might through the land— forms by universal con-

sent one of the mo»i, graphic sketches of this nature

to be found in the poetry of any language. The
calamity was to come "like morn spread upon the

mountains" (ii. 2), /. e. suddenly and swiftly as the

first beams of the sun glance from one mountain-

top to another. The brute creation sufl^ers as well

as men. The Hebrew (i. 20) puts before us a more

distinct image than that presented in the A. V.

The heat and drought penetrate into the recesses

of the desert. The grass is withered ; the streams

are dried up. The suffering animals turn their

eyes towards heaven, and by their silent agony

implore relief from the hunger and thii'st which

they endure. For the battle-scene in Jehosii-

Ai'HAT (iii. 2 fF. or Hebr. iv. 2 fF.) see on that

word (Amer. ed.). John's Apocalj'pse itself has

reproduced more from Joel (compared with his

extent) than from any other Hebrew poet. The

closing verses (iii. 18 AT.) show us how natural it

was to foreshadow the triumphs of Christianity

under the symbols of Judaism (comp. Is. ii. 2, -S;

Mic. iv. 1-3; Ezek. xl.-xlviii.). H.

4. (vSV: 'Ia!':r)A: Joel.) The head of one of

the families of the Simeonites (1 Chr. iv. 3.5). He
formed j)art of the expedition against the Ilamites

of Gedor in the reign of Hezekiah.

5. [Alex. Baa\.] A descendant of Reuben.

Junius and Tremellius make him the son of Hanoch,

while others trace his descent through (.'armi (1

Chr. V. 4). The Syriac for Joel substitutes Carmi,

but tiiere is reason to believe that the genealogy is

that of the eldest son. Burrington {Gaieal. i. 53)

mauitains that the Joel mentioned in v. 8 was a

descendant, not of Hanoch, but of one of his

brethren, probably Carmi, as Junius and Tremellius

print it in their tienealogicid table. But the passage

on which he relies for su|)port (ver. 7), as conclud-

ing the genealogy of Hanoch, evidently refers to

Beerah, the prince of the Eeubenites, whom the

Assyrian kiuLC carried captive. There is, however,

sufficient similarity between Shemaiah and h^hema,

who are l)oth represented as sons of Joel, to render

it proliable that the latter is the same individual

in both instances. Bertheau conjectures that he

was contemporary with David, which would he ap-

proximately true if the genealogy were traced in

each case from father to son.

JOGBEHAH
6. Chief of the Gadites, who dwelt in the land

of Bashan (1 Chr. v. 12).

7. ([Vat. corrupt:] ./o/^e^.) The son of Izrahiah,

of the tribe of Issachar, and a chief of one of " the

troops of the host of the battle " who numbered in

the days of David 36,000 men (1 Chr. vii. 3). Four
of Keimicott's MSS. omit the words " and the sons

of Izrahiah; " so that Joel appears as one of the

five sons of Uzzi. The Syriac retains the present

text, with the exception of reading " four " for

" five.''

8. The brother of Nathan of Zobah (1 Chr. xl.

38), and one of David's guard. He is called Igal
in 2 Sam. xxiii. 36; but Kennicott contends that

in this case the latter passage is corrupt, though in

other words it preserved the true reading.

9. The chief of the Gershomites in the reign of

David, who sanctified themsehes to bring up the

ark from the house of Obededom (1 Chr. xv. 7,

11).

10. A Gershomite Levite iri the reign of David,

son of Jeliiel, a descendant of Laadan, and probably

the same as the preceding (1 Chr. xxiii. 8; xxvi.

22). He was one of the officers appointed to take

charge of the treasures of the Temple.

11. The son of Bedaiah, and prince or chief of

the half-tribe of Manasseh, west of Jordan, in the

reign of David (1 Chr. xxvii. 20).

12. A Kohathite Levite in the reign of Hezekiah.

He was the son of Azariah, and one of the two
representatives of his branch of the tribe in the

solenm purification by which the Levites prepared

themselves for the restoration of the Temple (2 Chr.

xxix. 12).

13. One of the sons of Nebo, who returned with

Ezra, and had maiTied a foreign wife (Ezr. x. 43).

He is called Juel in 1 Esdr. ix. 35.

14. The son of Zichri, a Benjamite, placed in

command over those of his own tribe and the tribe

of Judah, who dwelt at Jerusalem after the return

from Babylon (Neh. xi. 9). \V. A. W.

JOE'LAH (nbS57"l*' [peril, u-hom Jehovah

helps]: 'leAi'a; [Vat. EAio; Comp. AJd.] Alex.

'lairjKa.'- Joel'i), son of Jeroham of (iedor, who with

his brother joined the band of warriors who rallied

round David at Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 7).

JOE'ZER i'^y.'^V [whose help is Jehovah'] :

'icoCapa; Alex. Ico^aap, [Comp. 'loefe'p:] Joezer),

a Korliite, one of David's captains who fought by

his .side while living in exile among the Philistines

(1 Chr. xii. 6).

J OG'BEHAH (nn33^ [elevnteeq : in Num.

the LXX. have translated it, as if from HSS—
vipwcrav avrds: in Judg. 'le-ye/SaA; Alex. 6| (vav-

rias Zf/Se'e: Jef/haa), one of the cities on the east

of .lordan which were built and fortified by the

trilie of Ciad when they took pos.session of their

territory (Num. xxxii. 35). It is there associated

with Jaazek and BETii-uiMiiAii, places which

there is reason to believe were not far from the

Jordan, and south of the Jebel-Jilml. It is men-

tioned once again, this time in connection with

Noliah, in the account of Gideon's pursuit of the

Midianites (Judg. viii. 11). They were at Karkor,

and he made his way from tlie upper part of the

Jordan valley at Succoth and I'eimel, and " went

up" — ascended from the (ihor by one of the tor-

rent-beds to the downs of the higher level — liy the

way of the dwellers in tents— the pastorrl peopL,
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who avoided the district of the towns— to the east

of Nobali and Jogbeh.ah— making his way towards

the waste country in the southeast. Here, accord-

injj; to the scanty information we possess, Karkor
would seem to have been situated. No trace of

any name like Jogbehah has yet been met with in

the above, or any other direction. G.

JOG'LI Cbr [exiled]: 'Ey\l [Vat. -Aei.];

Alex. E/cAi ;
[Comp. 'IokAi':] Joyli), the father

of Bukki, a chief man among the Danites (Num.
xxxiv. 22).

JO'HA. 1. (Sm^ [perh., Jehovah revives^

brings to life] : 'laiSd: [Vat. loiaxaJ'O Alex, loiaxa-

Joha.) One of the sons of Beriah, the Benjamite,

who was a chief of the fathers of the dwellers in

Aijalon, and had put to flight the inhabitants of

Gath (1 Chr. viii. 10). His family may possibly

have founded a colony, like the Danites, within the

limits of another trilie, where they were exposed,

as the men of Ephraim had been, to tlie attacks of

the Gittites. Such border-warfare was too common
to render it necessary to suppose that the narratives

in 1 Chr. vii. 21 and viii. 13 refer to the same
encounter, although it is not a little singular that

the name Beriah occurs in each.

2. Cloi^ae; [Vat. FA.] Alex. IcoaCae; [Comp.

'I^Xa.]) 'i'he Tizite, one of David's guard [1 Chr.

xi. 45]. Kennicott decides that he was the son

of Shimri, as he is represented in the A. V., though

in the margin the translators have put " Shimrite "

for " the son of Shimri " to the name of his brother

Jedihel.

JOHA'NAN (^3m'' : 'iwafdu; [Vat. iwavas,

and so Alex. ver. 10: Johanan^), a shortened form

of Jeho\iajia.n= Jehovah's gift. It is the same
as John. [.Jehohanan.] 1. Son of Azariah

[AzAiUAH, 1], and grandson of Ahimaaz the son

of Zadok, and father of Azariah, 6 (1 Chr. vi. 9,

10, A. v.). In .Josephus {Ant. x. 8, § C) the name
is corrupted to Joramus, and in the Seder Olam
to Joahaz. The latter places him in the reign of

Jehoshaphat ; but merely because it begins by
wrongly placing Zadok in the reign of Solomon.

Since however we know from 1 K. iv. 2, supported

by 1 Chr. vi. 10, A. V., thsit Azariah the father of

Johanan was high-priest in Solomon's reign, and
Amariah his grandson was so in Jehoshaphat's

reign, we may conclude without much doubt that

Johanan's pontificate fell in the reign of Rehoboam.
(See Hcrvey's Geneakiyies, etc., eh. x.)

2. [Alex, laiavafj.-] Son of Klioenai, the son

of lieariah, the son of Shemaiah, in the line of

Zerubbabel's heirs [Shejiaiaii] (1 Chr. iii. 24).

A. C. H.
3. Clcoj/ct in 2 K. [xxv. 23], 'Jaidvav in Jer.

;

Alex, laiai/av in 2 K., and Iwavvav in .Jer., except

xli. 11, xlii. 8, xliii. 2, 4, 5; [Vat. loovav in .ler.

xl. 8; I'A.i A^'j'a;' Jer. xl. 15, Iwauvav yer. IG:]

Johanan.) The son of Kareah, and one of the

captains of the scattered remnants of the army of

Judah, who escaped in the final attack upon Jeru-

salem by the Chaldseans, and, after the capture of

'he king, remained in the open country of jMoab

and the Ammonites, watching the tide of events.

He was one of the first to repair to Mizpah, after

the withdrawal of the hostile army, and tender his

allegiance to tlie new governor appointed by the

king of Babylon. From his acquaintance with the

treacherous designs of Ishmael, against which

Gedaliah was unhappily warned in vain, it is not
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unreasonable to suppose that he may have ^^een a
companion of Ishmael in his exile at the court of

Baalis king of the Ammonites, the promoter of the

plot (Jer. xl. 8-16). After the murder of Gedahah,
Johanan was one of the foremost in the pursuit of

his assassin, and rescued the captives lie had can-led

off from Mizpah (Jer. xh. 11-16). Fearhig the

vengeance of the Chaldseans for the treachery of

Ishmael, the captains, with Johanan at their head,

halted by the Khan of Chimham, on the roatl to

Egypt, with the intention of seeking refuge there;

and, notwithstanding the warnings of .Jeremiah,

settled in a body at Tahpanhes. They were after-

wards scattered throughout the country, in iMigdol,

Noph, and Pathros, and from this time we lose

sight of Johanan and his fellow-captains.

4. {'luiavdv, [Aid. 'ictixavdu-]} The firstborn

son of Josiah king of Judah (1 Chr. iii. 15), who
either died before his father, or fell with him at

.Megiddo. Junius, without any authority, identifies

him with Zaraces, mentioned 1 I'^sdr. i. 38.

5. A valiant Benjamite, one of David's captains,

who joined him at Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 4).

6. (Alex. 'iQtvdv. [Vat.] FA. looav-) The
eighth in number of the lion-faced warriors of Gad,

who left their tribe to follow the fortunes of David,

and spread the terror of their arms beyond Jordan

in the month of its o\erflow (1 Chr. xii. 12).

7. ("I^mn;*: 'Iwavvs; [Alex, luavau.]) The

father of Azariah, an FLphraimite in the time of

Ahaz (2 Chr. xxviii. 12).

8. The son of Hakkatan, and chief of the Bene-

Azgad [sons of A.] who returned with Ezra (Ezr.

viii. 12). He is called Johannes in 1 Esdr. viii.

.38.

9. ("l^mn";: [FA.3 in Ezf., luvav.]) The

son of Eliashib, one of the chief Levites (Neh. xii.

23) to whose chamber (or " treasury," according

to the LXX.) Ezra retired to mourn over the foreign

marriages which the people had contracted (Ezr.

X. 6). He is called Joanan in 1 Esdr. ix. 1 ; and

some have supposed him to be the same with Jon-

athan, descendant of another Eliashib, who was after-

wards high-priest (Neh. .\ii. 11). [Jonathan, 10.]

10. CjanirT]: nuvdy, Alex. XtevadaV, FA.l

\<)}avav.) The son of Tobiah the Ammonite, who
had married the daughter of Meshullam the priest

(Neh. vi. 18). W. A. W.

JOHAN'JSTES {'ladw-qs Joannes) = Jeho-

hanan son of Bebai (1 Esdr. ix. 29; comp. Ezr. x.

28). [.Ieiiohanan, 4.]

* JOHAN'NES ('Icoax/vrjs ; Vat. Iwavns
Joannes), son of Acatan or Hakkatan, 1 Esdr. viii.

38. See Johanan, 8. A.

JOHN {'\aidvvn<! [see below] : [Joamus]),

names in the Ajiocrypha. 1. The fatlier of Mat-

tathias, and grandfather of the I\Iaccab;i;an family

(1 Mace. ii. 1).

2. The (eldest) son of ^Mattathias {'lo:iavvdv',

[Sin. Alex. Iaiavj/7js|, surnamed Caddis (Ka55is,

cf. (irimni, ad 1 Aliur. ii. 2), who was slain by

"the children of .lambri " [Jamiuu] (I Maco. ii.

2, ix. 36-38). In 2 .Alaec. viii. 22 he is called

Josejih, by a common confusion of name. [Mac-

CAUEES.]
3. The fether of Eupolemus, one of the envoys

whom Judas Maccaba'us sent to liome (1 Mace,

viii. 17: 2 Mace. iv. 11).

4. The son of Simon, the brother of Judas Mac-
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tabseus (1 Mace. xiii. 53, xvi. 1), "a valiant man,"
who, under the title of Johannes Hyrcanus, nobly

supported in after time the glory of his house.

[Maccabees.]
5. An envoy from the Jews to Lysias (2 A[acc.

xi. 17). B. F. W.

JOHN Clwdut/Tjs [from pm''= !t'/(o?;t Jeho-

vah has ffracivusly i/ivtn]: (,'od. Bezae, 'la)vd.6as'-

Jomuies). 1. One of the high-priest's family, who,

with Annas and Caiaphas, sat in judgment upon
the A{»stles I'eter and John for their cure of the

lame man and preaching in the Temple (Acts iv. 6).

Lightfoot identifies him with R. Johanan ben Zac-

cai, who lived forty years before the destruction of

the Temple, and was president of the great Syna-

gogue after its removal to Jabne, or Jamnia (Light-

foot, Cent. Chor. Afatth. prcef. ch. 15; see also

Selden, De Synedriig, ii. ch. 15). Grotius merely

says he was known to rabbinical writers as " John
the priest" {Comm. in Act. iv.).

2. The Hebrew name of the Evangelist Mark,
who throughout the narrative of the Acts is desig-

nated by the name by which he was known among
his countrj-men (Acts xii. 12, 25, xiii. 5, 13, xv. 37).

JOHN, THE Apostle ('loiaj'i'Tjs [see above]).

It will 1)6 conxenient to divide the life which is the

subject of the present article into periods corre-

sponding both to the great critical ejwehs which

separate one part of it from another, and to marked
diftereiiees in the trustworthiness of the sources

from which our materials are derived. In no in-

stance, [)erhaps, is such a division more necessary

than in this. One portion of the Apostle's life and
work stands out before us as in the clearness of

broad daylight. Over those which precede and

follow it there brood the shadows of darkness and

uncertainty. In the former we discern only a few

isolated focts, and are left to inference and con-

jecture to bring them together into something like

a whole. In the latter we encounter, it is true,

images more distinct, pictures more vivid ; but with

these there is the doubt whether the distinctness

and vividness are not misleading— whether half-

traditional, half-mythical narrati\e has not taken

the place of history.

I. Bifare thff cill to the discipleship.— We have

no data for settling with any exactitude the time

of the Ajxistle's birth. The general impression left

on us liy the (Jospel-nan'ative is that he was younger

than the brother whose name conniionly precedes

his (Matt. iv. 21, x. 2, xvii. 1, &c.; but comp.

Luke ix. 28. where the order is inverted "), younger

than liis friend I'eter, possibly also than his Master.

The life which was protracted to the time of Trajan

(Luseb. //. A', iii. 23. following Irenreus) can hardly

have lieL'un before the year b. o. 4 of the Dionysian

era. The ( iospels give us the name of his father

Zebedasus (Matt. iv. 21) and his mother Salome
(.Matt, xxvii. 50, compared with Jlark xv. 40, xvi.

1). Of the former we know nothing more. The
traditions of the fourth century (Epiphan. iii. Iltar.

78) make the latter the daughter of Joseph by his

first wife, and consequently half-sister to our Lord.

By some re<«nt critics she has been identified with

a * Tlie name John precedes that of James also in

Luke viii. 51 and Acts i. 13 in the critical editiong of

Lachniann, Tischendorf, and Tregelles. A.
Ii E.vald (Gfsch. Jsme/s, v. p. 171) adopts Wieseler'.s

tonjecture, and connects it with his own hvpotlicsis

tUat the sous of Zebedee, and our Lord, aa well as the
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the sister of Mary the mother of Jesus, in John six.

25 (Wieseler, IStud. u. Krit. 184t), p. 648).* They
lived, it may be inferred from John i. 44, in or

near the same town [Bethsaida] as those who
were afterwards the companions and partners of

their children. There, on the shores of the Sea of

Galilee, the Apostle and his brother grew up. The
mention of the " hired servants " (Mark i. 20), of

his mother's "substance" {airh twv inrapx6vT0i>v,

Luke viii. 3), of "his own house" (to i?ia, John
xix. 27), implies a position removed by at least

some steps from absolute poverty. The fact that

the Apostle was known to the high-priest Caiaphas,

as that knowledge was hardly likely to have begun
after he had avowed himself the disciple of Jesus

of Nazareth, suggests the proliability of some early

intimacy between the two men or their families.<^

The name which the parents gave to their younger

child was too common to serve as the ground of

any special inference; but it deserves notice (1) that

the name appears among the kindred of Caiaphas

(Acts iv. 6); (2) that it was given to another

priestly child, the son of Zacharias (Luke i. 13), as

the embodiment and symbol of Jlessianic hopes.

The frequent occurrence of the name at this period,

unconnected as it was with any of the great deeds

of the old heroic days of Israel, is indeed in itself

significant as a sign of that yearning and expecta-

tion which then characterized, not only the more
faithfid and devout (Luke ii. 25, 28), but the whole

people. The prominence given to it by the wonders

coimected with the birth of the future Baptist may
have given a meaning to it for the parents of the

future Evangelist which it would not otherwise

have had. C)f the character of Zebedasus we have

hardly the slightest trace. He interposes no refusal

when his sons are called on to leave him (Matt. iv.

21). After this he disappears from the scene of the

Gospel-history, and we are led to infer that he had
died before his wife followed her children in their

work of ministration. Her character meets us as

presenting the same marked features as those which

were conspicuous in her son. From her, who fol-

lowed Jesus and ministered to Him of her sub-

stance (Luke viii. 3), who sought for her two sons

that they might sit, one on his right hand, the

other on his left, in his kingdom (Matt. xx. 20),

he might well derive his strong afi'ections, his

capacity for giving and receiving love, his eagerness

for the speedy manifestation of the Messiah's king-

dom. The early j'ears of the Apostle we may be-

lieve to have passed under this influence. He would

be trained in all that constituted the ordinary

education of Jewish Ijoyhood. Though not taught

in the schools of -lerusalem, and therefore, in later

life, liable to the reproach of having no recognized

position as a teacher, no rabliinical education (Acts

iv. 13), he would yet be taught to read the Law
and observe its precepts, to feed on the wTitinsis of

the prophets with the feeling that their accomplish-

ment was not far off. For him too, as bound by

the Law, there would be, at the age of thirteen, the

periodical pilgrimages to Jerusalem. He would

become familiar with the stately worshi]} of the

Temple, with the sacrifice, the incense, the altar,

Baptist, were of the tribe of Levi. On the other hand,

more sober critics, like Neander ( Pflanz. u. Leit. p.

609, 4th ed.), and LUcke (Johannes, i. p. 9), reject both

the tradition and the conjecture.

c Ewald (/. c.) presses this also into the service of

his strange hypothesis.
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once only or twice. In either case they g?-e up
the employment of their life and went to do a work
like it, and yet unlike, in God's spiritual kingdom.
From this time they take their place among the

company of disciples. Only here and there are

there traces of individual character, of special turn-
ing-points in their lives. Soon they find themselves

in the number of the Twelve who are chosen, not

as disciples only, but as their Lord's delegates—
representatives— Apostles. In all the lists of the

Twelve those four names of the sons of Jonah and
Zebedoeus stand foremost. They come within the

innermost circle of their Lord's friends, and are as

the fK\eKTcop e/cXe/CTf^Tepoi. The three, Peter,

James, and John, are with him when none else are

in the chamber of death (Mark v. 37), in the glory

of the transfiguration (Matt. xvu. 1), when he

forewarns them of the destruction of the Holy (."ity

(Mark xiii. 3, Andrew, in this instance, with them),

in the agony of Gethsemane. St. Peter is through-

out the leader of that band ; to John belongs the

yet more memorable distuiction of being the dis-

ciple whom Jesus loved. This lo^'e is returned

with a more single undivided heart by him than
by any other. If Peter is the (pi\6xpt(TTOs, John
is the <piKLT]aovs (Grotius, Prvlerjoni. in Joiinn.).

Some striking facts indicate why this was so ; what
the character was which was thus worthy of the

love of .Jesus of Nazareth. They hardly sustain

the popular notion, fostered by the received types

of Christian art, of a nature gentle, yielding, fem-

inine. The name Boanerges (Mark iii. 17) implies

a vehemence, zeal, intensity, which gave to those

who had it the might of Sons of Thunder." That
spirit broke out, once and again, when they joined

their mother in asking for the highest places in the

kingdom of their Jlaster, and declared that they

were ready to face the dark tenors of the cup that

he drank and the baptism that he was baptized with

(Matt. .XX. 2U-24; Mark x. 3.5-41)— when they

rebuked one who cast out devils in their Lord's

name because he was not one of their company
(Luke ix. 49) — when they sought to call down fire

from heaven upon a village of the Samaritans (Luke

ix. 54). About this time Salome, as if her hus-

band had died, takes her place among the women
who followed Jesus in Gahlee (Luke viii. 3), minis-

tering to him of their substance, and went up with

him in his last journey to Jerusalem (Luke xxiii.

5.5). Through her, we may well believe, St. .John

first came to know that Mary Magdalene whose

character he depicts with such a life-like touch, and
that other Mary to whom he was afterwards to

stand in so close and special a relation. The fullness

of his narrative of what the other Kvangelists omit

(.John xi.) leads to the conclusion that he was united

also by some special ties of intimacy to the family

of Bethany. It is not necessary to dwell at length

on the familiar history of the Last Supper. What
is characteristic is that he is there, as ever, the dis-

ciple whom Jesus loved ; and, as the chosen and

favored friend, reclines at table with his head upon

his Master's breast (.John xiii. 23). To him the

eager Peter— they had been sent together to pre-

pare the su'pper (Luke xxii. 8) — makes signs of

impatient questioning that he should ask what was

I not likely to be answered if it came from any other

j

(John xiii. 24). As they go out to the Mount of

a The con.sensus of patristic interpretation sees in of all ilistinguishiug force. (Oomp. Suicer, Tkeiaurus,

this nauic the prophecy of their work as preachers of s. v. jSpofT^ ; and Lampe, i. 27.)

the Gospel. This, however, would deprive the epithet I
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and the priestly robes. May we not conjecture that

then the impressions were first made which never

afterwards wore oft"? Assuming that there is some

harmony between the previous training of a prophet

and the form of the visions presented to him, may
we not recognize them in the rich liturgical imagery

of the Apocalypse— in that union in one wonder-

ful vision of all that was most wonderful and glorious

in the predictions of the older prophets '?

Concurrently with this there would be also the

boy's outward life as sharing in his father's work.

The great political changes which agitated the

whole of Palestine would in some degree make
themselves felt even in the village-town in which

he grew up. The Galilean "fisherman must have

heard, possibly with some sympathy, of the efforts

made (when he was too young to join in them ) Jiy

Judas of Gamala, as the great asserter of the free-

dom of Israel against their IJoman rulers. Like

other Jews he would grow up with strong and
bitter feelings against the neighboring Samaritans.

Lastly, before we pass into a jjeriod of greater cer-

tainty, we must not forget to take into account

that to this period of his life belongs the com-
mencement of that intimate fellowship with Simon
Bar-jonah of which we afterwards find so many
proofs. That friendship may even then have been,

in countless ways, fruitful for good upon the hearts

of both.

II. From the Call to the Discipleship to the De-

parture from Jerusalem.— The ordinary life of the

fisherman of the Sea of Galilee was at last broken

in upon by the news that a prophet had once more
ap[ieared. The voice of John the Baptist was heard

in the wilderness of Judaja, and the publicans,

peasants, soldiers, and fishermen of Gahlee gathered

round him. Among the.se were the two sons of

Zebedaeus and their friends. With them, perhaps,

was One whom as yet they knew not. They heard,

it may be, of his jjrotests against the vices of their

own ruler— against the hypocrisy of Pharisees and
Scribes. But they heard also, it is clear, words

which spoke to them of their own sins— of their

own need of a deliverer. The words " Behold the

Lamb of God that taketh away the sins" imply

that those who heard them would enter into the

blessedness of which they spoke. Assuming that

the umiamed disciple of .lohn i. 37-40 was the

Evangelist himself, we are led to think of that

meeting, of the lengthened interview that followed

it, as the starting-point of the entire devotion of

heart and soul which lasted througli his whole life.

Then Jesus loved him as He loved all earnest seekers

after righteousness and truth (comp. Mark x. 21).

The words of that evening, though unrecorded,

were mighty in their effect. The disciples (.lohn

apparently among them) followed their new teacher

to Galilee (.lohn i. 44), were with him, as such, at

the marriage-feast of Cana (ii. 2), journeyed with

him to Capernaum, and thence to Jerusalem (ii.

12, 23), came back through Samaria (iv. 8), and
then, for some uncertain interval of time, returned

to their former occupations. The uncertainty which

hangs over the narratives of Matt. iv. 18, and Luke
V. 1-11 (comp. the arguments for and .against their

relating to the same events in Lampe, Comment.
ad.lonnn. i. 20), leaves us in doubt whether tliey

received a special call to become "fishers oi men "
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Olives the chosen three are nearest to their Master.

\

Thej' only are within sight or hearing of the con-

flict in Gethsemane (Matt. xxvi. 37). When the

betrayal is acconiphshed, Peter and John, after the

first moment of confusion, follow afar off, while the

others simply seek safety in a hasty flight " (John

xviii. 15). The personal acquaintance which ex-

isted between John and Caiaphiis enabled him to

gain access both for himself and Peter, but the

latter remains in the porch with the officers and

servants, while John himself apparently is admitted

to the council-chamber, and follows Jesus thence,

even to the prastorium of the Eoman Procurator

(John xviii. 10, 19, 28). Thence, as if the desire

to see the end, and the love which was stronger than

death, sustained him through all the terrors and

sorrows of that day, he followed— accompanied

probably by his own mother, Mary the mother of

Jesus, and Mary Magdalene — to the place of cru-

cifixion. The Teacher who had been to him as a

brother leaves to him a brother's duty. He is to

be as a son to the mother who is left desolate (John

xix. 26-27). The Sabbath that followed was spent,

it would appear, in the same company. He receives

Peter, in spite of his denial, on the old terms of

friendship. It is to them that Mary Magdalene

first runs with the tidings of the emptied sepulchre

(John XX. 2); they are the first to go together to

see what the strange words meant. Not without

some bearing on their respective characters is the

fact that John is the more impetuous, running on

most eagerly to the rock-tomb ; Peter, the least re-

strained by awe, the first to enter in and look (John

XX. 4-6). For at least eight days they continued

in Jerusalem (John xx. 26). Then, in the interval

between the resurrection and the ascension, we find

them still together on the sea of Galilee (John xxi.

1), as though they would calm the eager suspense

of that period of expectation by a return to their

old calling and their old familiar haunts. Here,

too, there is a characteristic difference. John is

the first to recognize in the dim form seen in the

morning twilight the presence of his risen Lord

;

Peter the first to plunge into the water and swim
towards the shore where He stood calling to them

(John xxi. 7 ). The last words of the Gospel reveal

to us the deep affection which united the two friends.

It is not enough for Peter to know his own future.

That at once suggests the question— " And what

shall this man doV " (John xxi. 21). The history

of the Acts shows the same union. They are of

course together at the ascension and on the day of

Pentecost. Together they enter the Temple as

worshippers (Acts iii. 1) and protest against the

threats of the Sanhedrim (iv. 13). They are fel-

low-workers in the first great step of the Church's

expansion. The Apostle whose wrath had been

roused by the unbelief of the Samaritans, overcomes

his national exclusiveness, and receives them as his

brethren (viii. 14). The 'persecution which was

pushed on by Saul of Tarsus did not drive him or

any of the Apostles from their post (viii. 1). When
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the persecutor came back as the convert, he, it is

true, did not see him (Gal. i. 19), but this of course

does not involve the inference that he had left Je-

rusalem. The sharper though shorter persecution

which followed under Herod Agrippa brought a

great sorrow to him in the martyrdom of his

rother (Acts xii. 2). His friend was driven to

seek safety in flight. Fifteen years after St. Paul's

first visit he was still at Jerusalem, and helped to

take part in the great settlement of the controversy

between the Jewish and the (jentile Christians

(Acts XV. 0). His position and reputation there

were those of one ranking among the chief " pil-

lars " of the Church (Gal. ii. 9). Of the work of

the Apostle during this period we have hardly the

slightest trace. There may have been special calls

to mission-work like that which drew him to Sa-

maria. There may have been the work of teach-

ing, organizing, exhorting the churches of Judaea.

His fulfillment of the solemn charge intrusted to

him may have led him to a life of loving and rev-

erent thought rather than to one of conspicuous

activity. We may, at all events, feel sure that it

was a time in which the natural elements of his

character, with all their fiery energy, were being

purified and mellowed, rising step by step to that

high serenity which we find perfected in the closing

portion of his life. Here, too, we niay, without

nuich hesitation, accept the traditions of the Church
as recording a historic fact when they ascribe to

him a life of celibacy (TertuU. de Monoy. c. 13).

The absence of his name from 1 Cor. ix. 5 tends

to the same conclusion. It harmonizes with all we
know of his character to think of his heart as so

absorbed in the higher and diviner love that there

was no room left for the lower and the human.
III. From his Departure from Jerusalem to his

Death.— The traditions of a later age come in, with

more or less show of likelihood, to fill up the great

gap which separates the Apostle of Jerusalem from

the Bishop of Ephesas. It was a natural conjecture

to suppose that he remained in Judaea till the

death of the Virgin released him from his trust.''

When this took place we can only conjecture.

There are no signs of his being at Jerusalem at

the time of St. Paul's last visit (Acts xxi.). The
pastoral epistles set aside the notion that he had

come to Ephesus before the work of the Apostle of

the Gentiles was brought to its conclusion. Out
of many contradictory statements, fixing his de-

parture under Claudius, or Nero, or as late even as

Uomitian, we have hardly any data for doing more

than rejecting the two extremes.<= Nor is it certain

that his work as an Apostle was transferred at once

from Jerusalem to l-Lphesus. A tradition current

in the time of Augustine ( Qiuest. Evany, ii. 19),

and embodied in some MSS. of the N. T., repre-

sented the 1st Epistle of St. John as addressed to

the Parthians, and so far implied that his Apos-

tolic work had brought him into contact with ''

them. When the form of the aged discijjle meets

us again, in the twilight of the Apostolic age, we

« A somewhat wild conjecture is found in writers

of the Western Church. Ambrose, Gregory the Great,

and Bede, identify the Apostle with the i-eavio-xos Tt5

of Mark xiv. 51, 52 (Lampe, i. 38).

6 The hypothesis of Baronius and Tillemont, that

the Virgin accompanied him to Ephesus, has not even

the authority of tradition (Lampe, i. 51).

c Lampe fixes A. D. 66, when Jerusalem was be-

sieged by the Roman forces under Cestlns, as the most

Orobable date.

d In the earlier tradition which made the Apostles

formally partition out the world known to them, Par-

thia falls to the lot of Thomas, while John receives

the Proconsular Asia (Euseb. H. E. iii. 1). In one

of the legends connected with the Apostles' Creed,

Peter contributes the first article, John the second,

but the tradition appears with great variations as to

time and order (comp. Pseudo-August Serrii. ccxl.,

ccxli.).
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are still left in great doubt as to the extent of his

Vf jrk and the circumstances of his outward life.

Assuming the authorship of the Epistles and the

Revelation to be his, the facts which the N. T.

writings assert or imply are— (1) that, having come
to Ephesus, some persecution, local or general, drove

him to I'atmos (Rev. i. 9):« (2) that the seven

churches, of which Asia was the centre, were spe-

cial objects of his solicitude (Rev. i. 11); that in

his work he had to encounter men who denied the

truth on which his fiiith rested (1 John iv. 1 ; 2

John 7), and others who, with a railing and malig-

nant temper, disputed his authority (3 John 9, 10).

If to this we add that he must have outlived all,

or nearly all of those who had been the friends and

companions even of his maturer years— that this

lingering age gave strength to an old imagination

that his Lord had promised him immortality (John

xxi. 23)— that, as if remembering the actual words

which had been thus perverted, the longing of his

soul gathered itself up in the cry, " Even so, come,

Lord Jesus " (Rev. xxii. 20) — that from some who
spoke witli authority he received a solenm attesta-

tion of the confidence they reposed in him (John

xxi. 24)— we have stated all that has any claim to

the character of historical truth. The picture

which tradition fills up for us has the merit of be-

ing full and vivid, but it blends together, without

much regard to harmony, things pi'obable and im-

probable. He is shipwrecked off Ephesus (Simeon
Metaph. in vita Jolian. c. 2; Lampe, i. 47), and
arrives there in time to check the progress of the

heresies which sprang up after St. Paul's departure.

Then, or at a later period, he numbers among his

disciples men like Polycarp, Papias, Ignatius

(Hieron. dc Vir. I/lust. c. 17). In the persecution

under Domitian he is taken to Home, and there,

by his boldness, though not by death, gains the

crown of martyrdom. The boiling oil into which
he is thrown has no power to hurt him (TertuU. de

PrcESCfipl. c. 30.).'' He is then sent to labor in

the mines, and Patmos is the place of his exile

(Victorinus, in Apoc. ix. ; Lampe, i. GO). The
accession of Nerva frees him from danger, and he

returns to Ephesus. There he settles the canon of

the Gospel-history by formally attesting the truth

of the first three Gospels, and writing his own to

supply what they left wanting (Euseb. //. K. iii.

24). The elders of the Church are gathered to-

gether, and he, as by a sudden inspiration, begins

with the wonderful opening, " In the beginning was

a Here again the hypotheses of commentators range
from 'Claudius to Domitiau, the consensus of patristic

tradition preponderating iu favor of the latter. [Oomp.
Revelation.]

b The scene of the supposed miracle was outside the

Porta Latina, and hence the Western Church com-
memorates it by tlie special festival of " St. John Port.

Latin.'" on May 6tli.

c Eusebins and Irenreus make Cerinthus the heretic.

In Epiphanius (Ha-r. xx\. c. 24) Ebion is the hero of

the story. To modern feelings tlie anecdote may seem
at variance witli tlie character of tlie Apostle of Love,

but it is liardly more than the development in act of

the principle of 2 John 10. To the mind of Epiphanius
there was a difficulty of another kind. Nothing less

than a special inspiration could account for such a

departure from an ascetic life as going to a bath at

Ml.

d The story of the n-eVaAoi/ is perhaps the most
perplexing of all the traditions as to the age of the

Apostles. What makes it still stranger is the appear-

ance ot a like tradition (Hegesippus in Euseb. H. E.
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the word" (Hieron. de Vir. lUust. c. 29). Heresies

contiiuie to show themselves, but he meets them
with the strongest possible protest. He refuses to

pass under the same roof (that of th? public baths

of Ephesus) as their foremost leader, lest the house
should fall down on them and crush them (Iren.

iii. 3; Euseb. H. E. iii. 28, iv. 14).= Through his

agency the great temple of Artemis is at last reft

of its magnificence, and even (!) leveled with
the ground (Cyril. Alex. Oval, de Mar. Virff.;

Nicephor. H. E. ii. 42; Lampe, i. 90). He intro-

duces and perpetuates the Jewish mode of celebrat-

ing the Easter feast (Euseb. H. E. iii. 3). At
Ephesus, if not before, as one who was a true priest

of the Lord, bearing on his brow the plate of gold

(•TreTaAoi' ; comp. Suicer. Thes. s. v.), with the

sacred name engra\ed on it, which was the badge
of the Jewish pontiff (Polycrates, in Euseb. //. E.
iii. 31, V. 24). f^ In strange contrast with this ideal

exaltation, a later tradition tells how the old man
used to find pleasure in the playfulness and fond-

ness of a favorite bird, and defended himself against

the charge of unworthy trifling by the familiar

apologue of the bow that must sometimes be unbent
(Cassian. Collat. xxiv. c. 2).« More true to the

N. T. character of the Apostle is the story, told

with so much power and beauty by Clement of

Alexandria ( Quis dives, c. 42), of his special and
loving interest in the younger members of his flock

;

of his eagerness and courage in the attempt to

rescue one of them who had fallen into evil courses.

The scene of the old and loving man. standing face

to face with the outlaw-chief whom, in days gone
by, he had liaptized, and winning him to repent-

ance, is one which we could gladly look on as be-

longing to his actual life— part of a story which
is, in Clement's words, ov fivBos, aWa \6yos-
Not less beautiful is that other scene which comes
before us as the last act of his life. When all

capacity to work and teach is gone— when there

is no strength even to stand — the spirit still retains

its power to love, and the lips are still opened to

repeat, without change and variation, the connnand
which summed up all his Master's will, " Little

children, love one another" (Hieron. in Gal. vi.).

Other stories, more apocryphal and less interesting,

we may pass over rapidly. That he put forth his

power to raise the dead to life (Euseb. //. E. v. 18);
that he drank the cup of hemlock which was in-

tended to cause his death, and suffered no harm
from it/ (Pseudo-August. Soliloq. ; Isidor. Hispal.

ii. 23 ; Epiph. Har. 78) about James the Just. Meas-
ured by our notions, the statement seems altogether

improbable, and yet liow can we account for its ap-

pearance at so early a date ? Is it possible that this

was the .symbol that the old exclusive priesthood had
passed away ? Or are we to suppose that a strong

statement as to the new priesthood was misinterpreted,

and that rhetoric passed rapidly into legend ? (Comp.
Neand. PJfanz. n. Lett. p. 613 ; Stanley, Sermons and
Essays on Apostolic Age, p. 283.) Ewald (/. c) finds

in it an evidence in support of the hypothesis above
referred to.

e The authority of Cassi.m is but slender in such a
case

;
but the story is hardly to be rejected, on d priori

grounds, as incompatible with the dignity ofan Apostle.

Does it not illustrate the truth —
" He prayeth best who loveth best

All things both great and small " ?

/ The memory of this deliverance is preserved in

the symbolic cup, with the serpent issuing from it,

which appears in the mediseval representations of the
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de Marie Sanct. c. 73); that when he felt his

death approaching he gave orders for the construc-

tion of Ills own sepulchre, and when it was finished

calmly laid himself down in it and died (Augustin.

Tract, in Jvann. cxxiv.
) ; that after his interment

there were strange movements in the earth that

covered him (ibid.); that when tlie tomb was sub-

sequently opened it was found empty (Niceph. If.

E. ii. 42); that he was reserved to reappear again

in conflict with the personal Antichrist in the last

days (Suicer. Tlies. s. v. 'Ia)ar;/7js) : these tradi-

tions, for the most part, indicate little else than the

uncritical spirit of the age in which they passed

current. The very time of his death lies within

the region of conjecture rather than of history, and
the dates that have been assigned for it range from

A. D. 89 to A. D. 120 (Lampe, i. 92).

The result of all this accumulation of apocryphal

materials is, from one point of view, disappointing

enough. We strain our sight in vain to distin-

guish between the false and the true— between the

shadows with which the gloom is peopled, and the

living forms of which we ai-e in search. We find

it better and more satisfying to turn again, for all

our conceptions of the A|30stle"s mind and character,

to the scanty records of the N. T., and the writings

which he himself has left. The truest thought

that we can attain to is still that he was " the dis-

ciple whom Jesus loved " — o iTricrrriOios— return-

ing that love with a deep, absorbing, unwavering

devotion. One aspect of that feeling is seen in the

zeal for his Master's glory, the burning indignation

against all that seemed to outrage it, which runs,

with its fiery gleam, through his whole life, and
makes him, from first to last, one of tlie Sons of

Thunder. To him, more tlian to any other dis-

ciple, there is no neutrality between Christ and
Antichrist. The spirit of such a man is intolerant

of compromises and concessions. The same strong

personal affection shows itself, in another form, in

the chief characteristics of his Gospel. ^Miile the

other Evangelists record principally the discourses

and parables which were spoken to the multitude,

he treasures up every word and accent of dialogues

and conversations, which must have seemed to most
men less conspicuous. In the absence of any
recorded narrative of his work as a preacher, in the

silence which he appears to have kept for so many
years, he comes before us as one who lives in the

unseen eternal world, rather tlian in that of secular,

or even spiritual activity. If tliere is less apparent

power to enter into the minds and hearts of men
of different temperament and education, less ability

to become all things to all )iien than there is in St.

Paul, there is a perfection of another kind. The
image mirrored in his soul is that of the Son of

Man, who is also the Son of God. He is the

Apostle of Ijove, not because he starts from the

easy temper of a general benevolence, nor again as

being of a character soft, yielding, feminine, but

because he has grown, ever more and more, into

the likeness of Him whom he loved so truly.

Nowhere is the vision of the Eternal Word, the

glory as of tiie only-begotten of the Father, so un-
clouded; nowhere are there such distinctive per-

Evangellst. Is it possible tiiat the symbol originated

in Mark x. 39, and that the legend grew out of the

symbol ?

a The older interpretation made Mark answer to

the eagle, John to the lion (Suicer, T/ies. a. v.

evayyeAto"T^? ).

b Another verse of this hymn, " Volat avis sine
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sonal reminiscences of the Christ, kotci crdpKa, in

his most distinctively human characteristics. It

was this union of the two aspects of the Truth
which made him so tnily the " Theologus " of the

whole company of the Apostles, the instinctive op-

ponent of all forms of a mystical, or logical, or

docetic Gnosticism. It was a true feeling which
led the later interpreters of the mysterious forms

of the four living creatures round the throne (Kev.

iv. 7 )— departing in this instance from the earlier

tradition "— to see in him the eagle that soars into

the highest heaven and looks upon the unclouded

sun. It will be well to end with the noble words
from the hymn of Adam of St. Victor, in which
that feeling is embodied :

—
" Caelum transit, Teri rotam
Solis vidit, ibi totam

Mentis figens aciem
;

Speculator spiritalis

Quasi seraphim sub alls,

Dei vidit faciem."*

(Comp. the exhaustive Prolegomena tcLampe's
Coiirmentnry ; Neander, PJiunz. u. Leif. pp. 609-
G.52 [pp. .354-379, comp. pp. 508-531, Robinson's

ed., N. Y. 1865] ; Stanley, Sci-inons and Essays
on tilt Apostolic Age., Sermon iv., and Essay on the

Traditions respecting St. John ; Maurice On the

Gospel of St. John, Serm. i. ; and an interesting

article by Ebrard, s. v. Johannes, in Herzog's Real-

Encyklopiidie.) E. H. P.
* See also Lardner, Hist, of the Apostles and

Evangelists, ch. ix. ( Works, vol. v. ed. of 1829);

Francis Trench, LiJ'e and Character of St. John
the Evangelist, I.ond. 1850; and, on the legends

respecting the Apostle, Mrs. Jameson's Sacred and
Legendary Art, i. 157-172, 5th ed. A.
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riarris [and 6 ^awri^cov] ), a saint more signally

honored of God than any other whose name is

recorded in either the 0. or the N. T. .John was
of the priestly race by both parents, for his father

Zaciiarias was himself a priest of the course of Abia,

or Abijah (1 Chr. xxiv. 10), offering incense at the

very time when a son was promised to him; and
I'^Iizabeth was of the daughters of Aaron (Luke
i. 5). Hoth, too, were devout persons— walking in

the commandments of God, and waiting for the

fulfillment of his promise to Israel. The divine

mission of John was the subject of prophecy many
centuries before his birth, for St. IMatthew (iii. 3)

tells us that it was John who was prefigured by
Isaiah as " the Voice of one crying in the wilder-

ness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his

paths straight" (Is. xl. 3), while by the prophet

Malachi the spirit announces more definitely, " Be-

hold, I will send my messenger, and he shall pre-

pare the way before Me" (iii. 1). His birth— a

birth not according to the ordinary laws of nature,

but through the miraculous interposition of Al-

mighty power— was foretold by an angel sent from

(iod, who announced it as an occasion of joy and

gladness to many— and at the same time assigned

to him the name of John to signify either that he

was to be born of God's especial favor, or, perhaps,

nieta," et seq., is familiar to most students as the

motto prefixed by Olshausen to his commentary on St.

John's Gospel. The whole hymn is to be found in

Trench's Sarreii Latin Podri/, p. 71
;

[also in Daniel's

Thesaurus Hymnologiciis, ii. 166, and Mone's Lateini-

scke Hymnen des MitUlalters, iii. 118.]
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that he was to he the harbinger of grace. The

angel Gabriel moreover proclaimed the character

and ofSce of this wonderful child even before his

conception, foretelling that he would be filled with

the Holy Ghost from the first moment of his ex-

istence, and appear as the great reformer of his

countrymen — another Elijah in the boldness with

whi«h he would speak truth and rebuke vice— but,

above all, as the chosen forerunner and herald of

the long-expected Messiah.

These marvelous revelations as to the character

and career of the son, for whom he had so long

prayed in vain, were too much for the faith of the

aged Zacharias; and when he sought some assur-

ance of the certainty of the promised blessing, (iod

gave it to him in a judgment— the privation of

speech — until the event foretold should happen —
a judgment intended to serve at once as a token of

God's truth, and a rebuke of his own incredulity.

And now the Lord's gracious promise tarried not—
Elizabeth, for greater privacy, retired into the hill-

country, whither she was soon afterwards followed

by her kinswoman Mary, who was herself the oliject

and channel of divine grace beyond measure greater

and more mysterious. The two cousins, who were

thus honored above all the mothers of Israel, came

together in a remote city of the south (by some

supposed to be Hebron, by others Jutta), and im-

mediately God's purpose was confirmed to them by

a miraculous sign ; for as soon as Elizabeth heard

the salutations of Mary, the babe leaped in her

womb, thus acknowledging, as it were even before

birth, the presence of his Lord (Luke i. 43, 44).

Three months after this, and while JLary still re-

mained with her, Elizabeth was deli\ered of a son.

The birth of John preceded by six months that of

our blessed Lord. [Respecting this date, see .Jksus

Christ, p. 138L] On the eighth day the child

of promise was, in conformity with the law of Mt)ses

(Lev. xii. 3), brought to the priest for circumcision,

and as the performance of this rite was the accus-

tomed time for naming a chUd, the friends of the

family proposed to call him Zacharias after the

name of his father. The mother, however, required

that he should be called .John— a decision which

Zacharias, still speechless, confirmed by writing on

a tablet, " his name is John." The judgment on

his want of faith was then at once withdrawn, and

the first use which he made of his recovered speech

was to praise Jehovah for his faithfulness and mercy

(Luke i. 64). God's wonderful interposition in the

birth of John had impressed the minds of many
with a certain solenm awe and expectation (Luke

iii. la). God was surely again visiting his people.

His providence, so long hidden, seemed once more

about to manifest itself. The child thus super-

naturally born must doubtless be commissioned to

perform some important part in the history of the

chosen people, (,'ould it be the Messiah '? Could

it 1)6 Elijah ? Was the era of their old prophets

about to be restored? With such grave thoughts

were the minds of the people occupied, as they

mused on the events which had been passing under

their eyes, and said one to another, " What manner

of child shall this l)e?" while Zacharias himself,

" filled with the Holy Ghost," broke forth in that

glorious strain of praise and prophecy so familiar

to us in the morning service of our church —

a

strain in which it is to be observed that the father,

before speaking of his own child, blesses God for

remembering his covenant and promise, in the

redemption and salvation of his people through

90
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Him, of whom his own son was the prophet and

forerunner. A single verse contains all that we
know of John's history for a space of thirty years—
the whole period which elapsed between his birth

and the commencement of his public ministry.

" The child grew and waxed strong in the sjiirit,

and was in the deserts till the d.ay of his showing

unto Israel" (Luke i. 80). John, it will be remem-
bered, was ordained to be a Nazarite (see Num. vi.

1-21) from his birth, for the words of the angel

were, " He shall drink neither wine nor strong

drink " (Luke i. 15). What we are to understand

by this brief announcement is probably this : The

chosen forerunner of the Messiah and herald of his

kingdom was required to forego the ordinary pleas-

ures and indulgences of the world, and live a life

of the strictest self-denial in retirement and soli-

tude.

It was thus that the holy Nazarite, dwelling by

himself in the wild and thinly peopled region west-

ward of the Dead Sea, called " Desert " in the text,

prepared himself by self-discipline, and by constant

coranmnion with God, for the wonderful office to

which he had been divinely called. Here year after

year of his stern proliation passed by, till at length

the time for the fulfillment of his mission arrived.

The very appearance of the holy Baptist was of

itself a lesson to his countrymen ; his dress was

that of the old prophets— a garment woven of

camel's hair (2 K. i. 8), attached to the body by a

leathern girdle. His food was such as the desert

afforded— locusts (Lev. xi. 22) and wild honey

(I's. Ixxxi. 16).

And now the long secluded hermit came forth to

the discharge of his office. His supernatural birth

— his hard ascetic life— his reputation for extra-

ordinary sanctity — and the generally prevailing

expectation that some great one was about to ap-

pear— these causes, without the aid of miraculous

power, for "John did no miracle" (John x. 41),

were sufficient to attract to him a great multitude

from " every quarter '' (Matt. iii. 5). I5rief and

startling was his first exhortation to them— " Re-

pent ye, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."

Some score verses contain all that is recorded of

.John's preacliing, and the sum of it all is repent-

ance; not mere legal ablution or expiation, but a

change of heart and life. Herein John, though

exhibiting a marked contrast to the Scribes and

Pharisees of his own time, was but repe.ating with

the stimulus of a new and powerful motive the

lessons which had been again and again impressed

upon them by their ancient prophets (cf. Is. i. 16,

17, Iv. 7; Jer. vii. 3-7; Ez. xviii. 19-32, xxxvi.

2.J-27; Joel ii. 12, 13; Mic. vi. 8; Zech. i. .3, 4).

Hut while such was his solenm admonition to the

multitude at large, he adopted towards the leading

sects of the .lews a severer tone, denouncing

Pharisees and Sadducees alike as " a generation

of vipers," and warning them of the folly of trust-

ing to external privileges as descendants of Abraham

(Luke iii. 8). Now at last he warns them that

'' the axe w.as laid to the root of the tree " — that

formal righteousness would lie tolerated no longer,

and that none would be acknowledged for children

of .\braham but such as did the works of Aliraham

(cf. John viii. 39). Such alarming declar.-xtions pro-

duced their effect, and many of every class pressed

forward to confess their sins and to be baptized.

^Vhat then was the baptism which .John admin-

istered '? Not altogether a new rite, for it was the

custom of the Jews to baptize proselytes to their
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religion — not an ordinance in itself conveying

remission of sins, but rather a token and symbol

of that repentance which was an indispensable con-

dition of forgiveness through Him, whom John
pointed out as " the Lamb of God that taketh away

the sins of the world." Still less did the baptism

of .lohn impart the grace of regeneration— of a new
spiritual life (Acts xix. 3, 4). This was to be the

mysterious effect of baptism "with the Holy Ghost,"
which was to be ordained by that " Mightier One,"

whose coming he proclaimed. The preparatory

baptism of John was a visible sign to the people,

and a distinct acknowledgment by them, that a

hearty renunciation of sin and a real amendment
of life were necessary for admission into the king-

dom of heaven, which the Baptist proclaimed to be

at hand. But the fundamental distinction between

John's baptism unto repentance, and that baptism

accompanied with the gift of the Holy Spirit which

our Lord afterwards ordained, is clearly marked by

John himself (Matt, iii.- 11, 12).

As a preacher, John was eminently practical and

discriminating. Self-love and covetousness were

the prevalent sins of the people at • large : on them
therefore he enjoined charity, and consideration for

others. The publicans he cautioned against extor-

tion, the soldiers against violence and plunder. His

answers to them are, no doubt, to be regarded as

instances of the appropriate warning and ad\ice

which he addressed to every class.

The mission of the Baptist— an extraordinary

one for an extraordinary purpose — was not limited

to those who had openly forsaken the covenant of

God, and so forfeited its principles. It was to the

whole people alike. This we must infer from the

baptism of one who had no confession to make, and

no sins to wash away. Jesus Himself came from

Galilee to Jordan to be baptized of John, on the

special ground that it became Him " to fulfill all

righteousness," and, as man, to suljmit to the cus-

toms and ordinances which were binding upon the

rest of the Jewish people. John, however, naturally

at first shrank from offering the symbols of purity

to the sinless Son of God. But here a difficult

question arises— How is John's acknowledgment

of Jesus at the moment of his presenting Himself

for baptism compatible with his subsequent assertion

that he knew Him not, save by the descent of the

Holy Spirit upon Him, which took place after his

baptism ? If it be difficult to imagine that the two

cousins were not personally acquainted with each

other, it must be torne in mind that their places of

residence were at the two extremities of the country,

with but little means of communication between

them. Perhaps, too, John's special destination and

mode of life may have kept him from the stated

festivals of his countrymen at Jerusalem. It is

possible therefore that the Saviour and the Baptist

had never before met. It was certainly of the

utmost importance that there should be no suspicion

of concert or collusion bet"'"";!) them. John, how-

ever, must assuredly have oeen in daily expectation

of Christ's manifestation to Israel, and so a word
or sign would have sufficed to reveal to him the

person and presence of our Lord, though we may
well suppose such a fact to be made known by a

direct connnunication from God, as in the ease of

Simeon (Luke ii. 26; of. Jackson " o?! (he Creed"
Works, Ox. ed. vi. 404). At all events it is wholly

inconceivable that John should have been [jermitted

to baptize the Son of God without being enabled

to distinguish Him from any of the ordinary multi-
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tude. Upon the whole, the true meaning of the

words Kayd> oiiK i]Seiv a.br6v would seem to be as

follows: And I, even I, though standing in so near

a relation to Him, both personally and ministerially,

had no assured knowledge of Him as the Messiah.

I did not know Him, and I had not authority to

proclaim Him as such, till I saw the predicted sign

in the descent of the Holy Spirit upon Him. It

must be borne in mind that John had no means
of knowing by previous announcement, whether this

wonderful acknowledgment of the Divine Son would

be vouchsafed to his forerunner at his baptism, or

at any other time (see Dr. Mill's Hist. Character

of St. Luke''s Gospel, and the authorities quoted

by him).

With the baptism of Jesus John's more especial

office ceased. The king had come to his kingdom.

The function of the herald was discharged. It was
this that John had with singular humility and self-

renunciation announced beforehand :
" He must

increase, but I must decrease."

John, however, still continued to present himself

to his coimtrymen in the capacity of witness to

Jesus. Especially did he bear testimony to Him
at Bethany beyond Jordan (for Bethany, not Beth-

abara, is the reading of the best MSS.). So con-

fidently indeed did he point out the Lamb of God,

on whom he had seen the Spirit alighting like a

dove, that two of his own disciples, Andrew, and
probably John, being convinced by his testimony,

followed Jesus, as the true Messiah.

From incidental notices in Scripture we learn

that John and his disciples continued to baptize

some time after our Lord entered upon his ministry

(see John iii. 23, iv. 1; Acts xix. 3). We gather

also that John instructed his disciples in certain

moral and religious duties, as fasting (Matt. ix. 14;

Luke V. 33) and prayer (Luke xi. 1).

But shortly after he had given his testimony to

the JNIessiah, John's public ministry was brought

to a close. He had at the beginning of it con-

demned the hypocrisy and worldliness of the Phari-

sees and Sadducees, and he now had occasion to

denounce the lust of a king. In daring disregard

of the divine laws, Herod Antipas had taken to

himself the wife of his brother Phifip; and when
John reproved him for this, as well as for other sins

(Luke iii. 19), Herod cast him into prison. The
place of his confinement was tjje castle of Machserus
— a fortress on the eastern shore of the Dead Sea.

It was here that reports reached him of the miracles

which our Lord was working in Juda;a— miracles

which, doubtless, were to John's mind but the con-

firmation of what lie expected to hear as to the

establishment of the Messiah's kingdom. But if

Christ's kingdom were indeed established, it was

the duty of John's own disciples no less than of all

others to acknowledge it. They, however, would

naturally cling to their own master, and lie slow to

transfer their allegiance to another. A\'ith a view

therefore to overcome their scruples, John sent two

of them to Jesus Himself to ask the question, " Art

Thou He that should come? " They were answered

not by words, but by a series of miracles wrought

before their eyes— the very miracles which prophecy

had specified as the distinguishing credentials of

the Messiah (Is. xxxv. 5, Ixi. 1); and, while Jesus

bade the two messengers carry back to John as his

only answer the report of what they had seen and

heard. He took occasion to guard the multitude

who surrounded Him against supposing that the

Baptist himself was shaken in mind, by a direct
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appeal to their own knowledge of his life and char-

acter. Well might they be appealed to as witnesses

that the stern prophet of the wilderness was no

waverer, bending to every breeze, like tlie reeds on

the banks of Jordan. Proof abundant had they

that John was no worldling with a heart set upon

rich clothing and dainty fare— the luxuries of a

khig's court— and they must have been ready to

acknowledge that one so inured to a life of hard-

ness and privation was not likely to be afl'ected by

the ordinary terrors of a prison. But our Lord not

only vindicates his forerunner from any suspicion of

inconstancy, He goes on to proclaim him a prophet,

and more than a [)rophet, nay, inferior to none born

of woman, though in respect to spiritual privileges

behind the least of those wlio were to be born of the

Spirit and admitted into the fellowship of Christ's

body (Matt. xi. 11). It should be noted that tlie

expression 6 5e /jLiKpSrepos, k.t.K. is understood

by Chrysostom, Augustin, Hilary, and some modern
commentators, to mean Christ Himself, but this

interpretation is less agreeable to the spirit and

tone of our Lord's discourse.

Jesus further proceeds to declare that John was,

according to the true meaning of the prophecy, the

Elijah of tlie new covenant, foretold by Malachi

(iii. 4). The event indeed proved that John was

to Herod what Elijah had been to Ahab, and a

prison was deemed too light a punisliment for his

boldness in asserting Citod's law before the face of a

king and a queen. Nothing but the death of the

Baptist would satisfy the resentment of Herodias.

Though foiled once, she continued to watch her

opportunity, which at length arrived. A court fes-

tival was kept at Machserus [see Tiheuias] in

honor of the king's bii-thday. After supper [or

during it, Mark vi. 21, 22J, the daughter of Herodias

came in and danced before tlie company, and so

charmed was the king by her grace tliat he prom-
ised with an oath to give her whatsoever she should

ask.

Salome, prompted by her abandoned mother,

demanded the head of John the Baptist. The
promise had been given in the hearing of his dis-

tinguished guests, and so Herod, though loth to be

made the instrument of so bloody a work, gave in-

structions to an officer of his guard, who went and
executed John in the prison, and his head was
brought to feast th» eyes of the adulteress whose

sins he had denounced.

Thus was John added to that glorious army of

martyrs who have suffered for righteousness' sake.

His death is supposed to have occurred just before

the tlfird Passover in the course of the Lord's min-

istry. It is by Josephus {Ant. xviii. .5, § 2) attrib-

uted to the jealousy with which Herod regarded

his growing influence with the people. Herod un-

doubtedly looked upon him as some extraordinary

person, for no sooner did he hear of the miracles

of Jesus than, though a Sadducee himself, and as

such a disbeliever in the Resurrection, he ascribed

them to John, whom he supposed to be risen from

the dead. Holy Scripture tells us that the body

of the Baptist was laid in the tomb by his disciples,

and ecclesiastical history records the honors which

successive generations paid to his memory.

Thebrief history of John's life is marked through-

out with the characteristic graces of self-denial,

humility, and holy courage. So great indeed was

his abstinence that worldly men coiisiilered him
possessed. " John came neither eating nor drink-

ing, and they said he hath a devil." His humility
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was such that he had again and again to disavow
the character, and decline the honors which an
admiring multitude almost forced upon him. To
their questions he answered plainly, he was not the

Christ, nor the Elijah of wiiom they were thinking,

nor one of their old prophets. He was no one —
a voice merely— the Voice of God calling his

people to repentance in preparation for the coming
of Him whose shoe latchet he was not worthy to

unloose.

For his boldness in speaking truth, he went a
willing victim to prison and to death.

The student may consult the following works,

where he will find numerous references to ancient

and modern commentators: Tillemont, Hist. Fe-
cks. ; Witsius, MiscelL vol. iv. ; Thomas Aquinas,
Catena Aurea, Oxford, 1842; Neander, Life of
Clnist ; Le Bas, Scripture Bio(/raphi) ; Taylor,

LiJ'e of' Christ; Olshausen, Com. on the Gospels.

E. H— s.

JOHN, GOSPEL OF. 1. Authority. — No
doubt has been entertained at any time in the

Church, either of the canonical authority of this

Gospel, or of its being written by St. John. The
text 2 Pet. i. li is not indeed sufficient to support

the inference that St. Peter and his readers were
acquainted with the fourth Gospel, and recognized

its authority. But still no other book of the N. T.

is authenticated by testimony of so early a date as

that of the disciples which is embodied in the Gospel

itself (xxi. 24, 25). Among the Apostolic Fathers,

Ignatius appears to have known and recognized

this Gospel. His declaration, " I desire the 1 .ead

of God, which is the flesh of Jesus Christ the Son
of God . . . and I desire the drink of God, his

blood, which is incorruptible love"' (fid Bom. c. 7;

Cureton, Corpus Ignatianum, p. 231), could scarcely

have been written by one who had not read St. John
vi. 32, &c. And in the J'^p. ad Philade/phenos, c. 7

(which, however, is not contained in Mr. Cureton's

Syriac MSS.), the same writer says, " [The Holy
Spirit] knoweth whence He conieth and whither

He goeth, and rejjroveth the things which are hid-

den :
" this is surely more than an accidental verbal

coincidence with St. John iii. 8 and xvi. 8. The
fact that this Gospel is not quoted by Clement of

Rome (a. d. G8 or 90) serves, as Dean Alford sug-

gests, merely to confirm the statement that it is a

very late production of the Apostolic age. Polycarp

in his short epistle, Hernias, and Barnabas do not

refer to it. But its phraseology may be clearly

traced in the Epistle to Diognetus (" Christians

dwell in the world, but they are not of the world; "

comp. .John xvii. 11, 14, 16: "He sent his only-

begotten Son ... as loving, not condemning;"
comp. John iii. 16, 17), and in Justin Martyr,

A. 1). 1.50 ("Christ said. Except ye be born again

ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven : and

it is manifest to all that it is impossible for those

who have been once born to enter into the wombs
of those that bare them ;

" Apol. c. 61 ; comp. John

iii. 3, 5: and again, "His blood having been pro-

duced, not of human seed, but of the will of God; "

Tri/pho, c. 63; comp. John i. 13, <fec.), Tatian,

A. D. 170, wrote a harmony of the Jour Gospels:

and he quotes St. John's Gospel in his only extant

work ; so do his contemporaries ApoUinaris of

Hierapolis, Athenagoras, and the writer of the

Epistle of the churches of Vienne and Lyons. The

Valentinians made great use of it ; and one of their

sect, Heracleon, wrote a commentary on it. Yet

its authority among orthodox Christians was too
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firmly established to be shaken thereby. Tlieophilus

of Antioeh {nd Autolycum, ii.) expressly ascribes

this Gospel to St. John ; and he wrote, according

to Jerome (Ay). 53, ad Algas.), a harmonized com-

mentarj" on ilie four Gospels. And, to close the

list of writers of the second century, the numerous

and full testimonies of Irenoeus in Gaul and Ter-

tullian at Carthage, with the obscure but weighty

testimony of the Koman writer of the iluratorian

Fragment on the (.'anon, sutficiently show the au-

thority attributetl in the Western Church to this

Gospel. The third century introduces equally de-

cisive testimony from the Fathers of the Alexandrian

Church, Clement and Origen, which it is unneces-

sary here to quote at length.

Cerdon, Marcion, the Montanists, and other an-

cient heretics (see Lampe, Cumin entarins, i. 136),

did not deny that St. John was the author of the

Gospel, but they held that the Apostle was mis-

taken, or that his Gospel had been interpolated in

those passages which are opposed to their tenets.

The Alogi, a sect in the beginning of the third

century, were singular in rejecting the writings of

St. John. Guerike {Einleitunf/ in N. T. p. 303)

enumerates later opponents of the Gospel, beginning

with an Englishman, Edw. Evanson, On the Dis-

sonance of the Four Kr:r(ngelists, Ipswich, 1702,

and closing with Bretschneider's Prohahilia de

Evungelio Johmim's, etc., oriyine, Lips. 1820. His

arguments are characterized by Guerike as strong

in comparison with those of his predecessors. They

are grounded chiefly on the strangeness of such

language and thoughts as those of St. John coming

from a Galilean fisherman, and on the difference

between the representations of our Lord's person

and of his manner of speech given by St. John and

the other EvangeUsts. Guerike answers Bretsch-

neider's arguments in detail. The skepticism of

more recent times has found its fullest, and, accord-

ing to Bleek, its most important, expression in a

treatise by Liitzelberger on the tradition respecting

the Apostle John and his writings (1840). His

arguments are recapitulated and answered by Dr.

Davidson {Introduction to the N. T., 1848, vol. i.

p. 244, &c.). It may suffice to mention one speci-

men. St. Paul's expression (Gal. ii. 6), b-Koloi

iroTf ^a-av, is translated by Liitzelberger, " what-

soever they [Peter, James, and John] were for-

merly:" he discovers therein an implied assertion

that all three were not living when the Epistle to

the Galatians was written, and infers that since

Peter and James were undoubtedly alive, John

must have been dead, and therefore the tradition

which ascribes to him the residence at Ephesus,

and the composition, after a. d. 60, of various

writings, must confound him with another John.

Still more recently the objections of Baur to St.

John's Gospel have been answered by Ebrard, Bas

Evantjelium Johannis, etc., Zurich, 184.5.

2. Place and Time at vjliich it was written. —
Ephesus and Patmos are the two places mentioned

by early writers; and the weight of evidence seems

to preponderate in favor of Ephesus Irena?us (iii.

1; also apiul Euseb. //. E. v. 8) states that John

published his Gospel whilst he dwelt in Ephesus

of Asia. Jerome {Prol. in Matth.) states that John

was in Asia when he complied with the request of

the bishops of Asia and others to write more pro-

foundly concerning the Divinity of Christ. The-

odore of Mopsuestia {Prol. in Joannem) relates that

Jolu) was living at Ephesus when he was moved by

his disciples to write his Gospel.
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The evidence in favor of Patmos comes from two

anonymous writers. The author of the Synopsis

of Scripture, printed in the works of Athanasius,

states that the Gospel was dictated by St. John in

Patmos, and published afterwards in Ephesus. The
author of the work De XII. Apostolis, printed in

the Appendix to Fabricius's Hijipolytiis (p. 952, ed.

Migne), states that John was banished by Domitian

to Patmos, where he wrote his Gospel. The later

date of these unknown WTiters, and the seeming

inconsistency of their testimony with St. John's

declaration (Kev. i. 2) in Patmos, that he had

previously bonie record of the Word of God, render

their testimony of little weight.

Attempts ha\e been made to elicit from the lan-

guage of the Gospel itself some argument which

should decide the question whether it was written

before or after the destroction of Jerusalem. But

considering that the present tense "is" is used in

v. 2, and the past tense " was " in xi. 18, xviii. 1,

xix. 41, it would seem reasonable to conclude that

these passages throw no light upon the question.

Clement of Alexandria {apud Euseb. //. K. vi.

14) speaks of St. John as the latest of the Evan-

gelists. The Apostle's sojourn at Ephesus probal)ly

began after St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians was

written, /. e. after A. D. 62. Eusebius (//. E. iii.

20) specifies the fourteenth year of I)omitian, i. e.

A. i>. !J5 as the year of his banishment to Patmos.

Probably the date of the Gospel may lie about mid-

way between these two, about a. d. 78. The ref-

erences to it in the First Epistle and the IJevelation

lead to the supposition that it was written decidedly

before those two books; and the tradition of its

sujiplementary character would lead us to place it

some little time after the Apostle had fixed his

abode at Ephesus.

3. Occasion and Scope.— After the destruction

of Jerusalem a. d. 69, Ephesus probably became

the centre of the active life of Eastern Christendom.

Even Antioeh, the original source of missions to

the Gentiles, and the future metropolis of the

Christian Patriarch, appears, for a time, less con-

spicuous in the obscurity of early church history

than I'^phesus, to which St. Paul inscribed his

epistle, and in which St. John found a dwelling-

place and a tomb. This half-Greek, half-(jriental

city, " visited by ships from all parts of the INlediter-

ranean, and united by great roads with the markets

of the interior, was the common meeting-place of

various characters and classes of men " (Conybeare

and How.son's St. Paul, ch. xiv.). It contained a

large church of faithful Christians, a multitude of

zealous Jews, an indigenous population devoted to

the worship of a strange idol whose image (Jerome,

Pro'f. in Ephes.) was borrowed from the East, its

name from the West : in the Xystus of Ephesus,

free-thinking philosophers of all nations disputed

over their favorite tenets (Justin, Trypho, cc. 1,7).

It was the place to which Cerinthus chose to bring

the doctrines which he devised or learned at Alex-

andria (Neander, Church History, ii. 42, ed. Bohn).

In this city, and among the lawless heathens in its

neighborhood (Clem. Alex. Quis dives salt: § 42;,

St. John was engaged in extending the Christian

Church, when, for the greater edification of that

Church, his Gospel was written. It was obviously

addressed primarily to Christians, not to heathens;

and the Apostle himself tells us (xx. 31) what was

the end to which he looked forward in all his

teaching.

Modern criticism has indulged in much curious
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speculation as to the exclusive or the principal

motive wiiich induced the Apostle to write. His

design, according to some critics, was to supplement

the deficiencies of the earlier three Gosijels ; accord-

ing to others, to confute the Nicolaitans and Uerin-

thus : according to others, to state the true doctrine

of the Divinity of Christ. But let it be borne in

mind first of all that the inspiring, directing im-

pulse given to St. John was , that by which all

" prophecy came in old time," when " holy men
of God spake," " not by the will of man," " but

as they were moved by the Holy Ghost." We can-

not feel confident of our own capacity to analyze

the motives and circumscribe the views of a mind

under the influence of Divine inspiration. Tiie

Gospel of St. John is a boon to all ages, and to

men in an infinite variety of circumstances. Some-

thing of the feelings of the clironicler, or the polemic,

or the catechist may have been in the heart of tiie

Apostle, but let us not imagine that his motives

were limited to any, or to all of these.

It has indeed been pronounced by high critical

authority that " the supplementary theory is en-

tirely untenable;" and so it becomes if put forth

in its most rigid form, and as showing the whole

design of St. John. But even Dr. Davidson, while

pronouncing it unsupported by either external tra-

dition or internal grounds, acknowledges that some
truth lies at the bottom of it. Those who hold the

theory in its extreme and exclusive form will find

it hard to account for the fact that St. John has

many things in common with his predecessors; and
those who repudiate the theory entirely will find it

hard to account for his omission, e. g. of such an

event as the Transfiguration, which he was admitted

to see, and which would have been within the scope

(under any other theory) of his Gospel. Luthardt

concludes most judiciously that, though St. John
may not have written with direct reference to the

earlier three Evangelists, he did not write without

any reference to them.

And in like maimer, though so able a critic as

Liicke speaks of the anti-Gnostic reference of St.

John as prevailing throughout liis Gospel, while

Luthardt is for limiting such reference to his first

verses, and to his doctrine of the Logos; and,

though other writers have shown much ingenuity

in discovering, and perhaps exaggerating, references

to Docetisra, Ebionitism, and Sabianism; yet, when
controversial references are set forth as the principal

design of the Apostle, it is well to bear in mind
the cautious opinion expressed by Dr. Davidson

:

" Designed polemical opposition to one of those

errors, or to all of them, does not lie in the con-

tents of the sacred book itself; and yet it is true

that they were not unnoticed by St. John. He
intended to set forth the faith alone, and in so

doing he has written passages that do confute those

erroneous tendencies."

There is no intrinsic improbability in the early

tradition as to tlie occasion and scope of this tiospel,

which is most fully related in the commentary of

Theodore of Mopsiiestia, to the effect that while

St. John lived at Ephesus, and visited all parts of

Asia, the writings of Matthew, Mark, and even

Luke came into the hands of the ( 'hristians, and
were diligently circulated everywhere. Then it

occurred to the Christians of Asia that St. Jolin

was a more credible witness than all others, foras-

much as from the beginning, even before Alatthew,

he was with the Lord, and enjoyed more abundant
grace through the love which the Lord bore to him.
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And they brouglit him the books, and sought to

know his opinion of them. Then he praised the

I writers for their veracity, and said that a few things

had been omitted by them- and that all but a little

of the teaching of the most important miracles was
recorded. And he added that they who discourse

of the coming of Christ in tlie flesh ought not to

omit to speak of his Divinity, lest in course of time

men who are used to such discourses might suppose

that Christ was only what He appeared to be.

Thereujwn the brethren exhorted him to write at

once the things which he judged the most important

for instruction, and which he saw omitted by the

others. And he did so. And therefore from the

beginning he discoursed about the doctrine of the

Divinity of Christ, judging this to be the necessary

beginning of the Gospel, and from it he went on to

the incarnation. [See above, p. 1423.]

4. ContenU and Integrity. — Luthardt says that

there is no book in the N. T. which more strongly

than the fourth Gospel impresses the reader with

tlie notion of its unity and integrity. And yet it

does not appear to be written with such close ad-

herence to a preconceived plan as a western writer

would show in developing and illustrating some one

leading idea. The preface, the break at the end of

the twelfth chapter, and the supplementary chapter,

are divisions which will occur to every reader. The
ingenious synopsis of Bengel and the thoughtfid

one of Luthardt are worthy of attention. But none

is so elaborate and minute as that of Lampe, of

which the following is an abridgment :
—

A. The Pholocjuk, i. 1-18.

B. TnK History, i. 19-xx. 29.

a. Various events relating to our Lord's ministry,

narrated in connection with seven journeys, i. 19-

xii. 50: —
1. First journey into Judaea and beginning of

his ministry, i. 19-ii. 12.

2. Second journey, at the Passover in the first

year of his ministry, ii. 13-iv. (The manifestation

of his glory in Jerusalem, ii. 13-iii. 21, and in the

journey back, iii. 22-iv.)

3. Third journey, in the second year of his min-

istry, about the Passover, v.

4. Fourth journey, about the Passover, in the

third year of his ministry, beyond Jordan, vi. (His

glory shown by the multiplication of tlie loaves, and
by 'his walking on the sea, and l>y the discourses

with the Jews, his disciples and his Apostles.)

5. Fifth journey, six months before his death,

begun at the Feast of Tabernacles, vii.-x. 21. (Cir-

cumstances in which the journey was undertaken,

vii. 1-13 : five signs of his glory shown at Jerusalem,

vii. 14-x. 21.)

6. Sixth journey, about the Feast of Dedication,

X. 22-42. (His testimony in Solomon's porch, and
his departure beyond Jordan.)

7. Seventh journey in Judiea towards Bethany,

xi. 1-54. (The raising of Lazarus and its conse-

quences.
)

8. Eighth journey, before his last Passover, xi.

55-xii. (Plots of the Jews, his entry into Jeru-

salem, and into the Temple, and the maniii?statiou

of his glory there.

)

b. History of the Death of Christ, xiii.-xx. 29.

1. Preparation for his Passion, xiii.-xvii. (Last

Supper, discourse to his disciples, his commendatory
prayer.

)

2. The circumstances of his Passion and Death,

xviii., xix. (His apprehension, trial, and cruci-

fixion. )
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3. His EesuiTection, and the proofs of it, xx.

1-29.

C. The Conclusion, sx. .30-xxi. : —
1. Scope of the foregoing history, xx. 30, 31.

2. Confirmation of the authority of the Evan-
gelist by additional historical facts, and by the

testimony of the elders of the Church, xxi. 1-24.

3. Reason of the termination of the history, xxi.

25.

Some portions of the Gospel have been regarded

by certain critics as interpolations. Luthardt dis-

cusses at considerable length the objections of

Paulus, Weisse, Schenkel, and Schweizer to ch. xxi.,

viii. 1-11, V. 3, ii. 1-12, iv. 44-54, vi. l-26.« The
discussion of these passages belongs rather to a

commentary than to a brief introduction. But as

the question as to ch. xxi. has an important bearing

on the history of the Gospel, a brief statement re-

specting it may not be out of place here.

Guerike (Einleitung, p. 310) gives the following

lists of (1) those who have doubted, and (2) those

who have advocated its genuineness: (1) Grotius,

Le Clerc, Pfaff, Semler, Paulus, Gurlitt, Bertholdt,

Seyffarth, Liicke, De Wette, Schott; (2) K. Simon,

Lampe. Wetstein, Osiander, jMichaelis, Beck, Eich-

horn, Hug, Wegscheider, Handschke, Weber, Tho-

luck, Scheffer. The objections against the first

twenty-three verses of this chapter are founded

entirely on internal evidence. The principal objec-

tions as to alleged peculiarities of language are

« * A distinction should be made between these

passages. The genuineness of John v. 3 (or rather v.

4, with the last clause of ver. 3) and viii. 1-11 (or more
accurately vii. 53-viii. 11) is a question of textual

criticism, these verses being wanting in the oldest and
most important manuscripts, and in other authorities.

They are accordingly regarded as interpolations or as

of very doubtful genuineness, not only by the writers

mentioned above, but by Griesbach, Knapp, Schott,

Tittmann, Theile. Lachmann (John vii. 53— viii. 1-11

only), Tischendorf, Tregelles, Alford, De Wette, Briick-

ner, Meyer, Liicke, Tholuck, Olshausen, Neander,

Luthardt, Ewald, Biiumlein, Bleek, Godet, Norton,

Porter, Davidson, Green, Scrivener, and many other

critics, except that some of these receive the last clause

of V. 3 as genuine. But there is no external evidence

against the genuineness of the other passages referred

to. A.

6 * This account of Ewald's view is not entirely

correct. He regards the 21st chapter as indeed pro-

ceeding substantially from the .Apostle, but as betray-

ing here and there (as in vv. 20, 24, 25), even more
than the main body of the Gospel, the hand of fi-iends

who aided him in committing his recollections to

writing. {Die jnhan. Schrijieii, i. 53 ff.) The main

object of the addition he supposes to have been to

correct the erroneous report referred to in ver. 23 re-

specting the exemption of the beloved disciple from

death.

That the two last verses of the 21st chapter (or

rather ver 25 and the last clause of ver. 24) have the

air of an editorial note is obvious. The extravagant

hyperbole in ver. 25, and the use of several words

(oo-a, if this is the true reading, for a, Ka6' eV, oT/uai)

are also foreign from the stj'le of .John. Perhaps there

is no supposition respecting these verses more probable

than that of Mr. Norton, who observes :
" According

to ancient accounts, St. John wrote his Gospel at

Ephesuf . . It is not improbable that, before his

death, its circulation had been confined to the mem-
bers of that church. Thence copies of it would be

afterwards obbiined ; and the copy provided for tran-

scription was, we may suppose, accompanied by the

strong attestation which we now find, given by the

church, or the elders of the church, to their full faith
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completely answered in a note in Guerike's EinleU
tuiKj, p. .310 [or Neutest. Jsngoyik^ 3* Aufl. 1868,

p. 223 f.], and are given up with one exception by
De Wette. Other oljections, though urged by
Liicke, are exceedingly trivial and arbitrary, e. g.

that the reference to the author in verse 20 is un-
like the manner of St. John ; that xx. 30, 31 would
have been placed at the end of xxi. by St. John if

he had written both chapters ; that the narrative

descends to strangely minute circumstances, etc.

The 25th verse and the latter half of the 24th

of ch. xxi. are generally received as an undisguised

addition, probably by the elders of the Ephesian

Church, where the Gospel was first published.

There is an early tradition recorded by the au-

thor of the SjTiopsis of Scripture in Athanasius,

that this Gospel was written many years before the

Apostle permitted its general circulation. This
fact— rather improbable in itself— is rendered less

so by the obviously supplementary character of the

latter part, or perhaps the whole of ch. xxi. Ewald
(Gesch. (les Vvlkes Israel, vii. 217), less skeptical

herein than many of his countrymen, comes to the

conclusion that the first 20 chapters of this Gospel,

having been written by the Apostle, about A. D.

80, at the request, and with the help of his more
advanced Christian friends, were not made public

till a short time before bis death, and that ch. xxi.

was a later addition by his own hand.*

5. Literature. — The principal Commentators

in the accounts which it contained, and by the con-
cludiug remark made by the writer of this attestation

in his own person "
(
Genuineness of the Gospels, 2(J

ed., vol. i. Add. Notes, p. xcvi. ; for a fuller discussion

comp. Godet, Comm. sur VEvang. de St. Jean, ii.

G92 ff.).

On the supposition that the Gospel is genuine, this

view of the last two verses removes all objections of

any real weight to the ascription of the remainder of

the chapter to the Apostle John. The weakness of most
of these objections is fully recognized even by Baur
{Die Icanon. Ecangelien, p. 235 ff.) ; and Credner, who
contends against the genuineness of the chapter, admits

that " it exhibits almost all the jKiculiarities of John's

style" {Einl. in das N. T. i. 232). The points of dif-

ference which have been urged are altogether insig-

nificant in comparison with the striking agreement,

not merely in phraseology, but in manner, and in the

structure and connection of sentences ; note especially

the absence of conjunctions, vv. 3 (ter), 5, 10, 11, 12
(bis), 13, 15 (bis), 16 (ter), 17 (ter), 20, 22, and the

frequent use of oiiu.

On the supposition, however, that the Gospel is not
genuine, this Appendix presents a problem which
seems to admit of no reasonable solution. What motive
could there have been for adding such a supplement
to a spurious work after the middle of the second

century ? Was it needful, fifty years or more after

the Apostle's death, to correct a false report that it

was promised him that he should not die ? Or what
dogmatic purpose could this addition serve ? And how
is its minuteness of detsiil, and its extraordinary agree-

ment in style with the rest of the Gospel to be ex-

plained ? It may be said that it was designed to give

credit to the forged Gospel by a pretended attestation.

But was the whole chapter needed for this ? And
what credit could a fictitious work of that period derive

from an anonymous testimony ? Had such been the

object, moreover, how strange that the Apostle John
should not be named as the author !

The only plausible explanation, then, of vv. 24, 25,

seems to be, that they are an attestation of the trust-

worthiness of the Gospel by those who first put it into

general circulation — companions and friends of the

author, and well known to those to whom it was com-
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on St. John will be found in the following list:

(I) Origen, in 0pp. ed. 1759, iv. 1-460; (2)

Chrysoatom, in 0pp. ed. 1728, viii. 1-530; (3)

Theodore of Mopsuestia and others, in. Corderii

Catena in Juannem, 1G30 ; [for Theodore, see

Migne's Patrol. Gneca, torn. Ixvi.
;

(3") Cyril of

Alexandria, 0pp. ed. Aubert, torn, iv., or Migne's

Patrol, torn. Ixxiii., Ixxiv. ; the poetical paraphrase

of Nonnus may also be noted, Migne, Patrol, torn,

xliii. ;] (4r) Augustine, in 0pp. ed. 1090, iii., part

2, 290-826; (5) Theophylact ; (6) Euthyniius

Zigabenus; (7) Maldonatus; (8) Luther; (9) Cal-

vin; (10) Grotius and others, in the Criticl Sacri

;

(II) Cornelius a Lapide; (12) Hammond; (13)

Lampe, Commentarius exegetlco - analyticus in

Joannem [3 vol. Amst. 1724-26, and Bas. 1725-

27]; (14) Bengel; (15) Whitby; (16) Liicke, Com-

mentar iib. das Evang. des Johann. 1820 [-24,

3e Aufl. 2 vols. 1840-43]
; (17) Olshausen, BibUs-

chei' Commentar, 1834; (18) Meyer, Kritisch-

exeget. Commentar; (19) De Wette, Exeget.

Handbuch z. N. T. ; (20) Tholuek, Comm. z.

Evang. Johan.
; (21) C. E. Luthardt, das johan-

nelsche Evangelium nach seiner Eigenthiimlichkeit,

2 vols., 1852-53.

Until very lately the English reader had no better

critical helps in the study of St. .Tohn's Gospel than

those which were provided for him by Hanmiond.
Lightfoot, and Whitby. He now has access through

the learned Commentaries of Canon Wordsworth
and Dean Alford to the interpretations and explana-

tions of the ancient Fathers, and several English

theologians, and to those of all the eminent German
critics.

The Commentaries of Chrysostom and Augustine

have been translated into English in the Oxford

Library of the Fathers [Chrysostom, vol. xxviii.,

xxxvi., Augustine, vol. xxix.] (Parker, 1848). Eng-

lish translations have been published also of the

Commentaries of Bengel and Olshausen. And the

Rev. F. D. Maurice has published an original and

devout Commentary under the title of Discourses

on the Gospel of St. John, 1857. W. T. B.

* Genuineness.— Since the rise of the Tiibingen

critical school, the question of the genuineness of

the fourth Gospel has been much discussed. The
opponents of the .lohannean authorsliip are far

from being agreed among themselves respecting

the date which they assign to the book. Baur
placed it at about 100, Hilgenfeld at from 120 to

140, Schenkel at from 110 to 120, and Renan in

his 13th ed. (I'aris, 1867) before 100. The posi-

tion of. the Tiibingen school on this question is a

part of their general theory concerning the rise of

Catholic Christianity, which they attribute to the

gradual pacifying of the supposed antagonism of

the Jewish-Christian or Petrine, and Gentile-Chris-

tian or Pauline, branches of the Church. As the

municated ; and the only plausible account of the first

23 verses of the chapter is, that they are a supple-

mentary addition, wliich proceeded directly from the

pen, or substantially from the dictation, of the author
of the rest of the Gospel.

It should further be noted that Tischendorf, in the

2d edition of his Si/nopsis Evaiu;elira (1804), brackets

ver. 25 as spurious, chiefly on the ground of its omis-

sion in tiie Codex Sinaiticus a prima vianii. (The
part of Tischeiidorfs 8th critical edition of the N. T.

containing the Gospel of Jolin has not yet appeared.)

The verse stands at present in the Codex Sinaiticus.

but Tischendorf believes that the color of the ink and
a slight difference in the handwriting show that it did
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book of Acts was an earlier, so the fourth Gospel
was a later product of this compromising tendency.

The writer of it assumed the name of John in or-

der to give an Apostolic sanction to his higher
theological platform, on which love takes the place

of faith, and the Jewish system is shown to be ful-

filled, and so abolished, by the offering of Christ,

who is represented as the true Paschal lamb. The
history is artificially contrived as the symbolical

vestment of ideas, such as the idea of unbelief cul-

minating in the crucifixion of the self-manifested

Christ, and the idea of faith as not real and gen-

uine so far as it rests on miracles. Renan differs

from most of the German critics in receiving as

authentic nuich more of the narrative portion of

the Gospel. He conceives the work to have been

composed by some disciple of the Evangelist John,

who derived from the latter much of his informa-

tion. In particular Kenan accepts as historical

the belief in the resurrection of Lazarus (which,

however, he holds to have been a counterfeit miracle,

the result of collusion), and much besides which
John records in connection with the closing scenes

of the life of Jesus.

We shall now review the principal arguments
which bear on the main question. That John spent

the latter part of his life, and died at an advanced

age, in Proconsular Asia, in particular at Ephesus,

is a well attested fact. Polycrates, bishop at Eph-
esus near the close of the second century, who had
liecome a Christian as early as 131, and seven of

whose kinsmen had been l)ishops or presbyters, says

that John died and was buried in that place (Euseb.

//. E. V. 24; cf. iii. 31). Irenaius, who was bom
in Asia, says of those old presbyters, immediate

disciples of tlie Apostles, whom he had known,
that tliey liad been personally conversant with John,

and that he had remained among them up to the

times of Trajan, whose reign was from 98 to 117.

(See Iren. adv. Hcer. ii. 22, al. 39, § 5.) That
his informants were mistaken on such a point as

the duration of the Saviour's ministry does not

invahdate their testimony in regard to the duration

of Jolm's life, about which they could not well be

mistaken. His Gospel, according to Irenseus,

Clement, and others, and the general belief, was
the last written of the four, and the tradition

placed its composition near tlie end of his life.

In support of this proposition, we ha\e the tes-

timony of Jerome and Eusebius, both diligent

inquirers, and knowing how to discriminate between

books universally received and those which had been

questioned. In an argument which depends for its

force partly on an accumulation of particulars,

their suffrages are not without weight. We may
begin, however, with the indisputable fact that in

the last quarter of the second century, the fourth

Gospel was received in every part of Christendom

not proceed from the original scribe, but was added

by a contemporary revi.ser of the manuscript. On this

palicographical question, however, Tregellts differs

from him. (See Tischendorfs N. T. Grce.ce ex Siiiaiticc

Codice, pp. xxxxviii., Ixxvi.) MS. 63 has been crroue-'

ously cited as omitting the verse (see Scrivener's Full

Cnllalioii nfthe Cod. Sin., p. lix., note). The scliolia

of many MSS., however, speak of it as regarded by

some as an addition by a foreign hand ;
and a scholion

to this effect, ascribed in one manuscript to Theodore

of Mopsuestia, is given in Card. Mai's edition of the

Commentaries of this father (Nooa Pair. Bib!, vii. 407|

or Migne's Patrol. Ixvi. 783 ff.). A.
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as the work of the Apostle John. The prominent

witnesses are Tertiillian in North Africa, Clement

in Alexandria, and Irenajus in Gaul. Tertiillian

in liis treatise against Marcion, written in 207 or

208, appeals in behalf of the exclusive authority

(if the ibur canonical Gospels, to tr.adition coming

down from the Apostles— to historical evidence.

Mc/c. Marcion. iv. 2, 5.) Clement, an erudite

ajid travelled scholar, not only ascribed to the Four

ijospels exclusively canonical authority (Strom, iii.

13), but also, in his last work, the "Institutions,"

quoted by Eusebius (vi. 14), "gave a tradition con-

cerning the order of the Gospels which he had re-

ceived from presbyters of more ancient times;"

that is, concerning the chronological order of their

composition. He became the head of the Alexan-

drian school about the year I'M. But the testi-

mony of Irenieus has the highest importance, and

is, in truth, when it is properl)' considered, of de-

cisive weight on the main question. He was a

Greek, born in Asia Minor about 140. He after-

wards went to Lyons in Gaul, where he first held

the office of presl)yter, and then, a. d. 178, that

of bishop; and was therefore acquainted with the

Church both in the East and the West. He had in

his youth known Polycarp, the immediat« disciple

of John, and retained a vivid recollection of his

person and words. Irenieus not only testifies to

the universal acceptance of the fourth Gospel, but

he argues fancifully that there rmcst be four, and

only four, as there are four winds, etc. This fan-

ciful analogy, so far from impairing the force of

his testimony, only serves to show how firmly

settled was his faith, and that of others, in the ex-

clusive authority of the canonical Gospels. (Adv.

Ear. iii. 1, § 1, and iii. 11, § 8.) If the occa-

sional use of fanciful reasoning, or similar viola-

tions of logic, were to discredit a witness, nearly

all of the Fathers would be at once excluded from

court. If Irenasus had, to any extent, derived his

belief in the Gospels from his reasoning, the objec-

tion to his testimony might have some solidity;

but such was not the fact. The objection of Schol-

ten and others that he misdated the Apocalypse,

attributing it to the time of Domitian, does not

materially affect the value of his statement on the

point before us. It is impossible to "believe that

Irenseus could express himself in this way, in case

John's Gospel had first made its appearance during

his lifetime, or shortly before. His relation to

Polycarp— not to speak of other Christians likewise

older than himself— forbids the supposition, more-

over, that this Gospel was a fictitious product of

any part of the second century. Polycarp visited

Eome and conferred with Anicetus, about the year

160. Several years probably elapsed after this,

before he was put to death. But at the date of

that visit Irenseus had reached the age of 20.

That John's Gospel was universally received at

that time, might be safely inferred from what Ire-

naeus says in the passages referred to above, even

if there were no other proof In the case. Polycarp

must have been among the number of those who
accepted it as a genuine and authoritative Gospel.

Irenseus's testimony, considering his relation to

Polycarp and the length of Polycarp's life, affords

well-nigh as strong evidence in favor of the Johan-

nean authorship as if we had the distinct and direct

assertion of the fact from that very disciple of

John. The ample learning and critical spirit of

Origen, though his theological career is later than

that of the Father.5 just named, give to his testi-
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mony to the universal reception of this Gospe^
much weight. If he was not free from mistakes,

it should be remembered that an error on a topic

of engrossing interest and capital importance, and
lying in the direct line of his researches, was not

likely to be committed by him ; so that his judg-

ment on the question before us goes beyond the

mere fact of the reception of the Gospel by the

generation just before him. In the same category

with Clement, Irenseus, and Tertullian, is the Canon
of JMuratori and the Peshito version, in both of

which the Gospel of John stands in its proper place.

Polycrates, too, in his letter to Victor (a. I). 196),

characterizes the Apostle John in words borrowed

from the Gospel (Euseb. v. 24). His own life, as

a Christian, began, as we have said, in 131, and
with that of his kinsmen, also officers of the Church,

covered the century. His home was at Ephesus,

the very spot where John died, and where the Gos-

pel, if he was the author of it, first appeared.

Looking about among the fragments of Christian

literature that have come down to us from the sec-

ond half of the second century, we meet with

Tatian, said to have been a pupil of Justin Martyr,

though after Justin's death he swerved from his

teaching. It is conceded by Baur and Zeller that

in the Oratio ad Grams he quotes repeatedly from

the fourth Gospel. (See cc. 13, 19, 5, 4.) In

this, as in similar instances, it is said by Scholten

and others, that since Tatian does not mention

the name of the author of the Gospel, we cannot

be certain that he referred it to John. But he

quotes as from an authoritative Scripture, and
there is not the slightest reason to suppose that he

differed from his contemporaries on the question,

who was its author. This work was written not

far from A. D. 170. He also composed a sort of

exegetical harmony on the basis of our four Gos-

pels. Eusebius says (//. £. iv. 29), that "having

formed a certain body or collection of Gospels, I

know not how, he has given this the title Diiiiesse-

ron, that is, the Gospel by the Four, or the Gospel

formed of the Four, which is in the possession of

some even now." From his manner of speaking, it

would seem that Eusebius had not seen the book.

But, at the beginjiing of the fifth century, Theod-

oret tells us that he had found two hundred copies

of Tatian's work in circulation, and had taken

them away, substituting for them the four Gospels.

Theodoret adds that the genealogies and the descent

from David were left out of Tatian's work. (//«-

ret. Fab. i. 20.) We have, then, the fact from

Eusebius, that Tatian named his book Bialesseron,

and the fact from Theodoret, that he found it in

use among Catholic Christians, in the room of the

Gospels. These facts, together with the known

use of the fourth Gospel by Tatian, as seen in his

other work, would justify the conclusion that this

(lospel was one of the four at the basis of the Dia-

tesserun. But an early Syriac translation of this

work, began, according to Bar Salibi, with the

opening words of the Gospel of John :
' In the be-

ginning was the Word." If the Diatesseron was

occasionally confounded by Syrians with the Har-

mony of Annnonius, this was not done by Bar

Salibi, who distinguishes the two works. The ob-

jections of Scholten {Die altesten Ztiicjnisse, etc.,

p. 95 ff.), which are partly repeated by Davidson

{Introduction to the New Testament (1808), p. 396

ff.), are sufficiently met by the remarks of Bleek,

and by the observations of Riggenbach {Die Zewj-

nisse fur das £v. Johann. etc., p. 47 ff.). The-
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ophilus, who became bishop of Antioch in 169, in

his work Ad AuUibjcuiii describes John's Gospel

as a part of the Holy Scriptures, and John himself

as a writer guided by the Holy Spirit (ii. 22). In

addition to this, Jerome states that Theophilus

composed a commentary upon the Gospels, in which

he handled their contents synoptically : " quatuor

EvangeUstorum in unum opus dicta compingens."

(Z)e viiis ill. c. 25, and Ep. 151. Cf. Bleek, EM.,
p. 2-30. ) A contemiwrary of Theophilus is Athe-

nagoras. His acquaintance with the Prologue of

John's Gospel may be inferred with a high degree

of probability from his frequent designation of

Christ as the Word. " Through him,"' he says,

"all things were made, the Father and So!i being

one; and the Son being in the Father, and the

Father in the Son," — language obviously founded

ou John i. 3, x. 30, 38, xiv. 11. {Suppl. pro Cliris-

tianis, c. 10.) Another contemporary of Theoph-

ilus, ApoUinaris. bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia,

in a fragment found in tlie Paschal Chronicle, re-

fers to a circumstance which is mentioned only in

John xix. 34; and in another passage clearly im-

plies the existence and authority of the fourth

Gospel (C/iron. Pasch., pp. 13, 14, ed. Dindorf,

or Kouth, liellq. Sdcrce, i. 160, 161, 2d ed. See,

also, Meyer, Einl. in d. Evang. Joh. ). There ap-

pears to be no sufficient reason for questioning the

genuineness of these fragments, as is done by

Lardner, Works, ii. 315, and Neander, Cli. Hist. i.

298, n. 2, Torrey's transl. (See, on this point,

Schneider, Aechtheil des johann. Ecant/., 1854.)

The fourth Gospel was recognized by Justin

Martyr as an autiioritative Scripture. He was born

about the year 89, and the date of his death was not

far from 100. He refers, in different places, to " the

Records or Memoirs— ra airofj.vr)fxovivfj.aTa— by
the Apostles and their followers " or companions,

which, as he observes, "are called Gospels " {Aj)ol

i. 67; Dial. c. Tryph. c. 103: Apul. i. 66).

Twice he uses rh ihayyeXiov, as the later Fathers

often do, to denote the Gospels collectively {Dial.

c. Tryph. 10, 100). These Gospels are quoted as

authentic and recognized sources of knowledge in

respect to the Saviour's life and teaching; it is de-

clared that they are read on Sundays in the Chris-

tian assemblies where •' all who live in cities or in

country districts " meet for worship, and like the

o * I'or example, Jeremy Taylor quotes the passage

thus : " Unless a man be born of water and the //'///

Spirit, he^canuot enter the kingdom of heaven "
( Works,

a. 240, ed. Heber, bond. 1828). A.
b * Clement of Alexandria {Cohort, ad G'lit. c. 9.

0pp. p. 69, ed. Potter) has appai-ently confused the

passages John iii. 5 and Matt, xviii. 3 in a manner
similar to that of Justin. The two principal devia-

tions of Justin from the text of John — the use of

a.va.y5vva.ia for yerrctoj, and ^acrt'Aeia riiiv ovpavtav

for jSao-. T. 9eov — are both found in Irenasus, who
quotes the passage thus : coli' nrj ti? avay^vi'-qQri &i

vha.70^ K(ti rrceu/xaTO?, ovjurj ettreAeucreTat et9 rrji' /SacrtA-

eiai' ™i' ovpavoiv {Fra'^in. xxxv. ed. Stieren). So abo
in Eusebius ; eai/ /x>J rt? a.vayevvr\Br\ e^ vSaro? kox ttv^v-

fiaroi, ov ftr) eto-e'ASi) cis rrji' ^acr. run' ovpauuiv {Comni.

in !< i. 16, 17", 0pp. vi. 96o ed. Migne). 'Xvayewdta
in ver. 5 is also the reading of the Old Latin and Vul-

gate versions {re.iiatKS fiierit), and occurs in Athanasius

{De. Iiirarn. c. 14), Ephrem Syrus {De Pceit. Opp. iii.

183), and Ohrysostom {Hnm. in 1 Cor. xv. 29). The
reading ^ao-i'Aeia Twy ovpaviou is not only found in

Iren. and Euseb. as above (see aliio Euseb. in I<s. iii.

1, 2) but also in Ilippolytus (quoting from the Doceta?.),

the Apostol. Constitutions, Origen (Lat. int.) Ephrem
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writings of the O. T. prophets serve as the founda-

tion of exhortations to the people {Apol. i. 67).

Nearly all of Justin's numerous allusions to the

savings of Christ and events of his life correspond

to passages in our canonFcal Gospels. TItere is no
ritiUion from the Memoirs, tvhich is not found in

the canonical Gospels ; for there is no such refer-

ence either in c. 103 or c. 88 of the Did. c. Tryph.

(See Westcott, Canon of the N. T. 2d ed., p. 137
f. ) Justin may have been acquainted with the

Gospel of the Hebrews; but even this cannot be

established. That it formed one of the authorita-

tive memoirs of which he speaks, is extremely im-

probable. Having attained to such an authority,

how could it be thrown out and discarded without

an audible word of opposition ? How could this

be done, when Irenoens had already reached his

manhood '? — for he had attained to this age before

.(ustin died. In the long list of passages collected

by Semisch {Denkwiirdiykeiten des Mdrtyrers

Justinus) and by other writers, there are some
which are obviously taken from the fourth Gospel.

One of these is the passage relative to John the

Baptist {Dial. c. Tryph. c. 88), which if from

John i. 20, 23. Another is the passage on regen-

eration {Apol. i. 61) from John iii. 3-5. The oc-

currence of this passage respecting regeneration in

the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies {Hoin. xi. 20),

with the same' deviations from John that are found

in Justin's quotation, has been made an argument
to prove that both writers must have taken it from

some other Gospel— the Gospel of the Hebrews.

But the addition to the passage in the Homihes,

and the omission of the part concernijig the im-

possibility of a second physical birth,— jwints of

difference between Justin and the Homilies,— are

quite as marked as the points of reseml)lance, which

may be an accidental coincidence. The deviations

in Justin's citation from the original in John are

chiefly due to tlie confusion of the phraseology of

this passage with that of Matt, xviii. 3— than wliich

notiiing was moie natural. Similar inaccuracies,

and fr6m a similar cause, in quoting .lohn iii. 3 or

5, are not uncommon now." That Justin uses the

compoimd word avayevudoj, is because he had
found occasion to use the same verb just before in

the context, and because this had become the cur-

rent term to designate regeneration.''

Syrus, Ohrysostom (at least 5 times), Basil of Seleucia

{Oral, xxviii. 33), P.seudo-Athanasius {Qiicestiones ad
Anliochurn, c. 101), and Theodoret ( QituBSt. in Num. 36)

;

in Tertulliau, Jerome, Philastrius, Augustine, and
other Latin fathers ; and in the Code.x Sinaiticus with

two other Gi'eeli manuscripts, and is even adopted as

genuine by Tischendorf in the 2d ed. of his Si/nopsis

Efani;elica (1864). Ohrysostom in his Homilies on
.John iii. quotes the verse 3 times with the reading

^aa. T. eeov {Opp. viii. 143 ic, 148 1, ed. Montf.), and 3
times with the reading /3atr. t. ovp. {Opp. viii. 143'Ie,

144 1, see also Opp. iv. 68I1I, xi. 250i'). These fiicts

slio.v how natur-al such variations were, and how little

ground they affoi-d for the supposition tliat .Justin de-

rived the passage in question from some other source

than the Gospel of .)ohn. The change from the in-

definite singular to the definite plural is made in John
itself in the immediate context (ver. 1): '' Marvel not

that I said unto thee, ye must bo born again."

The length of this note may be partly excused by
the fact that most of tlie passages of the fathers here

referred to in illustration of the variations from the

common text in Justin's quotation do not apiu-ar to

have been noticed in any critical edition of the Greek

Testament. A.
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Baur, in one place, adduces John iii. 4 as an

instance of the fictitious ascription to tlie Jews,

on the jjart of the author of this Gospel, of incred-

ible misunderstandings of the words of Jesus. If

this be so, surely Justin must be indebted to this

Gospel for the passage. Anxious to avoid this

conclusion, and apparently forgetting what he had
said bel'ore, Baui- in another passage of the same
work affirms that this same expression is borrowed

alike by the author of John and by Justin from

the Gospel of the Hebrews! (See Baur's Kanon.
Evang. pp. 290, 300, compared with pp. 352, 353.)

There were two or three other citations, however,

ill the Homilies, in which it was claimed that the

same deviations are found as in corresponding

citations in Justin. But if this circumstance lent

any plausibility to the pretense that these passages

in Justin were drawn from some other document
than the canonical John, this plausibility vanished

and the question was really set at rest by the pub-

lication of Di'essel's edition of the Homilies. This

edition gives the concluding portion, not found in

Cotelerius, and we are thus furnished {Horn. xix.

22; cAnp. John ix. 2, 3) with an undenied and
undeniable quotaticn from John. This makes it

evident that Hum. iii. 52 is a citation from John
X. 9, 27, and also removes all doubt as to the source

whence the quotation of John iii. 3-5 was derived.

The similarity of the Homilies to Justin, in the

few quotations referred to above, is probably acci-

dental. If not, it simply proves that Justin was
in the hands of their autiior. This may easily be

supjx)sed. The date of the Homilies is in the

neighborhood of 170. (See, on these points, Meyer,

Einl. p. 10; Bleek, p. 228; Semisch, p. 193 "ff.)

The objections of the skeptical critics, drawn fi'om

Justin's habit of quoting ad sensum, and from his

not naming the authors of the Memoirs, are with-

out force, as all scholars must see. His manner
of citation was not unusual, and he was writing to

heathen who knew nothing of the Evangelists.

The supposition that .lustin borrowed the passages,

to which we ha\e referred, from the apocHphal
Gospel of Peter, which Hilgenfeld and others have

advocated, hardly deserves a refutation. It is sup-

ported partly by the misinterpreted passage in

Tryph. lOG (s^ Otto's note, ad luc.\ and partly

by conjectures resi)ecting this apocryphal book, for

•which there is no liistorical warrant.

Justin's doctrine of the Logos and of the Incar-

nation must have been derived from some author-

itative source, and this could onlj' be the fourth

Gospel. In one passage {Dial. c. Tryph. 105), he

directly appeals for the truth of the Incarnation,

" that Christ became man by the Virgin," to the

Memoirs. Scholten has labored to prove that a

great diversity exists between Justin's conception

of the Logos and that which is found in the Gos-

pel; but there is no greater difference than might
easily exist between an author and a somewhat in-

exact theological interpreter.

That .lustin used our four Gospels and desig-

nates these as the Memoirs, Norton has cogently

argued (Gen. of the Go.yjels, i. 237-239).

Papias, whom Irenoius calls "an ancient man—
apx^^os avr)p {I'^uaifh. iii. 39)— had, according to

the same Father, heard the Apostle John. Euse-

bius supposes that Irena;us is mistaken in this, and

that it was the Presbyter John whom Papias per-

sonally knew. This, however, is doubtful; and the

very existence of such a personage as the Presbyter

John, in distinction from the Apostle of the same
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name, is an open question. However this may be,

Eusebius states that Papias " made use of testi-

monies from the First Epistle of John." Whether
he quoted from the Gospel or not, Eusebius does

not state. If it were shown that he did not do so,

his silence could not be turned into an argument
against its genuineness, as we do not know the par-

ticular end he had in view in making his citations.

But the First Epistle was written by the author of

the Gospel. (See De Wette, Einl. hi das N. Tes-

tament, § 177 a.) So that the testimony of Pa-
pias to tlie First Epistle is likewise a testimony to

the genuineness of the Gospel.

Turning to the Apostolic Fathers, we find not a
few expressions, especially in the Ignatian Epistles,

which remind us of passages peculiar to John. In
one instance, such a reference can scarcely be
avoided. Polycarp, in his Epistle to the Philip-

pians, says : Tlas yap os &C /xt) bfioKoyfj 'Itjcoi/j'

XpiCTThv iv (rapKl eATjAi/fleVoi avTixpivrds iffTi

(c. 7 ). It is much more probable that this thought

was taken from 1 John iv. 3, than that it was de-

rived from any other source. Especially is this

seen to be the case, when it is remembered that

Polycarp was a disciple of John. John xxi. 24,

coming from another hand than that of the author

of the Gospel, is also a testimony to its genuineness.

The Arteinonites, the party of Unitarians at IJome

near the end of the second century, did not think

of disputing the canonical authority of the fourth

Gospel. Jiarcion was acquainted with it, but re

jected it for the reason that he did not acknowl-

edge any Apostles but Paul (Tertullian, Adv. Marc.
iv. 3, 2, 5. De Carne Christi, 3. For other pas-

sages to the same effect from Irenteus and Tertul-

lian, see De AVette, Fi7d. in d. N. T. § 72 c,

Anm. d.) The Valentinian Gnostics admitted the

genuineness of this Gospel, and used it much
(Irenoeus, Adv. Iker. iii. 11, § 7). Ptolemseus, a

follower of Valentine's doctrine, explicitly acknowl-

edges this Gospel (Epist. ad Floram, c. 1, ap.

Epiph. H<er. xxxiii. 3. See Grabe, Spiciler/ium,

ii. 70, 2d ed., or Stieren's Irenfeus, i. 924). Herac-

leon, another follower, wrote a commentary on it,

which Origen frequently quotes (Grabe, Spicileyiitm,

vol. ii., and Stieren's ed. of Irenaus, i. 938-971).

Scholten has attempted to show that Heracleon was

late ill the century. One of his arguments, that

Irenaus does not mention him, is met by Tischen-

dorf, who produces from Irenajus a passage in which

he is named in comiection with Ptolema'us. The
use of the fourth Gospel by leading followers of

Valentinus, and the need they have to ajiply a

perverse interpretation to the statements of the

(iospel, render it probable that their master also

acknowledged the Gospel as genuine. This is im-

plied by Tertullian (De PrcBscripl. Hceret. c. 38).

" If Valentine," says Tertullian, " appears (videtur)

to make use of the entire instrument" — that is,

the four Gospels,— " he has done violence to the

truth," etc. The videtur may be the reluctant con-

cession of an adversary, but the word is frequently

used by Tertullian in the sense, to be seen, to he

fully apparent (comp. Tert. adv. Prax. c. 26, 29

;

adv. Marc, iv. 2; de Orat. c. 21; Apol., c. 19;

Adv. Jud. c. 5, quoted from Isaiah i. 12). Such

is probably its meaning here. But Hippolytus,

explaining the tenets of Valentine, writes as fol-

lows: "All the prophets and the law spoke from

the Demiurg, a foolish god, he says— fools, know-

ing nothing. On this account it is, he says, that

the Saviour says :
' All that came before me are
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tliieves and robbers ' (Hippol. Refut. omnium
Hceres. vi. 35). The passage is obviously from

John X. 8. It is pretended that the p-qffi— he

says— refers not to Valentine, but to some un-

known author among his disciples. But this, though

possible, is surely much less probable than the sup-

position that he refers to a work of Valentine him-

self. Hippolytus distinguishes the various branches

of the Valentinian sect and the phases of opinion

that respectively belong to them. In the place

referred to, he is speaking of the founder of the

sect himself. A similar remark is to be made of

Basilides and of the passages of Hippolytus relating

to his use of John {R<^f- liter, vii. 22, 27). The

early date of Basilides is shown by various proofs.

(See Hofstede de Groot, Basilides ak erster Zeuge,

etc., Leipzig, 1868.) The work of Basilides "on
the Gospel" (Euseb. H. E. iv. 7) was not improb-

ably a conmientary on the four Gospels (see Norton,

Gen. of the Gospels, iii. 238). How widely ex-

tended was the knowledge and use of the fourth

Gospel among the heretics of the second century,

is further illustrated by the mmierous quotations

that were made from it by the Ophites or Naasseni,

and the Peratae, which are preserved by Hippolytus

(v. 7, 8, 9, 12, 16, 17). The opposition of the

insignificant party of the Alogi is an argument for,

rather than against, the genuineness of the Gospel.

(Iren. iii. 11, § 9). We assume, what is most

probable, that the party referred to by Irenseus is

the same which Epiphanius designates by this name.

Their opposition shows the general acceptance of

the Gospel not long after the middle of the second

century. IMoreover, they attributed the Gospel to

Ceriiithus, a contemporary of John, — a testimony

to its age. They rejected, also, the Apocalypse,

which even the Tiibingen school holds to be the

work of .lohn. (See, on the character of the Alogi,

Schneider, p. .38 f.) Celsus refers to circumstances

in the Evangelical history which are recorded only

in John's Gospel. (For the passages, see Lardner,

Works, yii. 220, 221, 239.)

The great doctrinal battle of the Church in the

second century was with Gnosticism. The strug-

gle began early. The germs of it are discovered

in the Apostolic age. At the middle of the second

century, the conflict with these elaborate systems

of error was raging. We find that the Valentinians,

the Basilidians, the INIarcionites (followers either

of Marcus or of Marcion ) are denounced as warndy
by Justin Mijrtyr as l)y Irenreus and his contem-
poraries. (Dinl. c. Trijph. c. 32). By both of the

parties in this wide-spread conflict, by the Gnostics

and by the Church theologians, the fourth Gospel

is accepted as the work of John, without a lisp of

opposition or of doubt. In that distracted period,

with what incredible skill must an anonymous coun-

terfeiter have proceeded, to be able to frame a sys-

tem which should not immediately excite hostiUty

and cause his f;ilse pretensions to be challenged

!

The particular testimonies to the recognition of

the fourth Gospel in the second century simply

afford a glimpse of the universal, undisputed tradi-

tion on which that acceptance rested. From this

point of view their sigiuficance and weight must
be estimated. The Church of the second century

was so situated that it coidd not be deceived on a

question of this momentous nature. It was a great

community, all of whose members were deeply in-

terested in the life of the I.,ord for whom they were

making so great sacrifices, and which comprised

within its pale men of literary cultivation and crit-

ical judgment.
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In considering the Internal Evidence for the

genuineness of the fourth Gospel, we notice the

following points: —
1. The Gospel claini° to be the work of the

Apostle John, and the manner of this claim is a
testimony to its truth. The author declares him-
self an eye-witness of the transactions recorded

(i. 14, cf. 1 Jbhn i. 1-3, iv. 14; John six. 35; com-
pare also xxi. 24). He is distinguished from Peter

(xiii. 24, XX. 2 ff., xxi. 7, 20 ff.). He omits to

attach the name <5 pawTicTTris to John the Baptist,

though he attaches some explanation in the case

of Peter and of Judas. This would be natural for

John the Evanijelist, himself a disciple of the Bap-

tist. It is held by Baur that the design of the

writer is to lead the reader to the inference that

John is the author. But the modest, indirect style

in which the authorship is made known is wholly

unlike the manner of apocryphal writings.

2. The Johannean authorship is confirmed by
the graphic character of the nan-ative, the many
touches characteristic of an eye-witness, and by
other indications of an immediate knowledge, on
the part of the writer, of the things he relates. (See

John i. 35, xiii. 21, xviii. 15, xix. 26, 27, 34, 35
and the whole chapter, xx. 3-9, 24-29, xiii. 9, etc.)

There are many passages which show that the

author wrote from an interest in the story as such.

(See Briickner's ed. of I)e Wette's Comm. Einl. p.

XV.) Among these are the allusions to Nicodemus
(John iii. 2; vii. 50; xix. 39); also the particular

dates attached to occurrences, as in ii. 13; iv. 6,

40, 43; V. 1; vi. 4, 22; vii. 2, 14; xii. 1, 12; xviii.

27 ff.: xix. 14. See also John xviii. 10, iii. 23;
v. 2; xii. 21; iii. 24; i. 45, 46; vi. 42, comp. i.

45; vi. 67 (" the twelve "); xi. 16, xx. 24, xxi. 2
(where Didymus is connected with the name of

Thomas). In c. xi. 2, the Evangelist assumes that

an occurrence is known, which he does not himself

record until later (xii. 3).

3. The general structure and contents of the

fourth Gospel, considered as a biography of Christ,

are a convincing argument for its historical truth

and genuineness. In regard to the plan of Christ's

life, this Gospel, while it is not contradicted by the

Synoptists, presents a very different conception from
that which they themselves would suggest. This

is true of the duration and of the theatre of the

Lord's ministry. But, in the first place, this vary-

ing conception is one which a Jalsnriiis would not

venture upon ; and, in the second place, it is one
which accords with proliability, and is even cor-

roborated incidentally by the Synoptists themselves.

(1.) It is probal)le that Christ would make more
journeys to Jerusalem and teach more there than

the Synoptists relate of him. The Synoptists con-

firm this view (Matt, xxvii. 57 ff. ; Luke xxiii. 50
ff. ; Mark xv. 42 ff. ; also, Luke xiii. 34 ff., and
Matt, xxiii. 37 ff. — the Saviour's lament over .leru-

salem, which no conjectures of Strauss can make
to imply anything less than repeated and continued

labors on the jjart of Christ for the conversion of

the inhabitants of th.at city). The fourth Gospel

gives the clearest and most natural account of the

growing hostility of the Jews, and of the way in

which the catastrophe was at length brouijht on.

So strongly is Kenan impressed by this character-

istic of the Gospel, that he feels obliged to assume

a pretended miracle in the case of Lazarus, which

imposed upon the people and awakene<) a feelinw

which the Jewish Rulers felt obliged to meet by a

summary and violent measure. (2.) In comparing
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the fourth Gospel, as to its contents, with the other

thre«, we have to notice the apparent discrepancy

upon the date of the crucifixion, and also the

±'aschal controversies of the second century, in

their Ijearing upon this point of chronology. The
Synoptists appear to place the Lord's Supper on

the evening when tlie Jews ate the Passover-meal,

the 14th Nisan (or, according to the 'Jewish reck-

oning, the 15th); John, on the evening before.

Dr. E. Kobinson, Tholuck, Norton, Biiunilein,

Eiggenbach, and others believe themselves able to

harmonize the statements of John with those of the

other three. (See the question very fully discussed

in Andrews's Life of our Lord, p. 42.5 fF. ) If they

are successful in this, there is no discrepancy to be

explained. Assuming here, with most of the later

critics, that there is a real difference, Bleek draws

a strong argument in favor of the fourth Gospel.

No sufticient motive can be assigned why a.faharius

should deviate from the accepted view on this sub-

ject. The probability that the fourth Gospel is

correct, is heightened by circumstances incidentally

brought forward by the SynoptLsts themselves (Matt.

xxvi. 5, xxvii. 59 ff. ; Mark xv. 42, 46 ; Luke xxiii.

56). See EUicott, Life of Christ (Amer. ed.), p.

292, n. 3.

The so-called Quartodecimans of Asia Minor
observed a festival on the 14th of Nisan, on what-

ever day of the week it might occur. Koman and
other Christians kept up, on the contrary, the pre-

paratory fast until Easter Sunday. Hence the dis-

pute on the occasion of Polycarp's visit to Anicetus,

about tlie year 160 ; then ten years later, in which

Claudius ApoUinaris, bishop of Hierapolis, and Me-
lito of Sard is took part; and especially at the end

of the .second century, when Victor of Rome was

rebuked by Irenjeus for his intolerance. The Asia

Minor bishops, in these controversies, apjjealed to

the authority of the Afxistle John, who had lived

in the midst of them. But what did the Quarto-

decimans commemorate on the 14tli of Nisan V

The I'iiliingen critics say, the Last Supper; and
infer that John could not have written the Gospel

that liears his name. But, to say the least, it is

equally probable that the Quartodecimans com-
memorated the crucifixion of Jesus, the true pass-

over-lamb ; or that the tlieory of Bleek is correct,

that their festival was originally the Jewish Pass-

over, which Jewish ( bristians continued to observe,

which took on natinally an association with the

Last Supper, and with which John did not inter-

fere. We should add that not improbably Apol-

linaris was himself a Quartodeciman, and was

opposing a .ludai/.ing faction of the party, who dis-

sented from their connnon view. We do not find

that Victor, the Roman opponent of Polycrates,

appealed to the fourth Gospel, although he must
have been familiar with it; and tlie course taken

by the disputants on lioth sides at the end of the

second century, shows that if it was written with

the desisn which the negative critics affirm, it failed

of its end. Had the Quartodecimans been called

upon to receive a new Gospel, purporting to be

from John, of which they had not before heard,

and which was partly designed to destroy the foun-

dation of their favorite observance, would they not

have promptly rejected such a document, or, at

least, called in question its genuineness ?

4. The discourses of Christ in the fourth Gos-

pel have lieen used as an argument against its

ajiostolic origin But the contrast between tliem

and the teachings of Christ recorded by the Synop-
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tists may be explained on the supposition that each

of the disciples apprehended Jesus from his own
point of view, according to the measure of his own
individuality. Jesus did not confine himself in

his teaching to gnomes and parables (Matt. xiii. 10
ff.). The Synoptists occasionally report sayings

which are strikingly in the Johannean style (Matt.

xi. 25, conip. Luke xi. 21). On the contrary, the

aphoristic style is met with in the reports of the

fourth Gospel (John xii. 24, 26: xiii. 16, 20). Es-
sentially the same conception of Christ is found in

the fourth Gospel as in the other three (Matt. xi.

27; also Matt. xxii. 41 ff. compared with Mark xii.

35 fF., and Luke xx. 41 ff.). See particularly on
this point. Row's Jesus of the Evanyeiists, I>ondon,

1868, p. 217 ff. The resemblance between the style

of the discourses and of the narrative portion of the

book is accounted for, if we suppose that the teach-

ings of Jesus were fully assimilated and freshly re-

produced by the EvangeUst, after the lapse of a con-

siderable period of time. Here and there, in the

discourses, are incidental expressions which mark
the fidelity of the Evangelist, as John xiv. 31. The
interpretations affixed to sayings of Christ are an
argument in the same direction (John ii. 19 : xii. 32).

5. The Hellenic culture and the theological point

of view of the author of the fourth Gospel are

made an objection to the Johannean authorship.

The author's mode of speaking of the Jews (ii. 6,

13; iii. 1; v. 1; vi. 4; vii. 2; xi. 55) is accounted

for by the fact that the Gospel was written late in

the apostolic age, and by a writer who was himself

outside of Palestine, among Gentiles and Gentile

Christians. For the special proofs that the writer

was of Jewish and Palestinian extraction, see Bleek,

A'inl. p. 207 f. The probability is that " Sychar " was
the name of a town distinct from Sichem, though
near it. That the writer did not misplace Beth-

any where Lazarus dwelt, is demonstrated by John
xi. 18. The book indicates no greater acquaintance

with the Greek culture than John, from the cir-

cumstances of his early life and his long residence

in Asia, may well be supposed to have gained.

The Christology of the fourth Gospel, especially the

use of the term Logos, constitutes no valid oljec-

tion to its genuineness. Even if this term was
taken up by John from the current speculations of

the time, he simply adopted a fit veliicle for convey-

ing his conception of the Son in his relation to the

Father. After the first few verses, which define the

term, we hear no more of the Logos. No allusion

to the Logos is introduced into the report of the

discourses of Christ. The free and liberal spirit

of the fourth (iospel towards the Gentiles would be

natural to the Apostle at the time, and under the

circumstances, in which his work was composed.

The objection of the Tiibingen school, drawn from

this characteristic of the Gospel, rests also upon
their untenable and false assumption of a radical

antagonism between the original Apostles and Paul.

The diflferences between the Apocalypse and the

Gospel, in regard to style and contents, have been

much urged by the opponents of the genuineness

of the latter. But a long interval elapsed between

the composition of the two books. 'Lhe state of

the author's mind and feeling in the two cases was

widely different. And Baur himself regards the

Gospel as so far resembling the Apocalypse that

the former is a general transmutation or spiritual-

ization of the latter. If the community of au-

thorship between the two works were disproved,

the weight of evidence would be in favor of the
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genuineness of the Gospel. But the diflBculty of

supposing a common author has been greatly mag-
nified. See Gieseler, K. G. bk. i. § 127, n. 8.

The special theory of the Tiibingen school in

reference to the character and aim of the fourth

Gospel is only sustained by an artificial and inde-

fensible exegesis of its contents. On this branch

of the subject, we may refer to the acute and can-

did criticisms of Briickner in his edition of l)e

Wette's Commentary on the Gospel.

Ou the whole, the external evidence for the gen-

uineness of this book is strong and unanswerable;

and the proofs derived from its internal character-

istics, notwithstanding minor difficulties, are equally

convincing. They who consider a miracle to be

something impossible, and therefore utterly incred-

ible, will of course deny that the book had an

Apostle for its author. But those who approach

the inquiry with minds free from this unphilosoph-

ical bias, may reasonably rest with confidence in

the opposite conclusion. G. P. F.

* Literature.— It will be convenient to ar-

range the more recent literature relating to the

Gospel of John under several heads.

1. Genuineness and Credibility. — In addition

to the works referred to above, and under the art.

Gospels, p. 9.59 fF., the following may be noticed.

Against the genuineness: Bruno Bauer, Kritik

d. evang. Gesch. d. Johannes, Bremen, 1840; Kritik

d. Evangelien, Th. i., Berl. 1850. Schwegler, Der
Montanismus, Tiib. 18-tl, pp. 18-3-215; Das nnch-

aposl. Zeitalter, Tiib. 1846, ii. 346-.374. F. C.

Baur, ijber d. Cimip. u. d. Charakter d. j'olian.

Evanyeliums, three articles in Zeller's T/ieol. Jnhrb.

for 1844, repulilished, substantially, in bis Krit.

Untersuchuntjen iib. d. kanon. Evanyelien, Tiib.

1847, an " epoch-making work," as the Germans
say; see also his articles in the Theol. Jahrb. 1847,

pp. 89-136 (against Bleek) ; 1848, pp. 264-286
(Paschal question); '1854, pp. 196-287 (against

Luthardt, Delitzsch, Briickner, Hase); 1857, pp.
209-257 (against Luthardt and Steitz); Das Cltris-

tcnthum u. s. w. der drei ersten Jahrhunderte,

Tiib. 1853, 2e Aufl. 1860, pp. 146-172, a compre-
hensive summary; An Ilerrn Dr. Karl Hase,

BeantwortwKj, u. s. w. Tiib. 185-5, pp. 5-70; Die
Tiihinrjer Sclmle, Tiib. 1859, 2e Aufl. I860, pp. 8.5-

171 (against Weisse, Weizsiicker, Ewald). Zeller, Die
dmseren Zeugnisse iib. das Diisein u. d. Ursprung
d. vierten Ev., in the Theol. Jahrb. 1845, pp. 579-

656 ; Einige weitere Bemerkungen, ibid. 1847, pj).

136-174; and on the Gnostic quotations in Hip-
polytus, ibid. 1853, pp. 144-161. Kijstlin, Die
pseudonyme Littenitur d. dltesten Kirche, in the

Theol. Jidtrb. 1851, pp. 149-221, esp. p. 183 ft'.

Hilgenfeld, Das Evang. u. die Briefe Joliannis,

Halle, 1849 (ascribes to it a Gnostic character);

Die Evangelien, Leipz. 1854; Das Urchrislenthiim,

Jena, 1856; Der Kanon u. die Krit. d. N. T.,

Halle, 1863, p. 218 fl^'. ; also articles in the Theol.

Jahrb. 1857, pp. 498-532, Die johan. Evangelien-

frage; and in his Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol. 1859,

pp. 281-348, 383-448, Das Johannes-Evang. u.

seine gegenwartigen Anffassungen ; ibid. 1865, pp.
76-102 (review of Aberle); pp. 196-212 (review

of Weizsiicker); p. 329 ff. (review of Tischendorf)

;

ibid. 1866, p. 118 ft', (against Paul); ibid. 1867, p.

83 ft", (against Tischendorf again ) ; p. 179 ft', (against

Riggenbach); i/>i>l. 1868, p. 213 ft", (notice of

Hofstede de Groot, Keini, and Scholten). Volkniar,

Religion Jesn, Leipz. 1857, pp. 433-476 ; Ursprung
unsever Evungelien, Ziirich, 1866, p. 91 ft', (against
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Tischendorf) ; also arts, in Theol. Jahrb. 1854, p.

446 ft'., and Zeitsc/rr. f. wiss. Theol. 1860, p. 293
ft'. (J. T. Tobler) Die Ecangelienfrage in Allge-

meinen u. d. Johannisfrage insbesondere, Ziirich,

1858, ascribes the Gospel to ApoUos ! comp. Hil-

genfeld, in his Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol. 1859, p.

407 ft'., and Tobler, ibid. I860, pp. 169-203. M.
Schwalb, Notes sur Vevang. de Jean, in the Stras-

bourg Rev. de Theol. 1863, p. 113 ft'., 249 ft". R.

W. Mackay, The Tiibingen School and its Ante-

cedents, Lond. 1863, pp. 258-311. Jlartineau, art.

on Kenan's Life of Jesus, in National Rev. for Oct.

1863. Schenkel, Das CItarakterbild Jesu, 3« Aufl.

Wiesbaden, 1864, pp. 17-26, 248-258. Strauss,

Leben Jesu f. d. deutiche Volk, Leipz. 1864, §§

12, 13, 15-18, 22. Michel Nicolas, Etudes crit.

sur la Bible— N. T., Paris, 1864, pp. 127-221,

ascribes the Gospel to a disciple of John, perhaps

John the presbyter, towards the end of the first

century, who derived the substance of it from his

master. Weizsiicker, Untersuchungen iib. d. evang.

Gescliichte, Gotha, 1864, pp. 220-302, takes nearly

the same view. Comp. Weiss's review in the Tlieol.

Stud. u. Krit. 1866, p. 137 ft". J. H. Scholten,

llet Evangelie nwir Jo/tannes, krit. hist, onderzoek,

Leiden, 1865 (1864), and SuppL 1866; French

trans, by A. Reville in the Strasbourg Revue de

Theol. 1864—66, German trans. {Das Ev. nach

Johannes, krit.-hist. Untersuchung), Berl. 1867;

comp. his Die dlleslen Zeugnisse betrejf'end die

Schriften des N. T. (from the Dutch), Bremen,

1867. A. Reville, La question des Evangiles, I.,

in the Revue des Deux Mondes 1" mai, 1866.

Renan, Vie de Jesus, 13^ ed. revue et augment^e,

Paris, 1867, p. x. ft"., Iviii. ft"., and appendix, " De
Tusage qu'il con\ient de faire du quatrieme Evan-

gile en tcrivant la vie de Jesus," pp. 477-541.

Theodor Keim, Geschichte Jesu von Nazara,

Ziirich, 1867, i. 103-172 (assigns the date A. D.

110-115). J. C. Matthes, I>e ouderdom van kct

•fohannesevangelie volgens de idtwendige getuige-

nis.^en, Leiden, 1867 (against Hofstede de Groot).

J. J. Tayler, Attempt to ascertain the Chantcter

of the Fourth Gospel, Lond. 1867. S. Davidson,

Introd. to the N. T., Lond. 1868, ii. 323-468.

Was John the Author of the Fourth Gospel f By
a Layman. Lond. 1868. H. Spaeth, Nathanael,

ein Beitrag zuin ]^erstandniss d. Comp. d. Logos-

Evang., in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. f. wiss. Tlieol.

1858, pp. 168-213, 309-343 (identifies Nathanael

with John!).

I'or the genuineness: Fromniann, Ueber die

Echtheit u. Integritcit des Ev. Johannis (against

Weisse), in the^heol. Stud. u. Krit. 1840, pp.

853-930. Grimm, in Ersch u. Gruber"s Allgem.

Kncykl. 2e Sect. Theil xxii. (1843) p. 18 ft". H.
j\Ierz, Zur johan. Frage, in the Stiui. d. ev.

GeislUchkeil IViiriembergs, 1844, Heft 2 (against

Baur). Ebrard, Das Ev. Johannis u. d. neueste

Ilijpothese iib. seine Entstehung, Ziirich, 1845;

WissenscliaftUche Kritik d. evang. Geschichte,

2e Aufl. Erlangen, 1850, pp. 828-952. Bleek,

Beilrdge zur Evangellen-Kritik, Berl. 1846 ; Finl.

in das N. T., Berl. 1802, 2c Aufl. 1866, pp. 149-

237, French translation of this part, entitled Elude

crit. sur I'Evang. selon saint Jean, Paris, 1864.

Hauft", Tiber d. Comp. d. johan. Evang., in the

Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1846, pp. 550-629 (against

Baur) ; Bemerkungen iib. einige Stellen des vierten

Evang., ibid. 1849, pp. 106-130. A. A'iguie, Au-

thenticite de I'Evang. de saint Jean, Montaub.

1848 (40 pp.). Weitzel, Das Selbstzeugniss del
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vterten Evangelisten ub. seme Person^ in Theol.

Stud. u. Krit. 1849, pp. 578-638. Ewald, arts,

in his Jahrb. d. Bibl. uissenschaft, iii. 146 ff., v.

178 ff., viii. 100 ff., 180 ft'., x. 83 ff., xii. 212 ff.,

and Gijtt. Gelehrit Anzeigen, 1806, p. 913 ff. ; also

Diejohan. Schriften iibers. u. erkldrt, 2 Bde. Giitt.

1801-62, esp. ii. 400 ff. A. Niermeyer, Verhan-

deling over de echt/ieid d. Joh. schriften^ 's Hage,

1852 (
Verhand. van het Haaysch genooischap,

13e dl. ) Da Costa, Be Ajjostel Johannes en zijne

schriften, Amst. 1853. C. P. Tiele, Specimen

theol. continens Annotationem in locos nonnullos

Ev. Joan., ad vindic. hiijus Ev. Authentiam, (inest

Excursus de Cap. xxi.), Amst. 1853. G. K. Maj-er

(Cath.), -Die ^chtheit d. Ev. nach Johannes,

Schaffhausen, 1854. K. F. T. Schneider, Die

JEchthtit d.johan. Ev. nach den dusseren Zeugnis-

sen, Berl. 1854. K. Hase, Die TUbinger Schule.

Sendschreiben an Dr. Baur, Leipz. 1855. L. H.

Slotemaker, Disquisitio, qua, comparatis nonnidlis

Evang. quarti et Synopf. hcis, ulrorumque Fides

histovica conjinnatm', Lugd. Bat. 1856. Art. in

National Rev. July, 1857, pp. 82-127 {Baur and

others on the Fourth Gospel). Aberle (Cath.),

Ueber d. Zweck d. Johannes-Ev., in Theol. (luar-

talschrift, 1861, p. 37 ff., also arts. ibid. 1863, p.

437 ff., and 1864 (Papias), p. 3 ff. G. P. Fisher,

The Genuineness of the Fourth Gospel, in Bibl.

Sacra for Apiil, 1864, reprinted, with additions,

in his Essays on the Supernatural Origin of
Chiistianity, New York, 1806, pp. 33-152. Godet,

Examen des princip. questions soulevees de nos

jours ttu sujet du 4" evnngile, Paris, 1865 (separate

issue of the Appendix to his Commentaire) ; German

trans. [Prilfung d. wichtigsten krit. Slreitfragen,

u. s. w.), Ziirich, 1860. Otto Thenius, Das Evan-

gelium der Evnngelien, Leipz. 1865 (70 pp.).

Tischendorf, lVa7m wurden unsere Evangelien

verfisst ? Leipz. 1865, 4th ed., greatly enlarged,

1866, trans, by W. L. Gage with the title Origin of

the Four Gosjtels, Boston, 1808 (Amer. Tract Soc).

C. A. Hase, V'oti Evang. des Johannes, Leipz.

1800 (pp. vii., 71). liiggenhach, Die Zeugnisse

fiir das Ev. Johannis neu itntersucht, Basel, 1860

(with special reference to Volkmar), presenting the

case very fairly and clearly. Pressens^, Jesus-

Christ, son temps, sa vie, etc. 3^ ed. Paris, 1800,

pp. 214-251 ; Engl, translation, Lond. 1866. C. A.

Kow, Historical Character of the Gospels tested,

etc. in the Journal of Sacred Lit. Oct. 1865 and

July 1866, valuable; see also his Jesus of the

Evangelists, Lond. 1808, pp. 223 ff., 391 ff. J. I.

Mombert, Origin of the Gospels, in Bibl. Sacra

for Oct. 1860 (against Strauss). J. J. van Oosterzee,

Das Johannesemngelium, vier Vortrdge (from the

Dutch), Giitersloh, 1807 (against Scholten). H.

Jonker, Flet Evangelie van Johannes. Bedenkingen

tegen Scholte7i's krit. hist, onderzoek, Amst. 1867.

Hofstede de Groot, Basilides als erster Zeuge . . .

des Johannesevangeliuins in Verbindung mit andern

Zeugen bis zur Mitte des zwdten Jahrhumhrts,

deutsche vermehrte Ausg., Leipz. 1808 (1807).

J. F. Clarke, The Fourth Gospel and its Author,

in the Christian Examiner for Jan. 1808. J. P.

Deramey (the Abb^), Defense du quatricme Evan-

gile, Paris, 1868. See also the commentaries of

Liicke, Tholuck, Jleyer, Luthardt, Baumlein, Astie,

Godet, and particularly Briickner's edition of De
AVette. For a general view of the whole suliject,

and an historical sketch of the discussion, see Holtz-

mann in Bunsen's Bibel-werk, vol. viii. (1866) pp.

50-77.
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The history of the Paschal controversy in the

second century has been the subject of much de-

bate witli reference to its supposed bearing upon

the genuineness of the Fourth Gospel. 'J'lie prin-

cipal separate works are by Weitzel, Die chrisll.

Pdssaftier d. drei ersten Jahrhunderte, Pforz.

1848, and Hilgenfeld, Der Paschastreit der alten

Kirche, Halle, 1860. See also Schwegler, Mon^
tanismus, p. 191 ff. ; Baur, Die kanon. Evangelien.,

pp. 209, 334 ff.. 353 ff., also in Theol. Jahrb. for

1847, 1848, 1857, Zeitschr. f. iriss. Theol. 1858,

and his Christenthum, u. s. w., 2e Aufl., p. 156 ff.;

Hilgenfeld in Thed. Jahrb. for 1849 and 1857,

and Zeitschr. f. luiss. Theol. 1858, 1801; Tayler

and Davidson, as referred to above. On the other

side, see Bleek, Beitrdge, p. 150 ff., Einl. p. 189

ff. (2e Aufl.); Weitzel,'in Theol. Stud. u. Krit. for

1848; Steitz, ibid. 1856, 1857, 1859, Jahrb. f.
deutsche Theol. 1861, and Herzog's ReaUEncyk.

art. Pascha. See also W. Milligan, The Easter

Controversies of the Second Century in their rela-

tion to the Gospel of John, in the Contemp. Rerieio

for Sept. 1867. — On the interpretation of the pas-

sages in John supposed to be at variance with the

Synoptic Gospels, there are recent articles by L.

Paul, in the Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1866, p. 362 ff.,

1867, p. 524 ff., Graf, ibid. 1867, p. 741 ff., and W.
Milligan, The Last Supper of oiir Ij)rd as rela^

ted in the Three Earlier Evangelists and in St.

John, in the Contemp. Review for Aug. 1868, to

be followed by another article. [Passover.]

2. Commentaries. — In addition to those already

mentioned, the following are worthy of notice :
—

C. C. Tittmann, Melettmata Sacra, Lips. 1816,

trans, with Notes by James Young, 2 vols. Edin.

1837 (Bibl. Cab.). Adalb. Maier (Cath.), Comm.
Ub. d. Ev. des Johannes, 2 Bde. Carlsruhe, 1843-

45. There are other Catholic commentaries by

Klee (1829), Patritius (1857), Messmer (1800),

Klofutar (1863), and Bispin* (1805). Baumgar-

ten-Crusius, Theol. Auslegung d. johan. Schriften,

2 Bde. Jena, 1844-45. W. F. Besser, Das Ev.

St. Joh. in Bibelstunden ansgelegt, 1851, 4^ Aufl.

Halle, 1800. James Ford, The Gosjjel of St. John

Illustrated from Ancient and Modern Authors,

Lond. 1852. Tholuck, Comm. zum Ev. Johannis,

7e umgearb. Aufl., Gotha, 1857, trans, by C. P.

Krauth from the 6th Germ. ed. with additions

from the 7th, Philad. 1859. Olshausen, Bibl.

Comm. Bd. ii. Abth. 1, Das Ev. d. Joh., 4e Aufl.

umgearb. von Ebrard, 1862, and Abth. 2, Die

Leidensgeschichte nach den i Ew., revidirt von

Ebrard, 4e Aufl. 1862 (the Engl, trans, is from

the previous edition). J. P. Lange, Das Ev. nach

Johannes, theol.-homiletisch bearbeitet, Bielefeld,

1860 (Theil iv. of his Bibelwerk), English trans,

in press. New York, 1808. Ewald, Die johan.

Schriften iibersezt u. erkldrt, Bd. i. Gutting. 1861,

comp. National Review for July, 1863. Heng-

stenberg, Das Ev. d. heil. Johannes erldutert, 3

Bde. Berl. 1861-63, Engl, trans., 2 vols., Edin.

1865, 2d Germ. ed. of vol. i. 1807. H. A. W.
Meyer, Krit. exeg. Handb. ilb. d. Ev. d. Johannes,

4e Aufl. Gt'tting. 1862 (Abth. ii. of his .fiTo;?*-

mentar). Holtzmann in Bunsen's Bibelwerk, Bd.

iv. Th. i. Leipz. 1862. J. F. Astie, Explication

de V Evang. selon St. Jean, trad. nouv. avec ap-

pendice, 3 livr. Geneve, 1802-64 (livr. 1, 2, anon.).

W. Biiumlein, Comm. ilb. d. Ev. d. Johannes,

Stuttg. 1803. De AVette, Kttvze Erkldrung d.

Ev. u. d. Briefe Johannes, b^ Ausg. von B. Briick-

ner (much enlarged and improved), Leipz. 1863
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(Bd. i. Th. iii. of his Exey. Hanclb.). F. Godet,

Cojnm. sur VEcamj. de St. Jean, 2 torn. Paris,

1864-65. (Anon, i Erlautencngen d. Ev. St. Jo-
hannis, Berl. 1865 (popular). C. H. A. von Bur-
ger, Dits Ev. n((ch .loll, deutsch erkldrt, Niirdl.

1868 (1867). For the popular American commen-
taries of Barnes, Ripley, Livermore, Paifje, .Jacobus,

Hall, Owen, ^Vhedon, and Warren, and for other

works, see the literature under Gospels, pp. 960,

961.

On the Proem of the Gospel, see also Prof. Stu-

art's Examination of John i. 1-18, in the Bibl.

Sacra, 1850, vii. 13-54, 281-327, comp. Norton's

Statement of Reasons, etc., 3d ed., pp. 307-331.

Hoelemann, De Evung. Joannei Introitu, Lips.

1855. F. A. Philippi, Der Eingang des .lohan-

nesevangelitims ausge/egt, Stuttg. 1867. On John
vi. 25-65, see E. P. Barrows in BiM. Sacra, xi.

673-729; on John xi. 1-46, Gumlich, Die RdtJisel

d. Erweclcung Lazarus, in Theol. Stud. u. Krit.

1862, pp. 65-110, 248-336.

3. Doctrine. — Passing by earlier and less im-

portant works, for which see Reuss, Gescli. d. Iteil.

Sc/iriflen N. T. § 217, 3e AuH., we may notice the

following: F. W. Rettberg, An Joannes in exhi-

benda Jesu Natura reliq. canon. Scripiis vere re-

pugnet f Gotting. 1826. C. L. W. Grimm, De
Joannem Christologite Indole Paulinas comparala.

Lips. 1833. L. A. Simson, Summa Theologite Jo-

annece, Reg. 1839. Karl Frommann, Der johan-

neische Lehrbegriff, Leipz. 1839. Reuss, Ideen

zur Einl. in d. Ev. d. Johannes, in the Denkschrift

d. theol. Gesellschaft zu Strassburg, 1840, pp. 7-

60; Die johan. Theologie, in the Strassburg Bei-

trdge zu den theol. Wissenschrften, 1847, i. 1-84,

and more fully in his Hist, de la theol. chretienne,

2'^ ^d. Strasb. 1860, ii. 369-600. C. R. Kostlin,

Der Lehrbegrijf d. Ev. u. d. Briefe Johannis,

Berl. 1843, thorough; comp. Zeller's review in his

Theol. Jahrb. 1845, iv. 75-100. Lutterbeck

(Cath.), Die neatest. Lehrbegriffe, Mainz, 1852,

ii. 252-299. Neander, PJlanzung u. Leitung, 4^

Aufl. 1847, Engl, trans, revised by Robinson, N.

Y. 1865, pp. 508-531. Hilgenfeld, Das Ev. u. die

Briefe Johannis, nach ihrem Lehrbegriff darge-

stellt, Halle, 1849. IMessner, Die Lehre der Apos-

tel, Leipz. 1856, pp. 316-360. Lechler, Das apost.

u. d. nachapost. ZeiUdter, 2" Aufl. Stuttg. 1857,

pp. 195-232. C.^'F. Schmid, Bibl. Theol. des iV.

T., 2e Aufl. Stuttg. 1859, pp. 588-617. Weiz-
sacker, Das Selbstzeugniss d. joh. Christus, in the

Jah7-b. f. deutsche theol. 1857, ii. 154-208, and

Beitrdge zur Char. d. joh. Ev. ibid. 1859, iv. 685-

767 ; comp. Hilgenfeld's review in his Zeitschr. f.

wiss. Theol. 1859, pp. 283-313, and 1862, p. 25 ff.

Weiss, Der johan. Lehrbegriff, Berl. 1862, comp.

Hilgenfeld's review in his Zeitschrift u. s. w. 1863,

vi. 96-116, 214-228, and Weizsiicker, Die johan.

Logoskhre, in the Jahrb. f. deutsche Theol. 1862,

vii. 619-708. Baur, Vorlesungen iiber neulest.

Theol., I^ipz. 1864, pp. 351-407. Beyschlag, Die

Christologie des N. T., Berl. 1866, pp. 65-107,

comp. Pfieiderer's review in the Zeitschr. f. loiss.

Theol. ix. 241-266. Scholten, Das Ev. nach Jo-

hannes, Berl. 1867, pp. 77-171. Groos, tjber den

Begriff der Kpicris bei Johannes, in Theol. Stud. u.

^rj7.'l868, pp. 244-273.

On John's doctrine of the Logos one may also

Bee E. G. Bengei, Obss. de K6'y(f Joannis, Part. i.

1824 (in hh''Opusc. Acad. 1834, pp. 407-426);

Niedner, De Subsistentia ra) delcfi xSyui apud
Philonem Jvd. et Joannem Apost. tribula, in his
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Zeitschr. f. d. hist. Theol, 1849, Heft 3; Joh.

Ochs (Gath.), Der johan. Logosbegriff, Hamb.
1848: Jordan Bucher (Cath.), Des Apostels Johan-
nes Lehre vom Logos, Schaffhausen, 1856; and
Rtihricht, Zur johan. Lbgoslehre, in the Theol.

Stud. u. Krit. 1868, pp. 299-315. Llicke's disser-

tation on the Logos, prefixed to his commentary, is

translated by Dr. Noyes in the Christian Exam-
iner for March and May, 1849. Dorner's remarks

on the same subject, Lehre von der Person Christi,

1845, i. 15 fF. (Engl, trans, i. 13 ff.) are translated

by Prof. Stuart in the Bibl. Sacra for Oct. 1850.

4. Style.— See J. D. Schulze, Der schriftstel-

lerische Charakter u. Werth des Johannes, Leipz.

1803. T. G. Seyffarth, Beitrag zur Specialchar-

aktenstik d. johan. Schriflen, Leipz. 1823. Cred-

ner, Einl. in d. N. T., Halle, 1836, i. 223 ff., re-

produced in Davidson's Introd. to the N. T. Lond.

1848, i. 341 ff., comp. his Introd. 1868, ii. 462 ff.

T. P. C. Kaiser, De speciali Joan. Ajmsf. Gram-
niatiea Cidpa Negligentice Uberanda, 2 Progr.

Erlang. 1842. Wilke, Neutest. Rhetorik, 1843,

passim. Luthardt, Das johan. Evangelium, 1852,

i. 21-09. B. F. Westcott, Introd. to the Study of
the Gospels, Boston, 1862, pp. 264-275. A.

JOHN, THE FIRST EPISTLE GEN-
ERAL OF. Its Authenticity. — The external

evidence is of the most satisfactory nature. Eusebius

places it in his list of 6ij.o\oyovfxei'a [see aliove, p.

373], and we have ample proof that it was acknowl-

edged and received as the production of the .\postle

John in the writings of Polycarp {Ep. ad Philipp.

c. 7); Papias, as quoted by Eusebius (//. E. iii. 39);

Irenaeus (Adi\ Iher. iii. 18); Origen {apud Eus.

H. E. vi. 25); Clement of Alexandria (Strom, lib.

ii.); TertuUian (Adv. Prax. c. 15); Cyprian (Ep.

xxviii.): and there is no voice in antiquity raised

to the contrary.

On the grounds of internal evidence it has been

questioned by [S. G.] Lange (Die Schrift. Johannis

iiberseizt und erlcldrt, vol. iii. ) ; Cludius (
Uran-

sichten des Christenlhums) : Bretschneider (Proba-

bilia de Evang. et Epist. Joan. Ap. indole et oi-igine)
;

ZeWer (Theologische .lahrbilcher for 1845). The
objections made by these critics are too slight to

be worth mentioning. On the other hand the in-

ternal evidence for its being the work of St. John

from its similarity in style, language, and doctrine

to the Gospel is overwhelming. Macknight
( Preface

to First Epistle of John) has drawn out a list of

nineteen passages in the epistle which are so similar

to an equal number of passages in the Gospel that

we cannot but conclude that the two writings

emanated from the same mind, or that one author

was a strangely successful copyist both of the words

and of the sentiments of the other. The allusion

again of the writer to himself is such as would suit

St. John the Apostle, and very few but St. John

(1 Ep. i. 1).

Thus we see that the high probability of the

authorship is established both by the internal evi>

dence and by the external evidence taken apart.

Unite them, and this probability rises to a moral

certainty.

With regard to the time at which St. John wrote

the epistle (for an epistle it essentially is, though

not commencing or concluding in the ejiistolary

form) there is considerable diversity of opinion.

Grotius, Hammond. Whitby, Benson, :Macknight,

fix a date previous to the destruction of -lerusalem,

understanding (but probably not correctly) the ex-
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pression "It is the last time" (ii. 18) to refer to

the Jewish Church and nation. Lardner, Whiston,
Lampe, Mill, Le Clerc, Basnage, Beausobre, Dupin,
Davidson, assign it to the close of the first century.

This is the more probable date. There are several

indications of the epistle being posterior to the

Gospel.

Like the Gospel it was probably written from
Ephesus. Grotius fixes Patnios as the place at

which it was written— Macknight, Judaea. But a

late date would involve the conclusion that it was
Ephesus. The j}e)'sons addressed are certainly not

the I'arthians, according to the inscriptions of one

Greek and several Latin MSS. There is however

a somewhat widely spread Latin tradition to this

effect resting on the authority of St. Augustine,

Cassiodorus, and Bede ; and it is defended by Estius.

The Greek Church knew no such report. Lardner

is clearly right when he says that it was primarily

meant for the Churches of Asia under St. John's

inspection, to whom he had already orally delivered

his doctrine (i. 3, ii. 7).

The main object of the epistle does not appear

to be that of opposing the errors of the Docetaj

(Schmidt, Bertholdt, Niemeyer), or of the Gnostics

(Kleuker), or of the iS'icolaitans (Macknight), or

of the Cerinthians (Michaelis), or of all of them
together (Townscnd), or of the Sabians (Barkey,

Storr, Keil), or of Judaizers (Loeffler, Semler), or

of apostates to Judaism (Lange, Eichhorn, Hiin-

lein ) : the leading purpose of the Apostle appears

to be rather constructive than polemical. St. John

is remarkable both in his history and in his writings

for his abhorrence of false doctrine, but he does not

attack error as a controversialist. He states the

deep truth and lays down the deep moral teaching

of Christianity, and in this way rather than directly

condemns heresy. In the introduction (i. 1-4) the

Apostle states the purpose of his epistle. It is to

declare the Word (jf life to those whom he is ad-

dressing, in order that he and they might be united

in true communion with each other, and with God
the Father, and his Son Jesus Christ. He at once

begins to explain the nature and conditions of com-
munion with God, and !)eing led on from this point

into other topics, he twice brings himself back to

the same subject. The first part of the epistle

may be considered to end at ii. 28. The Apostle

begins afresh with the doctrine of sonship or com-
munion at ii. 29, and returns to the same theme at

iv. 7. His lesson throughout is, that the means
of union with God are, on the part of Christ, his

atoning blood (i. 7, ii. 2, iii. ,5, iv. 10, 14, v. C)

and advocacy (ii. 1 ) — on the part of man, holiness

(i. 6), obedience (ii. 3), purity (iii. 3), faith (iii. 23,

iv. 3, V. 5), and above all love (ii. 10, iii. 14, iv. 7,

V. 1). St. John is designated the Apostle of Love,

and rightly ; but it should be ever remembered that

his "love" does not exclude or ignore, but em-
braces both faith and obedience as constituent parts

of itself. Indeed, St. Paul's " faith that worketh

by love," and St. James's " works that are the

fruit of faith," and St. John's " love which springs

from liiith and producers obedience," are all one

and the same state of mind described according to

the first, third, or second stage into which we are

able to analyze the complex whole.

There are two doulitful passages in this epistle,

ii. 23, " but he that acknowledgeth the Son hath

the Father also," and v. 7, " For there ai-e three

that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word,
and the Holy Ghost, and these three are one." The

question of their authenticity is argued at length

by Mill (note at the end of 1 John v.), and Home
(introduct'wn to H. S. iv. p. 448, Lond. 1834 [or

lOth ed., 18.50, pp. 355 ff.]). It wotild appear

without doubt that they are not genuine. The
latter passage is contained in four only of the 150

[250] MSS. of the epistle, the Codex Guelpherbyta-

nus of the seventeenth century, the Codex Kavianus,

a forgery subsequent to the year 1514, the Codex

Britannicus or Jlontfortii of the fifteenth or six-

teenth century, and the Codex Ottobonianus of the

fifteenth century. It is not found in the Syriac

versions, in the Coptic, the Sahidic, the Ethiopic,

the Armenian, the Arabic, the Slavonic, nor in any

ancient version except the Latin ; and the best

editions of even the Latin version omit it. It was

not quoted by one Greek Father or writer previous

to the 14th century. It was not inserted in Eras-

mus's editions of the Greek Testament, published

in 1516 and 1519, nor in that of Aldus, 1518; nor

in that of Gerbelius, 1521 ; nor of Cephalaius, 1524

;

nor of Colinaius, 1534; nor in Luther's version of

1540. Against such an amount of external testi-

mony no internal evidence, however weighty, could

be of avail. For the exposition of the passage as

containing the words in question, see (as quoted by

Home) Bp. Horsley's Sermmis (i. p. 193). l'"or

the same passage interpreted without the disputed

words, see Sir Isaac Newton's Hist, of Ticu Texts

(Works, V. p. 528, Lond. 1779). See also Emlyn's

Jinquirij, etc., Lond. 1717. See further, Travis

(Letters to Gibbon, Lond. 1785); Porson {Letters

to Travis, Lond. 1790); Bi.shop Marsh (Letters to

Traris, Lond. 1795); Michaelis (Intr. to New Test.

iv. p. 412, Lond. 1802); Griesbach (Diatribe ap-

pended to vol. ii. of Greek Test. Halae, 1806);

Butler (Force Biblicw, ii. p. 245, Lond. 1807);

Clarke (Succession, etc., i. p. 71, Lond. 1807);

Bishop Burgess ( Vindication of 1 John v. 7, Lond.

1822 and 1823; Adnotatimes MiUii, etc., 1822;

Letter to the Clergy of St. David's, 1825; Tico

Letters to Mrs. Joanna Baillie, 1831, 1835), to

which may be added a dissertation in the Life of
Bp. Burgess, p. 398, Lond. 1840. F. "M.

* It is far from correct to speak of the last clause

of 1 John ii. 23 as " doubtful," and even, as is

done above, to include it in the same category with

1 John V. 7, as " without doubt . . . not genuine."

The clause in question, though omitted in the so-

called " received text," is supported by decisive

evidence, and is regarded as genuine by all critics

of any note. Its omission in some manuscripts

was oliviously occasioned by the like ending (in the

original) of the preceding clause.

To prevent a mistake which has often been made,

it may be well to say explicitly that the ichole of 1

John V. 7 is not spurious, but the words which

follow "bear record," together with the first clause

of ver. 8, " and there are three that bear witness

in earth." The genuine text of vv. 7, 8 reads

simjjly, " For there are three that bear record [or

rather, ' bear witness,' as the same verb is rendered

in ver. 0], the spirit, and the water, and the blood;

and the three agree in one."

For a full account of the controversy on this

famous passage, one may consult the Kev. M'illiam

Orme's Afeinoir of the Controversy respectin;/ the

Three Heavenly Witnesses, published under the

name of " Criticus," London, 18-30 ; new edition, with

notes and an Appendix, bringing the history of the

discussion down to the present time, by ¥.. Abbot,

New York, 1866. To the list of publications on
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the controversy given above the following deserves

to be added for its signal ability, and tiie valuable

information it contains : A Vindication of the

Literary Character of Professor Porson, from the

Animadversions of the Rt. Rev. Thomas Burgess,

. . . By Crito Cantabrif/iensis, Cambridge, 1827.

The author was Dr. Thomas Turton, afterwards

Bishop of Ely; and to him are probably to be

ascribed the able articles which had previously ap-

peared on the subject in the Qunvterly Review for

March 1822, and Dec. 1825. On the other side

may be mentioned (Cardinal Wiseman's Two Letters

on some Parts of the Controversy concerning the

Genuineness of John v. 7, in the Cath. Mag. for

1832 and 18.3.3, reprinted in vol. i. of his £ssays,

Lond. 1853. These letters relate almost wholly to

the reading of the passage in the Old Latin version.

For an answer, see Ur. William Wright's Appendix

to his translation of Sailer's Bibl. Ilermeneutics

(1835), pp. 633 ff. ; Tregelles in Home's Introd.,

10th ed., p. 363 f. ; and the Appendix to the

American edition of Orme's Memoir, pp. 186-191.

Dr. Tregelles, in the Journ. of Sac. Lit. for April,

1858, p. 167 ff., has exposed the extraordinary mis-

statements of Dr. Joseph TurnbuU in relation to

this passage. The New Plea for the Authenticity

of the Text of the Three Heavenly Witnesses, by

the Kev. Charles Forster, London, 1807, deserves

notice only as a literary and psychological curiosity.

Literature relating to the Epistles of John in

general and the First Epistle in itarticular. — Be-

sides the older general commentaries on the New
Testament or the Epistles, as those of Calvin, Beza,

Grotius, Bengel, Whitby, Doddridge, Macknight,

and general works on the Catholic Epistles, as those

of Geo. Benson (2d ed. 1756), J. B. Carpzov (1790),

Augusti (1801-08), Grashof (1830), Jachmann

(1838), Abp. Sumner {Practical Exposition, Lond.

1840), Barnes (iVofes, ICxplin. and Practical, New
York, 1817), Karl Braune {Die sieben kl. Kathol.

Briefe zur Erbauung ausgelegt, 3 Hefte, Grimma,

1817-48), and the more recent editions of tlie Greek

Testament by Bloomfield, Alford, Webster and

Wilkinson, and Wordsworth, the following special

works may be noticed: Whiston, Comiii. on the

Three Cath. Epistles ofJohn, Lond. 1719. Semler,

Para/jhr. in jn-imatn'' Joan. Epist. cum Prolegg.

et Animadvv. Rigae, 1792. JNIorus, Prcdectiones

exeget. in fres Joannis Eplstolas, Lips. 1796, also

1810. Rich. Shepherd, iVoZes, Critical and Disser-

tatory, on the Gospel and Epistles of ,/ohn, Ix)nd.

1796, also 1802, new ed. 1841. T. Hawkins, Comm.
on the First, Second, and Third Epistles of John,

Halifax, 1808. Karl Rickli, Johannis erster Brief
erkldrt u. angewendet in Predigten, mit hist. Vor-

bericht ti. exeget. Anhange, Luzern, 1828. Paulus,

Die drey Lehrbriefe von Johannes iibers. u. erkidrt,

Heidelb. 1829. Liicke, Comm. iih. d. Briefe des

Ev. Johannes, 2^ Aufl. Bonn, 1836, Engl, trans,

by T. G. Repp, Edin. 1837 (Bibl. Cal).), 3d German
ed. by E. Bertheau, 1856. O. F. Fritzsche, De
Epistt. Johan. Locis difficiUoribiis Comm. I., Turici,

1837, reprinted in Fritzschiorum Opuscc. Acad.,

Lips. 1838, pp. 276-308. llobt. Shepherd, Notes

on the Gospel ami Epistles of John, Lond. 1840.

Neander, Der erste Brief .Tohannis, praktisch

erldutert, Berl. 1851, Engl, trans. l)y Mrs. H. C.

Conant, New York, 1852. I. E. F. Sander, Comm.
zu d. Brr. Joh. Elberf. 1851, not important. G.

K. Mayer (Cath.), Comm. iih. d. Brr. d. Ap. Joh.,

Wien,'l851. W. F. Besser, Die Briife St. Johan-

nis in Bibelstunden atisgelegt, Halle, 1851, 3° Aufl.

91

1862. Diisterdieck, Die drei Johan. Briefe, mit
vollstdnd. theol. Commentar, 2 Bde. Gott. 1852-56.

D. Erdmann, PrimcB Joannis Epist. argumentum,
etc. Berol. 1855. F. D. Jllaurice, The Epistles of
St. John. A Series of Lectures on Chtistian

Ethics, Camb. 1857, new ed. 1867. Myrberg,
Comm. in Epist. Johannis primnm, Upsal. 1859

(pp. xiv., 74). Ebrard, Die Briefe Johannis, u. s. w.
Kiinigsb. 1859 (Bd. vi. Abth. iv. of Olshausen's

Bibl. Comm.), English transl. Edin. 1860 (Clark's

For. Theol. Libr.). Karl Braune, Die drei Briefe
d. Apost. Johannes, theol.-homilet. bearbeitet, Biele-

feld, 1865 (Theil xv. of Lange's Blbelwerk), Engl,

transl., with additions, by J. I. Mombert, New
York, 1867 (part of vol. ix. of Lange's Comm.).

R. S. Candlish, The First Epistle of John ex-

pounded in a Series of Lectures, Edin. 1866. For
the commentaries of Baumgarten-Crusius (1845),

Ewald (1861), and De Wette, 5th ed. by Briickner

(1863), see the literature under John, Gospel of.

Of the commentaries named above the most valu-

able are those of Liicke, Neander, Diisterdieck

(rather prolix), and Iluther. "The Epistles of

John, vvith Introduction, Notes, and Dissertations,

by the Rev. B. F. Westcott, B. D.'' is announced

as in preparation (1868) and will be looked for

with interest by Biblical students. An excellent

sketch of the liistory of the interpretation of the

First Epistle is given in Liicke's Comm. 2'^ Aufl.

pp. 75-106.

For further information respecting the critical

questions relating to the three epistles of .lohn,

one may consult the Introductions of De Wette,

Reuss, Bleek, Guericke, and Davidson; see also

Ewald's Jahrb. d. Bibl. wissensch. iii. 174 ft", x.

83 ff"., and Die johan. Schriften, ii. 391 fF. Baur's

view is set forth in the Theol. Jahrb. 1848, |)p.

293-337, and ibid. 1857, pp. 315-331 ; Hilgenleld's

in his Das Ev. u. die Briefe Johannis, u. s. w.

(1849), and Theol. Jahrb. 1855, p. 471 if. On tlie

Gospel and First Epistle of John as works of the

same author, and on the First Epistle and its rela-

tion to the fourth Gospel, see two good articles l)y

Wilibald Grimm, in the Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1847,

p. 171 ff". and 1849, pp. 269-303.

On the doctrine of the epistle, see L. Thomas,

Etudes dogm. sur In premi'are epitre de Jean,

Geneve, 1849, and the works referred to in the

addition under John, Gospel of. A.

JOHN, THE SECOND AND THIRD
EPISTLES OF. Their Authenticity. — These

two epistles are placed by Eusebius in the class of

a,VTL\fy(iiJ,fpa, and he appears himself to bo doulit-

ful whether they were written by the Evangelist, or

by some other John {H. E. iii. 25). The evidence

of antiquity in their favor is not very strong, but

yet it is considerable. Clement of .Alexandria

speaks of the First Epistle as the larger (Strom, lib.

ii. [c. 15, p. 464, ed. Potter]), and if the Adum-
brationes are his, he bears direct testimony to the

Second Epistle {Adumbr. p. 1011, ed. Totter).

Origen appears to have had the same doubts as

Eusebius {apud Euseb. H. E. \\. 2b). Dionysius

{apud Euseb. II. E. vii. 25) and Alexander of

Alexandria {ajmd Socr. H. E. i. 6) attribute them

to St. John. So does Irenajus {Adv. Ihvr. i. 10).

[The Muratorian canon mentions two efjistles of

,fohn.] Aurelius quoted them in the Council of

Carthage, A. d. 256, as St. John's writing ((Cyprian,

%j. ii. p. 120, ed. Oberthiir). Ephrem Syrna

speaks of them in the same way in the fourth cen-
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tury [though they are wanting in the Peshito].

In the fifUi century they are ahnost universally

received. A homily, wrongly attributed to St.

Chrysostoni, declares them uncanonical.

If the external testimony is not as decisive as we

might wish, the internal evidence is peculiarly

strong. Mill has pointed out that of the 13 verses

which compose the Second Epistle, 8 are to be

found in the First Epistle. Either then the Second

Epistle proceeded from the same author as the

First, or from a conscious fabricator who desired to

pass off something of his own as the production of

the Apostle. But if the latter alternative had been

true, the fabricator in question would assuredly

have assumed the title of John the Apostle, instead

of merely designating himself as John the elder,

and he would have introduced some doctrine which

it would ha^•e been his object to make popular.

The title and contents of the epistle are strong

arguments against a fabricator, whereas they would

account for its non-universal reception in early

times. And if not the work of a fabricator, it must

from style, diction, and tone of thought, be the work

of the author of the First Epistle, and, we may add,

of the Gospel.

The reason why St. John designates himself as

npfo-^vrepos rather than aTr6(rTo\os (Ep. ii. 1, Ep.

iii. 1), is no doubt the same as that which made

St. Peter designate himself by the same title (1 Pet.

v. 1), and which caused St. James and St. Jude to

give themselves no other title than " the servant

of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ" (Jam. i. 1),

" the servant of Jesus Christ and brother of James "

(Jude 1). St. Paul had a special object in declar-

ing himself an apostle. Those who belonged to

the original Twelve had no such necessity imposed

upon them. With them it was a matter of indif-

ference whether they employed the name of apostle

like St. Peter (1 Pet. i. 1, 2 Pet. i. 1), or adojited

an appellation which they shared with others Uke

St. John and St. James, and St. Jude.

The Second Epistle is addressed iK\fKTf) Kupia.

This expression cannot mean the Church (Jerome),

nor a particular church (Cassiodorus [so Davidson,

Jntrod. ed. 1868]), nor the elect Church which

comes together on Sundays (Michaelis), nor the

Church of Philadelphia (Whiston), nor the Church

of Jerusalem (Whitby). An individual woman who

had children, and a sister and nieces, is clearly in-

dicated. Whether her name is given, and if so,

what it is, has been doubted. According to one

interpretation she is " the Lady Electa," to another,

"the elect Kyria," to a third, "the elect Lady."

The first interpretation is that of Clement of Alex-

andria (if the passage above referred to in the

Adainbrationes be his), Wetstein, Grotius, Jliddle-

ton. The second is that of Benson, Carpzov,

Schleusner, Heumann, Bengel, Kosenmiiller, De
Wette, Liicke, Neander, Davidson [Introd. ed. 1851,

otherwise 18G8]. The third is the rendering of the

iMiglish version, Jlill, Wall, Wolf, Le Clerc, Lardner,

Beza, Eichhorn, Newcome, Wakefield, Macknight.

For the rendering "the Lady Electa" to be right,

the word Kvpia must have preceded (as in modern

Greek) the word iKXeKrij, not followed it; and

further, the last verse of the epistle, in which her

sister is also spoken of as eKXeKrri, is fatal to the

hypothesis. The rendering "the elect Kyria," is

probably wrong, because there is no article before

the adjective e/cAe/cr^. It remains that the render-

ing of the English version is probably right, though

here too we should have expected the article.

The Third Epistle is addressed to Gains or ( 'aius.

We have no reason for identifying him with C'aing

of Macedonia (Acts xix. 29), or with Caius of Derbe

(Acts XX. 4), or with Caius of Corinth (Rom. xvi.

23; 1 Cor. i. 14), or with Caius Bishop of Ephesus,

or with Caius Bishop of Thessalonica, or with

Caius Bishop of Pertjamos. He was probably a

convert of St. John (Ep. iii. 4), and a layman of

wealth and distinction (Ep. iii. 5) in some city near

Ephesus.

The ol/ject of St. John in writing the Second

Epistle was to warn the lady to whom he wrote

against abetting the teaching known as that of

Basihdes and his followers, by perhaps an undue
kindness displayed by her towards the preachers of

the false doctrine. After the introductory saluta-

tion, the Apostle at once urges on his correspondent

the great principle of Lo\e, which with him (as we
have before seen) means right affection springing

from right faith and issuing in right conduct. The
immediate consequence of the possession of this

love is the abhorrence of heretical misbelief, be-

cause the latter, being incompatible with right

faith, is destructive of the producing cause of love,

and therefore of love itself. This is the secret of

St. John's strong denunciation of the "deceiver"

whom he designates as "anti-Christ." Love is

with him the essence of Christianity ; but love can

spring only from right faith. Wrong belief there-

fore destroys love and with it Christianity. There-

fore says he, " If there come any luito you and

bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your

house, neither bid him God speed, for he that bid-

detli him God speed is partaker of his evil deeds
"

(Ep. ii. 10, 11).

The Third Epistle was written for the purpose

of commending to the kindness and hospitahty of

Caius some Christians who were strangers in the

place where he lived. It is probable that these

Christians carried this letter with them to Caius

as their introduction. It would appear that the

object of the travellers was to preach the Gosj)el to

the Gentiles without money and without price

(Ep. iii. 7). St. John had already written to the

ecclesiastical authorities of the place (iypa\pa, ver.

9, not " scripsissem," (Inlg.); but they, at the

instigation of Diotrephes, had refused to receive the

missionary brethren, and therefore the Apostle now
commends them to the care of a layman. It is

probable that Diotrephes was a leading presbyter

who held Judaizing views, and would not give assist-

ance to men who were going about with the purpose

of preaching solely to the Gentiles. Whether Deme-
trius (ver. 12) was a tolerant presbyter of the same

community, whose example St. John holds up as

worthy of commendation in contradistinction to that

of Diotrephes, or whether he was one of the stran-

gers who liore the letter, we are now unable to deter-

mine. The latter supposition is the more probable.

We may conjecture that the two epistles were

written shortly after the First Epistle from F^phesus.

They both apply to individual cases of conduct the

principles which had been laid down in their fullness

in the First Epistle.

The title Catholic does not properly belong to

the Second and Third F^pistles. It became attached

to them, although addressed to individuals, because

they were of too little importance to be classed by

themselves, and so far as doctrine went, were re-

garded as appendices to the First Epistle.

F. M.
* On the Second and Third F^jistles of John
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tne works most worth}' of notice are referred to in

the addition to the article on the First Epistle.

The following may also be mentioned: J. B.

Carpzov, Coinm. in Ep. sec. Joannis, and Bvevis

Knavratio in Joan. Apost. Episl. tertinm, appended

to his edition of F. Rappolt's Theoloyin <qjhoristica

Jonnni's, Lips. 1088, also in his Theoloyia Exeget-

ica, Lips. 1751, p. 101 fF.
;
praised by Walch. G.

J. Sommehus, Jsn//. in 2 et 3 Joh. Epist., Lund.

1798-99. P. L. Gachon, Authenticite de la 2e et

3e q). de Jean, Montaiib. 1851. Sam. Cox, Tlie

Private Letters of St. Paul and John, Lond. 1867.

J. J. Rambonnet, Spec. acad. de sec. Ep. Jonnnea,

Traj. ad Rhen. 1819. A. W. Knauer, Ueber die

''EkK€kt^ Kvpia, an welche der zweite Brief
Johnniiis gerichlet ist, in Theol. Stud. u. Krit.

1833, pp. 452-458. J. C. M. Laurent, Wer ivar

die Kvpiu ini 2. Briefe Johannis 'i in the Zeitschr.

f. hah. Theol. 1805, p. 219 tf. (conip. his Neutest.

Studien, p. 137 f.) takes Kvpia to represent the

Latia Curia, not Cyria ; and Guericke, Neutest.

Isagogik, 3e Aufl. (1868), p. 477, regards this as

unquestionable. On the Third F^pistle, C. A. Ileu-

mann, Diss, exhibens Conan. in Joan. Epist. ter-

tiatn, Gotting. 1742, reprinted in his Nova Sylloge

Diss., etc. (1752), i. 21G ff. A.

JOFADA (2?7^V [Jehovah knoips]: 'IcoSae,

'IcooSa ;
[Vat. Neh. xii. 10, 11, luiSa ;] Alex.

[iwaSa,] IwiaSa [and so FA.3 in Neh. xii. 22] :

Joiada), high-priest after his father Ehashib, but

whether in the lifetime of Nehemiah is not clear,

as it is doubtful whether the title in Neh. xiii. 28

applies to him or his father. One of his sons

married a daughter of Sanballat the Horonite. He
was succeeded in the high-priesthood by his son

Jonathan, or Johaiian (Neh. xii. 11, 22). Josephus

calls this Jehoiada, Judas. A. C. H.

JOI'AKIM (n'^i7^V [Jehovah establishes',

7-aises up]: 'loiaKi/j.: [Vat. Alex. FA. loa/cei^:]

Joacim), a high- priest, son of the renowned Jesliua

who was joint leader with Zerubbabel of the first

return from Babylon. His son and successor was
Eliashib (Neh. xii. 10). In Neh. xii. 12-26 is

preserved a catalogue cif the heads of the various

families of priests and Levites during the high-

priesthood of Joiakini.

The name is a contracted form of Jehoiakim.

JOI'ARIB (:3''VT ' [whom Jehovah defends] :

'liiiapi/x, 'loiapi^ ; Alex, laiapfifi : Joarib). 1.

\^l(i3api.fj.\ Vat. Apfi^; Alex. loiapeiyu: Joiarib.]

A layman who returned from Babylon with Ezra
(Ezr. viii. 16).

2. [Neh. xi. 10, luapifi; Vat. loipei$; Alex.

l(Dpi0; FA. Icvpetfj.; in Neh. xii. 6, 19, Vat. Alex.

FA.i omit, and so Rom. in ver. 6 : Joarib, Joiarib.']

The founder of one of the courses of priests, else-

where called in fuU Jehoiarib. His descendants

after the Captivity are given, Neh. xii. 6, 19, and
also in xi. 10; though it is possible that in this

passage another person is intendeif.

3. [iwapL^ ; Vat. lwpei$ : FA. lupeifi, corr.

Ici)p€i0; Alex. Icciapt^: Joiarib.] A Shilonite—
i. e. probably a descendant of Shelaii the son of

Judah— named in the genealogy of ]Maaseiah,'the

then head of the family (Neh. xi. 5).

JOK'DEAM (D^"T|7^ [possessed by the

people^: 'ApiKdf/.; [Vat. lapi/coju;] Alex. UKSaafi.:
Jacndaam), a city of Judah, in the mountains
(Josh. XV. 56), named in the same group with Maon,
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Carmel, and Ziph, and therefore apparently to be
looked for south of Hebron, where they are situated.

It has not, however, been yet met with, nor was it

known to Eusebius and o^rome. G.

JO'KIM (D'^rjV [Jehooah establishes] : 'lua-

Ki'yu.; [Vat.] Alex. looaKei/j.: qui stare fecit solem),

one of the sons of Shelah (the third according'to

Burrington) the son of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 22), of

whom nothing further is known. It would be
dithcult to say what gave rise to the rendering of

the Vulgate or the Targum on the verse. The
latter translates, " and the prophets and scribes

who came forth from the seed of Joshua." The

reading which they had was evidently D"'p^, which

some rabbinical tradition applied to Joshua, and
at the same time identified Joash and Saraph,

mentioned in the same verse, with Mahlon and
Chilion. Jerome quotes a Hebrew legend that

Jokim was Elhmelech the husband of Naomi, in

whose days the sun stood still on account of the

transgressors of the law {Qucest. Ileb. in Paral.).

JOK'MEAM (DS'72|7^ [assembled by the

people]: [in 1 K., Rom. Vat. AouKti/x; Alex.

UKfiaav, but united with preceding word; in 1
Chr.,] 'l6»fyuoaj'; [Vat. iKaafj.: Jecmaan,] Jec-
maam), a city of Ephraim, given with its suburbs
to the Kohathite Levites (1 Chr. vi. 68). The
catalogue of the towns of Ephraim in the book of

Joshua is unfortunately very imperfect (see xvi.),

but in the parallel list of Levitical cities in Josh.

xxi., KiBZAiM occupies the place of Jokmeam (ver.

22). The situation of Jokmeam is to a certain

extent indicated in 1 K. iv. 12, where it is named
with places which we know to have been in the

Jordan VaUey at the extren)e east boundary of the

tribe. (Here the A. V. has, probably iiy a printer's

error, Jokneam.) This position is further sup-

ported by that of the other I^evitical cities of this

tribe— Shechem in the north, Beth-horon in the

south, and Gezer in the extreme west, leaving Jok-
meam to take the opposite place in the east (see,

however, the contrary opinion of Roliinson, iii. 115
note). With regard to the substitution of Kibzaim
— which is not fomid again— for Jokmeam, we
would only draw attention to the fact of the sim-

ilarity in appearance of the two names, Dl?I2p"^

and n''!Jnp G.

JOK'NEAM (Q^3p^ [possessed by the tieo-

ple]: ['UkJjU,] 'le/c/xaj/, ^ HaaV, Alex. liKOvafx,

leKwafx, 7] EKva/j.: Jachanmi, Jeconam, Jecnnm),

a city of the tribe of Zebulun, allotted with its

suburbs to the Merarite Levites (.losh. xxi. 34), but

entirely omitted in the catalogue of 1 Chr. vi.

(comp. ver. 77). It is doubtless the same place as

that which is incidentally named in connection with

the boundaries of the tribe— "the torrent which

faces Jokneam" (xix. 11), and as the Canaanite

town, whose king was killed by Joshua •— " .Jok-

neam of Carmel" (xii. 22). The requirements of

these passages are sufficiently met by the modern
site Tell Kainum, an eminence which stands just

below the eastern termination of Carmel, with the

Kishon at its feet about a mile off". Dr. Robinson

has shown {B. R. iii. 115, note) that the modern

name is legitimately descended from the ancient:

the Cyamon of Jud. vii. 3 being a step in th«

pedigree. (See also Van de Velde, i. 331, and

Memoir, 326.) Jokneam is found in the A. V
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of 1 K. iv. 12, but this is unwarranted by eitlier

Hebrew text, Alex. LXX. or Vulgate (both of

w-hicli have the reading Jokmeam, the Vat. LXX.
is quite corrupt), and also by the requirements of

itie passage, as stated under Jokjieam." G.

JOK'SHAN (]tt'p; [prob. fowler]: 'u(dv,

'le^dv; [Alex. ** le^av, leKcrav'-] Jecsan), a son

of Abraham and Keturah (Gen. xxv. 2, 3; 1 Chr.

i. 32), whose sons were Slieba and Dedan. While
the settlements of his two sons are presumptively

placed on the borders of Palestine, those of Jokshan
are not known. The Keturahites certainly stretclied

across the desert from the head of the Arabian,

to that of the Persian, gulf; and the reasons for

supposing this, especially in the case of Jokshan,

are mentioned in art. Dedan. If those reasons

be accepted, we must suppose that Jokshan re-

turned westwards to the trans-Jordanic country,

where are placed tlie settlements of his sons, or at

least the chief of their settlements; for a wide
spread of these tribes seems to be indicated in the

passages in the Biljle whic^li make mention of them.

Places or tribes bearing their names, and conse-

quently that of Jokshan, may be looked for over

the whole of the country intervening between the

heads of the two gulfs.

The writings of the Arabs are rarely of use in

the case of Keturahite tribes, whom they seem to

confound with Ishmaelites in one connnon appella-

tion. They mention a dialect of Jokshan (" Ya-
kish, who is Yokshiln," as having been formerly

spoken near 'Aden and El-Jened, in Southern
Arabia, Yakoot's Moajam, cited in the Zntschrift
d. Dtutsch. Morgenl. Gesellschri/t, viii. COO-1, x.

30-1 ) : but that Midianites penetrated so far into

the peninsula we hold to be highly improbable [see

Akadia]. E. S. p.

JOK'TAN (1^1?^, small, Ges. [or, made
smaUy. 'UKTau- Jectan), son of Eber (Gen. x.

25; 1 Chr. i. 19); and the father of the Joktanite

Arabs. His sons were Almodad, Slieleph, Hazar-
maveth, Jerah, Hadoram, Uzal, Diklah, Obal, Abi-
mael, Sheba, Ophir, Havilah, and Jobab; progen-

itors of tribes peopling southern Arabia, many of

whom are clearly identified with historical tribes,

and the rest probably identified in the same man-
ner. The first-named identifications are too well

proved to admit of doubt ; and accordingly scholars

are agreed in placing the settlements of Joktan in

the south of the Peninsula. The original limits

are stated in the Bible, " their dwelling was from

Mesha, as thou goest unto Sephar, a moimt of the

East " (Gen. x. 30). The position of Mesha, which
is reasonably supposed to be the western boundary,

is still uncertain [Mesha] ; but Sephar is well

established as being the same as Zafiiri, the sea port

town on the east of the modern Yemen, and for-

merly one of the chief centres of the great Indian

and African trade [Sicphar; Akahia]. Besides

the genealogies in tien. x., we have no record of

Joktan himself in the Bible; but there are men-
tions of the peoples sprung from him, wliich must
guide all researches into the history of tlie race.

The subject is naturally divided into tlie liistory of

Joktan himself, and that of his sons and their

descendants.

« *See addition to Ctamon (Amer. ed.) Nothing
but the name (Tell Kaimhn) and the mound "too
regular to be natural," remain to attest the ancient

site. (Tristram. Land of Israel, p. 119, 2d ed.). II.

JOKTAN
The native traditions respecting Joktan com-

mence with a difficulty. The ancestor of the great

southern peoples were called Kahtan, who, say the

Arabs, was the same as Joktan. To this some
European critics have objected that there is no
good reason to accoimt for the change of name,
and that the identification of Kahtan with Joktan
is evidently a Jewish tradition adopted I)y Moham-
med or his followers, and consequently at or after

the promulgation of El-Islam. M. Caussin de Per-
ceval commences his essay on the history of Yemen
{L'ssai, i. 39) with this assertion, and adds, " Le
nom de Cahtan, disentils [les Arabes], est le nom
de Yectan, legerement altt're en passant d'une lan-

gue etrangere dans la langue arabe." In reply to

these objectors, we may state :
—

1. The Rabbins hold a tradition that Joktan
settled in India (see Joseph. Ant. i. 0, § 4), and
the supposition of a Jewish influence in the Arab
traditions respecting him is therefore untenable.*

In the present case, even were this not so, there is

an absence of motive for Mohammad's adopting
traditions which alienate from the race of Ishmael
many tribes of Arabia : the influence here suspected

may rather be found in the contradictory assertion,

put forward by a few of the Arabs, and rejected by
the great majority, and the most judicious, of their

historians, that Kahtan was descended from Ish-

mael.

2. That the traditions in question are post-

Mohammedan cannot be proved; the same may
be said of everything which Arab writers tell us
dates before the I'rophet's time; for then oral tra-

dition alone existed, if we except the rock-cut in-

scriptions of the Himyerites, which are too few, and
our knowledge of them is too slight, to admit of

much weight attaching to them.

3. A passage in the Mir-dt ez-Zemdn, hitherto

unpublished, throws new light on the point. It is

as follows: " Ibn-El-Kelbee says. Yuktan [whose

name is also written Yuktan] is the same as Kah-
tan son of 'A'bir," i. e. Elier, and so say the gener-

ality of the Arabs. " El-Beladhiree says. People

difler respecting Kahtan ; some say he is the same
as Yuktan, who is mentioned in the Pentateuch;

but the Arabs arabicized his name, and said Kah-
tan the son of Hood [because they identified their

prophet Hood with Eber, whom they call A'bir]

;

and some say, son of Es-Semeyfa'," or as is .said

in one place by the author here quoted, " El-He-
meysa', the son of Nel)t [or Niibit, /. e. Nebaioth],

the son of Isma'eel," i. e. Ishmael. He then

proceeds, in continuation of the former passage,

" Aboo-Haneefeh Ed-Deenawaree says, He is Kah-
tan the son of 'A'bir; and was named Kahtan only

because of his suflTering from drought " [which is

termed in Arabic Kaht]. (Mir at ez-Zevuin ;

account of the sons of Shem.) Of similar changes

of names by the Arabs there are numerous in-

stances. Thus it is evident that the name of

"Saul" (v^SCC) was changed by the Arabs to

> } "

" Talootu " (cJbJLIs), because of his tallness,

from iJmjC (tallness) or ij\jO (he was tall); al-

& It is remarkable that in historical questions, the

Rabbins are singularly wide of the truth, displayin;}

a deficiency of the critical faculty that is charactet

istic of Shemitic races.
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tliouii'li the latter name, being imperfectly declina-

ble, is not to be considered as Arabic (which sev-

eral Arabian writers assert it to be), bnt as a

variation of a Jureif/ii name. (See the remarks

on this name, as occurring in the Kur-an, ch. ii.

2-18, in the L'xjxisiliims of Ez-Zamakhsheree and

El-Beydawee.) We thus obtain a reason for the

change of name wliich appears to be satisfactory,

whereas the theory of its being arabicized is not

readily to be explained unless we suppose the term
" araljicized " to be loosely employed in this in-

stance.

4. If the traditions of Kahtan be rejected (and

in this rejection we cannot agree), they are, it nuist

be remembered, immaterial to the fact that the

peoples called by the Arabs descendants of Kahtiin,

are certainly Joktanites. His sons' colonization of

Southern Arabia is proved by indisputal)le, and

undisputed, identifications, and the great kingdom,

which there existed for many ages before our era,

and in its later days was renowned in the world of

classical antiquity, was as surely Joktanite.

The settlements of the sons of Joktan are exam-

ined in the separate articles bearing their names,

and generally in AitAiUA. They colonized the

whole of the south of the peninsula, the old " Ara-

bia Felix," or the Yemen (for this appellation had

a very wide significance in early times), stretching,

according to the Arabs (and there is in this case

no ground for doubting their general correctness),

to Mekkeh, on the northwest, and along nearly

the whole of the southern coast eastwards, and far

inland. At Mekkeh, tradition connects the two

great races of Joktan and Ishmael, by the marriage

of a daughter of .Furhum the Joktanite with Ish-

mael. It is necessary in mentioning this Jurhum,

who is called a " son "' of .Joktan (Kahtan), to oli-

serve that "son'' in these cases must be regarded

as signifying "descendant " (cf. Chronology) in

Hebrew generations, and that many generations

(though how many, or in what order, is not known

)

are missing from the existing list between Kahtan
(embracing the most important time of the Jok-

tanites), and the establishment of the compara-

tively modern Himyeri'te kingdom; from this latter

date, stated by Caussin, Jissai, i. G3, at b. C. cir.

100, the succession of the Tul)baas is apparently

preserved to us." At Mekkeh, the tribe of -Jurhum

long held the office of guardians of the Kiuibeh, or

temple, and the sacred enclosure, until they were

expelled by the Ishmaelites (Kutb-ed-Deen, Hist, of
Mekkeh, ed. Wiistenfeld, pp. 35 and 39 ff.; and
Caussin, Essai, i. 194). But it was at Seba, the

Biblical Sheba, that the kingdom of Joktan at-

tained its greatness. In the southwestern angle

of the peninsula, San'ii (Uzal), Seba (Sheba), and
Hadramilwt (Hazarmaveth), all closely neighboring,

formed together the principal known settlements

of the Joktanites. Here arose the kingdom of

Sheba, followed in later times by that of Himyer.

The dominant tribe from remote ages seems to ha\e

been that of Seba (or Sheba, the Sabcei of the

Greeks): wljile the family of Himyer (Ilojneri/ce)

held the first place in the tribe. The kingdom
called that of Himyer we believe to have been
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« It is curious that the Greeks first mention the

Himyerites in the expedition of ^Elius Gallus, towards

the close of the 1st century B. c, although Himyer
himself lived long before ; agreeing with oar belief

that his family was iniportiint before the establish-

ment oi the so-called kingdom. See Caussin, I. c.

merely a late phasis of the old Sheba, dating, both
in its rise and its name, only shortly before oui
era.

In Arabia we have ^uded to certain curious

indications in the names of Himyer, Ophir, the

Phcenicians, and the Erythrrean Sea, and the traces

of their westward spread, which would well repay

a careful investigation ; as well as the obscure rela-

tions of a connection with Chaldoea and Assyria,

found in Berosus and othel- ancient writers, and
strengthened by presumptive evidence of a-connec-

tion closer than that of commerce, in religion, etc.

between those countries and Arabia. An equalh

interesting and more tangible subject, is the appa
rently proved settlement of Cushite races along the

coast, on the ground also occupied by Joktanites,

involving intermarriages between these peoples, and
explaining the Cyclopean masonrj' of the so-called

Himyerite ruins which bear no mark of a Shemite's

hand, the vigorous character of the Joktanites and
their sea-faring propensities (both qualities not

usually found in Shemites), and the Cushitic ele-

ments in the rock-cut inscriptions in the " Him-
yeritic " language.

Next in importance to the tribe of Seba was that

of Hadramiiwt, which, till the fall of the Himyerite

power, maintained a position of independence and
a direct line of rulers from Kahtan (Caussin, i.

135-6). Joktanite tribes also passed northwards,

to Heereh, in El-Trak, and to Ghassan, near Da-
mascus. The emigration of these and other tribes

took place on the occasion of the rupture of a great

dyke (the Dyke of El-'Arim), above the metropolis

of Seba; a catastrophe that appears, from the con-

current testimony of Arab writers, to have devas-

tated a great extent of country, and destroyed the

city JNla-rib or Seba. This event forms the com-
mencement of an era, the dates of which exist in

the inscriptions on the Dyke and elsewhere; but
when we should pLace that commencement is still

quite an open question. (See the extracts from
El-Mes"oodee and other authorities, edited by
Schultens; Caussin, i. 84 fT. ; and Arabia.)

The position which the Joktanites hold (in na-

tive traditions) among the successive races who are

said to have inhabited the peninsula has been fully

stated in art. Arabia; to which the reader is re-

ferred for a sketch of the inhabitants generally,

their descent, history, religion, and language.

There are some existing places named after Jok-

tan and Kahtan (El-Idreesee, ed. Jaubert; Niebuhr,

Descr. 238 ^')
; but there seems to be no safe ground

for attaching to them any special importance, or

for supposing that the name is ancient, when we
remember that the whole country is full of tlie tra-

ditions of Joktan. E. S. P.

JOK'THEEL (bsnp;; \subdued or made

tributary by God]). 1. ('iaxa/JeijA [Vat. -wop-] ;

Alex. \e-)(Qa.y\\'. Jeclhel.) A city in the low country

of Judah (Josh. xv. 38), named next to Lachish —
probably Um^Lakis, on the road l)etween Eeit-

(/ibriii and Gaza. The name does not appeal' to

have been yet discovered.

2. CleBo-fiX; [Vat. KaOorjA;] Alex. leKdonX:
Jectehel.) " God-subdued," the title given by

b Niebuhr also (Descr. 249) mentions the reputed

tomb of Kahtan, but probably refers to the tomb of

the prophet Hood, who, as we have nieiitioued, is bj

some thought to be the father of Kahtilu.
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ADiaziah to the cliff (3?bDn, A. V. Selah)— the

stronghold of the Edomites— after he had captured

it from them (2 K. xiv 7). The parallel narrative

of 2 Chr. XXV. 11-13 supplies fuller details. From
it we learn that, having beaten the Edomite army
with a great slaughter in the " Valley of Salt " —
the valley south of the Dead Sea •— Amaziah took

those who were not slain to the cliff, and threw

them headlong over it. This cliff is asserted by

Eusebius (
Onomnst. irerpa) to be " a city of Edoni,

also called by the Assyrians Rekem," by which there

is no doubt that he intends Petra (see Onomnsticcm,

'PeKffj., and the quotations in Stanley's S. ff P.

94, note). The title thus bestowed is said to have

continued "unto this day." This, Keil remarks,

is a proof that the history was nearly contemporary

with the event, because Amaziah's conquest was

lost again by Ahaz less than a century afterwards

(2 Chi-, xxviii. 17). G.

JO'NA i'loifa- Jona [see below]), the father

of the Apostle Peter (John i. 42 [Gr. 4-3] ), who is

hence addressed as Simon Baijona in ^latt. xvi. 17.

In the A. V. of John xxi. 15-17 he is called Jonas,

though the Greek is 'loiai/i'Tjs, and the Vulg.

Johannes throughout. The name in either form

would be the equivalent of the Hebrew Johanan.
* In nil the passages in John the received text

reads 'loica, for which Lachm. and Treg. adopt the

reading 'Iwdvov, Tisch. ^laidui/ov. The Clementine

Vulg. has Jona in John i. 42, but the Cod.

Amiatinus reads Johanna, and the Sixtine edition

Joanna. The reading of the received text would

have been properly represented in our translation

by Jonas throughout. A.

JON'ADAB. 1. (-73'"l'', and once 3'T3""in;',

i. e. Jehonadab [tchom Jehovah impels] : 'Iwi/aSd^-

Jonadab), son of Shimeah and nephew of David.

He is described as " very subtil " (aocphs a((i65pa;

the word is that usually translated "wise," as in

the case of Solomon, 2 Sam. xiii. 3). He seems to

have been one of those characters who, in the midst

of great or royal families, pride themselves, and are

renowned, for being acquainted with the secrets of

the whole circle in which they move. His age

naturally made him the friend of his cousin Amnon,
heir to the throne (2 Sam. xiii. 3). He perceived

from the prince's altered appearance that there was

some unknown grief— " Why art thou, the king's

son, so lean ? "— and, when he had wormed it out,

he gave him the fatal advice, for ensnaring his

sister Taniar (5, 0).

Again, when, in a later stage of the same tragedy,

Amnon was murdered by Absalom, and the exag-

gerated report reached David tliat all the princes

were slaughtered, Jonadab was already aware of

the real state of the case. He was with the king,

and was able at once to reassure him (2 Sam. xiii.

32, 33).

2. Jer. XXXV. G, 8, 10, 14, 16, 18, 19, in which

it represents sometimes the long, sometimes the

short Heb. form of the name. [Jehonadab.]
A. P. S.

JO'NAH (n3V [den-e] : 'Icomx, LXX. and

]\Iatt. xii. 39), a prophet, son of Amittai (whose

name, confounded with iH^S, used by the widow

of Zarephefch, 1 K. xvii. 24, has given rise to an

old tradition, recorded by Jerome, that Jonah was

her son, and that Amittai was a prophet himself).

We further learn from 2 K. xiv. 25, he was of
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Gath-hepher, a town of Lower Galilee, in Zebulun.

This verse enables us to approximate to the time

at which Jonah lived. It was plainly after the reign

of Jehu, when the losses of Israel (2 K. x. 32) be-

gan; and it may not have been till the latter part

of the reign of Jeroboam II. The general opinion is

that Jonah was the first of the prophets (Kosenni.,

Bp. Lloyd, Davison, Bro^^^le, Drake); Hengstenberg

would place him after Amos and Hosea, and indeed

adheres to the order of the books in the canon for

the chronology. The king of Nineveh at this time

is supposed (Ussher and others) to have been Pul,

who is placed by Layard (Kin. and Bab. 624) at

B. c. 750; but an earlier king, Adrammelech II.,

B. c. 840, is regarded more probable by Drake.

Our English Bible gives b. c. 862.

The personal history of Jonah is brief, and well

known ; but is of such an exceptional and extra-

ordinary character, as to have been set down by

many German critics to fiction, either in whole or

in part. The book, say they, was composed, or

compounded, some time after the death of the

prophet, perhaps (liosenm.) at the latter part of the

Jewish kingdom, during the reign of Josiah (S.

Sharpe), or even later. The supposed improbabil-

ities are accounted for by them in a variety of ways

;

e. g. as merely fabulous, or fanciful ornaments to a

true history, or allegorical, or parabolical and moral,

both in their origin and design. A list of the

critics who have advanced these several opinions

may be seen in Davidson's Jntrodtiction, p. 956.

Kosenmiiller {Proleg. in Jonam) refutes them in

detail ; and then propounds his own, which is

equally baseless. Like them, he begins with pro-

posing to escape the difficulties of the history, but

ends in a mere theory, open to still greater difficul-

ties. " The fable of Hercules," he says, " devoured

and then restored by a sea-monster, was the foun-

dation on which the Hebrew prophet built up the

story. Notiiing was really true in it." We feel

ourselves precluded from any doubt of the reality

of the transactions recorded in this book, by the

simplicity of the language itself; by the historical

allusions in Tob. xiv. 4-6, 15, and Joseph. Ant. ix.

10, § 2 ; by the accordance with other authorities

of the historical and geographical notices ; by the

thought that we might as well doubt all other

miracles in Scripture as doubt these (" Quod aut

omnia divina miracula credenda non sint, aut hoc

cur non credetur causa nulla sit," Aug. J-'p. cii.

in Quast. 6 de Jonn, ii. 284 ; cf Cyril. Alex. Coni-

ment. in Jonam, iii. 367-389); above all, by the

explicit words and teaching of our blessed Lord

Himself (Matt. xii. 39, 41, xvi. 4; Luke xi. 29),

and by the correspondence of the miracles in the

histories of Jonah and of the Messiah.

We shall derive additional arguments for the

same conclusion from the history and meaning of

the prophet's mission. Having already, as it seems

(from 1 in i. 1), prophesied to Israel, he was sent

to Nineveh. The time was one of pohtical revival

in Israel; but ere long the Assyrians were to be

employed by God as a scourge upon them. 'The

Israelites consequently viewed them with repulsive-

ness ; and the prophet, in accordance with his name

(nST^, rt dove), out of timidity and love for his

country, shrunk from a commission which he felt

sure would result (iv. ^) in the sparing of a hostile

city. He attempted therefore to escape to Tarsliish,

either Tartessus in Spain (Bochart, Titcomb,
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Hengst.), or more probably (Drake) Tarsus in

Cilioia, a port of commercial intercourse. The

providence of God, however, watched over him, first

in a storm, and then in his being swallowed by a

large fish ( V^^^ y^) for the space of three days

and three nights. We need not multiply miracles

by supposing a great fish to have been created for

the occasion, for Bochart {Hieroz. ii. pp. 752-754)

has shown that there is a sort of shark which de-

vours a man entire, as this did Jonah while cast

into the water (August. A)). 49, ii. 284).

After his deli\ei'ance, Jonah executed his com-

mission ; and the king, " believing him to be a

minister from the supreme deity of the nation "

(Layard's JV««eve/i and Babylon), and having heard

of his miraculous deliverance (Dean Jackson On
the Creed, bk. ix. c. 42), ordered a general fast,

and averted the threatened judgment. But the

prophet, not from personal but national feelings,

grudged the mercy shown to a heathen nation. He
was therefore taught, by the significant lesson of

the "gourd," whose growth and decay (a known
fact to naturalists, Layard's Nineveh, i. 12-3, 124)

brought the truth at once home to him, that he

was sent to testify by deed, as other prophets would

afterwards testify by word, the capacity of Gentiles

for salvation, and the design of God to make them
partakers of it. This was '' the sign of the prophet

Jonas"' which was given to a proud and perverse

generation of Jews after the ascension of Christ by
the preaching of His Apostles. (Luke xi. 29, 30,

32; Jackson's Conim. on the Creed, ix. c. 42.)

But the resurrection of Christ itself was also

shadowed forth in the history of the prophets, as

is made certain to us by the words of our Saviour.

(See Jackson, as above, bk. ix. c. 40.) Titcomb
{Bible Sliidies, p. 237, n.) sees a correspondence

between Jon. i. 17 and Hosea vi. 2. Besides

which, the fact and the faith of Jonah's prayer in

the belly of the fish betokened to the nation of

Israel the intimation of a resurrection and of im-

mortality.

We thus see distinct purposes which the mission

of Jonah was designed,to serve in the Divine econ-

omy; and in these we have the reason of tlie his-

tory's being placed in thejjrvphetlc canon. It was
highly symbolical. The facts contained a concealed

prophecy. Hence, too, only so much of the prophet's

personal history is told us as suffices for setting

forth the symbols divinely intended, which accounts

for its fragmentary aspect. Exclude the symbolical

meaning, and you have no adequate reason to give

of this iiistory: admit it, and you have images here

of the highest facts and doctrines of Christianity.

(Davison, On Prophecy, p. 275.)

For the extent of the site of Nineveh, see

Nl.VEVEH.
The old tradition made the burial-place of Jonah

to be Gath-hepher ; the modern tradition places it

at Nebl- Yunus, opposite Mosul. See the account

of the excavations in Layard's Nineveh and Babylon,

pp. 59()-, 597. And consult Drake's Notes on Jonah
(Macmillan and Co., 1853).

See Leusden's Jonas Jlluslraius, Trajecti ad

Ehen. 1G92; liosenmiiller's Scholia in Vet. Test.;

Exposition vpon the Prophet Jonah, by Abp. Abbot
(reprinted), London, 1845; Notes on the Prophecies

of Jonah and Hosea, by liev. W. Drake, Cam-
bridge, 1853; Ewald; Umbreit; Henderson, Minor
Prophets. H. B.

* The passages in which our Lord asserts the
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truth of the story of Jonah, and the Divine author-
ity of his book, and its intimate connection with
himself, are full and explicit. See especially Matt.
xii. 39-41, xvi. 1-4, Luke^xi. 29-32. It was one great
object of our Lord's mission to interijret and con-

firm the Old Testament (Matt. v. 17-19). Much
of his time was spent in explaining the 0. T. to

his disciples. We read, for example, that " Begin-
ning at Moses, and all the prophets, he expounded
unto them in all the Scriptures the things concern-
ing himself." (See Luke xxiv. 27-32, 45.)

His authority on this subject is just as good as
it is on any other; and if we reject his sanctions

and interjiretations of the 0. T., we reject his

whole mission. No one can say, without absurdity

and self-contradiction, " I admit that Christ brought
life and immortality to light through the Gospel;
but I do not admit that he understood the 0. T.,

or was an accurate and safe interpreter of it." A
miracle is always a direct exertion of creative power;
and so far as the physical fact is concerned, one
miracle is just as easy, and just as probable, and
just as natural, as another. There is no question

of hard or easy, natural or unnatural, probable or

improbalile, in regard to a real miracle. The ex-

ertion of creative power is to the Creator always
natural, whatever the product of the creative act

may be; there can, in sucli a problem, be no ques-

tion in regard to the actual facts. The only ques-

tion must be a moral one, whether the alleged fact

has a purpose worthy of God, and is appropriate

to the ol ject intended; and this question we are

authorized and required by God himself to ask.

(See Deut. xiii. 1-5.)

'J"he country which was the scene of Jonah's
activity has many traditions analogous to his story,

which seem to rest on some basis of actual facts

which once occurred among the people of that

region.

Neptune sent a monstrous serpent to ravage the

coast in the neighborhood of Joppa (whence Jonah
sailed), and there was no remedy but to expose

Andromeda, the daughter of king Opheus, to be
devoured. As she stood chained to the rocks await-

ing her fate, Perseus, who was returning through
the air from his expedition against the Gorgons,
captivated by her beauty, turned the monster into

a rock by .showing him Medusa's head, and then

liberated and married the maiden. Jerome informs

us that the very rock, outside the port of Joppa,

was in his day pointed out to travellers.

At Troy, more northerly, on the same iNIediter-

ranean coast, Neptune in anger sent out a devour-

ing sea-monster, which with every returning tide

connnitted I'earful ravages on the people. There
was no help till king Laomedon ga\e up his beau-

tiful daughter Hesione to be devoured. While the

monster with extended jaws was approaching her

chained to the rocks, Hercules, sword in hand,

leaped into his throat, and for three days and three

nights maintained a tremendous conflict in the

monster's ijowels, from which he at length emerged
victorious and unharmed, except with the loss of

his hair, which the iieat of the animal had loosened

from the scalp. For tliis exploit Hercules was sur-

named Tpifffwepos (Threeuii/ht).

Aia, the daugiiter of the king of Beirut, a city

north of Joppa, on the same coast, for the salvation

of her country was about to be devoured by a

frightful dragon. St. (Jeorge, in full armor, as-

saulted the dragon, and after an ol)stinate conflict

of several davs' continuance, slew him and delivered
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the princess. He is the patron saint of Armenia
and England, of the Franconian and Swabian
knights, and of the crusades generallj'.

According to Babylonian tradition, a fish-god or

fish-man, named Oannes, was divinely sent to that

country, the region of the Euphrates and Tigris,

to teach the inhabitants the fear of God and good

morals, to instruct them in astronomy and agricul-

ture, the sciences and useful arts, legislation and

civil polity. He came from the sea and spake with

a man's voice, teaching only in the daytime, and

returning again every night to the sea. Sculptures

of this fish-god are frequently found among the

ruins of Nineveh. The head and face of a dig-

nified and noble-looking man are seen just below

the mouth of the fish, the hands and arms project

from the pectoral fins, and the feet and ankles from

the ventral ; and there are other forms, but it is

always « man in a fish.

The Assyrian Ninevites were of the same race

as the Hebrews, and spoke a language very like the

Hebrew. The Greek name Oannes may be derived

from the oriental Jonah, just as Euphrates is de-

rived from the oriental Phrath. For a fuller dis-

cussion of these oriental traditions illustrative of

the book of Jonah, the reader may see an essay by

the writer in the Bibl. Sacni for October, 18b-i.

Consult especially Creuzer, Symbulik uml Mythul-

ogie dev Alien Voelker, ii. 22, 74-81, &c.

Jonah was probably born about 850 B. c, and

prophesied during the reign of Jeroboam H., from

825 to 789 IS. c. He was a child when Homer was

an old blind bard singing his rhapsodies on the

eastern shores of the Mediterranean ; a contemporary

of the Spartan lawgiver, Lycurgus ; by a century the

senior of Romulus, and four centuries more ancient

than Herodotus. He is the oldest of the prophets,

any of whose writings have reached our times. This

hoary antiquity, the rough manners of the time,

and the simplicity of the people who were his con-

temporaries, must be taken into consideration in an

estimate of the book. It is throughout in keeping,

eminently 'appropriate to the times and circum-

stances in which it claims to have originated. God
always adapts bis revelations to the character and

circumstances of those to whom he makes them,

and never stands on dignity as men do. Human
notions of dignity are a small matter with him;

his field of observation is so large that he is not

much affected by trifles of this sort.

Jonah was evidently a man of hypochondriac

temperament, easily discouraged and easily elated

;

timid and courageous at rapid intervals : in his

ideas of God a good deal under the influence of

the heathenism of his time; yet a God-fearing

man, a patriotic lover of his own people, and an

earnest hater of their idolatrous oppressors, the

Ninevite Assyrians. A consideration of these traits

explains the oddities of his history, and illustrates

the condescension and patience of his God.

The Carcharins of the Mediterranean is of suf-

ficient size to swallow a man, and God was under

no necessity of creating a fish for this special pur-

pose." The king in Nineveh was at this time either

Adrammelech H. or Pul; the city was at least 60

miles (three days' journey) in circumference, and

there is nothing in the least strange or inconsistent

with the ideas of the time, that the Ninevites and

a * For proofs of this statement, see Bib!. Sarra, x.

950 ; Bochart, Hieroz. iii. 688 ; and Eichhorn's Ehil.

in I. A. T iv. .340, 341. C. E. S.
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their king should be alarmed by a tlireat from tiie

God of the Hebrews; and their mode of fasting,

and repenting, and manifesting sorrow, is just what
we find described by other ancient authors, such as

Herodotus, Plutarch, Virgil, etc. (Herod, ix. 27).

The plant which shaded Jonah is treated in the

story as miraculous. Such rapidly growing and
suddeidy withering'plants, however, are still found

in the east, and have been well described by our

American missionaries, and by such travellers as

Niebuhr [Goukd]. The castor-oil bean, cultiva-

ted in some of our gardens, will gi\ e us a good idea

of the kind of plant referred to.*

The Orientals have always had a high regard

for Jonah, and his tomb is still shown with ven-

eration near the ruins of Nineveh, as well as at

Gath-hepher. The Raljbins, who make two Messiahs,

one the son of David, and the other the son of

Joseph, affirm that Jonah was the Messiah the son

of Joseph.c The respect shown to him by the

Mohammedans is also remarkable. In the Koran
one entire chapter is inscribed with his name.

In one passage he is called Dhu'lniin, that is,

the dwdler in the Jish ; and in the thirty-seventh

chapter the following narrative is given of him:
" Jonah was one of our ambassadors. When he

fled in the fully laden ship, the sailors cast lots,

and by that he was condemned : and then the fish

swallowed him, because he merited punishment. . . .

We cast him upon the naked shore, and he felt

himself sick; and therefore we caused a vine to

grow over him, and sent him to a hundred thousand

men, or more; and when they believed, we granted

them their lives for a definite time." In the twenty-

first chapter it is said: " Kemember Dhu'lnun (the

dweller in the fish, that is, Jojiiih), how he departed

from us in wrath and believed that we could exer-

cise no power over him. And in the darkness he

prayed to us in these words: 'There is no God but

thee. Honor and glory be to thee. Truly I have

been a sinner, but thou art merciful beyond all the

power of language to express." And we heard him,

and delivered him from his distress; as we are

always accustomed to deliver the believers." This

brief prayer, which the KcTan represents ,lonah as

uttering in the lielly of the fish, the Mohammedans
regard as one of the holiest and most efficacious

of all prayers, and they often use it in their own
devotions. Certamly it is simple, expressive, and
beautiful, and reminds us of the prayer of the pub-

hcan in the Gospel. The tenth chapter of the Koran
says: "It is only the people of .Jonah, whom we,

after they had believed, did deliver from the punish-

ment of shame in this world, and granted them
the enjoyment of their goods for a certain time."

The Mohammedan writers say that the ship in

which Jonah had embarked stood still in the sea

and would not be moved. The seamen, therefore,

cast lots, and the lot falling u])on Jonah, he cried

out, J am the fufjitire, and threw himself into the

water. The fish swallowed him. The time he

remained in the fish is differently stated by them
as three, seven, twenty, or forty days; but when
he was thrown upon the land he was in a state of

great suffering and distress, his body having lie-

come like that of a new-born infant. \Vhen he

went to Nineveh, the inhabitants at first treated

him harshly, so that he was obliged to flee, after

b Rosenmiiller's AUenhimskvnih, iv. 123-25.

c Eisennienger, Entdecktes Jurlenthum, ii. 725.
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he had declared that the city should be destroyed

within tliree days, or, as some say, forty. As the

time approached, a black cloud, shooting forth fire

and smoke, rolled itself directly over the city ; and

put the inhabitants into dreadful consternation, so

that they proclaimed a fast and repented, and God
spared them.

From all the oriental traditions on the subject, it

is very plain that the men of the old East, the men
of the country where Jonah Uved, and wlio were

acquainted with the manners and modes of thought

there prevalent, never felt any of those objections

to the propliet's narrati\e, which have so much
stumbleil the men of other nations and other times.

God deals with men just as their peculiar circum-

stances and habits of thought require; and the

sailors and fishermen of Palestuie, three thousand

years ago, are not to be judged of by the standard

of culture at the present day ; and a mode of traat-

ment might have been very suitable for them, which

would be quite inappropriate to modern fasliionable

society; and they, we doubt not, in the sight of

God, were of quite as much importance in their

time as we are in ours. Christ himself so far honors

Jonah as to make his history a type of His own
resurrection.

The place of the book in the Hebrew Canon in

the time of Christ, and in all previous and all sub-

sequent time, is unquestionable and unquestioned.

See the apocn-yphal book of Tofeit, xiv. 7, 8.

A consideration of the real state of both the

heathen and the Jewish mind, at that time and in

that land, will show the utter groundlessness of the

objection sometimes made to the credibility of the

book of Jonah, because it represents a Hebrew
prophet as being sent to a heathen city, and preach-

ing there with great acceptance and power. Com-
pare 1 K. xx/23-26; 2 K. viii. 7-10, xvi. 10-15;

2Chr. xxi. 31; Am. ix. 7, 8.

To understand the feelings of the propliet in

regard to Nineveh, and the failure of his "prophecy,

we must call to mind the circumstances in which
he lived. He was a native of Gath-hepher, in the

northern part of Israel, where the people had been

greatly corrupted by consvant intercourse with idol-

atry; and they were continually exposed to the

cruelty and oppression of their nortliern and eastern

neighbors, especially from the powerful empire of

Nineveh, by which they had been greatly injured.

Among the prophetic utterances of JNIoses, God
had declared in respect to his people (Deut. xxxii.

21): "/ u'Ul mace them to jeakmsy with those

which are not a people ; I will prawke them to

anger loith n foolish nation."' Tliis tliey under-

stood to imply that the time would fome when the

Israelites would be rejected for their sins, and some
Pagan nation received to favor instead of them;
and this is the use which the Apostle Paul makes
of the text in Rom. x. 19. Jonali had seen enougli

of the sins of the Israelites to know that they de-

served rejection; and the favor which (Jod showed
to the Ninevites, on their repentance, might have

led him to fear that the event so long before pre-

dicted by IMoses was now about to occur, and that

too by his instrumentality. Israel would be re-

jected, and the proud, oppressive, hateful Nineveli,

odious to the Israelites for a thousand cruelties

(2 K. XV. 19, 20), might then be received, on their

repentance and reformation, as the people of God.

If was to him a thouglit insupportably painful, and
God had made him unwillingly the means of bring-

ing this about. He thought he did well to be
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angry— to be displeased, grieved, distressed — for

such is the import of the original phrase in Jon.
iv. 1, 9.

Alone, unprotected, at thje hazard of his life, and
most reluctantly, he had, on his credit as a prophet,
made a solemn declaration of the Divine purpose
in regard to that city, and God was now about to

falsify it. Why should he not be distressed, the
poor hypochondriac, and pray to die ratlier than
live? Everybody is against him ; everything goes
against him ; God himself exposes him to disgrace

and disregards his feelings. So he feels; so every

hypochondriac would feel in like circumstances.

He cannot bear to remain an hour in the hated
city; he retires to the neighboring field, exposed to

the dreadful burning of the sun, which is so in-

tolerable that the inhabitants of the cities on the
Tigris find it necessary, at the present day, to con-

struct apartments under ground to protect them-
selves from the noon-day heat. God causes a spa-

cious, umbrageous plant to spread its broad leaves

over the booth and aflibrd him the needed shelter.

He rejoices in its shade; but before tiie second day
has dawned, the shade is gone; the sirocco of the
desert beats upon him with the next noon-day sun,

he is distracted with pains in his head, he faints

with the insupportable heat, and alone, disconsolate,

unfriended, thinking that everybody despises him
and scorns him as a lying projihet, hypochondriac-

like, he again wishes himself dead. Prophetic in-

spiration changed no man's natural tem|)eriiment

or character. The prophets, just like other men,
had to struggle with their natural infirmities and
disabilities, with only such Divine aid as is within
the reach of all religious men. The whole repre-

sentation in regard to Jonah is in perfect keeping;

it is as true to nature as any scene in Shakespeare,

and represents hypochondria as graphically as

Othello represents jealousy or Lear madness.

Jonah is not peculiarly wicked, but peculiarly

uncomfortable, and to none so much so as to him-
self; and his kind and forgiving God does not
hastily condemn him, but pities and expostulates,

and by the most significant of illustrations justifies

his forbearance towards the repentant Nineveh.
The prophets, in the execution of their arduous

mission, often came to places in which they felt as

if it would be better for them to die rather than
live. For example, of Elijah, who was of a very

different temperament from Jonah, far more cheer-

ful and self relying, we have a similar narrative in

1 K. xix. 4-10.

Dr. Pusey has given us an excellent commentary
on Jonah. There is a more ancient one of threat

value by John King, D. D., and some excellent

suggestions in regard to the book may be found in

Davison on Prophecy, disc. vi. pt. 2. P. Fried-

richsen's Kritische Uehersicht der verschiedenen

Ansichten von dem Biiche Jonas, etc. (Leipz. 1841)
is a useful work. The commentaries on the book
are well-nigh iinuunerable. A formidable catalogue

of them is given in liosenniiiller's Scholia In. ]\t.

Test. For the later writers on Jonah iis one of

the minor prophets, see H.\bakkuic (Araer. ed.),

C. E. S.

JO'NAN i'lwi'du ;
[Tisch. Treg. 'Iwi-d/x ]

Jona), son of Eliakim, in the genealogy of Ciirist,

in the 7th generation after David, t. e. about the

time of king Jeliorani (Luke iii. 30). The name
is probably only another form of Johanan, which

occurs so frequently in this genealogy. The se-

quence of names, Jonan, Joseph, .luda, Simeon,
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Levi, MatUiat, is singularly like that in vv. 26, 27,

Joanna, Judah, Joseph, Semei— Mattathias.

A. C. H.
JO'ISTAS. 1. Clcovds; [Vat. luayas;] Alex.

nov5as'- Alionas.) This name occupies the same
position in 1 Esdr. is. 23 as Eliezer in the corre-

sponding list in Ezr. x. 2-3. Perhaps the corruption

originated in reading "'3127''7S for ~lt27'^vS, as

appears to have been the ease iu 1 Esdr. ix. 32

(coinp. Ezr. x. 31). The former would have caught

the compiler's eye from Ezr. x. 22, and the original

form Elionas, as it appears in the Vulg., could

easily have become Jonas.

2. ('Icomj: •/owes.) The prophet Jonah (2 Esdr.

i. 39; Tob. xiv. 4, 8; Matt. xii. 39, 30, 41, xvi. 4).

3. ([Ilec. text, 'I&jws; Lachm. Treg. 'Itoai/rjy;

Tisch.] 'Iwdvvqs ' Jukimnes), John xxi. 1.5-17.

[JONA.]

JON'ATHAN ('|n3in\ i. e. Jehonathan,

and Tn3T' • the two forms are used almost alter-
' T T 1

nately: 'loiraflar, Jos. ^luvdOrjs' Jonathan), the

eldest son of king Saul. The name {the gift of
JeJwva/i, corresponding to llieodorus in Greek)

seems to have been common at that period
;
possi-

bly from the example of Saul's son (see Jo>'.\than%

the nephew of David, Jonathan, the son of

Abiathar, Jonathan, the son of Shage, and
Nathan the prophet).

He first appears some time after his father's ac-

cession (1 Sam. xiii. 2). If his younger brother

Ishbosheth was 40 at the time of Saul's death (2

Sam. ii. 8), Jonathan must have been at least 30,

when he is first mentioned. (Jf his own ftimily we
know notliing, except the birth of one son, 5 years

before his death (2 Sam. iv. 4). He was regarded

in his lather's lifetime as heir to the tjji'one. Like

Saul, he was a man of great strength and activity

(2 Sam. i. 23), of which the exjjloit at Michmasli

was a proof. He was also famous for the peculiar

martial exercises in which his tribe excelled—
archery and slinging (1 Chr. xii. 2). His bow was

to him what tlie spear was to his father: "the bow

of Jonathan turned not back" (2 Sam. i. 22). It

was always about him (1 Sam. xviii. 4, xx. 3.5).

It is through his relation with David that he is

chiefly known to us, probably as related by his

descendants at David's court. But there is a back-

ground, not so clearly given, of his relation with

his father. From the time that he first appears

he is Saul's constant companion. He was always

present at his father's meals. As Abner and David

seem to have occupied tlie places afterwards called

the captaincies of " the host " and " of the guard ;

"

so he seems to have been (as Hushai afterwards)

"the friend " (comp. 1 Sam. xx. 25: 2 Sam. xv.

37). The whole story implies, without expressing,

the deep attachment of the father and son. Jon-

athan can only go on his dangerous expedition

(1 Sam. xiv. 1) by concealing it from Saul. Saul's

vow is confirmed, and its tragic effect deepened, by
his feeling for his son, " though it be Jonathan my
son" (ih. xiv. 39). "Tell me what thou hast

done"' {ib. xiv. 43). Jonathan cannot bear to be-

lieve liis father's enmity to David, " my father will

do nothing great or small, but that he will show it

to me: and why should my father hide this thing

from me? it is not so" (1 Sam. xx. 2). To him,

if to any one, the wild frenzy of the king was
amenable — " Saul hearkened unto the voice of

Jonathan " (1 Sam. xix. G). Their mutual affection
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was indeed interrupted by the groiMli of Saul's

insanity. Twice the father would have sacrificed

the son : once in consequence of his vow (1 Sam.
xiv.); the second time, more deliberately, on the

discovery of David's flight : and on this last occa-

sion, a momentary glimpse is given of some darker

history. Were the phrases " son of a perverse

rebellious woman," — "shame on thy mother's

nakedness " (1 Sam. xx. 30, 31), mere frantic in-

vectives ? or was there something in the story of

Ahinoam or Hizpah which we do not know ? " In

fierce anger" Jonathan left the royal presence {jb.

34). But he cast his lot with his father's decline,

not with his friend's rise, and " in death they wer«
not divided" (2 Sam. i. 23; 1 Sam. xxiii. 16).

His life may be divided into two main parts.

1. The war with the Philistines; commonly
called, from its locality, " the war of Michmash,"
as the last years of the Peloponnesian War were
called for a similar reason " the war of Decelea

"

(1 Sam. xiii. 22, LXX.). In the previous war with
the Ammonites (1 Sam. xi. 4-15) there is no men-
tion of him ; and his abrupt appearance, without

explanation, in xiii. 2, may seem to imply that

some part of the narrative has been lost.

He is already of great importance in the state.

Of the 3,000 men of whom Saul's standing army
was formed (xiii. 2, xxiv. 2, xxvi. 1, 2), 1,000 were

under the connnand of Jonathan at Gibeah. The
Philistines were still in the general oommand of

the country; an officer was stationed at Geba,

either the same as Jonathan's position or close to

it. In a sudden act of youthful daring, as when
Tell rose against Gessler, or as in sacred history

Moses rose against the Egyptian, Jonathan slew

this officer," and thus gave the signal for a general

revolt. Saul took advantage of it, and the whole

population rose. But it was a premature attempt.

The Philistines poured in from the plain, and the

tyranny became more deeply rooted than ever.

[S.vuL.] " Saul and Jonathan (with their imme-
diate attendants) alone had arms, amidst the gen-

eral weakness and disarming of the people (1 Sam.
xiii. 22). They were encamped at Gibeah, with a

small body of 600 men, and as they looked down
from that height on the misfortunes of their coun-

try, and of their native tribe especially, they wept

aloud {iKXaiov, LXX.; 1 Sam. xiii. 16).

From this o])pression, as Jonathan by his former

act had been the first to provoke it, so now he was

the first to deliver his people. On the former occa-

sion Saul had 1 een equally with himself involved

in the responsibility of the deed. Saul " blew the

trumpet;" Saul had "smitten the officer of the

Phihstines " (xiii. 3, 4). But now it would seem

that Jonathan was resolved to undertake the whole

risk himself. " The day," the day fixed by him

{ylviTai !] Tjixipa., LXX.; 1 Sam. xiv. 1) ap-

proached; and without communicating his project

to any one, except the young man, whom, like all

the chiefs of that age, he retained as his armor-

bearer, he sallied forth from Gibeah to attack the

garrison of the Philistines stationed on the other

side of the steep defile of Jlichmash (xiv. 1). His

words are short, but they breathe exactly the an-

cient and peculiar spirit of the Israelite warrior.

" Come, and let us go over unto the garrison of

these uncircumcised ; it may be that Jehovah will

work for us : for there is no restraint to Jehovah

a (A. V. "Garrison") rov "Hcia-i^, LXX.; 1 Sam
xiii. 3, 4. See Ewald, ii. 476.
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to save by many or by few." The answer is no

less characteristic of the close friendship of tlie two

young men : ah'eady hke to that whicli afterwards

sprang up between Jonathan and David. " Do all

that is in thin^ heart; .... behold, / am with

thee; as thy heart is my heart (LXX.; 1 Sam.

xiv. 7)." After the manner of the time (and the

more, probably, from having taken no counsel of

the high-priest or any prophet before his depart-

ure) Jonathan proposed to draw an omen for their

course from the conduct of the enemy. If the

garrison, on seeing them, gave intimations of de-

scending upon them, they would remain in the

valley; if, on the other hand, they raised a chal-

lenge to advance, they were to accept it. The lat-

ter turned out to be the case. The first appear-

ance of the two warriors from behind the rocks was

taken by the Philistines as a furtive apparition of

" the Hebrews coming forth out of the holes where

they had hid themselves; " and they were welcomed

with a scoffing invitation (such as the Jebusites

afterwards offered to David), " Come up, and we
will show you a thing" (xiv. 4-12). Jonathan

immediately took them at their word. Strong and

active as he was, " strong as a lion, and swift as an

eagle" (2 Sam. i. 2o), he was fully equal to the

adventure of climbing on his hands and feet up the

face of the clift'. When he came directly in view

of them, with his armor-bearer ' behind him, they

both, after the manner of their tribe (1 Chr. xii.

2) discharged a flight of arrows, stones, and peb-

bles," from their bows, crossbows, and slings, with

such effect that 20 men fell at the first onset

[Akms, vol. i. p. 160 b.]. A panic seized the gar-

rison, thence spread to the camp, and thence to

the surrounding hordes of marauders; an earth-

quake combined with the terror of the moment;
the confusion increased ; the Israelites who had

been taken slaves by the Philistines during the last

3 days (LXX.) rose in mutiny: the Israelites who
lay hid in the numerous caverns and dee^ holes in

which the rocks of the neighborhood aboinid, sprang

out of their subterranean dwelhngs. Saul and his

little band had watched Jn astonishment the wild

retreat from the heigiits of Gibeah — he now joined

in the pursuit, wliich led him headlong after the

fugitives, over the rugged plateau of Bethel, and

down * the pass of Beth-horon to Ajalon (xiv. 1.5-

31). [Gibeah, p. 915.] The father and son had

not met on that day: Saul only conjectured his

son's absence from not finding him when he num-
bered the people. Jonathan had not heard of the

rash curse (xiv. 24) which Saul invoked on any one

who ate before the evening. In the dizziness and

darkness (Hebrew, 1 Sam. xiv. 27) that came on

after his desperate exertions, he put forth the staff'

which apparently had (with his sling and bow) been

his chief weapon, and tasted the lioney which lay

on the ground as they passed through the forest.

The pursuers in general were restrained even from

this slight indulgence by fear of the royal curse

;

but the moment that the day, with its enforced

fast, was over, they flew, like Muslims at sunset
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a We have taken the I;XX. version of xiv. 13, 14 :

£iTe'/3Aci|(av Kara Trp6(T(OTTOV '\uti'd9ai', Kal eTraToJc;' aii-

Tous .... eV /3dAi<ri Kai, ei'Trerpo^oAoi! Kai ev KOxAajt

ToO neSCov, for " they fell before .lonathan . . . .

within as it were a half acre of ground, which a yoke

of oxeu might plough." The alteration of the He-

brew necessary to produce this reading of the LXX.,
is given by Kennicott {Dissert, on 1 Ckron. xi. i). 453).

Ewald (ii. 480) makes this last to be, " Jonathan and

during the fast of Ramadan, on the captured cattle;

and de\oured them, even to the brutal neglect

of the law which forbade the dismemberment of

the fresh carcases with the blood. This violation

of the law Saul endeavored to prevent and to expi-

ate by erecting a large stone, which served both as

a rude table and as an altar; the first altar that

was raised under the monarchy. It was in the

dead of night after this wild revel was over that he

proposed that the pursuit should be continued till

dawn; and then, when the silence of the oracle of

the high-priest indicated that something had oc-

curred to intercept the Divine favor, the lot was

tried, and .Jonathan appeared as the culprit. Jeph-

thah's dreadful sacrifice would have been repeated;

but the people interposed in behalf of the hero of

that great day ; and Jonathan was saved <-' (xiv. 24 -

46).

2. This is the only great exploit of Jonathan's

life. But the chief interest of his career is derived

from the friendship with David, which began on

tlie day of David's return from the victory over the

champion of Gath, and continued till his death.

It is the first Biblical instance of a romantic friend-

ship, such as was common afterwards in Greece,

and has been since in Christendom ; and is remark-

able both as giving its sanction to these, and as

filled with a pathos of its own, which has been

imitated, but never surpassed, in modern works of

fiction. " The soul of Jonathan was knit with the

soul of David, and Jonathan loved him as his own
soul " — " Thy love to me was wonderful, passing

the love of women" (1 Sam. xviii. 1; 2 Sam. i.

26). Each found in each the affection that he

found not in his own family : no jealousy of rivalry

between the two, as claimants for tlie same throne,

ever interposed: '-Thou shalt be king in Israel,

and I shall be next unto thee " (1 Sam. xxiii. 17).

The friendship was confirmed, after the manner of

the time, by a solemn compact often repeated.

The first was immediately on their first acquaint-

ance, .lonathan gave David as a pledge his royal

mantle, his sword, his girdle, and his famous bow
(xviii. 4). His fidelity was soon called into action

by the insane rage of his father against David.

He interceded for his life, at first with success (1

Sam. xix. 1-7). Then the madness returned and

David fled. It was in a secret interview during

this flight, by the stone of Ezel, that the second

covenant was made between the two friends, of a

still more binding kind, extending to their mutual

posterity — Jonathan laying such emphasis on this

[jortion of the compact, as almost to suggest the

lielief of a slight misgiving on his part of David's

future conduct in this respect. It is this interview

which brings out the character of Jonathan in the

liveliest colors — his little artifices— his love for

both his father and his friend — his bitter disap-

pointment at his father's unmanageable fury — his

himiliar sport of archery. \\'ith passionate em-

braces and tears the two friends parted, to meet

only once more (1 Sam. xx.). That one more

meeting was iar away in the forest of Ziph, during

his fi-iend were as a yoke of oxen plougliing, and re-

sisting the sharp ploughshares."

6 In xiv. 23. 31, the LXX. reads " Bamoth " for

" Beth-aven," and omits "Ajalon."

c Josephus Am. (vi. 6, § 5) puts into Jonathan's

mouth a speech of patriotic self-ilevotion, after the

manner of a Greek or Roman. Ewald (ii. 4S3) sup-

poses that a substitute was killed in his place. There

is no trace of either of these in the sacred narrative.
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Saul's pursuit of David. Jonathan's alarm for his

friend's life is now changed into a confidence that

he will escape : " He strengthened his hand in

God." Finally, and for the third time, they re-

newed the covenant, and then parted forever (1

Sam. xxiii. lG-18).

From this time fortli we hear no more till the

battle of Gilboa. In that battle he fell, with his

two brothers and liis fatlier, and his corpse shared

their fate (1 Sam. xxxi. 2, 8). [Saul.] His ashes

were buried first at Jabesh-Gilead {ibid. 13), but

afterwards removed with those of his father to

Zelah in Benjamin (2 Sam. xxi. ]2). The news

of his death occasioned the celebrated elegy of

David, in which he, as the friend, naturallj' occu-

pies the chief place (2 Sam. i. 22, 2-3, 25, 2G), and
which seems to have been sung in the education of

the archers of Judah, in commemoration of the one

great archer, .Jonathan: " He bade them teach the

children of Judah the use of the bow " (2 Sam. i.

17, 18).

He left one son, five years old at the time of

his death (2 Sam. iv. 4), to whom he had proli-

ably given his original name of Slerib-baal, after-

wards changed for Jlephiboslieth (conip. 1 Chr. viii.

34, ix. 40). [MKi'Hino.SHETii.] Through him

, the line of descendants was continued down to the

time of Ezra (1 Chr. ix. 40), and even then their

great ancestor's arcliery was practiced amongst
them. [Saul.]

2. (^n^in^,) Son of Shimea, brother of Jon-

adab. and nephew of David (2 Sam. xxi. 21 ; 1 Chr.

XX. 7). He inherited the union of civil and military

gifts, so conspicuous in his uncle. Like David, he

engaged in a single combat and slew a gigantic

Philistine of Gath, who was remarkable for an

additional finger and toe on each hand and foot

(2 Sam. xxi. 21). If we may identify the Jonathan

of 1 Chr. xxvii. 32 with tlie Jonatlian of this pas-

sage, where the word translated "uncle" maybe
" nephew," he was (like his brother Jonadab)

"wise"— and as such, was David's counsellor and
secretary. Jerome ( Qncest. Ileb. on 1 Sam. xvii. 12)

conjectures that this was Nathan the prophet, thus

making up the 8th son, not named in 1 Chr. ii.

13-15. But this is not probable

3. [Joimlhas.'] The son of Abiathar, the high-

priest. He is the last descendant of Eli, of whom
we hear anything. He appears on two occasions.

1. On the day of David's flight from Absalom,
having first accompanied his father Abiathar as far

as Olivet (2 Sam. xv. 3G), he returned with him
to Jerusalem, and was there, with Ahimaaz the

son of Zadok, employed as a messenger to carry

back the news of Hushai's plans to David (xvii.

15-21). 2. On the day of Solomon's inauguration,

he suddenly broke in upon the banquet of Adonijah,

to announce the success of the rival prince (1 K. i.

42, 43). It may be inferred from Adonijah's ex-

pression (" Thou art a valiant man, and bringest

good tidings "), that he had followed the policy of

his father Abiathar in Adonyah's support.

On both occasions, it may be remarked that he

appears as the swift and trusty messenger.

4. The son of Sliage the Hararite (1 Chr. xi.

34; 2 Sam. xxiii. 32). He was one of David's

heroes (ffibborim). The LXX. makes his fatlier's

name Sola (2a>A.a), and applies f.lie epithet " Ara-
rite " (6 ' hpapi) to Jonathan himseU". " Harar "

is not mentioned elsewhere as a place; but it is a

poetical word for " liar" (mountain), and, as such.
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may possibly signify in this passage " the moun-
taineer." Another officer (Ahiam) is rrentioned

with Jonathan, as bearing tlie same designation

(1 Chr. xi. 35). A. P. S.

5. (^nSliT^.) The son, or descendant, of

Gershom the son of Moses, whose name in the

Jlasoretic copies is changed to Manasseh, in order

to screen the memory of the great lawgiver from

tlie disgrace which attached to the apostasy of one

.so closely connected with him (Judg. xviii. 30).

^\'hile wandering through the country in search

of a home, the young Levite of Bethlehem-.] udah
came to the house of JMicah, the rich Ephrainiite,

and was by him appointed to be a kind of private

chaplain, and to minister in the house of gods, or

sanctuary, which ilicah had made in imitation of

that at Shiloh. He was recognized by the five

Danite spies appointed by their tribe to search the

land for an inheritance, who lodged in the house

of Micah on their way northwards. The favorable

answer which he gave when consulted with regard

to the issue of their expedition probably induced

tlieni, on their march to Laish with the warriors

of their triVje, to turn aside again to the house of

Micali, and carry off the ephod and terapliim, super-

stitiously hoping thus to make success certain.

Jonathan, to whose ambition they appealed, accom-
panied them, in spite of the remonstrances of his

patron ; he was present at the massacre of the de-

fenseless inhabitants of Laish, and in the new city,

which rose from its ashes, he was constituted priest

of the graven image, an office which became hered-

itary in his family till the Captivity. The Targum
of II. Joseph, on 1 Chr. xxiii. 16, identifies him
with Shebuel the son of Gershom, who is the^e

said to have repented (SS^iHl^ "735?) in his old

age, and to have been appointed by David as chief

over his treasures. All this arises from a play

\\\x>n the name Shebuel, from which this meaning
is extracted in accordance with a favorite piactice

of the Targumist.

6. Cjn^l^.) One of the sons of Adin (Ezr.

viii. 6), whose representative Ebed returned with

Ezra at the head of fifty males, a number which is

increased to two hundred and fifty in 1 Esdr. viii.

32, where Jonathan is written "loivdQas-

7. [In 1 Esdr., '\u,va.Qas'- Jmialhas.'] A priest,

the son of Asahel, one of the four who assisted Ezra

in investigating the marriages with foreign women,
which had been contracted by the people who
returned from Babylon (Ezra x. 15; 1 Esdr. ix.

14).

8. [Vat. Alex. FA.i omit.] A priest, and one

of the chiefs of the fathers in the days of Joiakim,

son of Jeshua. He was the representative of the

family of Melicu (Neh. xii. 14).

9. One of the sons of Kareah, and brother "of

Johanan (Jer. xl. 8). The LXX. in this passage

omit his name altogether, and in this they are sup-

ported by two of Kennicott's MSS., and the parallel

passage of 2 K. xxv. 23. In three others of Ken-
nicott's it was erased, and was originally omitted

in three of De Rossi's. He was one of the captains

of the army wlio had escaped from Jerusalem in

the final assault by the Clialdteans, and, after the

capture of Zedekiah at Jericho, had crossed the

Jordan, and remained in the open country of the

Ammonites till the victorious army had retired with

their spoils and captives. He accompanied his

Virother Johanan and the otlier captains, who re-
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sorted to Gedaliah at Mizpah, and from that time

we hear nothing more of liim. Hitzig decides

against the LXX. and the MSS. which omit the

name {Der Proph. Jeremias), on the ground that

the very similarity between Jonathan and Johauan

favors the belief that they were brothers.

W. A. W.

10. (^nST^ : 'luivddai'; [FA. once iwavaOav-])

Son of Joiada, and his successor in tlie liigh-priest-

hood. The only fact connected with his pontificate

recorded in Scripture, is that the genealogical rec-

ords of the priests and Levites were kept in his

day (Neh. xii. 11, 22), and that the chronicles of

the state were continued to liis time {iO. 23). Jon-

athan (or, as he is called in Neh. xii. 22, 2-3, John

[Johanan]) lived, of course, long after the (Jeath of

Nehemiah, and in tlie reign of Artaxerxes Mnenion.

Josephus, who also calls him John, as do Eusebius "

and Nicephorus likewise, relates that he murdered

his own brother Jesus in the Temple, because Jesus

was endeavoring to get the high-priesthood from

him through the influence of Bagoses the Persian

general. He adds that John by this misdeed

brought two great judgments upon the Jews: the

one, that Bagoses entered into the Temple and

polluted it ; the otlier, that he imposed a heavy tax

of 50 shekels upon every lamb otTered in sacrifice,

to punish them for this horrible crime (A. J. xi.

7, § 1). Jonathan, or John, was high-priest for

32 years, according to Eusebius and the Alexandr.

Chron. (Seld. de Success, in P. J:', cap. vi., vii.).

INIilman speaks of the murder of Jesus as " the only

memorable transaction in the annals of Juda:;a from

the death of Nehemiah to the time of Alexander

the Great" {IlisL of Jews, ii. 29).

11. [Vat. FA.i Iwavav.] Father of Zecharlah,

a priest who blew the trumpet at the dedication of

the wall (Neh. xii. 35). He seems to have been

of the course of Shemaiah. The words "son of"

seem to be improperly inserted before the following

name, Muttcmiah, as appears by comparing xi. 17.

A. C. H.

12. i'lwvaeas.) 1 Esdr. viii. 32. [See No. 6.]

13. [Sin.i 1 Mace. ii. 5, lwvaQr]^\ Sin.''" Alex.

loivadas\ so Sin. in v. 17: Jonalkns.] A son of

Mattathias, and leader of the Jews in their war of

independence after the death of his brother .ludas

Maccabseus, b. c. 161 (1 Mace. ix. 19 ft'.). [Mac-
cabees.]

14. [Alex, in xi. 70 luuadov, gen.] A son of

Absalom (1 Mace. xiii. 11), sent by Simon with a

force to occupy Joppa, which was already in the

hands of the Jews (1 Mace. xii. 33), though prob-

ably held only by a weak garrison. Jonathan ex-

pelled the inhabitants (tovs ovras «V auTfj\ cf.

Jos. Ant. xiii. 6, § 3) and secured the city. Jon-

athan was probably a brother of Mattathias (2)

(1 Mace. xi. 70).

15. ['lovddas ; Alex, in viii. 22, lajvaerjs • Jona-

thas.] A priest who is said to have otTered up a

solemn prayer on the occasion of the sacrifice made

by Nehemiah after the recovery of the sacred fire

(2 Mace. i. 23 if. : cf Ewald, Gesch. d. V. Isr. iv.

184 f.). The narrative is interesting, as it presents

a singular example of the combiTiation of public

prayer with sacrifice (Grinmi, ad 2 M<icc. 1. c).

B. F. W.
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JON'ATHAS ('Ia,ra0o,i/; [Vat. Alex. laQaV.
[Vulg. omits; Uld Lat.] Jowifkus ; alii, Nathan)^

the Latin form of the connnon name Jonathan,

which is preserved in A. V. in Tob. v. 13.
"^

B. F. W.

JO'NATH-E'LEM-RECHO'KIM (HDV

D'^j^in'^ D/^, a dumb dove of (in) distant

places), a phrase found once only in the Bible, as a

heading to the 5Gth psalm. Critics and commen-
tators are very far from being agreed on its mean-
ing. Kashi considers that David employed the

phrase to describe his own unhappy condition when,

exiled from the land of Israel, he was living with

Achish, and was an oljject of suspicion and hatred

to the countrymen of Goliath : thus was he amongst

the Philistines as a mute (iT^Q^S) dove. Kimchi

supplies the following commentary: " The Philis-

tines sought to seize and slay David (1 Sam. xxix.

4-11), and he, in his terror, and pretending to have

lost his reason, called himself Jonath, even as a

dove driven from her cote." Knapp's explanation

" on the oppression of foreign rulers " — assigning

to Eleiii the same meaning which it has in Ex. xv.

15— is in harmony with the contents of the psalm,

and is worthy of consideration. De Wette trans-

lates Jonath Elem Recliokim " dove of the distant

terebinths," or " of the dove of dumbness (Stumm-
heit) among the strangers " or " in distant places."

According to the Septuagint, imtp tov \aov tov

airh Twv ayiaiv ixijxaKpviJ.jj.ivov, " on the people

far removed from the holy places " (probably

DbM=Db^S, the Temple-hall ; see Orient. Lit-

erntur-BI'itl, p. 579, year 1841), a rendering which

very nearly accords with the Ghaldee paraphrase:

" On the congregation of Israel, compared with a

mute dove while exiled from their cities, but who
come back again and offer praise to the Lord of the

Universe." Aben Ezra, who regards Jonath Elem
Rechokim as merely indicating the modulation or

the rhythm of the psalm (comp. the title n7^S

nntZ^n, Ps. xxll.), appears to come the nearest

to the meaning of the passage in his explanation,

" after the melody of the air which begins Jonath-

elem-Rechokim.'''' In the Biour to Mendelssohn's

version of the Psalms Jonath Elem Rechokim is

mentioned as a musical instrument which produced

dull, mournful sounds. " Some take it for a pipe

called in Greek eAvfxos, i^^V, from p^, Greek,

which would make the inscription read " the long

Grecian pipe," but this does not appear to us ad-

missible " (Biourist's Preface, p. 26).

D. W. M.

JOP'PA 0^"^, i. e. Yafo, beauty ; the A. V.

follows the Greek form, except once, Japiio : 'l6inrr),

LXX. N. T. and Vulg. [Joppe] ; 'Ic^tttj, Joseph.

— at least in the most recent editions— Strabo,

and others: now Yafa or Jaffa), a town on the

S. W. coast of Palestine, the port of Jerusalem in

the days of Solomon, as it has been ever since.'

Its etymology is variously explained; some deriving

it from " Japhet," others from " lopa," daughter

of ^olus and wife of Gepheus, Andromeda's father,

its reputed founder; others interpreting it "the

a Chron. Can. lib. poster, p. 340. But in the

Demonst. Evang. lib. viii., Jonathan.

b • The Ordnance Survey {p. 21) makes Joppa a littla

over 39 miles from Jerusalem (Olivet) by the way of

Jimzu (Qimzo). H.
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watch-tower of joy," or "beauty," and so forth

(Reland, Pa!<eslina, p. 864). The fact is, that from

its being a sea-port, it liad a profane, as well as a

sacred history. Pliny following Mela (De silu Orb.

i. 12) says, that it was of ante-diluvian antiquity

(Nat. Hist. V. 14); and even Sir John Maundeville,

in the 14th century, bears witness— thougli it

must be confessed a clumsy one— to that tradition

{Early Travels in P. p. 142). According to

Josephus, it originally belonged to the Phoenicians

{Ant. xiii. 15, § 4). Here, writes Strabo, some say

Andromeda was exposed to the whale {Ceoc/raph.

xvi. p. 759; conip. Miiller's Hist. Grcec. Fracjm.

vol. iv. p. .325, and his Geocjraph. Grcec. Min. vol.

i. p. 79), and he appeals to its elevated position in

behalf of those who laid the scene there; though

in order to do so consistently, he had already shown

that it would be necessary to transport ./ICthiopia

into Phoenicia (Strab. i. p. 4-3). However, in Pliny's

age— and Josephus had just before affirmed the

same (5e//. Jml. iii. 9, § 3)— they still showed

the chains by which Andromeda was bound; and

not only so, but M. Scaurus the younger, the same
that was so much employed in Judaea by Pompey
{Bell. Jiul. i. 6, § 2 ff.), had the bones of the

monster transported to Rome from Joppa— where

till then they had been exhibited (Mela, ibid.) —
and displayed them there during his tedileship to

the public amongst other prodigies. Nor would

they have been uninteresting to the modern geol-

ogist, if his report be correct. For they measured

40 feet in length ; the span of the ribs exceeding

that of the Indian elephant; and the thickness of

the spine or vertebra being one foot and a half

" sesquipedalis," i. e. in circumference — when
Solinus says " semipedalis," he means in diameter,

see Plin. Nat. Hist. ix. 5 and the note, Delphin

ed.). Keland would trace the adventures of Jonah

in this legendary guise (see above) ; but it is far

more probable that it symbolizes the first inter-

change of commerce between the Greeks, personified

in their errant hero Perseus, and the Phoenicians,

whose lovely— but till then unexplored— clime

may be well shadowed forth in the fair virgin

Andromeda. Perseus, in the tale, is said to have

plunged his dagger into the right shoulder of the

monster. Possibly he may have discovered or im-

proved the harbor, the roar from whose foaming

reefs on the north, could scarcely ha^e been sur-

passed by the barkings of Scylla or Charybdis.

Even the chains shown there may have been those

by which his ship was attached to the shore. Kings

used by the Romans for mooring their vessels are

still to be seen near Terracina in the S. angle of

the ancient port (Murray's Handbk. for S. Italy,

p. 10, 2ded.).

Returning to the province of history, we find

that Japho or Joppa was situated in the portion of

Dan (Josh. xix. 40) on the coast towards the south

;

and on a hill so high, says Strabo, that people

affirmed (but incorrectly) that Jerusalem was visilile

from its summit. Having a harbor attached to

it — though always, as still, a dangerous one— it

became the port of Jerusalem, when Jerusalem

became metropolis of the kingdom of the house of

« * The statement here is not strictly accui-ate.

Paul starting from Autioch on his 2d missionary

journey did not go by sea (Acts xv. 39) but travelled

by land throngh Syria and Cilicia (ver. 41). Nor was

Tyre bis " landing place " on his last journey to Jeru-

salem (Acts xxi. 3), tor though the vessel touched

there the voj'age terminated (rbi' TrAoOv StavvKravra) at
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David, and certainly never did port and metropolis

more strikingly resemble each other in difficulty

of approach both by sea and land. Hence, except

in journeys to and from Jerusalem, it was not much
used. In St. Paul's travels, for instance, the

starting-points by water are, Antioch (Acts xv. 39,

via the Orontes, it is presumed— xviii. 22, 23, was
probably a land-journey throughout) : Caesarea (ix.

30, and xxvii. 2), and once Seleucia (xiii. 4, namely
that at the mouth of the Orontes). Also once

Antioch (xiv. 26) and once Tyre, as a landing

place (xxi. 3).« And the same preference for the

more northern ports is observable in the early

pilgrims, beginning with him of Bordeaux.

But Joppa was the place fixed upon for the cedar

and pine-wood, from Mount Lebanon, to be landed

by the servants of Hiram king of Tyre; thence to

be conveyed to Jerusalem by the servants of Solo-

mon— for the erection of the first " house of habi-

tation " ever made with hands for the invisible

Jehovah. It was by way of Joppa, similarly, that

like materials were conveyed from the same locality,

by permission of Cyrus, for the rebuilding of the

2d Temple under Zerubbabel (1 K. v. 9; 2 Chr.
ii. 16; Ezr. iii. 7). Here Jonah, whenever and
wherever he may have lived (2 K. xiv. 25 certainly

does not clear up the first of these points), " took
ship to flee from the presence of his Maker," and
accomplished that singular history, which our Lord
has appropriated as a type of one of the principal

scenes in" the great drama of His own (Jon. i. 3;
Matth. xii. 40). Here, lastly, on the house-top of

Simon the tanner, "by the sea-side" — with the

view therefore circumscribed on the E. by the high
ground on which the town stood ; but commanding
a boundless prospect over the western waters— St.

Peter had his " vision of tolerance," as it has been
happily designated, and went forth like a 2d Per-
seus — but from the East— to emancipate, from still

w^orse thraldom, the virgin daughter of the West.
The Christian poet Arator has not failed to dis-

cover a mystical connection between the raising to

life of the aged Tabitha— the occasion of St. Peter's

visit to Joppa— and the baptism of the first Gentile

household {Be Act. Apost. 1. 840, ap. Migne, Palrol.

Curs. Compl. Ixviii. 164).

These are the great Biblical events of which
Joppa has been the scene. In the interval that

elapsed between the Old and New Dispensations it

experienced many vicissitudes. It had sided with
ApoUonius, and was attacked and captured iiy Jon-
athan Maccabseus (1 INIacc. x. 76). It witnessed

the meeting between the latter and Ptolemy {ibid.

xi. G). Simon had his suspicions of its inhaliitants,

and set a garrison there (ibid. xii. 34). which he
afterwards strengthened coiisideralily (ibid. xiii. 11).

But when peace was restored, he reestablislied it

once more as a haven (ibiit. xiv. 5). He likewise

rebuilt the fortifications (ibid. ver. 34). This occu-

pation of Joppa was one of the grounds of com-
plaint urged by Antiochus, son of Demetrius,

against Simon ; but the latter alleged in excuse the

mischief which had been done by its inhabitants to

his fellow-citizens {ibid. xv. 30 and 35). It would
appear that Judas IMaccabaeus had burnt their

Ptolemais (ver. 7). Possibly also Paul disembarked
at Seleucia, not Antioch (Acts xiv. 26), for in such
cases it was very common to speak of the town and ita

harbor as one (comp. Acts xx. 6). The Orontes, it i(

true, was navigable at that time (though it is no

longer so) as £ir up as Antioch. H.
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haven some time back for a gross act of barbarity

(2 Mace. xii. 6). Tribute was subsequently exacted

for its possession from Hyrcanus by Antioehus

Sidetes. By I'ompey it was once more made inde-

pendent, and comprehended under Syria (Josepli.

Ant. xiv. 4, § 4); but by Csesar it was not only

restored to the Jews, but its revenues— whether

from lind or from export-duties— were bestowed

upon the 2d Hyrcanus, and his heirs (xiv. 10, § 0).

When Herod the Great commenced operations, it

was seized by him, lest he should leave a hostile

stronghold in his rear, when he marched upon

Jerusalem (xiv. 15, § 1), and Augustus confirmed

him in its possession (xv. 7, § 4). It was after-

wards assigned to Archelaus, when constituted

ethnarch (xvii. 11, § 4), and passed with Syria

under Cyrenius, when Archelaus had been deposed

(xvii. 12, § 5). Under Cestius (i. e. Gessius Florus)

it was destroyed amidst great slaughter of its in-

habitants (Bell. Jud. ii. 18, § 10; and such a nest

of pirates had it become, when Vespasian arrived

in those parts, that it underwent a second and

entire destruction — together with the adjacent vil-

lages— at his hands (iii. 9, § 3). Thus it appears

that this port had already begun to be the den of

robbers and outcasts which it was in Strabo's time

{Geoyraph. xvi. p. 759); while the district around

it was so populous, that from Jamnia, a neighbor-

ing town, and its vicinity. 40,000 armed men could

be collected {ibid.). There was a vast plain around

it, as we learn from Josephus {Ant. xiii. 4, § 4); it

lay between Jamnia and Csesarea— the latter of

which might be reached "on the morrow" from

it (Acts X. 9 and 24)— not far from Lydda (Acts

ix. 38), and distant from Antipatris 150 stadia

(Joseph. Ant. xiii. 15, § 1).

When Joppa first became the seat of a Christian

bishop is unknown ; but the subscriptions of its

prelates are preserveil in the acts of various synods

of the 5th and 6th centuries (Le Quien, Oriens

Chrislidii. iii. 629). In the 7th century Arculfus

sailed from Joppa to Alexandria, the \ery roiite

usually taken now by those who visit Jerusalem

;

but he notices nothing at the former place {Eavltj

Travels in P. by Wright, p. 10). Sa;wulf, the

next who set sail from Joppa, A. D. 1103, is not

more explicit (ibid. p. 47). Meanwhile Joppa had

been taken possession of by the forces of Godfrey

de Bouillon previously to the capture of Jerusalem.

The town had been deserted and was allowed to

fall into ruin: the Crusaders contenting themselves

with possession of the citadel (William of Tyre,

Hist. viii. 9); and it was in part assigned subse-

quently for the support of the Church of the Resur-

rection {ibid. ix. 16); though there seem to have

been bishops of Joppa (perhaps only titidar after

all) between A. D. 1253 and 1363 (Le Quien, 1291;

conip. p. 1241). Saladin, in A. n. 1188, destroyed

its fortifications (Sanut. Secret. Fid. Crucis, lib.

iii. part x. c. 5); but Richard of England, who
was confined here by sickness, rebuilt them {ibid.,

and Richard of Devizes in Bohn's Aiit. Lib. p. 61).

Its last occupation by Christians was that of St.

Louis, A. D. 1253, and when he came, it was still

a city and governed by a count. " Of the immense

sums," says Joinville, "which it cost the king to

inclose Jaffa, it <Ioes not become me to speak ; for

they were countless. He inclosed tlie town from

one side of the sea to the other; and there were 24

towers, including small and great. The ditches

were well scoured, and kept clean, l)oth within and

without. There were 3 gates" . . . {Chron. of

JORAH im
Cms. p. 495, Bohn ). So restored it fell into the

hands of the Sultans of Egypt, together with the

rest of Palestine, by whom it was once more laid

in ruins. So much so, that Bertrand de la Broc-
quiere visiting it about thrniiddle of the 15th cen-

tury, states that it then only consisted of a few
tents covered with reeds; having been a strong

place under the Christians. Guides, accredited by
the Sultan, here met the pilgrims and received the

customary tribute from them ; and here the papal

indulgences offered to pilgrims commenced (Early
Travels, p. 286). Finally, JaflS, feU under the

Turks, in whose hands it still is, exhibiting the

usual decrepitude of the cities possessed by them,

and depending on Christian commerce for its feeble

existence. During the period of their rule it has

been three times sacked— by the Arabs in 1722;

by the Mamelukes in 1775; and lastly, by Na-
poleon I. in 1799, upon the glories of whose early

career " the massacre of Jaffa" leaves a stain that

can never be washed out (v. Moroni, Dlzion. Eccl

s. v.; Porter, Haiulbk. pp. 238, 239).

The existing town contains in round numbers
about 4,000 inhabitants, and has three convents,

Greek, Latin, and Armenian; and as many, or

more mosques. Its bazaars are worth a visit
; yet

few places could exhibit a harbor or landing more
miserable. Its chief manufacture is soap. The
house of Simon the tanner of course purports to be

shown still : nor is its locality badly chosen (Staidey,

S. if P. 263, 274; and see Seddon's Memoir, 86,

87, 185).

The oranges of Jaffa are the finest in all Pales-

tine and Syria: its promegranates and water-melons

are likewise in high repute, and its gardens and
orange and citron-groves deliciously fragrant and
fertile. But among its population are fugitives

and vagabonds from all countries; and Europeans

have little security, whether of life or property, to

induce a permanent abode there. E. S. Ff.

JOP'PE Clt^TTTrTj ; [Alex. 2 Mace. iv. 21,

iTrTTTj:] Joppe; [in 2 Mace. xii. 3, 7, 'Io7r7r?Ta(:

Juppihe]), 1 Esdr. v. 55; 1 Mace. x. 75, 76, xi. 6,

xii. 33, xiii. 11, xiv. 5, 34, xv. 28, 35; 2 Mace. iv.

21, xii. 3, 7. [JoppA.]

JO'RAH (mi"^ [born in autumn, Fiirst;=:

nn'l'^, earhj rain, Ges.] : '\u>pa\ [Vat. Oupo:]

Java), the ancestor of a family of 112 who returned

from Babylon with Ezra (Ezr. ii. 18). In Neh.

\ii. 24 he appears under the name Hariph," or more
correctly the same family are represented as the

Bene-Hariph, the variation of name originating

probably in a very slight confusion of the letters

which compose it. In Ezr. two of De Rossi's MSS.,

and originally one of Kennicotfs, had mV, i. e.

Jodah, which is the reading of the Syr. and Arab,

versions. One of Kennicotfs MSS. had the original

reading in Ezr. altered to D"lV, i. e. Joram ; and

two in Neh. read D'^"in, i. e. Harim, which cor

responds with 'Apei/x of the .\lex. MS., and Ilurom

of the Syriac. In any case the change or confusion

of letters which might have caused the variation

of the name is so slight, that it is difficult to pro-

nounce which is the true form, the cornijition of

.lorah into Hariph lieing as easily conceivable as

the reverse. Burrington (Geneal. ii. 75) dei-ides

' * Possibly Jorah ami Ilariph are interchanged

as equivalent in sense Cs«fi nntn a. ii. lOOIi). H.
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in favor of the latter, but from a comparison of both

passages with Ezr. x. 31 we should be inclined to

regard Harim (D^iH) as the true reading in all

cases. But on any supposition it is difficult to

account for the form Azephurith, or more properly

^ApffKpovpid, in 1 Esdr. v. 10, which Eurrington

considers as having originated in a corruption of

the two readings in Ezra and Nehemiah, the second

syllable arising from an error of the transcriber in

mistaking the uncial E for 2. W. A. W:

JO'RAI [2 syl.] C^ll'l"' [taught by Jehovah,

Ges.] : 'lojpee'; Alex. Iwpes'-, [Comp. 'lope?; Aid.

'IcDoa:] Jural). One of the Gadites dwelling in

Gilead in Bashan, whose genealogies were recorded

in the reign of Jothani king of Judah (1 Chr. v.

13). Four of Kennicott's MSS., and the printed

copy used by Luther, read "^~TV, /. e. Jodai.

JO'RAM (D"^'*in^ and D^'V, apparently in-

discriminately: 'lojpct/i: •/w«''0" 1. SonofAhab;
king of Israel (2 K. viii. 16, 25, 28, 29; ix. li, 17,

21-23, 29). [Jehokam, 1.]

2. Son of Jehoshaphat; king of Judah (2 K.

viii. 21, 23, 24; 1 Chr. iii. 11; 2 Chr. xxii. 5, 7.

Matt. i. 8). [Jehoram, 2.]

3. [Yat. lojpaV- Joran.'] A priest [.Jehoram
in A. v.] in the reign of .Jehoshaphat, one of those

employed by him to teach the law of Moses through

the cities of .Judah (2 Chr. xvii. 8).

4. lC~l^.) A Levite, ancestor of Shelomith in

the time of David (1 Chr. xxvi. 25).

5. ('leSSoupaju; [Vat.] Alex. Uh^ovpav-) Son

of Toi, king of Hamath, sent by his father to con-

gratulate David on his victories over Hadadezer

(2 Sam. viii. 10). [Hadoraji.]

6. 1 Esdr. i. 9. \Yn\g. Corabal] [Jozabad,

3.] A. C. H.

JOR'DAN (TiT~?-j *'• ^- Yarden, always with

the definite article ^'illU'IF, except Ps. xlii. 6 and

Job xl. 23, from '^T'^' Jcrad, "to descend:"

'lopSai'Tjs : Jordanes : now called by the Arabs

esh-Sheriah, or '' the watering-place," with the

addition of el-Kebir, " the great," to disthiguish

it from the Sherlat el-MamUiur, the Hieromax), a

river that has ne\er been navigable (see below),

flowing into a sea that has never known a port —
has never been a high road to more hospitable

coasts — has never possessed a fishery — a river

that has never boasted of a single town of eminence

upon its banks. It winds through scenery remark-

able rather for sameness and tameness than for

bold outline. Its course is not much above 200

miles from first to last, less than l-15th of that of

the Nile— from the roots of Anti-Lebanon, where

it bursts forth from its various sources in all its

purity, to the head of the Dead Sea, where it loses

itself and its tributaries in the unfathomable brine.

Such is the river of the " great plain " of Palestine

— the " Descender "— if not " the river of God "

in the book of Psalms, at least that of His chosen

people throughout their history.

As Joppa could never be made easy of access or

commodious for traffic as a commercial city, so

neither could Jordan ever vie with the Thames or

the Tiber as a river of the world, nor with the

rivers of Naaman's preference, the Pharpar and

Abana, for the natural beauty of its banks. These

last could boast of the same superiority, in respect
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of the picturesque, over the Jordan, that Geriziir

and Samaria could over Zion and Jerusalem.

We propose to inquire, (i.) what is said about

the Jordan in Holy Scripture; (ii.) the accounts

given of it by Josephus and others of the same date

;

(iii.) the statements respecting it by later writers

and travellers.

1. There is no regular description of the .Jordan

to be met with in Holy Scripture, and it is only

by putting scattei-ed notices of it together that we
can give the general idea which runs through the

Bil)le respecting it.

And 1, the earliest allusion is not so much to

the river itself as to the plain or plains which it

traversed :
" Lot lifted up his eyes, and beheld all

the plain of Jordan, that it was well watered every-

where . . . even as the garden of the Lord, like

the land of Egypt" (Gen. xiii. 10). Abram had
just left l'"gypt (xii. 10-20), and therefore the com-
parison Ijetween the fertilizing properties of the

Jordan and of the Nile is very apposite, though it

has since been pushed much too far, as we shall see.

We may suppose Ix)t to have had his view from
one of the summits of those hills that run north

in the direction of Scythopolis (£. J. iv. 7, § 2),

bounding the plains of Jordan on the W. ; for Lot

and Abran) were now sojourning between Bethel

and Ai (Gen. xiii. 3). How far the plain extended

in length or breadth is not said : other passages

speak of "Jordan and his border" (Josh. xiii. 27),
" the borders of Jordan " (xxii. 11), and " the

plains of Jericho" (iv. 13; comp. 2 K. xxv. 5);

all evidently subdivisions of the same idea, com-
prehending the east bank equally with the west

(Josh. xiii. 27).

2. We must anticipate events slightly to be able

to speak of the fords or passages of the Jordan.

Jordan is inexhaustible in the book of Job (xl. 23),

and deep enough to prove a formidable passage for

belligerents (1 Mace. ix. 48); yet, as in all rivers

of the same magnitude, there were shallows where

it could be forded on foot. There were fords over

against Jericho, to which point the men of Jericho

pursued the spies (.Josh. ii. 7), the same probably

that are said to be " toward jNIoab " in the book of

Judges, where the ^loabites were slaughtered (iii.

28). Higher up, perhaps over against Succoth,

some way above where the little river Jabbok
(Zerka) enters the Jordan, were the fords or pas-

sages of Bethbarah (probably the Bethabara, " house

of passage," of the Gospel, though most modems
would read " Bethany," see Stanley, S. cf P. p.

308, note, 2d ed.), where' Gideon lay in wait for the

Midianites (Judg. vii. 24), and where the men of

Gilead slew the Ephraimites (xii. 6). Not far off,

in " the clay ground between Succoth and Zar-

than," were the brass foundries of king Solomon

(1 K. vii. 46). These fords undoubtedly witnessed

the first recorded passage of the Jordan in the ().

T. : we say recorded, because there can be little

dispute but that Abraham must have crossed it

like^vise. But only the passage of Jacob is men-

tioned, and that in remarkable language: "With
my stafl!' I passed over this Jordan, and now I am
become two bands" (Gen. xxxii. 10, and Jabbok

in connection with it, ver. 22). And Jordan was

next crossed — over against Jericho— by Joshua

the son of Nun, at the head of the descendants of

the twelve sons of him who signalized the first pas-

sage. The magnitude of their operations may be

inferred from the fact, that— of the children of lieu-

ben and of Gad, and half the tribe of Manasseh,
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only — " about 40,000 prepared for war passed over

before the Lord unto battle." . . . (Josh. iv. 12

and 13.)

The ceremonial of this second crossing is too

well known to need recapitulation. It may be ob-

served, however, that, unlike the passage of the

Red Sea, where the intermediate agency of a strong

east whid is freely admitted (Ex. xiv. 21), it is

here said, in terras equally explicit, not only that

the river was then unusually full of water, but that

" the waters which came down from above stood

and rose up upon an heap . . . while those that

came down toward the sea of the plain . . . failed

and were cut off," as soon as ever '-the feet of the

priests that bare the ark were dipped in the brim

of the water" (Josh. iii. 1.5, 10). That it hap-

pened in harvest-time is seen also from ch. v. 10-

12. Finally, with regard to the memorial of the

twelve stones, such had been the altar erected by

Moses "under the hill" (Ex. xxiv. 4); such, prob-

ably, the altar erected by Joshua upon Mount Ebal,

though the number of stones is not defined (.Josh,

viii. 31); and such, long afterwards, the altar erected

by Elijah (1 K. xviii. 31). Whether these twelve

stones were deposited in, or on the banks of. the

Jordan, or whether there were two sets, one for each

locality, has been disputed. Josephus only recog-

nizes a single construction — that of an altar — in

either case; and this was built, according to him,

in the present instance, 50 stadia from the river,

and 10 stadia from Jericho, where the people en-

camped, with the stones which the- heads of their

tribes had brought from out of the bed of the .lor-

dan. It may be added that Josephus seems loth

to admit a miracle, both in the passage of the Jor-

dan and that of the Ked Sea {Ant. v. 1, § 4, ii.

16, § 5). From their vicinity to Jerusalem these

lower fords were much used ; David, it is probable,

passed over them in one instance to fight the Syr-

ians (2 Sam. x. 17); and subsequently, when a

fugitive himself, in his way to Mahanaim (xvii. 22),

on the east bank. Hither Judah came to recon-

duct the king home (2 Sam.xix. 1.5), and on this

one occasion a ferry-boat — if the Hebrew word
has been rightly rendered — is said to have been

employed (ver. 18). Somewhere in these parts

Elijah must have smitten the waters with his man-
tle, "so that they divided hither and thither" (2

K. ii. 8), for he had just left Jericho (ver. 4), and

by the same route tliat he went did Elisha proba-

bly return (ver. 14). Naaman, on the other hand,

may be supposed to have performed his ablutions

in the upper fords, for I'Uisha was then in Samaria

(v. 3), and it was by these fords doubtless that the

Syrians fled when miraculously discomfited through

his instrumentality (vii. 15). Finally, it was prob-

ably Ijy these upper fords that Judas and his fol-

lowers went over into the great plain before Beth-

san — not that they crossed over against Bethsan

(.Toseph. Ant. xii. 8, § 5), when they were retracing

their steps from the land of Galaad to Jerusalem

(1 Mace. V. 52).

Thus there were two customary places, at which

the Jordan was fordable, though there may have

been more, particularly during the sunnner, which

are not mentioned. And it nnist have been at one

of these, if not at both, that baptism was after-

wards administered l)y St. John and by the disci-

ples of our I^ord. The plain inference from the

Gospels would appear to be that these baptisms

were administered in more places than one. There

was one place where St. .John baptized in the first

92
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instance (rb izpwrov, John x. 40), though it is not
named. There was Bethabara— probably the up-
per fords— where the Baptist, having previously
baptized our Lord— whet>er there or elsewhere —
bears record to the descent of the Holy Ghost upon
Him which ensued (i. 29-34). There was ^Enon,
near to Salim, to the north, where St. John was
baptizing upon another occasion, " because there
was nuich water there " (iii. 23). [JixoN.] This
was during the summer evidently (comp. ii. 13-23),
that is, long after the feast of the Passover, and the
river had become low, so that it was necessary to

resort to some place where the water was deeper
than at the ordinary lords. There was some place
" in the land of Judwa " where our Lord, or rather

his disciples, baptized about the same time (iii. 22).

And lastly, ther'e was the place — most probably
the lower ford near Jericho— where all "Jerusalem
and Judsea" went out to be baptized of John in

the Jordan (Matt. iii. 5; Mark i. 5).

Where our Lord was baptized is not stated ex-

pressly. What is stated is, (1) that as St. John
was a native of some " city in the hill-country of

Juda;a" (Luke i. 39), so his preaching, connuen-
cing "in the wilderness of Juda;a" (Matt. iii. 1),

embraced "all the country about Jordan " (Luke
iii. 3), and drew persons from Galilee, as far off as

Nazareth (Mark i. 9) and Bethsaida (John i. 35,

40, 44), as well as from Jerusalem; (2) that the

baptism of the multitude from Jerusalem and Ju-
daea preceded that of our Lord (Matt. iii. 6, 13;
Mark i. 5, 9); (3) that our Lord's baptism was
also distinct from that of the said multitude (Luke
iii. 21); and (4) that He came from Nazareth in

Galilee, and not from Jerusalem or Judcea, to be
baptized. The inference from all which would
seem to be, (1) that the first (rb irpuiTOv) baptisms
of St. John took place at the lower lord near Jeri-

cho, to which not only he himself, a native of Ju-
daea, but all Jerusalem and Judcea likewise, would
naturally resort as being the nearest; where simi-

larly our Lord would naturally take refuge when
driven out from Jerusalem, and from whence He
would be within reach of tidings from Bethany,
the scene of his next miracle (John x. 39, 40, xi.

1); (2) that his second baptisms were at the upper
ford, or Bethabara, whither he had arrived in the

course of his preachings, and were designed for the

inhabitants of the more northern parts of the Holy
Land, among whom were Jesus and Andrew, both

from Galilee; (3) that his third and last baptisms
were in the neighborhood of ^Enon and Salim,

still further to the north, where there was not gen-
erally so much of a ford, but, on the contrary,

where the water was still sutticiently deej), notwith-

standing the advanced season. Thus St. John
would seem to have moved upwards gradually to-

wards Galilee, the seat of Herod's jurisdiction, by
whom he was destined to be apprehended and exe-

cuted ; while our Lord, coming i'rom Galilee, prob-

ably by way of Samaria, as in the converse case

(John iv. 3, 4), would seem to have met him half

way, and to have Ijeen baptized in the ford nearest

to that locality— a ford which had been the scene

of tiie first recorded crossing. The tradition which

asserts Christ to have been baptized in the ford

near Jericho, has been obliged to •in^ent a Betha-

bara near that spot, of which no trace exists in

history, to appear consistent with Scripture (Urigen,

quoted by .\lford on John i. 28).

3. These fords— and more light will be throwr

upon their exact site presently— were rendered so
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much the more precious in those days from two

circumstances. First, it does not appear that there

were then any bridges thrown over, or boats regu-

larly established on, the Jordan, for the purpose of

transporting either pedestrians or merchandise

from one bank to the other. One case, perhaps,

of either bridge or boat is upon record ; but it

would seem to have been got up expressly for the

occasion (2 Sam. xix. 18).« Neither the LXX.
nor Vulg. contain a word about a "boat," and

Josephus says expressly that it was a " bridge
"

that was then extemporized {Ajit. vii. 2 [11], § 2).

And secondly, because, in the language of the au-

thor of the book of Joshua (iii. 15), "Jordan
overflowed all his banks all the time of harvest:

"

a "swelling" which, according to the 1st book of

Chronicles (xii. 15), commenced' "in the first

month "
(/. e. about the latter end of our JM.arch),

drove the lion from his lair in the days of Jere-

miah (xii. 5, xlix. 19, 1. 44), and had become a

proverb for abundance in the days of Jesus the son

of Sirach (Ecclus. xxiv. 20). The context of the

first of these passages may suffice to determine the

extent of this exuberance. The meaning is clearly

that the channel or bed of the river became brim-

full, so that the level of the water and of the banks

was then the same. Dr. Robinson seems therefore

to have good reason for saying that the ancient rise

of the river has been greatly exaggerated (i. 540,

2d ed.), so much so as to have been compared to

that of the Nile (Reland, Pnlmst. xl. 111). \Wi-

dently too there is nothing extraordinary whatever

in this occurrence. On the contrary, it would be

more extraordinary were it otherwise. All rivers

that are fed by melting snows are fuller between

March and September than between September
and March ; but the exact time of their increase

varies with the time when the snows melt. The
Po and Adige are equally full during their harvest-

time with the Jordan; but the snows on Lebanon
melt earlier than on the Alps, and harvest begins

later in Italy than in the Holy Land. " The
heavy rains of November and December," as Dr.

Robinson justly remarks, " find the earth in a

parched and thirsty state, and are consequently

absorbed into the soil as tiiey fall. The melting

of the snows, on the other hand, on the mountains

can only affect the rivers. Possibly ' thp basins of

Hfdeh and 'J'iberias ' may so far act as ' regulators
'

upon the Jordan as to delay its swelhng till they

have been replenished. On the other hand, the snows

on Lebanon are certainly melting fast in April.

4. The last feature which remains to be noticed

in the Scriptural account of the Jordan is its fre-

quent mention as a boundary: "over Jordan,"
" this," and " the other side," or " beyond Jordan,"

were expressions as familiar to the Israelites as

" across the water," "this," and "the other side

of the Channel," are to English eare. In one sense

indeed, that is, in so far as it was the eastern

boundary of the land of Canaan, it was the eastern

boundary of the promised land (Num. xxxiv. 12).

In reality, it was the long serpentine vine, trailing

over the ground from N. to S., round which the

« * The A. V. has in that passage " ferry-boat '"

;

with the article in Hebrew, probably denotiug the one
provided for David, and not the one in use at that

station. This is the proper sense of mSl?, and

generally accepted. (See Thenius, Biicher Samveh, p.

216.) Tristram says there is but one single ferry-boat

even on the Lake of Galilee at the present time {Land
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whole family of the twelve tribes were clustered.

Four fifths of their number— nine tribes and a

half— dwelt on the W. of it, and one fifth, or two
tribes and a half, on the IC. of it, with the Levites

in their cities equally distributed amongst both,

and it was theirs from its then reputed tbuntain-

head to its exit into the Dead Sea. Those who
lived on the E. of it had been allowed to do so on
condition of assisting their brethren in their con-

quests on the W. (Num. xxxii. 20-33); and those

who lived on the W. " went out with one consent "

when their countrymen on the \\. were threatened

(1 Sam. xi. 6-11). The great altar built by the

children of Reuben, of Gad, and the half-tribe of

JManasseh, on the Ijanks of the Jordan, was designed

as a witness of this intercommunion and nuitual

interest (Josh. xxii. 10-2'J). In fact, unequal as

the two sections were, they were nevertheless re-

garded as integral parts of the whole land ; and
thus there were three cities of refuge lor the man-
slayer appointed on the E. of the Jordan ; and there

were three cities, and no more, on the W. — in both

cases moreover equi-distant one from the other

(Num. XXXV. 9-15; Josh. xx. 7-9; Lewis, Ihh.

Jiejntbl. ii. 13). When these territorial divisions

had been broken up in the captivities of Israel and
Judah, some of the "coasts beyond Jordan " seem
to have been retained under Judaea. [Jud.ka.]

II. As the passage which is supposed to speak

of "the fountain of Daphne" (Num. xxxiv. 11,

and Patrick ad L, see below) is by no means clear,

we cannot appeal to Holy Scripture for any infor-

mation respecting the sources of the Jordan. What
.Josephus and others say about the Jordan may be

briefly told. Panium, says Josephus (('. e. the

sanctuary of Pan), appears to be the source of the

Jordan ; whereas it has a secret passage hither un-

der ground from Phiala, as it is called, about 120

stadia distant from (.Vsarea, on the road to Tra-

chonitis, and on the right hand side of, and not far

from the road. Peing a wheel-shaped pool, it is

rightly called Phiala from its rotundity (TrfpKpf-

pei'as); yet the water always remains there up to

the brim, neither subsiding nor overfowing. That

this is the true source of the Jordan was first dis-

covered by Philip, tetrarch of Traehonitis — for by

his orders chaff was cast into the water at Phiala,

and it was taken up at Panium. Panium was

always a lovely spot; but the embellishments of

Agrippa, which were sumptuous, added greatly to

its natural charms (from Bell. Jud. i. 21, § 3; and
Ant. XV. 10, § 3, it ajipears that the temple there

was due to Herod the (ireat). It is from this cave

at all events that the Jordan commences his osten-

sible course above ground ; traversing the marshes

and fens of Semechonitis (L. Merom or Ih'deh), and

then, after a course of 120 stadia, passing by the

town Julias, and intersecting the Lake of Oennesa-

ret, winds its way through a considerable wilder-

ness, till it finds its exit in the Lake Asphaltites {B.

J. iii. 10, § 7). Elsewhere he somewhat modifies

liis assertion respecting the nature of the great plain

[Jkhicho]; while on the physical beauties of

Gennesaret, the palms and figs, olives and grapes,

of Israel, p. .%, 2d ed.). Some explorers, as Costigan,

Molyneaux, and Lynch, have launched boats on the

Jordan, and with difficulty have made their way to the

Dead Sea ; but for ordinary uses boating was and still

is impracticable on account of tlie many violent rapids

in the river, and to some extent unnecessary on ac-

count of the fords. H-
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fliat flourished round it, and the fish for which

its waters were far-famed, he is still more elo-

quent {B. J. iii. 10, § 8). In the first chapter

of the next book (iv. 1, § 1) he notices more foun-

tains at a place called Daplme (still Difiieh, see

Kob. Bibl. Rus. vol. iii. p. 393, note), immediately

under the temple of the golden calf, which he calls

the sources of the little, and its communication

with the great, Jordan (comp. Ant. i. 10, § 1, v.

3, § 1, and viii. 8, § 4). While Josephus dilates

upon its sources, Pausanias, who had visited the

Jordan, dilates upon its extraordinary disappear-

ance. He cannot get over its losing itself in the

Dead Sea, and compares it to the submarine course

of the Alpiieus from Greece to Sicily (lib. v. 7, 4,

ed. Dindorf. ). Pliny goes so far as to say that the

Jordan instinctively shrinks from entering that

dread lake by which it is swallowed up. On the

other hand Pliny attributes its rise to the fountain

of Paneas, from which, he adds, Coesarea was sur-

named (//. N. v. 1.5). Lastly, Strabo speaks of

the aromatic reeds and rushes, and even balsam,

that grew on the shores and marshes round Gennes-

aret ; but can he be believed when he asserts that

the Aradians and others were in the habit of sidl-

ing iq) Jordan luiih cargo'} (xvi. 2, 10.) It will

be remembered that he wrote during the first days

of the empire, when there were boats in abundance

upon Gennesaret (John vi. 22-2-t).

III. Among the latest travellers who ha^•e ex-

plored and afterwards written upon the course or

sources of the Jordan, are iNIessrs. Irby and Mangles
(Journnl of Truv.), Dr. Robinson, Lieut. Lynch
and party {Narrat. and Off. Rep.), Capt. Newbold
(Journal of R. Asiat. S., vol. xvi. p. 8 fF.), Rev.

W. Thom.son (BlU. Sac, vol. iii. p. 184 ff.), and

Professor Stanley. While making our best ac-

knowledgments to these writers for what is con-

tained in the following summary, we shall take the

liberty of offering one or two criticisms where per-

sonal inspection constrains our demurring to their

conclusions. According to Ihe older commentators
" Dan " was a stream that rose in a fountain called

Phiala, in the district called Paniuni, and among
the roots of Lebanon ; then after a subterraneous

course, reappeared near the town called Paneas,

Dan, or Csesarea Philippi, where it was joined by a

small stream called " Jor;" and henceforth united

both names in one— Jordan (
Corn, a Lap. in

Deut. xxxiii. 22). But it has been well observed

that the Hebrew word ^"|T*1^, Jarden.^ has no rela-

tion whatever to the name Dan ; and also that the

river had borne that name from the days of Abra-

ham, and from the days of Job, at least five cen-

turies before the name of Dan was given to the

city at its source (Robin.son, iii. 412). It should

be added that the number of streams meeting at or

about Rrmiiis very for exceeds two.

This is one of the points on which we are com-
pelled to dissent from one and all of the foregoing

travellers— not one of thoin dwells upon the phe-

nomenon that from the village of Ilashbehjn on the

N. W. to the village of Shib'a on the X. E. of

.Sri/ims, the entire slope of Anti- Lebanon is alive

with bursting fountains and gushing .streams,

every one of which, great or siuall, finds its way
sooner or later into the swamp between Bdiiias and

lake Iluleli, and eventually becomes part of the

Jordan. Incidentally this of course comes out ; but

surely this, and not those three prime sources ex-

clusively, to which Captain Newbold has most justly
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added a fourth, passed over without a word by the

rest— should be made the prominent feature of

that charmed locality. The fact is, that with the

exception of Messrs. Irby and Mangles, he is the

only traveller of them all who has in any degree

explored the S. E. side of the slope; the route of

the others being from Banids to Hashbeiya on the

western side. Then again all have travelled in the

months of xVpril, May, or June— that is, before

the melting of the snows had ceased to have influ-

ence— except Messrs. Irby and Mangles, whose
scanty notices were made in February, or just after

the heavy rains. Whereas in order to be able to

decide to which of those sources Jordan is most
indebted, the latter end of October, the end of the

dry season, and just before the rains set in— when
none but streams possessed of inherent vitality are

in existence — should have been chosen. Far be

it from us to dejjreciate those time-honored parent

springs— the noble fountain (of Daphne) under
the Tell, or hill of Dan {TM elKadg), which
" gushes out all at once a beautiful river of delicious

water " in the midst of verdure and welcome shade;

still less, that magnificent " burst of water out of

the low slope" in front of the picturesque cave

of Biinids, inscriptions in the niches of which .still

testify to the deity that was once worshipped there,

and to the royal munificence that adorned his shrine.

Travellers, nevertheless, who have seen CTitumnus
(and to read of it in Pliny, £p. lib. viii. 8, is almost

to see), "\"auoluse, or even Holywell in N. Wales,

will have seen something of the kind, liut what
shall we say to " the bold perpendicular rock " near

Hashbeiya, " from beneath which," we are told,

" the river gushes copious, translucent, and cool,

in two rectangular streams, one to tlie N. E., and
the other to the N. W. V " for if this source, being

the most distant of all, may " claim in a strictly

scientific sense to be the parent stream of the

whole valley," then let us be prepared on the same
principle to trace the Mississipin back to the Mis-
souri. Besides, Captain Newljold — and we can

here vouch for his statement— has detected a 4th

source, which according to the Arabs, is never dry,

in what Mr. Thomson hastily dismisses as the

mountain-torrent Wndtj el-Kid, and Messrs. Irby

and Mangles as a " rivulet; " but which the Captain

appears to have followed to the springs called Ksh-
Shar, though we must add, that its sources, ac-

cording to our impression, lie considerably more to

the N. It runs past the ruined walls and forts of

Banids on the S. E. Nobody that has seen its

dizzy cataracts in the month of April, or its deep-

rock-hewn bed at all other seasons, can speak

lightly of it ; though it is naturally lost upon all

those who quit Banids for the N. \\^.

Again, we make bold to say, that the Phiala of

Josephus has not yet been identified. Any lake

would have been called Phiala by the Greeks that

bore that shape (Reland, /'n/fe.s/. 41; comp. Hof-

niann's Lex. Unic. s. v. ; if we mistake not, the Lake

of Delos is a further instance). But Birktt er-Rnni,

or the alleged Phiala, lying to the S. E. of, and at

some distance from, the cave of Banids, we are not

surprised that tiie story of .Josephus should be voted

al)surd ; for he is thus made to say serioii.sly, what

even to a tragic poet was the climax of impossibil-

ities (Eur. .!/?(/. 410), tliat •' the fountains of .snored

streams flow bacJiwards," or up-hill. The Aral)3

doubtless heard of the story of the cliatV through

some dragoma!!, who heard it from his masters;

but the direction of Sliib'a — " six hours higher
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up the southern declivity of Mount Harmon," and
therefore to the N. E. of Bdnids— is beyond doubt
the true one, as long since pointed out by Keland
{ibid., and see his Map) for the site of the lake.

According to Lynch, " a very large fountain issuing

from the base of a high rock" exists there {Off-
Jiep. 112). Lastly, the actual description given by
Captain Newbold of the lake Merj el-Man, " 3 hrs.

E. 10° N. from Bdnids,''' jiroves, at all events, that

there is one circular lake, besides Birlcet er-Ram,
in those regions, and in the very direction indi-

cated by the historian. We cannot help, therefore,

entertaining a suspicion that Merj el-Man vi\\\

turn out to be the true Phiala.

Once more, Mr. Thomson had stated that " the

Hashheiya, when it reaches the L. Ilideh, has been

immensely enlarged by the waters fi-om the great

fountains of Bdnids, Tell el-Kddy, el-Melldlmli,

Derakil or Beldt " (both on the western side of

the plain), " and innumerable other springs." Cap-
tain Newbold, on the other liand, found it impos-

sible to ascertain whether such a junction took

place, or not, before they enter the lake (p. 15).

His Ai-abs strongly maintained the negative. It

was reserved for Dr. Robinson in 1852 to settle the

question of their previous jimction, which according

to him may be witnessed one third of a mile N. of

Tell Sheikh Yitsiif': so that they enter Ili'deh, as

they depart from it, in one united stream (vol. iii.

395). Its passage through and from Gennesaret

is that of uninterrupted unity. But that the waters

of the Jordan do not condescend to mingle in any
sense with those of the lake, is as true as that the

Ehone and the Lake of Geneva never embrace. Any
comparison between the waters of the Jordan, as a

fertilizer, or as a beverage, with those of the Nile,

would be no less inireal; while from the immense
amount of vegetable matter which they contain,

the former decompose with a rapidity perfectly

marvelous when kept. Travellers, therefore, who
are desirous of preserving them, will do well to go

to the fountain-heads for their supply. There alone

they sparkle and look inviting.

" The Jordan enters Gennesaret about two miles

below the ruins of the ancient city Julias, or the

Bethsaida of Gaulonitis, which lay upon its eastern

bank. At its mouth it is about 70 feet wide, a

lazy, turbid stream, flowing between low alluvial

banks. There are several bars not far from its

mouth, where it can be forded. . . . From the site

of Bethsaida to Jisr Bcndt Ya'kob is about six

miles. The Jordan here rushes along, a foaming

torrent (much of course depending on the season

when it is visited), through a narrow winding
ravine, shut in by high precipitous banks. Above
the bridge the current is less rapid and the banks

are lower. The whole distance from the lake el-

Ilideh to the Sea of Tiberias is nearly nine miles,

and the fall of the river is about 600 feet " (Porter's

Handbook, part ii. pp. 426-27 ; comp. Stanley's

S. ()• P. p. 36-1, note 1, 2d ed.).

The two principal features in the course of the

Jordan are its descent and its sinuosity. From its

fountain-heads to the point where it is lost to

nature, it rushes down one continuous inclined

plane, only broken by a series of rapids or jire-

cipitous falls. Between the Lake of Tiberias and
the Dead Sea, Lieutenant Lynch passed down 27

rapids which he calls threatening; besides a great

many more of lesser magnitude. According to th§

computations which were then made, the descent

of the Jordan in each mile was about 11.8 English
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feet ; the depression of the Lake of Tiberias beiow

the level of tiie Mediterranean 653.3; and that of

the Dead Sea 1316.7 (Kobinson, i. 612, note xxx.)

Thus " the Descender " may be said to have fairly

earned his name. Its sinuosity is not so remark-

able in the upper part of its course. Lieutenant

Lynch would regard the two phenomena in the

light of cause and effect. " The great secret," he

says, " of the depression between Lake Tiberias and
the Dead Sea is solved by the tortuous course of

the Jordan. In a space of 60 miles of latitude and
4 or 5 miles of longitude, the Jordan traverses at

least 200 miles" {Off. Letter, p. 265 of NarraU).
During the whole passage of Si days, the time

which it took his boats to reach the Dead Sea from

Gennesaret, only one straight reach of any length,

about midway between them, i. e. on the 4th day,

is noticed. The rate of stream seems to have varied

with its relative width and depth. The greatest

width mentioned was 180 yards, the point where
it enters the Dead Sea. Here it was only 3 feet

deep. On the 6th day the width in one place was
yards, and the depth only 2 feet ; while the cur-

rent on the whole varied from 2 to 8 knots. On
the 5th day the width was 70 yards, with a current

of 2 knots, or 30 yards with a current of 6 knots.

The only living tributaries to the Jordan noticed

particularly below Gennesaret were the Yannuk
(Hieromax) and the Zerka (Jabbok). The mouth
of the former of these was passed on the 3d day,

40 yards wide, with moderate current; while the

latter, whose course became visible on the 7th day,

was, on the 8th day, discovered to have two dis-

tinct outlets into the main stream, one of which
was then dry. Older writers had distinguished two
beds and banks of the Jordan ; the first, that oc-

cupied by the river in its normal state ; the second,

comprising the space which it occupied during its

swelling or overflow (Martiniere, l)ict. Geo<iraph.

s. v.). Similarly Lieutenant Lynch has remarked,

There are evidently two terraces to the Jordan,

and through the lowest one the river runs its ser-

pentine course. From the stream, above the im-

mediate banks, there is, on each side, a singular

terrace of low hills, like truncated cones, which ia

the bluff terminus of an extended table-land, reach-

ng quite to the mountains of Hauran on the E.,

and the high hills on the western side " {Narrat.,

April 13, and comp. what Capt. Newbold says, p.

22). There are no bridges over Jordan to which

an earlier date has been assigned than that of the

Konian occupation ; and there are vestiges of Roman
roads in different parts of the country — between

Ndbuliis and Beisdn for instance — that may well

have crossed by these bridges. The Saracens after-

wards added to their number, or restored those

which they found in ruins. Thus the bridge called

el-Gliiijan over the Ilashbeiya, has two pointed

arches and one round (Newbold, p. 13), while the

entire architecture of the Jisr Bendt Ya'h'ib (of the

daughters of Jacob), 2J miles to the S. of L. Huleh,

as well as of the khan adjacent to it on the eastern

side, is pronounced to be Saracenic {ibid., p. 20).

A Roman bridge of ten arches, Jisr Semnkh, spans

the Jordan near the village bearing that name, and

was doulitless on the route from Tiberias and Tari-

chea to Gadara and Decapolis {ibid., p. 21, Irby,

p. 90). Lastly, the bridge of Mejdmieh which

crosses the Jordan about six miles from the Lake

of Gennesaret, was Saracenic ; while that near the

ford Ddmieh was more Roman (Newbold, p. 20,

and Lynch, Nan:, April 16).
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Turning from theise artificial constructions to the

old bridges of nature— the fords — we find a re-

markable jet perfectly independent concurrence

between the narrative of Lieutenant Lynch and

what has been asserted previously respecting the

fords or passages of the Bible. We do not indeed

affirm that the localities fit into each other like the

pieces of a puzzle. Yet still it is no slight coinci-

dence that no more than three, or at most four

regular, fords should have been set down by the

chroniclers of the American expedition. The two

first occur on tlie same day witliin a few hours of

each other, and are called respectively Wacabes and

Sukicd ( Off'. lii-p. pp. 2.5 and 23 ). Eighteen miles

E. by N. of the last of these were the ruins of

Jerash (which our authority confounds with Pella),

exactly in a line with which is placed the site of

Succoth, or Sakiit, in tlie map of Dr. Robinson;

though he admits that arguments are not wanting

for placing it some way to the S. (vol. iii. p. -310).

The next ford is passed the following, or the 7th
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day, the ford of Ddmie/i, as it is i ilied, opposite to

the commencement of the \V(tdy Zevkd, some milea

above the junction of that river with the Jordaii,

and where the road from. JVabidus to es-Snlt crossed.

Could we ascertain the true site of Succoth, we
might be better able to decide which of these two
fords answered best to the Beth-barah of the Old
Test., or Bethabara of the New; and then ^'Enon

might be the ford, or one of the two fords, to the

N. of it. It is perhaps worthy of note that the

neighborhood of the ford Sukioa is represented

as the dreariest wild imaginable— fearful solitude

and monotony {Nan:, April 15). That Jlessrs.

Irby and Mangles forded the .Jordan near Tarichea

was probably due to the ruins of the old Roman
bridge; on the contrary, wliere they 'forded it on
horseback, li hour from Beisdn, Lynch found the

water between 5 and 6 feet deep.

The ford el-Mashra'a over against Jericho wag

the last ford put upon record, and it is too well

known to need any lengthened notice. Here tra-

The Jordan on the road from Nablus to es-Salt.

dition has chosen to combine the passage of the

Israelites under .losliua with the baptism of our

Lord— a more distant ford would liave been found

highly inconvenient for the .lerusalem pilgrims;

and here accordingly, tliree miles below the ruined

convent of St. .John — in honor of these events —
the annual bathing of the Oriental pilu;rims takes

place; of which Professor Stanley has gi\en a lively

picture (S. (/• P. pp. 31-1-16; comp. Off. Hep. pp.

29, 30).

We liave observed that not a single city ever

crowned the banks of the .Tordaii. Still Bethshan

and Jericho to the W., Gerasa, Bella, and ti.adara

to the K. of it, were important cities, and caused a

good deal of traffic between the two opposite I)anks.

Under the sway of the Ei;yptian sultans, tlie bridge

of the Daughters of Jacob seems to have been one

of the high-roads to Damascus. Anotlier road to

Damascus was from Ndbulus through Btlndn, and

was brought over by the bridge at the mouth of

the Yarmilk. The sites of these cities, with their

history, are discussed under their respective names;

anil for the same reason we abstain from going

deeply into the physical features of the .lordan or

of the Ghor, for these will be treated of more at

large under the general head of Palestine. We
shall confine ourselves therefore to the most cursory

notice. As there were slime-pits, or pits of bitu-

men, and salt-pits (Gen. xi. 3; Zeph. ii. 9) in the

vale of Siddim, on the extreme soutii, so Mr.

Thomson speaks of bitumen wells 20 minutes

from the bridge over tlie fi<ishbeii/i on the extreme

north; while Aiti el-Mi'Mhah above L. Iluleh is

emphatically " the fountain of the salt works

"
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(Lyncli's Narrat, p. 470). Thermal springs are

frequent about the Lake of Tiberias ; the most cele-

brated, below the town bearing that name (Robin-

son, ii. 384:, 385); some near Emmaus (Lynch, p.

467), some near Magdala, and some not far from

Gadara (Irby, pp. 90, 91). The hill of Dan is said

to be an extinct crater, and masses of volcanic rock

and tufa are noticed by Lynch not far from the

mouth of the Ym-muk {Narrat., April 12). Dark

basalt is the characteristic of the rocks in the upper

stage : trap, limestone, sandstone, and conglomerate

in the lower. On the 2d day of the passage a

bank of fuUer's-earth was observed.

How far the Jordan in olden time was ever a

zone of cultivation like the Nile is uncertain.

Now, with the exception of the eastern shores of

the L. Huleli, the hand of man may be said to

have disappeared from its banks. The genuine

Arab is a nomad by nature, and contemns agricul-

ture. There, however. Dr. Robinson, in the month

of May, found the land tilled almost down to the

lake; and large crops of wheat, barley, maize,

sesame, and rice rewarded the husbandman.

Horses, cattle, and sheep— all belonging to the

Ghawdrintli tribe— fattened on the rich pasture;

and large herds of black buffaloes luxuriated in the

streams and in the deep mire of the marshes (vol.

iii. p. 390). These are doubtless lineal descendants

of the "M bulls of Bashan." as the "oaks of Ra-

shan " are still the niagnihcent staple tree of those

regions. Cultivation degenerates as we advance

southwards. Corn-fields wave round Gennesaret

on the W., and the palm and vine, fig and pome-

granate, are still to be seen here and there. Jlelons

grown on its shores are of great size and mucli

esteemed. Pink oleanders, and a rose-colored spe-

cies of hollyhock, in great profusion, wait upon

every approach to a rill or spring. These gems of

nature reappear in the lower course of the Jordan.

There the purple thistle, the bright yellow marigold

and scarlet anemone saluted the adventurers of the

New World : the laurestinus and oleander, cedar

and arbutus, willow and tamarisk, accompanied

them on their route. As the climate became more

tropical and the lower Ghor was entered, large

ghurrah trees, like the aspen, with silvery foliage,

overhung them ; and the cane, frequently impene-

trable and now in blossom, " was ever at the water's

edge." Only once during the whole voyage, on the

4th day, were patches of wheat and barley visible,

but the hand that had sowed them lived far away.

As Jeremiah in the O. T., and St. Jerome and

Phocas (see Reland as above) among Christian pil-

grims, had spoken of the Jordan as the resort of

lions, so tracks of tigers, wild boars, and the like,

presented themselves from time to time to these

explorers. Flocks of wild ducks, of cranes, of

pigeons, and of swallows, were scared by their ap-

proach; and a specimen of the bulbul, or Syrian

nightingale, fell into their hands. The scenery

throughout was not inspiring— it was of a suli-

dued character when they started; profoundly

gloomy and dreary near ford Siik-ira; and then

utterly sterile just before they reached Jericho.

With the exception of a few Aral) tribes— so sav-

age as scarce to be considered exceptions — hu-

manity had become extinct on its banks.

We cannot take leave of our subject without

JOSEPH

expressing our warmest thanks to our Transatlantic

brethren. It was not enough that Dr. Robinson

should have eclipsed all other writers who had pre-

ceded him in his noble work upon Palestine, but

that a nation from the extreme W.— from a con-

tinent utterly unknown to the Old or New Testa-

ment— should have been the firet to accomplish

the navigation of that sacred river, which has been

before the world so prominently for nearly 4000

years; this is a fact which surely ought not to be

passed over by any writer on the Jordan in silence,

or uncommemorated." E. S. Ff.

JOR'IBAS Cldpi&os: Joribtis) = JAiiiB (1

Esdr. viii. 44; comp. Ezr. viii. 16).

JOR'IBUS Clcipi^os-- Joi-ibus)= JAiiin (1

Esdr. is. 19; comp. Ezr. x. 18).

JO'RIM i'lupelfj.: [Jorim]), son of Matthat,

in the genealogy of Christ (Luke iii. 29), in the

13th generation from David inclusive; about con-

temporary, therefore, with Ahaz. The form of the

name is anomalous, and should probably be either

Joram or Joiarim. A. C. H.

JOR'KOAM (D37n''l^ [diffusion of the peo-

pie, Fiirst] : 'leKXdv, [Vat. laK\a.v\] Alex. Up-
Kaav- Jercnam), either a descendant of Caleb the

son of Hezron, through Hebron, or, as Jarchi says,

the name of a place in the tribe of Judah, of which

Raham was prince (1 Chr. ii 44). It was proba-

bly in the neighborhood of Hebron. Jerome gives

it in the form Jerchaam ( Quiesl. Hcbr. in Parul.).

JOS'ABAD. 1. ("f^^l"* [Jehovah is ffirer] :

'IcoaCa^afl [Vat. -/3a/3] ; Alex. lco(a^aS; FA.

lb}(a^a^- Jezabad.) Properly Jozabad, the

Gederathite, one of the hardy warriors of Benjamin

who left Saul to follow the fortunes of David during

his residence among the PhUistines at Ziklag (1

Chr. xii. 4).

2. ('l£0(ra)3So's: [Vat. Iwcra^ees; Aid. 'I&)(roj3-

aSosO /(«'(f/«s)= Jozabad, son of Jeshua the

Levite (1 I-^sdr. viii. 03; comp. Ezr. viii. 33).

3. ([Honi. 'Ico^a^Sos; Vat. Za)35os; Aid. 'la-

(Ta)3a5os;] Alex. ClCa^a5os'- Zabdias), one of the

sons of Bebai (1 Esdr. ix. 29). [Zabbai.]

JOS'APHAT Clo-o-a^-ciT: Josnphnt) = Jk-

HOSHAPHAT, king of Judah (Matt. i. 8).

JOSAPHI'AS Claxracjiias: Josfiphias)= Jo-

siiMiiAii (1 Esdr. \iii. 36; comp. Ezr. viii. 10).

* JO'SE, A. v., Luke iii. 29 incorrectly for

JosKs, which see. A.

JOS'EDEC ClwaeSeK-. Josedec, Jcmkrh),

1 Esdr. V. 5, 48, .j6, vi. 2, ix. 19 ; Ecclus. xlix. 12,

= Jeiioz.vdak or Jozauak, the father of Jeshua,

whose name also appears as Josedech (Hag. i. 1).

JO'SEPH (^9"''^
t^*^® *"/'«] = 'l<^<rv(p Jo-

seph). 1. The elder of the two sons of Jacob by

Rachel. Like his lirethren, he received his name

on account of tlie circumstances of his birth. We
read that Rachel was long ban-en, Init that at length

she "bare a son; and said, God hath taken away

(r)DS) my reproach : and she called his name Joseph

(riDT^); saying, the Lord will add (^D^) to me

another son" (Gen. xxx. 23, 24); a hope fulfilled

in the birth of Benjamin (comp. xxxv. 17). This

a * For general sketches of the Jordan Valley the

reader may see, also, Robinson, Pki/s. Gen^r. of Pnl-

tatine, p. 32 f., pp. 144-161 j Kawlinson, Ancient Mon-

archies, iv. 256, 277 ; Tristram, Natural History nf the

Bible, pp. 5, 10, 22 : and, especially. Gage's translation ol

Kitt«r's Geogr. of Palestine, ii. 14, 50-53, 161, &c. H.
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passage seems to indicate a double etymology (from

^pS and i^p^). There is nothing improbable in

this explanation, because of the relation of the tak-

ing away the reproach to the expectation of anotiier

son. Such double etymologies are probably more

common in Hebrew names than is generally sup-

posed.

The date of Joseph's birth relatively to that of

the coming of Jacob into Egypt is fixed by the

mention that he was thirty ye;irs old when he be-

came governor of Egypt (xli. 46), which agrees

with the statement that he was " seventeen years

old" (xxxvii. 2) about the time that his brethren

sold him. He was therefore born about 3'J years

before Jacob came into Egypt, and, according to the

chronolog3' which we hold to be the most probable,

B. c. cir. lOOfi.

After Joseph's birth he is first mentioned when
a youth, seventeen years old. As the child of

Rachel, and '-son of his old age" (xxxvii. 3), and

doubtless also for his excellence of character, he

was beloved by his father above all his brethren.

Probably at this time I-tachel was already dead and

Benjamin but an infant, Benjamin, that other

"child of his old age" (xliv. 2U), whom Jacol)

afterwards loved as all that remained of Rachel

when he supposed Joseph dead — " liis brother is

dead, and he alone is left of his mother, and his

father loveth him" (/. c.).« Jacob at this time

had two small pieces of land in Canaan, Abraham's
buryinu;-place at Hebron in the south, and the

" parcel of a field, where he [.Jacob] had spread

his tent" (Gen. xxxiii. 19), at Shecheni in the

north, the latter being probably, from its price, the

lesser of the two. He seems then to have stayed

at Hebron with the aged Isaac while his sons kept

his flocks. Joseph, we read, brought the evil re-

port of his brethren to his lather, and they hated

him because his father loved him more than them,

and had shown his preference by making him a dress

(D'^D2 nSnS), which apjiears to have been a

a According to the order of the narrative, Rachel's

death preceded the selling of Joseph ; it is unlikely

that 17 years should have elapsed between the birth

of Joseph and that of Benjvmiu; and as Benjamin
had tea sons at the coming into Egypt (xlvi. 21), it is

scarcely probable that he was boru no more than 22
years before. There is moreover no meutiou of Rachel
besides the allusion iu the speech of Judah to Joseph,

quoted above (xliv. 20), iu the whole subsequent nar-

rative, until dying Jacob, when he blesses Ephraiin
and Manasseh, returns to the thought of his beloved

wife, and says, " And as for me, when I came from
Padan, Rachel died by me in the laud of Canaan in

the way, when yet [there was] but a little way to come
unto Ephrath : and I buried her there in the way of

Ephrath ; the same [is] Beth-lehem " (xlviii. 7). Jo-

seph's anxiety iu Egypt to see Benjamin seems to favor

the idea that he had known him as a child. When
Joseph was sold, Benjamin can, however, have only
been very young.

b The name of this dress seems to signify " a tunic

reaching to the extremities." It was worn by David's

daughter Tamar, being the dress of " the king's daugh-
ters [that were] virgins " (2 Sam. xiii. 18, see 19).

There seems no reason for the LXX. rendering ^'twi/

7roi(ciA.os, or the Vulg. pnti/mila, except that it is very

likely that such a tunic would be ornamented with

colored stripes, or embroidered. The richer classes

among the ancient Egyptians wore long dresses of

white linen. The people of Palestine and Syria, rep-

K'sented on the Egyptian monuments as enemies or
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long tunic with sleeves, worn by youths and maid-
ens of the richer class.'' The hatred of Joseph's
brethren was increased by his telling of a dream
foreshowing that they --ould bow down to him,
which was followed by another of the same import.'-"

It is remarkable that thus early prophetic dreams
appear in Joseph's life. This part of the history

(xxxvii. 3-11) may perhaps be regarded as a retro-

spective introduction to the narrative of the great

crime of the envious brethren. They had gone to

Shechem to feed the flock, and Joseph was sent

thither from the vale of Hebron by his lather to

bring him word of their welfare and that of the
flock. They were not at Shechem, but were gone
to Dothan, which appears to have been not very far

distant, pasturing their flock like the Arabs of the

present day, wherever the wild country (ver. 22)
was unowned. On Joseph's approach, his brethren,

except Reuben, resolved to kill him; but Reuben
saved him, persuading them to cast him into a dry
pit with the intent that he might restore him to

his father. Accordingly when Joseph was come,
they stripped him of his tunic and cast him into

the pit, " and they sat down to eat bread : and
they lifted up their eyes and looked, and behold, a
company of Ishmaelites came from Gilead, with their

camels bearing spicery [?] and balm and gum
ladaimm ['?], going to carry [it] down to Egypt "

(ver. 25). — In passing we must call attention to

the interest of this early notice of the trade be-

tween Palestine and Egypt. — The Ishmaelites are

also called Midianites in the nari-ative: that the

two names are used interchangeably is evident from
ver. 28 ; it must therefore be supposed that one of

them is generic; the caravan "came from Gilead
"

and brought balm ;
f' so that it is reasonable to

infer the merchants to have been Midianites, and
that they are also called Ishmaelites by a kind of

generic use of that name. Judah suggested to his

brethren to sell .loseph to the Ishmaelites, appeal-

ing at once to their covetousness and, in proposing

a less cruel course than that on which they were

tributaries, wore similar dresses, partly colored, gen-

erally with a stripe round the skirts and the borders

of the sleeves.

c From Joseph's second dream, and his father's

rebuke, it might be inferred that Rachel was living

at the time that he dreamt it. It is indeed possible

that it may have occurred some time before the sell-

ing of .Joseph, and been interpreted by Jacob of Ra-
chel, who certainly was not alive at its fulfillment, so

that it could not apply to her. Yet, if Leah only

survived, Jacob might have spoken of her as Joseph's

mother. The dream, moreover, indicates eleven breth-

ren besides the father and mother of Joseph ; if there-

fore Benjamin were already boru, R;ichel must have
beeu dead : the reference is therefore more probably
to Leah, who may have been living when Jacob went
into Egypt.

d The three articles of commerce carried by the

caravan we have rendered spicery, balm, and gum

ladanum. The meaning of nSD3 is extremely

doubtful : there is nothing to guide us but the ren-

derings of the LXX flufiiafia and the Vulg. aroinata,

and the congruity of their meaning with that of the

name of the second article. As to the '^'^^, there

can be no doubt that it was a kind of balm, although

its exact kind is difficult to determine. The meaning

of to' 7 is not certain : perhaps gum la lanum is

a not improbable conjecture.
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probably still resolved, to what remnant of broth-

erly feeling they may still have had. Accordingly

they took Joseph out of the pit and sold him " for

twenty [shekels] of silver" (ver. 28), which we
find to have been, under the Law, the value of a

male from five to twenty years old (I^v. xxvii. 5)."

Probably there was a constant tratfic in white slaves,

and the price, according to the unchangeableness

of eastern customs, long remained the same. It is

worthy of remark that we here already find the

descendants of Abraham's concubines oppressing

the lawful heirs. Keuben was absent, and on his

return to the pit was greatly distressed at not find-

ing Joseph. His brethren pretended to Jacob that

Joseph bad been killed by some wild beast, taking

to him the tunic stained with a kid's blood, while

even Reuben forbore to tell him the truth, all speak-

ing constantly of the lost brother as though they

knew not what had befallen him, and even as dead.

" And Jacob rent his clothes, and put sackcloth

upon his loins, and mourned for his son many days.

And all his sons and all his daughters rose up to

comfort him; but he refused to be comforted; and
he said, For I will go down unto my son mourning

into the grave. Thus his father wept for him "

(Gen. xxxvii. 34, 3b)fi Jacob's lamentation shows

that he knew of a future state, for what comfort

would he have in going into his own grave when
he thought that his lost son had been torn by wild

beasts'? This is one of the cases in which we
should certainly understand " Hades " by " the

grave," and may translate, " For I will go down
unto my son mourning to Hades." "^

The Midianites sold Joseph in Egypt to Potiphar,

" an officer of Pharaoh, captain of the execution-

ers, an Egyptian " (xxxix. 1; comp. xxxvii. 36).''

We have probably no right to infer, as Gesenius

has done {Tkes. s. v. HjI^), that by the execu-

tioners we are to understand the same as the king's

guard or body-guard.e This may be the case when
the Ghaldffians are spoken of, for the immediate in-

fliction of punishment under the very eye of the

sovereign was always usual both with Shemites and

Tartars, as a part of their system of investing the

regal power with terror; but tiie more refined

Egyptians and their responsible kings do not seem

to have practiced a custom which nothing but ne-

cessity could render tolerable. That in this case

the title is to be taken literally, is evident from the

control exercised by Potiphar over the king's prison

(xxxix. 20), and from the fact that this prison is

afterwards shown to have been in the house of the

captain of the executioners, that officer then being

doubtless a successor of Potiphar (xl. 3, 4). Tlie

name Potiphar is written in hieroglyphics Pet-
PA-RA or pET-p-KA, and signifies " belonging to

a Kalisch remarks (ad loc.) that twenty shekels

was "a price less than that ordinarily paid for a

Hebrew slave (Ex. xxi. 32 ; Lev. xxvii. 5)." The
former reference is to the fine to be paid, thirty shek-

els of silver, to the owner of a slave, male or female,

gored to death by an ox : the latter disproves his

assertion. The payment must have been by weight,

since there is uo reason to believe that coined money
was known at this remote period. [Money.]

6 Tlie daughters here mentioned were probably the

wives of Jiicob's sons : he seems to have had but one
daughter ; and if he had many grand-daughters, few

would have been born thus early.

c For this interesting inference we are indebted to

Dr. Marks. On the knowledge of the future state
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Ra" (the sun). It occurs again, with a slightly

different orthography, Poti-pherah, as the name of

Joseph's father-in-law, priest or prince of On. It

may be remarked that as Ka was the chief divinity

of On, or Heliopolis, it is an interesting undesigned

coincidence that the latter should bear a name in-

dicating devotion to Ra. [Potiphak.]

It is important to observe that a careful com-
parison of evidence has led us to the conclusion

that, at the time that Joseph was sold into Egypt,

the country was not united under the rule of a

single native line, but governed by several dynas-

ties, of which the P'ifteenth Dynasty, of Shepherd

Kings, was the predominant line, the rest being

tributary to it. The absolute dominions of this

dynasty lay in Lower Egypt, and it would there-

fore always be most connected with Palestine.

The manners described are Egyptian, although

there is apparently an occasional slight tinge of

Shemitism. The date of Joseph's arrival we should

consider B. c. cir. 1890. [Egypt; Chronology.]
In Egypt, the second period of Joseph's life

begins. As a child he had been a true son, and
withstood the evil example of his brethren. He
is now to serve a strange master in the hard state

of slavery, and his virtue will be put to a severer

proof than it had yet sustained. Joseph prospered

in the house of the Egyptian, who, seeing that God
blessed him, and pleased with his good service,

".set him over his house, and all [that] he had he

gave into his hand" (xxxix. 4, conip. 5). He was

placed over all his master's property with perfect

trust, and " the Lord blessed the Egyptian's house

for .Joseph's sake" (ver. 5). The sculptures and

paintings of the ancient Egyptian tombs bring

vividly before us the daily life and duties of Joseph.

The property of great men is shown to have been

managed by scribes, who exercised a most method-

ical and minute supervision over all the operations

of agriculture, gardening, the keeping of live stock,

and fishing. Every product was carefuUy regis-

tered to check the dishonesty of the laborers, who
in Egypt have always been famous in this respect.

Probably in no country was farming ever more sys-

tematic. Joseph's previous knowledge of tending

flocks, and perhaps of husbandry, and his truthful

character, exactly fitted him for the post of over-

seer. How long he filled it we are not told.

"Joseph was fair of form and fair in appearance"

(xxxix. 6). His master's wife, with the <vell-known

profligacy of the Egyptian women, tempted him,

and failing, charged him with the crime she would

have made him commit. Potiphar, incensed against

Joseph, cast him uito prison. It must not be sup-

posed, from the lowness of the morals of the Egyp-

tians in practice, that the sin of unfaithfulness in

among the Israelites during and after the sojourn in

Egypt, see art. Egtpt.

d The word D"*"lD, which we have rendered

"officer." with the A. V., properly means "eunuch,"

as explained in the margin, although it is also used

in the Bible in the former sense (Gesen. T/tes. s. v.).

Potiphar's office would scarcely have been given to a

eunuch, and there is, we believe, no evidence that

there were such in the Eg\ptiau courts in ancient

times. This very word first occurs in hieroglyphics,

written sars, as a title of Persian functionaries, in

inscriptions of the time of the Persian dominion.

e Q^nStSn "Iti? mvist mean " captain of the

executioners," from Potiphar's connection with the

prison, although the LXX. renders It apxifj-ayeipos.
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a wife was not ranked among the heaviest vices.

The punishment of adulterers was severe, and a

moral tale recently interpreted, " The Two Broth-

ers" is founded upon a case nearly resembling

that of Josepli. It has, indeed, been imagined

that this story was based upon the trial of Joseph,

and as it was written for the heir to the throne of

Egypt at a later period, there is some reason in the

idea that the virtue of one who had held so high

a position as Joseph might have been in the mind

of the writer, were this part of his history well

known to the priests, which, however, is not Ukely.

This incident, moreover, is not so remarkable as to

justify great stress being laid upon the similarity

to it of the main event of a moral tale.« The

story of Bellerophon might as reasonably be traced

to it, were it Egyptian and not Greek. The JIus-

lims have founded upon the history of Joseph and

Potiphar's wile, whom they call Yoosuf and Ze-

leekha, a famous religious allegory. This is much
to be wondered at, as the Kur-an relates the tempt-

ing of Joseph with no material variation in the

main particulars from the authentic narrative. The
couimentators say, that after the death of Potiphar

(Kitfeer) Joseph married Zeleekha (Sale, ch. xii.).

This mistake was probably caused by the circum-

stance that Joseph's father-in-law bore the same

name as his master.

Potiphar, although convinced of Joseph's guilt,

does not appear to have brought him before a tri-

bunal, where the enormity of his alleged crime,

especially after the trust placed in him, and the

fact of his being a foreigner, which was made much
of by his master's wife (xxxix. 1-4, 17), would prob-

ably have insured a punishment of the severest

kind. He seems to have only cast him into the

prison, which appears to have been in his house,

or, at least, under his control, since afterwards

prisoners are related to have been put " in ward

[in] the house of the captain of the executioners,

into the prison " (xl. 3), and shnply, " in ward [in]

the captain of the executioners' house" (xli. 10,

comp. xl. 7). The prisoj^ is described as "a place

where the king's prisoners [were] bound " (xxxix.

20). Here the hardest time of Joseph's period of

probation began. He was cast into prison on a

false accusation, to reuiain there for at least two

years, and perhaps for a nnich longer time. At
first he was treated with severity ; this we learn

from Ps. cv., " He sent a man before thern, Joseph

[who] : was sold for a slave : whose feet they af-

a * This remarkable " Tale of the Two Brothers " is

found in a papyrus in the British Museum, dating

from the 19th Dynasty Some of the points of resem-

blance between this Egyptian romance and the story

of Joseph ^re,— a similar temptation overcome, the

spurned woman's hatred, prolonged disappointment,

and a final succession to the throne. For a transla-

tion of the tale see the Cambrii/gs. Essays for 1858.

J. P. T.

& Joseph's complaint to the chief of the cupbearers,

" And here also have I done nothing that they should

put me into the dungeon " (~T122, xl. 15), does not

throw light upon this matter ; for although the word

used seems properly to mean the worst kiud of prison,

or the worst part of a prison, here it must be merely

equivalent, as in xli. 14, to "inDn"n"^3 (xxxix.

JO, &c.), which seems properly a milder term.

c It has been imagined, fi-om the account of the

dream of the chief of the cupbearers, that the wine

then drunk by the king of Egypt may have been the
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flicted with the fetter: the iron entered into his

soul " (ver. 17, 18). There is probably here a

connection between "fetter" and "iron" (comp
cxlix. 8), in which case the signification of the last

clause would be "the^'iron entered into him,"

meaning that the fetters cut his feet or legs. This

is not inconsistent with the statement in Genesis

that the keeper of the prison treated Joseph well

(xxxix. 21 ), for we are not justified in thence in-

ferring that he was kind from the first.''

In the prison, as in Potiphar's house, Joseph was

found worthy of complete trust, and the keeper of

the prison placed everything under his control,

God's especi.al blessing attending his honest service.

After a while, Pharaoh was incensed against two

of his officers, " the chief of the cup-bearers "

(D'Tptt^Sin nW), and " the chief of the bakers"

(D'^DIMn "Itt'), and cast them into the prison

where Joseph was. Here the chief of the execu-

tioners, doubtless a successor of Potiphar (for, had
the latter been convinced of Joseph's innocence, he

would not have left him in the prison, and if not

so convinced, he would not have trusted him),

charged Joseph to serve these prisoners. Like

Potiphar, they were "officers" of Pharaoh (.xl. 2),

and though it may be a mistake to call them gran-

dees, their easy access to the king would give them
an importance that explains the care taken of them

by the chief of the executioners, l^ach dreamed a

prophetic dream, which Joseph interpreted, dis-

claiming human skill and acknowledging that in-

terpretations were of God. It is not necessary here

to discuss in detail the particulars of this part of

.Joseph's history, since they do not materially affect

the leading events of his life ; they are hovve\ er very

interesting from their perfect agreement with the

manners of the ancient Egyptians as represented

on their monuments. <^ Joseph, when he told the

chief of the cup-bearers of his coming restoration

to favor, prayed him to speak to Pharaoh for him;
but he did not remember him.

" After two years," f' Joseph's deliverance came.

Pharaoh dreamed two prophetic dreams. " He

stood by the river " ["IS"), the Nile]. « And, be-

hold, coming up out of the river seven kine [or

'heifers'], beautiful in appearance and fat-fleshed;

and they fed in the marsh-grass [^HH]./ And,

behold, seven other kine coming np after them out

fresh unfermented juice of the grajx- ; buf the nature

of the dream, wliich embraces a long i>eriod, and
merely indicates the various stages of the growth of

the tree and fruit as though immediately foUowiug

one another, would allow the omission of the process

of preparing the wine. The evidence of the monu-
ments makes it very improbable that unfermented

wine was drunk by the ancient inhabitants, so that it

seems impossible that it should ever have faiken the

place of fermented or true wine, which was the national

beverage of the higher ela.sses at least.

'' Lit. " at the end of two years of days ;
" but we

may read " after " for " at the end ;
" and the word

" days " appears merely to indicate that the year was

a period of time, or possibly is used to distinguisli the

ordinary year from a greater period, the year of days

trom the year of years.

e This word is probably of Egyptian origin. [Egypt
;

Nile.]
./' There can be no doubt that this is an Egj-ptian

word. The LXX. does not translate it (Gen. xli. 2,

18 ; Is. xix. 7) ; and Jesus the son of Sirach, an
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of the river, evil in appearance, and lean-fleshed"

(xli. 1-3). Tliese, afterwards described still more

strongly, ate up the first seven, and yet, as is said

in the second account, \v!)en tliey had eaten them

remained as lean as before (xli. 1-4, 17-21). Then

Pharaoh had a second dream — " Behold, seven

ears of corn coming up on one stalk, fat [or ' full,'

ver. 22] and good. And, behold, seven ears, thin

and blasted with the east wind," sprouting forth

after them " (ver. 5, G). These, also described more

strongly in the second account, devoured the first

seven ears (ver. 5-7, 22-24). In the morning

Pharaoh sent for the " scribes," (D'^aiS"]?!), and

the "wise men," and they were unable to give him
an interpretation. Then the chief of the cupbearers

remembered Joseph, and told Pharaoh how a young

Hebrew, " servant to the captain of the execution-

ers," had interpreted his and his fellow-prisoner's

dreams. " Then Pharaoh sent and called Joseph,

and they made him hasten out of the prison : and

he shaved [himself], and changed his raiment, and

came unto Pharaoh " (ver. 14). The king then

related his dreams, and Joseph, when he had dis-

claimed human wisdom, declared to him that they

were sent of God to forewarn Pliaraoh. There was

essentially but one dream. Both kine and ears

symbolized years. There were to be seven years

of great plenty in Egypt, and after them seven years

of consuming and " very heavy famine.'' The

doubling of the dream denoted that the events it

foreshadowed were certain and imminent. On the

interpretation it may be remarked, that it seems

evident that the kine represented the animal prod-

ucts, and the ears of corn the vegetable products,

the most important object in eacli class representing

the whole class. Any reference to Egyptian super-

stitions, such as some commentators have imagined,

is both derogatory to revelation and, on purely crit-

ical grounds, unreasonable. The perfectly Egyptian

color of the whole narrative is \ery noticealile, and

nowhere more so than in the particulars of the first

dream. The cattle coming up from the river and

feeding on the bank may be seen even now, though

among them the lean kine predominate; and the

use of one Egyptian word, if not of two, in the

narrative, probably shows that the writer knew the

Egyptian language. The corn with many ears on

one stalk must be wheat, one Icind of which now
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grown in Egypt has this peculiarity. Anothei

point to be remarked is, that Joseph shaved liefore

he went into Pharaoh's presence, and we find from

the monuments that the I'^gyptians, except when
engaged in war, shaved both the head and face, the

small beard that was worn on the chin being prob-

aVily artificial. Having interpreted tlie dream, Jo-

seph counselled Pharaoh to choose a wise man and

set him over the country, in order that he should

take the fifth part of the produce of the seven years

of plenty against the years of famine. To this high

post the king appointed Joseph. Thus, when he

was thirty years of age, was he at last released from

his state of suffering, and placed in a position of

the greatest honor. About thirteen years' proba-

tion had prepared him for this trust; some part

passed as Potiphar's slave, some part, probably the

greater," in the prison. If our views of Hebrew
and Egyptian chronology be correct, the Pharaoh
here mentioned was Assa, Manetho's Assis or Asses,

whose reign we suppose to have about occupied the

first half of the nineteenth century n. c.

I'haraoh, seeing the wisdom of giving Joseph,

whom he perceived to be under God's guidance,

greater powers than he had advised should be given

to the officer set over the country, made him not

only governor of Egypt, but second only to the

sovereign. We read: "And Pharaoh took off his

signet <^ from his hand, and put it upon Joseph's

hand, and arrayed him in vestures of fine linen

(tt7ti7, byssus), and put a collar of gold about his

neck ; and he made him to ride in the second

chariot which he had ; and they cried before him,

Abrech (l^nillM), even to set him over all the land

of Egypt" (xli. 42, 43). The monuments show
that on the investiture of a high official in Egypt,

one of the chief ceremonies was the putting on him
a collar of gold (see Ancient Efjijplifitis, pi. 80);

the other particulars, the vestures of fine linen and
the riding in the second chariot, are equally in ac-

cordance with the manners of the country. The
meaning of what was cried before him has not been

.satisfactorily determined.*' We are told that Pharaoh

named Joseph Zaphnath-paaneah (xli. 45) (nSD^

n3V?) "Vovdofxipavrix)! the signification of which

Egyptian Jew, uses it untranslated (Ecclus. xl. 16) : it

is written in these places axi, oixfi- Jerome remarks

that when he aslced the learned Egyptians what this

word meant, they said that in their language this

name was given to every kind of mai-sh-plant (" 07niie

quod in pakule virens nascitiir,'' Com. in Is. 1. c).

The change of the ancient Egyptian vowel ee to 1 is

quite consistent with the laws of permutation which

we discover by a comparison of Egyptian and Hebrew
(Enc. Brit. 8th ed. "Hieroglyphics"). This word oc-

curs with SttS in Job viii. 11. The latter we have

supposed to be there used generically, as •' the reed "

[Egypt] ; but from the occurrence of an Egyptian word
with it, it may be inferred to have its special significa-

tion, " the papyrus." The former word, however

seems to be always generic. [Flag, Amer. ed.]

a Bunsen remarks upon this word : " Der Ostwind

der wegen seiner fUnfzigtagigeu Dauer jetzt in jEgypten

Chanisin heisst, ist sehr trocken und hat Verwand.schaft

mit dem Sanium (d. h. der Giftige), dem erstickenden

Sturmwind des wiisteu Arabien, der im April und Mai

herrsoht " {Bibelwerh, ad loc). But it should be ob-

•erved : 1. The east wind does not blow during the

Khamdseen. 2. The spring hot winds are southerly.

3. They do not last fifty days. 4. They are not called

Chamsin (Khaniseen) or Khamaseen. 5. They prevail,

usually for three days at a time, during the seven

weeks (49 days) following Easter, vulgarly called in

Egypt Khamaseen, which is a plural of Khamseen, a

term applied in the singular to neither winds nor

period, though they are not strictly confined to this

fluctuating period. 6. They have no relation to the

Samoom, which occurs in any hot weather, and seldom

lasts more than a quarter of an hour. 7. The Samoom
is not peculiar to Arabia.

b We only know that Joseph was two years in prison

after the liberation of the chief of the cupbearers. The
preponderance of evidence, however, seems in fiivor of

supposing that he was longer in prison than in Poti-

phiir's house.
e The signet was of so much importance with the

ancient Egyptian kings that their names (except

perhaps in the earliest period) were always inclosed

in an oval which represented an elongated signet.

<' Wa do not here except Bunsen's etymology (Bibel-

wfrk, ad loc), for we doubt that the root bears the

signification he gives it, and think the construction

inadmissible.
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is doubtfiJ. [See Zaphnath-paaneah.] He
also '• gave him to wife Asenath daughter of Poti-

plierah, priest [or 'prince,' ]n3] of On" (ver.

45). Whetlier Joseph's iather-in-law were priest or

prince cannot, we think, 1)6 determined," although

the former seems more likely, since On was a very

priestly city, and there is no good reason to think

that a priest would have been more exclusive than

any other Egyptian functionary. His name, im-

plying devotion to Ua, the principal object of

worship at On, though, as already noticed, appro-

priate to any citizen of that jilace, would be espe-

cially so to a priest. [Potii'HAH.] It is worthy

of remark that On appears to have l)een the capital,

and seems to have been certainly the religious

capital, as containing the great temple, of Apepee,

a sliepherd-king, probably of the same line as

Joseph's Pharaoh. {SeU'ct Papyri ; Brugsch,

Zcilsc/irifl (I. Deutsch. Murijtnland. Gesellsclmff.)

The name of Joseph's wife we are disposed to con-

sider to be Hebrew.* [Asknath.]

Joseph's history, as governor of Egypt, shows

him in two relations, which may be here separately

considered. W^e shall first speak of his adminis-

tration of the country, and then of his conduct to

his brethren. In one respect, as bearing upon

Joseph's moral character, the two subjects are

closely connected, but their details may be best

treated apart, if we keep this important aspect con-

stantly in view.

Joseph's first act was to go " throughout all the

land of Egypt" (ver. 4G). During "the seven

plenteous years " there was a very abundant produce,

and he gathered the filth part, as he had advised

Pharaoh, and laid it up. The narrative, according

to Semitic usage, speaks as though he had taken

the whole produce of the country, or the whole

surplus produce (ver. 48): but a comparison with

a parallel passage shows that our explanation must

be correct (ver. 34, .35). The abundance of this

store is evident from the statement that " Joseph

gathered corn as the saud of the sea, very much,

until he left numbering ; for [it was] without num-
ber " (ver. 49). The representations of the monu-

ments, which show that the contents of the gran-

aries were accurately noted by the scribes when
they were filled, well illustrate this passage.

liefore the years of famine Asenath bare Joseph

two sons, of whom we read that he named " the

firstborn jNIanasseh [a forgetter] : For God [said

he] hath made me forget all my toil, and all my
father's house. And the name of the second called

he Ephraim [fruitful':'] ; ' For God hath caused

me to be fruitful in the land of my affliction " (50-

52). ThouLrh, as was natural, the birth of a son

made Joseph feel that he had at last found a home,

that his father's house was no longer his home, yet

it was not in utter I'ori^etfidness of his country that

he gave this and the other, both born of his F^gyptian

a Tile very old opinion that "jnS means prince

as well as priest has been contradicted by Gesenius,

but not disproved.
f> It may be remarked, as indicating that Joseph's

family did not maintain an Egyptian mode of life, that

Manasseh took an Araraitess as a concubine (1 Chr.

vii. 14). This happened in his father's lifetime : for

Joseph lived to see the children of Machir the son of

this concubine (Gen. 1. 23).

c The derivation of Ephraim can scarcely be

isubted, although there is difficulty in determining
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wife, Hebrew names, still less, names signifying hig

devotion to the God of his fathers.

When the seven good years had passed, the fam-

ine began. We read that " the dearth was in all

lands ; but in all the laiicl of Egypt there was bread.

And when all the land of Egypt was famished, the

people cried to Pharaoh for bread: and Phai-aoh

said unto all the Egyptians, Go unto Joseph, what

he saith to you, do. And the famine was over all

the face of the earth. And Joseph opened all the

storehouses [lit. 'all wherein' was], and sold unto

the Egyptians; and the famine waxed sore in the

land of ligypt. And all countries came into Egypt

to Joseph for to buy [corn] ; because that the fom-

ine was [so] sore in all lands " (ver. 54-57). The

expressions here used do not require us to suppose

that the famine extended beyond the countries

around Egypt, such as Palestine, Syria, and Arabia,

as well as some part of Africa, although of course

it may have been more widely experienced. It may
be observed, that although famines in Egypt depend

immediately upon the failure of the inundation,

and in other countries upon the lailure of rain, yet

that, as the rise of the Nile is caused by heavy

rains in Ethiopia, an extremely dry season there

and in Palestine would produce the result described

in the sacred narrative. It must also be recollected

that Egypt was anciently the granary of neighbor-

ing countries, and that a famine there would cause

first scarcity, and then famine, around. Famines

are not very unfrequent in the history of I'^gypt;

but the flunous seven years' famine in the reign of

the FiUimee Khaleefeh El-Mustansir-h-ill;lh is the

only known parallel to that of Joseph : of this an

account is given under Fajiine. Early in the

time of famine, Joseph's brethren came to buy

corn, a part of the history which we mention here

only as indicating the liberal policy of the governor

of Egypt, by which the storehouses were opened to

all buyei-s of whatever nation they were.

After the famine had lasted for a time, apparently

two years, there was " no bread in all the land

;

for the famine [was] very sore, so that the land of

Egypt and [all] the land of Canaan fainted by

reason of the famine. And Joseph gathered up

all the money that was found in the land of Egypt,

and in the land of Canaan, for the corn which they

bought: and Joseph brought the money into Pha-

raoh's house "f' (xlvii. 1.3, 14). When all the

money of Egypt and Canaan was exhausted, barter

became necessary. Josejih then obtained all the

cattle of Egypt,« and in the next year, all the land,

except that of the priests, and apparently, as a con-

sequence, the Egyptians themselves. He demanded,

however, only a fitth part of the produce as Pha-

raoh's right. It has been attempted to trace this

enactment of Joseph in the fragments of F^uyptian

history preserved by profane writers, but the result

has not been satisfactory. Even were the latter

sources trustworthy as to the early period of F^gyp-

it. This difficulty we may perhaps partly attribute to

the pointing.

d It appears from this narrative that purchase by

money was, in Joseph's time, the general practice in

Egypt. The representations of the monuments show

that in early times money was abundant, not coined,

but, in the form of rings of gold and silver, weighed

out when purchases were made.

e It does not appear whether, after the money of

Canaan was exhausted, Joseph made conditions with

the Canaanites like those he had made with the Egyp-

tians.
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tian history, it would be difficult to determine the

age referred to, as the actions of at least two kings

are ascribed by the Greeks to Sesostris, the king

particularized. Herodotus says that, according to

the Egyptians, Sesostris " made a division of the

soil of Egypt among the inhabitants, assigning

square plots of ground of equal size to all, and ob-

taining his chief revenue Irom the rent which the

holders were required to pay him every year" (ii.

109). Elsewhere he speaks of the priests as hav-

ing no expenses, being supported by the property

of the temples (37), but he does not assign to Se-

sostris, as has been rashly supposed, the exemption

from taxation that we may reasonably infer. Dio-

dorus Siculus ascriljes the division of Egypt into

nomes to Sesostris, whom he calls Sesoosis. Tak-

ing into consideration the general character of the

intbrmation given by Herodotus, respecting the

history of Egypt at periods remote from his own
time, we are not justified in supposing anything

more than that some tradition of an ancient allot-

ment of the soil by. the crown among the popula-

tion was current when he visited the country. The
testimony of Diodorus is of far less weight.

The evidence of the narrative in Genesis seems

favorable to the theory we support that Joseph

ruled Egypt under a shepherd-king. It appears to

have been his policy to give Pharaoh absolute power

over the Egyptians, and the expression of their

gratitude— " Thou hast saved our lives: let us find

grace in the sight of my Lord, and we will be

Pharaoh's servants" (xlvii. 2-5)— seems as though

they had been heretofore unwilling subjects. The
removing the people to cities probaljly means that

in that time of suffering the scattered population

was collected into the cities for the more convenient

distriljution of the corn.

There is a notice, in an ancient Egyptian inscrip-

tion, of a famine which has been supposed to be

that of .Joseph. The inscription is in a tomb at

Benee-Hasan, and records of Amenee, a governor

of a district of L'p})er Egypt, that wlien there were

years of famine, his district was supplied with food.

This was in the time of Sesertesen I., of the Xllth

Dynasty. It has been supjx)sed by Baron Bunsen
{Eyypfs Place, iii. 334) that this must be .Joseph's

famine, but not only are the paiiiculars of the

record inapplicable to that instance," but the ca-

lamity it relates was never unusual in Egypt, as its

ancient inscriptions and modern history equally

testify.*

Joseph's policy towards the subjects of Pharaoh

is important in reference to the forming an esti-

mate of his character. It displays the resolution

and breadth of view that mark his whole career.

He jjerceived a great advantage to be gained, and

he lost no part of it. He put all I-gypt under

Pharaoh. First the money, then the cattle, last

a Baron Buusen"s quotation, " \\'heti, in the time

of Sesortosis I., the great famine prevailed iti all the

other districts of Egypt, there was corn in mine
{Egypt's P'act, 1. c), is nowhere in the original. See

Bircli in Trniixiictions R. Soc. Lit, 2d Ser. v. Pt. ii

2.32, 233 : Bvugsch, Hisinire iftgypte, i. 56.

b Dr. Brugsch remarks on this inscription: ''La

demiere partie de cette curieuse inscription ou Amenj,

Ee reportant a uue famine qui avait lieu pendant les

annees de son gouvernement, se fait un panegyrique

d'avoir prevenu les malheurs de la disette sans se par-

tialiser. a attire la plus grande attention de cenx qui

y voient, et nous ajoutons tres a propos, un pendant

de I'histoire de Joseph en Egypte, et des sept anutes
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of all the land, and the Egyptians themselves, b»
came the property of the sovereign, and that too

by the voluntary act of the people, without any
pressure. This being efiijcted, he exercised a gravt

act of generosity, and required only a fifth of the

produce as a recognition of the rights of the crown.

Of the wisdom of this policy there can be no doubt.

Its justice can hardly be questioned when it is

borne in mind that the Egyptians were not forcibly

deprived of their liberties, and that when they had

been given up, they were at once restored. We
do not know all the circumstances, but if, as we
may reasonably suppose, the people were warned

of the famine and yet made no preparation during

the years of overflowing abundance, the govern-

ment had a clear claim upon its subjects for having

taken precautions tiiey had neglected. In any case

it may have been desirable to make a new allotment

of land, and to reduce an unequal system of taxa-

tion to a simple claim to a fifth of the produce.

We have no evidence whether Joseph were in this

matter divinely aided, but we cannot doubt that, if

not, he acted in accord with a judgment of great

clearness in distinguishing good and evil.

We have now to consider the conduct of Joseph

at this time towards his brethren and his father.

Early in the time of famine, which prevailed equally

in Canaan and Egypt, Jacob reproved his helpless

.sons and sent them to Egypt, where he knew tjiere

was corn to be bought. Benjamin alone he kept

with him. Joseph was now governor, an Egyptian

in habits and speech, for like all men of large mind
he had suffered no scruples of prejudice to make
him a stranger to the people he ruled. In his

exalted station he labored with the zeal that he

showed in all his various charges, presiding himself

at the sale of corn. We read :
" And the .sons

of Israel came to buy [corn] among those that

came; for the famine was in the land of Canaan.

And Joseph, the governor over the land, he [it was]

that sold to all the people of the land ; and Joseph's

brethren came, and bowed down themselves belbre

him [with] their foces to the earth '"
(xlii. 5, G).

His brethren did not know Joseph, grown from the

boy they had sold into a man, and to their eyes an

Egyptian, while they nnist have been scarcely

changed, except from the effect of time, which

would have been at their ages far less marked.

Joseph remembered his dreams, and behaved to

them as a stranger, using, as we aiterwards learn,

an interpreter, and spoke hard words to them, and

accused them of being spies. In defending them-

selves they thus spoke of their household. " Thy
servants [are] twelve brethren, the sons of one man
in the land of Canaan, and, behold, the youngest

[is] this day with our father, and one [is] not

"

(13). Thus to .Joseph himself they maintained

the old deceit of his disappearance. He at once

de famine de ce pays. Cependant il ne faut pas oroire,

que le roi Ousert(?sen I., sous le regne duquel une
famine eut lieu en Egypte, soit le Pharaou de .Joseph,

ce qui n"est guere admissible, par suite de raisons

chronologiques. Du reste ce n'est pas la seule inscrip-

tion qui fasse mention de la famine ; 11 en existe d'au-

tres, qui datant de rois tout-a-fait difft-rents, parlent

du meme fleau et des msmes precautions prises pour

le pr^veuir."' — Hislnire d''Eaypie., i. 50. We are

glad to learn from this new work that Dr. Brugsch,

though differing from us as to thu Exodus, is disposed

to hold .Toseph to have governed Egypt under a Shep-

herd-king (pp 79, 80).
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desires to see his brotlier, first refusing that they

should return without sending for and bringing

Benjamin, then putting them in prison three days,

but at last releasing them that they might take

back corn, on the condition that one should be left

as a hostage. They were then stricken with re-

morse, 'and saw that the punishment of their great

crime was come upon them. " And they said one

to another, We [are] verily guilty concerning our

brother, in that we saw the anguish of his soul,

when he besought us, and we would not hear;

therefore is this distress come upon us. And Keu-

ben answered them, saying. Spake I not unto you,

saying. Do not sin against the child, and ye would

not hear? therefore, behold, also his blood is re-

quired. And they knew not that Joseph under-

stood [them] ; for an interpreter [was] between

them. And he turned himself about from them,

and wept; and returned to them again, and com-

muned with them, and took from them Simeon,

and bound him before their eyes " (21-24). Thus

he separated one of them from the rest, as they

had separated him from his father. Yet he restored

their money in their sacks, and gave them provision

for the way, besides the corn they had purchased.

The discovery of the money terrified them and

their father, who refused to let them take Benja-

min. Yet when the famine continued, and they

had eaten the supply, .Jacob desired his sons to go

again to Egypt. But they cOuld not go without

Benjamin. At the persuasion of .ludah, who here

appears as the spokesman of his brethren, Jacob

was at last prevailed on to let them take him,

Judah offering to be surety. It may be remarked

that Keuben had made the same offer, apparently,

at once after the return, when Jacob had withheld

his consent, telling his fother that he might slay

his two sons if he did not bring back Benjamin

(37, 38). Judah seems to have been put forward

by his brethren as the most al)le, and certainly his

after-conduct in Egypt would have justified their

choice, and his father's trusting him rather than

the rest. Jacob, anxious^ for Benjamin, and not

unmindful of Simeon, touchingly sent to the gov-

ernor out of his scanty stock a little present of the

best products of Palestine, as well as double money
that his sons might repay what had been returned

to them.

When they had come into Egypt, Joseph's

brethren, as before, found him presiding at the

sale of corn. Now that Benjamin was with them
he told his steward to slay and make ready, for

they should dine with him at noon. So the man
brought them into Joseph's house. They feared,

not knowing, as it seems, why they were taken to

the house (xliii. 25), and perhaps thinking they

might be imprisoned there. Joseph no doubt gave

his connnand in Egyptian, and apparently did not

cause it to be interpreted to them. They were,

however, encouraged by the steward, and Simeon
was brought out to them. When Joseph came
they brought him the present, again fulfilling his

dreams, as twice they bowed before him. At the

sight of Benjamin he was greatly aff'ected. " .\nd

he lifted up his eyes and saw his brother Benjamin,

his mother's son, and said, [Is] this your younger
brother, of whom ye spake unto me? And he said,

God be gracious unto thee, my son. And Joseph

made haste, for iiis bowels did yearn upon his

brother, and he sought [where] to weep; and he

entered into [his] chamber, and wept there. And
he washed his face, and went out, and refrained
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himself" (2:1—31). The description of Joseph's

dinner is in accordance with the representations of

the monuments. The governor and each of his

guests were served separately, and the brethren

were placed according to- their age. But though
the youngest thus had the lowest place, yet when
Joseph sent messes from before him to his brethren,

he showed his favor to Benjamin by a mess five

times as large .as that of any of them. " And they

drank, and were merry with him " (32-3i). It is

mentioned that the Egyptians and Hebrews sat

apart from each other, as to eat bread with the

Hebrews was " an abomination unto the I"'gyp-

tians " (32). The scenes of the Egyptian tombs
show us that it was the custom for each person to

eat singly, particularly among the great, that guests

were placed according to their right of precedence,

and that it was usual to drink freely, men and even

women being represented as overpowered with wine,

proliably as an evidence of the liberality of the en-

tertainer. These points of agreement in matters

of detail are well worthy of attention. There is no

evidence as to the entertaining foreigners, but the

general exclusiveness of the Egyptians is in har-

mony with the statement that they did not eat

with the Hebrews.

The next morning, when it was light, they left

the city (for here we learn that Joseph's house was

in a city), having had their money replaced in their

sacks, and Joseph's silver cup put in Benjamin's

sack. His steward was ordered to follow them, and

say (claiming the cup), " Wherefore have ye re-

warded evil for good ? [Is] not this [it] in which

my lord drinketh, and whereby indeed he divineth ?

Ye have done evil in so doing " (xliv. 4, 5). When
they were thus accused, they declared that the

guilty person should die, and that the rest should

be liondmen. So the steward searched the sacks,

and the cup was found in Benjamin's sack; where-

upon they rent their clothes, and returned to the

city, and went to Joseph's house, and " fell before

him on the ground. And Joseph said unto them,

What deed [is] this that ye have, done ? wot ye

not that such a man as I can certainly divine?"

Judah then, instead of protesting innocence, ad-

mitted the alleged crime, and declared that he and

his brethren were the governor's servants. But
.Joseph replied that he would alone keep him in

whose hand the cup was found. Judah, not un-

mindful of the trust he held, then laid the whole

matter before Joseph, showing him that he could

not leave Benjamin without causing the old man's

death, and as surety nobly oft'ered himself as a

bondman in his brother's stead. Then, at the

touching relation of his father's love and anxiety,

and, perhaps, moved by Judah's generosity, the

strong will of Joseph gave way to the tenderness

he had so long liilt, but restrained, and he made,

himself known to his brethren. If hitherto he had

dealt severely, now he showed his generositj-. He
sent forth every one but his brethren. " And
he wept aloud. . . . And .loseph said unto his

lirethren, I [am] Joseph; doth my father yet live?

.\nd his brethren could not answer him; for they

were troubled at his presence. And Joseph said

unto his brethren. Come near to me, I pr.ay you.

And they came near. And he said, I [am] Joseph

your brother, whom ye sold into Egypt. Now there-

fore be not grieved, nor angry with yourselves, that

ye sold nie hither: for (iod did send me before you

to preserve life. For these two years [hath] the

famine [been] in the land : and yet [there are] five
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years in the which [there shall] neither [be] earing

nor harvest. And God sent me before yon to pre-

serve yon a posterity in the earth, and to save yonr

lives by a great deliverance. So now [it was] not

you [that] sent me hither, but God" (xlv. 2-8).

He then desired them to bring his father, that he

and all his offspring and flocks and herds might be

preserved in the famine, and charged them to tell

his father of his greatness and glory. " And he

fell upon his brother Benjamin's neck, and wept;

and Benjamin wept upon his neck. Jloreover he

kissed all his brethren, and wept upon them " (14,

15). Pharaoh and his servants were well pleased

that Joseph's brethren were come, and the king

commanded him to send for his father according

to his desire, and to take wagons for the women
and children. He said, " Also let not your eye

spare your stuff; for the good of all the land of

Egypt [is] yours " (20). From all this we see how
highly Joseph was regarded by Pharaoh and his

court. Joseph then gave presents to his brethren,

distinguishing Benjamin as before, and sent by

them a present and provisions to his father, dis-

missing them with this charge, " See that ye fall

not out by the way " « (24). He feared that even

now their trials had taught them nothing.

Joseph's conduct towards his l^rethren and his

father, at this period, must be well examined before

we can form a judgment of his character. We
have no evidence that he was then acting under the

Divine directions: we know indeed that he held

that his being brought to Egj'pt was providentially

ordered for the saving of his father's house: from

some points in the narrati\e, especially the matter

of the cup, which he said that he used for divina-

tion, he seems to have acted on his own judgment.

Supposing that this inference is true, we have to

ask whether his policy towards his brethren were

founded on a resolution to jnuiish them from resent-

ment or a sense of justice, as well as his desire to

secure his union with his father, or again, whether

the latter were his sole oliject. Joseph had suffered

the most grievous wrong. According to all but the

highest principles of self-denial he would have been

justified in punishing his brethren as an injured

person : according to these principles he would have

been bound to punish them for the sake of justice,

if only he could ])ut aside a sense of personal injury

in executing judgment. This would require the

strongest self-command, united with the deepest

feeling, self-command that could keep feeling under,

md feeling that could sulidue resentment, so that

justice would be done impartially. These are the

two qualities that shine out most strongly in the

nol)le character of Joseph. We l)elieve therefore

that he punished his l)rethren, but did so simply

as the instrument of justice, feeling all the while a

brother's tenderness. It must be remembered what

they were, lieuben and Judah, both at his selling

and in the journeys into Egypt, seem lietter than

the rest of the elder brethren. But Keuben was

guilty of a crime that was lightly punished by the

loss of his birthright, and Judah was profligate and

cruel. Even at the time of reconciHation Joseph

saw, or thought, as his parting charge shows, that

they were either not less wicked or not wiser than

of old. After his father's death, with the sus-

picion of ungenerous and deceitful men, they feared

Joseph's vengeance, and he again tenderly assured

them of his love for them. Joseph's conduct to

o This is the most probable rendering.
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Jacob at this time can, we think, be only explained

by the supposition that he felt it was his duty to

treat his brethren severely: otherwise his delay and
his causing distress to his father are inconsistent

with his deep affection. The sending for Benjamin

seems hard to understand, except we suppose that

Joseph felt he was the surest link with his fother,

and perhaps that Jacob would more readily receive

his testimony as to the lost son.

There is no need here to speak largely of the

rest of Joseph's history: full as it is of interest, it

throws no new light upon his character. Jacob's

spirit revived when he saw the wagons Joseph had

sent. I'^ncouraged on the way by a Divine vision,

he journeyed into Egypt with his whole house.

" And Joseph made ready his chariot, and went up
to meet Israel his father, to Goshen, and presented

himself unto him ; and he fell on his neck, and

wept on his neck a good while. And Israel said

unto Joseph, Now let me die, since I ha\'e seen thy

face, because thou [art] yet alive " (xlvi. 2!1, 30).

Then Jacob and his house abode in the land of

Goshen, Joseph still ruling the country. Here
Jacob, when near his end, gave Joseph a portion

above his brethren, doubtless including the "parcel

of ground " at Shecheni, his future burying-place

(comp. John iv. .5). Then he blessed his sons,

Joseph most earnestly of all, and died in l^gypt.

" And Joseph fell upon his fether's face, and wept

upon him, and kissed him" (1. 1). When he had

caused him to be embalmed by " his servants the

physicians " he carried him to Canaan, and laid

Iiini in the cave of Machpelah, the burying-place

of his fathers. Then it was that his brethren feared

that, their father being dead, Joseph would punish

them, and that he strove to remove their fears.

From his being able to make the journey into

Canaan with " a very great company "
(9), as well

as from his living apart from his brethren and their

fear of him, .Joseph seems to have been still gov-

ernor of Eg>pt. AVe know no more than that he

lived " a hundred and ten years " (22, 26), having

been more than ninety in Egypt; that he "saw
Ephraim's children of the third " [generation], and

that " the children also of ^lachir the son of ftlanas-

seh were borne upon Joseph's knees" (2-3); and

that dying he took an oath of his brethren that

tiiey should carry up his bones to the land of

promise: thus showing in his latest action the foith

(Heb. xi. 22) which had guided his whole life.

Like his father he was embalmed, " and he was

put in a cottin in Egypt " (I. 26). His trust ]Moses

kept, and laid the bones of Joseph in his inherit-

ance in Shechem, in the territory of Ephraim his

oft'spring.

The character of Joseph is wholly composed of

great materials, and therefore needs not to be mi-

nutely portrayed. AVe trace in it very little of that

lialance of good and evil, of strength and weakness,

that marks most things human, and do not .any-

where distinctly discover the results of the conflict

of motives that generally occasions such great dif-

ficulty in judging men's actions. We have as full

an account of Joseph as of Abraham and Jacob, a

fuller one than of Isaac : and if we compare their

histories, Joseph's character is the least marked by

wrong or indecision. His first quality seems to

have been the greatest resolution. He not only

believed faithfully, but could endure patiently, and

could command equally his good and evil passions.

Hence his strong sense of duty, his zealous work,

his strict justice, his clear discrimination of good
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and evil. Like all men of vigorous character, he

loved power, but when he had gained it he used it

with the greatest generosity. He seems to have

striven to get men unconditionally in his power

that he might confer benefits upon them. Gen-

erosity in conferring benefits, as well as in forgiving

injuries, is one of his distinguishing characteristics.

With this strength was united the deepest tender-

ness. He was easily moved to tears, even weeping

at the first sight of his brethren after they had

sold him. His love for his father and Benjamin

was not enfeebled by years of separation, nor by his

great station. The wise man was still the same as

the true youth. These great qualities explain his

power of governing and administering, and his ex-

traordinary flexibility, which enabled him to suit

himself to each new position in life. The last

characteristic to make up this great character was

modesty, the natural result of the others.

In the history of the chosen race Joseph- occupies

a very high place as an instrument of Providence.

He was " sent before " his people, as he himself

knew, to preserve them in the terrible famine, and

to settle them where they could multiply and prosjier

in the interval before the iniquity of the Canaanites

was full. In the latter days of .Joseph's life, he is

the leading character among the Hebrews. He
makes his father come into Egypt, and directs the

settlement. He protects his kinsmen. Dying, he

reminds them of the promise, charging them to

take his bones with them. Blessed with many
revelations, he is throughout a God-tauglit leader

of his people. In the N. T. Joseph is only men-
tioned : yet the striking particular of the persecu-

tion and sale by his brethren, his resisting tempta-

tion, his great degradation and yet greater exalta-

tion, the saving of his people by his hand, and the

confounding of his enemies, seem to indicate that

he was a type of our Lord. He also connects the

Patriarchal with the Gospel dispensation, as an

instance of the exercise of some of the highest

Christian virtues under the less distinct manifesta-

tion of the Divine will grj^nted to the fathers.

The history of Joseph's posterity is given in the

articles devoted to the tribes of Ei'iiitAiM and
Man.vsseii. Sometimes these tribes are spoken

of under the name of Joseph, which is even given

to the whole Israelite nation. Ephraim is, how-
ever, the common name of his descendants, for the

division of JIanasseh gave almost the whole political

weight to the brother-trilie. That great people

seems to have inherited all Joseph's ability with

none of his goodness, and the very knowledge of

his power in Egypt, instead of stimulating his off-

spring to follow in his steps, appears only to have

constantly drawn them into a liankering after that

forbidden land which began when .leroboam intro-

duced the calves, and ended only when a treasonable

alliance laid Samaria in ruins and sent the ten

tribes into captivity. H. S. P.

* " Joseph's conduct towards his brethren and
his fiitlier," prior to the dis<'losure in Egypt, is

susceptible of a somewhat dift'erent interpretation

from that which is offered in a preceding paragraph.

The mental distress which the brothers endured,

was both a deserved punishment and a needful dis-

cipline, and it was a fitting retribution of Divine

Providence that the inj>n-ed brother should be the

agent in inflicting it. Its evident justice, if not

the motive for its infliction, may have well recon-

ciled him to it, and his conviction of its necessity

nust have been such as to overcome his great
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reluctance to cause his honored father an additional

pang, even though his sorrow would soon be turned

into joy. The assumed part which he acted, and
the harsh tone which he adopted, were foreign to

every sentiment of his ireart, and it cost a violent

struggle with his noble nature, to bear this alien

attitude to a point essential to the end which he
had in view. And what was this end V Was it,

as suggested above, to punish his brethren ? — not

indeed to gratify an unfraternal vindictiveness, but

as a calm instrument of God's justice, and for their

good. This eftijct was, doubtless, secured, but it

seems to us that he had an object, apart from this,

which dictated his policy, while he neither sought,

nor desired, their punishment— willingly leaving

that to the Being who had been Ms Protector.

Before revealing himself to them, it was neces-

sary for him to know whether they still cherished

the feelings which had prompted their wicked treat-

ment of him. Had he sought their punishment,

or a mere personal triumph, he could have had it

at an earlier period. This he did not seek, bu»

waited for the day, which he must ha\e antieipatee

from the time of his elevation, when he could put

them to the test, and ascertain if tlie way were

open for the resumption of the lost relation — which
he did desire with the longings of a filial and
fraternal soul, intensified by the experience of an
exile from home. The hour has come, and he
nmst now know whether they ha\e repented of

their wickedness towards him— whether the old

rancor has been changed to contrition and tender-

ness. Their relation to his own brother Benjamin,

will furnish a decisive test. The partiality which

the doting fiither had felt for himself, and which

had cost him so dearly, would have inevitaldy

passed over to the surviving son of the lamented

Rachel, the son of his old age. .Joseph cannot be

certain that Benjamin is alive, or if living, that he
is not persecuted — that, having the same pretext

for it, their treatment of him has not been as,

treacherous and cruel as it was of himself. He
must see them together and judge for himself, and
learn whether their dis[Kisitions are changed. Their

lirief imprisonment and the detention of Simeon
(the eldest next to Keuben, who was comparatively

guiltless) were severe, but necessary, expedients to

induce them to bring Benjamin, or rather, to deter

them from coming without him, on their second

visit, which would be equally a necessity with the

first.

The pkn succeeds, and Benjamin arrives with hi.o

brothers. Joseph bestows special attentions upon

him, and has the opportunity of oliser\ing whether

their former envy survives. He finally causes him
to be arrested as a thief, and proposing to retain

him as a prisoner, bids the others return in peace

to their fiither. Will they do it ! They not merely

abandoned .Joseph —• they sold him as a slave, and

only not murdered him. Will they now simply

desert Benjamin, and leave him to his fate? They
did not scruple to shock their father with the

tidings of Joseph's death. Are they still so callous

as to consent to return and tell him that Benjamin

is gone also? They committed an enormous crime

to rid themselves of the other favorite. Are they

willing to be freed from this, witiiout any culjjable

agency of their own ? The result shows that their

hearts are softened. The recollection of their in-

justice to Jose))!], has made them even tender of

i?enjamin. The sight of the suftcring which they

have brought upon their father, has made them
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careful of his feelings and sympathetically devoted

to his happiness. The arrest of the youngest brings

them all, with rent garments, into Joseph's presence,

when Judah, the orator of the company, draws near

and addresses his unknown brother in a strain

which stands unequaled, perhaps, among recorded

speeches, as an exhibition of pathetic eloquence.

With entire artlessness he tells the whole story,

and with the generous devotion of a true son and
brother, asks leave to abide as a bondman " instead

of the lad," " lest, peradventure, I see the evil that

shall come on my father."

Joseph, under Divine guidance, has refrained from

a premature disclosure, and the fit time has fully

come. He has no disposition to injure or reproach

his brothers, or punish tliem in any way. He has

put them to tlie test, as it was his duty to do, and
satisfied that their feelings are now right, the strug-

gling emotions of his nature, long pent up, find an

irrepressible vent. Troubled by the disclosure and
unable to speak, he calms their agitation and seeks

to soothe their self-upbraiding, thrice reminding

them of the wisdom of God's plan, which had been

broader than theirs. This is followed by affectionate

embraces, and the charge to hasten homeward with

a reviving message to their aged father— sitting

in his loneliness, day after day, in tlie door of his

tent at Hebron, and anxiously waiting for tidings

from Eg3'pt. And years after, when on the decease

of their father they humbly asked the forgiveness

of their brotlier, he still comforted them with the

reflection that (iod had overruled their conduct for

good. From first to last, the narrative appears to

us to countenance the view, which also seems to us

most consonant with the eminent magnanimity of

this noble Hel)rew, that the leading design of his

harsh policy was to subject them to a needful test,

whicli the Lord used as a means of deepening their

penitence, and that he gladly desisted, and with a

brother's sympathy sought to assuage their bitter

regrets, as soon as he was convinced that they were

no longer felse Ijrothers, but true.

We would further suggest that the charge to

them to " fall not out by the way " on their return,

does not necessarily indicate that he thought them
" not less wicked or not wiser than of old." Xow
that their associated guilt had been brought home
to them, nothing was more natural than that

they should seek to throw off" individual responsi-

bility. Reulien had already put in his exculpating

plea, and the design of the chai'ge was to turn

them from unprofitable mutual criminations, and

lead them to a devout recognition of the divine

sovereignty and goodness.

It is intimated above, that Joseph was not wholly

acting under Divine direction. The divining cup

may not be fully explicable; it plainly reveals an

Egyptian superstition, but does not necessarily im-

ply Joseph's participation in it, and the allusion

must be construed by what is known of his life. If

consununate wisdom in plan and skill in execution,

if a spirit beautiful in every relation, if the fruits

of a manly and lovely piety, if a character as nearly

faultless as has been delineated in human biography,

be marks of Divine guidance, we must accord it to

him, whose bow abode in strength and whose arms

were made strong by the hands of the mighty God
of Jacob.

It is obvious to add, that the wisdom of the

providential dealings, as related to the family in

Hebron, was not less marked as related to Joseph

in Egypt. The course of discipline through which
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he passed was an indispensable qualification for thi

high service in reserve for him — enabling him to

learn the most difficult lesson, and be prepared tc

bear without injury one extreme of fortune, by
having properly endured the other. S. W.

* Ewald, in his Geschiclite. des Volkes Israel,

comments upon the statesmanship of Joseph in

taking advantage of the pressure of famine to reduce
the entire population to a tenantry of the crown,

thus accomplishing without violence a great social

revolution; — a statesmanship "careful at once of

the weal of populous nations, and for the consolida-

tion and increase of the royal authority, and win-
ning its best victories through the combination of

these seemingly opposite aims. By providently

storing up in his garners supplies of corn sufficient

for many years of possible scarcity, Joseph was
enabled not only to secure to the people the present

means of existence and the possibihty of better

times in future, but to establish a more solid organ-

ization of government, such as a nation is very

loath to accede to except in a time of overmastering

necessity." (Martineau's translation, p. 413.)

The present state of Egyptian chronology will

hardly warrant the positive conclusions of Mr.
Poole concerning the epoch of Joseph ; and, there-

fore, while his views are retained in the text, the

data are here appended for a more comprehensive

view of the subject. The protilem concerning the

Israelites in Egypt is mixed with the question of

the Hyksos whose date is still unsettled. Bunsen
makes Joseph the Grand-vizir of Sesortosis, second

king of the 12th Dynasty, about 2180 b. c, and
200 years before the usurpation of the Hyksos; as

the Hyksos were Semitic tribes, the Hebrews were

undisturbed during their supremacy; but after their

expulsion, the Israelites were reduced to forced

labor as a means of consolidating the Pharaonic

power. But this theory, which makes the sojourn

in Egypt outlast the coming and going of the

Hyksos, prolongs the stay of the Israelites beyond
the utmost stretch of our Biblical chronology.

{lujypfs Plnce, vol. v. p. 68.) Brugsch regards

tlie Hyksos as Ishmaelitish Arabs, who invaded

Egypt about 2115 n. c. and ruled over the Delta

for .511 years. Taking the second IMeneptah of the

19th Dynasty, 1.341-1321 b. c. for the Pharaoh

of tlie Exodus, and computing backward 430 years,

he places Joseph in otfice under one of the Shep-

herd kings. (IJistoire d'E'/yple, i. 79.) Mr. Poole

also makes the Pharaoh of Joseph one of the

Shepherd kings in the first lialf of the nineteenth

century, b. c. But if the Hebrews were in Egypt
under the .Hyksos — though this may account for

the favoo-able reception of Jacob, and the undis-

turbed growth of his posterity in Goshen — it is

not easy to imagine how so large a foreign popula-

tion, of a kindi'ed race with the Hyksos, was suf-

fered to remain in the Delta when the Shepherds

were expelled by the reviving native empire : and

the notion that the Exodus of the Israelites and

the expulsion of the Hyksos were the same event,

has no foundation either in Egyptian or in Hebrew
history. To meet this difficulty, Lepsius places

the migration of Jacob into Egypt after the expul-

sion of the Hyksos, with an interval sufficient for

the fear of another Arab invasion to have died out,

though the prejudice of the Egyptians asainst the

nomadic " shepherds " remained. His dates are,

for the expulsion of the Hyksos about 1591 b. c,
the arrival of Jacob 1414, the Exodus 1314. (K6-

nigsbuch.) But this brings the Fcxodus down to a
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very late period, and reduces the sojourn in Kil.ypt

to one hundred years. Ewald, with liis usual bold-

ness in inventing an hypothesis to solve a ditiieulty,

conjectures that at the first, only a small portion

of the Israelitish foniily followed Joseph into Egypt,
— then under the rule of the Hyksos : that, at the

expulsion of the latter, the Israelites took sides

with the Egyptians, and that Joseph then •' sum-
moned Israel in a body out of Canaan, and estab-

lished them in (ioshen as a frontier-guard of the

kingdom against any new attacks of the Hyksos."

In the date of the Hyksos invasion and the dura-

tion of the Shepherd dynasties in Egypt, all these

writers are substantially agreed. They agree also

in the main facts concerning Joseph as an historical

person, and the residence of the Israelites in Egypt
until the exodus under Moses. Even Ewald con-

cedes that the "Blessing of Jacob" (Gen. xlix.

22-20), from the complexion of the language and

poetry, must be referred to pre-Mosaic times. The
order of the historical events is not strictly depend-

ent upon chronology. J. P. T.

2. Father of Igal who represented the tribe of

Issachar among the spies (Num. xiii. 7).

3. A lay Israelite of the family of Bani, who was
compelled by Ezra to put away his foreign wife

(Ezr. X. 42). In 1 Esdr. it is given as Josephus.
4. [Vat. Alex. FA.' omit.] Representative of

the priestly family of Shebaniah, in the next gen-

eration after the return from Captivity (Neh. xii.

U).
5. ('Iu)(rr)0o5; [in ver. 56, 'l<eorr)(p; in ver. 18.

Sin. ItucTjTros; ni ver. 60, Sin. Ia)(rrj(f>a)j or lojo-ijcp

«s, Sin<=a. laicniroy: Josej^hus]). A Jewish officer

aeteated by Gorgias c. lOi u. c. (1 i\Iacc. v. 18.

56, 6(1).

6. [Alex. Icoo-jjTTos: Josephus.] In 2 Mace,
viii. 22, X. 19, Joseph is named among the breth-

ren of Judas Maccabaius apparently in place of

John (Ewald, Gesch. iv. 384, wite ; Grimm ad 2

Mace. viii. 22). The confusion of ^Icoivvris, 'loi-

(xi]^, 'laxr^s is well seen in the various readings in

Matt. xiii. 55.

7. \^la(Tj](p- Joseph.'] An ancestor of Judith

(Jud. viii. 1). B. F. W.
8. One of the ancestors of Christ (Luke iii. 30),

son of Jonan, and the eighth generation from David
inclusive, about contemporary therefore with king

Ahaziah.

9. ['IcotTi^c^; but Tisch. Treg. and Lachm.
inarg. 'loxr-fix' Joseph.] Another ancestor of

Christ, son of Judah or Abiud, and grandson of

Joanna or Hananiah the son of Zerubbabel, Luke
iii. 26. Alford adopts the reading Josek, a mis-

take which seems to originate with the common

confusion in Heb. MSS. between ^ and "7.

10. Another, [Luke iii. 24,] son of Mattathias,

in the seventh generation before Joseph the hus-

band of the Virgin.

11. Son of Heli [Luke iii. 23], and reputed

father of Jesus Christ. The recurrence of this

name in the three above instances, once before, and

twice after Zerubbabel, whereas it does not occur

once in St. jNIatthew's genealogy, is a strong evi-

dence of the paternal descent of Joseph the son of

Heli, as traced by St. Luke to Nathan the son of

David.

All that is told us of Joseph in the N. T. may
be summed up in a few words. He was a just

man, and of the house and lineage of David, and

yraa known as such by his coutemporariea, who
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called Jesus the son of David, and were disposed

to own Him as Messiah, as being Joseph's son.

The public registers also contained his name under
the reckoning of the house of David (John i. 45

;

Luke iii. 23; Matt. i. 207 Luke ii. 4). He lived

at Nazareth in Galilee, and it is probable that his

family had been settled there for at least two pre-

ceding generations, possibly from the time of

Matthat, the common grandfather of Joseph and
Mary, since Mary lived there too (Luke i. 26, 27).

He espoused Mary, the daughter and heir of his

uncle Jacob, and before he took her home as his

wife received the angelic communication recorded

in Jlatt. i. 20. It must have been within a very

short time of his taking her to his home, that the

decree went forth from Augustus Ctesar which
obliged him to leave Nazareth with his wife and
go to Bethlehem. He was there with Mary and
his first-born, when the shepherds came to see the

babe in the manger, and he went with them to

the Temple to present the infant according to the

law, and there heard the prophetic words of Sim-
eon, as he held him in his arms. When the wise

men from the East came to Bethlehem to worship

Christ, Joseph was there; and he went down to

Egypt with them by night, when warned by an
angel of the danger which threatened them ; and
on a second message he returned with them to the

land of Israel, intending to reside at Bethlehem the

city of David ; but being afraid of Archelaus he

took up his abode, as before his marriage, at Naz-
areth, where he carried on his trade as a carpenter.

When .lesus was 12 years old, Joseph and Mary
took him with them to keep the Passover at Jeru-

salem, and when they returned to Nazareth he

continued to act as a father to the child Jesus, and
was reputed to be so indeed. But here our knowl-
edge of Joseph ends. That he died before our
Lord's crucifixion is indeed tolerably certain by
what is related John xix. 27, and perhaps JIark

vi. 3 may imply that he was then dead. But where,

when, or how he died, we know not. What was
his age when he mairied, what children he had,

and who was their mother, are questions on which
tradition has been very busy, and very contradic-

tory, and on which it affords no available informa-

tion whatever. In fact the different accounts given

are not traditions, but the attempts of different

ages of the early Church to reconcile the narrative

of the Gospels with their own opinions, and to give

support, as they thought, to the miraculous concep-

tion. It is not necessary to detail or examine these

accounts here, as they throw light rather upon the

history of those o])inions during four or five centu-

ries, than upon the history of Joseph. But it may
be well to add that the origin of all the earliest

stories and assertions of the fiithers concerning

Joseph, as e. y., his extreme old age, his having

sons by a former wife, his having the custody of

Jlary given to him by lot, and so on, is to be found

in the ajwcryphal Gospels, of which the earliest is

the Protevangeliuni of St. James, apparently the

work of a Christian Jew of the second century,

quoted by Origen, and referred to by Clement of

Alexandria and Justin Martyr (Tischendorf, Proleij.

xiii.). The same stories are repeated in the other

apocryphal Gospels. The monophysite Coptic

Christians are said to have first assigned a festival

to St. Joseph in the Calendar, namely, on the 20th

July, which is thus inscribed in a Coptic almanac
:

,

" Requies sancti senis justi Josephi fabri lignarii,

DeipariE Virginia Mariae sponsi, qui paler Ctiristi
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vocari promeruit." The apocryphal Histoi-ia Jo-

$epM fabri l!(/nai'ii, which now exists in Arabic,

is thought by Tischendorf to have been originally

written in Coptic, and the festival of Joseph is

supposed to have been transferred to the Western
Churches from the East as late as the year 139U."

The above-named history is acknowledged to be

quite fabulous, though it belongs probably to the

4th century. It professes to be an account given

by our Lord himself to the Apostles on the !AIount

of Olives, and placed by them in the library of

Jerusalem. It ascribes 111 years to Joseph's life,

and makes him old and the father of 4 sons and 2

daughters before he espoused ISIary. It is headed

with this sentence: " Benedictiones ejus et preces

senent nos omnes, fratres. Amen." The reader

who wishes to know the opinion of the ancients on
the obscure subject of Joseph's marriage, may con-

sult Jerome's acrimonious tract Contra Ihlvidium.

He wiU see that Jerome highly disapproves the

common opinion (derived from the apocryphal

Gospels) of Joseph being twice married, and that

he claims the authority of Ignatius, I'olycarp, Ire-

naeus, Justin Martyr, and " many other apostolical

men," in favor of his own \iew, that our Lord's

brethren were his cousins only, or at all events

against the opinion of Helvidius, which had been

held by Ebion, Theodotus of Byzantium, and Val-
entine, that they were the children of Joseph and
Mary. Those who held this opinion were called

Aniidicomarianitce, as enemies of the Virgin.

(Epiphanius, Adv. I/ares. 1. iii. t. ii. Hcpi: kxviii.,

also /leer. li. See also Pearson on the Creed, Art.

Virgin INLiry; Mill, mi the Brethren of the Lord;
Calmet, de S. Josejih. S. Mar. Virg. conjugc;

and for an able statement of the opposite view,

Alford's note on Matt. xiii. 55 ; Winer, Realwb.

s. vv. Jesus and Joseph.) A. C. H.
* 12. Joseph is the reading of the oldest MSS.

(adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, and TregeUes,

instead of Joses of the received text) in iNIatt. xiii.

55, as the name of one of the brethren of our

Lord. [Joses, 2.] A.
* 13. Joseph (instead of Joses) is the proper

name of Barnabas (Acts iv. 30 ) according to the

oldest MSS. and the best critical editions. [Joses,

3.] A.

JO'SEPH OF ARIMATH^'A [A. V.
Arimathe'a] Clco(TTi<p 6 anh 'Apt/j.a0aias), a rich

and pious Israelite who had the privilege of per-

fonning the last offices of duty and aflection to the

body of our Lord. He is distinguished from other

persons of the same name by the addition of his

birth-place Arimatha'a, a city supposed by Robin-
son to be situated somewhere between Lydda and
Nobe, now Beit Nuba, a mile northeast of Yalo

(Bibl. Bes. ii. 239-41, iii. 142).

Joseph is denominated by St. Mark (xv. 43) an
honorable councillor, by which we are probably to

understand that he was a member of the Great
Council, or Sanhedrim. He is further character-

ized as "a good man and a just" (Luke xxiii. 50),

one of those who, bearing in their hearts the words
of their old prophets, was waiting for the kingdom
of God (Mark xv. 43; Luke ii. 25, 38, xxiii. 51).

We are expressly told that he did not " consent to

the counsel and deed " of his colleagues in conspir-

« Calmet, however, places the admission of Joseph
into the calendar of the Western Church as early as

before the year 9*10. 8ee Tischendorf, ut siip.

JOSEPH, CALLED BARSABAS
ing to bring about the death of Jesus: but he
seems to have lacked the courage to protest against

their judgment. At all events vre know that he
shrank, through fear of his countrymen, from pro-
fessing himself openly a disciple of our Lord.

The awful event, however, which crushed the
hopes while it excited the fears of the chosen dis-

ciples, had the efi'ect of inspiring him with a bold-

ness and confidence to which he had before been a
stranger. The crucifixion seems to have wrought
in him the same clear conviction that it wrought
in the centurion who stood by the cross; for on
the very evening of that dreadful day, when the

triumph of the chief priests and rulers seemed
complete, Joseph " went in boldly unto Pilate and
craved the body of Jesus." The fact is mentioned
by all four Evangelists. Pilate, having assured

himself that the Divine Sufferer was dead, con-

sented to the request of Joseph, who was thus
rewarded for his faith and courage by tlie blessed

privilege of consigning to his own new tomb the

body of his crucified Lord. In this sacred office

he was assisted by Nicodemus, who, hke himself,

had hitherto been afraid to make open profession

of his faith, but now dismissing his fears brought
an abundant store of myrrh and aloes for the em-
balming of the body of his Lord according to the

Jewish custom.

These two masters in Israel then having enfolded

the sacred body in the linen shroud which Joseph
had bought, consigned it to a tomb hewn in a rock
— a tomb where no human corpse had ever yet

been laid.

It is specially recorded that the tomb was in a

garden belonging to Joseph, and close to the place

of crucifixion.

The minuteness of the narrative seems purposely

designed to take away all ground or pretext for any
rumor that might be spread, after the Eesurrection,

that it was some other, not Jesus himself, that had
risen from the grave. But the burial of Jesus in

the new private sepulchre of the rich man of Ari-

mathsea must also be regarded as the fulfUlnient

of the prophecy of Isaiah (liii. 9): according to the

literal rendering of Bishop Lowth, " with the rich

man was his tomb." Nothing, but of the merest
legendary character, is recorded of Joseph, beyond
what we read in Scripture. There is a tradition,

surely a very improbable one, that he was of the

number of the seventy disciples. Another, whether
authentic or not, deserves to be mentioned as gen-
erally current, namely— that Joseph, being sent

to Great Britain by the Apostle St. Philip, about
the year 60, settled with his brother disciples at

Glastonbury, in Somersetshire; and there erected

of wicker-twigs the first Christian oratory in Eng-
land, the parent of the majestic abbey which was
afterwards ibunded on the same site. The local

guides to this day show the miraculous thorn (said

to bud and blossom every Christmas-day) that

sprung from the staff which Joseph stuck in the

ground as he stopped to rest himself on the hill-

top. (See Dugdale's Monastkon, i. 1 ; and Heanie,
Hist, and Ant. of Glastonbury ; Assemann, Bibl.

Orient, iii. 319.) Winer refers to a monograph
on Joseph — Broemel, Diss, de Josepho Arimaih.
Viteb. 1683, 4to. E. H. . . . s.

JO'SEPH, called BAR'SABAS [or Bak-
sab'bas, Lachm. Tisch. Treg.], and sumamed
Justus; one of the two persons chosen by the as-

sembled church (Acts i. 23) as worthy to fill the

place in the Apostolic company from which Judas
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had fallen. He, therefore, had been a companion

of the disciples all the time that they followed

Jesus, from his baptism to his ascension.

Papias (ap. Euseb. //. E. iii. 39) calls him Jus-

tus Barsabas, and relates that having drunk some

deadly poison he, through the grace of the Lord,

sustained no harm. Eusebius (//. E. i. 12) states

that he was one of the seventy disciples. He is to

be distinguished from Joses Barnabas (Acts iv. 36)

and from Judas Barsabas (Acts xv. 22). The sig-

nification of Barsabas is quite uncertain. Light

-

foot (//or. Hebr. Acts i. 23) gives five possible

interpretations of it, namely, the son of conversion,

of quiet, of an oath, of wisdom, of the old man.

He prefers the last two ; and suggests that Joseph

Barsabas may be the same as Joses the son of Al-

phaeus, and that Judas Barsabas may be his brother

the Apostle." W. T. B.

JOSE'PHUS ('Ici(Trj</>os; [Vat. *o(rr)iros:

Josephus] ), 1 Esdr. ix. 34. [Joseph, 3.]

JO'SES ClaxT-fis [or Iwa-ris; Lachm. Tisch.

Treg.] Alford 'Inaovs; 'iwar) [or 'Icoarrj] is the

genitive case: [Jesus]). 1. Son of Eliezer, in the

genealogy of Christ (Luke iii. 20), 15th generation

from David, i. e. about the reign of Manasseh.

* The A. V. gives the name as Jose, which is

merely the form of the genitive case. A.

2. [In Matt. xiii. 55, Lachm. Tisch. Treg.

'Icuo-ii^): and so Sin. in Mark vi. 3; Tisch. reads

'l(i}ffri(p also in Matt, xxvii. 56: Joseph.] One

of the Lord's brethren (Matt. xiii. 55; Mark vi.

3). His name connects him with the preceding.

For the inquiry who these brethren of the Lord

were, see Jajies. All that appears with certainty

from Scripture is that his mother's name was Mary,

and his brother's James (Matt, xxvii. 56 ;
[Mark

XV. 40, 47]).

3. [Lachm. Tisch. Treg. 'loxr^t/) : Joseph.]

Joses [or Joseph] Bar'nabas (Acts iv. 36).

[Barnabas.] A. C. H.

. JO'SHAH {'nW^'^ [perh. Jehovah lets dwell,

Ges.] : 'Ia)(n'a; [Vat. loxreia;] Alex. Icocrias'

Josa), a prince of the house of Simeon, son of

Amaziah, and connected with the more prosperous

branch of the tribe, who, in the days of Hezekiah,

headed a marauding expedition against the peace-

able Hamite shepherds dwelling in Gedor, exter-

minated them, and occupied their pasturage (1 Chr.

iv. 34, 38-41).

JOSH'APHAT (::jDtt7h'' [Jehovah Judges] :

'Icoo-a^jar; FA.i Iwcracpas'- Josnphat), the Mith-

nite, one of David's guard, apparently selected from

among the warriors from the east of Jordan (1

Chr. xi. 43). Buxtorf {Lex. Talm. col. 1284)

gives Mathnan as the Chaldee equivalent of Ba-

shan, by which the latter is always represented in

the Targ. Onk. ; and if this were the place which

gave Joshaphat his surname, he was probably a

Gadite. In the Syriac, Joshaphat and Uzziah (ver.

44) are interchanged, and the latter appears as

" Azi of Anathoth."
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« * Barsabas, says Meyer, is a patronymic {son of
Saba), and Justus a Roman surname such as Jews
often adopted at that time (Apostelgesch. i. 23). H

b It has been questioned whether the Captain of

the Lord's Host was a created being or not. Dr. W.
H. Mill discusses this point at full length and with

great learning, and decides la fiivor of the former al-

JOSHAVI'AH (n^'lttJh'^ [Jehovah makes to

dwell, Ges.]: 'luala; [Vat. FA. ] looa-fia: Jo-

saia), the son of Elnaam, and one of David's

guards (1 Chr. xi. 46). ^Ihe LXX. make him the

son of Jeribai, by reading 1321 for ''32. The

name appears in eight, and probably nine, different

forms in the MSS. collated by Kennicott.

JOSHBEK'ASHAH (ntp|7:?t?;V 'Ua0ci-

aaKo.; [Vat. Ut^aaaKa, BaKara;] Alex. 266a-
Katrav, [Ua^aKaraV-] Jesbacassa), hea.d of the

16th course of musicians. [Jesharelah.] lie

belonged to the house of Heman (1 Chr. xxv. 4,

24). [A. C. H.]

JOSH'UA (57U?''1^^ 'iTjo-oCs: Jesun:

i. e. whose help is Jehovah, Ges., or rather "6W
the Saviour," Pearson, On the Creed, Art. II., p.

89, ed. 1843 : on the import of his name, and the

change of it from Oshea or Hoshea, Num. xiii.

16 = " welfare " or " salvati-on," see Pearson, I. c.

:

it appears in the various forms of Hoshea, Oshea,
Jehoshua, Jp;shua, and Jesus). 1. The son of

Nun, of the tribe of Ephraim (1 Chr. vii. 27)

The future captain of invading hosts grew up a

slave in the brick-fields of Egypt. Born about the

time when Moses fled into Midian, he was a man of

nearly forty years when he saw the ten plagues, and

shared in the hurried triumph of the Exodus.

The keen eye of the aged Lawgiver soon discerned in

Hoshea those qualities which might be required in

a colleague or successor to himself. He is men-

tioned first in connection with the fight against

Amalek at Eephidim, when he was chosen (Ex.

xvii. 9) by Moses to lead the Israelites. When
Moses ascended Jlount Sinai to receive for the first

time (compare Ex. xxiv. 13, and xxxiii. 11 ) the two

Tables, Joshua, who is called his minister or ser-

vant, accompanied him part of the way, and was

the first to accost him in his descent (Ex. xx.xii. 17).

Soon afterwards he was one of the twelve chiefs

who were sent (Num. xiii. 17) to explore the land

of Canaan, and one of the two (xiv. 6 ) who gave

an encouraging report of their journey. The 40

years of wandering were almost passed, and Joshua

was one of the few survivors, when Moses, shortly

before his death, was directed (Num. xxvii. 18) to,

invest Joshua solemnly and publicly with definite

authority, in connection with Eleazar the priest, over

the people. And after this was done, God Himself

gave Joshua a charge by the mouth of the dying

Lawgiver (Deut. xxxi. 14, 23).

Under the direction of God again renewed (Josh,

i. 1), Joshua, now in his 85th year (Joseph. Ant. v.

1, § 29), assumed the conmiand of the people at

Shittira, sent spies into .Jericho, crossed the Jordan,

fortified a camp at Gilgal, circumcised the people,

kept the passover, and was visited by the Captain ''

of the Lord's Host. A miracle made the flill of

Jericho more terrible to the Canaanites. A mirac-

ulous repulse in the first assault on Ai impressed

upon the invaders the warning that they were the

instruments of a holy and jealous God. Ai fell:

ternative (On t/ie Historical Character of St. Luke's

First Chapter, Camb. 1841, p. 92). But J. Q. Abicht

(De Diice Exercitus, Ifc, ap. Nov. Thes. Tlicologico-

pkilolog. i. 503) is of opinion that He was the un-

created Angel, the Sou of God. Compare also Pfeiffer,

Diff. Script. Loc. p 173.
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and the law was inscribed on Mount Ebal, and read ,

l>_v their leader in the presence of aU Israel.

The treaty which the fear-stricken Gibeonites

obtained deceitfully was generously respected by
.loshua. It stimulated and brought to a point the

hostile movements of the five confederate chiefs of

the Amorites. Joshua, aided by an luiprecedented

hailstorm, and a miraculous prolongation of the

day, obtained a decisive victory over them at Mak-
kedah, and proceeded at once to subjugate the

south country as far as Kadesh-barnea and Gaza.

He returned to the camp at Gilgal, master of half

of Palestuie.

In another campaign he marched to the waters

of Merom, where he met and overthrew a confed-

eracy of the Canaanitish chiefs in the north, under

Jaliin king of Hazor ; and in the course of a pro-

tracted war he led his victorious soldiers to the gates

of Zidon and into the Valley of Lebanon under Her-

mon. In six years, six nations with thirty-one

kings swell the roll of his conquests ; and amongst
others the Anakim— the old terror of Israel— are

specially recorded as destroyed everywhere except in

Philistia. It must be bonie in mind that the ex-

tensive conquests of Joshua were not intended to

achieve and did not achieve the' complete extirpa-

tion of the Canaanites, many of whom continued

to occupy isolated strongholds throughout the

land.

Joshua, now stricken in years, proceeded in con-

junction with Eleazar and the heads of the trilies

to complete the division of the conquered land ; and

when all was allotted, Timnath-serali in INIount

Ephraim was assigned by the people as Joshua's

peculiar inheritance. The Tabernacle of the con-

gregation was established at Shiloh, six cities of

refuge were appointed, forty-eight cities assigned to

the Levites. and the warriors of the trans-Jordanic

tribes dismissed in peace to their homes.

After an interval of rest, Joshua convoked an as-

sembly from all Israel. He delivered two solemn

addresses reminding them of the marvelous fulfill-

ment of God's promises to their fathers, and warn-

ing them of the conditions on which their prosperity

depended ; and lastly, he caused them to renew
their covenant with (iod, at Shechem, a place al-

ready famous in comiection with Jacob (Gen. xxxv.

4), and Joseph (Josh. xxiv. 32).

He died at the age of 110 years, and was buried

in his own citj', Tinmath-serah.

Joshua's life has been noted as one of the very

few which are recorded in history with some fullness

of detail, yet without any stain upon them. In

his character have been traced, under an oriental

garb, such features as chiefly kindled the imagina-

tion of western chroniclers and poets in the Mid-
dle Ages : the character of a devout warrior, blame-

less and fearless, who has been taught by serving

as a youth how to command as a man ; who earns

by manly vigor a quiet honored old age; who
combines strength with gentleness, ever looking up
for and obeying the Divine impulse with the sim-

plicity of a child, while he wields great power and

directs it calmly, and without swerving, to the

accomplishment of a high unselfish ]iurpose.

All that part of the book of Joshua which re-

lates his personal history seems to be written with

the unconscious, vivid power of an eye-witness.

We are not merely taught to look with a distant

reverence upon the first man who bears the name
which is above every name. We stand by the side

li one who is admitted to hear the words of God,
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and see the vision of the Almighty. The image

of the armed warrior is before us as when in the

sight of two armies he lifted up his spear over un-

guarded Ai. We see the majestic presence which

inspired all Israel (iv. 14) with awe; the mild

fother who remonstrated with Achan; the calm,

dignified judge who pronounced his sentence; the

devout worshipper prostrating himself before the

Captain of the Lord's host. We see the lonely

man in the height of his power, separate from

those about him, the last survivor, save one, of a

famous generation ; the honored old man of many
deeds and many sufferings, gathering his dying

energy for an attempt to bind his people more

closely to the service of God whom he had so long

served and worshipped, and whom he was ever

learning to know more and more.

The great work of Joshua's life was more ex-

citing but less hopeful than that of Moses. He
gathered the first fruits of the autumn harvest

where his predecessor had sown the seed in spring.

It was a high and hopeful task to watch beside the

cradle of a mighty nation, and to train its early

footsteps in laws which should last for centuries.

And it was a fit end to a life of expectation to gaze

with longing eyes from Pisgah upon the Land of

Promise. But no such brightness gleamed upon

the calm close of Joshua's life. Solemn words, and

dark with foreboding, fell from him as he sat " un-

der the oak that was by the sanctuary of the Lord

in Shechem." The excitement of his battles was

past ; and there had grown up in the mind of the

pious leader a consciousness that it is the tendency

of prosperity and success to make a people wanton

and worldly-minded, idolaters in spirit if not in

act, and to alienate them from God.

Holy Scripture itself suggests (Heb. iv. 8) the

consideration of Joshua as a type of Christ. Many
of the Christian Fathers have enlarged upon this

view ; and Bishop Pearson, who has collected their

opinions {On the Creed, Art. ii. pp. 87-90, and

94-06, ed. 1843), points out the following and

many other typical resemblances: (1) the name
common to both; (2) Joshua brings the people of

God into the land of promise, and divides the land

among the tribes ; Jesus brings his people into the

presence of God, and assigns to them their man-
sions; (3) as Joshua succeeded Moses and com-

pleted his work, so the Gospel of Christ succeeding

the Law, announced One by whom all that believe

are justified from all things from which we could

not be justified by the Law of Moses (Acts xiii.

39) ; (4) as Joshua the minister of Moses renewed

the rite of circumcision, so Jesus the minister of

the circumci.sion brought in the circumcision of the

heart (Rom. xv. 8, ii."29).

The treatment of the Canaanites by their Jewisli

conquerors is fully discussed by Dean Graves ( On
the Pentateuch, pt. 3, lect. i.). He concludes that

the extermination of the Canaanites was justified Iiy

their crimes, and that the employment of the Jews

in such extermination was quite consistent with

God's method of governing the world. Prof. Fair-

bairn ( Typology of Scripture, bk. iii. ch. 4, § 1, ed.

18.54) argues with great force and candor in favor

of the complete agreement of the principles on

which the war was carried on by Joshua with the

principles of the Christian dispensation.

Among the supernatural occurrences in the life

of Joshua, none has led to so much discussion as

the prolongation of the day of the battle of Mak-
kedah (x. 12-14). No great difficulty is found, in
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deciding, as Pfeiffer lias done {Diff. Script. I. c. p.

175), between tlie lengths of this day and that of

Hezekiah (2 K. xx. 11) ; and in connecting both

days with the Egyptian tradition mentioned by He-

rodotus, ii. 1-12. But since modern science re-

vealed the stupendous character of this miracle,

modern criticism has made several attempts to ex-

plain it away. It is regarded by Le Clere, Uathe,

and others, as no miracle but an optical illusion
;

by Rosenmliller, following Ilgen, as a mistake of the

time of day ; by Winer and many recent German
critics, with whom Dr. Davidson (Introd. to 0. T.

p. 6-14) seems to agree, as a mistake of the mean-

ing or the authority of a poetical contributor to the

book of Jasher. So Ewald {Gesc/i. Isi: ii. 32G)

traces ui the latter part of verse 13 an interpolation

by the hand of that anonymous Jew whom he sup-

poses to have written tlie book of Deuteronomy,

and here to have misunderstood the vivid concep-

tion of an old poet : and he cites numerous similar

conceptions from the old poetry of Greece, Home,
Arabia, and Peru. But the literal and natural

interpretation of the text as intended to describe a

miracle is sufficiently vindicated by Deyling, Ob-

serv. Sacr. i. § 19, p. 100; and J. G. Abicht, Be
statione Soils ap. Nov. Tlies. Tiicol.-Philol. i.

516 ; and is forcibly stated by Bishop AWatson in

the 4th letter in his Apology for the BiMe.—[For
the view of Hengstenberg on the " Standing still of

the Sun and Moon," see Evamj. Kirchenzcitung,

1832, No. 88 : and the same translated in the Bibl.

Repository, iii. 721-739.—H.]
Procopius, who flourished in the 6th century,

relates ( Vandal, ii. 10) that an inscription existed

at Tingis in Mauritania, set up by Phoenician refu-

gees from Canaan, and declaring in the Phoenician

language, " We are they who fled from the face of

Joshua the robber the son of Nun." Ewald
{Gescli. Isr. ii. 297, 298) gives sound reasons for

forbearing to use this story as authentic history.

It is, however, accepted by liawlinson {Hampton

Lectures, for 1859, iii. 91).

Lightfoot {Ilor. Hdi. in Matt. i. 5, andC/iorogr.

Lucm prasmis. iv. § 3) quotes Jewish traditions

to the effect that Rahab ijecame a proselyte, and

the wife of Joshua, and the ancestress of nine

prophets and priests; also that the sepulchre of

Joshua was adorned with an image of the Sun in

memory of the miracle of Ajalon. The LXX. and

the Arab. Ver. add to Josh. xxiv. 30 the state-

ment that in his sepulchre were deposited the flint-

knives which were used for the circumcision at Gil-

gal (.Josh. v. 2).

The principal occurrences in the life of Joshua

are reviewed by Bishop Hall in his Conl.enij/lations

on the 0. T. bks. 7, 8, and 9. W. T. B.
* Joshua, the son of Nun, is meant, Heb. iv. 8,

where the A. V. employs .Tesus for 'ItjctoDs, though

the translators add in the margin " that is,

Joshua." The object may have been to represent

the Greek name in a uniform manner in the N. T.

Most of the preceding English versions avoid this

confusion. See Trench, Authorised Version, p. 75 f.

(2d ed. 1859). [Je.sus, 3.J H.
2. ['no-rje; Alex. Irjaov^: Josne.] An inhabi-

tant of Betb-shemesh, in whose land was the stone

at which the milch-kine stopped, when they drew

the ark of tiod with the oflijrings of the Philistines

from Ekron to Beth-shemesh (1 Sam. vi. 14, 18).

3. ['Iriffovs- fcsue.] A governor of the city

*'ho gave his name to a gate of Jerusalem (2 K.

xxiii. 8).
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4. ['ItjctoCs: Jesus."] Called Jeshua in Ezra
and Nehemiah ; a high priest, who returned from
the Captivity with Zerubbabel. [See Hag. i. 1, 12,

14, ii. 2, 4; Zech. iii. 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, vi. 11. ] For
details, see Joshua, No. f. W. T. B.

JOSH'UA, BOOK OF. 1. Authority. —
The claim of the book of Joshua to a place in the

Canon of the O. T. has never been disputed. [See

Canon.] (Bp. Cosin's Scholasticnl History of the

Canon ; Dr. Wordsworth's Discourses on the Can-
on.) Its authority is confirmed by the references,

in other books of Holy Scripture, to the events

which are related in it; as Ps. Ixxviii. 53-65; Is

xxviii. 21; Hab. iii. 11-13; Actsvii. 45; Heb. iv

8, xi. 30-32; James ii. 25. The miracles which it

relates, and particularly that of the prolongation of

the day of the battle of Makkedah, have led some
critics to entertaui a suspicion of the credibility of

the book as a history. But such an objection does

not touch the book of Joshua only. It must stand

or fall with nearly every historical book of the

Bible. Some Christians may be more or less dis-

posed by excess of candor, or a desire to conciliate

opposition, to regard as the efTect of natural and
ordinary causes, occurrences which have always

been and still are commonly regarded as miracu-

lous; and such persons cannot be blamed so long

as their views are consistent with a fair interpreta-

tion of the Bible. But it cannot be allowed that

any canonical book is the less entitled to our full

belief because it relates miracles.

The treatment of the Canaanites which is sanc-

tioned in this book has beeji denounced for its

severity by Eichhorn and earlier writers. But there

is nothing in it inconsistent with the divine at-

tribute of justice, or with God's ordinary way of

governing the world. Therefore the sanction which

is given to it does not impair the authority of this

book. Critical ingenuity has searched it in vain

for any incident or sentiment inconsistent with what

we know of the character of the age, or irrecon-

cilable with other parts of canonical Scripture.

Some discrepancies are alleged by De Wette and
HaufF to exist within the book itself, and have been

described as material differences and contradictions.

But they disappear when the words of the text are

accurately stated and weighed, and they do not

aflect the general credibility of the book. Thus, it

cannot be allowed that there is any real disagree-

ment between the statement xi. 16 and xii. 7, that

Joshua took all the land and gave it to Israel, and

the subsequent statement xviii. 3 and xvii. 1, 16,

that the people were slack to possess the land which

was given to them, and that the Canaanites were

not entirely extirpated; of course it was intended

(Ex. xxiii. 28, 30) that the peoi^e should occupy

the land by little and little. It cannot be allowed

that there is any irreconcilable contradiction be-

tween the statement xii. 10-12, that the kings of

Jerusalem and Gezer were smitten and their country

divided, and the statement, xv. 63, xvi. 10, that

their people were not extirpated for some time

afterward. It cannot be allowed that the general

statement, xi. 23, that Joshua gave the land unto

all Israel according to their divisions by their tribes,

is inconsistent with the fact (xviii. 1, xix. 51), that

niany subsequent )ears passed before the process

of division was completed, and the allotments finally

adjusted. Other discrepancies have been alleged

by Dr. Davidson, with the view not of disparaging

the credibility of the book, but of supporting the
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theory that it is a compilation from two distinct

documents. The boundaries of the different tribes,

it is said, are stated sometimes with greater, some-
times with less exactness. Now, this may be a

fault of the surveyors employed by Joshua; but it

is scarcely an inconsistency to be charged on the

writer of the book who transcribed their descrip-

tions. Again, the Divine promise that the coast

of Israel shall extend to the Euphrates (i. 4) is not

inconsistent with the fact that the country which
.Joshua was commanded to divide (xiii. 16) does not

extend so far. Again, the statement (xiii. 3) that

J^kron, etc., remained yet to be possessed is not

inconsistent with the subsequent statement (xv. 45)

that it was assigned to .Judah. Dr. Davidson gives

no proof either of his assertion that the former text

is in fact subsequent to the latter, or of his sup-

position that Ekron was in the possession of Judah
at the time of its assignment. Again, it would
seem that Dr. Davidson pushes a theory too far

when he assumes {Introd. to 0. T. G37, 6-38) that one

and the same writer would hardly denote a " tribe "

by one Hebrew word in some passages, and by a

synonymous Hebrew word in others; or that he

would not in some passages designate Moses a.s the

servant of the Lord, and in others mention IMoses

without so designating him; or that he would not

describe the same class of persons in one place as

"priests," and in another as "sons of Aaron."

Such alleged discrepancies are not sufficient either

to impair the authority of the book, or to prove

that it was not substantially the composition of one

author.

2. Scope and contents. — The book of Joshua
is a distinct whole in itself. Although to later

generations it became a standing witness of the

faithfulness of God in fulfilling his promises to

Israel, yet the immediate aim of the inspired writer

was probably of a more simple character. He
records, for the information of the nation to which

he belonged, the acts of Joshua so far as they pos-

sessed a national interest. The book was not in-

tended to be a mere ascription of praise to God,
nor a mere biography, nor a mere collection of

documents. While it serves as a link between that

which precedes, and that which follows it, it has a

distinct piu-pose, which it fulfills completely. There

is not sufficient ground for treating it as a part of

the Pentateuch, or a compilation from the same
documents as formed the groundwork of the Pen-

tateuch. The fact that its first sentence begins

with a conjunction does not show any closer con-

nection between it and the Pentateuch than exists

between Judges and it. The references in i. 8, viii,

31, xxiii. 6, xxiv. 26, to the "book of the law"
rather show that that book was distinct from

Joshua. Other references to events recorded in the

Pentateuch tend in the same direction. No quota-

tion (in the strict modern sense of the word) from

the Pentateuch can be found in Joshua, The
author quotes from memory, like the writers of the

N, T., if he quotes at all (comp. xiii. 7 with Num.
xxxiv. 13; xiii. 17 with Num. xxxii. 37; xiii. 21,

22 with Num. xxxi. 8; xiii. 14, 33, and xiv. 4 with

Deut. xviii. 1, 2; and Num. xviii. 20, xxi. with

Num. XXXV.).

Perhaps no part of Holy Scripture is more in-

jured than the first half of this book by lieing

printed in chapters and verses. The first twelve

chapters form a continuous narrative, which seems

iie\er to halt or flag. And the description is fre-

quently so minute as to show the hand not merely
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of a contemporary, but of an eye-witness. An
awful sense of the Divine Presence reigns through-

out. AVe are called out from the din and tumult
of each battle-field to listen to the still, small Voice.

The progress of events is clearly foreshadowed in

the first chapter (vv. 5, 6). Step by step we are

led on through the solemn preparation, the arduous

struggle, the crowning triumph. Moving everything

around, yet himself moved by an unseen Power, the

.Jewish leader rises high and calm amid all.

The second part of the liook (ch. xiii.-sxi.) has

been aptly compared to the Domesday-book of the

Norman conquerors of England. The documents
of which it consists were doubtless the abstract of

such reports as were supplied by the men whom
Joshua sent out (xviii. 8) to describe the land. In

the course of time it is probable that changes were
introduced into their reports— whether kept sep-

arately among the national archives, or embodied
in the contents of a book — by transcribers adapting

them to the actual state of the counti'y in later

times when political divisions were modified, new
towns sprung up, and old ones disappeared (comp.

the two lists of Levitical towns, Josh. xxi. and 1

Chr. vi. .54, Ac).
The book may be regarded as consisting of three

parts: («) the conquest of Canaan, (J) the partition

of Canaan, (c) Joshua's farewell.

a. The preparations for the war, and the passage

of the Jordan, ch. 1-5; the capture of Jericho, 6;
the conquest of the south, 7-10; the conquest of

the north, 11; recapitulation, 12,

b. Territory assigned to Reuben, Gad, and half

Manasseh, 13 ; the lot of Caleb and of the tribe of

Judah, 14, 15; Ephraim and half Manasseh, 16,

17 ; Benjamin, 18 ; Simeon, Zebulun, Issachar,

Asher, Naphtali, and Dan, 19; the appointment of

six cities of refuge, 20; the assignment of forty-

eight cities to Levi, 21 : the departure of the trans-

Jordanic tribes to their homes, 22.

c. Joshua's convocation of the people and first

address, 23; his second address at Shechem, and
his death, 24.

The events related in this book extend over a

period of about 25 years, from b. c. 1451 to 1426,

The declaration of Caleb, xiv, 10, is useful in de-

termining the chronology of the book,

3, Atit/ioi:— Nothing is really known as to the

authorship of the book. Joshua himself is generally

named as the author by the Jewish writers and tlie

Christian Fathers; and a great number of critics

acquiesce more or less entirely in that belief. But
no contemporary assertion or sufficient historical

proof of the fact exists, and it cannot be maintained

without quahfication. Other authors have been

conjectured, as Phinehas by Lightfoot; Eleazar by
Calvin; Samuel by Van Til; Jeremiah by Henry;
one of the elders who survived Joshua, by Keil,

Von Lengerke thinks it was written by some one

in the time of Josiah ; Davidson by some one in

the time of Saul, or somewhat later; Masius, Le
Clerc, Maurer, and others by some one who lived

after the Babylonish Captivity. The late date is

now advocated for the most part in connection with

a theory, which may perhaps help to explain the

composition of the Pentateuch; but which, when
applied to a book so uniform in its style as Joshua,

seems to introduce more difficulties than it removes.

It has been supposed that the book as it now stands

is a compilation from two earlier documents ; one,

the original, called Elohistic, the other supplemen-

tary, called Jeliovistic; they are distinguished by
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the names given in them to God, and by some other

eharacteristic differences on which the supporters

of the h) potliesis are not perfectly agreed. Ewald's

theory is that the Pentateuch and tlie book of

Joshua form one complete work ; that it is mainly

compiled from contemporary and ancient docu-

ments, and that it has grown into its present form

under the hands of five successive writers or editors

;

the first of whom composed his book in the time

of the judges, and the last (to whom the book of

Deuteronomy is assigned) in the time of Manasseh.

His account of these authors or compilers may be

seen in Gesch. Jsr. i. 81-174, and his method of

apportioning various parts of the book of Joshua to

the several writers in Gesch. Isr. i. 84 and ii. 299-

305. The theory of this able critic, so conjectural,

complicated, and arbitrary, has met with many
opponents, and few, if any, supporters even in his

own country.

No one would deny that some additions to the

book might be made after the death of Joshua

without detracting from the possible fact that the

book was substantially his composition. The last

verses (xxiv. 29-33) were obviously added by some

later hand. If, as is possible, though not certain,

Bome subordinate events, as the capture of Hebron,

of Debir (.Josh. xv. 13-19, and Judg. i. 10-15),

and of Leshem (.Josh. xix. 47, and Judg. xviii. 7),

and the joint occupation of Jerusalem (Josh. xv.

63, and Judg. i. 21) did not occur till after Joshua's

death, they may have been inserted in the book of

Joshua by a late transcriber. The passages xiii.

2-6, xvi. 10, xvii. 11, which also are subsequently

repeated in the book of Judges, may doubtless

describe accurately the same state of things existing

at two distinct peiiods.

The arguments which, though insufficient to

prove that Joshua was the author, yet seem to give

a preponderance in favor of him when compared
with any other person who has been named, may
be thus briefly stated: {a) It is evident (xxiv. 2G)

that Joshua could and did write some account of

at least one transaction whieh is related in this

book; (b) the numerous accounts of Joshua's inter-

course with God (i. 1, iii. 7, iv. 2, v. 2, 9, vi. 2,

vii. 10, viii. 1, x. 8, xi. 6, xiii. 1, 2, xx. 1, xxiv. 2),

and with the Captain of the Lord's Host (v. 13),

must have emanated from himself; (c) no one is

more likely than the speaker himself to have com-
mitted to writing the two addresses which were

Joshua's legacy to his people (xxiii. and xxiv.);

(ri) no one was so well qualified by his position to

describe the events related, and to collect the docu-

ments contained in the book; (e) the example of

his predecessor and master, Closes, would have sug-

gested to him such a record of his acts ; (f ) one

verse (vi. 25) must have been written by some
person who lived in the time of Joshua; and two

other verses, v. 1 and G — assuming the common
reading of the former to be con-ect— are most
fairly interpreted as written by actors in the scene.

Hiivernick's assertion that some grammatical

forms used in Joshua are less ancient than the cor-

responding forms in Judges, may be set against

Keil's list of expressions and forms which are

peculiar to this liook and the Pentateuch ; and
Ilavernick is not supported by facts when he sup-

poses that no expedition of any separate tribe against

the Canaanites could have occurred in the lifetime

of Joshua, and that the book was therefore written

jome time afterwards. It has been said that the

>xpressiou "to this day," which is found fourteen
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times in the book, presupposes so considerable an
interval of time between the occurrence of the event

and the composition of the history, that Joshua
could not have lived long enough to write in such
language. But a careful~examination of the pas-

sages will scarcely bear out that observation. For
instance, in three places (xxii. 3, xxiii. 8, 9) the

phrase denotes a period unquestionaljy included

within the twenty-five years which Joshua lived in

Canaan; in xxii. 17 it goes but a little farther back;

in iv. 9, vii. 26, viii. 29, and x. 27 it describes

certain piles of stones which he raised as still re-

maining— a remark which does not necessarily

imply that more than twenty years had elapsed

since they were raised ; and in vi. 25 it defines a

period within the lifetime of a contemporary of

Joshua, and therefore probably within his own. In

the remaining passages (viii. 28, xiii. 13, xiv. 14,

XV. 63, xvi. 10) there is nothing which would make
it impossible that Joshua should have used this

expression.

4. There is extant a Samaritan book of Joshua

in the Arabic language. It was printed for the

first time at Leyden in 1848, with the title " Liber

Josuae; Chronicon Samaritanum, edidit, Latine

vertit, etc., T. G. J. JuynboU." Its contents were

known previously from the accounts given of it by
Hottinger and others. It was written in the 13th

century. It recounts the late acts of Moses ampli-

fied from the book of Numbers, a history of Joshua

interspersed with various legends, portions of the

Jewish law, and several imconnected historical pas-

sages more or less falsified, extending down to the

time of Hadrian.

5. Literature. — The best Commentary which is

accessible to the English reader is the translation

of Keil's Commentitry on Joshua (Clark, Edin-

burgh, [1857.] ) A complete list of commentaries

may be found in Kosenmiiller's Scholia. Among
the Fathers, Ephrem Syrus has written an expla-

nation, and Augustine and Theodoret have discussed

questions connected with the book. The following

commentaries may be selected as most useful :
—

That of Jiirclii or Rashi (Solomon ben Isaac),

translated into Lafin by Ijreithaupt, Gotha;, 1710;

the commentary of Masius, Antwerp, 1574, inserted

in the Critici Sacri; those of Le Clerc, Amster-

dam, 1708; Rosenmiiller, Leipsic, 1833; and Keil,

Erlangen, 1847. W. T. B.

* Other commentators who should be mentioned

are Maurer, Comm. in Vet. Test.i. 97-126 (1835);

Knobel, Die Biicher Numeii, Deuteron. u. Josua

crkldrt, Leipz. 1861 (Lief. xiii. of the Kurzgef.

exeget. Handb. zum A. T.); Keil and Delitzsch,

Bibl. Covini. lib. d. A. T. , Theil ii. Bd. i. (.losua,

Richter u. Ruth, von Keil), Leipz. 1863, English

transl. Edin. 1865; Chr. A\'ordsw()rth, Holy Bible

tuith Notes, etc., ii. pt. i. 1-74 (Lond. 1865); and

in our own country, George Bush, Notes Critical

and Practiced, on the Books of Joshua and Judges,

N. Y. 1838. See also Baumgarten's art. Josua,

in Herzog's Real-Encyk. vii. 38-43; J. L. Konig,

Altlestamentliche Studien, Heft 1 (Meurs, 1836);

Bertheau, on Joshua's wars and conquest of Canaan,

Ziir Gesch. der Israeliten, pp. 266-273 (GiJtt.

1842); Kurtz, Gesch. des A. Bundes, vol. ii., Eng-

lish transl. by Edersheim, Edin. 1859; Ewald,

Gesch. des Volkes Israel, 3^ Ausg. ii. 322 ff., English

transl. by INIartineau, Lond. 1868; Blcek, Einl. in

das A. test. pp. 311-332; Keil's E'iid. in das A.

Test. pp. 142-153; Palfrey's Lectures on the Jeio-

ish Scriptures, n-H^-liZ; Davidson's Introd. to
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the Old Test. i. 409-448 ; and Rawlinson's Histori-

cal Evidences, etc., Lect. iii. See also the litera-

ture under Pentateuch.
We have some words from Ritter respecting tlie

geographical and historical accuracy of the book of

Joshua, which deserve attention. The subject of

the book being tlie subjugation and conquest of the

land of Canaan, its predominant character, as he

remarks, must from the nature of the case be geo-

graphical. But beyond this it is true also that the

entire political and religious life of the Hebrews

was interwoven in the closest manner, like a piece

of network, with the geography of the country; far

more so than is true of modern European nations

;

so that, especially at this time when we know so

much of the topography of Palestine, we are al)le

to subject the history to a rigorous scrutiny. The

test has been applied, and the result has been to es-

tablish the accuracy of the book even in minute

details, and comparatively unimportant and trivial

local relations. Its notices, not only of distinct

regions, but of valleys, fountains, mountains, vil-

lages, have been confirmed, often with surprising

certainty and particularity. The great geographer

refers as an example of this to the account of

Joshua's second campaign in the south of Palestine

(Josh. xi. ]G ft'. XV. 21, ft".). He shows that the

division of the country there into five parts, the

scene of that expedition, rests upon a basis in na-

ture, upon a diversity of geographical position

which none but an eye-witness could have remarked,

and which modern travellers find to be entirely

characteristic of the region still. He shows, in

addition to this general accuracy in the outline,

that the specialities are equally true; that many

of the cities and towns which are mentioned have

remained imder their ancient names to the present

day, and also occur together in groups, precisely

in the manner that the sacred writers represent

them as having been arranged of old. This agree-

ment between the Old Testament records in general

and the geography of the land as now more and more

fully illustrated, furnishes an important evidence

of their authenticity. {Kin Blick auf Palastina

und seine Chrisiliche Bevolkerunrj, Berlin, 1852.1

On no side perhaps has this book been so vio-

lently assailed as that of its morality involved in the

mission of Joshua to subdue and extirpate the aVio-

riginal Canaanites. The reader will find some very

pertinent remarks on this subject, in Dean Stanley's

History of the Jeieish Church, i. 278 fF. (Amer. ed.).

We quote, after his example, a few sentences from

one of Dr. Arnold's Sermons on the Wars of the

Israelites (vi. 35 ti'.): " It is better that the wicked

should be destroyed a hundred times over than that

they should tempt those who areas yet inhocent to

join their company. Let us but think what might

have been our fate, and the fate of every other na-

tion under heaven at this hour, had the sword of

the Israelites done its work more sparingly. E\en

as it was, the small portions of the Canaanites who

were left, and the nations around them, so tempted

the Israelites by their idolati'ous practices, that we

read continually of the whole people of (iod turn-

ing away from his service. But had the heathen

lived in the land in equal numbers, and, still more,

had they intermarried largely with the Israelites,

how was it possible, humanly speaking, that any

sparks of the light of God's truth should have

survived to the coming of Christ ? . . . .

" They seem of very small importance to us now,

— those perpetual contests with the Canaanites and
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the Midianites and the Ammonites and the Philis-

tines, with which the books of Joshua and Judges

and Samuel are almost filled. We may half wonder

that God should have interfered in such quarrels,

or have changed the course of nature, in order to

give one of the nations of Palestine the victory over

another. But in these contests, on the fate of one

of these nations of Palestine, the happiness of the

human race depended. The Israelites fought not for

themselves only, but for us. . . . They did God's

work; they preserved unhurt the seed of eternal

life, and were the ministers of blessing to all other

nations, even though they themselves failed to en-

joy it." H.

JOSI'AH (Jin^trS""' [Jehovah heals or

sows:] 'lojo-ias; [Vat. almost everywhere Icotrfias

;

Sin. 1 in Zeph. i. 1, lovatas'-] Josias). 1. The son

of Anion and Jedidah, succeeded his father u. c.

641, in the eighth year of his age. and reigned 31

years. His history is contained in 2 K. xxii.-xxiii.

30; 2 Chr. xxxiv., xxxv. ; and the first twelve

chapters of Jeremiah throw much light upon the

general character of the Jews in his days.

He began in the eighth year of his reign to seek

the Lord; and in his twelfth year, and for six years

afterwards, in a personal progress throughout all

the land of Judali and Israel, he destroyed every-

where high places, groves, images, and all outward

signs and relics of idolatry. Those which Solomon

and Ahaz had built, and even Hezekiah had spared,

and those which Manasseh had set up more re-

cently, now ceased to pollute the land of Judah

;

and in Israel the purification began with Jeroboam's

chapel at Bethel, in accordance with the remarka-

ble prediction of the disobedient fffophet, by whom
Josiah was called by name three centuries before

his birth (1 K. xiii. 2). The Temple was restored

under a special conmiission ; and in the course of

the repairs Hilkiah the priest [Hilkiah] found

that Iiook of the Law of the Lord which quickened

so remarkably the ardent zeal of the king. The
question as to the contents of that book has been

discussed elsewhere; in forming an opinion on it

we should bear in mind that it is very difficult for

us in this age and country to estimate the scanti-

ness of the o])portunities which were then open to

laymen of acquiring literary knowledge coimected

with religion. The special commission sent forth

by Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xvii. 7) is a proof that even

under such kings as Asa and his son, the Levites

were insufficient for the religious instruction of the

people. What then must have been the amount

of information accessible to a generation which had

grown up in the reigns of IManasseh and Anion?

We do not know that the Law was read as a stated

part of any ordinary public service in the Temple

of Solomon (unless the injunction. Dent. xxxi. 10,

was obeyed once in seven years), though God was

worshipped there with daily sacrifice, psalmody,

and prayer. The son of Anion began only when

lie was sixteen years old to seek the God of David,

and for ten years he devoted all his active energies

to destroying the gross external memorials of idola^

try throughout his dominions, and to strengthen-

ing and multiplying the visible signs of true religion.

It is not surprising that in the 26th year of his age

he should find the most awful words in which God

denounces sin come home to his heart on a partic-

ular occasion with a new and strange power, and

that he should send to a prophetess to inquire in

what decree of closeness those words were to be
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applied to himself and his generation. That he

had never read the words is probable. But his

conduct is no sufficient proof tliat he had never

heard them before, or that he was not aware of the

existence of a " Book of tlie law of the Lord."

The great day of Josiali's Ufe was that ou which

he and his people, in the eigliteenth year of his

reign, entered into a special covenant to keep the

law of the Lord, and celebrated tlie feast of the

Passover at Jerusalem with more munificent offer-

ings, better arranged services, and a larger con-

course of worshippers than had been seen on afly

previous occasion.

After this, his endeavors to abolish every trace

of idolatry and superstition were still carried on.

But the time drew near which had been indicated

by Huldah (2 K. xxii. 20). When Pharaoh-

Necho went from Egypt to Carchemish to carry on

his war against Assyria (comp. Herodotus, ii. 159),

Josiali, possibly in a spirit of loyalty to the Assyr-

ian king, to whom he may have been bound,« op-

posed his march along the sea-coast. Necho reluc-

tantly paused and gave him battle in the Valley of

Esdraelon ; and the last good king of .ludah was

carried wounded from Hadadrimmon, to die before

he could arrive at .Jerusalem.

He was buried with extraordinary honors ; and

a funeral dirge, in part composed by Jeremiah,

which the affection of his subjects sought to per-

petuate as an annual solemnity, was chanted prob-

ably at Hadadrimmon. Compare the narrative in

2 Chr. XXXV. 2-5 with the allusions in Jer. xxii. 10,

18, and Zech. xii. 11, and with Jackson, On the

Creed, bk. viii. ch. 23, p. 878. The prediction of

Huldah, that he should " be gathered into the

grave in peace," must be interpreted in accordance

with the explanation of that phrase given in Jer.

xxxiv. 5. Some excellent remarks on it may be

found in .Jackson, On Ihe Creed, bk. xi. ch. 30, p.

6G4-. .Josiah's reformation and his death are com-
mented on by Bishop Hall, Conteinplations on the

0. T. bk. XX.

It was in the reign of .i'osiah that a nomadic
horde of Scythians overran Asia (Herodotus, i.

101-lOG). A detachment of them went towards

Egypt by the way of Philistia : somewhere soutli-

ward of Ascalon they were met by messengers from

Psammetichus and induced to turn back. They
are not mentioned in the historical accounts of

Josiah's reign. But Ewald {Die Psnlmen, 165)

conjectures that the 59th Psalm was composed by
king Josiah during a siege of Jerusalem by these

Scythians. The town Beth-shan is said to derive

its Greek name, Scythopolis (Keland. P(d. 992;
Lightfoot, Chor. Mnrc. vii. § 2), from these inva-

ders. Tlie facility with which .Josiah appears to

have extended his authority in tlie land of Israel is

adduced as aij indication that the xVssyrian con-

querors of that land were themselves at this time

under the restraining fear of some enemy. The
prophecy of Zephaniah is considered to have b^en

written amid the terror caused by their approach.

The same people are described at a later period by
Ezekiel (xxviii.). See Ewald, Gesch. hr. iii. G89.
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a Such is at least tlie conjecture of Prideaux {Con-
nexion, anno 610), and of Mihnau (H(><or// oyrto Jew^,

i. 31.3). But the Bible ascribes no such chivalrous

motive to .Josiah : and it does not occur to Josephus,

who attributes {Ant. x 5, § 1) Josiah's resistance

aierely to Fate urgiiij:; liiui to destruction ; nor to the

tuthor of 1 Esdr. i. 28, wlio describes him as acting

ffiUfuUy against Jeremiah's advice ; nor to Ewald, who

Abarbanel (ap. Eisenmenger, Ent. Jud. i. 858)
records an oral tradition of the Jews to the effect

that the Ark of the Covenant, which Solomon de-

posited in the Temple (1 K. vi. 19), was removed
and hidden by Josiah, in expectation of the de-

struction of the Temple; and that it will not be

brought again to light until the coming of Mes-
siah. W. T. B.

2. The son of Zephaniah, at whose house the

prophet Zechariah was commanded to assemble the

chief men of the Captivity, to witness the solemn

and symbolical crowning of Joshua the high-priest

(Zech. vi. 9). It has been conjectured that Josiah

was either a goldsmith, or treasurer of the Temple,

or one of the keepers of the Temple, who received

the money offered by the worshippers, but nothing

is known of him. Possibly he was a descendant

of Zephaniah, the priest mentioned in Jer. xxi. 1,

xxxvii. 3, and if Hen in Zech. vi. 11 be a proper

name, which is doubtful, it probaUy refers to the

same person, elsewhere called Josiah. W. A. W.

JOSI'AS. 1. ('lojo-ias; [Vat. loxreiay; so

Sin. in Ecclus. and Matt., and l>achni. Tisch.

Treg. in Matt.:] Josias.) Josiali, king of Judah

(1 Esdr. i. 1, 7, 18, 21-23, 25, 28, 29, 32-34; Ecclu.s

xlix. 1, 4; Bar. i. 8; Matt. i. 10, 11).

2. ('leo-i'as; [Vat. with preceding word Aafxea-

ias;] Alex, l^craias- Maasias.) Jeshaiah the

son of Athaliah (1 Esdr. viii. 33; comp. Ezr.

viii. 7).

JOSIBFAH (n^ntpV, i. e. Joshibiah [Je-

hovnh maJces to dwell]: 'Acra^Sia; [Vat.] Alex.

laa^ia'- Josabias), the father of Jehu, a Sinieon-

ite, descended from that branch of the tribe of

which Shiniei was the foundffl-, and which after-

wards became most numerous (1 Chr. iv. 35).

JOSIPHFAH (n^T?'"''' [^f>om Jehovah

rtcZffe r= Joseph] : 'laiaecpia [Vat. -cpeia] Josphias),

the fother or ancestor of Shelomith, who returned

with Ezra (Ezr. viii. 10). A word is evidently

omitted in the first part of the verse, and is sup-

plied both by the LXX. and the Syr., as well as by

the compiler of 1 Esdr. viii. 3(!. The LXX. supply

Baavl, J. e. ""iS, which, from its resemblance to

the preceding word ''^S, might easily have been

omitted by a transcriber. The verse would then

read, " of the sons of Bani, Shelomith the son of

Josiphiah." In the Syriac Shelomith is repeated,

but this is not likely to have been correct. .Josi-

phiah is called in Esdras Josapiiias.

* JOTAP'ATA ClcoTciTraTo), a famous for-

tress in tialilee, which figured largely in the early

post-Biblical Jewish history. Josephus, who com-
manded the forces in it, and was captured there, has

given a fuU description of the place, which he had

fortified, and of the siege by Vespasian, in which

40,000 persons perished before it was reduced. {B.

J. iii. 7 ff.) The site, which had been searched for

by modern travelers, was discovered liy Schultz in

1847, and identified with the modern Jejut — an

{Gesch. Isr. iii. 707) conjectures that it may have been

tlie constant aim of Josiah to restore not only the rit-

ual, but also the kingdom of David in its full extent

and indejiendence, and that he attaclted Necho as an in-

vader of what he considered as his northern dominions,

This conjecture, if equally probable with the former,

is equally without adequate support in tlio Bible, and

is somewhat derogatory to the character of Josiah.
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uninhabited Tell, about fifteen miles southeast from

Akka. The spot was visited and described by Dr.

llobinson in 1853 {Later Bibl. lUs. p. 105 ft'.),

who also identifies it with the Jiphthah-el of

Joshua. [JlPHTIIAH-EL.] S. W.

JOT'BAH (nrir;^ {goodne?sy. 'UTel3a;

[Vat. Ie(T€j8aA;] Ales. leraxaA: Jos. 'laflarrj:

Jetthn), the native place of ^leshiillemeth, the queen

of Jlanasseh, and mother of Anion king of Judah

(2 K. xxi. 19). The place is not elsewhere named
as a town of Palestine, and is generally identified

with Jotbath, or Jotbatbah, mentioned below. This

there is nothing either to prove or disprove. [G.]

JOT'BATH or JOT'BATHAH C^A^?!?^
[goodness, pleasantness]: "ErePada:, [Vat. in Deiit.

Tai^ada, in Num. Vat.i 2eT€/8a0a;] Alex.

UTi^adav, [or -da: Jelebat/ia], Dent. x. 7; Num.
xxxiii. o->), a desert station of the IsraeUtes: it is

described as '-a land of torrents of waters; " there

are several confluences of wadies on the W. of the

Arabah, any one of which might in the rainy sea-

son answer the description, and would agree with

the general locality. H. H.

JO'THAM (Cn'l'' [Jehovah is ujn-iyht]:

'icoddafx; [Vat. luaOaV, Alex, in ver. 5, lada/j.,

ver. 21, laiOaiJ.'-] Joatham). 1. The youngest son

of Gideon (.ludg. ix. 5, [7, 21, 57]), who escaped

when his bretiiren, to tlie number of G9 persons,

were slain at Ophrah by their half-biother Abime-
lech. When this bloody act of Abimelech had
secured his election as king, Jotliam, ascending

Mount Gerizim, boldly uttered, in the hearing of

the men of Shechem, his well-known warning para-

ble of the reign of tlie bramble. Nothing is known
of him afterwards, except that he dwelt at Beeu.

2. ['Ia>a0a/i, 'IwaSav-, Vat. 2 K. xv. 5, 7, 32,

IciivaQav, and so Alex. 2 K. xv. 30, 1 Chr. iii.

12, 2 Chr. xxvi. 23; Alex. 1 Chr. v. 17, loiOav--

Jo tthan, Jiiatltam.'] The son of king tJzziah or

Azariah and Jerushah. After administering the

kingdom for some years during his father's lep-

losy, he succeeded to the throne b. c. 758, when
be was 25 years old, and reigned Iti years in Je-

rusalem. He was contemporary with Pekali and
with the prophet Isaiah. His history is contained

in 2 K. XV. and 2 Chr. xxvii. He did right in the

sight of the Lord, and his reign was prosperous,

although the high-places were not removed. He
built the high gate of the Temple, made some ad-

ditions to the wall of Jerusalem, and raised forti-

fications in various jjarts of Judah. After a war

with the Ammonites he compelled them to pay him
the tribute they had been accustomed to pay his

father. Towards the end of his reign Eezin king

of Damascus, and Pekah, begaii to assume a

threatening attitude towards Judah. W. T. U.

3. A descendant of Judah, son of Jahdai (1 Chr.

ii. 47).

* JOURNEY, Day's. [Day's Joueney,
Amer. ed.]

* JOURNEY, Sabbath-day's. [Sabbath.]

JOZ'ABAD. 1. {"{'^ir' [gift of Jehovahy.

'I6)fo/3a0; [Vat. FA. TcoCTa^ae;] Alex. Ia)(,a/3aS:

Jozabad.) A captain of the thousands of Manas-

seh, who deserted to David before the battle of

Gilboa, and assisted him in his pursuit of the ma
rauding band of Amalekites (1 Chr. xii. 20). One

^f Kcnnicotfs MSS. reads "IDH^, t. e. Jochabar.

JOZACHAR
2. ('Ia)(ro/3ai'e; [FA. Ia)o-o/3e0;] Alex, iw^a-

l3fS.) A hero of Manasseh, like the preceding

(1 Chr. xii. 20).

3. ('IcoJ,a/8a5; [Jut. E^o/SaS;] Alex. loiCa^ad,

in 2 Chr. xxxi. 13.) A Levite in the reign of

Hezekiah, who was one of the overseers of offerings

and dedicated things in the Temple, under Cononiah

and Shimei, after the restoration of the true

worship.

4. {Jozabad.) One of the princes of the Levites,

who held the same office as the preceding, and took

part in the great Passover kept at Jerusalem in the

reign of Josiah (2 Chr. xxxv. 9).

5. [Jozabed.] A Levite, son of Jeshua, who
assisted Meremoth and Eleazar in registering the

number and weight of the vessels of gold and silver

belonging to the Temple, which they brought with

them from Babylon (Ezr. viii. 33). He is called

JosABAD in the parallel narrative of 1 Esdr. viii.

63, and is probably identical with 7.

6. ('Ia)^o/8o5 in Ezra; 'n.K6Sri\os in 1 Esdr.

ix. 22: Jozabed.) A priest of the sons of Pashur,

who had married a foreigner on the return from

the Captivity (Ezr. x. 22). He appears as Ocidelus
in the A. V. of 1 Esdr.

7. ('I&)^u/3o5os [Vat. IwCa&Sos] in 1 Esdr. ix.

23: Jozabed, Ezr. x. 22; Jontbdiis, 1 Esdr. ix. 23.)

A Levite among those who returned with Ezra and

had married foreign wives. He is probably iden-

tical with Jozabad the Levite, who assisted when
the law was read by Ezra (Neh. viii. 7); and with

Jozabad, one of the heads of the Levites who pre-

sided over the outer work of the Temple (Neh. xi.

IG). W. A. W.

JOZ'ACHAR ("l^r"^ [whom Jehovah re-

members] : 'le^ipxi^P !
[Vat. lefeixop ;] Alex.

laiCaYo-p' Josachiir), the .son of Shimeath the

Ammonitess, and one of the murderers of Joash

king of Judah (2 K. xii. 21). The writer of the

Chronicles (2 Chr. xxiv. 26) calls him Zabau,
which is nothing more than a clerical error for

Jozachar: the first syllable being omitted in con-

sequence of the final letters of the preceding word

Vhv. In 18 MSS. of Kennicott's collation the

name in the Kings is ^2TV, i. e. Jozaliad, and

the same is the reading of 32 I\ISS. collated by De
Rossi. Another MS. in De Rossi's possession had

^^t'l"', l. e. Jozachad, and one collated by Ken-

nicott "intV, or Jozabar, which is the reading of

the Peshito-Syriac. Burrington concludes that the

original form of the word was "T3TV, or Jozabad

;

but for this there does not seem sufficient reason,

as the name would then be all but identical with

that of the IMoabite Jehozabad, who was the ac-

compUce of Jozachar in the murder. It is uncer-

tain whether their conspiracy was prompted by a

personal feeling of revenge for the death of Zecha-

riah, as Josephus intimates {Ant. ix. 8, § 4), or

whether they were urged to it by the family of

Jehoiada. The care of the chronicler to show that

they were of foreign descent seems almost intended

to disarm a suspicion that the king's assassination

was an act of priestly vengeance. But it is more

likely that the conspiracy had a different origin

altogether, and that the king's murder was regarded

by the chronicler as an instance of Divine retribu-

tion. On the accession of Amaziah the conspirators

were executed. W. A. W.
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JOZ'ADAK (P^^'l'* {Jehovan righteous]:

'lwffe5(K; [Vat. in Neh., EiaxTeSeK'-} Josedec),

Ezr. iii. 2, 8, v. 2, x. 18 ; Neh. xii. 26. The name

is a contraction of Jehozadak.

JU'BAL (73^"^ [sotuid, blast of trumpets']:

'lov^dx: Jtilxil), a son of Lamech by Adah, and

the inventor of the " harp and organ " (Gen. iv.

21 ; kinmr veih/ab, probably general terms for

stringed and wind instruments). His name appears

to be connected with this subject, springing from

the same root as yobel, "jubilee." That the in-

ventor of musical instruments should be the brother

of him who introduced the nomad life, is strictly

in accordance with the experience of the world.

The connection between music and the pastoral life

is indicated in the traditions of the Greeks, which

ascribed the invention of the pipe to Pan and of

the lyre to Apollo, each of them being also devoted

to pastoral pursuits. W. L. B.

JUBILEE, THE YEAR OF (n?^

^II^^'l^? and simply 73V : iros rrjs a(pe<Teajs,

aiiiffews ai)ixa(na, and &(pi(ns: annus jubilcei, and

jubiheiis), tlie fiftieth year after the succession of

seven sabbatical years, in whicli all the land which

had been alienated returned to the families of those

to whom it had been allotted in the original dis-

tribution, and all bondmen of Hebrew blood were

liberated. The relation in which it stood to the

a Ewald observes that vv. 17-22 in this chapter

should be read immediately after ver. 7, since they

carry on the account of the sabbatical year, aud have
no reference to the year of J ubilee.

li It does not seem Ukely that the rites of solemn
Iiumiliation which marked the great fast of the year

were disturbed. The joyful souud probably burst

forth iu the afternoon, when the high-priest had
brought the services of Atonement to a couelusiou.

The contrast between the quiet of the day and the

loud blast of the trumpets at its close, must have ren-

dered deeply impressive the hallowing of the year of

release from poverty and bondage. But Hupfeld is so

offended with the incongruity of this arrangement,

that lie would fain repair what he thinks must be a
defect in the Hebrew text, in order that he may put

back the commencement of the year of Jubilee from
the Cay of Atonement, on the 10th, to the Feast of

Trumpets, on the 1st of Tisri. " Hie (;. e. in ver. 9)

vetus meuduni latere suspicor, forte in diei numero,

TmjVS, primitus positum (pro "THSiS) cui deinde

glossa accessit 'die expiationis '
" {Comment, de vera

/est. rat. pt. iii. p 20). In the same vein of criticism,

considering that the rest of tlie soil is alien to the idea

of the Jubilee, he would expunge ver. II as an inter-

polation, lie is disposed to deal still more freely with

that part of the chapter which relates to the sabbatical

year.

c The trumpets used in the proclamation of the

Jubilee appear to have been curved horns, not the

long, straiglit trumpets represented on the arch of
Titus, and which, according to Hengstenberg {E'^ypt

and the Books of Moaes, p. 131, Eug. trans.), are the

only ones represented in Egyptian sculptures and

paintings. The straight trumpet was called m^^jn
T : -;'

the other, "1S"lti7 and
'J^p..

The Jubilee horns

used in the siege of Jericho are called iTTHD^ti?

Q'^73'l*n (Josh. vi. 4); and, collectively, in the

following verse, 731T1 l^'P- X^'^^ I^^'' "Q Josh.
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sabbatical year and the general directions for its

observance are given Lev. xxv. 8-16 and 23-55."

Its bearing on lands dedicated to Jehovah is stated

Lev. xxvii. 16-25. There is no mention of the

Jubilee in the book of"Deuteronomy, and the only

other reference to it in the Pentateuch is in the

appeal of the tribe of ]Manasseh, on account of the

daughters of Zelophehad (Num. xxxvi. 4: see be-

low, § VI. note d).

II. The year was inaugurated on the Day of

Atonement ^ with the blowing of trumpets c through-

out the land, and by a proclamation of universal

liberty.

1. The soil was kept under the same condition

of rest as had existed during the preceding sab-

batical year. There was to be neither ploughing,

sowing, nor reaping; but the chance produce was

to be left for the use of all comers. [Sabhatical
Year.]

2. Every Israelite returned to " his possession

and to his family; " that is, he recovered his right

in the land originally allotted to the fomily of which

he was a member, if he, or his ancestor, had parted

with it.

(«.) A strict rule to prevent fraud and injustice

in such transactions is laid down : if a Hebrew,

urged by poverty,'' had to dispose of a field, the

price was determined according to the time of the

sale in reference to the approach of the next Jubilee.

The transfer was thus, not of the land itself, but

of the usufruct for a limited time. Deduction was

vi. 4.) It is not quite certain whether they were the

horns of oxen or formed of metal (Krauold, p. .50), but

the latter seems by far more probable. Connected with

the mistake as to the origin of the word /^T* (which

will be noticed below), was the notion that they were

rams' horns. R. Jehuda, in the Mishna, says that the

horns of rams (D'^IDt) were used at the Feast of

Trumpets, and those of wild goats (D'^vl?"') at the

Jubilee. But Maimonides and Bartenora say that

rams' horns were used on both occasions {Rosh Ha-
shaiin, p. 342, edit. Suren.). Bochart aud others have

justly objected that the horns of rams, or those of

wild goats, would form but sorry trumpets. [Cornet.]

It is probable that on this, as on other occasions

of public proclamation, the trumpets were blown by

the priests, in accordance with Num. x. 8. (See

Kranold, Comment, de Jiihilce.o, p. 50 ; with whom
agree Ewald, Bahr, and most modern writers.) Biihr

supposes that, at the proclamation of the Jubilee, the

trumpets were blown in all the priests' cities and
wherever a priest might be living

;
while, on the Feast

of Trumpets, they were blown only in the Temple.

Maimonides says that every Hebrew at the Jubilee

blew nine blasts, so as to make the trumpet literally

" sound throughout the land " (Lev. xxv. 9). Such a
usage may have existed, as a mere popular expression

of rejoicing, but it could have been no es.sential part

of the ceremony.
'/ It would seem that the Israelites never parted

with their laud except from the pressure of poverty.

The objection of Naboth to accept the offer of Ahab

(1 K. xxi. 1), appears to exemplify the sturdy feeling

of a substantial Hebrew, who would have felt it to be

a shame and a sin to give up any part of his patri-

mony— "The Lord forbid it me that I should give

the inheritance of my fathers to thee." If Michaelis

had felt as most Englishmen do in such matters, he

would have had more respect for the conduct of Na-

both. (See Comment, on the Mosaic Law, art. 73.)

But the conduct of Naboth has been questioned on

different ground in a dissert.itiou by S. Andreas, in th«

Critici Sacri, vol. xiii. p. 603.
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B3stematically made on account of the number of

sabbatical years, which would deprive the purchaser

oi certain crops within that period/'

(6.) The possession of the field could, at any time,

be recovered by the original proprietor, if his cir-

cumstances improved, or by his next of kin * (7^3,

i. e. mte who redeems). 'J'he price to be paid for

its redemption was to be fixed according to the

same equitable rule as the price at which it had

been purchased (ver. 16).

(c.) Houses in walled cities'' were not subject to

the law of Jubilee, but a man who sold his house

could redeem it at any time within a full year of

the time of its sale. After that year, it became the

absolute property of the purchaser.

((/.) Houses and buildings in villages, or in the

country, being regarded as essentially connected

with the cultivation of the land, were not excepted,

but returned in the Jubilee with the land on which

they stood.

(e. ) The Levitical cities were not, in respect to

this law, reckoned with walled towns. If a Levite

sold the use of his house, it reverted to him in the

Jubilee, and he might redeem it at any previous

time. The lands in the suburbs of the Levites'

cities could not be parted with under any condition,

and were not therefore affected by the law of Jubilee

(ver. 34).

(/.) If a man had sanctified a field of his patri-

mony unto the Lord, it could be redeemed at any

time before the next year of Jubilee, on his paying

one fifth in addition to the worth of the crops,

rated at a stated valuation (Lev. xxvii. 19). If not

so redeemed, it became, at the Jubilee, devoted for

ever. If the man had previously sold the usufruct

of the field to another, he lost all right to redeem

it (vv. 20, 21).

(//.) If he who had purchased the usufruct of a

field sanctified it, he could redeem it till the next

Jubilee, that is, as long as his claim lasted; but it

then, as justice required, returned to the original

proprietor (ver. 22-24).

3. All Israelites who had become bondmen, either

totheir countrymen, or to resident foreigners, were

set free in the Jubilee (Lev. xxv. 40, 41), when it

happened to occur before their seventh year of servi-

tude, in which they became free by the operation

of another law (Ex. xxi. 2). Those who were bound

to resident foreigners might redeem themselves, if

they obtained the means, at any time; or they

might be redeemed by a relation. Even the bond-

man who had submitted to the ceremony of having

his ears bored (Ex. xxi. G ) had his freedom at the

Jubilee.''

Such was the law of the year of Jubilee, as it is

given in the Pentateuch. It was, of course, like

the kw of the salibatical year, and that of those

rites of the great festivals which pertain to agricul
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ture, delivered proleptically. The same formula is

used— "When ye be come into the land which

I give unto you " — both in Lev. xxv. 2, and Lev.

xxiii. 10.

HI. Josephus {Ant. iii. 12, § 3) states that all

debts were remitted in the year of Jubilee, while

the Scripture speaks of the remission of debts only

in connection with the sabbatical year (Dent. xv.

1, 2). [S.\RBATiCAL Yeak.] He also describes

the terms on which the holder of a piece of land

resigned it in the Jubilee to the original proprietor.

The former (he says) produced a statement of the

value of the crops, and of the money which he had

laid out in tillage. If the expenses proved to be

more than the worth of the produce, the balance

was paid by the proprietor before the field was re-

stored. But if the balance was on the other side,

the proprietor simply took back the field, and al-

lowed him who had hi-ld it to retain the profit.

Philo {Da Septeimrio, cc. 13, 14, vol. v. p. 37,

edit. Tauch.) gives an account of the Jubilee agree-

ing with that in Leviticus, and says nothing of the

remission of debts.

«

IV. There are several very difficult questions

connected with the Jubilee, of which we now pro-

ceed to give a brief view :
—

1. Oriyhi of the word Jubilee. — The doubt on

this point appears to be a very old one. The He-
brew word is treated by the LXX. in dift'erent

modes. They have retained it untranslated in Josh,

vi. 8, 13 (whwe we find Keparivat rod 'loj/SrjA, and

a-dATTiy^ rod 'loiyS^^A). In Lev. xxv. they generally

render it by cKpfais, or afpiamis ai)ixa.(Ti.a: but

where the context suits it, by <pwvi] iraXmyyo^.
In Ex. xix. 13 they have at (pwval Ka\ ai (rdAirLy-

yes- The Vulgate retains the original word in

Lev. xxv., as well as in Josh. vi. (" buccin£e quarum
usus est in Jubilaeo"), and [renders it] by bucdna

in Ex. xix. 13. It seems, therefore, beyond doubt

that uncertainty respecting the word must have

been felt when the most ancient versions of the

(). T. were made.
Nearly all of the manj' conjectures which have

been hazarded on the subject are directed to explain

the word exclusively in its bearing on the year of

Jubilee. This course has been taken by Josephus

— iAfvOepiav 5e ffrifialvei rovvofia'-, and by St.

Jerome— Jobel est demittens mil mittens. JJIany

modern writers have exercised their ingenuity in

the same track. Now in all such attempts at ex-

planation there must lie an anachronism, as the

word is used in Ex. xix. 13, before the institution

of the Law, where it can have nothing to do with

the year of Jubilee, or its observances. The ex-

pression there used is V^^'H TftCpS ;
similar

to that in Josh. vi. 5, b?"^*!! "J^p.^ Tl^'»?.

The question seems to be, can vS'^'^ here mean

a This must be the meaniug of the price being cal-

culated on " the years of fruits," nS^SH"'^-?^"'

(Lev. xxv. 15, 16), the years of tillage, exclusive' of the

years of rest.

h Kranold observes (p. 54) that there is no record

of the god ever exercising his right till after the death

of him who had sold the field. But the infereuce

that the goel could not previously exercise his power

seems to be hardly warranted, aud is opposed to what

is perhaps the simplest interpretation of Ruth iv. 3, 4.

See note 6, § V.

c A Jewish tradition, preserved by Maimonides and

others, states that no cities were thus reckoned, as

regards the Jubilee, but such as were walled in the

time of Joshua. According to this, Jerusalem was

excluded.

d Maimonides says that the interval between the

Feast of Trumpets and the Day of Atonement, in the

year of Jubilee, was a time of riotous rejoicing to all

servants. If there is any truth in the tradition that

he records (which is in itself probable enough), the

eight days must have been a sort of Saturnalia.

f The Mishna contains nothing on the Jubilee but

unimportant scattered notices, though it has a con-

siderable treatise on the sabbatical year {Shfbiith)
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the peculiar sound, or the instrument for producing

the sound? Ewald favors the latter notion, and

so does (lesenius (T/ies. sub Tl^'tt), following the

old versions (with which our own agrees), though

under 73'^ he explains V2V as clanrjor. De

Wette inclines the same way, rendering the words

in Ex. xix. 13— '> beim Blasen des Jobelliorns."

Luther translates the same words— " wenn es wird

aber laiige tiinen" (though he is not consistent

with himself in rendering Josh. vi. 5);— Btilir ren-

ders tliem, " cum trahetur sonus," and most recent

critics agree with him. It would follovv from this

view that what is meant in Joshua, when the

trumpet is expressly mentioned, is, " When the

sound called Jubilee (whatever that may be) is

pi-olonged on the horn." "

As regards the derivation of the word, it is now

very generally ascribed to the root VH'^, " undavit,

copiose et cum quodam impetu fluxit." Hence

Kranold explains ^2"^^' " ''^ quod magno strepitu

fluit " ; and he adds, " duplex igitur in ea radice vis

distinguitur, fluendi et sonandi altera in 7^2^

(diluvium), Gen. vi. 17, altera in V2^"^ (artis

musicae inventor), Gen. iv. 21, conspicua." The
meaning of Jubilee would thus seem to be, « rush-

ing, penetratinij smmdfi But in the uncertainty,

which, it must be allowed, exists, our translators

have taken a safer course by retaining the original

word in Lev. xxv. and xxvii., than that which was

taken by Luther, who has rendered it by Halljuhr.

2. Was the Jubilee every i'3th or bOih year 'i
—

If the plain words of Lev. xxv. 10 are to be fol-

lowed, this question need not be asked. The state-

ment that the Jubilee was the 50th year, after the

succession of seven weeks of years, and that it was

distinguished from, not identical with, the seventh

sabbatical year, is as evident as language can make
it. But the difficulty of jui^tifying the wisdom of

a The grounds on which the opposite view rests are

stated elsewhere. [See Cornet.]

ft Carpzov (App. p. 449) appears to have been the

first who put forth this view of the origin and mean-
ing of the word. The figure of the pouring along of

the " rich stre.am of music " is familiar enough in

most languages to recommend it as probable. But

Gesenius prefers to make a second root, ^"^^iuhilare,

which he ascribes to onomatopoea, like the Latin
juhilare, and the Greek oXoAu^eti/.

The fanciful notion that 72^'^ signifies a ram has

some interest, from its being held by the Jews so

generally and by the Chaldee Paraphrast
; and from

Its having influenced our translators in Josh. vi. to

call the horns on which the Jubilee was sounded,

trumpets of rams' horns. It appears to come from the

strange nonsense which some of the Rabbis in early

times began to talk respecting the ram which was
sacrificed in the place of Isaac. They said (R. Bechai
in Ex. xix. ap. Kranold) that after the ram was burnt,

God miraculously restored the body. His muscles
were deposited in the golden altar ; from his viscera

were made the strings of David's harp ; his skin be-

came the mantle of Elijah
;
bis left horn was the

trumpet of Sinai ; and his right horn was to sound
when Messiah comes (Is. xxvii. ,13). R. Akiba, to con-

nect this with the Jubilee, affirms that 731"* is the

Arabic for a ram, though the best Arabic scholars say

there is no such word in the language.
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allowing the land to have two years of rest in suc-

cession has been felt by some, and deemed sufficient

to prove that the Juiiilee could only have been the

49th year, that is, one xith the seventh Sablwtical

year. But in such a case, a mere u priori argu-

ment cannot justly be deemed sufficient to over-

throw a clear unequivocal statement, involving no
inconsistency, or physical impossibility.'-

Hug has suggested that the sabl)atical year

might have begun in Nisan and the Jubilee Year
in Tisri (Winer, sub voce). In this way tlie labors

of the husbandmen would only liave been inter-

mitted for a year and a half. But it is surely a

very liarsh supposition to imagine that Moses would

have spoken of the institution of the two years, and
of the relation in which they stand to each other,

without noticing such a distinction, had it existed.

It is most probal)le that the sabbatical year and
the year of Jubilee both began in Tisri, as is stated

in the Mishna (Hosh Hashana, p. 300, edit. Suren.).

[Sabb.vtical Year.]
The simplest view, and the only one which ac-

cords with the sacred text, is, that the year wliich

followed the seventli sabbatical jear was the Jubilee,

which was intercalated between two series of sab-

batical years, so tliat tlie next year was the first of

a new half century, and the seventh year after that

was the first sabbatical year of the other series.

Thus the Jubilee was strictly a Pentecost year,

holding the same relation to the preceding seven

sabbatical ye.ars, as the day of Pentecost did to

the seven Sabbath days. Substantially the same
formula, in reference to this point, is used in each

case'' (cf. Lev. xxiii. 1.5, IG, xxv. 8-10).

3. \Ve>-e Debts remitted in the Jubilee f— Not a

word is said of this in the 0. T., or in Philo. The
affirmative rests entirely on the authority of Jose-

phus. Maimonides says expressly that the remis-

sion of debts ^ was a point of distinction between

the sabbatical year and the Jubilee. The Jlishna

is to the same effect (Shebiiih, cap. x. p. 194, edit.

Suren. )J' It seems that Josephus must either have

The other notions respecting- the word may be found
in Fuller (Misc. Sac. p. 1026 f. ; Critici Sacri, vol.

ix.), in Carpzov (p. 448 f.), and, most completely given,

in Kranold (p. 11 f.).

c The only distinguished Jewish teacher who advo-

cated the claims of the 49th year was R. Jehuda. He
was followed by the Gaonim, certain doctors who took

up the exposition of the Talmud after the work was
completed, from the seventh to the eleventh century

(Winer, sub voce). The principal Christian writers on
the same side are, Scaliger, Petavius, Ussher, Cunseus,

and Scliroeder.

<l Ewald (Alterthiimer
, p. 419) and others, have re-

ferred the words of Is. xxxvii. 30 to the Jubilee year

succeeding the sabbath year. But Gesenius adopts

another view of the passage, which accords better with

the context. He regards it as merely referring to the

continuance of the desolation occasioned by the war
for two years.

The language of Josephus and of Philo, and of every

eminent Jewish and Christian writer, except those that

have been mentioned, are in favor of the fiftieth year.

Ideler has taken up the matter very satisfectorily

(Handh. der Chron. i. p. 505).

e Whether this was an absolute remission of debts,

or merely a justitium for the year, will be considered

under S,\bb.\tic.^l Y£.\r.

.'" * Ginsburg, in his art. on the year of Jubilee in

Kitto's Cycl. of BM. Lit., 3d ed., says that this ref-

erence to the Mishna is erroneous, the passage in

question not speaking of the Jubilee at all. A.
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wholly made a mistake, or that he has drawn too

wide an inference from the general character of the

year. Of course to those who were in bondage for

their debts, the freedom conferred by the Jubilee

must have amounted to a remission; as did, not

less, their freedom at the end of their seven years

of servitude.

The first Jubilee year must have fallen in due

course after the first seven sabbatical years. For
the commencement of the series on which the

succession of sabbatical years was reckoned, see

Chronology, vol. i. p. 437, and Sabbatical
Year.

V. !Mainionides, and the Jewish WTiters m gen-

eral, consider that the Jubilee was observed till the

destruction of the first Temple. But there is no

direct historical notice of its observance on any one

occasion, either in the books of the O. T., or in any
other records. The only passages in the Prophets

which can be regarded with much confidence, as

referring to the Jubilee in any way, are Is. v. 7, 8,

9, 10; Is. hi. 1, 2; Ez. vii. 12, 1.3; Ez. xlvi. 16,

17, 18. Eegarding Is. xxxvii. 30, see note f/, p. 1485.

Some have doubted whether the law of Jubilee ever

came into actual operation (Michaelis, Lnics of
Moses, art. Ixxvi., and Winer, sub voce), others

have confidently denied it (Kranold, p. 80; Hup-
feld, pt. iii. p. 20). But Ewald contends that the

institution is eminently practical in the character

of its details, and that the accidental circumstaii««

of no particular instance of its observance having

been recorded in the Jewish history proves nothing.

Besides the passages to which reference has been

made, he apphes several others to the Jubilee. He
conceives that " the year of visitation " mentioned
in Jer. xi. 23, xxiii. 12, xlviii. 44, denotes the pun-
ishment of those who, in the Jubilee, withheld by
tyranny or fraud the possessions or the liberty of

the poor." From Jer. xxxii. 6-12 he infers that

the Law was restored to operation in the reign of

Josiah* (Alterthuiner, p. 424, note 1).

VI. The Jubilee is to l)e regarded as the outer

circle of that great sabbatical system which com-
prises within it the sabbatical year, the salibatical

month, and the Sabbath day. [Feasts.] The rest

and restoration of each member of the state, in his

spiritual relation, belongs to the weekly Sabbath
and the sabbatical month, while the land had its

rest and relief in the sabbatical year. But the

a The words of Isaiah (v. 7-10) may, it would seem
with more distinctness, be understood to the same
effect, as denouncing woe against those who had un-
righteously hindered the Jubilee from effecting its

object.

6 Is there not a difficulty in considering this pas-

sage to have any bearing on the Jubilee, from its

relating, apparently, to a priest's field ? (See § II.

2 {e).) At all events, the transaction was merely the

transfer of land from one member of a family to

another, with a recognition of a preference allowed

to a near relation to purchase. The case mentioned
Ruth iv. 3 f. appears to go further in illustrating the

Jubilee principle. — Naomi is about to sell a field of

Elimelech's property. Boaz proposes to the next of

kin to purchase it of her, in order to prevent it from
going out of the family, and, on his refusal, takes it

himself, as having the next right.

e The foundation of the law of Jubilee appears to

be so essentially connected with the children of Israel,

that it seems strange that Michaelis should have con-

fidently affirmed its Egyptian origin, while yet he
acknowledges that he can produce no specific evidence
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Jubilee is more immediately connected with the

body politic ; and it was only as a member of the

state that each person concerned could participate

in its provisions. It has less of a formally religious

aspect than either of the other sabbatical institu-

tions, and its details were of a more immediately
practical character. It was not distinguished by
any prescribed religious observance peculiar to itself,

like the lites of the Sabbath day and of the sab-

batical month ; nor even by anything like the read-

ing of the Law in the sabbatical year. But in the

Hebrew state, polity and religion were never sep-

arated, nor was their essential connection ever

dropped out of sight. Hence the year was hal-

lowed, in the strict sense of the word, by the solemn
blast of the Jubilee trumpets, on the same day on
which the sins of the people had been acknowledged
in the general fast, and in which they had been

symbolically expiated by the entrance of the high-

priest into the holy of holies with the blood of the

appointed victims. Hence also the deeper ground
of the provisions of the institution is stated with

marked emphasis in the Law itself.— llie laud was
to be restored to the families to which it had been

at first allotted by divine direction (Josh. xiv. 2),

because it was the Lord's. " The land shall not

be sold for ever : for the land is mine; for ye are

strangers and sojourners with me" (Lev. xxv. 23)i

" I am the Lord your God which brought you forth

out of the land of Egypt, to give you the land of

Canaan, and to be your God" (ver. 38).— The
Hebrew bondman was to have the pri\ilege of

claiming his liberty as a right, because he could

never become the property of any one but Jehovah.

" For they are my servants which I lirought forth

out of the land of Egypt ; they shall not Ije sold as

bondmen " (ver. 42). " For unto me the children

of Israel are servants, whom I brought forth out of

the land of Egypt" <= (ver. 55).

If regarded from an ordinary point of view, the

Jubilee was calculated to meet and remedy those

incidents which are inevitable in the course of

human society; to prevent the accumulation of

inordinate wealth in the hands of a few; and to

relieve those whom misfortune or faidt had reduced

to poverty. As far as legislation could go, its pro-

visions tended to restore that equality in outward

circumstances which was instituted in the first

settlement of the land by Joshua.'' But if we look

on the subject {Mos. Law, art. 73). The only well-

proved instance of anything like it in other nations

appears to be that of the Dalmatians, mentioned by
Strabo, lib. vii. (p. 315, edit. Casaub.). He says that

they redistributed their land every eight years. Ewald,

following the statement of Plutarch, refers to the

institution of Lycurgus ; but Mr. Grote has given

another view of the matter (Hist, of Greece, vol. ii.

p. 530).

d A collateral result of the working of the Jubilee

must have been the preservation of the genealogical

tables, and the maintenance of tlie distinction of the

tribes. Ewald and Michaelis suppose that the tables

were systematically corrected and filled up at each

Jubilee. This seems reasonable enough, in order that

the fresh names might be filled in, that irregularities

arising from the dying out of families might be recti-

fied, and that disputed claims might be, as far as pos-

sible, authoritatively met.

Its effect in maintaining the distinction of the tribes

is illustrated in the appeal made by the tribe of Man-
asseh in regard to the daughters of Zelopbehad (Num.

XXXV). 4). The sense of the passage is, however, ol>
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npon it in its more special character, as a part of

the divine law appointed for the chosen people, it«

practical bearinu; was to vindicate the right of each

Israelite to his part in the covenant which Jehovah

had made with liis fathers respecting the land of

promise. The loud notes of the Jubilee horns

symbolized the voice of the Lord proclaiming the

restoration of political order, as (according to Jew-

ish tradition) the blast in the Feast of Trumpets

had, ten days before, commemorated the creation

of the world and the completion of the material

kosmos.

In the incurable uncertainty respecting the fact

of the observance of the Jubilee, it is important

that we should keep in mind that the record of the

Law, whether it was obeyed or not, was, and is, a

constant witness for the truth of those great social

principles on which the theocracy was established/'

Moreover, from the allusions which are made to it

by the prophets, it must have become a standing

prophecy in the hearts of the devout Hebrews.

They who waited in faith for the salvation of Israel

were kept in mind of that spiritual Jubilee which

was to come (Luke iv. 19), in which every one of

the spiritual seed of Abraham was to have, in the

sight of God, an equality which no accident could

ever disturb; and a glorious freedom, in that lib-

erty with which He that was to come was to make
him free, and which no force or fraud could ever

take from him.

There are several monographs on the Jubilee, of

which Kranold has given a catalogue. There is a

treatise by Maimonides, de Anno Sabbatico ei Ju-

bilao. Of more recent works, the most important

are that of J. G. C. Kranold himself, Comnentatio

de anno Ilebraonun Jubllieo, Guttingen, 18-37, 4to,

and that of Carpzov, first published in 1730, but

afterwards incorporated in the Appiiratus Bistoi'ico-

Criiicus, p. 4'47 ff. ; Ewald (AlJertliiimer, p. 415,

a'.) and Biihr (SymboUk, vol. ii. p. 572 tf.), but

especially the latter, have treated the subject in a

very instructive manner. Hupfeld ( Comnieniatio

de llebroBonim Fesiis, pt. iii. 1852) has lately dealt

with it in a willful and reckless style of criticism.

Of other writers, those who appear to have done

most to illustrate the Jubilee, are Cunasus (de Hep.

ffebr. c. ii. § iv., in tlie Critici Scicri, vol. ix. p.

378 fF.), and Michaehs {Commentaries on the Laws

of Moses, vol. i. p. 370 fF., English translation).

Vitringa notices the prophetical bearing of the

Jubilee in lib. iv. c. 4 of the Obsenntiones Sacrce.

Lightfoot {Harm. Eoang. in Luc. iv. 19) pursues

the subject in a fanciful manner, and makes out

that Christ suffered in a Jubilee year. For this he

is well rebuked by Carpzov (App. Hist. Cril. p.

468). Schuljert {Sijmbolik des Traums) has fol-

lowed in nearly the same track, and has been

answered by Biihr. . S. C.

JU'CAL (vD'l"' [prob. Jehovah is mighty,

Dietr.] : 'IcooxaA : Juchal), son of Shelemiah

(Jer. xxxviii. 1). Elsewhere called Jkjiucal.

JU'DA {'lovSas, i- e. Judas; 'louSa being

only the genitive case).

soured in most versions. It is, " And even when the

Jubilee comes, their inheritance will be in another

tribe." The rendering the particle DS by etiamsi

is satisfactorily vindicated by Kranold, p. 33.

As regards the reason of the exception of houses
in towns from the law of Jubilee, Biihr has observed

that, as they were chiefliy inhabited by artiflcer.' and
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1. \Juda.'] Son of Joseph in the genealogy of

Christ (Luke iii. 30), in the ninth generation from

David, about the time of King Joash.

2. [Juibt.'] Son of Joanna [Joannas] or Hana-
niah [Hananiah, 8] (Luke iii. 20). He seems

to be certainly the same person as Abiud in Matt.

i. 13. His name, m^H"^, is identical with that

of ^^^'^2W, only that 2W is prefixed ; and when

Rhesa is discarded from Luke's line, and allowance

is made for St. IMatthew's omission of generations

in his genealogy, their times will agree perfectly.

Both may be the same as Hodaiah of 1 Chr. iii.

24. See Hervey's Genealogies, p. 118 ff.

3. [Judas.\ One of the Lord's l)rethren, enu-

merated in Mark vi. 3. [JosEs; Joseph.] On
the question of his identity with Jude the brother

of James, one of the twelve Apostles (Luke vi. 10;

Acts i. 18), and with the author of the general

Epistle, see art. Jude. In Matt. xiii. 55 his name
is given in the A. V. as Judas [and should be so

given, Mark vi. 3].

4. [JjtrfKs.] The patriarch Judah (Sus. 56;

Luke iii. 33; Heb. vii. 14; Rev. v. 5, vii. 5) [or

in the last three passages, the name of the tribe.]

A. C. H.

* JUDA, A CITY OF (A. v.), for tSKis 'Ioi55a

in Luke i. 39, where Zacharias and Elizabeth lived,

and where probably John the Baptist was born.

But whether a town so named is meant, or the ter-

ritory of Juda (=:'lou5aia) is disputed. In the

latter case tlie city is spoken of merely as one " in

the hill country {opeivriv, Luke) " of Judcea, the

name of which may have been unknown to Luke.

Some suppose that the nameless city may have been

Hebron, as that was both among the hills and be-

longed to the priests (Josh. xxvi. 11). So Lightfoot

{Hor. Hebr. ii. 493, Rotterd. 1086), Sepp {Leben

Chrisli, ii. 8), and Andrews (Life of our Lord, p.

65). The Franciscans have a Convent of St. John

at ^Ain Karim, a little west of Jerusalem, where

they place the house of Zacharias and the nativity

of tlie Forerunner (Thomson's Land, and Book, ii.

530 ff.). Others regard this Juda as the name of

the town itself, and identical with the modern
Jutta, found in the neighborhood of Hebron. Ur.

Robinson, after Reland {Pakestuia, p. 870), adopts

this view {Bibl. Ees. ii. 206, and Greek Harm.,

Notes, § 4). That this .Jutta and Juttah in Josh,

xxi. 16, are the same, no one can doubt; but it

does not follow from this that Jutta and Juda are

the same. Meyer (on Luke i. 39) calls it an arbi-

trary supposition. Bleek also objects {Synopt. Kr-
kldrung, i. 53) that if Luke had been acquainted with

the name, he would naturally have introduced it in

ver. 23. If Juda answers to Juttah ( = l'utta),

it can be only as a very mutilated form ; for oth-

erwise Juda and Juttah ((113^'^) have no ety-

mological relation to each other. H.

JUDiE'A or JUDE'A {'lovSaia), a territo-

rial division which succeeded to the overthrow of

the ancient landmarks of the tribes of Israel and

tradesmen, whose wealth did not consist in lands, it

was reasonable that they should retain tbeui in abso-

lute possession. It has been conjectured that many
of these tradesmen were foreign proselytes, who could

not hold property in the land which was subject tc

the law of Jubilee.

« This view is powerfully set forth by Bahr.
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Judah in their respective captivities. The word

first occurs Dan. v. 13 (A. V. "Jewry"), and the

first mention of the " province of .Judaia "'
is in

the book of Ezra (v. 8); it is aOuded to in Neh. xi.

3 (Hebr. and A. V. " Judah "), and was the result

of the division of the Persian empire mentioned

by Herodotus (iii. 89-97), under Darius (cflnip.

Esth. viii. 9; Dan. vi. 1). In the Apocryphal

Books the word " province " is dropped, and

throughout the books of Esdras, Tobit, Judith,

and JMaccabees, the expressions are the " land of

Judsea," "Judaaa" (A. V. frequently "Jewry"),

and throughout the N. T. In the words of Jo-

sephus, " The Jews made preparations for the work

(of rebuilding the walls under Neheniiah) — a

name which they received forthwith on their re-

turn from Babylon, from the tribe of Judah, which

being the first to arrive in those parts, gave name
both to the inhabitants and the territory " (Ant.

xi. 5, § 7). But other tribes also returned from

Babylon, such as the tribes of Benjamin and Levi

(Ezr. i. 5, and x. 5-9; Neh. xi. 4-3(3), scattered

renniants of the " children of Ephraim and Man-
asseh " (1 Chr. ix. 3), or "Israel," as they are

elsewhere called (Ezr. ii. 70, iii. 1, and x. 5; Neh.

vii. 73), and others whose pedigree was not ascer-

tainable (Ezr. ii. 59). In fact so many returned

that in the case of the sin-ofFering the number of

he-goats offered was twelve, according to the origi-

nal number of the tribes {ibid. vi. 17, see also viii.

35). There had indeed been more or less of an

amalgamation from the days of Hezekiah (2 Chr.

xxx.-xxxi.), which continued ever afterwards, down

to the very days of our Lord. Anna, wife of

I'hanuel, for instance, was of the tribe of Asher

(St. Luke ii. 3G), St. I'aul of the tribe of Benja-

min (Horn. xi. 1), St. Barnabas, a Levite, and so

forth (Acts iv. 36; comp. Acts xxvi. 7; and Pri-

deaux. Connection, vol. i. p. 128-130, ed. McCauI).

On the other hand the schismatical temple upon

Mount Gerizim drew many of the disaffected Jews

from their own proper country (Joseph. Ant. xi. 8 )

;

Nazareth, a city of Galilee, was the residence of

our Lord's own parents; Bethsaida, that of three

of his Apostles ; the borders of the sea of Galilee

generally, that of most of them. The scene of

his preaching — intended as it was, during his

earthly ministry, for the lost sheep of the house

of Israel— was, with the exception of the last part

of it, confined to Galilee. His disciples are ad-

dressed by the two angels subsequently to his

Ascension, as "men of Galilee " (Acts i. 11), and

it was asked by the multitude that came together

in wonder on the day of Pentecost, " Are not all

these who .speak, Galileans? " (Acts ii. 7). Thus,

neither did all who were Jews inhabit that limited

territory called Judcea; nor again was Judiaea in-

habited solely by that tribe which gave name to it,

or even in sole conjunction with Benjamin and

Levi.

Once more as regards the territory. In a wide

and more improper sense, the term Judsea was

sometimes extended to the whole country of the

Canaanites, its ancient inhabitants (Joseph. Ant. i.

6, § 2); and even in the Gospels we seem to re.ad

of the coasts of Judsea beyond Jordan (St. Jlatt.

xix. 1; St. Mark x. 1), a phrase perhaps counte-

nanced by Josephus no less {Ant. xii. 4, § 11; comp.

Josh. xix. 34), if the usual rendering of these pas-

sages is to be followed (see Reland, Palastinn, i.

6). " He stirreth up the people, teaching through-

out all Jewry (Kaff oAtjs ttjs 'lovSaias) beginning

JUD^A, WILDERNESS OF

from Galilee, unto this place," said the chief

priests of our Lord (St. Luke xxiii. 5). With
Ptolemy, moreover (see Reland, ibid.), and with

Dion Cassius (xxxviii. 16), Judsea is synonj-mous

with Palestine-Syria; the latter adding that the

term Palestine had given place to it. With Strabo

(xvi. p. 760 ff.) it is the common denomination for

the whole inland country between Gaza and Anti-

Libanus, thus including Galilee and Samaria.

Similarly, the Jews, according to Tacitus {Hist. v.

G), occupied the country between Arabia on the E.,

Egypt on the S., Phoenicia and the sea on the W.,
and Syria on the N. ; and by the same writer both

Pompey and Titus are said to have conquered

Judaea, the other and less important divisions of

course included.

Still, notwithstanding all these large significa-

tions which have been affixed to it, Judsea was, in

strict language, the name of the third district, west

of the Jordan, and south of Samaria. Its north-

ern boundary, according to Josephus {B. J. iii. 3,

§ 5) was a village called Anuath, its southern

another village named Jardas. Its general breadth

was from the Jordan to Joppa, though its coast

did not end there, and it was latterly subdivided

into eleven lots or portions, with Jerusalem for

their centre (.Joseph, ibid.). In a word it embodied
" the original territories of the tribes of Judah and

Benjamin, together with Dan and Simeon ; being

almost the same with the old kingdom of Judah,

and about 100 miles in length and 60 in breadth "

(Lewis, Heh. liejiubl. i. 2).

It was made a portion of the Roman province

of Syria upon the deposition of Archelaus, the eth-

narch of Judasa in a. d. 6, and was governed by a

procurator, who was subject to the governor of

Syria. The procurator resided at Csesarea on the

coast, and not at Jerusalem (Joseph. Ant. xvii. 13,

§ 5; xviii. 1, § 1; 2, § 1 ; 3, § 1). Its history as a

Roman province is related under Jerusaleji (p.

1301 ff.), and the physical features of the country are

described in the article Palestine. E. S. Ff.

* JUD^'A, The Land of (^ 'louSoio xt^P".
Mark i. 5; or ^ 'lovSaia. yri, John iii. 22), the

country of Judsea as distinguished from the ca])ital

or Jerusalem. H.

* JUD^'A, The Wilderness of (^ eprifios

rris 'lovSaias desertum Judiew), designates the re-

gion in which John the Baptist made his first appear-

ance as the herald of the Messiah (Matt. iii. 1).

It is the same, no doubt, as the " wilderness of

Judah " (ni^rr* "15"T??) in Judg. i. 16. It

lay along the eastern border of Judaea towards

the Dead Sea, in which were the " six cities with

their villages " mentioned in Josh. xv. 61 f. It

was the scene of many of David's perils and escapes

during the days of his persecution by Saul [Adul-
lam; En-gedi; Tekoa]. It was a desert, of

course, not in our own, but the oriental sense; i. e.,

fit for cultivation at intervals, thinly inhabited, and

resorted to mainly as pasture-ground. As such

terms must be more or less fluctuating, it may have

included also the western shore of the Jordan north

of the Dead Sea, which Josephus also designates

as ^pnfios {B. J. iii. 10, § 7, and iv. 8, §§ 2, 3).

(See ISleek's Synopi. Erklarunrj der drei ersten

EiMuyelien, i. 141.)

Mark (i. 4) and Luke (iii. 2) refer to the same

desert simply as tpriixos. Luke's ^ irfpixoipos

Tov 'lopSdvov (iii. 3) includes the wider circuit

of John's labors at a later period, as in the course
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of his ministry lie preached now on this side of

the Jordan and now on that. It is unnecessary, as

well as incorrect, to suppose that any part of this

Judasan desert lay on the east of the river. It

certainly is not just to regard ^ iprifios ttjj 'Iou-

Saia$ (Matt. iii. 1), as equivalent to ^ w(pix<^pos

rod 'lopSdvov (Matt. iii. 5); for the latter (the

Ghor^ or Jordan Valley) denotes the general region

from which, and not that to which, the people came

for baptism. (See also Bidl. Sacra, xxiii. 520.)

Hence, if the desert of the Saviour's temptation

(Matt. iv. 1 ff.) was in Peraea (Stanley, EUicott),

it was a different one from that in Judtea. To
urge no other reason, the proximity of Matt. iii. 1

to iv. 1 is adverse to that opinion. Probably the

Saviour went to be tempted to a remoter part of

the desert previously mentioned ; but on returning to

John after the lapse of forty days, he found him at

Bethabara, or Bethany, beyond the Jordan (John

i. 28). The actual place of the temptation may
have [>een K&vuntul (a corruption of quadra/^hita,

40 days), a part of the desert back of Jericho to-

wards Jerusalem. It is a high mountain cut off

from the plain by a wall of rock 1,200 or 1,.500 feet

high, is frightfully desolate, is infested with wild

beasts and reptiles, and thus answers fully to Mark's

significant intimation (i. 13) respecting the wilduess

of the scene (juera tUv dripicoy}- H.

JU'DAH (ni^n^ L e. Yehuda [praise,

honor^: ^lovSav in Gen. xxix. 35; Alex. Iou5a;

elsewhere 'louSas in both MSS. and in N. T. ; and

so also Josephus: Jiula), the fourth son of Jacob

and tlie fourth of l>eah, the last before the tempo-

rary cessation in the births of her children. His

whole brotliers were Keuben, Simeon, and Levi,

elder than himself— Issachar and Zebulun younger

(see XXXV. 23). The name is explained as having

originated in Leah's exclamation of "praise" at

this fresh gift of Jehovah— " She said, ' now will

I praise (TTIIM, odeh) Jehovah,' and she called

his name Yehudah " (Gen. xxi?;.. 35). The same
play is preserved in the blessing of Jacob — " Ju-
dah, thou whom thy brethren shall praise !

" (xlix.

8). The name is not of frequent occurrence in

the 0. T. In the Apocrypha, however, it appears

in the great hero Judas Maccabeus ; in the N. T.

in Jude, Judas Iscariot, and others. [Juda;
Judas.]

Of the individual Judah more traits are pre-

served than of any other of the patriarchs with

the exception of Joseph. In the matter of the sale

of Joseph, he and Keuben stand out in favorable

contrast to tlie rest of the brothers. But for their

interference he, who was " their brother and their

flesh," would liave been certainly put to deatii.

Though not the firstborn, he " prevailed above his

brethren " (1 Chr. v. 2), and we find him subse-

quently taking a decided lead in all the affairs of the

family. When a second visit to Egypt for corn

had become inevitable, it was .Judah who, as the

mouthpiece of the rest, headed the remonstrance

against the detention of Benjamin Ijy Jacoli, and
finally undertook to be responsible for the safety of

the lad (xliii. 3-10). And when, through Joseph's

artifice, the lirothei-s were brought back to the

palace, he is again the leader and spokesman of

the band. In that thoroughly Oriental scene it is

Judah who unhesitatingly acknowledges the guilt

which had never been committed, tlirows himself

on the mercy of the supposed Egyptian prince, ot-

94
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fers himself as a slave, and makes that wonderful
appeal to the feelings of their disguised brother
which renders it impossible for Joseph any longer
to conceal his secret (xliv. 14, 16-34). So too it is

Judah who is sent before Jacob to smooth the way
for him in the land of Goshen (xlvi. 28). This
ascendency over his brethren is reflected in the last

words addressed to him by his father— " Thou
whom thy brethren shall praise! thy father's sons

shall bow down before thee! unto him shall be
the gathering of the people" (Gen. xlix. 8-10)."

In the interesting traditions of the Koran and
the Midrash his figure stands out in the same
prominence. Before .Josepii his wrath is mightier

and his recognition heartier than the rest. It is

he who hastens in advance to bear to Jacob the

fragrant rol* of Joseph (Weil's Biblical Legends,

pp. 88-90).

His sons were five. Of these three were by his

Canaanite wife Bath-shua ; they are all insignificant,

two died early, and the third, Shklah, does not

come prominently forward, either in his person, or

his family. The other two, Phakkz and Zeuaii
— twins— were illegitimate sons by the widow of

Er, the eldest of the former family. As is not un-
frequently the case, the illegitimate .sons surpassed

the legitimate, and from Pharez, the elder, were
descended the royal, and other illustrious families

of Judah. These .sons were born to Judah while

he was Uving in the same district of Palestine,

which, centuries after, was repossessed by his de-

scendants— amongst villages which retain their

names unaltered in the catalogues of the time of

the conquest. The three sons went with their

father into Egypt at the time of the final removal
thither (Gen. xlvi. 12; Ex. i. 2).

When we again meet with the families of Judah
they occupy a position among the tribes similar to

that which their progenitor had taken amongst the

patriarchs. The numbers of the tribe at the cen-

sus at Sinai were 74,600 (Num. i. 26, 27), consid-

erably in advance of any of the others, the largest

of which— Dan — numbered 62,700. On the

borders of the Promised Land they were 76,500
(xxvi. 22), Dan being still the nearest. The chief

of the tribe at the former census was Nahshon,
the son of Amminadab (Num. i. 7, ii. 3, vii. 12, x.

14), an ancestor of David (Ruth iv. 20). Its rep-

resentative amongst the spies, and also among those

appointed to partition the land, was the great Ca-
leb the son of Jephunneh (Num. xiii. 6; xxxiv.).

During the march through the desert Judah's place

was in the van of the host, on the east side of the

Taljernacle, with his kinsmen Issachar and Zebu-
lun (ii. 3-9; x. 14). The traditional standard of

the tribe was a lion's whelp, with the words. Rise

up, I^rd, and let thine enemies be scattered ! (Targ.

Pscudojon. on Num. ii. 3).

During the conquest of the country the only in-

cidents specially affecting the tribe of Judah are

— (1) the misbehavior of Achan, who was of the

great house of Zerah (.losh. vii. 1, 16-18); and (2)

the conquest of the mountain-district of Heliron

by Caleb, and of the strong city Debir, in tlie

same locality, by his nephew and son-in-law 0th-
niel (Josh. xiv. 6-15, xv. 13-19). It is the only

instance given of a portion of the country being

expressly reserved for the person or persons who

« The obscure and much disputed passage in verse

10 will be best examined under the head SoiLoa.
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conqueral it. In general the conquest seems to

have been made bj" the whole community, and the

territory allotted afterwards, without reference to

the original conquerors of each locahty. In this

case the high character and position of Caleb, and

perhaps a claim established by him at the time of

the visit of the spies to " the land whereon his feet

had trodden" (Josh. xiv. 9; comp. Num. xiv. 24),

may have led to the exception.

The boundaries a)id contents of the territory

allotted to Judah are narrated at great length, and

with greater miimteness than the others, in Josh.

XV. 2U-G3. This may be due either to the fact that

the lists were reduced to their present form at a

later period, when the monarchy resided with

Judah, and when more care would naturally be be-

stowed on them than on those of any otlier tribe

;

or to the fact that the territory was more impor-

tant and more thickly covered with towns and vil-

lages than any other part of Palestine. The greater

prominence given to the genealogies of Judah in

1 Chr. ii., iii., iv. no doubt arises from the former

reason. However this may be, we have in the

records of Joshua a very full and systematic de-

scription of the allotment to this tribe. Tlie north

boundary — for the most part coincident with the

south boundary of Benjamin — began at the em-

bouchure of the Jordan, entered the hills apparently

at or al)out the present road from Jericho, ran

westward to En-shemesh — probably the present

Ain-Hond, below Bethany— thence over the IMount

of Olives to En-ro(/el,m the valley beneath Jerusa-

lem; went along the ravine of Ilinnom, under the

precipices of the city, climbed the hill in a N. W.
direction to the Water of Nephtoah (probably

Liftn), and thence by Kirjath-Jearim (probably

Kiiriet cl- F.nnb), Beth-shemesh {Ain-Shems), Tim-

nath, and Ekron,to Jabneel on the sea-coast. On
the east the Dead Sea, and on the west the

Mediterranean formed the boundaries. The south-

ern line is hard to determine, since it is denoted

by places many of which have not been identified.

It left the Dead Sea at its extreme south end, and

joined the Mediterranean at the Wady d-Arish ;

but between these two points it passed through

jNIaaleh Acrabbim, the Wilderness of Zin, Hezron,

Adar, Karkaa, and Aznion; the Wilderness of Zin

the extreme south of all (.Tosh. xv. 1-12). This

territory— in average length about 45 miles, and

in average breadth about 50— was from a very

early date divided into four main regions. (1.)

TiiK South — the undulating pasture country,

which intervened between the hilLs, the proper

possession of the tribe, and tlie deserts which en-

compass the lower part of Palestine (Josh. xv. 21

;

Stanley, S. (/• P.). It is this which is designated

as tlie wilderness (midbar) of Judah (Judg. i. 16).

It contained thirty-seven cities, with tlieir dependent

villages (Josh. xv. 20-32), of which eighteen of

those farthest south were ceded to Simeon (xix.

1-9). Amongst these southern cities the most

familiar name is Beer-sheba.

(2.) Thk Lowland (xv. 33; A. V. "valley")

— or, to give it its own proper and constant appella-

tion, THE SuEFur.An— the broad belt or strip

lying between the central highlands—" the moun-

tain " — and the Mediterranean Sea; the lower

portion of that maritime plain, wliich extends

through the whole of the sea-board of Palestine,

from Sidon in the north, to Rhinocolura at the

south. This tract was the garden and the granary

of the tribe. In it, long before the conquest of the
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country by Israel, the Philistines had settled them-

sehes, never to lie completely dislodged (Neh. xiii.

23, 24). There, planted at equal intervals along

the level coast, were their five chief cities, each with

its circle of smaller dependents, overlooking, from

the natural undulations of the ground, the " stand-

ing corn," "shocks," "vineyards and olives,"

which excited the ingenuity of Samson, and are

still remarked by nK)dern travellers. " They are

all remarkable for the beauty and profusion of the

ardens which surround them — the scarlet blos-

soms of the pomegranates, the enormous oranges

which gild the green foliage of then- famous groves "

(Stanley, S. cf P. 257). Trom the edge of the

sandy tract, which fringes the immediate shore

right up to the very wall of the hills of Judah,

stretches the immense plain of corn-fields. In those

rich harvests lies the explanation of the constant

contests between Israel and the Philistines (S. cf P.
258). From them were gathered the enormous
cargoes of wheat, which were transmitted to Phoe-

nicia by Solomon in exchange for the arts of Hiram

,

and which in the time of the Herods still " nour-

ished " the country of Tyre and Sidon (Acts xii.

20). There were the olive-trees, the sycamore-trees,

and the treasures of oil, the care of which was
sufficient to task the energies of two of David's

special officers (1 Chr. xxvii. 28). The nature of

this locality would seem to be reflected in the names
of many of its towns if interpreted as Hebrew
words: Dilean = cucumbers; Gedeeah, Ged-
EROTH, Gederothaim, sliecpfolds ; Zokeah,
wasps; En-gannim, spring of gardens, etc., etc.

But we have yet to learn how far these names are

Hebrew ; and whether at best they are but mere

Hebrew accommodations of earlier originals, and

therefore not to be depended on for their significa-

tions. The number of cities in this district, with-

out counting the smaller villages connected with

them, was forty-two. Of tliese, however, many
which belonged to the Philistines can only have

been allotted to the tribe, and if taken possession

of by Judah were only held for a time.

What were the exact boundaries of the Shefdah
we do not know. We are at present ignorant of

the principles on which the ancient Jews drew

their boundaries between one territory and another.

One thing only is almost certain , that they were not

determined by the natural features of the ground, or

else we should not find cities enumerated as in the

lowland plain, whose modern representatives are

found deep in the mountains. [Jarmutji ; Jiph-

T.\H, etc.] (The latest information regarding this

district is contained in Tobler's 3/e Wanderuny,

1859.)

(3.) The third region of the tribe

—

the Moun-
tain, the " hill-country of Judah "— though not

the richest, was at once the largest and the most

important of the four. Beginning a few miles be-

low Hebron, where it attains its highest level, it

stretclies eastward to the Dead Sea and westward

to the SheJ'elah, and forms an elevated district or

plateau, which, though thrown into considerable

undulations, yet preserves a general level in both

directions. It is the southern portion of that ele-

vated hilly district of Palestine which stretches

north until intersected by the plain of Esdraelon,

and on which Hebron, Jerusalem, and Shechem are

the chief spots. The surface of this region, which

is of limestone, is monotonous enough — round

swelling hills and hollows, of somewhat bolder pro-

portions than those immediately north of Jerusa-
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lem, which, though in early times probably co\ered

with forests [Haketii], have now, where not culti-

vated, no growth larger than a brushwood of dwarf-

oak, arbutus, and other bushes. In many places

there is a good soft turf, discoverable even in the au-

tumn, and in spring the hills are covered with flowers.

The number of towns enumerated (Josh. xv. 48-

60) as belonging to this district is 38 ; but, if we may
judge from the ruins which meet the eye on every

side, this must have been very far below the real

number. Hardly a hill which is not crowned by

some fragments of stone buildings, more or less

considerable,— those which are still inhabited sur-

rounded by groves of olive-trees, and inclosures of

stone walls protecting the vineyards. Streams

there are none, but wells and springs are frequent

— in the neighborhood of "Solomon's Pools" at

Urtas most abundant.

(4.) The fourth district is the Wilderness
(Mklbar), which here and here only appears to be

synonymous with Ardbah, and to signify the sunk-

en district immediately adjoining the Dead Sea.

It contained only sis cities, which must have been

either, like Engedi, on the slopes of the clifts over-

hanging the Sea, or else on the lower level of the

shore. The " city of Salt " may have been on the

salt plains, between the sea and the dirt's which

form the southern termination to the 67;or.«

Nine of tiie cities of Judah were allotted to the

priests (.Josh. xxi. 9-19). The Levites had no*

cities in the tribe, and the priests had none out of

it.

In the partition of the territory by Joshua and

Eleazar (Josh. xix. 51), Judah had the first allot-

ment (xv. 1). Joshua had on his first entrance

into the country overrun the SlieJ'elah, destroyed

some of the principal towns and killed the kings

(x. 28-35), and had even penetrated thence into

the mountains as far as Hebron and Debir (36-39);

but the task of really subjugating the interior was

yet to be done. After his death it was undertaken

by Judah and Simeon (Judg. i. 20). In the arti-

ficial contrivances of war they were surpassed by

the Canaanites, and in some places, "^^ where the

gi'ound admitted of their iron chariots being em-
ployed, the latter remained masters of the field.

But wherever force and vigor were in question,

there the Israelites succeeded, and they obtained

entire possession of the mountain district and the

great corn-growing tract of PhUistia (Judg. i. 18,

19). The latter was constantly changing hands as

one or the other side got stronger (1 Sam. iv., v., vii.

14, etc.); but in the natural fortresses of the moun-
tains Judah dwelt undisturbed throughout the

troubled period of the Judges. Othniel was

partly a member of the tribe (Judg. iii. 9), and

a On the words "JudaU on Jordan," used in de-

ecribing the eastern termination of the boundary of

Naphtali (Josh. xi.x. 34), critics liave strained their in-

genuity to prove that Judali had some possessions in

that remote locality either by allotment or inheritance.

See the elaborate attempt of Von Riiumer (Pai. pp.

405^10) to show that the villages of Jair are intended.

But the difficulty— maximus alqite. insnliiiilis no'/iis,

qui plurhnos interpretes torsil— has defied every at-

tempt; and the suggestion of Ewald {Gesch. ii. 380,

note) is the most feasible — that the passage is cor-

rupt, and that Cinneroth or some other word origi-

nally occupied the place of " at Judah "
[ to '' Judah,"

A. V.].

Keil adopts this view of Raumer (see Bihl. Comm.
in loc.). The district of the 60 villages on the east of
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the Bethlehem of which Ibzan was a native (xii.

8, 9) may have been Bethleliem-Judah. But even

if these two judges belonged to Judah, the tribe

itself was not molested, jind with the one exception

mentioned in Judg. xx. 19, when they were called

by the divine oracle to make the attack on Gibeah,
they had nothing to do during the whole of that

period but settle themselves in their home. Not
only did they take no part against Sisera, but they

are not even rebuked for it by Deborah.

Nor were they disturbed by the incursions of the

Philistines during the rule of Samuel and of Saul,

which were made through the territory of Dan and
of Benjamin ; or if we place the Valley of Elah at

the Wady es-Sumt, only on the outskirts of the

mountains of Judah. On the last-named occasion,

however, we know that at least one town of Judah
— Bethlehem— furnished men to Saul's host. The
incidents of David's flight from Saul will be found

examined under the heads of David, Saul, Maon,
Hachilah, etc.

The main inference deducible from these consid-

erations is the determined manner in which the

tribe keeps aloof from the rest— neither oflfering

its aid nor asking that of others. The same inde-

pendent mode of action characterizes the foundation

of the monarchy after the death of Saul. There
was no attempt to set up a rival power to Ish-

bosheth. The tribe had had full experience of the

man who had been driven from the court to take

shelter in the caves, woods, and fastnesses of their

wild hills, and when the opportunity offered, " the

men of Judah came and anointed David king over

the house of Judah in Hebron " (2 Sam. ii. 4, 11).

The further step by which David was invested with

the sovereignty of the whole nation was taken by
the other tribes, Judah having no special part

therein; and though willing enough, if occasion

rendered it necessary, to act with others, their con-

duct later, when brought into collision with Ephraim
on the matter of the restoration of David, shows
that the men of Judah had preserved their inde-

pendent mode of action. The king was near of kin

to them ; and therefore they, and they alone, set

about bringing him back. It had been their own
affair, to be accomplished by themselves alone, and
they had gone about it in that independent manner,
which looked like "despising" those who l)elieved

their share in David to be a far larger one (2 Sam.
xix. 41-43).

The same independent temper will be found to

characterize the tribe throughout its existence as

a kingdom, which is considered in the following

article.

2. A Levite whose descendants, Kadmiel and
his sons, were very active in the work of rebuilding

the Jordan, he says, is counted as Judah's, or in Ju-
dah — because Jair, to whom it belonged, was de-

scended on the father's side from Judah through
Hezrou (1 Ohr. ii. 5, 21 f.), while in Josh. xiii. 30 and
Num. xxxii. 41 he is mentioned contra ynorcm^ i. e.

against the rule (Num. xxxvi. 7), as on the mother's

side a descendant of Manasseh. See JirD.\H upon Jor-

dan in the text (.\mer. ed.). H.
b But Bethlehem appejirs to have been closely con-

nected with them (J 'dg. xvii. 7, 9 ; xix. 1).

c The word here v-f^ilS- '• 19) '^ Emek, entirely a

different word from Shefelah, and rightly rendered

u valley." It is difficult, however, to fix upon any
" valley " in this region suflRcieutly important to be

alluded to. Can it be the Valley of Elah. where con-

tests with the Philistines took place later .'
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the Temple after the return from Capti\ity (Ezr.

iii. 9). Lord Hervey has shown cause for believing

(Giiiealo(jies, etc., 119) that the name is the same
as HoDAViAii and Hodevah. In 1 Esdr. v. 58,

it appears to be given as Joda.
3. ([In Ezr.,] 'lovSas, [Vat. loSo/x, FA. USofi;

in Nell. xii. 8,] 'IcoSae, [Vat. FA.-^ louSa, Alex.

IcoaSe?; in xii. 36, Vat. Alex. FAi omit: Jwhi,

Jmliis.] ) A Levite who was obliged by Ezra to

put away his foreign wife (ICzr. x. 2-3). Proliably

the same person is intended in Neh. xii. 8, -30. In

1 Esdr. his name is given as Judas.
4. ['Iou5a; Vat. Alex. loySay: ./2«?i''s.] A Ben-

janiite, son of Senuah (Neh. xi. 9). It is worth

notice, in connection with the suggestion of Lord

Hervey mentioned above, that in the lists of 1 Chr.

ix., in many points so curiously parallel to those

of this chapter, a Benjamite, Hodaviah, son of Has-
senuah, is gi\en (ver. 7).

' G.

JUDAH, KINGDOM OF. 1. When the

disruption of Solomon's kingdom took place at

Shechem, only the tribe of Judah followed the house

of David. But almost immediately afterwards,

when Keholioam conceived tlie design of establish-

ing his authority over Israel by force of arnis, the

tribe of Benjamin also is recorded as obeying his

summons, and contributing its warriors to make
up his army. Jerusalem, situate within the borders

of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 28, &c.), yet won from

the heathen by a prince of Judah, connected the

frontiers of the two tribes by an indissoluble polit-

ical bond. By the erection of the city of David,

Benjamin's former adherence to Israel (2 Sam. ii.

9) was canceled; though at least two Benjamite

towns, Bethel and Jericho, were included in the

northern kingdom. A part, if not all, of the ter-

ritory of Simeon (1 Sam. xxvii. 0; IK. xix. 3; cf.

Josh. xix. 1) and of Dan (2 Chr. xi. 10: cf. Josh.

xix. 41, 42) was recognized as belonging to Judah;

and in the reigns of Abijah and Asa, the southern

kingdom was enlarged by some additions taken out

of the territory of Ephraim (2 t'hr. xiii. 19, xv. 8,

xvii. 2). After the conquest and deportation of

Israel by Assyria, the intluence, and perhaps the

delegated jurisdiction of the king of Judah some-

times extended over the territory which formerly

belonged to Israel.

2. In Edom a vassal-king probably retained his

fidelity to the son of Solomon, and guarded for

Jewish enterprise the road to the maritime trade

with Ophir. Philistia maintained for the most

part a quiet independence. Syria, in the height

of her l)rief power, pushed her conquests along the

northern and eastern frontiers of Judah and threat-

ened Jerusalem; but the interposition of the terri-

tory of Israel generally relieved Judah from any

immediate contact with that dangerous neighbor.

The southern border of Judah, resting on the un-

inhabited Desert, was not agitated by any turbulent

stream of commercial activity like that which flowed

by the rear of Israel, from Damascus to Tyre.

And though some of the Egyptian kings were

ambitious, that ancient kingdom was far less ag-

gressive as a neighbor to Judah than Assyria was

to Israel.

3. A singular gauge of the growth of the king-

dom of Judah is supplied by the progressive aug-

mentation of the army under successive kings. In

David's time (2 Sara. xxiv. 9, and 1 Chr. xxi. 5)

the warriors of Judah numbered at least 500,000.

"iut Eehoboam brought into the field (1 K. xii. 21)
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only 180,000 men: Abijah, eighteen years aflep

wards, 400,000 (2 Chr. xiii. 3): Asa (2 Chr. xiv.

8), his successor, 580,000, exactly equal to the sum
of the armies of his two predecessors: Jehoshaphat

(2 Chr. xvii. 14-19), the next king, numbered his

warriors in five armies, the aggregate of which is

1,160,000, exactly double the army of his father,

and exactly equal to the sum of the armies of his

three predecessors. After four inglorious reigns

the energetic Amaziah could muster only 300,000
men when he set out to recover Edom. His son
Uzziah had a standing (2 Chr. xxvi. 11) force of

307,500 fighting men. It would be out of place

here to discuss the question which has been raised

as to the accuracy of these numbers. So far as

they are authentic, it may be safely reckoned that

the population subject to each king was about four

times the number of the fighting men in his

dominions. [Iskael.]

4. Unless Judah had some other means beside

pasture and tillage, of acquiring wealth; as by mari-

time commerce from the Red Sea ports, or (less

probably) from Joppa, or by keeping up the old

trade (1 K. x. 28) with Egypt— it seems difficult

to account for that ability to accumulate wealth,

which supplied the Temple treasury with sufficient

stoi'e to invite so frequently the hand of the spoiler.

Egypt, Damascus, Samaria, Nineveh, and Babylon,

had each in succession a share of the pillage. The
treasury was emptied by Shishak (1 K. xiv. 26),

again by Asa (1 K. xv. 18), by Jehoash of Judah
(2 K. xii. 18), by Jehoash of Israel (2 K. xiv. 14),

by Ahaz (2 K. xvi. 8), by Hezekiah (2 K. xviii.

15), and by Nebuchadnezzar (2 K. xxiv. 13).

5. The kingdom of Judah possessed many ad-

vantages which secured for it a longer continnance

than that of Israel. A frontier less exposed to

powerful enemies, a soil less fertile, a population

hardier and more united, a fixed and venerated

centre of administration and religion, an hereditary

aristocracy in the sacerdotal caste, an army always

subordinate, a succession of kings which no revolu-

tion interrupted, many of whom were wise and
good, and strove successfully to promote the moral

and spiritual as well as the material prosperity of

their people; still more than these, the devotion

of the people to the One True God, which, if not

always a pure and elevated sentiment, was yet a

contrast to such devotion as could be inspired by
the worship of the calves or of Baal ; and lastly the

popular reverence for and obedience to the Divine

law so far as they learned it from their teachers :
—

to these and other secondary causes is to be attrib-

uted the fact that Judah survived her more populous

and more powerful sister kingdom by 135 years;

and lasted from b. c. 975 to b. c. 586.

6. The chronological succession of the kings of

Judah is given in the article Iskael. A few diffi-

culties of no great importance have been discoveied

in the statements of the ages of some of the kings.

They are explained in the works cited in that article

and in Keil's Comiiuniary on the Book of Kitir/s.

A detailed history of each king will be found under

his name.

Judah acted upon three different lines of policy

in succession. First, animosity against Israel: sec-

ondly, resistance, generally in alliance with Israel,

to Damascus: thirdly, deference, perhaps va.ssalage

to the Assyrian king.

(a.) The first three kings of Judah seem to have

cherished the hope of reestablishing their authority

over the Ten Tribes; for sixty years there was war
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between them and the kings of Israel. Neither the

cUsbanding of Kehoboam's forces by the authority

of Sheniaiah, nor the pillage of Jerusalem by the

irresistilile Shishak, served to put an end to the

fraternal hostility. Tlie victory acliieved by the

daring Abijali brought to Judah a temporary acces-

sion of territory. Asa appears to have enlarged

it still further; and to have given so powerful a

stimulus to the migration of religious Israelites

to Jerusalem, that Baasha was induced to fortify

Ramah with the view of checking the movement.

Asa provided for the safety of his subjects from

invaders by building, like Kehoboam, several fenced

cities; he repelled an alarming irruption of an

ICthiopian horde; he hired the armed intervention

of Henhadad I., king of Damascus, against Baasha;

and he discouraged idolatry and enforced the worship

of the true God by severe penal laws.

(6.) Hanani's remonstrance (2 Chr. xvi. 7) pre-

pares us for the reversal by Jehoshaphat of the

policy which Asa pursued towards Israel and Ua^

mascus. A close alliance sprang up with strange

rapidity between Judah and Israel. For eighty

years, till the time of Amaziah, there was no open

war between them, and Damascus appears as their

chief and common enemy; though it rose after-

wards from its overthrow to become under Rezin

the ally of Pekah against Ahaz. Jehoshaphat,

active and prosperous, repelled nomad invaders from

the desert, curbed the aggressive spirit of his nearer

neighbors, and made his influence felt even among
the I'liilistines and Arabians. A still more lasting

benefit was conferred on his kingdom by his perse-

vering efforts for the religious instruction of the

people, and the regular administration of justice.

The reign of Jehoram, the husband of Athaliah, a

time of bloodshed, idolatry, and disaster, was cut

short by dise:ise. Ahaziah was slain by Jehu.

Athaliah, the grand-daughter of a Tyrian king,

usurped the blood-stained throne of David, till the

followers of the ancient religion put her to death,

and crowned Jehoash the surviving scion of the

royal house. His preserver, the high-priest, ac-

quired prominent personal influence for a time ; but

the king fell into idolatry, and failing to withstand

the power of Syria, was murdered by his own
officers. The vigorous Amaziah, flushed with the

recovery of Edom, provoked a war with his more
powerful contemporary Jehoash the conqueror of

the Syrians; and Jerusalem was entered and plun-

dered by the Israelites. But their energies were

sufficiently occupied in the task of completing the

subjugation of Damascus. Under Uzziah and
Jotham, Judah long enjoyed political and religious

prosperity, till the wanton Ahaz, surrounded by
united enemies, with whom he was unable to cope,

became in an evil hour the triljutary and vassal of

Tiglath-Pileser.

(c. ) Already in the fatal grasp of Assyria, Judah
was yet spared for a checkered existence of almost

another century and a half after the termination

of the kingdom of Israel. The effect of the repulse

of Sennacherib, of tlie signal religious revival under

Hezekiah and under Josiah, and of the extension

of their salutary influence over the long-severed

territory of Israel, was apparently done away by the

ignominious reign of the impious Manasseh, and
the lingering decay of the whole peoi)le under the

four feeble descendants of Josiah. Provoked by
their treachery and imbecility, their AssjTian master

drained in successive deportations all the strength

of the kingdom. The (ionsummatiou of the ruin
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came upon them in tlie destruction of the Temple
by the hand of Nebuzaradan, amid the wailings of

prophets, and the taunts of heathen tribes released

at length from the yoke of David.

7. The national life of the Hebrews seemed now
extinct; but there was still, as there had been al)

along, a spiritual life hidden within the body.

It was a time of hopeless darkness to all but
those Jews who had strong faith in God, with a
clear and steady insight into the ways of Providence
as interpreted by prophecy. The time of the divis-

ion of the kingdoms was the golden age of proph-

ecy. In each kingdom the prophetical office was
suliject to peculiar modifications which were re-

quired in Judah by the circumstances of the priest-

hood, in Israel by the existence of the House of

Baal and the Altar in Bethel. If, under the shadow
of the Temple, there was a depth and a grasp else-

where unequaled, in the views of Isaiah and the

prophets of Judah, if their writings touched and
elevated the hearts of thinking men in studious

retirement in the silent night-watches; there was
also, in the few burning words and energetic deeds

of the prophets of Israel, a power to tame a law-

less multitude and to check the high-handed ty-

ranny and idolatry of kings. The organization

and moral influence of the priesthood were matured
in the time of David ; from about that time to the

building of the second Temple the influence of the

prophets rose and became predominant. Some
historians have suspected that after the reign of

Athaliah the priestiiood gradually acquired and
retained excessive and unconstitutional power in

Judah. The recorded facts scarcely sustain the

conjecture. Had it been so, the effect of such
power would have !)een manifest in the exorbitant

wealth and luxury of the priests, and in the constant

and cruel enforcement of penal laws, like those of

Asa, against irreligion. But the peculiar oflences

of the priesthood, as witnessed in the prophetic

writings, were of another kind. Ignorance of God's
Word, neglect of the instruction of the laity, un-
truthfulness, and partial judgments, are the offenses

specially imputed to them, just such as might be
looked for where the priesthood is an hereditary

caste and irresponsible, but neither amliitious nor

powerful. When the priest either, as was the case

in Israel, abandoned the land, or, as in Judah,
ceased to be really a teacher, ceased from spiritual

connnunion with God, ceased from living sympathy
with man, and became the mere image of an in-

tercessor, a mechanical performer of ceremonial

duties little understood or heeded by himself, then
the prophet was raised up to supply some of his

deficiencies, and to exercise his functions so far as

was necessary. Whilst the priests sink into ob-

scurity and almost disappear, except from tlie

genealogical tables, the prophets come forward ap-

pealing everywhere to the conscience of indi\iduals,

in Israel as wonder-workers, calling together (iiod's

chosen few out of an idolatrous nation, and in

Judah as teachers and seers, supporting and puri-

fying all that remained of ancient piety, explaining

each mysterious dispensation of God as it was
unfolded, and jiromulgating his gracious s|iiritual

promises in all their extent. The part which
Isaiah, Jeremiah, and other prophets took in pre-

paring the Jews for their Captivity, cannot indeed

be fully appreciated without reviewing the succeed-

ing efforts of Kzekiel and Daniel. But the influ-

ence wliioh tliey exercised on the national mind
was too important to be overlooked in a sketch
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however brief, of the history of the kingdom of

Judah. W. T. B.

* JUDAH UPON Jordan (A. V.), a border

town of Naphtali (Josh. xix. 34). See note a,

p. 1491. The Hebrew is more strictly Judah-Jor-

dan, witliout a preposition. Thouo;h the tribe of

.Judah was in the south and Naphtali in the

north, it is very conceivable that there may have

been a town named after one tribe in the territory of

another. Dr. Thomson's discovery gives support

to this supposition. He found a place near Banias

and the Wadi er-Jiahbt'^'' (iU^pl ^c>y

or Valley of Rehoboth, marked by ruins and a tomb
with a dome, revered as the tomb of a prophet

by the Arabs, and called Sidi Yehuda f i^i^j^juu

j V ^^\ "My Lord Judah." He is very confi-

dent that this is the site of the ancient Judah

with its name perpetuated. (See Land aiid Book, i.

389 ff.) A conterminous border of Judah and

Naphtali at any point is of course out of the ques-

tion. H.

* JUDAISM ('lovSai(7fi6s: Vulg. Juduis-

mus), only in Gal. i. 13, 14 in the N. T. (
" Jews'

religion," A. V.), and 2 Mace. ii. 21 (rendered "Ju-

daism ") and xiv. 38 twice ("Judaism " and "re-

ligion of the Jews"). It denotes the system of

Jewish faith and worship in its perverted form as

one of blind attachment to rites and traditions, and

of bigotry, self-righteousness, and national exclu-

siveness. To what extent the religion of the Jews

partook of this character in the time of our Lord,

appears not only from his constant exposure of

their formalism and self-assumption, but especially

in the fact, that in John's Gospel " the Jews " {ol

'louSuiui) occurs more frequently than otherwise as

synonymous witli opposers of Chiist and of his teach-

ings. A similar usage is found in the Acts. Yet

Paul recognizes the idea of a true Judaism as

distinguislied from its counterfeit, when he says:

"He is a Jew who is one inwardly; and circum-

cision is that of the heart, in the spirit, arid not in

the letter; whose praise is not of men, but of

God (Rom. ii. 29).

Of the spirit of Judaism the Apostle himself be-

fore his conversion was a signal example. He as-

cribes to himself that character in various passages.

He declares in Gal. i. 13, 14 that his persecution

of the church was a fruit and evidence of this spirit,

and that in the violence of his zeal he outstripped

{irpoiKOTTTOv) all his associates or comrades {avvTi-

\iKtuTai) as a zealot (^rfXcorris) for the traditions

of the fathers. (See also Acts ix. 1 ft'. ; xxvi. 9 ; 1

Tim. i. 13, &c.) Such Judaism possessed in the

ej'es of a Jew the merit of both patriotism and

piety, and hence is portrayed as such in the heroes

of the Jewish apocryphal books. H.

JU'DAS ('louSas [Judas] ), the Greek form of

the Hebrew n.ame Judah, occurring in the LXX.
andN. T. [Judah.]

1. [Yat. .-Vlex. ClovSas- Coluas.] 1 Esdr. ix.

23. [Judah.]
2. The third son of Mattathias, " called Macca-

baeus" (1 Mace. ii. 4). [Maccabees.]
3. The son of Calphi (Alphaeus), a Jewish gen-

ei-al under Jonathan (1 Mace. xi. 70).

4. A Jew occupying a conspicuous position at

Jerusalem at the time of the mission to Aristobu-

JUDAS SURNAMED BARSABAS
lus [Akistoisulu.s] and the Egyptian Jews (2

Mace. i. 10). He has been identified with an Es

sene, conspicuous for his prophetic gifts (Jos. Ant.

xiii. 11, § 2 ; B. J. i. 3, § 5) ; and with Judas Macca-

boeus (Grimm ad foe). Some again suppose that

he is a person otherwise unknown.

5. A son of Simon, and brother of Joannes

Hyrcanus (1 IMacc. xvi. 2), murdered by Ptole-

niasus the usurper, either at the same time (c. 135

B. c.) with his father (1 Mace. xvi. 15 ff.),or .shortly

afterwards (Jos. Ant. xiii. 8, § 1: cf. Grimm, ad

^facc. 1. c).

6. The patriarch Judah (Matt. i. 2, 3).

B. F. W.

7. A man residing at Damascus, in " the street

which is called Straight," in whose house Saul of

Tarsus lodged after his miraculous conversion

(Acts ix. 11). The "Straight Street" maybe
with little question identified with the " Street of

Bazaars," a long, wide thoroughfare, penetrating

from the southern gate into the heart of the city,

which, as in all the Syro-Greek and Syro-Roman
towns, it intersects in a straight line. The so-

called " House of Judas " is still shown in an open

space called " the Sheykh's Place," a few steps out

of the "Street of Bazaars: " it contains a square

room with a stone floor, partly walled off for a tomb,

shown to Maundrell {Early Trav. Bohn, p. 494)

as the "tomb of Ananias." The house is an object

of religious respect to Mussulmans as well as Christ-

ians (Stanley, »S'. tf P. p. 412; Conyb. and Hows,
i. 102 ; Maundrell, /. c. ; Tococke, ii. 119). E. V.

* It is not certain, nor probable, that this Judas

(of whom nothing further is known ) was at that

time a Christian. None of Saul's company were

Christians, nor did they know that he had be-

come one. Neither they, nor he, would probably

know of a Christian family to which they could

conduct him, nor would such a family have then re-

ceived him. He was probably led by his compan-

ions to his intended stopping-place— possibly, a

public house. It is a fair inference from the nar-

rative, that the host and the guest were both per-

sonally strangers to Ananias. S. W.

JU'DAS, sur.NAJiKD Bak'sabas {'lovSas

6 iiriKaXovixfi/os Bapaa^as [Lachm. Tisch.

Treg. Bap(ra/3/3as] : Judas qui cognominnbatur

Barsabas, [Cod. Amiat. Barsabbas]), a leading

member of the Apostolic church at Jerusalem

(aj/Tjp riyoifxivos iv rols aSe\(po7s), Acts xv. 22,

and " perhaps a member of the Presbytery " (Ne-

ander, PI. ()'• Ti-. i. 123), endued witii the gift of

prophecy (ver. 32), chosen with Silas to accompany

St. Paul and St. Barnabas as delegates to the

church at Antioch, to make known the decree con-

cerning the terms of admission of the Gentile con-

verts, and to accredit their commission and charac-

ter by personal communications (ver. 27). Aftei

employing their prophetical gifts for the confirma-

tion of the S3rian Christians in the faith, Judas

went back to .leru.salem, while Silas either remained

at Antioch (for the reading Acts xv. 34 is uncer-

tain ; and while some MSS., followed by the Vul-

gate, add iji6vos 'lovSas 8e iiropevBri, the best

oinit the verse altogether), or speedily returned

thither. Nothing further is recorded of Judas.

The form of the name Barsabas [or Barsabbas,

see above] = Son of Sabas, has led to several con-

jectures: Wolf and Grotius, prol)ably enough,

suppose him to have been a l)rother of Joseph Barsa-

bas (Acts i. 23); while Schott {Isugog. § 103, p.
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431) takes Sabas or Zabas to be an abbreviated

form of Zebedee, regards Judas as an elder brother

of James and John, and attributes to him the

" Epistle of Jude." Augusti, on the other hand

(Die KatlwUsch. Briefe, Lemyo, 1801-8, ii. 80),

advances the opinion, though with considerable

Iiesitation, that he may be identical with the Apos-

tle "lovBas 'laKii^ov. 1^- * •

JU'DAS OF GAL'ILEE CloiSas 6 TaAi-

Katos- Judas Gnlikeus), the leader of a popular

revolt " in the days of the taxing " («. e. the census,

under the prefecture of V. Sulp. Quirinus, a. d. 6, a.

U. C. 759), referred to by Gamaliel in his speech

before the Sanhedrim (Acts v. 37). According

to Josephus {Ant. xviii. 1, § 1), Judas was a Gaulon-

ite of the city of Gamala, probably taking his name

of GaliL-ea!) from his insurrection having had its

rise in Galilee. His revolt had a theocratic charac-

ter, the watchword of which was " We have no

Lord nor master but God," and he boldly de-

nounced the payment of tribute to Caesar, and

all acknowledgment of any foreign authority, as

treason against the principles of the JMosaic con-

stitution, and signifying nothing short of downright

slavery. His fiery eloipience and the popularity of

his doctrines drew vast numbers to his standard,

by many of whom lie was regarded as the Messiah

(Orig. Homll. in Luc. xxv. ), and the country was

for a time entirely given over to the lawless deiire-

dations of the fierce and licentious throng who had

joined themselves to him ; but the might of Kome
proved irresistible: Judas himself perished, and his

followers were "dispersed," though not entirely

destroyed till the final overthrow of the city and

nation.

With his fellow insurgent Sadoc, a Pharisee,

Judas is represented by Josephus as the founder of

a fourth sect, in addition to the Pharisees, Sad-

ducees, and Essenes (^4«^. xviii. 1. § 1, 6; B. J. ii.

8, § 1). The only point which appears to have

distinguished his followere from the Pharisees was
their stubborn love of freedom, *leading them to de-

spise torments or death for themselves or their

friends, rather than call any man master.

The Gaulonites, as his followers were called, may
be regarded as the doctrinal ancestors of the Zealots

and Sicarii of later days, and to the influence of

his tenets Josephus attributes all subsequent insur-

rections of the .Tews, and the final destruction of

the City and Temple. James and John, the sons

of Judas, headed an unsuccessful insurrection in

the procuratorship of Tiberius .-Vlexander, A. n. 47,

by whom they were taken prisoners and crucified.

Twenty years later, a. d. 66, their younger brother

Jlenahem, following his father's example, took the

lead of a band of desperadoes, who, after pillaging

the armory of Herod in the fortress of Masada,

near the " gardens of Engaddi," marched to Je-

rusalem, occupied the city, and after a desperate

siege took the palace, where he immediately as-

sumed the state of a king, and connnitted great

enormities. As he was going up to the Temple to

worship, with great pomp, jNIenahem was taken

by the partisans of Eleazar the high-priest, by

whom he was tortured to death Aug. 15, A. D. 66

(Milman, Hist, of Jews, ii. 152, 231; Joseph. I.e.;

Orig. in Mutt. T. xvii. §25). E. V.

JU'DAS ISCAR'IOT ('louSa? 'lo-KapitirTj?

[in Mark and Luke, Lachm. Tisch. Treg. 'Itr-

KapL<isO\ ' Judas hcariotes). He is sometimes

called •' the son of Simon " (John vi. 71, xiii. 2,
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26), but more commonly (the three Synoptic Gos-

pels give no otiier name), Iscariotes (Matt. x. 4;

Mark iii. 19; Luke vi. 16, et al.). In the three

lists of the Twelve there is^added in each case the

fact that he was the betrayer.

The name Iscariot has received many interpreta-

tions more or less conjectural.

(1.) Prom Kekioth (Josh. xv. 25), in the tribe of

Judah,the Heb. n"V"1|7Ci7'^Sl, IsH K'kioth, pas-

sing into 'lo-KaptwTTjs in the same way as tC"^S

I21I0— Ish Tob, a man of Tob— appears in Jose-

phus {Ant. vii. 6, § 1) as, "lo-roiySos (Winer, Rmlu;b.

s. v.). In connection with this explanation may be

noticed the reading of some JLSS. in John vi. 71,

cLTth KapiwTov, and that received by Lachmann and

Tischendorf, which makes the name Iscariot belong

to Simon, and not, as elsewhere, to Judas only.

On this hypothesis his position among the Twelve,

the rest of whom belonged to Galilee (.A.cts ii. 7),

would be exceptional ; and this has led to

(2.) From Kartha in Galilee (Kartan, A. V.,

Josh. xxi. 32; Ewald, Gesck. Israels, v. 321).

(3.) As eipiivalent to 'laaxoLptwrrii (Grotius on

JIatt. X. 4; Ileumann, Miscell. Gnming. iii. 598,

in Winer, Eealwb.).

(4.) Prom the date-trees (/capicoTi'Ses) in the

neighborhood of Jerusalem or Jericho (Bartolocci,

Bibl. Rabbin, iii. 10, in Winer, /. c. ; Gill, Comm.
on Matt. X. 4).

(5.) From S'^IOl'lpDH (=scortea. Gill, I. c),

a leathern apron, the name being applied to him as

the bearer of the bag, and= Judas with the apron

(LigMfoot, Hor. Heb. in Matt. x. 4).

(G.) From S"lDDS, rtsc^ra= strangling (an-

gina), as given after his death, and commemora-
ting it (Lightfoot, /. c), or indicating that he had

been subject to a disease tending to suffocation pre-

viously (Heinsius in Suicer. Thes. s. v. 'Ioi;5ay).

This is mentioned also as a meaning of the name
by Origen, Tract, in Matt. xxxv.

Of the life of Judas, before the appearance of

his name in the lists of the Apostles, we know ab-

solutely nothing. It must be left to the sad vision

of a poet (Keble, ^y/'a Jnnocentium, ii. 13), or the

fantastic fables of an apocryphal Gospel (Thilo,

Cod. Apoc. N. T. Evany. Infant, c. 35) to por-

tray the infancy and youth of the traitor. What
that appearance implies, however, is that he had

previously declared himself a disciple. He was

drawn, as the others were, by the preaching of the

Baptist, or his own INIessianic hopes, or the "gra-

cious words" of the new teacher, to leave his

former life, and to obey the call of the Prophet of

Nazareth. What baser and more selfish motives

may ha\e n)iiigled even then with his faith and

zeal, we can only judge by reasoning backward from

the sequel. Gifts of some kind there must have

been, rendering the choice of such a man not

strange to others, not unfit in itself, and the func-

tion which he exercised afterwards among the

Twelve may indicate what they were. The posi-

tion of his name, uniformly the last in the lists of

the Apostles in the Synoptic Gospels, is due, it

may be imagined, to the infamy which alterwards

rested on his name, but, prior to that guilt, it

would seem that he took his place in the group of

four which ahvavs stand last in order, as if posses-

sing neither the love, nor the f;iith, nor thf- devo-

tion which marked the sons of Zebedee and Jonah.
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The choice was not made, we must remember,

without a prevision of its issue. " Jesus knew

from the beginning .... who should betray

Him" (John vi. 64); and the distinctness with

which that Evangelist records the successive stages

of the guilt of Judas, and his blaster's discernment

of it (John xii. 4, xiii. 2, 27), leaves with us the

impression that he too shrank instinctively (Bengel

describes it as " singularis antipathia," Giwimm
N'. T. on John vi. G4) from a nature so opposite

to his own. We can hardly expect to solve the

question why such a man was chosen for such an

office. Either we must assume absolute fore-

knowledge, and then content ourselves with saying

with Calvin that the judgments of God are as a

great deep, and with Ullniann (SiituUosiyk. Jesu,

p. 97) that he was chosen that the Divine purpose

might be accomplished through him ; or else with

Neander {Ltbtn Jesu, § 77) that there was a dis-

cernment of the latent germs of evil, such as be-

longed to the Son of Jlan, in his insight into the

hearts of men (John ii. 25; Jlatt. ix. 4; Mark
xii. 15), yet not such as to exclude emotions of

sudden sorrow or anger (Mark iii. 5), or astonish-

ment (Mark vi. 6; Luke vii. 9), admitting the

thought " witli men this is impossible, but not

with God." Did He in the depth of that insight,

and in the fullness of his compassion, seek to over-

come the evil which, if not conquered, would be

so fatal V It gives, at any rate, a new meaning

and force to many parts of our Lord's teaching, to

remember that they nmst have been spoken in the

hearing of Judas, and may have been designed to

make him conscious of his danger. The warnings

as to the impossibility of a service divided between

God and Mammon (Matt. vi. 19-34), and the de-

structive power of the " cares of this world, and

the deceitfulness of riches " (Matt. xiii. 22, 23),

the pointed words that spoke of the guilt of im-

faithfulness in the " unrighteous Mammon" (Luke

xvi. 11), the proverb of the camel passing through

the needle's eye (JIark x. 25), must have ftillen on

his heart as meant specially for him. He was

among those who asked the question. Who then

can be saved? (Mark x. 26). Of him, too, we may
say, that, when he sinned, he was " kicking against

the pricks," letting slip his " calling and election,"

frustrating the purpose of his Master in giving him
so high a work, and educating him for it (comp.

Chrysost. Horn, on Matt. xxvi. xxvii., John vi.).

The germs (see Stier's Words of Jesus, infra)

of the evil, in all likelihood, unfolded themselves

gradually. The rules to which the Twelve were

subject in their first journey (Matt. x. 9, 10) shel-

tered him from the temptation that would have

been most dangerous to him. The new form of

life, of which we find the first traces in Luke viii.

3, brought that temptation with it. As soon as

the Twelve were recognized as a body, travelling

hither and thither with their Master, receiving

money and other ofierings, and redistributing what

they received to the poor, it Itecame necessary that

some one should act as the steward and almoner

of the small .society, and this fell to Judas (John

xii. 6, xiii. 29), either as having the gifts that

qualified him for it, or, as we may conjecture, from

his character, because he sought it, or, as some

have imagined, in rotation from time to time. The
Galilaean or Jud*an peasant (we have no reason

for thinking that his station differed from that of

the other Apostles) found himself entrusted with

larger sums of money than beibre (the three hun-
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dred denarii of John xii. 5, are spoken of as a sun
whicli he might reasonably have expected), and
with this there came covetousness, unfaithfuhiess,

embezzlement. It was impossible after this that

he could feel at ease with One who asserted st

clearly and sharply the laws of faithfulness, duty,

unselfishness; and the words of Jesus, "Have I

not chosen you Twelve, and one of you is a devil ?
"

(John vi. 70), indicate that even then," though
the greed of immediate, or the hope of larger gain,

kept him from ''going back," as others did (John

vi. 66), hatred was taking the place of love, and

leading him on to a fiendish malignity.

In what way that evil was rebuked, what disci-

pline was applied to counteract it, has been hinted

at above. The scene at Bethany (John xii. 1-9;

JIatt. xxvi. 6-13; Mark xiv. 3-9) showed how
deeply the canker had eaten into his soul. The
warm outpouring of love calls forth no sympathy.
He utters himself, and suggests to others, the com-
plaint that it is a waste. Under the plea of caring

for the poor he covers his own miserable theft.

The narrative of Matt, xxvi., iNIark xiv. places

this history in close connection (apparently in order

of time) with the fact of the betrayal. It leaves

the motives of the betrayer to conjecture (comp.

Neander, Leben Jesu, § 264). The mere love of

money may have been strong enough to make him
clutch at the bribe offered him. He came, it may
be, expecting more (Matt. xxvi. 15); he will take

that. He has lost the chance of deahng with the

three hundred denarii; it will be something to get

the thirty shekels as his own. It may have been

that he felt that his Master saw through his hidden

guilt, and that he hastened on a crisis to avoid the

shame of open detection. Mingled with this there

may have been some feeling of vindictiveness, a

vague, confused desire to show that he had power
to stop the career of the teacher who had reproved

him. Had the words that spoke of "the burial"

of Jesus, and the lukewarmness of the people, and
the conspiracies of the priests led him at last to

see that the jMessianic kingdom was not as the

kingdoms of this world, and that his dream of

power and wealth to be enjoyed in it was a delu-

sion? (Ewald, Gesch. Israels, v. 441-46.) There

may have been the thought that, after all, the be-

trayal could do no harm, that his Master would

prove his innocence, or by some supernatural mani-
festation effect his escape (Lightfoot, Bor. Heb.

p. 886, in Winer, and Whitby on Matt, xxvii. 4).

Another motive has been suggested (comp. Nean-
der, Leben Jesu, 1. c. ; and Whately, J'^ssays on
Danyers to Christian Faith, Discourse iii.) of an
entirely different kind, altering altogether the char-

acter of the act. Not the love of money, nor

revenge, nor fear, nor disappointment, but policy,

a subtle plan to force on the hour of the triumph

of the Messianic kingdom, the belief that for this

service he would receive as high a place as Peter,

or James, or John ; this it was tl)at made him the

traitor. If he could place his Master in a position,

from which retreat would be inijjossible, where he

would be compelled to throw himself on the people,

and be raised by them to the throne of his father

David, then he might look forward to being fore-

most and highest in that kingdom, with all his

desires for wealth and power gratified to the full.

« Awful as the words were, liowever, Wt must re-

member that like words were spoken of and to Peter

(Matt. xvi. 23).
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Ingenious as this liypothesis is, it fails for tliat

very reason.« It attributes to the Galilean peasant

a subtlety in forecasting political combinations, and

planning stratagems accordingly, which is hardly

compatible with his character and learning, hardly

consistent either with the pettiness of the faults

into which he had hitherto fallen. Of the other

motives that have been assigned we need not care

to fix on any one, as that which singly led him on.

Crime is for the most part the result of a hundred

motives rushing witli bewildering fury through the

mind of the criminal.

During the days that intervened between the

supper at liethany and the Paschal or quasi-Pas-

chal gathering, he appeared to ha\e concealed his

treachery. He went with the other disciples to

and fro from Bethany to .lerusaleni, and looked on

the acted parable of the barren and condemned

tree (Mark xi. 20-'2-t), and shared the vigils in

Gethsemane (.lohn xviii. 2). At the Last Supper

he is present, looking forward to the consummation

of his guilt as drawing nearer every hour. All is

at first as if he were still faithful. He is admitted

to the feast. His teet are washed, and for him
there are the fearful words, " Ye are clean, but not

all." He, it may be, receives the bread and the

wine which were the pledges of the new covenant.*

Then come the sorrowful words which showed him
that his design was known. " One of you shall

betray me." Others ask, ia their sorrow and con-

fusion, "Is it I?" He too must ask the same

question, lest he should seem guilty (Matt. xxvi.

25). He alone hears the answer. John only, and

through him Peter, and the traitor himself, under-

stand the meaning of the act which pointed out

that he was the guilty one (John xiii. 21!).'^ After

this there comes on him that paroxysm and insanity

of guilt as of one whose human soul was possessed

by the Spirit of Evil — " Satan entered into him "

(John xiii. 27). The words, " What thou doest,

do quickly," come as a spur to drive him on. The
other disciples see in them only a command which

they interpret as connected with the work he had

hitherto undertaken. Then he completes the sin

from which even those words might have drawn

him back. He knows that garden in which his

Master and his companions had so often rested

after the weary work of the day. He comes, ac-

companied by a band of officers and servants (John

xviii. 3), with the kiss which was prolaljly the

usual salutation of the disciples. The words of

a Comp. the remarks on this hypothesis, iu wliich

Whately followed (unconsciously perhaps) in the

footsteps of Paulus, in Ersch u. Gruber's Allgem. En-
cycl. art. '' Judas."

b The question whether Judas was a partjiker of

the Lord's Supper is encompassed with many difficul-

ties, both dogmatic and harmonistic. The general

consensus of patristic commentators gives an affirm-

ative, that of modern critics a negative, answer. (Comp.

Meyer, Conim. on John xiii. 38.)

c The combination of the narratives of the four

Gospels is not without grave difficultie.*, for which

harmonists and commentators may be consulted. We
have given that which seems the most probable result.

</ This passage has often been appealed to, as illus-

trating the difference between |u.cToju.eAei,'a and loieTavoia.

It is questionable, however, how far the N. T. writers

recognize that distinction (comp. Grotius in loc).

Still more questionable is the notion above referred to,

that St. Matthew describes his disappointment at a

result so different from that which he had reckoned
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Jesus, calm and gentle as they were, showed that

this was what embittered the treachery, and made
the suffering it inflicted more acute (Luke xxiL

48). ^
^V^hat followed in the confusion of that night

the (jospels do not record. Not many students

of the N. T. will follow Heumann and Archbp.
NVhately {Essnys on Dangers, 1. c.) in the hypoth-

esis that Judas was "the other disciple" that

was known to the high-priest, and brought Peter

in (comp. Meyer on John xviii. 15). It is proba-

ble enough, indeed, that he who had gone out with

the high priest's officers should return with them

to wait the issue of the trial. Then, when it was

over, came the reaction. The fever of the crime

passed away. There came back on him the recol-

lection of the sinless righteousness of the Master

he had wronged (Matt, xxvii. 3). He repented,

and his guilt and all that had tempted him to it

became hateful.'' He will get rid of the accursed

tiling, will transfer it back again to those who with

it had lured him on to destruction. They mock
and sneer at the tool whom they have used, and

then there comes over him the horror of great

darkness that precedes self-murder. He has owned
his sin with " an exceeding bitter cry," but he

dares not turn, with any hope of pardon, to the

^Master whom he has betrayed. He hurls the

money, which the priests refused to take, into the

sanctuary {ua6s) where they were assembled. For

him there is no longer sacrifice or propitiation.

«

He is "the son of perdition" (John xvii. 12).

" He departed and went and hanged himself"

(Matt, xxvii. 5). He went " unto his own place "/

(Acts i. 25).

We have in Acts i. another account of the cir-

cumstances of his death, which it is not easy to

harmonize with that given by St. Jlatthew. There,

in words which may have been spoken by St. Peter

(Meyer, following the general consensus of inter-

preters), or may have been a parenthetical notice

inserted by St. Luke (Calvin, Olshausen, and oth-

ers), it is stated —
(1.) That, instead of throwing the money into

the Temple, he bought (iKT-ficraTo) a field with it.

(2.) That, instead of hanging himself, "falling

headlong, he burst asunder in the midst, and all

his bowels gushed out."

(3.) That for this reason, and not because the

priests had bought it with the price of blood, the

field was called Aceldama.

e It is characteristic of the wide, far-reaching sym-
patliy of Origen, that he suggests another motive for

the suicide of Judas. Despairing of pardon in this

lite, he would rush on into the world of the dead, and
there (yvupfj rrj iiyxfj) meet his Lord, and confess his

guilt and ask for pardon ( Trai-t. in Matt. xxxv. :

comp. also Theophanes, Horn, xxvii., in Suicer, Tlies.

S. V. 'louSas).

/ The words iSios tottos iu St. Peter's speech con-

vey to our minds, probably were meant to conve}' to

those who heard them, the impression of some dark

region in Gehenna. Lightfoot and Gill (in loc.) quote

passages from rabbinical writers who find that mean-

ing in the phrase, even iu Gen. xxxi. 55, and Num.
xxiv. 25. On the other hand it should be remem-

bered that many interpreters reject that explanation

(comp. Meyer, inloc.),n and that one great Anglican

divine (Ilammond, Comment, on N. T. in loc.) enters

a distinct protest against it.

a • Meyer mentions some who reject the above explana-

tion respecting iSios tottos, though he gives his own sano
tion to it. H.
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It is, of course, easy to cut the knot, as Strauss

and De Wette have clone, by assuming one or both

accounts to be spurious and legendary. Receiving

both as authentic, we are yet led to the conclusion

that the explanation is to be found in some un-

known series of facts, of which we have but two
fragmentary narratives. The solutions that have

been suggested by commentators and harmonists

are nothing more than exercises of ingenuity seeking

to dovetail into each other portions of a dissected

map which, for want of missing pieces, do not fit.

Such as they are, it may be worth while to state

the chief of them.

As to (1) it has been said that there is a kind

of irony in St. Peter's words, " This was all he

got." That which was bought with his money is

spoken of as bought Ijy him (INIeyer in loc).

As to (2) we have the explanations—
((7.) That aiTTiy^aTo, in Matt, xxvii. 5, includes

death by some suddeti spasm of suffocation {finyina

])ectoris f), such as might be caused by the over-

powering misery of his remorse, and that then came
the fall described in the Acts (Suicer, T/ies. s. v.

awa.yx<^ j Grotius, Hanmiond, Lightfoot, and

others). By some this has even been connected

with the name Iscariot, as implying a constitutional

tendency to this disease (Gill).

(b.) That the work of suicide was Init half ac-

complished, and that, the halter breaking, he fell

(from a fig-tree, in one tradition) across the road,

and was mangled and crushed by the carts and

wagons that passed over him. This explanation

appears, with strange and horrible exaggerations,

in the narrative of Papias, quoted by OLcumenius

on Acts i., and in Theophylact on Matt, xxvii.

As to (3) we have to choose between the alterna-

tives —
{(I.) That there were two Aceldamas. [Acel-

D.VMA.]

(L) That the potter's field which the priests had

bought was the same as that in which the traitor

met so terrible a death.

The life of Judas has been represented here in

the only light in which it is possible for us to look

on it, as a human life, and therefore as one of

temptation, struggle, freedom, responsibility. If

another mode of speaking of it appears in the NT. T.

;

if words are used which imply that all happened as

it had been decreed ; that the guilt and the misery

were parts of a Divine plan (.John vi. G-i, xiii. 18;

Acts i. 16), we must yet remember that this is no

single,'exceptional instance. All human actions are

dealt with in the same way. They appear at one

moment separate, free, uncontrolled ; at another

they are links in a long chain of causes and effects,

the beginning and the end of whieii are in the

" thick darkness where God is," or determined by

an inexorable necessity. No adherence to a philo-

sophical system frees men altogether from incon-

sistency in their language. In proportion as their

minds are religious, and not philosophical, the

transitions from one to the other will be frequent,

abrupt, and startling.

With the exception of the stories already men-
tioned, there are but few traditions that gather

round the name of Judas. It appears, however, in

a strange, hardly ifitelligible way in the history of

the wildei' heresies of the second century. 'J'he

sect of Cainites, consistent in their inversion of all

that Christians in general believed, was reported to

have honored him as the only Apostle that was in

possession of the true gnosis, to have made him
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the object of their worship, and to have had a
(jospel bearing his name (comp. Neander, Clnirch

History, ii. 153, Eng. transl. ; Iren. adv. Hcer. i.

35; TertuU. de Prcesc. c. 47).« For the general

literature connected with this subject, especially for

monographs on the motive of Judas and the maimer
of his death, see Winer, Realwb. For a full treat-

ment of the questions of the relation in which his

guilt stood to the life of Christ, comp. Stier's Wcn'ds

of tilt Lord Jesus, on the passages where Judas is

mentioned, and in particular vol. vii. pp. 40-67,

Eng. trans. E. II. P.
* Question I. What was the character of Judas

Iscariot ?

A. What was his intellectual character?

(a.) There are more signs in the Gospels that

Judas had a strong and sturdy intellect than that

some of the other disciples had. It may be sur-

mised from John xii. 4-8 as compared with Mat-
thew xxvi. 8-11 and Mark xiv. 4-7, that especially

in financial affairs he had a marked influence upon
his fellow apostles. He was appointed to superin-

tend the funds, and disburse the charities of the

retinue which accompanied the iNIessiah. At 07ie

time (Luke viii. 1-3) this retinue needed a careful,

exact, and sharp-sighted treasurer. We may pre-

sume that Judas's intellectual fitness for this office

was one reason for his appointment to it. Some
(as Itodatz) ha^•e supposed that each of the disci-

ples in his turn had the oversight of the money
belonging to the retinue of Christ. But this mere
conjecture is adverse to the Biblical impression.

(i.) Although the Gospels give us more intima-

tions of shrewdness as characteristic of Judas than

as characteristic of the other disciples, they do not

imply that he had so extensive a reach of mind as

some German theorists ascribe to him. According

to these theorists he was so sharp-sighted as to

reason in a manner like the following :
—

" It may be inferred from certain words of the

Master [Matthew xix. 28] that he will assume a

temporal throne, and exalt his twelve apostles to be

his twelve princes ; it may be inferred from certain

exhibitions of popular feeling [John xii. 12-19] that

the masses of the Jews are now ready, and need

only an im[mlse and occasion to enthrone him; the

betrayal will put the Messiah into such a position

that he must declare himself; the Jewish rulers

will at once resist his jjretcnsions, but the people

will at once stand up for him, and under his leader-

ship will overcome the rulers ; the betrayal will thus

be the means of introducing a new administration

highly advantageous to the state, of expediting the

royal glory of the Master, and the princely honors

of the disciples ; of pleasing by exalting the king,

rather than of displeasing by degrading him."

We do not know enough to deny outright that

such a plan, or at least some parts of it, may have

momentarily occurred to Judas; but the Gospels

do not make upon us the impression of his having

that kind of intellect which remains steadfast in

such a comprehensive plan.

B. AVhat was the moral character of Judas?

(".) Some writers regard him as possessing a

merely cold and calculating spirit unsusceptible te

the influences flowing from the virtues of the Mes-

siah; as having full confidence in the superiority

a * Mr. Norton gives reasons for doubting the ex-

istence of such a sect {Genuineness of the Gcspels. 2d

ed.. ili. 231 ff.). A.
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of Jesus to his enemies and in his ability to extri-

cate himself from their stratagems; therefore as

devising the traitorous scheme without malice as

well as without love toward his Master, and with

a frigid plan of making game of the Jewish rulers,

getting his thirty pieces of silver by the trick of the

betrayal whicli he believed would be harmless to

others while profitable to himself. But the intinia-

tions of tlie Gospels are that Judas combined a

rude strength of feeling witli his financial sagacity.

His keenness of remorse, his bitter regrets, the

powerful emotions terminating in his fearful death

are signs that he was impressible to the motives of

goodness; that he alternated suddenly from an ex-

citement of avarice to an excitement of a sense of

shame and from both to an excitement of the sense

of right and tlie fear of retribution.

(b. ) Another class of writers represent Iscariot as

a man of benevolence and probity : see Question

II. a.

(c.) Still another class (represented by Daub) re-

gard the traitor as a man who even before his

entrance upon the apostleship " had fallen irrevo-

cably a prey to evil," liad become " a hopelessly

bad man," " a devil in the flesh," an impersonation

of "the evil which has utterly cast offall humanity,"

etc., etc. This supposition is refuted by the fact

that Jesus, ever mindful of the fitnesses of things,

entrusted to Iscariot so responsible an office as that

of the bursar; also by the fact that .ludas, so far

from being regarded by his fellow disciples as a

fiend, was for a long time not suspected of any

misdemeanor ; that the Apostles were surprised when
his future treason was announced at the Paschal

Supper (Matt. xxvi. 21 tf.; Mark xiv. 18 ff.; Luke
xxii. 21 ft'. ; John xiii. 11, 18, 23 ft'.), and, even when
he was expelled from their company, thought that

he was sent forth on a religious or benevolent

errand (John xiii. 27-30), to gather provisions for

the feast-iveek, or to distribute charities among the

poor, perhaps to provide some indigent families witli

money sufficient for enabling tjiem to offer the fes-

tival sacrifices.

(d. ) Another class of writers adopt an intermediate

and more probable theory, that, although .ludas had

a strength, tact, and carefulness of spirit which

fitted him to conduct the secular affairs of the

Lord's retinue, he had no largeness of mind nor

loftiness of aim which fitted him for great exploits

;

he had a firmness of soul which qualified him to

endure persecution, but led him to his terrilile

suicide; he was mean, sordid, miserly, but still not

insensible to the attractions of the opposite charac-

ter; although engrossed with selfish aims which
made him at times frigid and relentless, he had
yet a passionate nature which made him at other

times violent in self-reproach ; he had enough of

moral sentiment to know the right and put on the

semblance of it; he could not have enjoyed for so

long a time the confidence of the disciples unless

he had counterfeited their virtues, and he is im-
plicitly accused by John (xii. 0) of hypocritical

pretensions; although his powers and sensibilities

were in a singular degree disproportioned to each

other, yet they did not place him lieyond the reach

of hope for his improvement, nor leave him (as he

is so often represented) an altogether exceptional

case of humanity. The sins of Judas were those

of deliberate intent ; the sins of Peter were those of

sudden lapse. Christ says to Peter (Matt. xvi. 23):
•' Get thou behind me, Satan "

; he says, with more
deliberate emphasis, of Judas (John vi. 70): " Have
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I not chosen 3'ou twelve, and one of you is a devil?"
still the sins of both Peter and Judas were human
and therefore when Peter speaks in Acts i. 16-22
of the traitor's suicide k; maintains a reticence

which indicates that the author of the denial did

not think it seemly to hurl any violent epithets

against the author of the betrayal, l^ven if (as

Meyer, Alford) we suppose that the 18th and 19th

verses of Acts i. belong to the speech of Peter, they

stand in significant contrast with his open denun-
ciations of other bad men ; as for instance in the

second chapter of his Second Epistle. But the

internal evidence is (see Dr. Gill on Acts i. 15-20)

that those two verses were intercalated by Luke,

whose medical education would prompt him to such

a statement, and who with a mixture of severity

and derision suggests ideas like the following:

" This man so eager in his pursuit of wealth ended

his pursuit in acquiring a piece of land, the verj

name of which is infamous. What shaU it profit

a man if he should gain the whole world and lose

his own soul V This man gained a contemptible

part of the world, and amid disgusting bruises of

his body, lost his soul."

Because our Lord addressed the loyal disciples in

a strain of rebuke similar to that which he applied

to Judas (compare Matt. xvi. 23 with John vi. 70;

also Matt. xxvi. 10, Mark xiv. 6-9 with John xii.

7, 8), some writers have inferred that Iscariot was
not eminently selfish. Some (as Goldhorn) have

denied that the Evangelists accuse him of cherishing

an avaricious temper, or of practicing embezzlement

for his own personal advantage. He has been

thought to be a kind of prototype of St. Crispin,

who is the tutelary saint of shoemakers, and who
with his lirother Crispianus was martyred in A. D.

287, after having his hands and feet plunged into

molten lead. This saint, like Iscariot, was called a
" thief," for in his benevolent zeal he had been in

the habit of purloining leather from the compara-

tively rich in order that he might make shoes of it

for the comparatively poor. But the supposition

that Judas Iscariot was absorbed in such a Cris-

pinade is as idle as the mediaeval legend that the

twenty pieces of silver for which Joseph was sold

by his brethren found their way at last into the

Jewish Temple, were paid to Judas for his treason,

and were finally returned by him into the temple

treasury.

Question II. What were the motives inducing

Judas to betray his Lord '?

In his Essay on Judas Iscariot, Mr. De Quincey

says : " Everything connected with our ordinary

conceptions of this man, of his real purposes, and

of his ultimate fate, apparently is erroneous." " It

must always be important to recall within the fold

of Christian forgiveness any one who h;is long been

sequestered from human charity, and has tenanted

a Pariali grave. In the greatest and most mem-
orable of earthly tragedies Judas is a prominent

figure. So long as the earth revolves, he caimot

be forgotten. If, therefore, there is a doubt affect-

ing his case, he is entitled to the benefit of that

doubt." We are indeed apt to err in supposing

that the entire character of Judas, and especially

his signal crimes, were essentially different from the

character atid crimes of other bad men. ^^'e are

also apt to err in supposing that he had a cle.ir and

definite view of the exact evils which would befall

the Messiah, and that ho did nut endeavor, like

other bad men, to palliate his crime by imagining

that its evil results would in some way or other be
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prevented. (See Neander's Leben Jesu, p. 679 f.

4e Aufl.) We are further apt to err in supposing

that Judas must have had a single solitary motive,

or else a self-consistent system of motives for his

treason. He seems to have had a spirit which was
driven hither and thither by a tumult of emotions,

some of which were at variance with others; to

have l)een like a merchant on the e\e of bankruptcy

distracted with conflicting impulses; to have been

bewildered by the words and acts of Jesus; not to

have known exactly what to expect; to have been

at last surprised (Meyer on llatt. xxvi. 14-16)

th?,t Jesus did not foil his adversaries and escape

the crucifixion.

(«. ) It has been supposed that Judas was animated,

in a gi'cater or less degree, by .Jewish patriotism.

He has been called by some " Ein braver JNIann "
;

he has been thought by others to have combined

certain selfish impulses with his patriotism and

benevolence. Jesus could not liave made a mistake

in selecting him as a disciple and bursar; therefore

Judas must have been worthy of the selection. Mr.

De Quincey, who thinks that Judas as the purse-

bearer for the disciples had " the most of worldly

wisdom, and was best acquainted with the temper

of the times," and could not " have made any

gross blunder as to the wishes and secret designs

of the populace in Jerusalem," (for •' his official

duty must have brought him every day into minute

and circumstantial communication with an im-

portant order of men, namely, petty shop-keepers,"

who " in all countries alike fulfill a great political

function,") supposes that Iscariot had reason to

hope not only for the rising of the .Jewish populace

in behalf of the Messiah, but also perhaps for tlie

ultimate aid of the Romans in defending him
against the Jewish rulers. (See Tlieol. A'ssays, I.

147-177; see also above, Quest. I. A. («.)•) But as

the intellect of Judas fitted him for small though

dexterous manceuvres rather than for adhering stead-

fastly to any great political scheme, so his heart

was more ready to grasp some petty contracted

stratagem of selfishness, than to persevere in any
lai'ge plan of patriotism. Besides, if he had en-

gaged in the betrayal under the influence of this

wide-reaching plan, he probably would not at last

have summed up the history of it by the words

which excluded the semblance of an apology: " I

have sinned in that I have betrayed the innocent

blood," jMatt. xxvii. 4; nor probably would the

considerate Jesus have uttered against the "lost"

man, " the son of perdition," those significant

words, " Good were it for that man if he had never

been born," John xvii. 11; Matt. xxvi. 24; Mark
xiv. 21; nor probably would Luke have character-

ized the thirty pieces of silver as " the reward of

iniquity," Acts i. 18, like Balaam's " wages of un-

righteousness," 2 Peter ii. 15; nor probably would

Peter have applied to .Judas those fearful predic-

tions of the I'salms, Acts i. 16, 20, as Matthew
applied the solemn words of Zechariah, Matt, xxvii.

9, 10; nor would the beloved disciple have exhibited

such an involuntary outflow of indignation against

the traitor as appears in his Gospel xii. 6, xiii. 27-

30, xiv. 22 (see Meyer), vi. 70, 71; nor perhaps

would the synoptists, in giving their catalogue of

the Apostles, have uniformly placed at the foot of the

list the name of " Judas Iscariot who also betrayed

him," Matt. x. 4; Mark iii. 19; Luke vi. 16.

(b.) It is a more plausible theory that Iscariot was
impelled to his crime by a desire to avoid the sliame

of being so frequently and pointedly rebuked by
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the Messiah. Although he was willing to sell hia

kiss for thirty pieces of silver, yet he was a man,
and must have had some wish to avoid the repri-

mands which were becoming more and more solemn

and pointed.

(c. ) Cormected with the preceding was his desire

to avert from himself the persecutions and other

evils which were to come on the disciples. Even
if, in his calculation of chances, he did solace him-

self with the possibility of driving the Messiah up
to the temporal throne, still he must have had a

prevailing fear that the new kingdom was not to

be speedily established. It appears far more prob-

able that he was influenced by an aim to earn the

gratitude of the Jews by delivering the Saviour to

their custody, than by an aim to earn the gratitude

of the Saviour and the discijiles by hastening their

elevation to thrones. Especially does it appear so,

when we reflect that during the hours of the day
preceding his formation of the traitorous purpose,

he had proljably heard, or heard of, those fearful

words of Christ which portended violent changes

in the Jewish state, and the troublous times of the

Apostles (see Matt. xxiv. and xxv. ; Mark xiii.;

Luke xxi. ; see also (e.) below).

(d.) One of the motives which strengthened all

the others for the treason was probably the traitor's

dissatisfaction with the principles of the new king-

dom (Neander's Leben Jesu, p. 679 f. ). He saw

more and more distinctly, and the scene recorded

in John xii. 1-9 confirmed him in the belief, that

the spiritual kingdom would yield him but a meagre

living. It was to require a haliit of lowly self-denial,

and was to be characteriKcd by services to the poor.

For these services he had no taste.

(e.) IMingled with his aversion to spiritual duty,

was his vindictive spirit impelling him to work
some undefined sort of injury to the IMessiah. Ac-
cording to the most plausible hypothesis, he had
been chagrined by the fact that, although the

almoner of the disciples, he yet had a lower place

than Peter, James, and especially John in the

esteem of his Master; his revenge, having been

repeatedly inflamed by slights and censures, was

set all on fire when he was reprimanded, and th^

generous woman applauded, at the feast of the

unction on the evening after Tuesday; stung by
that disgrace, he formed his plan of the betrayal;

he may not have determined the exact time of

executing that plan, but having been still further

irritated at the Paschal supper on the evening fol-

lowing Thursday, and having been goaded on by
the mandate "what thou doest do quickly," he did

not sleep as the other disciples did on Thursday

night, but then precipitated himself into his crime

(Meyer and others suppose that he then formed his

purpose of the crime). On Tuesday, dm-ing the

Saviour's last visit to the Temple, the Jewish rulers

had been violently incensed against him by the

speeches recorded in Matt. xxii. and xxiii., JMark

xii., and Luke xx. On the evening after that day,

when Judas was irritated by the reprimand of his

Master, he would naturally think of the Jews cut

to the heart by the same reprover, and would be

tempted to conspire with them against the author

of these reprimands. This was the critical period

for him to turn " State's Evidence," and to join

hands with the Sanhedrim as Pilate joined hands

with Herod.

(./'.) Another of the motives working in the

traitxirs mind was avarice. Three hundred denarii

had been kept out of his purse two days before the
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betrayal (John xi. 1-9), and this needless loss inten-

sified his miserly as well as retaliatory spirit. It has

been objected (even by Neander) that he could not

have been influenced by so small a reward as

eighteen dollars. It is true that the words " eighteen

dollars " in American coinage represent the value

of thirty shekels of silver at the time of Josephus

;

but it must be remembered tliat eigliteen dollars

according to the American standard represent a for

smaller amount of purchasing power than was rep-

resented by the thirty silverlings of Josephus. For

obtaining this sum Judas did not regard one kiss

as a very great work. Besides, an avaricious man
is often more affected by a small gain than a large

one. A little in the hand also is more attractive

to him than much in the prospect. Even if he

had endeavored to encourage or excuse himself by

sudden gleams of hope that he would acquire wealth

by expediting the Messianic reign, these fitful

gleams could not relieve his prevailing expectation

that the new reign would leave Iiim poor; and

thirty shekels of silver paid down were a surer good

than the spiritual honors of the uncertain kingdom.

That in the tumultuous rush of his evil thoughts

the traitor was under the special power of avarice,

revenge, and distaste for the spiritualities of the

Messiah's kingdom is intimated in Scriptures like

the following: Luke xxii. 3; John vi. 12 and 70,

xii. 6, xiii. 2, 10, 11, 27.

Question III. Why did Christ select and retain

Judas as one of the Apostles ?

We may consider the call of Judas as made by

man, and as made by God.

A. Regarding it as made merely by the man
Jesus, theologians have maintained, with more or

less distinctness, the following theories :
—

(n. ) At the first Christ understood the financial

abilities, but not the thievish or treacherous ten-

dencies of Iscariot. These were not discovered

until they were developed in the passion week, or

at least not until it was too late to eject him from

the Saviour's family. The reasons for retaining

were different from those for Originally appointing

him. The traitor would have been irritated by the

expulsion, and would have precipitated the delivery

of Jesus to his enemies before the full accomplish-

ment of the Messianic work. " That Jesus knew
from the beginning that Judas was a thoroughly

bad man, and yet received him among the twelve

is altogether impossible." Schenkel's Character

of' Jl'sus portrayed, vol. ii. p. 218; see also UU-
mann's Siindlosig/ceit Jesu, Sect. 3; Winer's /?ea/-

iDortevb. art. Judas.

(b. ) From the first Christ was perfectly certain of

the traitor's miserly and dishonest aims; but he

knew the necessity of being delivered up to be cruci-

fied ; he must have some instrument for being given

over to the power of his enemies; he singled out

Judas as that instrument, and the discipleship as

a convenience for that work.

(c.) A more plausible account than either of the

preceding is : The Messiah perceived Iscariot's

business talents, economical haliits and otlier to us

unknown qualifications for the discipleship; he per-

ceived also the disqualifications which were less

prominent in Iscariot's earlier than in his later life,

for they became more and more aggravated as the

disciple hardened his heart in resisting the influence

of the Master; when the appointment was made
the other Apostles do not appear to have disap-

proved of it or wondered at it, many to us unknown
circumstances conspiring to justify it; while the
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Saviour knew the evil tendencies of Judas and ex-

pected that these germs of iniquity would unfold

themselves in embezzlement and treason (John ii.

25, vi. 64, 70; Matt. ix. 4; Mark ii. 8), still he
encouraged in himself a Hope that he might coun-
teract those wrong proclivities, and that the sordid

spirit would be refined and elevated by the apostol-

ical office— by the honors of it (Matt. xix. 28

;

Luke xxii. 30), by the powers belonging to it (Luke
xi. 19), by tlie personal instructions given to the

occupants of it (especially such instructions as Matt,

vi. 19-34, xiii. 22, 23; Mark viii. 36, x. 2.5; Luke
xvi. 11), by the indefinable endearments of being
"w//A Jesus" (Mark iii. 14 compared with Acts
i. 17; Acts iv. 13; Phil. i. 23; CoL iii. 3, 4; 1

Thess. iv. 17; see Dr. N. E. Burt's Hours among
the Gospels, xxviii.); while the Saviour could not

fully believe that his efforts would be successful in

reforming the traitor, still he could not doubt that

they would be successful in improving the character

of other men — that the patience, forbearance, forti-

tude, caution, gentleness, persevering love mani-
fested in his treatment of the purse-bearer (as in

washing the traitor's feet, and in giving him the

sweetened bread) would be a useful example to the

church, that his own character would be set off

with more distinctness by its contrast with that of

Judas— good contrasted with evil, moral strength

amid physical weakness illustrated by moral weak-
ness amid physical strength— and that such a con-

fession as " I have betrayed the innocent blood "

would retain through all time a marked historical

importance, and would be a symbol of the triumph
of virtue over vice. Could the Kedeemer have
cherished any degree of anticipation that he might
win Iscariot to a life of virtue, and at the same
time have believed that he should not succeed?
The human mind often cherishes a feel)le expecta-

tion of favorable results, and at the same time
believes on the whole that the results will be un-
favorable; makes untiring ettbrts for a good, and
in one view of it faintly expects to succeed, but in

another view of it fully anticipates a failure. Amid
this conflict of hopes and fears, called by the Latins

spes insperata, one man " against hope believed in

hope," Rom. iv. 18, and other men " against hope "

have disbelieved und labored "in hope."

B. Regarding the call of Judas to the apostle-

ship, as made by God, theologians have used it for

a test of their speculations on the nature of moral
government, etc. In reality there is no other kind

of objection to the fact that the Most High in his

providence allowed Judas to be one of the first

preachers of the Gospel, than to the fact that he

has in his providence allowed other unfit men to be

eminent preachers of it, or that he has allowed un-

worthy men to sit on the bench of justice, or to

reign on the throne which, even although they were

"ordained of God," they have tarnished. The
mystery here is the old mystery of moral evil : see

Oishausen on Matthew xxvii. 3-10. As men differ

in their speculations in regard to the general sub-

ject of sin and moral government, they differ, of

course, in regard to the sin of Judas as related to

that government.

(a.) Some maintain that Iscariot was called to hia

ottice on the ground of his constitutional fitness

and without any prevision of his treason, sin being

" altogether ari)itrary and inconsequential," and

thus incapable of being foreknown by any mind.

(b.) Others maintain, that his treason was fore-

known, but was not included in the divine plan,
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just as all other sin is said to be foreseen, but not

predetermined ; and just as manj' vile men are prov-

identially called to occupy offices which it is fore-

seen they will disgrace.

(c.) Others maintain that his treason was com-
prehended in the divine plan (as may be inferred

from John xiii. 18-20, Acts i. 10-20, Acts iv. 28

;

see Meyer on Matt. xxvi. 14-27, John vi. 70); but

still the sin was included in this plan not directly,

but incidentally ; the plan was adopted not in any

degree on account of the sin, but in despite of it,

and Judas himself was appointed to his office not

because the appointment was directly a good or a

means of good, but because it was incidental to

those means of good which were directly predeter-

mined.

(rf.) Others maintain, that the appointment and

conduct of Judas were parts of the plan of God,

just as directly as the movements of matter are

parts of that plan. Of these divines, one class

assign various uses for which the appointment was

designed, and these are all the uses which in fact

result from it; another class regard the reasons for

the appointment as shrouded in a mystery which

does not admit an investigation.

Question IV. — How can we reconcile the ap-

parent discrepancies in the Biblical narratives of

Judas ?

A. One of these discrepancies relates to the

manner of the betrayal. According to Matthew

xxvi. 48-50, Mark xiv. 44-46, Luke xxii. 47, 48,

the Saviour was pointed out to his captors by Judas

tenderly embracing him. According to John xviii.

4-8 the Saviour came forward and voluntarily made
himself known to the captors while Judas was

standing with them. One of the various methods

in which the two accounts may be harmonized, is

the following: Judas had stipulated to designate

the Messiah by a kiss; the Messiah, as soon as he

saw- his captors approaching, advanced to meet

them ; they, noticing his approach, halted (per-

haps in amazement) ; Judas went forward, gave

the significant embrace, returned, and stood with

the captors; Jesus continued bis walk toward them,

and when sufficiently near, addressed them in the

words cited by John. The fact of the kiss had

been mentioned by the Synoptists, and had thus

become generally known before John wrote ; there-

fore he did not allude to it. The fact of Christ's

own subsequent announcement of himself may not

have been so generally known, therefore John made
it prominent. (See Tholuck and Meyer on John

xviii. 4-7.)

A less probable version is, that Judas, in order

to fulfill his engagement, gave the promised sign

after Jesus had announced himself. Another is,

that the sign was given twice ; at first was not ob-

served (for it was night) by the captors, and was

therefore given the second time.

B. The most important of the alleged discrepan-

cies relate to the last developments of Judas.

It is said in Matthew xxvii. G, 7, that the chief

priests bought the Potter's Field; but it is said in

Acts i. 18, that Judas bought it with the thirty

silverlings. Among the various allowable methods

of reconciling these passages, the following is

adopted by the majority of the best interpreters:

the word eKTrjtraTO may denote not only " pur-

chased," but also " caused to be purchased,"

"gave occasion for the purchase," and thus we
glean from the two accounts the connected narra-

tive that in consequence of Judas's treachery and
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the eighteen dollars obtained by it, the chief priests

some time after his death purchased the Field of

Blood. This field is sometime.s thought to be the

identical field on which Judas died. But we are

not 80 informed by the Evangelists. The field which

was purchased may have been on the Hill of Evil

Council over the Valley of Hinnom, and it may-

have been called the Field of Blood for two reasons

;

first, it was purchased with "the price of blood; "

secondly, with the money obtained from him
" whose bloody end was so notorious" (Hackett's

Comin. on Acts i. 19).

It is said in Matthew xxvii. 5, that Judas hanged

himself; and in Acts i. 18 that " falling headlong

he burst asunder (cracked open) in the midst, and
all his bowels gushed out." Several of the terrible

legends in regard to Judas have been suggested by
these narratives: see Hoffinann, Leben Jesu nuch

den Apokryphen, § 77. We cannot affirm that

there is a contradiction between the statements

when there is a plausible hypothesis on which the

two can be reconciled. There are several hypotheses

on which these two statements can be harmonized.

One of these hypotheses which is in striking uni-

formity with an old tradition, and is in itself so

credible that some of the most decided rationalists

(as Fritzsche) have adopted it in the main, is that

Matthew describes the beginning, and Luke the

end of the death-scene; that the traitor suspended

himself on a bough which hung over a precipice,

and the rope broke, or the bough broke, or some
one, unwilling to have such a spectacle exhibited

during the holy week, cut the rope or the bough,

and the traitor fell with such physical results as

Luke describes. Travellers in Palestine exploring

the Valley of Hinnom have been impressed with

the probability of this hypothesis; see especially

Hackett's Illustrations of Scripture, pp. 264-268.

No jury in the world would hesitate to adopt an

hypothesis similar to the preceding for the recon-

ciliation of two apparently conflicting testimonies

given in court.

Partly on account of these imagined discrepan-

cies, it has been supposed (without any external

evidence, .however), not only by such critics as

Strauss and Kenan, but also by more conservative

scholars, that either Matthew xxvii. 3-10, or else

that Acts i. 18, 19, must be spurious. Prof. Nor-

ton (in his Genuineness of the Gospels, abridged

edition, pp. 438-441) gives the following among
other reasons for rejecting IMatthew xxvii. 3- 10.

(1.) "At first view this account of Judas has

the aspect of an interpolation. It is inserted so as

to disjoin a narrative, the different parts of which,

when it is removed, come together as if they had

been originally united." But the same may be

said of numerous passages not only in the Gospels,

but also in the Epistles, and in the Old Testament.

(2.) " Whether it be or be not an interpolation, it

is clearly not in a proper place." " As the account

is now placed, it is said that in the morning Judas

was affected with bitter remorse, because he saw-

that ' Jesus was condemned ;
' but no condemna-

tion had yet been passed upon him by the Boman
governor," etc. Some commentators (as Fritzsche)

would here reply that the " condemnation " spoken

of in Matt, xxvii. 3, is the condemnation by the

Sanhedrim, and this had taken place before Jesus

was sent to Pilate, and before Judas repented ; but

the more plausible reply is that Matthew's narra-

tive of the traitor's death is out of the kistoiicnt

order, and instead of being inserted letween tlio
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2(1 and the 11th verses, should, for preserving the

sequence of time, be inserted between the 30th

and the 31st verses of his xxviith chapter; as

John's narrative of the supper at Bethany is out

of the hiMorical order, and instead of being in-

serted between the 2d and 9tli verses, should, for

preserving the sequence of time, be inserted at the

end of his 12th chapter. Deviations from the exact

order of time are so frequent in the Biblical narra-

tives as to warrant no suspicion that a paragraph

thus deviating is spurious. Sometimes they are

designed not for " trajections " but for historical

explanations, as John's narrative of the unction

(xii. 3-10) may have been designed to explain the

motive of Judas's treason, and prepare the reader

for the otherwise imaccountable assertion in John

xiii. 12 (see Question II. (e.) above).

(3.) The account of Matthew " represents Judas

as having had an interview with the chief priests

and the elders (that is, with the Sanhedrim) in

the Temple," but Matthew " could not have de-

scribed the Sanhedrim as holding a council in the

house of Caiaphas, and proceeding thence to the

house of Pilate, and also as being in the Temple,

where Judas returned them their money," etc. To
this some writers would reply, that the Sanhedrim

condemned Jesus in the Temple which " was the

regular place for holding the assemblies of the

council"; and they condemned him early in the

morning, '• soon after five, a time which St. John

would naturally describe by irpai'La, because earlier

than sunrise, irponi, though much later than the

dawn of the day, and therefore coincident with the

time when preparations usually began for the morn-
ing sacrifice," and when the priests must neces-

sarily be at the Temple (Greswell's 42d Dissertation).

But the more plausible reply is that after Jesus had

been condemned by the Koman governor, some,

perhaps many, of the priests returned to the " inner

court ' or "holy place" of the Temple; and Judas
not being allowed to step within the " court of the

priests," came to the entrance of it, and threw his

silverlings into it, perhaps ujwn the floor.

(4.) " In the conclusion of the account found in

Matthew's Gospel there is an extraordinary misuse

of a passage of Zechariah, which the writer professes

to quote from .lereniiah," and the words of which

are altogether inapplicable to the purpose for which
they are used in Matthew xxvii. 9, 10.

In regard to the word Jeremiah used instead of

Zechariah, some critics have supposed that it was
an error not of Matthew but of the copyist. There
is no important external evidence for this supposi-

tion, and it may appear a singular attempt to save

the genuineness of an entire paragraph by giving

up the genuineness of one word in it. But where
a mere date or proper name is obviously wrong,
there is more reason for questioning its genuineness

than there would be if the doubtful word were
suggestive of a moral idea or religious sentiment.

An accidental error is the more easily committed and
overlooked where the copyist is not guided by any
impression on his heart. Dr. Henderson says:

" Augustine mentions, that in his time some MSS.
omitted the name of 'lepe/xiov- It is also omitted in

the MSS. 33, 1.57; in the Syriac, which is the most
ancient of all the versions ; in the Polyglott Persic,

and in a Persic MS. in my possession, bearing date

A. n. 1057; in the modern Greek; in the Verona
and Vercelli Latin MSS., and in a Latin MS. of

Luc. Brug. The Greek MS. 22 reads Zaxa^i'ou,
as also do the Philoxenian Syriac in the margin,
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and an Arabic MS. quoted by Bengel. Origen and
Euseljius were in favor of this reading." Prof.

Henderson mentions the conjecture that 'Ipiou was
written by some early copyist instead of Zptov, an('

thus the mistake of " Jeremiah " for " Zechariah '

was easily transmitted. See Henderson's Conv-

mentarij on Zechariah, xi. 12, 13; also Robinson's
Ilavmonij. p. 227.

In regard to the propriety of the citation of

Matthew from Zechariah we may remark, that the

entire book from which the citation was made is

one of the obscurest in the Bible, and our difficulties

in determining its precise import should make us

modest in asserting that the Evangelist has made
a wrong use of it. It is not true, however, that

we can discover no propriety in tlie quotation.

Among the various methods of explaining it, one

is the following : The prophet is speaking of him-
self as a type of Christ, and of his opposers as types

of Christ's opposers. In this typical style he pre-

dicts the sufferings of Christ, and also the malice

of Christ's opposers. As the chief priests and
Judas were among the most conspicuous enemies

of Christ, the prophet njay be considered as typi-

cally referring in the most conspicuous manner to

them. He describes himself as appraised by his

foes at a "splendid " (t. e. despicable) price, thirty

pieces of silver (the sum paid for a common slave,

Exodus xxi. 32), and this money was given to the

potter for his field. The Evangelist, fixing his eye

upon the salient points of the prophecy and quoting

ad seiiiuiii rather than ad litenim, says that Jesus

was appraised at the same contemptible price, and
this was given to the potter for his field. The
events described by Zechariah are thus typical and
in this sense prophetical of the events descriljed by
Matthew. There is no more reason for regarding

Matthew's quotation as spurious than for regarding

many other quotations in the New Testament as

such. This is a common style of the New Testa-

ment writers. Even De Wetfe in his old age con-

ceded: "The entire Old Testament is a great

prophecy, a great type of Him who was to come,

and has come." — "The typological comparison,

also, of the Old Testament with the New was by
no means a mere play of fancy; nor can it be

regarded as altogether the result of accident, that

the evangelical history, in the most important

particulars, runs parallel with the Mosaic." (See

the passage cited in Eairbairn's Typology, i. 34.

See also pp. 342, 334.

)

Another and kindred explanation of the passage

is this: As Psalms Ixix. 25 and cix. 8 contain

prophecies of the generic or ideal righteous man
of whom Christ is the antitype, so they contain

prophecies of the generic or ideal unrighteous man
of whom according to Acts i. lG-20 Judas is an

antitype, and this prophecy of Zechariah may be

interpreted as thus generic or ideal in its reference

to the Messiah and his persecutors.

E. A. P.

JUDE, or JU'DAS, LEBBE'US and

THADDE'US ('lovSas 'luKci^oV. Judas Ja-

cobi: A. V. " Judas the brother of James "), one

of the Twelve Apostles; a member, together with

his namesake " Iscariot," James the son of Al-

phiEus, and Simon Zelotes, of the last of the three

sections of tlie apostolic body. Tlie name Judas

only, without any distinguishing mark, occurs in

the lists given by St. Luke vi. IG; Acts i. 13; and

in John xiv. 22 (where we find " Judas not Iscariot

"
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among the Apostles), but the Apostle has l>een I

generally identified with " Lebbeus whose surname

was Thaddeus" (Ae^^dios 6 i-n-iKKridfls @aS5a7os),

Matt. X. 3; Mark iii. 18, though Schleiermacher

( Crit. Essay on St. Luke, p. 93 ) treats with scorn

any such attempt to reconcile the lists. In both

the last quoted places there is considerable variety

of readint;; some JISS. having both in St. JMatt.

and St. Mark Af^^aios, or 0a55a(os alone; others

introducing the name 'louSas or Judas Ztloles in

St. Matt., where the Vulgate reads T/tnddwus alone,

which is adopted by Lachmann in his Berhn edition

of 1832. This confusion is still further increased

by the tradition preserved by Eusebius (//. E. i.

13) that the true name of Thomas (the twin) was

Judas ClovSas 6 ku] ©ai/u-as), and that Thaddeus

was one of the " Seventy," identified by Jerome in

Matt. X. with "Judas Jacobi " [Thaddeus]; as

weE as by the theories of modern scholars, who

regard the "Levi" (Aeuk 6 rov 'A\<paiov) of

Mark ii. 14, Luke v. 27, who is called " Lebes

"

(Ae/3rjs) by Origen {Cant. Cds. 1. i. § 62), as the

same with Lebbasus. The safest way out of these

acknowledged difficulties is to hold fast to the

ordinarily received opinion that Jude, Lebbfeus, and

Thaddseus, were three names for the same Apostle,

who is therefore said by Jerome {In Matt. x. to

have been " trionynius," rather than introduce con-

fusion into the apostolic catalogues, and render

them erroneous either in excess or defect.

The interpretation of the names Lebbseus and

ThaddKus is a question beset with almost equal

difficulty. The former is interpreted by Jerome

" hearty," corcidum, as from ^7) '^'^''^ ^'i'' Thad-

daeus has been erroneously supposed to have a cog-

nate signification, homo 2}ecto)vsus, as from the

SjTiae ^^l, pectus (Lightfoot, Hoi: Heb. p. 235,

Bengel; Matt. x. 3), the true signification of IPi

being mamma (Angl. teat), Buxtorf, Lex. Tulm.

2565. Winer {Realirb. s.'v.) would combine the

two and interpret them as meaning Herzcnskiml.

Another interpretation of Lebbaeus is the yountj lion

{teuncidns) as from S"^3^, leo (Schleusner, s. v.),

while Lightfoot and Baumg.-Crusius would derive

it from Ltbba, a maritime town of Galilee men-

tioned by I'liny (
Hist. Nat. v. 19 ), where, however,

the ordinary reading is .Jebba. Thaddseus appears

in Syriac under the form Adai, and Michaelis ad-

mits the idea that Adai, Thaddaeus, and Judas,

mav be different representations of the same word

(iv.' 370), and Wordsworth (6V. Test, in Matt.

X. 3 ) identifies Thaddeus with Judas, as both from

nTin, to " praise." Chrysostom, Be Prod. Jud.

1. i. c. 2, says that there was a "Judas Zelotes
"

among the disciples of our Lord, whom he identifies

with the Apostle. In the midst of these uncer

tainties no decision can be arrived at, and all must

rest on conjecture.

Much difference of opinion has also existed from

the earliest times as to the right interpretation of

the words 'louSos 'laKilifiou- The generally re-

ceived opinion is that there is an ellipse of the word

aSf\(p6s, and that the A. V. is right in translating

" Judas the brother of James." This is defended

by Winer (Realicb. s. v.; Gramm. of N. T. Diet.,

Clark's edition, i. 203), Arnaud {Recher. Crit. sur

I'Ep. de Jude), and accepted by Burton, Alford,

Tregelles, Michaelis, etc. This view has received

strength from the belief that the " Epistle of Jude,"

JUDAS, THE LORD'S BROTHER
the author of which expressly calls himself " brother

of James," was the work of this Apostle. But if,

as will be seen hereafter, the arguments in favor

of a non-apostolic origin for this epistle are such

as to lead us to assign it to another author, the

mode of supplying the ellipse may be considered

independently; and since the dependent genitive

almost universally implies the filial relation, and is

so interpreted in every other case in the apostolic

catalogues, we may be allowed to follow the Peshito

and Arabic versions, the Benedictine editor of

Chrysostom, Horn. XXX]L, in Matt. x. 2, and

the translation of Luther, as well as nearly all the

most eminent critical authorities, and render the

words " Judas the »nn of James," that is, either

" James the son of Alphseus," with whom he is

coupled, Jlatt. x. 3, or some otherwise unknown
person.

The name of Jude only occurs once in the Gospel

narrative (John xiv. 22), where we find him taking

part in the last conversation with our Lord, and
sharing the low temporal views of their Master's

kingdom, entertained by his brother Apostles.

Nothing is certainly known of the later history

of the Apostle. There may be some truth in the

tradition which connects him with the foundation

of the church at Edessa; though here again there

is much confusion, and doubt is thrown over the

account by its connection with the worthless fiction

of " Abgarus king of Edessa" (Euseb. //. E. i.

13; Jerome, Comment, in Matt, x.) [ThadD/?:us.]

Nicephorus {II. E. ii. 40) makes Jude die a natural

death in that city after preaching in Palestine,

Syria, and Arabia. The Syrian tradition speaks of

his abode at Edessa, but adds that he went thence

to Assyria, and was martyred in Phoenicia on his

return ; while that of the west makes Persia the

field of his labors and the scene of his martyrdom.

The tradition preserved by Hegesippus, which

appears in Eusebius, relative to the descendants of

Jude, has reference, in our opinion, to a different

Jude. See next article. E. V.

JU'DAS, THE LORD'S BROTHER.
Among the brethren of our Lord mentioned by the

people of Nazareth (Matt. xiii. 55; Mark vi. 3)

occurs a "Judas," who has been sometimes identi-

fied with the Apostle of the same name ; a theory

which rests on the double assumption that 'loiySos

'Io»cti/3ou (Luke vi. 16) is to be rendered "Judas
the brother of James," and that " the sons of

Alphieus " were "the brethren of our Lord," and

is suflSciently refuted by the statement of St. John
vii. 5, that " not even his brethren believed on

Him." It has been considered with more proli-

ability that he was the writer of the epistle which

bears the name of " Jude the brother of James,"

to which the Syriac version incorporated with the

later editions of the Peshito adds " and of Joses
"

(Origen in Matt. xiii. 55: Clem. Alex. Adumb. 6;

Alford, Gk. Test., Matt. xiii. 55). [Jude, Epistle
of; James.]

Eusebius gives us an interesting tradition of

Hegesippus (//. E. iii. 20, 32) that two grandsons

of Jude, " who according to the flesh was called the

Lord's brother" (cf. 1 Cor. ix. 5), were seized and

carried to Kome by orders of Domitian, whose ap-

prehensions had been excited by what he had heard

of the mighty power of the kingdom of Christ;

but that the Emperor having discovered by their

answers to his inquiries, and the appearance of their

hands, that they were poor men, supporting them-
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selves by their labor, and having leanit the spiritual

nature of Christ's kingdom, dismissed them in con-

tempt, and ceased from his persecution of tlie

church, whereupon they returned to Palestine and

took a leading place in the cliurehes, " as being at

the same time confessors and of the Lord's family
"

(ais hv S'^ fidpTvpas Ofxov koX anh yeveos ovras

Tov Kvpiov), and lived till the time of Trajan.

Nicephorus (i. '23) tells us that Jude's wife was

named Mary. E- V.

JUDE, EPISTLE OF. I. Us Authorship.—

The writer of this epistle styles himself, ver. 1,

" Jude the brother of James " (a.Si\<phs 'laKw^ov),

and has been usually identified with the Apostle

Judas Lebbffius or Thaddseus, called by St. Luke,

vi. 16, 'lovSas 'laKco^ov, A. V. " Judas the brother

of James." It has been seen above [Judas Leb-
B.iius] that this mode of supplying the ellipse,

though not directly contrary to the usus loquendi,

is, to say the least, questionable, and that there are

strong reasons for rendering the words " Judas the

son of James:'" and inasmuch as the author ap-

pears, ver. 17, to distinguish himself from the

Apostles, and bases his warning ratlier on their

authority than on his own, we may agree with

eminent critics in attributing the epistle to another

author. Jerome, Tertullian, and Origen, among
the ancients, and Calmet, Calvin, Hammond, Hiin-

lein, Lange, Vatablus, Arnaud, and Tregelles, among
the moderns, agree in assigning it to the Apostle.

Whether it were the work of an Apostle or not, it

has from very early times been attributed to " the

Lord's brother " of that name (Matt. xiii. 55; Mark
vi. 3): a view in which Origen, Jerome, and (if

indeed the Adumbratioiies be rightly assigned to

him) Clemens Alexaudrinus agree; which is im-

plied in the words of Chrysostom (IJoiii. 48 in

Joan.), confirmed by the epigraph of the Syriac

versions, aud is accepted by most modern com
mentators, Arnaud, Bengel. Burton, Hug, Jessien,

Olshausen, Tregelles, etc. Th^ objection that has

been felt by Neand^r (PI. and Tr. i. 3'J2), and

others, that if he had been " the Lord's lirother

he would have directly styled himself so, and not

merely ''the brother of James," has been antici

pated by the author of the " Adumbrationes

"

(Bunsen, Anakct. Ante-Niccen. i. 330), who says,

" Jude, who wrote the Catholic I'^pistle, brother of

the sons of Joseph, an extremely religious man,
though he was aware of his relationship to the

Lord, did not call himself His brother; but what
said he? ' Jude the servant of Jesus Christ ' as his

Lord, but 'brother of James.' " We may easily

believe that it was through humility, and a true

sense of the altered relations between tliem and
Him who had been " declared to be the Son of

God witli power .... by the resurrection from

the dead " (cf. 2 Cor. v. IG), that both St. Jude and

St. James forbore to call themselves the brethren

of Jesus. The arguments concerning the author-

ship of the epistle are ably summed up by Jessien

(f/e Aulhcni. F.p. Jud. Lips. 1821), and Arnaud
{Rtchtr. Crillq. sur I'Ep. de Jude, .Strasb. 1851.

translated Brit, and For. Kv. Ren. Jul. 1859);

and though it is by no means clear of difficulty,

the most probable conclusion is that the autlior was
Jude, one of tlie bretlu'en of Jesus, and brother of

James, not the Apostle the son of Alpliteus, but

the Bishop of Jerusalem, of whose dignity and au-

thority in the cluirch he avails himself to introduce

his epistle to his readers.
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II. Genuineness and Canonicity.— Although the

Epistle of Jude is one of the so-called Antilego-

inena, and its canonicitv was questioned in the

earliest ages of the church, there never was any
doubt of its genuineness among those by whom it

was known. It was too unimportant to be a ibr-

gery ; few portions of Holy Scripture could, with

reverence be it spoken, have been more easih"

spared ; and the question was never whether it was

the work of an impostor, but whether its author

was of sufficient weight to warrant its admission

into the Canon.

This question was gradually decided in its favor,

and the more widely it was known the more gen-

erally was it received as canonical, until it took its

place without further dispute as a portion of the

volume of Holy Scripture.

The state of the case as regards its reception by

the church is briefly as follows :
—

It is wanting in tlie Peshito (which of itself

proves that the supposed Evangelist of Edessa could

not have been its author), nor is there any trace of

its use by the Asiatic churches up to the com-

mencement of the 4th century ; Itut it is quoted as

apostolic by Ephrem Syrus {0pp. iSyr. i. p. 136).

The earliest notice of the epistle is in tlie famous

lluratorian Fragment (circa A. d. 170) where we
read " Epistola sane Judse et superscrijjti Johannis

duaj in Catholica " (Hunsen, Analect. Ante-Nic.

i. 152, reads " Catholicis ") " habentur."

Clement of Alexandria is the first father of the

church by whom it is recognized (Piedaff. 1. iii.

c. 8, p. 239, ed. Sylburg. ; Stroinnt. 1. iii. c. 2, p.

431, Aduinbr. 1. c). Eusebius also informs us

(//. E. vi. 14) that it was among the books of Ca-

nonical Scripture, of which explanations were given

in tlie Hijpolyposes of Clement; and Cassiodorus

(Bunsen, Amdect. Ante-Nic. i. 330-333) gives some
notes on this epistle drawn from the same source.

Origen refers to it expressly as the work of the

Lord's brother ( Comment, in Matt. xiii. 55, 56, t.

X. § 17): " Jude wrdte an epistle of but few verses,

yet tilled with vigorous words of heavenly grace."

He quotes it several times {llomil. in Gen. xiii.;

in Jos. vii. ; in Ezech. iv. ; Comment, in Matt. t.

xiii. 27, XV. 27, xvii. 30; in Joann. t. xiii. § 37; in

Rom. 1. iii. § 6, v. § 1 ; De Princip.. 1. iii. c. 2, § 1),

though he implies in one place the existence of

doubts as to its canonicity, " if indeed the Epistle

of Jude be received " {Comment, in Matt. xxii. 23,

t. xvii. §30).

Eusebius (//. E. iii. 25) distinctly classes it with

the Antilegomena, which were nevertheless recog-

nized by the majority of Christians; and as-

serts (ii. 23) that, in common with the Epistle of

James, it was "deemed spurious" {voQiviTai),

though together with the other (jatholic Epistles

publicly read in most churches.

Of the Latin Fathers, I'ertullian once expressly

cites this epistle as the work of an Apostle {de Hub.

Mulieb. i. 3), as does Jerome. " from whom (Enoch)

the Apostle .Jude in his epistle has given a quota-

tion" {in Tit. c. i. p. 708), though on tlie otlier hand

he informs us that in consequence of the quota-

tion from this apocryphal book of Enoch it is re

jected by most, adding, that "' it has obtaine<l such

authority from antiquity and use, tliat it is now
reckoned among Holy Scripture "

( Cat'il. Scrip-

tor. Eccles.). He refers to it as the work of an

Apostle {Epist. ad Paiilin. iii.).

The epistle is also quoted by Malcliion, a pres-

byter of Antioch, in a letter to the bishops of .-yex-
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andria and Rome (Euseb. //. K. vii. 30), and by

Palladius, the friend of Chrysostoni (Chrys. 0pp.

t. xiii., Dial. cc. 18, 20), and is contained in the

Laodicene (a. d. 363), Carthaginian (397), and so-

called Apostolic Catalogues, as well as in those

emanating from the churches of the I*!ast and West,

with the exception of the Syno])sis of Chrysostom,

and those of Cassiodorus and Ebed Jesu.

Various reasons might be assigned for delay in

receiving this epistle, and the doubts long preva-

lent respecting it. The uncertainty as to its author,

and his standing in the church , the unimportant

nature of its contents, and their almost absolute

identity with 2 Pet. ii., and the supposed quota-

tion of apocryphal books, woidd all tend to create

a prejudice against it, which could be only over-

come by time, and the gradual recognition by the

leading churches of its genuineness and canonicity.

At the Iteformation the doul.)ts on the canonical

authority of this epistle were revived, and have

been shared in by modern commentators. They
were more or less entertained by Grotius, Luther,

Calvin, Berger, IJolten, Dahl, llichaelis, and the

Magdeburg Centuriators. It has been ably defended

by Jessien, f/e Auihcntia Kp. Jiulae, Lips. 1821.

IIL Time mid Place of' Wrillny. — Here all is

conjecture. The author being not absolutely cer-

tain, there are no external grounds for deciding the

point; and the internal evidence is but small. The
question of its date is connected with that of its

relation to 2 Peter (see below, § vi.), and an earlier

or later period has been assigned to it according as

it has been considered to have been anterior or pos-

terior to that epistle. From the character of the

errors against which it is directed, it cannot be

placed very early: though there is no sufficient

ground for Schleierraacher's opinion that " in the

last time"' (eV eVxara) xP^^V'i ^^*'- -^^' '^^' ^

John » 18, (axaTT] wpa ifrri) forbids our pla-

cing i ni tlie apostolic age at all. Lardner places

it betveen A. D. 04 and GO, Davidson before A. d.

70, Credner A. i). 80, Calmet, Estius, Witsius, and

Neander, after the death of all the Apostles but

John, and perhaps after the fall of Jerusalem;

although considerable weight is to be given to the

argument of DeWette {Kinkit. in N. T. p. 300),

that if the destruction of Jerusalem had already

taken place, some warning would have been drawn

from so signal an instance of God's vengeance on

the " ungodly."

There are no data from which to determine the

place of writing. Burton however, is of opin-

ion that inasmuch as the desoei:dants of "Judas

the brother of the Lord," if we identify him with

the author of the epistle, were found in Palestine,

he probably " did not al)sent himself long from his

native country," and that the epistle was published

there, since he styles himself '-the brother of

James," "an expression most likely to be used in

a country where James was well known" {Kecks.

Jlist. i. 334).

IV. /•'()/ nhat Renchrs designed.— 'Y\\e,\-e^Atr%

.ire nowhere expressly detii.ed. The address (\er.

1) is applicable to Christians generally, and there

is nothing in the body of the epistle to liniit its

reference; and though it is not improbable that the

author had a particular portion of the church in

view, and that the Christians of Palestine were the

immediate olijects of his warning, the dangers de-

scribed were such as the whole Christian world was

exposed to, and the adversaries the same which had

everywhere to be guarded against.
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V. Its Object, Ccmients, and Style.— 'J"he object

of the Epistle is plainly enough announced, ver. 3:

it was needful lor me to write unto you and ex-

hort you that ye should earnestly contend for the

faith that was once delivered unto the saints:'' the

reason for this exhortation is given ver. 4, in the

stealthy intro<luction of certain " ungodly men,

turning the grace of our God into lasciviousness,

and denying the only Lord God and our Lord

Jesus Christ." The remainder of the epistle is

almost entirely occupied by a minute depiction of

these adversaries of the faith— not heretical teach-

ers (as has lieen sometimes supposed), which con-

stitutes a marked distinction between this epistle

and that of St. Peter— whom in a torrent of impas-

sioned invective he describes as stained with unnat-

ural lusts, like " the angels that kept not their first

estate " (whom he evidently identifies with the

"sons of God," Gen. vi. 2), and the inhabitants of

Sodom and Gomorrah— as despisers of all legiti-

mate authority (ver. 8 ) — murderers like Cain —
co^•etous like Balaam — rebellious like Korah (ver.

11)— destined from of old to be signal monuments
of the Divine vengeance, which he confirms by
reference to a prophecy current among the .lews,

and traditionally assigned to Enoch (vv. 14, 15).

The epistle closes by briefly reminding the read-

ers of the oft-repeated prediction of the Apostles

— among whom the writer seems not to rank him-

self— that the faith would be assailed by such

enemies as he has depicted (vv. 17-19), exhorting

them to maintain their own steadfastness in the

faith (vv. 20, 21), while they earnestly sought to

rescue others from the corrupt example of those

licentious livers (vv. 22, 23), and commending
them to the power of God in language which forci-

bly recalls the closing benediction of the epistle to

the P.omans (vv. 24, 25; cf. Rom. xvi. 25, 27).

This epistle presents one peculiarity, which, as

we learn from St. Jerome, caused its authority to

be impugned in very early times— the supposed

citation of apocryphal writings (vv. 9, 14, 15).

The former of these passages, containing the

reference to the contest of the archangel IMichael

and the Devil "about the body of Moses," was

supposed by Crigen to have been founded on a

Jewish work called the "Assumption of Moses "

{'Avd\ri\l/is Moxreois)) quoted also by Gi^cumenius

(ii. 629). Origen's words are express, "which

little work the Apostle Jude has made mention of

in his epistle" (de Princip. ill. 2, i. p. 138); and

some have sought to identify the book with the

nCJtt rin'^^S, " The death of Moses," which

is, however, proved by Michaelis (iv. 382) to be a

modern composition. Attempts have also been

made by Lardner, Jlacknight, Vitringa, and others,

to interpret the passage in a mystical sense, by

reference to Zech. iii. 1, 2; but the similarity is too

distant to afford any weight to the idea. There

is, on the whole, little question that the writer is

here making use of a Jewish tradition, based on

Deut. xxxiv. 6, just as facts unrecorded in Scrip-

ture are referred to by St. Paul (2 Tim. iii. 8;

Gal. iii. 19); by the writer of the Epistle to the

Hebrews (ii. 2. xi. 24); by St. Jumes (v. 17), and

St. Stephen (Acts vii. 22, 23, 30).

As regards the supposed quotation from the

Book of Enoch, the question is not so clear whether

St. Jude is making a citation from a work already

in the hands of his readers— which is the opinion

of Jerome (/. c.) and TertuUian (who was in con.se-
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quence inclined to receive the Book of Enoch as

canonical Scripture), and has been held by many
modern critics— or is employing a traditionary

prophecy not at that time committed to writing (a

tlieory which the words used, " Enoch prophesied

sayiiij) " iwpo<pr]Tev(Tev • • • 'Efoix f^iyt^v, seem

rather to favor), but afterwards embodied in the

apocryphal work already named [Enoch, the
Book of]. Tliis is maintained by Tregelles

{flume's Inlrod. 10th ed., iv. 621), and has been

held by Cave, Hofmann {Schriftbeweis, i. 420),

Lightfoot (ii. 117), Witsius, and Calvin (cf. Jeroni.

Comment, in £ph. c. v. p. 64-7, 648; in Tit. c. 1,

p. 708).

The main body of the epistle is well character-

ized by Alford (
Gi\ Test. iv. 147 ) as an impassioned

invective, in the impetuous whirlwind of which the

writer is hurried along, collecting example after ex-

ample of Divine venLi;t'anoe on tlie ungodly; heap-

ing epithet upon epithet, and piling image upon

image, and as it were laboring for words and images

strong enough to depict the polluted character of

the licentious apostates against whom he is warning

the church ; returning again and again to the sub-

ject, as tliough all language was insufficient to give

an adequate idea of their profligacy, and to express

his burning hatred of their perversion of the doc-

trines of the Gospel.

The epistle is said by DeWette (Einleit. in N. T.

p. 300) to be tolerably good Greek, though there

are some peculiarities of diction which have led

Schmidt {Kinltil. i. 314) and Bertholdt (vi. 3104)

to imagine an Aramaic original.

VI. RtlUion between the Epistles of .lude and

2 Peter.— It is familiar to all that the larger por-

tion of this epistle (ver. 3-16) is almost identical

in language and subject with a part of the Second

Epistle of Peter (2 Pet. ii. 1-19). In both, the

heretical enemies of the Gospel are described in

terms so similar as to preclude all idea of entire

independence. This question is examined in the

article Petkk, Second Epistle of.

As might be expected from the comparatively

unimportant character of the epistle, critical and

exegetical editions of it have not been numerous.

We may specify Arnaud, Recherches Crit. stir

V EpUre de Jicde, Strasb. and Par. 18.51; Laur-

mann, l^ot. Crit. et Commentnr. in Ep. Jud.,

Groningae, 1818; Scharling, Jacob, et Jud. Ep.

Cnthol. comment., Havnire, 1841; Stier, On the

Epistles of .fames and Jade ; Herder, Brief

e

zweener Briider Jesu, l.emgo, 177.5; Augusti,

Welcker, Benson, and Mackniglit, on the Catholic

Epistles. E. V.
* It is impossible in a limited space to discuss

the relations between this epistle and the Second

of St. Peter ; but it may be assumed that an at-

tentive consideration of them will show that the

two epistles could not have been written independ-

ently. Less certain, and yet probable, is the con-

clusion that the Epistle of St. Jude was the earlier

of the two. If this be accepted, then the date

of the deatli of St. Peter in A. D. 08 becomes a

fixed point in determining the date of the Epistle

of St. ,Iude, and the question of date is thus

brouglit witliin narrow limits, as the whole contents

of the epistle prove it to have been comparatively

late.

It is extremely unlikely that two epistles so sim-

ilar and so nearly of the same date should have been

addressed primarily to the same readers. It may
therefore be argued negatively tliat the Epistle of
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St. Jude was not first sent to the Christians of Asia
Minor. As the earliest testimony to the epistle

comes from Alexandria, it has been suggested that

Egypt may have been tlie original destination of

the epistle.

Tlie expression in the first paragraph of section

v., in the preceding article, " these adversaries of

tlie faith — not heretical teachers (as has been

sometimes supposed) which constitutes a marked dis-

tinction between tliis epistle and that of St. Peter "

— is not easily understood in connection with the

statement in VI., " In both the heretical enemies of

the Gospel are described in terms so similar as to

preclude all idea of entire independence." Certainly

the terms in both epistles are quite similar, and must
refer to the same class of persons. It is plain enough
that they were persons within the church; "men
crept in unawares " (.Jude 4), " spots in your feasts

of charity, when they feast with you" (12). St.

Peter expressly calls them teachers (ii. 1); St. Jude
describes their teacliing and its effects.

The analysis of tlie epistle may be given some-

wliat more fully, since notwithstanding its warmth
and glow, it is most thoroughly planned and care-

fully arranged. After the salutation (1, 2), and the

reason for writing (3, 4), follows an argument for

the certain punishment of the ungodly from a series

of historical examples (.5, 6, 7). The application

of this is made in the following verse, and then, in

contrast, an example is given of godly conduct (9)

and a further application (10). .A.iter this follows

a denunciation of the ungodly by a series of ex-

amples (11), and V)y five comparisons (12, 13).

The certain punishment of the ungodly is then

further shown by prophecy ; first, the prophecy of

Enoch, as the most ancient possible, and its appli-

cation (14-16), then as the most recent, thus show-

ing perfect accord in all time, tlie prophecy of the

Apostles, with its application (17-19). This con-

cludes the argumentative part of the epistle, and
then follows an exhortation to the faithful, {a.) in

regard to their own spiritual welfare (20, 21), and

(6.) in regard to those corrupted by the ungodly

(22, 23). The epistle closes with a benediction

(24) and doxology (2.5).

There is nothing in the epistle to indicate that

the author identified " tlie angels that kept not

tlieir first estate" (6) with the "sons of God"
mentioned in Gen. vi. 2. This was an interpreta-

tion current in the church of tlie second century;

but the sin of tiie angels here mentioned must iiave

occurred before man was placed upon the earth.

In regard to the quotation from Enoch, the re-

mark above made, that it does not appear that St.

Jude quoted from any book, is \ery just. It is

certain that he could not have made use of our

present " book of Enoch," as that work bears de-

cisive internal evidence of not having been written

before the middle of the second century. In the

article Enoch, the book of, a great variety of

opinions will be found given on this matter. The
only ground however, on which it seems possible

to assign an earlier date to this volume than to the

writings of the New Testament, is that of its having

been subsequently largely altered and interpolated

— a supposition wliich makes it to have lieen orig-

inally a different book from that wliicli we now
have. Without denyin;:; the possil)infy of tliere

having been another more ancient "book of Enoch"
from whicli the present one has been formed, it is

sufficient to say that such a supposition deprives it

of all interest in the present connection, and it

\
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remains that St. Jude could not have quoted from

the book as we now have it. Such supi^ositions

however, are always cumbrous, useless, and unsatis-

factory, in the absence of any proof, and it is far

more agreeable to the ordinary laws of evidence to

consider the whole book as a forgery of the second

century — a period when works of this character

abounded. F. G.

* Literature. — For references to 'the more im-

portant general commentaries which include the

Epistle of Jutle, see the addition to John, FiitST

Epistle of. The following special works may also

be noted : H. Witsius, Comm. in Ejnst. Juckv,

Lugd. Bat. 1703, 4to, reprinted in his Meletemata

Leidensia, Basil. 1739. C. F. Schmid, Observa-

tiones sujyer Ep. cath. S. Jtuice, Lips. 17G8. Semler,

Paraphrasis in Epist. ii. Petri, et Ejiist. Jmice,

cum Vet. Lat. Translaiionis Vanetate, Notis, etc.

Halae, 178-1. H. C. A. Hanlein, Ejj. Judm, Greece,

Comm. critico et Annot. jierpet. illustrata, 2d ed.

Erlaiig. 1799, 3d ed. 180-1. Schneckenburger,

Scholien, u. s. w. in his Beitraqe zur Einl. ins

N. T., Stuttg. 1832, p. 214 ff. be Wette, Kurze
ErkUirumj d. Briefe d. Petrus Judas u. Jakvbus,

Leipz. 1847, 3^ Ausg. bearb. von B. Briickner,

18G5 (Bd. iii. Th. i. of his Kurzgef. exeget. Handb.).

Huther, Krit. exeget. Handbuch iib. d. 1. Brief' d.

Petivs, d. Brief d. .Judas u. d. 2. Brief d. Petrus,

Gott. 18.32, 3e Aufl. 1867 (Abth. xii. of Meyer's

Kommentar). M. F. Kampf, Der Brief Judm,
hist. krit. exeget. belrachtet, Sulzb. 1854. Fron-

miiller, Die Briefe Petri n. d. Brief Juda (heoL-

komilet. bearbeitet, Bielefeld, 1859, '2<! Aufl. 1862
(Theil xiv. of Lange's Bibelwerk) ; translated, with

additions, by J. 1. Mombert, New York, 1867 (part

of vol. ix. of Lange's Comm.). Wiesinger, Der
zweite Briefdes Apost. Petrus u. d. Brief d. .Judas

erkldrt, Kcinigsb. 1862 (Bd. vi. Abth. iii. of Olshau-

sen's Bibl. Comm.). Theod. Schott, Der ziveite

Brief Petri u. d. BriefJuda erkldrt, Erlang. 1863.

Holtzmann, German transl. and brief notes, in

Bunsen's Bibelwerk, vol. iv. (1864), p. 630 ff., comp.

vol. viii. p.^ 590. In English, some of the old Puritan

divines expatiated at great length on this epistle,

as W. Perkins (66 sermons), \V. Jenkyn, and T.

Manton (Lond. 1658). Jenkyn's Exposition, 2

parts, Lond. 1652-54, 4to, has been se\eral times

reprinted (Lond. 1656; Glasgow, 1783; Lond. 1839;

Edinb. 1863). Practical expositions have also been

given by AV. Muir (1822), E. Bickersteth (1846),

and W. Macgihivray (1846); see Darling's Cyclop.

Bibliographica, (Subjects), col. 1728. In our own
country we have Barnes's Notes {JJpistles ofJames,
Peter, John, and Jude, New York, 18-17); The
Second Epistle of Peter, the Epistles ofJohn and
Judas, and the Revelation, translated from the

Greek, with notes (by the Kev. John Lillie), New-

York, 1854, 4to (Amer. Bible Union); and the

Kev. Frederic (Gardiner's The Last of the J^pistles
;

a Commentary on the Epistle of St. Jude, Boston,

1856, with Excursus, and an Appendix on the

similarity between this epistle and the Second of

St. Peter (abridged from his art. in the Bibl. Sacra
for January, 1854).

On the critical questions relating to the epistle

one may consult, in addition to the Introductions

to the New 'i'estament Ijy De Wette, Keuss, Bleek,

Davidson, and others, J. C. G. Dahl, De aiidei/ria

Epistt. Petrince posterioris et Judce, Kost. 1807;
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L. A. Arnaud, Essai crit. sur V aulhenticiie da
I'ipitre de Jude, Sti-asb. 1835; F. Brun, Jntrod.

crit. a I'epiire de Jude, Strasb. 1842; and A.
liitschl, Ueber die im Briefe des Judas charak-
ierisirlen Antinomisten, in the Theol. Stud. u. Krit.

1861, pp. 103-113. See also, especially on the

relation of the 2d Epistle of Peter to that of Jude,

the literature under Peter, Second Epistle of.

A.
* JUDE'A. [JUD.BA.]

* JU'DETH. [Judith, 2.]

JUDGES. The administration of justice in all

early eastern nations, as amongst the Arabs of the

desert to this day, rests with the patriarchal

seniors;" the judges being the heads of tribes, or

of chief houses in a tribe. Such from their elevated

position would have the requisite leisure, would be

able to make their decisions respected, and through

the wider intercourse of superior station would
decide with fuUer experience and riper reflection.

Thus in the book of Job (xxix. 7, 8, 9) the patri-

archal magnate is represented as going fortli " to

the gate " amidst the respectful silence of elders,

princes, and nobles (comp. xxxii. 9). The actual

chiefs of individual tribes are mentioned on various

occasions, one as late as the time of David, as pre-

serving importance in the commonwealth (Num.
vii. 2, 10, 11, xvii. G, or 17 in Heb. text; xxxiv.

18; Josh. xxii. 14; so perh. Num. xvi. 2, xxi. 18).

Whether the princes of the tribes mentioned in 1

Chr. xxvii. 16, xx\iii. 1, are patriarchal heads, or

merely chief men appointed by the king to govern,

is not strictly certain ; but it woidd be foreign to

all ancient eastern analogy to suppose that they

forfeited the judicial prerogative, until reduced and

overshadowed by the monarchy, which in David's

time is contrary to the tenor of history. During
the oppression of Egypt the nascent people would

necessarily have few questions at law to plead ; and

the Egyptian magistrate would take cognizance of

theft, violence, and other matters of police. Yet

the question put to Jloses shows that " a prince "

and " a judge " were connected even then iu the

popular idea (Ex. ii. 14; comp. Num. xvi. 13).

When they emerged from this oppression into

national existence, the want of a machinery of judi-

cature began to press. The patriarchal seniors did

not instantly assume the function, having proliably

been depressed by bondage till rendered unfit (or it,

not having become experienced in such matters,

nor having secured the confidence of their tribes-

men. Perhaps for these reasons Moses at first took

the whole burden of judicature upon himself, then

at the suggestion of Jethro (Ex. xviii. 14-24) in-

stituted judges over mmierically graduated sections

of the people. These were chosen for their moral

fitness, but from Deut. i. 15, 16, we may infer that

they were taken from amongst those to whom
primogeniture would have assigned it. Save in

oftenses of public magnitude, criminal cases do not

appear to have been distinguished from ci^il. The
duty of teaching the people the knowledge of the

law which pertained to the Levites, doubtless in-

cluded such instruction as would assist the judg-

ment of those who were thus to decide according

to it. The Levites were thus the ultimate sources

of ordinary jurisprudence, and perhaps the "teach-

ing" aforesaid may merely mean the expounding

the law as applicable to difficult cases arising in

" The expression SHTI"'? H''tt7? (^um.xxv.14) genior of a subdivision of the tribe (comp. 1 Chr. It

is remarkable, and seoms to mean 'the patriarchal ' 38, Judg. v. 3, 15).
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practice. Beyond this, it is not possible to indicate

any division of tlie pi'ovinces of deciding on points

of law as distinct from points of fact. The judges

mentioned as standing before .Joshua in the great

assemblies of the people must be understood as the

successors to those chosen by Moses, and had doubt-

less been elected with .Joshua's sanction from among

the same general class of patriarchal seniors (Josh.

iv. 2, 4, xxii. 14, xxiv. 1).

The judge was reckoned a sacred person, and

secured even from verbal injuries. Seeking a de-

cision at law is called "enquiring of God" (Ex.

xviii. 15). The term "gods" is actually applied

to judges (Ex. xxi. G; comp. Ps. Ixxxii. 1, 6). The

judge was told, " thou shalt not be afraid of the

face of men, for the judgment is God's; " and thus,

whilst human instrumentality was indispensable,

the source of justice was upheld as divine, and the

purity of its administration only sank with the

decline of religious feeling. In this spirit speaks

Ps. Ixxxii., — a lofty charge addressed to all who

judge: comp. the qualities regarded as essential at

the institution of the office, Ex. xviii. 21, and the

strict admonition of Deut. xvi. 18-20. But besides

the sacred dignity thus given to the only royal

function, which, under the Theocracy, lay in human
hands, it was made popular by being vested in those

who led public feeling, and its importance in the

public eye appears from such passages as Bs. Ixix.

12 (comp. cxix. 23), Ixxxii., cxlviii. 11; Prov. viii.

15, xxxi. 4, 5, 2.3. There could have been no con-

siderable need for the legal studies and expositions

of the Levites during the wanderings in the wilder-

ness while Moses was alive to solve all questions,

and while the law which they were to expound

was not wiioUy delivered. The Levites, too, had a

charge of cattle to look after in that wilderness like

the rest, and seem to have acted also, being Moses'

own tribe, as supports to his executive authority.

But then few of the greater entanglements of prop-

erty could arise before the people were settled in

their possession of Canaan. Thus they were dis-

ciplined in smaller matters, an(f under Moses' own

eye, for greater ones. When, however, the com-

mandment, "judges and officers shalt thou make

thee in all thy gates" (Deut. xvi. 18), came to be

fulfilled in Canaan, there were the following sources

from which tliose officials might be supplied : 1st,

the ex officio judges, or their successors, as chosen

by Closes; 2dly, any surplus left of patriarchal

seniors when they were taken out (as has been

shown from Deut. i. 1.5, IG) from that class; .and

3dly, the Levites. On what principle the non-

Levitical judges were chosen after Divine superin-
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tendence was interrupted at Joshua's death is not

clear. A simple way would have been for the

existing judges in every town, etc., to choose their

own colleagues, as vacancies fell, from among the

limited number of persoiii who, being heads of

families, were competent. Generally speaking, the

reputation for superior wealth, as some guarantee

against facilities of corruption, would determine the

choice of a judge, and, taken in connection with

personal qualities, would tend tx> limit tlie choice

to probably a very few persons in practice. The

supposition that judicature will always be provided

for is carried through all the books of the Law (see

Ex. xxi. 6, xxii. /wss. ; Lev. xix. 15 ; Num. xxxv.

24; Deut. i. 16, xvi. 18, xxv. 1). And all that

we know of the facts of later history confirms the

supposition. The Hebrews were sensitive as regards

tlie administration of justice; nor is the free spirit

of their early commonwealth in anything more

manifest than in the resentment which followed the

venal or partial judge. The fact that justice re-

posed on a popular basis of administration largely

contributed to keep up this spirit of independence,

which is the ultimate check on all perversions of

the tribunal. The popular aristocracy " of heads

of tribes, sections of tribes, or families, is found to

fall into two main orders of varying nomenclature,

and rose from the capite censi, or mere citizens,

upwards. The more common name for the higher

order is "princes," and for the lower, "elders"

(Judg. viii. 14; Ex. ii. 14; Job xxix. 7, 8, 9; Ezr.

X. 8). These orders were the popular element of

judicature. On the other hand the Levitical body

was imbued with a keen sense of allegiance to God
as the Author of Law, and to the Covenant as his

embodiment of it. and soon gained whatever forensic

experience and erudition those simple times could

yield ; hence they brought to the judicial task the

legal acumen and sense of general principles which

complemented the ruder lay element. Thus the

Hebrews really enjoyed much of the virtue of a

system which allots separate provinces to judge and

jury, although we cannot trace any such line of

separation in their functions, save in so far as has

been indicated above. To return to the first or

popular branch, there is reason to think, from the

general concurrence of phraseology amidst much
diversity, that in every city these two ranks of

" princes " and " elders " * had their analogies, and

that a variable nuni) er of heads of families and

groups of families, in two ranks, were ]iopularly

recognized, whether with or without any form of

election, as charged with the duty of administering

justice. Succothc (Judg. viii. 14) may be taken

a This term is vised for want of a better ; but as

regards privileges of race, the tribe of Levi and house

of Aaron were the only aristocracy, and these, by tiieir

privation as regards liolding land, were an aristocracy

very unlike wliat has usually gone by that name.

b A number of words— c. g-. S'^Ci?3, ~lti7, T23,

and (especially in the book of Job) ^'*^3 — are some-

times rendered " prince " in the A. V. : the first most

nearly uniformly so, which seems designative of the

passive eminence of high birth or position ; the next,

~lCi7. expresse:) active and official authority. Yet as
T '

the S"'ti?3 was most likely, nay, in the earlier annals,

certain, to be the '^W, we must be careful of ex-
T '

eluding from the person called by the one title the

qualities denoted by the other. Of the two remaining

terms, ^'^'13, expressing princely qualities, approache.i

most nearly to S^ti73, and T^213, expressing prom-
• t' • t'

inence of station, to "Iti?.
T

c The princes and elders here were together 77.

The subordination in numbers, of which Ten is the

b.ase of Ex. xviii. and Deut. i. 16, strongly suggests

that 70 -(-7 were the actual components; although

they are spoken of rather as regards functions of ruling

generally than of judging specially, yet we need not

separate the two, as is clear from Deut. i. 10. Such

division of labor assuredly found little place in primi-

tive times. No doubt these men presidetl " in the

gate." The number of Jacob's family (with which

Succoth was traditionally connected, Gen. xxxiii. 17)
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as an example. Evidently the ex officio judges of

Moses' choice would have left their successors wheu
the tribe of Gad, to which Succoth pertained (Josh.

xiii. 27), settled in its territory and towns: and
what would be more simple than that the whole

number of judges in that tribe should be allotted

to its towns in proportion to their size ? As such

judges were mostly the headmen by genealogy,

they would fall into their natural places, and sym-

metry would be preserved. The Levites also were

apportioned on the whole equally among the tribes

;

and if they preserved their limits, there were prob-

ably few parts of Palestine beyond a day's journey

from a Levitical city.

One great hold which the priesthood had, in

their jurisdiction, upon men's ordinary life was the

custody in the Sanctuary of the standard weights

and measures, to which, in cases of dispute, reference

was doul)tless made. It is, however, reasonable to

suppose that in most towns sufficiently exact models

of them lor all ordinary questions would be kept,

since to refer to the Sanctuary at Shiloh, Jerusalem,

etc., in every case of dispute between dealers would

be nugatory (Ex. xxx. 13; Num. iii. 47; Ez. xlv.

12). Above all these, the high-priest in the ante-

regal period was the resort in difficult cases (Deut.

xvii. 12), as the chief jurist of the nation, and who
would in case of need be perhaps oracularly directed

;

yet we hear of none acting as judge save Eli: « nor

is any judicial act recorded of him ; though perhaps

his not restraining his sons is meant to be noticed

as a fiiilure in his judicial duties. Now the judicial

authority of any such supreme tribunal must have

wholly lapsed at the time of the events recorded in

Judg. xix.* It is also a fact of some weight,

negatively, that none of the special deliverers called

judges was of priestly lineage, or even became as

much noted as Deborah, a woman. This seems to

show that any central action of the high-priest on

national unity was null, and of this supremacy, had

it existed in force, the judicial prerogative was the

main element. Difficult cases would include cases

of appeal, and we may presmne that, save so far as

the authoritj' of those special deliverers *iiade itself

felt, there was no judge in the last resort from

Joshua to Samuel. Indeed the current phrase of

those deliverers that they "judged" Israel during

their term, shows which branch of their authority

was most in request, and the demand of the people

for a king was, in the first instance, that he might

'•judge them," rather than that he might " iight

their battles" (1 Sam. viii. 5, 20).

These judges were 15 in number: 1. Othniel;

2. Ehud; 3. Shamgar; 4. Deborah and Barak;

5. (iideon ; 6. Abimelech ; 7. Tola ; 8. Jair ; 9.

.Jephthah; 10. Ibzan; 11. Elon; 12. Abdon; 13.

Samson; 14. Eli; 15. Samuel. Their history is

related under their separate names, and some re-

having been 70 on their coming down into Egypt (Gen.

xlvi. 27), may have been the cause of this number
being tliat of the "elders" of that pl.ice, besides tlie

sacred character of the factor 7. See also Ex. xxiv. 9.

On the other hand, at Ramah about 30 persons occu-

pied a similar place in popular esteem (1 Sam. ix. 22 :

see also ver. 13, and vii. 17).
« The remark in the margin of the A. V. on 1 Sam.

iv. 18, seems improper. It is as follows :
" He seems

to h.ave been a judge to do ju.stice only, and thiit in

Southwest Israel." Wheu it was inserted, the func-

tion of the high-priest, as mentioned above, would
peeiu to have been overlooked. That function was
cert;iinly designed to be general, not partial ; though
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marks upon the fii-st thirteen, contained in the

book of Judges, are made in the following article.

The chronology of this period is discussed under

Chronology (vol. i. p. 444).

This function of the priesthood, being, it may
be presumed, in abeyance during the period of the

judges, seems to have merged in the monarchy.
The kingdom of Saul sufltred too severely from
external foes to allow civil matters much promi-

nence. Hence of his only two recorded judicial

acts, the one (1 Sam. xi. 13) was the mere remis-

sion of a penalty popularly demanded ; the other

the pronouncing of a sentence {ibid. xiv. 44, 45)

which, if it was sincerely intended, was overruled

in turn by the right sense of the people. In Da-
vid's reign it was evidently the rule for the king

to hear causes in person, and not merely be pas-

sively, or even by deputy (though this might also

be included),*^ the '' fauntain of justice " to his

people. For this purpose, perhaps, it was prospec-

tively ordained that the king should " write him a

copy of the Law," and " read therein all the days

of his life" (Deut. xvii. 18, 10). The same class

of cases which were reserved for Moses would prob-

ably fall to his lot; and the high-priest was of

course ready to assist the monarch. This is fur-

ther presumable from tlie fact that no officer anal-

ogous to a chief justice ever appears under the

kings. It has been supposed that the subjection

of all Israel to David's sway caused an influx of

such cases, and that advantage was artfully taken

of this by Absalom (2 Sam. xv. 1-4); but the rate

at which cases were disposed of can hardly have

been slower among the ten tribes after David had

become their king, than it was during the previous

anarchy. It is more probable that during David's

uniformly successful wars wealth and population

increased rapidly, and civil cases multiplied fiister

than the king, occupied with war, could attend to

them, especially when the summary process cus-

tomary in the East is considered. Perhaps the

arrangements, mentioned in 1 Chr. xxiii. 4, xxvi.

29 (comp. V. 32, "rulers" probably including

judges), of the 6000 Levites acting as "officers

and judges," and amongst them specially " Chena-

niah and his sons; " with others, for the trans-

Jordanic tribes, may have been made to meet the

need of suitors. In Solomon's character, whose

reign of peace would surely be fertile in civil ques-

tions, the " wisdom to judge " was the fitting first

quality (1 K. iii. 9; comp. Ps. Ixxii. 1-4). As a

judge Solomon shines " in all his glory " (1 K. iii.

16, Ac). No criminal was too powerful for his

justice, as some had been for his father's (2 Sam.

iii. 39; 1 K. ii. 5, 6, 33, 34). The examples of

direct royal exercise of judicial authority are 2 Sam.

i. 15, iv. 9-12, where sentence is summarily exe-

cutedjf' and the supposed case of 2 Sam. xiv. 1-21.

proliably, as hinted above, its execution was in-

adequate.
b It ought not to be forgotten that in some cases

of " blood " the ' congregation " themselves were to

"judge "(Num. xxxv. 24), and that the appeal of

Judg. XX. 4-7 was thus in the I'cgular course of con-

stitutional law.

e See 2 Sam. xv. 3, where the text gives probably

a better rendering than the margin.
<' The cases of Amuon and Absalom, in which no

notice was taken of either crime, though set down by

Micliaelis {Laws of Moses, bk. i. art. x.) as instances

of justice forborne through politic consideration of the

criminal's power, seem rather to be examples of mere
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The denunciation of 2 Sam. xii. 5, 6, is, though

not formally judicial, yet in the same spirit. Sol-

omon similarly proceeded in the cases of Joab and

Shimei (1 K. ii. 34, 46; comp. 2 K. xiv. 5, 6).

It is likely that royalty in Israel was ultimately

unfavorable to the local independence connected

with the judicature of the " princes " and " elders
"

in the territory and cities of each tribe. The ten-

dency of the monarchy was doubtless to centralize,

and we read of large numbers of king's officers ap-

pointed to this and cognate duties (1 Chr. xxiii. 4,

xxvi. 29-32). If the general machinery of justice

had been, as is reasonable to think, deranged or

retarded during a period of anarchy, the Levites

aftbrded the fittest materials for its reconstitution."

Being to some extent detached, both locally, and

by special duties, exemptions, etc., from the mass

of the population, they were more easily brought to

the steady routine which justice requires, and, what

is no less important, were, in case of neglect of

duty, more at the mercy of the king (as shown in

the case of the priests at Nob, 1 Sam. xxii. 17).

Hence it is probable that the Levites generally

suijerseded the local elders in the administration

of justice. But subsequently, when the Levites

withdrew ironi the kingdom of the ten tribes, judi-

cial elders probably again filled the gap. Thus
they conducted the mock trial of Naboth (1 K.
xxi. 8-13). There is in 2 Chr. xix. 5, &c., a spe-

cial notice of a rea|i[X)intnient of judges by Jehosh-

aphat and of a distinct court, of appeal perhaps, at

Jerusalem, composed of Levitical and of lay ele-

ments. In the same place (as also in a previous

one, 1 Chr. xxvi. 32) occurs a mention of "the
king's matters" as a branch of jurisprudence. Tlie

rights of the prerogative having a constant ten-

dency to encroach, and needing continual regulation,

these may have grown probably into a department,

somewhat like our exchequer.

One more change is noticeable in the pre-Baby-

lonian period. The " princes " constantly appear

3S a powerful |X)litical body, increasing in influence

and privileges, and having a fised centre of action

at Jerusalem ; till, in the reign of Zedekiah, they

seem to exercise some of the duties of a privy

council; and especially a collective jurisdiction (2

Chr. xxviii. 21 ; Jer. xxvi. 10, 16). These
" princes" are probably the heads of great houses''

in Judah and Benjamin, whose lathers had once

been the pillars of local jm-isdiction; but who,
through the attractions of a court, and probably

also under the constant alarm of hostile invasion,

became gradually residents in the capital, and
formed an oligarchy, which drew to itself, amidst

the growing weakness of the latter monarchy, what-

ever vigor was left in the state, and encroached on

the sovereign attril)ute of justice. The employ-

ment in offices of trust and emohnuent would tend

weakness, either of government or of personal charac-

ter, in Bavid. His own criminality with Bathsheba
it is superfluous to argue, since the matter was by

Divine interference removed from the cognizance of

human law.

a From Num. iv. 3, 23, 30, it would seem that after

50 years of age the Levites were e.xcused from the

service of the tabernacle. This was perliaps a pro-

vision meant to favor their usefulness in deciding on

points of law, since the maturity of a judge has hardly

oegun at that age, and before it they would have been

junior to their lay coadjutors.

b That some of the heads of such houses, however,

retained their proper sphere, seems clear from Jer.
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also in the same way, and such chief families would
probably monopolize such employment. Hence
the constant burden of the propiaetic strain, de-

nouncing the neglect, the perversion, the corrup-

tion, of judicial functiouarU^i (Is. i. 17, 21, v. 7, x.

2, xxviii. 7, hi. 1, lix. 4; Jer. ii. 8, v. 1, vii. 5,

xxi. 12; Ez. xxii. 27, xlv. 8, 9; Hos. v. 10, vii. 5,

7; Amos v. 7, 15, 24, vi. 12; Hab. i. 4, &c.). StiU,

although far changed from its broad and simple
basis in the earlier period, the administration of

justice had little resembling tlie set and rigid sys-

tem of the Sanhedrim of later times.- [See

Saniieokim.] This last change arose from the

fact that the patriarchal seniority, degenerate and
corrupted as it became before the Captivity, was by
that event broken up, and a new basis of judica-

ture had to be sought for.

With regard to the forms of procedure little

more is known than may be gathered from the

two e.xaniples, E\ith iv. 2, of a civil, and 1 K. xxi.

8-14, of a criminal character; f' to which, as a
specimen of royal summary jurisdiction, may be

added the well-known "judgment" of Solomon.
Boaz apparently empanels a.s it were the first ten

"eldera" v^'houi he meets "in the gate," the well-

known site of the oriental court, and cites the

other party by " Ho, such an one; " and the people

appear to be invoked as attesting the legahty of

the proceeding. The whole affair bears an extem-
poraneous aspect, which may, however, be merely

the result of the terseness of the narrative. In

Job ix. 19, we have a wish expressed that a " time

to plead " might be "set" (comp. the phrase of

Koman law, diem dicere). In the case of the in-

voluntary homicide seeking the city of refuge, he
was to make out his case to the satisfaction of its

elders (Josh. xx. 4), and this failing, or the con-

gregation deciding against his claim to sanctuary

there (though how its sense was to be taken does

not appear), he was not put to death Ijy act of

public justice, but left to the " avenger of blood "

(Deut. xix. 12). The expressions between "blood
and blood," between "plea and plea" (Deut. xvii.

8 ), indicate a presumption of legal intricacy arising,

the latter expression seeming to imply something
like what we call a " cross-suit." We may infer

from the scantiness, or rather almost entire absence

of direction as regards forms of procedure, that the

legislator was content to leave them to be provided

for as the necessity for them arose, it being impos-

sible by any jurisprudential devices to anticipate

chicane. It is an interesting question how far

judges were allowed to receive fees of suitors; Mi-
chaelis reasonably presumes that none were allowed

or customai^', and it seems, from the words of 1

Sam. xii. 3, that such transactions would have been

regarded as corrupt. There is another question

how far advocates were usual. There is no reason

xxvi. 17, where "eiders of the Land" address an

"assembly of the people." Still, the occasion is not

judicial.

c The Sanhedrim is, by a school of Judaism once

more prevalent than now, attempted to be based on

the 70 elders of Num. xi. 16, and to be tmced through

the 0. T. history. Those 70 were chosen when judi-

cature had been already provided for (Ex. xviii. 2.5),

and their office was to assist Moses in the duty of

governing. lUit no influence of any such body is

traceable in later times at any crisis of history. They
seem in fact to li.ave left no successors.

d The example of Susannah and the elders is toc

suspicious an authority to be cited.
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to think that until the period of Greek influence,

when we meet with words liased on aupriyopo^ and

7rapa/cA7)Tos, any professed class of pleaders ex-

isted. Yet passages abound in which the pleading

of the cause of those who are unable to plead their

own, is spoken of as, what it indeed was, a noble

act of charity ; and the expression has even (w"hich

shows the popularity of the practice) become a

basis of figurative allusion (Job xvi. 21 ; Prov.

xxii. 23, xxiii. 11, xxxi. 9; Is. i. 17; Jer. xxx. 1-3,

1. 34, li. 30). The blessedness of such acts is

forcibly dwelt upon. Job xxix. 12, 13.

There is no mention of any distinctive dress or

badge as pertaining to the judicial officer. A staff

or sceptre was the common badge of a ruler or

prince, and this perhaps thej' bore (Is. xiv. 5;

Am. i. 5, 8). They would, perhaps, when officia-

ting, be more than usually careful to comply with

the regulations about dress laid down in Num. xv.

38, 39 ; Deut. xxii. 12. The use of the " white

asses" (Judg. v. 10), by those who "sit in judg-

ment," was perhaps a convenient distinctive mark
for them when journeying where they would not

usually be personally known.

For other matters relating to some of the forms

of law, see Oaths, Officers, Witnesses.
H. H.

JUDGES, BOOK OF (n"^t??"lK7 : Kpi-

rai'- liber Jmlicum). I. Title. — The period of

history contained in this book reaches from Joshua

to Eli, and is thus more extensive than the time

of the Judges. A large portion of it also makes
no mention of them, though belonging to their

time. But because the history of the Judges oc-

cupies by far the greater part of the narrative, and

is at the same time the history of the people, the

title of the whole book is derived from that por-

tion. The book of Ruth was originally a part of

this book. But about the middle of the fifth cen-

tury after Christ it was placed in the Hebrew copies

immediately after the Song of Solomon. In the

LXX. it has preserved its original position, but as

a separate book.

II. Arrangement. — The book at first sight may
be divided into two parts — i.-xvi.,and xvii.-xxi.

A. i.-xvi. — The subdivisions are: (a.) i.-ii. 5,

which may be considered as a first introduction,

giving a summary of the results of the war carried

on against the Canaanites by the several tribes on

the west of Jordan after Joshua's death, and form-

ing a continuation of Josh. xii. It is placed first,

as in the most natural position. It tells us that

the people did not obey the command to expel the

people of the land, and contiiins the reproof of them

by a prophet, (b.) ii. G-iii. 0. This is a second

introduction, standing in nearer relation to the fol-

lowing history. It informs us that the people fell

into idolatry after the death of Joshua and his

generation, and that they were punished for it by

being unable to drive out the remnant of the in-

habitants of the land, and by falling under the

hand of oppressors. A parenthesis occurs (ii. 10-

19) of the highest importance as giving a key to

the following portion. It is a summary view of

the history: the people fall into idolatry; they are

then oppressed by a foreign power; upon their

repentance they are delivered by a judge, after

whose death they relapse into idolatry, (c.) iii. 7-

xvi. The words, " and the children of Israel did

evil in tlie sight of the Lord," which had been

already used in- ii. 11, are employed to introduce
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the history of the 13 judges comprised in this

book. An account of six of these 13 is given at

greater or less length. The account of the re-

maining seven is very short, and merely attached

to the longer narratives. These narratives are as

follows: (1.) The deliverance of Israel by 0th-
niel, iii. 7-11. (2.) The history of f^hud, and (in

31) that of Shamgar, in. 12-31. (3.) The deliv-

erance by Deborah and Barak, iv.-v. (4.) The
whole passage is vi.-x. 5. The history of Gideon
and his son Abinielech is contained in vi.-ix., and
followed by the notice of Tola, x. 1, 2, and Jair,

X. 3-5. This is the only case in wliich the history

of a judge is continued by that of his children.

But the exception is one which illustrates the les-

son taught by the whole book. Gideon's sin in

making the ephod is punished by the destruction

of his family by Abimelech, with the help of the

men of Shechem, who in their turn become the

instruments of each other's punishment. In addi-

tion to this, the short reign of Abimelech would
seem to be recorded as being an unauthorized an-

ticipation of the kingly government of later times.

(5.) x. 0-xii. The history of Jephthah, x. 6-xii.

7; to which is added the mention of Ibzan, xii. 8-

10; Elon, 11, 12; Abdon, 13-15. (6.) The history

of Samson, consisting of twelve exploits, and form-

ing three groups connected with his love of three

Philistine women, xiii.-xvi. We may observe in

general on this portion of the book, that it is

almost entirely a history of the wars of deliver-

ance; there are no sacerdotal allusions in it; the

tribe of Judah is not alluded to after the time of

Othniel; and the greater part of the judges belong

to the northern half of the kingdom.

B. xvii.-xxi. — This part has no formal connec-

tion with the preceding, and is often called an ap-

pendix. No mention of the judges occurs in it.

It contains allusions to " the house of God," the

ark, and the high-priest. The period to which the

narrative relates is simply marked by the expression,

"when there was no king in Israel" (xix. 1; cf.

xviii. 1). It records {<t) the conquest of Laish by
a portion of the tribe of Uan, and the establish-

ment there of the idolatrous worship of Jehovah

already instituted by Micah in Mount Ephraim.

The date of tliis occurrence is not marked, but it

has been thought to be subsequent to the time of

Deborah, as her song contains no allusion to any
northern settlements of the tril)e of Dan. (i) The
almost total extinction of the tribe of Benjamin by
the whole people of Israel, in consequence of their

supporting the cause of the wicked men of Gibeah,

and the means afterwards adopted for preventing its

becoming coniplete. The date is in some degree

marked by the mention of Phinehas, the grandson

of Aaron (xx. 28), and by the proof of the unanim-

ity still prevailing among the people.

III. Design.— We have already seen that there

is an unity of plan in i.-xvi., the clew to which is

stated in ii. 10-19. There can be little doubt of

the design to enforce the view there expressed. But
the words of that passage must not be pressed too

closely. It is a general view, to wliich the facts of

the history correspond in different degrees. Thus

the people is contemjilated as a whole ; the judges

are spoken of with tiie reverence due to God's

instruments, and the deliverances appear complete.

But it would seem that the people were in no in-

stance u!ider exactly the same circumstances, and

the judges in some points fall short of the ideal.

Thus Gideon, who in some respects is the most
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eminent of them, is only tlie head of his own tribe,

and has to a[ipease the men of liphraim b}- concilia-

tory languai^e in tlie moment of his victory over

the Midianites; and he himself is the means of

leading away the people from the pure worship of

God. In Jephthah we find the chief of tlie land

of Gilead only, affected to some extent by personal

reasons (xi. 9); his war against the Ammonites

is confined to the east side of Jordan, though its

issue probably also freed the western side from their

presence, and it is followed by a bloody conflict

with Ephraim. Again, Samson's task was simply

"to btg'm to dehver Israel " (xiii. 5); and the oc-

casions which called forth his hostility to the Phil-

istines are of a kind which place him on a different

level from Deborah or Gideon. This shows that

the passage in question is a general review of the

coUtctlve history of Israel during the time of the

judges, the details of which, in their varying aspects,

are given faithfully as the narrative proceeds.

The existence of this design may lead us to expect

that we have not a complete history of the times—
a fact which is clear from the book itself. We have

only accounts of parts of the nation at any one time.

We may easily suppose that there were other inci-

dents of a similar nature to those recorded ui xvii.-

xxi. And in the history itself there are points

which are obscure from want of fuller information,

e. (/. the reason for the silence about the tribe of

Judali (see also viii. 18, ix. 2G). Some suppose

even that the number of the judges is not complete

;

but there is no reason for this opinion. Bedan (1

Sam. xii. 11) is possibly the same as Abdoii.

Ewald {Gesch. ii. 477) rejects the common explan-

ation that the word is a contracted form of Ben-

Dan, i. e. Samson. And J(ttl (v. G) need not be

the name of an unknown judge, or a corruption of

Jair, as Ewald thinks, but is probably the wife of

Heber. "The days of J.ael " would carry the

misery of Israel up to the time of the victory over

Sisera, and such an expression could hardly be

thought too great an honor at that time (see v.

24). [Jael.]

IV. Mdleridls.—-The author must have found

certain parts of his book in a definite shape: e. (j.

the words of the prophet (ii. l-.j), the song of

Deborah (v.), Jotham's parable (ix. 7-20; see also

xiv. 14, 18, XV. 7, 16). How far these and the rest

of his materials came to him already written is a

matter of doubt. Stiihelin {Krit. Unlersuch. p.

lOG) thinks tliat iii. 7-xvi. present the same man-
ner and diction throughout, and that there is no

need to sup[)ose written sources. So Hiivernick

{Einleituny, i. 1, pp. 08 ff., 107) only recognizes

the use of documents in the appendix. Other

critics, however, trace them througliout. Bertheau

{On Judi/es, pp. xxviii.-xxxii.) says that the differ-

ence of the diction in the principal narratives,

coupled with the fact that they are united in one

plan, points to the incorporation of parts of previous

histories. Thus, according to him, the author found

the substance of iv. 2-24 already accompanying the

song of Deborah ; in vi.-ix. two distinct authorities

are used— a life of (iideou, and a history of

Shechem and its usurper; in the account of Jeph-

thah a history of the tribes on the east of Jordan

is employed, whicli meets us again in different parts

of the Pentateuch and Joshua; an4 the history of

Samsoti is taken from a longer work on the Philis-

tine wars. Ewald's view is similar {Gesch. i. 184

ff., ii. 486 ff".).

V. Relation to other Books.— (A.) To Joshua. —
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Josh, xv.-xxi. must be compared with Judg. i. in

order to understand iully how far the several tribes

failed in expelling the people of Canaan. Nothing
is said in ch. i. about the tribes on the east of Jor-

dan, which had been alreaffy mentioned (Josh. xiii.

l-J), nor about Levi (see Josh. xiii. ;J3, xxi. 1-42).

The carrying on of tlie war by the tribes singly is

explained by Josh. xxiv. 28. Tlie book begins with

a reference to Joshua's death, and ii. 6-9 resumes
the narrative, suspended by i.-ii. 5, with the same
words as are used in concluding the history of

.Joshua (xxiv. 28-3i). In addition to this the fol-

lowing passages appear to be common to the two
books: compare Judg. i. 10-15, 20, 21, 27, 29,

with Josh. XV. 14-19, 13, 03, xvii. 12, xvi. 10. A
reference to the conquest of Laish (Judg. xviii.)

occurs in Josh. xix. 47.

(B.) To the books of Samuel and Kings. — We
find in i. 28, 30, 33, 35, a number of towns upon
which, " when Israel was strong," a tribute of bond-

service was levied ; this is supposed by some to

refer to the time of Solomon (1 K. ix. 13-22).

The conduct of Saul towards the Kenites (1 Sam.
.XV. 6), and that of David (1 Sam. xxx. 29), is ex-

plained by i. 16. A reference to the continuance

of the Philistine wars is implied in xiii. 5. The
allusion to Abimelech (2 Sam. xi. 21) is explained

by ch. ix. Chapters xvii.-xxi. and the book of Ruth
are more independent, but they have a general

reference to the subsequent history.

The question now arises whether this boot

forms one link in an historical series, or whether il

has a closer connection either with those that pre

cede or follow it. We cannot infer anything froii,

the agreement of its view and spirit with those of

the other books. But its form would lead to th«

conclusion that it was not an independent book
originally. The history ' ceases with .Samson,

excluding Eli and Samuel; and then at this point

two historical pieces are added — xvii.-xxi. and the

Ijook of Ruth,—independent of the general plan and
of each other. This is sufficiently explained by
Ewald's supposition that the books from Judges to

2 Kings form one work. In this ease the histories

of Eli and Samuel, so closely unitetl between them-
selves, are only deferretl on account of their close

connection with the rise of the monarchy. And
Judg. xvii.-xxi. is uiserted both as an illusti-ation of

the sin of Israel during the time of the Judges, in

which respect it agrees with i.-xvi., and as present-

ing a contrast with the better order prevailing in

the time of the kings. Ituth follows next, as

touching on the time of the judges, and contain-

ing information aiiout David's family history which

does not occur elsewhere. The connection of these

liooks, however, is denied by DeWette ( Klnhit.

§ 18G) and Thenius {Kurzyef. exetj. Ilandh., Sam.

p. XV.; Konir/e. p. i.). Bertheau, on the other hand,

thinks that one editor may lie traced from Genesis

to 2 Kings, whom he believes to be Ezra, in agree-

ment with Jewish tradition.

VI. Date.— The only guide to the date of this

book which we find in ii. 0-xvi. is the expression

" unto this day," the last occurrence of which (xv.

19) implies some distance from the time of Samson.
But i. 21, according to the most natural explana-

tion, would indicate a date, for this chapter at

le.ast, previous to the t.aking of Jehus by David (2

Sam. V. 6-9). Again, we should at first sight sup-

pose i. 28, .30, 33, 35, to belong to the time of

the judges; but these pass.iges are taken liy most

modern critics as pointing to the time of Solomon
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(cf. I K. ix. 21). i.-xvi. may therefore have been

originally, as Ewald thinks [Gesch. i. 202, 203), the

commencement of a larger work reaching down to

above a century after Solomon (see also Davidson,

Introduction, 649, 650). Again, the writer of the

appendix lived when Shiloh was no longer a relig-

ious centre (xviii. 31); he was acquainted with the

regal form of goveriunent (xvii. 6, xviii. 1). There

is some doubt as to xviii. 30. It is thought by

some to refer to the Philistine oppression. But it

seems nioi-e probalile that the Assyrian captivity is

intended, in which case the writer must have lived

after 721 u. c. The whole book therefore must

have taken its present shape after that date. And
if we adopt Ewald's view, that Judges to 2 Kings

form one book, the final arrangement of the whole

must have been after the thirty-seventh year of

Jehoiachin's captivity, or B. c. 562 (2 K. xxv. 27).

Bertheau's suggestion with respect to Ezra brings

it still lower. But we may add, with reference to

the subject of this and the two preceding sections,

that, however interesting such inquiries may be,

they are only of secondary importance. Few per-

sons are fully competent to conduct them, or even

to pass judgment on tiieir discordant results. And
whatever obscurity may rest upon the whole mat-

ter, there remains the one important fact that we
have, through God's providence, a continuous his-

tory of the Jewish people, united throughout by

the conviction of their dependence upon (lod and

government by Him. This conviction finds its

highest expression in parts of the Pentateuch, the

Psalms, and the Prophets ; but it was confirmed by

the events of the history— although, at times, in

a manner which gave room to 1 aith to use its power

of perception, and allowed men in those days, as

well as in these, to refuse to recognize it.

VII. Chronolofjtj. — The time commonly as-

signed to the period contained in this book is 299

years. But this number is not derived directly

from it. The length of the interval between Josh-

ua's death and the invasion of Cushan-rishathaim,

and of the time during which Shanigar was judge,

is not stated. The dates which are given amount
to 410 years when reckoned consecutively ; and

Acts xiii. 20 would show that this was the compu-
tation commonly adopted, as the 450 years seem to

result from adding 40 years for I'.li to the 410 of

this book." But a difficulty is created by xi. 26, and

in a still greater degree by 1 K. vi. 1, where the

whole period from the Exodus to the building of

the Temple is stated at 480 years (440, LXX.).

One solution questions the genuineness of the date

in 1 Kings. Kennicott pronounces against it

{Diss. O'en. 80, § 3), liecause it is omitted by Ori-

gen when quoting the rest of the verse. And it is

urged that Josephus would not have reckoned

592 years for the same period, if the present read-

ing had existed in his time. But it is defended

a * It should be stated that the order of the Greek

in the oldest manuscripts (A B C and the Siiiiitic MS.)

assigns the 450 years in Acts xiii. 19, 20 to the period

of the quasi possession of the promised land before the

conquest, and not to that of the administration of the

judges. This order places /cat ixera raiJTa after jreu-

rriKovra and before e6to/ce. The translation then is :

" He gave them their land as a possession about four

hundred and fifty years ; and, after tliat, he gave [to

them] judges until Samuel the prophet." Lachmann,
Tregelles, Luthardt (Renter's Repertorium, 1855, p. 206),

Green {Course /if Developed Criticism, p. 109), Words-

worth 0" loc), and others adopt this reading. In this
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by Thenius {ad luc), and is generally adopted,

partly on account of its agreetnent with Egyptian

chronology. jNIost of the systems therefore shorten

the time of the judges by reckoning the dates as

inclusive or contemporary. But all these combina-
tions are arbitrary. And this may be said of Keil's

scheme, which is one of those least open to objec-

tion. He reckons the dates successively as far as

Jair, but makes Jephthah and the three following

judges contemporary with the 40 years of the Phil-

istine oppression (cf. x. 0~xiii. 1); and by compress-

ing the period between the division of the land

and Cushan-rishathaim into 10 years, and the

Philistine wars to the death of Saul into 39, he
an-ives ultimately at the 480 years. Ewald and
Berthe.au h.ave proposed ingenious but unsatisfactory

explanations— differing in details, but both built

upon the supposition that the whole period from
the Exodus to Solomon was divided into 12 gen-

erations of 40 years ; and that, for the period of the

judges, this system has become blended with the

dates of another more precise reckoning. On the

whole, it seems safer to give up the attempt to as-

certain the chronology exactly. The successive

narratives give us the history of only parts of the

country, and S07ne of the occurrences nmy have

been contemporary (x. 7). Bound numbers seem
to have been used— the number 40 occurs four

times; and two of the periods are without any
date. On this difficult subject see also CiiROKOi/-

OGY, vol.- i. p. 444 f.

VIII. Commentaries. — The following list is

taken from Bertheau {Kurzt/eJ'. exeg. Handh. z. A.
T. [Lief, vi.], Das Bucli der liichter v. Rut [Leipz.

1845]), to whom this article is principally indebted.

(1.) Kabbinical : In addition to the w'ell-kncwn

commentaries, see R. Tanchumi Hierosol. (td libros

Vet. Test, commentniii Arabici specimen una cum
annotationibus ad aliquot luca Uhri .Jmld., ed. Ch.
Fr. Schnurrer, Tubing. 1791, 4to; R. Tanchumi
Hierosol. Comment, in pi-oplietas Arab, specimen

(on Judg. xiii.-xxi.), ed. Th. Haarbriicker, Halis,

1842, 8vo. (2.) Christian. Victor. Strigel, Sclwlin

in libr. Judd., Lips. 1586; Serrarius, Commeiit. in

libiosJos. Judd., etc., 1609; Critici Sacri, torn. ii.

Lond. 1660; Sebast. Schmidt, In libr. Judd., Ar-
gentor. 1700, 4to; Clerici I'. T. libri historici,

Amstelod. 1708, fol. ; J. I). Michaelis, Deutsche

Uebers. des A. T. Gottingen, 1772: Dathe, Libri

hist. Lnt. vers. 1784; L'xef/et. Ilandb. d. A. T.

[St. 2, 3] ; Maurer, Co7nment. aramm. cril. [vol. i.]

pp. 126-153; Rosenmiilleri Sclwlin [pars xi.], vol.

ii. Lipsiae, 1835 ; Gottl. Ludw. Studer, Das Buck
der Richter grannnat. und histoi: erklart, 1835.

There are many separate treatises on ch. v., a list

of which is found in Bertheau, p. 80.

E. R. O.

* Other references. — Among the older com-
mentators (see above) are also J. Drusius, Ad loca

case, adding together the years from the birth of

Isa;ic (regarded as the pledge of the pos.^ession de jure

of Canaan) to that of Jacob (GO), the age of .Jacob on
going into Egypt (130), the sojourn in Egypt (215, a.s

required by Gal iii. 17), and the time of the wander-

ing in the wilderness (47), we have as the result 452

years between Isaac and the judges. Meyer says con-

fidently that this form of the text is corrupt (A/ioslel-

S'srli. p. 231, ed. 1S54) ;
but it is singular that so many

of the best authorities agree in thi.^ variation. I'or

fuller detaib on this question see the writer's Com-
mentary on the Acts, pp. 127 f. and 214 f. H.
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dlfficiliorn Josme Jud. et Sam. Commentnrius,

Franek. 1618; J. Bonfrere, Josud, JiuUces el Ruth

Commentario illustruli, Par. 1631; J. A. Osiander,

Coinm. ill Jiidices, Tubing. 1682. For a fuller

list, see Winer, HnndJj. d. theol. Lit. i. 202 f.

;

Darling, Cyclop. Bibliograjyhica (Subjects), col.

280 f. Later writers : T. S. Kordam, Lihri Judicum

et Rath secundum versumem Syriaco-Hexaplarem,

ex Codice Musei Britnnnici nunc prinium editi,

etc. 2 fasc. Ha\'ni«, 1859-61, accompanied by a

translation and notes. 0. F. Fritzsche, Liber

Judicum secundum LXX. Interpretes— TripUccm

Textus Conformationem reccnsuit, Lec/ionis Va-

rietates enotavit, Interpret, Vet. Lat. Fraymenta
addidit, Turici, 1867, valuable as a contribution to

the textual criticism of the Septuagint version.

AVahl, Utber den Verfasser des Buches der Rich-

ter, EUvvangen, 1850. Kamphausen, Richier, in

Bunsen's Bibelwerk, vol. ii. (1850), a new ver-

sion with brief notes ; and on the chronology

(which Bunsen attempts, to very little purpose,

to illustrate from Egyptian history), Bibelwerk, i.

pp. ccxxxiii.-ccliii. 0. F. Keil, Josun, Richter u.

Ruth, in the Bibl. Comm. of Keil and Delitzsch,

iii. 175-356 (1863), transl. by J. Martin in Clark's

For. Theol. Libr. (Edin. 1865). Paulus Cassel,

Richter u. Ruth (Theil v. of Lange's Bibelwerk,

1865, pp. 1-197). He enumerates and charac-

terizes the most important Jewish expositors of

the book. Chr. Wordsworth, Holy Bible, with

Notes, vol. ii. pt. i. pp. 75-157 (1865). This

autlior adheres very strictly to the tjpical principle

of interpretation as applied both to the persons and
the events mentioned in Judges. Joh. Bachmann,
Der Buch der Richter, mit besonderer Rucksicht

nuf die Gesch. seiner Ausleyuny u. s. w. (1868),

i. 1-242. This volume contains only the first three

chaptei-s. It promises in its spirit, comprehensive-

ness, and scholarship to be a work of the first order.

Niigelsbach, Richter, Buch der, in Herzog's Real-
Encyk. xiii. 29-32, a valuable article. See the

Einleitunijen in das A. T. by Bleek (pp. 311-355)
and Keil (pp. 153-163, 2^= Aufl./for outlines of the

course ot criticism on this book, and for their own
views as representatives of somewhat different Bibli-

cal schools. Hengstenberg, Bie Zeit der Richter,

in his Authentie des Pent. ii. 116-148. J. N. Tiele,

Chronol. des A. T. pp. 30-58 (1839). Stiihelin,

Untersuchungen ub. den Pcntnleuch, die Biicher
Josua, Richter, etc. (1843). JMilman, History of
the Jews, new ed., i. 282-318 (N. Y. 1864).

Stanley, Jeivish Church, i. 315-426 (Amer. ed.).

His recapitulation of the contents of the book is

vividly sketched and suggestive. He assigns to the

period of the judges a position in Hebrew history

similar to that of the Middle Ages in Christian

history as to the prevalent moral degeneracy com-
mon to the two epochs, though relieved in both
cases by many single examples of heroism in behalf

of religion and of the public welfare. G. Kawlinson,
Historical Evidences (Barapton Lectures for 1859),

pp. 81 f., 295 f. (Amer. ed.). Kitto, Daily Bible

Illustrations, Morning Series, vol. ii. (Porter's ed.).

The principal monographs on ch. v. (the Song of

Deborah) have been mentioned under Bakak
(Amer. ed.). For practical and homiletic uses, see

especially Bishop Hall, Contemplations on the Old
Test., bks. ix., x., xi. H.

* JUDGMENT, DAY OF. [Resur-
UECTION.]

JUDGMENT-HALL. The word Prcetoi-ium
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{U.pa.iTwpiov) is so translated five times in the .\. V.
of the N. T. ; and in those five passages it denotes
two ditierent places.

1. In John xviii. 28, 33, xix. 0, it is the reside!ice

which Pilate occupied whwi he visited Jerusalem

;

to which the Jews brought Jesus from the house
of Caiaphas, and icitliin which He was examined
by Pilate, and scourged and mocked by the soldiers,

while the Jews were waiting without in the neiidi-

borhood of the judgment-seat (erected on the Pave-
ment in front of tl.e PrKtorium), on which Pilate

sat when he pronounced the final sentence. The
Latin word pne/orium originally signified (see

Smith's Diet, of Ant.) the general's tent in a
Roman camp (Liv. xxviii. 27, &c.); and afterwards
it had, among other significations, that of the palace

in which a governor of a province lived and admin-
istered justice (Cic. Verr. ii. 4, § 28, &c.). The
site of Pilate's pr;etorium in Jerusalem has given
rise to much dispute, some supposing it to be the
palace of king Herod, others the tower of Antonia;
but it has been shown elsewhere that the latter was
probably the Prsetorium, which was then and long
afterwards the citadel of Jerusalem. [Jekus.vlkm,
p. 1326 «.] This is supported by the fiict that, at

the time of the trial of Christ, Herod was in Jeru-
salem, doubtless inhabiting the palace of his father

(Luke xxiii. 7). It appears, however, from a pas-

sage of Josephus {B. J. ii. 14, § 8), that the Roman
governor sometimes resided in the palace, and set

up his judgment-seat in front of it. Pilate cer-

tainly lived there at one time (Philo, Leg. in

Caium, 38, 39). Winer conjectures that the pro-

curator, when in Jerusalem, resided with a body-
guard in the palace of Herod (Josh. B. J. ii. 15,

§ 5), while the Roman garrison occupied Antonia.
Just in hke manner, a former palace of Hiero be-
came the proetorium, in which Verres lived in

Syracu.se (Cic. Verr. ii. 5, § 12).

2. In Acts xxiii. 35 Herod's judgment-hall or
prsetorium in Ca;sarea was doubtless a part of that

magnificent range of buildings, the erection of
which by king Herod is descrilied in Josephus {Ant.

XV. 9, § 6; see also B. J. i. 21, §§ 5-8).

3. The word " palace," or " Caesar's court," in

the A. V. of Phil. i. 13, is a translation of the

same word prajtorium. The statement in a later

part of the same epistle (iv. 22) would seem to

connect this pnutorium with the imperial palace at

Rome; but no classical authority is found for so

designating the palace itself. The prajtorian camp,
outside the northern wall of Rome, was far from the

palace, and therefore unlikely to be the prstorium
here mentioned. An opinion well deserving con-
sideration has been advocated l>y Wieseler, and by
Conybeare and Howson {Life if St. Paul, ch. 26),

to the effect that the prietorium here mentioned
was the quarter of that detachment of the Praj-

torian Guards which was in imuiediate attendance
upon the emperor, and had barracks in jMount
Palatine. It will be remembered that St. Paul, on
his arrival at Rome (.\cts xxviii. 16), was delivered

by the centurion into the custody of the pra3torian

prefect."

* Prof. Lightfoot at present {Epistle to the Plii-

lippians, pp. 86, 07 ff., Loud. 1868) understands

irpaiTwpiw (Phil. i. 13) in the sense of " pr£B-

torians," and not " praetorian camp " as formerly

{Journ. of Class, and Sacr. Philol. iv. 58 ff.).

« * On the genuineness of that passage, see vol. i

p. 385, note a (Amer. ed.l. H.
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With this direct personal sense we might expect

the dative without 4i; as in tlie other clause (couip.

also Acts iv. 10, vii. 13; 1 Tim. iv. 15). But with

the local sense as the direct one and the personal

as indirect (as in Ewald's " im ganzen Pratorium

unter den kriegern," see his Sendschriben des Ap.

Paulus, p. 441), the variation of construction is

natural. See Meyer's note on this passage; also

the art. C.esak's Household (Amer. ed.).

H.

4. The word prmtorium occurs also in Jlatt.

xxvii. 27, where it is translated " common hall
"

[A. V. marg. "governor's house"], and in Mark

XV. 16. In both places it denotes Pilate's residence

in Jerusalem. ^^ • T. B.

* JUDGMENT-SEAT, the translation (A.

v.) in various passages of jS^jua, and once of

KpiT-fipwv- [Gabbatha ;
Judojient-hall ;

Pe^etoeium.] Some critics adopt this sense of

KpiT-npiov in 1 Cor. vi. 2, 4 (see Meyer in foe, and

comp. .James ii. 6, A. V.). H.

JU'DITH. 1. (rT^l^n"; [seebelow]: 'lovSld;

[Alex, loueiv- Judil//]). ''The daughter of Beeri

the Hittite," and wife of Esau (Gen. xxvi. .34).

[Aholibajiah.]
2. ['lovSie ; Vat. Sin. Alex. lovSetO ; Aid.

'Ioiv8tJ9, 'lovSdd-] The heroine of the apocryphal

book which bears her name, who appears as an

ideal type of piety (.Jud. viii. 6), beauty (xi. 21),

courage, and chastity (xvi. 22 ff.). Her supposed

descent from Simeon (ix. 2) and the manner in

which she refers to his cruel deed (Gen. xxxiv. 25 ff.),

mark the conception of the character, which evi-

dently belongs to a period of stern and perilous

conflict. The most unscrupulous daring (xiii.) is

combined with zealous ritualisni (xii. 1 ff. ), and

faith Ls turned to action rather than to supplication

(viii. 31 ff.). Clement of Rome (lip. i. 55) assigns

to Judith the epithet given to J.ael {'lovSelO ij

uaKapia) \ and Jerome sees in her exploit the image

of the victory of the Church over the power of e\il

(Ep. Ixxix. 11, p. 508; "Judith ... in typo Ec-

clesiae diabolum capita truncavit; " cf Ep. xxii. 21,

p. 105).

The name is properly the feminine form of

'^'iSin'), Judams (cf. Jer. xxxvi. 14, 21). In the

passage of Genesis it is generally taken as the cor-

relative oi Juddli, i. e. ''praised." B. F. W.
* In the A. V. ed. 1611 and other early editions

the name of the heroine of this book is uniformly

spelt Judcth, as in the Genevan version. This

orthography was doubtless derived from the Aldine

edition, which reads 'lovSijd in the heading, and

often, though not uniformly, in the text of the

book. A.

JU'DITH, THE BOOK OF, like that of

Tobit, belongs to the earliest specimens of historical

fiction. The narrative of the reign of " Nebuchad-

nezzar king of lyineveh" (i. 1), of the campaign

of Holofernes, and the deliverance of Bethulia,

through the stratagem and courage of the Jewish

heroine, contains too many and too serious difficul-

ties, both historical and geographical, to allow of

the supjwsition that it is either literally true, or

even carefully moulded on truth. The e.xistence
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of a kingdom of Nineveh and the reign of a Nebu-

chadnezzar are in themselves inconsistent with a

date iifter tlie return; and an earlier date is ex-

cluded equally by internal evidence and by the

impossibility of placing the events in harmonious

coimection with the course of Jewish history. The

latter fact is seen most clearly in the extreme

varieties of opinion among those critics who have

endeavored to maintain the veracity of the story.

Nebuchadnezzar has been identified with Cambyses,

Xerxes, Esarhaddon, Kiniladan, Merodach Baladan,

etc., without the slightest show of probability. But

apart from this, the text evidently alludes to the

position of the Jews after the exile, when the Temple

was rebuilt (v. 18. 19, iv. 3) and the hierarchical

government established in place of the kingdom

(xv. 8, ri ytpovtria twu vloov \(Tpai\K; cf. iv. 4,

Samaria; viii. 6, irpoaa^fiarov, irpovfxrivLov)'^ and

after the lieturn the course of authentic history

absolutely excludes the possibility of the occurrence

of such events as the book relates. This funda-

mental contradiction of facts, which underlies the

whole narrative, renders it superfluous to examine

in detail the other objections which may be urged

against it (e. (j. iv. 6, Joacim ; cf. 1 Chr. vi.

;

Joseph. Ant. x. 8, § 6, Joacim).

2. The value of the book is not, however, les-

sened by its fictitious character. On the contrary

it becomes even more valuable as exhibiting an ideal

type of heroism, which was outwardly embodied in

the wars of independence. The self-sacrificing faith

and unscrupulous bravery of Judith were the qual-

ities by which the champions of Jewish freedom

were then enabled to overcome the power of Syria,

which seemed at the time scarcely less formidable

than the imaginary hosts of Holofernes. The
peculiar character of the book, which is exhibited

in these traits, affords the best indication of its

date; for it cannot be wrong to refer its origin to

the Maccabwan period, which it reflects not only

in its general spirit but even in smaller traits. The
impious design of Nebuchadnezzar finds a parallel

in the prophetic description of Antiochus (Dan. xi.

31 ft'. ), and the triumpliant issue of Judiths courage

nnist be conqjared not with the inmiediate results

of the invasion of Apollonius (a.s Bertholdt, Einl.

2553 ff.), but with the victory which the author

pictured to himself as the reward of faith. But
while it seems certain that the book is to be referred

to the second century b. c. (175-100 b. c), the

attempts which have been made to fix its date

within narrower limits, either to the time of the

war of Alexander Jannseus (105-4 b. c. Movers)

or of Demetrius II. (129 b. c, Ewald), rest on very

inaccurate data. It might seem more natural (as

a mere conjecture) to refer it to an earlier time, c.

170 B. c, when Antiochus Epiphanes made hi's

first assault iqion the Tenqjle."

3. In accordance with the view which has been

given of the character and date of the book, it is

probable that the several parts may have a distinct

symbolic meaning. .Some of the nan)es can scarcely

have been chosen without regard to their deriva-

tion {e.g. Ach\or= Brother (f Light; Judith=
.leices.i; Bethulia = rT'vinS, the virgin of Je-

hovrih), and the historical difticulties of the person

of Nebuchadnezzar disappear when he is regarded

a The theory of Volkmar {Das vierte Buck Ezra, p.

6 ; Theol. Jnhrh. 1856, 1857) that the book of Judith

refers to the period of the Parthian war of Trajan, need

only be noticed in passing, as it assumes the spurious-

ness of the First Epistle of Clement (§ 6).
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as the Scriptural type of worldly power. But it

is, perhaps, a mere play of fancy to allegorize the

whole narrative, as Grotius has done {Prol. in

Jtid.), who interprets Judith of the Jewish nation

widowed of outward help, Bethulia (rf^'vSTT^^)

of the Temple, Nebuchadnezzar of the Devil, and

Holofernes {WH^ "iDvPT, Hctor S€i-pe7itis) of An-

tiochus, his emissary ; while Joacim, the high-

priest, conveys, as he thinks, by his name the

assurance that " God will rise up " to deliver this

people.

4. Two conflicting statements have been pre-

served as to the original language of the book.

Origen speaks of it together with Tobit as " not

existing in Hebrew even among the Apocrypha"

in the Hebrew collection (Iij)- nd AJric. § 13,

ouSe yap exovatu aura [o/ 'E/Spoioi] /col iv

^AiroKpiKpoii 'E^paiffri, dis ott' aurciv /xaQovTfs

fyvwKai.i.ev), by which statement he seems to im-

ply that the book was originally written in Greek.

Jerome, on the other hand, says that *' among the

Hebrews the Ijook of Judith is read among the

Hagiographa [Apocrypha] . . . and being written

in the Cluildee language is reckoned among the

histories " {Pnef. ad Jud.). The words of Origen

are, however, somewhat ambiguous, and there can

be little doubt that the book was written in Pales-

tine in the national dialect (Syro-Chaldaic), though

Jahn (Einl. ii. § 3) and Eichhorn {Kiul. in d.

Apokr. 327 ) maintain the originality of the present

Greek text, on the authority of some phrases which

may be assigned very naturally to the translator or

reviser."

5. The text exists at present in two distinct

recensions, the Greek (followed by the Sp-iac) and

the Latin. The former evidently is the truer rep-

resentative of the original, and it seems certain

that the Latin was derived in the main from the

Greek by a series of successive alterations. Jerome

confesses that his own translation^was free (" magis

sensum e sensu quam verbum e verbo transferens "
)

;

and peculiarities of the language (Fritzsche, p. 122)

prove that he took the old Latin as tlie basis of his

work, though he compared it with the Chaldee

text, which was in his possession (" sola ea quoe in-

telligentia Integra in verbis Chaldaiis invenire potui

Latinis expressi"). The Latin text contains many
curious errors, which seem to ha\e arisen in the

first instance from false hearing (Bertboldt, £inl.

2574 f. ; e. g. x. 5, kolI &praiv KaOapav, Vulg. et

panes et caseum, i. e. Ka\ rvpou; xvi. 3, on eh
irape/x^oKas avrov, Vulg. qui posuii castra sua,

«. e. 6 deis; xvi. 17, koI KXavaovTai eV alffd-licrei,

Vulg. ut urdnlur et sentiant); and Jerome remarks

that it had been variously corrupted and interpolated

before his time. At present it is impossible to

determine the autlientic text. In many instances

the Latin is more lull than the Greek (iv. 8-15, v.

11-20, v. 22-24, vi. 15 ff., ix. 6 ff.), which however

contains peculiar passages (i. 13-16, vi. 1, &c.).

Even where the two texts do not differ in the details

of the narrative, as is often the case (e. (/. ], 3 ff.,

iU. 9, V. 9, vi. 13, vii. 2 ff'., x. 12 ff., xv. 11, xvi.

25), they yet differ in language (e. ij. c. xv., etc.),

and in names (e. (/. viii. 1) and numbers (e. </. i. 2)

;

a The present Greek text offers instances of mis-
translation which clearly point to an Aramsiic original

:

e. g. iii. 9, xv. 3, i. 8 ; cf. v. 15, 18 (Vaihiuger, in
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and these variations can only be explained by going
back to some still more remote source (cf. Bertlioldt,

Kinl. 2568 ff. ), which was probably an earlier Greek
copy.*

"

6. The existence of these various recensions of
the book is a proof of its popularity and wide cir-

culation, but the external evidence of its use is

very scanty. Josephus was not acquainted with it,

or it is likely that he would have made some use
of its contents, as he did of the apocryphal addi-

tions to Esther (Jos. Ant. xi. 6, § 1 ff.). The first

reference to its contents occurs in Clem. Kom. {Pp.

i. 55), and it is quoted with marked respect by
Origen {Sel. in Jerem. 23: cf. Norn. ix. in Jud. 1),

Hilary (in Psal. cxxv. 6), and Lucifer {De non
jxtrc. p. 955). Jerome speaks of it as "reckoned
among the Sacred Scriptures by the Synod of Nice,"

by which he probably means that it was quoted in

the records of the Council, unless the text be cor-

rupt. It has been wrongly inserted in the cata-

logue at the close of the .Apostolic Canons, against

the best authority (cf. Hody, De Bibl. Text. 646 (())

but it obtained a place in the Latin Canon at an
early time (cf. Hilar. Prol. in Ps. 15), which it

conmionly maintained afterwards. [C.vnox.]

7. The Commentary of Fritzsche [Kurzyefass-

tes Exe.(j. Handbucit, Leipzig, 1853) is by far the

best which has appeared ; within a naiTow compass

it contaiiis a good critical apparatus and scholarlike

notes. 15. F. W.

* Literature. — Besides the Introductions and
other general works referred to under the art. Apoc-
UVPHA, the following essays and treatises may be

noted : Reuss, art. Judith in Ersch and Gniber's

Allf/em. Ewijki., Sect. ii. Theil xxviii. pp. 98-103.

Vaihinger, in Herzog's Real-Encykl. vii. 135-142.

Ginsburg, in Kitto's Cyd. of Bill. Lit., 3d ed., ii.

692-696. " G. B." in the Jmm. of Sacr. Lit. for

July, 1856, pp. 342-363, and B. H. Cowper, Tlie

Book of .Tudith and its Geography, ibid. Jan. 1861,

pp. 421-440. 0. Wom'(Catb.), Das Buck Judith

als geschicldliche Urkunde vertheidigl u. erkldrt,

Leipz. 1861, of little or no value. The most elabo-

rate and remarkable among the recent publications

relating to the book is that of A'olkmar, Hundb. d.

Einl. in die Apokryphen, P'' Theil, V Abth. Judith,

Tiib. 1860. He maintains that the book was com-
posed in tlie first year of the reign of Hadrian, near

the end of a. d. 117 or the beginning of 118, and
that it describes, under the disguise of fictitious

names, the war of Trajan against the Parthians

and Jews, and the triumph of the latter in the

death of Lusius (Quietus, the general of Trajan

and governor of Judasa. Nebuchadnezzar stands

for Trajan; Nineveh is Antioch " the great," as the

chief city under the Iloman sway in the East ; and
Assyria accordingly stands for Syria as the repre-

sentative of the power which oppressed the Jews,

the region where that power was concentrated.

" Arphaxad the king of the Medes " represents the

Parthian Arsacidas; Ecbatana is Nisiliis, Holo-

fernes Lucius Quietus, and the beautiful widow
Judith symbolizes .Tudoea in her desolation, but

still fliithful to Jehovah, and destined to triumph

over her enemies. This explanation is can-ied out

into detail with great learning and ingenuity. It

Herzog's Encykl. s. v. ; Fritzsche, Einl. § 2 ; Do Wette,

Einl. § 308, c).

t> Of modern versions the English follows the Greek,

and that of Luther the Latin text.
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was first proposed by Volkmar in Zeller's Theol.

Jahrb. for 185G, p. 362 ff., and more fully set forth

in an article in the same periodical, 1857, pp. 441-

498; comp. his articles on the Parthian-Jewish war

of Trajan, in the liheinisches Museum f. Philol.

and the Zeitsclir.f. Altertlnimskiinde for 1858. His

view has been accepted by Baur, Hitzig (Hilgen-

feld's Zti/srhr. f. ivlss. Theol. 1860, pp. '2-t0-2o0),

and Schenkel. Strontj objections to it have been

urged by Hilgenfeld, Ztitschr.f. miss. Theol. 1858,

i. 270-281, and 1861, iv. 335-385; K. A. Lipsius,

ibid. 1859, ii. 39-121, and in the Literarisches

CenlraMili f. /)eM^sc/(//f/K/, 1861, coll. 605-610;

Ewald, .Jahrb.f. Bibl. wiss. xi. 226-231, and Giitt.

Gelehrte Anzeiqen, 1861, ii. 693-710; and L. Dies-

tel, Jahrb. f. deuhche Theol. 1862, pp. 781-784.

See also Ewald's Gesch. d. Volkes Jsrael, 3« Ausg.

iv. 618-625 (541 ff., 2^ Aufl.). On the different

forms of the Judith-legend in Jewish tradition, see

Jellinek's Bet ha-.Midrasch, vols, i., ii. (1853 f.),

and Lipsius, Jildische Quellen zur Jtulithsage, in

Hilgenfeld's ZeiVsc/ir./. M-i«s. Theol. \mi,x. 337-

366. A.

JU'EL ("lourjA; [Vat. lowa, but joined with

the following word:] Johel). 1. 1 Esdr. ix. 34.

[Uel.]

2. ([Vat. OuTjA., but joined with the preceding

word:] Jessei.) 1 Esdr. ix. 35. [Joel, 13.]

JU'LIA ClouAio: [./?/^('r7?i, ace.]), a Christian

woman at Rome, probably the wife, or perhaps the

sister of I'hilologus, in connection with whom she

is saluted by St. Paul (Rom. xvi. 15). Origen sup-

poses that they were master and mistress of a

Christian household which included the other per-

sons mentioned in the same verse. Some modern
critics have conjectured that the name may be that

of a man, Julias. W. T. B.

JU'LIUS ClouAios: \_.Julius'\), the courteous

centurion of " Augustus' band," to whose charge

St. Paul was delivered when he was sent prisoner

fi-oni Caesarea to Rome (Acts xxvii. 1, 3). [Cen-
TumoN.]

Augustus' band has been identified by some
commentators with the Italian band (Acts x. 1);

by others, less probably, with the body of cavalry

denominated Sebasteni by Josephus {Ant. xix. 9,

§ 2, itc). ('onybeare and Howson (Life of St.

Paul, ch. 21) adojtt in the main Wieseler's opinion,

that the Augustan cohort was a detachment of the

Proetorian Guards attached to the person of the

Roman governor at Caesarea; and that this Julius

may be the same as Julius Priscus (Tacit. JJist. ii.

92, iv. 11), sometime centurion, afterwards prefect

of the Praitorians. [PrALiAN Band, Amer. ed.]

W. T. B.

JU'NIA Clovvias, i. e. JuNlAS: [.funiam,

ace.]), a Christian at Rome, mentioned by St. Paul

as one of his kinsfolk and fellow-prisoners, of note

among the A))ostles, and in Christ before St. Paul

(Rom. xvi. 7). Origen conjectures that he was
possibly one of the seventy disciples. Hanmiond
also takes the name to be that of a man, Junias,

which would be a contraction (as AViner observes)

of Junilius or Junianus. [Andkomcus.] Chrys-

ostom, holding the more common, but perhaps less

probable, hypothesis that the name is that of a

woman, .lunia, remarks on it, " How great is the

devotion of tliis woman, that she should lie counted

worthy of the name of Apostle!" Nothing is

known of the imprisonment to which St. Paul

JUPITER

refers: Origen supposes that it is that bondage

from which Christ makes Christians free.

W. T. B.

JUNIPER {'Orp, from GHn, "bind,"

Gesen. p. 1317: pad/uev, (pvrSv, 1 K. xix. 4, 5:

juniperus). It has been already stated [Cedak]
that the oxycedrus or Pheenician juniper was the

tree whose wood, called " cedar-wood," was ordered

by the law to be used in ceremonial purification

(Lev. xiv. 4; Num. xix. 6). The word, however,

which is rendered in A. V. juniper, is beyond

doubt a sort of broom. Genista monos/jerma, Ge-

nista reetam of Forskal, answering to the Arabic

Rethem, which is also found in the desert of Sinai

in the neighborhood of the true juniper (Robinson,

ii. 124). It is mentioned as affording shade to

Elijah in his flight to Horeb (1 K. xix. 4, 5), and

as aftbrding material for fuel, and also, in extreme

cases, for human food (Ps. cxx. 4; Job xxx. 4). It

is very abundant in the desert of Sinai, and affords

shade and protection, both in heat and storm, to

travellers (Virg. Gem-y. ii. 434, 436). Its roots

are very bitter, and would thus serve as food only

in extreme cases; but it may be doubted whether

ti?7}^ (Job XXX. 4) is to be restricted to roots only,

or to be taken in a wider sense of product, and

thus include the fruit, which is nuich liked by

sheep, and may thus have sometimes served for

human -food (Ges. p. 1484). The roots are much
valued by the Arabs for charcoal for the Cairo

market. Thus the tree which afforded shade to

Elijah may have furnished also the "coals" or

ashes for baking the cake which satisfied his hunger

(1 K. xix. 6; see also Ps. cxx. 4, "coals of juni-

per"). The Rothem is a legimiinous plant, and

bears a white flower. It is found also in Spain,

Portugal, and Palestine. Its abundance in the

Sinai desert gave a name to a station of the Israel-

ites, Rithmah (Num. xxxiii. 18, 19; Burckhardt,

Syria, pp. 483, 537; Roliinson, i. 203, 205; Lord

Lindsay, Letters, p. 183; Phny, //. iV. xxiv. 9, 65;

Balfour, Plants of the Bible, p. 50; Staidey, S. i/-

P. pp. 20,79, 521; [Thomson, Lmid and Book,

ii. 436 ff. ; and especially Tristram, Nat. Hist, of
the Bible, p. 339 f. (Loud. 1867). — H.]).

H. W. P.

JU'PITER (Ze.^?, LXX. [andN. T.: Jupi-

ter']). Among the chief measures which Antiochus

Epiphanes took for the entire subversion of the

Jewish faith was that of dedicating the Temple at

Jerusalem to the service of Zeus (Jlympius (2 Mace,

vi. 2), and at the same time the rival Temple on

Gerizim was dedicated to Zeus Xenius (.Jupiter

Hospitalis, Vulg. ). The choice of the first epithet

is easily intelligible. The Olymiiian Zeus was the

national god of the Hellenic race (Thucyd. iii. 14),

as well as the supreme ruler of the heathen world,

and as such formed the tiiie opposite to Jehovah,

who had revealed Himself as the God of Abraham.

The application of the second epithet, " the God
of hospitality" (cf. (irimm, on 2 Mace. /. c), is

more obscure. In 2 JIacc. vi. 2 it is explained by

the clause, " as Wiis the character of those who
dwelt in the place," which may, however, be an

ironical comment of the writer (cf. Q. Curt. iv. 5,

8), and not a sincere eulogy of the hospitality of

the Samaritans (as Ewald, Gcsch. iv. 339 n.).

Jupiter or Zeus is mentioned in one passage of

the N. T., on the occasion of St. Paul's visit to

Lystra (Acts xiv. 12, 13), where the expression
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" Jupiter, which was before tlieir cit},'' means that

his temple was outside the city." B. F. W.
* The Lystrians on that occasion called Bar-

nabas Jupiter (ver. 12), because Paul being "the

chief spealier " and therefore Mercury, the god of

eloquence, they supposed the otlier visitor must be

Jupiter, whom they specially worshipped. They had a

tradition also that these two gods had once travelled

in disguise among them (see Ovid. J/e^ viii. Gil).

It has lieeu suggested too tliat Barnabas may have

been the older man of the two, and more im-

posing than Paul in his personal appearance (comp.

2 Cor. X. 1, 10). H.

JU'SHAB-HE'SED ("TPri I^E''^"' : 'Ao-o-

fieS; [Vat. ApolSaffOK;] Alex. A(roj3aeo-5 :
[Comp.

'looaaHeaeS-j Josfibheseil), son of Zerubbabel (1

Chr. iii. 20). It does not appear why the five chil-

dren in this verse are separated from tlie tln-ee in

ver. 19. Bertheau suggests that they might be by

a different mother, or possiWy born in Judiea after

the return, wliereas the three others were born at

Babylon. The name of Jushal)-hesed, i. e. " Lov-

ing-kindness is returned," taken in conjunction

with that of liis father and brothers, is a striking

expression of tlie feelings of pious Jews at the re-

turn from Captivity, and at the same time a good

illustration of the nature of Jewish names.

A. C. H.

JUS'TUS CloDo-Tos: [./ms/(/s, "ji'st"]). Schoett-

gen (Hor. Flebr. in Act. Ap.) shows by quotations

from rabbinical writers that this name was not

unusual among the Jews. 1- A surname of Joseph

called Barsabas (Acts i. 23). [.Josiair Bars.v-

BAS.]

2. A Christian at Corinth, with whom St.

Paul lodged (Acts xviii. 7). Tlie Syr. and Arab,

have Titus, wliile the Vulg. combines both names

Titus Justus.

* Paul did not lodge with Justus at this time,

but having left the synag(jgue preached at the liouse

of Justus, which being near the synagogue was so.

much the more convenient for that purpose (ver. 8).

For aught tliat appears, he abode still with Aquila

(ver. 3) after this separation from the Jews. Nor is

Justus spoken of as a Christian, but as a Jewish

proselyte (ae^ofievou rhv fiedj'), thougli evidently

he had more sympathy witli Paul tlian with the

Jews, and no doubt soon liecame a believer. H.
3. A surname of Jesus, a friend of St. Paul

(Col. iv. 11). [Jesus, p. 1347.]

JUT'TAH (nW, i. e. Jutah;* also

ntS^^ and in xxi. 10, ntS"^ [^extended, inclined] :

'Itciv, Alex. lerra; Tavv, Alex, omits: Join, Jeta),

a city in the mountain region of Judah, in the

neighborhood of Maon and (,'aru:el (Josh. xv. 55).

It was allotted to the priests (xxi. IG), but in the

catalogue of 1 Chr. vi. 57-50, tlie name has es-

caped. In the time of luisebius it was a large

village {KUfxr) fxeyiaTTi), 18 miles southward of

Eleutheropolis {Oiioiwidicon, "Jettan"). A vil-

lage called Yuttn was visited by Kobinson, close to

Main and Kurimd [Bibl. Res. 1st ed. ii. 195, 628),

which doubtless represents the ancient town.
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lieland [Pal. p. 870) conjectures that Jutta ig

the v6Kis 'Iou5a (A. V. " a city of Juda ") in the

hill country, in which Zacharias, the father of John

the Baptist, resided (Luke i. 39). But this, though

feasible, is not at present confirmed by any positive

evidence. [Jud.v, City of, Amer. ed.] G.

K.

KAB'ZEEL (^S??f2 [see below] : [in

Josh.,] Buio-eAeT^A, Alex. Kao-flerjA, [(/omp. Ka3-

trrjA, Aid. Ka/3(r«77A; in 2 Sam.,] Ka/Seo-tTjA,

[^'at. KaTa/8etr07jA, Comp. Aid. Ka/BaffaijA; in 1

Chr.,] Ka/Sao-arjA: Cubsttl), owe of the "cities"

of the tribe of Judah; the first named in the enu-

meration of those next Edoni, and apparently the

farthest south (Josh. xv. 21). Taken as Hebrew,

the word signifies " collected by God," and may be

compared with Jokthkel, the name bestowed by

the Jews on an Edomite city. Kabzeel is memo-
rable as the native place of the great hero Benaiah-
ben-Jehoiada, in connection with whom it is twice

mentioned (2 Sam. xxiii. 20; 1 Chr. xi. 22). After

the Captivity it was reinhabited by the Jews, and

appears as Jekabzkel.

It is twice mentioned in the Ononiasticon — as

KajSererjA and Capsed ; the first time by Eusebius

only, and apparently confounded with Carmel, un-

less the conjecture of Le Clerc in his notes on the

passage be accepted, which would identify it with

the site of Elijah's sleep and vision, between Beer-

sheba and Iloreb. No trace of it appears to have

been discovered in modern times. G.

* KA'DES (KaSTjs: Vulg. omits), Jud. i. 9,

perhaps the same as Kadesii (see below), or

Kedejsh, Josh. XV. 23. A.

KA'DESH, KA'DESH BAR'NEA \_Heb.

Barne'a] (t271p, 3??.""? t^ll" [see in the art.'

and notes] : KaZr)'! [Ez. xlvii. 19, Kom. Vat. Ka-

57);ii], KixStjs Bopri^, Ka5r)s tov Bapvr] [Num.
xxxiv. 4; (Jades, Cadesbnrne]). This place, the

scene of Miriam's death, was the farthest point to

which the Israelites reached in their direct road to

Canaan; it was also that whence the spies were

sent, and where, on their return, the people broke

out into murmuring, upon which their strictly penal

term of wandering began (Num. xiii. 3, 2G, xiv.

29-33, XX. 1; Deut. iC 14). It is probable that

the term "Kadesh," though applied to signify a
" city," yet had also a wider application to a region,

in which Kadesh-Meriliah certainly, and Kadesh-

Barnea probably, indicates a precise spot. Thus

Kadesh appears as a limit eastward of the same

tract which was limited westward by Sliur (Gen.

XX. 1). Shur is possiljly the same as Sihor, " which

is before Egypt" (xxv. 18; Josh. xiii. 3; Jer. ii.

18), and was the first portion of the wilderness on

which the people emerged from the passage of the

Red Sea. [Snuu.] " Between Kadesh and Bered "

is another indication of the site of Kadesh as an

eastern limit (Gen. xvi. 14), for the point so fixed

is "the fountahi on the way to Shur" (v. 7), and

* « The name Jupiter also occurs in the A. V. in

Acts xix. 35, where " the image [of the goddess Arte-

mis'] »hi;h foil down from Jupiter" is the translation

of TOO SlOTTtToOs. A.

6 This— with one t— is the form given in Ilahn's

text of XV. 55 ; Michaelis and Walton insert a dagesh,,.

but it was apparently unknown to any of the old

translators, in whose versions (witlv the exception of

the Alex. LXX.), whatever shape the word assumes, it

retains a single t.
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the range of limits is narrowed by selecting the

western one not so far to the west, while the eastern

one, Kadesh, is unchanged. Again, we have Ka-

desh as the point to which the foray of Chedor-

laonier "returned'' — a word which does not im-

ply that they had previously visited it, but that it

lay in the direction, as viewed from Mount Seir

and Paran mentioned next before it, which was

that of the point from which Chedorlaomer had

come, namely, the North. Chedorlaomer, it seems,

coining down by the eastern shore of the Dead Sea,

smote the Zuzims (Amnion, Gen. xiv. 5 ; Deut. ii.

20), and the Emims (Moab, Deut. ii. 11), and the

Horites in Mount Seir, to the south of that sea,

unto " El-Paran that is by the wilderness." He
drove these Horites over the Arabah into the et-

Tih region. Then " returned," i. e. went north-

ward to Kadesh and Hazazon Tamar, or Engedi

(comp. Gen. xiv. 7; 2 Chr. xx. 2). In (ien. xiv. 7

Kadesh is identified with En-Mishjjat, the " foun-

tain of judgment," and is connected with Tamar,

or Hazazon Tamar, just as we find these two in the

comparatively late book of Ezekiel, as designed to

mark the southern border of Judah, drawn through

them and terminating seaward at the " liiver to

(or toward) the Great Sea." Precisely thus stands

Kadesh-Barnea in the books of Numbers and Joshua

(comp. Ez. xlvii. 19, xlviii. 28; Num. xxxiv. 4;

Josh. XV. 3). Unless then we are prepared to make
a double Kadesh for the book of Genesis, it seems

idle with lieland (Pahes/inn, p. 11-1-17) to distin-

guish the " En-Mishpat, which is Kadesh," from

that to which the spies returned. For there is an

identity about all the connections of the two, which,

if not conclusive, will compel us to abandon all

possible inquiries. This holds especially as regards

Paran and Tamar, and in respect of its being the

eastern limit of a region, and also of lieing the finst

point of importance found by ('lieilorlaumer on

passing round the southern extremity of the Dead

Sea. In a strikingly similar manner we have the

limits of a route, apparently a well-known one at

the time, indicated by three points, lloreh, Mount
Seir, Kadesh-Barnea, in Deut. i. 2, the distance

between the extremes being fixed at "11 days'

journey," or about 165 miles, allowing 15 miles to

an average day's journey. This is one element for

determining the site of Kadesh, assuming of course

the position of Horeb ascertained. The name of

the place to which the spies returned is " Kadesh "

simply, in Num. xiii. 26, and is there closely con-

nected with the "wilderness of Paran: "yet the

" wilderness of Zin " stands in near conjunction,

as the point whence the " search " of the spies

commenced (ver. 21). Again, in Num. xxxii. 8,

we find that it was from Kadesh-Barnea that the

mission of the spies commenced, and in the re-

hearsed narrative of the same event in Deut. i. 19,

and ix. 23, the name " Barnea " is also added.

a Another short article of Jerome's, apparently

referred to by Stanley (S. ^ P. 93 note), a.s relating

likewise to En-mishpat, should seem to mean some-

thing wholly different, namely, the well of Isaac and
Abimelech in Gerar : (^pe'ap KptVeus eU eri. vvv ecm
Kio/j-j) BripSav (piitFVX jufJicis) KoAovixevrj iv rfi Tepa-

Tl(C>).

f> There is a remarkable interpolation in the LXX.,
or (a.s seems less probable) omission in the present

Heb. text of Num. xxxiii. 36, where, in following the

various stages of the march, we find respectively as

follows .
—
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Thus far there seems no reasonable doubt of the

identity of this Kadesh with that of Genesis. Again,
in Num. xx., we find the jieople encamped in Ka-
desh after reaching the wilderness of Zin. For the

question whether this was a second visit (supposing

the Kadesh identical with that of the spies), or a
continued occupancy, see Wilderness of Wan-
dering. The mention of the " wilderness of Zin "

is in favor of the identity of this place with that of

Num. xiii. The reasons which seem to have fostered

a contrary opinion are the ab.sence of water (ver. 2)

and the position assigned — "in the uttermost of"
the "border" of Edom. Yet the murmuring
seems to have arisen, or to have been more intense

on account of their having encamped there in the

expectation of finding water; which affords again a

presumption of identity. Further, " the wilderness

of Zin along by the coast of Edom " (Num. xxxiv.

3 ; Josh. XV. ) destroys any presumption to the con-

trary arising from that position. Jerome clearly

knows of but one and the same Kadesh— "where
Moses smote the rock," where " Miriam's monu-
ment," he says, " was still shown, and where Chedor-
laomer smote the rulers of .Xmalek." It is true

Jerome gives a distinct article on KaSSiys, evBa ri

'""hyv '''JJ Kpiffeais, > e. En-mishpat,« but only

perhaps in order to record the fomitain as a distinct

local fact. The apparent ambiguity of the position,

first, in the wilderness of Paran, or in Paran ; and
secondly in that of Zin, is no real increase to the

difficulty. For whether these tracts were contigu-

ous, and Kadesh on tlieir common border, or ran

into each other, and embraced a connuon territory,

to which the name " Kadesh," in an extended

sense, might be given, is comparatively unimportant.

It may, however, be observed, that the wilderness

of Paran connnences, Nimi. x. 12, where that of

Sinai ends, and that it extends to the point, whence
in ch. xiii. the spies set out. though the only posi-

tive identification of Kadesh with it is that in xiii.

26, wlien on their return to rejoin Moses they come
" to the wilderness of Paran, to Kadesh." Paran
then was evidently the general name of the great

tract south of Palestine, commencing soon after

Sinai, as the people advanced northwards — that

perhaps now known as the desert tt-Tih. Hence,

when the spies are returning soutlncards they return

to Kadesh, viewed as in the wilderness of Paran

;

though, in the same chapter, when starting north-

wards on their journey, they commence from that

of Zin. It seems almost to follow that the wilder-

ness of Zin nuist have ovei'lapped that of Paran on

the north side ; or nnist, if they were parallel and

lay respectively east and west, have had a further

extension northwards than this latter. In the

designation of the southern liorder of the Israelites

also, it is obsenable that the wilderness of Zin is

mentioned as a limit, but nowhere that of Paran *

(Num. xxxiv. 3, Josh. xv. 1), unless the dwelling

--
)2i^2 ^3n*j -152 r?^P ^i^'P*^

XD-i^i Win ]^
Greek.

Kal airr]pav ix Teo'iin' Fa/Sep /cai Trapivc^aKov iv TJj

fprifxu} 2tV, Koi airfjpai' ck ttJ9 eprfp-ov 2tV, Kai irap^ve*

Pakov eis ttji' eprjuov iidpav avrij etrri Kafii;?.

The LXX. would make them approach the wilderness

of Sin first, and that of Paran secondly, thus reversing

the effect of the above observations.
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of Ishmael " in the wilderness of Paran " (Gen.

xxi. 21) indicates tliat, on tlie western portion of

the southern border, wliich the story of Hagar indi-

cates as his dweUing-place, the Paran nomenclature

prevailed.

If it be allowed, in the dearth of positive testi-

mony, to follow great natural boundaries in sug-

gesting an answer to the question of the situation

of these adjacent or perhaps overlapping wilder-

nesses, it will be seen, on reference to Kiepert's map
(in Robinson, vol. i. ; see also Kussegger's map of

the same region), that the Arabah itself and the

plateau westward of it are, when we leave out the

commonly so-called Sinaitic peninsula (here con-

sidered as corresponding in its wider or northerly

portion to "the wilderness of Sinai"), the two

parts of the whole region most strongly partitioned

off from and contrasted with one another. On this

western plateau is indeed superimposed another, no

less clearly marked out, to judge from the map, as

distinct from the former as this from the Arabah

;

but this higher ground, it will be further seen,

probably corresponds witli " the mountain of the

Amorites." The Arabah, and its limiting barrier

of high ground « on the western side, differ by about

400 or 500 feet in elevation at the part where Rob-

inson, advancing from Petra towards Hebron,

ascended that barrier by the pass el-Khumr. At
the N. VV. angle of the Arabah the regularity of

this barrier is much broken by the great wadies

which converge thither; l)ut from its edge at el-

Khurar tlie great floor stretches westward, with no

great interruption of elevation, if we omit the super-

imposed plateau, to the Egyptian frontier, and

northward to Rhinocolura and Gaza. Speaking of

it apparently from tlie point of view at el-Kkurdi;

Robinson (ii. 580, 587) says it is " not exactly a table-

land, but a higher tract of country, forming the

first of the several steps or offsets into which the

ascent of the mountains in this part is divided."

It is now known as the wilderness ei~ Till. A general

description of it occurs in Robinspn (i. 20 1, 26'2),

together with a mention of the several travellers

who had then previously visited it: its configura-

tion is given, ib. 294. If this et- Tih region rep-

resent the wilderness of Paran, then tlie Arabah

itself, including all the low ground at the southern

and southwestern extremity of the Dead Sea, may
stand for the wilderness of Zin. The superimposed

plateau has an eastern border converging, towards

the nortii, with that of the general elevated tract

on which it stands, i. e. with the western barrier

aforesaid of the Arabah, but losing towards its

higher or northern extremity its elevation and pre-

ciseness, in proportion as the general tract on which

it stands appears to rise, till, near the S. W. curve

of the Dead Sea, tlie higher plateau and the general

tract appear to blend. The convergency in question

arises from tlie general tract having, on its eastern

side, i. e. where it is to the Araliah a western limit,

a barrier rurming more nearly N. and S. than that

of the superimposed plateau, which runs about

E. N. E. and W. S. W. This "liighest of the two

steps on whicli this terrace stands is described by

Williams [/loli/ Cily, i. 40.3, 404), who approached it

« Called, at least throughout a portion of its course,

Jebel ei-Beijanch.

b There are three nearly parallel passes leading to

the same level : this is the middle one of the three.

Schubert (liei.-<f, ii. 441-3) appears to liave taken the

same i)ath ; Bertou that on the W. side, el-Yemen.
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from Hebron— the opposite direction to that in

which Robinson, mounting towards Hebron by the

higher pass es-Su/al/b came upon it — as "a
gigantic natural rampart of -ofty mountains, which

we could distinctly trace for many miles '^ E. and
W. of the spot on which we stood, whose precipitous

promontories of naked rock, forming as it were

bastions of Cyclopean architecture, jutted forth in

irregular masses from the mountain-barrier into the

southern wildeBness, a confused chaos of chalk."''

Below the traveller lay the Wady Murreh, running

into that called el-Fikre/i, identifying the spot with

that described by Robinson (ii. 587) as "a formid-

able barrier supporting a third plateau " (reckoning

apparently the Arabah as one), rising on the other,

l. e. northern side of the Wady el-Fckreh. But

the southern face of this highest plateau is a still

more strongly defined wall of mountains. The
Israelites must probably have faced it, or wandered

along it, at some period of their advance from the

wilderness of Sinai to the more northern desert of

Paran. There is no such boldly-marked line of

clifls north of the et-Tih and el-Odjmeh ranges,

except perhaps Mount Seir, the eastern limit of the

Arabah. There is a strongly marked expression in

Dent. i. 7, 19, 20, " the mountain of the Amorites,"

which, besides those of Seir and Hor, is the only

one mentioned by name after Sinai, and which is

there closely connected with Kadesh Barnea. The
wilderness (that of Paran) "great and terrible,"

which they passed through after quitting Horeb
(vv. 6, 7, 19), was " by the way of" this "moun-
tain of the Amorites." " We came," says Moses,

"to Kadesh Barnea; and I said unto you, ye are

come unto the mountain of the Amorites." Also

in ver. 7, the adjacent territories of this mountain-

region seem not obscurely intimated ; we have the

Shejelidi ("plain") and the Arabah ("vale"),

with the "hills" ("hill-country of Judah") be-

tween them; and "the South" is added as that

debatable outlying region, in which the wilderness

strives with the inroads of life and culture. There

is no natural feature to correspond so well to this

mountain of the Amorites as tJiis smaller higher

plateau superimposed on et-Tili, forming the water-

shed of the two great systems of wadies, those north-

westward towards the great Wady d-AvM, and

those northeastward towards the Wady Jtrafth

and the great Wady d-.hib. Indeed, in these con-

verging wady-systems on either side of the " moun-
tain," we have a desert-continuation of the same

configuration of country, which the Shefelah and

Arabah with their interposed water-shedding high-

lands present further north. And even as the name
AH.\r..vii is plainly continued from the Jordan

Valley, so as to mean the great arid trough between

the Dead Sea and Elath; so perhaps the Shefelah

(" vale ") might naturally be viewed as continued

to the " river of Egypt." And tlius the " mountain

of the Amorites " would merely continue the moun-
tain-mass of Judah and Kphraini, as forming part

of the land "which the Lord our God doth give

unto us." The southwestern angle of this higher

plateau, is well defined by the liluff peak of .Jebd

'Ardif, .standing in about ^0° 22' N., by 34° 30'

c This is only the direction, or apparent direction,

of the range at the .spot, its general one being as above

stated. See the maps.
il So Robinson, before ascending, remarks (ii. 585)

that the hills consisted of chalky stone and con-

glomerate.
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E. Assuming the region from Wady Feiran to

the Jebel Mmsa as a general basis for the position

of Horeb, nothing farther south than this Jtbd
^Araif appears to give the necessary distance from

it for Kadesh, nor would any point on the west

side of the western face of this mountain region

suit, until we get quite high up towards Beer-sheba.

Nor, if any site in this direction is to be chosen, is

it easy to account for "the way of Mount Seir
"

being mentioned as it is, Deut. i. 2, apparently as

the customary route " from Horeb " thither. But

if, as further reasons will suggest, Kadesh lay prob-

ably near the S. W. curve of the Dead Sea, then

"Mount Seir" will be within sight on the E.

during all the latter part of the journey " from

Horeb" thither. This mountain region is in

Kiepert's map laid down as the ten-itory of the

Azazime/i, but is said to be so wild and rugged

that the Bedouins of all other tribes avoid it, nor

has any road ever traversed it (liobinson, i. 18G).

Across this then there was no pass; the choice of

routes lay between the road which, leading from

Elath to Gaza and the Shefelah, passes to the

west of it, and that which ascends from the northern

extremity of the Arabah by the Ma'aleh Akrabbim

towards Hebron. The reasons for thinking that

the Israelites took this latter course are, that if they

had taken the western, Beer-sheba would seem to

have been the most natural route of their first at-

tempted attack (liobinson, i. 187). It would also

have brought them too near to the land of the

Philistines, which it seems to have been the Divine

purpose that they should avoid. But above all, the

features of the couTitry, scantily as they are noticed

in Num., are in favor of the eastern route from the

Arabah and Dead Sea.

One site fixed on for Kadesh is the \iin es-Sliey-

dbeh on the south side of this " mountain of the

Amorites," and therefore too near Horeb to fulfill

the conditions of Deut. i. 2. Jlessrs. Rowlands and

Williams {Holy City, i. 40-3-08) argue strongly in

favor of a site for Kadesh on the west side of this

whole mountain region, towards Jtbel IJdal, where

they found " a large single mass or small hill of

solid rock, a spur of the mountain to the north of

it, immediately rising above it, the only visible

naked rock in the whole district." They found

salient water rushing from this rock into a basin,

but soon losing itself in the sand, and a grand

space for the encampment of a host on the S. W.
side of it. In favor of it they allege, (1) the name
Kddts or KuJes, pronounced in ICiiglish Kddddse

or Kudddse, as Ijeing exactly the form of the He-

brew name Kadesh; (2) the position, in the line of

the southern boundary of Judah; (3) the corre-

spondepce with the order of the places mentioned,

especially the places Adar and Azmon, which these

travellers recognize in Adeirat and Aseimeh, other-

wise (as in Kiepert's map) Kadeirat and Ktisai-

meh; (4) its position with regard to Jebel el-lla-

hl, or Jebel Ilelel; (5) its position with regard to

the mountain of the Amorites (which they seem to

identify with the westernhae of the plateau); (6)
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its situation with regard to the grand S. W. route

to Palestine by Beer-lahai-roi from Egypt; (7) its

distance from Sinai, and the goodness of the way
thither; (8) the accessibility of Mount Hor from

this region. Of these, 2, 4, 5, and 8, seem of no

weight ; " 1 is a good deal weakened by the fact

that some such name seems to ha\e a wide range ^

in this region ; 3 is of considerable force, but seems
'

overbalanced by the fact that the whole position

seems too far west ; arguments 6 and 7 rather tend

against than for the view in question, any western

route being unlikely (see text above), and the

"goodness" of the road not being discoverable,

but rather the reverse, from the Mosaic record.

But, above all, how would this accord with " the

way of Mount Seir" being that from Sinai to

Kadesh Barnea? (Deut. i. 2).

In the map to Robinson's last edition, a Jebel

el-Kudeis is given on the authority of Abeken.

But this spot would be too far to the west for the

fixed point intended in Deut. i. 2 as Kadesh Bar-

nea. Still, taken in connection with the region en-

deavored to be identified with the " mountain of

the Amorites," it may be a general testimony to

the prevalence of the name Kadesh within certain

limits; which is further supported by the names
given below/'

The indications of locality strongly point to a

site near where the mountain of the Amorites de-

scends to the low region of the Arabah and Dead
Sea. -Tell Arad is perhaps as clear a local monu-
ment of the event of Num. xxi. 1, as we can ex-

pect to find. [AuAD.] " The Canaanitish king

of Arad " found that Israel was coming "by the

way of the spies," and " fought against " and
" took some of them prisoners." The subsequent

defeat of this king is clearly connected with the

pass es-Sufa, between which and the Tell Arad a

line drawn ought to gi\e us the direction of route

intended by " by the way of the spies ;
" accordingly,

within a day's journey on either side of this line

produced towards the Arabah, Kadesh-Barnea

should be sought for. [Hokmaii.] Nearly the

same ground appears to have been the scene of the

previous discomfiture of the Israelites rebelliously

attempting to force their way by this pass to occupy

the "mountain" where " the Anialekites and Am-
orites " were " before them " (Num. xiv. 45 ; Judg.

i. 17): further, however, this defeat is said to have

been "in Seir" (Deut. i. 44). Now, whether we
admit or not with Stanley {S. (f- P. 94 note) that

I'^dom had at this period no territory west of the

Arabah, which is perhaps doubtful, 3et there can

be no room for doubt that " the mountain of the

Amorites " must at any rate be taken as their

western limit. Hence the overthrow in Seir must
be east of that mountain, or, at furthest, on its

eastern edge. The " Seir " alluded to may be the

western edge of the Arabah below the es-Su/'a pass.

When thus driven back, they " abode in Kadesh

many days " (Deut. i. 46). The city, whether we
prefer Kadesh simply, or Karlesh-Barnea, as its

designation, cannot have belonged to the Amorites,

a What is more disputable than the S. boundary

line ? Jeljel Helnl derives its sole significance from a

passage not specitied in Jeremiah. The ''mountiiin of

the Amorites," as shown above, need not be that west-

ern face. Mt. Ilor is as accessible from elsewhere.

h Seetzen's last map shows a Wadi/ Kiiiiese corre-

Bponding in position nearly with Jehel el-Kudeise given

in Kiepert's, on the authority of Abckcn. Zimmer-

mauu's Atlas, se'-t. x., gives d- Cu /fSM/i as another

name for the well-known hill Madurah, or Moderah.

lying within view of the point described above, from

Williams's Holy Citi/, i. 463, 464. This is towards the

east, a good deal nearer the Dead Sea, and so far

more suitable. Further, Robertson's map in Stewart's

j

The Tent and the Khan places an 'Ain Khades near

I the junction of the Wady Abijad with the Wady el-

]

Arish ; but in this map are tokens of some confmicn

in the drawing.
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for these after their victory woulil probably have

liisputed possession of it; nor coukl it, if plainly

Amoritish, have been " in the uttermost of the

border " of Edoni. It may be conjectured that it

lay in the debatable ground between the Amorites

and Edom, which the Israelites in a message of

courtesy to Edom might naturally assign to the

latter, and that it was possibly then occupied in fiict

by neither, but liy a remnant of those Horites

whom Edom (Deut. ii. 12) dislodged from the

"mount" Seir, but who remained as refugees in

that arid and unenviable region, which perhaps was

the sole remnant of their previous possessions, and

which they still called by the name of " Seir," their

patriarch. This would not be inconsistent with " the

edge of the land of Edom " still being at Mount
Hor (Num. xxxiii. 37), nor with the Israelites re-

garding this debatable ground, after dispossessing

the Amorites from "their mountain," as pertain-

ing to their own " south quarter " If this view be

admissible, we might regard " Barnea " as a He-
braized remnant of the Horite language, or of

some llorite name."

The nearest approximation, then, which can be

given to a site ibr the city of Kadesh, may be prob-

ably attained by drawing a circle, from the pass es-

SuJ'a, at the radius of about a day's journey; its

southwestern quadrant will intersect the " wilder-

ness of Paran," or et-Tih, which is there overhung

by the superimposed plateau of the mountain of the

Amorites; while its southeastern one will cross

what has been designated as the " wilderness of

Zin." This seems to satisfy all the conditions of the

passages of Genesis, Numbers, and Deuteronomy,

wliich refer to it. The nearest site in harmony
with this view, whicli has yet been suggested (Rob-

inson, ii. 175), is undoubtedly the \Liii el-Weibeh.

To this, however, is opposed the remark of a trav-

eller (Stanley, S. </ P. p. 06) who went probably with

a deliberate intention of testing the local i'eatures

in reference to this suggestion, that it does not

afford among its " stony shelves ftf three or four

feet high " any proper "cliff" (17 vD), such as

is the word specially describing that " rock " (A.

V.) from which the water gushed. It is however

nearly opposite the Wachj Ghuweir, the great

opening into the steep eastern wall of the Arabah,

and therefore the most probable "highway" by

which to "pass through the border" of Edom.
But until further examination of local features has

been made, which owing to the frightfully desolate

character of the region seems very difficult, it

would be unwise to push identification further.

Notice is due to the attempt to discover Kadesh
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a Fiirst has suggested ^^3"~12, son of wantlcr-

ing, = Bedouin
;
but "121 does not occur as " son "

in the writings of Moses. The reading of the L.KX.

in Nmn. xxxiv. 4, KoStj; toO Bapi'TJ, seems to favor

the notion that it was regarded by them as a man's

name. The name " Meribali " is accounted for in

Num. XX. 13. [Merebah.] [Simonis as cited by

Gesenius regards ^3^3 as from T2, open country^

and 373, wandering^ r. 57^3. — H.]

'' It may be perliaps a llorite word, corrupted so as

to bear a signification in the Hebrew and Arabic ; but,

assuming it to be from the root meaning " holiness,"

whicli exists in various forms in the lleb. and Arab.,

(here may be some connection between that name,

In Petra, the metropolis of the Nabathaeans (Stan-

ley, S. ff- P. p. 1)4), embedded in the mountains tc

which the name of IMount Seir is admitted by all

authorities to apjily, and almost overhimg by Mount
Hor. No doubt the word Sda^ " cliff," is used as

a proper name occasionally, and may probably in 2

K. xiv. 7 ; Is. xvi. 1, he identified with a city or

spot of territory belonging to Edom. But the two
sites of Petra and Mount Hor are surely far too

close for each to be a distinct camping station, as

in Num. xxxiii. 36, 37. The camp of Israel would

have probal)ly covered the site of the city, the

mountain, and several adjacent valleys. But, further,

the site of Petra must have been as thoroughly

Edomitish territory as was that of Bozi^aii, the

then capital, and could not be described as being

" in the uttermost " of their border. " Mount Seir"

was "given to Esau for a possession," in which he

was to be unmolested, and not a " foot's breadth "

of his land was to be taken. This seems irrecon-

cilable with the quiet encampment of the whole of

Israel and permanency there for " many d.ays," as

also with their subsequent territorial possession of

it, for Kadesh is always reckoned as a town in the

southern border belonging to Israel. Neither does

a friendly request to be allowed to pass through the

land of Edom come suitably from an invader who
had seized, and was occupying one of its most -dif-

ficult passes ; nor, again, is the evident temper of

the Edomites and their precautions, if they con-

templated, as they certainly did, armed resistance

to the violation of their territory, consistent with

that invader being allowed to settle himself by

anticipation in such a position without a stand

being made against him. But, lastly, the conjunc-

tion of the city Kadesh with " the mountain of the

Amorites," and its connection with the assault

repulsed by the Amalekites and Canaanites (Deut.

i. 44; Num. xiv. 43), points to a site wholly away

from Mount Seir.

A paper in the Journal of Sacred Literature,

April, 1860, entitled A Criticnl Knquiry into the

Route of the Exodus, discards all the received sites

for Sinai, even that of jMount Hor, and fixes on

Elusa (el-Kaksah) as that of Kadesh. The argu-

ments of this writer will lie considered, as a whole,

under Wiluehnes-s of Wandehixg.
Kadesh appears to have maintained itself, at

least as a name, to the days of the prophet Ezekiel

(l. c.) and those of the writer of the apocryphal

book of .ludith (i. 9 [A. V. Kades] ). The " wilder-

ness of Kadesh " occurs only in Ps. xxix. 8, and is

probalily undistinguishable from that of Zin. As
regards the name " Kadesh," there seems some

doubt whether it be originally Hebrew.*

supposed to indicate a shrine, and the En-Mishpat =
Fountain of Judgment. The connection of the priestly

and judicial function, having for its root the regarding

as sacred whatever is authoritative, or the deducing

all subordinate authority from the Highest, would sup-

port this view. Compare also the double functions

united in Sheikh and Cadi. Furtlier, on this suppo-

sition, a more forcible sense accrues to the name Kadesh

Mtribah = " strife " or " contention." being as it were

a perversion of M(s/(;)rt« = judgment — a taking it in

partem detiriorem. For the Heb. and Arab, derivatives

from this same root see Ges. Lfx. s. v. WTp, vary-

ing in senses of to. be holy, or (piel) to sanctity, as a

priest, or to keep holy, as the Sabbath, and (pual) its

passive; also Golii LfX. Arab. Lat. Ijgd. Hat. llk')3,

s- V. . uKtXs. Tbe derived sense, E?^p, a mala
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Almost any probable situation for Kadesh on the

grounds of the Scriptural narrative is equally op-

posed to the impression derived from the aspect of

the region thereabouts. No spot perhaps, in the

locality above indicated, could now be an eligible

site for the host of the Israelites " for many days."

Jerome speaks of it as a " desert " in his day, and
makes no allusion to any city there, although the

tomb of Miriam, of which no modern traveller has

found any vestige, had there its traditional site.

It is possible that the great volume of water which

in the rainy season sweeps by the great el-Jeib and

other wadies into the S. W. corner of the Ghor,

might, if duly husbanded, have once created an

artificial oasis, of which, with the neglect of such

industry, every trace has since been lost. But, as

no attempt is made here to fix on a definite site

for Kadesh as a city, it is enough to observe that

the oVijection applies in nearly equal force to nearly

all solutions of the question of which the Scriptural

narrative admits. H. H.

KAD'MIEL (bSt'^n~T)2 [u-ho stands before

Goil, I. e. his servant]: KaSfxirjA; [in Neh. vii. 43,

Vat. Ka^SiTjA.:] Cedmihel), one of the Levites who
with his family returned from Babylon with Zerub-

babel, and apparently a representative of the de-

scendants of Hodaviah, or, as he is elsewhere called,

Hodevah or Judah (Ezr. ii. 40; Neh. vii. 43). In

the first attempt which was made to rebuild the

Temple, Kadniiel and Jeshua, probably an elder

member of the same house, were, together with

their families, appointed by Zerubbabel to superin-

tend the workmen, and officiated in the thanks-

giving-service by which the laying of the foundation

was solemnized (Ezr. iii. 9). His house took a

prominent part in the confession of the people on

the day of humiliation (Neh. ix. 4, 5), and with

the other Levites joined the princes and priests in

a solenm compact to separate themsehes to walk

in God's law (Neh. x. 9). In the paraUel lists of

1 Esdr. he is called Cadmiel.

KAD'MONITES, THE C^abll^n, i. e.

" the Kadmonite " [(livelier in the east] : rovs

KeSfJ-ccvaiousi Alex, omits: CefZmoncpos), a people

named in Gen. xv. 19 only ; one of the nations who
at that time occupied the land promised to the

descendants of Abram. The name is from a root

A'€<^e7?j, signifying " eastern," and also "ancient"

(Ges. Thes. p. 1195).

Bochart {Ctian. i. 19; P/tal. iv. 36) derives the

Kadmonites from Cadmus, and further identifies

them with the Hivites (whose place they fill in the

above list of nations), on the ground that the

Hivites occupied IMount Hermon, " the most east-

erly part of Canaan." But Heniion cannot be said

to be on the east of Canaan, nor, if it were, did the

Hivites live there so exclusively as to entitle them

to an appellation derived from that circumstance

(see vol. ii. p. 1082). It is more probable that the

name Kadmonite in its one occurrence is a synonym
for the Bkne-Kkdem— the "children [sons] of

the East," the general name which in tlie Bible

appears to be given to the tribes which roved in the

prostitute, fem. rTtt7Tp, a harlot, does not appear

to occur iu the Arab. : it is to be referred to the notion

of prostitution in houor of an idol, as the Syrians in

that of Astiirte. the Babylonians in that of Mylitta

(Ilerod. 1. 199), ind is conveyed in the Greek UpoiouAos.

'Idolatry, vol ii. p. 1128 n.] Thi,< repulsive custom

KANAH
great waste tracts on the east and southeast of

Palestine. G.

* The Kadmonites even at Hermon might be
said to be on the east as compared e. g. with the
Zidonians on the west. " This name," says Thom-
son, " is still preserved among the Xusairiyeh north
of Tripoli, and they have a tradition that their

ancestors were expelled from Palestine by Joshua.

It is curious also that a fragment of this strange

people still cling to their original home at ''Ain-
FU, Zaora, and GInijar, near the foot of Hermon.
I have repeatedly travelled among them in their

own mountains, and many things in their physi-

ognomy and manners gave me the idea that they

were a remnant of the most ancient inhabitants of

this country " {Land cf- Book, i. 242). H.

KAL'LAI [2 syl.] C'V)") [perh. sitift one of
God, his messenger, Ges.] : KaAAa'/'; [Vat. Alex.

FA. 1 omit; FA.« SaAAai':] (Vfaj), a prie.st in the

days of Joiakim the son of Jeshua. He was one
of the chiefs of the fathers, and represented the

family of Sallai (Neh. xii. 20).

KA'NAH {Tl'2'p [i-eed or 7;/ace (f reeds]

:

KavOdv, Alex. Kaya'- Oma), one of the places

which formed the landmarks of the boundary of

Asher; apparently next to Zidon-rabbah, or " great

Zidon " (Josh. xix. 28 only). If this inference is

correct, then Kanah can hardly be identified in the

modern village Kana, .six miles inland, not from
Zidon, but from Tyre, nearly 20 miles south thereof.

The identification, first proposed by Rol)inson {Bibl.

Res. ii. 456), has been generally accepted by travel-

lers (Wilson, Lands, ii. 230; Porter. Handbook,

395; Schwarz, 192; Van de Velde, i. 180). Van
de Velde (i. 209) also treats it as the native place

of the " woman of Canaan " {yvv^ Xavavala) who
cried after our Lord. But the former identification,

not to speak of the latter— in which a coimection

is assumed between two words radically distinct—
seems untenable. An \4in-Kana is marked in the

map of Van de Velde, about 8 miles S. E. of Saida
(Zidon), close to the conspicuous village Jurjtta, at

which latter place Zidon lies full in view (Van de

Velde, ii. 437). This at least answers more nearly

the requirements of the text. But it is put forward

as a mere conjecture, and must abide further in-

vestigation. G.

* That the village of LiLs mentioned by Iiob-

inson {Bibl. Res. ii. 456) and generally accepted by
travellers, is the one referred to in Jo.sh. xix. 28

seems probable for various reasons. Assuming
Beten (which see) to have been, as Eusebius

claims, eight miles east of Ptolemais, we must take

our point of departure in giving the boundaries of

Asher (Josh. xix. 25) a little south of Achzib, or

Ecdippa, the situation of which may be laid down
with certainty. Passing by Helkath and Hali, tiie

site of which is lost, we come to Beten on the road

southward toward Carmel. That Beten lay inland

might be imagined, inasmuch as the Asherites did

not drive out the inhabitants of the sea-coast from

Achzib to Accho {Akka). The border then passed

seems more suited to those populous and luxurious

regions than to the hard, bare life of the desert. As an
example of eastern nomenclature travelling tar west

at an early period, Cadiz may perhaps be suggested as

based upon Kadesh, and carried to Spain by the

I'hoenicians.
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southward to Achshaph, which is probably Hkaifa,

Laa^, of the present day (see Achshaph). Pass-

ing by Alammalek (cf. Wady el-MeUk north of

Carmel) and Amad and Misheal, two unknown
sites, we come to Carmel. This fixes the direction

of the route by which the border is designated.

From this point the border turns eastward, and at

its junction with the lot of Zebulun its direction

plainly turns northward, and passing places identi-

fied with a degree of probability, it reaches Kana,

and the border of the great Zidon. Now it is

objected that Tyre is much nearer this Kana than

Zidon. But it must be remembered that at this

early period Zidon wa.s prol)ably greater than Tyre,

and that the inhabitants of Tyre are themselves

called Zidonians. It may have been, that at that

period the territory of Zidon extended nearer to

Kanah than it did in later times when Tyrian

power had interposed between it and Zidon. In

any case, the eastern border is simply said to have

extended from Kanah even unto great Zidon.

This does not make it necessary that the city

walls should be understood, which supposition

would be forbidden by the historical fact that the

territory of Zidon remained unconquered ; and

whether we suppose that the territory of Asher

stretched to the northward of the parallel of Tyre,

toward Zidon, or not, in either case it is inadmis-

sible to extend it to the city gates, just as it is

inadmissible to extend it (ver. 29) to the gates of

Tyre itself. The existence of the name Kanah,

unchanged by centuries, in a spot having so many
claims for recognition as the one intended (Josh.

xix. 28), must fix the identification with a reason-

able degree of certainty, and forestall the attempt

to establish the site at the obscure ^ Aiii Kana near

Jerjita, S. E. of Salda.

Van de Velde's attempt (i. 209) to establish this

site as the place of birth of the " woman of Canaan "

is to be rejected on philological grounds. Xavaya7a
is derivable from Xa;'aai', not from Krai's. Further-

more, for Xavavaia (Matt. xv. 22), !Mark (vii. 26)

has l.vpoipoivKTara, designating race and nation-

ality, not place of birth or residence. It would

have been possible for a Jewess to have resided in

Kana or be born there, but the Evangelist wishes

to designate this woman as not a Jewess, but a

foreigner, a Cdnannihss. G. E. P.

KA'NAH, THE RIVER (HSp bn:3=the
' t't —

torrent or wsuly K. : X^Xkuvo., (pdpay^ Kapayd;
Alex, -x^ei/xappos Kava and cpapay^ Kavat- l^oltis

arundineti), a stream falling into the ^Mediterranean,

which formed the division lietween the territories

of Ephraim and Manasseh, the former on the south,

the latter on the north (Josh. xvi. 8, xvii. 9). No
light appears to be thrown on its situation by the

Ancient Versions or the Onomasticon. Dr. Robin-

son (iii. 13.5) identifies it "without doubt" with a

wady, which taking its rise in the central moun-
tains of Ephraim, near Akraheh, some 7 miles S. E.

of Nablm, crosses the country and enters the sea

just above Jaflfa as N(dir el-AiiJeli ; bearing during

part of its course the name of Wady Kanah. But
this, though perhaps sufficiently important to serve

as a boimdary between two tribes, and though the

retention of the name is in its favor, is surely too

far south to have been the boundary between

Ephraim and Jlanasseh. The conjecture of Schwarz

(51) is more plausible — that it is a wady which

commences west of and close to Nablus, at Win el-
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Khassab, and falls into the sea as N(dtr Falaik,

and which bears also the name of Wady al-Khasstab

— the reedy stream. This has its more northerly

position in its favor, and alsw tlie agreement in

signification of the names (Kanah meaning also

reedy). But it should not be forgotten that the

name Khassab is borne by a large tract of the

maritime plain at this part (Stanley, S. cf- P. 260).

Porter pronounces for N. Akhdai; close below

Cwsarea. G.

* KAPER OR CAPER (from Kdirwapis and
in Lat. capparis). Many suppose this fruit or plant

to be meant in Eccles. xii. 5 by n3"1*DSn, " the

caper," instead of "desire" (A. V.). The word
occurs only in that passage. The meaning then is

that, as one of the signs and effects of old age, the

caper (accustomed to be eaten for its stimulating

properties) shall at length lose its power to excite

the appetite of the aged or restore to them their

lost vigor. The article in the Hebrew (as above)

and the verb's semi-figurative sense (IDI^, " shall

break" sc. its compact or promise) favor this ex-

planation. Celsius (Ilierob. i. 209 fT.) mentions

some of the authorities in support of this view.

Prof. Stuart adopts it ( Commentanj on Ecchsinstes,

p. 327 f.); also Hitzig, Handb. zum A. T. vii. p.

213. It is the translation of the Sept., Syr., and
Vulg. See Winer, Realw. i. 650. The caper

(written also kapper) is very abundant in Palestine.

It " is always pendant or trailing on the ground.

The stems have short recurved spines below the

junction of each leaf. The leaves aj-e oval, of a

glossy green, and in the warmer situations are ever-

green. The blossom is very open, loose, and white,

with many long lilac anthers. The fruit is a large

pod, about the size and shape of a walnut. It is

the bud of the flower that is pickled and exported

as a sauce." (Tristram, Nat. Hist, of the Bible,

p. 458.)
'

H.

KARE'AH (n^i^ [bald-head] -. Kdpne :

Caree), the father of Johanan and Jonathan, who
supported Gedaliah's authority and avenged his

murder (Jer. xl. 8. 13, 15, 16, xli. 11, 13, 14, 16,

xlii. 1, 8, xliii. 2, 4, 5). He is elsewhere called

Careah.

KARKA'A (with the def. article, 27|7"1)5n

[bottom, foundation] : KaSrjj, in both MSS. ;

Symm. translating, eSa<pos- dircaa), one of the

landmarks on the south boundary of the tribe of

Judah (Josh. xv. 3), and therefore of the Holy

Land itself. It lay between Addar and Azmon,
.Vzmoii being the next point to the INIediterranean

( Wady el-Arish). Karkaa, however, is not found

in the specification of the boundary in Num. xxxiv.,

and it is worth notice that while in Joshua the line

is said to make a detour (35^) to Karkaa, in

Numbers it runs to Azmon. Nor does the name
occur in the subsequent lists of the southern cities

in Josh. XV. 21-32, or xix. 2-8, or in Neh. xi. 25,

&c. Eusebius (Onomasticon, 'AKapKa) perhaps

speaks of it as then existing (ku>/j.t} eVriV), but at

any rate no subsequent traveller or geographer ap-

pears to have mentioned it. G.

KAR'KOR (with the def. article, "lp"1iin

[foundation, Ges. ; or perh. flat and s(>fl r/round,

l)ietr.]: Kap/cap: Alex. Kop/ca: Vulg. translating,

Tequiescebnnt), the place in which tlie remnant of

the host of Zebah and Zalmuima which had escaped
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the rout of tlie Jordan Valley were encamped, when

(iideon burst upon and again dispersed tbeni (Judg.

viii. 10). It must have been on the east of the

lordan, beyond the district of the towns, in the

open wastes inhabited by the nomad tribes —
•' them that dwelt in tents on the east of Nobah
and Jogbehah " (ver. 11). But it is difficult to

believe that it can have been so far to the south as

it is placed by Eusebius and Jerome (
Onomast.

KapKa and " Carcar"), namely one day's journey

(about 1.5 miles) north of Petra, where in their

time stood the fortress of (,\arcaria, as in ours the

castle of Kerek el-SIiobak (Burckhardt, 19 Aug.

1812). The name is somewhat similar to that of

Characa, or Charax, a place on the east of the

Jordan, mentioned once in the Maccabean history

;

but there is nothing to be said either for or against

the identification of the two.

If Kunmvat be Kenatii, on which Nobah be-

stowed his own name (with the usual fate of such

innovations in Palestine), then we should look for

Karkor in the desert to the east of that place;

which is quite far enough from the Jordan Valley,

the scene of the first encounter, to justify both

Josephus's expression, Truppco -koXv [Ant- vii. G,

§ 5), and the careless " security " of the Midianites.

But no traces of such a name have yet been dis-

covered in that direction, or any other than that

above mentioned. G.

KAR'TAH (nri"1|2 \cily]: ii KaSrjs; Alex.

KapOa'- Cfirtha), a town of Zebulun, which with

its "suburbs'" was allotted to the Merarite Levites

(Josh. xxi. 34). It is not mentioned either in the

general list of the towns of this tribe (xix. 10-lfi),

or in the parallel catalogue of Levitical cities in

1 Chr. vi., nor does it appear to have been recog-

nized since. G.
* Van de Velde inserts a Tell Kurclany on his

Map of Palestine, in the plain a little inland from

Khaifa. He speaks of this as probably the Kartah

of Josh. xxi. 34. " An ancient mill and numerous
old building stones " mark the site. {Hy- <f"

-^"^

i. 289.) H.

KAR'TAN {*{Pr\Tl [double city] : Oe/jL/xdov;

Alex. ySoffxfxcoV, [Comp. Aid. Kopedv-] Carthan),

a city of Naphtali, allotted with its " suburbs " to

the Gershonite Levites (.Josh. xxi. 32). In the

parallel list of 1 Chr. vi. the name appears in the

more expanded form of Kiujathaim (ver. 70), of

which Kartan may be either a provincialism or a

contraction. A similar change is observable in

Dothan and Dothaini. The LXX. evidently had a

different Hebrew text from the present. G.

KAT'TATH (rip;|2 [small or young] : Ka-

ravdO; Alex. KoTTofl: Cctheth)^ one of the cities

of the tribe of Zebulun (.Josh. xix. 15). It is not

mentioned in the Onomasticon. Schwarz (172)

reports that in the Jenimlem Meyillah, Kattath
" is said to be the modern Katunith," which he

seeks to identify with Kami el-Jelil,— most probably

the Cana of Galilee of the N. T., — 5 miles

north of Seffurieh, partly on the ground that Cana
is given in the Syriac as Katwi, and partly for

other but not very palpable reasons. G.

KE'DAR i'^'^T^,,, Mack sf:in, blnck-skinned

man, Ges. : KriSdp'- Cedar), the second in order

KEDAR
of the sons of Ishmael (Gen. xxv. 1.3; 1 Chr. i.

29), and the name of a great tribe of the Arabs,

settled on the northwest of the peninsula and the

confines of Palestine. This tribe seems to have

been, with Tema, the chief representative of Ish-

mael's sons in the western portion of the land they

originally peopled. 'i"he "glory of Kedar " is re-

corded by the prophet Isaiah (xxi. 13-17) in the

burden upon Arabia; and its importance may also

be inferred from the " princes of Kedar," mentioned

by Ez. (xxvii. 21 ), as well as the pastoral character

of the tribe: " Arabia, and all the princes of Kedar,

they occupied with thee in lambs, and rams, and

goats; in these [were they] thy merchants." But

this characteristic is maintained in several other

remarkable passages. In Cant. i. 5, the black tents

of Kedar, black like the goat's or caniel's-hair tents

of the modern Bedawee, are forcibly mentioned,

" I [amj black, but comely, ye daughters of Jeni-

salem, as the tents of Kedar, as the curtains of Solo-

mon." In Is. Ix. 7, we find the " flocks of Kedar,"

together with the rams of Nebaioth ; and in Jer. xlix.

28, " concerning Kedar, and concerning the king-

doms of Hazop," it is written, " Arise ye, go up to

Kedar, and spoil the men of the East [the Benf.-Ke-

dem]. Their tents and their flocks shall they take

away ; they shall take to themselves their tent-cur-

tains, and all their vessels, and their camels" (28, 29 ).

They appear also to have been, like the wandering

tribes of the present day, " archers " and " mighty

n)en " (Is. xxi. 17; comp. Ps. cxx. 5). That they

also settled in villages or towns, we find from that

magnificent passage of Isaiah (xlii. 11), " Let the

wilderness and the cities thereof lift up [their voice],

the villages [that] Kedar doth inhabit; let the

inhabitants of the rock sing, let them shout from

the top of the mountains; "—unless encampments

are here intended." But dwelhng in more perma-

nent habitations than tents is just what we should

expect from a far-stretching trilie such as Kedar

certainly was, covering in their pasture-lands and

watering places the western desert, settling on the

borders of Palestine, and penetrating into the

Arabian peninsula, where they were to be the fath-

ers of a great nation. The archers and warriors

of this tribe were probably engaged in many of the

wars which the " men of the East " (of whom
Kedar most likely formed a part) waged, in alli-

ance with Midianites and others of the Bene-Ke-

dem, with Israel (see M. Caussin de Perceval's

A'ssai, i. 180, 181, on the war of Gideon, etc.). The
tribe seems to have been one of the most conspic-

uous of all the Ishmaelite tribes, and hence the

Rabbins call the Arabians universally by this name.*

In Is. xxi. 17, the descendants of Kedar are

called the Bene-Kedar.

As a link between Bible history and Moham-
madan traditions, the tribe of Kedar is probably

found in the people called the Cedrei by Pliny, on

the confines of Arabia Petra-a to the south (N. H.
v. 11); but they have, since classical times, become

merged into the Arab nation, of which so great a

part must ha^'e sprung from them. In the Mo-
hamniadan traditions, Kedar <^ is the ancestor of

Mohammad; and through him, although the gen-

ealogy is broken for many generations, the ances-

o C'l^n. Comp. usage of Arabic, JOyj*,

Karyeh.

Jyj',

6 Hence '^^p "J"1t£? V, Rabbin, use of the Arabic

language (Ges. Lex. ed. Tregelles).

o Keydar, Jji.^\
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try of the latter from Ishniael is carried. (See

Caussin, J'.'ssat^ i. 175 ff.) The descent of the

bulk of the Arabs from Ishmael we have elsewhere

shown to rest on indisputable grounds. [Ish-

mael.] E. S. P.

KED'EMAH (H^Sip, i. e. eastward: KeS-

fid [Alex, in 1 Chr. KeSa^u] : Cedma), the youngest

of the sons of Ishmael (Gen. xxv. 15; 1 Chr. i. 31).

KED'EMOTH (in Deut. and Chron. nScip ;

in Josh. nX2^i7 \be<jinmngs, origin] : KeSa/iidd,

BaKfS/j.u>d, 7) AfKfiiiv, T] KaSjU'^S; L^"^''- '" '^°^^-

xiii. BaKiSvwd, in 1 Chr. KaSafius\] Alex. KeS-

/uoiO, KeSvfioO, r^Sawv, Ka/xriSwd- Cademot/i,

Cidimoth [Jalhsoii] ), one of the towns in the dis-

trict east of the Dead Sea allotted to the tribe of

Reuben (Josh. xiii. 18); given with its "suburbs"

to the Merarite Levites (Josh. xxi. .37 ; 1 Chr. vi.

79 ; in the former of these passages the name, with

the rest of the verses 36 and 37, is omitted from

the Rec. Hebrew Text, and from the Vulg.). It

possibly conferred its name on the " wilderness,

or uncultivated pasture land (Midbur), of Kede-

moth," in which Israel was encamped wlien Moses

asked permission of Sihon to pass through the

country of the Amorites; althoui;h, if Kedemoth
be treated as a Hebrew word, and translated " East-

ern," the same circumstance may have given its

name both to the city and the district. And this

is more probably the case, since " Aroer on the

brink of the torrent Arnon " is mentioned as the

extreme (south) limit of Sihon's kingdom and of

the territory of Reuben, and the north limit of

Moab, Kedemoth, Jahazah, Heshbon, and other

towns, being apparently north of it (Josh. xiii. 16,

&c. ), while the wilderness of Kedemoth was cer-

tainly outside the territory of Sihon (Deut. ii. 26,

27, Ac), and therefore south of the Arnon. This

is supported by the terms of Num. xxi. 23, from

which it would appear as if Sihon had come out of

his territory into the wilderness ; ^although on the

other hand, from the fact of Jahez (or Jahazah)

being said to be "in the wilderness" (Num. xxi.

23), it seems doubtful whether the towns named in

Josh. xiii. lG-21 were all north of Arnon. As in

other cases we must await further investigation on

the east of the Dead Sea. The place is but cas-

ually mentioned in the Onomasticon (" Cade-

moth"), but yet so as to imply a distinction be-

tween the town and the wilderness. No other

traveller appeai-s to have noticed it. (See Ewald,

Gesck . ii . 27 1
. ) [J a 1 1az .

]

KE'DESH (tt77!i2): the name borne by three

cities in Palestine.

1. (KoSr/s; Alex. KeSey: Cades) in the ex-

a Some of the variations in the LXX. are remark-

able. In Judg. iv. 9, 10, Vat. has KdSrjs, and Alex.

KeCSf; ; but iu ver. 11, [and 1 Chr. vi. 76,] they both

have Ke'Ses- In 2 K. xv. 29 both have Kei'tf. In

Judg. iv. and elsewhere, the Peshito Version has Recem-

Naphtali for Kedesh, Itecem being the name which iu

theTargums is commonly used for the Southern Ka-

desh, K. Barnea. (See Stanley, -S'. ^' P. 91 note.)

^ Ilpb? Br/pwdT] TToAet n^? FoAtAatas ttJ? auot^ KeSe-

cnjjou TToppu). J. D. Michaelis {Orient, unit Exeget.

BibliolkeL, 1773, No. 84) argues strenuously for the

identity of Beroth and Kedes in this passage with

Berytus (£ci>u<)aud Kedesh, near Euiessa (.see above)
;

ilut interesting and ingenious as is the attempt, the
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treme south of Judah (Josh. xv. 23). Whether
this is identical with Kadesh-Barnea, which was

actually one of the points on the south boundary of

the tribe (xv. 3; Num. xxxii 4), it is impossible to

say. Against the identification is the difference of

the name, — hardly likely to be altered if the

famous Kadesh was intended, and the occurrence

of tlie name elsewhere showing that it was of com-

mon use.

2. (Ke'Sej; Alex. KeSee: Cedes), a, city of Issa-

char, which according to the catalogue of 1 Chr.

vi. was allotted to the Gershonite Levites (ver. 72).

In the parallel list (Josh. xxi. 28) the name is

KisHoN, one of the variations met with in these

lists, for which it is impossible satisfactorily to ac-

count. The Kedesh mentioned among the cities

whose kings were slain by Joshua (Josh. xii. 22),

in company with Megiddo and Jokneam of Carmel,

would seem to have been this city of Issachar, and

not, as is commonly accepted, the northern place

of the same name in Naphtali, the position of

which in the catalogue would naturally have been

with Hazor and Shimron-Meron. But this, though

probable, is not conclusive.

3. Kkuksh (Ka56s, KoStjs, Ke'Ses," Keve(;

Alex, also KeiSes'- Cedes): also Kedesh in Gali-

lee (Vbsa'p., L e.^K. in theGalil:" ^ KaSrjs,

[etc.] «V rfj Ta\i\aia [Vat. -,\ei-] : Cedes in Gal-

ikea): and' once, Judg. iv. 6, Kedesh-Naphtali

C^briDD)?. : KaSTjs Ne(?)9oA( [Vat. -A.6,^, Alex.

-\ej]: Cedes Nephlhali). One of the foitified

cities of the tribe of Naphtali, named between Ila-

zar and Edrei (Josh. xix. 37); appointed as a city

of refuge, and allotted with its " suburbs " to the

Gershonite Levites (xx. 7, xxi. 32; 1 Chr. vi. 76).

In Josephus's accoimt of the northern wars of

Joshua {Ant. v. 1, § 18), he apparently refers to it

as marking the site of the battle of jNIerom, if

Merom be intended under the form Beroth.'' It

was the residence of Barak (Judg. iv. 6), and there

he and Deborah assembled the tribes of Zebuhin

and Naphtali before the conflict (9, 10). Near it

wiis the tree of Zaanannim, where was pitched the

tent of the Kenites Heber and Jael, in which Sis-

era met his death (ver. 11). It was probably, as

it.s name implies, a " holy '^ place" of great an-

tiquity, which would explain its selection as one of

the cities of refuge, and its being chosen by the

prophetess as the spot at which to meet the war-

riors of the tribes before the commencement of the

struggle " for Jehovah against the mighty." It

was one of the places taken by Tiglath-Pileser in

the reign of Pekah (Jos. Ant. ix. 11, § 1, KvSiaa;

2 K. XV. 29); and here again it is mentioned in

immediate connection with Hazor. Its next and

conclusion cannot be tenable. (See also a subsequent

paper iu 1774, No. 116.)

c From the root li?"7p, common to the Semitic

languages (Ge.'ienius, Thes. 1195, 8). Whether there

was any difference of signification between Kadesh

and Kedesh, does not seem at all clear. Gesenius

places the former in connection with a similar word

which would seem to mean a person or thing devoted

to the infamous rites of ancient heathen worship—
" Scortum sacrum, idque masculum ;

" " but he does

not absolutely say that the bad force resided iu the

name of the place Kadesh." To Kedesh he gives a

favorable interpretation — "Sacrariuni." The oldei

interpreters, as Uiller and Simonis, do not recognia

the distinction.
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last appearance in the Bible is as the scene of a

battle between Jonathan Maccabseus and the forces

of Demetrius (1 Mace. xi. 63, 73, A. V. Cadks;
Jos. Ant. xiii. 5, § 0, 7). After this time it is

spoken of by Josephus {B. J. ii. 18, § 1; iv. 2,

§ 3, wphs Kv5vff(ro7s) as in the possession of the

Tyrians— " a strong inland « village," well forti-

fied, and with a great number of inhabitants: and
he mentions that, during the .siege of Giscala,

Titus removed his camp thither— a distance of

about 7 miles, if the two places are correctly iden-

tified — a movement which allowed John to make
his escape.

By Eusebius and Jerome {0)io?nast. "Cedes")
it is described as lying near Paneas, and 20 miles

(Eusebius sajs 8 — -q— but this must be wrong)
from Tyre, and as called Kudossos or Cidissus.

Brocardus {Ikscr. ch. iv.) describes it, evidently

from personal knowledge, as 4 leagues north of

SaJ'ei, and as abounding in ruins. It was visited by
the Jewish travellers, Benjamin of Tudela (A. D.

1170) and ha-Parchi (a. d. 131.5). The former

places it one day's, and the latter half-a-day's,

journey from Banias (Benj. of Tudela by Asher, i.

82, ii. 109, 420). Making allowances for imper-

fect knowledge and errors in transcription, there is

a tolerable agreement between the above accounts,

recognizable now that Dr. Eobinson has with

great probability identified the spot. This he has

done at Kades, a village situated on the western

edge of the Ijasin of the Ard el-IIuleh^ the great

depressed basin or tract through which the Jordan
makes its way into the Sea of IMerom. Kades
lies 10 English miles N. of Safed, 4 to the N. W.
of the upper part of the Sea of Merom, and 12 or 13

S. of Banias. The village itself " is situated on

a rather higli ridge, jutting out from the western

hills, and overlooking a small green vale or basin.

. . . Its site is a splendid one, well watered

and surrounded by fertile plains." There are

numerous sarcophagi, and other ancient remains

(Rob. iii. 360-68 ; see also Van de Velde, ii. 417

;

Stanley, 365, 390).*

In the Greek (KuSicus) and Syriac {Kedesh de

Naphtali) texts of Tob. i. 2,— though not in the

Vulgate or A. V., — Kedesh is introduced as the

birthplace of Tobias. The text is exceedingly cor-

rupt, but some little support is lent to this reading

by the Vulgate, which, although omitting Kedesh,

mentions Safed — " post viani quae ducit ad Occi-

dentem, in sinistro habens eivitatem Sapliet."

The name Kedesh exists much farther north than

the possessions of Naphtali would appear to have

extended, attached to a lake of considerable size on

the Orontes, a few miles south of Hums, the ancient

Emessa (Rob. iii. 549; Thomson, in liitter, Damas-
cus, 1002, 1004). The lake was well known under

that name to the Arabic geographers (see, besides

a Thomson {Land and Book, oh. xix.) has some
strange comments on this passage. He lias taken

Whiston's translation of jieao-yeios — " Mediterran-

ean " — as referring to the Mediterranean Sea 1 and has

drawn his inferences accordingly.

b * We have an interesting description of the site

and ruins of this Kadesh in Porter's Giant Cilus, etc.

p. 270 ff. He regards the sculptures on the sarcophagi

as Grecian or Roman ; whereas Tristram (Z-ajirf of Is-

rael, 2ded., p. 582) thinks they were probably Jewish.

They " were covered with wreaths," says the latter,

"but we could not make out any tigures." H.

c The name may possibly be derived from Hvnp.

KEILAH
the authorities quoted by Robinson, Abulfeda it

Schultens' Index Georjr., " Fluvius Orontes " and
"Kudsum"), and they connect it in part with

Alexander the Great. But this and the origin of

the name are alike uncertain. At the lower end
of the lake is an island which, as already remarked,

is possibly the site of Ketesh, the capture of which
by Sethee I. is preserved in the records of that

Egyptian king. [Jerusalem, vol. ii. p. 1281,

note c] G.

KEHE'LATHAH (nnbnp [assembly, or

coTKjreyation'] : MuKeWde ;
[Alex. MaKeAofl:]

Ceelatha), a desert encamjiment of the IsraeUtes

(Num. xxxiii. 22, 23), of which nothing is known.<^

H. H.

KEFLAH [3 syl.] (nVs?!?, but in 1 Sara.

xxiii. 5, n^3?f7 [cilndel, fortress, Sim. Ges.]

:

KeiAoyU, 71 Ket\d: [Vat.] Alex. KeeiXa [Vat. once

KeeiAuju] ; Joseph. KiAAa, and the people ol K(A-
\avoi and oi KiAA?Tai." Ceila : Luth. Kegila), a

city of the Shefelah or lowland district of Judah,
named, in company with Nezib and Mateshah,
in the next group to the Philistine cities (Josh. xv.

44). Its main interest consists in its connection

with David. He rescued it from an attack of the

Philistines, who had fallen upon the town at the

beginning of the harvest (Josh. Ant. vi. 13, § 1),

plundered the corn from its threshing-floor, and
driven off the cattle (1 Sam. xxiii. 1). The prey

was recovered by David (2-5), who then remained in

the city till the completion of the in-gathering. It

was then a fortified place,** with walls, gates, and
bars (1 Sam. xxiii. 7, and Joseph.). During this

time the massacre of Nob was perpetrated, and
Keilah became the repository of the sacred Ephod,
which Abiathar the priest, the sole survivor, had
carried off with him (ver. 6). But it was not

destined long to enjoy the presence of these brave

and hallowed inmates, nor indeed was it worthy of

such good fortune, for the inhabitants soon plotted

David's betrayal to Saul, then on his road to besiege

the place. Of this intention David was warned by
Divine intimation. He therefore left (1 Sam. xxiii.

7-13).

It will be observed that the word Bnali is used

by David to denote the inhabitants of Keilah, in

this passage (vv. 11, 12; A. V. " men "); possibly

pointing to the existence of Canaanites in the place

[Baal, vol. i. p. 207 U].

We catch only one more glimpse of the town, in

the times after the Captivity, when Hashabiah, the

ruler of one half the district of Keilah (or whatever

the word Pelec, A. V., '• part," may mean), and
Bavai ben-Henadad, ruler of the other half, assisted

Nehemiah in the rejiair of the wall of .Jerusalem

(Neh. iii. 17, 18). Keilah appears to have been

a congregation, with the local suffix PT, which many

of these names carry. Compare the name of another

place of encampment, n vnpO, which appears to

be from the same root.

rl This is said by Gesenius and others to be the sig-

nification of the name "Keilah." If this be so, there

would almost appear to be a reference to this and the

contemporary circumstances of David's life, in Ps.

xxxi. ; not only in the expression (ver. 21), "marvel-

ous kindness in a strong city " (TliJtt '^*'
j')? ^^^

also in ver. 8, and in the general tenor of the Psalm.
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known to Eusebius and Jerome. They describe it

in tlie Onoiiinsiicon as existing under the name
KrjAa, or Ce'da^ on the road from Eleuthsropolis to

Hebron, at 8 <* miles distance from the former. In

the map of Lieut. Van de Velde (1858), the name
Kila occurs attached to a site with ruins, on the

lower road from Beit Jibrin to Hebron, at very

nearly the right distance from B. Jibrin (almost

certainly Eleutheropolis), and in tlie neighborhood

of Beit Nuaib (Nezib) and Martsd (Mareshah).

The name was only reported to Lieut. V. (see his

Memoir, p. 328), but it has been since visited by

the indefatigable Tobler, who completely confirms

the identification, merely remarking tliat Kiln is

placed a little too for south on the map. Tlius

another is added to the list of places which, though

specified as in the " lowland,"' are yet actually found

in the mountains: a puzzling fact in our present

ignorance of the principles of the ancient boundaries.

[.Jiphtah; Judah, p. li'JO b.]

In the 4th century a tradition existed that the

prophet Habbakuk was buried at Keilah (
Onomas-

ticon, "Ceila;" Nicephorus, //. J^. xii. 48; Cas-

siodorus, in Sozomen, //. E. vii. 21J); but another

tradition gives that honor to Hukk<ik.
In 1 Chr. iv. 19, " Keilah the Gakmite" is

mentioned, apparently— though it is impossible to

say with certainty— as a descendant of the great

Caleb (ver. 15). But the passage is extremely

obscure, and there is no apparent connection with

the town Keilah. G.

KELA'IAH [3 syl.] (H^b;? [flwarf] :

KcoAi'a; Alex. KoiAao; [Vat.] FA. KaiXeta'- Celnia)

=: Keeita (Ezr. X. 23). In the parallel list of 1

Esdr. his name appears as CoLius.

KELI'TA («^'^bf7 [ihrnn-n: KooXiras,

[Vat. FA.i KoiKiiv, EA.- KcoAiTa;J KaAirai' in

Neh. X. 10 [Vat. FA.i omit] : Cdita ; Calidi in

Ezr. X. 23), one of the Levites who returned from

the Captivity with Ezra, and had intermarried with

the people of the laud (Ezr. x.ii3). In company
with the other Levites he assisted Ezra in expound-

ing the law (Neh. viii. 7), and entered into a solemn

league and covenant to follow the law of God, and
separate from admixture with foreign nations (Neh.

X. 10). He is also called Kelaiah, and in the

parallel list of 1 Esdr. his name appears as

Calitas.

KEMU'EL (bS^ni7 [assembly of God] :

Kaij.ovr)\: Camuel). 1. The son of Nahor by
Milcah, and fother of Aram, whom Ewald {Gesch.

i. 414, note) identifies with H^tn of Job xxxii. 2, to

whose family Elihu belonged (Gen. xxii. 21).

2. The son of Shiphtan, and prince of the tribe

of Ephraim ; one of the twelve men appointed by
Moses to divide the land of Canaan among the

tribes (Num. xxxiv. 24).

3. [Vat. Sa^ourjA.] A Levite, father of Hash-
abiah, prince of the tribe in the reign of David

(1 Chr. xxvii. 17).

KE'NAN (l^.'^i?.
[possession]: Kaivav •

Ca'inan) =z CM^SAti the son of Enos (1 Chr. i. 2),

whose name is also correctly given in this form in

the margin of Gen. v. 9.
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a This is .Jerome's correction of Eusebius, who gives

17— manifestly wrong, as tlie whole distance between
Hebron and Beit-Jibrin is not more than 15 Roman
miles.

6 This passage is erroneously translated in the A. V.

KE'NATH (n3|7 [possession]-, fj Kaoe, Alex.

ri Kaava6; in Chron. both MSS. [rather, Kom.
Alex.] Kayde, [Vat. KavaaB:] Chanaih, Caimth).

one of the cities on the "?ast of Jordan, with its

"daughter-towns" (A. V. "villages") taken pos-

session of by a certain Nobah, who then called it

by his own name (Num. xxxii. 42). xit a later

period these towns, with those of .Tair, were recap-

tured by Geshur and Aram (1 Chr. ii. 23*). In
the days of Eusebius (Oiuini. "Canath") it was
still called Kanatha, and he speaks of it as " a
village of Arabia .... nearBozra." Its site has
been recovered with toleraljle certainty in our own
times at Kenawdt, a ruined town at the southern

extremity of the Leja/t, about 20 miles N. of

Busrah, which was first visited by Burckhardt in

1810 {Syria, 83-86), and more recently by Porter

{Damascus, ii. 87-115; Handbk. 512-14), the latter

of whom gives a lengthened description and identi-

fication of the place. The suggestion that Kenawdt
was Kenath seems, however, to have been first made
by Gesenius in his notes to Burckhardt (a. d. 1823,

p. 505). Another Kenawat is marked on Van de
Velde's map, about 10 miles farther to the west.

The name furnishes an interesting example of
the permanence of an original appellation. Nobah.
though conferred by the conqueror, and apparently

at one time the received name of the spot (Judg.

viii. 11), has long since given way to the older

title. Compare AccHo, Kirjath-arba, etc.

G.

KE'NAZ (T5r? [chase, huntiny] : Kei'eC; [Alex,

in Judg. i. 13, Ktvex : i» 1 Chr. i. 30, KeCeCO
Cenez). 1. Son of Eliphaz, the son of Esau. He
was one of the dukes of Edom, according to both
lists, that in Gen. xxxvi. 15, 42, and that in 1 Chr.
i. 53, and the founder of a tribe or family, who
were called from him Kenezites (Josh. xiv. 14, &c.).

Caleb, the son of Jephunneh, and Othniel, were
the two most remarkable of his descendants.

[Caleb.]

2. [Kei/eCi (Vat. XefeCei), Kei/e'C-] One of the

same family, a grandson of Caleb, according to 1
Chr. iv. [13,] 15, where, however, the Hebrew text

is corrupt. Another name has possibly fallen out
before Kenaz. A. C. H.

KEN'EZITE (written KEN'IZZITE, A. V.

Gen. XV. 19: '^•t3J7 : Kfue^a7os; [Alex, in Josh,

xiv. 14, Kei/eCeosO Cenezieus), an Edoniitish tribe

(Num. xxxii. 12; Josh. xiv. 6, 14). [Kkxaz.J
It is difficult to account for the Kenezites existing

as a tribe so early as before the birth of Isaac, as

they appear to have done from Gen. xv. 19. If

this tribe really existed then, and the enumeration

of tribes in ver. 19-21 formed a part of what the

Lord said to Abram, it can only be said, with
Bochart {Phdeg, iv. 30), that these Kenezites ai-e

mentioned here oidy, that they had ceased to

exist in the time of Moses and Joshua, .and that

nothing whatever is known of their origin or place

of abode. But it is worth consideration whether
the enumeration may not be a later explanatory

addition by Moses or some later editor, and so these

Kenezites be descendants of Kenaz, whoso adoption

It should be, " And Geshur and Aruu took the Hav-
voth-Jair, with Kenath and her daughters, sixty cities."

See Bertheau, Oironik ; Zunz's version; Targum of

Joseph, etc., etc.
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bto Israel took place in the time of Caleb, which

was the reason of their insertion in this place.

A. C. H.

KE'NITE, THE, and KE'NITES, THE
C'D'^l'y'n and "^^i^H, i- e. " the Kenite; " in Chron.

C'^D'^i^n ; but in Num. xxiv. 22, and in Judg. iv.

11 *! 7?rj' ^"in: ol KevaToi, [6 Kevaws,] 6

Kivatos, ol Kivaloi [Vat. Kei-, and so commonly
Alex.]

; [1 Sam. xxvii. 10, xxx. 29, 6 Kere^i, Vat.

-^ei; Alex, o Krivei, o Ketvaios'- Ceni, elsewhere]

Cirueus),"' a tribe or nation whose history is

strangely interwoven with that of the chosen people.

In the genealogical table of Gen. x. they do not

appear. The first mention of them is in company
with the Kenizzites and Kadmonites, in the list of

the nations who then occupied the Promised Land
(Gen. XV. 19). Their origin, therefore, like that

of the two tribes just named, and of the Avvim
(AviTES),is hidden from us. But we m.iy fairly

infer that they were a branch of the larger nation

of MiDi.VN— from the fact that Jethro, the father

of Moses's wife, who in the records of Exodus (see

ii. 15, 16, iv. 19, &c.) is represented as dwelling in

the land of Midian, and as priest or prince of that

nation, is in the narrative of Judges (i. 10, iv. 11 >>)

as distinctly said to have been a Kenite. As
Midianites they were therefore descended imme-
diately from Abraham by his wife Keturah, and in

this relationshi]) and their connection with Moses
we find the key to their continued alliance with

Israel. The important services rendered by the

sheikh of the Kenites to Moses during a time of

great pressure and difficulty were rewarded by the

latter with a promise of firm friendship between the

two peoples — " what goodness Jehovah shall do

unto us, the same will we do to thee." And this

promise was gratefully remembered long after to

the advantage of the Kenites (1 Sam. xv. 6). The
connection then commenced lasted as firmly as a

connection could last between a settled people like

Israel and one whose tendencies were so ineradicably

nomadic as the Kenites. They seem to have ac-

companied the Hebrews during their wanderings.

At any rate they were with them at the time of

their entrance on the Promised Land. Their en-

campment— separate and distinct from the rest

of the people— was within Balaam's view when he

delivered his prophecy'^ (Num. xxiv. 21, 22), and

we may infer that they assisted in the capture of

Jericho,'' the " city of palm-trees'' (Judg. i. 1(5;

comp. 2 Chr. xxviii. 15). But the wanderings of

Israel over, they forsook the neighborhood of the

a Josephus gives the name Ke>/eTi6es (Ant. v. 5, ^

4) ; but in his notice of Saul's expedition (vi. 7, § 3)

he has to twi/ Si/Cfiirii' edvos — tlie form in which

he elsewhere gives that of the Shechemites. No ex-

planation of this presents itself to the writer. The
Targums of Onkelos, Jonathan, and Pseudojon. uni-

formly render the Kenite by HStt /tt7 = Salmaite,

possibly because in the genealogy ot Judah (1 Chr. ii.

55) a branch of the Kenites come under Salma, son

of Caleb. Tlie same name is introduced in the Samarit.

Vers, before " the Kenite " in Gen. xv. 19 only.

6 This passage is incorrectly rendered in the A. V.

It should be, " .\nd Heber the Kenite had severed

himself from Kain of the children of Hobab, the father-

in-law of Moses, and pitched," etc.

c If it be neces.sary to look for a literal " fulfill-

ment " of this sentence of Balaam's, we shall best find

't in the accounts of the latter days of Jerusalem under
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towns, and betook themselves to freer air — to " the

wilderness of Judah, which is to the south of Arad "

(Judg. i. 16 ), where " they dwelt among the people
"

of the district «— the Anialekites who wandered
in that dry region, and among whom they were
living centuries later when Saul made his e.xpe-

dition there (1 Sam. xv. G). Their alliance with

Israel at this later date is shown no less by Saul's

friendly warning than by David's feigned attack

(xxvii. 10, and see xxx. 29).

But one of the sheikhs of the tribe, Heber by
name, had wandered north instead of south, and at

the time of the great struggle between the north-

ern tribes and Jabin king of Hazor, his tents were

pitched under the tree of Zaanaim, near Kedesh
(Judg. iv. 11). Heber was in alliance with both

the contending parties, but in the hour of extrem-

ity the ties of blood-relationship and ancient

companionship proved strongest, and Sisera fell a
victim to the hammer and the nail of Jael.

The most remarkable development of this peo-

ple, exemphfying most completely their character-

istics— their Bedouin hatred of the restraints of

ci\ilization, their fierce determination, their attach-

ment to Israel, together with a peculiar .semi-mo-

nastic austerity not observable in their earlier pro-

ceedings— is to be found in the sect or family of the

Rkchabites, founded by liechab, or Jonadab his

.son, who come prominently forward on more than

one occasion in the later history. [Jehonadab;
Kechabites.]

The founder of the family appears to have been

a certain Hammath (A. V. Hemath), and a sin-

gular testimony is furnished to the coimection

which existed between this tribe of Midianite wan-
derers and the nation of Israel, by the fact that

their name and descent are actually included in the

genealogies of the great house of Judah (1 Chr
ii. 55).

No further notices would seem to be extant of

this interesting people. The name of Ba-Kain
(abbreviated from Bene el-Kain), is mentioned by
Ewald (GescJi. i. 337, note), as borne in compara-

tively modern days by one of the tribes of the des-

ert; but little or no inference can be drawn from
such similarity in names. G.

KEN'IZZITE [Ke^eCoTos: Cenezaus], Gen.

XV. 19. [Kenezite.]

* KERCHIEFS, Ezek. xiii. 18, 21 (n'">ne5pa :

iTepip6\aia.: cemcnUa)= coverings for the head,

from the French couvrechef. The word appears

in Chaucer as kerevchef (Eastwood and Wright's

BibleWord-Rook,^. ^19.1). [Heau-Dres.s.] H.

Jehoiakim, when the Kenite Rechabites were so far-

' wasted " by the invading army of Assyria as to be

driven to take refuge within the walls of the city, a

step to which we may be sure nothing short of actual

extremity could have forced these Children of the

Desert. Whether " Asshur carried them away captive "

with the other inhabitiints we are not told, but it is

at least probable.

d It has been pointed out under Hobab that one of

the wadies opposite Jericho, the same by which, ac-

cording to the local tradition, the liene-Israel descended

to the Jordan, rebiins the name of Sho'eib, the Mussul-

man version of Hobab.

c A place named Kinah, possibly derived from the

same root as the Kenites, is mentioned in the lists of

the cities of "the south" of Judah. But there is

nothing to imply any connection between the two

[KinAH.]
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KE'REN-HAP'PUCH ('^•'^Qn-'jnp. [Hit

paitit-horii] : ^A/xa^daias [Vat. -dei-, Si". -di-,

Alex. MaXdeai] Kepas- Coniuslil/ii), the young-

est of the d.uighters of Job, born to hiui during

the period of his reviving prosperity (Job xlii.

14), and so called probably from her great beauty.

The Vulgate has correctly rendered her name " horn

of antimony," the pigment used by eastern ladies

to color their eyelashes; but the l.,XX., unless

they had a different reading, adopted a current ex-

pression of their own age, without regard to strict

accuracy, in representing Kereu-happuch by " the

horn of Amalthiiea," or "horn of plenty."

KE'RIOTH (n'Vnp, i e. Keriyoth [cities]).

1. (ai 7r(iA.eis; Alex. ttoAis: Carioth.) A name
which occurs among the lists of the towns in the

southern district of Judah (Josh. xv. 25). Ac-

cording to the A. V. (" Kerioth," and Hezron "),

it denotes a distinct place from the name which

follows it; but this separation is not in accordance

with the accentuation of the Rec. Hebrew text, and

is now generally abandoned (see Keil, Jusiia, ad

loc, and lieland, Pukesliiia, pp. 700, 708, the ver-

sions of Zunz, Cahen, etc.), and the name taken as

" Keriyoth-Hezron, which is Irlazor," /. e. its name
before the conquest was Hazor, for which was after-

wards substituted Keriyoth-Hezron — the " cities

of H."
Dr. Robinson (Bibl. Res. ii. 101), and Lieut. Van

de Velde (ii. 82) propose to identify it with Ktir-

yetein ("the two cities"), a ruined site which

stands about 10 miles S. from Hebron, and 3 from

Main (Maon).*

Kerioth furnishes one, and that perhaps the

oldest and most usual, of the explanations pro-

posed for the title " Iscariot," and which are

enumerated under Judas Isc.^^riot, vol. ii. p.

1495. But if Kerioth is to be read in conjunc-

tion with Hezron, as stated above, another difficulty

is thrown in the way of this explanation.

2. {Kapiwd: Carioth.) A icity of Moab, named
in the denunciations of Jeremiah — and there only

— in company with Dibon, Beth-diblathaini, IJeth-

meon, Bozrah, and other j)laces "i;ir and near"

(Jer. xlviii. 24). None of the ancient interpreters

appear to give any clew to the position of this

place. By Mr. Porter, however, it is unhesi-

tatingly identified with Kureiycli, a ruined town

of some extent lying between Busrah and Sulkhad,

in the southern part of the Ilaurdn (Fire Years

etc. ii. 191-98 ; Haiulbuot, pp. 523, 524). The chief

argument in favor of this is the proximity of

Kurtiijeii to Busrah, which Mr. Porter accepts as

identical with the BoziiAii of the same passage

of Jeremiah. But there are some considerations

which stand very much in the way of these identi-

fications. Jeremiah is speaking (xlviii. 21) ex-

pressly of the cities of the " Mishor " (.\. V.

"plain-country"), that is, the district of level

downs east of the Jordan and the Dead Sea, which

probably answered in whole or in part to the Belka

of the modern Arabs. In this region were situated

a In the A. V. of 1611 the punctuation was still

more luai'ked — " and Kerioth : and Hezron, which is

Hazor." This agrees with the version of Junius and
Tremellius — " et Kerijothai (Chetzron ea est Chat-

zor )," and with that of Luther. Oastcllio, on the

other hand, has " Cariothesron, quse alias Hasor."
b * This is a different place from the ruins and cave

of KJiureittin, near TeUoa (which see), about 2 hours

Boutheast of Bethlehem. The names are somewhat
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Heshbon, Dibon, Elealeh, Beth-meon, Kir-heres—
the only places named in the passage in question, tlie

positions of which are known with certainty. The
most northern of these (Jleshbou) is not further

north than the upper end of the Dead Sea; the

most southern (Kir) lay near its lower extremity.

Nor is there anything in tlie parallel denunciatioi:

of Moab by Isaiah (ch. xvi.) to indicate that the

limits of Moab extended further to the north. Bijt

Busrah and Kureiyeh are no less than GO miles to

the N. N. E. of Heshbon itself, beyond the limits

even of the modern Belka (see Kiepert's map to

Wetzstein's Ilauran imd die Trachonen, 1860),

and in a country of an entirely opposite character

from the " flat downs, of smooth and even turf"

which characterize that district— " a savage and
forbidding aspect . . . nothing but stones and
jagged black rocks . . . the whole country around
Kureiyeh covered with heaps of loose stones," etc.

(Porter, ii. 189, 193). A more plausible identifi-

cation would be Kureiijat, at the western foot of

Jehel Attarus, and but a short distance from either

Dibon, Beth-meon, or Heshbon.
But on the other hand it should not be over-

looked that Jeremiah uses the expression " far and
near " (ver. 24), and also that if Busrah and
Kureiyeh are not Bozrah and Kerioth, those im-
portant places have apparently flourished without

any notice from the sacred writers. This is one

of the points which further investigation by com-
petent persons, east of the Jordan, may probably

set at rest.

Kerioth occurs in the A. V., also in ver. 41.

Here however it bears the definite article

(m*"7)^n: AleK. AKKaptaiO; [Vat. FA. Akku-
pcioi/:\ Carioth), and would appear to signify not
any one definite place, but "the cities'^ of Moab"
— as may also be the case with the same word in

Amos ii. 2. [Kiuioxii.] G.

KE'ROS (D~1|7. [weaver''s comb] : KdSris ;

Alex. K-npaos in Ezr. ii. 44; D*"T^;7^: Ktpds; [Vat.

Ketpa, FA.] Alex. Knpas in Neh. vii. 47: Ceros),

one of the Nethinim, whose descendants returned

with Zerubljabel.

KET'TLE ("T^"^ : Ae^rjs'- culdaria), a ves-

sel for culinary or sacrificial purposes (1 Sam. ii.

14). The Helirew word is also rendered " basket "

in Jer. xxiv. 2. "caldron " in 2 Chr. xxxv. 13, and
"pot " in Job xli. 20. [Caldrox.] H. W. P.

KETU'RAH (nn^I2|7, incense, Ges. : Xer-

Tovpa. Cetura), the " wife " whom Abraham " add-

ed and took" {X. V. "again took") besides, or

after the death of, Sarah (Gen. xxv. 1 ; 1 Chr. i.

32). Gesenius and others adopt the theory that

Abraham took Keturah after Sarah's death ; but

probability seems against it (compare Gen. xvii.

17, xviii. 11; Rom. iv. 19; and Heb. xi. 12), and
we incline to the belief that the passiige commen-
cing with xxv. 1, and comprising perhaps the whole

chapter, or at least as far as ver. 10, is placed out

alike, but that is accidental. Klmreittin is so calleil

from a celebrated monk Chariton, who a. d. 340-350

occupied the cave as a, la lira or monastery, which it

continued to be for ii^ices. The name is given also to

the adjacent Wadi/, and to a fountain and a little vil-

lage. .See Tobler's Denlcblatter aus Jenisulem, p. 681,

and Sepp's Jmiaalem iind das lieil. Land, i. 529. H.
c So Ewald, Prop/ieten, " Die Stadto Moabs."
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of its chronological sequence in order not to break

the main narrative ; and that Abraham took Ketu-

rah during Sarah's lifetime. That she was, strictly

speaking, his wife, is also very uncertain. The He-
brew word so translated in this jilace in the A. V.,

and by many scholars, is /s/id/i," of which the

first meaning given by Gesenius is " a looimm, of

every age and condition, whether married or not; "

and although it is commonly used with the signifi-

cation of "wife," as opposed to handmaid, in Gen.

XXX. 4, it occurs with the signification of concu-

bine, " and she gave him Uilhah her handmaid to

wife." In the record in 1 Chr. i. 32, Keturah is

called a "concubine," and it is also said, in the

two verses immediately following the genealogy of

Keturah, that " Abi'aham gave all that he had

unto Isaac. But unto the sons of the concubines,

which Abraham had, Abraham gave gifts, and sent

them away from Isaac his son, while he yet lived,

eastward, unto the east country " (Gen. xxv. 5, 6).

Except Hagar, Keturah is the only person men-
tioned to whom this passage can relate; and in

confirmation of this su])position we find strong

evidence of a wide spread of the tribes sprung from

Keturah, bearing the names of her sons, as we have

mentioned in other articles. These sons were
" Zimran, and Jokshan, and Medan, and Midian,

and Ishbak, and Shuah " fver. 2); besides the sons

and grandsons of Jokshan, and the sons of Midian.

They evidently crossed the desert to the Persian

Gulf and occupied the whole intermediate country,

where traces of their names are frequent, while

Midian extended south into the peninsula of Ara-

bia Proj^er. The elder branch of the " sons of the

concubines," however, was that of Ishmael. He
has ever stood as the representative of the bond-

woman's sons ; and as such his name has become

generally applied liy the Arabs to all the Abra-

hamic settlers north of tlie Peninsula— besides

the great Ishmaelite element of the nation.

In searching the works of Arab writers for any
infonnation respecting these tribes, we must be

contented to find them named as Abrahamic, or

even Ishmaelite, for under the latter appellation

almost all the former are confounded by their de-

scendants. Keturah * herself is by them men-
tioned very rarely and vaguely, and evidently only

in quoting from a rabbinical writer. (In the

KdniQus the name is said to be that of the Turks,

and that of a young girl (or slave) of Abraham;
and, it is added, her descendants are the Turks

!

)

M. Oaussin de Perceval (Fttsni, i. 17!)) has en-

deavored to identify her with the name of a tribe

of the Amalekites (the 1st Amalek) called Kaioora,<^

but his arguments are not of any weight. They
rest on a weak etymology, and are contradicted by

the statements of Arab authors as well as by the

fact that the early tribes of Arabia (of which is

Katoorii) have not, with the single exception of

Amalek, been identified with any historical names;

while the exception of Amalek is that of an ap-

parently aboriginal people whose name is recorded

in the Bible; and there are reasons for supposing

that these early tribes were aboriginal.

E. S. P.

a nt»s.
T •

d * Dr. Thomson describes the lock and key in use

KEZIZ, THE VALLEY OF

KEY (nriS^D, from nriQ, "to open,"

Ges. p. 1138: K\eis' clfivis). The key of a na-

tive oriental lock is a piece of wood, from 7 inches

to '2 i'eet in length, fitted with wires or short nails,

which, being inserted laterall}' into the hollow bolt

which serves as a lock, raises other pins within the

staple so as to allow the bolt to be drawn back.

But it is not difficult to open a lock of this kind

even without a key. namely, with the finger dipped

in paste or other adhesive substance. The passage,

t'ant. v. 4, 5, is thus probalily explained (Harmer,
Obs. iii. 31; vol. i. 394, ed. Clarke; Eauwolft; ap.

Hay, Trav. ii. 17). [Lock.] The key, so ob-

vious a symbol of authority, both in ancient and
modern times, is named more than once in the

Bible, especially Is. xxii. 22, a passage to which
allusion is probably made in Eev. iii. 7. The ex-

pression " bearing the key on the shoulder " is

thus a phrase used, sometimes perhaps in the lit-

eral sense, to denote possession of office; but there

seems no reason to suppose, with Grotius, any
figure of a key embroidered on the garment of the

oHice-bearer (see Is. ix. 6).'' In Talmudic phrase-

ology the Almighty was represented as " holding

the keys " of various operations of nature, e. y.

rain, death, etc., i. e. exercising dominion over

them. The delivery of the key is therefore an act

expressive of authority conferred, and the posses-

sion of it implies authority of some kind held by
the receiver. The term "chamberlain," an officer

whose mark of office is sometimes in modern times

an actual key, is explained under Eukuch (Grotius,

Calmet, Knoliel, on Is. xxii. 22; Hammond;
Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr.; De Wette on Matt. xvi.

19; Carpzov on Goodwin, J/os€s and Aaron, ^^.

141, (j^^'i, Diet, of Antiq. wet. " Matrimonium ;
"

0\\i\, Fast. i. 99, 118, 125, 139; Hofmann, Lex.

" Camerarius ;
" Chambers, Diet. "Chamberlain;"

Reland, Ant. Hi.'br. ii. 3, 5). H. W. P.

Iron Key. (From Thebes.)

KEZI'A (ni?"^!Jp {cassia-]: Kaaia; Alex.

Kao-ffto: Cassia), the second of the daughters of

Job, born to him after his recovery (Job xlii. 14).

KEZIZ, THE VALLEY OF (pS?^

V^^P • kfieKCLffis [Vat. -creis] ; Alex. hfji^KKaaeis-

Vallis Casis), one of the "cities" of Benjamin
(Josh, xviii. 21). That it was the eastern border

of the tribe is evident from its mention in com-
pany with Beth-hoglaii and Beth-ha-Arabah.
The name does not reappear in the 0. T., but it

is possibly intended under the corrupted form

Beth-basi, in 1 Mace. ix. 62, 64. The name, if

Hebrew, is derivable from a root meaning t« cut off

(Ges. Thes. 1229; Simonis, Onom. 70). Is it pos-

sible that it can have any connection with the gen-

amongthe modem Sj'rians (Land and Book, i. 493 f.)

The key is often " large enougli for a stout club," and
tlie lock and key together are " almost a load to carry"
Many of the locks are on the inside of the doors. To
unlock them, the owner thrusts his arm through a
linle for that purpose, and thus inserts the key. The
allusion in Cant. iv. 4, 5, may be to such a lock. II.
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eial circumcision which took place at Gilgal, cer-

tainly in the same neighborhood, after the Jordan

was crossed (Josh. v. 2-9 ) ? G.

KIB'ROTH - HATTA'AVAH ("ni"!:?!^

'^^'^.•^n • fivr)p.aTa. rr\s iiriQvfjilas- sepulchra

conctipiscentiie), Num. si. 34:-, marg. "the graves

of lust " (comp. xxxiii. 17). From there being no

change of spot mentioned between it and Taberali

in xi. 3, it is probably, like the latter, about three

days' journey from Sinai (x. 33); and from the sea

being twice mentioned in the course of the narra-

tive (xi. 22, 31), a maritime proximity may perhaps

be infen-ed. Here it seems they abode a whole montli,

during which they went on eating quails, and per-

haps suffering from tlie plague which followed. If

the conjecture of HOdhera (Burckhardt, p. 49.5;

Kobinson, i. 151) as a site for Hazeroth [see Haz-
ekoth] be adopted, then "the graves of lust"

may be perhaps within a day's journey thence in

the direction of Sinai, and would lie within 15

miles of the Gulf of Akabah; but no traces of

any graves have ever been detected in the region."

Both Schubert, between Sinai and the Wadij Mur-
rah (Reisen, 360), and Stanley {S. ij'- P. 82), just

before reaching Iliid/terd, encountered flights of

birds— the latter says of "red-legged cranes."

Ritter >> speaks of such flights as a const;uit phe-

nomenon, both in this peninsula and in the Eu-

phrates region. Burckliardt, Travels in Syrin,

406, 8 Aug.. quotes Russell's Aleppo, ii. 194, and

says the bird Kaiit is found in great numbers in

the neighborhood of Tafileh. [Tophel.] He calls

it a species of partridge, or " not improbably the

Seloun or quail.'' Boys not unconmionly kill three

or four of them at one throw with a stick."

H. H.

KIBZA'IM (D'^.^^r? [see below]: Vat. omits;

Alex.
7J

Ka/3o-a6i|U. : Clhsiim), a city of Mount
Ephraiin, not named in the meagre, and probably

imperfect, lists of the towns of that great tribe

(see Josh, xvi.), but mentioned elsewhere as having

been given up with its " suburbs " to the Kohath-

ite Levites (xxi. 22). In the parallel list of 1

Chr. vi., JoivMEAM is substituted for Kibzaim (ver.

68), an exchange which, as already pointed out

under the former name, may have arisen from the

similarity between the two in the original. Jok-

meam would appear to have been situated at the

eastern quarter of Ephraini. But this is merely

inference, no trace having been hitherto discovered

of either name.

Interpreted as a Hebrew word, Kibzaim signi-

fies " two heaps." G.

* KID. For some of the flicts pertinent here,

see Goat. It may be added that the wild goat is

a Save one of a Mohammeiian saint (Stanley, S. ^' P.

78), which does not assist the question.

b He remarks on the continuance of the law of na-

ture in animal habits through a course of thousands

of years (xiv. 261).

c Pliny {Nal. Hist. x. 33) say.s quails settle on the

Bails of ships by night, so as to sink sometimes the

ships in the neighboring sea. So Diod. Sic. i. p. 3S :

Ta9 BripoL^ Tuiv oprvytoi' eTvoLOvuTO, ef|>e'poi'Td Te oCrot
KOiT aye'Aa? fiei'^ous eic tou TreAayou? (Lepsius, T/iet/es tn

Sinai, 23). Comp. Joseph. Ant. iii. 1, § 5 ; and Frey-

tag. Lex. Arab. s. v. \J^'^
', also Kalisch on Ex. xvi.

13, where an incidental mention of the bird occurs.

The Linnean name appears to be Telrao Alchata.
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by no means extinct in Pale.stine at the present day.

" In the neighborhood of En-gcdi," says Tristram,

(Nat. Hist, of the Bible, p. 90), "while encamped

by the Dead Sea shore, we obtained sevei'al line

specimens, and very interesting it was to find this

graceful creature by the very loiintain to which it

gave name, and in the spot where it roamed of old

while David wandered to escape the persecutions of

Saul (1 Sam. xxiv. 2)." [En-ueui.] Thomson

also speaks of them as found in the ravines near

this fountain {Land and Book, ii. 420).

Among the pastoral inhabitants of Palestine a

kid forms the ordinary dish at a feast or entertain-

ment. " The lambs," says Tristram, "are more

generally kept till they reach maturity, for the sake

of tiieir wool, and a calf is too large and too valua-

ble to be slain except on some very special occasions.

Whenever in the wilder parts of Palestine the trav-

eller halts at an Arab camp, or pays his visit to a

village sheikh, he is pressed to stay until the kid

can be killed and made ready, and he has an

opportunity of seeing in front of the tent the kid

caught and'prepared for the cooking" {N<d. Hist.

of the Bible, p. 90 f.). This usage explains the terms

of the elder brother's complaint in the parable of

the prodigal: "Thou never gavest me a kid that

I might make merry with my friends, but as soon

as this thy son was come .... thou hast

killed for him the fatted calf" (Luke xv. 29, 30).

Comp. also Gen. xxvii. 9 ; and Judg. vi. 19 and

xiii. 15.

The custom of " seething a kid in its mother's

milk " (which was forbidden to the Helirews, see

Ex. xxiii. 19, xxxiv. 26, and Deut. xiv. 21) is

common among the Arabs of the present day.

"They select," says Thomson, "a young kid,

fot and tender, dress it carefully, and then stew it

in milk, generally sour, mixed with onions and hot

spices such as they relish. They call it Lebn

iiiimii— kid, ' in its mother's milk.' " The Jews

however, refuse such food with abhorrence, not only

as being interdicted by the Mosaic law, but unnat-

ural and barbarous {Land and Book, i. 135).

H.

KID'RON, THE BROOK (V^""!!? ^Uf-
6 x^'^f^'^ppo': Ke'Spajj/and t&v K^Spici/; in Jer. only

Nax^A KeSpoov, and Alex, x.^ijj.appos Nax"^ K.

:

torrens Chiron, [convnlUs Cedroii] ), a torrent or

valley— not a " brook," as in the A. V.— in imme-

diate proximity to Jerusalem. It is not named in

the earlier records of the country, or in the speci-

fication of the boundaries of Benjamin or Judah,

but comes forward in connection with some remark-

able events of the history. It lay between the

city and the Mount of Olives, and was crossed by

David in his flight (2 Sam. xv. 23, cmnp. 30), and

<l The name is derived by Gesenius and others from

"np, " to be black ;
" either, according to Robinson,

from the turbidness of its stream (comp. Job vi. 16
;

though the words of Job imply that this was a condition

of all brooks when frozen) ; or more appropriately, with

Stanley, from the depth and obscurity of the ravine

(S. ^ P. 172) ;
possibly also — though this is proposed

with hesitation — from the impurity which seems to

have attached to it from a very early date.

\Ve cannot, however, too often insist on the great

uncertainty which attends the derivations of these

ancient names ; and in treating Kidron as a Hebrew

word, we may be making a mistake almost as absurd

as that of the copyist who altered it into tov KeSpiov,

believing that it arose from the presence of cedars.
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by our Lord on his way to Gethsemaue (John xviii.

1;« comp. Mark xiv. 26 ; Luke xxii. 39). Its con-

nection with these two occurrences is alone sufficient

to leave no doubt that the Nachal-Kidron is the

deep ravine on the east of Jerusalem, now com-
monly known as the " Valley of Jehoshaphat."

But it would seem as if the name were formerly

applied also to the ravines surrounding other por-

tions of Jerusalem — the south or the west ; since

Solomon's prohibition to Shimei to " pass over the

torrent Kidron " (IK. ii. 37; Jos. Ant. viii. 1,

§ 5) is said to have been broken by the latter when
he went in the direction of Gath to seek his fugi-

tive slaves (41, 42). Now a person going to Gath
would certainly not go by the way of the Mount
of Olives, or approach the eastern side of the city

at all. The route — whether Gath were at Beii-

Jibrin or at Tell es-SoJieh — would be by the

l{ethlehem-gate, and then nearly due west. Per-

haps the proliibition may have been a more general

one than is implied in ver. 37 (conjp. the king's

reiteration of it in ver. 42), the Kidron being in

tliat case specially' mentioned because it was on the

road to Bahurim, Shimei's home, and the scene of

his crime. At any rate, beyond the passage in

question, there is no evidence of the name Kidron
having been applied to the southern or western ra-

vines of the cit}-.

The distinguishing peculiarity of the Kidron
Valley •— that in respect to which it is most fre-

quently mentioned in the 0. T. — is the impurity

which appears to have been ascribed to it. Kx-

cepting the two casual notices already quoted, we
first meet with it as the place in which King Asa
demolished and burnt the obscene phallic idol (vol.

ii. p. 1118) of his mother (1 K. xv. 13 ; 2 Chr. xv. 16 ).

Next we find the wicked Athaliah hurried thither

to execution (Jos. Ant. ix. 7, § 3; 2 K. xi. 16).

It then becomes the regular receptacle for the im-

purities and abominations of the idol-worship, when
removed from the Temple and destroyed by the ad-

herents of Jehovah* (2 Chr. xxix. IG, xxx. 14; 2

K. xxiii. 4, 6, 12). In the course of these narra-

tives, the statement of Josephus just quoted as to

the death of Athaliah is supported by the fact that

in the time of Josiah it was the common cemetery

of the city (2 K. xxiii. 6; comp. Jer. xxvi. 23,

"graves of the common people"), perhaps the

" valley of dead bodies " mentioned by Jeremiah

(xxxi. 40) in close connection witli the " fields" of

Kidron; and the restoration of which to sanctity

was to be one of the miracles of future times

{ibirl.).

How long the valley continued to be used for a

burying-place it is very hard to ascertain. After

the capture of Jerusalem in 1099, the bodies of the

slain were buried outside the Golden Gateway
(Misliii, ii. 487; Tobler, Umfjebiin<jen,\>.2\?>)\ but

what had been the practice in the interval the

writer has not succeeded in tracing. To the date

of the monuments at the foot of Olivet we have at

present no clew; but even if they are of pre-Chris-

tian times there is no proof that they are tombs.

« Here, and here only, the form used in the A. V.

is Cedron. The variations in the Greek text are

very curiou.s. Codex A has toO Ki&puiv ; B, toiv Ke&ptov;

D [and Sin.], toO Ke&pov, and in some cursive MSS. [one

MS.
I

quoted by TischenJorf we even find twi' SevSpcov.

b The Targum appears to understand the obscure

passage Zepli. i. 11, as referring to the destruction of

the idolatrous worship in Kidron, for it rendei-s it,

'< Howl all ye that dwell in the Nachal Kidron, for all
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From the date just mentioned, however, the burials

appear to have been constant, and at present it

is the favorite resting-place of Moslems and Jews,

the former on the west, the latter on the east of the

vallej'. The Moslems are mostly confined to the

narrow level spot between the foot of tlie wall and
the commencement of the precipitous slope; while

the Jews have possession of the lower part of the

slopes of Olivet, where their scanty tombstones are

crowded so thick together as literally to cover the

surface like a pavement.

The term Nachal'^ is in the 0. T., with one

single exception (2 K. xxiii. 4), attached to the

name of Kidron, and apparently to that alone of

the valleys or ravines of Jerusalem. Hinnom is

always the Ge. This enables us to infer with great

probability that the Kidron is intended in 2 Chr.

xxxii. 4, by the " brook (Nachal) which ran through

the midst of the land"; and that Hezekiah's

preparations for the siege consisted in sealing the

source of the Kidron — " the upper springhead

(not 'watercourse,' as A. V.) of Gihon," where it

burst out in the wady some distance nortli of the

city, and leading it by a subterranean channel to

the interior of the city. If this is so, there is no
difficulty in accounting for the fact of the subse-

quent want of water in the ancient bed of the Kid-

ron. In accordance with this also is the specifica-

tion of Gihon as " Gihon-in-the-Nachal " — that is,

in the Kidron Valley— though this was probably the

lower of hvo outlets of the same name. [Giiiox.]

By Jerome, in the Onomnsticon, it is mentioned as

" close to Jerusalem on the eastern side, and spoken

of by John the Evangelist." But the favorite

name of this valley at the time of Jerome, and for

several centuries after, was " the Valley of Jehosha-

phat," and the name Kidron, or, in accordance

with the orthography of the Vulgate, Cedron, is

not invariably found in the travellers (see Arculf,

luni. Trav. 1; Saiwulf, 41; Benjamin of Tudela;

MaundeviDe, Enrl. Trav.VJQ; Thietmar, 27; but

not the Bordeaux Pilgrim, the Citez de Jherusa-

leni, Willibald, etc.).

The following description of the Valley of Kidron

in its modern state— at once the earliest and the

most accurate which we possess— is taken from

Dr. Robinson {Bihl. Res. i. 269):—
" In approaching Jerusalem from the high mosk

of Neby Sdmivil in the N. VV., the traveller first

descends and crosses the bed of the great Wady
Beit Ildninri already described. He then ascends

again towards the S. E. by a small side wady and

along a rocky slope for twenty-five minutes, when
he reaches the Tomlis of the .hidges, lying in a

small gap or depression of the ridge, still half an

hour distant from the northern gate of the city.

A few steps further he reaches the water-shed be-

tween the great wady behind him and the tract

before him ; and here is the head of the "\'alley of

Jehoshaphat. From this point the dome of the

Holy Sepulchre bears S. by E. The tract around

this spot is very rocky ; and the rocks have been

much cut away, partly in quarrying building-stone.

the people are broken whose works were like the works

of the people of the land of Canaan." [M.\ktesh.]

c Nachal is untranslatable in English unless by
" Wady,-' to which it answers exactly, and which bids

fair to become shortly an English word. It does not

signify the stream, or the valley whicli coutiiiued the

bed of the stream, and was its receptacle when swollen

by winter-rains — but both. [RrvEE 1
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and partly in the formation of sepulchres. The
region is full of excavated tombs; and these con-

tinue with more or less frequency on both sides of

the valley, all the way down to Jerusalem. The
valley runs for 15 minutes directly towards the

city; « it is here shallow and broad, and in some

parts tilled, though very stony. The road follows

along its bottom to the same point. The valley

now turns nearly east, almost at a right angle, and

passes to the northward of the Tombs of the Kings

and the Muslim Wely before mentioned. Here it

is about 200 rods distant from the city ; and the

tract between is tolerably level ground, planted

with olive-trees. The Ndhulus road crosses it in

this part, and ascends the hill on the north. The
valley is here still shallow, and runs in the same direc-

tion for about 10 miimtes. It then bends again to

the south, and, following this general course, passes

between the city and the Mount of Olives.

" Before reaching the city, and also opposite its

northern part, the valley spreads out into a basin

of some breadth, which is tilled, and contains

plantations of olive and other fruit-trees. In this

part it is crossed obliquely by a road leading from

the N. E. corner of Jerusalem across the northern

part of the IMount of Olives to ''Anata. Its sides

are still full of excavated tombs. As the valley

descends, the steep side upon the right becomes

more and more elevated above it; until, at the gate

of St. Stephen, the height of this brow is about

100 feet. Here a path winds down from the gate

on a course S. E. by Vj., and crosses the valley by
a bridge; beyond which are the church with the

Tomb of the Virgin, Gethsemane, and other plan-

tations of olive-trees, already described. The path

and bridge are on a causeway, or rather terrace,

built up across the valley, perpendicular on the

south side ; tiie earth being tilled in on the northern

side up to the level of the bridge. The bridge

itself consists of an arch, open on the south side,

and 17 feet high from the bed of the channel be-

low; but the north side is built up, with two sub-

terranean drains entering it 'from above; one

of which comes from the sunken coui-t of the Vir-

gin's Tomb, and the other from the fields farther

in the northwest. The lireadth of the valley at

this point will appear from the measurements which
I took from St. Stephen's Gate to Gethsemane,
along the path, namely—

Eag. feet.

1. From St. Stephen's Gate to the brow of

the descent, level .... 135
2. Bottom of the slope, the angle of the

descent being 16^^ . . . 415
8. Bridge, level 140
4. N. \\. coruer of Gethsemane, slight rise 145
5. N. E. corner of do. do. . 150

The last three numbers give the breadth of the

proper bottom of the valley at this spot, namely,
435 feet, or 145 yards. Further north it is some-
what broader.

" Below the bridge the valley contracts gradually,

and sinks more rapidly. Tlie first continuous traces

of a water-course or toirent-bed commence at the

bridge, though they occur likewise at intervals

higher up. 'I'he western hill becomes steeper and
more elevated; while on tlie east the Mount of

Olives rises nmch higher, but is not so steep. At
the distance of 1000 feet from the bridge on a

a See a sliglit correctiou of this by Tobler, Umge-
bungen, p. 22.
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course S. 10° W. the bottom of the valley has be-

come merely a deep gully, the narrow bed of a
torrent, from which the hills rise directly on each
side. Here another bridge '' is thrown across it on
an arch; and just by onnhe left are the alleged

tombs of Jehoshaphat, Absalom, and others; as

also the Jewish cemetery. The valley now con-
tinues of the same character, and Ibllows the same
course (S. 10° W.) for 550 feet further; where it

makes a sharp turn for a moment towards the right.

This portion is the narrowest of all ; it is here a
mere ravine between high mountains. The S. E.
corner of the area of the mosque overhangs this part,

the corner of the wall standing upon the very brink

of the declivity. From it to the bottom, on a course

S. E. the angle of depression is 27°, and the dis-

tance 450 feet, giving an elevation of 128 feet at

that point ; to which may be added 20 feet or more
for the rise of ground just north along tlie wall

;

making in all an elevation of about 150 feet. This,

however, is the highest point above the valley; for

further south the narrow ridge of Ophel slopes

down as rapidly as the valley itself. In this part

of the valley one would expect to find, if anywhere,
traces of ruins thrown down from above, and the

ground raised by the rubbish thus accumulated.
Occasional blocks of stone are indeed seen; but
neither the surface of the ground, nor the bed of
the torrent, exhibits any special appearance of having
been raised or interrupted by masses of ruins.

" Below the short turn above mentioned, a line

of 1025 feet on a course S. W. brings us to the
Fountain of the Virgin, lying deep under the
western hill. The valley has now opened a little;

but its bottom is still occupied only by the bed of

the torrent. From here a course S. 20° W. carried

us along the village of Siloam (A'c/r Selimn) oh
the eastern side, and at 1170 feet we were opposite

the mouth of the Tyropceon and the Pool of Siloam,
which lies 255 ieet within it. The mouth of this

valley is still 40 or 50 feet higher than the bed of

the Kidron. The steep descent between the two
has been already described as built up in terraces,

which, as well as the strip of le\el ground below,

are occupied with gardens belonging to the village

of Siloam. These are irrigated by the waters of

the Pool of Siloam, which .at this time were lost in

them. In these gardens the stones have been re-

moved, and the soil is a fine mould. They are

planted with fig and other fruit-trees, and furnish

also vegetables for the city. Elsewhere the bottom
of the valley is thickly strewed with small stones.

" Further down, the valley opens more and is

tilled. A line of 085 feet on the same course (S.

20° W.) brought us to a rocky point of the eastern

hill, here called the .Mount of Offense, over against

the entrance of the Valley of Ilinnom. Ihence to

the well of Job or Nehemiah is 275 feet due south.

At the junction of the two valleys the bottom forms

an oblong plat, extending from the gardens above

mentioned nearly to the well of Job, and lieing 160
yards or more in breadth. The western and north-

western parts of this plat are in like manner oc-

cupied by gardens; many of which are also on

terraces, and receive a portion of the waters of

Siloam.
''• Below the well of Nehemiah the ^'alley of

Jehoshaphat continues to run S. S. \V. between

the Mount of Offense and the Hill of lilvil Counsel,

b For a minute account of the two bridges, se€

Tobler, Uingehungen, pp. 35-3a.
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ijO called. At 130 feet is a small cavity or outlet

by which the water of the well sometimes runs off.

At about 1200 feet, or 400 yards, from the well is

a place under the western hill, where in the rainy

season water flows out as from a fountain. At
about 1500 feet or .500 yards below the well the

valley bends off S. 75° E. for half a mile or more,

and then turns again more to the south, and pur-

sues its way to the Dead Sea. At the angle where

it thus bends eastward a small wady comes in from

the west, from behind the Hill of Evil Counsel.

The width of the main valley below the well, as far

as to the turn, varies from 50 to 100 yards ; it is

full of olive and fig-trees, and is in most parts

ploughed and sown with grain. Further down it

takes the name among the Arabs of Wady er-Rahib,

'Monks' Valley,' from the convent of St. Saba

situated on it; and still nearer to the Dead Sea it

is also called Wady en-Nnr, ' Fire Valley.' "

" The channel of the Valley of .Jehoshaphat, the

Brook Kidron of the Scriptures, is nothing more

than the dry bed of a wintry torrent, bearing marks

of being occasionally swept over by a large volume

of water. No stream flows here now except during

the heavy rains of winter, when the waters descend

into it from the neighboring hills. Yet even in

winter there is no constant flow: and our friends,

who had resided several years in the city, had never

seen a stream running through the valley. Xor
is there any e\'idence that there was anciently more

water in it than at present. Like the wadies of

the desert, the valley probably served of old, as

now, only to drain oft' the waters of the rainy

season."

One point is imnoticed in Dr. Robinson's de-

scription, sufficiently curious and well-attested to

merit further careful investigation— the possibility

that tlie Kidron flows below the present surface of

the ground. Dr. Barclay (City, etc. .302) mentions
" a fountain that bursts forth during the winter in

a valley entering the Kidron from the north, and

flows several hundred yards before it sinks;" and

again he testifies that at a point in the valley about

two miles below the city the murmurings of a

stream deep below the ground may be distinctly

heard, which stream, on excavation, he actually dis-

covered (ibid.). His inference is that between the

two points the brook is flowing in a subterraneous

channel, as is " not at all unfrequent in Palestine"

(p. 303). Nor is this a modern discovery, for it is

spoken of by William of Tyre; by Brocardus (Desci:

cap. viii.), as audible near the "Tomb of the

Virghi;" and also by Fabri (i. 370), Marinus

Sanutus (3, 14, 9), and others.

That which Dr. Robinson complains that neither

he nor his friends were fortunate enough to witness

has since taken place. In the winter of 1853-54 so

heavy were the rains, that not only did the lower

part of the Kidron, below the so-called well of

Nehemiah or Joab, run with a considerable stream

for the whole of the month of March (Barclay, 515),

but also the upper part, " in the middle section of

the A'aUey of Jehoshaphat, flowed for a day or two "

(Stewart, Tent cf Klian, 310). The Well of Joab

is probably one of the outlets of the mysterious

« A list of some of the plants found in this valley

is given by Mislin (iii. 209); and some scraps of in-

formation about the valley itself at p. 199.

b < During the latter rains of February and March
the well 'Ain Ayuh is a subject of much speculation

md interest to all dwellers in the city. If it over-
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spring which flows below the city of .Jerusalem, and
its ovei-flow is comparatively connnon ; '' but the

flowing of a stream in the upper part of the valley

would seem not to have taken place for many years

before the occasion in question, although it occurred

also in the following winter {.hidsh Jnielliyencer,

May 1850, p. 137 nole), and, as the writer is in-

formed, has since become almost periodical. G.

* The language of Dr. Barclay (see above) hardly

implies so much as the actual discovery of the sub-

ten-anean stream spoken of. His words are that

"about two miles southeast of the city" where a

noise as of running water beneath the ground was

said to have Ijeen heard, "on removing the rocks

to the depth of about ten or twelve feet, water was

found, though in small quantity, in midsummer"
{City of the Great Kbuj, pp. 302, 303).

Lieut. Warren avows his belief in the existence

of this subterranean current. At the latest dates,

he was directing his attention to this ])oint, but
had not solved the question. About 500 yards

below the Bir Kxjub [En-Rogel] he discovered a

flight of steps leading down to an ancient aqueduct,

now choked with silt, which he cleared about 100

feet northward, and believes to have been connected

with that well and the ancient system of water

supply. ^A'hatever may be the truth however in

this instance, it appears that some of the rumors

of this nature are traceable to a very different

origin. Capt. \Mlson, of the Royal Engineers,

relates an example of this which is worthy of

notice. "A few words" {Ordnance Sun-ey of
Jerusalem, p. 87, Lond. 1805) " may be said

here on the sound of running water which has

been heard by travellers near the Damascus Gate,

and at the head of the Kidron Valley. On one

occasion, when returning to the city after a heavy

storm of rain, the same sound was noticed, and after

some little trouble found to arise from the running

of water into a cistern near the north road. The
surface drainage passing through small earthenware

pipes, and falling some distance onto the water

below, made a splashing sound, which, softened by

the vaulted roof, might easily be mistaken for run-

ning water. The same thing was noticed after-

wards on several occasions, especially at the two
cisterns near the Damascus Gate."

It is undoubtedly a correct opinion that the

Kidron was never more than a winter torrent

formed b}' the water which flowed into the valley

from the hills north and east of Jerusalem. It is

not however a just inference from this character of

the stream that the amount of water there must
always ha^e been the same, nor is this consistent

with the testimony of competent observers. jMr.

Tristram {Land of Israel, p. 250, 2d ed.), speaking

of a bluft' about two miles south of Ain Feshkhnh,

on the west shore of the Dead Sea, says :
" Just

beyond it, the Kcdron in the days of its abundance

has worked out a tremendous chasm, a few feet wide,

through which it winds to the sea." The present

stream could not have done this. But the evidence

is more positive, that formerly rain was more
abundant in Palestine than at present, and hence

that the Kidron was a larger stream. Dr. Olin

flows and discharges its waters down the Wady en-

Nar, the lower part of the Kidron, then they are cer-

tain that they will have abundance of water during'

the summer ; if there is no overflow, their minds are

filled with forebodings." (Stewart, 316.)
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says: " The entire tiestruction of the woods which

once covered the mountains, and tlie utter neglect

of the terraces which supported tlie soil on steep

declivities, have given full range to the rains, which

have left many traces of bare rock, where formerly

were vineyards and cornfields." With this agrees

also Dean Stanley's representation: "It is prob-

able that, as in Europe generally, since the disap-

pearance of the German forests, and in Greece, since

the fall of the plane-trees, which once shaded the

bare landscape of Attica, the gradual cessation of

rain produced by this loss of vegetation has exposed

the country in a greater degree than in early times

to the evils of drought. This at least is the effect

of the testimony of residents at Jerusalem within

whose experience the Kidron has recently for the

first time flowed with a copious torrent, evidently

in consequence of the numerous enclosures of mul-

berry and olive groves, made within the last few

years by the Greek Convent, and in themselves a

sample of the different aspect whicli such cultiva-

tion more widely extended would give to the whole

country." (S. cf P. pp. 121 and'l2;3.) H.

KI'NAH (n3"'i7 [lamentation, dirye]: 'I(ca/i;

Alex. Kiva'- Clna), a city of Judah, one of those

which lay on the extreme south boundary of the

tribe, next to Edoni (Josh. xv. 22). It is men-
tioned in the Onomaslicon of Kusebius and Jerome,

but not so as to imply that they had any actual

knowledge of it. AVith the sole exception of

Schwarz (99 ), it appears to be unnientioned by any

traveller, and the " town Cinah situated near the

wilderness of Ziu " with which he would identify

it, is not to be found in his own or any other jnap.

Professor Stanley (>S. (/• P. p. IGO) very ingeniously

connects Kinah with the Kenites (^3^|2), who

settled in this district (Judg. i. 10). But it should

not be overlooked that the list in Josh. xv. purports

to record the towns as they were at the conquest,

while the settlement of the Kenites probably

(though not certainly) did not take 'place till after

it. G.

a 1. (a.) "nStt^, "flesh;" oiKeios ; caro. (b.)

rnStt?, " kinswoman," also " kiodred," oiKei'a, caro,
T -; - ' '

from ~lStI7, " to swell," also " to remain," ('. e. " be
- T '

superfluous." Whence comes *lMt£7, " remainder,"

Ges. 1349-50. lleuce, in Lev. xviii. 6, A. V. has in

margin " remainder."

2. ~lii?2, "flesh," a-apL caro, from ~ltt?2, "be
T T ' - T '

joyful," i. e. conveying the notion of beauty, Ges. p.

248.

3. nnQtt'tt, " family," <|)uA^, familia, applied

both to races'and single families of mankind, and also

to animals.

4. (a.) V1M2, '2'i'O, and in Keri VIM^, from

J^T^, "see," "know." (6.) Also, from same root,
-t'

J"^l?^^^, " kindred ;
" and hence " kinsman," or

" kinswoman," used, like " acquaintance," in both

senses, Ges. p. 574. But Buxtorf limits (A) to the

abstract sense, (a) to the concrete, ycalpi/ios, prnpin-

(JUllS.

5. mnW, "brotherhood," SiaBrjicr), germanitas,

Ges. p. 63.

Nearly allied with the foregoing in sense are the

following general terms :
—

97
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KINDRED." I. Of the special names de-

noting relation by consanguinity, the principal will

be found explained under their proper heads,

Father, Brothkr, etc. n will l)e there seen

that the words which denote near relation in the

direct line are used also for the other superior or

inferior degrees in that line, as grandfather, grand-

son, etc.

On the meaning of the expression Sk'er basar

(see below 1 and 2) much controversy has arisen.

Sli'ir, as shown below, is in Lev. xviii. 6, in marg.

of A. v., " remainder." The rendering, however,

of SlVer basar in text of A. V., " near of kin," may
be taken as correct, but, as JNIichaelis shows, with-

out determining the precise extent to which the

expression itself is applicable (JNIich. Laws of Moses,
ii. 48, ed. Smith; Knobel on Leviticus; see also

Lev. XXV. 49; Num. xxvii. 11).

II. The words which express collateral consan-

guinity are— (1) uncle;'' (2) aunt;" (3) nephew;''

(4) niece (not in A. V.); (5) cousin. <^

III. The terms of affinity are— 1. {n) father-in

law,.^ (6) mother-in-law; o 2. (a) son-in-law,'' (6)

daughter-in-law; « 3. («) brother-in-law,^ (6) sister-

in-law.'

The relations of kindred, expressed by few words,

and imperfectly defined in the earliest ages, acquired

in course of time greater significance and wider

influence. The full list of relatives either by con-

sanguinity, i. e. as arising from a common ancestor,

or by affinity, i. e. as created by marriage, may be
seen detailed in the Corpus Juris Civ. Digest, lib.

xxxviii. tit. 10, de Gradibus ; see also Corp. Jur.
Canon. Deer. ii. c. xxxv. 9, 5.

The domestic and economical questions arising

out of kindred may be classed under the three heads

of Marriage, Inheritance, and Blood-Re-
venge, and the reader is i-eferred to the articles on
those sulijects for information thereon. It is clear

that the tendenc}' of the Mosaic Law was to in-

crease the restrictions on marriage, by defining

more precisely the relations created by it, as is shown
by the cases of Abraham and Moses. [Lscah

;

6. 3"np, "near," hence "a relative," 6 eyyu's,

propinquus, Ges. p. 1234.

7. bS*3, from bS2, "redeem," Ges. p. 253, o

a.y\i.irTeviav , " a kinsman," i. e. the relative to whom
belonged the right of redemption or of vengeance.

^ *7^'^, a5eA(^69 ToO TTttTpos, oiKeiO! ;
patruus.

c mT^, or nT^, ri onyyei^s, "uxor patrui.

d ^^3, in connection with T33, " offspring ;

"

but see Joohebed. It is rendered " nephew " in A. V.,

but indicates a descendant in general, and is usually

so rendered by LXX. and Vulg. See Ges. p. 804.

e SvyyeK^s, cognatus, Luke i. 36, 58.

/ Dn Trei^Sepds, xocer.

g m^n, irerflepa, socriis.

'< inn, yauppoi, socer, from 'Jiin, "give in

marriage," whence come part, in Kal. ^iHri, m., and

jnpnn, f., father-in-law and mother-in-law, i. e.

parents who give a daughter in marriage.

i n^3, vvix<i>ri, minis.

k Di^, dSeA(/)bs ToO ai-Spos, levir.

I rV2'y], yvi'Ti Tov aSek<t>ov, uxor fratrii.
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JocnEBiCD.] For information on the general sub-

ject of kindred and its obligations, see Selden, de

Jure Natumli, lib. v. ; Michaelis, Laws of Moses,

ed. Smith, ii. 30 ; Knobel on Lev. xviii. ; Philo, de

Spec. Le.fj. iii. 3, 4, 5, vol. ii. pp. 301-304, ed. Man-
gey; Burckhardt, Arab Tribes, i. 150; Keil, Blbl.

Arch. ii. p. 50, §§ 106, 107. [Kinked.]
II. W. P.

KINE. [Cow.]

KING (TJ7Q, melek: fiairiXevs : rex), the

name of the supreme ruler of the Hebrews during

a period of about 500 « years previous to the

destruction of Jerusalem, b. c. 580. It was
borne first by the ruler of the 12 Tribes united,

and then by the rulers of Judah and Israel sepa-

rately.

The immediate occasion of the substitution of a

regal form of government for that of the judges

seems to have been the siege of Jabesh-Gilead by
Nahash, king of the Ammonites (1 Sam. xi. 1, xii.

12), and the refusal to allow the inhabitants of that

city to capitulate, except on Inuiiiliating and cruel

conditions (1 Sam. si. 2, 4-0). The conviction

seems to have forced itself on the Israelites that

they could not resist their formidable neigh lior

unless they placed themselves under the sway of a

king, like surrounding nations. Concurrently with

this conviction, disgust had been excited by the

corrupt administration of justice under the sons of

Samuel, and a radical change was desired by them
in this respect also (1 Sam. viii. 3-5). Accord-

ingly the original idea of a Hebrew king was two-

fold : first, that he should lead the people to battle

in time of war; and, secondly, tliat he should ex-

ecute judgment and justice to them in war and in

peace (1 Sam. viii. 20). In both respects the

desired end was attained. The righteous wrath

and military capacity of Saul were immediately

triumphant over the Ammonites; and though ulti-

mately he was defeated and slain in battle with the

Philistines, he put even them to flight on more
than one occasion (1 Sam. xiv. 23, xvii. 52), and

generally waged successful war against the sur-

rounding nations (1 Sam. xiv. 47). His successor,

David, entered on a series of brilliant conquests

over the Philistines, Moabites, Syrians, Edomitcs,

and Anmionites (see David, vol. i. p. 501]; and

the Israelites, no longer confined within the narrow

bounds of Palestine, had an empire extending fiom

the river Euphrates to Gaza, and from the entering

in of Hamath to the river of Egypt (1 K. iv. 21).

In the mean while complaints cease cf the corrup-

tion of justice; and Solomon not only consolidated

and maintained in peace the empire of his father,

David, but left an enduring reputation for his wis-

dom as a judge. Under this expression, however,

we must regard him, not merely as pronouncing

decisions, primarily, or in the last resort, in civil

and criminal cases, but likewise as holding public

levees and transacting public business " at the

« The precise period depends on the lengtli of the

reign of Saul, for estimating which there are no cer-

tain data. In the 0. T. the exact lengtli is nowhere
mentioned. lu Acts xiii. 21 forty years are specified

;

but this is iu a speecli, and statistical accuracy may
have been foreign to the speaker-s ideas on that occa-

sion. And there are diflSculties in admitting that he
reigned so long as forty years. See ^Viner sub voc,

and the article Saul in this Dictionary. It is only in

the reign of David that mention is lirst made of the
' recorder " or " chronicler " of the king (2 Sam. viii.

gate," when he would receive petitions, hear com-
plaints, and give summary decisions on various

points, which in a modern European kingdom would
come under the cognizance of numerous distinct

public departments.

To form a correct idea of a Hebrew king, we
must abstract ourselves from the notions of modern
Europe, and realize the position of oriental sove-

reigns. It would be a mistake to regard the

Hebrew government as a limited monarchy, in the

English sense of the expression. It is stated in

1 Sam. X. 25, tiiat Samuel " told the people the

manner'' of the kingdom, and wrote it in the book
and laid it before the Lord," and it is barely pos-

sible that this may refer to some statement respect-

ing the boimdaries of the kingly power. But no
such document has come down to us; and if it ever

existed, and contained restrictions of any moment
on the kingly power, it was probably disregarded

in practice. The following passage of Sir John
Malcolm respecting the Shahs of Persia may, with
some slight modifications, be regarded as fairly

applicable to the Hebrew monarchy under David
and Solomon : " The nionarch of Persia has been

pronounced to be one of the most absolute in the

world. His word has ever been deemed a law:

and he has prol)ably ne^er had any further restraint

upon the free exercise of his vast authority than

has arisen from his regard for religion, his respect

for established usages, his desire of reputation, and
his fear of exciting an opposition that might be

dangerous to his power, or to his life " (Malcolm's

Persia, vol. ii. 303 ; compare Elphinstone's India,

or the Indian Mahometan Empire, book viii. c. 3).

It must not, however, be supposed to have been

either the imderstanding, or the practice, that the

sovereign might seize at his discretion the private

property of individuals. Ahab did not venture to

seize the vineyard of Naboth till, through the testi-

mony of false witnesses, Naboth had been convicted

of blasphemy; and possibly his vineyard may have

been seized as a confiscation, without flagrantly

outraging public sentiment in those who did not

know the truth (1 K. xxi. C). But no monarchy
perhaps ever existed in which it would not be

regarded as an outrage, that the monarch should

from covetousness seize the private property of an

innocent subject in no ways dangerous to the state.

And generally, when Sir John Jlalcolm proceeds as

follows, in reference to "one of the most absolute"

monarchs in the world, it will be understood that

the Hebrew king, wliose power might be described

in the same way, is not, on account of certain

restraints which exist in the nature of things, to be

regarded as "a limited monarch" in the European

use of the words. " We may assume that the

power of the king of Persia is by usage absolute

over the property and lives of his conquered ene-

mies, his rebellious subjects, his oim family, his

ministers, over jmblic officers civil and military,

and all the numerous train of domestics; and that

16). Perhaps the contcmyiorary notation of dates may
have commenced in David's reign.

b The word lOStTtt. translated " manner '> in the
T :

•

'

A. V , is translated in the LXX. Si/caiufia, »'. e. statute

or ordinance (see Ecclus. iv. 17, Bar. ii. 12, iv. 13).

But Josephus seems to have regarded the document as

a prophetical statement, read before the king, of the

calamities which were to arise from the kingly power,

as a kind of protest recorded for succeeding ages (see

Ant. vi. 4, § 6).
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he may punish any person of these classes, xcithout

ea-aminntioH or formal procedure of any kiml:

in all other cases that are capital, the forms pre-

scribed by law and custom are observed; the mon-
arch only commands, when the evidence has been

examined and the law declared, that the sentence

shall be put in execution, or that the condemned

culprit shall be pardoned " (vol. ii. p. 300). In ac-

cordance with such usages, David ordered Uriah to

be treacherously exposed to death in the forefront

of the hottest battle (2 Sam. xi. 15); he caused

Kechab and Baanah to be slain instantly, when
they brought him the head of Ishb^sheth (2 Sam.

iv. 12); and he is represented as having on his

death-bed reconmiended Solomon to jjut Joab and

Shimei to death (1 K. ii. 5-9). In Hke manner,

Solomon caused to be killed, without trial, not only

his elder brother Adonijah, and Joab, whose execu-

tion might be regarded as the exceptional acts of a

dismal state policy in the beginning of his reign,

but likewise Shimei, after having been seated on

the throne three years. And King Saul, in resent-

ment at their connivance with David's escape, put

to death 85 priests, and caused a massacre of the

inhabitants of Nob, including women, children, and
sucklings (1 Sam. xxii. 18, 19).

Besides being commander-in-chief of the army,

supreme judge, and absolute master, as it were, of

the lives of his subjects, the king exercised the

power of imposing taxes on them, and of exacting

from them personal service and labor. Both these

points seem clear from the account given (1 Sam.
viii. 11-17) of the evils which would arise I'rom the

kingly power; and are confirmed in various ways.

Whatever mention may be made of consulting

"old men," or "elders of Israel," we never read

of their deciding such points as these. When
Pul, the king of Assyria, imposed a tribute on the

kingdom of Israel, " Alenahem, the king," exacted

the money of all the mighty men of wealth, of each

man 50 shekels of silver (2 K. xv. 19). And when
Jehoiakim, king of Judah, gave his; tribute of silver

and gold to Pharaoh, he taxed the land to give the

money ; he exacted the silver and gold of the people

of every one according to his taxation (2 K. xxiii.

35). And the degree to which the exaction of per-

sonal labor might be carried on a special occasion

is illustrated by King Solomon's requirements for

building the Temple. He raised a levy of 30,000

men, and sent them to Lebanon by courses of ten

thousand a month; aud he had 70,000 that hare

burdens, and 80,000 hewei's in the mountains (IK.
V. 13-15). Judged by the oriental standard, there

is nothing improbable in these numbers. In our

own days, for the purpose of constructing the Mah-
moodejeh Canal in Kgypt, JMeheniet Ali, by orders

given to the various sheikhs of the provinces of

Sakarah, Ghizeh, Mensourah, Sharkieh, ]\[enouf,

Bahyreh, and .some others, caused 300,000 men,

women, and children, to be assembled along the site
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a See The Englishwoman in Egypt, by Mrs. Poole,

vol. ii. p. 219. Owing to insufficient provisions, bad
treatment, and neglect of proper arrangements, 30,000

of this number perished in seven months (p. 220). In

compulsory levies of labor, it is probably difficult to

prevent gross instances of oppression. At the rebel-

lion of the ten tribes, Adoiiiram, called also Adoram,
who was over the levy of 30,000 men for Lebanon,
was stoned to death (1 K. xii. 18 | 1 K. v. 14 ; 2 Sam.
XX. 24).

6 It is supposed both by Jahn (Archcfol. Bib. § 222)

and Bauer (in his Heb. Altei thiimer, § 20), that a king

of the intended canal. " This was 120,000 more
than the levy of Solomon.

In addition to these earthly powers, the King of

Israel had a more awful clau;,. to respect and obe-

dience. He was the vicegerent of Jehovah (1 Sam.
x. 1, xvi. 13), and as it were His son, if just and
holy (2 Sam. vii. 14; Ps. Ixxxix. 26, 27, ii. 6, 7).

He had been set apart as a consecrated ruler. Upon
his head had been poured the holy anointing oil,

composed of olive-oil, myrrh, cinnamon, sweet cal-

amus, and cassia, which had hitherto been reserved

exclusi\'elj' for the priests of Jehovah, especially

the high-priest, or had been solely used to anoint

the Tabernacle of the Congregation, the Ark of the

Testimony, and the vessels of the Tabernacle (Ex.

xxx. 23-33, xl. 9; Lev. xxi. 10; 1 K. i. 39). He
had become, in fact, emphatically " the Lord's

Anointed." At the coronation of sovereigns in

modern Europe, holy oil has been frequently used,

as a symbol of divine right; but this has been

mainly regarded as' a mere form; and the use of it

was luidoubtedly introduced in imitation of the

Hebrew custom. But, from the beginning to the

end of the Hebrew monarchy, a living real signifi-

cance was attached to consecration by this holy

anointing oil. From well-known anecdotes reljfted

of David,— and perhaps, from words in his lamen-

tation over Saul and Jonathan (2 Sam. i. 21)— it

results that a certain sacredness invested the person

of Saul, the frst king, as the Lord's anointed ; and

that, on this account, it was deemed sacrilegious to

kill him, even, at his own request (1 Sam. xxiv. 6,

10, xxvi. 9, 10; 2 Sam. i. 14). And, after the

destruction of the first Temple, in the Book of La-

mentations over the calamities of the Hebrew peo-

ple, it is by the name of "the Lord's Anointed"

that Zedekiah, the Inst king of Judah, is bewailed

(Lam. iv. 20). Again, more than 000 years after

the capture of Zedekiah, the name of the Anointed,

though never so used in the Old Testament — yet

suggested probably by Ps. ii. 2, Dan. ix. 20 — had

become appropriated to the ex]jected king, who was

to restore the kingdom of David, and inaugiu'ate a

period when Edom, Moab, the Ammonites, and the

Philistines, would again be incorporated with the

Hebrew monarchy, which would extend from the

Euphrates to the Mediterranean Sea and to the ends

of the earth (Acts i. 0; John i. 41, iv. 25; Is. xi.

12-14; Ps. Ixxii. 8). And thus the identical He-

brew word which signifies anointed,^ through its

Aramaic form adopted into Greek and Latin, is still

preserved to us in the English word Messiah. (See

Gesenius's Thesaurus, p. 825.)

A ruler in whom so much authority, human and

divine, was embodied, was naturally distinguished

by outward honors and luxuries. He had a court

of oriental magnificence. When the [jower of the

kingdom was at its height, he sat on a throne of

i\ory, covered with pure gold, at the feet of which

were two figures of lions. The throne was ap-

was only anointed when a new family came to the

throne, or when the right to the crown was disputed.

It is usually on such occasions only that the anointing

is specified ; as iu 1 Sam. x. 1, 2 Sam. ii. 4, 1 K. i. 39,

2 K. ix. 3, 2 K. xi. 12 : but this is not invariably the

case (see 2 K. xxiii. 30), and there does not seem suffi-

cient reason to doubt that each individual king was

anointed. There can be little doubt, likewise, that

the kings of Israel were anointed, though this is not

specified by the writers of Kings aud Chronicles, who
would deem such anointing invalid.
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preached by 6 steps, guarded by 12 figures of lions,

two on each step. The king was dressed in royal

robes (1 K. xxii. 10; 2 Chr. xviii. 9); his insignia

were, a crown or diadem of pure gold, or perhaps

radiant with precious gems (2 Sam. i. 10, xii. 30;

2 K. xi. 12; Ps. xxi. 3), and a royal sceptre (Ez.

xix. 11; Is. xiv. 5; Ps. xlv. 6; Am. i. 5, 8). Those

who approached him did him obeisance, bowing

down and touching the ground with their foreheads

(1 Sam. xxiv. 8; 2 Sam. xix. 18); and this was

done even by a king's wife, the mother of Solomon

(1 K. i. 16). Their officers and subjects called

themselves his servants or slaves, though they do

not seem habitually to have given way to such ex-

travagant salutations as in the Chaldaean and Per-

sian courts (1 Sam. xvii. 32, 34, 36, xx. 8; 2 Sam.

vi. 20; Dan. ii. 4). As in the East at present, a

kiss was a sign of respect and homage (1 Sam. x.

1, perhaps Ps. ii. 12). He lived in a splendid

palace, with porches and columns (1 K. vii. 2-7).

All his drinking-vessels were of gold (1 K. x. 21).

He had a large harem, which in the time of Solomon

must have been the source of enormous expense, Lf

we accept as statistically accurate the round num-
ber of 700 wives and 300 concubines, in all 1000,

attributed to him in the Book of Kings (1 K. xi. 3).

As IS invariably the case in the great eastern mon-
archies at present, his harem was guarded by

eunuchs; translated "officers" in the A. V. for

the most part (1 Sam. viii. 15; 2 K. xxiv. 12, 15;

1 K. xxii. 9; 2 K. viii. 6, ix. 32, 33, xx. 18, xxiii.

11; Jer. xxxviii. 7).

The main practical restraints on the kings seem

to have arisen from the prophets and the prophetical

order, though in this respect, as in many others, a

distinction must be made between different periods

and different reigns. Indeed, under all circum-

stances, much would depend on the individual

character of the king or the prophet. No transac-

tion of importance, however, was entered on with-

out consulting the will of .Jehovah, either by Urim

and Thunmiim or by the prophets; and it was the

general persuasion that the prophet was in an

especial sense the senant and messenger of .Jehovah,

to whom .Jehovah had declared his will (Is. xUv. 26;

Am. iii. 7; 1 Sam. xxviii. 6, ix. 6; see Pkopiiets).

The prophets not only rebuked the king with bold-

ness for individual acts of wickedness, as after the

murders of Uriah and of Naboth ; but also, by in-

terposing their denunciations or exhortations at

critical periods of history, they swayed permanently

the destinies of the state. When, after the re\oIt

of the ten tribes, Rehoboam had under him at

Jerusalem an army stated to consist of 180,000

men, Shemaiah, as interpreter of the divine will,

caused the ariiiy to separate without attempting to

put down the rebellion (1 K. xii. 21-24). When
Judah and .Jerusalem were in innninent peril from

the invasion of Sennacherib, the prophetical utter-

ance of Isaiah encouraged Hezekiah to a successful

resistance (Is. xxxvii. 22-36). On the other hand,

at the invasion of .Judsea by the Chaldees, Jeremiah

prophetically announced impending woe and calam-

ities in a strain which tended to paralyze patriotic

resistance to the power of Nel)uchadnezzar (Jer.

xxxviii. 4, 2). And Jeremiah evidently produced

an impression on the king's mind contrary to the

counsels of the princes, or what might be called the

war-party in Jerusalem (Jer. xxxviii. 14-27).

The law of succession to the throne is somewhat

obscure, but it seems most probable that the king

during his lifetime named his successor. This was
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certainly the case with David, who passed over hia

elder son Adon\jah, the son of Haggith, in favor

of Solomon, the son of Bath-sheba (1 K. i. 30, ii.

22); and with Kehoboam, of whom it is said that

he loved Maachah the daughter of Absalom above

all his wives and concubines, and that he made
Abijah her son to be ruler among his brethren, to

make him king (2 Chr. xi. 21, 22). The succession

of the first-born has been inferred from a passage in

2 Chr. xxi. 3, 4, in which Jehoshaphat is said to

have given the kingdom to Jehoram " because he

was the first-born." But this very passage tends

to show that Jehoshaphat had the power of naming
his successor; and it is worthy of note that Je-

horam, on his coming to the throne, put to death

all his brothers, which he would scarcely, perhaps,

have done if the succession of the first-born had

been the law of the land. From the conciseness

of the narratives in the books of Kings no inference

either way can be drawn from the ordinary formula

in which the death of the father and succession of

his son is recorded (1 K. xv. 8). At the same
time, if no partiality for a favorite wife or son inter-

vened, there would always be a natural bias of

affection in favor of the eldest son. There appears

to have been some prominence given to the mother

of the king (2 K. xxiv. 12, 15; 1 K. ii. 19), and
it is possible that the mother may have been regent

during the minority of a son. Indeed some such

custom best explains the possibility of the audacious

usurpation of Athaliah on the death of her son

Ahaziah : an usurpation which lasted six years after

the destruction of all the seed-royal except the

young Jehoash (2 K. xi. 1, 3).

The following is a list of some of the officers of

the king :
—

1. The Recorder or Chronicler, who was perhaps

analogous to the Historiographer whom Sir John
Malcolm mentions as an officer of the Persian court,

whose duty it is to write the annals of the king's

reign {liktovy of Persia, c. 23). Certain it is that

there is no regular series of minute dates in Hebrew
history until we read of this recorder, or remem-
brancer, as the word mazkir is translated in a

marginal note of the English version. He signifies

one who keeps the memory of events alive, in ac-

cordance with a motive assigned by Herodotus for

writing his history, namely, that the acts of men
might not become extinct by time (Herod, i. 1

;

2 Sam. viii. 16; 1 K. iv. 3; 2 K. xviii. 18; Is.

xxxvi. 3, 22).

2. The Scribe or Secretary, whose duty would

be to answer letters or petitions in the name of the

king, to write despatches, and to draw up edicts

(2 Sam. viii. 17, xx. 25; 2 K. xii. 10, xLx. 2,

xxii. 8).

3. The oflBcer who was over Ihe house (Is. xxii.

15, xxxvi. 3). His duties would be those of chief

steward of the household, and would embrace all

the internal economical arrangements of the palace,

the superintendence of the king's senants, and the

custody of his costly vessels of gold and silver. He
seems to have worn a distinctive robe of office and

girdle. It was against Shebna, who held this oflice,

that Isaiah uttered his personal prophecy (xxii. 15-

25), the only instance of the kind in his writings

(see Ges. Com. on Isaiah, p. 694).

4. The king's friend (1 K. iv. 5), called likewise

the king's companion. It is evident from the name
that this officer must have stood in confidential

relation to the king, but his duties are nowhere

specified.
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5. The keeper of the vestry or wardrobe (2 K.

X. 22).

6. The captaui of the body-guard (2 Sara. xx.

23). The importance of this officer requires no

comment. It was he who obeyed Solomon in putting

to death Adonijah, Joab, and Shimei (1 K. ii. 25,

34, 4G).

7. Distinct officers over the king's treasures—
his storehouses, laborers, vineyards, olive-trees, and

sycamore-trees, herds, camels, and flocks (1 Chr.

xxvii. 25-31).

8. The officer over all the host or army of Israel,

the commander-in-chief of the army, who com-

manded it in person during the king's absence

(2 Sam. XX. 23; 1 Chr. xxvii. 34; 2 Sam. xi. 1).

As an instance of the formidable power which a

general might acquire in this office, see the narra-

tive in 2 Sam. iii. 30-37, when David deemed him-

self obliged to tolerate the murder of Abner by

Joab and Abishai.

9. The royal comisellors (1 Chr. xxvii. 32; Is.

iii. 3, xix. 11, 13). Ahithophel is a specimen of

how much such an officer might effect for evil or

for good; but whether there existed under Hebrew
kings any body corresponding, even distantly, to

the English Privy Council, in former times, does

not appear (2 Sam. xvi. 20-23, xvii. 1-14).

The following is a statement of the sources of

the royal revenues :
—

1. The royal demesnes, cornfields, vineyards,

and olive-gardens. Some at least of these seem

to have been taken from private individuals, but

whether as the punishment of reliellion, or on any

other plausible pretext, is not specified (1 Sam. viii.

14; 1 Chr. xxvii. 26-28). 2. The produce of the

royal flocks (1 Sara. xxi. 7; 2 Sam. xiii. 23; 2 Chr.

xxvi. 10; 1 Chr. xxvii. 25). 3. A nominal tenth

of the produce of corn-land and vineyards and of

sheep (I Sara. viii. 15, 17). 4. A tribute from

merchants who passed through the Hebrew territory

(1 K. X. 15). 5. Presents made by his subjects

(1 Sam. xvi. 20; 1 Sam. x. 27; 1 X. x. 25; P.s.

Ixxii. 10). There is perhaps no greater distinction

in the usages of eastern and western nations than

on what relates to the giving and receiving of

presents. When made regularly they do in fact

amount to a regular tax. Thus, in the passage

last referred to in the book of Kings, it is stated

that they brought to Solomon " every man his

present, \'essels of silver and vessels of gold, and

garments, and armor, and spices, horses and mules,

a rate year by year." 6. In the time of Solomon,

the king had trading-vessels of his own at sea,

which, starting from Eziongeber, brought back once

in three years gold and silver, ivory, apes, and

peacocks (1 K. x. 22). It is probable that Solomon

and some other kings may have derived some

revenue from commercial ventures (1 K. ix. 28).

7. The spoils of war taken from conquered nations

and the tribute paid by them (2 Sam. viii. 2, 7, 8,

10; 1 K. iv. 21; 2 Chr. xxvii. 5). 8. Lastly, an

undefined power of exacting compulsory labor, to

which reference has been already made (1 Sam. viii.

12, 13, 16). As iar as this power was exercised it

was equivalent to so much income. There is nothing

in 1 Sam. x. 25, or in 2 Sam. v. 3, to justify the

etatenient that the Hebrews defined in express terms,

or in any terms, by a particular agreement or cove-

nant for that purpose, what services should be ren-

dered to the king, or what he could legally require.

(See Jahn, Arcliceolor/ia Biblicn; Bauer, Leltrbuch

der Htbruisclitn Allcrl/iliiner ; Winer, s. i'. Kiinig.)
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It only remains to add, tliat in Deuteronomy
xvii. 14-20 there is a document containing some
directions as to what any king who might be ap-

pointed by the Hebrews wa-s xd do and not to do.

The proper appreciation of this document would

mainly depend on its date. It is the opinion of

many modern writers — Gesenius, De Wette, Winer,

Ewald, and others— that the book which contains

the document was composed long after the time

of Moses. See, however, Deutehonomy in the 1st

vol. of this work; and compare Gesenius, Gtsdiichte

(lev Hedrdischen Sprache und Sc/iri/t, p. 32; De
Wette, EinkUung in die Blbel, " Deuteronomiuni "

;

Winer, s. v. KiJnig; Ewald, Geschichte des Volkes

Israel, iii. 381. E. T.

* KING'S GARDEN, 2 K. x.xv. 4, etc.

[G.\iu)EN, vol. i. p. 870 «.]

* KING'S MOWINGS, Am. vii. 1. [Mow-
ing.]

* KING'S POOL, Neh. ii. 14. [Siloam.]

* KINGDOM OF HEAVEN -always with

the article, ^ ^acrtXela tuv ovpavwv-

1. This expression occurs thirty-three times in

the first Gospel, but nowhere else in the Scriptures.

In one passage (iii. 2) it is attributed by Matthew

to John the Baptist, in another (xviii. 1) to the

disciples of Christ, and in all the rest to Christ

himself. An abbreviated form of it is found in

such phrases as, " the gospel of the kingdom "

(iv. 23), "the word of the kingdom" (xiii. 19),

" the sons of the kingdom " (viii. 12, xiii. 38), and
" the kingdom prepared for you" (xxv. 34). In a

single instance (2 Tim. iv. 18) Paul speaks of the

Lord's " heavenly kingdom," — ri]v ^aaiAelav

auTou TT/i' irrovpaviov, — an expression which is

e(iuivalent to " the kingdom of heaven," as this

phrase was sometimes used by Christ. (See 3Iatt.

viii. 11, 12.) — It will be observed that the Apostle

not only describes the kingdom as " heavenly,"

but also as the Lord's, " his heavenly kingdonf."

In a few passages of the first Gospel (xiii. 41, xvi.

28, cf. XX. 21) it is likewise referred to as the

Messiah's kingdom. With these may properly be

connected the language of Christ in the Gospel of

John (xviii. 36 ), the words of the Angel to JMary

as preserved by Luke (i. 33), those of Christ asi

recorded by the same Evangelist (xix. 12, 15, xxii.

2!), 30), and the teaching of the Apostles in their

letters (1 Cor. xv. 24, 25; Eph. v. 5; CoL i. 13;

2 Tim. iv. 1; Heb. i. 8; 2 Pet. i. 11). The king-

dom of heaven is therefore frequently represented

as the kingdom of Christ. But it is still more

frequently called the kingdom of God. JIatthew

attributes this expression in several instances to

Christ (vi. 10, 33, xii. 28, xiii. 43, xxi. 31, 43.

xxvi. 29), and when, in reporting the Saviour's

teaching, his Gospel gives the words " kingdom of

hea\'en," the other synoptical Gosi)els have, as a

rule, the words " kingdom of God " (e. g. cf. Matt.

V. 3, xi. 11, xiii. 31, 33, with Luke vi. 20, vii. 28,

xiii. 18, 20). In all the other books of the New
Testament the latter designation is regularly em-

ployed. AVhile therefore the two expressions de-

note the same object, and may be regarded as

substantially equivalent, the latter appears for some

reason to have displaced the former in the language

of the Apostles. Keuss (fJisloire de la Tlieologie

Cliretienne (lu Sihck Apostoliipie, i. 181) supposes

that it had the advantage of being more compre-

hensive, not "seeming to restrict the notion tea

future epoch, a particular locality, or a state of
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things different from that in wliich humanity now
exists," and was therefore preferred to the other

by the Ajiostles.

2. But the idea of a divine or heavenly kingdom
was not proposed for the first time by John the

Baptist and then adopted by Christ. It may be

traced in many parts of the O. T., from the Pen-

tateuch to the prophets of the exDe. Tlie Israehtes

as a people belonged especially to Jehovah, and

were already in the law described as a nation of

kings and priests unto Him (Ex. xix. G, cf. 1 Pet.

ii. 9). Yet even in their best estate, under David

their greatest king, they were but a type of the

true people of God, and their sovereign but a shadow

of his greater Son. And this they were clearly

taught; for a Messiah was foretold by tlie prophets,

who should spring from the family of David, should

subdue all his foes, and should reign forever in

righteousness and peace (Ps. ii., ex. ; Is. xi. ; cf. Ps.

bixii. ; Jer. xxiii. 5 ff., xxxi. 31 tf., xxxii. 37 ff.,

xxxiii. 7 fF. ; Ez. xxxiv. 23 ff., xxxvii. 24 ff. ; Mic.

iv. 1 ff.). At length in the prophecies of Daniel it

was distinctly revealed that the " God of heaven "

was to set up a kingdom (ii. 44), which was to be

composed of his saints (vii. 27 ), was to be admin-

istered by One like a son of man (vii. 13, 14), and

was to be universal and everlasting (\n. 14, 27).

The very expression. " kingdom of G<:d," occurs

in the .\pocryjj1ia (Wisd. of Sol. x. 10). Accord-

ingly, when Christ appeared among the Jews, they

were expecting this kingdom of " the God of

heaven " which was to be set up by the agency

of their long anticipated Messiah ; and, however

erroneous their views of its nature had become, they

were prepared to understand in some measure the

'language of Jesus and his disciples concerning it.

A few indeed of the more devout and si)iritual, like

Simeon and Anna, appear to have had a tolerably

just conception of its nature.

3. This kingdom, in its ultimate and perfect

fofni, is said to have been prepareil for the saints

from the foundation of the world. (Matt. .xxv. 34.)

It was therefore included in the wise purpose of

God which antedates creation, and in this sense it

is eternal. But the various representations of the

N. T. have given rise to some differenies of opinion

among Bililical scholars as to the tei minus a quo

of its actual establishment on earth. The writers

of the O. T. speak of it distinctly as future and

not present ; and manj- passages of the N. T. refer

to it in connection with the second coming of

Christ. It is therefore njaintained by some inter-

preters, that this kingdom has not yet been estab-

lished, and will not be until the Lord returns in

glory. Others have made the preaching of John
the Baptist the date of its commencement, appeal-

ing to the words of Christ (see JIatt. xi. 12, xvii.

11; Luke xvi. 16) in support of their position.

But it has been objected to this, that one who was

spoken of, by way of contrast, as less than the

least of those in the kingdom of heaven (Matt. xi.

11) could not have been an agent in .setting up

that kingdom, by introducing men into it, and that

the kingdom itself must take its date from the

personal appearance and recognition of its king,

that is, from the time of Christ's entrance on his

public ministry. Others still, identifying the king-

dom of (iod with the Christian church, have fixed

upon the day of Pentecost, when the Spirit was

poured out marvelously, as tlie date of its estab-

lishment. Perhaps the view which connects it most

closely with the person of Christ, affirming that it
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began, properly speaking, with his pulJic ministry,

is entitled to the preference. For in the course of

his teaching he spoke of it clearly as already come.

At one time he said to the Pharisees, " If I cast

out demons by the Spirit of God, then the king-

dom of God is come unto you— i<p6aaiv e^' ufxas

(Matt. xii. 28); and at another time he said to the

same class of men, according to a natural interpre-

tation of his words, " Behold, the kingdom of God
is in the midst of you" (Luke xvii. 21). "The
kingdom of God " (Keuss, Hist, de In Theol. Chr.

i. I'JO) " which Jesus wished to realize began with

his personal appearance on the world's theatre; his

advent, and the advent of the kingdom, are one

and the same thing, for he is the source and cause

of it, and the cause may not exist without the

effect He went so far even as to assign an
exact date to the advent of the kingdom, and this

date was no other than the moment when John
Baptist, the last and greatest of the prophets, opened
the door, so to speak, by announcing to the world

Him who would realize its cherished hopes. At
that moment the movement towards the kingdom
began, and men pressed on with ardor to enter

into it."

4. But if the kingdom of heaven was established

at the first coming of Christ, it is not to be con-

summated until his second appearing: and then,

at length, it will be transferred by the Son, as Medi-
ator, to the Father (1 Cor. xv. 24-28). In the

mean time its progress among men will be silent

and gradual, like the influence of leaven upon the

meal in which it is placed, or like the growth of a

mustard-plant from its diminutive seed (Matt. xiii.

31 ff., 33 ff.). The petition, " Thy kingdom come,"

introduced by Christ into the jjrayer which he

taught his disciples, may naturally he referred to

tliis gradual extension of the divine authority over

the hearts of men, making them the true subjects

of God. To be a member of this kingdom in its per-

fect form is to be a possessor of eternal blessedness

(Matt. viii. 11, xxv. 34; Mark ix. 47; Luke xiii.

28, 29; 1 Cor. vi. 9, 10, xv. 50; (ial. v. 21; Eph.

v. 5; 2 Thess. i. 5; 2 Tim. Iv. 18); but connection

with it in its present form gives only a foretaste

of celestial good.

5. The nature of this kingdom may be expressed

in a word by calling it Kjniitunl. It embraces those,

and only tliose, who are poor in spirit, who have

been born of the Spirit, who have the Spirit of

Christ, and who worship God in spirit and in truth

(Matt. V. 3; John iii. 3, 5, iv. 24; Kom. viii. 9).

" The kingdom of God is not eating and drinking,

but rightet)usness and peace and joy in the Holy

Ghost" (Kom. xiv. 17). It is not of this world

(John xviii. 36). It is related to heaven rather

than to earth in its principles and spirit, and its

consummation here would make the society of earth

as loyal to (Jod and as blessed in his service, as

that of heaven (JMatt. vi. 10). Tholuck [F-xjiOsition

of tlie Seniion im llie Jlfovnl, i. 103, Eng. transl.)

remarks in his note on !Matt. v. 3 :
" We lay down

as the fundamental notion of the kingdom of God:

A commvnity in xchicli God rtiyns, and 7cJnch, (is

the nature of a riyht f/oremment involves, obeys

Him not bynmstraint, but from free will and affec-

tion ; of wliicli it follows as a necessary consequence

tliat thejxtrties are intimately bound to each other

in the mutual interchantje of offices if love.'' But
the spirituality of this kingdom involves its univer-

sality. It is limited to no tribe or people, but ia

intended to comprise all in every nation who obey
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from the heart the will of God. Jew and Greek,

bond and free, are alike welcomed to the duties,

the honors, and the eternal blessedness of the Mes-

siah's reijjn. And there are a few passages of the

N. T. which seem to ascribe to holy angels a con-

nection with it both in service and glory. (Matt,

xvi. 27, xiii. 41, xviii. 10; Luke xv. 10; Heb. i.

14; Eph. i. 10,20,22, iii. 15; 1 Pet. i. 12, iii.

22.)

G. Yet this kingdom, though in its nature

spiritual, was to have while on earth a visible form

in Christian churches, and the simple rites belong-

ing to church life were to be ol)ser\ed by every

loyal subject (Matt, xxviii. 18 tf. ; John iii. 5; Acts

ii. 38; Luke xxii. 17 ft".; 1 Cor. xi. 24 ft:). It

cannot however be said that the N. T. makes the

spiritual kingdom of Christ exactly cotixtensive with

the visible church. There are many in the latter

who do not belong to the former (1 .lohn ii. 0), and

some doubtless in the former who do not take their

place in the latter.

Literature. — E. Reuss, Ffistoire de In Tfieologie

Clirelienne au Siede Apostolique, i. 180 ff. C. F.

Schniid, BMsche Theo/oyie des N. T. p. 266 ff.

A. Tholuck, Expodtiua of the Sermon on the

Mount, at Matt. v. 3. Heemskerk, Nolio r^r ^acr-

iXei'ar rHv ovpaviv (-X iiiente Jesu Clirisli, Amst.

18-Jli., Bourguet, Rechevches sitr In signijicalion

du mot: Roynume de Dieu, Mont. 1838. Sar-

torius, Uvbtr den Zweck Jesu bei Stijhmg eines

Gottes-Reiches. Baumgarten-Crusius, Biblische

Tlieoloffie, pp. 149-157. A. H.

* KINGDOM OF ISRAEL. [Isr.\kl,

Kingdom ov.]

* KINGDOM OF JUDAH. [Judah,

Kingdom of.]

KINGS, FIRST and SECOND BOOKS
OF, originally only one book in the Hebrew Canon,

and first edited in Hebrew as two by Bomberg,

after the model of the LXX. and the Vulgate (De

Wette and 0. Thenius, Einkituni/). They are

called by the LXX., Origen, etc., 'BaaiXemv rpirr}

and reTixprr), third and fourth of the Kingdoms
(the books of Samuel being the first and second),

but by the Latins, with few exceptions, tertius et

quartus Reguni liber. Jerome, though in the head-

ing of his translation of the Scriptures he follows

the Hebrew name, and calls them Liber Malachim
Primus and Secundus, yet elsewhere usually follows

the common usage of the church in his day. In

his Prologus Galeatus he places them as the fourth

of the second order of the sacred books, /. e. of the

Prophets: "Quartus, Malachim, i. e. Kegum, qui

tertio et quarto Regum volumine continetnr. Me-
liusque nuilto est Malachim, i. e. Regum, quiini

Mamelachoth, /. e. Regiiorum, dicere. Non enini

multarum gentium describit regna; sed unius Is-

raclitici populi, qui trilnibus duodecim continetur."

In his epistle to Pauliiuis he thus describes the

contents of these two books: " Malachim, i. e. ter-

tius et quartus Regum liber, a Salomone usque ad

Jechoniam, et a .leroboam filio Nalwt usque ad

Osee qui ductus est in Assyrios, regnuni Juda et

regnum describit Israel. Si historian! respicias,

o De Wette's reasons for reckoning Kings as a sep-

arate work seem to the writer quite inconclusive. On
the otlier Uiind, tlie book of Joshua seems to be an
jndependeur book. Ewald classes these hooks together

exactly as is done above ( Gfsch. i. 175), and calls them
" tiie great Book of the Kings."

verba simplicia sunt: si in Uteris sensum latentem

inspexeris, Ecclesise paucitas, et hereticorum contra

ecclesiam bella, narrantur." The division into two

books, being purely artificial and as it were me-
chanical, may be overlooked Tii speaking of them

;

and it must also be remembered that the division

between the books of Kings and Samuel is equally

artificial, and that in point of fact the historical

books commencing with Judges and ending with

2 Kings present the appearance of one work,"

giving a continuous history of Israel from the times

of Joshua to the death of Jehoiachin. It must
suffice here to mention, in support of this assertion,

the frequent allusion in the book of Judges to the

times of the kings of Israel (xvii. 6, xviii. 1, xix. 1,

xxi. 25); the concurrent evidence of ch. ii. that

the writer lived in an age when he could take a

retrospect of the whole time during which the

judges ruled (ver. 10-19), i. e. that he lived after

the monarchy had been established ; the occurrence

in the book of Judges, for the first time, of the

phrase " the Spirit of Jehovah " (iii. 10), which is

repeated often in the book (vi. 34, xi. 29, xiii. 25,

xiv. 6, Ac), and is of frequent use in Samuel and
Kings, (e. g. 1 Sam. x. 6, xvi. 13, 14, xix. 9; 2

Sam\ xxiii. 2; 1 K. xxii. 24; 2 K. ii. 16, Ac);
the allusion in i. 21 to the capture of Jebus, and
the continuance of a Jebusite population (see 2 Sam.
xxiv. 16 ) ; the reference in xx. 27 to the removal

of the ark of the covenant from Shiloh to Jerusalem,

and the expression " in those days," pointing, as

in xvii. 6, &c., to remote times; the distinct refer-

ence in xviii. 30 to the Captivity of Israel by Shal-

maneser; with the fact that the books of Judges,

Ruth, Samuel, Kings, form oneunliroken narrative,

similar in general character, which has no beginning

except at Judg. i., while, it may be added, the book

of Judges is not a continuation of Joshua, but

opens with a repetition of the same events with

which Joshua closes. In like manner the book of

Ruth clearly forms part of those of Samuel, sup-

plying as it does the essential point of David's

genealogy and early family history, and is no less

clearl}' connected with the book of Judges by its

opening verse, and the epoch to which the whole

book relates.* Otlier links coiniecting the books

of Kings with the preceding may be found in the

comparison, suggested by De Wette, of 1 K. ii. 26

with 1 Sam. ii. 35; ii. 11 with 2 Sam. v. 5; IK.
ii. 3, 4, V. 17, 18, viii. 18, 19, 25, with 2 Sam. vii.

12-16 ; and 1 K. iv. 1-6 with 2 Sam. viii. 15-18.

Also 2 K. xvii. 41 may be compared with Judg. ii.

19; 1 Sam. ii. 27 with Judg. xiii. 6; 2 Sam. xiv.

17, 20, xix. 27, with Judg. xiii. 6; 1 Sam. ix. 21

with Judg. vi. 15, and xx. ; 1 K. viii. 1 with 2

Sam. vi. 17, and v. 7, 9; 1 Sam. xvii. 12 with

Ruth iv. 17; Ruth i. 1 with Judg. xvii. 7, 8, 9,

xix. 1, 2 (Rethleheni-Judah); the use in Judg. xiii.

6, 8, of the phrase "the man of God" (in the

earlier books applied to Moses only, and that only

in Deut. xxxiii. 1 and Josh. xiv. 6), may be com-
pared with the very frequent use of it in the books

of Samuel and Kings as the common designation

of a prophet, whereas only Jeremiah besides (xxxv. 4)

so uses it before the Captivity.*-' The phrase, " God

b Eichhorn attributes Ruth to the author of the

books of Samuel (Th. Parker's De Wette, ii. 320).

<: In Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah, it repeatedly

occurs.
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do so to me, and more also," is common to Ruth,

Samuel, and Kini,'s, and " till they were ashamed,"

to Judges and Kings (Judg. iii. 25; 2 K. ii. 17,

viii. 11). And generally the style of the narrative,

ordinarily quiet and simple, but rising to great

vigor and spirit when stirring deeds are described

(as in Judg. iv., vii., xi., &c. ; 1 Sam. iv., xvii.,

xxxi. &c. ; 1 K. viii., xviii., xix., &c.), and the in-

troduction of poetry or poetic style in the midst

of the narrative (as in Judg. v., 1 Sam. ii., 2 Sam.
i. 17, (fee, 1 K. xxii. 17, &c.), constitute such strong

features of resemblance as lead to the conclusion

that these several books form but one work. In-

deed the very names of the books sufficiently indi-

cate that they were all imposed by the same au-

thority for the convenience of division, and with

reference to the subject treated of in each division,

and not that they were original titles of independent

works.

But to confine ourselves to the books of Kings.

. We shall consider—
I. Their historical and chronological range;

II. Their peculiarities of diction, and other

features in their literary aspect

;

III. Their authorehip, and the sources of the

author's information

;

IV. Their relation to the books of Chronicles

;

V. Their place in the canon, and the references

to them in the New Testament.

I. The books of Kings range from David's death

and Solomon's accession to the throne of Israel,

commonly reckoned as b. c. 1015, but according

to Lepsius B. c. 993 (Kiiniysb. d. yEgypt. p. 102),

to the destruction of the kingdom of Judah and

the desolation of Jerusalem, and the burning of the

Temple, according to the same reckoning n. c.

588 (B. c. 586, Lepsius, p. 107),— a period of 427

(or 405) years: with a supplemental notice of an

event that occurred after an interval of 20 years,

namely, the liljeration of Jehoiacliin from his prison

at Babylon, and a still further extension to Jehoia-

chin's death, the time of which is not known, but

which was probably not long after his liberation.

The history therefore comprehends the whole time

of the Israelitish monarchy, exclusive of the reigns

of Saul and David, whether existing as one king-

dom as under Solomon and the eight last kings, or

divided into the two kingdoms of Israel and Judah.

It exhibits the Israelites in the two extremes of

power and weakness; under Solomon extending

their dominion over tributary kingdoms from the

Euphrates to the iMediterranean and the border of

Egypt (1 K. iv. 21); under the last kings reduced

to a miserable renniant, subject alternately to

Egypt and Assyria, till at lengtli they were rooted

up from their own land. As the cause of this

decadence it points out the division of Solomon's

monarchy into two parts, followed by the religious

schism and idolatrous worship' brought about from

political motives by Jeroboam. How the conse-

quent wars between the two kingdoms necessarily

weakened both ; how they led to calling in the

stranger to their aid whenever their power was

equally balanced, of which the result 'was the de-

struction first of one kingdom and then of the other;

how a further evil of these foreign alliances was the

adoption of the idolatrous superstitions of the

heathen nations whose friendship and protection

they sought, by which they forfeited the Divine

protection— all this is with great clearness and

simplicity set forth in these books, which treat

equally of the two kingdoms while they lasted.

The doctrine of the Theocracy is also clearly

brought out (see e. f/. 1 K. xiv. 7-11, xv. 29, 30, xvi.

1-7), and the temporal prosperity of the pious kings,

as Asa, Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah, and Josiah, stands

in contrast with the calamitous reigns of Kehoboam,
Ahaziah, Ahaz, Manasseh, Jehoiachin, and Zede-

kiah. At the same time the continuance of the

kingdom of Judah, and the permanence of the

dynasty of David, are contrasted with the frequent

changes of dynasty, and the far shorter duration of

the kingdom of Israel, though the latter was the

more populous and powerful kingdom of the two

(2 Sam. xxiv. 9). As regards the affairs of foreign

nations, and the relation of Israel to them, the his-

torical notices in these books, though in the earlier

times scanty, are most valuable, and as has been

lately fuDy shown (liawlinson's Bampton Lectures,

1859), in striking accordance with the latest addi-

tions to our knowledge of contemporary profane

history. Thus the patronage extended to Hadad
the Edomite by Psinaches king of Egypt (1 K. xi.

19, 20); the alliance of Solomon with his successor

Psusennes, who reigned 35 years; the accession of

Shishak, or Sesonchis I., towards the close of Sol-

omon's reign (1 K. xi. 40), and his invasion and
conquest of Judaea in the reign of Kehoboam, of

which a monument still exists on the walls of Kar-
nac (Kiinif/s/j. p. 114); the time of the ^Ethiopian

kings So (Sabak) and Tirhakah, of the 25th dy-

nasty; the rise and speedy fall of the power of

Syria; th'e rapid growth of the Assyrian monarchy
which overshadowed it; Assyria's struggles with

Egypt, and the sudden ascendency of the Baby-
lonian empire under Nebuchadnezzar, to the de-

struction both of Assyria and Egypt, as we find

these events in the books of Kings, fit in exactly

with what we now know of Egyptian, Syrian,

Assyrian, and Babylonian history. The names of

Omri, Jehu, JNIenahem, lloshea, Hezekiah, etc.,

are believed to have been deciphered in the cunei-

form inscriptions, which also contain pretty full ac-

counts of the campaigns of Tiglath-Pileser, Sargon,

Sennacherib, and Esarhaddon : Shalmaneser's

name has not yet been discovered, though two in-

scriptions in the British Museum are thought to

refer to his reign. These valuable additions to our

knowledge of profane history, which we may hope
will shortly be increased both in number and in

certainty, together with the fragments of ancient

historians, which are now becoming better under-

stood, are of great assistance in explaining the brief

allusions in these books, while they aflford an irre-

fragable testimony to their historical truth.

Another most important aid to a right under-

standing of the history in these books, and to the

filling up of its outline, is to be found in the

prophets, and especially in Isaiah and Jeremiah.

In the former the reigns of Ahaz and Hezekiah,

and of the contemporary Israelitish and foreign po-

tentates, receive especial illustration ; in the latter,

and to a still greater extent, the reigns of Jehoiakim

and Zedekiah, and those of their heathen contem-

poraries. An intimate acquaintance with these

prophets is of the utmost moment for elucidating

the concise narrative of the books of Kings. The
two together give us a really full view of the events

of the times at home and abroad.

It must, however, be admitted that the chrono-

logical details expressly given in the books of Kings

form a remarkable contrast with their striking his-

torical accuracy. These details are inexplicable,

and frequently entirely contradictory. The very
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first date of a decidedly chronological character

which is given, that of the foundation of Solomon's

Temple (1 K. vi. 1), is manifestly erroneous, as

being irreconcilable with any view of the chronolo-

gy of the times of the judges, or with St. Paul's

calculation, Acts xiii. 20.« It is in fact abandoned

by almost all chronologists, whatever school they

belong to, whether ancient or modern, and is ut-

terly ignored by Josephus. [Chkonology, vol. i.

pp. 44:4—47.] Moreover, when the text is examined,

it immediately appears that this date of 480 years

is both unnecessary and quite out of place. The

reference to the Exodus is gratuitous, and alien to

all the other notes of time, which refer merely to

Solomon's accession. If it is left out, the text will

be quite perfect without it,* and will agree exactly

with the resume in v. 37, 38, and also with the

parallel passage in 2 Chr. iii. 2. The evidence

therefore of its being an interpolation is wonder-

fully strong. But if so, it must have been inserted

by a professed chronologist, whose object was to re-

duce the Scripture history to an exact system of

chronology. It is likely therefore that we shall find

traces of the same hand in other parts of the books.

Now De Wette {l-'Aiildt. p. 235), among the evi-

dences which he puts forward as marking the books

of Kings as in his opinion a se[)arate work from

those of Samuel, mentions, though erroneously, as

2 Sam. V. 4, 5 shows, the sudden introduction of

" a chronological system " {die ijeiinuere Zeitrech-

nuriff). When therefore we find that the very first

date introduced is erroneous, and that numerous
other dates are also certainly wrong, because con-

tradictory, it seems a not unfair conclusion that

such dates are the work of an interpolator, trying

to bring the histoi-y within his own chronological

system : a conclusion somewhat confirmed by the

alterations and omissions of these dates in the

LXX.o As regards, however, these chronological

difficulties, it must be observed they are of two es-

sentially different kinds. One kind is merely the

want of the data necessary for uhronological exact-

ness. Such is the alisence, apparently, of any

uniform rule for dealing with the fragments of

years at the begiiming and end of the reigns.

Such might also be a deficiency in the sum of the

regnal years of Israel as compared with the syn-

chronistic years of Judah, caused by unnoticed in-

terreirna, if any such really occurred. And this

class of difficulties may probably have l)elonged to

these books in their original state, in which exact

scientific chronology was not aimed at. Hut the

other kind of difficulty is of a totally different

character, and embraces dates which are very exact

in their mode of expression, but are erroneous and
contradictory. Some of these are pointed out be-

low; and it is such which it seems reasonable to

ascribe to the interpolation of later professed chro-

nologists. But it is necessary to nive specimens of

each of these kinds of difficulty, both with a view to

approximating to a true chronology, and also to show
the actual condition of the books under consideration.

(1.) When we sum up the years of all tiie reigns

of the kings of Israel as given in the books of Kings,

and then all the years of the reigns of the kings

of Judah from the 1st of Kelioboain to the 6th cf

Hezekiah, we find that, instead of the two sums

a The MSS. ABC have, however, a different read-

ing, which is adopted by Lachmann [Tregelles] and
Wordsworth.

b " And it came t« pass .... in the fourth year

agreeing, there is an excess of 19 or 20 years in

Judah —the reigns of the latter amounting to 261
years, while the former make up only 242. But
we are able to get sonii^diat nearer to the seat of

this disagreement, because it so happens that the
parallel histories of Israel and Judah touch in four
or five points where the synchronisms are precisely

marked. These points are (1) at the simultaneous
accessions of Jeroboam and Kehoboam; (2) at the
simultaneous deaths of Jehorain and Ahaziah, or,

which is the same thing, the simultaneous acces-

sions of Jehu and Athaliah; (3) at the 15th year

of Aniazijih, which was the 1st of Jeroboam II.

(2K.xiv. 17); (4) in the reign of Ahaz, which was
contemporary with some part of Pekah's, namely,

according to the text of 2 K. xvi. 1, the three first

years of Ahaz with the three last of I'ekah; and

(5) at the (!th of Hezekiah, which was the 9th of

Hoshea; the two last points, however, being less

certain than the others, at least as to the precision

of the synchronisms, depending as this does on the

correctness of the numerals in the text.

Hence, inste;wl of lumping the whole periods of

261 years and 242 years together, and comparing
their difference, it is clearly expedient to compare
the difterent sub-periods, which are defined by com-
mon termini. Beginning, therefore, with the sub-

period which connnences with the double accession

of Rehoboam and Jeroboam, and closes with the

double death of Ahaziah and Jehorani, and sumn)ing
up the luimber of years assigned to the different

reigns in each kingdom, we find that the six reigns

in Judah make up 95 years, and the eight reigns in

Israel make up 98 years. Here there is an excess

of 3 years in the kingdom of Israel, which may,
however, be readily accounted for by the frequent

changes of dynasty there, and the probaliility of

fragments of years being reckoned as whole years,

thus causing the same year to be reckoned twice

over. The 95 years of Judah, or even a less num-
ber, will hence appear to be the true nundier of

whole years (see too Clinton, F. II. ii. 314, Ac).

Beginning, again, at the double accession of Atha-
liah and .Jehu, we have in .Judah 7+40+14 first

years of Amaziah = 61, to correspond with 28+17
+16 = 61, ending with the last year of Jehoash

in Israel. Starting again with the 15th of Amazi.ah
= 1 Jeroboam II., we have 15 + 52 + 16 + 3=
86 (to tlie 3d year of Ahaz), to correspond with

41 + 1 + 10 + 2 + 20= 74 (to the close of Pekah's
reign), where we at once detect a deficiency on the

part of Israel of (86--74 =) 12 years, if at least the

3d of Ahaz really corresponded with the 20th of

Pekah. And lastly, starting with the year follow-

ing that last named, we have 13 last yeai-s of Ahaz
+ 7 first of Hezekiah = 20, to correspond with the

9 years of Hoshea, where we find another deficiency

in Israel of 11 years.

The two first of the above periods may then be

said to agree together, and to give 95+ 61 = 156

years from tlie accession of liehoboam and .Jeroboam

to the 15th of Amaziah in Judah, and the death

of .Jehoash in Israel, and we observe that the dis-

crepance of 12 years first occurs in the third jjeriod,

in which the lireaking up of the kingdom of Israel

began at the close of Jehu's dynasty. Putting aside

the synchronistic arrangement of the years as we

of Solomon's reign over Israel, in the month Zif, which

is the second month, that he began to build the house

of the Lord"
c See 1 K. xvi. 8, 15, 29, vi. 1.
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now find them in 2 K. xv. ff., there would be no

difficulty whatever in supposing that the reigns of

the kings of Israel at this time were not continuous,

and that for several years after the death of Zach-

ariah, or Shalluni, or both, the government may
either have been in the hands of the king of Syria,

or broken up amongst contending parties, till at

length Alenaliem was able to establish himself on

the throne liy the help of Pul, king of Assyria, and

transmit his tributary throne to his son Pekaliiah.

But there is another mode of bringing this third

period into harmony, which violates no historical

probability, and is in fact strongly indicated by the

fluctuations of the text. We are told in 2 K. xv. 8,

that Zachariah began to reign in tlie 38th of Ilzziah,

and (xiv. 23) that his fother Jerol)oam began to

reign in the 15th of Ainaziah. Jeroboam must

therefore ha\e reigned 52 or 53 years, not 41 : for

the idea of an interregrmm of 11 or 12 years

between Jerol)oam and his son Zachariah is absurd.

But the addition of these 12 years to Jerol)oam's

reign exactly equalizes the period in the two king-

doms, which would thus contain 8G years, and

makes up 242 years from the accession of Kehoboam
and Jeroboam to the 3d of Ahaz and 20th of I'ekah,

supposing always that these last-named years really

synchronize.

As regards the discrepance of 11 years in the

la.st period, nothing can in itself be more proltable

than that either during some part of Pekah"s life-

time, or after his death, a period, not included in

the regnal years of either Pekah or Hoshea, should

have elapsed, when there was either a state of

anarchy, or the government was administered by an

Assyrian officer. There are also several passages in

the contemporary prophets Isaiah and Hosea, which

would fall in with this view, as Hos. x. 3, 7 ; Is. ix.

9-19. But it is impossible to assert peremptorily

that such was the case. The decision must await

some more accurate knowledge of the chronology

of the times from heatlien sources. The addition

of these last 20 years makes up for the whole dura-

tion of the kingdom of Israel, 261 or 202 years,

more or less. Now the interval, according to Lep-

sius's tables, ft'om the accession of Sesonchis, or

Shishak, to that of Sabacon, or So (2 K. xvii. 4),

is 245 years. Allowing Sesonchis to have reigned

7 years contemporaneously with Solomon, and

Sabaco, who reigned 12 years," to have reigned

9 before Shalmaneser came up the second time

against Samaria (245-|- 7 + 9 = 2G1), the chro-

nology of Egypt would exactly tally with that here

given. It may, however, turn out that the time

thus allowed for the duration of the Israelitish

monarchy is somewhat too long, and that the time

indicated by the years of the Israelitish kings,

without any interregnum, is nearer the truth. If

so, a ready way of reducing the sum of the reigns

of the kings of Judah would be to assign 41 years

to that of Uzziah, instead of 52 (as if the nmnbers

of Uzziali and Jeroboam had been accidentally in-

terchanged): an arrangement which interferes with

no known historical truth, though it would <listurb

the doubtful synchronism of the 3d of Ahaz with

the 20th of Pekah, and make the 3d of Ahaz cor-

respond with about the 9th or 10th of Pekah.

Indeed it is somewhat remarkable that if we neglect

this synchronism, and consider as one the jieriod

o Lepsius, KiJni^sb. p. 87.

^ Lepsius suggests that Azariah and Uzziah may
poRsibly be dilTereut and successive kings, the forni«r

from the accession of Athaliah and Jehu to the 7th

of Ilezekiah and 9th of Hoshea, the sums of the

reigns in the two kingdoms agree exactly, when we
reckon 41 years for Uzziah, and 52 for Jeroboam,

namely, 1 55 years, or 250 for the whole time of the

Israelitish monarchy. Another advantage of this

arrangement would be to reduce the age of Uzziah

at the birth of his son and heir Jothani from the

improbable age of 42 or 43 to 31 or 32. It may
be added that the date in 2 K. xv. 1, which assigns

the 1st of Uzziah to the 27th of Jeroboam, seems

to indicate that the author of it only reckoned 41

years for Uzziah's reign, since from the 27th of

Jeroboam to the 1st of Pekah is just 41 years (see

Lepsius's table, Kiinigsb. p. 1()3 *). Also that 2 K.
xvii. 1, which makes the 12th of Ahaz = 1st of

Hoshea, implies that the 1st of Ahaz =; 9th of

Pekah.

(2. ) Turning next to the other class of difficulties

mentioned above, the following instances will per-

haps be thought to justify tlie opinion that the

dates in these books which are intended to establish

a precise chronology are the work of a much later

hand or hands than the books themselves.

The date in 1 K. vi. 1 is one which is obviously

intended for strictly chronological purposes. If

coiTect, it would, taken in conjunction with the

subsequent notes of time in the books of Kings,

supposing them to be correct also, give, to a year,

the length of the time from the Exodus to the Baby-
lonian Captivity, and establish a perfect connection

between sacred and profane history. But so little

is this the case, that this date is quite irreconcilable

with Egyptian history, and is, as stated above, by
almost universal consent rejected by chronologists,

even on purely Scriptural grounds. This date is

followed by precise synchronistic definitions of the

parallel reigns of Israel and Judah, the effect of

which would be, and must have been designed to

be, to supply the want of accuracy in stating the

length of the reigns without reference to the odd
months. But these synchronistic definitions are in

continual discord with the statement of the length

of reigns. According to 1 K. xxii. 61 Ahaziah
succeeded Ahab in the 17th year of Jehoshaphat.

But according to the statement of the length of

Ahab's reign in xvi. 29, Ahab died in the 18th of

Jehoshaphat; while according to 2 K. i. 17, Jeho-
ram, the son of Ahaziah, succeeded his brother

(after his 2 years' reign) in the second year of

Jehoram the son of Jehoshaphat, though, accord-

ing to the length of the reigns, he must have suc-

ceeded in the 18th or 19th of Jehoshaphat (see 2
K. iii. 1), who reigned, in all, 25 years (1 K. xxii.

42). [Jehoram.] As regards Jehoram the son

of Jehoshaphat, the statements are so contradictory

that Archbishop Usher actually makes three distinct

beginnings to his regnal era: the first when he
was made prorex, to meet 2 K. i. 17 ; the second

when he was associated with his fiifher, 5 years

later, to meet 2 K. viii. IG; the third when his sole

reign commenced, to meet 1 K. xxii. 50, compared
with 42. But as the only purpose of these syn-

chronisms is to give an accurate measure of time,

nothing can be more absurd than to suppose such

variations in the time from which the commence-
ment of the regnal year is dated. It may also here

be remarked that the whole notion of these joint

of whom reigned 11 years, and the latter 41. But
beyond the confusion of the names there is nothing
to support such a notion.
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reigns has not the smallest foundation in fact, and

unluckily does not come into play in the only cases

where there might be any historical probability of

their having occurred, as in the case of Asa's illness

and Uzziah's leprosy. ]'"rom the length of Ama-
ziah's reign, as given 2 K. xiv. 2, 17, 23, it is

manifest that Jeroboam II. began to reign in the

15th year of Amaziah, and that Uzziah began to

reign in the Kith of Jeroboam. But 2 K. xv. 1

places the commencement of Uzziah's reign in the

27th of Jeroboam, and the accession of Zachariah

= the close of Jeroboam's reign, in the 38th of

TJzziah — statements utterly contradictory and

irreconcilable.

Other grave chronological difficulties seem to

have their source in the same erroneous calculations

on the part of the Jewish chronologist. For ex-

ample, one of the cuneiform inscriptions tells us

that IMenahem paid tribute to Assyria in the 8th

year of Tiglath-Pileser (Rawl. Herud. i. 4C9), and
the same inscription passes on directly to speak of

the overthrow of Hezin, who we know was I'ekah's

ally. Now this is scarcely compatible with the

supposition that the remainder of Menahem's reign,

the 2 years of Pekahiah, and 18 or I'j years of

Pekah's reign intervened, as must have been the

case according to 2 K. xvi. 1, xv. 32. But if the

invasion of Judaea was one of the early acts of

Pekah's reign, and the destruction of Kezin fol-

lowed soon after, then we should ha\e a very intel-

ligible course of events as follows. Jlenahem paid

his last tribute to Assyria in the 8th of Tiglath-

Pileser, his suzerain (2 K. xv. 19), which, as he

reigned for some time under Pul, and only reigned

10 years in all, we may assume to ha\e been his

own last year. On the accession of his son Peka-

hiah, Pekah, one of his captains, rebelled against

him, made an alliance with Rezin king of Syria to

throw off the yoke of Assyria, in the course of a

few months dethroned and kMled Pekahiah, and
reigned in his stead, and rapidly followed up his

success by a joint expeditioif against Judah, the

oltject of which was to set up a king who shoidd

strengthen his hands in his rebellion against

Assyria. The king of Assyria, on learning this,

and receiving Ahaz's message for help, immediately

marches to Syria, takes Damascus, conquers and
kills Rezin, invades Israel, and carries away a lai'ge

body of captives (2 K. xv. 29 ), and leaves Pekah to

reign as tributary king over the enfeebled remnant,
till a conspiracy deprived him of his life. Such a
course of events would be consistent with the

cuneiform inscription, and with everything in the

Scripture narrative, except the synchronistic ar-

rangement of the reigns. But of course it is

impossible to affirm that the above was the true

state of the case. Only at present the text and
the cuneiform inscription do not agree, and few

people will be satisfied with the explanation sug-

gested by Mr. Ravvlinson, that " tlie official who
composed, or the workman who engraved, the

Assyrian document, made a mistake in the name,"
and put Menaheni when he should have put Pekah
{Bampt. Led. pp. 13G, 409; Ihrod. i. 468-471).

Again :
" Scripture places only 8 years between

the fall of Samaria and the first invasion of Judaea

by Sennacherib " {i. e. from the 6th to the 14th of

a Lepsius proposes reduc'ng the reign of Manas.seh

to 35 years. lie observes with truth tlie iuiproba-

Dility of Amon having been born in the 45th year

Hezekiah). "The inscriptions (cuneiform) assign-

ing the fall of Samaria to the first year of Sargon,

giving Sargon a reign of at. lead 15 years, and
assigning the first attack on Hezekiah to Sennach-
erib's third year, put an interval of at least 18
years between the two events" (Rawl. Herod, i.

479). This i:^terval is further shown by reference

to the canon of Ptolemy to have amounted in fact

to 22 years. Again, Lepsius {Koitujsb. p. 95-97)
shows with remarkable force of argument that the

14th of Hezekiah could not by possibility fall

earlier than li. c. 692, with reference to Tirhakah's

accession ; but that the additional date of the 3d
of Seimacherib furnished by the cuneiform inscrip-

tions, coupled with the fact given by Berosus, that

the year is. c. 693 was the year of Sennacherib's

accession, fixes the year n. c. 091 as that of Sennach-

erib's invasion, and consequently as the 14th of

Hezekiah. But from b. c. 691 to n. c. 586, when
Jerusalem was destroyed by Nebuciiadnezzar, is an
interval of only 105 years ; whereas the sum of the

regnal years of Judah for the same interval amounts
to 125 years." From which calculations it neces-

sarily follows, both that there is an error in those

figures in the book of Kings which assign the

relative positions of the destruction of Samaria and
Sennacherib's invasion, and also in those which meas-
ure the distance between the invasion of Sennach-
erib and the destruction of Jerusalem. It should,

however, be noted that there is nothing to fix the

fall of Samaria to the reign of Hezekiah but the

statement of the synchronism ; and 2 Chr. xxx. 6,

18, (fee, seems rather to indicate that the kingdom
of Israel had quite ceased in the 1st of Hezekiah.

Many other mmiliers have the same stamp of incor-

rectness. Reholjoam's age is given as 41 at his

accession, 1 K. xiv. 21, and yet we read at 2 Chr.

xiii. 7, that he was "young and tender-hearted"

when he came to the throne. Moreover, if 41 when
lie became king, he must have been born before

Solomon came to the throne, which seems improb-
able, especially in connection with his Ammonitish
mother. In the apocryphal passage moreover in

the Cod. Vat. of the I^XX., which follows 1 K.
xii. 24, his age is said to have been 16 at his

accession, which is much more probable. Accord-
ing to the statement in 2 K. xv. 33, compared with

ver. 2, Uzziah's son and heir Jotham was not born

till his father was 42 years old ; and according to

2 K. xxi. 1, compared with ver. 19, Manasseh's

son and heir Amon was not born till his fiither was
in his 45th year. Still more improbable is the

statement in 2 K. xviii. 2, compared with xvi. 2,

which makes Hezekiah to ha\e been born when his

father was 11 j'ears old : a statement which Bochart

has endeavored to defend with his usual vast erudi-

tion, bu* with little success {Opera, i. 921). But
not only does the incorrectness of the numbers
testify against their genuineness, but in some pas-

sages the structure of the sentence seems to betray

the fact of a later insertion of the chronological

element. We have seen one instance in 1 K. vi. 1.

In like manner at 1 K. xiv. 31, ,xv. 1, 2, we can

see that at some time or other xv. 1 has been

inserted between the two other verses. So again

ver. 9 has been inserted between 8 and 10 ; and xv.

24 must have once stood next to xxii. 42, as xxii.

of liis fatlier's life. Mr. Bosanquet would lower th«

(late of the destruction of Jerusalem to the year B. c.

555.
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50 did to 2 K. viii. 17, at which time the corrupt

ver. 16 had no existence. Yet more manifestly

viii. 24, 26, were once consecutive verses, though

they are now parted by 2.5, whicli is repeated, with

a variation in the numeral, at ix. 29. So also xvi.

1 has been interposed between xv. -38 and xvi. 2.

xviii. 2 is consecutive with xvi. 20. But the plain-

est instance of all is 2 K. xi. 21, xii. 1 (xii. 1 ff.,

Heb.), where the words "In the seventh year of

Jehu, Jehoash. began to reign," could not possibly

have formed part of the original sentence, which

may be seen in its integrity 2 Chr. xxiv. 1. The

disturbance caused in 2 K. xii. by the intrusion of

this clause is somewhat disguised in the LXX. and

the A. V. by the division of Heb. xii. 1 into two

verses, and separate chapters, but is still palpable.

A similar instance is pointed out by Movers in 2

Sam. v., where ver. 3 and 6 are parted by the

introduction of ver. 4, 5 (p. 190). But the diffi-

culty remains of deciding in which of the above

cases the insertion was by the hand of the original

compiler, and in whicli by a later chronologist.

Now when to all this we add that the pages of

Josephus are full, in like manner, of a multitude

of inconsistent chronological schemes, which prevent

his being of any use, in spite of Hales"s praises, in

clearing up chronological difficulties, the proper in-

ference seems to be, that no authoritative, correct,

systematic chronology was originally contained in

the books of Kings, and that the attempt to supply

such afterwards led to the introduction of many
erroneous dates, and probably to the corruption of

some true ones which were originally there. Cer-

tainly the present text contains what are either

confiictiug calculations of antagonistic chronologists,

or enx)rs of careless copyists, which no learning or

ingenuity has ever been able to reduce to the con-

sistency of truth.

II. The peculiarities of diction in them, and other

features in their literary history, may be briefly dis-

posed of. The words noticed by De Wette, § 185,

as indicating their modern date, are the following:

"^THM for /nS, 1 K. xiv. 2. (But this form is also

found in .Judg. xvii. 2, Jer. iv. .30, Ez. xxxvi. 13,

and not once in the later books.) ^mS for "^i^S,

2 K. 1. 1-5. (But this form of HS is found in Lev.

XV. 18, 24; .Josh. xiv. 12; 2 .Sam. xxiv. 24; Is. lix.

21; Jer. x. .5, xii. 1. xix. 10, xx. 11, xxxv. 2; Ez.

xiv. 4, xxvii. 20.) DW"^ for DW^, 1 K. ix. 8.

(But Jer. xix. 8, xlix. 17, are identical in phrase

and orthography.) 'J'^^'H for D"'V*"?» 2 K. xi. 13.

(But everywhere else in Kings, e.
ff. 2 K. xi. 6, &c.,

D"'^"1, which is also universal in Chronicles, an

avowedly later book; and here, as in l"*!)"!!^, 1 K.

xi. 33, there is every appearance of the ] being a

clerical error for the copulative 1 ; see Thenius, /. c.

)

m3*'"T^, 1 K. XX. 14. (But this word occurs

Lam. i. 1, and there is every appearance of its being

a technical word in 1 K. xs. 14, and therefore as

old as the reign of Ahab.) *13 for ipH, 1 K.

iv. 22. (But "13 is used l)y Ez. xiv. 14, and homer

« See Rodiger's Gesen. Heb. Gramm. Bng. tr. p. 6
;

Beil, C/iron. p. 40.

seems to ha\e been then already obsolete.) D^^TT

1 K. xxi, 8, 11. (Occurs in Is. and Jer.) 'D.'},

2 K. XXV. 8. (But as the term evidently came in

with the Chaldees, as seen in liab-shakeh, Rab-saris,

lialj-niag, its ajiplicatiun to the Chaldee general is

no evidence of a time later than the person to whom

the title is given.) Dbtt?, 1 K. viii. 61, &c. (But

there is not a shadow of proof that this expression

belongs to late Hebr. It is found, among other

places, in Is. xxxviii. 3; a passage against the au-

thenticity of which there is also not a shadow of

proof, except upon the presumption that prophetic

intimations and supernatural interventions on the

part of God are impossible.) 7''3Ci7rT, 2 K. xviii.

7. (On what grounds this word is adduced it is

impossible to guess, .since it occurs in this sense in

.Josh., Is., Sam., and Jer.: vid. Gesen.) ]int32,

2 K. xviii. 19. (Is. xxxvi. 4, Eccl. ix. 4. ) H'^'T'in^

2 K. xviii. 26. (But why should not a ./cm', in

Hezekiah's reign, as well as in the time of Nehe-
niiah, have called his mother-tongue " the .lews'

language,'' in opposition to the Ara»i(ennf There
Mas nothing in the Baljylonish Cajjtivity to give it

the name, if it had it not before; nor is there a single

earlier instance— Is. xix. 18 might have furnished

one— of (1717/ name given to the language spoken

by all the Israelites, and which in later times was
called Hebrew : 'E/3poi"(rTi, Prolog. ICcclus. ; Luke

xxiii. 38; John v. 2, &c.)« HS IDSICtt "12'^,

2 K. XXV. 6. (Frequent in Jer. iv. 12, xxxix. 5,

&c.) Theod. Parker adds nHS (see,too, Thenius,

Ki7il. § 6), 1 K. X. 1.5, XX. 24;' 2 K. xviii. 24, on
the presumption probably of its being of Persian

derivation ; but the etymology and origin of the

word are quite uncertain, and it is repeatedly used

in Jer. li., as well as Is. xxxvi. 9. With better

reason might N^^ have been adduced, 1 K. xii.O T T '

33. The expression "^HSn "13^, in 1 K. iv. 24

is also a difficult one to form an impartial opinion

about. It is doubtful, as De Wette admits, whether

the phrase necessarily implies its being used by one

to the east of the luq)hrates, because the use varies

in Num. xxxii. 19, xxxv. 14; Josh. i. 14 fF., v. 1,

xii. 1, 7, xxii. 7; 1 Chr. xxvi. 30; Deut. i. 1, 5,

Ac. It is also concei\able that the phrase might
be used as a mere geographical designation by those

who belonged to one of " the provinces beyond the

river" subject to Babylon: and at the time of the

destruction of Jerusalem, Judaea had been such a

province for at least 23 years, and probably longer.

We may safely affirm therefore, that on the whole

the peculiarities of diction in these liooks do not

indicate a time after the Captivity, or towards the

close of it, but on the contrary point pretty dis-

tinctly to the age of .Jeremiah. And it may be

added, that the marked and systematic differences

lietween the language of Chronicles and that of

Kings, taken with the fact that all attempts to prove

the Chronicles later than Ezra have utterly failed,

lead to the same conclusion. (See many examples

in Movers, p. 200 fF.) Other pecidiar or rare ex-

pressions in these books are the proverbial ones:

T^f^S ^'^FltrO, found only in them and in 1

Sam. XXV. 22, 34, "slept with his fathers," ''him

that dieth in the city, the dogs shall eat," etc.;
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"b^ nipT. nb, i k. ii. a.-}, &c. ; also n;-ii7,

1 K. i. 41 , 45 ; elsewhere only in poetry, and in the

3omposition of proper names, except Ueut. ii. 3G.

n^n'r, i. 9. Dnan?, "fowV'iv. 23. n'ins,

" stalls," V. 6 ; 2 Chr. ix. 25. Dtt nbl^H, v. 13,

is. 15, 21. 3?DD, "a stone-quarry" (Gesen.),

vi. 7. •'^Sb, vi. 17. "innb, 19. D'^l^i^? and

nh27[^2, " wild cucumbers," vi. 18, vii. 24, 2 K.

iv. 39. nip^, X. 28; the names of the months

''DnS, viii. 2, IT, b^3, vi. 37, 38. S12,
" to invent," xii. 33, Neh. vi. 8, in both cases

joined with dhfp. n^bCfi, " an idol," xv. 13.

IV'2. and "l"'?'?n, followed by "^^HS, " to de-

Btroy," xiv. 10, xvi. 3, xxi. 21. D'^jT^T, ^'joints

of the armor," xxii. 34. 2^£i7, " a pursuit," xviii.

27. "ins " to bend one's self," xviii. 42, 2 K. iv.

34, 35. 03117, " to gird up," xviii. 46. "IpM,

" a head-band," xx. 38, 41. pStt7, " to suffice,"

XX. 10. isbn, incert. si'niif. xx. 33. HWV- T ' ° T T

n3^b^, '-to reign," xxi. 7. nTJ"?!?, "a dish,"

2 K. ii. 20. Dbj, " to fold up," ib. 8. Ip.b,

" a herdsman," iii. 4, Am. i. 1. TJ^DS, " an

oil-cup," iv. 2. 7S "F"^n, "to have a care for,"

13; "TlV, " to sneeze," 35; ^'ibp*^, " a bag," 42.

lD'^"in, " a money-bag," v. 23. n3nn, " an

encamping" (?) vi. 8; iTlS, "a feast," 23;

nn^, " descendhig," 9; 3|2, ,;' a cab," 25; "^^n

D''JT", "dove's dung," ib. n23Q, perhaps "a

fly-net," viii. 15. D7'5 ('" sense of " self," as in

Chald. and Samar.), ix. 13. "1^2^, "aheap,"

x. 8; nnnbn, "a vestry," 22; HS^TO, «a

draught-house," 27. ^~j^, " Cherethites," xi. 4,

19, and 2 Sam. xx. 23, Cethib. n3^, " a keeping

off," xi. 0. ~l3^, " an acquaintance," xii. 6.

The form "I'T^. from H^^, " to shoot," xiii. 17.

n'"in"Pi?nn \32, "hostages," xiv. 14, 2 Chr.

XXV. 24. iT'PSnn n"^3, " sick house," xv.

5, 2 Chr. xxvi. 21. b^i^, "before," xv. 10.

ptZ?^^"^, " Damascus," xvi. 10 (perhaps only a

false reading). n5!J"^D, " a pavement," xvi. 17.

Tfp^D, or T[p''iP, " a covered way," xvi. 18.

MSn in Pih. " to do secretly," xvii. 9. iTT'ttJN,
T T •" T •• -:'

.rith ^, 10, only besides Dent. vii. 5, Mic. v. 14.

S72, i. q. niD, xvii. 21 (Cethib). U^Z^l^W,

•« Samaritans," 29. ]nB7n3, " Nehushtan," xviii.
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4. maw, "a pillar," 16. H^-Q nb'3,T . ' ' ' T T ; T T '

" to make peace," 31, Is. xxxvi. 16. Q^'TID,

" that which grows up the third year," xix. 29, Is.

xxxvii. 30. HD? iT^2, "treasure-house," xx.

13, Is. xxxix. 2. np.lpD, part of Jerusalem so

called, xxii. 14, Zeph. i. 10, Neh. xi. 9. nib-TO,

" signs of the Zodiac," xxiii. 5. "I'l")^? " ^ sub-

urb," xxiii. 11. D"^23, " ploughmen," xxv. 12

(Cethib). S3tr?, for n3tt7, " to change," xxv. 29.

To which may be added the architectural terms in

1 K. vi., vii., and the names of foreign idols in 2

Iv. xvii. The general character of the language is,

most distinctly, that of the time before the Baby-
lonish Captivity. But it is worth consideration

whether some traces of dialectic varieties in Judah
and Israel, and of an earlier admixture of Syriasms

in the language of Israel, m.ay not be discovered in

those portions of these books which refer to the

kingdom of Israel. As regards the text, it is far

from being perfect. Besides the errors in numerals,

some of which are probably to be traced to this

source, such passages as 1 K. xv. 6, v. 10, com-
pared with V. 2; 2 K. xv. 30, viii. 16, xvii. 34, are

manifest corruptions of transcribers. In some in-

stances the parallel passage in Chronicles corrects

the eiTor, as 1 K. iv. 26 is corrected by 2 Chr. ix.

25; 2 K. xiv. 21, &c., by 2 Chr. xxvi. 1, &c. So
the probable misplacement of the section 2 K. xxiii.

4-20 is corrected by 2 Chr. xxxiv. 3-7. The sub-

stitution of Azariah for Uzziah in 2 K. xiv. 21,

and throughout 2 K. xv. 1-30, except ver. 13, fol-

lowed by the use of the right name, Uzziah, in vv.

30, 32, 34, is a very curious circumstance. In

Isaiah, in Zechariah (xiv. 5), and in the Chronicles

(except 1 Chr. iii. 12), it is uniformly Uzziah.

Perhaps no other cause is to be sought than the

close resemblance betweem n''"'T27 and n^HTl?,

and the fact that the latter name, Azariah, might

suggest itself more readily to a Levitical scribe.

There can be little doubt that Uzziah was the

king's true name, Azariah that of the high-priest.

(But see Thenius on 1 K. xiv. 21.)

In connection with these literary peculiarities

may be mentioned also some remarkable variations

in the version of the LXX. These consist of trnns-

positio7is, omissioiis., and some considerable addi-

tions, of all which Thenius gives some useful notices

in his Introduction to the books of Kings.

The most important irangposilions are the his-

tory of Shimei's death, 1 K. ii. 36-46, which in

the LXX. (Cod. Yat.) comes after iii. 1, and

divers scraps from chaps, iv., v., and ix., accompanied

by one or two remarks of the translators.

The sections 1 K. iv. 20-25, 2-6, 26, 21, 1, are

strung together and precede 1 K. iii. 2-28, but are

many of them repeated again in their proper

places.

The sections 1 K. iii. 1, ix. 16, 17, are strung

together, and placed between iv. 34 and v. 1.

The section 1 K. vii. 1-12 is placed after vii. 51.

Section viii. 12, 13, is placed after 53.

Section ix. 15-22 is placed after x. 22.

Section xi. 43, xii. 1, 2, 3, is much transposed

and confused in LXX. xi. 43, 44, xii. 1-3.

Section xiv. 1-21 is placed in the midst of the

long addition to Chr. xii. mentioned below.
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Section xxii. 42-50 is placed after xvi. 28. Chaps.

XX. and xxi. are traufsposed.

Section 2 K. iii. 1-3 is placed after 2 K. i. 18.

The omissions are few.

Section I K. vi. 11-14 is entirely omitted, and

37, 38, are only slightly alluded to at the opening

of ch. iii. The erroneous clause 1 K. xv. 6 is

omitted; and so are the dates of Asa's reign in

xvi. 8 and 15; and there are a few verbal omissions

of no consequence.

The chief interest lies in the additions, of which

the principal are tlie following. The supposed

mention of a fountain as among Solomon's works

in the Temple in the passage after 1 K. ii. 35; of

a paved causeway on Lebanon, iii. 4fi ; of Solomon

pointing to the sun at the dedication of the Temple,

before he uttered the prayer, " The Lord said he

would dwell in the thick darkness," etc., viii. 12,

13 (after 53 LXX.), with a reference to the

^i^Kiov TTjs tlSrjs, a passage on which Thenius

relies as proving that the Alexandrian had access

to original documents now lost; the information

that " Joram his brother" perished with Tibni,

xvi. 22; an additional date, "in the 24th year

of Jeroboam," xv. 8; numerous verbal additions,

as xi. 29, xvii. 1, &c. ; and lastly the long pas-

sage concerning Jeroboam the son of Nebat, in-

serted between xii. 24 and 25. There are also

many glosses of the translator, explanatory, or

necessary in consequence of transpositions, as e. [/

1 K. ii. 35, viii. 1, xi. 43, xvii. 20, xix. 2, &c. Of

the above, from the recapitulatory character of the

passage after 1 K. ii. 35, containing in brief the

sum of the things detailed in ch. vii. 21-23, it seems

far more probable that KPHNHN TH2 ATAH2 is

only a corruption of KPINON TOT AlAAM, there

mentioned. The obscure passage about Lebanon

after ii. 46, seems no less certainly to represent

what in the Heb. is ix. 18, 19, as appears l>y the

triple concurrence of Tadmor, Lebanon, and Svva-

CTevfiaTa, representing in/tt^TSp. The strange

mention of the sun seems to be introduced by the

translator to give significance to Solomon's mention

of the House which he had built for God, who had

said He would dwell in the thick d^n-Icness ; not

therefore under tlie unveiled liglit of the sun ; and

the reference to " the book of song" can surely

mean nothing else than to point out that the pas-

sage to which Solomon referred was Ps. xcvii. 2.

Of the other additions the mention of Tibni's

brother Joi-am is the one which has most the sem-

blance of an historical feet, or makes the existence

of any other source of history probable. See too

1 K. XX. 19, 2 K. XV. 25. There remains only the

long passage about Jeroboam. That this account

is only an apocryphal version made up of the exist-

ing materials in the Hebrew Scriptures, after the

manner of 1 Esdras, Bel and the Dragon, the apocry-

phal Esther, the Targums, etc., may be inferred oti

the following grounds. The framework of the story

is given in the very words of the Hebrew narrative,

and that very copiously, and the new matter is only

worked in here and there. Demonstrably therefore

the Hebrew account existed when the Greek one was

framed, and was the original one. The principal

new facts introduced, tlie marriage of Jeroboam to

the sister of Shishak's wife, and his request to be

permitted to return, is a manifest imitation of the

story of Hadad. The misplacement of the story

of Abijah's sickness, and the visit of Jeroboam's

wife to Ahijah the Shilonite, makes the whole

iiistory out of keeping— the disguise of the queen,

the rebuke of Jeroboam's idolatry (which is ac-

cordingly left out from Ahijah's prophecy, as is

the mention at v. 2 of his having told Jeroboam he

should be king), and the king's anxiety about the

recovery of his son and heir. The embellishments

of the story, Jerolioam's chariots, the ampUfica-

tion of Ahijah's address to Ano, the request asked

of Pharaoli, the new garment not unshed in icater,

are precisely such as an embroiderer would add, as

we may see by the apocryphal books above cited.

Then tlie fusing down the three Hebrew names

TTiy4, Tf'S>n'$, and n^"!^, into one ^apipd,

thus giving the same name to the mother of Jero-

boam, and to the city where she dwelt, shows how
comparatively modern the story is, and how com-

pletely of Greek growth. A yet plainer indication

is the confounding Shemaiah of 1 K. xii. 22, with

Shemaiah the Nehelamite of Jer. xxix. 24, 31, and

putting Ahijah's prophecy into his mouth. For

beyond all question 'EvAa/xi, 1 K. xii., is only

another form of AiAa/xiTTjs (Jer. xxxvi. 24, LXX.)-

Then again tlie story is self-contradictory. For if

Jeroboam's child Abijam was not born till a year

or so after Solomon's death, how could " any good

thing toward the Lord God of Israel" have been

found in him before Jeroboam became king? The
one thing in the story that is mori like truth than

the Hebrew narrative is the age given to Rehoboam,

1() years, wliicli may have been preserved in the

iMS. which the writer of this romance had before

him. The calling Jeroboam's mother yvvri TrSpvr]

instead of -yui/r; xvpo^i ^'^* probably accidental.

On the whole then it appears that the great va-

riations in the LXX. contribute little or nothing to

the elucidation of the history contained in these

books, nor much even to the text. The Hebrew

text and arrangement is not in the least shaken in

its main points, nor is there the slightest cloud cast

on the accuracy of the history, or the truthfulness

of the prophecies contained in it. But these varia-

tions illustrate a characteristic tendency of the

Jewish mind to make interesting portions of the

Scriptures the groundwork of separate religious

tales, which they altered or added to according to

their fancy, without any regard to history or chro-

nology, and in which they exercised a peculiar kind

of ingenuity in working up the Scripture materials,

or in inventing circumstances calculated as they

thought to make the main history more probable.

The story of Zerubbabel's answer in 1 Esdr. about

truth, to prepare the way for his mission by Darius;

of the discovery of the imposture of Bel's priests

by Daniel, in Bel and the Dragon; of Mordecai's

dream in the Apocr. I^sther; and the paragraph in

the Talmud inserted to connect 1 K. xvi. 34, with

xvii. 1 (Smith's Socr. Ann., vol. ii. p. 421), are

instances of this. And the reign of Solomon, "

and the remarkable rise of Jeroboam were not un-

likely to exercise tliis propensity of the Hellenistic

Jews. It is to the existence of such works that

the variations in the LXX. account of Solomon

and Jeroboam may most probably be attributed.

Another feature in the literary condition of our

books must just be noticed, namely that the compiler,

a A later tale of Solomon's wisdom, in imitation of

the jutlgment of the two women, told in the Talmud,
maybe seen in Curiosities (tf Literature, i. ^6.

Talmud contains many more.

The
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in arranging his materials, and adopting the very

words of the documents used by him, has not always

been careful to avoid the tippeamnce, of contradic-

tion. Thus the mention of the staves of the ark

remaining in their place " unto this day," 1 K.

viii. 8, does not accord with the account of the de-

struction of the Temple 2 K. xxv. 0. The mention

of Elijah as the only prophet of the Lord left, 1 K.

xviii. 2-2, xix. 10, has an appearance of disagree-

ment with xs. 13, 28, 35, &c., though xviii. 4,

xix. 18, supply, it is true, a ready answer. In

1 K. xxi. 13, only Naboth is mentioned, while in

2 K. ix. 26, his sons are added. The prediction

in 1 K. xix. 15-17 has no perfect fulfillment in the

following chapters. 1 K. xxii. 38 does not seem

t« be a fulfillment of xxi. 19.« The declaration in

1 K. ix. 22 does not seem in harmony with xi. 28.

There are also some singular repetitions, as 1 K.

xiv. 21 compared with 31; 2 K. ix. 2i) with viii.

25; xiv. 15, IG witli xiii. 12, 13. But it is enough

just to have pointed these out, as no real difficulty

can be found in them.

III. As regards the authorship of these books,

but little difficulty presents itself. The Jewish

tradition which ascribes them to Jeremiah, is borne

out by the strongest internal evidence, in addition

to that of the language. The last chapter, espe-

cially as compared with the last chapter of the

Chronicles, bears distinct traces of having been

written by one who did not go into captivity, but

remained in Judisa, after the destruction of the

Temple. This suits Jeremiah.'' The events singled

out for mention in the concise narrative, are pre-

cisely those of which he liad personal knowledge,

and in which he took special interest. The famine

in 2 K. xxv. 3 was one which had nearly cost Jere-

miah his life (Jer. xxxviii. 9). The capture of the

city, the flight and capture of Zedekiah, the judg-

ment and punishment of Zedekiah and his sons at

Kiblali, are related in 2 K. xxv. 1-7, in almost the

identical words which we read in Jer. xxxix. 1-7.

So are the breaking down and.^urning of the Tem-

ple, the king's palace, and the houses of the great

men, the deportation to Babylon of the fugitives

and the surviving inhabitants of Jerusalem and

Judoea. The intimate knowledge of what Nebuzar-

adau did, both in respect to those selected for capi-

tal punishment, and those carried away captive, and

those poor whom he left in the land, displayed by

the writer of 2 K. xxv. 11, 12, 18-21, is fully ex-

plained by Jer. xxxix. 10-14, xl. 1-5, where we

read that Jeremiali was actually one of the captives

who followed Neimzar-adan as far as Kaniah, and

was very kindly treated by him. The careful enu-

meration of the pillars and of the sacred vessels of

the Temple which were i>lundered by the Chal-

daeans, tallies exactly with the prediction of Jere-

miah concerning them, xxvii. 10-22. The paragraph

concerning the appointment of Gedaliah as governor

of the remnant, and his murder by Ishmael, and

the flight of the Jews into Egypt, is merely an

abridged account of what Jeremiah tells us more

fully, xl.-xliii. 7, and are events in which he was

personally deeply concerned. The writer in Kings

has nothing more to tell us concerning the Jews or

Chaldees in the land of Judah, which exactly

agrees with the hypothesis that he is Jeremiah,

who we know was carried down to Egypt with the

fugitives. In fact, the date of the writing and the

position of the writer seem as clearly marked by

the termination of the narrative at v. 20, as in the

case of the Acts of the Apostles.'^ It may be

added, though the argument is of less weight,

that the annexation of this chapter to the writings

of Jeremiah so as to form Jer. Hi. (with the addi-

tional clause contained 28-30), is an evidence of a

very ancient, if not a contemporary belief, that

Jeremiah was the author of it. Again, the special

mention of Seraiah the high-priest, and Zephan-

iah, the second priest, as slain by Nebuzar-

adan (v. 18), together with three other priests,'' is

very significant when taken in connection' with Jer.

xxi. 1, xxix. 25-29, passages which show that Zeph-

aniah belonged to the faction which opposed the

prophet, a faction which was headed by priests and

false prophets (Jer. xxvi. 7, 8, 11, IG). Goinjj

back to the xxivth chapter, we find in ver. 14 an

enumeration of the caiitives taken with Jehoiachin

identical with that in Jer. xxiv. 1 ; in ver. 13, a

reference to the vessels of the Temple precisely

similar to that in Jer. xxvii. 18-20, xxviii. 3, 6,

and in vv. 3, 4, a reference to the idolatries and

bloodshed of Manasseh very similar to those in Jer.

ii. 34, xix. 4-8, &c., a reference which also con-

nects ch. xxiv. with xxi. 6, 13-lG. In ver. 2 the

enumeration of the hostile nations, and the refer-

ence to the prophets of God, point directly to

.ler. xxv. 9, 20, 21, and the reference to Pharaoh

Necho in ver. 7 points to ver. 19, and to xlvi.

1-12. Brief as the narrative is, it brings out

all the chief points in the political events of the

time which we know were much in .leremiah"s

a For a discussion of this difficulty see Naboth, Jez-

REEL. Tlae simplest cxplauatiou is that Naboth was

stoned at Samaria, since we find the elders of Jezreel at

Samaria, 2 K. x. 1. Thus both the spot where

Naboth's blood flowed, and his vineyard at Jezreel,

were the scene of righteous retribution.

b De Wette cites from Havernick and Movers, 1 K.

ix. 8, 9, comp. with .ler. xxii. 8 ; 2 K. xvii. 13, 14,

couip. witli Jer. vii. 13, 24 ; 2 K. xxi. 12, comp. with

.ler. xix. 3 : and the identity of Jer. Hi. with 2 K. xxiv.

18 £[.. xxv., as the strongest passages in favor of

.luvemiah's authorship, which, however, he repudiates,

on the ground that 2 K. xxv. 27-30 could not have

been written by him. A weaker ground can scarcely

be imagined. .ler. xv. 1 may also be cited as con-

necting the compilation of the books of Samuel with

Jeremiah. Compare further 1 K. viii. 51 with Jer.

xi. 4.

L' The last four verses, relative to Jehoiachin, arc

equally a supplement whether added by the author or

by some later hand. There is nothing impossible in

the suppo-sitiou of Jeremiah having survived till tfie

37th of Jehoiachiu's captivity , though he would have

been between 80 and 90. There is something touch-

ing in the idea of this gleam of joy having reached

tlie prophet In his old age, and of his having addel

these few words to his long-finished history of his

nation.

<l These priests, of very high rank, called '^'H^ti?

PlDn ' keepers of the door," i. e. of the three prin-

cipal entrances to the Temple, are not to be con-

founded with the porters, who were Levites. We are

expressly told in 2 K. xii. 10 (9, A. \.) that these

" keepers " were priests. 2 K. xxii. 4, xxiii. 4, with

xii. 10 and xxv. 18, clearly point out the rank of

these officers as next in dignity to the second priest, or

sagan. [IIigh-Priest, vol. ii. p. 1069.] Josephus calls

them Tous (|)uAd(T<roi'Ta9 to Upov jjyefioi'as. 'I'be ex-

pression ?)Sn '''yOW, is however also applied to

the Levites in 2 Chr. .xxxiv. 9, 1 Ohr. ix. 19. [KOBA-

BriE.]
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mind; and yet, which is exceedingly remarkable,

Jeremiah is never once named (as he is in 2 Chr.

xxxvi. 12, 21), although the manner of the writer

is frequently to connect the suflerings of Judah
with their sins and their neglect of the Word of

God, 2 K. xvii. 13 ff., xxiv. 2, 3, &c. And this

leads to another striking coincidence between that

portion of the history which belongs to Jeremiah's

times, and the writings of Jeremiah himself. De
AVette speaks of the superficial character of the

history of Jeremiah's times as hostile to the theory

of Jeremiah's authorship. Now, considering the

nature of these annals, and their conciseness, this

criticism seems very unfounded as regards the reigns

of Josiah, .Jehoahaz, Jehoiachin, and Zedekiah. It

must, however, be acknowledged that as regards

Jelioiakim's reign, and especially the latter part of

it, and the way in which he came by his death, the

narrative is much more meagre than one would

have expected from a contemporary writer, living

on the spot. But exactl}' the same paucity of infor-

mation is found in those otherwise copious notices of

contemporary events with which Jeremiah's proph-

ecies are interspersed. Let any one open, e. <j.

Townsend's " ^rrawyemejii," or Geneste's ''•Par-

allel /Jistories," and he will see at a glance how
remarkably little light Jeremiah's narrative or

prophecies throw upon the latter part of.lehoiakim's

reign. The cause of this silence may be difficult

to assign, but whatever it was, whether absence

from Jerusalem, possibly on the mission described,

Jer. xiii.,a or imprisonment, or any other impedi-

ment, it operated equally on Jeremiah and on the

writer of 2 K. xxiv. When it is borne in mind
that the writer of 2 K. was a contemporary wniter,

and, if not Jeremiah, must have had independent

means of information, this coincidence will have

great weight.

Going back to the reign of Josiah, in the xxiii.

and xxii. chapters, the connection of the destruction

of Jerusalem with Manasseh's transgressions, and

the comparison of it to the destruction of Samaria,

vv. 26, 27, lead us back to xxi. 10-13, and that

passage leads us to Jer. vii. 15, xv. 4, xix. 3, 4, &c.

The particular account of Josiah's passover, and

his other good works, the reference in vv. 24, 25

to the law of Moses, and the finding of the Book

by Hilkiah the priest, with the fuller account of

that discovery in ch. xxii., exactly suit Jeremiah,

who began his prophetic office in the 13th of

Josiah; whose xith chap, refers repeatedly to the

book thus found ; and who showed his attachment

to Josiah by writing a lamentation on his death

(2 Chr. XXXV. 25), and whose writings show liow

much he made use of the copy of Deuteronomy so

found. [Jerkmiah, Hilkiah.] With Josiah's

reign (although we may even in earlier times hit

upon occasional resemblances, such for instance as

the silence concerning JManasseh's repentance in

both), necessarily cease all strongly marked char-

acters of Jeremiah's authorship. For though the

general unity and continuity of plan (which, as

already oliserved, pervades not only the books of

Kings, but those of Samuel, Ruth, and Judges

likewise,) lead us to assign the whole history in a

certain sense to one author, and enable us to carry

a The prophet does not tell us that he returned to

Jerusalem after hiding his girdle in the Euphrates.

The " many days " spoken of in ver. 6 may have been

ppeiit among the Captivity at Babylon. [Jeremuh, p.

1257.] lie may have returned ju.*' after Jehoiakim's

to the account of the whole book the proofs derived

from the closing chapters, yet it nmst be borne in

mind that the authorship of tliose parts of the his-

tory of which Jeremiah was not an eye-witness, that

is, of all before the reign of Josiah, would have
consisted merely in selecting, arranging, inserting

the connecting phrases, and, when necessary, slightly

modernizing (see Thenius, Einleit. § 2) the old his-

tories which had been drawn up liy contemporary

prophets through the whole period of time. See
e. <j. 1 K. xiii. 32. For, as regards the sources of'

information, it may truly be said that we have the

narrative of contemporary writers throughout. It

has already been observed [Chronicles] that

there was a regular series of state-annals both for

the kingdom of Judah and for that of Israel, which
embraced the whole time comprehended in the

books of Kings, or at least to the end of the reign

of Jehoiakim, 2 K. xxiv. 5. These annals are

constantly cited by name as " the Book of the Acts
of Solomon," 1 K. xi. 41; and, after Solomon,
" the Book of the Chronicles of the Kings of

Judah, or Israel," e. g. 1 K. xiv. 29, xv. 7, xvi. 5,

14, 20; 2 K. x. 34, xxiv. 5, &c., and it is manifest
that the author of Kings had them both before

him, while he drew up his history, in which
the reigns of the two kingdoms are harmonized,
and these aimals constantly ai)pealed to. But in

addition to these national annals, there were also

extant, at the time that the l)Ooks of Kings were
compiled, separate works of the several prophets

who had lived in Judah and Israel, and which
probably bore the same relation to the annals,

which the historical parts of Isaiah and Jeremiah
bear to those portions of the annals preserved in the

books of Kings, i. e. were, in some instances at

least, fuller and more copious accounts of the cur-

rent events, by the same hands which drew up the

more concise narrative of the annals, though in

others perhaps mere duphcates. Thus the acts of

Uzziah, written by Isaiah, were very likely identical

with the history of his reign in the national chron-
icles ; and part of the history of Hezekiah we know
was identical in the chronicles and in the projihet.

The chapter in Jeremiah relating to the destruction

of the Temple (lii.) is identical with that in 2 K.
xxiv., XXV. In later times we have supposed that

a chapter in the prophecies of Daniel was used for

the national chronicles, and appears as Ezr. ch. i.

[Ezra, Book of.] Compare also 2 K. xvi. 5,

with Is. vii. 1; 2 K. xviii. 8, with Is. xiv. 28-32.

As an instance of \erbal agreement, coupled with

greater fullness in the proplietic account, see 2 K.
XX. compared with Is. xxxviii., in which latter alone

is Ilezekiah's loriliny given.

These other works, then, as far as the memory of

them has been preserved to us, 'were as follows (see

Keil's Apoloy. Vers.). For the time of David, the

book of Samuel the seer, the book of Nathan the

prophet, and the book of (iad the seer (2 Sam.
xxi.-xxiv. with 1 K. 1, being probably extracted

from Nathan's book), which seem to have been

collected— at least that portion of them relating

to David— into one work called " the Acts of

David the King," 1 Chr. xxix. 29. For the time

of Solomon, " the Book of the Acts of Solomon,"

death ; and " the king and the queen," in ver. 18,

may mean Jehoiachin and his mother. Comp. 2 K.
xxiv. 12, 15, which would be the fulfillment of Jer

xiii. 18, 19.
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1 K. xi. 41, consisting probably of parts of the

" book of Nathan the prophet, the prophecy of

Ahijah the Shilonite, and the visions of Iddo the

seer," 2 Chr. ix. 29. For the time of Rehoboam,
" the words of Shemaiah tlie prophet, and of Iddo

the seer concerning genealogies," 2 Chr. xii. 15.

For the time of Abijah, " the story (ti7n"T?2) « of

the prophet Iddo," 2 Chr. xiii. 22. For the time

of Jehoshaphat, " the words of Jehu the son of

Hanaiii," 2 Chr. xx. 31. For the time of Uzziah,

" tlie writings of Isaiah tlie prophet," 2 Chr. xxvi.

22. For the time of Hezeiviah, " the vision of

Isaiah the prophet, the son of Amoz," 2 Chr. xxxii.

32. For the time of Manasseh, a book called " the

sayings of the seers," as the A. V., following the

LXX., Vulg., Kimchi, etc., rightly renders the

passage, in accordance with ver. 18, 2 Chr. xxxiii.

19, though otiiers, following the grammar too

servilely, make Chozai a proper name, because of

the absence of the article. [Chronicles, vol. i.

p. 431.] For the time of Jerolx)am II., a prophecy

of " Jonah, the son of Amittai the prophet, of

Gath-hepher," is cited, 2 K. xiv. 2.5; and it seems

likely that there were books containing special his-

tories of the acts of Elijah and Elisha, seeing that

the times of these prophets are described with such

copiousness. Of the latter Gehazi might well have

been the author, to judge from 2 K. viii. 4, 5, as

Elisha himself might have been of the former.

Possibly too the prophecies of Azariah the son of

Oded, in Asa's reign, 2 Chr. xv. 1, and of Hanani

(2 Chr. xvi. 7) (unless tliis latter is the same as

Jehu son of Hanani, as Oded is put for Azariah in

XV. 8) and Micaiah the son of Inilah, in xihab's

reign; and Eliezer the son of Dodavah, in Jehoslia-

phat's; and Zechariah the son of Jehoiada, in

Jehoash's; and Oded, in Pekah's; and Zechariah,

in Uzziah's reign; of the proplietess Huldah, in

Jpsiah's, and others, may have been preserved in

writing, some or all of them. Tliese works, or at

least many of them, nmst have been extant at the

time when the books of Kings were compiled, as

they certainly were much later when the books of

Chronicles were put together by Ezra. But

whether the author used them all, or only tliose

duplicate portions of them which were embodied

in the national chronicles, it is impossible to say,

seeing he quotes none of them by name except the

Acts of Solomon, and the prophecy of Jonah. On
the other hand, we cannot infer from his silence

that these books were unused by him, seeing that

neither does he quote by name the Vision of Isaiah

as the Chronicler does, though he must, from its

recent date, liave been familiar with it, and that so

many parts of his narrative have every appearance

of being extracted from tliese books of the prophets,

and contain narratives which it is not likely would

have found a place in the chronicles of the kings.

(See 1 K. xiv. 4, &c., xvi. 1, &c., xi. ; 2 K.

xvii., &c.)

With regard to the work so often cited in the

Chronicles as " the Book of the Kings of Israel and

Judah," 1 Chr. ix. 1; 2 Clir. xvi. 11, xxvii. 7,

xxviii. 2G, xxxii. 32, xxxv. 27, xxxvi. 8, it has been

thought by some that it was a separate collection

containing the joint histories of the two kingdoms;

a Movers thinks the term ^7"^^T3 implies trans-

lation from older works.

6 Thenius comes to the same conclusion {Einleit.

98

by others that it is our books of Kings which answer

to this description; but by Eichliorn, that it is the

same as the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah so

constantly cited in the books of Kings; and this

last opinion seems the best founded. For in 2 Chr.

xvi. 11, the same book isi flailed "the Book of the

Kings of Judah and Israel," which in the parallel

passage, 1 K. xv. 23, is called " the Book of the

Clu-onicles of the Ivings of Judah." So again, 2

Chr. xxvii. 7, comp. with 2 K. xv. 36 ; 2 Chr.

xxviii. 26, comp. with 2 K. xvi. 19 ; 2 Chr. xxxii.

32, comp. with 2 K. xx. 20; 2 Chr. xxxv. 27. with

2 K. xxiii. 28 ; 2 Chr. xxxvi. 8, with 2 K. xxiv. 5.

Moreover the book so quoted refers exclusively to

the affairs of Judah ; and even in the one passage

wliere reference is made to it as " the Book of the

Kings of Israel," 2 Chr. xx. 34, it is for the reign

of Jehoshaphat that it is cited. Obviously, there-

fore, it is the same work which is elsewhere

described as the Chr. of Israel and Judah, and of

Judah and Jsraelfi Nor is this an unreasonable

title to give to these chronicles. Saul, David, Solo-

mon, and in some sense Uezekiah, 2 Chr. xxx. 1,

5, 6, and all his successors were kings of Israel as

well as of Judah, and therefore it is very con-

ceivable that in Ezra's time the chronicles of Judah
should have acquired the name of the Book of the

Kings of Israel and Judah. l'^\en with regard to

a portion of Israel in the days of Kehoboam, the

Chronicler remarks, apparently as a matter of

gratulation, that " Keliolioam reigned over them,"

2 Chr. X. 17 ; he notices Abijah's authority in

portions of the Israelitish territory, 2 Chr. xiii.

18, 19, XV. 8, 9 ; he not unfrequently speaks of

Israel, when the kingdom of Judah is the matter

in hand, as 2 Chr. xii. 1, xxi. 4, xxiii. 2, &c., and
even calls Jehoshaphat " King of Israel," 2 Chr.

xxi. 2, and distinguishes " Israel and Judah," from
" Ephraim and Manasseh," xxx. 1; he notices

Hezekiah's authority from Dan to Beer-sheba, 2

Chr. xxx. 5, and Josiah's destruction of idols

througliout all the land of Israel, xxxiv. 6-9, and

his passover for all Israel, xxxv. 17, 18, and seems

to parade the title " Kin(/ of' Israel" in connection

with David and Solomon, xxxv. 3, 4, and the

relation of the Levites to "all Israel,'' ver. 3;

and therefore it is only in accordance with the

feeling displayed in such passages that the name,

"the Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah"
should be given to the chronicles of the Jewish

kingdom. The use of this term in speaking of the

'•Kings of Israel and Judah who were carried

away to Babylon for their transgression," 1 Chr.

ix. 1, would be conclusive, if the construction of

the sentence were certain. But though it is absurd

to separate the words " and Judah " from Israel,

as Bertheau does {Kurzr/vf. Exeg. Ilandb.), follow-

ing the Masoretic punctuation, seeing tiiat the

" Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah" is

cited in at least six other places in Chr., still it is

possible that Israel and Judah might lie tlie

antecedent to the pronoun understood before •'/^rT-

It seems, however, much more likely that the ante-

cedent to ~)tt7S is "T^^^ "£»'' ''3^'?. On the

whole, therefore, there is no evidence of the exist-

ence in the time of the Chronicler of a history,

§ 3). It is cited in 2 Chr. xxiv. 27 as " the story "

— the Midrash — tt7"1^D of the book of the Kings.

Comp 2 K. xii. 19.
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since lost, of the two kingdoms, nor are the hooks

of Kings the work so quoted b}' the Chronicler,

seeing he often refers to it for " the rest of the acts
"

of Kings, when he has already given all that is

contained in our books of Kings. lie refers there-

fore to the chronicles of Judali. From the aljove

authentic sources then was compiled the history in

the books under consideration. Judging from the

focts that we have in 2 K. xviii., xix., xx., the his-

tory of Hezekiah in the very words of Isaiah,

xxxvi.-xxxix. ; that, as stated above, we have

several passages from .Jeremiah in duplicate in 2 K.,

and the whole of Jer. lii. in 2 K. xxiv. 18, &c.,

xxv. ; that so large a portion of the books of Kings

is repeated in the books of Chronicles, though the

writer of Chronicles had the original chronicles

also before him, as well as from the whole internal

character of tlie narrative, and e\en some of the

blemishes referred to under the 2d head; we maj'

conclude with certainty that we have in the books

of Kings, not only in the main the history faith-

fully preserved to us from the ancient chronicles,

but most frequently whole passages transferred

verbatim into them. Occasionally, no doubt, we
have the compiler's own comments or reflections

thrown in, a^ at 2 K. xxi. lO-lfi, xvii. 10-15, xiii.

23, xvii. 7-4' &c. We connect the insertion of

the prophec) m 1 K. xiii. with the fact that the

compiler himself was an eye-witness of the fulfill-

ment of it, and can even see how the I'-virh ascribed

to the old prophet are of the age of the compiler."

We can perhaps see his hand in the frequent

repetition on the review of each reign of the

remark, " the high places were not taken away,

the people still sacrificed and burnt incense on the

high places," 1 K. xxii. 43; 2 K. xii. 3, xiv. 4, xv.

4, 35; cf. 1 K. iii. 3, and in the repeated observa-

tion that such and such things, as the staves by

which the ark was liorne, the revolt of the 10

tribes, the rebellion of F^dom, etc., continue " inito

this day," though it may be perhaps doulited in

some ca.ses whether these words were not in the old

chronicle (2 Chr. v. 9). See 1 K. viii. 8, ix. 13,

21, X. 12, xii. 19; 2 K. ii. 22, viii. 22, x. 27, xiii.

23, xiv. 7, xvi. 6, xvii. 23, 34, 41, xxiii. 25. It is,

however, remarkable that in no instance does the

use of this phrase lead us to suppose that it was

penned after the destruction of the Teni))le: in

several of the al)Ove instances the plirase necessarily

supposes that the Temple and the kingdom of

Judah were still standing. If the phrase then is

the compiler's, it proves him to ha\e written before

the Babylonish Captivity; if it was a part of the

chronicle he was quoting, it shows how exactly he

transfeiTed its contents to his own pages.

IV. As regards tiie leiation of the books of

Kings to those of Chronicles, it is manifest, and is

universally admitted, that tlie former is by far

the older work. The language, which is quite free

from the Persicisms of the Chronicles and their

late orthography, and is not at all more Aramaic

than the language of Jeremiah, as has been shown

above (II.), clearly points out its relative superiority

in regard to age. Its subject also, embracing the

kingdom of Israel as well as Judah, is another

indication of its composition before the kingdom

of Israel was forgotten, and before the Jewish

enmity to Samaria, which is apparent in such

passages as 2 Chr. xx. 37, xxv., and in those

a V. 32. The phrase ' the cities of Samaria " of

course cannot belong tc the age of Jerohoam.

chapters of Ezra (i.-vi.) which belong to Chroni-

cles, was brought to maturity. While the books

of Chronicles therefore were written especially for

the Jews after their return from Babylon, the

book of Kings was written for the whole of Israel,

before their common national existence was hope-

lessly quenched.

Another comparison of considerable interest be-

tween the two histories may be drawn in respect to

the main design, that design having a marked
relation both to the individual station of the sup-

posed writers, and the peculiar circumstances of

their country at the times of their writing.

Jeremiah was himself a prophet. He lived while

the prophetic office was in fidl vigor, in his own
person, in P^zekiel, and Daniel, and many others,

both true and ftilse. In his eyes, as in truth, the

main cause of the fearful calamities of his country-

men was their rejection and contempt of the Word
of God in his mouth and that of the other proph-

ets; and the one hope of deliverance lay in their

hearkening to the prophets who still continued to

speak to them in the name of the Lord. Accord-

ingly, we find in the books of Kings great promi-

nence given to the prophetic office. Not only are

some fourteen chapters devoted more or less to the

history of I-lijah and h'lisha, the former of whom
is but once named, and the latter not once in the

Chronicles; but besides the many passages in which

the names and sayings of prophets are recorded

alike in ' both histories, the following may be cited

as instances in which the compiler of Kings has

notices of the prophets which are peculiar to him-

self. The history of the prophet who went from

Judah to Bethel in the reign of Jeroboam, ai;d ot

the old prophet and his sons who dwelt at Bethel,

1 K. xiii.; the story of Ahijah the prophet and

Jeroboam's wife in 1 K. xiv.; the prophecy of Jehu

the son of Hanani concerning the house of Baasha,

1 K. xvi. ; the reference to the fulfillment of the

Word of God in the termination of Jehu's dynasty,

in 2 K. XV. 12; the reflections in 2 K. xvii. 7-23;

and above all, as relating entirely to Ju<lah, the

narrative of Hezekiah's sickness and recovery in 2

K. XX. as contrasted with that in 2 Chr. xxxii.,

may be cited as instances of that prominence given

to prophecy and prophets by the compiler of the

book of Kings, which is also especially noticed by

De Wette. §183, and Parker, transl. p. 233.

This view is further confirmed if we take into

account the lengthened history if Samuel the

prophet, in 1 Sam. (while he is bul barely named
two or three times in the Chronicles), a circum-

stance, by the way, strongly connecting the books

of Samuel with those of Kings.

Ezi-a. on the contrary, was only a priest. In h's

days the prophetic office had wholly fallen into

abeyance. That evidence of the Jews being the

people of God, which consisted in the presence of

prophets among them, was no more. But to the

men of his generation, the distinctive mark of the

continuance of God's favor to their race was the

rebuilding of the Temple iit Jerusalem, the restora-

tion of the daily sacrifice and the Levitical worship,

and the wonderful and providential renewal of the

Mosaic institutions. The chief instrument, too, for

preserving the Jewish remnant from absorption into

the mass of heathenism, and for maintaining their

national life till the coming of Jlessiah, was the

maintenance of the Temple, its ministers, and its

services. Hence we see at once that the chief care

of a sood and enlightened Jew of the age of Ezra.
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and all the more if he were himself a priest, would

naturally be to enhance the value of the Levitical

ritual, and the dignity of the Levitical caste. And
in compiling a history of the past glories of his

race, he would as naturally select such passages

as especially bore upon the sanctity of the priestly

office, and showed the deep concern taken by their

ancestors in all that related, to the honor of God's

House, and the support of his ministering servants.

Hence the Levitical character of the books of

Chronicles, and the presence of several detailed

narratives not found in the books of Kings, and

the more frequent reference to the IMosaic institu-

tions, may most naturally and simply be accounted

for, without resorting to the absurd hypothesis that

the ceremonial law was an invention subsequent to

the Captivity. 2 Chr. xxix., xxx., xxxi. compared

with 2 K. xviii. is perhaps as good a specimen as

can be selected of the distinctive spirit of the

Chronicles. See also 2 Chr. xxvi. lG-21, comp.

with 2 K. XV. 5; 2 Chr. xi. 13-17, xiii. 9-20, xv.

1-15, xxiii. 2-8, comp. with 2 K. xi. .5-9, and vv.

18, 19, comp. with ver. 18, and many other pas-

sages, ^lureover, upon the principle that the

sacred writers were influenced by natural feelings

in their selection of their materials, it seems most

appropriate that while the prophetical writer in

Kings deals very fully with the kingdom of Israel,

in which the prophets were much more illustrious

than in Judah, the Levitical writer, on the contrary,

should concentrate all his thoughts round .Jerusalem

where alone the Levitical caste had all its power

and functions, and should dwell upon all the

instances preserved in existing muniments of the

deeds and even the minutest ministrations of the

priests and Levites, as well as of their faithfulness

and sutferings in the cause of truth. This pro-

fessional bias is so true to nature, that it is

surprising that any one should be found to raise

an objection from it. Its subserviency in this

instance to the Divine purposes and the instruction

of the Church, is an interesting^ example of the

providential government of God. It may be

further mentioned as tending to account simply

and naturally for the difference in some of the nar-

ratives in the books of Kings and (Jhronicles

respectively, that whereas the compiler of Kings
usually quotes the Book of the Chronicles of the

Kings of .ludah, the writer of Chronicles very fre-

quently refers to those books of the contemporary
prophets which we presume to have contained more
copious accounts of the same reigns. This appears

remarkably in the parallel passages in 1 K. xi. 41;

2 Chr. ix. 29, where the writer of Kings refers for

" the rest of Solomon's acts " to the " book of the

acts of Solomon," while the writer of Chronicles

refers to "the book of Nathan the prophet" and
"the prophecy of Ahijah the Shilonite," and "the
visions of Iddo the seer against .Jeroboam the son

of Nebat; " and hi 1 K. xiv. 29, and 2 Chr. xii. 15,

where the writer of Kings sums up his history of

Rehoboam with the words, " Now the rest of the

acts of liehoboam and all that he did, are they not
written in the Bo<ik of the. Chroniclts of the Kinijs

of Judah f" whereas the chronicler substitutes "m
the Bcok of Shemaiah the jirojihet, ami of IdJo
the seer cancer iiiiif/ ffeiiedlof/ii'n ; " and in 1 K.
xxii. 45, where " the Book of the Chronicles of the

Kings of Judah" stands instead of "the Book of

Jehu the son of Hanani," in 2 Chr. xx. 34.

Besides which, the very formula so frequently

used, " the rest of the acts of so and so, and all

that he did," etc., necessarily supposes that there
were in the chronicles of each reign, and in the
other works cited, many things recorded which the
compiler did not transcribe, and which of course
it was open to any other compiler to insert in his

narrative if he pleased, vlf then the chronicler,

writing with a different motive and different pre-
dilections, and in a different age, had access to the
same original documents from which the author of
Kings drew his materials, it is only what was to

be expected, that he should omit or abridge some
things given in detail in the books of Kings, and
should insert, or give in detail, some things which
the author of Kings had omitted, or given very
briefly. The following passages which are placed

side by side are examples of these opposite methods
of treating the same subject on the part of the two
writers :

—
Full ill Kings.

1 K. i., ii. give in detail

the circumstances of Solo-

mon's accession , tlie con-

spiracy of Adonijah, Joab,

Abiathar, etc., and sub-

stitution of Zadok in the

priest's office iu room of

Abiathar, the submission

of Adonijah and all his

party, Joab's death, etc.

1 K. iii. 5-14.

Ver. (3. " And Solomon
said, Thou hast showed
unto thy servant David my
fatlier great mercy, ac-

cording as he walked be-

fore Thee in truth, and in

righteousness, and in up-

rightuess of lieart with

Thee ; and Thou hast kept

for him this great kind-

ness, that Thou hast given

him a sou to sit on his

throne, as it is this day."

7, 8, 9, 10. " And the

speech pleased the Lord,

that Solomon had asked

this thing."

11. " And God said unto
him," etc.

13. "... like unto thee

all thy days."

14. " And if thou wilt

walk in my ways, and
keep my statutes and my
commandments as thy
father David did walk,

then I will lengthen thy

days."

15. " And Solomon a-

woke, and behold it was
a dream. And he came
to Jerusalem, and stood

before the ark of the cov-

enant of the Lord, and
olTcred up burnt-offer-

ings, and offered peace-

offerings, and made a feast

to all his servants."

Short ill Chronicles

1 Chr xxix. 22-24.

" And they made Solo-

mon the son of David king
the second time, and
anointed him unto the

Lord to be the chief gov-

ernor, and Zadok to be

priest. Then Solomon sat

on the throne of the Lord
as king instead of David
his father, and prospered,

and all Israel obeyed him.

And all the princes and
the mighty men, and all

the sons likewise of king

David, submitted tliem-

selves unto Solomon the

king."

2 Chr. i. 7-12.

Ver. 8. " And Solomon
said unto God, Thou hast

shewed great mercy unto

David my father,

and hast made me to

reign in his stead."

11. "And God said to

Solomon," etc.

12. "... any after thee

have the like."

13. " Then Solomon
came from liis journey to

the high place tliat was al

Gibeon to Jerusalem, from
before the tabernacle of

the congregation,
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Full in Kings.

16-28. Solomon's judg-

ment.

iv. 1. " So king Solo-

mon was king oyer all

Israel."

2-19. Containing a list

of Solomon's officers.

xi. 1-40. Containing his-

tory of Solomon's idolatry,

and the enmity of Hadad,
and Rezon, and Jeroboam
against liim.

xii. 2. " Who was yet in

Egypt."' The omission of

the word ' yet " in Chron.

is of course accounted for

by his flight to Egypt not

having been narrated by
the chronicler.

1 K. xiv. 22-24.

A detailed account of

the idolatries of Judah in

the reign of Rehoboam.

1 K. XV. 18.

" Then Asa took all the

silver and the gold that

were left in the treasures

of the house of the Lord,

and the treasures of the

king's house, and deliv-

ered them into the hand
of his servants ; and king

Asa sent them to Benha-

dad the son of Tabrimon,

the son of Ilezion, king of

Syria, that dwelt at Da-

mascus, saying, There is

a league," etc.

2 K. xvi. 10-16.

A detailed account of

Ahaz's visit to Damascus,
and setting up an altar in

the temple at Jerusalem

after the pattern of one at

Damascus. Urijah's sub-

serviency, etc.

XX. 1-19.

Hezekiah's sickness,

prayer, and recovery, with

Isaiah's prophecy, and the

sign of the shadow on the

dial ; the visit of the Baby-

lonish ambassadors ; Heze-

kiah's pride, Isaiah's re-

buke, and Hezekiah's sub-

S/wrt in Chronicles.

and reigned over Israel.

Omitted in Chronicles.

Wholly omitted in

Chronicles, except the al-

lusion in 2 Chr. x. 2, " It

came to pass, when Jero-

boam the son of Nebat,

who was in Egypt, whith-

er he had fled from the

presence of Solomon the

king," etc.

2 Chr. xii. 1.

" And it came to pass

when Eehoboam had es-

tablished the kingdom,
and had strengthened

himself, he forsook the

law of the Lord, and all

Israel with him."

2 Chr. xvi. 2.

" Then Asa brought

out silver and gold out of

the treasures of the house
of the Lord, and of the

king's house, and

sent to Benhadad

king of Syria, that dwelt

at Damascus, saying,

There is a league," etc.

2 Chr. xxviii. 22, 23.

" And in the time of his

distress did he trespas-s

yet more against the Lord

:

this is that king AhMz.

For he sacrificed unto the

gods of Damascus which
smote him. And he said.

Because the gods of Syria

help them, therefore will

I sacrifice to them, that

they may help me."

xxxii. 24-26.

" In those days Hezt-

kiah was sick to the deatli,

and prayed unto the Lord,

and He spake unto him
and gave him a sign. But
Hezekiah rendered not

again according to the

benefit done unto him :

a The annexed list of kings' mothers shows which

are named in Kings and Chronicles, which in Kings

alone :
—

Solomon sonof Bathsheba, K. and Chr. (i. iii. 5).

Kehoboam "

Abijah "

Asa "

Jehoshaphat'

Jehoram "

.Vliaziah '

Joash "

Naamah, K. and Chr.

Maachali or Michaiah, K. and Chr.

Maachah, da. ofAbsalom, K. and Chr.

Azubah, K. and Chr.

Athaliah, K. and Chr.

Zibiah, K. and Chr.

Full in Kings.

mission. Throug^hout the

history of Hezekiah the

narrative in 2 K. and
Isaiah is much fuller than

in Chronicles.

Short in Chronicles.

for his heart was lifted up

:

therefore there was wrath
upon him, and upon Ju-
dah and Jerusalem. Not-
withstanding, Hezekiah
hiunbled himself for the

pride of his heart, both he
and the inhabitants ofJe
rusalem, so that the wrath
of the Lord came not upon
them in the days of Heze-

kiah." Ver. 31. "Howbeit
in the business of the am-
bassadors of the princes ot

Babylon, who sent unto
him to enquire of the

wonder done in the land,

God left him to try him,
that he might know all

that was in his heart."

2 Chr. xxxiii. 10.

"And the Lord spake

to Manasseh and his peo-

ple : but they would not

hearken." .

2 Chr. xxxiv. 32, 33.

" And the inhabitants

of Jerusalem did accord-

ing to the covenant of

God, the God of their fath-

ers. And Josiah took

away all the abominations

out of all the countries

that pertained to the

children of Israel, and
made all that were present

in Israel to serve, even to

serve the Lord their God."

In like manner a comparison of the history of the

reigns of .Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, and
Zedekiah, will show, that, except in the matter of

Jehoiakim's capture in the 4th year of his reign,

and deportation to (or towards) Babylon, in which

the author of Chronicles follows Daniel and Ezekiel

(Dan. i. 1, 2; Ez. xix. 9), the narrative in Chron-

icles is chiefly an abridgment of that in Kings.

Compare 2 K. xxiii. .30-37, with 2 Chr. xxxvi. 1-5;

2 K. xxiv. 1-7, with 2 Chr. xxxvi. 6-8; 2 K. xxiv.

10-17, with 2 Chr. xxxvi. 10. From 2 Chr. xxxvi.

13, however, to the end of the chapter, is rather a

comment upon the history in 2 K. xxv. 1-21, than

an abridgment of it.

Under this head should be noticed also what may
be called systematic abridgments ; as when the state-

ments in Kings concerning high-place worship in the

several reigns (2 K. xii. 2, 3, xiv. 3, 4, xv. 3, 4, 35)

are either wholly omitted, or more cursorily glanced

at, as at 2 Chr. xxv. 2, xxvii. 2 ; or when the name of

the queen-mother is omitted, as in the case of the

seven last kings from Manasseh downwards, whose

mothers are given by the author of Kings, but struck

out by the author of Chronicles. « There is some-

xxi. 10-16.

Message from God to

Manasseh by His prophets.

Manasseh's sin.

2 K. xxiii. 4-25'.

Detailed account of the

destruction of Baal-wor-

ship and other idolatrous

rites and places in Judah
and Israel, by Josiah,
" that he might perform

the words of the law

which were written in the

book that Hilkiah the

priest found in the house

of the Lord."

Amaziah son of

Uzziah «

Jotham "

Ahaz "

Hezekiah "

Manasseh "

Anion "

Josiah "

Jehoahaz "

Jehoiakim "

Jehoiachin "

Zedekiah "

Jehoaddan, K. and Chr.

Jecoliah, K. and Chr.

Jerusha, K. and Chr.

Abi, K. and Chr.

Hephzi-bah, K.

Meshullemeth, K.
Jedidah, K.
Hamutal, K.
Zebudah, K.
Nehushta, K.
Hamutal, K.
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thing systematic also in the omitted or abbreviated

accounts of the idolatries in tiie reigns of Solomon,

Rehoboam, and Ahaz. It may not always be easy

to assign the exact motives which influence a

writer, who is abbreviating, in his selection of pas-

sages to be shortened or left out; but an obvious

motive in the case of these idolatries, as well as the

high-places, may be found in the circumstance that

the idolatrous tendencies of the Jews had wholly

ceased during the Captivity, and that the details

and repetition of the same remarks relating to them

were therefore less suited to the requirements of the

age. To see a design on the part of the Chronicler

to deceive and mislead, is to draw a conclusion not

from the facts before us, but from one's own prej-

udices. It is not criticism, but invention.

On the other hand, the subjoined passages pre-

sent some instances in which the books of Kings

give the short account, and the books of Chronicles

the full one.

Short in Kings.

1 K. viii.

Ver. 10. " And it came
to pass when the priests

were come out of the holy

place,

that the cloud filled the

house of the Lord,

11. " So that the priests

could not stand to minis-

ter because of the cloud :

for the glory of the Lord

had filled the house of the

Lord.

12. "Then said Solo-

mon," etc.

FuH in Chronicles.

2 Chr. V.

Ver. 11. " And it came
to pass when the priests

were come out of the holy

place : (for all the priests

that were present were

sanctified, and did not

then wait by course :

12. " Also the Levites

which were the singers,

all of them of Asaph, of

Heman, of Jeduthun, with

their sons and their breth-

ren, being arrayed in

white linen, having cym-
bals and psalteries and
harps, stood at the east

end of the altar, and with

them 120 priests, sound-

ing with'itrumpets :)

13. " It came even to

pass, as the trumpeters

and singers were as one, to

make one sound to be

heard in praising and
thanking the Lord ; and

when they lifted up their

voice with the trumpets

and cymbals and instru-

ments of mu.sic, a and
praised the Lord, saying,

For He is good, for His

mercy endureth for ever
;

that then the house was

filled with a cloud, even

the house of the Lord.

14. " So that the priests

could not stand to minis-

ter by reason of the cloud :

for the glory of the Lord

had filled the house of

God. Then said Solo-

mon," etc.

o A curious incidental confirmation of the fact of

this copious use of musical instruments in Solomon's

time may be found in 1 K. x. 11, 12, where we read

that Solomon made of the " great plenty of almug-

trees " which came from Ophir " harps and psalteries

for singers." Several able critics (as Ewald) have in-

SliOTt in Kings.

1 K. viii.

Yep. 52 corresponds

with 2 Chr. vi. 40. Ver.

53 is omitted in Chr.

54. " And it was so that

tuhen Solomon had made
an end ofpraying all this

prayer and supplication

unto the Lord, he arose

from before the altar of

the Lord, from kneeling

on his knees with his

hands spread up to

heaven."

55-61. "And he stood

and blessed all the con-

gregation," etc.

62. " And the king, and
all Israel with him, offered

sacrifices before the Lord."

Full in Chronicles.

2 Chr. vi., vii.

Ver. 41. " Now there

fore arise, Lord God,

into thy resting-plaee,

fiou, and the ark of thy

strength : let thy priests,

Lord God, be clothed

with salvation, and thy
saints rejoice in goodness.

42. " Lord God, turn

not away the face of thine

anointed ; remember the

mercies of David thy ser

vant.

1. " Noiv when Solo-

man had made an end of
praying, the fire came
down from heaven, and
consumed the burnt-offer-

ing and the sacrifices, and
the glorj* of the Lord
filled the house, and the

priests could not enter

into the house of the Lord,

because the glory of the

Lord had filled the Lord's

house. t> And when all

the children of Israel

saw how the fire came
down, and the glory of the

Lord upon the house, they

bowed them.selves with

their faces to the ground,

upon the pavement, and
worshipped and praised

the Lord, saying. For He
is good, for His mercy en-

dureth for ever.

4. " Then the king and
all the people offered sac-

rifice before the Lord."

1 K. xii. 24 corresponds with 2 Chr. xi. 4.

Wholly omitted in

Kings, where from xii. 25

to xiv. 20 is occupied with

the kingdom of Israel, and
seems to be not improba-

bly taken from the book
of Ahijah the Shilonite.

xiv. 25, 26.

A very brief mention of

Shishak's invasion, and
plunder of the sacred and
royal treasures.

1 K. XV.

Ver. 7. " And there was
war between Abijam and
Jeroboam."

2 Chr. xi 5-23.

Containing particulars

of the reign of Rehoboam,
and the gathering of

priests and Levites to Je-

rusalem, during his three

first years, very likely

from the book of Iddo, as

this passage has a genea-

logical form.

xii. 2-9.

A more detailed account

of Shishak's invasion, of

the number and nature of

his troops, the capture of

the fenced cities of .Tudah,

and the prophesying of

Shemaiah ou the occasion
;

evidently extracted from

the book of Shemaiah.

2 Chr. xiii.

Ver. 2. " And there was

war between Abijah and
Jeroboam."

3-21 contains a detailed

account of the war be-

ferred from the frequent mention of the Levitical

musical services, that the author of Chronicles was one

of the singers of the tribe of Levi himself.

6 This is obviously repeated here, because at this

moment the priests ought to have entered into the

house, but could not because of the glory.
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Short in Kims.

7. " And the rest of the

acts of Abijam, and all

that he did, are they not

written in the book of the

Chronicles of the Kings of

Judah," etc.

8. "And Abijam slept

with his fathers," etc.

1 K. XV.

12. (Asa) " took away
the sodomites out of the

land, and removed all the

idols that his fathers had
made.''

Entirely omitted.

16-23. His war with

Baasha.

23. " Nevertheless in

the time of his old age he
was diseased in his feet."

24. " And Asa slept

with his fathers."

1 K. xxii. 41-50.
" Jehoshaphat was 35

years old when he began
to reign," etc. These few

verses are aU the account
of Jehoshaphat's reign, ex-

cept what is contained in

the history of Israel.

All omitted in Kings.

1 K. xxii. (from history

All omitted in Kings.

AH omitted in Kings.

Full in Chronicles.

tween the two kings ; of

Abijah's speech to the Is-

raelites, upbraiding them
with forsaking the Leviti-

cal worship, and glorying

in the retention of the

same by Judah ;
his vic-

tories, and his family.

22. "And the rest of

the acts of Abijah, and his

ways and his sayings, are

written in the story (mid-

rash) of the prophet Iddo."

23. " And Abijah slept

with his fathers," etc.

(xiv. 1, A. V.)

xiv. 3-15, XV. 1-16.

A detailed account of

the removal of the idols

;

the fortifying the cities of

Judah ; of Asa's army; the

invasion of Zerah the

Ethiopian ; Afa's victory
;

Azariah the son of Oded's

prophecy ; A.«a's further

reforms in the 15th year

of his reign.

xvi. 7-14.

Hanani's prophecy
against Asa, for calling in

the aid of Tabrimon king

of Syria ; Asa's wrath,

disease, death, embalming,
and burial.

" And Asa slept with

his fathers, and died in

the 41st year of his reign."

2 Chr. xvii.

1. " And Jehoshaphat
his son reigned in his

stead."

2-19 describes how the

king strengthened himself

against Israel by putting

garrisons in the fortified

towns of Judah, and some
in Ephraim ; his wealth

;

his zeal in destroying idol-

atry ; his measures for in-

structing the people in the

law of the Lord by means
of priests and Levites ; his

captains, and the numbers
of his troops,

of Israel) = 2 Chr. xviii.

2 Chr. xix.

Jehoshaphat's reproof

by Jehu the son ofHanani.
llis renewed zeal against

idolatry. His appointment
of judges, and his charge
to them. Priests and Le-

vites appointed as judges

at Jerusalem under Am-
ariah the high-priest.

2 Chr. XX. 1-30.

Invasion of Moabites

and Ammonites. Jehosh-
aphat's fast ; his prayer to

God for aid. The prophecy

of Jahaziel. Ministration

of the Levites with the

army. Discomfiture and
plunder of the enemy
Beturn to Jerusalem.

Levitical procession.

Short in Kings. Full in ChronitUs.

1 K. xxii. 48, 49, 50 = 2 Chr. xx. 35, 36, xxi. 1.

2 Chr. XX. 87.

Omitted in Kings. The
refusal of Jehoshaphat
was after the prophecy of

Eliezer.

Omitted in Kings.

Prophecy of Eliezer.

Omitted in Kings.

2 K. ix. 27.

" And when Ahaziah the

king of Judah saw this, he
fled by the way of the

garden-house. And Jehu
followed after him, and
said, Smite him also in the

chariot. And they did so

at the going up to Gur,

which is by Ibleam. And
he fled to Megiddo, and
died there. And his ser-

vants carried him in a

chariot to Jerusalem, and
buried him in his sepul-

chre with his fathers in

the city of David."

2 Chr. xxi. 2-4.

Additional history of

Jehoshaphat's family.

2 Chr. xxi. 11-19, xxii. 1.

Idolatries of Jehoram.
Writing of Elijah. Inva-
sion of Judah by Philis-

tines and Arabians.

Slaughter of the king's

sons. Miserable sickness

and death of Jehoram.
2 Chr. xxii. 7-9.

" And the destruction

of Ahaziah was of God by
coming to Joram : for

when he was come, he
went out with Jehoram
against Jehu the son of
Nimshi, whom the Lord
had anointed to cut off the

house of Ahab. And it

came to pass that when
Jehu was executing judg-
ment upon the house of

Ahab, and found the

princes of Judah and the

sons of the brethren of

Ahaziah, that ministered

to Ahaziah, he slew them.

And he sought Ahaziah
and they caught him (for

he was hid in Samaria),

and they brought him to

Jehu ; and when they had
slain him they buried him,
because,said they,he is the

son of Jehoshaphat, who
sought tbe Lord with all

his heart. So the house
of Ahaziah had no power
still to keep the kingdom."

With reference to the above two accounts of the

death of Ahaziah, which have been thought irre-

concilable (Ewald, iii. 529; Parker's De Wette,

270 ; Thenius, etc. ), it may be here remarked, that

the order of the events is sufficiently intelligible if

we take the account in Chronicles, where the king-

dom of Judah is the main subject, as explanatory

of tlie brief notice in Kings, where it is only inci-

dentally mentioned in the history of Israel. The
order is clearly as follows : Ahaziah was with

Jehoram at Jezree! when Jehu attacked and killed

him. Ahaziah escaped and fled by the BetJi-gan

road to Samaria, where the partisans of the house

of Ahab were strongest, and where his own brethren

were, and there concealed himself. But when the

sons of Ahab were all put to death in Samaria, and
the house of Ahab had hopelessly lost the kingdom,
he determined to make his submission to Jehu, and
sent his brethren to salute the children of Jehu «

(2 K. x. 13), in token of his acknowledgment of

him as king of Israel. Jehu, instead of accepting

this submission, had them all put to death, and
hastened on to Samaria to take Ahaziah also, who
he had probably learnt from some of the attendants,

a Not, as Thenius and others, the children of Je-

horam, and of Jezebel the queen-mother.
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or as he already knew, was at Samaria. Ahaziah

again toolc to flight northwards, towards Megiddo,

perhaps in hope of reaching the dominions of the

king of the Sidonians, his kinsman, or more prob-

ably to reach the coast, where the direct road from

Tyre to Egypt would bring him to Judah.

[C.ESAKKA.j He was hotly pursued by Jehu and

his followers, and overtaken near Ibleam, and mor-

tally wounded, but managed to get as far as

Megiddo, where it should seem Jehu followed in

pursuit of him, and where he was brougiit to him

as his prisoner. There he died of his wounds. In

consideration of his descent from Jehoshaphat,

" who sought Jehovah witli all liis heart," Jehu,

who was at this time verv forward in displaying

his zeal for Jeiiovah, handed over the corpse t« his

followers, with permission to carry it to Jerusalem,

which they did, and buried him in the city of

David. The whole difficulty arises from the ac-

count in Kings being abridged, and so bringing

together two incidents which were not consecutive

in the original account. But if 2 K. ix. 27 had

been even divided into two verses, tlie first ending

at " garden-house," and the next beginning " and

Jehu followed after him," the dithculty would

almost disappear. Jehu's pursuit of Ahaziah would

only lie interrupted by a day or two, and there

would be nothing the least unusual in the omission

to notice this interval of time in the concise abridged

narrative. We should then understand that the

word iilso in the oriyiiKtl narrative I'eferred Tiot to

Jehoram, but to the brethren of Ahaziah, who had

just before been smitten, and the death of Ahaziah

would fall under 2 K. x. 17. If Betli-gan (A. V.

"garden-house") be the same as En-gannim, now
Jeiim, it lay directly on the road from Jezreel to

Samaria, and is also the place at which the road

to Megiddo and the coast, where Cassarea afterwards

stood, turns off from tlie road between .lezreel and
Saraaria.a In this case the mention of Beth-gan

in Kings as the direction of Ahaziah's flijght is a

confirmation of the statement ifi Chronicles that

he concealed liimself in Samaria. This is also sub-

stantially Keil's explanation (p. 288, 28!t). Movers
proposes an alteration of the text (p. 92, note), but

not very successfully (m^iT^y S^H S3*5 in-

stead of 'in^.-bs -insa*]).

The other principal additions in the books of

Chronicles to the facts stated in Kings are the

following. In 2 Chr. xxiv. 17-24 there is an ac-

count of .loash's relapse into idolatry after the death

of Jehoiada, of Zechariah's proplietic rebuke of

him, and of the stoning of Zechariah by the king's

command in tlie very court of the Temple; and the

Syrian invasion, and the consequent calamities of

the close of Joash's reign are stated to have been

the consequence of this iniquity. The book of

Kings gives the history of the Syrian invasion at

the close of Joash's reign, but omits all mention
of Zechariah's death. In the account of the Syrian

invasion also some details are given of a battle in

which Jehoash was defeated, which are not men-
tioned in Kings, and repeated reference is made to

the sin of the king and people as having drawn
down this judgment upon them. But though the

apostasy of Jehoash is not mentioned in the book
of Kings, yet it is clearly implied in the expression

(2 K. xii. 2), "Jehoash did that which was right

" See Van de Velde's map of the Holy Land, and
Stanley, S. ^ P. p. 342.

in the eyes of Jehovah all his days, wherein Jehoiada
the priest instructed him." The silence of King*
is perhaps to be accounted for by the author fol-

lowing here the Chronicle of the Kings, in which
Zechariah's death was not given. And the truth

of the narrative in the b(^<jk of Chronicles is con-
firmed by the distinct reference to the death of

Zechariah, Luke xi. 49-51.

2 Chr. XXV. 5-16 contains a statement of a ge-

nealogical character,* and in coiniection with it an
account of the hiring of 100,000 mercenaries out
of Israel, and their dismissal by Amaziah on the

bidding of a man of God. This is followed by an
account (in greater detail than that in Kings) of

Amaziah's victory over the Edomites, the plunder

of certain cities in Judah by the rejected mercenaries

of Israel, the idolatry of Amaziah with the idols of

Edom, and his rebuke by a prophet.

2 Chr. xxvi. 5-20 contains particulars of the

reign of Uzziah, his wars with the Philistines, his

towers and walls which he built in Jerusalem and
Judah, and other statistics concerning his kingdom,
somewhat of a genealogical character; and lastly,

of his invasion of the priestly office, the resistance

of Azariah the priest, and the leprosy of the king.

Of all this nothing is mentioned in Kings except

the fact of Uzziah's leprosy in the latter part of

his reign ; a fact which ccnfirnis the history in

Chronicles. The silence of the book of Kings may
most probably be explained here on the mere prin-

ciple of abridgment.

2 Chr. xx\ii. 2-6 contains some particulars of

the reign of Jotham, especially of the building done

by him, and the triljute paid by the Ammonites,
which are not contained in Kings.

2 Chr. xxviii. 17-19 gives details of invasions by
Edomites and Philistines, and of cities of Judah
taken by them in the reign of Ahaz, which are not

recorded in Kings. 2 K. xvi. 5 speaks only of the

hostile attacks of Eezin and Pekah. But 2 Chr.

xxix.-xxxi. contains by far the longest and most

important addition to the narrative in the book of

Kings. It is a detailed and circumstantial account

of the purification of the Temple by Hezekiah's

orders in the first year of his reign, with the names
of all the principal Levites who took part in it, and

the solenni sacrifices and musical services with

wliich the Tem|ile was reopened, and the worship

of God reinstated, after the desuetude and idolatries

of Ahaz's reign. It then gives a full account of

the celebration of a great Passover at Jerusalem in

the second month, kept by all the tribes, telling us

that " since the time of Solomon the son of David

king of Israel thfere was not the like in Jerusalem; "'

and goes on to describe the destruction of idols

lioth in Judah and Israel; the revi\al of the courses

of priests and Levites, with the order for their

proper maintenance, and the due supply of the

daily, weekly, and montlily sacrifices; the prepara-

tion of chambers in tlie Temple for the reception

of the tithes and dedicated things, with the names

of the various Levites appointed to different charges

connected with them. Of this there is no mention

in Kings: only the high religious character and

zeal, and the attachment to the law of Closes,

ascribed to him in 2 K. xviii. 4-6, is in exact ac-

cordance with these details.

2 Chr. xxxii. 2-8 supplies some interesting facts

6 From 1 Chr. ix. 1, it appears that " The Book of

the Chronicles of the Kings of Judah " contained a

copious collection of genealogies.
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connected with the defense of Jerusalem, and its

sunplies of water, in Hezekiali's reign, which are

not mentioned in 2 K. xviii.

2 Chr. xxxiii. 11-19 contains the history of

IManasseh's captivity, deportation to Babylon, re-

pentance and restoration to his throne, and an
account of his buildings in Jerusalem after his

return. The omission of this remarkable passage

of history in the book of Kings is perhaps one of

the most difficult to account for. But since the

circumstances are, in the main, in harmony with

the narrative in Kings, and with what we know
of the profane history of the times (as Keil has

shown, p. 427), and since we have seen numerous
other omissions of important events in the books

of Kings, to disbelieve or reject it on that account,

or to make it a ground of discrediting the book

of Chronicles, is entirely contrary to the spirit of

sound criticism. Indeed all the soberer German
critics accept it as truth, and place IManasseh's

captivity under Esarhaddon (Bertheau, in loc.)."

Bertheau suggests that some support to the account

may perhaps be found in 2 K. xx. 17 fF. Movers,

while he defends the truth of IManasseh's exile to

Babylon, seems to give up the story of his repent-

ance, and reduces it to the level of a moral romance,

such as the books of Tobifc and Judith. But such

a mode of explaining away plain historical state-

ments of a trustworthy historian, who cites contem-

porary documents as his authority (let alone the

peculiar character of the Bible histories as " given

by inspiration of God"), cannot reasonably be ac-

cepted. There is doubtless some reason why the

repentance of JManasseh for his dreadful and heinous

wickedness was not recorded in the book of Kings,

and why it was recorded in Chronicles; just as

there is some reason why the repentance of the

thief on the cross is only recorded by one evangelist,

and why the raising of Lazarus is passed over in

silence in the three first Gospels. It may be a

moral reason : it may have been that Manasseh's

guilt being permanent in its fatal eti'ects upon his

country, he was to be handed down to posterity in

the national record as the sinful king, though,

having obtained mercy as a penitent man, his re-

pentance and pardon were to have a record in the

more private chronicle of the church of Israel. But,

whatever the cause of this silence in the book of

Kings may be, there is nothing to justify the rejec-

tion as non-historical of any part of this narrative

in the book of Chronicles.

Passing over several other minor additions, such

as 2 Chr. xxxiv. 12-14, xxxv. 25, xxxvi. 6, 7, 13,

17, it may suffice to notice in the last place the

circumstantial account of Josiaii's Pa.s.sover in

2 Chr. xxxv. 1-19, as compared with 2 K. xxiii.

21-23. This addition has the same strong Levitical

character that appears in some of the "other addi-

tions; contains the names of many Levites, and

especially, as in so many other passages of Cliron-

icles, the names of singers ; but is in every respect,

except as to the time,'' confirmatory of the brief

account in Kings. It refers, curiously enough, to

a great Passover held in the days of Samuel (thus

n In like manner the Book of Kings is silent con-

cerning Jehoiakim's being carried to Babylon ; and

yet Dan. i. 2, Kz. xix. 9, both expressly mention it,

in accordance with 2 Chr. xxxvi. 6.

'> See above, under II.

< Tljis appears by comparing the parallel passages,

and especially noticing how the formula, " Now the

defining the looser expressions in 2 K. xxiii. 22,
" the days of the judges "), of which the memorial,

like that of Joab's terrible campaign in Edom (1 K.
xi. 15, 16), has not been presened in the books of

Samuel, and enables us to reconcile one of those

little verbal apparent discrepancies which are jumped
at by hostile and imscrupulous criticism. For the

detailed account of the two Passovers in the reigns

of Ilezekiah and Josiah enables us to see, that,

while Hezekiah's was most remarkable for the ex-

tensive feasting and joy with which it was celebrated,

Josiah's was more to be praised for the exact order

in which everything was done, and the fuller union

of all the tribes in the celebration of it (2 Chr. xxx.

26, xxxv. 18; 2 K. xxiii. 22). As regards dis-

crepancies which have been imagined to exist be-

tween the narratives in Kings and Chronicles,

besides those already noticed, and besides those

which are too trifling to require notice, the account

of the repair of the Temple by King Joash, and
that of the invasion of Judah by Hazael in the

same reign may be noticed. For the latter, see

Joash. As regards the former, the only real dif-

ficulty is the position of the chest for receiving the

contributions. The writer of 2 K. xii. 9 seems to

place it in the inner court, close to the brazen altar,

and says that the priests who kept the door put

therein all the money that was brought into the

house of Jehovah. The writer of 2 Chr. xxiv. 8,

places it apparently in the outer court, at the en-

trance into the inner court, and makes the princes

and people cast the money into it themselves.

Bertheau thinks there were two chests. Lightfoot,

that it was first placed by the altar, and afterwards

removed outside at the gate (ix. 374, 375), but

whether, either, of these be the true explanation, or

whether rather the same spot be not intended by
the two descriptions, the point is too unimportant

to require further consideration in this ])lace.

F'rom the above comparison of parallel narratives

in the two books, which, if given at all, it was
necessary to give somewhat full}', in order to give

them fairly, it appears that the results are precisely

what would naturally arise from the circumstances

of the case. The writer of Chronicles, having the

books of Kings before him,c and to a great extent

making those books the basis of his own. but also

having his own personal views, predilections, and
motives in writing, writing for a different age, and

for people under very different circumstances ; and,

moreover, having before him the original authorities

from which the books of Kings were compiled, as

well as some others, naturally rearranged the older

narrative as suited his purpose, and his tastes; gave

in full passages which the other had abridged, in-

serted what had been wholly omitted, omitted some
things which the other had inserted, including

everything relating to the kingdom of Israel, and
showed the color of his own mind, not only in the

nature of the passages which he selected from -the

ancient documents, but in the reflections which ho

frequently adds upon the events which he relates,

and possibly also in the turn given to some of the

speeches which he records. But to say, as has been

rest of the acts," etc., comes in in both books. See,

c. g. 1 K. XV. 23, 24, and 2 Chr. xvi. 11, 12. Of this

1 K. xiv. 31, XV. 1, compared with 2 Chr. xii. 16, xiii.

1, 2, is another striking proof. So is the repetition

of rare words found in K. by the Chronicler. Comp.
2 K. xiv. 14 with 2 Chr. xxv. 24, 2 K. xv. 5 with 2

Chr. xxvi. 21, 1 K. iv. 26 with 2 Chr. ix. 2-i
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said or insinuated, that a different view of super-

natural agency and Uivlne interposition, or of tlie

Jlosaic institutions and tlie Levitical worship, is

given in the two books, or that a less historical

character belongs to one than to the other, is to

say what has not the least foundation in fact.

Supernatural agency, as in tlie cloud which filled

the Temple of Solomon, 1 K. viii. 10, 11; the ap-

pearance of the Lord to Solomon, iii. 5, 11, ix. 2 ff.

;

the withering of Jeroboam's hand, xiii. 3-6 ; the

fire from heaven which consumed Elijah's sacrifice,

xviii. 38, and numerous other incidents in the lives

of Elijah and Ehsha; the smiting of Sennacherib's

army, 2 K. xix. 35 ; the going back of the shadow

on the dial of Ahaz, xx. 11; and in the very frequent

prophecies uttered and fulfilled, is really more often

adduced in these books than in the Chronicles.

The selection therefore of one or two instances of

miraculous agency which happen to be mentioned

in Chronicles and not in Kings, as indications of

the superstitious credulous disposition of the .Jews

after the Captivity, can have no effect but to mis-

lead. The same may be said of a selection of pas-

sages in Chronicles in which the mention of .Jewish

idolatry is omitted. It conveys a false inference,

because the truth is that the Chronicler does expose

the idolatry of Judah as severely as the author of

Kings, and traces the destruction of Judah to such

idolatry quite as clearly and forcibly (2 Chr. xxxvi.

li ff.). The author of Kings again is quite as

explicit in his references to the law of Moses, and

has many allusions to the Ixvitical ritual, though

he does not dwell so copiously upon the details.

See e. (/. 1 K. ii. 3, iii. 14, viii. 2, 4, 9, 53, 56, ix.

9, 20, X. 12, xi. 2, xii. 31, 32; 2 K. xi. 5-7, 12,

xii. 5, 11, 13, 16, xiv. 6, xvi. 13, 15, xvii. 7-12,

13-15, 34-39, xviii. 4, 6, xxii. 4, 5, 8 ff., xxiii. 21,

(Sic, besides the constant references to the Temple,

and to the illegality of high-place worship. So that

remarks on the Levitical tone of Chronicles, when
made for the purpose of sup|jorting the notion tiiat

the law of Moses was a late invention, and that the

Levitical worship was of post-Kabylonian growth,

are made in the teeth of the testimony of the books

of Kings, as well as those of .Joshua, Judges, and

Samuel. The opinion that these liooks were com-

piled " towards the end of the Babylonian exile,"

is doubtless also adopted in order to weaken as

much as possible the force of this testimony (De

Wette, ii'. p. 248; Th. Parker's transl.). As re-

gards the weight to be given to the judgment of

critics "of the liberal school," on such questions,

it may be observed by the way that they commence
every such investigation with tins axiom as a start-

ing point, " Nothing supernatural can be true."

All prophecy is of course comprehended under this

axiom. Iwery writing therefore containing any

reference to the Captivity of the Jews, as 1 K. viii.

46, 47, ix. 7, 8, must have been written after the

events referred to. No events of a supernatural

kind could be attested in contemporary historical

documents. All the narratives therefore in which

such events are narrated do not belong to the

ancient ann.als, but must be of later growth, and so

on. How far the mind of a critic, who has such

an axiom to start with, is free to api)reciate the

other and more delicate kinds of evidence by which

the date of documents is decided it is easy to per-

ceive. However, these remarks are made here solely

to assist the reader in coming to a right decision

on questions connected with the criticism of the

books of Kings.

V. The last point for our consideration is the

place of these books in the (>anon, and the references

to them in the N. T. Their canonical authority

having never lieen disputed, it is needless to bring

forward the testimonies to their authenticity which

may be found in Josephus. Eusebius, Jerome, Au-
gustine, etc., or in Bp. Cosin, or any other modern
work on the Canon of Scripture. [C.vnon.] They
are reckoned, as has been already noticed, among
the Prophets [Bible, vol. i. p. 304 a], in the three-

fold division of the Holy Scriptures; a position in

accordance with the supposition that they were

compiled by Jeremiah, and contain the narratives

of the different prophets in succession. They are

frequently cited by our I.,ord and by the Apostles.

Thus the allusions to Solomon's glory (Matt. vi.

29); to the queen of Sheba's visit to Solomon to

hear his wisdom (xii. 42); to the Temple (Acts vii.

47, 48); to the great drought in the days of Elijah,

and the widow of Sarepta (Luke iv. 25, 26) ; to the

cleansing of Naaman the Syrian (ver. 27); to the

charge of Elisha to Gehazi (2 K. iv. 29, comp. with

Luke X. 4); to the dress of Elijah (Mark i. 6, comp.

with 2 K. i. 8); to the complaint of Elijah, and

God's answer to him (Rom. xi. 3, 4); to the raising

of the Shunammite's son from the dead (Heb. xi.

35) ; to the giving and withholding the rain in answer

to Elijah's praj'er (Jam. v. 17, 18; Kev. xi. 6); to

Jezebel (Rev. ii. 20); are all derived from the books

of Kings, and, with the statement of Elijah's pres-

ence at the Transfiguration, are a striking testimony

to their value for the purpose of religious teaching,

and to their authenticity as a portion of the Word
of God.«

. On the whole then, in this portion of the history

of the Israelitish people to which the name of the

Books of Kings has been given,- we have (if we

except those errors in numbers, which are either

later additions to the original work, or .accidental

corruptions of the text) a most important and

accurate account of that people during upwards of

four hundred years of their national existence, de-

livered for the most part by contemporary writers,

and guaranteed by the authority of one of the most

eminent of the Jewish prophets. Considering the

conciseness of the narrative, and the simplicity of

the style, the amount of knowledge which these

books convey of the characters, conduct, and man-

ners of kings and people during so long a period is

truly wonderful. The insight they give us into the

aspect of Judah and Jerusalem, both natural and

artificial, into the religious, military, and civil in-

stitutions of the people, their arts and manufoctures,

the state of education and learning among them,

their resources, commerce, exploits, alliances, the

causes of their decadence, and finally of their ruin,

is most clear, interesting, and instructive. In a

few brief sentences we acquire more accurate knowl-

edge of the affairs of Egypt, Tyre, Syria, Assyria,

Babylon, and other neighboring nations, than had

been preserved to us in all the other remains of

antiquity up to the recent discoveries in hieroglyph-

ical and cuneiform monuments. If we seek in

them a system of scientific chronology, we may

a The miracle of the loave.s and fishes (Luke ix. 13,

2 K. iv. 42; John vi. 9. 2 K. iv. 43), ;ind the catching

away of Philip, .\cts viii. 39, 40, as compared with 1

K. xviii. 12, 2 K. ii. 16, are also, in a different way,

N. T. references to the books of Kings.
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indeed be disappointed; but if we are content to

read accurate and truthful liistory, ready to fit into

its proper place whenever the exact chronology of

the times shall have been settled from other sources,

then we shall assuredly find they will abundantly

repay the most laborious study which we can be-

stow upon them.

But it is for their deep religious teaching, and
for the insight which they give us into God's provi-

dential and moral government of the world, that

they are above all valuable. The books which
describe the wisdom and the glory of Solomon, and
yet record his fall; which make us acquainted with

the painful ministry of Elijah, and his translation

into heaven ; and which tell us how the most niag-

nificent temple ever built for God's glory, and of

which He vouchsafed to take possession by a visible

symbol of his presence, was consigned to the flames

and to desolation, for the sins of those who wor-

shijjped in it, read us such lessons concerning botli

God and man, as are the best evidence of their

divine origin, and make them the richest treasure

to every Christian man.

On the points discussed in the preceding article

see Ussher's Chronoloyia Sacra; Hales' AmiltjMi;

Clinton's Fast. Ilelkn. vol. i. ; Lepsius, Kdiiii/sliuch

d. ^gypt. ; Bertheau'.s Biich. d. Clironlk ; Keil,

Chronik ; Movers, Krit. Unterswh. iib. d. Bibl.

Chronik ; De Wette, Einleituny ; Ewald's Gts-

chichte des Volk. Jsr. ; Bunsen, EyypVs Place in

Hist. ; Geneste's Parallel Histories ; Eawlinson's

Herodotus, and Banipton Led. ; J. W. Bosanquet,

Chronoloyy of Times of Ezra, Transact, of
Chronoki(j. Instit. No. iii. ; Maurice, Kings and
Prophets. A. C. H.

* Other coimnetitaries and helps. — Among the

older writers may be mentioned Theodoret, Qtues-

tiones in libros iii. et iv. Reynorum
( Oj)p. vol. i.

ed. Schultze et Nosselt, 1769); Seb. Schmid, Ad-
notntt. in libros Reyum (1697); Calmet, Commen-
taire literal, etc. vol. ii. (1721); Jo. Clericus (Le

Clerc), I'et. Test, libri historici, etc. (1733); Bp.

Patrick, Comm. on the Hist. Books of the 0. T.,

5th ed., vol. ii. (1738); and the commentators in

the Critlci Sacri, torn. ii. pp. 635-678 (1700).

The principal later writers are Maurer, Comm. Crit.

i. 198-231 (1835); Thenius, Die Biicher der Ko-
niye erklurt (Lief. ix. of the Kurzyef. exey.

Handb., 1819); K. F. Keil, Biicher der Kbniye

(1848), Engl, trans. Edin. 1857; and also Comm.
lib. die Biicher der Kbniye (Theil ii. Bd. iii. of the

Bibl. Comm. iib. das A. Test, by Keil and Delitzsch)

;

Vaihinger, Kbniye, Biicher der, in Herzog's Reul-

Encyk. viii. 2-8 (1857); Wordsworth, Books of
Kinys, etc., in his Holy Bible, with Notes and Iro-

troductions, vol. iii. (1866); and Dr. Biilir in

Lange's Bibelwerk (in preparation, 1868). For a

long list of writers on single difficult passages in

Kings, see Danz's Universal- Wbrterbuch, p. 555 f.

De Wette's German translation of these books (in

bis Heiliye Schrift, 4e Aufl., 1858) and the French

translation of H. A. Perret-Gentil, publ. by the

Societe Bihlique Protestante (Paris, 1866), embody
the results of the best modern scholarship. The
latter is sometimes paraphrastic. Other translations

of considerable value, accompanied with notes, are

those of Dathe, Libri hist. Vet. Test. (Hate, 1784);

J. D. Michaelis, Deutsche Uebers. d. A. Test.

Theil xii. (1785); and S. Cahen, La Bible, trad.

fumv. tom. viii. (Paris, 1830).

For historical sketches derived to a great extent

KIR
from these books, see Jalni's Uebreii Common-
ivealth, pp. 82-133 (Andover, 1828) ; Milman'a
History of the Jews, i. 319-451 (Amer. ed.); Pal-

frey, Lectures on the Jewish Scriplttres, ii. 44-146
(Boston, 1852); Stanley's Lectures on the Jetoish

Church, vol. ii. Lect. xxvi.-xl. ; Bertheau, Zur
Geschichte der hraeliten, pp. 304-357 ; Ewald,
(Jesch. des Volkes Israel, Bd. iii., 3e Ausg. (1866);
and Qihler's article Koniye in Herzog's Real~

Encyk. viii. 8-16. Of a kindred character is the
valuable chapter on " Kiinige " in Saalschiitz's Das
Afosaische Recht, i. 72-89. Newman's Hist, of the

Hebrew Monarchy (2d ed. Lond. 1853) is written

from a purely naturalistic stand-point. For the con-

nection of the Hel)rews with Nineveh and Babylon
during this period of the Hebrew monarchy, we
have M. von Niebuhr's Gesch. Assures und BabeVs,

pp. 51, 85 f., 164, 171, 214, &c.; Oppert and
Menant's Les Pastes de Saryon (Paris, 1863);
0[ipert's Inscriptions des Saryonides (Versailles,

1863); Pawlinson's Monnrchii-s of the Ancient
Eastern World, especially vols. ii. nnd iii. (i.ond.

1864, 1865); and l.ayard's Dlsrini, /<s in the

Ruins of Nineveh and B i/iylon, especially ch. xxv.
I.oiid. 18.j3). G. Hawiinson lo., .ji > .,.,d

iopic in his Bampton Lectures (already referred to)

or 1859, ch. v. See further, on the chronology of

these books, the work of Woltf and others reierred

to under the art. Ciikonology, vol. i. p. 451. and
Riehm, Saryon u. Salmnnassar, in the Theol.

Stud. u. 'Krit. 1868, pp. 683-698.

Of the Introductions to the O. T., those in par-

ticular of Hiivernick (ii. 148-226) and Bleek (pp.

355-401) furnish a good outline of the ques-

tions relating to the authorship, sources, and his-

torical character of the Books of Kings. See also

Davidson's Introd. to the Old Test. ii.'l-46 (1862),

and Kuenen, Hist. crit. des lirres de PAncien Test.,

trad, par Pierson, i. 400-441 (Paris, 1866).

It will be borne in mind that the interest of

these chronicles centres largely in the personal

character and history of those who are mentioned

in them. The reader therefore will find important

aid for the study of these books in the articles

on the names in the Dictionary (Solomon, .leroboam,

.Jehu, Elijah, Elisha, Ahab, Jehoram, Hezekiah,

Manasseh, Isaiah, and others), which represent this

period of Hebrew history. The copious articles on

JuDAH, Kingdom of, and Israel, Kingdom
OF, may be consulted for the same purpose. H.

* KINRED is the reading of the original edi-

tion of the A. V. (a. d. 1611) in all the passages

in which " kindred " now stands in later editions.

This sulistitutioii is one of the changes which illus-

trate the " large amount of tacit and unacknowl-

edged revision " which the English Scriptures have

gradually undergone. See Trench, Authorized

Version, p. 65 (2d ed.). H.

* KINREDS in the A. Y. ed. 1611 has also

(see above) given place in later editions to "kin-

dreds," in the sense of ftimilies or tribes. The

original terms are in the 0. T. n"in5tt7tt (1 Chr.

xvi. 28; Ps. vxii. 27, &c.), and in the N. T.

Trarpiat (.\cts iii. 25) and (pv\ai (Rev. i. 7, vii.

9, etc.). H.

KIR (~I''|7 [wall, walled j)lace:] : [Am. i. 5,]

Xap^dv, [ix. 7, p6epos; Is., LXX. omit; 2 K.
xvi. 9, Kom. Vat. omit, Alex. Kvprivri'-] Cyrene)

is mentioned by Amos (ix. 7) as the land from

which the Syrians (Ar.amaeans) were once " brought
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up;" i. e. apparently, as the country where they

had dwelt belbre niij^rating to the region north of

Palestine. It was also, curiously enougli, the land

to which the captive Syrians of Damascus were

removed by Tiglath-Fileser on his conquest of that

city (2 K. xvi. 9; couip. Am. i. 5). Isaiah joins

it with Elam in a passage where Jerusalem is

threatened with an attack from a foreign army
(xxii. G). These notices, and the word itself, are

all the data we possess for determining the site.

A variety of conjectures have been oftered on this

point, grounded on some similarity of name. Ren-
nell suggested A'?<?'distan {Geography oj' Herodotus,

p. 391); Vitringa, Carine, a town of Jledia;

Bochart {Pliakg, iv. :}2, p. 293), C'wrena or 6'«/'na,

likewise in Sledia. But the common opinion among
recent commentators has been that a tract on the

river Kur or Cynis (Vivpos) is intended. This is

the view of Rosenmiiller, Michaelis, and Gesenius.

Winer sensibly remarks that the tract to which
these writers refer "never belonged to Assyria,"

and so cannot possibly have been the country
whereto Tiglath-Pileser transported his captives

{Realworter/jucli, i. 058). He might have added,

that all we know of the Semites and their migra-

tions is repugnant to a theory which would make
Northern Armenia one of their original settlements.

The Semites, whether Aramaeans, Assyrians, Phoe-

nicians, or Jews, seem to have come originally from

lower Mesopotamia— the coimtry about the mouths
of the Euphrates and Tigris rivers. Here exactly

was IClani or Elymais, with which Kir is so closely

connected by Isaiah. May not Kir then be a

variant for Kisli or Kuglt (Cush), and represent

the eastern Ethiopia, the Cissia (Kicra-ia) of He-
rodotus V G. R.

KIR-HARA'SETH n'^U -)^)?n : robs

Aiflous Tov Tolxov Kadr)pr]iJ.evovs ; Alex

KaOri/ievovs'- muri JictiUs)^ 2 K. iii. 25. [Kir-
HERKS.]

KIR-HARE'SETH friJ^^Q '[)/. ro7s

KOToiKuvcn 5e 2e0 fxf\eT7]ffeis'- muros cocti late-

ris), Is. xvi. 7. [Ivik-iiekes.]

KIR-HA'RESH (C27"in 'f?, i. e. Kir-hares:

Terj^oy iueKalviaas '• Alex, nxos o eveKevtaai '•

ad murum cocli laleris), Is. xvi. 11. [KlR-
HERES.J

KIR-HE'RES (b-irj '17 : KtipdSe, avxfiod,

[etc.] : murus fctilis), Jer. xlviii. 31, 36. This

name and the three preceding, all slight variations

of it, are all applied to one place, probably Kih-
MoAB. Whether (Jheres refers to a worship of the

sun carried on there is uncerUiin ; we are without

clew to the meatiing of the name.

KIR'IAH (n^~}n), apparently an ancient or

archaic word, meaning a city or town. The
grounds for considering it a more ancient word

than Ik ("1"'^) o"" '^'' (~'^) are— (1.) Its more

frequent occurrence in the names of places existing

in the country at the time of the conquest. These
will be found below. (2.) Its rare occurrence as a

mere appellative, except in poetry, where old words
and forms are often preserved after they become
obsolete in ordinary language. Out of the 36 times

that it is found in the (). T. (both in its original

and its (-haldee form) 4 only are in the narrative

3f the earlier books (l)eut. ii. 36, iii. 4; 1 K. i.

il, 45), 24 are in poetical passages (Num. xxi. 28;
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Ps. xlviii. 2; Is. i. 26, &c. &c.), and 8 in the book
of Ezra, either in speaking of Samaria (iv. 10), oi
in the letter of the Samaritans (iv. 12-21),
implying that it had become a provincialism. In
this it is unlike Ir, which is the ordinary term for

a city in narrative or clx-onicle, while it enters into
the composition of early names in a far smaller
proportion of cases. For illustration— though for

that only— Kiryah may perhaps be compared to the
word -'burg," or " bury," in our own language.

Closely related to Kiryah is Kereth (n"^i7.),

apparently a Phoenician form, which occurs occa-
sionally (Job xxix. 7; Prov. viii. 3). This is

famihar to us in the Latin garb of Cnrlhugo, and
in the Parthian and Armenian names Cirta,

Tigrano- Ce;*{ (Bochart, C/uinaan, ii. cap. x.

;

Gesenius, Thes. 1230-37).

As a proper name it appears in the Bible under
the forms of Kerloth, Kartah, Kartan ; besides

those immediately following. G.

KIRIATHA'IM (a>n;j"!i7, but in the CetMb

of Ez. XXV. 9, DH'^lp [two cities] : Kaptade/ji, in

Vat. [rather, Rom.] of Jer. xlviii. 1; [Vat. here

and] elsewhere with Alex. KapiaOat/j. ; [FA. in

Jer. xlviii. 23, KapiaOeV.] Curial/iaim), one of the

towns of Moab which were the " glory of the

country;" named amongst the denunciations of

Jeremiah (xlviii. 1, 23) and Ezekiel (xxv. 9). It is

the same place as Kiiuathaim, in which form the

name elsewhere occurs in the A. V. Taken as

a Hebrew word this would mean "double city;"

but the original reading of the text of Ez. xxv. 9,

Kiriathfrm, taken with that of the Vat. LXX. at

Num. xxxii. 37, prompts the suspicion that that

may be nearer its original form, and that the aim
— the Hebrew dual — is a later accommodation, in

obedience to the ever-existing tendency in the

names of places to adopt an intelligible shape. In

the original edition (a. n. 1611) of the A. V. the

name Kirjath, with its compounds, is given as

Kiriath, the yod being there, as elsewhere in that

edition, represented by i. Kiriathaim is one of

the few of these names which in the subsequent

editions have escaped the alteration of i to j.

G.

KIRIATHIA'RIUS (Kapiaeipi; [Vat. Kap-
TuOeiapeios ; Aid.] Alex. Kapiadtdptos Crear-

pafros), 1 Esdr. v. 19. [Kikjath-jeaeim, and

K. A RIM.]

' KIR'IOTH (ri''l''"1)v'rT, with the definite arti-

cle, i. e. hak-Kerhjoth [the cities] : al iroXeis

auTrjs' C(irioth), a place in Moab the palaces of

which were denounced by Amos with destruction

by fire (Am. ii. 2); unless indeed it be safer to

treat the word as meaning simply "the cities"^
which is probably the case also in Jer. xlviii. 41,

where the word is in the original exactly similar

to the above, though given in the A. V. "Kerioth."

[Keriotii.] G.

KIR'JATH (ni~1|7 [city]: 'lapl/a; [Vat.

lapfifi',] Alex. TToAir lapifj. ' On-iath), the last

of the cities enumerated as belonging to the tribe

of Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 28), one of the group

which contains both Gibeon and Jerusalem. It is

named with Gibeath, but without any copulative—
"Gibeath, Kirj.ath," a circumstance which, in the

absence of any further mention of the place, has

given rise to several explanations. (1.) That of
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Kusebius in the Onumasttcon (Kapidd), that it was

under the protection of Gibeah (uirh ij.riTpoTr6\iv

Ta^aOd)- This, however, seems to be a mere

supposition. (2.) That of Schwarz and others,

that the two names form the title of one place,

" Gibeath-Kirjath " (the hill-town). Against this

is the fact that the towns in this group are sunnned

up as 14; but the objection has not much force,

and there are several considerations in favor of the

view. [See Gibeath, p. Ol-t n.] But whether

there is any connection between these two names or

not, there seems a strong probability that Kirjath

is identical with the better known place Kie.jatii-

Jeaiu.m, and that the latter part of the name has

been omitted by copyists at some very early period.

Such an omission would be very likely to arise from

the fact that the word for "cities," which in He-

brew follows Kiijath, is almost identical with

Jearim ; " and that it has arisen we have the testi-

mony of the LXX. in both ]MSS. (the Alex, most

complete), as well as of some Hebrew MSS. still

existing (Davidson, Ilebr. Text, ad loc). In addi-

tion, it may be asked why Kiijath should be in

the " construct state " if no word follows it to be

in construction with? In that case it would be

Kiriah. True, Kirjatli-jearim is enumerated as a

city of Judah^ (.Josh. xv. 9, 60, xviii. 14), but so

are several towns which were Simeon's and Dan's,

and it is not to be supposed that these places never

changed hands. G.

KIRJATHA'IM (D^'1^'7l?) ['«» c/it'es], the

name of two cities of ancient I'alestine.

1. (Kapiadd.iJ.'' [Vat. Kapai0a^] (in Num.),

Kapiadaifj. ; [Alex. Kapiadaifj.'\ Ciiriittliaim.) On
the east of the Jordan, one of the places which

were taken possession of and rebuilt by the Reu-

benites, and had fresh names conferred on them

(Num. x.xxii. 37, and see 38). Here it is men-

tioned tetween Elealeli, Nebo, and B;ial-meon, the

first and last of which are known with some tolera-

ble degree of certainty. But on its next occurrence

(Josh. xiii. 19) the same order of mention is not

maintained, and it appears in company with

Mephaath and Sibmah, of which at present

nothing is known. It is possibly the same place

as that which gave its name to the ancient Shaveh-

Kiriathaim, though this is mere conjecture. It

existed in the time of Jeremiah (xlviii. 1, 23) and

Ezekiel (xxv. 9 — in these three passages the A. V.

gives the name KiraATHaim ). Both these prophets

include it in their denunciations against Moab,

in whose hands it then was, prominent among the

cities which were " the glory of the country

"

(Ez. xxv. 9).

By Eusebius it appears to have been well known.

a The text now stands '^^27 rT^Tp ; in the

above view it originally stood D*''^!? D'^l^'^ H'^'lp.

h It is as well to observe, though we may not be

able yet to draw any inference from the fact, that on

both occasions of its being attributed to Judah. it is

called by anothe- name, — " Kirjath-ba.u,, which is

Kiijath-jearim.'

e This readiag ot the LXX. suggests that the dual

termination " aim '" may have been a later accommo-

Jation of the name to Hebrew forms, as was possibly

the case with Jerushalaim (vol. ii. p. 1272). It is

supported by the Hebrew text : cf. Ez. xxv. 9, and the

Vat. [Rom.] LXX. of Jer. xlviii. 1. [Kiri.whaim.]

'I There is some uncertainty about Burckhardt's

route at this part. In order to see Mculeba, which is

KIRJATH-ARBA
He describes it {Onorn. Kapiadiel/j.) as a village

entirely of Christians, 10 miles west of Medeba,
" close to the Baris " (iirl rhu Baptv)- Burckhardt

(p. 307, July 13) when at Mdckba (Medeba) was

told by his ijuide'' of a place, ef-Teym, about half

an hour (li mile EngUsh, or barely 2 miles Koman)
therefrom, which he suggests was identical with

Kirjathaira. This is supported by Gesenius (see

his notes on Burckhardt in the Germ, transl. p.

1063), who passes by the discrepancy in the dis-

tance by saying that Eusebius's measurements are

seldom accurate. Seetzen also names half an hour

as the distance {Rtisen, i. 408).

But it nmst be admitted that the evidence for

the identity of the two is not very convincing, and

appears to rest entirely on the similarity in sound

between the termination of Kirjathaim and the

name of tt-Teym. In the time of Eusebius the

name was Karias— having retained, as would be

expected, the first and chief part of the word.

Porter {Handbook, p. 300) pronounces confidently for

Kurciyaf, under the southern side of Jebel Atiarus,

as being identical both with Kirjathaim and Kirjath-

Huzoth; but he adduces no arguments in support

of his conclusion, which is entirely at variance with

Eusebius; while the name, or a similar one (see

Kerioth, Kikioth, in addition to those named

already), having been a common one east of the

Jordan, as it still is (witness Ktireiye/i, Kureiyetein,

etc. ), Kureiyat may be the representative of some

other place.

What was the " Baris " which Eusebius places

so close to Kirjathaim ? Was it a place or fortress

(nT^S, Bapis), or is it merely the corruption of a

nameV If the latter, then it is slightly in accord-

ance with Beresha, the reading of the Targum
Pseudojon. at Num. xxxii. 37.« But where to find

Beresha we do not at present know. A village

named Burazin is marked in the maps of Piobinson

(1856) and Van de Velde, but about 9 miles east

of Ifesbdn, and therefore not in a suitable posi-

tion.

2. (ri Kapiadaifj..) A town in Naphtali not

mentioned in the original lists of the possession

allotted to the tribe (see Josh. xix. 32-39), but

inserted in the list of cities given to the Gershonite

Levites, in 1 Chr. (vi. 76), in place of Kartan in

the parallel catalogue, Kartan being probably only

a contraction thereof. G.

KIR'JATH-AR'BA {VZ"^^ 'p, and once,

Neh. xi. 25, SH p [see in the art.] : iroAis

'Ap06k, it. 'Ap7(i/3; Alex. [Ap^oK, ApySe/c,] ApySo

and ApySoa; t/ Kapta6apP6K [Vat. KapaOapfioK];

Kapia6ap0OKiXf(p(p, but Mai Kapiapfio^ E<l>ep;

shown on the maps as nearly S. of Hfshan, he left

the great road at the latter place, and went through

Djeboiil, es-Snmeh, and other places which are shown

as on the road eastward, in an entirely different

direction from Madeba, and then after 8 hours, with-

out noting any change of direction, he arrives at

Madeha, which appears Irom the maps to be only

about li hour from Heshan.

e The following is the full synonym of this Targum

for Kirjathaim : " And the city of two streets paved

with marble, the same is Beresha " (Stt''*'^'*2).

This is almost identical witli the rendering given in

the same Targum on Num. xxii. 39, for Kiijath-

Iluzoth. Can Beresha contain an allusion to Qerasa,

the modem Jerash ?
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Alex. Kapiap^oK af(l>ep; [in Neh., Kapiadap-

P6k, Vat. FAi
, Kapiadap, Alex. Kapiadap^o-]

Cioitns Arbee, Carint/i-Arbe), an early name of

the city which after the conquest is generally known

as Hebron (.Josh. xiv. 15 ; Judg. i. 10). Possi-

bly, however, not Kirjath-arba, but Mam re, was

its earliest appellation (Gen. xxxv. 27), though the

latter name may have been that of the sacred

grove near the town, which would occasionally

transfer its title to the whole spot. [JI.vjirk.]

The identity of Kirjath-Arba with Hebron is

constantly asserted (Gen. xxiii. 2, xxxv. 27 ; Josh.

xiv. 15, XV. 1.3, 54, xx. 7, xxi. 11),« the only men-

tion of it without that qualification being, as is

somewhat remarkable, after the return from the

Captivity (Neh. xi. 25), a date so late that we

might naturally have supposed the aboriginal name
would have become extinct. But it lasted far

longer than that, for when Sir John Maundeville

visited the place (cir. 1022) he found that "the

Saracens call the place in their language Karicarba,

but the .Tews call it Arliotha" {Early Trav. p.

IGl). Thus too in Jerome's time would Debir

seem to have been still called by its original title,

Kirjath-Sepher. So impossible does it appear to

extinguish the name originally bestowed on a

place ! b

The signification of Kirjath-Arba is, to say the

least, doubtful. In favor of its being derived

from some ancient hero is the statement that " Arba

was the great man among the Anakim " (.Josh. xiv.

15) — the " father of Anak " (xxi. 11). Against it

are (a.) the peculiarity of the expression in the

first of these two passages, where the term Adam

(v^^^T mSn) — usually employed for the spe-

cies, the human race— is used instead of Ish, which

commonly denotes an individual, (b.) The con-

sideration that the term " father " is a metaphor

frequently employed in the Bible— as in other

oriental writings — for an originator or author,

whether of a town or a quality, quite as often as

of an individual. The LXX. Certainly so under-

stood both the passages in Joshua, since they have

in each firiTpAiroKn, "mother-city." (c.) The
constant tendency to personification so familiar to

students of the topographical philology of other

countries than Palestine, and which in the present

case must have had some centuries in which to ex-

ercise its influence. In the lists of 1 Chron. He-
bron itself is personified (ii. 42) as the son of

Mareshah, a neighboring town, and the father of

Tappuah and other places in the same locality ; and

the same thing occurs with Beth-zur (ver. 45),

Ziph (42), Madmannah and Gibea (49), etc. etc.

(d.) On more than one occasion (Gen. xxxv. 27;

Josh. XV. 13; Neh. xi. 25) the name Arba has the

definite article prefixed to it. This is very rarely,

if ever, the case with the name of a man (see He-

land, Pal. p. 724). (e.) With the exception of the
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Ir-David— the city of David, Zion— the writer

does not recall any city of Palestine named after a

man. Neither Joshua, Caleb, Solomon, nor any
other of the heroes or kings of Israel, conferred

their names on places; neither did Og, Jabin, or

other Canaanite leader^, The " city of Sihon,"

for Heshbon (Num. xxi. 27), is hardly an exception,

for it occurs in a very fervid burst of poetry, differ-

ing entirely from the matter-of-fact documents we
are now considering. (/'. ) The general consent of

the Jewish writers in a different interpretation is

itself a strong argument against the personality of

Arba, however absurd (according to our ideas) may
be their ways of accounting for that interpretation.

They take Arba to be the Hebrew word for " four,"

and Kirjath-Arba therefore to be the "city of four;
"

and this they explain as referring to four great

saints who were buried there— x\braham, Isaac,

Jacob, and Adam •— whose burial there they prove

by the words already quoted from Josh. xiv. 15

(Beresh. rabba, quoted by Beer, Leben Abrahams,

189, and by Keil, ad loc; Bochart, Phaleg, iv. 84,

(fee). In this explanation Jerome constantly con-

curs, not only in commentaries (as Qucesf. in Gen-

es»», xxiii. 2; Comm. in Matt, yi-awn.; Eplt. Paula,

§11; Onomast. " Arboch " and " Cariatharbe,"

etc.), but also in the text of the Vulgate at this

passage— Adam maximus ibi inter Enacim situs

est. With this too agrees the Veneto-Greek ver-

sion, ir6\fiTciou TiTrapiav (Gen. xxiii. 2, xxxv. 27).

It is also adopted by Bochart (Chanaan, i. 1), in

whose opinion the "four" are Anak, Ahiman,

Sheshai, and Talmai.

The fact at the bottom of the whole matter

probably is, that Arba was neither a man nor a

numeral, but that (as we have so often had occa-

sion to remark in similar cases) it was an archaic

(,'anaanite name, most likely referring to the situa-

tion or nature of the place, which the Hebrews

adopted, and then explained in their own fashion.

[See Jegar-sahadutha, etc.]

In Gen. xxiii. 2, the LXX. (both MSS. [rather,

Rom. and Alex.]) insert "; ecmv iv rw KoiKcifxari;

and in xxxv. 27 they render K. Arba by eir w6\iy

Tov TreSiou. In the former of these the addition

may be an explanation of the subsequent words, " in

the land of Canaan," the explanation having

slipped into the text in its wrong place. Its occur-

rence in both MSS. shows its great antiquity.*^ It

is found also in the Samaritan Codex and Version.

In xxxv. 27 ireSiou may have arisen from the trans-

lators readhio; n!2"137 for ^21S.» T T-: T ;
-

KIR'JATH-A'RIM (D''"?^"!? : Kapiadia-

pi/x; [Vat. Kapicad lapo^u.;] Alex. Kaptadiapeifi'-

Cariathiarim), an ablireviated form of the name

KiRJATH-jEAKiM, whicli occurs only in Ezr. ii.

25. In the parallel passage of Nehemiali the name
is in its usual form, and in Esdras it is Kikia-

THIARIUS. G.

« In Gen. xxxv. 27, the A. V. has " the city of Ar-

bah ;
" in .Josh. xv. 13. and xxi. 11, " the city of

Arba" [but " Arba/i," ed. Kill, in xxi. 11].

b A curious parallel to this tenacity is found in our
own country, where many a village is still known to

its rustic inhabitants by the identical name by which
it is inscribed in Domesday Book, while they are ac-

tually unaware of the later name by which tlie place

has been currently known in maps and documents,

and in the general language of all but their own class

for centuries. If this is the case with Kirjath-Arba

and Hebron, the occurrence of the former in Nehe-

miah, noticed above, is easily understood. It was

simply the effort of the original name to assert its

rights and assume its position, as soon a-s the tempo-

rary absence of the Israelites at Babylon had left the

Canaanite rustics to themselves.

c * The Vatican MS. wants Gen. i.-xlvi. 29. Here,

as generally in the English edition of this Dictionary,

the Roman edition of 1587 is confounded with it.

The clause in question appears to be found in all MS9
of the LXX., but is marked with an obelus in th«

Coislinian (X). A.
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KIR'JATH-BA'AL (hv:^-^ =ioim of

Final: Kapta.0 Ba.a\: Carinthbaal), a,n alternative

.lame of the place usually called Kirjath-jearini

(Josh. XV. 60, xviii. H), but also Baalah, and

once Baale-of-.Judah. These names doubtless

point to the existence of a sanctuary of Baal at this

spot before the conquest. They were still attached

to it considerably later, for they alone are used, to

the exclusion of the (probably) newly bestowed

name of Kirjath-jearim, in the description of the

removal of the ark thence (2 Sam. vi.). G.

KIR'JATH-HU'ZOTH (Hlljn
'f? [see in

the art.] : Tr6\fis iwavXeuiv: urbs qme in extremis

regni ejusjinibtis end), a place to which Balak ac-

companied Balaam immediately after his arrival in

Moab (Num. xxii. 39), and which is nowhere else

mentioned. It appears to have lain between the

AK^•ON ( WdJ/j Miijeh) and Bamoth-baal (comp.

vv. 36 and 41 ), pr<)bal)ly north of the former, since

there is some, thouy;h only slight, ground for sup-

posing that Bamoth-Baal lay between Dibon and

Bethbaal-meon (see Josh. xiii. 17). The passage

(Num. xxii. 39) is obscure in every way. It is not

obvious why sacrifices should have been offered

there, or how, when Balaam accompanied Balak

thither, Balak could have "sent" thence to him

and to the princes who were with him (40).

No trace of the name has been discovered in

later times. It is usually interpreted to mean

"city of streets," from the Hebrew word V'^'^»

chutz., which has sometimes this meaning (Gesenius,

Thes. 456 n\ margin of A. V.; and so Lutl.er, die

Gassenstadt; so also the Veneto-Greek); but Je-

rome, in the Vulgate, has adopted another signi-

fication of the root. The LXX. seem to have read

m"1^n, " villages," the word which they usually

render by itravKeis, and which is also the reading

of the Peshito. The S.amaritan Codex and Ver-

sion, the former by its reading m^P, " visions,"

and the latter, ^?~', "mysteries," seem to favor

the idea — wliich is perhaps the explanation of the

sacrifices there— that Kirjath-( 'hutzoth was a

place of sacred or oracular reputation. The Tar-

gum Pseudojon, gives it as " the streets of the

great city, the city of Sihon. the same is Birosa,"

apparently identifying it with Kirjathaim (see note

to p. 1564.)
"

G.

KIR'JATH-JE'AKIM (n'^"]^'^. '|7 : 7r6\i9

'lapifi and 'lapiV, KapiaOiapiix [city of forests],

and once ir6Ais Kapiadtapifj.; Alex, the same, ex-

cepting [in some cases] the termination ei/x; [Vat.

-eifi, -eir; there are other variations not here no-

ticed;] Joseph. KaptaOidpifMa'- C<iri(ithi<irim), a

city which played a not unimportant part in the

history of the Chosen People. We first encoun-

ter it as one of the four cities of the Gibeonites

(Josh. ix. 17): it next occurs as one of tlie land-

marks of tlie northern boundary of Judah (xv. 9),

and as the jxiint at which the western and south-

ern boundaries of Benjamin coincided (xviii. 14,

15); and in the two last passages we find that it

KIRJATH-JEARIM
bore another, perhaps earlier, name — that of the

great Canaanite deity Baal, namely B.\alah "

and Kikjath-Baal. It is included among the

towns of Judah (xv. 60), and there is some reason

for believing that under the shortened form of

KiRJATH it is also named among those of Benja-

min, as might almost be expected from the position

it occupied on the confines of each. Some consid-

erations bearing on this will be found under KiR-
jATii and GiBEAH. It is included in the genealo-

gies of Judah (1 Chr. ii. 50, 52) as founded by, or

descended from, Siiobai., the son of (,'aleblien-Hur,

and as having in its turn sent out the colonies of

the Ithrites, Puhites, Shumathites, and Mishraites,

and those of Zorah and Eshtaol. " Behind Kirjath-

jearim " the band of Danites pitched their camp be-

fore their expedition to Jlount Ephraim and I.aish,

leaving their name attached to the spot for long after

(Judg. xviii. 12). [Mahankh-dan.] Hitherto,

beyond the early sanctity implied in its bearing the

name of Ba.vl, there is nothing remarkable in

Kirjath-jearim. It was no doubt this reputation

for sanctity which made the peo[)le of Beth-slieniesh

appeal to its inhabitants to relieve them of the Ark
of .lehovah, which was bringing such calamities on

their unfutored inexperience. From their place in

the valley they looked anxiously for some eminence,

which, according to the belief of those days, should

be the appropriate seat for so powerful a Deity—
" Who is able to stand before the face of Jehovah,

this holy God, and to whom shall He (or LXX.,
the ark of Jehovah) yo vp from us? " " And they

sent to the inhabitants of Kirjath-jearim, saying,

the Philistines have brought back the ark of Je-

hovah, come ye doicn and fetch il iip to you "

(1 Sam. vi. 20, 21). In this high-place— "the

hill" (n2753n)— under the charge of Eleazar,

son of Abinadab,* the ark remained for twenty years

(vii. 2), during which period the spot became 'the

resort of pilgrims from all parts, anxious to offer

sacrifices and perform vows to Jehovah (.Joseph.

Ant. vi. 2, § 1 ). At the close of that time Kirjath-

Jearim lost its sacred treasure, on its removal bj'

David to the house of Obed-edom the Gittite

(1 Chr. xiii. 5, 6; 2 Chr. i. 4; 2 Sam. vi. 2,

&c.). It is very remarkable and suggestive that in

the account of this transaction the ancient and
heathen name Baal is retained. In fact, in 2 Sam.

vi. 2— probably the original statement— the name
Baale is used without any explanation, and to the

exclusion of that of Kirjath-jearini. In the allusion

to this transaction in Ps. cxxxii. 6, the name is

obscurely indicated as the "wood"

—

yam; the

root of Kirjath-Zfr/rim. AVe are- further told that

its people, with those of Chephirah and Beeroth,

743 in mnnber, returned from captivity (Neh. vii.

29 ; and see Ezra ii. 25, where the name is

K.-akim, and 1 Esdr. v. 19, Kihiathiarius).

We also hear of a prophet URUAir-ben-Shemaiah,

a native of the place, who enforced the warnings

of Jeremiah, and was cruelly murdered by Jehoia-

kim (Jer. xxvi. 20, &c.), but of the place we know
nothing l)eyond wliat has lieen already said. A
tradition is mentioned by Adrichomius (Descr. T.

S. Dan. § 17), though without stating his authori-

ty, that it was the native place of " Zechariah, son

« In 1 Chr. xiii. 6, the Vulgate has Coliis Cariath-

Kcriui for the Baalali of tlie Hebrew text.

b Kirjath-jearim is not stated to have been allotted

to the T-evites, but it is difficult to suppose that Abin-

adab and Eleiizar were not Levites. This question.

and the force of the word rendered " sanctified " (vii.

1), will be noticed under Levites. On the other hand
it is remarkable that Beth-sheniesh, from which the

Ark was sent away, was a city of the priests.
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of Jehoiada, who was slain between the altar and
the Temple." "

To Eusebius and Jerome
(
Oiiom. " Cariathiarim "

)

it appears to have been well known. They describe

it as a village at the ninth (or, s. v. " Baal," tenth)

mile between Jerusalem and Diospolis (Lydda).

With this description, and the former of these two
distances agrees Frocopius (see Reland, p. 503). It

was reserved for Dr. Eobinson (Bibl. Res. ii. 11) to

discover that these requirements are exactly ful-

filled in the modern village of Kuriet el-Enah —
now usually known as Aim Goah, from the robber-

chief whose head-quarters it was — at the eastern

end of the Wiuly Aly, on the road from Jafta to

Jerusalem. And, indeed, if the statement of Euse-

bius contained the only conditions to be met, the

identification would be certain. It does not, how-
ever, so well agree with the requirements of 1 Sam.
vi. The distance from Beth-shemesh {Abi Shems)
is considerable — not less than 10 miles— through
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a very uneven country, with no appearance of any
road ever having existed (Rob. iii. 1.57). Neither
is it at all in proximity to Bethlehem (Ephratah),
which would seem to be implied in Ps. cxxxii. 6

;

though this latter passage is ^ery obscure. Wil-
liams {Holy City) endeavors to identify Kirjath-

jearim with Deir el-Howa, east oi Ain Shems. But
this, though sufficiently near the latter place, does
not answer to the other conditions. AVe may
therefore, for the present, consider Kurkt el-Enab
as the representative of Kirjath-jearim.

The modern name, differing from the ancient

only in its latter portion, signifies the " city of

grapes;" the ancient name, if interpreted as He-
brew, the "city of forests." Such interpretations

of these very antique names must be received with

great caution on account of the tendency which
exists universally to alter the names of places and
persons so that they shall contain a meaning in the

language of the country. In the present case we

Kiqath-jearim.

have the play on the name in Ps. cxxxii. G, already

noticed, the authority of Jerome (
Comm. in Is.

xxix. 1), who renders it villa silvarum, and the

testimony of a recent traveller (Tobler, Dritfe Wan-
derung, 178, 187), who in the immediate neighbor-

hood, on the ridge probably answering to Mount
Jearim, states that, '• for real geiniine (echtes)

woods, so thick and so solitary, he had seen nothing

like them since he left Germany."

It remains yet to be seen if any separate or

definite eminence answering to the hill or high-

place on which the ark was deposited is recognizable

at Kuriet el-Enab. G.
* An old Gothic church at Kuriet el-Enab built

by the Crusaders is an oliject of mournful interest

to the traveller. It is one of the most perfect

Christian ruins of this description in I'alestine.

The exterior walls are well preserved, and the aisles,

pillars, and some old frescoes still remain. The

Moslems often make mosques of such churches, but

this one they have turned into a stable or cow-pen.

H.

KTR'JATH-SAN'NAH (HSD '"Q [city of

instruction or writing, Fiirst ; of palm-branch,

« The mention of KapiaSiapciV (Alex. Kapia9iapi|u.)

in the LXX. of Josh. iii. 16, possibly proceeds from a

eorruptiou of the Hebrew Kirjath-Adiim, " the city

Ges.]: Tr6\i^ ypafxixcLTuiV. Canathsenna), n name

which occurs once only (Josh. xv. 49), as another,

and probably an earlier, appellation for Debir, an

important place in the mountains of Judah, not far

from Hebron, and which also bore the name of

Kik.jath-Sephek. Whence the name is derived

we have no clew, and its meaning has given rise to

a variety of conjectures (see Keil, .losua, on x. 40;

Ewald, Gesch. i. 324, note). That of Gesenius

{7'hes. 9G2) is, that s'tnnnli is a contraction of s««-

sannah= a palm-branch, and thus that Kirjath-

sannah is the " city of palms." But this, though

adopted by Stanley (S. cj P. 101, 524), is open to

the objection that palms were not trees of the

mountain district, where Kiijath-sannah was sit-

uated, but of the valleys (S. <j- P. 145).

It will be observed tliat the LXX. interpret both

this name and Kirjatli-sepher alike. G.

* The etymology of the name at present seems

almost hopelessly obscure, and any explanation

founded on that basis nnist be uncertain. It has

been suggested that 7130 may mean the palm-

lirauch or leaf as used for writing purposes, as is

the case so extensively in Asia at the present day.

Adiim," as has been pointed out under Ad.um, yol. i

p. 27 o.
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If this were so, Kirjath-sannah and Kirjath-sepher

would differ only as referring the one to the books

written or preserved in the place and the other to

the material out of which they were made. If the

palm-trees themselves did not grow there (though

several are found now even at Jerusalem), the leaves

could have been procured elsewhere and brought
thither. If the later name Debir (which see) sig-

nifies "sacred recess," "sanctuary" (Jerome,

oraculuni), it then simply points back by a less

definite designation to tlie ancient character of the

town (shadowed forth in the other names) as the

seat of some religious cultus among the old Canaan-
ites. H.

KIR'JATH-SE'PHER (~)2p
'f? [city of

the book or writiny] : in Judg. i. 11, Kaptad(Tf(pip

[Vat. Kapiaaa-ciKfyap] Tr6\ts ypa/iyuaToif ; in ver.

12, and in Josh, the first word is omitted : Cariaih-

seplier), the early name of the city Deisik, which

further liad tlie name— doubtless also an early one
— of Kirjath-sannah. Kirjath-sepher occurs

only in the account of the capture of the place by

Othniel, wlio gained thereby the hand of his wife

Achsali, Caleb's daughter (Josh. xv. 15, 16 ; and

in the exact repetition of tlie narrative, Judg. i. 11,

12). In this narrative, a document of unmistak-

ably early character (Ewald, Ge.^ch. ii. 373, 374),

it is stated that " the name of Debir before was
Kirjath-sepher." Ewald conjectures that the new
name was given it by the conquerors on account

of its retired position on the back «— tlie south or

southwestern slopes— of the mountains, possibly at

or about the modern el-Buij, a few miles W. of

ed-Dhoheriyeh {Gesch. ii. 373, note). But what-

ever the interpretation of the Hebrew name of the

place nia-y be, that of the Canaanite name must
certainly be more obscure. It is generally assumed

to mean "city of book" (from the Heljrew word
)Se/)Aer= book), and it has been made the founda-

tion for theories of the amount of literary culture

possessed by the Canaanites (Keil, Josua, x. 39

;

Ewald, i. 321). But such theories are, to say the

least, premature during the extreme uncertainty as

to the meaning of these very ancient names.*

The old name would appear to have been still in

existence in Jerome's time, if we may understand

his allusion in the epitaph of Paula (§ 11), where

he translates it vinculum lltterarum. [Comp. Kiit-

JATH-ARBA.]

KIR OF MOAB (2NTO 'T'p [imll or for-

tification of Moab] : rh Te?xos ryj? Mcoa^iVtSos
[Vat. Sin. -ySst-] : munis JJoaO), one of the two
chief strongholds of Moab, the other being Ar of
MoAB. The name occurs only in Is. xv. 1, though

the place is probably referred to under the names
of KiR-HERKS, KiR-HARASETH, etc. The clew to

its identification is given us by the Targum on

Isaiah and Jeremiah, which for the above names

has SS'^S, Craccn, TfT'?) Crtic, almost identical

with the name Kcriik, by which the site of an im-

portant city in a high and very strong position at

the S. E. of the Dead Sea is known at this day.

The chain of evidence for the identification of Kerak
with Kir-Moab is very satisfactory. Under the

« Taking Debir to mean an adytum, or innermost

recess, as it does in 1 K. vi. 5, 19, &c. (A. V.

f oracle").

* In the Targum it is rendered by ''3']Sl p.

KIR OF MOAB
name of XapaKf/.oo0a it is mentioned in the Acta
of the Council of Jerusalem, A. i). 536 (Reland, Pal.

p. 533), by the geographers Ptolemy and Stephanus

of Byzantium (Keland, pp. 463, 705). In A. d. 1131,

under King Fulco, a castle was built there which
became an important station for the Crusaders.

Here, in A. d. 1183, they sustained a fruitless

attack from Saladin and his brother (Bohaeddin,

Vit. Sal. ch. 25), the place being as impregnable

as it had been in the days of Elisha (2 K. iii. 25).

It was then the chief city of Arabia Secunda or

Petracensis ; it is specified as in the Belka, and is

distinguished from " Moab " or " Rabbat," the

ancient Au-Moab, and from the Mons reyalis

(Schultens, Index Geogr. " Caraeha "
; see also the

remarks of Gesenius, Jesaia, 517, and his notes to

the German transl. of Burckhardf). The Crusa-

ders in error believed it to be Petra, and that name
is frequently attached to it in the writings of Wil-
liam of Tyre and Jacob de Vitry (see quotations in

Rob. Bibl. Pes. ii. 167). This error is perpetuated

in the Greek Church to the present day; and the

bishop of Petra, whose ofiice, as representative of

the Patriarch, it is to produce the holy fire at

Easter in the "Church of the Sepulchre" at Jeru-

salem (Stanley, S. ij- P. 467), is in reality bishop

of Kerak (Seetzen, Peisen, ii. 358; Burckh. 387).

The modern Kerak is known to us through the

descriptions of Burckhardt (379-390), Irby (ch.

vii.), Seetzen (Peisen, i. 412, 413), and De Saulcy

(La Mer Morte, i. 355, &c.); and these fully bear

out the interpretation given above to the name—
the " fortress," as contradistinguished from the

"metropolis" (Ar) of the country, i. e. Kabbath-

jMoab, the modern Pabba. It lies about 6 miles

S. of the last-named place, and some ten miles

from the Dead Sea, upon the plateau of highlands

which forms this part of the country, not far from

the western edge of the plateau. Its situation is

truly remarkable. It is built upon the top of a

steep hill, surroimded on all sides by a deep and

narrow valley, which again is completely inclosed

by mountains rising higher than the town, and

overlooking it on all sides. It must have been from

these surrounding heights that the Israelite slingers

hurled tlieir vollies of stones after the capture of

the place had proved impossible (2 K. iii. 25). The
town itself is encompassed by a wall, to which,

when perfect, there were but two entrances, one to

the south ami the other to the north, cut or tun-

nelled through the ridge of the natural rock below

the wall for a length of 100 to 120 feet. The wall

is defended by several large towers, and the western

extremity of the town is occupied by an enormous

mass of buildings— on the south the castle or keep,

on the north the seraglio of El-Melek edh-Dhahir.

Between these two buildings is apparently a third

exit, leading to the Dead Sea. (A map of the site

and a view of part of the keep will be found in the

Atlas to De Saulcy, La Mer Morte, etc., feuilles

8, 20). The latter shows well the way in which

the town is inclosed. The walls, the keep, and

serai^lio are mentioned by Lynch (Peport, May 2,

pp. 19, 20), whose account, though interesting, con-

tains nothing new. The elevation of the town can

" city of princes " (apx<iO- See Buxtorf, Lex. Talm.

217.

c Gesenius expresses it as follows : " Ar-Moab, Stadt

Moabs gleichsam acrru oder urbs Moabitarum . . .

und die Burg des Landes Kir-Moab '' (Burckhardt, von

Gesenius, 1064).
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hardly be less than 3000 feet above the sea (Porter,

Hdbk. 60). From the heights immediately outside

it, near a ruined mosque, a view is obtained of the

Dead Sea, and in clear weather of Bethlehem and

Jerusalem (Seetzen, Reisen, i. 413; Schwarz, 217).

G.

KISH (ti^'T? [perh. bow, Ges.] : Ki's ;
[Vat. Alex.

Kety, and so Lachm. Tisch. Treg. in Acts:] Cis,

Vulg. and A. V., Acts xiii. 21). 1. A man of the

tribe of Benjamin and the family of JIatri, accord-

ing to 1 Sam. X. 21, though descended from Becher

according to 1 Chr. vii. 8, compared with 1 Sam.
ix. 1. [Becher.] He was son of Ner, brother

to Abner, and father to King Saul. Gibeah or

Gibeon seems to have been the seat of the family

from the time of Jehiel, otherwise called Abiel

(1 Sam. xiv. 51), Kish's grandfather (1 Chr. ix.

35).

2. Son of Jehiel, and uncle to the preceding

(1 Chr. [viii. 30,] ix. 30).

3. {Kktolos; Vat. Alex. Keio-aios-] A Benja-

niite, great grandfather of Mordecai, who was taken

captive at the time that Jecoiiiah was carried to

Babylon (Esth. ii. 5)

4. A Merarite, of the house of Mahli, of the

tribe of Levi. His sons married the daughters of

his brother Eleazar (1 Chr. xxiii. 21, 22, xxiv. 28,

29), apparently about the time of King Saul, or

early in the reign of David, since Jeduthun the

singer was the son of Kish (1 Chr. vi. 11, A. V.,

compared with 2 Chr. xxix. 12). In the last cited

place, " Kish the son of Abdi," in the reign of

Hezekiah, must denote the Levitical house or divis-

ion, under its chief, rather than an individual.

[Jeshua.] The genealogy in 1 Chr. vi. shows

that, though Kish is called " the son of Mahli

"

(1 Chr. xxiii. 21), yet eight generations intervened

between him and Mahli. In the corrupt text of

1 Chr. XV. the name is written Kiisha'uih at ver. 17,

and for Jeduthun is written Ethan. [Jeduthun.]
At 1 Chr. vi. 29 (44, A. V.) it is written Kishi.

It is not improbable that the name Kish may have

passed into the tribe of Levi from that of Benjamin,

owing to the residence of. the latter in the imme-
diate neighborhood of Jerusalem, wliich might lead

to intermamages (1 Chr. viii. 28, 32).

A. C. H.

KISH'I C^tp'^p [perh. Jehovah's bow, Ges.]

:

Kico ; [Vat. Keio-ai ;] Alex. Keiffav : Cusl), a
Merarite, and father or ancestor of I'Lthan the

minstrel (1 Chr. vi. 44). The form in which his

a Kishon is from idp, to be bent, or tortuous
;

Kishion from HKJp, to be hard {T/ies. 1211, 1243).

b By some this was — with the usual craving to

make the name of ii place mean something — developed

into ^. TO)!/ Kio-o-oif, " the torrent of the ivy bushes "

(Suidas, s. i: 'la/SiV), just as the name of Kidron
(Kc'Spioi/) was made twi' KiSpiov, " of the cedars."

[CBDRON
; KiDROM.]

e The term coupled with the Kishon in Judg. v. 21,

C^H-npn, in A. V. " that ancient river," has been

very variously rendered by the old interpreters. 1. It

is taken as a proper name, and thus apparently that

of a distinct stream— in some MSS. of the LXX.,
KoSij/netfi (see Bahrdt's Hi-xnpta) ; by .Jerome, in the

Vulgate, torreiis Oidumim ; in the Peshito and Arabic

versions, Carmin. This view is also ttiken by Ben-
jamin of Tudela, who speaks of the river close to

Acre (doubtless meaning thereby the Belus) as the

90
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name appears in the Vulg. is supported by 22 of

Kennicott's MSS. In 1 Chr. xv. 17 he is called

KusHAiAH, and Kish in 1 Chr. xxiii. 21, xxiv.

29.

KISH'ION (Ptrp Itftrdness]: Kiaciu; [Vat.

Kitffoov;] Alex. Keatuv' Cesio?j), one of the towns
on the boundary of the tribe of Issachar (Josh. xix.

20), which with its suburbs was allotted to the

Gershonite Levites (xxi. 28; though in this place

the name— identical in the original— is incor-

rectly given in the A. V. Kishon). If the judg-

ment of Gesenins may be accepted, there is no con-

nection between the name Kishion and that of the

river Kishon, since as Hebrew words they are de-

rivable from distinct roots.'' But it would seem

very questionable how far so archaic a name as that

of the Kishon, mentioned, as it is, in one of the

earliest records we possess (Judg. v. ), can be treated

as Hebrew. No trace of the situation of Kishion

however exists, nor can it be inferred so as to enable

us to ascertain whether any connection was likely

to have existed between the town and the river.

KFSHON (^V^i? [see above]-: {, Kiixciv

,

[Vat. Keiccoj';] Alex, rj Kktioov'- Cesion), an in-

accurate mode of representing (Josh. xxi. 28) the

name which on its other occurrence is correctly

given as Kishion. In the list of Levitical cities

in 1 Chr. vi. its place is occupied by Kedesh
(ver. 72).

KI'SHON, THE RIVER ()''^W^r> bm
[torrent, A'., i. e. beniUn;/ itself, serpentine, Ges.]

6 x^'-t^'^Pfi'^^^ KLcruv, Ktaawv,^ and Keicroiy; [Vat

uniformly, and] Alex, usually KiKxwv'- torrens

Cison), a torrent or winter stream of central Pales-

tine, the scene of two of the grandest achievements

of Israelite history — the defeat of Sisera, and the

destruction of the projjiets of Baal by Elijah.

Unless it be alluded to in Josh. xix. 11 as " the

torrent facing Jokneam " — and if Kaiindn be Jok-

neam, the description is very accurate— the Kishon

is not mentioned in describing the possessions of

the tribes. Indeed its name occurs only in con-

nection with the two great events just referred to

(Judg. iv. 7, 13, V. 2i;c Ps. Ixxxiii. 9— here in-

accurately "Kison;" and 1 K. xviii. 40).

The Nahr Mukutta, tlie modern representative

of the Kishon, is the drain by which the waters of

the plain of Esdraelon, and of the mountains which

inclose that plain, namely, Carmel and the Samaria

rantre on the south, the mountains of Galilee on

CT2l"Tp bn3. 2. As an epithet of the Kishon

itself: liSSa.., xeifj^i'ppovi apxaiiov, Aquila, Kauo-corwi',

perhaps intending to imply a scorching wind or simoom
as accompanying the rising of the waters ;

Symmachus,

aiyi'cui' or aXyiuv, perhaps alluding to the swift spring-

ing of the torrent (alye? is used for high waves by

Artemidorus). The Targnm, adhering to the significa-

tion " ancient," expands the sentence— " the torrent

in which were shown signs and wonders to Israel of

old ;
" and this miraculous torrent a later Jewish tra-

dition (preserved in the Commentariiis in Canticum

DihborcB, ascribed to Jerome) would identify with the

Red Sea, the scene of the greatest marvels in Israel's

history. The rendering of the A. V. is supported by

Mendelssohn, Gesenius, Ewald, and other eminent mod-

ern scholars. But is it not possible that the term may
refer to an ancient tribe of Kedumim— wandcrci-s from

the eastern deserts — who had in remote antiqmty

settled on tho Kishon or one of its tributary wadies ?
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the north, and Gilboa, " Little Harmon " (so called),

and Tabor on the east, find their way to the Jledi-

terranean. Its course is in a direction nearly due

N. W. along the lower part of the plain nearest the

foot of the Samarian hills, and close beneath the

very cliffs of Carrfiel (Thomson, Land and Book, 2d

ed. p. 436), breaking through the hills which separate

the plain of Esdraelon from the maritime plain of

Acre, by a very narrow pass, beneath the eminence

of Harothieh or BaTti, which is believed still to

retain a trace of the name of Harosheth of the

Gentiles (Thomson, p. 437). It has two principal

feeders: the first from Deburieh (Daberath), on

Mount Tabor, the N. E. angle of the plain; and

secondly, from Jelbi'tn (Gilboa) and Jenin (Engan-

nim) on the S. E. The very large perennial spring

of the last-named place may be said to be the origin

of the remote part of the Kishon (Thomson, p. 435).

It is also fed by the copious spring of Lcjjun, the

stream from which is probal>ly the " waters of

Megiddo" (Van de Velde, 353; Porter, Handbook,

p. 385). During the winter and spring, and after

sudden storms of rain, the upper ]iart of tiie Kishon

flows with a very strong torrent; so strong, that

in the battle of Mount Tabor, April 16, 1799, some

of the circumstances of the defeat of Sisera were

reproduced, many of the fugitive Turks being

drowned in the wady from Deburieh, which then

inundated a part of the plain (Burckhardt, p. 339).

At the same seasons the ground about Lejjun

(Megiddo) where the principal encounter with Sisei-a

would seem to have taken place, becomes a morass,

impassable for even single travellers, and truly de-

structive'' for a huge horde like his army (Prokesch,

in Rob. ii. 364; Thomson, p. 436).

But like most of the so-called " rivers " of Pales-

tine, the perennial stream forms but a small part of

the Kishon. During the greater part of the year

its upper portion is dry, and the stream confined to

a few miles next the sea. The sources of this

perennial portion proceed from the roots of Carmel
— the " vast fountains called Sa'adhjeh, about

three miles east of Chaifa " (Thomson, p. 435), and

those, apparently still more copious, described by

Shaw (Rob. ii. 365),'' as bursting forth from be-

neath the eastern brow of Carmel, and discharging

of themselves "a river half as big as the Isis."

It enters the sea at the lower part of the bay of

Akkn, about two miles east of Chaifa, " in a deep

tortuous bed between banks of loamy soil some 15

feet high, and 15 to 20 yards apart " (Porter,

Handbook, pp. 383, 384). Between the mouth and

the town the shore is lined \>y an extensive grove

of date-palms, one of the finest in Palestine (Van

de Velde, p. 289).

The part of the Kishon at which the jjrophets of

Baal were slaughtered by Elijali was doubtless close

below the spot on Carmel where the sacrifice had

taken place. This spot is now fixed with all but

certainty, as at the extreme east end of the mouu-
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tain, to which the name is still attached of et
Mahrakah, " the burning." [Carmel.] No-
where does the Kishon run so close to the mountain

as just beneath this spot (Van de Velde, i. 324).

It is about 1000 feet above the river, and a pre-

cipitous ravine leads directly down, by which the

victims were perhaps hurried from the sacred pre-

cincts of the altar of Jehovah to their doom in the

torrent bed below, at the foot of the mound, which

from this circumstance may he called Tell Kusis,

the hill of the priests. Whether the Kishon con-

tained any water at this time we are not told ; that

required for Elijah's sacrifice was in all probabiUty

obtained from the spring on the mountain side

below the plateau of el-Mahrakah. [CarmeLi,

vol. i. p. 390 a.]

Cf the identity of the Kishon with the present

Nahr 3Iiikiitta there can be no question. The
existence of the sites of Taanach and Megiddo
along its course, and the complete agreement of

the circumstances just named with the require-

ments of the story of Elijah, are sufficient to

satisfy us that the two are one and the same. But
it is very remarkable what an absence there is of

any continuous or traditional evidence on the point.

By Josephus the Kishon is never named, neither

does the name occur in the early Itineraries of

Antoninus Augustus, or the Bordeaux Pilgrim.

Eusebius and -Jerome dismiss it in a few words,

and note only its origin in Tabor ( Onom. " Cison "),

or such part of it as can be seen thence {Kjk ad
Eusiochium, § 13), passing by entirely its con-

nection with Carmel. Benjamin of Tudela visited

Akka and Carmel. He mentions the river by

name as " Nachal Kishon ;
" '^ but only in the most

cursory manner. Brocardus (cir. 1500) describes

the western portion of the stream with a little

more fullness, but enlarges most on its upper or

eastern part, which, with the victory of Barak, he

places on the east of Tabor and Hermon, as dis-

charging the water of those mountains into the Sea

of Gah lee (Descr. Terree S. cap. 6, 7). This has

been shown by Dr. Robinson {Bibl. lies. ii. 364) to

allude to the Wady el-Bireh, which runs down to

the Jordan a few miles above Scythopolis. For

the descriptions of modern travellers, .see JMaundrell

{Early Trav. 430); Robinson (ii. 362, &c., iii.

116, 117); Van de Velde (324, &c.); Stanley (3.36,

339, 355), and Thomson {Land and Book, chap,

xxix. ). G.

KI'SON (l'l^"'l? [see above]: KeiffuV, Alex.

Kicrcrwi''- Cison), an inaccurate mode of represent-

ing the name elsewhere correctly given in the A. V.

Kishon (Ps. Ixxxiii. 9 only). An additional in-

consistency is the expression " the brook o/'Kison "

— the word "of" being redundant both here and

in Judg. iv. 13, and v. 21. G.

KISS.'' Kissing the lips by way of affectionate

salutation was not only permitted, but customary,

" " The Kishon, considered, on account of its quick-

sands, the most dangerous river in the land " (Van de

Velde, i. 289).

t> The report of Shaw that this spring is called by

the people of the place Ras el-Kishon, though dis-

missed with contempt by Uobiuson in his note, on the

ground that the name K. is not known to the Arabs,

has been confirmed to the writer by the liev. W. Lea,

who recently visited the spot.

c The English reader should be on his guard not

to rely on the translation of Benjamin contained in

the edition of Ashcr (Berlin, 1840). In the part of

the work above referred to two serious errors occur.

(1.) '^^^^17 ^n? is rendered "Nahr el-Kelb ;

''

most erroneously, for the N. el-Kelb (Lyons) is more

than 80 miles farther north. (2.) '^IttJ^'p bn3 is

rendered " the river Mukattua." Other renderings

no less inexact occur elsewhere, which need not be

noted here.

'I 1. Vtrb. ptt73 : hXX. and N. T. (^lAew, icara-

</)iAc'<o : oscular, deosculor. 2. Subs. T^\)^^2, the
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amongst near relatives of both sexes, both in patri-

archal and in later times (Gen. xxix. 11; Cant,

viii. 1). Between individuals of the same sex, and
in a limited degree between those of different sexes,

the kiss on the cheek as a mark of respect or an

act of salutation has at all times been customary

in the East, and can hardly be said to be extinct

even in Europe. Mention is made of it (1) be-

tween parents and children (Gen. xxvii. 26, 27,

xxxi. 28, 55, xlviii. 10, 1. 1 ; Ex. xviii. 7 ; Ruth i.

9, 14; 2 Sam. xiv. 33; 1 K. xix. 20; Luke xv. 20;

Tob. vii. 6, X. 12): (2) between brothers or near

male relatives or intimate friends (Gen. xxix. 13,

xxxiii. 4, xlv. 15; Ex. iv. 27; 1 Sam. xx. 41):

(3) the same mode of salutation between persons

not related, but of equal rank, whether friendly or

deceitful, is mentioned (2 Sam. xx. 9 ; Ps. Ixxxv.

10; Prov. xxvii. 6; Luke vii. 45 (1st clause), xxii.

48; Acts XX. 37): (4) as a mark of real or affected

condescension (2 Sam. xv. 5, xix. 39): (5) respect

from an inferior (Luke vii. 38, 45, and perhaps viii.

44).

In the Christian Church the kiss of charity was
praeticed not only as a friendly salutation, but as

an act symbolical of love and Christian brotherhood

(Rom. xvi. 16; 1 Cor. xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xiii. 12;

1 Thess. V. 26; 1 Pet. v. 14). It was embodied
in the early Christian offices, and has been con-

tinued in some of those now in use {Apost. Constit.

ii. 57, viii. 11; Just. Mart. Apol. i. 65; Palmer,

On Lit. ii. 102, and note from Du Cange; Bing-

ham, Christ. Aniiq. b. xii. c. iv. § 5, vol. iv. p. 49,

b. ii. c. xi. § 10, vol. i. p. 161, b. ii. c. xix. § 17, vol.

i. p. 272, b. iv. c. vi. § 14, vol. i. p. 526, b. xxii. c. iii.

§ 6, vol. vii. p. 316; see also Cod. .Just. V. Tit. iii.

16, de Don. ante Nupt.; Brande, Poj). Antiq. ii.

87).

Between persons of imequal rank, the kiss, as a

mark either of condescension on the one hand, or

of respect on the other, can hardly be said to sur-

vive in Europe except in the case of royal per-

sonages. In the East it has beeft continued with

little diminution to the present day. The ancient

Persian custom among relatives is mentioned by
Xenophon {Cyrop. i. 4, § 27), and among inferiors

towards superiors, whose feet and hands they kissed

(ib. vii. 5, § 32; Dion Cass. lix. 27). Among the

Arabs the women and children kiss the beards of

their husbands or fathers. The superior returns

the salute by a kiss on the forehead. In Egypt
an inferior kisses the hand of a .superior, generally

on the back, but sometimes, as a special favor, on
the palm also. To testify abject submission, and
in asking favors, the feet are often kissed instead

of the hand. " The son kisses the hand of his

father, the wife that of her husband, the slave,

and often the free servant, that of the master.

The slaves and servants of a grandee kiss their

lord's sleeve or the skirt of his clothing" (Lane,

3fod. K(j. ii, 9; Arvieux, Trnv. p. 151; Burck-

hardt, frav. i. 369; Niebuhr, 1%. i. 329, ii. 93;

Layard, Nin. i. 174; Wellsted, Arabia, i. 341;

Malcolm, Sketches oj' Persic, p. 271; see above

(5)).

notiOQ being of extension, or possihly from the sound,

aesen. p. 924 : LXX. ami N. T. (|)iAi)na : osculum.
n In the parallel passage of I^ev. xi. the glei/e

(nSl) is omitted ; but the Hebrew word has in all

probability crept into the text by an error of some
transcriber. (See Ge.sen. 5 v., and Glede.)

b la ornithological language " kite " = " glede "
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The written decrees of a sovereign are kissed in

token of respect; even the ground is sometimes
kissed by Orientals in the fullness of their sub-
mission (Gen. xli. 40 ; 1 Sara. xxiv. 8 ; Ps. Ixxii. 9

;

Is. xlix. 23 ; Mic. vii. 17 ; Matt, xxviii. 9 ; Wilkin-
son, A71C. Eg. ii. 203; LayAd, Nin. i. 274; Harmer,
Obs. i. 336).

Friends saluting each other join the right hand,
then each kisses his own hand, and puts it to his

lips and forehead, or breast; after a long absence
they embrace each other, kissing first on the right

side of the face or neck, and then on the left, or on
both sides of the beard (Lane, ii. 9, 10 ; Irby and
Mangles, p. 116; Chardin, Voy. iii. 421; Arvieux,
L c; Burckhardt, Notes, i. 369; Russell, Aleppo,

i. 240).

Kissing is spoken of in Scripture as a mark of

respect or adoration to idols (1 K. xix. 18; Hos.
xiii. 2; comp. Cic. Verr. iv. 43; Tacitus, speaking

of an eastern custom, Hist. iii. 24, and the Mo-
hammedan custom of kissing the Kaaba at Mecca

;

Burckhardt, Trav. i. 250, 298, 323; Crichton,

Arabia, ii. 215). H. W. P.

KITE (n*S, ayydh : Ikt?vos, yi\p : I'ultur

mik'us?). The Hebrew word thus rendered occurs

in three passages, Lev. xi. 14, Deut. xiv. 13, and
Job xxviii. 7: in the two former it is translated

" kite " in the A. V., in the latter '' vulture." It

is enumerated among the twenty names of birds

mentioned in Deut. xiv.« (belonging for the most
part to the order liaptores), which were considered

unclean by the Jlosaic Law, and forbidden to be

used as food by the Israelites. The allusion in Job
alone affords a clew to its identification. The deep

mines in the recesses of the mountains from which
the labor of man extracts the treasures of the

earth are there described as "a track which the

bird of prey hath not known, nor hath the eye of '

the ayyah looked upon it." Among all birds

of prey, which are proverbially clear-sighted, the

ayyah is thus distinguished as possessed of peculiar

keenness of vision, and by this attribute alone is

it marked. Translators have been singularly at

variance with regard to this bird. In the LXX.
of Lev. and Deut. ayyah is rendered "kite,"''

while in Job it is "vulture," which the A. V. has

followed. The Vulg. gives " vulture " in all three

passages, unless, as Drusius suggests (on Lev. xi.

14), the order of the words in Lev. and Deut.

is changed; but even in this case there remains

the rendering "vulture" in Job, and the reason

advanced by Drusius for the transposition is not

conclusive. The Targ. Onkelos vaguely renders it

"bird of prey;" Targ. Pseudo-Jonathan, "black

vulture;" Targ. Jems, by a word which Buxtorf

translates " a pie," in which he is supported by the

authority of Kimchi, but which Bochart considers

to 1)6 identical in meaning with the preceding, and

which is employed in Targ. Onkelos as the equiva-

lent of the word rendered " heron " in A. V. of Lev.

xi. 19. It is impossible to say what the rendering

of the Peshito Syriac in Lev. and Deut. may be, in

consequence of an evident confusion in the text ; in

{Milvits vulgaris) ; but " glede " is applied by tht

common people in Ireland to the coiuinon buzzard

(BiiUo vulgaris), the " kite " not being indigenous to

that country. So, too, the translators of the A. V.

considered the terms " kite " and " glede " as distinct.

for they render HS"! " glede," and rT'S " kite,"-
T T T -

" and the glede and the kite " (Deut. xiv. 13).
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Job ayyah is translated by daitho," " a kite " or

" vulture " as some have it, which is the repre-

sentative of " vulture " in the A. V. of Is. xxxiv.

15. The Arabic versions of Saadias and Abnlwalid

give " the night-owl; " and Aben Ezra, deriving it

from a root* signifying -'an island," explains it

as "the island bird," without however identifying

it with any individual of the feathered tribes.

Kobertson
(
Claris Pentnteuclii) derives ayyah from

the Heb. H^S, an obsolete root, which he connects

with an Arabic word,<^ the primary meaning of

which, according to Schultens, is " to turn." If

this derivation be the true one, it is not improbable

that "kite" is the correct rendering. Tlie habit

which birds of this genus have of " sailing in

circles, with the rudder-like tail by its inclination

governing the curve," as Yarrell says, accords with

the Arabic derivation.<*

Bochart, regarding the etymology of the word,

connected it with the Arabic al yuyu, a kind of

hawk so called from its cry yaya, described by

Damir as a small bird with a short tail, used in

hunting, and remarkable for its great courage, the

swiftness of its flight, and the keenness of its vision,

which is made the subject of praise in an Arabic

stanza quoted by Damir. From these considerations

Bochart identifies it with the merlin, or Falco

msalon of Linnaeus, which is the same as the Greek

al(Ta\wv and Latin cesalo. It must be confessed,

however, that the grounds for identifying the ciyyali

with any individual species are too slight to enable

us to regard with confidence any conclusions which

may be liased upon them; and from the expression

which follows in Lev. and Deut., "after its kind,"

it is evident that the term is generic. The Talmud
goes so far as to assert that the four Hebrew words

rendered in A. V. "vulture," "glede," and "kite,"

denote one and the same bird (Lewysohn, Zooloyie

des Talmiuh, § 190). Seetzen (i. 310) mentions
a species of falcon used in Syria for hunting gazelles

and hares, and a smaller kind for hunting hares in

the desert. Kussell {Aleppo, ii. 196) enumerates

^5'

b "^S.

rl Qesenlus traces the word to the unused root

mS = Arab. . ^ -^ " to Iiowl like a Jog or wolf."

KNIFE
seven different kinds employed by the natives for

the same purpose.

I'wo persons are mentioned in the 0. T. whose

names are derived from this bird. [Ajah.] Fiirst

(Handw. s. v.) compares the parallel instances of

Shakin, a kind of falcon, used as a proper name by
the Persians and Turks, and the Latin Milvius.

To these we may add Falco and Falconia among
the Romans, and the names of Haivke, Falcon,

Falconer, Kite, etc., etc., in our own language (see

Lower's Historical Essays on English Surnames).

W. A. W.
* The common black kite, which is seen wheel-

ing in circles over the cities of Egypt, with the

small vulture ( Vultur percnopferiis) is called by the

natives Ju'cX^'- 1'his species is found also in

Syria, though like all the raptorial birds, less

numerously than in Egypt. From its proximity

to the cities it would appear to prefer what it can

pick up of ofKil and dead birds to the more preca-

rious hunting of its li^ing prey. The pigeons of

Egypt, which are exceedingly numerous in the

neighborhood of the towns, seem to fly about in

perfect indifference to the presence of this powerful

raptor, and I never saw a kite make a descent on

a flock of pigeons, though they might do so at all

times. They are exceedingly wary and difficult to

approach, or shoot on the wing. G. E. P.

KITH'LISH (ty'^bnS, L e. CithUsh :

Maaxds: Alex. XadXccs; [Comp. Aid. KadaAis:]
Cethlis), one of the towns of .Judah, in the Bhefelah

or lowland (Josh. xv. 40), named in the same group

with Eglon, Gederoth, and Makkedah. It is not

named by Eusebius or Jerome, nor does it appear

to have been either sought or found by any later

traveller. G.

KIT'RON (1^~'^P [perh. castle, fm-tress,

Dietr.] : KeS/jaJc; Alex., with unusual departure

from the Heb. text, Xe^puiV' [Aid. XeSpdv, Comp.

Kerpiiv'] Cetron), a town which, though not men-
tioned in the specification of the possessions of

Zeliulun in Josh, xix., is catalogued in Judg. i. 30

as one of the towns from which Zebulun did not

expel the Canaanites. It is here named next to

Nahalol, a position occupied in Josh. xix. 15, by
Kattath. Kitron may be a corruption of this, or

it may be an independent place omitted for some
reason from the other list. In the Talmud {Megil-

liih, as quoted by Schwarz, 173) it is identified with
" Zippori," i. e. Sepphoris, now Seffurieh. G.

KIT'TIM (D'TIS : KrJTioi, Gen. x. 4; Kirioi,

[Alex.i KijTTioi? Comp. XfTTiju, Aid. Xemeifx,']
1 Chr. i. 7: \_Cetthim,'\ Cethim). Twice written

in the A. V. for Chittim.

KNEADING-TROUGHS. [Bread.]

KNIFE. "^ 1. The knives of the Egyptians, and

of other nations in early times, were probably only

of hard stone, and the use of the flint or stone knife

was sometimes retained for sacred purposes after

the introduction of iron and steel (Plin. II. N.

« 1. 3T?r7> Gesen. p. 516: /ixaxaipa : gladius,

miter. 2. n^5SJ2, from 7pS, " eat," Qesen. pp

89, 92 : prin^aia :
glaJins.
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XXXV. 12, § 165). Herodotus (ii. 86) mentions

knives both of iron and of stone " in different stages

of the same process of embalming. The same may
perhaps be said to some extent of the Hebrews.''

2. In their meals the Jews, like other Orientals,

made little use of knives, but they were required

both for slaughtering animals either for food or

Bacrifice, as well as cutting up the carcase (Lev. vii.

33, 34, viii. 15, 20, 25, ix. 1-3; Num. xviii. 18; 1

Sam. ix. 24 ; Ez. xxiv. 4 ; Ezr. i. 9 ; Matt. xxvi. 23

;

Russell, Aleppo, i. 172; Wilkinson, i. 169; Mischn.
Tainid, iv. 3).

3. Smaller knives were in use for paring fruit

(Joseph. Ant. xvii. 7; B.J. i. 33, § 7) and for

Bharpening pens<^ (Jer. xxxvi. 23).
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1, 2. Egyptian Flint Knives in Museum at Berlin.

3. Egyptian Knife represented in Hieroglyphics.

4. The razor (t was often used for Nazaritic pur-
poses, for which a special chamber was reserved in

the Temple (Num. vi. 5, 9, 19 ; Ez. v. 1 ; Is. vii.

20; Jer. xxxvi. 23; Acts xviii. 18, xxi. 24; Mischn.
Afidd. ii. 5).

Egyptian Knife. (British Museum.)

5. The pruning-hooks of Is. xviii. 5 « were prob-

ably curved knives.

6. The lancets/ of the priests of Baal were doubt-

less pointed knives (1 K. xviii. 28). [Lancet.]
Asiatics usually carry about with them a knife

or dagger, often with a highly ornamented handle,

which may be used when required for eating pur-

<* AWOS AifllOTTtKOS.

6 "12 (Ex. iv. 25) is in LXX. i/(i)<^os, in which Syr.

and other versions agree ; as also Q^'H^ m^'^n,
Ges. p. 1160

; ix.a.xaipas TrtrpiVas ex Trerpa? aKpordfious

,

Josh. V. 2. See Wilkinson. Anc. Eg. ii. 164 ; Prescott,

Mexico, i. 63.

poses (Judg. iii. 21; Layard, Nin. ii. 342, 299;
Wilkinson, i. 358, 360; Chardin, Voy. iv. 18;
Niebuhr, Voy. i. 340, pi. 71). H. W. P.

* Instead of " sharp knives " in Josh. v. 2
(A. V.) the margin reads ,'« knives of flint," whicl

is more exact for D''";!? n""l3~in, lit. knives of
rocks or stones. The account of Joshua's burial
(Josh. xxiv. 30) contains in the Septuagiut this re-

Assyrian Knives. (From Originals in British

Museum.)

markable addition. " Then they placed with him
in the tomb in which they buried him there the flint

knives (ros/iaxaipas ras Trerpii/as) vvith which he

circumcised the children of Israel in Gilgal, when he
led them forth out of Egypt, as the Lord com-
manded them; and there they are unto this day."

It thus appears that the Alexandrian 'translator

(even supposing that he has not followed here a dis-

tinct tradition respecting the great Hebrew leader)

was at all events familiar with the fact that it was not
uncommon to bury such relics with distinguished

persons when they died. It is well known that in

the Sinaitic peninsula stone or flint knives have

often been discovered on opening ancient places of

sepulture. The Abyssinian trilses at the present

day use flint knives in performing circumcision

(Knobel, Exodus, p. 40). See Stoxks, 3. H.

KNOP, that is Knob (A. S. cneep). A word
employed in the A. V. to translate two terms, of

the real meaning of which all that we can say with

certainty is that they refer to some architectural or

ornamental object, and that they have nothing in

common.

1. C(q)ht(»- (~l'"inD2). This occurs in the de-

scription of the candlestick of the sacred tent in

Ex. XXV. 31-36, and xxxvii. 17-22, the two passages

being identical. The knops are Iiere distinguished

from the shaft, branches, bowls, and flowers of the

candlestick ; but the knop and the flower go together,

and seem intended to imitate the produce of an

almond-tree. In another part of the work they

appear to form a boss, from which the branches are

to spring out from the main stem. In Am. ix. 1

c "IDDT '^V'Dj " *'^® '™'*"^ °^ * scribe."

<« Q'^a^sn i^ri, Ges. p. vm.

« rmpttt, Ges. p. 421 : ipiirava. : falces.

f D'^HKi'n : creipofiaorai : lanceoti.
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the same word is rendered, with doubtful accuracy,

" lintel." The same rendering is used in Zeph. ii.

14, where the reference is to some part of the palaces

of Nineveh, to be exposed when the wooden upper

story— the " cedar work " — was destroyed. The
Hebrew word seems to contain the sense of " cov-

ering" and "crowning" (Gesenius, Thes. 709).

Josephus's description {Ant. iii. 6, § 7) names both

balls (cr^atpia) and pomegranates (^olctkoi), either

of which may be the caphtor. The Targum « agrees

with the latter, the LXX. (ffcpaipuTripfs) with the

former. [Lintel.]

2. The second term, PekaHm (D'^37p2), is found

only in 1 K. vi. 18 and vii. 24. It refers in the

former to carvings executed in the cedar wainscot of

the interior of the Temple, and, as in the preceding

word, is associated with flowers. In the latter case

it denotes an ornament cast round the great reser-

voir or " sea " of Solomon's Temple below the brim

:

there was a double row of them, ten to a cubit, or

about 2 inches from centre to centre.

The word no doubt signifies some globular thing

resembling a small gourd,'' or an egg,'-' though as

to the character of the ornament we are quite in

the dark. The following woodcut of a portion of a

Border of a Slab from Kouyunjik. (Fergusson's

Architecture.)

richly ornamented door-step or slab from Kouyunjik,
probably represents sometliing approximating to

a "l^lTn, an apple, or other fruit of a round form,

both in Onkelos and Pseudojon.

6 Compare the similar word in37)7Q, Faklcuotk,

" gourds," in 2 K. iv. 39.

c This is the rendering of the Targmn.

KOHATH
the "knop and the flower" of Solomon's Tem-
ple. But as the building from which this is taken

was the work of a king at least as late as the son

of Esarhaddon, contemporary with the latter part

of the reign of Manasseh, it is only natural to sup-

pose that the character of the ornament would have

undergone considerable modification from what it

was in the time of Solomon. We must await some
future happy discovery in Assyrian or Egyptian

art, to throw clearer light on the meaning of these

and a hundred other terms of detail in the descrip-

tions of the buildings and life of the Israelites.

G.

* KNOWEN. This older form of the past

participle is used throughout the original edition of

the A. V. instead of Known. A similar remark

applies to blowen, c/roioen, moiven, sowen, throwen,

and hewen. This was the common orthography at

the time when the translation was made. A.

KO'A (5^"^": 'Txoue''; [Alex. Aou5; Comp.

KouSe'; Aid. Kov6' 2}ri'ncipes\) is a word which oc-

curs only in Ez. xxiii. 2-3 : " The Babylonians
and all the Chaldaeans, Pekod, and Shoa, and Koa,
and all the Assyrians with them." It is uncer-

tain if the word is a proper name or no. It may
perhaps designate a place otherwise unknown, which
we must suppose to have been a city or district of

Babylonia. Or it may be a common noun, signi-

fying " prince " or " nobleman," as the Vulgate
takes if, and some of tlie Jewish interpreters.

G. R.

KO'HATH e (nnf^, and Num. xvi. 1, &c.,

nnp_, assembly. Kaa'fland [Alex, once] Kad- Ca-

hatli), second of the three sons of Levi (Gershon, Ko-
hath, Merari), from whom the three principal divis-

ions of the Levites derived their origin and their name
(Gen. xlvi. 11: Exod. vii. 16, 18; Num. iii. 17;

'' The conjunction being taken as part of the name.
c It is not apparent why the form Kohath, which

occurs but occasionally, should have been chosen in

the A. V. in preference to the more usual one of Ke-
hath, sanctioned both by LXX. and Vulg. [The A. T.
seems to have derived this form from the Genevan ver-

sion. The Bishops' Bible has CeAn/A and Caatk.— A.]

Gershon

.

Gershonites.

Merari.
I

Merarites.

A daughter, Jochebed.

Amram = Jochebed.

Anron = Elisheba. Moses = Zipporah.

„ I I

Priests.

SlIEBUEL. SHELOMITH.
In time of David, In time of David
'of the sonsof (1 Chr. xxvi. 25,

Izhar.

I

Izharitcs.

(1 Chr. xxiv. 42;
" xxvi. 23.)

I

Hebron.
I

Hebronites.
(1 Chr. xxiii. 19;
xxvi. 23, 30 if.)

Korah,
I

Korahites.

a Chr. ix. 19.)

Elkanah.
„ I

SlIELOMITH. HeMAN. jEEIAIf. MiCAH.
" Of tlie sons of Sons of Heman (1 Chr. xxiii. 19; (1 Chr. xxiii.20;

TJzzielites.

(1 Chr. xxiii. 20.)

Izliar" (1 Chr.
xxiii. IK), in
time of David
(and xxiv. 22).

Amram" (1 :;6). Buf'Re-
Chr. xxiii. 16; habiah " was
xxiv, 20). chiefof the sons

of Eliezer in the
da.vs of David, aceordinp; to 1 Chr.
xxiii. 17; and Shelomoth was chief
of the sons of Izliar (xxiv. 22).

(1 Chr. vi.

33).

xxiv. 23.)

Eliel.
a Chr. XV. 9.)

xxiv. 24.)

Amhi.vadab.
(1 Chr. XV. 10.)



KOHATH
2 Chr. xxxiv. 12, &c.). Koliath was the father of

Amram, aufl he of Jloses and Aaron. From him,

therefore, were descended all the priests ; and hence

those of the Kohathites who were not priests were

of the highest rank of the Levites, though not the

sons of Levi's first-born. Korah, the son of Izhar,

was a Kohathite, and hence, perhaps, his impa-

tience of the superiority of his relatives, Moses and

Aaron. In »the journeyings of the Tabernacle the

sous of Kohath had charge of the most holy por-

tion of the vessels, to carry them by staves, as

the vail, the ark, the tables of show-bread, the

golden-altar, etc. (Num. iv.);but they were not

to touch them or look upon them " lest they die."

These were all previously covered by the priests,

the sons of Aaron. In the reign of Hezekiah the

Kohathites are mentioned first (2 Chr. xxix. 12),

as they are also 1 Chr. xv. 5-7, 11, when Uriel

their chief assisted, with 120 of his brethren, in

bringing up the ark to Jerusalem in the time of

David. It is also remarkable that in this last list

of those whom David calls " chief of the fathers of

the Levites," and couples with " Zadok and Abia-

thar the priests," of six who are mentioned by

name four are descendants of Kohath ; namely, be-

sides Uriel, Shemaiah the son of Elzaphan, with

200 of his brethren; Eliel, the son of Hebron,

with 80 of his brethren ; and Amminadab, the son

of Uzziel, with 1 12 of his brethren. For it appears

from Ex. vi. 18-22, compared with 1 Chr. xxiii. 12,

xxvi. 23-32, that there were four families of sons of

Kohath— Amramites, Izharites, Hebronites, and

Uzzielites ; and of the above names Elzaphan and

Amminadab were both Uzzielites (Ex. vi. 22), and

Eliel a Hebronite. The verses already cited from

1 Chr. xxvi.; Num. iii. 19, 27; 1 Chr. xxiii. 12,

also disclose the wealth and importance of the Ko-
hathites, and the important offices filled by them as

keepers of the dedicated treasures, as judges, offi-

cers, and rulers, both secular and sacred. In 2

Chr. xs. 19, they appear as singers, with the Kor-

hites.

The number of the sons of Kohath between the

ages of 30 and 50, at the first census in the wilder-

ness, was 2,750, and the whole number of males

from a month old was 8,fJ00 (Num. iii. 28, iv. 3G).

Their number is not given at the second numbering
(Num. xxvi. 57), but the whole number of Levites

had increased by 1,300, namely, from 22,000 to

23,300 (Num. iii. 39, xxvi. 62). The place of the

sons of Kohath in marching and encampment was
south of the Tabernacle (Num. iii. 29), which was
also the situation of the Reubenites. Samuel was
a Kohathite. and so of course were his descendants,

Heman the singer and the third division of the

singers which was under him. [Heman; Asaph;
Jeduthun.] The inheritance of those sons of

Kohath who were not priests lay in the half tribe

of Manasseh, in Ephraim (1 Chr. vi. 61-70), and
in Dan (Josh. xxi. 5, 20-20). Of the personal

history of Kohath we know nothing, except that he

came down to Egypt with Levi and .Jacob (Gen.

xlvi. 11), that his sister was Jochebed (Ex. vi. 20),

and that he lived to the age of 133 years (Ex.

vi. 18). He lived about 80 or 90 years in Egypt
during Joseph's lifetime, and about 30 more after

his death. He may have been some 20 years

a The meaning of Korali's name (baldness) has

supplied a ready handle to some members of the

Church of Rome to banter Calvin (Calvinus, Calvus),

aa being homonymous with his predecessor in schism
;
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younger than Joseph his uncle. The table on the

preceding page shows the principal descents from
Kohath; a fuller table maybe seen in Burrington'i

Genealogies, Tab. X. No. 1. [Levites.]

A. C. H.

* KO'HATHITES (VlHi^., 8 times, and

"Tini^, 7 times: Kad9, exc. Num. xxvi. 57, 1

Chr. vi.'5i, Kaadi (Vat. -0ei), and 1 Chr. ix. 32,

KaaO'iTTis (Vat. Sin. -0€j-): Caatfdtw, Caalh),

descendants of Kohath. A
* KOHE'LETH. [Ecclesiastes.]

' KOLA'IAH [3 syl.] (H'^Vlp [voice of
Jehovah]: KaiAfia; [Vat. KoSio; Alex. KoiXfia;]
FA. KoAem: C'ola'ia). 1. A Benjamite whose
descendants settled in Jerusalem afier the return

from the Captivity (Neh. xi. 7).

2. [LXX. omit: CoUa or CoUas-l The father

of Ahab the false prophet, who was burnt by the

Idng of Babylon (Jer. xxix. 21).

KO'RAH {r['yp, baldness a-. Kope': Core).

1. Third son of Esau by Aholibamah (Gen. xxxvi. 5,

14, 18; 1 Chr. i. 35). He was born in Canaan
before Esau migrateci to Mount Seir (Gen. xxxvi.

5-9), and was one of the " dukes " of Edom.
2. Another Edomitish duke of this name, sprung

from Eliphaz, Esau's sou by Adah (Gen. xxxvi.

16); but this is not confirmed by ver. 11, nor by

the list in 1 Chr. i. 36, nor is it probable in

itself.

3. [Vat. Kopee.] One of the •' sons of Hebron "

in 1 Chr. ii. 43 ; but whether, in this obscure pas-

sage, Hebron is the name of a man or of a city,

and whether, in the latter case, Korah is the same
as the son of Izhar (No. 4), whose children may
have been located at Hebron among those Kohath-

ites who were priests, is difficult to determine.

4. Son of Izhar, the son of Kohath, the son of

Levi. He was leader of the famous rebellion against

his cousins Moses and Aaron in the wilderness, for

which he paid the penalty of perishing with his

followers by an earthquake and flames of fire (Num.
xvi., xxvi. 9-11). The details of this rebellion are

too well known to need repetition here, but it may
be well to remark, that the particular grievance

which rankled in the mind of Korah and his com-
pany was their exclusion from the office of the

priesthood, and their being confined— those among
them who were Levites— to the inferior service of

the Tabernacle, as appears clearly, both from the

words of Moses in ver. 9, and from the test resorted

to with regard to the censers and the offering of

incense. The same thing also ajjpears from the

subsequent confirmation of the priesthood to Aaron
(ch. xvii.). The appointment of Elizaphan to be

chief of the Kohathites (Num iii. 30) may have

further inflamed his jealousy. Korah's position as

leader in this rebellion was evidently the result of

his personal character, which was that of a bold,

haughty, and ambitious man. This apjiears from

his address to Moses in Num. xvi. 3, and especial-

ly from his conduct in ver. 19, where both his

dai'ing and his infiuence over the congregation are

very apparent. Were it not for this, one would

have expected the Gershonites — as the elder

and it has been retorted that Korah'9 baliness has a

more suitable antitype in the tonsure of the Romiab
priests (Simonis. Oiiom. s. v.).
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branch of the Levites — to have sujDplied a leader

in conjunction with the sons of Keuben, rather

than the family of Izhar, who was Aniram's younger

brother. From some cause which does not clearly

appear, the children of Korah were not involved in

the destruction of their father, as we are expressly

told in Num. xxvi. 11, and as appears from the

continuance of the family of the Korahites to the

reign, at least of Jehoshaphat (2 Chr. xx. 19), and

probably till the return from the Captivity (1 Chr.

ix. 19, 31). [KoRAHiTE.] Perhaps the fissure

of the ground which swallowed up the tents of

Dathan and Abiram did not extend beyond those

of the Keubenites. From Num. xvi. 27 it seems

clear that Korah himself was not with Dathan and

Abiram at the moment. His tent may have been

one pitched for himself, in contempt of the orders

of Moses, by the side of his fellow-rebels, while his

family continued to reside in their proper camp

nearer the tabernacle ; or it must have been sepa-

rated by a considerable space from those of Dathan

and Abiram. Or, even if Korali's family resided

amongst the Reubenites, they may have fled, at

Moses's warning, to take refuge in the Kohathite

camp, instead of remaining, as the wives and chil-

dren of Dathan and Abiram did (ver. 27). Ko-

rah himself was doubtless with the 250 men who

bare censers nearer the tabernacle (ver. 19), and

perished with them by the " fire from Jehovah"

which accompanied the earthquake. It is nowhere

said that he was one of those who " went down

quick into the pit" (comp. Ps. cvi. 17, 18), and it

is natural that he should have been with the cen-

ser-bearers. That he was so is indeed clearly im-

plied by Num. xvi. lG-19, 35, 40, compared with

xxvi. 9, 10. In the N. T. (Jude ver. 11) Korah is

coupled with Cain and Balaam, and seems to be

held out as a warning to those who " despise domin-

ion and speak evil of dignities," of whom it is said

that they "perished in the gainsaying of Core.""

Nothing more is known of Korah's personal

character or career previous to his rebellion.

A. C. H.

KO'RAHITE (1 Chr. is. 19, 31), KOR'-
HITE, or KO'RATHITE (in Hebrew always

'^n'lp, or in plur. C'rTIi^ [patr. from Korah] :

never expressed at all by the LXX., but paraphrased

vloi, drifios, or yevfcreis Kope [error, see note*]:

Curike, [Core, Careliim]), that portion of the

Kohathites who were descended from Korah, and

are frequently styled by the synonymous phrase

Sons of Korah. [Koiiath.] It would appear, at

first sight, from V.x. vi. 24, that Korah had three

sons— Assir, Elkanah, and Abiasaph — as Winer,

KORAHITE
Rosenmiiller, etc., also understand it; but as we
learn from 1 Chr. vi. 22, 23, 37, that Assir, El-

kanah, and Abiasaph, were respectively the son,

grandson, and great-grandson of Korah, it seems

obvious that Ex. vi. 24 gives us the chief houses

sprung from Korah, and not his actual sons, and
therelbre that Elkanah and Abiasaph were not the

sons, but later descendants of Korah. If, however,

Abiasaph was the grandson of Assir his name must
have been added to this genealogy in Exodus later,

as he could not have been born at that time.

Elkanah might, being of the same generation as

Phinehas (Ex. vi. 25).

The oBices filled by the sons of Korah, as far as

we are informed, are the following. They were an

important branch of the singers in the Kohathite

division, Heman himself being a Korahite (1 Chr.

vi. 33), and the Korahites being among those who,

in Jehoshaphat's reign, " stood up to praise the

Lord God of Israel with a loud voice on high"

(2 Chr. XX. 19). [Hkjian.] Hence we find eleven

Psalms (or twelve, if Ps. 43 is included under the

same title as Ps. 42) dedicated or assigned to the

sons of Korah, namely, Ps. 42, 44-49, 84, 85, 87,

88. Winer describes them as some of the most

beautiful in the collection, from their high lyric

tone. Origen says it was a remark of the old in-

terpreters tliat all the Psalms inscribed with the

name of the sons of Korah are full of pleasant and

cheerful subjects, and free from anything sad or

harsh {ffomU. on 1 Kings, i. e. 1 Sam.), and on

Matt, xviii. 20, he ascribes the authorship of these

Psalms to " the three sons of Korah," who, " be-

cause they agreed together had the Word of God
in the midst of them " [Ilomil. xiv.).<^ Of moderns,

Rosenmiiller thinks that the sons of Korah, espe-

cially Heman, were the authors of these Psalms,

which, he says, rise to greater sublimity and breathe

more vehement feelings than the Psalms of David,

and quotes Hensler and Eichhorn as agreeing. De
Wette also considers the sons of Korah as the

authors of them {Einl. 335-339), and so does Just.

Olshausen on the Psalms (Exeg. Handb. Einl. p.

22). As, however, the language of several of these

Psalms— as the 42d, 84th, &c. — is manifestly

meant to. apply to David, it seems much simpler

to explain the title "for the sons of Korah," to

mean that they were given to them to sing in the

Temple-services. If their style of rnu^c, vocal and
instrumental, was of a more sublime and lyric

character than that of the sons of Merari or Gershon,

and Heman had more fire in his execution than

Asaph and Jeduthun, it is perfectly natural that

David should have given his more poetic and ele-

vated strains to Heman and his choir, and the

« 'Ai'TiXoyi'a, " contradiction," alluding to his speech

in Num. xvi. 3, and accompanying rebellion. Com-

pare the use of the same word in Heb. xii. 3, Ps. cvi.

32, and of the verb, John xix. 12, and Is. xxii. 22, Ixv.

2 (LXX.), in which latter passage, as quoted Rom. x.

21, the A. V. has the same expression of " gainsaving "

as in Jude. The Son of Sirach, following Ps. cvi. 16,

ntiJD^ ^iWSr?"^, etc. (otherwise rendered however

by tXX.', Ps.' cvi. 16. irapiopyiirav), describes Korah

and his companions as envious or jealous of Moses,

where the English " maligned " is hardly an equiva-

lent for e(ri\uj(rav.

b * There is but one instance in which the word is

paraphrased by the LXX., namely, 1 Chr. xxvi. 1, viol

Kopdn. (Vat. -ei|u,), Alex, uiois Kope, for C^n^lf^^ ;

'n the other cases, Ex. vi. 24, Num. xxvi. 58, (1 Chr.

xxvi. 19,) 2 Chr. xx. 19, yEveVeis, 6>)mos, and vioi rep-

resent distinct Hebrew words, and Kope is used instead

of the patronymic ; while in 1 Chr. ix. 19, 31, xii. 6,

the LXX. have Kopi'njs or Kopirai (Vat. -pei-). A.

c St. Augustine has a still more fanciful conceit,

which he thinks it necessary to repeat in almost every

homily on the eleven psalms inscribed to the sons of

Kore. Adverting to the interpretation of Korah, Cal-

rities, he finds in it a great mystery. Under this term

is set forth Christ, who is entitled Calvus, because He
was crucified on Calvary, and was mocked by the by-

standers, as Elisha bad been by the children, who cried

after him " Calve, calve.'''^ and who, when they said

" Go 11]/, thou bald pate," had prefigured the cruci-

fixion. The sons of Kor.ah are therefore the children

of Christ the bridegroom {Homil. on Psalms).
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simpler and quieter psalms to the other choirs. J.

van Iperen (ap. Kosenm.) assigns these psalms to

the times of Jehoshaphat ; others to those of the

Maccabees; Ewald attributes the 42d Psalm to

Jeremiah. The purpose of many of the German
critics seems to be to reduce the antiquity of the

Scriptures as low as possible.

Others, again, of the sons of Korah were " por-

ters," *. e. doorkeepers, in the Temple, an office of

considerable dignity. In 1 Chr. ix. 17-1'J, we learn

that Shallum, a Ivoraliite of tlie line of Ebiasapli,

was chief of the doorkeepers, and tliat he and his

brethren were over the work of the service, keepers

of the gates of the tabernacle (comp. 2 K. xxv. 18),

apparently after tlie return from the Babylonish

Captivity. [Kings.] See also 1 Chr. ix. 22-29

:

Jer. XXXV. 4; and Ezr. ii. 42. But in 1 Chr. xxvi.

we find that this official station of the Korahites

dated from tlie time of David, and that their chief

was then Shelemiah or Jleshelemiali, tiie son of

(Abi)asaph, to whose custody tlie east gate fell by

lot, being the principal entrance. Shelemiah is

doubtless the same name as Shallum in 1 Chr. ix.

17, and, perhaps, Meshuliam, 2 Chr. xxxiv. 12,

Neh. xii. 25, where, as in so many other places, it

designates, not the individuals, but the house or

family. In 2 Chr. xxxi. 14, Kore, the son of Iranali

the Levite, the doorkeeper towards the east, who
was over the free-will otterings of God to distribute

the oblations of the I^ord and the most holy things,

was proliably a Korahite, as we find the name Kore
in the family of Korah in 1 Chr. ix. 19. In 1 Chr.

ix. 31, we find that JIattithiah, the first-born of

Shallum the Korahite, had the set office over the

things that were made in the pans. (Burrington's

Genealogies ; Patrick, Comment, on Num. ; Lyell's

Princ. of GeoL, ch. 2:J, 24, 25, on Earthquakes

;

Rosenmiiller and Olshausen, On Psnlms ; De Wette,
Mnl.) A. C. H.

KO'RATHITES, THE C^nii^n), Num.
xxvi. 58. [KoKAiiiTK.]

* This form, for which there is no justification,

seems to have been derived from the reading of the

Bishop's Bible in the passage referred to, " Co-
rathites," probably a mere misprint. A.

KOR'HITES, THE (Tl-li^n), Ex. vi. 24;

1 Chr. xii. G, xxvi. 1; 2 Clir. xx. iy. [Korahite.]

KO'RB (W^'P [caller]: Kope; [Vat. Ka)p7)/3,]

Ales. Xcupri in 1 Chr. ix. 19 ; Alex. Koprie, 1 Chr.
xxvi. 1: Core). 1. A Koraliite, ancestor of Shal-

lum and Meshelemiah, chief porters in the reign

of David.

2. (Koprj: Alex. Kajpri-) Son of Imnah, a
Levite in tlie reign of Hezekiah, appointed over

the free-will ofterings and most holy things, and
a gatekeeper on the eastern side of tlie Temple
after the reform of worship in Judah (2 Chr. xxxi.

14).

3. In the A. V. of 1 (Jhr. xxvi. 19, " the sons

of Koke" (following the Vulg. Core), should
properly be " the sons of the Korhite."

KOZ (VP [thorn]: 'Akko6s [Vat. Akov^]

in Ezr. ii. 61; 'AkkcLs, Neh. iii. 4, 21; [in Neh.
ill. 4, Vat. FA. Akus; ver. 21, Vat. AkwQ, FA.
laKai$:] Accns in Ezr., Accus in Neh. iii. 4, Hac-
cus in Neh. iii. 21)^ Accoz= Coz= Hakkoz.

KUSHA'IAH [3 syl.] f^n^^np [Jehovah's

bow] : Kta-aias [Vat. FA. Ke»-] : Casaias). The
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same as Kisii or Kisiii, the father of Ethan the
Merarite (1 Chr. xv. 17).

L.

LA'ADAH (rr^Py [order, nrranginfj] :

AaaSa; [Vat. Ma5a0:] Laada), iht son of Shelah,
and grandson of Judah. He is described as the
"father," or founder, of Makeshah in the low-
lands of Judah (1 Chr. iv. 21).

LA'ADAN (T^Py [jmtinoi-der]: AaaMv-
Alex. Ta\aa^a and AoaSa : Laadan). 1. An
Ephrainiite, ancestor of Joshua the son of Nun
(1 Chr. vii. 26).

2. ('ESoj'; Alex. Aea^av- Leedan, 1 Chr. xxiii.

7, 8, 9; Aa^av Alex. AeSaj/ and AaaSa: Ledan,
1 Chr. xxvi. 21.) The son of Gershom, elsewhere

called LiBNi. His descendants in the reign of

David were among the chief fothers of his tribe,

and formed part of the Temple-choir.

LA'BAN (]3b [white]: Ad^av, .^o%e\)\i. Aa-

^avos' Lnban), son of Bethuel, grandson of Xahor
and JMilcah, grand-nepliew of Al)rahani, brother of

Kebekah, and father of Leali and Rachel; by whom
and their handmaids Bilhaii and Zilpah he was the

natural progenitor of three fourths of the nation of

the Jews, and of our Blessed Lord, and the legal

ancestor of the whole.

The elder branch of the family remained at Haran
when Abraham removed to the land of Canaan, and
it is there that we first meet with Laba,ii, as taking

the leading part in the betrothal of his sister Re-
bekah to her cousin Isaac ((ien. xxiv. 10, 29-60,
xxvii. 43, xxix. 4). Bethuel, his father, plays so

insignificant a part in the whole transaction, being

in fact only mentioned once, and that after his son
(xxiv. 50), that various conjectures have been formed
to explain it. Josephus asserts that Bethuel was
dead, and that Laban was the head of the house
and his sister's natural guardian {Ant. i. IC, § 2);
in which case " Bethuel " must have crept into the

text inadvertently, or be supposed, with some (Adam
Clarke, in loc. ), to be the name of another Ijrother

of Rebekah. Le Clerc {in Pent.) mentions the con-

jecture that Bethuel was absent at fiist, but re-

turned in time to give his consent to the niamage.
The mode adopted liy Prof. Blunt

(
Undesigned

Coincidences, p. 35) to explain what he terms '' the

consistent insignificance of Bethuel," namely, that

he was incapacitated from taking the management
of his family by age or imbecility, is most ingenious;

but the prominence of Laban may be sufficiently

explained by the custom of the country, which then,

as now (see Niebuhr, quoted by Rosenmiiller in loc),

gave the brothers the main share in the arrange-

ment of their sister's marriage, and the defense of

her honor (comp. (Jen. xxxiv. 13; Judg. xxi. 22;
2 Sam. xiii. 20-29). [Bethuel.]

The next time Laban appears in the sacred nar-

rative it is as the host of his nephew Jacob at Haran
(Gen. xxix. 13, 14). The subsequent transactions

by which he secured the valuable services of his

nephew for fourteen years in return for his two
daughters, and for six years as the price of his

cattle, together with tlie (lisgnxceful artifice b}' which
he palmed off his elder and less attractive daughter

on the unsuspecting .Jacob, are familiar to all (Geu.

xxix., XXX.).
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Laban was absent shearing his sheep, when Jacob,

having gathered together all his possessions, started

with his wives and children for his native land ; and
it was not till the third day that he heard of their

stealthy departure. In hot haste he sets off in pur-

suit of the fugitives, his indignation at the prospect

of losing a servant, the value of whose services he
had proved by experience (xxx. 27 ), and a family

who be hoped would have increased the power of

his tribe, being increased by the discovery of the

loss of his teraphim, or household gods, whicli

Rachel had carried off, probably with the view of

securing a prosperous Journey. Jacob and his

family had crossed the Euphrates, and were already

some days' march in advance of their pursuers; but

80 large a caravan, encumbered witli women and
children, and cattle, would tra\el but slowly (corap.

Gen. xxxiii. 13), and Laban and his kinsmen came
up with the retreating party on the east side of the

Jordan, among the mountains of Gilead. The
collision with his irritated father-in-law might have

proved dangerous for Jacob but for a divine intima-

tion to Laban, who, with characteristic hypocrisy,

passes over in silence the real ground of his dis-

pleasure at Jacob's departure, urging only its clan-

destine character, which had prevented his sending

him away with marks of aft'ection and honor, and
the theft of his gods. After some sharp mutual
recrimination, and an unsuccessful search for the

teraphim, which Ilachel, with the cunning which

characterized the whole family, knew well how to

hide, a covenant of peace was entered into between

the two parties, and a cairn raised about a pillar-

stone set up by Jacob, both as a memorial of the

covenant, and a boundary which the contracting

parties pledged themselves not to pass with hostile

intentions. After this, in the simple and beautiful

words of Scripture, " Laban rose up and kissed his

sons and his daughters, and blessed them, and de-

parted, and returned to his place; " and he thence-

forward disappears from the Biblical narrative.

Few Scriptural characters appear in more repul-

sive colors than Laljan, who seems to have concen-

trated all the duplicity and acquisitiveness which

marked the family of Haran. The leading principle

of his conduct was evidently self-interest, and he

was little scrupulous as to the means whereby his

ends were secured. Nothing can excuse the abom-
inable trick by which he deceived Jacob in the

matter of his wife, and there is much of harshness

and mean selfishness in his other relations with

him. At the same time it is impossible, on an

unbiased view of the whole transactions, to acquit

Jacob of blame, or to assign him any very decided

superiority over his uncle in fair and generous

dealing. In the matter of the flocks each was
evidently seeking to outwit the other ; and though

the whole was divinely overruled to work out im-

portant issues in securing Jacob's return to Canaan
in wealth and dignity, our moral sense re\olts from

what Chalmers {Daily Scr. Headings, i. GO) does

not shrink from designating the " sneaking artifices

for the promotion of his own selfishness," adopted

for his own enrichment and the impoverishment of

his uncle; while we can well excuse Laban's morti-

« The ordinary editions of the Vatican LXX.,
Tischendorfs included, give Aaxi's, and the Alex.

Aaxei's ; but the edition of the former by Cardinal

Mai has the Aaxfi's throughout. In Josh. xv. 39, all

trace of Lachisb has disappeared in the common
editions; but in Mai's, Moxj)? is inserted between

LACHISH
ficatioii at seeing himself outdone by his nephevf

in cunning, and the best of his flocks changing
hands. In their mistaken zeal to defend Jacob,

Christian writers have unduly depreciated Laban;
and even the reqdy hospitality shown by him to

Abraham's servant, and the affectionate reception

of his nephew ((^en. xxiv. 30, 31, xxix. 13, 14),

have been misconstrued into the acts of a selfish

man, eager to embrace an opportunity of a lucrative

connection. No man, however, is wholly selfish;

and even Laban was capable of generous impulses,

however mean and unprincipled his general con-

duct. E. V.

LA'BAN (12 V \rnliUe]: Ao^6v- Lahan), one

of the landmarks named in the obscure and dis-

puted passage, Deut. i. 1 : " Paran, and Tophel, and
Laban, and Hazeroth, and Di-zahab." The mention

of Hazeroth has perhaps led to the only conjecture

regarding Laban of which the writer is aware,

namely, that it is identical with Liunah (Num.
xxxiii. 20), which was the second station from

Hazeroth.

The Syriac Peshito understands the name as

Lebanon. The Targums, from Onkelos downward,
play upon the five names in this passage, connecting

them with the main events of the wanderings.

Laban in this way suggests the manna, l)ecause of

its white color, that being tlie force of the word in

Hebrew. G.

LAB'ANA {Aafiava : Labana), 1 Esdr. v. 2!).

[Leuana.]

* LACE (0. Eng. las, Ft. lacs, Span, lazo,

"lasso," It. laccio, from the Lat. laquetis) is used

in the sense of cord or band in Ex. xxviii. 28, 37,

xxxix. 21, 31. The corresponding Hebrew word,

7'^in5, /xirti/, from a verb signifying "to twist,"

is translated thread in Judg. xvi. 9, line in Ez. xl.

3, ivire (of gold) in Ex. xxxix. 3, ribband in Num.
XV. 38, and very improperly bracelets in Gen.

xxxviii. 18, 25, where it denotes the cord or string

by which the signet-ring was suspended fi-om the

neck. A.

LACEDEMO'NIANS U-n-apriaTai ; once

AaKedai/xSi/iot, 2 Mace. v. 9 : Spartiatce, ISpariiani,

Lacedcemome), the inhabitants of Sparta or Lace-

dffimon, with whom the Jews claimed kindred

(1 Mace. xii. 2, 5, 6, 20, 21; xiv. 20, 23; xv. 23;

2 Mace. v. 9). [Spakta.]

LA'CHISH {'^^'^ [peril, obstinate, invinci-

ble, Dietr.] : [Rom. Aaxis, exc. Is. xxxvi. 2,

AaxTjJ, ^lic- i- 1'^, Aaxei's; Vat. Alex., FA. in

Neh. and Jer., Sin. in Is. xxxvi. 2,] Aaxe«; [in

Is. xxxvii. 8, Alex. Sin. omit;] but in Vat. of

Josh. XV. Mox'jy;'' Joseph. Aaxfiffa- Lachis), a

city of the Amorites, the king of which joined with

four others, at the invitation of Adonizedek king

of Jerusalem, to chastise the Gibeonites for their

league with Israel (Josh. x. 3, 5). They were,

however, routed by Joshua at Beth-horon, and the

king of Lachish fell a victim with the others under

the trees at Makkedah (ver. 26). The destruction of

the town seems to have shortly followed the death

'loicapeijA. and koX Ba<n)Sw9. [In this note, as through-

out tlie original edition of the Dictionary, the edition

of the LXX. printed at Rome in 1587 is erroneously

supposed to represent the Vatican manuscript No. 1209,

though it differs from it, in proper names alone, in

thousands of places.— A.]
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of the king : it was attacked in its turn, ininiediately

after tlie fall of Libnah, and notwithstanding an

effort to relieve it by Horaiu king of Gezer, was

taken, and every soul put to the sword (vv. 31-33).

In the special statement that the attack lasted two

days, in contradistinction to the other cities which

were taken in one (see ver. 35), we gain our first

glimpse of that strength of position for which

Lachish was afterwards remarkable. In the cata-

logue of the kings slain by Joshua (xii. 10-12),

Lachish occurs in the same place with regard to the

others as in the narrative just quoted; but in .Josh.

XV., where the towns are separated into groups, it

is placed in the Slieftlak, or lowland district, and

in the same group with Eglon and Makkedah (ver.

39), apart from its former companions. It should

not be overlooked that, though included in the low-

land district, Lachish was a town of the Amorites,

who appear to have been essentially mountaineers.

Its king is expressly named as one of the " kings of

the Amorites who dwell in the mountains " (.Josh.

X. 6). A similar remark has already been made of

Jaemuth, Keilah, and others; and see Judaii,

vol. ii. p. 1490 6. Its proximity to Libnah is im-
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plied many centuries later (2 K. xix. 8). I>achish

was one of the cities fortified and garrisoned by
Kehoboam after the revolt of the northern king,

dom (2 Chr. xi. 9). What was its fate during the

invasion of Sliishak— who no doubt advanced by

the usual route through .-the maritime lowland,

which would bring liim under its very walls — we
are not told. But it is probable that it did not

materially suffer, for it was evidently a place of

security later, when it was chosen as a refuge by

Amaziah king of Judah from the conspirators who
threatened him in Jerusalem, and to whom he at

last fell a victim at Lachish (2 K. xiv. 19, 2 Chr.

XXV. 27). Later still, in the reign of Hezekiah, it

was one of the cities taken by Sennacherib when

on his way from Phoenicia to Egypt (Kawlinson's

Herod, i. 477). It is specially mentioned that he

laid siege to it "with all his power"' (2 Chr. xxxii.

9); and here "the great king" himself remained,

while his officers only were dispatched to Jerusalem

(2 Chr. xxxii. 9; 2 K. xviii. 17).

This siege is considered by Layard and Hincks

to be depicted on the slabs found by the former in

one of the chambers of the palace at Kouyunjik,

which bear the inscription " Sennacherib, the

mighty king, king of the country of Assyria,

sitting on the throne of judgment before (or at the

entrance of) the city of Lachish (Lakhisha). I

give permission for its slaughter" (Layard, N. cf

JB. pp. 149-52, and 153, note). These slabs con-

tain a view of a city which, if the inscription is

correctly interpreted, must tie Lachish itself.

Another slab seems to show the ground-plan of

the same city after its occupation by the conquerors
— the Assyrian tents pitched within the walls, and
the foreign worship going on. The features of the

town appear to be accurately given. At any rate

there is considerable agreement between the two
views in the character of the walls and towers, and
both are unlike those represented on other slabs.

Both support in a remarkable manner the con-

clusions above drawn from the statement of the

Bible as to the position of I-achish. The eleva-

tion of the town (fig. 1) shows that it was on hilly

ground, one part higher than the other. This is

a Col. Rawlinson .seems to read the name as Lubana,
t. e. Libnah (Layard, A^. S^ B. 153, note).

6 This is also the opinion of Rawlinson (Herod, i.

480, note 6).

Fig. 1. The city of Lachish repelling the

attack of Sennacherib. From Layard's Mon-
uments of Nineveh, 2d Series, plate 21.

also testified to by the background of the scene in

fig. 2, which is too remote to be included in the

limits of the woodcut, but which in the original

shows a very hilly country covered with vineyards

and fig-trees. On the other hand the palms round

the town in fig. 2 point to the proximity of the

maritime plain, in which palms flourished — and

still flourish— more than in any other region of

Palestine. But though the .Vssyrian records thus

appear " to assert the cai)ture of Lachish, no state-

ment is to be fotmd either in the Bible or Josephus

that it was taken. Indeed, some expressions in the

former would almost seem to imply the reverse (see

" thought to win them," 2 Chr. xxxii. 1 ;
" de-

parted* from Lachish," 2 K. xix. 8; and especially

Jer. xxxiv. 7).

The warning of Micah (i. 13) <^ was perhaps de-

livered at this time. Obscure as the passage is, it

jilainly implies that from Lachish some form of

idolatry, possil)ly belonging to the northern king-

dom, had been imported into Jerusalem.

c The play of the words is between Lacish and

Recesh (tyS?? ^'^^ " ^"•"''^^^ beast"), and the ex.

bortation is to flight.
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.Aiter the return from Captivity, Lachish with its

surrounding "fields" was reoccupied by the Jews
(Neh. xi. 30). It is not, liowever, named in the

books of the Maccabees, nor indeed does its name
reappear in the Bible.

By Eusebius and Jerome, in the Onomasficon,

Lachish is mentioned as •' 7 miles from Eleuthe-

ropolis, towards Daroma," {. e. towards the south.

No traee of the name has yet been found in any
position at all corresponding to this. A site called

Um-Ldkis, situated on a " low round swell or

knoll," and displaying a few columns and other

fragments of ancient buildings, is found between

LADDER OF TYRUS. THE
Gaza and Beil-JibrM, probably the ancient Eleu-

theropohs, at the distance of 11 miles (14 Roman
miles), and in a direction not S., but about W. S.

W. from the latter. Two miles east of Um-Ldkis
is a site of similar character, called 'Ajldn (Rob. ii.

46, 47). Among modern travellers, these sites

appear to have been first discovered by Dr. Robin-

son. WhUe admitting the identity of ^Ajldn with

Eglon, he disputes that of Um-Ldkis, on the

ground that it is at variance with the statement of

Eusebius, as above quoted ; and further that the

remains are not those of a fortified city able to

brave an Assyrian army (47). On the other hand,

HI p. if

Fig. 2. Plan of Lachisn (?) after its capture. From the same work, plate 24.

in favor of the identification are the proximity of

Eglop (if 'Aj'ldii lie it), and the situation of Um-
Ldkis in the middle of the plain, right in the road
from Eg^-pt. By " Daroma " also Eusebius may
have intended, not the southern district, but a
place of that name, which is mentioned in the
Talmud, and is placed by the accurate old traveller

hap-Parchi as two hours south of Gaza (Zunz in

£enj. of Twklii, by Asher, ii. 442). With regard
to the weakness of Um-Ldkis, Mr. Porter has a
good comparison between it and Ashdod (Handbk.
p. 261). G.

LACU'NTJS (AaKKovvos: Cnleus), one of the
sons of Addi, who returned with Ezra, and had
married a foreign wife (1 Esdr. ix. 31). The name
does not occur in this fonn in the parallel lists of

Ezr. X., but it apparently occupies the place of

Chelal (ver. 30), as is indicated by the Caleus of

the Vulg.

LA'DAN ([Aid. AaSdv,] AaKdv, Tisch.

[t. e. Rom.], but Aaav in Mai's ed. [i. e. Vat.]

:

Dalariis), 1 Esdr. v. 37. [Delaiah, 2.]

a This name is found in the Talmud, HXi^D

*T1!J1. See Zunz (Benj. of Ttid. 402).

b Maundrell, ordinarily so exact (March 17), places

LADDER OF TYRUS, THE (^ /cAr/ial

Tvf)ov'- n terminis Tyri, possibly reading K\ifia),
one of the extremities (the northern ) of the district

over which Simon Maccabseus was made captain

{(rTpaTT]y6s) by Antioehus Yl. (or Theos), very

shortly after his coming to the throne; the other

being "the borders of Egypt" (1 Mace. xi. 59).

The Ladder of Tyre," or of the Tyrians, was the

local name for a high mountain, the highest in that

neighborhood, a hundred stadia north of Ptolemais,

the modern Akkn or Acre (Joseph. B. J. ii. 10,

§ 2). The position of the Uns en-Nokhurah agrees

very nearly with this, as it lies 10 miles, or about
120 stadia, from Akkn, and is characterized by
travellers from Parchi downwards as very high and
steep. Both the Rns en-Naklmrah and the Ras
el-Abyad, i. e. the White Cape, sometimes called

Cape Blanco, a headland 6 miles still farther north,

are surmounted by a path cut in zigzags; that

over the latter is attributed to Alexander the Great.
It is possibly from this circumstance that the Ras
el-Abynd'> is by some travellers (Irby, Van de
Velde, etc.) treated as the ladder of the Tyrians.

" the mountain climax " at an hour and a quarter
south of the Nahr Ibrahim Bassa (Adonis River),
meaning therefore the headland which enclcses on the
north the bay of Juneh above Beirtu .' On the other
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But by the early and accurate Jewish traveller,

Iiap-Parchi ^^ (Zunz, 402), and in our own times by

Robinson (iii. 89), Mislin {Les Saints Lleux, ii.

9), Porter {flandbk. p. 389), Schwarz (76), Stanley

{S. (f P. p. 264), the Bus en-Nakhurah is identified

with the ladder ; the last-named traveller pointing

out well that the reason for the name is the fact of

its " differing from Carmel in that it leaves no

beach between itself and the sea, and thus, by cut-

ting off all communication round its base, acts as

tlae natural barrier between the Bay of Acre and

the maritime plain to the north — in other words,

between Palestine and Phoenicia" (comp. p. 266).

G.

LA'EL (7S!^ [to God, i. e. consecrated to

him, Flirst] : AotjA.: irtc'O) the father of Eliasaph,

prince of the Gershoiiites at the time of the Exo-

dus (Num. iii. 24).

LA'HAD nnb: Aac{5; [Vat.Aaafl;] Alex.

Aa5: Laad), son of Jahath, one of the descendants

of Judah, fi-om whom sprung the Zorathites, a
branch of the tribe who settled at Zorah, accord-

ing to the Targ. of E. Joseph (1 Chr. iv. 2).

LAHAF-RO'I, THE WELL CTlS ISS

''N"! : rb <f>p4ap T7JS dpda-fios- puteus, cujus no-

men est \xxy. 11, nomine] Viventis et Videntis). In

this form is given in the A. V. of Gen. xxiv. 62, and
XXV. 11, the name of the famous well of Hagar's
relief, in the oasis of verdure round which Isaac

afterwards resided. In xvi. 14— the only other

occurrence of the name — it is represented in the

full Hebrew form of Beer-lahai-ijoi. In the

Mussulman traditions the well Zemzem in the Beit-

allah of Mecca is identical with it. [Lehi.] G.

LAH'MAM {UDXf}: Moxe's /cai Maaxcis

;

Alex. Aajxas- Leheman, Leemas), a town in the

lowland district of Judah (Josh. xv. 40) named be-

tween Carbon and Kithlish, and in the same
group with Lachish. It is not mentioned in tlie

Onomasticon, nor does it appear that any traveller

has sought for or discovered its site.

In many MSS. and editions of the Hebrew Bible,

amongst them the Rec. Text of Van der Hooght,
the name is given with a final s— Lachmas.*
Corrupt as the LXX. text is here, it will be ob-

served that both JNISS. exhibit the s. This is the

case also in the Targum and the other oriental

versions. The ordinary copies of the Vulgate have
Leheman, but the text published in the Benedic-

tine edition of Jerome Leemas. G.

LAH'MI C^^nb [Bethlehemite ? Rom. rhu

AaxM'' ^'^•it.] Tov E\ffj.ee; Alex, rov Aee^ei/:
-5e^/i-lehem-i<es), the brother of Goliah the Gittite,

slain by Klhanan the son of .lair, or Jaor (1 Chr.

XX. 5). In the parallel narrative (2 Sam. xxi. 19),

amongst other differences, Lahrai disappears in the

word Beth hal-lachmi, i. e. the Bethlehemite. This

hand, Irby and Mangles (Oct. 21), with equally unu-
sual inaccunicy, give the name of Cajje Blanco to the

Ras Nahirnk— an hour's ride from es-Zib, the an-
cient Ecdippa. Wilson also (ii. 232) has fallen into a
lurious confusion between the two.

« He gives the name as al-Navakir, probably a
mere corruption of en-Nakura.

>> D12lPO for D^nb, by interchange of T
for n.
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reading is imported into the Vulgate of the Chron.
(see above). What was the original form of the
passage has been the subject of much debate; the
writer has not however seen cause to alter the conclu-

sion to which he came under Elhaxan— that the
text of Chronicles is the nvire correct of the two.

In addition to the LXX., the Peshito and the Tar-
gum both agree with the Hebrew in reading Lachmi.
The hitter contains a tradition that he was slain on
the same day with his brother. G.

LA'ISH {W'lh [lion] ; in Isaiah, Tl^i^ : Aat-

o-a ;Judg. xviii. 2'J, OvXa/j.aii;'' Alex. Aasis; [in

Is. X. 30, Vat. Alex, ei/ 2a, Sin. omits:] Lais,

[Laisa in Is.]), the city which was taken by the
Danites, and under its new name of Dan became
famous as the northern limit of the nation, and as

the depository, first of the graven image of Micah
(Judg. xviii. 7, 14, 27, 29), and subsequently of

one of the calves of Jeroboam. In another ac-

count of the conquest the name is given, with a
variation in the form, as Lesheji (Josh. xix. 47).

It is natural to presume that Laish was an ancient

sanctuary, before its appropriation for that purpose
by the Danites, and we should look for some ex-

planation of the mention of Dan instead of Laish
in Gen. xiv. ; but nothing is as yet forthcoming on
these points. There is no reason to doubt that the
situation of the place was at or very near that of

the modern Banias. [Dan.]

In the A. V. Laish is again mentioned in the
graphic account by Isaiali of Sennacherib's march
on Jerusalem (Is. x. 30) : " Lift up thy voice,

daughter of Gallim ! cause it to be heard unto
Laish, oh poor Anathoth !

" — that is, cry so loud
that your shrieks shall be heard to the very con-

fines of the land. This translation — in which our
translators followed the version of Junius and
Tremellius, and the comment of Grotius — is adopt-

ed because the last syllalile of the name which ap-

pears here as Laishah is taken to be the Hebrew
particle of motion, "to Laish," as is undoubtedly
the case in Judg. xviii. 7. But such a rendering

is found neither in any of the ancient versions, nor
in those of modern scholars, as Gesenius, Ewald,
Zunz, etc. ; nor is the Ileljrew word <' here rendered
" cause it to be heard," found elsewhere in that

voice, but always absolute— "hearken," or " at-

tend." There is a certain violence in the sudden
introduction amongst these little Benjamite vil-

lages of the frontier town so very far remote, and
not less in the use of its ancient name, elsewhere

so constantly superseded by Dan. (See Jer. viii.

16.) On the whole it seems more consonant with

the tenor of the whole passage to take Laishah as

the name of a small village lying between Gallim

and Anathoth, and of which hitherto, as is still the

case with the former, and until 1831 was the case

with the latter, no traces have been found.

In 1 Mace. ix. 5 a village named Alasa (Mai, and
Alex. AAaffo; A. V. Eleasa) is mentioned as the

c The LXX. have here transferred literally the He-

brew words li7'*V DV^Sl, "and indeed Laish." Ex-

actly the same thing is done in the case of Luz,

Gen. xxviii. 19.

^ ''^ttJpn, hiphil imp., from 3t^p.
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scene of the battle in which Judas was killed. In

the Vulgate it is given as Laisu. If the Berea at

which Demetrius was encamped on the same occa-

sion was Beerotli — and from the Peshito reading

this seems likely — then Alasaor Laisha was some-

where on the northern road, 10 or 12 miles from

Jerusalem, about the spot at which a village named
Adasa existed in the time of Eusebius and Jerome.

D (a) and L (A) are so often interchanged in

Greek manuscripts, that the two names may indi-

cate one and the same place, and that the Laishah

of Isaiah. Such an identification would be to a

certain extent consistent with the requirements of

Is. X. 30, while it would throw some light on the

nncertain topography of the last struggle of Judas

Maccabseus. But it must be admitted that at

present it is but conjectural; and that the neigh-

borhood of Beeroth is at the best somewhat far

removed from the narrow circle of the villages

enumerated by Isaiah. . G.

LA'ISH (W'^^ [lion] ; in 2 Sam. the orig.

text, Cefliib, has tZ7l7: [Rom. 'A^i's, Vat.] A/i€is,

SeAATjs; Alex. Aai's, Aaeis'- Ltils), father of Phal-

tiel, to whom Saul bad given Michal, David"s wife

(1 Sam. XXV. 44; 2 Sam. iii. 1.5). He wa.'? a native

of Gallim. It is very remarkable that the names

of Laish (Laishah) and Gallim .should be found in

conjunction at a much later date (Is. x. 30). G.

LAKES. [Palestine.]

LA'KUM (D'lp!?, '• <?• Lakkdm [waij-ob-

sfructer =CAfit\e, defen.se]: AoSaju; Alex. — un-

usually wide of the IIel>rew— eais AKpov; [Comp.

AaKKoi/j.'] Lccum), one of tlie i)!aces which formed

the landmarks of the boundary of Naphtali (.Josh.

xh. 33), named next to JabneeJ, and apparently

between it and the Jordan ; but the whole state-

ment is exceedingly obscure, and few, if any, of

the names have yet been recognized. I.akkum is but

casually named in the Onomusticon, and no one

since has discovered its situation. The rendering

of the Alex. LXX. is worth remark. G.

LAMB. 1. "l^H, immar, is the Chaldee

equivalent of the Hebrew cebes. See below. No.

6 (Ezr. vi. 9, 17, vii. 17).

2. nbtS, ialch (1 Sam. vii. 9 ; Is. Ixv. 25), a

young sucking lamb; originally the )oung of any

animal. The noun from the same root in Arabic

signifies "a fawn," in Ethiopic "a kid," in Samar-

itan "a boy;" while in Syriac it denotes "a
boy," and in the fem. " a girl." Hence " TalitJia

kumi," "Damsel, arise!" (Mark v. 41). The

plural of a cognate form occurs in Is. xl. 11.

3. 12733, cebes, 3^'?) ceseb, and the femi-

nines niJ733, cibsali, or Htt'"'!??, cabsdh, and

n2ii73, cisbah, respectively denote a male and

feniale lamb from the first to the third year. The

former perhaps more nearly coincide with the pro-

vincial term liof/ or hof/f/et, which is applied to a

young ram before he is sliorn. The corresponding

word in Arabic, according to Gesenius, denotes a

ram at that period when he has lost his first two

teeth and four others make their appearance, which

hapi)ens in the second or third year. Young rams

)( this age formed an important part of almost

every sacrifice. They were ofliered at the daily

morning and evening sacrifice (Ex. xxix. 38-41),

LAMECH
on the Sabbath day (Xuni. xxviii. 9), at th( feast

of the new moon (Num. xxviii. 11), of truiiipeta

(Num. xxix. 2), of tabernacles (Num. xxix. 13-40),

of Pentecost (Lev. xxiii. 18-20), and of the Pass-

over (Ex. xii. 5). They were brought by the

princes of the congregation ^ burnt-offerings at

the dedication of the tabernacle (Num. vii.), and

were offered on solemn occasions like the consecra-

tion of Aaron (Lev. ix. 3), the coronation of Solo-

mon (1 Chr. xxix. 21), the purification of the Tem-
ple under Hezekiah (2 Chr. xxix. 21), and the

great passover held in the reign of Josiah (2 Chr.

XXXV. 7 ). They formed part of the sacrifice offered

at the purification of women after childbirth (Lev.

xii. C), and at the cleansing of a leper (Lev. xiv.

10-25). They accompanied the presentation of

first-fruits (Lev. xxiii. 12). 'SA^hen the Nazarites

commenced their period of separation they oftered

a he-lamb for a trespass-offering (Num. vi. 12);

and at its conclusion a he-lamb was sacrificed as a

burnt-offering, and an ewe-lamb as a sin-offering

(v. 14). An ewe-lamb was also the offering for the

sin of ignorance (Lev. iv. 32).

4. ' 3, cm; a fat ram, or more probably " weth-

er," as the word is generally employed in opposi-

tion to ai/il, which strictly denotes a " ram " (Deut.

xxxii. 14; 2 K. iii. 4; Is. xxxiv. 6). Mesha king

of Moab sent tribute to the king of Israel 100,-

000 fat wethers; and this circumstance is made use

of by K. Joseph Kinichi to explain Is. xvi. 1,

which he regards as an exhortation to the Moabites

to renew their tribute. The Tyrians obtained

their supply from Arabia and Kedar (Ez. xxvii. 21),

and the pastures of Bashan were famous as grazing

grounds (Ez. xxxix. 18). [Bashan, Amer. ed.]

5. 1^2, (sun, rendered "lamb" in Ex. xii. 21,

is properly a collective term denoting a "flock"

of small cattle, sheep and goats, in distinction from

herds of the larger animals (Ecel. ii. 7 ; Ez. xlv.

15). In opposition to this collective term the word

6. TIW, sell, is applied to denote the individ-

uals of a flock, whether sheep or goats; and hence,

though " lamb " is in many passages the rendering

of the A. v., the marginal reading gives "kid"
(Gen. xxii. 7, 8; Ex. xii. 3, xxii. l,&c.). [Sheep.]

On thePa-schal Lamb see Passover.
W. A. W.

LA'MECH (TJ^7 : [pcrh. yont/i, one in his

strength, Ges.]
: Aa,u€x = -^""'f<^/')'r™P^'"b' Lemech,

the name of two persons in antediluvian history.

1. The fifth lineal descendant from Cain (Gen. iv.

18-24). He is the only one except Enoch, of the

posterity of Cain, whose history is related with

some detail. He is the first polygamist on record.

His two wives, Adah and Zillah, and his daughter

Naamah, are, with Eve, the only antediluvian

women whose names are mentioned by Moses.

His three sons — Jabal, Jubal, and Tubal,-

CAIN, are celebrated in Scripture as authors of

useful inventions. The Targum of Jonathan adds,

that his d.iughter was " the mistress of sounds and

songs," ;'. e. the first poetess. Josephus (Ant. i.

2, § 2) relates that the number of his sons was

seventy-seven, and Jerome records the same tradi-

tion, adding that they were all cut off by the Del-

uge, and that this was the seventy-and-sevenfold

vengeance which Lamech in>prerated.

The remarkable poem which Lamech uttered has

not yet been explained quite satisfactorily. It is
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the subject of a dissertation by Hilliger in

Thesaurus Theologico-Philol. i. 1-41, and is dis-

cussed at length by the various commentators on

Genesis. The history of tlie descendants of Cain

closes with a song, which at least threatens blood-

shed. Delitzsch observes, that as the arts which

were afterwards consecrated by pious men to a

heavenly use had their origin in tlie family of Cain,

so this early effort of poetry is composed in honor,

not of God, but of some deadly weapon. It is the

only extant specimen of antediluvian poetry; it

came down, perhaps as a popular song, to the

generation for whom Moses wrote, and he inserts it

ill its proper place in his history. Delitzsch traces

in it all the peculiar features of later Semitic

poetry— rhythm, assonance, parallelism, strophe,

and poetic diction. It may be rendered :
—

Adah and Zillah I hear my voice.

Ye wives of Lamech I give ear unto my speech

;

For a man had I slain for smiting me,

And a youth for wounding me :

Surely sevenfold shall Cain be avenged.

But Lamech seventy and seven.

The A. V. makes Lamech declare himself a

murderer, "I have slain a man to my wounding,"

etc. This is the view taken in the LXX. and tiie

Vulgate. Chr3'sostom {Hum. xx. in Gen.) regards

Lamech as a murderer stung by remorse, driven to

make public confession of his guilt solely to ease

his conscience, and afterwards (Horn, in Ps. vi.)

obtaining mercy. Theodoret
(
Quasi, in Gen.

xliv.) sets him down as a murderer. Basil {Ep.

260 [317], § 5) interprets Lamech's words to mean
that he had committed two murders, and that he

deserved a mucli severer punishment than Cain, as

having sinned after plainer warning; Basil adds,

that some persons interpret the last lines of the

poem as meaning, that whereas Cain's sin increased,

and was followed after seven generations by the

punishment of the Deluge washing out the foulness

of the world, so Lamech's sin shall be followed in

the seventy-seventh (see St. > Luke iii. 23-38)

generation by the coming of Him who taketh

away the sin of the world. Jerome {Ep. xxxvi.

ad Bamasum, t. i. p. 161) relates as a tradition of

his predecessors and of the .lews, that Cain was
accidentally slain by Lamech in the seventh genera-

tion from Adam. This legend is told with fuller

details by Jarchi. According to him, the occasion

of the poem was the refusal of Lamech's wives to

associate with him in consequence of his having

killed Cain and Tubal-cain ; Lamech, it is said,

was blind, and was led about by Tubal-cain; when
the latter saw in the tliicket what he supposed to

be a wild-beast, Lamech, by his son's direction,

shot an arrow at it, and thus slew Cain ; in alarm
and indignation at the deed, he killed his son

;

hence his wives refused to associate with him; and
he excuses himself as having acted without a

vengeful or murderous purpose. Luther considers

the occasion of the poem to be the deliberate

murder of Cain by Lamech. Lightfoot {Decas
Chorogr. Mure. prwm. § iv. ) considers Lamech as

expressing remorse for having, as the first polyg-

amist, introduced more destruction and murder
than Cain was the author of into the world.

Pfeiffer (Dlff. Scrip. Loc. p. 2.5) collects different

opinions with his usual diligence, and concludes

that the poem is Lamech's vindication of himself to

his wives, who were in terror for the possible conse-

quences of his having slain two of the posterity of
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Seth. Lowth

(
De S. Poesi Ihb. iv. ) and MichaeJi

think that Lamech is excusing himself for some
murder which he had committed in self-defense,

" for a wound inflicted on me."
A rather milder interpretation has been given to

the poem by some, whose opinions are perhaps of

greater weight than the pificeding in a question of

Hebrew criticism. Onkelos, followed by Pseudo-
jonathan, paraphrases it, " I have not slain a man
that I should bear sin on his account." The Arab.
Ver. (Saadia) puts it in an interrogative form,
" Have I slain a man ? " etc. These two versions,

which are substantially the same, are adopted by
De Dieu and Bishop Patrick. Aben-Ezra, Calvin,

Drusius. and Cartwright, interpret it in the future

tense as a threat, " I will slay any man who
wounds me." This version is adopted by Herder;
whose hypothesis as to the occasion of the poem
was partly anticipated by Hess, and has been

received by Rosenmiiller, Ewald, and Delitzsch.

Herder regards it as Lamech's song of exultation

on the invention of the sword by his son Tubal-
cain, in the possession of which he foresaw a great

advantage to himself and his family over any
enemies. This interpretation appears, on the whole,

to be the best that has been suggested. But
whatever interpretation be preferred, all persons

will agree in the remark of Bp. Kidder that the

occasion of the poem not being revealed, no man
can be expected to determine the full sense of it;

thus much is plain, that they are vaunting words
in which Lamech seems, ft-om Cain's indemnit}', to

encourage himself in violence and wickedness.

W. T. B.
* The sacred writer inserts the lines, says Dr.

Conant, " as an illustration of the spirit of the

period of violence and l)lood, which culminated in the

state of society described in Gen. vi. 5 and 11-13,

when ' the earth was filled with violence.' They
celebrate the prowess of an ancient hero, who boasts

that he had signally avenged his wrong upon his

adversary, and that the vengeance promised to Cain

was light, compared with what he had inflicted
"

{Genesis., with it rerised Version and Notes, p. 2.3;

N. Y. 1868). H.

2. The father of Noah (Gen. v. 2.5-31 ; 1 Chr. i.

3). Chrysostom (Serin, ix. wj Gen. and Bom. xxi.

in Gen.), perhaps thinking of the character of the

other Lamech, speaiis of this as an unrighteous

man, though mo\ed by a divine impulse to give a

prophetic name to his son. Buttmami and others,

observing that the names of Lamech and Enoch
are found in the list of Seth's, as well as in the

list of Cain's family, infer that the two lists are

merely difterent versions or recensions of one origi-

nal list,— traces of two conflicting histories of the

first human family. This theory is deservedly

repudiated by Delitzsch on Gen. v. W. T. B.

LAMENTATIONS. The Hebrew title of

this book, Echah (HD'^S), is taken, like those of

the five books of Moses, from the Hebrew word

with which it opetis, and which apjjears to have

been almost a received formula for the commence-

ment of a song of bailing (comp. 2 S.am. i. 19-27).

The Septuagint translators found themselves obliged,

as in the other cast-s r< IVrred to, to substitute some

title more significant, and adopted dprjvoi 'lepe/jloi,

as the equivalent of Kinoth (n3'^i7» "lamenta-

tions"), which they found in Jer. vii. 29, ix. 10,

20; 2 Chr. xxxv. 25, and which had probably been
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applied familiarlj , as it was afterwards by Jewish

commentators, to the book itself. The Vulgate

gives the Greek word and explains it (
Threni, id est,

Lamentationes Jeremim Prophetce). Luther and

the A. V. have given the translation only, in

Klaglieder and Lamentations respectively.

The poems included in this collection appear in

the Hebrew canon with no name attached to them,

and there is no direct external evidence that they

were written by the prophet Jeremiah earlier than

the date given in the prefatory verse which appears

in the Septuagint." This represents, however, the

established belief of the Jews after the completion

of the canon. Josephus {Ant. x. 5, § 1) follows,

as far as the question of autliorship is concerned,

in the same track, and the absence of any tradition

or probable conjecture to the contrary, leaves the

consensus of critics and commentators almost un-

disturbed.* An agreement so striking rests, as

might be expected, on strong internal evidence.

The poems belong unmistakably to the last days

of the kingdom, or tlie commencement of the exile.

They are written by one who speaks, with the

vividness and intensity of an eye-witness, of the

misery which he bewails. It might almost be

enough to ask who else then living could have

written with that union of strong passionate feeling

and entire submission to Jehovah which charac-

terizes both the Lamentations and the Prophecy of

Jeremiah. The evidences of identity are, however,

stronger and more minute. In both we meet, once

and again, with the picture of the " Virgin-

daughter of Zion," sitting down in her shame and

misery (Lam. i. 15, ii. 13; .Ter. xiv. 17). In both

there is the same vehement outpouring of sorrow.

The prophet's eyes flow down with tears (Lam. i.

16, ii. 11, iii. 48, 49; Jer. ix. 1, xiii. 17, xiv. 17).

There is the sanle haunting feeling of being sur-

rmmded vvitii fears and terrors on every side (Lam.

ii. 22; .Jer. vi. 25, xlvi. 5).^^ In both the worst of

all the evils is the iniquity- of the prophets and the

priests (Lam. ii. 14, iv. 1.3 ; Jer. v. 30, 31, xiv. 13,

14). The sufferer appeals for vengeance to the

righteous Judge (Lam. iii. G4-f56; Jer. xi. 20).

He bids the rival nation that exulted in the fall of

Jerusalem prepare for a like desolation (Lam. iv.

21; Jer. xlix. 12). We can well understand, with

all these instances before us, how the scribes who
compiled the ( 'anon after the return from Babylon

should ha\e been led, even in the absence of external

testimony, to assign to Jeremiah the authorship of

the Lamentations.

Assuming this as sufficiently established, there

come the questions— (1.) When, and on what

occasion did he write it? (2.) In what relation

did it stand to his other writings? (3.) What
light does it throw on his personal history, or on

that of the time in which he lived ?

I. The earliest statement on this point is that

of Josephus {Ant. x. 5, § 1). He finds among the

books which were extant in his own time the

lamentations on the death of Josiah, which are

mentioned in 2 Chr. xxxv. 25. As there are no

a, ' And it came to pass that after Israel was led

laptive and Jerusalem was laid waste, Jeremiah sat

weeping, and lamented with this lamentation over

Jerusalem, and said."

ft The question whether all the five poems were by

the same writer, has however been raised by Thenius,

Die Ktag-lieUer erUart : Vorbemerk., quoted in David-

eon's Introrl. to O. T., p. 888.
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traces of any other poem of this kind in the later

Jewish literatiu'e, it has been inferred, naturally

enough, that he speaks of this. This opinion was
maintained also by Jerome, and has been defended

by some modern WTiters (Ussher, Dathe, Michaelis,''

Notes to Lowth, Prcel. xxii. ; Calovius, Prolegom.
ad Thren. ; De Wette, Einl. in das A. T., Klagl.).

It does not appear, however, to rest on any better

grounds than a hasty conjecture, arising from the

reluctance of men to admit that any work by an
inspired writer can have perished, or the arbitrary

assumption (Oe Wette, /. c.) that the same man
could not, twice in his life, have been the spokes-

man of a great national sorrow.^ And against it

we have to set (1) tlie tradition on the other side

embodied in the preface of the Septuagint. (2) the

contents of the l)ook itself. Admitting that some
of the calamities described in it may have been
common to the invasions of Necho and Nebuchad-
nezzar, we yet look in vain for a single word dis-

tinctive of a funeral dirge over a devout and zealous

reformer like Josiah, while we find, step by step,

the closest possible likeness between the pictures of

misery in the Lamentations and the events of the

closing years of the reign of Zedekiali. The long
siege had brouglit on the iamine in which the

young children fainted for hunger (Lam. ii. 11, 12,

20, iv. 4, 9: 2 K. xxv. 3). The city was taken by
storm (Lam. ii. 7, iv. 12; 2 Chr. xxxvi. 17). The
Temple itself was polluted with the massacre of the

priests who defended it (Lam. ii. 20, 21; 2 Chr.

xxxvi. 17), and then destroyed (Lam. ii. 6; 2 Chr.

xxxvi. 19). The fortresses and strongholds of

Judah were thrown down. The anointed of the

Lord, under whose shadow the remnant of the

people might have hoped to live in safety, was
taken prisoner (Lam. iv. 20; Jer. xxxix. 5). The
chief of the people were carried into exile (Lam. i.

5, ii. 9; 2 K. xxv. 11). The bitterest grief was
foinid in the malignant exultation of the Edomites
(Lam. iv. 21; Ps. cxxxvii. 7). LTnder the rule of

the stranger the Sabljaths and solemn feasts were
forgotten (Lam. i. 4, ii. 6), as they could hardly

have been during the short period in which Jerusa-

lem was in the hands of the Egyptians. Unless
we adopt the strained hypothesis that the whole
poem is prophetic in the sense of being predictive,

the writer seeing the future as if it were actually

present, or the still wilder conjecture of Jarchi, that

tliis was the roll which Jehoiachin destroyed, and
which was re-written by Baruch or Jeremiah
(Carpzov, Introd. ad lib. V. T. iii. c. iv.), we are

compelled to come to the conclusion that the coin-

cidence is not accidental, and to adopt the later,

not the earlier of the dates. At what period after

the capture of the city tlie prophet gave this utter-

ance to his sorrow we can only conjecture, and the

materials for doing so with any probability are but
scanty. The locnl tradition, which pointed out a
cavern in tlie neighliorhood of Jerusalem as the

refuge to which Jereniiali withdrew that he might
write this book (Del Kio, Proley. in Thren.,

quoted by Carpzov, Introd. L c), is as trustworthy

c More detailed coincidences of words and phrases

are given by Keil (quoting from Pareau) in his EinL.

in das A. T. § 129.

(' Michaelis and Dathe, however, afterwards aban-

doned this hypothesis, and adopted that of the later

date.

c The argument that iii. 27 implies the youth of the

writer, hardly needs to be confuted.
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as most of the other legends of the time of Helena.

The ingenuity which aims at attaching each indi-

vidual poem to some definite event in the prophet's

life, is for the most part simply wasted." He may
have written it immediately after the attack was

over, or when he was with Gedaliah at Mizpeh, or

when he was with his countrymen at Tahpanhes.

II. It is well, however, to be reminded by these

conjectures that we have before us, not a book in

five chapters, but five separate poems, each com-

plete in itself, each having a distinct subject, yet

brought at the same time under a plan which in-

cludes them all. It is clear, before entering on

any other characteristics, that we find, in full pre-

dominance, that strong personal emotion which

mingled itself, in greater or less measure, with the

whole prophetic work of Jeremiah. There is here

no "word of Jehovah," no direct message to a sin-

fiil people'. The man speaks out of the fullness of

his heart, and though a liigher Spirit than his own
helps him to give utterance to his sorrows, it is yet

the language of a sufferer rather than of a teacher.

There is this measure of truth in the technical

classification which placed the Lamentations among
the Hagiographa of the Hebrew Canon, in the

feeling which led the rabbinic writers (Kimchi,

Pref. in Psalm.) to say that they and the other

books of that group, were ^vi-itten indee<l by the

help of the Holy Spirit, but not with the special

gift of prophecy.

Other differences between the two books that

bear the prophet's name grew out of this. Here

there is more attention to form, more elaboration.

The rhythm is more uniform than in the prophecies.

A complicated alphalietic structure pervades nearly

the whole book. It will be remembered that this

acrostic form of writing was not peculiar to .Jere-

miah. Whatever its origin, whether it had been

adopted as a help to the memory, and so fitted

especially for didactic poems, or for such as were

to be sung by great bodies of people (Lowth, PneL
xxii.),* it had been a received, niA it would seem

popular, framework for poems of very diflferent

characters, and extending probably over a consid-

erable period of time. The ll'Jth Psalm is the

great monument which forces itself upon our notice

;

but it is found also in the 2.5th, 34th. .37th, 111th,

112th, 145th— and in the singularly beautiful frag-

ment appended to the book of Proverbs (Prov. xxxi.

10-.31). Traces of it, as if the work had been left

half-finished (De Wette, Psnlinen, ad loc.) appear

in the 9th and 10th. In the Lamentations (con-

fining ourselves for the present to the structure) we
meet with some remarkable peculiarities.
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(1.) Ch. i., ii., and iv. contain 22 verses each,

arranged in alphabetic order, each verse falling into

three nearly balanced clauses (Ewald, Poet. Bilcli.

p. 147); ii. 19 forms an exception as having a

fourth clause, the result of an interpolation, as if

the writer had shaken off for a moment the restraint

of his self-imposed law. Possibly the inversion of

the usual order of V and Q in ch. ii., iii., iv., may

have arisen from a like forgetfulness. Grotius, ad
loc., explains it on the assumption that here Jere-

miah followed the order of the Chakhean alphabet.''

(2.) Ch. iii. contains three short verses under

each letter of the alphabet, the initial letter being

three times repeated.

(3.) Ch. V. contains the same number of verses

as ch. i., ii., iv., but without the alphabetic order.

The thought suggests itself that the earnestness

of the prayer with which the book closes may have

carried the writer beyond the limits within which

he had previously confined himself; but the con-

jecture (of Ewald) that we have here, as in Ps. is.

and X., the rough draught of what was intended to

have been finished afterwards in the same manner

as the others, is at least a probable one.

III. The power of entering into the spirit and

meaning of poems such as these depends on two

distinct conditions. We must seek to see, as with

our own eyes, the desolation, misery, confusion,

which came before those of the prophet. We must

endeavor also to feel as he felt when he looked on

them. And the last is the more difiicult of the two.

Jeremiah was not merely a patriot-poet, weeping

over the ruin of his country. He was a prophet

who had seen all this coming, and had foretold it

as inevitable. He had urged submission to the

Chaldifians as the only mode of diminishing the

terrors of that " day of the Ix)rd." And now
the Chaldoeans were come, irritated by the perfidy

and rebellion of the king and princes of .Judah ; and

the actual horrors that he saw, surpassed, though

he had predicted them, all that he had been able

to imagine. All feeling of exultation in which, as

mere prophet of evil, he might have indulged at

the fulfillment of his forebodings, was swallowed up

in deep overwhelming sorrow. Yet sorrow, not less

than other emotions, works on men according fo

their characters, and a man with Jeremiah's gifts

of utterance could not sit down in the mere silence

and stupor of a hopeless grief. He was compelled

to give expression to that which was devouring his

heart and the heart of his people. I'he act itself

was a relief to him. It led him on (as will be seen

hereafter) to a calmer and serener state. It revived

a Pareau (quoted by De A\'ette, I. c.) connects the

poems iu the life as follows :
—

C. I. During the siege (.Jer. xxxvii. 5).

C. II. After the destruction of the Temple.

C. III. At the time of .leremiah's imprisonmeat in

the dungeon (Jer. xxxviii. 6, with Lam. iii. 55).

C. IV. After tlie capture of Zedekiah.

C. V. After the destruction, later than c. ii.

b De Wetto maintains {Comment, iiher die. Psalm.

p. 56) that this acrostic form of writing was the out-

growth of a feeble and degenerate age dwelling on the

outer structure of poetry when the soul had departed.

His judgment as to the origin and character of the

alphabetic form is shared by Ewald {Poet. Bitch, i. p.

140). It is hard, however, to reconcile this estimate

with the impression made on us by such Psalms as

the 25th and 34th ; and Ewald himself, in his transla-

tion of the Alphabetic Psalms and the Lamentations,

100

has shown how compatible such a structure- ie with

the highest energy and beauty. With some of these,

too, it must be added, the assignment of a later date

than the time of David rests on the foregone conclusion

that the acrostic structure is itself a proof of it.

(Comp. Delitzsch, Cammentar iiher ilen Psalter., on Ps.

ix., X.). De Wette however allows, condescendingly,

that the Lamentations, in spite of their degenerate

taste, " have some meri.t in their way " (" sinil zwar

in ihrer Art von einigen Wertlie ").

c Similar anomalies occur in Ps. xxxvii,, and! have

received a like explanation (De Wette, Ps. pi 57). It

is however a mere hypotlu;sis that the Chaldeean

alphabet differed in this respect from the Hebrew

;

nor is it easy to see why Jeremiah should have chosen

the Hebrew order for one poeni^ and the ChaJdaean tot

the other three.
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the faith and hope which had been nearly crushed

:

out.

It has to be remembered too, that in thus speak-

ing he was doing that wliich many must have

looked for from him, and so meeting at once their

expectations and their wants. Other prophets and
poets had made themselves the spokesmen of the

nation's feelings on the death of kings and heroes.

Tlie party that continued faithful to the policy and

principles of .Josiah remembered how the prophet

had lamented over his death. The lamentations

of that period (though they are lost to us) had

been accepted as a great national dirge. Was he

to be silent now that a more terrible calamity had

fallen upon the people? Did not the exiles in

Babylon need this form of consolation ? Does not

the appearance of this book in their Canon of

Sacred writings, after their return from exile, indi-

cate that during their captivity they had found that

consolation in itV

The choice of a structure so artificial as that

which has been described above, may at first sight

appear inconsistent with the deep intense soitow of

which it claims to be the utterance. Some wilder

less measured rhythm would seem to us to have

been a fitter form of expression. It would belong,

however, to a very shallow and hasty criticism to

pass this judgment. A man true to the gift he

has received will welcome the discipline of self-

imposed rules for deep sorrow as well as for other

strong emotions. In proportion as he is afraid of

being carried away by the strong current of feeling,

-will he be anxious to make the laws more difficult,

the discipline more effectual. Something of this

kind is traceable in the feet that so many of the

master-minds of European hterature have chosen,

as the fit vehicle for their deepest, tenderest, most

impassioned thoughts, the complicated structure

of the sonnet; in Dante's selection of the terza

rima for his vision of the unseen world. What the

sonnet was to Petrarch and to Milton, that the

alphabetic verse-system was to the writers of Jere-

miah's time, the most difficult among the recognized

forms of poetry, and yet one in which (assuming

the earlier date of some of the Psalms above referred

t«) some of the noblest thoughts of that poetry had

Iften uttered. We need not wonder that he should

have employed it as fitter than any other for the

purpose i'or which he used it. If these Lamenta-

tions were intended to assuage the bitterness of the

Babylonian exile, there was, besides this, the sub-

sidiary advantage that it supplied the memory with

an artificial help. Hymns and poems of this kind,

once learnt, are not easily forgotten, and the cir-

cumstances of the captives made it then, more than

ever, necessary that they should have this help

afforded them."

An examination of the five poems will enable us

to judge how far each stands by itself, how far they

are connected as parts forming a whole. \\'^e must
deal with them as they are, not forcing our own
meanings into them ; looking on them not as

prophetic, or didactic, or historical, but simply as

lamentations, exhibiting, like other elegies, the dif-

ferent phases of a pervading sorrow.

I. The opening verse strikes the key-note of the
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whole poem. That which haunts the prophet'l

mind is the solitude in which he finds himself.

She that was "princess among the nations" (1)

sits (hke the jud.e.v capta of the Roman medals)

" sohtary," "as a widow." Her "lovers" (the

nations with whom she had been allied ) hold aloof

from her (2). The heathen are entered into the

sanctuary, and mock at her Sabbaths (7, 10).

After the manner so characteristic of Hebrew poetry,

the personality of the writer now recedes and now
advances, and blends by hardly perceptible transi-

tions with that of the city which he persoinfies, and

with which he, as it were, identifies himself. At
one time, it is the daughter of Zion that asks " Is

it nothing to you, all ye that pass by? " (J2). At
another, it is the proi)het who looks on her, and
portrays her as " spreading forth her hands, and

there is none to comfort her"' (17). Mingling with

this outljurst of sorrow there are two thoughts

characteristic both of the man and the time. The
calamities which the nation suffers are the conse-

quences of its sins. There must be the confession

of those sins: " The Lord is righteous, for I have

rebelled against His commandment " (18). There

is also, at any rate, this gleam of consolation, that

Judah is not alone in her sufierings. Those who
have exulted in her destruction shall drink of the

same cup. They shall be like unto her in the day

that the Lord sliall call (21 ).

II. As the solitude of the city was the subject

of the first lamentation, so the destruction that

had laid it waste is that which is most conspicuous

in the second. Jehovah had thrown down in his

wrath the strongholds of the daughter of Judah

(2). The rampart and the wall lament together

(8). The walls of the palace are given up into the

hand of the enemy (7). The breach is great as if

made by the inrushing of the sea (13). With this

there had been united all the horrors of the famine

and the assault: 30ung children fainting for hiniger

in the top of every street (19); women eating their

own children, and so fulfilling the curse of I'eut.

xxviii. h-i (20); the priest and the prophet slain in

the sanctuary of the Lord {ibid.). Added to all this,

there was the remembrance of that which had been

all along the great trial of Jeremiah's life, against

which he had to wage continual war. The prophets

of Jerusalem had seen vain and foolish things, false

burdens, and causes of banishment (14). A righteous

judgment had fallen on them. The prophets found

no vision of Jehovah (9). The king and the princes

who had listened to them were captive among the

Gentiles.

HI. The difference in the structure of this poem
which has been already noticed, indicates a corre-

sponding diflijrence in its substance. In the two

preceding poems, Jeremiah had spoken of the misery

and destruction of Jerusalem. In the third he

speaks chiefly, though not exclusively, of his own.

He himself is the man that has seen affliction (1),

who has been brought into darkness and not info

light (2). He looks back upon the long life of

suffering which he has been called on to endure,

the scorn and derision of the people, the bitterness

as of one drunken with wormwood (14, 15). But

that experience was not one which had ended in

« The reappearance of this structure iu the later

literature of the East is not without interest. Alpha-

betic poems are found among the hymns of Ephraem
Syrus (Assemani, BM. Orient, iii. p. 68) and other

writers ; sometimes, as in the case of Ebed-jesus, with

a much more complicated plan than any of the 0. T.

poems of this type {ibid. iii. p. 328), and these chietly

in hymns to be sung by boys at solemn festiTals, or

in confessions of faitli which were meant for their

instruction.
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darknss? and despair. Here, as in the pr< phecies,

we find a Gospel for the weary and heavy-laden, a

trust not to be shaken, in the mercy and rii^hteous-

ness of Jehovah. The mercies of the Lord are new

every morning (22, 23). He is good to them that

wait for Him (25). And the retrospect of that

sharp experience showed him that it all formed

part of the discipline which was intended to lead

him on to a higher blessedness. It was good for a

man to bear the yoke in his youth, good that he

should both hope and quietly wait (26, 27). With

this, equally characteristic of the prophet's indi-

viduahty, there is the protest against the wrong

which had been or might hereafter be committed

by rulers and princes (34r-36), the confession, that

all that had come on him and his people was but

a righteous retribution, to be accepted humbly,

with searchings of heart, and repentance (39-42).

The closing verses may refer to that special epoch

in the prophet's life when his own sufferings had

been sharpest (53-50), and the cruelties of his

enemies most triumphant. If so, we can enter

more fully, rememl)ering this, info the thanksgiving

with which he acknowledges the help, deliverance,

redemption, which he had received from God (57,

58). And feeling sure that, at some time or other,

there would be for him a jet higher lesson, we can

enter with some measure of sympathy, even into

the terrible earnestness of his appeal from the un-

just judgment of earth to the righteous Judge, into

his cry for a retribution without which it seemed

to him that the Eternal Righteousness would fail

(64-66).

IV. It might seem, at first, as if the fourth poem
did but reproduce the pictures and the thoughts

of the first and second. There come before us, once

again, the famine, the misery, the desolation, that

had fallen on the holy city, making all faces gather

blackness. One new element in the picture is found

in the contrast between the past glory of the con-

secrated families of the kingly and priestly stocks

(Nazarites in A. V.) and their .Jater misery and

shame. Some changes there are, however, not with-

out interest in their relation to the poet's own life

and to the history of his time. All the facts gain

a new significance l)y being seen in the light of the

personal experience of the third poem. The decla-

ration that all this had come " for the sins of the

prophets and the iniquities of the priests," is clearer

and sharper than before (13). There is the giving

up of the last hope which Jeremiah had cherished,

when he urged on Zedekiab the wisdom of submis-

sion to the Cbalda?ans (20). The closing words

indicate the strength of that feeling against the

Edoraites which lasted all through the Captivity "

(21, 22). Slie, the daughter of Edom, had rejoiced

in the fall of her rival, and had pressed on the

work of destruction. But for her too there was the

doom of being drunken with the cup of the Lord's

wrath. Eor tlie daughter of Zion tliere was hope

of pardon, when discipline shc)uld have done its

work and the punishment of her iniquity should be

accomplished.

V. One great difference in the fifth and last

section of the poem has been already pointed out.
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« Comp. with this Obad. ver. 10, and Ps. cxxxvii. 7.

b The Vulgate imports into this verse also the

thought of a shameful infamy. It must be remem-
bered, however, that the literal meaning conveyed to

the miud of au Israelite one of the lowest offices of

glare-labor (comp. Judg. xvi. 21).

It obviously indicates either a deliberate abandon-

ment of the alphabetic structure, or the unfinished

character of the concluding elegy. The title pre-

fixed in the Vulgate, " Oralio .leremim Pivphet(e,"

points to one marked characteristic which may have

occasioned this diffei'ence. T^here are signs also of

a later date than that of the preceding poems.

Though the horrors of the famine are ineffiiceable,

yet that which he has before him is rather the con-

tinued protracted suffering of the rule of the Chal-

deans. The mountain of Zion is desolate, and the

foxes walk on it (18). Slaves have ruled over the

people of Jehovah (8). Women have been sub-

jected to intolerable outrages (11). The young

men have been taken to grind,** and the children

have fallen under the wood (13). But in this also,

deep as might be the humiliation, there was hope,

even as there had been in the dark hours of the

prophet's own life. He and his people are sustained

by the old thought which had been so fruitful of

comfort to other prophets and psalmists. The

periods of suftering and struggle which seemed so

long, were but as moments in the lifetime of the

Eternal (19); and the thought of that eternity

brought with it the hope that the purjwses of love

which had been declared so clearly should one day

be fulfilled. The last words of this lamentation

are those which have risen so often from broken

and contrite hearts, " Turn thou us, Lord, and

we shall be turned. Kenevv our days as of old
"

(21). That which had begun with wailing and

weeping ends (following Ewald's and Michaelis's

translation) with the question of hope, " \N'ilt thou

utterly reject us ? Wilt thou be very wroth against

us?"
There are perhaps few portions of the 0. T.

which appear to have done the work they were

meant to do more effectually than this. It has

presented but scanty materials for the systems and

controversies of theology. It has supplied thousands

with the fullest utterance for their sorrows in the

critical periods of national or individual suffering.

We may well beUeve that it sootlied the weary years

of the Babylonian exile (comp. Zech. i. 6, with

Lam. ii. 17). When they returned to their own

land, and the desolation of Jerusalem was remem-

bered as belonging only to the past, this was ihe

book of remembrance. On the ninth day of tne

month of Ab (July), the Lamentations of Jeremiah

were read, year by year, with fasting and weeping,

to connnemorate the misery out of which the people

had been delivered. It has come to be connected

with the thoughts of a later devastation, and its

words enter, sometimes at least, into the prayers

of the pilgrim Jews who meet at the " place of

wailing" to mourn over the departed glory of their

city.'^^ It enters largely into the nobly-constructed

order of the Latin Church for the services of Pas-

sion week (Brcvlar. Horn. Feria Quinta. " In

CcBna Domiia "). If it has been comparatively in

the background in times when the study of Scrip-

ture had passed into casuistry and speculation, it

has come forward, once and again, in times of

danger and sufteiing, as a messenger of peace, com-

forting men, not after the fashion of the friends of

c Is there any uniform practice in these devotions ?

The writer hears from some Jews that the only prayers

said are those that would have been said, as the

prayer of the day, elsewhere ; from otiiers, that the

Lamentations of Jeremiah are frequently employed.
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Job, with formal moralizings, but by enabling them
to express themselves, leading them to feel that

they might give utterance to the deepest and sad-

dest feelings by vrhich they were overwhelmed. It

is striking, as we cast oiu- eye over the list of writers

who have treated specially of the book, to notice

how many must have passed through scenes of trial

not unlike in kind to that of which the Lamenta-
tions speak. The book remains to do its work for

any future generation that may be exposed to anal-

ogous calamities.

A few facts connected vrith the external history

of the book remain to be stated. The position

which it has occupied in the canon of the 0. T. has

varied from time to time. In the received Hebrew
arrangement it is placed among the Kethuhim or

Hagiographa, between Ruth and Koheleth (Eccle-

siastes). In that adopted for synagogue use, and
reproduced in some editions, as in the Bomberg
Bible of 1521, it stands among the five Meyiiloth

after the books of Moses. The LXX. group the

writings connected with the name of Jeremiah

together, but the Book of Baruch comes between the

prophecy and the Lamentation. On the hypothesis

of some writers that Jer. lii. was originally the

introduction to the poem, and not the conclusion

of the prophecy, arid that the preface of the LXX.
(which is not found either in the Hebrew, or in

the Targum of Jonathan) was inserted to diminish

the abruptness occasioned by this separation of the

book from that with which it had been originally

connected, it would follow that the arrangement

of the Vulg. and the A. V. corresponds more closely

than any other to that which we must look on as

the original one.

Literature.— TheoAorei, 0pp. ii. p. 286; Jerome,

0pp. v. 165. Special Commentaries by Calvin

{Prol. in Thren.); Bullinger (Tigur. 1575); Peter

Martyr (Tigur. 1G29); CEcolampadius (Argent.

1558); Zuinglius (Tigur. 1544); Maldonatus

;

Pareau (Threni Jeremiw, Lugd. Bat. 1790); Tar-

novius (1624) ; Kalkar [Lamentiitiones crit. et

exec/ei. illustratce] (1836); Neumann (Jeremias u.

Klayclieder, 1858). Translated by Ewald, in Poet.

Biich. part i. [Dickter des Alten Bundes, i. 321-

348, 3e Ausg; Gott. I860]. E. H. P.
* Some find a reference to Lamentations in 2

Chr. XXXV. 25 : " And Jeremiah lamented for Josiah

;

and all the singing men and the singing women
spake of Josiah ui their lamentations to this day,

and made them an ordinance in Israel: and behold,

they are written in the Lamentations." Jerome
(Comm. ad Sack. xii. 11) went so far as to main-

tain that the death of Josiah forms the proper sub-

ject of the entire book. See also Jos. Ant. x. 5,

§ 1. But the contents of Lamentations utterly for-

bid this supposition. It is evident from the above

passage that a collection of elegies on the death of

this king existed at the time when Chronicles was
written ; and among them it no doubt contained

some composed by Jeremiah. But it is impossible

to identify them with any part of our present

Lamentations. They belonged in all probability to

songs of Jeremiah, which like various other books

cited in Chronicles, were not received into the Jew-

ish Canon, and have perished. See Bleek, Jiiid. in

das A. Test. p. 504.

Some critics, as already stated, assign a low rank

to the poetry of this book in comparison with other

Hebrew poetry. It has been decried as artificial,

overwrought, without vigor of imagination or style.

Against this view we may oppose the authority of so
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eminent a critic and scholar as the late Dean Mil-

man. "Never," he sa3S {History of the Jews, i.

446), "was ruined city lamented in language so

exquisitely pathetic. Jerusalem is, as it were, per-

sonified, and bewailed with the passionate sorrow of

private and domestic attachment; while the more
general pictures of the famine, common misery of

every rank and age and sex, all the desolation, the

carnage, the violation, the dragging away into

captivity, the remembrance of former glories, of

the gorgeous ceremonies, and of the glad festivals,

the awful sense of the Divine wrath, heightening

the present calamities, are successively drawn with

all the life and reality of an eye-witness." In

illustration of this statement he presents in English

several extracts from these elegies, which as an ex-

pression of the thoughts and spirit of the original are

remarkably faithful. "We cannot forbear citing here

one of these translations for the gratification of the

reader. It is taken from the last chapter (v. 1 ff.):

'< Remember, Lord, what hath befallen.

Look down on our reproach ;

Our heritage is given to strangers,

Our home to foreigners.

Our water have we drank for money,
Our fuel hath its price.

*" We stretch our hands to Egypt,

To Assyria for our bread,

At our life's risk we gain our food,

From the sword of desert robbers.

Our skins are like an oven, parched
By the fierce heat of famine.

Matrons in Zion have they ravished,

Virgins in Judah's cities.

" Princes were hung up by the hand.
And age had no respect.

Young men are grinding at the miU,
Boys faint 'neath loads of wood.

The elders from the gate have ceased,

The young men from their music.

" The crown is fallen from our head,

Woe I woe ! that we have sinned.

'Tis therefore that our hearts are faint,

Therefore our eyes are dim.

For Zion's mountain desolate
;

The foxes walk on it." H.

* Literature. — In addition to the works re-

ferred to above, the following may be noted : C. B.

Michaelis, notes, in the Uberiores Adnot. in

Hayioyr. V. T. Libras by J. H. Michaelis and

others, vol. ii. (1730). J. G. Lessing, Obss. in

Tristia Jerem., Lips. 1770. J. G. Birmel, Klay-

yesdnye iibers. mil Anmerkiinyen, v. mit einer

Vorrede von Herder, Weimar, 1781. J. F. Schleus-

ner. Cures crit. et exey. in Threnos Jerem., in

Eichhom's Repert. (1783), xii. 1-57. G. A. Hor-

rer, Nem Bearbeiiuny d. Klayyesdnye, Halle,

1784. Benj. Blayney, Jerem. and Lam., New
Transl. mth Notes, Oxf., 1784, 3d ed. Lond. 1836.

A. Wolfssohn and J. Lowe, Die Klayelieder mit

deiitscher Uebersetziiny u. hebr. Comm., Berl.

1788 (the introd. and coram, by Lowe). J. Hamon,
Comm. svr les Lam. de Jercmie, Paris, 1790. J.

D. Michaelis, Obss. p/iilol. et crit. in Jerem. Vati-

cinia et Threnos. Edidit et aiixit J. F. Schleusner,

Getting. 1793. J. K. Volborth, Klayyesdnye aufs

Neue iibers., Celle, 1795. T. A. Dereser, Die
Klayelieder n. Baruch, aus d. Hebr. u. Griech.

iibers. u. erklart, Frankf. a. M. 1809. J. M. Hart-

mann, Klaylieder iibersetzt, in Justi's Blumen
althebr. Dlchtkunst, Giessen, 1809, ii. 517 ff. C. A.
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Bjdm, Threnos Jerem. et Vaticin. Nalmmi metnce
reddidit, Notisque illustravit, HauniK, 1814. Geo.

Riegler, Klayelieder metrisch iibers., Erlang. 1814.

C. P. Conz, Die Kliu/elieder, in E. G. Bengel's

Archivf.d. Theol. (1821), iv. 140-G6, 374-428.

E. F. C. Roseniniiller, Lat. trans, and notes, in his

Scholia in V. T., pars viii. vol. ii. (1827). F. W.
Goldwitzer, Die Klin/elieder iibers., mit d. LXX.
u. d. Vulyaia verj/lic/ien, nebst krit. Anmerkk.,
Sulzb. 1828. K. W. "W'iedenfeld, Kkif/elieder, neii

iibers. u. erldutert, Elberf. 1830. Maurer, notes,

in his Coinm. gram. crit. in V. T. (1835), i. 691-

708. G. R. No3'es, transl. and notes, in his Hebreio

Prophets, vol. ii. Boston, 1837, 3d ed. 1866. E.

Henderson, Jerem. and Lam. translated, tidth a

Comm., Lond. 1851, reprinted Andover, 1868. A.
Hetzel, Die Klagelieder in ieiitsche Liederforin

iibertragen, mit erkl. Annini., 1854. 0. Thenius,

Die Klagelieder erkldrt (with a transl.), Leipz.

1855 (Lief. xvi. of the Kurzgef. exeg. Ilandb. zum
A. Test.). J. G. Vaihinger, Spriiche u. Klaglieder,

metr. iibers. u. erkldrt, Stuttg. 1857 (Bd. iii. of his

Die dicht. Schriften des A. Bundes). W. Engel-

hardt. Die Klagelieder Jerem. iibers. u. ausqelegt,

Leipz. 1867. C. W. E. Nagelsbach, Der Proph.

Jeremia it. die Klagelieder, Bielefeld, 1868 (Theil

XV. of Lange's Bibelwerk). Other translations

which deserve mention here, but which embrace
sither the poetical books or the whole of the Old
Testament, are those of Dathe, De Wette, Cahen,

Meier, and H. A. Perret-Gentil {La Sainte Bible,

Paris, 1860, publ. by the Societe biblique proteslante

de Paris).

The article Lamentations in" Kitto's Cycl. of
Bibl. Lit., 3d ed., by Emanuel Deutsch of the

British Museum, is particularly good. A.

LAMP." 1. That part of the golden candle-

stick belonging to the labernacle which bore the

light: also of each of the ten candlesticks placed by
Solomon in the Temple before the Holy of Holies

(Ex. XXV. 37; 1 K. vii. 49; 2 C'hr. iv. 20, xiii. 11;

Zech. iv. 2). The lamps were lightei^ every evening,

and cleansed every morning (Ex. xxx. 7, 8; Reland,

Ant. Hebr. i. v. 9, and vii. 8). The primary sense

of light (Gen. xv. 17) gives rise to frequent meta-

phorical usages, indicating life, welflire, guidance,

as e. g. 2 Sam. xxi. 17; Ps. cxix. 105; Prov. vi.

23, xiii. 9.

2. A torch or flambeau, such as was carried by
the soldiers of (iideon (.Tudg. vii. 16, 20; conip.

XV. 4). See vol. i. p. 095, note.

3. In N. T. Aa^TraSey is in A. V., Acts xx. 8,

"lights;" in John xviii. 3, "torches;" in Matt.

x.xv. 1, Rev. iv. 5, "lamps."
Herodotus, speaking of Egyptian lamps used at

a festival, describes them as vessels filled with salt

and olive oil. with
/^7 T~, 7T'\ floating wicks, but

does not mention the

material of the ves-

sels (Herod, ii. 62;
Wilkinson, .1//C. Eg.

Abridg. i. 298, ii.

71).

Egyptian Lamp. '^he "«« ('f lamps

fed with oil at mar-
riage processions is alluded to in the parable of the

ten virgins (Matt. xxv. 1).
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«
"1J5,

once ")^_3 (2 Sam. xxii. 29), from "1^3,

" to shine," Ges. p. 867 : Auxi'os : lucerna.

Modern Egyptian lamps consist of small glass

vessels with a tube at the bottom containing a

cotton-wick twisted round a piece of straw. Some
water is poured in first, and then oil. [The en-

graving also illustrates the conical wooden receptacle,

which serves to protect the dme from the wind.]

For night-travelling,

a lantern composed of

waxed cloth strained

over a sort of cylinder

of wire-rings, and a

top and bottom of per-

forated copper. This

would, in form at least,

answer to the lamps

witliin pitchers of

Gideon. [It may also,

possibly, correspond

with the lamps re-

ferred to in tlie parable

of the ten virgins.] On occasions of marriage the

street or quarter where the bridegroom lives U

Egyptian Lamp.

Lanterns,

illumin.ated with l;iui|is suspended from cords drawn

across. Sometimes the bridegroom is accompanied

to a mosque by men ijearing flambeaux, consisting

of frames of iron fixed on staves, and filled with burn-

ing wood; and on his return, by others bearing

frames with many lamps suspended from them

(Lane, Mod. Eg. i. 202, 215, 224, 225, 230; Mrs.

Poole, Englishw. in Jig. iii. 131). H. \V. P.

LANCET. This word is found in 1 K. xviii.

28 only. The Heljrew term is Romach, which is

elsewhere rendered, and appears to mean a javelin,

or light spear. [See Aums, vol. i. 100 «.] In the

original edition of the A. V. (1611) this meaning

is preserved, the word being " lancers."

* LAND-MARK. [Field.]

* LANES. The Greek word {pvjXT\) so ren-

dered occurs in Luke xiv. 21, Matt. vi. 12, and

.'Vets ix. 11, and xii. 10. It originally meant "a
rushing," and then a "line of direction," or "cur-

rent," and occasionally in later Greek and the N.

T., a place where the current of peoiile flows

along, I. e. a " street." It denoted especially a
" narrow street " (see Lobeck, rif/ Phri/u. p. 404),

where, as in Luke xiv. 21, the poorer cLiss of people

would be found. R. D. C. R.

LANGUAGE. [Tongues, Confusion op,]
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* LANGUAGE OF THE NEW TES-

TAMENT. The subject of this article is not

the language used by the ivnters of the New Testa-

ment (see New Testament, IV.), but the lan-

Ljunge of its speakers, tlie actual language of the

discourses and conversations which stand reported

in the Greek of the New Testament.

On the question, What was the jn-evaUing lan-

ffuac/e of Palestine in ike time of our Saviour f

tliere has been great difference of opinion and much
earnest controversy. Some have maintained that

tl e mass of the people spoke Aramaic only: others

that they spoke (ireek only; and yet others that

they were acquainted with lioth languages, and

could use this or that at pleasure. To understand

the merits of the case, the simplest way will be to

take up each of the two languages in question, and

trace the indications of its use among tlie Palestine-

Jews of the first century.

We begin then with the Aramaic (the Jewish-

Aramaic or Clialclee, in distinction from the

Christian-Aramaic or Syriac, dialect). It is not

unlikely that the long intercourse, friendly and

hostile, between the Kingdom of Israel and its

Aramaean neighbors on the north, especially the

Syrians of Damascus, may have produced some

effect on the language of the nortliern Israelites.

But the effect must have been much greater when

the Kingdom of Israel was overthrown by the

Assyrians, the higher classes carried into other

lands, and their places fiUed by importations from

tribes of Aramaean speech. In the siege of .Jeru-

salem by the Assyrians, a few years later, it appears

fnni the proposal of the Jewish chiefs to Rabsha-

kih (2 K. xviii. 20) that the Aramaean language

was understood by the leading men of the city,

though unintelligible to the people at large. Tlie

ciurse of events during the next century must

have added to the iiiffuence of the Aramaic in

southern Palestine, until at length the conquest by

Nebuchadnezzar and the Babylonian Captivity gave

it a decided preponderance. Surrounded for two

generations by speakers of Aramaic, the Judsean

exiles could not fail to acquire that language. It

may be presumed that many, perhaps most of them,

still kept up the use of Heljrew in their intercourse

with one another; but some, doubtless, forgot it

altogether. After the return to their own land,

the Aramaic was still required for connuunication^

with many brethren out of Palestine or in it, and

with the officers or agents of the Persian govern-

ment, which seems to have made this the official

language* for the provinces between the Tigris and

the Mediterranean (conip. Ezra iv. 7, 8). The prog-

ress of the change which made the Hebrew a dead

language, and jjut the Aramaic in its place as a

living one, cannot be distinctly traced for want of

literary monuments. But the result is certain : it

was complete at the Christian era, and may have

been so two or three centuries earlier. It is true

that the New Testament in several passages speaks

of the Hebrew as if still in use; liut in some of

these (.lohn v. 2, xix. 13, 17) it is evident from the

form of a word descrilied as Hebrew (BrideaSd,

Ta^^ada, ToAyoOa), that the Aramaic is meant,

the current language of the Hebrew people. In

many other cases, ^vhere words of the popular idiom

are given in the N. T., but without l)eiug called

Hebrew, they can only be explained from tlie

Aramaic: thus Matt. v. 22, paKti: vi. 24 (Luke

xvi. 9, 13), /xaij-ui/ai \ xvi. 17, I3a.p 'iwva; Mark v.

11. ToAifla 'covni; vii. 34, ((p<pa9d; xiv. 30, 'A/3^a;

John i. 43, Krjcpas; Acts i. 19, 'AKe\Safj.a; 1 Cor
xvi. 22, fxapav add ;

— to which add the words

paP$i, pa^^ovvi, /xeacrias, iroirxa, '^'id proper

names beginning with Bar- (son). By Josephus,

too, the name Hebrew is often used to denote the

popidar Aramaic; thus eSa)/xo "red" {Ant. ii. 1,

§ 1), x'"'«''« "priests" (iii. 7, § 1), 'Aaapdd
" Pentecost " (iii. 10, § 0), ef.uav " priest's girdle

"

(iii. 7, § 2), all of which he designates as Hebrew,

are evidently Aramaic.

That this Jewish-Aramaic was not confined to a

fraction of the people, but was in general and

familiar use among the Jews of Palestine in the

first century, is proved by a variety of evidence,

outside of the N. T. as well as in it. Josephus

speaks of it repeatedly {B. J. pr. § 1, v. 0, § 3, v.

9, § 2) as v; irdrpLos yAuxrca, the tongue of the

fathers and fatherland, or, as we should say, the

mother-tongue, the native, vernacular idiom. As
such he contrasts it with the Greek, which he

describes (Ant. pr. § 2) as aWoSan^v rtfuv koI

^fVTis SiaKeKTov (Tvvi)6iiav, " a mode (of expres-

sion) alien to us and belonging to a foreign

language." From .Josephus we leani {B. J. v. C, §

3) that in the siege of .Jerusalem, when the watch-

man on the towers saw a heavy stone launched

from the Roman catapults, he cried in the native

tongue, "the missile is coming;" he would, of

course, give warning in the language best under-

stood by the citizens at large. Josephus himself,

when sent by Titus to communicate with the Jews

and persuade them to surrender, addressed the

multitude in Hebrew (B. .J. v. 9, § 2), which he

would not have done, if the language bad not been

generally intelligible and acceptable. For further

proof we might appeal to the Targums or Chaltlee

paraphrases of parts of the Old Testament, of

which the oldest, that of the Pentateuch by

Onkelos, was probably written not far from the

time of Christ; but it is possible that these Tar-

gums may have been composed, not for the .Tews

of Palestine, but for those of Babylonia and the

adjacent countries: as Josephus states {B. J. pr.

§ 1) that the first edition of his own History was

composed in the native tongue {rrj Trarpio}) for the

barbarians of the interior {roi^ &vw ^apPdpois).
Of more weight as proof of a vernacular Aramaic
in Palestine is the early existence of a Hebrew
gospel (i. e. an Aramaic, or, as Jerome calls it,

Syro-Chaldaic gospel, " Chaldaico Syroque sernione

conscriptum "
), commonly ascribed to the Apostle

IM.VTTHEW. Papias, bishop of Hierapolis, who
ffourished in the first half of the second century,

speaks of such a book, and holds it for the compo-
sition of the Apostle. He may have been mis-

taken as to the authorship ; but as to the existence

of an Aramaic gospel at a very early period, there

is no sufficient ground to discredit his testimony.

It appears then that there was a body of people in

Palestine during the first century to whom it

seemed desiraljle to have the gospel in Aramaic,

perhaps not solely as being more intelligible, but as

recommended also by patriotic or sectarian feel-

ing.

Turning to the New Testament, we find it

stated (Acts i. 19) that when the catastrophe of

Judas became known to the inhabitants of .Jeru-

salem, the place where it occurred was called

'A»c6A5a;Uo, "field of lilood," a name clearly Ara-

maic; and that it was called thus T77 1810 SiaAeK-

Ttfi avraiv, " in their own dialect." This does

not imply that the Aramaic belonged to the
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inhabitants of Jerusalem exclusively, so as to be

spoken by no other population; nor that it be-

longed to them as their only language, so that no

other tongue was spoken in the city; but that it

belonged to them more properly than any other

tongue which might be spoken there, which could

only be true of the native vernacular, ^ Trarptos

•y\u>a(Ta. A strong light is thrown on this whole

subject by the account of Paul's address to the

people of the city (Acts xxi. 27 ff.)- 'i'lie Apostle,

having been rescued by the chief captain from a

mob who sought to kill him, was about to be taken

to the castle; but was allowed at his own request

to address the multitude. " And when there was

made a great silence, he spake unto them in the

Hebrew tongue." " And when they heard that he

spake in the Hebrew tongue to tliem, they kept the

more silence." (Acts xxi. 40, xxii. 2.) It is plain

that he took them by surprise. If they did not

know him for a native of the Greek city Tarsus,

they had heard him charged with bringing Greeks

into the Temple; and they expected him to use the

Greek. When they found him speaking Aramaic,

they showed iiy their greater attentiveness that they

were not only surprised but gratified.; not that a

Greek address would have been unintelligible, and

perhaps not on account of any prejudice against the

language, but because the speaker, by adopting an

idiom which was peculiarly their own, evinced his

respect for their nationality, his sympathy with

their feelings, and, as it were, made himself one

of their number.

Of our Ixjrd himself it is expressly stated that

on three occasions he made use of tlie Aramaic:

when with the words ra\ida. kovixl he raised the

daughter of .lairus (Mark v. 41); when with icfxpaOd

he opened the e.ars of the deaf man (ilark vii. ;i4);

and when upon the cross, paraphrasing the first

words of I's. xxii., he cried, eAcoi, iKwi, Aa/io

(Ta^axdavi (Mark xv. 34; in ilatt. xxvii. 40, 7;A.(,

7)Ai, Xrifia aa^axOayi)- It is hardly supposable

that among all his utterances recorded in the Gospels

these three were the only ones for which he used

the native idiom of the country. Yet it is not easy

to say why out of a larger series these alone should

be given in the original form. In the last case it

seems probable that the Aramaic words actually

uttered by our Lord were given by the writer to

explain how it was that some of the bystanders

conceived him to be calling on Elias. As to the

other two, it is noteworthy that they appear in only

one of the Evangelists. The miracle wrought with

the word i(p(f>a.dd is found in Mark alone: the

miracle wrought with ra\ida kov/xi is found in

Luke also, but the words ascribed to our Lord (viii.

54) are (ireek, ^ Tars, e-yeipou, — sliowing how un-
safe it is in other cases to conclude th.at he spoke

Greek because he is not said to lia\e spoken Ara-
maic. It is not an unlikely supposition that in

these two instances the narrative of Mark reflects

the impressions of an individual, whose mind was
peculiarly struck by the stupendous etfect instantly

following, and seemingly produced by, the utterance

of one or two words, so that the very sound of the

words became indelibly fixed in his memory. That
the same suljective impression was not made in

other cases of the same kind, or that being made
it did not find its way with uniformity into the

narrative, are both easily conceivable. There is

however, yet another instance in which our Lord is

expressly stated to have spoken Hebrew (Aramaic):
in his appearance to Paul when journeying to

Damascus. Of this event there are three narrativea

(Acts ix., xxii., xxvi.); and here again it is worth
noticing that among the parallel accounts only one

(xxvi. 14) alludes to the fact that the language used

was Hebrew. An able writer, who holds that

Christ seldom spoke HebreWj^ suggests that he used
it on this occasion to keep nis words from being

understood by Paul's companions. But if these

companions failed to hear or to understand the

voice (Acts ix. 7, xxii. 9), it is not safe in an event

of this nature to infer their ignorance of the lan-

guage. And it is quite supposable that the use

of Heljrew here belonged to the verisimilitude of

the manifestation, .Jesus appearing to this new
apostle not only with the form in which he was

known to the Twelve, but with the language in

which he was accustomed to converse with them.

The influence of the Greek in Palestine liegan

with the conquest by Alexander. The country fell

under the power of Macedonian rulers, the Ptolemies

of Egypt, and afterwards the Seleucidoe of Syria, with

whom Greek was tlie language of court and govern-

ment. It was used for the official correspondence

of the state; for laws and proclamations ; for peti-

tions addressed to the sovereign, and charters, rights,

or patents granted liy him. The administration

of justice was conducted in it, at least so far as the

higher tribunals were concerned. At the same
time commercial intercourse between the countries

under ^Macedonian rule came into the hands of men
who eitiier spoke Greek as their native tongue or

adopted it as the means of easiest and widest com-
munication. Partly for purposes of trade and partly

as supports for Macedonian domination, colonial

cities were planted in these regions, and settled by

people who, if not all of Hellenic birth, had the

Greek language and civilization and bore the name
of Greeks. Such influences were common to the

countries about the eastern Mediterranean; and

their eftect in all was to establish the Greek as the

general language of public life, of law, of trade, of

literature, and of communication between men of

difterent lands and races. It did not in general

supplant the native idioms, as the Latin afterwards

supplanted those of Gaul and Spain : it sul)sisted

along with them, contracting but not swallowing

up the sphere of their use. Its position and influ-

ence may be compared with those possessed, tliough

in a much inferior degree, by the French language

in modern Europe. The sway of tlie Greek ex-

tended to lands never conquered by Alexander. To
a language so capable, so highly cultivated, so

widely diffused, so rich in literature and science,

the Romans could not remain indiflerent, especially

when the regions where it pre\aileLl became part of

their empire. Long before tlie Christian era a

knowledge of Greek was an indispensable element

in the training of an educated Konian. In the

reign of the emperor Tibei-ius, under whom our

Lord suffered, we are told (Val. Max. ii. 2, ;j) that

speeches in the Konian Senate were often made in

Greek. The emperor himself, acting as judge, fre-

quently heard pleadings and made examinations in

it (Dion. Cass. Ivii. 15). Of the emperor Claudius,

a few years later, it is said (Sueton. Claw/. 42)

that he gave audience to Greek ambass.adors speak-

ing in their own tongue and made replies in the

same language.

The people of Palestine were subjected to Hel-

lenizing influences of a special character. Their

Seleucid rulers, not content with the natural opera-

tion of circumstances, made strenuous etibrts to
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impose upon them the Greek culture and religion.

The great national reaction under the Maccabees,

provoked by these efforts, was of no long duration.

The Romans became masters of the country ; and

must have given new force to the Greek influences

to which they had themselves yielded. It cannot

be doubted that the Roman administration of state

and justice in Palestine was conducted in the Greek,

not the Latin, language. The first Herod, who
reigned for many years under Roman supremacy,

was manifestly partial to the Greeks. Coesarea,

which he founded, and made, after .Jerusalem, the

greatest city in the land, was chiefly occupied by

Greek inhabitants. Of many other cities in or near

the Holy Land, we learn, mostly from incidental

notices., that the population was wholly or partly

Greek. Thus Gaza, Ascalon, .Joppa, Ftolemais,

Dora, as well as (Jiesarea, on the western sea-coast

;

Tiberias and Sebaste in the interior; and on the

east and northeast. Hippos, Gadara, Scythopolis

(or Bethshan), Pella, Gerasa, Philadelphia, and

perhaps the remaining cities of the Decapolis. It

is obvious that the Jews must have been powerfully

affected by so many Greek communities established

near them and connected with them by manifold

political relations,— and especially the Jews of

Galilee, surrounded as they were and pressed upon

by such communities.

While many Greeks were becoming settled in

Palestine, Jews in yet larger numbers were leaving

it to establish themselves in all the important places

of the Grecian world. Without losing their nation-

ality and religion, they gave up their Aramaic

mother-tongue for the general language of the

people round them. Mad the Jews of Egypt re-

tained the native idiom, the first translation of the

Scriptures would probably have been made in

Aramaic and not in Greek. Even Philo of Alex-

andria, an older contemporary of our Lord, gives

no evidence in iiis voluminous and learned writings

of an acquaintance with either Hebrew or Aramaic.

But these Jews of the dispersion frequentlj' returned

to their fatherland ; they gathered in crowds to the

great national festivals ; and in personal communi-
cation with their Palestinian kindred, did much to

extend the use of their adopted language. In many
cases they continued to reside in Palestine. Thus

we hear (Acts vi. 9 ) of one or more synagogues of

Libertines (Jewish freedmen from Italy), Cyrenians,

Alexandrians, Cilicians, and peoples from western

Asia Minor. That many would content, themselves

with their familiar Greek, as being sufficient for

the ordinary purposes of communication, without

taking the trouble to learn Aramaic, is a fact which

can hardly be doubted. It is generally believed

that the Hellenists, mentioned in Acts ix. 29 and

(as converts to Christianity) in Acts vi. 1, were

persons of this sort,— separated from those around

them not by speaking Greek (for most others could

do so), but by speaking only Greek. The satisfac-

tion which Paul gave by his use of Aramaic (Acts

xxii. 2), makes it easy to understand how such

persons, who being settled in Palestine disdained

to acquire the native idiom, might be looked upon

with coldness or disfavor as a class by themselves,

especially if they showed, as may often have been

the case, a weakened attachment to other features

of the national Ufe. [Hellenists.]

The Greek version of the LXX. did much to

make the Greek known and familiar to the Jews

of Palestine. The original Hebrew was an oliject

of scholastic study ; a learned acquaintance with it

was highly valued in popular estimation (.Jos. Ant.

XX. 11, § 2); and the number of scribes, lawyers,

etc., who possessed such knowledge was probably

not inconsiderable; but to the mass of the people

the Hebrew Scriptures were a sealed book. Nor was
there, so far as we know, prior to the Christian era,

any Aramaic version. To the common man— the

man of common education— if he had any knowl-

edge of Greek, the most natural and easy way to gain

a knowledge of the Scriptures was by reading the

Greek translation. That such use was made of it

by great numbers of the people cannot well be

doubted. Of the quotations from the Old Testa-

ment made by the writers of the New, the greater

part are in the words of the LXX. Comparatively

few give any clear evidence that the writer had in

mind the Hebrew original. This familiarity with

the Greek version makes it probable that it was
used not only for private reading, but in the public

services of the synagogue. In many places there

may have been no one sufficiently acquainted with

the ancient Hebrew to read and translate it for the

congi egation ; but in every community, we may
presume, there were persons who could both read

the Greek and add whatever paraphrase or explana-

tion may have been needed in Aramaic. It is ap-

parent in the case of Josephus, that even men of

learning who had studied the Hebrew were familiar

with the version of the LXX. ; in his Antiquities

Josephus makes more use of the latter than of the

former. To the influence of the LXX. must be

added that of a consideraljle Jewish-Greek literature,

composed maiidy in the last two centuries before

Christ, the so-called Apocrypha of the Old Testa-

ment. It is true that one of these books, the Wis-
dom of .lesus the son of Sirach, is declared in its

preface to be the translation of a work composed in

Hebrew («. e., not improbably, in Aramaic) by the

grandfather of the translator. There is much reason

for believing also that the First Book of Maccabees

was written in Hebrew ; and the same may perhaps

be true of some other apocryphal books. The fact,

however, that no one of them is extant in that

language seems to show that in general use (except

perhaps in countries east of the Syrian desert) the

Hebrew (or Aramaic) original was early superseded

by the Greek version. A case nearly parallel is

seen in Josephus's History of the Jeinsh War. It

was composed (according to the statement of the

preface) in the native tongue for the barbarians of

the interior, i. e. beyond the Syrian desert, the

limit of the Roman power. But for those under
the Roman government he translated it into Greek

(toTs KaTo. T^v 'Pujxalaiv riye/xoviav rrj 'EAAaSt

•yKuxrat] n^Ta^aXwv)- And this translation has

so thoroughly superseded the original work that,

but for the statement of its author, we should not

have known, or perhaps even suspected, its exist-

ence.

That Greek was generally understood by the

people of Jerusalem, is evident from the circum-

stances of Paul's address in Acts xxii. The multi-

tude, who listened with hushed attention when he

spoke to them in Aramaic, were already attentive

while expecting to hear him in Greek. It does not

follow that all understood him in the former lan-

guage, or that all would have understood him in

the latter. To gain attention, it would be enough

that a large majority could understand the language

of the speaker; those who could not, might stiU

get some notion of the speech, its drift and sub-

stance, by occasional renderings of their ft Hows.
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The Greek New Testament is itself the strongest

proof of tlie extent to which its language had be-

come naturalized among the Jews of Palestine.

Most of its writers, though not belonging to the

lowest class, to the very poor or the quite unedu-

cated, were men in humble life, in whom one could

hardly expect to tind any learning or accomplish-

ment beyond what was common to the great body

of their countrymen. We are not speaking of Saul

or Luke oi the unknown writer of the Epistle to

the Hebrews ; l)ut of Peter, Jude, James, John, and

Matthew, if (as is most probable) we have his Gospel

in its original language. Yet we find them not

only writing in Greek, l)ut writing m « way which

proves that they were familiar with it and at home
in it. They do not write it with elegance or with

strict grammatical correctness; but they show a

facility, a confidence, an abundance of apt and

forcible expression, which men seldom attain in a

language not acquired during early life. Some
have found in the Hebrew idioms which color their

style an indication that they thought in Hebrew
(or Aramaic), and had to translate their thoughts

when they expressed them in Greek. But similar

idioms occur in the compositions of Paul, who as

the native of a Greek city must have been all his

life familiar with the Greek language. When Greek

began to be spoken by Hebrews, learning it in adult

years, they had to go through a process of mental

translation ; and the natural result was the forma-

tion of a Hellenistic dialect, largely intermixed with

Semitic idioms, which they handed down to their

descendants. The latter, as they did not cease

to speak an Aramaic idiom, were little likely to

correct the Aramaic peculiarities in the Greek re-

ceived from their fathers. Josephus speaks with

emphasis of the diflicidty which even a well-educated

Jew found in writing Greek with idiomatic accuracy.

The Greek stjle of a .lew, especially when writing

on religious subjects, was naturally affected by his

familiarity with the LXX., which copied from the

original many Hebrew forms of expression, and

kept them alive in the memory and use of the

people.

In view of these proofs, the conclusion seems

unavoidaljle that, as a general fact, the Palestine

Jews of the fii'st century were acquainted with both

languages, Greek and Aramaic. It is probable,

indeed, as already stated, that some were not ac-

quainted with the Aramaic; and it is by no means
improbable, though the proof is less distinct, that

some were not acquainted with the Greek. Of both

these classes the absolute number may have been

considerable. But apparently they were the excep-

tions, the majority of the people having a knowl-

edge more or less extended of both languages.

Other instances of bilingual communities, of popu-

lations able for the most part to express themselves

in two different tongues, are by no means wanting.

One of the most striking at the present day is to

be found in a people of Araniiean origin with

a firmly held Aramaic vernacular, the Nestorian

Syrians or Chaldee Christians. " In Persia most of

the Nestorians are able to speak fluently the rude

Tatar (Turkish) dialect used by the Mohammedans
of this province, and those of tlie mountains are

equally familiar with the language of the Koords.

Still they have a strong preference for their own
tongue, and make it the constant and only medium
of intercourse with each other." (Stoddard, Preface

to Modern Syriac Grammar, in Journal of Amer.
Oriental Soc. vol. v.)

It is a common opinion that by the pentecostal

gift of tongues (Acts ii. ) the Apostles were miracu
lously endowed with a knowledge of many languages

and the power of using them at pleasure. But
this gift would seem from the tenor of the accounts

to have been a kind of inspiration under which the
speaker gave utterance to a succession of sounds,

without himself willing, or perhaps even imder-
standing, the sounds which he uttered. It does
not appear from the subsequent history that the

Apostles in their teaching made use of any other

languages than Greek and Aramaic. It is not
necessary to suppose that Paul spoke Latin at

Rome, or Maltese in Melita (Acts xxviii.) or Lycao-
nian at Lystra (Acts xiv.). In the transactions at

Lystra it is pretty clearly implied that Paul and
Barnabas did not understand the speech of Lyeaonia,

and therefore failed to perceive and oppose the idol-

atrous intentions of the people until they had broken

out into open act. In choosing between the two
languages which they undoubtedly possessed, the

Apostles were of course guided l)y the circumstances.

Outside of the Holy Land, they would generally,

if not always, make use of the Greek. In Syria,

indeed, a considerable part of the people— the

same for which the Peshito version was made in

the next century— would probably have understood

an address in the Aramaic of Palestine; but in

Antioch, the capital, where the disciples were first

called Christians, Greek must have been the preva-

lent language. Even in Palestine, Paul's addresses

to the Koman governors Felix and Festus would
naturally be made in Greelc. This is not so clear

of the address to Agrippa, who had enjoyed a

Jewish education. In the meeting of ajx)stles and
elders at Jerusalem (Acts xv. ), occasioned by events

in Antioch and attended by delegates from that

city, the proceedings were probably in Gi^eek, as

also the circular letter which announced its re-

sult to "the brethren which are of the Gentiles in

Antioch and Syria and Cilicia." When Peter on
the day of Pentecost addressed the multitude of

Jews gathered from many different countries, he
would naturally use the language which was most
widely understood. It is true that the " Parthians

and Medes and Elamites— and Arabians," if no
others, would have been most accessible to an
Aramaic address: so we judge from the fact that

Josephus, writing for readers in these very lands,

composed his history in the native tongue. Still,

when we consider the " dwellers in Cappadocia, in

Pontus and Asia, Phrygia and Pampiiylia, in

Egypt, and in the parts of Libya about Gyrene, and

strangers of Konie," it is probable that more would

have understood Greek than Aramaic; so that if

there was only one address in one language (which

perhaps the terras of the nanixtive do not retjuire

us to suppose), it was probably made in Greek.

The difficulty of determining the language used

for each particular discourse is even greater in the

Gospels than in the Acts. It seems reasonable to

suppose that conversations between kindred and
friends, and the familiar utter;inces of Christ to his

disciples, were in Aramaic; the native idiom of the

country, if not wholly given u|), would naturally

be employed for occasions like these. Yet as long

as speakers and hearers had another language at

command, there always remains, in the absence of

express statements, a possibility that this, and not

Aramaic, may have been used for any given con-

versation. And if, on the other hand, it seems

reasonable to suppose that our Lord in his more
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public discourses spoke Greek, there is a similar

difficulty about being sure in particular cases that

he did not use the other language which was

faniihar to him and to the mass of his hearers. A
recent writer assumes that every discourse which,

as reported to us, contains quotations from the O.

T. in the wor-cis of the LXX., must have l)een pro-

nounced in Greek; and this criterion, were it trust-

worthy, would decide many cases. But if an

Aramjiic speech containing Scripture quotations

were to be reported in Greek by a writer familiar

with the LXX., who seldom (if ever) read the

Scriptures in any other form, is it not probable that

he would gi^e the quotations for the most part

according to the LXX. ? Sometimes, it is likely,

he would depart from it, because he did not cor-

rectly remember its phraseology; and sometimes,

because he remembered that the Aramaic speaker

gave the passage a sense varying from that given

by the LXX. As the writers of the Gospels were

probably in this condition— of persons familiar

with tlie LXX., who seldom (if ever) read the

Scriptures in any other form— it is unsafe from

the way in which they give the Scripture quota-

tions to infer anything as to the language used by

the speakers who quoted them. There are in-

stances, however, in which the circumstances of the

case afffjrd some indications on this point. Thus

in communicating with the people of Gadara, which

Josephus calls a Greek city, our Lord would use

the (jreek language. Among the crowds who fol-

lowed him before the Sermon on the Mount and

who seem to have stood about the mountiiin while

he was speaking, were some from Decapolis (JIatt.

iv. 2.5). As already stated, the ten cities of that

region were (most, if not all, of them) Gi'eek. As
our Lord had thus in the surrounding multitude of

his auditors some who probably were unacquainted

with .\ianiaic, there is plausible ground for believ-

ing that on this important occasion he made use

of the (ireek language. In the closing scenes of

his life, when he was brought before the Roman
governor for judgment and execution, it is nearly

certain that (ireek was used by Pilate himself and

by the various speakers aliout his tribunal.

It is stated in the Mishnah {Sotali, c. 9, n. 14),

that wla'u the war of Titus broke out, an order was

issued in which fathers were forbidden to have their

sons instructed in (Jreek. Whether this is true or

not, it would be only natural that the excited

patriotism of such a time should cause the Jews to

set a higher value on their national tongue. Per-

haps those who spoke Greek and Aramaic were now
inclined as fiir as possible to discard the use of

Greek ; the Targums, . which seem to ha\e made

their first appearance or to have assumed a perma-

nent shape about this time, would be a help in

doing so. At all events there is reason for believing

that after this period there was a considerable pop-

ulation in Palestine who did not understand Greek.

The general opinion of the Fathers (from Clement

of Alexandria down) that the Epistle to the Hebrews

was composed in Aramaic, had probaV)ly no other

foundation than the belief that it would otherwise

have been unintelligible to the .Jews of Palestine

for whom it was designed. This belief is of little

weight as regards tiie original language of the epis-

tle; but as regards the prevailing language of Pal-

estine in later times it may not be without value.

Eusebius of C.-esarea, a native and lifelong resi-

dent of Palestine, declares (Dem. Evany, lib. iii.)

that the Apostles before the death of their Master

LAODICEA
understood no language but that of the Syrians,

this he would hardly have done if Greek had been
generally spoken by the Galiloeans of his own day.

The discussion as to the language of Palestine

in our Saviour's time has been quite generally con-

nected with the question whether Matthew wrote

his Gospel in Hebrew or in Greek. Most defenders

of the Hebrew original (as Du Pin, Mill, Michaelis,

Jlarsh, Weber, Kninoel, etc.) have maintained that/

this was the only language then understood by the

body of the people. And many champions of the

Greek original (as Cappell, Basnage, Masch, Lard-

ner, Walajus, etc.) have made a like claim for the

Greek. F* a full list of the older writers, see

Kuinoel in Fabricius, Bibl. Grtscn ed. Harles. iv.

700. We add the n.ames of some writers who have

treated the subject more at large. Isaac Vossius

{iJe Orficulis Sil/i/llinis, Oxon. 1680), though a

staunch believer in the Hebrew original, held that

Greek was almost imivei-sal in the towns of Pales-

tine, and that the Syriac still spoken in the country

and in villages had become so corrupted as to be a
kind of mongrel Greek. He found an opponent in

Simon (Hist. Crit. du Tezte du N. 7'., Kotterd.

1G89 ), who allowed that Greek was the common
language (lani/ue vul(/aire) of the country, but

contended that the .Jews, beside the Greek, had
preserved the Chaldee which they brought with

them from Babylon, and which they called the

national language. Diodati of Naples (De Christo

Greece loquente, 1707; reprinted London, 184.3)

went further than Vossius, asserting that Greek in

the days of our Lord had entirely supplanted the

old Palestinian dialect. lieplies to this work were

put forth by Ernesti (in Neueste Tlieol. Bibl.,

1771) and I)e Rossi {Delia Lingita j^^'opna

di Crisio, Parma, 1772). De Rossi's work was
adopted by Pfannkuche as the basis of his essay

on the Aramaean language in Palestine (in Eich-

horn's Allyem. Bibl., 1797), translated by E. Rob-
inson (in Am. Bibl. Eepos., 1831) with an intro-

duction on the literature of the subject. Another
translation (by T. G. Repp) is given in Clark's

Biblical Cabinet, vol. ii. Against Pfannkuche,

who is one-sided in his advocacy of the Aramaic,

Hug {/unl. in d. N. T., 4th ed., 1847; 3d ed.

transl. by Fosdick, Andover, 1836) maintained the

concurrent use of Greek. His position— which

is nearly the same with that of Simon — is held

substantiallv by most later writers, as Credner

{Kinl. in d.'N. T., Halle, 1836) and Bleek (Eiiil. in

d. N. T., Berlin, 1862). A somewhat more ad-

vanced position is taken by Dr. Alex. Roberts

{Discussions on the Gospels, 2d ed., London, 1863),

who, while admitting that both languages were in

general use, contends that our Lord spoke for the

most part in Greek, and only now and then in

Hebrew (Aramaic). J. H.

LANGUAGES, SEMITIC [Siiem.]

LANTERN {<pav6s) occurs only in John xviii.

3. See Diet, of Ant. art. Laterna. [Lamp, p.

1589.]

LAODICE'A (Aao5i(C€ia: [Laodlrea]). The
two passages in the N. T. where this city is men-
tioned, define its geographical position in harmony
with other authorities. In Rev. i. 11, iii. 14, it is

spoken of as belonging to the general district which

contained Ephesus, Smyrna, Thyatira, Pergamus,

Sardis, and Philadelphia. In Col. iv. 13, 1.5, it

appears in still closer association with Colossfe and
I Hierapolis. And this was exactly its position. It
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was a town of some consequence in the Eonian

province of Asia; and it was situated in the valley

of the Maiander, on a small river called the Lycus,

with CoLOSS.E and Hiekapolis a few miles dis-

tant to the west.

Built, or rather rebuilt, by one of the Seleucid

monarchs, and named in honor of his wife, Laodicea

became under the Roman government a place of

some importance. Its trade was considerable; it

lay on the line of a great road ; and it was the seat

of a conventus. From l!ev. iii. 17 we should gather

it was a place of great wealth. The damage which

was caused by an earthquake in the reign of Tiberius

(Tac. Ann. xiv. 27) was pronqitly repaired by the

energy of the inhabitants. It was soon alter this

occurrence that Christianity was introduced into

Laodicea, not however, as it would seem, through

the direct agency of St. Paul. We have good reason

for believing that when, in writing from Home to
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the Christians of Colossa;, he sent a greeting to

those of Laodicea, he had not personally visited

either place. But the preaching of the Gospel at

Ephesus (Acts xviii. lU-xix. 41) must inevitably

have resulted in the formation of churches in the

neighboring cities, especialjy where Jews were
settled ; and there were Jews in Laodicea (Joseph.

Ant. xii. .3, § 4; xiv. 10, § 20). In subsequent
times it became a Christian city of eminence, the

see of a bishop, and a meeting-place of councils. It

is often mentioned by the Byzantine writers. The
JMohannnedau invaders destroyed it; and it is now
a scene of utter desolation ; but the extensive ruins

near Denis/u justify all that we read of Laodicea

in Greek and Roman writers. Blany travellers

(I'ococke, Chandler, Leake, Arundell, Fellows) have

visited and described the place, but the most elabo-

rate and interesting account is that of Hamilton.

One Biblical subject of interest is coimected with

I^aodicea. From Col. iv. 10 it appears that St.

Paul wrote a letter to this place (^ e/t Aao5i«eio5)

when he ivrote the letter to CoIossk. The question

arises whether we can give any account of this

Laodicean epistle. Wieseler's theory (Aposl. Ztil-

alter, p. 450) is that the Epistle to Philemon is

meant; and the tradition in the ApostvUad Con-

stitulions that he was bishop of this see is adduced

in confirmation. Another view, maintained by

Paley and others, and suggested by a manuscript

variation in I'^ph. i., is that the Epistle to the

Ephesians is intended. [Ephesians.] Ussher's

view is, tliat this last epistle was a circular letter

sent to Laodicea among other places (see Life and

Episd^s of St. Paul, ii. 488, with Alford's Pru-

lerjomenrt, (J. T. v. iii. l.'J-18). None of these

opinions can be maintained with much confidence.

It ni.ay however be said, without hesitation, that

the apocryphal Kpistola ml LiuHlicames is a late

and clumsy forgery. It exists only in Latin MSS.,

and is evidently a cento from the Gilatian.s and

ICphesians. A full account of it is given by Joms
{On the Onion, ii. .31-49).

The subscription at the end of the First Epistle

to Timothy {iypd.<p7] cnrh AaoStKeias, "ins etrrl

fx.7)Tp6iTo\is ^pvyias T/js Jla/faTiai'/js) is of no

authority; but it is worth mentioning, as showing

the importance of Laodicea. J. S. II.

* The reasons for regarding Paul's letter to

Philemon as the letter to the Laodiceans are very

inconclusive. The letter to Philemon was of a

private nature, and in the salutation (vv. 1, 2) re-

stricts itself to a private circle, and could not there-

fore be a letter to the entire Laodicean ciiurch

(comp. Col. i. 1 f. ). Further as Onesinuis certainly

belonged to Culossie (Col. iv. 9), Philemon also

must have belonged there, and the letter have been

written to him at that place. \V'ieseler argues

{Cin-onoloyie dts Apost. ZeUaUers, p. 454) that

Philemon lived at Laodicea because Archippus'
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(Phil. ver. 2 and Col. iv. 17) lived there; and he
argues that Archippus lived there because Paul
sends a message to liim just after speaking of tlie

church in Laodicea. But Paul directs these same
Colossians to whom he writes to deliver this mes-
sage as by word of mouth to Archippus (einaTt

'Apx'"""'^'' '^'"l hence Archippus must liave been

at CoIossfB as well as the Colossians. It may be
said indeed tliat eiwuTe denotes an intermediate

act like aaTrdcracrde in ver. 15; that is possible,

we must admit, but altogether against the natural

impression of the passage. The tradition that an
Archippus was l)isliop at Laodicea {Ajiost. Const.

vii. 40) may or may not have some weiglit as an
argument. It is an inadvertence in the article

above that Wieseler is said to connect that tradition

with Philemon.

The best edition of this Latin Epistola ad
Lnodictnses is Anger's, appended to his treatise

Utbtr den Laodicenerbrief (Leipz. 1840). He
agrees with those who regard tlie Epistle to the

Ephesians as encyclical, and hence the one from
Laodicea (Col. iv. 16) to which Paul refers. Prof.

Lightfoot (Epistle to the Philippians, p. 1.37 f.)

maintains also this opinion. He has a valuable

not* there on this question of lost Apostolic epistles.

Hutter"s Greek translation of this epistle will be

found in Anger as above (p. 172), and in Fabricius,

Cod. Ajxjcr. N. T. i. 873 f. Dr. Eadie has given

an Englisli version of this Greek copy in his (Join-

mentary on the Ep'ntle to the Colossians. H.

LAODICE'ANS {KaoZiKits Lao/licenses),

the inhabitants of Laodicea (Col. iv. 16 ; Kev. iii. 14).

LAP'IDOTH (n'lT'Qb, I. e. Lappidoth :

[Bom. Alex. AacpiSwd ; Vat. Aid.] AacpeiScid--

LapidoiJi)^ the liusband of L)eborah tlie proplietess

(Judg. iv. 4 only). The word rendered " wife " in

the expression "wife of I>apidoth," has simply the

force of " woman ;
" and thus lappidoth (" torches "

)

has been by some understood as descriptive of

Deborali's disjxisition, and even of her occupations.

[Deboh.vh.] But tliere is no real ground for

supposing it to mean anything but wife, or for

doubting the existence of her husband. True, the

termination of the name is feminine; but this is

the case in other names undoubtedly borne by men,

as MEREjioTir, M.\h.\zioth, etc. G.

LAPWING (nD'^2^'7, du/aphath: In-o^/:

u^mpa) occurs only in I>ev. xi. 19, and in the paral-

lel passage of Deut. xiv. 18, amongst tlie list of

those birds which were forbidden by the law of

Moses to be eaten i)y the Israelites. Commentators
generally agree with the LXX. and Vulg. that the

hoopoe is the bird intended, and with this interpre-

tation the Arabic versions " coincide : all these three

versions give one word, hoopoe^ as the meaning of

« |A <fi (A ^
'
( alliuclliud, from root ^JkiCiXiO,

" to moai) as a ilovp." Hiirtlmrt is the modern Arabic

name for the hoopoe. At Cairo the name of this bird

is hidhid (rid. Forskal, Descr. Animal, p. vii.).

6 j;.::^ '^Q.>_jil. (Syrii,ac), woodliind-cock.

c K"1*lt2 *nS3 (Chaldee), artiftx montis : German

Bergmtister (then, gaUiis monlnniis): from the rab-

binical story of the Hoopoe and the Shamir. (See

Adamaut, and Buxtorf, Lex. Chald. Talm. s. v.

LAPWING
duMphath ; but one cannot definitely ^ay whether
the Syria* reading,* the Targunis of .lerusaleni,

Onkelos, and .Jonathan, '^ and the Jewish doctors,

indicate any particular bird or not, for they merely
appear to resolve the Hebrew word into its com-
ponent parts, duMphath being by them understood
as the " mountain-cock," or " woodland-cock."

This translation has, as may be supposed, produced
considerable discussion as to the kind of bird rep-

resented by these terms— expressions which would,

before the date of acknowledged scientific nomen-
clature, have a very wide meaning. According to

Bochart, these four different interpretations have
been assigned to dukiphaih : 1. The Sadducees
supposed the liird intended to be the common hen,

which they therefore refused to eat. 2. Another
interpretation understands the cock of the woods

(
Tetrao urogallus). 3. Other interpreters think

the attar/en is meant. 4. The last interpretation

is that which gives the hoopoe as the rendering of

the Hebrew word.''

The Hoopoe ( XJpupa epops).

As to the value of 1. nothing can be urged in ita

favor except that the first part of the word duk or

d')k does in Arabic mean a cock.'^ 2. With almost

as little reason can the cock of the iroods, or rn/ier-

caitzie, be considered to have any claim to be the

bird indicated; for this bird is jn inhabitant of the

northern parts of Europe and Asia, and although

it has been occasionally found, according to M.
Temminck, as far south as the Ionian Islands, yet

such occurrences are rare indeed, and we have no

record of its ever having been seen in Syria or

Egypt. The capercailzie is therefore a bird not at

all likely to come within the sphere of the observa-

tion of the Jews. 3. As to the third theory, it is

certainly at least as much a question what is signi-

fied by attayen, as by dtiliphath.f

jVIaiiy, and curious in some instances, are the

derivations proposed for the Hebrew word, but tlie

most probable one is that which was alhuled to

d There can be no doubt that the hoopoe is the

bird intended by dii/c'ip/iath ; for the Coptic kiikiipha,

the Sj riac kikuplia, which stand for the Upupa epops,

are almost certainly allied to the Hebrew np^D*^^
duktphath,.

e ji^aJt^ viJLsO • gaUina, gallus.

f By attagen is here of course meant the oTToyac

of the Greeks, and the attagen of the Komans ; QOt

that name as sometimes apphed locally to the ptar-

mtgan, or white grouse.
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above, namely, the mountain-cock, ^schylus speaks

of the hoopoe by name, and expressly calls it the

bird of the rocks {Fragm. 291, quoted by Arist.

H. A. ix. 49). ^lian (TV. A. ill. 26) says that

these birds build their nests in lofty 7-ocks. Aris-

totle's words are to the same effect, for he writes,

" Now some animals are found in the mountains,

as the hoopoe for instance" {H. A. i. 1). When
the two lawsuit-wearied citizens of Athens, Euel-

pides and Pisthetterus, in the comedy of the Bii-ds

of Aristophanes (20, 54), are on their search for

the home of Epops, king of birds, their omithokirj-

ical conductors lead them through a wild desert

tract terminated by mo-untains and rocks, in which

is situated the royal aviary of Epops.

It must, however, l)e remarked that the oliserva-

tions of the habits of the hoopoe recorded by modern

zoologists do not appear to warrant the assertion

that it is so preeminently a mountain-bird as has

been implied above." Marshy ground, ploughed

land, wooded districts, such as are near to water,

are more especially its favorite haunts ; but perhaps

more extended observation on its habits may here-

after confirm the accuracy of the statements of the

ancients.

The hoopoe was accounted an unclean bird by

the Mosaic law, nor is it now eaten * except occa-

sionally in those countries where it is abundantly

found — Egypt, France, Spain, etc. etc. Many and

strange are the stories which are told of the hoopoe

in ancient oriental fable, and some of these stories

are by no means to its credit. It seems to have

been always regarded, both by Arabians and Greeks,

with a superstitious reverence '^— a circumstance

which it owes no doubt partly to its crest (Aristoph.

Birds, 94; comp. Ov. J/eC. vi. 672), which certainly

gives it a most imposing appearance
;
partly to the

length of its beak, and partly also to its habits

" If any one anointed himself with its blood, and

then fell asleep, he would see demons suffocating

him'' — "If its liver were eaten with rue, the

eater's wits would be sharpened, awd pleasing mem-
ories be excited " — are superstitions held respect-

ing this bird. One more fable narrated of the

hoopoe is given, because its origin can be traced to

a peculiar habit of the bird. The Arabs say that

the hoopoe is a betrayer of secrets ; that it is able

moreover to point out hidden wells and fountains

under ground. Now the hoopoe, on settling upon
the ground, has a strange and portentous-looking

habit of bending the head downwards till the point

of the beak touches the ground, raising and de-

pressing its crest at the same time.'' Hence with

much probability arose the Arabic fable.

These stories, absurd as they are, are here men-
tioned because it was perhaps in a great measure

owing, not only to the uncleanly habits of the bird,

but also to the superstitious feeling with which the

hoopoe was regarded by the Egyptians and heathen

generally, that it was forbidden as food to the

Israelites, whose affections Jehovah wished to wean
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from the land of their bondage, to which, as we

know, they fondly clung.

The word hoopoe is evidently onomatopoetic,

being derived from the voice of the bird, which re-

sembles the words " hoop, hoop," softly but rapidly

uttered. The Germans cal' the bird Ein Ho/tp,

the French La Iluppe, which is particularly ap-

propriate, as it refers both to the crest and note of

the bird. In Sweden it is known by the name of

Hdr-Foijel, the army-bird, because from its omi-

nous cry, frequently heard in the wilds of the forest,

while the bird itself moves off as any one api)roaches,

the common people have supposed that seasons of

scarcity and war are impending (Lloyd's ScanJ

Advent, ii. 321).

The hoopoe is an occasional visitor to this coun-

try, arriving for the most part in the autumn, but

instances are on record of its having been seen in

the spring. Col. Hamilton Smith has supposed

that there are two Egyptian species of the genus

Upupn, from the fact that some birds remain

permanently resident about human habitations in

Egypt, while others migrate : he says that the

migratory species is eaten in Egypt, but that the

stationary species is considered inedilile (Kitto's

Cyd. art. Lapicing). There is, however, but one

species of Egyptian hoopoe known to ornithologists,

namely, Upvpu epops. Some of these birds migrate

northwards from Egypt, but a large number remain

all the year round ; all, however, belong to the same

species. The hoopoe is about the size of the juissel-

Ihriiith ( Tnrdiis viscivorus). Its crest is very elegant,

the long feathers forming it are each of them tipped

with black. It belongs to the family Upujndce,

sub-order Tenuirostres, and order Passeres.

W. H.
* I have eaten the hoopoe, and found it very

palatable. As for filthy habits, it has no more of

them than all birds that live in the neighborhood

of hmnan habitations, and make the dunghill one

of their localities for seeking their food. In clean-

liness of plumage, as in contrast of coloring, it re-

sembles the barnyard cock. Other reasons than

its filthiness must be assumed for the prohibition

of the Mosaic law, if this be the bird intended.

G. E. P.

LAS^'A i\aaala. [Thalassa]). Four or five

years ago it would have been impossilile to give any

information regarding this Cretan city, except in-

deed that it might be presumed (Conybeare and

Howson, St. Paid, ii. 394, 2d ed.) to be identical

with the " Lisia " mentioned in the Peulinger

Table as 16 miles to the east of Gortyna. This

corresponds sufficiently with what is said in Acts

xxvii. 8 of its proximity to F.viii Havens. The

whole matter, however, has been recently cleared

up. In the month of .January, 1856, a yachting

party made inquiries at Fair Havens, and were told

that the name I^astea was still given to some ruins

a few miles to the eastward. A short search sufficed

to discover these ruins, and independent testimony

a See Macgillivray's British Birc/x, vo\. in. 43 ; Yar-

rell, Brit. B. ii. 178. 2il edit. ; Lloyd's Scandinavian
Adventures, ii. 321 ; Tristram in Ibis, vol. i. The
chief grounds for all the filthy habits which have been
ascribed to this niuch-maligned bird are to be found
in the fact that it resorts to dunghills, etc., in search

of the worms and insects which it finds there.
b A writer in Ibi.t, vol. i. p. 49, says, " We found

the hoopoe a very good bird to eat."

c Such is the case even to this day. The Rev. H.

B. Tristram, who visited Palestine in the spring of

1858, says of the hoopoe (Ibis, i. 27): "The Arabs

have a superstitious reverence for this bird, which

they believe to possess marvelous medicinal qualities,

and call it ' the Doctor.' Its head is an indispensabla

ingredient la all charms, and in tlie practice of witch-

craft"
rf This habit of inspecting probably first suggested

the Greek word enoij/.
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confirmed the name. A full account of the ilis-

covery, with a plan, is given in the Sd ed. of Smith's

Voyage ami ^hipwrtck of St. Paul, App. iii. pp.

262, 263.« Captain Spratt, K. N., had previously

observed some remains, which probably represent

the harbor of Lasaea (see pp. 80, 82, 245). And
it ought to be noticed that in the Descrizivne dell'

Isola cli Candid, a Venetian MS. of the 16th cen-

tury, as published by Mr. E. Falkener in the

Museum of' Classical Antiquities, Sept. 1852 (p.

287), a place called Lapsea, with a " temple in

ruins," and " other vestiges near the harbor," is

mentioned as being close to Fair Havens. This

also is undoubtedly St. Luke's Lassea; and we see

how needless it is (with Cramer, Ancient Greece,

iii. 374, and the Edinburgh Review, No. civ. 176)

to resort to Lachmann's reading, " Alassa," or to

the " Thalassa " of the Vulgate. [CitETK.]

J. S. H.

LA'SHA (3727^, ?'. f . Lesha : Aao-a : Lesa), &

place noticed in Gen. x. 19 only, as marking the limit

of the country of the Canaanites. From the order in

which the names occur, combined with the expres-

sion '• even unto Lasha," we should infer that it lay

somewhere in the southeast of Palestine. Its exact

position cannot, in the absence of any subsequent

notice of it, be satisfactorily ascertained, and hence

we can neither absolutely accept or reject the opin-

ion of Jerome and other writers, who identify it

with Callirhoe, a spot famous for hot springs near

the eastern shore of the Dead Sea. It may indeed

be observed, in corroboration of Jerome's view,

that the name Lasha, which signifies, according to

Gesenius (Tties. p. 704), "a fissure,'' is strikingly

appropriate to the deep chasm of the Zerka Main,

through which the waters of Callirhoii find an out-

let to the sea (Lynch's Exped. p. 370). No town,

however, is known to have existed in the neighbor-

hood of the springs, unless we place there Machs-
rus, which is described by Josephus (B. J. vii. 6,

§ 3 ) as having hot springs near it. That there was

some sort of a settlement at CaUirhcii may perhaps

be inferred from the fact that the springs were

visited by Herod during his last illness (Joseph.

A7it. xvii. 0, § 5); and this proljability is supported

by the discovery of tiles, pottery, and coins on the

spot. But no traces of buildings have as yet been

discovered ; and the valley is so narrow as not to

offer a site for anything like \ town (Irby and

Mangles, ch. viii. June 8). W. L. B.

LASHA'RON ("?""^"li2'^, i- e. Lassharon:

LXX. omits; [but Comp. Aea-apaiv, Aid. Xfcra-

pdfx'] Saron; but in the Benedictine text Lassat-oii),

one of the Canaanite towns whose kings were killed

by Joshua (Josh. xii. 18). Some difl^ereiice of

opinion has been expressed as to whether the first

syllable is an integral part of the name or the He-

brew possessive particle. (See Keil, Josua, ad loc.)

But there seems to be no warrant for supposing the

existence of a particle before this one name, which

certainly does not exist before either of the other

thirty names in the list. Such at least is the con

LATIN

elusion of Bochart (flleroz. i. ch. 31),I\eland (Pal

871), and others, a conclusion supported by the

reading of the Targum,*' and the Arabic version,

and also by Jerome, if the Benedictine text can be

relied on. The opposite conclusion of the Vulgate

given above, is adopted by Gesenius
(
Tl/es. p. 642),

but not on very clear grounds, his chief argument

being apparently that, as the name of a town,

Sharon would not require the article affixed, which,

as that of a district, it always bears. But this

appears to be begging the question. The name has

vanished from both JIS.S. of the LXX., unless a

trace exists in the 0<p€KTr]-(r o p oi % of the Vat.

G.

LAS'THENES (AaffOeyns; cf. Ad-iu.axos-

ILasthenes] ), an officer who stood high in the

favor of Demetrius 11. Nicator. He is described

as "cousin" (ffuyyevfis, 1 Mace. xi. 31) and
" father " (1 INIacc. xi. 32; Jos. Ant. xiii. 3, § 9)

of the king. Both words may be taken as titles of

high nobility (comp. Grimm on 1 Mace. x. 89;

Diod. xvii. 59: Ges. Thes. s. v. 3S, §4). It ap-

pears from Josephus (Ant. xiii. 4, § 3) that he was

a Cretan, to whom Demetrius was indebted for a

large body of mercenaries (cf. 1 Slacc. x. 07 ), when

he asserted his claim to the Syrian throne. The

service which he thus rendered makes it likely (Vales.

(td loc.) that he was the powerful favorite whose

evil counsels afterwards issued in the ruin of his

master (Diod. L'xc. xxxii. p. 592). But there is

not the slightest ground for identifying him with

the nameless Cnidian to whose charge Demetrius

I. committed his sons (Just. xxxv. 2).

B. F. W.

LATCHET, the thong or fastening by which

the sandal was attached to the foot. The English

word is apparently derived from the Anglo-Saxon

laeccan, •' to catch " or ' fasten " (Old luig. "to

latch"), as "hatchet" from Jiaccan, "to hack;"

whence "latch," the fastening of a door, "lock,"

and others. The Fr. lacet approaches most nearly

in form to the present word. The Hebrew

Tj1~ltt7, seroc, is derived from a root which signifies

" to twist." It occurs in the proverl)ial expression

in Gen. xiv. 23, and is there used to denote some-

thing trivial or worthless. Gesenius ( Thes. s. v.

I^^n) compares the Lat. kilum ^=Jilum, and

quotes two Araliic proxerbs from the Hamasa and

the Kamus, in which a corresponding word is sim-

ilarly employed. In the poetical figure in Is. v.

27 the "latchet" occupies the same position with

regard to the shoes as the girdle to the long flow-

ing oriental dress, and was as essential to the com-

fort and expedition of the tra\eller. Another

semi-proverbial expression in Luke iii. 16 points to

the fact that the ottice of l)earing and unfastening

the shoes of great personages fell to the meanest

slaves. [Shoe.] W. A. W.

LATIN, the language spoken by the Romans,

is mentioned only in John xix. 20, and Luke xxiii.

38; the former passage being a translation of

a * See Voyage, etc., pp. 81, 259 f. 3ii ed. (1866). The
travellers were not only directed to the place for which

they inquired, but on asking the peasants on the spot

what the place was called were told " Lasea." It lies

just east of Fair Havens, and shows traces of an im-

portant town. Two white pillars, masses of masonry

and ruins of temples are found there. Rangabes (ra

'EAAi)i'iKo iii. 572) speaks of Lasaa as mentioned in

Acts, but not of the name as still current. There is

good reason for accepting the reported identificatioD

as correct. U-

6 ^'^ItJ^b"^ WSbe = " king of Lassharon "
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'Pco/uaiffTf, "in tlie Roman tongue," i. e. Latin ;

and the latter of the adjective "Ptaiia'CKols iypoiftL-

* But though the Latin language is hardly

recognized bv name in the N. T., it is represented

there by various Latin words under Greek forms.

This is especially true of terms which designate

Roman objects or ideas for which no suitable ex-

pression existed in Greek. They are found, as we

should expect, chiefly in the Gospels and the Acts

;

for the narrative there brings us into contact with

Roman life more than in the other books of the

N. T. They are such as the following : KevTvpiwv,

KoKoivia, KovffTuSia, /coSpa/'TTjj, Kr}vaos, Aeyttiv,

\4vTiov, Xifieprluos, fxiKiov, fuiKeWov, fj.6Sios,

(TovSdptov, aifxiKivQiov, (TireKovAdroup, tItKos,

TTpaiTcipioy, (ppayiWiov, pe'Srj, ^(<rTr]s, and

others.

Latin terminations of adjectives occur instead of

the proper Greek endings, as 'HpccBiavSs (Matt.

xxii. 16; Mark iii. G) and Xpio-ria^'cis (Actsxi. '2(i),

instead of forms like 'lTa\iK6s (Acts x. 1), Na(oo-

paTos (Acts ii. 22). Latin proper names are numer-

ous, borne not only by Romans, but Greeks and

Jews. The lexical effect of the Latin is very limited.

The law-phrase, \a$6vTe^ rb iKav6v, "having

taken bail or surety," Acts xvii. 9, probably stands

for "satis accipere." In Mark v. 2-3 icrxdrcos ex^"'
and in xv. 15 toS ux^V ^h iKavbi^ iroiricrat corre-

spond to " populo satisfacere " and "in extremis

esse." Similar phrases are (tu/j.I3ov\wi' \a0e7i/,

(Matt. xii. 14, &c.), Sovvai ipyacriav (Luke xii. ',i8),

€X« M^ TzapriTr]fji(vou (Luke xiv. 18).

It will be foiuid that the Latinisms are relatively

more frequent in IMark than in the other E\ange-

lists. Hence those who maintain that Mark wrote

his Gospel at Rome and for Roman readers find in

that peculiarity an indication of this origin and des-

tination of his Gospel. The presence of this Latin

element in the N. T. Greek is a proof of some value

that our Christian books belong to the age to which

we are accustomed to refer them,,

The fuller treatises on this subject are those of

Jo. Erh. Kapp, De N. T. Latinismis meri/o ac

falso suspectis (Lips. 172fj), and C. S. Georgi, De
Latinismis N. T. (Witteb. 1733). For briefer

notices see Credner's Kinleitung in das N. T. p. 104

;

De Wette's Einldtung in das N". T". p. 7; Scliirlitz,

Grumlziic/e d. Ni:u(est. Gracitdt, pp. 14, 27 f. ; Tre-

gelles in Home's Introd., 10th ed., iv. 14 f. ; and
Westcott's Introduction to the Study of the Gos-

pels, p. 369 (Amer. ed.). H.

* LATIN VERSIONS OF THE BI-
BLE. [Vulgate.]

LATTICE. The rendering in A. V. of three

Hebrew words.

1. 33tt7S, eshnab, which occurs but twice,

Judg. V. 28, and Prov. vii. 6, and in the latter pas-

sage is translated "casement" in the A. V. In

both instances it stands in parallelism with " win-

dow." Gesenius, following Schultens, connects it
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a lS»3 and "1»3, from ~)^3, ''to boil," Ges.

p. 671 : AovTTjp ; tabrum.

^ ^3, ^ao-ts, basil, and so also A. V

'- i"V^Mntt, Karonrpa, specula.

« LXX. juiv vr)crT€VO'a(TCov.

• See the parallel passage, 1 Sam. ii. 22, where

with an Arab root, which signifies " to be cool,"

esp. of the day, and thus attaches to eshndb the

signification of a " latticed window,"' through which
the cool breezes enter the house, such as is seen in

the illustrations to the article House (vol. ii. p.

1103 f.). But Fuerst and Meier attach to the root

the idea of twisting, twining, and in this case the

word will be synonymous with the two following,

which are rendered by the same luiglish term,
" lattice," in the A. V. The LXX. in Judg. v.

28 render eshnab by to^ikSv, which is explained

by Jerome (ad Kz. xl. 16) to mean a small arrow-

shaped aperture, narrow on the outside, but widen-

ing inwards, by which light is admitted. Others

conjecture that it denoted a narrow window, like

those in the castles of the ^liddle Ages, from which

the archers could discharge their arrows in safety.

It would then correspond with the "shot-window "

of Chaucer ("Miller's Tale "), according to the

interpretation which some give to that obscure

phrase.

2. Q13"nn, khuraccim (Cant. ii. 9), is ap-

parently synonymous with the preceding, though

a word of later date. The Targum gives it, in the

Chaldeeform, as the equivalent of eshnab in Prov.

vii. G. Fuerst (Cone. s. v.) and Michaelis before

him assign to tlie root the same notion of twisting

or weaving, so that khdraccim denotes a network

or jalousie before a window.

3. TTIillW, sebdcdh, is simply "a network"

placed before a window or balcony. Perhaps the

network through which Ahaziah fell and received

his mortal injury was on the parapet of his palace

(2 K. i. 2). [House, vol. ii. pp. 110.5 b, HOG «.]

The root involves the same idea of weaving or

twisting as in the ease of the two preceding words.

Sebdcdh is used for " a net " in Job xviii. 8, as

well as for the network ornaments on the capitals

of the columns in the Temple. [Window.]
W. A. W.

LAVER.« 1. In the Tabernacle, a vessel of

brass containing water for the priests to wash their

hands and feet before offering sacrifice. It stood

in the court between the altar and the door of the

Tabernacle, and, according to Jewish tradition, a

little to the south (Ex. xxx. 19, 21 ; Reland, Ant

Hebr. pt. i. ch. iv. 9 ; Clemens, de Labro yEneo,

iii. 9; ap. Ugolini, Thes. vol. xix.). It rested on a

basis,'' i. e. a foot, though by some explained to be

a cover (Clemens, ibid. ch. iii. 5), of copper or brass,

which, as well as the laver itself, was made from

the mirrors <^ of the women who assembled '' at the

door of the Tabernacle- court (Ex. xxxviii. 8). The
notion held by some Jewish writers, and reproduced

by Franzius, Biihr (Symb. i. 484), and othere,

founded on the omission of the word " women,"

that the brazen vessel, being polished, served as a

mirror to the Levites, is untenable.^

Tiie form of the laver is not specified, but may
be assumed to have been circular. Like the other

vessels belonging to the Tabernacle, it was, together

D"*tI73, fvvai.Koiv, is inserted ; Gesenius on the prep.

2, p. 172 ; Keil, B'M. Arcli. pt. i. c. 1. § 19; Glassius,

Phil. Sacr. i. p. 580, ed. Dathe ; Lightfoot, Descr.

Tempt, ch. 37, 1; Jennings, Jtw. Aniii}. p. 302;

Knobel, Knrzs. e.reg. Haixrib. Exo.l. xxxviii.; Phila

Vit. Mos. iii. 15, ii. 166, ed. Mangey.
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with its " foot," consecrated with oil (Lev. viii. 10,

11). No mention is found in the Hebrew text of

the mode of transporting it, but in Num. iv. 14 a

passage is added in the LXX., agreeing with the

Samaritan Pent, and the Samaritan version, which

prescribes the method of packing it, namely, in a

purple cloth, protected by a skin covering. As no

mention is made of any ^essel for washing the flesh

of the sacrificial victims, it is possible that the laver

may have been used for this purpose also (Keland,

Ant. Hebr. i. iv. 9).

2. In Solomon's Temple, besides the great mol-

ten sea, there were ten lavers " of brass, raised on

bases ^ (1 K. vii. 27, 39), five on the N. and S.

sides respectively of the court of the priests. P^ach

laver contained 40 of the measures called " bath "

iX^as, LXX. and Josephus). They were used for

washing the animals to be offered in burnt-oflferings

(2 Chr. iv. 6; Joseph. Anf. viii. 3, § 6). The bases

were mutilated by Ahaz, and carried away as plun-

der, or at least what remained of them, by Nebu-

zar-adaii, after the capture of Jerusalem (2 K. xvi.

17, XXV. 13). No mention is made in Scripture

of the existence of the lavers in the second Temple,

nor by Josephus in his account of Herod's restora-

tion (Joseph. B. ./. V. .5). [Molten Sp;a.]

The dimensions of the bases with the lavers, as

given in the Hebrew text, are 4 cubits in length

and breadth, and 3 in height. The LXX. gives

4-|-4+0 in height. Josephus, who appears to have

followed a var. reading of the LXX., makes them

5 in length, 4 in width, and 6 in height (1 K. vii.

28; Thenius, ad he; Joseph. Ant. viii. 3, § 3).

There were to each 4 wheels of li cubit in diame-

ter, with spokes, etc., all cast in one piece. The

principal parts requiring explanation may be thus

enumerated: (re.) " Borders," <^ probably panels.

Gesenius {Thes. p. 938) supposes these to have

been ornaments like square shields with engraved

work. (6.) " Ledges," '' joints in corners of bases

or fillets covering joints.« (c.) "Additions,"/

probably festoons ; Lightfoot translates " margines

oblique descendentes." (f/.) Plates,? probably

axles, cast in the same piece as the wheels, (e.)

Undersetters,'' either the naves of the wheels, or a

sort of handles for moving the whole machine;

Lightfoot renders "columnar fulcientes lavacrum."

(/.) Naves.'' (fj.) Spokes.'^' (A.) Felloes.' {i.)

Chapiter,'" perhaps the rim of the circular opening

("mouth," ver. 31) in the convex top. (k.) A
round compass," perhaps tlie convex roof of the

base. To these parts Josephus adds chains, which

may probably be the festoons above mentioned

(.Ant. viii. 3, § 6).

LAVER
Thenius, with whom Keil in the main agrees,

both of them differing from Ewald, in a minute

examination of the whole passage, but not without

some transposition, chiefly of the greater part of

ver. 31 to ver. 35, deduces a construction of the

bases and lavers, which seems fairly to reconcile the

very great difficulties of the subject. Following

chiefly his description, we may suppose the base to

have been a quadrangular hollow frame, connected

at its corners by pilasters (ledges), and moved by

4 wheels or high castors, one at each corner, with

handles (plates) for drawing the machine. The
sides of this frame were divided into 3 vertical

panels or compartments (borders), ornamented with

bas-reliefs of lions, oxen, and cherubim. The top

of the base was convex, with a circular opening

6 nh3b», pi. of nSbtt or n3"l3t?. from

W3, " stand upright," Ges. pp. 665, 670 : /j.ex'""""^ •

bases.

c i'Tl'nSPTS : crvyKAeicr/oiaTa : sculptures.

d D"^3btt7, efex6fic>/a, jnncturce, from SvlC,

li cut in notches," Ges. p. 1411.

c Josephus says: kiovCctkoi jeTpdyuvoi, to. TrXeupa

Tri<; ^acrews 6^ cKarepou fie'povs £1' aUTOis ex°'''''^S ^ivP'

HOtTfieVa.

/ nV V. from Hw, 'I twine," Ges. p. 746:

Xwpai : lora ; whence Thenius suggests Awpoi or Awpa

as the true reading.

Conjectural Diagram of the Laver. (After Thenius.)

a, borders ; b, ledges ; <^, additions ; d, plates ; e, un-

dersetters ;
./', naves ; o, spokes ; A, felloes ; i, chap-

iter ; k, round compass.

a D"*3"np, TTpoexovra, axes, Ges. 972 ; Lightfoot

masscB atrecE telragonfB.

A mSnS, i>ixia.i,humenili, Ges. 734

i D^Tltirn, modioli ; and

k Q^pt^n, radii; the two words combined in

LXX. 71 jrpaynoTeio, Ges. p. 536 ; Schleusner, Ler

V. T., TTpayiM,

' 0*^22, rwToi, canthi, Ges. p. 256.

m j-rnnb, ice<J)a\is, sttmmitas, Ges. p. 725.

n 2"'ZlD \>b.V, Ges. 935, 989 : crrpoyyvKov KVKKif :

rotunditas.
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of Ij cubit diameter. Tlie top itself was covered

with engraved clierubim, lions, and palm-trees or

branches. The height of the convex top from the

upper plane of tlie base was ^ cubit, and the space

between this top and the lower surface of the laver

^ cubit more. The laver rested on supports (under-

setters) rising from the 4 corners of the base. Each

laver contained 40 " baths," or about 300 gallons.

Its dimensions therefore, to be in proportion to 7

feet (4 cubits, ver. 38) in diameter, must have been

about 30 inches in depth. The great height of the

whole machine was doubtless in order to bring it

near the height of the altar (2 Chr. iv. 1; Arias

Montanus, da Tenipli Fabrica, Crit. Sacr. vii.

626; Lightfoot, Descr. TempU. ch. xxxvii. 3, vol.

i. p. 646 ; Theuius, in Kurzg. exeg. Handb. on 1 K.

vii., and App. p. 41; Ewald, Geschichte, Hi. 313;

Keil, Randb. der Bibl. Arch. § 24, pp. 128, 129

;

Winer, s. v. Handfuss). H. W. P.

LAW (min : Nc^^os). The word is properly

used, in Scripture as elsewhere, to express a definite

commandment laid down by any recognized author-

ity. The commandment may be general, or (as

in Lev. vi. 9, 14, &c., " the law of the. burnt-offer-

ing," etc.) particular in its bearing; the author-

ity either human or divine. But when tlie word

is used with the article, and without any words of

limitation, it refers to the expressed will of God,

and, in nine cases out of ten, to the Mosaic Law,

or to the Pentateuch, of which it forms the chief

portion.

The Hebrew word (derived from the root HT',
" to point out," and so " to direct and lead") lays

more stress on its moral authority, as teaching the

truth, and guiding in the right way; the Greek

NJ/toj (from v4fx(i), "to assign or appoint"), on

its constraining power, as impased and enforced by

a recognized authority. But in either case it is a

commandment proceeding from without, and dis-

tinguished from the free action of its subjects, al-

though not necessarily opposed thereto.

The sense of the word, however, extends its scope,

and assumes a more abstract character in the

writings of St. Paul. tiSjxosi when used by him
with the article, still refers in general to the Law
of Moses ; but when used without the article, so as

to embrace any manifestation of " Law," it includes

all powers which act on the will of man by com-
pulsion, or by the pressure of external motives,

whether their commands be or be not expressed in

definite forms. Tins is seen in the constant oppo-

sition of fpya v6nov (" works done under the con-

straint of law ") to faith, or " works of faith," that

is, works done freely by the internal influence of

faith. A still more remarkable use of the word
is found in Rom. vii. 23, where the power of evil

over the will, arising from the corruptioij of man,
is spoken of as a "law of sin," that is, an un-

natural tyranny proceeding from an evil power

without.

The occasional use of the word "law" (as in

Rom. iii. 27, "law of faith; " in vii. 23, "law of

my mind," rov vo6s\ in viii. 2, "law of the spirit

of life; " and in Jam. i. 25, ii. 12, "a perfect law,

the law of liberty "
) to denote an internal principle

of action does not really militate against the gen-

eral rule. For in each case it will be seen, that

such principle is spoken of in contrast with some
formal law, and the word " law " is consequently

applied to it " improperly," in order to mark this
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opposition, the qualifying words which follow guard-
ing against any danger of misapprehension of its

real character.

It should also be noticed that the title " the
Law " is occasionally used loosely to refer to the whole
of the Old Testament (as in Cohn x. 34, referring to

Ps. Ixxxii. 6 ; in John xv. 2.5, referring to Ps. xxxv.

19; and in 1 Cor. xiv. 21, referring to Is. xxviii. 11,

12). This usage is proliably due, not only to de-

sire of brevity and to the natural prominence of

the Pentateuch, but also to the predominance in

the older Covenant (when considered separately

from the New, for which it was the preparation) of

an external and legal character. A. B.

LAW OF MOSES. It will be the object of

this article, not to enter into the history of the

giving of the Law (for which see Moses, the
Exodus, etc.), nor to examine the authorship of

the books in which it is contained (for which see

Pentateuch, Exodus, etc.), nor todweU on par-

ticular ordinances, which are treated of under their

respective heads ; but to give a brief analysis of its

sulistance, to point out its main principles, and to

explain tlie position which it occupies in the prog-

ress of Divine Revelation. In order to do this

the more clearly, it seems best to speak of the Law,
1st, in relation to the jiast; 2dly, in its own in-

trinsic character; and, 3dly, in its relation to the

future.

(I.) (a.) In reference to the past, it is all-im-

portant, for the proper understanding of the Law,
to remember its entire dependence on the Abra-
hauiic Covenant, and its adaptation thereto (see

Gal. iii. 17-24). That covenant had a twofold

character. It contained the " spiritual promise"
of the Messiah, which was given to the Jews as

representatives of the whole human race, and as

guardians of a treasure in whicli " all families of

tlie earth should be blessed." This would prepare

the Jewish nation to be the centre of the unity of

all mankind. But it contained also the temporal

promises subsidiary to the former, and needed in

order to preserve intact the nation, through which
the race of man should be educated and prepared

for the coming of the redeemer. These promises

were special, given distinctively to the Jews as a

nation, and, so far as they were considered in them-
selves, calculated to separate them from other nations

of the earth. It follows that there should be in

the Law a corresponding duality of nature. There

would be much in it of the latter character, much
(that is) peculiar to the .lews, local, special, and

transitory; but the fundamental principles on
wliich it was based must be universal, because ex-

pressing the will of an unchanging God, and
springing from relations to Him, inherent in hu-

man nature, and therefore perpetual and universal

in their application.

(6.) The nature of i\\\s, relation of the Law tctlie

promise is clearly pointed out. The belief in

(iod as the Redeemer of man, and the hope of his

manifestation as such in the person of the Messiah,

involved the belief that the Spiritual Power must
be superior to all carnal obstructions, and that

there was in man a spiritual element which could

rule his life by communion witii a Spirit from

above. But it involved also tlie idea of an antago-

nistic Power of Evil, from which man was to be

redeemed, existing in each individual, and existing

also in the world at large. The promise was the

witness of the one truth, the Law was the dnclara-
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tion of the other. It was " added because of

transgressions." In the individual, it stood between

his better and his worser self ; in the world, between

the Jewish nation, as the witness of the spiritual

promise, and the heathendom, which groaned under

the power of the flesh. It was intended, by the

gift of guidance and the pressure of motives, to

strengthen the weakness of good, while it curbed

directly the power of evil. It followed inevitably,

that, in the individual, it assumed somewhat of a

coercive, and, as between Israel and the world,

somewhat of an antagonistic and isolating character

;

and hence that, viewed without reference to the

promise (as it was viewed by the later Jews), it

might actually become a hindrance to the true

revelation of God, and to the mission for which the

nation had been made a " chosen people."

(c.) Nor is it less essential to remark the 2}eriod

of the /iistor?/ at which it was given. It marked

and determined the transition of Israel from the

condition of a tribe to that of a nation, and its

definite assumption of a distinct position and office

in the history of the world. It is on no unreal

metaphor that we base the well-known analogy

between the stages of individual life and those of

national or uni^ersal existence. In Israel the pa-

triarchal time was that of childhood, ruled chiefly

through the affections and the power of natural

relationship, with rules few, simple, and unsys-

tematic. The national period was that of youth,

in which this indirect teaching and influence gives

place to definite assertions of right and responsi-

bility, and to a system of distinct commandments,
needed to control its vigorous and impulsive action.

The fifty days of their wandering alone with God
in the silence of the wilderness represent that

awakening to the difficulty, the responsibility', and

the nobleness of life, which marks the " putting

away of childish things." The Law is the sign

and the seal of such an awakening.

{(I.) Yet, though new in its general conception,

it was probably not tclwlly neiff in its materials.

Neither in his material nor his spiritual providence

does God proceed per salium. There must neces-

sarily have been, before the Law, commandments
and revelations of a fragmentary character, under

which Israel had hitherto grown up. Indications

of such are easily found, both of a ceremonial and

moral nature; as, for example, in the penalties

against murder, adultery, and fornication (Gen. ix.

6, xxxviii. 24), in the existence of the Levirate law

(Gen. xxxviii. 8), in the distinction of clean and

unclean animals (Gen. viii. 20), and probably in

the ol>servance of the Sabbath (Ex. xvi. 23, 27-29).

But, even without such Indications, our knowledge

of the existence of Israel as a distinct community
in Egypt would necessitate the conclusion, that it

must have been guided by some laws of its own,

growing out of the old patriarchal customs, which

would be preserved with oriental tenacity, and

gradually becoming methodized by the progress of

circumstances. Nor would it be possible for the

Israelites to be in contact with an elaborate system

of ritual and law, such as that which existed in

Egypt, without being influenced by its general

principles, and, in less degree, by its minuter

details. As they approached nearer to the condi-

tion of a nation they would be more and more

likely to modify their patriarchal customs by the

adoption from Egypt of laws which were fitted for

national existence. This being so, it is hardly con-

ceivable that the IMosaic legislation should have
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embodied none of these earlier materials. It is

clear, even to human wisdom, that the only con-

stitution, which can be efficient and permanent, is

one which has grown up slowly, and so been assim-

ilated to the character of a people. ' It is the

peculiar mark of legislative genius to mould by
fundamental principles, and animate by a higher

inspiration, materials previously existing in a cruder

state. The necessity for this lies in the nature,

not of the legislator, but of the subjects ; and the

argiunent therefore is but strengthened by the

acknowledgment in the case of Moses of a divine

and special inspiration. So far therefore as they

were consistent with the objects of the Jewish law,

the customs of Palestine and the laws of Egypt
would doubtless be traceable in the Mosaic sys-

tem.

(e.) In close connection with and almost in con-

sequence of this reference to antiquity we find an
accommodation of the Law to the temper and cir-

cumstances of the Israelites, to which our Lord
refers in the case of divorce (Matt. xix. 7, 8) as

necessarily interfering with its absolute perfection.

In many cases it rather should be said to guide and
modify existing usages than actually to sanction

them ; and the ignorance of their existence may
lead to a conception of its ordinances not only

erroneous, but actually the reverse of the truth.

Thus the punishment of filial disobedience appears

severe (Deut. xxi. 18-21); yet when we refer to

the extent of parental authority in a patriarchal

system, or (as at Rome) in the earUer periods of

national existence, it appears more like a limitation

of absolute parental authority by an appeal to the

judgment of the community. The Levirate Law
again appears (see Mich. Jilos. Recht, bk. iii. ch

.

6, art. 98) to have existed in a far more general

form in the early Asiatic peoples, and to have been

rather limited than favored by Moses. The law of

the Avenger of Blood is a similar instance of merci-

ful limitation and distinction in the exercise of an

iiumemorial usage, probably not without its value

and meaning, and certainly too deep-seated to admit

of any but gradual extinction. Nor is it less

noticeable that the degree of prominence, gi\en to

each part of the Mosaic system, has a similar ref-

erence to the period at which the nation had ar-

rived. The ceremonial portion is marked out

distinctly and with elaboration; the moral and
criminal law is clearly and sternly decisive; even

the civil law, so far as it relates to individuals, is

systematic : because all these were called for by the

past growth of the nation, and needed in order to

settle and develope its resources. But the political

and constitutional law is comparatively imperfect

;

a few leading principles are laid down, to be devel-

oped hereafter; but the law is directed rather to

sanction the various powers of the state, than to

define and balance their operations. Thus the

existing authorities of a patriarchal nature in each

tribe and family are recognized ; while side by side

with them is established the priestly and Levitical

power, which was to supersede them entirely in

sacerdotal, and partly also in judicial functions.

The supreme civil power of a "judge," or (here-

after) a king, is recognized distinctly, although

only in general terms, indicating a sovereign and

summary jurisdiction (Deut. xvii. 14-20) ; and the

prophetic office, in its political as well as its moral

aspect, is spoken of still more vaguely as future

(Deut. xviii. 15-22). These powers, being recog-

nized, are left, within due limits, to work out the
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political system of Israel, and to ascertain by expe-

rience tlieir proper spheres of exercise. On a care-

ful understanding of this adaptation of the Law
to the national growth and character of the Jews

(and of a somewhat similar adaptation to their

climate and physical circumstances) depends the

correct appreciation of its nature, and the power of

distinguishing in it what is local and temporary

from that which is universal.

(/'.) In close connection with this subject we

observe also the gradual process by which the Law
ivas revealed to the Israelites. In Ex. xx.-xxiii.,

in direct connection with the revelation from ]\Iount

Sinai, that which may be called the rough outline

of the Mosaic Law is given by God, solemnly

recorded by Moses, and accepted by the people.

In Ex. xxv.-xxxi. there is a similar outline of the

Mosaic ceremonial. On the basis of these it may
be conceived that the fabric of the Mosaic system

gradually grew up under the requirements of the

time. In certain cases indeed (as e. g. in I^v. x.

1, 2, compared with 8-11; Lev. xxiv. 11-16: Num.
is. 6-12; XV. 32-41; xxvii. 1-11 compared with

xxxvi. 1-12) we actually see how general rules,

civil, criminal, and ceremonial, originated in special

circumstances ; and the unconnected nature of the

records of laws in the earlier books suggests the

idea that this method of legislation extended to

many other cases.

The first revelation of the Law in anything like

a perfect form is found in the book of Deuteronomy,

at a period when the people, educated to freedom

and national responsibility, were prepared to receive

it, and carry it with them to the land which was

now prepared for them. It is distinguished by
its systematic character and its reference to first

principles; for probably even by Moses himself,

certainly by the people, the Law had not before this

been recognized in all its essential characteristics;

and to it we naturally refer in attempting to ana-

lyze its various parts. [Deutekonomy.] Yet
even then the revelation was not final ; it was the

duty of the prophets to amend and explain it in

special points (as in the well-known example in Ez.

xviii.), and to bring out more clearly its great

principles, as distinguished from the external rules

in which they were embodied ; for in this way, as

in others, they prepared the way of Him, who
"came to fulfill" (7rAT)pai(rai) the Law of old

time.

The relation, then, of the Law to the Covenant,

its accommodation to the time and circumstances

of its promulgation, its adaptation of old materials,

and its gradual development, are the chief points to

be noticed under the first head.

(II.) In examining the nature of the Law in

itself, it is customary to divide it into the Moral,

Political, and Ceremonial. But this division,

although valuable, if considered as a distinction

merely subjective (as enabling us, that is, to con-

ceive the objects of Law, dealing as it does with

man in iiis social, political, and religious capacity),

is wholly imaginary, if regarded as an objective

Bcparation of various classes of Laws. Any single

ordinance might have at once a moral, a cere-

monial, and a political bearing; and in fact,

although in particular cases one or other of these
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o For an example of the authority of the first-born,

see 1 Sam. xx. 29 ("my brother, he hatli commanded
lae to be there ").

aspects predominated, yet the whole principle ol

the Mosaic institutions is to obliterate any such
supposed separation of laws, and refer all to first

principles, depending on the Will of God and the
nature of man.

In giving an analysis of th^ substance of the Law,
it will probably be better to treat it, as any other
system of laws is usually treated, by dividing it

into — (1) Laws Civil; (2) Laws Criminal; (3)

Laws Judicial and Constitutional; (4) Laws Eccle-

siastical and Ceremonial.

(I.) Laws Civil.

(A.) Of Persons.

(rt.) Father and Son.

The power of a Father to be held sacred

cursing, or smiting (Ex. xxi. 15, 17; Lev. xx. 9>
or stubborn and willful disobedience to be con-

sidered capital crimes. But uncontrolled power of

life and death was apparently refused to the father,

and vested only in the congregation (Deut. xxi.

18-21).

Right of the first-horn to a double portion of the

inheritance not to be set aside by partiality (Deut.

xxi. 15-17 ).«

Inheritance by Daughters to be allowed in

default of sons, provided (Num. xxvii. 6-8, comp.
xxxvi.) that heiresses married in their own tribe.

Daughters unmarried to be entirely dependent

on their father (Num. xxx. 3-5).

{b.) Husband and Wife.
The power of a Husband to be so great that a

wife could never be stdjuris, or enter independently

into any engagement, even before God (Num. xxx.

6-15). A widow or divorced wife became inde-

pendent, and did not again fall under her father's

power (ver. 9).

Divirrce (for uncleanness) allowed, but to be

formal and irrevocable (Deut. xxiv. 1-4).

Marriage loithin certain degrees forbidden (Lev.

xviii. etc.).

A Slave Wife, whether bought or captive, not

to be actual property, nor to be sold; if ill-treated,

to be ipso facto free (Ex. xxi. 7-9 ; Deut. xxi.

10-14).

Slander against a wife's virginity to be punished

by fine, and by deprival of power of divorce; on

the other hand, ante-connubial uncleaniiess in her

to be punished by death (Deut. xxii. l.'3-21).

The raising up of seed (Levirate law), a formal

right to be claimed by the widow, under pain of

infamy, with a view to preservation of families

(Deut. XXV. 5-10).

(c.) Master and Slave.
Power of Master so far limited, that death

under actual chastisement was punishable (Ex. xxi.

20); and maiming was to give liberty ipso facta

(w. 26, 27).

The Hebreio Slave to be freed at the sabbatical

year,*" and provided with necessaries (his wife and

children to go with him only if they came to his

master with him), unless by his own formal act he

consented to be a perpetual slave (Ex. xxi. 1-6:

Deut. XV. 12-18). In any case (it would seem) tc

be freed at the jubilee (I^v. xxv. 10), with big

f> The difficulty of enforcing this law is seen in Jer

xxxiv. 8-16.
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ehildreii. If sold to a resident alien, to lie alwa)'s

redeemable, at a price proportional to the distance

of the jubilee (Lev. xxv. 47-54).

Foreign Slaves to be held and inherited as prop-

erty for ever (Lev. xxv. 45, 46 ) ; and fugitive slaves

from foreign nations not to be given up (Deut.

xxiii. 15).

* The condition of servants under the Mosaic

code is discussed at length in the article Slave.

In the view of some of the ablest expounders of

that code, both Jewish and Christian, the servant

was not regarded as a chattel or as property in the

intent of the law, but always as a person. " The

Hebrew language has no word for stigmatizing by

a degrading appellation one part of those who owe

service, and distinguishing them from the rest as

' slaves,' but only one term for all who are under

obligation to render service to others. For males,

this is Ebed, ' servant,' ' man-servant,' properly

'laborer;' for females Shifcliah, Ama, 'maid-

servant,' ' maid.' The laws respecting servants

protect in every regard their dignity and their

feelings as men. They by no means surrendered

these to the arbitrary will of the master, as in other

ancient and modern states in which slavery and

thraldom have prevailed." Saalschiitz, I)as Mosa-

iche Eecht, Kap. 101. Dr. Mielziner, of Copen-

hagen, in his Sklaven bei den Hebr., defines ebed

as " a common name for all who stood in a depen-

dent or subordinate relation. It had not the

degrading sense which we connect with the words

slave or bondman ; but it often had the mild sig-

nificancy which we associate, in certain relations,

with the word servant." Salvador, in his Ilistoire

des Institutions de Moise, treats of Hebrew servi-

tude under the title of " Domesticity, or the con-

dition of servants improperly called slaves." He
does not find in the laws of Jloses any trace of

chattelism. While the Hebrew servant was released

at the end of seven years, or sooner if the jubilee

intervened, the foreign servant could be held for

the whole jubilee lease, and if, at the death of the

master, the term of service had not expired, the

natural heirs of the master could enforce it until

the jubilee; this, and not senice in perpetuity,

was the meaning of "forever," in Lev. xxv. 45,

46. In this sense, also, as owing unfulfilled senice,

the servant was " money " to his master, but never

a salable chattel. Jlan-stealing and man-selling

were punished with death. Ewald has shown that

in all the spiritual blessings of Mfe the servant was

on a par with the free man ; and that important

civil rights were secured to him as a protection

against his master. fUe Altertltiimer des Volkes

Israel, pp. 241-249. Cochin, L'Abolition de

VEsclavage. J. P. T.

{d.) Strangers.

They seem never to have been sid juris, or able

to protect themselves, and accordingly protection

and kindness towards them are enjoined as a sacred

duty (Ex. xxii. 21; Lev. xix. 3-3, 34).

(B.) Law of Things.

(a.) Laavs of Land (and Property).

(1.) All Land to be the property of God alone,

und its holders to be deemed his tenants (Lev.

xxv. 23).

(2.) All sold Land therefore to return to its

(yriginal owners at the jubilee, and the price of sale

to be calculated accordingly; and redemption on
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equitable terms to be allowed at all times (xxv

25-27).

.4 House sold to be redeemable within a year;

and, if not redeemed, to pass away altogether (xxv.

29, 30).

But the Houses of the Levites, or those in un-

waUed villages, to be redeemable at all times, in the

same way as land ; and the Levitical suburbs to be

inalienable (xxv. 31-34).

(3. ) Land or Hmses sanctified, or tithes, or un-

clean firstlings to be capable of being redeemed, at

^ value (calculated according to the distance from

the jubilee-year by the priest) ; if devoted by the

owner and unredeemed, to be hallowed at the jubi-

lee for ever, and given to the priests; if only by a

possessor, to return to the owner at the jubilee

(Lev. xxvii. 14-34).

(4.) Inheritance.

(2.)

(1.) Sons.

(2.) Daughters.'

(3.) Brothers.

(4.) Uncles on the Father's side.

(5.) Next Kinsmen, generally

(b.) Laws of Debt.

(1.) All Debts (to an Israehte) to be released at

the 7th (sabbatical) year; a blessing promised to

obedience, and a curse on refusal to lend (Deut. xv.

1-11). •

(2.) Usury (from Israelites) not to be taken (Ex.

xxii. 25-27; Deut. xxiii. 19, 20).

(3.) Pledges not to be insolently or ruinously

exacted (Deut. xxiv. 6, 10-13, 17, 18).

(c.) Taxation.

(1.) Census-money, a poll-tax (of a half-shekel), to

be paid for the service of the tabernacle (Ex.

XXX. 12-16).

All spoil in war to be halved; of the com-

batant's half, -r^ih, of the people's, -g^n^th, to

be paid for a " heave-offering " to Jehovah.

Tithes.

(a.) Tithes of all produce to be given for

maintenance of the Levites (Num. xviii.

20-24).

(Of this Yoth to be paid as a heave-oflfer-

ing (for maintenance of the priests) ....
24-32.)

(j8.) Second Tithe to be bestowed in religious

feasting and charity, either at the Holy
Place, or every 3d year at home (?) (Deut.

xiv. 22-28).

(•y.) First-Fruits of corn, wine, and oil (at

least -g^th, generally i^jpth, for the priests)

to be offered at Jerusalem, with a solemn

declaration of dependence on God the King
of Israel (Deut. xxvi. 1-15; Num. xviii.

12, 13).

Firstlings of clean beasts; the redepip-

tion-money (5 shekels) of man, and (J she-

kel, or 1 shekel) of unclean beasts, to be

given to the priests after sacrifice (Num.

xviii. 15-18).

Poor-La7Cs.

(a.) Gleanings {in field or vineyard) to be a

legal right of the poor (Lev. xix. 9, 10;

Deut. xxiv. 19-22).

(3.)

a Heiresses to marry in their own tribe' (Num.

xxvii. 6-8, xxxvi.).
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()3.) Slight Trespass (eating on the spot) to

be allowed as legal (Deut. xxiii. 24, 25).

(y.) Secvnd Tithe (see 2 ^3) to be given in

charity.

(S.) Wages to be paid day by day (Deut.

xsiv. 15).

(4.) Maintenance of Priests (Num. xviii. 8-32).

(o.) Tenth of Levites' Tithe. (See 2 a.)

i$.) The heace and wave-ajfenngs (breast and

right shoulder of all peace-ofleriugs).

(•y.) The meat and sin-ajferinys to be eaten

solemnly, and only in the holy place.

(5.) First-Fruits and redemption money. (See

2y.)
(e.) Price of all devoted things, unless spe-

cially given for a sacred service. A man's

service, or that of his household, to be re-

deemed at 50 shelsels for man, 30 for woman,

20 for boy, and 10 for girl.

(II.) Laws Chiminal.

(A.) Offenses against God (of the

nature of treason).

1st Command. Acknowledgment pf false gods

(Ex. xxii. 20), as e. g. Moloch (Lev. xx. 1-5), and

generally all idolatry (Deut. xiii., xvii. 2-5).

2d Command. WitchcraJ't and false prophecy

(Ex. xxii. 18; Deut. xviii. 9-22; Lev. xix. 31).

3d Command. Blasphemy (Lev. xxiv. 15, IG).

4th Command. Sabbath-breaking (Num. xv.

32-36).

Punishment in all cases, death by stoning. Idola-

trous cities to be utterly destroyed.

(B.) Offenses against Man.

5th Command. Disobedience to or cursing or

smiting of parents (Ex. xxi. 15, 17 ; Lev. xx. 9

;

Deut. xxi. 18-21) to be punished by death by

stonmg, publicly adjudged and inflicted; so also of

disobedience to tlie priests (as judges) or Supreme
Judge. Comp. 1 K. xxi. 10-14 (Nabotli); 2 Chr.

xxiv. 21 (Zechariah). *

6th Command. (1.) Murder to be punished by

death without sanctuary or reprieve, or satisfaction

(Ex. xxi. 12, 14; Deut. xix. 11-13). Death of a

slave actually under the rod, to be punished (Ex.

xxi. 20, 21).

(2.) Death by negligence to be punished by
death (Ex. xxi. 28-3(1).

(3.) Accidtntul Homicide ; the avenger of blood

to be escaped by flight to tlie cities of refuge till

the death of the high-priest (Num. xxxv. 9-28;

Deut. iv. 41-43, xix. 4-10).

(4.) Uncertain Murder to be expiated by for-

mal disavowal and sacrifice by the elders of the

nearest city (Deut. xxi. 1-9).

(5.) Ass'iuU to be punished by lex talionis, ov

damages (Ex. xxi. 18, 19, 22-25; Lev. xxiv. 19,

20).

7th Command. (1.) Adultery to be punished

by death of botli offenders; the rape of a married

or betrothed woman, by death of the offender (Deut.

xxii. 13-27).

{•l. ) Rape or Seduction of an unbetrothed virgin,

to be compensated by marriage, with dowTy (50

shekels), and without power of divorce; or, if she

be refused, by pavment of full do\vry (Ex. xxii. 16,

17; Deut. xxii. 28, 29).

o Military conquest discouraged by the prohibition

of the use of horses. (See Josh. xi. 6.) For an ex-
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(3.) Unlawful Marriages (incestuous, etc.) to

be punished, some by death, some by childlessness

(Lev. XX.).

8th Command. (1.) Theft to be punished by
fourfold or double restitution; a nocturnal robber

might be slain as an outla\v-^Ex. xxii. 1-4).

(2.) Trespass and injury of things lent to be
compensated (Ex. xxii. 5-15).

(3.) Perversion of Justice (by bribes, threats,

etc. ), and especially oppression of strangers, strictly

forbidden (Ex. xxiii. 9, itc).

(4.) Kidnapping to be punished by death (Deut.

xxiv. 7).

9th Command. False Witness to be punished

by lex talionis (Ex. xxiii. 1-3; Deut. xix. lG-21).

Slander of a wife's chastity, by fine and loss of

power of divorce (Deut. xxii. 18, 19).

A fuOer consideration of the tables of the Ten
Commandments is given elsewhere. [Ten Co.m-

mandments.]

(III.) Laws Judicial and Constitutional.

(A.) Jurisdiction.

(a.) Local Judges (generally Levites, as more
skilled in the Law) appointed, for ordinary matters,

probably by the people with approbation of the

supreme authority (as of Moses in the w-Uderness,

Ex. xviii. 25; Deut. i. 15-18), through all the

land (Deut. xvi. 18).

(6.) Appeal to the Priests (at the holy place), or

to the judge; their sentence final, and to be ac-

cepted under pain of death. See Deut. xvii. 8-13

(comp. appeal to Moses, Ex. xviii. 26).

(c.) Two witnesses (at least) required in capital

matters (Num. xxxv. 30; Deut. xvii. 6, 7).

(d.) Punishment (except by special command) to

be personal, and not to extend to the family (Deut.

xxiv. 16).

Stripes allowed and limited (Deut. xxv. 1-3), so

as to avoid outrage on the human frame.

All this would be to a great extent set aside—
1st. By the sununary jurisdiction of the king,

see 1 Sam. xxii. 11-19 (Saul); 2 Sam. xii. 1-5,

xiv. 4-11; 1 K. iii. 16-28; which extended even to

the deposition of the high-priest (1 Sam. xxii. 17,

18; 1 K. ii. 20, 27).

The practical difficulty of its being carried out is

seen in 2 Sam. xv. 2-6, and would lead of course

to a certain delegation of his power.

2d. By the appointment of the Seventy (Num.
xi. 24-30) with a solemn religious sanction. In

later times there was a local Sanhedrim of 23 in

each city, and two such in Jerusalem, as well as the

Great Sanhedrim, consisting of 70 members, besides

the president, who was to be the high-priest if duly

quaUfied, and controlling even the king and high-

priest. The members were priests, scribes (Levites),

and elders (of other tribes). A court of exactly

this nature is noticed, as appointed to supreme

power by Jehosliaphat. (See 2 Chr. xix. 8-11.)

(B.) Royal Power.

The King's Power limited by the Law, as writ-

ten and formally accepted by the king : and directly

forbidden to be despotic" (Deut. xvii. 14-20;

comp. 1 Sam. x. 25). Yet he had power of taxa-

tion (to JLth); and of compulsory service (1 Sam.

viii. 10-18); the declaration of war (1 Sam. xi.),

ample of obedience to this law, see 2Saui. viii. 4, and

of di-^obeUience to it in 1 K. x. 26-29.
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etc. There are distinct traces of a " mutual con-

tract " (2 Sam. V. 3 (David); a " league " (Joash),

2 K. xi. 17); the remonstrance with Rehoboam
being clearly not extraordinary (1 K. xii. 1-6).

The Princes of' the Congregation. The heads

of the tribes (see Josh. ix. 15) seem to have had

authority under Joshua to act for the people (comp.

1 Chr. xxvii. 16-22); and in the later times " the

princes of Judah " seem to have had power to con-

trol both the king and the priests (see Jer. xxvi.

10-24, xxxviii. 4, 5, &c.).

(C.) Royal Revenue. (See Mich. b. ii.

c. 7, art. 59.)

(1.) Tenth of produce.

(2.) Domain land (1 Chr. xxvii. 26-29). Note

confiscation of criminal's laud (1 K. xxi. 15).

(.3.) Bond service (1 K. v. 17, 18) chiefly on

foreigners (1 K. ix. 20-22; 2 Chr. ii. 16, 17).

(4.) Flocks and herds (1 Chr. xxvii. 29-31).

(5.) Tributes (gifts) from foreign kings.

(6.) Commerce ; especially in Solomon's time

(1 K. X. 22, 29, &c.).

(IV.) Ecclesiastical and Ceremonial Law.

(A.) Law of Sacrifice (considered as the sign

and the appointed means of the union with

God, on which the holiness of the people

depended).

(1.) Ordinary Sacrifices.

(a.) The whole Burnt-Offering (Lev. i.) of

the herd or the flock ; to be offered contin-

ually (Ex. xxix. 38-42); and the fire on the

altar never to be extinguished (Lev. vi.

8-13).

(j3.) The 3Ient- Offering (Lev. ii., vi. 14-23)

of flour, oil, and frankincense, unleavened,

and seasoned with salt,

(y.) The Peace- Offering (Lev. iii., vii. 11-21)

of the herd or the flock ; either a thank-

oflfering, or a vow, or freewill offering.

(5.) The Sin- Offering^ or Tresjxtss- Offering

(Lev. iv., v., vi.).

(a.) For sins committed in ignorance

(Lev. iv.).

(b.) For vows unwittingly made and

broken, or uncleanness unwittingly

contracted (Lev. v.).

(c.) For sins wittingly committed (Lev.

vi. 1-7).

(2.) Extraordinary Sacrifices.

(o.) At the Consecration of Priests (Lev.

viii., ix.).

(/3.) At the Purification of Women (Lev. xii.).

(y.) At the Cleansing of' Lepers (Lev. xiii.,

xiv.).

(S.) On ike Great Day of Atonement (Lev.

xvi.).

(e.) On the Great Festivals (Lev. xxiii.).

(B.) Law of Holiness (arising from the union

with God through sacrifice).

(1.) Holiness of Persons.

(a.) Holiness of the whole people as " children

of God" (Ex. xix. 5, 6; Lev. xi.-xv., xvii.,

xviii.; Deut. xiv. 1-21) shown in

(a.) The Dedication of the first-born (Ex.

xiii. 2, 12, 13, xxii. 29, 30, &c.); and

the offering of all firstlings and first-

fruits (Deut. xxvi., etc.).
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(6.) Distinction of clean and unclean food

(Lev. xi. ; Deut. xiv.).

(c.) Provision for purification (Lev. xii.,

xiii., xiv., XV. ; Deut. xxiii. 1-14).

(d.) Laws against disfigurement (Lev.

xix. 27; Deut. xiv. 1; comp. Deut.

XXV. 3, against excessive scourging),

(e.) Laws against unnatural marriages

and lusts (Lev. xviii., xx.).

(j3) Holiness of the Priests {and Levites).

(a.) Their consecration (Lev. viii., ix.

;

Ex. xxix.).

(6.) Their special quaUfications and re-

strictions (Lev. xxi., xxii. 1-9).

(c.) Their rights (Deut. xvii. 1-6; Num.
xviii.) and authority (Deut. xvii.

8-13).

(2.) Holiness of Places and Things.

(a.) The Tabernacle with the ark, the vail,

the altars, the laver, the priestly robes, etc.

(Ex. xxv.-xxviii., xxx.).

(j8.) The Holy Place chosen for the perma-

nent erection of the tabernacle (Deut. xii.,

xiv. 22-29), where only all sacrifices were to

be offered, and all tithes, first-fruits, vows,

etc., to be given or eaten.

(3.) Holiness of Times.

(a.) The Sabbath (Ex. xx. 9-11, xxiii. 12,

etc.).

(l8.) The Sabbatical Year (Ex. xxiii. 10, 11;

Lev. XXV. 1-7, &c.).

(v.) The Year of Jtibilee (Lev. xxv. 8-16,

&c.).

(5.) The Passover (Ex. xii. 3-27; Lev. xxiii.

4-14).

(f.) The Feast of Weeks (Pentecost) (Lev.

xxiii. 15, &c.).

{^.) The Feast of Tabernacles (Lev. xxiii.

33-43).

(tj.) The Feast of Trumpets (Lev. xxiii.

23-25).

(0.) The Day of Atonement (Lev. xxiii. 26-

32, &c.).

On this part of the subject, see Festivals,
Priests, Tabernacle, Sacrifice, etc.

Such is the substance of the Mosaic Law; its

details must be studied under their several heads;

and their full comprehension requires a constant

reference to the circumstances, physical and moral,

of the nation, and a comparison with the corre-

sponding ordinances of other ancient codes.

The leading principle of the whole is its Theo-
cratic Character, its reference (that is) of all

action and thoughts of men directly and immedi-

ately to the will of God. All law, indeed, must

ultimately make this reference. If it bases itself

on the sacredness of human authority, it must

finally trace that authority to God's appointment;

if on the rights of the individual and the need of

protecting them, it must consider these rights as

inherent and sacred, because implanted by the hand

of the Creator. But it is characteristic of. the

Mosaic Law, as also of all Biblical history and

prophecy, that it passes over all the intermediate

steps, and refers at once to God's commandment as

the foundation of all human duty. The key to it

is found in the ever-recurring formula, " Ye shall

observe all these statutes; I am the Lord."

It follows from this, that it is to be regarded

not merely as a law, that is, a rule of conduct,
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based on known truth and acknowledged authority,

l)ut also as a Revelation of God's nature and his

dispensations. In this view of it, more particu-

larly, lies its connection with the rest of the Old

Testament. As a law, it is definite and (generally

speaking) final; as a revelation, it is the beginning

of the great system of prophecy, and indeed bears

within itself the marks of gradual development,

from the first simple declaration (" I am the Lord

thy God") in Exodus to the full and solemn decla-

ration of his nature and will in Deuteronomy.

With this peculiar character of revelation stamped

upon it, it naturally ascends from rule to principle,

and regards all goodness in man as the shadow of

the Divine attributes, " Ye shall be holy : for I the

Lord your God am holy " (Lev. xix. 2, &c. ; comp.

Matt. V. 48).

But this theocratic character of the Law depends

necessarily on the belief in God, as not onl}- the

Creator and Sustainer of the world, but as, by

special covenant, ilie head of the Jewish nation.

It is not indeed doubted that He is the king of all

the earth, and that all earthly authority is derived

from Him; but here again, in the case of the

Israelites, the intermediate steps are all but ignored,

and the people at once brought face to face with

Him as their ruler. It is to be especially noticed,

that God's claim (so to speak) on their allegiance

is based not on his power or wisdom, but on his

especial mercy in being their Saviour from Egyp-

tian bondage. Because they were made free by

Him, therefore they became his servants (comp.

Rom. vi. 19-22) ; and the declaration, which stands

at the opening of the law is " I am the Lord thy

God, which broufjht thee out of the land ofEgypt."

(Comp. also the reason given for the observation

of the Sabbath in Deut. v. 15 ; and the historical

prefaces of the delivery of the second law (Deut.

i.-iii. ) ; of the renewal of the covenant by Joshua

(Josh. xxiv. 1-13); and of the rebuke of Samuel at

the establishment of the kingdom (1 Sam. xii.

6-15).

This immediate reference to God as their king

is clearly seen as the groundwork of their whole

polity. The foundation of the whole law of land,

and of its remarkable provisions against alienation,

lies in the declaration, " The land is mine, and ye

are strangers and sojourners with me" (Lev. xxv.

23). As in ancient Rome, all land belonged prop-

erly to the state, and under the feudal system in

medifeval Europe to the king; so in the Jewish

law the true ownership lay in Jehovah alone. The
very system of tithes embodied only a peculiar form

of a tribute to their king, such as they were familiar

with in Egypt (see Gen. xlvii. 23-2G); and the

otFering of the first-fruits, with the remarkable

declaration by which it was acconii)anied (see Deut.

xxvi. 5-10), is a direct acknowledgment of God's
immediate sovereignty. And, as the land, so also

the persons of the Israelites are declared to be the

absolute property of the Lord, liy the dedication

and ransom of the first-born (l?x. xiii. 2-13, &c.),

by the payment of the half-shekel at the numbering
of the peyple, " as a ransom for their souls to the

Lord" (Ex. XXX. 11-16); and by the limitation of

power over Hebrew slaves, as contrasted with the

absolute mastership permitted over the heathen

and the sojourner (Lev. xxv. 39-46).

From this theocratic nature of the law follow

important deductions with regard to (a) the view

which it takes of political society; (b) the extent

of the scope of the law
;

(c) the penalties by which
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it is enforced ; and (d) the character which it seeks

to impress on the people.

(a.) The basis of human society is ordinarily

sought, by law or philosophy, either in the rights

of the individual, and the partial delegation of them
to political authorities ; or H the mutual needs of

men, and the relations which spring from them

;

or in the actual existence of power of man over

man, whether arising from natural relationship, or

from benefits conferred, or from physical or intel-

lectual ascendency. The maintenance of society is

supposed to depend on a " social compact " between

governors and sulijects; a compact, true as an ab-

stract idea, but untrue if supposed to have been a
historical reality. The Mosaic Law seeks the basis

of its polity, first, in the absolute soverei1^nty of

God, next in the relationship of each individual to

God, and through God to his countrymen. It is

clear that such a doctrine, while it contradicts none
of the common theories, yet lies beneath them all,

and shows why each of them, being only a secondary

deduction from an ultimate truth, cannot be in

itself suflScient; and, if it claim to be the whole

truth, will become an absurdity. It is the doctrine

which is insisted upon and developed in the whole

series of prophecy; and which is lirought to its

perfection only when applied to that universal and
spiritual kingdom for which the Mosaic system was
a preparation.

(6.) The Law, as proceeding directly from God,
and referring directly to Him, is necessarily abso-

lute in its supz-emacy and unlimited in its scope.

It is supreme over the governors, as being only

the delegates of the Lord, and therefore it is incom-

patible with any despotic authority in them. This

is seen in its limitation of the power of the master

over the slave, in the restrictions laid on the priest-

hood, and the ordination of the " manner of the

kingdom" (Deut. xvii. 14-20; comp. 1 Sam. x.

25). By its establishment of the hereditary priest-

hood side by side with the authority of the heads

of tribes ("the princes"), and the subsequent

sovereignty of the king, it provides a balance of

powers, all of which are regarded as subordinate.

I'he absolute sovereignty of Jehovah is asserted in

the earlier times in the dictatorship of the judge;

but much more clearly under the kingdom by the

spiritual conmiission of the prophet. By his re-

bukes of priests, princes, and kings, for abuse of

their power, he was not only defending rehgion

and morality, but also maintaining the divinely-

appointed constitution of Israel. On the other

hand, it is supreme over the governed, recognizing

no inherent rights in the individual, as prevailing

against, or limiting the law. It is therefore un-

limited in its scope. There is in it no recognition,

such as is familiar to us, that there is one class of

actions directly subject to the coercive power of law,

while other classes of actions and the whole realm

of thought are to be indirectly guided by moral

and spiritual influence. Nor is there any distinc-

tion of the temporal authority which wields the

former power, from the spiritual authority to which

l>elongs the other. In fact these distinctions would

have been incompatible with the character and ob-

jects of the law. They depend partly on the want

of foresight and power in the lawgiver; they could

have no place in a system traced directly to (iod:

they depend also partly on the frrodoni whicli be-

longs to the manhood of our race; they could not

therefore be appropriate to tlie nmre imperfect

period of its youth.
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Thus the Law regulated the whole life of an

Israelite. His house, his dress, and his food, his

domestic arrangements and the distribution of his

property, all were determined. In the laws of the

release of del its, and the prohibition of usurj', the

dictates of self-interest and the natural course of

commercial transactions are sternly checked. His

actions were rewarded and punished with great

minuteness and strictness ; and that according to

the standard, not of their consequences, but of

their intrinsic morality ; so that, for example, forni-

cation and adultery were as severely visited as theft

or murder. His religious worship was defined and

enforced in an elaborate and unceasing ceremonial.

In all things it is clear, that, if men submitted to

it merely as a law, imposed under penalties by an

irresistible authority, and did not regard it as a

means to the knowledge and love of God, and a

preparation for his redemption, it would well de-

serve from Israelites the description given of it by

St. Peter (Acts xv. 10), as "a yoke which neither

they nor their fathers were able to bear."

(c.) The penalties and rewanh by which the

Law is enforced are such as depend on the direct

theocracy. With regard to individual actions, it

may be noticed that, as generally some penalties are

inflicted by the subordinate, and some only by the

supreme authority, so among the Israelites some

penalties came from the hand of man, some directly

from the pro\idence of God. So much is this the

case, that it often seems doubtful whether the threat

that a "soul shall be cut off from Israel" refers

to outlawry and excommunication, or to such mi-

raculous punislnuents as those of Nadab and Abihu,

or Korah, I'athan, and Abiram. In dealing with

the nation at large, Moses, regularly and as a mat-

ter of course, refers for punishments and rewards

to the providence of God. This is seen, not only

in the great lilessing and curse which enforces the

law as a whole, but also in special instances, as, for

example, in the promise of unusual fertility to com-

pensate for the sabbatical year, and of safety of the

country from attack when left undefended at the

three great festivals. Whether these were to come

from natural causes, i. e. laws of his providence,

which we can understand and foresee, or from causes

supernatural, /. e. incomprehensible and inscrutalile

to us, is not in any case laid down, por indeed does

it affect this principle of the Law.

The bearing of this principle on the inquiry as

to the revelatian. of a future life in the Pentateuch

is easily seen. So far as the Law deals with the

nation as a whole, it is obvious that its penalties

and rewards could only refer to this life, in which

alone the nation exists. So far as it relates to such

individual acts as are generally cognizable by human

law, and capable of temporal punishments, no one

would expect that its divine origin should neces-

sitate any reference to the world to come. IJut the

sphere of moral and religious action and thought

to which it extends is beyond the cognizance of

human laws, and the scope of their ordinary penal-

ties, and is therefore left by them to the retribution

of God's inscrutable justice, which, being but im-

perfectly seen here, is contemplated especially as

exercised in a future state. Hence arises the ex-

pectation of a direct revelation of this future state

'n the Mosaic Law. Such a revelation is certainly

not given. Warburton (in his Divine Legation of

Moses) even builds on its non-existence an argu-

ment for the supernatural power and conunission

of the law-giver, who could promise and threaten
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retribution from the providence of God in this life,

and submit his predictions to the test of actual

experience. The truth seems to be that, in a law

which appeals directly to God himself for its au-

thority and its sanction, there cannot be that broa<l

line of demarcation between this life and the nest,

which is drawn for those whose power is limited by

the grave. Our Lord has taught us (Matt. xxii.

31, .32) that in the very revelation of God as the

" God of Abraham and Isaac and .Jacob," the

promise of immortality and future retribution was
implicitly contained. We may apply this declara-

tion even more strongly to a law in which God was
revealed as entering into covenant with Israel, and
in them drawing mankind directly under his im-

mediate government. His blessings and curses, by
the very fact that they came from Him, would be

felt to be unlimited by time : and the plain and
immediate fulfillment, which they found iu this life,

would be accepted as an earnest of a deeper, though

more mysterious completion in the world to come.

But the time for the clear revelation of this truth

was not yet come, and therefore, while the future

life and its retribution is implied, yet the rewards

and penalties of the present life are tliose which are

plainly held out and practically dwelt upon.

* Moses was of course acquainted with the

doctrine of a future state of rewards and punish-

ments as held by the Egyptians. This embraced
the following particulars. (1.) The continued exist-

ence of the .soul after death. (2.) The immediate

descent of every soul, at death, into Hades, or the

imder- world. (3.) The inspection of the soul in

Hades by judges and tests, with a view to determine

its moral character. (4.) The remanding of the

wicked from Hades to a degraded form of existence

in this world, as for instance, in the body of a pig.

(5.) The progress of the justified, through various

experiences, sometimes purgatorial, up to the Ely-

sium of the gods. (6.) A final judgment and the

condemnation of the incorrigibly wicked. (7.) The
reunion of the justified soul with its mummified
body. (.See Bibl. Sacra, January 1868, p. 69. ) Ac-
cording to Egyptian theology the future condition

of the soul was determined by its conduct in the

present life. The Israelites must have been familiar

with the same principle; and the absence of an

explicit statement of it in their Law may be ac-

counted for by the ftict that it belonged to the

sphere of theology rather than of legislation, and
was assumed throughout as the basis of the gov-

ernment of the spiritual, holy, and eternal Jehovah.

J. P. T.

(d.) But perhaps the most important consequence

of the theocratic nature of the Law was the peculiar

character of goodness which it sought to imjjress

on the people. Goodness in its relation to man
takes the forms of righteousness and love; in its

independence of all relation, the form of purity, and
in its relation to God, that of piety. Laws, which

contemplate men chiefly in their mutual relations,

endeavor to enforce or protect in them the first two

qualities; the Mosaic Law, beginning with piety,

as its first object, enforces most emphatically the

purity essential to those who, by their union with

God, have recovered the hope of intrinsic goodness,

while it views righteousness and love rather as de-

ductions from these than as indejiendent objects.

Not that it neglects these qualities; on the con-

trary it is full of precepts which show a high con-

cejition and tender care of our relative duties tc
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man ; " but these can hardly be called its distin-

guishing features. It is most instructive to refer

to the reUgious preface of the Law in Deut. vi.-xi.

(especiaUy to vi. 4—13), where all is based on the

first great coniniandnient, and to observe the sub-

ordinate and dependent character of " the second

that is like unto it,'' — "Thou shalt love thy

neighbor as thyseh'; I am the Lord'''' (Lev. xix. 18).

On the contrary, the care for tiie purity of the

people stands out remarkably, not only in the en-

forcement of ceremonial "cleanness," and the mul-

titude of precautions or remedies against any breach

of it, but also in the severity of the laws against

sensuality and self-pollution, a severity which dis-

tinguishes the Mosaic code before all others ancient

and modern. In punishing these sins, as committed

agaiast a man's own self, without reference to their

effect on others, and in recognizing purity as having

a substantive value and glory, it sets up a standard

of individual morality, such as, even in Greece and

Rome, philosophy reserved for its most esoteric

teaching.

Now in all this it is to be noticed that the appeal

ig not to any dignity of human nature, but to the

obUgations of comnnniion with a Holy God. The
subordination, therefore, of this idea also to the

religious idea is enforced; and so long as the due

supremacy of the latter was preserved, all other

duties would find their places in proper harmony.

But the usurpation of that supremacy in practice

by the idea of personal and national sanctity was

that which gave its peculiar color to the Jewish

character. In that character there was intense

religious devotion and self-sacrifice; there was a

high standard of personal holiness, and connected

with these an ardent feeling of nationality, based

on a great idea, and, therefore, finding its vent in

their proverbial spirit of proselytisra. IJut there

was also a spirit of contempt for all unbelievers,

and a forgetfulness of the existence of any duties

towards them, which gave even to their religion an

antagonistic spirit, and degraded jt in after-times

to a ground of national self-glorification. It is to

be traced to a natural, though not justifiable per-

version of the law, by those who made it their all

;

and both in its strength and its we.aknesses it has

reappeared remarkably among those Christians who
have dwelt on the 0. T. to the neglect of the New.

It is evident that this characteristic of the

Israelites would tend to preserve the seclusion

which, under God's providence, was intended for

them, and would in its turn be fostered by it. We
may notice, in comiection with this part of the

subject, many subordbiate provisions tending to the

same direction. Such are the establishment of an

agricultural basis of society and property, and the

provision against its accumulation in a few hands

;

the discouragement of commerce by the strict laws

as to usury, and of foreign conquest by the laws

against the maintenance of horses and chariots ; as

well as the direct prohibition of intermarriage with

idolaters, and the indirect prevention of all familiar

intercourse with them by the laws as to meats— all

these things tended to impress on the Israelitish

polity a character of permanence, stability, and
comparative isolation. Like the nature and posi-

tion of the country to which it was in great

nie.asure adapted, it was intended to preserve in

purity the witness borne by Israel for God in the
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a See, for example, Ex. xxi. 7-11,28-36, xxiii. 1-9;

Deut. xxii. 1-4, xxiv. 10-22, &c., &c.

darkness of heatlienism, until the time should coma
for the gathering in of all nations to enjoy tUa
blessing promised to Abraham.

III. In considering the relation of the Law to

the future, it is important to be guided by the
general principle laid down Si Ileb. vii. 19, " The
Law made nothing perfect" {Ohdlv eVeAeicoo-ei/ o
No/xos)- This principle will be applied in ditterent

degrees to its bearing («) on the after history of

the Jewish commonwealth before the coming of

Christ; (6) on the coming of our Lord Himself;

and (c) on the dispensation of the Gospel.

(«.) To that after-history the Law was, to a
great extent, the key; for in ceremonial and crim-

inal law it was complete and final; while, even in

civil and constitutional law, it laid down clearly

the general principles to be afterwards more fully

developed. It was indeed often neglected, and even

forgotten. Its fundamental assertion of the The-
ocracy was violated by the constant lapses into

idolatry, and its provisions for the good of man
overwhelmed by the natural course of human
selfishness (.ler. xsxiv. 12-17); till at last, in the

reign of Josiah, its very existence was unknown,
and its discover}' was to the king and the people as

a second puljlication
;
yet still it formed the stan-

dard from which they knowingly departed, and to

which they constantly returned ; and to it there-

fore all which was peculiar in their national and
individual character was due. Its direct inliuence

was probably greatest in the periods before the

establishment of the kingdom, and after the Itaby-

lonish Captivity. The last act of -Joshua was to

bind the Israelites to it as the charter of their

occupation of the conquered land (Josh. xxiv.

21—27); and, in the semi-anarchical period of the

judges, the Law and the Tabernacle were the only

centres of anything like national unity. The
establishment of the kingdom was due to an impa-

tience of this position, and a desire for a visible

and personal centre of authority, much the same in

nature as that which plunged them so often in

idolatry. The people were warned (1 Sam. xii.

6-2.5) that it involved much danger of their for-

getting and rejecting the main principle of the

Law— that "Jehovah their God was their King."
The truth of the prediction was soon shown. Even
under Solomon, as soon as the monarchy became

one of great splendor and power, it assumed a
heathenish and polytheistic character, breaking the

Law, both by its dishonor towards God, and its

forbidden tyranny over man. Indeed if the Law
was looked upon as a collection of abstract rules,

and not as a means of knowledge of a Personal

God, it was inevitable that it should be over-

borne by the presence of a visible and personal

authority.

Therefore it was, that from the time of the estab-

lishment of the kingdom began the prophetic office.

Its object was to enforce and to perfect the Law, by

bearing witness to the great truths on which it was

built, namely, the truth of God's government over

all, kings, priests, and people alike, and the con-

sequent certainty of a righteous retribution. It is

plain that at the same time this witness went far

beyond the Law as a definite code of institutions.

It dwelt rather on its great principles, which were

to transcend the special forms in which they were

embodied. It frequently contrasted (as in Is. i.,

etc.) the external observance of form with tin

spiritual homage of the heart. It tended there-

fore, at least indirectly, to the time when, according
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to the well-known contrast drawn by Jeremiah, the

Law written on the t^ibles of stone should give

place to a new Covenant, depending on a law

written on the heart, and therefore coercive no

longer (Jer. xxxi. 31-34). In this they did but

carry out the prediction of the Law itself (Deut.

xviii. 9-22), and prepare the way for "the Prophet"

who was to come.

Still the I^aw remained as the distinctive standard

of the people. In the kingdom of Israel, after the

separation, the deliberate rejection of its leading

principles by .Jeroboam and his successors was the

beginning of a gradual declension into idolatry and

heathenism. But in the kingdom of Judah the very

division of the monarchy and consequent diminu-

tion of its splendor, and the need of a principle to

assert against the superior material power of Israel,

brought out the Law once more in increased honor

and influence. In the days of Jehoshaphat we
find, for the first time, that it was taken by the

Levites in their circuits through the land, and the

people taught by it (2 Chr. xvii. 9). We find it

especially spoken of in the oath taken by the king

"at his pillar" in the Temple, and made the stan-

dard of reference in the reformations of Hezekiah

and Josiah (2 K. xi. 14, xxiii. 3 ; 2 Chr. xxx., xxxiv.

14-31).

Far more was this the case after the Captivity.

The revival of the existence of Israel was hallowed

by the new and solemn publication of the Law by

Ezi-a, and the institution of the synagogues, through

which it became deeply and familiarly known.

[Ezra.] The loss of the independent monarchy,

and the cessation of prophecy, both combined to

throw the Jews back upon the Law alone, as their

only distinctive pledge of nationality, and sure

guide to truth. The more they mingled with the

other suliject-nations under the Persian and Grecian

empires, the more eagerly they clung to it as their

distinction and safeguard; and opening the knowl-

edge of it to the heathen, by the translation of the

LXX., based on it their proverbial eagerness to

proselytize. This love for the Law, rather than

any abstract patriotism, was the strength of the

Maccabean struggle against the Syrians," and the

success of that struggle, enthroning a Levitical

power, deepened the feeling from which it sprang.

It so entered into the heart of the people that open

idolatry became impossible. The certainty and

authority of the Law's commandments amidst the

perplexities of paganism, and the spirituality of its

doctrine as contrasted with sensual and carnal

idolatries, were the favorite boast of the Jew, and

the secret of his influence among the heathen. The

Law thus became the moulding influence of the

Jewish character; and, instead of being looked

upon as sulisidiary to the promise, and a means to

its fulfillment, was exalted to supreme importance

as at once a means and a pledge of national and

individual sanctity.

This feeling laid hold of and satisfied the mass

of the people, harmonizing as it did with their

Pver-increasing spirit of an almost fanatic nation-

ality, until the destruction of the city. The Phari-

sees, truly representing the chief strength of the

people, systematized this feeUng ; they gave it fresh

food, and assumed a predominant leadership over

it by the floating mass of tradition which they

a Note here the question as to the lawfulness of war

on the Sabbath in this war (1 Siicc. ii. 23^1).
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gradually accumulated around the Law as a nucleus

The popular use of the word "lawless" (avo/xos)

as a term of contempt (Acts ii. 23; 1 Cor. ix. 21)

for the heathen, and even for the uneducated mass

of their followers (John vii. 49), marked and stereo-

typed their jMinciple.

Against th.s idolatry of the Law (which when
imported into the Christian Church is described and
vehemently denounced by St. Paul), there were two

reactions. The first was that of the Sadducees;
one which had its basis, according to common tra-

dition, in the idea of a higher love and service of

God, independent of the Law and its sanctions ; but

which degenerated into a speculative infidelity, and
an anti-national system of politics, and which

probably had but little hold of the people. The
other, that of the I^ssenes, was an attempt to

burst the bonds of the formal law, and assert its

ideas in all fullness, freedom, and purity. In its

practical form it assumed the character of higli and
ascetic devotion to God; its speculative guise is

seen in the school of Philo. as a tendency not

merely to treat the commands and history of the

Law on a symbolical principle, but actually to

allegorize them into mere abstractions. In neither

form could it be permanent, because it had no

sufficient relation to the needs and realities of

human nature, or to the personal Subject of all the

Jewish promises ; but it was still a declaration of

the insuflaciency of the Law in itself, and a prepara-

tion for its absorption into a higher principle of

unity. Such was the history of the Law before the

coining of Christ. It was full of effect and blessing,

when used as a means; it became hollow and in-

sufficient, when made an end.

(b.) The relation of the Law to the advent of

Christ is also laid down clearly by St. Paul. " The
Law was the iraiSaywyhs els Xpt(TT6v, the servant

(that is), whose task it was to guide the child to

the true tesicher (Gal. iii. 24); and Christ was "the

end" or object "of the Law" (Rom. x. 4). As
being subsidiary to the promise, it had accom-

plished its purpose when the promise was fulfilled.

In its national aspect it had existed to guard the

faith in the theocracy. The chief huidrance to that

faith had been the difliculty of realizing the invisi-

ble presence of God, and of conceiving a com-

munion with the infinite Godhead which should not

crush or absorb the finite creature (com p. Deut. v.

24-27; Num. xvii. 12, 13; Job ix. 32-35, xiii. 21,

22; Is. xlv. 15, Ixiv. 1, &c.). From that had come
in earlier times open idolatry, and a half-idolatrous

longing for and trust in the kingdom; in after-

times the substitution of the Law for the promise.

This difficulty was now to pass away forever, in

the Incarnation of the Godhead in One truly and

visibly man. The guardianship of the Law was

no longer needed, for the visible and personal

presence of the Messiah required no further witness.

Moreover, in the Law itself there had always been

a tendency of the fundamental idea to burst the

formal bonds which confined it. In looking to God
as especially their King, the Israelites were inherit-

ing a privilege, belonging originally to all mankind,

and destined to revert to them. Yet that element

of the Law which was local and national, now most

prized of all by the Jews, tended to limit this gift

to them, and place them in a position antagonistic

to the rest of the world. It needed therefore to

pass away, before all men could be brought into a

kingdom, where there was to be " neither Jew nor

Gentile, barbarian, Scythian, bond or free.
'
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In its individual, or what is usually called its

"moral" aspect, the Law bore equally the stamp

of transitoriness and insufficiency. It had, as we

have seen, declared the authority of truth and good-

ness over man's will, and taken for granted in man
the existence of a spirit which could recognize that

authority ; but it had done no more. Its presence

had therefore detected the existence and the sinful-

ness of sin, as alien alike to God's will and man's

true nature; but it had also brought out with more

vehement and desperate antagonism the power of

sin dwelling in man as fallen (Kom. vii. 7-25). It

only showed therefore the need of a Saviour from

sin, and of an indwelling power which should

enable the spirit of man to conquer the " law " of

evil. Hence it bore witness of its own insufficiency,

and led men to Christ. Already the prophets,

speaking by a living and indwelling spirit, ever

fresh and powerful, had been passing beyond the

dead letter of the law, and indirectly condemning

it of insufficiency. But there was need of "//ie

Prophet " who should not only have the fullness of

the spirit dwelling in Himself, but should have the

power to give it to others, and so open the new
dispensation already foretold. When He had come,

and by the gift of the Spirit implanted in man a

free internal power of action tending to God, the

restraints of the Law, needful to train the childhood

of the world, became unnecessary and even injurious

to the free development of its manhood.
The relation of the Law to Christ in its sacrificial

and ceremonial aspect, will be more fully considered

elsewhere. [Sacrifice.] It is here only neces-

sary to remark on the evidently typical character

of the whole system of sacrifices, on which alone

their virtue depended ; and on the imperfect em-
bodiment, in any body of mere men, of the great

truth which was represented in the priesthood.

By the former declaring the need of Atonement,

by the latter the possibility of jMediation, and yet

in itself doing nothing adequately to realize either,

the Law again led men to Him, who was at once

the only Mediator and the true Sacrifice.

Thus the Law had trained" and guided man to

the acceptance of the Messiah in his threefold

character of King, Prophet, and Priest; and then,

its work being done, it became, in the minds of

those who trusted in it, not only an encumbrance
but a snare. To resist its claim to allegiance was

therefore a matter of life and death in the days of

St. Paul, and, in a less degree, in after-ages of the

Church.

(c.) It remains to consider how far it has any
obligation or existence under the dispensation of

the Gospel. As a means of justification or salva-

tion, it ought never to have been regarded, even

before Christ ; it needs no proof to show that still

less can this be so since He has come. But yet

the question remains whether it is liinding on

Christians, even when they do not depend on it

for salvation.

It seems clear enough, that its formal coercive

authority as a whole ended with the close of the

Jewish dispensation. It is impossible to separate,

though we may distinguish, its various elements:

it must be regarded as a whole, for he who offended

"in one point against it was guilty of all " (.lames

ii. 10). Yet it referred throughout to the Jewish

covenant, and in many points to the constitution,

the customs, and even the local circumstances of

the people. That covenant was preparatory to the

Christian, in which it is now absorbed ; those cus-
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toms and observances have passed away. It follows,

by the very nature of the case, that the formal obli-

gation to the Law must have ceased with the basis

on which it is grounded. This conclusion is

stamped most unequivocally with the authority

of St. Paul through the whole argument of the

Epistles to the Komans and to^he Galatians. That
we are " not under law " (Rom. vi. 14, 15; Gal. v.

18); "that we are dead to law" (Rom. vii. 4-6;
Gal. ii. 19), "redeemed from under law" (Gal. iv.

5), etc., etc., is not only stated without any limita-

tion or exception, but in many places is made the

prominent feature of the contrast between the ear-

lier and later covenants. It is impossible, therefore,

to make distinctions in this respect between the

various parts of the Law, or to avoid the conclusion

that the formal code, promulgated by Moses and
sealed with the prediction of the blessing and the

curse, cannot, as a laic, be binding on the Chris-

tian.

But what then becomes of the declaration of our
Lord, that He came " not to destroy the Law, but
to perfect it," and that "not one jot or one tittle

of it shall pass away?" what of the fact conse-

quent upon it, that the Law has been reverenced in

all Christian churches, and had an important

influence on much Christian legislation V The
explanation of the apparent contradiction lies in the

difference between positive and moral obligation.

The positive obligation of the Law, as such, ha*

passed away ; but every revelation of God's Will,

and of the righteousness and love which are its ele-

ments, imposes a moral obligation, liy the very

fact of its being known, even on those to whom it

is not primarily addressed. So far as the Law of

Moses is such a revelation of the will of God to

mankind at large, occupying a certain place in the

education of the world as a whole, so far its declara-

tions remain for our guidance, though their coer-

cion and their penalties may be no longer needed.

It is in their general pruiciple, of course, that they

remain, not in their outward form ; and our Lord
has taught us, in the Sermon on the JMount, that

these principles should be accepted by us in a more
extended and sjiiritual development than they could

receive in the time of Moses.

To apply this principle practically there is need

of much study and discretion, in order to distin-

guish what is local and temporary from what is

universal, and what is mere external form from

what is the essence of an ordinance. The moral

law undoubtedly must be most permanent in its

influence, because it is based on the nature of man
generally, although at the same time it is modified

by the greater prominence of love in the Christian

system. Yet the political law, in the main prin-

ciples which it lays down as to the sacrediiess and
responsibility of all authorities, and the rights

which belong to each individual, and which neither

slavery nor even guilt can quite eradicate, has its

permanent value. Even the ceremonial law, liy its

enforcement of the purity and perfection needed in

any service offered, and in its disregard of mere

costliness on such service, and limitation of it

strictly to the prescribed will of God, is still in

many respects our best guide. In special cases

(as for example that of the sal)batical law and the

prohibition of marriage within the degrees) the

question of its authority must depend on the furthei

inquiry, whether the basis of such laws is one com-

mon to all human nature, or one peculiar to the

Jewish people. This inquiry will be difficult, espe-
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sially in the distinction of tlae essence from the

form ; but by it alone can the original question be

thoroughly and satisfactorily answered.

For the chief authorities, see Winer, Realw.

"Gesetz." Michaelis {Mos. Gereclit) is valuable

for facts and antiquities, not much so for theory.

Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes Israel, vol. ii. pp.

124:-205, is most instructive and suggestive as to

the main ideas of the Law. But after all, the most

important parts of^the subject need little else than

a careful study of the Law itself, and the references

to it contained in the N. T. A. B.

* The moral law does not derive its obligation

from the preceptive form of the ten commandments.

Every duty there enjoined, with the exception per-

haps of keeping the Sabbath, lies in the moral

nature of man, and was in force from the beginning.

And even the Sabliath was observed upon moral

grounds before the decalogue gave it such promi-

nence as a positive institution. If then the deca-

logue as a national code passed away with the

Jewish polity, as some interpret 2 Cor. iii. 7, the

moral force of its precepts remains unimpaired for

all mankind.

Ewald, who regards the institution of the Sab-

bath as purely ]\Iosaic, yet says concerning it, " the

Sabbath, though the simplest and most spiritual,

is at the same time the wisest and most fruitful of

institutions. Nothing could be devised which

would require so few outward signs or equipments,

nor which would so directly lead man both to sup-

ply what is lost in the tumult of life, and effectually

to turn his thoughts again to the higher and the

eternal. Thus it becomes the true symljol of the

higher religion which now entered into the world,

and the most eloquent witness to the greatness of

the human soul which fii-st grasped the idea of it."

Hence the Sabbath rests upon the indestructible

grounds of the moral law.

It has been fitly said that " the legislation of the

Pentateuch is impregnated with Egyptian memo-
ries." The diet, the dress, and the ablutions of

the priests, the details of the sacrifice, the scape-

goat and the red-heifer, the Urim and Thummim,
the waters of jealousy, and various purifying cer-

emonies, show a correspondence more or less marked

with Egyptian customs. The same is true of some

of the more humane and dehcate provisions of the

Law concerning widows and orphans, the poor and

slaves, the rights of private property, etc. But such

incidental correspondences, while confirming its

author's acquaintance with Egypt, by no means
detract from that superiority which marks the Law
of Moses as an ethical and spiritual code. In ad-

dition to authorities above named, see Saalschiitz,

das Mus. Rechi ; J. Salvador, IJistdire des Jnstitu-

iions de Moise ; Rev. W. Smith, The Pentateuch ;

Ebers, ^gijpten tiiiddie Biicher Moses. J. 1'. T.

LAWYER {uo/jLiKSs}- The title "lawyer"
is generally supposed to be equivalent to the title

"scribe," both on account of its etymological

meaning, and also because the man, who is called a

a By most commentators (Trench, AlforJ, Tholuck,

Llicke) the distinction which Greswell insists ou is re-

jected as utterly untenable. It may be urged, how-
ever, (1) that it is the "distinction drawn by a scholar

like Hermann (" Ponitur autem airo nonnisi de origine

secunda, cum in origine prima usurpetur ck," quoted

by Wahl, Clavis N. T.) : (2) that though both might

come to be used apart with hardly any shade of differ-

LAZARUS
"lawyer" in Matt. xxii. 35 and Luke x. 25, is

called "one of the scribes " in Mark xii. 28. If

the common reading in Luke xi. 44, 45, 46, be cor-

rect, it will be decisive against this; for there, after

our Lord's denunciation of the " scribes and Phari-

sees," we find that a lawyer said, "Master, thus

saying, thou reproachest us also. And Jesus said,

Woe unto you also ye lawyers." But it is likely

that the true reading refers the passage to the

Pharisees alone. By the use of the word vofxiK6s

(in Tit. iii. 9) as a simple adjective, it seems more
probaijle that the title "scribe" was a legal and
official designation, but that the name vojxiKds was
properly a mere epithet signifying one " learned in

the law " (somewhat Uke the ol (k vS/hov in Bom.
iv. 14), and only used as a title in common par-

lance (comp. the use of it in Tit. iii. 13, " Zenas
the lawyer"). This would account for the com-
parative unfrequency of the word, and the fact that

it is always used in connection with " Pharisees,"

never, as the word " scribe " so often is, in con-

nection with "chief priests" and "elders."

[Scribes.] A. B.

LAYING ON OF HANDS. [See Supple-

ment to Baptisji, vol. i. p. 242 ff.]

LAZ'ARUS (AdCapos- Lazarus). In this

name, which meets us as belonging to two charac-

ters in the N. T., we may recognize an abbreviated

form of the old Hebrew Eleazar (Tertull. De Idol.,

Grotius,-€< al.). The corresponding "1T^7 appears

in the Tahnud (Winer, Realwb. s. v.). In

Josephus, and in the historical books of the Apoc-
rypha (1 Mace. viii. 17; 2 Mace. vi. 18), the more
frequent form is 'EAea^apos ; but Aa^apos occurs

also (B. J. v. 13, § 7).

1. Lazarus of Bethany, the brother of Martha
and Mary (John xi. 1). All that we know of him
is derived from the Gospel of St. John, and that

records httle more than the facts of his death and
resurrection. We are able, however, without doing

violence to the principles of a true historical crit-

icism, to arrive at some conclusions helping us,

with at least some measure of probability, to fill up
these scanty outlines. In proportion as we bring

the scattered notices together, we find them com-
bining to form a picture far more distinct and

interesting than at first seemed possible; and the

distinctness in this case, though it is not to be mis-

taken for certainty, is yet less misleading than that

which, in other cases, seems to arise from the strong

statements of apocryphal traditions. (1.) The lan-

guage of John xi. 1 implies that the sisters were

the better known. Lazarus is "of (airS) Bethany,

of the village (e'/c rrjs Kwixy]s) of Mary and her

sister Martha." No stress can be laid on the

difference of the prepositions (Meyer and Lanipe,

in loc), but it suggests as possible the inference

that while Lazarus was, at the time of St. John's

narrative, of' Bethany, he was yet described asjrom
the K(ifxr) Tis of Luke x. 38, already known as the

dwelling-place of the two sisters (Greswell, On the

Village ofMartha and Mary, Dissert. V. ii. 545)."

enee, their use in close juxtiiposition might still be

antithetical, and that this was more lilcely to be with

one who, though writing in Greek, was not using it

as his native tongue
; (3) that John i. 45 is open to the

same doubt as this passage
; (4) that our Lord is

always said to be aTro, never ek Na^apeV.

In connection with this verse may be noticed also

the Vulg. translation, " de castello Slarthae," and the
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From this, and from the order of the three names

in John xi. 5, we may reasonably infer that Lazai'us

was the youngest of the family. The absence of

the name from the narrative of Luke x. y8-t2, and

his sulwrdinate position {eh tSiv avaKn^ifuwv) in

the feast of John xii. 2, lead to the same conclusion.

(2.) The house in which the feast is held appears,

from John xii. 2, to be that of the sisters. Martha

"serves," as in Luke x. 40. Mary takes upon her-

self that which was the special duty of a hostess

towards an honored f,'uest (comp. Luke vii. 46).

The impression left on our minds by this account,

if it stood alone, would be that they were the givers

of the feast. In Matt. xxvi. 6, Mark xiv. 3, the

same fact « appears as occurring in " the house of

Simon the Leper: " but a leper, as such, would

have been compelled to lead a separate life, and

certainly could not have given a feast and received

a multitude of guests. Among the conjectural ex-

planations which have been given of this difference, ^

the hypothesis that this Simon was the father of

the two sisters and of Lazarus, that he had been

smitten with leprosy, and that actual death, or the

civil death that followed on his disease, had left his

children free to act for themselves, ig at least as

probable as any other, and has some support in

early ecclesiastical traditions (Niceph. //. E. i. 27;

Theophyl. in foe; comp. Ewald, Geschichte, v.

357). Why, if this were so, the house should be

described by St. Matthew and St. Mark as it is

;

why the name of the sister of Lazarus should be

altogether passed over, will be questions that will

meet us further on. (3.) All the circumstances

of John xi. and xii.,— the feast for so many guests,

the number of friends who come from Jerusalem

to condole with the sisters, left with female rela-

tions, but without a brother or near kinsman (John

xi. 19), the alabaster-box, the ointment of spike-

jard very costly, the funeral vault of their own,—
point to wealth and social position above the average

(comp. Trench, Miracles, 29). The peculiar sense

which attaches to St. John's use of ol 'loi/SaToi

(comp. Meyer on John xi. 19), as 'the leaders of the

opposition to the teaching of Christ, in other words,

as equivalent to Scrilies and Elders and Pharisees,

suggests the further inference that these visitors or

friends belonged to that class, and that previous re-

lations must have connected them with the family

of Bethany. (4.) A comparison of Matt. xxvi. 6,

Mark xiv. 3, with Luke vii. 36, 44, suggests another

conjecture that harmonizes with and in part explains

the foregoing. To assume the identity of the anoint-

ing of the latter narrative with that of the former (so

Grotius), of the woman that was a sinner with Mary
the sister of Lazarus, and of one or both of these

with Mary Magdalene (Lightfoot, Harm. § 33, vol.

iii. 75), is indeed (in spite of the authorities, critical

and patristic, which may be arrayed on either side)

altogether arbitrary and uncritical. It would be

consequent traditions of a Castle of Lazarus, pointed

out to mediaeval pilgrims among tlie ruins of the vil-

lage, which had become famous by a church erected

ia his honor, and had taken its Arab name (Lazarieh,

or Elazarieh) from him. [Betuany, vol. i. 195 6.]

a The identity has been questioned by some har-

monists ; but it will be discussed under Simon.

f> Meyer assumes (on Matt. xxvi. 6) that St. John,

as an eye-witness, gives the true account, St. Matthew

and St. Mark an erroneous one- Paulus and Greswell

suggest that Simon was the husband, living or de-
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hardly less so to infer, from the mere recurrence

of so common a name as Simon, the identity of the

leper of the one narrative with the Pharisee of the

other; nor would the case be nmch strengthened

by an appeal to the interpreters who have main-
tained that opinion (comp. Chrysost. Horn, in

Matt. Ixxx. ; Grotius, in Muit. xxvi. 6 ; Lightfoot,

I. c; Winer, liealwb. s. v. Simon). [Comp. Mary
Magdelene and Simon.] There are however

some other facts which fall in with this hypothesis,

and to that extent confirm it. If Simon the leper

were also a Pharisee, it would explain the fact

just noticed of the friendship between the sisters

of Lazarus and the members of that party in Jeru-

salem. It would account also for the ready utter-

ance by Martha of the chief article of the creed of

the Pharisees (John xi. 24). Mary's lavish act of

love would gain a fresh interest for us if we thought

of it (as this conjecture would lead us to think) as

growing out of the recollection of that which had

been offered by the woman that was a sinner. The
disease which gave occasion to the later name may
have su|}ervened after the incident which St. Luke

records. The difference between the localities of the

two histories (that of Luke vii. Ijeing apparently in

Galilee near Nain, that of Matt. xxvi. and jNIark

xiv. in Bethany) is not greater than that which

meets us on comparing Luke x. 38 with .lohn xi. 1

(comp. Greswell, Diss. I. c). It would follow on

this assumption that the Pharisee, whom we thus

far identify with the father of Lazarus, was prob-

ably one of the members of that sect, sent down
from Jerusalem to watch the new teacher (comp.

EUicott's Halsean Lectures, p. 169); that he looked

on him partly with reverence, partly with suspicion

;

that in his dwelling there was a manifestation of

the sympathy and love of Christ, which could not

but leave on those who witnessed or heard of it,

and had not hardened themselves in formalism, a

deep and permanent impression. (5.) One other

conjecture, bolder perhaps than the others, may yet

be hazarded. Admitting, as must be admitted, the

alisence at once of all direct evidence and of tra-

ditional authority, there are yet some coincidences,

at least remarkable enough to deserve attention,

and which suggest the identification of Lazarus

with the young ruler that had great possessions,

of Matt, xix., IMark x., Luke xviii.-^ The age

(veavias. Matt. xix. 20, 22) agrees with what h.aa

been before inferred (see above, 1), as does the fact

of wealth above the average with what we know of

the condition of the family at Bethany (see 2).

If the father were an influenti.'il Pharisee, if there

were ties of .some kind uniting the family witli that

body, it would be natural enough that the son,

even in comparative youth, should occupy the posi-

tion of an &px<»v- The character of the young

ruler, the reverence of his salutation (5i5ct<rKaA6

070^6, Mark x. 17) and of his attitude (•yovi/n-erTJ-

ceased, of Martha ;
Grotius and Kuinol, that he was a

kinsman, or a friend who gave the feast for them.

c The arrangement of Greswell, Ti.scliendorf, and

other harmonists, which places the inquiry of the rich

ruler after the death and resurrection of Laziirus, is of

course destructive of this hypothesis. It should be

remembered, however, that Greswell assigns the same

position to the incident of Luke x. 38-42. The order

here followed is that given in the present work by Dr.

Thomson under Gospels and Jesus Cerist, by Light-

foot, and by Alford.
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aras, ibid.), his eager yearning after eternal life, the

Btrict training of his youth in the commandments
of God, the blameless probity of his outward life,

all these would agree with what we might expect

in the son of a Pharisee, in the brother of one who
had chosen " the good part." It may be noticed

further, that as his spiritual condition is essentially

that which we find about the same period in

Martha, so the answer returned to him, " One thing

thou lackest," and that given to her, "One thing

is needful," are substantially identical." But fur-

ther, it is of this rich young man that St. Mark
uses the emphatic word (" Jesus, beholding him,

loved him," rjya.Trr^rrfi') which is used of no others

in the Gospel-history, save of the beloved Apostle

and of Lazarus and his sisters (.John xi. 5). We
can hardly dare to believe that that love, with all

the yearning pity and the fervent prayer which it

implied, would be altogether fruitless. There might

be for a time the hesitation of a divided will, but

the half-prophetic words, " with God all things are

possible," "there are last that shall be first," for-

bid our hasty condemnation, as they forbade that

of the disciples, and prepare us to hope that some

discipline would yet be found to overcome the evil

which was eating into and would otherwise destroy

so noble and beautiful a soul. However strongly

the absence of the name of Lazarus, or of the locality

to which he belonged, may seem to militate against

this hypothesis, it must be remembered that there

is just the same singular and perplexing omission

in the narrative of the anointing in Matt. xxvi. and

Mark xiv.

Combining these inferences then, we get, with

some measure of likelihood, an insight into one

aspect of the life of the Divine Teacher and Friend,

full of the most living interest. The \allage of

Bethany and its neighborhood were— probably from

the first, certainly at a later period of our Lord's

ministry — a frequent retreat from the controver-

sies and tumults of Jerusalem (John xviii. 2; Luke

xxi. 37, xxii. 39). At some time or other one

household, wealthy, honorable, belonging to the

better or IS^icodemus section of the Pharisees (see

above, 1, 2, 3), learns to know and reverence him.

There may have been within their knowledge or in

their presence, one of the most signal proofs of his

love and compassion for the outcast (sujj. 4). Dis-

ease or death removes the father from the scene,

and the two sisters are left with their younger

brother to do as they think right. They appear at

Bethany, or in some other village, where also they

had a home (Luke x. 38, and Greswell, I. c), as

loving and reverential disciples, each according to

her character. In them and in the brother over

whom they watch. He finds that which is worthy

of his love, the craving for truth and holiness, the

hungering and thirsting after righteousness which

shall assuredly be filled. But two at least need an

education in the spiritual life. Martha tends to

rest in outward acti\-ity and Pharisaic dogmatism,

and does not rise to the thought of an eternal life

•as actually present. Lazarus (see 5) oscillates be-

tween the attractions of the higher life and those

a The resemblance is drawn out in a striking and

beautiful passage by Clement of Alexandria {Quis

lives, § 10).

h iJy some interpreters the word was taken as =
KaTe<f>CKria-(v. It was the received rabbinic custom for

the teacher to kiss the brow of the scholar whose
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of the wealth and honor which surround the path-

way of his hfe, and does not see how deep and wide

were the connnandments which, as he thouglit, he

had "kept from his youth up." The searching

words, the loving look and act,* fail to undo the

evil which has been corroding his inner life. The
discipline which could provide a remedy for it was
among the things that were " impossible with

men," and " possible with God only." A few

weeks pass away, and then conies the sickness of

John xi. One of the sharp malignant fevers of Pal-

estine c cuts off the life that was so precious. The
sisters know how truly the Divine Friend has loved

him on whom their love and their hopes centered.

They send to Him in tlie belief that the tidings of

the sickness will at once draw Him to them (.lohr.

xi. 3). Slowly, and in words which (though after-

wards understood otherwise) must at the time have

seemed to the disciples those of one upon whom
the truth came not at once but by degrees, he pre-

pares them for the worst. " This sickness is not

unto death " — " Our friend Lazarus sleepeth " —
" Lazarus is dead." The work which He was doing

as a teacher or a healer (John x. 41, 42) in Beth-

abara, or the other Bethany (.John x. 40, and i. 28),

was not interrupted, and continues for two days

after the message reaches him. Then comes the

journey, occupying two days more. When He and
his disciples come, three days have passed since the

burial. The friends from Jerusalem, chiefly of iiw

Pharisee, and ruler cla.ss, are there with their con-

solations. The sisters receive the Prophet, each

according to her character, INIartha hastening on to

meet Him, Mary sitting still in the house, both

giving utterance to the sorrowful, half-reproachful

thought, " Lord, if thou hadst been here my brother

had not died " (John xi. 21-32). His sympathy

with their sorrow leads Him also to weep as if He
felt it in all the power of its hopelessness, though

He came with the purpose and the power to remove

it. Men wonder at wliat they look on as a sign of

the intensity of his aflection for him who had been

cut off (.lohn xi. 35, 30). They do not perhaps see

that with this emotion there mingles indignation

{ivf^pifjuncraTO, John xi. 33, 38) at their want of

faith. Then comes the work of might as the answer

of the prayer which the Son offers to the Father

(John xi. 41, 42). The stone is rolled away from

the mouth of the rock-chamber in which the body

had been placed. The Evangelist writes a,s if he

were once again living through every sight and

.sound of that hour. He records what could never

fade from his memory any more than could the

recollection of his glance into that other sepulchre

(comp. John xi. 44, with xx. 7). " He that was

dead came forth, bound hand and foot with grave-

clothes ; and his face was bound about with a

napkin."

. It is well not to break in upon the silence which

hangs over the interval of that " four days' sleep
"

(comp. Trench, Miracles, I. c). In nothing does

the Gospel narrative contrast more strongly with

the mythical histories which men have imagined

of those who have returned from the unseen world,''

answers gave special promise of wisdom and holiness.

Comp. Grotius, ad toe.

c The character of the disease is inferred from its

rapid progress, and from the fear expressed by Martha

(John xi. 39). Comp. Lampe, arl loc.

d The return of Er the Armenian (Plato, Rep. x.)

and Cunningham of Melrose (Bede, Eccl. Hist. v. 12)
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and with the legends whicli in a later age have

gathered round the name of Lazarus (Wright's St.

Patrick's Purgittory, p. 167), than in tliis absence

of all attempt to describe the experiences of the

human soul that had passed from the life of sense

to the land of the shadow of death. But thus much
at least must be borne in mind in order that we
may understand what has yet to come, that the

man who was thus recalled as on eagle's wings from

the kingdom of the grave (comp. the language of

the complaint of Hades in the Apocryphal Gospel

of Nicodemus, Tischendorf, Evnng. Apoc. p. 305)

must have learnt ' what it is to die " (comp. a pas-

sage of great beauty in Tennyson's In Memorinm,

xxxi., xxxii.). The soul that had looked with open

gaze upon the things beiiind the veil had passed

through a discipline sufficient to burn out all selfish

love of the accidents of his outward life." There

may have been an inward resun-ection parallel with

the outward (comp. Olshausen, ad Luc). What
men had given over as impossible had been shown

in a twofold sense to be possible with God.

One scene more meets us, and then the life of

the family which has come before us with such day-

light clearness lapses again into obscurity. The
fame of the wonder spreads rapidly, as it was likely

to do, among the ruling class, some of whom had

witnessed it. It becomes one of the proximate

occasions of the plots of the Sanhedrim against our

Lord's life (John xi. 47-53). It brings Lazarus no

less than Jesus within the range of their enmity

(John xii. 10), and leads perhaps to his withdrawing

for a time from Bethany (Greswell). They persuade

themselves apparently that they see in him one who
has been a sharer in a great imposture, or who has

been restored to life through some demoniac agency.*

But others gather round to wonder and congratulate.

In the house which, though it still bore the father's

name {siq). 1), was the dwelling of the sisters and
the brother, there is a supper, and Lazarus is there,

and Martha serves, no longer jealously, and llary

pours out her love in the costly offering of the

spikenard ointment, and finds herself once again

misjudged and hastily' condemned. The conjecture

which has been ventured on above connects itself

with this fact also. The indignant question of

Judas and the other disciples implies the expecta-

tion of a lavish distriluition among the poor. They
look on the feast as like that which they had seen

in the house of Matthew the publican, the farewell

banquet given to large numbers (comp. John xii.

9, 12) by one who was renouncing the habits of his

former life. If they had in their minds the recol-

lection of the words, " Sell that thou hast, and give

to the poor," we can understand with what a sharp-

ened edge their reproach would come as they con-

trasted the command which their Lord had given

with the "waste " which He thus approved. After

this all direct knowledge of Lazarus ceases. We
may think of him, however, as sharing in or wit-

nessing the kingly march from Bethany to Jerusalem
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may be taken as two typical instances, appearing under
circumstjinces tlie most contrasted possible, yet having
not a few fentures in couimon.

a A tradition of more than average interest, bearing

on this point, is .mentioned (though without an au-

thority) by Trench {Miracles, 1. C). The first question

asked by Lazarus, on his return to life, was whether

he should die again. He heard that he was still sub-

ject to the common doom of all men, and was never

afterwards seen to smile.

(]\Iark xi. 1 ),
" enduring life again that Passover

to keep " (Keble, Christian Year, .Advent Sunday).

The sisters and the brother must have watched
eagerly, during those days of rapid change and
wonderful exjiectation, for the evening's return to

Bethany and the hours during which " He lodged

there" (Matt. xxi. 17). It 4?ould be as plausible

an explanation of the strange fact recorded by St.

Mark alone (xiv. 51) as any other, if we were to

suppose that Lazarus, whose home was near, who
must have known the place to which the Lord
" oftentimes resorted," was drawn to the garden

of Gethsemane by the ajiproach of the officers " with

their torches and lanterns and weapons" (John

xviii. 3), and in the haste of the night-alarm, rushed

eagerly, " with the linen cloth cast about his naked

body," to see whether he was in time to rend(!r

any help. Whoever it may have been, it was not

one of the company of professed disciples. It was

one who was drawn by some strong impulse to

follow Jesus when they, all of them, " forsook him
and fled." It was one whom the high-priest's

servants were eager to seize, as if destined for a

second victim (comp. John xii. 10), when they made
no effort to detain any other. The linen- cloth

(crii'Swv), forming, as it did, one of the "soft

raiment" of Matt. xi. 8, used in the dress and in

the funerals of the rich (Mark xv. 46 ; JMatt. xxvii.

59), points to a form of life like that which we have

seen reason to assign to Lazarus (comp. also the

use of the word in the LXX. of Judg. xiv. 12, and

Prov. xxxi. 24). Uncertain as all inferences of this

kind must be, this is perhaps at least as plausible

as those which identify the form that appeared so

startlingly with St. John (Ambrose, Chrysost. Greg.

Mag.) ; or St. Mark (Olshausen, Lange, Isaac

Williams, On the Passion, p. 30); or James the

brother of the Lord (Epiphan. Hcer. p. 87, 13;

comp. Meyer, ad loc); and, on this hypothesis,

the omission of the name is in harmony with the

noticealile reticence of the first three Gospels

throughout as to the members of the family at

Bethany. AVe can hardly help believing that to

them, as to others (" the five hundred brethren at

once," 1 Cor. xv. 6), was manifested the presence

of their risen Lord ; that they must have been

sharers in the Pentecostal gifts, and have taken

their place among the members of the infant ( 'hurch

at Jerusalem in the first days of its overflowing

love; that then, if not before, the command, " Sell

that thou hast and give to the poor," was obeyed

by the heir of Bethany, as it was by other possessors

of lands or houses (Acts ii. 44, 45). But they had

chosen now, it would seem, the better part of a

humble and a holy life, and their names appear no

more in the history of the N. T. Apocryphal tra-

ditions even are singularly scanty and jejune, as if

the silence which "sealed the lips of the l'>van-

gelists" had restrained others also. We almost

wonder, looking at the wild luxuriance with which

th»y gather round other names, that they have

f> The explanation, " He casteth out devils by Beel

zebub" (Matt. ix. 34, x. 25 : Mark iii. 22, &c.). which

originated with the scribes of Jerusalem, would nat-

urally be applied to such a case as this. That it was

so applied we may infer fi'om the statement in the

Sepker TnUlolU Jeskii (the rabbinic anticipation of

another Lebeit Jesii), that this and other like miracles

were wrought by the mystic power of the cabbalistic

Shemhamphorasli, or other magical formula (Lampe,

Comm. in Joan. xi. 44).
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nothing more to tell of Lazarus than the meagre
tale that follows: He lived for thirty years after

his resurrection, and died at the age of sixty

(Epiphan. liar. i. 652). When he came forth

from the tomb, it was with the bloom and fragrance

as of a liridegrooni {'Xuacpopa TltAdrov, Thilo, Cud.

Apoc. N. T. p. 807). He and his sisters, with

Mary the wife of Cleophas, and other disciples, were

sent out to sea by the Jews in a leaky boat, but

miraculously escaped destruction, and were brought

safely to Marseilles. There he preached the Gospel,

and founded a church, and became its bishqi.

After many years, he sufTei'ed martyrdom, and was

buried, some said, there; others, at Citiimi in

Cyprus. Finally his bones and those of JIary Mag-
dalene were brought from Cyprus to Constantinople

by the Emperor Leo the Philosopher, and a church

erected to his honor. Some apocryphal books were

extant bearing his name (comp. Thilo, Cochx Apoc.

N. T. p. 711; Baronius, ad Mariyrol. Rom. Dec.

xvii. ; and for some wild Provencal legends as to

the later adventures of Martha, Migne, Diet, de la

Bibk, s. V. "Marthe"). These traditions have

no personal or historical interest for us. In one

instance only do they connect themselves with any

fact of importance in the later history of Christen-

dom. The Canons of St. Victor at Paris occupied

a Priory dedicated (as one of the chief churches at

Marseilles had been) to St. Lazarus. This was

assigned, in 1633, to the fraternity of the Congre-

gation founded by St. Vincent de Paul, and the

mission-priests sent forth by it consequently became

conspicuous as the Lazarists (Butler's Lives of the

Saints, July xix.).

The question why the first three Gospels omit

all mention of so wonderful a fact as the resurrection

of Lazarus, has from a comparatively early period

forced itself upon interpreters and ajiologists. Ka-

tionalist critics have made it one of their chief

points of attack, directly on the trustworthiness of

St. John, indirectly on the credibility of the Gospel

history as a whole. Spinoza professed to make this

the crucial instance by which, if he had but proof

of it, he would be determined to embrace the

common faith of Christians (Bayle, Diet. s. v.

"Spinoza"). Woolston, the maledicentissimus of

English Deists, asserts that the story is " brimfuU

of absurdities," "a contexture of folly and fraud "

{Diss, on Miracles, v.; comp. N. Lardner's llndi-

cationt, Works, ii. 1-.54). Strauss (Leben Jesti, pt.

ii. ch. ix. § 100) scatters with triumphant scorn the

subterfuges of Paulus and the naturalist interpreters

(such, for example, as the hypothesis of suspended

animation), and pronounces the narrative to have

all the characteristics of a mythus. Ewald {Gesch.

V. p. 404), on the other hand, in marked contrast

to Strauss, recognizes, not only the tenderness and

beauty of St. John's narrative, and its value as a

representation of the quickening power of Christ,

but also its distinct historical character. The
explanations given of the perplexing phenomenon

are briefly these : (1.) That fear of drawing down
persecution on one already singled out for it kept

the three Evangelists, writing during the lifetime

of Lazarus, from all mention of him ; and that, this

reason for silence being removed by his death, St.

John could m-it« freely. By some (Grotius, ad loc.)

this has perhaps been urged too exclusively. By
others (Alford, ad loc. ; Trench, On Miracles, 1. c.)

it has perhaps been too hastUy rejected as extrava-

gant. (2.) That the writers of the first three

Gospels confine themselves, as by a deliberate plan,
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to the miracles wrought in Galilee (that of the blind

man at Jericho being the only exception), and that

they therefore abstained from all mention of any
fact, however interesting, that lay outside that limit

(Meyer, ad loc). This too has its weight, as

showing that, in this omission, the three l<"-vangelists

are at least consistent with themselves, but it leaves

the question, "what led to that consistency?" un-

answered. (3.) That the narrative, in its beauty

and simplicity, its human sympathies and marvel-

ous transjjarency, carries with it the evidence of its

own truthfulness, and is as far removed as possible

from the embellishments and rhetoric of a writer of

myths, bent upon the invention of a miracle which
should outdo all others (Meyer, /. c). In this

there is no doulit great truth. To invent and tell

any story as this is told would require a power

equal to that of the highest artistic skill of our

later age, and that skill we should hardly expect to

find combined at once with the deepest yearnings

after truth and a deliberate jjerversion of it. There
would seem, to any but a rationalist critic, an im-
probability quite infinite, in the union, in any single

writer, of the characteristics of a Goethe, an Ire-

land, and an a Kenipis. (4.) Another explanation,

suggested by the attempt to represent to one's-self

what must have been the sequel of such a fact as

that now in question upon the life of him who had
been affected by it, may perhaps be added. The
history of monastic orders, of sudden conversions

after great critical deliverances from disease or

danger, offers an analogy which may help to guide

us. In such cases it has happened, in a thousand

instances, that the man has felt as if the thread of

his life was broken, the past buried forever, old

things vanished away. He retires from the world,

changes his name, speaks to no one, or speaks only

in hints, of all that belongs to his former life, shrinks

al)Ove all I'roni making his conversion, his resurrec-

tion from the death of sin, the subject of common
talk. The instance already referred to in Bede
offers a very striking illustration of this. Cunning-
ham, in that history, gives up all to his wife, his

children, and the poor, retires to the monastery of

Melrose, takes the new name of Drithelm, and
" would not relate these and other things which he

had seen to slothful persons and such as lived

negligently." Assume only that the laws of the

spiritual liffe worked in some such way on Lazarus;

that the feeling would be strong in proportion to

the greatness of the wonder to which it owed its

birth; that there was the recollection, in him and

in others, that, in the nearest parallel instance,

silence and secrecy had been solemnly enjoined

(Mark v. 43), and it will seem hardly wonderful

that such a man should shrink from pulilicity, and

should wish to take his place as the last and lowest

in the company of believers. Is it strange that it

should come to be tacitly recognized among the

members of the Church of Jerusalem that, so long

as he and those dear to him survived, tlie great

wonder of their lives was a thing to be remembered

with awe by those who knew it, not to be talked or

written about to those who knew it not ?

The facts of the case are, at any rate, singularly

in harmony with this last explanation. St. Matthew
and St. Mark, who (the one writing for the He-

brews, the other under the guidance of St. Peter)

represent what may be described as the feeling of

the Jerusalem Church, omit equally all mention ot

the three names. They use words which may
indeed have been (pwvayTa ffvviTolffiv, but they
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avoid the names. Mary's costly offering is that of

"a woman" (Matt. xxvi. 7; Mark xiv. 3). The
house in which tlie feast was made is described so

as to indicate it sufficiently to those who knew the

place, and yet to keep the name of Lazarus out of

sight. The hypothesis stated above would add two
more instances of the same reticence. St. Luke,

coming later (probably after St. JLatthew and St.

Mark had left the Church of Jerusalem with the

materials afterwards shaped into their Gospels),

collecting from all informants all the facts they will

communicate, comes across one in which the two
sisters are mentioned by name, and records it, sup-

pressing, or not having learnt, that of the locality.

St. John, writing long afterwards, when all three

had "fallen asleep," feels that the restraint is no
longer necessary, and puts on record, as the Spirit

brings all things to his remembrance, the whole of

the wonderful history. The circumstances of his

life, too, his residence in or near .lerusalem as the

protector of the bereaved mother of his Lord (John
xix. 27), his retirement from prominent activity for

so long a period [John the Apostle], the insight

we find he had into the thoughts and feelings of

those who would be the natural companions and
friends of the sisters of Lazarus (John xx. 1, 11-18);
all these indicate that he more than any other Evan-
gelist was likely to have lived in that inmost circle

of disciples, where these things would be most
lovingly and reverently remembered. Thus much
of truth there is, as usual, in the idealism of some
interpreters, that what to most other disciples would
seem simply a miracle (rfpas), a work of power

(Swa|u.ts)^ like other works, and therefore one which
they could without much reluctance omit, would be

to him a supi (crrtfieioy) manifesting the glory of

God, witnessing that Jesus was " the resurrection

and the life," which he could in no wise pass over,

but must when the right time came record in its

fullness. (Conip. for this significance of the mira-

cle, and for its probable use in the spiritual educa-

tion of Lazarus, Olsliausen, nd loc. ) , It is of course

obvious, that if this supposition accounts for the

omission in the three Gospels of the name and
history of Ijazarus, it accounts also for the chron-

ological dislocation and harmonistic difficulties

which were its inevitable consequences."

2. The name Lazarus occurs also in the well-

known parable of Luke xvi. 10-31. ^Vhat is there

chiefly remarkable is, that while in all other cases

persons are introduced as in certain stations, be-

longing to certain classes, here, and here only, we
meet with a proper name. Is this exceptional fact

to be looked on as simply one of the accessories of

the parable, giving as it were a diainatic semblance

of reality to what was, like other paraldes, only an

illustration? Were the thoughts of men called to

the etymology of the name, as signifying that he

who bore it had in his poverty no help but God
(comp. Germ. " Gotthilf "), or as meaning, in the

shortened form, one who had become altogether

" helpless " '? (So Theophyl. nd luc, who ex])lains it

as = dy8o'J707}Tos, recognizing possibly the deriva-

tion which has been suggested by later critics from
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a * On the resurrection of Lazarus there is an essay

by Gumlich, Die Rdl/isel d. Erwerhing Lazarus, in

the T/ieol. Stud. u. Krit. 1862, pp. 65-110, 248-336.

On the internal evidence of the trutli of the narrative,

nee Fumess, The Unconscious Truth oj the Four Gos-

pelt, Phila. 1868, pp. 46-75. A.

102

~'?'."? ^ ') " there is no help." Comp. Suicer, s. v.

;

La,mpe, ad loc.) Or was it again not a parable,
but, in its starting-point at least, a history, so that
Lazarus was some actual beggar, like him who lay
at the Beautiful Gate of the'i^mple, familiar there-
fore both to the disciples and the Pharisees ? (So
Theophyl. ad loc; Chrysost., Maldon.; Suicer,
s. V. Aa.(apos.) Whatever the merit of either of
these suggestions, no one of them can be accepted
as quite satisfactory, and it adds something to the
force of the hypothesis ventured on above, to find

that it connects itself with this question also. The
key which has served to open other doors fits into

the wards here. If we assume the identity sug-
gested in (5), or if, leaving that as unproved, we
remember only that the historic Lazarus belonged
by birth to the class of the wealthy and influential

Pharisees, as in (3), then, though we may not think
of him as among those who were "covetous," and
who therefore derided by scornful look and gesture

{i^€/xvKTT]pi^oi', Luke xvi. 14) Him who taught
that they could not serve God and Mannnon, we
may yet look on him as one of the same class, known
to them, associating with them, only too liable, in

spite of all the promise of his youth, to be drawn
away by that which had corrupted them. Could
anything be more significant, if this were so, than
the introduction of this name into such a parable?
Not Eleazar the Pharisee, rich, honored, blameless
among men, but Eleazar the beggar, full of leprous

sores, lying at the rich man's gate, was the true
heir of blessedness, for whom was reserved the glory

of being in Abraham's bosom. Very striking too,

it must be added, is the coincidence between the
teaching of the parable and of the history in

another point. The Lazarus of the one remains
in Abraham's bosom because " if men hear not
Moses and the prophets, neither will they be per-

suaded, though one rose from the dead." The
Lazarus of the other returned from it, and yet
bears no witness to the unbelieving Jews of the
wonders or the terrors of Hades.

In this instance also the name of Lazarus has

been perpetuated in an institution of the Christian

Church. The parable did its work, even in the

dark days of her life, in leading men to dread

simply selfish luxury, and to help even the most
loathsome forms of suffering. The leper of the

Middle Ages appears as a Lazzaro.* Among the

orders, half-military and half-monastic, of the 12th

century, was one which bore the title of the Knights
of St. Lazarus (a. d. 1110), whose special work it

was to minister to the lepers, first of Syria, and
afterwards of Europe. The use of lazareUo and
lazar-house for the leper-hospitals then founded in

all parts of Western (Christendom, no less than
that of lazzarone for the mendicants of Italian

towns, are indications of the efl^ect of the parable

upon the mind of Europe in the Middle Ages, and
thence upon its later speech. In some cases there

seems to have been a singular transfer of the attri-

butes of the one Lazarus to the otiier. Thus in

Paris the prison of St. Lazare (the Clos S. Lazare,

6 It is interesting, as connected with the traditiong

given above under (1), to find that the first occurrence

of the name with this generic meaning is in tlie old

Provenfal dialect, under the form Ladre. (Comp. Die*,

Roman. Wiirterbuch, s. v. Lazzaro, [and Scheler,

Diet. Wetymol. fran^aise, a, v. Ladre.])
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80 famous in 1848) had been originally a hospital

for lepers. In the 17th century it was assigned to

the Society of I^azarists, who took their name, as

has been said, from Lazarus of Bethany, and St.

Vincent de Paul died there in 1660. In the imme-

diate neighborhood of the prison, however, are two

streets, the Eue d'Enfer and Hue de Paradis, the

names of which indicate the earUer associations

with the Lazarus of the parable.

It may be mentioned incidentally, as there has

been no article under the head of Divks, that the

occurrence of this word, used as a quasi-proper

name, in our early English literature, is another

proof of the impression which was made on the

minds of men, either by the parable itself, or by

dramatic representations of it in the mediaeval

mysteries. The writer does not know where it is

found for the first time in this sense, but it appears

as early as Chaucer (" Lazar and Dives," Somp-

noure's Tale) and Piers Ploughman (" Dives in the

deyntees lyvede," 1. 9158), and in later theological

literature its use has been all but universal. In no

other instance has a descriptive adjective passed in

this way into the received nan)e of an individual.

The name Ninieusis, which Euthymius gives as

that of the rich man (Trench, Parables, 1. c),

seems never to have come into any general use.

E. H. P.

* The view proposed above (5) that Lazarus

of Bethany and the rich ruler were the same person,

deserves a brief consideration. It is not only a

conjecture incapable of proof, but is open to mani-

fold objections. In the first place, it requires us to

reverse the probable order of events in the Evangelic

history. Chrisfs interview with the young ruler

is recorded by each of the first three Evangelists,

and in all three is preceded and followed by the

same incidents. Its connection with these inci-

dents, since not obviously logical, may be presumed

to be chronological. But Matt. (xix. 1, 2; xx. 17,

29) and Mark (x. 1, 32, 46) both represent these

transactions as occurring when our Lord was ap-

proaching Jerusalem by the way of Jericho. As

respects this passage through Jericho, Luke (xviii.

35; xix. 1) agrees with them; and all three then

coincide with John (xii. 1) in the arrival at Bethany.

This arrival occurred after the resurrection of

Lazarus. And it seems fair to infer, tlierefore, that

the inquiry of the rich ruler, which three Evangelists

concur in connecting with the journey, and ap-

parently with its close, actually belongs where it

stands. This harmonistic result is corroborated by

the circumstance, that of the various visits Christ

made to Jerusalem during his ministry, JNIatthew,

Mark, and Luke record only the last ; so that what

they connect with that visit may be presumed to

pertain to it. Further, the journeys thither shortly

antecedent (John vii., x.), seem both to have been

characterized by privacy ; but the progress to which

the interview with the ruler belongs was marked by

publicity. We may conclude, therefore, with con-

siderable confidence, that the interview with the

rich man took place after the resurrection of

Lazarus.

While thus, on the one hand, we find no reason

to detach that interview and its attendant events

from their more obvious connection, there are ob-

a * The arrangement of occurrences by which the

hypothesis under consideratioa becomes possible, is

not only at variance with the intimations of the sacred

text but is rejected by the majority of critics. (Com-
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stacks, on the other hand, in the way of such a

separation. In order to make the interview precede

the resurrection, it is generally transferred to the

period of our Lord's stay " where John at first

baptized " (John x. 40). But, according to the con-

current representation of the Synoptists, it occurred

while Jesus was on a jouniey towards Jenisalem.

So that this representation does not harmonize
easily either with the fourth Evangelist's phrase

e/xfiuey f/cej (x. 40; cf. ver. 42, xl. 7); or with the

fact that John (xi. 8) represents our Lord as re-

called by the sisters' message to a locality he had
recently left, rather than as hastened in his progress

towards one he was already approaching ; or further,

with the circumstance that the aiBicted family seem
to have known at once where to send for him."

Moreover, the hypothesis considered by itself is

vulsatisfactory in several respects. That Lazarus

was too young to be mentioned, is, indeed, a pre-

carious inference to draw from the silence of Luke
(x. 38 fF.) when relating an incident in which he
was not concerned. And with still greater improb-
ability is confirmation for this extreme opinion

respecting his youth derived from the circumstance

mentioned in John xii. 2. (On this view, too, how
does it happen that Bethany is at the same time

de.scribed as the place "where Lazarus was"?)
Still, admitting him to be as young as represented,

he is too young to be identified with the rich ruler.

If even after his resurrection he held a " subordinate

position'" in his own home, he can hardly have
been a man of such distinction abroad as the ruler

clearly was. Nor would his youth be compatible

with this official rank. The term ^p^^coj/, indeed,

may be taken in the general sense of " a leading

man." But such preeminence even, would require

in its possessor something more than a vacillating

character and a large inheritance. While if the

word is understood to designate him as a ruler of

the synagogue, he must have been of full age.

[Synagogue.] In fact the common impression

respecting the youthfulness of the ruler also, har-

monizes neither with his title, nor with the more
natural suggestion of his words (k vi6Tr\T6s jxov;

and, according to usage, veaviffKos employed of

him by Matthew, appears to have been applicable

to men quite up to middle hfe. Again, Mark
makes the impression that the "love" of Jesus

for the rich "young man," had its origin as

he looked upon him in their first interview with

each other, and not in a prior intimacy either with

him or with the family to which he belonged.

Once more, the reference given to the words " with

God all things are possible," is not only at variance

with Christ's apparent design in uttering them,

but, when we consider the miraculous method in

which their verification was secured, reduces them

from a lofty and abiding encouragement very nearly

to the level of a truism.

The supposed identity, if established, would give

good ground for the perplexity that has been felt

at the entire absence of an allusion to the resur-

rection of Lazarus in the narratives of the synoptic

Evangelists. That all three should introduce so

interesting a personage and not only make no men-
tion of his name, but omit also what, according to

the above hypothesis, was the sequel of the story,

pare especially Robinson's Greek Harmony, part Ti.,

Introductory Note, and ElUcott on the Life of our

Lord, Lect. yi. J. H. T.
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the illustration of God's power, the fulfillment of

their Master's " half-proplietic words," is an im-

probability which requires better support than con-

jecture. J. H. T.

LEAD (nn?'"137: fj.6\iPo^, ix6\t^Sos), one

of the most common of metals, found generally in

veins of rocks, though seldom in a metallic state,

and most commonly in combination with sulphur.

It was early known to the ancients, and the allusions

to it in Scripture indicate that the Hebrews were

well acquainted with its uses. The rocks in the

neighborhood of Sinai yielded it in large quantities,

and it was found in Egypt. That it was common
in Palestine is shown by the expression in Ecclus.

xlvii. 18, where it is said, in apostrophizing Solo-

mon, "Thou didst multiply silver as lead;" the

writer having in view the hyperbolical description

of Solomon's wealth in 1 K. x. 27 : " the king made
the silver to be in .Terusalem as stones." It was

among the spoils of the Midianites which the chil-

dren of Israel brought with them to the plains of

Moab, after their return from the slaughter of the

tribe (Num. xxxi. 22). The ships of Tarshish sup-

plied the market of Tyre with lead, as with other

metals (Ez. xxvii. 12). Its heaviness, to which

allusion is made in Ex. xv. 10 and Ecclus. xxii. 14,

caused it to be used for weights, which were either

in the form of a round flat cake (Zech. v. 7), or a

rough unfashioned lump or "stone" (ver. 8);

stones having in ancient times served the purpose

of weights (comp. Prov. xvi. 11). This fact may
perhaps explain the substitution of " lead " for

"stones" in the passage of Ecclesiasticus above

quoted ; the commonest use of the commonest metal

being present to the mind of the writer. If Gese-

nius is correct in rendering Tf3S, lindc, by "lead,"

in Am. vii. 7, 8, we have another instance of the

purposes to which this metal was applied in form-

ing the ball or bob of the plumb-line. [Plumb-
line.] Its use for weighting fishing-lines was

known in the time of Homer (/^. 'xxiv. 80). But
Bochart and others identify dndc with tin, and

derive from it the etymology of " Britain."

In modern metallurgy lead is used with tin in

the composition of solder for fastening metals to-

gether. That the ancient Hebrews were acquainted

with the use of solder is evident from the descrip-

tion given by the prophet Isaiah of the processes

which accompanied the formation of an image for

idolatrous worship. The method by wliich two

pieces of metal were joined together was identical

with that employed in modern times ; the substances

to be united being first clarapetl before being sol-

dered. No hint is given as to the composition of

the solder, but in all probability lead was one of the

materials employed, its usage for such a purpose

being of great antiquity. The ancient Egyptians

used it for fastening stones together in the rough

parts of a building, and it was found by Jlr. Layard

among the ruins at Nimroud (Nin. and Bnb. p.

357). Mr. Napier (.\feta!lurf/y of the Bible, p. 1-30)

conjectures that " the solder used in early times

for lead, and termed lead, was the same as is now
used— a mixture of lead and tin."

But, in addition to these more obvious uses of

this metal, the Hebrews were acquainted with an-

other method of employing it, which indicates some

advance in the arts at an early period. Job (xix.

24) utters a wish that his words, " with a pen of

iron and lead, were graven in the rock for ever."
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The allusion is supposed to be to the practice of

carving inscriptions upon stone, and pouring moltet

lead into the cavities of the letters, to render them
legible, and at the same time preserve them from
the action of the air. Frequent references to the

use of leaden tablets for inscriptions are found in

ancient writers. Pausanias (ix. 31) saw Hesiod's

Works and Days graven on lead, but almost illegible

with age. Public proclamations, according to Pliny

(xiii. 21), were written on lead, and the name of

Germanicus was carved on leaden tablets (Tac. Ann.

ii. 69). Eutychius {Ann. Alex. p. 390) relates that

the history of the Seven Sleepers was engraved on

lead by the Cadi.

Oxide of lead is employed largely in modern
pottery for the formation of glazes, and its presence

has been discovered in analyzing the articles of

earthenware found in Egypt and Nineveh, proving

that the ancients were acquainted with its use for

the same purpose. The A. V. of Ecclus. xxxviii.

30 assumes that the usage was known to the He-
brews, though the original is not explicit upon the

point. Speaking of the potter's art in finishing off

his work, " he applieth himself to lend it over," is

the rendering of what in the Greek is simply " he

giveth his heart to complete the smearing," the

material employed for the purpose not being indi-

cated.

In modern metallurgy lead is emplojed for the

purpose of purifying silver from other mineral

products. The alloy is mixed witl) lead, exposed

to fusion upon an earthen vessel, and submitted to

a blast of air. By this means the dross is con-

sumed. This process is called the cupelling opera-

tion, with which the description in Ez. xxii. 18-22,'

in the opinion of Mr. Napier {Met. of Bible, pp.

20-24), accurately coincides. "The vessel contain-

ing the alloy is surrounded by the fire, or placed

in the midst of it, and the blowing is not applied

to the fire, but to the fused metals. . . . And when
this is done, nothuig but the perfect metals, gold

and silver, can resist the scorifying influence."
^

And in support of his conclusion he quotes Jer. vi.

28-30, adding, " This description is perfect. If we
take silver having the impurities in it described in

the text, namely, iron, copper, and tin, and mix it

with lead, and place it in the fire upon a cupell, it

soon melts ; the lead will oxidize and form a thick

coarse crust upon the surface, and thus consume

away, but eftecting no purifying influence. The

alloy remains, if anything, worse than before. . . .

The silver is not refined, because ' tiie bellows were

burned ' — there existed nothing to blow upon it.

Lead-is the purifier, but only so in connection with

a blast blowing upon the precious metals." An
allusion to this use of lead is to l)e found in Theognis

{Gnom. 1127, 28; ed. Welcker), and it is mentioned

by Pliny (xxxiii. 31) as indispensable to the puritt

cation of silver from alloy. AV. A. W.

LEB'ANA (^55^ : Aa^ava. ; EA. AafiaV.

Lebann), one of the Nethinini whose descendants

returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (Neh. vii.

48). He is called Laban.v. in the parallel list of

1 Esdras, and

LEB'ANAH i'^J^' l\.afiav<i: Lebana) m
Ezr. ii. 45.

LEAF, LEAVES. The word occurs in the

A. V. eitiier in the singular or plural number in

three different senses— ( 1. ) Leaf or leaves of trees.
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( 2.) Leaves of the doors of the Temple. (3.) Leaves

of the loll of a book.

1. Leaf {TThv," aleli ; ^1^1?,* tereiih ;
"'217,''

dplii : (pvWou, arreAfxos, avd^acrts folium,

Jrons, cortex). The oUve-leaf is mentioned in Gen.

viii. 11. Fig-leaves formed the first covering of our

parents in Eden. The barren fig-tree (Matt. xxi.

19; Mark xi. 1-3) on the road between Bethany and

Jenisalem " had on it nothing but leaves." The
fig-leaf is alluded to by our Lord (Matt. xxiv. 32;

Mark xiii. 28): " When his branch is yet tender,

and putteth forth lea\es, ye know that summer is

nigh." The oak-leaf is mentioned in Is. i. 30, and

vi. 13. The rigliteous are often compared to green

leaves (Jer. xvii. 8), "her leaf shall be green" —
to leaves that fade not (I's. i. 3), "his leaf also

shall not wither." The migodly on the other hand

are as " an oak whose leaf fadeth " (Is. i. 30) ; as a

tree which " shall wither in all the leaves of her

spring" (Ez. xvii. 9); the "sound of a shaken leaf

shall chase them" (Lev. xxvi. 3G). In Ezekiel's

vision of the holy waters, the blessings of the Mes-

siah's kingdom are spoken of under the image of

trees growing on a river's bank ; there " shall grow

all trees for food, whose leaf shall not fade " (Ez.

xlvii. 12). In this passage it is said that "the

fruit of these trees shall be for food, and the leaf

thereof for medicine" (margin, Jbr bruises and

sores). With this compare (Itev. xxii. 1, 2) St.

John's vision of the heavenly Jerusalem. " In the

midst of the street of it, and on either side of the

river, was there the tree of life . . . and the leaves

of the tree were for the healing of the nations."

There is probably here an allusion to some tree

whose leaves were used by the Jews as a medicine

or ointment; indeed, it is very likely that many
plants and leaves were thus n)ade use of by them,

as by the old English herbalists.

2. Leaves of doors (D^'IP^""', tsela'im: rnl,
\ . y ..1 ' .,. ...7

dekth : tttuxt), dvpcojxa- ostium, ostiolum). The
Hebrew word, which occurs very many times in

the Bible, and which in 1 K. vi. 32 (margin) and

34 is translated "leaves "in the A. V., signifies

beams, ribs, sides, etc. In Ez. xli. 24, " And the

doors had two leaves apiece," the Hebrew word

deleth is the representative of both doors and leaves.

By the expression two-leaved doors, we are no doubt

to understand what we term folding-doors.

3. Leaves of a book or roll (H V^, deleth

;

(re\ls- pagella) occurs in this sense only in Jer.

xxxvi. 23. The Hebrew word (literally doms)

would perhaps be more correctly translated colwims.

The Latin columnn, and the English column, as

applied to a book, are probably derived from re-

semblance to a column of a building. W. H.

LE'AH (nSy [weaned] : Ada, Ai'o : Lia),

the elder daughter of Laban (Gen. xxix. 16). The

dullness or weakness of her eyes was so notable, that

it is mentioned as a contrast to the beautiful form

and appearance of her younger sister Kachel. Her

father took advantage of the opportunity which the

LEATHER
local marriage-rite afforded to pass her off in her

sister's stead on the unconscious bridegroom, and
excused himself to Jacob by alleging that the cus-

tom of the country forbade the younger sister to be

given first in marriage. Kosenmiiller cites instances

of these customs prevailing to this day in some
parts of the East. Jacob's preference of Rachel

grew into hatred of Leah, after he had married both

sisters. Leah, however, bore to him in quick suc-

cession Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, then Issachar,

Zebulun, and Dinah, before Rachel liad a child.

Leah was conscious and resentful (ch. xxx.) of the

smaller share she possessed in her husband's affec-

tions; yet in Jacob's differences with his father-in-

law, his two wives appear to be attached to him
with equal fidelity. In the critical moment when
he expected an attack from Esau, his discriminate

regard for the several members of his family was
shown by his placing Rachel and her child hinder-

most, in the least exposed situation, Leah and her

children next, and the two handmaids with their

children in the front. Leah probably lived to wit-

ness the dishonor of her daughter (ch. xxxiv.), so

cruelly avenged by two of her sons; and the sub-

sequent deaths of Deborah at Bethel, and of Rachel

near Bethlehem. She died some time after Jacob

reached the south country in which his ftither Isaac

lived. Her name is not mentioned in the list of

Jacob's fiimily (ch. xlvi. 5) when they went down
into Egypt. She was buried in the family grave

in Machpelah (ch. xlix. 31). W. T. B.

LEASING, "falsehood." This word is re-

tained in the A. V. of Ps. iv. 2, v. 6, from the older

English versions; but the Hebrew word of which
it is the rendering is elsewhere almost uniformly

translated "lies" (Ps. xl. 4, Iviii. 3, &c.). It is

derived from the Anglo-Saxon lens, " false," whence
le.dsuni/, " leasing," " falsehood," and is of frequent

occurrence in old English writers. So in Piers

Ploughman's ]'isian, 2113:

" Tel me no tales,

Ne lesynge to laughen of."

And in Wickliffe's New Testament, John viii. 44,
" Whanne he spekith a lesinye, he spekith of his

owne thingls, for he is a lyiere, and fadir of it.''

It is used both by Spenser and Shakespeare.

W. A. W.

LEATHER ("1127, 'or). The notices of leather

in the Bible are singularly few : indeed the word
occurs but twice in the A. V., and in each instance

in reference to the same object, a girdle (2 K. i. 8

;

Matt. iii. 4). There are, however, other instances

in which the word "leather" might with propriety

be substituted for "skin," as in the passages in

which vessels (Lev. xi. 32; Num. xxxi. 20) or rai-

ment (Lev. xiii. 48) are spoken of; for in these

cases the skins must have been prepared. Though
the material itself is seldom noticed, yet we cannot

doubt that it was extensively used by the Jews;

shoes, bottles, thongs, garments, kneading-troughs,

ropes, and other articles, were made of it. For the

mode of preparing it see Tanneii [Amer. ed.].

W. L. B.

a From n^^, to ascend or grow up. Precisely
T T '

identical is ii'djSao-is, from ava^aiveiv , to ascend.

6 Strictly, " a green and tender leaf," " one easily

plucked off ; " from Pl^tS, " to tear, or pluck off,"

whence " all the leaves of her spring " (Ez. xvii. 9).

Comp. the Syr. JwS;_t, folium, from «^;_ij to

strike off (Castell. Lex. Hept. s. v.).

c From the unused root rT517. to flower , Syr.

jb?".;^
5
Arab. Lift.



LEAVEN

LEAVEN ("lWi?7, seor: (ifx-rf- fermentum).

The Hebrew word seor has the radical sense of

effervescence ov fermentation, and therefore corre-

sponds in point of etymology to the Greek ^u^tj

(from ^iw), the Latin fermenlum (from ferveo),

and the English leaven (from levare). It occurs

only five times in the Bible (Ex. xii. 15, 19, xiii.

7; Lev. ii. 11; Deut. xvi. 4), and is translated

' leaven " in the first four of the passages quoted,

and " leavened bread " in the last. In coimection

with it, we must notice the terms chdmetz " and

matzzoih,'' the former signifying "fermented" or

"leavened," literally "sharpened," bread; tlie latter

"unleavened," the radical force of the word being

variously understood to signify sweetness or purity.

The three words appear in juxtaposition in Kx.

xiii. 7 : " Unleavened bi-ead {inatzzoth) shall be eaten

seven days; and there shall no leavened bread

{chanietz) be seen with thee, neither shall there be

leaven {seor) seen with thee in all thy quarters."

Various substances were known to have fermenting

qualities; but the ordinary leaven consisted of a

lump of old dough in a high state of fermentation,

which was inserted into the mass of dough prepared

for baking. [Bread.] As the process of pro-

ducing the leaven itself, or even of leavening bread

when the substance was at hand, required some

time, unleavened cakes were more usually produced

on sudden emergencies (Gen. xviii. 6 ; Judg. vi. 19).

The use of leaven was strictly forbidden in all

offerings made to the Lord by fire; as in the case

of the meat-offering (Lev. ii. 11), the trespass-

offering, (Lev. vii. 12), the consecration-offering

(Ex. xxix. 2; Lev. viii. 2), the Xazarite-offering

(Num. vi. 15), and more particularly in regard

to the feast of the Passover, when the Israel-

ites were not only prohibited on pain of death

from eating leavened bread, but even from having

any leaven in their houses (Ex. xii. 15, 19) or in

their land (Ex. xiii. 7; Deut. xvi. 4) during seven

days commencing with tlie 14th of Nisan. It is in

reference to these prohibitions that Amos (iv. 5)

ironically l)ids the Jews of his day to "offer a

sacrifice of thanksgiving %nth lenren ,•
" and hence

even honey was prohibited (Lev. ii. 11), on account

of its occasionally producing fermentation. In

other instances, where the offering was to be con-

sumed by the priests, and not on the altar, leaven

might be used, as in the case of the peace-offering

(Lev. vii. 1.3), and the Pentecostal loaves (Lev.

xxiii. 17). Various ideas were associated with the

prohibition of leaven in the instances above quoted

;

in the feast of the Passover it served to remind the

Israelites both of the haste with which they fled out

of Egypt (Ex. xii. 39), and of the sufferings that

they had undergone in that land, the insipidity of

unleavened bread rendering it a not inapt emblem

of affliction (Deut. xvi. 3). But the most promi-

nent idea, and the one which applies equally to all

the cases of prohibition, is connected with the

corruption which leaven itself had undergone, and

" V^n. Another form of the same root, ehomctz

(VT^n), is applied to sharpened or sour wine

[ViNEOAR] : chametz is applied exclusively to bread.

c So Tacitus {Hist. v. 6): " Prascipuum montium
Libanum eriRit, mirum dictu, tantos inter ardores

opacuiQ fidumque nivibus."
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which it communicated to bread in the process of

fermentation. It is to this property of leaven that

our Saviour points when he speaks of the " leaven

(t. e. the corrupt doctrine) of the Pharisees and of

the Sadducees" (Matt. xvi. 6); and St. Paul, when
he speaks of the "old leaveu^' (1 Coi. v. 7). This

association of ideas was not peculiar to the Jews;

it was familiar to the Romans, who forbade the

priest of Jupiter to toucli flour mixed with leaven

(Gell. X. 15, 19), and who occasionally used the

word Jernie)iluni as ^ " corruption " (Pers. Sat.

i. 24). Plutarch's explanation is very much to the

point: "The leaven itself is born from corruption,

and corrupts the mass with which it is mixed"
{Qiuest. Jiuin. 109). Another quality in leaven is

noticed in the Bible, namely, its secretly pe«e-

trntin(j and diffusive power; hence the proverbial

saying, " a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump"
(1 Cor. v. 6; Gal. v. 9). In this respect it was

emblematic of moral influence generally, whether

good or bad, and hence our Saviour adopts it as

illustrating the growth of the kingdom of heaven

in the individual heart and in the world at large

(Matt. xiii. 33). W. L. B.^

LEB'ANON (in prose with the art. "Jl^nbH,

1 K. v. 6 (Heb. 20); in poetry without the art.

p337: Ps. xxix. G: Ai^avos- Libanus), a moun-

tain range in the north of Palestine. The name
Lebanon signifies " white," and was applied either

on account of the snow, which, during a great part

of the year, covers its whole summit,"^ or on account

of the white color of its limestone cliffs and peaks.

It is the " white mountain " — the ifont Blanc of

Palestine; an appellation which seems to l)e given,

in one form or another, to the higliest mountains

in all the countries of the old world. Lebanon is

representetl in Scripture as lying upon the northern

border of the land of Israel (Deut. i. 7, xi. 24;

Josh. i. 4). Two distinct ranges bear this name.

They both begin in lat. 33° 20', and run in parallel

lines from S. W. to N. E. for about 90 geog. miles,

enclosing between them a long fertile valley from

5 to 8 miles wide, anciently called Ceele-Syria.

The modern name is el-BuhVn,'' "the valley,"

corresponding exactly to "the valley of Lebanon"

in Josluia (xi. 17).« It is a northern prolongation

of the Jordan valley, and likewise a southern pro-

longation of that of the Orontes (Porter's Handbook,

p. xvi.)./ The western range is the "Libanus '" of

the old geographers, and the Lebanon of Scripture

where Solomon got timlier for the Temple (1 K. v.

9. &c.), and where the Hivites and Giblites dwelt

(Judg. iii. 3; Josh. xiii. 5). The eastern range

was called " Anti -Libanus " by geographers, and

" Lelianon toward the sun-rising " by the sacred

writers (Josh. xiii. 5). Strabo describes (xvi. p.

754) the two as commencing near the JNIediter-

ranean — the former at Tripolis, and the latter at

Sidon — and running in parallel lines toward

Damascus; and, strange to say, this error has, in

' cUlJ!. nPi^a.

/ * Itawlinson has given a fine description of the

geographical features of this valley, and its historical

importance as the great high-road of the Dabylonian

armies on their uiiii-ch to Palestine {Monarciies of t/u

Ancient Ea'^tern World, iii. 250). H.
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part at least, been followed by most modern writers,

who represent the mountain-range between Tyre

and the lake of Merom as a branch of Anti-Libanus

(Winer, Jiealwb., s. v. "Libanon; " Robinson, 1st

ed. iii. 34G; but see the corrections in the new

Edition). The topography of Anti-Libanus was

jBrst clearly described in Porter's Damascus (i. 297,

&c., ii. 309, &c.). A deep valley called Wady et-

Teiin separates the southern section of Auti -Libanus

from both Lebanon and the hills of Galilee."

Lebanon— the western range— commences on

the south at the deep ravine of the Litany, the

ancient river Leontes, which drains the valley of

Ccele-Syria, and falls into the Mediterranean five

miles north of Tyre. It runs N. E. lit a straight

line parallel to the coast, to the opening from the

Mediterranean into the plain of Emesa, called in

Scripture the " Entrance of Hamath " (Num. xxxiv.

8). Here Nalir el-Kebir— the ancient river Eleu-

therus— sweeps round its northern end, as the

Leontes does round its southern. The average ele-

vation of the range is from GOOO to 8000 ft. ; but

two peaks rise considerably higher. One of these

is Sunnvi, nearly on the parallel of Beyrout, which

is more than 9,000 feet ; the other is Jebel Mukkmd,
which was measured in September, 1860, by the

hydrographer of the Admiralty, and found to be

very nearly 10,200 feet high {Nat. Hist. Rev., No.

V. p. 11). It is the highest mountain in Syria.

On the summits of both these peaks the snow

remains in patches during the whole summer.

The central ridge or backbone of Lebanon has

smooth, barren sides, and gray rounded summits.

It is entirely destitute of verdure, and is covered

with small fragments of limestone, from which

white crowns and jagged points of naked rock shoot

up at intervals. Here and there a few stunted

pine-trees or dwarf oaks are met with. The line

of cultivation runs along at the height of about

6,000 ft. ; and below this the features of the western

slopes are entirely different. The descent is gradual

;

but is everywhere broken by precipices and tower-

ing rocks which time and the elements have chiseled

into strange, fantastic shapes. Ravines of singular

wildness and grandeur furrow the whole mountain

side, looking in many places like huge rents. Here

and there, too, bold promontories shoot out, and

dip perpendicularly into the bosom of the Mediter-

ranean. The rugged limestone banks are scantily

clothed with the evergreen oak, and the sandstone

with pines ; while every available spot is carefully

cultivated. The cultivation is wonderful, and shows

what all Syria might be if under a good govern-

ment. Miniature fields of grain are often seen

where one would suppose the eagles alone, which

hover round them, could have planted the seed.

Fig-trees cling to the naked rock ; vines are trained

along narrow ledges ; long ranges of mulberries, on

teri'aces like steps of stairs, cover the more gentle

declivities; and dense groves of olives fill up the

bottoms of the glens. Hundreds of villages are

seen — here built amid labyrinths of rocks; there

clinging like swallows' nests to the sides of cliffs

;
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while convents, no less numerous, are perched on

the top of every peak. When viewed from the sea

on a morning in early spring, Lebanon presents

a picture which, once seen, is never forgotten; but

deeper still is the impression left on the mind when

one looks down over its terraced slopes clothed in

their gorgeous foliage, and through the vistas of its

magnificent glens, on the broad and bright Medi-

terranean. How beautifully do these noble features

illustrate the words of the prophet :
" Israel shall

grow as the lily, and strike forth his roots as Leba-

non " (Hos. xiv. 5). And the fresh mountain

breezes, filled in early summer with the fragrance

of the budding vines, and throughout the year with

the rich odors of numerous aromatic shrubs, call to

mind the words of Solomon— " The smell of thy

garments is like the smell of Lebanon " (Cant. iv.

11; see also Hos. xiv. Q).^ W^hen the plains of

Palestine are burned up with the scorching sun,

and when the air in them is like the breath of a

furnace, the snowy tops and ice-cold streams of

Lebanon temper the breezes, and make the moun-
tain-range a pleasant and luxurious retreat, —
" Shall a man leave the snow of Lebanon ... or

shall the cold-flowing waters be forsaken?" (Jer.

xviii. 14). The vine is still largely cultivated in

every part of the mountain ; and the wine is excel-

lent, notwithstanding the clumsy apparatus and

unskillful workmen employed in its manufacture

(Hos. xiv. 7). Lebanon also abounds in oUves, figs,

and mulberries; while some remnants exist of the

forests of pine, oak, and cedar, which formerly

covered it (1 K. v. 6; Ps. xxix. 5; Is. xiv. 8; Ezr.

iii. 7; Uiod. Sic. xix. 58). Considerable numbers

of wild beasts still inhabit its retired glens and

higher peaks; the writer has seen jackals, hyenas,

wolves, bears, and panthers (2 K. xiv. 9; Cant. iv.

8; Hab. ii. 17).

Some noble streams of classic celebrity have their

sources high up in Lebanon, and rush down in

sheets of foam through sublime glens, to stain with

their ruddy waters the transparent bosom of the

Mediterranean. The Leontes is on the south.

Next comes Nnhr Auwidy— the " graceful Bos-

trenos " of Dionysius Periegetes (905). Then fol-

lows the Damuv— the " Tamuras " of Strabo (xvi.

p. 726), and the "Damuras" of Polybius (v. 68).

Next, just on the north side of Beyrout, Nahr
Beyrout, the "Magoras " of Pliny (v. 20). A few

miles beyond it is Nalu- el-Kelh, the " Lycus flu-

men " of the old geographers (Plin. v. 20). At its

mouth is the celebrated pass where Egyptian, Assy-

rian, and Roman conquerors have left, on tablets of

stone, records of their routes and their victories

(Porter's IJandbook, p. 407). Nahr IbraMiii, the

classic river " Adonis," follows, bursting from a cave

beneath the lofty brow of Simnin, beside the ruins

of xYpheca. From its native rock it runs

" Purple to the sea, supposed with blood

Of Thammuz, yearly wounded."

(Lucian rfe Syr. Dea,%-i; Strab. xvi. 755; Plin.

v. 17; Porter's Damascus, ii. 295.) Lastly, we

have the "sacred river," Kadisha— descending

a Pliny was more accurate than Strabo. He says

(v. 20) :
" A tergo (Sidonis) mons Libanus orsus, mille

qiiingentis stadiis Simyram usque porrigitur, qua
Coele-rtyria cognorainatur. Huic par interjacente

valle mons adversus obtenditur, muro conjunctus.'

Ptolemy (v. 15) follows Strabo ; but Eusebius ( Onom
t. V. " Anti'ibanus ") says, 'Aj'TiA.t'^ai'os, to. VTrep rov

Xi^avov JTpls avarokdi, Trpbs Aap.ocTKiji'coi' ;(cipa>'.

b * The cedar cones exude a balsam which Is very

fragrant. The writer plucked several in the celebrated

grove of cedars on Mt. Lebanon, and tiiking them to

Beirut, hung them in his apartment. For weeks after,

every one who entered the room noticed the delicate

perfume which filled it— " the smell of Lebanon."

S. W.
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from tlie siile of the loftiest peak in the whole range,

througli a gori^e of surpassing grandeur. Upon its

banks, in a notch of a towering cHfF, is perched the

great convent of Kanobin, the residence of the

Maronite patriarch.

The situation of the Httle group of cedars— the

last remnant of that noble forest, once the glory of

Lebanon — is very remarkaljle. Itound the head

of the sublime Valley of the Kadisha sweep the high-

est summits of Ijebanon in the form of a semicircle.

Their sides rise up, bare, smooth, majestic, to the

rounded snow-capped heads. In the centre of this

vast recess, far removed from all other foliage and

verdure, stand, in strange solitude, the cedars of

Lebanon, as if they scorned to mingle their giant

arms, and graceful fan-like branches, with the

degenerate trees of a later age."

Along the base of Lebanon runs the irregular

plain of Phoenicia; nowhere more than two miles
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wide, and often interrupted by bold rocky spurs,

that dip into the sea.

The eastern slopes of Lebanon are much less im-
posing and less fertile than the western. In the

southern half of the range there is an abrupt

descent from the summit into the plain of Ccele-

Syria, which has an elevatTbn of about 2,.500 ft.

Along the proper base of the northern half runs a

low side ridge partially covered with dwarf oaks.

The northern half of the mountain-range is peo-

pled almost exclusively by Maronite Christians—
a brave, industrious, and hardy race; but sadly

oppressed by an ignorant set of priests. In the

southern half the Drupes predominate, who, though

they mmiber only some 20,000 fighting men, fortu

one of the most powerful parties in Syria.

The main ridge of Lebanon is composed of Jura

limestone, and abounds in fossils. Long belts of

more recent sandstone run along the western slopes.

r .^V^

Tlie grand range of Lebanon.

which is in places largely impregnated with iron.

Some strata towards the southern end are said to

yield as much as 90 per cent, of pure iron (Dent.

viii. 9, xxxiii. 25). Coal is found in the district of

Mttn, east of Beyroul, near the village of Kurnayil.

A mine was opened by Ibrahim Pasha, but soon

abandoned. Cretaceous strata of a very late period lie

along the whole western l)ase of the mountain-range.

Lebanon was originally inhabited by the Ilivites

and Giblites (-ludg. iii. 3; .Tosh. xiii. 5,6). The
latter either gave their name to, or took their name
from the city of Gebal, called by the Greeks Byblus

(LXX. of Ez. xxvii. 9; Strabo, xvi. p. 755). The
old city— now almost in ruins, — and a small

district round it, still bear the ancient name, in the

Arabic form Jebailb (Porter's Handbook, p. 580).

« The height of the grove is now ascertained to be
6172 ft. above the Mediterranean (Dr. Hooker, in Nat.
Hist. Rev. No. V. p. 11). [Respecting other groves, see

The whole mountain range was assigned to the Is-

raelites, but was never conquered by them (.losh.

xiii. 2-6; Judg. iii. 1-3). During the Jewish
monarchy it appears to have been subject to the

Phoenicians (1 K. v. 2-6; J<;zr. iii. 7). From the

Greek conquest until modern times Lebanon had no
separate history.

Anii-Lilmnus. — The main chain of Anti-Libanus

commences in the plateau of Bashan, near the par-

allel of Cresarea-Philippi, runs north to Hermon,
and then northeast in a straight line tiU it sinks

down into the great plain of Emesa, not far from
the site of IJiblah. Hkrjion is the loftiest peak,

and has already been described; the next highest

is a few miles north of the sit« of Abila, beside

the village of Bluddn, and has an elevation of about

Cesar, vol. i. p. 401 (addition), and the («ipplement to

this article. —A.]
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7,000 ft. The rest of the ridge averages about

5,000 ft.; it is in general bleak and barren, with

shelving gray declivities, gray cliffs, and gray
rounded summits. Here and there we meet with

thin forests of dwarf oak and juniper. The western

slopes descend abruptly into the BukcVa ; but the

features of the eastern are entirely different. Three
side-ridges here radiate from Hermon, like the ribs

of an open fan, and form the supporting walls of

three great terraces. The last and lowe.st of these

ridges takes a course nearly due east, bounding the

plain of Damascus, and running out into the desert

as far as Palmyra. The greater part of the ter-

races thus formed are parched flinty deserts, though

here and there are sections with a rich soU. Anti-

Libanus can only boast of two streams — the Phar-

par, now Noln- d- Aionj, which rises high up on

the side of Hermon ; and the Abana, now called

Barada. The fountain of the latter is in the

beautiful little plain of Zebddny, on the western

side of the main chain, through which it cuts in a

sublime gorge, and then divides successively each

of the side-ridges in its course to Damascus. A
small streamlet flows down the Valley of Helbon
parallel to the Abana.

Anti-Libanus is more thinly peopled than its

sister range; and it is more abundantly stocked

with wild beasts. Eagles, vultures, and other liirds

of prey, may be seen day after day sweeping in cir-

cles round the beetling cliffs. Wild swine are

numerous; and vast herds of gazelles roam over the

bleak eastern steppes.

Anti-Libanus is only once distinctly mentioned

in Scripture, where it is accurately descrilied as

" Lebanon toward the sun-rising" " (Josh. xiii. 5);

but the southern section of the chain is frequently

referred to under other names. [See Hkejiox.]
The words of Solomon in Cant. iv. 8 are very

striking — " Look from the top of Amana, from the

top of Shenir and Hermon, from the lions' den,

from the mountains of the leopards." ** The refer-

ence is, in all prtjbability, to the two highest peaks

of Anti-Libanus, — Hermon, and that near the

fountain of the Abana ; and in both jjlaces panthers <^

still exist. " The tower of Lebanon which looketh

toward Damascus" (Cant. vii. 4) is doubtless Her-

mon, which forms the most striking feature in the

whole panorama roimd that city. Josephus men-
tions Lebanon as lying near Dan and the fountains

of the Jordan {A7tt. v. 3, § 1), and as bounding the

province of Gaulanitis on the north (B. J. iii. 3,

§ 5); he of course means Anti-Libanus. '' The
old city of Abila stood in one of the wildest glens

of Anti-Libanus, on the banks of the Abana, and
its territory embraced a large section of the range.

[Abilkne.] Damascus owe^ its existence to a

stream from these mountains; so did the once great

and splendid city of Heliopolis; and tlie chief

sources of both the Leontes and Oronfes lie along

their western base (Porter's Handhoolc, pp. xviii.,

xix.). J. L. P.

* For a long time it was contended that the

b Amana and Abana seem to be identical, for in 2

K. V. 12 the Keri reading is H^ttS*

c The Heb. '"'^ "" is identical with the Arabic

'>i "v panther."7*^'
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cedar was not found in any part of Lebanon excepj

the famous grove near Beslierre/i, and that any
trees resembling it in other localities were only cog-

nate species, but not the true Larix ctdrus. 1

ha\e, however, settled this point by a laborious

search and botanical examination. There are cer-

tainly in existence the following groves:

(L) An extensive one near el-IIadet, described

by previous authors, consisting of many thousand •

small trees.

(2.) A small grove was in existence up to Octo-

ber 1866, east of '^4!m Zehalla, on the crest of the

ridge overlooking the BukrVa. I visited tlie same
grove in company with Eev. H. H. Jessu]), D. D.
in October 1805, and at that time we counted about

twenty trees, some of them of considerable size.

One isolated from the grove, distant a mile, would
have measured twenty feet in circumference. This
grove was felled when I visited it in 1866, and the

last timbers were being sawn for roofing purposes.

(3.) A large grove of very young trees east of

'Ai7i Zehalta, in the valleys and on the western

slopes of Lebanon. I estimated the number at

10,000 trees. This grove a few years since consisted

of very large trees, many of them from 6 to 10 feet

in diameter. But a few years ago they were sold

to a company of pitch-burners from Beirut for the

paltry sum of 30,000 piastres, and all cut down,
and consumed in making rosin and tar. The new
sprouts are now beginning to re-clothe the hiU-sides

and \ alleys, and in a couple of centuries may claim

the name of a forest.

(i.) A grove beginning above Baruk and stretch-

ing southward two or three miles, terminating in

a cluster of noble trees o\erhanging the village el-

Afeasir, vying with the grove at Besherre/i in mag-
nitude and beauty. The northernmost end of this

grove al)o\'e Bari'ik has a few score of large trees,

one or two of which are gigantic. The central

portion, clothing the western slope of the mountain,

consists of large trees, but so miserably hacked and
hewed and burnt bj' the wood-cutters, that most of

its trees are dead or dying. Thev may number
20,000 to 30,000 in all, small and laVge.

The southernmost portion is a grand collection

of about two hundred and fifty trees. One meas-

ures 27 feet in circumference, another 23, and many
from 15 to 20. Some of them spread widely their

horizontal branches, and bear numei'ous cones.

The grandeur of their situation on the declivity of

a deep gorge enhances the interest which always

attends the sight of this venerable tree.

It will be seen by these remarks, that, were the

groves mentioned protected from spoliation, and

allowed to increase. Mount Lebanon might be

again covered with mighty forests of its royal tree.

A word on the value of the cedar lor building

purposes. In Syria, where the worms so soon de-

stroy the softer woods, and where the long soaking

to which roof timbers are sulijected, owing to the

oozing of water from the earth-roofs during the

rainy season, causes the timbers to rot, a resinous,

f' Strabo says (xvi. p. 755), 'O Matrmia? Ix'"' ''"'"

Kai opetra, ev ol? t] XaAKt? uifr-nep a/cpoTToAis Tov

MaaoT^ov. *\pxq 6' avTOv Aao5tKeta i) Trpbe AtjSaroj.

From this it appears that the province of Massvas in

his day embraced the whole of Anti-Libanus ;
for

Laodicea ad Libanum lies at the northern end of the

r.inge (Porter's Damnscvs, ii. 339), and the site of

Chalcis is at its western base, twenty miles south of

Ba'albek {id. i. 14).
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indestructible wood like the cedar is invaluable for

the rafters which are universally used as supports

for the roofs throughout the Lebanon. It is true

that the timber as now found cannot be worked into

very long straight columns, as it is gnarled and

twisted like the oak, but for most of the purposes

for which timber is used here it would be invalu-

able. What might be its character, were the trees

•allowed to grow, naturally, without being lopped

and mutilated, cannot be positively asserted. I am
of opinion, however, from the symmetry of some of

the older trees, that much of the disparagement

which has been used in speaking of this wood is due

to the deformity and disease inflicted on the tree by

the careless hand of man, and I can readily believe

that Solomon found all that he desired for the

stately columns and beams and rafters of his

Temple and palace in the uninjured primeval

forests of which we see a faint type near Besherrdi

and el-Me(tsir.

Since the massacres of 1860, Lebanon has

constituted a separate government, tributary to the

Turkish Sultan, but in many important respects

independent. Its governor, Daoud Pasha, is a

Christian, of the American Catholic sect. He was

nominated by the Porte, subject to the ratification

of the Five Powers. He governs the mountains

with the aid of a police force enrolled by volunteer

enlistments from among the various populations of

the mountains— Druze, Maronite, Greek, and Greek

Catholic. No Turkish troops are stationed in his

district, which includes all of both slopes of Lebanon,

and a part of the BiikcVa. He is a man of enlight-

ened judgment and views, and has succeeded in

establishing a government which is an honor to

himself and the great powers to which he is respon-

sible, and an unspeakable relief to the country after

the centuries of misrule and anarchy wliich have

desolated it. He has even introduced the franchise,

and has organized local governments, elective by

the people. He is not under the jurisdiction of the

governor-general of Syria, but is answerable direct-

ly to the Sublime Porte, and the representatives of

England, France, Austria, Prussia, and Russia.

Under his benign administration the fruitful moun-
tain grows visibly every year in cultivation and

beauty, and the thrifty aspect of its villages bears

testimony to the sense of security which is so sadly

wanting in the neighboring plains and mountains.

G. E. P.

LEB'AOTH (niS^b [Ihns]: Aa/Scis; Alex.

Aa^aiO'' Leij'ioth), a town which forms one of the

last group of the cities of " the South " in the enu-

meration of the possessions of Judah (Josh. xv. 32).

It is named between Sansannah and Shilhim ; and

is very probalily identical with Beth-lebaoth,
elsewhere called Retii-uirki. No trace of any

names answering to these appears to have been yet

discovered. If we may adopt the Hebrew signifi-

cation of the name ("lionesses"), it furnishes an

indication of the existence of wild animals in the

south of Palestine. G.

LEBB^'US (A6;8/3a:oj). This name oc-

curs in Matt. x. .3, according to Codex I) (Bezoe

Cantabrigiensis) of the sixth century [.and most

other JLSS.], and in the Keceived Text. In IMark

iii. 18 it is substituted in a few unimportant MSS.
for Thaddseus. The words " Lebbaeus who is called "

(Matt. X. 3) are not found in the Vatican MS. (B)

[nor the SinaiticJ, and Lachmann rejects them as,

in his opinion, not received by the most ancient
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Eastern churches. [So also Tregelles.] The Vul-
gate omits them; but Jerome {Coiiim. in Matt.)
says that Thaddeus, or Judas i/te brother of James,
is elsewhere called Lebbieus; and he concludes that

this Apostle had three names. It is much easier

to suppose that a strange n»me has been omitted
than that it has been inserted by later transcribers.

[Lebbreus is retained in Tischendorf's 8th criti-

cal edition of the (h-eek Testament, but he omits

6 eiTiK\r]dels SaSSaios — A.] It is admitted into

the ancient versions of the N. T., and into all the

English versions (except the Rhemish) since Tyn-
dale's in 1534. For the signification of the name,
and for the life of the Apostle, see Jude, p. 150-1.

W. T. B.

LEBO'NAH (nD'inb [frankincense, and in

that sense also H^S/]: rris Ae^cova; Alex, tol

Ai^avov Tr\s Ae^uiva- Lehonn), a. place named in

Judg. xxi. 19 only; and there but as a landmark
to determine the position of Shiloh, which is stated

to have lain south of it. Lebonah has survived to

our times under the almost identical form of tl-

Lubban. It lies to the west of, and close to, the

NnbliU road, about eight miles north of Beitin

(Bethel), and tw^o from Seilun (Shiloh), in rela-

tion to which it stands, however, nearer W. than

N. The village is on the northern acclivity of the

wady to which it gives its name. Its appearance is

ancient ; and in the rocks above it are excavated

sepulchres (Rob. ii. 272). To Eusebius and Je-

rome it does not appear to have been known. The
earliest mention of it yet met with is in the Itin-

erary of the Jewish traveller hap-Parchi (a. d. cir.

1320), who describes it under the name of Lubin,

and refers especially to its correspondence with the

passages in Judges (see Asher's Benj. of Tudela,

ii. 435). It was visited by Maundrell (March 24,

25), who mentions the identification with Lebonah,

but in such terms as may imply that he was only

repeatuig a tradition. Since then it has been p.assed

and noticed by most travellers to the Holy Land
(Rob. ii. 272: Wilson, ii. 232, 293 ; Bonar, 363;

Mislin, iii. 319, &c., &c.). G.

LE'CAH (HDb [ivalkiny, course]: [Rom.

A57xa/3; Vat.] Arjxa ; Alex. Arixa^- Lecha), a

name mentioned in the genealogies of .Tudah (1 Chr.

iv. 21) only, as* one of the descendants of Shelah,

the third son of Judah by the Canaanitess Bath-

shua. The immediate progenitor of Lecah was Er.

Many of the names in tliis genealogy, especially

when the word "father "is attached, are towns

(conip. Eshtemoa, Keilah, Mareshah, etc.); but

this, though probably the case with Lecah, is not

certain, because it is not mentioned again, either in

the Bilile or the Ononuisticon, nor have any tr.aces

of it been since discovered. G.

* LEDGES (Q'^abtt;), 1 K. vii. 28 35, 36.

[Laa'er, a-.]

LEECH. [Horse-Leech.]

LEEKS {^^V^, c/ialsir: ra wpaaa, 0ot-

dvri x^orj, x^P^os, xA&jpi^s :/'«•'"', /wjv/.<,/ffiH!;/H,

jyralum). The word tiiatMr, which in Num. xi. 5

is translated leeks, occurs twenty times in the He-
brew text. In 1 K. xviii. 5; Job xl. 15; Ps. civ.

14, cxlvii. 8, cxxix. fi, xxxvii. 2, xc. 5, ciii. 15; Is.

xxxvii. 27, xl. fi, 7, 8, xliv. 4, Ii. 12, it is rendered

(jrnss ; in Job viii. 12, it is rendered herb ; in I'rov.

xxvii. 25, Is. XV. 6, it is erroneously translated
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hay ; in Is. xxxiv. 13, the A. V. has cottri (see

note). The word leeks occurs in the A. V. only

in Num. xi. .5 ; it is there mentioned as one of the

good things of Egypt for which the Israelites longed

in their journey through the desert, just before the

terrible plague at Kibroth-hattaavah, " the cucum-
bers, and the melons, and the leeks, and the onions,

and the garlic." The Hebrew term, which prop-

erly denotes r/rnss, is derived from a root signifying

"to be green," '^ and may therefore stand in this

passage for any green food, lettuce, endive, etc., as

Ludolf and Maillet have conjectured ; it would thus

be applied somewhat in the same manner as we
use tlie term "greens; " yet as the chdtsir is men-
tioned together with onions and garlic in the text,

and as the most ancient versions, Onkelos, the

LXX., and the Vulgate, together with the Syriac

and the Arabic of Saadias,'' unanimously understand

leeks by the Hebrew word, we may be satisfied with

our own translation. ]Moreover, chdtsir would ap-

ply to the leek appropriately enough, both from its

green color and the grass-like form of the leaves.

There is, however, another and a very ingenious

interpretation of chdtsir, first proposed by Heng-
stenberg, and received by Ur. Kitto {Pictor. Bible,

Num. xi. 5), which adopts a more literal translation

Common leek {Allium porrum).

of the original word, for, says Dr. Kitto, " among
the wonders in the natural history of Egypt, it is

mentioned by travellers that the common people
there eat with special relish a kind of grass similar
to clover." Mayer (Reise nach yEyyptien, p. 226)
says of this plant (whose scientific name is Tritjo-

nella Jcenum GrcBCum, belonging to the natural
order Leguminosce), that it is similar to clover, but
its leaves more pointed, and that great quantities

a~l.^n, viruit, i. q. Arab. J^ i^ {khadkr).

Gesenius has shown that this word is identical with

"^"iT}-, "'oumvallit. He compares the Greek x<>Ptos,

which primarily means a court (for cattle) ; hence, a
pasture ; hence, in an extended sense, grass or herbage.
But see the different derivation of fiirst. [In Is.

xxxiv. 13 n^^n is to be comp,T,red with the Arabic
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of it are eaten by the people. Forskal mentions the

Trigonella as being grown in the gardens at Cairo;

its native name is Ilalbeh {Flar. ^-Egypt. p. 81).

Sonnini (Voyage,!. 379) says, "In this fertile

country, the Egyptians themselves eat theJenu-grec

so largely, that it may be properly called the food

of man. In the month of November they cry

' green halbeh for sale I
' in the streets of the

town; it is tied up in large bunches, which the.

inhabitants purchase at a low price, and which

they eat with incredible greediness without any
kind of seasoning."

The seeds of this plant, which is also cultivated

in Greece, are often used ; they are eaten boiled or

Trigonella foenum-graecum.

raw, mixed with honey. Forskal includes it in the

JIateria Jledica of Egypt {Mat. Med. Kahir. p.

155). However plausible may be this theory of

Hengstenberg, there does not appear sutlicient rea-

son for ignoring the old versions, which seem all

agreed that the leek is the plant denoted liy chdtsir,

a vegetable from the earliest times a great favorite

with the Egyptians, as both a nourishing and sa-

vory food. Some have objected that, as the Egyp-
tians held the leek, onicm, etc., sacred, they would

abstain from eating these vegetables themselves,

and would not allow the Israelites to nse them.''

We have, however, the testimony of Herodotus (ii.

125) to show that onions were eaten by the Egyp-
tian poor, for he says that on one of tlie pyramids

is shown an inscription, which was explained to

him by an interpreter, showing how much money
was spent in providing radishes, onions, and garlic,

for the workmen. The priests were not allowed to

eat these things, and I'lutarch {De Is. et Osir. ii.

p. 35.3) tells us the reasons. The AVelshman

reverences his leek, and wears one on St. David's

Day— he eats the leek nevertheless; and doubtless

s«jJas>- (hozirat), which is the fold or pen of

sheep.— G. E. P.]

b The word employed here is still the name in Egypt

for leek (Hasselquist, 562).

c Juvenal's derision of the Egyptians for the rev-

erence they paid to the leek may here be quoted

:

" Pomim et cocpe iiefaB violaie ac frangere moreu,

O eanctas gentce, quibus hffic nascuntur in hortis

Niimina I"— Sat. XV. 9.

Cf. Plui. H. N.x\x. 6: Celsii Hhroh. U. 263; Uiller.

Hierophyt. pt. ii. 30 ; Diosc. ii. 4.
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the Egyptians were not over-scrupulous (Sa-ip.

Herbal, p. 230). The leek" is too well known to

need description. Its botanical name is Allium por-

rum; it belongs to the order Liliacem. W. H.

LEES (Dnntt7: rpvyiaf. faces). The He-

brew shemer bears the radical sense of prese7'va-

tion, and was applied to " lees " from the custom

of allowing the wine to stand on the lees in order

that its color and body might be better preserved.

Hence the expression " wine on the lees," as mean-
ing a generous, full-bodied liquor (Is. xxv. 6). The
wine in this state remained, of course, undisturbed

in its cask, and became thick and syrupy; hence

the proverb, " to settle upon one's lees," to express

the sloth, indifference, and gross stupidity of the

ungodly (Jer. xlviii. 11; Zeph. i. 12). Before the

wine was consumed, it was necessary to strain off

the lees ; such wine was then termed •' well refined
"

(Is. xxv. G). To drink the lees, or "dregs," was

an expression for the endurance of extreme punish-

ment (Fs. Ixxv. 8). W. L. B.

LEGION {AeyetLv, [Tisch., 8th ed., Aeyi^./:]

Legio), the chief subdivision of the Roman army,

containing about 6,000 infantry, with, a contingent

of cavalry. The term does not occur in the Bible

in its primary sense, but appears to have been

adopted in order to express any large number, with

the accessory ideas of order and subordination.

Thus it is applied by our Lord to the angels (Matt.

xxvi. 53 ), and in this sense it answers to the " hosts "

of the Old Testament (Gen. xxxii. 2; Ps. cxlviii.

2).* It is again the name which the demoniac as-

sumes, "My name is Legion (Aeyicoy); for we are

many" (Mark v. 9), implying the presence of a

spirit of superior power in addition to subordinate

ones. W. L. B.

LEHA'BIM (Q*>nnb \T^ex\i. fiery, Jiamimjy.

Aa^ieifj.; [in 1 Chr., Kom. Vat. omit, Alex. Aa-
0eiv'} Z-rtaiJ/w), occurring only in Gen. x. 13 [and

1 Chr. i. 11], the name of a Mizraite people or

tribe, supposed to be the same as'the Lubim, men-
tioned in several places in the Scriptures as merce-

naries or allies of the Egyptians. Inhere can be no

doubt that the Lubim are the same as the ReBU or

LeBU of the Egyptian inscriptions, and that from

them Liljya and the Libyans derived their name.

These primitive Libyans appear, in the period at

which they are mentioned in these two historical

sources, that is from the time of Menptah, b. c.

cir. 1250, to that of Jeremiah's notice of them late

in the 6th century b. c, and probably in the case

" " Leek " is from the Auglo-Saxon leac, German
lauch.

b This application of the term is illustrated by the

rabbinical usage of IT'S/ as = " leader, chief"

(Buxtorf, Ux. Talm. p. 1123)".

c It is unusually full of plays and paronomastic

turns. Thus ^H7 signifies a jaw, and Tl V is the

name of the place ; TIDH is both a he-ass and a

heap, etc.

f' Compare the somewhat parallel case of Dunchurch
and Dunsmoor, which, in the local traditions, derive

their names from an exploit of Guy of Warwick.

c ^riv =Lechi, is the name of the place in vv.

9, 14, 19, and in Ramath-Lehi, v. 17; whereas L'chi,

"n?, is the word for jawbone. In ver. 19 the words

" in the jaw " should be " in Lehi :
" the original is
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of Daniel's, prophetically to the earlier part of the
second century b. c., to have inhabited the north-
ern part of Africa to the west of Egypt, though lat-

terly driven from the coast by the Greek colonists

of the Cyrenaica, as is more fully shown under

Lubim. Philologically, thr- interchange of H as

the middle letter of a root into *1 quiescent is fre-

quent, although it is important to remark that

Geseuius considers the form with H to be more
common in the later dialects, as the Semitic lan-

guages are now found {Thes. art. H). There
seems, however, to be strong reason for i onsidering
many of these later forms to be recurrences to prim-
itive forms. Geographicdly, the position of the
Lehabim in the eiunneration of the Mizraites im-
mediately before the Naphtuhim, suggests that they
at first settled to the westward of Egypt, and near-

er to it, or not more distant from it than the tribes

or peoples mentioned before them [Mizraim].
Historically and ethnologically, the connection of

the ReBU and Libyans with Egypt and its people

suggests their kindred origin with the Egyptians.
[LuBi.M.] On these grounds there can be no
reasonable doubt of the identity of the Lehabim
and Lubim. R. S. p.

LE'HI (with the def. article, ^rivn, except in

ver. 14 [thejIiw/jime] : in ver. 9, [Rom Aexi'i Vat.]

Aeuej, Alex. A.eui-" [invv. 14, 19,] Siaycoi/: Lechi,

id est maxilla), a place in Judah, probably on the
confines of the Philistines' country, between it and
the cliff Etam ; the scene of Samson's well-known
exploit with the jawbone (Judg. xv. 9, 14, 19).

It contained an eminence — Ramath-lehi, and a
spring of great and lasting repute — En hak-kore.

Whether the name existed before the exploit

or the exploit originated the name cannot now be
determined from the narrative. = On the one hand,
in vv. 9 and 19, Lehi is named as if existing before

this occurrence, while on the other the play of the

story and the statement of the bestowal of the

name Ramath-lehi look as if the reverse were in-

tended. The analogy of similar names in other

countries '' is in favor of its having existed previous-

ly. Even taken as a Hebrew word, " Lechi" has

another meaning besides a jawbone ; and after all

there is throughout a difference between the two
words, which, though slight to our ears, would
be much more marked to those of a Hebrew, and
which so far betrays the accommodation.^

A similar discrepancy in the case of Beer Lahai-

TIvS, exactly as in 9 ; not "Tl vS, as in 16. See

Milton, Sams. Ag., line 582.

* The above distinction between T1^ as the name

of the place, and Tlv as jawbone, is not valid; for

the difference arises from the pau.se which falls on the

initial consonant in one case and not in the other.

Thus the form in Ps. iii. 9 is TI V, and yet certainly

means "jawbone." Hence whether we should read
" Lehi " or ''jawbone " in ver. 19. depends not on the

punctuation, but the view taken of the nature of the

occurrence.

Keil understands .7ujg. xv. 19 as meaning that God
caused water to spring forth not from the mortar (<-

socket of the jawbone, but from the cavity (lit. tooth

hollow) of a rock well known at Lehi when the record

was written. He assigns good rea.sons for regarding

this as the true .sense a*" the passage (Comm., Notes
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roi, and a great similarity between the two names

bi the original (Ges. Thts. 175 6), has led to the

supposition that that place was the same as Lehi.

But tlie situations do not suit. The well Lahai-roi

was below Kadesh, very far from the locality to

which Samson's adventures seem to have been con-

fined. The same consideration would also appear

fatal to the identification proposed by M. Van de

Velde (J/e/Mo//-, p. 343) at Tdl el-Lekkiych, in the

extreme south of Palestine, only four miles above

Beer-sheba, a distance to which we have no authority

for believing that either Samson's achievements or

the possessions of the Philistines (at least in those

days) extended. As far as the name goes, a more

feasible suggestion would be Beit-LiLiyeh, a village

on the northern slopes of the great Wady Sulei-

man, about two miles below the upper Beth-horon

(see Tobler, 3te Wanderuny). Here is a position

at once on the borders of both Judah and the

Philistines, and within reasonable proximity to

Zorah, Eshtaol, Tiranath, and other places familiar

to the history of the great Danite hero. On this,

however, we must await further investigation ; and

in the mean time it should not be overlooked

that there are reasons for placing the cliff Etam
— which seems to have been near Lehi — in

the neighborhood of Bethlehem. [Etam, the
KOCK.]

The -spring of En hak-kore is mentioned by

Jerome {Kpiluph. Pauke, § 14) in such terms as to

imply that it was then known, and that it waa

near Morasthi, the native place of the prophet

Micah, whicli he elsewhere ( Unom. s. v. ; Prcef. ad

Mich.) mentions as east of Eleutheropolis {Bnt

Jibrin).

Lehi is possibly mentioned in 2 Sam. xxiii. 11—
the relation of another encounter with the Philis-

tines hardly less disastrous than that of Samson.

The word« rendered in the A. V. "into a troop,"

by alteration of the vowel-points becomes " to

Lehi," which gives a new and certainly an appro-

priate sense. This reading first appears in Jose-

phus {Ant. vii. 12, § 4), who gives it "a place

called Siagona" — the jaw— the word which he

employs in the story of Samson {Ant. v. 8, § 9).

It is also given in the Complutensian *> LXX., and

among modern interpreters by Boehart {Hieroz.

i. 2, ch. 13), Kennicott {Dissert. 140), J. D.

Michaelis {Bibel fur Unyelehrt.), Ewald {Ges-

chichte, iii. 180, note). G.

LEM'UEL (bs^?2b and bsittb : Lamuel)^

the name of an unknown king to whom his mother

addressed the prudential maxims contained in Prov.

xxxi. 1-9. The version of this chapter in the LXX.
is so obscure that it is difficult to discover what

text they could have had before them. In the

rendering of Lemuel by birh Qeov, in Prov. xxxi. ]

,

some traces of the original are discernible, but in

ver. 4 it is entirely lost. The rabbinical com-

on Judges, p. 410 f., Eng. transl.). See also Studer,

Richter, p. 339. The version of the Socicte bihtique

proUslante de Paris (1866) follows this interpretation.

H.

« n^nb, as if r\*n, from the root "'PI (Ges.

Thes. p. 470). In this sense the word very rarely

occurs (fee A. V. of Ps. Ixviii. 10, 30, Ixxiv. 19). It

elsewhere has the sense of " living," and thence of

wild animals, which is adopted by the LXX. in this

place, as remarked above. In ver. 13 it is again
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mentators identify Lemuel with Solomon, and tell

a strange tale how that when he married the

daughter of Pharaoh, on the day of the dedication

of the Temple, he assembled musicians of all kinds,

and passed the night awake. On the morrow he

slept till the fourth hour, with the keys of the

Temple beneath his pillow, when his mother entered

and upbraided him in the words of Prov. xxxi. 2-9.

Grotius, adopting a fanciful etymology from the

Arabic, makes Lemuel the same as Hezekiah.

Hitzig and others regard him as king or chief of

an Arab tribe dwelling on the borders of Palestine,

and elder brother of Agur, whose name stands at the

head of Prov. xxx. [See Jakeh.] According to

this view rnassd (A. V. " the prophecy") is Massa

in Arabia; a region mentioned twice in close con-

nection with Dumah, and peopled by the descen-

dants of Ishmael. In the reign of Hezekiah a

roving band of Simeonites drove out the Amalekites

from Mount Seir and settled in their stead (1 Chr.

iv. 38-43), and from these exiles of Israelitish

origin Hitzig conjectures that Lemuel and Agur
were descended, the former having been born" in

the land of Israel; and that the name Lemuel is

an older form of Nemuel, the first-born of Simeon

{Die Spruche Salomo's, pp. 310-314). But it is

more probable, as Eichhorn and I^wald suggest,

that Lemuel is a poetical appellation, selected by

the author of these maxims for the guidance of a

king, for the purpose of putting in a striking form

the lessons which they conveyed. Signifying as it

does "to God," i. e. dedicated or devoted to God,

like the similar word Lael, it is in keeping with

the whole sense of the passage, which contains the

portraiture of a virtuous and righteous king, and

belongs to the latest period of the proverbial litera-

ture of the Hebrews. W. A. W.

* LEND, LENDER. [Loan.]

LENTILES (D'^tt^ll?, dddsMm: cpaK6s:

lens). There cannot be the least doubt that the

A. V. is correct in its translation of the Hebrew

word which occurs in the four following passages

:

Gen. XXV. 34, 2 Sam. xvii. 28, 2 Sain, xxiii. 11,

and Ez. iv. 9; from which last we learn that in

times of scarcity lentiles were sometimes used in

making bread. There are three or four kinds of

lentiles, all of which are still nmch esteemed in

those countries where they are grown, namely, the

South of Eurojse, Asia, and North Africa: the red

lentile is still a favorite article of food in the East;

it is a small kind, the seeds of which after being

decorticated, are conunonly sold in the bazaars

of India. The modern Arabic name of this plant

is identical with the Hebrew; it is known in Egypt

and Arabia, Syria, etc., by the irame 'Adas, as we
learn from the testimony of several travellers.*^

When Ur. Robinson was staying at the castle of

'Akabait, he partook of lentiles, which he says he

" found very palatable, and could well conceive that

rendered "troop." In the parallel narrative of 1

Chronicles (xi. 15), the word n3n?2, a " camp," is

substituted.

b The Vatican and Alex. MSS. read d^ Bripia C^H),

as if the Philistines had come on a hunting expedi-

tion.

c See also Catafago's Arabic Dictionary, " Lentiles,"

(J*
JkX, adas.
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to a weary hunter, faint with hunger, they would

be quite a dainty " {Bibl. Res. i. 246). Dr. Ivitto

also says that he has often partaken of red pottage,

prepared by seething the lentiles in water, and

then adding a little suet, to give them a flavor;

and that he found it better food than a stranger

would imagine; "the mess," he adds, "had the

redness which gained for it the name of adorn"

(Fict. Bib., Gen. xxv. 30, 34). From Sounini we
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Lentile {Ervum lens).

learn that lentile bread' is still eaten by the poor of

Ecypt, even as it was in the time of Ezekiel;

indeed, that towards the cataracts of the Nile there

is scarce any other bread in use, because corn is

very rare; the people generally add a little barley

in making their bread of lentiles, which " is by

no means bad, though heavy" (Sonnini's Travels,

Hunter's transl. iii. 288). Shaw and Russell bear

similar testimony.

Egyptians cooking Lentiles (Wilkinson.)

The Arabs have a tradition that Hebron is the

spot where Esau sold his birthright, and in memory
of this event the dervises distribute from the kitchen

of a mosque there a daily supply of lentile soup to
j

Syria* (Kitto, note on Cant. iv. 8)

travellers and poor inhabitants (D'Arvieux, Mem.
237).

The lentile, Ervuni lens, is much used with
other pulse in Roman Catholic countries during
Lent; and some say that from hence the season

derives its name. It is occ:jsionally cultivated in

England, but only as fodder for cattle; it is also

imported from Alexandria. From the quantity of

gluten the ripe seeds contain they must be highly

nutritious, though they have the character of being

heating if taken in large quantities. In Egypt the

haulm is used for packing. The lentile belongs to

the natural order Leyuniiiiosce. W. H.

* Esau's pottage may be supposed to have been

the original of the dish, so common at this day

among the Arabs, called 8\J^^ (majaddarah).

It is composed of lentiles boiled with onions and
rice, with the addition of oil, and seasoned to the

taste. It is one of the commonest dishes of the

laboring classes in Syria, and is used more par-

ticularly during the season of fasting, when it

takes the place of rice cooked with butter, and
meat stews. It is very palatable to those who like

oil in cookery. G. E. P.

LEOPARD ("'^2, ndmer : TTap^aKis'- pardus)

is invariably given by the A. V. as the translation

of the Hebrew word," which occurs in the seven

following passages,— Is. xi. 6; Jer. v. 6, xiii. 23;

Dan. vii. 6; Hos. xiii. 7; Cant. iv. 8; Ilab. i. 8.

Leopard occurs also in Ecchis. xxviii. 23, and in

Rev. xiii. 2. The swiftness of this animal, to

which Habakkuk compares the Chaldsean horses,

and to which Daniel alludes in the winged leopard,

the emblem in his vision of Alexander's rapid

conquests, is well known : so great is the flexibility

of its body, that it is able to take surprising leaps,

to climl) trees, or to crawl snake-like upon the

ground. Jeremiah and Hosea allude to the insid-

ious habit of this animal, which is abundantly

confirmed by the observations of travellers; the

leopard vrill take up its position in some spot near

a village, and watch for some favorable opportunity

Leopard {Leopardus vnriiis). '

for plunder. From the passage of Canticles, quoted

above, we learn that the hilly ranges of Lebanon

were in ancient times frequented by these animals,

and it is now not uncommonly seen in and about

Lebanon, and the southern maritime mountains of

Burckhardt

a The word ^pS means " spotted " (see the deri-
j

modern Arabic is identical, though this name is also

vations of Fiirst and Gesenius). The same word for applied to the tiger ;
but perhaps " tiger " and " leop-

" leopard " occurs in all the cognate languages. The -
^rd " i^re synonymous in those countries where the

former animal is not found.

t> Beth-nimrah, Nimrah, the waters of Nimrim, po*
Arabic is - A < (natnir), - a <

77 TZ
(niwir), with which the

sibly derive their names from Narner (Bochart, Hieroz

ii. 107, ed. Rosenmiill.).
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mentions that leopards have sometimes been killed

in " the low and rocky chain of the Richel moun-
tain," but he calls tlMm ounces (Burck. Syria, p.

132). In another passage (p. 335) he says, "in

the wooded parts of Mount Tabor are wild boars

and ounces." Mariti says that the "grottoes at

Kedron cannot be entered at all seasons without

danger, for in the middle of summer it is fre-

quented by tigers, who retire hither to shun the

heat " (Mariti, Trar. (translated), iii. 58). By
tigers he undoubtedly means leojxirds, for the tiger

does not occur in Palestine. Under the name

namer,^^ which means "spotted," it is not improb-

able that another animal, namely, the cheetah

(Gueparda jubata), may be included; which is

tamed by the Mohammedans of Syria, who employ

it in hunting the gazelle. These animals are

represented on the Egyptian monuments; they

were chased as an amusement for the sake of their

skins, which were worn by the priests during their

ceremonies, or they were hunted as enemies of the

farmyard (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt, ch. viii. 20).

Sir G. Wilkinson also draws attention to the fact

that there is no appearance of the leopard (cheetah)

having been employed for the purpose of the chase,

on the monuments of Egypt;* nor is it now used

by any of the African races for hunting. The

natives of Africa seem in some way to connect the

leopard skin with the idea of royalty, and to look

upon it as part of the insignia of majesty (Wood's

Nat. Hist. i. IGO). The leopard (Leopardus varius)

belongs to the family Felidce, sub-order Digiti-

gradce, order Carnivora. The panther is now
considered to be only a variety of the same animal.

W. H.
* The leopard is still found in Syria. I have seen

a fine specimen from near Jezzin. One was killed

near Abeih during the whiter of 186G-67, after it

had killed about 60 goats. A young one was taken

near Bano in Akkar the same winter. They are

not rare in the neighborhood of the castle of esh-

Shukeef, opposite Deir iMimas. They work much
mischief by their sanguinary attacks on the herds

of goats and sheep which pasture in that vicinity.

The shepherds invariably keep up a loud shouting

to drive them off, when their flocks are ascending

the mountain side from the Valley of the Litany

toward evening, returning from the water. Native

authorities profess to find a difference between the

Y^ and the tX^li, the former standing for the

teopard, and the latter for the panther. It is more

probable that the trifling difference in color, and

the arrangement of the spots, are only such as mark

varieties, not distinct species. G. E. P.

LEPER, LEPROSY. The EgjTitian and Syr-

ian climates, but especially the rainless atmosphere

of the former, are very prolific in skin-diseases ; in-

cluding, in an exaggerated form, some which are

common in the cooler regions of western Europe.

The heat and drought acting for long periods upon

the skin, and the exposure of a large surface of the

latter to their influence, combine to predispose it

to such affections. Even the modified forms known
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to our western hospitals show a perplexing variety,

and at times a wide departure from the best-known

and recorded types ; much more then may we ex-

pect departure from any routine of symptoms
amidst the fatal fecundity of the Levant in this

class of disorders (Good's Study of Mediciw'., vol.

iv. p. 445, &c., 4th ed.). It seems likely that dis-

eases also tend to exhaust their old types, and to

reappear under new modifications. [Medicine.]

This special region, however, exhibiting in wide

variety that class of maladies which disfigures the

person and makes the presence horrible to the be-

holder, it is no wonder that notice was early drawn

to their more popular symptoms. The Greek im-

agination dwelt on them as the proper scourge of

an offended deity, and perhaps foreign forms of dis-

ease may be implied by the expressions used (.^s-

cliyl. Clioeph. 271, &c.), or such as an intercourse

with Persia and Egypt would introduce to the

Greeks. But, whatever the variety of form, there

seems strong general testimony to the cause of all

alike, as being to be sought in hard labor in a

heated atmosphere, amongst dry or powdery sub-

stances, rendering the proper care of the skin dif-

ficult or impossible. This would be aggravated by
unwholesome or innutritions diet, want of personal

cleanliness, of clean garments, etc. Thus a " ba-

ker's " and a " brickiajer's itch," are recorded by

the faculty (Bateman, On Shin Diseases, Psmiasis ;

Good's Study of Med., ib. pp. 459 and 484 ).c

The predominant and characteristic form of lep-

rosy in Scripture is a white variety, covering either

the entire body or a large tract of its surface;

which has obtained the name of lepra Mosaica.

Such were the cases of Moses, Miriam, Naaman,
and Gehazi (Ex. iv. 6; Num. xii. 10; 2 K. v. 1,

27; comp. Lev. xiii. 13). But, remarkably enough,

in the Mosaic ritual-diagnosis of the disease (Lev.

xiii., xiv.), this kind, when overspreading the whole

surface, appears to be regarded as "clean" (xiii.

12, 13, 16, 17). The first question which occurs as

we read the entire passage is, have we any right to

assume one disease as spoken of throughout? or

rather— for the point of view in the whole passage

is ceremonial, not medical— is not a register of

certain symptoms, marking the afflicted person as

under a Divine judgment, all that is meant, with-

out raising the question of a plurality of diseases ?

But beyond this preUminary question, and suppos-

ing the symptoms ascertained, there are circum-

stances which, duly weighed, will prevent our ex-

pecting the identity of these with modern symp-
toms in the same class of maladies. The Egyptian

bondage, with its studied degradations and priva-

tions, and especially the work of the kiln under an

Egyptian sun, must have had a frightful tendency

to generate this class of disorders ; hence ^lanetho

(Joseph, cont. Ap. i. 26) asserts that the Egyptians

drove out the Israelites as infected with leprosy—
a strange reflex, perhaps, of the Mosaic narrative

of the "plagues " of Egj-pt, yet probably also con-

taining a germ of truth. The sudden and total

change of food, air, dwelling, and mode of life,

caused by the Exodus, to this nation of newly-

« The leopard is called by the natives of India

iaArpc-ftaMg-, " tree-tiger." In Africa also "tiger" is

applied to the " leopard," the former animal not exist-

ing there.

* Tbe lion was always employed by the Egyptians

fi.r the purpose of the chase. See Diodor. i. 48 ; and
Wilkinson, Anc. Egyp. ch. viii. 17.

c The use of the word 3?25 in association with

the proper term, n^~lU, marks the outward ap-

pearance aa the chief test of the malady. For 3733

means a " blow " or " touch," and is etymologically

represented by plaga, our " plague."
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emancipated slaves, may possibly have bad a further

tendency to skin-disorders, and novel and severe

repressive measures may have been required in the

desert-tnoving camp to secure the public health, or

to allay the panic of infection. Hence it is possible

that many, perhaps most, of this repertory of symp-
toms may have disappeared with the period of the

Exodus, and the snow-white form, which had pre-

existed, may alone have ordinarily continued in a

later age. But it is observable that, amongst these

Levitical symptoms, the scaling, or peeling off of

the surface, is nowhere mentioned, nor is there any

expression in the Hebrew text which points to ex-

foliation of the cuticle." The principal morbid fea-

tures are a rising or swelling,'^ a scab or baldness,'^

and a bright or white'' spot (xiii. 2). [B.vld-

NESS.] But especially a white swelling in the skin,

with a change of the hair of the part from the nat-

ural black to white or yellow (3, 10, 4, 20, 25, 30),

or an appearance of a taint going " deeper than the

skin," or again, " raw flesh " appearing in the swell-

ing (10, 14, 15), were critical signs of pollution.

The mere swelling, or scab, or bright spot, was re-

manded for a week as doubtful (4, 21, 26, 31), and
for a second such period, if it had not yet pro-

nounced (5). If it then spread (7, 22, 27, 35), it

was decided as polluting. But if after the second

period of quarantine the trace died away '^ and
showed no symptom of spreading, it was a mere
scab, and he was adjudged clean (6, 23, 34). This

tendency to spread seems especially to have been

relied on. A spot most innocent in all other re-

spects, if it "spread much abroad," was unclean;

whereas, as before remarked, the man so wholly

overspread with the evil that it could find no far-

ther range, was on the contrary "clean" (12, 13).

These two opposite criteria seem to show, that

whilst the disease manifested activity, the Mosaic

law imputed pollution to and imposed segregation

on the sufferer, but that the point at which it

might be viewed as having run its course was the

signal for his readmission to communion. The ques-

tion then arises, supposing contagion were dreaded,

and the sufferer on that account suspended from

human society, would not one who offered the whole

area of his body as a means of propagating the pest

be more shuimed than the partially afflicted V Tliis

leads us to regard the disease in its sacred charac-

ter. The Hebrew was reminded on every side, even

on that of disease, that he was of God's peculiar

people. His time, his food and raiment, his hair

and beard, his field and fruit-tree, all were touched

by the finger of ceremonial; nor was his bodily

condition exempt. Disease itself had its sacred re-

lations arbitrarily imposed. Certainly contagion

need not be the basis of our views in tracing these

relations. In the contact of a dead body there was

no notion of contagion, for the body the moment
life was extinct was as much ceremonially unclean as

« The raw flesh of xiii. 10 mighl be discovered in

this way, or by the skin merely cracliing, an abscess

torming, or the like. Or— what is more probable —
" raw flesh " means granulations forming on patches

where the surface had become excoriated. These
granulations would form into a fungous flesh which
might be aptly called " raw flesh."

" nnSp, nn5p^2. Gesenlus, 5. 1)., says,

« strictly a bald place oh the head occasioned by the

scab or itch."
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in a state of decay. Many of the unclean of beasts,

etc., are as wholesome as the clean. Why then in

leprosy must we have recourse to a theory of con

tagion ? To cherish an undefined horror in the

nund was perhaps the primary object; such horror,

however, always tends to sojiie definite dread, in

this case most naturally to the dread of contagion.

Thus religious awe would ally itself with and rest

upon a lower motive, and there would thus be a
motive to weigh with carnal and spiritual natures

alike. It would perhaps be nearer the truth to say,

that uncleanness was imputed, rather to inspire the

dread of contagion, than in order to check contam-

ination as an actual process. Thus this disease was
a living plague set in the man by the finger of God
whilst it showed its life by activity — by " spread-

ing; " but when no more showing signs of life, it

lost its character as a cur.se from Him. Such as

dreaded contagion — and the innnense majority in

every country have an exaggerated alarm of it—
would feel on the safe side through the Levitical

ordinance; if any did not fear, the loathsomeness

of the aspect of the malady would prevent them
from wishing to infringe the ordinance.

It is not our purpose to enter into the question

whether the contagion existed, nor is there perhaps

any more vexed question in pathology than how to

fix a rule of contagiousness ; but whatever was cur-

rently believed, unless opposed to morals or human-
ity, would have been a sufficient basis for the law-

giver on this subject. The panic of infection is

often as distressing, or rather far more so, in pro-

portion as it is far more widely diffused, than actual

disease. Nor need we exclude popular notions, so

far as they do not conflict with higher views of the

Mosaic economy. A degree of deference to them
is perhaps apparent in the special reference to the

" head " and " beard " as the seat of some form

of polluting disorder. The sanctity and honor at-

taching to the head and beard (1 Cor. xi. 3, 4, 5;

see also Beaku) made a scab thereon seem a hei-

nous disfigurement, and e\en baldness, though not

unclean, yet was unusual and provoked reproach (2

K. ii. 23), and when a diseased appearance arose

"out of a baldness," even without "spreading

abroad," it was at once adjudged " unclean." On
the whole, though we dechne to rest leprous de-

filement merely on po])ular notions of abhorrence,

dread of contagion, and the like, yet a deference to

them may be admitted to ha\e been shown, espe-

cially at the time when the people were, from pre-

vious habit and associations, up to the moment of

the actual Exodus, most strongly imbued with the

scrupulous purity and refined ceremonial example

of the Egyptians on these subjects.

To trace the symptoms, so far as they are re-

corded, is a simple task, if we keep merely to the

text of Leviticus, and do not insist on finding nice

definitions in the broad and simple language of an

'' nnn2. The root appears to be "IHS, which

in Chald. and Arab, means " to be white, or shining "

(Gesen. s. v.).

« The word in the Heb. is HHS, which means to

languish or fade away ; hence the A. V. hanlly con-

veys the sense adequately by "be somewhat dark."

Perhaps the expressions of Hippocrates, who sjH^aks of

a (le'Aa? form of leprosy, and of Celsus, wlio mentions

one umbrce. si?)iilis, may have led our tr.msiators tc

endeavor to find equivalents for them in the H»
brew.
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early period. It appears that not only the before-

mentioned appearances, but any open sore which

exposed raw flesh was to be judged by its ettect on

the hair, by its being in sight lower than the skin,

by its tendency to spread ; and that any one of

these' symptoms would argue uncleanness. It seems

also that from a boil and from the effects of a burn

a similar disease might be developed. Nor does

modern pathology lead us to doubt that, given a

constitutional tendency, such causes of inflamma-

tion may result in various disorders of the skin or

tissues. Cicatrices after burns are known some-

times to assume a peculiar tuberculated appear-

ance, thickened and raised above the level of the

surrounding skin— the keloid tumor, which, how-

ever, may also appear independently of a burn.

The language into which the LXX. has ren-

dered the simple phrases of the Hebrew text shows

traces of a later school of medicine, and suggests

an acquaintance with tlie terminology of Hippoc-

rates. This has given a hint, on whicli, apparently

wishing to reconcile early Biblical notices with the

results of later observation, Dr. Mason Good and

some other professional expounders of leprosy have

drawn out a comparative table of parallel terms."

It is clear then that the leprosy of Lev. xiii., xiv.

means any severe disease spreading on the surface

of the body in the way described, and so shocking

of aspect, or so generally suspected of infection,

that public feeling called for separation. No doubt

such diseases as syphilis, elephantiasis, cancer, and

all others which not merely have their seat in the

skin, but which invade and disorganize the under-

lying and deeper-seated tissues, would have been

classed levitically as " leprosy,'' had they been so

generally prevalent as to require notice.

It is now undoubted that the " leprosy " of mod-
ern Syria, and whicli lias a wide range in Spain,

Greece, and Norway, is the Elephantiasis Gneco-

rum. The Arabian pliysicians perhaps caused the

confusion of terms, who, when they translated the

a Thus we have in Kitto's CyclnpcerJia of Biblical

Literature the following table, based apparently on a

more extensive one in Dr. Mason Good {ub. svp. pp.

448, 452), which is chiefly characterized by an attempt
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Greek of Hippocrates, rendered his elephantiasis by
leprosy, there being another disease to which they

gave a name derived from the elephant, and which

is now known as iLlephantiasis Arabum, — the
" Barbadoes leg," Bmicnemia Tropica. The Ele-

phantiasis Grcecorum is said to have been brought

home by the crusaders into the various countries of

^Vestern and Northern Europe. Thus an article on
" Leprosy," in the Proceedings of the Koyal Med-
ical and Chirurgical Society of London, Jan. 1860,

vol. iii. 3, p. 1G4, (fee, by Dr. Webster, describes

what is evidently this disease. Thus jMichaelis

(Smith's translation, vol. iii. p. 283, Art. ccx.)

speaks of wliat he calls Ivprn Arabum, the symp-
toms of which are plainly elephantisiac. For &
discussion of the question whether this disease was
known in the early Biblical period, see Medicine.
It certainly was not that distinctive white leprosy

of which we are now speaking, nor do any of the

described symptoms in Lev. xiii. point to elephan-

tiasis. "White as snow" (2 K. v. 27) would be

as inapplicable to elephantiasis as to small-pox.

Further, the most striking and fearful results of

this modern so-called "leprosy" are wanting in

the Mosaic description— the transformation of the

features to a leonine expression, and the corrosion

of the joints, so that the fingers drop piecemeal,

from which the Arabic name, itX^ Juclhdm,

i. e. mutilation, seems derived.* Yet before we
dismiss the question of the affinity of this dis-

ease with Mosaic leprosy, a description of Bayer's

{Traite Thcorique, etc., des Maladies de la Peatt,

s. v. Elephantiasis) is worth quoting. He men-
tions two characteristic species, the one tubercu-

lated, probably the commoner kind at present (to

judge from the concurrence of modern authorities

in describing this type), the other " characteris^e

^ar des plaques fauves, larges, etendues, fletries, ri-

dees, insensibles, acconipagntes d'une legere desqua^

niation et d'une deformation particuliere des pieds et

to fix modern specific meanings on the general terms

of Lev. xiii. : e. g, iHSCi?, herpes, or tetter j V33,
ictus, ' blow " or " bruise," etc.

n":n2. Lev.

comprehending

(1) Ti^% ^

(2) n3nb n^nn?, V

(3) nryii rr^K^-z. j

But the Hebrew of (1) is in Lev< xiii. 39 predicated of

a subject compounded of the phraseology of (2) and

(3), whereas the (1), (2), and (3) of Hipp, and of Celsus

are respectively distinct and mutually exclusive of one

another. Further, the word HnS appears mistrans-

lated by " black " or " dark ;
" meaning rather '' lan-

guid," " dim," as an old man's eyes, an expiriug and

feeble flame, etc Now it is remarkable that the Uip-

pocratic terms aX^6% and AtuKij, are found iu the LXX.

The phraseology of the latter is also more specific than

\eirpa, Hipp,

comprehendin

(1) a\(p6v,

• Thus the expression, ~1U72 "1^37Jp P^2?, "deeper

than the skin of tlie flesh," is rendered in ver. 3 by raTreivT)

oTrb ToO Sep^taTOt, m .10 by iyKOiKorepa roC SepjuaTOt,

in 34 by koi'At) ino tov S.

vitiligo. Gels,

comprehending

(1) albida,

(2) Candida,

(3) nigrescens, or

umhrtE similis

will adequately represent the Hebrew, suggesting

.shades of meaning * where this has a wide general

word, or substituting a word denoting one symptom
as epavaiia,^ " crust," formed probably by humor ooz-

ing, for pi"13, " expilation."

b This is clearly and forcibly pointed out in an ar-

ticle by Dr. Robert Sim in the Mftlical Times, April

14, 1860, whose long hospital experience in Jerusalem

entitles his remarks to great weight.

t So Dr. M. Good, who improves on the epaiia-fxa hy cK-

TrvTlCTi?
" suppuration," wishing to substitute moist scull for

the " dry scall" of the A. A^, which latt'.r is no doubt nearei

the mark.
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des mains,'' and which he deems identical with the

"lepre du moyen age." This certainly appears to

be at least a link between the tuberculated ele-

phantiasis and the Mosaic leprosy." Celsus, after

distinguishing the three Hippocratic varieties of

vitiligo =\eprosj, separately describes elephantiasis.

Avicenna (Dr. Mead, Medicn Sacra, " the lepro-

sy ") speaks of leprosy as a sort of universal cancer

of the whole body. But amidst the evidence of a

redundant variety of diseases of the skin and adja-

cent tissues, and of the probable rapid production

and evanescence of some forms of them, it would

be rash to assert the identity of any from such re-

semblance as this.

Nor ought we in the question of identity of symp-

toms to omit from view, that not only does obser-

vation become more precise with accumulated expe-

rience ; but, that diseases also, in proportion as they

fix their abiding seat in a climate, region, or race

of men, tend probably to diversity of type, and that

in the course of centuries, as with the fauna and

flora, varieties originate in the modifying influence

of circumstances, so that Hippocrates might find

three kinds of leprosy, where one variety only had

existed before. Whether, therefore, we regard Lev.

xiii. as speaking of a group of diseases having mu-
tually a mere superficial resemblance, or a real affin-

ity, it need not perplex us that they do not corre-

spond with the threefold leprosy of Hippocrates (the

a\<t)6s, XevKT}, and jueAas), which are said by Bate-

man (Skin Diseases, Plates vii. and viii.) to pre-

vail still respectively as lepra alphoides, lepra vul-

garis, and lepra nigricans. The first has more mi-

nute and whiter scales, and the circular patches in

which they form are smaller than those of the vul-

garis, which appears in scaly discs of different sizes,

having nearly always a circular form, first present-

ing small distinct red shining elevations of the cu-

ticle, then white scales which accumulate sometimes

into a thick crust ; or, as Dr. Mason Good describes

its appearance (vol. iv. p. 451), as having a spread-

ing scale upon an elevated base ; the elevations de-

pressed in the middle, but without a change of color

;

the black hair on the patches, which is the prevail-

ing color of the hair in Palestine, participating in

the whiteness, and the patches themselves perpet-

ually widening in their outline. A phosphate of lime

is probably what gives their bright glossy color to the

scaly patches, and this in the kindred disease of

icthyosis is deposited in great abundance on the

surface. The third, nigricans, or rather subfusca,'^

is rarer, in form and distribution, resembling the

second, but differing in the dark livid color of the

patches. The scaly incrustations of the first species

infest the flat of the fore-arm, knee, and elbow

joints, but on the face seldom extend beyond the

forehead and temples; coinp. 2 Chr. xxvi. 19: " the

leprosy rose up in his forehead." The cure of this

is not difficult ; the second scarcely ever heals (Celsus,

De Med. v. 28, § 19). The third is always accom-

panied by a cachectic condition of body. Further,

« On the question liow far elephantiasis may prob-

ably have been mixed up with the leprosy of the Jews,

see Paul. Mp.n. vol. ii. pp. 6 and 32, 33, ed. Syd- Soc.

b Still it is known that black secretions, sometimes

carried to the extent of negro blackness, have been

produced under the skin, as in the rete inucosiim of

the African. See Medico- Ciiirurgical Rev., New Series,

vol. v. p. 215, January, 1847.

c Heb. pnS ' Arab. i'^.^.
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elephantiasis itself has also passed current under
the name of the "black leprosy." It is possible

that the " freckled spot " of the A. V. Lev. xiii. 39 <=

may correspond with the harmless I. alphoides, since

it is noted as "clean." The ed. of Paulus ^gin.
by the Sydenham Society (vo>, ii. p. 17 ff.) gives
the following summary of the opinions of classical

medicine on this subject: "Galen is very deficient

on the subject of lepra, having nowhere given a
complete description of it, though he notices it in-

cidentally in many parts of his works. In one
place he calls elephas, leuce, and alphos cognate af-

fections. Alphos, he says, is nutch more superficial

than leuce. Psora is said to partake more of the

nature of ulceration. According to Oribasius, lepra

affects mostly the deep-seated parts, and psora the

superficial. Aiitius on the other hand, copying Ar-
chigines, represents lepra as affecting only the skin.

Actuarius states that lepra is next to elephantia in

malignity, and that it is distinguished from psoii^

by spreading deeper and having scales of a circular

shape like those of fishes. Leuce holds the same
place to alphos that lepra does to psora; that is to

say , leuce is more deep-seated and affects the color

of the hair, while alphos is more superficial, and
the hair in general is unchanged. . . . Alexander

Aphrodisiensis mentions psora among the contagious

diseases, but says that lepra and leuce are not con-

tagious. Chrysostom alludes to the common opinion

that psora was among the contagious diseases. . .

Celsus describes alphos, melas, and leuce, very in-

telligibly, coimecting them together by the generic

term of vitiligo."

There is a remarkable concurrence between the

.Eschylean description of the disease which was
to produce " lichens coursing over the flesh, eroding

with fierce voracity the former natural structure,

and «hite hairs shooting up over the part dis-

eased," '' and .some of the Mosaic symptoms; the

spreading energy of the evil is dwelt upon both by
Moses and by iEschylus, as vindicating its character

as a scourge of God. But the symptoms of " white

hairs " is a curious and exact confirmation of the

genuineness of the detail in the Mosaic account, es-

pecially as the poet's language would racher imply

that the disease spoken of was not then domesti-

cated in Greece, but the strange horror of some
other land. Still, nothing very remote from our

own experience is, implied in the mere changed

color of the hair; it is common to see horses with

galled backs, etc., in which the hair has turned

white through the destruction of those follicles

which secrete the coloring matter.

There remains a curious question, before we quit

Leviticus, as regards the leprosy of garments and

houses. Some have thought garments worn by lep-

rous patients intended. The dischai-ges of the dis-

eased skin absorbed into the apparel would, if in-

fection were possible, probably convey disease; and

it is known to be highly dangerous in some cases to

allow clothes which have so imbibed the discharges

of an ulcer to be worn again.<-' xVnd the words of

Ai^iji/as t'feVSoiTui! apxaiav ^v<ri.u-

AcVKas Se Kopcras TpS' eiravTe!t\ii.v i'oO'm.

Chocph, 271-274.

e So Surenhusius (Mishna, iVag-aim) says, " Maculn

aliquando subviridos. aliquando subrubidao. ciyus

modi videri solcut in iciirotoruni indu.<iii,ct pnvoipue

ea in p.arte ubi vis morbi mediciua suoiifrr.i e cor-

pore oxteriufl. prodierit."
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Jude 23 may seem to countenance this," " hating

even the garment spotted by tlie flesh." But 1st,

no mention of infection occurs ; 2dly, no connection

of the leprous garment with a leprous human wearer

is hinted at; 3dly, this would not help us to account

for a leprosy of stone -walls and plaster. Thus Ur.

Mead (ut siij). ) speaks at any rate plausibly of the

leprosy of garments, but becomes unreasonable when
he extends his explanation to that of walls. Mi-

chaelis thought that wool from sheep which had died

of a particular disease might fret into holes, and

exhibit an appearance like that described. Lev. xiii.

47-59 (Michaelis, art. ccxi. iii. 2IJ0-91). But woolen

cloth is far from being the only material mentioned

;

nay, there is even some reason to think that the

words rendered in the A. V. " warp " and " woof,"

are not those distinct parts of the texture, but dis-

tinct materials. Linen, however, and leather are

distinctly particularized, and the latter not only

as regards garments, but "any thing (lit. vessel)

made of skin," for instance, bottles. This classing

of garments and house-walls with the human epi-

dermis, as leprous, has moved the mirth of some,

and the wonder of others. Yet modern science has

established what goes far to vindicate the Mosaic

classification as more philosophical than such cavils.

It is now known that there are some skin-diseases

which originate in an acarus, and others which pro-

ceed from a fungus. In these we may probably find

the solution of the paradox. The analogy between

the insect which frets the human skin and that

which frets the garment that covers it, between the

fungous growth that lines the crevices of the epider-

mis and that which creeps within the interstices of

masonry,'' is close enough for the purposes of a

ceremonial law, to which it is essential that there

should be an arbitrary element intermingled with

provisions manifestly reasonable. Michaelis (ib.

art. ccxi. iii. 2!)-'3-99) has suggested a nitrous efflo-

rescence on the surface of the stone, produced by

saltpetre, or rather an acid containing it, and issu-

ing in red spots, and cited the example of a house

in Lubeck ; he mentions also exfoliation of the stone

from other causes ; but probably these appearances

would not be developed without a greater degree

of damp than is common in Palestine and Arabia.

It is manifest also that a disease in the human sub-

ject caused by an acarus or by a fungus would be

certainly contagious, since the. propagative causes

could be transferred from person to jjerson. Some
physicians indeed assert that wily such skin dis-

eases arc contagious. Hence perhaps arose a fur-

ther reason for marking, even in their analogues

among lifeless substances, the strictness with which

forms of disease so arising were to be shunned.

The sacrificial law attending the purgation of the

leper will be more conveniently treated of under

Uncleannkss.

The lepers of the New Testament do not seem to

offer occasion for special remark, save that by the

N. T. period the disease, as known in Palestine,

LETUSHIM
probably did not differ materially from the Hippo-
cratic record of it, and that when St. Luke at any
rate uses the words Aenpa, \4Trpos, he does so

with a recognition of their strict medical significa-

tion.

From Surenhusius (Mishna, Negaim), we find

that some rabbinical commentators enumerate 16,

36, or 72 diverse species of leprosy, but they d) so

l)y including all the phases which each passes

through, reckoning a red and a green variety in

garments, the same in a house, etc., and counting

caldtium, recalvatio, adustio, and even ulcus, as so

many distinct forms of leprosy.

For further illustrations of this suliject see Schil-

ling, (le Lepra ; Reinhard, Bibelkrankheiten

;

Schmidt, Biblischer Medtcin ; Bayer, ut sup., who
refers to Koussille-Chamseru, Rtdierches sur le ve-

ritable Ciirricthre de la Lepre des Hebreux, aud
Relation Cliirurr/icale de VArmee de V Orient, Paris,

1804; Cazenave and Schedel, Abrege Pratique des

Maladies de la Peau ; Dr. Mead, et sup., who refers

to Aretaeus,<^ Mnrb. Chron. ii. 13; Fracastorius,

de Morbis Contayiosis ; Johannes Manardus,

£pist. Medic, vii. 2, and to iv. 3, 3, § 1 ; Avicenna,

de Medicina, v. 28, § 19; also Dr. Sim in the

North American Cliirur. Rev. Sept. 1859, p. 876.

The ancient authorities are Hippocrates, Prorrhe-
tica, lib. xii. ap. Jin. ; Galen, Explicatio Lingua-

rum Hippocraiis, and de art. Curat, lib. ii.; Cel-

sus, de Medic, v. 28, § 19. H. H.

LE'SHEM (OWh [strong, fortress, Furst] :

Lesem), a variation in the form of the name of

Laisii, afterwards Dax, occurring only in Josh.

xix. 47 (twice). The Vat. LXX. is very corrupt,

having Aaxeis and \a.aivviaK [Rom. Aox'S and

AoLffiv^av], (see Mai's ed.) ; but the Alex., as usual,

is in the second case much closer to the Hebrew,

Aecrs/A and Aecrej'Soj'.

The commentators and lexicographers afford no

clew to the reason of this variation in form. G.

* LET is used in a few passages of the A. V.

(Ex. V. 4; Num. xxii. 16, marg. ; Is. xliii. 13;

Rom. i. 13; 2 Thess. ii. 7; Wisd. vii. 22) in the

sense of to hinder, being derived from the Anglo-

Saxon lettan, connected with Icet, " late." " Let "

in the sense of " permit " is a word of different

origin. A.

LET'TUS (AaTTous; [Vat. omits;] Alex.

Attous: Acchus), the same as IIattush (1 Esdr.

viii. 29). The Alex. MS. has evidently the correct

reading, of which the name as it appears in the

Vat. MS. [Roman ed.] is an easy corruption, from

the similarity of the uncial A and A.

LETU'SHIM (Qtp^tab [have grmmd,shaip-

t'ne(/] : AaTovfTiflfj.- Latusim, Latussim), the name
of the second of the sons of Dedan, son of Jokshan,

Gen. XXV. 3 (and 1 Chr. i. 32, Vulg.). Fresnel

{.lourn. Asiat. iii^ st'rie, vol. vi. pp. 217, 218) identi-

fies it with Tasm,'' one of the ancient and extinct

a See, however. Lev. xv. 3, 4, which suggests an-

other possible meaning of the words of St. Jude.

b The word Xeix'7'' ('^l''' " ''*^''° " °^ botany), the

a^hylean word to express the dreaded scourge in

Cho'dplwr. 271-274 (comp Enmen. 785, seep 11.336), is

also the technical term for a disease akin to leprosy.

The ed. of Paulus ^'Egin. Sydenh. Soc., vol. ii. p. 19,

gays that the poet hire means to describe leprosy. In

the Isagoge, ge\;erally arcribed to Galen {ih. p. 25), two

rarieties ars described the lir/i' ii miti^ and the lirlien

agritis, in both of which scales are formed upon the

skin. Galen remarks on the tendency of this disease

to pass into lepra aud .eeabies.

c Dr. Mead's reference is ile Morbis Cnntagiosis, ii.

cap. 9. There is no such title extant to any portion of

Arctseus' work ; see, however, the Sydenham Society 'l

edition of that wnter, p. 370.
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tribes of Arabia, like as he compares Leummim
with Umeiyini. The names may perhaps be re-

garded as commencing with the Hebrew article.

Nevertheless, the identification in each case seems

to be quite untenable. (Respecting these tribes,

see Leummim and Arabia.) It is noteworthy

that the three sons of the Keturahite Uedan are

named in the plural form, evidently as tribes de-

scended from him. E. S. P.

LEUM'MIM (D'^asb, from DW^ [peo-

ples] : Aaai/jLeifjL ; [Alex. Aoai^eij/, and in 1 Chr.

Affaififiv'-] Loomiin, Liioiiiim), the name of the

third of the descendants of Dedan, son of Jokshaii,

Gen. XXV. 3 (1 Chr. i. 32, Vulg.), being in the

plural form like his brethren, Assiiurim and Let-

ushim. It evidently refers to a tribe or people

sprung from Dedan, and indeed in its present form

literally signifies "peoples," "nations;" but it

has been observed in art. Letushim, that these

names perhaps commence with the Hebrew article.

Leummim has been identified with the 'AAAou-

IxaiTwrai of Ptolemy (vi. 7, § 2-t ; see Diet, of
Geof/r.), and by Fresnel (in the Journ. Adnt. iii^

bcrie, vol. vi. p. 217) with an Arab tribe called

Umeiyini.'* Of the former, the writer knows no

historical trace: the latter was one of the very

ancient tribes of Arabia of which no genealogy is

given by the Arabs, and who appear to have been

ante-Abrahamic, and possibly aboriginal inhabi-

tants of the country. [Aisabia.] E. S. P.

LE'VI. 1. (^17 [perh. crown, ivreath, Ges.]

:

Aeuei': Levi.) The name of the third son of Jacob

by his wife Leah. This, like most other names in

the patriarchal history, was connected with the

thoughts and feelings that gathered round the

child's birth. As derived from m7, " to ad-
T T '

here," it gave utterance to the hope of the mother

that the affections of her husband, which had hith-

erto rested on the favored Rachel, would at last be

drawn to her. " This time will my husband be

joined unto me, because I have borne him three

sous " (Gen. xxix. 3-t). The new-born child was

to be a Koivaivlas ^e^a.iuiry\s (-Tos. Ant. i. 19, § 8),

a new link binding the parents to each other more

closely than before.'' ISut one fact is recorded in

which he appears prominent. The sons of .Jacob

have come from Padan-Aram to Canaan with their

father, and are with him " at Shalera, a city of

Shecliem." Their sister Dinah goes out "to see

the daughters of the land " (Gen. xxxiv. 1), i. e. as

the words probably indicate, and as Josephus dis-

tinctly states {Ant. i. 21), to be present at one of their

great aimual gatherings for some festival of nature-

worship, analogous to that which we meet with

afterwards among the Midianites (Num. xxv. 2).

The license of the time or the absence of her nat-

ural guardians exposes her, though yet in earliest

youtli, to lust and outrage. A stain is left, not

only on her, but on the honor of her kindred, which,

according to the rough justice of the time, notbing

but blood could wash out. The duty of extorting

that revenge fell, as in the case of Anmon and

Tamar (2 Sam. xiii. 22), and in most other states

.si

1*^'

6 The same etymology is recognized, though with a

Higher significance, in Num. xviii. 2.
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of society in which polygamy has prevailed (comp.
for the customs of modern Arabs, J. D. Michaelis,
quoted by Kurtz, Hist, if Old Covenant, i. § 82, p.

340), on the brotliers rather than the father, just as,

in the case of Rebekah, it belonged to the brother
to conduct the negotiations for Ahe marrian-e. We
are left to conjecture why Reuben, as the first-born,

was not foremost in the work, but the sin of which
he was afterwards guilty, makes it possible that his

zeal for his sister's purity was not so sensitive as

theirs. The same explanation may perhaps apply

to the non-appearance of .Judah in the history.

Simeon and Levi, as the next in succession to the

first-born, take the task upon themselves. Though
not named in the Hebrew text of the O. T. till

xxxiv. 25, there can be little doubt that they were
" the sons of Jacob " who heard from their father

the wrong over which lie had brooded in silence,

and who planned their revenge accordingly. The
LXX. version does introduce their names in ver.

14. The history tliat follows is that of a cowardly

and repulsive crime. The two brothers exhibit, in

its broadest contrasts, that union of the noble and
the base, of characteristics above and below the

level of the heathen tribes around them, which

marks the whole history of Israel. Tliey have

learned to loathe and scorn the impurity in the

midst of which they lived, to regard themselves as a

peculiar people, to glory in the sign of the covenant.

They have learnt only too well from Jacob and
from Laban the lessons of treachery and falsehood.

They lie to the men of Shechem as the Druses and
the Maronites lie to each other in the prosecution

of tlieir blood-feuds. For the offense of one man,
they destroy and plunder a whole city. They
cover their murderous schemes with fair words and

professions of friendship. They make the very

token of their religion the instrument of their per-

fidy and revenge."^ Their father, timid and anxious

as ever, utters a feeble lamentation (Blunt's Script.

Coincidences, Part i. § 8), "Ye have made me to

stink among the inhabitants of the land ... I

being few in number, they shall gather themselves

against me." With a zeal that, though mixed

with baser elements, foreshadows the zeal of Phine-

has, they glory in their deed, and meet all remon-

strance with the question, " Should he deal with

our sister as with a harlot? " Of other facts in the

life of Levi, there are none in which he takes,'as in

this, a prominent and distinct part. He shares in

the hatred which his brothers bear to Joseph, and

joins in the plots against him (Gen. xxxvii. 4).

Reuben and Judah interfere severally to prevent the

consummation of the crime (Gen. xxxvii. 21, 26).

Simeon appears, as being made afterwards the sub-

ject of a sharper discipline than the others, to have

been foremost— as his position among the sons of

I>eah made it likely that he would be — in thia

attack on the favored son of Rachel ; and it is at

least probable that in this, as in tiieir former guilt,

Simeon and Levi were brethren. The riv:Ury of

the mothers was perpetuated in the jealousies of

their children ; and tlie two who had shown them-

selves so keenly sensitive wlien their sister had been

wronged, make tliemselves the instruments and ac-

c Josephus (Ant. I. c. ) characteristically glosses 07e«

all that connects tlie attack with the circumcision of

the Shechemites, .'md represeuti it as made in a time of

feasting and rejoicing.
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eomplices of the hatred which originated, we are

told, with the baser-born sons of the concubines

(Gen. xxsvii. 2). Then comes for him, as for the

others, the discipline of suffering and danger, the

special education by which the brother whom thej-

had wronged leads them back to faithfulness and
natural affection. The detention of Simeon in

Egypt may have been designed at once to be the

punishment for the large share which he had taken

in the common crime, and to separate the two broth-

ers who had hitherto been such close companions
in evil. The discipline does its work. Those who
had been relentless to Joseph become self-sacrificing

for Benjamin.

After this we trace Levi as joining in the migra-

tion of the tribe that owned Jacob as its patriarch.

He, with his three sons, Gershon, Kohath, ^lerari,

went down into Egypt (Gen. xlvi. 11 ). As one of

the four eldest sons we may think of him as among
the five (Gen. xlvii. 2) that were specially presented

before Pharaoh." Then comes the last scene in

which his name appears. When his father's death

draws near, and the sons are gathered round him,

he hears the old crime brought up again to recei\ e

its sentence from the lips that are no longer feeble

and hesitating. They, no less than the incestuous

fii-st-born, had forfeited the privileges of their birth-

right. " In their anger they slew men^ and in

their wantonness they maimed oxen " (marg. read-

ing ot A. V. ; comp. LXX. ti>evpoK6w7iaai' ravpov)-
And therefore the sentence on those who had been

united for evil was, that they were to be " divided

in Jacob and scattered in Israel." How that con-

demnation was at once fulfilled and turned into a

benediction, how the zeal of the patriarch reap-

peared purified and strengthened in liis descendants

;

how the \ery name came to have a new significance,

will be found elsewhere. [Levites.]

The history of Levi has been dealt with here in

what seems the only true and natural way of treat-

ing it, as a history of an individual person. Of
the theor}' that sees in the sons of Jacob the myth-
ical Eponymi of the tribes that claimed descent

from them— which finds in the crimes and chances

of their lives the outlines of a national or tribal

chronicle— which refuses to recognize that Jacob

had twelve sons, and insists that the history of

Dinah records an attempt on the part of the Cana-

anites to enslave and degrade a Hebrew tribe

(Ewald, Geschichte, i. 460-496)— of this one may
be content to say, as the author says of other hy-

potheses hardly more extravagant, "dieWissen-
schaft verscheucht alle solche Gesijenster" {il/ul.

i. 466). The book of Genesis tells us of the lives

of men and women, not of ethnological phantoms.

A yet wilder conjecture has been hazarded by
another German critic. P. Eedslob {fiif ult/esta-

menll. Namen, Hanib. 1846, pp. 24, 25 ), recognizing

the meaning of the name of Levi as given above,

finds in it evidence of the existence of a confederacy

or synod of the priests that had been connected with

the several local worships of Canaan, and who, in

the time of Samuel and David, were gathered to-

gether, Joined, '' round the Central Pantheon in

Jerusalem." Here also we may borrow the terms

of our judgment from the language of the writer

ffl The Jewish tradition {Targ. Psevdojon.) sta.tes the

fiye to have beeD Zebuluu, Dan, Naphtali, Gad, and
Asher.

LEVIATHAN
himself. If there are " abgeschmackten etymolo-

gischen !Mahrchen " (Kedslob, p. 82) connected

with the name of Levi, they are hardly those we
meet with in the narrative of Genesis. E. H. P.

2. (Afvei; Pec. Text, Aevi: Levi.) Son of

jNIelchi, one of the near ancestors of our Lord, in

fact the great-grandfather of Joseph (Luke iii. 24).

This name is omitted in the list given by Afri-

canus.

3. A more remote ancestor of Christ, son of

Simeon (Luke iii. 29). Lord A. Hervey considers

that the name of Levi reappears in his descendant

Lebbaeus (Geneal. of' Christ, p. 132, and see 36,

46).

4. (Aeveis; R- T. Aeuls.) Mark ii. 14; Luke
V. 27, 29. [Matthew.]

LEVI'ATHAN ("inr"'^' ^i^'yatMn: rh fiiya

KriTos, SpaKuv ; Complut. Job ii. 8, XefitaOdv:
kviaihan, draco) occurs five times in the text of

the A. v., and once in the margin of Job iii. 8,

where the text has " mourning." In the Hebrew
Bible the word Uv' yailmn,'' which is, with the

foregoing exception, always left untranslated in the

A. v., is found only in the following passages:

Job iii. 8, xl. 2.5 (xl'i. 1, A. V.); Ps. Ixxiv. 14,

civ. 26; Is. xxvii. 1. In the margin of Job iii. 8,

and text of Job xli. l,<^.the crocodile is most clearly

the animal denoted by the Hebrew word. Ps.

Ixxiv. 14 also clearly points to this same saurian.

The context of Ps. civ. 26, "There go the ships:

there is that leviathan, whom thou hast made to

play therein," seems to show that in this passage

the name represents some animal of the whale

tribe; but it is somewhat uncertain what animal

is denoted in Is. xxvii. 1. It would be out of place

here to attempt any detailed explanation of the

passages quoted abo\'e, but the following remarks

are offered. The passage in Job iii. 8 is beset with

difficulties, and it is evident from the two widely

different readings of the text and margin that our

translators were at a loss. There can however be

little doubt that the margin is the correct render-

ing, and this is supported by the LXX., Aquila,

'J'heodotion, Symmachus, the Vulgate and the

.Syriac. There appears to be some reference to

those who practiced enchantments. Job is lament-

ing the day on which he was born, and he says,

" Let them curse it that curse the day, who are

ready to raise up a leviathan: " i. e. "Let those be

hired to imprecate evil on my natal day who say

they are able by their incantations to render days

propitious or unpropitious, yea, let such as are

skillful enough to raise up even leviathan (the

crocodile) from his watery bed, be summoned to

curse that day;" or, as Mason Good has translated

the passage, "
! that night ! let it be a barren

rock ! let no sprightliness enter into it ! let the

sorcerers of the day curse it ! the expertest among
them that can conjure up leviathan!"

The detailed description of leviathan given in

Job xli. indisputably belongs to the crocodile, and

it is astonishing that it should ever have been un-

derstood to apply to a whale or a dolphin ; but Lee

{Comm. on Job xli.), following Hasa?us {Disq. de

Lev. Jobi et Ceto Jonce,^' Brem. 1723), has labored

hard, though unsuccessfully, to prove that the levi^

b in^Tv. from H^W, an animal wreathed

.

• tt: •

'

T : t'
e Whirlpool, i. e. some sea-monster : Tid. Trench's

Select Glossary, p. 226.
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atlian of this passage is some species of rohale,

probably, he says, the Delphinus orca, or common

grampus. That it can be said to be the pride of

any cetacean that his " scales shut up together as

•with a close seal," is an assertion that no one can

accept, since every member of this group has a

body almost bald and smooth.

Crocodile of the Nile (C vulgaris).

The Egyptian crocodile also is certainly the ani-

mal denoted by leviathnn in Ps. Ixxiv. 14:" "Thou,

God, didst destroy the princes of Pharaoli, the

great crocodile or ' dragon that lieth in the midst

of his rivers' (Ez. xxix. 3) in the Ked Sea, and

didst give their bodies to be food for the wild beasts

of the desert."* The leviathan of Ps. civ. 20

seems clearly enough to allude to some great ceta-

cean. The " great and wide sea " must surely be

the Mediterranean, " the great sea," as it is usually

called in Scripture; it would certainly be stretch-

ing the point too far to understand the expression

to represent any part of the Nile. The crocodile,

as is well known, is a fresh-water, not a marine

animal :
'^ it is very probable therefore that some

whale is signified by the term huathan in this

passage, and it is quite an error to assert, as Dr.

Harris {Dkt. Nat. Hist. Bib.), Mason Good (Book

of Job translated), Jlichaelis (Svpj). 1297), and

Eosenmiiller (quoting j\Iichaelis in not. ad Bocharii

Bieroz. in. 738) have done, that the whale is not

found in the Mediterranean. The Orca fjladialor

(Gray)— the grampus mentioned above by Lee—
the Physalus antiquorum (Gray), or the Rorqual

de la Mediterranee (Cuvier), are not uncommon
in the Mediterranean (Fischer, Synops. Mam. 52-5,

and Lac^p^de, //. N. des Cetac. 115), and in

ancient times the species may have been more

numerous.

There is some uncertauity about the leviathan
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of Is. xxvii. 1. Rosenmiiller (SclniL in I. c.) thinks

that the word nachash, here rendered serpent, is to

be taken in a wide sense as applicable to any great

monster; and that the prophet, under the term
"leviathan that crooked serpent," is speaking of

Egypt, typified by the croco(ti\ the usual emblem
of the prince of that kingdom. The Chaldee para-

phrase understands the " leviathan that piercing

serpent" to refer to Pharaoh, and "leviathan that

crooked serpent " to refer to Sennacherib.

As the term leviathan is evidently used in no

limited sense, it is not improbable that the " levi-

athan the piercing serpent," or "leviathan the

crooked serpent," may denote some species of the

great rock-snakes {Boida) which are common in

South and West Africa, perhaps the Hortidia

SebcB, which Schneider (Amph. ii. 266), under the

.synonym Boa hieroglyphica, appears to identify

with tlie huge serpent repre-sented on the Egyptian

monuments. This python, as well as the crocodile,

was worsliipped by the Egyptians, and may well

therefore be understood in this passage to typify

the Egyptian power. Perhaps the English word
monster may be considered to Ije as good a transla-

tion of liv'ydthdn as any other that can be found

;

and though the crocodile seems to be the animal

more particularly denoted by the Hebrew term,

yet, as has been shown, the whale, and perhaps the

rock-snake also, may be signified under this name.<^

[Whale.] Bochart (iii. 769, ed. Rosenmiiller)

says that the Talmudists use the word liv'yathdn

to denote the crocodile ; this however is denied by
Lewysohn {Zool. des Talin. pp. 155, 355), who says

that in the Talmud it always denotes a ichale, and

never a crocodile. For the Talmudical fables about

the leviathan, see Lewysohn [Zuol. des Talm.), in

passages referred to above, and Buxtorf, Lex. Chal.

Talm. s. v. '}n"'lb- W. H.

LE'VIS (Aeui's; [Vat. AeusisO Levis), im-

properly given as a proper name in 1 Esdr. ix. 14.

It is simply a corruption of "the Levite " in Ezr.

X. 15.

LE'VITES (C^lbn: Aeiurai [Vat. -«-]:

Levitce: also ^\2 ^?.? • uiol Asui [Vat. Kivii\-

filii Levi). The analogy of the names of the other

trilies of Israel would lead us to include under

these titles the whole tribe that traced its descent

from Levi. The existence of another division,

however, within the tribe itself, in the higher office

of the priesthood as limited to the "sons of Aaron,"

gave to the common form, in this instance, a

peculiar meaning. Most frequently the Levites

a The modern Arabic name of crocodile is timsilt.

The word is derived from the Coptic, emsah, amsa/i,

whence with the aspirate x»l^>l'<»i (Herod, ii. 69).

Wilkins, liawever </Je I.. Copt. p. 101), contends that

the word is of Arabic origin. See Jablonsk. Opera i.

387, 287, ed. Te Water, 1804.

b " The people inhabiting the wilderness " — a

poetical expression to denote the wild beasts ; comp.
" the ants are a people not strong," " the conies are

but a feeble folk " (Prov. xxx. 25, 26). For other

interpretations of this passage see Rosenmiill. SrhoL,

and Bochart, Pkaleg, p. 318.

c According to Warburton (Cresc. Sf Cr. 85), the

crocodile is never now seen below Minyeh, but it

should be stjvted that PUny (iV. B. viii. 25), not He-

rodotus, as Mr. Warburton asserts, speaks of croco-

diles being attacked by dolphins at the mouth of the

Nile. Seneca {Nat. Qucpst. iv. 2) gives an account

of a contest between these animals. Cuvier thinks

that a species of dog-fish is meant (AcanUiias vul-

garis), on account of the dorsal spines of which Pliny

speaks, and which no species of dolphin possesses.

ii The Heb. word lZ7n3 occurs about thirty times
T T

in the 0. T., and it seems clear enough that m every

case its use is limited to the serpent tribe. If the

LXX. interpretation of H^S be taken, the fleeing

and not piercing serpent is the rendering : the Heb.

jlinvp^, tortucsus, is more applicable to a serpent

than to any other animal. The expression, " He shall

slay the dragon that is in the sea," refers also to the

Egyptian power, and is merely expletive — the dragon

being the crocodile, which is in this part of the verse

an emblem of Pharaoh, as the serpent is in theforme'

part of the verse.
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are distinguished, as such, from the priests (1 K.

ifiii. 4; Ezr. ii. 70; John i. 19, &c.), and this is the

meaning which has peqjetuated itself. Sometimes

the word extends to the whole tribe, the priest

inchided (Num. xxxv. 2; Josli. xxi. 3, 41; Ex. vi.

25; Lev. xxv. 32, &c.). Sometimes again it is

added as an epitliet of the smaller portion of the

tribe, and we read of "the priests the Levites

"

(Josh. ill. 3; Ez. xliv. 15). Tlie history of the

tribe, and of the functions attached to its several

orders, is obviously essential to any right appre-

hension of the history of Israel as a people. They

are the representatives of its faith, the ministers of

its worship. They play at least as prominent a

part in the growth of its institutions, in fostering

or repressing the higher life of the nation, as the

clergy of the Christian Church have played in the

history of any European kingdom. It will be the

object of this article to trace the outlines of that

history, marking out the functions which at differ-

ent periods were assigned to the tribe, and the

influence which its members exercised. This is, it

is belie\ed. a truer method than that which would

attempt to give a more complete picture by com-

bining into one whole the fragmentary notices

which are separated from each other by wide inter-

vals of time, or treating them as if they represented

the permanent characteristics of the order. In the

history of all priestly or quasi-priestly bodies, func-

tions vary with the changes of time and circum-

stances, and to ignore those changes is a sufficient

proof of incompetency for dealing with the history.

As a matter of convenience, whatever belongs ex-

clusively to the functions and influence of the priest-

hood, will be found under that head [Phiest] ; but

it is proposed to treat here of all that is common to

the priests and Levites, as bein* together the sacer-

dotal tribe, the clerisy of Israel. The history will

fall naturally into four great periods

I. The time of the Exodus.

II. The period of the Judges.

III. That of the Monarchy.
IV. That from the Captivity to the destruction

of Jerusalem.

I. The absence of all reference to the consecrated

character of the Levites in the book of Genesis is

noticeable enough. The prophecy ascribed to Jacob

(Gen. xlix. 5-7) was indeed fulfilled with singular

precision ; but the terms of the prophecy are hardly

such as would have been framed by a later writer,"

after the tril)e had gained its subsequent preemi-

nence; and unless we frame some hypothesis to

account for this omission as deliberate, it takes its

" Ewald (Gesch. ii. 454) refers the language of Gen.
xlix. 7 not to the distribution of the Levites in their

48 cities, but to the time when they had fallen into

disrepute, and become, as in Judg. xvii., a wander-
ing, half-mendicant order. But see Kalisch, Genesis,

adloc.

b The later genealogies, it should be noticed, repro-

duce the same order. This was natural enough ; but

a genealogy originating in a later age, and retlecting

its feelings, would probably have changed the order.

(Conip. Ex. vi. 16, Num. iii. 17, 1 Chr. vi. 16.)

c As the names of the lesser houses recur, some of

them frequently, it may be well to give them here.

Gershou .

Libni

Shimei
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place, so for as it goes, among the evidences of the

antiquity of that section of Genesis in which these

prophecies are found. The only occasion on which
the patriarch of the tribe appears— the massacre of

the Shechemites — may indeed have contributed to

influence the history of his descendants, by fostering

in them the same fierce wild zeal against all that

threatened to violate the purity of their race; but
generally what strikes us is the absence of all recog-

nition of the later character. In the genealogv of

Gen. xlvi. 11, in like manner, the list does not go
lower down than the three sons of Levi, and they

are given in the order of their birth, not in that

which would have corresponded to the official supe-

riority of the Kohathites.'' There are no signs,

again, that the tribe of Levi had any special pre-

eminence over the others during the Egyptian bon-
dage. As tracing its descent from Leah, it would
take its place among the six chief tribes sprung from
the wives of Jacob, and share with them a recog-

nized superiority over those that bore the names of

the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah. Within the tribe

itself there are some slight tokens that the Ko-
hathites are gaining the first place. The classifica-

tion of Ex. vi. 16-25 gives to that section of the

tribe four clans or houses, while those of Gershou
and Merari have but two each.^ To it belonged

the house of Amram; and "Aaron the Levite

"

(Kx. iv. 14) is spoken of as one to whom the peo-

ple will be sure to listen. He marries the daughter
of the chief of the tribe of Judah (Ex. vi. 23).

The work accomplished by him, and by his yet

greater brother, would tend naturally to give prom-
inence to the family and the tribe to which they

belonged ; but as yet there are no traces of a caste-

character, no signs of any intention to establish an
hereditary priesthood. Up to this time the Israel-

ites had worshipped the God of their fathers after

their fathers' manner. The first-born of the peo-

ple were the priests of the people. The eldest son

of each house inherited the priestly office. His
youth made him, in his fiither's lifetime, the repre-

sentative of the purit}' which was connected from

the beginning with the thought of worship (Ewald,

AltertUmi. p. 273, and comp. Pkie.st). It was
apparently with this as their ancestral worship that

the Israelites came up out of I\gypt. The '• young
men" of the sons of Israel offer sacrifices'' (Ex.

xxiv. 5). They, we may infer, are the priests who
remain with the people while Closes ascends the

heights of Sinai (xix. 22-24). They represented

the truth that the whole people were " a kingdom
of jjriests" (xix. 6). Neither they, nor the "offi-

cers and judges" appointed to assist Moses in

Merari

Amram

Izhar .

Hebron

Uzziel .

Mahali

Mushi.

Moses

Aaron . .

Korah
Nepheg
Zithri

Mishael

Elzaphan
Zithri.

Eleazar

Ithamar.

d This is expressly statea in the 'I'arg. Pseudojon.

on this verse :
" And he sent the fir.st-born of the Ch.

of Isr., for even to that time the worsliip was by the

first-born, because the Tabernacle was not yet made,

nor the priesthood given to Aaron," etc.
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administering justice (xviii. 25) are connected in

any special manner witli the tribe of Levi. Tlie

first step towards a change was made in the insti-

tution of an liereditary priesthood in the family of

Aaron, during the first withdrawal of Moses to the

solitude of Sinai (xxviii. 1). This, however, was
one thing : it was quite another to set apart a whole

tribe of Israel as a priestly caste. The directions

given for the construction of the tabernacle im-

ply no preeminence of the Levites. The chief

workers in it are from the tribes of Judah and of

Dan (Ex. xxxi. 2-6). The next extension of the

idea of the priesthood grew out of the terrible crisis

of Ex. xxxii. If the Levites had been sharers in

the sin of the golden calf, they were at any rate the

foremost to rally round tlieir leader when he called

on them to help him in stemming the progress of

the evil. And then came that terrible consecration

of themselves, when every man was against his

son and against his brother, and the offering with

which they filled their hands (DD'l'^. ^Sbtt,

Ex. xxxii. 29, comp. Kx. xxviii. 41) was the blood

of their nearest of kin. The tribe stood forth,

separate and apart, recognizing even in this stern

work the spiritual as higher than the natural, and
therefore counted wortliy to be the representative

of the ideal life of the people, " an Israel within an

Israel" (Ewakl, Altertliiim. p. 271)), chosen in its

higher representatives to offer incense and burnt-

sacrifice before the I^rd (Deut. xxxiii. 9, 10), not

without a share in the glory of the Urim and

Thummim that were worn by the prince and chief-

tain of the tribe. From this time accordingly they

occupied a distinct position. Experience had shown
how easily the people might fall back into idolatry

— how necessary it was that there should be a

body of men, an order, numerically large, and when
the people were in their promised home, equally

diflfused throughout the country, as witnesses and

guardians of the truth. Without this the indi-

vidualism of the older worship would have been

fruitful in an ever-multiplying idolatry. The tribe

of Levi was therefore to take the place of that

earlier priesthood of the first-born as representatives

of the holiness of the people. The minds of the

people were to be drawn to the fact of the substi-

tution by the close numerical correspondence of the

consecrated tribe with that of those whom they

replaced. The first-born males were numbered, and

found to be 22,273; the census of the Levites gave

22,000, reckoning in each case from children of one

month upwards" (Num. iii.). The fixed price for

the redemption of a victim vowed in sacrifice (comp.

Lev. xxvii. 6; Num. xviii. 16) was to be paid for

each of the odd number by which the first-born

were in excess of the Levites (Num. iii. 47). In

this way the latter obtained a sacrificial as well as

a The separate numbers in Num. iii. (Gershon, 7,500
;

Kohath, 8,600 ; Merari, 6,200) give a total of 23,300.

The received solution of the discrepancy is that 300

were the first-born of the Levites, who as such were

already consecrated, and therefore could not take the

place of others. Talmudic traditions ( Gemar. Bab.

tit. San/irdrim, quoted by Patrick) add that the ques-

tion, which of the Israelites should be redeemed by a

Levite, or which should pay the five shekels, was

settled by lot. The number of the first-born appears

disproportionately small, as compared with the popu-

lation. It must he ruuiembered, however, that the

londiBons to be fulfilled were that they should be at

>nce (1) the first child of the father, (2) the first child
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a priestly character.* They for the fiist-born of

men, and their cattle for the firstlings of beasts,

fulfilled the idea that had been asserted at the time

of the destruction of the first-born of Egypt (Ex
xiii. 12, 13). The commencement of the march
from Sinai gave a prominency to their new char-

acter. As the Tabernacle was the sign of the

presence among the people of their unseen King,

so the Levites were, among the other tribes of

Israel, as the royal guard that waited exclusively

on Him. The warlike title of "host" is specially

ajiplied to them (comp. use of S2^, in Num. iv.

3, 30; and of n3n!3, in 1 Chr. ix. 19). As such

they were not included in the nimiber of the armies

of Israel (Num. i. 47, ii. 33, xxvi. 62), but reck-

oned separately by themselves. When the people

were at rest they encamped as guardians round the

sacred tent ; no one else might come near it under

pain of death (Num. i. 51, xviii. 22). They were

to occupy a middle position in that ascending scale

of consecration, which, starting from the idea of

the whole nation as a priestly people, reached its

culminating point in the high-priest who, alone of

all the people, might enter "within the veil." The
Levites might come nearer than the other tribes

;

but they might not sacrifice, nor burn incense, nor

see the " holy things " of the sanctuary till they

were covered (Num. iv. 15). When on the march,

no hands but theirs might strike the tent at the

commencement of the day's journey, or carry the

parts of its strtrcture during it, or pitch the tent

once again when they halted (Num. i. 51). It was
obviously essential for such a work that there should

be a fixed assignment of duties; and now accord-

ingly we meet with the first outlines of the organ-

ization which afterwards became permanent. The
division of the tribe into the three sections that

traced their descent from the sons of Levi, formed

the groundwork of it. The work which they all

had to do required a man's full strength, and

therefore, though twenty was the starting-point for

military service (Num. i.) they were not to enter

on their active service till they were thirty '' (Num.
iv. 23, 30, 35). At fifty they were to be free from

all duties but those of superintendence (Num. viii.

25, 26). The result of this limitation gave to the

Kohathites 2.750 on active service out of 8,000 ; to

the sons of Gershon 2,630 out of 7,500 ; to those

of Merari 3,200 out of 6,200 (Num. iv. ). Of these

the Kohathites, as nearest of kin to the priests,

held from the first the highest offices. They were

to bear all the vessels of the sanctuary, the ark

itself included (^ (Num. iii. 31, iv. 15; Ueut. xxxi.

25), after the priests had covered them with the

dark-blue cloth which was to hide them from all

profane gaze; and thus they became also the guar-

of the mother, (3) males. (Comp. on this question,

and on that of the difference of numbers, Kurtz, His-

tort) of the Old Covenant, iii. 201.)

b Comp. the recurrence of the same thought in the

eKK\r)<TM vpotTOToKuiv of Hcb. xii. 23.

c The mention of tweuty-five in Num. viii. 24, as

the a^e of entrance, must be understood either of a

probationary period during which they were trained

for their duties, or of the lighter work of keeping the

gates of the tabernacle.

'' On more solemn occasions the prie?ts themselves

appear as the bearers of the ark (Josh. iii. 3, 15, vi. 8;

1 K. viii 6).
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dians of all the sacred treasures which the people

had so freely offered. Tlie Gershonites, in their

turn, had to carry the tent-hangings and curtains

(Num. iv. 22-26). The heavier burden of the

boards, bars, and pillars of the Tabernacle fell on

the sons of Merari. The two latter companies were

allowed, however, to use the oxen and the wagons

which were offered by the congregation, JMerari, in

consideration of its heavier work, having two-thirds

of the number (Num. vii. 1-9). The more sacred

vessels of the Kohathites were to be borne by them
on their own shoulders (Num. vii. 9). The Ko-
hathites in this arrangement were placed under tlie

command of EleaEar, Gershon and IMerari under

Ithamar (Num. iv. 28, 33). Before the march

began, the whole tribe was once again solemnly set

apart. The rites (some of them at least) were such

as the people might have witnessed in Egypt, and

all would understand their meaning. Their clothes

were to be washed. They themselves, as if they

were, prior to their separation, polluted and un-

clean, like the leper, or those that had touched the

dead, were to be sprinkled with " water of purify-

ing" (Num. viii. 7, comp. with xix. 13; Lev. xiv.

8, 9), and t6 sliave all their flesh." The people were

then to lay their hands upon the heads of the con-

secrated tribe and offer them up as their representa-

tives (Num. viii. 10). Aaron, as high-priest, was

then to present them as a wave-ofiering (turning

them, /. e. this way and that, while they bowed

themselves to the four points of the compass ; comp.

Abarbanel on Num. viii. 11, and Kurtz, iii. 208),

in token that all their powers of mind and body

were henceforth to be devoted to that service.*

The}', in their turn, were to lay their hands on the

two bullocks which were to be slain as a sin-offering

and burnt-offering for an atonement ("^33, Num.
viii. 12). Then they entered on their work; from

one point of view given by the people to .Jehovah,

from another given by Jehovah to Aaron and his

sons (Num. iii. 9, viii. 19, xviii. 6). Their very

name is turned into an omen that they will cleave

to the service of the Lord (comp. the play on ^1 v?^

and "'T._ in Num. xviii. 2, 4).

The new institution was, however, to receive a

severe shock from those who were most interested

in it. The section of the Levites whose position

brought them into contact with the tribe of Reuben =

conspired with it to reassert the old patriarchal

system of a household priesthood. The leader of

that revolt may have been impelled by a desire to

gain the same height as that which Aaron had

attained ; but the ostensible pretext, that the " whole

congregation were holy " (Num. xvi. 3), was one

which would have cut away all the distinctive priv-

a Comp. the analogous practice (differing, however,

in being constantly repeated) of the Egyptian prie.«ts

(Herod, ii. 37 ; comp. Spencer, De Li-g. Htb. b. iii. c. 5).

b Solemn as this dedication is, it fell short of the

consecration of the priests, and was expressed by a

different word. [Priest.] The Levites were purified,

not consecrated (comp. Gesen. ,•!. v. ~)nt3 and tt'^p,
•• T - 't'

and Oehler, a. v. "Levi," in Herzog's Real-Encykl.).

c In the encampment in the wilderness, the sons

of Aaron occupied the foremost place of honor on the

east. The Kohathites were at their right, on the south,

the Gershonites on the west, the sons of Merari on the

north of the tabernacle. On the south were also

Reuben, Simeon, and Gad (Nmn. ii. and iii.).
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ileges of the tribe of which he was a member.
When their self-willed ambition had been punished,

when all danger of the sons of Levi " taking too

much upon them " was for the time checked, it

was time also to provide more definitely for them,

and so to give them more reason to be satisfied with

what they actually had : and this involved a perma-

nent organization for the future as well as for the

present. If they were to have, like other tribes, a

distinct territory assigned to them, their influence

over the people at large would be diminished,

and they themselves would be likely to forget, in

labors common to them with others, their own
peculiar calling. Jehovah therefore was to be their

inheritance (Num. xviii. 20; Dent. x. 9, xviii. 2).

They were to have no territorial possessions. In

place of them they were to receive from the others

the tithes of the produce of the land, from which
they, in their turn, offered a tithe to the priests, as

a recognition of their higher consecration (Num.
xviii. 21, 24, 26; Neh. x. 37). As if to provide for

the contingency of failing crops or the like, and
the consequent inadequacy of the tithes thus assigned

to them, the Levite, not less than the widow and the

orphan, was commended to the special kindness of

the people (Deut. xii. 19, xiv. 27,29). When the

wanderings of the people should be over and the

tabernacle have a settled place, great part of the

labor that had fallen on them would come to

an end, and they too would need a fixed abode.

Concentration round the Tabernacle would lead

to evils nearly as great, though of a different

kind, as an assignment of special territory. Their

ministerial character might thus be intensified, but

their pervading influence as witnesses and teachers

would be sacrificed to it. Distinctness and diffusion

were both to be secured by the assignment to the

whole tribe (the priests included) of forty-eight

cities, with an outlying "suburb" (ti7~1Il^,

TTpodcTTeia; Num. xxxv. 2) of meadow-land for the

pasturage of their flocks and herds.'' The reverence

of the people for them was to be heightened by the

selection of six of these as cities of refuge, in which

the Levites were to present themselves as the pro-

tectors of the fugitives who, though they had not

incurred the guilt, were yet liable to the punish-

ment of murder.'^ How rapidly the feeling of

reverence gained strength, we may judge from the

share assigned to them out of the flocks and herds

and women of the conquered Midianites (Num.
xxxi. 27, (fcc). The same victory led to the dedica-

tion of gold and silver vessels of great value, anl
thus increased the importance of the tribe as guar-

dians of the national treasures (Num. xxxi. 50-54).

The book of Deuteronomy is interesting as in-

dicating more clearly than had been done before

<' Heliopolis (Strabo, xvii. 1), Thebes and Memphis
in Egypt, and Benares in Uindostan, have been referred

to as parallels. The aggregation of priests round a

great national sanctuary, so as to make it as it were

the centre of a collegiate life, was however different in

its object and results from that of the polity of Israel.

(Comp. Ewald, Gese/i. ii. 402.)

e The importance of giving a sacred character to

such an asylum is sufficient to account for the assign-

ment of the cities of refuge to the Levites. Philo,

however, with his characteristic love of an inner mean-
ing, sees in it the truth that the Levites themselves

were, according to the idea of their lives, fugitives

from the world of sense, who hrid ft und their place of

refuge in God.
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the other functions, over and above their ministra-

tions in the Tabernacle, which were to be allotted

to the tribe of Levi. Throu;fh tiie whole land they

were to take the place of the old household priests

(subject, of course, to the special rights of the

Aaronic priesthood), sharing in all festivals and

rejoicings (Ueut. xii. 19, xiv. 2G, 27, xxvi. 11).

Every third year they were to have an additional

share in the produce of the land (Deut. xiv. 28,

rxvi. 12). The people were charged never to for-

sake them. To " the priests the Levites "" was

to belong the office of preserving, transcribing, and

interpreting the Law (Ueut. xvii. 9-12; xxxi. 26).

They were solemnly to read it every seventh year at

the Feast of Tabernacles (Deut. xxxi. 9-13). They

were to pronounce the curses from Mount Ebal

(Deut. xxvii. 14).

Such, if one may so speak, was the ideal of the

religious organization which was present to the

mind of the lawgiver. Details were left to be de-

veloped as the altered circumstances of the people

might require.* The great principle was, that the

warrior-caste who had guarded the tent of the cap-

tain of the hosts of Israel, should be throughout

the land as witnesses that the people still owed
allegiance to Him. It deserves notice that, as yet,

with the exception of the few passages that refer to

the priests, no traces appear of, their character as a

learned caate, and of the work which afterwards

belonged to them as hymn-writers and musicians.

The hymns of this period were probably occasional,

not recurring (corap. Ex. xv. ; Num. xxi. 17 ; Deut.

xxxii.). Women bore a large share in singing them
(Ex. XV. 20; Ps. Ixviii. 25). It is not unlikely

that the wives and daughters of the Levites, who
must have been with them in all their encamp-

ments, as afterwards in their cities, took the fore-

most part among the " damsels playing with their

timbrels,"'' or among the " wise-hearted," who
wove hangings f<jr the decoration of the Tabernacle.

There are at any rate signs of their presence there,

in the mention of the " women that assembled " at

its door (Ex. xxxviii. 8, and comp. Ewald, ^4/-

terthiim. p. 297).

II. The .successor of Moses, though belonging to

another tribe, did faithfully all that could be done

to convert this idea into a reiility. The submission

of the Gibeouites, after they had obtained a promise

that their lives should be s[)ared, enabled him to re-

lieve the tribe-divisions of Gershon and Merari of

the most burdensome of their duties. The con-

quered Hivites became " hewers of wood and draw-

ers of water " for the house of Jehovah and for the

congregation (.Josh. ix. 27).'' As soon as the con-

querors had advanced far enough to proceed to a

partition of the country, the forty-eight cities were

assigned to them. Whether they were to be the

a This phraseology, characteristic of Deuteronomy

and Joshua, appears to indicate that the functions

spolcen of belonged to tliem as the chief members of

the sacred tribe, as a clerisy rather than as priests in

the narrower sense of the word.

ft To this there is one remarkable exception. Deut.

xviii. 6 provides for a permanent dedication as the re-

sult of personal zeal going beyond the fixed period of

service that came in rotation, and entitled accordingly

to its reward.
o Comp., as indicating their presence and functions

•t a later date, 1 Ohr. xxv. 5, 6.

'' The Ncthinim {Den itati) of 1 Chr. ix. 2, Ezr.

ii. 43, were probably sprung from captives taken by
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sole occupiers of the cities thus allotted, or whether
— as the rule for the redemption of their houses in

Lev. xxv. .32 might seem to indicate— otliers were
allowed to reside when they had been provided for,

must remain uncertain. The principle of a widely

diffused influence was maintained by allotting, as a

rule, four cities from the district of each tribe; but

it is interesting to notice how, in the details of th«

distribution, the divisions of the Levites in the ordei

of their precedence coincided with the relative im-

portance of the tribes with which they were con-

nected. The following table will help the readei

to form ajiulgment on this point, and to trace the

influence of the tribe in the subsequent events of

Jewish history.'^

I. KoHATurrES :

. T> . J ( Judahand Simeon .... 9
A. Priests ..)„..

I
Ueujamm 4
Kphraim i

B. Not Priests <! Dan 4
Half Manasseh (\Vest) . . 2
Half Manasseh (East) . . 2

rr „
I
Issachar 4n. Gershonttes . . i . , ,

) Asner 4

[ N;iphtali 3
I Zi'bulun 4

III. MERARrrES -l Reuben 4

( Gad 4

The scanty memorials that are left us in the book
of Judges fail to show how far, for any length of

time, the reality answered to the idea. The ravages

of invasion, and the pressure of an aUen rule,

marred the working of the organization which

seemed so perfect. Levitical cities, such as Aijalon

(Josh. xxi. 24; Judg. i. 35) and Gezer (Josh. xxi.

21; 1 Chr. vi. 67), fliU into the hands of their

enemies. Sometimes, as in the case of Nob, others

apparently took their place. Tlie wandering, un-

settled habits of the Levites who are mentioned in

the later chapters of Judges, are probably to be

traced to this loss of a fixed abode, and the con-

sequent necessity of taking refuge in other cities,

even though their tril)e as such had no portion in

them. The tendency of the peoi)le to fall into the

idolatry of the neighboring nations, showed either

that the Levites failed to bear their witness to the

truth or had no power to enforce it. Even in the

lifetime of P'linehas, wlien the high-priest was still

consulted as an oracle, the reverence which the

people i'elt for the tribe of Levi becomes the occa-

sion of a rival worship (Judg. xvii.). The old

household priesthood revives,/ and there is the risk

of the national worship breaking up into individ-

ualism. Micah first consecrates one of his own
sons, and then tempts a homeless Levite to dwell

with him as " a father and a priest " for little more

David in later wars, who were assigned to the service

of the Tabernacle, replacing possibly the Gibeonites

who had been slain by Saul (2 Sam. xxi. 1).

e * For the local position of the forty-eight Levitical

cities, as distributed among the different tribes, see es-

pecially Plate iv. No- 9 (p. 27) in Clark's Biblf Alias of

Majts and Plans (Loud. 1868). For convenience of ref

erence small capitals are employed to distinguish the

Priests' cities, the letter R to distinguish the cities of

refuge, and an asterisk to denote tliose which are not

identified. Twenty out of the forty-eight belong to

this third class. H.

/ Compare, on the extent of this relapse into an

earlier system, Kalisch, On Genesis, xlix. 7.
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than liis food and raiment. The Levite, though

probably the grandson of Moses himself, repeats the

sin of Korah. [Jonathan.] First in the house

of Alieah, and then for the emigrants of Dan, he

exercises the office of a priest with "an ephod, and

a teraphini, and a graven image." With this ex-

ception the whole tribe appears to have fallen into

a condition analogous to that of the clergy in the

darkest period and in the most outlying districts

of the Mediaeval Church, going through a ritual

routine, but exercising no influence for good, at once

corrupted and corrupting. The shameless license

of the sons of I'^li may be looked upon as the result

of a long period of decay, affecting the whole order.

When the priests were such as Hophni and Phine-

has, we may foirly assume that the Levites were not

doing much to sustain the moral life of the people.

The work of Samuel was the starting-point of a

better time. Himself a Levite, and, though not a

priest, belonging to that section of the Levites which

was nearest to the priesthood (1 Chr. vi. 28),

adopted, as it were, by a special dedication, into the

priestly line and trained for its offices (1 Sam. ii.

18), he appears as infusing a fresh life, the author

of a new organization. There is no reason to think,

indeed, that the companies or schools of the sons of

the prophets which a])pear in his time (1 Sam. x.

5), and are traditionally said to have been founded

by him, consisted exclusively of Levites ; but there

are many signs that the members of that tribe

formed a large element in the new order, and re-

ceived new strength from it. It exhibited, indeed,

the ideal of the Levite life as one of praise, devotion,

teaching, standing in the same relation to the priests

and Le\'ites generally as the monastic institutions of

the fifth century, or the mendicant orders of the

thirteenth, did to the secular clergy of Western

Europe. The fact that the Levites were thus

brought under the influence of a system which ad-

dressed itself to the mind and heart in a greater de-

gree than the sacrificial functions of the priesthood,

may possilily have led them on to apprehend the

higher truths as to the nature of worship which

begin to lie asserted from this period, and which

are nowhere proclaimed more clearly than in the

great hymn that bears the name of Asaph (I's. 1.

7-15). The man who raises the name of prophet

to a new significance is himself a Levite (1 Sam. ix.

9). It is among them that we find the first signs

of the musical skill which is afterwards so conspic-

uous in the Levites (1 Sam. x. 5). The order in

which the Temple services were arranged is ascribed

to two of the prophets, Nathan and Gad (2 Chr.

xxix. 2.5), who must have grown up under Samuel's

superintendence, and in part to Samuel himself (1

Chr. ix. 22). Asaph and Heman, the Psalmists,

bear the same title as Samuel the Seer (1 Chr. xxv.

5; 2 Chr. xxix. 30). The very word "prophesy-

ing " is applied not only to sudden bursts of song,

but to the organized psalmody of the Temple (1

Chr. xxv. 2, 3). Even of those who bore the name of

a prophet in a higher sense, a large number are

traceably of this tribe."

III. The capture of the Ark by the Philistines

did not entirely interrupt the worship of the Is-

raelites, and the ministrations of the Levites went

« It may be worth while to indicate the extent of

this connection. As prophets, who are also priests,

we have Jeremiah (Jer. i. 1), Ezekiel (Ez. i. 3),

Azariah the sou of Odcd (2 Chr. xv. 1), Zechariah (2

Chr. xxiv. 20). Internal evidence tends to the same
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on, first at Shiloh (1 Sam. xiv. 3), then for a time

at Nob (1 Sam. xxii. 11), afterwards at Gilteon

(1 K. iii. 4; 1 Chr. xvi. 39). The history of the

return of the ark to Beth-shemesh after its capture

by the Philistines, and its subsequent removal to

Kirjath-jearim, points apparently to some strange

complications, rising out of the anomalies of this

period, and affecting, in some measure, the position

of the tribe of Levi. Beth-shemesh was, by the

original assignment of the conquered country, one

of the cities of the priests (Josh. xxi. 16). They,

however, do not appear in the narrati\e, unless we
assume, against all probability, that the men of

Beth-shemesh who were guilty of the act of pro-

fanation were themselves of the priestly order.

Levites indeed are mentioned as doing their ap-

pointed work (1 Sam. vi. 15), but the sacrifices

and burnt-ofterings are offered by the men of the

city, as though the special function of the priest-

hood had been usurped by others; and on this sup-

position it is easier to understand how those who
had set aside the Law of Moses by one offense

should defy it also by another. The singular read-

ing of the LXX. in 1 Sam. vi. 19 (na] ouk rifffxe-

VLcrav 01 vloi 'lexoviov iv rots avSpaai Baidaafibs

on elSuv Ki^wThv Kvpiov), indicates, if we assume
that it rests upon some corresponding Hebrew text,

a struggle between two opposed parties, one guilty

of the profanation, the other — possibly the Levites

who had been before mentioned— zealous in their

remonstrances against it. Then comes, either as

the result of this collision, or by direct suijematural

infliction, the great slaughter of the Beth-sheniites,

and they shrink from retaining the ark any longer

among them. The great Eben (stone) becomes, by
a sHght paronomastic change in its form, the "great

Aisel " (lamentation), and the name remains as a

memorial of the sin and of its punishment. [Beth-
SHKMESii.] We are left entirely in the dark as to

the reasons which led them, after this, to send the

ark of Jehovah, not to Hebron or some other priest-

ly city, but to Kirjath jearini, round which, so far

as we know, there gathered legitimately no sacred

associations. It has been commonly assumed in-

deed that Abinadab, under whose guardianship it

remained for twenty years, must necessarily have

lieen of the tribe of Levi. [Abinadab.] Of this,

however, there is not the slightest direct evidence,

and against it there is the language of David in 1

Chr. XV. 2, " None ought to carry the ark of God
but the Levites, for tliem hath .lehovah chosen,"

which would lose half its force if it were not meant
as a protest against a recent innovation, and the

ground of a return to the more ancient order. So
far as one can see one's way through these perplex-

ities of a dark period, the most probable explana-

tion— already suggested under Kikjath-jkarim
— seems to be the following. The old names of

Baaleh (Josh. xv. 9) and Kirjath-baal (Josh. xv.

GO) suggest there had been of old some special

sanctity attached to the place as the centre of a

Canaanite local worship. The feet that the ark

was taken to the house of Abinadab in the liill (1

Sam. vii. 1), the Gibeah of 2 Sam. vi. 3, connects

itself with that old Canaanitish reverence for high

places, which through the whole history of the

conclusion as to Joel, Micah, Habakkuk, Haggai, Zech-

ariah, and even Isaiah himself Jahaziel (2 Chr. xx.

14) appears as at once a prophet and a Levite. There

is a balance of probability on the same side as to Jehu,

Hanani, the second Oded,an'l Ahijali of Shiloh.
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Israelites, continued to have such strong attractions

for them. Tiiese may have seemed to the panic-

stricken inhabitants of that district, mingling old

things and new, the worship of Jehovah with the

lingering superstitions of the conquered people,

sufficient grounds to determine their choice of a

locality. The consecration (the word used is the

special sacerdotal term) of Eleazar as the guardian

of the ark is, on this hypothesis, analogous in its

way to the other irregular assumptions which char-

acterize this period, though here the offense was

less flagrant, and did not involve apparently the

performance of any sacrificial acts. While, however,

this aspect of the religious condition of the people

brings the Levitical and priestly orders before us

as having lost the position they had previously oc-

cupied, there were other influences at work tending

to reinstate them.

The rule of Samuel and his sons, and the pro-

phetical character now connected with the tribe,

tended to give them the position of a ruling caste.

In the strong desire of the people for a king, we may
perhaps trace a protest against the assumption by

the Levites of a higher position than that originally

assigned. The reign of Saul, in its later period,

was at any rate the assertion of a self-willed power

against the priestly order. The assumption of the

sacrificial office, the massacre of the priests at Nob,

the slaughter of the Gibeonites who were attached

to their service, were parts of the same policy, and

the narrative of the condenniation of Saul for the

two former sins, no less than of the expiation re-

quired for the latter ("2 Sam. xxi.), shows by what

strong measures the truth, of which that policy was

a subversion, had to be impressed on the minds of

the Israelites. The reign of David, however, brought

the change from persecution to honor. The Levites

were ready to welcome a king who, though not of

their tribe, had been brought up under their train-

ing, was skilled in their arts, prepared to share even

in some of their ministrations, and to array him-

self in their apparel (2 Sam. v). 14), and 4,6U0 of

their number with 3,700 priests waited upon Uavid

at Hebron — itself, it should be remembered, one of

the priestly cities— to tender their allegiance ( 1 Chr.

xii. 20). When his kingdom was established, there

came a fuller organization of the whole tribe. Its

position in relation to tlie priesthood was once again

definitely recognized. When the ark was carried up

to its new resting-place in Jerusalem, their claim

to be the bearers of it was publicly acknowledged

(1 Chr. XV. 2). When the sin of Uzzah stopped the

procession, it was placed for a time under the care

of Obed-Edom of Gath — probably Gath-rimmon
— as one of the chiefs of the Kohathites (1 Uhr.

xiii. 13; Josh. xxi. 24; 1 Chr. xv. 18).

In the procession which attended the ultimate

conveyance of the ark to its new resting-place, the

Levites were conspicuous, wearing their linen eph-

ods, and appearing in their new character as min-
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a There are 24 courses of the priests, 24,000 Levites

in the general business of the Temple (1 Chr. xxiii. 4).

The number of singers is 288 = 12 x 24 (1 Ohr. xxv.

7).

b There is, however, a curious Jewish tradition that

the schoolmiisters of Israel were of the tribe of Sim-

eon (Solom. Jarchi on Gen. xlix. 7, in Qodwyn's Muses
and Aaron).

c In 1 Chr. ii. 6 the four names of 1 K. iv. 31 ap-

pear as belonging to the tribe of Jud».h, and in the

third generation after Jacob. On the other hand, the

strels (1 Chr. xv. 27, 28). In the worship of the

Tabernacle under David, as afterwards in that of

the Temple, we may trace a development of the

simpler arrangements of the wilderness and of Shi-

loh. The Lentes were the gatekeepers, vergers, sac-

ristans, choristers of the e^ntral sanctuary of the

nation. They were, in the language of 1 Chr. xxiii.

24-32, to which we may refer as almost the locus

clitsstcus on this subject, " to wait on the g-n? of

Aaron for the service of the house of Jehovah, in

the courts, and the chambers, and the purifying of

all holy things." This included the duty of pro-

viding " for the shew-bread, and the fine flour for

meat-oftering, and for the unleavened bread." Thej-

were, besides this, " to stand every morning to thank

and praise Jehovah, and likewise at even." They
were lastly " to offer " — i. e. to assist the priests

in offering— " all burnt-sacrifices to Jehovah in the

sabbaths and on the set feasts." They lived for the

greater part of the year in their own cities, and came
up at fixed periods to take their turn of work (1

Chr. XXV., xxvi.). How long it lasted we have no
sutficient data for determining. The predominance

of the number twelve as the basis of classification «

might seem to indicate nionthly periods, and the

festivals of the new moon would naturally suggest

such an arrangement. The analogous order in the

civil and military administration (1 Chr. xxvii. 1)

would tend to the same conclusion. It appears, in-

deed, that there was a change of some kind every

week (1 Chr. ix. 25; 2 Chr. xxiii. 4, 8); liut this

is of course compatible with a system of rotation,

which would give to each a longer period of resi-

dence, or with the permanent residence of the leader

of each division within the precincts of the sanctu-

ary. Whatever may have been the system, we must
bear in mind that the duties now imposed ujx)n the

Levites were such as to require almost continuous

practice. They would need, when their turn came,

to be able to bear their parts in the great choral

hymns of the Temple, and to take each his ap-

pointed share in the complex structure of a sacri-

ficial liturgy, and for this a special study would be

required. The education which the Levites received

for their peculiar duties, no less than their connec-

tion, more or less intimate, with the schools of the

prophets (see above), would tend to make them, so

tar as there was any education at all, the teachere

of others,' the transcribers and interpreters of the

Law, the chroniclers of the times in which they

lived. We have some striking instances of their

appearance in this new character. One of them,

Ethan the Ezrahite,<^ takes his place among the old

Hel)rew sages who were worthy to be compared with

Solomon, and (Ps. Ixxxix. title) his name appears as

the writer of the 89th Psalm (1 K. iv. 31; 1 Chr.

XV. 17). One of the first to bear the title of

" Scribe " is a Levite (1 Chr. xxiv. 6), and this is

mentioned as one of their special offices under Jo-

siah (2 Chr. xxxiv. 13). They are described as

names of Heman and Ethan are prominent among the

Levites under Solomon (hifra) ; and two psalms, one

of which belongs manifestly to a later date, are as-

cribed to them, with this title of Ezrahite attached

(Ps. Ixxxviii. and Ixxxix). The diflicult.v arises prob-

ably out of some confusion of the later and the earlier

names. Ewald's conjecture, that conspicuous minstrels

of other tribes were received into the choir of the

Temple, and then reckoned as Levites, would give a

new aspect to the influence of the tribe. (Comp.

Poet. Buck. i. 213 ; De Wette, Psalmen, Einleit. § iU.)
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-• officers and judges " under David (1 Chr. xxvi.

2y), and as such are employed " in all the business

of Jehovah, and in the service of the king." They
are the agents of Jehoshaphat and Hezekiah in their

work of reformation, and are sent forth to proclaim

and enforce the law (2 Chr. xvii. 8, xxx. 22). Un-
der Josiah the function has passed into a title, and
they are " the Levites that taught all Israel " (2

Chr. XXXV. 3). The two books of Chronicles bear

unmistakable marks of having been written by men
whose interests were all gathered round the services

of the Temple, and who were familiar with its rec-

ords. The materials from which they compiled

their narratives, and to which they refer as the

works of seers and prophets, were written by men
who were probably Levites themselves, or, if not,

were associated with tliera.

The former subdivisions of the tribe were recog-

nized in the assignment of the new duties, and the

Kohathites retained their old preeminence. They
have four " princes " (1 Chr. xv. 5-10), while Me-
rari and Gershon have but one each. They sup-

plied, from the families of the Izharites and He-
bronites, the " oiiicers and judges " of 1 Chr. xxvi.

30. To them belonged the sons of Korah, with

Heman at their head (1 Chr. ix. 19), playing upon
psalteries and harps. They were '' over the work

of the service, keepers of the gates of the taber-

nacle " {I. c). It was their work to prepare the

sliew-bread every Sabbath (1 Chr. ix. 32). The
Gershonites were represented in like manner in the

Temple-choir by the sons of Asapii (1 Chr. vi. 39,

XV. 17); Merari by the sons of Ethan or Jeduthun

(1 Chr. vi. 44, xvi. 42, xxv. 1-7). Now that the

heavier work of conveying the tabernacle and its

equipments from place to place was no longer re-

quired of them, and that psalmody had become the

most prominent of their duties, they were to enter

on their work at the earlier age of twenty (1 Chr.

Kxiii. 24-27 ).«

As in the old days of the Exodus, so in the

organization under David, the Levites were not in-

cluded in the general census of the people (1 Chr.

xxi. 6), and formed accordingly no portion of its

military strength. A separate census, made appar-

ently before the change of age just mentioned (I

Chr. xxiii. 3), gives—
24,000 over the work of the Temple.

6,000 officers and judges.

4,000 porters, i. e. gate-keepers,'' and, as such,

'. bearing arms (1 Chr. ix. 19; 2 Chr.

xxxi. 2).

4,000 praising Jehovah with instruments.

The latter number, however, must have included

the full choruses of the Temple. The more skilled

musicians among the sons of Heman, Asaph, and

Jeduthun are numbered at 288, in 24 sections of

12 each. Here again the Kohathites are promi-

nent, having 14 out of the 24 sections; while Ger-

shon has 4 and Merari 8 (1 Chr. xxv. 2-4). To
these 288 were assigned apparently a more perma-

nent residence in the Temple (1 Chr. ix. 33), and

in the villages of the Netophathites near Bethle-

hem (1 Chr. ix. 16), mentioned long afterwards as

inhabited by the " sons of the singers" (Neh. xii. 28).

The revolt of the ten tribes, and the policy pur-

a The change is Indicated in what are described as

the " last words of David." The king feels, in his old

age, that a time of rest has come for himself and for

the people, and that the Levites have a right to share
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sued by Jeroboam, led to a great change in the

position of the Levites. They were the witnesses

of an appointed order and of a central worship.

He wished to make the priests the creatures and
instruments of the king, and to establish a provin-

cial and divided worship. The natural result was,

that they left the cities assigned to them in the

territory of Israel, and gathered round the metrop-

olis of Judah (2 Chr. xi. 13, 14). Their influence

over the people at large was thus diminished, and
the design of the Mosaic polity so far frustrated

;

but their power as a religious order was probably

increased by this concentration within narrower

limits. In the kingdom of Judah they were, from

this time forward, a powerful body, politically as

well as ecclesiastically. They brought with them
the prophetic element of influence, in the wider as

well as in the higher meaning of the word. We ac-

cordingly find them prominent in the war of Abijah

against Jeroboam (2 Chr. xiii. 10-12). They are,

as before noticed, sent out by Jehoshaphat to in-

struct and judge the people (2 Chr. xix. 8-10).

Prophets of their order encourage the king in his

war against Moab and Amnion, and go before his

army with their loud Hallelujahs (2 Chr. xx. 21),

and join afterwards in the triumph of his return.

The apostasy that followed on the marriage of Jeho-

ram and Athaliah exposed them for a time to the

dominance of a hostile system ; but the services of

the Temple appear to have gone on, and the Levites

were again' conspicuous in the counter-revolution

efli-ctea by Jehoiada (2 Chr. xxiii. ), and in restoring

the Temple to its former stateliness under Joash (2

Chr. xxiv. 5). They shared in the disasters of the

reign of Amaziah (2 Chr. xxv. 24), and in the pros-

perity of Uzziah, and were ready, we may believe,

to support the priests, who, as representing their

order, opposed the sacrilegious usurpation of the

latter king (2 Chr. xxvi. 17). The closing of the

Temple under Ahaz involved the cessation at once

of their work and of their privileges (2 Chr. xxviii.

24). Under Hezekiah they again became promi-

nent, as consecrating themsehes to the special work
of cleansing and repairing the Temple (2 Chr. xxix.

12-1.5) ; and the hymns of David and of Asaph were

again renewed. In this instance it was thought

worthy of special record that those who were simply

Levites were more " upright in heart " and zealous

than the priests themselves (2 Chr. xxix. 34) ; and

thus, in that great Passover, they took the place of

the unwilling or imprepared memViers of the priest-

hood. Their old privileges were restored, they were

put forward as teachers (2 Chr. xxx. 22), and the

payment of tithes, which had probably been discon-

tinued under Ahaz, was renewed (2 Chr. xxxi. 4).

The genealogies of the tribe were revised (ver. 17),

and the old classification kept its ground. The
reign of Manasseh was for them, during the greater

part of it, a period of depression. That of Josiah

witnessed a fresh revival and reorganization (2 Chr.

xxxiv. 8-1 3 ). In the great passover of his eighteenth

year they took their place as teachers of the people,

as well as leaders of their worship (2 Chr. xxxv. 3, 16).

Then came the Egyptian and Chaldtean invasions,

and the rule of cowardly and apostate kings. The
sacred tribe itself showed itself unfaithful. The

in it. They are now the ministers - - not, as before,

the warrior-host— of the Uuseeu King.

^ Ps. cxxxiv. acquires a fresh interest when we
think of it as the song of the night-sentries of the

Temple.
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repeated protests of the priest Ezekiel indicate that

they had shared in the idolatry of the people. The

prominence into which they had been brought in

the reigns of the two reforming kings had appar-

ently tempted them to think that they might en-

croach permanently on the special functions of the

priesthood, and the sin of Korah was renewed (lu.

xUv. 10-1-t, xlviii. 11). They had, as the penalty

of their sin, to witness the destruction of the Tem-
ple, and to taste the bitterness of exile.

IV. After the Captivity. The position taken

by the Levites in the first movements of the return

from Babylon indicates that tliey had cherished tlie

traditions and maintained the practices of tlieir

tribe. They, we may believe, were those who were

specially called on to sing to their conquerors one

of the songs of Zion (De Wette, on Ps. cxxxvii.).

It is noticeable, however, that in the first body of

returning exiles they are present in a dispropor-

tionately small number (Ezr. ii. yO-42). Tliose

who do come take their old parts at the foundation

and dedication of the second Temple (Ezr. iii. 10,

vi. 18). In the next movement under Ezra their

reluctance (whatever may have been its origin")

was even more strongly marked. None of them

presented themselves at the first great gathering

(Ezr. viii. 15). The special efforts of Ezra did not

succeed in bringing together more than 38, and

their place had to be filled by 220 of the Nethinim

{ib. 20).* Those who returned with him resumed

their functions at the Feast of Tabernacles as

teachers and interpreters (Xeh. viii. 7), and those

who were most active in that work were foremost

also in chanting the hymn-like prayer which appears

in Neh. ix. as the last great effort of Jewish psalm-

ody. They are recognized in the great national cove-

nant, and the offerings and tithes which were their

due are once more solemnly secured to them (Xeh.

X. 37-3'J). They take their old places in tlie Tem-
ple and in the villages near .Jerusalem (Neh. xii.

29), and are present in full array at the great feast

of the Dedication of the Wall. The two prophets

who were active at the time of thd Keturn, Haggai

and Zechariah, if they did not belong to the tribe,

helped it forward in the work of restoration. The
strongest measures are adopted by Nehemiah, as

before by Ezra, to guard the purity of their blood

from the contamination of mixed marriages (Ezr. x.

23); and they are made the special guardians of

the holiness of the Sabbath (Neh. xiii. 22). The
last prophet of the O. T. sees, as part of his vision

of the latter days, the time wiien the Lord " shall

purify the sons of Levi" (Mai. iii. 3).

The guidance of the 0. T. fails us at this point,

and the history of the Levites in relation to the

national life Ijecomes consequently a matter of in-

ference and conjecture. The synagogue worship,

then originated, or receiving a new development,

was organized irrespectively of them [Synago<;ue],

and thus throughout the whole of Palestine there

were means of instruction in the Law with whicli

they were not connected. This would tend nat-

urally to diminish their peculiar claim on the

reverence of the people; but where a priest or

Invite was present in the synagogue they were still
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a May we conjecture that the language of Ezekiel

had led to some jealousy between tlie two orders ?

t> There is a Jewish tradition (Surenhusius, Mis/i/ia,

Sola, ix. 10) to the effect that, as a puuishnient for

this backwardness, Ezr.i deprived them of their tithes,

•nd transferred the ri^jht to the priests.

entitled to some kind of precedence, and special

sections in the lessons for the day were assigned to

them (Lightfoot, IIoi: Heb. on Matt. iv. 23).

During the period that followed the Captivity they

contributed to the formation of the so-called Great

Synagogue. They, with the priests, theoretically

constituted and practicaUy formed the majority of

the permanent Sanhedrim (Maimonides in Light-

foot, Hor. Jhb. on ^latt. xxvi. 3), and as such had

a large share in the administration of justice even in

capital cases. In the characteristic feature of this

period, as an age of scribes succeeding to an age

of prophets, they too were likely to be sharers.

The training and previous history of the tribe would

predispose them to attach themselves to the new
system as they had done to the old. They accord-

ingly may have been among the scriljcs and elders,

who accumulated traditions. They may have at-

tached themselves to the sects of Pharisees and

Sadducees.'^ But in proportion as they thus ac-

quired fame and reputation individually, their func-

tions as Levites became suljordinate, and they were

known simply as the inferior ministers of the

Temple. They take no prominent part hi the

Maccabcean struggles, though they must have been

present at the great purification of the Temple.

They appear but seldom in the history of the

N. T. Where we meet with their names it is as

the type of a formal heartless worship, without

sympathy and without love (Luke x. 32).'' The

same parable indicates .Jericho as having become—
what it had not been originally (see Josh, xxi., 1

Chr. vi. ) — one of the great stations at which they

and the priests resided (Lightfoot, Cent. Clwro-

graph. c. 47). In John i. 19 they appear as dele-

gates of the Jews, that is of the Sanhedrim, coming

to inquire into the credentials of the Baptist, and

giving utterance to their own Messianic expecta-

tions. The mention of a Levite of Cyprus in Acta

iv. 36 shows that the changes of the previous

century had carried that tribe also into " the dis-

persed among the Gentiles." The conversion of

Barnabas and jNIark was probably no solitary in-

stance of the reception by them of the new faith,

which was the fulfillment of the old. If " a gi-eat

company of the priests were obedient to the faith
"

(Acts vi. 7), it is not too bold to believe that their

influence may have led Levites to follow their exam-

ple ; and thu; the old psalms, and possibly also the

old chants of the Temple-service, might be trans-

mitted through the agency of those who had been

specially trained in them, to be the inheritance of

the Christian Church. Later on in the history of

the first century, when the Temple had received its

final completion under the younger Agrippa, we

find one section of tlie tribe engaged in a new

movement. With that strange unconsciousness of

a coming doom which so often marks the last stage

of a decaying system, the singers of the Temple

thought it a fitting time to apply for the right of

wearing the same linen garment as the priests, and

persuaded the king that the concession of this

privilege would be the glory of his reign (Joseph.

Ant. XX. 8, § 6). The other Levites at the same

time asked for and obtained the privilege of joining

c The life of Josephus may be taken as an example

of the education of the higher members of the order

(Jos. Vita, c. i.).

d * Levites, though not named, are referred »o as a

Temple-police in Luke xxii. 52, Acts iv. 1, and v. 26-

[Oapt.\in.1 U.
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in the Temple choruses, from which hitherto they

had been exchuled." The destruction of the Tem-
ple so soon after they had attained the oliject of

their desires came as with a grim irony to sweep

away their occupation, and so to deprive them of

every vestige of that which had distinguished them
from other Israelites. They were merged in the

crowd of captives that were scattered over the

Roman world, and disappear from the stage of

history. The Kahliinic schools, that rose out of

the ruins of the Jewish polity, fostered a studied

and habitual depreciation of the Levite order as

compared with their own teachers (M'Caul, Old

Paths, p. 4.35). Individual families, it may be,

cherished the tradition that their fathers, as jiriests

or Levites, had taken part in the services of the

Temple.'' If their claims were recognized, they

received the old marks of reverence in the worship

of the synagogue (comp. the liegulations of the

Great Synagogue of London, in jNIargoliouth's

History of Jews in Gretit Britain^ iii. 270), took

precedence in reading the lessons of the day (Light-

foot, [[or. [[eb. on Matt. iv. 23), and pronounced

the blessing at the close (Basnage, [[ist. des JuiJ's,

vi. 790). Their existence was acknowledged in some
of the laws of the Christian emperors (Hasnage,

I. c). The tenacity with which the exiled race

clung to these recollections is shown in the prev-

alence of the names (Cohen, and Levita or Ijevy)

which imply that those who bear them are of the

sons of Aaron or the tribe of Levi; and in the

custom which exempts the first-born of priestly or

Levite families from the payments which are still

offered, in the case of others, as the redemption of

the first-born (Leo of IModena, in Picarfs Cere-

monies Rdiyimses, 1. 20 ; Allen's Modern Judaism,

p. 297). In the mean time the old name had ac-

quired a new signification. The early writers of

the Christian Church applied to the later hierarchy

the language of the earlier, and gave to the bishops

and presbyters the title {lepeis) that had belonged

to the sons of Aaron; while the deacons were

habitually spoken of as Levites (Suicer, Tkes. s. v.

\euiT77?).'^

The extinc ..on or absorption of a tribe which had

borne so prominent a part in the history of Israel,

was, like other such changes, an instance of the

order in which the shadow is succeeded by the

substance— that which is decayed, is waxing old,

and ready to vanish away, by a new and more

living organization. It had done its work, and it

had lost its life. It was bound up with a localized

and exclusive worship, and had no place to occupy

in that which was universal. In the Christian

Church— supposing, by any effort of imagination,

that it had had a recognized existence in it— it

would have been simply an impediment. Looking

at the long history of which the outline has been

here traced, we find in it the light and darkness,

the good and evil, which mingle in the character

of most corporate or caste societies. On the one

hand, the Levites, as a tribe, tended to fall into a

formal worship, a narrow and exclusive exaltation

ti The toue of Josephus is noticeable as being that

of a man wlio looked on the change as a dangerous

innovation. As a priest, he saw in this movement of

tlie Levites an intrusion on the privileges of his

order ; and this was, in liis judgment, one of the sins

which brought on the destruction of the city and the

Temple.
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of themselves and of their country. On the other

hand, we must not forget that they were chosen,

together with the priesthood, to bear witness of

gi-eat truths which might otherwise have jierished

from remembrance, and that they bore it well

through a long succession of centuries. To mem-
bers of this tribe we owe many separate books of

the 0. T., and probably also in great measure the

preservation of the whole. The hymns which they

sung, in part probably the music of which they
were the originators, have been perpetuated in the

worship of the Christian Church. In the company
of prophets who have left behind them no written

records they appear conspicuous, united by common
work and common interests with the prophetic

order. They did their work as a national clerisy,

instruments in raising the people to a higher life,

educating them in the knowledge on which all

order and civilization rest. It is not often, in the

history of the world, that a religious caste or

order has passed away with more claims to the

respect and gratitude of mankind than the tribe of

Levi.

(On the subject generally may be consulted, in

addition to the authorities already quoted, Carpzov,
Ajjpar. Cril. b. i. c. 5, and Annoiat.; Saalschiitz,

Archaol. der [[ehr. c. 78; IMichaelis, Comm. on
Laws of Moses, i. art. 52.) E. H. P.

LEVIT'ICUS (S;ii?*1), the first word in the

book, giving it its name: Aev'CTiK6v- Leviticus:

called also by the later Jews D"^2n3 iTIin,

"Law of the priests;" and mD2"1p n"]"in,

" Law of offerings."

Contents.— The book consists of the follow-

ing principal sections:

I. The laws touching sacrifices (cc. i.-vii.)i

II. An historical section containing, first, the

consecration of Aaron and his sons (ch. viii.);

next, his first offering for himself and the people

(ch. ix.); and lastly, the destruction of Nadab
and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, for their presump-

tuous oft(?nse (ch. x.).

III. The laws concerning purity and impurity,

and the appropriate sacrifices and ordinances for

putting away impurity (cc. xi.-xvi.).

IV. Laws chiefly intended to mark the separa-

tion between Israel and the heathen nations (cc.

xvii.-xx.)

V. Laws concerning the priests (xxi., xxii.); and

certain holy days and festivals (xxiii., xxv.), to-

gether witii an episode (xxiv.). The section extends

from ch. xxi. 1 to x.xvi. 2.

VI. Promises and threats (xxvi. 2-46).

VII. An appendix containing the laws concern-

ing vows (xxvii.)

I. The book of Exodus concludes with the ac-

count of the completion of the tabernacle. " So

Moses finished the work," we read (xl. 33): and

immediately there rests upon it a cloud, and it is

b Dr. Joseph Wolff, in his recent Travels and Adven-
tures (p. 2), claims his descent from this tribe.

c In the literature of a later period the same name
meets us applied to the same or nearly the same order,

no longer, however, as the language of reverence, but

as that of a cynical contempt for the less worthy por-

tion of the clergy of the English Church (Macaulay,

Hist, of Engtami, iii. 327).
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filled with tlie glory of Jehovah. From the taber-

nacle, thus rendered glorious by the Divine Pres-

ence, issues the legislation contained in the liook of

Leviticus. At first God spake to the people out of

the thunder and lightning of Sinai, and gave them
his holy commandments by the hand of a mediator.

But henceforth his Presence is to dwell not on the

secret top of Sinai, but in the midst of his people,

both in their wanderings through the wilderness, and

afterwards in the Land of Promise. Hence tlie fij'st

directions which Moses receives after the work is

finished have reference to the offerings which wei'e

to be brought to the door of the Tabernacle. As
Jehovah draws near to the people in the Tabernacle,

so the people draw near to Jehovah in the offering.

Without offerings none may approach Him. 'i'he

regulations respecting the sacrifices fall into three

groups, and each of these groups again consists of

a decalogue of instructions. Bertheau has observed

that this principle runs through all the laws of

Moses. They are all modeled after the pattern of

the ten commandments, so that each distinct subject

of legislation is always treated of under ten several

enactments or provisions.

Baumgarten in his Commentnry on tlie Penta-

teuch, has adopted the arrangement of Bertheau, as

set forth in his Sieben Gruppen cks Mos. Redds. On
the whole, his principle seems sound. We find Bun-
sen acknowledging it in part, in his division of the

19th chapter (see below). And though we cannot

always agree with Bertheau, we have thought it

worth while to give his arrangement as suggestive

at leiist of the main structure of the book.

1. The first group of regulations (cc. i. - iii.)

deals with three kinds of offerings: the burnt-offer-

ing (nlpir), the meat-oftering n (Hn^Q), and

the thank-offering (D^'^btp nnT).

i. The burnt-offering (ch. i.) in three sections.

It might be either (1) a male without blemish from

the herds ("irj2n "}D), vv. 3-f); or (2) a male

without blemish from the flocks, or lesser cattle

(]S-!Sn), vv. 10-13; or (3). it might be fowls, an

offering of turtle-doves or young pigeons, vv. 14-

17. The subdivisions are here marked clearly

enough, not only by the three kinds of sacrifice,

but also by the form in which the enactment is

put. Each begins with 132'np • • • • CS, " If his

offering," etc., and each ends with 717137

mn'^b mn"'2 nn na,^S " an offering made

by fire, of a sweet savor unto Jehovah."

The next group (ch. ii.) presents many more
difficulties. Its parts are not so clearly marked
either by prominent features in the subject-matter,

or by the more technical boundaries of certain ini-

tial and final phrases. We have here—
ii. The meat-offering, or bloodless offering in four

sections: (1) in its uncooked form, consisting of

fine flour with oil and frankincense, vv. 1-3; (2)

in its cooked form, of which three different kinds

are specified — baked in the oven, fried, or boiled,

vv. 4-10; (3) the prohil)ition of leaven, and the

direction to use salt in all the meat -offerings, 11-13

;

(4) the oblation of first fruits, 14-lG. This at least

o " Meat " is used by our translators In the sense

of food of any kind, whether flesh or fiirinaceous.

[M£AT.]
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seems on the whole to be the best arrangement of

the group, though we offer it with some hesita-

tion.

(ft.) Bertheau's arrangement is different. He
divides (1) vv. 1-1, thus including the meat-offer-

ing baked in the oven with the uncooked offering;

(2) vv. 5 and 6, the meat-ofterlng when fried in the
pan; (3) vv. 7-13, the meatoffering when boiled;

(4) vv. 14-16, the offering of the first-fruits. But
this is obviously open to many objections. For, first,

it is exceedingly arbitrary to connect v. 4 with vv.

1-3, rather than with the verses which follow. Why
should tlie meat-oftering baked in the oven be classed

with the uncooked meat-offering rather than with

the other two which were in different ways sup-

posed to be dressed with fireV Next, two of the

divisions of the chapter are .clearly marked by the

recurrence of the formula, " It is a thing most holy

of the offerings of Jehovah made by fire," vv. 3 and
10. Lastly, the directions in vv. 11-13 apply to

e\'ery form of meat-offering, not only to that im-

mediately preceding. The iMasoretic arrangeme^nt

is in five sections: vv. 1-3; 4; 5,6; 7-13; 14-16.

iii. The s/i(;A(/ftim^ '• peace-offering " (A. V.),

or thank-offering" (Ewald), (ch. iii.) in three

sections. Strictly speaking this falls under two
heads: first, when it is of the herd; and secondly,

when it is of the flock. But this last has again its

subdivision ; for the offering when of the flock may
be either a lamb or a goat. Accordingly the three

sections are, vv. 1-.5 ; 7-11 ; 12-16. Ver. 6 is merely

introductory to the second class of sacrifices, and
ver. 17 a general conclusion, as in the case of other

laws. This concludes the first decalogue of the

book.

2. Ch. iv., v. The laws concerning the sin-

offering and the trespass- (or guilt-) offering.

The sin-offering (chap, iv.) is treated of under

four specified cases, after a short introduction to the

whole in vv. 1, 2: (1) the sin-offering for the priest,

3-12; (2) for the whole congregation, 13-21
; (3)

for a ruler, 22-26; (4) for one of the common peo-

ple, 27-35.

After these four cases in which the offering is to

be made for four different classes, there follow pro-

visions respecting three several kinds of transgres-

sion for which atonement must be made. It is not

quite clear whether these should be ranked under

the head of the sin-offering or of the trespass-offer-

ing (see Winer, Rwb.). We may, however, follow

Bertheau, Baumgarten, and Knobel, in regarding

them as special instances in which a s/n-offering

was to be brought. The three cases are: first,

wlien any one hears a curse and conceals what he

heai-s (V. 1); secondly, when anyone touches with-

out knowing or intending it, any unclean thing

(vv. 2, 3); lastly, when any one takes an oath in-

considerately (ver. 4). For Kich of these cases the

same trespass-offering, " a female from the flock,

a lamb or kid of the go.ats," is appointed ; but with

that mercifulness whicii characterizes the Mosaic

law, express provision is made for a less costly offer-

ing where the offerer is poor.

The decalogue is then completed by the three

regulations respecting the guilt-offering (or tres-

pass-oftering): first, when anyone sins "through

ignorance in the holy things of .lehovah " (vv. 14-

16); next, when a person without knowing it

" commits any of these things whicli are forbidden

to be done by the commandments of Jehovah "

(17-1!)); lastly, when a man lies and swears falsely

concerning that which was intrusted to him, etc
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(w. 20-26)." This decalogue, like the preceding

one, has its characteristic words and expressions.

The prominent word which introduces so many

of the enactments, is ti753, "soul " (see iv. 2, 27,

w. 1, 2, 4, 15, 17, vi. 2); and the phrase, "if a

soul shall sin " (iv. 2), is, with occasional variations

having an equiv^ilent meaning, the distinctive phrase

of the section.

As in the former decalogue, the nature of the

offerings, so in this the person and the nature of

the offense are the chief features in the several stat-

utes.

3. CL. vi., vii. Naturally upon the law of sac-

rifices follows the law of the priests' duties when

they offer the sacrifices. Hence we find Moses di-

rected to address himself immediately to Aaron and

his son3 (vi. 2, 18 = vi. 9, 25, A. V.).

In this group the different kinds of offerings are

named in nearly the same order as in the two pre-

ceding decalogues, except that the offering at the

consecration of a priest follows, instead of the thank-

offering, immediately after the meat-offering, which

it resembles ; and the thank-offering now appears

after the trespass-offering. There are therefore, in

all, six kinds of offering ; and in the case of each of

these the priest has his distinct duties. Bertheau

has very ingeniously so distributed the enactments

in which these duties are prescribed as to arrange

them all in five decalogues. We will briefly indi-

cate his arrangement.

3. (a.) " This is the law of the burnt-offering "

(vi. 9; A. v.), in five enactments, each verse (vv.

9-13) containing a separate enactment.

(6.) " And this is the law of the meat-offering "

(ver. 14), again in five enactmei)ts, each of which is,

as before, contained in a single verse (vv. 4-18).

4. The next decalogue is contained in vv. 19-30.

(((.) Verse 19 is merely introductory; then fol-

low, in five verses, five distinct directions with re-

gard to the offering at the time of the consecration

of the priests, the first in ver. 20, the next two in

ver. 21, the fourth in the former part of ver. 22,

and the last in the latter part of ver. 22 and ver. 23.

(6.) •' This is the law of the sin-offering " (ver.

25). Then the five enactments, each in one verse,

except that two verses (27, 28) are given to the

third.

5. The third decalogue is contained in ch. vii.

1-10, the laws of the trespass-offering. But it is

impossible to avoid a misgiving as to the soundness

of Bertheau's system when we find him making the

words " It is most holy," in ver. 1, the first of the

ten enactments. This he is obliged to do, as vv.

3 and 4 evidently form but one.

6. The fourth decalogue, after an introductory

verse (ver. 11), is contained in ten verses (12-21).

7. The last decalogue consists of certain general

laws about the fat, the blood, the wave-breast, etc.,

and is comprised again in ten verses (23-33), the

verses as before marking the divisions.

The chapter closes with a brief historical notice

of the fact that tliese several commands were given

to Moses on Mount Sinai (vv. 35-38).

II. Ch. viii., ix., x. This section is entirely

historical. In cli. viii. we have the account of

the consecration of Aaron and his sons by Moses

before the whole congregation. They are washed

;

ne is arrayed in the priestly vestments and anointed

" In the English Version this is ch. vi. 1-7. This

Is only one of those instances in which the reader
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with the holy oil ; his sons also are arrayed in their

garmiMits, and the various offerings appointed are

offered. In ch ix. Aaron offers, eight days after his

consecration, his first offering for himself and the

people : this comprises for himself a sin- and burnt-

offering (1-14), for the people a sin-offering, a

burnt-oft'ering and a peace- (or thank-) offering. He
blesses the people, and fire comes down from heaven

and consumes the burnt-offering. Ch. x. tells how
Nadab and Abihu, the sons of Aaron, eager to

enjoy the privileges of their new office, and perhaps

too much elated by its dignity, forgot or despised

the restrictions by which it was fenced round (Ex.

XXX., 7, etc.), and daring to "offer strange fire be-

fore Jehovah," perished because of their presump-
tion.

With the house of Aaron began this wickedness

in the sanctuary ; with them therefore began also

the divine punishment. Very touching is the story

which follows. Aaron, though forbidden to mourn
his loss (vv. 6, 7), will not eat the sin-offering in

the holy place ; and when rebuked by Moses, pleads

in his defense, " Such things have befallen me; and
if I had eaten the sin-offering to-day, should it have
been accepted in the sight of Jehovah V" And
Moses, the lawgiver and the judge, admits the plea,

and honors the natural feeling of the father's heart,

even when it leads to a violation of the letter of the

divine commandment.

III. Cc. xi.-xvi. The first seven decalogues had
reference' to the putting away of (jvilt. By the ap-

pointed sacrifices the separation between man and
God was healed. The next seven concern themselves

with the putting away of imjmrity. That cc. xi.-

XV. hang together so as to form one series of laws

there can be no doubt. Besides that they treat

of kindred subjects, they have their characteristic

words, SDI2, nSX3t3, "unclean," "unclean-

ness," TintO, "IHI^, "clean," which occur in al-

most every verse. The only question is about ch.

xvi., which by its opening is connected immediately

with the occurrence related in ch. x. Historically

it would seem therefore that ch. xvi. ought to have

followed ch. x. And as this order is neglected,

it would lead us to suspect that some other

principle of arrangement than that of historical

sequence has been adopted. This we find in the

solemn significance of the Great Day of Atonement.

The high-priest on that day made atonement, " be-

cause of the uncleanness of the children of Israel,

and because of their transgressions in all their

sins" (xvi. 16), and he " reconciled the holy place

and the tabernacle of the congregation, and the

altar" (ver. 20). Delivered from their guilt and

cleansed from their pollutions, from that day for-

ward the children of Israel entered upon a new and

holy life. This was typified both by tiie ordinance

that the bullock and the goat for the sin-offering

were burnt without the camp (ver. 27), and also by

the sending away of the goat laden with the iniqui-

ties of the people into the wilderness. Hence ch.

xvi. seems to stand most fitly at the end of this sec-

ond group of seven decalogues.

It has reference, we believe, not only (as Ber-

theau supposes) to the putting away, as by one

solemn act, of all those uncleannesses mentioned in

cc. xi.-xv., and for which the various expiations

marvels at the perversity displayed in the divi^on ti

chapters.
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and cleansings there appointed were temporary and
insufficient; but also to the making atonement, in

the sense of hiding sin or putting away its guilt.

For not only do we find the idea of cleansing as

from defilement, but far more prominently the idea

of reconciliation. The often repeated word "123,

"to cover, to atone," is the great word of the

section.

1. The first decalogue in this group refers to

clean.and unclean flesh. Five classes of animals

are pronounced unclean. The first four enactments

declare what animals may and may not be eaten,

whether (1) beasts of the earth (2-8), or (2) fishes

(9-12), or (3) birds (13-20), or (4) creeping things

with wings. The next four are intended to guard

against pollution by contact with the carcase of

any of these animals; (5) vv. 24-26; (G) vv. 27,

28; (7) vv. 29-38; (8) vv. 39, 40. The ninth and
tenth specify the last class of animals which are

unclean for food, (9) vv. 41, 42, and forbid any
other kind of pollution by means of them, (10) vv.

43-45. Vv. 46 and 47 are merely a concluding

summary.
2. Ch. xii. Women's purification in childbed.

The whole of this chapter, according to Beitheaii,

constitutes the first law of this decalogue. The
remaining nine are to be found in the next chapter,

which treats of the signs of leprosy in man and in

garments. (2) vv. 1-8
; (3) vv. 9-17

; (4) vv. 18-23

;

(5) vv. 24-28
; (6) vv. 29-37; (7) vv. 38, 39:

(8) vv. 40-41; (9) vv. 42-46; (10) vv. 47-59.

This arrangement of the several sections is not alto-

gether free from objection ; but it is certainly

supported by the characteristic mode in which each

section opens. Thus, for instance, ch. xii. 2

begins with 5?"'~lTn "^S ntS7H : ch. xiii. 2, with

n'^n^ ^3 Diw, ver. 9, n^nn ^3 nvn'^ rns,

and so on, the same order being always observetl,

the subst. being placed first, then ^3, and then the

verb, except only in ver. 42, where the subst. is

placed after the verb.

3. Ch. xiv. 1-32. " The law of the leper in

the day of his cleansing," i. e. the law which the

jyriest is to observe in purifying the leper. The
priest is mentioned in ten verses, each of which

begins one of the ten sections of this law: vv. 3,

4, 5, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20. In each instance

the word ^n3n is preceded by 1 consecut. with

the perfect. It is true that in ver. 3, and also in

ver. 14, the word ^HSn occurs twice; but in both

verses there is MS. authority, as well as that of

the Vulg. and Aral), versions for the absence of the

second. 'S'erses 21-32 may be regarded as a sup-

plemental provision in cases where the leper is too

poor to bring the required offering.

4. Ch. xiv. 33-57. Tlje leprosy in a house.

It is not so easy here to trace the arrangement no-

ticed in so many other laws. There are no charac-

teristic words or phrases to guide us. Bertheau's

division is as follows: (1) vv. 34, 35; (2) vv. 36,

37; (3) ver. 38; (4) ver. 39; (5) ver. 40: (6) vv.

41, 42: (7) vv. 43-45. Then a.s usual follows a

short summary which closes the statute concerning

leprosy, vv. 54-57.

5. Ch. XV. 1-15. 6. Ch. xv. 16-31. The law

of uncleanness by issue, etc., in two decalogues.

The division is clearly marked, as Bertheau ob-

serves, by the form of cleansing, which is so exactly
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similar in the two principal cases, and which closes

each series, (1) vv. 13-15; (2) vv. 28-30. We
again give his arrangement, though we do not
profess to regard it as in all respects satisfactory.

6. (1) vv. 2, 3; (2) ver. 4; (3) ver. 5; (4) ver.

6; (5) ver. 7; (6) ver. 8; (f) ver. 9; (8) ver. 10;

(9) vv. 11, 12; — these Bertheau considers as one
enactment, because it is another way of saying that

either the man or thing which the unclean person

touches is unclean ; but on the same principle vv.

4 and 5 might just as well form one enactment —
(10) vv. M-15.

7. (1) ver. 16; (2) ver. 17; (3) ver. 18; (4) ver.

19; (5) ver. 20; (6) ver. 21; (7) ver. 22; (8) ver.

23; (9) ver. 24; (10) vv. 28-30. In order to

complete this arrangement, he considers verses

25-27 as a kind of supplementary enactment pro-

vided for an irregular uncleanness, leaving it as

quite uncertain however whether this was a later

addition or not. Verses 32 and 33 form merely

the same general conclusion which we have had
before in xiv. 54—57.

The last decalogue of the second group of seven

decalogues is to be found in ch. xvi., which treats

of the great Day of Atonement. The Law itself is

contained in vv. 1-28. The remaining verses,

29-34, consist of an exhortation to its carel'ul ob

servance. In the act of atonement three persona

are concerned. The high-priest — in this instance

Aaron ; the man who leads away the goat for Azazel

into the wilderness; and he who burns the skin,

flesh, and dung of the bullock and goat of the

sin-offering without the camp. The two last have

special purifications assigned them ; the first be-

cause he has touched the goat laden with the

guilt of Israel; the last because he has come in

contact with the sin-oftering. The 9tli and 10th

enactments prescribe what these purifications are,

each of them concluding with the same formula:

n.3nS3n bi;^ S13; 13 "^"^nSl, and hence

distinguished from each other. The duties of Aaron
consequently ought, if the division into decads is

correct, to be comprised in eight enactments. Now
the name of Aai'on is repeated eight times, and in

six of these it is preceded by the perfect with T

consecut. as we observed was the case before when
" the priest " was the prominent figure. Accord-

ing to this then the decalogue will stand tints: —
(1) ver. 2, Aaron not to enter the Holy Place at

all times; (2) vv. 3-5, With what sacrifices and in

what dress Aaron is to enter the Holy Place; (3)

vv. 6, 7, Aaron to offer the bullock for himself, and

to set the two goats before Jehovah
; (4) [ver. 8,]

Aaron to cast lots on the two go:its; (5) vv. 9, 10,

fAaron to offer the goat on which the lot falls for

.Jehovah, and to send away the goat for Azazel into

the wilderness; (6) vv. 11-19, .Varon to sprinkle the

blood both of the bullock and of the goat to make
atonement for himself, for his house, and for the

whole congregation, as also to purify the altar of

incense with the l)lood; (7) vv. 20-22, .Varon to

lay his hands on the living goat, and confess over

it all the sins of the children of Isr.iel : (8) vv.

23-25, Aaron after this to take off' his linen gar-

ments, bathe himself and ])ut on his priestly gar-

ments, and then oft'er his burnt-oft'ering and that

of the congregation; (9) ver. 26, The man by

whom the goat is sent into the wilderness to

purify himself; (10) vv. 27, 28, What is to be

done by him who burns the sin-oft'ering without

the camp.
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We have now reached the great central point of

the book. All going before was but a preparation

for this. Two great truths have been established

:

lirst, that God can only be approached by means of

appointed sacrifices; next, that man in nature and
life is full of pollution, which must be cleansed.

And now a third is taught, namely, that not by
several cleansings for se\eral shis and pollutions

can guilt be put away. The several acts of sin

are but so many manifestations of the sinful nature.

For this, therefore, also nuist atonement be made

;

one solemn act, which shall cover all transgressions,

and turn away God's righteous displeasure from

Israel.

IV. Cc. xvii.-xx. And now Israel is reminded

that it is the holy nation. The great atonement

offered, it is to enter upon a new life. It is a

separate nation, sanctified and set apart for the

service of God. It may not therefore do after

the abominations of the heathen by whom it is

surrounded. Here consequently we find those laws

and ordinances which especially distinguish the

nation of Israel from all other nations of the

earth.

Here again we may trace, as before, a group of

seven decalogues. But the several decalogues are

not so clearly marked; nor are the characteristic

phrases and the introductions and conclusions so

common. In ch. xviii. there are twenty enact-

ments, and in ch. xix. thirty. In ch. xvii., on

the other hand, there are only six, and in ch. xx.

there are fourteen. As it is quite manifest that the

enactments in ch. xviii. are entirely separated by

a fresh introduction from those in ch. xvii., Ber-

theau, in order to preserve the usual arrangement

of the laws in decalogues, would transpose this

chapter, and place it after ch. xix. He ob-

serves, that the laws in ch. xvii., and those in

ch. XX. 1-9, are akin to one another, and may
very well constitute a single decalogue ; and, what
is of more imjwrtance, that the words in xviii. 1-5

form the natural introduction to this whole group

of laws: "And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying.

Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto

them, I am Jehovah your God. After the doings

of the land of Egypt, wherein ye dwelt, shall ye

not do: and after the doings of the land of Canaan,

whither I bring you, shall ye not do: neither shall

ye walk in their ordinances," etc.

There is, however, a point of connection be-

tween cc. xvii. and xviii. which must not be over-

looked, and which seems to indicate that their posi-

tion in our present text is the right one. All the

six enactments in cb. xvii. (vv. 3-5, vv. G, 7, vv.

8, 9, vv. 10-12, vv. 1-3, 14, ver. 15) bear upon the

nature and meaning of the sacrifice to Jehovah as

compared with the sacrifices offered to false gods.

It would seem too that it was necessary to guard

against any license to idolatrous practices, which

o The interpretation of ver. 18 has of late been the

subject of so much discussion, that we may perhaps

be permitted to say a word upon it, even in a worlc

whicli excludes all dogmatic controversy. The ren-

dering of the English Version is supported by a whole

catena of authorities of the first rank, as may be

seen by reference to Dr. M'Caul's pamphlet, Tlie An-

cient Interpretation of Livitiais XVIII. 18, &c. We
may further remark, that the whole controversy, so

far as the Scriptural question is concerned, might

have been avoided if the Church had but acted in the

spirit of IjUther's golden words : " Ad rem veniamus

et dicamus Mosem esse moi-fuum, vixisse autem pop-
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might possibly be drawn from the sending of tha

goat for Azazel into the wilderness [ATONKlME^•T,
Day of], especially perhaps against the Egyptian
custom of appeasing the Evil Spirit of the wilder-

ness and averting his malice (Hengstenberg, Mose
u. ^Efji/pfi'ti, p. 178; Movers, Fhonizier, i. 369).

To this there may be an allusion in ver. 7. Per-

haps however it is better and more simple to

regard the enactments in these two chapters (with

Bunsen, Bibelwerk, 2te Abth., Ite Th. p. 215) as

directed against two prevalent heathen practices,

the eating of blood and fornication. It is remark-

able, as showing how intimately moral and ritual

observances were blended together in the Jewish

mind, that abstinence '' from blood and things

strangled, and fornication," was laid down by the

Apostles as the only condition of conmiunion to be

required of Gentile converts to Christianity. Before

we quit this chapter one observation may be made.
The rendering of the A. V. in ver. 11, "for it is

the blood that maketh an atonement for the soul,"

should be "for it is the blood that maketh an atone-

ment by means of the li/e." This is important.

It is not blood merely as such, but blood as having

in it the principle of life that G(3*d accej)ts in sacri-

fice. For by thus giving vicariously the life of the

dumb animal, the sinner confesses that his own life

is forfeit.

In ch. xviii., after the introduction to which

we have already alluded, vv. 1-5, — and in which

God claims obedience on the double ground that

He is Israel's God, and that to keep his com-
mandments is life (ver. 5),— there follow twenty

enactments concerning unlawful marriages and un-

natural lusts. The first ten are contained one in

each verse, vv. G-15. The next ten range themselves

in like manner with the verses, except that vv. 17

and 23 contain each two." t)f the twenty the first

fourteen are alike in form, as well as in the repeated

Ch. xix. Three decalogues, introduced by the

words, " Ye shall be holy, for I Jehovah your God
am holy," and ending with, " Ye shall observe all

my statutes, and all my judgments, and do them.

I am Jeliovah." The laws here are of a very

mixed character, and many of them a repetition

merely of previous laws. Of the three decalogues,

the first is comprised in vv. 3-13, and may be thus

distributed : (1 ) ver. 3, to honor father and mother

;

(2) ver. 3, to keep the Sabliath; (3) ver. 4, not to

turn to idols; (4) ver. 4, not to make molten gods

(these two enactments being separated on the same

principle as the first and second commandments of

the Great Decalogue or Two Tables); (5) vv. 5-8,

of thank-offerings; (6) vv. 9, 10, of gleaning; (7)

ver. 11, not to steal or lie; (8) ver. 12, not to swear

falsely; (9) ver. 13, not to defraud one' s neighbor;

(10) ver. 13, the wages of him that is hired, etc.*

ulo Judaico, nee obligari nos legibus illius. Ideo

quidquid ex Mose ut legislatore nisi idem ex legibus

nostris, e. g. naturalibus et politicis probetur, non ad-

mittamus, nee confundamus totius orbis politias.'' —
Briefe, De Wette's edit. iv. 305.

b It is not a little remarkable that six of these

enactments should only be repetitions, for the most
part in a shorter form, of commandments contained

in the Two Tables. This can only be accounted for

by remembering the great oliject of this section, which
is to remind Israel that it is a separate nation, its

laws being e-xpressly framed to be a fence and a hedge

about it, keeping it from profane contact with the
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ilie next decalogue, yv. 1'4-25, Bertheau ar-

ranges thus: ver. 14, ver. 15, ver. 15«, ver. lOi,

ver. 17, ver. 18, ver. 19((, ver. 196, w. 20-22.

vv. 23-25. We object, however, to making the

words in 19rt, " Ye shall keep ray statutes," a

separate enactment. There is no reason for this.

A much better plan would be to consider ver. 17

as consisting of two enactments, which is manifestly

the case.

The third decalogue may be thus distributed :
—

ver. 2Grt, ver. 266, ver. 27," ver. 28, ver. 29, ver. 30,

ver. 31, ver. 32, ver. 33, ver. 34, vv. 35, 36.

We have thus found five decalogues in this

group. Bertheau completes the number seven by

transposing, as we have seen, ch. xvii., and placing

it immediately before cli. xx. He also transfei-s

ver. 27 of ch. xx. to what he considers its proper

place, namely, after ver. 6. It must lie confessed

that the enactmetit in ver. 27 stands \ery awkwardly

at the end of the chapter, completely isolated as

it is from all other enactments ; for vv. 22-20 are

the natural conclusion to this whole section. But
admitting this, another difficulty remains, that ac-

cording to him the Tth decalogue beijins at ver.

10. and another transposition is necessary, so that

w. 7, 8, may stand after ver. 9, and so conclude

the preceding series of ten enactments. It is better

perhaps to abandon the search for complete sym-
metry than to adopt a method so violent in order

to obtain it.

It should be observed that ch. xviii. 6-23 and

ch. XX. 10-21 stand in this relation to one an-

other; that the latter declares the penalties attached

to the transgression of many of the commandments
given in the former. But though we may not be

able to trace seven decalogues, in accordance with

the theory of which we have been speaking, in

cc. xvii.-xx. there can be no doubt that they

form a distinct section of themselves, of which xx.

22-26 is the proper conclusion.

Like the other sections it has some characteristic

expressions: (a.) "Ye shall keejg my judgments

and my statutes'" C^rii^n, "^^QSlTIi), occurs

xviii. 4, 5, 2G, xix. 37, xx. 8, 22, but is not met

with either in the preceding or the following chap-

ters. (6.) The constantly recurring phrases,"!

am Jehovah;" "I am Jehovah jour God ;"" Be

ye holy, for I am I10I3'; " "J am Jehovah which

hallow you." In the earlier sections this phrase-

ology is only found in Lev. xi. 44, 45, and Ex.

xxxi. 13. In the section which follows (xxi.-xxv.)

it is much more conmion, this section being in a

great measure a continuation of the preceding.

V. We come now to the last group of decalogues

— that contained in cc. xxi.-xxvi. 2. The sub-

jects comprised in these enactments are— First, the

personal purity of the priests. They may not de-

file themselves fur the dead ; their wives and daugh-

ters must be pure, and- they themselves must be

free from all personal blemish (ch. xxi.). Next,

the eating of the holy things is permitted only to

priests who are free from all uneleanness ; they and

their household only may eat them (xxii. 1-16).

Thirdly, the offerings of Israel are to be pure and

without blemish (xxii. 17-33). The fourth series

pro\ides for the due celebration of the great festi-
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heathen. Bunsen divides chapter xix. into two cables

often commandments each, and one of five. (See his

Bibelwerk.)

vals when priests and people were to be gathered

together before Jehovah in holy convocation.

Up to this point we trace system and purpose in

the order of the legislation. Thus, for instance,

cc. xi.-xvi. treats of external purity; cc. xvii.-xx.,

of moral purity; cc. xxLrQxiii. of the holinesa

of the priests, and their duties with regard to

holy things; the whole concluding witii provis-

ions for the solemn feasts on which all Israel ap-

peared before Jehovah. We will again l)riefly in-

dicate Bertheau's groups, and tlien append some
general observations on the section.

1. Ch. xxi. Ten laws, as follows: (1) ver.

1-3; (2) ver. 4; (3) vv. 5, 6; (4) vv. 7, 8; (5) ver.

9; (6) vv. 10, 11; (7) ver. 12; (8) vv. 13, 14; (9)

vv. 17-21; (10) vv. 22,23. The firet five laws

concern all the priests, the sLxth to the eighth tho

high-priest ; the ninth and tenth the effects of bod-

ly blemish in particular cases.

"2. Ch. xxii. 1-16. (1) ver. 2: (2) ve«-. 3; (3)

ver. 4; (4) w. 4-7; (5) vv. 8, 9; (6) ver. 10; (7)

ver. 11 ; (8) ver. 12; (9) ver. 13; (10) vv. 14-16.

3. Ch. xxii. 17-33. (1) vv. 18-20; (2) ver.

21; (3) ver. 22; (4) ver. 23; (5) ver. 24; (6) ver.

25; (7) ver. 27; (8) ver. 28; (9) ver. 29; (10) ver.

30; and a general conclusion in vv. 31-33.

4. Ch. xxiii. (1) ver. 3; (2) vv. 5-7; (3) ver.

8: (4) vv. 9-14; (5) vv. 15-21; (6) ver. 22; (7) vv.

24, 25; (8) vv. 27-32: (9) vv. .34, 35; (10) ver. 36:

vv. 37, 38 contain the conclusion or general sum-
ming up of the decalogue. On the remainder of

the chapter, as well as ch. xxiv., see below.

5. Ch. xxv. 1-22. (1) ver. 2; (2) vv. 3, 4;

(3) ver. 5; (4) ver. 6; (5) vv. 8-10; (6) vv. 11,

12; (7) ver. 13; (8) ver. 14; ^9) ver. 15; (10)

ver. 16 : with a concluding formula in vv. 18-22.

6. Ch. xxv. 2.3-38. (1) vv. 23, 24; (2) ver.

25; (3) w. 26, 27; (4) ver. 28; (5) ver. 29; (6)

ver. 30; (7) ver. 31 ; (8) vv. 32, 33; (9) ver. .34; (10)

vv. 35-37 : the conclusion to the whole in ver. 38.

7. Cc. xxv. .39-xxvi. 2. (1) ver. 39; (2) vv.

40-42; (3) ver. 43; (4) vv. 44, 45; (5) ver. 46; (6)

vv. 47-49; (7) ver. 50; (8) vv. 51, 52; (9) ver. 53;

(10) ver. 54.

It will be observed that the above arrangement

is only completed by omitting the latter part of

ch. xxiii. and the whole of ch. xxiv. But it is

clear that ch. xxiii. 39-44 is a later addition,

containing further instructions respecting the Feast

of Tabernacles. Ver. 39, as compared with ver.

34, shows that the same feast is referred to; whilst

vv. 37, 38, are no less manifestly the original

conclusion of the laws respecting the fea.sts which

are enumerated in the previous ])art of the chapter.

Ch. xxiv., again, has a peculiar character of its

own. First, we have a commaiul concerning the oil

to be used in the lamps belonging to the Taber-

nacle, which is only a re[)etition of an enactment

already given in Ex. xxvii. 20, 21, which seems to

be its natural place. Tlien follow directions about

the shew-bread. These do not occur previously.

In Ex. the shew-bread is spoken of always as a

matter of course, concerning which no regulations

are necessary (comp. Ex. xxv. 30, xxxv. 13, xxxix.

30). Lastly, come certain enactments arising out

of an liistorical occurrence. The son of an Egyp-

tian father by an Israelitish woman blasphemes the

name of Jehovah, and Closes is commanded to stone

him in consequence: and tiiis circumstance is the

occasion of tls* following laws lieing given: (1.)

That a blasphemer, whether Israelite or stranger,

is to be stoned (comp. Ex. xxii. 28). (2.) That he
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that kills any man shall surely be put to death

(comp. Ex. xxi. 12-27). (3.) That he that kills a

oeast shall make it good (not found where we niitrht

have expected it, in the series of laws Ex. xxi. 28-

xxii. 16). (4.) That if a man cause a blemish in

his neighbor he shall be requited in like manner
(comp. Ex. xxi. 22-25). (5.) We have then a repe-

tition in an inverse order of w. 17, 18; and (6.)

the injunction that there shall be one law for the

stranger and the Israelite. Finally, a brief notice

of the infliction of the punishment in the case of

the son of Shelomith, who blasphemed. Not an-

other instance is to be found in the whole collection

in which any historical circumstance is made tlie

occasion of enacting a law. Then again the laws

(2), (3), (4), (5), are mostly repetitions of existing

laws, and seem here to have no connection with the

event to wliich they are referred. Either therefore

some other circumstances took place at the same
time with which we are not acquainted, or these

isolated laws, detached from their proper coimection,

were grouped together here, in obedience perhaps

to some traditional association.

VI. The seven decalogues are now fitly closed

by words of promise and threat— promise of larg-

est, richest blessing to those that hearken unto and
do these commandments; threats of utter destruc-

tion to those that break the covenant of their God.
Thus the second great division of the Law closes

like the first, except that the first part, or Bcok of

the Covenant, ends (Ex. xxiii. 20-33) with promises

of blessing only. There nothing is said of the

judgments which are to follow trangression, because

as yet the Covenant had not been made. But when
once the nation had freely entered into that cove-

nant, they bound themselves to accept its sanctions,

its penalties, as well as its rewards. And we cannot

wonder if in these sanctions the puni.shment of

transgression holds a larger place than the rewards

of obedience. For already was it but too plain that

" Israel would not obey." From the first they

were a stifliiecked and rebellious race, and from the

first the doom of disobedience hung like some fiery

sword above their heads.

VII. The legislation is evidently completed in

the last words of the preceding chapter, " These

are the statutes and judgments and laws which Je-

hovah m.ade between Him and the children of Israel

in Mount Sinai by the hand of Mo.ses." Ch.

xxvii. is a later appendix, again however closed by

a similar formula, which at least shows that the

transcriber considered it to be an integral part of

the original Mosaic legislation, though he might be

at a loss to assign it its place. Bertheau cla.s.ses

it with the other less regularly grouped laws at the

beginning of the liook of Numliers. He treats the

section Lev. xxvii.-Num. x. 10 as a series of sup-

plements to the Sinaitic legislation.

Jniegrity.— This is very generally admitted.

Those critics even who are in favor of diflferent doc-

uments in the Pentateuch assign nearly the whole

of this book to one writer, the Elohist, or author of

the original document. According to Knobel the

only portions which are not to be referred to the

Elohist are — Closes' rebuke of Aaron liecause the

goat of the Stin-ofTering had been burnt (x. 16-20);

the group of laws in cc. xvii.-xx. ; certain addi-

tional enactments respecting the Sabbath and the

Feasts of Weeks and of Tal)ernacles (xxiii., part

of ver. 2, from Tl'^Tl'' "'IV'^T^i, and ver. 3, \t. 18,

X9, 22, 39-44); the punishments ordained for blas-
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phemy, murder, etc. (xxiv. 10-23); the directions

respecting tlie Sabbatical year (xxv. 18-22), and the

promises and warnings contained in ch. xxvi.

With regard to the section cc. xvii.-xx., he

does not consider the whole of it to have been bor-

rowed from the same sources. Ch. xvii. he be-

lieves was introduced here by the Jehovist from

.some ancient document, whilst he admits neverthe-

less that it contains certain F^lohistic forms of ex-

pression, as "ItyS v3, "all flesh,'' ver. 14; t? ?!0,

" soul " (m the sense of " person "), vv. 10-12, 15;

n*n> " beast," ver. 13 ;
]3"1p, "oflTering," ver.

4; ^^^''3 ry^"^, " a sweet savor," ver. 6; "a
statute for ever," and " after your generations," ver.

7. But it cannot be from the Elohist, he argues,

because (a) he would have placed it aiter ch. vli.,

or at least after ch. xv.
; (6) he would not have

repeated the prohibition of blood, etc., which he
had already given ; (c) he would have taken a more
favorable view of his nation than that implied in

ver. 7 ; and lastly (i!) the phra.seology has some-

thing of the coloring of cc. xvlii.-xx. and xxvi.,

which are certainly not I^lohistic. Such reasons

are too transparently unsatisfactory to need serious

discussion. He observes further, that the chapter

is not altogether Mosaic. The first enactment (vv.

1-7) doe.s indeed apply only to Israelites, and holds

good therefore for the time of Moses. But the re-

maining 'three contemplate the case of strangers

living amongst the peojde, and have a reference to

all time.

Cc. xviii.-xx., though it has a Jehovistic color-

ing, cannot have been originally from the .Tehovist.

The following peculiarities of language, which are

worthy of notice, according to Knobel (A'xod. vnd
Leviticus erkiiirt, in Kvi-zg. exey. Unndh. 1857)

forbid such a supposition, the more so as they

occur nowhere else in the 0. T. : ^2~1, " lie

down to" and "gender," xviii. 23, xix. 19, xx. 16;'

vSin, "confusion," xviii. 23, xx. 12; ^p.^^,

"gather," xix. 9, xxiii. 22; t^^?!?) "grape," xix.

10; n~Wt?"', "near kinswomen," xviii. 17;
'

_ T -: - '
_

'

'

rnp3, "scourged," xix. 20; HlJ'Dn, "free,"

ibid.; H^IinS ^i2S!7> "print marks," six. 28;

S"^j?r3i "vomit," in the metaphorical sense, xviii.

25, 28, XX. 22; H^iy, " uncircumcised," as ap-

plied to fruit-trees, xix. 23 ; and iHT^*^^) "^'fTi)"

xviii. 9, 11, as well as the Egyptian word (for such

it probaljlyis) T3l037tt'', "garmentof divers sorts,"

which, however, does occur once beside in Deut.

xxii. 11.

According to Bunsen, ch. xix. is a genuine

part of the Mosaic legislation, given however in its

original form not on Sinai, liut on the east side of

the .Jordan ; whilst the general arrangement of the

Jlosaic laws may perhaps be as late as the time of

the judges. He regards it as a very ancient docu-

ment, based on the Two Tables, of which, and es-

pecially of the first, it is in fact an extension, and

consisting of two decalogues and one pentad of laws.

Certain expressions in it he considers iniply that

the people were already settled in the land (vv. 9,

10, 13, 15), while on the other hand ver. 23 sup-

poses a future occupation of tlie land. Hence he
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roiicludes that the revision of this document by the

transcribers was incomplete: whereas all the pas-

sages may fidrly be interpreted as looking forward

to a future settlement in Canaan. 'J'he great sim-

plicity and lofty moral character of this section com-

pel us, says Bunsen, to refer it at least to the earlier

time of the judges, if not to that of Joshua himself.

We must not quit this book without a word on

what may be called its spiritual meaning. That

60 elaborate a ritual looked beyond itself we caimot

doubt. It was a prophecy of things to come; a

ghadow whereof the substance was Christ and his

Jcingdom. We may not always be able to say what

the exact relation is between the type and the anti-

type. Of many things we may be sure that they

belonged only to the nation to whom they were

given, containing no prophetic significance, but

serving as witnesses and signs to them of God's

covenant of grace. We may hesitate to pronounce

with Jerome that '' every sacrifice, nay almost every

syllable— the garments of Aaron and the whole

Levitical system— breathe of heavenly mysteries." "

But we cannot read the Epistle to the Hebrews and

not acknowledge that the Le\itical priests " served

the pattern and type of heavenly things " — that

the sacrifices of the Law pointed to and found their

interpretation in the Lamb of God — that the or-

dinances of outward purification signified the true

inner cleansing of the heart and conscience from

dead works to serve the living God. One idea

moreover penetrates the whole of this vast and bur-

densome ceremonial, and gives it a real glory even

apart from any prophetic significance. Holiness is

its end. Holiness is its character. The taljernacle

is holy— the vessels are holy— the ofiL'rings ' are

most holy unto Jehovah — the garments of the

priests are holy.<-' All who approach Him whose

name is "Holy," whether priests'' who minister

unto Him, or people who worship Him, must them-

selves be holy.« It would seem as if, amid the camp

and dwellings of Israel, was ever to be heard an echo

of that solemn strain which fills tiie courts above,

where the seraphim cry one unto another. Holy,

Holy, Holy./

Other questions connected with this book, such

as its autliorship, its probable age in its present

form, and the relation of the laws contained in it

to those, either supplementary or apparently con-

tradictory, found in other parts of the Pentateuch,

will best be discussed in another article, where op-

portunity will be given for a comprehensive \iew of

the Mosaic legislation as a whole. [Pentateuch.]
J. J. S. P.

* Recent exegetical commentaries: Cahen, La
Bible, irnduct. notw., etc. (vols, i.-iii.. Gen., Ex.,

Lev., 1831 -;)2); Baumgarten - Crusius, Theol.

Com. ziciii Pent., 1813,- Bonar, Com. on the Book

of Lev., 1851; Bush, N'otes on Lev., New York,

1852; Knobel, Kx. n. Lev. erkldrt, 1857 (Kxeyet.

Ilandb. xii.) ; Bunsen, Bibelwerk, l'" Theil, dus

Geselz, 1858; Keil, Lei:, Num., u. Deut., 1802

(Keil u. Delitzsch, Bibl. Com. 2ter Band)

Wogue, Levitique, 186-t (Le Pentaleuque, torn
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iii.); Chr. Wordsworth, Five Books of Moses. 2<?

ed. 1805 {Hoiij Bible with Notes, vol. i.).

Special treatises on subjects of the book: Hot
finger. Juris Ileb. leyes, 1055 ; Spencer, Be let/ibtu

lleb. rit., 1685; Bertheau, Die sieben Gruppen
Mos. Gesetze, 1840. On Sacrifice: Outram, De
Sdcrificiis, 1677; Saubert, De Sacrifciis Velerum,

1099; Sykes, Nature, Desiyn, and Ori<jin of Sac-

rifices, 1748; Davison, Inquiry into the Orirjin of
SiicriJice,lS2b; Faber, Oriyin (f Snc7-ifices, 1827

;

Biihr, Symb. des Mos. Cultus, 1837-39 ;'Scholl,0/>-

ferideen der Allen, insbes. der Juden (in the Htud.

der erun<j. Geisil. Wurtemb. Bd. i., ii., iv., v.) ; Tho-
luck, Opfer- m, Priesterbeyriff im A. u. N. Test.

(.App. to Com. on Ejjist. to Ileb.); Kurtz, Das Mos.

Opfer, 1842; llialhofer, Die unblut. Opfer des

Mos. Ctdlus, 1848 ; Hengstenberg, Die Opfer der

heiliyen Sckrift, 1852; Neumann, Sacra V. T
sidutaria, 1854; Ueber Siindojfern u. Schuldop.

fern, Kiehm, Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1854, Kinck
(ibid.), 1855; Oehler, Opfercultus des A. T. (Herz-

Qg" s, lieal^Encykl.y, Hofmann, Das Ojfer (Schrijl-

bewtis, ii. 1, p. 114), Das yeselzliclie Opfer [ibid.,

p. 270); Kurtz, Altte»t. Opfercultus, 1802, Eng.

trans., Sacrifcial Worship of the DM Test.,

Edin. 1803; Oehler, Versohriunystay (Herzog's

Real- Encykl. Suppl. Bd. iii.). On ceremonial

purity: Lisco, Dus Ceremorntdyeselz des A. T.,

1842; Sommer, Rein u. Unrein, J 840 {Bibl. Ab-
handl. i.); Leyrer, arts. Reinigunyen and Speise-

yesetze (Herzog's Real-Encykl.). On sacred sea-

sons: Wolde, De anno Hebr. jubikeo, 1837; Hup-
field, De jjrimit. ei vera temp). J est. el feriat. apud
Ueb. ratione, 1852; De anno Sub. et.Jobelei ra-

tione, 1858 ; Bachmann, Die Festyeseize des Pent.,

1858; Oehler, Sabbath n. Jobeljahr (Herzog's Real-

Encykl.). On the scape-goat: Hengstenberg, Die

Biicher Moses u. Eyyplen, 1841 (translated by

Kol)bins) ; Vaihinger, Azazel (Herzog's Real-En-

cylcL). On tithes: Selden, Ik Decimis (Works,

1720); Hottinger, De Decimis Jwlmirum, 1713;

Leyrer, Zehnten bei den Ilebr. (Herzog's Real-En-

cijkL). On the marriage relation: Selden, Uxor
ilebr. 1046 (Works, 1726) ; Jlichaelis, Von den

Eheyeselzen 3Iosis, 1755; Dwiglit, The Hebrew

Wife, Boston, 1836 ; Kiietschi, l:he bei den Ilebr.

(Herzog's Real-EncykL). On slavery: JMielziner,

Die Verhdhitisse der Sklaven bei den alien Ilebr.

1859; Oehler, Skluverei bei den Jlebr. (Herzog's

Real-EncykL). T. J. 0.

* LEWD, as used in Acts xvii. 5, signifies

" wicked,"' " unprincipled " (irovripoi). The word

is of Anglo-Saxon origin (Uoile, people), and was

employed to denote the connnon people, the laity,

in distinction from the clergy. I'liougli meaning at

first no more than " \i(jr" or "unlearned " (comp.

.John vii. 49), it came at length to signify "sin-

ful," "wicked." See Trench's Uluss'iry of Enylish

Words,]). 110 f. (.-Vnier. ed.). Its present i-estricted

meaning is later tlian the date of the. .\. V. " Lewd-

ness " (see Acts xviii. 14) has passed in like man-

ner from a wider to a narrower sense. 11.

* LEWDNESS. [Lkwu.]

« " In promptu est Leviticus liber in quo singula

eacrificia, immo singiilas pene syllaba; et vestes Aaron

et totus ordo Leviticus spirant caelostia sacrameuta "

(Hieron. Ep. ml Pnidin.).

6 11. 3, 10 ; vi. 17. 25, 29 ; vii. 1,6; x. 12, 17 ;
xiv,

Ii
c xvi. 4. f' xxi. 6-8, 15.

e vi. 18, 27 ; vii. 21 ; x. 3, 10 ; xi. 43, 45 ; xv. 31

(xviii.) 21; xix. 2; xx. 7, 26.

/ In CO. xviii.-XXV. observe the phrase, ' I am
Jehovah," " I am Jehovah your Ood." Latter part

of XXV. and xxvi. somewhat- changed, but recurring

in xxvi. The rea-son given for this holiness, "1 am
holy," xi. a, &c., xix. 2, xx. 7, 26
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LIB'ANUS {b Aifiavos),the Greek form of

the name Lebanon (1 Esdr. iv. 48, v. 55; 2 Esdr.

XV. 20; Jud. i. 7; Ecclus. xxiv. 13, 1. 12). Anti-

LiuANUS i'AvTtAtliayos) occurs only in Jud. i. 7.

G.

LIBERTINES (Ai|3epT?j/oi: Libertini). Tliis

word occurs once only in the N. T. In Acts vi. 0, we
find the opponents of Stephen's preaching described

as t'iv^s Tuiv iK. rrjs ffwaytji-yris rrjs Aeyo/j.evrjs

AiySepTiVoir, Kal Kvprivaiooy Koi 'A\e^av5pewi/ koI

rwv hirh KiAiKias Kal 'Affias. The question is,

who were these " Libertines," and in what relation

did they stand to the others who are mentioned

with them ? The structure of the passage leaves

it doulitful how many synagogues are implied in it.

Some (Calvin, Beza, Bengal) have taken it as if

there were but one synagogue, including men from

all the different cities that are named. Winer {N.

T. Gramm. p. 179), on grammatical grounds, takes

the repetition of the article as indicating a fresli

group, and finds accordingly two synagogues, one

including Libertines, Cyrenians, Alexandrians ; the

other those of Cilicia and Asia. Meyer {ad he.)

thinks it unlikely that out of the 480 synagogues

at Jerusalem (the number given by rabbinic writ-

ers, Meyill. f. 73, 4; KtUib. f. 105, 1), there

should have been one. or even two only, for natives

of cities and districts in which the Jewish popula-

tion was so numerous, " and on that ground assigns

a separate synagogue to each of the proper names.

Of the name itself there have been several expla-

nations.'' (1.) The other name being local, this also

has been referred to a town of Libertum in the pro-

consular province of Africa. This, it is said, would

explain the close juxtaposition with Gyrene. Suidas

recognizes Ai^eprlvoi as ovojxa edyovs, and in the

Council of Carthage in 411 (Mansi,vol. iv. p. 265-

274. quoted in AViltsch, Ilandbvch der Icircldich.

Geogr. § 90), we find an Episcopus Libertinensis

(Simon. Oiwiiiast. N. T. p. 99; and Gerdes. de

Sywiy. Libert. Groning. 173G, hi Winer, Eealirb.).

Against this hypothesis it has been urged (1), that

the existence of a lown Libertum, in the first cen-

tury, is not established; and (2) that if it existed,

it can hardly have been important enough either to

have a synagogue at Jerusalem for the Jews be-

longing to it, or to take precedence of Gyrene and

Alexandria in a synagogue common to the three.c

(2.) Conjectural readings have been proposed.

AijSoo-TiVcov ((Ecumen., Beza, Clericus,Valckenaer),

Ail3i'cov Twv Kara Kvpi}V7)v (Schulthess, de Chrn:

Sp. S. p. 1G2, in Meyer, ad loc). The difficulty

is thus removed ; but every rule of textual criticism

is against the reception of a reading unsupported by

a single MS. or version. ^
(3.) Taking the word inms received meaning as

= freedmen, Lightfoot finds in it a description of

natives of Palestine, who, having fallen into slavery,

had been manumitted by Jewish masters {Exc. on

a III Cyrene one fourth, in Alexandria two fifths

of the whole (Joa. Ant. xiv. 7, § 2, xiv. 10, § 1, xix. 5,

§ 2 ; B. J. ii. 13, § 7 ;
c. Ap. 2, § 4).

b * Wieseler regards kou before Kvprji/aiwi/ as expli-

cative (" namely, to wit ''), and hence m.ikes all those

enumerated Libertines {libertini) and members of one

and the same synagogue. He thus finds evidence here

that Paul was a libertimis, or the descendant of one, and

acquired his Roman citizenship in that way. (See his

Chronologie dts Apost. Zeilaltas, p. 63.) This construc-

tion is forced and untenable. The distribution of the

several nationalities (as suggested above) has its anal-

LIBNAH
Acts vi. 9). In this case, however, it is hardly

likely that a body of men so circumstanced w^ouIJ

have received a Koman name.

(4.) Grotius and Vitringa explain the word as

describing Italian freedmen who had become con-

verts to Judaism. In this case, however, the word
•'proselytes "would most probably have been used;

and it is at least unlikely that a body of converts

would have had a synagogue to themselves, or that

proselytes from Italy would have been united with

Jews from Cyrene and Alexandria.

(5.) The earliest explanation of the word (Chry-

sost.) is also that which has been adopted by the

most recent authorities (Winer, Jienlwb. s. v.

;

Meyer, Comm. ad loc). The Libertini are Jews
who, having been taken prisoners by Porapey and
other Roman generals in the Syrian wars, had been

reduced to slavery, and had afterwards been eman-
cipated, and returned, permanently or for a time,

to the country of their fathers. Of the existence of

a large body of Jews in this position at liome we
have abundant evidence. Under Tiberius, the Sen-
atus- Considtum for the suppression of Egyptian and

Jewish mysteries led to the banishment of 4,000
" libertini generis " to Sardinia, under the pretense

of military or police duty, but really in the hope
that the malaria of the island might be fatal to

them. Others were to leave Italy unless they aban-

doned their religion (Tacit. Anmil. ii. 85; comp.
Suet. Tiber, c. 30). Josephus (Ant. xviii. 3, § 5),

narrating the same fact, speaks of the 4,000 who
were sent to Sardinia as Jews, and thus identifies

them with the "lil)ertinum genus" of Tacitus.

Philo {Lecjat. ad Caium, p. 1014, C) in like manner
says, that the greater part of the Jews of Rome
were in the position of freedmen {airfAfvOipwdfi/-

T€j), and had been allowed liy Augustus to settle

in the Trans-Tiberine part of the city, and to fol-

low their own religious customs unmolested (comp.

Horace, Sat. i. 4, 143, i. 9, 70). The expulsion

from Rome took place A. D. 19 ; and it is an in-

genious conjecture of IMr. Humphry's
(
Coram, on

Acts., ad loc.) that those who were thus banished

from Italy may have found their way to Jerusalem,

and that, as having suffered for the sake of their

religion, they were likely to lie foremost in the oppo-

sition to a teacher like Stephen, whom they looked

on as impugning the sacredness of all that they

most revered. E. H. P.

LIB'NAH (namb \ichiteness, splendor']:

[Rom.] AeySca, A^fivd, Aofxvd, [Ao^vd, Aofipdv,
Vat. alsu] A7)ixva, 'S.^vva ; Alex, [also] Ae^/xua,

[Aa^/xva.] Ao^eva, Ao^eya; [Sin. in Is. xxxvii.

8,] Aofiya : JJbna, Labana, Lebmi, Lobiia), a city

which lay in the southwest part of the Holy Land.

It was taken by Joshua immediately after the rout

of Beth-horon. That eventful day was ended by
the capture and destruction of Makkedah (Josh.

ogy in modern Jewish customs in the East. At Jeru-

salem, for example, the Jews, who are mostly of foreign

origin, are divided into conuiiunities more or less dis-

tinct according to the countries from which they come,

and they assemble for worship in different congrega-

tions or synagogues. At Sfifi-tl also, in Galilee, where

the Jews are somewhat numerous, they appropriate

four of their synagogues to the Spanish and Arabian

Jews, and four to the German and Polish Jews. H.
c Wiltsch gives no information beyond the fact just

mentioned.
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X. 28); and then the host— "Joshua, and all Is-

rael with him" — moved on to Libnah, which was
also totally destroyed, its king and all its inhabi-

tants (.losh. X. 29, 30, 32, 39, xii. 15). The next

place taken was Lachish.

Libnah belonged to the district of the Shefel'th,

the maritime lowland of Judah, among the cities

of which district it is enumerated (Josh. xv. 42),

not in close connection with eitlier IMakkedah or

Lachish, but in an independent group of nine

towns, among which are Keilah, Slareshah, and
Nezib." Libnah was appropriated with its " sub-

urbs " to the priests (Josh. xxi. 13; 1 Chr. vi. 57).

In the reign of Jelioram the sou of Jehoshaphat

it "revolted " from Judah at the same time with

Edom (2 K. viii. 22; 2 Chr. xxi. 10); but, beyond
the fact of their simultaneous occurrence, there is

no apparent connection between the two events.

On completing or relinquishing the siege of Lachish
— which of the two is not quite certain — Sen-
nacherib laid siege to Libnah (2 K. xix. 8; Is.

xxxvii. 8). While there he was joined by liab-

shakeh and the part of the army which had visited

Jerusalem (2 K. xix. 8; Is. xxxvii. 8), and received

the intelligence of Tirhakah's approach ; and it

would appear that at Libnah the destruction of the

Assyrian army took place, though the statements

of Herodotus (ii. 141) and of Josephus (Ant. x. 1,

§ 4) place it at Pelusium.'' (See Rawlinson, Herod.

i. 480.)

It was the native place of Hamutal, or Hamital,

the queen of Josiah, and mother of Jehoahaz (2 K.
xxiii. 31) and Zedekiah (xxiv. 18; Jer. Hi. 1). It

is in this connection that its name appears for the

last time in the Bible.

Libnah is described by Eusebius and Jerome in

the Oiioniasticon (s. v. Aeeva and " Lebna ") merely

as a village of the district of Eleutheropolis. Its

site has hitherto escaped not only discovery, but,

until lately, even conjecture. Professor .Stanley

(S. 4 P. 207 note, 258 note), on the ground of the

accordance of the name Libnah ^white) with the

" Blanchegarde " of the Crusaders, and of both with

the appearance of the jilace, would locate it at

Tell es-SffJie.h, " a white-faced hill . . . which forms

a conspicuous object in the eastern part of the

plain," and is situated 5 miles N.VV. of Bcit-

Jibr'm. But Tell es-S'iJieh has claims to be iden-

tified with Gath, which are considered under that

head in this work. Van de Velde places it with

confidence at Ardk ^l-Menshiyeh, a hill about

4 miles W. of Bcll-Jil/i-m, on the ground of its

being "the only site between Sianeil (Makkedah)

and LfiH Lakhis (Lachish) showing an ancient for-

tified position" (l/emd*/-, 330; in his Sijrin and
Palestine it is not named). But as neither Uiii

Lakhis nor Stiiiieil, especially the latter, are iden-

tified witli certainty, the conjecture must be left for

further exploration. One thing must not be over-

looked, tli.-it although Lilinah is in the lists of .losh.

XV. specified as being in the lowland, yet 3 of the

8 towns which form its group have been actually

identified as situated among the mountains to the
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« The sites of these have all been discoverej, not

in thelowtatui, as tliey are specified, but iu.the moun-
tains immod lately to the south and east of Biit-Jihr'in.

b The account of Berosus, quoted by Josephus (Ant.

X. 1, § 5), is that the destruction took place when Sen-

nacherib had reached Jerusalem, after his Egyptian

expedition, on the first ni^ht of the siege. Ills words

are, 'Y7ro(rTpe'i/(as eis to. 'Icpoo-oAv/aa Kara

immediate S. and E. of Beit-Jibrh
is also found in Shihok-Libxath.

The name
G.

LIB'NAH (n35b : Sam. HD^b : and so

the LXX. [V^at.] Ae^cora; [Kom.] Alex. AeySoiw.*
Lebna), one of the stations rt which the Israelites

encamped, on their journey between the wilderness
of Sinai and Kadesh. It was the fifth in the
series, and lay between Piimmoh-parez and Rissah
(Num. xxxiii. 20, 21.) If el-IIMIterali be Haze
roth, then Libnah would be situated somewhere on
the western border of the ^Elanitic arm of the Red
Sea. But no trace of the name has yet been dis-

covered ; and the only conjecture which appears to

have been made concerning it is that it was iden-

tical with Laban, mentioned in Deut. i. 1. The
word in Hebrew signifies "white," and in that case
may point either to the color of the spot or to the
presence of white poplar (Stanley, S. cf P. App.
§ 77). Count Bertou in his recent Etude, le Mont
I/or, etc., 1860, ende.-ivors to identify Libn.ah with
the city of Judah noticed in the foregoing article.

But there is little in his arguments to support this

theory, while the position assigned to Lilmah of
Judah— in the Sliefelah or maritime district, not
amongst the towns of "the South," which latter

form a distinct division of the territory of the
tribe, in proximity to Edom— seems of itself to be
fatal to it.

The reading of the Samaritan Codex and Ver-
sion, Lebonah, is supported I^y the LXX., but not
apparently by any otlier authority. The Targum
Pseudojonathan on the passage plays with the

name, according to the custom of tlie later Jewish
writings: "Libnah, a place, the boundary of which
is a Ijuilding of brickwork," as if the name were

nS^/, Lebenali, a brick. G.

LIB'JSTI 035b [white-] : AofieuL ; [Vat. M.
-i/ei, exc. Ex. vi. 17 :] Lolmi, and once. Num. iii.

18, Lebni). 1. The eldest son of Gershom, the
son of Levi (Ex. vi. 17; Num. iii. 18; 1 Chr. vi.

17, 2U), and ancestor of the fiimily of the Lib-
MIXES.

2. [Vat. Ao/3evei.] The son of M.ahli, or iMa-
hali, son of Merari (1 Chr. vi. 29), as the text at

present stands. It is probable, however, that he is

the same with tlie preceding, and that something
has been omitted (conip. vv. 29 with 2ii. 42).

[Ma 1 1 LI, 1.]

LIB'NITES, THE C'^nbrT [patr. see

above]: d Ao&evl; [Vat. Ao/Sej/ej:] Lo/mi, Leb-
niticd, sc.faiuilin), the descendants of Libni, eldest

son of Gershom, who formed one of the chief

branches of the great .Le\ itical family of (iorshon-

itcs (Num. iii. 21, xxvi. 58).

LIB'YA (AijSt'Tj, Alalia: [Libyn]) occurs only
in Acts ii. lO,'- in tlic periplu-asis "the i)arts of
Libya about Cyreiie " (to. /j-eprj rijs At&ur^s ri}s

Kara. Kvfjrivqv), which obviously means the Cyre-
naica. Similar expressions are used by Dion (_'a,s-

sius (At/Syj) T) TTfpl Kuprjvriv, liii. 12) .and Josephui

njv TTpum]v n^s TroAtopKi'ac vvkto. Sia(ji8eipoi'Tai, etc.

Professor Stanley, ou the other hand, inclines to aprec

with tlie Jewish tradition, which places the event jc

the pass of Beth-horon, and therefore ou the road be-

tween Libnah and Jerusalem (5. ^" 1'. '.i07 note).

c * The A. V. has " Libya " for 12^2 in lisck

XXX. 5, and xxxviii. 5. H.
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(•/; nphs KvprivTiv Ai^vt}, -Ant. xvi. 6, § 1), as

noticed in the article Cyrene. The name Libya

is applied by the Greek and Roman writers to the

African continent, generally however excluduig

Eg3'pt. The consideration of this and its more

restricted uses has no place in this work. The
Hebrews, whose geography deals with nations rather

than countries, and, in accordance with the genius

of Shemites, never generalizes, had no names for

continents or other large tracts comprising several

countries ethnologically or otherwise distinct : the

single mention is therefore of Greek origin. Some
account of the Lubim, or primitive Libyans, as

well as of the Jews in the Cyrenaica, is given

in other articles. [Lubim; Cykene.]
R. S. P.

* LIB'YANS (a^'Slb: At'/Sues: Lybia), A.

V. Dan. xi. 43, should be Lubim. H.

LICE (C?S> D'^33, n33, chinnhn, chinndm

:

ffKvi(j)€s, cTKvmis'- sciniphes, cinifts). This word

occurs in the A. V. only in Ex. viii. 16, 17, 18,

and in Ps. cv. 31 ; both of which passages have

reference to the third great plague of Egypt. In

Exodus the miracle is recorded, while in the Psalm

grateful remembrance of it is made. The Hebrew
word "— which, with some slight variation, occurs

only in Ex. viii. 16, 17, 18, and in Ps. cv. 31— has

given occasion to whole pages of discussion ; some
commentators— amongst whom may be cited Mi-

chaelis {Suppl. s. v.), Oedmaim (in Vermisch.

Samm. i. vi. p. 80 \ Rosenmiiller {Schol. in Ex. viii.

12), Harenberg (
Obs. Crit. de D''33, in Miscell.

Lips. Nov. voL ii. pt. iv. p. 617), Dr. Geddes {Crit.

Rem. Ex. viii. 17), Dr. Harris {Nut. Hist, of
Bible), to which is to be added the authority of

Philo {De Vit. Mos. ii. 97, ed. Mangey)and Origen

{Horn. Teri. in Exod.), and indeed modern writers

generally— suppose that gnats are the animals

intended by the original word ; while, on the other

hand, the Jewish Rabbis, Josephus {Ant. ii. 14, §

3), Bochart {Hievoz. iii. 4.57, ed. Rosenm.), Mon-
tanus, Miinster {Crit. Sue. in Ex. viii. 12), Bryant

{Plagues of F.yypt, p. 56), and Dr. Adam Clarke

are in favor of the translation of the A. V. The
old versions, the Ghaldee paraphrase, the Targums
of Jonathan and Onkelos, the Syriac, the Samari-

tan Pentateuch, the Arabic, are claimed by Bochart

as supporting the opinion that lice are here in-

tended. Another writer believes he can identify

the chinnhn with some worm-like creatures (per-

haps some kind of Scolopeiulridce) called iarrenles,

mentioned in Vinisauf 's account of the expedition

a Considerable doubt has been entertained by gome
Bcholars as to the origin of the word. See the remarks

of Gesenius and Fiirst.

6 "J^S. But see Ges. Thes. s. v. ^3.
c Be Sabb. cap. 14, fol. 107, b.

^ <rKVL\l/. ^uiou xXuipou re koX TeTpaTrrepof* and
KVlf (kJ/i'i//). ^ioOV TTTTJl'dl', '6fJ.0L0V KWl'Wiri.

(Hesych. Lex. s. v.)

KVLirei;, o^jtxaTa Ta Trept/Se^pw/xei^a, KaX ^(ov0ta Twi'

^v\o(j)a.yo)y.

(rKvC<p, ^(1)01' x^wpo" Te /cat TeTpdwrepoV ^iuov kuivoj-

TTcoSes" ^ujoi' fiiKp'ov ^v\6<jiayov.

(Phavorin. «. v.)

Phryn. (Lob.) p. 400. Plut. ii. 636, D.

LICE

of Richard I. into the Holy Land, and which by

their bites during the night-time occasioned extreme

pain (Harmer's Observat. Clarke's ed. iii. 549).

With regard to this last theory it may fairly be

said that, as it has not a word of proof or authority

to support it, it may at once lie rejected as fanciful.

Those who believe that the plague was one of ymits

or mosquitoes appear to ground their opinion solely

on the authority of the LXX., or rather on the

interpretation of the Greek word cKvlcpfs, as given

by Philo {De \l,t. Mos. ii. 97) and Origen {Horn.

III. in Exodum). The advocates of the other

theory, that lice are the animals meant by cliinnim,

and not ynats, base their arguments upon these

facts: (1) because the cliinnim sprang from the

dust, whereas gnats come from the waters; (2)

becau.se ynais, though they may greatly irritate men
and beasts, cannot properly be said to be "in"
them; (3) because their name is derived from a
root* which signifies "to estabhsh," or "to fix,"

which cannot be said of (/nats ; (4) because if yniits

are intended, then the fourth plague of flies would

be unduly anticipated; (5) because the TalmudiSts

use the word chinnah in the singular number to

mean a louse ; as it is said in the Treatise on the

Sabbath, " As is the man who slays a camel on

the Sabbath, so is he who slays a louse on the

Sabbath." <-'

Let us examine these arguments as briefly as

possible. First, the LXX. has been qtioted as a
direct prbof that chinnim means (/nats ; and cer-

tainly in such a matter as the one before as it is

almost impossible to exaggerate the authority of

the translators, who dwelt in Egyj)t, and therefore

must be considered good authorities on this sutiject.

But is it quite clear that the Greek word they

made use of has so limited a signification ? Does
the (ireek aKvlip or kvi^ mean a gnatf^ Let the

reader, however, read carefully the passages quoted

in the foot-notes, and he will see at once that at

any rate there is very considerable doubt whether
any one particular animal is denoted by the Greek

word. In the few passages where it occurs in

(ireek authors the word seems to point in some
instances clearly enough to the well-known pests of

field and garden, the jilant-lice or npliides. By the

(TKvlip iv x^P'^t ^'^® proverb referred to in the note,

is very likely meant one of those small active

jumping insects, common under leaves and under

the bark of trees, known to entomologists by the

name of spring-tails {Poduridin). The Greek lex-

icographers, having the derivation of the word in

view, generally define it to be some small worm-
Uke creature that eats away wood ; if they used the

Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, ji. cap. ult.) speiiks of

(TKi'iTres, and calls them worms. Dioscorides {iii. de

Uiino) speaks of the well-known viscid secretion on the

leaves of plants and trees, and says that when this

moisture is dried up, animalcules like gnats appear

(8i)pi5ia K(ovM7T<i>et6ij). In another place (v. 181) he

calls them <rKuJAr)Kes. No doubt plant-lice are meant.

AtJtius (ii. 9) speaks of Kvi(^ei, by which word he

clearly means plant-lice, or apliiiles. Aristophanes

associates the Kviwti (aphides) with i/^ws (giill-tlies),

and speaks of them as injuring the young shoots of

the vines {Avfs, p. 427). Aristotle (Hist. An. viii. 3,

§ 9) speaks of a bird, tvoofipecktr, which he terms

KviuoK6yo<;. Gnats are for the most pift taken on the

wing; but the Ki'iVes here alluded to ai-e doubtless

the various kinds of ants, larva'., aphides, lepismidte,

coccincp., oniscideE, etc. etc., which are found on tb«

leaves and under the bark of trees.
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temi winged, the winged aphis is most likely in-

tended, and perhaps vermiculus may souielimes

refer to the wingless individual. Because, however,

the lexicons occasionally say that the aKvi^ is like

a gnat (the "green and four-winged insect" of

Hesychius), many commentators have come to the

hasty conclusion that some species of (/nat is de-

noted by the Greek term ; but resemblance by no

means constitutes identity, and it will be seen that

this insect, the aphis, even though it be winged, is

far more closely allied to the wingless louse {pedic-

ulus) than it is to the (/nat, or to any species of

the family Culkkke ; for the term lice, as applied

to the various kinds of apldcks {Pliytophthirui, as

is their appropriate scientific name), is by no nieaiis

merely one of analogy. The wingless aphis is in

appearance somewhat similar to the ptdicidas

;

and indeed a great authority, Burmeister, arranges

the Anoplum, the order to which the pedlmlus

belongs, with the Rhyiicotn, which contains the

sub-order Homoptera, to which the aphides belong.

Hence, by an appropriate transfer, the same word

which in Arabic means pediculus is applied in one

of its significations to the "thistle black with

plant-lice/' Every one who has observed the this-

tles of this country black with the peculiar species

that infests them can see the force of the meaning

assigned to it in tlie Arabic language."

Again, almost all the passages where the Greek

word"occurs speak of the animal, be it what it may,

as being injurious to plants or trees; it cannot

therefore be applied hi a restricted sense to any

gnat (cukx or siinuUum), for the Vuiicidce are emi-

nently blood-suckers, not vegetable-feeders.''

Oedmann ( \'ermisch. Suinmlung. i. ch. vi.) is of

opinion that the species of mosquito denoted by

the chinnim is probably some minute kind allied

to the Culex reptans, s. jndicaris of Linnwus.

That such an insect might have been the instru-

ment God made use of in the third plague with

which He visited the Egyptians is readily granted,

so far as tlie irritating powers of^ the creature are

concerned, for the members of the genus SimuUum

(sand-tly ) are a terrible pest in those locaUties where

they abound. But no proof at all can be brought

forward in support of this theory.

Bryant, in illustrating the propriety of the plague

being one of lice, has the following very just

remarks: "The Egyptians affected great external

purity, and were very nice both in their persons

and clothing. . . . Uncommon care was taken not

to harbor any vermin. Tiiey were particularly

solicitous on this head; thinking it would be a

great profanation of the temple which they entered

if any animalcule of tliis sort were concealed in

their garments." And we learn from Herodotus

that so scrupulous were the priests on tiiis point

that they used to shave the hair off their heads and

bodies every third day for fear of harboring any

louse, while occupied in tlieir sacred duties (Herod,

ii. 37). " We may hence see what an abhorrence

the Egyptians showed towards this sort of vermin,

and that the judgments infli^cted l)y the hand of

Moses were adapted to their prejudices " (Bryant's

Observations, etc., p. 56).

The evidence of the old versions, adduced by

Bochart in support of his opinion, has been called

in question by Kosenmiiller and Geddes, who will

not allow tliat the words used by the Syrlac, the

Chaldee, and the Arabic versions, as the representa-

tives of the Hebrew word chinnim. can properly be

translated lice ; but the mterpretations which they

themselves allow to these words apply better to lice

than to ynats ; and it is almost certain that the

normal meaning of the words in all these three

versions, and indisputably in the Arabic, applies to

lice. It is readily granted that some of the argu-

ments brought forward by Bochart {Hitivz. iii. 457,

ed. Kosenm.) and liis consentients are unsatisfactory.

As the plague was certainly miraculous, nothing

can be deduced from the assertion made tliat the

chiiinhii sprang from the dust; neither is Bochart's

derivation of the Hebrew word accepted i)y scholars

generally. Much force however is containett in the

Talmudical use of the word chinmtli, to express a

louse, though Gesenius asserts that nothing can bo

adduced thence.

On the whole, therefore, this much appears cer-

tain, that those commentators who assert that cltiii-

nim means gnats have arrived at this conclusioa

without sufficient authority; they have based their

arguments solely on the evidence of the LXX.,

though it is by no means proved that the Greek

word"used by these translators has any reference to

gnats ;<^ the Greek word, which probably originally

denoted any small irritating creature, being derived

from a root which means to bite, to gnaw, was

used in this general sense, and selected by the

i.XX. translators to express the original word,

which has an origin kindred to that of the Greek

word, but the precise meaning of which they did

not know. They had in view the derivation of the

Hebrew term cliinndli, from chandii, "to gnaw,"

and most approfjriately rendered it by the Greek

word Ki^ivJ/, from Kvioi, "to gnaw." It appears

therefore that there is not sufficient authority for

departing from the translation of the A. V., wliich

renders the Hebrew word by lice ; and as it is sup-

ported by the evidence of many of the old \ersions,

it is best to rest contented with it. At any rate the

point is still open, and no hasty conclusion can be

adopted concerning it. >' • ''

a A. g. "Nigricans et quasi pediculis obsitus

apparuit carduus " (Gol. Arab. Lex. s. v.).

b Tlie mosquito and gnat belong to the family of

Culici'lm. The Simuliinn, to which genus the Cu'ex

reptans (Llii.) belongs, is comprised under the family

TipuUrlcp.. This is a northern species, and probably

not found in Egypt. The Simidia, or saud-tties, are

most inveterate blood-suckers, whose bites often give

rise to very paiuful swellings.

Althougli Origen and Philo both understand by the

Greek vkvC^i some minute winged insect that stings,

yet their testimony by no means proves that a similar

LIEUTENANTS (Q''3f7?t?.'nS.). The

use of the term was restricted to it by the LXX.

translators. It has been shown, from the quotations

o-iveu above, that the Greek word has a wide siguifica-

Hon : it is an aphis, a worm, a Jl'a, or a spniiu-taU-

iu fact any small insect-like animal that biics ; and

all therefore that should legi imately be deduced from

the words of these two writers is that they appucd in

this insuvnce to some irritating wiuged in.sect a term

which from its derivation, so appropriately describes

its irrluting properties. Their insect seems to reter

to some spl'cies of nwi'^e (Ceratopo^o,,).

c If the LXX. understood ^nms by the Hebrew

term, why did not those translators use some well-

1
known Greek name for gn^i, as xwi-uii;/ or j^iris
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Hebrew achashdrnpan was the official title of the

satraps « or viceroys who governed the provinces of

the Tersiau empire; it is rendered "lieutenant" in

Esth. iii. 12, viii. 9, ix. 3; Ezr. viii. 3G, and
" prince " in Dan. iii. 2, vi. 1, &c. \V. L. B.

LIGN ALOES. [Aloes.]

LIGURE ipwh, leshem: Xiyipiov, Aid.

apyvpiof, Alex. vaKivOos- liyurius). A precious

stone mentioned in Ex. xxviii. 19, xxxix. 12, as the

first in the third row of the high-priest's breast-

plate. " And the third row, a ligure, an agate, and

an amethyst." It is impossible to say, with any

certainty, what stone is denoted by the Hebrew

term. The LXX. version generally, the Vulgate

and Josephus {B. J. v. 5, § 7), understand the lyn-

curium or litjunum ; but it is a matter of consid-

erable difficulty to identify the Ut/urlum of the an-

cients with any known precious stone. Dr. A\'ood-

ward and some old commentators have supposed that

it was some kind of btlemniie, because, as these fos-

sils contain bituminous particles, they have thought

that they have been able to detect, upon heating or

rubbing pieces of them, the absurd origin which

Theophrastus {frat/. ii. 28, 31, xv. 2, ed. Schnei-

der) and Plhiy (//. N. xxxvii. iii.) ascribe to the

lyncuriuin. Others have imagined that amber is

denoted by this word ; but Theophrastus, in the

passage cited above, has given a detailed descrip-

tion of the stone, and clearly distinguishes it from

electron, or amber. Amlier, moreover, is too soft

for engraving upon ; while the li/Ticunum was a

hard stone, out of which seals were made. Anoth-

er interpretation seeks the origin of the word in the

country of Liguria (Genoa), where the stone was

found, but makes no attempt at identification.

Others again, without reason, suppose the cjmiI to

be meant (Kosenmiill. ISrJi. in Ex. xxviii. 19).

Dr. Watson {Phil. Trans, vol. li. p. 394) identi-

fies it with the tournvdine. Beckmann {Hist. In-

vent, i. 87, Bohn) believes, with Braun, Epiphanius,

and .1. de Laet, tliat the description of the lyncu-

ritim agrees well with tlie liyncinlh stone of modern

mineralogists.'' With this supposition Hill {Notes

on Theophrastus on Stones, § 50, p. 1G6) and I!os-

enmidler {MinerdLof Bible, p. 3(>, Bib. Cab.) agree.

It must be confessed, however, that this opinion is

far from .satisfactory, for there is the following diffi-

culty in the identification of the hjncurium with the

hyacinth. Theophrastus, speaking of the properties

of the lyncuriuin, says that it attracts not only

light pai'ticles of wood, but fragments of iron and

brass. Now there is no peculiar attractive power in

the hyacinth; nor is ISeckmann's explanation of

this point sufficient. He says: "If we consider

its (the lynciiriuin's) attracting of small bodies in

the same light wliich our hyacinth has in conniion

with all stones of the glassy species, I cannot see

anything to controvert this opinion, and to induce

us to beheve the tyncurium and the touriiialiiie to

be the same." But surely the lyncuriuni, what-

o. Tbo LXX- gives (rarpaTnjs, a-Tpazriyoq, and vTraTOi;

;

the Vulgate satnipis and prhiceps. Both the Hebrew

and the Greek woras are modifications of the same

Sanskrit root : but philologists are not agreed as to the

form or meaning of the word. Gesenius (Thex. p. 74)

adopts the opinion ofVou Bohlen that it comes from

ksliatriya-pati, meaning " warrior of the host." Pott

{Ely in. Fnrsr/i. Pref p- 68) suggests other derivations

more in consonance with the position of the satraps as

civil rather than military rulers.

LILY

ever it be, had in a marked manner magnetic prop-

erties ; indeed, the term was applied to the stone

on this very account, for the Greek name lir/urion

appears to be derived froin Aei-x^eiu, " to lick," " to

attract; " and doubtless was selected by the LXX.
translators for this reason to express the Hebrew
word, which has a similar derivation."^ More prob-

able, though still inconclusive, appears the opinion

of those who identify the lyncuriuin with the tour-

maline, or moi'e definitely with the red variety

known as'rubellite, which is a hard stone and used

as a gem, and sometimes sold for red sapphire.

Tourmaline becomes, as is well known, electrically

polar when heated. Beckmann's objection, that

" had Theophrastus been acquainted with the

tourmaline, he would have remarked that it did not

acquire its attractive power till it was heated," is

answered by his own admission on the passage,

quoted from the Histoire de I'Acadanie for 1717,

p. 7 (see Beckmann, i. 91).

Tourmaline is a mineral found in many parts of

the world. The Duke de Noya purchased two of

these stones in Holland, which are there called

aschentrikker. Linnajus, in his preface to the

Flora Zeylandica, mentions the stone under the

name of lapis electricus from Ceylon. The natives

call it tournamal (vid. Phil. Trans, in loc. cit.).

Many of the precious stones which were in the pos-

session of the Israelites during their wanderings

were no doubt obtained from the Egyptians, who
might have procured from the Tyrian merchants

specimens from even India and Ceylon, etc. The
fine specimen of rubelUte now in the British Muse-
um belonged Ibfmerly to the King of Ava.

The word liijure is unknown in modern mine-

ralogy. Phillips {Mineral. 87) mentions liyurite,

the fragments of which are uneven and transparent,

with a \itreous lustre. It occurs in a sort of talcose

rock in the Ijanks of a river in the Apennines.

The claim oi rubeHite to be the hshem of Scrip-

ture is very uncertain, but it is perhaps better than

that of the other minerals which writers have from

time to time endeavored to identify with it.

W. H.

LIK'HI (Tlpb, [learned]: AaKifi; [Vat.

AaK€ti^\] Alex. AaKeta' Led), a Manassite, son

of Sheuiida. the son of Manasseh (1 Chr. vii. 19).

* LIKING (A. v.), as a nouii,means "condi-

tion," Job xxxix. 14: " Their young ones are in

good likinff; " and as a participle (Q^Dl?^))

"conditioned " (Dan. i. 10): " Why should he see

your faces worse likiny than the children which are

of your sort? " H.

LILY (r/^^', shushan, nStTItT, shdshan-

nah : icpivov, Matt. vi. 28, 29). The Hebrew word

is rendered "rose" in the Chaldee Targum, and by

Maimonides and other rabbinical writers, with the

exception of Kimchi and Ben Melech, who in 1 K.

vii. 19 translated it by " violet." In the Judaeo-

b Biisching, p. 342, from Dutens, Des Pierres pre-

a'eusfS, p. 61, says, " the lu/acintk is not found in th€

East." This is incorrect, for it occurs in Egypt, Cey-

lon, and the East Indies (v. Mineral, and Cry stall.

Orr's Circle of Sciences, p. 515).

c Thes. s. V. Ciy V. Fiirst says of DC? 7, ''ciyus
- T - T '

nos fugit origo. Targ. vertit, "'"1''p3|2, h. e. Gr

Keyxpos, de quo Smiris (Shamir) ge'nere v. Plin

xxxiT. 4."
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Spanish version of the Canticles, shiishdn and sho-

thannali are always translated by rosn ; but in Hos.

xiv. 5 the latter is rendered Urio. But Kpiuov, or

"lily," is the uniform rendering of the LXX.. and

is in all probability the true one, as it is supported

by the analogy of the Arabic and Persian susan,

which has the same meaning to this day, and by

the existence of the same word in Syriac and Cop-
tic. The Spanish azucena, a " white lily," is

merely a modification of the Arabic.

But although there is little doubt that the word

denotes some plant of the lily species, it is by no

means certain what individual of this class it espe-

cially designates. Father Souciet {Recuell de diss.

crit. 1715) labored to prove that the lily of Scrip-

ture is the "crown-imperial," the Persian tusni, the

Kpivov fia(Ti\iK6v of the Greeks, and the Frililiaria

impev'udis of Linnseus. So common was this plant

in Persia, that it is supposed to have given its name
to Susa, the capital (Athen. xii. 1; Bochart,

Phaleg, ii. ll). But there is no proof that it was

at any time common in Palestine, and " the lily
"

par excellence of Persia would not of necessity be

"the Uly " of the Holy Land. Dioscorides (i. 62)

bears witness to the beauty of the lilies of Syria

and Pisidia, from which the best perfume was made.

•He says (iii. 106 [116]) of the Kpivov ^aaiKiKuv
that the Syrians call it (raaa (=s/iiis/tan), and the

Africans a^i^Xa^ou, which Bochart renders in

Hebrew characters ^27 H'^HS, "white shoot."

Kiihn, in his note on the passage, identifies the

plant in question with the Lilium candidum of

LinniBus. It is probably the same as that called

in the Mishna " king's hly " (Kil'dm, v. 8). PUny
(xxi. 5) defines Kpivov as " rubens liUum ;

" and

Dioscorides, in another passage, mentions the fact

that there are lilies with purple tlowers ; but whether

by this he intended the Lilium .){<irtai/on or Chul-

cedonicum, Kiihn leaves undecided. Now in the

passage of Athenaeus above quoted it is said, 2oD-

(70V yap elvat ri'i 'EW'fivaiv (puiurj rh Kpivov. But

in the Eiynwloijicuiii Mar/imm (s. v. SoCcra) we

find TO. yap \eipia virh tUv ^oiviKoiv aovaa \4y-

erai. As the sliuskan is thus identified both with

Kpivov, the red or purple lily, and with \eipiov, the

white lily, it is evidently impossible from the word

itself to ascertain exactly the kind of lily which is

referred to. If the sliushnu or sliusliannidi of the

O. T. and the Kpivov of the Sermon on the Mount
be identical, which there seems no reason to doubt,

the plant designated by these terms must have

been a conspicuous object on the shores of the Lake

of Gennesaret (Matt. vi. 28; Luke xii. 27); it must

liave flourislied in the deep broad valleys of Pales-

tine (Cant. ii. 1), among the thorny shrubs {ibid. ii.

2), and pastures of the desert (il). ii. 16, iv. 5, vi.

3), and must have been remarkable for its rajjiil

and luxuriant growth (Hos. xiv. 5 ; Ecclus. xxxix.

14). That its flowers were brilliant in color would

seem to be indicated in Matt. vi. 28, where it is

compared with the gorgeous robes of Solomon; and

that this color was scarlet or purple is implied in

Cant. V. 13.« There appears to be no species of lily
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o According to another opinion, tlie allusion in this

ferse is to the fragrance and not the color of the lily,

and, if so, the passage is favorable to the claims of the

Z.. canilitJiim, which is higlily fragrant, while the L.

Chalceiloniciim is almost destitute of odor. The lily of

the N. T. may still be the latter.

b But Strand (Flnr. PalfBsi.) mentions it a.«i growing

near Joppa, and Kitto {P/iys. Hist, of Pal. 219) makes

which so completely answers all these requirements
as the Lilium Chdicedoidciim, or Scarlet Martagon,
which grows in profusion in the Levant. But
direct evidence on the point is still to be desired

from the observation of travellers. We have, how-
ever, a letter from Dr. Bowrii^, referred to (Gard.
Chron. ii. 854), in which, under the name of Lilia

Syriaca, Lindley identifies with the L. C/ndcedon-
icuin a flower which is " abundant in the district of

Galilee " in the months of April and May. Sprengel

{Ant. But. Spec. i. p. 9) identifies the Greek Kpivov
with the L. Martagon.

Lilium Chalcedouicum.

With regard to the other plants which have been

identified with the s/nisliau, the difficulties are m.iny

and great. Gesenius derives the word from a root

signifying "to be white," and it has hence been

inferred that the shushriiiis the white lily. But it

is by no means certain that the Lilium candidum

grows wild in Palestine, though a specimen was
i'ound by Forskal at Zambak in Arabia Felix.*

Dr. Royle (Kitto's Cyclop, art. "Shnshan") iden-

tified the "lily " of the Canticles with the lotus of

Ivgypt, in spite of the many allusions to " feeding

among the lilies." The purple flowers of the khob,

or wild artichoke, which abounds in the ])lain north

of Talior and in the Valley of Esdraelon, have been

thought by some to be the " lilies of the field
"

alluded to in JNIatt. vi. 28 (AVilson, Lands of the

Bible, ii. 110). A recent traveller.mentions a jilant,

with lilac flowers like the hyacinth, and called by

the Arabs usiceili, which he considered to be of thp

species denominated lily in Scri|)ture (lionar.

Desert of Sinai, p. 329). Lynch enumerates the

"lily" as among the plants seen by him on the

shores of the Dead Sea, but gives no details wliioh

could lead to its identification {l-!xped. to Jordan,

p. 286). He h.ad prcviously observed the wnter-

lily on the Jordan (p. 173), but omits to mention

whether it was the yellow {Nuphar lutea) ov the

especial mention of the L. canr/icliim growing in Pal-

estine; and in connection with the habitat given by

Strand it is worth observing that the lily is mentioned

(Cant. ii. 1) with the rose of Sharon. Now let this be

compared with .Jei'ome's Comment. a/I Is xxxili. 9 :

" Sarou omnia juxta Joppni Lyddamquc nppellatur

regie in qua latissinii campi fertilesque tenduutur "

W. II.
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^hite {Nymplicea alba). " The only 'lilies ' which

I saw in Palestine," says Prof. Stanley, "in the

months of JMarch and April, were larj^'e yellow

water-lilies, in the clear spring of 'Ain ISIellahah,

near the Lake of Meroni " (S. cf- F. p. 429). He
suggests that the name " lily " " may include the

numerous flowers of the tuhp or ainaryllis kind,

which appear in the early summer, or the autumn

of Palestine." The following description of the

Hflleh-lilyby Dr. Thomson (The Land and the

Book, i. 394), were it more precise, would perhaps

have enabled botanists to identify it: " This Huleh-

lily is very large, and the three inner petals meet

above and form a gorgeous canopy, such as art

never approached, and king never sat under, even

in his utmost glory We call it Hfdeh-

lily, because it was here that it was first discovered.

Lilium candidum.

Its botanical name, if it have one, I am unac-

quainted with Our flower delights most

in the valleys, but is also found on the mountains.

It grows among thorns, and I have sadly lacerated

my hands in extricating it from them. Nothing

can be in higher contrast than the luxuriant vel-

vety softness of this lily, and the crabbed tangled

hedge of thorns about it. Gazelles still delight to

feed among them ; and you can scarcely ride through

the woods north of Tabor, where these lilies abound,

without frightening them from tlieir flowery pas-

ture." If some future tra\eller wovdd give a de-

scription of the Hdleh-lily somewhat less vague than

the above, the question might be at once resolved.

[Palestine— Botimy.]

The Phoenician architects of Solomon's temple

decorated the capitals of the columns with " lily-

work," that is, with leaves and flowers of the lily

(1 K. vii.), corresponding to the lotus-he.aded capi-

tals of Egyptian architecture. The rim of the

"brazen sea " was possibly wrought in the form of

the recurved marsjin of a lily flower (1 K. vii. 26).

Whether the shdshanmm and shiishan mentioned

ui the titles of Ps. xlv., Ix., Ixix., and Ixxx. were

musical instruments in the form of lilies, or wheth-

er the word denote a musical air, will be discussed

under the article Shoshannim. W. A. M'.

* The description in Matt. vi. 28—30 implies that

this plant was famiUar to Christ's hearers. This
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consideration would at once exclude Lilium canJi'

dum, which, if found at all in Syria and Palestine,

must be extremely rare, and probably only as es-

caped from cultivation.

It is impossilile also that any of the water-lilies

could be intended, as the lilies mentioned grew in

the field.

The requirements of the text are the following

:

(1.) A plant of the order Liliacece or one of the

allied ordeis of Jridacece. or AmaryUidacece. Any
plant which would be vulgarly called a lily would

suit the case, inasmuch as we are not to imagine

language used here in the accurate style of a

botanist.

(2.) It must be a plant growing in the fields,

with a stem of sufficient size and solidity to be an

element of the fuel of the fnmwor or oriental oven.

It is customary in the East to gather out the tares

and various flowering plants from among the wheat,

before the time of harvest, and to bind them in

bundles, and either to feed them to the cattle,

or burn them in the oven. The lily mentioned

must be of this character, in order to suit the nar-

rative.

(3.) It must be a plant of rich colored flowers,

probably purple, inasmuch as this color would bet-

ter suit the comparison with the colors of royal

.

garments.

There are several plants which have been sup-

posed to represent the lily, which we can eliminate

by the above tests. Lilium candidum lias been

ah'eady excluded. Anemone covmaria, with its two
varieties of red and purple flowers, has been de-

scribed as the plant in question. But in the first

place it is the most distant possible from the lilies,

beiuir of the family of the Jtanvnctdiicea'. In the

second place it is a low herliaceous plant, not occur-

ring so much among wheat as in open grassy places,

by roadsides. It has no stem, and is not gathered

for the ovens. It is conmion enough, but for the

two reasons mentioned is quite inadmissible.

The remaining hypotheses may all be grouped

into one class. They consist in assuming one of

the plants of the above-named orders to be the

plant here designated. Some have supposed the

Lilium Clialcedonicum. Others have supposed the

great Iris of the Hiileh, which Dr. Thomson calls

the Hideh lily. Others still have endeavored to

prove the claims of others of these natural orders.

JNIy own opinion is, that the term ' lily ' here is

general, and that it does not refer to any species

exclusively. There are several fine plants of these

orders which are found more or less diffused through

Palestine, as Tullpa ocidis-soliis, Lilium Clialce-

donicum, Iris reticulosa, and others of that genus,

and last, but not least likely to have been before

the eyes and in the minds of the hearers of the ser-

mon on the Mount, Gladinlus Illyricus. Indeed,

if any one species more than another be designated,

I incline to thhik that this is the one.

This plant is a showy species, growing to a

height of two or three feet, among the wheat and

barley. It has a reedy stem, and a large raceme

of purple flowers, an inch and a half broad when
open, and it is a sufficiently striking and showy

flower to have been the subject of the comparison.

jMoreover, it is one of those wild plants which are

constantly plucked up with the other weeds, and

fed to cattle, or burned in the fire.

Still I incline to think that the Saviour, in speak-

ing of the lilies, used the term in the same general

way that an inhabitant of the Middle States would
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speak of wild lilies, in allusion to their bright colors,

not particularly designating, or perhaps not being

aware of the specific ditt'erences of the individuals of

the genus. He might have seen a lily, and been

struck with its beauty, and used that quality to illus-

trate his speech, without knowing whether he had

seen LUiuni Phi/adelphictim, or L. Canadeiise, or L.

superbum. Nay, he might have seen an Jiryt/tro-

niuiii, or a Gladiulus, and called them lilies. Or he

might have drawn his illustration from the combined

impression produced on his mind by all the species

and general names. I conceive the latter to have

been the case in the Sermon on the Jlount.

G. E. P.

LIME (T^Ci7: Kovia-- calx). This substance

is noticed only three times in the Bible, namely, in

Deut. xxvii. 2, 4, where it is ordered to be laid on

the great stones whereon the law was to be written

(A. V. '-thou shalt plaister them with plaister");

in Is. xxxiii. 12, where the "burnings of lime"

are figuratively used to express complete destruc-

tion ; and in Am. ii. 1, where the prophet de-

scribes the outrage conmiitted on the memory of the

king of Edom by the Moabites, when they took

his bones and burned them into lime, i. e. calcined

them — an indignity of which we have another in-

stance in 2 K. xxiii. 16. That the .Jews were ac-

quainted with the use of the lime-kiln, has been

tJready noticed. [Furnaci;.] VV. L. B.

* LINE. Several Hebrew words are so ren-

dered, which in some passages admit of a closer

discrimination. In addition to the ordinary appli-

cations it often denotes a hne or cord used ibr nieas-

m-ing purposes, as T"' and 1f7, 1 K. vii. 2.3; 2 K.

xxi. 13, &c.; Vlin, Ps. Ixxviii. 55 (56); Am. vii.

17 ; Is. xliv. 13, where the A. V. has " rule "'
; but

in this last passage T^HL' is probably " graver,"

" stylus " (not '' hne " as in A. V. ). A peculiar use of

the measuring line occurs in 2 Sam. viii. 2 (where

the word is 7ilin). David, after a signal victory

over the Moabites, who appear to have given him
special provocation, put to death two thirds of his

captives and spared one thiril. He required them to

lie down on the ground, and then with a line meas-

ured them oft' after that proportion. The line as

emplo3'ed ibr measuring, by a frequent metonomy
stands often for lot, possession, or inheritance (as

•'5D ill Jos. xvii. 1-i, xix. 9 ; Ps. xvi. 5 (6) ; Ezek.

xlvii. 13 ff.). The sense of "their line" (2512),

i. e. of the h&avens in I's. xix. 4. (5), is uncertain.

In this highly poetic passage it may well enough

denote the expanse or circuit which the hea\ens

measure oft' as they bend over all the earth, through-

out which is to be heard the proclamation which

they make of God"s existence and attributes. So

Hupfeld {Die Psalmen, i. 410), who agrees here

with Hengstenberg (Die Psidmen, i. 440 f.). Paul's

citation of the passage (I!om. x. 18) tbllows the

LXX. which has <^(Jo-yyos, " a sound " (X. V.), as

fri m the strings of a lyre. By " plumb-line

"

(^^^) only Am. vii. 7, twice) is usually under-

stood a line with lead attached to it for determining

the perpendicularity of objects. Jeiiovali, as repre-

sented there by the prophet, stands on a straight-

built wall with a line in his hand, as a symbol

of the strict justice with which He will call his

people to account for their sins (see Baur, Dir
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Prophet Amos, p. 407, and Keil, Die 12 kleinen

Propheien, p. 221). The proper rendering of

^"^ilS, Gen. xxxviii. 18, is line or cord (in the

A. V. " bracelets "), by which the signet-ring was

attached to the neck. See Conant, Genesis, etc. p.

160. Tlie literal and metaphorical senses blend

themselves in Paul's expression (ev aKKorpitf

Kav6vi), 2 (.'or. X. 16, J. e. another's line or sphere

of labor allotted to him by God's providence. 11.

LINEN. Five different Hebrew words are

thus rendered, and it is difficult to assign to each

its precise significance. AVith regard to the Greek

words so translated in the N. T. there is less am-
biguity.

1. As Egypt was the great centre of the linen

manufacture of antiquity, it is in connection with

that country that we find the first allusion to it in

the Bible. Joseph, when promoted to the dignity

of ruler of tiie land of Egj'pt, was arrayed " in

vestures oifine lineri" (slies/i," marg. "silk," Gen.

xli. 42), and among the ofterings for the tabernacle

of the things which the Israelites had brought out

of Egypt were " blue, and purple, and scarlet, and

Jine linen" (Ex. xxv. 4, xxxv. 6). Of twisted

threads of this material were composed the ten

embroidered hangings of the tabernacle (Ex. xxvi.

1), the vail which separated the holy place from

the holy of holies (Ex. xxvi. 31), and the curtain

for the entrance (\er. 36), wrought with needle-

work. The ephod of the high-priest, with its

" curious," or embroidered girdle, and the breast-

plate of judgment, were of '-Jine twined linen "

(Ex. xxviii. 6, 8, 15). Of line Hnen woven in

checker-work were made the high-priest's tunic

and mitre (Ex. xxviii. 39). The tunics, turbans,

and drawers of the inferior priests (Ex. xxxix. 27,

28) are simply described as of woven work of fine

linen.

2. But in Ex. xxviii. 42, and Lev. vi. 10, the

drawers of the priests and their flowuig robes are

said to be of linen {bud ''), and the tunic of the

high-priest, his girdle, and mitre, which he wore

on the day of atonement, were made of the same

material (Lev. xvi. 4). Cunjeus {De Rep. Hebr.

ii. c. i.) maintained that the robes worn by the

high-priest throughout the year, which are called

by the Talmudists "the golden vestments," were

thus named because they were made of a more val -

uable kind of linen {shesk) than that of which " the

white vestments," worn only on the day of atone-

ment, were composed [bad). But in the Jlishna

(Cod. Joma, iii. 7) it is said that the dress worn

liy the high-priest on the morning of the day of

atonement was of linen of Pelusium, that is, of the

finest description. In the evening of the same day

he wore gai-ments of Indian linen, which was less

costly than the I'^gyptian. From a comparison of

Ex. xxviii. 42 with xxxix. 28, it seems clear that

bad and sJiesh were synonymous, or, if there lie any

ditterence between them, the latter probably de-

notes the spun threads, while the formei- is the

linen woven from tliem. Maimonides (C't/e liam-

mikdaslt, c. 8) considered them as identical with

regard to the material of which they were com-

posed, for he says, " wherever in the Law bad or

shesk are mentioned, they signify flax, that is,

byssiis." And Aliarbanel (on Ex. xxv.) defines

shesh to be Egvptian flax, and distinguishes it aa

aJtr, or ''WW, as in K/.. xvi. 13. 1^ ^5.
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<5oniposed of six (Heb. shesh, "six") threads

twisted tos^etlier, from bad, which was single. But
ill opposition to this may be quoted Ex. xxxix. 28,

wliere tlie drawers of the priests are said to be

linen {bad) or Jina twined linen {shesh). The wise-

hearted among the women of the congregation spun

the flax wliich was used by Bezaleel and Alioliab for

the hangings of the tabernacle (Ex. xxxv. 25), and
the making of linen was one of the occupations of

women, of whose dress it formed a conspicuous part

(Prov. xxxi. 22, A. V. "silk;" Ez. xvi. 10, 13;

comp. Rev. xviii. IG). In Ez. xxvii. 7 shesh is

enumerated among the products of Egypt, which

the Tyrians imported and used for the sails of their

ships ; and the vessel constructed for Ptolemy Philo-

pator is said by Athenseus to have had a sail of

byssus {^vacnyov ex'^" '"^'riov, Beijm. i. 27 F).

Hermippus (quoted by Athenjeus) describes Egypt
as the great emporium for sails :

—
'Ek S' AiyuTTTOv Ta KpefxacrTa,

'loTt'a Kol /3u|3Aovs.

Cleopatra's galley at the battle of Actium had a

sail of purple canvas (Plin. xix. 5). The ephods

worn by the priests (1 Sam. xxii. 18), by Samuel,

though he was a Levite (1 Sam. ii. 18), and by

David when he danced before the ark (2 Sam. vi.

l-l; 1 Chr. XV. 27), were all of linen {bad). The
man whom Daniel saw in vision by the river Hid-

dekel was clothed in linen {bad, Dan. x. 5, xii. G, 7

;

comp. Matt, xxviii. 3). In no case is bad used for

other than a dress worn in religious ceremonies,

though the other terms rendered " linen " are ap-

plied to the ordinary dress of women and persons

in high rank.

3. Bt'ils, « always translated " fine linen " ex-

cept 2 Chr. V. 12, is apparently a late word, and

proljably the same with the Greek ySucrcoj, by

which it is represented by the LXX. It was used

for the dresses of the Levite choir in the temple (2

Chr. v. 12), for the loose upper garment worn by

kings over the close-fitting tunic (1 Chr. xv. 27), and

for the vail of the Temple, embroidered by the skill

of the Tyrian artificers (2 Chr. iii. 14). Jlordecai

was arrayed in robes oijine linen {bids) and purple

(Esth. viii. 15) when honored by the Persian king,

and the dress of the rich man in the parable was

purple and fine linen {0va(Tos, Luke xvi. 19). The
Tyrians were celelirated for their skill in linen-em-

broidery (2 Chr. ii. 14), and the house of Ashbea,

a family of the descendants of Shelah the son of

Judah, were workers in fine linen, probably in the

lowland country (1 Chr. iv. 21). Tradition adds

that they wove the robes of the kings and priests

(Targ. Joseph), and, according to Jarchi, the hang-

ings of the sanctuary. The cords of the canopy

over the garden-court of the palace at Shushan

were of fine linen {bu/s, Esth. i. 6). "Purple and

broidered work and fine linen " were brought liy

the Syrians to the market of Tyre (Ez. xxvii. IG),

the bills of Syria being distinguished from the shesh

of Egypt, mentioned in ver. 7, as being in all prob-

ability an Aramaic word, while sliesh is referred

to an Egyptian original.'' " Fine hnen " {fiiaffos),

" y^'2; /Siitra-os, byssiis.

& In Gen. xli. 42, the Targum of Onkelos gives

^•3 as the equivalent of ti7tt\ See also Ex. xxv.

t, xxxv. 35.

c 7^12W. '' 1^^^, Veneto-Qr. crxori'os.
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with purple and silk are enumerated in Rev. xviii.

12 as among the merchandise of the mystical Baby-

lon; and to the Lamb's wife (xix. 8) it "was
granted that she should be arrayed in Jine linen

(^vacrifoy) clean and white: " the symliolical sig-

nificance of this vesture being immediately ex-

plained, "for the fine linen is the righteousness of

saints." And probably with the same intent the

armies in heaven, who rode upon white horses

and followed the " Faithful and True," were clad

in " /("/a- linen, white and clean," as they went forth

to battle with the beast and his army (Rev. xix.

14).

4. £(un'^ occurs but once (Prov. vii. 16), and

there in connection with Egypt. Schultens con-

nects it with the Greek 666vri, odSviov, which he

supposes were derived from it. The Talmudists

transkte it by VSH) chebel, a cord or rope, in

consequence of its identity in form with dtiin,'^

which occurs in the Targ. on Josh. ii. 15, and

Esth. i. 6. R. Parchon interprets it " a girdle of

Egyptian work." But in what way these cords

were applied to the decoration of beds is not

clear. Probably etiin was a kind of thread made
of fine Egyptian flax, and used for ornamenting the

coverings of beds with tapestry-work. In support

of this may be quoted the aixipirairoi of the LXX.,
and the 7^/cto tapetes of the \'ulgate, which repre-

sent the 1^I2SI nhntpn of the Hebrew. But

Celsius renders the word " linen," and appeals to

the Greek 666viov, oQ6vy}, as decisive upon the

point. See Jablonski, Upusc. i. 72, 73.

Schultens (Prov. vii. IG) suggests that the Greek

(Tiv'Stiiv is derived from the Hebrew sadin,e which

is used of the thirty linen garments which Samson

promised to his companions (Judg. xiv. 12, 13) at

his wedding, and which he stripped from the bodies

of the Philistines whom he slew at Ashkelon (ver.

19). It was made by women (Prov. xxxi. 24), and

used for girdles and under-garments (Is. iii. 23;

comp. Mark xiv. 51). The LXX. in Judg. and

Prov. render it GivBd>v, but in Judg. xiv. 13

od6via is used synonymously; just as ffivhdv'oi

Matt, xxvii. 59, Mark xv. 4G, and Luke xxiii. 53,

is the same as oOSvta in Luke xxiv. 12 ; John xx. 5,

6, xix. 40. In these passages it is seen that linen

was used for the winding-sheets of the dead by the

Hebrews as well as by the Greeks (Hom. Jl. xviii.

353, xxiii. 254; comp. Eur. -Sect/*. 819). Towels

were made of it {k4vtiov, John xiii. 4, 5), and

napkins (crouSapia, John xi. 44), like the coarse

linen of the Egyptians. The dress of the poor

(Ecclus. xl. 4) was probably unbleached flax (a)^«J-

Kivov), such as was used for barbers' towels (Plut.

De GarruL).

The general term which included all those already

mentioned wisjjishteh,/ corresponding to the Greek

Kivov, which was employed— hke our "cotton " —
to denote not only the flax (Judg. xv. 14) or raw

material from which the linen was made, but also

the plant itself (Josh. ii. G), and the manufacture

from it. It is generally opposed to wool, as a veg-

etable product to an animal (Lev. xiii. 47, 48, 52.

e ^''fD. Jablonski ( 0/7!<sf. i. 297, &c.) claims for

the word an Egyptian origin. The Coptic shento \a

the representative of o-n'Swv in the N. T
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69; Deut. xxii. 11; Prov. xxxi. 13; Hos. ii. 5, 9),

and was used for nets (Is. xix. 9 ),
girdles (Jer. xiii.

1), and measuring-lines (Ez. xl. 3), as well as for

the dress of the priests (Ez. xliv. 17, 18). From a

comparison of the last-quoted passages with Ex.

xxviii. 42, and Lev. vi. 10 (3), xvi. 4, 23, it is evi-

dent that bad and pisfiteh denote the same material,

the latter being the more general term. It is

equally apparent, from a comparison of Kev. xv. 6

with xix. 8, 14, that \ivov and j8u(j-(7(;/o;/ are essen-

tially the same. Mr. Yates (
Textrintmi Antiqiio-

7'um, p. 270) contends that AiVo;/ denotes the com-

mon flax, and ^v(T(Tos the fiijer variety, and that in

this sense the terms are used by Pausanias (vi. 2G,

§ 4). Till the time of Dr. Forster it was never

doubted that bi/ssus was a kind of flax, but it was

maintained by him to be cotton. That the mummy-
cloths used by the Egyptians were cotton and not

linen was first asserted by Rouelle (Mem. de V Acnd.
Roy. des Scien. 1750), and he was supported in his

opinion by Dr. Forster and Dr. Solander, after

an examination of the munnnies in the liritish

Museum. But a more careful scrutiny by Mr.
Bauer of about 400 specimens of mummy-cloth has

shown that they were, universally, lineli. Dr. Ure
arrived independently at the same conclusion

(Yates, Textr. Ant. b. ii.).

One word remains to be noticed, which our A.
V. has translated "linen yarn" (1 K. x. 28; 2

Chr. i. 16), brought out of Egypt by Solomon's
merchants. The Hebrew mikveh,<^ or mikve,^ is

variously explained. In the LXX. of 1 Kings it

appears as a proper name, @eKoue, and in the

Vulgate Coa, a place in Arabia Felix. By the

Syriac (2 Chr.) and Arabic translators it was also

regarded as the name of a place. Bochart once
referred it to Troglodyte Egypt, anciently called

Michoe, according to Pliny (vi. 34), but afterwards

decided that it signified "a tax" {Hieroz. pt. 1,

b. 2, c. 9). To these Michaelis adds a conjecture

of his own, that Ku in the ulterior of Africa, S.

W. of Egypt, might be the plaee referred to, as

the country whence Egypt procured its horses

{Laws of Moses, trans. Smith, ii. 493). In trans-

lating the word " linen yarn " the A. V. followed

Junius and Tremellius, who are supported by Se-
bastian Schmid, De Dieu, and Clericus. Gesenius
has recourse to a very unnatural construction, and
rendering the word " troop," refers it in the first

clause to the king's merchants, and in the second
to the horses wliich they brought.

From time innnemorial Egypt was celebrated for

its linen (Ez. xxvii. 7). It^ was the dress of the
Egyptian pi-iests (Her. ii. 37, 81), and was worn
by them, according to Plutarch (7s. et Osir. 4),

because the color of the flax-blossom resembled
that of the circumambient ether (comp. Juv. vi.

533, of the priests of Isis). Panopolis or Chennuis
(the modern Akltmim) was anciently inhabited by
linen-weavers (Strabo, xvii. 41, p. 813). According
to Herodotus (ii. 80) the mummy-cloths were of

bijssus ; and Josephus {Ant. iii. 0, § 1) mentions
among the contributions of the Israelites for the
tabernacle, "byssiis of flax;" the hangings of the
tabernacle were " sindon of bijssns "

(§ 2), of which
material the tunics of the priests were also made
{Ant. iii. 7, § 2), the drawers being o{ byssus (§ 1).

Philo also says that the high-priest wore a garment
of the finest btjssus. Combining the testimony of
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« nin^, 1 Kings. 6 W.p!?, 2 Chron.

Herodotus as to the mummy-cloths with the results

of microscopic examination, it seems clear that

btjssus was Unen, and not cotton; and moreover,

that the dresses of the Jewish priests were made
of the same, the purest of all materials. For
further information scq Dr. Kalisch's Comm. on
Exodus, pp. 487-489; also article Woolen.

W. A. W.
LINTEL. The beam which forms the upper

part of the framework of a door. In the A. V.
" lintel " is the rendering of three Hebrew words.

1. 7^S, ayil (1 K. vi. 31); translated " post"

throughout Ez. xl., xli. The true meaning of this

word is extremely doubtful. In the LXX. it is

left untranslated (ai,\, alKev, alXa/x); and in the

Chaldee version it is represented by a modification

of itself. Throughout the passages of Ezekiel in

which it occurs the Vulg. uniformly renders it

by J'rons ; which Gesenius quotes as fa\orable to

his own view, provided that by J'rons be under-
stood the projections in front of the building.

The A. V. of 1 K. vi. 31, " lintel," is supported

by the versions of Aquila, Symmachus, and The-
odotion of Ez. xl. 21; while Kimchi explains it

generally by "post." The Peshito-Syriac uni-

formly renders the word by a modification of the

Greek TrapaoraSes, "pillars." Jarchi understands
by ayil a round column like a large tree; Aquila
(Ez. xl. 14) having in view the meaning "ram,"
which the word elsewhere bears, renders it Kploifia,

apparently intending thereby to denote the volutes

of columns, curved like rams' horns. J. D.
Jlichaelis {Supp. ad Lex. s. v.) considers it to be
the tympanum or triangular area of the pediment
above a gate, supported by columns. Gesenius

himself, after reviewing the passages in which the

word occurs, arrives at the conclusion that in the

singular it denotes the whole projecting framework
of a door or g.atevvay, including the jambs on either

side, the threshold, and the lintel or architrave,

with frieze and cornice. In the plural it is applied

to denote the projections along the front of an
edifice ornamented with columns or palm-trees, and
with recesses or intercolumniations between them
sometimes filled up by windows. Under the former

head he places 1 K. vi. 31; Ez. xl. 9, 21, 24, 26,

29, 31, 33, 34, 30-38, 48, 49, xli. 3; while to the

latter he refers xl. 10, 14, 16, xli. 1. Another
ex]ilanation still is that of Boettcher (quoted by
Winer, Ileidic. ii. 575), who says that ayil is the

projecting entrance and passage- wall— which might
appropriately be divided into compartments by
paneling; and this view is adopted by Fiirst

{Handw. s. v.).

2. "triDS, capillar (Amos ix. 1; Zeph. ii. 14).

The marginal rendering, "chapiter or knop," of

both these passages is undoubtedly the more cor-

rect, and in all other cases where the word occurs

it is translated "knop." [Knop.]

3. n"lpt»tt, mushkoph (Ex. xii. 22, 23); also

rendered "upper door-post" in Ex. xii. 7. That
this is the true rendering is admitted by all modern
philologists, who connect it with a root which in

Arabic atid the cognate dialects signifies " to over-

lay with beams." The LXX. and Vulgate coin-

cide in assigning to it the same meaning. Rabbi

Sol. Jarchi derives it from a C'haldee root signifying

" to beat," because the door in being shut beats

against it. The signification "to look" or "i)eep,"

which was acquired by the Hebrew root, induced
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Aben Ezra to translate masliMph by " window,"

such as the Arabs have over the doors of their

houses ; and in assenting to this rendering, Bocliart

observes " that it was so called on account of the

grates and railings over the tops of the doors,

through which those who desire entrance into the

house could be seen before they were admitted "

(Kalisch, Exodus). An illustration of one of these

windows is given in the art. House, vol. ii. p.

1103. W. A. W.

LI'NUS {Kivos [linen, linen-cloth]), a Chris-

tian at Rome, linown to St. Paul and to Timothy

(-2 Tim. iv. 21). That the first bishop of Kome
after the Apostles was named Linus is a statement

in which all ancient witers agree (e. y. Jerome,

Be llris Ilhistr. c. 15; August. Ep. liii. 2). The

early and unequivocal assertion of Irenreus (iii. 3,

§ 3), corroborated by Eusebius (//. E. iii. 2) and

Theodoret, {in 2 Tim. iv. 21), is sutttcient to

prove the identity of the bishop with St. Paul's

friend.

The date of his appointment, the duration of his

episcopate, and the limits to which bis episcopal

authority extended, are points which cannot be

regarded as absolutely settled, although they have

been discussed at great length. Eusebius and

Theodoret, followed by Baronius and Tillemont

{Hist. Eccl. ii. 1G.5 and .591), state that he became

bishop of liome after the death of St. Peter. On
the other hand, the words of Irenseus— "[Peter

and Paul] when they founded and built up the

church [of Kome] committed the office of its epis-

copate to Linus " — certainly admit, or rather

iiiiply the meaning, that he held that office before

the death of St. Peter : as if the two great Apostles,

having, in the discharge of their own peculiar

office, completed the organization of the church at

Kome, left it under the government of Linus, and

passed on to preach and teach in some new region.

This proceeding would be in accordance with the

practice of the Aix>stles in other places. And the

earlier appointment of Linus is asserted as a fact

by Kuffinus {Proif. in Clem. Recofjn.), and by the

author of ch. xlvi. bk. vii. of the Apostolic Con-

stitutions. It is accepted as the true statement of

the case by Bishop Pearson {De Serie et Succes-

sione Priorum Roiiue Episcoporum, ii. 5, § 1) and

by Fleury {IJist. Eccl. ii. 20). Some persons have

objected that the undistinguished mention of the

name of Linus between the names of two other

Koman Christians in 2 Tim. iv. 21 is a proof that

he was not at that time bishop of Rome. But

even Tillemont admits that such a way of intro-

ducing the bishop's name is in accordance with the

simpli'city of that early age. No lofty pretimi-

nence was attributed to the episcopal office in the

apostolic times.

The arguments by which the exact years of his

episcopate are laid down are too long and minute

to be recited here. Its duration is given by Euse-

bius (whose //. E. iii. 10 and Chronicun give in-
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consistent evidence) as a. d. 08-80; by Tillemont,

who however reproaches Pearson witli tieparting

from the chronology of Eusebius, as 00-78; by
Baronius as 07-78; and by Pearson as 55-67.

Pearson, in the treatise already quoted (i. 10),

gives weighty reasons for distrusting the chronology

of Eusebius as regards the years of the early bishops

of Rome; and he derives his own opinion from

certain very ancient (but interpolated ) lists of tho.se

bishops (see i. 13 and ii. 5). This point has been

subsequently considered by Baraterius {De Suc-

cessione Antiquissimd Ejjisc. Jiom. 1740), who
gives A. D. 50-07 as the date of the episcopate of

Linus.

The statement of Ruffinus, that Linus and Cletus

were bishops in Rome whilst St. Peter was alive,"

has been quoted in support of a theory which
sprang up in the 17th century, received the sanc-

tion even of Hammond in his controversy with

Blondel (Works, ed. 1081, iv. 825; Episcopntus

Jura, v. 1, § 11), was held with some slight modi-
fication by Baraterius, and has been recently re-

vived. It is supposed that Linus was bishop in

Rome only of the Christians of Gentile origin,

while at the same time another bishop exercised

the same authority over the .Jewish Christians there.

Tertullian's assertion {De Eraser. Hivret. § 32)

that Clement [the third liishop] of Rome was con-

secrated by St. Peter, has been quoted also as

corroborating this theory. But it does not follow

from the words of Tertidlian that Clement's con-

secration took place immediately before he became
bishop of Rome: and the statement of Ruffinus,

so far as it lends any support to the above-named

theory, is shown to be without foundation by Pear-

son (ii. 3, 4). Tillemont's observations (p. 590) in

reply to Pearson only show that the establishment

of two contemporary bishops in one city was con-

templated in ancient times as a possible provisional

arrangement to meet certain temporary difficulties.

The actual limitation of the authority of Linus

to a section of the church in Rome remains to be

proved.

Linus is reckoned by Pseudo-Hippolytus, and in

the Greek Meiuen, among the seventy disciples.

Various days are stated by different authorities in

the Western Church, and by the Eastern Church,

as the day of his death. A narrative of the mar-

tyrdom of St. Peter and St. Paul, printed in the

BibliothecH Patriim, and certain pontifical decrees,

are incoirectly ascribed to Linus. He is said to

have written an account of the dispute between St.

Peter and Simon Magus. AV. T. B.

LION. Rabbinical writers discover in the 0. T.

seven names of the lion, which they assign to the

animal at seven periods of its life. 1. "Tl3, gur,

or "1^2, gor, a cub (Gen- xlix. 9; Deut. xxxiii. 22;

.Jer. Ii. 38 ; Nah. ii. 12). 2. ~!"*23, cepMr, a young

lion (Judg. xiv. 5; Job iv. 10; Ez. xix. 2, &c.).

a Ruffinus's statement ought, doubtless, to be inter-

preted in accordance with that of his contemporary

Epiphanius (Ailv. Hff.r. xxvii. 6, p. 107), to the effect

that Linus and Cletus were bishops of Rome in suc-

cession, not contemporaneously. The facts were, how-

ever, dilTercntly viewed: (1) by an interpolater of the

Gesta Poniifiaim Damasi, quoted by J. Voss in his

second epistle to A. Rivet (App. to Pearson's Viwlicirr

li^natianrf)
; (2) by Bede ( Vita S. Benedict! § 7, p.

146, ed. Stevenson) when he was seeking a precedent

for two contemporaneous abbots presiding in one

monastery ; and (.3) by Rabanus Maurus(rf(> Chnrejiisco-

pis: 0pp. ed. Migue, torn. iv. col. 1197), who ingeniously

claims primitive authority for the institution of ehore-

piscopi on the supposition that Linus and Cletus were

never bishops with full powers, but were contempo-

raneous chorepiscopi employed by .St. Peter in his

absence from Rome, and at his request, to ordain

clergymen for the church at Rome.
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3. ''"'W, dri, or H^IM, aryeh, a full-grown lion

(Gen. xlix. 9; Judg. xiv. 5, 8, &c.). 4. bPItt?,

shachal, a lion more advanced in age and strength

(Job iv. 10 ; Ps. xci. 13, &c.). 5. '^HW, shachats,

a lion in full vigor (Job xsviii. 8). 6. W^^!^)

Idbi, or H''37, lebiyyd, an old lion (Gen. xlix. 9

;

Job iv. 11, &G.). 7. 27 w, Irtish, a lion decrepit

with age (Job iv. 11 ; Is. xxx. 6, &c.). Well misht

Bochart (Hieroz. pt. i. b. iii. 1) say, "Hie gram-

matici videntur mire sibi indulgere." He differs

from this arrangement in every point but the

second. In the first place, gur is applied to the

young of other animals besides the lion ; for in-

stance, the sea-monsters in Lam. iv. 3. Secondly,

cephir differs from gur, as j'uvencus from viluhis.

Arl or aryeh is a generic term, applied to all lions

without regard to age. In Judg. xiv. the " young

lion " {cephir drdyoth) of ver. 5 is in ver. 8 called

the "lion'' {aryeh). Bochart is palpably wrong

in rendering shachal "a black lion" of the kind

which, according to Pliny (viii. 17), was found in

Syria. The word is only used in the poetical books,

and most probably expresses some attribute of the

lion. It is connected with an Arabic root, which

signifies "to br.ay " like an ass, and is therefore

simply " the brayer." Shachats does not denote a

lion at all. Labi is properly a "lioness," and is

connected with the Coptic labai, which has the

same signification. Lakh (comp. A??, Honi. //.

XV. 275) is another poetic name. So far from being

applied to a lion weak with age, it denotes one in

full vigor (Job iv. 11; Prov. xxx. 30). It has

been derived from an Arabic root, which signifies

" to be strong," and, if this etymology be true,

the word would be an epithet of the lion, " the

strong one."

At present lions do not exist in Palestine, though

they are said to be found in tl^ desert on the

road to Egypt (Schwarz, Desc. of Pal. : see Is.

xxx. 6). They abound on the banks of the Eu-

phrates between Bussorah and Bagdad (Russell,

Barbary Lion. (From specimen inZoiilogical Gardens.)

Aleppo, p. 61), and in the marshes and jungles

near the rivers of Babylonia (Layard, Nin. ()'• Bab.

p. 5()f5). This species, according to Layard, is

without the dark and shaggy mane of tlie African

lion {id. p. 487), though he adds in a note that he

105
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had seen lions on the river Karoon with a long black

mane.

But, though lions have now disappeared from

Palestine, they must in ancient times have been

numerous. The names Lebaoth (Josh. xv. 32),

Beth-Lebaoth (Josh, xik 6), Arieh (2 K. xv. 2.5),

and Laish (Judg. xviii. 7; 1 Sam. xxv. 44) were

probably derived from the presence of or connection

with lions, and point to the fact that they were at

one time common. They had their lairs in the

forests which have vanished with them (.Jer. v. 6,

xii. 8; Am. iii. 4), in the tangled brushwood (Jer.

iv. 7, xxv. 38; Job xxxviii. 40), and in the caves

of the mountains (Cant. iv. 8 ; Ez. xix. 9 ; Nah.

ii. 12). The cane-brake on the banks of the Jor-

dan, the "pride" of the river, was their favorite

haunt (Jer. xlix. 19, 1. 44; Zech. xi. 3), and in this

reedy covert (Lam. iii. 10) they were to be found

at a comparatively recent period ; as we learn from

a passage of Johannes Phocas, who travelled in

Palestine towards the end of the r2th century

(Heland, Pal. i. 274). They abounded in the

jungles which skirt the rivers of jMesopotamia

(.4mmian. Marc, xviii. 7, § 5), and in the time of

Xenophon {de Venal, xi.) were found in Nysa.

Persian Lion. (From specimen in Zoologlw.1 Oardena.)

The lion of Palestine was in all probability the

Asiatic variety, described by Aristotle (//. A. ix

44) and Phny (viii. 18) as distinguished by its

short curly mane, and by being shorter and rounder

in shape, like the sculptured lion found at Arban
(Layard, Nin. cf Bab. p. 278). It was less daring

than the longer maned species, but when driven by

hunger it not only ventured to attack the flocks in

the desert in presence of the shepherd (Is. xxxi. 4;

1 Sam. xvii. 34), but laid waste towns and villages

(2 K. .xvii. 25, 20; Prov. xxii. 13, xxvi. 13), and

devoured men (1 K. xiii. 24, xx. 36; 2 K. xvii. 25;

Ez. xix. 3, 6). The shepherds sometimes ventured

to encounter the lion single Iianded (1 Sam. xvii.

34), and the vivid figure employed by Amos (iii.

12), the herdsman of Tekoa, was but the transcript

of a scene which he must have often witnessed.

At other times they pursued the animal in large

bands, raising loud shouts to intimidate him (Is.

xxxi. 4), and drive him into the net or pit they had

prepared to catch him (Kz. xix. 4, 8). This method

of capturing wild beasts is described by Xenoi)hon

{<le Ven. xi. 4) and by Shaw, who says, " The
Arabs dig a pit Avhere they are observed to enter;

and, covering it over lightly witii reeds or small

branches of trees, they frequently decoy and catch

them " {Trav<:ls, 2d ed. p. 172). iSenaiah, one of

David's heroic body-guard, had distinguished him-
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self by slaying a lion in his den (2 Sam. xxiii. 20).

The kings of Persia had a menagerie of lions (32,

gob, Dan. vi. 7, &c.). When captured alive they

were put in a cage (Ez. xix. 9), but it does not

appear that they were tamed. In the hunting

scenes at Beni-Hassan tame lions are represented

as used in hunting (Wilkinson, Anc. Eyypt. iii.

17). On the bas-reliefs at Kouyunjik a lion led

by a chain is among the presents brought by the

conquered to their victors (Layard, Nin. ^- Bah.

p. 138).

Hunting with a lion, which has seized an ibex. (From
Wilkinson's Egyptians, vol. i. p. 221.)

The strength (Judg. xiv. 18; Prov. xxx. 30; 2

Sam. i. 23), courage (2 Sam. xvii. 10; Prov. xxviii.

1; Is. xxxi. 4; Nah. ii. 11), and ferocity (Gen. xlix.

9 ; Num. xxiv. 9 ) of the lion were proverbial. The
"lion-faced" warriors of Gad were among David"s

most valiant troops (1 Chr. xii. 8); and the hero

Judas Blaccabteus is described as " like a lion, and

like a lion's whelp roaring for his prey " (1 Mace,

iii. 4). The terrible roar of the lion is expressed in

Hebrew by four dift'erent words, between which the

following distinction appears to be maintained :
—

DSC?, shdaff (Judg. xiv. 5; Ps. xxii. 13, civ. 21;

Am. iii. 4), also used of the thunder (Job xxxvii. 4),

denotes the roar of the lion while seeking his prey

;

Dn3, nahcu/i (Is. v. 29), expresses the cry which

he utters when he seizes his victim; Hlin, hagah

(Is. xxxi. 4), the growl with which he defies any

attempt to snatch the prey from his teeth ; while

"1^3, ?irt'#' (Jer. li. 38), which in Syriac is applied

to the braying of the ass and camel, is descriptive of

the cry of the young lions. If this distinction be

correct, the meaning attached to ndham will give

force to Prov. xix. 12. The terms which describe

the movements of the animal are equally distinct :
—

\^5'7) "I'&bais (Gen. xlix. 9; Ez. xix. 2), is applied

to the crouching of the lion, as well as of any wild

beast, in his lair; VWrO), shdchah, StO'', ydshab

(Job xxxviii. 40), and 3"nS, Arab (Ps. x. 9), to his

lying in wait in his den, the two former denoting

the position of the animal, and the latter the

secrecy of the act; ti7Q"^, rdmas (Ps. civ. 20), is

used of the stealthy creeping of the lion after his

prey; and p3T, zinnek (Deut. xxxiii. 22) of the

leap with which he hurls himself u{X)n it.

The lion was the symbol of strength and sov-

ereignty, as in the human-headed figures of the

Nimroud gateway, the symbols of Nergal, the

Assyrian Mars, and tutelary god of Babylon. In

Egypt it was worshipped at the city of Leontopohs,

as typical of Dom, the Egyptian Hercules (Wil-

kinson, A71C. Egypt, v. 169). Plutarch {c/e Isid.

§ 38) says that the Egyptians ornamented their

temples with gaping lions' mouths, because the Nile

began to rise when the sun was in the constellation

LIZARD

Leo. Among the Hebrews, and throughout the

0. T., the lion was the achievement of the princely

tribe of Judah, while in the closing book of the

canon it received a deeper significance as the em-
blem of him who " prevailed to open the book and

loose the seven seals thereof" (Rev. v. 5). On the

other hand its fierceness and cruelty rendered it

an appropriate metaphor for a fierce and malignant

enemy (Ps. vii. 2, xxii. 21, Ivii. 4; 2 Tim. iv. 17),

and hence for the arch-fiend himself (1 Pet. v. 8).

The figure of the lion was employed as an orna-

ment both in architecture and sculpture. On each

of the six steps leading up to the great ivory throne

of Solo)non stood two lions on either side, carved

by the workmen of Hiram, and two others were

beside the arms of the throne (1 K. x. 19, 20).

The great brazen laver was in like manner adorned

with cherubim, lions, and palm-trees in graven

work (1 K. vii. 29, 36). W. A. W.

* LIQUOR or LIQUORS. This word
occurs three times in the A. V. and in every in-

stance answers to a different Hebrew word. (1.)

57p^, lit. tea?; collect, singular in Ex. xxii. 29

:

•' Thou shalt not delay io offer the first of thy ripe

fruits, and of thy liquors." It is a semipoetic

expression for that which flows from the press, name-
ly, wine and oil (as correctly given in the LXX.

:

airapxas aXwvos koX Kyp/ov ffou)- (2.) JTO,

properly wine that is mixed or spiced : " A round

goblet vphich wanteth not liquor" (Cant. vii. 2).

The marginal rendering (A. V. ) is " mixture." It is

probably= TfPP, Ps. Ixxv. 8 (where see Hupfeld.

Die Psalmen, iii. 32.5). The Hebrews mixed spices

with their wine for the purpose of giving it strength

and flavor (see De Wette, Archceologie, § 135).

(3.) rflti^a, only Num. vi. 3: "Neither shall

he (the Nazarite) drink any liquor of grapes."

Some suppose the word to denote "maceration" or

" steeping," and hence a species of strong wine ob-

tained from grapes by that particular process. Oth-

ers make the word= " a crushing," "dissolving,"

hence applicable, in itself considered, to wine of

any sort, l)ut here on account of the other coimected

specifications in the passage, the juice of grapes

recently broken or crushed, i. e. new wine. See

Knobel, Die Biicher Numeri, etc. p. 26. On the

terms relating to wine see Kodiger in Ges. Thesnur.

p. 1410. [Wine.] H.

* LITTERS, Is. Ixvi. 20. [Wagon, Amer.
ed.]

* LIVELY, employed for "living" in 1 Pet.

ii. 5: "Ye also as lively stones (\i6oi (^aivres)

are built up a spiritual house." By the same
figure Christ himself is said in the previous verse

to be "a liviiig stone," i. e. in the spiritual edifice

of the church or gospel. His place is that of the

corner-stone (comp. Eph. ii. 20), and beliexers are

built on him and into him. As the Greek is the

same it should be rendered alike in both cases.

" Lively" in Ex. i. 19 (for the adj. HITT, said of

the Hebrew women) comes nearer to the present

usage, namely, "full of life," "vigorous" (comp.

Acts vii. 38). H.

LIZ'ARD (nSl^b, letddh: Vat. and Alex.

Xa\al3c!>Tris; Conipl. [with 13 MSS.] do-xaA-a-

;8c6t7)s; Aid. KaXa^tiT^s' stcllio). The Hebrew

word, which with its English rendering occurs only
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ill Lev. xi. 30, appears to be correctly translated

by the A. V. Some species of lizard is mentioned

amongst those " creeping things that creep upon

the earth " which were to be considered unclean by

the Israelites.

Lizards of various kinds abound in Egypt, Pales-

tine, and Arabia ; some of these are mentioned in
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Feet of Gecko.

the Bible under various Hebrew names, notices of

which will be found under other articles. [Fer-

ret; Snail.] All the old versions agree in iden-

tifying the Ittaah with some sauriim, and some

concur as to the particular genus indicated. The

LXX., the Vulg., the Targ. of Jonathan," with

the Ai'abic versions, understand a lizard by the

Hebrew word. The Syriac has a word which is

generally translated snlamander, but probably this

name was applied also to the Uznrd. The Greek

word, with its slight variations, which the LXX.
use to express the lelaah, appears from what may
be gathered from Aristotle,'' and perhaps also from

its derivation,^ to point to some lizard belonging to

the Geckoikhv. Many members of this family of

Saura are characterized by a peculiar lamellated

structure on the under surface of the toes, by means

of which they are enabled to run over the smooth-

est surfaces, and even in an inverted position, like

.,- ^€»
The Fan-Foot. {Ptyodactylus Gecko.)

house-flies on a ceiling. M*-. Broderip observes

« MrT'Xitttt?, " stellio, reptile immundum."
6 The following are the references to the Greek word

do-KaAa(3u)TT)5 in Aristot. rie Anim. Hist. (ed. Schneider):

iv. 11, § 2; viii. IT, § 1; viii. 19, § 2; viii. 28, § 2;

ix. 2, § 5 ; ix. 10, § 2. That Aristotle understands

some species of gecko by the Greek word is clear ; for

he says of the woodpecker, jropeu'eTat crrl Toi; 8ei'6pe(ri

Taxe'<<)5 Kal utttios KaOanep oi acrKaXa^iuTai (ix. 10, § 2).

He alludes also to a species in Italy, perhaps the Hemi-
dactylus vernicatus, whose bite, he says, is fiital (?).

<^ 'A(r(ca\a/3ciT7)5 , i^uivij>ioi' eotKO? (Tcvpcf ev tois toi'x<"S

ivepnov tSiv o'i.Kr)fj.aTiov. This seems to identify it with

that they can remain suspended beneath the large

leaves of the tropical vegetation, and remain for

hours in positions as extraordinary as the insects

for which they watch ; the wonderful apparatus

with which their feet are furnished enabling them
to overcome gravity, i^'ow the Hebrew Itictdh

appears to be derived from a root which, though
not extant in that language, is found in its sister-

tongue tlie Arabic: this root means io adhere to

the c/roHm/,':l an expression which well agrees with

the peculiar sucker-like properties of the feet of the

geckos. Bochart has successfully argued that the

lizard denoted by the Hebrew word is that kind

which the Arabs call vachara, the translation of

which term is thus given by Golius :
" An animal

like a lizard, of a red color, and adhering to tlie

ground, cibu poluire venenum inspirat qutmcunque
conligerlt.

_
Tliis description will be found to agree

with the character of the Fan-Foot Lizard {Ptyo-

dactylus Gecko), which is common in Egypt and

in parts of Arabia, and perhaps is also found in

Palestine. It is reddish brown, spotted with white.^

Hasselquist thus speaks of it: " The poison of this

animal is very singular, as it exhales from the lo/juli

of the toes. At Cairo I had an opportunity of

observing how acrid the exhalations of the toes of

this animal are. As it ran over the hand of a man
who was endeavoring to catch it, there immediately

rose httle red pustules over all those parts which
the aninial had touched "

(
Voyar/es, p. 220).

Forskal (Bescr. Anim. p. 13) says that the Egyp-
tians call this lizard Abu burs, " father of leprosy,"

in allusion to the leprous sores which contact with

it produces ; and to this day the same term is used

by the Arabs to denote a Uzard, probably of this

same species./ The geckos live on insects and
worms, which they swallow whole. They derive

their name from the peculiar sound which some of

the species utter. This sound has been described

as being similar to the double click often used in

riding; they make it by some movement of the

tongue against the palate. The Geckotidoe are

nocturnal in their habits, and frequent houses,

cracks in rocks, etc. They move very rapidly, and
without maliing the slightest sound; hence prob-

ably tlie derivation of the Greek word for this

lizard. They are found in all parts of the world;

in the greatest abundance in warm climates. It is

no doubt owing to their repulsive appearance that

they have the character of being highly venomous,
just as the unscientific in England attach similar

properties to toads, newts, blind imrms, etc. etc.,

although these creatures are perfectly harmless.

At the same time it must be admitted that there

may be species of lizards which do secrete a ven-

omous fluid, the effects of which are no doubt
aggravated by the heat of the climate, the un-
healthy condition of the subject, or other causes.

The geckos belong to the sub-order Pucliyglussm,

one of the Geckotida : perhaps the Tarentola was best

known to the Greeks. The noiseless (^crux«>s) and, at

times, Jixeil habits of this lizard are referred to below
(See Gaisf Etym. Mag.)

d See Ges. {The!:, s. v.). A similar root has the

force of " hiding ;
" in which case the word will refer

to the gecko's habit of freciuenting holes in walls, etc.

e The Gr. aerKaAa;8(uTT)s, and perhaps Lat. stellio.,

indicate the genus, the red color the species.

/

Arab. Diet.).

Ij
aiu biirays, Lizard (Catafiigo,
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order Savra. They are oviparous, producing a

round egg with a hard calcareous shell. W. H.

LO-AM'MI ("^32? Mv : ov -XaS^ fiov • non

populvs mens), i. e. "not my people," the figura-

tive name given liy the prophet Hosea to his second

son by Gomer, the daughter of Diblaini (Hos. i. 9),

to denote the rejection of the kingdom of Israel by

Jeliovah. Its significance is explained in vv. 9, 10.

LOAN. The law of Moses did not contemplate

any raising of loans for the purpose of obtaining

capital, a condition perhaps alluded to in the para-

bles of the "pearl" and "hidden treasure " (Matt,

xiii. 44, 45; Michaelis, Cumin, on Laws of Moses,

art. 147, ii. 297, ed. Smith). [Comwerce.] Such

persons as bankers and sureties, in the commercial

sense (Prov. xxii. 26; Neh. y. 3), were unknown
to the earlier ages of the Hebrew commonwealth.

The Law strictly forbade any interest to be taken

for a loan to any poor person, either in the shape

of money or of produce, and at first, as it seems,

even in the case of a foreigner; but this prohibition

was afterwards limited to Hebrews only, from whom,
of whatever rank, not only was no usury on any

pretense to be exacted, but relief to the poor byway
of loan was enjoined, and excuses for evading this

duty were forbidden {K\. xxii. 25; Lev. xxv. 35,

37; Deut. xv. 3, 7-10, xxiii. 19, 20). The in-

stances of extortionate conduct mentioned with dis-

approbation in the book of Job probably represent

a state of things previous to the Law, and such as

the Law was intended to remedy (Job xxii. 6, xxiv.

3, 7). As commerce increased, the practice of usury,

and so also of suretiship, grew up; but the exaction

of it from a Hebrew appears to have been regarded

to a late period as discreditable (Prov. vi. 1, 4, xi.

15, xvii. 18, XX. 16, xxii. 26 ; Ps. xv. 5 ; Jer. xv. 10

;

Ez. xviii. 13, xxii. 12). Sy.stematic breach of the

Law in this respect was corrected by Nehennah after

the return from Captivity (see No. G) (Xeh. v. 1,

13; Michaelis, ib. arts. 148, 151). In later times

the practice of borrowing money appears to have

prevailed without limitation of race, and to have

been carried on on systematic principles, though

the ori<;inal spirit of the Law was approved by our

Lord (Matt. v. 42, xxv. 27; Luke vi. 35, xix. 23).

The money-changers (Kep/jLaTiarai, and (koXAv-

^ifrrai), who had seats and tables in the Temple,

were traders whose profits arose chiefly from the

exchange of money with those who came to pay

their annual half-shekel (Pollux, iii. 84, vii. 170;

Schleusner, Lex. N. T. s. v. ; Lightfoot, IIoi: ffebr.;

Matt. xxi. 12). The documents relating to loans of

money appear to have been deposited in public offices

in Jerusalem (Joseph. B. J. ii. 17, § 6).

In makintj loans no prohibition is iironounced in

the Law against taking a pledge of the borrower,

but certain limitations are prescribed in fa\or of

the poor.

1. The outer garment, which formed the poor

man's principal covering by nigiit as well as by day,

if taken in pledge, was to be returned before sun-

set. A bedstead, however, might be taken (Ex. xxii.

26, 27; Deut. xxiv. 12, 13; comp. Job xxii. 6;

Prov. xxii. 27 ; Shaw, Tr<w. 224 ; Burckhardt,

Notes on Bed. i. 47, 231; Niebuhr, Desc. de I'Ar.

56; Lane, 3fod. Eg. i. bl, 58; Ges. Tlies. 403;

Michaelis, Lairs (if Closes, arts. 143 and 150).

2. The prohibition was absolute in the case of

(ft) the widow's garment (Deut. xxiv. 17), and (6)

a millstone of either kind (Deut. xxiv. 6). Mi-

jhaelis (art. 150, ii. 321) supposes also all indis-

LOCK
pensable animals and utensils of agriculture; see

also Mishna, Manser Sheni, i.

3. A creditor was forbidden to enter a house to

reclaim a pledge, but was to stand outside tiU the

borrower should come forth to return it (Deut. xxiv.

10, 11).

4. The original Roman law of debt permitted

the debtor to be enslaved by his creditor until the

debt was discharged ; and he might even be put to

death by him, though this extremity does not ap-

pear to have been ever practiced (Gell. xx. 1, 45,

52; Did. of Aniiq. " Bonorum Cessio," "Nex-
um "

). The Jewish law, as it did not forbid tem-
porary bondage in the case of debtors, so it forbade

a Hebrew debtor to be detained as a bondsman
longer than the 7th year, or at farthest the year of

Jubilee (Ex. xxi. 2; Lev. xxv. 39, 42; Deut. xv. 9).

If a Hebrew was sold in tiiis way to a foreign so-

journer, he might be redeemed at a valuation at any
time previous to the Jubilee year, and in that year
was, under any circumstances, to be released. For-
eign sojourners, however, were not entitled to release

at that time (Lev. xxv. 44, 46, 47, 54; 2 K. iv. 2;
Is. 1. 1, Hi. 3). Land sold on account of debt was
redeemable either by the seller himself, or by a kins-

man in case of his inability to repurchase. Houses
in walled towns, except such as belonged to Levites,

if not redeemed within one year after sale, were
alienated for ever. Michaelis doubts whether all debt

was extinguished by the Jubilee; but Josephus's

account is very precise {Ant. iii. 12, § 3; Lev. xxv.

23, 34; Kuth, iv. 4, 10; Michaelis, § 158, ii. 360).

In later times the sabbatical or Jubilee release was
superseded by a law, probably introduced by the

Komans, by which the debtor was liable to be de-

tained in prison until the full discharge of his debt

(Matt. V. 26). Michaelis thinks this doubtful. The
case imagined in tlie parable of the Unmerciful
Servant belongs rather to despotic oriental than
Jewish manners (Matt, xviii. 34; Micliaehs, ibid.

art. 149; Trench, Parahhs, p. 141). Subsequent
.Jewish opinions on loans and usury may lie seen in

the Mishna, Baba Metziah, c. iii. x. [Jubii.ee.]

H. W. P.

LOAVES. [Bread.]

LOCK." Where European locks have not been

introduced, the locks of eastern houses are usually

of wood, and consist of a paitly hollow bolt from

14 inches to 2 feet long for external doors or gates,

or from 7 to 9 inches for interior doors. The bolt

passes through a gioove in a piece attached to the

door into a socket in the door-post. In the groove-

piece are from 4 to 9 sinall iron or wooden sliding-

pins or wires, which drop into corresponding holes

in the bolt, and fix it in its place. The key is a

piece of wood furnished with a like number of pins,

which, when the key is introduced sideways, raise

the sliding-pins in tke lock, and allow the bolt to

be drawn back. Ancient Egyptian doors were fas-

tened with central bolts, and sometimes with bars

passing from one door-post to the other. They were

also sometimes sealed with clay. [Clay.] Keys
were made of bronze or iron, of a simple construc-

tion. The gates of Jerusalem set up under Nehe-
miah's direction had botii bolts and locks. (Judg

iii. 23, 25; Cant. v. 5; Neh. iii. 3, &c.; Rauwolf!,

Trav. in Ray, ii. 17; Russell, Aleppo, i. 22; Vol-

ney, Travels, ii. 438; Lane, Mod. Ey. i. 42; Char-

« V^^3^, KkilBpov, sera ; Ges. T/ies. p. 892.
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din, Voy. iv. 123; Wilkinson, Anc. Eg., abridgm.

i. 15, 16). [Key, Amer. ed.] H. W. P.

LOCUST," a well-known insect, which coni-

mits terriWe devastiitiou to vegetation in the coun-

tries which it visits. In the Bilile there are fre-

quent allusions to locusts; and there are nine or

tea Hebrew words which are supposed to denote

different varieties or species of this destructive fam-

ily. They belong to tiiat order of insects known
by the t«rm Ortlwpterafi This order is divided

into two large groups or divisions, namely, Cursoiia

and Stdlatorin. The first, as the name imports,

includes only those families of Orthoptera which

have legs formed for creep'my, and which were con-

sidered unclean by the Jewish law. Under the sec-

ond are comprised those whose two posterior legs,

by their peculiar structure, enable them to move
on the ground by leaps. This group contains, ac-

cording to Serville's arrangement, three families,

the GrylUdes, Locustnrice, and the Acridiles, distin-

guished one from the other by some peculiar mod-
ifications of structure. The common house-cricket

{Gryllus dome&ticus, Oliv.) may be taken as an illus-

tration of the GrylUdes ; the green grasshopper

(Locusta vlridissima, Fabr.), which the French call

Sauierelle verte, will represent the family Locusta-

rice ; and the Acridites may be typified by the com-

mon migratory locust (
(Edipoda mir/rnloriit, Aud.

Serv.), which is an occasional visitor to this coun-
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(Edipoda migratoria.

try.° Of the GrylUdes, G. cerisyi has been found

in Egypt, and G. dumesticus, on tjie authority of

Dr. Kitto, in Palestine ; but doubtless other species

also occur in these countries. Of the Locuslarue,

Phanerop(ernf'de(dii, Serv. (&'. /'a/c. Scopoli) has

also, according to Kitto, been found in Palestine,

Bradyporus dasypus in Asia Jlinor, Turkey, etc.,

Saya NatoUae. near Smyrna. Of the locusts proper,

or Acridites, four species of the genus Truxitlis are

recorded as having been seen in Egypt, Syria, or

Arabia: namely, T. nusuta, T. variabilis, T. pro-

cera, and T. miniita. The following kinds also

occur: Opsonin la piseijbrmis, in Egypt and the oasis

of Harrat; Pctkiloceros hieroglyphicus, P. bufoni-

us, P. pimcdfenlris, P. vulcanus, in the deserts of

Cairo; Dericorys albidula'in Egypt and Mount
Lebanon. Of the genus Acridium, A. mivsium, the

most formidaljle perhaps of all the Acridiles, A.

a From the Latin lociixta, derived by the old cfy-

mologists from locus and itstiis, " quod tactu uiulta

urit, morsu vero ouiuia erodat."

& From opQov mid Trrepoi' : au order of insects char-

acterized by their anterior wiugs being semi-coriaceous

and overlapping at the tips. The posterior wings are

large and membranous, and longiludinally fohkd when
at rest.

c In the year 1748 locusts (the CE'lijwdn mi^rainria,

doubtless) invaded Europe in iuunense multitudes.

Charles XII. and his army, then in Uessarabia, were

(topped in their course. It is said that the swarms

were four hours passing over Breslau. Nor did Eng-

land escape, for a swarm fell near Bristol, and ravaged

lineoln (=G. ^gypt. Linn.), which is a species

commonly sold for food in the markets of Bagdad
(Serv. Orlliop. 657), A. semifasciatum, A. pere-
grinum, one of the most destructive of the species,

and A. morbusum, occur either in li)gypt or Arabia.

Calliptaimts serapis anch CItrotogunus lugubris are

found in Egypt, and in the cultivated lands about
Cairo; Eremubia carinala, in the rocky places

about Sinai. E. cisli, E. pulchripennis, (Edipoda

Acridivmi lineola.

octofasciata, and (E. migratoria (= G. migral.

Linn.), complete the list of the Sallatoiial Orthop-

tera of the iiible lands. From the above catalogue

it will be seen how perfectly unavailing, for the

most part, must be any attempt to identify the

Hebrew names with ascertained species, especially

when it is remembered that some of these names

occur but seldom, others (Lev. xi. 22) only once in

the Bible— that the only clew is in many instances

the mere etymology of the Hebrew word — that

such etymology has of necessity, from the fact

of there lieing but a single word, a very wide mean-

ing — and that the etymology is frequently very

uncertain. Tlie LXX. and Vnlg. do not contribute

much help, for the words used there are themselves

of a very uncertain signification, and moreover em-

ploj-ed in a most promiscuous manner. Still,

though the possibility of identifying with certainty

any one of the Helirew names is a hopeless task,

yet in one or two instances a fair approximation to

identification may be arrived at.

From I^v. xi. 21, 22, we learn the Hebrew names

of foin- different kinds of Sallatorial Ortl/opiera.

" These may ye eat of every flying creeping thing

that goeth upon all four,'' which ha^•e leijs above

their feet " to leap withal upon the earth ; even

those of them ye may eat, the arbeli after his kind,

the country in the month of July of the same yeai

They did great damage in Shropshire and Staffi)rdshire,

by eating the blossoms of the apple-trees, and espei'ially

the leaves of oaks, which looked as bare as at Christ-

mas. The rooks did a good service in this case at

least. See Gfntlemnn's Mnsazine. .July 1748, pp. 331

and 414 ; also Tiit Times, Oct. 4, 1845.

<l It is well known that all imserts. properly so

called, have six feet. But the Jews considered the

two anterior pair only as true legs in the locust family,

regarding them as additional' instruments for leaping.

" vbsnb bvtp'o D':^"^? "^^ "iy.>N 'i'he

rendering of the A. V., " which have legs above theiz
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and the salani after his kind, and the chargol

(wrongly transhited beetle by the A. V., an insect

which would be included amongst the flying creep-

ing things forbidden as food in vv. 23 and 42) after

his kind, and the chdyab after his kind." Besides

the names mentioned in this passage, there occur

five others in the Bible, all of which Bochart (iii.

251, &c.) considers to represent so many distinct

species of locusts, namely, gob, gazdm, dids'd, yelek,

and tseldtsal.

(1.) Arbeh (n2"lS : aKpis, Ppouxos, arrt-

AeySos, arreKaBos ; in Joel ii. 25, ipvcriBv '• '^"/s/fl,

bruclius : "locust," "grasshopper") is the most

common name for locust, the word occurring about

twenty times in the Hebrew Bible, namely, in Ex.

X. 4, 12, 13, 14. 19; Judg. vi. 5, vii. 12; Lev. xi.

22; Deut. xxviii. 38; IK. viii. 37; 2 Chr. vi. 28;

Job xxxix. 20; Ps. cv. 34, cix. 23, Ixxviii. 46;

Prov. XXX. 27; Jer. xlvi. 23; Joel i. 4, ii. 25; Nah.

iii. 15, 17. The LXX. generally render arbeh by

aKpis, the general Greek name for locust : in two

passages, however, namely. Lev. xi. 22, and 1 K.

viii. 37, they use Bpovxos as the representative of

the original word. In Nah. iii. 17, arbeh is ren-

dered by aTTe'AejSos; while the Aldine version, in

Joel ii. 25, has ipvai^V, mildew. The Vulg. has

locusta in every instance except in Lev. xi. 22,

where it has bruchus. The A. V. in the four fol-

lowing passages has grasshopper, Judg. vi. 5, vii.

12 ; Job xxxix. 20 ; and Jer. xlvi. 23 : in all the

other places it has locust. The word arbeh," which

is derived from a root signifying " to be numerous,"

is probably sometimes used in a wide sense to ex-

press any of the larger devastating species. It is

the locust of the Egyptian plague. In almost every

passage where arbeh occurs reference is made to its

terribly destructive powers. It is one of the flying

creeping creatures that were allowed as food by the

law of Moses (Lev. xi. 21). In this passage it is

clearly the representative of some species of winged

saltatorial orthoptera, which must have possessed

indications of form sufficient to distinguish the

insect from the three other names which belong to

the same division of orthoptera, and are mentioned

Acridium peregrinum.

in the same context. The opinion of Michaelis

{Siippl. 067, 910), that the four words mentioned

in Lev. xi. 22 denote the same insect in four dif-

ferent ages or stages of its growth, is quite unten-

able, for, whatever particular species are intended

by these words, it is quite clear from ver. 21 that

they must all be loinged m-tlwptera. From the

fact that almost in every instance where the word
arbeh occurs, reference is made either to the de-

vouring and devastating nature of this insect, or

else to its multiplying powers (Judg. vi. 5, vii. 12,

wrongly translated " grasshopper " by the A. V.,

Nah. iii. 15, Jer. xlvi. 23), it is probable that either

the Acridium peregrinum,'^ or the Qidipoda mi-

gratoria is the insect denoted by the Hebrew word

arbeh, for these two species are the most destructive

of the family. Of the former species M. Olivier

(
Voyage dans PEmjnre Othoman, ii. 424) thus

writes : " With the burning south winds (of Syria)

there come from the interior of Arabia and from

the most southern parts of Persia clouds of locusts

(Acridium jjeregrinum), whose ravages to these

countries are as grievous and nearly as sudden as

those of the heaviest hail in Europe. We witnessed

them twice. It is difficult to express the efiect pro-

duced on us by the sight of the whole atmosphere

filled on all sides and to a great height by an in-

numerable quantity of these insects, whose flight

was slow and uniform, and whose noise resembled

that of rain: the sky was darkened, and the light

of the sun considerably weakened. In a moment
the terraces of the houses, the streets, and all the

fields were covered by these insects, and in two

days they had nearly devoured all the leaves of the

plants. Happily they lived but a short time, and

seemed to have migrated only to reproduce them-

selves and die; in fact, nearly all those we saw the

next day had paired, and the day following the

fields were covered with their dead bodies." This

species is found in Arabia, Egypt, Mesopotamia,

and Persia. Or perhaps arbeh may denote the

(Edipoda migratoria, the Sauterelle de passage,

concerning which Michaelis inquired of Carsten

Niebuhr, and received the following reply : " Sau-

terelle de passage est la meme que les Arabes

mangent et la meme qu'on a vfi en AUeniagne"

(Recueil, quest. 32 in Niebuhr's Desc. de VArable).

This species appears to be as destructive as the

Acridium peregrimtm.

(2.) Chdgdb (3!in : aKpU locusta: "grass-

hopper," "locust"), occurs in Lev. xi. 22, Num.
xiii. 33, 2 Chr. vii. 13, Eccl. xii. 5, Is. xl. 22; in

all of which passages it is rendered aKpis by the

LXX., and locusta by the Vulg. In 2 Chr. vii. 13

the A. V. reads " locust," in the other passages

"grasshopper." From the use of the word in

Cliron., " If I command the locusts to devour the

land," compared with Lev. xi. 22, it would appear

that some species of devastating locust is intended.

In the passage of Numbers, " There we saw the

giants the sons of Anak .... and we were in

our own sight as grasshoppers " (clidgdb), as well

as in Ecclesiastes and Isaiah, reference seems to be

made to some small species of locusts; and with

feet," is certainly awkward. D"'5?~'?5 which occurs

only in the dual number, properly denotes " that part

of the leg between the knee and ankle " which is bent in

bowing down, i. e. the tihlo'. The passage may be thus

translated, " which have their tibim so placed above their

feet [tarsi] as to enable them to leap upon the earth."

Dr. Harris, adoptiug the explanation of the author of

Scripture Illustrated, understands D^y"^P to mean

"joints," and D^^?") "hind legs :" which render-

ing Niebuhr (Qiia-st. xxx.) gives. But there is no

reason for a departure from the literal and general

significations of the Hebrew terms.

a n!2'~lS, locust, so called from its multitude,

n2"1. See Gesen. T7ies. s. v., who adopts the ex-
T -

planation of Michaelis that the four names in Lev. xi.

22 are not the representatives of four distinct genera

or species, but denote the different stiiges of growth.

h The GrijUus gregarius of Forskal (Descr. Anim. 18)

is perhaps identical \rith the Acrid peregr. ForskAl

says, "Arabes ubique vocant Djerad li^\yS^j et

Judsei in Yemen habitantes ilium esse n2"lS as-

severabant."
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this view Oedniann ( Verin. Samm. ii. 90) agrees.

Tychsen {Comment, de Locust, p. 76) supposes that

chdffdb denotes the Gryllus coronatns, Linn. ; hut

this is the Acnnthodis coron. of Aud. Serv., a S.

American species, and probably confined to that

continent. Michaehs (Supp. 6G8), who derives the

word from an Arabic root signifying " to veil," «

conceives that chdgdh represents either a locust at

the fourth stage of its growth, " ante quartas

exuvias quod adhuc velata est," or else at the last

stage of its growth, " post quartas e.xuvias, quod

jam volans solem cce.lumque obvelat." To the first

theory the passage in Lev. xi. is opposed. The
second theory is more reasonable, but chd;jdb is

probably derived not from the Arabic but the He-
brew. From what has been stated above it will

appear better to own our complete inability to say

what species of locust chdydb denotes, than to

hazard conjectures which must he grounded on no

solid foundation. In the Talmud* clidt/db is a col-

lective name for many of the locust tribe, no less

than eight liundred kinds of chagdbim being sup-

posed by the Talmud to exist ! (Lewysohn, ZoOlog.

des Tulm. § 38-t). Some kinds of locusts are beau-

tifully marked, and were sought after by young
Jewish children as playthings, just as butterflies

and cockchafers are now-a-days. M. Lewysohn
says {§ 384 ), that a regular traflic used to be carried

on with the char/dbim, which were caught in gi'eat

numbers, and sold after wine had been sprinkled

over tliem; he adds that the Israelites were only

allowed to buy them before the dealer had thus

prepared them.<^

(3.) Charyol (72"in : o<piojj.a.xt]^'- ophioma-

chus: "beetle"). The A. V. is clearly in error

in translating this word " beetle; " it occurs only

in Lev. xi. 22, but it is clear from the context that

it denotes some species of winged saltaiorial

m-thopterous insect which the Israelites were allowed

to use as food. The Greek word used by the LXX.
is one of most uncertain meaning, and the story

about any kind of locust attacking a serpent is an
absurdity which requires no Cuvier to refute it.''

As to this word see liochart, Ilieroz. iii. 264;
Itosenm. notes; the Lexicons of Suidas, Hesychius,

etc.; Pliny xi. 29; Adnotut. ad Arist. H. A. tom.

iv. 47, ed. Sclmeider. Some attempts have been

made to identify the chdriiol, " meriB conjeeturse! "

as Iiosenmliller truly remarks. The Kev. J. F.

Denham, in Cyclop. Bib. Lit. (arts. Chdrgol and
Locust), endeavors to show that the Greek word
opiiioiiiaclies denotes some species of Truxalis,

perhaps T. nasalus. " The word instantly suggests

a reference to the ichntumon, the celebrated de-

stroyer of serpents .... if then any species of

locust can be adduced whose habits resemble those
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" Cf. t_^j.^^\_~^ {liadjib), qui velum oblendit, fro

inlercessil, seel iisit.

jungere, coire, a raclice uc^), 32, to which root he

refers n5~lW, n'l2 and "'^'la.

c Thfe Talmudists have the following law :
" He

that Toweth to abstain from flesh ("ItC^n ^12)

of the ichneumon, may not this resemblance ac-

count for the name, quasi the ichneumon (locust),

just as the whole genus (?) (family) of insects

called Ichneumonidce were so denominated because
of the supposed analogy between their services and
those of the Egyptian khneumon? and might not
this name given to that species (?) of locust at a

very early period have afterwards originated the

erroneous notion referred to by Aristotle and
Pliny? " But is it a fact that the genus Truxalis
is an exception to the rest of the Acridiles, and is

preeminently insectivovmts. ServiUe (Ortliopt. 579)
believes that in their manner of living the Truxalides

resemble the rest of the Acridites, but seems to

allow that further investigation is necessary.

Fischer
(
Ortliop. Kurop. p. 292) says that the

nutriment of this family is jilmds of various kinds.

Mr. F. Smith, in a letter to the writer of this

article, says he has no doubt that the Truxalides

feed on plants. What is Mr. Uenham's authority

for asserting that they are insectivorous? It is

granted that there is a quasi resemblance in ex-

ternal form between the Truxalides and some of

the larger Ichneumonidce, but the likeness is far

from striking. Four species of the genus Tnixalis

are inhabitants of the Bible lands (see above).

Truxalis nasuta.

The Jews, however, interpret chdrgol to mean
a species of grasshojiper, German Ilenschrecke,

which 51. Lewysohn identifies with Locusta viridis-

sima, adopting the etymology of Bochart and Ge-
senius, who refer the name to an Arabic origin.*

The Jewish women used to carry the eggs of the

chargol in their ears to preserve them from the

ear-ache, (Buxtorf, I^ex. Cliakl. et Rabbin, s. v.

chargol).

(4.) Sdldm (DV7D : a.TTdKT)s, Comp. arraKSs-

attacus: "bald locust") occurs only in Lev. xi.

32, as one of the four edible khids of leaping in-

sects. All that can possibly be known of it is that

it is some kind of saltatorial orthopterous insect,

winged, and good for food. Tychsen, however,

arguing from what is said of the sdldm in tlie Tal-

mud (Tract, Cholin), namely, that " this insect has

a smooth head,/ and that the female is witliout the

sword-shaped tail," conjectures that the species here

is forbidden the flesh of fish and of locusts " ("1tt72

D'^32ni D'^31), Hieroz. Nedar. fol. 40, 2.

'' See Pliny, H. aY, Paris, 1828, ed. Grandsagne, p.

451, note.

" 72"^n, locustee species alata, a saltando. Geseu-

ius refers the word to tlio Arabic^f^ (JianJjala),

saUit, compariug the Germ. Heusc/irec/ce from sc/ireck-

en, satire.

f Hence perhaps the epithet bald, applied to salixm

in the text of the A. V.
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intended is Gvyllus eversm- (Asso), a synonym that

it is difficult to identify with any recorded species.

(5.) Gazdm (D^2). See Palmer-wokm.

(6.) (lob (j'3 '. aKpis, iTTiyovT) aKpiScov- Aq.

in Am. vii. 1, fiapdSaiv- locusta; locusto'- locusta-

rum = "^D12 313 in Nah. iii. 17 : " great grass-
T to »

hoppers ;
" " grasshoppers " margin " green worms,"

in Amos). This word is found only in Is. xxxiii. 4,

and ill the two places cited above. There is nothing

in any of these passages that will help to point out

the species denoted. That some kind of locust is

intended seems probable from the passage in Na-

hum, " thy captains are as the great gobni which

camp in the hedges in the cool of the day, but

when the sun ariseth they flee away, and their place

is not known where they are." Some writers, led

by this passage, have believed that the (/obni repre-

sent the larva state of some of the large locusts

;

the habit of halting at night, however, and encamp-

ing under the hedges, as described by the prophet,

in all probability belongs to the wiiiyed locust as

well as to the lame, see Ex. x. 13, " the Lord

brought an east wind upon the land all that day,

and all that night; and when it was viornbu/, the

east wind brought the locusts." Mr. Barrow (i.

pp. 257-58), speaking of some species of S. African

locusts, says, that when the laiTas, which are still

more voracious than the parent insect, are on the

march, it is impossible to make them turn out of

the way, which is usually that of the wind. At
sunset the troop halts and divides into separate

groups, each occupying in bee-like clusters the

neighboring eminences for the night. It is quite

Locust flying.

possible that the gob may represent the larva or

nympha state of the insect; nor is the passage from

Nahum, " when the sun ariseth they flee away,"

any olijection to this supposition, for the last stages

of the larva differ but slightly from the nympha,
both which states may therefore be comprehended
under one name; the tjobai oi Nab. iii. 17 may
easily have been the nymplae (which in all the Anieta-

bola continue to feed as in their larva condition),

" ^*^2, according to Gesenius (Thes. s. v.), is from

an unused root, 71135, the Arab, (.j^^, to emerge

from the ground. Fiirst refers the word to a Hebrew
srigin. See note, Arbeh.
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encamping at night under the hedges, and, obtain-

ing their wings as the sun arose, are then repre-

sented as flying away.'' It certainly is improbable

that the Jews should have had no name for the locust

in its larva or nympha state, for they must have

been quite familiar with the sight of such devour-

ers of every green thing, the larvae being even more
destructive than the imago; perhaps some of the

other nine names, all of which Bochart considers to

be the names of so many species, denote the insect

in one or other of these conditions. The A. V.
were evidently at a loss, for the translators read
' green worms," in Am. vii. 1. Tychsen (p. 93)

identifies the gob with the Gryllus migratorius,

Linn., " qua vero ratione motus," observes Kosen-

miiller, " non esponit."

(7.) Chanamal (vX^DH: eV tt) iraxvn'i -Aq. «V

Kpvei'- in pruiiid; "frost"). Some writers have

supposed that this word, which occurs only in Ps.

Ixxviii. 46, denotes some kind of locust (see Bo-
chart, Ilieroz. iii. 255, ed. Rosenm.). Mr. J. F.

Denham (in Kitto, s. v. Locust) is of a similar

opinion ; but surely the concurrent testimony of the

old versions, which interpret the word chanamdl to

signify hail or frost, ought to forbid the conjecture.

We have ah-eady more locusts than it is possible to

identify ; let chanamal, therefore, be understood to

denote hail ot frost, as it is rendered by the A. V.,

and'all the important old versions.

(8.) re/e^(p7^.:= aKpis, 0povxos'- binichits;

bruchus aculeaius, in Jer. li. 27 : " canker worm,"
•' caterpillar ") occurs in Ps. cv. 34; Nah. iii. 15,

16: Joel i. 4, ii. 25; Jer. li. 14, 27; it is rendered

by the A. V. canker ivorm in four of these places,

and caterpillar in the two remaining. From the

epithet of "rough," which is applied to the word

in Jeremiah, some have supposed the yekh to be

the larva of some of the destructive Lepiduptera :

the epithet samar, however (.fer. li. 27), more prop-

erly means having spines, which agrees with the

^'lilgate, aculeaius. Michaelis (Suppl. p. 1080)

believes the yelek to be the cockchafer (MaykJil'er).

Oedmann (ii. vi. 12G) having in view this spiny

character, identifies the word with the Gryllus cris-

tatus, Linn., a species, however, which is found

only in S. America, though Linnaeus has erroneously

given Arabia as a locality. Tychsen. arguing from

the epithet rough, believes that the yelek is repre-

sented by the- G. hmuiatopus Linn.
(
Calliptamus

kcemat. Aud. Serv.), a species found in S. Africa.

How purely conjectural are all these attempts at

identificatiou ! fur the term sjdned may refer not

to any particular species, but to the very spinous

nature of the tibife in all the locust tribe, and

yelek, the cropping, licking off' insect (Num. xxii.

4), may be a synonym of some of the names already

mentioned, or the word may denote the larvae or

pupae of the locust, which, from Joel i. 4, seems not

imjjrobable, " that which the locust (arbeh ) hath

left, hath the cankerworm (yelek) eaten," after the

winged arbeh had departed, the young larvie of the

same appeared and consumed the residue. The
passage in Nah. iii. 16, " the yelek spreadeth him-

6 Since the above was written it has been discovered

that Ur. Kitto (Pict. Bible, note on Nah. iii. 17) is of a
similar opinion, that the gOb probably denotes the

)ii/»ip/ia.

c pp\ a. v. inus. p^^, '. 'y. ppV, linxit, inde

lambendo depavit (Ges. Thes. s. v.).
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self (margin) and fleeth away," is no objection to

the opinion that tlie yelek may represent the larva

or nympha, for the same reason as was given in

a former part of this article {Gob).

(9.) Ckdsil (7^Dn). See Catekpillak.

(10.) Tseldlsdl (727iJ : ipicrv^r]- rubigo :

"locust "). The derivation of this word seems to

imply that some kind of locust is indicated by it.

It occurs only in this sense in Deut. xxviii. 42,

" All thy trees and fruit of thy land shall the lo-

cust consume." In tlie other passages where the

Hebrew word occurs, it represents some kind of

tinkling musical instrument, and is generally trans-

lated cyiiibuk by the A. V. The word is evidently

onomatopoetic, and is here perhaps a synonym for

some one of the other names for locust. Michaelis

(Suppl. p. 2094) believes the word is identical with

chdsU, which he says denotes perhaps the mole-

cricket, Gvyllus ialpiformtif from the stridulous

sound it produces. I'ychsen (pp. 79, 80) identifies

it with the Gryllas slrididas, Liim. (^ (Edipoda

stridala, Aud. Serv.). The notion conveyed by
the Hebrew word will however apply to almost any

kind of locust, and indeed to many kinds of insects

;

a similar word tsilsnlza, was applied by the Ethio-

pians to a fly which the Arabs called zimb, which

appears to be identical with the tsetse fly of Dr.

Livingstone and other African travellers. All that

can be positively known respecting the tseldlsdl is,

that? it is some kind of insect injurious to trees and

crops. The LXX. and Vulg. understand bliyht or

mildew by the word.

The most destructive of the locust tribe that oc-

cur in the Bible lands are the (Hdlpodi mit/ratorla,

and the Acridium peret/rinum, and as both these

species occur in Syria and Arabia, etc., it is most

probable tliat one or other is denoted in tliose pas-

sages which speak of the dreadful devastations com-
mitted by these insects ; nor is tliere any occasion

to believe witii Bochart, T3'chsen, and others, that

nine or ten distinct species are hientioned in the

Bible. Some of the names may be synonyms;

others may indicate tlie larva or nympha con-

ditions of the two preeminent devourers akeady

named.

Locusts occur in great numbers, and sometimes

obscure the sun — Ex. x. 15; Jer. xlvi. 23; Judg.

vi. 5, vii. 12; .Joel ii. 10; Nah. iii. 15; Livy, xlii.

2; .Elian, N. A. iii. 12; Pliny, N. II. xi. 29;

Shaw's Tracels,^. 187 (fol. 2d ed.); Ludolf, Hist.

jEllilop. i. 13, and de Locustis, i. 4; Vohiey's

Trav. in Syria, i. 23G.

Their voracity is alluded to in Ex. x. 12, 15;

Joel i. 4, 7, 12, and ii. 3; Deut. xxviii. 38; Ps.

Ixxviir. 4(), cv. 34; Is. xxxiii. 4; Shaw's Trnv.

187, and travellers in the East, passim.

They are compared to horses — Joel ii. 4 ; Rev. ix.

7. The Italians call the locust " Cavaletta; " and

Ray says, " Caput oblongum, equi instar prona
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a "Omnia vero morsu erodentes, et fores quoque
tectorum."

b The locust-bird (see woodcut) referred to by trav-

ellers, and which the Arabs call .^murmur, is no doubt,

from Dr. Kitto's description, the " rose-colored star-

ling," Pastor roseus. The Rev. H. B Tristram saw one

specimen in the orange groves at Jaffa in the spring

of 18.58 ; but makes no allusion to its devouring locusts.

Dr. Kitto in one place (p. 410) says the locust-bird is

about the size of a starling
; in another place (p. 420),

spectans." Comp. also the Arab's description to

Niebuhr, Descr. de iArable.

They make a fearful noise in their flight — Joel

ii. 5 ; Kev. ix. 9.

Eorskal, Descr. 81, " transeuntes grylli super
verticem nostrum soncV- magnse cataractae ferve-

bant." Volney, Trav. i. 235.

They have no king— Prov. xxx. 27 ; Ivirby and
Sp. Int. ii. 17.

Their irresistible progress is referred to in Joel

ii. 8, 9; Shaw, Trav. p. 187.

They enter dwellings, and devour even the wood-
work of houses— Ex. x. 6; Joel ii. 9, 10; Pliny,

iV. //. xi. 29.«

They do not fly in the night— Nah. iii. 17;
Niebuhr, Descr. de t Arable . p. 173.

Birds devour them— Russel, Nat. H'wt. ofAlep-
po, 127; Volney, Trav. i. 237; Kitto's Phys,
Hist. Pal. (p. 410).6

Smurmur. Rose-colored Starling. {Pastor roseus.)

The sea destroys the greater number— Ex. x.

19; Joel ii. 20; Pliny, xi. 35; Hasselq. Trav. p.

445 (Engl, transl. 17GG); cf. also Iliad, xxi. 12.

Their dead bodies taint the air— Joel ii. 20;
Hasselq. Trav. p. 445.

They are used as food— Lev. xi. 21, 22; Matt.

iii. 4; Mark i. G; Plhi. N. H. vi. -35, xi. .35; Died.

Sic. iii. 29 (the Acridopliayi) ; Aristoph. Achar.

1116; Ludolf, Hist. jEthi'p. p. G7 (Gent's transl.);

Jackson's Marocco, p. 52 ; Nielnihr, Descr. de I'Ara^

bie, p. 150; Sparman's Trav. i. 367, who says the

Hottentots are glad when the locusts come, for

they fatten upon them ; Hasselq. Trav. pp. 232, 419

;

Kirby and Spence, Entom. i. 305.

There are diflerent ways of preparing locusts for

food ; sometimes they are ground and pounded, aud
tlien mixed with flour and water and made into

cakes, or they are salted and then eaten ; sometimea

smoked ; boiled or roasted ; stewed, or fried in

butter. Dr. Kitto {Picl. Bib. note on Lev. xi.

21), who tasted Iccusts, says they are more like

shrimps than anything else; and an English clergy-

man, some years ago, cooked some of tlie green grass-

hoppers, Locusta viridissiinn, boiling them in water

half an hour, throwing away the head, wings, and
legs, and then sprinkling tliem witli pepper and salt,

he compares it in size to a swallow. The bird is about

eight inches and a half in length. Yai-rell (Brit.

Birils. ii. 51, 2d ed.) says, " it is held sacred at Aleppo

because it feeds on the locust ;
" and Col. siykes bears

testimony to the immeu.se fiocks in which they fly.

lie says ( Catalogue of Birds of Dakhnn), " they darken

the air by their numbers forty or fifty have

been killed at a shot." But he says, " thoy prove a

calamity to the husbandman, .as they are as destructit*

as locusts, and not much less numerous,"
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and adding I;utter; he found them excellent. How
strange then, nay, " how idle," to quote the words

of Kirby and Spence {F.ntoni. i. 305), "was the

controversy concerning the locusts which formed

part of the sustenance of John the Baptist, ...
and how apt e\en learned men are to perplex a plain

question from ignorance of the customs of other

countries !
" "

The following are some of the works which treat

of locusts: hwdoX^, Dksertalio de Locustis, Fran-

cof. ad jMoen. 1G94. This author believes that the

qtintls which fed the Israelites hi the wilderness

were locusts (vid. his D'mtriba qua senUntia nova

de Selavis, sive Lacustis, defenditur). A more ab-

surd opinion was tliat held by Norrelius, who main-

tained that the lour names of Lev. xi. 22 were

birds (see Iiis Scla-diasma de Avibus sacris, Arbeli,

Ch(if/(ib, Soliiiii, et CJiaryol, in Bib. Brem. CI. iii.

p. 30). Faber, de Locusiis Bibllds, et sic/illaiim

de Avibus Quadnipedibus, ex Lev. xi. 20, Wittenb.

1710-11. Asso's AbhandluiKj vonden Heitschrecken,

Eostock, 1787; and Tychsen's Comment, de Lo-

cusiis. Oeduiann"s Vermischte Sammluiiffen, ii. c.

vii. Kirby and Spence's Introd. to Entomology, i.

305, etc. Bochart's Bierozoicoji, iii. 251, etc. ed.

Eosenniiill. Kitto's Pliys. History of Palestine,

pp. 419, 420. Kitto's Pictorial Bible, see Index,

"Locust." Dr. Harris's Natural Histoi-y of the

Bible, art. " Locust," 1833. Kitto's Cyclopwdiu,

arts. " Locust," "Chesil," etc. Harmer's Observa-

tions, London, 1797. The travels of Shaw, Eussell,

Hasselquist, Volney, etc., etc. For a systematic de-

scription of the Orthoptera, see Serville's Mono-

graph in the Suites a Hujfon,a.nA Fischer's f^r?/H)/)-

tera Kuropcea ; and for an excellent summary,

see Winer's Reahrijrterbuch, i. 574, art. " Heu-

schrecken." For the locusts of St. John, IMr. Den-

ham refers to Suicer's T/iesaurus, i. 169, 179, and

GutheiT, de Victu Jvhannis, Franc. 1785 ; and for the

symbolical locusts of Eev. ix., to Newton Un Proph-

ecies, and Woodliouse On the Apocalypse.''

"W. H.

* On the suliject of locusts the reader may see

also Tristram, ,V((/. Hist. <f the Bible, pp. 306-318

(Lond. 1807); the art. Heuschrecke, by Yaihinger,

in Heriios's Real-Encyk. vi. 08-71; and Eawlin-

son's Ancient Monarchies, iii. 63 f., 316, and iv. 79.

Tliis last writer's description of their ravages in

Kurdistan and Soutliern Media at the present day

reads almost as if translated from Joel (i. and ii.):

" Tlie destructi\-e locust (the Acridlum peregri-

nuHi, probably) comes suddenly . . . in clouds that

obscure the air, moving with a slow and steady

flight, and with a sound like that of heavy rain,

and settling in myriads on the fields, the gardens,

the trees, the terraces of the houses, and even the

streets, wliicli they sometimes cover completely.

« There are people at this clay who gravely assert

that the locusts which formed part of the food of the

Baptist were not the insect of that name, but the long

sweet pods of the locust-tree ( Cem(o?u'a sili(iiia), Johan-

niihrodt, " St. John's bread," as the monks of Pales-

tine call it. for other equally erroneous explanations,

or unauthorized alterations, of aKpiSes, see Celsii

Hiernh. i. 74.

') For the judgment of locusts referred to in the

prophet Joel, see Dr. Pusey's " Introduction " to that

book. This writer maintains that the prophet, under

the figure of the locust, foretold' i' a judgment far

gre.iter, an enemy far mightier tiian the locust" (p.

99), namely, the Assyrian invasion of Palestine, be-

Where they fall, vegetation presently disappears,

the leaves and even the stems of the plants are

devoured; the labors of the husbandman through

many a weary month perish in a day ; and the curse

of famine is brought upon the land which but

now enjoyed the prospect of an abundant harvest.

It is true that the devourers are themselves de-

voured to some extent by the poorer sort of people

;

but the compensation is slight and temporary; in

a few days, when all verdure is gone, either the

swarms move to fresh pastures, or they perish and

cover the fields with tlieir dead bodies, while the

desolation which they have created continues

"

(vol. iii. p. 03 f.). For other sources of information

see under Joel (Amer. ed.). H.

LOD (T7 [peril, strife, quarrel: Eom.

AaJ5, AoSaSi, Ao5a5iS;] Vat. AoSapaid, AodaSia,
botli by inclusion of the following name; [in 1

Chr., omits;] Alex. [Ao5, in Neh. vii. Ao5a5t5,]
in I'ira, AuSSoir Ao5a5t5; [in Neh. xi. 35, Rom.
Vat. Alex. FA.i onjit, FA. 3 AuSSa:] Lod), a town
of Benjamin, stated to have been founded by Shamed
or Shamer (1 Chr. viii. 12). It is always mentioned

in connection with Ono, and, with the exception

of the passage just quoted, in the post-captivity

records only. It would appear that after the boun-

daries of Benjamin, as given in the book of Joshua,

were settled, that enterprising tribe extended itself

further westward, into the rich plain of Sharon,

betweeiT the central hills and the sea, and occupied

or founded the towns of Lod, Ono, Hadid, and oth-

ers named only in the later lists. The people be-

longing to the three places just mentioned returned

from Babylon to the number of 725 (Ezr. ii. 33;

Neh. vii. 37), and again took possession of their

former habitations (Neh. xi. 35).

Lod has retained its name almost unaltered to

the present day ; it is now called Ludd ; but is most
familiar to us from its occurrence in its Greek

garb, as Lydda, in the Acts of the Apostles. G.

LO-DE'BAE (~)31 hb? but in xvii. 27

T S7: ij AaSa^ap [?], AwSa^dp: Lodabar), a

place named with Mahanainn, Rogelim, and other

trans-Jordanic towns (2 Sam. xvii. 27), and there-

fore no doubt on the eastern side of the Jordan.

It was the native place of Machir ben-Ammiel, in

whose house Mephibosheth found a home after the

death of his father and the rain of his grandfather's

house (ix. 4, 5). Lo-debar receives a bare mention
in the Ononinsticon, nor has any trace of the name
been encountered by any later traveller. Indeed it

has probably never been sought for. Eelaiid {Pal.

734) conjectures that it is intended in Josh. xiii.

20, where the word rendered in the A. V. " of De-

bir " ('^^'Iv), is the same in its consonants as

^

cause Joel calls the scourge the " northern army,"
which Dr. Pusey says cannot be ."aid of the locusts,

because almost always by a sort of law of their being

they make their inroads from their birthplace in the

south. This one point, however, may be fairly ques-

tioned. The usual direction of the flight of this

insect is from east to west, or from south to north
;

but the (Edipotln migratoria is believed to have its

birthplace in Tartary - (Serv. Orthop. p. 738), fi'om

whence it visits Africa, the Mauritius, and part of the

South of Europe. If this species be considered to be

the locust of Joel, the expression, northim arr-iy, is most
applicable to it. [Joei,, p. 1417, note a.]
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Lo-debar, though with different vowel-points. In

Jkvor of this conjecture, whicli is adopted by J. D.

MichaeHs {Bib. fur UiujeL), is the fact that such a

use of the preposition ? is exceedingly rare (see

Keil, Josua ad loo.)-

If taken as a Hebrew word, the root of the name
is possibly " pasture," the driving out of flocks

(Ges. Thes. p. 735 b ; Stanley, S. cj- P. App. § 9);

but this must be very uncertain. G.

* LODGE. [Cucumbers, vol. i. p. 518.]

LODGE, TO. This word in the A. V.—
with one exception only, to be noticed below — is

used to translate the Hebrew verb ^-IV or ^^V)

which has, at least in the narrative portions of the

Bible, almost invariably the force of "passing

the night." This is worthy of remark, because the

word lodge— probably only another form of the

Saxon li(/(/(in, " to lie " — does not appear to have

had exclusively that force in other English litera-

ture at the time the Authorized Version was made.

A few examples of its occurrence, where the mean-

ing of passing the night would not at first sight

suggest itself to an English reader, niay be of ser-

vice: 1 K. xix. 9; 1 Chr. ix. 27; Is. x. 29

(where it marks the halt of the Assyrian army for

bivouac); Neb. iv. 22, xiii. 20, 21; Cant. vii. 11;

Job xxiv. 7, xxxi. 32, &c., &c. The same Hebrew

word is otherwise translated in the A. V. by " lie

all night " (2 Sam. xii. 16; Cant. i. 13; Job xxix.

19); " tarry the night " (Gen. xix. 2; Judg. xix.

10; Jer. xiv. 2); " remain," i. e. until the morn-

ing (Ex. xxiii. 18).

The force of passing the night is also present in

the words ^'wQ, "a sleeping-place," hence an

Inn [vol. ii. p. 1138], and n^^7P, " ahut," erect-

ed in vineyards or fruit-gardens for the shelter of a

man who watched all night to protect the fruit.

This is rendered "lodge" in Ts. i. 8, and "cot-

tage " in xxiv. 20, the only two passages " in which

it is found. [Cojtage, Amer. ed.]

2. The one exception above named occurs in

Josh. ii. 1, where the word in the original is

33^) ^ word elsewhere rendered " to lie," gen-

erally in allusion to sexual intercourse. G.

LOFT. [House, vol. ii. p. 1105.]

LOG. [Weights and Measures.]

* LOG OP OIL. [Oil, 6, iii.]

* LOGOS. [Word, Araer. ed.]

LO'IS (Acoi's), the grandmother (ij.d/x,u7i) of

TisioTHY, and doubtless the mother of his mother

Eunice (2 Tim. i. 5). From the Greek form of

these three names we should naturally infer that the

family had been Hellenistic for three generations

at least. It seems likely also that Lois had resided

long at Lystra; and almost certain that from her,

as well as from Eunice, Timothy obtained his inti-

mate knowledge of the Jewish Scriptures (2 Tim.

iii. 15). Whether she was surviving at either of

St. Paul's visits to Lystra, we cannot say; she is

not alluded to in the Acts : nor is it absolutely cer-

tain, though St. Paul speaks of her "faith," that

she became a Christian. The phrase might be
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« What can have led the LXX. to translate the word

D"^*^ "heaps,"' in Ps. Ixxix. 1, by bm>>po<j>vKa.Kiov,

used of a pious Jewess, who was ready to believe

in the Messiah. Calvin has a good note on this

subject. J. S. H.

* LOOKED (irpoa-eUKwv), Acts xxviii. 6,

where we should say at present "expected" or

"looked for." This sense, if not obsolete, is now
obsolescent. Earlier versions (Tyndale, Crarmier,

Geneva) have " wayted " in that passage. See also

Ecclus. XX. 14. H.

LOOKING-GLASSES. [Mirrors.]

LORD, as applied to the Deity, is the almost

uniform rendering in the A. V. of the 0. T. of

the Heb. mn"*, Jehovah, which would be more
T :' '

properly represented as a proper name. The rev-

erence which the Jews entertained for the sacred

name of God forbade them to pronounce it, and in

reading they substituted for it either Adondi,

"Lord," or Elohvn, "God," according to the

vowel-points by which it was accompanied. [Je-

hovah, vol. ii. p. 1238.] This custom is observed

in the version of the LXX., where Jehovah is most

commonly translated by Kvpios, as in the N. T.

(Heb. i. 10, &c.), and in the Vulgate, where Dom-
inus is the usual equivalent. The title Adondi is

also rendered "Lord" in the A. V., though this,

as applied to God, is of infrequent occurrence in

the historical books. For instance, it is found in

Genesis only in xv. 2, 8, xviii. 3 (where " my Lord "

should be "O Lord"), 27, 30, 31, 32, xx. 4; once in

Num. xiv. 17 ; twice in Deut. iii. 24, ix. 26 ; twice in

Josh. vii. 7, 8 ; four times in Judges ; and so on. In

other passages of these books " Lord " is the transla^

tion of " Jehovah; " except FLx. xxiii. 17, .xxxiv. 23;

Deut. X. 17 ; Josh. iii. 11, 13, where ddon is so ren-

dered. But in the poetical and historical books it

is more frequent, excepting Job, where it occurs

only in xxviii. 28, and the Proverlis, Ecclesiastes, and

Song of Songs, where it is not once found.

The dift'erence between Jehovah and Adonai (or

Adoii) is generally marked in the A. V. by printing

the word in small capitals (Lord) when it repre-

sents the former (Gen. xv. 4, &c.), and with an ini-

tial capital only when it is the translation of the

latter (Ps. xcvii. 5; Is. i. 24, x. IG); except in Ex.

xxiii. 17, xxxiv. 23, where " the Lord God " should

be more consistently " the Lord Jehovah." A
similar distinction prevails between n^iT'.. (the

letters of Jehovah with the vowel-points of Elohim)

and D^HvS, eliihim ; the former being repre-

sented in the A. V. by " God " in small capitals

(Gen. xv. 2, &C.), while Elohim is " God " with an

initial capital only. And, generally, when the

name of the Deity is printed in capitals, it indi-

cates that the corresponding Hebrew is mrT*,
which is translated Lord or God according to the

vowel-points by which it is accompanied.

In some instances it is difficult, on account of

the pause accent, to say wlietlier Adonai is the title

of the Deity, or merely one of respect addressed to

men. These have l)een noticed by the Masorites,

who distinguish the former in their notes as "lioly,"

and the latter as "profone." (See Gen. xviii. 3,

xix. 2, 18; and compare the Masoretic notes on

Gen. XX. 13, Is. xix. 4.) W. A. W.

which they employ for HSwtt in the above two

passages, the writer is unable to conjecture.
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LOKD'S DAY, THE ('H KvptaK^ w«>!

{) fiia ffa^^aToii/)- It has been questioned, though

not seriously until of late years, what is the mean-

ing of the phrase 7) KvpiaKT} 'H/ue'pa, which occurs

ill one passage only of the Holy Scripture, Kev. i.

10, and is, in our English version, translated " the

Lord's L)ay." The general consent both of Chris-

tian antiquity and of modern divines has referred

it to the weekly festival of our Lord's resurrection,

and identified it with " the first day of the week,"

on which He rose, with the patristical " eighth

day," or "day which is Ixith the first and the

eighth," in fact, with the r) tov 'HAi'dn 'Hyue'po,"

" Solis Dies," or " Sunday," of every age of the

Church.

But the views antagonistic to this general consent

deserve at least a passing notice. (1.) Some have

supposed St. John to be speaking, in the passage

above referred to, of the Sabbath, because that

institution is called in Isaiah Iviii. 13, by the

Almighty Himself, " Jly holy day." « To this it

is replied — If St. John had intended to specify the

Sabbath, he would surely have used that word

which was by no means obsolete, or even obso-

lescent, at the time of his composuig the book of

the lievelation. And it is added, that if an Apostle

had set the example of confounding the seventh

and the first days of the week, it would have been

strange indeed that every ecclesiastical writer for

the first five centuries should have avoided any

approach to such confusion. They do avoid it —
for as 'Xa^^a.Tov is never used by them for the

first day, so KupiaKrj is ne\er used by them for

the se\enth day. (2 ) Another theory is, that by
" the Lord's day " St. John intended '• the day of

judgment," to which a large portion of the book

of lievelation may be concei\ed to refer. Thus
"1 was in the spirit on the Lord's day" (iyeuS-

(j.f]v tV TTfeiifxaTi iv rfj KvpiaKfj "H/xepa) would

imply that he was rapt, in spiritual vision, to the

dftie of that "great and teiTible day," just as St.

Paul represents himself as caught up locally into

Paradise. Now, not to dispute the interpretation

of the passai^e from which tlie illustration is drawn

(2 Cor. xii. 4), the, abettors of this view seem to

have put out of sight the following considerations.

In the preceding sentence, St. John had mentioned

the place in which he was writing, Patnios, and the

causes which had i]rought him thither. It is but

natural that he should further particularize the

circumstances under which his mysterious work

was composed, by stating the exact day on which

the lleveJatioMs were communicated to him, and

the eujploynient, spiritual musing, in which he was

then engaged. To suppose a mixture of the meta-

phorical and the literal would be strangely out of

keeping;. And though it be conceded that the day

of judgment is in the New Testament spoken of as

'H rov Kupiov 'H/xfpa, the employment of the

adjectival form constitutes a remarkable difference,

whicli was observed and maintained ever after-

wards.'' There is also a critical objection to this
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interpretation." This second theory then, which 13

sanctioned by the name of Augusti, must be aban-

doned. (3.) A third opinion is, that St. John in-

tended by the " Lord's Day " that on which the

Lord's resurrection was annmdly celebrated, or, as

we now term it, Easter-day. On this it need only

be observed, that, though it was never questioned

that the weehly celebration of that event should

take place on the first day of the hebdomadal cycle,

it was for a long time doubted on what day in the

animal cycle it should be celel>rated. Two schools

at least existed on this point until considerably after

the death of St. John. It therefore seems unlikely

that, in a book intended for the whole Church, he

would have employed a method of dating which

was far from generally agreed upon. And it is to

be added that no patristical authority can be quoted,

either for the interpretation contended for in this

opinion, or for the employment of ^ KvpiaK^i

'H/j-epa to denote Easter-day.

All other conjectures upon this point may be

permitted to confute themsehes; but the following

cavil is too curious to be omitted. In Scripture

the first day of the week is called ^ ^uia aa^^a-
Toiv, in post-Scriptural writers it is called ^ Kv-
pMK^ 'H/xepa as well; titerejhre, the book of lieve-

lation is not to be ascribed to an Apostle; or in

other words, is not part of Scripture. The logic

of this argument is only to be surpassed by its

Ijoldness. It says, in eftect, because post-Scriptural

writers have these two designations for the first

day of the week; therefore, Scriptural writers must
be confined to one of them. It were surely more
reasonable to suppose that the adoption by post-

Scriptural writers of a phrase so pret^minently

Christian as r} KvpiaKrj 'Hfxepa to denote the first

day of the week, and a day so especially marked,

can be traceable to nothing else than an Apostle's

use of that phrase in the same meaning.

Supposing then that jj KvptaKT) 'Ufiepa of St.

John is the Lord's Day,— What do we gather from

Holy Scripture concerning that institution '^ How
is it spoken of by early writers up to the time of

Constantine ? What change, if any, was brought

upon it by the celebrated edict of that emperor,

whom some have declared to have been its origi-

nator ?

1. Scripture says very little concerning it. But
that little seems to indicate that the divinely in-

spired Apostles, by their practice and by their pre-

cepts, marked the first day of the week as a day
for meeting together to break bread, for communi-
cating and receiving instruction, for laying up offer-

ings in store for charitable purposes, for occupation

in holy thought and prayer. The first day of the

week so devoted seems also to have been the day

of the Lord's Eesurrection, and therefore, to have

been especially likely to be chosen for such piu-poses

by those who " preached Jesus and the Resurrec-

tion."

The Lord rose on the first day of the week (t^

fxtd aajSiStXTuv), and appeared, on the very day 01

6 'H 'Hfiepa tov Kvpiov occurs in 1 Cor. i. 8, and

2 Thess. ii. 2, with tlie words riij.oiv 'Ir/crov XpierroO at-

tached ; ill 1 Cor. v. 5, and 2 Cor.i. 14, with the word

*Ir)(ToO only attached ; and in 1 Thess. v. 2, and 2 Pet.

iii. 10, with the article toC oniitt«d. In one place,

where both the day of judgment, and, as a foreshadow-

ing of it, the day of vengeance upon Jerusalem, seem

to be alluded to, the Lord himself says, outids ecrrai

KOi 6 iribs TOV avSpionov ev TJj Vl'-^Pt avToi), Luke xvii.

24.

c 'Eyei'ofjL-qv would necessarily have to be constructed

with iv riiJ.epa " I was in the day of judgment," i. e.

" I was passing the day of judgment spiritually " Now
yivea-eai. Iv i)iJ.epa is never used for diem agere. But,

on the other hand, the construction of cyevonijv with

iv TTvevi/.aTi is justified by a parallel passage in ReT.

iv. 2, Kttl evflt'ws eyevoiiTjV iv Trcev/iaTC.
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his rising, to his followers on five distinct occa-

sions— to Mary Magdalene, to the other women, to

the two disciples on the road to Emmaus, to St.

Peter separately, to ten Apostles collected together.

After eight days {/xed' 7]fifpas oktoi), that is, ac-

cording to the ordinary reckoning, on the first day

of the next week. He appeared to the eleven. He
does not seem to have appeared in the interval— it

may be to render that day especiaUy noticeable by

the Apostles, or, it may be for other reasons. But,

however this question be settled, on the day of

Pentecost, which in that year fell on the first day

of the week (see Bramhall, Disc, of the Sdbbnth

and Lord's D 'y, in Works, vol. v. p. 51, Oxford

edition), " they were all with one accord in one

place," had spiritual gifts conferred on them, and

in their turn began to communicate those gifts, as

accompaniments of instruction, to others. At Troas

(Acts XX. 7), many years after the occurrence at

Pentecost, when Christianity had begun to assume

something like a settled form, St. Luke records the

following circumstances. St. Paul and his com-
panions arrived there, and " abode seven days, and

upon the first day of the week, when the disciples

came together to break bread, Paul preached unto

them." In 1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2, that same St. Paul

writes thus: "Now concerning the collection for

the saints, as I have given order to the churches in

Galatia, even so do ye. Upon the first day of the

week, let every one of you lay by him in store, as

God hath prospered him, that there be no gather-

ings when I come." In Heb. x. 25, the corre-

spondents of the writer are desired " not to forsake

the assembhng of themselves together, as the man-
ner of some is, but to exhort one another," an

injunction which seems to imply that a regular

day for such assembling existed, and was well

known; for otherwise no rebuke would lie. And
lastly, in the passage given above, St. John de-

scribes himself as being in the Spirit " on the

Lord's day."

Taken separately, perhaps, and 'even all together,

these passapv, seem scarcely adequate to prove that

the dedical jn of the first day of the week to the

purposes above mentioned was a matter of apostolic

institution, or even of apostolic practice. But, it

may be observed, that it is at any rate an extraor-

dinary coincidence, that almost immediately we
emerge from Scripture, we find the same day men-
tioned in a similar manner, and directly associated

with the Lord's Resurrection; that it is an extraor-

dinary fact that we never find its dedication

questioned or argued about, but accepted as some-
thing equally apostolic with Confirmation, with

Infant Baptism, with Ordination, or at least spoken

of in tlie same way. And as to direct support

from Holy Scripture, it is noticeable that those

other ordinances wliich are usually considered Scrip-

tural, and in support of which Scripture is usually

cited, are dependent, so far as mere quotation is

concerned, upon fewer texts than the Lord's Day is.

Stating the case at the very lowest, the Lord's Day
has at least " probable insinuations in Scripture,""

and so is superior to any other holy day, whetlier

of hebdomadal celebration, as l""riday in memory of

the Crucifixion, or of annual celebration, as Easter-

iay in memory of the Resurrection itself. These

« This phrase is employed by Bishop Sanderson.
" 'Ayo/xei/ •nji' rinepav •rijf oySo-qv eis ev(j>potrvi'r)v, ev

g KaX o 'Irjj-oOs avecm] ex vexpuiv.
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other days may be, and are, defensible on other

grounds ; but they do not possess anything like a
Scriptural authority for their observance. And if

we are inclined still to press for more pertinent

Scriptural proof, and more frequent mention of the

institution, for such \ij suppose it to be, m the

writings of the Apostles, we must recollect ho>»

little is said of Baptism and the Lord's Supper,

and how vast a difference is naturally to be ex-

pected to exist between a sketch of the manners
and habits of their age, which the authors of the

Holy Scriptures did not, write, and hints as to life

and conduct, and regulation of known practices,

which they did write.

2. On quitting the canonical writings, we turn

naturally to Clement of Rome. He does not, how-
ever, directly mention "the fiord's Day," but in 1

Cor. i. 40, he sajs, TrdvTU Ta|ei ttoisIv 6(pel\o/j.ey,

and he speaks of cupifffj,euoi Katpol Kal Sipai, at

which the Christian npoa-cpopal Kal Kenovpjiai
should be made.

Ignatius, the disciple of St. John {ad Mugn. c.

9), contrasts Judaism and Christianity, and as an
exemplification of the contrast, opposes aa/B^ari-

^eiv to living according to the Lord's life {Kara
TTJV KvpiaK7^v C'^'C (ciiVTes)-

The epistle ascribed to St. Barnabas, which,

though certainly not written by that Apostle, was
in existence in the earlier part of the 2d century,

has (c. 15) the following words, "We celel)rate the

eighth day with joy, on which too Jesus rose from
the dead."*

A pagan document now comes into view. It is

the well-known letter of Pliny to Trajan, written

while he presided over Pontus and Bithynia. "The
Christians (says he), affirm the whole of their guilt

or error to be, that they were accustomed to meet
together on a stated day (strito di<i), before it was
light, and to sing hymns to Christ as a God, and
to bind themselves by a Sacrninfutum, not for any
wicked purpose, but never to commit fraud, theft,

or adultery; never to break their word, or to refuse,

when called upon, to deliver up any trust; after

which it was their custom to separate, and to as-

seml)le again to take a meal, but a general one,

and without guilty purpose."

A thoroughly Christian authority, Justin Martyr,

who flourished A. i). 140, stands next on the list.

He writes thus :
" On the day called Sunday (t^

rod ?)Aiou \iyofx4vri yjix^pa), is an assembly of all

who live either in the cities or in the rural districts,

and the memoirs of the Apostles and the writings of

the prophets ai'e read.'' Then he goes on to de-

scribe the particulars of the religious acts which are .

entered upon at this assembly. They consist of

prayer, of the celebration of the Holy luicharist,

and of collection of alms. He afterwards assigns

the reasons which (Jhristians had for meeting on

Sunday. These are, " because it is the First D ty,

on which God dispelled the darkness (t5 (tkotos)

and the original state of things (tV D'Arjj/), and

formed the world, and because Jesus Christ our

Saviour rose from the dead upon it " (,l/>o/. I. c. 67.).

In another work {Did. c. Trypli.), he makes cir-

cumcision furnish a type of Sunday. " The com-

mand to circumcise infants on the eighth day was

a type of the true circumcision by which we are

circumcised from error and wickedness through

our Lord .Tesus t'hrist, who rose from the dead on

the first day of the week {rrj fxta tra/SjSaTcoj/};

therefore it remains the chief and first of days."

As for (xa^^aTi^eiv, he uses that with exclusiye
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reference to the Jewish law. He carefully dis-

tinguishes Saturday (^ KpoviKi)), the day after

which our Lord was crucified, from Sunday {})

uera rrjv Kpoi\Kr]v riris ecrrtv 7] rov 'HAiov

T}fj.fpa), upon whicli He rose from the dead. (If

any surprise is felt at Justin's employment of the

heathen designations for the seventh and first days
of the week, it may be accounted for thus. Before

the death of Hadrian, a. d. 138, the hebdomadal
division (which Dion Cassius, writing in the 3d
century, derives, together with its nomenclature,

from Egypt) had in matters of common life almost

universally superseded in Greece, and even in Italy,

the national divisions of the lunar month. Justin

Martyr, writing to and for heathen, as well as to

and for Jews, employs it, therefore, with a certainty

of being understood.)

The strange heretic, Bardesanes, who however

delighted to consider himself a sort of Christian, has

the following words in his book on "Fate," or on
" the Laws of the Countries," which he addressed

to the Emperor jM. Aurelius Antoninus : " AMiat

then shall wo say respecting the new race of our-

selves who are Christians, whom in every country

and in every region the Messiah established at his

coming ; for, lo ! wherever we be, all of us are called

by the one name of the IMessiah, Christians ; and
upon one day, which is the first of the week, we
assemble ourselves together, and on the appointed

days we abstain from food " (Cureton's Tranda-
tion).

Two very short notices stand next on our list,

but they are important from their casual and un-

studied character. Dionysius, bishop of Corinth,

A. D. 170, in a letter to the Church of Rome, a

fragment of which is preserved by Eusel)ius, says,

rrtv ari^epov ovv KvpiaKTjv ayiav i]ixepav SiT]ydyo-

fjLev, eV
fi aveypoo/xev vfxcoi/ r^v iiriffroXvy. And

]\Ielito, bishop of Sardis, his contemporary, is stated

to have composed, among other works, a treatise on

the Lord's Day (o Trep! ttj? Kupio/crjs \6yos)-
The next writer who may be quoted is Iren.ieus,

bishop of Lyons, A. d. 178. He asserts that the

Sabbath is abolished ; but his evidence to the ex-

istence of the Lord's Day is clear and distinct. It

is spoken of in one of the best known of his Frag-

ments (see Beaven's Irenceus, p. 202). But a

record in Euseb. (v. 23, 2), of the part which he

took in the (Juartodeciman controversy, shows that

in his time it was an institution beyond dispute.

The point in question was this : Should Easter be

celebrated in connection with the Jewish Passover,

on wliatever day of the week that might happen to

fall, with the Churches of Asia jNIinor, Syria, and
Mesopotamia; or on the Lord's Day, with the rest

of the Christian world ? The Churches of Gaul,

then under the superintendence of Irenieus, agreed

upon a synodical epistle to Victor, bishop of Bome,
in which occurred words somewhat to this effect,

" The mystery of the l^ord's Resurrection may not

be celebrated on any other day than the Lord's Day,

and on this alone should we observe the breaking

off of the Paschal Fast." « This confirms what
was said above, that while, even towards the end
of the 2d century, tradition varied as to the yearly

" 'fi5 dv firfS' ev aWri Trori Trj^ KvpiaKrj? rffixepa to ttJs

CK VGKpCjv avao"Ta(Tea)s eTrtTe'Aotro tov Kupt'ou /xvoTTjpior,

tal OTTws iv TaiiTT) /aoi'r) tmv Kara to Tracrxa I'ljo'Teiwv

<iiv\aTToCfjie8a Tas e7riAv<reis,

^ OuTOS evTokrjv TTJf Kara, to evayyeAtoi' Stairpa^d-

/iei'os, Kvpiaxriv irjv rifiepav ttoiei, 6t' av aTro^oAATj
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celebration of Christ's Resurrection, the iceekly

celebration of it was one upon which no diversity

existed or was even hinted at.

Clement of Alexandria, A. x>. 194, comes next.

One does not expect anything very definite from a
writer of so mystical a tendency, but he has some
things quite to our purpose. In his 8ti om. (iv.

§ 3), he speaks of Trjv apxiyovoy Tifxepav, t7)v Tip

ovTi avairavaiv 7]jj.cov, t^v St] kuI Trponriv r£ ovri

(pcorhs yiveaiv, k.t.A., words which Bishop Kaye
interprets as contrasting the seventh day of the Law
with the eighth day of the Gospel. And, as the

same learned prelate observes, " When Clement
says that the Gnostic, or transcendental Christian,

does not pray in any fixed place, or on any stated

days, but throughout his whole life, he gives us to

understand that Christians in general did meet
together in fixed places and at appointed times for

the purposes of prayer." But we are not left to

mere inference on this important point, for Clement
speaks of the Lord's Day as a well-known and cus-

tomary festival, and in one place gives a mystical

interpretation of the name.''

Tertullian, whose date is assignable to the close

of the 2d century, may, in spite of his conversion

to Montanisni, be quoted as a witness to facts.

He terms the first day of the week sometimes
Sunday (Dies Solis), sometimes Dies Dominicus.
He speaks of it as a day of joy (" Diem Solis laetitise

indulgemus," ^4/;o/. c. 16), and asserts that it is

wrong to fast upon it, or to pray kneeling during
its continuance (" Die Dominico jejunium nefas

ducimus, vel de geniciUis adorare," Be Cor. c. 3).

'> Even business is to be put off, lest we give place

to the devil " (" Diflerentes etiam negotia, ne quern

Diabolo locum demus," I>e Oral. c. 13).

Origen contends that the Lord's Day had its su-

periority to the Sabbath indicated by manna hav-
ing been given on it to the Israelites, while it was
withheld on the Sabl)ath. It is one of the marks
of the perfect Christian to keep the Lord's Day.

Minucius Felix, A. d. 210, makes the heathen

interlocutor, in his dialogue called Ocfavius, assert

that the Christians come together to a repast " on
a solemn day " (solenni die).

Cyprian and his colleagues, in a synodical letter,

A. D. 253, make the Jewish circumcision on the

eighth day prefigure the newness of hfe of the

Christian, to which Christ's resurrection introduces

him, and point to the Lord's Day, which is at once

the eighth and the first.

Commodian, circ. A. D. 270, mentions the Lord's

Day.

Victorinus, A. D. 290, contrasts it, in a very

remarkable passage, with the Parasceve and the

Sabbath

;

And Peter, Bishop of Alexandria, A. D. 300, says

of it, '' We keep the Lord's Day as a day of joy,

because of Him who rose thereon." ''

The results of our examination of the ])rincipal

writers of the two centuries after the death of St.

John are as follows : The Lord's Day (a name
which has now conie out more prominently, and is

connected more explicitly with our Lord's resur-

rection than before) existed during these two cen-

(^auAor vorifxa koX yuuiaTLKOU npoaXa^r)^ Tr}v ev aVTuirov

Kvpt'ou ai'daTaan' So^a^wv (<S//07?7. v.).

c Trji' yap KvpiaKrju x«PM'"'T^''')? rjnepav ayojaev, Sia

Tbr avacrravTa ev avrjj, ev r/ ovSe yovara, KhCveiv ITO^Kt
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turies as a part and parcel of apostolical, and so of

Scriptural Christianity. It was never defended, for

it was never impugned, or at least only impugned

as other things received from the Apostles were.

It was never confounded with the iSabbatb, but

carefully distinguished from it (though we have

not quoted nearly all the passages by which this

point might be proved). It was not an institution

of severe Sabbatical character, but a day of joy

ixap/J'Offwr]) and cheerfulness (evcppocrwrj), rather

encouraging than forbidding relaxation. Kelig-

iously regarded, it was a day of solemn meeting for

the Holy Eucharist, for united prayer, for instruc-

tion, for almsgiving ; and though, being an institu-

tion under the law of liberty, work does not appear

to have been formally interdicted, or rest formally

enjoined, TertuUian seems to indicate that the char-

acter of the day was opposed to worldly business.

Finally, whatever analogy may be supposed to exist

between the Lord's Day and the Sabbath, in no

passage that has come down to us is the Fourth

Commandment appealed to as the ground of the

obligation to observe the Lord's Day. Ecclesias-

tical WTiters reiterate again and again, in the

strictest sense of the words, '' Let no nian therefore

judge you in respect of an holiday, or of the new
moon, or of the sabbath days" (Mtj ris vfjias Kpi-

vercc iv /xepei eoprrj^, 7) vovfXTjvias, t) aa^^iruv,
Col. ii. 10). Nor, again, is it referred to any

Sabbatical foundation anterior to the jTi'omulgation

of the Mosaic economy. On the contrary, those

before the Mosaic era are constantly assumed to

have had neither knowledge nor observance of the

Sabbath. And as little is it anywhere asserted

that the Lord's Day is merely an ecclesiastical insti-

tution, dependent on the post-apostolic Church for

its origin, and by consequence capable of being

done away, should a time ever arrive when it ap-

pears to be no longer needed.

Our design does not necessarily lead us to do

more than state facts ; but if the facts be allowed

to speak for themselves, they indicate that the

Lord's Day is a purely Christian institution, sanc-

tioned by apostolic practice, mentioned in apostolic

writings, and so possessed of whatever divine au-

thority all apostolic ordinances and doctrines (which

were not obviously temporary, or were not abro-

gated by the Apostles themselves) can be supposed

to possess.

3. But on whatever grounds " the Lord's Day "

may be supposed to rest, it is a great and indis-

putable fact that four years before the CEcumenical
Council of Nicrea, it was recognized by Constan-

tine in his celebrated edict, as " the venerable Day
of the Sun." The terms of the document are

these :
—

" hnperator Constantinus Aug. Helpidio.

'' Omnesjudicesurbanaique plebeset cunctarum ar-

tium otficiii venerabili Die Solis quiescant. Ruri tamen
positi agroruin culturaj libere licenterque inserviaut,

quoniam frequenter evenit ut nou aptius alio die fru-

" Trji/ KupiaKrji' Ka.Xov|U.e'i'i)i' rifi,ipa.v, r\v 'E^paloi,

TrpwTTji' T19S e/3So|U.d5o? bvofia^ovo'LU, 'EAA.iji'es 6e tco

HAtw avaTcddafTtv J Kal Trjv Trpb ttJ$€^5oju.7]?, erOjao^exTjcre

otKaarrjpt'toi/ /cat twi/ aAAtoi/ TTpayixdrutv a"xoA>jj' ayav
Trairas, Kai ef evx<ii? Kal Acrai; to &eiou OfpaneveiU'

eri^a fie ttji/ KvpiaK-qu, (is iv TauTrj toO XpicrroO aua-
(TTaiTOs eK vekpojv ttji' 5e erepav^ (bs ev avTjj (Travpco-

SeVros (Son. Ecd. Hist. i. c. 8). But on this passage

Suicer observes very truly, " Non dicit a Coustantino
appellatam Kvptaic^i', sed jam ante sic Tocatam feria-
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menta sulcis aut vineai scrobibus mandentur, ue oc-

casioue momenti pereat commoditas coelesti provisione
concessa.'' — Dat. Non. Mart. Crispo II. et Constan-
tino II. Coss.

Some have endeavored to explain away this doc-

ument by alleging — ls{^, that " Solis Dies " is not
ilie Christian name of the Lord's Day, and that

Constantino did not therelbre intend to acknowl-
edge it as a Christian institution.

2d. That, before his conversion, Constantine had,

professed himself to be especially under the guard-
ianship of the sun, and that, at the very best, he
intended to make a religious compromise between

sun-worshippers, properly so-called, and the wor-
shippers of the " Sun of liighteousness," i. t.

Christians.

3d. That Constantine's edict was purely a kalen-

darial one, and intended to reduce the number of

public holidays, "Dies Nefasti," or " Feriati,"

which had, so long ago as the date of the " Actiones
Verrin*," become a serious impediment to the

transaction of business. And that this was to be
effected by choosing a day which, while it would
be accepted by the Paganism then in fashion, would
of course be agreeable to the Christians.

4th. That Constantine then instituted Sunday
for the first time as a rehgious day for Christians.

The fourth of these statements is absolutely re-

futed, both by the quotations made above from
writers of the second and third centuries, and by
the terms of the edict itself. It is evident that

Constantine, accepting as facts the existence of

the " Solis Dies," and the reverence paid to it by
some one or other, does nothing more than make
that reverence practically universal. It is " vener-

abilis " already. And it is probable that this most
natural interpretation would never have been dis-

turbed, had not Sozomen asserted, without warrant,

from either the Justinian or the Theodosian Code,

that Constantine did for the sixth day of the weqk
what the codes assert he did for the first."

The three other statements concern themselves

rather with what Constantine meant than with

what he did. But with such considerations we
have little or nothing to do. He may ha\e pur-

posely selected an ambiguous appellation. lie may
have been only half a Christian, wavering between

allegiance to Christ and allegiance to Mithras. He
may have affected a religious syncretism. He may
have wished his people to adopt such syncretism.

He may have feared to offend the Pagans. He may
have hesitated to avow too openly his inward lean-

ings to Christianity. He may have considered that

community of religious days might lead by and by
to community of religious thought and feeling.

And he may have had in view the rectification of

the calendar. But all this is nothing to the pur

pose. It is a fact, that in the year a. d. .321, in a

public edict, wliich was to apply to Christians as

well as to Pagans, he put especial honor upon a

day already honored by the former— judiciously

calling it by a name which Christians had long

tam esse decrevit. " There is a passage also iu Euse-

bius ( Vit. Const, iv. 18), which appears to assort the

same thing of Saturday. It is, however, manifestly

corrupt, and can scarcely be translated at all, except

by the employment of an emendation ; while, if we do

thus emend it, it will speak of Friday, as Sozomen
does, and not of Saturday ; and, what is more to our
purpose, to whichever of those days it does refer, vrhat

is said in it concerning -q KvpiaKi/j will fall tindei

Suicer's remark.
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employed without scruple, and to which, as it was

in ordinary use, the Pagans could scarcely object.

What he did for it was to insist that worMly

Dusiness, whether by the functionaries of the law

or by pri\ate citizens, should be intermitted during

its continuance. An exception indeed was made
in favor of the rural districts, avowedly I'rom the

necessity of the case, covertly perhaps to prevent

those districts, where Paganism (as the word Pagus

would intimate) still prevailed extensively, from

feeling aggrieved by a sudden and stringent change.

It need only be added here, that the readiness with

which Christians acquiesced in the interdiction of

business on the Lord's Day affords no small pre-

sumption that they had long considered it to be a

day of rest, and that, so far as circumstances ad-

mitted, they had made it so long before.

Were any other testimony wanting to the exist-

ence of Sunday as a day of Christian worship at

this period, it might be supplied by the Council

of Nica;a, A. D. 325. The Fathers there and then

assembled make no doubt of the obligation of that

day— do not ordain it— do not defend it. Tliey

assume it as an existing fact, and only notice it

incidentally in order to regulate an indifferent

matter, the posture of Christian worshippers upon

it.«

Richard Baxter has well summed up the history

of the Lord's Day at this point, and his words may
not unaptly be inserted here :

" That the first

Christian emperor, finding all Christians unanimous

in the possession of the day, should make a law (as

our kings do) for the due observing of it, and that

the first Christian council should establish uni-

formity in the very gesture of worship on that day,

are strong confirmations of the matter of fact, that

the churches unanimously agreed in the holy use

of it, as a sepnratvd day ei-en from and in the

Apostles' days " (Kichard Baxter, On the Divine

Appointment of the Lord's Day, p. 41, 1671).

Here we conclude our inquiry. If patristical or

ecclesiastical ground has been touched upon, it has

been only so far as appeared necessary for the eluci-

dation of the Scripture phrase, /; KvpiaK^^i 'Hfxepa-

What became of the Sabbath after Christianity was

fairly planted ; what Christ said of it in the Gospels,

and how his words are to be interpreted ; what the

Apostles said of that day, and how they treated it;

what the early ecclesiastical writers held respecting

it ; and in what sense " There remaineth a sab-

balismus ((Ta00aTiafj.6s, A. V. "rest") to the

people of God" (Heb. iv. 9): these are questions

which fall rather under the head of Sabbath than

under that of " Lord's Day." And- as no debate

arose in apostolic or in primitive times respecting

the relation, by descent, of the Lord's Day to the

Mosaic Sabbath, or to any Sabbatical institution

of assumed higher antiquity, none need be raised

here. [See Sabbath.]
The whole subject of the Lord's Day, including

its "origin, history, and present obligation," is
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treated of by the writer of this article in the

Bampton Lecture for 1860. J. A. H.

LORD'S SUPPER {KvptaKhv SeTnuov :

Ccena Dominica). The words which thus describe

the great central act of the worship of the Christian

Church occur but in one single passage of the N. T.

(1 Cor. xi. 20).'' Of the fact which lies under the

name we have several notices, and from these, in-

cidental and fragmentary as they are, it is possible

to form a tolerably distinct picture. To examine^

these notices in their relation to the life of the

Christian society in the first stages of its growth',

and so to learn what " the Supper of the Lord "

actually was, will be the object of this article. It

would be foreign to its purpose to trace the history

of the stately liturgies which grew up out of it in

the 2d and .3d centuries, except so far as they

supply or suggest evidence as to the customs of the

earlier period, or to touch upon the many contro-

versies which then, or at a later age, have clustered

round the original institution.

I. The starting-ijoint of this inquiry is found in

the history of that night when Jesus and his dis-

ciijles met together to eat the Passover (Jlatt. xxvi.

I'J; Mark xiv. 16; Luke xxii. 13). The manner
in which the Paschal feast was kept liy the Jews

of that period diff'ered in many details from that

originally ]n-escribed by the rules of Ex. xii. The
multitudes that came up to Jerusalem, met, as they

could find accommodation, family by family, or in

groups of friends, with one of their number as the

celebrant, or " proclaimer " of the feast. The
ceremonies of the feast took place in the following

order (Lightfoot, Temple Service, xiii. ; ]\Ieyer,

Comm. in Mait. xxvi. 26). (1.) The members of

the company that were joined for this purpose met
in the evening and reclined on couches, this position

being now as much a matter of rule as standing

had been originally (comp. Matt. xxvi. 20, dj/e/cefTo;

Luke xxii. 14; and John xiii. 23, 25). The head

of the household, or celebrant, began by a form of

blessing " for the day and for the wine," pro-

nounced over a cup, of which he and the others then

drank. The wine was, according to rabbinic tra-

ditions, to be mixed with water; not for any

mysterious reason, but because that was regarded

as the best way of using the best wine (comp. 2

Mace. XV. 39). (2.) All who were present then

washed their hands; this also having a special

benediction. (3.) The table was then set out with

the paschal lamb, unleavened bread, bitter herbs,

and the dish known as Charoseth (nOnn),

a sauce made of dates, figs, raisins, and vinegar,

and designed to commemorate the mortar of their

bondage in Egypt (Buxtorf, Lex. Rabb. 831).

(4.) The celebrant first, and then the others, dipped

a portion of the bitter herbs into the Charoseth

and ate them. (5.) The dishes were then removed,

and a cup of wine again Ijrought. Then followed

an interval which was allowed theoretically for the

1

KaX iv Tats ttJs ITci'TrjKoa'Trjs i^fjicpacs, virip toO iroii'Ta iv

nacrrj irapoiKia 6/iiO(.'a>s fjiv\aTT€a'dai, eoTwras eSoiie rfj

i.yia crvvo&w Tos eu;jas aTToSiSovat Tip ©ew {Cone. Nic

Can. 20).

ft Maldonatus {Comm. on Malt. xxvi. 26) is bold

enough to deny that the " Lord's Supper " of 1 Cor.

xi. 20 is the .same as the " Eucharistia ' of the later

Church, and identifies it with the meal that followed.

The phraseology to which we are accustomed is to him

only an example of the " ridicula Calvinistarum et

Lutheranorum inscitia," innovating on the received

language of the Church. The keen detector of heresy,

however, is in this instance at variance not only with

the consensus of the chief fathers of the ancient Church

(comp. Suicer, Tlies. s. v. SeiTri/ov), but with the au-

thoritative teaching of his own {Catechism Trident.

c. iv. qu. 5).
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questions that might be asked by children or

proselytes, who were astonished at such a strange

beginning of a feast, and the cup was passed round

and drunk at the close of it. (6.) The dishes being

brought on again, the celebrant repeated the com-

memorative words which opened what was strictly

the paschal supper, and pronounced a solemn

thanksgiving, followed by Ps. cxiii. and cxiv.«

(7.) Then came a second washing of the hands,

with a short form of blessing as before, and the

celebrant broke one of the two loaves or cakes of

unleavened bread, and gave thanks over it. All

then took portions of the bread and dipped them,

together with the bitter herbs, into the Charoseth,

and so ate them. (8.) After this they ate the flesh

of the paschal lamb, with bread, etc., as they liked

;

and after another blessing, a third cup, known

especially as the "cup of blessing," was handed

round. (9.) This was succeeded by a fourth cup,

and the recital of Ps. cxv.-cxviii. followed by a

prayer, and this was accordingly known as the cup

of the Hallel, or of the Song. (10.) There might

be, in conclusion, a fifth cup, provided that the

"great Hallel "' (possibly Psalms cxx.-cxxxvii.)

was sung over it.

Comparing the ritual thus gathered from Rab-

binic writers with the N. T., and assuming (1) that

it represents substantially the common practice of

our Lord's time; and (2) that the meal of which

He and his disciples partook, was either the Pass-

over itself, or an anticipation of it,'' conducted

according to the same rules, we are able to point,

though not with absolute certainty, to the points

of departure which the old practice presented for

the institution of the new. To (1) or (3), or even

to (8), we may refer the first words and the first

distribution of the cup (Luke xxii. 17, 18); to (2)

or (7), the dipping of the sop {\^/oi/j.iov) of John

xiii. 2G; to (7), or to an interval during or after

(8), the distribution of the bread (Matt. xxvi. 2G;

Mark xiv. 22; Luke xxii. 19; 1 Cor. xi. 2'-i, 24);

to (9) or (10) (" aftei- supper," Luke xxii. 20), the

thanksgiving, and distribution of the cup, and the

hymn with which the whole was ended. It will be

noticed that, according to this order of succession,

the question whether -Judas partook of what, in the

language of a later age, would be called the conse-

crated elements, is most probably to be answered

in the negative.

The narratives of the Gospels show how strongly

the disciples were impressed with the words which

had given a new meaning to the old fiimiliar acts.

They leave unnoticed all the ceremonies of the

Passover, except those which had thus been trans-

ferred to the Christian Church and perpetuated in

it. Old things were passing away, and all things

becoming new. They had looked on the bread and

the wine as memorials of the deliverance from

Egypt. They were now told to partake of theiii
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" in remembrance " of their Master and Lord.

The festival had been annual. No rule was given

as to the time and frequency of the new feast that

thus supervened on the old, but the command
" Do this as oft as ye drink it " (1 Cor. xi. 25),

suggested the more continual recurrence of that

which was to be their memorial of one whom they

would wish never to forget. The words, " This is

my body," gave to the unleavened bread a new
character. They had been prepared for language

that would otherwise have been so startling, by the

teaching of John (vi. 32-58), and they were thus

taught to see in the bread that was broken the

witness of the closest possible union and incorpora-

tion with their Lord. The cup which was " the

new testament " (Sio^Vl) " i" ^''^ blood," would

remind them, in like manner, of the wonderful

prophecy in which that new covenant had been

foretold (Jer. xxxi. 31-34) of which the crowning

glory was in the promise, " I will forgive their

iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more.'*

His blood shed, as He told them, "for them and

for many," for that remission of sins wiiich He had

been proclaiming throughout his \vhole ministry,

was to be to the new covenant what the blood of

sprinkling had been to that of Moses (Ex. xxiv. 8).

It is possible that there may have been yet another

thought connected with these symbolic acts. The

funeral customs of the Jews involved, at or after

the burial, the administration to the mourners of

bread (comp. Jer. xvi. 7, " neither shall they break

bread for them in mourning," in marginal reading

of A. V. ; Ewald and Hitzig, ad kic. ; Ez. xxiv. 17

;

Hos. ix. 4; Tob. iv. 17), and of wine, known, when

thus given, as " the cup of consolation." May not

the bread and the wine of the Last Supper have

had something of that character, prepai'ing the

minds of Christ's disciples for his dejjarture by

treating it as already accomplished ? They were

to think of his body as already anointed for the

burial (Matt. xxvi. 12; Mark xiv. 8; John xii. 7),

of his body as already given up to death, of his

blood as already shed. The passover-meal was also,

little as they might dream of it, a funeral-feast.

The bread and the wine were to be pledges of con-

solation for their sorrow, analogous to the verbal

promises of John xiv. 1, 27, xvi. 20. The word

SiadriKri might even have the twofold meaning

which is connected with it in the Epistle to the

Hebrews. .

May we not conjecture, .without leaving the

region of history for that of controversy, that the

thoughts, desires, emotions, of that horn- of divine

sorrow and communion would be such as to lead

the disciples to crave earnestly to renew them?

Would it not be natural that they should seek that

renewal in the way which their blaster had pointed

out to them'? From this time, accordingly, the

words " to break bread," appear to have had for

a It may be interesting to give the words, as showing

what kind of forms may have served as types for the

first worship of the Christian Church.

1. This is the passover, which we eat because the

Lord passed over the houses of our fathers in Egypt.

fi. These are the bitter herbs, which we eat in re-

membrance that the Egyptians made the lives of our

fathers bitter in Egypt.

3. This is the unleavened bread, which wc eat, be-

cause the dough of our fathers had not time to be

leavened before the Lord revealed himself and redeemed

them out of hand.

106

4. Therefore are we bound to give thanks, to praise,

to laud, to glorify, to extol, to honor, to praise, to

magnify him that hath done for our fathers, and for

us, all these wonders ; who hath brought us from

bondage to freedom, from sorrow to rejoicing, from

mourning to a good day, from darkne.ss to a great

light, from affliction to redemption ;
therefore must

we say before him, Hallelujah, praise ye the Lord ....

followed by Ps. cxiii. (Lightfoot, I. c).

>> This reservation is made as being a possible

alternative for explaining the ditfereuces between the

three first Gospels and St. John.
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the disciples a new significance. It may not have

assumed indeed, as yet, the character of a distinct

liturgical act; but when they met to break bread,

it was with new thoughts and hopes, and with the

memories of that evening fresh on them. It would

be natural that the Twelve should transmit the

command to others who had not been present, and

seek to lead them to the same obedience and the

same blessings. The narrative of the two disciples

to whom their Lord made himself known " in

breaking of bread" at Emmaus (Lukexxiv. 30-35)

would strengthen the belief that this was the way

to an abiding fellowship with Him.«

II. In the account given by the writer of the

Acts of the life of the first disciples at Jerusalem, a

prominent place is given to this act, and to the

phrase which indicated it. Writing, we must re-

member, with the definite associations that had

gathered round the words during the thirty years

that followed the events he records, he describes the

baptized members of the Church as continuing

steadfast in or to the teaching of the Apostles, in

lellowsbip with them and with each other,* and in

breaking of bread and in prayers (Acts ii. 42). A
few verses further on, their daily Ufe is descriljed

as ranging itself imder two heads: (1) that of

public devotion, which still belonged to them as

Jews (" continuing daily with one accord in the

Temple"); (2) that of their distinctive acts of

fellowship " breaking bread from house to house (or

"privately," Meyer), they did eat their meat in

gladness and singleness of heart, praising God, and

iia\ing favor with all the people." Taken in con-

nection with the account given in the preceding

verses of the love which made them live as having

all things common, we can scarcely doubt that this

. implies that the chief actual meal of each day was

one in which they met as brothers, and which was

either preceded or followed by the more solemn

commemorative acts of the breaking of the bread

and the drinking of the cup. It will be convenient

to anticipate the language and the thoughts of a

somewhat later date, and to say that, apparently,

they thus united every day the Agape « or feast of

Love with the celebration of the Eucharist. So

far as the former was concerned, they were repro-

ducing in the streets of Jerusalem the simple and

a The general consensus of patristic and Roman
Catholic Interpreters finds in this also a solemn cele-

bration of the Eucharist. Here, they say, are the

solemn benediction, and the technical words for the

distribution of the elements as in the original institu-

tion, and as in the later notices of the Acts. It should

be remembered, however, that the phrase " to break

bread " had been a synonym for the act of any one

presiding at a meal (comp. Jer. xvi. 7, Lam. iv. 4), and

that the rabbinic rule required a blessing whenever

three persons sat down together at it. (Comp. Mal-

donatus and Meyer, ad he.)

* The meaning of kolvuivCo. in this pass.age is prob-

ably explained by the eif^ov a-irai'Ta Koiua that follows

(comp. Meyer, ad he). The Vulg. rendering, " et

communicatione fractionis panis," originated probably

in a wish to give to the word its later liturgical sense.

c The fact is traceable to the earliest days of the

Church. The origin of the name is obscure. It occurs

in this sense only in two passages of the N. T., 2 Pet

ii. 13, Jude ver. 12 ; and there the reading (thougli sup-

ported by B and other great MSS.)is not undisputed.

The absence of any reference to it in St. Paul's mem-
orable chapter on 'AyaTrTj (1 Cor. xiii.) makes it im-

probable that iu was then and there in use. In the
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brotherly life which the Essenes were leading in

their seclusion on the shores of the Dfead Sea.f' It

would be natural that in a society consisting of

many thousand members there should be many
places of meeting. These might be rooms hired

for the purpose, or freely given by those members
of the Church who had them to dispose of. The
congregation assembling in each placp would come
to be known as "the Church" in this or that

man's house (Rom. xvi. 5, 23; 1 Cor. xvi. 19; Col.

iv. 15; Philem. ver. 2). When they met, the place

of honor would naturally be taken by one of the

Apostles, or some elder representing him. It would
belong to him to pronounce the blessing (evXoyia)
and thanksgiving {evxapicrria), with which the

meals of devout Jews always began and ended. The
materials for the meal would Ije provided out of the

common funds of the Church, or the liberality of

individual members. The bread (unless the con-

verted Jews were to think of then)selves as keeping

a perpetual passover) would be such as they habit-

ually used. The wine (probal)ly the common red

wine of Palestine, Prov. xxiii. 31) would, according

to their usual practice, be mixed with water.

Special stress would proliably be laid at first on the

office of breaking and distributing the bread, as

that which represented the fatherly relation of the

pastor to his flock, and his work as ministering to

men the word of life. But if this was to be more
than a common meal after the pattern of the

Essenes, it would be necessary to introduce words
that would show that what was done was in remem-
brance of their JMaster. At some time, before or

after « the meal of which they partook as such, the

bread and the wine would be given with some
special form of words or acts, to indicate its char-

acter. New converts would need some explanation

of the meaning and origin of the observance.

What would be so fitting and so much in harmony
with the precedents of the Paschal feast as the

narrative of what had passed on the night of its

institution (1 Cor. xi. 23-27)? With this there

would naturally be associated (as in Acts ii. 42)

prayers for themselves and others. Their gladness

would show itself in the psalms and hymns with

which they praised God (Acts ii. 46, 47 ; James
v. 13). The analogy of the Passover, the general

age after the Apostles, however, it is a currently ac-

cepted word for the meal here described (Ignat. Ep.

ad Smyrn. c. 8; TertuU. Apol. c. 39, ad Marc. c. 2;
Cyprian, Testim. ad Qiiirin. iii. 3).

'' The account given by Josephus (Bfll. Jttd. ii. 3)

deserves to be studied, both as coming from an eye-

witness (Vita, c. 2), and as showing a type of hoUness

which could hardly have been unknown to the first

Chiistian disciples. The description of the meals of

the Essenes might almost pass for that of an Agape.
" They wash themselves with pure water, and go to

their refectory as to a holy place (t6>cvos), and sit

down calmly The priest begins with a prayer

over the food, and it is unlawful for any one to taste

of it before the prayer." This is the early meal. The

SeiTTi-ov is in the same order (comp. Pliny, Ep. ad

Traj.).

c Examples of both are found in the history of the

early Church ; 1 Cor. xi. is an example of the Agape

coming before the Eucharist. The order of the two

words in Ignat. Epist. ad Smyn. c. 4 implies priority.

The practice continvied in some parts of Egypt even to

the time of Sozomen (Hist. Eccl. vii. c, 19), and the

rule of the Council of Carthage (can. xli.) forbidding

it implies that it had beeu customary.
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feeling of the Jews, and the practice of the Essenes

may possibly have suggested ablutions, partial or

entire, as a preparation for the feast (Heb. x. 22;

John xiii. 1-15; conip. TertuU. de Oral. c. xi.;

and for the later practice of the Church, August.

Serin, ccxliv.). At some point in the feast tliose

who were present, men and women sitting apart,

would rise to salute each otlier with the " lioly

kiss" (1 Cor. xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xiii. 12; Clem. Alex.

Pceda<jog. iii. c. 11 ; TertuU. de Oral. c. 14; Just.

M. ApoL ii.). Of the stages in the growth of the

new worship we liave, it is true, no direct evidence,

but these conjectures from antecedent likeliliood are

confirmed by the I'act that this order appears as the

common element of all later liturgies.

The next traces that meet us are in 1 Cor., and

the fact that we find them is in itself significant.

The commemorative feast has not been confined to

the personal disciples of Christ, or the Jewish con-

verts whom they gathered round them at Jeru-

salem. It has been the law of the Church's expan-

sion that this should form part of its life every-

where. Wherever the Apostles or their delegates

have gone, they have taken this with them. The

language of St. Paul, we must rementber, is not

that of a man who is setting forth a new truth,

but of one who appeals to thoughts, words, phrases

that are familiar to his readers, and we find accord-

ingly evidence of a received liturgical terminology.

The title of the " cup of blessing " (1 Cor. x. 10),

Hebrew in its origin and form (see above), has been

imported into the Greek Church. The synonym

of "the cup of the Lord " (1 Cor. x. 21) distin-

guishes it from the other cups that .belonged to the

Agapfe. The word "fellowship" {Kotvwvia) is

passing by degrees into the special signification of

" Communion." The Apostle refers to his own office

as breaking the bread and blessing the cup (1 Cor.

X. 16).'' The table on whicli the bread was placed

was the Lord's Table, and that title was to the

Jew not, as later controversies have made it, the

antithesis of altar {@ucnaffT7]pi.ov), but as nearly

as possible a synonym (Mai. i. 7, 12; Ez. xli. 22).

But the practice of the Agape, as well as the ob-

servance of the commemorative feast, had been

transferred to Corinth, and this called for a special

notice. Evils had sprung up whicli had to be

checked at once. The meeting of friends for a

social meal, to which all contributed, was a suffi-

ciently familiar practice in the common life of

Greeks of this period; and these club-feasts were

associated with plans of mutual relief or charity to

the poor (comp. Smith's Dictionary of Antiquities,

s. v. '''E.pavoi)- The Agape of the new society

would seem to them to be such a feast, and hence

came a disorder that altogether frustrated the oVyect

of the Church in instituting it. Richer members

came, bringing their supper with them, or appro-
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priating what belonged to the common stock, and

sat down to consume it without waiting till others

were assembled and the presiding elder had taken

his place. The poor were put to shame, and de-

frauded of their share in the feast. Each was

thinking of his own sunner, not of that to which

we now find attached tue distinguishing title of

" the Lord's Supper." '' And when the time for

that came, one was hungry enough to be looking

to it with physical not spiritual craving, another

so overpowered with wine as to be incapable of receiv-

ing it with any reverence. It is quite conceivable

that a life of excess and excitement, of overwrought

emotion and unrestrained indulgence, such as this

epistle brings before us, may have proved destructive

to the physical as well as the moral health of those

who were attected by it, and so the sicknesses and

the deaths of which St. Paul speaks (1 Cor. xi. 30)

as the consequences of tliis disorder may have been

so, not by supernatural infliction, but by tlie work-

ing of tliose general laws of the divine government,

which make the punishment the traceable conse-

quence of the sin. In any case, what the Corin-

thians needed was, to be taught to come to the

Lord's table with greater reverence, to distinguish

(Sio/cpiVeii/) the Lord's body from their common
food. Unless they did so, they would bring upon

themselves condemnation. What was to be the

remedy for this terrible and growing evil he does

not state explicitly. He reserves formal regulations

for a later personal visit. In the mean time he gives

a rule which would make the union of the Agape

and the Lord's Supper possible without the risk of

profanation. They were not to come even to the

former with the keen edge of appetite. They were

to wait till all were met, instead of scrambling

tumultuously to help themselves (1 Cor. xi. 33,

31). In one point, however, the custom of the

Church of CorintJi diftered apparently from that

of Jerusalem. The meeting for the Lord's Supper

was no longer daily (1 Cor. xi. 20, 33). The
directions given in 1 Cor. xvi. 2, suggest the

constitution of a celebration on the first day of

the week (comp. Just. Mart. ApoL i. 67 ; Pliny,

Ep. ad Traj.). The meeting at Troas is on the

same day (Acts xx. 7).

The tendency of this language, and therefore

probably of the order subsequently established, was

to separate what had hitherto been united."^ ^Ve

stand as it were at the dividing point of the liistory

of the two institutions, and henceforth each takes its

own course. One, as belonging to a transient phase

of the Christian life, and varying in its effects with

changes in national character or forms of civiliza-

tion, passes through many stages '' — becomes more

and more a merely local custom— is found to be

productive of evil rather than of good— is dis-

couraged lay bishops and forbidden by councils—

a The plural KAw^iei' has been understood as imply-

ing that the congregation took part in the act of

breaking (Stanley, Corinthians
;
anil Estius, ad loc).

It may be questioned, however, whether this is suffi-

cient ground lor an interpretation for which there is

no support either in the analogous custom of the Jews

or in the traditions of the Church. The evKoyoiy-ev

,

which stands parallel to KA.w/ixei', can hardly be referred

to the whole body of partakers. When the act is

described historically, the singular is always used

(Acts XX. 11, xxvii. 35). TertuIUan, in the p,as.sage to

tyhich Prof. Stanley refers, speaks of the other practice

(" nee de aliorum quam prwsidentium manibus," de

Cor. Mil. c. 3) as an old tradition, not as a change.
b The word Kupiaxos appears to have been coined for

the purpose of expressing tlic new thought.
c It Ijas been ingeniously contended that the change

from evening to morning was the direct result of St.

Paul's interposition {Christian Remembrancer, art. on
" Evening Communions," July, 1860).

d That presented by the Council of Oangra (can. xi.)

is noticeable as an attempt to preserve the primitive

custom of an Agape in church against the assaults of

a false asceticism
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and finally dies out." Traces of it linger in some I

of the traditional practices of the ^Vesteru Church.''

There have been attempts to revive it among the

Moravians and other religious communities. The
other also has it changes. The morning celebration

takes the place of the evening. New names—
Eucharist, Sacrifice, Altar, Mass, Holy Mysteries—
gather round it. New epithets and new ceremonies

express the growing reverence of the people. The
mode of celebration at the high altar of a basilica

in the 4th century differs so widely from the cir-

cumstances of the original institution, that a care-

less eye would have found it hard to recognize their

identity. Speculations, controversies, superstitions

crystallize round this as their nucleus. Great dis-

ruptions and changes threaten to destroy the life

and unity of the Church. Still, through all the

changes, the Supper of the Lord vindicates its claim

to universality, and bears a permanent witness of

the truths with which it was associated.

In Acts XX. 11 we have an example of the way
in which the transition may have been efl'ected.

The disciples at Troas meet together to break bread.

The hour is not definitely stated, but the fact that

St. Paul's discourse was protracted till past mid-

night, and the mention of the many lamps, indicate

a later time than that commonly fixed for the Greek

Selnvov. If we are not to suppose a scene at

variance with St. Paul's rule in 1 Cor. xi. -H. they

must have had each his own supper before they as-

sembled. Then came the teaching and the prayers,

and then, towards early dawn, the breaking of bread,

which constituted the Lord's Supper, and for whicli

they were gathered together. If this midnight

meeting may be taken as indicating a common prac-

tice, originating in reverence for an ordinance which

Christ had enjoined, we can easily understand how
the next step would be (as circumstances rendered

the midnight gatherings unnecessary or inexpedient)

to transfer the celebration of the Eucharist perma-

nently to the morning hour, to which it had grad-

ually been approximating.c Here also in later

times there were traces of the original custom.

Even when a later celebration was looked on as at

variance with the general custom of the Church
(Sozomen, supra), it was recognized as legitimate

to hold an evening communion, as a special com-

memoration of the original institution, on the

Thursday before Piaster (.August. Up. p. 118; ad

Jan. c. 5-7); and again on Easter-eve, the celebra-

tion in the latter case probably taking place " very

early in the morning while it was yet dark" (Tertull.

ad Uxor. ii. c. 4).

The recurrence of the same hturgical words in

Acts xxvii. 35 makes it probable, though not cer-

tain, that the food of which St. Paul thus partook

LOT
was intended to have, for himself and his Christian

companions, the character at once of the Agape
and the Eucharist. The heathen soldiers and
sailors, it may be noticed, are said to have followed

his example, not to have partaken of the bread

which he had broken. If we adopt this explana-

tion, we have in this narrative another example of

a celebration in the early hours between midnight

and dawn (comp. vv. 27, 39), at the same time, i. e.,

as we have met with in the meeting at Troas.

All the distinct references to the Lord's Supper
which occur within the limits of the N. T. have,

it is believed, been noticed. To find, as a recent

writer has done {Christian Hemembrancer for
April, 1860), quotations from the Liturgy of the

Eastern Church in the Pauline Epistles, involves

(ingeniously as the hypothesis is supported) assump-
tions too many and too bold to justify our accept-

ance of it.'' Extending the inquiry, however, to

the times as well as the writings of the N. T., we
find reason to believe that we can trace in the later

worship of the Church some fragments of that

which belonged to it i'rom the beginning. The
agreement of the four great families of liturgies

implies the substratum of a common order. To
that order may well have belonged the Hebrew
words Hallelujah, Amen, Hosanna, Lord of Sa-

baoth; the salutations " Peace to all," " Peace to

thee; " the Sursum Corda (&va) crx^fxev tos kod-

5i'as), the Trisagion, the Kyrie Eleison. M'e are

justified in looking at these as having been portions

of a liturgy that was really primitive; guarded from

change with the tenacity with which tlie Christians

of the second -century clung to the traditions (the

Kapa^6<Tiis of 2 Thess. ii. 15, iii. 6) of the first,

forming part of the great deposit {irapaKaraeriKrj)

of faith and worship which they had received from

the Apostles and have transmitted to later ages

(comp. Bingham, Jiccks. Aniiq. b. xv. c. 7;
Augusti, i'liristl. Archciol. b. viii.; Stanley on 1

Cor. X. and xi.). E. H. P.

LO-RU'HAMAH (HttriT 8^ : o^k

ri\eriiJievri'- a^vjue miscricordia), i. e. "the un-
corapassionated,'' the name of the daughter of

llosea the prophet, given to denote the utterly

ruined and hopeless condition of the kingdom of

Israel, on whom Jehovah would no more have

mercy (Hos. i. 6, 8).

LOT (12^7 [a coverivg, Teir\ : Awr ; Joseph.

AaJTos, and so Veneto-Greek Vers. : JM), the son

of Haran, and therefore the nephew of Abraham
(Gen. xi. 27, 31). His sisters were Mii.cAii the

wife of Nahor, and Iscah, by some identified with

Sarah. The following genealogy exhibits the family

relations :
—

1

« The history of the Agapae, in their connection with

the life of the Church, is full of interest, but would
be out of place here. An outline of it may be found
in Augusti, Christl. Arc/idol. iii. 704-711.

b The practice of distributing bread, which has been
blessed but not consecrated, to the congregation gen-

erally (children included), at the greater festivals of

the Church, presents a vestige, or at least an analogue,

rf the old Agape. Liturgical writers refer it to the

period (a. d. 158-385) when the earlier practice was
falling into disuse, and this taking its place as the

expression of the same feeling. The bread thus dis-

tributed is known in the Eastern Church as evAoyi'a,

in the Western as the pnnis benedictus, the '' pain

bi^ni " of the modern French Church. The pi-actice

is still common in France and other parts of Europe.

(Comp. Moroni, Dizionar. Eccles.; Pascal, Liturg.

Cat/wL, in Migne's Encyc. T/icuL, s. v. "Eulogie."')

c Comp. the "antelucanis ccetibus " of Tertull. (rfe

Cor. Mil. c. 3). The amalgamation in the ritual of the

monastic orders, of the Nocturns, and Matin-Liiuds,

into the single office of Matins, presents au instance

of an analogous transition (Palmer, Orig. Liturg. i.

20^).

d 1 Cor. ii. 9, compared with the recurrence of the

same words in the Liturgy with an antecedent to the

relative which appears in the epistle without one, is

the passage on which most stress is laid. 1 Pet. ii. 16,

and Eph. v. 14, are adduced as further instances.
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Haran died beforg the emigration of Terah and his

family from Ur of the Clialdees (ver. 28), and Lot

was therefore born there. He removed with the

rest of his kindred to Charan, and again subse-

quently with Abram and Sarai to . Canaan (xii.

4, 5). With them he took refuge in Egypt from

a famine, and with them returned, first to the

" South " (xiii. 1), and then to their original settle-

ment between Bethel and Ai (vv. 3, 4), where

Abram had built his first altar (xiii. 4; comp. xii.

7), and invoked on it the name of Jehovah. But
the pastures of the hills of Betliel, which had witli

ease contained the two strangers on their first

arrival, were not able any longer to bear them, so

much had their possessions of sheep, goats, and
cattle increiised since that time. It was not any
disagreement between Abram and Lot —• their rela-

tions continued good to the last; but between the

slaves who tended their countless herds disputes

arose, and a parting was necessary. The exact

equality with wliich Abram treats Lot is very re-

markable. It is as if they were really, according

to the very ancient idiom of these records (Ewald

on Gen. xxxi.), "brethren," instead of uncle and

nephew. From some one of the round swelling

hiUs which surround Bethel — from none more
likely than that which stands immediately on its

east [Bkthel, vol. i.] — the two Hebrews looked

over the comparatively empty laud, in the direction

of Sodom, (iomnrrah, and Zoar (xiii. 10). "The
occasion was to tlie two lords of Palestine— then

almost ' free before them where to choose ' — what
in Grecian legends is i-e[,fesented under the figure

of the Choice of Hercules ; in the fables of Islam

under the story of the Prophet turning back from
Damascus." And Ixjt lifted up his eyes towards

the left, and beheld all tlie precinct of the Jordan

that it was well watered everywhere; like a garden

of Jehovah; like that unutterably green and fertile

land of Egypt he had only lately quitted. Even
from that distance, through the clear air of Pales

tine, can be distinctly discovered the long and thick

masses of vegetation which fringe the numerous
streams that descend from the hills on either side,

to meet the central stream in its tropical depths.

And what it now is immediately opposite Bethel,

such it seems then to have lieen " even to Zoar,"

to the farthest extren)ity of the sea which now
covers the " valley of the fields''" — the fields of

Sodom and Gomorrah. " No crust of salt, no vol-

canic convulsions, had as yet blasted its verdure, or

alarmed the secure civilization of the early Phoeni-

« Terah's sons are giveu above in the order in

which they occur ia the record (Geu. xi. 27-32). But
the facts that Nalior and Isaac (and if Iscah be Sarai,

Abram also) married wives not of their own generation,

but of the next below them, and that Abram and Lot
(ravel together and behave as if exactly on equal

cian settlements which had struck root in its fertile

depths." It was exactly the prospect to tempt a

man who had no fixed purpose of his own, wiio had

not like Abram obeyed a stern inward call of duty.

So Lot left his uncle on the barren hills of Bethel,

and he " chose all the precinct of the .lordan, and

journeyed east," down the ravines which give access

to the Jordan Valley ; and then when he reached it

turned again southward and advanced as far as

Sodom (11, 12). Here he "pitched his tent," for

he was still a nomad. But his nomad life was

virtually at an end. He was now to relinquish the

freedom and independence of the simple life of the

tent— a mode of life destined to be one of the great

methods of educating the descendants of Abram—
and encounter the corruptions which seem always

to have attended the life of cities in the East—
" the men of Sodom were wicked, and sinners be-

fore Jehovah exceedingly."

2. The next occurrence in the life of Lot is his

capture by»the four kings of the East, and his

rescue by Abram (Gen. xiv.). Whatever may be

the age of this chapter in relation to those before

and after it, there is no doubt that as far as the

history of Lot is concerned, it is in its right posi-

tion in the naiTative. The events which it nar-

rates must have occurred after those of ch. xiii.,

and before those of xviii. and xix. Abram has

moved further south, and is living under the oaks

of jNIann-e the Amorite, where he remained till the

destruction of Sodom. There is little in it which

calls for remark here. The term " brother " is

once used (ver. 16) for Lot's relation to Abram
(but comp. ver. 12, "brother's son "); and a word

is employed for the possessions of Lot (ver. 11,

A. V. "goods"), which, from its being elsewhere

in these early records (xlvi. 6; Num. xxxv. :i) dis-

tinguished from "cattle," and employed specially

for the spoil of Sodom and CJomorrah, may perhaps

denote that Ix)t had exchanged the wealth of his

pastoral condition for other possessions more pecu-

liar to his new abode. Women are also named
(ver. 10), though these may belong to the people

of Sodom.
3. The last scene preserved to us in the history

of lx)t is too well known to need repetition. He is

still living in Sodom (Gen. xix.). Some years have

passed, for he is a well-known resident in the town,

with wife, sons, and daughters, married and mar-

riageable. But in the midst of the licentious cor-

ruption of Sodom— the eating and drinking, the

buying and selling, the planting and building (Luke

terms, seem to show that llaran was the eldest of

Terah's three descendants, and Abram the youngest.

It would be a parallel to the case of Sheni, Ham, and
Japhet, where .Japliet was really the eldest, though

enumerated last. [Abraham, vol. i. p. 13, note d.]

b " Valley of Siddim "— Siddim = fli-ld.s
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xvii. 28), and of the darker evils exposed in the

ancient narrative— he still preserves some of the

delightful characteristics of his wandering life, his

fervent and chivalrous hospitality (xix. 2, 8), the

unleavened bread of the tent of the wilderness (ver.

3), tlie water for the feet of the wayfarers (ver. 2),

affording his guests a reception identical with that

which they had experienced that very morning in

Abraham's tent on tlie heights of Hebron (comp.

xviii. 3, 6). It is this hospitality which receives

the commendation of the author of the Epistle to

the Hebrews in words which have passed into a

familiar proverb, " be not forgetful to entertain

strangers, for thereby some have entertained angels "

unawares " (HeC. xiii. 2). On the other hand, it

is his deliverance from the guilty and condemned
city— the one just '' man in that mob of sensual

lawless wretches— which points the allusion of St.

Peter, to " the godly delivered out of temptations,

the unjust reserved unto the day of judgment to be

punished, an ensample to those that after should

live ungodly" (2 Pet. ii. 6-9). Where Zoak was

situated, in which he found a temporary refuge

during the destruction of the other cities of the

plain, we do not know with absolute certainty. If,

as is most probable, it was at the mouth of Wady
Ktrak (Rob. ii. 188, 517), then by " the mountain "

is meant the very elevated ground east of the Dead

Sea. If with De Saulcy we place it in es-Zouara,

on the precipitous descent from Hebron, " the

mountain " was the high ground of Judah. Either

would aftbrd caves for his subsequent dwelling

The former situation— on the eastern side of the

Dead Sea, has in its favor the fact that it is in

accordance with the position subsequently occupied

by the Ammonites and Jloabites. But this will

be best examined under Zoar.
The end of Lot's wife <^ is commonly treated as

one of the "difficulties" of the Bible. But it

surely need not be so. It cannot be necessary, as

some have done, to create the details of the story

where none are given— to describe "the unhappy
woman struck dead" — "a blackened corpse—
smothered and stiffened as she stood, and fixed for

the time to the soil by saline or bituminous in-

crustations— like a pLUar of salt." On these points

the record is silent. Its words are simply these:

" His wife looked back from behind him,'^' and

became a pillar of salt;" — words which neither

in themselves nor in their position in the narrative

afford any warrant for such speculations. In fact,

when taken with what has gone before, they con-

tradict them, for it seems plain, from vv. 22, 23,

that the work of destruction by fire did not com-
mence till after Lot had entered Zoar. But this,

like the rest of her fate, is left in mystery.«

The value and the significance of the story to ns
are contained in the allusion of Christ (Luke xvii.

32): "In that day he that is in the field let him
not return back: remember Lot's wife," who did.

" Whosoever shall seek to save his life shall lose it."

It will be observed that there is no attempt in the

narrative to invest the circumstance with perma-
nence ; no statement — as in the case of the pillar

erected over Rachel's grave (xxxv. 20)— that it

was to be seen at the time of the compilation of the

history. And in this we surely have a remarkable

instance of that sobriety which characterizes the

statements of Scripture, even where the events nar-

rated are most out of the ordinary course.

Later ages have not been satisfied so to leave the

matter, but have insisted on identifying the " pil-

lar " with some one of the fleeting forms which the

perishable rock of the south end of the Dead Sea is

constantly assuming in its process of decomposition

and liquefaction (Anderson's Off'. Nart: pp. 180,

181). The first allusion of this kind is perhaps that

in Wisd. x. 7, where " a standing pillar of salt, the

monument {/xvri/iie7ov) of an unbelieving soul," is

mentioned with the " waste land that smoketh,"

and the "plants bearing fruit that never come to

ripeness," as remaining to that day, a testimony to

the wickedness of Sodom. Josephus also (Ant. i.

11, § 4) says that he had seen it, and that it was
then remaining. So too do Clemens Romanus and
Irena3us (quoted by Kitto, Cycl. "Lot")^ So
does Benjamin of Tudela, whose account is more
than usually circumstantial (ed. Asher, i. 72).

3

And so doubtless have travellers in every age—
they certainly have in our own times. See Maund-
rell, March 30; L)'nch, Report, p. 15; and Ander-

son's Off. Narrative, 181, where an account is

given of a piUar or spur standing out detached from

the general mass of the Jebel Usdum, about 40 feet

in height, and which was recognized by the sailors

of the expedition as " Lot's wife."

The story of the origin of the nations of Moab
and Ammon from the incestuous intercourse be-

tween Lot and his two daughteis, with which his

history abruptly concludes, has been often treated

as if it were a Hebrew legend which owed its origin

to the bitter hatred existing from the earliest to the

latest times between the "Children of Lot " and

the Children of Israel.'' The horrible nature of the

transaction — not the result of impulse or passion,

but a plan calculated and carried out, and that not

a The story of Baucis and Philemon, who unwit-
tingly entertained Jupiter and Mercury (see Diet, of
Biography, etc.), has been often compared with this.

b AiKaio?, possibly referring to Gen. xviii. 23-33,

where the LXX. employ this word throughout. The
rabbinical tradition is that he was actually ' judge "

of Sodom, and sate in the gate in that capacity. (See

quotations in Otho, Lex. Rabb. "Loth," and " Sod-

omah.")
c In the Jewish traditions her name is Edith —

rr^T^l^. One of the daughters was called Plutith —

n"^l2l 72. See I'abricius, Cod. Pseudep. V. T. i. 431.

d LXX., eis Toi oTTicro) ; comp. Luke ix. 62, Phil. iii.

13.

e * A very rational explanation may be that the wife

of Lot, as she lingered on the way in her reluctance to

leave Sodom, was overtaken by the storm, and, hke

the victims of many a similar catastrophe, was suffo-

cated by the sulphurous smoke or killed by lightning.

The body would lie where it fell, and in such a region

would soon be incrustcd with salt. Blocks of salt

abound there at present and illustrate this fate of the

unhappy woman. (See Rob. Bibl. Res. ii. 482, and

Tristram, Land of hrwl, p. 364, 2d ed.) " It is not

said," as Dr. Conant remarks, " that she was changed

into that substance, but, inerusted with it, she became

<a pillar of salt.' " {Book of Getiesis, etc., p. 79.)

H.

/ See the quotations from the Fathers and others in

Hofhiann's Lexicon (s. v. " Lot "), and in Mislin, Lieux

Saints (iii. 224).

g Riibbi Petachia, on the other hand, looked for it

but " did not see it ; it no longer exists " (Ed. Benisch,

61).

/i See Tuch, Genesis, SQQ. Von Bohlen ascribes the

legend to the latter part of the reign of Josiah.
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once but twice, would prompt the wish that the

legendary theory were true." But even the most

destructive critics (as, for instance, Tuch) allow

that the narrative is a continuation without a

break of that which precedes it, while they fail to

point out any marks of later date in the language

of this portion ; and it carniot be questioned that

the writer records it as an historical fact.

Even if the legendary theoi-y were admissible,

there is no doubt of the fact that Amnion and Moab
sprang from Lot. It is affirmed in the statements

of Deut. ii. 9 and 10, as well as in the later doc-

ument of Fs. xxxiii. 8, which Ewald ascribes to

the time when Neheraiah and his newly-returned

colony were suffering from the attacks and obstruc-

tions of Tobiah the Ammonite and Sanballat the

Horonite (Ewald, Bichter, Vs. 83).

The Mohammedan traditions of Lot are contained

in the Ivoran, chiefly in cc. vii. and xi. ; others are

given by D'Herbelot (s. v. "Loth"). According

to these statements he was sent to the inhabitants

of the five cities as a preacher, to warn them against

the unnatural and horrible sins which they prac-

ticed— sins which Mohammed is continually de-

nouncing, but with less success than that of

drunkenness, since the former is perhaps the most

common, the latter the rarest vice, of Eastern

cities. From Lot's connection with the inhabitants

of Sodom, his name is now given not only to the

vice in question (Freytag, Lexicon, iv. 136((), but

also to the people of the five cities themsehes— the

Lothi, or Kauin Loth. The local name of the Dead
Sea is Bahr Lilt — Sea of Lot. G.

LOT. The custom of deciding doubtful ques-

tions by lot is one of great extent and high antiquity,

recommending itself as a sort of appeal to the Al-

mighty, secure from all influence of passion or bias,

and is a sort of divination employed even by the

gods themselves (Horn. //. xxii. 20S); (Jic. de Dlv.

i. 34, ii. 41). The word sors is thus used for an

oracular response (Cic. c/e Die. ii. 6,6). [Divina-
tion.] Among heathen instances the following

may be cited: 1. Choice of a champion or of

priority in combat (//. iii. 316, vii. 171; Her. iii.

108). 2. Decision of fate in battle {11. xx. 209).

3. Appointment of ma!;istrates, jurymen, or other

functionaries (Arist. Pol. iv. 10; Schol. On Aris-

toph. Flut. 277 ; Her. vi. 109 ; Xen. Cyv. iv. 5, 55

;

Demosth. c. Avistog. i. 778, 1; Did. of Antiq.

"Dicastes"). 4. Priests (JEsch. in Tim. ]). 18S,

Bekk.). 5. A German practice of deciding by

marks on twigs, mentioned by Tacitus {Germ. 10).

6. Division of conquered or colonized land (Thuc
iii. 50 ; Flut. Fericl. 84 ; lioeckh, I^ub. Econ. of
Ath. ii. 170).

Among the Jews also the use of lots, with a

religious intention, direct or indirect, prevailed ex-

tensively. The religious estimate of them may
be gathered from Frov. xvi. 33. The following

historical or ritual instances correspond in most

respects to those of a heathen kind mentioned

above ;— •

1. Choice of men for an invading force (Judg.

1. 3, XX. 9).

2. Fartition, ('() of the soil of Palestine among
the tribes (Num. xxvi. 55; Josh, xviii. 10; Acts

xiii. 19); {b) oi Jerusalem; i. e. probably its spoil

a For the pretty legend of the repentance of Lot,

and of the tree which he planted, which, being cut

Jown for u.se in the building of the Temple, was after-
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or captives among captors (Chad. 11); of the land

itself in a similar way (1 Mace. iii. 36). {c] After

the return from captivity, Jerusalem was populated

by inhabitants drawn by lot in the proportion of

J— of the tribes of Judah and Benjamin (Neh. xi.

1, 2; see Fs. xvi. 5, 6, Ez. xxiv. 6). ((/.) Appor-

tionment of possessions, or spoil, or of prisoners,

to foreigners or captors (Joel iii. 3; Nah. iii. 10;

Matt, xxvii. 35).

3. (a.) Settlement of doubtful questions (Frov.

xvi. 33, where "lap " is perhaps =urn; xviii. 18).

{b. ) A mode of divination among heathens by means

of arrows, two inscribed, and one without mark,

fif\ofxavT€ia (Hos. iv. 12; Ez. xxi. 21; Mauritius,

(le ISortiliune, c. 14, § 4; see also Esth. iii. 7, ix.

24-32; Mishua, Taanith, ii. 10). [Divination;

FuRiM.] (c.) Detection of a criminal, as in the

case of Achan (Josh. vii. 14, 18). A notion pre-

vailed among the Jews that this detection was per-

formed by observing the shining of the stones in

the high-priest's breastplate (Mauritius, c. 21, § 4).

Jonathan was discovered by lot (1 Sam. xiv. 41,

42). {d.) Appointment of persons to offices or

duties. Saul (1 Sam. x. 20, 21), said to have been

chosen as above in Achan's case. St. Matthias, to

replace Judas among the Twelve (Acts i. 24-26).

Distribution of priestly offices in the Temple-service

among the sixteen of the fiimily of Eleazar, and the

eight of that of Ithamar (1 Chr. xxiv. 3, 5, 19;

Luke i. 9). Also of the Levites for similar purposes

(1 Chr. xxiii. 28, xxiv. 20-ol, xxv. 8, xxvi. 13;

Mishna, TomiJ, i. 2, iii. 1, v. 2; Joma, ii. 2, 3, 4;

Shabb. xxiii. 2; Lightfoot, Bor. Ihbi: in Luke i.

8, 9, vol. ii. p. 489).

Election by lot appears to have prevailed in the

Christian Cliurch as late as the 7th century (Bing-

ham, Kcdes. Antiq. iv. 1, 1, vol. i. p. 426 ; Bruus,

Cone. ii. 60).

(e. ) Selection of the scape-goat on the Day of

Atonement (Lev. xvi. 8, 10). The two inscribed

tablets of boxwood, afterwards of gold, were put

into an urn, which was shaken, and the lots

drawn out {Joma, iii. 9, iv. 1). [Atonement,
Day of.]

4. The use of words heard or passages chosen at

random from Scripture. Sorits Biblicm, like the

Soiies ViryiUame, prevailed among Jews, as they

have also among Christians, though denounced by
several Councils {Diet, of Antiq. " Sortes; " John-

son, "Life of Cowley," Works, ix. 8; Bingham,
Eccl. Ant. xvi. 5, 3, id. vi. 53, &c. ; Bruns, Cone.

ii. 145-54, 100 ; Mauritius, ch. 15 ; Hofmann, Lex.

"Sortes"). H. W. F.

* In Frov. xvi. 33 (see no. 3 {a) above), " lap "

is the true rendering, and there is no reference to

an "urn." In such a proverbial allusion or ex-

pression, we should expect to find, of course, the

earliest and simplest, as well as the readiest, mode
of using the lot. The "lap" (or bosom of the

outer garment) was a convenient receptacle, always

at hand, into which the lots could be cast, and
thence drawn forth. "Cast into the lap"' was,

therefore, the most suitable form of expression for

a proverbial saying, the idea of which originated in

the earliest and rudest stage of society, anil was

acted on under all circumstances. In tiie more
formal and official use of thre lot (as in Lev. xvi. 8,

wards employed for the Cross, see Fabriciu.s, Cod.
Pseiuiepigr. V. T., i. 428-431.
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Josh, xviii. 6) when every conveaience was at hand,

a vessel iu the shape of an urn was likely to be

used, though there is no allusion to this in the

Scriptures.

The Heb. word \^^r^ ("lap," or "bosom," of the

garment), is used metaphorically of a similar recep-

tacle iu any other object only in connection with the

name of the object itself; as in 1 Kings xxii. 35,

" into the bosom (liollovv) of the chariot " (A. V.
" midst of "), and in Ezek. xliii. 13, 14, 17, in the

ideal description of the altar.

"To cast lots" (Lev. xvi. 18; Josh, xviii. 6)

means to employ them in the decision of any mat-

ter. This was done by casting them into some

convenient receptacle, from which they were drawn
forth. Hence the phrase, " the lot came forth "

(or " out "), Josh. xix. 1, 17, 24, 32, 40, 1 Chron.

xxiv. 7; and also, "the lot came up," Josh. xix.

10, the lot being drawn up from the bottom of the

receptacle. In 1 Chron. xxvi. 14 is found the full

expression, " they cast lots, and his lot came out,"

etc.

The phrase, " the lot fell upon " (Lev. xvi. 9, 10),

or " fell to " (1 Chron. xxvi. 14), expresses the

result of an appeal to the lot, as coming upon, or

affecting, the person or object concerned. The
full expression occurs in Jonah, i. 7, " they cast

lots, and the lot fell upon Jonah."

The suggestion of Lnjrer (Herzog's Rcal-En-

cykl. art. Imos, viii. 485), that the use of the word

"fell " originated from the practice of casting the

lots out of a vessel or the lap, is not consistent witli

Prov. xvi. 33, "the lot is cast into the lap."

T. J. C.

LO'TAN Cj^W [coveritKjl: i^urav- Loiaii),

the eldest son of Seir the Hori^, and a "duke"
or chief of his tribe in the land of Edom (Gen.

xxxvi. 20, 22, 2U; 1 Chr. i. 38, 39).

LOTHASU'BUS {Xoodaaov^os: Abnsthas,

Sabus), a corruption of Hashum in Neh. viii. 4,

for which it is not easy to account (1 Esdr. ix. 44).

The Vulg. is a further corruption of the LXX.

LOTS, FEAST OF. [Purim.]

LOVE-FEASTS (aydirai epulce, convivia :

in this sense used only twice, Jude 12, and 2 Pet.

ii. 13, in which latter place, however, airdrai is

also read), an entertainment in which the poorer

meniliers of the church partook, furnished from the

contributions of Christians resorting to the luicha-

• ristic celebration, but whether before or after it

may be doubted. The true account of the matter

is probably that given by Chrysostom, who says

that after the early community of goods had ceased,

the richer members brought to the church contri-

butions of food and drink, of which, after the con-

clusion of the services and the celebration of the

Eucharist, all partook together, by this means help-

ing to promote the principle of love among Chris-

tians {Hum. in 1 Coi\ xi. 19, vol. iii. p. 293, and

Hum. xxvii. in 1 Cur. xi. vol. x. p. 281, ed. Gaume).

The intimate connection, especially in early times,

between the I'^ucharist itself and the love-feast, has

led several writers to speak of them almost as

identical. Of those who either take this view, or

regard the feast as sufcsequent to the Eucharist,

LUBIM

o " Promiscuum et innoxium, quod ipsum '' (;'. e.

the entertaimiient, surely not the sacramentum)
•' fiiccre desisse post edictum meum " {Ep. x. 97).

may be mentioned Pliny, who says the Christians

met and exchanged sacramental pledges against all

sorts of immorality; after which they separated,

and met again to partake in an entertainment."

The same view is taken by Ignatius, ad Smyrn.

ch. 8; Tertull. Apol. 39; Clem. Alex. Strom, vii.

322 (vol. ii. p. 892), iii. 185 (vol. i. 514), but in

PtBcL ii. 61 (vol. i. p. 165), he seems to regard

them as distinct; Apost. Const, ii. 28, 1: and
besides these, Jerome on 1 Cor. xi. ; Theodoret and

Qieumenius, quoted by Bingham, who considers

that the Agape was subsequent {Orig. Eccl. xv.

6, 7; vol. V. p. 284); Hofmann, Lex. "Agapae."

On the other side may be mentioned Grotius (on

2 Pet. ii. 13, in Crit. Sacr.), Suicer (Tlies. Eccl.

vol. i. s. v.), Hammond, Whitby, Corn, a Lapide,

and authorities quoted by Bingham, /. c. * The
almost universal custom to receive the Eucharist

fasting proves that in later times the love-feasts

must have followed, not preceded, the Eucharist

(Sozomen, H. E. vii. 19; Aug. c. Ecmst. xx. 20;

Ep. Uv. (alias cxviii.); ad .lanuar. c. 6, vol. ii. p.

203, ed. Migne; Cone. Carth. iii. A. D. 397, ch.

29 ; Bruiis, Cone. i. p. 127 ) : but the exception of

one day from the general rule (the day called

Ccena Domini, or Maunday Thursday), seems to

argue a previously different practice. The love-

feasts were forbidden to be held in churches by the

Council of Laodicea, A. D. 320 [363?], Cone. Quin-

isext., A. D. 692, ch. 74, Aix-la-Chapelle, A. d. 816;

but in some form or other they continued to a much
later period. Entertainments at births, deaths, and

marriages were also in use under the names of

ayap(e natalitice^ nuptlales, and Junerales. (Bede,

I/isl. Eccl. Gent. Any I. i. 30; Ap. Const, viii. 44,

1; Theodoret, Evnng. Verit. viii. pp. 923, 924, ed.

Schuiz ; Greg. Naz. Ep. i. 14, and Carm. x. ; Hof-

mann, Lex. 1. c.) H. W. P.

* LOW COUNTRY (nbsa;), 2 Chron.

xxvi. 10, &c. [JuDAH, p. 1490.^ S.

LO'ZON (Ao^cev. Dedon), one of the sons of

Solomon's servants" who returned with Zorobabel

(1 Esdr. V. 33). The name corresponds with Dar-
Kox in the parallel lists of Ezr. ii. 56 and Neh.

vii. 58, and the variation may be an error of the

transcriber, which is easily tracealjle wheu the

word is written in the uncial character.

LU'BIM (D"'3^b, 2 Chr. xii. 3, xvi. 8; Nah.

iii. 9, 0*^27) l^an- xi. 43 [perh. tliirsty, thence in-

lial/ilmtts of a dryland. Ges.] : Ai/3ue?: Libyes

;

except l)aniel, Libya [Lybia, Van Ess]), a nation

mentioned as contributing, together with Cushites

and Sukkiim, to Shishak's army (2 Chr. xii. 3);

and apparently as forming with Cushites the l)ulk

of Zerah's army (xvi. 8), spoken of by Nalium
(iii. 9) with Put or Phut, as helping No-Amon
(Thebes), of which Cush and I'>gypt were the

strength; and by Daniel (xi. 43) as paying court

with the Cushites to a conqueror of I'-gypt or the

Egyptians. These particulars indicate %n African

nation under tribute to Egypt, if not tmder Egyp-

tian rule, contributing, in the 10th century n. c,
valuable aid in niercenai-ies or auxiliaries to the

Egyptian armies, and down to Nahum's time, and
a period prophesied of by Daniel, probably the

b This subject is also discussed under Loed's Sup-

per.
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reign of Antiochus Epiphanes [Antiochus IV.],

assisting, eitlier politically or commercially, to sus-

tain the Egyptian power, or, in the last case, de-

pendent on it. These indications do not fix the

geographical position of the Lubim, but they favor

the supposition that their territory was near Egypt,

either to the west or south.

For more precise information we look to the

Egyptian monuments, upon which we find repre-

sentations of a people called Kebu, or Lebu (K

and L having no distinction in hieroglyphics), who

cannot be doubted to correspond to the Lubim.

Tlfese Rebu were a warlike people, with whom
Menptah (the son and successor of Rameses 11.)

and liameses III., who both ruled in the l^th cen-

tury B. c, waged successful wars. The latter king

routed them with much slaughter. The sculptures

of the great temple he raised at Thebes, now called

that of Medeenet Haboo, give us representations of

the Rebu, showing that they were fair, and of what

is called a Semitic type, like the Berbers and Ka-

byles. They are distinguished as northern, that is,

as parallel to, or north of. Lower Egypt. Of their

being African there can be no reasonable doubt,

and we may assign them to the coast of the Med-
iterranean, commencing not far to the westward of

EJ^pt. We do not find them to have been mer-

cenaries of Egypt from the monuments, but we

know that the kindred Jlashawasha-u were so em-

ployed by the Uubastite family, to which Shishak

and probably Zerali also belonged ; and it is not

unlikely that the latter are intended by the Lubim,

used in a more generic sense than Rebu, in the

Biblical mention of the armies of these kings.

(Brugsch, Geo(jr. Inschr. ii. 79 fF.) We have

already shown that the Lubim are probably the

Mizraite Leiiabi.m : if so, their so-called Semitic

physical characteristics, aa represented on the

Egyptian monuments, aftbrd evidence of great im-

portance for the inquirer into primeval history.

The mention in Manetho's Dynasties that, under

Necherophes, or Necherochis, thfc first Memphite
king, and head of the third dynasty (b. c. cir. 2600),

the Libyans revolted from the Egyptians, but re-

turned to their allegiance through fear, on a won-

derful increase of the nioon,« may refer to the Lu-

bim, but may as probably relate to some other

African people, perhaps the Naphtuhim, or Phut
(Put).

The historical indications of the Egyptian monu-
ments thus lead us to place the seat of the Lubim,

or primitive Libyans, on the /African coast to the

westward of Egypt, perhaps extending far beyond

the (^yrenaica. From the earliest ages of which

we have any recoixl, a stream of colonization has

flowed from the east along the coast of Africa,

north of the (Jreat Desert, as far as the Pillars

of Hercules. The oldest of these colonists of this

region were doubtless the Lubim and kindred

tribes, particularly the Mashawasha-u and Talien-

nu of the Eijyptian monuments, all of which appear

to have ultimately taken their common name of

Libyans from the Luliim. They seem to ha\e been

first reduced by the Egyptians about 12.50 b. c,
and to have been afterwards driven inland by the
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^ Nexeptij(|)Tj? . . . €</>' o5 At/3ue5 aTT4iny)tTav AtyvTrTttoi/

KoX Trjs <rfAr)vy)9 irapa Kayov au^rjSei'oTJS Sia Seos eauTOii?

wa.pi&oa-a.v (Afr. ap. Cory, Anc. Frag. 2cl cd. p. 100,

comp. 101).

Phoenician and Greek colonists. Now, they still

remain on the northern confines of the Great Desert,

and even within it, and in the mountains, while

their later Shemite rivals pasture their flocks in the

rich plains. Many as ^-e the Arab tribes of Africa,

one great tribe, that of the Benee 'Alee, extends

from Egypt to Morocco, illustrating the probable

extent of the territory of the Lubim and their cog-

nates. It is possible that in Ezek. xxx. 5, Lub,

2^7, should be read for Chub, 2^3 ; but there is

no other instance of the use of this form : as, how-

ever, ^^V and D''^^7 are used for one people, ap-

parently the Mizraite Ludim, most probably kin-

dred to the Lubim, this objection is not conclusive

[Chub; Ludim]. In Jer. xlvi. 9, the A. V. ren-

ders Phut " the Libyans; " and in Ezek. xxxviii. 5,

" Libya." R. S. P.

LU'CAS {Aovkus'- Lncas), a friend and com-

panion of St. Paul during his imprisonment at

Rome (Philem. 2i). He is the same as Luke, the

beloved physician, who is associated with Dema.s

in Col. iv. 14, and who remained faithful to the

Apostle when others forsook him (2 Tim. iv. 11), on
his first examination before the emperor. For the

grounds of his identification with the evangelist

St. Luke, see article Luke.

LU'CIFER (^VU [see below]: 'Ecoff^ipo^:

Lucifer). The name is found in Is. xiv. 12, cou])led

with the epithet " son of the morning," and (being

derived from 77rT, "to shine") claarly signifies

a "bright star," and probably what we call the

morning star.** In this passage it is a symbolical

representation of the kina; of Babylon, in his splen

dor and in his fall
; perhaps also it refers to his

glory as paling liefore the unveiletl presence of God.

Its application (from St. .Jerome downwanls) to

Satan in his fall from heaven arises probably from

the fact that the Babylonian Empire is in Scripture

represented as the type of tyrannical and self-idol-

izing power, and especially connected with the em-
pire of the Evil One in the Apocalypse. ' The fall

of its material power before the unseen working of

the providence of God is therefore a type of the de-

feat of all maliifestations of the tyranny of Satan.

This application of the name " Lucifer " as a proper

name of the Devil, is plainly ungrounded ; but the

magnificence of the imagery of the prophet, far

transcending in grandeur the fall of Nebuchadnezzar

to which it immediately refers, has naturally given

a color to the symbolical interpretation of the pas-

sage, and fixed that application in our modern lan-

guage. A. B.

LU'CIUS (AeWtOS, \0VK10S- [Lucius:]), Si

Roman consul (uTraros 'PcD^aiajf), who is s;iid to

have written the letter to Ptolemy (luiergetes),

which assured Simon I. of the protection of Rome
(cir. B. C. 1.39-8; 1 Mace. xv. 10, 15-24). The
whole form of the letter— the mention of one con-

sul only, the description of the consul by the prae-

nomen, the omission of the senate and of the date

(comp. Wernsdorf, Deji'le .)[iicc. § cxix.), — shows

that it cannot be an accurate copy of the original

& The otUor interpretation, which makes 77^rT

an imperative of the verb 7/'', in the sense of

" wail " or " lament^" injures the parallelism, and ia

generally regarded as untenable.
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document; but there is nothing in the substance

of the letter which is open to just suspicion.

The imperfect transcription of tlie name has led

to the identification of Lucius v^'ith three distinct

persons — (1.) [Lucius] Furius Philus (the lists,

Clinton, Fasti Ihll. ii. 112, give P. Furius Philus),

who was not consul till b. c. 13G, and is therefore

at once excluded. (2.) Lucius Cfficilius Jletellus

Calvus, who was consul in b. c. 142, immediately

after Simon assumed the government. On this

supposition it miglit seem not unlilvely that the

answer which Simon received to an application for

protection, which he made to Rome diiectly on his

assumption of power (comp. 1 Mace. xiv. 17, 18) in

tlie consulship of jMetellus, has been combined

with the answer to tlie later embassy of Numenius

(1 Mace. xiv. 24, xv. 18). .(3.) But the third

identification with Lucius Calpurnius Piso, who
was consul B. c. 139, is most probably correct.

The date exactly corresponds, and, though the

priienonien of Calpurnius is not established beyond

all qxiestion, tlie balance of evidence is decidedly

against the common lists. The Ftistl Ctipitolini

are detective for this year, and only give a fragment

of the name of Popillius, the fellow-consul of Cal-

purnius. Cassiodorus {Citron.) as edited, gives

On. Calpurnius, but the eye of the scribe (if the

reading is correct) was probably misled by the

names in the years immediately before. On tiie

other hand Valerius Maximus (i. 3) is wrongly

quoted from the printed text as giving the same

prsenomen. Tlie passage in which the name occurs

is in reality no part of Valerius IMaximus, but a

piece of the abstract of Julius Paris inserted in

the text. Of eleven MSS. of Valerius which the

writer has examined, it occurs only in one (Mus.

Brit. Burn. 209), and there the name is given

Lucius Cal})urnius, as it is given by Mai in his

edition of .Julius Paris {Script. Vet. Nova Coll.

iii. 7). Sigonius says rightly {Fasti Cons. p. 207):

" Cassiodorus prodit consules Cn. Pisonem . . . .

epitoma L. Calpurnium "... The chance of an

error of transcription in Julius Paris is obviously

less than -in the Fasti of Cassiodorus; and even

if the evidence were equal, the authority of 1 l\Licc.

might rightly be uri;ed as decisi\e in such a case.

Josephus omits all mention of the letter of

" Lucius " in his account of Simon, but gives one

very similar in contents {Ant. xiv. 8, § 5), as written

on tlie motion of Lucitus Valerius in the ninth

(nineteenth) year of Hyrcanus II.; and unless the

two letters and the two missions which led to them

were purposely assimilated, which is not wholly

improbable, it must be supposed that he has been

guilty of a strange oversight in removing the inci-

dent from its proper place. B. F. \V.

LU'CIUS {KovKios- Lucius), a kinsman or

fellow-tribesman of St. Paul (Kom. xv. 21), by

whom he is said by tradition to have been ordained

bishop of the church of Cenchrete, from whence the

Epistle to the Romans was written {Apost. Const.

vii. 46). He is thought by some to be the same

with Lucius of Cyrene. (See the following arti-

cle.)

LU'CIUS OF CYRE'NE (Aovkios 6 Kvpv
yaios)- Lucius, thus distinguished by the name of

his city— the capital of a Greek colony in Nortlieni

Africa, and remarkable for the number of its Jewish

inhabitants— is first mentioned in the N. T. in

company with Barnabas, Simeon called Niger,

Mauaen, and Saul, who are described as prophets
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and teachers of the church at Antioch (Acts xiii. 1).

These honored disciples having, while engaged in

the office of common worship, received couimand-
ment from the Holy Ghost to set apart Barnabas
and Saul for the special service of God, proceeded,

after fasting and prayer, to lay their hands upon
them. This is the first recorded instance of a
formal ordination to the office of Flvangelist, bflt it

cannot be supposed that so solemn a commission
would have been given to any but such as had
themselves been ordained to the ministry of the

Word, and we may therefore assume that Lucius

and his companions were already of that number.
Whether Lucius was one of the seventy disciples,

as stated by Pseudo-Hippolytus, is quite a matter

of conjecture, but it is highly probable that he
formed one of the congregation to whom St. Peter

preached on the day of Pentecost (Acts ii. 10);
and there can hardly be a doubt that he was one
of " the men of Cyrene " who, being "scattered

abroad upon the persecution that arose about Ste-

phen," went to Antioch preaching the Lord Jesus

(Acts xi. 19, 20).

It is commonly supposed that Lucius is the kins-

man of St. Paul mentioned by that Apostle as join-

ing with him in his salutation to the Roman breth-

ren (Rom. xvi. 21). There is certainly no sufficient

reason for regarding him as identical with St. Luke
tlie Evangelist, though this opinion was apparently

held by Origen (iw loco), and is supported by Cal-

iiiet, as well as by Wetstein, who adduces in con-

firmation of it the fact reported by Herodotus

(iii. 121), that the Cyrenians had throughout

Greece a high reputation as physicians. But it

must be observed that the names are clearly dis-

tinct. The missionary companion of St. Paul was
not Lucius, but Lucas, or Lucanus, " the beloved

physician," who, though named in three different

Epistles (Col. iv. 14; 2 Tim. iv. 11; Philem. 24),

is never referred to as a relation. Again, it is

hardly probable that St. Luke, who suppresses his

own name as tli» companion of St. Paul, would

have mentioned himself as one among the more

distinguished prophets and teachers at Antioch.

Olshausen, indeed, asserts confidently that the no-

tion of St. Luke and Lucius being the same person

has nothing whatever to support it (Clark's Theol.

Lib. iv. 513). In the Apostolical Constitutions,

vii: 40, it is stated that St. Paul consecrated

Lucius bishop of Cenchre*. DifTerent traditions

make Lucius the first bishop of Cyrene and of

Laodicea in Syria. E. H—s.

LUD n^b: Aov5; [Ezek. xxvii. 10, xxx. 5,

Av5oi :] Lud \_Ltjdiii, Lylii, Lydi] ), the fourth

name in the list of the children of Shem (Gen. x.

22: comp. 1 Chr. i. 17), that of a person or tribe,

or both, descended from him. It has been sup-

posed that Lud was the ancestor of the Lydians

(Jos. Ant. i. 6, § 4), and thus represented by the

I>ydus of their mythical period (Herod, i. 7). The

Shemite character of their manners, and the strong

orientalism of the art of the Lydian kingdom during

its latest period and after the Persian conquest, but

before the predominance of Greek art in Asia Minor,

iavor this idea; but, on the other hand, the Egyp-

tian monuments show us in the 13th, 14th, and
loth centuries b. c. a powerful people called Ruten
or LuDEN, proV)ably seated near Mesopotamia, and

apparently north of Palestine, whom some, how-

e\er, make the Assyrians. We may perhaps con-

jecture that the Lydians first established them-
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selves near Palestine, and afterwards spread into

Asia Minor ; the occupiers of the old seat of the

race being destroyed or removed by the Assyrians.

For the question whetlier the Lud [Is. Ixvi. 19,

Ezek. xxvii. 10, xxx. 5] or Ludim mentioned by

the prophets be of tliis stock or the Mizraite Ludim

of Gen. X., see the next article. K. S. P.

LU'DIM (QM^b, Gea. x. 13, d''"'"T'lb, 1

Chr. i. 11 [perh. shining white, Fiirst] : AouSiei'/x:

Ludim), a Mizraite people or tribe. From their

position at the head of the list of the Mizraites, it

is probable that the Ludim were settled to the west

of Egypt, perhaps further than any other Mizraite

tribe. Lud and the Ludim are mentioned in four

passages of the prophets. • It is important to ascer-

tain, if possible, whether the Mizraite Ludim or

the Shemite Lud be referred to in each of these

passages. Isaiah mentions " Tarshish, Pul, and

Lud, that draw the bow (m^i?. "'Dl??!^), Tubal,

and Javan, the isles afar off" (Ixvi. 19). Here the

expression in the plural, "that draw the bow"
(tendentes sagitUim, Vulg.), may refer only to Lud,

and therefore not connect it with one or both of the

names preceding. A comparison with the other

three passages, in all which Phut is mentioned im-

mediately before or after Lud or the Ludim, makes

it almost certain that the LXX. reading. Phut,

*oi;5, for Pul, a word not occurring in any other

passage, is the true one, extraordinary as is the

change from "^32^^ to MoaSx- [PuL.] Jere-

miah, in speaking of Pharaoh Necho's army, makes

mention of " Gush and Phut that handle the buck-

ler; and the Ludim that handle [and] bend the

bow " " (xlvi. 9). Here the Ludim are associated
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a The manner in which these foreign troops in the

Egyptian army are characterized is perfectly in accord-

ance with the evidence of the monuments, which,

although about six centuries earlier than the prophet's

time, no doubt represent the same condition of mili-

tary matters. The only people of Africa beyond

Egypt, portrayed on tlie monuments, whom we can con-

sider as most probably of the same stock as che Egyp-

tians, are the ReBU, who are the Lubim of the Bible,

almost certaiuly the same as the Mizraite Lehabim.

[Lehabim ; Lubim.] Therefore we may take the KeBU
as probably illustrating the Ludim, supposing the lat-

ter to be Mizraites, in which case they may indeed be

included under the same name as the Lubim, if the
appellatioa ReBU be wider than the Lubim of the

Bible, and also as illustracing Cush and Phut.

The last two are spoken of as haudling the buck-

ler. The Egyptians are generally represented

with small shields, frequently round ; the ReBU
with small round shields, for which the term

here used, ^!ltt, the small shield, and the ex-

pression " that handle," are perfectly apjjro-

priate. That the Ludim should have been arch-

ers, and apparently armed with a long bow that

was strung with the aid of the foot by treading

(ntyp "^IDT^), is note-worthy, since the Af-

ricans were always famous for their ai'chery.

The ReBU, and one other of the foreign nations

that served in the Egyptian army— the monuments
show the former only as enemies — were bowmen, being

armed with a bow of moderate length ; the other mer-

cenaries— of whom we can only identify the Philistine

Cherethim, thougli they probably include certain of

the mercenaries or auxiliaries mentioned in tlie Bible

^carrying swcvds and javelins, but not bows. These

points of agreement, founded on our examination of

the monuments, are of no little weight, as showing

the accuracy of the Bible.

with African nations, as mercenaries or auxiliaries

of the king of Egypt, and therefore it would seem
^rohal>le,2Jrimd facie, that the Mizraite Ludim are

intended. Ezekiel, in the description of Tyre,''

speaks thus of Lud : " ^Persia and Lud and Phut

were in thine army, thy men of war: buckler (pp)
and helmet hung they up in thee; they set thine

adorning " (xxvii. 10). In this place Lud might
seem to mean the Shemite Lud, especially if the

latter be connected witli Lydia; but the association

with Phut renders it as likely that the nation or

country is that of the African Ludim. In the

prophecy against Gog a similar passage occurs:

" Persia, Cush, and Phut (A. V. "Libya") with

them [the army of Gog] ; all of them [with] buck-

ler (]2p) and helmet" (xxxviii. 5). It seems

from this that there were Persian mercenaries at

this time, the prophet perhaps, if speaking of a

remote future period, using their name and that of

other well-known mercenaries in a general sense.

The association of Persia and Lud in the former

passage loses therefore somewhat of its weight. In
one of the prophecies against Egypt Lud is thus

mentioned among the supports of that country:
" And the sword shall come upon jNIizraim, and
great pain shall be in Cush, at the falling of the

slain in Mizraim, and they shall take away her

multitude (rT3"lDrT),c and her foundations shall

be broken down, Cush, and Phut, and Lud, and

all the mingled people (2^3?), and Chub, and the

children of the land of the covenant, shall fall by
the sword with them " (xxx. 4, 5). Here Lud is

associated with Cush and Phut, as though an Afri-

can nation. The Ereb, whom we have called

b The description of Tyre in this prophecy of Ezekiel

receives striking illustration from what we believe to

be its earliest coins. These coins were held to be most
probably of Tyre, or some other Phoeuiciau city, or
possibly of Babylon, on numismatic evidence alone, by
the writer's lamented colleague at the British Museum,
Mr. Burgon. They probably date during the 5th cen-
tury B. c; they may possibly be a little older; but it

is most reasonable to consider them as of tlie time of,

and i.^sued by Darius Ilystaspis. The chief coins are
octodrachms of the earlier Phoenician weight [Money],
bearing on the obverse a war-galley beneath the tow-
ered walls of a city, and, on the reverse, a king in a
chariot, with an incuse goat beneath. This combina-

tion of galley and city is exactly what we find in the

description of Tyre in Ezekiel, which mainly portr.iys

a state-galley, but also refers to a port, and speaks of

towers and walls.

c There may perhaps be here a reference by parono-

masia to Amon, the chief divinity of Thebos, the He-

brew name of which, ]1^M S3j contains his uama.

[Amon.]
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" mingled people " rather than " strangers," appear

to have been an Arab population of the Sinaitic

peninsula, perhaps including Arab or half-Arab

triijes of the Egyptian desert to the east of the Nile.

Chub is a name nowhere else occurring, which per-

haps should be read Lub, for the country or nation

of the Lubim. [Chub; Lubim.] The "children

of the land of the covenant" may be some league

of tribes, as probably were the Nine Bows of the

Egyptian inscriptions; or the expression may mean
nations or tribes allied with Egypt, as though a

general designation for the rest of its supporters

besides those specified. It is noticeable that in this

passage, although Lud is placed among the close

alUes or supiwrters of Egypt, yet it follows African

nations, and is followed by a nation or tribe at least

partly inhabiting Asia, although possibly also partly

inhabiting Africa.

There can lie no doubt that but one nation is

intended in these passages, and it seems that thus

far tlie preponderance of evidence is in favor of the

Mizraite Ludim. There are no indications in the

Bible known to be positive of mercenary or allied

troops in the Egyptian armies, except of Africans,

and perhaps of tribes bordering Egypt on the east.

We liave still to inquire how the evidence of the

Egyptian monuments and of profane history may
affect our supposition. From the former we learn

that several foreign nations contributed allies or

mercenaries to the I'^gyptian armies. Among them

we identify the Kebu with the Lubim, and the

Shauyatana with tiie Cherethim, who also served

in David's army. The latter were probably from

the coast of Palestine, although they may have

been drawn in the case of the Egyptian army from

an insular |X)rtion of the same people. The rest of

these foreign troops seem to have been of African

nations, but this is not certain. The evidence of

the monuments reaches no lower than the time of

the Bubastite line. There is a single foreign con-

temporary inscribed record on one of the colossi of

the temple of Aboo-Siinbel in Nubia, recording the

passage of Greek mercenaries of a Psammetichus,

probably the first (Wilkinson, Modern E<jypt. and

Tlitbts, ii. .32J).'' From the Greek writers, who
give us information from the time of Psammetichus

I. downwards, we learn that Ionian, Carian, and

other Greek mercenaries formed an unportant

element in the Etjyptian army in all times when the

country was iuflependent, from the reign of that

king until the final conquest by Ochns. These

mercenaries were even settled in Egypt by Psam-
metichus. There does not seem to be any mention

of them in the Bible, excepting they be intended by

Lud and the Ludim in the passages that have been

considered. It must l)e recollected that it is rea-

sonable to connect the Shenute Lud with the Lydi-

ans, and that at tiie time of the prophets by whom
Lud and the Ludim are mentioned, the Lydian

kingdom generally or always included the more

western jiart of Asia Minor, so that the terms Lud
and Ludim might well apply to the Ionian and

Carian mercenaries drawn from this territory. **

We umst therefore hesitate before absolutely con-

cluding that this important portion of the Egyp-
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tian mercenaries is not mentioned in the Bible,

upon the pi-ima facia evidence that the only name
which could stand for it would seem to be that of

an African nation. R. S. P.

LU'HITH, THE ASCENT OF (nb^^.Q

n^n-lvil, in Isaiah; and so also in the Kri or

corrected text of Jeremiah, although there the orig-

inal text has iTinvH, t. e. hal-Luhoth : ^ ava.-

Baais Aoveie; in .Jeremiah, 'A\u>6,'= Alex. AAaoS,
[FA.* A\66:] ascensus ZiuV/i), a place in Moab;
apparently the ascent to a sanctuary or holy spot

on an eminence. It occurs only in Is. xv. 5, and

the parallel passage of Jeremiah (xlviii. 5). It is

mentioned with Zoae and Horonaim, but whether

because they were locally connected, or because

they were all sanctuaries, is doubtful. In the days

of Eusebius and Jerome ( Oncmiasiicon, " Luith ")

it was still known, and stood between Areopobs
(Kabbath-jNIoab) and Zoar, the latter being prob-

ably at the mouth of the Wmly Kerok. M.
de Saulcy {Voyage, ii. 19, and Map, sheet 9)

places it at " Kharbet-Nouehin ;
" but this is north

of Areopolis, and cannot be said to lie between it

and Zoar, whether we take Zoar on the east or the

west side of the sea. The writer is not aware that

any one else has attempted to identify the place.

The signification of the name hal-Luhith must
remain doubtful. As a Hebrew word it signifies

"made of boards or posts" (Ges. Tlies. p. 748):

but why assume that a jMoabite spot should have

a Hebrew name? By the Syriac interpreters it is

rendered "paved with flagstones" (Eichhorn, .4%.
B'Miotliek, i. 845, 872). In the Targums {Psendo-

jon. and Jerus. on Num. xxi. 16, and Jonathan on

Is. XV. 1) Lechaiath is given as the equivalent of

Ar-Moab. This may contain an allusion to Lu-

chith ; or it may point to the use of a term meaning

"jaw" for certain eminences, not only in the case

of the Lehi of Samson, but also elsewhere. (See

]Michaelis. Siippl. No. 1307 ; but, on the other hand,

Buxtorf, Ltx. Rabh. 11.34.) It is probably, like

AKRABBi^r, the name of the ascent, and not of any

town at the summit, as in that case the word

would appear as Luhithah, with the particle of

motion added. 6.

LUKE. The name Luke (Aou/cSs: [^Lucas]),

is an abbreviated form of Lucianus or of Lucilius

(]\Ieyer). It is not to be confounded with Lucius

(Acts xiii. 1: Koni. xvi. 21 ), vbich 1 tloiigs to a dif-

ferent person. The name Luke occurs three times

in the New Testament (Col. iv. 14; 2 Tim. iv. 11;

Philem. 24), and jn'obably in all three, the third

Evangelist is the person spoken of.- To the Colos-

sians he is described as " the beloved physician,"

probably because he had lieen known to them in that

faculty. Timothy needs no additional mark for

identification ; to him the words are, " oidy Luke is

with me." To Philemon Luke sends his salutation

in common with other " fellow-laborers " of St

Paul. As there is every reason to believe that the

Luke of these passages is the autlior of the Acts of

the Apostles as well as of the Gospel which bears his

name, it is natural to seek in the former book for

Inscription " Psammatiehus, son of Theocies ;
" which

ehows, in the adoption of an Egyptian name, the do-

mestication of the.'ie Greeks in Egypt.
*> Any indications of an aUiance with Lydia under

AiuasLs are iosufilcient to render it probable that even

a Tlie leader of these mercenaries is called in the then Lydians fought in the Egyptian army, and throw

no light on the earlier relations of the Egyptians and
Lydians.

c The LXX. follow the Cethib rather than the Kri,

as they frequently do elsewhere, and also include the

definite article of the Hebrew.
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Rome traces of that connection with St. Paul which

these passages assume to exist ; and although the

name of St. Luke. does not occur in the Acts, there

is reason to believe that under the pronoun "we"
several references to the EvangeHst are to be added

to the three places just quoted.

Combining the traditional element with the

Scriptural, the uncertain' with the certain, we are

able to trace the following dim outline of the

Evangelist's life. He was born at Antioch in Syria

(Eusebius, Hist. iii. 4); in what condition of life

is uncertain. That he was taught the science of

medicine does not prove that he was of higher birth

than the rest of the disciples ; medicine in its earlier

and ruder state was sometimes practiced even by a

slave. The well-known tradition that Luke was

also a painter, and of no mean skill, rests on the

authority of Nicephorus (ii. 43), of the Menology

of the Emperor Basil, drawn up in 980, and of

other late writers; but none of them are of his-

torical authority, and the Acts and Epistles are

wholly silent upon a point so likely to be mentioned.

He was not born a .Jew, for he is not reckoned

among them " of the circumcision " by St. Paul

(comp. Col. iv. 11 with ver. 14). If this be not

thought conclusive, nothing can be argued from

the Greek idioms in his style, for he might be a

Hellenist Jew, nor from the Gentile tendency of his

Gospel, for this it would share with the inspired

writings of St. Paul, a Pharisee brought up at the

feet of Gamaliel. The date of his conversion is

uncertain. He was not indeed " an eye-witness

and minister of the word from the beginning"

(Luke* i. 2), or he would have rested his claim as

an Evangelist upon that ground. Still he may have

been converted by the Lord Himself, some time be-

fore his departure ; and the statement of Epiphanius

{Cont. ffier. li. 11) and others, that he was one

of the seventy disciples, has nothing very improb-

able in it; whilst that which Theophylact adopts

(on Luke xxiv.), that he was one of the two who
journeyed to Emmaus with the, risen Redeemer,

has found modern defenders. TertuUian assumes

that the conversion of Luke is to be ascribed to

Paul — " Lucas non apostolus, sed apostolicus ; non

magister, sed discipuhis, utique magistro minor,

certe tanto posterior qnanto posterioris Apostoli

sectator, Pauli sine dubio" (Adv. Murcion. iv. 2);

and the balance of proliability is on this side.

The first ray of historical light falls on the

Evangelist when he joins St. Paul at Troas, and

shares his journey into Macedonia. The sudden

transition to the first person plural in Acts xvi. 10

is most naturally explained, after all the objections

that have been urged, by supposing that Luke, the

writer of the Acts, formed one of St. Paul's com-

pany from this point. His conversion had taken

place before, since he silently assumes his place

among the great Apostle's followers without any

hint that this was his first admission to the knowl-

edge and ministry of CJhrist. He may have found

his w.ay to Troas to preach the Gospel, sent pos-

sibly by St. Paul himself. As far as Philippi the

Evangelist journeyed with the Apostle. The re-

sumption of the third person on Paul's departure

from that place (xvii. 1 ) would show that Luke was

now left behind. During the rest of St. Paul's

second missionary journey we hear of Luke no

more. But on the third journey the same indica-

tion reminds us that Luke is again of the company
(Acts XX. 5), having joined it apparently at Philippi,

srhere he had been left. With the Apostle he
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passed through Jliletus, Tyre, and Csesarea to Jeru-

salem (xx. 5, xxi. 18). Between the two visits of

Paul to Philippi seven years had elapsed (a. d. 51
to A. D. 58), which the Evangelist may have siient

in Philippi and its neighborhood, preaching the

Gospel. v^

There remains one passage, which, if it refers to

St. Luke, must belong to this period. " We have
sent with him" (i. e. Titus) "the brother whose
praise is in the gospel throughout all the churches "

(2 Cor. viii. 18). The subscription of the epistle

sets out that it was " written from Philippi, a city

of Macedonia, by Titus and Lucas," and it is an
old opinion that Luke was the companion of Titus,

although he is not named in the body of the epistle.

If this be so, we are to suppose that during the

"three months" of Paul's sojourn at Philippi

(Acts XX. 3) Luke was sent from that place to

Corinth on this errand ; and the words " whose

praise is in the Gospel throughout all the churches "

enable us to form an estimate of his activity during

the interval in which he has not been otherwise

mentioned. It is needless to add that the praise

lay in the activity with which he preached the

Gospel, and not, as Jerome understands the passage,

in his being the author of a written gospel. " Lu-
cas . . . scripsit Evangelium de quo idem Paulus
' Blisimus, inquit, cum illo fratreni, cujus laus est in

Evangelio per omnes ecclesias ' " {De I'iris 111. c. 7).

He again appears in the company of Paul in the

memorable journey to Itome (Acts xxvii. 1). He
remained at his side during his first imprisonment

(Col. iv. 14; Philem. 24); and if it is to be sup-

posed that the Second Epistle to Timothy was
written during the second imprisonment, then the

testimony of that epistle (iv. 11) shows that he

continued faithful to the Apostle to the end of his

afflictions.

After the death of St. Paul, the acts of his faith-

ful companion are hopelessly obscure to us. In the

well-known passage of Epiphanius {cont. Iher. li.

11, vol. ii. 464, in Dindorf's recent edition), we
find that " receiving the commission to preach the

Gospel, [Luke] preaches first in Dalmatia and
Gallia, in Italy and Macedonia, but first in Gallia,

as Paul himself says of some of his companions, in

his epistles, ' Crescens in Gallia,'' for we are not to

read ' in Galutia ' as some mistakenly think, but
' in Gallia.^ " But there seems to be as little

authority for this account of St. Luke's ministry

as there is for the reading Gallia in 2 Tim. iv. 10.

How scanty are the data, and how vague the re-

sults, the reader may find by referring to the Ada
Sanctorum, October, vol. viii., in the recent Brus-

sels edition. It is, as perhaps the Evangelist wishes

it to be : we only know him whilst he stands by

the side of his beloved Paul; when the master

dep.arts the history of tlie follower becomes con-

fusion and fvble. As to the age and death of the

Evangelist there is the utmost uncertainty. It

seems probable that he died in advanced life; but

whether he suffered martyrdom or died a natural

death ; whether Bithynia or Achaia, or some other

country, witnessed his end, it is impossiI)le to de-

termine amidst contradictory voices. Tliat he died

a martyr, between A. d. 75 and A. n. 100, would

seem to have the balance of sufl'rages in its favor.

It is enough for us, so far as regards the (iospel of

St. Luke, to know that the writer was the tried

and constant friend of the Apostle Paul, who shared

his labors, and was not driven from his side by

danger. W. T.
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LUKE, GOSPEL OF. The third Gospel is

ascribed, by tlie general consent of ancient Christen-

dom, to "the beloved physician," Luke, the friend

and companion of the Apostle Paul. In the well-

known Muratorian fragment (see vol. ii. p. 942) we
find " Tertio evangelii librum secundum Lucam.
Lucas iste medicus post ascensum Christi cum eum
Paulus, quasi ut juris studiosum secundum ad-

sumsisset, nomine suo ex opinione conscripsit.

Dominum tamen nee ipse vidit in carne. 'Rt idem
prout assequi potuit. Ita et ab nativitate Johannis

iucipit dicere." (Here Credner's restoration of the

text is followed; see his Geschidite des N. T.

Kanon, p. 153, § 76 ; comp. Routh's Reliquice,

vol. iv.) The citations of Justin Martyr from the

Gospel narrative show an acquaintance with and

use of St. Luke's account (see Kirchhofer, Quellen-

sammlung, p. 132, for the passages). Irena?us {cont.

Hwf. iii. 1) says that " Luke, the follower of Paul,

preserved in a book the Gospel which that Apostle

preached.'' The same writer affords (iii. 14) an

account of the contents of the Gospel, which proves

that in the book preserved to us we possess the

same which he knew. Eusebius (iii. 4) speaks

without doubting, of the two books, the Gospel and

the Acts, as the work of St. Luke. Both he and

Jerome (
Catal. Script. Eccl. c. 7) mention the

opinion that when St. Paul uses the words " ac-

cording to my Gospel " it is to the work of St.

Luke that he refers; both mention that St. Luke
derived his knowledge of divine things, not from

Paul only, but irora the rest of the Apostles, with

whom (says Eusebius) he had active intercourse.

Although St. Paul's words refer in all probability

to no written Gospel at all, but to the substance

of his own inspired preaching, the error is im-

portant, as showing how strong was the opinion in

ancient times that Paul was in some way connected

with the writing of the third Gospel.

It has been shown already [Gospels, vol. ii. p.

942 f.] that the Gospels were in use as one col-

lection, and were spoken of undoubtingly as the

work of those whose names they bear, towards the

end of the second century. But as regards the

genuineness of St. Luke any discussion is entangled

with a somewhat difficult question, namely, what
is the relation of the Gospel ^ve possess to that

which was used by the heretic Marcion '? The case

may be briefly stated.

The religion of Jesus Christ announced salvation

to Jew and Gentile, through Him who was born a

Jew, of the seed of David. The two sides of this

fact produced very early two opposite tendencies

in the Church. One party thought of Christ as

the Jlessiah of the Jews ; the other as the Kedeemer
of the human race. The former viewed the Lord
as the jNIessiah of Jewish prophecy and tradition

;

the other as the revealer of a doctrine wholly new,

in which atonement and salvation and enlighten-

ment were offered to men for the first time. jMarcion

of Sinope, who flourished in the first half of the

second century, expressed strongly the tendency

opposed to Judaism. The scheme of redemption,

so full of divine compassion and love, was adopted

by him, though in a perverted form, with his whole

heart. The aspersions on his sincerity are thrown

« " Cerdon autem . . . docuit eum qui a lege et

prophetis annuntiatus sit Deus, non esse patrem Domini
nostri Ohristi Jesu. Hunc enim cognosei, ilium autem
iguorari

; et alteram quidem justum, alterum autem
bonum esse. Succedens autem ei Marcion Ponticus
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out in the loose rhetoric of controversy, and are to

be received with something more than caution.

The heathen world, into the discord of which the

music of that message had never come, appeared

to him as the kingdom of darkness and of Satan

So far Marcion and his opponents would go to

gether. But how does Marcion deal with the

0. T. ? He views it, not as a preparation for the

coming of the Lord, but as something hostile in

spirit to the Gospel. In God, as revealed in the

0. T., he saw only a being jealous and cruel. The
heretic Cerdo taught that the just and se\ere God
of the Law and the Prophets was not the same as

the merciful Father of the Lord Jesus. This
dualism Marcion carried further, and blasphemously

argued that the God of the 0. T. was represented

as doing evil and delighting in strife, as repenting

of his decrees and inponsistent with Himself."

This divorcement of the N. T. from the Old was
at the root of Marcion's doctrine. In his strange

system the God of the O. T. was a lower being, to

whom he gave the name of Arjfxwvpy6s, engaged
in a constant conflict with matter ("TAtj), over

which he did not gain a complete victory. But
the holy and eternal God, perfect in goodness and
love, comes not in contact with matter, and creates

only what is like to and cognate with himself. In

the 0. T. we see the "Demiurgus;" the history

of redemption is the history of the operation of the

true God. Thus much it is necessary to state as

bearing upon what follows: the hfe and doctrine

of Marcion have received a much fuller elucidation

from Neander, Kirchenyeschichie, vol. ii. ; Anti-

yjiostihis, and I)or/meiifjeschiclite ; and frona Volk-

mar, Das Evangdium Mardons, p. 2.5. The data

in older writers are found in the Apology of Justin

Martyr, in Tertullian against Marcion i.-v. ; in

Irenifius, i. ch. 27 ; and Epiphanius, Hnr. xlii.

For the present purpose it is to be noticed that

a teacher, determined as Marcion was to sever the

connection between the Old and New Testament,

would approach the Gospel history with strong

prejudices, and would lie unable to accept as it

stands the written narrative of any of the three

Evangelists, so far as it admitted allusions to the

Old Testament as the soil and root of the New. It

is clear, in fact, that he regarded Paul as the only

Apostle who had remained faithful to his calling.

He admitted the Epistles of St. Paul, and a Gospel

which he regarded as Pauline, and rejected the rest

of the N. T., not from any idea that the books

were not genuine, but because they were, as he

alleged, the genuine works of men who were not

faithful teachers of the Gospel they had received.

But what was the Gospel which ilarcion used?

The ancient testimony is very strong on this point

;

it was the Gospel of St. Luke, altered to suit his

peculiar tenets. " Et super haec," says Irenjetis,

" id quod est secundum Lucam Evangelium cir-

cumcidens, et omnia quae sunt de generatione

Domini conscripta auferens, et de doctrina ser-

monum Domini multa auferens, in quibus manifes-

tissime eonditorem hujus universitatis suum Patrem

confitens Dominus conscriptus est ; semetipsum esse

veraciorem quam sunt hi, qui Evangelium tradi-

derunt apostoli, suasit discipuUs suis ; non Evange-

adampliavit doctrinam, impudorate blasphemans eum,
qui a lege et prophetis annuntiatus est Deus ; malorum
factorem et bellorum concupiscentera et inconstantem

quoque sententia, et contrarium sibi ipsum dicens

"

(Irenaeus, i. 27, §§ 1 and 2, p. 2.56, Stieren's ed.).
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lium sed particulam Evangelii tradens eis. Similiter

auteiu et apostoli Pauli Epistolas abscidit, aufereiis

qiiaicumque manifeste dicta sunt ab apostolo de eo

Ueo, qui mundum fecit, quoniam hie Pater Domini

nostri Jesu Cliristi, et quiEcumque ex proplieticis

niemorans apostolus docuit, prsenuntiautibus ad-

ventum Domini" {cont. Hcer. i. xxvii. 2). " Lucam

videtur Marcion elegisse," says Tertullian, " quem

csederet" {emit. Mnrc. iv. 2; comp. Origen, cont.

Celsuin, ii. 27; Epiphanius, ffcer. xlii. 11; The-

odoret, Hieret. Fab. i. 24). Marcion, however, did

not ascribe to Luke by name the Gospel thus cor-

rupted (Tert. C07it. Marc. iv. 6), calling it simply

the Gospel of Christ.

From these passages the opinion that IMarcion

formed for himself a Gospel, on the principle of

rejecting all that savored of .Judaism in an existing

narrative, and that he selected the Gospel of St.

Luke as needing the least alteration, seems to have

been held imiversally in the Church, until Seniler

started a doubt, the prolific seed of a large con-

troversy; from the whole result of which, however,

the cause of truth has little to regret. His opinion

was that the Gospel of St. Luke and that used by

Marcion were drawn from one and the same original

source, neither being altered from the other. He
thinks that Tertullian erred from want of historical

knowledge. The charge of Epiphanius, of omis-

sions in Marcion's Gospel, he meets by the fact of

TertuUian's silence. Griesbach, about the same

time, cast doubt upon the received opinion. Eich-

horn apphed his theory of an "original Gospel"

[see article Gospels, vol. ii. p. 9-45 f.] to this ques-

tion, and maintained that the Fathers had mistaken

the short and unadulterated Gospel used by Marcion

for an abridgment of St. Luke, whereas it was

probably more near the ''original Gospel" than

St. Luke. Hahn has more recently shown, in an

elaborate work, that there were sufficient motives,

of a doctrinal kind, to induce JLircion to wish to

get rid of parts of St. Luke's Gospel; and he

refutes Eichhorn's reasoning on several passages

which he had misunderstood from neglecting Ter-

tuUian's testimony. He has the merit, admitted on

all hands, of being the first to collect the data for

a restoration of Marcion's text in a satisfactory

manner, and of tracing out in detail the bearing of

his doctrines on particular portions of it. Many
were disposed to regard Hahn's work as conclusive;

and certainly most of its results are still undis-

turbed. Ritschl, however, took the other side, and

held that INLu'cioti only used the Gospel of St. Luke

in an older and more primitive form, and that what

are charged against the former as omissions are

often interpolations in the latter. A controversy,

in which Baur, Hilgenfeld, and Volkmar took

part, has resulted in the confirmation, by an over-

powering weight of argument, of the old opinion

that Marcion corrupted the Gospel of Luke for his

own purposes. Volkmar, whose work contains

the best account of the whole controversy, sweeps

away, it is to be hoped for ever, the opinion of

Ritschl .and Baur that Marcion quoted the " origi-

nal Gospel of Luke," as well as the later view of

Baur, for which there is really not a particle of

evidence, that the (Jospel had passed through the

hands of two authors or editors, the former with

strong inclinations against Judaism, a zealous fol

1 * The history of this controversy is highly in-

Btruotivc. For a good account of it, soe Bleek's Einl.

in doi N. T. § 52. It should be noted that Baur,
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lower of St. Paul, and the latter with leanings to

-Judaism and against the Gnostics ! He considers

the Gospel of St. Luke, as we now possess it, to lie in

all its general features that which Marcion found

ready to his hand, and which for doctrinal reasons •

he abridged and altered. In certain passages, in-

deed, he considers that the Gospel used by Marcion,

as cited by Tertullian and F^jiphanius, may be

employed to correct our present text. But this is

only putting the copy used by Marcion on the foot-

ing of an older MS. The passages which he con-

siders to have certainly suffered alteration since

Marcion's time are only these: Luke x. 21 (ebxa-

picTTS) Kal i^ofj,o\oyovij.aL), 22 (koI ovdels iyvu

TIS iCTTlV b TTUT'^p 61 jU7) 6 vl6s, KOi TIS iCTTLV 6

vlh^ ej
fj.)]

6 irar^p Kal If iav ^ovKi}Tai k. t. A.),

xi. 2 {Shi fifuu rh ayiov Tryfv/xd aov), xii. 38 {rfj

ecnrepivfj pvXaKrj), xvii. 2 (supply el fj.r] iyevf-qOrj

t) k. t. a..), xviii. 19 (jut; /xe Aeyf ayad6i'' e?s

iffTLV ayaQhs 6 TroTr/p u iv toIs ovpavots)- In

all these places the deviations are such as may be

found to exist between difi'erent MSS. A new
witness as to the last, which is of the greatest im-

portance, appears in Hippolytus, Rcfutatlo Hcere-

sium, p. 2.54, Oxford edition, where the ti jue

A.€7eT6 ayadou appears. See, on all these pas-

sages. Tischendorfs Greek TeUaiiient, ed. vii., and

critical notes. Of four other places Volkmar speaks

more doubtfully, as having been disturbed, but

possibly before Marcion (vi. 17, xii. 32, xvii. 12,

xxiii. 2).

F^om this controversy we gain the following

result : Marcion was in the height of his activity

about A. D. 138, soon after which Justin IMartyr

wrote his Apology; and he had probably given

forth his Gospel some years before, i. e. about a. d.

130. At tho time when he composed it he found

the Gospel of St. Luke so far diffused and accepted

that he based his own Gospel upon it, altering and

omitting. Therefore we may assume that, about

A. D. 120, the Gospel of St. Luke which we possess

was in use, and was familiarly known. The theory

that it was composed about the middle or end of

the 2d century is thus overthrown; and there is

no positive evidence of any kind to set against

the harmonious assertion of all the ancient Church

that this Gospel is the genuine production of St.

Luke.

(On St. Luke's Gospel in its relation to Marcion,

see, besides the fathers quoted above, Hahn, Bas
EvcmgeUum Marcions, Kunigsberg, 1823; .01s-

hausen, Echtheit der vier kanon. Evangelien,

Kcinigsberg, 1823 ; Ritschl, Das Evangeliwn Mar-
cions, etc., Tiibingen, 1846, with his retractation

in Theol. Jakrb. 1851; Baur, Krit. Uniersuckun-

gen iiher d. kanon. Evungelicit, Tiibingen, 1847;

Hilgenfeld, Kril. Untersudmngeii, etc., Halle, 1850;

Volkmar, Das EcangeUum Marcions, Leipzig,

1852; Bishop Thirlwall's Introduction to Schleier-

macher on St. Luke; De Wette, Lehrbuch \i.l.

hist. krit. Einl. in] d. N. T., Berlin, 1848 [6*

Ausg., von Messner u. Liinemann, 1800; see §

70 ft'.]. These are but a part of the writers who
have touched the subject. The work of Volkmar

is the most comprehensive and thorough ; and,

though some of his views cannot be adopted, he

has satisfoctorily proved that our Gospel of St.

Luke existed before the time of Marcion.")

unable to resist the arguments of Volkmar, in his

Markusi'vans:eHiim (1851), p. 191 ff., essentially modi-

fied his earlier view of the relation of Jlarcicn's Qoa-
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II. Date of the Gospel of Luke,. — We have

Been that this Gospel was in use before the year

320. From iuternal evidence the date can be more

nearly fixed. From Acts i. 1, it is clear that it was

written before the Acts of the Ajjostles. The latest

time actually mentioned in the Acts is the term of

two 3'ears during which Paul dwelt at Kome " in

his own hired house, and received all that came in

unto him " (x.wiii. 30, 31). The writer, who has

tracked the footsteps of Paul hitherto with such

exactness, leaves him here abruptly, without making

known the result of his appeal to Csesar, or the

works in which he engaged afterwards. No other

motive for this silence can be suggested than that

the writer, at the time when he published the Acts,

had no more to tell; and in that case the book of

the Acts was completed about the end of the second

year of St. Paul's imprisonment, that is, about

A. D. 63 (Wieseler, Olshausen, Alford). How much
earlier the Gospel, described as " the former trea-

tise" (Acts i. 1), may have been written is uncer-

tain. But Dean Alford {Prole(jomena) remarks

that the words imply some considerable interval

between the two productions. The opinion of the

younger Thiersch
(
Cltiistian Church, p. 148, Car-

lyle's translation) thus becomes very probable, that

it was written at Csesarea during St. Paul's im-

prisonment there, a. d. 58-60. The Gospel of St.

Matthew was probably written about the same

time ; and neither Evangelist appears to have used

the other, although both made use of that form of

oral teaching which the Apostles had gradually come

to employ. [Gospels.] It is painful to remark

how the opinions of many commentators, who re-

fuse to fix the date of this Gospel earlier than the

destruction of Jerusalem, have been influenced by

the determination that nothing like prophecy shall

be found in it. Believing that our Lord did really

prophesy that event, we have no difficulty in be-

lieving that an lu'angelist reported the prophecy

before it was fulfilled (see Meyer's Commentarij,

Introduction).

III. Place where the Gospel was ivrilfen. — If

the time has been rightly indicated, the place would

be Csesarea. Other suppositions are— that it was

composed in Achaia and the region of Boeotia

(Jerome), in Alexandria (Syriac version), in Rome
(Ewald, etc.), in Achaia and Macedonia (Hilgen-

feld}, and Asia Minor (Kostlin). It is impossible

to verify these traditions and conjectures.

IV. Orlyiii of the Gospel. — The preface,"con-

tained in the four first verses of the Gospel, describes

the object of its writer. " Forasmuch as many have

taken in hand to set forth in order a declaration

of those things which are most surely believed

among us, even as they delivered them unto us,

which from the beginning were eye-witnesses and

ministers of the word; it seemed good to me also,

having had perfect understanding of all things from

the very first, to write unto thee in order, most

excellent Theophilus, that thou mightest know the

certainty of those things wherein thou hast been

instructed." Here are several facts to be observed.

There were many narratives of the life of our Lord

current at the early time when Luke wrote his

Gospel. The word " many " cannot apply to Blat-

tliew and i\Iark, because it must at any rate include

pel to that of Luke. Zeller and Ritschl soon after

completely surrendered their former positions ( Theol

Jalirh. 1851, pp 337, 523 ff.). The whole question had
howerer long before been really settled, and the as-
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more than two, and because it is implied that

former laborers leave something stiU to do, and
that the writer will supersede or supplement them
either in whole or in part. The ground of fitness

for the task St. Luke places in his having carefully

followed out the whole course of events from the

beginning. He does not claim the character of an

eye-witness from the first; but possibly he may
have been a witness of some part of our Lord's

doings (see above Luke, Life).

The ancient opinion, that Luke WTote his Gospel

under the influence of Paul, rests on the authority

of IreuEeus, Tertullian, Origen, and Eusebius. The
two first assert that we have in Luke the Gospel

preached by Paul (Iren. coni. Ilier. iii. 1; Tert.

cont. Marc. iv. 5); Origen calls it "the Gospel

quoted by Paul," alluding to Bom. ii. 16 (Euseb.

A'. Bist. vi. 25); and Eusebius refers Paul's words,

"according to my Gospel " (2 Tim. ii. 8), to that

of Luke {E. Hist. iii. 4), in which Jerome concurs

(Be I^c. Jll. 7). The language of the preface is

against the notion of any exclusive influence of St.

Paul. The Evangelist, a man on whom the Spirit

of God was, made the history of the Saviour's life

the subject of research, and with materials so ob-

tained wrote, under the guidance of the Spirit that

was upon him, the history now before us. The
four verses could not have been put at the head of

a history composed inider the exclusive guidance

of Paul or of any one Apostle, and as little could

they have introduced a gospel simply communicated
by another. Yet if we compare St. I'aul's account

of the institution of the Lord's Supper (1 Cor. xi.

23-25) with that in St. Luke's Gospel (xxii. 19,

20), none will think the verbal similarity could be

accidental. A less obvious parallel between 1 Cor.

XV. 3 and Luke xxiv. 26, 27, more of thought than

of expression, tends the same way. The truth seems

to be that St. Luke, seeking information from every

quarter, sought it from the preaching of his beloved

master, St. Paul ; and the Apostle in his turn em-
ployed the knowledge acquired from other sources

by his disciple. Thus the preaching of the Apostle,

founded on the same body of facts, and the same
arrangement of them as the rest of the Apostles

used, became assimilated especially to that which

St. Luke set'forth in his narrative. This does not

detract from the worth of either. The preaching

and the Gospel proceeded each from an inspired

man ; for it is certain that Luke, employed as he

was by Paul, could have been no exception in that

plentiful effusion of the Holy Ghost to which Paul

himself bears witness. That the teaching of two

men so linked together (see Lifk) should have be-

come more and more assimilated is just what would

be expected. But the influence was mutual, and

not one-sided; and Luke still claims with right

the position of an independent inquirer into his-

toric facts.

LTpon the question whether Luke made use of the

Gospels of Matthew and Jlark, no opinion given

here could be conclusive. [Gospels, vol. ii. p.

[)41.] Each reader should examine it for himself,

with the aid of a Greek Harmony. It is probable

that Matthew and Luke wrote independently, and

aliout the same time. Some of their coincidences

arise from their both incorporating the oral teach-

tounding blunders of Eichhom in respect to the sub-

ject exposed, by Mr. Norton, in his Genuineness of the.

Gospels, vol. iii. Addit. Note C, p. xlix. ff. (Boston,

1844). A
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ing of the Apostles, and others, it may be, from

their common use of written documents, such as

are bitited at in Luke i. 1. As regards St. Mark,

some regard his Gospel as the oldest New Testa-

ment writing, whilst others infer, from apparent

abbreviations (Mark i. 12, xvi. 12), from insertions

of matter from other places (Mark iv. 10-34, ix.

38-48), and from the mode in which additional

information is introduced — now with a seeming

connection with ^Matthew and now with Luke—
that JIark's Gospel is the last, and has been framed

upon the other two (De Wette, Einkitung, § 94).

The result of this controversy should be to inspire

distrust of all such seeming proofs, which conduct

different critics to exactly opposite results.

V. Purpose for which the Gospel loas wril/en. —
The Evangelist professes to write that Theophilus

" might know the certainty of those things wherein

ho had been instructed " (i. 4). Who was this

Theophilus ? Some have supposed that it is a sig-

nificant name, applicable not to one man, but to

any ainans Del; but the addition of KoaTiaTos, a

term of honor which would be used towards a man
of station, or sometimes (see passages in KuiniJl

and Wetstein) towards a personal friend, seems

against this. He was, then, an existing person.

Conjecture has been wildh^ busy in endeavoring to

identify him with some person known to history.

Some indications are given in the Gospel about

him, and beyond them we do not propose to go.

He was not an inhabitant of Palestine, for the

livangelist minutely describes the position of places

which to such a one would be well known. It is

so with Capernaum (iv. 31), Nazareth (i. 26),

Arimathea (xxiii. 51), the country of the Gada-
renes (viii. 26), the distance of Mount Olivet and
Emmaus from Jerusalem (Acts i. 12; Luke xxiv.

13). If places in England — say Bristol, and Ox-
ford, and Hampstcad— were mentioned in this

careful minute way, it would be a fair inference

that the writer meant his work for other than

English readers.

By the same test he probably was not a Mace-
donian (Acts xvi. 12), nor an Athenian (Acts xvii.

21), nor a Cretan (.\cts xxvii. 8, 12). But that

he was a native of Italy, and perhaps an inhabitant

of Rome, is probable from similar data. In tracing

St. Paul's journey to Home, places which an Italian

might be supposed not to know are described min-
utely (Acts xxvii. 8, 12, 16); but when he comes

to Sicily and Itidy this is neglected. Syracuse and
Uhegium, even the more obscure Puteoli, and Appii

Forum and the Three Taverns, are mentioned as to

one likely to know them. (For other theories see

JMarsh's Michaelis, vol. iii. part i. p. 236; Kuinil's

Prolegomena, and Winer's Realtcb. art. Theophilus.

)

All that emerges from this argument is, that the

person for whom Luke wrote in the first instance

was a Gentile reader. We must admit, but with

great caution, on account of the abuses to which

the notion has led, fliat there are traces in the

Gospel of a leaning towards Gentile rather than

Jewish converts. The genealogy of Jesus is traced

to Adam, not from Abraham; so as to connect

Him with the whole human race, and not merely

with the Jews. Luke describes the mission of the

Seventy, which number has been usually supposed

to be typical of all nations; as twelve, the number
of the Apostles, represents the Jews and their twelve

bribes. As each Gospel has within certain limits

its own character and mode of treatment, we shall

recognize with Olshausen that " St. Luke has the

107
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peculiar power of exhibiting with great clearnesB

of conception and truth (especially in the long ac-

count of Christ's journey, from ix. 51 to xviii. 34),

not so much the discourses of Jesus as his conver-

sations, with all the incidents that gave rise to

them, with the remarks j^f those who were present,

and with the final results." \
On the supposed "doctrinal tendency " of the

Gospel, however, much has been written which it

is painful to dwell on, but easy to refute. Some
have endeavored to see in this divine book an at-

tempt to engraft the teaching of St. Paul on the

Jewish representations of the Messiah, and to elevate

the doctrine of universal salvation, of which Paul

was the most prominent preacher, over the Judaiz-

ing tendencies, and to put St. Paul higher than

the twelve Apostles ! (See Zeller, Apost. ; Baur,

Kanon. F.vnng. ; and Hilgenfeld.) How two im-

partial historical narratives, the Gospel and the

Acts, could have been taken for two tracts written

for polemical and personal ends, is to an English

mind hardly conceivable. Even its supporters found

that the inspired author had carried out his pur-

pose so badly, that they were forced to assume that

a second author or editor had altered the work with

a view to work up together Jewish and Pauline

elements into harmony (Baur, Kanon. Evang. p.

502). Of this editing and re-editing there is no

trace whatever; and the invention of the second

editor is a gross device to cover the failure of the

first h} pothesis. By such a machinery, it will be

possible to prove in after ages that Gibbon's His-

tory was originally a plea for Christianity, or any

similar paradox.

The passages which are supposed to bear out

this " Pauline tendency," are brought together by

Hilgenfeld with great care {Evangelien, -p. 'iiO);

but Kenss has shown, by passages from St. Jlatthew

which have the same " tendency " against the Jews,

how brittle such an argument is, and has left no

room for doubt that the two Evangelists wrote facts

and not theories, and dealt with those facts with

pure historical candor (Keuss, Hisloire de la The-

ologie, vol. ii. b. vi. ch. 6.). Writing to a Gentile

convert, and through him addressing other Gentiles,

St. Luke has adapted the form of his narrative to

their needs; liut not a trace of a subjective bias,

not a vestige of a personal motive, has been suffered

to sully the inspired page. Had the influence of

Paul lieen the exclusive or principal source of this

Gospel, we should have found in it more resemlilance

to the Epistle to the Ephesians, which contains (so

to speak) the Gospel of St. Paul.

VI. Language and style of the Gospel.— It has

never been doubted that the F-vangelist \vrote his

Gospel in Greek. Whilst Hebraisms are frequent,

classical idioms and Greek compound words abound.

The number of words used by Luke only is un-

usually great, and many of them are compound
words for which there is classical authority (see

Dean Alford's valuable Greek Test.).

Some of the leading peculiarities of style are

here noted : a more minute examination will be

found in Prof. Davidson's Introduction to N. T.

(Bagster, 1848), [and in his new work, introd. to

the Study of the jX. T. (Lond. 1868), ii. 56 flf,

comp. p. 12 ff.]

1. The very frequent use of iyevero in intro-

ducing a new narrative or a transition, and of

e'/eVsTo eV tco with an infinitive, are traceable to

the Hebrew.
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2. The same may be said of the frequent, use of

tcapSia, answering to the Hebrew — ^.

3. No/ii/coi, used six times instead of the usual

ypa/x/j.aTe7s, and eVio-TaTTjy used six times for

pafi^i, StSdaKa.\os, are cases of a preference for

words more intelligible to Greeks or Gentiles.

4. The neuter participle is used frequently for a

substantive, both in the Gospel and the Acts.

5. The infinitive with the genitive of the article,

to indicate design or result, as in i. 9, is frequent

in both books.

6. The frequent use of Se Kai, for the sake of

emphasis, as in iii. 9.

7. The frequent use of koI abrSs, as in i. 17.

8. The preposition a-vv is used about seventy-

five times in Gospel and Acts : in the other Gospels

rarely.

9. 'KT^vi^iiv is used eleven times in Gospel and

Acts ; elsewhere only twice, by St. Paul (2 Cor. )'.

10. Et 5e ixr\ 76 is used five times for the el Se

yUTj of Mark and John.

11. EiVe?!/ Kp6s, which is frequent in St. Luke,

is used elsewhere only by St. John: Xa\(tu irpSs,

also frequent, is only thrice used by other wi'iters.

12. St. Luke very frequently uses the auxiliary

verb with a participle for the verb, as in v. 17, i.

20.

13. He makes remarkable use of verbs com-

pounded with 5id and tTri.

14. Xdpis, very frequent in Luke, is only used

thrice by Jolni, and not at all by Matthew and

Mark. ScoT-rjp, aooTripia, awrrjpiov, are frequent

with Luke; the two first are used once each by

John, and not by the other Evangelists.

15. The same may be said of evayye\i(€ff6ai,

once in Matthew, and not at all in Marli and .John;

vTToaTp^cpfLi', once in Mark, not in other Gospels;

i^iarduai, not used in the other three Gospels;

^lepX^o-Qai, thirty-two times in Luke's Gospel and

the Acts, and only twice each in JMatthevv, Mark,

and John; Trapaxprif^-o- frequent in Luke, and only

twice elsewhere, in Matthew.

IG. The words bfiodvjxa^6v, evXaff-fis, avfip, as

a form of address and liefore substantives, are also

characteristic of Luke.

17. Some Latin words are used by Luke: Keyetiu

(viii. 30), 8T]vdpwv (x. 35), o-ovSdpiou (xix. 20),

KoXcovia (Acts xvi. 12).

On comparing' the Gospel with tlie Acts it is

found that the style of tlie latter is more pure and

free from Hebrew idioms; and the style of the later

portion of the Acts is more pure than that of tlie

former. Where Luke used the materials he derived

from others, oral or written, or botii, his style

reflects the Hebrew idioms of them ; but when he

comes to scenes of which he was an eye-witness

and describes entirely in his own words, these dis-

appear.

VIL Quotations from t/ie Old Testament. — In

the citations from the 0. T., of the principal of

which the following is a list, there are plain marks

of the use of the Septuagint version :
—

Luke i. 17.
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toll. 1801-1910); Eusebius, Comm. (fragments), in

Migue, Md. xxiv. 629-606; Cyril of Alexandria,

Comm.. in Aligne, iZ/id. Ixxii. 475-950, Syriac ver-

sion of tlie same, more complete, edited by R. P.

Smith, Oxford, 1858, 4to, and trans, by him into

English, 2 vols. Oxf. 1859, 8vo; Kuthymius Ziga-

benus, Comm. in I V. J:^van(/eUri, ed. C. F. JMat

thtei, 3 vols. Lips. 1792 (Migne, vol. cxxix.);

Theophylact, 0pp. i. 267-498, Venet. 1754 (Migne,

vol. cxxiii.}; Ambrose, Opj). i. 1261-1544, Par.

1686; Bede, Works, ed. Giles, vols, x., xi., Lond.

1843. See also Corderius, Catena sexayinta quinque

Gneconim Patrum in S. Lticum, Antv. 1628, fol.;

Nicetas, Caleii'i, etc. in Mai's Scriptt. Vtt. Nova
Coll. ix. 626-721); Cramer, Catena in S. Luae et

S. Joannis Eve, Oxon. 1841.

Passing by the commentaries of the scholastic

divines, and otliers, we further note: C. Segaar,

Obss. pliil. et theol. in Evang. Liicix, Capp. xi.

[not ix. as in Winer and others] priora, Traj. ad

Rhen. 1766; Moms, Prielecit. in Luae Ev., Lips.

1795; Valckenaer, Selecta e Scholis Valckenavii in

Libb. quosdam N. T. ed. E. Wasscnbergh, 2 torn.

Amst. 1815-18 (vol. i. Luke and Acts); C. W.
Stein, Comm. zu dem Ev. d. Lucas, Halle, 18o0;

F. A. Borneniann, Scholia in Lucce Ev., Lips.

18-30, valuable philologically; James Smith of Jor-

danhill. Diss, on the Life and Writings of St.

Luke, in his Voyage and Shipioreck of St. Paid,

2d ed. Lond. 1856, pp. 1-58
;
[N. N. Whiting,]

The Gospel according to Luke, trans, from the

Greek, on the Basis of the Common English Ver-

sion, luith Notes. New York {Amer. Bible Union),

1860, 4to: H. Jacoby, Vier Beitriige zuin Ver-

standniss der Reden des Herrn im Ev. d. Lucas,

Nordhausen, 186.3; J. J. van Oosterzee, Das Ev.

nach Lukiis, theol.-homil. bearbeilet, 3e Aiifl.

Bielefeld, 1867 (Theil iii. of Lange's Bihelwerk),

trans, from 2d ed. by Dr. Philip SchafF and Rev.

C. C. Starbuck, N. Y. 1866' (vol. ii. of Lange's

Comm.).

More popular commentaries are^ those of James
Thompson, Expos. Lectures on the Gospel of St.

Luke, 3 vols. Lond. 1849-51; James Ford, The
Gospel of St. Luke illustrated from Ancient and
Modern Authors, Lond. 1851; James Foote, Zec-

tures on the Gospel according to St. Luke, 3d ed.

2 vols. Glasg. 1857 ; James Stark, Comm. on the

Gospel according to Luke, 2 vols. Lond. 1866

(doctrinal); and Van Doren, Suggestive Comm. on

St. Luke, Amer. reprint, 2 vols. N. Y. 1808.

For the older literature relating to this Gospel.

one may consult the well-known bibliographical

works of Lilienthal, Walch, Winer, Danz, and

Darling. A.

* LUMP OF FIGS, 2 K. xx. 7. [Fig-

Tree, c]

IjUJNATiOS {(re\rivia(,ofievoi.}- Tnis worn is

ur.ed twice in the N. T. In the enumeration of
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" The ground for this suggestion, besides the re-

markable agreement of the ancient versions as given

above, is Josh, xviii. 13, wliere the words PliHS" vS

nt-IV should, according to ordinary usage, be ren-

dered " to the shouldei" of Luzah ;
" the n/i, which is

the p.articlc of motion in Hebrew, not being required

nere, as it is in the former part of the same verse.

Other names are found both with and without a similar

termination, as Jotbah, Jotbathah ; Timuath, Tim-
nathah

;
Riblali, Riblathah. Laish and Laishah are

probably distinct places.

Matt. iv. 24, the " lunatics " are distinguished from
the demoniacs ; in Matt. xvii. 15, the name is ap-

plied to a boy who is expressly declared to have

been possessed. It is evident, therefore, that the

word itself refers to some disease, affecting both the

l)ody and the mind, whii^b might, or might not, be a

sign of possession (.see on this subject Dejioniacs).
By the description of Mark ix. 17-26, it is con-

cluded that this disease was epilepsy (see Winer,
Jieidw. " Besessene; " Trench, On the Miracles,

p. 363). The origin of the name (as of a-e\riviaK6s

and (Te\T]v6^\TjT0s in earlier Greek, " lunaticus "

in Latin, and equivalent words in modern lan-

guages) is to be found in the belief that diseases

of a paroxysniai character were affected by the light,

or by the changes of the moon. A. B.

* LUST, not restricted formerly to one passion,

but any strong desire or inclination. It occurs in

the A. V. in the narrower and the wider sense. It

is employed to translate li?p3, mi*'~|tt', nT.Sn,

and (TTidvfiia, r]Sovn, upe\i!, TrdOos. In Ex. xv. 9

ti^D?. (i'l the A. V. "lust") denotes strictly the

soul as the seat of the desires. The meaning of

"lust" as a verb (found six times in the A. V.)

fluctuates in like manner. H.
* LUSTY, Judg. iii. 29, archaic for "stout,"

" vigorous "
; but in the marg., " fat," as the A. V.

renders I^K? elsewhere, except Is. xxx. 23, where

it is " plenteous." H.

LUZ (T^V, and perhaps HT^V, i. e. Luzah

[almond-tree, Ges. : see below], which is also the

reading of the Samar. Codex and of its two ver-

sions: of the LXX. and Eu.sebius, Aou^a and
Aov(a\^ [Vat. once in Josh, xviii. 13 Kov(a:]
and the Vulgate Luza). The uncertainty which
attends the name attaches in a greater degree to

the place itself. It seems impossible to discover

with precision whether Luz and Bethel represent

one and the same town— the former the Canaanite,

the latter the Hebrew name— or whether they

were distinct places, though in close proximity.

The latter is the natural inference from two of the

passages in which Luz is spoken of. Jacob " called

the name of the place Bethel, but the name of the

city vf^s called Luz in the beginning" (Gen. xxviii.

19); as' if the spot— the "certain place" — on
which he h.ad " lighted," where he saw his vision

and erected his pillar, were outside the walls of the

Canaanite town. And with this agree the terms
of the specification of the common boundary of

Ephraim and Benjamin. It ran " from Bethel to

Luz" (.Josh. xvi. 2), or "from the wilderness of

Bethaven ... to Luz, to the shoulder of Luzah
southward, that is Bethel" (xviii. 13); as if Bethel

were on the south side of the hill on which the

other city stood.

Other passages, however, seem to speak of the

ft In one case only do the LXX. omit the termination,

namely, in Gen. xxviii. 19, and here they give the
name as Oulammaous, Oii^afx/iooOs [so in many MSS.,
but Rom. OiiAa/iAoO^, Alex. OuAafifiau!], incorporating

with it the preceding Hebrew word Ul'tm, D --IS, as

they liave also done in the case of Laish (sec p. 1581,
note c). The eagerness witli which Jerome attacks

this monstrous name at every possible opportunity ia

very curious and characteristic.
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two as identical— " Luz in the land of Canaan, that

is Bethel " (Gen. xxxv. 6); and in the account of

the capture of Bethel, after the conquest of the

country, it is said that >' the name of the city before

was Luz " (Judg. i. 23). Nor should it be over-

looked that, in the very first notice of Abram's

arrival in Canaan, Bethel is mentioned without

Luz (Gen. xii. 8, xiii. 3), just as Luz is mentioned

by Jacob without Bethel (xlviii. 3).

Perhaps there never was a point on which the

evidence was so curiously contradictory. In tlie

passages just quoted we find Bethel mentioned in

the most express manner two generations before the

occurrence of the event which gave it its name;

while the patriarch to whom that event occurred,

and wlio made there the most solemn vow of his

life, in recurring to that very circumstance, calls

the place by its heathen name. We further find

the Israelite name attached, before the conquest of

the country by the Israelites, to a city of the build-

ing of which we have no record, and which city is

then in the possession of the Canaanites.

The conclusion of the writer is that the two

places were, during the times preceding the con-

quest, distinct, Luz being the city and Bethel the

pillar and altar of Jacob : that after the destruction

of Luz by the tribe of Ephraim the town of Bethel

arose: that the close proximity of the two was

sufficient to account for their being taken as iden-

tical in cases where there was no special reason for

discriminating them, and that the great subsequent

reputation of Bethel will account for the occurrence

of its name in Abram's history in reference to a

date prior to its existence, as well as in the records

of the conquest.

2. When the original Luz was destroyed, through

the treachery of one of its inhabitants, the man
who had introduced the Israelites into the town

went into the "land of the Hittites" and built a

city, which he named after the former one. This

city was standing at the date of the record (Judg.

i. 26). But its situation, as well as that of the

"land of the Hittites," has never been discovered

since, and is one of the favorite puzzles of Scripture

geographers. Eusebius {Ommi. Aou^a) mentions

a place of the name as standing near Shechem,

nine (Jerome, three) miles from Nea polls (Nnblus).

The objection to this is the difficulty of placing in

central Palestine, and at that period, a district ex-

clusively Hittite. Some have imagined it to be in

Cyprus, as if Chittim were the country of the Hit-

tites ; others in Arabia, as at Lysa, a Eoman town

in tlie desert south of Palestine, on the road to

Akabah (Kob. i. 187).

The signification of the name is quite uncertain.

It is usually taken as meaning " hazel," and de-

noting the presence of such trees; but the latest

lexicographer (Fiirst, Himdn-b. f>f)6) has returned

to the opinion of an earlier scholar (Hiller. Onom.

70), that the notion at the root of the word is rather

"bending " or " sinking," as of a valley. G.

* The difficulties suggested in this article and

in that on BicniELas to the use of the two names,

are removed by careful attention to the narrative.

1 lieie seems to have been no town in the locality

in the time of Abraham; but he pitched his tent

and built his altar in a place which Moses can only

describe by means of the names of the places nearest

thereto at the time of his writing (Gen. xii. 8,

xiii. 3). Nor had any town yet been built at the

time of Jacob's first (Gen. xxviii. 11-19), nor of his

second (xxxv. 6) visit, the narrative implying that

it was a solitary place. At his first visit Jacob

named the place Bethel; but he remained there

only a single night, and there was no one with him
to hear or give currency to the designation. At
his second visit therefore, with his numerous house-

hold (" he and all the people that were with him ")

when he apparently sojourned there for some time,

he repeated it, and it became thenceforward to his

descendants the rightful name of the locality.

When he removed thence, it again became an un-

inhabited place, and the Canaanites built a town

which they called by their own name of Luz, and

which continued quite down to the conquest.

During the interval lietween the building of the

town and the conquest there were therefore to the

Israelites two names, that de faclo of the town,

Luz; and that de jure, of the locality (there was

yet no such town). Bethel. Either name is used

to describe the place. (Gen. xxxv. 6; Judg. i. 23,

etc.) Tlie Canaanite town was built in tlie inten-al

between Jacob's second visit and the time of his

death— probably before his going down to Egypt.

This second visit having been before the birth of

Benjamin (xxxv. 6, 16),there was ample time for

the Iiuildiiig. AVhen Jacob speaks of the place at

a later time (xlviii. 3), he naturally calls it by its

existing name; while in Judges i. 23, after it had

been destroyed and replaced by an Israelite town,

it is as naturally called by the latter, with paren-

thetical mention of the former name. The sug-

gestion in the above article, that the later town did

not precisely cover the site of the earlier, in expla-

nation of Josh. xvi. 2, seems altogether probable.

F. G.

LYCAO'NIA (AvKaovla). This is one of

those districts of Asia Minor, which, as mentioned

in the N. T., are to be understood rather in an

ethnological than a strictly political sense. From
what is said in .Vets xiv. 11 of " the speech of Ly-

caoiiia," it is evident that the inhabitants of the

district, in St. Paul's day, spoke something very

different from ordinary Greek. 'U'hether this lan-

guage was some Syrian dialect [Cappadocia], or

a corrupt form of Greek, has been tnucli debated

(Jablonsky, Opusc. iii. 3; Gukling, Le LiiKj. Ly-
crion. 1726)." The fact that the Lycaoiiians were

familiar with the Greek mythology is consistent

with either supposition. It is deeply interesting to

see these rude country people, when Paul and Bar-

nabas worked miracles among them, rushing to the

conclusion that the strangers were Jlercury and

Jupiter, whose visit to this very neighborhood forms

the subject of one of Ovid's most charming stories

(Ovid, MtUim. viii. 620). Nor can we fail to no-

tice how admiraljly St. Paul's address on the occa-

sion was adapted to a simple and imperfectly civil-

ized race (xiv. 15-17). This was at Lystha, in

the heart of the country. F'urther to the east was

Dkkbe (ver. 6), not far from the chief pass which

leads up through Taurus, from Cilicia and the

coast, to the central table-land. At the western

limit of Lycaonia was Icomum (ver. 1 ), in the direc-

« * Luke mentions that the Lystrians spoke in their

nafive tongue (Acts xiv. 11). because it explains why
Paul and Barnabas did not at once rebuke the cry of

the multitude •. The gods are come down to us iu

the likeness of men." They were ignorant of the

language in which this was spoken. It does not ap-

pear that the Apostles possessed any permanent gift of

tongues to aid them in preaching the Gospel. H.
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tioii of Antioch in Pisidia. a good Roman
road intersected the district along the line thus in •

dicated. On St. Paul's first missionary journey he

traversed Lycaonia from west to east, and then re-

turned on his steps (v. 21; see 2 Tim. iii. 11). On
the second and third journeys he entered it from

the east; and after leaving it, travelled in the one

case to Troas (Acts xvi. 1-8), in the other to Eph-

esus (Acts xviii. 23, xix. 1). Lycaonia is for the

most part a dreary plain, bare of trees, destitute of

fresh water, and with several salt lakes. It is, how-

ever, very favorable to sheep-farming. In the first

notices of this district, which occur in connection

with Roman history, we find it under the rule of

robber-chieftains. After the provincial system had

embraced the whole of Asia Mnior, the boundaries

of the provinces were variable; and Lycaonia was,

politically, sometimes in Cappadocia, sometimes in

Galatia. A question has been raised, in connection

with this jjoint, concerning the chronology of parts

of St. Paul's life. This subject is noticed in the

article on Galatia. J. S. H.

LYCIA (AuKi'a: [Lycia'j), [Acts xxvii. 5,] is

the name of that southwestern region of. the penin-

sula of Asia Minor which is immediately opposite

the island of Rhodes. It is a remarkable district

both physically and historically. The last emi-

nences of the range of Taurus come down here in

majestic masses to the sea, forming the heights of

Cragus and Anticragus, with the river Xanthus

winding between them, and ending in the long

series of promontories called by modern sailors the

"seven capes," among which are deep inlets favor-

able to seafaring and piracy. In this district are

those curious and very ancient architectural remains,

which have been so fully illustrated by our English

travellers. Sir C. Fellows, and INIessrs. Spratt and

Forbes, and many sjiecimens of which are in the

British Museum. Whatever may have been the

political history of tiie earliest Lycians, their

country was incorporated in the Persian empire,

and their ships were conspicuous in the great war

against the Greeks (Herod, vii. 91, 92). After the

death of Alexander tlie Great, Lycia was included

in the Greek Seleucid kingdom, and was a part of

the territory which the Romans forced Antiochus

to cede (Liv. xxxvii. 55). It was made in the first

place one of tlie continental possessions of Rhodes

[Caria]: l)ut before long it was politically sepa-

rated from that island, and allowed to be an inde-

pendent state. This has been called the golden

period of the history of Lycia. It is in this period

that we find it mentioned (1 Mace. xv. 23) as one

of the countries to which the Romans sent de-

spatches in fa\'or of the .lews under Simon Macca-

bifius. It was not till the reign of Claudius that

Lycia became part of the Roman provincial sys-

tem. At first it was combined with Pamphylia,

and the governor bore the title of " Proconsul

Lyciae et Pamphyliaj " (Gruter, Thes. p. 458).

Such seems to have been the condition of the dis-

trict when St. Paul visited the Lycian towns of

Patara (Acts xxi. 1) and Myra (Acts xxvii. 5).

At a later period of tlie Roman empire it was a

separate province, with Myra for its capital.

J. S. H.

LYD'DA (Ai;55a: Lyddn), tne Greek form of

the name whicli originally appears in the llel)rew

records as Loi). It is familiar to us as the scene

of one of St. Peter's acts of healing, on the para-

lytic ./Eneas, one of " the saints who dwelt at
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Lydda " (Acts ix. 32), the consequence of which

was the conversion of a very large number of the

inhabitants of the town and of the neighboring

plain of Sharon (ver. 35). Here Peter was residing

when tiie disciples of Joppa fetched him to that city

in their distress at the d^-'th. of Tabitha (ver. 38).

Quite in accordance with these and the other

scattered indications of Scripture is the situation

of the modern town, which exactly retains its name,

and proljably its position. Luhl (Tobler, 'Sit Wand.

pp. 69, 450), or Ludd (Robinson, BiU. Jies. ii 244),

stands in the Merj, or meadow, of Ibii Onu-ir,

part of the great maritime plain which anciently

bore the name of Sharon, and which, when covered

with its crops of corn, reminds the traveller of the

rich wheat-fields of our own Lincolnshire (Rol). iii.

145 ; and see Thomson, Land and Bcmk, ch. xxxiv.).

It is 9 miles from Joppa," and is the first town on the

northernmost of the two roads between tliat place

and Jerusalem. Within a circle of 4 miles still

stand Ono {Kefr Aumi), Hadid (el-ILidilhe/i), and

Neballat (Beit-Neballc/i), three places constantly

associated with Lod in the ancient records. The
watercourse outside the town is .said still to bear

the name of Abi Butrus (Peter), in memory of the

Apostle (Rob. ii. 248; Tobler, 471). Lying so

conspicuously in this fertile plain, and u{x)n the

main road from the sea to the interior, Lydda
couhl hardly escape an eventful history. It was in

the time of Josephus a place of considerable size,

which gave its name to one of the three (or four,

xi. 57) "governments " or toparchies (see Joseph.

B. J. iii. 3, § 5) which Demetrius Soter (li. c.

cir. 152), at the request of .Jonathan Maccaliseus,

released from tribute, and transferred from Samaria

to the estate of the Temple at .Jerusalem (1 JMacc.

xi. 34; comp. x. 30, 38; xi. 28, 57); though by

whom these districts were originally defined does

not appear (see Michaelis, Bib.far UngeL). A cen-

tury later (is. o. cir. 45) Lydda, with Gophna, Em-
maus, and Thamna, became the prey of the insa-

tial>le Cassius, by whom the whole of the inhab-

itants were sold into slavery to raise the exorbitant

taxes imposed (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 11, § 2). From
this they were, it is true, soon released by Antony;

but a few years only elapsed l)efore their city (a. d
66) was burnt by Gestius ('iallus on his way from

Caisarea to Jerusalem. He entered it when all the

people of the place but fifty were absent at the

feast of Tabernacles in Jerusalem (.Joseph. B. J.

ii. 19, § 1). He must have passed the hardly cold

ruins not more than a fortnight after, when flying

for his life before the infuriated Jews of Jerusalem.

Some repair appears to have been immediately

made, for in less than two years, early in a. d. 68,

it was in a condition to be again taken by A'espa-

sian, then on his way to his campaign in the south

of Judaja. Vespasian introduced fresh inhabitants

from the prisoners lately taken in Galilee (.loseph.

B. J. iv. 8, § 1). But the sul)stantial rebuilding

of the town — lying as it did in tlie road of every

invader and every countermarch — can hardly have

been effected till the disorders of this unhappy

country were somewhat composed. Hadrian's

reign, after the suppression of the revolt of Par-

Cocheba (a. d. cir. 136), when Paganism was

triumphant, and Jerusalem rebuilding as MWa,

a * Lydda (as ascertained by leveling) is somewhat

over 11 miles from Joppa, {Ordnance Survey of Jeru-

salem, p. 21). U-
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Capitolina, would not be an improbable time for

this, and for the bestowal on Lydda of the new
name of Diospolis"— City of Zeus— which is

stated by Jerome to have accompanied tlie rebuild-

ing. (See Quaresmius, Peregr. i., lib. 4, cap. 3.)

We have already seen that this new name, as is

so often the ^.ase in Palestine, has disappeared in

favor of the ancient one. [Accho; Kknath, etc.]

When Eusebius wrote (a. n. 320-330) Dios-

polis was a well-known and much-frequented town,

to which he often refers, though the names of

neither it nor Lydda occur in the actual catalogue

of his Onomaslicun. In Jerome's time {Ejntnpli.

Pinilw, § 8),'' A. D. 404, it was an episcopal see.

Tradition reports that the first bishop was " Zenas

the lawyer " (Tit. iii. 13), originally one of the

seventy disciples (Dorotheus, in Keland, 879); but

the first historical mention of the see is the signa-

ture of " Aiitius Lyddensis " to the acts of the

Council of Nicsea (a. d. 32.5; Reland, 878). After

this the name is found, now Diospolis, now Lydda,

amongst the lists of the Councils down to a. d.

518 (Hob. ii. 245; Mislin, ii. 149). The bishop

of Lydda, originally subject to Ciesarea, became at

a later date suffragan to Jerusalem, (see the two

lists in Yon Kaumer, 401); and this is still the

Dase. In the latter end of 415 a Council of 14

bishops was held here, before which Pelagius ap-

peared, and by whom, after much tumultuous
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debate, and in the ab.sence of his two accusers, be

was acquitted of heresy, and received as a Christian

lirother<^ (Milner, Hist, if Ch. of Christ, Cent. V.
ch. iii.). St. George, the patron saint of England,

was a native of Lydda. After his martyrdom his

remains were buried there (see quotations, by Rob-
inson, ii. 245), and over them a church was after-

wards built and dedicated to his honor. The erec-

tion of this church is commonly ascribed to Jus-

tinian, but there seenjs to he no real ground for the

assertion,'' and at present it is quite uncertain by
whom it was built. When the country was taken

jx)ssession of by the Saracens in the early part of

the 8th century, the church was destroyed ; and in

this ruined condition it was found by the Cnis.aders

in a. t>. 1099, who reinstituted the see, and added

to its endowment the neighboring city and lands

of Rnmleli. Apparently at the same time the

church was rebuilt and strongly fortified (Eob. ii.

247). It appears at that time to have been out-

side the city. Again destroyed by Saladin after the

battle of Hattin in 1191, it was again rebuilt, if

we are to believe the tradition, which, however, is

not so consistent or trustworthy as one would de-

sire, by Richard Coeur-de-lion (^Vill. Tyr. ; but see

Rob. ii. 245, 24G). The remains of the church

still form the most remarkable object in the modern
village. A minute and picturesque account of them
will be found in Robinson (ii. 244), and a view in

Lydda— lluins of the Church of St. George Van de Velde.

Van de Velde's Pays d' Israel (plate 55). The town

is, for a Mohammedan place, busy and prosperous

(see Thomson, Land and Book ; A'an de Velde,

S. (f P. i. 244). Buried in palms, and with a

.arge well close to the entrance, it looks from a

distance inviting enough, but its interior is very

repulsive on account of the extraordinary number

of persons, old and young, who)n one encounters

at every step, either totally blind or afflicted with

loathsome diseases of the eyes. Indeed it is pro-

cj Was this the Diospolis mentioned by Joseplius

(Ant. XV. 5, § 1, and B. J. i. § 6)? But if is difficult

to discover if two places are not intended, possibly

neither of them identical with Lydda.

Can there be any connection, etymological or other,

between the two names ? In the Diet, of GtOicr. i. 778,

a modern Egyptian village is mentioned named Lydda,

of which the ancient name was also Diospolis.

b Jerome is wrong here in placing the raising of

Dorcas at Lydda. So also Ritter {Paldstina
,

p. 551)

ascribes the miracle to St. Paul.

verbial for this; and the writer was fold on the

spot in 1858, as a common saying, that in Lydd
every man has either but one eye or none nt all.

Lydda was, for some time previous to the de-

struction of Jerusalem, the seat of a very famous
Jewish school, scarcely second to that of Jabneh.

About the time of the siege it was presided over by
l!abl)i (jamaliel, second of the name (Lightfoot,

Chor. Cent. xvi.). Some curious anecdotes and
short notices from the Talmuds concerning it are

c " Ilia miseraWlis Synodus Diospolitanus " (Je-

rome, Ep. ad Alijp. ft Alls- § 2).

(' The church which Justinian built to St. George

was in Bizana (eV Bt^ai'ois), somewhere in Armenia
(Procopius, de Ed, Just. 3, 4 ; in Rob. p. 246). See the

remarks of Robinson against the possibility of Con-

stantine haviug built the church at Lydda. But were

there not probably two churches at Lydda, one dedi-

cated to St. George, and one to the Virgin ? See Re-

land, p. 878.
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preserved by Lightfoot. One of these states that

" Queen Helena celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles

there "

!

As the city of St. George, who Is one with the

famous personage el-Khudr, Lydda is held in much
honor by the JMuslims. In their traditions the gate

of the city will be the scene of the final combat

between Christ and Antichrist (Sale's Koran, note

to ch. 43, and Prel. Disc. iv. § 4 ; also Jalal ad-

Din, Temj)le of Jerusalem, p. 434). G.

LYD'IA (Ai/S/a: [Lijdl]), a maritime province

in the west of Asia Minor, bounded by Mysia on

the N., Phrygia on the E., and Caria on the S.

The name occurs only in 1 Mace. viii. 8 (the ren-

dering of the A. V. in Ez. xxx. 5 being incorrect

for Ludim); it is there enumerated among the dis-

tricts which the Romans took away from Antiochus

the Great after the battle of Rlagnesia in B. c. 190,

and transferred to Eumenes II., king of Fergamus.

Some difficulty arises in the passage referred to

from the names "India and Media" found fn con-

nection with it: but if we regard these as incor-

rectly given either by the writer or by a copyist for

"Ionia and Mysia," the agreement with Livy's

account of the same transaction (xxxvii. 5G) will be

sufficiently established, the notice of the maritime

provinces alone in the book of Maccabees being

explicable on the ground of their being best known
to the inhabitants of Palestine. For the connec-

tion between Lydia and the Lud and Ludim of the

O. T., see Ludim. Lydia is included in the

" Asia " of the N. T. W. L. B.

LYD'IA (AuSi'a: [^Lyditi]), the first European
convert of St. Paul, and afterwards his hostess

during his first stay at Philippi (Acts xvi. 14, 15,

also 40). She was a Jewish proselyte ((re/So^eV?]

rhp @e6v) at the time of the Apostle's coming;

and it was at the Jewish Sablsath-worship by the

side of a stream (ver. 13) that the preaching of the

Gospel reached her heart. She was probably only

a temporary resident at Philippi. Her native place

was Thyatika, in the province oi' Asia (ver. 14;
Rev. ii. 18); and it is interesting to notice that

through her, indirectly, the Gospel may have come
into that very district, where St. Paul himself had
recently been forbidden directly to pre;\ch it (Acts

xvi. 6). Thyatira was famous for its dyeing-works

;

and Lydia was connected with this trade [iropcbvuo-

iroiAis), either as a seller of dye, or of dyed goods.

We infer that she was a person of considerable

wealth, partly from the fact that she gave a home
to St. Paul and his companions, partly from the

mention of the con\'ersion of her " houseliold,"

under which term, whether children are included

or not, sla\es are no doubt comprehended. Of
Lydia's character we are led to form a high esti-

mate, from her candid reception of the Gospel, her

urgent hospitahty, and her continued friendship

to Paul anil Silas when they were persecuted.

Whether she was one of " those women who laliored

with Paul in the (iospel " at Philippi, as mentioned
afterwards in the Kpistle to that place (Phil. iv.

3), it is impossible to say. As regards her name,
though it is certainly curious that Thyatira was in

the district anciently called " Lydia," there seems
no reason for doubting that it was simply a proper
name, or for sujiposing with Grotius that she was
"ita dicta a solo natali." J. S. H.

LYSA'NIAS (Avcravias- ILysnnins]), men-
tioned by St. Luke in one of his chronological

Daesages (iii. 1) as being tetrarch of AbiIvEnk
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(i. e. the district round Abila) in the 1.5th year of

Tiberius, at the time when Herod Antipas was

tetrai'ch of Galilee, and Herod Philip tetrarch of

Itursea and Trachonitis. It happens that Josephus

speaks of a prince named Lysanias who ruled over

a territory in the neighlijrhood of Lebanon in the

time of Antony and Cleopatra, and that he also

mentions Abilene as associated with the name of a

tetrarch Lysanias, while recounting events of the

reigns of Caligula and Claudius. These circum-

stances have given to Strauss and others an oppor-

tunity for accusing the EvangeUst of confusion and
error : but we shall see that this accusation rests on

a groundless assumption.

What Josephus says of the Lysanias who was

contemporary with Antony and Cleopatra (i. e. who
lived 60 years before the time referred to by St.

Luke) is, that he succeeded his father Ptolemy, the

son of Mennaeus, in the government of Chalcis,

under Mount Lebanon {B. J. i. 13, § 1; Atii. xiv.

7, § 4) ; and that he was put to death at the in-

stance of Cleopatra (Ant. xv. 4, § 1), who seems to

have received a good jjart of his territory. It is to

be observed that Abila is not specified here at all,

and that Lysanias is not called tetrarch.

What Josephus says of Abila and the tetrarchy

in the reigns of Caligula and Claudius («. e. about

20 years after the time mentioned in St. Luke's

Gospel) is, that the former emperor promised the

" tetrarchy of Lysanias " to Agrippa {Ant. xviii. 6,

§ 10), and that the latter actuallj' gave to him
" Abila of Lysanias " and the territory near Leba-

non (Ant. xix\ 5, § 1, with B. J. ii. 12, § 8).

Now, assuming Abilene to be included in both

cases, and the former Lysanias and the latter to be

identical, there is nothing to hinder a prince of the

same name and family from having reigned as

tetrarch over the territory in the intermediate

period. But it is probable that the Lysanias men-
tioned by Josephiis in the second instance is actu-

ally the prince referred to by St. Luke. Thus,

instead of a contradiction, we obtain from the

Jewish historian a confirmation of the Evangelist;

and the argument becomes very decisive if, as some
think, Abilene is to be excluded from the territory

mentioned in the story which has reference to Cleo-

patra.

Fuller details are given in Davidson's Introduc-

tion to tlie N. T. i. 214-220; and there is a good
brief notice of the subject in Rawlinson's Banipton

Lectures for 185'J, p. 203 [p. 200, Amer. ed.],

and note 113. J. S. H.

LYS'IAS (Aucr/as), a nobleman of the blood-

royal (1 JNIacc. iii. 32; 2 Mace. xi. 1), who was
entrusted by Antiochus Epiphanes (cir. b. c. 1G6)

with the government of southern Syria, and the

guardianship of his son Antiochu.« Eupator (1 Mace,

iii. 32; 2 Mace. x. 11). In the execution of his

office Lysias armed a very considerable force against

.ludas JIaccabfeus. Two detachments of this army
uniler Nicanor (2 Mace, viii.) and Gorgias were

defeated by the Jews near Emmaus (1 i\Iacc. iv.),

and in the following year Lysias himself met with

a much more serious reverse at Bethsura (b. c. 165),

which was followed by the purification of the Tem-
ple. Shortly after this, Antiochus F-inphanes died

B. c. 104, and Lysias assumed the government as

guardian of his son, who was yet a child (App.

Syr. 46, iva^rls -KaiUou; 1 Mace. vi. IT). The
war against the .lews was renewed, and, after a

severe struggle, Lysias, who took the young king
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with him, captured Bethsura, and was besiegiiio;

Jerusalem, when he received tidings of the approach

of Philip, to wliom Antiochus had transferred the

guardianship of the prince (1 Mace. vi. 18 fF.; 2

Mace. xiii.). He defeated Phihp (b. c. 163), and

was supported at Rome; but in the next year, to-

gether with his ward, fell into the hands of Deme-

trius Soter [Demktkius I.], who put them both

to death (1 Mace. vii. 2-4; 2 Mace. xiv. 2; Jos.

AnI. xii. 12, §§ 15, 16 ; App. Syr. cc. 45-47 ; Polyb.

xxxi. 15, 19).

There are considerable differences between the

first and second books of Maccabees with regard

to the campaigns of Gorgias and the subsequent

one of Lysias: the former places the defeat of

Lysias in the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes before

the purification of the Temple (1 Mace. iv. 26-35),

the latter in the reign of Antiochus Eupator after

the purification (2 Mace. x. 10, xi. 1, &c.). There

is no sufficient ground for believing that the events

recorded are different (Patricius, Be Consensu

Mace. §§ xxvii. xxxvii.), for the mistake of date in

2 Maccabees is one which might easily arise (comp.

Wernsdorf, De fde Mace. § Ixvi. ; Grimm, ad 2

Mace. xi. 1). The idea of Grotius that 2 Mace.

xi. and 2 Mace. xiii. are duplicate records of the

same event, in spite of Ewald's support (Gesehiclite,

iv. 365 note), is scarcely tenable, and leaves half

the difficulty unexplained. B. F. \V.

* LYS'IAS (Ava-ias) surnamed Claudius

(KXavSios) was the Roman chiharch ("chief cap-

tain," A. V.) who conmianded the garrison at Jeru-

salem in the procuratorship of Felix (a. d. 50).

See Wieseler's Chronoloyie, p. 88. It was he who

rescued Paul from the Jewish mob when they were

about to kill him for alleged profanation of the

Temple (Acts xxi. 32 ff ). Of his two names, Lysias

reminds us of his Greek origin, and Claudius of his

assumiition of the rights of a Roman citizen,

whicli (see Acts xxii. 28) he had acquired by pur-

chase. [CrriZEXSiiii'.] We have no knowledge

of this Lysias out of the Acts ; but what we learn

there is not, on the whole, unfavorable to him.

He arrested the scourging of Paul as soon as he

knew that he was a Roman citizen. He allowed

him to speak to his countrymen in self-defense,

and rescued him from their rage on hearing his

declaration that God had sent him to preach the

Messiah to the heathen. He lodged him for safety

in the castle, took him out of the hands of the

Jewish Council when they were about to t«ar

him in pieces, and on being informed of a con-

spiracy to kill him, sent him by night, under an

escort of Roman soldiers, to Felix at Csesarea.

Luke has preserved to us the letter which Lysias

wrote to Felix on that occasion (Acts xxiii. 26-30).

The letter contains, on one point, a palpalile mis-

statement, proceeding of course not from Luke who

copied the letter, but from Lysias by whom it was

written. Lysias states as his reason for rescuing

Paul with such promptness from the Jews that he

learned {^laOwv on, etc.) that he was a Roman

citizen : whereas, in fact, he knew nothing of Paul's

rank till after he had taken him into custody," and

was even on the point of putting him to torture.

Meyer very properly points out this deceit as a

mark of the genuineness of the letter (Apostel-
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(/eschichte, p. 450). It was natural that the subal-

tern should wish to gain as much credit as possible

with his superior. It might be presumed that the

minute circumstances would be unknown to Felix.

We detect the inconsistency because we have in

our hands Luke's narrative as well as the letter.

It is impossible to say how Luke obtained a copy

of this document. It pertained to a judicial process

concerning which Fehx might have to give account.

It would therefore be presened. Luke no doubt was

at Csesarea during the two years that Paul was con-

fined there. He would naturally wish to know how
the Apostle's case had been represented to the pro-

curator, and may even at that time have formed his

purpose to write the Acts. Considering his inquisi-

tive habits (mentioned at the beginning of his Gos-

pel) we can easily believe that he would find means,

in some way, to see the letter, or at all events to

learn its purport (Acts xxiii. 25). Luke's express-

ion {(iriffT. i7ipi(xov(Tav rhv tvttov tovtov) mti-

mates {hat it is the substance rather than the full

words of the letter, that he reports to us. An inci-

dental value of the document is that it transmits

to us an official Roman testimony to the integrity

of Paul's character. H.

LYSIM'ACHUS (Au<nVaxos, [ender of
strife, peace-maker: Lysiniachus]). 1. "A son

of Ptolemaeus of Jerusalem " (A. TlTO\€fj.aiov 6

iv 'lepovffaX'fifi), the Greek translator of the book

of Esther {intfTToX-fi- Comp. Esth. ix. 20), accord-

ing to the subscription of the LXX. There is,

however, no reason to suppose that tlie translator

was also the author of the additions made to the

Hebrew text. [Esther.]

2. A brother of the high-priest Menelaus, who
was left by him as his deputy (SiaSoxos) during

his absence at the court of Antiochus. His tyranny

and sacrilege excited an insurrection, during which

he fell a victim to the fury of the people cir. b. c.

170 (2 Mace. iv. 29-42). The Vulgate, by a mis-

translation (" IMenelaus amotus est a sacerdotio,

succedente Lysimacho fratre suo " 2 Mace. iv. 29)

makes Lysiniachus the successor instead of the

deputy of jNIenelaus. B. F. W.

LYS'TRA (Avarpa [neuter pi. Acts xiv. 8 and

2 Tim. iii. 11, but fem. sing.. Acts xiv. 6, 21, and

xvi. 1 : I.ystra, also sing, and pi.] ) has two ]joints

of extreme interest in connection respectively with

St. Paul's first and second missionary journeys—
(1) as the place where divine honors were offered to

him, and where he was presently stoned; (2) as the

home of his chosen companion and I'eUow-missionary

TiMOTIIEUS.

We are told in the 14th chapter of the Acts, that

Paul and Barnabas, driven by persecution from

IcoxiUM (ver. 2), proceeded to Lystra and its

neighborhood, and there preached the (;osi)el. In

the course of this service a remarkable miracle was

worked in the healing of a lame man (ver. 8). This

occurrence produced such an effect on the minds

of the ignorant and superstitious people of the

place, that they supposed that the two gods, INIeii-

CUKY and Jupitek, who were said by the poets to

have formerly visited this district in human form

[Lycaonia] had again bestowed on it the same

favor, and consequently were iiroceeding to ott'er

sacrifice to the strangers (ver. 13). The Apostles

a * To evade tliis conclusion some resolve fiaSuiv

into Ko.\ e'lua^oi', as if the chiliarch learned the fact

of the citizenship after the arrest. But there is no

example of such a use of the participle in the N. T,

(See Winer, N. T. Gram. § 46, 2.) U.
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rejected this worship with horror (ver. 14). .and

St. Paul addressed a speech to them, turniiir; their

minds to the true Source of all tiie blessings of

nature. The distinct proclamation of Christian

doctrine is not mentioned, but it is implied, inas-

much as a church was founded at Lystra. The

adoration of the Lystrians was rapidly followed by

a change of feeling. The persecuting Jews arrived

from Antioch in Pisidia and Iconium, and bad such

influence that Paul was stoned and left for dead

(ver. 19). On his recovery he withdrew, with

Barnabas, to Derbe (ver. 20), but before long

retraced his steps through Lystra (ver. 21), encour-

aging the new disciples to be steadfast.

It is evident from 2 Tim. iii. 10, 11, that

Timotheus was one of those who witnessed St.

Paul's sufferings and courage on this occasion : and

it can hardly be doubted that his conversion to

Christianity resulted partly from these circum-

stances, combined with the teaching of his .Jewish

mother and grandmother, Eunice and Lois (2 Tim.

i. 5). Thus, when the Apostle, accompanied by Silas,

came, on his second missionary journey, to this

place again (and here we should notice how accu-

rately Derbe and Lystra are here mentioned in the

inverse order), Timotheus was already a Christian

(Acts xvi. 1). Here he received circumcision, "be-

cause of the Jews in those parts" (ver. 3); and

from this point began his connection with St. Paul's

travels. We are doubly reminded here of Jewish

residents in and near Lystra. Their first settle-

ment, and the ancestors of Timotheus among them,

may \'ery probably be traced to the establishment

of Babylonian Jews in Phrygia by Antiochus three

centuries before (Joseph. Ant. xii. 3, § 4). Still

it is evident that there was no influential Jewish

population at Lystra: no mention is made of any

synagogue ; and the whole aspect of the scene

described by St. Luke (.\cts xiv.) is thoroughly

heathen. With regard to St. Paul, it is not ab-

solutely stated that he was ever in Lystra again,

but from the general description of] the route of the

third missionary journey (Acts xviii. 23) it is almost

certain that he was.

Lystra was undoubtedly in the eastern part of

the great plain of Lycaonia; and there are very

strong reasons for identifying its site with the ruins

called Bin-hlr-Kilisseli, at the base of a conical

mountain of volcanic structui-e, named the Kara-
dagh (Hamilton, Res. in A. .1/. li. 313). Here are

the remains of a great number of churches: and it

should be noticed that Lystra has its post-apostolic

Christian history, tiie names of its bishops appear-

ing in the records of early councils.

Pliny (v. 42) places this town in Galatia, and

Ptolemy (v. 4, 12) in Isauria: but these statements

are quite consistent with its being placed in Ly-

caonia by St. Luke, as it is by Hierocles (Synecd.
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o Gesenius (
Thes. 811 a) suggests that the name

may have been originally 713/0, the ^ having

changed into ^, in accordance with Phoenician custom.

(See also Fiirst, Hlwb. 766 b ; though he derives the

name itself from a root signifying depression — low-

land.) It is perhaps some support to this idea, that

Eusebius in the Onnmnstlcnn gives the name MaAoxa,
and that the LXX. read in one passage " Amalek,'' as

above. Is it not al.so possible that in 2 Sam. viii. 12

"Amalek" may more accurately be Maacah ? At
\east, no campaign against Amalek is recorded in these

wars — none since that before the death of Saul

p. 675). As to its condition in heathen times, it

is worth while to notice that the words in Acts xiv.

13 {tov Albs Tov uvTos irph ttjs irShfccs) would

lead us to conclude that it was under the tutelage

of Jupiter. Walch, in his Spicile<jium AnliquUatum
Lystreiisium (Diss, in yAcln Aposlohnun, Jena,

176G, vol. iii.), thinks that in this passage a statue,

not a temple, of the god is intended. J. S. H.

* The Apostle in his speech to the Lystrians

addressed heathen and idolaters. It is interesting

to compare the line of thought hinted here in regard

to the means of knowledge furnished by the light

of nature concerning the existence of God and his

attributes with the fuller reasoning on tliis subject

in Kom. i. 19 ff. The similarity (see also Acts

xvii. 24 ff.) is precisely such as we should expect

on the supposition that he who wrote the epistle

delivered the speech. There is also some diversity,

but of the kind which arises from applying the same

system of truth to different occasions. Luke as-

signs the speech to its proper place in tlie liistory.

Among the Lycaonians whose local tniditions were

so peculiar, it is less surprising that the gross

anthropomorphism should show itself, which called

forth the Apostle's remonstrance and led him to

correct the error. The reader will find a good

analysis of the argument, with exegetical remarks,

in Stier's Redtn der Apustel, ii. 1-29. H.

M.

MA'ACAH (n^V^ [perh. depi-essiun,

Fiirst]: Maaxa! Alex. MaaxaB'- Mancha). 1.

The mother of Absalom = Maaciiaii 5 (2 Sam.

iii. 3).

2. ;M.\acah, and (in Chron.) Maachah: in

Samuel ^AfiaXrjK," and so Josephus; in Chron.

[Vat. FA.] Mooxa '1t' Mcoxa; Alex, in both

[rather, in 2 Sam.] MaaxO) [''i Chron. Maxa,
Mojx"'] ^fi'chfiti, Maacha. A small kingdom in

close proximity to Palestine, which appears to have

lain outside Argob (Dent. iii. 14) and Baslian (.losh.

xii. 5). These districts, probably answering to

the Lijah and Jnulan of modern Syria, occupied

the space from the Jordan on the west to Salcah

(Sill/chad) on the east and Mount Hermon on the

north. There is therefore no alternative but to

place Maacah somewhere to the east of the Liji'li,

in tiie country that lies between that remarkable

district and the Siifi'i, namely the stony desert of

tl-Kra'' (see Kiepert's mnp to W'etzstein's Jiimran,

etc., 1800), and which is to this day thickly studded

with villages. In these remote eastern regions was

also probably situated Tibchath, Tebach, or Betach,

which occurs more than once in connection with

Maacah <^ (1 Chr. xviii. 8; Uen. xxii. 24; 2 Sam.

(1 Sam. XXX.), which can liardly be referred to in this

catalogue.

* The reading Maaxd instead of MoAajcd is adopted

by Larsow and Parthey in tlieir edition of the Onomas
ticnn of Eusebius (Berlin, 1862) on the authority of the

Code.x Leidensis. A.

b This is probably the origin of the name Crau

attached to the great stony plain north of Marseilles.

The ancient versions do not assist us much in

fixing the position of Maacah. The Syriac I'eshito in

1 Chr. xix. has Chornn, >i-A>. If this could b«

identified with el'Charra, the district east of Hulkhad,
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viii. 8). Maacah is sometimes assumed to have

been situated about Abkl-beth-Maacah; but,

if AbU be tbe modern representative of that town,

this is liardly probable, as it would bring the king-

dom of Maacah west of the Jordan, and witlnn the

actual limits of Israel. It is possible that the town
was a colony of the nation, though even this is

rendered questionable by the conduct of Joab to-

wards it (2 Sam. xx. 22). That implacable soldier

would hardly have left it standing and unharmed
had it lieen the city of those who took so prominent
a part against him in the Ammonite war.

That war was the only occasion on which the

Maacathites came into contact with Israel, when
their king assisted the Bene-Ammon [sons of A.]

against .loab with a force which he led himself

(2 Sam. X. 6, 8 ; 1 Chr. xix. 7. In the first of

these passages "of" is inaccurately omitted in the

A. v.). The small extent of the country may be

inferred from a comparison of the number of this

force with that of the people of Zobah, Ishtob, and
Eeliob (2 Sam. x. G), combined with the expression

" his people " in 1 Chr. xix. 7, which perhaps im-

ply that a thousand men were the whole strength

of his army. [JIaachatiii.]

To the connection which is always implied be-

tween Maacah and (ieshur we have no clew. It is

perhaps illustrated by the fact of the daughter of

the king of Gesluir— wife of David and mother
of Absalom —tf being named JNIaacah. G.

MA'ACHAH (TT^Vip [as above]: Moxci;

Alex. Mojxa : .^f'tnclid). 1. The daughter of

Nahor by his conculiine lieumah (Gen. xxii. 24).

Ewald connects her name with the district of j\la-

achah in the Mernion range (Gesc/i. i. 41-i, note 1 ).

2. (Maaxa : [Vat. Afxriaa-]) The father of

Achish, who was king of Gath at the beginning

of Solomon's reign (1 K. ii. 39). [Maocif.]
3. [Vat. in 1 Chr. xi. 21, yiaaxaf.] The

daughter, or more probably grand-daugliter, of

Absalom, named after his mother; the third and
favorite wife of Kehoboam, and mother of Abijah

(1 K. XV. 2; 2 Chr. xi. 20-22). According to

Josephus (Ant. viii. 10, § 1) her mother wa.s Tamar,
Absalom's daughter. ISut the mother of Abijah

is elsewhere called '• Slichaiah, the daui^hter of

Uriel of (iibeah " (2 Chr. xiii. 2). The LXX. and
Syriac, in the latter passage, have Maaehah, as in

xi. 20. If jMichaiah were a mere variation of Ma-
aehah, as has been asserted (the resemblance in

English characters being much more close than in

Hebrew), it would be easy to understand that Uriel

of Gibeah married Tamar the daughter of Absalom,
whose grand-daughter therefore Maaehah was. Rut
it is more probable that " Jlichaiah " is the error

of a transcrilicr, and that "Maaehah " is the true

reading in all eases (C'apelli 6')//. Sacr. vi. 7, § 3).

Houbigant [iroposed to alter the text, and to read
" Miuichah, tlie daughter of Abishalom (or Ab-
salom), the son of Uriel." During the reign of her

grandson .\sa she occupied at the court of Judah

and south of the Su/d (see AV^etzstein, and Cyril

Graham), it would support the view taken in the text.

and would nl.'io fall in with the suggestion of Ewald

(
Gesc/i. iii. 197), that the Sti/a is connected with Zobah.

In Josh. xiii. the Peshito has Euros, «.£DO^Q.X>,

of which the writer can make nothing. The Targunis

of Onkelos, Jonathan, and Jerusalem have Aphikoros,

D'np^'CS (with some slight variations in spelling).

MAACHATHI
the high position of " King's Mother " (comp. 3

K. ii. 19), which has been compared with that of

the SiiUnnn Vnlide in Turkey. It may be that at

Abij.ih's death, after a short reign of three years,

Asa was left a minor, and Jlaachah acted as regent,

like Athaliah under similar circumstances. If this

conjecture be correct, it would serve to explain the

influence by which she promoted the practice of

idolatrous worship. The idol or " horror " which
she had made for Asherah (1 K. xv. 13; 2 Chr.

XV. 16) is supposed to have been the emblem of

Priapus, and was so understood by the Vulgate.

[Idol, vol. ii. p. 1118 b.'] It was swept away in

Asa's reformation, and Maaehah was removed I'rom

her dignity. .Josephus calls Maaehah Maxavr),
perhaps a corruption of Maxa, and makes Asa the

son of Maxaio- See Burrington's Genenloijies, i.

222-228, where the two Maachahs are considered

distinct.

4. (Ma^x"-) The concubine of Caleb the son

of Hezron (1 Chr. ii. 48).

5. (IVIajxa.) The daughter of Talmai, king of

Geshur, and mother of Absalom (1 Chr. iii. 2):

also called IMaac.vii in A. V. of 2 Sam. iii. 3.

Josephus gives her name t/laxd-ixt) {Ant. vii. 1, § 4).

She is said, according to a Hebrew tradition re-

corded by Jerome (
Qu. Hebr. in Rey.), to have

been taken by David in battle and added to the

number of his wives.

6. (Moa>xa; Alex. Mooxa-) The wife of Ma-
chir the'Manassite, the father or founder of Gilead,

and sister of Huppim and Shuppim (1 Chr. vii.

15, IG), who were of the tribe of Benjamin (1 Chr.

vii. 12). In the Peshito Syriac Maaehah is made
the mother of jMachir.

7. (Moaxa. [MooixaO Alex, [in 1 Chr. viii.]

Maoxa.) -fhe wife of Jehiel, father or iounder

of Gil)eon, from whom was descended the family

of Saul (1 Chr. viii. 29, ix. 35).

8. (MoaJX"' ' Ale.x;. Maxa.) The father of

Hanan, one of the heroes of David's iiody-guard

(1 Chr. xi. 43), who is classed among the warriors

selected from the eastern side of the Jordan. It

is not impossible that Maaehah in this instance

may be the same as Svria-Maachah in 1 Chr. xix.

G, 7.

9. (Maaxa: [Vat. Maxa-]) A Simeonite, father

of Shephatiah, prince of his tribe in the reign of

David (1 Chr. xxvii. 16). W. A. W.

* MA'ACHATH {rO^T^i : Maxari (Vat.

^rei); Alex. Maxadt Mi(c/i(iti), Josh. xiii. 13,

probal)ly a variation of IMAACAir (which see),

though Fiirst suggests that it may be abbreviated

from ''nrJiyTS. it occurs only as above, and there

as patronymic (in the A. V., " Maachj'thites " ).

H.

MAACH'ATHI, and MAACH'A-
THITES, THE (\n3i;an [patronymic]:

[Rom. Maxa6i, Mox', Maxari, etc. ; Vat.]

This 5s probably intended for the 'ETriVaipos of
Ptolemy, which he mentions in company with Livias,

Callirrhoe, and Jazer (?) (See Relaud, Pal. p. 462 ; and
compare the expression of Josephus with regard to

Machferus, B. J. vii. 6, § 2.) But this would surely

be too fer south for Maacah. The Targum Pseudojon.

has Antikeros, DTT^p'^tCSS, which remains obscure.

It will be observed, however, that every one of these

names contains Kr or Chr.
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OfiaxaBet, r) Max«i, o Maxarei, [etc.;] Alex.

MaxaSi, [Maxari, etc. :] Maclwthi, Mnchaii,

[3/rt(u7(((?/J), two words— the former taking the

form of the Hebrew — which denote the inhabitants

of the small kingdom of Maach.vh (Dent. iii. 14;

Josh. xii. 5, xiii. 11, 13). Individual Maachathites

were not unknown among the warriors of Israel.

One, lecorded simply as " son of the Maachathite,"

or possibly " Eliphelet, son of Ahasbai the Maach-

athite " (see Kennicott, Dissertation, 20.5, 2QG), was

a meiiilier of David's guard (2 Sam. xxiii. 34).

Another, .lezaniah, was one of the chiefs who rallied

round Gedaliah the superintendent, after the first

destruction of Jerusalem (.ler. xl. 8; 2 K. xxv. 23).

Eshtemoa the Maachathite (1 Chr. iv. 19) more

probably derives that title from the concubine of

Caleb (ii. 48) than from the SjTian kingdom.

[Maacah, 2.] G.

MA'ADAI [3 syl.] 0']V'!2 [ornament of

Jehovah, see Ges.] : MooSi'a; [Vat. MoSeSec]
Alex. Moodeia; FA. AeSia: Maaddi), one of the

sons of Bani who returned witli Ezra and had in-

termarried with the people of the land (Ezr. x. 34).

He is called Momdis in 1 Esdr. ix. 34.

MAADI'AH (n^TI'ri [as above]: om. in

Vat. MS. [and so in Kom. Alex. FA.i] ; Alex,

[rather FA.-^] MaaSiaj: J/'"A'«), one of the priests,

or families of priests, who returned with Zerubljaltel

and Jeshua (Neh. xii. 5); elsewhere (ver. 17) called

MOADIAII.

MA'AI [2 syl.] (^V^ [perh. compassionate,

Ges.]: [Vat. Ale.x. FA.i omit; Rom.] 'Aia; [FA.3

Maai':] Maai), one of the Bene-Asaph [sons of A.]

who took part in the solemn musical service by

which the wall of Jerusalem was dedicated after it

had been rebuilt by Nehemiah (Neh. xii. 3G).

MA'ALEH-ACRAB'BIM (nbl?^

CSl^p^ [ascent of scorpions] : }} irpoaavd^atris

'AKpa^iiu [Rom. -^iv. Alex. A/cpoyS^ei^] : asren-

sus Scurpionis ). The full form of tlie name which in

its other occurrences (in the original identical with

the above) is given in the A. V. as " the ascent of"
[Num. xxxiv. 4], or " the going up to [Judg. i.

3G], Akrabbim." It is found only in Josh. xv. 3.

For the probable situation of the pass, see Akkab-
BIM. G.

* In Judg. i. 36 the marginal reading (A. V.)

is Maale-Akrabbim, with " the going up to Akralj-

bim " in the text. The same place is always meant,
and the expression is as much a proper name in

one passage as another. II.

MA'ANI (Buavl [Vat. -vei; Aid. Maai/i:']

Banni), 1 Esdr. Lx. 34 identical with B.\ni, 4.

MA'ARATH (nni77? [naked place, i. e.

without trees, etc.]: Mayapood"; [.VIex. Aid. Ma-
pwd, Gomp. Maapwd'-] M'ireth), one of the towns

of Judah, in the district of the mountains, and in

the same group which contains Halhul, BiiTii-

ZUR, and Gedou (Josh. xv. 51) ). The places which

occur in company with it have been identified at a

few miles to the north of Hebron, but Maarath has

hitherto eluded observation. It does not seem to

have been known to Eusebius or Jerome, although

« The LXX. here represent the Hebrew Aiii by y

;

compare Qomorrah.
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its hame is mentioned by them {Onomasticon,

" Maroth ").

By Gesenius ( Thes. 10G9 n) the name is derived

from a root signifying openness or bareness;

but may it not with equal accuracy and greater

plausibility be derived y^-om that which has pro-

duced the similar word, menrah, a cave? It

would thus point to a characteristic feature of the

mountainous districts of Palestine, one of which,

the Mearath-AduUani, or cave of Adullam, was

probably at no great distance from this very lo-

cality. G.

* MA'ASAI (3 syl.) is the correct form of tlie

word wliich appears in the A. V. (1 Chr. ix. 12)

as Maasiai or Maasia. See addition to Maa.si.vi.

A.

MAASE'IAH [4 syl.] (n^H?^7? [work of
Jehovah]: Maacria: Maasia). 1. ([Vat. Mescr-

(r7j\;] Alex, ttlaacrriia; FA. Maao-jja.) A descend-

ant of Jeshua the priest, who in tlie time of Ezra

had married a foreign wite, and wan divorced from
her (Ezr. x. 18). He is called Matthklas in 1

Esdr. ix. 19, but in the margin, Maasias.
^. (MaffttTjA; Alex. Mao-etas; [Conip. Maaaia.])

A priest, of tlie sons of Ilarim, who put away his

foreign wife at Ezra's command (Ezr. x. 21). Ma-
ASIAH in margin of 1 Esdr. ix. 19.

3. ([Vat.] FA. MaaaaLa-) A priest of the

sons of I'ashur, who had married a foreign wife in

the time of Ezra (Ezr. x. 22). He is called Mas-
stAS in 1 Esdr. ix. 22.

4. (Alex. Maaff-na; [Vat.] FA. MairTj; [Comp.
Maaffias'-] Maasias.) One of the laymen, a de-

scendant of Pahath-lNIoab, who put away his foreign

wife in the time of Ezra (Ezr. x. 30). Apparently
the same .as MoosiAs in 1 Esdr. ix. 31.

5. (Maafflas; [Vat.] FA. MaSaffjjA. : Maa-
si'is.) The father of Azariah, one of the priests

liom the oasis of the Jordan, who assisted Nehe-
iniali in rebuilding the wall of Jerusalem (Neh. iii.

23).

6. ([Vat. M. Moao-ffaia:] I'A.Maaaaia..) One
of those who stood on the right hand of Ezra when
he read the law to the people' (Neh. viii. 4). He
was probably a priest, but whether one of those

mentioned in ch. xii. 41, 42, is uncertain. The
corresponding name in 1 Ksdr. ix. 43 is Balsa-
si us.

7. (Om. in LXX.; [but Comp. Maaaias-]) A
Levite who assisted on the same occasion in ex-

pounding the Law to the people (Neh. viii. 7). He
is called Maianeas in 1 Esdr. ix. 48.

8. (Alex. MaaXffta: FA. Maao-airt-) One of

the heads of the peojile whose descendants signed

the covenant with Nelieniiali (Neh. x. 2.5).

9. ([Vat. Maarreia: F Al. M.o-eia;] Alex. MaA-
(Tia.) Son of Baruch and descendant of I'liarez, the

son of Judah. His family dwelt in Jerusalem

after the return from Babylon (Neh. xi. 5). In

the corresponding nan-ative of 1 Chr. ix. 5 he is

called AsAiAii.

10. (Maao-i'as; [FA. MototjA.:] Ufasia.) A
Benjamite, ancestor of S.allu, who dwelt at Jerusa-

lem after the Captivity (Neh. xi. 7).

11. (Om. in Vat. MS. ; [also Rom. Alex. FA.i]

Alex, [rather F.V.-'] Maaatas- ) I'wo priests of thia

name are mentioned (Neh. xii. 41, 42) as taking

part in the musical .service which accompanied the

dedication of tiie wall of .lerusalem under Ezra.

One of them is probably the same as G.
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12. (Bao-o'i'os; [Vat. Mavaffffa.as, Alex. Maa-
ffaias, Coiiip. Maaa-aias,] VA. Macreas in Jer.

xxi. 1; Maocratas, Alex. Matraiay, Jer. xxxvii. 3;

[Moao-aior, Alex. Maaaaias, FA. Maareas, Jer.

xxix. 25.]) Father of Zephaniah, who was a

priest in the reign of Zedekiah (Jer. xxix. 25).

13. (Om. in LXX.) The father of Zedekiah the

false prophet, in the reign of Zedekiah king of

Judah (.ler. xxix. 21).

14. (^rr^U^y^ • Maaaaia, [Maaaaias ; Vat.

Maacro-io, Ma<r<Taias;] Ales. Maaffia, [Maocrtas;

FA. in ver. 20, Maaaiat-] MiMsins), one of the

Levites of the second rank, appointed by David to

sound "with psalteries on Alamoth," when the

ark was brought from the house of Obed-edom.

He was also one of tiie " porters " or gate-keepers

for the ark (I Chr. xv. 18, 20).

15. {[Rom. Maaaaia; Vat. Maercraia;] Alex.

Macria-) The son of Adaiah, and one of the cap-

tains of hundreds in the reign of Joash king of

Judah. He assisted Jehoiada in the revolution by

which Joash was placed on the throne (2 Chr.

xxiii. 1).

16. {Maacrias; [Vat. Afxaffutas;] Alex. Matr-

ffaCas.) An officer of high rank (s/ioter) in the

reign of Uzziah (2 Chr. xxvi. 11). He was prob-

ably a I^evite (comp. 1 Chr. xxiii. 4), and engaged

in a semi-military capacity, corresponding to the

civic functions of the judges, with whom the shoier-

im are frequently coupled.

17. [Maoffias; [Vat. Maaaaias',] Alex. Ma-
ffias-) The " king's son," killed by Zichri the

Epliraimitish hero in the invasion of Judah by

Pekah king of Israel, during the reign of Ahaz (2

Chr. xxviii. 7). The personage thus designated is

twice mentioned in connection with the " governor

of the city " (1 K. xxii. 20; 2 Chr. xviii. 25), and

appears to have held an office of importance at the

Jewish court (perhaps acting as viceroy during the

absence of the king), just as the queen dowager

was honored with the title of " king's mother

"

(comp. 2 K. xxiv. 12 with Jer. xxix. •2),ot r/eOirdh,

i. e. " mistress," or " powerful lady." [Malchi.vii,

8.] For the conjecture of Geiger, see Jo.\sh, 4.

18. (Maao-a; [.Vlex. Moao-ias-J) The governor

of Jerusalem in the reign of Josiah, appointed by

the kini;, in conjunction with Shaphan and Joah,

to superintend the restoration of the Temple (2 Chr

xxxiv. 8).

19. (Moao-oi'as; -Mex. Maaaias; [FA. Maaeas])
The son of Shallum, a Levite of high rank, and one

of tlie gate-keepers of the Temple in the reign of

Jehoiakini (.ler. x.xxv. 4; comp. 1 Chr. ix. 19).

20. (rf'pnp \i\fuije of Jehovah, i. e. which

he aHordsJ : Maaffoias; -Vlex. Marraaias' Mnasias,

Jer. xxxii. 12; Alex. Maaaa-aias- M((stas, Jer. li.

59.) A priest; ancestor of Baruch and Seraiah,

the sons of Neriah. W. A. W.

MAAS'IAI [properly Ma'as.vi, 3 syl.]

C^tD'S^ [Jthoinh's loo-rk] : Maaa-ala; Alex. Maaai :

Man's I'i), a priest who after the return from Baby-

lon dwelt in Jerusalem (1 Chr. ix. 12). He is

apparently the same as Amasiiai in Neh. xi. 13.

* The forms jNIaasiai and Maasia (the latter

being the reiidiiig of the A. V. in the original

edition of 1011 and other early editions) aredoulit-

less both misprints for Maasai. This is the read-

ing of the Genevan version, and corresponds with

the Hebrew '^I^PP, the word being thus pointed

MACCABEES, THE
in four MSS. coUrted by Michaelis (see his BiU.

Ilebr. in he), and also by Geseuius and Fiirst.

A.

MAASI'AS (Mooo-oi'a? : Maasias). The sarao

as Masseiah, 20, the ancestor of Baruch (Bar.

i. 1).

* MA'ATH (Madd- J/«/K(</i), an ancestor of

Jesus, according to the genealogy in Luke (iv.

26). A.

MAAZ (VV? [nnger]: Maaj: Moos), son

of Ham, the firstborn of Jerahmeel (1 Chr. ii. 27).

MAAZFAH (nnyn [Jehovah's consola-

tion]: MaaC'ta; [Vat. NaSem;] FA. AC»a= il/a«-

zia). 1. One of the priests who signed the cove-

nant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 8). From the

coincidence between many of the names of the

priests in the lists of the twenty-four courses estab-

lished by David, of those who signed the covenant

with Nehemiah (Neh. x.), and those who returned

with Zerubbabel (Neh. xii.), it would seem either

that these names were hereditary in families, or

that they were applied to the families themselves.

This is evidently the case with the names of the

" heads of the people " enumerated in Neh. x.

14-27.

2. (^n^T??^ [see above]: Moa<rai; Alex. Moo-

^oA.: Maaziaii.) A priest in the reign of David,

head of the twenty-fourth course (1 Chr. xxiv. 18).

See the preceding.

MAB'DAI [2 syl] (Ma^Saf; [Vat. \ovva-

fia/xSah by union with the preceding word ;] Alex.

Mav5ai- Baneas). The same as Benaiah (1

Ksdr. ix. 34; see Ezr. x. 35).

MAC'ALON {MaKaKtiv, in both MSS.: Bas-

iaro), 1 Esdr. v. 21. This name is the equivalent

of jMichmash in the lists of Ezra and Nehemiah.

G.

MACCABEES, THE (ot MaKKa^ahf.
[Maccabiei]). This title, which was orii;inally the

surname of Judas, one of the sons of Mattathias

(/«/'/'. § 2), was afterwards extended to the heroic

family of which he was one of the noblest represen-

tatives, and in a still wider sense to the Palestinian

martyrs in the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanea

[4 Maccabees], and even to the Alexandrine Jews

who suffered for their faith at an earlitr time [3

.Maccabees]. The original term Mitccnbi (o Mok-
Ka^alos) has been variously derived. Some have

maintained that it was formed from the combina-

tion of the initial letters of the Hebrew sentence,

" Who among the gods is like unto thee, Jehovali ?
"

(Ex. XV. 11, Hebr. ''j D, 3, ^), which is supposed

to have been inscribed upon the banner of the pa-

triots; or, again, of the initials of the simply de-

scriptive title, " JIattathias, a priest, the son of

Johanan." But even if the custom of forming

such words was in use among the Jews at this

early time, it is obvious tliat such a title would not

be an individual title in the first instance, as Mac-

cabee undoubtedly was (1 Mace. ii. 4), and still

remains among the Jews (Itaphall, Hist, of Jews,

i. 249). Moreover the orthography of the word in

Greek and Syriac (Ewald, Geschichte.iv. 3o2,7iote)

points to the form '^Hp^, and not ^'2'DT2.

Another derivation has been proposed, which,

although direct evidence is wanting, seems satisfec-

i tory. According to this, the word is formed froni
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nSJ?^, " a hammer " (like Malachi, Ewald, 353,

note]^ giving a sense not altogether unlike that in

which Charles Martel derived a surname from his

favorite weapon, and still more like the Malleus

Scotorum and Malleus IIcBreticorum of the Middle

Ages.

Although the name Maccabees has gained the

widest currency, that of Asmonceans, or Hasmo-
tKBans, is the proper name of the family. The
origin of this name also has been disputed, but the

obvious derivation from Chashmon (^^JTn,
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'Aaafxaii/aTos, comp. Ges. Thes. 534 6), great-

grandfatlier of Mattathias, seems certainly correct.

How it came to pass that a man, otherwise obscure,

gave his name to the family, cannot now be dis-

covered ; but no stress can be laid upon this diffi-

culty, nor upon the fait that in Jewish prayers

(Herzfeld, Gesc/j. d. Jud. i. 26-1) Mattathias himself

is called Hashmonai."

The connection of the various members of the

Maccabsean family will be seen from the accompany-
ing table: —

The Asmon^an Family.

Chasmon ('of the sons of Joarib,' comp. 1 Chron. xxir. 7).

Johanan ('IwawTjs).

Simeon (Suneui/, Simon. Comp. 2 Pet. j. 1).

Mattathias (Matthias, Joseph. B. J. i. 1, § 3).

t 167 B. c.

Johanan (Johannee) Simon Judas Eleazar

(Gaddis), (Thassl), (Maccabseus), (Avaran),

("Joseph " in 2 Maco. viii. 22), 1 135 b. c. 1 161 b. c. t 163 b. c.

t 161 b. c.
I

Judas,

t 135 b. c.

Johannes Hyrcanus I.

t 106 B. c.

Mattathias

t 135 B. c.

Jonathan
(ApphUH),

t 143 B. c.

Daughter = Ptolemaeus

(1 Mace. xvi. 11, 12).

Salome (Alexandra) = AristobuluB I. Antigonus. Jannseus Alexander = Alexandra. Son. Son.

1 105 B. c. t 105 B. c. t 78 B. c.
I

Hyrcanus II.

t 30 B. c.
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10 do away with their superstition, and introduce

Greek habits, but was hindered by a Parthian war

from reforming a most repulsive people " (letervi-

mam yentem Tac. Hisl. v. 8)."

1. The essential causes of the Maccabaean War
have been already pointed out [Aktiochus IV.

vol. i. p. 116 «]. The annals of the Maccabrean

family, " by whose hand deliverance was given unto

Israel" (1 Mace. v. 62), present the record of its

progress. The standard of independence was first

raised by Mattatiii.vs, a priest '' of the course of

Joarib, which was the first of the twenty-four

courses (1 Chr. xxiv. 7), and consequently of the

noblest blood (comp. .Jos. Vit. i. ; Grimm, on 1 Mncc.

ii. 1). The persecutions of Antiochus Epiphanes

had already roused his indignation, when emis-

saries of the king, headed by Apelles (Jos. Ant.

xii. 6, § 2), came to Modin, where he dwelt, and

required the people to offer idolatrous sacrifice (1

Mace. ii. 1.5, etc.). Mattathias rejected the over-

tures which were made to him first, and when

a Jew came to the altar to renounce his faith,

slew him, and afterwards Apelles, " as Phinees —
from whom he was descended — did unto Zambri."'

After this he fled with his sons to the mountains

(b. c. 168), whither he was followed by numerous

bands of fugitives. Some of them, not in close

,
connection with Mattathias, being attacked on the

Sabbath, offered no resistance, and fell to the num-

ber of a thousand. When iSIattathias heard of the

disaster he asserted the duty of self-defense, and

continued the war with signal success, destroying

the idolatrous altars, and restoring the observance

of the Law. He seems, howe\er, to have been

already advanced in years when the rising was

made, and he did not long survive the fatigues of

active service. He died b. c. 166, and " was

buried in the sepulchre of his f;ithers at Modin."

The speech which he is said to have addressed to

his sons before his death is remarkable as contain-

ing the first distinct allusion to the contents of

Daniel, a book which seems to have exercised the

most powerful influence on the Maccaljtean conflict

(1 Mace. ii. 60; comp. Jos. Ant. xii. 6, § 3).

2. iVIattathias himself named Judas— appar-

ently his third son— as bis successor in directing

the war of independence (1 Mace. ii. 66). The

energy and skill of "the Maccabee " (6 Ma/c-

/caj8a?os), as Judas is often called in 2 INIacc., fully

justified his father's preference. It appears that he

had already taken a prominent part in the first

secession to the mountains (2 Mace. v. 27, where

Mattathias is not mentioned): and on receiving

the chief command he devoted himself to the task

of combining for connnon action those who were

still faithful to the religion of their fathers (2 JMacc.

viii. 1). His first enterprises were night attacks

and sudden surnrises. which were best suited to the

troops at his disposal (2 Mace. viii. 6, 7) ; and when

his men were encouraged by these means, he ven-

tured on more important operations, and deleated

ApoUonius (1 Mace. iii. 10-12) and Seron (1 ilacc.

iii. 13-24:), who hearing of his success came against
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him with very superior forces at Beth-horon, the

scene of the most glorious victories of the Jews in

earlier and later times. [Beth-horox.] Shortly af-

terwards Antiochus Epiphanes, whose resources had

been impoverished by the war (1 Mace. iii. 27-31),

left the government of the Palestinian provinces to

I-ysias, while he himself undertook an expedition

against Persia in the hope of recruiting his treasury.

Lysias organized an expedition against Judas; but

his army, a part of which had been separated from

the main body to effect a surprise, was defeated by

Judas at Emmaus with great loss (b. c. 166), after

the Jews had kept a solenm fast at Mizpeh (1 Mace,

iii. 46-53), and in the next year Lysias himself

was routed at Bethsura. After this success Judas

was able to occupy Jerusalem except the " tower
"

(1 Mace. vi. 18, 19), and he purified the Temple

(1 Mace. iv. 36. 41-53) on the 25th of Cisleu, ex-

actly three years after its profanation (1 Mace. i.

59 [Dedication]; Grimm, on 1 Mace. iv. 59).

The next year was spent in wars with frontier na-

tions (1 Mace, v.); but in spite of continued tri-

umphs the position of Judas was still precarious.

In B. c. 163 Lysias, with the young king Anti-

ochus Eupator, took Bethsura, which had been for-

tified by Judas as the key of the Idumsean border

(1 Mace. iv. 61), after having defeated the patriots

who came to its relief; and next laid siege to Jeru-

salem. The city was on the point of surrendering,

when the approach of Philip, who claimed the

guardianship of the king, induced Lysias to guar-

antee to the Jews complete liberty of religion.

The compact thus made was soon broken, but

shortly afterwards Lysias fell into the hands of

Demetrius, a new claimant of the throne, and was

put to death. The accession of Demetrius brought

with it fresh troubles to the patriot Jews. A large

party of their countrymen, with Alci!MU.s at their

head, gained the ear of the king, and he sent Ni-

canor against Judas. Nieanor was defeated, first

at Capharsalama, and again in a decisive battle at

Adasa, near to the glorious field of Beth-horon

(B. c. 161, on the 1.3th Adar; 1 Mace. vii. 49; 2

Mace. XV. 36), where he was slain. This victory

was the greatest of Judas's successes, and practi-

cally decided the question of Jewish independence,

but it was followed by an unexpected reverse. Judas

employed the short interval of peace which followed

in negotiating a favorable league with the Romans.

But in the same year, before the answer of the

senate was returned, a new in^asion under Bac-

chides took place. The Roman alliance seems to

have alienated many of the extreme Jewish party

from Judas {Midr. Hhamikn, quoted by Raphall,

flist. of .Jews, i. 325), and he was able only to

gather a small force to meet the sudden danger.

Of this a large part deserted him on the eve of the

bailJe: but thp couraae of .Tudas was unahaJten

and he fell at Eleasa, the Jewish Thcrmopylse,

fighting at desperate odds against the invaders.

His boily was recovered by his brothers, and buried

at Modin "in the sepulchre of his fathers " (b. c.

161).<;

n The short notice of the Jews in Diodorus Siculus

{Lib. xl., Ed. 1) is singularly free from popular mis-

representations, many of which, however, he quotes as

used by the counsellors of Antiochus to urge the king

to extirpate the nanon (r.i£». xxxiv., Ed. 1).

b The later tradition, by a natural exaggeration,

made him high-priest. Comp. Herzfeld, Gesch. i. 264,

379.

c Judas (like Mattathias) is represented in later

times as high-priest. Even Josephus (Ant. xii. 11, § 2)

speaks of the high-priesthood of Judas, and also says

that he was elected by '' the people " on the death of

Alcimus (xii. 10, § 6). But it is evident from 1 Mace,

ix. 18, 56, that Judas died .some time before Aloimus
;

and elsewhere {A7it. xx. 10, § 3) Josephus himself fiys

that the high-priesthood was vacant for seven years
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3. After the death of Judas the patriotic party

geeins to have been for a short time wholly dis-

arganized, and it was only by the pressure of

unparalleled sufferings that they were driven to

renew the conflict. For this purpose they offered

the coniuiand to Jonathan, surnamed Apphus

(27^2(1) ^''6 w^''^/)) tl^e youngest son of Matta-

thias. The policy of Jonathan shows the greatness

of the loss involved in his brother's death. He
made no attempt to maintain himself in the open

country, Init retired to the lowlands of the Jor-

dan (1 Mace. ix. 42), where he gained some advan-

tage over Bacchides (b. c. 101), who made an

attempt to hem in and destroy his whole force.

Not long afterwards Alcimus died (b. C. 160), and

Bacchides losing, as it appears, the active support

of the Grecizing party, retired from Palestine.

Meanwhile Jonathan made such use of the interval

of rest as to excite the fears of his Jewish enemies

;

and after two years Bacchides, at their request,

again" took the field against Jonathan (b. c. 1.58).

This time he seems to have been but feebly sup-

ported, and after an unsuccessful campaign he

accepted terms which Jonathan proposed; and

after his departure Jonathan "judged the people

at Michmash " (1 Mace. ix. 73), and gradually

extended his power. The claim of Alexander Balas

to the Syrian crown gave a new importance to Jon-

athan and his adherents. Demetrius I. empowered

him to raise an army, a permission which was ibl-

lowed by the evacuation of all the outposts occupied

by the Syrians except Bethsura, but Jonathan es-

poused the cause of Ale.xander, and refused the lib-

eral offers which Demetrius made, when he heard

that the Jews had resolved to join his rival (b. c.

153). The success of Alexander led to the eleva-

tion of Jonathan, who assumed the high-priestly

office after the royal nomination '^ at the Feast of

Tabernacles (1 Mace. x. 21), '-the greatest and

holiest feast" (.Joseph. Aiit. viii. 4, § 1); and not

long after he placed the king under fresh oliliga-

tions by the defeat of Apolloiiius, a general of the

younger Demetrius (1 jNIacc. x.). [Apolloniu.s.]

On the death of Alexander, Demetrius II., in spite

of the reverse which he had experienced, sought to

gain the support of the Jews (b. c. 145); but after

receiving important assistance from them he failed

to fulfill his promises, and on the appearance of

Antiochus VI., Jonathan attached himself to his

party, and though he fell into a position of great

peril gained an important victory over the generals

of Demetrius. He then strengthened his posi-

tion by alliances with Kome and " the Lacedaemo-

nians" [SrAiiTANs], and gained several additional

successes in the field (b. c. 144); but at last fell

a victim to the treachery of Tryphon (b. c. 144),

who feared that he would prove an obstacle to the

design which he had formed of usurping the crown

after the murder of the young Antiochus (1 INIacc.

xi. 8-xii. 4).

4. As soon as Sijion,'' the last remaining

brother of the Maccabajan family, heard of the

detention of Jonathan in Ptolemais by Tryphon,

he placed himself at the head of the patriot party.

nfter the death of Alcimus, and that Jonathan was
the first of tlie Asmonajau family who held the office.

« It does not appear that any direct claimant to the

high-priesthood remained. Onias tlie younger, who
inherited the claim of his fatlier Onias, the last legit-

imate high-priest, had retired to Egypt.
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who were already beginning to despond, and effec-

tually opposed the progress of the Syrians. His

skill in war had been proved in the lifetime of

Judas (1 Mace. v. 17-23), and he had taken an

active share in the can'iiiaigns of Jonathan, when
he was intrusted with a distinct command (1 Mace.

xi. 59). He was soon enabled to consummate the

object for which his family had fought gloriously,

but in vain. Tryphon, after carrying Jonathan

about as a prisoner for some little time, put him to

death, and then, having murdered Antiochus, seized

the throne. On this Simon made overtures to

Demetrius II. (b. c. 143), which were fixvorably

received, and the independence of the Jews was at

length formally recognized. The long struggle

was now triumphantly ended, and it remained only

to reap the fruits of victory. This Simon hastened

to do. In the next year he reduced " the tower" at

Jerusalem, which up to this time had always been

occupied by the Syrian i'action; and duri.'g the

remainder of his command extended and confirmed

the power of his countrymen on all sides, in spite

of the hostility of Antiochus Sidetes, who after

a time abandoned the policy of Demetrius. [Cen-

DEB.EUS.] The prudence and wisdom for which

he was already distinguished at the time of his

father's death (1 Mace. ii. 65) gained for the

.lews the active support of Rome (1 Mace. xv.

16-21), in addition to the confirmation of earher

treaties. After settling the external relations of •

the new state upon a sure basis, Simon regulated

its internal administration. He encouraged trade

and agriculture, and secured all the blessings of

peace (1 Mace. xiv. 4-15). But in the midst of

successes abroad and prosperity at home, he feO a

victim to domestic treachery. Ptolem»us, the

governor of Jericho, his son-in-law, aspired to

usurp the supreme power, and having invited

Simon and two of his sons to a banquet in his

castle at Dok, he murdered them there (b. c. 135,

1 Mace. xvi. 11-16).

5. The treason of Ptolemaeus failed in its object.

Johannes Hyrcanus, one of the sons of Simon,

escaped from the plot by which his life was threat-

ened, and at once assumed the government (b. C.

135). At first he was hard pressed by Antiochus

Sidetes, and only able to preserve Jerusalem on

condition of dismantling the fortifications and sub-

mitting to a tribute, b. c. 133. The foreign and

civil wars of the Seleucidas gave him afterwards

abundant opportunities to retrieve his losses. He
reduced Idumsea (Joseph. Ant. xiii. 9, § 1), con-

firmed the alliance with Rome, and at length suc-

ceeded in destroying Samaria, the hated rival of

Jerusalem, b. c. 109. The external splendor of his

government was marred by the growth of internal

divisions (Jos. Ant. xii. 10, §§ 5,6); but John es-

caped the fote of all the older members of his family,

and died in peace b. c. 106-5. His eldest son

Aristobulus I., who succeeded, was the first who
assumed the kingly title, though Simon had en-

joyed the fullness of the kingly power.

6. Two of the first generation of the ISIacca-

bsean family still remain to be mentioned. These,

though they did not attain to the leadership of

6 He was surnamed " Thassi " (©aaai, ©ao-o-t?)

;

but the meaning of the title is uncertain. Michaelis

(Grimm, on 1 Mace, ii.) thinks that it represents the

Chaldee '*tt7in.
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their countrymen like their brothers, shared their

fate— Eleazer [Eleazar, 8] by a noble act of

self-devotion, John [John, 2], apparently the eldest

brother, by treachery. The sacrifice of the family

was complete, and probably history offers no parallel

to the undaunted courage with which such a band
dared to face death, one by one, in the maintenance

of a holy cause. The result was worthy of the

sacrifice. The Maccabees inspired a subject-people

with independence ; they found a few personal fol-

lowers, and they left a nation.

7. The great outlines of the Maccabaean contest,

which are somewhat hidden in the annals thus

briefly epitomized, admit of being traced with fair

distinctness, though many points must always re-

main obscure from our ignorance of the numbers
and distribution of the Jewish pojiulation, and of

the general condition of the people at the time.

The disputed succession to the Syrian throne (b. c.

153) was the political turning-point of the strug-

gle, which may thus be divided into two great

periods. During the first period (i5. c. 168-353)

the patriots maintained their cause with varying

success against the whole strength of Syria: during

the second (b. c. 153-139), they were courted by

rival factions, and their independence was acknowl-

edged from time to time, though ]iledges given in

times of danger were often broken when the danger

was over. The paramount importance of Jerusalem

is conspicuous throughout the whole war. The
loss of the Holy City reduced the patriotic party

at once to the condition of mere guerilla bands,

issuing from "the mountains" or "the wilder-

ness," to make sudden forays on the neighboring

towns. This was the first aspect of the war (2

Mace. viii. 1-7; comp. 1 Mace. ii. 45); and the

scene of the early exploits of Judas was the hill-

country to the N. E. of Jerusalem, from which he

drove the invading armies at the famous battle-

fields of Beth-iiokon and Emjiaus (Nicopolis).

The occupation of Jerusalem closed the first act of

the war (b. c. 1G5); and after this Judas made
rapid attacks on every side— in Idumoea, Amnion,
Gilead, Galilee— but he made no permanent settle-

ment in the countries which he ravaged. Bethsura

was fortified as a defense of Jerusalem on the S.

;

but the authority of Judas seems to have been

limited to the immediate neighborhood of Jeru-

salem, though the influence of hi.?' name extended

more widely (1 Mace. vii. 50, f) yfi 'lovoa)- On
the death of Judas the patriots were reduced to as

great distress as at their first rising; and as Bac-

chides held the keys of the " mountains of Ephraim "

(ix. 50) they were forced to find a refuge in the

lowlands near Jericho, and after some slight suc-

cesses Jonathan was allowed to settle at Michmash
undisturbed, though the whole country remained

al>solutely under the sovereignty of Syria. So far

it seemed that little had been gained, when the

contest between Alexander Balas and Demetrius I.

opened a new period (b. c. 153). Jonathan was
empowered to raise troops: the Jewish hostages

were restored ; many of the fortresses were aban-

doned ; and apparently a definite district was as-

signed to the government of the high-priest. The
former unfruitful conflicts at length produced their

full harvest. The defeat at Eleasa, like the Swiss

St. Jacob, had shown the worth of men who could

face all odds, and no price seemed too great to

secure their aid. When the Jewish leaders had

once obtained legitimate power they proved able to

maintain it, though their general success was
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checkered by some reverses. The solid power of

the national party was seen by the slight effect

which was produced by the treacherous murder of

Jonathan. Simon was able at once to occupy his

place, and carry out his plans. The Syrian gar-

rison was withdrawn from Jerusalem ; Joppa was
occupied as a seaport; and "four governments"

{reaaapes vofioi, xi. 57, xiii. 37) — probably the

central parts of the old kingdom of Judah, with

three districts taken from Samaria (x. 38, 39)—
were subjected to the sovereign authority of the

high-priest.

8. The war, thus brought to a noble issue, if less

famous is not less glorious than any of those in

which a few brave men have successfully maintained

the cause of freedom or religion against overpower-

ing might. The answer of Judas to those who
counseled retreat (1 Mace. ix. 10) was as true-

hearted as that of Leonidas; and the exploits of

his followers will bear favorable comparison with

those of the Swiss, or the Dutch, or the Americans.

It would be easy to point out parallels in Macca-
baian history to the noblest traits of patriots and
martyrs in other countries; but it may be enough
here to claim for the contest the attention which it

rarely receives. It seems, indeed, as if the indiffer-

ence of classical writers were perpetuated in our

own days, though there is no struggle — not even

the wars of Joshua or David— which is more pro-

foundly interesting to the Christian student. For
it is not only in their victory over external diffi-

culties that the heroism of the Maccabees is con-

spicuous: their real success was as nuich imperilled

by internal divisions as by foreign force. J'hey

had to contend on the one hand against open and

subtle attempts to introduce Greek customs, and

on the other against an extreme Pharisaic party,

which is seen from time to time opposing their

counsels (1 .Mace. vii. 12-18; comp. § 2, end).

And it was from Judas and those whom he inspired

tliat the old faith received its last development and

final impress before the coming of our Lord.

9. For that view of the Maccabagan war which

regards it only as a civil and not as a religious

conflict, is essentially one-sided. If there were no

other evidence than the book of Daniel — whatever

opinion be held as to the date of it — that alone

would show how deeply the noblest hopes of the

theocracy were centred in the success of the strug-

gle. When the feelings of the nation were thus

again turned with fresh power to their ancient faith,

we might expect that there would lie a new creative

epoch in the national literature ; or, if the form of

Hebrew composition was already fixed by sacred

types, a prophet or psalmist would express the

thoughts of the new age after the models of old

time. Yet in part at least the leaders of Macca-

bsean times felt that they were separated by a real

chasm from the times of the kingdom or of the

exile. If they looked for a prophet in the futur«>

they acknowledged that the spirit of prophecy was

not among them. The volume of the prophetic

writings was completed, and, as far as appears, no

one ventured to imitate its contents. But the

Hagiographa, though they were already long fixed

as a definite collection [(.'anon], were not equally

far removed from imitation. The apocalyptic vis-

ions of Daniel [Daniel, § 1] served as a pattern

for the visions incorporated in the book of Enoch

[Enoch, Book of] ; and it has been commonly

supposed that the Psalter contains compositions of

the Maccabsean date. This supposition, which is
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at variance with the best evidence which can be

obtained on the history of the Canon, can only be

received upon tlie clearest internal " proof; and it

may well be questioned whether the hypothesis is

not as much at variance with sound interpretation

as with the history of the Canon. The extreme

forms of the hypothesis, as that of Hitzig, who
represents Ps. 1, '2, 44, 60, and all the last three

books of the Psalms (Ps. 73-150) as Maccabajan

(Grimm, 1 Mace. Eiiil. § 9, 3), or of Just. 01s-

hausen (quoted by Ewald, Ja/irb. 1853, p. 250 ff.),

who is inclined to bring the whole Psalter, with

very few exceptions, to that date, need only be

mentioned as indicating the kind of conjecture

which finds currency on such a subject. The real

controversy is confined to a much narrower field

;

and the psalms which have been referred with the

greatest show of reason to the Maccabtean age are

Ps. 44, 60, 74, 7'J, 80, 83. It has been argued

that all these speak of the dangers to which the

house and people of God were exposed from heathen

enemies, at a period later than the Captivity; and

the one ground for referring them to the time of

the Maccabees is the general coincidence which they

present with some features of the Greek oppression.

But if it be admitted that the psalms in question

are of a later date than the Captivity, it by no

means follows that they are JMaccaba^an. On the

contrary they do not contain the slightest trace of

those internal divisions of the people which were

the mnst marked features of the Maccabsean strug-

gle. The dangers then were as much from within

as from without; and party jealousies brought the

divine cause to the greatest peril (Ewald, Psal/iitn,

p. 355). It is incredible that a series of Macca-

bsean psalms should contain no allusion to a system

of enforced idolatry, or to a temporizing priesthood,

or to a faithless multitude. And while the ob-

scurity which hangs over the history of the Persian

supremacy from the time of Nehemiah to the inva-

sion of Alexander makes it impossible to fix with

any precision a date to which the psalms can be

referred, the one glimpse which is' given of the

state of Jerusalem in the interval (Joseph, Ant. xi.

7) is such as to show that they may well have

found some sufficient occasion in the wars and dis-

orders which attended the decline of the Persian

power (comp. Ewald). It may, however, be doubted

whether the arguments for a post-Babylonian date

are conclusive. There is nothing in the psalms

themselves which may not apply to the circum-

stances which attended the overthrow of the king-

dom ; and' it seems incredible that the desolation

of the Temple should have given occasion to no
hymns of pious '' sorrow.

10. The collection of the . so-called Psalms of
Sokiiiion furnishes a strong confirmation of the

belief that all the canonical pi^alms are earlier than

the Maccabfean era. This collection, which bears

the clearest traces of unity of authorship, is, almost

n The historical argument for the completion of the

present collection of the Psalms before the compilation

of Chronicles is very well given by Ewald {JaJirb. 1853,

4, pp. 20-32). In 1 Chr. xvi. 7-36 passages occur which

are derived from Ps. cv., cvi., xcvi., of which the first

two are among the latest hymns in the Psalter.

'' It must, however, be noticed that the formula of

quotation prefixed to the words from Ps. Ixxix. iu 1

Mace. vii. 17 is not that in which Scripture is quoted

in later books, as is commonly said. It is not cos

ytypairrat, or Kara to yeypafxjxivov, but Kara tov Koyoy

108
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beyond question, a true Maccabsean work. There
is every reason to believe (Ewald, Geschich/e, iv.

343) that the book was originally conqxjsed in

Hebrew; and it presents exactly those character-

istics which are wanting in the other (conjectural)

Maccaboean Psalms. " l^ie holy ones " {oi ocrtoi,

DT'Dn [AssiD.EANs] ; ol (po^ovfxeuoi rhv kv-

pwv) appear throughout as a distinct class, strug-

gling against hypocrites and men-pleasers, who
make the observance of the Law subservient to their

own interests (Ps. Sol. iv., xiii.-xv.). The sanc-

tuary is polluted by the abominations of professing

servants of God before it is polluted' by the heathen

(Ps. Sol. i. 8, ii. 1 ff., viii. 8 ft'., xvii. 15 ff.). Na-
tional unfaithfulness is the cause of national pun-
ishment; and the end of trial is the "justification"

of God (Ps. Sol. ii. 16, iii. 3, iv. 9, viii. 7 it'., ix.).

On the other hand there is a holiness of works set

up in some passages which violates the divine mean
of Scripture (Ps. Sol. i. 2, 3, iii. 9); and, while

the language is full of echoes of the Old Testament,

it is impossible not to fed that it wants something

which we find in aU the canonical writings. The
historical allusions iu the Psalms of Solomon are as

unequivocal as the description which they give of

the state of the Je^vish nation. An enemy " threw

down the strong walls" of Jerusalem, and " Gen-
tiles went up to the altar " (Ps. Sol. ii. 1-3; comp.

1 Mace. i. 31). In his pride "he wrought all

things in Jerusalem, as the Gentiles in their cities

do for their gods" (Ps. Sol. xvii. 16). "Those
who loved the assemblies of the saints [crvva-yoiyas

oaiaiv) wandered (lege iirKavcovro) in deserts
"

(Ps. Sol. xvii. 19; comp. 1 Mace. i. 54, ii. 28); and
there " was no one in tlie midst of Jerusalem who
did mercy and truth" (Ps. Sol. xvii. 17; comp. 1

Mace. i. 38). One psalm (viii.) appears to refer to

a somewhat later period. The people wrought
wickedly, and God sent upon them a spirit of error.

He brought one " from the extremity of the earth "

(viii. 16 ; comp. 1 Mace. vii. 1, — " Demetrius from

Rome"). "The princes of the land met him
with joy" (1 Mace. vii. 5-8); and he entered the

land in safety (1 Mace. vii. 9-12,— Bacchides his.

general), "as a father in peace" (1 Mace. vii. 15)~

Then " he slew the princes and every one wise in

counsel" (1 Mace. vii. 16) and "poured out the

blood of those who dwelt in Jerusalem " (1 Mace,

vii. 17).'-' The purport of these evils, as a retribu-

tive and purifying judgment, leads to the most
remarkable feature of the Psalms, the distinct ex-

pression of Messianic hopes. In this resjwct they

otter a direct contrast to the books of Maccabees (1

Mace. xiv. 41). The sorrow and the triumph are

seen together in their spiritual aspect, and the ex-

pectation of "an anointed Lord" (;^pi(rTbs Kvptos,

Ps. Sol. xvii. 36 (xviii. 8); comp. Luke ii. 11) fol-

lows directly after the descrij)tion of the impious

assaults of Gentile enemies (Ps. Sol. xvii. ; comp.

Dan. xi. 45, xii.). " Blessed," it is said, " are they

ov eypa>j/e, which is variously altered by different au-

thorities.

<-• The prominence given to tlie slaughter of the

AssidaBans both in 1 Mace, and in the psalm, and the

share which the Jews had directly in the second pol-

lution of Jerusalem, seem to fix the events of the

psalm to the time of Demetrius ; but the close simi-

larity (with this exception) between the invasions of

Apollonius and liacchides may leave some doubt as to

the identification. (Compare 1 Mace. i. 29-38, with

Ps. Sol. viii. 16-24.)
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who are born in those days, to see the good things

wh;ch the Loid shall do for the generation to come.

[When men are brought] beneath the rod of cor-

rection of an anointed Lord (or the Lord's anointed,

virh fxx^hov iraideias XP'C'''0V Kvpiov) in the fear

of his God, in wisdom of spirit and of righteous-

ness and of might "... then there shall be a
" good generation in the fear of God, in the days

of mercy" (Ps. Sol. xviii. G-10)."

11. Elsewhere there is little which marks the

distinguishing religious character of the era. The
notice of the Maccabiean heroes in the book of

Daniel is much more general and brief than the

corresponding notice of their great adversary ; but

it is not on that account less important as illus-

trating the relation of the famous chapter to the

simple history of the period which it embraces.

Nowhere is it more evident that facts are shadowed

forth by the prophet only in their typical bearing

on the development of God's kingdom. In this

aspect the passage itself (Dan. xi. 29-35 ) will super-

sede in a great measure the necessity of a detailed

comment. " At the time (qipointcd [in the spring

of 168 B. c] he [Antiochus Epiph.] sliall return

and come toioards the south [Egypt] ; but it shall

not be CIS the first time, so also the last time [though

his first attempts shall be successful, in the end he

shall fail]. For the shqjs of Chittim [the Komans]
shall come against him, and he shall be cast down,

and, return, and be very im-oth against the holy

covenant ; and he shall do [his will]
;
yea he shall

return, and have intelligence icith tliem that for-
sake the holy covenant (comp. Dan. viii. 21, 25).

Andforces from him [at his bidding] shall stand

[remain in Judtea as gan-isons; comp. 1 Mace. i.

33, 31]; and they shall pollute the sanctuary, the

stronghold, and shall take away the daily [saciifice]
;

and they shall set up the abomination thai maketh
desolate [1 jNIacc. i. 15-17]. And such as do

wickedly against (or rather such as condemn) the

covenant shall he coiTujjt [to apostasy] by smooth

looi-ds ; but the people that know their God shall be

strong and do [exploits]. And they that imder-

Btand [know God and his law] among the 7)eo/;/f,

shall instruct many : yet they shallfall by the sword

and by flame, by ciijjtivity and by spoil [some] daijs

(1 Mace. i. 60-61). Now when they shall fall,

they sliaU be holpen with a little help (1 Mace. i.

28; 2 Mace. v. 27, Judas Mace, with nine others

....); and many shall cleave to thern [the faith-

ful followers of the I^w] irith hypocrisy [dreading

the prowess of Judas, 1 Mace. ii. 10, and yet ready

to fall away at the first opportunity, 1 Mace. vii. 6].

And some of them of understanding shall fall, to

make trial among them, and to purge and to make
them white, unto the time of the end; because [the

end is] yet for a time appointed.'' From this

jKiint the prophet describes in detail the godless-

ness of the great oppressor (ver. 36-39), and then

his last fortunes and death (ver. 10-15), but says

nothing of the triumph of the Maccabees or of the

restoration of the Temple, which preceded the last

a * The Psalms of Solnmon were first published in

Greek with a Latin translation by the Jesuit La Cerda

at the end of his Adversaria Sacra, Lugd. 1626, after-

wards by Fabriciug in his Co'Jex Apocr. Vet. Test. i.

917 ff. There is an English translation in the first

volume of Whiston's Authentic Kecor/Js (Lend. 1727).

Hilgenfeld has recently published a critical edition of

the text {Die Psalmen iSato?7io's u. die HimmelfaJut des

Mo.ies, griechisch hergestellt u. erkldrt] in his Zeitsctir.f.
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event by some months. This omission is scarcely

intelligible unless we regard the facts as symboliz-

ing a higher struggle— a truth wrongly held by
those who from early times referred verses 36-15

only to Antichrist, the antitype of Antiochus— in

which that recovery of the earthly temple had no

place. And at any rate it shows the imperfection

of that view of the whole chapter by which it is

regarded as a mere transcription of history.

12. The history of the Maccabees does not con-

tain much which illustrates in detail the religious

or social progress of the Jews. It is obvious that

the period must not only have intensified old be-

liefs, but also have called out elements which were

latent in them. One doctrine at least, that of a

resurrection, and even of a material resurrection

(2 Mace. xiv. 16), was brought out into the most
distinct apprehension by suffering. " It is good to

look for the hope from God, to be raised up again

by Him " {-naKiv avaffTricncBai vtt avrov), was
the substance of the martyr's answer to his judge;
" as for thee, thou shalt have no resurrection to

hfe" (avdaratris eis C'^-nv, 2 Mace. vii. 11; comp.

vi. 20, xiv. 16). "Our brethren," says another,

" have ftillen, having endured a short pain leading

to everlasting life, being under the covenant of God "

(2 Mace. vii. 36, -nivov kivvaov fcorjs)- And as it

was believed that an interval elapsed between death

and judgment, the dead were supposed to be in

some measure still capable of profiting by the inter-

cession of the living. Thus much Is certainly ex-

pressed in the famous passage, 2 IMacc. xii. 13-15,

though the secondary notion of a purgatorial state

is in no way imphed in it. On the other hand it

is not very clear how far the future judgment was
supposed to extend. If the punishment of the

wicked heathen in another life had formed a definite

article of belief, it might have been expected to be

put forward more prominently (2 Mace. vii. 17,

19, 35, (fee), though the passages in question may-

be understood of sufferings after death, and not

only of earthly sufferings; but for the apostate

Jews there was a certain judgment in reserve (vi.

26). The firm faith in the righteous providence

of God shown in the chastening of his people, as

contrasted with his neglect of other nations, is

another proof of the widenirjg view of the spiritual

world, which is cliaracteristic of the epocli (2 ]Macc.

iv. 16, 17, v. 17-20, vi. 12-16, &c.). The lessons

of the C^aptivity were reduced to moral teaching

;

and in the same way the doctrine of the ministry

of angels assumed an importance wliich is without

parallel except in patriarchal times [2 Maccabees].
It was perhaps from this cause also that the Mes-
sianic hope was limited in its range. The vivid

perception of spiritual truths hindered the spread

of a hope which had been cherished in a material

form; and a pause, as it were, was made, in which

men gained new points of sight from which to con-

template the old promises.

13. The various glimpses of national life which

can be gained during the period show on the whole

wiss. Tlieol. 1868, p. 133 ff. He supposes the PsahnS

to have been written in Greek, not Hebi'ew, soon after

the death of Pompey (B. C. 48); comp. Ps. Sol. ii. 80 f.

Movers, Delitzsch, Langen and Keim agree with him
in referring them to a date subsequent to the capture

of Jerusalem by Pompey (b. c. 63) ; on the other hand,

Ewald, Grimm, and Dillmanu (in Herzog's Real-Encykl.

xii. 305) assign them to the time of Antiochus Epiph-

anes. A.
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a steady adherence to the Mosaic Law. Probably

the Law was never more rigorously fulfilled. The

importance of the Antiochiau persecution in fixing

the Canon of the Old Testament has been already

noticed. [Canon, vol. i. p. 358.] The books of

the Law were specially sought out for destruction

(1 Mace. i. 50, 57, iii. 48); and their distinctive

value was in consequence proportionately increased.

To use the words of 1 i\Iacc., " the holy books "

{to, ^i0\'ia ra ayta ra eV x^po'^" Vf^^") ^^^''^ ^^^^

to make all other comfort superfluous (1 JLicc.

xii. 9). The strict observance of the Sabbath

(1 IMacc. ii. 32; 2 Mace. vi. 11, viii. 26, &c.) and

of the Sabbatical year (1 Mace. vi. 53), the law of

the Nazarites (1 Mace. iii. 49), and the exemptions

from military service (1 JIacc. iii. 56), the solemn

pra.yer and fasting (1 Mace. iii. 47 ; 2 IMacc. x. 25,

&c. ), carry us back to early times. The provision

for the maimed, the aged, and the bereaved (2 JIacc.

viii. 28, 30), was in the spirit of the Law; and the

new Feast of the Dedication was a homage to the

old rites (2 Mace. i. 9) while it was a proof of in-

dependent life. The interruption of the succession

to the high-priesthood was the most important

innovation which was made, and one Which pre-

pared the way for the dissolution of the state. After

various arbitrary changes the office was left vacant

for seven years upon the death of Alcimas. The
last descendant of Jozadak (Onias), in whose family

it had been for nearly four centuries, fled to Egypt,

and established a schismatic worship ; and at last,

when the support of the Jews became important,

the Maccabajan leader, Jonathan, of the family of

Joarib, was elected to the dignity by the nomina-

tion of the Syrian king (1 Mace. x. 20), whose will

was confirmed, as it appears, by the voice of the

people (comp. 1 Mace. xiv. 35).

14. Little can be said of the condition of litera-

ture and the arts which has not been already antici-

pated. In common intercourse the Jews used the

Aramaic dialect which was established after the

return: this was "their own langujf.ge " (2 JIacc.

vii. 8, 21, 27, xii. 37); but it is evident from the

narrative quoted that they understood Greek, which

must have spread widely through the influence of

Syrian officers. There is not, however, the slightest

evidence that Greek was employed in Palestinian

literature till a much later date. The description

of the monument which was erected by Simon at

Modiii in memory of his fiimily (1 Mace. xiii. 27-

30) is the only record of the architecture of the

time. The description is oliscure, but in some
features the structure appears to have presented a

resemblance to the tombs of Porsena and the

Curiatii (Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 13), and perhaps to

one still found in Idumsa. An oblong basement,

of which the two chief faces were built of polished

white marble (.loseph. Ant. xiii. 6, § 5), supported

" seven pyramids in a line ranged one against an-

other,"' equal in numljer to the members of the

Maccabsean family, including Simon himself. To
these he added " other works of art (/j.Tix'^viiixaTa),

placing round (on the two chief faces ? )
great

coUunns (Josephus adds, each of a single block),

bearing trophies of arms, and sculptured ships,

which might be visible from the sea below." The
language of 1 Jlacc. anil Josephus implies that

these columns were placed u[)on the basement,

otherwise it might be supposed that the columns

rose only to the height of tlie basement, supjiorting

the trophies on the same level as the pyramids. So

much at least is evident, that the characteristics
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of this work— and probably of later Jewish arch-

itecture generally— bore closer affinity to tlie styles

of Asia Minor and Greece than of Egypt or the

P^ast, a result which would follow equally from the

Syrian dominion and the commerce which Simuii

opened by the MediterraiVa'n (1 Mace. xiv. 5).

15. The only recognized relics of the time are

the coins which bear the name of '• Simon,'' or
" Simon Prince (Nasi) of Israel " in Samaritan
letters. The privilege of a national coinage was
granted to Simon by Antiochus VII. Sidetes (1

Mace. XV. 6, K6fji.fA.a iSiov v6fxt(rf/.a rfj X'^P?)

'

and numerous examples occur which have the dates

of the first, second, third, and fourth years of the

lil)eration of Jerusalem (Israel, Zion); and it is a

remarkable confirmation of their genuineness, that

in the first year the name Zion does not occur, as

the citadel was not recovered till the second year

of Simon's supremacy, while after the second jear

Zion alone is found (Bayer, de Numiitis, 171). The
privilege was first definitely accorded to Simon in

r.. c. 140, while the first year of Simon was b. C.

143 (1 Mace. xiii. 42); but this discrepancy causes

little difficulty, as it is not unlikely that the con-

cession of Antiochus w;is made in favor of a practice

already existing. No date is given later than the

fourth year, but coins of Simon occur without a

date, which may belong to the four last years of

his life. The emblems which the coins bear have
generally a connection with Jewish history— a
vine-leaf, a cluster of grapes, a vase (of manna?),
a trifid flowering rod, a palm branch surrounded

by a wreath of laurel, a lyre (1 Mace. xiii. 51), a

bundle of branches symbolic of the feast of taber-

nacles. The coins issued in the last war of inde-

pendence by Bar-cochba repeat many of these

emblems, and there is considerable difficulty in dis-

tinguishing the two series. The authenticity of all

the JMaccabsean coins was impugned by I'ychsen

(Die Un&chtheit d. jiid. Miinzen . . . baiviesen

. . . O. G. Tychsen, 1779), but on insufficient

grounds. He was answered by Bayer, whose ad-

mirable essays {Be Ntimmls Ilebr. Samaviianis,

Val. Ed. 1781; VimUcke . . . 1790) give the

most complete account of the coins, though he

reckons some apparently later types as JIaccaboean.

Eckhel {Doctr. Nuinin. iii. p. 455 ft".) has given a

good account of the controversy, and an accurate

description of the chief types of the coins. Comp.
De Saulcy, Niimism. Judaique ; Ewald, (Jvgch. vii.

366, 476. [Money.]
The authorities for the Maccaboean history have

been given ah'eady. Of modern works, that of

Ewald is by far the best. Herzfeld has collected a

mass of details, chiefly from late sources, which are

interesting and sometimes valuable ; but tlie student

of the period cannot but feel how difficult it is to

realize it as a whole. Indeed, it seems that the

instinct was true which named it from one chief

hero. In this last stage of the history of Israel, as

in the first, all life came from the leader ; and it is

the greatest glory of the Maccabees that, while they

found at first all turn upon their personal fortunes,

they left a nation strong enough to preserve an in-

dependent faith till the typical kingdom gave place

to a universal Church. B. F. W.

MACCABEES, BOOKS OF (MaKKa^aioou

a /3' etc.). Four books which be.ar the coiiuuou title

of •' Maccabees"' are found in some MSS. of the

LXX. Two of these were included in the early

current Latin versions of the Bible, and thenca
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passed into the Vulgate. As forming part of the

Vulgate they were received as canonical by the

Council of Trent, and retained among the frpocnjpha

by the reformed churches. The two other hooks

obtained no such wide circulation, and have only a

secondary connection with the Maccabsean history.

But all the books, though they ditier most widely

in character and dat« and worth, possess points of

interest which make them a fruitful field for study.

If the historic order were obsen'ed, the so-called

tliird book would come first, the fourth would be

an appendix to the second, which would retain its

place, and the first would come last; but it will be

more convenient to examine the books in the order

in which they are found in the MSS., which was
probably decided by some vague tradition of their

relative antiquity.

The controversy as to the mutual relations and
historic worth of the first two books of Maccabees

has given rise to much very ingenious and partial

criticism. The subject was very nearly exhausted

by a series of essays published in the last century,

which contain in the midst of much unfair reason-

ing the substance of what has been written since.

The discussion was occasioned by E. Friilich's An-
nals of Syria, {Annales .... Hyrice .... niimis

vetcrilms illuslratl. Vindob. 1744). In this great

work the author, a Jesuit, had claimed paramount
authority for the books of jNIaccabees. This claim

was denied by E. F. Wernsdorf in his Prolusio

(lefontibus historice Syrice in Libris J\Jacc. (Lips.

1746). Frcilicb replied to this essay in another,

De foniibus hist. Syrice in Libins Mace, prolusio

. . . . in examen vocata {Y'mdoh. 1740); and then

the argument fell into other hands. Wernsdorf's

brother (Gli. Wernsdorf) imdertook to support his

cause, which he did in a Coinmentatio historico-

crilicd de fide Librorum Mace. (Wratisl. 1747);
and nothing has been written on the same side

which can be compared with his work. By the

vigor and freedom of his style, by his sui-prising

erudition and unwavering confidence — almost

worthy of Bentley — he caiTies his reader often

beyond the bounds of true criticism, and it is only

after reflection that the littleness and sophistry of

many of his arguments are apparent. But in spite

of the injustice and arrogance of the book, it con-

tains very nuich which is of the greatest value, and
no abstract can give an adequate notion of its

power. The reply to Wernsdorf was published

anonymously by another Jesuit: Auctoritas vtri-

usque Libri Mace. canonico-Mstm'ica adserta

.... (7 quodam Soe. Jesu sacerdote (Vindob.

1749). The authorship of this was fixed upon J.

Khell ( Welte, Einl. p. 2-3, note) ; and while, in many
points Khell is unequal to his adversary, his book
contains some very useful collections for the history

of the canon. In more recent times, F. X. Patri-

tius (another Jesuit) has made a fresh attempt to

establish the complete hannony of the books, and,

on the whole, his essay {De Consensu ulriusque

Libri Mace. Romre, 18.56), though far from satis-

foctory, is the most able defense of the books which

has been published.

I. The Fihst Book of Maccabees.— 1.

The first book of Maccabees contains a history of

the patriotic struggle, from the first resistance of

Mattathias to the settled sovereignty and death of

Simon, a period of thirty-three years (b. c. 168-

13.5). The opening chapter gives a short summary
of the conquests of Alexander the Great as laying

the foundations of the Greek empire in the East,
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and describes at greater length the oppression of

Antiochus Eijiphanes, culminating in his desperate

attempt to extirpate Judaism. The great subject

of the book begins with the enumeration of the

iMaccabsean family (ii. 1-5), which is followed by
an account of the part which the aged Mattathias

took in rousing and guiding the spirit of his coun-

trymen (ii. 6-70). The remainder of the narrative

is occupied with the exploits of his five sons, three

of whom in succession carried on with varying for-

tune the work which he began, till it reached its

triumphant issue. Each of the. three divisions,

into which the main portion of the book thus nat-

urally falls, is stamped with an individual character

derived from its special hero. First Judas, by a

series of brilliant successes, and scarcely less noble

reverses, fully roused his countrymen to their work,

and then fell at a Jewish Thermopylae (iii. 1-ix.

22, B. c. 167-161). Next Jonathan confirmed by
policy the advantages which his brother had gained

by chivalrous daring, and fell not in open field, but

by the treachery of a usurper (is. 23-xii. 53; b. c.

161-143). Last of all Simon, by wisdom and
vigor, gave shape and order to the new state, and
was formally installed in the princely office. He
also fell, but by domestic and not by foreign trea-

son; and his son succeeded to his power (xiii.-xvi.

B. c. 143, 135). The history, in this aspect, pre-

sents a kind of epic imity. 'i"he passing allusion to

the achievements of after-times (xvi. 23, 24) relieves

the impression caused by the murder of Simon.

But at his death the victory was already won —
the life of Judaism had mastered the tyranny of

Greece.

2. While the grandeur and unity of the subject

invests the book with almost an epic beauty, it

never loses the character of history. The earlier

part of the narrative, including the exploits of

.ludas, is cast in a more poetic mould than any

other part, except the brief eulogy of Simon (xiv.

4-15); but when the style is most poetical (i. 37-

40, ii. 7-13, 49-68, iii. 3-9, 18-22, iv. 8-11, BO-

SS, 38, vi. 10-1.3, vii. 37, 38, 41, 42)— and this

poetical form is chiefly observable in the speeches

— it seems to be true in spirit. The great marks

of trustworthiness are everywhere conspicuous.

Victory and failure and despondency are, on the

whole, chronicled with the same candor. There

is no attempt to bring into open display the work-

ing of Providence. In speaking of Antiochus

Epiphanes (i. 10 if.) the writer betrays no unjust

violence, while he marks in one expressive phrase

(i. 10, piC^a OjUapTwAtis) the character of the Syrian

type of Antichrist (cf. Is. xi. 10; Dan. xi. 36);

and if no mention is made of the reckless profligacy

of Alexander Balas, it must be remembered that

his relations to the Jews were honorable and liberal,

and these alone fall within the scope of the history.

So far as the circumstances admit, the general ac-

curacy of the book is established by the evidence of

other authorities ; but for a considerable period it

is the single source of our information. And, in-

deed, it has little need of external testimony to its

worth. Its whole character bears adequate witness

to its essential truthfulness; and Luther— no ser-

vile judge— expressed himself as not disinclined,

on internal grounds, to see it " reckoned among the

books of Holy Scripture " (" Diess Buch ....
fast eine gleiche Weise hiilt mit Keden und AVorten

wie andere heilige Biicher und nicht unwiirdig

gewest wiire, hineinzurechnen, well es ein sehr

ni'ithig und niitzlich Buch ist zu verstehen den
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Propheten Daniel im 11 Kapitel." Werke, von

Walch, xiv. 94, ap. Grimm, p. xxii.)-

3. There are, however, some points in which the

writer appears to have been imperfectly informed,

especially in the history of foreign nations; and

some, again, in which he has been supposed to have

magnified the difficulties and successes of his coun-

trymen. Of the former class of objections two,

which turn upon the description given of the founda-

tion of the Greek kingdoms of the East (1 iMacc. i.

5-9), and of the power of Rome (viii. 1-16) deserve

notice from their intrinsic interest. After giving

a rapid summary of the exploits of Ale.\ander—
the reading and interpretation of ver. 1 are too

uncertain to allow of objections based upon the

common text — the writer states that the king,

conscious of approaching death, " divided his king-

dom among his servants who had been brought up
with him from his youth" (1 Mace. i. 6, 5te?A.6j/

avTo7s Ti]v ^aaiKiiav avrov, en ^wvtos avrov),
. . . . " and after his death they all put on

crowns." Various rumors, it is known (Curt. x.

10), prevailed about a will of Alexander, which

decided the distribution of the provinces of his

kingdom, but this naiTative is evidently a different

and independent tradition. It may rest upon some
former indication of the king's wishes, but in the

absence of all corroborative evidence it can scarcely

be accepted as a historic fact (Patritius, Be Cons.

Mace. pref. viii. ), though it is a remarkable proof of

the desire which men felt to attribute the constitu-

tion of the Greek power to the immediate counsels

of its great founder. In this instance the author

has probably accepted without inquiry the opinion

of his countrymen ; in the other it is distinctly said

that the account of the greatness of Rome was
brought to Judas by common report (1 Mace. viii.

1, 2, ^Kovcev .... 5tr)yr]<TavTo)- The state-

ments made give a lively impression of the popular

estimate of the conquerors of the West, wiiose char-

acter and victories are described chiefly with open or

covert allusion to the Greek powers. The subjuga-

tion of the Galatians, who were the terror of the

neighboring people (Liv. xxxviii. 37), and the con-

quest of Spain, the Tarshish (comp. ver. 3) of

Phcenician merchants, are noticed, as would be

natural from tlie immediate interest of the events

;

but the wars with Carthage are wholly omitted

(Josephus adds these in his narrative, Ant. xii. 10,

§ 6). The errors in detail— as the capture of

Antiochus the Great by the Romans (ver. 7), the

numbers of his armament (ver. 0), the constitution

of the Roman Senate (ver. 15), the one supreme
yearly officer at Rome (ver. 16 ; comp. xv. 16 )—
are only sucii as might be expected in oral accounts

;

and tlie endurance (ver. 4, /xaKpodv/xia), the good
faith (ver. 12), and the simplicity of the republic

(ver. 14, oiiK diredeTo ouSels avTuiv SidSrifjLa Kal

oh wepif^aKouro iropcpvpav Sxrre ahpvvOrjvai iv

avrrj, conti-ast i. 9), were features likely to arrest

the attention of Orientals. The very imperfection

of the writer's knowledge— for it seems likely

(ver. 11) that he remodels the rumors to suit his

own time— is instructive, as affording a glimpse of

the extent and manner in which iame spread the

reputation of the Romans in the scene X)f their

future conquests. Nor are the mistakes as to the

condition of foreign states calculated to weaken the

testimony of the book to national history. They
are perfectly consistent with good faith in the nar-

rator ; and even if there are inaccuracies in record-

ing the relative numbers of the Jewish and Syrian
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forces (xi. 45-47, vii. 46), these need cause little

surprise, and may in some degree be due to errors

of transcription."

4. Much has been written as to the sources from
which the narrative wa^derived, but there does not
seem to be evidence sufficient to indicate them with
any certainty. In one passage (ix. 22) the author
implies that written accounts of some of the actions

of Judas were in existence (to irepicraa . . . . oi

KaTeypa.<pri); and the poetical character of the
first section of the book, due in a great measure to

the introduction of sijeeches, was probably bor-

rowed from the writings on which that part was
based. It appears, again, to be a reasonable con-

clusion from the mention of the official records of

the life of Ilyrcanus (xvi. 24, ravra yeypaiTTat
eirl /8«/8A.ia) ijfj.epcoi' apx'-ip<^(Tvvr\s avrov), that

similar records existed at least lor the high-priest-

hood of Simon. There is nothing certainly to

indicate that the writer designed to fill up any gap
in the history; and the notice of the change of

reckoning which attended the elevation of Simon
(xiii. 42) seems to suggest the existence of some
kind of public register. The constant appeal to

official documents is a further proof both of the

preservation of public records and of the sense

entertained of their imjwrtance. Many documents
are inserted in the text of the histor}-, but even
when they are described as " copies " (avTiypa(pa),
it is questionable whether the writer designed to

give more than the substance of the originals.

Some bear clear marks of authenticity (viii. 22-28,
xii. 6-18), while others are open to grave difficul-

ties and suspicion ; but it is worthy of notice that

the letters of the Syrian kings generally appear to

be genuine (x. 18-20, 25-45, xi. 30-37, xiii. 36-40,
XV. 2-9). Wha.t has been said will show the

extent to which the writer may have used written

authorities, but while the memory of the events

was still recent it is not possible that he should
have confined himself to them. If he was ijot

himself engaged in the war of independence, he
must have been familiar with those who were, and
their mformation would supplement and connect

the narratives which were already current, and
which were probably confined to isolated passages

in the history. But whatever were the sources of

difterent parts of the book, and in whatever way
written, oral, and personal information was com-
bined in its structure, the writer made the materials

which he used truly bis own; and the minute
exactness of the geographical details carries the

conviction that the \\'hole finally rests upon the

evidence of eye-witnesses.

5. The language of the book does not present

any striking peculiarities. Both in diction .and

structure it is generally simple and unatlected, with
a marked and yet not harsh Hebraistic ch.aracter.

The number of peculiar words is not very con-

siderable, especially wlien compared with those

in 2 Mace. Some of these are late forms, as:

^oy€Qj (i^oyi^'oi), xi. 5, 11; i^ovSevoiai^, i. 39;

oTrAoSoTeco, xiv. 32; acnrtSlffKii, iv. 57: Sei\6ofiaL

iv. 8, 21, xvi. 6: ofnjpa, viii. 7, ix. 53, &c.;

d(/)oip6/ia, XV. 5 ; Te\a>vf7a6ai, xiii. 39 ; e^ovffid-

^ecrdai, x. 70 ; or conqwunds, such as airoa-Kopiri^o),

xi. 55; i-Kiffv<rTpf(p(ii, xiv. 44; SeiAdil/uxosi ^'ii-

15, xvi. 5; (bovoKTovla, i. 24. Other words ai'e

« The relation of the history ot Jciephus to that o.

1 Mace, is carefully discussed by Orimm, Exeg.
Handb. Eiiil. § 9 (5).
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used in new or strange senses, as aSpuvcc, viii. 14;
napda-Tacris, xv. 32; diacrroAii, viii. 7. Some
phrases clearly express a Semitic idiom (ii. 48
Sovvai Kepas ru: afiapr- vi. 23, x. 62, sii. 23), and
the iiitiuence of the LXX. is continually per-

eeptihle (e. ^. i. 54, ii. 63, vii. 17, ix. 23, xiv. 9);
but in the main (comp. § 6) the Hebraisms which
exist are such as might have been naturalized in

the Hebrew-Greek of Palestine. Josephus un-
doubtedly made use of the Greek text {A7it. xii. 5

fF.); and apart from external evidence, this might
have been supposed to be the original. But,

6. The testimony of antiquity leaves no doubt
but that the book was first written in Hebrew.
Origen, in his famous catalogue of the books of

Scripture (ap. Euseb. II. E. \i. 25), after enumer-
ating the contents of the 0. T. according to the

Hebrew canon, adds: "But without (/. e. excluded

from the number of) these is the Maccabrean his-

tory (to MaKKa^aiKa), which is entitled Sarbeth
Sabanaiel.'' « In giving the names of the books

of the O. T. he had subjoined the Hebrew to the

Greek title in exactly the same manner, and there

can be therefore no question but that he ^\as ac-

quainted with a Hebrew original for the Macca-
baicu, as for the other books. The term Maccn-
buica is, however, somewhat vague, though the

analogy of the other parts of the list requires that

it should be limited to one book; but the state-

ment of Jerome is quite explicit : " The first book
of Maccabees," he sajs, "I found in Hebrew: the

second is Greek, as can be shown in fact from its

style alone" (Prol. Gal. ad Libr. liey.). Ad-
mitting the evidence of these two fathers, who
were alone able to speak with authority on a sub-

ject of Hebrew literature during the first four cen-

turies, the fact of the Hebrew original of the book
may be supported by several internal arguments
which would be in themselves insufficient to estab-

lish it. Some of the Hebraisms are such as sug-

gest rather the immediate influence of a Hebrew
text than the free adoption of a Hebrew idiom

(i. 4, iyevovTO ils (popov; 16, riroLixa.aQr\ ij /Satr.

;

29, Svo errj r/^eptSf ; 36, ds SidPoAoy TrovrjpoV,

58, eV TTavrl jurjvi Koi firivi, etc. ; ii. 57, iii. 9,

airoWv/xevovs ; iv. 2, v. 37, ^tera to prjfjLara

ravra, etc.), and difficulties in the Greek text are

removed by a recurrence to the words which may
be supposed to have been used in the original (i. 28,

inl Tovs KarotKovvras (or ll'^'D.W'^'^V ; i. 36, ii.

8, iv. 19, xvi. 3). A question, however, might be

raised whether the book was WTitten in Bildical

Hebrew, or in the later Aramaic (Chaldee); but it

seems almost certain that the WTiter took the

canonical histories as his model; and the use of

the original text of Scripture by the learned class

would preserve the Hebrew as a literary language
when it had ceased to be the language of common
life. But it is by no means unlikely (Grimm,
Exec/. Handb. § 4) that the Hebrew was connipted

by later idioms, as in the most recent books of the

« %ap^r\9 'S.a^avaUK. This is undoubtedly the true

reading without the p. All the explanations of the

word witli which I am acquainted start from the fjilse

reading — 'ZapPavd— "The rod of the renegades"

^ ^W^DHID, Herzfeld), " The sceptre of the prince

of the sous of God" C^^I^ "^W, Ewald), "The his-

tory of the princes of the sons of God " (^32 **"1Ii7) :
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0. T. It seems almost incredible that any one
should have imagined that the worthless Mcyill'dh

Antiochiis, of which Bartolocci'.s Latin translation

is printed by Fabricius (
Cod. Pseud. V. T. i.

1165-74), was the Hebrew original of which
Origen and Jerome spoke.'' This tract, which

occurs in some of the Jewish services for the Feast

cf Dedication (Fabricius, /. c), is a perfectly un-

historical narrative of some of the incidents of the

Maccabsean War, in which John the high-priest,

and not Judas, plays by far the most conspicuous

part. The order of events is so entirely disregarded

in it that, after the death of Judas, Mattathias is

represented as leading his other sons to the deci-

sive victory which precedes the purification of the

Temple.

7. The whole structure of 1 Mace, points to

Palestine as the place of its comjjosition. This fact

itself is a strong proof for a Hebrew original, for

there is no trace of a Greek Palestinian literature

during the Hasmonajan dynasty, though the wide
use of the LXX. towards the close of the jjeriod,

prepared the way for the apostohc writings. But
though the country of the writer can be thus fixed

with certainty, there is considerable doubt as to his

date. At the close of the book he mentions, in

general terms, the acts of Johannes Hyrcanus as

written " in the chronicles of his priesthood from

the time that he was made high-prjest after his

father"' (xvi. 23, 24). From this it has been con-

cluded that he must have written after the death

of Hyrcanus, B. c. 106; and the note in xiii. 30

(fuis rris rifxfpas ravTrjs) implies the lapse of a

considerable time since the accession of Simon (b. c.

143). On the other hand, the omission of all men-
tion of the close of the government of Hyrcanus,

when the note of its commencement is given, may
lie urged as an argument for placing the book late

in his long reign, but before his death. It cannot

certainly have been composed long after his death

;

for it would have been almost impossible to write

a history so full of simple faith and joyous triumph

in the midst of the troubles which, early in the

succeeding reign, threatened too distinctly the

coming dissolution of the state. Combining these

two limits, we may place the date of the original

book between b. c. 120-100. The date and person

of the Greek translator are wholly undetermined;

but it is unlikely that such a book would remain

long unknown or untranslated at Alexandria.

8. In a religious aspect the book is more remark-

able negatively than positively. The historical in-

stinct of the writer confines him to the bare recital

of facts, and were it not for the words of others

which he records, it might seem that the true theo-

cratic aspect of national fife had been lost. Not
only does he relate no miracle, such as occur in

2 Mace, but he does not even refer the triumphant

successes of the Jews to divine interposition. <-" It

is a characteristic of the same kind that he passes

over without any clear notice the Messianic hopes,

which, as appears from the Psalms of Solomon and

and I cannot propose any satisfactory transcription ol

the true i-eading.

h The book is found not only in Hebrew, but also

in Chaldee (Fabricius, Cort. Pseud. V. T- i. iil note).

c The passage xi. 71, 72, may seem to contradict this

assertion; but though some writers, even from early

times, have regarded the event as miraculous, the tone

of the writer seems only to be that of one describing

a noble act of successful valor.
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the Book of Enoch, were raised to the highest pitch

by the successful struggle for independence. Yet

he preserves faint traces of the national belief. He
mentions the time from which " a prophet was not

seen among them" (I Mace. ix. 27, ouk <i(j)6ri

irpo(pr]Ti]s) as a marked epoch; and twice he an-

ticipates the future coming of a prophet as of one

who should make a direct revelation of the will of

God to his people (iv. -iU, jue'xp' tou irapayivifdr}-

vai iTpo(pr\Ti]V Tov awoKfiiOriyai irepl avroiiv), and

supersede the temporary arrangements of a merely

civil dynasty (xiv. 41, tov eivai Si/noiva Tiyoufxevou

Kal apx^^pfa (Is rhv alwva e'oiy tov avacTTriyai

Trpo<pr\T-i]v TTiffT^v). But the hope or belief occu-

pies no prominent place in the book; and, like the

book of Esther, its greatest merit is, that it is

throughout inspired by the faith to which it gives

no definite expression, and shows, in deed rather

than in word, both the action of Providence and

a sustaining trust in his power.

9. The liook does not seem to have been much
used in early times. It offered far less for rhetor-

ical purposes than the second book ; and the history

itself lay beyond the ordinary limits of Christian

study. Tertullian alludes generally to the conduct

of the Maccabsean war {itdc.Jiid. 4). Clement of

Alexandria speaks of •' tlie book of the Maccabsean

history" (tJi [^L&\iov] tuiv yiaKKaffal'Kaiv, Strom.

i. § 123), as elsewhere (SlroM. v. § 98) of " the

epitome" (?; twv MaKKa^aiKoiv itriTOfjiri)- Euse-

bius assumes an acquaintance with the two books

{Prcep. Ev. viii. 9, ^ Sivrepa twv MaKKa^aiaiu)

:

and scanty notices of the first book, but more of

the second, occur in later wi'iters.

10. The books of Maccabees were not included

by Jerome in his translation of the Bible. " The
first book," he says, " I found in Hebrew " {Prol.

Gal. i)i Reg.), but he takes no notice of the Latin

version, and certainly did not revise it. The ver-

sion of the two books which has been incorpo-

rated iu the Romish Vulgate was consequently de-

rived from the old Latin, current before Jerome's

time. This version was obviously made from the

Greek, and in the main follows it closely. Besides

the common text, Sabatier has published a version

of a considerable part of the first book (ch. i.-xiv.

1) from a very ancient Paris MS. (S. Germ. 15)

{annorum saltern noju/tiiiorum, in 1751), which
exhibits an earlier form of the text. Grimm,
strangely misquoting Sabatier {Exeg. Handb.

§ 10), inverts the relation of the two versions;

but a comparison of the two, even for a few verses,

can leave no doubt but that the St. Germain !MS.

represents the most ancient text, following the

Greek words and idioms with a slavish fidelity

(Sabatier, p. 1014, " Quemadmodum autem etiam-

num inveniri possunt MSS. codices qui Psalmos

ante omnem Hieronymi correctionem exhibeant,

ita pariter inventus est a nobis codex qui libri

prinii Machaba3orum partem continet majorem,

minime quidem correctam, sed qualis olim in non-

nullisMSS. antiquisreperiehatur "). Mai (Spicil.

Bom. ix. App. 60) has published a fragment of

another Latin translation (ch. ii. 49-04), which

differs widely from both texts. The Sj'riac version

given in the Polyglotts is, like the Latin, a close

rendering of the Greek. From the rendering of

the proper names, it has been supposed that the

translator lived while the Semitic forms were still

current (Grimm, Einl. § 10); but the arguments
which have been urged to show that the Syriac

ivas derived directly from the Hebrew original are
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of no weight against the overwhelming proof of the

influence of the Greek text.

11. Of the early commentators on the first two
books of Maccabees, the most important are Drusius
and Grotius. whose n<\|;es are reprinted in the

Critici. Sacri. The annotations of Calmet ( Com-
mentaire literal, etc., Paris, 1724) and iMichaelis

(
Uebersetzuny der 1 Mncc. B.'s mil Anmerk.

Leipz. 1778), are of permanent interest; but for

practical use the manual of Grimm {Kurzfjefasstes

Kxeg. Handb. zu den Apokryphen, etc., Leipz. 1853
-57 ) supplies everything which the student can re-

quire.

The Skcond Book of Macc.\bees. — 1.

The history of the Second Book of the Jlaccabees

begins some years earlier than that of the First

Book, and closes with the victory of Judas ilacca-

boeus over Nicanor. It thus embraces a period of

twenty years, from b. c. 180 (?) to b. c. 161. For
the few events noticed during the earUer years, it is

the chief authority; during the remamder of the

time the narrative goes over the same ground as

1 Mace, but with very considerable differences.

The first two chapters are taken up by two letters

supposed to be addressed by the Palestinian to the

Alexandrine Jews, and by a sketch of the author's

plan, which proceeds without any perceptible break

from the close of the second letter. The main nar-

rative occupies the remainder of the book. This

presents several natural divisions, which appear to

comcide with the " five books " of .lason on which
it was based. The first (c. iii.) contains the history

of Heliodorus, as illustrating the fortunes of the

Temple before the schism and apostasy of part of

the nation (cir. b. c. 180). The second (iv.-vii.)

gives varied details of the beginning and course of

the great persecution— the murder of ttnias, the

crimes of Jlenelaus, the martyrdom of Eleazar, and
of the mother with her seven sons (b. c. 175-167).

The third (viii.-x. 9) follows the fortunes of Judas
to the triumphant restoration of the Temple service

(b. c. 166, 165). The fourth (x. 10-xiii.) includes

the reign of Antiochus Eupator (b. c. 164-162).

The fifth (xiv., xv.) records the treachery of Alci-

luus, the mission of Nicanor, and the crowning
success of Judas (b. c. 162; 161). Each of these

divisions is closed by a phrase which seems to mark
the end of a definite subject (iii. 40, vii. 42, x. 9,

xiii. 26, XV. 37 ) ; and they correspond in fact with

distinct stages in the national struggle.

2. The relation of the letters with which the

book opens to the substance of the book is ex-

tremely obscure. The first (i. 1-9) is a solemn

invitation to the Egyptian Jews to celebrate " the

feast of tabernacles in the month Casleu " (i. e.

the Feast of the Dedication, i. 9), as before they

had sympathized with their brethren in Judiea in

"the extremity of their trouble" (i. 7). The sec-

ond (i. 10-ii. 18, according to the received division),

which bears a formal salutation from " the council

and Judas " to " Aristobulus . . . and the Jews
in Egypt," is a strange, rambling collection of

legendary stories of the death of "Antioclius," of the

preservation of the sacred fire and its recovery by
Nehemiah, of the hiding of the vessels of the sanc-

tuary by .leremiah, ending— if indeed the letter can

be said to have any end— with the same exhortation

to observe the Feast of Dedication (ii. 10-18). For

it is impossilile to point out any break in the con-

struction or .>;tyle after ver. 19, so that the writer

passes insensibly from the epistolary form in ver. 16

to that of the epitomator in ver. 29 (5<?»ccS)- I'or this
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reason some critics, both in ancient and modern times

(Wernsdorf, § 35, 123), have considered that the

whole book is intended to be included in the letter."

It seems more natural to suppose that the author

found the letters already in existence when he un-

dertook to abridge the work of Jason, and attached

his own introduction to the second letter for the

convenience of transition, without feonsidering that

this would necessarily make the whole appear to be

a letter. The letters themselves can lay no claims

to authenticity. It is possible that they may rest

upon some real correspondence between .Jerusalem

and Alexandria ; but the extravagance of the fables

which they contain makes it impossible to accept

them in their present form as the work of the

Jewish Council. Though it may readily be ad-

mitted that the fabulousness of the contents of

a letter is no absolute proof of its spuriousness,

yet on the other hand the stories may be (as in

this case) so entirely unworthy of what we know
of the position of the alleged writers, as to betray

the work of an impostor or an interpolator. Some
have supposed that the original language of one '^

or of both the letters was Hebrew, but this can-

not be made out by any conclusive arguments-

On the other hand there is no ground at all for

believing that they were made up by the author of

the l)Ook.

3. The writer himself distinctly indicates the

source of his narrative— " the five books of .lason

of CjTcne " (ii. 23), of which he designed to furnish

a short and agreeable epitonle for the benefit of

those who would be deterred from studying the

larger work.
.
[Jason.] His own labor, which he

describes in strong terms (ii. 20, 7; conip. xv. 38,

39), was entirely confined to condensation and

selection; all in\estigation of detail he declares to

be the peculiar duty of the original historian. It

is of course impossible to determine how far the

coloring of the events is due to Jason, but " the

Divine manifestations" in behalf of the .lews are

enumerated among the subjects of which he treated

;

and no sufficient reasons have been alleged to show

that the WTiter either followed any other authority

in his later chapters, or altered the general char-

acter of the history which he epitomized. Of
Jason himself nothing more is known than may be

gleaned from this mention of him. It has been

conjectured (Herzfeld, GescJi. d. Volkes Jsr. i. 45.5)

that he was the same as the son of Eleazer (1 Mace.

viii. 17), who was sent by Judas as envoy to Home
after the defeAt of Nicanor; and the circiniistance

of this mission has been used to explain the limit

to which he extended his history, as being that

which coincided with the extent of his personal ob-

servation. There are certainly many details in the

book wliich show a close and accurate knowledge

(iv. 21, 29 ff., viii. 1 ff., ix. 29, x. 12, 13, xiv. 1),

and the errors in the order of events may be due

wholly, or in part, to the epitomator. The ques-

tionable interpretation of facts in 2 Mace, is no

objection to the truth of the facts themselves ; and

wh«n due allowance is made for the overwrought

rendering of many scenes, and for the obvious effort

of the writer to discover everywhere signs of provi-

dential interference, the historic worth of the book

appears to be considerably greater than it is com-
monly esteemed to be. Though Herzfeld's con-

jecture may be untenable, the original work of

a The subscription in Cod. Alex, is 'Iou6a toO Ma/c-

Ko^aiov TTpa^iiav en-icToA^.
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Jason probably extended no farther than the epit-

ome, for the description of its contents (2 Mace,
ii. 19-22) does not carry us beyond the close of

2 Mace. The "brethren " of Judas, whose exploits

he related, were already distinguished during the

hfetime of " the Maccabee " (1 Mace. v. 17 ff., 24 ff.,

vi. 43-46; 2 Mace. viii. 22-29).

4. The district of Cyrene was most closely united

with that of Alexandria. In both, the predom-
inance of Greek literature and the Greek language

was absolute. The work of Jason— like the poems
of Callimachus— must therefore have been com-
posed in Greek; and the style of the epitome, as

Jerome remarked, proves beyond doubt that the

Greek text is the original (Prol. Gal. " Secundus
[Machabasorum] Grsecus est; quod ex ipsa quoque

(ppd(T€i probari potest"). It is scarcely less cer-

tain that 2 Mace, was compiled at Alexandria-

The characteristics of the style and language are

essentially Alexandrine; and though the Alexan-
drine style may have prevailed in Cyrenaica, the

form of the allusion to Jason shows clearly that

the compiler was not his fellow-couLtrymaii- But
all attempts to determine more exactly who the

compiler was are mere groundless guesses, without
even the semblance of plausibility.

5. The style of the book is extremely uneven.

At times it is elaborately ornate (iii. 15-39, v. 20,

vi. 12-16, 23-28, vii. etc.); and again, it is so rude
and broken, as to seem more like notes for an epit-

ome than a finished composition (xiii. 19-26); but

it nowhere attains to the simple energy and pathos

of the first book. The vocabulary corresponds to

the style. It abounds in new or unusual words-

Many of these are forms which belong to the decay

of a language, as: a\\ocpv\tcrfx6s, iv. 13, vi. 24;

'EWrjvtff/j.S's. iv- 13 {4/x<pavt(T/x6s, iii- 9); ira-

CTfiSs, vii- 37; 6ct>paKi(Tfx6s, v- 3; (nrXayxviffnos,
vi. 7, 21, vii. 42; or compounds which betray a

false pursuit of emphasis or precision : Siefiirifji-

iT\y)fxi, iv. 40; fTrevAal3uffdai, xiv. 18; Karev-

diKTilu, xiv. 43 ; Trpoffavaheyea-dat, viii. 19 ;

TrpoffuTTOfiifivfjaKco, xv. 9 ; avv^KKevretv, v. 20-

Otlier words are emploj'ed in novel senses, as:

^iVTipoXoyuv, xiii. 22; eiffKVK\e7frdai, ii. 24;

ivaTvcLvr-qros, xiv. 9; iretppefai/xfi'os, xi. 4; \pvx,t-

Kws, iv. 37, xiv. 24. Others Ijear a sense which is

common in late Greek, as: a.KK-r}piiv, xiv. 8; ava-

Cvyii, ix. 2, xiii. 26; SiaXjjij/is, iii- 32; eVoTre-

pei5a>, ix. 4; (j}pvd<rffOfj.aL, vii. 34; irspi(rKv6i^a>,

vii. 4. Others appear to be peculiar to this book,

as: SidcTTaAffis, xiii. 25 ; Siia-K(Tri/j.a, v. 20
;

irpocrnvpovv, xiv. 11; iro\efj.OTpo(p€'iv, x. 14, 15;

6ir\o\oyelv, viii. 27, 31; airivdavaTi^fty, vi. 28;

5o|iK:o'y, viii. 35; d;'5poAo7ia, xii. 43. Hebraisms

are very rare (viii. 15, ix. 5, xiv. 24). Idiomatic

Greek phrases are much more common (iv. 40, xii.

22, XV. 12, &c.); and the wi-iter evidently had a

considerable command over the Greek language,

though his taste was deformed by a love of rhetori-

cal effect.

6. In the absence of all evidence as to the person

of Jason— for the conjecture of Herzfeld (§ 3) is

wholly unsupported by proof— there are no data

which fix the time of the composition of his orig-

inal work, or of the epitome given in 2 Mace,
within very narrow limits. The superior limit of

the age of the epitome, though not of Jason's work,

is determined by the year 124 is. c, which is men-

b F. Schlunkes, EpistolcB qua 2 iliac, i. 1-9 legitur

explkatio. Colon. 1844.
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tioned in one of the introductory letters (i. 10);

but there is no ground for assigning so great an

antiquity to the present book. It has, indeed, been

concluded from xv. 37, air' iKiivoiv tuv KaipSiv

Kpar-qde'icrris rrjs TroAeoiy virb tUv 'E^palcov —
which is written in the |)erson of the epitoniator,

that it must have been composed before the defeat

and death of Judas; but the import of the words

appears to be satisfied by the religious supremacy

and the uninterrupted celebration of the Temple

service, which the Jews maintained till the final

ruin of their city: for the destruction of Jerusalem

is the only inferior limit, below which the book

cannot be placed. The supposed reference to the

book in the Epistle to the Hebrews (Heb. xi. 35,

"and others were tortured; " conip. vi. 18-vii. 42)

may perhaps be rather a reference to the current

tradition than to the written text; and Josephus in

his history shows no acquaintance with its contents.

On the other hand, it is probable that the author

of i i\Iacc. used either 2 JMacc, or the work of

Jason; but this at most could only determine that

the book was written before the destruction of Jeru-

salem, which is already clear from xv. 37. There

is no explicit mention of the book before the time

of Clement of Alexandria {Sirom. v. 14, § 98).

Internal evidence is quite insufficient to settle the

date, which is thus left undetermined within the

limits 124 b. c. — 70 a. c. If a conjecture be ad-

missible, I should be inclined to place the original

work of Jason not later than 100 is. c, and the

epitome half a century later. It is quite crediljle

that a work might have been long current at

Alexandria before it was known to the Jews of

Palestine.

7. In order to estimate the historical worth of

the book it is necessary to consider separately the

two divisions into which it falls. The narrative in

iii.-vii. is in part anterior (iii.-iv. 6) and in part

(iv. 7-vii.) supplementary to the brief summary in

1 Mace. i. 10-ti4 : that in viii.-Siy. is. as a whole,

parallel with 1 Mace, iii.-vii. In the first section

the book itself is, in the main, the sole source of

information: in the second, its contents can be

tested by the trustworthy records of the first book.

It will be best to take the second section first, for

the character of the book does not vary much;
and if this can once be determined from sufficient

evidence, the result may be extended to those parts

which are independent of other testimony. The
chief differences between the first and second books

lie in the account of the campaigns of Lysias and
Timotheus. Ditlerences of detail will always arise

where the means of information are partial and
separate; l)ut the differences alleged to exist as to

these events are more serious. In 1 Mace. iv. 26-35

we read of an invasion of Judiea by Lysias from

the side of Idumtea, in which Judas met him at

Bethsura and inflicted upon him a severe defeat.

In consequence of this Lysias retired to Antioch to

make greater preparations for a new attack, while

Judas undertook the restoration of the sanctuary.

In 2 Maoc. the first mention of Lysias is on the

accession of Antiochus Eup.ator (x. 11). Not long

after this he is said to have invaded Judoea

and suffered a defeat at Bethsura, in consequence

of which he made peace with Judas, giving him
favorable terms (xi.). A later invasion is men-
tioned in both liooks, which took place in the reign

of Antiochus Eupator (1 JMacc. vi. 17-50; 2 Maec.

wii. 2 ff.), in which Bethsura fell into the hands

of Lysias. It is then necessary either to suppose
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that there were three distinct invasions, of which
the first is mentioned only in 1 Mace, the second

only in 2 Mace, and the third in both ; or to con-

sider the narrative in 2 Mace. x. 1 fF. as a mis-

placed version of one (>f the other invasions (for

the history in 1 INIacc. iv. 2G-G1 bears every mark
of truth): a supposition which is confirmed by the

character of the details, and the difficulty of recon-

ciling the supposed results with the events which
immediately followed. It is by no means equally

clear that there is any mistake in 2 Mace, as to the

history of Timotheus. The details in 1 JMacc. v.

11 ff. are quite reconcilable with those in 2 Mace,

xii. 2 ff., and it seems certain that both books

record the same events ; but there is no sufficient

reason for supposing that 1 Mace. v. 6 ff. is parallel

with 2 Mace. x. 24-37. The similarity of the

names Jazer and Gazara probably gave rise to the

confusion of the two events, which differ in fact in

almost all their circumstances ; though the identi-

fication of the Timotheus mentioned in 2 Mace. x.

24, with the one mentioned in viii. 30, seems to

have been designed to distinguish him from some

other of the same name. With these exceptions,

the general outUnes of the history in the two books

are tlie same; but the details are almost always

independent and different. The numbers given in

2 Mace, often represent incredible results : e. y. viii.

20, 30; X. 23, 31; xi. 11; xii. 10, 19, 23, 26, 28;

XV. 27. Some of the statements are obviously in-

correct, and seem to have arisen from an erroneous

interpretation and embellishment of the original

source: vii. 3 (the presence of Antiochus at the

death of the Jewish martyrs); ix. (the death of

.Vntiochus); x. 11, &c. (the relation of the boy-

king Antiochus Eupator to Lysias); xv. 31, 35 (the

recovery of Acra); xiv. 7 (the forces of Demetrius).

But on the other hand many of the peculiar details

seem to be such -as must have been derived from

innnediate testimony: iv. 29-50 (the intrigues of

Menelaus); vi. 2 (the temple at Gerizini); x. 12,

13; xiv. 1 (the landing of Demetrius at Tripolis);

viii. 1-7 (the character of the first exploits of Judas).

The relation between the two books may be not

inaptly represented by that existing between the

books of Kings and Chronicles. In each case the

later book was composed with a special design,

which regulated the character of the materials

employed for its construction. But as the design

in 2 Mace. ;s openly avowed by the compiler, so it

seems to have been carried out with considerable

license. Yet his errors appear to be those of one

who interprets history to support his cause, rather

than of one who falsifies its substance. The
groundwork of facts is true, liut the dress in which

the facts are presented is due in part at least to the

nari-ator. It is not at all inqirobalile that the error

with regard to the first campaign of Lysias arose

from the mode in which it was introduced by Jason

as an introduction to the more inqiortant measures

of Lysias in the reign of Antiochus luq)ator. In

other places (as very obviously in xiii. 19 ff. ) the

compiler may have disregarded tlie historical de-

pendence of events while selecting tliose which

were best suited for the support of his theme. If

these remarks are true, it follows that 2 Mace,

viii.-XV. is to be regardetl not as a coimected and

complete history, but as a series of special incidents

from the life of Judas, illustrating the providential

interference of Cod in behalf of his i)eople, true in

substance, but embellished in form ; and this view

of the book is supported by the character of the
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earlier chapters, in which the narrative is un-

checked by independent evidence. There ia not

any ground for questioning the main facts in the

history of Heliodorus (eh. iii.) or Menelaus (iv.);

and while it is very probable that the narratives

of the sufferings of the martyrs (vi., vii.) are highly

colored, yet the grounds of the accusation, the

replies of the accused, and the forms of torture,

in their essential characteristics, seem perfectly

authentic."

8. Besides the differences which exist between

the two books of Maccabees as to the sequence and

details of common events, there is considerable

difficulty as to the chronological data which they

give. Both follow the Seleucian era (" the era of

contracts; " "of the Greek kingdom; " 1 Mace. i.

10, iv erei . . . /SaciAeioj 'EWrjycov), but in

some cases in which the two books give the date of

the same event, the first book gives a date one year

later than the second (1 Mace. vi. 16 ||
2 Mace. xi.

21, 3-3; 1 Mace. vi. 20 ||
2 Mace. xiii. 1); yet on

the other hand they agree in 1 Mace. vii. 1
||
2

Mace. xiv. 4. This discrepancy seems to be due

not to a mere error, but to a difference of reckon-

ing ; for all attempts to explain away the discrepancy

are untenable. The true era of the Seleucidae

began in October (Dius) b. c. 312; but there is

evidence that considerable variations existed in

Syria in the reckoning by it. It is then reasonable

to suppose that the discrepancies in the books of

a The following is the parallelism which Patritius

(De cons. utri. lib. Marc. 175-246) endeavors to estab-

lish between the couiinon narratives of i. and ii. Mace.

When two or more passages are placed opposite to one,

it is to be understood that thejirst only has a parallel

in the other narrative :
—

1 Macc.
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Dther grounds, indeed, it is not unlikely tliat the

diflerence in the reckoning of the two books is still

greater than is thus accounted f Dr. The Chaldceans,

as is proved by good authority (Ptol. Mcy. avvT.

ap. Clinton, F. II. Ill, 350, 370), dated tlieir

Seleucian era one year later than the true time

from 311 B c, and probably from October {Dtus ;

comp. 2 Mace. xi. 21, 33). If, as is quite possible,

the writer of 2 Mace.— or rather Jason of Cyrene,

whom he epitomized — used the Chaktean dates,

there may be a maximum difference between the

two books of a year and hah", which is sufficient to

explain the difficulties of the chronology of the

events connected with the death of Antiochus

Epiphanes (Ideler, i. 531-534, quoted and sup-

ported by Browne, Ordo Sxclorum, 489, 490.

Comp. Clinton, Fasti Hell. iii. 367 ffi, who takes a

difterent view ; Patritius, I. c. ; and Wernsdorf, §

ix. ffi, who states the difficulties with great acute-

ness).

9. The most interesting feature in 2 Mace, is

its marked religious character, by which it is clearly

distinguished from the first book. " The manifes-

tations (eiri<pduetai) made from heaven on behalf

of those who were zealous to behave manfully in

defense of .Judaism" (2 Mace. ii. 21) form the

staple of the book. The events which are related

historically in the former book are in this regarded

theocratically, if the word may be used. The
calamities of persecution and the desolation of God's

people are definitely referred to a temporary visita-

tion of his anger (v. 17-20, vi. 12-17, vii. 32, 33),"

which shows itself even in details of the war (xii.

40; comp. Josh. vii.). Before his great victory

Judas is represented as addressing " the Lord that

worketh wonders " {TepaTOiroi6s] with the prayer

that, as once his angel slew the host of the Assyr-

ians, so then He would " send a good angel before

his armies for a fear and dread to their enemies"

(xv. 22-24; comp. 1 Mace. vii. 41, 42). A great

" manifestation " wrought the punishment of He-
Uodorus (iii. 24-29) : a similar vision announced

his cure (iii. 33, 34). Heavenly portents for " forty

days" ieTTicpdveLa, v. 4) foreshowed the coming

judgment (v. 2, 3). " When the battle waxed

strong five comely men upon horses" appear, of

whom two cover Maccabreus from all danger (x. 29,

30). Again, in answer to the supplication of the

Jews for '• a good angel to deliver them," " there

appeared before them on horseback one in white

clothing," and " they marched forward " to triumph,

"having an helper from heaven" (xi. 6-11). And
where no special vision is recorded, the rout of the

enemy is still referred to " a manifestation of Him
that seeth all things " (xii. 22). Closely connected

with this belief in tlie active energy of the beings

of the unseen world, is the importance assigned to

dreams (xv. 11, liveipou a^t6Tn(rT(jv iiirap); and

the distinct assertion, not only of a personal " resur-

rection to life" (vii. 14, avdaTacns fls (oo-nvj v. 9,

altiivios ava^icacns C'«'5)s)i but of the influence

which the living may yet exercise on the condition

of the dead (xii. 43-45 ). The doctrine of Providence

is carried out in a most minute parallelism of great

crimes and their punishment. Thus, Andronicus

was put to death on the very spot where he had

murdered Onias (iv. 38, rov Kvpiov t))v a.i,iav

auTCji K6\affiv awoS6i^ros) : Jason, who had " driven

many out of their country," died an exile, with-

out " solemn funeral," as he had " cast out many
unburied " (v. 9, 10): the torments sufTered by

A.ntiochus are likened to those which he had
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inflicted (ix. 5, 6) ; Menelaus, who " had committed
many sins about the altar," " received his death
in ashes" (xiii. 4-8): the hand and tongue of

Nicanor, with which he had blasphemed, were hung
up " as an evident and manifest sign unto all of

the help of the Lord "" (xv. 32-35). On a larger

scale the same idea is presented in the contrasted

relations of Israel and the heathen to the Divine
Power. The former is " God's people," " God's
portion" (^ /xepisi i- 26; xiv. 16), who are chas-

tised in love: the latter are left unpunished till the

full measure of their sins ends in destruction (vi.

12-17). For in this book, as in 1 Mace, there are

no traces of the glorious visions of the prophets,

who foresaw the time when all nations should be

united in one bond under one Lord.

10. The history of the book, as has been already

noticed (§ 6), is extremely obscure. It is first

mentioned by Clement of Alexandria (/. c); and
Origen, in a Greek fragment of his commentaries

on Exodus {Philoc. 26), quotes vi. 12-16, with very

considerable variations of text, from " the Macca-
baian history/' (ra MaKKajSaiKa'- comp. 1 Macc.
§6). At a later time the history of tlje martjTed

brothers was a favorite subject with Christian

writers (Cypr. £p. Ivi. 6, <S;c.); and in the time of

Jerome {Prol. Galtat.) and Augustine {De Boctr.

Christ, ii. 8; De Civ. Dei, xviii. 36) the book was
in common and public use in the Western Church,
where it maintained its position till it was at last

definitely declared to be canonical at the council

of Trent. [Canon, vol. i. p. 363.]

11. The Latin version adopted in the Vulgate,

as in the case of the first book, is that cun-ent be-

fore Jerome's time, which Jerome left wholly un-

touched in the apocryphal books, with the exception

of Judith and Tobit. The St. Germain MS., from

which Sabatier edited an earlier text of 1 Macc,
does not, unfortunately, contain the second book,

being imperfect at the end ; but the quotations of

Lucifer of Cagliari (Sabatier, ad Capp. vi., vii.) and
a fragment published by Mai (Sincil. Rom. 1. c.

1 Macc. § 10), indicate the existence and character

of such a text. The version is much less close to

the Greek than in the former book, and often gives

no more than the sense of a clause (i. 13, vi. 21,

vii. 5, (fee). The Syriac version is of still less value.

The Arabic so-called version of 2 j\Iacc. is really

an independent work. [Fifth Book of Mzic-
cabees.]

12. The chief commentaries on 2 Macc. have
been already noticed. [First Book of Macca-
bees, § 11.] The special edition of Hasse (Jena,

1786) seems, from the account of Grimm, to be
of no value. There are, however, many valuable

historical observations in the essay of Patritius {De
Consensu, etc. already cited).

III. The Third Book of the Maccabees
contains the history of events which preceded the

great Jlaccaboean struggle. After the decisive

battle of Kaphia (b. c. 217), envoys from Jerusalem,

following tlie example of other cities, hastened to

Ptolemy Philopator to congratulate him on his suc-

cess. After receiving them the king resolved to

visit the holy city. He offered s;icrifice in the

Temple, and was so much struck by its majesty

that he urgently sought permission to enter the

sanctuary. When this was refused he resolved to

gratify his curiosity by force, regardless of tlie con-

sternation with which his design was received

(ch. i.). On this Simon the high-priest, after the

people had been with difficulty restniiued from
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violence, kneeling in front of the Temple implored

divine help. At the conclusion of the prayer the

king fell paralyzed into the arras of his attendants,

and on his recovery returned at once to Kgypt
without prosecuting his intention. But angry at

his failure he turned his vengeance on the Alex-

andrine Jews. Hitherto these had enjoyed the

highest rights of citizenship, but the king com-
manded that those only who were voluntarily

initiatetl into the heathen mysteries should be on

an equal footing with the Alexandrians, and that

the remainder should be enrolled in the lowest class

(ets \a.oypa(piav koX oiKertKriv Siddeaiv ax6rivat.

ii. 28), and branded with an ivy-leaf (ch. ii.).

[Dionysus.] Not content with this order, which

was evatled or despised, he commanded all the Jews

in the country to be arrested and sent to Alexandria

(ch. iii.). This was done as well as might be,

though the greater part escajied (iv. 18), and the

gathei^ multitudes were confined in the Hippo-

drome outside the city (conip. Joseph. Ani. xvii.

6, § 5). The resident Jews, who showed sympathy
for their countrymen, were imprisoned with them

:

and the king ordered the names of all to be taken

down preparatory to their execution. Here the first

marvel happened : the scribes to whom the task was
assigned foiled for forty days from morning till

evening, till at last reeds and paper failed them,

and the king's plan was defeated (ch. iv.). How-
ever, regardless of this, the king ordered the keeper

of his elephants to drug the animals, five hundred

in number, with wine and incense, that they might

trample the prisoners to death on the morrow.

The Jews had no help but in prayer; and here a

second marvel happened. The king was over-

powered by a deep sleep, and when he awoke the

next day it was already time for the banquet which

he had ordered to be prepared, so that the execution

was deferred. The Jews still prayed for help; but

when the dawn came, the multitudes were assembled

to witness their destruction, and the elephants stood

ready for their bloody work. Then was there an-

other marvel. The king was visited by deep forget-

fulness, and chided the keeper of the elephants for

the prepai-ations which he had made, and the -lews

were again saved. But at the evening banquet the

king recalled his purjxtse, and with terrible threats

prepared for its iuuiiediate accomplishment at day-

break (ch. v.). Then Eleazer, an aged priest,

prayed for his people, and as he ended the royal

train came to the Hipjwdrome. On this there was
seen a heavenly vision by all but the Jews (vi. 18).

The elephants trampled down their attendants, ar.d

the wrath of the king was turned to pity. So tlie

Jews were innnediately set free, and a great feast

was prepared for them ; and they resolved to ob-

serve a festival, in memory of tlieir deliverance,

during the time of their sojourn in strange lands

(ch. vi.). A royal letter to the governors of the

provinces set forth the circumstances of their eseajie,

and assured them of the king's protection. Per-

mission was given to them to take vengeance on

their renegade countrymen, and the people returned

to their homes in great triumph, " crowned with

flowers, and singing praises to the God of their

fathers."

2. The form of the narrative, even in this liald

outline, sufficiently shows that the object of the

book has modified the facts which it records. The

« These are pointed out at length by Grimm {Einl.

J 3) ; but the relation of the Alexandrine Jews to a
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writer, in his zeal to bring out the action of Provi-

dence, has colored his history, so that it has lost

all semblance of truth. In this respect the book
oflers an instructive contrast to the book of Esther,

with which it is closely connected both in its pur-

pose and in the general character of its incidents.

In both a terrible calamity is averted by faithful

prayer; royal anger is changed to royal favor; and
the punishment designed for the innocent is directed

to the guilty. But here the likeness ends. The
divine reserve, which is the peculiar characteristic

of Esther, is exchanged in .3 Mace, for rhetorical

exaggeration ; and once again the words of inspira-

tion stand ennobled by the presence of their later

counterpart.

3. But while it is impossible to accept the de-

tails of the book as historical, some basis of truth

must be supposed to lie beneath them. The yearly

festival (vi. 36; vii. 19) can hardly have been a

mere fancy of the writer ; and the pillar and syn-

agogue (TTpofffvxv^ ^^ Pfolemais (vii. 20) must
have been connected in some way with a signal

deliverance. Besides this, Josephus (c. Ajj. ii. 5)

relates a very similar occunence which took place

in the reign of Ptolemy VII. (Physcon). "The
king," as he says, " exasperated by the opposition

which Onias, the Jewish general of the royal army,

made to his usurpation, seized all the Jews in Alex-

andria with their wives and children, and exjwsed

them to intoxicated elephants. But the animals

turned upon the king's friends ; and forthwith the

king saw a terrible visage which forbad him to

injure the Jews. On this he yielded to the prayers

of his mistress, and repented of his attempt; and

the Alexandrine Jews observed the day of their

deliverance as a festival." The essential points of

the story are the same as those in the second part

of 3 Mace, and there can be but little douljt that

Josephus has preserved the events which the writer

adapted to his narrati\e. If it lie true that Ptolemy

Philopator attempted to enter the Temple at Jeru-

salem, and was frustrated in his design — a sup-

position which is open to no reasonable objection—
it is easily conceivable that tradition may have

assigned to him the impious design of his successor;

or the author of 3 Mace, may have combined the

two events for the sake of effect.

4. Assuming rightly that the book is an adapta-

tion of history, Ewald and (at greater length)

Grimm have endeavored to fix exactly the circum-

stances by which it was called forth. The writings

of Philo, occasioned by the ojipressions which the

Alexandrine Jews suffered in the reign of Cahgula,

offer several points of connection- with " it ; and the

panic which was occasioned at Jerusalem by the

attempt of the emperor to erect his statue in the

Temple is well known (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 8, § 2).

It is then argued that the writer designed to por-

tray Caligula under the name of the sensual tyrant

who had in earlier times held Egypt and Syria,

while he sought to nerve his countrymen for their

struggle with heathen power, by reminding them
of earher deliverances. It is luinecessary to urge

the various details in which the parallel between the

acts of Caligula and the narrative fail. Such dif-

ferences may have been part of the writer's dis-

guise; biit it may be well questioned whether the

position of the Jews in the early time of the empire,

or under the later Ptolemies, was not generally such

persecuting civil power would, perhaps, always present

the same general features.
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that a narrative like 3 Mace, would find a ready

auditory.

5. The language of the book betrays most clearly

its Alexandrine origin. Both in vocabulary and

construction it is rich, affected, and exaggerated.

Some words occur nowhere else {Xaoypacpta, ii- 28

;

irpoav(rTe\\e(Tdai, ii. 29; vtrdcppiKos, vi. 20;

XdpTTipia, iv. 20 ; ^udoTpe(pris, vi. 8 ; \f/uxovK-

Ke7(Tdai, V. 25; fxtau^pis, vi. 9 ; irovT60poxos,
vi. 4; /neyaKoKparoop, vi. 2; inupo^pexv^i ^'- ^'

irpoKOLTaaKippovcr&ai, iv. 1 ; ai/eTricTTpeirTais, i-

20); others are used in strange senses (iKveveiv,

Met. iii. 22; -irapaPaffiXevco, vi. 24; e'^TropTratt),

31ei. vii. .5); others are very rare or characteristic

of late Greek writers (eTn0ddpa, ii. 31; (coTaTrrco-

ffis, ii- 14; ey6e(T/j.o5, ii- 21; airpOTTToiTos, iii-

14; aKoyKTria, v. 42; a.iTapaTr6hi(no?, vi. 28;

(pptKaaixds, iii- 17; /xeyaAo/xepoi, vi. 33; aKvAudv,
iii. 25; Ki(Tff6<pvWov, ii- 29; i^a-n-ocrToKr}, iv. 4).

The form of the sentences is strained (e. ^. i. 15,

17, ii. -31, iii. 23, iv. 11, vii. 17, 19, &c.), and every

description is loaded with rhetorical ornament (e. </.

iv. 2, 5; vi. 45). As a natural consequence the

meaning is often obscure (e. (/. i. 9, 14, 19, iv. 5,

14), and the \vriter is led into exaggerations which
are historically incorrect (vii. 2, 20, v. 2; comp.

Grimm).
6. From the abruptness of the commencement

(6 Se ^iXowaraip) it has been thought (Ewald,

Gesch. iv. 535) that the book is a mere fragment

of a larger work. Against this view it may be

urged that the tenor of the book is one and dis-

tinct, and brought to a perfect issue. Tt must,

however, be noticed that in some MSS. (44, 125,

Parsons) the begiiniing is differently worded : " Now
in these days king Ptolemy "

; and the reference in

ii. 25 {rwv irpoatTo^eSeiy/xevaiv) is to some passage

not contained in the present narrative. It is possi-

ble that the narrative may have formed the sequel

to an earlier history, as the IkUenica continue,

without break or repetition, tlie history of Thucy-
dides {fjiiTOL Se ravra. Xen. IIM. i. 1); or we may
suppose (Grimm, Kinl. § 4) that the introductory

chapter has been lost.

7. The evidence of language, which is quite

sufficient to fix the place of the composition of the

book at Alexandria, is not equally decisive as to

the date. It might, indeed, seem to belong to the

early period of the empire (b. c. 40-70), when for

a Jew all hope lay in tlie record of past triumphs,

which assumed a fabulous grandeur from the con-

trast with present oppression. But such a date is

purely conjectural; and in the absence of any direct

proof it is unsafe to trust to an impression which
cannot claim any decisive authority, from the very

imperfect knowledge which we possess of the relig-

ious history of tlie .lews of the dispersion. If, how-
ever, Ewald's theory be correct, the date falls within

the limits which have been suggested.

8. The uncertainty of the date of the composi-

tion of the book corresponds with the uncertainty

of its history. In the Apostolical Canons ( Can.

85) •' three books of the Maccabees " are mentioned

(McLKKa^aioov rpia, one MS. reads S'), of which
this is probably the third, as it occupies the third

place in the oldest (Jreek MSS., which contain also

the so-called fourth book. It is found in a Syriac

« This title occurs only in the Synopsis of the
Pseitdo-Atlianasliis (p. 4-32, ed. Migne). Athanasius
omits the Maccabees in his detailed list. The text at

present stands MaKKapaCKo. /SijSAi'a S' UToKeuiaiKa.
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translation, and is quoted with marked respect by
Theodoret (ad Ban. xi. 7) of Antioch (died cir

.V. D. 457). "Three Iwoks of the Maccabees"
(Ma/c/cajBal'/ca y') are placed at the head of the

antileyomena of the O. T. in the catalogue of

Nicephorus ; and in ih^Synopsis, falsely ascribed to

Athanasius, the third book is apparently described

as " Ptolemaica," from the name of the royal hero,«

and reckoned doubtfully among the disputed books.

On the other hand the book seems to have found
no acceptance in the Alexandrine or Western
churches, a fact which confirms the late date as-

signed to it, if we assume its Alexandrine origin.

It is not quoted, as far as we know, in any Latin

writer, and does not occur in the lists of canonical

and apocryphal books in the Gelasian Decretals.

No ancient Latin version of it occurs; and as it is

not contained in the Vulgate it has been excluded

from the canon of the Komish church.

9. In modern times it has been translated into

Latin (first in the Complutensian Polyglott) ; Ger-
man (De Wette and Augusti, Bibdilbersetzum/,

1st ed. ; and in an earlier version " by -To. Circem-
berger, Wittenberg, 1554;" Cotton, Five Books,

etc., p. XX.); and French (Calniet). The first

English version was appended to " A briefe and
compendious table . . . opening the way to the

principal! histories of the whole Bible . . . London,
1550." This version with a few alterations (Cotton,

p. XX.) was included in a folio Bible published next

year by J. Day; and the book was again pulilished

in 15(33. A better translation was published by
Whiston in his Authentic Documents (1727); and
a new version, with short notes by Dr. Cotton ( 77*6

Fin Books of Maccabees in Fnglish . . . Oxford,

1832). The Conmientary of Grimm {Kurzgef.
Hdndbucli) gives ample notices of the opinions of

earlier commentators, and supersedes the necessity

of using any other.

IV. The Fourth Book of Maccabees
{'M.aKKa^aiwv S', eis M.aKKa^aiovs \6yos) con-

tains a rhetorical narrative of the martyrdom of

Kleazer and of the '• Maccaba'an family," following

in tiie main the same outline as 2 Mace. The sec-

ond title of the Ijook, On the Supreme Sovereignty
oj Reason (irepl avTOKpaTopos Xoyifffiov), explains

the moral use which is made of the history. The
author in the introduction discusses the nature of

reason and the character of its supremacy, which
he then illustrates by examples taken from .Jewish

history (§§ 1-3, Hudson). Then turning to his

principal proof of the triumphant power of reason,

he gives a short summary of the causes which led

to the persecution of Antiochus (§ 4), and in the

remainder of the book describes at length the death

of I'^leazer (§§ 5-7), of the seven brethren (8-14),

and of their mother (15-19), enforcing the lessons

which he would teach by the words of the martyrs
and the reflections which spring from tliem. The
last section (20) is evidently by another hand.

2. The book was ascril)ed in early times to .To-

sephus. Eusebius (//. E. iii. 10, TTeTT6v7)Tai 6e koI

&Wo ovK ayevvfs (nrovSaffna t(j3 auSpl — '- e.

'Ia)(TT)'7ra)— irepl avroKparopos Ao-yitr^oG, '6 rives

MaKKa^a'iKhv iTr(ypa\i/ai/), and Jerome, fullowing

him (Be Vir. ill. Vi, " .\lius quoque lil)er ejus, qui

inscribitur -rrepl auTOKparopos KoyiCfuou valde

But Credner (Z»r Gesch. rf. Kan. 144 7io«e) conjectures

with great probability that the true reading is Mokk.
/3i|3\. Kol IItoA. : Kai and S' can frequently be scarcely

distiuKuished in cursive MSS.
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elegans liabetur, in quo et Maccabseorum sunt

aigesta martyria," corap. Jerome, adv. Pal. ii.),

also Fhotius (ap. Philostorg. H. E. 1, rb /levroiye

TerapTOV vtrh 'liocrrjTrov yeypa(pdai Kal avrhs

avvofj.o\oySiv, so that at that time the judgment

was disputed), and Suidas (s. v. 'Iuxtttitos) — give

this opinion without reserve; and it is found under

his name in many MSS. of the great Jewish his-

torian. On the other hand, Gregory of Nazianzus

quotes the boolv {Orat. xv. 22) as though he was

unacquainted with the author, and in the Alexan-

drine and. Sinaitic MSS. it is called simply "the

fourth of Jlaccabees." The internal evidence against

the authorship by Josephus is so great as to out-

weigh the testimony of Eusebius, from whom it is

probable that the later statements were derived;

and there can be no reasonable doubt that the book

was assigned to Josejihus by a mere conjecture,

which the style and conteftts alike show to be

unfounded. It is possible that a tradition was

preserved that the author's name was Josephus

('IcocTTjTros), in which case the confusion would be

more easy.

3. If we may assume that the authorship was

attributed to Josephus only by eiTor, no evidence

remains to fix the date of the book. It is only

certain that it was written before the destruction

of Jerusalem, and probably after 2 Mace. The

character of the composition leads the reader to

suppose that it was not a mere rhetorical exercise,

but an earnest efibrt to animate the Jewish nation

to face real perils. In which case it might be re-

ferred, not unnaturally, to the troubled times which

immediately preceded the war with Vespasian (cir.

A. D. 67).

4. As a historical document the narrative is of

no value. Its interest centres in the fact that it

is a unique example of the didactic use which the

Jews made of their history. Ewald {GescJi. iv.

556) rightly compares it with the sermon of later

times, in which a Scriptural theme becomes the

subject of an elaborate and practical comment.

The style is very oniate and labored ; but it is

correct and vigorous, and truly Greek. The rich-

ness and boldness of the vocabulary is surprising.

Many words, coined in an antique mould, seem to

be peculiar to the book, as avToSeaTroros, i6v6-

ttAtiktos, firra/jiriroiip, Koff/xoTrXrid-fis, Kocr/jLocpo-

p(7y, fj.a.\aKo\l/vxe^v, ularpTjAacria, -KadoKpaTiia-

Oat, etc.; others belong to later types, as aiire-

^ov(ti6t7}s, apx^^paaeai. ; others are used in mean-

ings vi'hich are found in late writers, as TrTjSaAiov-

Xeij', ayiffTfia. a<priyri/j.a; and the number of

prepositional compounds is very large— ivairoff-

(ppayi^eiv, i^ivfxfvi^eiv, iniKapTToXoyilcrdai, iirip-

pwyoKoy(:1ffdai, TrpoaeTViKaTaTelvfiv-

5. The philosophical tone of the book is essen-

tially stoical; but the stoicism is that of a stern

legalist. The dictates of reason are supported by

the remembrance of noble traditions, and by the

hope of a glorious future. The prospect of the

life to come is clear and wide. The faithful are

seen to rise to endless bliss; the wicked to descend

to endless torment, varying in intensity. But while

the writer shows, in this respect, the effects of the

full culture of the Alexandrine school, and in part

advances beyond his predecessors, he ofiers no trace

of that deep spiritual insight which was quickened

by Christianity. The Jew stands alone, isolated

by character and by blessing (comp. Gfrclrer,

Pliih, etc., ii. 173 ff. ; Daehne, Jud.-Alex. Rdig.

Philos. ii. 190 ff.).
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6. The original Greek is the only ancient text

in which the book has been published, but a Syriac

version is said to be preserved in MS. at Milan

((irinim, Einl. § 7). In recent times the work
has hardly received so much attention as it de-

ser\es. The first and only complete commentary

is that of Grimm, {Exeg. Handbuch), which errs-

only by extreme elaborateness. An English trans-

lation has been published by Dr. Cotton
(
The Five

Books of Maccabees, Oxf. 1832). The text is given

in the best form by Bekker in his edition of Jose-

phus (Lips. 1855-56).

7. Though it is certain that our present book is

that which old writers described, Sixtus Senensis

{Bibl. SaHcta,-p. 37, ed. 1575) gives a very interest-

ing account of another fourth book of Maccabees,

which he saw in a library at Lyons, which was after-

wards burnt. It was in Greek, and contained the

history of John Hyrcanus, continuing the narrative

directly after the close of the first book. Sixtus

quotes the first words : nal /j-iTO. rh airoKTavOTJpai

rhv 'Zi/J-oova iyevfjOr] 'loidvris vlhs avrov apx^fpevs

avT avTov, but this is the only fragment which

remains of it. The history, he says, was nearly the

same as that in Jos. Ant. xiii., though the style

was very diflferent from his, abounding in Hebrew
idioms. The testimony is so exact and explicit,

that we can see no reason for questioning its accu-

racy, and still less for supposing (with Calniet)

that Sixtus saw only the so-called fifth book,

which is at present preserved in Arabic.

V. The Fifth Book of Maccabep:s just

mentioned may call for a very brief notice. It is

printed in Arabic in the Paris and London I'oly-

glotts ; and contains a history of the Jews from the

attempt of Heliodorus to the birth of our Lord.

The writer made use of the first two books of Mac-
cabees and of Josephus, and has no claim to be con-

sidered an independent authority. His own knowl-

edge was very imperfect, and he perverts the state-

ments which he derives from others. He must have

lived after the fall of Jerusalem, and probably out

of Palestine, though the translation bears very clear

traces of Hebrew idioms, so that it has been sup-

posed that the book was originally written in He-
brew, or at least that the Greek was strongly mod-
ified by Hebrew influence. The book has been

published in English by Dr. Cotton {Five Bucks,

etc.). B. F. W.
* MACCABE'US, more correctly Macca-

beus {MaKKa^aTos- Macliabceus) occurs repeat-

edly in 1 and 2 Mace, as the surname of Judas the

son of Mattathias (1 Mace. ii. 4, iii. 1, v. 24, viii.

20; 2 Mace. ii. 19, v. 27, viii. 1, xiv. C), but more

frequently alone, as the rendering of 6 IVTa/cK-a^aioy,

" the Maccabee " (2 Mace. viii. 5, 16, x. 16, 19, 21,

25, 30, 33, 35, xi. 6, 7, 15, xii. 19, 20, xiii. 24,

xiv. 27, 30, XV. 7, 21), Judas, however, being al-

ways referred to. In 2 Mace. x. 1 the article is

omitted, and so in 1 Mace. v. 34 in the Koman
edition (but Alex. 6 Ma/cK-)- On the name and

family see the art. j\Ia ccabees. A.

MACEDO'NIA (Ma/ceSocia), the first part

of Europe which received the Gospel directly from

St. Paul, and an important scene of his subsequent

missionary labors and the labors of his companions.

So closely is this region associated with apostolic

journeys, suflTerings, and epistles, that it has truly

been called by one of our English travellers a kind

of Holy Land (Clarke's Travels, eh. xi.). For

details see Neapolis, Philippi, Amphipolis,.
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Apollonia, Thessalonica, and Berea. We
confine ourselves hej-e to explaining the geograph-

ical and political import of the term " Macedonia "

as emploj'ed in the jST. T., with some allusion to

its earlier use in the Apocrypha, and one or two

general remarks on St. Paul's journeys through the

district, and the churches which he founded there.

In a rough and popular description it is enough

to say that Macedonia is the region bounded inland

by the range of Htemus or the Balkan northwards,

and the chain of Pindus westwards, beyond which

the streams flow respectively to the Danube and

the Adriatic ; that it is separated from Thessaly on

the south by the Carabunian hills, running easterly

from Pindus to Olympus and the ^gean ; and that

it is divided on the east from Thracp by a less

definite mountain-boundary running southwards

from Hfemus. Of the space thus enclosed, two

of the most remarkable physical features are two

great plains, one watered by the Axius, which

comes to the sea at the Thermaic gulf, not far

from 'Fhessalonica ; the other by the Strymon,

which, after passing near Philippi, flows out below

Amphipolis. Between the mouths of these two

rivers a remarkable peninsula projects, dividing

itself into three points, on the farthest of which

Mount Athos rises nearly into the region of per-

petual snow. Across the neck of this peninsula St.

Paul travelled more than once with his companions.

This general sketch would sufliciently describe

the Macedonia which was ruled over by Philip and

Alexander, and which the Romans conquered from

Perseus. At first the conquered country was di-

vided by iEmilius Paulus into four districts. Mace-
donia Prima was on the east of the Strymon, and

had Amphipolis for the capital. Macedonia Secunda
stretched between the Strymon and the Axius. with

Thessalonica for its metropolis. The third and
fourth districts lay to the south and the west.

This division was only temporary. The whole of

Macedonia, along with Thessaly and a large tract

along the Adriatic, was made One province and
centralized under the jurisdiction of a proconsul,

who resided at Thessalonica. We have now reached

the definition which corresponds with the usage of

the term in the N. T. (Acts xvi. 9, 10, 12,

xviii. 5, xix. 21, 22, 23, xx. 1, 3, xxvii. 2; Rom.
XV. 26; 1 Cor. xvi. .5; 2 Cor. i. 16, ii. 1-3, vii. 5,

viii. 1, ix. 2, 4, xi. 9; Phil. iv. 15; 1 Thess. i.

7, 8, iv. 10; r Tim. i. 3). Three Roman provinces,

all very familiar to us in the writings of St. Paul,

divided the whole space between the basin of the

Danube and Cape Matapan. The border-town of

Illykicuji was Lissus on the Adriatic. The
boundary-line of Aciiaia nearly coincided, except

in the western portion, with that of the kingdom
of modern Greece, and ran in an irregular line

from the Acroceraunian promontory to the Bay of

Therniopyloe and the north of Euboea. By sub-

tracting these two provinces, we define Macedonia.

The history of Macedonia in the period between

the Persian wars and the consolidation of the Roman
provinces in the Levant is touched in a very in-

teresting manner by passages in the Apocrypha.

In Esth. xvi. 10, Haman is described as a Mace-
donian, and in xiv. 14 he is said to have contrived

his plot for the purpose of transferring the kingdom
of the Persians to the Macedonians. This sufli-

siently'betrays the late date and spurious character

of these apocryphal chapters : l)ut it is curious thus

to have our attention turned to the early struggle

»f Persia and Greece. Macedonia played a great
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part in this struggle, and there is little doubt that

Ahasuerus is Xerxes. The history of the i\Iacca-

bees opens with vivid allusions to Alexander the

son of Philip, the Macedonian king ('AXe^avSpos

6 Tov 4>(Ai7nrou 6 jSaaiAevs 6 MaKeSwv), who
came out of the land ih Chettiim and smote Da-
rius king of the Persians and Medes (1 Mace. i. 1),

and whb reigned first among the Grecians {ib. vi.

2). A little later we have the Roman conquest of

Perseus "king of the Citims " recorded {ib. viii.

5). Subsequently in these Jewish annals we find

the term " Macedonians " used for the soldiers of

the Seleucid successors of Alexander (2 Mace. viii.

20). In what is called the Fifth Book of Macca-

bees this usage of the word is very frequent, and
is applied not only to the Seleucid princes at An-
tioch, but to the Ptolemies at Alexandria (see

Cotton's Five Books of Maccabees, Oxford, 1832).

It is evident that the words "Macedonia" and
"Macedonian " were fearfully familiar to the Jew-
ish mind; and this gives a new significance to the

vision by which St. Paul was invited at Tioas to

the country of Philip and Alexander.

Nothing can exceed the interest and impressive-

ness of the occasion (Acts xvi. 9) when a new and
religious meaning was given to the well-known

avT]p MaKeSiii' of Demosthenes (Phil. i. p. 43),

and when this part of Europe was designated as

the first to Ije trodden by an Apostle. The account

of St. Paul's first journey through ISIacedonia

(Acts xvi. 10-xvii. 15) is marked by copious de-

tail and well-defined incidents. At the close of

this journey he returned fron> Corinth to Syria by

sea. On the next occasion of visiting Em-ope,

though he both went and returned through Mace-
donia (Acts XX. 1-6), the narrative is a very slight

sketch, and the route is left uncertain, except as

regards Philippi. Many years elapsed before St.

Paul visited this province again ; but from 1 Tim.
i. 3 it is evident that he did accomplish the wish ex-

pressed during his first imprisonment. (Phil. ii. 24.)

The character of the Macedonian Christians is

set before us in Scripture in a very favorable light.

The candor of the Bereans is highly commended
(Acts xvii. 11); the Thessalonians were evidently

objects of St. Paul's peculiar afl'ection (1 Thess. ii.

8, 17-20, iii. 10); and the Philippians, besides

their general freedom from blame, are noted as re-

markable for their liberality and self-denial (Phil,

iv. 10, 14-19; see 2 Cor. ix. 2, xi. 9). It is worth

noticing, as a fact almost typical of the change

which Christianity has produced in the social life

of Europe, that the female element is conspicuous

in the records of its introduction into Macedonia.

The Gospel was first preached there to a small con-

gregation of women (Acts xvi. 13) ; the first con-

vert was a woman (ib. ver. 14); and, at least at

Philippi, women were prominent as active workers

in the cause of religion (Phil. iv. 2, 3).

It should be observed that, in St. Paul's time,

Macedonia was well intersected by Roman 'roads,

especially by the great Via Egnatia, which con-

nected Philippi and Thessalonica, and also led

towards lUyricum (Rom. xv. 19). Tlie antiquities

of the country have been well exjjlored and de-

scribed by many travellers. The two best works

are those of Cousinery ( Voyage dans la Mactkloine,

Paris, 1831) and Leake (Travels in Northeiii

Greece, London, 1835). J. S. H.
* It is still a question whether Luke's usage

distinguishes Macedonia and Thrace from each

other or regards them as one. This depends in
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part on the interpretation of the controverted ^rts

eVrl TTpdrri rrjs f^eplSos rrjs MaKeSovias Tr($A.ts

(Acts xvi. 12). Eettig ( Qiiasfiones Philippitnsts)

maintains that Thrace was not attached to Mace-
donia till the time of Vespasian, and that Luke,

consistently with that fact, speaks of Philippi as

the first city in Macedonia which Paul reached

after crossing from Asia into Europe. Hence
Neapolis (Kavalla), where he lauded, belonged to

Thrace and not to Macedonia, as was true at a

later period. On one side see Lechler's Der Ajjos-

iel Geschichten, p. 2.31 f. (Dr. Schaefter's transl.

in Lange's Commenianj, p. 304), and on the other,

Meyer's Apodtlgeschichte, p. 202 f. (1854). There

is another supposition. Instead of speaking of

Philippi as topographically " first " in 3Iaced,onia,

because I^uke meant to assign Neapolis to Thrace,

he may have thought of the city and its harbor as

one, whether this distinction of provinces existed

at that time or not. That Luke was familiar with

this identification of town and port is manifest;

for in Acts xvi. 11, he says that Paul and his

companions sailed to Philippi {eudvSpo/xrjaafxei'),

whereas they went thither by land from Neapolis,

and in Acts xx. G, that they sailed from Philippi

(.e^fTTKeiKTUfxev), whereas they went down to the

coast, and embarked at Neapolis.

Other references. — Forbiger, Ilnndbiich de

(dten Geogr. iii. 1049-1071. Hoffmann, Griechen-

land u. die Griec/ien, i. 1-132. I'auly, Jienl-Kn-

cydojyadle, iv. 1132-1142. H. Holland, Travels

in the Ionian Isles, Albania, Thessalij, Macedvnia,

etc. (1812 and 1813). Pouqueville, Voyage dans

la Grece (1820). Bevue Archeologique (1860), two
brief articles entitled Baton, Neajwlis, les mines
de Philippes. Two numbers have appeared (18C5)

of the Mission Archcologi<pte de Macedoine, by
MJL Heuzey and Daumet (published by order of the

French emperor). They relate chiefly to Kavalla,

the ancient Neapolis, but contain also a map of

Philippi and the neighborhood. See also A Journey
to Neapolis and Philippi in the Bibl. Sacra, xviii

806-898; and the article " Macedoniea " in Her-

TOg's Real-Encyk. viii. 633-638. H.

Coin of Macedonia.

MACEDONIAN {UlaKiUv : IMacedo})
occurs in A. V. only in Acts xxvii. 2. In the

other cases (Acts xvi. 9, xix. 29, 2 Cor. ix. 2,' 4),

our translators render it " of ISIacedonia."

* "Macedonian" occurs also several times in

the A. V. in the Apocrypha, namely, 1 IMacc. i.

1, vi. 2; 2 Mace. viii. 20; Esth. xvi. 10, 14. For
the wide sense in which it is used in 2 Mace. viii.

a * Josephus says (Ant. xviii. 5, § 1), that MachEe-

rus was in the power of Aretas at the time of his

daughter's flight thence. Some deny therefore that

John's martyrdom could have taken place there ; but

as Josephus states that it did (rauTT) (cnViairat, Ant.

xviii. 5, § 2), the contradiction, if there be any, falls on

MACH^RUS
10, see the note of Grimm in foe, and the remarks

m the art. Mackdonia, p. 1727 b. A.

* MACH^'RUS (MoxaipoSs) is the name
of the castle in which, according to Josephus {Ant.

xviii. 5, § 2; B.J. vii. 6, §§ 1-4), John the Bap-
tist was imprisoned and put to death by Herod
Antipas. (See Matt. xiv. 3-5.) In 1806 Seetzen

identified the place with the ruins of the present

Mkauer, east of the Jordan, on a lofty crag over-

hanging the Zerha-MaHn (the ancient Jabbok).

See Reisen, ii. 372 f. It was originally a tower

built by Alexander Jannteus as a check on the

Arab freebooters in that quarter. It is surrounded

by ravines, at some points not less than 175 feet

deep, and in addition to its natural strength, was
strongly fortified. In Herod's time it was rendered

still more attractive by its splendid porticos and
reservoirs, and is known to have been a favorite

retreat of this luxurious prince. Pliny speaks of

it as " secunda quondam arx Judaeae ab Hierosoly-

mis" {Nat. Hist. v. 15). It has been said that

Machoerus, though transferred from one occupant
to another, was never actually reduced by seige or

taken by storm. Its supplies of water are almost

unfailing. After the ciestruction of Jerusalem it

fell into the hands of the iSicarii, a band of out-

laws of whom we read in Acts xxi. 38.

The Evangelists state that John was cast into

prison, but do not mention where the prison was
situated, or where the feast was held at which the

order was given for his execution. As nothing in

their narrative, howe\er, contradicts that view, we
may conclude that .losephus was well informed,

and that John was incarcerated and beheaded in

Machserus (Tiberias)." His confinement was not

so strict as to exclude the visits of friends (Matt,

xi 2 ff. ; Luke vii. 18); and hence it was from
this castle, in all probability, that he sent two of

his disciples to Christ to inquire of him whether
he was the Jlessiah, or they should look for an-

other (Luke vii. 20). Into one of the deep ravines

beneath the fortress the headless body of John

{rh TTTSifxa avrov, Mark vi. 29) may have been

cast, which his disciples took up and buried, and
then went and told Jesus (Matt. xiv. 12; Mark \-i.

29). It was from this castle that the Arab wife of

Herod, repudiated by him for the sake of Herodias,

lied to her father, Aretas king of Arabia, out of

which grew the war between Herod and Aretas,

which resulted in the defeat of Herod {Ant. xviii.

5-1), and the capture of Damascus (alluded to

in 2 Cor. xi. 32). The crag on which the old

fortress stood is said to be visible from Jerusalem.

[See Jkrusalem, ii. 1178, note.] It was a saying

of the Jews that the torches on Olivet announcing
the appearance of the Passover moon could be seen

from Tabor and the rocky heights of Machserus
(Schwartz, Das heil. Land, p. 54).

The history of Machserus is well sketched by
Gams {Johannes der TduJ'er iin Gefangnisse, pp.
50-82). For other notices, mainly historical or topo-

graphical, see Jost's Gesckichte der Israelilen, ii.

221 ff". ; Sepp's Das Leben Christi, ii. 400-414, and
Das heil. Land, i. 678; 'Milma.ri's History of the

him, and not on the Evangelists. Some time elapsed

between the flight and Herod's war with Aretas (which
was before John's death), and during the interval

Herod may in some way have become master of the

fortress. John need not however be supposed to haye
been kept all the time in one place. H.
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Jews, ii. 392 f. ; Ritter, Geogr. ofPalestine, Gage's

trausl. iii. 65, 70; Robinson's Pliys. Geogr. p.

67. It was a long two days' journey from Ma-

chaerus to Tiberias, the capital of Herod's te-

trarchy. H.

MACH'BANAI [3 syl.] C'32?» [one

fkt, (hick; Fiirst]: MeAxa^ai'ai [Vat. MeAxa-

fiavvcu; FA. MeAxa^aj/cea;] Alex. MaxajSai/at

:

Machhann'i), one of the lion-faced warriors of Gad

who joined the fortunes of Uavid when living in

retreat at Ziklag (1 Chr. xii. 13).

MACHBE'NAH (WS^Q \hillock, hump,

Fiirst]: Uaxa^-fifa; Alex. Maxa/xr/w; [Comp.

MaxPvd'-] Maclibtna). Sheva, the father of

Machbena, is named in the genealogical list of

Judah as the offspring of Maachah, the concubine

of Caleb ben-Hezron (1 Chr. ii. 49). Other names

similarly mentioned in the passage are known to

be those not of persons but of towns. The most

feasible inference from this is, that Machbena was

founded or colonized by the family of Maachah.

To the position of the town, however, whether

near Gazah, like Madjiannah, or between Jeru-

salem and Hebron, like GibeA, we possess no

clew. It is not named by Eusebius or Jerome, and

does not seem to have been met with by any later

travelleri- G.

MA'CHI OP'S: Ma/cxi; Ales. Maxi: ^'^«-

chi), the father of Geuel the Gadite, who went

with Caleb and Joshua to spy out the land of Ca-

naan (Num. xiii. 15).

MA'CHIR ("1"^?^ [soW, acquired] : [Rom.

Max'pi Vat. Alex.] Max^p: Machir), the eld-

est son (.Josh. xvii. 1) of the patriarch Manasseh

by an Aramite or Syrian concubine (1 Chr. vii. 14,

and the LXX. of Gen. xlvi. 20). Ilis children

are commemorated as having been caressed « by

Joseph before his death (Gen. 1. ?3). His wife's

name is not preserved, but she was a Benjaraite,

the " sister of Huppim and Shuppim " (1 Chr. vii.

15). The only children whose names are given

are his son Gilead,* who is repeatedly mentioned

(Num. xxvi. 29, xxvii. 1, xxxvi. 1; 1 Chr. vii. 14,

&c.), and a daughter, Abiah, who married a chief

of Judah named Hezron (1 Chr. ii. 21, 24). The

connection with Benjamin may perhaps have led

to the selection by Abner of Blahanaim, which lay

on the boundary between Gad and Jilanasseh, as

the residence of Ishbosbeth (2 Sam. ii. 8); and

that with Judah may have also influenced David

to go so far north when driven out of his kingdom.

At the time of the conquest the family of jMachir

had become very powerful, and a large part of the

country on the east of .Jordan was subdued by

them (Num. xxxii. 39; Deut. iii. 15). In fact to

their warlike tendencies it is probably entirely due
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that the tribe was di\'ided, and that only the in-

ferior families crossed the Jordan. So great was

their power that the name of JIachir occasionally

supersedes that of IManasseh, not only for the east-

ern territory, but even, for the western half of the

trilie also: see Judge v. 14, where ISIachir occurs

in the enumeration of the western tribes— " Gil-

ead " apparently standing for tlie eastern IManasseh

in ver. 17; and still more unmistakably in Josh,

xiii. 31, compared with 29.

2. The son of Anuuiel, a powerful sheykh of one

of the trans-Jordan ic tribes, but whether of IManas-

seh — the tribe of his namesake — or of Gad, must

remain uncertain till we know where Lo-debar, to

which place he belonged, was situated. His name
occurs but twice, but the part which he played was

by no means an insignificant one. It was his for-

tune to render essential service to the cause of Saul

and of David successively— in each case when they

were in difficulty. Under his roof, when a cripple

and friendless, after the death of his uncle and the

ruin of his house, the unfortunate Mephibosheth

found a home, from which he was summoned by

David to the honors and the anxieties of a resi-

dence at the court of Jerusalem (2 Sam. ix. 4, 5).

When David himself, some years later, was driven

from his throne to Mahanaim, Machir was one of

the three great chiefs who lavished on the exiled

king and his soldiers the wealth of the rich pastoral

district of which they were the lords — " wheat,

and liarley, and flour, and parched corn, and beans,

and lentiles, and parched pulse, and honey, and

butter, and sheep, and cows'-milk cheese " (2 Sam.

xvii. 27-29). Josephus calls him the chief of the

country of Gilead {Ant. vii. 9, § 8). G.

MA'CHIRITES, THE ("'"]*'3)Sn [patr.] :

o Max'P'i [Vat.] Alex, o Maxeipi- Machiritce).

The descendants of Machir the father of Gilead

(Num. xxvi. 29).

MACH'MAS (Maxfids- Machmas), 1 Mace.

ix. 73. [MiCHMAsii.]

MACHNAD'EBAI [4 syl.] ("'n'l^Dn [gift

of the noble, Fiirst; what like the liberal? Ges.]

:

Maxa5va/3oi; ; Alex. Maxva^aa^ov: Mechnede-

b(ii), one of the sons of Bani who put away his

foreign wife at Ezra's command (Ezr. x. 40). The
marginal reading of A. V. is Mabimdebai, which

is found in some copies. In the corresponding list

of 1 Esdr. ix. 34 the place of this name is occupied

by " of the sons of Ozora," which may be partly

traced in the original.

MACHPE'LAH (always with the article—
nbSp^n [the i)ortion, ht] : rh diirKopv, also

rh airr)\cLiov rh StTrKouv- duplex, also spelunca

duplex), the spot containing the timl)ered field, in

the end of wliich was the cave which Abraham

purchased"^ from the Bene-Heth [sons of Heth],

« The Targum characteristically says " curcum-

cised."

b There are several considerations which may lead

us to doubt whether we are warranted by the Biblical

narrative in affixing a personal sense to the name of

Gilead, such as the very remote period from which that

name as attached to the district dates (Gen. xxxi.),

and also such pjissages as Num. xxxii. 39, and Deut.

iii. 15. (See Ewald, Gesc/i. ii. 477, 478, 493.)

c The story of the purchase current amongst the

modern Arabs of Hebron, as told by Wilson {Lands,

etc , i. 361), is a counterpart of the legend of the

109

stratagem by which the Phoenician Dido obtained land

enough for her city of Byrsa. " Ibrahim asked only

as much ground as could be covered with a cow's

hide ; but after the agreement was concluded he cut

the hide into thong.*, and surrounded the whole of the

space now forming the Uaram." The story is remark-

able, not only for its repetition of the older Semitic

tale, but for its complete departure from the simple

and open char,acter of Abraham, as set forth in the

Biblical narrative. A similar story is told of other

places, but, like Byrsa, their names contain something

suggestive of the hide. The writer has not been able
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and which became the burial-place of Sarah, Abra-
ham himself, Isaac, Rebekah, Leah, and Jacob.

Abraham resided at Bethel, Hebron and Gerar,

but the field which contained his tomb was the

only spot which positively belonged to him in the

Land of Promise. That the name applied to the

f;eneral locality, and not to either the field or the

f aveni," is evident from Gen. xxiii. 17, " the field

of Ephrou which was in !MachpeIah . . . the field

and the cave which was therein," although for

convenience of expression both field and cave are

occasionally called by the name. Its position is—
with one exception uniformly— specified as " facing

("'3Q"b27) JLamre" (Gen. xxiii. 17, 19, xxv. 9,

slix. 30, 1. 13). What the meaning of this ancient

name— not met with beyond the book of Genesis
.— may be, appears quite uncertain. The older

interpreters, the LXX., Vulgate, Targums of On-
kelos and Pseudo-jonathan, Peshito, Veneto-Greek,

etc., explain it as meaning " double " — the double

cave or the double field —• but the modern lexicog-

raphers interpret it, either by comparison with the
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Ethiopic, as Gesenius (

Thes. 704 6), an allotted or

separated place ; or again— as Fiirst
(
Handwb.

733 (0— the undulating spot. The one is probably

as near the real meaning as the other.

Beyond the passages already cited, the Bible

contains no mention either of the name INIachpelah

or of tlie sepulchre of the Patriarchs. Unless this

was the sanctuary of Jehovah to which Absalom
had vowed or pretended to have vowed a pilgrim-

age, when absent in the remote Geshur (2 Sam.

XV. 7 ), no allusion to it has been discovered in the

records of David's residence at Hebron, nor yet

in the struggles of the Maccabees, so many of

whose battles were fought in and around it. It

is a remarkable instance of the absence among
the ancient Hebrews of that veneration for holy

places which is so eminently characteristic of

modern Orientals. But there are few, if any, of

the ancient sites of Palestine of whose genuine-

ness we can feel more assured than Machpelah.

The traditional spot has everything in its favor as

far as position goes ; while the wall which incloses

Mosque at Hebron.

the Haram, or sacred precinct in which the sepul-

chres themselves are reported, and probably with
truth, still to lie — and which is the only part at

present accessible to Christians— is a monument
certaiidy equal, and probably superior in age to

anything remaining in Palestine. It is a quadran-

gular building of about 200 feet in length by 115

in width, its dark gray walls rising 50 or 60 in

height, without window or opening of any descrip-

tion, except two small entrances at the S. E. and

S. W. cornel's. It stands nearly on the crest of the

hill which forms the eastern side of the valley on

the slopes and bottom of which the town is strewn,

and it is remarkable how this venerable structure,

quite affecting in its hoary gray color and the

archaic forms of its masonry, thus rising abo\'e the

meaner buildings which it has so often beheld in

ruins, dignifies, and so to speak accentuates, the

to trace any connection of this kind in any of the « The LXX. invariably attach the name to the caye :

names of Machpelah or Hebron. see xxiii. 19, ev rai oTnjAai'w toO a-ypoO tcu binkm. This

is followed by Jerome.
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general monotony of the town of Hebron. The
ancient Jewish tradition « ascribes its erection to

David {Jichus ha-Aholh in Hottinger, Cipjn Ilebr.

p. 30), thus maliing it coeval with the pool in the

valley below; but, whatever the worth of this

tradition, it may well be of the age of Solomon,* for

the masonry is even more antique in its character

than that of the lower portion of the south and

southwestern walls of the Haram at Jerusalem,

and which many critics ascribe to Solomon, while

even the severest allows it to be of the date of

Herod. The date must always remain a mystery,

but there are two considerations which may weigh

in favor of fixing it ^ery early. 1. That often as

the town of Hebron may have been destroyed, this,

being a tomb, would always be spared. 2. It can-

not on architectural grounds be later than Herod's

time, while on the other hand it is omitted from

the catalogue given by Josephus of the places which

he rebuilt or adorned. Had Herod erected the

inclosure round the tombs of the fathers of the

nation, it is hardly conceivable that Josephus would

have omitted to extol it, especially when he men-
tions apparently the very structure now existing.

His words on this occasion are " the monuments

(.fivri/xfTa) of Abraham and his sons are still to be

seen in the town, all of fine stone and admirably

wrought" {irdw KaKris fiapfidpov Kal (piKoTificiis

elpya(Tfj.eya, B. J. iv. 9, § 7).

Of the contents of this inclosure we have only

the most meagre and confused accounts. The spot

is one of the most sacred of the Moslem sanctuaries,

and since the occupation of Palestine by them it

has been entirely closed to Christians, and partially

so to .Tews, who are allowed, on rare occasions onlj',

to look in through a hole. A great part of the

area is occupied by a building which is now a

mosque, and was probably originally a church, but

of its date or style nothing is known. The sepul-

chres of Abraham and Sarah, Isaac and liebekah,

Jacob and Leah, are shown on the floor of the

mosque, covered in the usual Mohammedan style

with rich carpets : but the real sepulchres are, as

they were in the 12th and 16th centuries, in a

cave below the floor (Benj. of Tudela: Jichus ha-

Aboth: Monro). In this they resemble the tomb
of Aaron on Mount Hor. [See p. 1087.] The
cave, according to the earhest and the latest testi-

mony, opens to the south. This was the report of

Monro's servant in 1833 ; and Arculf particularly

mentions the fact that the bodies lay with their

heads to the north, as they would do if deposited

from the south. A belief seems to prevail in the

town that the cave connnunicates with some one

of the modern sepulchres at a considerable distance,

outside of Hebron (Loewe, in Zeitung cles JwJeni/i.

June 1, 18.39).

The accounts of the sacred inclosure at Hebron

will be found collected by Ritter {Erdkunde, Pal-

osfo'nrt, 209, &c., but especially 23G-2,50 ) ; Wilson

(Lands, etc., i. 363-367); Robinson {Biil. Res. ii.

a According to hap-Parchi (Ashor's Benj. p. 437),

" the stones had formerly belonged to the Temple.'-

Ritter {Enii-iinde, PaLdst. p. 240) goes so far as to sug-

gest Joseph !

i> The peculiarities of the masonry are these: (1.)

Some of the stones are very large : Dr. Wilson men-
tions one 38 ft. long, and 3 ft. 4 in. deep. The lar-

gest in the Haram wall at Jerusalem is 24| ft. But
vet (2) the surfaee— in splendid preservation— is very

linely worked, more so than the finest of the stones at

the south and southwest portion of the inclosure at
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75-79). The chief authorities are Arculf (a. d.

700); Benjamin of Tudela (a. d. cir. 1170); th«

Jewish tract Jichus ha-Aboth (in Hottinger, Cippi

Ilebraici ; and also in Wilson, i. 365); Ali Bey
{Trawls, A. d. 1807, ii. 232, 23'3)

; Giovanni

Finati {Life by Bankc, ii. 236); Monro {Summer
Ramble in 1833, i. 243); Loewe (in Zeitung des

Judenth. 1839, pp. 272, 288). In a note by Asher
to his edition of Benjamin of Tudela (ii. 92), men-
tion is made of an Arabic MS. in the Bibliothfeque

Royale at Paris, containing an account of the con-

dition of the mosque under Saladin. This MS.
has not yet been published. The travels of Ibrahim

el-Khijari in 1669-70— a 'Small portion of which

from the MS. in the Ducal Library at Gotha, has

been pubhshed by Tuch, with Translation, etc.

(Leipzig, Vogel, 1850) — are said to contain a

minute description of the Mosque (Tuch, p. 2).

A few words about the exterior, a sketch of the

masonry, and a view of the town, showing the in-

closure standing prominently in the foreground,

will be found in Bartletfs Walks, etc., 216-219.

A photograph of the exterior, from the East (?) is

given as No. 63 of Palestine as it is, by Rev. G. W.
Bridges. A ground-plan exhibiting considerable

detail, made by two ISIoslem architects who lately

superintended some repairs in the Haram, and
given by them to Dr. Barclay of Jerusalem, is

engraved in Osborn's Pal. Past and Present, p.

364. G.
* It is since the aljove article was written that

this Moslem sanctuary over the cave of Machpelah

was visited and entered by the Prince of Wales and

some of his attendants. We are indebted to Dean
Stanley, who accompanied the party on that occa-

sion for an interesting report of this visit {Sermotis

in the East, etc., p. 141 ff.) of which we make the

following abstract :
—

To overcome the difficulties which the fanaticism

of the inhabitants of Hebron might place in the

way of even a royal approach to the inclosure, a

Firman was first requested from the Porte. But
the government at Constantinople cautiously gave

them only a discretionary letter of recommendation

to the Governor of Jerusalem. It was necessary

therefore to obtain the sanction of this intermediate

functionary. This was not easily done. The
Turkish governor not only had his own scruples

with reference to such a profanation of the sacred

place, but feared the personal consequences which

he might suffer from the bigotry of the Moham-
medans. After a refusal at first and nmch hesita-

tion he consented, as an act of national courtesy,

that the Prince should make the attempt to enter

the Mosque (to guarantee his safety was out of the

(juestion), but unaccompanied except by two or

three of his suite who were specially interested as

savmis and antiquaries.

The day of the arrival at Hebron was the 7th

of April, 1862. They passed into and through the

town strongly escorted, through streets deserted

Jerusalem ; the sunken part round the edges (absurdly

called the " bevel ") very shallow, with no resemblance

at all to more modern "rustic work.'' (3.) The cross-

joints are not always vertical, but some are at an

angle. (4.) The wall is divided by pilasters about 2 ft.

6 in. wide, and 5 ft. apart, running the entire height

of the ancient wall. It is very much to be wished

that careful large photographs were taken of the8#

walls from a near point. The writer is not aware thai

any such yet exist.
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except by the soldiery, whose presence was necessary

to gunrtl against any fanatical attempt to avenge

the supposed sacrilegious act. Arriving within the

inclosuie, they were ceremoniously received by the

representatives of the forty hereditary guardians

of tlie Mosque, into which they were immediately

shown. The architecture of this plainly indicates

its original use as a Christian church. The tombs,

or rather cenotaphs which cover the actual sepulchres

of the patriarchs, are inclosed each within a sep-

arate shrine closed with gates. On the right of

the inner portico before entering the main building,

is the shrine of Abraham, and on the left that of

Sarah, each closed with silver gates. The shrine

of Abraham, after some manifestations of delay and

of grief on the part of the guardians, was thrown

open. It is described as a coffin-like structure,

about six feet high, built of plastered stone or

marble, and hung with three green carpets em-

broidered with gold. The shrine of Sarah, as of

the rest of the women, they were requested not to

enter. Within the mosque are the tombs of Isaac

and Hebekah, imder separate chapels with windows

in the walls, and inclosed with iron instead of silver

gates. The shrines of Jacob and Leah in recesses

corresponding to those of Abraham and Sarah, but

opposite to the entrance of the mosque, are in a

separate cloister inclosed with iron gates, through

which may be seen two green banners resting

against Leah's tomb, the meaning of which is un-

known. The general structure of Jacob's tomb
resembles that of Abraham, but the carpets are

coarser.

The correspondence of these monuments with

the Biblical narrative is reinarkalile, in view of

Mussulman ignorance and prejudice, and precludes

the idea of a fanciful distribution of them. For,

in the first place, the prominence given to Isaac

is contrary to their prejudice in flivor of Ishmael;

and again, if they had followed mere probabilities,

Rachel would have occupied the place of the less

favored Leah.

Besides these six shrines, in a separate chamber

reached by an aperture through the wall, is the

shrine of Joseph, the situation of which \aries from

the Biblical account, but is in accordance with the

tradition of the country, supported perhaps by an

ambiguous expression of Josephus, to the effect

that the body of Joseph, though first buried at

Shechem, was afterwards brought to Hebron.

There are also two ornamental shrines on the

northern side of the mosque. But no traces of

others were seen within the inclosure.

To the cave itself there was no access. One
indication of it in the shape of a circular hole at

the corner of the shrine of Abraham, about eight

inches across, one foot of the upper part built of

strong masonry, but the lower part of the living

rock, was alone visible. This aperture has been

left in order to allow the sacred air of the sepulchre

to escape into the Mosque, and also to allow a lamp

to be suspended by a chain and burn over the

grave. Even this lamp was not lighted because,

as they said, the saint did not " like to have a

lamp in full daylight." Whether the Mussulmans
themselves are acquainted with any other entrance

is doubtful.

The reader will find the same information also

in Stanley's Jewish Church, i. Appendix ii. p.

o Note the change of m into 6, unusual in the

Alex. MS., which usually follows the Hebrew more
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535 ff. A plan of the mosque accompanies the

narrative. On the purchase of the cave of Mach -

pelah, see Ephkox (Amer. ed.). Of the antiquity

of the site, says Thomson {Land and Book, ii. 385)
" I have no doubt. . . . We have before us the

identical cave, in which these patriarchs, with their

wives, were reverently gathered ' unto their people,'

one after another by their children. . . . Such a

cave may last as long as the ' everlasting hills ' of

which it is a part ; and from that to this day it has

so come to pass, in the providence of God, that no

nation or people has had possession of Machpelah

who would have been disposed to disturb the ashes

of the illustrious dead within it." H.

MACRON (^aKpoiV- Macer), the surname
of Ptolenieus, or Ptolemee, the son of Dorymenes

(1 IMacc. iii. 38) and governor of Cj'prus under

Ptolemy Philometor (2 Mace. x. 12).

MA'DAI [2 syl.] ("^"Ttt : MaSol [MaSaifi.;

Alex. MoSai, MaSai:] Mudai), which occurs in

Gen. x. 2 [and 1 Chr. i. 5] among the list of the

sons of Japhet, has been conunonly regarded as a

personal appellation; and most commentators call

JIadai the third son of Japhet, and the progenitor

of the Bledes. But it is extremely doubtful whether,

in the mind of the writer of Gen. x., the term
Madai was regarded as representing a person.

That the genealogies in the chapter are to some
extent ethnic is universally allowed, and may be

seen even in our Authorized Version (.ver. 16-18).

And as Gomer, Magog, Javan, Tubal, and Meshech,

which are conjoined in Gen. x. 2 with Madai, are

elsewhere in Scripture always ethnic and not per-

sonal appellatives (Ez. xxvii. 13, xxxviii. 0, xxxix.

6; Dan. viii. 21; Joel iii. 6; Ps. cxx. 5; Is. Ixvi.

19, &c.), so it is probable that they stand for

nations rather than persons here. In that case no
one would regard Madai as a person ; and we must
remeniljer that it is the exact word used elsewhere

throughout Scripture for the well-known nation of

the JNIedes. Proltably therefore all that the Avritcr

intends to assert in Gen. x. 2 is, that the Medes,

as well as the (iomerites, Greeks, Tibareni, Moschi,

etc., descended from Japhet. Modern science has

found that, both in physical type and in language,

the Medes belong to that family of the human race

which embraces the Cymry and the Greco-Homans.

(See Prichard's Phys. Hist, of Mankind, iv. 6-50;

Ch. X. § 2-4 ; and comp. the article on the Medes. )

G. R.

MADFABUN CHfiaSal3ovv ; Alex. Itjitou

U/xaSa^ovV, [Aid. MaSiajSow])- The sons of

Madiabun, according to 1 Esdr. v. 58, were among
the Le\ites who superintended the restoration of

the Temple under Zorobabel. The name does not

occur in the parallel narrative of Ezr. iii. 9, and is

also omitted in the Vulgate ; nor is it easy to con-

jecture the origin of the interpolation. Our trans-

lators followed the reading of the Aldine edition.

MA'DIAN ([Rom. Aid. MaSidv; Vat. Sin.

Alex.] MaSta/x'- Madian, but Cod. Amia.t. of N. T.

Madiam), Jud. ii. 26 ; Acts vii. 29. [Midian.]

MADMAN'NAH (n3n"ja idunghill

:

Rom. Maxap'Vi MaS/^Tji'a ; Vat.] Moxapet/t,

[Map/i77;/a ;] Alex. Be5€;8r;i/a, [MaxOjU/jJ'T) :]
"

Meaemeua, [^3fadmena] ), one of the towns in the

south district of Judah (Josh. xv. 31). It is named

closely than the ordinary LXX. text: compare also

Madmenah.
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>Yith Horraah, Ziklag, and other remote places, and

therefore cannot be identical with the Madjienah
of Isaiah. To Eusebius and Jerome (

Onomasticoii,

" Medeniana ") it appears to have been well known.

It was called in their time Menois, and was not far

from Gaza. The first stage southward from Gaza

is now el-Minyay (Rob. i. 602), which, in deftiult

of a better, is suggested by Kiepert (in his Mtq),

1850) as the modern representative of Menois, and

therefore of Madmannah.
In the genealogical lists of 1 Chron., Madman-

nah is derived from Caleb-ben-Hezron through his

concubme Maachah, whose son Shaapli is recorded

as the founder of the town (ii. 49).

For the termination compare the neighboring

place Sansannah. G.

MAD'MEN" Qa'T'? iduncjMlly.^^ iravin^:

silens), a place in Moab, threatened with destruc-

tion in the denunciations of Jeremiah (xlviii. 2),

but not elsewhere named, and of which nothing is

yet known. G.

MADME'NAH (nap"!^ [as above] r*

MaSe^-qva- M(^demena), one of the Benjamite vil-

lages north of Jerusalem, the inhabitants of which

were frightened away by the approach of Sen-

nacherib along the northern road (Is. x. 31). Like

others of the places mentioned in this list. Mad-
menah is not elsewhere named ; for to Madman-
nah and Madjien it can have no relation. Gese-

nius {Jesaia, p. 411) points out that the verb in the

sentence is active— " Madmenah flies," not, as in

A. v., "is removed" (so also Michaelis, Bibdfar
Unfjelehrten).

Madmenah is not impossibly alluded to by Isaiah

(xxv. 10) in his denunciation of ]\Ioab, where the

word rendered in A. V. "dunghill" is identical

with that name. The original text (or Cethi/j), liy

a variation in the preposition ('^D2 and ^^3),

reads the " waters of Madmenah,',' If this is so,

the reference may be either to the Jladmenah of

Benjamin — one of the tow'ns in a district abound-

ing with corn and threshing-floors— or more ap-

propriately still to ]\Iad>u-:n, the Moabite town.

Gesenius {.lesain, p. 786) appears to have overlooked

this, which might have induced him to regard with

more favor a suggestion which seems to have been

first made by Joseph Kimchi. G.

* The places on the march of Sennacherib to

Jerusalem have usually been supposed to occur in

a direct line ; on this supposition Madmenah must
have stood between Gibeah of Saul and Nob. But
the army possibly may have moved in parallel

columns, and thus some of the places mentioned

have been lateral to each other and not successive.

[Nob.] For an elaborate defense of this theory

on topographical grounds, the reader may see

Dr. Valentiner's art. entitled Beitrar/ zur Topo-

graplde des Stainmes Benjamin, in Zeitschr. dtr

deutsch. Morg. Gesdhch. xii. 104 ff'., 109). H.

MADNESS. The words rendered by " mad,"
"madman," "madness," etc., in the A. V., vary

considerably in the Hebrew of the 0. T. In Dent,

xxviii. 28, 34, 1 Sam. xxi. 13, 14, 15, ifec. (navia,

etc., in the LXX.), they are derivatives of the root
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573127, " to be stirred or excited; " in Jer. xxv. 16,

1. 38, li. 7, Eccl. i. 17, &c. (irept^-opa, LXX.), from

the root V^n, "to flash out," applied (like the

Greek <p\eyeiv) either to light or sound; in Is.

xliv. 25, from VSD, " to make void or foolish
"

ifiaipalvetv, LXX.); in Zech. xii. 4, from n^n.
"to wander" {eKcraffis, LXX.). In the N. T.

they are generally used to render /xaivicrdai or

fiavia (as in John x. 20 ; Acts xxvi. 24 ; 1 Cor. xiv.

23); but in 2 Pet. ii. 10 the word is irapa(ppovla,

and in Luke vi. 11 ^uoia- These passages show

that in Scripture "madness" is recognized as a

derangement, proceeding either from weakness and

misdirection of intellect, or from ungovernable

violence of passion ; and in both cases it is spoken

of, sometimes as arising from the will and action

of man himself, sometimes as inflicted judicially by

the hand of God. In one passage alone (John x.

20) is madness expressly connected with demoniacal

possession, by the Jews in their cavil against our

Lord [see Dejioniacs] ; in none is it referred to

any physical causes. It will easily be seen how
entirely this usage of the word is accordant to the

general spirit and object of Scripture, in passing

by physical causes, and dwelling on the moral and

spiritual influences, by which men's hearts may be

affected, either from within or from without.

It is well known that among oriental, as among
most semi-civilized nations, madmen were looked

upon with a kind of reverence, as possessed of a

quasi-sacred character. This arises partly no doubt

from the feeling, that one, on whom God's hand is

laid heavily, should be safe from all other harm

;

but partly also from the belief that the loss of

reason and self-control opened the mind to super-

natural influence, and gave it therefore a super-

natural sacredness. This belief was strengthened

by the enthusiastic expression of idolatrous worship

(see 1 K. xviii. 26, 28), and (occasionally) of real

inspiration (see 1 Sam. xix. 21-24; comp. the ap-

plication of "mad fellow " in 2 K. ix. 11, and see

Jer. xxix. 26; Acts ii. 13). An illustration of it

may be seen in the record of David's pretended

madness at the court of Achish (1 Sam. xxi. 13-

15), which shows it to be not inconsistent with a

kind of contemptuous forbearance, such as is often

manifested now, especially by the Turks, towards

real or supposed madmen. A. B.

MA'DON (V"n^ [conlention, strife: Rom.

Wapiiv; Vat.] Mappoif, Alex. MaSwf, Mapcav [?] :

Ma<lon), one of the principal cities of Canaan be-

fore the conquest. Its king joined Jabin and his

confederates in their attempt against Joshua at the

waters of Merom, and like the rest was killed (Josh,

xi. 1, xii. 19). No later mention of it is found,

and beyond the natural inference drawn from its

occurrence with Hazor, Shimron, etc., that it was
in the north of the country, we have no clew to its

position. Schwarz (90) proposes to discover Madon
at KeJ'r Menda, a village with extensive ancient

remains, at the western end of the Plain of ButUwf,
4 or 5 miles N. of Sepphoris. His grounds fof

the identification are of the slightest: ('() the fre-

« The LXX. have translated the name as if from
the same root with the verb which accompanies it—
'^"^in ^P"7P, TraCcrii' jrau'creTai : in which they

are fonowed by the Vulgate— but the roots, though
similar, are really distinct. (See Gesenius, Thes. 344 a
345 n.)

b For the change of m into b comp. Madil^jwah.
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queut transposition of letters in Arabic, and (6) a

statement of the early Jewish traveller hap-Parchi

(Asher's Beiy. of Tvdela, 430), that the Arabs

identify Kefar Mendi with " Midian," or, as

Sch\yarz would read it, Madon. The reader may
judge for himself what worth there is in these

suggestions.

In the LXX. version of 2 Sam. xxi. 20 the He-

brew words ^"nQ li?^N, " a man of stature," are

rendered a,v)]p MaStii/, " a man of Madon." This

may refer to the town Madon, or may be merely an

instance of the habit which these translators had

of rendering literally in Greek letters Hebrew words

which they did not understand; Other instances

will be found in 2 K. vi. 8, ix. 13, xii. 9, xv. 10,

Ac, &c. G.

MAE'LUS (Ma^Aos; [Vat. MjAtjAos:] Mi-
chehis), for MiAMIN (1 Esdr. ix. 26; comp. Ezr.

X. 25).

* MAG'ADAN. [Magdala.]

MAG'BISH (t2?"'23a [a gathering, Ges.]

:

Maye^i's; [Vat. MayeyStos :] Megbis). A proper

name in Ezr. ii. 30, but whether of a man or of a

place is doubted by some; it is probably the latter,

as all the names from Ezr. ii. 20 to 34, except

Elam and Harini, are names of places. The mean-

ing of the name too, which appears to be " freezing
"

or " congealing," seems better suited to a place

than a man. One hundred and fifty-six of its

inhabitants, called the children of Magbish, are

included in the genealogical roll of Ezr. ii., but

have fallen out from the parallel passage in Neli.

vii. Magpiash, however, is named (Neh. x. 20)

as one of those who sealed to the covenant, where

Anathoth and Nebo (Nebai) also appear in the

midst of proper names of men. Why in these three

cases the names of the places are given instead of

those of the family, or house, or individual, as in

the case of all the other signatures, it is impossible

to say for certain, though many reasons might be

guessed. From the position of Magbish in the list

in Ezr. ii., next to Bethel, Ai, and Nebo, and be-

fore Lod, Hadid, Ono, and Jericho, it would seem

to be in the tribe of Benjamin. A. C. H.

MAG'DALA (MayaSw" in MSS. B, D, and

Sinait. — A being defective in this place; but Rec.

Text, Ma75oA.a: Syr. Magedun: Vulg. Magedan).
The name Magdala does not really exist in the

Bible. It is found in the received Greek text and

the A. V. of Matt. xv. 39 only; but the chief MSS.
and versions exhibit the name as Magadan.

Into the limits* of Magadan Christ comes by

boat, over the lake of Gennesaret, after his miracle

of feeding the four thousand on the mountain of the

eastern side (Matt. xv. 39); and from thence, after

a short encounter with the Pharisees and Sad-

ducees, He returned in the same boat to the oppo-

site shore. In the present text of the parallel nar-

rative of St. Mark (viii. 10) we find the " parts

of Dalmanutha," though in the time of Eusebius

a It is not necessary to do more than mention the

hypothesis of Brocardus, wlio identifies Magedan and
Dalmanutha with the well-known circular pool called

Phiala (or, as he calls it, Syala), east of Banias, which
he says the Saracens call Me-Dan, or water of Dan.

(See Brocardus, Descr. cap. iii.)

f' To. opia. Thus the present el-Mejdel— whether
identical with Magadan or Magdala or not— is sur-

rounded by the Ard el-Mejdel (Wilson, Lands, ii. 136).

MAGDALA
and Jerome the two were in agreement, both read-

ing Magedan, as Mark still does in Codex D. Thej

place it " round Gerasa "
( Onomasiicon, sub voce),

as if the Maged or Maked of Maccabees; but

this is at variance with the requirements of the

narrative, which indicates a place close to the water,

and on its western side. The same, as far as dis-

tance is concerned, may be said of Megiddo— in

its Greek form, Mageddo, or, as Josephus spells it,

Magedo— which, as a well-known locaUty of Lower
Galilee, might not unnaturally suggest itself.

Dalmanutha was probably at or near Ain el-Bo-

rideh, about a mile below el-Mejdel, on the western

edge of the lake of Gennesaret. El-Mejdel is

doubtless the representative of an ancient Migdol or

Magdala, possibly that from which St. Mary came.

Her native place was possibly not far distant from

the Magadan of our Lord's history, and we can

only suppose that, owing to the familiar recurrence

of the word Magdalene, the less known name was
absorbed in the better, and Magdala usurped the

natne, and possibly also the position of Magadan.
At any rate it has prevented any search being

made for the name, which may very possibly still

be discovered in the country, though so strangely

superseded in the records.*^

The JIagdala which conferred her name on
"Mary the Magdal-ene " (M. 7] MaySaArivr}}, one

of the numerous Migdols, i. e. towers, which stood

in Palestine — such as the Migdal-kl, or tower

of God, in Naphtali, the Mi(;dal-gad and Migdal-

EDAK of Judah — was probably the place of that

name which is mentioned in the Jerusalem Talmud
as near Tiberias (Otho, Lex. 'Rabb. 353; Schwarz,

189), and this again is as probably the modern
el-Mejdel, " a miserable little Muslim vUlage,"

rather more than an hour, or about three miles,*

above Tiibariyeh, lying on the water's edge at the

southeast corner of the plain of Gennesaret (Rob.

ii. 39G, 397). Professor Stanley's description

seems to embrace every point worth notice. " Of
all the numerous towns and villages in what must
have been the most thickly peopled district of Pal-

estine one only remains. A collection of a few

hovels stands at the southeast corner of the plain

of Gemiesaret, its name hardly altered from the

ancient Magdala or Migdol, so called probably from

a watch-tower, of which ruins appear to remain,

that guarded the entrance to the plain. Through
its connection with her whom the long opinion of

the church identified with the penitent sinner, the

name of that ancient tower has now been incorpo-

rated into all the languages of Europe. A large

solitary thorn-tree stands beside it. The situation,

otherwise unmarked, is dignified by the high lime-

stone rock which overhangs it on the southwest,

perforated with caves ; recalling, by a curious though

doubtless unintentional coincidence, the scene of

Correggio's celebrated picture." These caves are

said by Schwarz (189)— though on no clear au-

thority— to bear the name of Teliman, i. e. Tal-

manutha. " A clear stream rushes past the rock

c The original form of the name may have been
Migron ; at least so we may infer from the LXX. ver-

sion of Migron, which is Magedo or Magdon.
(' The sta'tement of the Talmud is, that a person

passing by Magdala could hear the voice of the crier

in Tiberias. At three miles distance this would
not be impossible in Palestine, where sound travels to

a distance far greater than in this country. (See Rob.

iii. 17 ; Stanley, S. ^ P. ; Thomson, Land and Eook.)
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into the sea, issuing in a tangled tliicket of thorn

ami willow from a deep ravine at the back of the

plain " (S. cf P. pp. 382, 383). Jerome, although he

plays upon the name Magdalene— " recte vocatam

Magdalenen, id est Turritam, ob ejus singularem

lidei ac ardoris constantiam " — does not appear to

connect it with the place in question. By the

Jews the word W7T3^ is used to denote a person

who platted or twisted hair, a practice then much
in use amongst women of loose character. A cer-

tain " Miriam Magdala " is mentioned by the Tal-

mudists, who is probably intended for St. Mary.

(See Otho, Ltx. Rabb. "Maria;'" and Buxtorf,

Lex. Tfi/jrt. pp. 389, 1459.) Magdalum is mentioned

as between Tiberias and Capernaum, as early as by

Willibald, A. d. 722; since that time it is occa-

sionally named by travellers, amongst others Quares-

mius, Eluddatio, p. 8666 ; ISir K. Guylforde, PyUjrij-

mage ; Breydenbach, p. 29; Bonar, L'vnd ofProm-
ise, pp. 433, 434, and 549. Buchanan

(
ClmcaL

Furlough, p. 375) describes well the striking view

of the northern part of the lake which is obtained

from el-Mejdel. A ruined site called Om Moyhdakt

is pointed out at about 2 hours S. of Jerusalem,

apparently N. W. of Bethlehem (Tobler, 'Ate W(md.

p. 81). H. B. H.

MAG'DIEL (bS'^^na [El (God) is renoivn,

Fiirst: Rom.] MayeSti^A; [Vat.] in Chron.

MeSirjA; Alex. McToSirjA, [MaysSirjA :] Muydiel).

One of the " dukes " of Edom, descended from Esau

(Gen. xxxvi. 43; 1 Chr. i. 54). The name does

not yet appear to have been met with, as borne by
either tribe or place.

* Fiirst suggests that it may have been the

place of a temple, identical with the station ad
Dianam (Peutinger's Tab. 9, c.), seven hours

north of Aila [Elath]. H.

MA'GED (Ma/ce'5, in both MSS.: Mayeth),

the form in which the name MaJvED appears in

the A. V. on its second occurrence (1 Mace. v. 36).

* The form Maged seems to have no suppoit

from Greek MSS. Our translators may have de-

rived it from the Genevan version, where it also

occurs in ver. 26. A.

MAGI (A. V. "wise men:" Mayo:: inagi).

It does not fall within the scope of this article to

enter fully into the history of the Magi as an order,

and of the relation in which they stood to the

religion of Zoroaster. Only so far as they come
within the horizon of a student of the Bible, and
present points of contact with its history and lan-

guage, have they any claim for notice in this place.

As might be expected, where two forms of faith

and national life run on, for a long period, side by

side, each maintaining its distinctness, those points

are separated irom each other by wide intervals,

and it is hard to treat of them with any apparent

continuity. What has to be said will be best

arransjed under the four following heads :
—

a In the Pehlvi dialect of the Zend, Mogh = priest

(Hyde, Rtlig. Vet. Pirs. c. 31) ; and this is connected by
pliilologists with tlie Sanskrit, maliat (great), /iie'ya?,

and magniis (Oesenius, s. v. 3Q ; Anquetil. du Per-

>on's Zeni/avesta, ii. 555). Tlie coiucideuee of a San-

skrit maija, in the sense of i' illusion, magic," is re-

markable ; but it is probable that this, as well as the

analogous Greek word, is the derived, rather than the

original meaning (couip. Eichhoff, Verglekkung Uer
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I. The i)-isition occupied by the Magi m the his-

tory of the O. T.

II. The transition stages in the history of ths

word and of the order between the close of the 0.
T. and the time of theSN. T., so far as they affect

the latter.

III. The jNIagi as they appear in the N. T.

JV. The later traditions which have gathered

round the Magi of Matt. ii.

I. hi the Hebrew text of the O. T. the word
occurs but twice, and then only incidentally. In
Jer. xxxix. 3 and 13 we meet, among the Chaldsean

officers sent by Nebuchadnezzar to Jerusalem, one

with the name or title of Rab-lMag (3tt"3^).

This word is interpreted, after the analogy of Kab-
shakeh and Kab-saris, as equivalent to chief of the

Magi (Ewald, Proplieien, and Hitzig, in loc, taking

it as the title of Nergal-Sharezer), and we thus find

both the name and the order occuj)ying a conspic-

uous place under the government of the Chaldeans.

Many questions of some difficulty are suggested by

this lact.

Historically the Magi are conspicuous chiefly as

a Persian religious caste. Herodotus connects them
with another people by reckoning them among the

six tribes of the Medes (i. 101). They appear in

his history of Astyages as interpreters of dreams

(i. 120), the name having apparently lost its ethno-

logical and acquired a caste significance. But in

Jeremiah they appear at a still earlier period among
the retinue of the Chaldsean king. The very word
Kab-JIag (if the received etymology of Magi be cor-

rect) presents a hybrid formation. The first sylla-

ble is unquestionably Semitic, the last is all but un-

questionably Aryan." The problem thus presented

admits of two solutions: (1.) If we believe the

Chalda'ans to have been a Hamitic people, closely

connected with the Babylonians [Cii.vld.eans],

we must then suppose that the colossal schemes of

greatness which showed themselves in Nebuchad-
nezzar's conquests led him to gather round him
the wise men and religious teachers of the nations

which he subdued, and that thus the sacred tribe

of the Medes rose under his rule to favor and

power. His treatment of those who bore a like

character among the Jews (Dan. i. 4) makes this

hypothesis a natural one; and the alliance which

existed between the Medes and the Chaklieans at

.the time of the overthrow of the old Assyrian

empire would account for the intermixture of relig-

ious systems belonging to two different races.

(2.) If, on the other hand, with Kenan {fJistoire

(les Langues Semitiques, pp. 66, 67), following

Lassen and Ritter, we look on the (^hakheans as

themselves belonging to the .Vryan fiimily, and pos-

sessing strong affinities with the Medes, there is

e\en less difficulty in explaining the presence among
the one people of the religious teachers of the

other. It is likely enough, in either case, that the

simpler Median religion which the Magi brought

with tiiem, corresponding more or less closely to

Sprachen, ed. Kaltschniidt, p. 281). Hyde (f. c.) notices

another etymology, given by Arabian authors, which

makes the word = cropt-eared (pnrvis niiribiis), hut

rejects it. Pridoaux, on the other hand {Conntction,

under b. c. 522), accepts it, and seriously connects it

with the story of the Pseudo-Smerdis who had lost his

ears in Herod, iii. 69. Spanhcim (Dub. Kvan^. xviii.)

speaks favorably, though not decisively of a Hebrew
etymology.
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the faith of the Zendavesta, lost some measure of

its original purity through this contact with the

darker superstitions of the old Babjloiiian popula-

tion. From this time onward it is noticeable that

the names l)oth of the Magi and Chaldteans are

identified with tlie astrology, divination, interpreta-

tion of dreams, which had impressed themselves on
the prophets of Israel as the most characteristic

features of the old Babel- religion (Is. xliv. 25, xlvii.

13). The Magi took their places among "the as-

trologers and star-gazers and monthly prognostica-

tors."

It is with such men that we have to think of

Daniel and his fellow-exiles as associated. They
are described as " ten times wiser than all the

magicians {LXX. fidyovs) and astrologers" (Dan.

i. 2U). Daniel himself so far sympathizes with the

order into which he is thus, as it were, enrolled,

as to intercede for them when Nebuchadnezzar
gives the order for their death (Dan. ii. 24), and
accepts an office which, as making him " master

of the magicians, " astrologers, Chaldfeans, sooth-

sayers " (Dan. V. 11), was probably identical with

that of the Kab-Mag who first came before us.

May we conjecture that he found in the behef
which the Magi had brought with them some ele-

ments of the truth that had been revealed to his

fathers, and that the way was thus prepared for

the strong sympathy which showed itself in a

hundred ways when the purest Aryan and the

purest Semitic iaiths were brought face to face with

each other (Dan. vi. 3, 16, 26; Ezr. i. 1-4; Is. xliv.

28), agreeing as they did in their hatred of idolatry

and in their acknowledgment of the " God of

Heaven" ?

The name of the Magi does not meet us in the

Biblical account of the Medo-Persian kings. If,

however, we identify the Artaxerxes who stops the

building of the Temple (Ezr. iv. 17-22) with the

Pseudo-Smerdis of Herodotus [Aktaxekxes] and
the Gomates of the Behistun inscription, we may
see here also another point of contact. The JIagian

attempt to reassert Median supremacy, and with it

probably a corrupted Chaldaized form of Magian-
ism, in place of the purer faith in Ormuzd of which
Cyrus had been the propagator,'' would naturally

be accompanied by antagonism to the people whom
the Persians had protected and supported. The
immediate renewal of the suspended work on tlie

triumph of Darius (Ezr. iv. 24, v. 1, 2, vi. 7, 8)

falls in, it need hardly be added, with this hypoth-

esis. The story of the actual massacre of the

"
I
HQ JIJ 2 J ; opxoi'Ta en-aoiSwi' jaayoji', LXX.

b Comp. Sir Henry Rawlinson's translation of the

Behistun inscription :
" The rites which Gomates the

Magiau had introduced I prohibited. I restored to the

state the chants, and the wonship, and to those famihes

which Gomates tlie Magian had deprived of them "

{Jouitial of Asiatic Sac, vol. X., and Blakcsley'S He-
rodotus, Excurs. on iii. 74).

c The opinion that Zoroaster (otherwise Zerduscht,

or Zarathrust) and his work belonged to the 6th cen-

tury B. c. rests chiefly on the mention in his life and
in the Zendavesta of a king Gustasp, wlio has been

identified with Hystaspes, the father of Darius (Hyde,

c. 24; Du Verron, Zendavesta, \. 29). On the other

hand, the name of Zoroaster does not appear in any of

the monumental or historical notices of Darius ; and
Bactria, rather than Persia, appears as the scene of his

labors. The Magi, at any rate, appear as a distinct or-

der, and with a definite faith, before this time ; and his

work in relation to them, if contemporary with Darius,
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Magi throughout the dominions of Darius, and of

the commemorative Magophonia (Herod, iii. 79 \
with whatever exaggerations it may be mixed up,

indicates in hke manner the triumph of the Zoro-

astrian system. If we accept the traditional date

of Zoroaster as a contemporary of Darius, we may
see in the changes which he effected a revival of the

older system. '^ It is at any rate striking that the

word JMagi does not appear in the Zendavesta, the

priests being there described as Atharva (Guardians

of the Fire), and that there are multiplied pro-

hibitions in it of all forms of the magic which, in

the West, and possibly in the lust also, took its

name from them, and with which, it would appear,

they had already become tainted. All such arts,

auguries, necromancy, and the like, are looked on

as evil, and emanating from Ahriman, and are pur-

sued by the hero-king Feridoun with the most per-

sistent hostility (Du Perron, Zendavesta, vol. i.

part 2, pp. 268, 424).

The name, however, kept its ground, and with it

probably the order to which it was attached. Under
Xerxes, the Magi occupy a position which indicates

that they had recovered from their temporary de-

pression. They are consulted by him as soothsayers

(Herod, vii. 19), and are as influential as they had
been in the court of Astyages. They prescril;e the

strange and terrible sacrifices at the Strymon and

the Nine AVays (Herod, vii. 114). They were said

to have urged the destruction of the temples of

Greece (Cic. De Leejy. ii. 10). Traces of their in-

fluence may perhaps be seen in the regard jiaid by

Mardonius to the oracles of the Greek god that

offered the nearest analogue to their own jNIithras

(Herod, viii. 134), and in the like reverence which

had previously been shown by the Medinn Datis

towards the island of Delos (Herod, vi. 97). They
come before the Greeks as the representatives of the

religion of the Persians. No sacrifices may be

ottered unless one of their order is present chant-

ing the prescribed prayers, as in the ritual of the

Zendavesta (Herod, i. 132). No great change is

traceable in their position during the decline of the

Persian monarchy. The position of Judoea as a

Persian province must have kept up some measure

of contact between the two religious systems. The
histories of Esther and Nehemiah point to the in-

fluence which might be exercised by members of

the subject-race. It might well be that the relig-

ious nrinds of the two nations would learn to

respect each other, and that some measure of the

prophetic hopes of Israel might mingle with the

must have been that of the restorer rather than the

founder of a system. The hypothesis of two Zoroasters

is hardly more than an attempt to disentangle the con-

flicting traditions that cluster round the name, so aa

to give some degree of historical credibility to each

group. Most of these traditions lie outside tlie range

of our present inquiry, but one or two come within the

horizon of Biblical legend, if not of Biblical history.

Unable to account for the truth they recognized in his

system, except on the hypothesis that it had been de-

rived from the faith of Israel, Christian and Moham-
medan writers have seen in him the disciple of one of

the prophets of the 0. T. The leper Gehazi, Baruch

the friend and disciple of Jeremiah, some unnamed dis-

ciple of Ezra, — these (wild as it may sound) have,

each in his turn, been identified with the Biictrian

sage. His name will meet us again in connection with

the Magi of the N. T. (Hyde, I. c. Prideaux, Conn.,

B. c. 521-486.)
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belief of the Magi. As an order they perpetuated

themselves under the Parthiau kings. The name

rose to fresh honor under the Sassanidae. The

classification wliich was ascribed to Zoroaster was

recognized as the basis of a hierarchical system,

after other and lower elements had mingled with

the earlier Dualism, and might be traced even in

the religion and worship of the Parsees. Accord-

ing to this arrangement the Magi were divided—
by a classification which has been compared to that

of bishops, priests, and deacons—into disciples

(Harbeds), teachers (Mobeds"), and the more per-

fect teachers of a higher wisdom (Uestur Mobeds).

This, too, will connect itself with a tradition further

on (Hyde, c. 28; Du Perron, Zeiulavesta, ii. 555).

II. In the mean time the word was acquiring a

new and wider signification. It presented itself to

the Greeks as connected with a foreign system of

divination, and the religion of a foe whom they had

conquered, and it soon became a by-word for the

worst form of imposture. The rapid growth of

this feeling is traceable perhaps in the meanings

attached to the word by the two great tragedians.

In ^schylus (Persce, 291) it retains its old sig-

nificance as denoting simply a tribe. In Sophocles

(Oed. Tijr. 387) it appears among the epithets

of reproach which the king heaps upon Teiresias.

The fact, however, that the religion with which

the word was associated still maintained its ground

as the faith of a great nation, kept it from falling

into utter disrepute, and it is interesting to notice

how at one time the good, and at another the bad,

side of the word is uppermost. Thus the /xayiia

of Zoroaster is spoken of with respect by Plato as

a Bi&v dfpaweia, forming the groundwork of an

education which he praises as far better than that

of the Athenians (Alcib. i. p. 122 «). Xenophon,

in like maimer, idealizes the character and func-

tions of the order (Ci/rop. iv. 5, § 16; 6, § 0).

Both meanings appear in the later lexicographers.

The word Magos is equivalent, to airareaii' koI

(papixaKiuri]^, but it is also used for the d^off€Bi]s

Kal 0e6\oyos Kal iepevs (Ilesycli.). The Magi as

an order are oi vapa Tlepirais cpi\6ffO(poi Kal

(pt\6deot (Suid.). The word thus passed into the

hands of the LXX., and from them into those of

the writers of the N. T., oscillating between the

two meanings, capable of being used in either.

The relations which had existed between the Jews

and Persians would perhaps tend to give a promi-

nence to the more favorable associations in their

use of it. In Daniel (i. 20, ii. 2, 10, 27, v. 11) it

is used, as has been noticed, for the priestly diviners

with whom the prophet was associated. Philo, in

like manner ( Qnod omnis pwlius liber, p. 792),

mentions the Magi with warm praise, as men who
gave themselves to the study of nature and the

contemplation of the Divine perfections, worthy of

being the counsellors of kings. It was perhaps

natural that this aspect of the word should com-
mend itself to the theosophic .lew of iUexandria.

There were, however, other influences at work tend-

ing to drag it down. The swarins of impostors

that were to be met witli in every part of the

Roman empire, known as "Chaldiei," "Mathe-
matici,"' and the like, bore this name also. Their

arts were " artes magicoe." Though philosophers
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and men of letters might recognize the better mean-

ing of which the word was capable (Cic. Be JJicin.

i. 23, 41), yet in tlie language of pubUc documents

and of historians, they were treated as a class at

once hateful and coivemptible (Tacit. Ann. i. 32,

ii. 27, xii. 22, xii. 59), and as such were the victims

of repeated edicts of banishment.

III. We need not wonder, accordingly, to find

that this is the predominant meaning of the word

as it appears in the N. T. The noun and the

verb derived firom it (nayela and fxayevai) are used

by St. Luke in describing the impostor, who is

therefore known distinctively as Simon Magus (Acts

viii. 9). Another of the same class (Bar-jesus) is

described (Acts xiii. 8) as having, in his cognomen

Elymas, a title which was equivalent to Magus.''

[Elym.\s.]

In one memorable instance, however, the word

retains (probably, at least) its better meaning. In

tlie Gospel of St. Matthew, written (according to

the general belief of early Christian writers) for

the Hebrew Christians of Palestine, we find it, not

as embodying the contempt which the frauds of

imijostors had lirought upon it through the whole

Roman empire, but in the sense which it had had,

of old, as associated with a religion which they

respected, and an order of which one of their own
prophets had been the head. In spite of Patristic

authorities on tlie other side, asserting the MC1701

airh avaroXwv of Matt. ii. 1 to have been sorcerers

whose mysterious knowledge came from below, not

from above, and who were thus translated out of

darkness into light (Just. iMartyr, Chrysostom,

Theophylact, in Spanheim, Dub. Evcmg. xix.
;

Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. in Matt, ii.), we are justified,

not less by the consensus of later interpreters (in-

cluding even Maldonatus) than by the general tenor

of St. Matthew's narrative, in seeing in them men
such as those that were in the minds of the LXX.
translators of Daniel, and those described by Philo

— at once astronomers and astrologers, but not

mingling any conscious fraud with their efforts

after a higher knowledge. The vagueness of the

description leaves their country undefined, and

implies that probably the Evangelist himself had

no certain information. The same phrase is used

as in passages where the express olyect is to include

a wide range of country (comp. airh hvaroKSiv,

Matt. viii. 11, xxiv. 27; Luke xiii. 29). Probably

the region chiefly present to the mind of the Pales-

tine Jew would be tlie tract of country stretching

eastward from the Jordan to the Euphrates, the

land of "the children of the East" in the early

period of the history of the 0. T. (Gen. xxix. 1

;

Judg. vi. 3, vii. 12, viii. 10). It should be remem-

bered, however, that the language of tlio O. T.,

and therefore probably that of St. iMatthew, in-

cluded under this name countries that Lay consid-

erably to the north as well as to the ea.st of Pales-

tine. Balaam came from " the mountains of the

east," *. e. from Pethor on the Euphi-ates (Xuni.

xxiii. 7, xxii. 5). Aliraham (or Cyrus?) is the

righteous man raised up "from the east" (Is. xii.

2). The I'ersian conqueror is called " from the

east, from a far country " (Is. xlvi. 11).

We cannot wonder that there should liave been

very varying interpretations given of words that

a The word " Mobed," a contraction of the fuller

form Magovad, is apparently identical with that which
ippears in Grnek as Mayos.

b * Instead of "sorcerer," Acts xiii. 6, 8 (A. V.),

fiayos should he rendered Magian
;
for it is the man's

professional title, like Elyuiiis, and implies nothing

opprobrious. This Bar-jesus is stigmatized as an im

postor in being called "a false prophet." U.
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allowed so wide a field for conjecture. Some of

these are, for various reasons, worth noticing. (1.)

Tlie feelin;;- of some early writers that the coming

of the wise men was the fulfillment of the prophecy

which spoke of the gifts of the men of Sheba and

Seba (Ps. Ixxii. 10, 15; comp. Is. 1.x. 6) led them

to fix on Arabia as the country of the Magi (Just.

Martyr, Tertuliian, Epiphanius, Cyprian, in Span-

heim, Dub. Evang. 1. c.),« and they have been

followed by Baronius, Maldonatus, Grotius, and

Lightfoot. (2.) Others have conjectured JMesopo-

tamia as the great seat of Chaldajan astrology

(Origen, Horn, in Matt. vi. and vii.), or Egypt as

the country in which magic was most prevalent

(Meyer, ad Uic). (3.) The historical associations

of the word led others again, with greater proba-

bility, to fix on Persia, and to see in these Magi

members of the priestly order, to which the name
of right belonged ((Jhrysostom, Theophylact, Cal-

vin, Olshausen), while Hyde {Rel. Pers. 1. c.) sug-

gests Parthia, as being at that time the conspicuous

eastern monarchy in which the Magi were recog-

nized and honored.

It is perhaps a legitimate inference from the

narrative of Matt. ii. that in these iMagi we may
recognize, as the Church has done from a very early

period, the first Gentile worshippers of the Christ.

The name, by itself, indeed, applied as it is in Acts

xiii. 8, to a Jewish false prophet, would hardly

prove this; but the distinctive epithet " from the

east" was probably intended to mark them out as

different in character and race from the western

Magi, Jews, and others, who swarmed over the

Roman empire. So, when they come to Jerusalem

it is to ask not after " our king " or " the king of

Israel," but, as the men of another race might do,

after "the king of the Jews." The language of

the 0. T. prophets and the traditional interpreta-

tion of it are apparently new things to them.

The narrative of Matt. ii. supplies us with an

outline wliich we may legitimately endeavor to fill

up, as far as our knowledge enables us, with infer-

ence and illustration.

Some time after the birth of Jesus *> there ap-

peared among the strangers who visited Jerusalem

these men from tlie for East. The}' were not idol-

aters. Their form of worship was looked upon by

the Jews with greater tolerance and sympathy than

that of any other Gentiles (comp. Wisd. xiii. 6, 7).

Whatever may have been their country, their name
indicates that they would be watchers of the stars,

seeking to read in them the destinies of nations.

They say that they have seen a star in which they

recognize such a prognostic. They are sure that

one is born King of the Jews, and they come to

pay their homage. It may have been simply that

the quarter of the heavens in which the star ap-

peared indicated the direction of Judaea. It may
have been that some form of the prophecy of Ba-

laam that a " star should rise out of Jacob

"

« This Is adopted by most Romish interpreters, and
is all but authoritatively recognized in the services of

the Latin Church. Through the whole Octave of the

Epiphany tlie ever-recurring antiphon is, " Reges

Tharsis et insulas muuera otferent. Alleluia, Alleluia.

Eleges Arabum et Saba dona adducent. Alleluia, Alle-

luia."' — Brev. Rom. in Epiph.
b The discordant views of commentators and har-

monists indicate the absence of any trustworthy data.

The time of their arrival at Bethlehem has been fixed

In each case on grounds so utterly insufficient, that it

would be idle to examine them. (1.) As in the Church
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(Num. xxiv. 17) had reached them, either through

the Jews of the Dispersion, or through traditions

running parallel with the 0. T., and that this led

them to recognize its fulfillment (Origen, c. Cels.

i. ; Horn, in Num. xiii.; but the hypothesis is

neitlier necessary nor satisfactory; comp. Ellicott,

Hiilsean Lectures, p. 77). It may have been, lastly,

that the traditional predictions ascribed to their

own prophet Zoroaster, leading them to expect

a succession of three deliverers, two working as

prophets to reform the world and raise up a king-

dom (Tavernier, Travels, iv. 8), the third (Zosiosh),

the greatest of the three, coming to be the head of

the kingdom, to conquer Ahriman and to raise the

dead (Du Pen-on, Zencluv. i. 2, p. 46; Hyde, c. 31)

Ellicott, Ilulsean Led. 1. c), and in strange fan-

tastic ways connecting these redeemers with the

seed of Abraham (Tavernier, I. c. ; and D'Herbelot,

Bibliotli. Orient, s. v. " Zerdascht " ), had roused

their minds to an attitude of expectancy, and that

their contact with a people cherishing like hopes on

stronger grounds, may have prepared them to see

in a king of the Jews, the Oshanderbegha {Homo
Mundi, Hyde, I. c), or the Zosiosh whom they

expected. In any case they shared the " vetus et

constans opinio" which had spread itself over the

whole East, that the Jews, as a people, crushed and

broken as they were, were yet destined once again

to give a ruler to the nations. It is not unlikely

that tliey appeared, occupying the position of Destur-

Mobeds in the later Zoroastriau hierarchy, as the

representati\es of many others who shared the same
feeling. They came, at any rate, to pay their

homage to tlie king whose birth was thus indicated,

and with the gold and frankincense and myrrh,

which were the customary gifts of subject nations

(comp. Gen. xliii. 11; Ps. Ixxii. 15; IK. x. 2, 10;

2 Chr. ix. 24; Cant. iii. G, iv. 14). The arrival of

such a company, bound on so strange an errand,

in the last years of the tyrannous and distrustful

Herod, could hardly fail to attract notice and excite

a people, among whom Messianic expectations had

already begun to show themselves (Luke ii. 25, 38).

'• Herod was troubled, and all Jerusalem with him."

The Sanhedrim was convened, and the question

where the Messiah was to be born was formally

placed before them. It was in accordance with the

subtle, fox-like character of the king that he should

pretend to share the expectations of the people in

order that he might find in what direction they

pointed, and then take whatever steps were neces-

sary to crush them [comp. Hekod]. The answer

ijiven, based upon the traditional interpretation of

Mic. V. 2, that Bethlehem was to be the liirthplace

of the Christ, determined the king's plans. He
had found out the locality. It remained to deter-

mine the time: with what was probalily a real

belief in astrology, he inquired of them diligently,

when they had first seen the star. If he assumed

that that was contemporaneous with the birth, he

Calendar, on the twelfth day after the nativity (Baro-

nius, Ann. i. 9). (2.) At some time towards the close

of the forty days before the Purification (Spanheim
and Stolberg). (3.) Four months later (Greswell), on
the hypotliesis that they saw the star at the nativity,

and then started on a journey which would take that

time. Or (4) as an inference from Matt. ii. 16, at some
time in the second year after the birth of Chtist (comp.

Spanheim, Duly. Evang. 1. c). On the attempt to find

a chronological datum in the star itself, comp. Stab

IN THE E.\ST ; also Jesus Christ, vol. ii. p. 1381 b.
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could not be far wrong. The Magi accordingly

are sent ou to Bethlehem, as if they were but the

forerunners of the king's own homage. As they

journeyed they again saw the star, which for a

time, it would seem, they had lost sight of, and it

guided them on their way. [Comp. St.\r in the
East for this and all other questions connected

with its appearance.] The pressure of the crowds,

which a fortnight, or four months, or well-nigh

two years before, had driven Mary and Joseph to

the rude stable of the caravanserai of Bethlehem,

had apparently abated, and the Magi entering

"the house" (Matt. ii. 11) fell down and paid

their homage and offered their gifts. Once more

they receive guidance through tlie channel which

their work and their studies had made familiar to

them. From first to last, in Media, in Babylon,

in Persia, the Magi had been famous as the inter-

preters of dreams. That which they received now
need not have involved a disclosure of the plans of

Herod to them. It was enough that it directed

them to " return to their own country another

way." With this their history, so far as the N. T.

carries us, comes to an end.

It need hardly be said that this part of the

Gospel narrative has had to bear the brunt of the

attacks of a hostile criticism. The omission of all

mention of the Magi in a gospel which enters so

fully into all the circumstances of the infancy of

Christ as tliat of St. Luke, and the difficulty of har-

monizing this incident with those which he narrates,

have been urged as at least throwing suspicion on

what St. Matthew alone has recorded. The ad-

vocate of a " mythical theory" sees in this almost

the strongest confirmation of it (Strauss, Li^beii

Jesu, i. p. 27 -2). "There must be prodigies

gathering round the cradle of the infant Christ.

Other heroes and kings had had their stars, and so

must he. He must receive in his childhood the

homage of the representatives of other races and

creeds. The facts recorded lie outside the range of

history, and are not mentioned by any contemporary

historian." The answers to these objections may
be briefly stated. (1.) Assuming the central fact

of the early chapters of St. Matthew, no objection

lies against any of its accessories on the ground of

their being wonderfid and improbable. It would

be in harmony with our expectations that there

should be signs and wonders indicating its presence.

The objection therefore postulates the absolute in-

credibility of that fact, and begs the point at issue

(corap. Trench, Star of the Wise Men, p. 124).

(2.) The question whether this, or any other given

narrative connected with the nativity of Christ,

bears upon it the stamp of a viythus, is therefore

one to be determined by its own merits, on its o,wn

evidence; and then the case stands thus: A mythi-

cal story is characterized for the most part by a

large admixture of what is wild, poetical, fantastic.

A comparison of Matt. ii. with the Jewish or Mo-
hammedan legends of a later time, or even with the

Christian mythology which afterwards gathered

a It is perhaps not right to pass over the supposed

testimony of iieathen authors. These are found (1),

in the saying of Augustus, recorded by Macrobius (" It

is better to be Herod's swine thau his son "), as con-

nected with the slauglitor of a, child under two years

of age. (2.) In the remarkable passage of Chalcidius

{^Comment, in Timmum, vii. § 125), alluding to the star

.vhich had heralded the birth, not of a conqueror or

lestroyer, but of a divine and righteous king. The
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round this very chapter, will show how wide is the

distance that separates its simple narrative, without
ornament, without exaggeration, from the over-

flowing luxuriance of tliose figments (comp. IV.
below). (3.) The absA.ce of any direct confirma-

tory evidence in other writers of the time may be
accounted for, partly at least, by the want of any
full chronicle of the events of the later years of

Herod. The momentary excitement of the arrival

of such travellers as the Magi, or of the slaughter

of some score of children in a small Jewish town,

would easily be effaced by the more agitating events

that followed [comp. Herod]. The silence of

Josephus is not more conclusive against this fact

than it is (assuming the spuriousness of Ant. xviii.

"^1 § 3) against the fact of the Crucifixion and the

growth of the sect of the Nazarenes within the walls

of Jerusalem." (4.) The more perplexing absence

of all mention of the Magi in St. Luke's Gospel

may yet receive some probable explanation. So
far as we cannot explain it, our ignorance of all, or

nearly all, the circumstances of the composition of

the (iospels is a sufficient answer. It is, however,

at least possible that St. Luke, knowing that the

facts related by St. Matthew were already current

among the churches,'' sought rather to add what
was not yet recorded. Something too may have
been due to the leading thoughts of the two Gospels.

St. Jlatthew, dwelling chiefly on the kingly office

of Christ as the Son of David, seizes naturally on
the first recognition of that character l)y the Magi
of the East (comp. on the fitness of this Mill, Pan-
theistic Principles, p. 375). St. Luke, portraying

the Son of Man in his sympathy witli conmion
men, in his compassion on the poor and humble,

dwells as naturally on the manifestation to the

shepherds on the hiUs of Bethlehem. It may be

added further, that everything tends to show that

the latter Evangelist derived the materials for this

part of his history much more directly from the

mother of the Lord, or her kindred, tlian did the

former; and, if so, it is not difficult to understand

how she miglit come to dwell on that whicli con-

nected itself at once with the eternal blessedness of

peace, good-will, salvation, rather than on the hom-
age and offerings of strangers, which seemed to be

the presage of an earthly kingdom, and had proved

to be the prelude to a life of poverty, and to the

deatli upon the cross.

IV. In tills instance, as in others, what is told

by the tjospel-writers in plain simple words, has

become the nucleus for a whole cycle of legends. A
(jhristian mythology has overshadowed that which
itself had nothing in common with it. The love

of the strange and marvelous, the eager desire to

fill up in detail a narrative which had been left in

outline, and to make every detail the representative

of an idea— these, which tend everywhere to the

growth of the mythical element within the region of

history, fixed themselves, naturally enough, precise-

ly on those portions of the life of Christ where the

written records were the least complete. The stages

facts of the Gospel history may have been mixed up
with (1), but the expression of Augustus docs not point

to anything beyond Herod's domestic ti-agedics. The
genuineness of (2) is questionable ; and both are too

remote in time to be of any worth as evidence (comp.

W. II. Mill, Pant/ichtic Prinnples, p. 373).

b It will be noticed that this is altogether a distinct

hypothesis from that which assumes that he had the

Gospel of St. Matthew in its present form before him.
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of thia development present themselves in regular

succession.

(1. ) The Magi are no longer thought of as simply

" wise men," members of a sacred order. The proph-

ecies of Ps. Ixxii. ; Is. xUx. 7, 23, k. 16, must be

fulfilled in them, and they become princes (" feg-

uli," TertuU. c. Jud. 9; c. Marc. 5). This tends

more and more to be the dominant thought. When
the arrival of the Magi, rather tlian the birth or

the baptism of Christ, as the first of his mighty

works, comes to be looked on as the great Epiphany

of his divine power, the older title of the feast

receives as a synonym, almost as a substitute, that

of the Feast of the Three Kings. (2.) The number

of the Wise Jlen, which St. Matthew leaves alto-

gether undefined, was arbitrarily fixed. They were

three (Leo Magn. Serm. ad Epipli.), because thus

they l)ecame a symbol of the mysterious Trinity

(Hilary of Aries), or because then the number cor-

responded to the threefold gifts, or to the three

parts of the earth, or the three great divisions of

the human race descended from the sons of Noah
(Bede, l>e Collect.). (-3.) Symbolic meanings were

found for each of the three gifts. The gold they

offered as to a king. With tiie myrrh they pre-

figured the bitterness of the Passion, the embalm-

ment for tlie Burial. With the frankincense they

adored the divinity of the Son of God (Suicer, Thts.

s. V. Mayoi, " -Brev. Rom. in £pipli. passim). (4.)

Later on, in a tradition which, though appearing in

a western writer, is traceable probably to reports

brought back by pilgrims from Italy or the East,

the names are added, and Gaspar, Melchior, and

Balthazar, take their pkce among the objects of

Christian reverence, and are honored as the patron

Baints of travellers. The passage from Bede {de

Collect ) is, in many ways, interesting, and as it is

not commonly quoted by commentators, though

often referred to, it may be worth while to give it.''

" Primus dicitur fuisse Melchior qui senex et canus,

barba prolixa et capillis, aurum obtulit regi Domi-

no. Secundus, nomine Gaspar, juvenis imberbis,

rubicundus, thure, quasi Deo oblatione dignsV, Demn
honoravit. Tertius fuscus, integre barbatus, Bal-

tassar nomme, per myrrham filium honiinis mori-

turura professus." We recognize at once in this

description the received types of the early pictorial

art of Western Europe. It is open to believe that

both the description and the art-types may be

traced to early quasi-dramatic representations of the

facts of the Nativity. In any such representations

names of some kind would become a matter of

necessity, and were probably invented at random.

Familiar as tlie names given by Bode now are to

us, tliere was a time when they had no more au-

thority than Bithisarca, Melchior, and Gathaspar

(Moroni, Dizion. s. f. "Magi"); Magalath, Pan-
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galath, Saracen; AppeUius, Amerius, and Damas-
cus, and a score of others (Spanheim, Dub. Evang
ii. p. 288).<;

In the Eastern Church, where, it would seem,

there was less desire to find symbolic meanings

than to magnify the circumstances of the history,

the traditions assume a different character. The
Magi arrive at Jerusalem with a retinue of 1000

men, having left behind them, on the further bank

of the Euphrates, an army of 7000 (Jacob. Edess.

and Bar-hebrseus. in Hyde, I. c). They have

been led to undertake the journey, not by the star

only, or by expectations which they shared with

Israelites, but by a prophecy of the founder of their

own faith. Zoroaster had predicted '' that in the

latter days there should be a Mighty One and a

Redeemer, and that his descendants should see the

star which should be the herald of his coming.

According to another legend ( Opus imptrf. in

Matt ii. apud Clirysost t. vi. ed. Montfaucon) they

came from the remotest East, near the borders of

the ocean. They had been taught to expect the

star by a writing that bore the name of Seth.

That expectation was handed down from father to

son. Twelve of the holiest of them were appointed

to be ever on the watch. Their post of observation

was a rock known as the Jlonnt of Victory. Night

by night they washed in j)ure water, and prayed,

and looked out on the heavens. At last the star

appeared, and in it the form of a young child bear-

ing a cross. A voice came from it and liade them

proceed to Judjea. They started on their two years'

journey, and during all that time the meat and the

drink with which they started never failed them.

The gifts they bring are those which Abraham gave

to their progenitors the sons of Keturah (this, of

course, on the hypothesis that they were Arabians),

which the queen of Sheba had in her turn presented

to Solomon, and which had found their way back

again to the cliildren of the East (Epiphan. in Comp.

Doctr. in Moroni, Z)lzi<m. 1. c.). They return from

Bethlehem to their own country, and give them-

selves up to a life of contemplation and prayer.

W^hen the Twelve Apostles leave Jerusalem to carry

on their work as preachers, St. Thomas finds them

in Parthia. They offer themselves for baptism, and
become evangelists of the new faith (

Opns imperf.

in Matt. ii. /. c. ). The pilgrim-feeling of the 4th

century includes them also within its range.

Among other relics sui)plied to meet the demands
of the market which the devotion of Helena had

created, the bodies of the JNIagi are discovered some-

where in the F-ast, are brought to Constantinople,

and placed in the great church which, as the

Mosque of St. Sophia, still bears in its name the

witness of its original dedication to the Divine

Wisdom. The fiivor with which the people of

o This was the prevalent interpretation ; but others

read the symbols ditfereutly, and with coarser feeling.

The gold helped the poverty of the Holy Family. The
incense remedied the noisome air of the stable. The
myrrh was used, it was said, to give strength and

firmness to the bodies of new-born infants (Suicer,

/. c).

b The treatise De Collectaneis is in fact a miscel-

laneous collection of memoranda in the form of ques-

tion and answer. The desire to find names for those

who have none given them is very noticeable in other

instances as well as in that of the Magi : c. g., he gives

those of the penitent and impenitent thief. The pas-

sage quoted in the text is followed by a description of

their dresB, taken obviously either from some early

painting, or from the decorations of a miracle-play

(comp. the account of such a perfomiance in Trench,

Star of the Wise Men, p. 70). The account of the

offerings, it will be noticed, does not agree with the

traditional hexameter of the Latin Church :
—

" Gaspar fert myrrham, thus Melchior, Balthasar aurum."

<^ Hyde quotes from Bar Bahlul the names of the

thirteen who appear in the Eastern traditions. The
three which the legends of the West have made famous
are not among them.

'' " Tos autem, filii mei, ante omnes gentes ortum
ejus percepturi estis " (Abulpharagius, Dynast. Lib.,

in Hyde, c. 31).
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Milan had received the emperor's prefect Eustorgius

called for some special mark of favor, and on his

consecration as bishop of that city, he obtained for

it the privilege of being the resting-place of the

precious relics. There the fame of the three kings

increased. The prominence given to all the feasts

connected with the season of the Nativity— the

transfer to that season of the mirth and joy of the

old Saturnalia— the setting apart of a distinct day

for the conmiemoration of the Epiphany in the 4th

century"— aU this added to the veneration with

which they were regarded. When Milan fell into

the hands of Frederick Barbarossa (a. d. 1162) the

influence of the archbishop of Cologne prevailed on

the Emperor to transfer them to that city. The
Milanese, at a later period, consoled themselves by

forming a special confraternity for perpetuating

their veneration for the Magi by the annual per-

formance of a "Mystery" (Moroni, /. c); but the

glory of possessing the relics of the first Gentile

worshippers of Christ remained with Cologne.'' In

that proud cathedral which is the glory of Teutonic

art the shrine of the Three Kings has, for six cen-

turies, been shown as the greatest of its many
treasures. The tabernacle in which the bones of

some whose real name and history are lost forever

lie enshrined in honor, bears witness, in its gold

and gems, to the faith with which the story of the

wanderings of the Three Kings has been received.

The reverence has sometimes taken stranger and

more grotesque forms. As the patron- saints of

travellers they have given a name to the inns of

earlier or later date. The names of Melchior, Gas-

par, and Balthasar were used as a charm against

attacks of epilepsy (Spanheim, Dtib. Fmiiicj. xxi.).

Comp., in addition to authorities already cited.

Trench, Star of the Wise Men ; J. F. Midler, in

Herzog's Real-EncykL, s. v. " Magi; " Triebel, De
Mac/is adoenient., and Miegius, Be Stella, etc., in

Crit. Sacri, Thes. Nov. ii. Ill, 118; Stolberg,

Dissert, de Mayis ; and Rhoden, De primis Snlv.

venerat., in Crit. Sacri, Thes. Theol. Phil. ii. (iU.

[On the IMagi and on Magism among the Baby-

lonians, see especially Eawlinson's Ancient Mon-
archies, iii. 12.5-130 ; among the Medes, ibid. iii.

218 fF. ; among the Persians, ibid. iv. 391-395.—
On the representations of the Magi (the Three

Kings) in works of art, and the legends concerning

them, see Mrs. Jameson's Legends ofthe Madonna,
3d ed., pp. 210-222. — H.] E. H. P.

MAGIC, MAGICIANS. The magical arts

spoken of in the Bible are those practiced by the

Egyptians, the Canaanites, and their neighbors,

the Hebrews, the Chaldfeans, and probably the

Greeks. We therefore begin this article with an

endeavor to state the position of magic in relation

to religion and philosophy with the several races of

mankind.

The degree of the civilization of a nation is not

the measure of the importance of magic in its con-

victions. The natural features of a country are

not the primary causes of what is termed super-

stition in its inhabitants. With nations as with

men,— and the analogy of Plato in the " Republic "

is not always false,— the feelings on which magic

« The institution of the Feast of the Three Kings is

ascribed to Pope JuUus. a. d. 336 (Moroni, Dizion.

1. c).

6 for the later mediaeval developments of the tra-

iitions, comp. Joan, von Hildesheim in Quarterly Rev.
JtXTiii. p. 433.
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fixes its hold are essential to the mental constitu-

tion. Contrary as are these assertions to the com-

mon opinions of our time, inductive reasoning for-

bids our doubting them.

With the lowest race magic is the chief part of

religion. The NigritiaVs, or blacks of this race,

show this in their extreme use of amulets and their

worship of objects which have no other value in

their eyes but as having a supposed magical char-

acter through the influence of supernatural agents.

With the Turanians, or corresponding whites of

the same great family, — we use the word white

for a group of nations mainly yellow, in contra-

distinction to black, — incantations and witchcraft

occupy the same place, shamanism characterizing

their tribes in both hemispheres. In the days of

Herodotus the distinction in this matter between

the Nigritians and the Caucasian population of

North Africa was what it now is. In his remark-

able account of the journey of the Nasamonian
young men, — the Nasamones, be it remembered,

were "a Libyan race" and dwellers on the north-

ern coast, as the historian here says, — we are told

that the adventurers passed through the inhabited

maritime region, and the tract occupied by wild

beasts, and the desert, and at last came upon a

plain with trees, where they were seized by men
of small stature who carried them across marshes

to a town of such men black in complexion. A great

river, running from west to east and containing

crocodiles, flowed by that town, and all that nation

were sorcerers (e'sTous ovtoi aiziKovTO avdpoinrovs,

y6r]Tas fluai irdvTas, ii. 32, 33). It little matters

whether the conjecture that the great river was the

Niger be true, which the idea adopted by Herod-

otus that it was the Upper Nile seems to favor :
"^

it is quite evident that the Nasamones came upon

a nation of Nigritians beyond the Great Desert and

were struck with their fetishism. So, in our own
days, the traveller is astonished at the height to

which this superstition is carried among the Nigri-

tians, who have no religious practices that are not

of the nature of sorcery, nor any priests who are

not magicians, and magicians alone. The strength

of this belief in magic in these two great divisions

of the lowest race is shown in the case of each by

its having maintained its hold in an instance in

which its tenacity must have been severely tried.

The ancient Egyptians show their partly -Nigritian

origin not alone in their physical characteristics

and language but in their religion. They retained

the strange low nature-worship of the Nigritians,

forcibly combining it with more intellectual kinds

of belief, as they represented their gods with the

heads of animals and the bodies of men, and even

connecting it with truths which point to a primeval

revelation. The Ritual, which was the great treas-

ury of Egyptian belief and explained the means
of gaining future happiness, is full of charms to be

said, and contains directions for making and for

using amulets. As the Nigritian goes on a journey

hung about with amulets, so amulets were placed

on the Egyptian's embalmed body, and his soul

went on its mysterious way fortified with incanta-

tions learnt while on earth. In China, although

c It is perhaps worthy of note that iEschylus calls

the Upper Nile 7roTa|u,bs A.'i.6Co^, as though the great

.3;thiopian river {Prom. Vinct. 809 ; comp. Solin. 32,

30).
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Buddhism has established itself, and the system

of Confucius has gained the power its positivism

would insure it with a highly-educated people of

low type, another belief still maintains itself

whicli there is strong reason to hold to be older

than the other two, although it is usually supposed

to have been of the same age as Confucianism ; in

this religion magic is of the highest importance,

the distinguishing characteristic by which it is

known.

With the Shemites magic takes a lower place.

Nowhere is it even part of religion
;
yet it is looked

upon as a powerful engine, and generally unlawful

or lawful according to the aid invoked. Among
many of the Shemitic peoples there linger the

remnants of a primitive fetishism. Sacred trees

and stones are reverenced from an old superstition,

of which the)' do not always know the meaning,

derived from the nations whose place they have

taken. Thus fetishism remains, although in a kind

of fossil state. The importance of astrology with

the Shemites has tended to raise the character of

their magic, which deals rather with the discovery

of supposed existing influences than with the pro-

duction of new influences. The only direct asso-

ciation of magic with religion is where the priests,

as the educated class, have taken the functions of

magicians ; but this is far different from the case

of tlie Nigritians, where the magicians are the only

priests. The Shemites, however, when depending

on human reason alone, seem never to have doubted

the efficacy of magical arts, yet recourse to their

aid was not usually with them the first idea of a

man in doulit. Though the case of Saul cannot be

taken as ap[)lying to the whole race, yet, even with

the heathen Shemites, prayers must have been held

to be of more value than incantations.

The Iranians assign to magic a still less impor-

tant position. It can scarcely be traced in the relics

of old nature-worship, which they with greater skill

than the Egyptians interwove with their more in-

tellectual beliefs, as the Greeks gave the objects of

reverence in Arcadia and Crete a place in poetical

myths, and the Scandinavians animated the hard

remains of primitive superstition. The character

of the ancient belief is utterly gone with the as-

signing of new reasons for the reverence of its sacred

objects. Magic always maintained some hold on

men's minds; but the stronger intellects despised

it, like the Roman commander who threw the sa-

cred chickens overboard, and the Greek who defied

an adverse omen at the beginning of a great battle.

When any, oppressed by the sight of the caLam-

ities of mankind, sought to resolve the mysterious

problem, they fixed, like yEschylus, not upon the

childish notion of a chance-government by many
conflicting agencies, but upon the nobler idea of a

dominating fkte. Men of highly sensitive temper-

aments have always inclined to a belief in magic,

and there has therefore been a section of Iranian

philosophers in all ages who have paid attention to

its practice; but, expelled from religion, it has held

but a low and precarious place in philosophy.

The Hebrews had no magic of their own. It

was so strictly forbidden by the Law that it could

never afterwards have had any recognized exist-

ence, save in times of general heresy or apostasy,

and the same was doubtless the case in the patri-

archal ages. The magical practices which obtained

a The 113th chapter of the Kur-an was written

When Mohammad believed that the magical practices
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among the Hebrews were therefore borrowed from

the nations around. The hold they gained was
such as we should have expected with a Shemite
race, making allowance for the discredit thrown
upon them by the prohibitions of the Law. From
the first entrance into the Land of Promise until the

destruction of Jerusalem we have constant glimpses

of magic practiced in secret, or resorted to, not

alone by the common but also by the great. The
Talmud abounds in notices of contemporary magic

among the Jews, showing that it survived idolatry

notwithstanding their original connection, and was

supposed to produce real effects. The Kur-an in

like manner treats charms and incantations as

capable of producing evil consequences when used

against a man." It is a distinctive characteristic

of the Bible that from first to last it warrants no

such trust or dread. In the Psalms, the most per-

sonal of all the books of Scripture, there is no

prayer to be protected against magical influences.

The believer prays to be delivered from every kind

of evil that could hurt the body or the soul, but

he says nothing of the machinations of sorcerers.

Here and everywhere magic is passed by, or if

mentioned, mentioned only to be condemned (comp.

Ps. cvi. 28). Let those who affirm that they see

in the Psalms merely human piety, and in Job and

Ecdesiastes merely human philosophy, explain the

alisence in them, and throughout the Scriptures, of

the expression of superstitious feehngs that are in-

herent in the Shemite mind. Let them explain the

luxuriant growth in the after-literature of the He-
brews and Arabs, and notably in the Talmud and

the Kur-.in, of these feelings with no root in those

older writings from which that after-literature was

derived. If the Bible, the Talmud, and the Kur-an,

be but several expressions of the Shemite mind,

diflfering only through the efl^ect of time, how can

this contrast be accounted for ? — the very opposite

of what obtains elsewhere; for superstitions are

generally strongest in the earlier literature of a race,

and graduaUy fade, excepting a condition of barba-

rism restore their vigor. Those who see in the Bible

a Divine work can understand how a God-taught

preacher could throw aside the miserable fears of

his race, and boldly tell man to trust in his Maker

alone. Here, as in all matters, the history of the

Bible confirms its doctrine. In the doctrinal Scrip-

tures magic is passed by with contempt, in the his-

torical Scriptures the reasonalileness of this con-

tempt is shown. Whenever the practicers of magic

attempt to combat the servants of God, they con-

spicuously fail. Pharaoh's magicians bow to the

Divine power shown in the wonders wrought by

Moses and Aaron. Balaam, the great enchanter,

comes from afar to curse Israel and is forced to

bless them.

In examining the mentions of magic in the

Bible, we nmst keep in view the curious inquiry

whether there be any reality in the art. We
would at the outset protest against the idea, once

very prevalent, that the conviction that the seen

and unseen worlds were often more manifestly in

contact in the Biblical ages than now necessitates a

belief in the reality of the magic spoken of in the

Scriptures. We do indeed see a connection of a

supernatural agency with magic in such a case as

that of the damsel possessed with a spirit of divina-

tion mentioned in the Acts
;
yet there the agency

of certain persouf had affected him with a kind of

rheumatism
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appears to liave been imoluntary in the damsel,

and shrewdly made profitable by her employers.

This does not establish the possibility of man being

able at his will to use supernatural powers to gain

his own ends, which is what magic has always pre-

tended to accomplish. Thus nmch we premise,

lest we should lie thought to hold latitudinarian

opinions because we treat the reality of magic as

an open question.

Without losing sight of the distinctions we have

drawn between the magic of different races, we shall

consider the notices of the subject in the Bible in

the order in which they occur. It is impossible in

every case to assign the magical practice spoken of

to a particular nation, or, when this can be done, to

determine whether it be native or borrowed, and

the general absence of details renders any other

system of classification hable to error.

The theft and carrying away of Laban's tera-

phim (D"'D"irn) by Rachel seems to uidicate the

practice of magic in Padan-aram at this early time.

It appears that Laban attached great value to these

objects, from what he said as to the theft, and his

determined search for them (Gen. xxxi. 19, 30,

32-35). It may be supposed from the manner in

which they were hidden that these teraphim were

not very small. The most important point is that

Laban calls them his " gods " (ibid. 30, 32),

although he was not without belief in the true God
(24, 49-53); for this makes it almost certain that

we have here not an indication of the worship of

strange gods, but the first notice of a superstition

that afterwards obtained among those Israelites who
added corrupt practices to the true religion." The
derivation of the name teraphim is extremely ob-

scure. Gesenius takes it from an "unused" root,

P)"^n, which he supposes, from the Arabic, prob-

ably signified "to live pleasantly" (Thes. s. v.).

It may, however, be reasonably conjectured that

such a root would have had, if not in Hebrew, in

the language whence the Hebrews took it or its

derivative, the proper meaning "to dance," cor-

responding to this, which would then be its tropical

meaning.* We should prefer, if no other deriva-

tion be found, to suppose that the name teraphim

might mean "dancers" or " causers of dancing,"

with reference either to primitive nature-worship

«

a Laban's expression in Gen. xxx. 27, " I have

augured " ("'ntt7n3\ may refer to divination ; but

the context makes it more reasonable not to take it in

a literal sense.

* The Arabic root v^wj certainly means "he'7^

abounded in the comforts of life," and the like, but
the corresponding ancient Egyptian word TERF or

TREF, " to dance," suggests that this is a tropical

signification, especially as in the Indo-European lan-

guages, if our " to trip" preserve the proper sense and
the Sanskrit trip and the Greek repTrw tlie tropical

sense of the root, we have the same word with the

two meanings. We believe also that, in point of age,

precedence should be given to the ancient Egyptian
word before tlie Semitic, and that in the former lan-

guage an objective sense is always the proper sense,

and a subjective the tropical, when a word is used in

both significations. We think that this principle is

equally true of the Semitic group, although it may
be contested with reference to the Indo-European
languages.
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or its magical rites of the character of shamanism,
rather than that it signifies, as Gesenius suggests,

"givers of pleasant life." There seems, however,

to be a cognate word, unconnected with the " un-

used " root just mentioned, in ancient Egyptian,

whence we may obt^n a conjectural derivation.

We do not of course trace the worship of teraphim
to the sojourn in Eg3'pt. They were probably those

objects of the pre-Abrahamite idolatry, put away
by order of Jacob (Gen. xxxv. 2-4), yet retained

even in Joshua's time (Josh. xxiv. 14); and, if so,

notwithstanding his exhortation, abandoned only

for a space (Judg. xvii., xviii.); and they were also

known to the Babylonians, being used by them for

divination (Ez. xxi. 21). But there is great reason

for supposing a close connection between the oldest

language and religion of Chaldasa, and the ancient

I'gyptian language and religion. The Egyptian

word TER signifies " a shape, type, transforma-

tion," '< and has for its determinative a mummy:
it is used in the Ritual, where the various transfor-

mations of the deceased in Hades are described

(Todtenbuch, ed. Lepsius, ch. 76 fF.). The small

mummy-shaped figure, SHEBTEE, usually made
of baked clay covered with a blue vitreous varnish,

representing the Egyptian as deceased, is of a na-

ture connecting it with magic, since it was made
with the idea that it secured benefits in Hades;
and it is connected with the word TER, for it

represents a mummy, the determinative of that

word, and was considered to be of use in the state

in which the deceased passed through transforma-

tions, TERU. The ditJiculty which forbids our

doing more than conjecture a relation between

TER and teraphim is the want in the former of

the third radical of the latter; and in our present

state of ignorance respecting the ancient Egyptian

and the primitive language of Chalda?a in their

vcrb(d relations to the Semitic family it is impos-

sible to say whether it is likely to be explained.

The possible coimection with the Egyptian religious

magic is, however, not to be slighted, especially as

it is not improbable that the household idolatry

of the Hebrews was ancestral worship, and the

SHEBTEE was the image of a deceased man or

woman, as a mummy, and therefore as an Osiris,

bearing the insignia of that divinity, and so in a

manner as a deified dead person, although we do

not know that it was used in the ancestral worship

c In the fragments ascribed (o Sauchoniatho, which,

whatever their age and author, cannot be doubted to

be genuine, the Ba?tulia are characterized in a manner
that illustrates this supposition. The Baitulia, it must
be remembered, were sacred stones, the reverence of

which in Syria in the historical times was a relic of

the early low nature-worship with which fetishism or

shamanism is now everywhere associated. The words

used, 'Enevorjcrf de'o'; Ovpav'of BaiTuAia, Ai'9ovs itJ.i)iv\ovi

/liTjxarrjo-ajufi'OS (Cory, Anc. Frag. p. 12), cannot be held

to me;in more than that Uranus contrived living stones,

but the idea of contriving and the term " living " imply

motion in tliese stones.

'' Egyptologists have genei-ally read this word TER.
Mr. Birch, however, reads it CIIEl'ER (SHEl'EK accord-

ing to the writer's .lystem of transcription). The bal-

ance is decided by the discovery of the Coptic equiva-

lent TOf, " tninsmutare," in which the absence

of the final R is explained by a peculiar but regular

modification which the writer was the first to point

out (IliEROOLTPmcs EncydopcBdia Britaniiica, 8th ed.

p. 421).
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of the Egyptians. It is inipoi-tant to notice that

no singular is found of the word teraphini, and

that the plural form is once used where only one

statue seems to be meant (1 Sam. xix. 13, 16): in

this case it may be a "plural of excellence." If

the latter inference be true, this word must have

become thoroughly Semiticized. There is no de-

scription of these images; but from the account

of jNIichal's stratagem to deceive Saul's messengers,

it is evident, if only one image be there meant, as

is very probable, that they were at least sometimes

of the size of a man, and perhaps in the head and

shoulders, if not lower, of human shape, or of a

similar form {Id. 13-10).

The worship or use of teraphim after the occi^

pation of the Promised Land cannot be doubted

to have been one of the corrupt practices of those

Hebrews who leant to idolatry, but did not abandon

their belief in the God of Israel. Although the

Scriptures draw no marked distinction between

those who forsook their religion and those who
added to it such corruptions, it is evident that the

latter always professed to be orthodox. Teraphim

therefore cannot be regarded as among the Hebrews

necessarily connected with strange gods, whatever

may have Ijeen the case with other nations. The
account of Micah's images in the Book of Judges,

compared with a passage in Hosea, shows our con-

clusion to be correct. In the earliest days of the

occupation of the Promised 'Land, in the time of

anarchy that followed Joshua's rule, Micah, " a

man of JMount Ephraim," made certain images and

other objects of heretical worship, which were stolen

from him by those Danites who took Laish and

called it iJan, there setting up idolatry, where it

continued the whole time that the ark was at

ShUoh, the priests retaining their post " until the

day of the captivity of the land " (Judg. xvii.,

xviii., esp. 30, 31). Probably this worship was

somewhat changed, although not in its essential

character, when Jeroboam set up the golden calf at

Dan. Micah's idolatrous objects were a graven

image, a molten image, an ephod, and teraphim

(xvii. 3, 4, 5, xviii. 17, 18, 20). In Hosea there

is a retrospect of this period where the prophet

takes a harlot, and commands her to be faithful to

him "many days." It is added: "For the chil-

dren of Israel shall abide many days without a

king, and without a prince, and without a sacrifice,

and without an image [or "pillar," n3^_^], and

without an ephod, and teraphim: afterward shall

the children of Israel return, and seek .Jehovah

their God, and David their king; and shall fear

Jehovah and His goodness iu the latter days " (iii.

esp. 4, 5). The apostate people are long to be

without their spurious king and false worship, and

in the end are to return to their loyalty to the

house of David and their faith in the true God.

That Dan should be connected with Jeroboam

"who made Israel to sin," and with the kingdom
which he founded, is most natural; and it is there-

fore worthy of note that the images, ephod, and

teraphim made by Micah and stolen and set up by

the Danites at Dan should so nearly correspond

with the objects spoken of by the prophet. It has

been imagined that the use of teraphim and the
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similar abominations of the heretical Israelites are

not so strongly condemned in the Scriptures as the

worship of strange gods. This mistake arises from

the mention of pious kings who did not suppress

the high places, which proves only their timidity,

and not any lesser sinfulness hi the spurious religion

than in false systems borrowed from the peoples of

Canaan and neighboring countries. The cruel rites

of the heathen are indeed especially reprobated, but

the heresy of the Israelites is too emphatically de-

nounced, by Samuel in a passage to be soon exam-
ined, and in the repeated condemnation of Jeroboam
the son of Nebat " who made Israel to sin," for it

to be possible that we should take a view of it con-

sistent only with modern sophistry."

We pass to the magical use of teraphim. By the

Israelites they were consulted for oracular answers.

This was apparently done by the Danites who
asked Micah's Levite to inquire as to the success

of their spying expedition (Judg. xviii. 5, 6). In
later times this is distinctly stated of the Israelites

where Zechariah says, " For the teraphim have
spoken vanity, and the diviners have seen a lie, and
have told false dreams" (x. 2). It cannot be sup-

posed that, as this first positive mention of the use

of teraphim for divination by the Israelites is after

the return from Babylon, and as that use obtained

with the Babylonians in the time of Nebuchadnez-
zar, therefore the Israelites borrowed it from their

conquerors; for these objects are mentioned in

earUer places in such a manner that their connec-

tion with divination must be intended, if we bear

in mind that this connection is undoubted in a
subsequent period. Samuel's reproof of Saul for

his disobedience in the matter of Amalek, asso-

ciates "divination" with "vanity," or "idols"

CJIS), and " teraphim," however we render the

difficult passage where these words occur (1 Sam

XV. 22, 23). (The word rendered "vanity," ^."IM,

is especially used with reference to idols, and even

in some places stands alone for an idol or idols.)

When Saul, having put to death the workers in

black arts, finding himself rejected of God in his

extremity, sought the witch of Endor, and asked

to see Samuel, the prophet's apparition denounced
his doom as the punishment of this very disobedi-

ence as to Amalek. The reproof would seem,

therefore, to have been a prophecy that the self-

confident king would at the last alienate himself

from God, and take refuge in the very abominations

he despised. This apparent reference tends to con-

firm the inference we have indicated. As to a later

time, when Josiah's reform is related, he is said to

have put away " the wizards, and the teraphim,

and the idols " (2 K. xxiii. 24) ; where the mention

of the teraphim immediately after the wizards,

and as distinct from the idols, seems to favor the

inference that they are spoken of as objects used in

divination.

The only account of the act of divining by tera-

phim is in a remarkable passage of Ezekiel relating

to Nebuchadnezzar's advance against Jerusalem.
" Also, thou son of man, appoint thee two ways,

that the sword of the king of Babylon may come

:

both twain [two swords] shall come forth out of

^

a Kalisch, in his Commentary on Genesis (pp. 533, should be deprived not alone of true religion, but

534), considers the use of teraphim as a comparatively even of the resource of their mild household super-

harmless form of idolatry, and explains the passage stitions. He thus entirely misses the sense of the

in Hosea quoted above as meaning that the Israelites I passage and makes the Bible contradictory.
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one land : and choose thou a place, choose [it] at

the head of the way to the city. Aiipoint a way,

that the sword may come to Kabbath of the Am-
monites, and to Judah in Jerusalem the defenced.

For the king of Babylon stood at the parting of the

way, at the head of the two ways, to use divina-

tion : he shuffled arrows, he consulted with terapliim,

he loolved in the liver. At his right hand was the

divination for Jerusalem" (xxi. 19-22). The men-

tion together of consulting terapliim and looking

into the liver, may not indicate that the victim was

offered to teraphim and its liver then looked into,

but may mean two separate acts of divining. That

the former is the riglit explanation seems, however,

proliable fi-om a comparison with the LXX. ren-

dering of the account of jMichal's stratagem."

Perhaps Michal had been divining, and on the

coming of the messengers seized the image and

liver and hastily put them in the bed. — The ac-

counts which the Rabbins give of divining by tera-

phim are worthless.

Before speaking of the notices of the Egyptian

magicians in Genesis and Exodus, there is one

passage that may be examined out of the regular

order. Joseph, when his brethren left after tlieir

second visit to buy corn, ordered his steward to

hide his silver cup in Benjamin's sack, and after-

wards sent him after them, ordering him to claim

it, thus : " [Is] not this [it] in which my lord

drinketh, and whereby indeed he divineth ? " * (Gen.

xliv. 5). The meaning of the latter clause has

been contested, Gesenius translating, " he could

surely foresee it" (ap. Barrett, Synopsis, in loc),

but the other rendering seems far more probable,

especially as we read that Joseph afterwards said

to his brethren, " Wot ye not that such a man as

I can certainly divine V" (xliv. 15),— the same

word being used. If so, the reference would prob-

ably be to the use of the cu|3 in divining, and we
should have to infer that here Joseph was actin

on his own judgment [Joseph], divination being

not alone doubtless a forbidden aet, but one of

which he when called before Pharaoh had distinctly

disclaimed the practice. Two uses of cups or the

like for magical purposes have obtained in the East

from ancient times. In one use either the cup

itself bears engraved inscriptions, supposed to have

a magical influence,'^ or it is plain and such in-

scriptions are written on its inner surface in ink.

In both cases water poured into the cup is drunk

by those wishing to derive benefit, as, for instance,

the cure of diseases, from the inscriptions, which,

if written, are dissolved.'' This use, in both its

forms, obtains among the Aralis in the present day,

and cups bearing Chaldaean inscriptions in ink have
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been discovered by Mr. Layard, and probably show
that this practice existed among the Jews in Baby-

lonia in about the 7th century of the Christian era.«

In the other use the cup or bowl was of very sec-

ondary importance. It was merely the receptacle

for water, in which, after the performance of

magical rites, a boy looked to see what the magician

desired. This is precisely the same as the practice

of the modern Egyptian magicians, where the dif-

ference that ink is employed and is poured into the

palm of the boy's hand is merely accidental. A
Gnostic papyrus in Greek, written in Egypt in the

earlier centuries of the Cliristian era, now preserved

in the British Museum, describes the practice of

the lioy with a bowl, and alleges results strikingly

similar to the alleged results of the well-known

modern Egyptian magician, whose divination would

seem, therefore, to be a relic of the famous magic

of ancient Egypt./ As this latter use only is

of the nature of divination, it is probable that to

it Joseph referred. The practice may have been

prevalent in his time, and hieroglyphic inscriptions

upon tlie bowl may have given color to tlie idea

that it bad magical properties, and perhaps even

tliat it had thus led to the discovery of its place of

concealment, a discovery which must have struck

Josepli's brethren with the utmost astonishment.

The magicians of Egypt are spoken of as a class

in the histories of Joseph and Moses. When
Pharaoh's officers were troubled by their dreams,

being in prison they were at a loss for an inter-

preter. Before Jo.seph explained the dreams he

disclaimed the power of interpreting save by the

Divine aid, saying, " [Do] not interpretations

[belong] to God? tell me [them], I pray you"
(Gen. xl. 8). In like manner when Pharaoh had

his two dreams we find that he had recourse to

those wlio professed to interpret dreams. We read

:

" He sent and called for all the scribes of Egypt,

and all the wise men thereof: and Pharaoh told

them his dream ; Ijut [tliere was] none that could

interpret them unto Pharaoh" (xli. 8; comp. ver.

2i). Joseph, being sent for on the report of the

chief of the cupbearers, was told by Pharaoh that

he had heard that he could interpret a dream.

Joseph said, " [It is] not in me: God shall give

Pharaoh an answer of peace" (ver. 16). Thus,

from the expectations of the Egyptians and .Joseph's

disavowals, we see that the interpretation of dreams

was a branch of the knowledge to which the ancient

Egyptian magicians pretended. The failure of the

Egyptians in the case of Phai-aoh's dreams must

probably be regarded as the result of their inability

to give a satisfactory explanation, for it is unlikely

that they refused to attempt to interpret. The two

a The Masoretic text reads, " And Michal took the

teraphim, aad liiid [it] upon the bed, and the mattress

( vT'^S) of she-goats [or goats' hair] she put at its

head, and she covered [it] witli a cloth " [or garment]

(1 Sam. xix. 1-3). The LXX. has " the liver of goats,''

having apparently found ^33 instead of '^^35.

(Ka'i ikapev r) MeAxb\ Ta icei'OTo(|>ia, Kal eflero inl rrfu

KKiftiv, Ka'i TJrrap tmv alywv iOero Trpb; /ce(^aATJ9 avrav,

Kal cKoXui/fev avra. tfxaTt'w.

)

6 12 irn3^ trn?.

o The modern Persians apply the word Jam, signi-

fying a cup, mirror, or even globe, to magical vessels

of this kind, and relate marvels of two which they say

belonged to their ancient king Jemsheed and to Alex-

110

ander the Great. The former of these, called Jiim-i-

Jem or Jam-i-Jemsheed, is famous in Persian poetry.

D'Herbelot quotes a Turkish poet who thus alludes to

this belief in magical cups :
" ^Vhen I shall have been

illmninated by the light of heaven my soul will be-

come the mirror of the world, in which I shall dis-

cover the most hidden secrets " {Bibliotheijue Orientcde,

s. V. " Giam ").

d Modern Egyptians, 5th edit. chap. xi.

e Nineveh and Bnhi/lon, p. 509, &c. There is an

excellent paper on these bowls by Dr. Levy of Breslau,

in the Zritsc/iri/t dtr Deiilsc/i. Morgenland. Gesellscha/t,

ix. p. 465, &c."

,/' See the Modern Egyptians, 5th edit. chap. xil. for

an account of the performances of this magician, and

Mr. Lane's opinion as to the causes of their occasional

apparent success.
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words used to designate tlie interpreters sent for

by Pharaoh are u^^pl^, " scribes "(?) and

C^XiSn, " wise men." «

We again hear of the magicians of Egypt in the

narrative of the events before the Exodus. They

were summoned by Pharaoh to oppose Moses. The

account of what they effected requires to be care-

fully examined, from its bearing on the question

whether magic be an imposture. We read :
" And

the Lord spake unto Moses and unto Aaron, saying,

When Phara<jh shall speak unto you, saying. Show
a miracle for you: then thou shalt say unto Aaron,

Take thy rod, and cast [it] before Pharaoh, [and]

it shall become a serpent."' * It is then related that

Aaron did thus, and afterwards: " Then Pharaoh

also called the wise men <^ and the enchanters : ''

now they, the scribes "= of Egypt, did so by their

secret arts:/ for they cast down every man his rod,

and they became serpents, but Aaron's rod swal-

lowed up their rods " (Ex. vii. 8-12). The rods

were probably long staves like those represented on

the Egyptian monuments, not much less than the

height of a man. If the word used mean here a

serpent, the l>>gyptian magicians may have feigned

a change : if it signify a crocodile they could scarcely

have done so. The names by which the magicians

are designated are to be noted. That which we

render "scribes" seems here to have a general

signification, including wise men and enchanters.

The last term is more definite in its meaning, de-

noting users of incantations, s On the occasion of

the first plague, the turning the rivers and waters

of Egypt into blood, the opposition of the magicians

again occurs. " And the scribes of Egypt did so

by their secret arts " (vii. 22). When the second

plague, that of frogs, was sent, the magicians again

made the same opposition (viii. 7). Once more

they appear in the history. The plague of lice

came, and we read that when Aaron had worked

the wonder the magicians opposed him: " And the

scribes did so by their secret arts to bring forth the

lice, but they could not: so there were lice upon

man and upon beast. And the scribes said unto

a The fonuiT word is difficult of explanation. It is

to be noticed that it is also used for a class of the

Babylonian magi (Dan. i. 20, ii. 2) ; so that it can

scarcely be supposed to be an Egyptian word Hebrai-

cized. E;;yptiaa equivalents have however been sought

for ; and Jablonsky suggests GpXCDjfJL, ^'''«"-

matiirgiis, and Ignatius Rossi C^pGCTUOJUL
"guardian of secret things" (ap. Ues. Thes. s. v.),

both of which are far too unlike the Hebrew to have

any probability. To derive it from the Persian

A 1 in,> /^
j
"endued with wisdom," when occur-

ring in Daniel, is puerile, as Gesenius admits. He

suggests a Hebrew origin, and takes it either from

tD~in, " a pen or stylus," and C — formative, or

supposes it to be a quadriliteral, formed from the

triliteral tD"in. the " unused " root of IDIP, and
- T '

C^n, " he or it was sacred." The former seems far

more probable at first sight ; a&d the latter would not

have had any weight were it not for its likeness to

the Greek U^oypaixiJ-areu? , used of Egyptian religious

scribes ; a resemblance which, moreover, loses much

of its value when we find that in hieroglyphics there

is no exactly corresponding expression. Notwith-

Btanding these Hebrew derivations, Gesenius inclines
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Pharaoh, This [is] the finger of God: but Pharaoh's

heart was hardened, and he hearkened not unto

them, as the Lord had said " (viii. 18, 19, Heb. 14,

1.5). After tliis we hear no more of the magicians.

All we can gather from the narrative is that the

appearances produced by them were sufficient to

deceive Pharaoh on three occasions. It is nowhere

declared that they actually produced wonders, since

the expression " the scribes did so by their secret

arts " is used on the occasion of their complete

failure. Nor is their statement that in the wonders

wrought by Aaron they saw the finger of God any

proof that they recognized a power superior to the

native objects of worship they invoked, for we find

that the Egyptians frequently spoke of a supreme

being as God. It seems rather as though they had

said, " Our juggles are of no avail against the work

of a divinity." There is one later mention of these

transactions, which adds to our information, but

does not decide the main question. St. Paul men-

tions Jannes and Jambres as having " withstood

Moses," and says that their folly in doing so be-

came manifest (2 Tim. iii. 8, 9). The Egyptian

character of these names, the first of which is, in

our opinion, found in hieroglyphics, does not favor

the opinion, which seems inconsistent with the

character of an inspired record, that the Apostle

cited a prevalent tradition of the Jews. [Jannes
AND Jambkes.]

We -turn to the Egyptian illustrations of this

part of the subject. Magic, as we have before re-

marked, was inherent in the ancient Egyptian

religion. The Ritual is a system of incantations

and directions for making annilets, with the object

of securing the future happiness of the disembodied

soul. However obscure the belief of the Egyptians

as to the actual character of the state of the soul

after death may be to us, it cannot be doubted that

the knowledge and use of the magical amulets and

incantations treated of in the Ritual was held to be

necessary for future happiness, although it was not

believed that they alone could ensure it, since to

have done good works, or, more strictly, not to have

committed certain sins, was an essential condition

to the idea that a similar Egyptian word was im-

itated : instancing Abrech, Moses, and behemoth

(TJ^pS, ntt?a, niana); but no one of these

can be proved to be Egyptian in origin, and there is

no strong ground for seeking any but a Hebrew ety-

mology for the second and third (^Thes. 1. c). The

most similar word is Hashmannim, D"^2^P.''n (Pa.

Ixviii. 31, Heb. 32), which we suppose to be Egyptian,

meaning Hermopolites, with perhaps, in the one place

where it occurs, a reference to the wisdom of the

citizens of HermopolLs Magna, the city of Thoth, the

Egyptian Hermes. [HASHMANNrw.] We prefer to keep

to the Hebrew derivation simply from ti^H; *°*^ '**

read ' scribes," the idea of magicians being probably

understood. The other word, C^^^n, does not
• T -:

'

seem to mean any special class, but merely the wise

men of Egypt generally.

6 van. <' D'^'psn. d n>Di»Dp.

The word D'^tDnv, elsewhere D^t^V (ver. 252,

viii. 7, 18, Heb. 3, 14), signifies " secret " or " hidden

arts," from tO^lb (lOM^', 1271^), " he or it covered

over, hid, or wrapped up."
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ot the acquittal of the soul in the great trial in

Hades. The thoroughly magical character of the

Eitual is most strikingly evident in the minute

directions given for making amulets {Todtenbuch

,

eh. 100, 129, 134), and the secresy enjoined in one

case to those thus occupied (133). The later

chapters of the Ritual (1G3-165), held to have been

added after the compilation or composition of the

rest, which theory, as M. Chabas has well remarked,

does not prove their much more modern date {Le

Papyrus Mayique Harris, p. 102), contain mysti-

cal names not bearing an Egyptian etymology.

These names have been thought to be Ethiopian

;

they either have no signification, and are mere

magical gibberish, or else they are, mainly at least,

of foreign origui. Besides the Ritual, the ancient

Egyptians had books of a purely magical character,

such as that which M. Chabas has just edited in

his work referred to above. The main source of

their belief in the efficacy of magic appears to have

been the idea that the souls of the dead, whether

justified or condemned, had the power of revisiting

the earth and taking various forms. This belief is

abundantly used in the moral tale of " The Two
Brothers," of which the text has been recently

published by the Trustees of the British Museum
(Select Papijri, Part II.), and we learn from this

ancient papyrus the age and source of much of the

machinery of mediteval fictions, both eastern and

western. A likeness that strikes us at once in the

case of a fiction is not less true of the Ritual ; and

the perils encountered by the soul in Hades are the

first rude indications of the adventures of the heroes

of Arab and German romance. The regions of

terror traversed, the mystic portals that open alone

to magical words, and the monsters whom magic

alone can deprive of their power to injure, are here

ah'eady in the book that in part was found in the

reign of king Mencheres four thousand years ago.

Bearing in mind the Nigritian nature of Egyptian

magic, we may look for the source of these ideas in

primitive Africa. There we find the realities of

which the ideal form is not greatly distorted, though

greatly intensified. The forests that clothe the

southern slopes of snowy Atlas, full of fierce beasts

;

the vast desert, untenanted save by harmful rep-

tiles, swept by sand-storms, and ever burning under

an unchanging sun ; the marshes of the south,

teeming with brutes of vast size and strength, are

the several zones of the Egyptian Hades. The
creatures of the desert and the plains and slopes,

the crocodile, the pach^dermata, the lion, perchance

the gorilla, are the genii that hold this land of fear.

In what dread must the first scanty population

have held dangers and enemies still feared liy their

swarming posterity. No wonder then that the

imaginative Nigritians were struck with a super-

stitious fear that certain conditions of external

nature always produce with races of a low type,

where a higher feeling would only be touched by

the analogies of life and death, of time and eternity.

No wonder that, so struck, tlie primitive race

imagined the evils of the unseen world to be the

recurrence of those against which they struggled

while on earth. That there is some ground for our

theory, besides the generalization which led us to

it, is shown by a usual Egyptian name of Hades,

"the West;" and that the wild regions west of

a For the facts respecting Egyptian magic here

stated we are greatly indebted to M. Chabas' remark-

able work We do not, however, agree with some of
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Egypt might directly give birth to such fancies as

form the connnon ground of the machinery, not

the general belief, of the Ritual, as well as of the

machinery of media;val fiction, is shown by the

fables that the rude Arabs of our own day tell of

the wonders they have seen.

Like all nations who have practiced magic gen-

erally, the Egyptians separated it into a lawful kind

and an unlawful. M. Chabas has proved this from

a papyrus which he finds to contain an account of

the prosecution, in the reign of Rameses HI. (B.

C. cir. 1220), of an official for unlawfully acquiring

and using magical books, the king's property. The
culprit was convicted and punished with death (p.

169 flF.).

A belief in unlucky and lucky days, in actions to

be avoided or done on certain days, and in the

fortime attending birth on certain days, was ex-

tremely strong, as we learn from a remarkable

ancient calendar {Select Papyri^ Part I.) and the

evidence of writers of antiquity. A religious prej-

udice, or the occurrence of some great calamity,

probably lay at the root of this observance of days.

Of the former, the birthday of Typhon, the fifth of

the Epagomense, is an instance. Astrology was

also held in high honor, as the calendars of certain

of the tombs of the kings, stating the positions of

the stars and their influence on different parts of the

body, show us ; but it seems doubtful whether this

branch of magical arts is older than the XVIlIth
dynasty, although certain stars were held in rev-

erence in the time of thelVth dynasty. The belief

in omens probably did not take an important place

in Egyptian magic, if we may judge from the ab-

sence of direct mention of them. The superstition

as to " the evil eye " appears to have been known,

but there is nothing else that we can class with

phenomena of the nature of animal magnetism.

Two classes of learned men had the charge of the

magical books: one of these, the name of which

has not been read phoneticaUy, would seem to cor-

respond to the " scribes," as we render the word,

spoken of in the history of Joseph ; whereas the

other has the general sense of " wise men," like the

other class there mentioned.'^

There are no representations on the monuments
that can be held to relate directly to the practice

of this art, but the secret passages in the thickness

of the wall, lately opened in the great temple of

Dendarah, seem to have been intended for some

purpose of imposture.

The Law contains very distinct prohibitions of

all magical arts. Besides several passages con-

demning them, in one place there is a specification

which is so full that it seems evident that its object

is to include every kind of magical art. The
reference is to the practices of Canaan, not to those

of Egypt, which indeed do not seem to have been

brought away by the Israelites, who, it may be

remarked, apparently did not adopt Egyptian idol-

atry, but only that of foreigners settled in Egypt.

[Re.mphan.]

The Israelites are commanded, in the place re-

ferred to, not to learn the abominations of the peo-

ples of the Promised Land. Then follows this

prohibition :
•' There shall not be found with thee

one who offereth his son or his daughter by fire, a

his deductions ; and the theory we have put forth of

the origin of Egyptian magic is purely our own.
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practicer of divinations (D'^J2Df7 Dpp), a worker

of hidden arts ("JS'll^tt), an augurer (tt-'nap), an

enchanter (?1ti?5^)) o*" a fabricator of charms

("l^n "llin), or an inquirer by a familiar spirit

(^'"IM bwii?), or a wizard (,'*3!."T',), or a consulter

of the dead (Q\'71?2n "bs W"}"^)-" It is added

that these are abominations, and that on account

of their practice the nations of Canaan were to be

driven out (Deut. xviii. 9-14, esp. 10, 11). It is

remarkable that the offering of children should be

mentioned in connection with magical arts. The
passage in Micah, which has been supposed to pre-

serve a question of Balak and an answer of Balaam,

when the soothsajer was sent for to curse Israel,

should be here noticed, for the questioner asks,

after speaking of sacrifices of usual kinds, "Shall I

give my first-born [for] my transgression, the fruit

of my body [for] the sin of my soul? " (vi. .5-8).

Perhaps, however, child-sacrifice is specified on ac-

count of its atrocity, which would connect it with

secret arts, which we know were frequentlj- in later

times the causes of cruelty. The terms which fol-

low appear to refer properly to eight diflerent kinds

of magic, but some of them are elsewhere used m
a general sense. 1. D^JlDf? DDp is literally

" a diviner of divinations." The verb CDp is
-'t

used of false prophets, but also in a general sense

for divining, as in the narrative of Saul's consulta-

tion of the witch of Eiidor, where the king says

" divine unto me (I2'"1W2 "^y S^'^'ttipp), I pray

thee, by the familiar spirit " (1 Sam. xxviii. 8).

2. ^IJll^P conveys the idea of " one who acts cov-

ertly," and so "a worker of hidden arts." The

meaning of the root "I?!^ is covering, and the sup-

posed connection with fascination by the eyes, like

the notion of " the evil eye," as though the original

root were "the eye" i'l^'S), seems untenable."

3. tt7n5P, which we render " an augurer," is

from ti-'HS, which is literally " he or it hissed or

whispered," and in Piel is applied to the practice

of enchantments, but also to divining generally, as

in the case of Joseph's cup, and where, evidently

referring to it, he tells his brethren that he could

divine, although in both places it has been read

more vaguely with the sense to foresee or make trial

(Gen. xUv. 5, 15). We therefore render it by a

term which seems appropriate but not too definite.

The supposed connection of WH^ with 127113.

" a serpent," as though meaning serpent-di^ina-

tion, must be rejected, the latter word rather com-
ing from the former, with the signification ' ' a

hisser." I* 4. ^t^DD signifies "an enchanter:"
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the original meaning of the verb was probably " he

prayed," and the strict sense of this word •' one

who uses incantations." 5. "^^H "liH seems

to mean " a fabricator of material charms or amu-

lets," if "l^n, when used of practicing sorcery,

means to bind magical knots, and not to bind a

person by spells. 6. 21S 7Stt7 is " an inquirer

by a familiar spirit." The second term signifies a

bottle,'^ a familiar spirit consulted by a soothsayer,

and a soothsayer having a familiar spirit. The

LXX. usually render the plural HISS by iyyao-

Tpi/j-vdoL, which has been rashly translated ventril-

oquists, for it may not signify what we understand

by the latter, but refer to the mode in which sooth-

sayers of this kind gave out their responses : to this

subject we shall recur later. The consulting of

familiar spirits may mean no more than invoking

them; but in the Acts we read of a damsel pos-

sessed with a spirit of divination (xvi. lG-18) in

very distinct terms. This kind of sorcery— divin-

ation by a familiar spirit— was practiced by the

witch of Endor. 7. ''31?^.''., which we render " a

wizard," is properly "a wise man," but is always

applied to wizards and false prophets. Gesenius

(
Tlies. s. V.) supposes that in Lev. xx. 27 it is used

of a familiar spirit, but surely the reading " a wiz-

ard "is there more probable. 8. The last term,

D"^nX2n"7S tl^'n'T, is very explicit, meaning " a

consulter of the dead : " necromancer is an exact

translation if the original signification of the latter

is retained, instead of the more general one it now
usually bears. In the Law it was commanded that

a man or woman who had a familiar spirit, or a

wizard, should be stoned (Lev. xx. 27). An " en-

chantress" (nDt£?5^) was not to live (Ex. xxii.

18; Heb. 17). Using augury and hidden arts was

also forbidden (Lev. xix. 26).

The history of Balaam shows the belief of some

ancient nations in the powers of soothsayers. When
the Israelites had begun to conquer the Land of

Promise, Balak the king of Moab and the elders of

Midian, resorting to Pharaoh's expedient, sent by

messengers with " the rewards of divination

(? D'^^D") in their hands" (Num. xxii. 7) for

Balaam the diviner (DDIpn, Josh. xiii. 22),

whose fame was known to them though he dwelt in

Aram. Balak's message shows what he believed

Balaam's powers to be: " Behold, there is a people

come out from Egypt: behold, they cover the face

of the earth, and they abide over against me: come

now therefore, I pray thee, curse me this people;

for they [are] too mighty for nie: peradventuie I

shall prevail, [that] we may smite them, and [that]

I may drive them out of the land: for I wot that he

whom thou blessest [is] blessed : and he whom thou

cursest is cursed " (Num. xxii. 5, 6). We are

told, however, that Balaam, warned of God, first

a The ancient Egyptians seem to have held the

superstition of the evil eye, for an eye is the determin-

ative of a word which appears to signify some kind of

magic (Chabas, Papyrus Magique Harris, p. 170 and
note 4).

b The name Nahshon (^"1tt7n3), of a prince of

Juiah in the second year after the Exodus (Num. i. 7
;

Ex. vi. 23 ; Ruth iv. 20, &c.), means "enchanter:"

it was probably used as a proper name in a vague

sense.

c This meaning suggests the probability that the

Arab idea of the evil Jinn having been inclosed in bot-

tles by Solomon was derived from some Jewish tra-

dition.
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saiJ that he could not speak of himself, and then by

inspiration blessed those whom he had been sent

for to cm-se. He apjjears to have received inspira-

tion in a vision or a trance. In one place it is said,

" And Balaam saw that it was good in the eyes of

the Loud to bless Israel, and he went not, now as

before, to the meeting enchantments (Q'^irn?),

but he set his face to the wilderness" (xxiv. 1).

From this it would seem that it was his wont to

use enchantments, and that when on other occasions

he went away after the sacrifices had been offered,

he hoped that he could prevail to obtain the wish

of those who had sent for him, but was constantly

defeated. The building new altars of the mystic

number of seven, and the offering of seven oxen and

seven rams, seem to show that Balaam had some

such idea; and the marked manner in which he

declared "there is no enchantment (ttTl^) against

Jacob, and no divination (CDp.) against Israel
"

(xxiii. 23), that he had come in the hope that they

would have availed, the diviner here being made to

declare his own powerlessness while he blessed those

whom he was sent for to curse. The case is a very

difficult one, since it shows a man who was used as

an instrument of declaring God's will trusting in

practices that could only have incurred his dis-

pleasure. The simplest explanation seems to be

that Balaam was never a true prophet but on this

occasion, when the enemies of Israel were to be sig-

nally confounded. This history affords a notable

instance of the failure of magicians in attempting to

resist the Divine will.

The account of Saul's consulting the witch of

Endor is the foremost place in Scripture of those

which refer to magic. The supernatural terror

with which it is full cannot however be proved to

be due to this art, for it has always been held by

sober critics that the appearing of Samuel was per-

mitted for the purpose of declarinw; the doom of

Saul, and not that it was caused by the incanta-

tions of a sorceress. As, however, the narrative

is allowed to be very difficult, we may look for a

moment at the evidence of its authenticity. The

details are strictly in accordance wath the age:

there is a simplicity in the manners described that

is foreign to a later time. The circumstances are

agreeable with the rest of the history, and especially

with all we know of Saul's character. Here, as

ever, he is seen resolved to gain his ends without

caring what wrong he does; he wishes to consult

a prophet, and asks a witch to call up his shade.

!Most of all, the vigor of the narrative, showing us

the scene in a few words, proves its antiquity and

genuineness. We can see no reason whatever for

supposing that it is an interpolation.

" Now Samuel was dead, and all Israel had

lamented him, and buried him in Ramah, even in

his own city. And Saul had put away those that

had familiar spirits, and the wizards, out of the

land. And the Philistines gathered themselves

together, and came and pitched in Shuneni; and

Saul gathered all Israel together, and they pitched

in Gilboa." That the Philistines should have ad-

vanced so far, spreading in the plain of Ksdraelon,

^he garden of the Holy Land, shows the straits to

which Saul had come. Here iu times of faith

Sisera was defeated by Barak, and the Midianites

were smitten by Gideon, some of the army of the

former perishing at En-dor itself (Ps. Ixxxiii. 9, 10).

" And when Saul saw the host of the Philistines,
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he was afraid, and his heart greatly trembled. And
when Saul inquired of the Lord, the Loud an-

swered him not, neither by dreams, nor by Urim,

nor by prophets. Then said Saul unto his servants,

Seek me a woman that (;^ath a familiar spirit, that

I may go to her, and enquire of her. And his

servants said to him, Behold, [there is] a woman
that hath a famiUar spirit at En-dor. And Saul

disguised himself, and put on other raiment, and

he went, and two men with him, and they came to

the woman by night." En-dor lay in the territory

of Issachar, about 7 or 8 miles to the northward

of Mount Gilboa. Its name, the " fountain of

Uor," may connect it with the Phoenician city Dor,

which was on the coast to the westward." If so,

it may have retained its stranger-population, and

been therefore chosen by the witch as a place where

she might with less danger than elsewhere practice

her arts. It has been noticed that the mountain

on whose slope the modern village stands is hol-

lowed into rock-hewn caverns, in one of which the

witch may prol)ably have dwelt. [En-dor.] Saul's

disguise, and his journeying by night, seem to have

been taken that he might not alarm the woman,

rather than because he may have passed through a

part of the Philistine force. The Philistines held

the plain, having their camp at Shunem, whither

they had pushed on from Aphek : the Israelites

were at first encamped by a fountain at Jezreel, but

when their enemies had advanced to Jezreel they

appear to have retired to the slopes of Gilboa,

whence there was a way of retreat either into the

mountains to the south, or across Jordan. The

latter seems to have been the line of flight, as,

though Saul was slain on Jlount (iilboa, his body

was fastened to the wall of Beth-shan. Thus Saul

could have scarcely reached lui-dor without passing

at least very near tlie army of the Philistines.

' And he said. Divine unto me, I pray thee, by the

familiar spirit, and bring me [him] up, whom I

shall name unto thee." It is noticeable that here

witchcraft, the inquiring by a famili.ar spirit, and

necromancy, are all connected as though but a

single art, which favors the idea that the prohibition

in Deuteronomy specifies every name by which

magical arts were known, rather than so many

different kinds of arts, in order that no one should

attempt to evade the condemnation of such prac-

tices by any subterfuge. It is evident that Saul

thought he might be able to call up Sanmel by the

aid of the witch ; but this does not prove what was

his own general conviction, or the prevalent con-

viction of the Israehtes on the subject. He was iu

a great extremity: his kingdom in danger: himself

forsaken of God : he was weary with a night-

journey, perhaps of risk, perhaps of great leiigth

to avoid the enemy, and faint with a day's fasting

:

lie was conscious of wrong as, probably for the first

time, he commanded uidioly rites and heard in the

gloom unholy incantations. In such a strait no

man's judgment is steady, and Saul may have

asked to see Sanuiel in a moment of sudden desper-

ation when he had only meant to demand an

oracular answer. It may even be thought that,

yearning for the counsel of Sanuiel, and longing to

iearn if the net that he felt closing about him were

one from which he should never escape, Saul had

that keener sense that some say comes in the last

a Dor is said to have taken its name from Dorus, a

son of Neptune, whose name reminds one of Taras, the

founder of Tarentum.
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hours of life, and so, conscious that the prophet's

shade was near, or was alwut to come, at once

sought to see and speak with it, though this had
not been before purposed. Strange things we know
occur at the moment when man feels he is about

to die," and if there be any time when the unseen
world is felt while yet unentered, it is when the

soul comes first within the chill of its long-projected

shadow. " And the woman said unto him. Behold,

thou knowest what Saul hath done, how he hath

cut off those that have familiar spirits, and the

wizards, out of the land: wherefore then layest

thou a snare for my life, to cause me to die? And
Saul sware to her by the Lord, saying, [As] the

LoiiD liveth, there shall no punishment happen to

thee for this thing." Nothing more shows Saul's

desperate resolution than his thus swearing when
engaged in a most unholy act— a terrible profanity

that makes the horror of the scene complete.

Everything being prepared, the final act takes place.

" Then said the woman. Whom shall I bring up
unto thee ? And he said, Bring me up Samuel.

And when the woman saw Samuel, she cried with

a loud voice: and the woman spake to Saul, saying,

Why hast thou deceived me? for thou [art] Saul.

And the king said unto her, Be not afraid : for

what sawest thou? And the woman said unto

Saul, I saw gods ascending out of the earth. And
he said unto her, What [is] his form ? And she

said. An old man cometh up; and he [is] covered

with a mantle. And Saul perceived that it [was]

Samuel, and he stooped with [his] face to the

ground, and bowed himself. And Samuel said to

Saul, Why hast thou disquieted [or " disturbed "]

me, to bring me up? And Saul answered, I am
sore distressed; for the Philistines make war against

me, and God is departed from me, and answereth

me no more, neither by prophets, nor by dreams

:

therefore I have called thee, that thou mayest make
known unto me what I shall do. Then said

Samuel, Wherefore then dost thou ask of me, seeing

the Lord is departed from thee, and is become
thine enemy? And the Lord hath done to him,

as he spake by me: for the Lord hath rent the

kingdom out of thine hand, and given it to thy

neighbor, [even] to David : because thou obeyedst

not the voice of the Lord, nor executedst his fierce

wrath upon Amalek, therefore hatli the Lord done
this thing unto thee this day. Moreover, the Lord
will also deliver Israel with thee into the hand of

the Philistines: and to-morrow [shalt] thou and

thy sons [be] with me : the Lord also shall deliver

the host of Israel into the hand of the Philistines.

Then Saul fell straightway all along on the earth,

and was sore afraid, because of the words of Samuel

:

and there was no strength in him; for he had eaten

no bread all the day, nor all the night" (1 Sam.
xxviii. .3-20). The woman clearly was terrified by
an unexpected apparition when she saw Samuel.

She must therefore either have been a mere juiigler,

or one who had no power of working magical won-

a We may instance the well-known circumstance

that men who have been near death by drowning have

asserted that in the last moments of consciousness all

the events of their lives have passed before their minds.

A friend of the writer assured him that he experienced

this sensation, whenever he had a very bad fall in

hunting, while he was actually falling. This is alluded

i] in the epitaph—
" Between the saddle and the ground,
1 mercy sought, and mercy found."
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ders at will. The sight of Samuel at once showed

her who had come to consult her. The prophet's

shade seems to have been preceded by some majestic

shapes wliich the witch called gods. Saul, as it

seems, interrupting her, asked his form, and she

described the prophet as he was in his last days on

earth, an old man, covered either with a mantle,

such as the prophets used to wear, or wrapped in

his winding-sheet. Then Saul knew it was Samuel,

and bowed to the ground, from respect or fear. It

seems that the woman saw the appearances, and

that Saul only knew of them through her, perhaps

not daring to look, else why should he have asked

what form Samuel had ? The prophet's complaint

we cannot understand, in our ignorance as to the

separate state: thus much we know, that state is

always described as one of perfect rest or sleep.

That the woman sliould have been able to call him
up cannot be hence inferred; her astonishment

shows the contrary ; and it would be explanation

enough to suppose that he was sent to give Saul

the last warning, or that the earnestness of the

king's wish had been permitted to disquiet him in

his resting-place. Although the word " disquieted "

need not be pushed to an extreme sense, and seems

to mean the interruption of a state of rest, our

translators wisely, we think, preferring this render-

ing to " disturbed," it cannot be denied that, if

we hold that Samuel appeared, this is a great dif-

ficulty.. If, however, we suppose that the prophet's

coming was ordered, it is not unsurmountable.

The declaration of Saul's doom agrees with what

Samuel had said before, and was fulfilled the next

day, when the king and his sons fell on Mount
Gilboa. It may. however, be asked— Was the

apparition Samuel himself, or a supernatural mes-

senger in his stead? Some may even ol)ject to our

holding it to have been aught but a phantom of a

sick brain; but if so, what can we make of the

woman's conviction that it was Samuel, and the

king's horror at the words he heard, or, as these

would say, that he thought he heard ? It was not

only the hearing his doom, but the hearing it in a

voice from the other world that stretched the faith-

less strong man on the ground. He must have felt

the presence of the dead, and heard the sound of a

sepulchral voice. How else could the doom have

come true, and not the king alone, but his sons,

have gone to the place of disembodied souls on the

morrow? for to be with the dead concerned the

soul, not the body: it is no difficulty that the king's

corpse was unburied till the generous men of .Jabesh-

gilead. mindful of his old kindness, rescued it from,

the wall of Bethshan. If then the apparition was

real, should we suppose it Samuel's? A reasonable

criticism would say it seems to have been so; (for

the supposition that a messenger came in his stead

must be rejected, as it would make the speech a

mixture of truth and untruth;) and if asked what

sufficient cause there was for such a sending forth

of the prophet from his rest, would reply that we

If this phenomenon be not involuntary, but the result

of an effort of will, then there is no reason why it

should be confined to the last moments of conscious-

ness. A man sure of his doom might be in this pecu-

liar and unexplained mental state long before. Perhaps,

however, the mind before death experiences a change

of condition, just as, conversely, every physical func-

tion does not cease at once with what we term dis-

solution.
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know not the reason for such warnings as abound

in the Bible, and tliat perhaps even at the eleventh

hour, the door of repentance was not closed against

the king, and his impiety might have been par-

doned had he repented. Instead, he went forth in

despair, and, when his sons had fallen and his array

was put to the rout, sore wounded fell on his own

sword.

From the beginning to the end of this strange

history we have no warrant for attrilniting super-

natural power to magicians. Viewed reasonaljly,

it refers to the question of apparitions of the dead,

as to which other places in the Bible leave no

doubt. The connection with magic seems purely

accidental. The witch is no more than a bystander

after the first: she sees Samuel, and that is all.

The apparition may have been a terrible fulfillment

of Saul's desire, but this does not prove that the

measures he used were of any power. We have

examined the narrative very carefully, from its

detail and its remarkable character: the result

leaves the main question unanswered.

In the later days of the two kingdoms magical

practices of many kinds prevailed among the He-

brews, as we especially learn from the condemnation

of them by the prophets. Every form of idola-

try which the people had adopted in succession

doubtless brought with it its magic, which seems

always to have remained with a strange tenacity

that probably made it outlive the false worship with

which it was coiuiected. Thus the use of teraphim,

dating from the patriarchal age, was not abandoned

when the worship of the Canaanite, Phoenician,

and Syrian idols had been successively adopted.

In the historical books of Scripture there is little

notice of magic, excepting that wherever the false

prophets are mentioned we have no doubt an indi-

cation of the prevalence of magical practices. We
are especially told of Josiah that he put away the

workers with familiar spirits, the wizards, and the

teraphim, as well as the idols and the other abomi-

nations of Judah and Jerusalem; in performance

of the commands of the book of the Law which

had been found (2 K. xxiii. 24). But in the

prophets we find several notices of the magic of the

Hebrews in their times, and some of the magic

of foreign nations. Isaiah says that the people

had become " workers of hidden arts (D'^3337)

like the Philistines," and apparently alludes in the

same place to the practice of magic by the Bene-

Kedem (ii. 6). The nation had not only aliandoned

true religion, but had become generally addicted to

magic in the manner of the Philistines, whose

Egyptian origin [C.\phtor] is consistent with such

a condition. The origin of the Bene-Kedeni is

doubtful, but it seems certain that as late as the

time of the Egyptian wars in Syria, under the XlXth
dynasty, n. c. cir. 1.300, a race, partly at least

Mongolian, inhabited the valley of the Orontes,"

among whom therefore we should again expect a

national practice of luagic, and its prevalence with

their neigliljors. Balaam, too, dwelt with the Bene-

Kedeni, though he may not have been of their race.

In another place the prophet reproves the people for

seeking " unto them that have familiar spirits, and
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a Let those who doubt this ( xamiiie the representa-

tion in Rosellini's Monumentt Slorici, i. pi. Ixxxviii

3eq. of the great battle between Ranic?cs II. and the

Hittites and their confederates, near KETE.SU, on the

droutes.

unto the wizards that chirp, and that mutter"

(viii. 19). The practices of one class of magiciana

are still more distinctly described, where it is thus

said of Jerusalem : " And I will camp against thee

round about, and will lay siege against thee with a

mount, and I will rai^ forts against thee. And
tliou shall be brought down, [and] shalt speak out

of the ground, and thy speech shall be low out of

the dust, and thy voice shall be, as of one that

hath a familiar spirit, out of the ground, and thy

speech shall whisper out of the dust " (xxix. 3, 4).

Isaiah alludes to the magic of the Egyptians when

he says that in their calamity " they shall seek

to the idols, and to the charmers [C^ISS •],'' and

to them that have familiar spirits, and to the

wizards" (xix. 3). And in the same manner he

thus taunts Babylon : " Stand now with thy charms,

and with the multitude of thine enchantments,

wlierein thou hast labored from thy youth ; if so

be thou shalt be able to profit, if so he thou mayest

prevail. Thou art wearied in the multitude of thy

counsels. Let now the viewers of the heavens [or

astrologers], the stargazers, the monthly prognos-

ticators, stand up, and save thee from [these

things] that shall come upon thee" (xlvii. 12, 13).

The magic of Babylon is here characterized by the

prominence given to astrology, no magicians being

mentioned excepting practicers of this art; unlike

the case of the Egyptians, with whom astrology

seems always to have held a lower place than with

the Chaldoean nation. In both instances the folly

of those who seek the aid of magic is shown.

Micah, declaring the judgments coming for the

crimes of his time, speaks of the prevalence of

divination among prophets who most probably were

such pretended prophets as the opponents of Jere-

miah, not avowed prophets of idols, as Ahab's seem •

to have been. Concerning these prophets it is

said, " Night [shall be] unto you, that ye shall

not have a vision : and it shall be dark unto you,

that ye shall not divine; and the sun shall go down

over the prophets, and the day shall be dark over

them. Then shall the seers be ashamed, and the

diviners confounded : yea, they shall all cover their

Up; for [there is] no answer of God" (iii. 6, 7).

Later it is said as to Jerusalem, " The heads

thereof judge for reward, and the priests thereof

teach for hire, and the prophets thereof divine for

money : yet will they lean upon the Lc^kd, and say,

[Is] not the Lord among us '? none evil can come

upon us" (ver. 11). These prophets seem to have

practiced unlawful arts, and yet to have expected

revelations.

Jeremiah was constantly opposed by false proph-

ets, who pretended to speak in the name of the

Lord, saying that they had dreamt, when they told

false visions, and who practiced various magical

arts (xiv. 14, xxiii. 25, adfin., xxvii. 9, 10,— where

the several designations applied to those who coun-

selled the people not to serve the king of Babylon

may be used in contempt of the false prophets—
xxix. 8, 9).

I'^zekiel, as we should have expected, affords some

remarkable details of the magic of his time, in the

clear and forcible descriptions of his visions. From

him we learn that fetishism was among the idola-

tries which the Hebrews, in the latest days of the

b This word may moan whispe' ers, if it bo the plural

of I2S, '' a murmur."
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kingdom of .Tudah, liad adopted from their neigh-

bors, hke the Komans in the age of general cor-

ruption that caused the decline of their empire.

In a vision, in which the prophet saw the abomina-

tions of Jerusalem, he entered the chambers of

imagery in the Temple itself: "I went in and saw;

and tehold e\ery form of creeping things, and
abominable beasts, and all the idols of the house

of Israel, portrayed upon the wall round about."

Here seventy elders were offering incense in the

dark (viii. 7-12). This idolatry was probably bor-

rowed from Egypt, for the description perfectly

answers to that of the dark sanctuaries of Egyptian

temples, with the sacred animals portrayetl upon

their walls, and does not accord with the character

of the Assyrian sculptures, where creeping things

are not represented as objects of worship. With
this low iorm of idolatry an equally low kind of

magic obtained, practiced by prophetesses who for

small rewards made amulets by which the people

were decei\ed, (xiii. 17, adJin.). The passage must

be allowed to be verj' difficult, but it can scarcely

be doubted that amulets are referred to which were

made and sold by these women, and perhaps also

worn by them. We may probably read: "Woe
to the [women] that sew pillows upon all joints of

the hands [elbows or armholes ?] , and make ker-

chiefs upon the head of every stature to hunt

souls !

'
(.xiii. 18). If so, we have a practice analo-

gous to that of the modern Egyptians, who hang

amulets of the kind called "hegab" upon the right

side, and of the Nubians, who hang them on the

upper part of the arm. We cannot, in any case,

see how the passage can be explained as simjjly

referring to the luxurious dress of the women of

that time, since the prophet distinctly alludes to

pretended visions and to divinations (ver. 23),

using almost the same expressions that he applies

in another place to the practices of the false

prophets (xxii. 28). The notice of Nebuchadnez-

zar's divination by arrows, where it is said " he

shuffled arrows" (xxi. 21), must refer to a prac-

tice the same or similar to the kind of divination

by arrows called I]l-]\Ieysar, in use among the

pagan Arabs, and forbidden in the Kur-an. [See

Hospitality.]

The references to magic in the book of Daniel

relate wholly to that of Babylon, and not so nmch
to the art as to those who used it. Daniel, when
taken captive, was instructed in the learning of the

Chaldaeans and placed among the wise men of

Babylon (ii. 18), by whom we are to understand

the Magi P5^ ''^''?0)> for the term is used

as including magicians (''S2p"^n), sorcerers

(a"'^K?S), enchanters (CStt'^t:), a.strologers

("J'^'nTS), and Chaldseans, the last being apparently

the most important class (ii. 2, 4, 5, 10, 12, 14,

18, 24, 27; comp. i. 20). As in other cases the

true prophet was put to the test with the magicians,

and he succeeded where they utterly failed. The
case resembles Pharaoh's, excepting that Nebuchad-
Tiezzar asked a harder thing of the wise men.

Having forgotten his dream, he not only required

of them an interpretation, but that they should

make known the dream itself. They were perfectly

ready to tell the interpretation if only they heard

the dream. The king at once saw that they were

impostors, and that if they truly had supernatural

powers they could as well tell him his dream as its
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meaning. Therefore he decreed the death of all

the wise men of Babylon; but Daniel, praying

that he and his fellows might escape this destruc-

tion, had a vision in which the matter was revealed

to him. He was accordingly brought before the

king. Like Joseph, he disavowed any knowledge

of his own. " The secret which the king hath

demanded, the wise men, the sorcerers, the magi-

cians, the astrologers, cannot show unto the king

;

but there is a God in heaven that revealeth secrets"

(vv. 27, 28). "But as for me, this secret is not

revealed to me for [any] wisdom that I have more

than any living" (30). He then related the dream

and its interpretation, and was set over the prov-

ince as well as over all the wise men of Babylon.

Again the king dreamt : and though he told them

the dream the wise men could not interpret it, and

Daniel again showed the meaning (iv. 4, fF.). In

the relation of this event we read that the king

called him "chief of the scribes," the second part

of the title being the same as that applied to the

Egyptian magicians (iv. 9; Chald. 6). A third

time, when Belshazzar saw the writing on the wall,

were the wise men sent for, and on their failing,

Daniel was brought before the king and the inter-

pretation given (v.). These events are perfectly

consistent with what always occurred in all other

cases recorded in Scripture when the practicers of

magic were placed in opposition to true prophets.

It may be asked by some how Daniel could take

the post of chief of the wise men when he had

himself proved their imposture. If, however, as

we cannot doubt, the class were one of the learned

generally, among whom some practiced magical

arts, the case is very different from what it would

have been had these wise men been magicians

only. Besides, it seems almost certain that Daniel

was providentially thus placed that, like another

Joseph, he might further the welfare and ultimate

return of his people. [Magi.]

After the Captivity it is probable that the Jews

gradually abandoned the practice of magic. Zecha^

riah speaks indeed of the deceit of teraphim and

diviners (x. 2), and foretells a time when the very

names of idols should be forgotten and false proph-

ets have virtually ceased (xiii. 1-4), yet in neither

case does it seem certain that he is alluding to the

usages of his own day.

In the Apocrypha we find indications that in the

later centuries preceding the Christian era magic

was no longer practiced by the educated Jews. In

the Wisdom of Solomon the writer, speaking of the

Egyptian magicians, treats their art as an impos-

ture (xvii. 7). The book of Tobit is an exceptional

case. If we hold that it was written in Persia or

a neighboring country, and, with Ewald, date its

composition not long after the fall of the Persian

empire, it is obvious that it relates to a different

state of society to [from] that of the Jews of Egypt

and Palestine. If, however, it was written in Pales-

tine about the time of the Maccaliees, as others sup-

pose, we must still recollect that it refers rather to the

superstitions of the common people than to those

of the learned. In either case its pretensions make
it unsafe to follow as indicating the opinions of the

time at which it was written. It professes to relate

to a period of which its writer could have known
little, and borrows its idea of sujjernatural agency

from Scripture, adding as much as was judged safe

of current superstition.

In the N. T. we read very little of magic. The
coming of Magi to worship Christ is indeed related

I
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',JIatt. ii. 1-12), but we have no warrant for sup-

posing that they were magicians from their name,

which the A. V. not unreasonably renders " wise

men" [JMagi]. Our Lord is not said to have been

opposed by magicians, and the Apostles and other

early teachers of the Gospel seem to have rarely

encountered them. I'hilip the deacon, when he

preached at Samaria, found there Simon a famous

magician, conmionly known as Simon Magus, who

had had great power over the people ; but he is not

said to have been able to work wonders, nor, had

it been so, is it likely that he would have soon been

admitted into the Church (Acts viii. 9-24). When
St. Barnabas and St. Paul were at Paphos, as they

preached to the proconsul Sergius Paulus, Elymas,

a Jewish sorcerer and false prophet (riua auSpa

fjLajov 4/6l;5o7^po(^r)Tr)^'), withstood them, and was

struck blind for a time at the word of St. Paul (.xiii.

6-12). At Ephesus, certain Jewish exorcists sig-

nally failing, both Jews and Greeks were afraid, and

abandoned their practice of magical arts. " And
many that believed came, and confessed, and showed

their deeds. Many of them also which used curi-

ous arts brought their books together, and burned

them before all: and they counted the price of

them, and found [it] fifty thousand [pieces] of

silver" (xix. 18, 19). Here both Jews and Greeks

seem to have been greatly addicted to magic, even

after they had nominally joined the Church. In

all these cases it appears that though the practicers

were generally or always Jews, the field of their

success was with Gentiles, showing that among the

Jews in general, or the educated class, the art had

fallen into disrepute. Here, as before, there is no

evidence of any real effect produced by the magi-

cians. We have already noticed the remarkable

case of the " damsel having a spirit of divination
"

{ixowav Trvev/j.a. irvdaiva) "which brought her

masters much gain by foretelling " (/xacTei/OjUeVjj),

from whom St. Paul cast out the spirit of divina-

tion (xvi. lG-18). This is a matter belonging to

another subject than that of magic.

Our examination of the various notices of magic

in the Bible gives us this general result: They

do not, as far as we can understand, once state

positively that any but illusive results were pro-

duced by magical rites. They therefore afford no

evidence that man can gain supernatural powers to

use at his wiU. This consequence goes some way

towards showing that we may conclude that there

is no such thing as real magic ; for although it is

dangerous to reason on negative evidence, yet in

a case of this kind it is especially strong. Had
any but illusions been worked by magicians, surely

the Scriptures would not have passed over a fact of

so much importance, and one which would have
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rendered the prohibition of these arts far more

necessary. The general belief of mankind in magic,

or things akin to it, is of no worth, since the hold-

ing such current superstition in some of its branches,

if we push it to its legitimate consequences, would

lead to the rejection of fiith in God's government

of the world, and the adoption of a creed far below

that of Plato.

From the conclusion at which we have arrived,

that there is no evidence in the Bible of real results

having been worked by supernatural agency used

by magicians, we may draw this important infer-

ence, that the absence of any proof of tlie same in

profane litei-ature, ancient or modern, in no way
militates against the credibility of the miracles re-

corded in Scripture. K. S. P.

MAGID'DO ([Rom.] MayeSSd ; but Mai

[j. e. Vat], jxeTO. 'A55oDs ; and Alex.« MeraeS-

Saovs- Mageddo), the Greek form of the name
Mb;giudo. It occurs only in 1 Esdr. i. 29. [Me-
GIDDON.] G.

* MAGISTRATES has its generic sense of

rulers, civil officers, in Ezr. vii. 25 ; Luke xii. 1 1

;

Tit. iii. 1 ; but in Acts xvi. 20 ff. is a specific term

{arpar7]yoi) referring to the duumvui or prmtors

at Philippi [see Colony, Amer. ed.]. H.

* MAGNIFICAL^m.agnificent, according

to the present usage, applied to Solomon's Temple,

only in 1 Chr. xxii. 5. It is the rendering of the

Iliph. inf. of bia. H.

MA'GOG iy^'y^ [see below]: Uaywy; \}n

Ez. xxxix. 6 Ttiy, Alex, ere; in 1 Chr., Alex. Ma-
yosa- ^l«gog\). The name Magog is applied in

Scripture both to a person and to a land or people.

In Gen. x. 2 [and 1 Chr. i. 5] ilagog appears as

the second son of Japheth in connection with Go-
mer (the Cimmerians) and Madai (the Medes) : in

Ez. xxxviii. 2, xxxix. 1, G, it appears as a country

or people of which Gog was the prince,'' in con-

junction with Meshechc (the Moschici), Tubal (the

Tibareni), and Rosh (the Koxolani). In the latter

of these senses there is evidently implied an etymo-

logical connection between Gog and ]\Ia = gog,

the Mn being regarded by Ezekiel as a prefix sig-

nificant of a country. In this case Gog contains

the original element of the name, which may pos-

silily have its origin in some Persian root.'' The
notices of Magog would lead us to fix a northern

locality: not only did all the tribes mentioned in

connection with it belong to that quarter, but it is

expressly stated by Ezekiel that he was to come up
from "the sides of the north'' (xxxix. 2), from a

country adjacent to that of Togarmah or Armenia
(xxxviii. G), and not far from "the isles " or mari-

a This is one of a great number of cases in which

the readings of Mai's edition of the Vatican Codex

depart from the ordinary " Vatican Text," as usually

edited, and agree more or less closely with the Alex-

andrine (Codex k).

6 Yon Bohlen {Introd. to Gen. ii. 211) represents

Gog as the prople. and not the prince. There can be

no doubt that in Rev. xx. 8 the name does apply to

a people, but this is not the case in Ezekiel.

c In the A. V. Gog is represented as " the chief

prince " of Meshech and Tubal : but it is pretty well

agreed that th# Hebrew words tt?S"1 S'^tt^S cannot

bear the meaning thus affixed to them. The true ren-

dering is " prince of Rosh," as given in tlie LXX.

{aaxovTo. 'Pw?). The other sense was adopted by the

Vulgate in consequence of the name Rosh not occur-

ring elsewhere in Scripture. [Rosu.]

'' Various et3'mologies of the name have been sug-

gested, none of which can be absolutely accepted.

Knobel (
Volkert. p. 63) proposes the Sanskrit «m/i or

ma/ia, '"great," and a Persian word signifving ' moun-
tain," in which case the reference would be to the

Caucasian range. The terms A'Aoff/i and moglirf are

still applied to 'some of the heights of that range.

This etymology is supported by Von Bohlen {LilroJ.

to Gen. ii. 211). On the othei' hand, Ilitzig (Cow »/. in

Ez.) connects the first syllable with the Coptic ma,
" place." or the Sanskrit ninha, " land," and the sec-

ond with a Persian root, Icnka, " the moon,"ju? though

the term had reference to moon-worshippers.
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time regions of Europe (xxxix. 6). Ihe pec pie of

Mawoo; further appear as having a force of ciivftlry

(xxxviii. 15), and as armed with the bow (xxxix.

3). From the above dat't^ combined with the con-

sideration of the time at which Ezekiel lived, the

conclusion has been drawn that Magog represents

the important race of the Scythians. Josephus

{Ani. i. 6, § 1) and Jerome (
Qutxst. in Gen. x. 2)

among early writers adopted this view, and they

have been followed in the main by modern writers.

In identifying Jlagog with the Scythians, however,

we must not be understood as using the latter term

in a strictly ethnographical sense, tut as a general

expression for the tribes living north of the Cau-

casus." We regard IMagog as essentially a yeo-

c/raphica I term, just as it was applied by the Syrians

of tlie iMiddle Ages to Asiatic Tartary, and by the

Arabians to the district between the Caspian and

Euxine seas (Winer, Rwh. s. v.). The inhabitants

of this district in the time of Ezekiel were un-

doubtedly the people generally known by the clas-

sical name of " Scythians." In the latter pirt

of the 7th century b. c. thej' had become well

known as a formidable power through the whole

of western Asia. Forced from their original quar-

ters north of tlie Caucasian range by the inroad of

the Massagetse, they descended into Asia jNIinor,

where they took Sardis (b. c. 629), and main-

tained a long war with the Lydian monarchs:

thence they spread into Media (13. C. 624), where

they defeated Cyaxares. They then directed their

course to Egypt, and were bribed off by Psam-
nietichus; on tiieir return * they attacked the tem-

ple of Venus Urania at Ascalon. They were finally

ejected b. c. 590, after having made their name a

terror to the whole eastern world (Herod, i. 103 fF.).

The Scythians are described by classical writers as

skillful in the use of the bow (Herod, i. 73, iv. 132;

Xen. Anab. iii. 4, § 15), and even as the inventors

of the bow and arrow (Plin. vii. 57); they were

specially famous as mounted bowmen {lTnroTo^6Tai ;

Herod, iv. 40; Thucyd. ii. 96); they also enjoyed

Scjthian horseman (fr»m Kertch).

an ill-fame for their cruel and rapacious habits

(Herod, i. 106). With the memory of these events

yet fresh on the minds of his countrymen, Ezekiel

selects the Scythians as the symbol of earthly vio-

lence, arrayed against the people of God, but meeting

with a signal and utter overthrow. He depicts their

avarice and violence (xxxviii. 7-13), and the fearful
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vengeance executed upon them (xxxviii. 14-23) —
a /'lassacre so tremendous that seven months would

hardly suffice for the burial of the corpses in the

valley which should thenceforth be named Hamon-
gog (xxxix. 11-16). The imagery of Ezekiel has

lieen transferred in the Apocalypse to describe the

final struggle between Christ iind Antichrist (Rev.

XX. 8). As a question of ethnology, the origin of

the Scythians presents great difficulties : many emi-

nent writers, with Niebuhr and Neumann at their

head, regard them as a Mongolian, and therefore a

non-Japhetic race. It is unnecessary for us to en-

ter into the general question, which is complicated by
the undefined and varying applications of the name
Scythia and Scythians among ancient writers As
far as the Biblical notices are concerned, it is suflS-

cient to state that the Scythians of Ezekiel's age—
the Scythians of Herodotus— were in all probability

a Japhetic race. They are distinguished on the one

hand from the Argippsei, a clearly Mongolian race

(Herod, iv. 23), and they are connected on the other

hand with the Agathyrsi, a clearly Indo-European

race (iv. 10). The mere silence of so observant a

writer as Herodotus, as to any striking features in

the physical conformation of the Scythians, must
further be regarded as a strong argument in favor

of their Japhetic origin. W. L. B.

MA'GOR-MIS'SABIB (S'^^DK) -ll^tt:

MfToiKos- Pdvor nndique), literally, "terror on

every side: " the name given by Jeremiah to Pash-

ur the priest, when he smote him and put him in

the stocks for prophesying against the idolatry of

.lerusalem (.ler. xx. 3). The significance of the

appellation is explained in the denunciation with

which it was accompanied (ver. 4): "Thus saith

Jehovah, Behold I will make thee a lerror to thy-

self and to all thy friends." The LXX. must have

connected the word with the original meaning of

the root " to wander," for they keep up the play

upon the name in ver. 4. It is remarkable that

the same phrase occurs in several other passages of

Jeremiah (vi. 25, xx. 10, xlvi. 5, xlix. 29; Lam. ii.

22), and is only found besides in Ps. xxxi. 13.

MAG'PIASH (EJr ''S5'? [perh. vwth-liller]

:

M67a(/>7}y; Alex. Mo7a(^7js; [Vat.] FA. Baya(p7is'

3Ie(/p}ii(is), one of the heads of the people who
signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x. 20).

The name is probably not that of an individual,

but of a family. It is supposed by Calmet and
Junius to be the same as IMagbisii in Ezr. ii. 30.

MA'HALAH 'H^q^ [s/cto!f«s]: MaeXd;
Alex. MooXa- JM/oln), one of the three children

of Hanimoleketh, the sister of Gilead (1 Chr. vii.

18). The name is probably that of a woman, as

it is the same with that of Mahlah, the daughter

of Zelophehad, also a descendant of Gilead the

Manassite.

MAHALA'LEEL (bsbbntt [praise of

God]: Ma\e\ch\'- Malaleel).' 1. The fourth in

descent from Adam, according to the Sethite gen-

ealogy, and son of Cainan (Gen. v. 12, 13, 15-17;

1 Chr. i. 2). In the LXX. the names of Mahala-

leel and Mehujael, the fourth from Adam in the

« In the Koran Gog and Magog are localized north

tf the Caucasus. There appears to have been from

the earliest times a legend that the enemies of religion

and civilization lived in that quarter {Haxthaiisen^s

Tribes of the Caucasus, p. 55).

b The name of Scythopolis, by which Beth-shean

was known in our Saviour's time, w* regarded as a
trace of the Scythian occupation (Plin. v. 16): this,

however, is doubtful. [Sctthopolis]
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genealogy of the descendants of Cain, are identical.

Ewald recognizes in Malialaleel the sun-god, or

Apollo of the antediluvian mythology, and in his

Bon Jared the god of water, the Indian Varuna
(Gesc/i. i. 357), but his assertions are perfectly

arbitrary.

2. {[Vat.] FA. Ua\€\T]ij.-) A descendant of

Perez, or Pharez, the son of Judah, and ancestor

of Athaiah, whose family resided in Jerusalem after

the return from Babylon (Neh. xi. 4).

MA'HALATH (nhnr^ [peril, harp, lyre]:

MaeAed'- Mahtleth), the daughter of Ishmael, and

one of the wives of Esau (Gen. xxviii. 9). In the

Edomite genealogy (Gen. xxxvi. 3, 4, 10, 13, 17)

she is called Bashejiath, sister of Nebajoth, and

mother of Keuel ; but the Hebrseo-Samaritan text

has Mahalath throughout. On the other hand

Basheniath, the wife of Esau, is described as the

daughter of Elon the Hittite (Gen. xxvi. 34).

[Bashejiath.]

MA'HALATH (nbnn [fun-p, lyre] : [Rom.

MooAaO; Vat.] UoAaad; Alex. Mo\ad: Maha-
lath), one of the eighteen wives of king liehoboam,

apparently his first (2 Chr. xi. 18 only). She was
her husband's cousin, being the daughter of king

David's son Jerimoth, who was probably the child

of a concubine, and not one of his regular family.

Josephus, without naming Mahalath, speaks of her

as "a kinswoman" (ffvyyevrj riva, Ant. viii. 10,

§ 1). No children are attributed to the marriage,

nor is she again named. The ancient Hebrew text

(Cetliib) in this passage has "son" instead of

" daughter." The latter, however, is the correction

of the Kri, and is adopted by the LXX., Vulgate,

and Targum, as well as by the A. V. G.

MA'HALATH (nbna [see below] : Mae-

Ae0: Maeleth). The title of Ps. liii., in which

this rare word occurs, was rendered in the Geneva
version, "To him that excelloth on Mahalath;"
which was explained in the margin to be "an in-

strument or kind of note." This expresses in short

the opinions of most commentators. Connecting

the word with V^PIQ, maclwl (Ex. xv. 20 ; Ps. cl.

4), rendered " dance" in the A. V., but supposed

by many from its connection with instruments of

music to be one itself (Dance, vol. i. p. 538 b),

Jerome renders the phrase "on Mahalath" by
" per chorum," and in this he is supported by the

translations of Theodotion (uTrep ttjs x^P^'"')'
Synimachus (Sia xofov), and Aquila (eVi xops'o))
quoted by Theodoret {Comm. in Ps. lii.). AugiSs-

tine (ICnarr. in Ps. hi.) gives the title of the

Psalm, " In finem pro Anialech intellectus ipsi

David ;" explaining "pro Amaleeh," as he says

.from the Hebrew, " for one in labor or sorrow "

(pro parturiente sive dolente), by whom he under-

stands Christ, as the subject of the psalm. But
in another passage {E7iarr. in Ps. Ixxxvii.) he gives

the word in the form mdvch, and interprets it by
the Latin chorus : having in the first instance

made some confusion with 7Q27, 'dmdl, " sorrow,"
T t' ' '

which forms part of the proper name "Amalek."
The title of Ps. liii. in the Chaldee and Syriac

versions contains no trace of the word, which is

also omitted in the almost identical Ps. xiv. From
ills fict alone it might be inferred that it was not
intended to point enigmatically to the contents of

the psalm, as Hengstenberg and others are inclined
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to believe. Aben Ezra understands by it the name
of a melody to which the psalm was sung, and R.

Solomon Jarchi explains it as " the name of a
musical instrument," adding however immediately,

with a play upon the word, " another discourse on

the sickiiess {machalin) of Israel when the Temple
was laid waste." Calvin and J. H. Michaelis,

among others, regarded it as an instrument of

music or the commencement of a melody. Junius

derived it from the root V^H, chdlal, " to bore,

perforate," and understood by it a wind instrument

of some kind, like Nehiloth in Ps. vi. ; but his ety-

mology is certainly wrong. Its connection with

mdchol is equally uncertain. Joel Bril, in the sec-

ond preface to his notes on the Psalms in Men-
delssohn's Bible, mentions three opinions as current

with regard to the meaning of Mahalath ; some

regarding it as a feniuiine form of mdchol, others

as one of the wind instruments (the flute, according

to De Wette's translation of Ps. liii.), and others

again as a strinc/ed instrument. Between these

conflicting conjectures, he says, it is impossible to

decide. That it was a stringed instrument, played

either with the fingers or a quill, is maintained by

Simonis {Lex. Ilebr.), who derives it from an un-

used Arabic root \^:,hJ>,^-, to sweep. But the most

probable of all conjectures, and one which Gesenius

approves, is that of Ludolf, who quotes the Ethiopic

mdchlet, by which the KiQdpa of the LXX. is ren-

dered in Gen. iv. 21 (Simonis, Arcanum Formnruni,

p. 475). Fiirst (Handiv. s. v.) explains Mahalath

as the name of a musical corps dwelling at Abel-

Meholah, just as by Gittith he understands the

band of Levite minstrels at Gath Rimmon.
On the other hand, the opinion that Mahalath

contains an enigmatical indication of the subject

of the psalm, which we have seen hinted at in the

quotations from Jarchi given above, is adopted by

Hengstenberg to the exclusion of every other. He
translates " on Mahalath " by " on sickness," re-

ferring to the spiritual malady of the sons of men

(
Comm. ilber din Psalm.). Lengerke {die Psalmen)

adopts the same view, which had been previously

advanced by Arias Montanus.

A third theory is that of Delitzsch ( Comm. iib.

d. Psalter), who considers Mahalath as indicating

to the choir the manner in which the psalm was

to be sung, and compares the modern terms mesto,

andante mesto. Ewald leaves it untranslated and

unexplained, regarding it as probably an abbrevia-

tion of a longer sentence {Dichter d. Alt. Bumles,

i. 174). The latest speculation upon the subject is

that of Mr. Thrup]), who, after dismissing as mere

conjecture the interpretation of Mahalath as a musi-

cal instrument, or as sickness, propounds, as more

probable than either, that it is " a proper name
borrowed from (len. xxviii. 9, and used by David

as an enigmatical designation of Abigail, in the

same manner as, in Psalms vii., xxxiv., the names

Cush and Abinielecli are employed to denote Shimei

and Achish. Tiie real Mahalath, Esau's wife, was

the sister of Nebajotli, from whom were descended

an Arabian tribe famous for their wealth in sheep;

the name might lie therefore not unfitly applied to

one who, though now wedded to I)a\id, had till

recently been tlie wife of the rich sheep-owner of

the village of Carmel "( /«/'•()(/. to the Psalms, i.

314). It can scarcely be said that Mr. Thrupp

has replaced conjecture by certainty.

W. A. W.
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MA'HALATH LEANNOTH (n^qtt

ri''^Vy : MaeXeO rod airoKpidrivat-- Maheldh ad

respondendum). The Geneva version of Ps. kxxviii.,

in tlie title of which these words occur, has " upon

Malath Leannoth," and in the margin, " that is,

to humble. It was tlie beginning of a song, by the

tune whereof this Psalm was sung." It is a re-

markalile proof of the obscurity which envelops the

former of the two words that the same commenta-

tor explains it differently in each of the passages in

which it occurs. In De Wette's translation it is a

•'flute "in Ps. liii., a "guitar" in Ps. Ixxxviii.

;

and while Jarchi in the former passage explains it

as a musical instrument, he describes the latter as

referring to " one sick of love and affliction who

was afflicted with the punishments of the Captivity."

Symmachus, again, as quoted by Theodoret (
Coiiim.

in Ps. 87), has Sixi^pov, unless this be a mistake

of the copyist for Sta x^pov, as in Ps. liii. Augus-

tine and i'lieodoret both understand lennnoth of

responsive singing. Theophylact says " they danced

while responding to the music of the organ."

Jerome, in his version of the Hebrew, has " per

chorum ad praecinendum." The Hebrew ^327,

in the Piel Conj., certainly signifies "to sing," as

in Ex. xxxii. 18; Is. xxvii. 2; and in this sense it

is taken by Ewald in the title of Ps. Ixxxviii. In

like manner Junius and TremeUius render " upon

Mahalath Leannoth " " to be sung to the wind

instruments." There is nothing, however, in the

construction of the psalm to show that it was

adapted for responsive singing ; and if leannoili he

simply "to sing," it would seem, as Olshausen

observes, almost unnecessary. It has reference,

more probably, to the character of the psalm, and

might be rendered " to humble, or afflict," in which

sense the root occurs in verse 7. In support of this

may he compared, "to bring to remembrance," in

the titles of Pss. xxxviii. and Ixx. ; and " to thank,"

1 Chr. xvi. 7. Mr. Thrupp remarks that this

psalm (Ixxxviii.) " should be regarded as a solenm

exercise of humiliation ; it is more deeply melan-

choly than any other in the Psalter" (Jnlr. to tlie

Psalms, ii. 99). Hengstenberg, in accordance with

the view he takes of Mahalath, regards Ps. Ixxxviii.

as the prayer of one recovered from severe bodily

sickness, rendering leamioth "concerning affliction,"

and the whole "on the sickness of distress." Leng-

erke has a similar explanation, which is the same

with that of Piscator, but is too forced.

W. A. W.

MA'HALI ("'^n^ [sick, iiifrm] : MooXl;

[Vat.] Alex. MooAei: Molioli), Mahli, the son

of Merari. His name occurs in the A. V. but once

in this form (Ex. vi. 19).

MAHANA'IM {D^3r|D = two camjis or

hosts : [Uapffj.^o\7i.] Uapefx^okai, [Pom. Ka/xiu,

Vat.] Kafifiv ; Mavaefx, Maraei'/i, [Maavdifj.,

etc.;] Joseph. Qeod (TTpaT6TreSov: [Maliiinaim,]

Mannim, [Castral), a town on the east of the

Jordan, intimately connected with the early and

middle history of the nation of Israel. It purports

to have received its name at the most important

a This paragraph is added in the LXX.
b For this observation the writer is indebted to a

eermon by Prof. Stanley (Marlborough, 1853).

c Jabbok, ps"* ; wi-estled," p3S^.

MAHANAIM
crisis of the life of Jacob. He had parted from

Laban in peace after their hazardous encounter on

Mount Gilead (Gen. xxxi.), and the next step in

the journey to Canaan brings him to Mahanaim:
" Jacob went on his way; and he lifted up his eyes

and saw the camp of God « encamped ; and the

angels (or messengers) of God met him. And
when he saw them he said. This is God's host

(mnkaneh), and he called the name of that place

Mahanaim." It is but rarely, and in none but the

earliest of these ancient records, that we meet with

the occasion of a name being conferred ; and gen-

erally, as has been already remarked, such nar-

ratives are full of difficulties, arising from the

peculiar turns and involutions of words, which form

a very prominent feature in this primeval literature,

at once so simple and so artificial. [Peek lahai-
Koi, En-hakkore, etc.] The form in which the

history of Mahanaim is cast is no exception to this

rule. It is in some respects perhaps more charac-

teristic and more pregnant with hidden meaning
than any other. Thus the "host" of angels—
"God's host" — which is said to have been the

occasion of the name, is only mentioned in a cur-

sory manner, and in the singular number— " the

[one] host;" while the "two hosts" into which

Jacob divided his caravan when anticipating an

attack from Esau, the host of Leah and the host

of Rachel, agreeing in their number with the name
Mahanaim (" two hosts"), are dwelt upon with

constant repetition and emphasis. So also the same
word is employed for the " messengers " of God
and the "messengers" to Esau; and so, further

on in the history, the "face" of God and the

" face " of Esau are named by the same word (xxiii.

-30, xxxiii. 10). It is as if there were a correspond-

ence throughout between the human and the divine,

the inner and outer parts of the event, — the host

of God and the hosts of Jacob ; the messengers of

God and the messengers of Jacob ; the face of (ilod

and the face of Esau.'' The very name of the tor-

rent on whose iianks the event took place seems to

be derived from the " wrestling " "^ of the patriarch

with the angel. The whole narrative hovers be-

tween the real and the ideal, earth and heaven.

How or when the town of Mahanaim arose on

the spot thus signalized we are not told. We next

meet with it in the records of the conquest. The
line separating Gad from Manasseh would appear

to have run through or close to it, since it is named
in the specification of the frontier of each tribe

(Josh. xiii. 20 and 30). It was also on the southern

boundary of the district of Bashan (ver. 30). But
it was certainly within the territory of Gad (Josh.

xxi. 38, 39 ), and therefore on the south side of the

torrent Jabbok, as indeed we should infer from the

history of Genesis, in which it lies between Gilead

— probably the modern Jebel JHad— and the tor-

rent. The town with its " suburbs " was allotted

to the service of the Merarite Levites (Josh, xxi,

39; 1 Chron. vi. 80). From some cause— the

sanctity of its original foundation, or the strength

of its position ''— JIahanaim had become in the

time of the monarchy a place of mark. When,
after the death of Saul, Abner undertook the estab-

lishment of the kingdom of Ishbosheth, unable to

(I To the latter Jo.»ephus testifies : HapeixpoKaC—
so he renders the Hebrew Mahanaim — KaAAiVrr) icai

o,\vp(OTdT7) TToAis {Ant. vii. 9, § 8).
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occupy any of the towns of Benjamin or Ephraira,

which were then in the hands of the Philistines,

he fixed on Mahanaim as his head-quarters. There

the new king was crowned over all Israel, east as

well as west of the Jordan (2 Sam. ii. 9). From

thence Abner made his disastrous expedition to

Gibeon (ver. 12), and there apparently the unfor-

tunate Ishbosheth was murdered (iv. 5), the mur-

derers making off to Hebron by the way of the

valley of tlie .Jordan.

The same causes which led Abner to fix Ish-

bosheth's residence at Mahanaim probably induced

David to take refuge there when driven out of the

western part of his kingdom by Absalom. He pro-

ceeds thither without hesitation or inquiry, but as

if when Jerusalem was lost it was the one alternative

(2 Sam. xvii. 24; 1 K. ii. 8). It was then a walled

town, capacious enough to contain the " hundreds "

and the " thousands " of David's followers (xviii.

1, 4; and compare "ten thousand,'' ver. 3); with

gates, and the usual provision for the watchman of

,1 fortified town (see the remark of Josephus quoted

in the note). But its associations with ro3al per-

sons were not fortunate. One king had ah-eady

been murdered within its walls, and it was here

that David received the news of the death of Ab-

salom, and made the walls of the " chamber over

the gate " resound with his cries.

Mahanaim was the seat of one of Solomon's

commissariat officers (1 K. iv. 14); and it is alluded

to in the Song which bears his name (vi. 13), in

terms which, though very obscure, seem at any rate

to show that at the date of the composition of that

poem it was still in repute for sanctity, possibly

famous for some ceremonial commemorating the

original vision of the patriarch :
" What will ye see

in the Shulamite? We see as it were the dance

{mecholah, a word usually applied to dances of a

religious nature ; see vol. i. p. .53!)) of the two hosts

of Mahanaim."
On the monument of Sheshonk (Shishak) at

Karnak, in the 22d cartouch— one of those which

are believed to contain the names of Israelite cities

conquered by that king— a name appears which is

read as M"-ha-7i-ni", that is, Mahanaim. The ad-

joining cartouches contain names which are read

as Beth-shean, Shunem, Megiddo, Beth-horon,

Gibeon, and other Israelite names (Brugsch, Geoqr.

der Ndchbarlamler ^-Egyptens, etc., p. 61). If this

interpretation may be relied on, it shows that the

invasion of Shishak was more extensive than we
should gather from the records of the Bible (2 Chr.

xii.), which are occupied mainly with occurrences

at the metropolis. Possibly the army entered by the

jiliins of Philistia and Sharon, ravaged Esdraelon

and some towns like Mahanaim just beyond Jordan,

and then returned, either by the same route or by

the Jordan Valley, to Jerusalem, attacking it last.

'I'his would account for Rehoboam's non-resistance,

and also for the fact, of which special mention is

made, that many of the chief men of the country

had taken refuge in the city. It should, however,

be remarked that the names occur in most promis-

cuous order, and that none has been found resem-

bling Jerusalem.

As to the identification of JIahanaim with any

modern site or remains, little can be said. To
Eusebius and Jerome it appears to have been un-

known. A place called Mahneh does certainly

exist among the villages of the east of Jordan,

though its exact position is not so certaii,. The
larliest mention of it appears to be that of the
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Jewish traveller hap-Parchi, according to whom
" Machnajim is Machneli, and stands about half a

day's journey in a due east direction from Beth-

san " (Zunz, in Asher's BenJ. of Tudda, p. 408).

Mahnth is named in the lists of Dr. Eli Smith

among the places of J^el Ajluii (Hob. Bibl. Res. 1st

ed., iii. App. 166). It is marked on Kiepert's map
(18.36) as exactly east of Beth-shan, but about 30

miles distant therefrom— i. e. not half but a long

whole day's journey. It is also mentioned, and

its identity with jMahanaim iq)held, by Porter

{Handbook, p. 322). But the distance of Mahneh
from the Jordan and from both the Wadij Zurka

and the Yarmuk— each of which has claims to

represent the torrent Jabbok— seems to forliid this

conclusion. At any rate the point may be recom-

mended to the investigation of future travellers

east of the Jordan. G.

* Mr. Porter's remark {Handbook, ii. 322) is

merely that "perhaps" Mahneh may be the ancient

Mahanaim ; but he cannot be said to " uphold " that

identity (see above). In his more recent article

on this name in Kitto's Cyclop, of Biblical Liiera-

ture (1866) he suggests that "the ruins of Gerasa,

the most extensive and splendid east of the Jor-

dan, may occupy the site of ^lahanaim." On the

other hand, Mr. Tristram, who visited Mahneh,

regards the other as altogether the better opinion.

He describes the place as near " a fine natural

pond, with traces of many buildings, grass-grown

and beneath the soil," and " sufficiently exten-

sive to have belonged to a considerable place,"

though " there is no trace of a wall, such as

must have been there when David sat in the gate

and wept for his son Absalom." He admits that

the situation of Mahneh so far north of the

Jabbok presents some difficulty, but argues that

this and other objections are not insuperable.

" Mahneh is on the borders of Bashan (see Josh,

xiii. 30), and though to the north, it is also to the

east of the Jabbok, and therefore outside of the

line where the river was the boundary of Gilead

and Bashan. It is probable, also, that in Genesis

the ' Mount of Gilead ' may be used in a general

signification — not confined to Jebel Osha, but in-

cluding also Ajliin, which was certainly a portion

of Gilead. Considering the geography of the region,

it would have been more natural for Jacob to take

this course in his flight from Laban, than to have

gone south to Jebel Osha, and then turned nortu-

wards again to cross the deep ravine of the Jabbok.

There is therefore, I conceive, every probability

that the name of Mahanaim has been preserved in

Mahneh, and that these grass-grown mounds repre-

sent all that is left of the capital of Ishbosheth

(2 Sam. ii. 8) and the refuge of David " {Land of

Israel, 2d ed., p. 487 f.).

Mr. Grove also, who writes the above article,

represents Mahneh as probably Mahanaim in his

Index to Clark's Bible Atlas, p. 102. It must be

that he would abate something at present from the

force of his own objections as urged above. The

region is still remarkable for its forests of oaks. It

was in the boughs of such a tree that Absalom was

caught by his hair, and, thus entangled, was slain.

" As I rode under a grand old oak tree," says Mr.

Tristram, " I too lost my hat and turban, which

were caught by a bough " {Land of Israel, p. 467).

The defeat, too, of Absalom and his army was the

more complete because " the l)attle was scattered

over the face of all the country, and the wood
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devoured more people that day than the sword

devoured" (2 Sam. xviii. 8). The ruins of Mah-
neh are on one of the branches of Wady el-Heman,

which is known as Wiidy Mahneh on that account

(Rob. P/iys. fjeuyr. p. 8G). H.

MA'HANEH-DAN (fl-niqa : Trafie/j.-

jSoAr; Aav- Castra Dan: Cump-of-Dan: Luth.

dus Layer Dans), a name which conmiemorated

the last encampment of the band of six hundred

Danite warriors before setting out on their expedi-

tion to Laisli. The position of the spot is specified

with great precision, as " behind Kirjath-jearim "

(Judg. xviii. 12), and as " between Zorah and

Eshtaol" (xiii. 2.5; here the name is translated in

the A. v.). Kirjath-jearim is identified with toler-

able certainty in Kuriet el-Enab, and Zorah in

Sur'a, about 7 miles S. W. of it. But no site

has yet been suggested for Eshtaol which would be

compatible with the above conditions, requiring as

they do that Kirjath-jearim should lie between it

and Zorah. In Kustul, a "remarkable conical hill

about an hour from Kuriet el-Enrtb, towards Jeru-

salem," south of the road, we have a site which is

not dissimilar in name to Eshtaol, while its position

sufficiently answers the requirements. Mr. Wil-

liams {Holy City, i. 12 note) was shown a site on

the north side of the Wady Ismail, N. N. E. from

Deir el-flowa — which bore the name of Beit

Mahanem, and which he suggests may be identical

with Mahaneh Dan. The position is certainly very

suitable ; but the name does not occur in the lists

or maps of other travellers — not even of Tobler

{Dritte Watiderung, 18-59); and the question must

be left with that started above, of the identity of

Kustul and Eshtaol, for the investigation of future

explorers and Arabic scholars.

The statement in xviii. 12 of the origin of the

name is so precise, and has so historical an air,

that it supplies a strong reason for believing that

the events there recorded took place earlier than

those in xiii. 25, though in the present arrange-

ment of the book of Judges they come after them.

G.

MA'HARAI [3 syl.] (''"^0'? [hasty, swift]

:

Noepe; Alex. Moepaei, in 2 Sam. xxiii. 28; Mapdt,
[Vat. FA. Neepe,] Alex. Moop/x, 1 Chr. xi. 30;

Merjpa, Alex. Moopai, 1 Chr. xxvii. 13: Maliartii,

Mar-a'i, 1 Chr. xxvii. 13), an inhabitant of Neto-

phah in the tribe of Judah, and one of David's

captains. He was of the family of Zerah, and

commanded the tenth monthly division of the

army.

MA'HATH (nrtD [perh. fire-pan, censer]

:

Maa9; [Vat. Mefl:] Mahath). 1. The son of

Amasai, a Kohathite of the house of Korah, and

ancestor of Heman the singer (1 Chr. vi. 35). In

ver. 25 he is called Ahimoth (Hervey, Geneul. p.

215).

2. (Alex. Ma€0, 2 Chr. xxix. 12; [Vat., by inclu-

sion of the following word, Qavai^avaia^, 2 Chr.

xxxi. 13.] ) Also a Kohathite, who, in the reign of

Hezekiah, was appointed, as one of the representa-

tives of his house, to assist in the purification of

the Levites, by which they prepared themselves to

cleanse the Temple from the traces of idolatrous

worship. He was apparently the same who, with

other Levites, had the charge of the tithes and

dedicated offerings, under the superintendence of

Cononiah and Shimei.

MAHLITES, THE

MA'HAVITE, THE (D'^'iqan, i. e. " the

Machavites": [Rom. 6 Maaji': Vat. FA.] o Miei;

Alex, o Mawfij': Mahumites), the designation of

Eliel, one of the warriors of king David's guard,

whose name is preserved in the catalogue of 1

Chron. only (xi. 46). It will be observed that the

word is plural in the Hebrew text, but the whole

of the list is evidently in so confused a state, that

it is impossible to draw any inference from that

circumstance. The Targum has SIIH^ ^^1)

"from Machavua." Kennicott {Dissert. 231) con-

jectures that originally the Hebrew may ha\ e stood

D'^inntt, "from the Hivites." Others have pro-

posed to insert an N and read " the Mahanaimite "

(Fiirst, Ildwb. p. 721a; Bertheau, Clironik, p. 136).

G.

MAHA'ZIOTH (HIS^Tq?? [visions] : Meo-

^(ie; [Vat. in ver. 4, meKC(^e;] Alex. Maa(^ia)0:

Miiliazioth), one of the 14 sons of Heman the

Koliathite, who formed part of the Temple choir,

under the leadership of their father with Asaph
and .leduthun. He was chief of the 23d course of

twelve musicians (1 Chr. xxv. 4, 30), whose office

it was to blow the horns. [Hothir, Amer. ed.]

MA'HER-SHA'LAL-HASH'-BAZ
(T2 trn VVtt) in^ : Taxe'^s <TKv\ev(TOV o^fws

TTpoyd/xevcrov' Accelera spolia detrahere festina),

son of Isaiah, and younger brother of Shear-jashub,

of whom nothing more is known than that his

name was given by Divine direction, to indicate that

Damascus and Samaria were soon to be plundered

by the king of Assyria (Is. viii. 1-4; comp. p.

1153). In reference to the grammatical construc-

tion of the several parts of the name, whether the

verbal parts are imperatives, indicatives, infinitives,

or verbal adjectives, leading versions, as well as the

opinions of critics, differ, though all agree as to

its general import (comp. Drechsler in luc).

E. H—e.

MAH'LAH (nbn^ [disease] : MoAa, Num.

xxvi. 33; MaaAo, [Alex. MaAo,] Num. xxvii. 1;

Josh. xvii. 3; MaAaa, Num. xxxvi. 11; MaeAd;
Alex. MooAa, 1 Chr. vii. 18: Maala in all cases,

except Mithohi, 1 Chr. vii. 18), the eldest of the

five daughters of Zelophehad, the grandsoii of

RIanasseh, in whose favor the law of succession to an

inheritance was altered (Num. xxvii. 1-11). She
married her cousin, and recei\ed as her share a por-

tion of the territory of Manasseh, east of the Jordan.

MAH'LI (^^n'? [sicldy, pining]: MooKi;

[Vat. -\ei, and once MorjA;] Moholi). 1. The

son of Merari, the son of I^vi, and ancestor of the

family of the Mahlites (Num. iii. 20 ; 1 Chr. vi.

19, 29, xxiv. 26). In the last quoted verse there

is apparently a gap in the text, Libni and Shimei

belonging to the family of Gershom (comp. ver. 20,

42), and Eleazar and Kish being afterwards de-

scribed as the sons of Malili (1 Chr. xxiii. 21,

xxiv. 28). One of his descendants, Sherebiah,

was appointed one of the minister? of the Temple

in the days of Ezra (Ezr. viii. 18). He is called

Mahali in the A. V. of Ex. vi. 19, Moli in 1

Esdr. viii. 47, and Machli in the margin.

2. The son of Mushi, and grandson of Merari

(1 Chr. vi. 47, xxiii. 23, xxiv. 30).

MAHLITES, THE C^^nTSn [see above];
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5 MioXi [V^at. -\«i; in cli. xxvi., LXX. omit] :

Moh(l{l(e, Moholl), the descendants of Mahli the

son of Merari (Num. iii. 33, xxvi. 58).

MAH'LON Cl^^n^ [plniny]: MaaAaS./:

Mnnlon), the first husband of Ruth. He and his

brother Chilion were sons of Elinielech and Naomi,

and are described, exactly in the same terms with

a subsequent member of their house — Jesse, — as

"Ephrathites of Bethlehem-judah " (Ruth i. 2, 5;

iv. 9, 10; comp. 1 Sam. xvii. 12).

It is uncertain which was the elder of the two.

In the narrative (i. 2, 5) Mahlon is mentioned first;

but in his formal address to the elders in the tjate

(iv. 9), Boaz says "Chilion and Mahlon." IJke

his brother, Mahlon died in the land of Moab with-

out offspring, which in the Targum on Ruth (i. 5)

is explained to have been a judgment for their

transgression of the law in marrying a Moabitess.

In the Targum on 1 Chr. iv. 22, Mahlon is identi-

fied with Joash, possibly on account of the double

meaning of the Hebrew word which follows, and

which signifies both " had dominion " and "mar-
ried." (See that passage.) [Chilion, Amer. ed.]

G.

MA'HOL (Vina [rt dance]: Ma\; Alex.

MaouA: Maliol). The father of Ethan the Ezrah-

ite, and Heman, Chalcol, and Darda, the four men
most famous for wisdom next to Solomon himself

(1 K. iv. 31), who in 1 Chr. ii. G are the sons and

immediate descendants of Zerah. Mahol is evi-

dently a proper name, but some consider it an

appellative, and translate " the sons of Mahol " by

"the sons of song," or "sons of the choir," in

reference to their skill in music. In this case it

would be more correct to render it " sops of the

dance;" ?Hrtc/«;^ corresponding to the Greek ^^pos
in its original sense of " a dance in a ring," though

it has not followed the meanings which have been

attached to its derivatives " chorus " and " choir."

Jarchi says that " they were skilled in composing

hymns which were recited in the dances of song."

Another explanation still is that Ethan and his

brethren the minstrels were called " the sons of

Mahol," because machol is the name of an instru-

ment of music in Ps. el. 4. Josephus {Ant. viii. 2,

§ 5) calls him 'H/uacoj/. W. A. W.
MAIA'NEAS (Uaidvvas-, [Aid. ^aiavvaia^:]

oni. in Vulg.) = M.^aseiah, 7 (1 Esdr. ix. 48);

probably a corruption of Maasias.

* MAIL. [Aims, ii. 1.]

* MAINSAIL, Acts xxvii. 40. [Ship, (6.)]

MA'KAZ (V'?^ [end, perh. border-toicn] :

[Rom. Ma/ces; A^at.] Maxe/J^as; Alex. MaxfJ-as-
Macces), a place, apparently a town, named once

only (1 Iv. iv. 9), in the specification of the juris-

diction of Solomon's commissariat officer, Ben-

Dekar. The places which accomjiany it — Shaal-

bim, Beth-shemesh, and Elon-beth-hanan — seem

to have been on the western slopes of the moun-
tains of Judah and Benjamin, i. e. the district

occupied by the tribe of Dan. But IMakaz has not

been discovered. Michniash —^the reading of the

LXX. (but of no other version)— is hardly possible,

both for distance and direction, though the posi-

tion and subsequent importance of ]\Iichmash, and

« E. s- Gideon's, Saurs, and David's attacks. [See

EVCAMPMENTS, i. 7336.]
b The Moslem tradition is that the attack took place
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the great fertility of its neighborhood, render it

not an unlikely seat for a commissariat officer.

G.

* MAKE has the sense of " do," " be occupied

with,"— "What makcst thou in this place " (Judg.

xviii. 3). The use also of "make" as signifying

"pretend," "feign" (Josh. viii. 15, ix. 4; 2 Sam.
xiii. 6 ; Luke xxiv. 28), deserves notice. H.

MA'KED (Mo/ce5; Alex. MaicejS: Syr. Mokor:
Vulg. Mdyetli), one of the "strong and great"

cities of Gilead — Josephus says Galilee, but this

must be an error— into which the Jews were driven

by the Annnonites under Timotheus, and from

which they were delivered by Judas Maccabaeus (1

Mace. V. 26, 36; in the latter passage the name is

given in the A. V. Mageu). By Josephus {Ant.

xii. 8, § 3) it is not mentioned. Some of the other

cities named in this narrative have been identified;

but no name corresponding to Maked has yet been

discovered; and the conjecture of Schvvarz (p. 2-30)

that it is a corruption of Minnith (HJti for

nSa), though ingenious, can hardly be accepted

without further proof. G.

MAKHE'LOTH [phri'^r^: naKy)\d,Q:

M(icelotJi), a place only mentioned in Num. xxxiii.

25 as that of a desert encampment of the Israelites.

The name is plural in form, and may signify

"places of meeting." H. H.

MAKKE'DAH (ni|975 [place of shep-

herds]: MaKTiSd, once [Josh. xv. 41] Mainjddv
[Vat. also Josh. x. 28]; Alex. Ma/C7j5a: Syr.

Mokor, and Nakoda: Maceda), a place memor-
able in the annals of the conquest of Canaan as the

scene of the execution by Joshua of the fi\e con-

federate kings : an act by which the \ictorv of

Beth-horon was sealed and consummated, and the

subjection of the entire southern portion of the

country insured. Makkedah is first mentioned

(Josh. X. 10) with Azekali, in the narrative of the

battle of Beth-horon, as the point to which the

rout extended ; but it is difficult to decide whether

this refers to one of the operations in the earlier

portion of the fight, or is not rather an anticipa-

tion of its close — of the circumstances related in

detail in vv. 11 and 16. &c. But with regard to

the event which has conferred immorfality on Mak-
kedah— the " crowning mercy " — (if we may be

allowed to borrow an expression from a not dis-

similar transaction in our own historj')— there is

fortunately no obscurity or uncertainty. It un-
questionably occurred in the afternoon of that

tremendous day, which " was like no day before or

after it." The order of the events of the twenty-

four hours which elapsed after the departure from

the ark and tabernacle at the camp seems to have

been as follows. The march from the depths of

the Jordan Valley at (Jilgal, through the rocky

clefts of the ravines which lead up to the central

hills, was made during the night. By or before

dawn they had reached Gibeon ; then — at the

favorite hour for such surprises" — came the sud-

den onset and the first carnage ''
; then the chase

and the appeal of Joshua to the rising sun, just

darting his level rays over the ridge of the hill of

on a Friday, and that the day was prolonged by on«

half, to prevent the Sabbatli being encroached upon.

(See Jalaladdin, Temple of Jerusalem, p. 287 )
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Gibeon in the rear; then the furious storin assist-

ing and completing the rout. In the mean time

the detection of the five chiefs in their hiding-place

has been communicated to Joshua, and, as soon as

the matter in hand will allovv, he rushes on with

the whole of his force to Makkedah (ver. 21). The

first thing to be done is to form a regular camp

(nDHQ). The next to dispose of the five chiefs,

and that liy no hurried massacre, hut in so delil>-

erate and judicial a manner as at once to infuse

terror into the Canaanites and confidence into his

own followers, to show to both that " thus shall

Jehovah do to all the enemies " of Israel. The

cave in the recesses of which the wretched kings

were hidden was a well-known one." It was close

to the town ; '' we may safely conclude that the whole

proceeding was in full view of the walls. At last

the ceremonial is over, the strange and significant

parable has been acted, and the bodies of Adoni-

zedek and his companions are swinging '^ from the

trees — possibly the trees of some grove sacred to

the abominable rites of the Canaanite Ashtaroth—
in the afternoon sun. Then Joshua turns to the

town itself To force the walls, to put the king

and all the inhabitants to the sword (ver. 28) is

to that indomitable energy, still fresh after the

gigantic labors and excitements of the last twenty-

four hours— the work of an hour or two. And
now the evening has arrived, the sun is at last

sinking — the first sun that has set since the depar-

ture from Gilgal — and the tragedy is terminated

by cutting down the five bodies from the trees, and

restoring them to the cave, which is then so blocked

up with stones as henceforth never again to become

refuge for friend or foe of Israel.

The taking of IMakkedah was the first in that

series of sieges and destructions by which the Great

Captain possessed himself of the main points of de-

fense throughout this portion of the country. Its

situation has hitherto eluded discovery. The cata-

logue of the cities of Judah in Joshua (xv. 41)

places it in the Shefekih or maritime plain, but

unfortunately it forms one of a group of towns of

which few or none are identified. The report of

Eusebius and Jerome [Onomasticon, "Maceda")is
that it lay 8 miles to the east of Eleutheropolis,

Beit-Jibrin, a position iiTeconcilable with every

requirement of the narrative. Porter {Handbook

224, 251) suggests a ruin on the northern slope of

the Waily es Sumt, bearing the somewhat similar

name of el-KlcJiah ; but it is difficult to under-

stand how this can have been the position of Mak-
kedah, which we should imagine would be found,

if it ever is found, considerably nearer Ramleh or

Jimzu.

Van de Velde (Memoir, p. 332) would place it at

Sumeil, a village standing on a low hill 6 or 7

miles N. W. of Beit-Jibrin ; but the only claim of

this site ajtpears to be the reported existence in the

o It is throughout distinguished by the definite arti-

cle, m37S!)n, " the cave."
' T T : - '

b The preposition used is the same as that employed

to describe the position of the five kings in the care —

mp?2i, " in Makkedah " — m^X32, " in the

cave."

c The word nvFI, rendered "hang" in ver. 2G,

has the force of suspending. See Ps. cxxxvii. 2 ;
2

Sam xviii. 10 ; and other passages where it must have
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neighborhood of a large cavern, while its position—
at least 8 miles further from Beth-horon than even

el-Kliidiiih— would make the view of the narrative

taken above impossible. G.

MAK'TESH {Wn:}127l, d with the def. ar-

ticle [see below] : t) KaraKeKo/x/xevr]'- Pila), a place,

evidently in Jerusalem, the inhabitants of which

are denounced by Zephaniah (i. 11). Kwald con-

jectures {Prophetm, 304) that it was the "Phoe-

nician quarter" of the city, in which the traders

of that nation — the Canaanites (A. V. " mer-

chants"), who in this passage are associated with

Mactesh— resided, after the custom in oriental

towns. As to which part of the city this quarter

occupied we have little or no indication. The
meaning of "Mactesh " is probably a deep hollow,

literally a " mortar." <J This the Targum identi-

fies with the torrent Kedron, the deep basin or

ravine of which sinks down below the eastern wall

and southeastern corner of the city. The Targuni,

probably with an eje to the traditional unclean-

ness of this valley, and to the idol-worship perpe-

trated at its lower end, says : " Howl ye inhabitants

of the torrent Kedron, for all the people are broken

whose works were like the works of the people of

Canaan." But may it not, with equal probability,

have been the deep valley which separated the

Temple from the upper city, and which at the time

of Titus' siege was, as it still is, crowded with the '

'• bazaars" of the merchants? (See p. 1306 a.)

G.

MAL'ACHI C^^sbj^: UaKaxias in the

title only : M((lachins), the last, and therefore

called "the seal " of the prophets, as his prophecies

constitute the closing book of the canon. His name
is probaldy contracted from Malachijah, " messenger

of Jehovah," as Abi (2 K. xviii. 2) from Abijah

(2 Chr. xxix. 1). Of his personal history nothing

is known. A tradition preserved in Pseudo-Epi-

phanius {De Vitts Proph.) relates that !Malachi

was of the tribe of Zebulun, and born after the

captivity at Sopha (2o</ja) in the territory of that

tribe. According to the same apocryphal story he

died young, and was buried with his fathers in his

own country. Jerome, in the preface to his Com-
mentary on Blalachi, mentions a belief which was
current among the .lews, that Malachi was identi-

cal with Ezra the priest, because the circumstances

recorded in the narrative of the latter are also men-
tioned by the prophet. The Targum of Jonathan

ben Uzziel, on the words " by the hand of Malachi "

(i. 1), gives the gloss "whose name is called Ezra

the scribe." With equal probability Malachi has

been identified with Mordecai, Nehemiah, and Ze-

rubbabel. The LXX. render " by Malachi " (Mai.

i. 1), "by the hand of his angel; " and this trans-

lation appears to have given rise to the idea that

Malachi, as well as Haggai and John the Baptist,

this meaning. It is an entirely distinct term from

3?p^, which, though also translated by "hang" in

the A. v., really means to crucify. See Mephibosheth.
<l One of the few cases iu which our translators have

represented the Hebrew letter Capli by K, which they

commonly reserve for Koph. [See also Mekonah.]
e The literal Aquila readers the words by els toi' oK-

fxov ;
Theodotion, iv tu ^aSet. The Hebrew term ia

the same as that employed in Judg. xv. 19 for the

hollow basin or combe in Lehi from which the spring

burst forth for the relief of Samson.
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was an angel in human shape (comp. Mai. iii. 1

;

2 Esdr. i. 40; Jerome, Comm. in Hug. i. 13).

Cyril alludes to this belief only to expre.ss his dis-

approbation, and characterizes those who held it as

romancers (ot ^a.r7\v ippm^oiZitKacnv k. t. A.)-

Another Hebrew tradition associated Malachi with

Haggai and Zechariali .is the companions of Daiiii.'l

when he saw tlie vision recorded in Dan. x. 7

(Smith's Select niscourses, p. 214; ed. 16G0), and

as among the first members of the Great Synagogue,

which consisted of 120 elders.

The time at which his prophecies were delivered

is not difficult to ascertain. C'yril makes him con-

temporary with Haggai and Zecliariah, or a little

later. Syncellus (p. 240 B) places tliese three proph-

ets under Joshua the son of .losedec. That Mal-

achi was contemporary with Nehemiah, is rendered

probable by a comparison of ii. 8 with Neh. xiii.

15; ii. 10-10 with Neh. xiii. 23, Ac; and iii. 7-12

with Neh. xiii. 10, &c. That he prophesied after

the times of Haggai and Zecliariah is inferred from

his omitting to mention the restoration of the

Temple, and from no allusion being made to him
by Ezra. The Captivity was already a tiring of the

long past, and is not referred to. The existence of

the Temple-service is presupposed in i. 10, iii. 1, 10.

The Jewish nation had still a political chief (i. 8),

distinguished by the same title as that borne by

Nehemiah (Neh. xii. 26), to which Gesenius assigns

a Persian origin. Hence Vitringa concludes that

Malachi delivered his prophecies after the second

return of Nehemiah from Persia (Neh. xiii. 6), and

subsequently to the 32d year of Artaxerxes Loiigi-

nianus (cir. b. c. 420), which is the date adopted

by Kennicott and Hales, and approved by Davidson

(Introd. p. 985). It may be mentioned that in the

Seder 01am Kabba (p. 5.5, ed. Meyer), the date of

Malachi's prophecy is assigned, with that of Haggai
and Zecliarialj, to the second year of Darius; and

bis death in the Seder Ohm Zuta (p. 105) is

placed, with that of the same two prophets, in the

52d year of the Medes and Persiaiis. The prin-

cipal reasons adduced by Vitringa, and whicli appear

conclusively to fix the time of Malachi's prophecy

as contemporary with Nehemiah, are the follow-

ing: The offenses denounced by Malachi as pre-

vailing among the people, and especially the cor-

ruption of the priests by marrying foreign wives,

correspond with the actual abuses with which

Nehemiah had to contend in his efforts to bring

about a reformation (comp. Mai. ii. 8 witli Neh.
xiii. 29). The alliance of the high-priest's family

with Tobiah the Ammonite (Neh. xiii. 4, 28) and

Sanballat the Horonite had introduced neglect of

the customary Temple-service, and the offerings and

tithes due to the Levites and priests, in consequence

of which the Temple was forsaken (Neh. xiii. 4-13),

and the Sabbath openly profaned {id. 15-21). The
short interval of Nehemiah's absence from Jerusa-

lem had been sufficient for the growth of these

corruptions, and on his return he found it necessary

to put them down with a strong hand, and to do

over again the work that Ezra had done a few

years before. From the striking parallelism be-

tween the state of things indicated in Malachi's

prophecies and tliat actually existing on Nehemiah's

return from the court of Artaxerxes, it is on all

accounts liighly probable tliat the efforts' of the

secular governor were on this occasion seconded by

the preaching of " .lehovah's messenger," and that

Malachi occupied the same position with regard to

the reformation under Nehemiah, which Isaiah held

111
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in the time of Hezekiah, and Jeremiah in that of

Josiah. Tlie last chapter of canonical Jewish his-

tory is the key to the last chapter of its prophecy.

The book of Malachi is contained in four chap-

ters in our version, as j^i the LXX., Vulgate, and
Peshito-Syriac. In the Hebrew the 3d and 4th

form but one chapter. The whole propliecy nat-

urally divides itself into three sections, in the first

of which Jehovah is represented as the loving father

and ruler of his people (i. 2-ii. 9); in the second,

as the supreme God and father of all (ii. 10-16);

and in the third, as their righteous and final judge

(ii. 17-end). These may be again subdivided into

smaller sections, each of which follows a certain

order: first, a short sentence; then the skeptical

questions which might be raised by the people;

and, finally, their full and triumphant refutation.

The formal and almost scholastic manner of the

prophecy seemed to Ewald to indicate that it was

rather delivered in writing than spoken publicly.

But though this may be true of the prophecy in its

pi'esent shape, which probably presents the sub-

stance of oral discourses, there is no reason for sup-

posing that it was not also pronounced orally in

pubhc, like the warnings and denunciations of the

older prophets, however it may difffer from them in

vigor of conception and high poetic diction. The

style of the prophet's language is suitable to the

manner of his prophecy. Smooth and easy to a

remarkable degree, it is the style of the reasoner

rather than of the poet. We miss the fiery pro-

plietic eloquence of Isaiah, and have in its stead the

calm and almost artificial discourse of the practiced

orator, carefully modeled upon tho.se of the ancient

prophets : thus blending in one the characteristics

of the old prophetical and the more modern dia-

logistic structures.

I. The first section of the prophet's message con-

sists of two parts: the first (i. 1-6) addressed, to

tlie people generally, in which Jehovah, by his

messenger, asserts his love for them, and proves it,

in answer to their reply, " Wherein hast thou loved

us? " by referring to the punishment of Edom as

an example. The second part (i. G-ii. 9) is ad-

dressed especially to the priests, who had despised

the name of Jehovah, and had been the chief movers

of the defection from his worship and covenant.

They are rebuked for the worthlessness of their

sacrifices and offerings, and their profanation of the

Temple thereby (i. 7-14). The denunciation of

their otlense is followed by the threat of punish-

ment for future neglect (ii. 1-3), and the character

of the true priest is drawn as the companion pic-

ture to tlieir own (ii. 5-9).

II. In the second section (ii. 10-16) the prophet

reproves the people for their intermarriages with

the idolatrous heathen, and the divorces by which

tliey separated themselves from their legitimate

wives, who wept at the altar of Jehovah ; in viola-

tion of the great law of marriage which God, the

father of all, established at the beginning.

III. The judgment, which tlie people lightly

regard, is announced with all solemnity, ushered in

by the advent of the Messiah. The Lord, preceded

by his messenger, shall come to his Temple sud-

denly, to purify the land from its iniquity, and to

execute swift judgment upon those who violate their

duty to (lod and their neighbor. The first part

(ii. 17-iii. 5) of the section terminates with the

threatened punishment; in the second (iii. 6-12)

the faithfulness of God to his promises is vindi-

cated, and the people exiiorted to repentance, with
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its attendant blessings; in the third (iii. 13-iv. G)

they are reproved for their want of confidence in

God, and for confusing good and evil. The final

severance between the righteous and the wicked is

then set forth, and the great day of judgment is

depicted, to be announced by the coming of Elijah,

or John the Baptist, the forerunner of Christ (Matt.

xi. 14, xvii. 10-13).

The prophecy of Malachi is alluded to in the

N. T., and its canonical authority thereby estab-

lished (corap. Mark i. 2, ix. 11, 12; Luke i. 17;

Kom. ix. 13). W. A. W.
* It has been made a question (not distinctly ad-

verted to above) whether the Hebrew term for Mala-

chi in i. 1 denotes the actual name of the prophet or

his mission and office. According to this form of

the question the writing may be anonymous, and

yet that not affect at all its canonical character or

authority. This idea of the appellative import of

the name probably appears in eV x^'P^ ayyeAov

avTov of the LXX. Jerome also entertained this

view. Vitringa, among other later writers, sup-

ports essentially the same view (
Observait. Sacrce,

ii. 353 fF. )
; while Hengstenberg (denying the ref-

erence to the prophet either as a personal or a

symbolic name) maintains that it is identical with

" my messenger " in iii. 1.
(
Christohf/ie, iii. 582 ft'.,

2te Ausg.; or Keith's transl. iii. 272 ft".) The

correspondence between the name and Malachi"s

errand as "Jehovah's messenger" or "my mes-

senger," i. e. of Jehovah, does not show the name

to be fictitious; for this correspondence between

names and history or vocation is a well-known

characteristic of Hebrew names (for example, Elijah,

Isaiah), and may be accounted for sometimes as

accidental and sometimes as a change of the original

name (subsequently lost) for the sake of the con-

formity. [Names, Amer. ed.] Hengstenberg urges

thjft the title (i. 1) says nothing of tlie parentage or

birth-place of the prophet. But this omission is

not peculiar to Malachi; for of the sixteen prophets

whose writings are preserved in the Canon, the

fathers of only eight are named. The birth-place

of only three (Amos, Micah, and Nahum) is men-

tioned, and in the case of llabakkuk and HaKjia^i,

nothing is added to the names except "the prophet"

( S^33n). Another of his arguments is that Nehe-

miah, the contemporary of ^Malachi, makes no men-

tion of him. But history shows innumerable in-

stances in which writers of the same period who

are known in other ways to have been personally

connected vs'ith each other, have left in their works

no evidence of this knowledge and intimacy. Be-

sides, in this case Nehemiah may possibly have

been absent from Jerusalem at the time of Malachi's

greatest activity (see Neh. xiii. 6 ), and hence would

have had so much less occasion for speaking of him.

Further, the use of the same expression as a proper

name in one place is not inconsistent with its literal

sense in another place; and still more questionable

is this identification if the Hebrew expression in

1. 1 differs from that in iii. 1, as " messenger of

Jehovah " differs from " my messenger." Hengsten-

berg denies, in opposition to the best authorities

(Fiirst, Ges. «.«.), that "^IDMy^ is abridged from

TT'DSl/Cl, In support of that etymology see

Havemick's EM. in dns A. Test., ii. 431, and espe-

cially Nagelsbach's article on "Maleachi" in Her-

zog'8 Real-Encykl. viii. 755. Bleek remarks that
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" the form itself of the name leads us nuich sooner

to think of an actual name, as also by far most of the

interpreters understand it " {Einl. in das A. Test.

p. 566).

The unity which characterizes the contents of

Malachi is unusual. Instead of being composed

of detached messages or themes, as in the case of

the other prophets, the parts here arise out of

each other by a natural gradation. The ground-

thought which pervades the book is that of the

relations of God and his chosen people to each other

under the ancient and the new economy.

Literature.— For the older Writers on Malachi

either separately or as one of the minor prophets

(among whom may be mentioned Calvin, Bahrdt,

Seb. Schmid, Faber, Pococke), see Winer's Handb.

der tlieol. Literatur, i. 222 f. The later commen-
tators (most of them in connection with the Minor
Prophets) are Rosenniiiller, Ewald, Umbreit, Hit-

zig, Maurer, Keil (Bd. iv., Bibl. Comin. 1866),

Laur. Reinke, Henderson (Amer. ed., 1860); and

in this country Noyes, T. V. Moore (Prophets of
the Restoration, New York, 1856), and Cowles. (See

the lists under Amos and Hakakkuk.) Eeinke's

work (Der Prophet Maleachi, Giessen, 1850) eon-

tains an introduction, the Hebrew text, and a

translation, together with philological and historical

notes, and is the most complete modern work on

this prophet. On the Christology of the book, one

may see Hengstenberg's Christology of the 0. Test.

iii. 272-364 (Keith's transl.); Stiihelin's Die Mes-
sianischen Weissac/ungen, p. 135 f. ; Hiivernick.

Vorlesunrjen iib. die Theoloyie des A. T. p. 173 f.

;

and J. Pye Smith's Sci-ipture Testimony to the Mes-

siah, 5th ed., i. 295 f. H.

MAL'ACHY (Maladiias), the prophet Mal-

achi (2 Esdr. i. 40).

MAL'OHAM (DSbp \tlieir king] : MeA-

xds; Alex. MeAxa^-' Molchom). 1. One of the

heads of the fathers of Benjamin, and son of

Shaharaim by his wife Hodesh (1 Chr. viii. 9),

whom the Targum of II. Joseph identifies with

Baara.

2. (o jSao-iXeus avrSiv- Melchom.) The idol

Molech, as some suppose (Zeph. i. 5). The word

literally signifies " their king," as the margin of

our version gives it, and is referred by Gesenius to

an idol generally, as invested with regal honors by

its worshippers. He quotes Is. viii. 21 and Am.
v. 26 in support of this view, though he refers Jer.

xlix. 1, 3, to Molech (as the LXX., the present

reading being evidently corrupt), and regards Mal-

cham as equivalent to Milcom (1 K. xi. 5, <fcc.).

Hitzig (Kurzg. Hdb. Jeremia), while he considers

the idol Milcom as unquestionably intended in Jer.

xlix. 1, renders Malcham literally " their king" in

ver. 3. The same ambiguity occurs in 2 Sam. xii.

30, where David, after his conquest of the. Am-
monites, is said to have taken the crown of " their

king," or " Malcham " (see LXX. and Vulg. on 1

Chr. XX. 2). A legend is told in Jerome's Qiues-

tiones Hebr. (1 Chr. xx. 2), how that, as it was

unlawful for a Hebrew to touch anything of gold

or silver belonging to an idol, Ittai the Gittite, who
was a Philistine, snatched the crown from the head

of Milcom, and gave it to David, who thus avoided

the pollution. [Ittai ; Molecii.] .

Again, in 2 Sam. xii. 31, the Cethih has "jS/^S

where the Ken is ^27723 (A. V. " through the
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brick-kiln"). Kimchi's note on the passage is as

follows : " i. e. in the place of Molech, in the fire

which the children of Ammon made their children

pass through to Molech; for Milcom was the abom-

ination of the children of Ammon, that is Molech,

and Milcom and Malcen are one."

VV. A. W.

MALCHI'AH (n^Sbn [Jehovah's king,

i. e. inaugurated by him]: MeAx'"' [^^^^- MeA.-

X€ia:] Mdchias). 1. A descendant of Gershom

the son of I^vi, and ancestor of Asaph the minstrel

(1 Chr. vi. 40).

* The A. V. ed. 1611 here reads Melchiah; the

Bishops' Bible Melchia. A.

2. ([Vat. FA. MeAxeiaO Melchia.) One of

the sons of Parosh, who had married a foreign wife,

and put her away at the command of Ezra (Ezr.

X. 25). Melchias in 1 Esdr. ix. 26.

3. ([Vat. Ales. FA. M€Ax«'«\] Melchias.)

Enumerated among the sons of Harim, who lived

in the time of Ezra, and had intermarried with the

people of the land (Ezr. x. 31). In 1 Esdr. x. 32

he appears as Melchias, and in Neh. iii. 11 as

Malchijah 4.

4. [Vat. Alex. MeAxs'a-] Son of Rechab, and

raler of the circuit or environs of Bethhaccerem.

He took part in the rebuilding of the wall of Jeru-

salem under Nehemiah, and repaired the Dung
Gate (Neh. iii. 14).

5. [Vat. FA. MeAxe'«-] " ^he goldsmith's

son," who assisted Nehemiah in rebuilding the wall

of Jerusalem (Neh. iii. 31). The word rendered

" the goldsmith " is taken as a proper name by the

LXX. (SapetpO, and in the Peshito-Syriac Mal-

chiah is called " the son of Zephaniah." The

A. V. has followed the Vulgate and Jarchi.

6. (MgAx'as ;
[Vat. FA.] Alex. MeAxeias:

Melchia.) One of the priests who stood at the

left hand of Ezra when he read the Law to the

people in the street before the Water Gate (Neh.

viii. 4). In 1 Esdr. ix. 44 he is called :Mel-

CHIAS.

7. [In Neh., Vat. M. MeA/cem; FA. MeAxeia.]

A priest, the father of Pashur^ Malchijah 1

(Neh. xi. 12 ; Jer. xxxviii. 1), and Melchiah (Jer.

xxi. 1).

8. (^n*2v^ [see above: Alex. MeAxeiax-])

The son of Ham-melech (or •' the king's son," as

it is translated in 1 K. xxii. 26 ; 2 Chr. xxviii. 7 ),

into whose dungeon or cistern Jeremiah was cast

(Jer. xxxviii. G). The title "king's son" is ap-

plied to Jerahmeel (Jer. xxxvi. 26), who was among
those commissioned by the king to take prisoners

Jeremiah and Baruch; to Joash, who appears to

have held an office inferior to that of the governor

of the city, and to whose custody Jlicaiah was com-

mitted by Ahab (1 K. xxii. 26); and to Maaseiah

who was slain by Zichri the Ephrainiite in the

invasion of Judah by Pekah, in the reign of Ahaz

(2 Chr. xxviii. 7). It would seem from these p.as-

sages that the title "king's son" was official, like

that of " king's mother," and applied to one of the

royal family, who exercised functions somewhat

similar to those of Potiphar in the court of

Pharaoh. W. A. W.

MAL'CHIEL (bs^'Sbn [Goits king, i. e.

appointed by him]: MeAxi'A., Gen. xlvi. 17; MeA-

Xc^A ih Num. and Chr., as Alex, in all cases

;

'_Vat. in Num. MeAxeirjA, in Chr. MeAAetr;:]

Meichiel), the son of Beriah, the son of Asher, and
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ancestor of the family of the Malchielites (Num.
xxvi. 45). In 1 Chr. vii. 31 he is called the father,

that is founder, of Birzavith or Berazith, as is the

reading of the Targum of R. Joseph. Josephus

(Ant. ii. 7, § 4) recko(^s him with Heber among
the six sons of Asher, thus making up the number
of Jacob's children and grandchildren to seventy,

without reckoning great-grandchildren.

MAL'CHIELITES, THE C'bsi'^3^12n

:

M€Ax")Ai; [Vat. MeAxei'j^et:] Melchielihe), the

descendants of Malchiel, the grandson of Asher

(Num. xxvi. 45).

MALCHFJAH (n*3^a [Jehovah's king] :

MeAxi'a; [Vat. MoAxeiaO A'ex. MeAxtas^ Mel-

chias). 1. A priest, the lather of Pashur (1 Chr.

ix. 12); the same as Malchiah 7, and Mel-
chiah.

2. ([Vat. MeAxeia^] Melchia.) A priest, chief

of the fifth of the twenty-four courses appointed by

David (1 Chr. xxiv. 9).

3. {'Acra^ia; [Vat. omits; FA. 2a/8(o; Comp.

MeAx'as^ Melchia,] Jammebias [?]) An Israelite

layman of the sons of Parosh, who at Ezra's com-

mand put away his foreign wife (Ezr. x. 25), In

1 Esdr. ix. 26 he is called Asibias, which agrees

with the reading of the LXX.
4. (MeAxi'ay; [Vat. FA.] Alex. MeAxeias

:

Melchias.) Son, that is, descendant of Harim, who

with Hashub repaired the Tower of the Furnaces

when the wall of Jerusalem was rebuilt by Nehe-

miah (Neh. iii. 11). He is probably the same as

Malchiah 3.

5. (MeAxi'a; [Vat.] Alex. MfAxeia.) One of

the priests who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah

(Neh. X. 3). It seems probable that the names in

the list referred to are rather those of families than

of individuals (comp. 1 Chr. xxiv. 7-18, and Neh.

xii. 1-7), and in this case Malchijah hi Neh. x. 3

would be the same with the head of the fifth course

of priests ^= Malchijah 2.

6. (Om. in Vat. MS. [also Rom. Alex. FA.l]

;

Alex, [rather FA.3] MeAxe'ots: Melchia.) One
of the priests who assisted in the solemn dedication

of the wall of .Jerusalem under Ezra and Nehemiah

(Neh. xii. 42).

MALCHI'RAM (Dn"^3^» [kingofexaha^

tiu7i]: MeXx^pd/j.; [Vat. MeAxeipo/u:] Jfelchi-

ram), one of the sons of Jeconiali, or Jehoiachin,

the last but one of the kings of Judah (1 Chr. iii.

18).

MAL'CHI-SHU'A {"S^W-^i^l^ [king of

help]: [Rom. Alex. MeAx'o-oue'; Vat. 1 Chr. viii.,]

MeAxecoue, [1 Chr. ix., x., MeAxe"roiie ; Sin.

1 Chr. X. 2, MeAx'o-eSe/c:] Melchisua), one of the

sons of king Saul. His position in the family can-

not be exactly determined. In the two genealogies

of Saul's house preserved in (Chronicles he is given

as the second son next Ijelow Jonathan (1 Chr. viii.

33, ix. 39). But in the account of Saul's offspring

in 1 Samuel he is named third— Ishui being be-

tween him and Jonathan (1 Sam. xiv. 49), and on

the remaining occasion the same order is preserved,

but Abinadab is substituted for Ishui (1 Sam. xxxi.

2). In both these latter passages the name is

erroneously given in the A. V. as Melchi-shua.

Nothing is known of Malchi-shua beyond the fact

that he fell, witli his two brothers, and before his

father, in the early part of the battle of Gilboa.

G.
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MAL'CHUS iMJ^\xo^='^^h72, Malluch, in

1 Chr. vi. 44, Nell. x. 4, &c., ruler or councillor

;

LXX. MaA.aix or Ma\oi)y\ and Joseph. MaA.X"^)
Ani. xiii. 5, § 1, xiv. 14, § 1) is the name of the

servant of the liigh-priest, whose right ear Peter

cut off at the time of the Saviour's apprehension in

the garden. See the narrative in Matt. xxvi. 51

;

Mark xiv. 47; Luke xxii. 49-51; John xviii. 10.

He was the personal servant (SoCAos) of the high-

priest, and not one of the baiUffs or apparitors

(uTrrjpeTrjy) of the Sanliedrim. The high-priest

intended is Caiaphas no doubt (though Annas is

called apx^^p^vs i" the same connection); for John,

who was personally known to the former (John

xviii. 15), is the only one of the Evangelists who
gives the name of Malchus. This servant was prob-

ably stepping forward at the moment with others

to liandcufF or pinion Jesus, when the zealous Peter

struck at him with his sword. The blow was meant

undoubtedly to be more effective, but reached only

the ear. It may be as Stier remarks {Reden Jesu,

vi. 208), that the man seeing the danger, threw his

head or body to the left, so as to expose the right

ear more than the other.

The allegation that the writers are inconsistent

with each other, because Matthew, Mark, and John

say either wt'lov, or wrdpiov (as if that meant the

lappet or tip of the ear), while Luke says o5r, is

groundless. The Greek of the New Testament age,

like the modern Romaic, made no distinction often

between the primitive and diminutive. This is

especially true of terms relating to parts of the

human body. (See Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 211.) In

fact, Luke himself exchanges the one term for the

other in this very narrative (vv. 50 and 51). The

Saviour, as his pursuers were about to seize Him,
asked to be left free for a moment longer {fUTe 'iuis

rovTov [Luke xxii. 51] ), and that moment He
used in restoring the wounded man to soundness."

The aij/a^ei/os rov oot'wv may indicate (which is

not forbidden by a.<piL\€V, aTreKo\f/ei') that the ear

still adhered slightly to its place. It is noticeable

that Luke the physician is the only one of the

writers who mentions the act of healing. It is a

touching remembrance that this was our Lord's

last miracle for the relief of human suffering. The

hands which had been stretched forth so often to

heal and bless mankind, were then bound, and his

beneficent ministry in that form of its exercise was

finished for ever. H. B. H.

MALE'LEEL (Ma\e\i-fi\- Malaleel). The

same as Mahalaleel, the son of Cainan (Luke

iii. 37; Gen. v. 12, marg.).

MAL'LOS, THEY OF (MaAAwrai: MnU
lotcB), who, with the people of Tarsus, revolted from

Antiochus Epiphanes because he had bestowed them

on one of his concubines (2 Mace. iv. .30). The

absence of the king from Antioch to put down the

insurrection, gave the infamous Menelaus the high-

a * The Greek expression cited above is singularly

ambiguous. It is uncertain what the verb (eare)

means. It is uncertain whether Christ's disciples or

the soldiers are addressed, and whether the pronoun

(toutov) refers to a person, or place, or an act. For

the different interpretations, see Meyer's Komm. iib.

das N. T. i. (2.) 576 f. (1867). But though the words

are so doubtful as written, they were perfectly explicit

as heard at the moment, because they were accom-

panied by some tone or gesture which is lost to us.

H.

MALLOWS
priest an opportunity of purloining some of the

sacred vessels from the Temple of Jerusalem (vv.

•32, 39), an act which finally led to the murder of

the good Onias (vv. 34, 35). Mallos was an im-
portant city of Cilicia, lying at the mouth of the

Pyramus {Seihun), on the shore of the Mediter-

ranean, N. E. of Cyprus, and about 20 miles from
Tarsus

(
Tersus). (See Diet, of Geography.)

G.

MALLO'THI (Tl^^P [perh. Jehovah is

splendor, Fiirst] : MoAAiei; [Vat. Maj/Set, MeOa-
Oei;] Alex. MfaXoidL, and MeAATifli: Mellothi), a,

Kohathite, one of the fourteen sons of Heman the

singer, and chief of the nineteenth course of twelve

Levites into which the Temple choir was divided

(1 Chr. XXV. 4, 26). [Hothor, Amer. ed.]

MALLOWS (n-lba,* mallmch:" &\ifia:

kerbcB ei arborum cortices). By the Hebrew word
we are no doubt to understand some species of

Orache, and in all probability the Atriplex halimus

of botanists. It occurs only in Job xxx. 4, where
the- patriarch laments that he is exposed to the

Jew's Mallow
(
Corchorits olitoriiis).

derision of the lowest of the people, " whose fathers

he would have disdained to have set with the dogs

of his ilock," and who from poverty were obliged

to seek their sustenance in desert places amongst

wild herbs— " who pluck off the sea ornche near

the hedges f' and eat the bitter roots of the Spanish

broom." Some writers, as R. Levi (Job xxx.) and

Luther, with the Swedish and the old Danish ver-

sions, hence understood "nettles" to be denoted

by malluach, this troublesome weed having been

from time immemorial an article of occasional diet

i> From nbp (Arab. ^JLo), "salt."

c Old editions of the text read aAtjua, instead of

aXi(u.a, as from a priv. and Aifios, "hunger." So

Chrj'SOStom, aAi^a ^oranj Tt's e<mv, toxv 7rA7)poC<7'a toj'

icrOiovTa.

<i n"'ti?"'^ v3? some translate '' on the branch."

See Lee's Comment, on Job, /. c.
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amongst the poor, even as it is amongst ourselves

at this day (Plin. //. iV. xxi. 15; Athen. iv. c. 15).

Others have conjectured that some species of " mal-

low " (mnlva) is intended, as Ueodatius, and the

A. V. Sprengel {Hist. Rei herb. 14) identifies the

•'Jew's mallow" {Corchorus olUovius) with the

malluach, and Lady Callcott (Script. Herb. p. 255)

is of a similar opinion. " In Purchase's Pil(/rims"

observes this writer, " there is a letter from Master

William Biddulph, who was travelling from Aleppo

to Jerusalem in IGOO, in which he says, ' we saw

many poor people gathering mallows and three-

leaved grasse, and asked them what they did with

it, and they answered that it was all their food and

they did eate it '
" (see also Harmer's Observations,

iii. 166). There is no doubt that this same mallow

is still eaten in Arabia and Palestine, the leaves

and pods being used as a pot-herb. Dr. Shaw
{Travels, i. 258, 8vo. 1808) mentions Mellow-

Keahs, which he says is the same with the

Corchorus, as being cultivated in the gardens of

Barbary, and draws attention to the resemblance

of this word with the malluach of Job, but he

thinks " some other plant of a more saltish taste
"

^b,

AlripUx halimus.

is rather intended. The Atriplex halimus has un-
doubtedly the best claim to represent the malluach,

as Bochart {flieroz. ii. 22.3), and before him Drusius

(Qiuest. Hebr. i. qu. 17) have proved. Celsius

{flierob. ii. 97), Hiller {Hierophyt. i. 457), Rosen-

miiller {Schol. in .fob xxx. 4, and Botany of the

Bible, p. 115), and Dr. Kitto {Pictor. Bible on

Job) adopt this opinion. The Greek word used by
the LXX. is applied by Dioscorides (i. c. 120) to

the Atriplex halimus, as Sprengel ( Comment, in

I. c.) has shown. Dioscorides says of this plant,

that " it is a shrub which is used for hedges, and
resembles the Rhamnus, being white and without

..horns; its leaves are like those of the olive, but

broader and smoother, they are cooked as vegetables

;

the plant grows near the sea, and in hed<;es." See

also the quotation from the Arabian botanist, Aben-
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Beitar (in Bochart, I. c. above), who says that th«

plant which Dioscorides calls " halimus " is the

same with that which the Syrians call maluch,
Galen (vi. 22), Serapion in Bochart, and Prosper
Alpinus {De Plant. yEuypt. cxxviii. 45).

The Hebrew name, liRe the Greek, has reference

either to the locaUty where the plant grows—" no-
men Grscum a loco natali a\i/xai, TrapaeaKacralcp,"
says Sprengel— or to its saline taste. The Atri-

plex halimus is a shrub from four to five feet high,

with many thick branches; the leaves are rather

sour to the taste; the flowers are purple and very

small ; it grows on the sea-coast in Greece, Arabia,

Syria, etc., and belongs to the natural Order Chen-
opodiacea. Atriplex hortensis, or garden Orach, is

often cooked and eaten as spinach, to which it is

by some persons preferred. W. H.

* " The best authorities," says Tristram {Nat.

Hist, of the Bible, p. 466), "are in favor of a
species of Sea Purslane {Atriplex halimus), which
grows abundantly on the shores of the Mediterra-

nean, in salt marshes, and also on the shores of the

Dead Sea still more luxuriantly. We found thick-

ets of it of considerable extent on the west side of

the sea, and it exclusively supplied us with fuel for

many days. It grows there to the heii^ht of ten

feet— more than double its size on the Mediterra-

nean. It forms a dense mass of thin twigs without
thorns, has very minute purple flowers close to the

stem, and small, thick, sour-tasting leaves, which
could be eaten, as is the Atriplex hortensis, or

garden Orache, but it would be very miserable

food." Prof. Conant renders H-lvJ^ "salt-plant"

(Booh of Job, in loc.). II.

MAL'LUCH (TT^b^ [ruler or counsellor-]

:

MaXtix' Maloch). 1. A Levite of the family of

Merari, and ancestor of Ethan the singer (1 Chr.

vi. 44).

2. (MaXoyx; [Vat., with preceding word, M€-
KovaafxaXovfx.:] Melluch.) One of the sons of

Beni, who put away his foreign wife at Ezra's com-
mand (Ezr. X. 29). He was probalily of the tribe

of Judah and line of Pharez (see 1 Chr. ix. 4). In

the parallel list of 1 Esdr. ix. 30, he is called Ma-
MUCHUS.

3. {Ba\ovx\ [Vat.] Alex. MaXovx' Maloch.)

One of the descendants of Harim in the time of

Ezra, who had married a foreign wife (Ezr. x. 32).

4.' {iAaXovx' Melluch.) A priest or family of

priests who signed the covenant with Nehemiah
(Neh. X. 4).

5. One of the " heads " of the people who signed

the covenant on the same occasion (Neh. x. 27).

6. [Vat. AA.OUA.] One of the families of priests

who returned with Zerubb.abel (Neh. xii. 2); prob-

ably the same as No. 4. It was represented in the

time of Joiakim by Jonathan (ver. 14). The same
as Melicu.

MAMA'IAS [3 syl.] (2a/iaiar : iSn-merr), ap-

parently the same with Shemaiah in Ezr. viii. 16.

In the Geneva version of 1 Esdr. viii. 44, it is

written Samaian. [See also Ma.sman.]

MAM'MON (7'"1!2?9 • Maitcows: Matt. vi.

24, and Luke xvi. 9), a word which often occurs in

the Chaldee Targums of Onkelos, and later writers,

and in the Syriac Version, and which signifies

" riches." This meaning of the word is given

by Tertullian, Adv. Marc. iv. 33, and by Augiistina

and Jerome commenting; on St. Matthew : Augus-
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tine adds that it was in use as a Punic, and Jerome
adds tliat it was a Syrlac word. There is no reason

to suppose tliat any idol received divine honors in

the east under this name. It is used in St. Jlat-

thevv as a personification of riches. The derivation

of the word is discussed by A. Pfeiffer, Opera, p.

474. W. T. B.

^MAMNITANAFMUS {vla^jLvirivaLfjios;

[Vat. Ma/xTavai(Uos Mathmietis),a. name which

appears in the lists of ] Esdr. ix. 34, and occupies

the place of " Mattaniah, Mattenai," in Ezr. x. 37,

of which it is a corruption, as is stiU more evident

froui the form " Mamnimatanaius," in which it

appears in the Geneva version.

MAM'RE (^^r?'!?'? [perh. fatness, and then

strength, manliness, Ges.] : Ma/x^p^ ; Joseph.

Ma/j.0pris'- Mamre), an ancient Amorite," who
with his brothers Eshcol and Aner was in alhance

with Abram (Gen. xiv. 13, 24), and under the

shade of whose oak-grove the patriarch dwelt in the

interral between his residence at Bethel and at

Beer-sheba (xiii. 18, xviii. 1). The personality

of this ancient chieftain, unmistakably though

slightly brought out* in the narrative just cited—
a narrative regarded by Ewald and others as one

of the most ancient, if not the most ancient, docu-

ments in the Bible— is lost in the subsequent chap-

ters. Mamre is there a mere local appellation —
" Mamre which faces Machpelah " (xxiii. 17, 19,

XXV. 9, xlix. 30, I. 13). It does not appear beyond
the book of Genesis. E.suroL survived to the date

of the conquest— sun'ives possibly still— but

Mamre and Aner have vanished, at least their

names have not yet been met with. If the field

and cave of Machpel.\h were on the hill which
forms the northeastern side of the Valley of Hebron
— and we need not doubt that they were — then

JIamre, as "facing " them, must have been on the

opposite slope, where the residence of the governor

now stands.

In the Vulgate of Jud. ii. 14 (A. V. ii. 24),

"torrens Mainbre " is found for the Abi-onas o{

the original text. G.

MAMU'CHUS {Mafxodxos: MalucJms), the

same as Malluch 2 (1 Esdr. ix. 30). The LXX.
was probably MaWovxos at first, which would
easily be corrupted into the present reading.

MAN. Four Hebrew terms are rendered " man "

in the A. V. 1. Adam, u "^
. (A.) The name of

a The LXX., except in xiv. 24, give the name with
the feminine article. They do the same in other

cases ; e. g. Baal.

b In the Jewish traditions he appears as encourag-

ing Abraham to undergo the pain of circumcision, from
whicli his brothers would have dissuaded him — by a
reference to the deliverance he had already experienced

from far greater trials— the furnace of Nimrod and the

sword of Chedorlaomer. (Beer, Leben Abrnlmms, 36.)

m«. -i ms.

TT-: tt-:t'' tt

T T

m ir2S:fem. HttH pi. D'^tt'SS, variant

MAN
the man created in the image of God. It appears

to be derived from Mam, c " he or it was red or

ruddy," like Edom.^^ The epithet rendered by us
" red " has a very wide signification in the Semitic

languages, and must not be limited to the English

sense. Thus the Arabs speak, in both the literary

and the vulgar language, of a " red " camel, using the

term ahmar, ' their common word for "red," just

as they speak of a " green " ass, meaning in the

one case a shade of brown, and in the other a kind

of dingy gray. When they apply the term "red "

to man, they always mean by it " fair." The
name Adam has been supposed by some to be de-

rived from adamdh,/ "earth," or "ground,"
because Adam was formed of " dust of the ground " o

(Gen. ii. 7); but the earth or ground derived this

appellation from its brownness, which the Hebrews
would call "redness." In Egypt, where the allu-

vial earth of the Nile-valley is of a blackish-brown

color, the name of the country, KEM, signifies

" black " in the ancient Egyptian and in Coptic.

[Egypt.] Others have connected the name of

Adam with demuth, '< " likeness," from ddmah, »

"he or it was or became like," on account of the

use of this word in both narratives of his creation

:

" And Gcd said, Let us make Adam in our image,

after our likeness " ^' (Gen. i. 2G). "In the day
of God's creating Adam, in the hkeness ^ of God
made He him " (v. 1). It should be oljserved that

the usu,al opinion that by " image " and " likeness
"

moral qualities are denoted, is perfectly in accord-

ance with Semitic phraseology : the contrary idea,

arising from a misapprehension of anthropomor-

phism, is utterly repugnant to it. This derivation

seems improbable, although perhaps more agreeable

than that from ddam with the derivations of ante-

diluvian names known to us. (B.) The name of

Adam and his wife (v. 1, 2; comp. i. 27, in which
case there is nothing to show that more than one

pair is intended). (C.) A collective noun, inde-

clinable, having neither construct state, plural, nor
feminine form, used to designate any or all of the

descendants of Adam.

2. Jsli, ^'^^, apparently softened from a form

unused in the singular by the Hebrews, mesh, m
"man," "woman," "men." It corresponds to

the Arabic ins," "man," insdn, » softened form
eesdn,p "a man," "a woman," and "man" col-

lectively like ins; and perhaps to the ancient

Egyptian as, " a noble." i The variant Knosk
(mentioned in the note) occurs as the proper name

enSsh, tJ?13S, which some take to be the primitive

form.

^JJJ^] .LmO^ "u..Lwyof.

g It has been derived from U'llS, " he was sick,"

so as to mean weak, mortal ; to which Gesenius objects

that this verb comes from the theme IC3 {Lex. s v.

ti'SS). The opposite signification, strength and robust-

ness, has been suggested with a reference to the theme

tCK (Fiirst, Concord, s. v. t27"^S). It seems more

reasonable to suppose, with Gesenius, that this is a

primitive word (Lex. s. t. If^S). Perhaps the idea

of being may lie at its foundation.
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of a son of Seth and grandson of Adam (Gen. iv.

26; 1 Chr. i. 1). In the A. V. it is written Enos.

It might be supposed that this was a case like

that of Adam's name; but this cannot be admitted,

since the variant Ish and tlie feni. form Jshshdh

are used before the birtli of Enosli, as in the cases

of the naming of Eve (Gen. ii. 2o) and Cain (iv. 1).

If it be objected that we must not lay too much
stress upon verbal criticism, we I'eply that, if so, no

stress can be laid upon tlie name of Enosh, which

might even be a translation, and that such forms

as Methusael and iMethuselah, which have the

characteristics of a primitive state of Hebrew,

oblige us to lay the greatest stress upon verbal

criticism."

3. Geber, ^5?» ''^ man," from (jabur, f> "to

be strong." generally witli reference to his strength,

corresponding to vir and dcrjp.

4. Meihiin, D'^nXD, c " men," always masculine.

The singular is to be traced in the antediluvian

proper names Methusael and Methuselah.'' Per-

haps it may be derived from the root muth, " he

died," « in which case its use would be very appro-

priate in Is. xli. 14, " Fear not, thou worm Jacoli,

ye men of Israel."/ If this conjecture be admit-

ted, this word would correspond to ^poT6% and
might be read " mortal."

MAN'AEN {M.ava-i]v Manalien) is men-
tioned in Acts xiii. 1 as one of the teachers and
prophets in the church at Antioch at the time of

the appointment of Saul and Barnabas as mis-

sionaries to the heathen. He is not known out of

this passage. The name signifies consoler (Cn^J^,

2 K. XV. 17, &c. ) ; and both that and his relation

to Herod render it quite certain that he was a Jew.

The Herod with whom he is said to have been

brought up {(TvVTpo<pos) could not have been Herod

Agrippa II. (Acts xxv. 13), for as he was only

seventeen years old at the time of the death of his

father, Herod Agrippa I. in a. r>'. 44 (.Joseph. Aiit.

xix. 9, § 1 ), a comrade of that age would have been

too young to be so prominent as a teacher at

Antioch as Manaen was at the date of Paul's first

missionary journey (Acts xiii. 3). The Herod in

question must have been Herod Antipas, under

whose jurisdiction the Saviour as a (ialilean lived,

and who beheaded John the Baptist. Since this

Antipas was older than Archelaus, who succeeded

Herod the Great soon after the birth of Ghrist,

Manaen (his avvrpocjtos) must have been somewhat
advanced in years in A. d. 44, when he appears

before us in Luke's history— older certainly than

forty-five or fifty, as stated in Lange's Bihelwerk

(v. 182). The point of chief interest relating to

him concerns the sense of crvvTpopos, which the

historian regarded as sutticiently remarkable to con-

nect with his name. We have a learned discussion
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n The naming of Cain (^''p) niay suggest how

Enosh came to bear a iianio .signifying "man." "I

have obtained a man (ty^S "'jl^Sp) from the Lord ''

(Gen. iv. 1).

-T

e Defective Di~lX2, from an unused singular, jlQ

nr n^.

^ Vsf'Jin^ and nbyji-ina, where the word
T : - V :

'

of this question in Walch's Dissertationes in Acta
Apostvlorum {de Menachemo, ii. 195-252). Fo'
the value of this treatise see Tholuck's Glavh
iciirdigkeit, p. 167.

The two following are the principal views that

have been advanced, and have still their advocates.

One is that <TvvTpo<pos nieans comrade, associate,

or, more strictly, one brought up, educated with

another. This is the more frequent sense of the

word, and Calvin. Grotius, Schott, Baumgarten,
and others, adopt it here. It was very common in

ancient times for persons of rank to associate other

children with their own, for the purpose of sharing

their anuisements (hence av/xTralKTOpes in Xenoph.
CyropceJ. i. 3, § 14) and their studies, and thus

exciting them to greater activity and emulation.

Josephus, Plutarch, Polybius, and others speak of

this custom. Walch shows it to have existed

among the Medes, Persians, Egyptians, Greeks, and
Romans. Herod might have adopted it from the

Romans, whom he was so much inclined to imitate

(see Raphel's Annotaliones, ii. 80, and Wetstein,

Nov. Ti'S/. ii. 532).

The other view is that ffvvrpocpos denotes /bster-

broiher, brought up at the same breast (6pioyd\a,-

KTos, coUiictanevs), and, as so taken, Manaen's
mother, or the woman who reared him, would have

been also Herod'.s nurse. So Kuinoel, Olshausen,

Ue Wette, Alford, and others, ^^'alchs conclusion

(not correctly represented by some recent writers),

combines in a measure these two explanations. He
thinks that Manaen was educated in Herod's family

along with Antipas and some of his other children,

and at the same time that he stood in the stricter

relation to Antipas which avvTpo(pos denotes as

coUactanezts. He calls attention to the statement

of Josephus {AiH. xvii. 1, § 3) that the brothers

.Antipas and Archelaus were educated in a private

way at Rome ("Apx^Aaos Se Kal 'AvTiiras iir\

Vdifxtis Tvapa tlvl ISkjittj rpocpas ei'x'"')' ^^^
though not supposing that Manaen accompanied

them thither he thinks vi'e may infer that INIanaen

enjoyed at home the same course of discipline

and instruction {(xvurpocpos in that sense) as the

two brothers, who are not likely to have been sep-

arated in their earlier, any more than in their later

education. Yet as Manaen is called the avvTpo(poi
of Herod oidy, Walch suggests that there may have

been the additional tie in their case which resulted

from their having had. a common nurse.

It is a singular circumstance, to say the least,

that Josephus {Ant. xv. 10, § 5) mentions a certain

Manaem (M.avdrj/j.os), who was in high repute among
the Essenes for wisdom and sanctity, and who fore-

told to Herod the (ireat, in early life, that he was
destined to attain royal honors. After the fidfill-

ment of the prediction the king treated the prophet

with special favor, and hotiored the entire sect on
his account {iravTas a7r' iKeivov tovs 'Etrcrijt'oiis

is not, as Gesenius would make it, changed by the

construct state, but has a case-ending !), to be com-

pared to the Arabic case-ending of the nominative, «»,

«, 6, ,•

e The conjecture of Gesenius (Le.x. a. v.), that the

middle radical of p(^12 is softened from r is not

borne out by the Egyptian form, which is 51ET, " a

dead one.-'

f b.Klip'] ^n'Q ; oXiyorroi 'laparjX. For the

word " worm " compai-e Job xxv. 6 ; Ps. xxii. 6.
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Tifxiev SieTeXeO- There was a class of the Essenes

who had families (Walch, 237 f. ), though others

had not; and it has been conjectured with some
plausibility that, as one of the results of Herod's
friendship for the lucky soothsayer, he may have
adopted one of his sons (who took the father's

name), so far as to receive him into his family, and
make him the companion of his children (see

Walch, p. 234, &c.)- Lightfoot surmises, as one

of the possibilities, that the Manaeni of Josephus

may be the one mentioned in the Acts (suspicioncm

vtl lerem cieri potest hunc nosh'um esse eundeni);

but he deems it more probable (if it be certain that

the Essenes had wives) that a son or some kinsman

of the soothsayer may have been the prophet at

Antioch. (See lloiw Hebr. ii. 720 f.) The inevit-

able disparity in age which must have existed be-

tween the Essene of Josephus and Antipas, the son

of Herod the Great, to say nothing of other dif-

ficulties, puts the former of their suppositions out

of the question.

The precise interest which led Luke to recall the

Herodian connection is not certain. Meyer's sug-

gestion, that it may have been the contrast between

the early relationship and JIanaen's later Christian

position (though he makes it of the first only),

applies to one sense of crivrpofpos as well as the

other. A far-fetched motive need not be sought.

Even such a casual relation to the great Jewish

family of the age (whether it was that of a foster-

brother or a companion of princes) was peculiar

and interesting, and would be mentioned without

any special object merely as a part of the individual's

history. Walch's citations show that aivrpocpos,

as used of such intimacies ((TvvTpo(piat), was a title

greatly esteemed among the ancients; that it was

often borne tiirough life as a sort of proper name;
and was recounted among the honors of the epitaph

after death. It is found repeatedly on ancient

monuments.
It may be added that Manaen, as a resident in

Palestine (he may have been one of Herod's

courtiers till his banishment to Gaul), could hardly

fail to have had some personal knowledge of the

Saviour's ministry. He must have spent his youth

at Jerusalem or in that neighborhood; and among
his recollections of that period, connected as he

was with Herod's family, may have been the tragic

scene of the massacre at liethlehem. H. B. H.

MAN'AHATH (."IPD^ [resta]: [Vat.]

Maxai'o.dei; [Kom. -6/; Alex. MavaxaOt'] Mnna-
hath), a place named in 1 Chr. viii. G only, in con-

nection with the genealogies of the tribe of Ben-

jamin. The passage is very obscure, and is not

made less so by the translation of the A. V. ; but

the meaning probably is that the family of Ehud,
the heads of the town of Geba, migrated thence,

under the guidance of Naaman, Ahiah, and Gera,

and settled at Manachath. Of the situation of

Manachath we know little or nothing. It is tempt-

ing to believe it identical with tiie jMenuchah men-
tioned, according to many interpreters, in Judg.

XX. 43* (in the A. V. translated "with ease").

This has in its favor the close proximity in which

the place, if a place, evidently stood to Gibeah,

which was one of the chief towns of Benjamin, even

n * The Hebrew form of this name is the same as

that of the personal name which follows, except the

lengthened penult frpni its being in pause. H.
l> The Vat. LXX. has ino NoOa.
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if not identical with Gelia. [Menuchah, Amer.
ed.] Manachath is usually identified with a place

of similar name in Judah, but, considering how
hostile the relations of Judah and lienjamin were

at the earlier period of the history, this identifica-

tion is difficult to receive. The Chaldee Targuni

adds, " in the land of the house of Esau," i. e. in

Edom. The Syriac and Arabic versions connect

the name with that immediately following, and
read " to the plain or pasture of Naaman." But
these explanations are no less obscure than that

which they seek to explain. [JIanahethites.]

G.

MAN'AHATH (HTOip [rest] : in Gen.

xxxvi. 23, Mavaxad- Alex. Mavuaxo.d- Manaiiat:

1 Chr. i. 40, m.axava.B\ [Vat. Uaxavafi\] Alex.

MacaxaS: J\[(inahath), one of the sons of Shobal,

and descendant of Seir the Horite.

MANA'HETHITES, THE (n'in373n,

i. e. the Menuchoth, and "^nn^an, the Manachti:

[in 52, I\om. Alex. 'Afi/xayiO, Vat. Mclll'ar.^ in 54,

[Vat.] T7JS MaAadfi [Koni. -0i] ; Alex, ttjs MavaO:
Vulg. translating, dimidium requielionum). " Half

the jNIanahethites " are named in the genealogies

of Judah as descended from Shobal, the father of

Kirjath-jearim (1 Chr. ii. 52 [A. V. marg. "Menu-
chites"]), and half from Salma, the founder of

Bethlehem (ver. 54). It seems to be generally

accepted that the same place is referred to in each

passage, though why the vowels should be so dif-

ferent— as it will be seen above they are— is not.

apparent. Nor has the writer succeeded in dis-

covering why the translators of the A. V. rendered

the two difl'ering Hebrew words by the same Eng-
lish one.*^

Of the situation or nature of the place or places

we have as yet no knowledge. The town Mana-
iiATH naturally suggests itself, but it seems impos-

sible to identify a Benjamite town with a place

occurring in the genealogies of Judah, and appa-

rently in close connection with Bethlehem and with

the house of Joab, the great oi)ponent and murderer

of Abner the Benjamite. It is more probably iden-

tical with Manocho (Mavoxti = Hin^D), one of

the eleven cities which in the LXX. text are in-

serted between verses 59 and GO of Josh, xv., Beth-

lehem being another of the eleven. The writer of

the Targuni, playing on the word as if it were

Miiichdli, " an offering," renders the passage in 1

Chr. ii. 52, " the disciples and priests who looked

to the division of the offerings." His interpreta-

tion of ver. 54 is too long to quote here. See the

editions of Wilkins and Beck, with the learned

notes of the latter. G.

MANASSE'AS (Mavaffalas : [Vat. Aid.]

Alex. Mava(rff7]as- Mntuisses) =MAiiASSKH 3, of

the sons of I'ahath Moab (1 Esdr. ix. 31; comp.

Ezr. x. 30).

MANAS'SEH (HHy^rj, i. e. M'nassheh [see

below]: Mavaacrri- Mtinas^es), the eldest son of

Joseph by his wife Asenath the l-'gyptian (Gen. xli.

51, xlvi. 20). The birth of the child was the first

thing which had occurred since Joseph's banish-

c They sometimes follow Junius and Tremellius
;

but in this passage those translators have exactly

reversed the A. V., and in both cases use the form

Menuchot
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iiient from Canaan to alleviate his sorrows and fill

ihe void left by the father and the brother he so

longed to behold, and it was natural that he should

commemorate his acquisition in the name Manas-
SEH, "Forgetting" — "For God hath-made-me-

forget (nass/i(ini) all my toil and all my flither's

house." Both he and Ephraini were born before

the commencement of the famine.

Whether the elder of the two sons was inferior

in form or promise to the younger, or whether there

was any external reason to justify the preference

of Jacob, we are not told. It is only certain that

when the youths were brought before their aged

grandfather to receive his blessing and his name,

and be adopted as foreigners " into his family,

Manasseh was degraded, in spite of the efforts of

Joseph, into the second place. [EniUAiM, vol. i.

p. 752 It.] It is the first indication of the inferior

rank in the nation which the tribe descended from

him afterwards held, in relation to that of his more

fortunate brother. But though, liive his grand-

uncle F^sau, Manasseh had lost his birthright in

favor of his younger brother, he received, as Esau

had, a blessing oidy inferior to the birthright itself.

Like his brother he was to increase with the fer-

tility of the fish '' which swarmed in the great

Egyptian stream, to " become a people and also to

be great " — the " thousands of JManasseh," no less

than those of Ephraim, indeed more, were to be-

come a proverb <-' in the nation, his name, ix) less

than that of Ephraim, was to be the symbol and the

expression of the richest blessings for his kindred.''

At the time of this interview Manasseh seems to

have been about 22 years of age. Whether he

married in Egypt we are not told. At any rate the

names of no wives or lawful children are extant in

the lists. As if to carry out most literally the terms

of the blessing of Jacob, the mother of Machir,
his eldest, indeed apparently his only son — who
was really the foundation of the " thousands of

Manasseh" — was no regular wife, but a Syrian or

Aramite concubine (1 Chr. vii. 14), possibly a pris-

oner in some predatory expedition into Palestine,

like that in which the sons of Ephraim lost their

lives (1 Chr. vii. 21). It is recorded that the chil-

dren of Machir were embraced « by Joseph before

his death, but of the personal history of the patri-

arch Jlanasseh himself no trait whatever is given

in tht Bible, either in the Pentateuch or in the

curious records preseived in 1 Chronicles. The an-

cient Jewish traditions are, however, less reticent.

According to them Manasseh was the steward of

Joseph's house, and the interpreter who intervened

a This seems to follow trom the expressions of xlviii.

5 and 9 :
" Thy two sons who were born unto thee in

the land of Egypt " — '' My sons whom God hath given

me in this place," and from the solemn invocation

over them of Jacob's ' name," and the " names " of

Abraham and Isiuic (ver. IG). combined with the fact

of Joseph having married an Egyptian, a person of

dififerent race from his own. The Jewish commentators

overcome the difficulty of Joseph's marrying an entire

foreigner, by a tradition that .\seuatli was the daughter

of Dinah and Shechem. See Targum Pseudojon. on
Gen. xli. 45.

* ' And like fish become a multitude." Such is

She literal rendering of the words ^"17 •12')*'") (Gen.

~ xlviii. 16), which in the text of the A. V. are ''• grow
into a multitude." The sense is preserved in the

margin. The expression is no doubt derived from
that which is to this day ono of the most characteristic
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between Joseph and his brethren at their inten'iew

;

and the extraordinary strength which he displayed

in the struggle with and binding of Simeon, first

caused Judah to suspect that the apparent Egyp-
tians were really his own flesh and blood (see Tar-

gums Jerusalem and -i'seudojon. on Gen. xlii. 2.3,

xhii. 15 ; also the quotations in Weil's Bibl. Ler/ench,

p. 88 note).

The position of the tribe of Manasseh during the

march to Canaan was with Ephraim and Benjamin
on the west side of the sacred Tent. The standard

of the three sons of Rachel was the figure of a boy
with the inscription, "The cloud of .Jehovah rested

on them until they went forth out of the camp "

(Targ. Pseudojon. on Num. ii. 18). The Chief of

the tribe at the time of the census at Sinai was
Gamaliel ben-Pedahzur, and its numbers were then

32,200 (Num. i. 10, 35, ii. 20, 21, vii. 54-59).

The numbers of Ephraim were at the same date

40,500. F'orty years later, on the banks of Jordan,

these proportions were reversed. Manasseh had then

increased to 52,700, while Ephraim had diminished

to 32,500 (Num. xxvi. 34, 37). On this occasion

it is remarkable that Manasseh resumes his position

in the catalogue as the eldest son of Joseph. Pos-

sibly this is due to the prowess which the tribe had
shown in the conquest of Gilead, for Manasseh was
certainly at this time the most distinguished of

all the tribes. Of the three who had elected to re-

main on that side of the Jordan, lieuben and Gad
had chosen their lot because the country was suit-

able to their pastoral possessions and tendencies.

But Machir, Jair, and Nobah, the sons of Manas-
seh, were no shepherds. They were pure warriors,

who had taken the most prominent part in the con-

quest of those provinces which up to that time had
been conquered, and whose deeds are constantly

referred to (Num. xxxii. 39; Deut. iii. 13, 14, 15)

with credit and renown. " Jair the son of Manas-
seh took all the Iract of Argob . . . sixty great

cities" (Deut. iii. 14; 4). "Nobah took Kenath
and the daughter-towns thereof, and called it after

his own name" (Num. xxxii. 42). "Because
Machir was a man of war, therefore he had (iilead

and Bashan " (Josh. xvii. 1). The district which
these ancient warriors conquered was among the

most difficult, if not the most difficult, in the whole

country. It embraced the hills of Gilead with
their inaccessiljle heights and impassable ravines,

and the almost impregnable tract of Argob, which
derives its modern name of Leju/i from the secure

" asylum " it affords to those who take refuge within

its natural fortifications. Had they not remained

things in Egypt. Certainly, next to the vast stream
itself, nothing could strike a native of Southern Pales-

tine more, on his first visit to the banks of the Nile,

than the abundance of its fish.

c The word " thousand " C^^S), in the sense ot

" family," seems to be more frequently applied to

Manasjseh than to any of the other tribes. See Deut.
xxxiii. 17, and compare Judg. vi. 15, where " family "

should be " thousand " — " my thousand is the poor
one in Manasseh ;

" and 1 Chr. xii. 20.

(I The Targum Pseudojon. on xlviii. 20 seems to

intimate that the words of that verse were used as

part of the formula at the rite ot circumcision. They
do not, however, appear in any of the accounts of that

ceremony, as given by Buxtorf and others, that th«

writer has been able to discover.

e The Targum characteristically says circumcised.
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ill these wild and inaccessible districts, but bad

gone forward and talven their lot with the rest,

who shall say what changes might not have oc-

curred in the history of the nation, through the

Ijresence of such energetic and warUke spirits V

The few personages of eminence whom we can with

certainty identity as Manassites, such as Gideon

and Jephthah — for Elijah and others may with

equal probability have belonged to the neighboring

tribe of Gad— were among the most remarkable

characters that Israel produced. Gideon was in

fact •' the greatest of the judges, and his children

all but established hereditary monarchy in their

own line" (Stanley, S. ij- F. p. 230). But with

the one exception of Gideon the warlike tendencies

of Manasseh seem to ha\e been confined to the east

of the Jordan. There they throve exceedingly,

pushing their way northward over the rich plains

of Jaiilan ixnd Jcdi'ir— the Gaulanitis and Itursea

of the Eoman period — to the foot of Mount Her-

mon (1 Chr. v. 23). At the time of the corona-

tion of David at Heliron, while the western Manas-

seh sent J 8,000, and Kphraim itself 20,800, the

eastern Manasseh, with Gad and lieuben, mustered

to the number of 120,000, thoroughly armed— a

remarkalile demonstration of strength, still more

remarkable when we remember the fact that Saul's

house, with the great Abner at its head, was then

residing at Mahanaim on the border of Jlanasseh

and Gad. But, though thus outwardly prosperous,

a similar fate awaited them in the end to that which

befell Gad and lieuben ; they gradually assimilated

themselves to the old iidiabitants of the country—
they " transgressed against the God of their fathers,

and went a-whoring after the gods of the people of

the land whom God destroyed before them " {ib.

25). They relinquished too the settled mode of life

and the defined limits which befitted the members

of a federal nation, and gradually became Bedouins

of the wilderness, spreading tjiemselves over the

vast deserts which lay between the aUotted posses-

sions of their tribe and the Euphrates, and which

had fiom time immemorial been the hunting-

grounds and pastures of the wild Hagarites of

Jetur, Nephish, and Nodab (IChr. v. 19,22). On
them first descended the punishment which was

ordained to be the inevitable consequence of such

misdoing. They, first of all Israel, were carried

away by Pul and Tiglath-Pileser, and settled in the

Assyrian territories (iO. 20). The connection,

however, between east and west had been kept up

to a certain degree. In Beth-shean, the most east-

erly city of the cis-Jordanic Manasseh, the two

portions all but joined. David had judges or offi-

cers there for all matters saered and secular (1 Chr.

xxvi. 32); and Solomon's commissariat officer, Ben-

Geber, ruled over the towns of Jair and the whole

district of Argob (1 K. iv. 13), and transmitted

their productions, doubtless not without their peo-

ple, to the court of Jerusalem.

The genealogies of the tribe are preserved in

« If this is correct, it may probably furnish the clew

to the real meaning of the difficult allusion to Gilead

in Judg. Tii. 3. [See p. 920 i.]

b " Bethsan in Manasseh " (Hap-Parchi, in Asher's

B. of T. 401).

c The name of Asher, as attached to a town, inde-

pendent of the tribe, was overlooked by the writer at

the proper time ("nt?"S : Ari\avd9 : Alex. AoTjp :

Aser.) It is mentioned in Josh. xvii. 7 only as the

Btarting-point— evidently at its eastern end— of the
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Num. xxvi. 28-34; Josh. xvii. 1, &c. ; and 1 Chr.

vii. 14—19. But it seems impossible to unravel

these so as to ascertain for instance which of the

families remained east of Jordan, and which ad-

vanced to the west. From the fact that Abi-ezer

(the family of Gideon), Hepher (possibly Ophrah,

the native place of the same hero), and Shechem

(the well-known city of the Bene-Joseph) all occur

among the names of the sons of Gilead the son of

Machir, it seems probable that Gilead, whose name
is so intimately connected with the eastern, was

also the immediate progenitor of the western half

of the tribe."

Nor is it less difficult to fix the exact position of

the territory allotted to the western half. In Josh,

xvii. 14-18, a passage usually regarded by critics

as an exceedingly ancient document, we find the

two tribes of Joseph complaining that only one

portion had been allotted to them, namely, Mount
Ephraim (ver. 15), and that they could not ex-

tend into the plains of Jordan or Esdraelon, because

those districts were still in the possession of the

Canaanites, and scoured by their chariots. In reply

•loshua advises them to go up into the forest (ver.

15, A. V. " wood " ) — into the mountain which is

a forest (ver. 18). This mountain clothed with

forest can surely be nothing but Carmel, the

" mountain " closely adjoining the ijortion of

Ephraim, whose richness of wood was so proverbial.

And it is in accordance with this view that the

majority of the towns of ^lanasseh— which as the

v/eaker portion of the tribe would naturally be

pushed to seek its fortunes outside the limits origi-

nally liestowed— were actually on the slojjes either

of ( armel itself or of the contiguous ranges. Thus

Taanacii and ]Mi;giddo were on the northern

spurs of Carmel; Ibleam appears to have been on

the eastern continuation of the range, somewhere

near the present Jemn. En-dor was on the slopes

of the so-called " Little Hermon." The two re-

m.aining towns mentioned as belonging to j\Ianas-

seh formed the extreme eastern and western limits

of the tribe; the one, Beth-shean* (Josh. xvii.

1 1 ), was in the hollow of the Ghor, or Jordan-

Valley; the other, Dor (ibif/.), was on the coast of

the Jlediterranean, sheltered behind the range of

Carmel, and immediately opjjosite the bluff or

shoulder which forms its highest point. The whole

of these cities are specially mentioned as standing

in the allotments of other tribes, though inhabited

by jNIanasseh; and this, with the absence of any

attempt to define a limit to the possessions of the

tril)e on the north, looks as if no boundary-line had

existed on that side, but as if the territory faded off

gradually into those of the two contiguous tribes

from whom it had borrowed its fairest cities. On
the south side the boundary between Manasseh and

P'phraim is more definitely described, and may be

generally traced with tolerable certainty. It be-

gan on the east in the territory of Issachar (xwi.

10) at a place called Asher,<^ (ver. 7) now Yasir,

boundary line separating Ephraim and Manasseh. It

cannot have been at any great distance from Shechem,

because the next point in the boundary is " the Mich-

methath facing Shechem." By Eusebius and .lerome,

in the Onnmnsticon (sub voce "Aser"), it is mentioned,

evidently from actual knowledge, as still retaining its

name, and lying on the high road from Neapolis {Nab-

lus), that is Shechem, to Seythopolis (Beisan), the

ancient Beth-shean, fifteen Roman niiles from the

former. In the Itinerarium Hiiros. (587) it occu"3,
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12 miles N. E. of Nablus. Thence it ran to Mich-
methah, described as facing Shechem (Nablus),

though now unknown; then went to the right, i. e.

apparently « northward, to. the spring of Tappuah,

also unknown ; there it fell in with the watercourses

of the torrent Kanah— probably the Nalir Falaik
— along which it ran to the Mediterranean.

PVom the indications of the history it would ap-

pear that Manasseh took very little part in public

affairs. They either left all that to Ephraim, or

were so far removed from the centre of the nation

as to have little interest in what was taking place.

That they attended David's coronation at Hebron
has already been mentioned. When his rule was

established over all Israel, each half had its distinct

ruler—-the western, Joel ben-Pedaiah, the eastern,

Iddo ben-Zechariah (1 Chr. xxvii. 20, 21). From
this time the eastern Manasseh fades entirely from

our view, and the western is hardly kept before us

by an occasional mention. Such scattered notices

as we do find have almost all reference to the part

taken by members of the tribe in the reforms of the

good kings of Judah — the Jehovah-revival under

Asa (2 Chr. xv. 0)— the Passover of Ilezekiah

(xxx. 1, 10, 11, 18), and the subsequent enthusiasm

against idolatry (xxxi. 1),— the iconoclasms of

Josiah (xxxiv. 6), and his restoration of the build-

ings of the Temple (ver. 9). It is gratifying to

reflect that these notices, faint and scattered as

they are, are all colored with good, and exhibit

none of the repulsive traits of that most repulsive

heathenism into which other tribes of Israel fell.

It may have been at some such time of revival,

whether brought about by the invitation of Judah,

or, as the title in the LXX. would imply, by the

dread of invasion, that Ps. Ixxx. was composed.

But on the other hand, the mention of Benjamin

as in alliance with Ephraim and Manasseh, points

to an earlier date than the disruption of the two
kingdoms. \Vhatever its date may prove to be,

there can be little doubt that the author of the

psalm was a member of the house of .Joseph.

A positive connection between Manasseh and
Benjamin is implied in the genealogies of 1 Chr.

vii., where JNIachir is said to have married into the

family of Huppini and Shuppim, chief houses in

the latter tribe (ver. 15). No record of any such

relation appears to have been yet discovered in the

historical books, nor is it directly alluded to except

in the genealogy just quoted. But we know that a

connection existed between the tribe of Benjamin

and the town of Jabesh-Gilead, inasmuch as from

that town were procured wives for four hundred

out of the six hundred Benjaniites who survived

the slaughter of Gibeah (Judg. xxi. 12); and if

Jabesh-Gilead was a town of Manasseh— as is very

probable, though the fact is certainly nowhere stated

— it does appear very possible that this was the
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between " civitas Sciopoli " ((. e. Scythopolis) and " civ.

Neapolis ' as " Aser, ubi fuit villa Job." Where it

lay then, it lies still. Exactly in this position M. Van
de VeUe {Syr. and Pal. ii. 33(5) has discoverod a villivge

called Yasir, lying in the centre of a plain or basin,

surrounded on the north and west by mountains, but
on the east sloping away into a Wnily called the Salt

Valley, which I'ornis a near and direct descent to the

Jordan Valley. The road from Nablus to Beisan passes

by the village. I'orter {Hdbk. 348) gives the name
as Teyaxir.

It does not seem to have been important enough to

allow us to suppose that its inhabitants are the AsH-

uaiTES, or Asherites of 2 Sam. ii. 9.

relationship referred to in the genealogies. Accord-
ing to tlie statement of the narrrative two-thirds
of the tribe of Benjamin must have been directly

descended from Manasseh. Possibly we have here
an explanation of the apparent connection between
King Saul and the vsople of Jabesh. No appeal
could have been more forcible to an oriental chief-

tain than that of his blood-relations when threat-

ened with extermination (1 Sam. xi. 4, 5), whUe no
duty was more natural than that which they in

their turn performed to his remains (1 Sam. xxxi.

11). G.

MANAS'SEH (n;^3:p [see above] : Uavacr-

(7t)s: Manasses), the thirteenth king of Judah.
The reign of this monarch is longer than that of

any other of the house of David. There is none
of which we know so little. In part, it may be,

this was the direct result of the character and
policy of the man. In part, doubtless, it is to be
traced to the abhorrence with which the following

generation looked back upon it as the period of

lowest degradation to which their country had ever

fallen. Chroniclers and prophets pass it over, gath-
ering from its horrors and disasters the great, broad
lessons in whioh they saw the foot- prints of a
righteous retribution, the tokens of a Divine com-
passion, and then they avert their eyes and will see

and say no more. This is in itself significant. It

gives a meaning and a value to every fact which
has escaped the sentence of oblivion. The very

reticence of the historians of the O. T. shows how
free they were from the rhetorical exaggerations

and inaccuracies of a later age. The struggle of

opposing worships must have been as fierce under
Manasseh as it was under Antiochus, or Decius, or

Diocletian, or Mary. Men must have suffered and
died in that struggle, of whom the world was not

worthy, and yet no contrast can be greater than
that between the short notices in Kings and Chron-
icles, and the martyrologies which belong to those

other periods of persecution.

The birth of Manasseh is fixed twelve years

before the death of Hezekiah, b. c. 710 (2 K. xxi.

1). We must, therefore, infer either that tliere had
been no heir to the throne up to that comparatively

late period in his reign, or that any that had been

born had died, or that, as sometimes happened in

the succession of Jewish and other eastern kings,

the elder son was passed over for the younger.

There are reasons which make the former the more
probable alternative. The exceeding bitterness of

Hezekiah's sorrow at the threatened approach of

death (2 K. xx. 2, 3 ; 2 Chr. xxxii. 24 ; Is. xxxviii,

1-3) is more natural if we think of him as sink-

ing under the thought that he was dying childless,

leaving no heir to his work and to his kingdom.
When, a little later, Isaiah warns him of the cap-

Van de Velde suggests that this may have been the

spot on which the Midianites encamped when surprised

by Gideon ; but that was surely further to the north,

nearer the spring of Charod and the i)lain of Esdra-

elon.

" The right (V^Tl) is generally taken to sig-

nify the South ; and so Keil understands it in the

place : hut it seems more consonant with connnou

sense, and also with the probable course of the bound-

ary — which could hardly have gone south of Shechem
— to take it as the right of the person tracing this

line from East to West, i. e. North.
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tivity and shame which will fall on his children, he

speaks of those children as yet future (2 K. xx. 18).

This circumstance will explain one or two facts

in the contemporary liistory. Hezekiah, it. would

seem, recovering from his sickness, anxious to avoid

the danger that had threatened him of leaving his

kingdom without an heir, marries, at or about tliis

time, Hephzibah (2 K. xxi. 1), the daughter of one

of the citizens or princes of Jerusalem (Joseph. Ant.

X. 3, § 1). The prophets, we may well imagine,

would welcome the prospect of a successor named
by a king who had been so true and faithful.

Isaiah (in a passage clearly belonging to a later

date than the early portions of the book, and appar-

ently suggested by some conspicuous marriage), with

his characteristic fondness for tracing auguries in

names, finds in that of the new queen a prophecy

of the ultimate restoration of Israel and the glories

of Jerusalem (Is. Ixii. 4, 5; comp. Blunt, Scr'qitural

Coincid. I'art iii. 5). The city also should be a

Hephzibah, a delightsome one. As the bridegroom

rejoiceth over the bride, so would Jehovah rejoice

over his people." The child that is born from

this union is called Manasseh. This name too is

strangely signiticant. It appears nowhere else in

the history of the kingdom of Judah. The only

associations connected with it were, that it belonged

to the tribe which was all but the most powerful

of the hostile kingdom of Israel. How are we to

account for so. singular and unUkely a choice"? The
answer is, that the name embodied what had been

for years the cherished object of Hezekiah's policy

and hope. To take advantage of the overthrow of

the rival kingdom by Shalmaneser, and the anarchy

in which its provinces had been left, to gather

round him tlie remnant of the population, to bring

them back to the worship and faith of their fathers,

this had been the second step in liis great national

reformation (2 Chr. xxx. G). It was at least par-

tially successful. " Divers of Asher, Manasseh, and

Zebulun, humbled themselves and came to Jeru-

salem." They were there at the great passover.

The work of destroying idols went on in Ephraim
and Manasseh as well as in Judah (2 Chr. xxxi. 1).

What could be a more acceptable pledge of his

desire to receive the fugitives as on the same foot-

ing with his own subjects than that he should give

to the heir to his throne tlie name in which one of

their tribes exulted ? What could better show the

desire to let all past discords and offenses be for-

gotten than the name which was itself an amnesty'?

(Gesenius.)

The last twelve years of Hezekiah's reign were

not, however, it will be remembered, those which

were likely to influence for good the character of

his successor. His policy had succeeded. He had

thrown off the yoke of the king of Assyria, which

Ahaz had accepted, had defied his armies, had been

delivered from extremest danger, and Lad made
himself the head of an independent kingdom, re-

ceiving tribute from neighboring princes instead

of paying it to the great king, the king of Assyria.

But he goes a step further. Not content with

independence, he enters on a policy of aggression.

He contracts an alliance with the rebeUious viceroy

of Babylon against their common enemy (2 K. xx.

12; Is. xxxix.). He displays the treasures of his

kingdom to the ambassadors, in the belief that that

a. The bearing of this passage on the controversy as

to the authorship and date of the later chapters of

Isaiah is, at least, worth cousidering.
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will show them how powerful an ally he can prove

himself. Isaiah protested against this step, but the

ambition of being a great potentate continued, and

it was to the results of this ambition that the boy

iNIanasseh succeeded at the age of twelve. His ac-

cession appears to have been the signal for an entire

cliange, if not in the foreign policy, at any rate in

the religious administration of the kingdom. At
so early an age he can scarcely have been the

spontaneous author of so great an alteration, and

we may infer accordingly that it was the work of

the idolatrous, or Ahaz party, which had been

repressed during the reign of Hezekiah, but had

all along, like the Komish clergy under Edward VI.

in England, looked on the reform with a sullen

acquiescence, and thwarted it when they dared.

The change which the king's measures brought

about was after all superficial. The idolatry which
was publicly discountenanced, was practiced pri-

vately (Is. i. 29, ii. 20, Ixv. 3). The priests and
the prophets, in spite of their outward ortho'doxy,

were too often little better than licentious drunk-

ards (Is. xxviii. 7). The nobles of Judah kept the

new moons and Sal>baths much in the same way as

those of Erance kept their Lents, when Louis XIV.
had made devotion a court ceremonial (Is. i. 13,

14). There are signs that even among the king's

highest officers of state there was one, Shebna the

scribe (Is. xxxvii. 2), the treasurer (Is. xxii. 15)

"over the house," whose policy was simply that

of a selfish' ambition, himself possibly a foreigner

(comp. Blunt's Script. Coinc. iii. 4), and whom
Isaiah saw through and distrusted. It was, more-
over, the traditional policy of " the princes of

Judah" (comp. one remarkable instance in the

reign of Joash, 2 Chr. xxiv. 17) to favor foreign

alliances and the toleration of foreign worship,

as it was that of the true priests and prophets

to protest against it. It would seem, accord-

ingly, as if they urged upon the young king

that scheme of a close alliance with Babylon which

Isaiah had condemned, and as the natural conse-

quence of this, the adoption, as far as possible, of

its worship, and that of other nations whom it was

desirable to conciliate. The morbid desire for

widening the range of their knowledge and pene-

trating into the mysteries of other systems of belief,

may possibly have contributed now, as it had done

in the days of Solomon, to increase the evil (Jer. ii.

10-25; Ewald, Oesch. Isr. iii. GG6). The result

was a debasement which had not been equaled even

in the reign of Ahaz, uniting in one centre the

abominations which elsewhere existed separately.

Not content with sanctioning their presence in the

Holy City, as Solomon and Rehoboam had done,

he defiled with it the Sanctuary itself (2 Chr. xxxiii.

4). The worship thus introduced was, as hasbeen
said, predominantly Babylonian in its character.

" He observed times, and used enchantments, and

used witchcraft, and dealt with a familiar spirit,

and with wizards" {iljid. ver. 6). The worship of

"the host of heaven," which each man celebrated

for himself on the roof of his own house, took the

place of that of the Lord God of Sabaoth (2 K.
xxiii. 12; Is. Ixv. 3, 11; Zeph. i. 5; Jer. viii. 2,

xix. 13, xxxii. 29). With this, however, there was

associated the old Molech worship of the Ammo-
nites. The fires were rekindled in the Valley of

Ben-Hinnom. Topliet was (for the first time,

apparently) built into a stately fabric (2 K. xvi. 3;

Is. xxx. 33, as compared with Jer. vii. 31, xix. 5;

Ewald, Gesch. Jsr. iii. GG7). Even the king's sons,
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Instead of being presented to Jehovah, received a

horrible fire-baptism dedicating them to Molech (2

Chr. xxxiii. 6), while others were actually slaugh-

tered (Kz. xxiii. 37, 39). The Baal and Ashtaroth

ritual, which had been imported under Solomon,

from the Phoenicians, was revived with fresh splen-

dor, and in the worship of the " Queen of heaven,"

fixed its roots deep into the habits of the people

(Jer. vii. 18). Worse and more horrible than all,

the Asherah, the image of Astarte, or the obscene

symbol of a phallic worship (comp. Ashekah, and

in addition to the authorities there cited, Blayer,

De Refoi-m. Jvsice, etc., in the T/ies. theoL pldhl.

Amstel. 1701), was seen in the house of which

Jehovah had said that He would there put His

Name for ever (2 K. xxi. 7). All this was accom-

panied by the extremest moral degradation. The

worship of those old Eastern religions has been well

described as a kind of " sensuous intoxication,"

simply sensuous, and therefore associated inevitably

with a fiendish cruelty, leading to the utter annihi-

lation of the spiritual life of men (Hegel, PIrilus.

of History, i. 3). So it was in Jerusalem in the

days of Manasseh. Kival priests (the Chemarim

of Zeph. i. 4) were consecrated for this hideous

worship. Women dedicating themselves to a cultus

like that of the Babylonian Mylitta, wove hang-

ings for the Asherah, as they sat there (Mayer, cap.

ii. § 4). The Kadeshim, in closest neighborhood

with them, gave themselves up to yet darker abomi-

nations (2 K. xxiii. 7). The awful words of Isaiah

(i. 10) had a terrible truth in them. Those to

whom he spoke were literally " rulers of Sodom and

princes of Gomorrah." Every faith was tolerated

but the old faith of Israel. This was abandoned

and proscribed. The altar of Jehovah was displaced

(2 Chr. xxxiii. 16). The very ark of the covenant

was removed from the sanctuary (2 Chr. xxxv. 3).

The sacred books of the people were so systemati-

cally destroyed, that fifty years later, men listened

to the Book of the Law of Jehovah as a newly

discovered treasure (2 K. xxii. 8.). It may well be,

according to a Jewish tradition, that this fanaticism

of idolatry led Manasseh to order the name Jeho-

vah to be erased from all documents and inscrip-

tions (Patrick, ad loc). All this involved also a

systematic violation of the weekly Sabbatic rest

and the consequent loss of one witness against a

merely animal life (Is. Ivi. 2, Iviii. 13). The tide

of corruption carried away some even of those who,

as priests and prophets, should have been steadfast

in resisting it (Zeph. iii. 4; Jer. ii.26, v. 13, vi. 13).

It is easy to imagine the bitter grief and burning

indignation of those who continued faithful. The
fiercest zeal of Huguenots in France, of Covenanters

in Scotland, against the badges and symbols of the

Latin Church, is perhaps but a faint shadow of

that which grew to a white heat in the hearts of

the worshippers of .Jehovah. They spoke out in

words of corresponding strength. Evil was coming

on Jerusalem which should make the ears of men
to tingle (2 K. xxi. 12). The line of Samaria and

the plummet of the house of Ahab should be the

doom of the Holy City. Like a vessel that had

once been full of precious ointment (comp. the

LXX. a\aPd(TTpov), but had afterwards become

foul, Jerusalem should be emptied and wiped out,

and exposed to the winds of heaven till it was
cleansed. Foremost, we may well believe, among
those who thus bore their witness, was the old

prophet, now bent with the weight of fourscore

fears, who had in his earlier days protested with
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equal courage against the crimes of the king's

grandfather. On him too, according to the old

Jewish tradition, came the first shock of the perse-

cution. [Isaiah.] Habakkuk may have shared

his martyrdom (Keil on 2 K. xxi.; but comp.

Haisakkuk). But^-the persecution did not stop

there. It attacked the whole order of the tnie

prophets, and those who followed them. Every

day witnessed an execution (Joseph. Ant. x. 3, § 1).

The slaughter was like that under Alva or Charles

IX. (2 K. xxi. 16). The martyrs who were faith-

ful unto death had to endure not torture only, but

the mocks and taunts of a godless generation (Is.

Ivii. 1-4). Long afterwards the remembrance of

that reign of terror lingered in the minds of men
as a guilt for which nothing could atone (2 K. xxiv.

4). The persecution, like most other persecutions

carried on with entire singleness of purpose, was

for a time successful (Jer. ii. 30). The prophets

appear no more in the long history of INIanasseh's

reign. The heart and the intellect of the nation

were crushed out, and there would seem to 'have

been no chroniclers left to record this portion of its

history.

Retribution came soon in the natural sequence

of events. There are indications that the neigh-

boring nations— Philistines, ]\Ioabites, Ammonites
— who had been tributary under Hezekiah, revolted

at some period in the reign of Manasseh, and

asserted their independence (Zeph. ii. 4-15; Jer.

xlvii., xlviii., xlix.). The Babylonian alliance bore

the fruits which had been predicted. Hezekiah had

been too hasty in attaching himself to the cause of

the rebel-prince against Assyria. The rebellion of

Merodach-Baladan was crushed, and then the wrath

of the Assyrian king fell on those who had sup-

ported him. [EsARHADDON.] Judaja was again

overrun by the Assyrian armies, and this time the

invasion was more successful than that of Sen-

nacherib. The city apparently was taken. The

king himself was made prisoner and carried off to

Babylon. There his eyes were opened, and he

repented, and his prajer was heard, and the Lord

delivered him (2 Chr. xxxiii. 12, 13; comp. Maurice,

Prophets and Kings, p. 362).

Two questions meet us at this point. (1.) Have

we satisfactory grounds for believing that this state-

ment is historically true ? (2. ) If we accept it, to

what period in the reign of Manasseh is it to be

assigned? It has been urged in regard to (1) that

the silence of the writer of the books of Kings is

conclusive against the trustworthiness of the narra-

tive of 2 Chronicles. In the former there is no

mention made of captivity or repentance or return.

The latter, it has been said, yields to the tempta-

tion of pointing a moral, of making history appear

more in harmony with his own notions of the

Divine government than it actually is. His anxiety

to deal leniently with the successors of David leads

him to invent at once a reformation and the cap-

tivity which is represented as its cause (Winer,

Rwb. s. v. Manasseh ; Kosenmiiller, Bibl. AUerth. i.

2, p. 131; Hitzig, Begr. d. Krilik, p. 130, quoted

by Keil). It will be necessary, in dealing with this

objection, to meet the skeptical critic on his own

ground. To say that his reasoning contradicts our

belief in the inspiration of the historical books o!

Scripture, and is destructive of all reverence for

them, would involve a petitio pnncipii, and how-

ever strongly it may influence our feelings, we are

bound to find another answer. It is believed that

that answer is not far to seek. (1.) The silence of
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a writer who sums up the history of a reign of 55

j'ears in 19 verses as to one alleged event in it is

surely a weak ground for refusing to accept that

event on the authority of another historian. (2.)

The omission is in part explained by the character

of the narrative of 2 K. xxi. The writer delib-

erately turns away from the history of the days of

shame, and not less from the personal biography of

the king. He looks on the reign only as it con-

tributed to the corruption and final overthrow of

the kingdom, and no after repentance was able to

undo the mischief that had been done at first.

(3.) Still keeping on the level of human probabil-

ities, the character of the writer of 2 Chronicles,

obviously a Levite. and looking at the facts of the

history from tlie I.«vite point of view, would lead

him to attach greater importance to a partial rein-

statement of the old ritual and to the cessation of

persecution, and so to give them in proportion a

greater prominence, (i. ) There is one peculiarity

in the history which is, in some measure, of the

nature of an undesigned coincidence, and so con-

firms it. The captains of the host of Assyria take

Manasseh to Babylon. Would not a later writer,

inventing the story, have made the Assyrian, and

not the Babykjnian capital, the scene of the cap-

tivity ; or if the latter were chosen for the sake of

harmony with the prophecy of Is. xxxix., have made
the king of Babylon rather than of Assyria the

captor?" As it is, the narrative fits in, with the

utmost accuracy, to the facts of oriental history.

The first attempt of Babylon to assert its inde-

pendence of Nineveh failed. It was crushed by

Esarhaddon (the first or second of that name;
conip. Esarhaddon, and Ewald, Gesch. Isr. iii.

675), and for a time the Assyrian king held his

court at Babylon, so as to effect more completely

the reduction of the rebellious province. There is

(5) the foct of agreement with the intervention of

the Assyrian king in 2 K. xvii. 24, just at the same

time. The king is not named there, but Ezra iv.

2, 10, gives Asnappar, and this is probably only

another form of Asardanapar, and this = Esarhad-

don (comp. Ewald, Gesch. iii. G7C; Tob. i. 21 gives

Sarchedonus). The importation of tribes from

Eastern Asia thus becomes part of the same policy

as the attack on Judah. On the whole, then, the

objection may well be dismissed as frivolous and

vexatious. Like many other difficulties urged by

the same school, it has in it something at once

captious and puerile. Those who lay undue stress

on them act in the spirit of a clever lioy asking

puzzling questions, or a sharp advocate getting up

a case against the evidence on the other side, rather

than in that of critics who have learnt how to

construct a history and to value its materials rightly

(comp. Keil, Comm. on 2 Jv. xxi.). Ewald, a critic

of a nobler stamp, whose fault is rather that of

fantastic reconstruction than needless skepticism

(Gesch. hi: iii. 678), admits the groundwork of

truth. Would the prophecy of Isaiah, it may be

asked, have been recorded and preserved if it had

not been fulfilled ? Might not Manasseh's release

have been, as Ewald suggests, the direct consequence

of the death of Esarhaddon ?

The circumstance just noticed enables us to re-

a It may be noticed that this was actually done in

later apocryphal traditions (see below).

6 A comparison of the description of these fortifica-

tions with Zeph. i. 10 gives a special interest and force

to the prophet's worda. Manasseh had strengthened
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turn an approximate answer to the other question.

The duration of Esarhaddon's Babylonian reign is

calculated as from b. c. 080-667; and Manasseh's

captivity must therefore have fallen within those

limits. A Jewish tradition (Seder 01am Rabba, c.

2-1) fixes the 22d year of his reign as the exact

date ; and this, according as we adopt the earlier or

the later date of his accession, would give b. c.

676 or 673.

The period that followed is dwelt upon by the

writer of 2 Chr. as one of a great change for the

better. The discipline of exile made the king feel

that the gods whom he had chosen were powerless

to deliver, and he turned in his heart to Jehovah,

the God of his fathers. The compassion or death

of Esarhaddon led to his release, and he returned

after some uncertain interval of time to Jerusalem.

It is not improbable that his absence from that city

had given a breathing-time to the oppressed adhe-

rents of the ancient creed, and possibly had brought

into prominence, as the provisional ruler and de-

fender of the city, one of the chief members of the

party. If the prophecy of Is. xxii. 15 received, as

it probably did, its fulfillment in Shebna's sharing

the captivity of his master, there is nothing extrav-

agant in the belief that we may refer to the same

period the noble words which speak of Eliakim the

son of Hilkiah as taking the place which Shebna

should leave vacant, and rising up to be " a father

unto the inhabitants of Jerusalem and to the house

of Judali," having "the key of the house of David

on his shoulder."

The return of Manasseh was at any rate followed

by a new policy. The old faith of Israel was no

longer persecuted. Foreign idolatries were no longer

thrust, in all their foulness, into the Sanctuary itself.

The altar of the Lord was again restored, and peace-

offerings and thank-offerings sacrificed to Jehovah

(2 Chr. xxxiii. 15, 16). Hut beyond this the refor-

mation did not go. The ark was not restored

to its place. The book of the Law of Jehovah

remained in its concealment. Satisfied with the

feeling that they were no longer worshipping the

gods of other nations by name, they went on with

a mode of worship essentially idolatrous. " The
people did sacrifice still in the high places, but to

Jehovah their God only" (itiid. ver. 17).

The other facts known of Manasseh's reign con-

nect themselves with the state of the world round

him. The Assyrian monarchy was tottering to its

fall, and the king of Judah seems to have thought

that it was still possible for him to rule as the head

of a strong and independent kingdom. If he had

to content himself with a smaller territory, he might

yet guard its capital against attack, by a new wall

defending what had been before its weak side, " to

the entering in of the fish-gate," and completing

the tower of Ophel,* which had been begun, with

a hke purpose, by Jotham (2 Chr. xxvii. 3). Nor
were the preparations for defense limited to Jeru-

salem. " He put captains of war in all the fenced

cities of Judah." There was, it must be remem-

bered, a special reason for this attitude, over and

above that afforded by the condition of Assyria.

Ijgypt had emerged from the chaos of the Dodec-

archy and the Ethiopian intruders, and was become

the city where it was most open to attack. Zephaniah

points to the defenses, and says that they shall arail

nothing. It is useless to trust in them : " There shall

be the noise of a cry from tlie fish-gate.'''
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strong .and aggressive under Psammitichus. Push-

ing his arms northwards, he attacked the Philis-

tines; and the twenty-nine years' siege of Azotus

must have faUen wholly or in part within the reign

of Manasseh. So tar his progress would not be

unacceptable. It would be pleasant to see the old

hereditary enemies of Israel, who had lately grown

insolent and defiant, meet with their masters.

About this time, accordingly, we find the thought

of an Egyptian alliance again beginning to gain

favor. The prophets, and those who were guided

by them, dreaded this more than anything, and

entered their protest against it. Not the less,

however, from this time forth, did it continue to

be the favorite idea which took possession of the

minds of the laj'-party of the princes of Judah.

The very name of Manasseh's son, Anion, barely ad-

mitting a possible Hebrew explanation, but identi-

cal in form and sound with that of the great sun-god

of Egypt (so Ewald, Gesch. iii. 665), is probably an

indication of the gladness with which the alliance

of Psammitichus was welcomed. As one of its

consequences, it involved probably the supply of

troops from Judah to serve in the armies of the

Egyptian king. Without adopting Ewald's hy-

pothesis that this is referred to in Deut. xxviii. 68,

it is yet likely enough in itself, and Jer. ii. 1-1-16

seems to allude to some such state of things. In

return for this, Manasseh, we may believe, received

the help of the chariots and horses for which Egypt
was alwaj's famous (Is. xxxi. 1 ). (C'omp. Aristeas,

Kpist. ad Philucr. in Havercamp's Josephus, ii. p.

104).« If this was the close of Manasseh's reign,

we can well understand how to the writer of the

books of Kings it would seem hardly better than

the beginning, leaving the root-evil uncured, pre-

paring the way for worse evils than itself. We can

understand how it was that on his death he was

buried as Ahaz had been, not with the burial of

'a king, in the sepulchres of the house of David,

but in the garden of Uzza (2 K. xxi. 26), and
that, long afterwards, in spite of his repentance,

the Jews held his name in abhorrence, as one

of the three kings (the other two are Jeroboam
and Ahab) who had no part in eternal life (S'ln-

hedr. ch. xi. 1, quoted by Patrick on 2 Chr. xxxiii.

13).

And the evil was irreparable. The habits of a

sensuous and debased worship had eaten into the

life of the people; and though they might be

repressed for a time by force, as in the reformation

of Josiah, they burst out again, when the pressure

was removed, with fresh violence, and rendered even

the zeal of the best of the Jewish kings fruitful

chiefly in hypocrisy and unreality.

The intellectual life of the people suffered in the

same degree. The persecution cut off all who,

trained in the schools of the prophets, were the
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o The passage referred to occurs iu the opening para-

graphs of the letter of the Pseudo-Aristeas. He is

speaking of the large number of Jews (100,000) who
had been brought into Egypt by Ptolemy, tlie son of

Lagus. " They, however," he says, <' were not the only

Jews there. Others, though not so many, had come
in with the Persian. Before that, troops had been sent,

by virtue of a treaty of alliance, to help Psammitichus
against the Ethiopians.' The direct authority of this

Writer is, of course, not very great ; but the absence

of any motive for the invention of such a fact make? it

probable that he was following some historical records.

Ewald, it should be mentioned, claims the credit of

having been the first to discover the bearing of this

thinkers and teachers of the people. The reign of

Manasseh witnessed the close of the work of Isaiah

and Plabakkuk at its beginning, and the youth of

Jeremiah and Zephaniah at its conclusion, but no

prophetic writings illumine that dreary half cen-

tury of debasement.'^ »--The most fearful symptom
of all, when a prophet's voice was again heard

during the minority of Josiah, was the atheism

which, then as in other ages, followed on the con-

fused adoption of a confluent polytheism (Zeph. i.

12). It is surely a strained, almost a fantastic

hypothesis, to assign (as Ewald does) to such a

period two such noble works as Deuteronomy and

the Book of Job. Nor was this dying-out of a

true faith the only evil. The systematic persecu-

tion of the worshippers of Jehovah accustomed the

people to the horrors of a religious war; and when
they in their turn gained the ascendency, they used

the opportunity with a fiercer sternness than had

been known before. Jehoshaphat and Hezekiah in

their reforms had been content with restoring the

true worship and destroying the instruments of the

false. In that of Josiah, the destruction extends

to the priests of the high places, whom he sacrifices

on their own altars (2 K. xxiii. 20).

But little is added by later tradition to the 0. T.

narrative of JNIanasseh's reign. The prayer that

bears his name among the apocryphal books can

hardly, in the alisence of any Hebrew original, be

considered as identical with that referred to in 2

Chr. xxxiii., and is probably rather the result of an

attempt to work out the hint there supplied than

the reproduction of an older document. There are

reasons, however, for believing that there existed

at some time or other, a fuller history, more or less

legendary, of Manasseh and his conversion, from

which the prayer may possibly have been an excerpt^

preserved for devotional purposes (it appears for the

first time in the Apostolical Constitutions) when
the rest was rejected as worthless. Scattered here

and there, we find the dUjecta inembrn of such a

work. Among the offenses of Manasseh, the most

prominent is, that he places in the sanctuary an

ayaXfxa TeTpa-n-p6cra3irov of Zeus (Snidas, s. v.

MavacTcrris ; Georg. Syncellus, Chronoijraph. i.

404). The charge on which he condenms Isaiah

to death is that of blasphemy, the words, " I saw
the Lord " (Is. vi. 1) being treated as a presumptu-

ous boast at variance with Ex. xxxiii. 20 (Xic. de

Lyra, from a Jewish treatise : Jebarnolh, quoted by

Amama, in Cril. Sacri on 2 K. xxi.). Isaiah is

miraculously rescued. A cedar opens to receive

him. Then comes the order that the cedar should

be sawn through {ibid.). 'I'hat which made this

sin the greater was, that the king's mother, Heph-
zibah, was the daughter of Isaiah. When Manas-

seh was taken captive by.Merodach and taken to

Babylon (Suidas), he was thrown into prison and

fact on the history of Manasseh's reign. Another

indication that Ethiopia was looked on, .about this

time, as among the enemies of Judah, may be found

in Zeph. ii. 12, while in Zeph. iii. 10 we l>ave a clear

statement of the fact that a great multitude of the

people had found tlieir w.ay to that remote country.

Tlie story told by Herodotus of the revolt of the Auto-

moli (ii. 30) indicates the necessity which led Psammi-

tichus to gather mercenary troops from all quarters for

defense of that frontier of his kingdom.
b There is a possible exception to this in the exist-

ence of a propliet Ilozai (the Vulg. rendering, where

the LXX. has tuiv oputvTtov, and the .\. V. "the seers
''

(2 Chr. xxxiii. 19) ; but nothing else is known of him.
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fed daily with a scanty allowance of bran-bread and

water mixed with vinegar. Then came his con-

demnation. He was enca.sed in a brazen image

(the description suggests a punishment like that

of the bull of I'erillus), but he repented and prayed,

and the image clave asunder, and he escaped (Suidas

and Georg. Syncellus). Then he returned to Jeru-

salem and lived righteously and justly.

E. H. P.

2. (Mavaa-ari; [Vat. Mavacrer] ] M'mnsse.)

One of the descendants of I'ahath-Moab, who in

the days of Ezra had married a foreign wife (Ezr.

X. 30). In 1 Esdr. ix. 31 he is called Manas-
seas.

3. One of the laymen, of the family of Hashum,

who put away his foreign wife at Ezra's command

(Ezr. X. 33). He is called Manasses in 1 Esdr.

ix. 33.

4. {[UavaffffTJ ; Alex. Mowoo-irrj :]
Moyses.)

In the Hebrew text of Judg. sviii. 30, the name

of the priest of the graven image of the Danites is

given as " Jonathan, the son of Gershom, the son

of M'anasseh "
; the last word being written Hti^'^D,

and a Alasoretic note calling attention to the •• mm
suspended." " The fate of this superposititious

letter," says Kennicott (Diss. ii. 53), '• has been

very various, sometimes placed over the word, some-

times suspended half way, and sometimes uniformly

inserted." Jarchi's note upon the passage is as

follows : " On account of the honor of Closes he

WTOte Nun to change the name ; and it is written

suspended to signify that it was not Manasseh but

Moses." The LXX., Peshito-Syriac, and Chaldee

all read " Manasseh," but the A'ulgate retains the

original and undoubtedly the true reading, Moyses.

<I'hree of De Rossi's MSS. had originally Hti^tt,

" Moses; " and this was also the reading " of three

Greek MSS. in the Library of St. Germain at Paris,

of one in the Library of the Carmelites of the same

place, of a Greek MS., No. 331, in the Vatican,

and of a MS. of the Octateuch in University Col-

lege Library, Oxford " (Burrington, Genealogies, i.

86). A passage in Theodoret is either an attempt

to reconcde the two readings, or indicates that in

some copies at least of the Greek they must have

coexisted. He quotes the clause in question in this

form, 'Iwuddav . . . nibs Mavacrari vlov rripaa/j.

vlov Maio-Tj; and this apparently gave rise to the

assertion of Hiller (Arcanum Keri et Kethib, p.

187, quoted by Rosenmiiller on Judg. xviii. 30),

that the " Nun suspended " denotes that the

previous word is transposed. He accordingly pro-

poses to read ^W^l p ntt73n p ^HDIH^ :

but although his judgment on the point is accepted

as final by Roseimiiiller, it has not the smallest

authority. Kennicott attributes the presence of the

Nun to the corruption of MSS. by Jewish tran-

scribers. With regard to the chronological dif-

ficulty of accounting for the presence of a grandson

of Moses at an apparently late period, there is every

reason to believe that the last five chapters of

Judges refer to earlier events than those after which

they are placed. In xx. 28 Phinehas the son of

Eleazar, and therefore the grandson of Aaron, is

said to have stood before the ark, and there is

therefore no difficulty in supposing that a grandson
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of ]Moses might be alive at the same time, which

was not long after the death of Joshua. Josephus

places the episode of the Benjamites before that of

tlie Gadites, and introduces them both before the

invasion of Chushanrishathaim and the deliverance

of Israel by Othniel, narrated in Judg. iii. (Ant. v

2, § 8-v. 3, § 1 : see also Kennicott's Dissertations,

ii. 51-.57; Dissert. Gener. p. 10). It may be as

well to mention a tradition recorded by R. David

Kimchi, that in the genealogy of Jonathan, Manas-

seh is written for Moses because he did the deed

of Manasseh, the idolatrous king of Judah. A not«

from the margin of a Hebrew 5IS. quoted by Ken-

nicott (Diss. Gen. p. 10) is as follows: "He is

called by the name of Manasseh the son of Hezekiah,

for he also made the graven image in the Temple."

It must be confessed that the point of this is not

very apparent. W. A. W.

MANAS'SES (Marao-o-^y; [Vat. Mafao-ffr/

Mnnnsses). 1. Manasseh 4, of the sons of

Hashum (1 Esdr. ix. 33; comp. Ezr. x. 33).

2. Manasseh, king of Judah (Matt. i. 10), to

whom the apocryphal prayer is attributed.

3. Manasseh, the son of Joseph (Rev. vii. 6).

4. A wealthy inhabitant of Bethulia, and hus-

band of Judith, according to the legend. He was

smitten with a sunstroke while superintending the

laborers in his fields, leaving Judith a widow with

great possessions (Jud. viii. 2, 7, x. 3, xvi. 22, 23,

24), and was buried between Dothan and Baal-

hamon.

MANASSES, THE PRAYER OF
(irpoffivxh Mavaa-a-rj). 1- The repentance and

restoration of Manasseh (2 Chr. xxxiii. 12 ff.)

furnished the subject of many legendary stories

(Fabric. Cod. Apocr. V. T. i. 1101 f). "His
prayer imto his God " was still presened " in the

book of the kings of Israel " when the Chronicles

were compiled (2 Chr. xxxiii. 18), and, after this

record was lost, the subject was likely to attract

the notice of later writers." " The Prayer of iNIan-

asseh," which is found in some MSS. of the LXX.,

is the work of one who has endeavored to express,

not without true feeling, the thoughts of the re-

pentant king. It opens with a description of the

majesty of God (1-5), which passes into a descrip-

tion of his mercy in granting repentance to sinners

(6-8, 4fjLo\ tg3 a/LLapruXZ). Then follows a per-

sonal confession and supplication to God as " the

God of them that repent," " hymned by all the

powers of heaven," to whom belongs " glory for

ever" (9-15, (rov iffriv t] SS^a fh rovs aiwva^).
•' Vnd the Lord heard the voice of Manasses and

pitied him," the legend continues, " and there came

around him a flame of fire, and all the irons about

him (to wepl avrhv andripa.) were mehed, and the

I^rd delivered him out of his aflliction " (Const.

Apost. ii. 22; comp. Jul. Afric. ap. Routh, Rel.

Sac. ii. 288).

2. The Greek text is undoubtedly original, and

not a mere translation from the Hebrew; and even

within the small space of fifteen verses some pecu-

liarities are found (aareKTOs, K\ivetv ySvv Kap-

Si'ar, Trapopyi^eiv rhv BvfxSv, rlBecrdai nfrduoidu

Tivt). The writer was well acquainted with the

LXX. (to Karwrara ttjs 7r}s, rh irXrjQos ttjs

XpTJCTOTrjTfJs <Tov, TTaaa r] Svvaftis tuv ovpavwv) ;

but beyond this there is nothing to determine the

a Ewald (Gescli. iii. 679) is inclined to think that is at least no trace of such an origin of the Greek

the Greek may have )been based on the Hebrew. There ' text.
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date at which he lived. The alhision to the

patriarchs (ver. 8, S'iKaiot; ver. 1, rh axepfj.a avrSiv

rb SiKatov) appears to fix the authorship on a Jew;

but the clear teaching on repentance points to a

time certainly not long before the Christian era.

There is no indication of the place at which the

Prayer was written.

3. The earliest reference to the Prayer is con-

tained in a fragment of Julius Africanus (cir. 221

A. D.), but it may be doubted whether the words

in their original form clearly referred to the present

composition (Jul. Afric. fr. 40). It is, however,

given at length in the Apostolical Constitutions

(ii. 22), in which it is followed by a narrative of

the same apocryphal facts (§ 1) as are quoted from

Africanus. The Prayer is found in the Alexandrine

MS. in the collection of hymns and metrical prayers

which is appended to the Psalter— a position which

it generally occupies; but in the three Latin MSS.
used by Sabatier it is placed at the end of 2 Chr.

(Sabat. Bibl. Lat. iii. 1038).

i. The Pra3er was never distinctly recognized

as a canonical writing, though it was included in

many MSS. of the LXX. and of the Latin version,

and has been deservedly retained among the apoc-

rypha in A. V. and by Luther. The Latin trans-

lation which occurs in Vulgate MSS. is not by the

hand of Jerome, and has some remarkable phrases

{insustentabUis, importnblUs (acuTrtJtrraTot), omnis

virtus caloruin) ; but there is no sufficient internal

evidence to show whether it is earlier or later than

his time. It does not, however, seem to have been

used by any Latin writer of the first four centuries,

and was not known to Victor Tunonensis in the

6th (Ambrosius, iv. 989, ed. Migne).

5. The Commentary of Fritzsche {Exeg. Hniulb.

18.51) contains all that is necessary for the inter-

pretation of the Prayer, which is, indeed, in little

need of explanation. The Alexandrine text seems

to have been interpolated in some places, while it

also omits a whole clause; but at present the ma-
terials for settling a satisfactory text have not been

collected. B. F. W.

MANAS'SITES, THE (*'tj?3??rT, i. t. " the

Manassite": 6 tH.avaa(rri [or -o-jjsj Alex, in Deut.

and Judg. Mavva<xa-t} or -crTjy:] Mannsse), that

is, the members of the tribe of Manasseh. The
word occurs but thrice in the A. V. namely, Deut.

iv. 43; Judg. xii. 4; and 2 K. x. 33. In "the first

and last of these the original is as given above, but

in the other it is " Manasseh " — " Fugitives of

Ephraim are you, Gilead; in the midst of Ephraim.

in the midst of Manasseh." It may be well to

take this opportunity of remarking, that the point

of the verse following that just quoted is lost in the

A. v., from the word which in ver. 4 is rightly

rendered "fugitive" being there given as "those
which were escaped." Ver. 5 would more accu-

rately be, " And Gilead seized the fords of the

Jordan-of-Ephraim ; and it was so that when fugi-

tives of Ephraim said, ' I will go over,' the men of

Gilead said to him, 'Art thou an Ephraimite? '
"

— the point being that the taunt of the Ephraimites

was turned against themselves. G.
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MAN'DRAKES (n">S"l^"^," dudahn : fxJj\a

/xavSpayopS)!', ol /navSpaySpat'- mandrayorm). " It

were a wearisome and superfluous task," says Oed-
mann ( Vermisch. Bamml. i. v. 9.5), " to quote and

pass judgment on the s_iultitude of authors who
have written about dudaini : " but the reader who
cares to know the literature of the subject will find

a long list of authorities in Celsius (Hierob. i. 1 ff.)

and in Rudbeck (Be Dudaim Rubenh, Upsal,

1733). See also Winer {Bibl. RerduvH. '^ A\va.\\n").

The dudaim (the word occurs only in the plural

number) are mentioned in Gen. xxx. 14, 15, 16,

and in Cant. vii. 13. From the former passage we

learn that they were found in the fields of Mesopo-

tamia, where Jacob and his wives were at one time

living, and that the fruit {fxriKa /xavSpayopcof,

LXX.) was gathered " in the days of wheat-

harvest," i. e. in May. There is evidently also an

allusion to the supposed properties of this plant to

promote conception, hence Kachel's desire of ob-

taining the fruit, for as yet she had not born?

children. In Cant. vii. 13 it is said, " the dudaim

give a smell, and at our gates are all manner of

pleasant fruits" — from this passage we learn that

the plant in question was strong-scented, and that

it grew in Palestine. Various attempts have been

made to identify the dtu/dim. Rudbeck the younger

— the same who maintained that the quails which

fed the Israelites in the wilderness were " flying

fish," and who, as Oedmann has truly remarked,

seems to have a special gift for demonstrating

anything he pleases — supposed the (/M(7d»» were
" bramble-berries " (Rubus ccesius, Linn.), a theory

which deserves no serious consideration. Celsius,

who supposes that a kind of Rhamnus is meant, is

far from satisfactory in his conclusions; he identi-

fies the dudaim with what he calls Lotus Cyrenaica,

the Sidra of Arabic authors. This appears to be

the lotus of the ancients, Zizijphus lotus. See

Shaw's Travels, i. 263, and Sprengel, Ilist. Rei

G o

herb. i. 251; Freytag, Ar. Lex. s. v. nJum-

Celsius's argument is based entirely upon the au- .

thority of a certain Rabbi (see Buxtorf, Lex. Tulm.

p. 1202), who asserts the dvdahn to be the fruit of

the maijish (the lotus'?);* but the authority of a

single Rabbi is of little weight against the almost

unanimous testimony of the ancient versions. With
still less reason have Castell {Lex. Hepi. p. 2052)

and Ludolf {Hist. ^th. i. c. 9), and a few others,

advanced a claim for the Mtisa paradisinca, the

b'anana, to denote the dudaim. Faber, following

.\nt. Deusing {Dissert, de Dudaim), thought the

dudaim were small sweet-scented melons
(
Cucumis

dudaim), which grow in Syria, Egypt, and Persia,

known by the Persians as distembiijeh, a word

which means "fragrance in the hand;" and

Sprengel {Hist. i. 17) appears to have entertained

a similar belief. This theory is certainly more

plausible than many others that have been adduced,

but it is unsupported except by the Persian vei-sion

in Genesis. Various other conjectures have from

time to time been made, as that the dudaim are

" lilies," or " citrons," or " baskets of figs " — all

mere theories.

a Various etymologies have t)een proposed for thi.i

word ; the most probable is that it comes from the

root Tl^, " to love," whence "Tl^, " love."

6 tt?^"*tt. This plant, according to Abulfadii, cor-

112

responds with the Arabic . imUUO) which, howerer,

Sprengel identifies with Zizyphiis Paliurus.
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The most satisfactory attempt at identification

is certainly that which supposes the mandrake

{Airopa mandr«gora) to be the plant denoted by

the Hebrew word. The LXX., the Vulg., the Sy-

ria*, and the Arabic versions, the Targums, the most

learned of the Rabbis, and many later commenta-

tors, are in favor of the translation of the A. V.

The arguments which Celsius has adduced against

the mandrake being the diuldim have been most

ably answered by Michaelis (see Siijy). ad Lex. Ile/j.

No. 451). It is well known that the mandrake is

far from odoriferous, the whole plant being, in

European estimation at all events, very fetid; on

this account Celsius objected to its being the

duddiin, which he supposed were said in the Canti-

cles to be fragrant. Michaelis has shown that

nothing of the kind is asserted in Scripture: the

dudam "give forth an odor," which, however, may
be one of no fragrant nature; the invitation to

The Mandrake {Airopa mandragora).

the " beloved to go forth into the field " is full of

force if we suppose the dudcthn ("love plants")

to denote the mandrake." Again, the odor or

flavor of plants is after all a matter of opinion,

for Schulz {Leitung. des Ilochsten, v. 197), who
found mandrakes on Mount Tabor, says of them,
" they have a delightful smell, and the taste is

equally agreeable, though rwt to everybody." Mariti

{Trav. iii. 146) found on the 7th of May, near the

hamlet of St. John in Mount Juda," mandrake

" " Qui quidem quod hircinus est quodamniodo, vi-

resque mandragorie in Aphrodisiacis laudantur, amori-

bus auras perflare videtur et ad eos stimulare."
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plants, the fruit of which he says " is of the size

and color of a small apple, ruddy and of a most

agreeable odor." Oedniann, after quoting a num-
ber of authorities to show that the mandrakes were
prized by the Arabs for their odor, makes the fol-

lowing just remark :
" It is known that Orientak

set an especial value on strongly smelling things

that to more delicate European senses are unpleas-

ing .... The intoxicating qualities of the man-
drake, far from lessening its value, would rather

add to it, for every one knows with what reUsh the

Orientals use all kmds of preparations to produce

intoxication."

The Arabic version of Saadias has Ivffach * =
mandragora; in Onkelos yabruchin, and in Syriac

yabrucli '^ express the Hebrew duddim : now we
learn from Mariti (Trav. iii. 146, ed. Lond. 1792),

that a word similar to this last was applied by the

Arabs to the mandrake— he says, " the Arabs call

it jabrohak." '' Celsius asserts that the mandrake
has not the property which has been attributed to

it: it is, however, a matter of common belief in

the East that this plant has the power to aid in

the procreation of offspring. Schulz, Maundrell,

JIariti, all allude to it; compare also Dioscorides,

iv. 76, Sprengel's Annotations; and Theophrastus,

Hist. Plant, ix. 9, § 1. Venus was called Man-
drtigoritis by the ancient Greeks (Hesych. s. v.),

and the fruit of the plant was termed " apples of

love."

That the fruit was fit to be gathered at the time

of wheat-harvest is clear from the testimony of

several travellers. Schulz found mandrake-apples

on the 15th of May. Hasselquist saw them at

Nazareth early in JIay. He says : " I had not the

pleasure to see the plant in blossom, the fruit now
[May 5, O. S.] hanging ripe on the stem which

lay withered on the ground " — he conjectures that

they are Rachel's dwldini. Dr. Thomson
( The

Land and the Book, p. 577) found mandrakes ripe

on the lower ranges of Lebanon and Hermon to-

wards the end of April.

From a certain rude resemblance of old roots of

the mandrake to the human form, whence Pythag-

oras is said to have called the mandrake avdpanrd-

fiopcpov, and Columella (10, 19) semihomo, some
strange superstitious notions have arisen concerning

it. Joseplius {B. J. vii. 6, § 3) evidently alludes

to one of these superstitions, though he calls the

plant baaras. In a Vienna iMS. of Dioscorides is

a curious drawing which represents Euresis, the

goddess of discovery, handing to Dioscorides a root

of the mandrake; the dog employed for the pur-

pose is depicted in the agonies of death (Daubeny's

Roman Husbandry, p. 275).*

The mandrake is found abundantly in the Gre-

cian islands, and in some parts of the, south of

Europe. The root is spindle-shaped and often

divided into two or three forks. The leaves, which

are long, sharp-pointed, and hairy, rise immediately

from the ground ; they are of a dark-green color.

The flowers are dingy white, stained with veins of

purple. The fruit is of a pale orange color, and

about the size of a nutmeg; but it would appear

that the plant varies considerably in appearance

.UJ. )"»ra"l3^ )*.oi.2»v.

d The Arabs call the fruit tuphach el-sheitan, " the

devil's apple," from its power to excite Toluptuous-

ness.

« Comp. also Shaksp. Henry IV., Pt. 11. Act. i. Sc.

2 ; Rom. and Jul., Act iv. Sc. 3 ; D'Herbelot, Bibtioth

Orient, a. t. " Abrousanam."
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according to the localities where it grows. The

mandrake {AtrojM mandragora) is closely allied to

the well-known deadly nightshade {A. beUadonna),

and belongs to the order SolanacecB. W. H.

* The Arabs of Mt. Lebanon also call the Man-

dragora officinalis (i. e. Atropa mandragora),

^^yS>^ U»a^ (Baidh ul-Jinn) = eggs of Genii,

no doubt in allusion to their supposed virtues.

G. E. P.

MANEH. [Weights and Measures.]

MANGER. This word occurs only in con-

nection with the birth of Christ, in Luke ii. 7, 12,

16. The original term is (pdrvri, which is found

but once besides in the N. T., namely, Luke xiii.

15, where it is rendered by "stall." The word in

classical Greek undoubtedly means a manger, crib,

or feeding-trough (see Liddell and Scott, Lex.

8. v.); but according to Schleusner its real signifi-

cation in the N. T. is the opea court-yard, attached

to the inn or khan, and enclosed by a rough fence

of stones, wattle, or other slight material, into

which the cattle would be shut at night, and where

the poorer travellers might unpack their animals

and take up their lodging, when they were either

by want of room or want of means excluded from

the house. This conclusion is supported by the

rendering of the Vulg.

—

prasepe — and of the

Peshito-Syriac, M'OJ; both which terms mean

" enclosures," — and also by the customs of Pales-

tine." Stables and mangers, in the sense in which

we understand them, are of comparatively late

introduction into the East (see the quotations from

Chardin and others in Harmer's Observations, ii.

205, 206), and although they have furnished mate-

rial to painters and poets, did not enter into the

circumstances attending the birth of Christ — and

are hardly less inaccurate than the ," cradle " and

the "stable,"* which are named in some descrip-

tions of that event. [Ckib, Amer. ed.]

This applies, however, only to the painters of the

later schools. The early Christian artists seem

almost invariably to represent the Nativity as in

an open and detached court-yard. A crib or trough

is occasionally shown, but not prominently, and

more as if symbolic of the locality than as actually

existing.

The above interpretation of (parvr) is of course

at variance with the traditional belief that the

Nativity took place in a cave. Professor Stanley

has however shown {8. <]"• P. pp. 440, 441; see also

163) how destitute of foundation this tradition is.

And it should not be overlooked that the two

apocryphal Gospels which appear to be its main

foundation, the Protevangelion and the Gospel of

the Infancy, do not represent the cave as belonging

to the inn— in fact, do not mention the inn in

coimection with the Nativity at all, while the former

does not introduce the manger and the inn till a

later period, that of the massacre of the innocents

{Protev. chap. xvi.). G.

MA'NI {Mavi-- Banni). The same as Bani,

4 (1 Esdr. ix. 30; comp. Ezr. x. 29).
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MAN'LIUS, T. {Tiros mdvXios: Ales. Aid.

with 5 MSS. T. Mavios: Titus Manilius]. In the

account of the conclusiou of the campaign of

Lysias (b. c. 163) against the Jews given in 2

Mace, xi., four letters are introduced, of which the

last purports to be from " Q. Memmius and T.

Manlius, ambassadors {irpecr^vrat) of the Romans'*

(vv. 34-38), confirming the concessions made by

Lysias. There can be but little doubt that the

letter is a fabrication. No such names occur among
the many legates to Syria noticed by Polybius;

and there is no room for the mission of another

embassy between two recorded shortly before and

after the death of Antiochus Epiphanes (Polyb.

xxxi. 9, 6; 12, 9; Grimm, ad he). If, as seems

likely, the true reading is T. Manius (not Manlius),

the writer was probably thinking of the former

embassy when C. Sulpicius and Manius Sergius

were sent to Syria. The form of the letter is no

less fatal to the idea of its authenticity than the

names in which it is written. The use of the era

of the Seleucida; to fix the year, the omission of

the name of the place at which it was dated, and

the exact coincidence of the date of this letter with

that of the young Antiochus, are all suspicious

circumstances. Moreover, the first intercourse be-

tween the Jews and Bomans is marked distinctly

as takhig place two years later (1 Mace. viii. 1 ff.),

when Judas heard of theu- power and fidelity.

The remaining letters are of no more worth,

though it is possible that some iiicts may have sug-

gested special details (e. g. 2 Mace. xi. 29 fF.).

(Wernsdorf, Be Fide Mace. § 66; Grimm, ad

be. ; and on the other side Patritius, De Cons.

Maee. pp. 142, 280.) B. F. W.

MAN'NA (]^, man: Mdvua: Manhu, Man.,

Manila). The most important passages of the O.

T. on this topic are the following : Ex. xvi. 14-36

;

Num. xi. 7-9; Deut. viii. 3, 16; Josh. v. 12; Ps.

Ixxviii. 24, 25; Wisd. xvi. 20, 21. From these

passages we learn that the manna came every morn-

ing except the Sabbath, in the form of a small

round seed resembling the hoar frost; that it must

be gathered early, before the sun became so hot as

to melt it; that it must be gathered every day

except the Sabbath ; that the attempt to lay aside

for a succeeding day, e.xcepton the day immediately

preceding the Sabbath, failed by the substance be-

coming wormy aSd offensive ; that it was prepared

for food by grinding and baking; that its taste was

like fresh oil, and like wafers made with hone},

equally agreeable to all palates; that the whole

nation subsisted upon it for forty years; that it

suddenly ceased when they first got the new corn

of the land of Canaan ; and that it was always

regarded as a miraculous gift directly from God,

and not a product of nature.

The natural products of the Arabian deserts and

other oriental regions, which bear the name of

manna, have not the qualities or uses ascribed to

the manna of Scripture. They are all condiments

or medicines rather than food, stimulating or pur-

gative rather than nutritious; they are produced

only three or four months in the year, fi-om May to

August, and not all the year round ; they come only

in small quantities, never atibrding anything hke

<« Those who desire to see all that can bo said on the

meaniug of (jxirwi in the N. T. and in the LXX., as

bearing on the N T., will find it in the IGth chapter

of the 2d book of P. Horreus, MisceU. criticorum libri

duo, Leovardiae, 1738.

b See for example, Milton's Hymn an the Na'.ivity,

Une243.
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15,000,000 of pounds a week, which must have

been requisite for the subsistence of the whole

Isiaelitisli camp, since each man had an omer (or

three English quarts) a day, and that for forty

years ; they can be kept for a long time, and do not

become useless in a day or two; they are just as

liable to deteriorate on the Sabbath as on any other

day; nor does a double quantity fall on the day

preceding the Sabbath ; nor would natural products

cease at once and for ever, as the manna is repre-

sented as ceasing in the book of Joshua. The

manna of Scripture we therefore regard as wholly

miraculous, and not in any respect a product of

nature.

The etymology and meaning of the word manna

are best given by the old authorities, the Septuagint,

the Vulgate, and Josephus. The Septuagint trans-

lation of Ex. xvi. 15 is this: 'iSdi'Tes Se ayrb oi

viol 'laparjK elrrai' erepos T(j5 erepa), ti iffrt

toDto ; ov yap peiffav rl i\v- " But the children

of Israel, seeing it, said one to aiwther, What is

ihisf for they knew not What it was.'' The Vul-

gate, with a very careful reference to the Hebrew,

thus : " Quod cum vidissent filii Israel, dixerunt

ad invicem manhu., quod significat: Quid est hoc?

ignorabant enim 'quid esset:" i. e. " Which when

the children of Israel saic, they saidone to another,

Man hu, which signifies, What is this f for they

knew not lohat it tvas." In Josephus (Ant. iii. 1,

§6) we have the following: Kakovai Se 'E^paioi

rh fipoofj.a rovro fjidvva, rh yap fA.a.p eVepcoTT/tris

Kara t^v Tj^erfpoi/ SidXeKTOv, ti tout' iffTiv,

avaKpivovaa- " Now the Hebrews call this food

MANNA, yb}- the particle man, in our language, is

the asking of a question, What is this? "

According to all these authorities, with which

the Syriac also agrees, the Hebrew word man, by

which this substance is always designated in the

Hebrew Scriptures, is the neuter interrogative pro-

noun (what?), and the name is derived from the

inquiry M^H "JQ (man hu, what is this?), which

the Hebrews made when they first saw it upon the

ground. The other etymologies, which would de-

rive the word from either of the Hebrew verbs

Tim or 1-^, are more recent and less worthy of
T T - T '

confidence, and do not agree with the sacred text;

a literal translation of which (Ex. xvi. 15) is this:

" And the children of Israel saw and said, a man

to his neighbor, what is this (man hu); foi- they

knew not what it was."

The Arabian physician Avicenna gives the fol-

lowing description of the manna which in his time

was used as a medicine: "Manna is a dew which

falls on stones or bushes, becomes thick like honey,

and can be hardened so as to be like grains of com."

The substance now called manna in the Arabian

desert through which the Israelites passed, is col-

lected in the month of June from the tarfa or

tamarisk shrub (Tamarix gallica). According to

Burckhardt it drops from the thorns on the sticks

and leaves with which the ground is covered, and

must be gathered early in the day, or it will be

melted by the sun. The Arabs cleanse and boil it,

strain it through a cloth, and put it in leathern

bottles; and in this way it can be kept uninjured

for several years. They use it like honey or butter

with their unleavened bread, but never make it into

cakes or eat it by itself. It abounds only in very

wet years, and in dry seasons it sometimes disap-

pears entirely. Various shrubs, all through tlie
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oriental world, from India to Syria, yield a sub-

stance of this kind. The tamarisk gum is by soma

supposed to be produced by the puncture of a small

insect, which Ehrenberg has examined and de-

scribed under the name of Coccus nmnniparus. See

Symboke Physicce, p. i. ; Transact, of Literary

Society of Bombay, i. 251. This surely could not

have been the food of the Israelites during their

forty years' sojourn in the wilderness, though the

Tamarix (jroUica.

name might have been derived from some real or

fancied resemblance to it.

Rauwolf (
Trav. i. 94) and some more recent trav-

ellers have obsened that the dried grains of the

oriental manna were like the coriander-seed. Gmelin

{Trav. through Russia to Persia, pt. iii. p. 28) re-

marks this of the manna of Persia, which he says

is white as snow. The peasants of Ispahan gather

the leaves of a certain thorny shrub (the sweet

thorn) and strike them with a stick, and the grains

of manna are received in a sieve. Niebuhr ob-

served that at Mardin in Mesopotamia, the manna

lies hke meal on the leaves of a tree called in the

East ballot and afs or as, which he regards as a

species of oak." The harvest is in July and August,

and much more plentiful in wet than dry seasons.

\ which Freytag, however, identifies with

.<!ome species of Capparii.

* The ballot here spokeu of is the Arabic
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It is sometimes collected before sunrise by shaking

it from the leaves onto a cloth, and thus collected

it remains very white and pure. That which is

aot shaken oft' in the morning melts upon the

leaves, and accumulates till it becomes very thick.

The leaves are then gathered and put in boiling

water, and the manna floats like oil upon the sur-

face. This the natives call manna essemma, i. e.

heavenly manna. In the valley of the Jordan

Burckhardt found manna like gum on the leaves

and branches of the tree gharrob," which is as large

as the olive tree, having a leaf like the poplar,

though somewhat broader. It appears like dew
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Alhagi maurorum.

upon the leaves, is of a brown or gray color, and

drops on the ground. When first gathered it is

sweet, but in a day or two liecomes acid. The
Arabs use it like honey or butter, and eat it in

their oatmeal gruel. They also use it in cleaning

their leather bottles and making them air-tight.

The season for gathering this is May or June.

Two other shrubs which have been supposed to

yield the manna of Scripture, are the Alhac/i mau-
rorum, or Persian manna, and the Alhai/i desevlo-

rum, — thorny plants common in Syria.

The manna of European connnerce comes mostly

from Calabria and Sicily. It is gathered during

^^J^j, which signifies acorn, and has come to be

applied to various species of oali, while the word ' afs

'

l yf^ a e- not [_o ^y\ \^ as incorrectly printed in the

note, signifies " galls," and is often used for the tree

the months of .June and July from some species of

ash {Ornus Europtea arid Ornus rotundijblia),

from which it drops in consequence of a puncture

by an insect resembling the locust, but distinguished

from it by having a sting under its body. Th«
substance is fluid at n'lgtn, and resembles the dew
but in the morning it begins to harden.

Compare Rosenmiiller's Alterthumskunde, iv. pp.
316-29; Winer, Realworterbuch, ii. pp. 53, 54; and
the oriental travellers above referred to. C. E. S.

MANO'AH (n""13p [rest]: Mavaie; Joseph.

Mavcixvs- Mamie), the father of Samson; a Dan-
ite, native of the town of Zorah (Judg. xiii, 2).

The narrative of the Bible (xiii. 1-23), of the cir-

cumstances which preceded the birth of Samson,
supplies us with very few and faint traits of Rlan-

oah's character or habits. He seems to have had
some occupation which separated him during part

of the day from his wife, though that was not field

work, because it was in the field that his wife was
found by the angel during his absence. He was
hospitable, as his forefather Abram had been before

him ; he was a worshipper of Jehovah, and reverent

to a great degree of fear. These faint lineaments

are brought into somewhat greater distinctness by
Josephus (Ant. v. 8, §§ 2, 3), on what authority we
have no means of judging, though his account is

doubtless founded on some ancient Jewish tradition

or record. " There was a certain Manoches who
was without controversy the best and chiefest per-

son of his country. This man had a wife of ex-

ceeding beauty, surpassing the other women of the

place. Now, when they had no children, and were

much distressed thereat, he besought God that

He would grant unto them a lavv-ful heir, and
for that purpose resorted often with his wife

to the suburb '' (t^ irpodaTeiov) of the city.

And in that place was the great plain. Now the

man loved his wife to distraction, and on that ac-

count was exceedingly jealous of her. And it came
to pass that his wife being alone, an angel appeared

to her . . . and when he had said these things he

departed, for he had come by the command of God.

When her husband came she informed him of all

things concerning the angel, wondering greatly at

the beauty and size of the youth, insomuch that he

was filled with jealousy and with suspicion thereat.

Then the woman, desiring to relieve her husband

of his excessive grief, besought God that He would

send again the angel, so that the man might behold

him as well as she. And it came to pass that

when they were in the suburbs again, by the favor

of God the angel appeared the second time to the

woman, while her husband was absent. And she

having prayed him to tarry awhile till she should

fetch her husband, went and brought Manoches."

The rest of the story agrees with the Bible.

We hear of Manoah once again in coimectiou

with the marriage of Samson to the Philistine of

Timnath. His father and his mother remonstrated

with him thereon, but to no purpose (xiv. 2, ']).

They then accompanied him to Tinmath, both on

on which the galls grow, which is some species of tho

oak. G. E. P.

a Sprengel {Hist. Rei Herb. i. 270) identifies the

gharb or f^harab with the Salix babylonica.

b Possibly to consult the Levites, whose special prop-

erty the suburbs of tho city were. But Zorah is uo-

whei"e stated to have been a Levites' city.
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the preliminary visit (w. 5, 6), and to the marriage

itself (9, 10). Manoah appears not to have sur-

vived his son : not he, but Samson's brothers, went

Jown to Gaza for the body of the hero, and bring-

ing it up to the family tomb between Zorah and

Eshtaol, reunited the father to the son (xvi. 31),

whose birth had been the subject of so many
prayers and so much anxiety. Milton, however,

does not take this view. In Samsan Agonistes

Manoah bears a prominent part throughout, and

lives to bury his son. G.

* MANSIONS iixoual: mansiones) in the

A. V. John xiv. 2 {" in my Father's house are many
mansimis") is used in its primary signification of

"abodes" or "places of abode," not in the more

specific sense which now belongs to the term.

Mr. Norton translates, " There are many rooms in

my Father's house." The reference is to the

abundant provision made for the future blessedness

of the followers of Christ, not to the different de-

grees of their reward, a thought which is foreign

from the context. A.

MANSLAYER." The principle on which the

' manslayer " was to be allowed to escape, namely,

that the person slain was regarded as " delivered

into his hand " by the Almighty, was obviously

open to much willful perversion (1 Satn. xxiv. 4, 18;

xxvi. 8; Philo, De Spec. Ley. iii. 21, vol. ii. 320),

though the cases mentioned appear to be a suffi-

cient sample of the intention of the lawgiver, (a.)

Death by a blow in a sudden quarrel (Num. xxxv.

22). (6.) Death by a stone or missile thrown at

random {ib. 22, 23). (c.) By the blade of an axe

flying from its handle (Deut. xix. 5). (f/.) Whether

the case of a person killed by falling from a roof

unprovided with a parapet involved the guilt of

manslaughter on the owner, is not clear; but the

law seems intended to prevent the imputation of

malice in any such case, by preventing as fivr as

possible the occurrence of the fact itself (Deut. xxii.

8). (Miehaelis, On the L(tws of Moses, arts. 223,

280, ed. Smith.) In all these and the like cases

the manslayer was allowed to retire to a city of

refuge. [Cities of Refuge.]
Besides these the following may be mentioned as

cases of homicide, (a.) An animal, not known to

be vicious, causing death to a human being, was to

be put to death, and regarded as unclean. But if

it was known to be vicious, the owner also was

liable to fine, and even death (Ex. xxi. 28, 31).

(6.) A thief overtaken at night in the act might

lawfully be put to death, but if the sun had risen

the act of killing him was to be regarded as murder

(Ex. xxii. 2, 3). Other cases are added by the

Mishna, which, however, are included in the defini-

tions given above. (Sanli. ix. 1, 2, 3; Maccolli,

ii. 2; Otho, Lex. Rabb. " Homicida.") [Mukdkr.]
H. W. P.

MANTLE. The word employed in tlie A. V.

to translate no less than four Hebrew terms, en-

tirely distinct and independent both in derivation

and meaning.

1. n"'*^r,'. s'rrncah. This word occurs but
T • :

a Pier's P^^'- °f n!15^, "pierce" or "crush,"

Gcs. p. 1307 : (^oi/evT^s : homicida : used also in the

sense of murderer. The phrase n32tt?3, aKov(ri'ws,

vrr ignorantiam, Ges. p. 1362, must therefore be in-

cluded, to denote the distinction which the Law drew

so plainly between malicious and involuntary homicide.
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once, namely, Judg. iv. 18, where it denotes the

thing with which Jael covered Sisera. It has the

definite article prefixed, and it may therefore be

inferred that it was some part of the regular furni-

ture of the tent. The clew to a more exact signi-

fication is given by the Arabic version of the Poly-

glott, which renders it by alcatij'ah, xox tno'
]^

a word which is explained by Dozy,* on the au-

thority of Ibn Batuta and other oriental authors,

to mean certain articles of a thick fabric, in shape

like a plaid or shawl, which are commonly used for

beds by the Arabs : " When they sleep they spread

them on the ground." " For the under part of

the bed they are doubled several times, and one

longer than the rest is used for a coverlid." On
such a bed on the floor of Heber's tent no doubt

the weary Sisera threw himself, and such a coverlid

must the semicah have been which Jael laid over

him. The A. V. perhaps derived their word

"mantle" from the pallium of the Vulgate, and

the mantel of Luther. [Fiirst thinks that it was

the "tent-carpet," which Jael threw over Sisera,

Handb. s. v. — H.]

2. v"'!5p, meil. (Rendered "mantle" in 1

Sam. XV. 27, xxviii. 14; Ezr. ix. 3, 5; Job i. 20,

ii. 12; and Ps. cix. 29.) This word is in other

passages of the A. V. rendered " coat," " cloak,"

and "robe." This inconsistency is undesirable;

but in one case only— that of Samuel— is it of

importance. It is interesting to know that the

garment which his mother made and brought to

the infant prophet at her annual visit to the Holy

Tent at Shiloh was a miniature of the ofiicial

priestly tunic or robe; the same that the great

Prophet wore in mature years (1 Sam. xv. 27), and

by which he was on one occasion actually identified.

When the witch of Endor, in answer to Saul's

inquiry, told him that " an old man was come up,

covered with a meil" this of itself was enough to

inform the king in whose presence he stood—
" Saul perceived that it was Samuel " (xxviii. 14).

3. nDtOl?'?, maataphah (the Hebrew word is

found in Is. iii. 22 only). Apparently some article

of a<^ lady's dress [" mantles," A. V.]
;
probably

an exterior tunic, longer and ampler than the in-

ternal one, and provided with sleeves. See Gesenius,

Jesaia, i. 214; Schroeder, de Vestiiu Ilebrcearum,

eh. XV. § 1-5.

But the most remarkable of the four is :
—

4. iT^n^j addereth (rendered "mantle" in

1 K. xix! 13, 19; 2 K. ii. 8, 13, 14; elsewhere

" garment " and " robe ") ; since by it, and it only,

is denoted the cape or >vrapper which, with the

exception of a strip of skin or leather round his

loins, formed, as we have every reason to believe,

the sole garment of the prophet Elijah.

Such clothing, or absence of clothing, is com-

monly assumed by those who aspire to extraordinary

sanctity in the East at the present day — " Savage

figures, with ' a cloak woven of camels' hair thrown

over the shoulders, and tied in front on the breast.

(Ex. xxi. 13, 14
i
Lev. iv. 22 ; Num. xxxv. 22, 23

;

Deut. xix. 4, 5.)

b Dictionnaire des Yetements Arabes, p. 232. We
gladly seize this opportunity to express our obligations

to this admirable work.
c But see the curious speculations of Dr. Maitland

(Essay on False Wors/up, p. 176, etc.).
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naked except at the waist, round which is a girdle

i)f skin, the hair flowing loose about « the head.'
"

But a description still more exactly in accordance

with the habit of the great Israelite * dervish, and

supporting in a remarkable manner the view of the

LXX., who render midereth by fj.r]\ccT^s, i- e.

" sheep-skin," is found in the account of a French

traveller <= in the IGth century : " L'enseigne que

les dervis portent pour montrer qu'ils sont religieux,

est une pe;ui de brebis sur leurs epaules: et ne

portent autre vetement sur eux sinon une seule

peau de mouton ou de brebis, et quelque chase

devant leur parties honteuses."

Inaccurately as the word " mantle " represents

such a garment as the above, it has yet become so

identified with Elijah that it is impossible now to

alter it. It is desirable therefore to substitute

"mantle" for "garment" in Zech. xiii. 4; a pas-

sage from which it would appear that since the

time of Elijah his garb had become the recognized

sign of a prophet of Jehovah. G.

MA'OCH (TI"12?p [rt poor one, Fiirst; a

bvenst-bnnd? Ges.J : 'A,u/xax ; Alex. Moia^ :

Mnoch), the father of Achish, king of Oath, with

whom David took refuije (1 Sani. xxvii. 2). In the

SjTiac version he is called jNIaachah; and in 1 K.

ii. 39 we find Maachah described as the father of

Achish, who was king of Gath at the beginning of

Solomon's reign. It is not impossible that the

same Achish may be intended in both cases (Keil,

Comm. on 1 K. ii. -39), and Maoch and Maachah

would then be identical; or Achish may have been

a title, like Abimelech and Pharaoh, which would

still leave Maoch and Maachah the same; "son"'

in either case denoting descendant.

MA'ON {^^312 [habiiatkm] : Matip, MawV,
[Vat. in 1 Sam. Maav, in Chr. Mecoi/;] Alex.

Mawy'- Maon), one of the cities of the tribe of

Judah, in the district of the mountains; a member
of the same group which contains also the names

of Carmel and Ziph (.Josh. xv. 55). Its interest

for us lies in its connection with David. It was in

the viidbnr or waste pasture- ground of Maon (.\. V.

"wilderness") that he and his men were larking

when the treachery of the Ziphites brought Saul

upon them, and they had the narrow escape of the

cliff of ham-Machlekoth (1 Sam. xxiii. 24, 25). It

seems from these passages to have formed part of a

larger district called " the Arabah " (A. V. ver. 24,

" plain "
), wliich can hardly have been the depressed

locality round the Dead Sea usually known by that

name. To the north of it was another tract or

spot called " the Jeshimon," possibly the dreary

burnt-up hills lying on the immediate west of the

Dead Sea. Close by was the hill or the cliff of

Hacilah, and the midbar itself probably extended

over and about the mountain (ver. 26), round

which Saul was pursuing his fugitives when the

sudden alarm of the I'hilistine incursion drew him

off. Over the pastures of iNIaon and Carmel ranged

the three thousand sheep and the thousand goats

of Nabal (xxv. 2). Close adjoining was the midbar

of Paran, wliich the LXX. make identical with

Maon. Josephus's version of the passage is curious
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a Light, Travels in Egypt, etc., quoted by Stanley,

S. ^ P. .311.

6 See the instructive and suggestive remarks of Dr.

Wolff, on the points of correspondence between the

incient Prophetjs and the modern Dervishes (
Travels,

— "a certain man of the Ziphites from the citj

Emma" (Ant. vi. 13, § 6).

The name of Jlaon still exists all but unchanged

in the mouths of the Arab herdsmen and peasants

in the south of Palesti^ie. Main is a lofty conical

hill, south of, and about 7 miles distant from,

Hebron. To the north there is an extensive pros-

pect— on the one hand over the region bordering

the Dead Sea, on the other as far as Hebron. Close

in front is the lower eminence of Kurmul, the

ancient Carmel, no less intimately associated with

David's fortunes than Maon itself (Rob. i. 493, 494).

It is very much to be desired that some traveller

would take the trouble to see how the actual locality

of Main agrees with the minute indications of the

narrative cited above. See also Hacuilah.
In the genealogical records of the tribe of Judah

in 1 Chronicles, JIaon appears as a descendant of

Hebron, through Rekem and Shammai, and in its

turn the " father " or colonizer of Beth-zur (ii. 45).

Hebron is of course the well-known metropolis of

the southern country, and Beth-zur h:is been

identified in Beif-aur, 4 miles north of Hebron, and

therefore about 11 from Main.

It should not however be overlooked that in the

original the name of Maon is identical with that

of the Mehunim, and it is quite possible that before

the conquest it may have been one of tlieir towns,

just as in the more central districts of Palestine

there were places which preserved the memory of

the Avites, the Zemarites, the • Ammonites, and

other tribes who originally founded them. [Ben-
jam ix, vol. i. p. 277.] G.

MA'ONITES, THE (t^'S12, i. e. Maon,

without the article [see aljove] : MaStdfj. in both

MSS. : Clianaan), a people mentioned in one of the

addresses of Jehovah to the repentant Israelites, as

having at some former time molested them : " the

Zidonians also, and Amalek, and Maon did oppress

you, and ye cried to me. and I delivered you out

of their hand" (Judg. x. 12). The name agrees

with that of a people residing in the desert far

south of Palestine, elsewhere in the A. V. called

Metiunim ; but, as no invasion of Israel by this

people is related before the date of the passage in

question, various explanations and conjectures have

been offered. The readina; of the LXX. — " Mid-

ian " — is remarkable as being found in both the

great ]\IS.S., and having on that account a strong

claim to be considered as the reading of tlie ancient

Hebrew text. Ewald (Gescli. i. 322 note) appears

to incline to this, whicli has also in its favor, that,

if it be not genuine, Midian — whose ravages were

then surely too recent to be forgotten — is omitted

altogether from the enumeration. Still it is remark-

able that no variation has hitherto lieen found in

the Hebrew MSS. of this verse. Michaelis (Bibel

fib- Ungeleltrte, and Supplem. No. 1437), on the

other hand, accepts the current reading, and ex-

plains the difficulty by assuming tliat Maon is

included among the 15ene-Kedem, or " children

[sons] of the East," named in vi. 3: leaving, how-

ever, the equal difficulty of the omission of Israel's

great foe, Midian, unnoticed. The reason which

would lead us to accept Midian would lead us to

etc., i. 483 ; also 329, 531) ; and Stanley's East. Church,

p. 397.

c IJelon, Observations (Paris, 1588), (luoted by Do7y,

Dictioitnaire, etc., p. 54.
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reject the reading of the Syriac Peshito— " Am-
nion," — the Bene-Amnion having been already

named. " Canaan " was probably a conjecture of

Jerome's. [Mkhunijis.]

A trace of the residence of the Maonites in the

south of Palestine is perhaps extant in Maon, now
Main, the city of Judah so well known in con-

nection with David. G.

MA'RA (S"ltt, or, according to the correction

of the Kri, m^), the name which Naojii adopted

in the exclamation forced from her by the recogni-

tion of her fellow-citizens at Bethlehem (Ruth i.

20): "Call me not Naomi (pleasant), but call me
Mara (bitter), for Shaddai hath dealt-very-bitterly

{hamer) with me." The LXX. have preserved the

play .... TTLKpav, '6tl (irLKpavOr) . o iKa.v6s\

though hardly as well as Jerome, " Vocate me Mara
(hoc est amaram) quia amarittuline me replevii

Omnipoie7is." Marah is often assumed to have

been the origin of the name IMary, but inaccu-

rately, for Mary— in the N. T. Mariam — is merely

a corruption of jMiisiam (see that article). G.

MA'RAH (n^^ [biUerness] : Meppa, IltKpia,

TliKplai [Vat. UiKpeLat]-- Mara), a place which

lay in the wilderness of Shur or Etham, three days"

journey distant (Ex. xv. 22-24, Num. xxxiii. 8)

from the place at which the Israelites crossed the

Red Sea, and where was a spring of bitter water,

sweetened subsequently by the casting in of a tree

which " the Lord showed " to Moses. It has been

suggested (Rurckhardt, Syria, p. 47i) that INIoses

made use of the berries of the plant Cliurkud,"

and which still it is implied would be found sim-

ilarly to operate. Robinson, however (i. G7), could

not find that this or any tree was now known by

the Arabs to possess such properties; nor would

those berries, he says, have laeen found so early in

the season as tiie time when the Israelites reached

the region. It may be added that, had any such

resource ever existed, its eminent usefulness to the

supply of human wants would hardly have let it

perish from the traditions of the desert. Further,

the expression " the Lord shewed " seems surely to

imply the miraculous character of the transaction.

As regards the identity of Marah with any modern

site, all travellers appear to look out for water

which is bitter at this day, whereas if miraculous,

the effect would surely have been permanent, as it

clearlv is intended to be in 2 K. ii. 21. On this

supposition, however, Howarah, distant 16i hours

(Rob. BUjL Ees. i. 67) from Ayoun Moiisa, has been

by Robinson, as also by Burckhardt (April 27, 1816),

Schubert (274), and Wellsted, identified with it,

apparently because it is the bitterest water in the

neighborhood. Winer says (s. v.) that a still l>it-

terer well lies east of Marah, the claims of which

Tischendorf, it appears, has supported. Lepsius

prefers Wady Ghurundel. Prof Stanley thinks that

the claim may be left between this and [lowarah,

but adds in a note a mention of a spring south of

Hovxtrah, " so bitter that neither men nor camels
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could drink it," of which " Dr. Graul (vol. ii. p.

254) was told." The Ayoun Mousa, "wells of

Jloses," which local tradition assigns to Jlarah, are

manifestly too close to the head of the gulf, and

probable spot of crossing it, to suit the distance of

three days' journey." The soil of this region is

described as being alternately gra^elly, stony, and

sandy; under the range of the Gebel Wardan chalk

and flints are plentiful, and on the direct line of

route between Ayoun Mousa and Ilowarah no

water is found (Robinson, i. 67). H. H.

•MAR'ALAH (nb^^TS [perh. earthquake,

Ges. ; decrmty,¥\\Ki]: MayeXSci; Alex. MopiAa;
[Comp. MapaAaO Merala), one of the landmarks

on the boundary of the tribe of Zebulun (Josh,

xix. 11), which, with most of the places accom-

panying it, is unfortunately hitherto unknown.

Keil (Jusua, ad loc. ) infers, though on the slightest

grounds, that it was somewhere on the ridge of

Carmel. G.

MARANATH'A (Mapava6d.}, an expression

used by St. Paul at the conclusion of his first

Epistle to the Corinthians (xvi. 22). It is a

Grecized form of the Aramaic words SilS ^"^tt,

" our Lord cometh." In the A. V. it is combined

with the preceding "anathema;" but this is un-

necessary : at all events it can only be regarded as

adding emphasis to the previous adjuration. It

rather appears to be added "as a weighty' watch-

word " to impress upon the disciples the important

truth that the Lord was at hand, and that they

should be ready to meet Him (Alford, Gr. Test, in

loc). If, on the other hand, the phrase be taken

to mean, as it may, " Our Lord has come," then

the connection is, "the curse will remain, for the

Lord has come who will take \engeance on those

who reject Him." Thus the name "Maronite" is

explained i)y a tradition that the Jews, in expecta-

tion of a Messiah, were constantly saying Maran,

i. e. Lord; to which the Christians answered

Maran atha, the Lord is come, why do you still

expect Him ? (Stanley, Corinthians, ad loc. ).

W. L. B.

MARBLE.* Like the Greek /xapfiapos, No. 1

(see foot-note), the generic term for marble may
probably be taken to mean almost any shining

stone. The so-called marble of Solomon's archi-

tectural viorks, which Josephus calls \i6os \iVK6s,

may thus have been Umestone— (a) from near

Jerusalem; (6) from Lebanon (Jura limestone),

identical with the material of the Sun Temple at

Baalliec; or (c) white marble from Arabia or else-

where (Joseph. Ani. viii. 3, § 2; Diod. Sic. ii. 52;

Plin. //. JV. xxxvi. 12 ; Jamieson, MinerahH/y, p. 41

;

Riiumer, Pal. p. 28 ; Volney, Trav. ii. 241 ; Kitto,

Phys. Geogr.of Pal. pj). 73,88: Robinson, ii. 493,

iii. 508; Stanley, S. </• P. pp. 307, 424; Wellsted,

Trav. i. 426, ii. 143). That this .stone was not

marble seems probable from the remark of Jose-

phus, that whereas Solomon constructed his build-

ings of "white stone," he caused the roads which

a Robinson says (i. 26), " Pegatmm retusum," Forsk.,

Flora JEg. Ar[ib. p. Ixvi. More correctly, " Nitraria

tridentala " of Desfontaines, Flora Atlant. i. 372.

b 1. WW, or W'^W : Hapios, napiTOS MBos :
»««''-

vwr Parium ; from W^W, to shine (Ges. 1384). 2.

jHiP"^, from *nnD, to travel round, either a stone

used in tessellated pavements, or one with circular

spots (Ges. 947). 3. "1^ : n-iVvivos Ai'So; :
probably

a stone with pearly appearance, like alabaster (Ges.

355). 4. tDn3 : a-fiapayBCTri? AMos : lapi:t smnragdi-

nils (Ges. 182). The three last words used only in

Esth. i. 6. 5. Mipfxapos : marmor (Rev. xviii. 12).
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led to Jerusalem to be made of "black stone,"

probably the black basalt of the Hauran ; and also

from his account of the porticoes of Herod's tem-

ple, which he says were fiov6\tdoi XevKordrris

fiapfiapov (Joseph. Ant. 1. c, and B. J. v. 5, § 1,

6; Kitto, pp. 74, 75, 80, 89). But whether the

"costly stone" employed in Solomon's buildings

was marble or not, it seems clear from the expres-

sions both of Scripture and Josephus, that some

at least of the " great stones," whose weight can

scarcely have been less than 40 tons, must have

come from Lebanon (1 K. v. 14-18, vii. 10; Joseph.

Ant. viii. 2, § 9).

There can be no doubt that Herod, both in the

Temple and elsewhere, employed Parian or other

marble. IJemains of marble columns still exist in

abundance at Jerusalem 'Joseph Anl. xv. 9, §§ 4.

6, and 11, §§ 3, 5; Williams, Holy City, ii. 330;

Sandys, p. 190; Robinson, i. 301, 305).

The marble pillars and tessera; of various colors

of the palace at Susa came doubtless from Persia

itself, where marble of various colors is found,

especially in the province of Hamadan, Susiana.

(Esth. i. 6 ; Marco Polo, Travels, p. 78, ed. Bohn

;

Chardin, Vuy. iii. 280, 308, 358, and viii. 253 ; P.

della Yalle, Viagyi, ii. 250; Winer, s. v. "Mar-
mor.") H. W. P.

MARCHESH'VAN. [Month.]

MAR'CUS {UapKos- Marcus). The Evange-

list Mark, who was cousin to Barnabas (Col. iv.

10), and the companion and fellow-laborer of the

Apostles Paul (Philem. 24) and Peter (1 Pet. v. 13).

[Makk.]

MARDOCHE'US (MapSoxaroy : Mardo-
chceus). 1. MoRDECAi, the uncle of Esther, in

the apocryphal additions (Esth. x. 1, xi. 2, 12, xii.

1-G, xvi. 13; 2 Mace. xv. 36). The 14th of the

month Adar, on which the feast of Purim was

celebrated, is called in the last passage '' Mar-
docheus' day" {rj MapSoxaiK^. rjfJ^^P"'- Mardo-
chcei dies).

2. (Mnrdochem,) = Mordecai, who returned

with Zerubbabel and Joshua (1 Esdr. v. 8; comp.

Ezr. ii. 2).

* MARE'SHA is the reading of the A. V.

ed. 1611, and other early editions, in 1 Chr. ii. 42,

instead of MAitESiiAii (2). A.

MARE'SHAH (ntWWn^ \_p^)ssession, Fiirst

;

at the head = elevated city or fortress, Ges.], in

Josh, only; elsewhere in the shorter form of

nti?"^^ : Baeriadp, [in Chron. Mapiffd, Mapiarii,

Mapr]ffd; Tat. Mapaiaa, Mapfifftis, MapiaaK;]
Alex. Maprjcra: [in Mic. i. 15, LXX. Aax^is:]
Mnresa). 1. One of the cities of Judah in the dis-

trict of the Shefehdi or low country; named in the

same group with Keilah and Neztb (Josh. xv.

44). If we may so interpret the notices of the 1

Chronicles (see below), Hebron itself was colonized

from Mareshah. It was one of the cities fortified

and garrisoned by Rehoboam after the rupture with

the northern kingdom (2 Chr. xi. 8). The natural

inference is, that it commanded some pass or

position of approach, an inference which is sup-

ported by the fact that it is named as the point

to which the enormous horde of Zerah the Cusliite

1 cached in his inv.asion of Judrea, before he was
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« Benjamin of Tudela (Asher, i. 77) identifies Ma-
reshah with " Beit Gabrin." Parchi, with unusual

met and repulsed by Asa (2 Chr. xiv. 9). A
ravine (ver. 10; Ge: A. V. " valley") bearing the

name of Zephathah was near. In the rout which

followed the encounter, the flying Cushites were

pursued to the Bedoiiin station of Gerar (vv. 14,

15).

Mareshah is mentioned once or twice in the his-

tory of the Maccaba?an struggles. Judas probably

passed through it on his w'ay from Hebron to avenge

the defeat of Joseph and Azarias (1 Mace. v. 66).

The reading of the LXX. and A. V. is Samaria;

but Josephus, Ant. xii. 8, § 6, has Marissn, and

the position is exactly suitable, which that of Sama-
ria is not. The same exchange, but reversed, will

be found in 2 Mace. xii. 35. [Marisa.]

A few days later it afforded a refuge to Georgias

when severely wounded in the attack of Dositheus

(2 Mace. xii. 35; here, as just remarked, the Syriac

version would substitute Samaria, — a change quite

unallowable). Its subsequent fortunes were bad

enough, but hardly worse than might be expected

for a place which lay as it wei'e at the junction of

two ci'oss-roads, north and south, east and we.st.

each the constant thoroughfare of armies. It was

burnt by Judas in his Idumsean war, in passing

from Heliron to Azotus {Ant. xii. 8, § 6). About
the year 110 b. c. it was taken from the Iduniwans

by John Hyrcanus. Some forty years after, about

B. c. 63, its restoration was decreed by the clement

Pompey {Ant. xiv. 4, § 4), though it appears not

to have been really reinstated till later (xiv. 5, § 3).

But it was only rebuilt to become again a victim

(u. c. 39), this time to the Parthians, who plun-

dered and destroyed it in their rage at not finding

in Jerusalem the treasure they anticipated {Ant.

xiv. 13, § 9; B. J. i. 13, § 9). It was in ruins

in the 4th century, when Eusebius and Jerome

describe it as in the second mile from Eleuthe-

ro])olis. S. S. W. of Beit-jibcin— in all probability

Eleutheropolis — and a little over a Roman mile

therefrom, is a site called Marash, which is very

possibly the representative of the ancient Mareshah.

It is described by the indefatigable Tobler {Dritte

]FamJ. pp. 129, 142) as lying on a gently swelhng

hill leading down from the mountains to the great

western plain, from which it is but half an hour

distant. The ruins are not extensive, and Dr.

Robinson, to whom their discovery is due," has

ingeniously conjectured (on grounds for which the

reader is referred to Bil)l. Res. ii. 67, 68) that the

materials were employed in building the neighboring

Eleutheropolis.

On two other occasions Mareshah comes forward

in the 0. T. It was the native place of Eliezer

ben-Dodavah, a prophet who predicted the destruc-

tion of the ships which king .Tehoshapliat had built

in conjunction with Aliaziah of Israel (2 Chr.

XX. 37). It is included by the prophet Micah

among the towns of the low country which he

attempts to rouse to a sense of the dangers their

misconduct is bringing upon them (Mic. i. 15).

Like the rest, the apostrophe to JIareshah is a

play on the name : " I will bring your heir

{yoresh) to you, oh city of inheritance" {Mare-
shah). The following verse (16) shows that the

inliabitants had adojited the heathen and forbidden

custom of cutting off the back hair as a sinn of

inaccuracy, would place it in the mountains Bast of

Jaffa.
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2. ([Rom. Mapicrd, Vat.] Mapeiaa; [Alex. Ma-

picTTj?-]) rather of Hebron, and apparently a son

or descendant of Caleb the brother of Jerahmeel

(1 Chr. ii. 42), who derived his descent from Judah

tjirough Pharez. " The sons of Caleb were . . .

Mesha, the father of Ziph, and the sons of Maresha

father of Hebron." It is difficult not to suppose

that Mesha may have been a transcriber's variation

for jNIaresha, especially as the te.xt of the LXX. —
both MSS.— actually stands so. It is however

only a probable conjecture. The names in these

lists are many of tliem no doubt those not of per-

sons but of towns, and whether Mesha and Mare-

shah be identical or not, a close relationship is

equally denoted between the towns of Hebron and

Mareshah. But,

3. ([Rom. Mapio-o ; Vat.] Maixa ;
Alex. Ma-

p-naa) in 1 Chr. iv. 21 we find Mareshah again

named as deriving its origin from Shelaii, the

third son of Judah, through Laadah. Whether

this JIareshah be a man or a place, identical with

or distinct from the last mentioned, it is impos-

sible to determine. G.

MAR'IMOTH (Marimoth). The same as

MicitAiOTH the priest, one of the ancestors of

Ezra (2 Esdr. i. 2; comp. Ezr. vii. 3). He is also

called Mekemoth (1 Esdr. viii. 2).

* MARINER, Jon. i. 5. [Ship (11.), Amer.

ed.]

MARI'SA (Maplaa-- J/f/rfsn), the Greek form

of the name Makeshah, occurring 2 Mace. xii. 35

only. G.

* MARISHES, Ez. xlvii. 11, an old spelling

of " marshes," found in the A. V. of 1611 (and the

Bishops' Bible), but changed in the current edi-

tions. The Hebrew is N33 elsewhere only in Is.

XXX. 14, translated " pit." H.

MARK {mdpKos- Marcus). Mark the Evan-

gelist is probably the same as "John whose sur-

name was Mark" (Acts xii. 12, 25). Grotius in-

deed maintains the contrary, on the ground that

the earliest historical writers nowhere call the

I'vangelist by the name of John, and that they

always describe him as the companion of Peter

and not of Paul. But John was the Jewish name,

and jNIark, a name of frequent use amongst the

Romans, was adopted afterwards, and gradually

superseded the other. The places in the N. T.

enable us to trace the process. The John INIark

of Acts xii. 12, 25, and the John of Acts xiii. 5,

13, becomes Mark only in Acts xv. 39, Col. iv. 10,

2 Tim. iv. 11, Philem. 24. The change of John

to Mark is analogous to that of Saul to Paul;

and we cannot doubt that the disuse of the Jewish

name in fovor of the other is intentional, and has

reference to the putting away of his former life,

and entrance upon a new ministry. No incon-

sistency arises from the accounts of his ministering

to two Apostles. The desertion of Paul (Acts xiii.

13) may have been prompted partly by a wish to

rejoin Peter and the Apostles engaged in preaching

in Palestine (Benson; see Kuinoel's note), though

partly from a disinclination to a perilous and

doubtful journey. There is nothing strange in

the character of a warm impulsive young man,

drawn almost equally towards the two great

teachers of the faith, Paul and Peter. Had mere

sowardice been the cause of his withdrawal, Bar-

xabas would not so soon after have chosen him

MARK
for another journey, nor would he have accepted

the choice.

John Mark was the son of a certain Mary, who
dwelt at Jerusalem, and was therefore probably

born in that city (Acts xii. 12). He was the

cousin {ayi\l/t6s) of Barnabas (Col. iv. 10). [Sis-

ter's Son, Amer. ed.] It was to Mary's house,

as to a familiar haunt, that Peter came after his

deliverance from prison (Acts xii. 12), and there

found "many gathered together praying;" and

probably Joiin Mark was converted by Peter from

meeting him in his mother's house, for he speaks

of "Marcus my son " (1 Peter v. 13). This nat-

ural link of connection between the two passages

is broken by the supposition of two Marks, which

is on all accounts improliable. The theory that he

was one of the se^enty disciples is without any

warrant. Another theory, that an event of the

night of our Lord's betrayal, related by Mark
alone, is one that befell himself (Olshausen, Lange),

must not be so promptly dismissed. " There fol-

lowed Him a certain young man, having a linen

cloth cast about his naked body ; and the young men
laid hold on him : and he left the linen cloth, and

fled from them naked " (Mark xiv. 51, 52). The
detail of facts is remarkably minute, the name only

is wanting. The most probable view is that St.

JNIark suppressed his own name, whilst telling a

story which he had the best means of knowing.

Awakened out of sleep, or just preparing for it in

some house in the Valley of Kedron, he comes out

to see the seizure of the betrayed Teacher, known
to him and in some degree beloved already. He is

so deeply interested in his fate that lie follows Him
even in his thin linen robe. His demeanor is such

that some of the crowd are about to arrest him

;

then, "fear overcoming shame" (Bengel), he

leaves his garment in their hands and flees. We
can only say that if the name of Mark is supplied,

the narrative receives its most probable explanation.

John (i. 40, xix. 26) introduces himself in this

unobtrusive way, and perhaps Luke the same (xxiv.

18). Mary the mother of IMark seems to have

been a person of some means and influence, and

her house a rallying point for Christians in those

dangerous days. Her son, already an inquirer,

would soon become more. Anxious to work for

Christ, he went with Paul and Barnabas as their

" minister" (u7n7peT7)s)on their first journey; but

at Perga, as we have seen above, turned back (Acts

xii. 25, xiii. 13). On the second journey Paul

would not accept him again as a companion, but

Barnabas his kinsman was more indulgent; and

thus he became the cause of the memorable " sharp

contention " between them (Acts xv. 36-40).

Whatever was the cause of Mark's vacillation, it

did not separate him forever from Paul, for we
find him by the side of that Apostle in his first

imprisonment at Rome (Col. iv. 10; Philem. 24).

In the former place a possible journey of JMark to

Asia is spoken of. Somewhat later he is with

Peter at Babylon (1 Pet. v. 13). Some consider

Babylon to be a name here given to Rome in a

mystical sense; surely without reason, since the

date of a letter is not the place to look for a figure

of speech. Of the causes of this visit to Babylon

there is no evidence. It may be conjectured that

he made the journey to Asia Minor (Col. iv. 10),

and thence went on to join Peter at Babylon. On
his return to Asia he seems to have been with Tim-

othy at Ephesus when Paul wrote to him during
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his second imprisonment, and Paul was anxious for

his retlun to Rome (2 Tim. iv. 11).

Wlien we desert Scripture we find the facts

doubtful and even inconsistent. If Papias be trusted

(quoted in Eusebius, //. E. iii. 39), Mark never

was a disciple of our Lord ; which he probably in-

fers from 1 Pet. v. 13. Epiphanius, on the other

hand, willing to do honor to the Evangelist, adopts

the tradition that he was one of the seventy-two

disciples, who turned back from our Lord at the

hard saying in John vi. (
Cont. Hmr. li. 6, p. 457,

Dindorf 's recent edition). The same had been said

of St. Luke. Nothing can be decided on this point.

The relation of Mark to Peter is of great impor-

tance for our view of his Gospel. Ancient writers

with one consent make the Evangelist the inter-

preter (ip/xrivevT'fis) of the Apostle Peter (Papias

in Euseb. //. £. iii. 39; Irenieus, Ilier. iii. 1,

iii. 10, § G; TertuUian, c. Mnrc. iv. 5; Ilieronymus,

ad Ihdib. ix. &c.). Some explain this word to

mean that the office of Mark was to translate into

the Greek tongue the Aramaic discourses of the

Apostle (Eichhorn, Bertholdt, etc.) ; whilst others

adopt the more probable view that, Mark wrote a

Gospel which conformed more exactly than the

others to Peter's preaching, and thus " interpreted
"

it to the church at large (Valesius, Alford, Lange,

Fritzsche, Meyer, etc.). The passage from Euse-

bius favors the latter view ; it is a quotation from

Papias. "This also [John] the elder said: Mark,

being the interpreter of Peter, wrote down exactly

whatever things he remembered, but yet not in the

order in which Christ either spoke or did them

;

for he was neither a hearer nor a follower of the

Lord's, but he was afterwards, as I [Papias] said^

a fuUower nfPeter.''' The words hi italics refer

to the word interpreter above, and the passage de-

scribes a disciple writing down wliat his master

preached, and not an interpreter tirally translating

his words. This tradition will be further examined

below. [Mark, Gospicl of.] The report that

Mark was the companion of Peter ai Home is no

doubt of great antiquity. Clement of Alexandria

is quoted by Eusebius as giving it for a " traditioti

which he had received of the elders from the first

"

{wapaSoffiv Tu>v avfKaOev Trp^ff^vrepoov, Eusebius,

//. A', vi. 14; Clem. Alex. /%a 6). But the force

of this is invalidated by the suspicion that it rests

on a misunderstanding of 1 Pet. v. 13, Babylon

being wrongly taken for a typical name of Rome
(Euseb. //. E. ii. 15; Hieron. Be Vir. ill. 8). Sent

on a mission to Egypt by Peter (Epiphanius, llaer.

li. G, p. 457, Dindorf; Euseb. //. E. ii. IG), Mark
there founded the church of Alexandria (Hieron.

De Vir. ill. 8), and preached in various places

(Niceph. //. E. ii. 43), then returned to Alexan-

dria, of which church he was bishop, and suffered

a martyr's death (Niceph. ilml., and Hieron. Be Vir.

ill. 8). But none of these later details rest on

sound authority. (Sources — The works on the

Gospels referred to under Luke and Gospels; also

Fritzsche, In Marcum, Leipzig, 1830; Lange,

Bibelwcrk, part ii. etc.) W. T.

MARK, GOSPEL OF. The characteris-

tics of this Gospel, the shortest of the four inspired

records, will appear from the discussion of the va-

"ious (^lestions that have been raised about it.

L Sources of this Gospel. — The tradition that

it gives the teaching of Peter, rather than of the

rest of the Apostles, lias been alluded to above.

The witness of John the Presbyter, quoted by
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Eusebius (R. E. iii. 39) through Papias, has been
cited. [See Mark.] Irenaeus calls Mark '• inter-

pres et sectator Petri," and cites the opening and
the concluding words of the Gospel as we now pos-

sess them (iii. 10, § 6). He also alludes to a sect (the

Cerinthians?) who hoid " impassibilem perseverasse

Christum, passum vero Jesum," and who prefer the
Gospel of St. Mark to the rest (iii. 11, § 7). Euse-
bius says, on the authority of Clement of Alexan-
dria, that the hearers of Peter at Rome desired

IMark, the follower of Peter, to leave with them a
record of his teaching; upon which Mark wrote
his Gospel, which the Apostle afterwards sanc-

tioned with his authority, and directed that it

should be read in the Churches (Eus. //. E. ii. 15)

.

Elsewhere, quoting Clement again, we have the

same account, except that Peter is there described

as " neither hindering nor urging" the undertak-
ing (//. E. vi. 14). The apparent contradiction

has been conciliated by supposing that Peter nei-

ther helped nor hindered the work before it was
completed, but gave his approval afterwards (" licet

fieri ipsum non jusserit, tamen factum non pro-

hibuit,"' Ruffinus: see note of Valesius in loc.

Eus.). TertuUian (Cont. Murcionem, iv. 5) speaks
of the Gospel of Mark as being connected with
Peter, '• cujus interpres Marcus," and so having
apostolic authority. Epiphanius says that, imme-
diately after St. Matthew, the task was laid on St.

Mark, "the follower of St. Peter at Rome," of

writing a Gospel {Hcer. li.). Hierouymus {De Vir.

ill. 8) repeats the story of Eusebius; and again

says that the Gospel was written, " Petro narrante.

et illo scribente " {Ad Ihdib. 2). If the evidence

of the Apostle's connection with this Gospel rested

wholly on these passages, it would not be sufficient,

since the witnesses, though many in number, are

not all independent of each other, and there are

marks, in the former of the passages from I>use-

bius, of a wish to enhance the authority of the

Gospel by Peter's appro\aI, whilst the latter pas-

sage does not allege the same sanction. But there

are peculiarities in the Gospel which are best ex-

plained by tlie supposition tiiat Peter in some way
superintended its composition. Whilst there is

hardly any part of its narrative that is not com-
mon to it and some other Gospel, in the manner
of the narrative there is often a marked character,

which puts aside at once the supposition that we
have here a mere epitome of Matthew and Luke.
Tlie picture of the same events is far more vivid

;

touches are introduced such as could only be noted

by a vigilant eye-witness, and such as make us

almost eye-witnesses of the Redeemer's doings.

The most remarkable case of this is the account

of the demoniac in the country of the (iadarenes,

where tlie following words are peculiar to Mark.
" And no man could bind him, no, not with chains:

because that he had often been bound witli fetters

and chains, and the chains had been plucked asun-

der by him, and the fetters broken in pieces: neither

could any man tame him. And always night and
day he was in tiie mountains crying and cutting

himself with stones. But when he saw Jesus afar

off, he ran," etc. Here we are in(lel)ted for the

picture of the fierce and hopeless wanderer to the

Evangelist whose work is the briefest, and whose
style is tiie least perfect. He sometimes adds to

the account of the othere a notice of our Ijord's

look (iii. 34, viii. 33, x. 21, x. 23); he dwells

on human feelings and the tokens of tlieni ; on

our lord's pity for the leper, and his strict
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charge not to publish the miracle (i. 41, 44) ; He
"loved " the rich young man for his answers (x.

21) ; He " looked round " with anger when another

occasion called it out (iii. 5); He groaned in spirit

(vii. 34, viii. 12). All these are peculiar to Mark;
and they would be explained most readily by the

theory that one of the disciples most near to Jesus

had supplied them. To this must be added that

whilst Mark goes over the same ground for the

most part as the other Evangelists, and especially

Matthew, there are many facts thrown in which

prove that we are listening to an independent wit-

ness. Thus the humble origin of Peter is made
known through him (i. 10-20), and his connection

with Capernaum (i. 29); he tells us that Levi was

"the son of Alphseus " (ii. 14), that Peter was

the name given by our Lord to Simon (iii. 16), and

Boanerges a surname added by Him to the names

of two others (iii. 17); he assumes the existence

of another body of disciples wider than the Twelve

(iii. 32, iv. 10, 36, viii. 34, xiv. 51, 52); we owe to

him the name of Jairus (v. 22), the word " car-

penter " applied to our Lord (vi. 3), the nation of

the " Syrophoenician "' woman (vii. 26); he substi-

tutes 1 )almanutha for the " Magdala " of Matthew
(viii. 10); he names Bartimaeus (x. 46); he alone

mentions that our Lord would not suffer any man
to carry any vessel through the Temple (xi. 16);

and that Simon of Cyrene was the father of Alex-

ander and liufus (xv. 21). All these are tokens of

an independent writer, different from Matthew and

Luke, and in the absence of other traditions it is

natural to look to Peter. One might hope that

much light would be thrown on this question from

the way in which Peter is mentioned in the Gospel;

but the evidence is not so clear as might have been

expected. Peter is often mentioned without any

special occasion for it (i. 36, v. 37, xi. 20-26, xiii.

3, xvi. 7 ) ; but on the other hand there are passages

from which it might seem that the writer knew less

of the great Apostle. Thus in Matt. xv. 15, we
have " Peter; " in the parallel place in Mark only

"the disciples." The Apostle's walking on the sea

is omitted: so the blessing pronounced on him

(Matt. xvi. 17-19), and the promise made to all

the Apostles in answer to him (IMatt. xix. 28).

Peter was one of those who were sent to prepare

the Passover; yet Mark omits his name. The

word " bitterly " of Matthew and Luke is omitted

by Alark from the record of Peter's repentance;

whilst the account of his denials is full and circum-

stantial. It has been sought to account for these

omissions on the ground of humility; but some

may think that this cannot be the clew to all the

places. But what we generalize from these pas-

sages is, that the name Peter is peculiarly dealt

with, added here, and there withdrawn, which

would be explained if the writer had access to

special information about Peter. On the whole, in

spite of the doubtfulness of I'^usebius's sources, and

the almost self-contradiction into which he falls, the

internal evidence inclines us. to accept the account

that this inspired Gospel has some connection with

St. Peter, and records more exactly the preaching

which he, guided by the Spirit of God, uttered for

the instruction of the world.

H. Rdation of Mark io Matthew and Luke.—
The results of criticism as to the relation of the

three Gospels are somewhat humiliating. Up to

this day three views are maintained with equal

ardor : {n) that Mark's Gospel is the original

Gospel out of which the other two have been de-
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veloped; {h) that it was a compilation from the

other two, and therefore was written last; and (c)

that it was copied from that of Matthew, and form?

a link of transition between the other two. {a.) Of
the first view Thiersch may serve as the expositor.

" No one,"' he says, " will now venture to call Mark
a mere epitomizer of Matthew and Luke. Were
his Gospel an epitome of theirs, it would bear the

marks of the attempt to combine in one the excel-

lences of both ; else the labor of epitome would have

been without an object. But the very opposite is

the case. We miss the peculiarities of Matthew
and Luke. ^Ve find that which is common to both.

And therefore, were Mark's Gospel a mere epitome

of the others, we should have a third repetition of

that which had been already twice related, with so

little additional or more exact matter, that the

intention and conduct of the writer would remain
a riddle. This difficulty disappears, and a great

step is made in threading the labyrinth of the

Gospel harmony, when we see that Mark formed

the basis of Matthew and Luke. Where they fol-

low him they agree. Where they do not, as in the

history of our Lord's childhood, in his discourses,

and in his appearances after his resurrection, they

differ widely, and each takes his own way

"

(Thiersch, Chnrck History, p. 94, Carlyle's trans-

lation). But the amount of independent narrative

is too great, in each of the others, to admit of their

having derived their Gospels from Mark ; and in

the places which they have in common, each treats

the events in an independent way, and not as a

copyist. Still this opinion has been held by Herder,

Storr, Wilke, Weisse, lieuss, Ewald, and others.

(6.) The theory that Mark's Gospel is a compilation

and aliridgment of that of Matthew is maintained

by Augustin, and after him by Euthymius and
Michaelis. The facts on which it rests are clear

enough. There* are in St. Mark only about three

events which St. IMatthew does not narrate (Mark
i. 23, viii. 22, xii. 41); and thus the matter of the

two may be regarded as almost the same. But the

form in St. Mark is, as we haVe seen, much briefer,

and the omissions are many and important. The
explanation is that Mark had the work of Matthew
before him, and only condensed it. But many
would make Mark a compiler from both the others

(Griesbach, De Wette. etc.), arguing from passages

where there is a curious resemblance to both (see

De Wette, TlamUmcli, § 94 a), (c.) Lastly, the

theory that the Gospel before us forms a sort of

transition-link between the other two, standing

midway between the Judaic tendency of IMatthew

and the Universalist or Gentile Gospel of St. Luke,

need not troulile us much here [see above, p. 1697].

An account of these views may be found in Hilgen-

feld's Ev<in(jdien. It is obvious that they refute

one another : the same internal evidence suffices to

prove that Mark is the first, and the last, and the

intermediate. Let us return to the facts, and,

taught by these contradictions what is the worth

of " internal evidence," let us carry our speculations

no further than the facts. The Gospel of Mark
contains scarcely any events that are not recited by

the others. There ai-e verbal coincidences with

each of the others, and sometimes peculiar words

from both meet together in the parallel place in

Mark. On the other hand, there are unmistakable

marks of independence. He has passages peculiar

to himself (as iii. 20, 21, iv. 26-29, vii. 31-37, viii.

22-26, xi. 11-14, xiv. 51, 52, xvi. 9-11), and a

peculiar fullness of detail where he goes over the
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same ground as the others. The beginning of his

Gospel is peculiar; so is the end. Remarkable is

the absence of passages quoted from the Old Testa-

ment by the writer himself, who, however, recites

such passages when used by our Lord. There are

only two exceptions to this, namely, the opening

\erses of the Gospel, where Mai. iii. 1 and Is. xl. 3

are cited : and a verse in the account of the cruci-

fixion (sv. 28), where he quotes the words, "and
He was rmmbered with the transgressors " (Is. liii.

12); but this is rejected by Alford and Tischendorf

as spurious, inserted here from Luke xxii. 37. After

deducting these exceptions, 23 quotations from or

references to the O. T. remain, in all of which it is

either our Lord Himself who is speaking, or some

one addressing Him.
The hypothesis which best meets these facts is,

that whilst the matter common to al^ three Evan-

gelists, or to two of them," is derived from the oral

teaching of the Apostles, which they had purposely

reduced to a common form, our Evangelist writes

as an independent witness to the truth, and not as

a compiler; and that the tradition that the Gospel

was written under the sanction of Peter, and its

matter in some degree derived from him, is made
probable by the evident traces of an eye-witness in

many of the narratives. The omission and abridg-

ment of our Lord's discourses, and the sparing use

of 0. T. quotations, might be accounted for by the

special destination of the Gospel, if we had surer

data for ascertaining it; but it was for Gentiles,

with whom illustrations from the 0. T. would have

less weight, and the purpose of the writer was to

present a clear and vivid picture of the acts of our

Lord's human life, rather than a full record of his

divine doctrine. We may thankfully own that,

with little that is in substance peculiar to himself,

the Evangelist does occupy for us a distinct position,

and supply a definite want, in virtue of these char-

acteristics.

III. This Gospel loritfen priniarily for Gentiles.

— We have seen that the Evangelist scarcely refers

to the 0. T. in his own person. The word Law
iv6/xos) does not once occur. The genealogy of our

Lord is likewise omitted. Other matters interesting

chiefly to the Jews are likewise omitted ; such as

the references to the O. T. and Law in Matt. xii.

5-7, the reflections on the request of the Scribes

and Pharisees for a sign, Matt. xii. 38-45; the

parable of the king's son. Matt. xxii. 1-14; and

the awful denunciation of the Scribes and Pharisees,

in Matt, xxiii. Explanations are given in some
])laces, which Jews could not require : thus, Jordan

is a " river" (Mark i. 5; Matt. iii. 6); the Phari-

sees, etc. "used to fast" (Mark ii. 18; Matt. ix.

14), and other customs of theirs are described

(Mark vi. 1-4; Matt. xv. 1, 2); "the time of figs

was not yet," /. e. at the seiison of the Passover

(Mark xi. 13 ; Matt. xxi. 19 ) ; the Sadducees' worst

tenet is mentioned (Mark xii. 18); the Mount of

Olives is '• over against the temple " (Mark xiii. 3;

Matt. xxiv. 3); at the Passover men eat "un-
leavened bread" (Mark xiv. 1, 12; Matt. xxvi. 2,

17), and explanations are given which Jews would

not need (Mark xv. 6, 16, 42; Matt, xxvii. 15, 27,

57). Matter that might offend is omitted, as Matt.

s. 5, 6, vi. 7, 8. Passages, not always peculiar to

Mark, abound in his Gospel, in which the an-

a Mark has 39 sections common to all three ; 23

3ommon to him and Matthew ; and IS commoQ to him
ind Luke.
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tagonism between the pharisaic legal spirit and the

Gospel come out strongly (i. 22, ii. 19, 22, x. 5,

viii. 15), which hold out hopes to the heathen of

admission to the kingdom of heaven even without
the Jews (xii. 9), and which put ritual forms below
the worship of the heart (ii. 18, iii. 1-5, vii. 5-23).

Mark alone preserves those words of Jesus, " The
Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the

Sabbath" (ii. 27). Whilst he omits the invective

against the Pharisees, he indicates by a touch of

his own how Jesus condemned them "with anger"
(iii. 5). When the Lord purges the Temple of

those that polluted it, He quotes a passage of Isaiah

(Ivi. 7); but Mark alone reports as part of it the

words " of all nations " (xi. 17). Mark alone makes
the Scribe admit that love is better than sacrifices

(xii. 33). From the general testimony of these

places, whatever may be objected to an inference

from one or other amongst them, there is little

doubt but that the Gospel was meant for use in the

first instance amongst Gentiles. But the facts give

no warrant for the dream that the first Evangelist

represents the Judaic type of Christianity, and the

third the Pauline; and that Mark occupies an in-

termediate position, marking the transition from

one to the other ! In St. IMark we have the Gospel

as it was preached to all the world, and it is so

presented as to suit the wants of Gentiles. But
there is not a trace of the wish, conscious or un-

conscious, to assist in any change of Christian

belief or modes of thinking. In all things it is a

calm history, not a polemical pleading.

IV. Time when the Gospel was written. — It

will be understood from what has been said, that

nothing positive can be asserted as to the time

when this Gospel was written. The traditions are

contradictory. Irenaaus says that it was written

after the death (e^oSov, but Grabe would translate,

wrongly, departure from Rome) of the Apostle

Peter (Eusebius, II. E. v. 8); but we have seen

above, that in other passages it is supposed to be

written during Peter's lifetime (Eus. //. E. vi. 14,

and ii. 15). In the Bible there is nothing to decide

the question. It is not likely that it dates before

the reference to Mark in the Epistle to the Colos-

sians (iv. 10), where he is only introduced as a

relative of Barnabas, as if this were his greatee*

distinction ; and this epistle was written about A. n.

62. If after coming to Asia Minor on Paul's send-

ing he went on and joined Peter at Babylon, he

may have then acquired, or rather completed, that

knowledge of Peter's preaching, which tradition

teaches us to look for in the Gospel, and of which

there is so much internal evidence; and soon after

this the Gospel may have been composed. On the

other hand, it was written before the destruction

of Jerusalem (xiii. 13, 24-30, 33, Ac). Probably,

therefore, it was written between a. d. 63 and 70.

But nothing can be certainly determined on this

point.

V. Place where the Gospel teas writteii. — The
place is as uncertain as the time. Clement, Euse-

bius, Jerome, and Epiphanius, pronounce for Rome,
and many moderns take the same view. The Latin

expressions in the Gospel prove nothing; for there

is little doubt that, wherever the Gosiiel was written,

the writer had been at Rome, and so knew its lan-

guage. Chrysostom thinks Alexandria; but this

is not confirmed by other testimony.

VI. Language. — The Gos|)fl w.as written in

Greek; of this there can be no doubt if ancient

testimony is to weigh. Baronius indeed. )n the
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authority of an old Syriac translation, asserts that

Latin vras the original language; and some MSS.
referred to in Scholz {Greek Test. p. xxx.) repeat

the same; but this arises no doubt from the belief

that it was written at Rome and for Gentiles. This

opinion and its grounds Wahl has travestied by

supposing that the Gospel was written at Alex-

andria in Coptic. A Latin Gospel written for the

use of Roman Christians would not have been lost

without any mention of it in an ancient writer.

VIL Geimiueness of the (7os//eZ.— Schleierraacher

was the first perhaps to question that we have in

our present Gospel that of which Papias speaks, on

the ground that his words would apply to a simpler

and less orderly composition {Stiidien u. Kritiken,

1832). Accordingly the usual assumption of a later

editor is brought in, as in the case of St. Luke's

Gospel [see p. 1G97]. But the words of Papias

require no such aid (Euseb. //. £. iii. 39), nor

would such authority be decisive if they did. All

ancient testimony makes INIark the author of a

certain Gospel, and that this is the Gospel which

has come down to us, there is not the least his-

torical ground for doubting. Owing to the very few

sections peculiar to Mark, evidence from patristic

quotation is somewhat difficult to produce. Justin

Martyr, however, quotes ch. ix. 44, 46, 48, xii. 30,

and iii. 17, and Irenaaus cites both the opening

and closing words (iii. 10, 6). An important tes-

timony in any case, but doubly so from the doubt

that has Ijeen cast on the closing verses (xvi. 9-19).

Concerning these verses see Meyer's, Alford's, and

Tischendorf's notes. The passage is rejected by

the majority of modern critics, on the testimony

of INISS. [particularly the Vatican and the Siiiaitic]

and of old writers and on the internal evidence of

the diction. Though it is probable that this sec-

tion is from a different hand, and was annexed to

the Gospel soon after the time of the Apostles, it

must be remembered that it is found in three of

the four great uncial MSS. (A C D), and is quoted

without any question by Irenoeus. Among late

critics Olshausen still pronounces for its genuine-

ness. With the exception of these few verses the

genuineness of the Gospel is placed above the reach

of reasonable doubt.

VIII. Style and Diction. — The purpose of the

Evangelist seems to be to place before us a vivid

picture of the earthly acts of Jesus. The style is

peculiarly suitable to this. He uses the present

tense instead of the narrative aorist, almost in every

chapter. The word eudeais, " straightway," is used

by St. Mark forty -one times. The first person is

preferred to the third (iv. 39, v. 8, 9, 12, vi. 2, 3,

31, 33, ix. 25, 33, xii. 6). Precise and minute de-

tails as to persons, places, and numbers, abound in

the narrative. All these tend to give force and

vividness to the picture of the human life of our

Lord. On the other side, the facts are not very

exactly arranged ; they are often connected by

nothing more definite than Kai and ird.Mi'. Its

conciseness sometimes makes this Gospel more

obscure than the others (i. 13, ix. 5, 6, iv. 10-34).

^lany peculiarities of diction may be noticed;

amongst them the following: 1. Hebrew (Ara-

maic) words are used, but expLained for Gentile

readers (iii. 17, 22, v. 41, vii. 11, 34, ix. 4S, x. 46,

xiv. 36, XV. 22, 34). 2. Latin words are very fre-

quent, as Srjvdpiov, Xeyfiif, airfKovKdrup, Kevrv-

oiojVi KTJvffos, KoSpdvTris, <ppayye\\6(i}, irpaiTd-

ptov, ^cVttjs. 3, Unusual words or phrases are found

here ; as f^dwiva, ix. 8 ; iTzicrwrpix^'-^i '"• ^^

'
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vovvix^^i ^'" "^"^i vdpSos triffTiKr}, xiv. 3; ei/et\f(e,

XV. 46; ijcfuf, i. 34, xi. 16; irpoaKapTfpelv (of a

thing), iii. 9 ; 67rl rh irpoo'KecpdKai.ov KaOevSaiv^

iv. 38; irpoeKa^e fj.vpi<rai, xiv. 8. 4. Diminutives

are frequent. 5. The substantive is often repeated

instead of the pronoun; as (to cite from ch. ii.

only) ii. 16, 18, 20, 22, 27, 28. 6. Negatives are

accumulated for the sake of emphasis (vii. 12, ix.

8, xii. 34. XV. 5, i. 44 (ovKeri ou firi, xiv. 25, etc.,

etc.). 7. Words are often added to adverbs for

the sake of emphasis ; as T6Tf eV fKeivr) rfj ^/xe'po,

ii. 20; SittTra^'T^s vvKThs Koi rj/xepas, ver. 5; eu-

Ce'ois fifTo, (TTTOvSris, vi. 25; also vii. 21, viii. 4, x.

20, xiii. 29, xiv. 30, 43. 8. The same idea is often

repeated under another expression, as, i. 42, ii. 25,

viii. 15, xiv. 68, etc. 9. And sometimes the rep-

etition is effected by means of the opposite, as in

i. 22, 44, and many other places. 10. Sometimes
emphasis is given by simple reiteration, as in ii.

15, 19. 11. The elliptic use of jVo, like that of

iiiros in classical writers, is found, ver. 23. 12.

The word iTrepoorav is used twenty-five times in

this Gospel. 13. Instead of avix^ovXiov Kajx^d-

viiv of Matt., Mark has avfi^ovMov Troie7v, iii.

6, XV. 1. 14. There are many words peculiar to

Mark; thus &\a\os. vii. 37, ix. 17, 25; tKBa/j.-

^('iffQat, ix. 15, xiv. 33, xvi. 5, 6 ; ivayKaKi^tcdai,
ix. 36, X. 16; Kfvrvpioiv, xv. 39, 44, 45; Trpofxep-

i/xrai', xiii. 11 ; 7rpo(r7rop6V€(70ai, x. 35; (rTL\0€iv,

ix. 3; a-Toi^ds, xi. 8; avvd\i$etv, v. 24, 31;

(TkwKt)^, ix. 44, 46, 48; TratSideej/, ix- 21, ajjivp-

vi^us, XV. 23.

The diction of St. Mark presents the difficulty

that whilst it abounds in Latin words, and in ex-

pressions that recall Latin equivalents, it is stiU

much more akin to the Hebraistic diction of St.

Matthew than to the purer style of St. Luke.

IX. Quotativnsjrvm the Old Testament. — The
following list of references to the Old Testament is

nearly or quite complete :
—

Mark i. 2. Mai. iii. 1.

i. 3. Is. xl. 3.

i. 44. Lev. xiv. 2.

ii. 25. 1 Sam. xxi. 6.

iv. 12. Is. vi. 10.

vii. 6. Is. xxix. 13.

vii. 10. Ex. XX. 12, xxi. 17.

ix. 44. Is. Ixvi. 24.

X. 4. Deut. xxiv. 1.

X. 7. Gen. ii. 24.

X. 19. Ex. XX. 17.

xi. 17. Is. Ivi. 7 ; Jer. vti. 11.

xii. 10. Ps. cxviii. 22.

xii. 19. Deut. xxv. 5.

xii. 26. Ex. iii. 6.

xii. 29. Deut. vi. 4.

xii. 31. Lev. xix. 18.

xii. 36. Ps. ex. 1.

xiii. 14. Dan. ix. 27.

xiii. 24. Is. xiii. 10.

xiv. 27. Zech. xiii. 7,

xiv. 62. Dan. vii. 13.

XV. 28 (?) Is. liii. 12.

XT. 34. Ps. xxii. 1.

X. Contents of the Gospel. — Though this Gos-

pel has little historical matter which is not shared

with some other, it would be a great error to sup-

pose that the voice of Mark could have been

silenced without injury to the divine harmony.

The minute painting of the scenes in which the

Lord took part, the fresh and lively mode of the

narration, the very absence of the precious dis-

courses of Jesus, which, interposed between his
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deeds, would have delayed the action, all give to

this Gospel a character of its own. It is the his-

tory of the war of Jesus against sin and evil in the

world diirinir the time that He dwelt as a Man
among men. Its motto might well be, as Lange

observes, those words of Peter : " How God anointed

Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Ghost and with

power; who went about doing good, and healing

all that were oppressed of the Devil ; for God was

with Him " (Acts x. 38). It develops a series of

acts of this conflict, broken by times of rest and

refreshing, in the wilderness or on the mountain.

It records the exploits of the Son of God in the

war against Satan, and the retirement in which

after each He returned to commune with his

Father, and bring back fresh strength for new
encounters. Thus the passage from ii. 1 to iii. 6

describes his first conflict with the Pharisees, and

it ends in a conspiracy of Pharisees and Herodians

for his destruction, before which He retires to the

sea (iii. 7). The passage from iii. 13 to vi. 6 con-

tains the account of his conflict with the unbelief

of his own countrymen, ending with those remark-

able words, " And He could there do no mighty

work, save that He laid his hands upon a few sick

folk and healed them;" then, constrained (so to

speak) in his working by their resistance, He retired

for that time from the struggle, and " went round

about the villages teaching" (vi. G).

The principal divisions in the Gospel are these :
—

1. John the Baptist and Jesus (i. 1-13). 2. Acts

of Jesus in Galilee (i. 14r-ix. 5Q). 3. Teaching in

Pertea, where the spirit of the new kingdom of

the Gospel is brought out (x. 1-31). 1. Teaching,

trials, and sufferings in Jerusalem. Jesus revealing

Himself as Founder of the new kingdom (x. 33-

aud XV. 47). 5. Itesurrection (xvi.).

Sources. —The works quoted under Luke, and
besides them, Davidson, Introduction to N. T.

(Bagster, 1818); Lange, Bibelwerk, part ii., and
Leben Jesu ; Fritzsche on St. Mark (Leipzig,

1830); Kuhn, Leben Jesu, vol. i. (Mainz, 1838),

and Sepp, Leben Christi (1813-46). W. T. '

* Additional Literature. — The most important

works on the Gospel of Mark are mentioned in the

supplement to the article Gospels, vol. ii. p. t)59

ff. In addition, however, to the critical works of

Wilke (1838), Hilgenfeld (18-50), Baur (1851),

James Smith of Jordanhill (1853), Holtzmann
(1863),Weizsacker (1864), with others there re-

ferred to, and the commentaries of Kuinoel, 01s-

hausen, DeWette, Meyer, Bleek, Lange, Nast, etc.,

the following deserve to be noted: Knobel, Be
£v. Marci Oric/iiie, Vratisl. 1831; Hitzig, Ueber
Johannes .)farcus u. seine SchriJ'len, oder ivelchcr

Johannes hat die Off'enbarung verfasst f Ziirich,

1843 ; Gilder, art. Marcus Evanrjciist, in Herzog's

Real-Kncykl. ix. 44-51 (1858); Kenrick, T/ie Gos-

pel of Mark the Protevangelium, in his Biblical

Essays, Lond. 1864, 12mo, pp. 1-G8; Hilgenfeld,

Das Malhus-Evanyeliuinu. die Marcus- llypothese,

in his Zeitschr. f. wiss. TheuL, 1864, vii. '287-333

;

and Marcus zwischen Matthdus u. Lucas, ibid.,

1866, ix. 82-113; Zeller, Zum Marcus-Evange-
lium, in Hilgenfeld's .ZeiVscAr. y. wiss. Theol. 1865,

viii. 308-328, 385-408; H. U. Maijboom, Ges-

chiedenis en Critiek der Marcus-ffypothese, .Vnist.

1866 ; J. II. A. Michelsen, Ilet Evangelie van
Markus, le gedeelte, Amst. 1867 ; Aug. Kloster-

mann, Das Markusevnnf/elium nach seinem Que.l-

'enwerlhe f. d. evang. Geschichte, GiJtt. 18G7;
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J. H. "Scholten, Ilet oudste evangelle Critisch

onderzoek naar de zamenstelling ... de hist.

tcaarde en den oorsprong der evangelien naar Mat-
theus en Marcus, I^iden, 1868; Davidson, Introd.

to the Study of the N. T., Lond. 1868, ii. 76-123.

For an historical outline-of the discussions respecting

the relation of JMark's Gospel to those of Matthew
and Luke, see Holtzmaim in Bunsen's Bibelwerk,

vol. viii. (1866), pp. 29-55. Many recent critics,

besides those mentioned in the preceding article

(p. 1788 6), as Smith of Jordanhill, Kenrick. Ritschl

{Theol. Jahrb. 1851), Holtzmann, Weiss '( r/ieo/.

Stiul. u. Krit. 1861), Schenkel, Weizsiicker, and
Meyer in the later editions of his Kommentar, re-

gard Jlark as the earliest and most original of the

first three Gospels, most of them, however, resort-

ing to the hypothesis of an earlier, perhaps Petrine

Gospel, which forms its basis. The subject has been

discussed with great fullness by Holtzmann. On the

other hand, Hilgenfeld strenuously maintains the

secondary and derivative character of Mark's Gos-

pel, and Davidson, in his new Introduction (1868),

as well as Bleek, adheres substantially to the view

of Griesbach, arguing that it was mainly compiled

from Matthew and Luke. Against the supposition

that any one of the Evangelists copied from the

others, see particularly the dissertation of Jlr. Nor-
ton, " On the Origin of the Correspondences among
the First Three Gospels," in his Evidences of the

Genuineness of the Gospels, 2d ed. (1846), vol. i.

Addit. Note D., pp. cvi.-ccxiii.

Among the special commentaries we may notice

the following: Victor Antiochenus (fl. A. d. 401),

ed. by C. F. Slatthwi (Bi'/cropo? Trpetr^. 'Avt- Kcd

aWuf Tivwv Traripoiv i^r}yT]ds els rh Kara Map-
Kov ay- evayyeKiov), Moscow, 1775, Latin trans-

lation in Max, Bibl. Patrum, iv. 370 ff". (comp.

Lardner, Works, iv. 581 AT., ed. 1829); Possinus,

Catena Grmcorum Patrum in Marcum, Romte,

1673, fob; Cramer, Catena Grcecorum Patrum
in Ecv. Matth. el Marci, Oxon. 1840; Euthyraius

Zigabenus (in Migne's Patrol. Grmca, vol. cxxix.),

and Theophylact (ibid. vol. cxxiii. ) ; see more fully

under Luke, Gospel of, p. 1699 ; G. A. Heupe-
lius, ^[arci Evang. Notis grnm.-hist.-crit. illus-

trafum. Argent. 1716; J. Eisner, Com. philol.-crit.

in Ev. Marci, Traj. ad Khen. 1773; C. F. A.
Fritzsche, Evang. Marci recensuit et cum Comni.

perpetuis edidit. Lips. 1830, a very elabomte philo-

logical commentary ; James Ford, TV/e Gospel of St.

Mark illustrated from Ancient and Modern Au-
thors, Lond. 1849; J. A. Alexander, The Gospel

according to Mark explained, New York, 1858,

perhaps the best commentary in Eni;lish, being at

the same time scholarly and popular; (X. N. Whit-
ing,) The Gospel according to Mark, translated

from the Greek, on the Basis of the Common Eng-
lish Version, loith Notes, New York, 1858 (Amer.

Bible Union). The translation of Lange's Com-
mentary by Prof. W. G. T. Shedd, New York,

1866, forming, with Oosterzee on lAike, vol. ii. of

the N. T. series, and the new (5tli) edition of Mey-
er's Krit. exeg. llandb. ub. d. Evv. des Markus et

Lukas (Gcitt. 1867), should also be mentioned

here. A.

MAR'MOTH (Mapficcel ; Alex. MapfxaBi:
.Uarimoth) = Meuemotii the priest, the son of

Uriah (1 Esdr. viii. 62; comp. Ezr. viii. 33).

MA'ROTH (ni")?2 [bitteme.'<s, pi. Ges.]:

oSvyri in both MSS. : and so also Jerome, in
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Amariltidinibus), one of the towns of the western

lowland of Judah whose names are alluded to or

played upon by the prophet Micah in the warning

with which his prophecy opens (i. 12). The allu-

sion turns on the signification of Maroth — " bit-

ternesses."' It is not elsewhere mentioned, nor

has the name been encountered by travellers.

Schwarz's conjecture (107), that it is a contraction

of Maarath, is not very happy, as the latter con-

tains the letter uin, which but very rarely disap-

pears under any process to which words are sub-

jected. G.

* MARKET occurs in the 0. T. only in the

27th chap, of Ezekiel (vv. 13, 17, 19, 2.5), where it

is the rendering of the Hebr. D~127XI3, which in

the same chapter is five times (in vv. 9, 27, 33, 34)

translated " merchandise." In the N. T. it is used

as the equivalent of the Greek word ayopa, which,

however, is rendered maTket-plnce in iNIatt. xx. 3;

Mark xii. 38; Luke vii. 32; Acts xvi. 19; and in

Mark vi. 56 is translated "street'^ (apparently after

the Vulg. in plaleis).

The market was not only a place of ti-affic, but

also of general resort. It was frequented by per-

sons in search of amusement (of. Matt. xi. IG; Luke
vii. 32) or of employment (Matt. xx. 3), and in

time of calamity (Eccles. xii. 5 LXX.; cf. Is. xv. 3).

There justice was commonly administered, and

many other public affairs transacted ; there, too,

prophets and public teachers found their auditors

(cf. Jer. xvii. 19 ; Prov. i. 20 f., viii. 1 f. ; Luke
xiii. 26). They were "market-loungers" (ayopoiot)

who aided the Jewish persecutors of Paul at Thes-

salonica (Acts xvii. 5). Accordingly, the word
sometimes ai)pears to designate little more than a

place of publicity (Matt, xxiii. 7; Mark xii. 38;

Luke xi. 43, xx. 46).

The market-places in the cities of Palestine, at

least in the earlier times, lay just within the gates

[Gates, vol. i. p. 871; see also Thomson's Lmid
and Book, i. 29 ff.]. They sometimes consisted of

something more than a bare, open space, if we
may judge from 1 Esdr. ii. 18 (17), where we read

of "building (olKoSoiu.ovcri) the market-places;"

cf. Joseph. B. J. i. 21, § 8. And it is doubtful

whether they were always situated close to the city

gates (Joseph. B. J. v. 4, § 1; v. 12, § 3; Vita, p.

22). Certainly in Jerusalem trade seems not to

have been confined to the neighborhood of the

MARKET
gates ; for we read in Jer. xxxvii. 21 of the bakers'

street (V^^H) (cf also Neh. iii. 32), in Josephus

(B. J. V. 8, § 1 ), of the wool-mart, the copper-

smiths' shops, the clothes market, and (B. J. v. 4,

§ 1) of the valley of the cheese-makers, while in

the rabbinical writings still other associated trades

are mentioned, as the corn-market, meat-market,

etc. (For illustrations of modern usages, see Tobler's

Denkblaitev am Jerusalem, pp. 139 ff., 142 f , 373 f.,

&c.) Accordingly, the supposition is not an im-

probable one that in the larger cities a market for

the sale of country produce, cattle, etc., was held

in piazze near the gates, while trafBc in manufac-

tured articles was grouped in bazaars, or collections

of shops within— a usage not unknown in the East

at the present day [Street] (see Hackett's Illus-

trations of Scripture, p. 69 ii'.). On the approach

of the Sabbath, or of a festival, a signal from a
trumpet was given " between the two evenings "

[Day, vol. i. p. 568] that work should cease and the

markets be closed. They remained shut also on

days of public mourning. Foreigners seem to have

been free to engage in traffic (Neh. xiii. 16, x. 31);

indeed, the wandering habits of oriental traders

are indicated by the primary signification (" one

who travels about ") of "TTD and /?"!, two of

the most common Hebrew words to denote a mer-

chant, (see Jas. iv. 13, and Hackett's Illustrations,

etc. p. 70 f.). The falsification of weights and
measures was vigorously proscribed by Moses and

the prophets (Lev. xix. 35, 36; Deut. xxv. 13, 15;

Ezek. xlv. 10 ff. ; Amos viii. 5 ; Micah vi. 10 f. ; cf.

Prov. xi. 1, xvi. 11, xx. 10, 23). On the medium
of trade see Money.

Respecting "the mr.rket" at Athens, where Paul

"disputed daily," according to the practice of pub-

lic teachers, at least from the time of Socrates, see

Athens, vol. i. p. 194. A detailed account (of

course somewhat conjectural) of the place and its

environs is given in Conybeare and Howson's Life

and Epp. of St. Paid, i. 354 f , Am. ed., and a lively

description of the scenes that were to be witnessed

there may be found in Felton's Lectures on Ancient

and Modern Greece, i. 375 ff. ; cf. Becker's Cliari-

cles, 2d Eng. ed., p. 277 ff. The " market-place "

of Philippi, and the proceedings before the " prae-

tors " there, must derive illustration from the foren-

sic usages of Rome, of which Philippi as a Roman
colony was a miniature likeness. J. H. T.
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